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  1.16.1 Available under license
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  1.17.1 Available under license
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  1.22.1 Available under license
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  1.24.1 Available under license
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  1.26.1 Available under license
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  1.27.1 Available under license
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  1.28.1 Available under license
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  1.29.1 Available under license
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  1.30.1 Available under license
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  1.32.1 Available under license
1.33 tar 1.26-35.el7
  1.33.1 Available under license
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   1.34.1 Available under license

1.35 cxf 3.3.8
   1.35.1 Available under license

1.36 selinux 2.5 14.1.el7
   1.36.1 Available under license

1.37 httpclient 4.5.13
   1.37.1 Available under license

1.38 zlib 1.2.3
   1.38.1 Available under license

1.39 h2 1.1.119
   1.39.1 Available under license

1.40 hsql-db 2.4.1-2~18.04
   1.40.1 Available under license

1.41 dbus-glib 0.100 7.el7
   1.41.1 Available under license

1.42 geronimojmsspec 1.1.1
   1.42.1 Available under license

1.43 ruby 2.0.0.648-36.el7
   1.43.1 Available under license

1.44 man-db 2.6.3-11.el7
   1.44.1 Available under license

1.45 jasypt 1.9.2
   1.45.1 Available under license

1.46 jetty-jmx 9.2.26.v20180806
1.47 cxf-rt-transports-local 3.1.18
   1.47.1 Available under license

1.48 libcap 219-67.el7_7.1
   1.48.1 Available under license

1.49 pciutils 3.5.1-3.el7
   1.49.1 Available under license

1.50 avalon-controls-library 2.0
   1.50.1 Available under license

1.51 libvorbis 1.3.3-8.el7.1
   1.51.1 Available under license

1.52 readline 6.2 10.el7
   1.52.1 Available under license

1.53 udev 219 67.el7_7.1
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1.83 **open-csv 2.4**
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1.86 **jt-vectorbinarize 1.3.1**
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   1.91.1 Available under license
1.92 **jt-rangelookup 1.3.1**
   1.92.1 Available under license
1.93 **aop-alliance 1.0**
   1.93.1 Available under license
1.94 **spring-web 4.3.29.RELEASE**
   1.94.1 Available under license
1.95 **openipmi 2.0.23-2.el7**
1.95.1 Available under license

1.96 xdg-utils 1.1.0
1.96.1 Available under license

1.97 tdb 1.42.9-13.el7
1.97.1 Available under license
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1.98.1 Available under license

1.99 xbean-spring 4.3
1.99.1 Available under license

1.100 quartz 2.3.0
1.100.1 Available under license

1.101 javax-websocket-server-impl 9.2.26.v20180806

1.102 activemq-stomp 5.15.12
1.102.1 Available under license

1.103 findutils 4.5.11 6.el7
1.103.1 Available under license

1.104 direct3d 10.0.10240.16412
1.104.1 Notifications
1.104.2 Available under license

1.105 spidermonkey 17.0.0
1.105.1 Available under license

1.106 psmisc 22.20-15.el7
1.106.1 Available under license

1.107 rpcbind 0.2.0-47.el7
1.107.1 Available under license

1.108 libunwind 1.2-2.el7
1.108.1 Available under license

1.109 glib 2.56.1
1.109.1 Available under license

1.110 rdma-core 17.2
1.110.1 Available under license

1.111 mail 1.5.4
1.111.1 Available under license
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1.112.1 Available under license

1.113 libselinux 2.5
1.113.1 Available under license

1.114 device-mapper-persistent-data 0.7.3
1.114.1 Available under license
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>python-kitchen 1.1.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.116</td>
<td>jetty-io 9.2.26.v20180806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>unzip 6.0-19.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>systemtap 3.3-3.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.119</td>
<td>jetty-util 9.2.26.v20180806</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>jetty-jndi 9.2.26.v20180806</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>cxf-rt-frontend-jaxws 3.3.8</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>ledmon 0.9</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>newt 1.0.2-1.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.124</td>
<td>leafletjs 0.6.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>os-prober 1.58</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.126</td>
<td>grep 2.20 3.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>expect 5.45</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>apr 1.3.9</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>jt-attributeop 1.3.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>libndp 1.2 7.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.131</td>
<td>websocket-client 9.2.26.v20180806</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.132</td>
<td>lzo 2.06 8.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>elfutils 0.5.0-9.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.134</td>
<td>elfutils 0.176 2.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.135</td>
<td>perl-time-local 1.23</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.136</td>
<td>libsemanage 2.5-14.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.136.1 Available under license

1.137 gstreamer 1.14.0
1.137.1 Available under license

1.138 activemq-console 5.15.12
1.138.1 Available under license

1.139 iconv 2.17 260.el7_6.6
1.139.1 Available under license

1.140 xml-resolver 1.2

1.141 libffi 3.0.13 18.el7
1.141.1 Available under license

1.142 tcsh 6.18.01-15.el7
1.142.1 Available under license

1.143 spdy-http-common 9.2.26.v20180806

1.144 wcs 2.3.4
1.144.1 Available under license

1.145 mysql-connector-java 8.0.12
1.145.1 Available under license

1.146 web-servlet 3.1.1
1.146.1 Available under license

1.147 utility-library 1.7+r608262
1.147.1 Available under license

1.148 jetty-xml 9.2.26.v20180806

1.149 c3p0 0.9.5.5
1.149.1 Available under license

1.150 oddjob 0.31.5
1.150.1 Available under license

1.151 firewalld 0.5.3
1.151.1 Available under license

1.152 iconv 2.12-1.209.el6_9.2
1.152.1 Available under license

1.153 fontconfig 2.13.0 4.3.el7
1.153.1 Available under license

1.154 dyninst 9.3.1
1.154.1 Available under license

1.155 libdaemon 0.79
1.155.1 Available under license

1.156 google-protobuf 2.6.0
1.156.1 Available under license

1.157 zlib 3.10.0-957.21.3.el7
1.157.1 Available under license

1.158 **biosdevname 0.7.3**
1.158.1 Available under license

1.159 **nfs-utils 1.3.0-0.61.el7**
1.159.1 Available under license

1.160 **bash 4.2.46-34.el7**
1.160.1 Available under license

1.161 **perl-socket 2.01**
1.161.1 Available under license

1.162 **bzip2 1.0.6 13.el7**
1.162.1 Available under license

1.163 **commons-jxpath 1.3**
1.163.1 Available under license

1.164 **polkit-pkla-compat 0.1**
1.164.1 Available under license

1.165 **commons-io 2.5**
1.165.1 Available under license

1.166 **rfkill 0.4-10.el7**
1.166.1 Available under license

1.167 **openscap 1.2.13-2.el6**
1.167.1 Available under license

1.168 **xml-commons-resolver 1.2**
1.168.1 Available under license

1.169 **dos2unix 6.0.3**
1.169.1 Available under license

1.170 **jbig-kit 2.0 11.el7**
1.170.1 Available under license

1.171 **lsof 4.87 6.el7**
1.171.1 Available under license

1.172 **spring-expression 4.3.29.RELEASE**
1.172.1 Available under license

1.173 **xml-apis-ext 1.3.04**
1.173.1 Available under license

1.174 **net-tools 2.0 0.24.20131004git.el7**
1.174.1 Available under license

1.175 **pango 1.42.4 1.el7**
1.175.1 Available under license

1.176 **javassist 3.18.1**
1.177 **jersey 1.12-3.el7**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hunspell-en-ca</td>
<td>0.20121024</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oro</td>
<td>2.0.8</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>json-c</td>
<td>0.11 4.el7_0</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iputils</td>
<td>20160308 10.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mail</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-daemon</td>
<td>1.2.2</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activemq</td>
<td>5.15.12</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net-snmp</td>
<td>5.8.0</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libdrm</td>
<td>2.4.91-3.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batik-bridge</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixman</td>
<td>0.34.0 1.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcre</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setup</td>
<td>2.8.71</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kerberos</td>
<td>1.15.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache-log4j</td>
<td>1.2.16</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commons-pool</td>
<td>2.4.2</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emacs</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jackson-jaxrs-base</td>
<td>2.11.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivtv-firmware</td>
<td>20080701</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wpa-supplicant</td>
<td>2.6-12.el7_9.2</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.218.1 Available under license
1.219 **expression 5.1.3**
   1.219.1 Available under license
1.220 **bcel 2.7.2**
   1.220.1 Available under license
1.221 **grub 2.16**
   1.221.1 Available under license
1.222 **openssl 1.0.2k-21.el7_9**
   1.222.1 Available under license
1.223 **commons-beanutils 1.6**
   1.223.1 Notifications
   1.223.2 Available under license
1.224 **pm-utils 1.4.1**
   1.224.1 Available under license
1.225 **lzo 2.06**
   1.225.1 Available under license
1.226 **thrift 0.14.0**
   1.226.1 Available under license
1.227 **perl-text-parsewords 3.29**
   1.227.1 Available under license
1.228 **abrt 2.1.11**
   1.228.1 Available under license
1.229 **geronimoj2emanagement 1.0.1**
   1.229.1 Available under license
1.230 **restlet 1.0.8**
   1.230.1 Available under license
1.231 **xerces-c 3.2.2**
   1.231.1 Available under license
1.232 **sg3-utils 1.37**
   1.232.1 Available under license
1.233 **perl-time-hires 1.9725**
   1.233.1 Available under license
1.234 **tmpwatch 2.11**
   1.234.1 Available under license
1.235 **spring-framework 4.3.25**
   1.235.1 Available under license
1.236 **guava r05**
1.237 **initscripts 9.49.46**
   1.237.1 Available under license
1.238 usbutils 007-5.el7
   1.238.1 Available under license
1.239 ipmiutil 1.8.18-7.el7
   1.239.1 Available under license
1.240 pexpect 2.3
   1.240.1 Available under license
1.241 polkit 0.112-18.el7
   1.241.1 Available under license
1.242 libdb 5.3.21
1.243 jxpath 1.3
   1.243.1 Available under license
1.244 hibernate 3.5.3
   1.244.1 Available under license
1.245 grub 2.02-0.86.el7_8.x86_64
   1.245.1 Available under license
1.246 efibootmgr 17-2.el7
   1.246.1 Available under license
1.247 commons-collections 3.2.2
   1.247.1 Available under license
1.248 zlib 2.27-41.base.el7
   1.248.1 Available under license
1.249 unzip 6.0-20.el7
   1.249.1 Available under license
1.250 spring-messaging 4.3.29.RELEASE
   1.250.1 Available under license
1.251 security-web 5.1.13.RELEASE
   1.251.1 Available under license
1.252 websocket-api 9.2.26.v20180806
1.253 libedit 3.0-12.20121213cvs.el7
   1.253.1 Available under license
1.254 device-mapper-multipath 0.4.9
   1.254.1 Available under license
1.255 sudo 1.8.23-10.el7_9.1
   1.255.1 Available under license
1.256 newt 0.52.15 4.el7
   1.256.1 Available under license
1.257 bouncycastle-fips 1.60
   1.257.1 Available under license
1.258 rhn-client-tools 2.0.2
1.258.1 Available under license
1.259 geronimo-jta 1.0.1
    1.259.1 Available under license
1.260 openwsman 2.6.3-4.git4391e5c.el7
    1.260.1 Available under license
1.261 cxf-rt-ws-policy 3.3.8
    1.261.1 Available under license
1.262 libpcap 1.5.3-11.el7
    1.262.1 Available under license
1.263 perl-file-path 2.09
    1.263.1 Available under license
1.264 hardlink 1
    1.264.1 Available under license
1.265 corosync 2.4.3
    1.265.1 Available under license
1.266 activemq-kahadb-store 5.15.12
    1.266.1 Available under license
1.267 texinfo 5.1
    1.267.1 Available under license
1.268 wfs 2.3.4
    1.268.1 Available under license
1.269 jackson 2.11.1
    1.269.1 Available under license
1.270 perl-exporter 5.68
    1.270.1 Available under license
1.271 pkg-config 0.27.1 4.el7
    1.271.1 Available under license
1.272 smartmontools 6.5-1.el7
    1.272.1 Available under license
1.273 spring-context 4.3.29.RELEASE
    1.273.1 Available under license
1.274 perl-storable 2.45
    1.274.1 Available under license
1.275 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.23026.0
    1.275.1 Available under license
1.276 network-manager 1.18.8-1.el7
    1.276.1 Available under license
1.277 mqtt-client 1.15
1.278 spring-security-core 5.1.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.271</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.278.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.279</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.280</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.282</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.283</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.285</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.287</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.289</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.290</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.291</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.294</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.296</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.297</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Package Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>gzip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.299</td>
<td>groff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>autogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.301</td>
<td>grubby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.302</td>
<td>xpp3-min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.303</td>
<td>libtasn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.304</td>
<td>cxf-rt-databinding-jAXB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>binutils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.306</td>
<td>vim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.307</td>
<td>sgpio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>spring-beans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>liberation-fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.310</td>
<td>systemd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>libpcap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>eclipsepahoclientmqtt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.313</td>
<td>jetty-continuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>ows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>xfsprogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>cglib-nodep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>rdma-cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.318</td>
<td>pygobject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.318.1 Available under license
1.319 libjpeg 1.2.90-8.el7
1.319.1 Available under license
1.320 libaio 0.3.109
1.320.1 Available under license
1.321 checkpolicy 2.5
1.321.1 Available under license
1.322 mtr 0.85 7.el7
1.322.1 Available under license
1.323 httpcomponents-core 4.4.10
1.323.1 Available under license
1.324 libnuma 2.0.9-2.el6
1.324.1 Available under license
1.325 popt 1.13 16.el7
1.325.1 Available under license
1.326 activemq-pool 5.15.12
1.326.1 Available under license
1.327 regexp 2.7.2
1.327.1 Available under license
1.328 neethi 3.1.1
1.328.1 Available under license
1.329 perl-podlators 2.5.1
1.329.1 Available under license
1.330 file-system 3.2
1.330.1 Available under license
1.331 spdy-core 9.2.26.v20180806
1.332 eclipse 2.6.0.v20100914-1218
1.332.1 Available under license
1.333 spdy-http-server 9.2.26.v20180806
1.334 pam 1.1.8
1.334.1 Available under license
1.335 jetty-quickstart 9.2.26.v20180806
1.336 xpp 1.1.3.4.O
1.336.1 Available under license
1.337 prelink 0.5.0
1.337.1 Available under license
1.338 perl-parent 0.225
1.338.1 Available under license
1.339 ecj 4.4.2
1.339.1 Available under license
1.340 apache 2.4.6-88.el7
    1.340.1 Available under license
1.341 yum 3.4.3
    1.341.1 Available under license
1.342 python-backports-ssl-match-hostname 3.5.0.1
    1.342.1 Available under license
1.343 iptables 1.4.21-28.el7
    1.343.1 Available under license
1.344 libogg 1.3.0 5.el7_1
    1.344.1 Available under license
1.345 xml-apis 1.3.02
    1.345.1 Available under license
1.346 jetty-security 9.2.26.v20180806
1.347 cxf-rt-fronted-simple 3.3.8
    1.347.1 Available under license
1.348 gmp 6.0.0 15.el7
    1.348.1 Available under license
1.349 extended-wpf-toolkit 2.0.0
    1.349.1 Available under license
1.350 thread-pool 0.2.5
    1.350.1 Available under license
1.351 async-http-client 2.10.5
    1.351.1 Available under license
1.352 gamin 0.1.10
    1.352.1 Available under license
1.353 kerberos 0.7.0-21.el7
    1.353.1 Available under license
1.354 libpciaccess 0.14-1.el7
    1.354.1 Available under license
1.355 irqbalance 1.0.7-11.el7
    1.355.1 Available under license
1.356 jaxb-runtime 2.3.2
    1.356.1 Available under license
1.357 wicket-spring 7.6.0
    1.357.1 Available under license
1.358 attr 2.4.46 13.el7
    1.358.1 Available under license
1.359 postgresql-jdbc 8.4
1.359.1 Available under license
1.360 libcap-ng 0.7.5 4.el7
    1.360.1 Available under license
1.361 redhat-rpm-config 9.1.0
    1.361.1 Available under license
1.362 perl-constant 1.27
    1.362.1 Available under license
1.363 libgcrypt 1.5.3 14.el7
    1.363.1 Available under license
1.364 maven-scm-provider-svn-commons 1.4
    1.364.1 Available under license
1.365 gpm 1.20.7 5.el7
    1.365.1 Available under license
1.366 xstream 1.4.16
    1.366.1 Available under license
1.367 plymouth 0.8.9-0.31.20140113.el7
    1.367.1 Available under license
1.368 jasper 1.900.1 33.el7
    1.368.1 Available under license
1.369 jackson-databind 2.11.1
    1.369.1 Available under license
1.370 txw2 2.3.2
    1.370.1 Available under license
1.371 jetty-deploy 9.2.26.v20180806
1.372 commons-pool 1.5.3
    1.372.1 Available under license
1.373 jetty-servlets 9.2.26.v20180806
1.374 passwd 0.14 7.el7
    1.374.1 Available under license
1.375 spring-security-crypto 5.1.8
    1.375.1 Available under license
1.376 wicket-ioc 7.6.0
    1.376.1 Available under license
1.377 libqb 1.0.1-9.el7
    1.377.1 Available under license
1.378 plexus-interpolation 1.0
1.379 strace 4.12-9.el7
    1.379.1 Available under license
1.380 mailcap 2.1.41
1.380.1 Available under license
1.381 spring-orm 4.3.29.RELEASE
   1.381.1 Available under license
1.382 python-decorator 3.4.0
   1.382.1 Available under license
1.383 insights-client 3.0.3
   1.383.1 Available under license
1.384 javax.transaction 1.1
   1.384.1 Available under license
1.385 python-iniparse 0.4
   1.385.1 Available under license
1.386 python-augeas 0.5.0
   1.386.1 Available under license
1.387 libreport 2.1.11
   1.387.1 Available under license
1.388 zlib 1.2.7 18.el7
   1.388.1 Available under license
1.389 javax-annotation-api 1.1.fr
   1.389.1 Available under license
1.390 nss-util 3.36.0
   1.390.1 Available under license
1.391 man-pages 3.53
   1.391.1 Available under license
1.392 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.11.1
   1.392.1 Available under license
1.393 jetty-client 9.2.26.v20180806
1.394 commons-logging 1.1.1
   1.394.1 Available under license
1.395 kmod 20 23.el7
   1.395.1 Available under license
1.396 inetutils 0.17 64.el7
   1.396.1 Available under license
1.397 libevent 2.0.21 4.el7
   1.397.1 Available under license
1.398 yum-utils 1.1.31
   1.398.1 Available under license
1.399 bcpkix-jdk15on 1.51
1.400 perl-carp 1.26
   1.400.1 Available under license
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>websocket-common</td>
<td>9.2.26.v20180806</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.402</td>
<td>perl-http-tiny</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.403</td>
<td>python-ipaddress</td>
<td>1.0.16</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.404</td>
<td>pyxattr</td>
<td>0.5.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>jettison</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>dmidecode</td>
<td>3.1-2.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>batik-anim</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>perl-data-dumper</td>
<td>2.145</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>perl-thread-queue</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.410</td>
<td>miglayout</td>
<td>3.5.5</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>pkg-config</td>
<td>0.27.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.412</td>
<td>activemq-openwire-legacy</td>
<td>5.15.12</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>tdb</td>
<td>1.3.15-1.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>perl-pod-simple</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>spawn-fcgi</td>
<td>1.6.3</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.416</td>
<td>readline</td>
<td>4.2.46 31.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>tcp-dump</td>
<td>4.9.2 3.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.418</td>
<td>perl</td>
<td>5.16.3-293.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>libnetfilter-conntrack</td>
<td>1.0.6-1.el7_3</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>dom4j</td>
<td>2.1.3</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.421</td>
<td>commons-lang3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.421.1 Available under license
1.422 perl-pod-usage 1.63
   1.422.1 Available under license
1.423 linux-kernel 3.10.0-1160.el7
   1.423.1 Available under license
1.424 commons-codec 1.2
   1.424.1 Available under license
1.425 xalan 2.7.2
   1.425.1 Available under license
1.426 python-six 1.9.0
   1.426.1 Available under license
1.427 ustr 1.0.4-16.el7
   1.427.1 Available under license
1.428 regexp 1.3
1.429 avahi 0.6.31-19.el7
   1.429.1 Available under license
1.430 jsr305 1.3.9
   1.430.1 Available under license
1.431 cxf-rt-bindings-xml 3.3.8
   1.431.1 Available under license
1.432 libxcb 1.13 1.el7
   1.432.1 Available under license
1.433 jt-vectorize 1.3.1
   1.433.1 Available under license
1.434 pygpgme 0.3
   1.434.1 Available under license
1.435 libxml 2.9.1-6.0.1.el7_2.3
   1.435.1 Available under license
1.436 libusb 1.0.21
   1.436.1 Available under license
1.437 dosfs-tools 3.0.20-10.el7
   1.437.1 Available under license
1.438 libogg 1.0.25-10.el7
   1.438.1 Available under license
1.439 alsa-lib 1.1.6
   1.439.1 Available under license
1.440 spring-security-config 5.1.8
   1.440.1 Available under license
1.441 tzdata 2018e
1.441.1 Available under license
1.442 protobuf-java 2.6.0
1.443 gettext 0.5.0-9.el7
  1.443.1 Available under license
1.444 audit 2.8.4 4.el7
  1.444.1 Available under license
1.445 libpng 1.5.13-7.el7_2
  1.445.1 Available under license
1.446 rootfiles 8.1
  1.446.1 Available under license
1.447 visual-studio-runtime 10.00.30319.1
  1.447.1 Available under license
1.448 iw 4.3-2.el7
  1.448.1 Available under license
1.449 xml-pull 1.1.3.1
  1.449.1 Available under license
1.450 pinfo 0.6.10
  1.450.1 Available under license
1.451 plexus-utils 1.5.6
  1.451.1 Available under license
1.452 guava 27.0-jre
  1.452.1 Available under license
1.453 libtiff 4.0.3 32.el7
  1.453.1 Available under license
1.454 python-backports 1
  1.454.1 Available under license
1.455 geoserver 2.3.4
  1.455.1 Available under license
1.456 pygobject 2.28.6
  1.456.1 Available under license
1.457 visual-studio-runtime 14.20.27508.1
  1.457.1 Available under license
1.458 commons-io 2.6
  1.458.1 Available under license
1.459 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.2
  1.459.1 Available under license
1.460 jetty-annotations 9.2.26.v20180806
1.461 jdom 2.0.6
1.462 juniversalchardet 1.0.3
1.462.1 Available under license
1.463 lua 6.40-16.el7
1.464 jetty-jaspi 9.2.26.v20180806
1.465 wget 1.14 18.el7_6.1
   1.465.1 Available under license
1.466 lz4 1.7.5-2.el7
   1.466.1 Available under license
1.467 javax-websocket-client-impl 9.2.26.v20180806
1.468 libsndfile 1.0.25-10.el7
   1.468.1 Available under license
1.469 jsch 0.1.51
1.470 gobject-introspection 1.56.1-1.el7
   1.470.1 Available under license
1.471 m2crypto 0.21.1
   1.471.1 Available under license
1.472 python 2.7.5-88.el7
   1.472.1 Available under license
1.473 tomcat-jdbc 7.0.108
   1.473.1 Available under license
1.474 nss-softokn 3.36.0
   1.474.1 Available under license
1.475 time 1.7-45.el7
   1.475.1 Available under license
1.476 libcggroup 0.41 21.el7
   1.476.1 Available under license
1.477 nettle 2.7.1 8.el7
   1.477.1 Available under license
1.478 datatype 1.3.02
   1.478.1 Available under license
1.479 selinux-policy 3.13.1
   1.479.1 Available under license
1.480 fipscheck 1.4.1
   1.480.1 Available under license
1.481 gettext 2.17-260.el7
   1.481.1 Available under license
1.482 hd-parm 9.43-5.el7
   1.482.1 Available under license
1.483 batik-css 1.10
   1.483.1 Available under license
1.484 xfsdump 3.1.7-1.el7
   1.484.1 Available under license
1.485 cluter 0.77.1
   1.485.1 Available under license
1.486 wsdl4j 1.6.3
   1.486.1 Available under license
1.487 security-provider 1.61
   1.487.1 Available under license
1.488 pcs 0.9.165
   1.488.1 Available under license
1.489 libmodman 2.0.1
   1.489.1 Available under license
1.490 activemq-jaas 5.15.12
   1.490.1 Available under license
1.491 commons-fileupload 1.3.3
   1.491.1 Available under license
1.492 slang 2.2.4-11.el7
   1.492.1 Available under license
1.493 dmraid 1.0.0.rc16-28.el7
   1.493.1 Available under license
1.494 expat 2.1.0-10.el7_3
   1.494.1 Available under license
1.495 python-suds 0.4.1
   1.495.1 Available under license
1.496 mariadb 5.5.60-1.el7_5
   1.496.1 Available under license
1.497 spring-security-web 5.1.8
   1.497.1 Available under license
1.498 xerces-j 2.7.1
   1.498.1 Available under license
1.499 commons-codec 1.10
   1.499.1 Available under license
1.500 libsepol 2.5-8.el7
   1.500.1 Available under license
1.501 batik-dom 1.10
   1.501.1 Available under license
1.502 stax 1.2.0
   1.502.1 Available under license
1.503 ca-certificates 2018.2.22
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gir1.2-gdkpixbuf-2.0</td>
<td>2.36.12-3.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glib</td>
<td>2.56.1-2.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsync</td>
<td>3.1.2-4.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyyaml</td>
<td>3.10-11.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visual-studio-runtime</td>
<td>12.00.40664.0</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paho-mqtt-java-client</td>
<td>1.2.0</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib</td>
<td>1.1.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect-j</td>
<td>1.7.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python-lxml</td>
<td>3.2.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python-setuptools</td>
<td>1.19.11</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visual-studio-runtime</td>
<td>14.00.24215.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perl-filter</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dracut</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libnetfilter-conntrack</td>
<td>1.0.6</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perl-encode</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nss-pem</td>
<td>1.0.3-5.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinentry</td>
<td>0.8.1-17.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perl-threads</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcp-wrappers</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.523 python-chardet 2.2.1
   1.523.1 Available under license
1.524 free-type 2.8-14.el7
   1.524.1 Available under license
1.525 tevent 0.9.36-1.el7
   1.525.1 Available under license
1.526 commons-collections 4.4.1
   1.526.1 Available under license
1.527 batik-gvt 1.10
   1.527.1 Available under license
1.528 hikaricp 2.3.13
   1.528.1 Available under license
1.529 traceroute 2.0.22-2.el7
   1.529.1 Available under license
1.530 tomcat-juli 7.0.108
   1.530.1 Available under license
1.531 fast-infoset 1.2.16
   1.531.1 Available under license
1.532 psacct 6.6.1
   1.532.1 Available under license
1.533 bc 1.06.95 13.el7
   1.533.1 Available under license
1.534 jetty-alpn-client 9.2.26.v20180806
1.535 freemarker 2.3.18
   1.535.1 Available under license
1.536 perl-module-pluggable 4.8
   1.536.1 Available under license
1.537 nginx 1.17.8
   1.537.1 Available under license
1.538 jts 1.13
   1.538.1 Available under license
1.539 jt-zonalstats 1.3.1
   1.539.1 Available under license
1.540 jetty 9.2.26.v20180806
   1.540.1 Available under license
1.541 jetty-webapp 9.2.26.v20180806
1.542 activemq-client 5.15.12
   1.542.1 Available under license
1.543 dwz 0.11
1.543.1 Available under license

1.544 spring-jms 4.3.25
   1.544.1 Available under license

1.545 open-ldap 2.4.44-20.el7
   1.545.1 Available under license

1.546 wget 1.14-18.el7
   1.546.1 Available under license

1.547 lsscsi 0.27-6.el7
   1.547.1 Available under license

1.548 cyrus-sasl 2.1.26 23.el7
   1.548.1 Available under license

1.549 apache-log4j 2.13.0
   1.549.1 Available under license

1.550 apr-util 1.5.2 6.el7
   1.550.1 Available under license

1.551 hibernatejpa2.0api 1.0.0
   1.551.1 Available under license

1.552 cxf-rt-wsdl 3.3.8
   1.552.1 Available under license

1.553 yajl 2.0.4-4.el7
   1.553.1 Available under license

1.554 rng-tools 6.3.1-3.el7
   1.554.1 Available under license

1.555 main 2.3.4
   1.555.1 Available under license

1.556 libxslt 1.1.28 5.el7
   1.556.1 Available under license

1.557 ezmorph 1.0.6

1.558 libpwquality 1.2.3-5.el7
   1.558.1 Available under license

1.559 ntp 4.2.6p5-29.el7_8.2
   1.559.1 Available under license

1.560 libconfig 1.4.9-5.el7
   1.560.1 Available under license

1.561 perl-pathtools 3.4
   1.561.1 Available under license

1.562 words 3
   1.562.1 Available under license

1.563 lm-sensors 3.4.0-6.20160601gitf9185e5.el7
1.563.1 Available under license

1.564 **boost 1.43.0**
1.564.1 Available under license

1.565 **jansson 2.10 1.el7**
1.565.1 Available under license

1.566 **yum-rhn-plugin 2.0.1**
1.566.1 Available under license

1.567 **log4net 1.2.10.0**
1.567.1 Available under license

1.568 **woodstox-core 5.0.3**
1.568.1 Available under license

1.569 **keyutils 1.5.8-3.el7**
1.569.1 Available under license

1.570 **stateless4j 2.5.0**
1.570.1 Available under license

1.571 **iscsi-initiator-utils 6.2.0.874**
1.571.1 Available under license

1.572 **gpgme 1.3.2 5.el7**
1.572.1 Available under license

1.573 **libmnl 1.0.3 7.el7**
1.573.1 Available under license

1.574 **libthrift 0.14.0**
1.574.1 Available under license

1.575 **lua 5.1.4 15.el7**
1.575.1 Available under license

1.576 **txw2 2.2.11**
1.576.1 Available under license

1.577 **perl-srpm-macros 1**
1.577.1 Available under license

1.578 **tevent 0.9.36**
1.578.1 Available under license

1.579 **cpp 4.8.5**
1.579.1 Available under license

1.580 **rpmdevtools 8.3**
1.580.1 Available under license

1.581 **gnutls 3.3.29-8.el7**
1.581.1 Available under license

1.582 **kbd 1.15.5**
1.582.1 Available under license
1.583 commons-beanutils 1.9.4
1.583.1 Available under license
1.584 vsftpd 3.0.2-25.el7
1.584.1 Available under license
1.585 spring-security-ldap 5.1.8.RELEASE
1.585.1 Available under license
1.586 batik-parser 1.10
1.586.1 Available under license
1.587 subscription-manager 1.21.10
1.587.1 Available under license
1.588 nspr 4.19.0 1.el7_5
1.588.1 Available under license
1.589 elfutils 0.172 2.el7
1.589.1 Available under license
1.590 cxf-rt-bindings-object 3.1.18
1.590.1 Available under license
1.591 tar 1.2.11-29.el7
1.591.1 Available under license
1.592 python-gudev 147.2
1.592.1 Available under license
1.593 hunspell 1.3.2 15.el7
1.593.1 Available under license
1.594 activemq-spring 5.15.12
1.594.1 Available under license
1.595 alsa 1.1.6 2.el7
1.595.1 Available under license
1.596 vsftpd 2.2.2
1.596.1 Available under license
1.597 policycoreutils 2.5-29.el7
1.597.1 Available under license
1.598 resource-agents 4.1.1
1.598.1 Available under license
1.599 cups 1.6.3-35.el7
1.599.1 Available under license
1.600 svg-generator 1.7+r608262
1.600.1 Available under license
1.601 fontpackages 1.44
1.601.1 Available under license
1.602 authconfig 6.2.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.602.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.603</td>
<td>maven-scm-api</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.604.1</td>
<td>libpng</td>
<td>1.6.35</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.605.1</td>
<td>iotop</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.606.1</td>
<td>libusb</td>
<td>1.0.21-1.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.607.1</td>
<td>systemd-shim</td>
<td>219 67.el7_7.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.608.1</td>
<td>expat</td>
<td>2.2.9</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.609.1</td>
<td>libfprint</td>
<td>0.8.2</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.610.1</td>
<td>jt-utils</td>
<td>1.3.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.611.1</td>
<td>jai-imageio-core</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.612.1</td>
<td>gnupg</td>
<td>2.0.22 5.el7_5</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.613.1</td>
<td>sysv-init</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.614.1</td>
<td>kerberos</td>
<td>1.15.1-34.el7</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.615.1</td>
<td>wicket</td>
<td>7.6.0</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.616.1</td>
<td>platform</td>
<td>2.3.4</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.617.1</td>
<td>system-config-firewall</td>
<td>1.2.29</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.618.1</td>
<td>libestr</td>
<td>0.1.9</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.619.1</td>
<td>basesystem</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.620.1</td>
<td>jettison</td>
<td>1.0.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.621.1</td>
<td>qrencode</td>
<td>3.4.1</td>
<td>Available under license</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.622 libxau 1.0.8
   1.622.1 Available under license
1.623 tomcat 7.0.108
   1.623.1 Available under license
1.624 code-synthesis 3.3.0
   1.624.1 Available under license
1.625 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1
1.626 jsp 2.2.FR
   1.626.1 Available under license
1.627 fence-virt 0.3.2
   1.627.1 Available under license
1.628 unbound 1.6.6-4.el7_8
   1.628.1 Available under license
1.629 aic94xx-firmware 30
   1.629.1 Available under license
1.630 python-ethtool 0.8
   1.630.1 Available under license
1.631 cifs-utils 6.2-10.el7
   1.631.1 Available under license
1.632 activemq-cpp-library 3.9.5
1.633 apr 1.4.8 3.el7_4.1
   1.633.1 Available under license
1.634 gsoap 2.8.49
   1.634.1 Available under license
1.635 sqlite 3.30.1-r1
   1.635.1 Available under license
1.636 redhat-indexhtml 7
   1.636.1 Available under license
1.637 batik-util 1.10
   1.637.1 Available under license
1.638 spring-jdbc 5.1.13.RELEASE
   1.638.1 Available under license
1.639 xmlrpc-c 1.32.5-1905.svn2451.el7
   1.639.1 Available under license
1.640 jaxb-core 2.2.11
   1.640.1 Available under license
1.641 ffmpeg 4.3.2
   1.641.1 Available under license
1.642 harfbuzz 1.7.5-2.el7
1.642.1 Available under license

1.643 encoder 1.1

1.644 activemq-broker 5.15.12
1.644.1 Available under license

1.645 eclipse-compiler 3.10.2.v20150120 1634
1.645.1 Available under license

1.646 transaction-api 1.1
1.646.1 Available under license

1.647 visual-studio-runtime 10.00.40219.325
1.647.1 Available under license

1.648 websocket-servlet 9.2.26.v20180806
1.649 graphite 1.3.10 1.el7_3
1.649.1 Available under license

1.650 less 458 9.el7
1.650.1 Available under license

1.651 gperftools 2.4 8.el7
1.651.1 Available under license

1.652 shadow-utils 4.1.5.1
1.652.1 Available under license

1.653 dmidecode 3.12.2-3.el7
1.653.1 Available under license

1.654 mdnsresponder 1096.40.7
1.654.1 Available under license

1.655 spring-ldap 2.3.2
1.655.1 Available under license

1.656 ftp 0.17
1.656.1 Available under license

1.657 spring-framework 5.1.13
1.657.1 Available under license

1.658 zlib 1.2.11
1.658.1 Available under license

1.659 visual-studio-runtime 12.0.30122.0
1.659.1 Available under license

1.660 xz 5.2.2 1.el7
1.660.1 Available under license

1.661 ding-libs 0.6.1
1.661.1 Available under license

1.662 overpass-fonts 2.1
1.662.1 Available under license
1.663 libdes 3.23
   1.663.1 Available under license
1.664 pykickstart 1.99.66.19
   1.664.1 Available under license
1.665 openssh 7.4p1 16.el7
   1.665.1 Available under license
1.666 mod-wsgi 3.4 18.el7
   1.666.1 Available under license
1.667 eclipse-emf 2.6.1.v20100914-1218
   1.667.1 Available under license
1.668 python-dateutil 1.5
   1.668.1 Available under license
1.669 gson 2.2.3
1.670 httpclient 2.10.5
   1.670.1 Available under license
1.671 tcp-wrappers 7.6-77.el7
   1.671.1 Available under license
1.672 libutempter 1.1.6
   1.672.1 Available under license
1.673 jt-contour 1.3.1
   1.673.1 Available under license
1.674 libogg 1.3.0-7.el7
   1.674.1 Available under license
1.675 chkconfig 1.7.4
   1.675.1 Available under license
1.676 mchange-commons-java 0.2.11
   1.676.1 Available under license
1.677 cvs 1.11.23-35.el7
   1.677.1 Available under license
1.678 curl 7.29.0-51.el7
   1.678.1 Available under license
1.679 bridgeutils 1.5 9.el7
   1.679.1 Available under license
1.680 jaxb-api 2.2.11
   1.680.1 Available under license
1.681 libtdb 1.3.15
   1.681.1 Available under license
1.682 javax-json 1.0.4
1.683 dhcp 4.2.5-79.el7
1.683.1 Available under license
1.684 glibc 2.17-322.el7_9
   1.684.1 Available under license
1.685 apr-util 1.3.9
   1.685.1 Available under license
1.686 trousers 0.3.14-2.el7
   1.686.1 Available under license
1.687 linux-firmware 20191203-76.gite8a0f4c.el7
1.688 gettext 0.19.8.1 2.el7
   1.688.1 Available under license
1.689 telnet 0.17
   1.689.1 Available under license
1.690 cairo 1.15.12-3.el7
   1.690.1 Available under license
1.691 desktop-file-utils 0.23
   1.691.1 Available under license
1.692 rhnlib 2.5.65
   1.692.1 Available under license
1.693 java-servlet-api 3.1.0
   1.693.1 Available under license
1.694 activemq-jms-pool 5.15.12
   1.694.1 Available under license
1.695 libgsm 1.0.13-11.el7
   1.695.1 Available under license
1.696 istack-commons 3.0.8
   1.696.1 Available under license
1.697 libnl3 1.1.4-3.el7
   1.697.1 Available under license
1.698 libx11 1.6.7-3.el7_9
   1.698.1 Available under license
1.699 pam 1.1.8 22.el7
   1.699.1 Available under license
1.700 alsa-utils 1.1.6 1.el7
   1.700.1 Available under license
1.701 sos 3.6
   1.701.1 Available under license
1.702 libsepol 2.5 14.1.el7
   1.702.1 Available under license
1.703 maven-scm-provider-svnexe 1.4
1.703.1 Available under license
1.704 compat-openssl 2.3.43
1.704.1 Available under license
1.705 libassuan 2.1.0-3.el7
1.705.1 Available under license
1.706 acl 2.2.51 14.el7
1.706.1 Available under license
1.707 hostname 3.13
1.707.1 Available under license
1.708 redhat-logos 70.0.3
1.708.1 Available under license
1.709 libcap 2.22 9.el7
1.709.1 Available under license
1.710 postfix 2.10.1-7.el7
1.710.1 Available under license
1.711 perl-pod-perldoc 3.2
1.711.1 Available under license
1.712 libssh 1.8.0 3.el7
1.712.1 Available under license
1.713 activemq-log4j-appender 5.15.12
1.713.1 Available under license
1.714 zip 3.0-11.el7
1.714.1 Available under license
1.715 python-futures 3.1.1
1.715.1 Available under license
1.716 binutils 7.6.1-114.el7
1.716.1 Available under license
1.717 zlib 3.1.2-4.el7
1.717.1 Available under license
1.718 perl-file-temp 0.23.01
1.718.1 Available under license
1.719 jackson-jaxrs 2.11.1
1.719.1 Available under license
1.720 aspectj-tools 1.7.4
1.720.1 Available under license
1.721 json-java 20131018
1.721.1 Available under license
1.722 requirejs 2.1.8
1.722.1 Available under license
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Available under license</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>velocity</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gnupg</td>
<td>2.0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwdata</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsyslog</td>
<td>8.24.0-34.el7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libtirpc</td>
<td>0.2.4-0.15.el7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>httpcomponents-client</td>
<td>4.5.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect-j</td>
<td>1.8.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libldbc</td>
<td>1.3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib</td>
<td>1.2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jai-codec</td>
<td>1.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsmlschema</td>
<td>2.2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxext</td>
<td>1.3.3 3.el7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nmap</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bouncy-castle</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libnfsidmap</td>
<td>0.25-19.el7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activemq-mqtt</td>
<td>5.15.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cxf-rt-transports-http</td>
<td>3.3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iproute</td>
<td>4.11.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old-jaxb-core</td>
<td>2.2.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gdb</td>
<td>7.6.1-114.el7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.742.1 Available under license
1.743 hawtbuf 1.11
1.744 libtool 2.4.2 22.el7_3
  1.744.1 Available under license
1.745 commons-lang3 2.5
  1.745.1 Available under license
1.746 geo-ip 1.5.0-13.el7
  1.746.1 Available under license
1.747 e2fsprogs 1.42.9-13.el7
  1.747.1 Available under license
1.748 jetty-servlet 9.2.26.v20180806
1.749 zlib 2.27 34.base.el7
  1.749.1 Available under license
1.750 ethtool 4.8-9.el7
  1.750.1 Available under license
1.751 libunistring 0.9.3
  1.751.1 Available under license
1.752 httpd 2.4.6
  1.752.1 Available under license
1.753 libnuma 2.0.9-7.el7
  1.753.1 Available under license
1.754 pyliblzma 0.5.3
  1.754.1 Available under license
1.755 httpcore 4.3.3
  1.755.1 Available under license
1.756 satyr 0.13
  1.756.1 Available under license
1.757 batik-script 1.10
  1.757.1 Available under license
1.758 batik 1.10
  1.758.1 Available under license
1.759 apachenmsc# 1.5.6
  1.759.1 Available under license
1.760 libidn 1.28 4.el7
  1.760.1 Available under license
1.761 jackson-xc 2.11.1
  1.761.1 Available under license
1.762 libssh 1.4.3-12.el7
  1.762.1 Available under license
1.763 pacemaker 1.1.20
   1.763.1 Available under license
1.764 shared-mime-info 1.8
   1.764.1 Available under license
1.765 microcode-ctl 2.1-61.6.el7_8
   1.765.1 Available under license
1.766 libpcap 0.9.4
   1.766.1 Available under license
1.767 blktrace 1.0.5-8.el7
   1.767.1 Available under license
1.768 python-ipy 0.75
   1.768.1 Available under license
1.769 openscap 1.2.17-2.el7
   1.769.1 Available under license
1.770 libyaml 0.1.4-11.el7_0
   1.770.1 Available under license
1.771 cryptsetup 2.0.3 3.el7
   1.771.1 Available under license
1.772 talloc 2.1.13-1.el7
   1.772.1 Available under license
1.773 cxf-rt-ws-addr 3.3.8
   1.773.1 Available under license
1.774 python-inotify 0.9.4
   1.774.1 Available under license
1.775 slf4j 1.7.26
   1.775.1 Available under license
1.776 apache-cxf 3.3.4
   1.776.1 Available under license
1.777 pycurl 7.19.0
   1.777.1 Available under license
1.778 rhnsd 5.0.13-10.el7
   1.778.1 Available under license
1.779 coreutils 8.22 23.el7
   1.779.1 Available under license
1.780 batik-transcoder 1.10
   1.780.1 Available under license
1.781 logback-core 1.2.3
   1.781.1 Available under license
1.782 dashplayer 2.6.2
1.782.1 Available under license
1.783 at 3.1.13-24.el7
1.783.1 Available under license
1.784 cpio 2.11 27.el7
1.784.1 Available under license
1.785 json-java 20180813
1.785.1 Available under license
1.786 batik-svggen 1.10
1.786.1 Available under license
1.787 libsepol 2.5-10.el7
1.787.1 Available under license
1.788 libdevmapper 1.02.149-8.el7
1.788.1 Available under license
1.789 ipmi-tool 1.8.18-7.el7
1.789.1 Available under license
1.790 jackson-core 2.11.1
1.790.1 Available under license
1.791 json-c 0.99.4-3.el7
1.791.1 Available under license
1.792 websocket-server 9.2.26.v20180806
1.793 perl-threads-shared 1.43
1.793.1 Available under license
1.794 java-api 2.6.0
1.794.1 Available under license
1.795 slf4j-log4j 1.4.2
1.795.1 Available under license
1.796 spdy-server 9.2.26.v20180806
1.797 wicket-extensions 7.6.0
1.797.1 Available under license
1.798 gssproxy 0.7.0
1.798.1 Available under license
1.799 xerces-c 3.1.1
1.799.1 Available under license
1.800 batik-svg-dom 1.10
1.800.1 Available under license
1.801 d-bus 1.10.24-14.el7_8
1.801.1 Available under license
1.802 spidermonkey 17.0.0-20.el7
1.802.1 Available under license
1.803 openssl 1.1.1k
  1.803.1 Notifications
  1.803.2 Available under license
1.804 libuser 0.60-9.el7
  1.804.1 Available under license
1.805 dc 1.06.95-13.el7
  1.805.1 Available under license
1.806 perl-timedate 2.3
  1.806.1 Available under license
1.807 rpm 4.11.3 35.el7
  1.807.1 Available under license
1.808 commons-dbcp 1.3
  1.808.1 Available under license
1.809 stax-api 3.1.4
  1.809.1 Available under license
1.810 cglib 2.2
1.811 itext-pdf 2.1.5
  1.811.1 Available under license
1.812 activation 1.1
  1.812.1 Available under license
1.813 mysql 3.1.0
  1.813.1 Available under license
1.814 antlr 2.7.6
1.815 bind 9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4
  1.815.1 Available under license
1.816 gd 2.0.35
  1.816.1 Available under license
1.817 ed 1.9-4.el7
  1.817.1 Available under license
1.818 snake-yaml 1.26
  1.818.1 Available under license
1.819 objenesis 2.6
  1.819.1 Available under license
1.820 asm 7.1
1.821 sysfsutilis 2.1.0
  1.821.1 Available under license
1.822 log4j-api 2.13.0
  1.822.1 Available under license
1.823 nss 3.36.0-7.el7_5
1.823.1 Available under license
1.824 p11-kit 0.23.5-3.el7
   1.824.1 Available under license
1.825 activemq-http 5.15.12
   1.825.1 Available under license
1.826 direct3d 6.2.9200.16384
   1.826.1 Notifications
   1.826.2 Available under license
1.827 libsepol 3.3.8-4.el7
   1.827.1 Available under license
1.828 logback-classic 1.2.3
   1.828.1 Available under license
1.829 libpipeline 1.2.3-3.el7
   1.829.1 Available under license
1.830 libjpeg-turbo 1.2.90
   1.830.1 Available under license
1.831 libasycncns 219 67.el7_7.1
   1.831.1 Available under license
1.832 nspr 4.21.0-1.el7
   1.832.1 Available under license
1.833 parser-library 1.7+r608262
   1.833.1 Available under license
1.834 talloc 2.1.13
   1.834.1 Available under license
1.835 c-ares 1.9.1
   1.835.1 Available under license
1.836 usermode 1.111
   1.836.1 Available under license
1.837 procps 3.3.10-26.el7
   1.837.1 Available under license
1.838 jaxb-runtime 2.2.11
   1.838.1 Available under license
1.839 json-lib 2.4.2
   1.839.1 Available under license
1.840 libteam 1.27-5.el7
   1.840.1 Available under license
1.841 fribidi 1.0.2-1.el7
   1.841.1 Available under license
1.842 log-rotate 3.8.6-17.el7
1.842.1 Available under license

1.843 hibernate-annotations 3.5.3
    1.843.1 Available under license

1.844 virt-what 1.18
    1.844.1 Available under license

1.845 objectweb-asm 7.1
    1.845.1 Available under license

1.846 augeas 1.4.0-6.el7
    1.846.1 Available under license

1.847 cxf-rt-bindings-soap 3.3.8
    1.847.1 Available under license

1.848 python-dmidecode 3.12.2
    1.848.1 Available under license

1.849 compat-db 4.7.25
    1.849.1 Available under license

1.850 diffutils 3.3-4.el7
    1.850.1 Available under license

1.851 libverto 0.2.5
    1.851.1 Available under license

1.852 python-hwdata 1.7.3
    1.852.1 Available under license

1.853 datatype 1.3.04
    1.853.1 Available under license

1.854 libnfnetwork 1.0.1 4.el7
    1.854.1 Available under license

1.855 batik-ext 1.10
    1.855.1 Available under license

1.856 m4 1.4.16 10.el7
    1.856.1 Available under license

1.857 fence-agents 4.2.1
    1.857.1 Available under license

1.858 libflac 1.3.0
    1.858.1 Available under license

1.859 xml-schema-core 2.2.1
    1.859.1 Available under license

1.860 kexec-tools 2.0.15 21.el7
    1.860.1 Available under license

1.861 binutils 0.13-15.el7
    1.861.1 Available under license
This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of California, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Scriptics Corporation, ActiveState Corporation and other parties. The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARS) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause
252.227-7013 (b) (3) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.

1.2 jakarta activation api 1.2.1
1.2.1 Available under license:

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAF

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAF project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

  Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.3 jackson-annotations 2.11.1
1.3.1 Available under license :

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

1.4 python-requests 2.6.0
1.4.1 Available under license :

Copyright 2015 Kenneth Reitz
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Requests includes some vendorized python libraries to ease installation.

Urllib3 License
===============

This is the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

Copyright 2008-2011 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt),
Modifications copyright 2012 Kenneth Reitz.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Chardet License
===============

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

CA Bundle License

=================

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

1.5 patch 2.7.1 11.el7

1.5.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.
"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form. A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.
If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

1.6 redhat-upgrade-tool 0.9.5
1.6.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

1.7 snappy 1.1.0
1.7.1 Available under license :
The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2010 Matthieu Bontemps

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

1.8 file 5.11 35.el7
1.8.1 Available under license:

$File: COPYING,v 1.1 2008/02/05 19:08:11 christos Exp$
Software written by Ian F. Darwin and others;
maintained 1994- Christos Zoulas.

This software is not subject to any export provision of the United States
Department of Commerce, and may be exported to any country or planet.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,
this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

1.9 redhat-release-server 7.6
1.9.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3  72

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
This end user license agreement ("EULA") governs the use of any of the versions of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, certain other Red Hat software applications that include or refer to this license, and any related updates, source code, appearance, structure and organization (the "Programs"), regardless of the delivery mechanism.

1. License Grant. Subject to the following terms, Red Hat, Inc. ("Red Hat") grants to you a perpetual, worldwide license to the Programs (most of which include multiple software components) pursuant to the GNU General Public License v.2. The license agreement for each software component is located in the software component's source code and permits you to run, copy, modify, and redistribute the software component (subject to certain obligations in some cases), both in source code and binary code forms, with the exception of (a) certain binary only firmware components and (b) the images identified in Section 2 below. The license rights for the binary only firmware components are located with the components themselves. This EULA pertains solely to the Programs and does not limit your rights under, or grant you rights that supersede, the license terms of any particular component.

2. Intellectual Property Rights. The Programs and each of their components are owned by Red Hat and other licensors and are protected under copyright law and under other laws as applicable. Title to the Programs and any component, or to any copy, modification, or merged portion shall remain with Red Hat and other licensors, subject to the applicable license. The "Red Hat" trademark and the "Shadowman" logo are registered trademarks of Red Hat in the U.S. and other countries. This EULA does not permit you to distribute the Programs or their components using Red Hat's trademarks, regardless of whether the copy has been modified. You may make a commercial redistribution of the Programs only if (a) permitted under a separate written agreement with Red Hat authorizing such commercial redistribution, or (b) you remove and replace all occurrences of Red Hat trademarks. Modifications to the software may corrupt the Programs. You should read the information found at http://www.redhat.com/about/corporate/trademark/ before distributing a copy of the Programs.

3. Limited Warranty. Except as specifically stated in this Section 3, a separate agreement with Red Hat, or a license for a particular component, to the maximum extent permitted under applicable law, the Programs and the components are provided and licensed "as is"
without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability, non-infringement or fitness for a particular purpose. Red Hat warrants that the media on which the Programs and the components are provided will be free from defects in materials and manufacture under normal use for a period of 30 days from the date of delivery to you. Neither Red Hat nor its affiliates warrants that the functions contained in the Programs will meet your requirements or that the operation of the Programs will be entirely error free, appear or perform precisely as described in the accompanying documentation, or comply with regulatory requirements. This warranty extends only to the party that purchases subscription services for the Programs from Red Hat and/or its affiliates or a Red Hat authorized distributor.

4. Limitation of Remedies and Liability. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, your exclusive remedy under this EULA is to return any defective media within 30 days of delivery along with a copy of your payment receipt and Red Hat, at its option, will replace it or refund the money you paid for the media. To the maximum extent permitted under applicable law, under no circumstances will Red Hat, its affiliates, any Red Hat authorized distributor, or the licensor of any component provided to you under this EULA be liable to you for any incidental or consequential damages, including lost profits or lost savings arising out of the use or inability to use the Programs or any component, even if Red Hat, its affiliates, an authorized distributor and/or licensor has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event shall Red Hat's or its affiliates' liability, an authorized distributor's liability or the liability of the licensor of a component provided to you under this EULA exceed the amount that you paid to Red Hat for the media under this EULA.

5. Export Control. As required by the laws of the United States and other countries, you represent and warrant that you: (a) understand that the Programs and their components may be subject to export controls under the U.S. Commerce Department's Export Administration Regulations ("EAR"); (b) are not located in a prohibited destination country under the EAR or U.S. sanctions regulations (currently Cuba, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Sudan and Syria, subject to change as posted by the United States government); (c) will not export, re-export, or transfer the Programs to any prohibited destination or persons or entities on the U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security Denied Parties List or Entity List, or the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control list of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons, or any similar lists maintained by other countries, without the necessary export license(s) or authorization(s); (d) will not use or transfer the Programs for use in connection with any nuclear, chemical or biological weapons,
missile technology, or military end-uses where prohibited by an applicable arms embargo, unless authorized by the relevant government agency by regulation or specific license; (e) understand and agree that if you are in the United States and exports or transfers the Programs to eligible end users, you will, to the extent required by EAR Section 740.17(e), submit semi-annual reports to the Commerce Department's Bureau of Industry and Security, which include the name and address (including country) of each transferee; and (f) understand that countries including the United States may restrict the import, use, or export of encryption products (which may include the Programs and the components) and agree that you shall be solely responsible for compliance with any such import, use, or export restrictions.

6. Third Party Programs. Red Hat may distribute third party software programs with the Programs that are not part of the Programs. These third party programs are not required to run the Programs, are provided as a convenience to you, and are subject to their own license terms. The license terms either accompany the third party software programs or can be viewed at http://www.redhat.com/licenses/thirdparty/eula.html. If you do not agree to abide by the applicable license terms for the third party software programs, then you may not install them. If you wish to install the third party software programs on more than one system or transfer the third party software programs to another party, then you must contact the licensor of the applicable third party software programs.

7. General. If any provision of this EULA is held to be unenforceable, the enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be affected. Any claim, controversy or dispute arising under or relating to this EULA shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York and of the United States, without regard to any conflict of laws provisions. The rights and obligations of the parties to this EULA shall not be governed by the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods.

Copyright (C) 2014 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved. "Red Hat" and the Red Hat "Shadowman" logos are registered trademarks of Red Hat, Inc. "Linux" is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

1.10 batik-xml 1.10
1.10.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software’s documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

1.11 spring-aspects 4.3.29.RELEASE

1.11.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/JCacheCacheAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/mock/staticmock/AnnotationDrivenStaticEntityMockingControl.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractDependencyInjectionAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AbstractCacheAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/mock/staticmock/MockStaticEntityMethods.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/orm/jpa/aspectj/JpaExceptionTranslatorAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/EnableSpringConfigured.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/ConfigurableObject.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/EnableSpringConfigured.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AspectJAsyncConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AnnotationBeanConfigurerAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AspectJTransactionManagementConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnyThrow.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/JtaAnnotationTransactionAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/SpringConfiguredConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AnnotationTransactionAspect.aj
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AnnotationAsyncExecutionAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AbstractAsyncExecutionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJJCacheConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJCachingConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/GenericInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AbstractTransactionAspect.aj
* /opt/cola/permits/1099204472_1602337954.63/0/spring-aspects-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnnotationCacheAspect.aj

1.12 python-setuptools 0.9.8
1.12.1 Available under license :
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1.13 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4

1.13.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show
them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software
Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be
guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the
sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE
PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY
COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.14 hibernate-commons-annotations 3.2.0
1.14.1 Available under license:
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '@' indicated by the @author tags or express copyright
attribution * * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available
to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser
General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that
it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public
License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,
MA 02110-1301 USA'

1.15 cmake 2.8.8
1.15.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 1985, 1986 The Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
James A. Woods, derived from original work by Spencer Thomas
and Joseph Orost.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.
4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

KWSys - Kitware System Library
Copyright 2000-2009 Kitware, Inc., Insight Software Consortium
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium, nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu
CMake - Cross Platform Makefile Generator
Copyright 2000-2011 Kitware, Inc., Insight Software Consortium
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium, nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The above copyright and license notice applies to distributions of
CMake in source and binary form. Some source files contain additional
notices of original copyright by their contributors; see each source
for details. Third-party software packages supplied with CMake under
compatible licenses provide their own copyright notices documented in
corresponding subdirectories.

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:

* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health
  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel
  Visualization Initiative.

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the
  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,
  Grant U54 EB005149.

* Kitware, Inc.
The libarchive distribution as a whole is Copyright by Tim Kientzle
and is subject to the copyright notice reproduced at the bottom of
this file.

Each individual file in this distribution should have a clear
copyright/licensing statement at the beginning of the file. If any do
not, please let me know and I will rectify it. The following is
intended to summarize the copyright status of the individual files;
the actual statements in the files are controlling.

* Except as listed below, all C sources (including .c and .h files)
  and documentation files are subject to the copyright notice reproduced
  at the bottom of this file.

* The following source files are also subject in whole or in part to
  a 3-clause UC Regents copyright; please read the individual source
  files for details:
  libarchive/archive_entry.c
  libarchive/archive_read_support_filter_compress.c
  libarchive/archive_write_set_filter_compress.c
  libarchive/mtree.5
  tar/matching.c

* The following source files are in the public domain:
The build files—including Makefiles, configure scripts, and auxiliary scripts used as part of the compile process—have widely varying licensing terms. Please check individual files before distributing them to see if those restrictions apply to you.

I intend for all new source code to use the license below and hope over time to replace code with other licenses with new implementations that do use the license below. The varying licensing of the build scripts seems to be an unavoidable mess.

Copyright (c) 2003-2009 <author(s)>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in this position and unchanged.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
Copyright (c) 1996 - 2009, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.

All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Exception as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not
be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

1.16 lvm2 2.02.180-8.el7
1.16.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
grats or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, 
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain 
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free 
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we 
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so 
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original 
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software 
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free 
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the 
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any 
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and 
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains 
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed 
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, 
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" 
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: 
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, 
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another 
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in 
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not 
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of 
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program 
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the 
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). 
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's 
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you 
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate 
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the 
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; 
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License 
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author  
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. 
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
/*
* Copyright (C) 2001-2004 Sistina Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.
*
* This file is part of LVM2.
*
* This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use,
* modify, copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions
* of the GNU Lesser General Public License v.2.1.
*
* You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
* Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
*/
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1.17.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.18 mdadm 4.1-rc1_2.el7
1.18.1 Available under license :
    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    Version 2, June 1991

    Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
    Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
    of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

1.19 pth 2.0.7
1.19.1 Available under license:

```
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| | \ \|\|\|\|\| i.e., he could execute anyone!"
```

Ian Fleming was a UNIX fan!
How do I know? Well, James Bond had the (license to kill) number 007,
i.e., he could execute anyone!"

GNU Pth - The GNU Portable Threads

LICENSE
=======

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

For some people, it is not clear, what is the real intention of the author by using the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) as the distribution license for GNU Pth. This is, because the LGPL and the GPL can be (and are often) interpreted very differently and some interpretations seem to be not compatible with others. So an explicit clarification for the use of the LGPL for GNU Pth from the authors point of view might be useful.

The author places this library under the LGPL to make sure that it can be used both commercially and non-commercially provided that modifications to the code base are always donated back to the official code base under the same license conditions. Please keep in mind that especially using this library in code not staying under the GPL or the LGPL_is_allowed and that any taint or license creap into code that uses the library is not the authors intention. It is just the case that _including_ this library into the source tree of other applications is a little bit more inconvenient because of the LGPL. But it has to be this way for good reasons. And keep in mind that inconvenient doesn't mean not allowed or even impossible.

Even if you want to use this library in some BSD-style licensed packages, this _is_possible as long as you are a little bit carefully. Usually this means you have to make sure that the code is still clearly separated into the source tree and that modifications to this source area are done under the conditions of the LGPL. Read below for more details on the conditions. Contact the author if you have more questions.

The license text of the GNU Lesser General Public License follows:
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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Licensing Information

This is a release of MySQL Connector/J 8.0, brought to you by the MySQL
team at Oracle. This software is released under version 2 of the GNU
General Public License (GPLv2), as set forth below, with the following
additional permissions:

This distribution of MySQL Connector/J 8.0 is distributed with certain
software that is licensed under separate terms, as designated in a
particular file or component or in the license documentation. Without
limiting your rights under the GPLv2, the authors of MySQL hereby grant
you an additional permission to link the program and your derivative
works with the separately licensed software that they have included
with the program.

Without limiting the foregoing grant of rights under the GPLv2 and
additional permission as to separately licensed software, this
Connector is also subject to the Universal FOSS Exception, version 1.0,
a copy of which is reproduced below and can also be found along with

Copyright (c) 2017, 2020, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Election of GPLv2

For the avoidance of doubt, except that if any license choice other
than GPL or LGPL is available it will apply instead, Oracle elects to
use only the General Public License version 2 (GPLv2) at this time for
any software where a choice of GPL license versions is made available
with the language indicating that GPLv2 or any later version may be
used, or where a choice of which version of the GPL is applied is
otherwise unspecified.

GNU General Public License Version 2.0, June 1991

The following applies to all products licensed under the GNU General
Public License, Version 2.0: You may not use the identified files
except in compliance with the GNU General Public License, Version
2.0 (the “License.”) You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt. A copy of the license is
also reproduced below. Unless required by applicable law or agreed
to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed
on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied. See the License for the specific language
governing permissions and limitations under the License.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim
copies of this license document, but changing it is not
allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gris or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software,
and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to
copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on,
we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original,
so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the
original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as
a special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

======================================================================
======================================================================

The Universal FOSS Exception, Version 1.0

In addition to the rights set forth in the other license(s) included in the distribution for this software, data, and/or documentation (collectively the "Software", and such licenses collectively with this additional permission the "Software License"), the copyright holders wish to facilitate interoperability with other software, data, and/or documentation distributed with complete corresponding source under a license that is OSI-approved and/or categorized by the FSF as free (collectively "Other FOSS"). We therefore hereby grant the following additional permission with respect to the use and distribution of the Software with Other FOSS, and the constants, function signatures, data structures and other invocation methods used to run or interact with each of them (as to each, such software's "Interfaces"):

i. The Software's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in the Other FOSS in order to enable interoperability, without requiring a change to the license of the Other FOSS other than as to any Interfaces of the Software embedded therein. The Software's Interfaces remain at all times under the Software License, including without limitation as used in the Other FOSS (which upon any such use also then contains a portion of the Software under the Software License).

ii. The Other FOSS's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in the Software in order to enable interoperability, without requiring that such Interfaces be licensed under the terms of the Software License or otherwise altering their original terms, if this does not require any portion of the Software other than such Interfaces to be licensed under the terms other than the Software License.

iii. If only Interfaces and no other code is copied between the Software and the Other FOSS in either direction, the use and/or distribution of the Software with the Other FOSS shall not be
deemed to require that the Other FOSS be licensed under the license of the Software, other than as to any Interfaces of the Software copied into the Other FOSS. This includes, by way of example and without limitation, statically or dynamically linking the Software together with Other FOSS after enabling interoperability using the Interfaces of one or both, and distributing the resulting combination under different licenses for the respective portions thereof. For avoidance of doubt, a license which is OSI-approved or categorized by the FSF as free, includes, for the purpose of this permission, such licenses with additional permissions, and any license that has previously been so approved or categorized as free, even if now deprecated or otherwise no longer recognized as approved or free. Nothing in this additional permission grants any right to distribute any portion of the Software on terms other than those of the Software License or grants any additional permission of any kind for use or distribution of the Software in conjunction with software other than Other FOSS.

======================================================================

Licenses for Third-Party Components

The following sections contain licensing information for libraries that may be included with this product. We are thankful to all individuals that have created these. Standard licenses referenced herein are detailed in the Standard Licenses section.

c3p0 JDBC Library

The MySQL Connector/J implements interfaces that are included in c3p0, although no part of c3p0 is included or distributed with MySQL.
Copyright (C) 2019 Machinery For Change, Inc.

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
* it under the terms of EITHER:
* *
* 1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as
* published by the Free Software Foundation
*
* OR
*
* 2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0
* You may choose which license to accept if you wish to redistribute
* or modify this work. You may offer derivatives of this work
* under the license you have chosen, or you may provide the same
* choice of license which you have been offered here.
*
* This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
*
* You should have received copies of both LGPL v2.1 and EPL v1.0
* along with this software; see the files LICENSE-EPL and LICENSE-LGPL.
* If not, the text of these licenses are currently available at
*
* LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution” means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

   distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

   ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor” means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents ” mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program” means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions
of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are
offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such
Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable
manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within
the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify
the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to
control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in
any such claim at its own expense.
For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

The LGPL v2.1 can be found in GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February 1999.

======================================================================
Google Protocol Buffers
Copyright 2008 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner
of the input file used when generating it. This code is not
standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it. This
support library is itself covered by the above license.

======================================================================
======================================================================
Java Hamcrest

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 www.hamcrest.org
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior
written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

JUnit 5

COPYRIGHT: Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content
   Distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
   i) changes to the Program, and
   ii) additions to the Program;
where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that are not Modified Works.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations, interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.
c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange; and

b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that such license:
   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements of this section 3.

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.
For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the
Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software
or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's
rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such
litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it
fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this
Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of
time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's
rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use
and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.
However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,
but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and
may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward
reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of
this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement
Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation
is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the
responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be
Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was
received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its
Contributions) under the new version.

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient
receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any
Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted
under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended
to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.
No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following
Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth
in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),
version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}.
"

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A
is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular
file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

===============================================================================

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE-<subcomponent>.md files.

=== Copyright from source files ===

/*
 * Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.
 *
 * All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are
 * made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0 which
 * accompanies this distribution and is available at
 * 
 */

Additional licenses

==== junit-jupiter-params & junit-platform-console ====
Directories include an Apache license file

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

Additional external dependencies

https://github.com/apiguardian-team/apiguardian/archive/r1.1.0.zip
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * The above component is licensed under
 * Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

https://github.com/ota4j-team/opentest4j/archive/r1.2.0.zip
/*
 * Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * The above component is licensed under
 * Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004
Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge,
to any person obtaining a copy of this software
and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,
merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom
the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice
shall be included in all copies or substantial portions
of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Unicode Data Files

Unicode Data Files
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under
the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or
Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal
in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without
limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,
and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to
whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the
above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies
of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and
this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is
clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the
documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or
software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD
PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS
NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR
SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be
used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in
these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the
copyright holder.

======================================================================
======================================================================
Standard Licenses

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February 1999

The following applies to all products licensed under the
GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1: You may
not use the identified files except in compliance with
the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1 (the
"License"). You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html. A copy of the
license is also reproduced below. Unless required by
applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed
under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
permissions and limitations under the License.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs
must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that
a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.
In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library
to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status...
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

======================================================================

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004

The following applies to all products licensed under the Apache 2.0 License: You may not use the identified files except in compliance with the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License.") You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0. A copy of the license is also reproduced below. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain
to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following
places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided
along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the
Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally
appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes
only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as
an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such
additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the
License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may
provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,
reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such
Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and
distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated
in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by
You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this
License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding
the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor
regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed
to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor
provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without
limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your
exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Written Offer for Source Code

For any software that you receive from Oracle in binary form which is
licensed under an open source license that gives you the right to
receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of the
applicable source code by visiting
http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode. If the source code for the
binary was not provided to you with the binary, you can also receive a
copy of the source code on physical media by submitting a written
request to the address listed below or by sending an email to Oracle
using the following link:
Oracle America, Inc.
Attn: Senior Vice President
Development and Engineering Legal
500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor
Redwood Shores, CA 94065

Your request should include:
* The name of the binary for which you are requesting the source code
* The name and version number of the Oracle product containing the
  binary
* The date you received the Oracle product
* Your name
* Your company name (if applicable)
* Your return mailing address and email, and
* A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and
processing.

Your request must be sent
  a. within three (3) years of the date you received the Oracle product
     that included the binary that is the subject of your request, or
  b. in the case of code licensed under the GPL v3 for as long as Oracle
     offers spare parts or customer support for that product model.
Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: @PRODUCT@
Upstream-Contact: MySQL Release Engineering <mysql-build@oss.oracle.com>
Source: http://dev.mysql.com/

Files: *
Copyright: 2002, 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates.
License:
For licensing information see the LICENSE file in this distribution.
1.21 security-core 5.1.8.RELEASE

1.21.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 * Determines if the {@link #getAuthentication()} has permission to access the target
 * given the permission
 * @param target the target domain object to check permission on
 * @param permission the permission to check on the domain object (i.e. "read",
 * "write", etc).
 * @return true if permission is granted to the {@link #getAuthentication()}, else
 * false
 */

Found in path(s):
  /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
* distributed with this work for additional information
* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the License is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
* KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
* specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/core/ComparableVersion.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/BadCredentialsException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AffirmativeBased.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationDetailsSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationFailedEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/GlobalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/InheritableThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistryImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/JdbcDaoImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/util/FieldUtils.java
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityMetadataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionInformation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManagerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/GrantedAuthority.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authn/RememberMeAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authn/TestingAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManagerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authn/jaas/JaasGrantedAuthority.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authn/jaas/SecurityContextLoginModule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/util/InMemoryResource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/authn/jaas/JaasSecurityContextLoginModule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManager.java
jar/org/springframework/security/util/SimpleMethodInvocation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationSuccessEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureServiceExceptionEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MapBasedMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/PublicInvocationEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityMessageSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AccessDecisionVoter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsUserToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/MethodInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/context/SecurityContextHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManagerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionVoter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/userdetails/UserCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasPasswordCallbackHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManagerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasPasswordCallbackHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserAttribute.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *  
 *    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *  
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 * A token issued by [@link TokenService].
 *
 * <p>
 * It is important that the keys assigned to tokens are sufficiently randomised and
 * secured that they can serve as identifying a unique user session. Implementations of
 * [@link TokenService] are free to use encryption or encoding strategies of their choice.
 * It is strongly recommended that keys are of sufficient length to balance safety against
 * persistence cost. In relation to persistence cost, it is strongly recommended that
 * returned keys are small enough for encoding in a cookie.
 * </p>
 *
 * @author Ben Alex
 * @since 2.0.1
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *  
 *    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *  
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SecurityJackson2Modules.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserDeserializer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AbstractJaasAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/InMemoryConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/MapBasedAttributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/package-info.java
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jar/org/springframework/security/context/DelegatingApplicationListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/core/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/MutableUser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsByUsernameServiceWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/SimpleGrantedAuthority.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/AbstractExpressionBasedMethodConfigAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/artifact/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionCacheOptimizer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/AccessDecisionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationEventPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2011-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesGcmBytesEncryptor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesCbcBytesEncryptor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* *
 * Copyright 2011-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* *
 * Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* *
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3.jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyUtils.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* *
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 */
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

@override
**
*
* @param authentication represents the user in question. Should not be null.
* @param targetDomainObject the domain object for which permissions should be
checked. May be null in which case implementations should return false, as the null
condition can be checked explicitly in the expression.
* @param permission a representation of the permission object as supplied by the
expression system. Not null.
* @return true if the permission is granted, false otherwise
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/MessageDigestPasswordEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DelegatingReactiveAuthenticationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/KeyBasedPersistenceTokenService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableListMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsPasswordService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 */
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
  * limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
    jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/AnnotationParameterNameDiscoverer.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
    jar/org/springframework/security/core/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
*/
/**
 * Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain
 * implementation (version 2.3.7). See <a
 * href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">
 * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/</a> for more information.
 * 
 * For internal use only.
 * 
 * @author Luke Taylor
 * @since 3.0
 * @deprecated Use java.util.Base64
 */

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
    jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * 
*/
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/AnonymousAuthenticationTokenMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/RememberMeAuthenticationTokenMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetDeserializer.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SimpleGrantedAuthorityMixin.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/CoreJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/**
* Reviews the <code>Object</code> returned from a secure object invocation, being able to
* modify the `<code>Object</code>` or throw an `@link AccessDeniedException`.
* `<p>`
* Typically used to ensure the principal is permitted to access the domain object
* instance returned by a service layer bean. Can also be used to mutate the domain object
* instance so the principal is only able to access authorised bean properties or
* `<code>Collection</code>` elements.
* `<p>`
* Special consideration should be given to using an `<code>AfterInvocationManager</code>`
* on bean methods that modify a database. Typically an
* `<code>AfterInvocationManager</code>` is used with read-only methods, such as
* `<code>public DomainObject getById(id)</code>`. If used with methods that modify a
* database, a transaction manager should be used to ensure any
* `<code>AccessDeniedException</code>` will cause a rollback of the changes made by the
* transaction.
* `<p>`
* *
* `@author Ben Alex`
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* `/opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationManager.java`
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* `/opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/SecureRandomFactoryBean.java`
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticatedPrincipal.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoderUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityCoreVersion.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorityReactiveAuthorizationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/ReactiveAuthorizationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/ReactiveAuthorizationManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorizationDecision.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ReactiveSecurityContextHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/P.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260042_1619697877.85/0/spring-security-core-5-1-8-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/ReactiveAuthorizationManager.java
1.22 nano 2.3.1-10.el7

1.22.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further
restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.2, November 2002

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below,
refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML
or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.
3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", ...
and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document
under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2
or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.
A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU
Free Documentation License”.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
replace the “with...Texts.” line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the
Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

1.23 gsm 1.0.13
1.23.1 Available under license:

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by Jutta Degener and Carsten Bormann,
Technische Universitaet Berlin

Any use of this software is permitted provided that this notice is not
removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin
are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this
software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of
this software. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

As a matter of courtesy, the authors request to be informed about uses
this software has found, about bugs in this software, and about any
improvements that may be of general interest.

Berlin, 28.11.1994
Jutta Degener
Carsten Bormann

oOo

Since the original terms of 15 years ago maybe do not make our
intentions completely clear given today's refined usage of the legal
terms, we append this additional permission:
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that this notice is not removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of this software. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

Berkeley/Bremen, 05.04.2009
Jutta Degener
Carsten Bormann

1.24 bsd-mailx 12.5-19.el7

1.24.1 Available under license:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1980, 1993
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 * Copyright (c) 1996
 * Christos Zoulas. All rights reserved.
 * Copyright (c) 2000
 * Gunnar Ritter. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * must display the following acknowledgements:
 * This product includes software developed by the University of
 * California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * This product includes software developed by Christos Zoulas.
 * This product includes software developed by Gunnar Ritter
 * and his contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 * nor the name of Gunnar Ritter nor the names of his contributors
 * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 * without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
 * INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
 * AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
/*
imap_gssapi.c is partially derived from sample code in:
* GSS-API Programming Guide
* Part No: 816-1331-11
* Sun Microsystems, Inc. 4150 Network Circle Santa Clara, CA 95054 U.S.A.
*
*(c) 2002 Sun Microsystems
*/

/*
Copyright 1994 by OpenVision Technologies, Inc.
*/

/* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
* and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,
* provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and
* that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
* supporting documentation, and that the name of OpenVision not be used
* in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software
* without specific, written prior permission. OpenVision makes no
* representations about the suitability of this software for any
* purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
*/

/*
OPENVISION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
* INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO
* EVENT SHALL OPENVISION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
* USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
* OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
* PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
*/
==========================================================================
/* md5.h and md5.c are derived from RFC 1321:

Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.

==========================================================================

/*
* hmac.c is derived from:

Network Working Group    H. Krawczyk
Request for Comments: 2104    IBM
Category: Informational    M. Bellare
UCSD
    R. Canetti
IBM
February 1997

HMAC: Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication

Status of This Memo

This memo provides information for the Internet community. This memo
does not specify an Internet standard of any kind. Distribution of
this memo is unlimited.

Appendix -- Sample Code

==========================================================================

Parts of nss.c are derived from the Mozilla NSS 3.9.2 source,
mozilla/security/nss/cmd/smimetools/cmsutil.c. Therefore:

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
  Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the
Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to
the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus
any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor
hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or
Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code.
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in...
Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then
any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant’s Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

```
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
```
The Original Code is ________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________.

Portions created by ___________________________ are Copyright (C) ______ _________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ____________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

1.25 commons-digester 1.7

1.26 dbus-python 1.1.1

1.26.1 Available under license:

As of version 0.82.4, dbus-python is released under the following permissive non-copyleft license (the same one used for D-Bus core):

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
1.27 spring-tx 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.27.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionScope.java
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java
 * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
 */
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotatedTransactionAttributeSource.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java
  */
jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionEventListenerFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListenerFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/PlatformTransactionManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/work/glassfish/GlassFishWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java
Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
 * Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/core/CciOperations.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
 * Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519580_1600946713.82/0/spring-tx-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java
1.28 enumtoStringandviceversainc++ 4

1.28.1 Available under license:

Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

// EnumString - A utility to provide stringizing support for C++ enums
// Author: Francis Xavier Joseph Pulikotil
//
// This code is free software: you can do whatever you want with it,
// although I would appreciate if you gave credit where it's due.
//
// This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.29 istack-commons 2.21

1.29.1 Available under license:

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in * Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License’
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3

Found license ‘General Public License 2.0’ in ‘* Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License’

1.30 setools-libs 3.3.8

1.30.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author’s reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

BWidget ToolKit
Copyright (c) 1998-1999 UNIFIX.
Copyright (c) 2001-2002 ActiveState Corp.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors.
and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that
the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where
they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY
FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY
DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE
IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR
MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the
U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"
in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you
are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the
software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the
Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause
252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf
permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the
terms specified in this license.
Upstream Author: Tresys Technology <setools@tresys.com>

Copyright: 2001-2008, Tresys Technology, LLC

The SETools package contains files under two licenses. Most files are
copyright as:

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, or version 2 of the License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License with
the Debian GNU/Linux distribution in file /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2;
if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St,
On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License, version 2, can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

Libraries, their source files, and their header files, are copyright as:

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License, can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

The Debian packaging is (C) 2008, Tresys Technology <setools@tresys.com> and is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL`.

The SETools package contains files under two licences - the GNU General Public License and the GNU Lesser General Public License. See COPYING/GPL and COPYING/LGPL respectively for the full text of these licences. All files distributed with this package indicate the appropriate license to use with that file.
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1.31.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This
alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.32 xml-apis 1.3.04
HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license from the W3C, which is provided herein.

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

    xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c
    and all subdirectories

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

    xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom
    and all subdirectories

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

The specification of DOM Level 3’s various parts is at:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

The specification of DOM Level 2’s various parts is at:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

The specification of DOM Level 1’s various parts is at:

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:
    http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:
HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the public domain.

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the megginsion.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax
and all subdirectories
xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
and all subdirectories

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.megginsion.com/Software/index.html

The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

===========================================================================
|| NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ||
|| == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis ==
|| == distribution. ==
||===========================================================================

Apache XML Commons XML APIs
Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR
The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual
representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [Sdate-of-document]
World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio
University). All Rights Reserved.
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be
provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,
documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the
implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted
pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in
the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or
derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with
those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE
FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT
INFRINGEMENT ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE
PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising
or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,
written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all
times remain with copyright holders.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can
be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on
style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is
now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of
the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older
formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for
common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating
or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed
to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>
This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
However please note future versions of SAX may be covered under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

SAX2 is Free!

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain. SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
2000-05-05

1.33 tar 1.26-35.el7
1.33.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further
restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lGPL.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, @ hence no sectioning command or @node.

c display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
c end display

c enumerate 0
c item
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document \textit{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

\textbf{APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS}

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The “Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A `"Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not `"Transparent” is called `"Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX{} input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The `"Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, `"Title Page” means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
dition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give
them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item

TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See \@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.
``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
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### 1.34.1 Available under license:

**GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.35 cxf 3.3.8

1.35.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2002-2004 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Inc, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission to copy, display, perform, modify and distribute the WS-Addressing Specification, and to authorize others to do the foregoing, in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted for the purpose of developing and evaluating the WS-Addressing Specification.

BEA, IBM, Microsoft, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems (collectively, the "Authors") each agree to grant a license to third parties, under royalty-free and otherwise reasonable, non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their respective essential patent claims that they deem necessary to implement the WS-Addressing Specification.

DISCLAIMERS:

THE WS-Addressing Specification IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE WS-Addressing Specification IS SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE WS-Addressing Specification OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

You may remove these disclaimers from your modified versions of the WS-Addressing Specification provided that you effectively disclaim all warranties and liabilities on behalf of all copyright holders in the copies of any such modified versions you distribute.

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to the WS-Addressing Specification or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in the WS-Addressing Specification will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Apache CXF includes a number of components and libraries with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those components are subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

ANTLR Parser Generator (http://www.antlr.org/) antlr:antlr:jar:2.7.7
  License: BSD License (http://www.antlr.org/license.html)

  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

  License: The Apache License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Guava: Google Core Libraries for Java (https://github.com/google/guava/guava)
com.google.guava:guava:bundle:20.0
  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

  License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

  License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

  License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

  License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception (https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

  License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)
com.sun.xml.bind.external: rngom:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception
(https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

fastinfoset (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl/FastInfoset)
com.sun.xml.fastinfoset: FastInfoset:jar:1.2.18
License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

Apache Commons - collections (http://commons.apache.org/collections/commons-collections)
commons-collections: commons-collections:jar:3.2.2:compile
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Metrics Core (http://metrics.dropwizard.io/metrics-core/) io.dropwizard.metrics:metrics-core:bundle:3.2.6
License: Apache License 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

License: Apache License Version 2.0 (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/apache-2.0.txt)

License: Apache License Version 2.0 (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/apache-2.0.txt)

JavaBeans Activation Framework API jar (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf/jakarta.activation-api)
jakarta.activation: jakarta.activation-api: jar:1.2.1
License: EDL 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

javax.ws.rs-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api) jakarta.ws.rs: jakarta.ws.rs-api:bundle:2.1.5
License: EPL 2.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0)

javax.ws.rs-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api) jakarta.ws.rs: jakarta.ws.rs-api:bundle:2.1.5
License: GPL2 w/ CPE (https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

jakarta.xml.bind-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api/jakarta.xml.bind-api)
jakarta.xml.bind: jakarta.xml.bind-api:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

javax.annotation API (http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=250) javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api:jar:1.3.2
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception
(https://github.com/javaee/javax.annotation/blob/master/LICENSE)

javax.inject (http://code.google.com/p/atinject/) javax.inject:javax.inject:jar:1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JSR 374 (JSON Processing) API (https://javaee.github.io/jsonp) javax.json:javax.json-api:bundle:1.1.4
Java Servlet API (https://servlet-spec.java.net) javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api:jar:3.1.0
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception (https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html)

javax.xml.soap API (https://javaee.github.io/javaee-spec/) javax.xml.soap:javax.xml.soap-api:jar:1.4.0
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception (https://github.com/javaee/jax-ws-spec/blob/master/LICENSE)

JAX-WS API (https://github.com/javaee/jax-ws-spec) javax.xml.ws:jaxws-api:jar:2.3.0
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception (https://github.com/javaee/jax-ws-spec/blob/master/LICENSE.md)

Joda-Time (http://www.joda.org/joda-time/) joda-time:joda-time:jar:2.9
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OAuth Core (http://oauth.net/code/oauth-core-parent/oauth/) net.oauth.core:oauth:jar:20100527
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

ehcache (http://ehcache.org) net.sf.ehcache:ehcache:jar:2.10.6
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (src/assemble/EHCACHE-CORE-LICENSE.txt)

java-support (http://shibboleth.net/java-support/) net.shibboleth.utilities:java-support:jar:7.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Apache Ant Core (https://ant.apache.org/) org.apache.ant:ant:jar:1.10.7
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Geronimo JavaMail 1.4 :: Mail (http://geronimo.apache.org/maven/javamail/geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail/1.8.4/geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail) org.apache.geronimo.javamail:geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail:bundle:1.8.4
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

J2EE Management 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-j2ee-management_1.1_spec) org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-j2ee-management_1.1_spec:jar:1.0.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JMS 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-jms_1.1_spec) org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-jms_1.1_spec:jar:1.1.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)
JTA 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-jta_1.1_spec) org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-jta_1.1_spec:jar:1.1.1
  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Web Services Metadata 2.0 (http://geronimo.apache.org/maven/specs/geronimo-ws-metadata_2.0_spec/1.1.3)
org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-ws-metadata_2.0_spec:bundle:1.1.3
  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Apache MINA Core (http://mina.apache.org/mina-core/) org.apache.mina:mina-core:bundle:2.0.21
  License: Apache 2.0 License (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Apache Neethi (http://ws.apache.org/neethi/) org.apache.neethi:neethi:bundle:3.1.1
  License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

  License: Bouncy Castle Licence (http://www.bouncycastle.org/licence.html)

Stax2 API (http://wiki.fasterxml.com/WoodstoxStax2) org.codehaus.woodstox:stax2-api:bundle:3.1.4
  License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

Cryptacular Library (http://www.cryptacular.org) org.cryptacular:cryptacular:jar:1.2.4
  License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Cryptacular Library (http://www.cryptacular.org) org.cryptacular:cryptacular:jar:1.2.4
  License: GNU Lesser General Public License (http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt)

  License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


  License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


  License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


  License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


hawtbuf (http://hawtbuf.fusesource.org/hawtbuf) org.fusesource.hawtbuf:hawtbuf:bundle:1.11
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

org.glassfish.jaxb:codemodel:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

org.glassfish.jaxb:codemodel:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception
(https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

JAXB XJC (https://javaee.github.io/jaxb-v2/jaxb-xjc/) org.glassfish.jaxb:jaxb-xjc:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

XSOM (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j/xsom) org.glassfish.jaxb:xsom:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

XSOM (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j/xsom) org.glassfish.jaxb:xsom:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception
(https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

JASYPT: Java Simplified Encryption (http://www.jasypt.org) org.jasypt:jasypt:jar:1.9.3
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)
JBoss Logging 3 (http://www.jboss.org) org.jboss.logging:jboss-logging:jar:3.4.0.Final
License: Apache License, version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Common Annotations 1.2 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec)
org.jboss.spec.java.annotation:jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec:jar:1.0.2.Final
License: Common Development And Distribution License 1.1 (https://javaee.github.io/glassfish/LICENSE)

Common Annotations 1.2 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec)
org.jboss.spec.java.annotation:jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec:jar:1.0.2.Final
License: GNU General Public License v2.0 only, with Classpath exception
(http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html)

Java Servlet 4.0 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec) org.jboss.spec.java.servlet:jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec:jar:1.0.0.Final
License: Common Development And Distribution License 1.1 (https://javaee.github.io/glassfish/LICENSE)

Java Servlet 4.0 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec) org.jboss.spec.java.servlet:jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec:jar:1.0.0.Final
License: GNU General Public License v2.0 only, with Classpath exception
(http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html)

XNIO API (http://www.jboss.org/xnio) org.jboss.xnio:xnio-api:jar:3.3.8.Final
License: Public Domain (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/cc0-1.0.txt)

License: Public Domain (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/cc0-1.0.txt)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

OpenSAML :: Core (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-core/) org.opensaml:opensaml-core:jar:3.3.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: Profile API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-profile-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-profile-api:jar:3.3.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-saml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-saml-api:jar:3.3.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML Provider Implementations (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-saml-impl/)
org.opensaml:opensaml-saml-impl:jar:3.3.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: Security API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-security-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-security-api:jar:3.3.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)
OpenSAML :: Security Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-security-impl/) org.opensaml:opensaml-security-impl:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SOAP Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-soap-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-soap-api:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XACML Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-api:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XACML Provider Implementations (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-impl/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-impl:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML XACML Profile API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-saml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-saml-api:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML XACML Profile Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-saml-impl/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-saml-impl:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XML Security API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xmlsec-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xmlsec-api:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XML Security Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xmlsec-impl/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xmlsec-impl:jar:3.3.1
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

asm (http://asm.ow2.io/) org.ow2.asm:asm:jar:8.0.1
   License: BSD-3-Clause (https://asm.ow2.io/license.html)

SLF4J API Module (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-api:jar:1.7.30
   License: MIT License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

SLF4J JDK14 Binding (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-jdk14:jar:1.7.30
   License: MIT License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Rhino (http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/) rhino:js:jar:1.7R2
   License: Mozilla Public License (http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html)
WSDL4J (http://sf.net/projects/wsd4j) wsd4j:wsd4j:jar:1.6.3
License: CPL  (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cpl1.0.txt)

XML Commons Resolver Component (http://xml.apache.org/commons/components/resolver/) xml-resolver:xml-resolver:jar:1.2
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which any license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on OASIS's procedures with respect to rights in OASIS specifications can be found at the OASIS website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification, can be obtained from the OASIS Executive Director.

OASIS invites any interested party to bring to its attention any copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary rights which may cover technology that may be required to implement this specification. Please address the information to the OASIS Executive Director.

Copyright  OASIS Open 2002-2004. All Rights Reserved.
This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are included on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself does not be modified in any way, such as by removing the copyright notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of developing OASIS specifications, in which case the procedures for copyrights defined in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights document must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than English.

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns. This document and the information contained herein is provided on an AS IS basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com
Copyright 2001 - 2005, International Business Machines Corporation and Microsoft Corporation
All Rights Reserved

License for WSDL Schema Files

The Authors grant permission to copy and distribute the WSDL Schema Files in any medium without fee or royalty as long as this notice and license are distributed with them. The originals of these files can be located at:


THESE SCHEMA FILES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS
OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THESE FILES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR TITLE. THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THESE FILES.

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to these files or any program or service that uses these files, written prior permission. Title to copyright in these files will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content Distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
   i) changes to the Program, and
   ii) additions to the Program;
where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that are not Modified Works.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified Works shall not include works that contain only declarations, interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program or Modified Works thereof.

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the
patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange; and

b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that such license:
   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

   iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any
party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements of this section 3.

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance
claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
All Recipient’s rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

“This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}.”

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.
You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.
3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of
the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show
them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that
version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C)

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words
"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License
Version 1.1

-------------
1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as
Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version
of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different
You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may
only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that
the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",
"MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License)
and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license
contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and
Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial
Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in
Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of
this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF
DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE
COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure
such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall
survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License
shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom
You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly
infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License
shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,
unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)
agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable
royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such
Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to
the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant’s Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant’s Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License
Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.
Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______ _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License.”

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

"This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>. For more information on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

Common Public License Version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses
to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient’s responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation. 

The BSD License

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:
- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)
  (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems, TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/2003-02-11.xsd)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/http)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrn.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/)
(http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html)

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is
Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.
See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee
are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.
(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the
public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from
https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat
licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>.

This product includes software from the Spring Framework, under the Apache License 2.0

This project includes Apache Ant. The <sync> task is based on code Copyright
(c) 2002, Landmark Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software Foundation.

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are
present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is
Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.
See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:
- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems, TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/2003-02-11.xsd)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/http)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrn.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/)
(http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html)

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin. All rights reserved. See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.
(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://runkin.com

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from
https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>
This product includes software from the Spring Framework, under the Apache License 2.0

This project includes Apache Ant. The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software Foundation.

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

(c) 2001-2006 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Inc., SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign, Inc. All rights reserved.

Permission to copy and display the WS-Policy Specification (the "Specification", which includes WSDL and schema documents), in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the WS-Policy Specification, that you make:

1. A link or URL to the WS-Policy Specification at one of the Authors' websites
2. The copyright notice as shown in the WS-Policy Specification.

BEA Systems, IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Sonic Software, and VeriSign (collectively, the "Authors") each agree to grant you a license, under royalty-free and otherwise reasonable, non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their respective essential patent claims that they deem necessary to implement the WS-Policy Specification.

THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION.

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to the WS-Policy Specification or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in the WS-Policy Specification will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty
percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.
3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this
License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as
Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-
law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
district and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible
for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of
the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or
regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this
License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise
make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,
directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer
and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE
(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-
law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the
Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara
County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the
software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation
software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to
make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time
to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
   Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others. For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. Such programs are licensed to you under their original licenses.

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts
of its GPLv2 code, which permits you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle’s GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also containing Oracle’s GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result. Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further distribute the package.

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or making modifications to this package which may subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party software.

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

      i) changes to the Program, and

      ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.
d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

   b) its license agreement:

      i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

      ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

      iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

      iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

   When the Program is made available in source code form:

      a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

      b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

   Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

   Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in
a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
This project includes Public Suffix List copied from
https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat
licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that
creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the
Original Software, prior Modifications used by a
Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that
particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or
(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
containing Original Software with files containing
Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form
other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity
that first makes Original Software available under this
License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered
Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the
maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial
grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights
conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable
form of any of the following:
A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or
portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving
3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.
4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF
6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK
STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.
10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

1.36 selinux 2.5 14.1.el7

1.36.1 Available under license:

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

Warranty Exclusion

------------------
You agree that this software is a non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended. The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

Limitation of Liability

-----------------------
In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data, lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental, consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility of such damage. You acknowledge that this is a reasonable allocation of risk.

1.37 httpclient 4.5.13

1.37.1 Available under license:

Apache HttpClient
Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.38 zlib 1.2.3

1.38.1 Available under license:

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly         Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org           madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.39 h2 1.1.119

1.39.1 Available under license :
Java Service Wrapper
http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006 Tanuki Software, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:
BEGIN Silver Egg Technology License -----------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END Silver Egg Technology License -----------------------------------

Java Service Wrapper
http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org

Copyright (c) 1999, 2006 Tanuki Software, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

BEGIN Silver Egg Technology License -----------------------------

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END Silver Egg Technology License -----------------------------

1.40 hsql-db 2.4.1-2~18.04

1.40.1 Available under license:

/*
 * For work developed by the HSQL Development Group:
 * *
 * Copyright (c) 2001-2018, The HSQL Development Group
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the HSQL Development Group nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  software without specific prior written permission.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
  ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL HSQL DEVELOPMENT GROUP, HSQldb.ORG,
  OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
  OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* For work originally developed by the Hypersonic SQL Group:

* Copyright (c) 1995-2000, The Hypersonic SQL Group.
  All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Hypersonic SQL Group nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  software without specific prior written permission.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
/* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HYPersonic SQL GROUP,
 * OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
 * EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
 * PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
 * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
 * ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
 * SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 *
 * This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals
 * on behalf of the Hypersonic SQL Group.
 */

/* Copyright (c) 2001-2018, The HSQL Development Group
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 *
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
 * list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
 * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
 * and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 *
 * Neither the name of the HSQL Development Group nor the names of its
 * contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 * software without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
 * AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL HSQL DEVELOPMENT GROUP, HSQldb.ORG,
 * OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
 * EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
 * PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
 * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
 * ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
 * SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

/* Copyright (c) 2001-2018, The HSQL Development Group
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 */
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
  * list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  *
  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  * and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
  *
  * Neither the name of the HSQL Development Group nor the names of its
  * contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  * software without specific prior written permission.
  *
  * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
  * AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
  * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
  * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL HSQL DEVELOPMENT GROUP, HSQldb.ORG,
  * OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
  * EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
  * PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
  * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
  * ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
  * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
  * SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
* For work developed by the HSQL Development Group:
* }
* Copyright (c) 2001-2018, The HSQL Development Group
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* }
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
* list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* }
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* }
* Neither the name of the HSQL Development Group nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without specific prior written permission.
* }
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL HSQL DEVELOPMENT GROUP, HSQldb.ORG,
* OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* For work originally developed by the Hypersonic SQL Group:
*
* Copyright (c) 1995-2000, The Hypersonic SQL Group.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* *
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
* list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* *
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* *
* Neither the name of the Hypersonic SQL Group nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HYPersonic SQL GROUP,
* OR CONTRIBUTORs BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals
* on behalf of the Hypersonic SQL Group.
*/

1.41 dbus-glib 0.100 7.el7
1.41.1 Available under license:

The D-Bus glib bindings are licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2. Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to, tests/decode-gcov.c. Each source code file is marked with the proper copyright information.

The Academic Free License
v. 2.1

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the following:

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the
address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

5) This section intentionally omitted.

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original Work.

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the
Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and
all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability
shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting
from Licensor’s negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such
limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion
and limitation may not apply to You.

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the
Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort
under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to
the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another
written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to
create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise
any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do
so except under the terms of this License (or another written
agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by
U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by
international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights
granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of
this License and all of its terms and conditions.

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate
automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted
to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,
including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any
licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This
termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent
infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software
or hardware.

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating
to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction
wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary
business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its
conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is
expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of
this License or after its termination shall be subject to the
requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 101
et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international
treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License
or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be
entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without
limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in
connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written permission of its copyright owner.

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other open source licenses:

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with those licenses.

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,
UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain no explicit patent grant.

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed, as is the case for the other licenses.

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--
START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
--

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.42 geronimojmsspec 1.1.1

1.42.1 Available under license :
Apache Geronimo
Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensors" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.43 ruby 2.0.0.648-36.el7

1.43.1 Available under license:

This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of California, Sun Microsystems, Inc., and other parties. The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.

#######################################################################
###  The following text is the original 'license.txt' of tktable extension. ###
###  Original Tcl source files are not include in this directory.        ###
#######################################################################
### because of all of them are rewrited to Ruby files. ###
### However, the image data file is quoted from iwidgets source ###
### archive. ###

#######################################################################

* COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE TERMS *

(This file blatantly stolen from Tcl/Tk license and adapted - thus assume it falls under similar license terms).

This software is copyrighted by Jeffrey Hobbs <jeff.hobbs@acm.org>. The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

RESTRICTED RIGHTS: Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. government is subject to the restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c) (1) (ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software Clause as DFARS 252.227-7013 and FAR 52.227-19.

SPECIAL NOTES:

This software also falls under the bourbon_ware clause:

Should you find this software useful in your daily work, you should feel obliged to take the author out for a drink if the opportunity presents itself. The user may feel exempt from this clause if they are under 21 or think the author has already partaken of too many drinks.
This software is copyrighted by Ajuba Solutions and other parties.
The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless
explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,
and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided
that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this
notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,
license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.
Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors
and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that
the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where
they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY
FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY
DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE
IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR
MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the
U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"
in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you
are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the
software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the
Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause
252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf
permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the
terms specified in this license.
Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This software is copyrighted by Jan Nijtmans (the maintainer) and a lot of other people who contributed code (most notably Andreas Kupries, Thomas G. Lane, Ioi K. Lam, Mario Weilguni and Roger E Critchlow Jr).

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the
U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.

LEGAL NOTICE INFORMATION

-------------

All the files in this distribution are covered under either the Ruby's license (see the file COPYING) or public-domain except some files mentioned below.

 include/ruby/oniguruma.h:
regcomp.c:
regenc.[ch]:
regexec.c:
regint.h:
regparse.[ch]:
enc/ascii.c
enc/big5.c
enc/cp949.c
enc/emacs_mule.c
enc/encdb.c
enc/euc_jp.c
enc/euc_kr.c
enc/euc_tw.c
enc/gb18030.c
enc/gb2312.c
enc/gbk.c
enc/iso_8859_1.c
enc/iso_8859_10.c
enc/iso_8859_11.c
enc/iso_8859_13.c
enc/iso_8859_14.c
enc/iso_8859_15.c
enc/iso_8859_16.c
enc/iso_8859_2.c
enc/iso_8859_3.c
enc/iso_8859_4.c
enc/iso_8859_5.c
enc/iso_8859_6.c
enc/iso_8859_7.c
enc/iso_8859_8.c
enc/iso_8859_9.c
enc/koi8_r.c
enc/koi8_u.c
enc/shiftjis.c
enc/unicode.c
enc/us_ascii.c
enc/utf_16be.c
enc/utf_16le.c
enc/utf_32be.c
enc/utf_32le.c
enc/utf_8.c
enc/windows_1251.c

Oniguruma ---- (C) K. Kosako <sndgk393 AT ybb DOT ne DOT jp>

http://www.geocities.jp/kosako3/oniguruma/
http://www.ruby-lang.org/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/oniguruma/
http://www.freebsd.org/cgi/cvsweb.cgi/ports/devel/oniguruma/

When this software is partly used or it is distributed with Ruby,
this of Ruby follows the license of Ruby.

configure:

This file is free software.

Copyright (C) 1992, 93, 94, 95, 96 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This configure script is free software; the Free Software Foundation
gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify it.

tool/config.guess:
tool/config.sub:

As long as you distribute these files with the file configure, they
are covered under the Ruby's license.

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you
distribute this file as part of a program that contains a
configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under
the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

parse.c:

This file is licensed under the GPL, but is incorporated into Ruby and
redistributed under the terms of the Ruby license, as permitted by the
exception to the GPL below.

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA. */

/* As a special exception, you may create a larger work that contains
part or all of the Bison parser skeleton and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, so long as that work isn't itself a
parser generator using the skeleton or a modified version thereof
as a parser skeleton. Alternatively, if you modify or redistribute
the parser skeleton itself, you may (at your option) remove this
special exception, which will cause the skeleton and the resulting
Bison output files to be licensed under the GNU General Public
License without this special exception.

This special exception was added by the Free Software Foundation in
version 2.2 of Bison. */
util.c (partly):

Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting documentation for such software.

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

win32/win32.[ch]:

You can apply the Artistic License to these files. (or GPL, alternatively)

Copyright (c) 1993, Intergraph Corporation

You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public License or the Artistic License, as specified in the perl README file.

util.c (partly):

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 David Schultz <das@FreeBSD.ORG>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
random.c

This file is under the new-style BSD license.

A C-program for MT19937, with initialization improved 2002/2/10.
Coded by Takuji Nishimura and Makoto Matsumoto.
This is a faster version by taking Shawn Cokus's optimization,
Matthe Bellew's simplification, Isaku Wada's real version.

Before using, initialize the state by using init_genrand(seed)
or init_by_array(init_key, key_length).

Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Any feedback is very welcome.
vsprintf.c:

This file is under the old-style BSD license. Note that the paragraph 3 below is now null and void.

Copyright (c) 1990, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
Chris Torek.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
------------------
paragraph 3 above is now null and void.

st.[ch]:
missing/alloca.c:
missing/dup2.c:
missing/erf.c:
missing/finite.c:
missing/hypot.c:
missing/isinf.c:
missing/isnan.c:
missing/lgamma_r.c:
missing/memcmp.c:
missing/memmove.c:
missing/strchr.c:
missing/strstr.c:
missing/strtol.c:
missing/tgamma.c:
ext/digest/sha1/sha1.[ch]:

These files are all under public domain.

missing/crypt.c:

This file is under the old-style BSD license. Note that the paragraph 3 below is now null and void.

Copyright (c) 1989, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by Tom Truscott.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
missing/setproctitle.c

This file is under the old-style BSD license. Note that the paragraph 3 below is now null and void.

Copyright 2003 Damien Miller
Copyright (c) 1983, 1995-1997 Eric P. Allman
Copyright (c) 1988, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

missing/strlcat.c
missing/strlcpy.c

These files are under the new-style BSD license.

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

missing/langinfo.c

This file is from http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/ucs/langinfo.c. Ruby uses a modified version. The file contains the following author/copyright notice:

Markus.Kuhn@cl.cam.ac.uk -- 2002-03-11
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted. The author disclaims all warranties with regard to this software.

ext/digest/md5/md5.[ch]:

These files are under the following license. Ruby uses modified versions of them.

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Aladdin Enterprises. All rights reserved.

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

L. Peter Deutsch
ghost@aladdin.com

ext/digest/rmd160/rmd160.[ch]:

These files have the following copyright information, and by the author we are allowed to use it under the new-style BSD license.

AUTHOR: Antoon Bosselaers, ESAT-COSIC
(Arranged for libc by Todd C. Miller)
DATE: 1 March 1996

Copyright (c) Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
1996, All Rights Reserved

ext/digest/sha2/sha2.[ch]:

These files are under the new-style BSD license.

Copyright 2000 Aaron D. Gifford. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
These files are under the following license. So to speak, it is copyrighted semi-public-domain software.

Copyright (C) 1987, Fujitsu LTD. (Itaru ICHIKAWA)
Everyone is permitted to do anything on this program including copying, modifying, improving, as long as you don't try to pretend that you wrote it.
i.e., the above copyright notice has to appear in all copies.
Binary distribution requires original version messages.
You don't have to ask before copying, redistribution or publishing.
THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE.

These files are under the new-style BSD license.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
ext/win32ole/win32ole.c:

You can apply the Artistic License to this file. (or GPL, alternatively)

(c) 1995 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
Developed by ActiveWare Internet Corp., http://www.ActiveWare.com

Other modifications Copyright (c) 1997, 1998 by Gurusamy Sarathy
<gsar@umich.edu> and Jan Dubois <jan.dubois@ibm.net>

You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file of the Perl distribution.

RubyGems is copyrighted free software by Chad Fowler, Rich Kilmer, Jim Weirich and others. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPL (see the GPL.txt file), or the conditions below:

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing the author to include your modifications in the software.

   b) use the modified software only within your corporation or organization.

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

3. You may distribute the software in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute the executables and library files of the software, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the original distribution.

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of
the software.

c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, with
   instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other
   software (possibly commercial).

5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as
   output from the software do not automatically fall under the
   copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,
   and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this
   software.

6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
   IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
   PURPOSE.

######################################################################
###  The following text is the original 'LICENSE.txt' of BWidget   ###
###  extension.                                                    ###
###  Original Tcl source files are not include in this directory,   ###
###  because of all of them are rewrited to Ruby files.             ###
###  However, the bitmap data files ('bwidgtet.xbm' and 'x1.xbm')  ###
###  included in this directory are quoted from BWidget source      ###
###  archive. So, those bitmaps are under the following license.    ###
######################################################################
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

######################################################################
###  The following text is the original 'license.terms' of tile    ###
###  extension.                                                    ###
######################################################################
LICENSE ("MIT-style")

This software is Copyright (C) 2003 Joe English and other parties.

The following terms apply to all files associated with this software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The author(s) hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS for a PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT shall the AUTHORS of THIS SOFTWARE be LIABLE to ANY PARTY for DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, or CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES arising out of the USE of THIS SOFTWARE and its DOCUMENTATION.

This software is copyrighted by DSC Technologies and private individual contributors. The copyright holder is specifically listed in the header of each file. The following terms apply to all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files by private contributors.

Copyright 1997 DSC Technologies Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, and without fee or written agreement with DSC, is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the copyright notice and warranty disclaimer below appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of DSC Technologies Corporation or DSC Communications Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

DSC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS. IN NO EVENT SHALL DSC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
RESTRICTED RIGHTS: Use, duplication or disclosure by the government is subject to the restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c) (1) (ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software Clause as DFARS 252.227-7013 and FAR 52.227-19.

2-clause BSDL

2-clause BSDL

1.

2.

   (a)

   (b)

   (c)

   (d)

3.

   (a)

   (b)

   (c)

   (d)

4.

LEGAL

5.
The following terms (based on the standard TCL/TK license) apply to all files contained in this package, except the icon images.

The icon images can be freely distributed. If you require clarification of copyright/license details for the images, please contact the appropriate creator/maintainer.

ICONS: LICENSE TERMS

This software (ICONS) is Copyright 2002 by Adrian Davis (adrian@satisoft.com). The following terms apply to all files associated with the software except where noted above.

The author hereby grants permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES.
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE
IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS,
OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the
U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"
in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you
are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense,
the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software"
and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in
Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf
permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the
terms specified in this license.

* COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE TERMS *

(This file blatantly stolen from Tcl/Tk license and adapted - thus assume
it falls under similar license terms).

This software is copyrighted by Jeffrey Hobbs <jeff.hobbs@acm.org> and
others. The following terms apply to all files associated with the
software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and
license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that
existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice
is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license,
or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR
DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF,
EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES.
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS 
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO 
OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR 
MODIFICATIONS.

RESTRICTED RIGHTS: Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. government 
is subject to the restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c) (1) (ii) 
of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software Clause as DFARS 
252.227-7013 and FAR 52.227-19.

SPECIAL NOTES:

This software also falls under the bourbon_ware clause:

Should you find this software useful in your daily work, you should 
feel obliged to take the author out for a drink if the opportunity 
presents itself. The user may feel exempt from this clause if they 
are under 21 or think the author has already partaken of too many 

Ruby is copyrighted free software by Yukihiro Matsumoto <matz@netlab.jp>. 
You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the 
2-clause BSDL (see the file BSDL), or the conditions below:

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the 
software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the 
original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that 
you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise 
      make them Freely Available, such as by posting said 
      modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing 
      the author to include your modifications in the software.

   b) use the modified software only within your corporation or 
      organization.

   c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with 
      instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form, 
provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,
open source used in cisco vsm 7.14.3

1.44 man-db 2.6.3-11.el7

1.44.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your


together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)
on where to get the original distribution.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of
the software.

c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with
instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other
software (possibly commercial). But some files in the distribution
are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the
file LEGAL.

5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as
output from the software do not automatically fall under the
copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,
and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this
software.

6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.45.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2007-2010, The JASYPT team (http://www.jasypt.org)

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

---------------------------------

This distribution includes cryptographic software. The country in
which you currently reside may have restrictions on the import,
possession, use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check your country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted. See http://www.wassenaar.org/ for more information.

The U.S. Government Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), has classified this software as Export Commodity Control Number (ECCN) 5D002.C.1, which includes information security software using or performing cryptographic functions with asymmetric algorithms. The form and manner of this distribution makes it eligible for export under the License Exception ENC Technology Software Unrestricted (TSU) exception (see the BIS Export Administration Regulations, Section 740.13) for both object code and source code.

The following provides more details on the cryptographic software used (note that this software is not included in the distribution):

* The PBE Encryption facilities require the Java Cryptography extensions: http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/security/.

-------------------------------

Distributions of this software may include software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

-------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this
permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
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1.47.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.48 libcap 219-67.el7_7.1

1.48.1 Available under license:

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release may be distributed:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without their specific prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release may be used and distributed:
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with
or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright
notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,
including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without their specific prior
written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the
GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the
provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above
restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict
between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style
copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:
-------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
  This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
  under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
  `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

  <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
  Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
1.49 pciutils 3.5.1-3.el7

1.49.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generos contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.50 avalon-controls-library 2.0
1.50.1 Available under license:
Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do not use the software.

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.
(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in the software.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

1.51 libvorbis 1.3.3-8.el7.1
1.51.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.52 readline 6.2 10.el7

1.52.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).
The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.
A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.
A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
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@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The “Document”, below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as “you”. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input
format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available
@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},
PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples
of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and
@acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be
read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or
@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are
not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},
PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for
output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The `publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies
of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',
``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title''
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING
You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item

**TERMINATION**

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item

**FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE**

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See \url{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:
1.53 udev 219 67.el7_7.1

1.53.1 Available under license:

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
// met:
//
// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
// distribution.
// * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
// this software without specific prior written permission.
//
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.54 boost 1.70.0

1.54.1 Available under license:

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.55 ncurses 5.9 14.20130511.el7_4

1.55.1 Available under license:

Upstream source http://invisible-island.net/ncurses/ncurses-examples.html

Current ncurses maintainer: Thomas Dickey <dickey@invisible-island.net>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 1998-2010,2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files: install-sh
Copyright: 1994 X Consortium
Licence: other-BSD

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

FSF changes to this file are in the public domain.

Calling this script install-sh is preferred over install.sh, to prevent 'make' implicit rules from creating a file called install from it when there is no Makefile.

This script is compatible with the BSD install script, but was written from scratch. It can only install one file at a time, a restriction shared with many OS’s install programs.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2

1.56 stax 3.1.4
1.56.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming API for XML processing (StAX).
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.salaranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * 
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* StAX2 extension for StAX API (JSR-173).
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * 
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).
 * 
 * Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.salaranta@iki.fi
 * 
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-
    jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterAdapter.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-
    jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterImpl.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-
    jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2ReaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Reference Implementation of
 * Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.salaranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
/* Stax2 extension for basic Stax API (JSR-173).
 * Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/* Reference Implementation of
 * Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)
 * Copyright (c) 2008- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 * Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2EventReaderImpl.java

1.57 websocket 1.1.FR
1.57.1 Available under license :

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only (“GPL”) or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1’ in 'Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only (“GPL”) or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in "* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in "* Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You
1.58 libvirt 4.5.0-36.el7_9.3
1.58.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safer to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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#### SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE
Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007
### PREAMBLE
The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership with others.

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded, redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives, however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

### DEFINITIONS
Font Software refers to the set of files released by the Copyright Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

Reserved Font Name refers to any names specified as such after the copyright statement(s).

Original Version refers to the collection of Font Software components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

Modified Version refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting, or substituting in part or in whole any of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a new environment.

Author refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

### PERMISSION & CONDITIONS
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font Software, subject to the following conditions:

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled, redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be included either as
stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as presented to the users.

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written permission.

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the Font Software.

#### TERMINATION
This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

#### DISCLAIMER
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1.60.1 Available under license:

   Apache License
   Version 2.0, January 2004
   http://www.apache.org/licenses/

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

   1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.62 cronie 1.4.11 19.el7
1.62.1 Available under license :

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2004 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")
 * Copyright (c) 1997,2000 by Internet Software Consortium, Inc.
 *
 * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
 * purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
 * copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
 * WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
 * MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR
 * ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
 * WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
 * ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
 * OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
 */

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1988, 1993, 1994
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This code is derived from software written by Ken Arnold and
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
/*
* Copyright (c) 1989, 1993
* The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
* This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
* Paul Vixie.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
1.63 jersey 1.2
1.63.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any
later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
  This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

  The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

  You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
courage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must
be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.64 mailx 12.5
1.64.1 Available under license:

/*
* Copyright (c) 1980, 1993
* The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
* Copyright (c) 1996
* Christos Zoulas. All rights reserved.
* Copyright (c) 2000
* Gunnar Ritter. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgements:
* This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* This product includes software developed by Christos Zoulas.
* This product includes software developed by Gunnar Ritter
* and his contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* nor the name of Gunnar Ritter nor the names of his contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
* AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
* THE DEVELOPERS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
==========================================================================

/*
* For base64.c:
 *
* Portions Copyright (c) 1991 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
*
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this material
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* for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
* that the above copyright notice and this permission notice
* appear in all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be
* used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this
* material without the specific, prior written permission
* of an authorized representative of Bellcore. BELLCORE
* MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR SUITABILITY
* OF THIS MATERIAL FOR ANY PURPOSE. IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS",
* WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.
*/
==========================================================================

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and The Open Group,
have given us permission to reprint portions of their documentation.

In the following statement, the phrase `this text" refers to portions
of the system documentation.

Portions of this text are reprinted and reproduced in electronic form in
the 'nail' mail user agent, from IEEE Std 1003.1, 2003 Edition, Standard for
Information Technology -- Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX),
The Open Group Base Specifications Issue 6, Copyright (C) 2001-2003 by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc and The Open Group.
In the event of any discrepancy between these versions and the original
IEEE and The Open Group Standard, the original IEEE and The Open Group
Standard is the referee document.

The original Standard can be obtained online at
http://www.opengroup.org/unix/online.html.

This notice shall appear on any product containing this material.
==========================================================================

/*
* imap_gssapi.c is partially derived from sample code in:
* GSS-API Programming Guide
* Part No: 816-1331-11
* Sun Microsystems, Inc. 4150 Network Circle Santa Clara, CA 95054 U.S.A.
* (c) 2002 Sun Microsystems
*/

/*
* Copyright 1994 by OpenVision Technologies, Inc.
*
* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
* and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,
* provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and
* that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

---
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* supporting documentation, and that the name of OpenVision not be used
* in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software
* without specific, written prior permission. OpenVision makes no
* representations about the suitability of this software for any
* purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
*
* OPENVISION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
* INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO
* EVENT SHALL OPENVISION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
* USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
* OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
* PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
*/
==========================================================================
/* md5.h and md5.c are derived from RFC 1321:

Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
==========================================================================
/*
* hmac.c is derived from:

Network Working Group    H. Krawczyk
Request for Comments: 2104    IBM
Category: Informational    M. Bellare
    UCSD
    R. Canetti
HMAC: Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication

Status of This Memo

This memo provides information for the Internet community. This memo
does not specify an Internet standard of any kind. Distribution of
this memo is unlimited.

Appendix -- Sample Code

==========================================================================

Parts of nss.c are derived from the Mozilla NSS 3.9.2 source,
mozilla/security/nss/cmd/smimetools/cmsutil.c. Therefore:

 MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
     Version 1.1

-----------

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the
Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to
the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications
made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the
combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case
including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally
accepted in the software development community for the electronic
transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source
Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified
as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit
1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:

A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent
(50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor
Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)
which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract
shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

```
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License
Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing rights and limitations
under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________.
Portions created by ___________________________ are Copyright (C) ______
_______________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms
of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the
provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those
above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only
under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use
your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by
deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and
other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete
the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License.”

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]
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1.65.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Apache Commons Lang
Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,
under the Apache License 2.0 (see: StringUtils.containsWhitespace())
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1.66.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

(signature of Ty Coon), 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

---
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1.68.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on
the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this
License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable
form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under
      the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more
      than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
      source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
      interchange; or,
   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This
      alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or
      executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable
work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special
exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or
binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the
executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering
equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though
third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.
   Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically
   terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this
   License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you
   permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do
   not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),
you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or
   modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives
   a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.
   You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not
   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited
to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
   conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as
to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) yyyy  name of author

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.2, November 2002

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or
whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License
principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below,
refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you
copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the
Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of
the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject
(or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly
within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a
textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any
mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero
Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.
The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A “Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as “Acknowledgements”, “Dedications”, “Endorsements”, or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",
Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History": likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
   Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of these terms.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes
at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience. In case of any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following this sentence.

This code is released under the libpng license.

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.5.13, September 27, 2012, are Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2012 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5 with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

Cosmin Truta

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

Simon-Pierre Cadieux
Eric S. Raymond
Gilles Vollant

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with the user.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:
Tom Lane  
Glenn Randers-Pehrson  
Willem van Schaik

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are  
Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger  
Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,  
with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

John Bowler  
Kevin Bracey  
Sam Bushell  
Magnus Holmgren  
Greg Roelofs  
Tom Tanner

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are  
Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, “Contributing Authors”  
is defined as the following set of individuals:

Andreas Dilger  
Dave Martindale  
Guy Eric Schalnat  
Paul Schmidt  
Tim Wegner

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors  
and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,  
including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of  
fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.  
assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,  
or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG  
Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this  
source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject  
to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not  
be misrepresented as being the original source.

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any  
source or altered source distribution.
The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about" boxes and the like:

```c
printf("%s", png_get_copyright(NULL));
```

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg" (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software. OSI Certified Open Source is a certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

Glenn Randers-Pehrson
glenrp at users.sourceforge.net
September 27, 2012

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction.
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

$Id: COPYRIGHT,v 1.9 2010/01/06 17:01:26 murch Exp $

ALL versions of the Cyrus IMAP server are now covered by the following copyright:

* Copyright (c) 1994-2008 Carnegie Mellon University. All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For permission or any legal details, please contact Carnegie Mellon University Center for Technology Transfer and Enterprise Creation 4615 Forbes Avenue
4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by Computing Services at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

Carnegie Mellon University DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

If you find this software useful and valuable in your work, we would welcome any support you can offer toward continuing this work.

We gratefully accept contributions, whether intellectual or monetary. Intellectual contributions in the form of code or constructive collaboration can be directed to cyrus-bugs+@andrew.cmu.edu (even if it is not a bug).

If you wish to provide financial support to the Cyrus Project, send a check payable to "Carnegie Mellon University" to

   Project Cyrus
   Computing Services
   Carnegie Mellon University
   5000 Forbes Ave
   Pittsburgh, PA 15213
   USA

OpenPrinting CUPS Filters License Agreements

============================================
Copyright 1993-2007 Easy Software Products
Copyright 2007-2011 Apple Inc.
Copyright 2012 Canonical Ltd.
Copyright 2006-2012 BBR Inc.
Copyright 2008-2012 Till Kamppeter
Copyright 2008,2012 Tobias Hoffmann
Copyright 2003 Robert Sander
Copyright 2003-2006 Red Hat, Inc.
The filters and backends which were part of CUPS formerly
(commandtoescpx, commandtopclx, imageraster, pdftops, rastertoescpx,
rastertopclx, parallel, serial) and also imagetopdf, pstopdf, and
texttopdf and all their auxiliary files are provided under the terms
of version 2 of the GNU General Public License. This program is
distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The libcupsfilters library is provided under the terms of version 2 of
the GNU Library General Public License. This program is distributed in
the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The libfontembed library is provided under the terms of the MIT license.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The filter textonly and its PPD file textonly.ppd and also the filters
texttops and imagetops are provided under the terms of version 2 of
the GNU General Public License, or (at your option) any later
version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be
useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
The filter bannertopdf and all their auxiliary files is provided under the terms of version 3 of the GNU General Public License. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The filter urftopdf and all their auxiliary files is provided under the terms of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, or any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The filters pdftoijis, pdftoopvp, pdftopdf, and pdftoraster and all their auxiliary files and also libfontembed in the filter/fontembed subdirectory (used by texttopdf) are also free software and are published under MIT license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

CUPS is Copyright 2007-2011 by Apple Inc. CUPS and the CUPS logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.

The MD5 Digest code is Copyright 1999 Aladdin Enterprises.

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

CUPS TRADEMARKS

--------------
CUPS and the CUPS logo (the "CUPS Marks") are trademarks of Apple Inc. Apple grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable right to use the CUPS Marks in any direct port or binary distribution incorporating CUPS software and in any promotional material therefor. You agree that your products will meet the highest levels of quality and integrity for similar goods, not be unlawful, and be developed, manufactured, and distributed in compliance with this license. You will not interfere with Apple's rights in the CUPS Marks, and all use of the CUPS Marks shall inure to the benefit of Apple. This license does not apply to use of the CUPS Marks in a derivative products, which requires prior written permission from Apple Inc.

GNU GPL and LGPL

For those not familiar with the GNU GPL, the license basically allows you to:

- Use the software at no charge.
- Distribute verbatim copies of the software in source or binary form.
- Sell verbatim copies of the software for a media fee, or sell support for the software.

What this license *does not* allow you to do is make changes or add features to the software and then sell a binary distribution without source code. You must provide source for any changes or additions to the software, and all code must be provided under the GPL or LGPL as appropriate. The only exceptions to this are the portions of the CUPS software covered by the Apple operating system license exceptions outlined later in this license agreement.

The GNU LGPL relaxes the "link-to" restriction, allowing you to develop applications that use the CUPS and CUPS Imaging libraries under other licenses and/or conditions as appropriate for your application, driver, or filter.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.
Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Software License Agreement (BSD License)

Copyright (c) 2012, Data Differential (http://datadifferential.com/)
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of TangentOrg nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

**1.69 libcgroup 0.41-20.el7**

**1.69.1 Available under license :**

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANDABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.71.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
   in the event an application does not supply such function or
   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
   its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
   application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
   application-supplied function or table used by this function must
   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
   root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work’s
users, your or third parties’ legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.72 jbig-kit

1.72.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
   it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
   released under this License and any conditions added under section
   7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
   "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
   regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

    c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
    requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.73 curl 7.74.0
1.73.1 Available under license :
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many contributors, see the THANKS file.

All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

1.74 cracklib 2.9.0-11.el7
1.74.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999
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Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
   facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
   Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
   the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
   attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
   distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
   rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
   or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
   terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
   distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
   modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
   Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
   all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
   the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
    Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
    original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
    subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
    restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
    You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
    this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
    infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
    conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
    otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
    excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
    distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
    License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
    may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
    license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
    all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
This package was debianized by Jean Pierre LeJacq
<jplejacq@quoininc.com> on Wed, 25 Feb 1998. Martin Pitt
<martin@piware.de> was the package's maintainer up to version 2.7.19-1. The current maintainer is Jan Dittberner
<jandd@debian.org>.

It was downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/projects/cracklib

Copyright (c) 1993 Alec Muffett <alecm@crypto.dircon.co.uk>,
Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Nathan Neulinger <nneul@umr.edu>,
Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Jan Dittberner <jan@dittberner.info>

Modifications: Added cronjob, configuration file, and man pages.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

A copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1 is available as
/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1 in the Debian GNU/Linux
distribution or on the World Wide Web at
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html. You can also
obtain it by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51
Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Copyright information:

CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic
license. In the interests of wider acceptance and more modern
licensing, it was switched with the original author's blessing to GPL
v2.

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has
been reconfirmed as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec
Muffett. Cracklib's license was changed from the GPL to the LGPL after
consensus of all previous developers in October 2008, effective with
release 2.8.15 released on 2009-11-19. See the email discussion below
for both license changes.

-------------------------------------
-----------
EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected
in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)
-----------

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively
involved or holding original licensing rights included.

[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

Attachments: Message as HTML
looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=
r=20
GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists
=2Dmike
Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18
I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly
and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,
it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was
released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a
clarification of the licensing that was already in place.=20

-- Nathan
=20
------------------------------------------------------------
Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...
University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679
UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

> -----Original Message-----
> From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...
> [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of
> Mike Frysinger
> Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM
> To: cracklib-devel@li...
> Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
>=20
> looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing
> libraries under
> GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists
> =-mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:
> I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly
> and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,
> it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was
> released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a
> clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not=20
GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license="=20
change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.
unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless their applications are also GPL-2 which I think is just wrong. It isn't the place for a library to dictate to application writers what license they should be using.

Thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

Mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46

Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a decision as to what licensing scheme you all want. I haven't really done much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of additional code, so whatever licensing you all come up with is fine by me.

-- Nathan

Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...
University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679
UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

> -----Original Message-----
> From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...
> [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of
> Mike Frysinger
> Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM
> To: Neulinger, Nathan
> Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett
> Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
>
> the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not GPL-2... it was a modified artistic license... I didn't notice the
> change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.
> >=20
> unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib
> unless their
> applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isn't the
> place of a
> library to dictate to application writes what license they should
> be using.
> thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.
> -mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57
> Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
> maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
> decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done
> much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
> bit of
> additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
> by me.

I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
linked with any code, not just GPL....

-a

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04
I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I think it is in everyone's
best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting
it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and
will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code
(where it is not already GPL).

I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct
license in this situation.

Devin
--
If it's sinful, it's more fun.

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32
On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:
> > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
> > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
> > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done
> > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
> > bit of
> > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
> > by me.
> >
> > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?
> >
> > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
> > linked with any code, not just GPL...

My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable
timeframe.

I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,
GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the
GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the
GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages
which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

Cheers,

Nalin

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:
> On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:
> > > Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
> > > maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
> > > decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done
> > > much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
> > > bit of
> > > additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
> > > by me.
> > >
> > > I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?
> > >
> > > What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
> > > linked with any code, not just GPL...
> My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable
timeframe.
>
> I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,
> GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the
> GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the
> GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages
> which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.
>
> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make
the change now?
-mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18
>> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.
>
> looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make
> the change now?

yes. go for it. thanks++

-a

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Sunday 05 October 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:
> >> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.
> >
> > looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we
> > make the change now?
> 
> > yes. go for it. thanks++

Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...
-mike

--------
BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.
CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please use nneul@neulinger.org.
Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly
that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that
e-mail
in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the
original discussion, but something succinct and self contained
would be
ideal.

The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.

Happy now? :-)

-a

----------
EFFECTIVE OCT 2008, LICENSE IS BEING CHANGED TO LGPL-2.1 (though not reflected
in released code until Nov 2009 - slow release cycle...)
----------

Discussion thread from mailing list archive, with approval from everyone actively
involved or holding original licensing rights included.

[Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:16

Attachments: Message as HTML
looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing libraries unde=
r=20
GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists
=2Dmike
Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:18
I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly
and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,
it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was
released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a
clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

-- Nathan

Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...
University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679
UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

> -----Original Message-----
> From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...
> [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of
> Mike Frysinger
> Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:15 PM
> To: cracklib-devel@li...
> Subject: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
>> looks like 2.8.11 is out and marked as "GPL-2" ... releasing
> libraries under
> GPL-2 is not desirable at all ... this is why the LGPL-2.1 exists
> -mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2007-10-02 01:33

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:
> I understand that, and you're welcome to bring it up with Alec directly
> and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this point,
> it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what it was
> released under. This wasn't actually a license change, just a
> clarification of the licensing that was already in place.

the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was not
GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license ... i didnt notice the license=
change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.

unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib unless th=
applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong. it isn’t the place of a
library to dictate to application writes what license they should be using.
thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

=2Dmike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Neulinger, Nathan <nneul@um...> - 2007-10-02 01:46
Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
decision as to what licensing scheme you all want. I haven’t really done
much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small bit of
additional code, so whatever licensing you all come up with is fine by me.

-- Nathan

Nathan Neulinger EMail: nneul@um...
University of Missouri - Rolla Phone: (573) 341-6679
UMR Information Technology Fax: (573) 341-4216

> -----Original Message-----
> From: cracklib-devel-bounces@li...
> [mailto:cracklib-devel-bounces@li...] On Behalf Of
> Mike Frysinger
> Sent: Monday, October 01, 2007 8:33 PM
> To: Neulinger, Nathan
> Cc: cracklib-devel@li...; Alec Muffett
> Subject: Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
>
> On Monday 01 October 2007, Neulinger, Nathan wrote:
> > I understand that, and you’re welcome to bring it up with Alec
directly
> > and see if he wants to relicense his code as LGPL... but at this
point,
> > it was enough to just get it consistent and documented as to what
> it was
> > released under. This wasn’t actually a license change, just a
> > clarification of the licensing that was already in place.
> >
> > the original license (before moving to sourceforge -- aka, 2.7) was
> not
> > GPL-2 ... it was a modified artistic license … I didn’t notice the
> license
> > change until it was mentioned in the latest notes.
> >
unlike the old license, GPL-2 prevents people from using cracklib
unless their
applications are also GPL-2 which imo is just wrong, it isn't the
place of a
library to dictate what license they should
be using.
thus LGPL-2.1 enters to fill this void.

-mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2007-10-02 08:57
Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
decision as to what licensing scheme you all want. I haven't really done
much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
bit of
additional code, so whatever licensing you all come up with is fine
by me.

I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
linked with any code, not just GPL...

-a

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Devin Reade <gdr@gn...> - 2007-10-02 15:04
I would like to see it under LGPL as well. I think it is in everyone's
best interests to have as secure systems as possible, and I think tainting
it via GPL will just make it less likely that the library gets used, and
will not usually cause companies/developers to GPL the dependent code
(where it is not already GPL).

I like GPL, I use it when I can, but I don't think that it's the correct
license in this situation.

Devin
--
If it's sinful, it's more fun.

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Nalin Dahyabhai <nalin@re...> - 2008-01-28 16:32
On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:
Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
> maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done
much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
bit of
additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
by me.

I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
linked with any code, not just GPL....

My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable
timeframe.

I'd also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately,
GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the
GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the
GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages
which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I'd personally lean toward LGPL.

In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

Cheers,

Nalin

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-05 21:27

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Monday 28 January 2008, Nalin Dahyabhai wrote:
On Tue, Oct 02, 2007 at 09:57:31AM +0100, Alec Muffett wrote:
> Seems like the ideal thing here would be for you and the other distro
> maintainers to get together with Alec in a conversation and come to a
decision as to what licensing scheme y'all want. I haven't really done
much other than cleaning up the packaging and patches and a small
bit of
additional code, so whatever licensing y'all come up with is fine
by me.

I am sympathetic. Guys, what do you reckon?

What I am hearing so far is that LGPL makes sense, since it can be
linked with any code, not just GPL....

My apologies for not chiming in in anything resembling a reasonable
> timeframe.
> I’d also suggest the LGPL, for the reason you noted above. Alternately, GPLv2 with the option of using the library under a later version of the GPL would permit applications which were released under version 3 of the GPL to use the library, too, which would be sufficient for the packages which are included in Fedora. FWIW, I’d personally lean toward LGPL.
> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.

looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make the change now?
-mike

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Alec Muffett <alecm@cr...> - 2008-10-05 23:18
>>> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.
>> looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make the change now?
>
yes. go for it. thanks++
-a

Re: [Cracklib-devel] cracklib license
From: Mike Frysinger <vapier@ge...> - 2008-10-25 22:34

Attachments: Message as HTML
On Sunday 05 October 2008, Alec Muffett wrote:
>> In any case, I thank you both for working on sorting this out.
>> looks like everyone is OK with LGPL-2.1 (GNU Lesser license), so can we make the change now?
>
yes. go for it. thanks++

Nathan Neulinger is the only one who can actually make said change ...
-mike

------------
BELOW IS ORIGINAL LICENSING DISCUSSION RE CHANGING TO GPL from Artistic.
------------
CrackLib was originally licensed with a variant of the Artistic license. In the interests of wider acceptance and more modern licensing, it was switched with the original author's blessing to GPL v2.

This approval was carried out in email discussions in 2005, and has been reconfirmed as of 2007-10-01 with the following email from Alec Muffett.

The below email references nneul@umr.edu address, as that is the address that was used at the time. For any future emails regarding this, please use nneul@neulinger.org.

-------------------------------

From alecm@crypticide.com Mon Oct  1 12:26:03 2007
Received: from umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu ([131.151.0.192]) by UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu with Microsoft SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);
   Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:03 -0500
Received: from scansrv2.srv.mst.edu ([131.151.1.114]) by umr-exproto2.cc.umr.edu with Microsoft SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959);
   Mon, 1 Oct 2007 12:26:02 -0500
Received: (qmail 8022 invoked from network); 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000
Received: from smtp1.srv.mst.edu (131.151.1.43)
   by scanin-ipvs.cc.umr.edu with SMTP; 1 Oct 2007 16:59:55 -0000
Received: from spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (mx1.spunky.mail.dreamhost.com [208.97.132.47])
   by smtp1.srv.mst.edu (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id I91Gxtrp20623
   for <nneul@umr.edu>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 11:59:55 -0500
Received: from rutherford.zen.co.uk (rutherford.zen.co.uk [212.23.3.142])
   by spunkymail-mx8.g.dreamhost.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 2C7734D311
   for <nneul@neulinger.org>; Mon, 1 Oct 2007 09:59:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [82.68.43.14] (helo=[192.168.1.3])
   by rutherford.zen.co.uk with esmtp (Exim 4.50)
   id 1IcOcX-0004Qt-6L
   for nneul@neulinger.org; Mon, 01 Oct 2007 16:59:49 +0000
Mime-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.2)
In-Reply-To: <1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>
References: <1190922867.3457.147.camel@localhost.localdomain>
<EC90713277D2BE41B7110CCD74E235CEF44F38@UMR-CMAIL1.umr.edu>
<1b1b3fd80710010908k11dac0afp1f2dd471059ff9a4@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII; delsp=yes; format=flowed
Message-Id: <117A1264-F6DC-4E25-B0DD-56F6E3E6E9F@crypticide.com>
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
From: Alec Muffett <alecm@crypticide.com>
Subject: Re: cracklib license
Date: Mon, 1 Oct 2007 17:59:46 +0100
To: Nathan Neulinger <nneul@neulinger.org>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.2)
Any chance you could write me a self-contained email stating clearly
that the license is being changed to GPL, so I could include that
email
in the repository and clean up the repository/tarballs? I have all the
original discussion, but something succinct and self contained
would be
ideal.

The license for my code in the Cracklib distribution is henceforth GPL.

Happy now? :-)

-a
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1.75.1 Available under license :

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are
under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
   1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
   2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
   3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
   4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not
modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.77 mlocate 0.26-8.el7

1.77.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
# canonicalize-lgpl.m4 serial 4

dnl Copyright (C) 2003, 2006-2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
dnl This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation
dnl gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,
dnl with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

AC_DEFUN([gl_CANONICALIZE_LGPL],

[ dnl Do this replacement check manually because the file name is shorter
dnl than the function name.
AC_CHECK_DECLS_ONCE(canonicalize_file_name)
AC_CHECK_FUNCS_ONCE(canonicalize_file_name)
if test $ac_cv_func_canonicalize_file_name = no; then
    AC_LIBOBJ(canonicalize-lgpl)
    AC_DEFINE([realpath], [rpl_realpath],
        [Define to a replacement function name for realpath().])
    gl_PREREQ_CANONICALIZE_LGPL
fi
])

# Like gl_CANONICALIZE_LGPL, except prepare for separate compilation
# (no AC_LIBOBJ).
AC_DEFUN([gl_CANONICALIZE_LGPL_SEPARATE],

[ AC_CHECK_DECLS_ONCE(canonicalize_file_name)
AC_CHECK_FUNCS_ONCE(canonicalize_file_name)
    gl_PREREQ_CANONICALIZE_LGPL
])

# Prerequisites of lib/canonicalize-lgpl.c.
AC_DEFUN([gl_PREREQ_CANONICALIZE_LGPL],

[ AC_CHECK_HEADERS_ONCE(sys/param.h unistd.h)
AC_CHECK_FUNCS_ONCE(getcwd readlink)
])

1.78 apr 1.4.2
1.78.1 Available under license:

   Apache License
   Version 2.0, January 2004
   http://www.apache.org/licenses/

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

   1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as “Not a Contribution.”

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c, file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994
 *      The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *       This product includes software developed by the University of
 *       California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 *    without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:
/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium. 

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any 
* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above 
* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. 
*
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS 
* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE 
* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR 
* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS 
* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS 
* SOFTWARE.

From dso/aix/dso.c:

* Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is 
* Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany. 
*
* Not derived from licensed software. 
*
* Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute 
* this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable 
* for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked 
* as such, and this notice is not modified.

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C. 
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied 
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages 
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, 
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it 
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not 
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software 
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be 
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be 
 misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

*  * cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.
*       Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.
*  

Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.  2001-2002.  All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

    This product includes software developed or owned by Caldera International, Inc.

Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Portable Runtime
Copyright (c) 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

1.79 parted 3.1-29.el7
1.79.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form.
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work
occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However,
nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do
not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered
work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.
If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS).
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.
We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled “Endorsements”, provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document
specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A
public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the
site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC
site.

``CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
published by that same organization.

``Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License
somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole
or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,
and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site
under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,
provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with @dots{} Texts.' line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
c End:

1.80 wms 2.3.4
1.80.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh at gmail
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Blueprint CSS Framework License

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

Merchandability or fitness for a particular purpose. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

SpatiaLiteOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Pablo Velazquez, Geotekne - http://www.geotekne.com/

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.com
GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify, propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from your distribution. "GeoServer" means the GeoServer software licensed under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries" means Eclipse Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA
For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

******************************************************************************
Additional Libraries and Code used
******************************************************************************

GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are including the appropriate notices in this file. We'd like to thank all the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do not require us to cite them, but we'd like to thank GeoTools - http://geotools.org, JTS - http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts/jtshome.htm WKB4J http://wkb4j.sourceforge.net iText - http://www.lowagie.com/iText/ and J. David Eisenberg's PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * ******************************************
 * Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
 * 
 * See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
 * for a discussion of the algorithm.
 * 
 * Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
 * indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
 * world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
 * in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
 * limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 * and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
 * copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
 * that this copyright notice remain intact.
 */

The GeoServer Project also thank J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done by David Blasby for TOPP.
Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appended below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis, to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

--------------------- from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ---------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
//
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
//
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
// documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
// ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
// IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
// ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
// FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
// DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
// OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
// HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
// LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
// OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
// SUCH DAMAGE.
//
// Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other
// fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a BSD license (new). Notice is below:
Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.

Jetty License
Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
  Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.

* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.
5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.
12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be, at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.

-------

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

-------

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------

GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/. Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

-------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

-------

GeoServer is build using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.

The notice for EPL license is included below:

Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution, and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html
Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Peter Raganitsch

This software is provided ‘as-is’, without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Peter Raganitsch
HTMLImageMap GetMapProducer for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.
Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu
DXFOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.
Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

John Benediktsson
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1.81.1 Available under license:

<?DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<!-- Copyright (c) 2004-2009 Josh Coalson -->
<!-- Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Xiph.Org Foundation -->
<!-- Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document -->
<!-- under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.1 -->
<!-- or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; -->
<!-- with no invariant sections. -->
<!-- A copy of the license can be found at http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html -->
<html>
<head>
FLAC is a free codec in the fullest sense. This page explicitly states all that you may do with the format and software.

The FLAC and Ogg FLAC formats themselves, and their specifications, are fully open to the public to be used for any purpose (the FLAC project reserves the right to set the FLAC specification and certify compliance). They are free for commercial or noncommercial use. That means that commercial developers may independently write FLAC or Ogg FLAC software which is compatible with the specifications for no charge and without restrictions of any kind. There are no licensing fees or royalties of any kind for use of the formats or their specifications, or for distributing, selling, or streaming media in the FLAC or Ogg FLAC formats.
The FLAC project also makes available software that implements the formats, which is distributed according to <a href="http://opensource.org/docs/definition.php">Open Source</a> licenses as follows:<br />

The reference implementation libraries are licensed under the New BSD License. In simple terms, these libraries may be used by any application, Open or proprietary, linked or incorporated in whole, so long as acknowledgement is made to Xiph.org Foundation when using the source code in whole or in derived works. The Xiph License is free enough that the libraries have been used in commercial products to implement FLAC, including in the firmware of hardware devices where other Open Source licenses can be problematic. In the source code these libraries are called libFLAC and libFLAC++.<br />

The rest of the software that the FLAC project provides is licensed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). This software includes various utilities for converting files to and from FLAC format, plugins for audio players, et cetera. In general, the GPL allows redistribution as long as derived works are also made available in source code form according to compatible terms.<br />

Neither the FLAC nor Ogg FLAC formats nor any of the implemented encoding/decoding methods are covered by any known patent.<br />

FLAC is one of a family of codecs of the Xiph.org Foundation, all created according to the same free ideals. For some other codecs' descriptions of the Xiph License see the Speex and Vorbis license pages.<br />

If you would like to redistribute parts or all of FLAC under different terms, contact the FLAC-dev mailinglist.<br />

Copyright (c) 2004-2009 Josh Coalson<br />
Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Xiph.Org Foundation
GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.2, November 2002

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondly, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word
processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
The back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
Modified Version, as the publisher.
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
adjacent to the other copyright notices.
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",
Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents
released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

典线一权 licensing and a brief idea of what it does.>  
典线(C)典年 典姓氏名   

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

典举定义,典日典年  
典姓氏名,总统典伟  

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
Copyright (C) 2000-2009 Josh Coalson
Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Xiph.Org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.83 open-csv 2.4
1.83.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright 2007 Kyle Miller.
 * <p/>
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * <p/>
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * <p/>
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
Copyright 2007 Kyle Miller.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-
  jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/bean/CsvToBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-
  jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/bean/MappingStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-
  jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/bean/ColumnPositionMappingStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

/**
*/
/**
* A very simple CSV writer released under a commercial-friendly license.
* *
* @author Glen Smith
*
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*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/CSVWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/ResultSetHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/ResultSetHelperService.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

*/
/**
* A very simple CSV parser released under a commercial-friendly license.
* This just implements splitting a single line into fields.
A very simple CSV parser for Java released under a commercial-friendly license.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
/**
*A very simple CSV reader released under a commercial-friendly license.
*
*@author Glen Smith
*
*/

Found in path(s):
/* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/CSVReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
Copyright 2007,2010 Kyle Miller.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
/* /opt/cola/permits/1111258626_1606889632.78/0/opencsv-2-4-sources-1-jar/au/com/bytecode/opencsv/bean/HeaderColumnNameTranslateMappingStrategy.java
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1.84.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

The files:
libdwarf.h
dwarf.h
and all the .h and .c files in this implementation of libdwarf are copyrighted according to the file LIBDWARFCOPYRIGHT (which mentions the LGPL version 2.1).

The full text of the LGPL 2.1 is provided in LGPL.txt

The dwarf documentation:
dwarf.v2.mm and its postscript form and its indexes are copyright Unix International (UI is now defunct).

One presumes XOPEN owns the copyright now. In any case copying and revision without fee is permitted (see the copyright in the document).

The libdwarf documentation:
libdwarf2.1.mm
is based on material submitted to the UI PLSIG as proposed interfaces for dwarf, but completely rewritten.

Copyright ownership is therefore SGI (but see the document for details) and it seems clear that the intent was there was to be free copying with no fees.

libdwarf2p.1.mm
is documentation of a set of interfaces (not part of the UI PLSIG proposals) and the document was written from scratch at SGI.
Copyright ownership is therefore SGI (but see the document for details)
and it seems clear that the intent was there to be free copying with no fees.

David Anderson: December 2006
The code in the dwarfdump directory is (if you look in each file) covered by the GPL (not the LGPL). The DWARFDUMPCOPYRIGHT file, though, said (before December 24, 2006) the copyright is LGPL. There is no doubt in my (David Anderson) mind that the intent was always that dwarfdump be GPL and the copyright markings in each file are correct.

There are three files marked with the LGPL: tag_tree.list tag_attr.list acconfig.h. These markings are left as is and these are therefore LGPL files.

The DWARFDUMPCOPYRIGHT file now (Dec 24 2006) has both copyrights and an explanation of where each applies.

The text present for years, thru Dec 23, 2006:
The files:
dwarfdump.c
and all the .h and .c files in this implementation of dwarfdump are copyrighted according to the file DWARFDUMPCOPYRIGHT.

Copyright (C) 2010 David Anderson.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation.
This program is distributed in the hope that it would be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51
Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301, USA.

See GPL.txt in this directory for an original copy of the GPL version 2.
/GPL.txt contains an obsolete address for the Free Software Foundation,
51 Franklin Street is the correct address.)

David Anderson is at
libdwarf-list -at- earthlink =dot= net

280 Bella Vista Drive
Hillsborough, California 94010
USA.

1.85 tomcat-extras-juli-adapters 7.0.108
1.85.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.86 jt-vectorbinarize 1.3.1
1.86.1 Available under license :

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998
In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.87 core-module 1.2.3

1.88 spring-jdbc 4.3.29.RELEASE

1.88.1 Available under license:
Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
   1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
   2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
   3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
4. If the Work includes a “NOTICE” text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.89.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007, 2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
   it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
   released under this License and any conditions added under section
   7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
   "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
   regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
   work need not make them do so.

   A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
   works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
   and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
   "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.90.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.91.1 Available under license:

The OpenGL Extension Wrangler Library
Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Milan Ikits <milan ikits[.]ieee org>
Copyright (C) 2002-2007, Marcelo E. Magallon <mmagallo[.]debian org>
Copyright (C) 2002, Lev Povalahev
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mesa 3-D graphics library
Version: 7.0
Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BRIAN PAUL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007 The Khronos Group Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the "Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

/*
 * Mesa 3-D graphics library
 * Version:  7.0
 * *
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.
 * *
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
*
* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
*
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
* BRIAN PAUL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
* CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/
/**
** Copyright (c) 2007 The Khronos Group Inc.
**
** Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
** copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the
** "Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including
** without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
** distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to
** permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to
** the following conditions:
**
** The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
** in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.
**
** THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
** EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
** MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
** IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
** CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
** TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
** MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.
*/

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accordance with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>  

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

/*
 ** The OpenGL Extension Wrangler Library
 ** Copyright (C) 2008-2017, Nigel Stewart <nigels[]users.sourceforge.net>
 ** Copyright (C) 2002-2008, Milan Ikits <milan.ikits[]ieee.org>
 ** Copyright (C) 2002-2008, Marcelo E. Magallon <mmagallo[]debian.org>
 ** Copyright (C) 2002, Lev Povalahev
** All rights reserved.
**
** Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
** modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
**
** * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
**   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
** * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
**   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
**   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
** * The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products
**   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
**
** THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
** AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
** IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
** ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
** LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
** CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
** SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
** INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
** CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
** ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
** THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

1.92 jt-rangelookup 1.3.1

1.92.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in
the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.93 aop-alliance 1.0
1.93.1 Available under license :
Public Domain

1.94 spring-web 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.94.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
/* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java
*/ /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
Jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapClientInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapServiceExporter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StandardServletEnvironment.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertyUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*/
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ActivationMediaTypeFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebDataBinderFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 */
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingHttpAccessor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponentsBuilder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CrossOrigin.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfiguration.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/web/cors/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 */
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/converter/GenericHttpMessageConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/Converter/Json/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRange.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerAdvice.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/AbstractWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/LiveBeansViewServlet.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/AsyncHttpAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContentNegotiationManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsStreamingClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/accept/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java
"Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 996"
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpComponentsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/UriComponentsContributor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/AbstractContextLoaderInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 999

* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CorsFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PatchMapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequestFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/ApplicationScope.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfigurationSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpClientHttpRequestFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestOperations.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpResponse.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpAsyncClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequest.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncRequestTimeoutException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/SessionScope.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/context/http/client/support/InterceptingAsyncHttpAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthorizationInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/method/ControllerAdviceBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/web/http/RequestEntity.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/ModelAndViewContainer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvoker.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/util/HierarchicalUriComponents.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/InitBinderDataBinderFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/mvc/accelerator/accelerator/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/mvc/accelerator/accelerator/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelMethodProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ErrorsMethodArgumentResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpServletRequestControl.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncTask.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519597_1600946807.69/0/spring-web-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

/* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 */

/* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):

*/
1.95 openipmi 2.0.23-2.el7

1.95.1 Available under license:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty: and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
  This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
  under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

(one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.)
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

**1.96 xdg-utils 1.1.0**  
1.96.1 Available under license:

```
# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
# copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
# to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
# the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
# and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
#
# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
# in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
#
# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
# OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
# THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
# OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
# ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
```

**1.97 tdb 1.42.9-13.el7**  
1.97.1 Available under license:

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss command-line interface parsing library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>, from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

From the original distribution:

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003.

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU Lesser (Library) General Public License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library) General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007.

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright:


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software
and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

*/
Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================
--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c
+++ tdbsa/tdb.c
@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371
Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)
*/
/*
 /** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb
 ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released
 This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2 file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static). The EXT2 utilities were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
   Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>
   Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>
   Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
   Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright notice:
This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU Public License.


On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'. This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>, from sources obtained from a mirror of:
tsx-11.mit.edu:pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

From the original distribution:

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license. Please see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the libet and libss libraries for more information.

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net. If you need to make a distribution, that's the one you should use. If there is some reason why you'd like a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git repository from the development branch, please contact me (tyts@mit.edu) before you ship. The release schedules for this package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

Theodore Ts'o
23-June-2007

------------------------------------------------------------------
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor’s protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
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that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

#
# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared
# libraries.
#
# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.
#
# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0
# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce
# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et
# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)
#
all:: image

real-subdirs:: Makefile
@echo "MKDIR pic"
@mkdir -p pic

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)
BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

image:	$(BSD_LIB)
$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)
(cd pic; ld -Bshared -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS) $(OBJS))
$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .
$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)
(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) `echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)
@echo "INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"
@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB)
$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)
@-$(LDCONFIG)

install-strip: install

install-shlibs-strip: install-shlibs
uninstall-slibs uninstall::
$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)/$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

clean::
$(RM) -rf pic
$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)
$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.). The EXT2 utilities were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
   Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>
   Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>
   Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
   Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright notice:

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.


On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'. The complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in
advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

The license used for lib/uuid is:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License. Follows the GNU license.

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.98 netty 4.1.45
1.98.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[ ]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.
The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person 
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation 
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without 
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, 
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the 
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following 
conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be 
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT 
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING 
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR 
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the 
Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). 
See the License for details about distribution rights, and the 
specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package 
and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases, 
that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution 
the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"
(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of
its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The Netty Project

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

* https://netty.io/

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the components that this product depends on.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/
  * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://www.slf4j.org/
This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source Java SE, which can be obtained at:

* NOTICE:
  * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt
* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/jponge/lz4-java

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data interchange format, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/google/protobuf

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the equivalent functionality. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:
This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java serialization API, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/jboss-remoting/jboss-marshalling

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * https://github.com/google/caliper

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging framework, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)
* HOMEPAGE:
  * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:
This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Cory Benfield. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)
  * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa. It can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.hyper-hpack.txt (MIT License)
  * https://github.com/python-hyper/hpack/

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)
  * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)
  * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

This product contains the dnsinfo.h header file, that provides a way to retrieve the system DNS configuration on MacOS. This private header is also used by Apple's open source mDNSResponder (https://opensource.apple.com/tarballs/mDNSResponder/).

* LICENSE:
  * license/LICENSE.dnsinfo.txt (Apache License 2.0)
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 Cory Benfield

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.
Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of
the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the
"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of
his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of
the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever
copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the
"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright
interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is
described as a "dedicator" below.

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this
work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from
liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of theDerivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa
Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT, INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
 * a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
 * "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
 * without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
 * distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
 * permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
 * the following conditions:
 *
 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
 * included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
 * EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
 * MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
 * NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
 * LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
 * OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
 * WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
 */
Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format
Copyright 2013 Google Inc. All rights reserved.
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner of the input file used when generating it. This code is not standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it. This support library is itself covered by the above license.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2004-2006, 2008, 2009, 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
 * @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_START@
 *
 * This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code
 * as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License
 * Version 2.0 (the 'License'). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES,
 * INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
* Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and
* limitations under the License.
*
* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_END@
*/

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.99 xbean-spring 4.3
1.99.1 Available under license:

Apache XBean :: Spring
Copyright 2005-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.100 quartz 2.3.0

1.100.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright Terracotta, Inc.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/management/ManagementServer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-
jar/org/quartz/management/ManagementRESTServiceConfiguration.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
 * use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
 * of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/ScheduleBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/iml/matchers/GroupMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DailyTimeIntervalTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/CronExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/DisallowConcurrentExecution.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/CronTrigger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NotMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/JobBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/TriggerKey.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/EverythingMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/JobDetail.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/CalendarIntervalTriggerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/OrMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/StringMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/KeyMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/KeyMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/KeyMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/KeyMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/matchers/NameMatcher.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
* */
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/ClusteredJobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/WrapperFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/DefaultWrapperFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/TimeTriggerSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaJobStoreExtensions.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/FindbugsSuppressWarnings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/FiredTrigger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/commonj/WorkManagerThreadExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
* *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/PoolingConnectionProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/ee/servlet/QuartzInitializerListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/FindbugsSuppressWarnings.java
jar/org/quartz/impl/DirectSchedulerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/DirtyFlagMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/StdSchedulerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/MonthlyCalendar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/BaseCalendar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/WeeklyCalendar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/JobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/ThreadPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/JobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/ThreadPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/WeeklyCalendar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
 * use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
 * of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaJobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/terracotta/quartz/TerracottaToolkitBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/terracotta/quartz/AbstractTerracottaJobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/terracotta/quartz/PlainTerracottaJobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/ToolkitDSHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobFacade.java
*/
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerFacade.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Manifest-Version: 1.0
BuildInfo-Revision: unknown
Terracotta-ProjectStatus: Supported
BuildInfo-URL: unknown
BuildInfo-Host: tc-eng-002
BuildInfo-User: jenkins-slave
Terracotta-Description: Enterprise Job Scheduler
BuildInfo-Timestamp: 20170419-154134
Terracotta-Name: quartz
License: Apache Software License, Version 2.0

Found in path(s):
*/
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobFacade.java
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerFacade.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobFacade.java
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerFacade.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/JobFacade.java
jar/org/terracotta/quartz/wrappers/TriggerFacade.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
 * use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
 * of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-
  jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/Semaphore.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-
  jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/TimeTrigger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-
  jar/org/terracotta/quartz/collections/SerializationHelper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimplePropertiesTriggerProperties.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/ClassUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/DefaultThreadExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CronTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimplePropertiesTriggerPersistenceDelegateSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SimpleTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/CalendarIntervalTriggerPersistenceDelegate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/SchedulerDetailsSetter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/AttributeRestoringConnectionInvocationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/StringKeyDirtyFlagMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/listeners/JobListenerSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/TablePrefixAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
* of the License at
*
*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/AttributeRestoringConnectionInvocationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/StringKeyDirtyFlagMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/listeners/JobListenerSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/TablePrefixAware.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
 * use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy
 * of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/LockException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/JobExecutionContextImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/InvalidConfigurationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/UserTransactionHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/SchedulerPlugin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/C3p0PoolingConnectionProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/TriggerUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/UnableToInterruptJobException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/Key.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/ee/jta/JTAJobRunShell.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/helpers/VersionPrinter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/simpl/RAMJobStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/Calendar.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DBSemaphore.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/spi/TriggerFiredBundle.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/HikariCpPoolingConnectionProvider.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/core/SchedulerSignalerImpl.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/ConnectionProvider.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/simpl/PropertySettingJobFactory.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/simpl/CascadingClassLoadHelper.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JobStoreCMT.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/oracle/OracleDelegate.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/utils/ConnectionProvider.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/simpl/PropertySettingJobFactory.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/simpl/CascadingClassLoadHelper.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/RemoteScheduler.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/Constants.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DB2v7Delegate.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JobStoreSupport.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/calendar/HolidayCalendar.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/SybaseDelegate.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/DriverDelegate.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/FiredTriggerRecord.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/WebLogicDelegate.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/simpl/HostnameInstanceIdGenerator.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/TriggerListener.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/spi/TimeBroker.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4.jar/org/quartz/SchedulerContext.java
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jar/org/quartz/impl/triggers/AbstractTrigger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/StdJobRunShellFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/StdJDBCConstants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/simpl/SimpleInstanceIdGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/plugins/history/LoggingJobHistoryPlugin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/JobFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/SchedulerException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/impl/jdbcjobstore/JTANonClusteredSemaphore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/core/RemotableQuartzScheduler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/ClassLoadHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/JNDIConnectionProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/spi/SchedulerSignaler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved. Licensed under the Apache
 * License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may
 * obtain
 * a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or
 * agreed to in
 * writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
 * OR CONDITIONS
 * OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All content copyright Terracotta, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. All rights reserved.
 */
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/CircularLossyQueue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterManagerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounterImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/Counter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/TimeStampedCounterValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounterConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/sampled/SampledCounterImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985854_1617740653.75/0/quartz-2-3-0-sources-4-jar/org/quartz/utils/counter/CounterManagerImpl.java
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1.102 activemq-stomp 5.15.12

1.102.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: STOMP Protocol
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.103 findutils 4.5.11 6.el7

1.103.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.
A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work
in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.
"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.
8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.104 direct3d 10.0.10240.16412
1.104.1 Notifications :
This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.104.2 Available under license :
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software
==========================================

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998
========================================

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software. You are welcome to redistribute this software and to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to
our electronic mailing list. Mailing list members are notified of updates and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi, Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group.

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP

This file contains the following sections:

OVERVIEW       General description of JPEG and the IJG software.
LEGAL ISSUES    Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.
REFERENCES     Where to learn more about JPEG.
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS Where to find newer versions of this software.
RELATED SOFTWARE Other stuff you should get.
FILE FORMAT WARS Software *not* to get.
TO DO          Plans for future IJG releases.

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

User documentation:
install.doc   How to configure and install the IJG software.
usage.doc     Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,
               rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.
*.1           Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).
wizard.doc    Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.
change.log    Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:
libjpeg.doc   How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.
example.c     Sample code for calling the JPEG library.
structure.doc Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.
filelist.doc  Road map of IJG files.
coderules.doc Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc. Useful information can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article. See ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly the order listed) before diving into the code.
OVERVIEW

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and
decompression. JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression
method for full-color and gray-scale images. JPEG is intended for compressing
"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images
are not its strong suit. JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not
exactly identical to the input image. Hence you must not use JPEG if you
have to have identical output bits. However, on typical photographic images,
very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and
remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a
low-quality image. For more details, see the references, or just experiment
with various compression settings.

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive
compression processes. Provision is made for supporting all variants of these
processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.
For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding
variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES. We have made no provision for supporting
the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,
plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to
perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.
The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included
considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;
for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG
decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or
colormapped displays. These extra functions can be compiled out of the
library if not required for a particular application. We have also included
"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG
processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for
inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and
flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful. In particular,
the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG. (See the
REFERENCES section for introductory material.) Rather, it is intended to
be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code. We do not claim to have
achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.
No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product
documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.
LEGAL ISSUES
============

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)
2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.
3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:
(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.
(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".
(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of
commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch, sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA. ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally, that you must include source code if you redistribute it. (See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.) However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf. It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable. The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub, ltconfig, ltmain.sh). Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi. Hence arithmetic coding cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses. For this reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files. To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce "uncompressed GIFs". This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard GIF decoders.

We are required to state that
"The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

REFERENCES
==========

We highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to understand the innards of the JPEG software.

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is
Wallace, Gregory K. "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard", Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44. (Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression, applications of JPEG, and related topics.) If you don't have the CACM issue handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz. The file (actually a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics) omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections and some added material. Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE, and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in "The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1. This book provides good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods including JPEG. It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C code but don't know much about data compression in general. The book's JPEG sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look at a full implementation, you've got one here...


The JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a paper copy through ISO or ITU. (Unless you feel a need to own a certified official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead; it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.) In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212) 642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179. (ANSI doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.) It's not cheap: as of 1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7% shipping/handling. The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods. Part 1 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-1, ITU-T T.81. Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3, a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84. IJG currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file
format. For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision 1.02. A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

Literature Department
C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.
1778 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
phone (408) 944-6300, fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at
ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz. There is also a plain text
version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing
the figures.

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from
found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.
IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).
Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2
(Compression tag 7). Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or
from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/. It is expected that the next revision
of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.
Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library
uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note. libtiff is available

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS
=================

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet
address 192.48.96.9). The most recent released version can always be found
directly in directory graphics/jpeg. This particular version will be archived
as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz. If you don't have
direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact
help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files. However, only
ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from
the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or
on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12
"JPEG Tools". Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net
release.

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of
general information about JPEG. It is updated constantly and therefore is
not included in this distribution. The FAQ is posted every two weeks to
Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.
It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/ and other news.answers archive sites, including the official news.answers archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/. If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with body
send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1
send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

RELATED SOFTWARE

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG. (Quite a few of them use this library to do so.) The JPEG FAQ described above lists some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to obtain them on Internet.

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image files. In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful. The latest version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous sites, notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/. Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is; you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford, is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/. This program is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use; it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it is easier to read and modify. Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG, which we do not. (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

FILE FORMAT WARS

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library. The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a concrete file format. Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own, creating proprietary formats that no one else could read. (For example, none of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to exchange compressed files.)

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES). This format has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has become the de facto standard. JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation. We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF
Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of additional data about an image. TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely supported, unfortunately.

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF. SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF. SPIFF has some technical advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an official standard rather than an informal one. At this point it is unclear whether SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto standard. IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not. (In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist. We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats. Indeed, one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files. Don't use a proprietary file format!

TO DO
=====

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality. The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be very good at low Q values. We also intend to investigate block boundary smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving quality-vs-file-size performance without sacrificing compatibility.

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file format.

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

1.105 spidermonkey 17.0.0
1.105.1 Available under license:

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2009 Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others. See source files for details.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0
==================================

I. Definitions
--------------

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means

(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.
1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"
means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,
whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and
all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,
deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered
Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered
Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such
Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the
License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having
made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its
Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU
Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General
Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those
licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this
License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that
controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For
purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions
---------------------------------

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.
This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code
Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************
*                                                                      *
*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *
*  -------------------------                                           *
*                                                                      *
*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, *
*  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, *
*  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software *
*  is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You *
(not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License
---------------------------

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
---------------------------------------------

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.106.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.107 rpcbind 0.2.0-47.el7
1.107.1 Available under license:

/*
 * Copyright (c) Copyright (c) Bull S.A. 2005 All Rights Reserved.
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
* derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

1.108 libunwind 1.2-2.el7

1.108.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2002 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.109 glib 2.56.1

1.109.1 Available under license:

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies. Commercial redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to the modified or translated version available in electronic form without charge. However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain, and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE WORK ”AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

End

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.110 rdma-core 17.2
1.110.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2013. Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
Copyright (c) 2007. QLogic Corp. All rights reserved.
Copyright (c) 2005. PathScale, Inc. All rights reserved.

This software is available to you under a choice of one of two licenses. You may choose to be licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, available from the file COPYING in the main directory of this source tree, or the OpenIB.org BSD license below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

Patent licenses, if any, provided herein do not apply to combinations of this program with other software, or any other product whatsoever.

OpenIB.org BSD license (MIT variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: rdma-core
Upstream-Contact: Doug Ledford <dledford@redhat.com>, Leon Romanovsky <Leon@kernel.org>
Source: https://github.com/linux-rdma/rdma-core

Files: *
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: debian/*
Copyright: 2008, Genome Research Ltd
2014, Ana Beatriz Guerrero Lopez <ana@debian.org>
2015-2016, Jason Gunthorpe <jgunthorpe@obsidianresearch.com>
2016-2017, Benjamin Drung <benjamin.drunge@profitbricks.com>
2016-2017, Talat Batheesh <talatb@mellanox.com>
License: GPL-2+
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License version 2 can be found in the file `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`.

Files: CMakeLists.txt
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/*
2016-2017 Mellanox Technologies, Inc
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/fixup-include/rdma-vmw_pvrdma-abi.h
Copyright: 2012-2016 VMware, Inc.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/fixup-include/stdatomic.h
Copyright: 2011 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>
   David Chisnall <theraven@FreeBSD.org>
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: ccan/*
Copyright: unspecified
License: CC0

Files: ccan/list.*
Copyright: unspecified
License: MIT

Files: ibacm/*
2013, Mellanox Technologies LTD.
License: BSD-MIT

Files: ibacm/man/*
   ibacm/ibacm.init.in
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: ibacm/CMakeLists.txt
   ibacm/ibacm_hosts.data
Files: iwpmd/*
Copyright: 2013-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: libibumad/*
Copyright: 2004-2017, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
2004, Topspin Corporation.
2013 Lawrence Livermore National Security
2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: libibumad/man/*
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: libibverbs/*
2005, PathScale, Inc.
2005, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
2005, Voltaire, Inc.
2008, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: libibverbs/man/*
libibverbs/neigh.h
libibverbs/nl1_compat.h
libibverbs/neigh.c
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: librdmacm/*
2005, Ammasso, Inc.
2005, Voltaire Inc.
2014-2015, Mellanox Technologies LTD.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: librdmacm/examples/cmtime.c
librdmacm/examples/rcopy.c
librdmacm/examples/rdma_client.c
librdmacm/examples/rdma_server.c
librdmacm/examples/rdma_xclient.c
librdmacm/examples/rdma_xserver.c
librdmacm/examples/riostream.c
librdmacm/examples/rstream.c
librdmacm/examples/udpong.c
2014-2015, Mellanox Technologies LTD.
License: BSD-MIT

Files: librdmacm/docs/rsocket
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: librdmacm/man/*
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: providers/bnxt_re/*
Copyright: 2015-2017, Broadcom Limited and/or its subsidiaries
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: providers/cxgb3/*
providers/cxgb4/*
Copyright: 2003-2016, Chelsio Communications, Inc.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/hfi1verbs/*
Copyright: 2005 PathScale, Inc.
2006-2009 QLogic Corporation
2015 Intel Corporation
License: BSD-3-clause or GPL-2

Files: providers/hns/*
Copyright: 2016, Hisilicon Limited.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/i40iw/*
Copyright: 2015-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/ipathverbs/*
Copyright: 2006-2010, QLogic Corp.
2005, PathScale, Inc.
2013, Intel Corporation
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2
Files: providers/mlx4/*
Copyright: 2004-2005, Topspin Communications.
2005-2007, Cisco, Inc.
2005-2017, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/mlx5/*
Copyright: 2010-2017, Mellanox Technologies, Inc.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/mlx5/man/*.3
providers/mlx5/man/*.7
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-MIT

Files: providers/mthca/*
Copyright: 2004-2005, Topspin Communications.
2005, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/nes/*
Copyright: 2006-2010, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/ocrdma/*
Copyright: 2008-2013, Emulex.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: providers/qedr/*
Copyright: 2015-2016, QLogic Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/rxe/*
Copyright: 2009-2011, System Fabric Works, Inc.
2009-2011, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
2005, PathScale, Inc.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/vmw_pvrdma/*
Copyright: 2012-2016 VMware, Inc.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: rdma-ndd/*
Copyright: 2004-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2
Files: redhat/*
Copyright: 1996-2013, Red Hat, Inc.
License: GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/*
Copyright: 2005, Topspin Communications.
2006, Cisco Systems, Inc.
2006, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/srp_daemon.1.in
Copyright: 2006 Mellanox Technologies.
License: CPL-1.0 or BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/srp.in
srp_daemon/ibsrpdmi.1
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: util/udma_barrier.h
Copyright: 2005 Topspin Communications.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

License: BSD-MIT
OpenIB.org BSD license (MIT variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

License: BSD-2-clause
OpenIB.org BSD license (FreeBSD Variant)
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License: BSD-3-clause
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
License: GPL-2
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License
version 2 can be found in the file `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

License: CC0
The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer
exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of
authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the
purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works
("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of
infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and
redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes,
including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute
to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further
production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or
greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of
others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of
additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a
Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright
and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and
publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her
Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal
effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be
protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and
Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,
the following:

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate,
and translate a Work; moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s); publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work; rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below; rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work; database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.
4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person’s Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

License: CPL-1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the
intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work; moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s); publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work; rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below; rights
protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work; database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document. Affirmer offers
the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

OpenIB.org BSD license (FreeBSD Variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Default Dual License

Unless otherwise stated this software is available to you under a choice of one of two licenses. You may choose to be licensed under the terms of the OpenIB.org BSD (MIT variant) license (see COPYING.BSD_MIT) or the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2 (see COPYING.GPL2), both included in this package.

Files marked 'See COPYING file' are licensed under the above Dual License.

# Other Options

Individual source files may use a license different from the above Default Dual
License. If a license is declared in the file then it supersedes the Default License.

If a directory contains a COPYING file then the License from that file becomes the Default License for files in that directory and below.

# Copyright Holders

Refer to individual files for information on the copyright holders.

# License Catalog (Informative, Non Binding)

## Utilities

Utility source code that may be linked into any binary are available under several licenses:

- MIT license (see ccan/LICENSE.MIT)
- Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal License (see ccan/LICENSE.CC0)

## Providers

The following providers use a different license than the Default Dual License. Refer to files in each directory for details.

hfi1verbs
: Dual License: GPLv2 or Intel 3 clause BSD license

ipathverbs
: Dual License: GPLv2 or PathScale BSD Patent license

ocrdma
: Dual License: GPLv2 or OpenIB.org BSD (FreeBSD variant), See COPYING.BSD_FB

## Libraries

All library compilable source code (.c and .h files) are available under the Default Dual License.

Unmarked ancillary files may be available under a Dual License: GPLv2 or OpenIB.org BSD (FreeBSD variant).

## Tools (iwpmd, srp_daemon, ibacm)

All compilable source code (.c and .h files) are available under the Default Dual License.

Unmarked ancillary files may be available under a Dual License: GPLv2 or
OpenIB.org BSD (FreeBSD variant).

srp_daemon/srp_daemon/srp_daemon.sh: Any one of the GPLv2, a 2 clause BSD license or the CPLv1.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.111 mail 1.5.4
1.111.1 Available under license : COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.
1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.
4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item., as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial
computer software documentation, as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C)

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program
is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

1.112 redhat-support-tool 0.9.10
1.112.1 Available under license :
Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.113 libselinux 2.5

1.113.1 Available under license:

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

Warranty Exclusion

You agree that this software is a
non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that
term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended.
The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly
disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise
with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
Limitation of Liability
-----------------------
In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data, lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental, consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility of such damage. You acknowledge that this is a reasonable allocation of risk.

1.114 device-mapper-persistent-data 0.7.3
1.114.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system.
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.
3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.


e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.117.1 Available under license:

This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license. The definitive version of this document should be available at ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as the following set of individuals:


This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries) must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Additional documentation is not needed for executables where a command line license option provides these and a note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner. The
sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard
UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive;
that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the
normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.

3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating
systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with
modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library
versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not
be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,
compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not
be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not
limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"
(or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different
capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the
explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further
prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP
e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP
will provide support for the altered versions.

4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"
own source and binary releases.

This is the Info-ZIP file COPYING (for UnZip), last updated 17 Jul 2000.

FIRST NOTE:
This file contains some details about the copyright history of
contributions to the UnZip project.
Additionally, it summarises some exceptions to the general BSD-like
copyright found in LICENSE that covers our generic code and most of
the system specific ports.
Please read LICENSE first to find out what is allowed to do with
Info-ZIP's UnZip code.

There are currently two explicit copyrights on portions of UnZip
code (at least, of which Info-ZIP is aware):
Jim Luther's Mac OS File Manager interface code; and Christopher Evans'
MacBinaryIII coding code (for the MacOS port). These copyrights
are discussed in more detail below.

All remaining code is now (starting with UnZip version 5.41) covered
by the new Info-ZIP license. For details, please read the accompanying
file LICENSE. The terms and conditions in this license supersede the
copyright conditions of the contributions by Igor Mandrichenko
(vms/vms.c), Greg Roelofs (zipinfo.c, new version of unshrink.c),
Mike White (Windows DLL code in "windll/*"), Steve P. Miller (Pocket
UnZip GUI "wince/*"), and Mark Adler (inflate/explode decompression
core routines, previously put into the public domain). All these
Info-ZIP contributors (or "primary" authors) have permitted us to
replace their copyright notes by the Info-ZIP License.

Frequently Asked Questions regarding (re)distribution of Zip and UnZip
are near the end of this file.

There are no known patents on any of the code in UnZip. Unisys
claims a patent on LZW encoding and on LZW decoding _in an apparatus
that performs LZW encoding_, but the patent appears to exempt a stand-
alone decoder (as in UnZip's unshrink.c). Unisys has publicly claimed
otherwise, but the issue has never been tested in court. Since this
point is unclear, unshrinking is not enabled by default. It is the
responsibility of the user to make his or her peace with Unisys and
its licensing requirements. (unshrink.c may be removed from future
releases altogether.)

The original unzip source code has been extensively modified and
almost entirely rewritten (changes include random zipfile access
rather than sequential; replacement of unimplode() with explode();
replacement of old unshrink() with new (unrelated) unshrink(); re-
placement of output routines; addition of inflate(), wildcards,
filename-mapping, text translation, ...; etc.). As far as we can
tell, only the core code of the unreduce method remained substantially
similar to Mr. Smith's original source. As of UnZip 5.42, the complete
core code is now covered by the Info-ZIP Licence. Therefore, support
for the reduce method has been removed.
The drop of the reduce method should only affect some test archives,
reducing was never used in any publically distributed Zip program.
For pathologic cases where support for reduced archive entries is
needed, the unreduce code copyrighted by Samuel H. Smith is available
as a separate distribution (the restricted copyright of this code is
cited below in the "historical" section).

The following copyright applies to the Mac OS File Manager interface code
(macos/source/macstuff.[ch]), distributed with UnZip 5.4 and later:

* MoreFiles
  *
  * A collection of File Manager and related routines
  *
  * by Jim Luther (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)
  * with significant code contributions by Nitin Ganatra
The remaining copyright notes have been superseeded by the new Info-ZIP license, with explicit permission from the respective original authors. They are cited here for historical reasons, only:

The following copyright applies to the full-featured unreduce.c
Regarding the first stipulation, Mr. Smith was tracked down in southern California some years back [Samuel H. Smith, The Tool Shop; as of mid-May 1994, (213) 851-9969 (voice), (213) 887-2127(?) (subscription BBS), 71150.2731@compuserve.com]:

"He says that he thought that whoever contacted him understood that he has no objection to the Info-ZIP group's inclusion of his code. His primary concern is that it remain freely distributable, he said."

Despite the fact that our "normal" code has been entirely rewritten and by default no longer contains any of Mr. Smith's code, Info-ZIP remains indebted and grateful to him. We hope he finds our contributions as useful as we have his.

Note that the third and fourth stipulations still apply to any company that wishes to incorporate the unreduce code into its products; if you wish to do so, you must contact Mr. Smith directly regarding licensing.

-----

The following copyright applied to most of the VMS code in vms.c, distributed with UnZip version 4.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1992-93 Igor Mandrichenko.
* Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files are included unmodified and that this copyright notice is retained.

-----

The following copyright applied to the new version of unshrink.c, distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1994 Greg Roelofs.
* Permission is granted to any individual/institution/corporate entity to use, copy, redistribute or modify this software for any purpose whatsoever, subject to the conditions noted in the Frequently Asked Questions section below, plus one additional
* condition: namely, that my name not be removed from the source code. (Other names may, of course, be added as modifications are made.) Corporate legal staff (like at IBM :) ) who have problems understanding this can contact me through Zip-Bugs...

-----

The following copyright applied to the Windows DLL code (windll/*), distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1996 Mike White.
* Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files are included, that it is not sold for profit, and that this copyright notice is retained.

-----

The following copyright applied to the Windows CE GUI port, ``Pocket UnZip,'' distributed with UnZip version 5.3 and later:

* All the source files for Pocket UnZip, except for components written by the Info-ZIP group, are copyrighted 1997 by Steve P. Miller. The product "Pocket UnZip" itself is property of the author and cannot be altered in any way without written consent from Steve P. Miller.

-----

The remaining code was written by many people associated with the Info-ZIP group, with large contributions from (but not limited to): Greg Roelofs (overall program logic, ZipInfo, unshrink, filename mapping/portability, etc.), Mark Adler (inflate, explode, funzip), Kai Uwe Rommel (OS/2), John Bush and Paul Kienitz (Amiga), Antoine Verheijen (Macintosh), Hunter Goatley (more VMS), Mike White (Windows DLLs), Christian Spieler (overall logic, optimization, VMS, etc.) and others. See the file CONTRIBS in the source distribution for a much more complete list of contributors.

The decompression core code for the deflate method (inflate.[ch], explode.c) was originally written by Mark Adler who submitted it as public domain code.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.118.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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1.121.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee
are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.122.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
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1.123.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

      (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library”. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library ‘Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

**1.124 leafletjs 0.6.4**

**1.124.1 Available under license :**
Copyright (c) 2010-2014, Vladimir Agafonkin
Copyright (c) 2010-2011, CloudMade
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

**1.125 os-prober 1.58**
1.125.1 Available under license:
The majority of code in os-prober is Copyright 2004-2011 by Joshua Kwan, Joey Hess, Christian Perrier, Colin Watson and Otavio Salvador. This is licensed under the terms of the GNU GPL, either version 2 or, at your option, any later version.

Some portions of os-prober by other contributors has an unclear license of “GNU GPL”, with the version not specified.

On Debian systems, a copy of the GNU General Public License is available in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

1.126 grep 2.20 3.el7
1.126.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.
"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form. A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
carry, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).
However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

1.127 expect 5.45
1.127.1 Available under license :
Expect

Written by: Don Libes, libes at nist.gov, NIST

Design and implementation of this program was paid for by U.S. tax
dollars. Therefore it is public domain. However, the author and NIST
would appreciate credit if this program or parts of it are used.

1.128 apr 1.3.9
1.128.1 Available under license :
/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.
 *
 * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
 * purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
 * copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS
 * ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
 * CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
/* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
 * ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
 * SOFTWARE.
 */
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * must display the following acknowledgement:
 * This product includes software developed by the University of
 * California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 * without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
 */
/*
/* -*- mode: c; c-file-style: "k&r" -*-

strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

*/

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate...
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c, file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * must display the following acknowledgement:
 * This product includes software developed by the University of
 * California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c:

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.
 *
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
*
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS
* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.

From dso/aix/dso.c:

* Based on libdl (dldfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is
* Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.
*
* Not derived from licensed software.
*
* Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute
* this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable
* for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked
* as such, and this notice is not modified.

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

* cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.
  Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.
*

Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc. 2001-2002. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed or owned by Caldera International, Inc.

Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*
 * Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is
 * Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.
 *
 * Not derived from licensed software.
 *
 * Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute
 * this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable
 * for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked
 * as such, and this notice is not modified.
 *
 * Changes marked with '--jwe' were made on April 7 1996 by
 * John W. Eaton <jwe@bevo.che.wisc.edu> to support g++
 *
 * Bundled, stripped and adjusted on April 1998 as one single source file
 * for inclusion into the Apache HTTP server by
 * Ralf S. Engelschall <rse@apache.org>
 *
 * Added to APR by David Reid April 2000
 */

Apache Portable Runtime
Copyright (c) 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security
Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)
Caldera International Inc.
1.129 jt-attributeop 1.3.1

1.129.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.130 libndp 1.2 7.el7

1.130.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages---typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood...
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENTERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.132 lzo 2.06 8.el7

1.132.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.133 elfutils 0.5.0-9.el7
1.133.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
   Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.134 elfutils 0.176 2.el7
1.134.1 Available under license:

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.  

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.
To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.
The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.
All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>. 
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.
If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the
copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.135 perl-time-local 1.23

1.135.1 Available under license:

This software is copyright (c) 2012 by Dave Rolsky.

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version, or
b) the "Artistic License"

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2012 by Dave Rolsky.

This is free software, licensed under:

The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

   Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its
derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring
the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of
it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of
Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge
for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the
corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of
Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the
corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special
exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard
libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable
file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that
accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the
Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.
Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer
the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use
the Program under this License. However, parties who have received
copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public
License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties
remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based
on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,
and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original
licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these
terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the
recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author  
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.  
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes
at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2012 by Dave Rolsky.

This is free software, licensed under:

The Artistic License 1.0

The Artistic License

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package
may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of
artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of
the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less
customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

- "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright
  Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through
textual modification.
- "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,
or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright
  Holder.
- "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for
  the package.
- "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.
- "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media
cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will
not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the
computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)
- "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though
there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that
recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they
received it.
1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.
   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.
   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.
   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.
   c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.
   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this
Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
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1.136.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author’s reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.137.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
 DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
 safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free
Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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ActiveMQ :: Console
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.141 libffi 3.0.13 18.el7
1.141.1 Available under license:
libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012 Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.
See source files for details.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.142 tcsh 6.18.01-15.el7
1.142.1 Available under license:
People who have contributed to tcsh for win32 with bugfixes, functionality,
and other useful pieces of code. If I've left you out, please let me know!

(In alphabetical order)

- Tom Kludy (tom.kludy@citrix.com)
- Yarek Kowalik (Yarek.Kowalik@Sitraka.com)
- Edward Lam
- Matt Landau
- Avner Lottem (avner.lottem@intel.com)
- blucas (?) (blucas@broadcom.com)
- Chun-Pong Yu (bol.pacific.net.sg)
- TAGA nayuta (nayuta@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp)
- Mike Thomas (miketh@brisbane.paradigmgeo.com)
- Mark Tucker (mtucker@fiji.sidefx.com)

/*-
* Copyright (c) 1980, 1991 The Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
* Redistributions and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
   * must display the following acknowledgement:
   * This product includes software developed by the University of
   * California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   * without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
* config.h -- configure various defines for tcsh
*
* All source files should #include this FIRST.
*
* Edit this to match your system type.
 */

#ifndef _h_config
#define _h_config
/****************** System dependant compilation flags ******************/
/*
* POSIXThis system supports IEEE Std 1003.1-1988 (POSIX).
*/
#undef POSIX

/*
* POSIXJOBSThis system supports the optional IEEE Std 1003.1-1988 (POSIX)
* job control facilities.
*/
#undef POSIXJOBS
/*
VFORK  This machine has a vfork().
* It used to be that for job control to work, this define
* was mandatory. This is not the case any more.
* If you think you still need it, but you don't have vfork,
* define this anyway and then do #define vfork fork.
* I do this anyway on a Sun because of yellow pages brain damage,
* [should not be needed under 4.1]
* and on the iris4d cause SGI's fork is sufficiently "virtual"
* that vfork isn't necessary. (Besides, SGI's vfork is weird).
* Note that some machines eg. rs6000 have a vfork, but not
* with the berkeley semantics, so we cannot use it there either.
*/
#define VFORK

/*
BSDJOBS  You have BSD-style job control (both process groups and
* a tty that deals correctly
*/
#define BSDJOBS

/*
BSDTIMES  You have BSD-style process time stuff (like rusage)
* This may or may not be true. For example, Apple Unix
* (OREO) has BSDJOBS but not BSDTIMES.
*/
#define BSDTIMES

/*
BSDLIMIT  You have BSD-style resource limit stuff (getrlimit/setrlimit)
*/
#define BSDLIMIT

/*
TERMIO  You have struct termio instead of struct sgttyb.
* This is usually the case for SYSV systems, where
* BSD uses sgttyb. POSIX systems should define this
* anyway, even though they use struct termios.
*/
#undef TERMIO

/*
SYSVREL  Your machine is SYSV based (HPUX, A/UX)
* NOTE: don't do this if you are on a Pyramid -- tcsh is
* built in a BSD universe.
* Set SYSVREL to 1, 2, 3, or 4, depending the version of System V
* you are running. Or set it to 0 if you are not SYSV based
*/
#define SYSVREL0

/*
 * YPBUGS: Work around Sun YP bugs that cause expansion of ~username
 * to send command output to /dev/null
 */
#undef YPBUGS

/******************** local defines ********************/

#endif /* _h_config */
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1.144 wcs 2.3.4
1.144.1 Available under license :
Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License";
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh at gmail

Blueprint CSS Framework License
----------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License
----------------------------

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this
software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
      to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
      allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
      received the program in object code or executable form with such
      an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

SpatiaLiteOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Pablo Velazquez, Geotekne - http://www.geotekne.com/

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.com
GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL.").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify, propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant
of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice
with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If
you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from
your distribution. "GeoServer" means the GeoServer software licensed
under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such
software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries” means Eclipse
Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software
distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse
Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and
licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the
website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org
and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

*************************************************************************
Additional Libraries and Code used
*************************************************************************

GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are
including the appropriate notices in this file. We'd like to thank all
the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not
be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do
not require us to cite them, but we'd like to thank GeoTools -
and J. David Eisenberg’s PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization
Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * ....................................................
 * * Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
 * * NEUQUANT Neural-Net quantization algorithm by Anthony Dekker, 1994.
 * * See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
* for a discussion of the algorithm.
*
* Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
* indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
* world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
* in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
* copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
* that this copyright notice remain intact.
* /

The GeoServer Project also thank J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on
Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's
release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new
BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done
by David Blasby for TOPP.

------
Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's
GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appended
below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis,
to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

--------------------- from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ---------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
//
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
//
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
// documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a BSD license (new). Notice is below:

Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MIDROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS
DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

-----

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.

-----

Jetty License
$Revision: 3.7$

Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package. Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.

* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing
community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.
7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.

12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be, at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.

-------

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

-------

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/. Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,
an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, “submitted” means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such
third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
-------

GeoServer is build using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.

The notice for EPL license is included below:
Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented: you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Peter Raganitsch

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
(Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior
written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu
Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

John Benediktsson
DXFOOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt
This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.

1.145 mysql-connector-java 8.0.12

1.145.1 Available under license:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2018, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
 * This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
 * the terms of the GNU General Public License, version 2.0, as published by the
 * Free Software Foundation.
 * This program is also distributed with certain software (including but not
 * limited to OpenSSL) that is licensed under separate terms, as designated in a
 * particular file or component or in included license documentation. The
 * authors of MySQL hereby grant you an additional permission to link the
 * program and your derivative works with the separately licensed software that
 * they have included with MySQL.
 * Without limiting anything contained in the foregoing, this file, which is
 * part of MySQL Connector/J, is also subject to the Universal FOSS Exception,
 * version 1.0, a copy of which can be found at
 * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
 * ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
 * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License, version 2.0,
 * for more details.
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with
 * this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
 * 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
 */

package com.mysql.cj.protocol.x;

import java.util.List;
import com.mysql.cj.protocol.Warning;
import com.mysql.cj.x.protobuf.MysqlxDatatypes.Scalar;

public class Notice implements Warning {

    public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING = 1;
    public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED = 2;

    // Constructor and methods for the Notice class
}
public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED = 3;

public static final int SessionStateChanged_CURRENT_SCHEMA = 1;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_ACCOUNT_EXPIRED = 2;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_GENERATED_INSERT_ID = 3;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_AFFECTED = 4;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_FOUND = 5;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_MATCHED = 6;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_TRX_COMMITTED = 7;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_TRX_ROLLEDBACK = 9;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_PRODUCED_MESSAGE = 10;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_CLIENT_ID_ASSIGNED = 11;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_GENERATED_DOCUMENT_IDS = 12;

private int noticeType = 0;

private int level;
private long code;
private String message;

private Integer paramType = null;
private String paramName = null;
private Scalar value = null;
private List<Scalar> valueList = null;

/**
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING
 *
 * @param level
 * @param code
 * @param message
 */
public Notice(int level, long code, String message) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING;
    this.level = level;
    this.code = code;
    this.message = message;
}

/**
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED
 *
 * @param paramType
 * @param valueList
 */
public Notice(int paramType, List<Scalar> valueList) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED;
    this.paramType = paramType;
    this.valueList = valueList;
}

/**
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED
 *
 * @param paramName parameter name
 * @param value value
 */
public Notice(String paramName, Scalar value) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED;
    this.paramName = paramName;
    this.value = value;
}

public int getType() {
    return this.noticeType;
}

@Override
public int getLevel() {
    return this.level;
}

@Override
public long getCode() {
    return this.code;
}

@Override
public String getMessage() {
    return this.message;
}

public Integer getParamType() {
    return this.paramType;
}

public String getParamName() {
    return this.paramName;
}
public Scalar getValue() {
    if (this.value == null && this.valueList != null && !this.valueList.isEmpty()) {
        return this.valueList.get(0);
    }
    return this.value;
}

public List<Scalar> getValueList() {
    return this.valueList;
}

1.146 web-servlet 3.1.1
1.146.1 Available under license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a
Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this
License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by
the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial
grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing
Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or
C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or. Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the
terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.
6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item., as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License
is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the
Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a ”copyright disclaimer” for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words
"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

1.147 utility-library 1.7+r608262

1.147.1 Available under license:

Apache Portable Runtime
Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security
Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)
Caldera International Inc.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:
The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c, file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * must display the following acknowledgement:
 *   This product includes software developed by the University of
 *   California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 * without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
 *
From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.
 *
 * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
 * purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
 * copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
 */
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS
* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.

From dso/aix/dso.c:

* Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is
* Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.
* Not derived from licensed software.
* Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute
* this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable
* for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked
* as such, and this notice is not modified.

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

* cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.
* Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.
1.149.1 Available under license:

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as published by the Free Software Foundation
2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify
1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as published by the Free Software
Foundation
2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 This software is distributed in the hope that it will be
useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LGPL v2.1: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

1.150 oddjob 0.31.5

1.150.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2005,2006,2007,2008 Red Hat, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
  from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.151 firewalld 0.5.3
1.151.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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1.152.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.
However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.153 fontconfig 2.13.0 4.3.el7

1.153.1 Available under license :

fontconfig/COPYING

Copyright 2005 Patrick Lam
Copyright 2009 Roozbeh Pournader
Copyright 2008,2009 Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright 2008 Danilo egan
Copyright 2012 Google, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of the author(s) not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. The authors make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THE AUTHOR(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
1.154 dyninst 9.3.1
1.154.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

This code is licensed under the MIT License (MIT).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Revised BSD License (non-advertising clause)

This software is distributed under the revised Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) license by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory LLNL (managed by the University of California). The revised BSD license is the same as the original BSD license, but without the famous advertising clause that was a problem historically (see www.gnu.org/philosophy/bsd.html for details). Our goal has been to select as liberal a license as possible for the ROSE project.

Copyright (c) 2005, 2006, 2007, Regents of the University of California
All rights reserved.

Revised BSD License:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the University of California nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ROSE also contains a copy (with some modifications) of the Haru Free PDF Library (http://libharu.org), which is subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 1999-2006 Takeshi Kanno
Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Antony Dovgal
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty.

In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ROSE also contains a binary copy of ANTLR 3.0, with the following license:

Copyright (c) 2003-2008, Terence Parr
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Paradyn is Copyright (c) 1996-2013 Barton P. Miller
Contributions to Paradyn were developed by LLNS and have the following copyright:
Copyright (c) 2012-2013, Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC. Produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Written by Matthew LeGendre (legendre1 at llnl dot gov). LLNL-CODE-559291. All rights reserved.

Contributions to Paradyn were developed by Red Hat and have the following copyright:
Copyright (c) 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. Written by Josh Stone (jistone at redhat dot com). All rights reserved.

Contributions to Paradyn were written by Bull SAS and have the following copyright:
Copyright (c) 2013 Bull SAS. Written by Mouhamed Gueye (mouhamed dot gueye at bull dot net). All rights reserved.

Paradyn incorporates software from the Rose Compiler Project, whose full copyright information can be found in dataflowAPI/rose/COPYRIGHT.
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1.155.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. **IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING**
**WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR**
**REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,**
**INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING**
**OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED**
**TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY**
**YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER**
**PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE**
**POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.**

**END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

**How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs**

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but **WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;** without even the implied warranty of **MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.** See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with **ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY;** for details type `show w`. 
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.156.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the `<ORGANIZATION>` nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.157.1 Available under license:

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE.
1.158 biosdevname 0.7.3

1.158.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
gerous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.159 nfs-utils 1.3.0-0.61.el7

1.159.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
eexercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

<http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondly, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.
This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.
The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, TeXinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.
The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols.
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one.
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",
Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder
fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

11. RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

"one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
The GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims...
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excise you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@c center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item

PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The `Document`, below,
refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you
copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the
Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section
of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall
subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall
directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in
part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero
Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,
as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \texttt{ASCII} without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX{} input format, \texttt{SGML} or \texttt{XML} using a publicly available \texttt{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple \texttt{HTML}, PostScript or \texttt{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include \texttt{PNG}, \texttt{XCF} and \texttt{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, \texttt{SGML} or \texttt{XML} for which the \texttt{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated \texttt{HTML}, PostScript or \texttt{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

- Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

- List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

- State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

- Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

- Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

- Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

- Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

- Include an unaltered copy of this License.

- Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History": likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3
or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.' line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
Free Software Foundation, Inc.

See the file COPYING in the bash distribution root directory for copying and usage restrictions.

The file ifs-posix.tests is Copyright (C) 2005 Glen Fowler.

1.161 perl-socket 2.01
1.161.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring
the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these
terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to
attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey
the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the
appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the
commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show
c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your
program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
program 'Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

The "Artistic License"

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.
1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However,
you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package’s interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is, when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be construed as a distribution of this Package.

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
This code was extracted from the Perl 5 core at perl 5.15.5.

The original licence reads as follows:
-----

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of either:

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version, or

b) the "Artistic License" which comes with this Kit.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See either the GNU General Public License or the Artistic License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the Artistic License with this Kit, in the file named "Artistic". If not, I'll be glad to provide one.

You should also have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program in the file named "Copying". If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA or visit their web page on the internet at http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html.

1.162 bzip2 1.0.6 13.el7
1.162.1 Available under license :

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org
bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

1.163 commons-jxpath 1.3
1.163.1 Available under license :

Apache Commons JXPath
Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.164 polkit-pkla-compat 0.1
1.164.1 Available under license:
    GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary
GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.165 commons-io 2.5
1.165.1 Available under license :
Apache Commons IO
Copyright 2002-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["]
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.166 rfkill 0.4-10.el7

1.166.1 Available under license :

Copyright 2009 Johannes Berg <johannes@sipsolutions.net>
Copyright 2009 Marcel Holtmann <marcel@holtmann.org>
Copyright 2009 Tim Gardner <tim.gardner@canonical.com>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
1.167 openscap 1.2.13-2.el6

1.167.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.168 xml-commons-resolver 1.2
1.168.1 Available under license:

LEGAL NOTICE

This notice is issued to fulfil the requirements of the Mozilla Public License version 1.0 ("MPL 1.0") sections 3.4(a) and 3.6. MPL 1.0 can be found at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.0.html.

Section 3.4(a) of MPL 1.0 states that any third party intellectual property rights in particular functionality or code must be notified in a text file named LEGAL that is issued with the source code. Saxon includes a number of such third party components, and the relevant claims are included in notices included in the same directory as this notice. Although MPL 1.0 requires this notice to be included only with source code, some of the third parties may also require notices to be included with executable code. Therefore, Saxon executable code must not be distributed separately from this notice and all the accompanying third party notices. The term "Distribution" here includes making the code available for download, and its inclusion in download repositories such as Maven.
Section 3.6 of MPL 1.0 states:

You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2.

Section 3.2 requires the Source Code of Covered Code to be made available via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism.

The Source Code version of the Covered Code (that is, the source code of Saxon-B) is available under the terms of the Mozilla Public License version 1.0, and may be obtained from the Subversion repository for the Saxon project on SourceForge, at https://sourceforge.net/svn/?group_id=29872. The precise version of the Subversion source for a particular Saxon maintenance release can be determined by referring to the release notes for the particular release in the SourceForge download area.

Note that MPL 1.0 requires that any modifications to this source code must be made available under the terms of the MPL "to anyone to whom you made an executable version available". As a courtesy, it is also requested that you make such modifications available to Saxonica Limited.

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny
you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License: they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License
and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the
Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may
at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus
forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications
or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of
these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating
that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or
in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be
licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of
this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,
you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the
most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or
else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute
the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy
of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does
not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is
not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable
sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably
considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and
its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate
works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a
work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms
of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire
whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your
rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the
right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on
the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the
Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this
You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or
any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Apache XML Commons Resolver
Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation http://www.apache.org/

Portions of this code are derived from classes placed in the public domain by Arbortext on 10 Apr 2000. See:
http://www.arbortext.com/customer_support/updates_and_technical_notes/catalogs/docs/README.htm
The contents of these file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use these files except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
The Original Code is all Saxon modules labelled with a notice referring to this license.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Michael Kay, except where otherwise specified in an individual module.

Portions created by other named contributors are copyright as identified in the relevant module. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s) are listed in the documentation: see notices/contributors.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed.
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["] replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.169 dos2unix 6.0.3

1.169.1 Available under license :

The dos2unix package is distributed under FreeBSD style license. See also http://www.freebsd.org/copyright/freebsd-license.html

--------

Copyright (C) 2009-2013 Erwin Waterlander
Copyright (C) 1998 Christian Wurll
Copyright (C) 1998 Bernd Johannes Wuebben
Copyright (C) 1994-1995 Benjamin Lin.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.170 jbig-kit 2.0 11.el7
1.170.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. You may not distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.171 Isof 4.87 6.el7
1.171.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.172 spring-expression 4.3.29.RELEASE

1.172.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java */opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/common/TemplateParserContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 */
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/BeanResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/FunctionReference.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spe/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalParseException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/PropertyAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/common/ExpressionUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/
Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/Expression.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/common/LiteralExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519604_1600946681.01/0/spring-expression-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java
HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license from the W3C, which is provided herein.

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c
and all subdirectories

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom
and all subdirectories

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

The specification of DOM Level 3’s various parts is at:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

The specification of DOM Level 2’s various parts is at:
The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:
http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:
http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/
http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:
http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/
(both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

=========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis ==
== distribution. ==
=========================================================================
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise.
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can
be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM
is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of
the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version
is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free
Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification
under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common
questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and
conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about
this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $
xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under
the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C
document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that
you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C
document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose
and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the
following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it
doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual
representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [Sdate-of-document]
World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio
University). All Rights Reserved.
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be
provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,
documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the
implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $
Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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1.175.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary 
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the 
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General 
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with 
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it 
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General 
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less 
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages 
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many 
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain 
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to 
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it 
becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must 
be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free 
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this 
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free 
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free 
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of 
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in 
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU 
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating 
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the 
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is 
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run 
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and 
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a 
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The 
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must 
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other 
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or 
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of 
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
1.178 hunspell-en-ca 0.20121024

1.178.1 Available under license:

The collective work is Copyright 2000-2011 by Kevin Atkinson as well as any of the copyrights mentioned below:

Copyright 2000-2011 by Kevin Atkinson

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell these word lists, the associated scripts, the output created from the scripts, and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Kevin Atkinson makes no representations about the suitability of this array for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Alan Beale <biljir@pobox.com> also deserves special credit as he has, in addition to providing the 12Dicts package and being a major contributor to the ENABLE word list, given me an incredible amount of feedback and created a number of special lists (those found in the Supplement) in order to help improve the overall quality of SCOWL.

The 10 level includes the 1000 most common English words (according to the Moby (TM) Words II [MWords] package), a subset of the 1000 most common words on the Internet (again, according to Moby Words II), and frequently class 16 from Brian Kelk’s "UK English Wordlist with Frequency Classification".

The MWords package was explicitly placed in the public domain:

The Moby lexicon project is complete and has been place into the public domain. Use, sell, rework, excerpt and use in any way on any platform.

Placing this material on internal or public servers is also encouraged. The compiler is not aware of any export restrictions so freely distribute world-wide.

You can verify the public domain status by contacting

Grady Ward
3449 Martha Ct.
Arcata, CA  95521-4884

grady@netcom.com
The "UK English Wordlist With Frequency Classification" is also in the Public Domain:

Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2000 20:27:21 +0100
From: Brian Kelk <Brian.Kelk@cl.cam.ac.uk>

> I was wondering what the copyright status of your "UK English
> Wordlist With Frequency Classification" word list as it seems to
> be lacking any copyright notice.

There were many many sources in total, but any text marked "copyright" was avoided. Locally-written documentation was one source. An earlier version of the list resided in a filespace called PUBLIC on the University mainframe, because it was considered public domain.

Date: Tue, 11 Jul 2000 19:31:34 +0100

> So are you saying your word list is also in the public domain?

That is the intention.

The 20 level includes frequency classes 7-15 from Brian's word list.

The 35 level includes frequency classes 2-6 and words appearing in at least 11 of 12 dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts package. All words from the 12Dicts package have had likely inflections added via my inflection database.

The 12Dicts package and Supplement is in the Public Domain.

The WordNet database, which was used in the creation of the Inflections database, is under the following copyright:

This software and database is being provided to you, the LICENSEE, by Princeton University under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this software and database, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and conditions.: 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and database and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you agree to comply with the following copyright notice and statements, including the disclaimer, and that the same appear on ALL copies of the software, database and documentation, including modifications that you make.
for internal use or for distribution.

WordNet 1.6 Copyright 1997 by Princeton University. All rights reserved.

THIS SOFTWARE AND DATABASE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND PRINCETON UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE LICENSED SOFTWARE, DATABASE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

The name of Princeton University or Princeton may not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software and/or database. Title to copyright in this software, database and any associated documentation shall at all times remain with Princeton University and LICENSEE agrees to preserve same.

The 40 level includes words from Alan's 3esl list found in version 4.0 of his 12dicts package. Like his other stuff the 3esl list is also in the public domain.

The 50 level includes Brian's frequency class 1, words words appearing in at least 5 of 12 of the dictionaries as indicated in the 12Dicts package, and uppercase words in at least 4 of the previous 12 dictionaries. A decent number of proper names is also included: The top 1000 male, female, and Last names from the 1990 Census report; a list of names sent to me by Alan Beale; and a few names that I added myself. Finally a small list of abbreviations not commonly found in other word lists is included.

The name files form the Census report is a government document which I don't think can be copyrighted.

The file special-jargon.50 uses common.lst and word.lst from the "Unofficial Jargon File Word Lists" which is derived from "The Jargon File". All of which is in the Public Domain. This file also contain a few extra UNIX terms which are found in the file "unix-terms" in the special/ directory.

The 55 level includes words from Alan's 2of4brif list found in version 4.0 of his 12dicts package. Like his other stuff the 2of4brif is also in the public domain.

The 60 level includes all words appearing in at least 2 of the 12 dictionaries as indicated by the 12Dicts package.
The 70 level includes Brian’s frequency class 0 and the 74,550 common
dictionary words from the MWords package. The common dictionary words,
like those from the 12Dicts package, have had all likely inflections
added. The 70 level also included the 5desk list from version 4.0 of
the 12Dics package which is the public domain.

The 80 level includes the ENABLE word list, all the lists in the
ENABLE supplement package (except for ABLE), the "UK Advanced Cryptics
Dictionary" (UKACD), the list of signature words in from YAWL package,
and the 10,196 places list from the MWords package.

The ENABLE package, mainted by M\Cooper <thegrendel@theriver.com>,
is in the Public Domain:

The ENABLE master word list, WORD.LST, is herewith formally released
into the Public Domain. Anyone is free to use it or distribute it in
any manner they see fit. No fee or registration is required for its
use nor are "contributions” solicited (if you feel you absolutely
must contribute something for your own peace of mind, the authors of
the ENABLE list ask that you make a donation on their behalf to your
favorite charity). This word list is our gift to the Scrabble
community, as an alternate to "official" word lists. Game designers
may feel free to incorporate the WORD.LST into their games. Please
mention the source and credit us as originators of the list. Note
that if you, as a game designer, use the WORD.LST in your product,
you may still copyright and protect your product, but you may *not*
legally copyright or in any way restrict redistribution of the
WORD.LST portion of your product. This *may* under law restrict your
rights to restrict your users' rights, but that is only fair.

UKACD, by J Ross Beresford <ross@bryson.demon.co.uk>, is under the
following copyright:

Copyright (c) J Ross Beresford 1993-1999. All Rights Reserved.

The following restriction is placed on the use of this publication:
if The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary is used in a software package
or redistributed in any form, the copyright notice must be
prominently displayed and the text of this document must be included
verbatim.

There are no other restrictions: I would like to see the list
distributed as widely as possible.

The 95 level includes the 354,984 single words, 256,772 compound
words, 4,946 female names and the 3,897 male names, and 21,986 names
from the MWords package, ABLE.LST from the ENABLE Supplement, and some
additional words found in my part-of-speech database that were not
Accent information was taken from UKACD.

My VARCON package was used to create the American, British, and Canadian word list.

Since the original word lists used in the VARCON package came from the Ispell distribution they are under the Ispell copyright:

Copyright 1993, Geoff Kuenning, Granada Hills, CA
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as such. Binary redistributions based on modified source code must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
4. (clause 4 removed with permission from Geoff Kuenning)
5. The name of Geoff Kuenning may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GEOFF KUENNING AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL GEOFF KUENNING OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

LICENSE

The YAWL list, word.list, is in the Public Domain. There are no restrictions on its use or distribution.
The author decided to release the list into the Public Domain because it is based primarily on other Public Domain lists by the author and his colleague, Alan Beale, and applying the stricter GPL to it would therefore be of doubtful validity.

The author has also released the source code to "anagram" and "multi" (multiple word anagram) into the Public Domain. He had previously posted these utilities on the "alt.sources" newsgroup in shar archive form.

Please feel free to use the word list and/or source code in your own projects. It is, in fact, the intent of the author that this package inspire word game software for the Linux platform. If you use any portion of YAWL, please, as a courtesy, give credit to its author.

1.179 oro 2.0.8

1.180 json-c 0.11 4.el7_0

1.180.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.181 iputils 20160308 10.el7
1.181.1 Available under license :
Copyright (C) 2002 USAGI/WIDE Project.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.182 mail 1.4
1.182.1 Available under license:
   Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in ‘; Gimme is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it ;; under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by ;; the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) ;; any later version. ;; gimme is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but ;; WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of ;; MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the ;; GNU General Public License for more details. ;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License ;; along with gimme; see the file COPYING. If not, write to ;; the Free Software Foundation, 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.’

1.183 commons-daemon 1.2.2
1.183.1 Available under license:
   Apache Commons Daemon
   Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

   This product includes software developed by
   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   Apache License
   Version 2.0, January 2004
   http://www.apache.org/licenses/

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

   1. Definitions.

   "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

   "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

   "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

   "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.184 activemq 5.15.12
1.184.1 Available under license :

ActiveMQ :: Client
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2007-2010, The JASYPT team (http://www.jasypt.org)

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This distribution includes cryptographic software. The country in
which you currently reside may have restrictions on the import,
possession, use, and/or re-export to another country, of
encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please
check your country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the
import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to
see if this is permitted. See http://www.wassenaar.org/ for more
information.

The U.S. Government Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS), has classified this software as Export Commodity
Control Number (ECCN) 5D002.C.1, which includes information security
software using or performing cryptographic functions with asymmetric
algorithms. The form and manner of this distribution makes it
eligible for export under the License Exception ENC Technology
Software Unrestricted (TSU) exception (see the BIS Export
Administration Regulations, Section 740.13) for both object code and
source code.

The following provides more details on the cryptographic software
used (note that this software is not included in the distribution):

* The PBE Encryption facilities require the Java Cryptography

---------------------------------
Distributions of this software may include software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

---------------------------------

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International Business Machines
Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any
person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the
Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this
permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and
that both the above copyright notice(s) and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN
THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright
holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to
promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software
without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate parts below. Please make sure that you read all the parts.

---- Part 1: Sparta, Inc (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2003-2010, Sparta, Inc
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 2: ScienceLogic, LLC (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2006, ScienceLogic, LLC
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of ScienceLogic, LLC nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate parts below. Please make sure that you read all the parts.

---- Part 1: CMU/UCD copyright notice: (BSD like) -----


Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of CMU and The Regents of the University of California not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific written permission.

CMU AND THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU OR
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---- Part 2: Networks Associates Technology, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Networks Associates Technology, Inc nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 3: Cambridge Broadband Ltd. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Portions of this code are copyright (c) 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The name of Cambridge Broadband Ltd. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 4: Sun Microsystems, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms below.

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Solaris are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS` AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 5: Sparta, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2003-2013, Sparta, Inc
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS` AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 6: Cisco/BUPTNIC copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2004, Cisco, Inc and Information Network
Center of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Cisco, Inc, Beijing University of Posts and
Telecommunications, nor the names of their contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS
IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 7: Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG, 2003
oss@fabasoft.com
Author: Bernhard Penz <bernhard.penz@fabasoft.com>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The name of Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG or any of its subsidiaries,
brand or product names may not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 8: Apple Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2007 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of Apple Inc. ("Apple") nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY APPLE AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 9: ScienceLogic, LLC copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2009, ScienceLogic, LLC
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of ScienceLogic, LLC nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 10: Lennart Poettering copyright notice (BSD-like) -----

Copyright 2010 Lennart Poettering

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---- Part 11: IETF copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2013 IETF Trust and the persons identified as authors of the code. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust, nor the names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 12: Arista Networks copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2013, Arista Networks, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Arista Networks, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS` AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 13: VMware, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) ----- 

Copyright (c) 2016, VMware, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of VMware, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS` AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 14: USC/Information Sciences Institute copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2017-2018, Information Sciences Institute
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Information Sciences Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

LICENSE ISSUES
==============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
/* ====================================================================
* Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
* software must display the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)
* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without
* prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT \"AS IS\" AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * This package is an SSL implementation written
 * by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
 * The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
 *
 * This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
 * the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
 * apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
 * lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
 * included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
 * except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
 *
 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
 * the code are not to be removed.
 * If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
 * as the author of the parts of the library used.
 * This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
 * in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * must display the following acknowledgement:
 * "This product includes cryptographic software written by
 * Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
 * The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
 * being used are not cryptographic related :-).
 * 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
 * the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG `AS IS` AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/
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1.186.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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1.187.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).
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1.188.1 Available under license:

The following is the MIT license, agreed upon by most contributors. Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where possible. They may also add themselves to the list below.

/*
 * Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989, 1998 The Open Group
 * Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989 Digital Equipment Corporation
 * Copyright 1999, 2004, 2008 Keith Packard
 * Copyright 2000 SuSE, Inc.
 * Copyright 2000 Keith Packard, member of The XFree86 Project, Inc.
 * Copyright 2004 Nicholas Miell
 * Copyright 2005 Lars Knoll & Zack Rusin, Trolltech
 * Copyright 2005 Trolltech AS
 * Copyright 2007 Luca Barbato
 * Copyright 2008 Aaron Plattner, NVIDIA Corporation
 * Copyright 2008 Rodrigo Kumpera
 * Copyright 2008 Andr Tupinamb
 * Copyright 2008 Mozilla Corporation
 * Copyright 2008 Frederic Plourde
 * Copyright 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
 * Copyright 2009, 2010 Nokia Corporation
 *
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
 * copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
 * to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
 * the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 * and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
 * Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
 *
 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next
 * paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
 * Software.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
 * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
 * THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
 * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
 * FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
 * DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
 */
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1.189.1 Available under license:

PCRE LICENCE

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

End

PCRE LICENCE

------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc" directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

--------------------------

Written by: Philip Hazel
Email local part: ph10
Email domain: cam.ac.uk

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Copyright (c) 1997-2020 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-----------------------------

Written by: Zoltan Herczeg
Email local part: hzmester
Email domain: freemail.hu

Copyright(c) 2010-2020 Zoltan Herczeg
STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

Written by: Zoltan Herczeg
Email local part: hzmester
Email domain: freemail.hu

Copyright(c) 2009-2020 Zoltan Herczeg
All rights reserved.

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

Contributed by: Google Inc.

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

THE "BSD" LICENCE

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

End
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR \"AS IS\" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.190 setup 2.8.71
1.190.1 Available under license :
Setup package is public domain.

You are free to use, copy, distribute or modify included files without restrictions.

1.191 kerberos 1.15.1
1.191.1 Available under license :
[ NOTE: MIT has only incorporated the mechglue and spnego change, and not the incremental propagation changes. The filenames are different between the Sun and MIT sources. The actual MIT filenames appear in the top-level README file. Original text of Sun's LICENSE file follows. ]
Subject to the license set forth below, Sun Microsystems, Inc. donates the attached files to MIT for the purpose of including these modifications and additions in future versions of the Kerberos system.

Many of the files attached are subject to licenses issued by other entities, including OpenVision, MIT, and FundsXpress. See the individual files, and/or related Readme files, for these licenses.

In addition Sun requires that the license set forth below be incorporated into any future version of the Kerberos system which contains portions of the files attached. The following files must be listed, in the top level Readme file, as being provided subject to such license:

```
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop.x
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop_hdr.h
cmd/krb5/kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
cmd/krb5/kproplog/kproplog.c
cmd/krb5/slave/kpropd_rpc.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_krb5/etc/kdb5_err.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/spnego_mech.c
lib/krb5/kadm5/kadm_host_srv_names.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_hdr.h
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/libgss/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_canon_name.c
lib/libgss/g_compare_name.c
lib/libgss/g_context_time.c
lib/libgss/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_dsp_name.c
lib/libgss/g_dsp_status.c
lib/libgss/g_dup_name.c
lib/libgss/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_export_name.c
lib/libgss/g_glue.c
lib/libgss/g_imp_name.c
lib/libgss/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_initialize.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_context.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_names.c
lib/libgss/g_process_context.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_buffer.c
```
lib/libgss/g_rel_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_name.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_oid_set.c
lib/libgss/g_seal.c
lib/libgss/g_sign.c
lib/libgss/g_store_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_unseal.c
lib/libgss/g_userok.c
lib/libgss/g_utils.c
lib/libgss/g_verify.c
lib/libgss/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
uts/common/gssapi/include/gssapi_err_generic.h
uts/common/gssapi/include/mechglueP.h

Sun's License is as follows:

Copyright (c) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 1985-2017 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic
software from the United States of America that is subject to the
United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.
Additional laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of
the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all
applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any
required license from the U.S. government.

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to
certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the
countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and
nationals of those countries.

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,
Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,
FundsXpress, and others.

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,
and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without
prior written permission of MIT.

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit
manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the
MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,
recognition of their trademark status should be given).

======================================================================
The following copyright and permission notice applies to the
OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create",
"kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and
portions of "lib/rpc":

Reserved

WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system
source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the
following terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do
not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code
compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source
Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER
EXpress OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY
FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE
CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY
OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code.
OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source
Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The
OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works
are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos
Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos
5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to
continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for
the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos
community.

======================================================================
Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work
performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is
operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract
DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

======================================================================
Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress, not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

======================================================================

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in "src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes" has the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman "brg@gladman.uk.net", Worcester, UK.

All rights reserved.

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;

3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.
DISCLAIMER

This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in
"src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h
lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c
and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
the following new or changed files:

include/iprop_hdr.h
kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
lib/kdb/iprop.x
lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
slave/kpropd_rpc.c
slave/kproplog.c

are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the
University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright
notice:

Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

* The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR
The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government.
It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and permission notice:

The OpenLDAP Public License
Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.
OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

======================================================================

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on OS X has the following copyright:
Copyright (C) 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation). All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================
Portions extracted from Internet RFCs have the following copyright notice:

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2006).

This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions contained in BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors retain all their rights.

This document and the information contained herein are provided on an "AS IS" basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY (IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

======================================================================


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 2005 Marko Kreen
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.
WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 1995
The President and Fellows of Harvard University

This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Copyright (C) 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch. All Rights Reserved.
Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and "src/include/k5-queue.h".

Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.

This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in
"src/lib/krb5/unicode":

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,
New Mexico State University

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and "src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR
IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't
it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires
this kind of disclaimer?)

======================================================================
The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in
"src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee
provided this copyright message remains intact.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to portions of "src/lib/rpc" and
"src/include/gssrpc":

Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All
rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights
reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its
   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
   from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.
RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":

Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

======================================================================

Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the
original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing
Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations
about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following
license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its
   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
   from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, 
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander
Lehmann.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

=====================================================================

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

=====================================================================
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) Jelmer Vernooij 2005,2008 <jelmer@samba.org>
Copyright (C) Stefan Metzmacher 2006-2009 <metze@samba.org>
Copyright (C) Andreas Schneider 2013 <asn@samba.org>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS `"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright
========

Copyright [copy] 1985-2017 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and its contributors. All rights reserved.
See :ref:`mitK5license` for additional copyright and license information.

Copyright (C) Stefan Metzmacher 2007 <metze@samba.org>
Copyright (C) Guenther Deschner 2009 <gd@samba.org>
Copyright (C) Andreas Schneider 2013 <asn@samba.org>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS` AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

.. _mitK5license:

MIT Kerberos License information
================================

.. toctree::
   :hidden:
   :hidden:

   copyright.rst

   .. include::  notice.rst

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.192 apache-log4j 1.2.16
1.192.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided...
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache log4j
Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.193 commons-pool 2.4.2
1.193.1 Available under license:

Apache Commons Pool
Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE COMMONS POOL DERIVATIVE WORKS:

The LinkedBlockingDeque implementation is based on an implementation written by
Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released
to the public domain, as explained at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

1.194 emacs 24.3
1.194.1 Available under license :
(For more information about the GNU project and free software,
look at the files `GNU', `COPYING', and `DISTRIB', in the same
directory as this file.)

Why Software Should Be Free

by Richard Stallman

(Version of April 24, 1992)

Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Verbatim copying and redistribution is permitted
without royalty; alteration is not permitted.

Introduction
************

The existence of software inevitably raises the question of how
decisions about its use should be made. For example, suppose one
individual who has a copy of a program meets another who would like a
copy. It is possible for them to copy the program; who should decide
whether this is done? The individuals involved? Or another party,
called the "owner"?
Software developers typically consider these questions on the assumption that the criterion for the answer is to maximize developers’ profits. The political power of business has led to the government adoption of both this criterion and the answer proposed by the developers: that the program has an owner, typically a corporation associated with its development.

I would like to consider the same question using a different criterion: the prosperity and freedom of the public in general.

This answer cannot be decided by current law--the law should conform to ethics, not the other way around. Nor does current practice decide this question, although it may suggest possible answers. The only way to judge is to see who is helped and who is hurt by recognizing owners of software, why, and how much. In other words, we should perform a cost-benefit analysis on behalf of society as a whole, taking account of individual freedom as well as production of material goods.

In this essay, I will describe the effects of having owners, and show that the results are detrimental. My conclusion is that programmers have the duty to encourage others to share, redistribute, study and improve the software we write: in other words, to write “free” software.(1)

How Owners Justify Their Power

Those who benefit from the current system where programs are property offer two arguments in support of their claims to own programs: the emotional argument and the economic argument.

The emotional argument goes like this: "I put my sweat, my heart, my soul into this program. It comes from *me*, it's *mine*!"

This argument does not require serious refutation. The feeling of attachment is one that programmers can cultivate when it suits them; it is not inevitable. Consider, for example, how willingly the same programmers usually sign over all rights to a large corporation for a salary; the emotional attachment mysteriously vanishes. By contrast, consider the great artists and artisans of medieval times, who didn't even sign their names to their work. To them, the name of the artist was not important. What mattered was that the work was done--and the purpose it would serve. This view prevailed for hundreds of years.

The economic argument goes like this: "I want to get rich (usually described inaccurately as ‘making a living’), and if you don't allow me to get rich by programming, then I won't program. Everyone else is like me, so nobody will ever program. And then you'll be stuck with no
programs at all!” This threat is usually veiled as friendly advice from the wise.

I’ll explain later why this threat is a bluff. First I want to address an implicit assumption that is more visible in another formulation of the argument.

This formulation starts by comparing the social utility of a proprietary program with that of no program, and then concludes that proprietary software development is, on the whole, beneficial, and should be encouraged. The fallacy here is in comparing only two outcomes--proprietary software vs. no software--and assuming there are no other possibilities.

Given a system of intellectual property, software development is usually linked with the existence of an owner who controls the software's use. As long as this linkage exists, we are often faced with the choice of proprietary software or none. However, this linkage is not inherent or inevitable; it is a consequence of the specific social/legal policy decision that we are questioning: the decision to have owners. To formulate the choice as between proprietary software vs. no software is begging the question.

The Argument against Having Owners
**********************************

The question at hand is, "Should development of software be linked with having owners to restrict the use of it?"

In order to decide this, we have to judge the effect on society of each of those two activities *independently*: the effect of developing the software (regardless of its terms of distribution), and the effect of restricting its use (assuming the software has been developed). If one of these activities is helpful and the other is harmful, we would be better off dropping the linkage and doing only the helpful one.

To put it another way, if restricting the distribution of a program already developed is harmful to society overall, then an ethical software developer will reject the option of doing so.

To determine the effect of restricting sharing, we need to compare the value to society of a restricted (i.e., proprietary) program with that of the same program, available to everyone. This means comparing two possible worlds.

This analysis also addresses the simple counterargument sometimes made that "the benefit to the neighbor of giving him or her a copy of a program is cancelled by the harm done to the owner." This
counterargument assumes that the harm and the benefit are equal in magnitude. The analysis involves comparing these magnitudes, and shows that the benefit is much greater.

To elucidate this argument, let's apply it in another area: road construction.

It would be possible to fund the construction of all roads with tolls. This would entail having toll booths at all street corners. Such a system would provide a great incentive to improve roads. It would also have the virtue of causing the users of any given road to pay for that road. However, a toll booth is an artificial obstruction to smooth driving--artificial, because it is not a consequence of how roads or cars work.

Comparing free roads and toll roads by their usefulness, we find that (all else being equal) roads without toll booths are cheaper to construct, cheaper to run, safer, and more efficient to use.(2) In a poor country, tolls may make the roads unavailable to many citizens. The roads without toll booths thus offer more benefit to society at less cost; they are preferable for society. Therefore, society should choose to fund roads in another way, not by means of toll booths. Use of roads, once built, should be free.

When the advocates of toll booths propose them as *merely* a way of raising funds, they distort the choice that is available. Toll booths do raise funds, but they do something else as well; in effect, they degrade the road. The toll road is not as good as the free road; giving us more or technically superior roads may not be an improvement if this means substituting toll roads for free roads.

Of course, the construction of a free road does cost money, which the public must somehow pay. However, this does not imply the inevitability of toll booths. We who must in either case pay will get more value for our money by buying a free road.

I am not saying that a toll road is worse than no road at all. That would be true if the toll were so great that hardly anyone used the road--but this is an unlikely policy for a toll collector. However, as long as the toll booths cause significant waste and inconvenience, it is better to raise the funds in a less obstructive fashion.

To apply the same argument to software development, I will now show that having "toll booths" for useful software programs costs society dearly: it makes the programs more expensive to construct, more expensive to distribute, and less satisfying and efficient to use. It will follow that program construction should be encouraged in some other way. Then I will go on to explain other methods of encouraging and (to
the extent actually necessary) funding software development.

The Harm Done by Obstructing Software
=======================================

Consider for a moment that a program has been developed, and any necessary payments for its development have been made; now society must choose either to make it proprietary or allow free sharing and use. Assume that the existence of the program and its availability is a desirable thing.(3)

Restrictions on the distribution and modification of the program cannot facilitate its use. They can only interfere. So the effect can only be negative. But how much? And what kind?

Three different levels of material harm come from such obstruction:

* Fewer people use the program.

* None of the users can adapt or fix the program.

* Other developers cannot learn from the program, or base new work on it.

Each level of material harm has a concomitant form of psychosocial harm. This refers to the effect that people's decisions have on their subsequent feelings, attitudes and predispositions. These changes in people's ways of thinking will then have a further effect on their relationships with their fellow citizens, and can have material consequences.

The three levels of material harm waste part of the value that the program could contribute, but they cannot reduce it to zero. If they waste nearly all the value of the program, then writing the program harms society by at most the effort that went into writing the program. Arguably a program that is profitable to sell must provide some net direct material benefit.

However, taking account of the concomitant psychosocial harm, there is no limit to the harm that proprietary software development can do.

Obstructing Use of Programs
============================

The first level of harm impedes the simple use of a program. A copy of a program has nearly zero marginal cost (and you can pay this cost by doing the work yourself), so in a free market, it would have nearly zero price. A license fee is a significant disincentive to use the program.
If a widely-useful program is proprietary, far fewer people will use it.

It is easy to show that the total contribution of a program to society is reduced by assigning an owner to it. Each potential user of the program, faced with the need to pay to use it, may choose to pay, or may forego use of the program. When a user chooses to pay, this is a zero-sum transfer of wealth between two parties. But each time someone chooses to forego use of the program, this harms that person without benefiting anyone. The sum of negative numbers and zeros must be negative.

But this does not reduce the amount of work it takes to *develop* the program. As a result, the efficiency of the whole process, in delivered user satisfaction per hour of work, is reduced.

This reflects a crucial difference between copies of programs and cars, chairs, or sandwiches. There is no copying machine for material objects outside of science fiction. But programs are easy to copy; anyone can produce as many copies as are wanted, with very little effort. This isn't true for material objects because matter is conserved: each new copy has to be built from raw materials in the same way that the first copy was built.

With material objects, a disincentive to use them makes sense, because fewer objects bought means less raw materials and work needed to make them. It's true that there is usually also a startup cost, a development cost, which is spread over the production run. But as long as the marginal cost of production is significant, adding a share of the development cost does not make a qualitative difference. And it does not require restrictions on the freedom of ordinary users.

However, imposing a price on something that would otherwise be free is a qualitative change. A centrally-imposed fee for software distribution becomes a powerful disincentive.

What's more, central production as now practiced is inefficient even as a means of delivering copies of software. This system involves enclosing physical disks or tapes in superfluous packaging, shipping large numbers of them around the world, and storing them for sale. This cost is presented as an expense of doing business; in truth, it is part of the waste caused by having owners.

Damaging Social Cohesion

Suppose that both you and your neighbor would find it useful to run a certain program. In ethical concern for your neighbor, you should feel that proper handling of the situation will enable both of you to use it.
A proposal to permit only one of you to use the program, while restraining the other, is divisive; neither you nor your neighbor should find it acceptable.

Signing a typical software license agreement means betraying your neighbor: "I promise to deprive my neighbor of this program so that I can have a copy for myself." People who make such choices feel internal psychological pressure to justify them, by downgrading the importance of helping one's neighbors--thus public spirit suffers. This is psychosocial harm associated with the material harm of discouraging use of the program.

Many users unconsciously recognize the wrong of refusing to share, so they decide to ignore the licenses and laws, and share programs anyway. But they often feel guilty about doing so. They know that they must break the laws in order to be good neighbors, but they still consider the laws authoritative, and they conclude that being a good neighbor (which they are) is naughty or shameful. That is also a kind of psychosocial harm, but one can escape it by deciding that these licenses and laws have no moral force.

Programmers also suffer psychosocial harm knowing that many users will not be allowed to use their work. This leads to an attitude of cynicism or denial. A programmer may describe enthusiastically the work that he finds technically exciting; then when asked, "Will I be permitted to use it?", his face falls, and he admits the answer is no. To avoid feeling discouraged, he either ignores this fact most of the time or adopts a cynical stance designed to minimize the importance of it.

Since the age of Reagan, the greatest scarcity in the United States is not technical innovation, but rather the willingness to work together for the public good. It makes no sense to encourage the former at the expense of the latter.

Obstructing Custom Adaptation of Programs
============================================

The second level of material harm is the inability to adapt programs. The ease of modification of software is one of its great advantages over older technology. But most commercially available software isn't available for modification, even after you buy it. It's available for you to take it or leave it, as a black box--that is all.

A program that you can run consists of a series of numbers whose meaning is obscure. No one, not even a good programmer, can easily change the numbers to make the program do something different.
Programmers normally work with the "source code" for a program, which is written in a programming language such as Fortran or C. It uses names to designate the data being used and the parts of the program, and it represents operations with symbols such as `+' for addition and `-` for subtraction. It is designed to help programmers read and change programs. Here is an example; a program to calculate the distance between two points in a plane:

```c
float
distance (p0, p1)
{
struct point p0, p1;
float xdist = p1.x - p0.x;
float ydist = p1.y - p0.y;
return sqrt (xdist * xdist + ydist * ydist);
}
```

Here is the same program in executable form, on the computer I normally use:

```
1314258944  -232267772  -231844864   1634862
1411907592  -231844736  2159150     1420296208
-234880989   -234879837  -234879966  -232295424
1644167167  -3214848      1090581031   1962942495
572518958    -803143692    1314803317
```

Source code is useful (at least potentially) to every user of a program. But most users are not allowed to have copies of the source code. Usually the source code for a proprietary program is kept secret by the owner, lest anybody else learn something from it. Users receive only the files of incomprehensible numbers that the computer will execute. This means that only the program's owner can change the program.

A friend once told me of working as a programmer in a bank for about six months, writing a program similar to something that was commercially available. She believed that if she could have gotten source code for that commercially available program, it could easily have been adapted to their needs. The bank was willing to pay for this, but was not permitted to--the source code was a secret. So she had to do six months of make-work, work that counts in the GNP but was actually waste.

The MIT Artificial Intelligence lab (AI lab) received a graphics printer as a gift from Xerox around 1977. It was run by free software to which we added many convenient features. For example, the software would notify a user immediately on completion of a print job. Whenever the printer had trouble, such as a paper jam or running out of paper, the software would immediately notify all users who had print jobs.
queued. These features facilitated smooth operation.

Later Xerox gave the AI lab a newer, faster printer, one of the first laser printers. It was driven by proprietary software that ran in a separate dedicated computer, so we couldn't add any of our favorite features. We could arrange to send a notification when a print job was sent to the dedicated computer, but not when the job was actually printed (and the delay was usually considerable). There was no way to find out when the job was actually printed; you could only guess. And no one was informed when there was a paper jam, so the printer often went for an hour without being fixed.

The system programmers at the AI lab were capable of fixing such problems, probably as capable as the original authors of the program. Xerox was uninterested in fixing them, and chose to prevent us, so we were forced to accept the problems. They were never fixed.

Most good programmers have experienced this frustration. The bank could afford to solve the problem by writing a new program from scratch, but a typical user, no matter how skilled, can only give up.

Giving up causes psychosocial harm--to the spirit of self-reliance. It is demoralizing to live in a house that you cannot rearrange to suit your needs. It leads to resignation and discouragement, which can spread to affect other aspects of one's life. People who feel this way are unhappy and do not do good work.

Imagine what it would be like if recipes were hoarded in the same fashion as software. You might say, "How do I change this recipe to take out the salt?", and the great chef would respond, "How dare you insult my recipe, the child of my brain and my palate, by trying to tamper with it? You don't have the judgment to change my recipe and make it work right!"

"But my doctor says I'm not supposed to eat salt! What can I do? Will you take out the salt for me?"

"I would be glad to do that; my fee is only $50,000." Since the owner has a monopoly on changes, the fee tends to be large. "However, right now I don't have time. I am busy with a commission to design a new recipe for ship's biscuit for the Navy Department. I might get around to you in about two years."

Obstructing Software Development
================================

The third level of material harm affects software development. Software development used to be an evolutionary process, where a person
would take an existing program and rewrite parts of it for one new feature, and then another person would rewrite parts to add another feature; in some cases, this continued over a period of twenty years. Meanwhile, parts of the program would be "cannibalized" to form the beginnings of other programs.

The existence of owners prevents this kind of evolution, making it necessary to start from scratch when developing a program. It also prevents new practitioners from studying existing programs to learn useful techniques or even how large programs can be structured.

Owners also obstruct education. I have met bright students in computer science who have never seen the source code of a large program. They may be good at writing small programs, but they can't begin to learn the different skills of writing large ones if they can't see how others have done it.

In any intellectual field, one can reach greater heights by standing on the shoulders of others. But that is no longer generally allowed in the software field--you can only stand on the shoulders of the other people *in your own company*.

The associated psychosocial harm affects the spirit of scientific cooperation, which used to be so strong that scientists would cooperate even when their countries were at war. In this spirit, Japanese oceanographers abandoning their lab on an island in the Pacific carefully preserved their work for the invading U.S. Marines, and left a note asking them to take good care of it.

Conflict for profit has destroyed what international conflict spared. Nowadays scientists in many fields don't publish enough in their papers to enable others to replicate the experiment. They publish only enough to let readers marvel at how much they were able to do. This is certainly true in computer science, where the source code for the programs reported on is usually secret.

It Does Not Matter How Sharing Is Restricted
============================================

I have been discussing the effects of preventing people from copying, changing and building on a program. I have not specified how this obstruction is carried out, because that doesn't affect the conclusion. Whether it is done by copy protection, or copyright, or licenses, or encryption, or ROM cards, or hardware serial numbers, if it *succeeds* in preventing use, it does harm.

Users do consider some of these methods more obnoxious than others. I suggest that the methods most hated are those that accomplish their
Software Should be Free
=================================

I have shown how ownership of a program—the power to restrict changing or copying it—is obstructive. Its negative effects are widespread and important. It follows that society shouldn't have owners for programs.

Another way to understand this is that what society needs is free software, and proprietary software is a poor substitute. Encouraging the substitute is not a rational way to get what we need.

Vaclav Havel has advised us to "Work for something because it is good, not just because it stands a chance to succeed." A business making proprietary software stands a chance of success in its own narrow terms, but it is not what is good for society.

Why People Will Develop Software
=================================

If we eliminate intellectual property as a means of encouraging people to develop software, at first less software will be developed, but that software will be more useful. It is not clear whether the overall delivered user satisfaction will be less; but if it is, or if we wish to increase it anyway, there are other ways to encourage development, just as there are ways besides toll booths to raise money for streets. Before I talk about how that can be done, first I want to question how much artificial encouragement is truly necessary.

Programming is Fun
====================

There are some lines of work that few will enter except for money; road construction, for example. There are other fields of study and art in which there is little chance to become rich, which people enter for their fascination or their perceived value to society. Examples include mathematical logic, classical music, and archaeology; and political organizing among working people. People compete, more sadly than bitterly, for the few funded positions available, none of which is funded very well. They may even pay for the chance to work in the field, if they can afford to.

Such a field can transform itself overnight if it begins to offer the possibility of getting rich. When one worker gets rich, others demand the same opportunity. Soon all may demand large sums of money for doing what they used to do for pleasure. When another couple of years go by,
everyone connected with the field will deride the idea that work would be done in the field without large financial returns. They will advise social planners to ensure that these returns are possible, prescribing special privileges, powers and monopolies as necessary to do so.

This change happened in the field of computer programming in the past decade. Fifteen years ago, there were articles on "computer addiction": users were "onlining" and had hundred-dollar-a-week habits. It was generally understood that people frequently loved programming enough to break up their marriages. Today, it is generally understood that no one would program except for a high rate of pay. People have forgotten what they knew fifteen years ago.

When it is true at a given time that most people will work in a certain field only for high pay, it need not remain true. The dynamic of change can run in reverse, if society provides an impetus. If we take away the possibility of great wealth, then after a while, when the people have readjusted their attitudes, they will once again be eager to work in the field for the joy of accomplishment.

The question, "How can we pay programmers?", becomes an easier question when we realize that it's not a matter of paying them a fortune. A mere living is easier to raise.

Funding Free Software

Institutions that pay programmers do not have to be software houses. Many other institutions already exist which can do this.

Hardware manufacturers find it essential to support software development even if they cannot control the use of the software. In 1970, much of their software was free because they did not consider restricting it. Today, their increasing willingness to join consortiums shows their realization that owning the software is not what is really important for them.

Universities conduct many programming projects. Today, they often sell the results, but in the 1970s, they did not. Is there any doubt that universities would develop free software if they were not allowed to sell software? These projects could be supported by the same government contracts and grants which now support proprietary software development.

It is common today for university researchers to get grants to develop a system, develop it nearly to the point of completion and call that "finished", and then start companies where they really finish the project and make it usable. Sometimes they declare the unfinished
version "free"; if they are thoroughly corrupt, they instead get an exclusive license from the university. This is not a secret; it is openly admitted by everyone concerned. Yet if the researchers were not exposed to the temptation to do these things, they would still do their research.

Programmers writing free software can make their living by selling services related to the software. I have been hired to port the GNU C compiler to new hardware, and to make user-interface extensions to GNU Emacs. (I offer these improvements to the public once they are done.) I also teach classes for which I am paid.

I am not alone in working this way; there is now a successful, growing corporation which does no other kind of work. Several other companies also provide commercial support for the free software of the GNU system. This is the beginning of the independent software support industry—an industry that could become quite large if free software becomes prevalent. It provides users with an option generally unavailable for proprietary software, except to the very wealthy.

New institutions such as the Free Software Foundation can also fund programmers. Most of the foundation's funds come from users buying tapes through the mail. The software on the tapes is free, which means that every user has the freedom to copy it and change it, but many nonetheless pay to get copies. (Recall that "free software" refers to freedom, not to price.) Some users order tapes who already have a copy, as a way of making a contribution they feel we deserve. The Foundation also receives sizable donations from computer manufacturers.

The Free Software Foundation is a charity, and its income is spent on hiring as many programmers as possible. If it had been set up as a business, distributing the same free software to the public for the same fee, it would now provide a very good living for its founder.

Because the Foundation is a charity, programmers often work for the Foundation for half of what they could make elsewhere. They do this because we are free of bureaucracy, and because they feel satisfaction in knowing that their work will not be obstructed from use. Most of all, they do it because programming is fun. In addition, volunteers have written many useful programs for us. (Recently even technical writers have begun to volunteer.)

This confirms that programming is among the most fascinating of all fields, along with music and art. We don't have to fear that no one will want to program.

What Do Users Owe to Developers?
================================
There is a good reason for users of software to feel a moral obligation to contribute to its support. Developers of free software are contributing to the users' activities, and it is both fair and in the long term interest of the users to give them funds to continue.

However, this does not apply to proprietary software developers, since obstructionism deserves a punishment rather than a reward.

We thus have a paradox: the developer of useful software is entitled to the support of the users, but any attempt to turn this moral obligation into a requirement destroys the basis for the obligation. A developer can either deserve a reward or demand it, but not both.

I believe that an ethical developer faced with this paradox must act so as to deserve the reward, but should also entreat the users for voluntary donations. Eventually the users will learn to support developers without coercion, just as they have learned to support public radio and television stations.

What Is Software Productivity?

If software were free, there would still be programmers, but perhaps fewer of them. Would this be bad for society?

Not necessarily. Today the advanced nations have fewer farmers than in 1900, but we do not think this is bad for society, because the few deliver more food to the consumers than the many used to do. We call this improved productivity. Free software would require far fewer programmers to satisfy the demand, because of increased software productivity at all levels:

* Wider use of each program that is developed.

* The ability to adapt existing programs for customization instead of starting from scratch.

* Better education of programmers.

* The elimination of duplicate development effort.

Those who object to cooperation because it would result in the employment of fewer programmers, are actually objecting to increased productivity. Yet these people usually accept the widely-held belief that the software industry needs increased productivity. How is this?

"Software productivity" can mean two different things: the overall
productivity of all software development, or the productivity of individual projects. Overall productivity is what society would like to improve, and the most straightforward way to do this is to eliminate the artificial obstacles to cooperation which reduce it. But researchers who study the field of "software productivity" focus only on the second, limited, sense of the term, where improvement requires difficult technological advances.

Is Competition Inevitable?

Is it inevitable that people will try to compete, to surpass their rivals in society? Perhaps it is. But competition itself is not harmful; the harmful thing is *combat*.

There are many ways to compete. Competition can consist of trying to achieve ever more, to outdo what others have done. For example, in the old days, there was competition among programming wizards--competition for who could make the computer do the most amazing thing, or for who could make the shortest or fastest program for a given task. This kind of competition can benefit everyone, *as long as* the spirit of good sportsmanship is maintained.

Constructive competition is enough competition to motivate people to great efforts. A number of people are competing to be the first to have visited all the countries on Earth; some even spend fortunes trying to do this. But they do not bribe ship captains to strand their rivals on desert islands. They are content to let the best person win.

Competition becomes combat when the competitors begin trying to impede each other instead of advancing themselves--when "Let the best person win" gives way to "Let me win, best or not." Proprietary software is harmful, not because it is a form of competition, but because it is a form of combat among the citizens of our society.

Competition in business is not necessarily combat. For example, when two grocery stores compete, their entire effort is to improve their own operations, not to sabotage the rival. But this does not demonstrate a special commitment to business ethics; rather, there is little scope for combat in this line of business short of physical violence. Not all areas of business share this characteristic. Withholding information that could help everyone advance is a form of combat.

Business ideology does not prepare people to resist the temptation to combat the competition. Some forms of combat have been made banned with anti-trust laws, truth in advertising laws, and so on, but rather than generalizing this to a principled rejection of combat in general, executives invent other forms of combat which are not specifically
prohibited. Society's resources are squandered on the economic equivalent of factional civil war.

"Why Don't You Move to Russia?"

In the United States, any advocate of other than the most extreme form of laissez-faire selfishness has often heard this accusation. For example, it is leveled against the supporters of a national health care system, such as is found in all the other industrialized nations of the free world. It is leveled against the advocates of public support for the arts, also universal in advanced nations. The idea that citizens have any obligation to the public good is identified in America with Communism. But how similar are these ideas?

Communism as was practiced in the Soviet Union was a system of central control where all activity was regimented, supposedly for the common good, but actually for the sake of the members of the Communist party. And where copying equipment was closely guarded to prevent illegal copying.

The American system of intellectual property exercises central control over distribution of a program, and guards copying equipment with automatic copying protection schemes to prevent illegal copying.

By contrast, I am working to build a system where people are free to decide their own actions; in particular, free to help their neighbors, and free to alter and improve the tools which they use in their daily lives. A system based on voluntary cooperation, and decentralization.

Thus, if we are to judge views by their resemblance to Russian Communism, it is the software owners who are the Communists.

The Question of Premises

I make the assumption in this paper that a user of software is no less important than an author, or even an author's employer. In other words, their interests and needs have equal weight, when we decide which course of action is best.

This premise is not universally accepted. Many maintain that an author's employer is fundamentally more important than anyone else. They say, for example, that the purpose of having owners of software is to give the author's employer the advantage he deserves—regardless of how this may affect the public.

It is no use trying to prove or disprove these premises. Proof
requires shared premises. So most of what I have to say is addressed only to those who share the premises I use, or at least are interested in what their consequences are. For those who believe that the owners are more important than everyone else, this paper is simply irrelevant.

But why would a large number of Americans accept a premise which elevates certain people in importance above everyone else? Partly because of the belief that this premise is part of the legal traditions of American society. Some people feel that doubting the premise means challenging the basis of society.

It is important for these people to know that this premise is not part of our legal tradition. It never has been.

Thus, the Constitution says that the purpose of copyright is to "promote the progress of science and the useful arts." The Supreme Court has elaborated on this, stating in 'Fox Film vs. Doyal' that "The sole interest of the United States and the primary object in conferring the [copyright] monopoly lie in the general benefits derived by the public from the labors of authors."

We are not required to agree with the Constitution or the Supreme Court. (At one time, they both condoned slavery.) So their positions do not disprove the owner supremacy premise. But I hope that the awareness that this is a radical right-wing assumption rather than a traditionally recognized one will weaken its appeal.

Conclusion
**********

We like to think that our society encourages helping your neighbor; but each time we reward someone for obstructionism, or admire them for the wealth they have gained in this way, we are sending the opposite message.

Software hoarding is one form of our general willingness to disregard the welfare of society for personal gain. We can trace this disregard from Ronald Reagan to Jim Bakker, from Ivan Boesky to Exxon, from failing banks to failing schools. We can measure it with the size of the homeless population and the prison population. The antisocial spirit feeds on itself, because the more we see that other people will not help us, the more it seems futile to help them. Thus society decays into a jungle.

If we don't want to live in a jungle, we must change our attitudes. We must start sending the message that a good citizen is one who cooperates when appropriate, not one who is successful at taking from others. I hope that the free software movement will contribute to
this: at least in one area, we will replace the jungle with a more efficient system which encourages and runs on voluntary cooperation.

-------- Footnotes --------

(1) The word "free" in "free software" refers to freedom, not to price; the price paid for a copy of a free program may be zero, or small, or (rarely) quite large.

(2) The issues of pollution and traffic congestion do not alter this conclusion. If we wish to make driving more expensive to discourage driving in general, it is disadvantageous to do this using toll booths, which contribute to both pollution and congestion. A tax on gasoline is much better. Likewise, a desire to enhance safety by limiting maximum speed is not relevant; a free access road enhances the average speed by avoiding stops and delays, for any given speed limit.

(3) One might regard a particular computer program as a harmful thing that should not be available at all, like the Lotus Marketplace database of personal information, which was withdrawn from sale due to public disapproval. Most of what I say does not apply to this case, but it makes little sense to argue for having an owner on the grounds that the owner will make the program less available. The owner will not make it *completely* unavailable, as one would wish in the case of a program whose use is considered destructive.
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NOTES ON COPYRIGHTS AND LICENSES

Some terminology:

A "copyright notice" consists of one or a few lines of this format:
"Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc."

A "license notice" is a statement of permissions, and is usually much longer, eg the text "GNU Emacs is free software...".

Summary for the impatient:

1. Don't add code to Emacs written by someone other than yourself without thinking about the legal aspect. Even if the changes are trivial, consider if they combine with previous changes by the same author to make a non-trivial total. If so, make sure they have an assignment. If adding a whole file adjust the copyright statements in the file.
2. When installing code written by someone else, the ChangeLog entry should be in the name of the author of the code, not the person who installs it. Also use bazaar commit’s "--author" option. Do not install any of your own changes in the same commit.

3. With images, add the legal info to a README file in the directory containing the image.

4. If you add a lot of text to a previously trivial file that had no legal notices, consider if you should add a copyright statement.

5. Please don't just add an FSF copyright without checking that is the right thing to do.

Every non-trivial file distributed through the Emacs repository should be self-explanatory in terms of copyright and license. This includes files that are not distributed in Emacs releases (for example, the admin/ directory), because the whole Emacs repository is publicly available.

The definition of triviality is a little vague, but a rule of thumb is that any file with less than 15 lines of actual content is trivial. If a file is auto-generated (eg ldefs-boot.el) from another one in the repository, then it does not really matter about adding a copyright statement to the generated file.

Legal advice says that we could, if we wished, put a license notice even in trivial files, because copyright law in general looks at the overall work as a whole. It is not _necessary_ to do so, and rms prefers that we do not. This means one needs to take care that trivial files do not grow and become non-trivial without having a license added. NB consequently, if you add a lot of text to a small file, consider whether your changes have made the file worthy of a copyright notice, and if so, please add one.

It can be helpful to put a reminder comment at the start of a trivial file, eg: "add a license notice if this grows to > 10 lines of code".

The years in the copyright notice should be updated every year (see file "years" in this directory). The PDF versions of refcards etc should display copyright notices (an exception to the rule about "generated" files), but these can just display the latest year. The full list of years should be kept in comments in the source file. If these are distributed in the repository, check in a regenerated version when the tex files are updated.
Copyright changes should be propagated to any associated repositories (eg Gnus, MH-E), but I think in every case this happens automatically (?).

All README (and other such text files) that are non-trivial should contain copyright statements and GPL license notices, exactly as .el files do (see e.g. README in the top-level directory). Before 2007, we used a simple, short statement permitting copying and modification provided legal notices were retained. In Feb 2007 we switched to the standard GPL text, on legal advice. Some older text files in etc/ should, however, keep their current licenses (see below for list).

For image files, the copyright and license details should be recorded in a README file in each directory with images. (Legal advice says that we need not add notices to each image file individually, if they allow for that.). It is recommended to use the word "convert" to describe the automatic process of changing an image from one format to another (http://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/emacs-devel/2007-02/msg00618.html).

When installing a file with an "unusual" license (after checking first it is ok), put a copy of the copyright and license in the file (if possible. It's ok if this makes the file incompatible with its original format, if it can still be used by Emacs), or in a README file in the relevant directory.

The vast majority of files are copyright FSF and distributed under the GPL. A few files (mainly related to language and charset support) are copyright AIST alone, or both AIST and FSF. (Contact Kenichi Handa with questions about legal issues in such files.) In all these cases, the copyright years in each file should be updated each year.

There are some exceptions to the points in the previous paragraph, and these are listed below for reference, together with any files where the copyright needs to be updated in "unusual" ways.

If you find any other such cases, please consult to check they are ok, and note them in this file. This includes missing copyright notices, and "odd" copyright holders. In most cases, individual authors should not appear in copyright statements. Either the copyright has been assigned (check copyright.list) to the FSF (in which case the original author should be removed and the year(s) transferred to the FSF); or else it is possible the file should not be in Emacs at all (please report!).

Note that it seems painfully clear that one cannot rely on commit logs, or even ChangeLogs, for older changes. People often installed changes from others, without recording the true authorship.
[For reference, most of these points were established via email with rms, 2007/1, "Copyright years".]

In March 2011, information on some files no longer included was removed. Consult older versions of this document if interested.]

lisp/version.el  # emacs-copyright
lib-src/ebrowse.c  # version
lib-src/etags.c  # print_version
lib-src/rcs2log  # Copyright
Cocoa/Emacs.base/Contents/Info.plist
Cocoa/Emacs.base/Contents/Resources/English.lproj/InfoPlist.strings
GNUstep/Emacs.base/Resources/Info-gnustep.plist
`set-copyright' in admin.el will do all the above.

aclocal.m4
configure
m4/*.m4
- copyright FSF, with unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify

lib/Makefile.in
- copyright FSF, with MIT-like license

build-aux/install-sh
- this file is copyright MIT, which is OK. Leave the copyright alone.

/etc/refcards/*.tex
  also update the \def\year macro for the latest year.

/etc/future-bug
- doesn't need a humorless disclaimer, because Karl Fogel says we
can consider it part of Emacs, and he has a blanker disclaimer for
Emacs changes. (email to rgm "[Emacs-commit] emacs/etc future-bug", 2007028)

/etc/letter,pbm,letter.xpm
- trivial, no notice needed.

/etc/FTP, ORDERS
- trivial (at time of writing), no license needed

/etc/GNU, INTERVIEW, LINUX-GNU, MOTIVATION, SERVICE, THE-GNU-PROJECT,
WHY-FREE
rms: "These are statements of opinion or testimony. Their licenses
should permit verbatim copying only. Please don't change the
licenses that they have. They are distributed with Emacs but they are not part of Emacs.

/etc/HELLO
standard notices. Just a note that although the file itself is not really copyrightable, in the wider context of it being part of Emacs (and written by those with assignments), a standard notice is fine.

/etc/MAILINGLISTS
rms: simple license is fine for this file

leim/CXTERM-DIC/4Corner.tit, ARRAY30.tit, CCDOSPY.tit, ECDICT.tit, ETZY.tit, PY-b5.tit, Punct-b5.tit, Punct.tit, QJ-b5.tit, QJ.tit, SW.tit, TONEPY.tit, ZOZY.tit
- leave the copyrights alone.

leim/MISC-DIC/CTLau-b5.html, CTLau.html, cangjie-table.b5, cangjie-table.cns, pinyin.map, ziranma.cin
- leave the copyright alone.
Note that pinyin.map, ziranma.cin (and hence the generated leim/quail/PY.el, ZIRANMA.el) are under GPLv1 or later.

leim/SKK-DIC/SKK-JISYO.L
ja-dic/ja-dic.el
(the latter is auto-generated from the former). Leave the copyright alone.

lib-src/etags.c
Copyright information is duplicated in etc/ETAGS.README. Update that file too.

Until 2007 etags.c was described as being copyright FSF and Ken Arnold. After some investigation in Feb 2007, then to the best of our knowledge we believe that the original 1984 Emacs version was based on the version in BSD4.2. See for example this 1985 post from Ken Arnold: <http://groups.google.com/group/mod.sources/browse_thread/thread/ffe5c55845a640a9>
I have received enough requests for the current source to ctags to post it. Here is the latest version (what will go out with 4.3, modulo any bugs fixed during the beta period). It is the 4.2 ctags with recognition of yacc and lex tags added.

See also a 1984 version of ctags (no copyright) posted to net.sources: <http://groups.google.com/group/net.sources/msg/a21b6c21be12a98d>
Version of etags.c in emacs-16.56 duplicates comment typos.

Accordingly, in Feb 2007 we added a 1984 copyright for the University of California and a revised BSD license. The terms of this require that the full license details be available in binary
distributions - hence the file etc/ETAGS.README. The fact that the
--version output just says "Copyright <year> FSF" is apparently OK
from a legal point of view.

lisp/cedet/semantic/imenu.el
  in which Eric Ludlam established that the remaining contributions
  from authors other than himself were negligible.

lisp/play/tetris.el
- no special rules about the copyright. We note here that we believe
  (2007/1) there is no problem with our use of the name "tetris" or
  the concept.
  rms: "My understanding is that game rules as such are not copyrightable."
  rms: Legal advice is that we are ok and need not worry about this.

lisp/net/tramp.el
- there are also copyrights in the body of the file. Update these too.

lwlib/
  rms (2007/02/17): "lwlib is not assigned to the FSF; we don't consider
  it part of Emacs. [...] Therefore non-FSF copyrights are ok in lwlib."

  NB don't change the GPL version used for lwlib .c and .h files (see
  below).

  FSF copyrights should only appear in files which have undergone
  non-trivial cumulative changes from the original versions in the Lucid
  Widget Library. NB this means that if you make non-trivial changes to
  a file with no FSF copyright, you should add one. Also, if changes are
  reverted to the extent that a file becomes basically the same as the
  original version, the FSF copyright should be removed.

  In my (rgm) opinion, as of Feb 2007, all the non-trivial files differ
  significantly from the original versions, with the exception of
  lwlib-Xm.h. Most of the changes that were made to this file have
  subsequently been reverted. Therefore I removed the FSF copyright from
  this file (which is arguably too trivial to merit a notice anyway). I
  added FSF copyright to the following files which did not have them
  already: Makefile.in, lwlib-Xaw.c, lwlib-int.h (borderline),
  lwlib-utils.c (borderline), lwlib.c, lwlib.h.

  Copyright years before the advent of public CVS in 2001 were those
  when I judged (from the CVS logs) that non-trivial amounts of change
  had taken place. I also adjusted the existing FSF years in xlwmenu.c,
xlwmenu.h, and xlwmenuP.h on the same basis.

Note that until Feb 2007, the following files in lwlib were lacking notices: lwlib-int.h, lwlib.h, lwlib-Xaw.h, lwlib-Xlw.h, lwlib-utils.h

The following files did not list a Lucid copyright: xlwmenu.h, xlwmenuP.h.

To the best of our knowledge, all the code files in lwlib were originally part of the Lucid Widget Library, even if they did not say so explicitly. For example, they were all present in Lucid Emacs 19.1 in 1992. The exceptions are the two Xaw files, which did not appear till Lucid Emacs 19.9 in 1994. The file lwlib-Xaw.h is too trivial to merit a copyright notice, but would presumably have the same one as lwlib-Xaw.c. We have been unable to find a true standalone version of LWL, if there was such a thing, to check definitively.

To clarify the situation, in Feb 2007 we added Lucid copyrights and GPL notices to those files lacking either that were non-trivial, namely: lwlib-int.h, lwlib.h, xlwmenu.h, xlwmenuP.h. This represents our best understanding of the legal status of these files. We also clarified the notices in Makefile.in, which was originally the Makefile auto-generated from Lucid's Imakefile.

As of Feb 2007, the following files are considered too trivial for notices: lwlib-Xaw.h, lwlib-Xlw.h, lwlib-utils.h.

The version of lwlib/ first installed in Emacs seems to be the same as that used in Lucid Emacs 19.8 (released 6-sep-93); except the two Xaw files, which did not appear till Athena support was added in Lucid Emacs 19.9. In Lucid Emacs 19.1, all files were under GPLv1 or later, but by Lucid Emacs 19.8, lwlib.c and xlwmenu.c had been switched to v2 or later. These are the versions that were first installed in Emacs. So in GNU Emacs, these two files have been under v2 or later since 1994.

It seems that it was the intention of Lucid to use v1 or later (excepting the two files mentioned previously); so this is the license we have used when adding notices to code that did not have notices originally. Although we have the legal right to switch to v2 or later, rms prefers that we do not do so.

doc/*/doclicense.texi
- leave the copyright alone in this imported file.

doc/*/texi - All manuals should be under GFDL (but see below), and should include a copy of it, so that they can be distributed
separately. FAQ.TEXI has a different license, for some reason no-one can remember.

doc/misc/mh-e.texi is dual-licensed (GPL and GFDL) per agreement with FSF (reconfirmed by rms Aug 25 2008). Discussion with licensing@fsf.org starting on Thu, 07 Aug 2003 with subject:
"[gnu.org #58812] Changing license of MH-E manual"

msdos/is_exec.c, sigaction.c - these files are copyright DJ Delorie. Leave the copyrights alone. Leave the Eli Zaretskii copyright in is_exec.c alone. See the msdos/README file for the legal history of these files.

msdos/sed*.inp - These files are copyright FSF and distributed under an MIT-like license.

oldXMenu/
Keep the "copyright.h" method used by X11, rather than moving the licenses into the files. Note that the original X10.h did not use copyright.h, but had an explicit notice, which we retain.

If you make non-trivial changes to a file which does not have an FSF notice, add one and a GPL notice (as per Activate.c). If changes to a file are reverted such that it becomes essentially the same as the original X11 version, remove the FSF notice and GPL.

Only the files which differ significantly from the original X11 versions should have FSF copyright and GPL notices. At time of writing (Feb 2007), this is: Activate.c, Create.c, Internal.c. I (rgm) established this by diff'ing the current files against those in X11R1, and when I found significant differences looking in the ChangeLog for the years they originated (the CVS logs are truncated before 1999). I therefore removed the FSF notices (added in 200X) from the other files. There are some borderline cases IMO: AddSel.c, InsSel.c, XMakeAssoc.c, XMenu.h. For these I erred on the side of NOT adding FSF notices.

With regards to whether the files we have changed should have GPL added or not, rms says (2007-02-25, "oldXmenu issues"):

It does not make much difference, because oldXmenu is obsolete except for use in Emacs (and it is not normally used in Emacs any more either).
So, to make things simple, please put our changes under the GPL.

insque.c had no copyright notice until 2005. The version of insque.c added to Emacs 1992-01-27 is essentially the same as insremque.c added to glic three days later by Roland McGrath, with an FSF copyright and GPL, but no ChangeLog entry:
<http://sources.redhat.com/cgi-bin/cvsweb.cgi/~checkout~/libc/misc/insremque.c?rev=1.1&cvsroot=glibc>
To the best of his recollection, McGrath (who has a copyright assignment) was the author of this file (email from roland at frob.com to rms, 2007-02-23, "Where did insque.c come from?"). The FSF copyright and GPL in this file are therefore correct as far as we understand it.

Imakefile had no legal info in Feb 2007, but was obviously based on the X11 version (which also had no explicit legal info). As it was unused, I removed it. It would have the same MIT copyright as Makefile.in does now.

src/gmalloc.c
- contains numerous copyrights from the GNU C library. Leave them alone.

src/ndir.h
- see comments below. This file is OK to be released with Emacs 22, but we may want to revisit it afterwards.

** Some notes on resolved issues, for historical information only

e.tc/TERMS
rms: "surely written either by me or by ESR. (If you can figure out which year, I can probably tell you which.) Either way, we have papers for it." It was present in Emacs-16.56 (15-jul-85). rms: "Then I conclude it was written by me."

lisp/term/README
- had no copyright notice till Feb 2007. ChangeLog.3 suggests it was written by Eric Raymond. When asked by rms on 14 Feb 2007 he said:

  I don't remember writing it, but it reads like my prose and I believe I wrote the feature(s) it's describing. So I would have been the likeliest person to write it.

  Odds are that I did, but I'm not certain.

Accordingly, FSF copyright was added.
src/unexhp9k800.c
- briefly removed due to legal uncertainly Jan-Mar 2007. The
relevant assignment is under "hp9k800" in copyright.list. File was
written by John V. Morris at HP, and disclaimed by the author and
HP. So this file is public domain.

lisp/progmodes/python.el
Dave Love alerted us to a potential legal problem:

On consultation with a lawyer, we found there was no problem:

** Issues that are "fixed" for the release of Emacs 22, but we may
wish to revisit later in more detail

admin/check-doc-strings
File says it's in the public domain, but that might not make it so.

/etc/e/eterm-color.ti
src/ndir.h
On legal advice from Matt Norwood, the following comment was added
to these files in Feb/Mar 2007:

The code here is forced by the interface, and is not subject to
copyright, constituting the only possible expression of the
algorithm in this format.

With the addition of this notice, these files are OK for the
upcoming Emacs-22 release. Post-release, we can revisit this issue
and possibly add a list of all authors who have changed these files.
(details in email from Matt Norwood to rms, 2007/02/03).

src/s/aix3-2.h, hpux8.h, hpux9.h, irix5-0.h, netbsd.h, usg5-4-2.h
[note some of these have since been merged into other files]
- all these (not obviously trivial) files were missing copyrights
till Feb 2007, when FSF copyright was added. Matt Norwood advised:

For now, I think the best policy is to assume that we do have
assignments from the authors (I recall many of these header files
as having been originally written by rms), and to attach an FSF
copyright with GPL notice. We can amend this if and when we
complete the code audit. Any additions to these files by
non-assigned authors are arguably "de minimis" contributions to
Emacs: small changes or suggestions to a work that are subsumed in the main authors’ copyright in the entire work.

Here is my (rgm) take on the details of the above files:

? irix5-0.h
I would say started non-trivial (1993, jimb, heavily based on irix4-0.h). A few borderline non-tiny changes since.

usg5-4-2.h
started non-trivial, but was heavily based on usg5-4.h, which was and is copyright FSF. only tiny changes since installed.

aix3-2.h, hpux8.h, hpux9.h, netbsd.h
started trivial, grown in tiny changes.

netbsd.h:
Roland McGrath said to rms (2007/02/17): "I don't really remember anything about it. If I put it in without other comment, then probably I wrote it myself."

Someone might want to tweak the copyright years (for dates before 2001) that I used in all these files.

Note: erring on the side of caution, I also added notices to some files I thought might be considered non-trivial (if one includes comment) in s/:
aix4-1.h hpux10.h irix6-5.h
sol2.h

(everything with > 30 non-blank lines, which at least is _some_ kind of system)

*** These are copyright issues that need not be fixed until after Emacs 22 is released (though if they can be fixed before, that is obviously good):

Is it OK to just `bzr remove` a file for legal reasons, or is something more drastic needed? A removed file is still available from the repository, if suitable options are applied. (This issue obviously does not affect a release).
rms: will ask lawyer

Make sure that all files with non-standard copyrights or licenses are
noted in this file.

REMOVED etc/gnu.xpm, nt/icons/emacs21.ico, nt/icons/sink.ico
- Restore if find legal info. emacs21.ico is not due to Davenport.
Geoff Voelker checked but could not find a record of where it came from.

etc/images
Image files from GTK, Gnome are under GPLv2 (no "or later"?). RMS will contact image authors in regards to future switch to v3.

etc/TUTORIAL* (translations)
switch to GPL (see english TUTORIAL)
rms: "We can leave the TUTORIAL translations alone until their maintainers update them."
Can adapt short license text from end of GPL translations at:
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/translations.html
Only a few sentences around the license notice need changing from previous version.
Done: TUTORIAL.eo

*** These are copyright issues still to be addressed:

None known.

** NOTES ON RELICENSING TO GPL3

The EMACS_22_BASE branch was changed to GPLv3 (or later) 2007/07/25.

Some notes:

1. There are some files in the Emacs tree which are not part of Emacs (eg those included from Gnulib). These are all copyright FSF and (at time of writing) GPL >= 2. rms says may as well leave the licenses of these alone (may import them from Gnulib again). These are:

   Gnulib:
   build-aux/compile
   build-aux/config.guess
   build-aux/config.sub
   build-aux/depcomp
   build-aux/missing
Note _not_ included in the above are src/regex.{c,h} (rms: "That forked version is only in Emacs, so definitely relicense that."), and oldXMenu/insque.c (rms: "We wrote that specifically for Emacs, so definitely relicense that.").

2. The files that are copyright FSF and AIST, or AIST alone, should be and were updated, ditto the oldXMenu files with FSF copyright, and msdos/is_exec.c and sigaction.c.

3. lwlib/

Files originally in Lucid Widget Library were left alone (excludes ChangeLog, etc), ie remain under GPL v1 or later, or v2 or later. (rms: "We may as well leave this alone, since we are never going to change it much.")

4. There are some files where the FSF holds no copyright. These were left alone:

    leim/MISC-DIC/CTLau-b5.html  >= v2
    leim/MISC-DIC/CTLau.html     >= v2
    (above included in lisp/international/titdic-cnv.el)
    leim/MISC-DIC/pinyin.map     >= v1
    leim/MISC-DIC/ziranma.cin    >= v1
    leim/SKK-DIC/SKK-JISYO.L     >= v2
    leim/SKK-DIC/README          >= v2
    leim/ja-dic/ja-dic.el        >= v2

5. At time of writing, some non-Emacs icons included from Gnome remain under GPL v2 (no "or later"). See:

    etc/images/gnus/README
    etc/images/mail/README
    etc/images/README
    nt/icons/README
This file is part of GNU Emacs.

GNU Emacs is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

GNU Emacs is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with GNU Emacs. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.


;; Author: Daniel Pfeiffer <occitan@esperanto.org>
;; Keywords: maint, tools

;; This file is part of GNU Emacs.

;; GNU Emacs is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

;; GNU Emacs is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with GNU Emacs. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

;; Commentary:

;; Allows updating the copyright year and above mentioned GPL version manually or when saving a file.
;; Do (add-hook 'before-save-hook 'copyright-update), or use M-x customize-variable RET before-save-hook RET.

;; Code:

(defun copyright-updated ()
  "Update the copyright notice in the current buffer.
"
  (interactive)
  ;; Get the current year
  ;; Get the current GPL version
  ;; Update the copyright notice
  ;; Save the buffer

;; End of copyright-update.el

;; Local Variables:
;; mode: cl-braincl
;; End:
"Update the copyright notice in current buffer."
:group 'tools)

(defcustom copyright-limit 2000
"Don't try to update copyright beyond this position unless interactive.
A value of nil means to search whole buffer."
:group 'copyright
:type '(choice (integer :tag "Limit")
(const :tag "No limit"))

(defcustom copyright-at-end-flag nil
"Non-nil means to search backwards from the end of the buffer for copyright.
This is useful for ChangeLogs."
:group 'copyright
:type 'boolean
:version "23.1")
::;##autoload(put 'copyright-at-end-flag 'safe-local-variable 'booleanp)

(defcustom copyright-regexp
"\(\|@copyright{}\|\[Cc\]opyright\s *:\s *\(?:(C)\)?\|
\|\[Cc\]opyright\s *:\s *\)
\s *\(?:[^0-9\n]*\s *\)?\(
\[1-9]\([-0-9, \;/*%#\n\t]*\|\s<\|\s>\)*[0-9]+\)
"What your copyright notice looks like.
The second \( \) construct must match the years."
:group 'copyright
:type 'regexp)

(defcustom copyright-names-regexp ""
"Regexp matching the names which correspond to the user.
Only copyright lines where the name matches this regexp will be updated.
This allows you to avoid adding years to a copyright notice belonging to
someone else or to a group for which you do not work."
:group 'copyright
:type 'regexp)

::; The worst that can happen is a malicious regexp that overflows in
::; the regexp matcher, a minor nuisance. It's a pain to be always
::; prompted if you want to put this in a dir-locals.el.
::;##autoload(put 'copyright-names-regexp 'safe-local-variable 'stringp)

(defcustom copyright-years-regexp
"\(\s *\)\[1-9]\([-0-9, \;/*%#\n\t]*\|\s<\|\s>\)*[0-9]+\)
"Match additional copyright notice years.
The second \( \) construct must match the years."
:group 'copyright
:type 'regexp)
; See "Copyright Notices" in maintain.info.
; TODO? 'end only for ranges at the end, other for all ranges.
; Minimum limit on the size of a range?
(defcustom copyright-year-ranges nil
   "Non-nil if individual consecutive years should be replaced with a range.
   If you use ranges, you should add an explanatory note in a README file.
   The function `copyright-fix-years' respects this variable."
   :group 'copyright
   :type 'boolean
   :version "24.1")

;;;###autoload(put 'copyright-year-ranges 'safe-local-variable 'booleanp)

(defcustom copyright-query 'function
   "If non-nil, ask user before changing copyright.
   When this is `function', only ask when called non-interactively."
   :group 'copyright
   :type '(choice (const :tag "Do not ask")
               (const :tag "Ask unless interactive" function)
               (other :tag "Ask" t)))

; when modifying this, also modify the comment generated by autoinsert.el
(defconst copyright-current-gpl-version "3"
   "String representing the current version of the GPL or nil.")

(defvar copyright-update t
   "The function `copyright-update' sets this to nil after updating a buffer.")

; This is a defvar rather than a defconst, because the year can
; change during the Emacs session.
(defvar copyright-current-year (format-time-string "\%Y")
   "String representing the current year.")

(defsubst copyright-limit () ; re-search-forward BOUND
   (and copyright-limit
        (if copyright-at-end-flag
            (- (point) copyright-limit)
            (+ (point) copyright-limit))))

(defun copyright-re-search (regexp &optional bound noerror count)
   "Re-search forward or backward depending on `copyright-at-end-flag'."
   (if copyright-at-end-flag
       (re-search-backward regexp bound noerror count)
       (re-search-forward regexp bound noerror count))

(defun copyright-start-point ()

---
"Return point-min or point-max, depending on `copyright-at-end-flag'."
(if copyright-at-end-flag
 (point-max)
 (point-min)))

(defun copyright-offset-too-large-p ()
 "Return non-nil if point is too far from the edge of the buffer."
 (when copyright-limit
 (if copyright-at-end-flag
 (< (point) (- (point-max) copyright-limit))
 (> (point) (+ (point-min) copyright-limit)))))

(defun copyright-find-copyright ()
 "Return non-nil if a copyright header suitable for updating is found.
The header must match `copyright-regexp' and `copyright-names-regexp', if set.
This function sets the match-data that `copyright-update-year' uses."
 (widen)
 (goto-char (copyright-start-point))
 (condition-case err
 ;; (1) Need the extra \( \) around copyright-regexp because we
 ;; goto (match-end 1) below. See note (2) below.
 (copyright-re-search (concat "(\" copyright-regexp
 "\\(.*\)\(" copyright-names-regexp "\\")")
 (copyright-limit)
 t)
 ;; In case the regexp is rejected. This is useful because
 ;; copyright-update is typically called from before-save-hook where
 ;; such an error is very inconvenient for the user.
 (error (message "Can't update copyright: %s" err) nil)))

(defun copyright-find-end ()
 "Possibly adjust the search performed by `copyright-find-copyright'.
If the years continue onto multiple lines that are marked as comments,
skips to the end of all the years."
 (while (save-excursion
 (and (eq (following-char) ?),)
 (progn (forward-char 1) t)
 (progn (skip-chars-forward " \") (eolp))
 (comment-start-skip
 (save-match-data
 (forward-line 1)
 (and (looking-at comment-start-skip)
 (goto-char (match-end 0)))
 (looking-at-p copyright-years-regexp)
 (forward-line 1)
 (re-search-forward comment-start-skip)
 ;; (2) Need the extra \( \) so that the years are subexp 3, as
;; they are at note (1) above.
(re-search-forward (format "\((%s)\)" copyright-years-regexp))

(defun copyright-update-year (replace noquery)
  ;; This uses the match-data from copyright-find-copyright/end.
  (goto-char (match-end 1))
  (copyright-find-end)
  (setq copyright-current-year (format-time-string "%Y"))
  (unless (string= (buffer-substring (- (match-end 3) 2) (match-end 3))
    (substring copyright-current-year -2))
  (if (or noquery
    (save-window-excursion
      (switch-to-buffer (current-buffer))
    ;; Fixes some point-moving oddness (bug#2209).
      (save-excursion
        (y-or-n-p (if replace
          (concat "Replace copyright year(s) by 
        copyright-current-year " ? ")
          (concat "Add " copyright-current-year
        " to copyright? ") )))
    (if replace
      (replace-match copyright-current-year t t nil 3)
      (let ((size (save-excursion (skip-chars-backward "0-9"))))
        (if (and (eq (% (- (string-to-number copyright-current-year)
          (string-to-number (buffer-substring
            (+ (point) size)
          (point))))
          100)
          1)
          (or (eq (char-after (+ (point) size -1)) ?-)
            (eq (char-after (+ (point) size -2)) ?-)))
        ;; This is a range so just replace the end part.
        (delete-char size)
        ;; Insert a comma with the preferred number of spaces.
        (insert
          (save-excursion
            (if (re-search-backward "[0-9]\[\( *, *\)\][0-9]"
              (line-beginning-position) t)
              (match-string 1)
            ", ")))
        ;; If people use the '91 '92 '93 scheme, do that as well.
        (if (eq (char-after (+ (point) size -3)) ?)
            (insert ?))
        ;; Finally insert the new year.
        (insert (substring copyright-current-year size))))))
    ;;###autoload
    (defun copyright-update (&optional arg interactivep)
"Update copyright notice to indicate the current year. With prefix ARG, replace the years in the notice rather than adding the current year after them. If necessary, and 'copyright-current-gpl-version' is set, any copying permissions following the copyright are updated as well.

If non-nil, INTERACTIVEP tells the function to behave as when it's called interactively."

(interactive "*Pnd")
(when (or copyright-update interactivep)
  (let ((noquery (or (not copyright-query)
    (and (eq copyright-query 'function) interactivep)))
    (save-excursion
      ;; If names-regexp doesn't match, we should not mess with
      ;; the years _or_ the GPL version.
      ;; TODO there may be multiple copyrights we should update.
      (when (copyright-find-copyright)
        (copyright-update-year arg noquery)
        (goto-char (copyright-start-point))
        (and copyright-current-gpl-version
          ;; Match the GPL version comment in .el files.
          ;; This is sensitive to line-breaks. ;(:
          (copyright-re-search
            "the Free Software Foundation[,\n.*either version \n\([0-9]+\)\(?: of the License\)?, or[\n.*any later version"
            (copyright-limit) t)
          ;; Don't update if the file is already using a more recent
          ;; version than the "current" one.
          (< (string-to-number (match-string 1))
            (string-to-number copyright-current-gpl-version))
          (or noquery
            (save-match-data
              (goto-char (match-end 1))
              (save-window-excursion
                (switch-to-buffer (current-buffer))
                (y-or-n-p
                  (format "Replace GPL version %s with version %s? "
                    (match-string-no-properties 1)
                    copyright-current-gpl-version)))
                (replace-match copyright-current-gpl-version t t nil 1)))))
          (set (make-local-variable 'copyright-update) nil)))
      ;; FIXME heuristic should be within 50 years of present (cf calendar).
      ;;;###autoload
      (defun copyright-fix-years ()

Open Source Used in Cisco VSM 7.14.3 1831
"Convert 2 digit years to 4 digit years.
Uses heuristic: year >= 50 means 19xx, < 50 means 20xx.
If `copyright-year-ranges' (which see) is non-nil, also
independently replaces consecutive years with a range."

(interactive)
;; TODO there may be multiple copyrights we should fix.
(if (copyright-find-copyright)
  (let ((s (match-beginning 3))
      (p (make-marker))
      ;; Not line-beg-pos, so we don't mess up leading whitespace.
      (copystart (match-beginning 0))
      e last sep year prev-year first-year range-start range-end)
  ;; In case years are continued over multiple, commented lines.
  (goto-char (match-end 1))
  (copyright-find-end)
  (setq e (copy-marker (1+ (match-end 3))))
  (goto-char s))
  (while (re-search-forward "[0-9]+" e t)
    (set-marker p (point))
    (goto-char (match-beginning 0))
    (setq year (string-to-number (match-string 0)))
    (and (setq sep (char-before))
      (/= (char-syntax sep) ?\s)
      (/= sep ?-)
      (insert " ")
    (when (< year 100)
      (insert (if (>= year 50) "19" "20")))
    (setq year (+ year (if (>= year 50) 1900 2000))))
    (goto-char p)
    (when copyright-year-ranges
      ;; If the previous thing was a range, don't try to tack more on.
      ;; TODO should merge into existing range if possible.
      (if (eq sep ?-)
        (setq prev-year nil
          year nil)
        (if (and prev-year (= year (1+ prev-year)))
          (setq range-end (point)))
        (when (and first-year prev-year
          (> prev-year first-year))
          (goto-char range-end)
          (delete-region range-start range-end))
        (insert (format "-%d" prev-year))
        (goto-char p))
      (setq first-year year
        range-start (point))))
    (setq prev-year year
      last p))
(when last
  (when (and copyright-year-ranges
         first-year prev-year
         (> prev-year first-year))
        (goto-char range-end)
        (delete-region range-start range-end)
        (insert (format "-%d" prev-year)))
  (goto-char last)
  ;; Don't mess up whitespace after the years.
  (skip-chars-backward " \\
"
    )
  (save-restriction
    (narrow-to-region copystart (point))
    ;; This is clearly wrong, eg what about comment markers?
    (let ((fill-prefix " "))
      ;; TODO do not break copyright owner over lines.
      (fill-region (point-min) (point-max))))
  (set-marker e nil)
  (set-marker p nil))

;; Simply reformatting the years is not copyrightable, so it does
;; not seem right to call this. Also it messes with ranges.
;;:(copyright-update nil t))
  (message "No copyright message"))

::::#autoload
define-skeleton copyright
"Insert a copyright by SORGANIZATION notice at cursor."
"Company: "
comment-start
"Copyright (C) `(format-time-string "-%Y") by "
(or (getenv "ORGANIZATION")
str)
'(if (copyright-offset-too-large-p)
   (message "Copyright extends beyond `copyright-limit' and won't be updated automatically.")
comment-end \n)

::: TODO: recurse, exclude COPYING etc.
::::#autoload
defun copyright-update-directory (directory match &optional fix)
"Update copyright notice for all files in DIRECTORY matching MATCH.
If FIX is non-nil, run `copyright-fix-years' instead."
(interactive "DDirectory: \nMFilenames matching (regexp): ")
(dolist (file (directory-files directory t match nil))
  (unless (file-directory-p file)
    (message "Updating file `\%s' file")
    ;; FIXME we should not use find-file+save+kill.
    (let ((enable-local-variables :safe)
      (enable-local-eval nil))
      (find-file file)))
(let ((inhibit-read-only t))
(if fix
(copyright-fix-years)
(copyright-update)))
(save-buffer)
(kill-buffer (current-buffer)))))
(provide 'copyright)
;; For the copyright sign:
;; Local Variables:
;; coding: utf-8
;; End:
;;; copyright.el ends here
;ELC
;;; Compiled by gm@skiddaw on Fri Mar 8 00:17:33 2013
;;; from file /misc/emacs/bzr/emacs24-merge/lisp/emacs-lisp/copyright.el
;;; in Emacs version 24.3.1
;;; with all optimizations.
;;; This file contains utf-8 non-ASCII characters,
;;; and so cannot be loaded into Emacs 22 or earlier.
(and (boundp 'emacs-version)
(< (aref emacs-version (1- (length emacs-version))) ?A)
(string-lessp emacs-version "23")
(error "`%s' was compiled for Emacs 23 or later" #$))
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

(byte-code
"\300\301\302\303\304\305%\210\306\307\310\311\304\301\312\313&\210\306\314\302\315\304\301\312\316\317\
320&
\210\306\321\322\323\304\301\312\324&\210\306\325\326\327\304\301\312\324&\210\306\330\331\332\304\301\3
12\324&\210\306\333\302\334\304\301\312\316\317\335&\210\306\336\337\340\304\301\312\341&\207" [customdeclare-group copyright nil "Update the copyright notice in current buffer." :group tools custom-declare-variable
copyright-limit 2000 "Don't try to update copyright beyond this position unless interactive.\nA value of nil means to
search whole buffer." :type (choice (integer :tag "Limit") (const :tag "No limit")) copyright-at-end-flag "Non-nil
means to search backwards from the end of the buffer for copyright.\nThis is useful for ChangeLogs." boolean
:version "23.1" copyright-regexp "\\(\\|@copyright{}\\|[Cc]opyright\\s *:?\\s *\\(?:(C)\\)?\\|[Cc]opyright\\s *:?\\s
*\\)\\s *\\(?:[^0-9\n]*\\s *\\)?\\([1-9]\\([-0-9, ';/*%#\n]\\|\\s<\\|\\s>\\)*[0-9]+\\)" "What your copyright notice looks
like.\nThe second \\( \\) construct must match the years." regexp copyright-names-regexp "" "Regexp matching the
names which correspond to the user.\nOnly copyright lines where the name matches this regexp will be
updated.\nThis allows you to avoid adding years to a copyright notice belonging to\nsomeone else or to a group for
which you do not work." copyright-years-regexp "\\(\\s *\\)\\([1-9]\\([-0-9, ';/*%#\n]\\|\\s<\\|\\s>\\)*[0-9]+\\)" "Match
additional copyright notice years.\nThe second \\( \\) construct must match the years." copyright-year-ranges "Nonnil if individual consecutive years should be replaced with a range.\nFor example: 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 might be
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replaced with 2005-2008. If you use ranges, you should add an explanatory note in a README file. The function
`copyright-fix-years' respects this variable. "24.1" copyright-query function "If non-nil, ask user before changing
copyright. When this is 'function', only ask when called non-interactively." (choice (const :tag "Do not ask") (const :
:tag "Ask unless interactive") (other :tag "Ask" t)) 10

@60 String representing the current version of the GPL or nil.
(defconst copyright-current-gpl-version "3" (#$ . 2656))

@75 The function 'copyright-update' sets this to nil after updating a buffer.
(defvar copyright-update t (#$ . 2778))

@39 String representing the current year.
(defvar copyright-current-year (format-time-string "%Y") (#$ . 2898))

(defalias 'copyright-limit #[nil "205\203\203\207\\207\207\207"] [copyright-limit copyright-at-end-flag] 2)

(put 'copyright-limit 'byte-optimizer 'byte-compile-inline-expand)

@69 Re-search forward or backward depending on 'copyright-at-end-flag'.
(defalias 'copyright-re-search #[(regexp &optional bound noerror count) "203\305\306\307\260\n\205\203`n\Z\202`n\\310#\207" [copyright-at-end-flag regexp bound noerror count re-search-backward re-search-forward] 5 (#$ . 3189))

@70 Return point-min or point-max, depending on `copyright-at-end-flag'.
(defalias 'copyright-start-point #[nil "203\207\207\207"] [copyright-at-end-flag] 1 (#$ . 3479))

@65 Return non-nil if point is too far from the edge of the buffer.
(defalias 'copyright-offset-too-large-p #[nil "205\203\207\207\207\207"] [copyright-at-end-flag] 3 (#$ . 3653))

@218 Return non-nil if a copyright header suitable for updating is found.
The header must match `copyright-regexp' and `copyright-names-regexp', if set.
This function sets the match-data that `copyright-update-year' uses.
(defalias 'copyright-find-copyright #[nil "\210\205\300 \b\210\301\302\303\217\207"] [copyright-start-point err (byte-code "304\305\306\307\260\n\205\203`n\Z\202`n\\310#\207" [copyright-regexp copyright-names-regexp copyright-limit copyright-at-end-flag copyright-re-search "\(\)\(\[ \t\]*\n\)\("\)\(\[ 
\)\(\?\)\("\)\) t] 6) ((error (message "Can't update copyright: %s" err) nil)) 3 (#$ . 3862))

@175 Possibly adjust the search performed by 'copyright-find-copyright'.
If the years continue onto multiple lines that are marked as comments,
skip to the end of all the years.
(defalias 'copyright-find-end #[nil "\212g\305\306\210\307\310\300\b\210\301\302\303\217\207"] [copyright-start-point err (byte-code "304\305\306\307\260\n\205\203`n\Z\202`n\\310#\207" [copyright-regexp copyright-names-regexp copyright-limit copyright-at-end-flag copyright-re-search "\(\)\(\[ \t\]*\n\)\("\)\(\[ 
\)\(\?\)\("\)\) t] 6) ((error (message "Can't update copyright: %s" err) nil)) 3 (#$ . 3862))

@369 Update copyright notice to indicate the current year.
With prefix ARG, replace the years in the notice rather than adding
the current year after them. If necessary, and
'copyright-current-gpl-version' is set, any copyright permissions
following the copyright are updated as well.
If non-nil, INTERACTIVEP tells the function to behave as when it's called
interactively.
(defalias 'copyright-update #[(&optional arg interactivep) "\204\205\207\n?\206\n\306=\205\212\214\307
\203~\310\f\"\210\311 b\210
\203~\312\313\205@\203<`Z\202@`\\\314#\203~\315\316\317!!\315
!W\203~\204v\320 \321\216\317\225b\210\322 \323\216\324p!\210\325\326\327\330\317!
#!,\203~\331
\314\211\332\317%\210)\333\300!\210\332*\332\207" [copyright-update interactivep copyright-query noquery arg
copyright-current-gpl-version function copyright-find-copyright copyright-update-year copyright-start-point
copyright-re-search "the Free Software Foundation[,;\n].*either version \\([0-9]+\\)\\(?: of the License\\)?, or[
\n].*any later version" t string-to-number match-string 1 match-data ((byte-code "\301\302\"\207" [save-match-datainternal set-match-data evaporate] 3)) current-window-configuration ((set-window-configuration #1=#:wconfig))
switch-to-buffer y-or-n-p format "Replace GPL version %s with version %s? " match-string-no-properties replacematch nil make-local-variable copyright-limit copyright-at-end-flag save-match-data-internal #1#] 6 (#$ . 6067)
"*P\nd"])
#@208 Convert 2 digit years to 4 digit years.
Uses heuristic: year >= 50 means 19xx, < 50 means 20xx.
If `copyright-year-ranges' (which see) is non-nil, also
independently replaces consecutive years with a range.
(defalias 'copyright-fix-years #[nil "\306 \203 \307\224\310
\311\224\312\211\211\211\211\211\211\211\"#$%&\313\225b\210\314
\210\315\307\225T!#&b\210\316\317#\320#\203\331%`\312\223\210\311\224b\210\321\322\311!!`Sf\211\203f
z\323U\204f
\324U\204f\325c\210\f\326W\203\207\f\327Y\203v\330\202w\331c\210\f\211\327Y\203\204\332\202\205\333\\%b
\210'\203\320
\324=\203\235\312\211\202\320\203\255\fTU\203\255`\202\320\n\203\314\203\314\nV\203\314b\210
|\210\334\335\"c\210%b\210\f`\f%\"\2025\"\203'\203\376\n\203\376\203\376\nV\203\376b\210
|\210\334\335\"c\210\"b\210\336\312x\210\214$`}\210\337ed\"\210)#\312\211\223\210%\312\211\223.\207\340\34
1!\207" [range-end range-start first-year prev-year year sep copyright-find-copyright 3 make-marker 0 nil 1
copyright-find-end copy-marker re-search-forward "[0-9]+" t string-to-number match-string 32 45 " " 100 50 "19"
"20" 1900 2000 format "-%d" " " fill-region message "No copyright message" last e copystart p s copyright-yearranges] 12 (#$ . 7556) nil])
(put 'copyright 'no-self-insert t)
#@558 Insert a copyright by $ORGANIZATION notice at cursor.
This is a skeleton command (see `skeleton-insert').
Normally the skeleton text is inserted at point, with nothing "inside".
If there is a highlighted region, the skeleton text is wrapped
around the region text.
A prefix argument ARG says to wrap the skeleton around the next ARG words.
A prefix argument of -1 says to wrap around region, even if not highlighted.
A prefix argument of zero says to wrap around zero words---that is, nothing.
This is a way of overriding the use of a highlighted region.
(defalias 'copyright #[(&optional str arg) "\302\303#\207" [str arg skeleton-proxy-new ("Company: " comment-start
"Copyright (C) " `(format-time-string "%Y") " by " (or (getenv "ORGANIZATION") str) '(if (copyright-offset-toolarge-p) (message "Copyright extends beyond `copyright-limit' and won't be updated automatically.")) comment-end
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@122 Update copyright notice for all files in DIRECTORY matching MATCH.
If FIX is non-nil, run `copyright-fix-years' instead.

(defun copyright-update-directory (directory match &optional fix)
  (find-file copyright-fix-years copyright-update save-buffer kill-buffer)

(provide 'copyright)

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.
Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU General Public License.
@center Version 3, 29 June 2007

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@heading Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you
have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS
@enumerate 0
@item Definitions.

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

@item Source Code.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.
The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

@item Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and
control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
@item The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
@item
The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

@item
You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

@item
If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
@end enumerate

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

@item Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

@enumerate a
@item
Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
@end enumerate
A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of
coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

@item Additional Terms.

“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

@enumerate a
@item Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

@item Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

@item Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

@item Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

@item Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

@item Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.
@end enumerate
All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

@item Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.
You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

@item Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in
connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

@item Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

@item Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

@end enumerate

@end enumerate

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@example
program Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an `about box'.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a `copyright disclaimer' for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

1.195 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.11.1
1.195.1 Available under license :
This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

1.196 ivtv-firmware 20080701
1.196.1 Available under license :
END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ BEFORE COPYING, INSTALLING OR USING.

Do not use or load this firmware image (the "Firmware") until you have carefully read the following terms and conditions. By loading or using the Firmware, you agree to the terms of this Agreement. If you do not wish to so agree, do not install or use the Firmware.

LICENSEES: Please note:

* If you are an End-User, only the END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT applies (this license).

* If you are an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), Independent Hardware Vendor (IHV), or Independent Firmware Vendor (ISV), the OEM/IHV/ISVFIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT applies, as well as the END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT (this license).

LICENSE. You may copy and use the Firmware, subject to these conditions:
1. This Firmware is licensed for use only in conjunction with Hauppauge component products. Use of the Firmware in conjunction with non-Hauppauge component products is not licensed hereunder.

2. You may not copy, modify, rent, sell, distribute or transfer any part of the Firmware except as provided in this Agreement, and you agree to prevent unauthorized copying of the Firmware.

3. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Firmware.

4. You may not sublicense the Firmware.

5. The Firmware may contain the firmware or other property of third party suppliers.

TRADEMARKS. Except as expressly provided herein, you shall not use Hauppauge’s name in any publications, advertisements, or other announcements without Hauppauge’s prior written consent. You do not have any rights to use any Hauppauge trademarks or logos.

OWNERSHIP OF FIRMWARE AND COPYRIGHTS. Title to all copies of the Firmware remains with Hauppauge or its suppliers. The Firmware is copyrighted and protected by the laws of the United States and other countries, and international treaty provisions. You may not remove any copyright notices from the Firmware. Hauppauge may make changes to the Firmware, or items referenced therein, at any time without notice, but is not obligated to support or update the Firmware. Except as otherwise expressly provided, Hauppauge grants no express or implied right under Hauppauge patents, copyrights, trademarks, or other intellectual property rights. You may transfer the Firmware only if a copy of this license accompanies the Firmware and the recipient agrees to be fully bound by these terms.

EXCLUSION OF WARRANTIES.
THE FIRMWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND POSSIBLY WITH FAULTS. UNLESS EXPRESSLY AGREED OTHERWISE, HAUPPAUGE AND ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES AND GUARANTEES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Hauppauge does not warrant or assume responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within the Firmware. You assume all liability, financial or otherwise, associated with Your use or disposition of the Firmware.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT SHALL HAUPPAUGE OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER FROM ANY CAUSE OF ACTION OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR LOST INFORMATION) ARISING OUT OF THE USE, MODIFICATION, OR INABILITY TO USE THE FIRMWARE, OR OTHERWISE, NOR FOR PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, EVEN IF HAUPPAUGE OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. SOME JURISDICTIONS PROHIBIT EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, SO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS THAT VARY BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS.

WAIVER AND AMENDMENT. No modification, amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by an officer of Hauppauge. No failure or delay in exercising any right, power, or remedy under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver of any such right, power or remedy. Without limiting the foregoing, terms and conditions on any purchase orders or similar materials submitted by you to Hauppauge, and any terms contained in Hauppauge’s standard acknowledgment form that are in conflict with these terms, shall be of no force or effect.

SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such provision shall be changed and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by law and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. Each party acknowledges that the Firmware is subject to applicable import and export regulations of the United States and of the countries in which each party transacts business, specifically including U.S. Export Administration Act and Export Administration Regulations. Each party shall comply with such laws and regulations, as well as all other laws and regulations applicable to the Firmware. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, each party agrees that it will not export, re-export, transfer or divert any of the Firmware or the direct programs thereof to any restricted place or party in accordance with U.S. export regulations. Note that Firmware containing encryption may be subject to additional restrictions.

APPLICABLE LAWS. Claims arising under this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of New York, excluding its principles of conflict of laws and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the Sale of Goods. You may not export the Firmware in violation of applicable export laws and regulations. Hauppauge is not obligated under any other agreements unless they are in writing and signed by an authorized representative of Hauppauge.

GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The Firmware is provided with
"RESTRICTED RIGHTS." Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in FAR52.227-14 and DFAR252.227-7013 et seq. or their successors. Use of the Firmware by the Government constitutes acknowledgment of Hauppauge's proprietary rights therein. Contractor or Manufacturer is Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc. 91 Cabot Court Hauppauge, NY 11788

TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. Hauppauge may terminate this Agreement at any time if you violate its terms. Upon termination, you will immediately destroy the Firmware or return all copies of the Firmware to Hauppauge.

OEM/IHV/ISV FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ BEFORE INSTALLING OR USING THIS FIRMWARE

Do not use or load this firmware image (the "Firmware") until you have carefully read the following terms and conditions. By loading or using the Firmware, you agree to the terms of this Agreement. If you do not wish to so agree, do not install or use the Firmware.

LICENSEES: Please note:

* If you are an End-User, only the END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT applies.

* If you are an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), Independent Hardware Vendor (IHV), or Independent Firmware Vendor (ISV), the OEM/IHV/ISV FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT applies (this license), as well as the END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT.

LICENSE. This Firmware is licensed for use only in conjunction with Hauppauge component products. Use of the Firmware in conjunction with non-Hauppauge component products is not licensed hereunder. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Hauppauge grants to you a nonexclusive, nontransferable, worldwide, fully paid-up license under Hauppauge's copyrights to: (i) copy the Firmware internally for your own development and maintenance purposes; (ii) copy and distribute the Firmware to your end-users, but only under a license agreement with terms at least as restrictive as those contained in Hauppauge's END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT; and (iii) modify, copy and distribute the end-user documentation which may accompany the Firmware, but only in association with the Firmware.

If you are not the final manufacturer or vendor of a computer system or firmware program incorporating the Firmware, then you may transfer a copy of the Firmware, including any related documentation (modified or unmodified) to your recipient for use in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, provided such recipient agrees to be fully bound by
the terms hereof. You shall not otherwise assign, sublicense, lease, or in any other way transfer or disclose Firmware to any third party. You may not, nor may you assist any other person or entity to modify, translate, convert to another programming language, decompile, reverse engineer, or disassemble any portion of the Firmware or otherwise attempt to derive source code from any object code modules of the Firmware or any internal data files generated by the Firmware. Your rights to redistribute the Firmware shall be contingent upon your installation of this Agreement in its entirety in the same directory as the Firmware.

CONTRACTORS. For the purpose of this Agreement, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary hereunder, solely with respect to the requirements for compliance with the terms hereunder, any contractors or consultants that You use to perform the work or otherwise assist You in the development or products using this Firmware shall be deemed to be End Users and accordingly, upon receipt of the Firmware, shall be bound by the terms of the END-USER FIRMWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT. No additional agreement between You and such consultants or contractors is required under this Agreement to detail such compliance.

TRADEMARKS. Except as expressly provided herein, you shall not use Hauppauge's name in any publications, advertisements, or other announcements without Hauppauge's prior written consent. You do not have any rights to use any Hauppauge trademarks or logos.

OWNERSHIP OF FIRMWARE AND COPYRIGHTS. Firmware and accompanying materials, if any, are owned by Hauppauge or its suppliers and licensors and may be protected by copyright, trademark, patent and trade secret law and international treaties. Any rights, express or implied, in the intellectual property embodied in the foregoing, other than those specified in this Agreement, are reserved by Hauppauge and its suppliers and licensors or otherwise as set forth in any applicable open source license agreement. You will keep the Firmware free of liens, attachments, and other encumbrances. You agree not to remove any proprietary notices and/or any labels from the Firmware and accompanying materials without prior written approval by Hauppauge.

EXCLUSION OF WARRANTIES.
THE FIRMWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND POSSIBLY WITH FAULTS. UNLESS EXPRESSLY AGREED OTHERWISE, HAUPPAUGE AND ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES AND GUARANTEES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Hauppauge does not warrant or assume responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within the Firmware. You assume all liability, financial or otherwise, associated with Your use or disposition of the
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT SHALL HAUPPAUGE OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER FROM ANY CAUSE OF ACTION OF ANY KIND (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR LOST INFORMATION) ARISING OUT OF THE USE, MODIFICATION, OR INABILITY TO USE THE Firmware, OR OTHERWISE, NOR FOR PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, EVEN IF HAUPPAUGE OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. SOME JURISDICTIONS PROHIBIT EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, SO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS THAT VARY BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS.

WAIVER AND AMENDMENT. No modification, amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in writing and signed by an officer of Hauppauge. No failure or delay in exercising any right, power, or remedy under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver of any such right, power or remedy. Without limiting the foregoing, terms and conditions on any purchase orders or similar materials submitted by you to Hauppauge, and any terms contained in Hauppauge's standard acknowledgment form that are in conflict with these terms, shall be of no force or effect.

SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such provision shall be changed and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by law and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. Each party acknowledges that the Firmware is subject to applicable import and export regulations of the United States and of the countries in which each party transacts business, specifically including U.S. Export Administration Act and Export Administration Regulations. Each party shall comply with such laws and regulations, as well as all other laws and regulations applicable to the Firmware. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, each party agrees that it will not export, re-export, transfer or divert any of the Firmware or the direct programs thereof to any restricted place or party in accordance with U.S. export regulations. Note that Firmware containing encryption may be subject to additional restrictions.

APPLICABLE LAWS. Claims arising under this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of New York, excluding its principles of conflict of laws and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the Sale of Goods. You may not export the Firmware in violation of applicable
export laws and regulations. Hauppauge is not obligated under any other agreements unless they are in writing and signed by an authorized representative of Hauppauge.

GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The Firmware is provided with "RESTRICTED RIGHTS." Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in FAR52.227-14 and DFAR252.227-7013 et seq. or their successors. Use of the Firmware by the Government constitutes acknowledgment of Hauppauge's proprietary rights therein. Contractor or Manufacturer is Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc. 91 Cabot Court Hauppauge, NY 11788

TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. Hauppauge may terminate this Agreement at any time if you violate its terms. Upon termination, you will immediately destroy the Firmware or return all copies of the Firmware to Hauppauge.

1.197 wpa-supplicant 2.6-12.el7_9.2
1.197.1 Available under license:
wpa_supplicant and hostapd

Copyright (c) 2002-2016, Jouni Malinen <j@w1.fi> and contributors
All Rights Reserved.

See the README file for the current license terms.

This software was previously distributed under BSD/GPL v2 dual license terms that allowed either of those license alternatives to be selected. As of February 11, 2012, the project has chosen to use only the BSD license option for future distribution. As such, the GPL v2 license option is no longer used. It should be noted that the BSD license option (the one with advertisement clause removed) is compatible with GPL and as such, does not prevent use of this software in projects that use GPL.

Some of the files may still include pointers to GPL version 2 license terms. However, such copyright and license notifications are maintained only for attribution purposes and any distribution of this software after February 11, 2012 is no longer under the GPL v2 option.

1.198 numactl 2.0.9
1.198.1 Available under license:

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '\' Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this \' manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are \' Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this \' entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'libnuma is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version libnuma is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Copyright (c) 2004_2007 Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI) All rights reserved. * SGI publishes it under the terms of the GNU General Public License, v2, * as published by the Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'libnuma is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version libnuma is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License' 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'numactl and the demo programs are under the GNU General Public License, v2 libnuma is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1. It also uses a public domain Mersenne Twister implementation from'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'numastat is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version numastat is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License # numastat is free software; you can redistribute it and/or # modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public # License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version # numastat is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of # MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # General Public License for more details. # You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere'

1.199 jetty-rewrite 9.2.26.v20180806

1.200 commons-vfs 2.0

1.200.1 Available under license:

Apache Commons VFS
Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions...
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.201 fprintd 0.8.1

1.201.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.202.1 Available under license:

Apache ServiceMix
Copyright 2007-2008 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Streaming API for XML (STAX API 1.0)

// ---------------------------------------------

Streaming API for XML (STAX API 1.0)
Copyright 2003-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
The "Artistic License"

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.
1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However,
you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package’s interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is, when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be construed as a distribution of this Package.

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
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1.204.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

1.205 leaflet 0.4.2

1.205.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2008-2011 Pivotal Labs

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2011, CloudMade, Vladimir Agafonkin
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.206 commons-validator 1.1.4

1.207 cxf-rt-fronten-jaxrs 3.3.8

1.207.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, 
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, 
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable 
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their 
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) 
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You 
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a 
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work 
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct 
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses 
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate 
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the 
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without 
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You 
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or 
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices 
   stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works 
   that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and 
   attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, 
   excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of 
   the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its 
   distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must 
   include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained 
   within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not 
   pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one 
   of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed 
   as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or 
   documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, 
   within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and 
   wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents 
   of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and 
   do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution 
   notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside 
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided 
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.208 servlet-api 3.1.0
1.208.1 Available under license:
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software you distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients’ rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License.
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version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALIGNFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of “commercial computer software,” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer software documentation,” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.
The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C)

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c': they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

1.209 faac 1.29.9.2

1.210 perl-scalar-list-utils 1.27
1.210.1 Available under license :
    No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

    abstract: 'Common Scalar and List utility subroutines'
author:
- 'Graham Barr <gbarr@cpan.org>'
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
distribution_type: module
dynamic_config: 0
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.57_05'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Scalar-List-Utils
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Test::More: 0
resources:
  repository: https://github.com/Scalar-List-Utils/Scalar-List-Utils
  version: 1.27

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681649_1604394634.14/0/perl-Scalar-List-Utils-1.27-248.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-nYt8sqJs/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Xh80cYI1/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27/MYMETA.yml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * *------------------------------------------------------------------
 * * pport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.19_02
 * *------------------------------------------------------------------
 * Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.010000.
 * Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort.pm.PL and the
 * includes in parts/inc/ instead.
 * Use 'perldoc pport.h' to view the documentation below.
 * *------------------------------------------------------------------
 * SKIP
 * =pod
NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.19_02

SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help

--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files

--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.11.5.

OPTIONS

=--help

Display a brief usage summary.

=--version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.
=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability
alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C<--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.
In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

```
perl ppport.h --list-provided
```

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the `PL_` prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a `perl_` prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as `ppport.h` will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more `#define`s in your source code before the inclusion of `ppport.h`.

These functions or variables will be marked `explicit` in the list shown by `--list-provided`.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either `static` or global variants.

For a `static` function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

```
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable
```

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

```
#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL
```
Note that you mustn’t have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSV_type()</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pv_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pvbyte()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyte</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyte_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_pvn_force_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vload_module()</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnewSPvf()</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSPvf</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSPvf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warner()</td>
<td>NEED_warner</td>
<td>NEED_warner_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE> macro. Just C<#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

```c
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
```

The default namespace is C<DPPP_>.
The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running `ppport.h` on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether `ppport.h` is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, `ppport.h` can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:

    perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

    perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:

    perl ppport.h --nochanges

You can specify a different `diff` program or options, using the `C<--diff>` option:

    perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the `newSVpvn` function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to `C<--api-info>` can be a regular expression, you can use
perl pppport.h --api-info=_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

perl pppport.h --api-info=/.

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during
the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions
of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN
before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of
C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please
file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.

The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.

This file.

=item 3.

The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.

A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.

Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort>
module from CPAN.
use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '${^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $^] >= 5.009004 && $^] <= 5.009005 } 

my $VERSION = 3.19_02;

my %opt = (
    quiet => 0,
    diag  => 1,
    hints => 1,
    changes => 1,
    cplusplus => 0,
    filter  => 1,
    strip   => 0,
    version => 0,
);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\[\w.]+$/;
my $LF = '(?:\r\n|\[\r\n\])';   # line feed
my $HS = '[ \t]';             # horizontal whitespace

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/[*];
my $cce = '*/';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
    require Getopt::Long;
};
Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
  help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
  patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
  list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
)) or usage();
;
if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
  usage() if "@ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
  die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options\n";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
  print "This is $0 $VERSION.\n";
  exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
  my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };
  if ($@) {
    die "Invalid version number format: "$opt{'compat-version'}"\n";
  }
  die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
  die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
  $opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
}
else {
  $opt{'compat-version'} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /^(\w+)|(\[^|]*)|(\[^|]*)|(\w*)$/
  ? ($1 =>
    ($2                  ? ( base     => $2 ) : ()),
    ($3                  ? ( todo     => $3 ) : ()),
    (index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ()),
    (index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ()),
    (index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ()),
  )
  : die "invalid spec: $_" } qw(
AvFILLp|5.004050||p
AvFILL||
CLASS||n
CPERLscope|5.005000||p
CX_CURPAD_SAVE||
CX_CURPAD_SV||
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PL_rs
PL_signals
PL_stack_base
PL_stack_sp
PL_statcache
PL_stdingv
PL_sv_arenaroot
PL_sv_no
PL_sv_undef
PL_sv_yes
PL_tainted
PL_tainting
PL_tokenbuf
POP_MULTICALL
POPi
POPl
POPn
POPpbytex
POPpx
POPp
POPs
PTR2IV
PTR2NV
PTR2UV
PTR2nat
PTR2ul
PTRV
PUSHMARK
PUSH_MULTICALL
PUSHi
PUSHn
PUSHp
PUSHs
PUSHu
PUTBACK
PerlIO_clearerr
PerlIO_close
PerlIO_context_layers
PerlIO_eof
PerlIO_error
PerlIO_fileno
PerlIO_fill
PerlIO_flush
PerlIO_get_base
PerlIO_get bufsize
PerlIO_get cnt
PerlIO_get ptr
SVt_PVCV
SVt_PVHV
SVt_PVMG
SVt_PV
Safefree
Slab_Alloc
Slab_Free
Slab_to_rw
StructCopy
SvCUR_set
SvCUR
SvEND
SvGAMAGIC[5.006001]
SvGETMAGIC[5.004050]
SvGROW
SvIOK_UV[5.006000]
SvIOK_notUV[5.006000]
SvIOK_off
SvIOK_only_UV[5.006000]
SvIOK_only
SvIOK_on
SvIOKp
SvIOK
SvIVX
SvIV_nomg[5.009001]
SvIV_set
SvIVx
SvIV
SvIsCOW_shared_hash[5.008003]
SvIsCOW[5.008003]
SvLEN_set
SvLEN
SvLOCK[5.007003]
SvMAGIC_set[5.009003]
SvNIOK_off
SvNIOKp
SvNIOK
SvNOK_off
SvNOK_only
SvNOK_on
SvNOKp
SvNOK
SvNVX
SvNV_set
SvNVx
SvNV
SvOK
SvOOK_offset[5.011000]
SvREFCNT_inc_simple[5.009004]\|p
SvREFCNT_inc_void[5.009004]\|p
SvREFCNT_inc_void[5.009004]\|p
SvREFCNT_inc[5.009004]\|p
SvREFCNT[\|p
SvROK_off[\|p
SvROK_on[\|p
SvROK[\|p
SvRV_set[5.009003]\|p
SvRV[\|p
SvRXOK[5.009005]
SvRX[5.009005]
SvSETMAGIC[\|p
SvSHARE[5.009003]\|p
SvSTASH_set[5.009003]\|p
SvSTASH[\|p
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetMagicSV[5.004000]
SvSetSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetSV[\|p
SvTAINTED_off[5.004000]
SvTAINTED_on[5.004000]
SvTAINTED[5.004000]
SvTAINT[\|p
SvTRUE[\|p
SvTYPE[\|p
SvUNLOCK[5.007003]
SvUOK[5.007001][5.006000]\p
SvUPGRADE[\|p
SvUTF8_off[5.006000]
SvUTF8_on[5.006000]
SvUTF8[5.006000]
SvUVXx[5.004000]\p
SvUVX[5.004000]\p
SvUV_nomg[5.009001]\p
SvUV_set[5.009003]\p
SvUVx[5.004000]\p
SvUV[5.004000]\p
SvVOK[5.008001]
SvVSTRING_mg[5.009004]\p
THIS[\|p
UNDERBAR[5.009002]\p
UTF8_MAXBYTES[5.009002]\p
UVSIZE[5.006000]\p
UVTYPE[5.006000]\p
UVX[5.007001]\p
UVof[5.006000]\p
WARN_ALL
WARN_AMBIGUOUS
WARN_ASSERTIONS
WARN_BAREWORD
WARN_CLOSED
WARN_CLOSURE
WARN_DEBUGGING
WARN_DEPRECATED
WARN_DIGIT
WARN_EXEC
WARN_EXITING
WARN_GLOB
WARN_INPLACE
WARN_INTERNAL
WARN_IO
WARN_LAYER
WARN_MALLOC
WARN_MISC
WARN_NEWLINE
WARN_NUMERIC
WARN_ONCE
WARN_OVERFLOW
WARN_PACK
WARN_PARENTHESIS
WARN_PRINTF
WARN_PROTOTYPE
WARN_QW
WARN_RECURSION
WARN_REDEFINE
WARN_REGEXP
WARN_RESERVED
WARN_SEMICOLON
WARN_SEVERE
WARN_SIGNAL
WARN_SUBSTR
WARN_SYNTAX
WARN_TAINT
WARN_THREADS
WARN_UNINITIALIZED
WARN_UNOPENED
WARN_UNPACK
WARN_UNTIE
WARN_UTF8
WARN_VOID
XCPT_CATCH
XCPT_RETHROW
XCPT_TRY_END
XCPT_TRY_START
XPUSHi
XPUSHmortal
XPUSHn
XPUSHp
XPUSHu
XSPROTO
XSRETURN_EMPTY
XSRETURN_IV
XSRETURN_NO
XSRETURN_NV
XSRETURN_PV
XSRETURN_UNDEF
XSRETURN_UV
XSRETURN_YES
XS_VERSION_BOOTCHECK
XS_VERSION
XSprePUSH
ZeroD
Zero
_aMY_CXT
_pMY_CXT
aMY_CXT
aMY_CXT
aTHXR
aTHXR
aTHX
aTHX
add_data
add_utf16_textfilter
addmad
allocmy
amagic_call
amagic_cmp_locale
amagic_cmp
amagic_i_ncmp
amagic_ncmp
anonymise_cv
any_dup
ao
append_elem
append_list
append_madprops
apply_attrs_my
apply_attrs_string
apply_attrs
apply
atfork_lock
atfork_unlock
av_arylen_p
av_clear
av_create_and_push
av_create_and_unshift_one
av_delete
av_exists
av_extend
av_fetch
av_fill
av_iter_p
av_len
av_make
av_pop
av_push
av_reify
av_shift
av_store
av.Undef
av_unshift
ax
bad_type
bind_match
block_end
block_gimme
boolSV
boot_core_PerlIO
boot_core_UNIVERSAL
boot_core_mro
bytes_from_utf8
bytes_to_uni
bytes_to_utf8
call_argv
call_atexit(5.006000)
call_list(5.004000)
call_method(5.006000)
call_pv(5.006000)
call_sv(5.006000)
calloc(5.007002)
cando()  
cast_i32(5.006000)
cast_iv(5.006000)
cast_ulong(5.006000)
cast_uv(5.006000)
check_type_and_open()  
check_uni()  
checkcomma()  
checkposixcc()  
ckWARN(5.006000)
ck_anoncode()  
ck_bitop()  
ck_concat()  
ck_defined()  
ck_delete()  
ck_die()  
ck_each()  
ck_eof()  
ck_eval()  
ck_exec()  
ck_exists()  
ck_exit()  
ck_ftst()  
ck_func()  
ck_glob()  
ck_grep()  
ck_index()  
ck_join()  
ck_frun()  
ck_listiob()  
ck_match()  
ck_method()  
ck_null()  
ck_open()  
ck_readline()  
ck_repeat()  
ck_require()  
ck_return()  
ck_rfun()  
ck_rvconst()  
ck_sassign()  
ck_select()  

dNOOP|5.006000||p
dORIGMARK||
dSP||
dTHR|5.004050||p
dTHXR|5.011004||p
dTHXa|5.006000||p
dTHXoa|5.006000||p
dTHX|5.006000||p
dUNDERBAR|5.009002||p
dVAR|5.009003||p
dXCPT|5.009002||p
dXSARGS||
dXSI32||
dXSTARG|5.006000||p
deb_curcv||
deb_nocontext||vn
deb_stack_all||
deb_stack_n||
debop|5.005000|
debprofdump|5.005000|
debprof||
debstackptrs|5.007003|
debstack|5.007003|
debug_start_match||
deb|5.007003|v
del_sv||
delete_eval_scope||
delimcpy|5.004000|n
deprecate_commaless_var_list||
despatch_signals|5.007001|
destroy_matcher||
die_nocontext||vn
die_where||
die||v
dirp_dup||
div128||
djSP||
do_aexec5||
do_aexec||
do_aspawn||
do_binmode|5.004050|
do_chomp||
do_chop||
do_close||
do_delete_local||
do_dump_pad||
do_eof||
do_exec3||
do_execfree
  do_exec
  do_gv_dump[5.006000]
  do_gvgv_dump[5.006000]
  do_hv_dump[5.006000]
  do_ipcct1
  do_ipcget
  do_join
  do_kv
  do_magic_dump[5.006000]
  do_msgrcv
  do_msgsnd
  do_oddball
  do_op_dump[5.006000]
  do_op_xmldump
  do_open9[5.006000]
  do_openn[5.007001]
  do_opn[5.004000]
  do_pmop_dump[5.006000]
  do_pmop_xmldump
  do_print
  do_readline
  do_seek
  do_semop
  do_shmio
  do_smartmatch
  do_spawn_nowait
  do_spawn
  do_sprintf
  do_sv_dump[5.006000]
  do_sysseek
  do_tell
  do_trans_complex_utf8
  do_trans_complex
  do_trans_count_utf8
  do_trans_count
  do_trans_simple_utf8
  do_trans_simple
  do_trans
  do_vecget
  do_vecset
  do_vop
  docatch
doeval
dofile
dofindlabel
doform
  doing_taint[5.008001]n
glob_2number||
glob_assign_glob||
glob_assign_ref||
gp_dup||
gp_free||
gp_ref||
grok_bin|5.007003||p
grok_hex|5.007003||p
grok_number|5.007002||p
grok_numeric_radix|5.007002||p
grok_oct|5.007003||p
group_end||
gv_AVadd||
gv_HVadd||
gv_IOadd||
gv_SVadd||
gv_add_by_type|5.011000|
gv_autoload4|5.004000|
gv_check||
gv_const_sv|5.009003|
gv_dump|5.006000|
gv_efullname3|5.004000|
gv_efullname4|5.006001|
gv_efullname||
gv_ename||
gv_fetchfile_flags|5.009005|
gv_fetchfile||
gv_fetchmeth_autoload|5.007003|
gv_fetchmethod_autoload|5.004000|
gv_fetchmethod_flags|5.011000|
gv_fetchmethod||
gv_fetchmeth||
gv_fetchpvn_flags|5.009002||p
gv_fetchpvs|5.009004||p
gv_fetchpvn||
gv_fetchsv|5.009002||p
gv_fullname3|5.004000|
gv_fullname4|5.006001|
gv_fullname||
gv_get_super_pkg||
gv_handler|5.007001|
gv_init_sv||
gv_init||
gv_name_set|5.009004|
gv_stashpvs|5.004000||p
gv_stashpvs|5.009003||p
gv_stashpv||
gv_stashsv||
gv_try_downgrade[5.011002]
he_dup|
hek_dup|
hfreeentries|
hsplit|
hv_assert|
hv_auxinit
hv_backreferences_p|
hv_clear_placeholders[5.009001]
hv_clear|
hv_common_key_len[5.010000]
hv_common[5.010000]
hv_copy_hints_hv|
hv_delayfree_ent[5.004000]
hv_delete_common|
hv_delete_ent[5.004000]
hv_delete|
hv_eiter_p[5.009003]
hv_eiter_set[5.009003]
hv_exists_ent[5.004000]
hv_exists|
hv_fetch_ent[5.004000]
hv_fetchs[5.009003]|p
hv_fetch|
hv_free_ent[5.004000]
hv_iterinit|
hv_iterkeys[5.004000]
hv_iterkey|
hv_iternext_flags[5.008000]
hv_iternextsv|
hv_iternext|
hv_iterval|
hv_kill_backrefs|
hv_ksplit[5.004000]
hv_magic_check|
hv_magic|
hv_name_set[5.009003]
hv_notallowed|
hv_placeholder_get[5.009003]
hv_placeholder_p[5.009003]
hv_placeholder_set[5.009003]
hv_riter_p[5.009003]
hv_riter_set[5.009003]
hv_scalar[5.009001]
hv_store_ent[5.004000]
hv_store_flags[5.008000]
hv_stores[5.009004]|p
hv_store|
is_inplace_av||
is_list_assignment||
is_lvalue_sub||5.007001|
is_uni_alnum_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_alnum||5.006000|
is_uni_alpha_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_alpha||5.006000|
is_uni_ascii_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_ascii||5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl||5.006000|
is_uni_digit_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_digit||5.006000|
is_uni_graph_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_graph||5.006000|
is_uni_idfirst_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_idfirst||5.006000|
is_uni_lower_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_lower||5.006000|
is_uni_print_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_print||5.006000|
is_uni_punct_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_punct||5.006000|
is_uni_space_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_space||5.006000|
is_uni_upper_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_upper||5.006000|
is_uni_xdigit_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_xdigit||5.006000|
is_utf8_X_LVT|||
is_utf8_X_LV_LVT_V|||
is_utf8_X_LV|||
is_utf8_X_L|||
is_utf8_X_T|||
is_utf8_X_V|||
is_utf8_X_begin|||
is_utf8_X_extend|||
is_utf8_X_non_hangul|||
is_utf8_X_prepend|||
is_utf8_alnum||5.006000|
is_utf8_alpha||5.006000|
is_utf8_ascii||5.006000|
is_utf8_char_slow||n|
is_utf8_char||5.006000|n|
is_utf8_cntrl||5.006000|
is_utf8_common|||
is_utf8_digit||5.006000|
is_utf8_graph||5.006000|
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mPUSHs\text{5.010001}\|p
mPUSHu\text{5.009002}\|p
mXPUSHi\text{5.009002}\|p
mXPUSHn\text{5.009002}\|p
mXPUSHp\text{5.009002}\|p
mXPUSHs\text{5.010001}\|p
mXPUSHu\text{5.009002}\|p
mad\_free||
madlex||
madparse||
magic\_clear\_all\_env||
magic\_clearenv||
magic\_clearhints||
magic\_clearhint||
magic\_clearisa||
magic\_clearpack||
magic\_clearsig||
magic\_dump\text{5.006000}|
magic\_existspack||
magic\_freearylen\_p||
magic\_freeovrld||
magic\_getarylen||
magic\_getdefelem||
magic\_getnkeys||
magic\_getpack||
magic\_getpos||
magic\_getsig||
magic\_getsubstr||
magic\_gettaint||
magic\_getuvar||
magic\_getvec||
magic\_get||
magic\_killbackrefs||
magic\_len||
magic\_methcall||
magic\_methpack||
magic\_nextpack||
magic\_regdata\_cnt||
magic\_regdatum\_get||
magic\_regdatum\_set||
magic\_scalarpack||
magic\_set\_all\_env||
magic\_setamagic||
magic\_setarylen||
magic\_setcol1xfrm||
magic\_setdbline||
magic\_setdefelem||
magic\_setenv||
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pmop_dump</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmop_xmldump</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmruntime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmtrans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pop_scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregcomp</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregexec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregfree</td>
<td>5.011000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregfree2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepend_elem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepend_madprops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prescan_version</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>printbuf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>printf_nocontext</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process_special_blocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_clear</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_fetch</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_find</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_free</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_new</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_split</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptr_table_store</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push_scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put_byte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_uni_display</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qerror</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qsortsvu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re_compile</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re_croak2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re_dup_guts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re_intuit_start</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re_intuit_string</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readpipe_override</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realloc</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reentrant_free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reentrant_init</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reentrant_retry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref_array_or_hash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_chain_2hv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_fetch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_new_common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_new</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refcounted_he_value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
refkids
refto
ref][5.011005]
reg_check_named_buff_matched
reg_named_buff_all][5.009005]
reg_named_buff_exists][5.009005]
reg_named_buff_fetch][5.009005]
reg_named_buff_firstkey][5.009005]
reg_named_buff_iter]
reg_named_buff_nextkey][5.009005]
reg_named_buff_scalar][5.009005]
reg_named_buff]
reg_namedseq]
reg_node]
reg_numbered_buffer_fetch]
reg_numbered_buffer_length]
reg_numbered_buffer_store]
reg_qr_package]
reg_recode]
reg_scan_name]
reg_skipcomment]
reg_temp_copy]
reganode]
regatom]
regbranch]
regclass_swash][5.009004]
regclass]
regcppop]
regcppush]
regcurly]
regn_dump_externflags]
regn_dump][5.005000]
regn_duped_internal]
regn_execute_externflags][5.005000]
regn_free_internal][5.009005]
regn_hop3][n
regn_hop4][n
regn_hopmaybe3][n
regn_inclass]
regninitcolors][5.006000]
regninsert]
regn_match]
regn_next][5.005000]
regn_piece]
regn_pposixcc]
regn_prop]
regn_repeat]
regn_tail_study]
save_gp[5.004000]
save_hash|
save_hdelete[5.011000]
save_heck_flags]|n
save_hecke Flags[5.011000]
save_heck[5.004050]
save_hints|
save_hptr|
save_int|
save_item|
save_iv[5.005000]
save_lines|
save_list|
save_long|
save_magic|
save_mortalizesv[5.007001]
save_nogv|
save_op|
save_padsv_and_mortalize[5.010001]
save_ppptr|
save_pushi32ptr|
save_pushptr32ptr|
save_pushptrptr|
save_pushptr[5.010001]
save_re_context[5.006000]
save_scalar_at|
save_scalar|
save_set_svflags[5.009000]
save_shared_pvref[5.007003]
save_sptr|
save_svref|
save_vptr[5.006000]
savepv|
savepv[5.009003]
savepv|
savesharedpv[5.009005]
savesharedpv[5.007003]
savestack_grow_cnt[5.008001]
savestack_grow|
savesvpv[5.009002]
sawparen|
scalar_mod_type|
scalarboolean|
scalarkids|
scalarseq|
scalarvoid|
scalar|
scan_bin[5.006000]
sv_magic_portable[5.011005][5.004000]p
sv_magicext[5.007003]
sv_magic[]
sv_mortalcopy[]
sv_ncmp[]
sv_newmortal[]
sv_newref[]
sv_nolocking[5.007003]
sv_nosharing[5.007003]
sv_nounlocking[]
sv_nv[5.005000]
sv.peek[5.005000]
sv_pos_b2u_midway[]
sv_pos_b2u[5.006000]
sv_pos_u2b_cached[]
sv_pos_u2b_flags[5.011005]
sv_pos_u2b_forwards[]n
sv_pos_u2b_midway[]n
sv_pos_u2b[5.006000]
sv_pvbyten_force[5.006000]
sv_pvbyten[5.006000]
sv_pvbyte[5.006000]
sv_pvn_force_flags[5.007002]p
sv_pvn_force[]
sv_pvn_nomg[5.007003][5.005000]p
sv_pvn[5.005000]
sv_pvutf8n_force[5.006000]
sv_pvutf8n[5.006000]
sv_pvutf8[5.006000]
sv_pv[5.006000]
sv_recode_to_utf8[5.007003]
sv_reftype[]
sv_release_COW[]
sv_replace[]
sv_report_used[]
sv_reset[]
sv_rvweaken[5.006000]
sv_setiv_mg[5.004050]p
sv_setiv[]
sv_setnv_mg[5.006000]p
sv_setnv[]
sv_setpv_mg[5.004050]p
sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext[]pv
sv_setpvf_mg[5.006000][5.004000]pv
sv_setpvf_nocontext[]vn
sv_setpv[5.004000]v
sv_setpviv_mg[5.008001]
sv_setpviv[5.008001]
swash_init||5.006000|
sys_init3||5.010000|
sys_init||5.010000|
sys_intern_clear||
sys_intern_dup||
sys_intern_init||
sys_term||5.010000|
taint_env||
taint_proper||
tmps_grow||5.006000|
toLOWER||
toUPPER||
to_byte_substr||
to_uni_fold||5.007003|
to_uni_lower_lc||5.006000|
to_uni_lower||5.007003|
to_uni_title_lc||5.006000|
to_uni_title||5.007003|
to_uni_upper lc||5.006000|
to_uni_upper||5.007003|
to_utf8_case||5.007003|
to_utf8_fold||5.007003|
to_utf8_lower||5.007003|
to_utf8_substr||
to_utf8_title||5.007003|
to_utf8_upper||5.007003|
token_free||
token_getmad||
tokenize_use||
tokeq||
tokereport||
too_few_arguments||
too_many_arguments||
uiv_2buf||
uunlink||
unpack_rec||
unpack_str||5.007003|
unpackstring||5.008001|
unshare_hek_or_pvn||
unshare_hek||
unsharepvn||5.004000|
unwind_handler_stack||
update_debugger_info||
upg_version||5.009005|
usage||
utf16_textfilter||
utf16_to_utf8_reversed||5.006001|
utf16_to_utf8||5.006001|
utf8_distance||5.006000
utf8_hop||5.006000
utf8_length||5.007001
utf8_rg_pos_cache_update||
utf8_to_bytes||5.006001
utf8_to_uvchar||5.007001
utf8_to_uvuni||5.007001
utf8n_to_uvchar||
utf8n_to_uvuni||5.007001
utilize||
uvchar_to_utf8||5.007003
uvchr_to_utf8||
uvuni_to_utf8||5.007003
uvuni_to_utf8||5.007001
validate_suid||
varname||
vcmp||5.009000
vcroak||5.006000
vdeb||5.007003
vdie_common||
vdie_croak_common||
vdie||
vform||5.006000
visit||
vivify_defelem||
vivify_ref||
vload_module||5.006000||p
vmess||5.006000
vnewSVpf||5.006000||5.004000||p
vnormal||5.009002
vnumify||5.009000
vstringify||5.009000
vverify||5.009003
vwarner||5.006000
vwarn||5.006000
wait4pid||
warn_nocontext||vn
warner_nocontext||vn
warner||5.006000||5.004000||pv
warn||v
watch||
whichsig||
write_no_mem||
write_to_stderr||
xmldump_all_perl||
xmldump_all||
xmldump_attr||
xmldump_eval||
xmldump_form|||
xmldump_indent|||v
xmldump_packsubs_perl|||
xmldump_packsubs|||
xmldump_sub_perl|||
xmldump_sub|||
xmldump_vindent|||
yyerror|||
yylex|||
yyparse|||
yywarn|||
);
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
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$need{$_} = 1 if m{^\s*if\s*defined\((NEED_(\w+)(?:_GLOBAL)?\))?};
}

for (values %depends) {
  my %s;
  $_ = [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{'api-info'}) {
  my $f;
  my $count = 0;
  my $match = $opt{'api-info'} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "$opt{'api-info'}";
  for ($f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    my $info = 0;
    my $count = 0;
  }
  for ($f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    print "\n=== $f ===\n\n";
  }
  if (exists $opt{'list-provided'}) {
    my $f;
    for ($f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
      my @flags;
      push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
      push @flags, 'depend'   if exists $depends{$f};
      push @flags, 'hint'     if exists $hints{$f};
      push @flags, 'warning'  if exists $warnings{$f};
    }
    print "\nWARNING:\n\n" if exists $warnings{$f};
    $flags = @flags ? ['join(\', ', @flags).'] : "";
  }
  print "\n" unless $info;
  $count++;
  }
  $count or print "Found no API matching '$opt{'api-info'}'.";
  exit 0;
}
print "$f$flags\n";
}
exit 0;
}
my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;
if (@ARGV) {
my %seen;
for (@ARGV) {
if (-e) {
if (-f) {
push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
}
else { warn "'$_' is not a file.\n" }
}
else {
my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
or warn "'$_' does not exist.\n";
push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
}
}
}
else {
eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
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@files = @in;
}

die "No input files given!
" unless @files;

my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;

for $filename (@files) {
  unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
    warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!
";
    next;
  }
  info("Scanning $filename ...);
  my $c = do { local $/; <IN> }; close IN;
  my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
  # Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
  my @ccom;
  $c =~ s{
    ( ^$HS*\#\$HS*include\b([^\r\n\]+)\b(?:\Q$ppport\E|XS\Q\B\.)\b[^\r\n\]*)
  | ^$HS*\#\$HS*\(?:define\|elif\|if(?:?\Q$\E)?\)\b[^\r\n\]*)
  | ( ^\$\|^\\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|^\|
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
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@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;

$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
  $files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}

for $filename (@files) {
  exists $files{$filename} or next;

  info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");

  my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
  my $func;
  my $c = $file{code};
  my $warnings = 0;

  for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
    if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
      unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
        my $changes = ($c =~ s{(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*)(?!aTHX_?)(\)|\[\s]*\)\}}{ $1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_' . $2 }ge);
        if ($changes) {
          warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
          $file{changes} += $changes;
        }
      }
    }
    else {
      warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
      $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\b$func\b}{$func$1()}g);
    }
  }

  for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
    warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/$func/$replace{$func}/g);
  }

  for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
    if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
      if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
        diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(',', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
      }
    }
  }
}
diag("Uses $func");

$warnings += hint($func);

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with 'ppport'\n";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needed}{$func} && $file{needed}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        } if ($message) {
            diag($message);
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
        }
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{ $file{uses} };
if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = "",

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}{$func};
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_$type"}{$func}) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files [@ {$global{needs}{$func}}] need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
            $pp .= "#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
        }
    }

    if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)/$pp/m)) {
        $pp = "",
        $file{changes}++;
    }

    unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("Needs to include '$ppport'");
        $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\n")
    }

    if ($pp) {
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)*/$pp/m)
            || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*?XSUB.*\s*?)*/$pp/m)
            || ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);
    } else {
        if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
            diag("No need to include '$ppport'");
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^.*?XSUB\s*\*/$ppport\E.*?SLF/\m);
        }
    }

    # put back in our C comments
    my $ix;
    my $cppc = 0;
    my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
    for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {

if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
    $cppc++;
    $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
} else {
    $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
}
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : ':
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : ':
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : "
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {
        my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
        if (-e $newfile) {
            error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of 'filename'");
        } else {
            local *F;
            if (open F, ">$newfile") {
                info("Writing copy of 'filename' with changes to 'newfile'");
                print F $c;
                close F;
            } else {
                error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
            }
        }
    } else {
        elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
            if (exists $opt{patch}) {
                unless ($patch_opened) {
                    if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
                        $patch_opened = 1;
                    } else {
                        error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
                        delete $opt{patch};
                        $opt{changes} = 1;
                        goto fallback;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's;
info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
}
}
else {
    info("Looks good");
}
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;"; return $@ eq "" }

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;    
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
--- $file
+++ $file.patched
HEADER
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
    }
}
if (!defined $diff) {
    $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
}

if (!defined $diff) {
    error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
    return;
}

print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = ";
    local *F;
    
    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";
    
    if (open F, ">$tmp") {
        print F $str;
        close F;
        
        if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
            while (<F>) {  
                s/^$tmp\/$file.patched/;
                $diff .= ";
            }
            close F;
            unlink $tmp;
            return $diff;
        }
        else {
            error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
        }
    }
    
    unlink $tmp;
}
else {
    return undef;
}

sub rec_depend
{
my($func, $seen) = @_;
return () unless exists $depends{$func};
$seen = {%{$seen||{}}};
return () if $seen->{$func}++;
my %s;
grep !$s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
}
sub parse_version
{
my $ver = shift;
if ($ver =~ /^(\d+)\.(\d+)\.(\d+)$/) {
return ($1, $2, $3);
}
elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+\.[\d_]+$/) {
die "cannot parse version '$ver'\n";
}
$ver =~ s/_//g;
$ver =~ s/$/000000/;
my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /(\d+)\.(\d{3})(\d{3})/;
$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;
if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
if ($s % 10) {
die "cannot parse version '$ver'\n";
}
}
return ($r, $v, $s);
}
sub format_version
{
my $ver = shift;
$ver =~ s/$/000000/;
my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /(\d+)\.(\d{3})(\d{3})/;
$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;
if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
if ($s % 10) {
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die "invalid version '$ver\n"
;
}
$s /= 10;

$ver = sprintf "%.3d%.d", $r, $v;
$s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_%02d", $s;

return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%.d%.d%.d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
$opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
my $func = shift;
my $rv = 0;
if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
  my $warn = $warnings{$func};
  $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
  print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
  $rv++;
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
    my $hint = $hints{$func};
    $hint =~ s/^/   /mg;
    print "   --- hint for $func ---
", $hint;
}
$rv;

sub usage {
    my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*^(.*?)\s*^=/ms;
    my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
    $usage =~ s/^(\S+)\S+/\s+\$M{$1}/g;
    print <<ENDUSAGE;
    Usage: $usage
    See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE
    exit 2;
}

sub strip {
    my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> };
    my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*^(.*?)^=\w+/ms;
    $copy =~ s/^(?=\S+)/    /gms;
    $self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
    $self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP
    if (@ARGV && $ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') {
        eval { require Devel::PPPort };
        \$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n";
        if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < \$VERSION) {
            die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort \$VERSION.\n".
            "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n"
            "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n";
        }
        Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
        exit 0;
    }
    print <<END;
    Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
END;
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality, please try to regenerate this file using:

```
\$^X \$0 --unstrip
END
```

This distribution is a replacement for the builtin distribution.

This package contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed would be nice to have in the perl core, but the usage would not really be high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

After unpacking the distribution, to install this module type

```
perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install
```

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

This distribution is a replacement for the builtin distribution.

This package contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed would be nice to have in the perl core, but the usage would not really be high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

After unpacking the distribution, to install this module type

```
perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install
```

KNOWN BUGS
There is a bug in perl5.6.0 with UV's that are >= 1<<31. This will show up as tests 8 and 9 of dualvar.t failing

Copyright (c) 1997-2006 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved.
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
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Name: perl-Scalar-List-Utils
Version: 1.27
Release: 248%{?dist}
Summary: A selection of general-utility scalar and list subroutines
License: GPL+ or Artistic
Group: Development/Libraries
URL: http://search.cpan.org/dist/Scalar-List-Utils/
Source0: http://search.cpan.org/CPAN/authors/id/P/PE/PEVANS/Scalar-List-Utils-%{version}.tar.gz
BuildRequires: perl
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This package contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed
would be nice to have in the perl core, but the usage would not really be
high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such
that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

%{?perl_default_filter}

%description
This package contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed
would be nice to have in the perl core, but the usage would not really be
high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such
that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

%prep
%setup -q -n Scalar-List-Utils-%{version}

%build
%(__perl) Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor OPTIMIZE="%{optflags}"
make %{?_smp_mflags}

%install
make pure_install DESTDIR=%{buildroot}

find %{buildroot} -type f -name .packlist -exec rm -f {} \;
find %{buildroot} -type f -name '*.bs' -size 0 -exec rm -f {} \;

%{_fixperms} %{buildroot}/*

%check
make test

%files
%doc Changes README
%{perl_vendorarch}/auto/*
%{perl_vendorarch}/List*
%{perl_vendorarch}/Scalar*
%{_mandir}/man3/*

%changelog
* Fri Jan 24 2014 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 1.27-248
 - Mass rebuild 2014-01-24

* Fri Dec 27 2013 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 1.27-247
 - Mass rebuild 2013-12-27

* Wed Jul 31 2013 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> - 1.27-246
 - Specify all dependencies

* Fri Jan 04 2013 Iain Arnell <iarnell@gmail.com> 1.27-245
 - update to latest upstream version

* Fri Aug 17 2012 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> - 1.25-240
 - Increase release to replace perl sub-package (bug #848961)
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# Copyright (c) 1997-2009 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved.
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
# modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
=head1 NAME

List::Util - A selection of general-utility list subroutines

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use List::Util qw(first max maxstr min minstr reduce shuffle sum);
C<List::Util> contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed would be nice to have in the Perl core, but the usage would not really be high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

By default C<List::Util> does not export any subroutines. The subroutines defined are

=item first BLOCK LIST

Similar to C<grep> in that it evaluates BLOCK setting C<$_> to each element of LIST in turn. C<first> returns the first element where the result from BLOCK is a true value. If BLOCK never returns true or LIST was empty then C<undef> is returned.

```perl
$foo = first { defined($_) } @list      # first defined value in @list
$foo = first { $_ > $value } @list     # first value in @list which
    # is greater than $value
```

This function could be implemented using C<reduce> like this

```perl
$foo = reduce { defined($a) ? $a : wanted($b) ? $b : undef } undef, @list
```

for example wanted() could be defined() which would return the first defined value in @list

=item max LIST

Returns the entry in the list with the highest numerical value. If the list is empty then C<undef> is returned.

```perl
$foo = max 1..10     # 10
$foo = max 3,9,12    # 12
$foo = max @bar, @baz    # whatever
```

This function could be implemented using C<reduce> like this

```perl
$foo = reduce { $a > $b ? $a : $b } 1..10
```

=item maxstr LIST

Similar to C<max>, but treats all the entries in the list as strings and returns the highest string as defined by the C<gt> operator. If the list is empty then C<undef> is returned.
$foo = maxstr 'A'..'Z'  # 'Z'
$foo = maxstr "hello","world"  # "world"
$foo = maxstr @bar, @baz  # whatever

This function could be implemented using C<reduce> like this

$foo = reduce { $a gt $b ? $a : $b } 'A'..'Z'

=item min LIST

Similar to C<max> but returns the entry in the list with the lowest numerical value. If the list is empty then C<undef> is returned.

$foo = min 1..10  # 1
$foo = min 3,9,12  # 3
$foo = min @bar, @baz  # whatever

This function could be implemented using C<reduce> like this

$foo = reduce { $a < $b ? $a : $b } 1..10

=item minstr LIST

Similar to C<min>, but treats all the entries in the list as strings and returns the lowest string as defined by the C<lt> operator. If the list is empty then C<undef> is returned.

$foo = minstr 'A'..'Z'  # 'A'
$foo = minstr "hello","world"  # "hello"
$foo = minstr @bar, @baz  # whatever

This function could be implemented using C<reduce> like this

$foo = reduce { $a lt $b ? $a : $b } 'A'..'Z'

=item reduce BLOCK LIST

Reduces LIST by calling BLOCK, in a scalar context, multiple times, setting C<$a> and C<$b> each time. The first call will be with C<$a> and C<$b> set to the first two elements of the list, subsequent calls will be done by setting C<$a> to the result of the previous call and C<$b> to the next element in the list.

Returns the result of the last call to BLOCK. If LIST is empty then C<undef> is returned. If LIST only contains one element then that element is returned and BLOCK is not executed.
$foo = reduce { $a < $b ? $a : $b } 1..10         # min
$foo = reduce { $a lt $b ? $a : $b } 'aa'..'zz' # minstr
$foo = reduce { $a + $b } 1..10                # sum
$foo = reduce { $a . $b } @bar                 # concat

If your algorithm requires that `reduce` produce an identity value, then
make sure that you always pass that identity value as the first argument to prevent
`undef` being returned

$foo = reduce { $a + $b } 0, @values;          # sum with 0 identity value

=item shuffle LIST

Returns the elements of LIST in a random order

    @cards = shuffle 0..51    # 0..51 in a random order

=item sum LIST

Returns the sum of all the elements in LIST. If LIST is empty then
`undef` is returned.

    $foo = sum 1..10           # 55
    $foo = sum 3,9,12          # 24
    $foo = sum @bar, @baz     # whatever

This function could be implemented using `reduce` like this

    $foo = reduce { $a + $b } 1..10

If your algorithm requires that `sum` produce an identity of 0, then
make sure that you always pass `0` as the first argument to prevent
`undef` being returned

    $foo = sum 0, @values;

=item sum0 LIST

Similar to `sum`, except this returns 0 when given an empty list, rather
than `undef`.

=back

=head1 KNOWN BUGS

With perl versions prior to 5.005 there are some cases where reduce
will return an incorrect result. This will show up as test 7 of
reduce.t failing.
=head1 SUGGESTED ADDITIONS

The following are additions that have been requested, but I have been reluctant to add due to them being very simple to implement in perl

# One argument is true

sub any { $_ && return 1 for @_; 0 }

# All arguments are true

sub all { $|| return 0 for @_; 1 }

# All arguments are false

sub none { $_ && return 0 for @_; 1 }

# One argument is false

sub notall { $|| return 1 for @_; 0 }

# How many elements are true

sub true { scalar grep { $_ } @_ }

# How many elements are false

sub false { scalar grep { !$_ } @_ }

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Scalar::Util>, L<List::MoreUtils>

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 1997-2007 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut
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Scalar::Util - A selection of general-utility scalar subroutines

DESCRIPTION

C<Scalar::Util> contains a selection of subroutines that people have expressed would be nice to have in the perl core, but the usage would not really be high enough to warrant the use of a keyword, and the size so small such that being individual extensions would be wasteful.

By default C<Scalar::Util> does not export any subroutines. The subroutines defined are

=over 4
=item blessed EXPR

If EXPR evaluates to a blessed reference the name of the package that it is blessed into is returned. Otherwise C<undef> is returned.

    $scalar = "foo";
    $class  = blessed $scalar;       # undef

    $ref    = [];
    $class  = blessed $ref;          # undef

    $obj    = bless [], "Foo";
    $class  = blessed $obj;          # "Foo"

=item dualvar NUM, STRING

Returns a scalar that has the value NUM in a numeric context and the value STRING in a string context.

    $foo = dualvar 10, "Hello";
    $num = $foo + 2;              # 12
    $str = $foo . " world";      # Hello world
=item isdual EXPR

If EXPR is a scalar that is a dualvar, the result is true.

```perl
$foo = dualvar 86, "Nix";
$dual = isdual($foo);       # true
```

Note that a scalar can be made to have both string and numeric content through numeric operations:

```perl
$foo = "10";
$dual = isdual($foo);       # false
$bar = $foo + 0;
$dual = isdual($foo);       # true
```

Note that although C<$!> appears to be dual-valued variable, it is actually implemented using a tied scalar:

```perl
$! = 1;
print("$!
");              # "Operation not permitted"
$dual = isdual($!);       # false
```

You can capture its numeric and string content using:

```perl
$err = dualvar $!, $!;
$dual = isdual($err);       # true
```

=item isvstring EXPR

If EXPR is a scalar which was coded as a vstring the result is true.

```perl
$vs   = v49.46.48;
$fmt  = isvstring($vs) ? "%vd" : "%s"; #true
printf($fmt,$vs);
```

=item looks_like_number EXPR

Returns true if perl thinks EXPR is a number. See L/perlapi/looks_like_number>.

=item openhandle FH

Returns FH if FH may be used as a filehandle and is open, or FH is a tied handle. Otherwise C<undef> is returned.

```perl
$fh = openhandle(*STDIN);  # ^STDIN
```

---
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$fh = openhandle(*NOTOPEN);  # undef
$fh = openhandle("scalar");  # undef

=item readonly SCALAR

Returns true if SCALAR is readonly.

sub foo { readonly($_[0]) } 

$readonly = foo($bar);  # false
$readonly = foo(0);    # true

=item refaddr EXPR

If EXPR evaluates to a reference the internal memory address of the referenced value is returned. Otherwise C<undef> is returned.

$addr = refaddr "string";  # undef
$addr = refaddr \$var;    # eg 12345678
$addr = refaddr [];      # eg 23456784

$obj = bless {}, "Foo";
$addr = refaddr $obj;    # eg 88123488

=item reftype EXPR

If EXPR evaluates to a reference the type of the variable referenced is returned. Otherwise C<undef> is returned.

$type = reftype "string";  # undef
$type = reftype \$var;    # SCALAR
$type = reftype [];      # ARRAY

$obj = bless {}, "Foo";
$type = reftype $obj;    # HASH

=item set_prototype CODEREF, PROTOTYPE

Sets the prototype of the given function, or deletes it if PROTOTYPE is undef. Returns the CODEREF.

    set_prototype \&foo, '"$';

=item tainted EXPR

Return true if the result of EXPR is tainted

$taint = tainted("constant");  # false
$taint = tainted($ENV{PWD});       # true if running under -T

=item weaken REF

REF will be turned into a weak reference. This means that it will not hold a reference count on the object it references. Also when the reference count on that object reaches zero, REF will be set to undef.

This is useful for keeping copies of references, but you don't want to prevent the object being DESTROY-ed at its usual time.

{
    my $var;
    $ref = $var;
    weaken($ref);       # Make $ref a weak reference
}
# $ref is now undef

Note that if you take a copy of a scalar with a weakened reference, the copy will be a strong reference.

my $var;
my $foo = $var;
weaken($foo);       # Make $foo a weak reference
my $bar = $foo;       # $bar is now a strong reference

This may be less obvious in other situations, such as C<grep>(), for instance when grepping through a list of weakened references to objects that may have been destroyed already:

    @object = grep { defined } @object;

This will indeed remove all references to destroyed objects, but the remaining references to objects will be strong, causing the remaining objects to never be destroyed because there is now always a strong reference to them in the @object array.

=item isweak EXPR

If EXPR is a scalar which is a weak reference the result is true.

    $ref = $foo;
    $weak = isweak($ref);       # false
    weaken($ref);
    $weak = isweak($ref);       # true

B<NOTE>: Copying a weak reference creates a normal, strong, reference.
$copy = $ref;
$weak = isweak($copy);       # false

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

Module use may give one of the following errors during import.

=item Weak references are not implemented in the version of perl

The version of perl that you are using does not implement weak references, to use C<isweak> or C<weaken> you will need to use a newer release of perl.

=item Vstrings are not implemented in the version of perl

The version of perl that you are using does not implement Vstrings, to use C<isvstring> you will need to use a newer release of perl.

=item C<NAME> is only available with the XS version of Scalar::Util

C<Scalar::Util> contains both perl and C implementations of many of its functions so that those without access to a C compiler may still use it. However some of the functions are only available when a C compiler was available to compile the XS version of the extension.

At present that list is: weaken, isweak, dualvar, isvstring, set.prototype

=head1 KNOWN BUGS

There is a bug in perl5.6.0 with UV's that are >= 1<<31. This will show up as tests 8 and 9 of dualvar.t failing

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<List::Util>

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 1997-2007 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Except weaken and isweak which are
NAME

List::Util::XS - Indicate if List::Util was compiled with a C compiler

SYNOPSIS

use List::Util::XS 1.20;

DESCRIPTION

C<List::Util::XS> can be used as a dependency to ensure List::Util was installed using a C compiler and that the XS version is installed.

During installation C<$List::Util::XS::VERSION> will be set to C<undef> if the XS was not compiled.

Starting with release 1.23_03, Scalar-List-Util is B<always> using the XS implementation, but for backwards compatibility, we still ship the C<List::Util::XS> module which just loads C<List::Util>.

SEE ALSO

L<Scalar::Util>, L<List::Util>, L<List::MoreUtils>

COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2008 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681649_1604394634.14/0/perl-Scalar-List-Utils-1.27-248.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-nYt8sqJs/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Xh80cYI1/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27/lib/Scalar/Util.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Copyright (c) 1997-2000 Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>. All rights reserved. *
* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or *
* modify it under the same terms as Perl itself. *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681649_1604394634.14/0/perl-Scalar-List-Utils-1.27-248.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-nYt8sqJs/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Xh80cYI1/Scalar-List-Utils-1.27/ListUtil.xs

1.211 libedit 6.18.01-15.el7

1.211.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
1.212 libsamplerate 0.1.8-6.el7

1.212.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
Secret Rabbit Code is released under a dual licensing scheme. Users can choose which of these two licenses they wish to operate under:

- The standard GNU General Public License (GPL) as written and published by the Free Software Foundation.
- The very generous libsamplerate Commercial Use License that can be purchased for a one off payment of $1000 (one thousand) Australian dollars.

Any person or organisation wishing to distribute (either privately or publicly) software which uses Secret Rabbit Code must either abide by the GPL or purchase a commercial use license.
The commercial use license allows licensees to use libsamplerate as a statically linked library in proprietary, shareware or other closed source applications. The licensee may use libsamplerate in as many separate products as they choose and sell as many copies of each as they can without paying any further licensing fees for libsamplerate.

2005-08-09: There is a certain amount of debate about whether non-GPL software can dynamically link to GPL libraries. I side with the FSF and assert that an executable dynamically linked to libsamplerate is a derivative work of libsamplerate and is therefore subject to the GNU GPL.

For more information, please see the commercial use licensing procedure.

1.213 commons-logging 1.2

1.213.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Logging
Copyright 2003-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.214 make 3.82 23.el7

1.214.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
inhibit such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
“aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work
in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means.
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties...
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

display

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not ``Transparent” is called ``Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page” means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher” means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ” means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements”, “Dedications”, “Endorsements”, or “History”.) To “Preserve the Title” of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section “Entitled XYZ” according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

**VERBATIM COPYING**

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

**COPYING IN QUANTITY**

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated...
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
@item List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
@item State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
@item Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
@item Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.
@item Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}. 
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{ }Texts.' line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid 
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention 
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to 
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or 
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's 
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of 
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you 
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and 
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any 
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all 
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, 
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to 
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the 
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified 
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is 
released under this License and any conditions added under section 
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to 
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this 
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This 
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, 
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no 
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not 
invalidates such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display 
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive 
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your 
work need not make them do so.
A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates.
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d)Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them...
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor’s protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

      (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that this condition means to copy the Library into the work itself, in any form of executable included in the work even if it makes changes other than those containing the Library).
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.217.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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Licensing Information User Manual

MySQL Connector/J 8.0

Introduction

This License Information User Manual contains Oracle's product license and other licensing information, including licensing information for third-party software which may be included in this distribution of MySQL Connector/J 8.0.

Last updated: June 2018.

Licensing Information

This is a release of MySQL Connector/J 8.0, brought to you by the MySQL team at Oracle. This software is released under version 2 of the GNU General Public License (GPLv2), as set forth below, with the following additional permissions:

This distribution of MySQL Connector/J 8.0 is distributed with certain software that is licensed under separate terms, as designated in a particular file or component or in the license documentation. Without limiting your rights under the GPLv2, the authors of MySQL hereby grant you an additional permission to link the program and your derivative works with the separately licensed software that they have included with the program.

Without limiting the foregoing grant of rights under the GPLv2 and additional permission as to separately licensed software, this Connector is also subject to the Universal FOSS Exception, version 1.0, a copy of which is reproduced below and can also be found along with its FAQ at http://oss.oracle.com/licenses/universal-foss-exception.

Copyright (c) 2017, 2018, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Election of GPLv2

For the avoidance of doubt, except that if any license choice other
than GPL or LGPL is available it will apply instead, Oracle elects to use only the General Public License version 2 (GPLv2) at this time for any software where a choice of GPL license versions is made available with the language indicating that GPLv2 or any later version may be used, or where a choice of which version of the GPL is applied is otherwise unspecified.

GNU General Public License Version 2.0, June 1991

The following applies to all products licensed under the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0: You may not use the identified files except in compliance with the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0 (the "License.") You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt. A copy of the license is also reproduced below. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS
WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of
the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

The Universal FOSS Exception, Version 1.0

In addition to the rights set forth in the other license(s) included in the distribution for this software, data, and/or documentation (collectively the "Software", and such licenses collectively with this additional permission the "Software License"), the copyright holders wish to facilitate interoperability with other software, data, and/or
documentation distributed with complete corresponding source under a license that is OSI-approved and/or categorized by the FSF as free (collectively "Other FOSS"). We therefore hereby grant the following additional permission with respect to the use and distribution of the Software with Other FOSS, and the constants, function signatures, data structures and other invocation methods used to run or interact with each of them (as to each, such software’s "Interfaces"):  

i. The Software's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in the Other FOSS in order to enable interoperability, without requiring a change to the license of the Other FOSS other than as to any Interfaces of the Software embedded therein. The Software's Interfaces remain at all times under the Software License, including without limitation as used in the Other FOSS (which upon any such use also then contains a portion of the Software under the Software License).  

ii. The Other FOSS's Interfaces may, to the extent permitted by the license of the Other FOSS, be copied into, used and distributed in the Software in order to enable interoperability, without requiring that such Interfaces be licensed under the terms of the Software License or otherwise altering their original terms, if this does not require any portion of the Software other than such Interfaces to be licensed under the terms other than the Software License.  

iii. If only Interfaces and no other code is copied between the Software and the Other FOSS in either direction, the use and/or distribution of the Software with the Other FOSS shall not be deemed to require that the Other FOSS be licensed under the license of the Software, other than as to any Interfaces of the Software copied into the Other FOSS. This includes, by way of example and without limitation, statically or dynamically linking the Software together with Other FOSS after enabling interoperability using the Interfaces of one or both, and distributing the resulting combination under different licenses for the respective portions thereof. For avoidance of doubt, a license which is OSI-approved or categorized by the FSF as free, includes, for the purpose of this permission, such licenses with additional permissions, and any license that has previously been so approved or categorized as free, even if now deprecated or otherwise no longer recognized as approved or free. Nothing in this additional permission grants any right to distribute any portion of the Software on terms other than those of the Software License or grants any additional permission of any kind for use or distribution of the Software in conjunction with software other than Other FOSS.

Licenses for Third-Party Components

The following sections contain licensing information for libraries that we have included with the MySQL Connector/J 8.0 source and components
used to test MySQL Connector/J 8.0. Commonly used licenses referenced herein can be found in Commonly Used Licenses. We are thankful to all individuals that have created these.

Ant-Contrib

The following software may be included in this product:
Ant-Contrib
Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Ant-Contrib project. All rights reserved.
Licensed under the Apache 1.1 License Agreement, a copy of which is reproduced below.

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Ant-Contrib project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgement:
"This product includes software developed by the Ant-Contrib project (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib)."
Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

4. The name Ant-Contrib must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact ant-contrib-developers@lists.sourceforge.net.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Ant-Contrib" nor may "Ant-Contrib" appear in their names without prior written permission of the Ant-Contrib project.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ANT-CONTRIB PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

c3p0 JDBC Library

You are receiving a copy of c3p0-0.9.1-pre6.jar in both source and object code in the following /src/lib/c3p0-0.9.1-pre6.jar. The terms of the Oracle license do NOT apply to c3p0-0.9.1-pre6.jar; it is licensed under the following license, separately from the Oracle programs you receive. If you do not wish to install this library, you may remove the file /src/lib/c3p0-0.9.1-pre6.jar, but the Oracle program might not operate properly or at all without the library.

This component is licensed under GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February 1999.

Google Protocol Buffers

The following software may be included in this product:
Protocol Buffers (aka Google protobuf)

Google Protocol Buffers - protobuf
Copyright 2008, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by
the owner of the input file used when generating it. This
code is not standalone and requires a support library to be
linked with it. This support library is itself covered by
the above license.

jboss-common-jdbc-wrapper.jar

You are receiving a copy of jboss-common-jdbc-wrapper.jar in both
source and object code in the following
/src/lib/jboss-common-jdbc-wrapper.jar. The terms of the Oracle license
do NOT apply to jboss-common-jdbc-wrapper.jar; it is licensed under the
following license, separately from the Oracle programs you receive. If
you do not wish to install this library, you may remove the file
/src/lib/jboss-common-jdbc-wrapper.jar, but the Oracle program might
not operate properly or at all without the library.

This component is licensed under GNU Lesser General Public License

NanoXML

The following software may be included in this product:

NanoXML

* Copyright (C) 2000-2002 Marc De Scheemaeker, All Rights Reserved.
*

* This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty.
* In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the
* use of this software.
*
* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
* including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
* freely, subject to the following restrictions:
*
* 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
   * claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in
   * a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
   * appreciated but is not required.
*
* 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
   * misrepresented as being the original software.
*
* 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
*
rox.jar

The following software may be included in this product:

    rox.jar
Copyright (c) 2006, James Greenfield
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

The following software may be included in this product:
Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J)

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Unicode Data Files

The following software may be included in this product:

Unicode Data Files

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1991-2014 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

Commonly Used Licenses

Artistic License (Perl) 1.0

The "Artistic License"
Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package's interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this
Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is, when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be construed as a distribution of this Package.

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February 1999

The following applies to all products licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1: You may not use the identified files except in compliance with the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1 (the "License"). You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html. A copy of the license is also reproduced below. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999
Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended
to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2, June 1991

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU
General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a
designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code
from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code,
even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the
object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but
is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is
called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a
derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this
License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an
executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions
of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable
is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution
of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is
part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of
the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is
especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if
the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not
precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts
and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less
in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of
whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object
code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the
object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables
containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are
linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a
"work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing
portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice,
provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's
own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is
used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You
must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays
copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library
among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this
License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to
copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR
THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible
use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can
redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under
these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General
Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) year name of author

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the
Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor,
Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in
the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written
by James Random Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Written Offer for Source Code

For any software that you receive from Oracle in binary form which is
licensed under an open source license that gives you the right to
receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of the
applicable source code by visiting
http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode. If the source code for the
binary was not provided to you with the binary, you can also receive a
copy of the source code on physical media by submitting a written
request to the address listed below or by sending an email to Oracle
using the following link:

Oracle America, Inc.
Attn: Senior Vice President
Development and Engineering Legal
500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor
Redwood Shores, CA 94065

Your request should include:

* The name of the binary for which you are requesting the source code

* The name and version number of the Oracle product containing the
  binary

* The date you received the Oracle product
* Your name

* Your company name (if applicable)

* Your return mailing address and email, and

* A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and processing.

Your request must be sent
a. within three (3) years of the date you received the Oracle product
   that included the binary that is the subject of your request, or
b. in the case of code licensed under the GPL v3 for as long as Oracle
   offers spare parts or customer support for that product model.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: @PRODUCT@
Upstream-Contact: MySQL Release Engineering <mysql-build@oss.oracle.com>
Source: http://dev.mysql.com/

Files: *
Copyright: @YEAR@, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
License:
For licensing information see the LICENSE file in this distribution.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULDN'T THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
package com.mysql.cj.protocol.x;
import java.util.List;
import com.mysql.cj.protocol.Warning;
import com.mysql.cj.x.protobuf.MysqlxDatatypes.Scalar;

public class Notice implements Warning {

    public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING = 1;
    public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED = 2;
    public static final int XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED = 3;

    public static final int SessionStateChanged_CURRENT_SCHEMA = 1;
    public static final int SessionStateChanged_ACCOUNT_EXPIRED = 2;
    public static final int SessionStateChanged_GENERATED_INSERT_ID = 3;
    public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_AFFECTED = 4;
    public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_FOUND = 5;
    public static final int SessionStateChanged_ROWS_MATCHED = 6;
}
public static final int SessionStateChanged_TRX_COMMITTED = 7;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_TRX_ROLLEDBACK = 9;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_PRODUCED_MESSAGE = 10;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_CLIENT_ID_ASSIGNED = 11;
public static final int SessionStateChanged_GENERATED_DOCUMENT_IDS = 12;

private int noticeType = 0;
private int level;
private long code;
private String message;
private Integer paramType = null;
private String paramName = null;
private Scalar value = null;
private List<Scalar> valueList = null;

/**< *
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING
 * @param level
 * @param code
 * @param message
 */
public Notice(int level, long code, String message) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_WARNING;
    this.level = level;
    this.code = code;
    this.message = message;
}

/**< *
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED
 * @param paramType
 * @param valueList
 */
public Notice(int paramType, List<Scalar> valueList) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_STATE_CHANGED;
    this.paramType = paramType;
    this.valueList = valueList;
}
/**
 * Constructor for XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED
 *
 * @param paramName
 *            parameter name
 * @param value
 *            value
 */
public Notice(String paramName, Scalar value) {
    this.noticeType = XProtocolNoticeFrameType_SESS_VAR_CHANGED;
    this.paramName = paramName;
    this.value = value;
}

public int getType() {
    return this.noticeType;
}

@Override
public int getLevel() {
    return this.level;
}

@Override
public long getCode() {
    return this.code;
}

@Override
public String getMessage() {
    return this.message;
}

public Integer getParamType() {
    return this.paramType;
}

public String getParamName() {
    return this.paramName;
}

public Scalar getValue() {
    if (this.value == null && this.valueList != null && !this.valueList.isEmpty()) {
        return this.valueList.get(0);
    }
    return this.value;
}
public List<Scalar> getValueList() {
    return this.valueList;
}

1.219 expression 5.1.3
1.219.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 */
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorOverloader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/Expression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/common/ExpressionUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java
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jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-
  jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/spel/SpelNode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StandardTokenizer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ExpressionException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SpelMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelEvaluationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1108921583_1619697345.19/0/spring-expression-5-1-3-release-sources-3-jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java
1.220 bcel 2.7.2

1.220.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

// Attribution to: "Voytenko, Dimitry" <DVoytenko@SECTORBASE.COM>

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToHTMLStream.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
* distributed with this work for additional information
* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

/**
* This is a special exception that is used to stop parsing when
* search for an element. For instance, when searching for xml:stylesheet
* PIs, it is used to stop the parse once the document element is found.
* @see StylesheetPIHandler
* @xsl.usage internal
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xml/utils/StopParseException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
# You may obtain a copy of the License at
#    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/HTMLEntities.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_text.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Encodings.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/XMLEntities.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_xml.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/output_unknown.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Makefile.inc
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/MethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Number.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
* distributed with this work for additional information
* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/MethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Number.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/Extensions.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemWithParam.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/XResources_hy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_sk.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_tr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_es.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/RealType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/CallTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/RuntimeError.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StartsWithCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TransformerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_tr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/utils/res/IntArrayWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NumberType.java
jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/ValueOf.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/Variable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/FuncKey.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemSort.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ca.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SeralizerMessages_it.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Stylesheet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/XPathDumper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTErrorResources_ko.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/trax/TemplatesImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_en.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ObjectStack.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemAttributeSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/error/ErrorMessages_ko.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_ko.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/Type.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/BoolStack.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/FilterExprIteratorSimple.java
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/SimpleAttributeValue.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/Message.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/trax/TemplatesHandlerImpl.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_es.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/BooleanCall.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/StepPattern.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xml/utils/PrefixResolverDefault.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/StripFilter.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/KeyIterator.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_fr.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/serializer/ToXMLSAXHandler.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/StylesheetComposed.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/MatchingIterator.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xpath/domapi/XPathResultImpl.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xpath/functions/FuncCeiling.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xpath/domapi/XPathResultImpl.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_de.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/util/ErrorMessages_fr.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncTrue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/utils/NamespaceSupport2.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/URI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/ExsltCommon.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/operations/UnaryOperation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/StylesheetHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ProcessorUnknown.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingletonIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/AttributesImplSerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UseAttributeSets.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/VoidType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/DocumentCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/SingletonIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnionPathExpr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UseAttributeSets.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/VoidType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/DocumentCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/XMLStringFactoryDefault.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/ElemText.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/ToStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMDefaultBaseIterators.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/AbstractTranslet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TrAXFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/getopt/IllegalArgumentException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LiteralExpr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MethodGenerator.java
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jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/dom/DOMWSFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/Key.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ElemDesc.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathExpressionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Key.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/ElemDesc.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/jaxp/XPathExpressionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/UnparsedEntityUriCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/RTFIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/LoadDocument.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/runtime/ErrorMessages_es.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/NodeType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocationPathPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FlowList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyRefIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LocationPathPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/objects/XNull.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/FlowList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/KeyRefIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/IteratorPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/MatchGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/RawCharacterHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_ja.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/dom/EmptyFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/dom/KeyIndex.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/EmptySerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/runtime/ErrorMessages_ja.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/compiler/Sort.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/compiler/ParentPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Serializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/CustomStringPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/serialize/SerializerUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/compiler/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/c/compiler/VariableRef.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/SerializerMessages_zh.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/lib/sql/DTMDocument.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/dom/ForwardPositionIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/compiler/OpMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/dom/StripWhitespaceFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_cs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/ProcessorTemplateElem.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/XslAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/cmdline/Compile.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/DOMOrder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/AVTPartSimple.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SerializerMessages_ca.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/utils/SerializerMessages_tr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TransletOutput.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/IntType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/utility/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/IntType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/util/IntType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/utility/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IntType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/utility/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/IntType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/utility/ObjectFactory.java
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ContainsCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xml/dtm/ref/DTMTreeWalker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xpath/res/XPATHErrorResources_hu.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/If.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ResultTreeType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/OutputBuffer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/OneStepIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/XPathFunctionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_tr.java
jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/XalanProperties.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/dom/SortSettings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/extensions/ExtensionNamespacesManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_hu.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/VariableStack.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/axes/ChildIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/LogicalExpr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Pattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncSubstringAfter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/CurrentCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/PositionCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/TopLevelElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xpath/XPathVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/res/XMLErrorResources_fr.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/Filter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/transformer/TransformSnapshot.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ArgumentList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/utils/Utils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/templates/XMLNSDecl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/dom3/DOMStringListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/serializer/Utils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/ArgumentList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/NodeListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/ArrayNodeListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/dom/Filter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/Instruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources.jar/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xalan/xsltc/compiler/XPathLexer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
package org.apache.xalan.processor;

/**
 * Administrative class to keep track of the version number of
 * the Xalan release.
 * See also: org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties
 * @deprecated To be replaced by org.apache.xalan.Version.getVersion()
 * @xsl.usage general
 */
public class XSLProcessorVersion
{

/**
 * Print the processor version to the command line.
 * @param argv command line arguments, unused.
 */
public static void main(String argv[])
{
    System.out.println(S_VERSION);
}

/**
 * Constant name of product.
 */
public static final String PRODUCT = "Xalan";

/**
 * Implementation Language.
 */
public static final String LANGUAGE = "Java";

/**
 * Major version number.
 * Version number. This changes only when there is a
 * significant, externally apparent enhancement from
 * the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th
 * version.
 */

* Clients should carefully consider the implications
* of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour
* may have changed.
*/
public static final int VERSION = @version.VERSION@;

/**
 * Release Number.
 * Release number. This changes when:
 * - a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,
 *   implementation of a new W3C specification.
 * - API or behaviour change.
 * - its designated as a reference release.
 */
public static final int RELEASE = @version.RELEASE@;

/**
 * Maintenance Drop Number.
 * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance
 * drop applied to a specific release and contains
 * fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility
 * with the release and contains no API changes.
 * When missing, it designates the final and complete
 * development drop for a release.
 */
public static final int MAINTENANCE = @version.MINOR@;

/**
 * Development Drop Number.
 * Optional identifier designates development drop of
 * a specific release. D01 is the first development drop
 * of a new release.
 *
 * Development drops are works in progress towards a
 * completed, final release. A specific development drop
 * may not completely implement all aspects of a new
 * feature, which may take several development drops to
 * complete. At the point of the final drop for the
 * release, the D suffix will be omitted.
 *
 * Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as
 * well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as
 * the final releases.
 */
public static final int DEVELOPMENT = 0;

/**
 * Version String like <CODE>"<B>Xalan</B> <B>Language</B> v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn"]</CODE>.
 * v.r[.dd] <B>D</B>vnn]
 * <P>Semantics of the version string are identical to the Xerces project.</P>
 */
public static final String S_VERSION = PRODUCT+" "+LANGUAGE+" "
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+VERSION+"."+RELEASE+"."+
+(DEVELOPMENT > 0 ? ("D"+DEVELOPMENT)
: (""+MAINTENANCE));

}  

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *  
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 * Major version number.
 * Version number. This changes only when there is a
 * significant, externally apparent enhancement from
 * the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th
 * version.
 *
 * Clients should carefully consider the implications
 * of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour
 * may have changed.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/processor/XSLProcessorVersion.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
package org.apache.xalan.xslt.compiler;

import java.util.Stack;
import java.util.Vector;
import java.io.StringReader;
import java_cup.runtime.*;
import org.apache.xml.dtm.DTM;
import org.apache.xalan.xslt.DOM;
import org.apache.xml.dtm.Axis;
import org.apache.xalan.xslt.runtime.Operators;
import org.apache.xalan.xslt.compiler.util.ErrorMsg;

/**
 * Used by function calls with no args.
 */
static public final Vector EmptyArgs = new Vector(0);

/**
 * Reference to non-existing variable.
 */
static public final VariableRef DummyVarRef = null;

/**
 * Reference to the Parser class.
 */
private Parser _parser;
private XSLTC _xsltc;

/**
 * String representation of the expression being parsed.
 */
private String _expression;

/**
 * Line number where this expression/pattern was declared.
 */
private int _lineNumber = 0;

/**
 * Reference to the symbol table.
 */
public SymbolTable _symbolTable;
public XPathParser(Parser parser) {
    _parser = parser;
    _xsltc = parser.getXSLTC();
    _symbolTable = parser.getSymbolTable();
}

public int getLineNumber() {
    return _lineNumber;
}

public QName getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(String name) {
    return _parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(name);
}

public QName getQName(String namespace, String prefix, String localname) {
    return _parser.getQName(namespace, prefix, localname);
}

public void setMultiDocument(boolean flag) {
    _xsltc.setMultiDocument(flag);
}

public void setCallsNodeset(boolean flag) {
    _xsltc.setCallsNodeset(flag);
}

public void setHasIdCall(boolean flag) {
    _xsltc.setHasIdCall(flag);
}

/**
 * This method is similar to findNodeType(int, Object) except that it
 * creates a StepPattern instead of just returning a node type. It also
 * differs in the way it handles "[uri]:*" and "[uri]:@*". The last two
 * patterns are expanded as "*[namespace-uri() = 'uri']" and
 * "[@*[namespace-uri() = 'uri']", respectively. This expansion considerably
 * simplifies the grouping of patterns in the Mode class. For this
 * expansion to be correct, the priority of the pattern/template must be
 * set to -0.25 (when no other predicates are present).
 */

    public StepPattern createStepPattern(int axis, Object test, Vector predicates) {
        int nodeType;
        if (test == null) {  // "*
            nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE : 
                        (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) ? -1 : NodeTest.ELEMENT;
return new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);
}
else if (test instanceof Integer) {
    nodeType = ((Integer) test).intValue();
return new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);
}
else {
    QName name = (QName)test;
    boolean setPriority = false;
    if (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) {
        nodeType = (name.toString().equals("*")) ? -1 :
          _xsltc.registerNamespacePrefix(name);
    }
    else {
        final String uri = name.getNamespace();
        final String local = name.getLocalPart();
        final QName namespace_uri =
          _parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri");

        // Expand {uri}::* to *[namespace-uri() = 'uri'] - same for @*
        if (uri != null && (local.equals("*") || local.equals("@*"))) {
            if (predicates == null) {
                predicates = new Vector(2);
            }
            // Priority is set by hand if no other predicates exist
            setPriority = (predicates.size() == 0);
            predicates.add(
              new Predicate(
                new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ,
                  new NamespaceUriCall(namespace_uri),
                  new LiteralExpr(uri))));
        }
        if (local.equals("*")) {
            nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE :
              NodeTestELEMENT;
        }
        else if (local.equals("@*")) {
            nodeType = NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE;
        }
        else {
            nodeType = (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? _xsltc.registerAttribute(name) :
              _xsltc.registerElement(name);
final StepPattern result = new StepPattern(axis, nodeType, predicates);

    // Set priority for case prefix:* and prefix:@* (no predicates)
    if (setPriority) {
        result.setPriority(-0.25);
    }

    return result;

    }

    public int findNodeType(int axis, Object test) {
    if (test == null) {  // *
        return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ?
            NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE :
            (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) ? -1 : NodeTest.ELEMENT;
    }
    else if (test instanceof Integer) {
        return ((Integer)test).intValue();
    }
    else {
        QName name = (QName)test;

        if (axis == Axis.NAMESPACE) {
            return (name.toString().equals("*")) ? -1 :
            _xsltc.registerNamespacePrefix(name);
        }

        if (name.getNamespace() == null) {
            final String local = name.getLocalPart();

            if (local.equals("*")) {
                return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE :
                    NodeTest.ELEMENT;
            }
            else if (local.equals("@*")) {
                return NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE;
            }
        }

        return (axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE) ? _xsltc.registerAttribute(name) :
            _xsltc.registerElement(name);
    }
}

}
/**
 * Parse the expression passed to the current scanner. If this
 * expression contains references to local variables and it will be
 * compiled in an external module (not in the main class) request
 * the current template to create a new variable stack frame.
 *
 * @param lineNumber Line where the current expression is defined.
 * @param external   Set to <tt>true</tt> if this expression is
 *                   compiled in a separate module.
 *
 */

public Symbol parse(String expression, int lineNumber) throws Exception {
    try {
        _expression = expression;
        _lineNumber = lineNumber;
        return super.parse();
    }
    catch (IllegalCharException e) {
        ErrorMsg err = new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.ILLEGAL_CHAR_ERR,
                                    _lineNumber, e.getMessage());
        _parser.reportError(Constants.FATAL, err);
        return null;
    }
}

/**
 * Lookup a variable or parameter in the symbol table given its name.
 *
 * @param name Name of the symbol being looked up.
 *
 */

final SyntaxTreeNode lookupName(QName name) {
    // Is it a local var or param ?
    final SyntaxTreeNode result = _parser.lookupVariable(name);
    if (result != null)
        return(result);
    else
        return(_symbolTable.lookupName(name));
}

public final void addError(ErrorMsg error) {
    _parser.reportError(Constants.ERROR, error);
}

public void report_error(String message, Object info) {
    final ErrorMsg err = new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.SYNTAX_ERR, _lineNumber,
                                       _expression);
    _parser.reportError(Constants.FATAL, err);
}
public void report_fatal_error(String message, Object info) {
    // empty
}

public RelativeLocationPath insertStep(Step step, RelativeLocationPath rlp) {
if (rlp instanceof Step) {
    return new ParentLocationPath(step, (Step) rlp);
} else if (rlp instanceof ParentLocationPath) {
    final ParentLocationPath plp = (ParentLocationPath) rlp;
    final RelativeLocationPath newrlp = insertStep(step, plp.getPath());
    return new ParentLocationPath(newrlp, plp.getStep());
} else {
    addError(new ErrorMsg(ErrorMsg.INTERNAL_ERR, "XPathParser.insertStep"));
    return rlp;
}
}

/**
 * Returns true if the axis applies to elements only. The axes
 * child, attribute, namespace, descendant result in non-empty
 * nodesets only if the context node is of type element.
 */
public boolean isElementAxis(int axis) {
return (axis == Axis.CHILD || axis == Axis.ATTRIBUTE ||
axis == Axis.NAMESPACE || axis == Axis.DESCENDANT);
}

terminal SLASH, DOT, LBRACK, RBRACK, VBAR, LPAREN, RPAREN, STAR, COMMA;
terminal DOLLAR, ATSIGN;
terminal DDOT, DCOLON, DSLASH;
terminal EQ, NE;
terminal LT, GT, LE, GE;
terminal PLUS, MINUS, DIV, MOD, MULT;
terminal String Literal;
terminal String QNAME;
terminal ID, KEY, TEXT, NODE, OR, AND, COMMENT, PI, PIPARAM, PRECEDINGSIBLING;
terminal SELF, PARENT, CHILD, ATTRIBUTE, ANCESTOR, ANCESTORORSELF, DESCENDANT;
terminal DESCENDANTORSELF, FOLLOWING, FOLLOWINGSIBLING, NAMESPACE, PRECEDING;
terminal Double REAL;
terminal Long INT;
terminal Pattern, EXPRESSION;

non terminal SyntaxTreeNode TopLevel;
non terminal Expression Expr, Argument, LocationPath;
non terminal Expression Predicate, FilterExpr, Step;
non terminal Expression OrExpr, AndExpr, EqualityExpr;
non terminal Expression RelationalExpr, AdditiveExpr;
non terminal Expression MultiplicativeExpr, UnaryExpr;
non terminal Expression VariableReference, FunctionCall;
non terminal Expression PrimaryExpr, UnionExpr, PathExpr, AbbreviatedStep;
non terminal Expression RelativeLocationPath, AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath;
non terminal Expression AbsoluteLocationPath, AbbreviatedAbsoluteLocationPath;

non terminal Object NodeTest, NameTest;

non terminal IdKeyPattern IdKeyPattern;
non terminal Pattern Pattern;
non terminal Pattern LocationPathPattern;
non terminal StepPattern ProcessingInstructionPattern;
non terminal RelativePathPattern RelativePathPattern;
non terminal StepPattern StepPattern;
non terminal Object NodeTestPattern, NameTestPattern;

non terminal Vector Predicates, NonemptyArgumentList;
non terminal QName QName, FunctionName, VariableName;
non terminal Integer AxisName, AxisSpecifier;
non terminal Integer ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier;

precedence left VBAR;
precedence left OR;
precedence left AND;
precedence nonassoc EQ, NE;
precedence left LT, GT, LE, GE;

precedence left PLUS, MINUS;
precedence left DIV, MOD, MULT;
precedence left DOLLAR;
precedence left ATSIGN;
precedence right DCOLON;

start with TopLevel;

TopLevel ::= PATTERN Pattern:pattern  
   { : RESULT = pattern; : }

   | EXPRESSION Expr:expr  
   { : RESULT = expr; : };  

   /* --------------------------- Patterns ----------------------------------- */

Pattern ::= LocationPathPattern:lpp
LocationPathPattern ::= SLASH
{: RESULT = new AbsolutePathPattern(null); :}

| SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new AbsolutePathPattern(rpp); :}

| IdKeyPattern:ikp
{: RESULT = ikp; :}

| IdKeyPattern:ikp SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new ParentPattern(ikp, rpp); :}

| IdKeyPattern:ikp DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(ikp, rpp); :}

| DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(rpp); :}

| RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = rpp; :};

IdKeyPattern ::= ID LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN
{: RESULT = new IdPattern(l); parser.setHasIdCall(true); :}

| KEY LPAREN Literal:l1 COMMA Literal:l2 RPAREN
{: RESULT = new KeyPattern(l1, l2); :};

ProcessingInstructionPattern ::= PIPARAM LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN
{: RESULT = new ProcessingInstructionPattern(l); :};

RelativePathPattern ::= StepPattern:sp
{: RESULT = sp; :}

| StepPattern:sp SLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new ParentPattern(sp, rpp); :}

| StepPattern:sp DSLASH RelativePathPattern:rpp
{: RESULT = new AncestorPattern(sp, rpp); :};

StepPattern ::= NodeTestPattern:nt
{:}
RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(Axis.CHILD, nt, null);
    :

    | NodeTestPattern:nt Predicates:pp
    |
    RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(Axis.CHILD, nt, pp);
    :

    | ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip
    |
    RESULT = pip;

    |
    ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip Predicates:pp
    |
    RESULT = (ProcessingInstructionPattern)pip.setPredicates(pp);
    :

    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis NodeTestPattern:nt
    |
    RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(axis.intValue(), nt, null);
    :

    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis NodeTestPattern:nt Predicates:pp
    |
    RESULT = parser.createStepPattern(axis.intValue(), nt, pp);
    :

    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip
    |
    RESULT = pip; // TODO: report error if axis is attribute
    :

    | ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier:axis ProcessingInstructionPattern:pip
    |
    RESULT = (ProcessingInstructionPattern)pip.setPredicates(pp);
    :

NodeTestPattern ::= NameTestPattern:nt
    |
    RESULT = nt;

    | NODE
    |
    RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.ANODE);

    | TEXT
    |
    RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.TEXT);

    | COMMENT
    |
    RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.COMMENT);
| PI
{| RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.PI); |

NameTestPattern ::= STAR
{| RESULT = null; |

| QName:qn
{| RESULT = qn; |

ChildOrAttributeAxisSpecifier ::= ATSIGN
{| RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); |

| CHILD DCOLON
{| RESULT = new Integer(Axis.CHILD); |

| ATTRIBUTE DCOLON
{| RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); |

Predicates ::= Predicate:p
{| : Vector temp = new Vector();
temp.addElement(p);
RESULT = temp;
 |
| Predicate:p Predicates:pp
{| : pp.insertElementAt(p, 0); RESULT = pp; |

Predicate ::= LBRACK Expr:e RBRACK
{| : RESULT = new Predicate(e);
 |
/* --------------------------- Expressions --------------------------------- */

Expr ::= OrExpr:ex
{| : RESULT = ex; |

OrExpr ::= AndExpr:ae
{| : RESULT = ae; |

| OrExpr:oe OR AndExpr:ae
{| : RESULT = new LogicalExpr(LogicalExpr.OR, oe, ae); |

AndExpr ::= EqualityExpr:e
{| : RESULT = e; |
AndExpr:ae AND EqualityExpr:ee
    {: RESULT = new LogicalExpr(LogicalExpr.AND, ae, ee); :};

EqualityExpr ::= RelationalExpr:re
    {: RESULT = re; :}

    | EqualityExpr:ee EQ RelationalExpr:re
    |    {: RESULT = new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ, ee, re); :}

    | EqualityExpr:ee NE RelationalExpr:re
    |    {: RESULT = new EqualityExpr(Operators.NE, ee, re); :};

RelationalExpr ::= AdditiveExpr:ae
    {: RESULT = ae; :}

    | RelationalExpr:re LT AdditiveExpr:ae
    |    {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.LT, re, ae); :}

    | RelationalExpr:re GT AdditiveExpr:ae
    |    {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.GT, re, ae); :}

    | RelationalExpr:re LE AdditiveExpr:ae
    |    {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.LE, re, ae); :}

    | RelationalExpr:re GE AdditiveExpr:ae
    |    {: RESULT = new RelationalExpr(Operators.GE, re, ae); :};

AdditiveExpr ::= MultiplicativeExpr:me
    {: RESULT = me; :}

    | AdditiveExpr:ae PLUS  MultiplicativeExpr:me
    |    {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.PLUS, ae, me); :}

    | AdditiveExpr:ae MINUS MultiplicativeExpr:me
    |    {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.MINUS, ae, me); :};

MultiplicativeExpr ::= UnaryExpr:ue
    {: RESULT = ue; :}

    | MultiplicativeExpr:me MULT UnaryExpr:ue
    |    {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.TIMES, me, ue); :}

    | MultiplicativeExpr:me DIV UnaryExpr:ue
    |    {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.DIV, me, ue); :}

    | MultiplicativeExpr:me MOD UnaryExpr:ue
    |    {: RESULT = new BinOpExpr(BinOpExpr.MOD, me, ue); :};
UnaryExpr ::= UnionExpr:ue
{: RESULT = ue; :}
| MINUS UnaryExpr:ue
{: RESULT = new UnaryOpExpr(ue); :}

UnionExpr ::= PathExpr:pe
{: RESULT = pe; :}
| PathExpr:pe VBAR UnionExpr:rest
{: RESULT = new UnionPathExpr(pe, rest); :}

PathExpr ::= LocationPath:lp
{: RESULT = lp; :}
| FilterExpr:fexp
{: RESULT = fexp; :}
| FilterExpr:fexp SLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp
{: RESULT = new FilterParentPath(fexp, rlp); :}
| FilterExpr:fexp DSLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp
{: // Expand '//' into '/descendant-or-self::node()/' or
  // into /descendant-or-self::*/
  // int nodeType = DOM.NO_TYPE;
  if (rlp instanceof Step &&
      parser.isElementAxis(((Step) rlp).getAxis()))
  {
    nodeType = DTM.ELEMENT_NODE;
  }
  final Step step = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF, nodeType, null);
  FilterParentPath fpp = new FilterParentPath(fexp, step);
  fpp = new FilterParentPath(fpp, rlp);
  if (fexp instanceof KeyCall == false) {
    fpp.setDescendantAxis();
  }
  RESULT = fpp;
:}

LocationPath ::= RelativeLocationPath:rlp
{: RESULT = rlp; :}
| AbsoluteLocationPath:alp
{: RESULT = alp; :}
RelativeLocationPath ::= Step:step
{: RESULT = step; :}

| RelativeLocationPath:rlp SLASH Step:step
{: if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step) rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {
   RESULT = step;       // Remove './' from the middle
} else if (((Step) step).isAbbreviatedDot()) {
   RESULT = rlp;        // Remove '/.' from the end
} else {
   RESULT =
   new ParentLocationPath((RelativeLocationPath) rlp, step);
   :} |

| AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath:arlp
{: RESULT = arlp; :};

AbsoluteLocationPath ::= SLASH
{: RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(); :}

| SLASH RelativeLocationPath:rlp
{: RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(rlp); :}

| AbbreviatedAbsoluteLocationPath:aalp
{: RESULT = aalp; :};

AbbreviatedRelativeLocationPath ::= RelativeLocationPath:rlp DSlash Step:step
{: final Step right = (Step)step;
   final int axis = right.getAxis();
   final int type = right.getNodeType();
   final Vector predicates = right.getPredicates();

   if ((axis == Axis.CHILD) && (type != NodeTest.ATTRIBUTE)) {  // Compress 'child:E' into 'descendant:E' - if possible
     if (predicates == null) {
       right.setAxis(Axis.DESCENDANT);
       if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step)rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {
         RESULT = right;
       } else {
         // Expand 'rlp/child:E' into 'rlp/descendant:E'
         RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;
         RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, right);
       }
     }
   } else {
     // Expand 'rlp/child:E' into 'rlp/descendant:E'
     RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath)rlp;
     RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, right);
   }
}
```
else {
    // Expand '/step' -> 'descendant-or-self::*/step'
    if (rlp instanceof Step && ((Step) rlp).isAbbreviatedDot()) {
        Step left = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,
            DTM.ELEMENT_NODE, null);
        RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, right);
    }
    else {
        // Expand 'rlp/step' -> 'rlp/descendant-or-self::*/step'
        RelativeLocationPath left = (RelativeLocationPath) rlp;
        Step mid = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF,
            DTM.ELEMENT_NODE, null);
        ParentLocationPath ppl = new ParentLocationPath(mid, right);
        RESULT = new ParentLocationPath(left, ppl);
    }
}
```
final Step step = new Step(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF, nodeType, null);
RESULT = new AbsoluteLocationPath(parser.insertStep(step, (RelativeLocationPath) rlp));
}:

Step ::= NodeTest:ntest
{}:
  if (ntest instanceof Step) {
    RESULT = (Step)ntest;
  }
else {
  RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD, parser.findNodeType(Axis.CHILD, ntest), null);
}
:

| NodeTest:ntest Predicates:pp
{}:
  if (ntest instanceof Step) {
    Step step = (Step)ntest;
    step.addPredicates(pp);
    RESULT = (Step)ntest;
  }
else {
  RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD, parser.findNodeType(Axis.CHILD, ntest), pp);
}
:

| AxisSpecifier:axis NodeTest:ntest Predicates:pp
{}: RESULT = new Step(axis.intValue(), parser.findNodeType(axis.intValue(), ntest), pp);
:

| AxisSpecifier:axis NodeTest:nntest
{}: RESULT = new Step(axis.intValue(), parser.findNodeType(axis.intValue(), ntest), null);
:

| AbbreviatedStep:abbrev
{}: RESULT = abbrev; :};

AxisSpecifier ::= AxisName:an DCOLON
AxisName ::= ANCESTOR
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ANCESTOR); :}

ANCESTORORSELF
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ANCESTORORSELF); :}

ATTRIBUTE
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.ATTRIBUTE); :}

CHILD
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.CHILD); :}

DESCENDANT
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.DESCENDANT); :}

DESCENDANTORSELF
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.DESCENDANTORSELF); :}

FOLLOWING
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.FOLLOWING); :}

FOLLOWINGSIBLING
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.FOLLOWINGSIBLING); :}

NAMESPACE
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.NAMESPACE); :}

PARENT
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PARENT); :}

PRECEDING
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PRECEDING); :}

PRECEDINGSIBLING
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.PRECEDINGSIBLING); :}

SELF
{: RESULT = new Integer(Axis.SELF); :}

AbbreviatedStep ::= DOT
{: RESULT = new Step(Axis.SELF, NodeTest.ANODE, null); :}

DDOT
{: RESULT = new Step(Axis.PARENT, NodeTest.ANODE, null); :}
FilterExpr ::= PrimaryExpr:primary
    { : RESULT = primary; : }

    | PrimaryExpr:primary Predicates:pp
    { : RESULT = new FilterExpr(primary, pp); : }

PrimaryExpr ::= VariableReference:vr
    { : RESULT = vr; : }

    | LPAREN Expr:ex RPAREN
    { : RESULT = ex; : }

    | Literal:string
    { :
      /*
       * If the string appears to have the syntax of a QName, store
       * namespace info in the literal expression. This is used for
       * element-available and function-available functions, among
       * others. Also, the default namespace must be ignored.
       */
      String namespace = null;
      final int index = string.lastIndexOf('://');

      if (index > 0) {
        final String prefix = string.substring(0, index);
        namespace = parser._symbolTable.lookupNamespace(prefix);
      }
      RESULT = (namespace == null) ? new LiteralExpr(string)
         : new LiteralExpr(string, namespace);
    }:

    | INT:num
    { :
      long value = num.longValue();
      if (value < Integer.MIN_VALUE || value > Integer.MAX_VALUE) { 
        RESULT = new RealExpr(value);
      } 
      else { 
        if (num.doubleValue() == -0)
          RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue());
        else if (num.intValue() == 0)
          RESULT = new IntExpr(num.intValue());
        else if (num.doubleValue() == 0.0)
          RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue());
        else
          RESULT = new IntExpr(num.intValue());
      }
    }:
| REAL::num |
| : RESULT = new RealExpr(num.doubleValue()); |

| FunctionCall::fc |
| : RESULT = fc; |

VariableReference ::= DOLLAR VariableName:varName |
| : |
| // An empty qname prefix for a variable or parameter reference |
| // should map to the null namespace and not the default URI. |
| SyntaxTreeNode node = parser.lookupName(varName); |

if (node != null) {
    if (node instanceof Variable) {
        RESULT = new VariableRef((Variable)node);
    } else if (node instanceof Param) {
        RESULT = new ParameterRef((Param)node);
    } else {
        RESULT = new UnresolvedRef(varName);
    }
} else if (node == null) {
    RESULT = new UnresolvedRef(varName);
};

FunctionCall ::= FunctionName:fname LPAREN RPAREN |
| : |

if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("current").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new CurrentCall(fname);
} else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("number").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NumberCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
} else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new StringCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
} else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("concat").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new ConcatCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
} else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("true").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new BooleanExpr(true);
```java
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("false").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new BooleanExpr(false);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NameCall(fname);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("generate-id").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new GenerateIdCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string-length").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new StringLengthCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("position").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new PositionCall(fname);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("last").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new LastCall(fname);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("local-name").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new LocalNameCall(fname);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NamespaceUriCall(fname);
}
else {
    RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, parser.EmptyArgs);
}
}

| FunctionName:fname LPAREN NonemptyArgumentList:argl RPAREN |
| if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("concat").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new ConcatCall(fname, argl);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("number").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NumberCall(fname, argl);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("document").equals(fname)) {
    parser.setMultiDocument(true);
    RESULT = new DocumentCall(fname, argl);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new StringCall(fname, argl);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("boolean").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new BooleanCall(fname, argl);
}
```
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NameCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("generate-id").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new GenerateIdCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("not").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NotCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("format-number").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new FormatNumberCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("unparsed-entity-uri").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new UnparsedEntityUriCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("key").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new KeyCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("id").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new KeyCall(fname, argl);
    parser.setHasIdCall(true);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("ceiling").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new CeilingCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("round").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new RoundCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("floor").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new FloorCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("contains").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new ContainsCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("string-length").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new StringLengthCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("starts-with").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new StartsWithCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("function-available").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new FunctionAvailableCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("element-available").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new ElementAvailableCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("local-name").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new LocalNameCall(fname, argl);
}
else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("lang").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new LangCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace-uri").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new NamespaceUriCall(fname, argl);
}

else if (parser.getQName( Constants.TRANSLET_URI, "xsltc", "cast").equals(fname)) {
    RESULT = new CastCall(fname, argl);
}

// Special case for extension function nodeset()
else if (fname.getLocalPart().equals("nodeset") || fname.getLocalPart().equals("node-set")) {
    parser.setCallsNodeset(true); // implies MultiDOM
    RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, argl);
}
else {
    RESULT = new FunctionCall(fname, argl);
}
);

NonemptyArgumentList ::= Argument:arg
    
    Vector temp = new Vector();
    temp.addElement(arg);
    RESULT = temp;
    :

    | Argument:arg COMMA NonemptyArgumentList:argl
    
    : argl.insertElementAt(arg, 0); RESULT = argl; :
    ;

FunctionName ::= QName:fname
    
    RESULT = fname;
    ;

VariableName ::= QName:vname
    
    RESULT = vname;
    ;

Argument ::= Expr:ex
    
    : RESULT = ex; :

NodeTest ::= NameTest:nt
    
    : RESULT = nt; 

    | NODE
    
    : RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.ANODE); :}
| TEXT |
| : RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.TEXT); : |

| COMMENT |
| : RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.COMMENT); : |

| PIPARAM LPAREN Literal:l RPAREN |
| : |
| QName name = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("name"); |
| Expression exp = new EqualityExpr(Operators.EQ, |
| new NameCall(name), |
| new LiteralExpr(l)); |
| Vector predicates = new Vector(); |
| predicates.addElement(new Predicate(exp)); |
| RESULT = new Step(Axis.CHILD, NodeTest.PI, predicates); |
| : |

| PI |
| : RESULT = new Integer(NodeTest.PI); : |

NameTest ::= STAR |
| : RESULT = null; : |

| QName:qn |
| : RESULT = qn; : |

QName ::= QNAME:qname |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs(qname); : |

| DIV |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("div"); : |

| MOD |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("mod"); : |

| KEY |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("key"); : |

| ANCESTOR |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("child"); : |

| ANCESTORORSELF |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("ancestor-or-self"); : |

| ATTRIBUTE |
| : RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("attribute"); : |
CHILD
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("child"); :}

DESCENDANT
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("decendant"); :}

DESCENDANTORSELF
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("decendant-or-self"); :}

FOLLOWING
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("following"); :}

FOLLOWINGSIBLING
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("following-sibling"); :}

NAMESPACE
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("namespace"); :}

PARENT
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("parent"); :}

PRECEDING
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("preceding"); :}

PRECEDINGSIBLING
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("preceding-sibling"); :}

SELF
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("self"); :}

ID
{: RESULT = parser.getQNameIgnoreDefaultNs("id"); :}

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/xslt/compiler/xpath.cup
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*/
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/**
* Execute the proprietary document-location() function, which returns
* a node set of documents.
* @xsl.usage advanced
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-
jar/org/apache/xpath/functions/FuncDoclocation.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
* or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
* distributed with this work for additional information
* regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/*
* $Id: Version.src 468654 2006-10-28 07:09:23Z minchau $
*/
package org.apache.xml.serializer;

/**
* Administrative class to keep track of the version number of
* the Serializer release.
* <P>This class implements the upcoming standard of having
* org.apache.project-name.Version.getVersion() be a standard way
* to get version information.</P>
* @xsl.usage general
*/
public final class Version
{

/**
 * Get the basic version string for the current Serializer.
 * Version String formatted like
 * <CODE>"<B>Serializer</B> <B>Java</B> v.r[.dd| <B>D</B>nn"]</CODE>.
 * Futurework: have this read version info from jar manifest.
 * @return String denoting our current version
 */
public static String getVersion()
{
    return getProduct() + "\" + getImplementationLanguage() + "\" +
    getMajorVersionNum() + "." + getReleaseVersionNum() + "." +
    ((getDevelopmentVersionNum() > 0) ?
    ("D" + getDevelopmentVersionNum()) : ("" +
    getMaintenanceVersionNum()));
}

/**
 * Print the processor version to the command line.
 * @param argv command line arguments, unused.
 */
public static void main(String argv[])
{
    System.out.println(getVersion());
}

/**
 * Name of product: Serializer.
 */
public static String getProduct()
{
    return "Serializer";
}

/**
 * Implementation Language: Java.
 */
public static String getImplementationLanguage()
{
    return "Java";
}
* Major version number.
* Version number. This changes only when there is a
*     significant, externally apparent enhancement from
*     the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th
*     version.
*     
*     Clients should carefully consider the implications
*     of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour
*     may have changed.
*/

public static int getMajorVersionNum()
{
    return @version.VERSION@;
}

/**
* Release Number.
* Release number. This changes when:
*     - a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,
*       implementation of a new W3C specification.
*     - API or behaviour change.
*     - its designated as a reference release.
*/

class public static int getReleaseVersionNum()
{
    return @version.RELEASE@;
}

/**
* Maintenance Drop Number.
* Optional identifier used to designate maintenance
*     drop applied to a specific release and contains
*     fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility
*     with the release and contains no API changes.
*     When missing, it designates the final and complete
*     development drop for a release.
*/

class public static int getMaintenanceVersionNum()
{
    return @version.MINOR@;
}

/**
* Development Drop Number.
* Optional identifier designates development drop of
*     a specific release. D01 is the first development drop
*     of a new release.
*/
Development drops are works in progress towards a completed, final release. A specific development drop may not completely implement all aspects of a new feature, which may take several development drops to complete. At the point of the final drop for the release, the D suffix will be omitted.

Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as the final releases.

```java
public static int getDevelopmentVersionNum()
{
    try {
        if ("@version.DEVELOPER@".length() == 0)
            return 0;
        else
            return Integer.parseInt("@version.DEVELOPER@");
    } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
        return 0;
    }
}
```

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serializer/Version.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 */
/*
* $Id: Version.src 1225426 2011-12-29 04:13:08Z mrglavas $
package org.apache.xalan;

/**
 * Administrative class to keep track of the version number of
 * the Xalan release.
 * <P>This class implements the upcoming standard of having
 * org.apache.project-name.Version.getVersion() be a standard way
 * to get version information. This class will replace the older
 * org.apache.xalan.processor.Version class.</P>
 * <P>See also: org/apache/xalan/res/XSLTInfo.properties for
 * information about the version of the XSLT spec we support.</P>
 * @xsl.usage general
 */

public class Version
{

/**
 * Get the basic version string for the current Xalan release.
 * Version String formatted like
 * Futurework: have this read version info from jar manifest.
 *
 * @return String denoting our current version
 */

public static String getVersion()
{
    return getProduct() + " "+getImplementationLanguage()+" "+
        +getMajorVersionNum()+"."+getReleaseVersionNum()+"."+
        +((getDevelopmentVersionNum() > 0) ?
        ("D"+getDevelopmentVersionNum()): (""+getMaintenanceVersionNum()));
}

/**
 * Print the processor version to the command line.
 *
 * @param argv command line arguments, unused.
 */

public static void main(String argv[])
{
    System.out.println(getVersion());
}

/**
 * Name of product: Xalan.
 */

public static String getProduct()
{  
    return "Xalan";
}

/**
 * Implementation Language: Java.
 */

public static String getImplementationLanguage()
{
    return "Java";
}

/**
 * Major version number.
 * Version number. This changes only when there is a
 * significant, externally apparent enhancement from
 * the previous release. 'n' represents the n'th
 * version.
 *
 * Clients should carefully consider the implications
 * of new versions as external interfaces and behaviour
 * may have changed.
 */

public static int getMajorVersionNum()
{
    return @version.VERSION@;
}

/**
 * Release Number.
 * Release number. This changes when:
 * - a new set of functionality is to be added, eg,
 *   implementation of a new W3C specification.
 * - API or behaviour change.
 * - its designated as a reference release.
 */

public static int getReleaseVersionNum()
{
    return @version.RELEASE@;
}

/**
 * Maintenance Drop Number.
 * Optional identifier used to designate maintenance
 * drop applied to a specific release and contains
 * fixes for defects reported. It maintains compatibility
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* with the release and contains no API changes.
* When missing, it designates the final and complete
* development drop for a release.
*/

public static int getMaintenanceVersionNum()
{
    return @version.MINOR@;
}

/**
* Development Drop Number.
* Optional identifier designates development drop of
* a specific release. D01 is the first development drop
* of a new release.
* Development drops are works in progress towards a
* completed, final release. A specific development drop
* may not completely implement all aspects of a new
* feature, which may take several development drops to
* complete. At the point of the final drop for the
* release, the D suffix will be omitted.
* Each 'D' drops can contain functional enhancements as
* well as defect fixes. 'D' drops may not be as stable as
* the final releases.
*/

public static int getDevelopmentVersionNum()
{
    try {
        if ((new String("@version.DEVELOPER@")).length() == 0)
            return 0;
        else
            return Integer.parseInt("@version.DEVELOPER@");
    } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
        return 0;
    }
}

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1127075804_1611755843.23/0/xalan-2-7-2-sources-jar/org/apache/xalan/Version.src

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2002 World Wide Web Consortium,
* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de
* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All
* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software
package org.apache.xalan.xslt.compiler;

import java_cup.runtime.Symbol;

%%
%cup
%c
%unicode
%class XPathLexer
%yyeof

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
/*
* $Id: xpath.lex 1225752 2011-12-30 04:12:46Z mrglavas $
*/

/*/ @author Jacek Ambroziak
* @author Santiago Pericas-Geertsen
* @author Morten Jorgensen
* */
```java
int last;

void initialize() {
    last = -1;
}

static boolean isWhitespace(int c) {
    return (c == ' ' || c == '	' || c == '' || c == '
' || c == '');
}

/**
 * If symbol is not followed by '::' or '(', then treat it as a
 * name instead of an axis or function (Jira-1912).
 */
Symbol disambiguateAxisOrFunction(int ss) throws Exception {
    // Peek in the input buffer without changing the internal state
    int index = yy_buffer_index;

    // Skip whitespace
    while (index < yy_buffer_read && isWhitespace(yy_buffer[index])) {
        index++;
    }

    // If end of buffer, can't disambiguate :
    if (index >= yy_buffer_read) {
        // Can't disambiguate, so return as symbol
        return new Symbol(ss);
    }

    // Return symbol if next token is '::' or '('
    return (yy_buffer[index] == ':' && yy_buffer[index+1] == ':' ||
            yy_buffer[index] == '(') ?
            newSymbol(ss) : newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext());
}

/**
 * If symbol is first token or if it follows any of the operators
 * listed in http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath#exprlex then treat as a
 * name instead of a keyword (Jira-1912).
 */
Symbol disambiguateOperator(int ss) throws Exception {
    switch (last) {
    case -1:    // first token
    case sym.ATSIGN:
    case sym.DCOLON:
    case sym.LPAREN:
    case sym.LBRACK:
```
case sym.COMMA:
case sym.AND:
case sym.OR:
case sym.MOD:
case sym.DIV:
case sym.MULT:
case sym.SLASH:
case sym.DSLASH:
case sym.VBAR:
case sym.PLUS:
case sym.MINUS:
case sym.EQ:
case sym.NE:
case sym.LT:
case sym.LE:
case sym.GT:
case sym.GE:
    return newSymbol(sym.QNAME, yytext());
}
return newSymbol(ss);
}

/**
* If symbol is first token or if it follows any of the operators
* listed in http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath#exprlex then treat as a
* wildcard instead of a multiplication operator
*/
Symbol disambiguateStar() throws Exception {
    switch (last) {
    case -1:    // first token
        case sym.ATSIGN:
case sym.DCOLON:
case sym.LPAREN:
case sym.LBRACK:
case sym.COMMA:
case sym.AND:
case sym.OR:
case sym.MOD:
case sym.DIV:
case sym.MULT:
case sym.SLASH:
case sym.DSLASH:
case sym.VBAR:
case sym.PLUS:
case sym.MINUS:
case sym.EQ:
case sym.NE:
case sym.LT:
case sym.LE:
    return newSymbol(sym.STAR);
}
    return newSymbol(sym.MULT);
}

Symbol newSymbol(int ss) {
    last = ss;
    return new Symbol(ss);
}

Symbol newSymbol(int ss, String value) {
    last = ss;
    return new Symbol(ss, value);
}

Symbol newSymbol(int ss, Long value) {
    last = ss;
    return new Symbol(ss, value);
}

Symbol newSymbol(int ss, Double value) {
    last = ss;
    return new Symbol(ss, value);
}

%

%eofval{
    return newSymbol(sym.EOF);
%eofval}

%yylexthrow{
    Exception
%yylexthrow}

Letter={BaseChar}|{Ideographic}

BaseChar=[\u0041-\u005A\u0061-\u007A\u00C0-\u00D6\u00D8-\u00F6\u00F8-\u00FF\u0100-\u0131\u0134-\u013E\u0141-\u0148\u014A-\u017E\u0180-\u01C3\u01CD-\u01F0\u01F4-\u01F5\u01FA-\u0217\u0250-\u02A8-\u02BB-\u02C1\u0386\u0388-\u038A-\u038C\u038E-\u03A1\u03A3-\u03CE\u03D0-\u03D6\u03EA-\u03F3\u0401-\u040C\u040E-\u044F\u0451-\u045C\u045E-\u0481\u0490-\u04C7-\u04CC\u04D0-\u04EB\u04EE-\u04F5-\u04F8-\u04F9\u0531-\u0559\u0559\u0561-\u0586\u05D0-\u05EA\u05F0-\u05F2\u0621-\u063A\u0641-\u064A\u0671-\u0677\u06BA-\u06E4\u06D0-\u06D3\u06D5\u06E5-\u06E6\u0905-\u0939\u093D\u0958-\u0961\u0985-\u098C\u098F-\u0990-\u0993-\u09A8-\u09B9-\u09DB-\u09E1-\u09F0-\u09F1-\u0A05-\u0A0A-\u0A0F-\u0A10-\u0A13-\u0A28-\u0A2A-\u0A30-\u0A32-\u0A33-\u0A35-}
HighSurrogate=\u{D800}-\u{DBFF}  
LowSurrogate=\u{DC00}-\u{DFFF}  

%%

"*"                      { return disambiguateStar(); }  
"/"                      { return newSymbol(sym.SLASH); }  
"+"                      { return newSymbol(sym.PLUS); }  
"-"                      { return newSymbol(sym.MINUS); }  
"div"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.DIV); }  
"mod"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.MOD); }  
 
"::"                     { return newSymbol(sym.DCOLON); }  
","                      { return newSymbol(sym.COMMA); }  
"@"                      { return newSymbol(sym.ATSIGN); }  
".."                     { return newSymbol(sym.DDOT); }  
"|"                      { return newSymbol(sym.VBAR); }  
"\$"                     { return newSymbol(sym.DOLLAR); }  
"//"                     { return newSymbol(sym.DSLASH); }  
"="                      { return newSymbol(sym.EQ); }  
"!="                     { return newSymbol(sym.NE); }  
"<"                      { return newSymbol(sym.LT); }  
">"                      { return newSymbol(sym.GT); }  
"<="                     { return newSymbol(sym.LE); }  
">="                     { return newSymbol(sym.GE); }  
"id"                     { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ID); }  
"key"                    { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.KEY); }  
"text()"                 { return newSymbol(sym.TEXT); }  
"text"+[ \t\n\r\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.TEXT); }  
"node()"                 { return newSymbol(sym.NODE); }  
"node"+[ \t\n\r\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.NODE); }  
"comment()"              { return newSymbol(sym.COMMENT); }  
"comment"+[ \t\n\r\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.COMMENT); }  
"processing-instruction" { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.PIPARAM); }  
"processing-instruction()" { return newSymbol(sym.PI); }  
"processing-instruction"+[ \t\n\r\f]+"()"  { return newSymbol(sym.PI); }  
"or"                     { return disambiguateOperator(sym.OR); }  
"and"                    { return disambiguateOperator(sym.AND); }  
"child"                  { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.CHILD); }  
"attribute"              { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ATTRIBUTE); }  
"ancestor"               { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ANCESTOR); }  
"ancestor-or-self"      { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.ANCESTORORSELF); }  
"descendant"             { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.DESCENDANT); }  
"descendant-or-self"     { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.DESCENDANTORSELF); }  
"following"             { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.FOLLOWING); }  
"following-sibling"      { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.FOLLOWINGSIBLING); }  
"namespace"             { return disambiguateAxisOrFunction(sym.NAMESPACE); }
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

// is found, then throw a special exception in order to terminate

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
 * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
 * distributed with this work for additional information
 * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
 * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

// is found, then throw a special exception in order to terminate
1.221 grub 2.16

1.221.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of
this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that oblige you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO
BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions

"Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizably derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

"Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or broadcasts, or other works or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(f) below, which, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, in which the Work is included in its entirety in unmodified form along with one or more other contributions, each constituting separate and independent works in themselves, which together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

"Creative Commons Compatible License" means a license that is listed at http://creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses that has been approved by Creative Commons as being essentially equivalent to this License, including, at a minimum, because that license: (i) contains terms that have the same purpose, meaning and effect as the License Elements of this License; and, (ii) explicitly permits the relicensing of adaptations of works made available under that license under this License or a Creative Commons jurisdiction license with the same License Elements as this License.

"Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and copies of the Work or Adaptation, as appropriate, through sale or other transfer of ownership.

"License Elements" means the following high-level license attributes as selected by Licensor and indicated in the title of this License: Attribution, ShareAlike.

"Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offer(s) the Work under the terms of this License.

"Original Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work, the individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work or if no individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; and in addition (i) in the case of a performance the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret or otherwise perform literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case of a phonogram the producer being the person or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of a performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of broadcasts, the organization that transmits the broadcast.

"Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms of this License including without limitation any production in the literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression including digital form, such as a book, pamphlet and other writing; a lecture, address, sermon or other work of the same nature; a dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show; a musical composition with or without words; a cinematographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to cinematography; a work of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving or lithography; a photographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work of applied art; an illustration, map, plan, sketch or three-dimensional work relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a performance; a broadcast; a phonogram; a compilation of data to the extent it is protected as a copyrightable work; or a work performed by a variety or circus performer to the extent it is not otherwise considered a literary or artistic work.

"You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms
of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

"Publicly Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and to communicate to the public those public recitations, by any means or process, including by wire or wireless means or public digital performances; to make available to the public Works in such a way that members of the public may access these Works from a place and at a place individually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the public by any means or process and the communication to the public of the performances of the Work, including by public digital performance; to broadcast and rebroadcast the Work by any means including signs, sounds or images.

"Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including without limitation by sound or visual recordings and the right of fixation and reproducing fixations of the Work, including storage of a protected performance or phonogram in digital form or other electronic medium.

2. Fair Dealing Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any uses free from copyright or rights arising from limitations or exceptions that are provided for in connection with the copyright protection under copyright law or other applicable laws.

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:

   to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collections, and to Reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collections;
   to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation, including any translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The original work was translated from English to Spanish," or a modification could indicate "The original work has been modified."
   to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated in Collections; and,
   to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.

   For the avoidance of doubt:
   Non-waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License;
   Waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License; and,
   Voluntary License Schemes. The Licensor waives the right to collect royalties, whether individually or, in the event that the Licensor is a member of a collecting society that administers voluntary licensing schemes, via that society, from any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License.

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:

   You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy
of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for, this License with every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of the recipient of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License.

You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties with every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work, You may not impose any effective technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient of the Work from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. This Section 4(a) applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the Collection apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collection, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collection any credit as required by Section 4(c), as requested. If You create an Adaptation, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Adaptation any credit as required by Section 4(c), as requested.

You may Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation only under the terms of: (i) this License; (ii) a later version of this License with the same License Elements as this License; (iii) a Creative Commons jurisdiction license (either this or a later license version) that contains the same License Elements as this License (e.g., Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 US)); (iv) a Creative Commons Compatible License. If you license the Adaptation under one of the licenses mentioned in (iv), you must comply with the terms of that license. If you license the Adaptation under the terms of any of the licenses mentioned in (i), (ii) or (iii) (the "Applicable License"), you must comply with the terms of the Applicable License generally and the following provisions: (I) You must include a copy of, or the URI for, the Applicable License with every copy of each Adaptation You Distribute or Publicly Perform; (II) You may not offer or impose any terms on the Adaptation that restrict the terms of the Applicable License or the ability of the recipient of the Adaptation to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the Applicable License; (III) You must keep intact all notices that refer to the Applicable License and to the disclaimer of warranties with every copy of the Work as included in the Adaptation You Distribute or Publicly Perform; (IV) when You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Adaptation, You may not impose any effective technological measures on the Adaptation that restrict the ability of a recipient of the Adaptation from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the Applicable License. This Section 4(b) applies to the Adaptation as incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the Collection apart from the Adaptation itself to be made subject to the terms of the Applicable License.

If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or Collections, You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g., a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied; (iii) to the extent reasonably practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and (iv) , consistent with Section 3(b), in the case of an Adaptation, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Adaptation (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(c) may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Adaptation or Collection, at a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then as part of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply any connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written permission of the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties.

Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be otherwise permitted by applicable law, if You Reproduce, Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work either by itself or as part of any Adaptations or Collections,
You must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory action in relation to the Work which would be prejudicial to the Original Author's honor or reputation. Licensor agrees that in those jurisdictions (e.g. Japan), in which any exercise of the right granted in Section 3(b) of this License (the right to make Adaptations) would be deemed to be a distortion, mutilation, modification or other derogatory action prejudicial to the Original Author's honor and reputation, the Licensor will waive or not assert, as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted by the applicable national law, to enable You to reasonably exercise Your right under Section 3(b) of this License (right to make Adaptations) but not otherwise.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Adaptations or Collections from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

8. Miscellaneous

Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or
consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License were drafted utilizing the terminology of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on September 28, 1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 24, 1971). These rights and subject matter take effect in the relevant jurisdiction in which the License terms are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding provisions of the implementation of those treaty provisions in the applicable national law. If the standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright law includes additional rights not granted under this License, such additional rights are deemed to be included in the License; this License is not intended to restrict the license of any rights under applicable law.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

1.222 openssl 1.0.2k-21.el7_9
1.222.1 Available under license:

LICENSE ISSUES
===============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
---------------

/* ====================================================================
 * Copyright (c) 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 *    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 *    distribution.
 *
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
 *    software must display the following acknowledgment:
 *    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 *    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)">
 *
 * 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
 *    endorse or promote products derived from this software without
 *    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
 *    openssl-core@openssl.org.
 *
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
 *    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
 *    permission of the OpenSSL Project.
 *
 * 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
 *    acknowledgment:
 *    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 *    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
 */
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*/

Original SSLeay License


/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
* *
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscape's SSL.
* *
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
* *
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:

"This product includes cryptographic software written by
Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library
being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
"This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
All rights reserved.

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
the following conditions are heared to. The following conditions
apply to all code found in this distribution.

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
the code are not to be removed.
If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
as the author of that the SSL library. This can be in the form of a textual
message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided
with the package.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under another distribution license [including the GNU Public License.]

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.
Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
All rights reserved.

This package is an Blowfish implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this distribution.

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
   must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or
derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
copied and put under another distribution license
[including the GNU Public License.]

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past
experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed
from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This
implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

### 1.223 commons-beanutils 1.6

#### 1.223.1 Notifications :

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

#### 1.223.2 Available under license :

```
/*
 * $Revision: 1.3 $
 * $Date: 2003/01/15 21:59:38 $
 */

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
```
* reserved.
* Redistributions and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
* any, must include the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software developed by the
* Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
* The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software
* Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without prior written permission. For written
* permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
* Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
* nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the Apache Group.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
1.224 pm-utils 1.4.1

1.224.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.225 lzo 2.06

1.225.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.226 thrift 0.14.0
1.226.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Tue Oct 24 12:28:44 CDT 2006
Copyright (c) <2006> <Martin J. Logan, Erlware>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software (OTP Base, fslib, G.A.S) and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

This package was debianized by Thrift Developer's <dev@thrift.apache.org>.

This package and the Debian packaging is licensed under the Apache License, see `'/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0'`.

The following information was copied from Apache Thrift LICENSE file.

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source
code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

--------------------------------------------------
Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

lib/erl/src/Makefile.am

Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

--------------------------------------------------
The following files contain some portions of code contributed under
the Thrift Software License (see doc/old-thrift-license.txt), and relicensed
under the Apache 2.0 License:

compiler/cpp/Makfile.am
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_cpp_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_netstd_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_erl_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_hs_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_java_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_ocaml_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_perl_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_php_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_py_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_rb_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_st_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_xsd_generator.cc
compiler/cpp/src/main.cc
compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_field.h
compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_program.h
compiler/cpp/src/platform.h
compiler/cpp/src/thrifty.11
compiler/cpp/src/thrity.yy
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TBinaryProtocol.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TField.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TList.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TMap.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TMessage.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TMessageType.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TProtocol.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TProtocolException.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TProtocolFactory.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TProtocolUtil.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TSet.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TStruct.cs
lib/netstd/src/Protocol/TType.cs
lib/netstd/src/Server/TServer.cs
lib/netstd/src/Server/TSimpleServer.cs
lib/netstd/src/Server/ThreadPoolServer.cs
lib/netstd/src/TApplicationException.cs
lib/netstd/src/Thrift.csproj
lib/netstd/src/Thrift.sln
lib/netstd/src/TProcessor.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TServerSocket.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TServerTransport.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TSocket.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TStreamTransport.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TTransport.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TTransportException.cs
lib/netstd/src/Transport/TTransportFactory.cs
lib/netstd/ThriftMSBuildTask/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs
lib/netstd/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftBuild.cs
lib/netstd/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftMSBuildTask.csproj
lib/rb/lib/thrift.rb
lib/st/README
lib/st/thrift.st
test/OptionalRequiredTest.cpp
test/OptionalRequiredTest.thrift
test/ThriftTest.thrift

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

# Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>
#
# Copying and distribution of this file, with or without
# modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided
# the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

For the compiler/cpp/src/md5.[ch] components:

/*
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2002 Aladdin Enterprises. All rights reserved.

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

L. Peter Deutsch
ghost@aladdin.com

/*

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For the lib/rb/setup.rb: Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Minero Aoki,
lib/ocaml/OCamlMakefile and lib/ocaml/README-OCamlMakefile components:
   Copyright (C) 1999 - 2007 Markus Mottl

Licensed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1
(see doc/lgpl-2.1.txt for the full terms of this license)
Apache Thrift
Copyright (C) 2006 - 2019, The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only 
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with 
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source 
code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and 
conditions of the following licenses.

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

lib/erl/src/Makefile.am
Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

# Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>
#
# Copying and distribution of this file, with or without
# modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided
# the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

For the lib/nodejs/lib/thrift/json_parse.js:

/*
  json_parse.js
  2015-05-02
  Public Domain.
  NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
*/
(By Douglas Crockford <douglas@crockford.com>)

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THРИFT:

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

lib/erl/src/Makefile.am
Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

```plaintext
# Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>
#
# Copying and distribution of this file, with or without
# modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided
# the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.
```

For the lib/nodejs/lib/thrift/json_parse.js:

```plaintext
/*
   json_parse.js
   2015-05-02
   Public Domain.
   NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
*/

(By Douglas Crockford <douglas@crockford.com>)
```

For lib/cpp/src/thrift/windows/SocketPair.cpp

```plaintext
/* socketpair.c
 * Copyright 2007 by Nathan C. Myers <ncm@cantrip.org>; some rights reserved.
 * This code is Free Software. It may be copied freely, in original or
 * modified form, subject only to the restrictions that (1) the author is
 * relieved from all responsibilities for any use for any purpose, and (2)
 * this copyright notice must be retained, unchanged, in its entirety. If
 * for any reason the author might be held responsible for any consequences
 * of copying or use, license is withheld.
 */
```

For lib/py/compat/win32/stdint.h

```plaintext
// ISO C9x compatible stdint.h for Microsoft Visual Studio
// Based on ISO/IEC 9899:TC2 Committee draft (May 6, 2005) WG14/N1124
//
// Copyright (c) 2006-2008 Alexander Chemeris
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
//
```
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
//    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
//   
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//   
// 3. The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products
//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
//   
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
// WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
// MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
// EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
// PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
// OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
// WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
// OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
// ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Codegen template in t_html_generator.h

* Bootstrap v2.0.3
 *
* Copyright 2012 Twitter, Inc
* Licensed under the Apache License v2.0
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
* Designed and built with all the love in the world @twitter by @mdo and @fat.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For t_cl_generator.cc

* Copyright (c) 2008- Patrick Collison <patrick@collison.ie>
* Copyright (c) 2006- Facebook

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor” shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
    Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
    stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
    that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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1.227.1 Available under license:

Return-Path: rt-cpan-org-return@perl.org
Received: from zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (LHLO
zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com) (10.5.81.11) by
zmail14.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com with LMTP; Mon, 18 Nov 2013
11:06:10 -0500 (EST)
Received: from zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (localhost [127.0.0.1])
by zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 9A08BDA0C9
for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500 (EST)
Received: from int-mx10.intmail.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (int-mx10.intmail.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com [10.5.11.23])
by zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 954E9D1F23
for <mmaslano@mail.corp.redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500 (EST)
Received: from mx1.redhat.com (ext-mx14.extmail.prod.ext.phx2.redhat.com [10.5.110.19])
for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500
Received: from rtcpan.develooper.com (rtcpan.develooper.com [207.171.7.181])
by mx1.redhat.com (8.14.4/8.14.4) with ESMTP id rAIG69Uk032392
for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:09 -0500
Received: by rtcpan.develooper.com (Postfix, from userid 536)
id D3030FA; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 08:06:08 -0800 (PST)
Precedence: normal
Subject: [rt.cpan.org #90483] missing license file
From: "Alexandr Ciornii via RT" <bug-Text-ParseWords@rt.cpan.org>
Reply-To: bug-Text-ParseWords@rt.cpan.org
In-Reply-To: <rt-4.0.18-4704-1384789048-1647.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>
References: <RT-Ticket-90483@rt.cpan.org>
<rt-4.0.18-4704-1384789048-1647.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>
Message-ID: <rt-4.0.18-2172-1384790768-1347.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>
X-RT-Loop-Prevention: rt.cpan.org
RT-Ticket: rt.cpan.org #90483
Managed-BY: RT 4.0.18 (http://www.bestpractical.com/rt/)
RT-Originator: CHORNY@cpan.org
To: mmaslano@redhat.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
X-RT-Original-Encoding: utf-8
Date: Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:08 -0500
X-RedHat-Spam-Score: -1.9 (BAYES_00,SPF_PASS,URIBL_BLOCKED)
X-Scanned-By: MIMEDefang 2.68 on 10.5.11.23
On Mon Nov 18 10:37:28 2013, mmaslano@redhat.com wrote:
> It would be a big help if you have better defined license. License
> text in .pm file would be enough.

Will do in next version.

> I found Perl license in Makefile.PL,
> so we assumed it's Perl (GPL+ or Artistic). Is it correct?

yes

--
Alexandr Ciornii, http://chorny.net
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1.228.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation’s software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3  2313

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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1.229.1 Available under license :
Apache Geronimo
Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
**1.230 restlet 1.0.8**

**1.230.1 Available under license :**

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)
Version 1.0

*  

1. Definitions.

1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. ?License? means this document.

1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

   +

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

   +
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.
3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.
4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 2.27-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the
Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s
conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts
located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing
party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.
The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly
excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States
export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,
distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,
directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer
and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

1.231 xerces-c 3.2.2
1.231.1 Available under license :

========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces distribution. ==
========================================================================

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.232 sg3-utils 1.37
1.232.1 Available under license:

Upstream Authors: Douglas Gilbert <dgilbert@interlog.com>,
    Bruce Allen <ballen@gravity.phys.uwm.edu>,
    Peter Allworth <linsol@zeta.org.dot.au>,
    James Bottomley <jejb@parisc-linux.org.dot>,
    Lars Marowsky-Bree <lmb@suse.de>,
    Kurt Garloff <garloff@suse.de>,
    Grant Grundler <grundler@parisc-linux.org.dot>,
    Christophe Varoqui <christophe.dot.varoqui@free.fr>,
    Michael Weller <eowmob@exp-math.uni-essen.de>,
    Eric Youngdale <eric@andante.org.dot>

Copyright:

This software is copyright(c) 1994-2012 by the authors

Most of the code in this package is covered by a BSD license.
On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD'. All the code in the library (usually called libsgutils) is covered by a BSD license.

Some of the older utilities are covered by the GPL. More precisely:
You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU General Public License either version 2, or (at your option) any later version. On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file. The later GPL-3 is found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3 file but no code in this package refers to that license.

Douglas Gilbert
10th April 2012
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1999-2010 Douglas Gilbert.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
 *    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
 */
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1999-2013 Douglas Gilbert.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
 *    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

This package was debianized by Eric Schwartz <emschwar@debian.org> on
Wed, 14 Nov 2001 17:05:56 -0700.

It was downloaded from <URL:http://sg.danny.cz/sg/>

Upstream Authors: Douglas Gilbert <dgilbert at interlog dot com>,
Bruce Allen <ballen at gravity dot phys dot uwm dot edu>,
Peter Allworth <linsol at zeta dot org dot au>,
James Bottomley <jejb at parisc-linux dot org>,
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This software is copyright(c) 1994-2009 by the authors

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of
the GNU General Public License.
On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public
License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL file.

Many parts of this package are covered by the BSD license.
These include central error processing code and common command
code found in the lib subdirectory. Most newer utilities also
use the BSD license. The author's intention is that this code can
be used freely by others. On Debian systems and those derived from
Debian, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in
/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD.

1.233 perl-time-hires 1.9725
1.233.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Time::HiRes module: High resolution time, sleep, and alarm.

Implement usleep, ualarm, and gettimeofday for Perl, as well as wrappers
to implement time, sleep, and alarm that know about non-integral seconds.

Note: the tests of this module are by definition time sensitive: under
heavy loads the tests may fail. Reasonable relaxed criteria are being
used for the tests but sometimes you may still see transient failures.
Rerun the tests (make test) a couple of times, preferably with less
load on the testing machine.

Also, older versions of Perl do not support '-nolinenumbers' on the XSUBPP
command, however, 5.004_03 requires it (on my box, anyway) since the #line
generating code in XSUBPP appears to have problems with #ifdef'd .xs code.
If xsubpp complains about usage when you do a make, look at the top of
the Makefile.PL and comment out the "$XSLOPT=" line. Or upgrade to a
newer version of Perl.
POD documentation is embedded.


Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 Jarkko Hietaniemi.  All rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2011, 2012 Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org>

All rights reserved. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Time::HiRes - High resolution alarm, sleep, gettimeofday, interval timers

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Time::HiRes qw( usleep ualarm gettimeofday tv_interval nanosleep
clock_gettime clock_getres clock_nanosleep clock
stat );

usleep ($microseconds);
nanosleep ($nanoseconds);

ualarm ($microseconds);
ualarm ($microseconds, $interval_microseconds);

$t0 = [gettimeofday];
($seconds, $microseconds) = gettimeofday;

$elapsed = tv_interval ( $t0, [seconds, $microseconds]);
$elapsed = tv_interval ( $t0, [gettimeofday]);
$elapsed = tv_interval ( $t0 );

use Time::HiRes qw ( time alarm sleep );

$now_fractions = time;
sleep ($floating_seconds);
alarm ($floating_seconds);
alarm ($floating_seconds, $floating_interval);

use Time::HiRes qw( setitimer getitimer );
setitimer ($which, $floating_seconds, $floating_interval);
getitimer ($which);

use Time::HiRes qw(clock_gettime clock_getres clock_nanosleep
   ITIMER_REAL ITIMER_VIRTUAL ITIMER_PROF ITIMER_REALPROF);

$realtime = clock_gettime(CLOCK_REALTIME);
$resolution = clock_getres(CLOCK_REALTIME);

clock_nanosleep(CLOCK_REALTIME, 1.5e9);
clock_nanosleep(CLOCK_REALTIME, time()*1e9 + 10e9, TIMER_ABSTIME);

my $ticktock = clock();

use Time::HiRes qw(stat);

my @stat = stat("file");
my @stat = stat(FH);

=head1 DESCRIPTION

The C<Time::HiRes> module implements a Perl interface to the
C<u_sleep>, C<nanosleep>, C<ualarm>, C<gettimeofday>, and
C<setitimer>/C<getitimer> system calls, in other words, high
resolution time and timers. See the L<EXAMPLES> section below and the
test scripts for usage; see your system documentation for the
description of the underlying C<nanosleep> or C<u_sleep>, C<ualarm>,
C<gettimeofday>, and C<setitimer>/C<getitimer> calls.

If your system lacks C<gettimeofday()> or an emulation of it you don't
get C<gettimeofday()> or the one-argument form of C<tv_interval>().
If your system lacks all of C<nanosleep()>, C<u_sleep()>,
C<select()>, and C<poll>, you don't get C<Time::HiRes::u_sleep()>,
C<Time::HiRes::nanosleep()>, or C<Time::HiRes::sleep()>.
If your system lacks both C<ualarm()> and C<setitimer()> you don't get
C<Time::HiRes::ualarm() or C<Time::HiRes::alarm>().

If you try to import an unimplemented function in the C<use> statement
it will fail at compile time.

If your subsecond sleeping is implemented with C<nanosleep()> instead
of C<u_sleep()>, you can mix subsecond sleeping with signals since
C<nanosleep()> does not use signals. This, however, is not portable,
and you should first check for the truth value of
C<&Time::HiRes::d_nanosleep> to see whether you have nanosleep, and
then carefully read your C<nanosleep()> C API documentation for any
peculiarities.
If you are using C<nanosleep> for something else than mixing sleeping with signals, give some thought to whether Perl is the tool you should be using for work requiring nanosecond accuracies.

Remember that unless you are working on a I<hard realtime> system, any clocks and timers will be imprecise, especially so if you are working in a pre-emptive multiuser system. Understand the difference between I<wallclock time> and process time (in UNIX-like systems the sum of I<user> and I<system> times). Any attempt to sleep for X seconds will most probably end up sleeping B<more> than that, but don't be surprised if you end up sleeping slightly B<less>.

The following functions can be imported from this module.
No functions are exported by default.

=over 4
=item gettimeofday ()

In array context returns a two-element array with the seconds and microseconds since the epoch. In scalar context returns floating seconds like C<Time::HiRes::time()> (see below).

=item usleep ( $useconds )

Sleeps for the number of microseconds (millionths of a second) specified. Returns the number of microseconds actually slept. Can sleep for more than one second, unlike the C<usleep> system call. Can also sleep for zero seconds, which often works like a I<thread yield>. See also C<Time::HiRes::usleep()>, C<Time::HiRes::sleep()>, and C<Time::HiRes::clock_nanosleep()>.

Do not expect usleep() to be exact down to one microsecond.

=item nanosleep ( $nanoseconds )

Sleeps for the number of nanoseconds (1e9ths of a second) specified. Returns the number of nanoseconds actually slept (accurate only to microseconds, the nearest thousand of them). Can sleep for more than one second. Can also sleep for zero seconds, which often works like a I<thread yield>. See also C<Time::HiRes::sleep()>, C<Time::HiRes::usleep()>, and C<Time::HiRes::clock_nanosleep()>.

Do not expect nanosleep() to be exact down to one nanosecond. Getting even accuracy of one thousand nanoseconds is good.

=item ualarm ( $useconds [, $interval_useconds ] )
Issues a `ualarm` call; the `interval_useconds` is optional and will be zero if unspecified, resulting in `alarm`-like behaviour.

Returns the remaining time in the alarm in microseconds, or `undef` if an error occurred.

`ualarm(0)` will cancel an outstanding `ualarm()`.

Note that the interaction between alarms and sleeps is unspecified.

=item tv_interval

```perl
tv_interval ( $ref_to_gettimeofday [, $ref_to_later_gettimeofday] )
```

Returns the floating seconds between the two times, which should have been returned by `_gettimeofday()`. If the second argument is omitted, then the current time is used.

=item time ()

Returns a floating seconds since the epoch. This function can be imported, resulting in a nice drop-in replacement for the `time` provided with core Perl; see the `EXAMPLES` below.

B<NOTE 1>: This higher resolution timer can return values either less or more than the core `time()`, depending on whether your platform rounds the higher resolution timer values up, down, or to the nearest second to get the core `time()`, but naturally the difference should be never more than half a second. See also `clock_getres`, if available in your system.

B<NOTE 2>: Since Sunday, September 9th, 2001 at 01:46:40 AM GMT, when the `time()` seconds since epoch rolled over to 1_000_000_000, the default floating point format of Perl and the seconds since epoch have conspired to produce an apparent bug: if you print the value of `Time::HiRes::time()` you seem to be getting only five decimals, not six as promised (microseconds). Not to worry, the microseconds are there (assuming your platform supports such granularity in the first place). What is going on is that the default floating point format of Perl only outputs 15 digits. In this case that means ten digits before the decimal separator and five after. To see the microseconds you can use either `printf/printf` with `"%.6f"`, or the `_gettimeofday()` function in list context, which will give you the seconds and microseconds as two separate values.

=item sleep ( $floating_seconds )

Sleeps for the specified amount of seconds. Returns the number of
seconds actually slept (a floating point value). This function can be imported, resulting in a nice drop-in replacement for the \texttt{C<sleep>} provided with perl, see the \texttt{L</EXAMPLES>} below.

Note that the interaction between alarms and sleeps is unspecified.

\begin{verbatim}
=item alarm ( $floating_seconds [, $interval_floating_seconds ] )

The \texttt{C<SIGALRM>} signal is sent after the specified number of seconds. Implemented using \texttt{C<setitimer()>} if available, \texttt{C<ualarm()>} if not. The \texttt{C<$interval_floating_seconds>} argument is optional and will be zero if unspecified, resulting in \texttt{C<alarm()>-like behaviour}. This function can be imported, resulting in a nice drop-in replacement for the \texttt{C<alarm>} provided with perl, see the \texttt{L</EXAMPLES>} below.

Returns the remaining time in the alarm in seconds, or \texttt{C<undef>} if an error occurred.

\textbf{B<NOTE 1>:} With some combinations of operating systems and Perl releases \texttt{C<SIGALRM>} restarts \texttt{C<select()>, instead of interrupting it. This means that an \texttt{C<alarm()>} followed by a \texttt{C<select()>} may together take the sum of the times specified for the \texttt{C<alarm()>} and the \texttt{C<select()>}, not just the time of the \texttt{C<alarm()>}.

Note that the interaction between alarms and sleeps is unspecified.

=item setitimer ( $which, $floating_seconds [, $interval_floating_seconds ] )

Start up an interval timer: after a certain time, a signal ($which) arrives, and more signals may keep arriving at certain intervals. To disable an "timer", use \texttt{C<$floating_seconds>} of zero. If the \texttt{C<$interval_floating_seconds>} is set to zero (or unspecified), the timer is disabled \texttt{B<after>} the next delivered signal.

Use of interval timers may interfere with \texttt{C<alarm()>, C<sleep()>,} and \texttt{C<usleep()>. In standard-speak the "interaction is unspecified", which means that I<anything> may happen: it may work, it may not.

In scalar context, the remaining time in the timer is returned.

In list context, both the remaining time and the interval are returned.

There are usually three or four interval timers (signals) available: the \texttt{C<$which>} can be \texttt{C<ITIMER_REAL>, C<ITIMER_VIRTUAL>, C<ITIMER_PROF>, or C<ITIMER_REALPROF>}. Note that which ones are available depends: true UNIX platforms usually have the first three, but only Solaris seems to have \texttt{C<ITIMER_REALPROF> (which is used to profile multithreaded programs). Win32 unfortunately does not have interval timers.
C<ITIMER_REAL> results in C<alarm()>-like behaviour. Time is counted in I<real time>; that is, wallclock time. C<SIGALRM> is delivered when the timer expires.

C<ITIMER_VIRTUAL> counts time in (process) I<virtual time>; that is, only when the process is running. In multiprocessor/user/CPU systems this may be more or less than real or wallclock time. (This time is also known as the I<user time>.) C<SIGVTALRM> is delivered when the timer expires.

C<ITIMER_PROF> counts time when either the process virtual time or when the operating system is running on behalf of the process (such as I/O). (This time is also known as the I<system time>.) (The sum of user time and system time is known as the I<CPU time>.) C<SIGPROF> is delivered when the timer expires. C<SIGPROF> can interrupt system calls.

The semantics of interval timers for multithreaded programs are system-specific, and some systems may support additional interval timers. For example, it is unspecified which thread gets the signals. See your C<setitimer()> documentation.

=item getitimer ( $which )

Return the remaining time in the interval timer specified by C<$which>.

In scalar context, the remaining time is returned.

In list context, both the remaining time and the interval are returned. The interval is always what you put in using C<setitimer()>.

=item clock_gettime ( $which )

Return as seconds the current value of the POSIX high resolution timer specified by C<$which>. All implementations that support POSIX high resolution timers are supposed to support at least the C<$which> value of C<CLOCK_REALTIME>, which is supposed to return results close to the results of C<gettimeofday>, or the number of seconds since 00:00:00:00 January 1, 1970 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Do not assume that CLOCK_REALTIME is zero, it might be one, or something else. Another potentially useful (but not available everywhere) value is C<CLOCK_MONOTONIC>, which guarantees a monotonically increasing time value (unlike time() or gettimeofday(), which can be adjusted). See your system documentation for other possibly supported values.

=item clock_getres ( $which )

Return as seconds the resolution of the POSIX high resolution timer
specified by C<$which>.

All implementations that support POSIX high resolution timers are supposed to support at least the C<$which> value of C<CLOCK_REALTIME>, see L</clock_gettime>.

=item clock_nanosleep ( $which, $nanoseconds, $flags = 0)

Sleeps for the number of nanoseconds (1e9ths of a second) specified. Returns the number of nanoseconds actually slept. The $which is the "clock id", as with clock_gettime() and clock_getres(). The flags default to zero but C<TIMER_ABSTIME> can specified (must be exported explicitly) which means that C<$nanoseconds> is not a time interval (as is the default) but instead an absolute time. Can sleep for more than one second. Can also sleep for zero seconds, which often works like a I<thread yield>. See also C<Time::HiRes::sleep()>, C<Time::HiRes::usleep()>, and C<Time::HiRes::nanosleep()>.

Do not expect clock_nanosleep() to be exact down to one nanosecond. Getting even accuracy of one thousand nanoseconds is good.

=item clock()

Return as seconds the I<process time> (user + system time) spent by the process since the first call to clock() (the definition is B<not> "since the start of the process", though if you are lucky these times may be quite close to each other, depending on the system). What this means is that you probably need to store the result of your first call to clock(), and subtract that value from the following results of clock().

The time returned also includes the process times of the terminated child processes for which wait() has been executed. This value is somewhat like the second value returned by the times() of core Perl, but not necessarily identical. Note that due to backward compatibility limitations the returned value may wrap around at about 2147 seconds or at about 36 minutes.

=item stat

=item stat FH

=item stat EXPR

As L<perlfunc/stat> but with the access/modify/change file timestamps in subsecond resolution, if the operating system and the filesystem both support such timestamps. To override the standard stat():

use Time::HiRes qw(stat);

Test for the value of &Time::HiRes::d_hires_stat to find out whether
the operating system supports subsecond file timestamps: a value larger than zero means yes. There are unfortunately no easy ways to find out whether the filesystem supports such timestamps. UNIX filesystems often do; NTFS does; FAT doesn't (FAT timestamp granularity is 2 seconds).

A zero return value of &Time::HiRes::d_hires_stat means that Time::HiRes::stat is a no-op passthrough for CORE::stat(), and therefore the timestamps will stay integers. The same thing will happen if the filesystem does not do subsecond timestamps, even if the &Time::HiRes::d_hires_stat is non-zero.

In any case do not expect nanosecond resolution, or even a microsecond resolution. Also note that the modify/access timestamps might have different resolutions, and that they need not be synchronized, e.g. if the operations are

```
write
stat # t1
read
stat # t2
```

the access time stamp from t2 need not be greater-than the modify time stamp from t1: it may be equal or less.

=back

=head1 EXAMPLES

use Time::HiRes qw(usleep ualarm gettimeofday tv_interval);

$microseconds = 750_000;
usleep($microseconds);

# signal alarm in 2.5s & every .1s thereafter
ualarm(2_500_000, 100_000);
# cancel that ualarm
ualarm(0);

# get seconds and microseconds since the epoch
($s, $usec) = gettimeofday();

# measure elapsed time
# (could also do by subtracting 2 gettimeofday return values)
$dt0 = [gettimeofday];
# do bunch of stuff here
$dt1 = [gettimeofday];
# do more stuff here
$t0_t1 = tv_interval $t0, $t1;

$elapsed = tv_interval ($t0, [gettimeofday]);
$elapsed = tv_interval ($t0); # equivalent code

#
# replacements for time, alarm and sleep that know about
# floating seconds
#
use Time::HiRes;
$now_fractions = Time::HiRes::time;
Time::HiRes::sleep (2.5);
Time::HiRes::alarm (10.6666666);

use Time::HiRes qw ( time alarm sleep );
$now_fractions = time;
sleep (2.5);
alarm (10.6666666);

# Arm an interval timer to go off first at 10 seconds and
# after that every 2.5 seconds, in process virtual time

use Time::HiRes qw ( setitimer ITIMER_VIRTUAL time );

$SIG{VTALRM} = sub { print time, "\n" };  
setitimer(ITIMER_VIRTUAL, 10, 2.5);

use Time::HiRes qw( clock_gettime clock_getres CLOCK_REALTIME );
# Read the POSIX high resolution timer.
my $high = clock_getres(CLOCK_REALTIME);
# But how accurate we can be, really?
my $reso = clock_getres(CLOCK_REALTIME);

use Time::HiRes qw( clock_nanosleep TIMER_ABSTIME );
clock_nanosleep(CLOCK_REALTIME, 1e6);
clock_nanosleep(CLOCK_REALTIME, 2e9, TIMER_ABSTIME);

use Time::HiRes qw( clock );
my $clock0 = clock();
... # Do something.
my $clock1 = clock();
my $clockd = $clock1 - $clock0;

use Time::HiRes qw( stat );
my ($atime, $mtime, $ctime) = (stat("istics")[8, 9, 10];

=head1 C API
In addition to the perl API described above, a C API is available for extension writers. The following C functions are available in the modglobal hash:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>C prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time::NVtime</td>
<td>double (*)()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time::U2time</td>
<td>void (*)(pTHX_ UV ret[2])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both functions return equivalent information (like C<gettimeofday>) but with different representations. The names C<NVtime> and C<U2time> were selected mainly because they are operating system independent. (C<gettimeofday> is Unix-centric, though some platforms like Win32 and VMS have emulations for it.)

Here is an example of using C<NVtime> from C:

```c
double (*myNVtime)(); /* Returns -1 on failure. */
SV **svp = hv_fetch(PL_modglobal, "Time::NVtime", 12, 0);
if (!svp)         croak("Time::HiRes is required");
if (!SvIOK(*svp)) croak("Time::NVtime isn't a function pointer");
myNVtime = INT2PTR(double (*)(), SvIV(*svp));
printf("The current time is: %f\n", (*myNVtime)());
```

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

=head2 useconds or interval more than ...

In ualarm() you tried to use number of microseconds or interval (also in microseconds) more than 1_000_000 and setitimer() is not available in your system to emulate that case.

=head2 negative time not invented yet

You tried to use a negative time argument.

=head2 internal error: useconds < 0 (unsigned ... signed ...)

Something went horribly wrong-- the number of microseconds that cannot become negative just became negative. Maybe your compiler is broken?

=head2 useconds or uinterval equal to or more than 1000000

In some platforms it is not possible to get an alarm with subsecond resolution and later than one second.

=head2 unimplemented in this platform
Some calls simply aren't available, real or emulated, on every platform.

=head1 CAVEATS

Notice that the core C<time()> maybe rounding rather than truncating. What this means is that the core C<time()> may be reporting the time as one second later than C<gettimeofday()> and C<Time::HiRes::time()>.

Adjusting the system clock (either manually or by services like ntp) may cause problems, especially for long running programs that assume a monotonously increasing time (note that all platforms do not adjust time as gracefully as UNIX ntp does). For example in Win32 (and derived platforms like Cygwin and MinGW) the Time::HiRes::time() may temporarily drift off from the system clock (and the original time()) by up to 0.5 seconds. Time::HiRes will notice this eventually and recalibrate. Note that since Time::HiRes 1.77 the clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC) might help in this (in case your system supports CLOCK_MONOTONIC).

Some systems have APIs but not implementations: for example QNX and Haiku have the interval timer APIs but not the functionality.

=head1 SEE ALSO

Perl modules L<BSD::Resource>, L<Time::TAI64>.

Your system documentation for C<clock>, C<clock_gettime>, C<clock_getres>, C<clock_nanosleep>, C<clock_settime>, C<getitimer>, C<gettimeofday>, C<setitimer>, C<sleep>, C<stat>, C<ualarm>.
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=head1 COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE

Copyright (c) 1996-2002 Douglas E. Wegscheid. All rights reserved.


Copyright (C) 2011, 2012 Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ppport.h --Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.13

  Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.008008.

  Do NOT edit this file directly!  -- Edit PPPort_pm.PL and the
  includes in parts/inc/ instead.

  Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SKIP

=pod

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.13

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help

--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--nohints     don't show hints
--nochanges   don't suggest changes
--nofilter    don't filter input files

--strip       strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY
This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.10.0.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help
Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version
Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>
If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>
If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<!--patch> or C<!--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>
Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default
is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.
The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C|--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=over 4

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.
If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more \texttt{#define}'s in your source code before the inclusion of \texttt{F<ppport.h>}.

These functions or variables will be marked \texttt{C<explicit>} in the list shown by \texttt{C<--list-provided>}.  

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either \texttt{C<static>} or global variants.

For a \texttt{C<static>} function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

\begin{verbatim}
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable
\end{verbatim}

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

\begin{verbatim}
#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL
\end{verbatim}

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lccc}
\hline
Function / Variable & Static Request & Global Request \\
\hline PL_signals & \texttt{NEED_PL_signals} & \texttt{NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL} \\
eval_pv() & \texttt{NEED_eval_pv} & \texttt{NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL} \\
grok_bin() & \texttt{NEED_grok_bin} & \texttt{NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL} \\
grok_hex() & \texttt{NEED_grok_hex} & \texttt{NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL} \\
grok_number() & \texttt{NEED_grok_number} & \texttt{NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL} \\
grok_numeric_radix() & \texttt{NEED_grok_numeric_radix} & \texttt{NEED_grok_numeric_radixGLOBAL} \\
grok_oct() & \texttt{NEED_grok_oct} & \texttt{NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL} \\
load_module() & \texttt{NEED_load_module} & \texttt{NEED_load_module_GLOBAL} \\
my_snprintf() & \texttt{NEED_my_snprintf} & \texttt{NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL} \\
my_strlcat() & \texttt{NEED_my_strlcat} & \texttt{NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL} \\
my_strlcpy() & \texttt{NEED_my_strlcpy} & \texttt{NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL} \\
newCONSTSUB() & \texttt{NEED_newCONSTSUB} & \texttt{NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL} \\
newRV_noinc() & \texttt{NEED_newRV_noinc} & \texttt{NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL} \\
newSVpvn_share() & \texttt{NEED_newSVpvn_share} & \texttt{NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL} \\
sv_2pv_flags() & \texttt{NEED-svg_2pv_flags} & \texttt{NEED-svg_2pv_flags_GLOBAL} \\
sv_2pvbyte() & \texttt{NEED-svg_2pvbyte} & \texttt{NEED-svg_2pvbyte_GLOBAL} \\
sv_catpvf_mg() & \texttt{NEED-svg_catpvf_mg} & \texttt{NEED-svg_catpvf_mg_GLOBAL} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext() NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL
sv_pvn_force_flags() NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags_GLOBAL
sv_setpvf_mg() NEED_sv_setpvf_mg NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_GLOBAL
sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext() NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL
vload_module() NEED_vload_module NEED_vload_module_GLOBAL
vnewSVpvf() NEED_vnewSVpvf NEED_vnewSVpvf_GLOBAL
warner() NEED_warner NEED_warner_GLOBAL

To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the
explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE>
macro. Just C<#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"

The default namespace is C<DPPP_>.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running
F<ppport.h> on your source code. See the next section for
details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether F<ppport.h> is needed for your module, whether you
should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines
should be used, F<ppport.h> can be run as a Perl script to check your
source code. Simply say:

perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes
that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most
efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in
newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments,
and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could
use something like this:

perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions
for changes, use:

perl ppport.h --nochanges
You can specify a different C<diff> program or options, using
the C<--diff> option:

    perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function,
use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression,
you can use

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/./

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during
the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions
of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN
before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of
C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please
file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.

The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.
This file.

=item 3.

The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.

A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.

Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2007, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '($RE_TRIE_MAXBUF) = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.13;

my %opt = (
    quiet      => 0,
    diag       => 1,
    hints      => 1,
    changes    => 1,
)
cplusplus => 0,
filter => 1,
strip => 0,
version => 0,
);
my($ppport) = $0 =~ /([\w.]+)$/;
my $LF = '(?:\r\n|[\r\n])'; # line feed
my $HS = "[ \t]";
# horizontal whitespace
# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/'.'*';
my $cce = '*'.'/';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;
eval {
require Getopt::Long;
Getopt::Long::GetOptions(\%opt, qw(
help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
)) or usage();
};
if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
usage() if "@ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.\n";
}
if ($opt{version}) {
print "This is $0 $VERSION.\n";
exit 0;
}
usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};
if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };
if ($@) {
die "Invalid version number format: '$opt{'compat-version'}'\n";
}
die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
$opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
}
else {
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$opt{'compat-version'} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /[^()]*\(([^)]+\))([^)]+\))([^)]+\))([^)]+\))([^)]+\))([^)]+\))/
? ($1 => { ($2                  ? ( base     => $2 ) : ()),
($3                  ? ( todo     => $3 ) : ()),
(index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ()),
(index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ()),
(index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ()),
})
: die "invalid spec: $_" } qw(
AvFILLp|5.004050||p
AvFILL||
CLASS||
CX_CURPAD_SAVE||
CX_CURPAD_SV||
CopFILEAV|5.006000||p
CopFILEGV_set|5.006000||p
CopFILEGV|5.006000||p
CopFILESV|5.006000||p
CopFILE_set|5.006000||p
CopFILE|5.006000||p
CopSTASHPV_set|5.006000||p
CopSTASHPV|5.006000||p
CopSTASH_eq|5.006000||p
CopSTASH_set|5.006000||p
CopSTASH|5.006000||p
CopyD|5.009002||p
Copy||
CvPADLIST||
CvSTASH||
CvWEAKOUTSIDE||
DEFSV|5.004050||p
END_EXTERN_C|5.005000||p
ENTER||
ERRSV|5.004050||p
EXTEND||
EXTERN_C|5.005000||p
F0convert||
FREETMPS||
GIMME_V|5.004000||n
GIMME||
GROK_NUMERIC_RADIX|5.007002||p
G_ARRAY||
G_DISCARD||
G_EVAL||
G_NOARGS||
G_SCALAR
G_VOID[5.004000]
GetVars[]
GvSV[]
Gv_AMupdate[]
HEf_SVKEY[5.004000]
HeHASH[5.004000]
HeKEY[5.004000]
HeKLEN[5.004000]
HePV[5.004000]
HeSVKEY_force[5.004000]
HeSVKEY_set[5.004000]
HeSVKEY[5.004000]
HeVAL[5.004000]
HvNAME[]
INT2PTR[5.006000]p
IN_LOCALE_COMPILETIME[5.007002]p
IN_LOCALE_RUNTIME[5.007002]p
IN_LOCALE[5.007002]p
IN_PERL_COMPILETIME[5.008001]p
IS_NUMBER_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX[5.007002]p
IS_NUMBER_INFINITY[5.007002]p
IS_NUMBER_IN_UV[5.007002]p
IS_NUMBER_NAN[5.007003]p
IS_NUMBER_NEG[5.007002]p
IS_NUMBER_NOT_INT[5.007002]p
IVSIZE[5.006000]p
IVTYPE[5.006000]p
IVdf[5.006000]p
LEAVE[]
LVRET[]
MARK[]
MULTICALL[5.009005]
MY_CXT_CLONE[5.009002]p
MY_CXT_INIT[5.007003]p
MY_CXT[5.007003]p
MoveD[5.009002]p
Move[]
NOOP[5.005000]p
NUM2PTR[5.006000]p
NVTYPE[5.006000]p
NVef[5.006001]p
NVff[5.006001]p
NVgf[5.006001]p
Newxc[5.009003]p
Newxz[5.009003]p
Newx[5.009003]p
Nullav[]
SvPV_nolen|5.006000||p
SvPV_nomg_const_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_nomg_const|5.009003||p
SvPV_nomg|5.007002||p
SvPV_set||p
SvPVbyte_force|5.009002||p
SvPVbyte_nolen|5.006000||p
SvPVbyte_force|5.006000||p
SvPVbyte|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8_force|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8_nolen|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8x_force|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8x|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8|5.006000||p
SvPVx||p
SvPV||p
SvREFCNT_dec||p
SvREFCNT_inc_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc||p
SvREFCNT||p
SvROK_off||p
SvROK_on||p
SvROK||p
SvRV_set|5.009003||p
SvRV||p
SvRXOK|5.009005||p
SvRX|5.009005||p
SvSETMAGIC||p
SvSHARED_HASH|5.009003||p
SvSHARE|5.007003||p
SvSTASH_set|5.009003||p
SvSTASH||p
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal|5.004000||p
SvSetMagicSV|5.004000||p
SvSetSV_nosteal|5.004000||p
SvSetSV||p
SvTAINTED_off|5.004000||p
SvTAINTED_on|5.004000||p
SvTAINTED|5.004000||p
SvTRUE||p
XST_mYES
XS_VERSION_BOOTCHECK
XS_VERSION
XSprePUSH[5.006000]p
XS
ZeroD[5.009002]p
Zero
_aMY_CXT[5.007003]p
_pMY_CXT[5.007003]p
aMY_CXT_[5.007003]p
aMY_CXT[5.007003]p
aTHXR[5.009005]p
aTHXR[5.009005]p
aTHX[5.006000]p
aTHX[5.006000]p
add_data
addmad
alloca
amagic_cal1
amagic_cmp_locale
amagic_cmp
amagic_i_ncmp
amagic_ncmp
any_dup
ao
append_elem
append_list
append_madprops
apply_attrs_my
apply_attrs_string[5.006001]
apply_attrs
apply
atfork_lock[5.007003]n
atfork_unlock[5.007003]n
av_arylen_p[5.009003]
av_clear
av_create_and_push[5.009005]
av_create_and_unshift_one[5.009005]
av_delete[5.006000]
av_exists[5.006000]
av_extend
av_fake
av_fetch
av_fill
av_len
av_make
av_pop
av_push
ck_fun|||ck_glob|||ck_grep|||ck_index|||ck_join|||ck_lengthconst|||ck_Fun|||ck_listio|b|||ck_match|||ck_method|||ck_null|||ck_open|||ck_readline|||ck_repeat|||ck_require|||ck_retarget|||ck_return|||ck_rfun|||ck_rvconst|||ck_sassign|||ck_select|||ck_shift|||ck_sort|||ck_spair|||ck_split|||ck_subr|||ck_substr|||ck_svconst|||ck_trunc|||ck_unpack|||ckwarn_d][5.009003]ckwarn][5.009003]cl_and][ncl_init_zero][ncl_init][ncl_is_anything][ncl_or][ncl_clear_placeholders|||closest_cop|||convert|||cop_free|||cr_textfilter|||create_eval_scope|||croak_nocontext][vn|croak][v|csighandler][5.009003|ncurmad][n
custom_op_desc|5.007003|
custom_op_name|5.007003|
cv_ckproto_len||
cv_ckproto||
cv_clone||
cv_const_sv|5.004000|
cv_dump||
cv_undef||
cx_dump|5.005000|
cx_dup||
cxinc||
dAXMARK|5.009003|p
dAX|5.007002|p
d ITEMS|5.007002|p
dMARK||
dMULTICALL|5.009003|
dMY_CXT_SV|5.007003|p
dMY_CXT|5.007003|p
dNOOP|5.006000|p
dORIGMARK||
dSP||
dTHR|5.004050|p
dTHXR|5.009005|p
dTHXa|5.006000|p
dTHXoa|5.006000|p
dTHX|5.006000|p
dUNDERBAR|5.009002|p
dVAR|5.009003|p
dXCPFT|5.009002|p
dXSARGS||
dXS132||
dXSTARG|5.006000|p
deb_curcv||
deb_nocontext||vn
deb_stack_all||
deb_stack_r||
debop|5.005000|
debprofdump|5.005000|
debprof||
debstackptrs|5.007003|
debstack|5.007003|
debug_start_match||
deb|5.007003|v
del_sv||
delete_eval_scope||
delimcpy|5.004000|
deprecate_old||
deprecate||
despatch_signals||5.007001|
destroy_matcher||
die_nocontext||vn
die_where||
die||v
dirp_dup||
div128||
djSP||
do_aexec5||
do_aexec||
do_aspawn||
do_binmode||5.004050|
do_chomp||
do_chop||
do_close||
do_dump_pad||
do_eof||
do_exec3||
do_execfree||
do_exec||
do_gv_dump||5.006000|
do_gvgv_dump||5.006000|
do_hv_dump||5.006000|
do_ipcctl||
do_ipcget||
do_join||
do_kv||
do_magic_dump||5.006000|
do_msgrcv||
do_msgsnd||
do_oddball||
do_op_dump||5.006000|
do_op_xmldump||
do_open9||5.006000|
do_openi||5.007001|
do_open||5.004000|
do_pipe||
do_pmov_dump||5.006000|
do_pmov_xmldump||
do_print||
do_readline||
do_seek||
do_semop||
do_shmioc||
do_smartmatch||
do_spawn_nowait||
do_spawn||
do_sprintf||
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newSTATEOP||
newSUB||
newSVOP||
newSVREF||
newSV_type||5.009005|
newSVhek||5.009003|
newSViv||
newSVn|v|
newSVpvf_nocontext||v
newSVpf||5.004000|v
newSVpvn_share||5.007001|p
newSVpvn||5.004050|p
newSVpvs_share||5.009003|
newSVpvs||5.009003|p
newSVpv||
newSVrv||
newSVxv||
newSVuv||
newSV||
newTOKEN||
newUNOP||
newWHENOP||5.009003|
newWHILEOP||5.009003|
newXS_flags||5.009004|
newXSproto||5.006000|
newXS||5.006000|
new_collate||5.006000|
new_constant||
new_ctype||
new_he||
new_logop||
new_numeric||5.006000|
new_stackinfo||5.005000|
new_version||5.009000|
new_warnings_bitfield||
next_symbol||
nextargv||
ninstr||
nno_bareword_allowed||
nno_fh_allowed||
nno_op||
nnot_a_number||
nnothreadhook||5.008000|
nuke_stacks||
nnum_overflow||
offer_nice_chunk||
oopsAV||
save_ary
save_bool[5.008001]
save_clearsv
save_delete
save_destructor_x[5.006000]
save_destructor[5.006000]
save_freeop
save_freepv
save_freesv
save_generic_pvref[5.006001]
save_generic_svref[5.005030]
save_ep[5.004000]
save_hash
save_hek_flags
save_helem[5.004050]
save_hints[5.005000]
save_hptr
save_int
save_item
save_iv[5.005000]
save_lines
save_list
save_long
save_magic
save_mortalizesv[5.007001]
save_nogv
save_op
save_padsv[5.007001]
save_pptr
save_re_context[5.006000]
save_scalar_at
save_scalar
save_set_svflags[5.009000]
save_shared_pvref[5.007003]
save_spvref
save_vptr[5.006000]
savepvn
savepvs[5.009003]
savepv
savesharedpv[5.009005]
savesharedpv[5.007003]
savestack_grow_cnt[5.008001]
savestack_grow
savestack_grow_pv
savestack_grow_pvref
sawparens
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
scalar_mod_type
 scalar_mod_type
sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext
sv_catpvf_mg
sv_catpvf_nocontext
sv_catpvf
sv_catpvn_flags
sv_catpvn_mg
sv_catpvn_nomg
sv_catpvn
sv_catpvs
sv_catpv
sv_catsv_flags
sv_catsv_mg
sv_catsv_nomg
sv_catsv
sv_catxmlpvn
sv_catxmlsv
sv_chop
sv_clean_all
sv_clean_objs
sv_clear
sv_cmp_locale
sv_cmp
sv_collxfrm
sv_compile_2op
sv_copypv
sv_dec
sv_del_backref
sv_derived_from
sv_does
sv_dump
sv_dup
sv_eq
sv_exp.grow
sv_force_normal_flags
sv_force_normal
sv_free2
sv_free_arenas
sv_free
sv_gets
sv_grow
sv_incmp
sv_inc
sv_insert
sv_isa
sv_isobject
sv_iv
sv_kill_backrefs
sv_len_utf8
sv_len|||
sv_magic_portable[5.009005][5.004000]p
sv_magicext[5.007003]
sv_magic|||
sv_mortalcopy|||
svncmp|||
sv_newmortal|||
sv_newref|||
sv_nolocking[5.007003]
sv_nosharing[5.007003]
sv_nounlocking|||
sv_nv[5.005000]
sv_pos_b2u_midway|||
sv_pos_b2u[5.006000]
sv_pos_u2b_cached|||
sv_pos_u2b_forwards][n
sv_pos_u2b_midway][n
sv_pos_u2b[5.006000]
sv_pvbyte[5.006000]
sv_pvbyte[5.006000]
sv_pvn_force_flags[5.007002][p
sv_pvn_force|||
sv_pvn_nomg[5.007003][p
sv_pvn][p
sv_pvuf8n_force[5.006000]
sv_pvuf8n[5.006000]
sv_pvuf8[5.006000]
sv_pv[5.006000]
sv_recode_to_utf8[5.007003]
sv_reftype|||
sv_release_COW|||
sv_replace|||
sv_report_used|||
sv_reset|||
sv_rvweaken[5.006000]
sv_setiv_mg[5.004050][p
sv_setiv][p
sv_setnv_mg[5.006000][p
sv_setnv][p
sv_setpv_mg[5.004050][p
sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext][p
sv_setpvf_mg[5.006000][5.004000][pv
sv_setpvf_nocontext][v
sv_setpvf[5.004000][v
sv_setpviv_mg[5.008001]
sv_setpviv[5.008001]
sys_intern_clear
sys_intern_dup
sys_intern_init
taint_env
taint_proper
tmpls_grow[5.006000]
toLOWER
toDate
toDate
token_free
tokereport
too_few_arguments
too_many_arguments
uiv_2buf
unlnk
unpack_rec
unpack_str[5.007003]
unpackstring[5.008001]
unshare_hek_or_pvn
unshare_hek
unsharepvn[5.004000]
unwind_handler_stack
update_debugger_info
upg_version[5.009005]
usage
utf16_to_utf8_reversed[5.006001]
utf16_to_utf8[5.006001]
utf8_distance[5.006000]
utf8_hop[5.006000]
utf8_length[5.007001]
utf8_mg_pos_cache_update
utf8_to_bytes[5.006001]
yylex|||
yyparse|||
yywarn|||
);
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
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if ($function) {
    if (/^}/) {
        if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
            my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
            push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
        }
        undef $define;
    } else {
        $function->[1] .= $_;
    }
}

$function = [$1, ""] if m{^DPPP_\(\(\w+\)\)\};

$replace = $1 if m{^\s*\$rccs\s+Replace:\s+\(\w+\)\s+\$rcces\s+\$};
$replace{2} = $1 if $replace and m{^\s*\$rccs\s+Replace\s+\(\w+\)\s+\$rcces\s+\$};
$replace{1} = $2 if m{^\s*\$rccs\s+Replace \(\w+\) with \(\w+\)\s+\$rcces\s+\$};

if (m{^\s*\$rccs\s+\(\w+\)\s+depends\s+\(\w+\)\s+\$rcces\s+\$}) {
    push @{$depends{$1}}, map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $2;
}

$need{1} = 1 if m{^\s*\$rccs\s+\$rcce\s+\$};

for (values %depends) {
    my %s;
    $s_ = {sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_};
}

if (exists $opt{'api-info'}) {
    my $;
    my $count = 0;
    my $match = $opt{'api-info'} =~ m!\^\Q$opt\('api-info'\)\E\$! ? $1 : "\$Q$opt\('api-info'\)\E\$";

}
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    print "\n=== $f ===\n\n";
    my $info = 0;
    if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
        my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
        print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base.\n";
        $info++;
    }
    if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
        my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
        print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo.\n";
        print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f.\n" if exists $need{$f};
        print "Depends on: $join(', ', @{$depends{$f}}).\n" if exists $depends{$f};
        print "$warnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
        $info++;
    }
    print "No portability information available.\n" unless $info;
    $count++;
}
$count or print "Found no API matching \'$opt{api-info}\\.\'.\\n";
print "\n";
ext 0;
}

if (exists $opt{list-provided}) {
    my $f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{provided};
        my @flags;
        push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
        push @flags, 'depend' if exists $depends{$f};
        push @flags, 'hint' if exists $hints{$f};
        push @flags, 'warning' if exists $warnings{$f};
        my $flags = @flags ? '  [' . join(', ', @flags) . '] ' : ';
        print "$flags\n";
    }
    exit 0;
}

my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
if (-e) {
if (-f) {
push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
}
else { warn "'$_' is not a file.\n" }
}
else {
my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
or warn "'$_' does not exist.\n";
push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
}
}
}
else {
eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
@files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
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warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;
$c =~ s{
( ^$HS*\#$HS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?:\Q$ppport\E|XSUB\.h)\b[^\r\n]*
| ^$HS*\#$HS*(?:define|elif|if(?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]* )
| ( ^$HS*\#[^\r\n]*
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*'
| / (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]* ) )
}{ defined $2 and push @ccom, $2;
defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$#ccom$cce" }mgsex;
$file{ccom} = \@ccom;
$file{code} = $c;
$file{has_inc_ppport} = $c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*include[^\r\n]+\b\Q$ppport\E\b/m;
my $func;
for $func (keys %API) {
my $match = $func;
$match .= "|$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
if ($c =~ /\b(?:Perl_)?($match)\b/) {
$file{uses_replace}{$1}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} && $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
$file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /\bPerl_$func\b/;
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
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$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
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info("== Analyzing $filename ==");

my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
  if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
    unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
      my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*)(?!aTHX_?)(\)|[\^s]\*)\s*)}}
        { $1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_' . $2 }ge);
      if ($changes) {
        warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
        $file{changes} += $changes;
    }
  }
  else {
    warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func\s*\(\s*aTHX_?\)\s*}\b$func\s*\(\s*aTHX_?\)\s*\}g);
  }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
  warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
  $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/$func/$replace{$func}/g);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
  if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
    if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
      diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(',', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
    }
    else {
      diag("Uses $func");
    }
  }
  $warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
  for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
    print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
        format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with '$ppport'\n";
    $warnings++;
  }
}
for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = ""
    if (not exists $file{uses}[$func]) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    }
    elsif (exists $file{needs}[$func] && $file{needs}[$func] ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    }
    if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = ""
    if (not exists $global{uses}[$func]) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    }
    elsif (exists $file{needs}[$func]) {
        if ($file{needs}[$func] eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}[$func] eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        }
    }
    if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = ""
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}[$func];
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_$type"}[$func]) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files [@ {$global{needs}[$func]} need $func, adding global request");
            }
        }
    }
}
else {
    diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
}
$pp .= 
"#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
}
}

if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+?)/$pp/m)) {
    $pp = ";
    $file{changes}++;
}

unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("Needs to include '$ppport'");
    $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\\n")
}

if ($pp) {
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+?\s*?)/$1$pp/ms)
    || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E)/$pp/m)
    || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*\s*?)/$1$pp/m)
    || ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);
}
}
else {
    if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("No need to include '$ppport'");
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*?$LF//m);
    }
    }

# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
        $cppc++;
        $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
    }
    else {
        $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
    }
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : ";
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}
my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : '';  
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : '';  
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {  
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {  
        my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";  
        if (-e $newfile) {  
            error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");  
        } else {  
            local *F;  
            if (open F, ">$newfile") {  
                info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");  
                print F $c;  
                close F;  
            } else {  
                error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");  
            }  
        }  
    } elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {  
        if (exists $opt{patch}) {  
            unless ($patch_opened) {  
                if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {  
                    $patch_opened = 1;  
                } else {  
                    error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");  
                    delete $opt{patch};  
                    $opt{changes} = 1;  
                    goto fallback;  
                }  
            }  
            mydiff("PATCH", $filename, $c);  
        } else {  
            fallback:  
                info("Suggested changes:");  
                mydiff("STDOUT", $filename, $c);  
            }  
    } else {  
        my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '" : 's';  
        info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");  
    }
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} } 
} else {
    info("Looks good");
} 
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_\;\; return @$ eq " } 

sub mydiff 
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
        --- $file
        +++ $file.patched
        HEADER
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        return;
    }

    print F $diff;
}
sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = ";
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

    if (open F, ">$tmp") {
        print F $str;
        close F;

        if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
            while (<F>) {
                s/#^tmp\E/$file.patched/;
                $diff .= ";
            }
            close F;
            unlink $tmp;
            return $diff;
        }
        unlink $tmp;
    } else {
        error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
    }

    unlink $tmp;
}

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_;  
    return () unless exists $depends{$func};
    $seen = {%{$seen||{}}};
    return () if $seen->{$func}++;
    my %s;
    grep !s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
}

sub parse_version
{
    my($ver) = shift;

if ($ver =~ /^\d+/.\d+.\d+/) {
    return ($1, $2, $3);
}
elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+/.\d+/) {
    die "cannot parse version '\$ver\n'';
}

$ver =~ s/_//g;
$ver =~ s/$/000000/;

my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/.\d{3}/;\d{3}/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version '\$ver\n'';
    } 
}

return ($r, $v, $s);
}

sub format_version {
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/.\d{3}/;\d{3}/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "invalid version '\$ver\n'';
        } 
        $s /= 10;
    }

    $ver = sprintf "%d.%d\03d", $r, $v;
    $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "\_\%d\02d", $s;

    return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;
sub info
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    $opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print "*** \n", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
    print "*** ERROR: \n", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    my $func = shift;
    my $rv = 0;
    if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
        my $warn = $warnings{$func};
        $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
        print "*** WARNING: \n", $warn;
        $rv++;
    }
    if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
        my $hint = $hints{$func};
        $hint =~ s/^/   /mg;
        print "   --- \n", $hint;
    }
    $rv;
}

sub usage
{
    my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\n^=/(.*?)/ms;

my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
$usage =~ s/^s*perl\s+/$^X $0/;
$usage =~ s/([A-Z])<([^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;

print <<ENDUSAGE;
Usage: $usage
See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE

exit 2;
}

sub strip {
    my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <>};
    my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*^(.*?)^=\w+/ms;
    $copy =~ s/^(?=$HS+)/    /gms;
    $self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
    $self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP
if (\@ARGV && \$ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') {
    eval { require Devel::PPPort };\n
    \$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n";
    if (\$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < \$VERSION) {
        die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort \$VERSION.\n"
        . "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n"
        . "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n"
    }
    Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
    exit 0;
}
print <<END;
Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality,
please try to regenerate this file using:

\$^X \$0 --unstrip
END

/\s+$/ms;
my($pl, $c) = $self =~ /(.*^__DATA__)(.*)/ms;
$c =~ s{
    / (?:\[^\*]+\*+(?:\[^$ccs\]\[^\*]+\*+)* / | /\[^\n]+\*)
}| ( "[^\n]*\(?:\[^\n]*\)*")
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| [^\"]*\[?\|[^\"]*\]* | (\$HS+) | { defined $2 ? '' : ($1 || '') } gsex; $c =~ s!\s+$!!mg; $c =~ s!^$LF!!mg; $c =~ s!^\s*#!#!mg; $c =~ s!^\s+!!mg; open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $!"; print OUT "$pl$c
"; exit 0; }

$self__DATA__

*/

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682215_1604395590.96/0/perl-Time-HiRes-1.9725-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-aQ1lGMrr/perl-Time-HiRes.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'High resolution alarm, sleep, gettimeofday, interval timers'
author:
- 'Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@iki.fi>'
built_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.62, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.112621'
license: unknown
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Time-HiRes
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
Carp: 0
Config: 0
DynaLoader: 0
Exporter: 0
ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
Test::More: 0.82
strict: 0
version: 1.9725

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Copyright (c) 1996-2002 Douglas E. Wegscheid.  All rights reserved.
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2002-2010 Jarkko Hietaniemi.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Copyright (C) 2011, 2012 Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org>
 *
 * This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
 * it under the same terms as Perl itself.
 */

1.234 tmpwatch 2.11

1.234.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

---
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.235 spring-framework 4.3.25
1.235.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
https://www.apache.org/licenses/
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

=======================================================================

SPRING FRAMEWORK 4.3.25.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

Spring Framework 4.3.25.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents
with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that
includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source
subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source
code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

>>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm:4.0, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:4.0):

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from https://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download, CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

===============================================================================

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical medium.

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 4.3.25.RELEASE
Copyright (c) 2002-2019 Pivotal, Inc.

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

1.236 guava r05
1.237 initscripts 9.49.46

1.237.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation’s software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program.
'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.238 usbutils 007-5.el7

1.238.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.239.1 Available under license:

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: ipmiutil
Upstream-Contact: Andy Cress <arcress at users.sourceforge.net>
Source: http://ipmiutil.sourceforge.net
Comment: This package was debianized by Andy Cress on 2010-10-29, with Debian package updates by Alex Waite on 2013-06-14

Files: *
Copyright: 2001-2008, Intel Corporation
2009-2012, Kontron America
2013, Andy Cress <arcress at users.sourceforge.net>
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: lib/lanplus/*
Copyright: 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/itsol.c
Copyright: 2005 Tyan Computer Corp.
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/iekanalyzer.c
Copyright: 2007 Kontron Canada, Inc.
2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Files: util/md2.h
Copyright: 2003 FreeIPMI Core Team
Comment: Optional to include this file, based on configure options
License: GPL-2.0

Files: util/AnsiTerm.cpp
Copyright: 2009 Robert Nelson <robertnelson at users.sourceforge.net>
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: util/oem_dell.c
Copyright: 2008, Dell Inc
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/oem_sun.c
Copyright: 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/ifirewall.c
Copyright: 2010 Kontron America Inc.
2005 International Business Machines, Inc.
2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/ifwum.c util/ihpm.c
Copyright: 2004-2006 Kontron Canada, Inc.
2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
License: BSD-3-clause

Files: util/md5.c
Comment: Aladdin unrestricted license is compatible with BSD-3-clause
License: Aladdin
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
L. Peter Deutsch
License: BSD-3-clause
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
c. Neither the name of Kontron, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License: BSD-2-clause
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License: GPL-2.0
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
A copy of the GNU General Public License is available as
/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 in the Debian distribution or on
also obtain it by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

The BSD 2.0 License

Copyright (c) 2001-2008 Intel Corporation
 (c) 2009-2012 Kontron America, Inc.
 (c) 2013 Andy Cress <arcress at users.sourceforge.net>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
c. Neither the name of Kontron, nor the names of its
   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
   this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The BSD License

Copyright (c) 2003, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, 
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation 
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
c. Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors 
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND 
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; 
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON 
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT 
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS 
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.240.1 Available under license:
Free, open source, and all that good stuff.
Pexpect Copyright (c) 2008 Noah Spurrier

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy 
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal 
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights 
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is 
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all 
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, 
DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR 
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE 
USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.241 polkit 0.112-18.el7
1.241.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer’s own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. Because the Library is licensed free of charge, there is no warranty for the Library, to the extent permitted by applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing the copyright holders and/or other parties provide the Library "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Library is with you. Should the Library prove defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

16. In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or redistribute the Library as permitted above, be liable to you for damages, including any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use the Library (including but not limited to loss of data or data being...
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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<pre class="programlisting">                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary
one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
   stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
   that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attri\(b\)ution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.243.1 Available under license :
Apache Commons JXPath
Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["] replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.244.1 Available under license :

(c) 2008, Adam Warski, JBoss Inc.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
   it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered
work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```plaintext
<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER
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1.246.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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Apache Commons Collections
Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.248 zlib 2.27-41.base.el7

1.248.1 Available under license:

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:
The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.249 unzip 6.0-20.el7

1.249.1 Available under license:

This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license.
The definitive version of this document should be available at
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and

Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as
the following set of individuals:

Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,
Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,
Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,
David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,
Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,
Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,
Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,
Rich Wales, Mike White.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express
or implied. In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages
arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:
1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain
   the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list
   of conditions.

2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)
   must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,
   and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials
   provided with the distribution. Additional documentation is not needed
   for executables where a command line license option provides these and
   a note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner. The
   sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard
   UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive;
   that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the
   normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.

3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating
   systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with
   modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library
   versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not
   be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,
   compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not
   be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not
   limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"
   (or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different
   capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the
   explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further
   prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP
   e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP
   will provide support for the altered versions.

4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,
   own source and binary releases.

This is the Info-ZIP file COPYING (for UnZip), last updated 17 Jul 2000.

FIRST NOTE:
This file contains some details about the copyright history of
contributions to the UnZip project.
Additionally, it summarises some exceptions to the general BSD-like
copyright found in LICENSE that covers our generic code and most of
the system specific ports.
Please read LICENSE first to find out what is allowed to do with
Info-ZIP's UnZip code.
There are currently two explicit copyrights on portions of UnZip code (at least, of which Info-ZIP is aware):
Jim Luther's Mac OS File Manager interface code; and Christopher Evans' MacBinaryIII coding code (for the MacOS port). These copyrights are discussed in more detail below.

All remaining code is now (starting with UnZip version 5.41) covered by the new Info-ZIP license. For details, please read the accompanying file LICENSE. The terms and conditions in this license supersede the copyright conditions of the contributions by Igor Mandrichenko (vms/vms.c), Greg Roelofs (zipinfo.c, new version of unshrink.c), Mike White (Windows DLL code in "windll/*"), Steve P. Miller (Pocket UnZip GUI "wince/*"), and Mark Adler (inflate/explode decompression core routines, previously put into the public domain). All these Info-ZIP contributors (or "primary" authors) have permitted us to replace their copyright notes by the Info-ZIP License.

Frequently Asked Questions regarding (re)distribution of Zip and UnZip are near the end of this file.

There are no known patents on any of the code in UnZip. Unisys claims a patent on LZW encoding and on LZW decoding _in an apparatus that performs LZW encoding_, but the patent appears to exempt a stand-alone decoder (as in UnZip's unshrink.c). Unisys has publicly claimed otherwise, but the issue has never been tested in court. Since this point is unclear, unshrinking is not enabled by default. It is the responsibility of the user to make his or her peace with Unisys and its licensing requirements. (unshrink.c may be removed from future releases altogether.)

The original unzip source code has been extensively modified and almost entirely rewritten (changes include random zipfile access rather than sequential; replacement of unimplode() with explode(); replacement of old unshrink() with new (unrelated) unshrink(); replacement of output routines; addition of inflate(), wildcards, filename-mapping, text translation, ...; etc.). As far as we can tell, only the core code of the unreduce method remained substantially similar to Mr. Smith's original source. As of UnZip 5.42, the complete core code is now covered by the Info-ZIP Licence. Therefore, support for the reduce method has been removed.
The drop of the reduce method should only affect some test archives, reducing was never used in any publically distributed Zip program. For pathologic cases where support for reduced archive entries is needed, the unreduce code copyrighted by Samuel H. Smith is available as a separate distribution (the restricted copyright of this code is
The following copyright applies to the Mac OS File Manager interface code (macos/source/macstuff.[ch]), distributed with UnZip 5.4 and later:

* MoreFiles
*
* A collection of File Manager and related routines
*
* by Jim Luther (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)
* with significant code contributions by Nitin Ganatra
* (Apple Macintosh Developer Technical Support Emeritus)
* Portions copyright 1995 Jim Luther
* All rights reserved.
* The Package "More Files" is distributed under the following license terms:
* "You may incorporate this sample code into your applications without restriction, though the sample code has been provided "AS IS" and the responsibility for its operation is 100% yours. However, what you are not permitted to do is to redistribute the source as "DSC Sample Code" after having made changes. If you're going to redistribute the source, we require that you make it clear in the source that the code was descended from Apple Sample Code, but that you've made changes."

The usage terms of this copyright note are compatible with the Info-ZIP license, they do not add further restrictions.

The following copyright applies to the Mac OS "macbin3" decoding code (extra field compatibility with ZipIf):

* MacBinaryIII.h
*
* Copyright 1997 Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)
*
* Basic encoding and decoding of Macintosh files to the MacBinary III spec.
*  
* This source is copyrighted by Christopher Evans (cevans@poppybank.com)
* (available at ftp://ftp.lazerware.com/MacBinaryIII_src_C.sit
* homepage of Leonard Rosenthal leonardr@netcom.com)
This copyright note does not contain any usage terms. So, we assume that this code is freely reusable until we are proved wrong...

The remaining copyright notes have been superseeded by the new Info-ZIP license, with explicit permission from the respective original authors. They are cited here for historical reasons, only:

The following copyright applies to the full-featured unreduce.c (now distributed separately):

* Copyright 1989 Samuel H. Smith; All rights reserved
* Do not distribute modified versions without my permission.
* Do not remove or alter this notice or any other copyright notice.
* If you use this in your own program you must distribute source code.
* Do not use any of this in a commercial product.

Regarding the first stipulation, Mr. Smith was tracked down in southern California some years back [Samuel H. Smith, The Tool Shop; as of mid-May 1994, (213) 851-9969 (voice), (213) 887-2127(?) (subscription BBS), 71150.2731@compuserve.com]:

"He says that he thought that whoever contacted him understood that he has no objection to the Info-ZIP group's inclusion of his code. His primary concern is that it remain freely distributable, he said."

Despite the fact that our "normal" code has been entirely rewritten and by default no longer contains any of Mr. Smith's code, Info-ZIP remains indebted and grateful to him. We hope he finds our contributions as useful as we have his.

Note that the third and fourth stipulations still apply to any company that wishes to incorporate the unreduce code into its products; if you wish to do so, you must contact Mr. Smith directly regarding licensing.

-----

The following copyright applied to most of the VMS code in vms.c, distributed with UnZip version 4.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1992-93 Igor Mandrichenko.
* Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files are included unmodified and that this copyright notice is retained.
The following copyright applied to the new version of unshrink.c, distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1994 Greg Roelofs.
* Permission is granted to any individual/institution/corporate entity to use, copy, redistribute or modify this software for any purpose whatsoever, subject to the conditions noted in the Frequently Asked Questions section below, plus one additional condition: namely, that my name not be removed from the source code. (Other names may, of course, be added as modifications are made.) Corporate legal staff (like at IBM :-) ) who have problems understanding this can contact me through Zip-Bugs...

The following copyright applied to the Windows DLL code (windll/*), distributed with UnZip version 5.2 and later:

* Copyright (c) 1996 Mike White.
* Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or redistribute this software so long as all of the original files are included, that it is not sold for profit, and that this copyright notice is retained.

The following copyright applied to the Windows CE GUI port, ``Pocket UnZip,'' distributed with UnZip version 5.3 and later:

* All the source files for Pocket UnZip, except for components written by the Info-ZIP group, are copyrighted 1997 by Steve P. Miller. The product "Pocket UnZip" itself is property of the author and cannot be altered in any way without written consent from Steve P. Miller.

The remaining code was written by many people associated with the Info-ZIP group, with large contributions from (but not limited to): Greg Roelofs (overall program logic, ZipInfo, unshrink, filename mapping/portability, etc.), Mark Adler (inflate, explode, funzip), Kai Uwe Rommel (OS/2), John Bush and Paul Kienitz (Amiga), Antoine Verheijen (Macintosh), Hunter Goatley (more VMS), Mike White (Windows DLLs), Christian Spieler (overall logic, optimization, VMS, etc.) and others. See the file CONTRIBS in the source distribution for a much
more complete list of contributors.
The decompression core code for the deflate method (inflate.[ch],
explode.c) was originally written by Mark Adler who submitted it
as public domain code.

1.250 spring-messaging 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.250.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpSubscriptionMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/AnnotationExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageRequestReplyOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpUser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/PassThroughPromiseToListenableFutureAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/MessagingAdviceBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/SubscribeMapping.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompSessionHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DestinationUserNameProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/MessageCondition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/ConnectionHandlingStompSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/HandlerMethodSelector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserDestinationResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/TcpConnectionHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompFrameHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DefaultUserSessionRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/StringMessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageTypeMessageCondition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageSendingOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpSubscription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/Header.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/SimpMessageSendingOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/UserSessionRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/MessageReceivingOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/SmartMessageConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 */
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompCommand.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/DestinationVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/MessageMethodArgumentResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/GenericMessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/SendTo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/SendToUser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/NativeMessageHeaderAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/SimpUserRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/AbstractBrokerRegistration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompHeaders.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/AbstractPromiseToListenableFutureAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/DefaultMessageHandlerMethodFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/PayloadArgumentResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/Reactor2TcpConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/MessagingTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/stomp/BufferingStompCodec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/stomp/Reactor2StompCodec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/stomp/ConnectionLostException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/stomp/ConnectionRegistryAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/core/GenericMessagingTemplate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
*
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/MessageExceptionHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/**
**
* Set the max pool size of the ThreadPoolExecutor.
* <p><strong>NOTE:</strong> When an unbounded
* [@link queueCapacity(int) queueCapacity] is configured (the default), the
* max pool size is effectively ignored. See the "Unbounded queues" strategy
* in [@link java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor ThreadPoolExecutor] for
* more details.
* <p>By default this is set to [@code Integer.MAX_VALUE].
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/TaskExecutorRegistration.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractMessageChannel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompEncoder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/ChannelRegistration.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

    */
    * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
    *
    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
    * You may obtain a copy of the License at
    *
    *    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
    *
    * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
    * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
    * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
    * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
    * limitations under the License.
    */

    Found in path(s):
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/DefaultUserDestinationResolver.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/converter/MappingJackson2MessageConverter.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractMethodMessageHandler.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/tcp/reactor/Reactor2TcpClient.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/DefaultSubscriptionRegistry.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/SimpleBrokerMessageHandler.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/SimpAnnotationMethodMessageHandler.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/SimpleBrokerMessageHandler.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/SubscriptionRegistry.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/SimpleBrokerRegistration.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/annotation/support/AbstractHeaderValueMapper.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/InvokerMethodMessageHandler.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/support/HeadersMethodArgumentResolver.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageHeaderTranslator.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageConverter.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractHeaderMapper.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageHeaderTranslator.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageConverter.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/AbstractHeaderValueMapper.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageHeaderTranslator.java
    * /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4.3.29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/socket/support/SocketMessageConverter.java
jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/broker/AbstractBrokerMessageHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/config/StompBrokerRelayRegistration.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
  * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
  *
  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
  * You may obtain a copy of the License at
  * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
  *
  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
  * limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/MethodArgumentResolutionException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/Reactor2TcpStompClient.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/DestinationPatternsMessageCondition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/CompletableFutureReturnValueHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/DestinationPatternsMessageCondition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/AbstractExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/ExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/SimpMessagingTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/invocation/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/user/MultiServerUserRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/simp/stomp/StompSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageHeaderInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/MessageHeaderInitializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/messaging/support/ErrorMessage.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/ValueConstants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103156792_1604019598.75/0/spring-messaging-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/messaging/handler/annotation/Headers.java

1.251 security-web 5.1.13.RELEASE
1.251.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009 Acegi Technology Pty Limited
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestVariablesExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/DelegatingEvaluationContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionInformationExpiredEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/util/matcher/MvcRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/support/csrf/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/authencination/session/AbstractSessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/MediaTypeRequestMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfTokenRepository.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionAccessDeniedHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/ChangeSessionIdAuthenticationStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/AbstractSecurityWebApplicationInitializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfAuthenticationStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AnyRequestMatcher.java

---
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HstsHeaderWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XssProtectionHeaderWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/InvalidCsrfTokenException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/HeaderWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/support/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2012-2020 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/StrictHttpFirewall.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcherEditor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/JaasApiIntegrationFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationEntryPoint.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestHeaderRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/RedirectStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/InvalidCookieException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/OnCommittedResponseWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/AbstractRequestParameterAllowFromStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestRejectedException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionConfigAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authenticaton/preauth/websphere/DefaultWASUsernameAndGroupsExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/HttpSessionRequestCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionVoter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/AbstractRetryEntryPoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/package-info.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 */
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerHttpRequestBasicAuthenticationConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpStatusServerEntryPoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ForwardAuthenticationFailureHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerFormLoginAuthenticationConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/cors/CookieServerCsrftokenRepository.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/async/SecurityContextCallableProcessingInterceptor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/MatcherSecurityWebFilterChain.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpBasicServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerRequestCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerLogoutHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/WebFilterChainServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/AbstractVariableEvaluationContextPostProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2009-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcherContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieDeserializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/SavedCookieMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebAuthenticationDetailsMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebServletJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieDeserializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebAuthenticationDetailsMixin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebServletJackson2Module.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111260104_1619703438.65/0/spring-security-web-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/ExceptionTranslationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
1.252 websocket-api 9.2.26.v20180806

1.253 libedit 3.0-12.20121213cvs.el7

1.253.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.254 device-mapper-multipath 0.4.9

1.254.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.255.1 Available under license:

Sudo is distributed under the following license:

Copyright (c) 1994-1996, 1998-2018
   Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@sudo.ws>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Sponsored in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and Air Force Research Laboratory, Air Force Materiel Command, USAF, under agreement number F39502-99-1-0512.

The file redblack.c bears the following license:

Copyright (c) 2001 Emin Martinian

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that neither the name of Emin Martinian nor the names of any contributors are be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The file reallocarray.c bears the following license:

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The files getcwd.c, glob.c, glob.h, snprintf.c and sudo_queue.h bear the following license:

Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The file fnmatch.c bears the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, VMware, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the VMware, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL VMWARE, INC. OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The file getopt_long.c bears the following license:

Copyright (c) 2000 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Dieter Baron and Thomas Klausner.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS \"AS IS\" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The file inet_pton.c bears the following license:

Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED \"AS IS\" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The embedded copy of zlib bears the following license:

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

The following list of people, sorted by last name, have contributed
code or patches to this implementation of sudo since I began
maintaining it in 1993. This list is known to be incomplete--if
you believe you should be listed, please send a note to sudo@sudo.ws.

Ackeret, Matt
Adler, Mark
Allbery, Russ
Anderson, Jamie
Andrew, Nick
Andric, Dimitry
Barron, Danny
Bates, Tom
Behan, Zdenk
Bellis, Ray
Benali, Elias
Beverly, Jamie
Boardman, Spider
Bostley, P.J.
Bowes, Keith
Boyce, Keith Garry
Brantley, Michael
Braun, Rob
Bezina, Pavel
Brooks, Piete
Brown, Jerry
Burr, Michael E
Burton, Ross
Bussjaeger, Andreas
Calvin, Gary
Campbell, Aaron
Chazelas, Stephane
ek, Vtzslav
Coleman, Chris
Corzine, Deven T.
Cusack, Frank
Dai, Wei
Dill, David
Earickson, Jeff
Lobbes, Phillip E.
McIntyre, Jason
MacKenzie, David J.
McLaughlin, Tom
Makey, Jeff
Marchionna, Michael D.
Markham, Paul
Martinian, Emin
Meskes, Michael
Michael, David
Miller, Todd C.
Minier, Loc
Moffat, Darren
Moldung, Jan Thomas
Morris, Charles
Mueller, Andreas
Miller, Dworkin
Nieusma, Jeff
Nikitser, Peter A.
Nussel, Ludwig
Ouellet, Jean-Philippe
Paquet, Eric
Paradis, Chantal
Percival, Ted
Perera, Andres
Peron, Christian S.J.
Peschel, Aaron
Peslyak, Alexander
Peterson, Toby
Petten, Diego Elio
Pickett, Joel
Plotnick, Alex
de Raadt, Theo
Rasch, Gudleik
Reid, Steve
Richards, Matt
Rossum, Guido van
Rouillard, John P.
Rowe, William A., Jr.
Roy, Alain
Ruusame, Elan
Ryabinkin, Eygene
Sato, Yuichi
Sanchez, Wilfredo
Saucier, Jean-Francois
Schoenfeld, Patrick
Schuring, Arno
Schwarze, Ingo
The following people have worked to translate sudo into other languages:

Blittermann, Mario
Bogusz, Jakub
Buo-ren, Lin
Casagrande, Milo
Castro, Felipe
Cho, Seong-ho
Chornoivan, Yuri
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1.256.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.
GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.257.1 Available under license:

<html>
<body bgcolor=#ffffff>
Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)
<p>
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
<p>
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
<p>
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
</body>
</html>
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The following organisations and people have contributed to the Bouncy Castle Cryptography Package.
<p>
Thanks, may your castles never deflate!
<p>
Donors
<p>
The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.63:
<br />
Joshua Hight
</p>
<p>
The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.61:
<br />
Bihari Babu
</p>
The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.60:
<br />
Jens Neuhalfen and perillamint.
</p>
<p>
The following people donated financially to help with the release of 1.59:
<br />
Brian Reid.
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.57:
<br />
Joop Kaashoek and Pexus LLC.
</p>
<p>
We also wish to acknowledge financial and collaborative support from <a href="https://www.cisco.com/">CISCO</a> and additional financial support from <a href="https://www.primekey.com/">PrimeKey</a> towards developing the EST API for RFC 7030 support.
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.56:
<br />
DidiSoft, Cotiviti, Atanas Krachev, Encryptomatic LLC, LogicalAnswersIncSupporter
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.55:
<br />
Digistamp, RAM NAG
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.54:
<br />
Lobster GmbH
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.53:
<br />
Sheba, Ishmal Bartley, and Li-Chang Johnny Lo
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.52:
<br />
lecker&#064buetterchen.de, Charles Proxy, Gunny Mills, Morgan Le Douget, Ben Whitaker, and Emilio Navarrete Lineros.
</p>
<p>
The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.51:
Organisations

- Holders of [Crypto Workshop Support Contracts](https://www.cryptoworkshop.com). Without the consulting time left over from support contracts being contributed back to working on the Bouncy Castle APIs, progress would be impossible. You know who you are!

- [Atlassian Software Systems](http://www.atlassian.com/) donation of Confluence and JIRA licences.

- [Grier Forensics](http://www.grierforensics.com/), for collaborating in the development of the S/MIME Toolkit and DANE SMIMEA functionality.

- TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial lightweight client side TLS implementation, which is based on MicroTLS and for help with qTESLA implementation. MicroTLS was developed by Erik Tews under the supervision of Dipl.-Ing. Henning Baer and Prof. Max Muehlhaeuser. qTESLA assistance was provided by Nina Bindel and Yinhua Xu.

- TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial Post Quantum provider, which was based on the FlexiProvider. The FlexiProvider was developed by the Theoretical Computer Science Research Group at TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Johannes Buchmann. More information on the history of FlexiProvider can be found at: [http://www.flexiprovider.de/](http://www.flexiprovider.de/)

- [Voxeo Labs](http://voxeolabs.com) - sponsorship of the initial development of APIs for DTLS 1.0 (RFC 4347), DTLS-SRTP key negotiation (RFC 5764), and server side TLS 1.1 (RFC 4346) and tested WebRTC compatibility. More information on Voxeo Labs can be found at: [http://voxeolabs.com](http://voxeolabs.com)

- [Core Infrastructure Initiative](https://www.coreinfrastructure.org/) - financial support towards developing the TLS API and JSSE provider that appeared in 1.56.

- Additional CertPath testing and validation data from the CertPath testing tool developed by [cryptosource GmbH](https://www.cryptosource.de) and [media Transfer AG](https://www.mtg.de) both located in Darmstadt, Germany.

- [Micro Focus](https://www.microfocus.com) - additional support towards further developing the TLS/DTLS API and the BCJSSE provider.

People

- Tito Pena &lt;Fortunato.Pena&#064;AdNovum.CH&gt; - initial RC5 implementation

- Michael Lee &lt;yfl&#064;mira.net&gt; - initial RC6 implementation, MD2 implementation

- Nuno Santos &lt;nsantos&#064;student.dei.uc.pt&gt; - finding toString bug in certificate object.

- Brett Sealey &lt;bretts&#064;mortbay.com&gt; - fixing the missing return problem in JDKKeyFactory (affected SSLeay private keys).

- Victor A. Salaman &lt;salaman&#064;teknos.com&gt; - fixing the bug in Cipher.java which caused it to ignore specified providers, fixing the bug in RSAKeyGenerator which caused keys to be occasionally produced 1 bit too
small.</li><li>Eran Librach &lt;eranl#064;valicert.com&gt; - spotting and fixing the classLoader bug that occurs if javax.crypto and the provider aren't sharing the same classpath (occurs in JDK 1.3 and greater).</li><li>Jonathan Knudsen &lt;jonathan#064;LearningPatterns.com&gt; - porting information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the MIDP environment.</li><li>Markus Niedermann &lt;markus.niedermann#064;softwired-inc.com&gt; - porting information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the MIDP environment.</li><li>Mike Benham &lt;moxie#064;thoughtcrime.org&gt; - detection and fixing of an incorrect weak key in the DES key generation support classes. Suggestions for simplifying DESedeParameter objects. Optimisations for the Blowfish engine and BufferedBlockCipher class.</li><li>Soren Hilmer &lt;hilmer#064;mail.tele.dk&gt; - initial implementation of netscape certificate request classes.</li><li>Uwe Guenther &lt;uwe#064;cscc.de&gt; - detection and fixing of 3 incorrect semi-weak keys in the DES key generation support classes.</li><li>Markus Bradtke &lt;mab#064;informatik.uni-kiel.de&gt; - fixing of a logic error in the JDKKeyStore class.</li><li>Waclaw Sierek &lt;waclaw.sierek#064;tpg.pl&gt; - fix to setOddParity in the DESParameter class. Assistance with adding ordering to X509 names for certificate generation, proper processing of byte strings in the ASN1 package, further simplifications and additional classes to improve pkcs7 support, bug fixes in CertPath API.</li><li>Ly-Na Phu &lt;lyna.phu#064;init-consulting.de&gt; - assistance in the addition of ISO 9796-1 padding.</li><li>Stefan K&ouml;psell &lt;sk13#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - making the jdk 1.1 version of the collections API available. For further details see http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/ http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/</li><li>Carmen Bastiaans &lt;cbastiaa#064;microbits.com.au&gt; - fixing the improper null pointer problem in the setting of certificates in the PKCS12 key store.</li><li>Tomás Gustavsson &lt;tomasm#064;primekey.se&gt; - initial implementation of the AuthorityInformationAccess, SubjectKeyIdentifier, AuthorityKeyIdentifier, CRLNumber, CRLReason, CertificatePolicies, V2TBSCertListGenerator, and X509V2CRLGenerator classes in the ASN.1 library. Additions to GeneralName class, other bug fixes in the X.509 package. Initial implementation of the CertificationRequest classes. getRevocationReason() patch for OCSP. Patch to SemanticsInformation to prevent ClassCastException.</li><li>Eugen Kuleshov &lt;euxx#064;hotmail.com&gt; - optimisations for Blowfish, assistance with PKCS12/keytool interoperability.</li><li>Megan Woods &lt;meganwoods#064;sekurafile.com&gt; - initial implementation of ECIES.</li><li>Christian Geuer-Pollmann &lt;guerp#064;apache.org&gt; - adding IV's to the AESWrap implementations. Initial implementation of DESedeWrap.</li><li>Michael M#252;hle &lt;mic#064;mouling.de&gt; - contributing the initial CertPath implementation and compatibility classes, fixing provider bug in JDK 1.1 java.security.cert.CertificateFactory compatibility class.</li><li>Michael Mansell &lt;me#064;michaelmansell.com&gt; - fixing the parsing of the empty DER set in the ASN.1 library.</li><li>Eike Recker &lt;eike.recker#064;gmx.de&gt; - fixing misspelling of provider reference for RSA/1 and
Chris Southern &lt;CSouthern#064;baltimore.com&gt; - fixing misuse of specified provider in the PKCS10 certification request class.

Sidney Markowitz &lt;sidney#064;sidney.com&gt; - fixing null pointed exception on unknown OID in X509Name class, initial implementation of the three AES engines.

Chris Kerr &lt;ckerr#064;filonet.ca&gt; - initial implementation of the cms, asn1.cms, and the mail/smime packages, assistance in simplifying the ASN.1 package, miscellaneous other optimisations, NIST CertPath certification test, PKIXPolicyNode class, CertPath subtree validation and policy tree construction.

We also wish to acknowledge the generosity of Filonet Corporation for allowing Chris to make the initial cms and mail/smime packages available to us.

Mike Bean &lt;mbean#064;lucentradius.com&gt; - fixing the fall through bug in the IV algorithm parameters class.

Martin Petraschek &lt;e9526225#064;student.tuwien.ac.at&gt; - fixing ASN1 tagging so tag values up to 30 are now supported.

Jess Garms &lt;jgarms#064;yahoo.com&gt; - fixing 112/168 key size bug for DESede.

Mike Bremford &lt;mike#064;big.faceless.org&gt; - contributing the initial PKCS7 implementation.

Shankar Srinivasan &lt;ssr002#064;yahoo.com&gt; - S/Mime interoperability testing and debugging.

Stef Hoeben &lt;ilsestef#064;skynet.be&gt; - adding Montgomery multiplication to the BigInteger class.

Klaudiusz Ciosk &lt;kciosk#064;max.com.pl&gt; - improving the compatibility of the SMIME package with the Sun JCE.

Thomas Houtekier &lt;Thomas.Houtekier#064;tecktrade.net&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.

Interoperability with Biztalk.

Don Hillsberry &lt;hillsber#064;dialcorp.com&gt; - S/Mime testing and debugging.

Kazuo Furuya &lt;kfuruya#064;infoteria.co.jp&gt; - fixing root certificate chaining bug in PKCS12 key store.

Jason Novotny &lt;jdnovotny#064;jbl.gov&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.

Joel Hockey &lt;joel.hockey#064;qispayments.com&gt; - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.

John Steenbruggen &lt;JohnS#064;geotrust.com&gt; - fixing CertificationRequestInfo to handle cert request info objects without attribute blocks.

Justin Chapweske &lt;justin#064;chapweske.com&gt; - ordering patch for Tiger message digest.

John Serock &lt;jserock#064;hotmail.com&gt; - fixing null pointer exception in constructor for ExtendedKeyUsage. Fixing of base OID bug in KeyPurposeId. Compliance of KeyUsage extension return value with security API.

Sascha Weinreuter &lt;Sascha.Weinreuter#064;cit.de&gt; - fixed SMIME saveChanges() bug.

Andre Wehnert &lt;aw5#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - fixing key schedule problem in RC5-64, fixing buffer cleaning issue in buffered block cipher.

Luigi Lo Iacono &lt;lo_iacono#064;nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de&gt; - adding SIC mode to the blockciphers in the provider.

Tim Sakach &lt;ttsakach#064;certivo.net&gt; - SMIME v2 compatibility patches.

Marcus Povey &lt;mpovey#064;brookes.ac.uk&gt; - adding the PGP mode to the lightweight API and the provider.

Sebastian Clau&szlig; &lt;sc2#064;inf.tu-dresden.de&gt; - adding randomness setting to the certificate and CRL generators.

Nicolas Bielza &lt;nicolas.bielza#064;alligacom.com&gt; - isolating the tagging bug in the ASN.1 library that
was misrepresenting some ASN.1 constructed data types. Contributions to the streaming S/MIME classes.

- fixing the clone problem with Macs in the clean room JCE.

- initial code for CMS/SIMIME CompressedData.

- fixing ASN.1 sequence unpacking in BasicConstraints constructor.

- patch to OriginatorIdentifierOrKey object, improvements to encoders package, introduction of UrlBase64.

- patch to isParityAdjusted in DESKeySpec.

- generalisations for CMSProcessableBodyPart in S/MIME. Header fix for mime messages.

- fix to long conversion in clean room SecureRandom.

- Locale fix for the clean room JCE.

- Other provider compatibility fixes for CMS signing.

- generalisations for CMSProcessableBodyPart in S/MIME. Header fix for mime messages.

- missing OID update for SHA1 with RSA Signature.

- general toString for BigInteger class.

- further enhancements to OCSP response generation, fix to CertificateID issuer.

- help in isolating the JSSE/BC RSA key issue.

- initial implementation of the light weight Null block cipher.

- converting the ArrayOutOfBoundsException in DERInputStream into what it should have been.

- adding public key decoding to PEMReader.

- findIssuer fix for CertPathBuilder, toMimeMessage converter for Mail API, getSize() fix for zero length messages in SMIMEMessage.

- initial implementation of the light weight V3 policy mapping, policy qualifier objects in ASN.1 X.509 package.

- Finding BigInteger loop problem in prime generation.

- patch to fix defect in DERBMPString.equals().

- patch to DSA signature generation in OpenPGP. Fix for the unexpected "Unexpected end of ZLIB input stream" exception.

- patch to exception handling in PublicKeyRing, PEMReader, 1.4 build script, X509 Certificate Factory, CertPathValidatorUtilities, fromAddress null check in SignedMailValidator, ReadOnceInputStream testing utility in MIME tests.

- getNextUpdate patch for OCSP SingleResp.

- array fix in PGP PublicKeyEncSessionPacket.

- null pointer exception fix for JDK 1.3 CMSSignedData objects.

- compliance patch for OCSP TBSRequest class. Path to X509Name for delaying with general objects in
sequences. 

- Brien Oberstein &lt;brien.oberstein@transacttools.net&gt; - patch to S2K algorithm in OpenPGP, initial PGP version 3 secret key support, initial PGP version 3 signature generation, RIPEMD160 addition to PGPUtility.

- Ian Haywood &lt;ian@haywood.bpa.nu&gt; - addition of getSignatureType to PGPSignature.

- Jonathan Edwards &lt;s34gull@064mac.com&gt; - initial support for reading multiple rings from a PGP key file.

- Andrew Thornton &lt;andrew@064carent.cam.ac.uk&gt; - patch for RSA PUBLIC KEY in PEMReader.

- Gregor Leander &lt;gl@064bos-bremen.de&gt; - initial parsing of multiple sequence entries in an X.500 Name.

- Antoon Bosselaers &lt;Antoon.Bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be&gt; - help with RIPEMD320 implementation.

- Peter Sylvester &lt;Peter.Sylvester@064edelweb.fr&gt; - improvements to the ASN.1 BasicConstraints object.

- Doug &lt;ummmmm@064myrealbox.com&gt; - addition of isEncryptionKey method to OpenPGP public keys.

- Francois Staes &lt;fstaes@064netconsult.be&gt; - improvements to DEBitString, DERGeneralizedTime and initial implementation of DERGeneralizedString, addition of settable signed object info to CMSSignedDataGenerator, patch to DH key agreement.

- W.R. Dittmer &lt;wddittmer@064cs.vu.nl&gt; - patch to decoding of SignatureCreationTime in BCPG. Patch to PGPKeyPair to fix nullpointer exception.

- Perez Paz Luis Alberto &lt;laperez@064banxico.org.mx&gt; - patch to use of BitString in X.500 name.

- James Wright &lt;James.Wright@064harte-hanks.com&gt; - patches for dealing with "odd" ArmoredInputStreams.

- Jim Ford &lt;jim@064muirford.com&gt; - patch to PGPSecretKey to avoid null pointer exception on encoding secret keys, comments on KeyExpirationTime, getBitStrength for ElGamal keys. Signature creation time patch for newly created v4 signatures.

- Michael Hausler &lt;haeusler@ponton-consulting.de&gt; - extra aliases for provider.

- Sai Pullabhotla &lt;psai@064linoma.com&gt; - fix to PGP compressed data generator to improve compression levels. Performance improvements for KeyBasedLargeFileProcessor.

- Joseph Miller &lt;joseph@064digigweb.net.nz&gt; - addition of ZeroBytePadding.

- Lars &lt;xzy@064sagemdenmark.dk&gt; - patch to explicit padded mode for CBC block cipher MAC.

- Jeroen van Vianen &lt;jeroen@064vianvianen.nl&gt; - the Signed and Encrypted mail example.

- Jun Sun &lt;JSun@diversinet.com&gt; - patch to SecureRandom to work around problem in wtk 1.0.4 and wtk 2.1.

- Petr Dukem &lt;pdukem@064email.cz&gt; - patch to CMSSignedDataGenerator to allow it to work with PKCS11 providers.

- Filipe Silva &lt;filipe.silva@wedoconsulting.com&gt; - patch to fix overread issue in BCPGInputStream.

- Alpesh Parmar &lt;alps@064linuxmail.org&gt; - patch for class cast problem in PGPPublicKey.getSignatures().

- Jay Gengelbach &lt;jgengelbach@064webmethods.com&gt; - patch to fix isSigningKey in PGPSecretKey class, patch to hashedPackets in PGP signatureGenerator, initial cut for indefinite length output.

- Doug &lt;doug@064tigerprivacy.com&gt; - public key ring patches for ElGamal Signatures, problem key ring data.

- Matthew Mundy &lt;mmundy@064umbc.edu&gt; - infinite loop prevention patch to PKCSS52ParametersGenerator.

- Tom Cargill &lt;cargill@064profcon.com&gt; - spelling patch in provider.

- Breitenstrom Christian &lt;C.Breitenstrom@064t-systems.com&gt; - compatibility patch to SignaturePacket,
DetachedSignatureProcessor.</li>
<li>Zanotti Mirko &lt;zanotti#064cad.it&gt; - patch to ordered equality test for X509Name.</li>
<li>Nicola Scendoni &lt;nscondoni#064balpha.net&gt; - patch to add sorting to CertPath validation.</li>
<li>Ville Skytt&auml; &lt;ville.skytt&auml;#064iki.fi&gt; - patch to CRLDistPoint for cRLIssuer field. KeyStore compliance on add patches. DiffieHellman patch for provider compliance. Support for PEM object "TRUSTED CERTIFICATE". Exception handling patch in PEMReader. JavaDoc clean up.</li>
<li>Bruce Gordon &lt;bruce.gordon#064savvis.net&gt; - patch to secret key creation encoding NullPointerException in OpenPGP, speed up for BCPGInputStream.</li>
<li>Miles Whiteley &lt;Miles.Whiteley#064savvis.net&gt; - "223" fix for BCPGInputStream new packets.</li>
<li>Albert Moliner &lt;amoliner#064evinta.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation.</li>
<li>Carlos Lozano &lt;carlos#064evinta.com&gt; - initial TSP implementation, patch to SignerInformation for supporting repeated signers, initial updates for supporting repeated attributes in CMS.</li>
<li>Javier Delgadillo &lt;java#064jave.codewarp.org&gt; - initial Mozilla PublicKeyAndChallenge classes.</li>
<li>Joni Hahkala &lt;joni.hahkala#064cern.ch&gt; - initial implementations of VOMS Attribute Certificate Validation, IetFAttrSyntax, and ObjectDigestInfo. We also wish to thank the &lt;a href="http://www.eu-egee.org">EGEE project</a> for making the work available.</li>
<li>Atsuhiko Yamanaka &lt;ymnk#064jcraft.com&gt; - initial implementation of Attribute Certificate generation.</li>
<li>Sergey Bahtin &lt;Sergey_Bahtin#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix for recovering certificate aliases in BKS and UBER key stores. Initial implementations of GOST-28147, GOST-3410, EC GOST-3410, GOST OFB mode (GOFB) and GOST-3411.</li>
<li>Franck Leroy &lt;Franck.Leroy#064keynectis.com&gt; - ANS.1 set sorting. Contributions to TSP implementation. Test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery attack.</li>
<li>Atsuiko Yamakata &lt;yamakata#064jcraft.com&gt; - patch for improving use of Montgomery numbers in BigInteger library. Patch to use size of private exponent in DH parameters.</li>
<li>Nickolay Bolshakov &lt;tyrex#064reksoft.ru&gt; - patch for class cast exception in AuthorityInformationAccess class.</li>
<li>Soren Hilmer &lt;soren.hilmer#064tietoenator.com&gt; - patches for CertID with issuerSerial set in TSP implementation, additional compliance testing.</li>
<li>Steve Mitchell &lt;mitchell#064intertrust.com&gt; - patch for stateful path validator fix. Patch to allow BigInteger class to create negative numbers from byte arrays. Additions to allow different providers to be used for asymmetric/symmetric encryption in OpenPGP.</li>
<li>Optimisation to avoid redundant verification in path validator. Suggestion to use PKIXParameters.getSigProvider() correctly.</li>
<li>Dirk Eisner &lt;D.Eisner#064seeburger.de&gt; - initial implementation of ISO 78164-4 padding.</li>
<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier#064free.fr&gt; - initial implementation of attribute classes from RFC 3126. Fix to KEKIdentifier, OtherKeyAttribute parsing. Initial ContentHints class.</li>
<li>Matteo &lt;matartuso#064libero.it&gt; - sequence patch to ASN1Dump.</li>
<li>Andrew Paterson &lt;andrew.paterson#064burnsecs.com&gt; - patches to PGP tools, isRevoked method on PGPPublicKey.</li>
<li>Vladimir Molotkov &lt;vladimir.n.molotkov#064intel.com&gt; - extensive provider exception handling compliance testing.</li>
<li>Florin Kollan &lt;adlocflo#064web.de&gt; - fix to ElGamalKeyParameters equality testing.</li>
<li>Pavel Vassilev &lt;paulvassilev#064gmail.com&gt; - Initial GOST28147Mac implementation.</li>
<li>Tom Pesman &lt;tom#064tnux.net&gt; - addition of DES-EDE encryption for RSAPrivate keys to PEMWriter.</li>
<li>Lukas Kowalczyk &lt;lukas.b.kowalczyk#064gmail.com&gt; - patch to fix parsing issue with OpenSSL PEM based certificate requests.</li>
<li>Arndt Hasch &lt;Arndt.Hasch#064maxence.de&gt; - additional fix for partial reading with new style PGP
<li>Packets.</li>
<li>Fix Bernd (KCDP 11) &lt;bernd.fix@credit-suisse.com&gt; - fix for 31 byte issue and exception throwing by Whirpool.</li>
<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee@4crossroads.com&gt; - code for add and remove secret key in the PGPSecretKeyRing class. Additions to S/MIME and CMS unit tests.</li>
<li>Mike Dillon &lt;md5@064embody.org&gt; - additional checks for PGP secret and public key construction, patches to copyWithNewPassword.</li>
<li>tu-vi cung &lt;t2cung@064@hotmail.com&gt; - patch for out of bounds problem in getDecoderStream method.</li>
<li>Chris Schultz &lt;cschultz@064gmail.com&gt; - fix for InputStream constructor for X509V2AttributeCertificate.</li>
<li>David M. Lee &lt;dmlee@4crossroads.com&gt; - implementation assistance with streaming CMS classes.</li>
<li>Joel Rees &lt;rees@064ddcom.co.jp&gt; - fix to correct getOID methods from returning same set on X.509 attribute certificates.</li>
<li>Francesc Sau &lt;francesc.sau@064partners.netfocus.es&gt; - micro fix for tsp Accuracy class.</li>
<li>Larry Bugbee &lt;bugbee@064mac.com&gt; - initial ECNR implementation.</li>
<li>Remi Blancher &lt;Remi.Blancher@064keynectis.com&gt; - Contributions to TSP implementation. Initial implementation of RFC 3739 and ICAO ASN.1 classes.</li>
<li>Brian O'Rourke &lt;bianorourke@064gmail.com&gt; - patch for signature creation time override in OpenPGP.</li>
<li>Andreas Schwier &lt;andreas.schwier@064cardcontact.de&gt; - initial implementation of ISO9797 MAC Algorithm 3, addition of DES-EDE 64 MAC to the provider, fix to EC point encoding, addition of EC and RSA-PSS OIDs to CMS, addition of AES-CMAC and DESede-CMAC to JCE provider.</li>
<li>Carlos Valiente &lt;superdupont@064gmail.com&gt; - Addition of CRL writing to the PEMWriter class.</li>
<li>Keyon AG, Martin Christnat, &lt;a href="http://www.keyon.ch">http://www.keyon.ch</a&gt; - fixing incorrect ASN.1 encoding of field elements in X9FieldElement class.</li>
<li>Olaf Keller, &lt;olaf.keller.bc@064bluewin.ch&gt; - initial implementation of the elliptic curves over binary fields F2m. Additional tests and modifications to elliptic curve support for both F2m and Fp. Performance improvements to F2m multiplication. Initial implementation of WNAF/WTNAF point multiplication. Improvement to k value generation in ECDSA.</li>
<li>J&ouml;rg Eichhorn &lt;eichhorn@064ponton-consulting.de&gt; - patch to fix EOF read on SharedFileInputStream, support for F2m compression.</li>
<li>Karsten Ohme &lt;karsten.ohme@widerstand@064t-online.de&gt; - initial check against for out of range data on non byte aligned RSA keys. Addition of equals/hashCode on ECCurve.Fp. Additional curve type support for Fp, contributions to F2m compression. F2m decoding for ECPointUtil. Infinity fix and prime192v2 fix for Fp. Extra validation for RSA key creation. Fix to name typos for some OpenSSL key generators. RFC-1779 table, improved RFC 2253 compliance for X509Name. Additional constructor validation for X.509/ESS ASN.1 classes. Validation for Printable, IA5, and Numeric Strings. Fix for RFC 5280 NameConstraint checking for RDNs.</li>
CertPath support for implicit DSA parameters and a range of NameConstraints. Addition of support for V1 attribute certificates and attribute certificate path validation. Initial classes for ASN.1 ISIS-MTT support. Enhancements for improving compliance with the NIST CertPath tests.

Carlos Lozano Ruiz &lt;carlos@#064tradise.com&gt; - patch for &lt;ctrl&gt;&lt;m&gt; only handling in CRLFOutputStream.

John Alfred Prufrock &lt;j.a.prufrock@#064gmail.com&gt; - mods to GOST-3411 and MD2 to support ExtendedDigest.

Stefan Neusatz Guilhen &lt;stneusatz@#064gmail.com&gt; - initial version of RoleSyntax, improvements to AttributeCertificateHolder and AttributeCertificateIssuer.

Marzio Lo Giudice &lt;marzio.logiudice@#064gmail.com&gt; - fix to endianess in KDF2BytesGenerator, additional KDF2 tests.

Georg Lippold &lt;georg.lippold@#064GMX.de&gt; - initial implementation of NaccacheStern cipher.

Chris Viles &lt;chris_viles@#064yahoo.com&gt; - fix to SignatureSubpacket critical bit setting.

Pasi Eronen &lt;pasi.eronen@#064nokia.com&gt; - extra toString() support for ASN.1 library. Initial patch for large OID components.


Maria Ivanova &lt;maria.ivanova@#064gmail.com&gt; - support for tags > 30 in ASN.1 parsing.

Armin H&auml;berling &lt;arminha@student.ethz.ch&gt; - first cut of internationalisation, initial PKIX validation classes.

Marius Schilder &lt;mschilder@#064google.com&gt; - main set of test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery attack.

Xavier Le Vouch &lt;xavier@#064brittanysoftware.com&gt; - general code clean ups.

Erik Tews &lt;e_tews@#064Cde.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de&gt; - initial threaded random seed generator, constant-time PKCS#1.5 decoding.

Thomas Dixon &lt;reikomusha@#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementations of TEA/XTEA, Salsa20, ISAAC, and Noekeon. XTEA enhancements.

Frank Cornelis &lt;info@#064frankcornelis.be&gt; - addition of crlAccessMethod in X509ObjectIdentifiers.

Rui Joaquim &lt;Ruij@#064cc.isel.ipl.pt&gt; - initial implementation of RSA blinding for signatures.

David Stacey &lt;DStacey@#064allantgroup.com&gt; - addition of trust packet checking on revocation signatures in PGPSecretKeyRing.

Martijn Brinkers &lt;list@#064mitm.nl&gt; - better exception handling in CMS enveloping, “just in time” modifications for CRL and Sequence evaluation.

Julius Davies &lt;juilusdavies@#064gmail.com&gt; - additional modes and algorithm support in PEMReader.

Matthias &lt;g@#064rtner.de&gt; - GnuPG compatibility changes for PBEFileProcessor.

Olga K&auml;ther &lt;olga.kaethler@#064Hp-Consulting.com&gt; - initial implementation of TeleTrusT EC curves, additional ISO 9797 MACs, contributions to EAC OIDs, addition of EAC algorithms to CMS Signing.

Germano Rizzo &lt;germano.rizzo@#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementation of CMac, EAX, HC-128, and HC-256, optimisations for Salsa20.

N&amp;uuml;ria Mar&iacute; &lt;numaa@#064hotmail.com&gt; - patch for alternate data type recognition in CMSSignedDataParser.

Janis Schuller &lt;js@#064tzi.de&gt; - addition of NotationData packets for OpenPGP.

Michael Samblanet &lt;mike@#064samblanet.com&gt; - patches towards improved Sun/default provider.
support in CMS.</li>
<li>Mike StJohns &lt;mstjohns#064comcast.net&gt; - patches for supporting empty subject in X.509 certificate
generation, noneWithECDSA, updates to KeyPurposeId.</li>
<li>Ramon Keller &lt;ramon.keller#064gmx.ch&gt; - patch to deal with null revocations return from other CRL
in X509V2CRLGenerator.</li>
<li>Mark Nelson &lt;mark#064nbr.com&gt; - correction to excluded DN in name constraints processing for PKIX
processing.</li>
<li>Eugene Golushkov &lt;eugene_eff#064ukr.net&gt; - mask fix to single byte read in TlsInputStream.</li>
<li>Julien Pasquier &lt;julienpasquier#064free.fr&gt; - additional classes for supporting signature policy and
signer certificates in the ASN.1 esf and ess libraries.</li>
<li>Peter Knopp &lt;pknopp#064mtg.de&gt; - fix for named curve recognition in ECGOST key generation.</li>
<li>Jakub Gwozdziu &lt;gwozdziu#064rpg.pl&gt; - addition of getTsa() to TimeStampTokenInfo.</li>
<li>Bartosz Malkowski &lt;bmalkow#064tigase.org&gt; - initial implementation of VMPC cipher,
VMPCRandomGenerator, VMPCMac.</li>
<li>Tal Yacobi &lt;tal.yacobi#064octavian-tech.com&gt; - fix for issue in OpenPGP examples [#BJA-55].</li>
<li>Massimiliano Ziccardi &lt;massimiliano.ziccardi#064gmail.comt&gt; - support for counter signature reading
in CMS API, update for multiple counter signature attributes, JCA compliance patch for PEM parsing in
CertificateFactory.</li>
<li>Andrey Pavlenko &lt;andrey.a.pavlenko#064gmail.com&gt; - security manager patch for PKCS1Encoding
property check.</li>
<li>J Ross Nicoll &lt;jrn#064jrn.me.uk&gt; - improved exception handling for getInstance() in ASN.1
library.</li>
<li>Matthew Stevenson &lt;mavricknz#064yahoo.com&gt; - patch to constructor for CRMF CertSequence.</li>
<li>Gabriele Contini &lt;gcontini#064hotpop.com&gt; - identified a bug in ASN.1 library with handling of
unterminated NDEFs.</li>
<li>Roelof Naude &lt;roelof.naude#064epiuse.com&gt; - patch for TLS client to send empty client certs in
response to HP_CERTIFICATE_REQUEST.</li>
<li>Patrick Peck &lt;peck#064signature.at&gt; - identified problem with DERApplicationSpecific and high tag
numbers in ASN.1 library.</li>
<li>Michael LeMay &lt;lemaymd#064lemaymd.com&gt; - identified problem with EAX [#BJA-93].</li>
<li>Alex Dupre &lt;ale#064freeBSD.org&gt; - fix to use of Signature rather than SignatureSpi in provider
[BJA-90]. Addition of null provider use to SignedPublicKeyAndChallenge and PKCS10CertificationRequest
[BJA-102].</li>
<li>Michael Schoene &lt;michael#064sgrid-und-michael.de&gt; - fix of improper handling of null in
ExtendedPKIXParameters.setTrustedACIssuers(), check for V2 signingCertificate attribute in
TimeStampResponse.validate().</li>
<li>Ion Larrañaga &lt;ilarra#s21sec.com&gt; - fix to default partial packet generation in
BCPGOutputstream.</li>
<li>Bob Kerns &lt;bob.kerns#064positscience.com&gt; - fix to hashCode for X509CertificateObject.</li>
<li>Stefan Meyer &lt;stefan.meyer#064ewe.de&gt; - backport for PKIXCertPathValidator and
SMIMESignedMailReviewer.</li>
<li>Robert J. Moore &lt;Robert.J.Moore#064allanbank.com&gt; - speedups for OpenPGPCFB mode, clean room
JCE patches.</li>
<li>Rui Hodai &lt;rui#064po.ntts.co.jp&gt; - speed ups for Camellia implementation, CamelliaLightEngine.</li>
<li>Emir Bucalovic &lt;emir.bucalovic#064mail.com&gt; - initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>
<li>Torbjorn Svensson &lt;tobbe79#064gmail.com&gt; - initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>
<li>Paul FitzPatrick &lt;bouncycastle_pfitz#064fitzpatrick.cc&gt; - error message fix to X509LDAPCertStoreSpi,
comparison fix to BCStrictStyle.
Henrik Andersson &lt;k.henrik.andersson&#064gmail.com&gt; addition of UniqueIssuerID to certificate generation.

Cagdas Cirit &lt;cagdascirith&#064gmail.com&gt; subjectAlternativeName fix for x.509CertStoreSelector.

Harakiri &lt;harakiri_23&#064yahoo.com&gt; datahandler patch for attached parts in SMIME signatures.

Pedro Henriques &lt;pmahenriques&#064gmail.com&gt; explicit bounds checking for DESKeyGenerator, code simplification for OAEPEncoding.

Lothar Kinneringer &lt;job&#064kinneringer.de&gt; verbose mode for ASN1Dump, support for DERExternal, DNS performance fix for S/MIME API.

Richard Farr &lt;farr.se&#064gmail.com&gt; initial SRP-6a implementation.

Thomas Castiglione &lt;castiglione&#064064au.ibm.com&gt; patch to encoding for CRMF OptionalValidity.

Elisabetta Romani &lt;eromani&#064064sogei.it&gt; patch for recognising multiple counter signatures.

Robin Lundgren &lt;737lundgren&#064gmail.com&gt; CMPCertificate constructor from X509CertificateStructure fix.

Petr Kadlec &lt;mormegil&#064064centrum.cz&gt; fix to sign extension key and IV problem in HC-128, HC-256.

Andreas Antener &lt;antener_a&#064064gmx.ch&gt; fix to buffer reset in AsymmetricBufferedBlockCipher.

Harendra Rawat &lt;hsrawat&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for BERConstructedOctetString.

Rolf Lindemann &lt;lindemann&#064064trustcenter.de&gt; patch for PKCS12 key store to support more flexible attribute specifications [#BMA-42].

Alex Artamonov &lt;alexart.home&#064gmail.com&gt; name look up patch for GOST-2001 parameters.

Mike Lyons &lt;mlyons&#064064layer7tech.com&gt; work arounds for EC JDK bug 6738532 and JSSE EC naming conventions.

Chris Cole &lt;chris_h_cole&#064yahoo.com&gt; identified a problem handling null passwords when loading a BKS keystore.

Tomas Krivanek &lt;tom&#064064attach.cz&gt; added checking of Sender header to SignedMailValidator.

Michael &lt;emfau&#064064t-online.de&gt; correction of field error in getResponse method in CertRepMessage.

Trevor Perrin &lt;trevor&#064064cryptography.com&gt; addition of constant time equals to avoid possible timing attacks.

Markus Kilaring:s &lt;markus&#064064primekey.se&gt; several enhancements to TimeStampResponseGenerator.

Dario Novakovic &lt;darionis&#064064yahoo.com&gt; fix for NPE when checking revocation reason on CRL without extensions.

Michael Smith &lt;mssmith&#064064cbnco.com&gt; bug fixes and enhancements to the CMP and CRMF classes, initial Master List classes.

Andrea Zilio &lt;andrea.zilio&#064yahoo.com&gt; fix for PEM password encryption of private keys.

Alex Birkett &lt;alex&#064064birkett.co.uk&gt; added support for EC cipher suites in TLS client (RFC 4492) [#BJA-291].

Wayne Grant &lt;waynegrant&#064064gmail.com&gt; additional OIDs for PKCS10 and certificate generation support.

Frank Cornelis &lt;info&#064frankcornelis.be&gt; additional support classes for CAdES, enhancements to OCSP classes.

Jan Dittberner &lt;jan&#064064dittberner.info&gt; addHeader patch for SMIME generator.

Bob McGowan &lt;boab.mcgoo&#064btinternet.com&gt; patch to support different object and mgf digests in PSS signing.

Ivo Matheis &lt;i.matheis&#064seeburger.de&gt; fix to padding verification in ISO-9796-1.

Marco Sandrini &lt;nessche&#064gmail.com&gt; patch to add IV to ISO9797Alg3Mac.

Alf Malf &lt;alfilmalf&#064064hotmail.com&gt; removal of unnecessary limit in CMSContentInfoParser.
Alfonso Massa &lt;alfonso.massa@insiel.it&gt; contributions to CMS time stamp classes.

Giacomo Boccardo &lt;gboccardo@unimaticaspa.it&gt; initial work on CMSTimeStampedDataParser.

Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis@ut.ee&gt; patches for dealing with OIDs with specific key sizes associated in CMS.

Janusz Sikociski &lt;J.Sikocinski@gdzie.pl&gt; addition of Features subpacket support to OpenPGP API.

Juri Hudolejev &lt;jhudolejev@064gmail.com&gt; JavaDoc fix to CMSSignedDataParser.

Liane Velten &lt;liane.velten@064hp-consulting.com&gt; fine tuning of code for DHParameters validation.

Shawn Willden &lt;swillden@064google.com&gt; additional functionality to PGPKeyRing.

Atanas Krachev &lt;akrachev@064gmail.com&gt; added support for revocation signatures in OpenPGP.

Mickael Laiking &lt;mickael.laiking@064keynectis.com&gt; initial cut of EAC classes.

Tim Buktu &lt;buktu@064hotmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of NTRU signing and encryption.

Bernd &lt;bernd@064gmail.com&gt; Fix for open of PGP literal data stream with UTF-8 naming.

Steing Inge Morisbak &lt;stein.inge.morisbak@064BEKK.no&gt; Test code for lower case Hex data in PEM headers.

Andreas Schmid &lt;andreas.schmid@064tngtech.com&gt; Additional expiry time check in PGPPublicKeys.

Phil Steitz &lt;phil.steitz@064gmail.com&gt; Final patch eliminating JCE dependencies in the OpenPGP BC classes.

Ignat Korchagin &lt;ignat.korchagin@064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of DSTU-4145-2002, long hash fix for DSTU-4145-2002.

Petur Petrov &lt;p:petrov@064bers-soft.com&gt; Testing and debugging of UTF-8 OpenPGP passwords.

Daniel Fitzpatrick &lt;daniel.f.nwr@064gmail.com&gt; Initial implementation of ephemeral key support for IES, initial implemenations of RSA-KEM and ECIES-KEM, initial implementation of homogeneous projective coordinates for EC.

Andy Neilson &lt;Andy.Neilson@quest.com&gt; a further patches to deal with multiple providers and PEMReader.

Ted Shaw &lt;xiao.xj@064gmail.com&gt; patch to MiscPEMGenerator for handling new PKCS10CertificationRequests.

Eleriseth &lt;Eleriseth@WPECGLtYbVi8Ri6Y7Vz12Lvd2EUVW99v3yNV3IWROG8.fms&gt; speed up for SIC/CTR mode. Provider compatibility generalisations for EC operations.

Kenny Root &lt;kenny@064the-b.org&gt; patch for issuerAltName, subjectAltName support in X509CertificateObject, BaseBlockCipher.getIV() patch for AED.

Maarten Bodewes &lt;maarten.bodewes@064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of HKDF and NIST SP 800-108 MAC based KDF functions.

Philip Clay &lt;pilf_b@064gyahoo.com&gt; Initial implementation of J-PAKE.

Brian Carlstrom &lt;bdc@064carlstrom.com&gt; compliance patches for some JCA/JCE keystore and cipher classes, miscellaneous code quality improvements, intial provider PBKDF2WithHmacSHA1 SecretKeyFactory.

Samuel Lidé&eacute;n Borell &lt;samuel@064primekey.se&gt; patch to add DSTU-4145 to DefaultSignatureAlgorithmFinder.

Sergio Demian Lerner &lt;sergiolerner@064certimix.com&gt; pointing out isInfinity issue in ECDSASigner signature verification.

Tim Whittington &lt;Tim.Whittington@064orionhealth.com&gt; patch to remove extra init call in CMac, additional of Memoable interface for Digest classes, initial implementation of GMAC, further correctness tests for IV and reset processing in OCB, CCM, and block cipher reset. Initial implementation of Skein, XSalsa20, ChaCha,
reduced round Salsa20, Threefish, and the Poly1305 MAC. Documentation updates. Added OCB support to Noekeon and CAST6 in the provider, exception testing for CTS, optimisations for CCM, provider support for AAD cipher methods, safe CipherInput/OutputStream implementations for use with AAD and subsequent bug fixes, cleanup after IDEA patent expiry, work on JCE SipHash support, optimisations for AESFastEngine, further work on EncodableDigest for SHA-2 digests, contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSD/Crypt, PGP API documentation and code quality work.

Marcus Lundblad &lt;marcus.lundblad#primekey.se&gt; patch for working around JDK jarsigner TSP bug, optional setting of IssuerSerial in TimeStampTokenGenerator, additional extensions enhancement for time stamp token generation.

Andrey Zhozhin &lt;zhozhin#064xrm.ru&gt; patch for override of TSP SignerInfo attributes.

Sergey Tiunov &lt;t5555d#064gmail.com&gt; initial cut of DVCS classes.

Damian Kolasa &lt;fatfredyy#064gmail.com&gt; ASN1Sequence patch for class cast issue in X9Curve.

Ash Hughes &lt;ashley.hughes#064blueyonder.co.uk&gt; patches for supporting PGPSecretKeyRing/PGPSecretKeys encodings with empty private keys, initial code for PGPSignatureSubpacketVector.getEmbeddedSignatures().

Daniel Hirscher &lt;dev#064daniel-hirscher.de&gt; patch to support parsing of explicit EC parameters in PEM files.

Daniele Ricci &lt;daniele.athom#/064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation of EC keys for OpenPGP and RFC6637 support.

Matti Aarnio &lt;matti.aarnio#064methingcs.fi&gt; tweaks to any build to remove dependence on shell scripts. Initial SM3 digest implementation, some EC related code cleanups, JavaDoc improvements for ASN.1 classes, addition of NONEwithRSA to lightweight RSADigestSigner.

Babak Najafi &lt;bnajafi#064akamai.com&gt; fixes to OpenPGP NotationData to prevent truncation problems.

Eric M#uum#ller &lt;eric.mueller#064sage.de&gt; additional standard algorithm name lookups in JcaPEMKeyConverter.

Mathias Herberts &lt;Mathias.Herberts#064gmail.com&gt; fix to inOff usage in RFC3394WrapEngine.

Daniil Ivanov &lt;daniil.ivanov#064gmail.com&gt; addition of provider support for GOST HMAC SecretKeyFactory.

Daniele Grasso &lt;daniele.grasso86#064gmail.com&gt; contributions to final Key calculation code for SRP6.

Andrey Utkin &lt;cindrhc#064gmail.com&gt; patch to reconstruction of ECGOST keys from PrivateKeyInfo objects in provider classes.

Arnis Tartu &lt;arnis#064ut.ee&gt; checker for generated key vs OID in JceCMSContentEncryptorBuilder.

AxelVDB &lt;axel-vdb#064riseup.net&gt; initial implementation of Shacal2.

Roberto Tyley &lt;&gt; further work on completing gradle build.

Waldemar Dick &lt;wdick#064devmve.de&gt; code improvement in x500 ASN.1 package.

Sid Steward &lt;sid.steward#064pdfilabs.com&gt; code improvements to ASN1Boolean.

Alex Klyubin &lt;klyubin#064google.com&gt; AlgorithmParameters check for EC key agreement.

Jonathan Gillett &lt;gsoc.student#064gmail.com&gt; Initial support for block cipher IVs in IESEngine, IES MAC length check bug fix.

Andreas Reiter &lt;andreas.reiter#064iaik.tugraz.at&gt; Reported incomplete status of CertificateVerify processing in (D)TLS server, and provided fix.

Kieran Miller &lt;kieran.miller#064gmail.com&gt; initial implementation for RFC 5649 key wrap with padding.

Oliver Ehli &lt;ehli#064arago.de&gt; Additional support for BSI plain ECDSA in the provider.

Daniel Heldt &lt;Daniel.Heldt#064cryptovision.com&gt; Initial support for encodable state message...
Robert Bushman &lt;bouncycastle&#064traxel.com&gt; Clean up of DirectKeySignature example.
Maurice Aarts &lt;aarts&#0644risec.com&gt; updated to KDF generator to follow NIST SP 800-108.
Franziskus Kiefer &lt;https://github.com/franziskuskiefer&gt; initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.
KB Sirram &lt;mail_kb&#064yahoo.com&gt; testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute Subpackets.
Robert Bushman &lt;bouncycastle&#064traxel.com&gt; Clean up of DirectKeySignature example.
Maurice Aarts &lt;aarts&#0644risec.com&gt; updated to KDF generator to follow NIST SP 800-108.
Franziskus Kiefer &lt;https://github.com/franziskuskiefer&gt; initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.
KB Sirram &lt;mail_kb&#064yahoo.com&gt; testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute Subpackets.
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Franziskus Kiefer &lt;https://github.com/franziskuskiefer&gt; initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.
KB Sirram &lt;mail_kb&#064yahoo.com&gt; testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute Subpackets.
lightweight SubjectPublicKeyInfoFactory, initial object signer verifier for BC lightweight EC.

Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.

Benoit Charles &lt;benoit.charles&#064opentrust.com&gt; Fix for IES data length check on decryption.

Niko &lt;nfink95&#064604gmail.com&gt; fix to cast issue in getOutputSize() for ECIES.

akwizgran &lt;https://github.com/akwizgran&gt; Fixed clone of key in Blake2bDgest copy constructor, blake2b reset issue for varient keys.

Matthias Edelhoff &lt;Matthias.Edelhoff&#064604cryptovision.com&gt; BasicConstraintsValidation pathlen fix in PKIX certpath classes.

Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.

Benjamin Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.

Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.

Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.

Sebastian Oerding &lt;sebastian.oerding@robotron.de&gt; Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.

Kai Kramer &lt;kai.kramer&#064604gmail.com&gt; Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12 KeyStore.
DSTU7624 (cipher) and their associated modes. </li>
<li>Andreas Glaser &lt;andreas.glaser@#064gi-de.com&gt; patch to recognise ANSSI curves for PKCS#10 requests. </li>
<li>codeborne &lt;https://github.com/cbxp&gt; patch to correct OIDs used in public key digest parameters for ECGOAST-2012. </li>
<li>FauxFaux &lt;https://github.com/FauxFaux&gt; patch for JDK 1.9 update to DRBG.java. </li>
<li>4garbage &lt;https://github.com/4garbage&gt; patch to allow GOST3410-94 private keys encoded as integers. </li>
<li>ekszz &lt;https://github.com/ekszz&gt; corrections to SM2 signer to include default identity value. </li>
<li>jminer &lt;https://github.com/jminer&gt; fix to Blake2b for hashes in range of 2**64-127 to 2**64. </li>
<li>str4d &lt;https://github.com/str4d&gt; initial implementation of Blake2s. </li>
<li>Scott Woodward &lt;scott&#064;bit3consulting.com&gt; performance fixes for CTRSP800DRBG. </li>
<li>David Strawn &lt;https://github.com/isomarcte&gt; fix for off by one error in SCRYPNT bounds checking. </li>
<li>chris mccown &lt;0xchrismccown&#064;gmail.com&gt; identification of serialisation issue with XMSS/XMSSMT private keys (see also CVE-2018-1000613). </li>
<li>ZZMarquis &lt;https://github.com/ZZMarquis&gt; offset patches for SM2 encryption and decryption, improvement to Array constant time comparison. </li>
<li>Andreas Kretschmer &lt;https://github.com/Akretsch&gt; NPE fix for CertTemplate.getVersion(). </li>
<li>Armin Lunkeit, Michael Tautenhahn &lt;https://github.com/gerlion&gt; detection of concurrency issue with pre-1.60 EC math library. </li>
<li>fgrieu &lt;fgrieu@fgrieu@gmail.com&gt; identification and suggested fixes for possible timing vulnerability in OAEPEncoding and RSA04Engine. </li>
<li>MTG &lt;https://github.com/mtgag&gt; patch for decoding issues in PKIPublicationInfo and CertifiedKeyPair. </li>
<li>Andreas Gadermaier &lt;up.gadermaier@#064gmail.com&gt; initial version of Argon2 PBKDF algorithm. </li>
<li>Tony Washer &lt;tony.washer@yahoo.co.uk&gt; review of qTesla, Java 1.9 module code, additional test code and debugging for GOST, DSTU, and ECNR algorithms. Initial lightweight implementation of the ZUC ciphers and macs. </li>
<li>Vincent Bouckaert &lt;https://github.com/veebee&gt; initial version of RFC 4998 ASN.1 classes. </li>
<li>Tony Washer &lt;https://github.com/tonywasher&gt; ECIESKeyEncapsulation fix for use of OldCofactor mode. Submitted ChaCha20Poly1305 prototype. </li>
<li>Aurimas Liutikas &lt;https://github.com/liutikas&gt; JavaDoc patches to ReasonsMask. </li>
Gabriel Sroka &lt;https://github.com/gabrielsroka&gt; corrected comments in RSA validation.

sarah-mdv &lt;https://github.com/sarah-mdv&gt; improvements to JceKeyTransRecipientInfoGenerator, tests for JournalingSecureRandom, initial implementation of JournaledAlgorithm.

Jesse Feinman &lt;https://github.com/jessefeinman&gt; performance optimisation in RSAKeyParameters.

Gilis95 &lt;https://github.com/Gilis95&gt; improved JSSE compatibility for setEnabledCipherSuites.

Haemin Yoo &lt;https://github.com/yoohaemin&gt; Javadoc fixes.

Antoine Toulme &lt;https://github.com/atoulme&gt; Initial implementation of EthereumIESEngine.

Golden Looly &lt;https://github.com/looly&gt; Patch for addition of C1C3C2 mode to SM2Engine.

Moses Palm&eacute;r, TrueSec &lt;Henrik.Palmer@064truesec.se&gt; Additional improvements to constant time comparisons.

Ren&eacute; Korthaus &lt;https://github.com/securitykernel&gt; Update to XMSS/XMSS^MT OID values to bring them in line with RFC 8391.
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Haemin Yoo &lt;https://github.com/yoohaemin&gt; Javadoc fixes.

Antoine Toulme &lt;https://github.com/atoulme&gt; Initial implementation of EthereumIESEngine.

Golden Looly &lt;https://github.com/looly&gt; Patch for addition of C1C3C2 mode to SM2Engine.

Moses Palm&eacute;r, TrueSec &lt;Henrik.Palmer@064truesec.se&gt; Additional improvements to constant time comparisons.

Ren&eacute; Korthaus &lt;https://github.com/securitykernel&gt; Update to XMSS/XMSS^MT OID values to bring them in line with RFC 8391.
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you...
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.259 geronimo-jta 1.0.1
1.259.1 Available under license:

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.260 openwsman 2.6.3-4.git4391e5c.el7
1.260.1 Available under license :

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2004-2005 Sergey Lyubka <valenok@gmail.com>
 *
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
 * copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
 * to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
 * the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 * and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
 * Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
 *
 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
 * in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
 * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
 * AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
 * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
 * FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
 * DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
 */
Copyright (c) 2000 by Nicolas Devillard.
MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

LibU - Copyright (c) 2005, 2006 by KoanLogic srl
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the KoanLogic srl nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2004-2006 Intel Corp. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of Intel Corp. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Intel Corp. OR THE CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.261 cxf-rt-ws-policy 3.3.8
1.261.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009 (http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.262 libpcap 1.5.3-11.el7
1.262.1 Available under license:
License: BSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.263 perl-file-path 2.09

1.263.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

This file is the README for File::Path version 2.09

INSTALLATION

perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install

TESTING

This module requires the following modules for thorough testing:

(These are core, you should be ok)
Cwd
File::Path
File::Spec::Functions
Test::More

(These are optional)
Test::Output
For more advanced testing, it is possible to run the `eg/setup-extra-tests` program as root. This will create a directory 'EXTRA' that contains a mixture of files and directories owned both by root and a specified user (uid or login name).

```
sudo perl eg/setup-extra-tests -u david
make test
```

This is used to exercise parts of the code that ordinarily wouldn't be visited. That is, as root, some files and directories will be created that the user 'david', which will run the test suite, will not be able to remove.

It would be nice to do something tricksy like this for Win32, which has a much richer privilege scheme.

**BUGS**

Please report all bugs on the RT queue:

`L<http://rt.cpan.org/NoAuth/Bugs.html?Dist=File-Path>`

You can also send pull requests to the Github repository:

`L<https://github.com/dland/File-Path>`

**AUTHORS**

Tim Bunce and Charles Bailey.

Currently maintained by David Landgren `<david@landgren.net>`.

**COPYRIGHT**

This module is copyright (C) Charles Bailey, Tim Bunce and David Landgren 1995-2013. All rights reserved.

**LICENSE**

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):

* `/opt/cola/permits/1103682065_1604395625.49/0/perl-File-Path-2.09-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-`
license: perl

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682065_1604395625.49/0/perl-File-Path-2.09-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-qGg7v0uU/File-Path-2.09.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-OXmaVOeE/File-Path-2.09/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682065_1604395625.49/0/perl-File-Path-2.09-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-qGg7v0uU/perl-File-Path.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

File::Path - Create or remove directory trees

=head1 VERSION

This document describes version 2.09 of File::Path, released 2013-01-17.

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use File::Path qw(make_path remove_tree);

make_path('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang');
make_path('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang', {
    verbose => 1,
    mode => 0711,
});

remove_tree('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang');
remove_tree('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang', {
    verbose => 1,
    error => \my $err_list,
});

# legacy (interface promoted before v2.00)
mkpath('/foo/bar/baz');
mkpath('/foo/bar/baz', 1, 0711);
mkpath(['/foo/bar/baz', 'blurfl/quux'], 1, 0711);
rmtree('/foo/bar/baz', 1, 1);
rmtree(['foo/bar/baz', 'blurfl/quux'], 1, 1);
# legacy (interface promoted before v2.06)
mkpath('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang', { verbose => 1, mode => 0711 });
rmtree('foo/bar/baz', '/zug/zwang', { verbose => 1, mode => 0711 });

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module provide a convenient way to create directories of arbitrary depth and to delete an entire directory subtree from the filesystem.

The following functions are provided:

=over
=item make_path( $dir1, $dir2, .... )
=item make_path( $dir1, $dir2, ...., %opts )
=over

The C<make_path> function creates the given directories if they don't exists before, much like the Unix command C<mkdir -p>.

The function accepts a list of directories to be created. Its behaviour may be tuned by an optional hashref appearing as the last parameter on the call.

The function returns the list of directories actually created during the call; in scalar context the number of directories created.

The following keys are recognised in the option hash:

=over
=item mode => $num

The numeric permissions mode to apply to each created directory (defaults to 0777), to be modified by the current C<umask>. If the directory already exists (and thus does not need to be created), the permissions will not be modified.

C<mask> is recognised as an alias for this parameter.

=item verbose => $bool

If present, will cause C<make_path> to print the name of each directory as it is created. By default nothing is printed.

=item error => \$err
If present, it should be a reference to a scalar. This scalar will be made to reference an array, which will be used to store any errors that are encountered. See the L</"ERROR HANDLING"> section for more information.

If this parameter is not used, certain error conditions may raise a fatal error that will cause the program will halt, unless trapped in an C<eval> block.

=item owner => $owner

=item user => $owner

=item uid => $owner

If present, will cause any created directory to be owned by C<$owner>. If the value is numeric, it will be interpreted as a uid, otherwise as username is assumed. An error will be issued if the username cannot be mapped to a uid, or the uid does not exist, or the process lacks the privileges to change ownership.

Ownership of directories that already exist will not be changed.

C<user> and C<uid> are aliases of C<owner>.

=item group => $group

If present, will cause any created directory to be owned by the group C<$group>. If the value is numeric, it will be interpreted as a gid, otherwise as group name is assumed. An error will be issued if the group name cannot be mapped to a gid, or the gid does not exist, or the process lacks the privileges to change group ownership.

Group ownership of directories that already exist will not be changed.

    make_path '/var/tmp/webcache', { owner=>'nobody', group=>'nogroup' }:

=back

=item mkpath( $dir )

=item mkpath( $dir, $verbose, $mode )

=item mkpath( [$dir1, $dir2,...], $verbose, $mode )

=item mkpath( $dir1, $dir2,..., \%opt )
The `mkpath()` function provides the legacy interface of `make_path()` with a different interpretation of the arguments passed. The behavior and return value of the function is otherwise identical to `make_path()`.

```perl
=item remove_tree( $dir1, $dir2, .... )
```

```perl
=item remove_tree( $dir1, $dir2, ...., \%opts )
```

The `remove_tree` function deletes the given directories and any files and subdirectories they might contain, much like the Unix command `rm -r` or `del /s` on Windows.

The function accepts a list of directories to be removed. Its behavior may be tuned by an optional hashref appearing as the last parameter on the call.

The function returns the number of files successfully deleted.

The following keys are recognized in the option hash:

- `verbose => $bool` If present, will cause `remove_tree` to print the name of each file as it is unlinked. By default nothing is printed.
- `safe => $bool` When set to a true value, will cause `remove_tree` to skip the files for which the process lacks the required privileges needed to delete files, such as delete privileges on VMS. In other words, the code will make no attempt to alter file permissions. Thus, if the process is interrupted, no filesystem object will be left in a more permissive mode.
- `keep_root => $bool` When set to a true value, will cause all files and subdirectories to be removed, except the initially specified directories. This comes in handy when cleaning out an application's scratch directory.

```perl
remove_tree( '/tmp', {keep_root => 1} );
```

- `result => \$res` If present, it should be a reference to a scalar. This scalar will be made to reference an array, which will
be used to store all files and directories unlinked
during the call. If nothing is unlinked, the array will be empty.

```
remove_tree( '/tmp', {result => \my $list} );
print "unlinked $_" for @$list;
```

This is a useful alternative to the C<verbose> key.

```=item error => \$err
```

If present, it should be a reference to a scalar.
This scalar will be made to reference an array, which will
be used to store any errors that are encountered. See the L</"ERROR
HANDLING"> section for more information.

Removing things is a much more dangerous proposition than
creating things. As such, there are certain conditions that
C<remove_tree> may encounter that are so dangerous that the only
sane action left is to kill the program.

Use C<error> to trap all that is reasonable (problems with
permissions and the like), and let it die if things get out
of hand. This is the safest course of action.

=back

```=item rmtree( $dir )
=item rmtree( $dir, $verbose, $safe )
=item rmtree( [$dir1, $dir2,...], $verbose, $safe )
=item rmtree( $dir1, $dir2,..., \%opt )
```

The rmtree() function provide the legacy interface of remove_tree()
with a different interpretation of the arguments passed. The behaviour
and return value of the function is otherwise identical to
remove_tree().

=back

=head2 ERROR HANDLING

=over 4

=item B<NOTE:>

The following error handling mechanism is considered
experimental and is subject to change pending feedback from users.

=back

If C<make_path> or C<remove_tree> encounter an error, a diagnostic message will be printed to C<STDERR> via C<carp> (for non-fatal errors), or via C<croak> (for fatal errors).

If this behaviour is not desirable, the C<error> attribute may be used to hold a reference to a variable, which will be used to store the diagnostics. The variable is made a reference to an array of hash references. Each hash contain a single key/value pair where the key is the name of the file, and the value is the error message (including the contents of C<$!> when appropriate). If a general error is encountered the diagnostic key will be empty.

An example usage looks like:

remove_tree( 'foo/bar', 'bar/rat', {error => \my $err} );
if (@$err) {
    for my $diag (@$err) {
        my ($file, $message) = %$diag;
        if ($file eq '') {
            print "general error: $message\n";
        } else {
            print "problem unlinking $file: $message\n";
        }
    }
} else {
    print "No error encountered\n";
}

Note that if no errors are encountered, C<$err> will reference an empty array. This means that C<$err> will always end up TRUE; so you need to test C<@$err> to determine if errors occured.

=head2 NOTES

C<File::Path> blindly exports C<mkpath> and C<rmtree> into the current namespace. These days, this is considered bad style, but to change it now would break too much code. Nonetheless, you are invited to specify what it is you are expecting to use:

use File::Path 'rmtree';
The routines \texttt{make_path} and \texttt{remove_tree} are \texttt{not} exported by default. You must specify which ones you want to use.

\begin{verbatim}
use File::Path 'remove_tree';
\end{verbatim}

Note that a side-effect of the above is that \texttt{mkpath} and \texttt{rmtree} are no longer exported at all. This is due to the way the \texttt{Exporter} module works. If you are migrating a codebase to use the new interface, you will have to list everything explicitly. But that's just good practice anyway.

\begin{verbatim}
use File::Path qw(remove_tree rmtree);
\end{verbatim}

=head3 API CHANGES

The API was changed in the 2.0 branch. For a time, \texttt{mkpath} and \texttt{rmtree} tried, unsuccessfully, to deal with the two different calling mechanisms. This approach was considered a failure.

The new semantics are now only available with \texttt{make_path} and \texttt{remove_tree}. The old semantics are only available through \texttt{mkpath} and \texttt{rmtree}. Users are strongly encouraged to upgrade to at least 2.08 in order to avoid surprises.

=head3 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

There were race conditions 1.x implementations of File::Path's \texttt{rmtree} function (although sometimes patched depending on the OS distribution or platform). The 2.0 version contains code to avoid the problem mentioned in CVE-2002-0435.

See the following pages for more information:

http://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=286905
http://www.nttp.perl.org/group/perl.perl5.porters/2005/01/msg97623.html

Additionally, unless the \texttt{safe} parameter is set (or the third parameter in the traditional interface is \texttt{TRUE}), should a \texttt{remove_tree} be interrupted, files that were originally in read-only mode may now have their permissions set to a read-write (or "delete OK") mode.

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

\texttt{FATAL} errors will cause the program to halt (\texttt{croak}), since the problem is so severe that it would be dangerous to continue. (This can always be trapped with \texttt{eval}, but it's not a good idea. Under
the circumstances, dying is the best thing to do).

SEVERE errors may be trapped using the modern interface. If the they are not trapped, or the old interface is used, such an error will cause the program will halt.

All other errors may be trapped using the modern interface, otherwise they will be C<carp>ed about. Program execution will not be halted.

=over 4

=item mkdir [path]: [errmsg] (SEVERE)

C<make_path> was unable to create the path. Probably some sort of permissions error at the point of departure, or insufficient resources (such as free inodes on Unix).

=item No root path(s) specified

C<make_path> was not given any paths to create. This message is only emitted if the routine is called with the traditional interface. The modern interface will remain silent if given nothing to do.

=item No such file or directory

On Windows, if C<make_path> gives you this warning, it may mean that you have exceeded your filesystem's maximum path length.

=item cannot fetch initial working directory: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree> attempted to determine the initial directory by calling C<Cwd::getcwd>, but the call failed for some reason. No attempt will be made to delete anything.

=item cannot stat initial working directory: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree> attempted to stat the initial directory (after having successfully obtained its name via C<getcwd>), however, the call failed for some reason. No attempt will be made to delete anything.

=item cannot chdir to [dir]: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree> attempted to set the working directory in order to begin deleting the objects therein, but was unsuccessful. This is usually a permissions issue. The routine will continue to delete other things, but this directory will be left intact.

=item directory [dir] changed before chdir, expected dev=[n] ino=[n], actual dev=[n] ino=[n], aborting. (FATAL)
C<remove_tree> recorded the device and inode of a directory, and then moved into it. It then performed a C<stat> on the current directory and detected that the device and inode were no longer the same. As this is at the heart of the race condition problem, the program will die at this point.

=item cannot make directory [dir] read+writeable: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree> attempted to change the permissions on the current directory to ensure that subsequent unlinkings would not run into problems, but was unable to do so. The permissions remain as they were, and the program will carry on, doing the best it can.

=item cannot read [dir]: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree> tried to read the contents of the directory in order to acquire the names of the directory entries to be unlinked, but was unsuccessful. This is usually a permissions issue. The program will continue, but the files in this directory will remain after the call.

=item cannot reset chmod [dir]: [errmsg]

C<remove_tree>, after having deleted everything in a directory, attempted to restore its permissions to the original state but failed. The directory may wind up being left behind.

=item cannot remove [dir] when cwd is [dir]

The current working directory of the program is F</some/path/to/here> and you are attempting to remove an ancestor, such as F</some/path>. The directory tree is left untouched.

The solution is to C<chdir> out of the child directory to a place outside the directory tree to be removed.

=item cannot chdir to [parent-dir] from [child-dir]: [errmsg], aborting. (FATAL)

C<remove_tree>, after having deleted everything and restored the permissions of a directory, was unable to chdir back to the parent. The program halts to avoid a race condition from occurring.

=item cannot stat prior working directory [dir]: [errmsg], aborting. (FATAL)

C<remove_tree> was unable to stat the parent directory after have returned from the child. Since there is no way of knowing if we returned to where we think we should be (by comparing device and inode) the only
way out is to `croak`.

=item previous directory [parent-dir] changed before entering [child-dir], expected dev=[n] ino=[n], actual dev=[n] ino=[n], aborting. (FATAL)

When `remove_tree` returned from deleting files in a child directory, a check revealed that the parent directory it returned to wasn't the one it started out from. This is considered a sign of malicious activity.

=item cannot make directory [dir] writeable: [errmsg]

Just before removing a directory (after having successfully removed everything it contained), `remove_tree` attempted to set the permissions on the directory to ensure it could be removed and failed. Program execution continues, but the directory may possibly not be deleted.

=item cannot remove directory [dir]: [errmsg]

`remove_tree` attempted to remove a directory, but failed. This may because some objects that were unable to be removed remain in the directory, or a permissions issue. The directory will be left behind.

=item cannot restore permissions of [dir] to [0nnn]: [errmsg]

After having failed to remove a directory, `remove_tree` was unable to restore its permissions from a permissive state back to a possibly more restrictive setting. (Permissions given in octal).

=item cannot make file [file] writeable: [errmsg]

`remove_tree` attempted to force the permissions of a file to ensure it could be deleted, but failed to do so. It will, however, still attempt to unlink the file.

=item cannot unlink file [file]: [errmsg]

`remove_tree` failed to remove a file. Probably a permissions issue.

=item cannot restore permissions of [file] to [0nnn]: [errmsg]

After having failed to remove a file, `remove_tree` was also unable to restore the permissions on the file to a possibly less permissive setting. (Permissions given in octal).

=item unable to map [owner] to a uid, ownership not changed

`make_path` was instructed to give the ownership of created directories to the symbolic name [owner], but `getpwnam` did
not return the corresponding numeric uid. The directory will be created, but ownership will not be changed.

=item unable to map [group] to a gid, group ownership not changed

C<make_path> was instructed to give the group ownership of created directories to the symbolic name [group], but C<getgrnam> did not return the corresponding numeric gid. The directory will be created, but group ownership will not be changed.

=back

=head1 SEE ALSO

=over 4

=item *

L<File::Remove>

Allows files and directories to be moved to the Trashcan/Recycle Bin (where they may later be restored if necessary) if the operating system supports such functionality. This feature may one day be made available directly in C<File::Path>.

=item *

L<File::Find::Rule>

When removing directory trees, if you want to examine each file to decide whether to delete it (and possibly leaving large swathes alone), F<File::Find::Rule> offers a convenient and flexible approach to examining directory trees.

=back

=head1 BUGS

Please report all bugs on the RT queue:

L<http://rt.cpan.org/NoAuth/Bugs.html?Dist=File-Path>

You can also send pull requests to the Github repository:

L<https://github.com/dland/File-Path>
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=head1 COPYRIGHT
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=head1 LICENSE

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682065_1604395625.49/0/perl-File-Path-2.09-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-qGg7v0uU/File-Path-2.09.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-OXmaVOeE/File-Path-2.09/Path.pm

1.264 hardlink 1
1.264.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software— to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.265 corosync 2.4.3
1.265.1 Available under license:

The following license applies to every file in this source distribution except for the files git-version-gen, and gitlog-to-changelog.

The git* files, which are available under GPLv3 or later, are only used by
our release process to generate text file content and are not part of any generated binary.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2002-2004 MontaVista Software, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Red Hat, Inc.

All rights reserved.

This software licensed under BSD license, the text of which follows:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the MontaVista Software, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The corosync project uses software for release processing which generates changelogs and version information for the software. These programs are not used by the generated binaries or libraries. These files are git-version-gen and gitlog-to-changelog.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The license for these files is as follows:
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

1.266 activemq-kahadb-store 5.15.12
1.266.1 Available under license :

ActiveMQ :: KahaDB Store
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTicular PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.267 texinfo 5.1

1.267.1 Available under license:

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper
mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of `\`copyleft\'', which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La\LaTeX{} input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and
you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify
you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present
the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.

Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or
to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions
of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document
specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
Document.

@item
RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A
public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the
site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC
site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License
somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole
or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,
and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site
under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,
provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU Free Documentation License'.
```

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.'@: line with this:

```
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
```

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

Local Variables:
ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
End:
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1.268.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
   not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh at gmail

Blueprint CSS Framework License
----------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or
commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You
may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License
----------------------------------------------------------------

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this
software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice
shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License
----------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author 
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. 
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it 
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate 
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may 
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be 
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989 
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into 
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may 
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the 
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General 
Public License instead of this License.

SpatiaLiteOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer 
Pablo Velazquez, Geotekne - http://www.geotekne.com/

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.com
GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify, propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from your distribution. "GeoServer" means the GeoServer software licensed under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries" means Eclipse Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

******************************************************************************
Additional Libraries and Code used
******************************************************************************
GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are including the appropriate notices in this file. We'd like to thank all the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do not require us to cite them, but we'd like to thank GeoTools - http://geotools.org, JTS - http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts/jtshome.htm WKB4J http://wkb4j.sourceforge.net iText - http://www.lowagie.com/iText/ and J. David Eisenberg's PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * ------------------------------------------
 * Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
 *
 * See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
 * for a discussion of the algorithm.
 *
 * Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
 * indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
 * world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
 * in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
 * limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 * and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
 * copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
 * that this copyright notice remain intact.
 */

The GeoServer Project also thanks J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's
release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done by David Blasby for TOPP.

------

Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appended below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis, to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

--------------------- from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ---------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
//
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
//
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
// documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
// ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
// IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
// ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
// FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
// DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
// OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
// HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
// LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
// OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
// SUCH DAMAGE.
//
// Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other
// fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

------
JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a BSD license (new). Notice is below:

-------
Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

-------

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.
Jetty License
$Revision: 3.7 $

Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package. Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.

* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.
4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.

12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be , at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.

--------

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

--------

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

--------

GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4j http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/. Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

--------
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
   2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
   3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
   4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
-------

GeoServer is build using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.

The notice for EPL license is included below:

Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution, and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Peter Raganitsch

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Peter Raganitsch
HTMLImageMap GetMapProducer for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu
Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

John Benediktsson
DXFOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.

1.269 jackson 2.11.1
1.269.1 Available under license:
# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has
been in development since 2007.
It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported
commercially by FasterXML.com.
## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses. To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file. For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM) system project uses. This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

1.270 perl-exporter 5.68

1.270.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

NAME

Exporter - Implements default import method for modules

SYNOPSIS

In module YourModule.pm:

    package YourModule;
    require Exporter;
    @ISA = qw(Exporter);
    @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);  # symbols to export on request

or

    package YourModule;
    use Exporter 'import'; # gives you Exporter's import() method directly
    @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);  # symbols to export on request

In other files which wish to use "YourModule":

    use YourModule qw(frobnicate);    # import listed symbols
    frobnicate ($left, $right)        # calls YourModule::frobnicate
Take a look at “Good Practices” for some variants you will like to use in modern Perl code.

DESCRIPTION
The Exporter module implements an "import" method which allows a module to export functions and variables to its users' namespaces. Many modules use Exporter rather than implementing their own "import" method because Exporter provides a highly flexible interface, with an implementation optimised for the common case.

Perl automatically calls the "import" method when processing a "use" statement for a module. Modules and "use" are documented in perlfunc and perlmod. Understanding the concept of modules and how the "use" statement operates is important to understanding the Exporter.

How to Export
The arrays @EXPORT and @EXPORT_OK in a module hold lists of symbols that are going to be exported into the users name space by default, or which they can request to be exported, respectively. The symbols can represent functions, scalars, arrays, hashes, or typeglobs. The symbols must be given by full name with the exception that the ampersand in front of a function is optional, e.g.

```perl
@EXPORT    = qw(afunc $scalar @array);   # afunc is a function
@EXPORT_OK = qw(&bfunc %hash *typeglob); # explicit prefix on &bfunc
```

If you are only exporting function names it is recommended to omit the ampersand, as the implementation is faster this way.

Selecting What To Export
Do not export method names!

Do not export anything else by default without a good reason!

Exports pollute the namespace of the module user. If you must export try to use @EXPORT_OK in preference to @EXPORT and avoid short or common symbol names to reduce the risk of name clashes.

Generally anything not exported is still accessible from outside the module using the "YourModule::item_name" (or "$blessed_ref->method") syntax. By convention you can use a leading underscore on names to informally indicate that they are 'internal' and not for public use.

(It is actually possible to get private functions by saying:

```perl
my $subref = sub { ... };
$subref->(@args);        # Call it as a function
```
$obj->$subref(@args);  # Use it as a method

However if you use them for methods it is up to you to figure out how to make inheritance work.

As a general rule, if the module is trying to be object oriented then export nothing. If it's just a collection of functions then @EXPORT_OK anything but use @EXPORT with caution. For function and method names use barewords in preference to names prefixed with ampersands for the export lists.

Other module design guidelines can be found in perlmod.

How to Import
In other files which wish to use your module there are three basic ways for them to load your module and import its symbols:

"use YourModule;"
This imports all the symbols from YourModule's @EXPORT into the namespace of the "use" statement.

"use YourModule ();"
This causes perl to load your module but does not import any symbols.

"use YourModule qw(...);"
This imports only the symbols listed by the caller into their namespace. All listed symbols must be in your @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK, else an error occurs. The advanced export features of Exporter are accessed like this, but with list entries that are syntactically distinct from symbol names.

Unless you want to use its advanced features, this is probably all you need to know to use Exporter.

Advanced features
Specialised Import Lists
If any of the entries in an import list begins with !, : or / then the list is treated as a series of specifications which either add to or delete from the list of names to import. They are processed left to right. Specifications are in the form:

[!]name       This name only
[!]:DEFAULT    All names in @EXPORT
[!]:tag        All names in $EXPORT_TAGS{tag} anonymous list
[!]/pattern/   All names in @EXPORT and @EXPORT_OK which match

A leading ! indicates that matching names should be deleted from the
list of names to import. If the first specification is a deletion it is
treated as though preceded by :DEFAULT. If you just want to import extra
names in addition to the default set you will still need to include
:DEFAULT explicitly.

e.g., Module.pm defines:

```perl
@EXPORT      = qw(A1 A2 A3 A4 A5);
@EXPORT_OK   = qw(B1 B2 B3 B4 B5);
%EXPORT_TAGS = (T1 => [qw(A1 A2 B1 B2)], T2 => [qw(A1 A2 B3 B4)]);
```

Note that you cannot use tags in @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK.
Names in EXPORT_TAGS must also appear in @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK.

An application using Module can say something like:

```perl
use Module qw(:DEFAULT :T2 !B3 A3);
```

Other examples include:

```perl
use Socket qw(!/^\[AP\]F_/ !SOMAXCONN !SOL_SOCKET);
use POSIX  qw(:errno_h :termios_h !TCSADRAIN !/^EXIT/);
```

Remember that most patterns (using //) will need to be anchored with a
leading ^, e.g., "/^EXIT/" rather than "/EXIT/".

You can say "BEGIN { $Exporter::Verbose=1 }" to see how the
specifications are being processed and what is actually being imported
into modules.

Exporting without using Exporter's import method

Exporter has a special method, 'export_to_level' which is used in
situations where you can't directly call Exporter's import method. The
export_to_level method looks like:

```perl
MyPackage->export_to_level($where_to_export, $package, @what_to_export);
```

where $where_to_export is an integer telling how far up the calling
stack to export your symbols, and @what_to_export is an array telling
what symbols *to* export (usually this is @_). The $package argument is
currently unused.

For example, suppose that you have a module, A, which already has an
import function:

```perl
package A;

@ISA = qw(Exporter);
```
@EXPORT_OK = qw ($b);

sub import
{
    $A::b = 1;  # not a very useful import method
}

and you want to Export symbol $A::b back to the module that called package A. Since Exporter relies on the import method to work, via inheritance, as it stands Exporter::import() will never get called. Instead, say the following:

package A;
@ISA = qw(Exporter);
@EXPORT_OK = qw ($b);

sub import
{
    $A::b = 1;
    A->export_to_level(1, @_);
}

This will export the symbols one level 'above' the current package - ie: to the program or module that used package A.

Note: Be careful not to modify @_ at all before you call export_to_level - or people using your package will get very unexplained results!

Exporting without inheriting from Exporter
By including Exporter in your @ISA you inherit an Exporter's import() method but you also inherit several other helper methods which you probably don't want. To avoid this you can do

package YourModule;
use Exporter qw( import );

which will export Exporter's own import() method into YourModule. Everything will work as before but you won't need to include Exporter in @YourModule::ISA.

Note: This feature was introduced in version 5.57 of Exporter, released with perl 5.8.3.

Module Version Checking
The Exporter module will convert an attempt to import a number from a module into a call to "$module_name->require_version($value)". This can be used to validate that the version of the module being used is greater than or equal to the required version.
The Exporter module supplies a default "require_version" method which checks the value of $VERSION in the exporting module.

Since the default "require_version" method treats the $VERSION number as a simple numeric value it will regard version 1.10 as lower than 1.9. For this reason it is strongly recommended that you use numbers with at least two decimal places, e.g., 1.09.

Managing Unknown Symbols

In some situations you may want to prevent certain symbols from being exported. Typically this applies to extensions which have functions or constants that may not exist on some systems.

The names of any symbols that cannot be exported should be listed in the @EXPORT_FAIL array.

If a module attempts to import any of these symbols the Exporter will give the module an opportunity to handle the situation before generating an error. The Exporter will call an export_fail method with a list of the failed symbols:

    @failed_symbols = $module_name->export_fail(@failed_symbols);

If the "export_fail" method returns an empty list then no error is recorded and all the requested symbols are exported. If the returned list is not empty then an error is generated for each symbol and the export fails. The Exporter provides a default "export_fail" method which simply returns the list unchanged.

Uses for the "export_fail" method include giving better error messages for some symbols and performing lazy architectural checks (put more symbols into @EXPORT_FAIL by default and then take them out if someone actually tries to use them and an expensive check shows that they are usable on that platform).

Tag Handling Utility Functions

Since the symbols listed within %EXPORT_TAGS must also appear in either @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK, two utility functions are provided which allow you to easily add tagged sets of symbols to @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK:

    %EXPORT_TAGS = (foo => [qw(aa bb cc)], bar => [qw(aa cc dd)]);

Exporter::export_tags('foo');  # add aa, bb and cc to @EXPORT
Exporter::export_ok_tags('bar');  # add aa, cc and dd to @EXPORT_OK

Any names which are not tags are added to @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK unchanged but will trigger a warning (with "-w") to avoid misspelt tags.
names being silently added to @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK. Future versions may make this a fatal error.

Generating combined tags
If several symbol categories exist in %EXPORT_TAGS, it's usually useful to create the utility ":all" to simplify "use" statements.

The simplest way to do this is:

```perl
%EXPORT_TAGS = (foo => [qw(aa bb cc)], bar => [qw(aa cc dd)]);

# add all the other ":class" tags to the ":all" class,
# deleting duplicates
{
    my %seen;

    push @{$EXPORT_TAGS{all}},
        grep {!$seen{$_}++} @{$EXPORT_TAGS{$_}} foreach keys %EXPORT_TAGS;
}
```

CGI.pm creates an ":all" tag which contains some (but not really all) of its categories. That could be done with one small change:

```perl
# add some of the other ":class" tags to the ":all" class,
# deleting duplicates
{
    my %seen;

    push @{$EXPORT_TAGS{all}},
        grep {!$seen{$_}++} @{$EXPORT_TAGS{$_}} foreach qw/html2 html3 netscape form cgi internal/;
}
```

Note that the tag names in %EXPORT_TAGS don't have the leading ":".

"AUTOLOAD"ed Constants
Many modules make use of "AUTOLOAD"ing for constant subroutines to avoid having to compile and waste memory on rarely used values (see perlsub for details on constant subroutines). Calls to such constant subroutines are not optimized away at compile time because they can't be checked at compile time for constancy.

Even if a prototype is available at compile time, the body of the subroutine is not (it hasn't been "AUTOLOAD"ed yet). perl needs to examine both the "()" prototype and the body of a subroutine at compile time to detect that it can safely replace calls to that subroutine with the constant value.
A workaround for this is to call the constants once in a "BEGIN" block:

```perl
package My;

use Socket;

foo( SO_LINGER );  ## SO_LINGER NOT optimized away; called at runtime
BEGIN { SO_LINGER }
foo( SO_LINGER );  ## SO_LINGER optimized away at compile time.

This forces the "AUTOLOAD" for "SO_LINGER" to take place before
SO_LINGER is encountered later in "My" package.

If you are writing a package that "AUTOLOAD"s, consider forcing an
"AUTOLOAD" for any constants explicitly imported by other packages or
which are usually used when your package is "use"d.

Good Practices
Declaring @EXPORT_OK and Friends
When using "Exporter" with the standard "strict" and "warnings" pragmas,
the "our" keyword is needed to declare the package variables @EXPORT_OK,
@EXPORT, @ISA, etc.

our @ISA = qw(Exporter);
our @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);

If backward compatibility for Perls under 5.6 is important, one must
write instead a "use vars" statement.

use vars qw(@ISA @EXPORT_OK);
 @ISA = qw(Exporter);
 @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);

Playing Safe
There are some caveats with the use of runtime statements like "require
Exporter" and the assignment to package variables, which can very subtle
for the unaware programmer. This may happen for instance with mutually
recursive modules, which are affected by the time the relevant
constructions are executed.

The ideal (but a bit ugly) way to never have to think about that is to
use "BEGIN" blocks. So the first part of the "SYNOPSIS" code could be
rewritten as:

package YourModule;

use strict;
use warnings;
```
our (@ISA, @EXPORT_OK);
BEGIN {
    require Exporter;
    @ISA = qw(Exporter);
    @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate); # symbols to export on request
}

The "BEGIN" will assure that the loading of Exporter.pm and the assignments to @ISA and @EXPORT_OK happen immediately, leaving no room for something to get awry or just plain wrong.

With respect to loading "Exporter" and inheriting, there are alternatives with the use of modules like "base" and "parent".

    use base qw( Exporter );
    # or
    use parent qw( Exporter );

Any of these statements are nice replacements for "BEGIN { require Exporter; @ISA = qw(Exporter); }" with the same compile-time effect. The basic difference is that "base" code interacts with declared "fields" while "parent" is a streamlined version of the older "base" code to just establish the IS-A relationship.

For more details, see the documentation and code of base and parent.

Another thorough remedy to that runtime vs. compile-time trap is to use Exporter::Easy, which is a wrapper of Exporter that allows all boilerplate code at a single gulp in the use statement.

    use Exporter::Easy ( 
        OK => [ qw(munge frobnicate) ],
    );
    # @ISA setup is automatic
    # all assignments happen at compile time

What not to Export
You have been warned already in "Selecting What To Export" to not export:

* method names (because you don't need to and that's likely to not do what you want),

* anything by default (because you don't want to surprise your users... badly)

* anything you don't need to (because less is more)
There's one more item to add to this list. Do not export variable names. Just because "Exporter" lets you do that, it does not mean you should.

    @EXPORT_OK = qw( $svar @avar %hvar ); # DON'T!

Exporting variables is not a good idea. They can change under the hood, provoking horrible effects at-a-distance, that are too hard to track and to fix. Trust me: they are not worth it.

To provide the capability to set/get class-wide settings, it is best instead to provide accessors as subroutines or class methods instead.

SEE ALSO

"Exporter" is definitely not the only module with symbol exporter capabilities. At CPAN, you may find a bunch of them. Some are lighter. Some provide improved APIs and features. Peek the one that fits your needs. The following is a sample list of such modules.

    Exporter::Easy
    Exporter::Lite
    Exporter::Renaming
    Exporter::Tidy
    Sub::Exporter / Sub::Installer
    Perl6::Export / Perl6::Export::Attrs

LICENSE

This library is free software. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Exporter - Implements default import method for modules

=head1 SYNOPSIS

In module F<YourModule.pm>:

    package YourModule;
    require Exporter;
    @ISA = qw(Exporter);
    @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate); # symbols to export on request
package YourModule;
use Exporter 'import'; # gives you Exporter's import() method directly
@EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate); # symbols to export on request

In other files which wish to use C<YourModule>:

use YourModule qw(frobnicate); # import listed symbols
frobnicate ($left, $right) # calls YourModule::frobnicate

Take a look at L</Good Practices> for some variants you will like to use in modern Perl code.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

The Exporter module implements an C<import> method which allows a module to export functions and variables to its users' namespaces. Many modules use Exporter rather than implementing their own C<import> method because Exporter provides a highly flexible interface, with an implementation optimised for the common case.

Perl automatically calls the C<import> method when processing a C<use> statement for a module. Modules and C<use> are documented in L<perlfunc> and L<perlmod>. Understanding the concept of modules and how the C<use> statement operates is important to understanding the Exporter.

=head2 How to Export

The arrays C<@EXPORT> and C<@EXPORT_OK> in a module hold lists of symbols that are going to be exported into the users name space by default, or which they can request to be exported, respectively. The symbols can represent functions, scalars, arrays, hashes, or typeglobs. The symbols must be given by full name with the exception that the ampersand in front of a function is optional, e.g.

```perl
@EXPORT    = qw(afunc $scalar @array);   # afunc is a function
@EXPORT_OK = qw(&bfunc %hash *typeglob); # explicit prefix on &bfunc
```

If you are only exporting function names it is recommended to omit the ampersand, as the implementation is faster this way.

=head2 Selecting What to Export

Do B<not> export method names!

Do B<not> export anything else by default without a good reason!
Exports pollute the namespace of the module user. If you must export try to use \C<@EXPORT_OK> in preference to \C<@EXPORT> and avoid short or common symbol names to reduce the risk of name clashes.

Generally anything not exported is still accessible from outside the module using the \C<YourModule::item_name> (or \C<
$\texttt{blessed}_\texttt{ref}->\texttt{method}>>) syntax. By convention you can use a leading underscore on names to informally indicate that they are 'internal' and not for public use.

(It is actually possible to get private functions by saying:

\begin{verbatim}
my $subref = sub { ... };
$subref->(@args); # Call it as a function
$obj->$subref(@args); # Use it as a method
\end{verbatim}

However if you use them for methods it is up to you to figure out how to make inheritance work.)

As a general rule, if the module is trying to be object oriented then export nothing. If it's just a collection of functions then \C<@EXPORT_OK> anything but use \C<@EXPORT> with caution. For function and method names use barewords in preference to names prefixed with ampersands for the export lists.

Other module design guidelines can be found in \L<perlmod>.

=head2 How to Import

In other files which wish to use your module there are three basic ways for them to load your module and import its symbols:

=over 4

=item \C<use YourModule;>

This imports all the symbols from YourModule's \C<@EXPORT> into the namespace of the \C<use> statement.

=item \C<use YourModule ();>

This causes perl to load your module but does not import any symbols.

=item \C<use YourModule qw(...);>

This imports only the symbols listed by the caller into their namespace. All listed symbols must be in your \C<@EXPORT> or \C<@EXPORT_OK>, else an error occurs. The advanced export features of Exporter are accessed like this,
but with list entries that are syntactically distinct from symbol names.

Unless you want to use its advanced features, this is probably all you need to know to use Exporter.

=head1 Advanced Features

=head2 Specialised Import Lists

If any of the entries in an import list begins with !, : or / then the list is treated as a series of specifications which either add to or delete from the list of names to import. They are processed left to right. Specifications are in the form:

- `![]name` This name only
- `![]:DEFAULT` All names in @EXPORT
- `![]:tag` All names in $EXPORT_TAGS{tag} anonymous list
- `![]/pattern/` All names in @EXPORT and @EXPORT_OK which match

A leading ! indicates that matching names should be deleted from the list of names to import. If the first specification is a deletion it is treated as though preceded by :DEFAULT. If you just want to import extra names in addition to the default set you will still need to include :DEFAULT explicitly.

e.g., F<Module.pm> defines:

```perl
@EXPORT = qw(A1 A2 A3 A4 A5);
@EXPORT_OK = qw(B1 B2 B3 B4 B5);
%EXPORT_TAGS = (T1 => [qw(A1 A2 B1 B2)], T2 => [qw(A1 A2 B3 B4)]);
```

Note that you cannot use tags in @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK.

Names in EXPORT_TAGS must also appear in @EXPORT or @EXPORT_OK.

An application using Module can say something like:

```perl
use Module qw(:DEFAULT :T2 !B3 A3);
```

Other examples include:

```perl
use Socket qw(!/^[AP]F_/ !SOMAXCONN !SOL_SOCKET);
use POSIX qw(:errno_h :termios_h !TCSADRAIN !/^EXIT/);```

Remember that most patterns (using //) will need to be anchored with a leading ^, e.g., C</^EXIT/> rather than C</EXIT/>. 
You can say `BEGIN { $Exporter::Verbose=1 }` to see how the specifications are being processed and what is actually being imported into modules.

=head2 Exporting Without Using Exporter's import Method

Exporter has a special method, 'export_to_level' which is used in situations where you can't directly call Exporter's import method. The export_to_level method looks like:

```perl
MyPackage->export_to_level(
    $where_to_export, $package, @what_to_export
);
```

where C<$where_to_export> is an integer telling how far up the calling stack to export your symbols, and C@$what_to_export> is an array telling what symbols *to* export (usually this is C@property_>). The C$package> argument is currently unused.

For example, suppose that you have a module, A, which already has an import function:

```perl
package A;

@ISA = qw(Exporter);
@EXPORT_OK = qw ($b);

sub import
{
    $A::b = 1;   # not a very useful import method
}
```

and you want to Export symbol C$A::b> back to the module that called package A. Since Exporter relies on the import method to work, via inheritance, as it stands Exporter::import() will never get called. Instead, say the following:

```perl
package A;
@ISA = qw(Exporter);
@EXPORT_OK = qw ($b);

sub import
{
    $A::b = 1;
    A->export_to_level(1, @_);
}
```
This will export the symbols one level 'above' the current package - ie: to the program or module that used package A.

Note: Be careful not to modify C<@_> at all before you call export_to_level - or people using your package will get very unexplained results!

=head2 Exporting Without Inheriting from Exporter

By including Exporter in your C<@ISA> you inherit an Exporter's import() method but you also inherit several other helper methods which you probably don't want. To avoid this you can do

``` perl
package YourModule;
use Exporter qw( import );
```

which will export Exporter's own import() method into YourModule. Everything will work as before but you won't need to include Exporter in C<@YourModule::ISA>.

Note: This feature was introduced in version 5.57 of Exporter, released with perl 5.8.3.

=head2 Module Version Checking

The Exporter module will convert an attempt to import a number from a module into a call to C<< $module_name->VERSION($value) >>. This can be used to validate that the version of the module being used is greater than or equal to the required version.

For historical reasons, Exporter supplies a C<require_version> method that simply delegates to C<VERSION>. Originally, before C<UNIVERSAL::VERSION> existed, Exporter would call C<require_version>.

Since the C<UNIVERSAL::VERSION> method treats the C<$VERSION> number as a simple numeric value it will regard version 1.10 as lower than 1.9. For this reason it is strongly recommended that you use numbers with at least two decimal places, e.g., 1.09.

=head2 Managing Unknown Symbols

In some situations you may want to prevent certain symbols from being exported. Typically this applies to extensions which have functions or constants that may not exist on some systems.

The names of any symbols that cannot be exported should be listed in the C<@EXPORT_FAIL> array.
If a module attempts to import any of these symbols the Exporter will give the module an opportunity to handle the situation before generating an error. The Exporter will call an export_fail method with a list of the failed symbols:

```perl
@failed_symbols = $module_name->export_fail(@failed_symbols);
```

If the C<export_fail> method returns an empty list then no error is recorded and all the requested symbols are exported. If the returned list is not empty then an error is generated for each symbol and the export fails. The Exporter provides a default C<export_fail> method which simply returns the list unchanged.

Uses for the C<export_fail> method include giving better error messages for some symbols and performing lazy architectural checks (put more symbols into C<@EXPORT_FAIL> by default and then take them out if someone actually tries to use them and an expensive check shows that they are usable on that platform).

=head2 Tag Handling Utility Functions

Since the symbols listed within C<%EXPORT_TAGS> must also appear in either C<@EXPORT> or C<@EXPORT_OK>, two utility functions are provided which allow you to easily add tagged sets of symbols to C<@EXPORT> or C<@EXPORT_OK>:

```perl
%EXPORT_TAGS = (foo => [qw(aa bb cc)], bar => [qw(aa cc dd)]);
Exporter::export_tags('foo');  # add aa, bb and cc to @EXPORT
Exporter::export_ok_tags('bar');  # add aa, cc and dd to @EXPORT_OK
```

Any names which are not tags are added to C<@EXPORT> or C<@EXPORT_OK> unchanged but will trigger a warning (with C<-w>) to avoid misspelt tags names being silently added to C<@EXPORT> or C<@EXPORT_OK>. Future versions may make this a fatal error.

=head2 Generating Combined Tags

If several symbol categories exist in C<%EXPORT_TAGS>, it's usually useful to create the utility ":all" to simplify "use" statements.

The simplest way to do this is:

```perl
%EXPORT_TAGS = (foo => [qw(aa bb cc)], bar => [qw(aa cc dd)]);

# add all the other ":class" tags to the ":all" class,
# deleting duplicates
{
    my %seen;
```
push @{$EXPORT_TAGS{all}},
grep {!$seen{$_}++} @{$EXPORT_TAGS{$_}} foreach keys %EXPORT_TAGS;
}
F<CGI.pm> creates an ":all" tag which contains some (but not really
all) of its categories. That could be done with one small
change:
# add some of the other ":class" tags to the ":all" class,
# deleting duplicates
{
my %seen;
push @{$EXPORT_TAGS{all}},
grep {!$seen{$_}++} @{$EXPORT_TAGS{$_}}
foreach qw/html2 html3 netscape form cgi internal/;
}
Note that the tag names in C<%EXPORT_TAGS> don't have the leading ':'.
=head2 C<AUTOLOAD>ed Constants
Many modules make use of C<AUTOLOAD>ing for constant subroutines to
avoid having to compile and waste memory on rarely used values (see
L<perlsub> for details on constant subroutines). Calls to such
constant subroutines are not optimized away at compile time because
they can't be checked at compile time for constancy.
Even if a prototype is available at compile time, the body of the
subroutine is not (it hasn't been C<AUTOLOAD>ed yet). perl needs to
examine both the C<()> prototype and the body of a subroutine at
compile time to detect that it can safely replace calls to that
subroutine with the constant value.
A workaround for this is to call the constants once in a C<BEGIN> block:
package My ;
use Socket ;
foo( SO_LINGER ); ## SO_LINGER NOT optimized away; called at runtime
BEGIN { SO_LINGER }
foo( SO_LINGER ); ## SO_LINGER optimized away at compile time.
This forces the C<AUTOLOAD> for C<SO_LINGER> to take place before
SO_LINGER is encountered later in C<My> package.
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If you are writing a package that \texttt{AUTOLOAD}s, consider forcing an \texttt{AUTOLOAD} for any constants explicitly imported by other packages or which are usually used when your package is \texttt{use}d.

=head1 Good Practices

=head2 Declaring \texttt{@EXPORT_OK} and Friends

When using \texttt{Exporter} with the standard \texttt{strict} and \texttt{warnings} pragmas, the \texttt{our} keyword is needed to declare the package variables \texttt{@EXPORT_OK}, \texttt{@EXPORT}, \texttt{@ISA}, etc.

our @ISA = qw(Exporter);
our @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);

If backward compatibility for Perls under 5.6 is important, one must write instead a \texttt{use vars} statement.

use vars qw(@ISA @EXPORT_OK);
@ISA = qw(Exporter);
@EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);

=head2 Playing Safe

There are some caveats with the use of runtime statements like \texttt{require Exporter} and the assignment to package variables, which can very subtle for the unaware programmer. This may happen for instance with mutually recursive modules, which are affected by the time the relevant constructions are executed.

The ideal (but a bit ugly) way to never have to think about that is to use \texttt{BEGIN} blocks. So the first part of the L</SYNOPSIS> code could be rewritten as:

package YourModule;

use strict;
use warnings;

our (@ISA, @EXPORT_OK);
BEGIN {
    require Exporter;
    @ISA = qw(Exporter);
    @EXPORT_OK = qw(munge frobnicate);  # symbols to export on request
}

The \texttt{BEGIN} will assure that the loading of \texttt{Exporter.pm}
and the assignments to C<@ISA> and C<@EXPORT_OK> happen immediately, leaving no room for something to get awry or just plain wrong.

With respect to loading C<Exporter> and inheriting, there are alternatives with the use of modules like C<base> and C<parent>.

use base qw( Exporter );
# or
use parent qw( Exporter );

Any of these statements are nice replacements for C<BEGIN { require Exporter; @ISA = qw(Exporter); }>; with the same compile-time effect. The basic difference is that C<base> code interacts with declared C<fields> while C<parent> is a streamlined version of the older C<base> code to just establish the IS-A relationship.

For more details, see the documentation and code of L<base> and L<parent>.

Another thorough remedy to that runtime vs. compile-time trap is to use L<Exporter::Easy>, which is a wrapper of Exporter that allows all boilerplate code at a single gulp in the use statement.

use Exporter::Easy (  
   OK => [ qw(munge frobnicate) ],
);
# @ISA setup is automatic
# all assignments happen at compile time

=head2 What Not to Export

You have been warned already in L</Selecting What to Export> to not export:

=over 4

=item *

method names (because you don't need to and that's likely to not do what you want),

=item *

anything by default (because you don't want to surprise your users...
badly)

=item *

anything you don't need to (because less is more)

=back

There's one more item to add to this list. Do B<not> export variable names. Just because C<Exporter> lets you do that, it does not mean you should.

@@EXPORT_OK = qw( $svar @avar %hvar ); # DONT!

Exporting variables is not a good idea. They can change under the hood, provoking horrible effects at-a-distance, that are too hard to track and to fix. Trust me: they are not worth it.

To provide the capability to set/get class-wide settings, it is best instead to provide accessors as subroutines or class methods instead.

=head1 SEE ALSO

C<Exporter> is definitely not the only module with symbol exporter capabilities. At CPAN, you may find a bunch of them. Some are lighter. Some provide improved APIs and features. Peek the one that fits your needs. The following is a sample list of such modules.

Exporter::Easy
Exporter::Lite
Exporter::Renaming
Exporter::Tidy
Sub::Exporter / Sub::Installer
Perl6::Export / Perl6::Export::Attrs

=head1 LICENSE

This library is free software. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682095_1604395104.99/0/perl-Exporter-5.68-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License:    GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682095_1604395104.99/0/perl-Exporter-5.68-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-Y18jZvCa/perl-Exporter.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'Implements default import method for modules'
author:
  - unknown
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.62, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Exporter
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
recommends:
  Test::Pod: 1.18
  Test::Pod::Coverage: 1.04
requires:
  Carp: 1.05
resources:
  bugtracker: http://rt.perl.org/perlbug/
  license: http://dev.perl.org/licenses/
  repository: http://perl5.git.perl.org/perl.git/tree/HEAD:/lib
  x_MailingList: http://lists.perl.org/list/perl5-porters.html
version: 5.68

Found in path(s):
Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on
the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this,
we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's
free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This
license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary
one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that
they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a
program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without
changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is
analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in
a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a
derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License
treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General
Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We
concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the
users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to
permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this
will lead to faster development of free libraries.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.272 smartmontools 6.5-1.el7

1.272.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License: they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
      to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
      allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
      received the program in object code or executable form with such
      an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.273 spring-context 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.273.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/cache/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
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Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/ObjectError.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but
* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any
* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.
* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.
*
* @author Stephane Nicoll
* @since 4.1
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
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/*
 * Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 *{@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere { @link javax.management.MBeanServer}
 * reference through WebSphere's proprietary { @code AdminServiceFactory} API,
 * available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.
 *
 * <p>Exposes the { @code MBeanServer} for bean references.
 * This FactoryBean is a direct alternative to { @link MBeanServerFactoryBean},
 * which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's MBeanServer.
 *
 * <p>See the javadocs for WebSphere's
 * <a href="https://bit.ly/UzccDr">{@code AdminServiceFactory}</a>,
 *
 * @author Juergen Hoeller
 * @author Rob Harrop
 * @since 2.0.3
 * @see javax.management.MBeanServer
 * @see MBeanServerFactoryBean
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):  

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansView.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 * Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all
 * <!-- linkplain #value specified conditions --> match.
 *
 * A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically
 * before the bean definition is due to be registered (see <!-- link Condition --> for details).
 *
 * The <!-- code @Conditional --> annotation may be used in any of the following ways:
 * <!-- ul -->
 * <!-- li --> as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with
 * <!-- code @Component -->, including <!-- link Configuration @Configuration --> classes
 * <!-- li --> as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype
 * annotations
 * <!-- li --> as a method-level annotation on any <!-- link Bean @Bean --> method
 * <!-- ul -->
 *
 * If a <!-- code @Configuration --> class is marked with <!-- code @Conditional -->,
 * all of the <!-- code @Bean --> methods, <!-- link Import @Import --> annotations, and

---
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* @link ComponentScan @ComponentScan] annotations associated with that
* class will be subject to the conditions.
*
* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of [code @Conditional] annotations
* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden
* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,
* [code @Conditional] itself is not declared as
* [link java.lang.annotation.Inherited @Inherited]; furthermore, any
* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with
* [code @Conditional] must not be declared as [code @Inherited].
*
* @author Phillip Webb
* @author Sam Brannen
* @since 4.0
* @see Condition
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/access/DefaultLocatorFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_160946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DurationFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ManagedMetric.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/PercentFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/scheduling/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java
*/
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MonthDayFormatter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 */
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/MetadataUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereLoadTimeWeaver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519573_1600946736.6/0/spring-context-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java
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1.274.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*

ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.19

Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.012003.

Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort.pm.PL and the
includes in parts/inc/ instead.

Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

*/

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.19

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help
--version show version
--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options
--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files

--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.10.0.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.
=head2 --diff=<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default
is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified
context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given
Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl
version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output
of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only
down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and
replace them with C style comments for portability reasons.
Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++
comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability
alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability
notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints
unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking
like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip
Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>.
This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful
if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without
increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C<--unstrip> option that allows
you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort>
module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by
F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested,
if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by
F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably
won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>.
If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular
expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible
across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=over 4

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you
access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in
earlier Perl releases. Use

    perl ppport.h --list-provided

    perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using
global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also,
some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

    #define NEED_function
    #define NEED_variable

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

    #define NEED_functionGLOBAL
    #define NEED_variableGLOBAL

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE> macro. Just C<#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

```c
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
```

The default namespace is C<DPPP_>.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running F<ppport.h> on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether F<ppport.h> is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, F<ppport.h> can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:

```perl
perl ppport.h
```

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in
newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

    perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:

    perl ppport.h --nochanges

You can specify a different C<diff> program or options, using the C<--diff> option:

    perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/./

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.
Please include the following information:

=item 1.
The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.
This file.

=item 3.
The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.
A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.
Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2009, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;
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# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '{^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $ >= 5.009004 && $ <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.19;

my %opt = ( quiet => 0, diag => 1, hints => 1, changes => 1, cplusplus => 0, filter => 1, strip => 0, version => 0, );

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/.*';
my $cce = '*/.';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval { require Getopt::Long; Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
   help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
   patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
   list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
 )) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
   usage() if "$ARGV" =~ /^-?h(?:elp)?$/;
   die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.
";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
   print "This is $0 $VERSION.
";
   exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};
if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
    my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };  
    if ($@) {
        die "Invalid version number format: " . $opt{'compat-version'} . "\n";  
    }  
    die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;  
    die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'} \n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;  
    $opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;  
} else {  
    $opt{'compat-version'} = 5;  
}  

my %API = map {  
    /^\s*(\w+)\|\s*(\[^\|]*)\|\s*(\[^\|]*)\|\s*(\w*)$/  
    ? ($1 => {  
        ($2 ? ( base => $2 ) : ()),  
        ($3 ? ( todo => $3 ) : ()),  
        (index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ()),  
        (index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ()),  
        (index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ())  
    } )  
    : die "invalid spec: $_" } qw(  
    AvFILL|p[5.004050]|p  
    AvFILL||  
    CLASS|||n  
    CPERLscope[5.005000]|p  
    CX_CURPAD_SAVE|||  
    CX_CURPAD_SV|||  
    CopFILEAV[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILEGV_set[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILEGV[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILESV_set[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILESV[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILE_set[5.006000]|p  
    CopFILE[5.006000]|p  
    CopSTASHPV_set[5.006000]|p  
    CopSTASHPV[5.006000]|p  
    CopSTASH_eq[5.006000]|p  
    CopSTASH_set[5.006000]|p  
    CopSTASH[5.006000]|p  
    CopyD[5.009002]|p  
    Copy||  
    CvPADLIST||  
    CvSTASH||  
    CvWEAKOUTSIDE||  
    DEFSV_set[5.011000]|p  
    DEFSV[5.004050]|p  
    END_EXTERN_C[5.005000]|p  
);
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_UNI|5.009004||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_DUMP|5.009004||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_ELLIPSES|5.010000||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_LTGT|5.009004||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_NOCLEAR|5.010000||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_QUOTE|5.009004||p  
PERL_PV_PRETTY_REGPROP|5.009004||p  
PERL_QUAD_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_QUAD_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_REVISION|5.006000||p  
PERL_SCAN_ALLOW_UNDERSCORES|5.007003||p  
PERL_SCAN_DISALLOW_PREFIX|5.007003||p  
PERL_SCAN_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX|5.007003||p  
PERL_SCAN_SILENT_ILLDIGIT|5.008001||p  
PERL_SHORT_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_SHORT_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_SIGNALS_UNSAFE_FLAG|5.008001||p  
PERL_SUBVERSION|5.006000||p  
PERL_SYS_INIT3|5.006000||p  
PERL_SYS_INIT|||  
PERL_SYS_TERM|5.011000|  
PERL_UCHAR_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_UCHAR_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_UINT_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_UINT_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL ULONG_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL ULONG_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_UNUSED_ARG|5.009003||p  
PERL_UNUSED_CONTEXT|5.009004||p  
PERL_UNUSED_DECL|5.007002||p  
PERL_UNUSED_VAR|5.007002||p  
PERL_UQUAD_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_UQUAD_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_USE_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS|5.009004||p  
PERL_USHORT_MAX|5.004000||p  
PERL_USHORT_MIN|5.004000||p  
PERL_VERSION|5.006000||p  
PL_DBsignal|5.005000||p  
PL_DBsingle|||pn  
PL DBsub|||pn  
PL DBtrace|||pn  
PL Sv|5.005000||p  
PL_bufend|5.011000||p  
PL_bufptr|5.011000||p  
PL_compiling|5.004050||p  
PL_copline|5.004050||p  
PL_curcop|5.004050||p  
PL_curstash|5.004050||p
WARN_NUMERIC\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_ONCE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_OVERFLOW\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PACK\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PARENTHESIS\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PIPE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PORTABLE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PRECEDENCE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PRINTF\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_PROTOTYPE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_QW\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_RECURSION\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_REDEFINE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_REGEXP\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_RESERVED\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_SEMICOLON\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_SEVERE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_SIGNAL\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_SUBSTR\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_SYNTAX\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_TAINT\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_THREADS\[5.008000]\|p
WARN_UNINITIALIZED\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_UNOPENED\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_UNPACK\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_UPTIE\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_UTF8\[5.006000]\|p
WARN_VOID\[5.006000]\|p
XCPT_CATCH\[5.009002]\|p
XCPT_RETHROW\[5.009002]\|p
XCPT_TRY_END\[5.009002]\|p
XCPT_TRY_START\[5.009002]\|p
XPUSHi||
XPUSHmortal\[5.009002]\|p
XPUSHn||
XPUSHp||
XPUSHs||
XPUSHu\[5.004000]\|p
XSPROTO\[5.010000]\|p
XSRETURN_EMPTY||
XSRETURN_IV||
XSRETURN_NO||
XSRETURN_NV||
XSRETURN_PV||
XSRETURN_UNDEF||
XSRETURN_UV\[5.008001]\|p
XSRETURN_YES||
XSRETURN||p
XST_mIV
XST_mNO
XST_mNV
XST_mPV
XST_mUNDEF
XST_mUV
XST_mYES
XS_VERSION_BOOTCHECK
XS_VERSION
XSprePUSH
ZeroD
Zero
_aMY_CXT
_pMY_CXT
aMY_CXT
aTHXR
aTHX
add_data
addmad
allocmy
amagic_call
amagic_cmp_locale
amagic_cmp
amagic_incmp
amagicncmp
any_dup
ao
append_elem
append_list
append_madprops
apply_attrs_my
apply_attrs_string
apply_attrs
apply
atfork_lock
atfork_unlock
av_arylen_p
av_clear
av_create_and_push
av_create_and_unshift_one
av_delete
av_exists
av_extend
av_fetch
ck_eof
ck_eval
ck_exec
ck_exists
ck_exit
ck_ftst
ck_fun
ck_glob
ck_grep
ck_index
ck_join
ck_ifun
ck_listiob
ck_match
ck_method
ck_null
ck_open
ck_readline
ck_repeat
ck_require
ck_return
ck_rfun
ck_rvconst
ck_sassign
ck_select
ck_shift
ck_sort
ck_spair
ck_split
ck_subr
ck_substr
ck_svconst
ck_trunc
ck_unpack
ckwarn_d
ckwarn
cl_and
cl_anything
cl_init_zero
cl_init
cl_is_anything
cl_or
clear_placeholders
closest_cop
convert
cop_free
cr_textfilter
create_eval_scope
do_spawn_nowait
do_spawn
do_sprintf
do_sv_dump[5.006000]
do_sysseek

do_tell

do_trans_complex_utf8

do_trans_complex

do_trans_count_utf8

do_trans_count

do_trans_simple_utf8

do_trans_simple

do_trans

do_vecget

do_vecset

do_vop

docatch

doeval

dofile

dofindlabel

doform

doing_taint[5.008001]
dooneiner

doopen_pm

doparseform

dopoptoeval

dopoptogiven

dopoptolabel

dopoptoloop

dopoptosub_at

dopoptowhen

doref[5.009003]
dounwind

dowantarray

dump_all[5.006000]
dump_eval[5.006000]
dump_exec_pos

dump_fds

dump_form[5.006000]
dump_indent[5.006000]
dump_mstats

dump_packsubs[5.006000]
dump_sub[5.006000]
dump_sv_child

dump_trie_interim_list

dump_trie_interim_table

dump_trie

dump_vindent[5.006000]
get_db_sub
get_debug_opts
get_hash_seed
get_hv
get_isa_hash
get_mstats
get_no_modify
get_num
get_op_descs
get_op_names
get_opargs
get_ppaddr
get_re_arg
get_sv
get_vtbl
getcwd_sv
getenv_len
glob_2number
glob_assign_glob
glob_assign_ref
gp_dups
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin
grok_hex
grok_number
grok_numeric_radix
grok_oct
group_end
gv_AVadd
gv_HVadd
gv_IOadd
gv_SVadd
gv_autoload4
gv_check
gv_const_sv
gv_dump
gv_efullname3
gv_efullname4
gv_efullname

gv_enename

gv_fetchfile_flags
gv_fetchfile
gv_fetchmeth_autoload
gv_fetchmethod_autoload
gv_fetchmethod_flags
gv_fetchmethod

gv_fetchmeth
isCNTRL|5.006000||p
isDIGIT||
isGRAPH|5.006000||p
isGV_with_GP|5.009004||p
isLOWER||
isPRINT|5.004000||p
isPSXSPC|5.006001||p
isPUNCT|5.006000||p
isSPACE||
isUPPER||
isXDIGIT|5.006000||p
is_an_int||
is_gv_magical_sv|
is_handle_constructor||n
is_list_assignment||
is_lvalue_sub|5.007001|
is_uni_alnum_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc|5.006000|
is_uni_alnum|5.006000|
is_uni_alpha_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_alpha|5.006000|
is_uni_ascii_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_ascii|5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl|5.006000|
is_uni_digit_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_digit|5.006000|
is_uni_graph_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_graph|5.006000|
is_uni_idfirst_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_idfirst|5.006000|
is_uni_lower_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_lower|5.006000|
is_uni_print_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_print|5.006000|
is_uni_punct_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_punct|5.006000|
is_uni_space_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_space|5.006000|
is_uni_upper_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_upper|5.006000|
is_uni_xdigit_1c|5.006000|
is_uni_xdigit|5.006000|
is_utf8_alnumc|5.006000|
is_utf8_alnum|5.006000|
is_utf8_alpha|5.006000|
is_utf8_ascii|5.006000|
magic_setuf8
magic_setuvar
magic_setvec
magic_set
magic_sizepack
magic_wipepack
make_matcher
make_trie_faietable
make_trie
malloc_good_size
malloced_size
malloc[5.007002]
markstack_grow
matcher_matches_sv
measure_struct
memEQ[5.004000]
memNE[5.004000]
mem_collxfrm
mem_log_common
mess_alloc
mess_nocontext
mess[5.006000]
method_common
mfree[5.007002]
mg_clear
mg_copy
mg_dup
mg_find
mg_free
mg_set
mg_size[5.005000]
mg_localize
mg_magical
mg_set
mg_size[5.005000]
mini_mktime[5.007002]
missingterm
mode_from_discipline
modkids
mod
more_bodies
more_sv
moreswitches
mro_get_from_name[5.011000]
mro_get_linear_isa_dfs
mro_get_linear_isa[5.009005]
mro_get_private_data[5.011000]
mro_isa_changed_in
mro_meta_dup
mro_meta_init
mro_method_changed_in
mro_register
mro_set_mro
mro_set_private_data
mul128
mulexp10
my_atof2
my_atof
my_atr
my_bcopy
my_betoh16
my_betoh32
my_betoh64
my_betohi
my_betohl
my_betohs
my_bzero
my_chsize
my_clearenv
my_cxt_index
my_cxt_init
my_dirfd
my_exit_jump
my_exit
my_failure_exit
my_fflush_all
my_fork
my_htobe16
my_htobe32
my_htobe64
my_htobei
my_htobel
my_htobes
my_htole16
my_htole32
my_htole64
my_htolei
my_htolel
my_htoles
my_htonl
my_kid
my_letoh16
my_letoh32
my_letoh64
my_letohi
my_letohl
my_letohes
my_htonl
my_kid
my_letohs
my_lstat
my_memcmp[5.00400]
my_memset
my_ntoh
my_pclose[5.00400]
my_popen_list[5.00700]
my_popen[5.00400]
my_setenv
my_snprintf[5.00900]
my_socketpair[5.00700]
my_sprintf[5.00900]
my_stat
my_strftime
my_strlcat[5.00900]
my_strlcpy[5.00900]
my_swap
my_unexec
my_vsnprintf[5.00900]
need_utf8
newANONATTRSUB[5.00600]
newANONHASH
newANONLIST
newANONSUB
newASSIGNOP
newATTRSUB[5.00600]
newAVREF
newAV
newBINOP
newCONDOP
newCONSTSUB[5.00405]
newCVREF
newDEFSVOP
newFORM
newFOROP
newGIVENOP[5.00900]
newGIVWHENOP
newGP
newGVOP
newGVREF
newGVgen
newHVREF
newHVhv[5.00500]
newHV
newIO
newLISTOP
newLOGOP
newLOOPEX
newLOOPOP
newMADPROP
newMADsv
newMYSUB
newNULLLIST
newOP
newPADOP
newPMOP
newPROG
newPVOP
newRANGE
newRV_inc
newRV_noinc
newRV
newSLICEOP
newSTATEOP
newSUB
newSVOP
newSVREF
newSV_type
newSVhek
newSViv
newSVnv
newSVpvn_flags
newSVpvn_share
newSVpvn_utf8
newSVpvn
newSVpvs_flags
newSVpvs_share
newSVpvs
newSVpvf
newSVpvn_nocontext
newSVpvn
newSVpvn_flags
newSVpvn_share
newSVpvn_utf8
newSVpvn
newSVpvs_flags
newSVpvs_share
newSVpvs
newSVpvf
newSVpv
newSVrv
newSVsv
newSVuv
newSV
newTOKEN
newUNOP
newWHENOP
newWHILEOP
newXS_flags
newXSproto
newXS
new_collate
new_constant
new_ctype
new_he
new_logop
new_numeric 5.006000
new_stackinfo 5.005000
new_version 5.009000
new_warnings_bitfield
next_symbol
nextargv
nextchar
ninstr
no_bareword_allowed
no_fh_allowed
no_op
not_a_number
nothreadhook 5.008000
nuke_stacks
num_overflow
offer_nice_chunk
oopsAV
oopsHV
op_clear
op_const_sv
op_dump 5.006000
op_free
op_getmad_weak
op_getmad
op_null 5.007002
op_refcnt_dec
op_refcnt_inc
op_refcnt_lock 5.009002
op_refcnt_unlock 5.009002
op_xmldump
open_script
pMY_CXT 5.007003
pMY_CXT 5.007003
pTHX 5.006000
pTHX 5.006000
packWARN 5.007003
pack_cat 5.007003
pack_rec
package
packlist 5.008001
pad_add_anon
pad_add_name
pad_alloc
pad_block_start
pad_check_dup
pad_comppname_type
pad_findlex
pad_findmy
pad_fixup_inner_anons
pad_free
pad_leavemy
pad_new
pad_peg
pad_push
pad_reset
pad_setsv
pad_sv
pad_swipe
pad_tidy
pad_undef
parse_body
parse_unicode_opts
parser_dup
parser_free
path_is_absolute
peep
pending_Slabs_to_ro
perl_alloc_using
perl_alloc
perl_clone_using
perl_clone
perl_construct
perl_destruct
perl_parse
perl_run
pidgone
pm_description
pmflag
pmop_dump
pmop_xmldump
pmruntime
pmtrans
pop_scope
pregcomp
pregexec
pregfree2
pregfree
prepend_elem
prepend_madprops
printf_nocontext
process_special_blocks
ptr_table_clear
ptr_table_fetch|5.009005|
ptr_table_find|n
ptr_table_free|5.009005|
ptr_table_new|5.009005|
ptr_table_split|5.009005|
ptr_table_store|5.009005|
push_scope||
put_byte||
pv_display|5.006000|p
pv_escape|5.009004|p
pv_pretty|5.009004|p
pv_uni_display|5.007003|
qerror||
qsortsvu||
re_compile|5.009005|
re_croak2||
re_dup_guts||
re_intuit_start|5.009005|
re_intuit_string|5.006000|
readpipe_override||
realloc|5.007002|n
reentrant_free||
reentrant_init||
reentrant_retry|vn
reentrant_size||
ref_array_or_hash||
refcounted_he_chain_2hv||
refcounted_he_fetch||
refcounted_he_free||
refcounted_he_new_common||
refcounted_he_new||
refcounted_he_value||
refkids||
refto||
ref|5.011000|
reg_check_named_buff_matched||
reg_named_buff_all|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_exists|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_fetch|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_firstkey|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_iter||
reg_named_buff_nextkey|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_scalar|5.009005|
reg_named_buff||
reg_namedseq||
reg_node||
reg_numbered_buff_fetch||
reg_numbered_buff_length||
run_body
run_user_filter
runops_debug[5.005000]
runops_standard[5.005000]
rvpv_dup
rxres_free
rxres_restore
rxres_save
safesyscalloc[5.006000]\n
safesysfree[5.006000]\n
safesysmalloc[5.006000]\n
safesysrealloc[5.006000]\n
same_dirent
save_116[5.004000]
save_132
save_18[5.006000]
save_adelete[5.011000]
save_aelem[5.004050]
save_alloc[5.006000]
save_aptr
save_ary
save_bool[5.008001]
save_clearsv
save_delete
saveDestructor_x[5.006000]
saveDestructor[5.006000]
save_freeop
save_freepv
save_freesv
save_generic_pvref[5.006001]
save_generic_svref[5.005030]
save_gp[5.004000]
save_hash
save_heck_flags
save_helem_flags[5.011000]
save_helem[5.004050]
save_hints
save_hptr
save_int
save_item
save_iv[5.005000]
save_lines
save_list
save_long
save_magic
save_mortalizesv[5.007001]
save_nogv
save_op
save_padsv_and_mortalize
save_pptr
save_pushi32ptr
save_pushptri32ptr
save_pushptrptr
save_pushptr
save_re_context
save_scalar_at
save_scalar
save_set_svflags
save_shared_pvref
save_sptr
save_svref
save_vptr
savepvn
savepvs
savesharedpvn
savesharedpv
savestack_grow_cnt
savestack_grow
savesvpv
sawparens
scalar_mod_type
scalarboolean
scalarkids
scalarseq
scalarvoid
scalar
scan_bin
scan_commit
scan_const
scan_formline
scan_heredoc
scan_hex
scan_ident
scan_inputsymbol
scan_num
scan_oct
scan_pat
scan_str
scan_subst
scan_trans
scan_version
scan_vstring
scan_word
scope
screaminstr
search_const
seed[5.008001]
sequence_num
sequence_tail
sequence
set_context[5.006000]
set_numeric_local[5.006000]
set_numeric_radix[5.006000]
set_numeric_standard[5.006000]
setdefout
share_hek_flags
share_hek[5.004000]
si_dup
sighandler
simplify_sort
skipspace0
skipspace1
skipspace2
skipspace
softref2xv
sortcv_stacked
sortcv_xsub
sortcv
sortsv_flags[5.009003]
sortsv[5.007003]
space_join_names_mortal
ss_dup
stack_grow
start_force
start_glob
start_subparse[5.004000]
stashpv_hvname_match[5.011000]
stdize_locale
store_cop_label
strEQ
strGE
strGT
strLE
strLT
strNE
str_to_version[5.006000]
strip_return
strnEQ
strnNE
study_chunk
sub_crush_depth
sublex_done
sublex_push
sv_collxfrm||
sv_compile_2op||5.008001|
sv_copypv||5.007003|
sv_dec||
sv_del_backref||
sv_derived_from||5.004000|
sv_destroyable||5.010000|
sv_does||5.009004|
sv_dump||
sv_dup_inc_multiple||
sv_dup||
sv_eq||
sv_exp_grow||
sv_force_normal_flags||5.007001|
sv_force_normal||5.006000|
sv_free2||
sv_free_arenas||
sv_free||
sv_gets||5.004000|
sv_grow||
sv_i_ncmp||
sv_inc||
sv_insert_flags||5.011000|
sv_insert||
sv_isa||
sv_isobject||
sv_iv||5.005000|
sv_kill_backrefs||
sv_len_utf8||5.006000|
sv_len||
sv_magic_portable||5.011000|5.004000|p
sv_magicext||5.007003|
sv_magic||
sv_mortalcopy||
sv_ncmp||
sv_newmortal||
sv_newref||
sv_nolocking||5.007003|
sv_nosharing||5.007003|
sv_nounlocking||
sv_nv||5.005000|
sv.peek||5.005000|
sv_pos_b2u_midway||
sv_pos_b2u||5.006000|
sv_pos_u2b_cached||
sv_pos_u2b_forwards||n
sv_pos_u2b_midway||n
sv_pos_u2b||5.006000|
to_uni_upper_le[5.006000]
to_uni_upper[5.007003]
to_utf8_case[5.007003]
to_utf8_fold[5.007003]
to_utf8_lower[5.007003]
to_utf8_substr[]
to_utf8_title[5.007003]
to_utf8_upper[5.007003]
token_free[]
token_getmad[]
tokenize_use[]
tokeq[]
tokereport[]
too_few_arguments[]
too_many_arguments[]
uiv_2buf[]
unlink[]
unpack_rec[]
unpack_str[5.007003]
unpackstring[5.008001]
unshare_hek_or_pvn[]
unshare_hek[]
unsharepvn[5.004000]
unwind_handler_stack[]
update_debugger_info[]
upg_version[5.009005]
usage[]
utf16_to_utf8_reversed[5.006001]
utf16_to_utf8[5.006001]
utf8_distance[5.006000]
utf8_hop[5.006000]
utf8_length[5.007001]
utf8_mg_pos_cache_update[]
utf8_to_bytes[5.006001]
utf8_to_uvchr[5.007001]
utf8_to_uvuni[5.007001]
utf8n_to_uvchr[]
utf8n_to_uvuni[5.007001]
utilize[]
uvchr_to_utf8_flags[5.007003]
uvchr_to_utf8[]
uvuni_to_utf8_flags[5.007003]
uvuni_to_utf8[5.007001]
validate_suid[]
varname[]
vcmp[5.009000]
vicroak[5.006000]
vdeb[5.007003]
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
  my $f;
  for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $API{$f}{todo};
    print "$f
  }
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
}
else {
if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\(/) {
my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
undef $define;
}
}
$define = [$1, $2] if m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(.*)};
if ($function) {
if (/^}/) {
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if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
    my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
    push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
    undef $function;
}
else {
    $function->[1] .= $_;
}
}

$function = [$1, ""] if m{^DPPP_(my_(\w+))};

$replace     = $1 if m{^\s*$rcce$s+Replace:\s+(\d+)\s+$rcce\s*$};
$replace{S2} = $1 if m{^\s*$#s*\$cc\s+(\w+)\s+\$ccce\s*$};
$replace{S2} = $1 if m{^\s*$#s*\$cc\s+(\w+)\s+\$ccce\s*$};
$replace{S1} = $2 if m{^\s*$\$cc\s+Replace (\w+) with (\w+) with\s+\$ccce\s*$};

if (m{^\s*$\$cc\s+\$cc\s+(\w+\s+(\d+)*\s+\$ccce\s*$)}) {
    my @deps = map { s/\s+//g; S_ } split /, $3;
    my $d;
    for $d (map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /, $1) {
        push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
    }
}

$need{S1} = 1 if m{^\s*$\$cc\s+\$cc\s+(\w+\s+(\d+)*\s+\$ccce\s*$)};
}

for (values %depends) {
    my %s;
    $_= [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{\'api-info\'}) {
    my $f;
    my $count = 0;
    my $match = $opt{\'api-info\'} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "^Q\$opt{\'api-info\'}\E$";
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $f =~ /$match/;
        print "\n=== $f ===\n
";
        my $info = 0;
        if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
            my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
            print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base:\n";
            $info++;
        }
        if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
my $todo = $API{$f}{todo}?format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo.
";
print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f\n" if exists $need{$f};
print "Depends on: ', join(', ', @{$depends{$f}}), '\n" if exists $depends{$f};
print "\nShints{$f}" if exists $shints{$f};
print "\nWARNING:\n\nwarnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
$info++;
}
print "No portability information available.\n" unless $info;
$count++;
}
Scout or print "Found no API matching 'sopt[\'api-info\']'.";
print "\n";
exit 0;

if (exists $sopt{'list-provided'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $API{$f}{provided};
    my @flags;
    push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
    push @flags, 'depend'   if exists $depends{$f};
    push @flags, 'hint'     if exists $shints{$f};
    push @flags, 'warning'  if exists $warnings{$f};
    my @flags = @flags ? ['\n', join(', ', @flags)].'\n\n';
    $flags = @flags ? ['\n', join(', ', @flags)].'\n\n';
}
exit 0;
}

my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
        if (-e) {
            if (-f) {
                push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
            }
            else { warn "$._ is not a file.\n" }
        }
        elsif {
            my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
            or warn "$_ does not exist.\n";
            push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
        }
    }
}

my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
        if (-e) {
            if (-f) {
                push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
            }
            else { warn "$._ is not a file.\n" }
        }
        elsif {
            my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
            or warn "$_ does not exist.\n";
            push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
        }
    }
}
}
}
}
else {
eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
@files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
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# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;

$c = s{
    (^SHS*#SHS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?::Q$ppport\ EVP\XS\SUB\b)\b[^\r\n]*
    | ^SHS*#SHS*(:define|elif|iif(:?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]*
    | "[^\r\n]*\$\[\[^\r\n\]*\b
    | "[^\r\n]*
    | /\[^\r\n]*
} defined $2 and push @ccom, $2;

defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$#ccom$cce" }mgsex;

$file{ccom} = \@ccom;
$file{code} = $c;
$file{has_inc_ppport} = $c =~ /^$SHS*#SHS*include[^\r\n]+\b$Q$ppport\ EVP\XS\SUB\b/m;

my $func;

for $func (keys %API) {
    my $match = $func;
    $match .= |$revreplace{$func} if exists $revreplace{$func};
    if ($c =~ /Ab(?:?:Perl|\$)?(&match)\b/) {
        $file{uses_replace}{$func}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} & $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
        $file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /AbPerl_$func\b/;
        if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
            $file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
            if (exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{compat-version}) {
                $file{uses}{$func}++;
                my @deps = rec_depend($func);
                if (@deps) {
                    $file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
                    for (@deps) {
                        $file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
                    }
                }
            }
            for ($func, @deps) {
                $file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
            }
        }
    } else if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{compat-version}) {
        if ($c =~ /$func\b/) {
            $file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
        }
    }
}

if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{compat-version}) {
    if ($c =~ /$职能\b/) {
        $file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
    }
}
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}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");
my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;
for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
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my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func$s*\(s\*)\(aTHX_?\)?\$s*\)\(aTHX_?\)\$s*\)}{$1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_ ') . $2 }ge);

if ($changes) {
    warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
    $file{changes} += $changes;
}
else {
    warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func$1\(s*\)\(aTHX_?\)?\$s*\}){$func$1\(}g);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
    warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\b$func$s*\(s*\)\(aTHX_?\)?\$s*\}){$replace{$func}\}g);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with '$ppport'un";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $file{uses}[$func]) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}[$func] && $file{needs}[$func] ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    }

if ($message) {
    diag($message);
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        }
    }
    if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = "";
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}{$func};
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_${type}"}{$func}) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files @{$global{needs}{$func}} need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
            $pp .= "#define NEED_${func}$suffix\n";
        }
    }
    if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)/$pp/m)) {
        $pp = "";
        $file{changes}++;
    }
}
unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
  diag("Needs to include \"$ppport\"");
  $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\n"
)
}

if ($pp) {
$file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+.*?$/S$pp/ms)
  || ($c =~ s/^([^$HS*$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E])/$pp/m)
  || ($c =~ s/^($HS*$HS*include.*XSUB.\w+s*?)/S$pp/m)
  || ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);
}
else {
  if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("No need to include \"$ppport\"");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^S$HS*$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*?$LF//m);
  }
}

# put back in our C comments
my $six;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
  if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
    $cppc++;
    $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rcs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
  } else {
    $c =~ s/$rcs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
  }
}

if ($cppc) {
  my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : '';
  warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : '';
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : "
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {
  if (exists $opt{copy}) {
    my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
    if (-e $newfile) {
      ...
error("'$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");
}
else {
    local *F;
    if (open F, ">$newfile") {
        info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
        print F $c;
        close F;
    }
    else {
        error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
    }
}
elseif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{patch}) {
        unless ($patch_opened) {
            if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
                $patch_opened = 1;
            }
            else {
                error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
                delete $opt{patch};
                $opt{changes} = 1;
                goto fallback;
            }
        }
        mydiff(*PATCH, $filename, $c);
    }
    else {
        fallback:
        info("Suggested changes:");
        mydiff(*STDOUT, $filename, $c);
    }
    else {
        my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's';
        info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
    }
    else {
        info("Looks good");
    }
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;
sub try_use { eval "use @_;"; return @$ eq "" }

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
        --- $file
        +++ $file.patched
        HEADER
        }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
        return;
    }

    print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = '';  
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";
if (open F, "$tmp") {
    print F $str;
    close F;

    if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
        while (<F>) {
            s/Q$tmp/E/$file.patched/;
            $diff .= $_;
        }
        close F;
        unlink $tmp;
        return $diff;
    }

    unlink $tmp;
} else {
    error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}

return undef;

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_;;
    return () unless exists $depends{$func};
    $seen = {%{$seen||{}}};
    return () if $seen->{$func}++;;
    my %s;
    grep !s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
    }

sub parse_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    if ($ver =~ /^\d+.\d+.\d+$/) {
        return ($1, $2, $3);
    } elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+\.[^\d_]+$/) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver'";
    }

    $ver =~ s/_//g;
    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/.(\d{3})\d{3}/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version $ver\n";
    }
}

return ($r, $v, $s);

sub format_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/.(\d{3})\d{3}/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "invalid version $ver\n";
        }
        $s /= 10;
    }

    $ver = sprintf "%d.%03d", $r, $v;
    $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "%_%02d", $s;

    return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;

sub info
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, \n;
}

sub diag
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
}
$opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
my $func = shift;
my $rv = 0;
if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
  my $warn = $warnings{$func};
  $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
  print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
  $rv++;
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
  my $hint = $hints{$func};
  $hint =~ s/^/   /mg;
  print "   --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint;
}
$rv;
}

sub usage
{
my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS (.*$0$MS=<<<ENDUSAGE
Usage: $usage
See perldoc $0 for details.

ENDUSAGE

exit 2;
}

sub strip
{
my $self = do { local (@ARGV, $/) = ($0); <> }; 
my ($copy) = $self =~ /^=head[\d]+COPYRIGHTw*\^(.*)\^w+/ms;
$copy =~ s/^(?=\S+)/    /gms;
$self =~ s/^\$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
$self =~ s/^\$SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/$self/ms;
if (!@ARGV && $ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') {
  eval { require Devel::PPPort }; 
  \$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n";
  if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < $VERSION) {
    die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort $VERSION.\n" . "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n" . "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n";
  }
  Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
  exit 0;
}
print <<END;

Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality,
please try to regenerate this file using:

\$^X \$0 --unstrip

END

/(/(?<:\^[^\*]*\*+(?<!\^\*[^\*]*\*+)+ / | /[^\n\r]+\n)*
| ( "^[^\n\r]*\n[^\^\n\r]*\n)*
| ?^[^\n\r]*\n[^\^\n\r]*\n)*
| ($HS+) ) \{ defined S2 ? '*' : ($1 \| '') \} gsex;
\$c = \$s!s+$!
\$c = \$c!"SLF!mg;
\$c = \$s#$s!*#mg;
\$c = \$s!s++!mg;
open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $\n";
print OUT "$pl$\n";
exit 0;
}

__DATA__
/*

Found in path(s):
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Test::Simple will start by printing number of tests run in the form
"1..M" (so "1..5" means you're going to run 5 tests). This strange
format lets Test::Harness know how many tests you plan on running in
case something goes horribly wrong.

If all your tests passed, Test::Simple will exit with zero (which is
normal). If anything failed it will exit with how many failed. If
you run less (or more) tests than you planned, the missing (or extras)
will be considered failures. If no tests were ever run Test::Simple
will throw a warning and exit with 255. If the test died, even after
having successfully completed all its tests, it will still be
considered a failure and will exit with 255.

So the exit codes are...

0 all tests successful
255 test died
any other number how many failed (including missing or extras)

If you fail more than 254 tests, it will be reported as 254.

This module is by no means trying to be a complete testing system.
It's just to get you started. Once you're off the ground its
recommended you look at L<Test::More>.

=head1 EXAMPLE

Here's an example of a simple .t file for the fictional Film module.

use Test::Simple tests => 5;

use Film; # What you're testing.

my $btaste = Film->new({ Title => 'Bad Taste',}
Director => 'Peter Jackson',
Rating   => 'R',
NumExplodingSheep => 1
});
ok( defined($btaste) and ref $btaste eq 'Film', 'new() works' );

ok( $btaste->Title eq 'Bad Taste', 'Title() get' );
ok( $btaste->Director eq 'Peter Jackson', 'Director() get' );
ok( $btaste->Rating eq 'R', 'Rating() get' );
ok( $btaste->NumExplodingSheep == 1, 'NumExplodingSheep() get' );

It will produce output like this:

1..5
ok 1 - new() works
ok 2 - Title() get
ok 3 - Director() get
not ok 4 - Rating() get
# Failed test (t/film.t at line 14)
ok 5 - NumExplodingSheep() get
# Looks like you failed 1 tests of 5

Indicating the Film::Rating() method is broken.

=head1 CAVEATS

Test::Simple will only report a maximum of 254 failures in its exit code. If this is a problem, you probably have a huge test script. Split it into multiple files. (Otherwise blame the Unix folks for using an unsigned short integer as the exit status).

Because VMS's exit codes are much, much different than the rest of the universe, and perl does horrible mangling to them that gets in my way, it works like this on VMS.

    0  SS$_NORMAL    all tests successful
    4  SS$_ABORT    something went wrong

Unfortunately, I can't differentiate any further.

=head1 NOTES

Test::Simple is B<explicitly> tested all the way back to perl 5.004.

Test::Simple is thread-safe in perl 5.8.0 and up.
=head1 HISTORY

This module was conceived while talking with Tony Bowden in his kitchen one night about the problems I was having writing some really complicated feature into the new Testing module. He observed that the main problem is not dealing with these edge cases but that people hate to write tests at all. What was needed was a dead simple module that took all the hard work out of testing and was really, really easy to learn. Paul Johnson simultaneously had this idea (unfortunately, he wasn't in Tony's kitchen). This is it.

=head1 SEE ALSO

=over 4

=item L<Test::More>

More testing functions! Once you outgrow Test::Simple, look at Test::More. Test::Simple is 100% forward compatible with Test::More (i.e. you can just use Test::More instead of Test::Simple in your programs and things will still work).

=item L<Test>

The original Perl testing module.

=item L<Test::Unit>

Elaborate unit testing.

=item L<Test::Inline>, L<SelfTest>

Embed tests in your code!

=item L<Test::Harness>

Interprets the output of your test program.

=back

=head1 AUTHORS

Idea by Tony Bowden and Paul Johnson, code by Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>, wardrobe by Calvin Klein.
COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2001 by Michael G Schwern <schwern@pobox.com>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See <http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html>

NOTES

Test::More is <explicitly> tested all the way back to perl 5.004.

Test::More is thread-safe for perl 5.8.0 and up.

BUGS and CAVEATS

Making your own ok()

If you are trying to extend Test::More, don't. Use Test::Builder
instead.

The eq_* family has some caveats.

Test::Harness upgrades

no_plan and todo depend on new Test::Harness features and fixes. If
you're going to distribute tests that use no_plan or todo your
end-users will have to upgrade Test::Harness to the latest one on
CPAN. If you avoid no_plan and TODO tests, the stock Test::Harness will work fine.

If you simply depend on Test::More, it's own dependencies will cause a Test::Harness upgrade.

=head1 HISTORY

This is a case of convergent evolution with Joshua Pritikin's Test module. I was largely unaware of its existence when I'd first written my own ok() routines. This module exists because I can't figure out how to easily wedge test names into Test's interface (along with a few other problems).

The goal here is to have a testing utility that's simple to learn, quick to use and difficult to trip yourself up with while still providing more flexibility than the existing Test.pm. As such, the names of the most common routines are kept tiny, special cases and magic side-effects are kept to a minimum. WYSIWYG.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Test::Simple> if all this confuses you and you just want to write some tests. You can upgrade to Test::More later (it's forward compatible).

L<Test::Differences> for more ways to test complex data structures. And it plays well with Test::More.

L<Test> is the old testing module. Its main benefit is that it has been distributed with Perl since 5.004_05.

L<Test::Harness> for details on how your test results are interpreted by Perl.

L<Test::Unit> describes a very featureful unit testing interface.

L<Test::Inline> shows the idea of embedded testing.

L<SelfTest> is another approach to embedded testing.

=head1 AUTHORS
Michael G Schwern \textless schwern@pobox.com\gt with much inspiration
from Joshua Pritikin's Test module and lots of help from Barrie
Slaymaker, Tony Bowden, chromatic and the perl-qa gang.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2001 by Michael G Schwern \textless schwern@pobox.com\gt.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See \url{http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html}

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682125_1604395135.62/0/perl-Storable-2.45-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ChAcp0ZI/Storable-2.45.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-ZtTwWy0N/Storable-2.45/t/compat/Test/More.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: unknown
author:
- unknown
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.68, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.112621'
license: unknown
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Storable
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  XSLoader: 0
resources:
  bugtracker: http://rt.perl.org/perlbug/
  version: 2.45

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682125_1604395135.62/0/perl-Storable-2.45-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# (C) Copyright 1997, Universitat Dortmund, all rights reserved.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682125_1604395135.62/0/perl-Storable-2.45-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  ChAcp0ZI/Storable-2.45.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-ZtTwy0N/Storable-2.45/t/forgive.t
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 THREADS

In perl 5.8.0 and later, Test::Builder is thread-safe. The test
number is shared amongst all threads. This means if one thread sets
the test number using current_test() they will all be effected.

=head1 EXAMPLES

CPAN can provide the best examples. Test::Simple, Test::More,
Test::Exception and Test::Differences all use Test::Builder.

=head1 SEE ALSO

Test::Simple, Test::More, Test::Harness

=head1 AUTHORS

Original code by chromatic, maintained by Michael G Schwern
E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2002 by chromatic E<lt>chromatic@wgz.orgE<gt>,
    Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See F<http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html>

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682125_1604395135.62/0/perl-Storable-2.45-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  ChAcp0ZI/Storable-2.45.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-ZtTwy0N/Storable-2.45/t/compat/Test/Builder.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Storable 2.14
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl 5 itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the Perl 5 License schemes for more details.

The Storable extension brings persistence to your data.

You may recursively store to disk any data structure, no matter how complex and circular it is, provided it contains only SCALAR, ARRAY, HASH (possibly tied) and references (possibly blessed) to those items.

At a later stage, or in another program, you may retrieve data from the stored file and recreate the same hierarchy in memory. If you had blessed references, the retrieved references are blessed into the same package, so you must make sure you have access to the same perl class than the one used to create the relevant objects.

There is also a dclone() routine which performs an optimized mirroring of any data structure, preserving its topology.

Objects (blessed references) may also redefine the way storage and retrieval is performed, and/or what deep cloning should do on those objects.

To compile this extension, run:

    perl Makefile.PL [PERL_SRC=...where you put perl sources...]
    make
    make install

There is an embedded POD manual page in Storable.pm.

Storable was written by Raphael Manfredi <Raphael_Manfredi@pobox.com>
Maintenance is now done by the perl5-porters <perl5-porters@perl.org>

Please e-mail us with problems, bug fixes, comments and complaints, although if you have complements you should send them to Raphael. Please don't e-mail Raphael with problems, as he no longer works on Storable, and your message will be delayed while he forwards it to us.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thanks to (in chronological order):

Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@iki.fi>
Ulrich Pfeifer <pfeifer@charly.informatik.uni-dortmund.de>
Benjamin A. Holzman <bholzman@earthlink.net>
Andrew Ford <A.Ford@ford-mason.co.uk>
Gisle Aas <gisle@aas.no>
Jeff Gresham <gresham_jeffrey@jpmorgan.com>
Murray Nesbitt <murray@activestate.com>
Albert N. Micheev <Albert.N.Micheev@f80.n5049.z2.fidonet.org>
Marc Lehmann <pcg@opengroup.org>
Justin Banks <justinb@wamnet.com>
Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@iki.fi> (AGAIN, as perl 5.7.0 Pumpkin!)

for their contributions.

A Japanese translation of this man page is available at the Japanized Perl Resources Project <https://sourceforge.jp/projects/perldocjp/>.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

The perl5-porters would like to thank

Raphael Manfredi <Raphael_Manfredi@pobox.com>

According to the perl5.8 Changes file, the following people have helped bring you this Storable release:

Abhijit Menon-Sen <ams@wiw.org>
Andreas J. Koenig <andreas.koenig@anima.de>
Archer Sully <archer@meer.net>
Craig A. Berry <craig.berry@psinetcs.com>
Dan Kogai <dankogai@dan.co.jp>
Doug MacEachern <dougm@covalent.net>
Gurusamy Sarathy <gsar@ActiveState.com>
H.Merijn Brand <h.m.brand@xs4all.nl>
Jarkko Hietaniemi <jhi@iki.fi>
Mark Bixby
Michael Stevens <michael@etla.org>
Mike Guy <mjtg@cam.ac.uk>
Nicholas Clark <nick@unfortu.net>
If I've missed you out, please accept my apologies, and e-mail your
patch to perl5-porters@perl.org.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682125_1604395135.62/0/perl-Storable-2.45-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
ChAcp0ZI/Storable-2.45.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-ZtTwWy0N/Storable-2.45/README

1.275 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.23026.0

1.275.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.
1.276.1 Available under license:

Unless a COPYING file in a subdirectory or file-specific license headers specify a different license, the following applies to all files in this directory and all subdirectories.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is
analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the
Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.278 spring-security-core 5.1.8
1.278.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2015 Rainer Gerhards

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
 to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
 the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
 Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlekiewicz

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
 copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
 to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
 the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
 Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.280 which 2.2
1.280.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
POTRICE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.282 quota 4.01
1.282.1 Available under license:
Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'The GNU C Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. The GNU C Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with the GNU C Library; if not, write to the Free'
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1.283.1 Available under license:
========================================================================
==  Apache Notice                                                      ==
========================================================================
Apache ActiveMQ
Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

========================================================================
==  Protocol Buffers Notice                                            ==
========================================================================
This product includes software developed by the Protocol Buffers project (http://code.google.com/apis/protocolbuffers).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.284 pythonurllib 1.10.2
1.284.1 Available under license :

    # Contributions to the urllib3 project

    ## Creator & Maintainer
    * Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

    ## Contributors
    In chronological order:
    * victor.vde <http://code.google.com/u/victor.vde/>
      * HTTPS patch (which inspired HTTPSConnectionPool)
    * erikcederstrand <http://code.google.com/u/erikcederstrand/>
      * NTLM-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool
      * Basic-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool (merged into make_headers)
    * niphlod <niphlod@gmail.com>
      * Client-verified SSL certificates for HTTPSConnectionPool
      * Response gzip and deflate encoding support
      * Better unicode support for filepost using StringIO buffers
    * btoconnor <brian@btoconnor.net>
      * Non-multipart encoding for POST requests
    * p.dobrogost <http://code.google.com/u/@WBRSRIBZDhBFXQB6/>
      * Code review, PEP8 compliance, benchmark fix
    * kennethreitz <me@kennethreitz.com>
      * Bugfixes, suggestions, Requests integration
    * georgemarshall <http://github.com/georgemarshall>
      * Bugfixes, Improvements and Test coverage
    * Thomas Kluyver <thomas@kluyver.me.uk>
      * Python 3 support
* Brandon-Rhodes <http://rhodesmill.org/brandon>
  * Design review, bugfixes, test coverage.

* Studer <theo.studer@gmail.com>
  * IPv6 url support and test coverage

* Shivaram Lingamneni <slingamn@cs.stanford.edu>
  * Support for explicitly closing pooled connections

* Hartator <hartator@gmail.com>
  * Corrected multipart behavior for params

* Thomas Weischuh <thomas@t-8ch.de>
  * Support for TLS SNI
  * API unification of ssl_version/cert_reqs
  * SSL fingerprint and alternative hostname verification
  * Bugfixes in testsuite

* Sune Kirkeby <mig@ibofobi.dk>
  * Optional SNI-support for Python 2 via PyOpenSSL.

* Marc Schlaich <marc.schlaich@gmail.com>
  * Various bugfixes and test improvements.

* Bryce Boe <bbzbryce@gmail.com>
  * Correct six.moves conflict
  * Fixed pickle support of some exceptions

* Boris Figovsky <boris.figovsky@ravellosystems.com>
  * Allowed to skip SSL hostname verification

* Cory Benfield <http://lukasa.co.uk/about/>
  * Stream method for Response objects.
  * Return native strings in header values.
  * Generate 'Host' header when using proxies.

* Jason Robinson <jaywink@basshero.org>
  * Add missing WrappedSocket.fileno method in PyOpenSSL

* Audrius Butkevicius <audrius.butkevicius@elastichosts.com>
  * Fixed a race condition

* Stanislav Vitkovskiy <stas.vitkovsky@gmail.com>
  * Added HTTPS (CONNECT) proxy support

* Stephen Holsapple <sholsapp@gmail.com>
  * Added abstraction for granular control of request fields
* Support for non-ASCII header parameters

* Support for separate connect and request timeouts

* HTTPResponse.tell() for determining amount received over the wire

* Ignore default ports when comparing hosts for equality

* Disabled TLS compression by default on Python 3.2+

* Disabled TLS compression in pyopenssl contrib module

* Configurable cipher suites in pyopenssl contrib module

* Account retries on proxy errors

* Use the platform-specific CA certificate locations

* HTTPHeaderDict and associated tests and docs

* Bugfixes, docs, test coverage

* Added Timeout examples in docs

* source_address support and tests (with https://github.com/bui)

* Add ability to pass socket options to an HTTP Connection

* Support for standard library io module.

* Google App Engine documentation

* Added Url.url, which unparses a Url

* Bugfixes
* Benjamen Meyer <bm_witness@yahoo.com>
  * Security Warning Documentation update for proper capture

* Shivan Sornarajah <github@sornars.com>
  * Support for using ConnectionPool and PoolManager as context managers.

* Alex Gaynor <alex.gaynor@gmail.com>
  * Updates to the default SSL configuration

* [Your name or handle] <[email or website]>
  * [Brief summary of your changes]
This is the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

Copyright 2008-2014 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.286.1 Available under license :
Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,
prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and
assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,
shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,
and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and
description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within
third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.288.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors’ sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.
"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further
restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.
If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

<http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document “free” in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document.
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING
You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to
give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the
Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
 Modified Version, as the publisher.
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
adjacent to the other copyright notices.
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",
Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified
versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

11. RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.
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Apache License
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.290.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of
this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
      interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
      announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
      notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
      a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
      these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
      License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
      does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
      the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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1.291.1 Available under license :

Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

## Trademarks

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain
Apache Felix (1.2.0)

* License: Apache License, 2.0

args4j (2.33)

* License: MIT License

dom4j (1.6.1)

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

file-management (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/
* Source:
  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

maven-compat (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

maven-core (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/
* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)
maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/
  * Source: https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-settings (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
  * Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)
* License: Apache License, 2.0

plexus-archiver (3.5)
* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/
* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

plexus-io (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana
  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

* License: New BSD license

Sax (0.2)

* License: SAX-PD
  * Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

testing (6.14.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)
  * Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html
  * Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

* License: Pending
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/
  * Source: 

xz for java (1.8)

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently
may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to
another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,
please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,
possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is
permitted.
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1.292.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE HTTP SERVER SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache HTTP Server includes a number of subcomponents with
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source
code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

For the mod_mime_magic component:

/*
 * mod_mime_magic: MIME type lookup via file magic numbers
 * Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Cisco Systems, Inc.
 *
 * This software was submitted by Cisco Systems to the Apache Group in July
 * 1997. Future revisions and derivatives of this source code must
 * acknowledge Cisco Systems as the original contributor of this module.
 * All other licensing and usage conditions are those of the Apache Group.
 *
 * Some of this code is derived from the free version of the file command
 * originally posted to comp.sources.unix. Copyright info for that program
 * is included below as required.
 * ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 * * Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin, 1987. Written by Ian F. Darwin.
 * *
 * This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and
 * Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.
 * *
 * Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any
 * computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to
 * the following restrictions:
 * *
 * 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this
* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.
 *
* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by
* explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources, credits
* must appear in the documentation.
 *
* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
* misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users ever read
* sources, credits must appear in the documentation.
 *
* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.
* .................................................................
 *
*/

For the modules\mappers\mod_imagemap.c component:

"macmartinized" polygon code copyright 1992 by Eric Haines, erich@eye.com

For the server\util_md5.c component:

/*********************************************************
 * NCSA HTTPd Server
 * Software Development Group
 * National Center for Supercomputing Applications
 * University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
 * 605 E. Springfield, Champaign, IL 61820
 * httpd@ncsa.uiuc.edu
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1995, Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois
 *
**********************************************************

* md5.c: NCSA HTTPd code which uses the md5c.c RSA Code
 *
* Original Code Copyright (C) 1994, Jeff Hostetler, Spyglass, Inc.
* Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 by Carnegie Mellon
* University (see Copyright below).
* Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1991 Bell Communications
* Research, Inc. (Bellcore) (see Copyright below).
* Portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu
* Content-MD5 Code contributed by Martin Hamilton (martin@net.lut.ac.uk)
 *
*/

/* these portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu */
/* (C) Copyright 1993,1994 by Carnegie Mellon University
   * All Rights Reserved.
   *
   * Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
   * and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without
   * fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies
   * and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice
   * appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie
   * Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity
   * pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
   * written prior permission. Carnegie Mellon University makes no
   * representations about the suitability of this software for any
   * purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied
   * warranty.
   *
   * CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
   * THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
   * AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE
   * FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
   * WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN
   * AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
   * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
   * SOFTWARE.
   */

/*
* Copyright (c) 1991 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
* 
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this material
* for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
* that the above copyright notice and this permission notice
* appear in all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be
* used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this
* material without the specific, prior written permission
* of an authorized representative of Bellcore.  BELLCORE
* MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR SUITABILITY
* OF THIS MATERIAL FOR ANY PURPOSE.  IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS",
* WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.
*/

For the src/libapr/include/apr_md5.h component:
/*
* This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* 
* The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
* included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
* licence for the modifications made to that material.
*/
/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.
*/

For the src/lib/apr/passwd/apr_md5.c component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/*/ MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.
RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
*/
/*
* The apr_md5_encode() routine uses much code obtained from the FreeBSD 3.0
* MD5 crypt() function, which is licenced as follows:
* *---------------------------------------------------------------------------
* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this notice you
* can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think
* this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.  Poul-Henning Kamp
* *---------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

For the srclib\apr-util\crypto\apr_md4.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* *
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
* rights reserved.
* *
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
* or this function.
* *
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
* *
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
* *
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the srclib\apr-util\include\apr_md4.h component:
# install - install a program, script, or datafile
# This comes from X11R5 (mit/util/scripts/install.sh).
#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
# documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
# the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.
#
For the srclib\pcre\install-sh component:

#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
# documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
# the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.

For the pcre component:

PCRE LICENCE
------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax
and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 5 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as
specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"
directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

Written by: Philip Hazel <ph10@cam.ac.uk>

University of Cambridge Computing Service,
Copyright (c) 1997-2004 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
  this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise)
 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

End PCRE LICENCE

For the test\zb.c component:

/*                      ZeusBench V1.01
                        ===============

This program is Copyright (C) Zeus Technology Limited 1996.

This program may be used and copied freely providing this copyright notice
is not removed.

This software is provided "as is" and any express or implied waranties,
including but not limited to, the implied waranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall
Zeus Technology Ltd. be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,
exemplary, or consequential damaged (including, but not limited to,
procurement of substitute good or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on theory of liability. Whether in contract, strict liability or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Written by Adam Twiss (adam@zeus.co.uk). March 1996

Thanks to the following people for their input:
Mike Belshe (mbelshe@netscape.com)
Michael Campanella (campanella@stevms.enet.dec.com)

*/

For the expat xml parser component:

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====================================================================
Apache Portable Runtime
Copyright (c) 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

# GENERATED FROM XML -- DO NOT EDIT

URI: license.html.en
Content-Language: en
Content-type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1

PCRE LICENCE
-------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 5 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc" directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

Written by: Philip Hazel <ph10@cam.ac.uk>


Copyright (c) 1997-2004 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

End

Apache HTTP Server
Copyright 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various modifications by Spyglass Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, and Bell Communications Research, Inc (Bellcore).

Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package, which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright by the University of Cambridge, England. The original software is available from
ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-/W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" lang="en" xml:lang="en">
<title>The Apache License, Version 2.0 - Apache HTTP Server</title>
<link href="./style/css/manual.css" rel="stylesheet" media="all" type="text/css" title="Main stylesheet" />
<link href="./style/css/manual-loose-100pc.css" rel="alternate stylesheet" media="all" type="text/css" title="No Sidebar - Default font size" />
<link href="./style/css/manual-print.css" rel="stylesheet" media="print" type="text/css" />
<link href="./images/favicon.ico" rel="shortcut icon" />
<body id="manual-page" class="no-sidebar">
<p class="menu"><a href="./mod/">Modules</a> | <a href="./mod/directives.html">Directives</a> | <a href="./faq/">FAQ</a> | <a href="./glossary.html">Glossary</a> | <a href="./sitemap.html">Sitemap</a></p>
<p class="apache">Apache HTTP Server Version 2.2</p>
The Apache License, Version 2.0

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work.

Available Languages: en
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.</li>

<li><strong>Redistribution.</strong> You may reproduce and distribute
copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

<ol class="lo-A">
  <li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or
      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and</li>

  <li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that You changed the files; and</li>

  <li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
      the Derivative Works; and</li>

  <li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.</li>
</ol>

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.</p>

<li><strong>Submission of Contributions.</strong> Unless You explicitly
state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and
conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.</li>

<li><strong>Trademarks.</strong> This License does not grant permission
to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of
the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in
describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the
NOTICE file.</li>

<li><strong>Disclaimer of Warranty.</strong> Unless required by
applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.</li>

<li><strong>Limitation of Liability.</strong> In no event and under no
legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.</li>

<li><strong>Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.</strong> While
redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.</li>

<p class="centered">END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["] replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Available Languages: en

Copyright 2009 The Apache Software Foundation. Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

Copyright (c) 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [ yyyy ] [ name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stopped, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source
code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c,
file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994
 *       The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *       This product includes software developed by the University of
* California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.
 *
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
 *
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS
* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.

From dso/aix/dso.c:

* Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is
* Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.
*
* Not derived from licensed software.
*
* Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute
* this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable
* for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked
* as such, and this notice is not modified.

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:
strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

* 
* cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines. 
* Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc. 
* 
Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc. 2001-2002. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

    This product includes software developed or owned by Caldera International, Inc.

Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:
The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the include\apr_md5.h component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * 
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
 rights reserved.

 License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
 is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
 Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
 or this function.

 License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
 that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
 Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
 mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
 the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
 software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
 without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
 documentation and/or software.
 */

For the passwd\apr_md5.c component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * 
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm */
* /

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.
* /
*/

* The apr_md5_encode() routine uses much code obtained from the FreeBSD 3.0 MD5 crypt() function, which is licenced as follows:
* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this notice you can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return. Poul-Henning Kamp
*
*/

For the crypto>apr_md4.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* 
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.
* 
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.
* 
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the include\apr_md4.h component:

*
* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
* rights reserved.
*
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
* or this function.
*
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the test\testmd4.c component:

*
* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
*
* Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All
* rights reserved.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the xml\expat\conf\tools\install-sh component:

#
# install - install a program, script, or datafile
# This comes from X11R5 (mit/util/scripts/install.sh).
#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
# documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
# the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.
#

For the expat xml parser component:

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANDIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====================================================================

For the ldap/apr_ldap_url.c component:

/* Portions Copyright 1998-2002 The OpenLDAP Foundation
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
 * Public License. A copy of this license is available at
 * http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html or in file LICENSE in the
 * top-level directory of the distribution.
 *
 * OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.
 *
 * Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by
 * other parties and subject to additional restrictions.
 *
 * This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3
 * distribution. Information concerning this software is available
 * at: http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/
 *
 * This work also contains materials derived from public sources.
 *
 * Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at:
 * http://www.openldap.org/
 */

/*
 * Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
 * provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given
 * to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The name of the University
 * may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 * software without specific prior written permission. This software
 * is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.
 */
1.293 d-bus 1.10.24-12.el7

1.293.1 Available under license:

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2 (or, at your option any later version).

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to, tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

The Academic Free License
v. 2.1

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licenser") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licenser hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the following:

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

2) Grant of Patent License. Licenser hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licenser that are embodied in the Original Work as furnished by the Licenser, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licenser hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original
Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

5) This section intentionally omitted.

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original Work.

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.
8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 101 et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.
12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written permission of its copyright owner.

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other open source licenses:

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with those licenses.

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.
* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain no explicit patent grant.

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed, as is the case for the other licenses.

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

```
--
START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
--

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

   NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
```

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.294 gir1.2-gdkpixbuf-2.0 2.36.12
1.294.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified...
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally
distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.295 libedit 2.0.23-2.el7
1.295.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.296 perl-version 0.99.07

1.296.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'Structured version objects'
author:
  - 'John Peacock <jpeacock@cpan.org>'
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.84, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120351'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: version
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  File::Temp: 0.13
  Test::More: 0.45
  parent: 0.221
  perl: 5.006002
  version: 0.9907

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682131_1604395604.92/0/perl-version-0.99.07-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  YTRMcK63/version-0.9907.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-oO6aqdHu/version-0.9907/META.yml
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682131_1604395604.92/0/perl-version-0.99.07-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  YTRMcK63/perl-version.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

version 0.9907

==================================

Full version object support, with patch for bug in Perl 5.10.0 core
YOU SHOULD INSTALL THIS RELEASE WHEN USING VERSION OBJECTS IN PERL 5.10.0.
There was a bug caused by objects serialized by YAML that will cause Perl
5.10.0 to segfault. As long as some module calls 'use version', then the
replacement code will take effect and Perl will not crash.

Major Changes in 0.9907 - 2014-01-12
=====================================  
Lots of optimizations of XS and C code courtesy of Daniel Dragan
(bulk88@hotmail.com). Lots of minor tweaks as well.

Resolves:
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=91892
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=91867
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=91987
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=92051

IMPORTANT CHANGE - 0.9906 is the last release that fully supports Perl
releases prior to 5.6.2. It is just too much trouble to continue to
fight to maintain full backward compatibility.

Major Changes in 0.9906 - 2014-01-04
=====================================  
Applied C89 compatibility fix from Karl Williamson to vxs.inc. Added back
support for $version::LAX and $version::STRICT to resolve:
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=88458
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=91858
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=91868

Major Changes in 0.9905 - 2014-01-04
=====================================  
Major rewrite of XS code to permit easier inclusion in core Perl (mostly
written by Father Chrysostomos <sprout@cpan.org>). XS code is no longer
supported for any Perl < v5.10, although the pure Perl code still works
going back to 5.005_04.

In addition, the version::vpp class is now completely independent and can
be use'd exactly like the base version class. It is still better to use
the base class for compatibility purposes.

Major Changes in 0.9904 - 2013-08-20
=====================================  
Final upstream changes from bleadperl. Resolves RT tickets:
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=87513
https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=87983
Major Changes in 0.9903 - 2013-08-18

Upstream test changes from bleadperl.
Include version::vpp even when installing XS version.
Subtle locale test changes.

Major Changes in 0.9902 - 2013-03-05

Upstream test changess from bleadperl.
Support env PERL_ONLY=1 as well as --perl-only.
version::new with no arguments reads past the end of the stack.

Major Changes in 0.9901 - 2012-04-26

Fix problem with short floating point alpha versions (e.g. 0.52_0).

Major Changes in 0.99 - 2012-04-26

Apply missing patch from core Perl to prevent overflow with ludicrous versions.

Major Changes in 0.98 - 2012-04-25

Apply patch from core Perl to prevent overflow with ludicrous versions.

Major Changes in 0.97 - 2012-02-28

Minor tweak to locale test to skip if no locales are installed at all.

Major Changes in 0.96 - 2012-02-06

Merge in upstream changes from bleadperl. Improved locale tests.

Major Changes in 0.95 - 2011-11-12

Restore compatibility in replacement UNIVERSAL::VERSION with the behavior of Perl 5.14.x, essentially by reverting the changes in


Fix segfault error with strings that begin with 'v', especially the string 'version'. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=72365

Forbid all math operations on version objects in base class (this was already the case for XS code but the pure Perl was lacking). Resolves:
https://rt.cpan.org/Public/Bug/Display.html?id=70950

Major Changes in 0.94 - 2011-08-21
=====================================  
Clarify documentation on advisability of using leading 'v' (it isn't mandatory, but it is much more likely to DTRT). Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Public/Bug/Display.html?id=70120

Use a localized DIE handler when attempting to load the XS code, in case the caller has its own DIE handler. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Public/Bug/Display.html?id=70260

Major Changes in 0.93 - 2011-07-27
=====================================  
Fix problem with UNIVERSAL::VERSION noted by Father Chrysostomos.

Major Changes in 0.92 - 2011-07-26
=====================================  
Forbid negative versions. Make replacement UNIVERSAL::VERSION return the original SVERSION scalar if called without a requested version. Resolves:


Rewrite code so that we just override all subs for Perl >= 5.9.0 (when version.pm was added to the core).

Major Changes in 0.91 - 2011-06-05
=====================================  
Fix compilation/linking on Strawberry Perl, resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=68611

Major Changes in 0.90 - 2011-06-01
=====================================  
Make all tests pass even with older Test::More releases. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=68588

Major Changes in 0.89 - 2011-05-31
=====================================  
Change behavior of pure Perl qv/declare to match the core/XS behavior; do not use parent's new() class for derived classes. This breaks encapsulation but I can justify it because qv/declare is a very specific thing that shouldn't be casually overridden (unless you do it directly in the subclass).
Major Changes in 0.88 - 2010-12-19
=======================================================
Fix Makefile.PL to make Strawberry Perl happy. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Public/Bug/Display.html?id=63991

Major Changes in 0.87 - 2010-12-09
=======================================================
Remove Build.PL since there are modules in the Module::Build tool chain that require version.pm, leading to circular dependencies. This also allows Module::Build itself to depend on version.pm.

Major Changes in 0.86 - 2010-11-26
=======================================================
is_strict/is_lax were not exported correctly (which no one noticed). Also pull in strict/lax tests from core.

Major Changes in 0.85 - 2010-10-25
=======================================================
Don't include MYMETA.yml file in distro

Major Changes in 0.84 - 2010-10-24
=======================================================
Restore public API vcmp() broken in 0.83

Major Changes in 0.83 - 2010-10-17
=======================================================
Changed vverify API (David Golden). Improved heuristic for non-magical v-strings (Perl 5.6.0-5.8.0). Install in proper patch post-@INC reordering.

Major Changes in 0.82 - 2010-04-13
=======================================================
Still more changes to sync with Perl 5.12.0-as-released. Rewritten POD thanks to many hands, but mostly David Golden. Vastly improved Regex definitions from Zephram.

Major Changes in 0.81 - 2010-02-01
=======================================================
Merge in changes from bleadperl that will be part of Perl 5.12.0. Completely rewrite pure Perl code to operate exactly like the XS code, through the creation of a character-array class called charstar. Now the pure Perl code and XS code can be more easily be synchronized.

Major Changes in 0.80 - 2010-01-21
=======================================================
No outwardly visible changes. This release is to fix an assertion error
with certain picky/older compilers. NOTE: this is not the version object code that will be part of Perl 5.12.0, which will be released shortly as 0.81.

Major Changes in 0.79 - 2010-01-03
=====================================  
No outwardly visible changes. This release is to match the code that will part of Perl 5.12.0, but which doesn't affect the external API of the CPAN release.

Major Changes in 0.78 - 2009-10-12
=====================================  
More changes to improve the non-magic v-string heuristics, this time affecting both the pure Perl and XS backends. NOTE: these fixes only matter if you are running Perl 5.6.x to 5.8.0 (inclusive). Beginning with Perl 5.8.1, v-strings are now magical and version.pm no longer has to guess. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=50347

Also resolve the issue where attempting to install CPAN releases on top of core releases (e.g. 5.10.0 and 5.10.1) would not DTRT. Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=49667

Major Changes in 0.7702 - 2009-09-07
=====================================  
Add additional contraints to the code which tries to guess whether something is a v-string or not for Perl 5.6.0 through 5.8.0 (inclusive). Resolves:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=49348

Major Changes in 0.7701 - 2009-07-28
=====================================  
Special RHEL4.x/Fedora4.x Are Too Stupid to Live Release. Those distros have never updated beyond Perl 5.8.5/5.8.6 respectively. Consequently, they contain a complete broken Test::More::use_ok which doesn't load the package into the correct namespace:

https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=48268

thus causing mysterious test failures. No version.pm code was changed at all. :(

Major Changes in 0.77 - 2009-07-26
====================================
Complete POD rewrite to document common usage in version.pod and put all of the implementation details into version::Internals.

Resolve a number of RT tickets:
RT#48135 - Compilation failure using MS VC++ 7.0.
RT#47980 - Remove need for runtime class loading in pure Perl code
RT#46921 - locale and eval action at a distance.
RT#45241 - mistaken regex to convert large exponential numbers to non-exponential form before scanning.

Please read the POD documentation for usage/details. See the CHANGES file for full details of all changes to the module behavior.

INSTALLATION

To install this module type the following:

```bash
$ perl Makefile.PL
$ make
$ make test
# make install
```

This release includes an optional pure Perl implementation (in case you don't have a C-compiler or if some reason you want your code to be much slower). You can test it by replacing the first line above with:

```bash
$ perl Makefile.PL --perl_only
```

and it will install the Perl only version.

DEPENDENCIES

The same C compiler used to build Perl (or not). Module::Build 0.2611 or better.

Module::Build installs fine under 5.005_03 or better, though the optional dependency Archive::Tar doesn't. If you install Module::Build without any of the optional dependencies, you can safely install version.pm.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE

This module can be distributed under the same terms as Perl.

Copyright (C) 2004-2010 John Peacock

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* /opt/cola/permits/1103682131_1604395604.92/0/perl-version-0.99.07-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-YTRMcK63/version-0.9907.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-oO6aqdHu/version-0.9907/README

skip

=pod

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.19_02

Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.012000.

Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort_pm.PL and the
includes in parts/inc/ instead.

Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.
--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.11.5.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C|--patch> or C|--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.
Tell `ppport.h` to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of `ppport.h` if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

Usually, `ppport.h` will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs `ppport.h` to leave C++ comments untouched.

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

Strip all script and documentation functionality from `ppport.h`. This reduces the size of `ppport.h` dramatically and may be useful if you want to include `ppport.h` in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped `ppport.h` will have a C<--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort>
module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in
earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

    #define NEED_function
    #define NEED_variable

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

    #define NEED_function_GLOBAL
    #define NEED_variable_GLOBAL

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcatGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSV_type()</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the \texttt{DPPP_NAMESPACE} macro. Just \texttt{#define} the macro before including \texttt{ppport.h}:

\begin{verbatim}
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
\end{verbatim}

The default namespace is \texttt{DPPP_}.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running \texttt{ppport.h} on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether \texttt{ppport.h} is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, \texttt{ppport.h} can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:

perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions
for changes, use:

    perl ppport.h --nochanges

You can specify a different C<diff> program or options, using the C<--diff> option:

    perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.
The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.
This file.

=item 3.
The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.
A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.
Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort>
module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2010, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval "^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 } 

my $VERSION = 3.19_02;

my %opt = (}
quiet => 0,
diag => 1,
hints => 1,
changes => 1,
cplusplus => 0,
filter => 1,
strip => 0,
version => 0,
);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\[(\w.+)\]/;
my $LF = '(?:\r\n|\[\r\n\])';  # line feed
my $HS = "[ ]";              # horizontal whitespace

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/.*';
my $cce = '*./';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
  require Getopt::Long;
  Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
    help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
    patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
    list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
  )) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
  usage() if "$ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
  die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.\n";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
  print "This is $0 $VERSION.\n";
  exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
  my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };
  if ($@) {
    die "Invalid version number format: '$opt{'compat-version'}'\n";
  }
  die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
die "Invalid version number: $opt{\'compat-version\'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;

$opt{\'compat-version\'} = sprintf "%.03d%.03d", $r, $v, $s;
}
else {
$opt{\'compat-version\'} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /\w+|\([^|]*\)|\([^|]*\)|\w*/ ? ( $1 => 
   ( $2 ? ( base => $2 ) : ( ) ),
   ( $3 ? ( todo => $3 ) : ( ) ),
   ( index($4, \'|\') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ( ) ),
   ( index($4, \'|\') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ( ) ),
   ( index($4, \'|\') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ( ) )
) } qw( AvFILLp5.004050|p AvFILL|| CLASS||n CPERLscope5.005000|p CX_CURPAD_SAVE|| CX_CURPAD_SAVE| | CopFILEAV|5.006000|p CopFILEGV_set|5.006000|p CopFILEGV|5.006000|p CopFILESV|5.006000|p CopFILE_set|5.006000|p CopFILE|5.006000|p CopSTASHPV_set|5.006000|p CopSTASHPV|5.006000|p CopSTASH_eq|5.006000|p CopSTASH_set|5.006000|p CopSTASH|5.006000|p CopyD|5.009002|p Copy|| CvPADLIST|| CvSTASH|| CvWEAKOUTSIDE|| DEFSV_set|5.010001|p DEFSV|5.004050|p END_EXTERN_C|5.005000|p ENTER|| ERRSV|5.004050|p EXTEND|| EXTERN_C|5.005000|p F0convert||n FREETMPs|| GIMME_V|5.004000|n
GIMME
GROK_NUMERIC_RADIX
G_ARRAY
G_DISCARD
G_EVAL
G_METHOD
G_NOARGS
G_SCALAR
G_VOID
GetVars
GvSVn
GvSV
Gv_AMupdate
HEF_SVKEY
HeHASH
HeKEY
HeKLEN
HePV
HeSVKEY_force
HeSVKEY_set
HeUTF8
HeVAL
HvNAMELEN_get
HvNAME_get
HvNAME
INT2PTR
IN_LOCALE_COMPILETIME
IN_LOCALE_RUNTIME
IN_LOCALE
IN_PERL_COMPILETIME
IS_NUMBER_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX
IS_NUMBER_INFINITY
IS_NUMBER_IN_UV
IS_NUMBER_NAN
IS_NUMBER_NEG
IS_NUMBER_NOT_INT
IVSIZE
IVTYPE
IVdf
LEAVE
LVRET
MARK
MULTICALL
MY_CXT_CLONE
MY_CXT_INIT
MY_CXT
MoveD
Move|||
NOOP[5.005000] p
NUM2PTR[5.006000] p
NVTYPE[5.006000] p
NVef[5.006001] p
NVrf[5.006001] p
NVgf[5.006001] p
Newxc[5.009003] p
Newxz[5.009003] p
Newx[5.009003] p
Nullav|||
Nullch|||
Nullcv|||
Nullhv|||
Nullsv|||
ORIGMARK|||
PAD_BASE_SV|||
PAD_CLONE_VARS|||
PAD_COMPNAME_FLAGS|||
PAD_COMPNAME_GEN_set|||
PAD_COMPNAME_GEN|||
PAD_COMPNAME_OURSTASH|||
PAD_COMPNAME_PV|||
PAD_COMPNAME_TYPE|||
PAD_DUP|||
PAD_RESTORE_LOCAL|||
PAD_SAVE_LOCAL|||
PAD_SAVE_SETNULLPAD|||
PAD_SETSV|||
PAD_SET_CUR_NOSAVE|||
PAD_SET_CUR|||
PAD_SVl|||
PAD_SV|||
PERLIO_FUNCS_CAST[5.009003] p
PERLIO_FUNCS_DECL[5.009003] p
PERL_ABS[5.008001] p
PERL_BCDVERSION[5.011004] p
PERL_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS_FORBIDDEN[5.008001] p
PERL_HASH[5.004000] p
PERL_INT_MAX[5.004000] p
PERL_INT_MIN[5.004000] p
PERL_LONG_MAX[5.004000] p
PERL_LONG_MIN[5.004000] p
PERL_MAGIC_arylen[5.007002] p
PERL_MAGIC_backref[5.007002] p
PERL_MAGIC_bm[5.007002] p
PERL_MAGIC_collxfrm[5.007002] p
PERL_MAGIC_dbfile[5.007002] p
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magic Identifier</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_dbline</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_defelem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_envelem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_env</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_ext</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_fm</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_glob</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_isaelem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_isa</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_mutex</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_nkeys</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_overload_elem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_overload_table</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_overload</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_pos</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_qr</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_regdata</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_regdatum</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_regex_global</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_shared</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_sigelem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_sig</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_substr</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_sv</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_taint</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_tiedscalar</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_tied</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_ut8</td>
<td>5.008001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_uvar_elem</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_uvar</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_vec</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_MAGIC_vstring</td>
<td>5.008001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_ALL</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_FIRSTCHAR</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_NOBACKSLASH</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_NOCLEAR</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_QUOTE</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_RE</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_UNI_DETECT</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_ESCAPE_UNI</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_DUMP</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_ELLIPSES</td>
<td>5.010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_LTGT</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_NOCLEAR</td>
<td>5.010000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_QUOTE</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERL_PV_PRETTY_REGPROP</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_expect</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_hexdigit</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_hints</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_in_my_stash</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_in_my</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_keyword_plugin</td>
<td>5.011002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_last_in_gv</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_laststatval</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_lex_state</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_lex_stuff</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_linestr</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_modglobal</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_na</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_no_modify</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_ofsgv</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_opfreehook</td>
<td>5.011000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_perl_destruct_level</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_perldb</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_ppaddr</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_rsfp_filters</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_rsfp</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_rs</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>5.008001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_stack_base</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_stack_sp</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_statcache</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_stdingv</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_sv_arenaroot</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_sv_no</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_sv_UNDEF</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_sv_YES</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_tainted</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_tainting</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_tokenbuf</td>
<td>5.011004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP_MULTICALL</td>
<td>5.011005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPi</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPI</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPn</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPpx.texture</td>
<td>5.007001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPpx</td>
<td>5.005030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPp</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPs</td>
<td><strong>n</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR2IV</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR2NV</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR2UV</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR2u</td>
<td>5.009003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR2ul</td>
<td>5.007001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SvIVx||
SvIV||
SvIsCOW_shared_hash|5.008003|
SvIsCOW|5.008003|
SvLEN_set||
SvLEN||
SvLOCK|5.007003|
SvMAGIC_set|5.009003||p
SvNIOK_off||
SvNIOKp||
SvNIOK||
SvNOK_off||
SvNOK_only||
SvNOK_on||
SvNOKp||
SvNOK||
SvNVX||
SvNV_set||
SvNVx||
SvNV||
SvOK||
SvOOK_offset|5.011000|
SvOOK||
SvPOK_off||
SvPOK_only_UTF8|5.006000|
SvPOK_only||
SvPOK_on||
SvPOKp||
SvPOK||
SvPVX_const|5.009003||p
SvPVX_mutable|5.009003||p
SvPVX||
SvPV_const|5.009003||p
SvPV_flags_const_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_flags_const|5.009003||p
SvPV_flags_mutable|5.009003||p
SvPV_flags|5.007002||p
SvPV_force_flags_mutable|5.009003||p
SvPV_force_flags_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_force_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_force_nomg_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_force_nomg|5.007002||p
SvPV_force||p
SvPV_mutable|5.009003||p
SvPV_nolen_const|5.009003||p
SvPV_nolen|5.006000||p
SvPV_nomg_const_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_nomg_const|5.009003||p
SvPV_nomg|5.007002||p
SvPV_renew|5.009003||p
SvPV_set||
SvPVbyte_force|5.009002|
SvPVbyte_nolen|5.006000|
SvPVbyte_tex_force|5.006000|
SvPVbyte_tex|5.006000|
SvPVbyte|5.006000||p
SvPVutf8_force|5.006000|
SvPVutf8_nolen|5.006000|
SvPVutf8|5.006000|
SvPVutf8x|5.006000|
SvPVutf8x|||
SvPVx|||
SvPV|||
SvREFCNT_dec||
SvREFCNT_inc_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple VOID_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc||p
SvREFCNT|||
SvROK_off|||
SvROK_on|||
SvROK|||
SvRV_set|5.009003||p
SvRV|||
SvRXOK|5.009005|
SvRX|5.009005|
SvSETMAGIC|||
SvSHARED_HASH|5.009003||p
SvSHARE|5.007003|
SvSTASH_set|5.009003||p
SvSTASH|||
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal|5.004000|
SvSetMagicSV|5.004000|
SvSetSV_nosteal|5.004000|
SvSetSV|||
SvTAINTED_off|5.004000|
SvTAINTED_on|5.004000|
SvTAINTED|5.004000|
SvTAINT|||
SvTRUE|||
XST_mUV|5.008001|p
XST_mYES||
XS_VERSION_BOOTCHECK|||
XS_VERSION|||
XSprePUSH|5.006000|p
XS|||
ZeroD|5.009002|p
Zero|||
_aMY_CXT|5.007003|p
_pMY_CXT|5.007003|p
aMY_CXT_|5.007003|p
aMY_CXT|5.007003|p
aTHXR_|5.011004|p
aTHXR|5.011004|p
aTHX_|5.006000|p
aTHX|5.006000|p
add_data||n
add_utf16_textfilter||
addmad||
alocmy||
amagic_call|||
amagic_cmp_locale|||
amagic_cmp|||
amagic_incmp|||
amagicncmp|||
anonymise_cv|||
any_dup||
ao||
append_elem||
append_list||
append_madprops||
apply_attrs_my|||
apply_attrstring|5.006001| |
applyattrs|||
apply|||
atfork_lock|5.007003|n
atfork_unlock|5.007003|n
av_arylen_p|5.009003|
av_clear|||
av_create_and_push|5.009005|
av_create_and_unshift_one|5.009005|
av_delete|5.006000|
av_exists|5.006000|
av_extend|||
av_fetch|||
av_fill|||
av_iter_p|5.011000|
av_len|||
dump_trie_interim_table
dump_trie
dump_vindent[5.006000]
dumpuntil
dup_attrlist
emulate_cop_io
eval_pv[5.006000]p
eval_sv[5.006000]p
exec_failed
expect_number
fbm_compile[5.005000]
fbm_instr[5.005000]
feature_is_enabled
fetch_cop_label[5.011000]
filter_add
filter_del
filter_gets
filter_read
find_and_forget_pmops
find_array_subscript
find_beginning
find_byclass
find_hash_subscript
find_in_my_stash
find_runcv[5.008001]
find_rundefsvoffset[5.009002]
find_script
find_uninit_var
first_symbol
fold_constants
forbid_setid
force_ident
force_list
force_next
force_strict_version
force_version
force_word
forget_pmop
form_nocontext
form[5.004000]v
fp_dup
fprintf_nocontext
free_global_struct
free_tied_hv_pool
free_tmps
gen_constant_list
get_arena
get_aux_mg
get_av\[5.006000\]|p
get_context\[5.006000\]|n
get_cvn_flags\[5.009005\]|p
get_cvs\[5.011000\]|p
get_cv\[5.006000\]|p
get_db_sub||
get_debug_opts||
get_hash_seed||
get_hv\[5.006000\]|p
get_isa_hash||
get_mstats||
get_no_modify||
get_num||
get_op_descs\[5.005000\]
get_op_names\[5.005000\]
get_opargs||
get_ppaddr\[5.006000\]
get_re_arg||
get_sv\[5.006000\]|p
get_vtbl\[5.005030\]
getcwd_sv\[5.007002\]
getenv_len||
glob_2number||
glob_assign_glob||
glob_assign_ref||
gp_dup||
gp_free||
gp_ref||
grok_bin\[5.007003\]|p
grok_hex\[5.007003\]|p
grok_number\[5.007002\]|p
grok_numeric_radix\[5.007002\]|p
grok_oct\[5.007003\]|p
group_end||
gv_AVadd||
gv_HVadd||
gv_IOadd||
gv_SVadd||
gv_add_by_type\[5.011000\]
gv_autoload4\[5.004000\]
gv_check||
gv_const_sv\[5.009003\]
gv_dump\[5.006000\]
gv_efullname3\[5.004000\]
gv_efullname4\[5.006001\]
gv_efullname||
gv_ename||
gv_fetchfile_flags\[5.009005\]
invert
io_close
isALNUMC
isALNUM
isALPHA
isASCII
isBLANK
isCNTRL
isDIGIT
isGRAPH
isGV_with_GP
isLOWER
isPRINT
isPSXSPC
isPUNCT
isSPACE
isUPPER
isXDIGIT
is_an_int
is_ascii_string
is_gv_magical_sv
is_handle_constructor
is_inplace_av
is_lvalue_sub
is_uni_alnum_lc
is_uni_alnum
is_uni_alpha_lc
is_uni_alpha
is_uni_ascii_lc
is_uni_ascii
is_uni_cntrl_lc
is_uni_cntrl
is_uni_digit_lc
is_uni_digit
is_uni_graph_lc
is_uni_graph
is_uni_idfirst_lc
is_uni_idfirst
is_uni_lower_lc
is_uni_lower
is_uni_print_lc
is_uni_print
is_uni_punct_lc
is_uni_punct
is_uni_space_lc
is_uni_space
is_uni_upper_lc
my_betoh64
my_betohi
my_betohl
my_betohs
my_bzero
my_chsize
my_clearenv
my_cxt_index
my_cxt_init
my_dirfd
my_exit_jump
my_exit
my_failure_exit
my_fflush_all
my_fork
my_hitoe16
my_hitoe32
my_hitoe64
my_hitoei
my_hitobel
my_hitobes
my_hitole16
my_hitole32
my_hitole64
my_hitolei
my_hitolel
my_hitoles
myhtonl
my_kid
my_letoh16
my_letoh32
my_letoh64
my_letohi
my_letohl
my_letohs
my_lstat
my_memcmp
my_memset
my_ntohl
my_pclose
my_popen_list
my_popen
my_setenv
my_snprintf
my_socketpair
my_sprintf
my_stat
my_strftime
nothreadhook
nuke_stacks
num_overflow
offer_nice_chunk
oopsAV
oopsHV
op_clear
op_const_sv
op_dump
op_free
op_getmad_weak
op_getmad
op_nul
op_refcnt_dec
op_refcnt_inc
op_refcnt_lock
op_refcnt_unlock
op_xmldump
open_script
opt_scalarhv
pMY_CXT
pMY_CXT
pTHX
packWARN
pack_cat
packlist
pad_add_anon
pad_add_name
pad_add_name
pad_alloc
pad_block_start
pad_check_dup
pad_comname_type
pad_findlex
pad_findmy
pad_fixup_inner_anons
pad_free
pad_leavemy
pad_new
pad_peg
pad_push
pad_reset
pad_setsv
pad_sv
sv_dump
sv_dup
sv_dups
sv_exp_grow
sv_force_normal
sv_free
sv_free_arenas
sv_gets
sv_grow
sv_incmp
sv_isobject
sv_isal
sv_isalnum
sv_isdigit
sv_isgraph
sv_islower
sv_isupper
sv_isxdigit
sv_len
sv_len_utf8
sv_magic
sv_magicext
sv_magic_portable
sv_mortalcopy
sv_newref
sv_newmortal
sv_noalloc
sv_nolocking
sv_nosharing
sv_nounlocking
sv_nov
sv_peek
sv_pos_b2u
sv_pos_b2u_midway
sv_pos_b2u_forwards
sv_pos_u2b
sv_pos_u2b_cached
sv_pos_u2b_flags
sv_pos_u2b_forwards
sv_pvbyte
sv_pvbyten
sv_pvbyten_force
sv_pvbyte_force
sv_pvn
sv_pvn_nomg
sv_pvn_force
sv_pvn_force_flags
sv_usepvn_flags|5.009004|
sv_usepvn_mg|5.004050|p
sv_usepvn|||
sv_utf8_decode|5.006000|
sv_utf8 downgrade|5.006000|
sv_utf8 encode|5.006000|
sv_utf8 upgrade_flags_grow|5.011000|
sv_utf8 upgrade_flags|5.007002|
sv_utf8 upgrade_nomg|5.007002|
sv_utf8 upgrade|5.007001|
sv_uv|5.005000|p
sv_vcatpvf_mg|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vcatpvf|5.006000|
sv_vcatpvfn|5.004000|
sv_vsetpvf_mg|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vsetpvf|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vsetpvfn|5.004000|
sv_xmlpeek|||
svtype|||
swallow_bom|||
swash_fetch|5.007002|
swash_get|||
swash_init|5.006000|
sys_init3|5.010000|n
sys_init|5.010000|n
sys_intern_clear|||
sys_intern_dup|||
sys_intern_init|||
sys_term|5.010000|n
taint_env|||
taint_proper|||
tmps_grow|5.006000|
toLOWER|||
toUPPER|||
to_byte_substr|||
to_uni_fold|5.007003|
to_uni_lower_le|5.006000|
to_uni_lower|5.007003|
to_uni_title_le|5.006000|
to_uni_title|5.007003|
to_uni_upper_le|5.006000|
to_uni_upper|5.007003|
to_utf8_case|5.007003|
to_utf8_fold|5.007003|
to_utf8_lower|5.007003|
to_utf8_substr|||
to_utf8_title|5.007003|
to_utf8_upper|5.007003|
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if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
    my $f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{todo};
        print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "un";
    }
    exit 0;
}

# Scan for possible replacement candidates

my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
}
else {
if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\(/) {
my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
undef $define;
}
}
$define = [$1, $2] if m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(.*)};
if ($function) {
if (/^}/) {
if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
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undef $function;
}
else {
  $function->[1] = $_; 
}
}

$function = [s1, ] if m{^
    \*DPPP_\(my\(_\(w\+\)\)\)\}$;

$replace[1] = $1 if $replace and m{^
    \*s*\$rcce\$s+Replace:\$s+\(\d+\)\$+\$rcce\$s*\$; 
}

$replace{$2} = $1 if $replace and m{^
    \s*#define\(\w+\)?\(\[^\)\]*\)\s+\$rcce\$s+Replace\$s+\$rcce\$;
}

$replace{$1} = $2 if m{^
    \s*\$rcce\$s+Replace \(\w+\) with \(\w+\) \$rcce\$s*\$; 
}

if (m{^
    \s*\$rcce\$s+\(\w+\(\s*,\s*\w+)\)*\s+depends\$s+on\$s+\(\w+\(\s*,\s*\w+)\)\s+\$rcce\$s*\$; 
} {
  my @deps = map { s/\s+///g; S_ } split /,/, $3;
  my $d;
  for $d (map { s/\s+///g; S_ } split /,/, $1) {
    push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
  }
}

$need{$1} = 1 if m{^
    \!if\$s+defined\(\!NEED_\(\w+)\(?\_GLOBAL\)?\)\}$;
}

for (values %depends) {
  my %s;
  $s_ = [sort grep !$s{$s_}++, @$s_];
}

if (exists $opt{\'api-info\'}) {
  my $f;
  my $count = 0;
  my $match = $opt{\'api-info\'} =~ /\/.*/S! ? $1 : "^Q$opt{\'api-info\'}\\ES\$";
  for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    print "\n=== $f ===\n
";
    my $info = 0;
    if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
      my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
      print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base.
";
      $info++;
    }
    if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
      my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
      print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo.
";
      print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f\n" if exists $need{$f};
      print "Depends on: ", join(\', ', @{$depends{$f}}), ".\n" if exists $depends{$f};
    }
  }
}
print "\n$hints{$f}" if exists $hints{$f};
print "\nWARNING:\n$warnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
$info++;
}
print "No portability information available.\n" unless $info;
$count++;
}
$count or print "Found no API matching $opt{'api-info'}.\n";
print "\n";
xexit 0;
}
if (exists $opt{'list-provided'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
  next unless $API{$f}{provided};
  my @flags;
  push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
  push @flags, 'depend'   if exists $depends{$f};
  push @flags, 'hint'     if exists $hints{$f};
  push @flags, 'warning'  if exists $warnings{$f};
  my $flags = @flags ? '  [' .join(', ', @flags) .']' : "";
  print "$f\n$flags\n";
}
xexit 0;
}
my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;
if (@ARGV) {
  my %seen;
  for (@ARGV) {
    if (-e) {
      if (-f) {
        push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
      }
      else { warn "$_. is not a file.\n" }
    }
    else { my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
      or warn "$_. does not exist.\n";
        push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
    }
  }
} else {

eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
@files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;
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my $func;

for $func (keys %API) {
  my $match = $func;
  $match .= "$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
  if ($c =~ /\$match\b/) {
    $file{uses_replace}{$func}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} & $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
    $file{uses_$func}++ if $c =~ /AbPerl_$func\b/;
    if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
      $file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
      if (exists $API{$func}{base} & $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
        $file{uses}{$_}++ if exists $API{$_} & $API{$_} > $opt{'compat-version'};
        my @deps = rec_depend($func);
        for (@deps) {
          $file{uses}{$_}[$_] = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
        }
        for ($func, @deps) {
          $file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
        }
      } if (exists $API{$func}{todo} & $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
        if ($c =~ /\$func\b/) {
          $file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
        }
      }
    }
    if (exists $API{$func}{todo} & $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
      if ($c =~ /Ab$func\b/) {
        $file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
      }
    }
    while ($c =~ /\$match\b/) {
      if (exists $need{$_}) {
        $file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
      }
    }
  }
}
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");
my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;
for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*)(?!aTHX_?)(\)|[^\s)]*\))}
{ $1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_ ') . $2 }ge);
if ($changes) {
warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
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$file{changes} += $changes;
}
}
}
else {
    warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func(\s*)\/(\$aTHX_?)\?\$a}{$func$1(}g);
}
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
    warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s\$func\b/$replace{$func}/g);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
    if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
        if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
            diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(', ', @{ $file{uses_deps}{$func} }));
        } else {
            diag("Uses $func");
        }
    }
    $warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with '$ppport'un";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/\^\$HS*\$HS*define\$HS+NEED_$func\b.*\$LF/\mg);
    }
}
for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = '';  
    if (not exists $global{uses}[$func]) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        }
    }
    if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = ";

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}{$func};
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : ";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_${type}"}{$func}) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files @{$global{needs}{$func}} need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
            $pp .= 
        }"#define NEED_${func}$suffix\n"
    }

    if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+$/Spp/m)) {
        $pp = "
        $file{changes}++;
    }

    unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("Needs to include '$ppport'");
    }
}
$pp := qq(#include "$ppport"
)
}
if ($pp) {
$file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+.*?)/$1$pp/ms)
|| ($c =~ s/^\(?=$HS*#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E)/$pp/m)
|| ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*XSUB.\^s*?)/$1$pp/m)
|| ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);
}
else {
if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("No need to include "$ppport";
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*?$LF//m);
}
}

# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
        $cppc++;
        $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
    } else {
        $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
    }
}
if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : '';
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : ''; my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : ''; info("Analysis completed$warn");
if ($file{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {
        my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
        if (-e $newfile) {
            error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");
        } else {
            local *F;
        }
    } else {

if (open F, ">$newfile") {
    info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
    print F $c;
    close F;
} else {
    error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
}

elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{patch}) {
        unless ($patch_opened) {
            if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
                $patch_opened = 1;
            } else {
                error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
                delete $opt{patch};
                $opt{changes} = 1;
                goto fallback;
            }
            mydiff(\^PATCH, $filename, $c);
        } else {
            mydiff(\^STDOUT, $filename, $c);
        }
    } else {
        fallback:
        info("Suggested changes:");
        mydiff(\^STDOUT, $filename, $c);
    } else {
        my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's';
        info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
    }
} else {
    info("Looks good");
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;": return $@ eq "}"
sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!$defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, \$str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
--- $file
+++ $file.patched
HEADER
    }

    if (!$defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!$defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!$defined $diff) {
        error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
        return;
    }

    print $F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;;
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = "";
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

    if (open $F, ">$tmp") {
        print $F $str;
        close $F;
    }

}
if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
    while (<F>) {
        s/Q$tmp\E/$file.patched/;
        $diff .= $._;
    }
    close F;
    unlink $tmp;
    return $diff;
}

unlink $tmp;
}
else {
    error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}

return undef;
}

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_;;
    return () unless exists $depends{$func};
    $seen = %{${$seen||{}}};
    return () if $seen->{$func}++;
    my %s;
    grep !s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
    }

sub parse_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    if ($ver =~ /^(\d+)/.*(\d+)/.*(\d+)/) {
        return ($1, $2, $3);
    }
    elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+.\d_+$/) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";
    }

    $ver =~ s/_//g;
    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;

    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+(\d{3})\d{3}/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;
if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";
    }
}

return ($r, $v, $s);
}

sub format_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /([0-9]+)(\d{3})\d{3}/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "invalid version '$ver\n";
        }
        $s /= 10;

        $ver = sprintf "%d.%03d", $r, $v;
        $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_.%02d", $s;

        return $ver;
    }

    return sprintf "%.d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, \n;
}

sub diag
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    $opt{diag} and print @_, \n;
}

sub warning
{ $opt{quiet} and return;
    print "***", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
    print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    my $func = shift;
    my $rv = 0;
    if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
        my $warn = $warnings{$func};
        $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
        print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
        $rv++;
    }
    if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
        my $hint = $hints{$func};
        $hint =~ s/^/   /mg;
        print "   --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint;
    }
    $rv;
}

sub usage
{
    my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*^(.*?)\s*^=/ms;
    my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
    $usage =~ s/\s*perl\s+\S+/\^X $0/;
    $usage =~ s/([A-Z])<([\^\s]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;
    print <<ENDUSAGE;
    Usage: $usage
    See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE
    exit 2;
}
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682131_1604395604.92/0/perl-version-0.99.07-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
YTRMcK63/version-0.9907.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-oO6aqdHu/version-0.9907/vutil/ppport.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

version::Internals - Perl extension for Version Objects

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Overloaded version objects for all modern versions of Perl. This documents
the internal data representation and underlying code for version.pm. See
F<version.pod> for daily usage. This document is only useful for users
interested in the gory details.

=head1 WHAT IS A VERSION?

For the purposes of this module, a version "number" is a sequence of
positive integer values separated by one or more decimal points and
optionally a single underscore. This corresponds to what Perl itself
uses for a version, as well as extending the "version as number" that
is discussed in the various editions of the Camel book.

There are actually two distinct kinds of version objects:

=over 4

=item Decimal Versions

Any version which "looks like a number", see L<Decimal Versions>. This
also includes versions with a single decimal point and a single embedded
underscore, see L<Alpha Versions>, even though these must be quoted
to preserve the underscore formatting.

=item Dotted-Decimal Versions

Also referred to as "Dotted-Integer", these contains more than one decimal
point and may have an optional embedded underscore, see L<Dotted-Decimal
Versions>. This is what is commonly used in most open source software as
the "external" version (the one used as part of the tag or tarfile name).
A leading 'v' character is now required and will warn if it missing.

=back

Both of these methods will produce similar version objects, in that
the default stringification will yield the version L<Normal Form> only if required:

$v = version->new(1.002);       # 1.002, but compares like 1.2.0
$v = version->new(1.002003);    # 1.002003
$v2 = version->new("v1.2.3");   # v1.2.3

In specific, version numbers initialized as L<Decimal Versions> will stringify as they were originally created (i.e. the same string that was passed to C<new()>). Version numbers initialized as L<Dotted-Decimal Versions> will be stringified as L<Normal Form>.

=head2 Decimal Versions

These correspond to historical versions of Perl itself prior to 5.6.0, as well as all other modules which follow the Camel rules for the $VERSION scalar. A Decimal version is initialized with what looks like a floating point number. Leading zeros B<are> significant and trailing zeros are implied so that a minimum of three places is maintained between subversions. What this means is that any subversion (digits to the right of the decimal place) that contains less than three digits will have trailing zeros added to make up the difference, but only for purposes of comparison with other version objects. For example:

    # Prints                  Equivalent to
    $v = version->new(  1.2);   # 1.2        v1.200.0
    $v = version->new(  1.02);  # 1.02       v1.20.0
    $v = version->new(  1.002); # 1.002      v1.2.0
    $v = version->new(  1.0023);# 1.0023     v1.2.300
    $v = version->new(  1.00203);# 1.00203   v1.2.30
    $v = version->new(  1.002003);# 1.002003 v1.2.3

All of the preceding examples are true whether or not the input value is quoted. The important feature is that the input value contains only a single decimal. See also L<Alpha Versions>.

IMPORTANT NOTE: As shown above, if your Decimal version contains more than 3 significant digits after the decimal place, it will be split on each multiple of 3, so 1.0003 is equivalent to v1.0.300, due to the need to remain compatible with Perl's own 5.005_03 == 5.5.30 interpretation. Any trailing zeros are ignored for mathematical comparison purposes.

=head2 Dotted-Decimal Versions

These are the newest form of versions, and correspond to Perl's own version style beginning with 5.6.0. Starting with Perl 5.10.0, and most likely Perl 6, this is likely to be the preferred form. This method normally requires that the input parameter be quoted, although
Perl's after 5.8.1 can use v-strings as a special form of quoting, but this is highly discouraged.

Unlike L<Decimal Versions>, Dotted-Decimal Versions have more than a single decimal point, e.g.:

```perl
# Prints
$v = version->new("v1.200");  # v1.200.0
$v = version->new("v1.20.0");  # v1.20.0
$v = qv("v1.2.3");             # v1.2.3
$v = qv("1.2.3");              # v1.2.3
$v = qv("1.20");               # v1.20.0
```

In general, Dotted-Decimal Versions permit the greatest amount of freedom to specify a version, whereas Decimal Versions enforce a certain uniformity.

Just like L<Decimal Versions>, Dotted-Decimal Versions can be used as L<Alpha Versions>.

=head2 Alpha Versions

For module authors using CPAN, the convention has been to note unstable releases with an underscore in the version string. (See L<CPAN>.) version.pm follows this convention and alpha releases will test as being newer than the more recent stable release, and less than the next stable release. Only the last element may be separated by an underscore:

```perl
# Declaring
use version 0.77; our $VERSION = version->declare("v1.2_3");

#Parsing
$v1 = version->parse("v1.2_3");
$v1 = version->parse("1.002_003");
```

Note that you B<must> quote the version when writing an alpha Decimal version. The stringified form of Decimal versions will always be the same string that was used to initialize the version object.

=head2 Regular Expressions for Version Parsing

A formalized definition of the legal forms for version strings is included in the C<version::regex> class. Primitives are included for common elements, although they are scoped to the file so they are useful for reference purposes only. There are two publicly accessible scalars that can be used in other code (not exported):

=over 4
=item C<$version::LAX>

This regexp covers all of the legal forms allowed under the current version string parser. This is not to say that all of these forms are recommended, and some of them can only be used when quoted.

For dotted decimals:

v1.2
1.2345.6
v1.23_4

The leading 'v' is optional if two or more decimals appear. If only a single decimal is included, then the leading 'v' is required to trigger the dotted-decimal parsing. A leading zero is permitted, though not recommended except when quoted, because of the risk that Perl will treat the number as octal. A trailing underscore plus one or more digits denotes an alpha or development release (and must be quoted to be parsed properly).

For decimal versions:

1
1.2345
1.2345_01

an integer portion, an optional decimal point, and optionally one or more digits to the right of the decimal are all required. A trailing underscore is permitted and a leading zero is permitted. Just like the lax dotted-decimal version, quoting the values is required for alpha/development forms to be parsed correctly.

=item C<$version::STRICT>

This regexp covers a much more limited set of formats and constitutes the best practices for initializing version objects. Whether you choose to employ decimal or dotted-decimal for is a personal preference however.

=over 4

=item v1.234.5

For dotted-decimal versions, a leading 'v' is required, with three or more sub-versions of no more than three digits. A leading 0 (zero) before the first sub-version (in the above example, '1') is also prohibited.
For decimal versions, an integer portion (no leading 0), a decimal point, and one or more digits to the right of the decimal are all required.

Both of the provided scalars are already compiled as regular expressions and do not contain either anchors or implicit groupings, so they can be included in your own regular expressions freely. For example, consider the following code:

```perl
($pkg, $ver) =~ /
^[ \t]*
use [ \t]+($PKGNAME)
(?:[ \t]+($version::STRICT))? [ \t]*;
/x;
```

This would match a line of the form:

use Foo::Bar::Baz v1.2.3;        # legal only in Perl 5.8.1+

where C<$PKGNAME> is another regular expression that defines the legal forms for package names.

=head1 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

=head2 Equivalence between Decimal and Dotted-Decimal Versions

When Perl 5.6.0 was released, the decision was made to provide a transformation between the old-style decimal versions and new-style dotted-decimal versions:

5.6.0    == 5.006000
5.005_04 == 5.5.40

The floating point number is taken and split first on the single decimal place, then each group of three digits to the right of the decimal makes up the next digit, and so on until the number of significant digits is exhausted, B<plus> enough trailing zeros to reach the next multiple of three.

This was the method that version.pm adopted as well. Some examples may be helpful:

    equivalent
### Quoting Rules

Because of the nature of the Perl parsing and tokenizing routines, certain initialization values **must** be quoted in order to correctly parse as the intended version, especially when using the `declare` or `L</qv()>` methods. While you do not have to quote decimal numbers when creating version objects, it is always safe to quote **all** initial values when using version.pm methods, as this will ensure that what you type is what is used.

Additionally, if you quote your initializer, then the quoted value that goes **in** will be exactly what comes **out** when your `$VERSION` is printed (stringified). If you do not quote your value, Perl's normal numeric handling comes into play and you may not get back what you were expecting.

If you use a mathematic formula that resolves to a floating point number, you are dependent on Perl's conversion routines to yield the version you expect. You are pretty safe by dividing by a power of 10, for example, but other operations are not likely to be what you intend. For example:

```
$VERSION = version->new((qw$Revision: 1.4))[1]/10;
print $VERSION;       # yields 0.14
$V2 = version->new(100/9);  # Integer overflow in decimal number
print $V2;            # yields something like 11.111.111.100
```

Perl 5.8.1 and beyond are able to automatically quote v-strings but that is not possible in earlier versions of Perl. In other words:

```
$version = version->new("v2.5.4");   # legal in all versions of Perl
$newvers = version->new(v2.5.4);     # legal only in Perl >= 5.8.1
```

### What about v-strings?

There are two ways to enter v-strings: a bare number with two or more decimal points, or a bare number with one or more decimal points and a leading 'v' character (also bare). For example:

```
$vs1 = 1.2.3;  # encoded as \\
$vs2 = v1.2;  # encoded as \\
```
However, the use of bare v-strings to initialize version objects is B<strongly> discouraged in all circumstances. Also, bare v-strings are not completely supported in any version of Perl prior to 5.8.1.

If you insist on using bare v-strings with Perl &gt; 5.6.0, be aware of the following limitations:

1) For Perl releases 5.6.0 through 5.8.0, the v-string code merely guesses, based on some characteristics of v-strings. You B<must> use a three part version, e.g. 1.2.3 or v1.2.3 in order for this heuristic to be successful.

2) For Perl releases 5.8.1 and later, v-strings have changed in the Perl core to be magical, which means that the version.pm code can automatically determine whether the v-string encoding was used.

3) In all cases, a version created using v-strings will have a stringified form that has a leading 'v' character, for the simple reason that sometimes it is impossible to tell whether one was present initially.

=head2 Version Object Internals

version.pm provides an overloaded version object that is designed to both encapsulate the author's intended $VERSION assignment as well as make it completely natural to use those objects as if they were numbers (e.g. for comparisons). To do this, a version object contains both the original representation as typed by the author, as well as a parsed representation to ease comparisons. Version objects employ L<overload> methods to simplify code that needs to compare, print, etc the objects.

The internal structure of version objects is a blessed hash with several components:

bless( 
   { 
      'original' =&gt; 'v1.2.3_4',
      'alpha' =&gt; 1,
      'qv' =&gt; 1,
      'version' =&gt; [ 
        1,
        2,
        3,
        4
      ]
   }, 'version' );

=over 4
=item original

A faithful representation of the value used to initialize this version object. The only time this will not be precisely the same characters that exist in the source file is if a short dotted-decimal version like v1.2 was used (in which case it will contain 'v1.2'). This form is B<STRONGLY> discouraged, in that it will confuse you and your users.

=item qv

A boolean that denotes whether this is a decimal or dotted-decimal version. See L<version/is_qv()>.

=item alpha

A boolean that denotes whether this is an alpha version. NOTE: that the underscore can only appear in the last position. See L<version/is_alpha()>.

=item version

An array of non-negative integers that is used for comparison purposes with other version objects.

=back

=head2 Replacement UNIVERSAL::VERSION

In addition to the version objects, this modules also replaces the core UNIVERSAL::VERSION function with one that uses version objects for its comparisons. The return from this operator is always the stringified form as a simple scalar (i.e. not an object), but the warning message generated includes either the stringified form or the normal form, depending on how it was called.

For example:

package Foo;
$VERSION = 1.2;

package Bar;
$VERSION = "v1.3.5"; # works with all Perl's (since it is quoted)

package main;
use version;

print $Foo::VERSION; # prints 1.2

print $Bar::VERSION; # prints 1.003005
eval "use foo 10";
print $@; # prints "foo version 10 required..."
eval "use foo 1.3.5; # work in Perl 5.6.1 or better
print $@; # prints "foo version 1.3.5 required..."

eval "use bar 1.3.6";
print $@; # prints "bar version 1.3.6 required..."
eval "use bar 1.004"; # note Decimal version
print $@; # prints "bar version 1.004 required..."

IMPORTANT NOTE: This may mean that code which searches for a specific
string (to determine whether a given module is available) may need to be
changed. It is always better to use the built-in comparison implicit in
C<use> or C<require>, rather than manually poking at C<< class->VERSION >>
and then doing a comparison yourself.

The replacement UNIVERSAL::VERSION, when used as a function, like this:

print $module->VERSION;

will also exclusively return the stringified form. See L</Stringification>
for more details.

=head1 USAGE DETAILS

=head2 Using modules that use version.pm

As much as possible, the version.pm module remains compatible with all
current code. However, if your module is using a module that has defined
C<$VERSION> using the version class, there are a couple of things to be
aware of. For purposes of discussion, we will assume that we have the
following module installed:

package Example;
use version; $VERSION = qv('1.2.2');
...module code here...
1;

=over 4

=item Decimal versions always work

Code of the form:

use Example 1.002003;
will always work correctly. The `use` will perform an automatic
comparison using the floating point number given as the first
term after the module name (e.g. above 1.002.003). In this case, the
installed module is too old for the requested line, so you would see an
error like:

Example version 1.002003 (v1.2.3) required--this is only version 1.002002 (v1.2.2)...

==item Dotted-Decimal version work sometimes

With Perl >= 5.6.2, you can also use a line like this:

use Example 1.2.3;

and it will again work (i.e. give the error message as above), even with
releases of Perl which do not normally support v-strings (see L<What about v-strings?> above). This has to do with
that fact that `use` only checks
to see if the second term looks like a number and passes that to the
replacement L<UNIVERSAL::VERSION|UNIVERSAL/VERSION>. This is not true in Perl 5.005_04,
however, so you are strongly encouraged to always use a Decimal version
in your code, even for those versions of Perl which support the Dotted-Decimal
version.

=back

=head2 Object Methods

=over 4

=item new()

Like many OO interfaces, the `new()` method is used to initialize version
objects. If two arguments are passed to `new()`, the second one will be
used as if it were prefixed with "v". This is to support historical use of the
`qw` operator with the CVS variable `$Revision`, which is automatically
incremented by CVS every time the file is committed to the repository.

In order to facilitate this feature, the following
code can be employed:

$VERSION = version->new(qw$Revision: 2.7 $);

and the version object will be created as if the following code
were used:

$VERSION = version->new("v2.7");

In other words, the version will be automatically parsed out of the
string, and it will be quoted to preserve the meaning CVS normally carries for versions. The CVS $Revision$ increments differently from Decimal versions (i.e. 1.10 follows 1.9), so it must be handled as if it were a Dotted-Decimal Version.

A new version object can be created as a copy of an existing version object, either as a class method:

```perl
$v1 = version->new(12.3);
$v2 = version->new($v1);
```

or as an object method:

```perl
$v1 = version->new(12.3);
$v2 = $v1->new(12.3);
```

and in each case, $v1 and $v2 will be identical. NOTE: if you create a new object using an existing object like this:

```perl
$v2 = $v1->new();
```

the new object \texttt{will not} be a clone of the existing object. In the example case, \$v2 will be an empty object of the same type as \$v1.

=back

=back

=item qv()

An alternate way to create a new version object is through the exported qv() sub. This is not strictly like other q? operators (like qq, qw), in that the only delimiters supported are parentheses (or spaces). It is the best way to initialize a short version without triggering the floating point interpretation. For example:

```perl
$v1 = qv(1.2);         # v1.2.0
$v2 = qv("1.2");      # also v1.2.0
```

As you can see, either a bare number or a quoted string can usually be used interchangeably, except in the case of a trailing zero, which must be quoted to be converted properly. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that all initializers to qv() be quoted strings instead of bare numbers.

To prevent the \texttt{qv()} function from being exported to the caller's namespace, either use version with a null parameter:
use version();

or just require version, like this:

require version;

Both methods will prevent the import() method from firing and exporting the
C<qv()> sub.

=back

For the subsequent examples, the following three objects will be used:

$ver = version->new("1.2.3.4"); # see "Quoting Rules"
$alpha = version->new("1.2.3_4"); # see "Alpha Versions"
$nver = version->new(1.002); # see "Decimal Versions"

=over 4

=item Normal Form

For any version object which is initialized with multiple decimal
places (either quoted or if possible v-string), or initialized using
the L<qv>()|version/qv()> operator, the stringified representation is returned in
a normalized or reduced form (no extraneous zeros), and with a leading 'v':

print $ver->normal;       # prints as v1.2.3.4
print $ver->stringify;    # ditto
print $ver;               # ditto
print $nver->normal;      # prints as v1.2.0
print $nver->stringify;   # prints as 1.002,
                         # see "Stringification"

In order to preserve the meaning of the processed version, the
normalized representation will always contain at least three sub terms.
In other words, the following is guaranteed to always be true:

my $newver = version->new($ver->stringify);
if ($newver eq $ver ) # always true
    {...}

=back

=over 4

=item Numification

Although all mathematical operations on version objects are forbidden
by default, it is possible to retrieve a number which corresponds to the version object through the use of the $obj->numify method. For formatting purposes, when displaying a number which corresponds a version object, all sub versions are assumed to have three decimal places. So for example:

```
prient $ver->numify;  # prints 1.002003004
print $ver->numify;  # prints 1.002
```

Unlike the stringification operator, there is never any need to append trailing zeros to preserve the correct version value.

=back

=over 4

=item Stringification

The default stringification for version objects returns exactly the same string as was used to create it, whether you used C<new()> or C<qv()>, with one exception. The sole exception is if the object was created using C<qv()> and the initializer did not have two decimal places or a leading 'v' (both optional), then the stringified form will have a leading 'v' prepended, in order to support round-trip processing.

For example:

```
Initialized as          Stringifies to
====================    ===============
version->new("1.2")       1.2
version->new("v1.2")     v1.2
qv("1.2.3")               1.2.3
qv("v1.3.5")             v1.3.5
qv("1.2")                v1.2   ### exceptional case
```

See also L<UNIVERSAL::VERSION|UNIVERSAL/VERSION>, as this also returns the stringified form when used as a class method.

IMPORTANT NOTE: There is one exceptional cases shown in the above table where the "initializer" is not stringwise equivalent to the stringified representation. If you use the C<qv()> operator on a version without a leading 'v' B<and> with only a single decimal place, the stringified output will have a leading 'v', to preserve the sense. See the L</qv()> operator for more details.

IMPORTANT NOTE 2: Attempting to bypass the normal stringification rules by manually applying L<numify()>|version/numify()> and L<normal()>|version/normal()> will sometimes yield surprising results:
print version->new(version->new("v1.0"))->numify())->normal; # v1.0.0

The reason for this is that the L<numify()> operator will turn "v1.0" into the equivalent string "1.000000". Forcing the outer version object to L<normal()> form will display the mathematically equivalent "v1.0.0".

As the example in L</new()> shows, you can always create a copy of an existing version object with the same value by the very compact:

$v2 = $v1->new($v1);

and be assured that both C<$v1> and C<$v2> will be completely equivalent, down to the same internal representation as well as stringification.

=back
=over 4
=item Comparison operators

Both C<cmp> and C<E<lt>=E<gt>> operators perform the same comparison between terms (upgrading to a version object automatically). Perl automatically generates all of the other comparison operators based on those two.

In addition to the obvious equalities listed below, appending a single trailing 0 term does not change the value of a version for comparison purposes. In other words "v1.2" and "1.2.0" will compare as identical.

For example, the following relations hold:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As Number</th>
<th>As String</th>
<th>Truth Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ver &gt;  1.0</td>
<td>$ver gt &quot;1.0&quot;</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ver &lt;  2.5</td>
<td>$ver lt</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ver != 1.3</td>
<td>$ver ne &quot;1.3&quot;</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ver == 1.2</td>
<td>$ver eq &quot;1.2&quot;</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ver == 1.2.3.4</td>
<td>$ver eq &quot;1.2.3.4&quot;</td>
<td>see discussion below</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is probably best to chose either the Decimal notation or the string notation and stick with it, to reduce confusion. Perl6 version objects B<may> only support Decimal comparisons. See also L<Quoting Rules>.

WARNING: Comparing version with unequal numbers of decimal points (whether explicitly or implicitly initialized), may yield unexpected results at first glance. For example, the following inequalities hold:

version->new(0.96) > version->new(0.95); # 0.960.0 > 0.950.0
version->new("0.96.1") < version->new(0.95); # 0.096.1 < 0.950.0
For this reason, it is best to use either exclusively L<Decimal Versions> or L<Dotted-Decimal Versions> with multiple decimal points.

=back

=over 4

=item Logical Operators

If you need to test whether a version object has been initialized, you can simply test it directly:

$\text{vobj} = \text{version} \rightarrow \text{new}($something$);
if ( $\\text{vobj} ) \ # \ true \ only \ if \ $\\text{something} \ was \ non-blank

You can also test whether a version object is an alpha version, for example to prevent the use of some feature not present in the main release:

$\text{vobj} = \text{version} \rightarrow \text{new}("1.2_3"); \ # \ MUST \ QUOTE
...later...
if ( $\text{vobj} \rightarrow \text{is\_alpha} ) \ # \ True

=back

=head1 AUTHOR

John Peacock E<lt>jpeacock@cpan.orgE<gt>

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<perl>.

=cut

Found in path(s):
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1.297.1 Notifications :

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.297.2 Available under license :
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software
============================================

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998
=====================================

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software. You are welcome to redistribute this software and to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to our electronic mailing list. Mailing list members are notified of updates and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi, Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group.

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP
=======================

This file contains the following sections:

OVERVIEW General description of JPEG and the IJG software.
LEGAL ISSUES Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.
REFERENCES Where to learn more about JPEG.
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS Where to find newer versions of this software.
RELATED SOFTWARE Other stuff you should get.
FILE FORMAT WARS Software *not* to get.
TO DO Plans for future IJG releases.

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

User documentation:
install.doc How to configure and install the IJG software.
usage.doc Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,
         rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.
*.1 Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).
wizard.doc Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.
change.log Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:
libjpeg.doc How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.
example.c Sample code for calling the JPEG library.
OVERVIEW
========

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and
decompression. JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression
method for full-color and gray-scale images. JPEG is intended for compressing
"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images
are not its strong suit. JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not
exactly identical to the input image. Hence you must not use JPEG if you
have to have identical output bits. However, on typical photographic images,
very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and
remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a
low-quality image. For more details, see the references, or just experiment
with various compression settings.

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive
compression processes. Provision is made for supporting all variants of these
processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.
For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding
variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES. We have made no provision for supporting
the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,
plus two sample applications "cjpegs" and "djpegs", which use the library to
perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.
The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included
considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;
for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG
decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or
colormapped displays. These extra functions can be compiled out of the
library if not required for a particular application. We have also included
"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG
processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for
inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful. In particular, the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG. (See the REFERENCES section for introductory material.) Rather, it is intended to be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code. We do not claim to have achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products. No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

LEGAL ISSUES
============

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)
2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.
3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane. All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:
(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.
(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".
(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept
NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch, sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA. ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally, that you must include source code if you redistribute it. (See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.) However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf. It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable. The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub, ltconfig, ltmain.sh). Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi. Hence arithmetic coding cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses. For this reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files. To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce "uncompressed GIFs". This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard GIF decoders.

We are required to state that
REFERENCES

We highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to understand the innards of the JPEG software.

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is Wallace, Gregory K. "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard", Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44. (Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression, applications of JPEG, and related topics.) If you don't have the CACM issue handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz. The file (actually a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics) omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections and some added material. Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE, and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in "The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1. This book provides good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods including JPEG. It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C code but don't know much about data compression in general. The book's JPEG sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look at a full implementation, you've got one here...


The JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a paper copy through ISO or ITU. (Unless you feel a need to own a certified official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead; it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.) In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212) 642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179. (ANSI doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.) It's not cheap: as of 1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7% shipping/handling. The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3, a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84. IJG currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file format. For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision 1.02. A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

Literature Department
C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.
1778 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
phone (408) 944-6300, fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz. There is also a plain text version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing the figures.

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz. The JPEG incorporation scheme found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems. IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6). Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2 (Compression tag 7). Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/. It is expected that the next revision of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design. Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note. libtiff is available from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS
=================

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet address 192.48.96.9). The most recent released version can always be found there in directory graphics/jpeg. This particular version will be archived as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz. If you don't have direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files. However, only
ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12 "JPEG Tools". Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net release.

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of general information about JPEG. It is updated constantly and therefore is not included in this distribution. The FAQ is posted every two weeks to Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups. It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/ and other news.answers archive sites, including the official news.answers archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with body

send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1
send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

RELATED SOFTWARE
================

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG. (Quite a few of them use this library to do so.) The JPEG FAQ described above lists some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to obtain them on Internet.

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image files. In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful. The latest version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous sites, notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is; you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford, is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/. This program is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use; it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it is easier to read and modify. Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG, which we do not. (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

FILE FORMAT WARS
================
Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library. The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a concrete file format. Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own, creating proprietary formats that no one else could read. (For example, none of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to exchange compressed files.)

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES). This format has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has become the de facto standard. JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation. We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of additional data about an image. TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely supported, unfortunately.

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF. SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF. SPIFF has some technical advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an official standard rather than an informal one. At this point it is unclear whether SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto standard. IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not. (In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist. We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats. Indeed, one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files. Don't use a proprietary file format!

TO DO
=====

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality. The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be very good at low Q values. We also intend to investigate block boundary smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving quality-vs-file-size performance without sacrificing compatibility.

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file format.

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.
Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.
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1.298.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program—to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License.
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the

Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item

PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input.
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not “Transparent” is called “Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The “Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, “Title Page” means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The “publisher” means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section “Entitled XYZ” means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as “Acknowledgements”, “Dedications”, “Endorsements”, or “History”.) To “Preserve the Title” of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section “Entitled XYZ” according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and
you may publicly display copies.

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify
you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present
the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give
them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."


COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.
If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See \url{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample

Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 3150
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `''with@dots{}Texts."@: line with this:

@smallexample
@group
  with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
  the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
  being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
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1.299.1 Available under license :

GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

<http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A “Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.
If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications.
adjacent to the other copyright notices.
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.
J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.
N. Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.
You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.
9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.
11. RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the
Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

   Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

LICENSES
--------

The groff program is a free software project. It is licensed under the GNU General Public License (GNU GPL), version 3 or later.

The file COPYING in the top directory of the groff source package contains a copy of the GPL that was downloaded from the GNU web site http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.txt at 3 jan 2009.

   All files part of groff are licensed under this version of the GPL (or licenses which are compatible with the GPL). You are free to choose version 3 or any subsequent version of the GPL.

   The GPL names an address where you can get the actual version by normal post. Further information is found in the internet at http://www.gnu.org/copyleft.

   The groff program is a GNU package, and the copyright of all files of the groff source package which are under the GPL has been assigned to the Free Software Foundation (FSF). Information on GNU and FSF is found at http://www.fsf.org/.

   Here a list of files which are distributed with groff but which aren't part of it (this is, they either have a non-GPL license, or the copyright hasn't been assigned to the FSF).

Source Files
----------
The file `src/libs/snprintf/snprintf.c', written by Mark Martinec
<mark.martinec@ijs.si>.

Please look into snprintf.c for the copyright message.

The complete snprintf package together with documentation is available from

http://www.ijs.si/software/snprintf/.

The `grn' preprocessor, written by Barry Roitblat <barry@rentonww.com>
and David Slattengren <slatteng@Xinet.COM>. These files have been part
of the original Berkeley ditroff distribution, without AT&T code, and
are in the public domain.

The original package can be found at

src/preproc/grn/gprint.h
src/preproc/grn/hdb.cpp
src/preproc/grn/hgraph.cpp
src/preproc/grn/hpoint.cpp
src/preproc/grn/main.cpp

The `gxditview' output device. It is based on X11's `xditview' program
and thus has the X license.

src/devices/xditview/DESC.in
src/devices/xditview/Dvi.c
src/devices/xditview/Dvi.h
src/devices/xditview/DviP.h
src/devices/xditview/FontMap
src/devices/xditview/GXditview.ad
src/devices/xditview/Menu.h
src/devices/xditview/ad2c
src/devices/xditview/device.c
src/devices/xditview/device.h
src/devices/xditview/draw.c
src/devices/xditview/font.c
src/devices/xditview/gray1.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray2.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray3.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray4.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray5.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray6.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray7.bm
src/devices/xditview/gray8.bm
Macro Packages
--------------

. The -mdoc macro set, using the BSD license.

    tmac/doc.tmac
    tmac/doc-old.tmac
    tmac/doc-common
    tmac/doc-ditroff
    tmac/doc-nroff
    tmac/doc-syms
    tmac/groff_mdoc.man

. The -me macro set, using the BSD license.

    tmac/e.tmac
    tmac/groff_me.man
    doc/meintro.me
    doc/meref.me

Hyphenation Patterns
---------------------

. The file `tmac/hyphen.us' is identical to the file `hyphen.tex', part of
the TeX system written by Donald E. Knuth; the master file can be found
at

    ftp://labrea.stanford.edu/pub/tex/dist/lib/hyphen.tex

It has been renamed for consistency, i.e., to make patterns available
under the filenames `hyphen.<language>' , e.g. `hyphen.de' or
`hyphen.uk'.
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See the file itself for a copyright notice.

. The file `tmac/hyphen.fr' contains the same patterns as the file `frhyph.tex' (for TeX), which can be found at

    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/frhyph.tex

The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

See the file itself for a copyright notice.

. The file `tmac/hyphen.sv' is identical to the file `svhyph.tex', which can be found at

    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/svhyph.tex

See the file itself for a copyright notice.

. The files `tmac/hyphen.det' and `tmac/hyphen.den' contain the same patterns as the files `dehyphn.tex' and `dehyph.tex' (for TeX), which can be found at

    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehyphn.tex
    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehyph.tex

The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

See the files themselves for a copyright notice.

. The file `tmac/hyphenex.det' is identical to the file `dehyphtex.tex', which can be found at

    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehyphtex.tex

See the file itself for a copyright notice.

. The file `tmac/hyphen.cs' contains the same patterns as the file `czhyphen.tex' (for TeX), which can be found in the archive

    http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/macros/cstex/base/csplain.tar.gz

The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

See the file itself for a copyright notice.

EOF
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.
Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices” to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or
whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License
principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or
to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.
You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified
versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its
license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and
multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but
different contents, make the title of each such section unique by
adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled `History’’
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
`History’’; likewise combine any sections Entitled `Acknowledgements’’,
and any sections Entitled `Dedications’. You must delete all
sections Entitled `Endorsements.’’

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents
released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for
verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.
You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```
Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.” line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
c: ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
c: End:

AUTHOR
------
Peter Schaffter (peter@schaffter.ca)
1-355 Lafontaine Ave
Ottawa (ON)  K1L 6X6

========================================================================

The groff macro file om.tmac and the html documentation pertaining

om.tmac is issued under the GNU General Public License, a full copy of
which can be had at

    http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

The html documentation pertaining to om.tmac is issued under the GNU
Free Documentation License, a full copy of which can be had at

    http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
1.300 autogen 5.18-5.el7

1.300.1 Available under license:

COPYRIGHT (C) <years> <owner>, all rights reserved.
This is free software. It is licensed for use, modification and
redistribution under the terms of the GNU General Public License,
version 2 <http://gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html>

<program> is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License,
as published by the Free Software Foundation.
<program> is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License,
version 2, along with this program.
If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

the GNU General Public License, version 2
Copyright (C) <years> <owner>, all rights reserved.
This is free software. It is licensed for use, modification and
redistribution under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License,
version 3 or later <http://gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html>

<program> is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published
by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
<program> is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
<p><code>version 3 or later &lt;http://gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html&gt;</code></p>

<code><p>program</p></code> is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

<code><p>program</p></code> is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

<code><p>program</p></code>You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see &lt;http://www.gnu.org/licenses/&gt;.

the GNU General Public License, version 3 or later

**GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.
If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS).
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (C) <years> <owner>, all rights reserved.
This is free software. It is licensed for use, modification and redistribution under the terms of the GNU Affero GPL, version 3 or later <http://gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html>

<program> is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

<program> is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU Affero General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Affero General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

GNU Affero GPL, version 3 or later
Copyright (C) <years> <owner>, all rights reserved.
This is free software. It is licensed for use, modification and redistribution under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License,
version 2 or later <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.0.html>

The <program> library is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document free in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input.
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and
you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify
you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present
the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give
them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@example
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@example
\begin{enumerate}
    \item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
        from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
        (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
        of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
        if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
    \item List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
        responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
        Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
        Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
        unless they release you from this requirement.
    \item State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
        Modified Version, as the publisher.
    \item Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
    \item Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
        adjacent to the other copyright notices.
    \item Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
        giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
        terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
    \item Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
        and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
\end{enumerate}
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.
If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@end page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If
the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A User Product is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a customary use of such a product based on the way it is used by a significant percentage of similar users. Whether a product is a consumer product shall be determined for each individual use by taking into account, but not limited to, how the product is actually used by a significant percentage of similar users.

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code by offering access from a network server at no charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code if you previously have provided equivalent access to the same user product under thesame conditions, provided the access and distribution of the Corresponding Source are not conditional on the conversion of the object code. If you distribute the object code in this way, you must do at least one of the following:

- Make the object code available for download from a network server at no charge; or
- Offer equivalent access from a network server.

You need not offer equivalent access from a network server under this subsection in the same way for work that is itself distributed through the network.

f) Convey individual copies of the object code from a physical medium written offer to provide the Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A User Product is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a customary use of such a product based on the way it is used by a significant percentage of similar users. Whether a product is a consumer product shall be determined for each individual use by taking into account, but not limited to, how the product is actually used by a significant percentage of similar users.
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately.
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions“ within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
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1.301.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively....
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
1.302 xpp3-min 1.1.4c

1.302.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2003 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the license.
 *
 */

/* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2 */

/* Copyright (C) 2003 The Trustees of Indiana University. */
/* All rights reserved. */

/* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without */
/* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are */
/* met: */

/* 1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above */
/* copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source */
/* code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this */
/* license; */

/* 2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above */
/* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer */
/* listed in this license in the documentation and/or other */
/* materials provided with the distribution; */

/* 3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include */
/* the following acknowledgement: */

/* "This product includes software developed by the Indiana */
/* University Extreme! Lab. For further information please visit */
/* http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/" */

/* Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software */
/* itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally */
/* appear. */

/* 4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University */
/* Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote */
/* products derived from this software without prior written */
/* permission from Indiana University. For written permission,
please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

* 5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Indiana University.

* Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Indiana University disclaims any liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

* LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE. LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION Generated USING SOFTWARE.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1135891472_1613626397.91/0/xpp3-min-1-1-4c-sources-1-jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParser.java

1.303 libtasn 4.10 1.el7

1.303.1 Available under license:
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.
"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

---

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```plaintext
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".
```

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with@dots{}Texts." line with this:

```plaintext
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
```

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
      based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
      facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
      Sections above,

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
      that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
      where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
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Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner.
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume or a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items—whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or
b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying
1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The “Document”, below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as “you”. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A “Modified Version” of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A “Secondary Section” is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The “Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The “Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A “Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \acs{ascii} without markup, \LaTeX{} input format, \acronym{SGML} or \acronym{XML} using a publicly available \acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple \acronym{HTML}, PostScript or \acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include \acronym{PNG}, \acronym{XCF} and \acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, \acronym{SGML} or \acronym{XML} for which the \acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated \acronym{HTML}, PostScript or \acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements".
and any sections Entitled `"Dedications"`. You must delete all sections Entitled `"Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an `"aggregate"` if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item

**TERMINATION**

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item

**FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE**

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of
the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the “with@dots{}Texts.” line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this,
we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License: they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
@node Library Copying
@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License
@center Version 2.1, February 1999

@display
Copyright © 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
@end display

@appendixsubsec Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these
things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the `Lesser General Public License because it
does `emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''. The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License''). Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A ``work based on the Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
@item
The modified work must itself be a software library.

@item
You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item
You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

@item
If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
@end enumerate

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

@item You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the library''. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a `work that uses the Library` uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a `work that uses the Library` with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable `work that uses the Library`, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

@enumerate
@item Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

@item Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
@end enumerate

@item You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

@item Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

@item If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

@item
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@center NO WARRANTY

@item
BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

@item
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
@end enumerate
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@appendixsubsec How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) year name of author

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@example
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
(This file is under construction.)
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Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax. [more details?]

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c, input-file.c, write.c.

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff and b.out backends), adding configuration including heavy testing and verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming, converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a Sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of the code in format-specific I/O modules.

The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan. Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.

Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of Computer Science.

Keith Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support that hasn't been merged in yet. Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS code to support a.out format.
Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors (tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format (obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions. Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog targets.

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and simplified the configuration of which versions accept which pseudo-ops. He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola’s opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbr). John fixed many bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in relaxation that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k, i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael Meissner’s mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support, and made a few other minor patches. He handled the binutils releases for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many small bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon University. Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus Solutions. Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000 series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30
H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements. If you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and want to be, let us know. Some of the history has been lost; we aren't intentionally leaving anyone out.

Copyright (C) 2012-2016 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.
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1.306.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
*uganda.txt* For Vim version 8.1. Last change: 2018 May 17
SUMMARY

Vim is Charityware. You can use and copy it as much as you like, but you are encouraged to make a donation for needy children in Uganda. Please see [kcc] below or visit the ICCF web site, available at these URLs:

http://iccf-holland.org/
http://www.vim.org/iccf/
http://www.icf.nl/

You can also sponsor the development of Vim. Vim sponsors can vote for features. See [sponsor]. The money goes to Uganda anyway.

The Open Publication License applies to the Vim documentation, see [manual-copyright].

=== begin of license ===

VIM LICENSE

I) There are no restrictions on distributing unmodified copies of Vim except that they must include this license text. You can also distribute unmodified parts of Vim, likewise unrestricted except that they must include this license text. You are also allowed to include executables that you made from the unmodified Vim sources, plus your own usage examples and Vim scripts.

II) It is allowed to distribute a modified (or extended) version of Vim, including executables and/or source code, when the following four conditions are met:
1) This license text must be included unmodified.
2) The modified Vim must be distributed in one of the following five ways:
a) If you make changes to Vim yourself, you must clearly describe in the distribution how to contact you. When the maintainer asks you (in any way) for a copy of the modified Vim you distributed, you must make your changes, including source code, available to the maintainer without fee. The maintainer reserves the right to include your changes in the official version of Vim. What the maintainer will do with your changes and under what license they will be distributed is negotiable. If there has been no negotiation then this license, or a later version, also applies to your changes. The current maintainer is Bram Moolenaar <Bram@vim.org>. If this changes it will be announced in appropriate places (most likely vim.sf.net, www.vim.org and/or comp.editors). When it is completely

---
impossible to contact the maintainer, the obligation to send him your changes ceases. Once the maintainer has confirmed that he has received your changes they will not have to be sent again.

b) If you have received a modified Vim that was distributed as mentioned under a) you are allowed to further distribute it unmodified, as mentioned at I). If you make additional changes the text under a) applies to those changes.

c) Provide all the changes, including source code, with every copy of the modified Vim you distribute. This may be done in the form of a context diff. You can choose what license to use for new code you add. The changes and their license must not restrict others from making their own changes to the official version of Vim.

d) When you have a modified Vim which includes changes as mentioned under c), you can distribute it without the source code for the changes if the following three conditions are met:
- The license that applies to the changes permits you to distribute the changes to the Vim maintainer without fee or restriction, and permits the Vim maintainer to include the changes in the official version of Vim without fee or restriction.
- You keep the changes for at least three years after last distributing the corresponding modified Vim. When the maintainer or someone who you distributed the modified Vim to asks you (in any way) for the changes within this period, you must make them available to him.
- You clearly describe in the distribution how to contact you. This contact information must remain valid for at least three years after last distributing the corresponding modified Vim, or as long as possible.

e) When the GNU General Public License (GPL) applies to the changes, you can distribute the modified Vim under the GNU GPL version 2 or any later version.

3) A message must be added, at least in the output of the ":version" command and in the intro screen, such that the user of the modified Vim is able to see that it was modified. When distributing as mentioned under 2)e) adding the message is only required for as far as this does not conflict with the license used for the changes.

4) The contact information as required under 2)a) and 2)d) must not be removed or changed, except that the person himself can make corrections.

III) If you distribute a modified version of Vim, you are encouraged to use the Vim license for your changes and make them available to the maintainer, including the source code. The preferred way to do this is by e-mail or by uploading the files to a server and e-mailing the URL. If the number of changes is small (e.g., a modified Makefile) e-mailing a context diff will do. The e-mail address to be used is <maintainer@vim.org>
IV) It is not allowed to remove this license from the distribution of the Vim sources, parts of it or from a modified version. You may use this license for previous Vim releases instead of the license that they came with, at your option.

=== end of license ===

Note:

- If you are happy with Vim, please express that by reading the rest of this file and consider helping needy children in Uganda.

- If you want to support further Vim development consider becoming a [sponsor]. The money goes to Uganda anyway.

- According to Richard Stallman the Vim license is GNU GPL compatible. A few minor changes have been made since he checked it, but that should not make a difference.

- If you link Vim with a library that goes under the GNU GPL, this limits further distribution to the GNU GPL. Also when you didn't actually change anything in Vim.

- Once a change is included that goes under the GNU GPL, this forces all further changes to also be made under the GNU GPL or a compatible license.

- If you distribute a modified version of Vim, you can include your name and contact information with the "--with-modified-by" configure argument or the MODIFIED_BY define.

Kibaale Children's Centre (KCC) is located in Kibaale, a small town in the south of Uganda, near Tanzania, in East Africa. The area is known as Rakai District. The population is mostly farmers. Although people are poor, there is enough food. But this district is suffering from AIDS more than any other part of the world. Some say that it started there. Estimations are that 10 to 30% of the Ugandans are infected with HIV. Because parents die, there are many orphans. In this district about 60,000 children have lost one or both parents, out of a population of 350,000. And this is still continuing.

The children need a lot of help. The KCC is working hard to provide the needy with food, medical care and education. Food and medical care to keep them healthy now, and education so that they can take care of themselves in the future. KCC works on a Christian base, but help is given to children of any religion.
The key to solving the problems in this area is education. This has been neglected in the past years with president Idi Amin and the following civil wars. Now that the government is stable again, the children and parents have to learn how to take care of themselves and how to avoid infections. There is also help for people who are ill and hungry, but the primary goal is to prevent people from getting ill and to teach them how to grow healthy food.

Most of the orphans are living in an extended family. An uncle or older sister is taking care of them. Because these families are big and the income (if any) is low, a child is lucky if it gets healthy food. Clothes, medical care and schooling is beyond its reach. To help these needy children, a sponsorship program was put into place. A child can be financially adopted. For a few dollars a month KCC sees to it that the child gets indispensable items, is healthy, goes to school and KCC takes care of anything else that needs to be done for the child and the family that supports it.

Besides helping the child directly, the environment where the child grows up needs to be improved. KCC helps schools to improve their teaching methods. There is a demonstration school at the centre and teacher trainings are given. Health workers are being trained, hygiene education is carried out and households are stimulated to build a proper latrine. I helped setting up a production site for cement slabs. These are used to build a good latrine. They are sold below cost price.

There is a small clinic at the project, which provides children and their family with medical help. When needed, transport to a hospital is offered. Immunization programs are carried out and help is provided when an epidemic is breaking out (measles and cholera have been a problem).

*donate*

Summer 1994 to summer 1995 I spent a whole year at the centre, working as a volunteer. I have helped to expand the centre and worked in the area of water and sanitation. I learned that the help that the KCC provides really helps. When I came back to Holland, I wanted to continue supporting KCC. To do this I'm raising funds and organizing the sponsorship program. Please consider one of these possibilities:

1. Sponsor a child in primary school: 17 euro a month (or more).
2. Sponsor a child in secondary school: 25 euro a month (or more).
3. Sponsor the clinic: Any amount a month or quarter
4. A one-time donation

Compared with other organizations that do child sponsorship the amounts are very low. This is because the money goes directly to the centre. Less than 5% is used for administration. This is possible because this is a small organization that works with volunteers. If you would like to sponsor a child, you should have the intention to do this for at least one year.

How do you know that the money will be spent right? First of all you have my
personal guarantee as the author of Vim. I trust the people that are working at the centre, I know them personally. Furthermore, the centre has been co-sponsored and inspected by World Vision, Save the Children Fund and is now under the supervision of Pacific Academy Outreach Society. The centre is visited about once a year to check the progress (at our own cost). I have visited the centre myself many times, starting in 1993. The visit reports are on the ICCF web site.

If you have any further questions, send me e-mail: <Bram@vim.org>.

The address of the centre is:
Kibaale Children's Centre
p.o. box 1658
Masaka, Uganda, East Africa

Sending money:*iccf-donations*

Check the ICCF web site for the latest information! See [iccf] for the URL.

USA: The methods mentioned below can be used.
Sending a check to the Nehemiah Group Outreach Society (NGOS) is no longer possible, unfortunately. We are looking for another way to get you an IRS tax receipt.
For sponsoring a child contact KCF in Canada (see below). US checks can be sent to them to lower banking costs.

Canada: Contact Kibaale Children's Fund (KCF) in Surrey, Canada. They take care of the Canadian sponsors for the children in Kibaale. KCF forwards 100% of the money to the project in Uganda. You can send them a one time donation directly. Please send me a note so that I know what has been donated because of Vim. Ask KCF for information about sponsorship.
Kibaale Children's Fund c/o Pacific Academy
10238-168 Street
Surrey, B.C. V4N 1Z4
Canada
Phone: 604-581-5353
If you make a donation to Kibaale Children's Fund (KCF) you will receive a tax receipt which can be submitted with your tax return.

Holland: Transfer to the account of "Stichting ICCF Holland" in Lisse. This will allow for tax deduction if you live in Holland.
Postbank, nr. 4548774
IBAN: NL95 INGB 0004 5487 74

Germany: It is possible to make donations that allow for a tax return.
Check the ICCF web site for the latest information:
http://iccf-holland.org/germany.html

World: Use a postal money order. That should be possible from any
country, mostly from the post office. Use this name (which is
in my passport): "Abraham Moolenaar". Use Euro for the
currency if possible.

Europe: Use a bank transfer if possible. Your bank should have a form
that you can use for this. See "Others" below for the swift
code and IBAN number.
Any other method should work. Ask for information about
sponsorship.

Credit Card: You can use PayPal to send money with a Credit card. This is
the most widely used Internet based payment system. It's
really simple to use. Use this link to find more info:
The e-mail address for sending the money to is:
Bram@iccf-holland.org
For amounts above 400 Euro ($500) sending a check is
preferred.

Others: Transfer to one of these accounts if possible:
Postbank, account 4548774
Swift code: INGB NL 2A
IBAN: NL95 INGB 0004 5487 74
under the name "stichting ICCF Holland", Lisse
If that doesn't work:
Rabobank Lisse, account 3765.05.117
Swift code: RABO NL 2U
under the name "Bram Moolenaar", Lisse
Otherwise, send a check in euro or US dollars to the address
below. Minimal amount: $70 (my bank does not accept smaller
amounts for foreign check, sorry)

Address to send checks to:
Bram Moolenaar
Finsterrueihof 1
8134 Adliswil
Switzerland

This address is expected to be valid for a long time.
* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
  * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
  * deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
  * rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
  * sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
  * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
  *
  * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
  * all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
  *
  * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
  * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
  * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
  * GROUPE BULL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
  * AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
  * CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
  *
  * Except as contained in this notice, the name of GROUPE BULL shall not be
  * used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
  * in this Software without prior written authorization from GROUPE BULL.
  */

Arnaud LE HORS    BULL Research FRANCE -- Koala Project
  (XPM - X PixMap format version 2 & 3)
  Internet: lehors@sophia.inria.fr
Surface Mail: Arnaud LE HORS, INRIA - Sophia Antipolis,
  2004, route des Lucioles, 06565 Valbonne Cedex -- FRANCE
Voice phone:    (33) 93.65.77.71, Fax: (33) 93 65 77 66, Telex: 97 00 50 F

The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2008 Paul Evans <leonerd@leonerd.org.uk>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

1.307 sgpio 1.2.0.10

1.307.1 Available under license:

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
   59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.308 spring-beans 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.308.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryReference.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanCreationException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-

/*
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/springframework/beans/support/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanEntry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/StaticListableBeanFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ReplaceOverride.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ReplaceOverride.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedBeanDefinitionRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/SingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryLocator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanMetadataAttribute.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093519557_1600946753.78/0/spring-beans-4-3-29-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
1.309 liberation-fonts 1.07.2

1.309.1 Available under license:

LICENSE AGREEMENT AND LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY
LIBERATION FONT SOFTWARE

This agreement governs the use of the Software and any updates to the Software, regardless of the delivery mechanism. Subject to the following terms, Red Hat, Inc. ("Red Hat") grants to the user ("Client") a license to this work pursuant to the GNU General Public License v.2 with the exceptions set forth below and such other terms as are set forth in this End User License Agreement.

1. The Software and License Exception. LIBERATION font software (the "Software") consists of TrueType-OpenType formatted font software for rendering LIBERATION typefaces in sans-serif, serif, and monospaced character styles. You are licensed to use, modify, copy, and distribute the Software pursuant to the GNU General Public License v.2 with the following exceptions:

(a) As a special exception, if you create a document which uses this font, and embed this font or unaltered portions of this font into the document, this font does not by itself cause the resulting document to be covered by the GNU General Public License. This exception does not however invalidate any other reasons why the document might be covered by the GNU General Public License. If you modify this font, you may extend this exception to your version of the font, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

(b) As a further exception, any distribution of the object code of the Software in a physical product must provide you the right to access and modify the source code for the Software and to reinstall that modified version of the Software in object code form on the same physical product on which you received it.

2. Intellectual Property Rights. The Software and each of its components, including the source code, documentation, appearance, structure and organization are owned by Red Hat and others and are protected under copyright and other laws. Title to the Software and any component, or to any copy, modification, or merged portion shall remain with the aforementioned, subject to the applicable license. The "LIBERATION" trademark is a trademark of Red Hat, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. This agreement does not permit Client to distribute modified versions of the
Software using Red Hat's trademarks. If Client makes a redistribution of a modified version of the Software, then Client must modify the files names to remove any reference to the Red Hat trademarks and must not use the Red Hat trademarks in any way to reference or promote the modified Software.

3. Limited Warranty. To the maximum extent permitted under applicable law, the Software is provided and licensed "as is" without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability, non-infringement or fitness for a particular purpose. Red Hat does not warrant that the functions contained in the Software will meet Client's requirements or that the operation of the Software will be entirely error free or appear precisely as described in the accompanying documentation.

4. Limitation of Remedies and Liability. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Red Hat or any Red Hat authorized dealer will not be liable to Client for any incidental or consequential damages, including lost profits or lost savings arising out of the use or inability to use the Software, even if Red Hat or such dealer has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

5. General. If any provision of this agreement is held to be unenforceable, that shall not affect the enforceability of the remaining provisions. This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of North Carolina and of the United States, without regard to any conflict of laws provisions, except that the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods shall not apply.

Copyright 2007-2011 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved. LIBERATION is a trademark of Red Hat, Inc.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.310 systemd 219 67.el7_7.1
1.310.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling.
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

   Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

   You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.311 libpcap 1.9.1

1.311.1 Available under license:
License: BSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
1.312 eclipsepahoclientmqtt 1.2.0
1.312.1 Available under license:

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'
Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 and Eclipse Distribution License v1.0 which accompany this distribution. The Eclipse Public License is available at and the Eclipse Distribution License is available at'

1.313 jetty-continuation 9.2.26.v20180806

1.314 ows 2.3.4
1.314.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh at gmail
Blueprint CSS Framework License

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

SpatiaLiteOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Pablo Velazquez, Geotekne - http://www.geotekne.com/

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.com
GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify, propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other
than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from your distribution. "GeoServer" means the GeoServer software licensed under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries" means Eclipse Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA.

For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

*************************************************************************

Additional Libraries and Code used
*************************************************************************

GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are including the appropriate notices in this file. We'd like to thank all the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do not require us to cite them, but we'd like to thank GeoTools - http://geotools.org, JTS - http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts/jtshome.htm, WKB4J http://wkb4j.sourceforge.net, iText - http://www.lowagie.com/iText/ and J. David Eisenberg's PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * **********************************************
 *
 * Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
 *
* See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
* for a discussion of the algorithm.
*
* Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
* indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
* world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
* in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
* copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
* that this copyright notice remain intact.
*/

The GeoServer Project also thank J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on
Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's
release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new
BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done
by David Blasby for TOPP.

------
Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's
GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appendeed
below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis,
to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

---------------------- from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ----------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
//
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
//
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ´´AS IS´´ AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other
fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a
BSD license (new). Notice is below:

Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided ´´AS IS´´, without a warranty of any
kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY
EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF
You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

-----

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.

-----

Jetty License
$Revision: 3.7$

Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package. Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.

* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of
people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.
c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.

12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be , at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.

-------

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

-------

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/. Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the
Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided.
along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

-------

GeoServer is built using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.
The notice for EPL license is included below:

Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
   not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
   software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Peter Raganitsch

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Peter Raganitsch
HTMLImageMap GetMapProducer for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989  
Ty Coon, President of Vice  

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.  

Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.  
All rights reserved.  

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.  

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented: you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu

DXFOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.
Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

John Benediktsson

1.315 xfsprogs 4.5.0-18.el7
1.315.1 Available under license:

This package was debianized by Nathan Scott nathans@debian.org on Sun, 19 Nov 2000 07:37:09 -0500.

It can be downloaded from ftp://oss.sgi.com/projects/xfs/download/

Copyright:

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU General Public License. On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL file.

The library named "libhandle" and the headers in "xfslibs-dev" are licensed under Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License. On Debian systems, refer to /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1 for the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
The library named "libhandle" and some specific header files (including <xfs/xfs.h>) are licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License.

All other components are licensed under the GNU General Public License.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

<http://www.fsf.org/copyleft/lesser.txt>

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
   59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO Operate WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

------------------------------------------------------------------------

<http://www.fsf.org/copyleft/gpl.txt>

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

<http://www.fsf.org/copyleft/gpl.txt>

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

1.316 cglib-nodep 2.2

1.317 rdma-cm 17.2-3.el7

1.317.1 Available under license :

Copyright (c) 2013. Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.
Copyright (c) 2007. QLogic Corp. All rights reserved.
Copyright (c) 2005. PathScale, Inc. All rights reserved.

This software is available to you under a choice of one of two licenses. You may choose to be licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, available from the file COPYING in the main directory of this source tree, or the
OpenIB.org BSD license below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Patent licenses, if any, provided herein do not apply to combinations of this program with other software, or any other product whatsoever.

OpenIB.org BSD license (MIT variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: rdma-core
Upstream-Contact: Doug Ledford <dledford@redhat.com>,
Leon Romanovsky <Leon@kernel.org>
Source: https://github.com/linux-rdma/rdma-core

Files: *
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: debian/*
Copyright: 2008, Genome Research Ltd
2014, Ana Beatriz Guerrero Lopez <ana@debian.org>
2015-2016, Jason Gunthorpe <jgunthorpe@obsidianresearch.com>
2016-2017, Benjamin Drung <benjamin.drung@profitbricks.com>
2016-2017, Talat Batheesh <tatalbat@mellanox.com>
License: GPL-2+
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License
version 2 can be found in the file `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

Files: CMakeLists.txt
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/*
2016-2017 Mellanox Technologies, Inc
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/fixup-include/rdma-vmw_pvrdma-abi.h
Copyright: 2012-2016 VMware, Inc.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: buildlib/fixup-include/stdatomic.h
Copyright: 2011 Ed Schouten <ed@FreeBSD.org>
    David Chisnall <theraven@FreeBSD.org>
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: ccan/*
Copyright: unspecified
License: CC0

Files: ccan/list/*
Copyright: unspecified
License: MIT

Files: ibacm/*
2013, Mellanox Technologies LTD.
License: BSD-MIT

Files: ibacm/man/*
  ibacm/ibacm.init.in
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: ibacm/CMakeLists.txt
  ibacm/ibacm_hosts.data
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: iwpmd/*
Copyright: 2013-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: libibumad/*
Copyright: 2004-2017, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
2004, Topspin Corporation.
2013 Lawrence Livermore National Security
2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: libibumad/man/*
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: libibverbs/*
2005, PathScale, Inc.
Files: providers/hfi1verbs/*
Copyright: 2005 PathScale, Inc.
2006-2009 QLogic Corporation
2015 Intel Corporation
License: BSD-3-clause or GPL-2

Files: providers/hns/*
Copyright: 2016, Hisilicon Limited.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/i40iw/*
Copyright: 2015-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/ipathverbs/*
Copyright: 2006-2010, QLogic Corp.
2005, PathScale, Inc.
2013, Intel Corporation
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/mlx4/*
Copyright: 2004-2005, Topspin Communications.
2005-2007, Cisco, Inc.
2005-2017, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/mlx5/*
Copyright: 2010-2017, Mellanox Technologies, Inc.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/mlx5/man/*.3
providers/mlx5/man/*.7
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-MIT

Files: providers/mthca/*
Copyright: 2004-2005, Topspin Communications.
2005, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/nes/*
Copyright: 2006-2010, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2
Files: providers/ocrdma/*
Copyright: 2008-2013, Emulex.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: providers/qedr/*
Copyright: 2015-2016, QLogic Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/rxe/*
Copyright: 2009-2011, System Fabric Works, Inc.
2009-2011, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
2005, PathScale, Inc.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: providers/vmw_pvrdma/*
Copyright: 2012-2016 VMware, Inc.
License: BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: rdma-ndd/*
Copyright: 2004-2016, Intel Corporation.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: redhat/*
Copyright: 1996-2013, Red Hat, Inc.
License: GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/*
Copyright: 2005, Topspin Communications.
2006, Cisco Systems, Inc.
2006, Mellanox Technologies Ltd.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/srp_daemon.1.in
Copyright: 2006 Mellanox Technologies.
License: CPL-1.0 or BSD-2-clause or GPL-2

Files: srp_daemon/srp_d.in
srp_daemon/ibsrpd.in
Copyright: disclaimed
License: BSD-2-clause

Files: util/udma_barrier.h
Copyright: 2005 Topspin Communications.
License: BSD-MIT or GPL-2

License: BSD-MIT
OpenIB.org BSD license (MIT variant)
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

License: BSD-2-clause
OpenIB.org BSD license (FreeBSD Variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License: BSD-3-clause
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License: GPL-2
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License version 2 can be found in the file `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`.

License: CC0
The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of
infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work; moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s); publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work; rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below; rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work; database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work
by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

License: CPL-1.0
THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.
2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses
to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set
forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;
ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modification”. ) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer
exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of
authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the
purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works
("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of
infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and
redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes,
including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute
to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further
production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the “Affirmer”), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights (“Copyright and Related Rights”). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work; moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s); publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work; rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below; rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work; database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the “Waiver”). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver
shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

OpenIB.org BSD license (FreeBSD Variant)

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Default Dual License

Unless otherwise stated this software is available to you under a choice of one of two licenses. You may choose to be licensed under the terms of the OpenIB.org BSD (MIT variant) license (see COPYING.BSD_MIT) or the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2 (see COPYING.GPL2), both included in this package.

Files marked 'See COPYING file' are licensed under the above Dual License.

# Other Options

Individual source files may use a license different from the above Default Dual License. If a license is declared in the file then it supersedes the Default License.

If a directory contains a COPYING file then the License from that file becomes the Default License for files in that directory and below.

# Copyright Holders

Refer to individual files for information on the copyright holders.

# License Catalog (Informative, Non Binding)

## Utilities

Utility source code that may be linked into any binary are available under several licenses:

- MIT license (see ccan/LICENSE.MIT)
- Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal License (see ccan/LICENSE.CC0)

## Providers

The following providers use a different license than the Default Dual License. Refer to files in each directory for details.

hfil verbs
## Libraries

All library compilable source code (.c and .h files) are available under the Default Dual License.

Unmarked ancillary files may be available under a Dual License: GPLv2 or OpenIB.org BSD (FreeBSD variant).

## Tools (iwpmid, srp_daemon, ibacm)

All compilable source code (.c and .h files) are available under the Default Dual License.

Unmarked ancillary files may be available under a Dual License: GPLv2 or OpenIB.org BSD (FreeBSD variant).

srp_daemon/srp_daemon/srp_daemon.sh: Any one of the GPLv2, a 2 clause BSD license or the CPLv1.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.318 pygobject 3.22.0
1.318.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.319 libjpeg 1.2.90-8.el7
1.319.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdinput.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains input control logic for the JPEG decompressor.
 * These routines are concerned with controlling the decompressor's input
 * processing (marker reading and coefficient decoding). The actual input
 * reading is done in jdmarker.c, jdhuff.c, and jdphuff.c.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdinput.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
; more details.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfmmxint.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2int-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2int-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxint.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2int.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdmarker.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2012, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to decode JPEG datastream markers.
 * Most of the complexity arises from our desire to support input
 * suspension: if not all of the data for a marker is available,
 * we must exit back to the application. On resumption, we reprocess
 * the marker.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* All rights reserved.
* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
* 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
* 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
* 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-
1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm_neon.S
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jchuff.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines.
*
* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting output suspension.
* If the data destination module demands suspension, we want to be able to
* back up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state
* variables into local working storage, and update them back to the
* permanent JPEG objects only upon successful completion of an MCU.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-
1.2.90/jchuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jdapistd.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half
* of the JPEG library. These are the "standard" API routines that are
* used in the normal full-decompression case. They are not used by a
* transcoding-only application. Note that if an application links in
* jpeg_start_decompress, it will end up linking in the entire decompressor.
* We thus must separate this file from jdapimin.c to avoid linking the
* whole decompression library into a transcoder.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdapistd.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jidctfst.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the
* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). In the IJG code, this routine
* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
*
* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT
* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at
* a time). Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more
* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
*
* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
* scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
* simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
* table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
* to be done in the DCT itself.
* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,
* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled
* quantization values. The smaller the quantization table entry, the less
* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-
* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctfst.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TICompressor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TIDecompressor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJExample.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJ.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJUnitTest.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/turbojpeg-jni.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*! *
 * jidctred.c
 * *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * *
 * This file contains inverse-DCT routines that produce reduced-size output:
 * either 4x4, 2x2, or 1x1 pixels from an 8x8 DCT block.
 * *
 * The implementation is based on the Loeffler, Ligtenberg and Moschytz (LL&M)
 * algorithm used in jidctint.c. We simply replace each 8-to-8 1-D IDCT step
 * with an 8-to-4 step that produces the four averages of two adjacent outputs
 * (or an 8-to-2 step producing two averages of four outputs, for 2x2 output).
 * These steps were derived by computing the corresponding values at the end
 * of the normal LL&M code, then simplifying as much as possible.
 * *
 * 1x1 is trivial: just take the DC coefficient divided by 8.
 * *
 * See jidctint.c for additional comments.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctred.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdsample.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains upsampling routines.
 *
 * Upsampling input data is counted in "row groups". A row group
 * is defined to be (v_samp_factor * DCT_scaled_size / min_DCT_scaled_size)
 * sample rows of each component. Upsampling will normally produce
 * max_v_samp_factor pixel rows from each row group (but this could vary
 * if the upsampler is applying a scale factor of its own).
 *
 * An excellent reference for image resampling is
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdsample.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdmerge.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.
 *
 * This file combines functions from jdsample.c and jdcolor.c;
 * read those files first to understand what's going on.
 *
 * When the chroma components are to be upsampled by simple replication
 * (ie, box filtering), we can save some work in color conversion by
 * calculating all the output pixels corresponding to a pair of chroma
* samples at one time. In the conversion equations
*R = Y + K1 * Cr
*G = Y + K2 * Cb + K3 * Cr
*B = Y + K4 * Cb
* only the Y term varies among the group of pixels corresponding to a pair
* of chroma samples, so the rest of the terms can be calculated just once.
* At typical sampling ratios, this eliminates half or three-quarters of the
* multiplications needed for color conversion.
*
* This file currently provides implementations for the following cases:
*YCbCr => RGB color conversion only.
*Sampling ratios of 2h1v or 2h2v.
*No scaling needed at upsample time.
*Corner-aligned (non-CCIR601) sampling alignment.
* Other special cases could be added, but in most applications these are
* the only common cases. (For uncommon cases we fall back on the more
* general code in jdsample.c and jdcolor.c.)
*/

/*
 * jctrans.c
 *
* Copyright (C) 1995-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains library routines for transcoding compression,
* that is, writing raw DCT coefficient arrays to an output JPEG file.
* The routines in jcapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.
*/

/*
 * jcprect.c
 *
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains the compression preprocessing controller.
* This controller manages the color conversion, downsampling,
* and edge expansion steps.
* 
* Most of the complexity here is associated with buffering input rows
* as required by the downsampler. See the comments at the head of
* jcsample.c for the downsampler's needs.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcprepct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcapimin.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * 
 * This file contains application interface code for the compression half
 * of the JPEG library. These are the "minimum" API routines that may be
 * needed in either the normal full-compression case or the transcoding-only
 * case.
 * 
 * Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application
 * are in this file or in jcapistd.c. But also see jcparam.c for
 * parameter-setup helper routines, jcomapi.c for routines shared by
 * compression and decompression, and jctrans.c for the transcoding case.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapimin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdpostct.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * 
 * This file contains the decompression postprocessing controller.
 * This controller manages the upsampling, color conversion, and color
* quantization/reduction steps; specifically, it controls the buffering
* between upsample/color conversion and color quantization/reduction.

* If no color quantization/reduction is required, then this module has no
* work to do, and it just hands off to the upsample/color conversion code.
* An integrated upsample/convert/quantize process would replace this module
* entirely.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdpostct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpegint.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file provides common declarations for the various JPEG modules.
 * These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most
 * applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.
 *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegint.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdmrgext.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.
 *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmrgext.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdtarga.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in Targa format.
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
 * an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
 * at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
 * user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
 * the file is indeed Targa format).
 *
 * Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdtarga.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * transupp.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains image transformation routines and other utility code
 * used by the jpegtran sample application. These are NOT part of the core
 * JPEG library. But we keep these routines separate from jpegtran.c to
 * ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs that have other user
 * interfaces.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jddctmgr.c

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2002-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
  * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
  * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
  * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains the inverse-DCT management logic.
* This code selects a particular IDCT implementation to be used,
* and it performs related housekeeping chores. No code in this file
* is executed per IDCT step, only during output pass setup.
* 
* Note that the IDCT routines are responsible for performing coefficient
  * dequantization as well as the IDCT proper. This module sets up the
  * dequantization multiplier table needed by the IDCT routine.
*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jddctmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jQuery JavaScript Library v1.3.2
 * http://jquery.com/
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2009 John Resig
 * Dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses.
 * http://docs.jquery.com/license
 *
 * Date: 2009-02-19 17:34:21 -0500 (Thu, 19 Feb 2009)
 * Revision: 6246
 */

/*
 * Sizzle CSS Selector Engine - v0.9.3
 * Copyright 2009, The Dojo Foundation
 * Released under the MIT, BSD, and GPL Licenses.
 * More information: http://sizzlejs.com/
 */

/*
 * jQuery UI 1.7.2
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2009 AUTHORS.txt (http://jqueryui.com/about)
 * Dual licensed under the MIT (MIT-LICENSE.txt)
 * and GPL (GPL-LICENSE.txt) licenses.
* jQuery.ScrollTo - Easy element scrolling using jQuery.
* Copyright (c) 2008 Ariel Flesler - aflesler(at)gmail(dot)com
* Licensed under GPL license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php).
* Date: 2/8/2008
* @author Ariel Flesler
* @version 1.3.2
*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/doc/html/jquery.js
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jccoefct.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for compression.
* This controller is the top level of the JPEG compressor proper.
* The coefficient buffer lies between forward-DCT and entropy encoding steps.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccoefct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jerror.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file defines the error and message codes for the JPEG library.
* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to
* some other language.
* A set of error-reporting macros are defined too. Some applications using
* the JPEG library may wish to include this file to get the error codes
* and/or the macros.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* rdcolmap.c
  *
  * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
  * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
  * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
  *
  * This file implements djpeg's "-map file" switch. It reads a source image
  * and constructs a colormap to be supplied to the JPEG decompressor.
  *
  * Currently, these file formats are supported for the map file:
  * GIF: the contents of the GIF's global colormap are used.
  * PPM (either text or raw flavor): the entire file is read and
  *   each unique pixel value is entered in the map.
  * Note that reading a large PPM file will be horrendously slow.
  * Typically, a PPM-format map file should contain just one pixel
  * of each desired color. Such a file can be extracted from an
  * ordinary image PPM file with ppmtomap(1).
  *
  * Rescaling a PPM that has a maxval unequal to MAXJSAMPLE is not
  * currently implemented.
*/

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:
**
** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.
**
** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
** documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
** implied warranty.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdcolmap.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdcoefct.c
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for decompression.
* This controller is the top level of the JPEG decompressor proper.
* The coefficient buffer lies between entropy decoding and inverse-DCT steps.
* In buffered-image mode, this controller is the interface between
* input-oriented processing and output-oriented processing.
* Also, the input side (only) is used when reading a file for transcoding.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcoefct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcomapi.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains application interface routines that are used for both
 * compression and decompression.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcomapi.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * djpeg.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG decompressor.
* It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.
 *
* Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the
* compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:
  *djpe [options] inputfile outputfile
  *djpe [options] [inputfile]
* In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd
* normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program. Input is
* either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).
* The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that
* don't support pipes. Also, you MUST use the first style if your system
* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.
* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided. The syntax
  *djpe [options] -outfile outputfile inputfile
* works regardless of which command line style is used.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/djpeg.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jmorecfg.h
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains additional configuration options that customize the
* JPEG software for special applications or support machine-dependent
* optimizations. Most users will not need to touch this file.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmorecfg.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
**libjpeg-turbo** is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.

---

**jcmainct.c**

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains the main buffer controller for compression.
* The main buffer lies between the pre-processor and the JPEG compressor proper; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.

---

**jcarith.c**

* Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy encoding routines for JPEG
*
* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.
*
* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcarith.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* rdppm.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to read input images in PPM/PGM format.
* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.
* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software
* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
* an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
* the file is indeed PPM format).
*/

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:
**
** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.
**
** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
** documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
** implied warranty.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdppm.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcphuff.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines for progressive JPEG.
 *
 * We do not support output suspension in this module, since the library
 * currently does not allow multiple-scan files to be written with output
 * suspension.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand- archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcphuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/

* jmemsys.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This include file defines the interface between the system-independent
 * and system-dependent portions of the JPEG memory manager. No other
 * modules need include it. (The system-independent portion is jmemmgr.c;
 * there are several different versions of the system-dependent portion.)
 *
 * This file works as-is for the system-dependent memory managers supplied
 * in the IJG distribution. You may need to modify it if you write a
 * custom memory manager. If system-dependent changes are needed in
 * this file, the best method is to #ifdef them based on a configuration
 * symbol supplied in jconfig.h, as we have done with USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR
 * and USE_MAC_MEMMGR.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand- archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemsys.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jidctint.c
 */
* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modification developed 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the
* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). In the IJG code, this routine
* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
*
* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT
* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at
* a time). Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more
* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
*
* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in
* C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT
* Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,
* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.
* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.
* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one
* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in
* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.
*
* We also provide IDCT routines with various output sample block sizes for
* direct resolution reduction or enlargement without additional resampling:
* NxN (N=1...16) pixels for one 8x8 input DCT block.
*
* For N<8 we simply take the corresponding low-frequency coefficients of
* the 8x8 input DCT block and apply an NxN point IDCT on the sub-block
* to yield the downscaled outputs.
* This can be seen as direct low-pass downsampling from the DCT domain
* point of view rather than the usual spatial domain point of view,
* yielding significant computational savings and results at least
* as good as common bilinear (averaging) spatial downsampling.
*
* For N>8 we apply a partial NxN IDCT on the 8 input coefficients as
* lower frequencies and higher frequencies assumed to be zero.
* It turns out that the computational effort is similar to the 8x8 IDCT
* regarding the output size.
* Furthermore, the scaling and descaling is the same for all IDCT sizes.
*
* CAUTION: We rely on the FIX() macro except for the N=1,2,4,8 cases
* since there would be too many additional constants to pre-calculate.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctint.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jmennobs.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1992-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file provides a really simple implementation of the system-
 * dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager. This implementation
 * assumes that no backing-store files are needed: all required space
 * can be obtained from malloc().
 * This is very portable in the sense that it'll compile on almost anything,
 * but you'd better have lots of main memory (or virtual memory) if you want
 * to process big images.
 * Note that the max_memory_to_use option is ignored by this implementation.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmennobs.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * cjpeg.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG compressor.
 * It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.
 * Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the
 * compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:
 * cjpeg [options] inputfile outputfile
 * cjpeg [options] [inputfile]
 * In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd
 * normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program. Input is
 * either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).
 * The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that
 * don't support pipes. Also, you MUST use the first style if your system
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* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.
* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided. The syntax
  *cjpeg [options] -outfile outputfile inputfile
* works regardless of which command line style is used.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cjpeg.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jsimd.h
*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander
* 
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
* */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdatasrc.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2013, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

* This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of
  reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).
* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
  some will want to use a different source manager.
* IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of
  JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider
  than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.
*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatasrc.c
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jfdctint.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the
 * forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
 *
 * A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT
 * on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are
 * much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
 *
 * This implementation is based on an algorithm described in
 * C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT
 * Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,
 * The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.
 * We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.
 * The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one
 * multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in
 * scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctint.c
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jutils.c
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains tables and miscellaneous utility routines needed
* for both compression and decompression.
* Note we prefix all global names with "j" to minimize conflicts with
* a surrounding application.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jutils.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdhuff.h
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010-2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy decoding routines
 * that are shared between the sequential decoder (jdhuff.c) and the
 * progressive decoder (jdphuff.c). No other modules need to see these.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdcolor.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2011 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011-2012, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.
 */
IJG JPEG LIBRARY: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
It was modified by The libjpeg-turbo Project to include only information
relevant to libjpeg-turbo.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file provides an overview of the architecture of the IJG JPEG software;
that is, the functions of the various modules in the system and the interfaces
between modules. For more precise details about any data structure or calling
convention, see the include files and comments in the source code.

We assume that the reader is already somewhat familiar with the JPEG standard.
The README file includes references for learning about JPEG. The file
libjpeg.txt describes the library from the viewpoint of an application
programmer using the library; it's best to read that file before this one.
Also, the file coderules.txt describes the coding style conventions we use.

In this document, JPEG-specific terminology follows the JPEG standard:
A "component" means a color channel, e.g., Red or Luminance.
A "sample" is a single component value (i.e., one number in the image data).
A "coefficient" is a frequency coefficient (a DCT transform output number).
A "block" is an 8x8 group of samples or coefficients.
An "MCU" (minimum coded unit) is an interleaved set of blocks of size
determined by the sampling factors, or a single block in a
noninterleaved scan.
We do not use the terms "pixel" and "sample" interchangeably. When we say
pixel, we mean an element of the full-size image, while a sample is an element
of the downsampled image. Thus the number of samples may vary across
components while the number of pixels does not. (This terminology is not used
rigorously throughout the code, but it is used in places where confusion would
otherwise result.)

*** System features ***

The IJG distribution contains two parts:
* A subroutine library for JPEG compression and decompression.
* cjpeg/djpeg, two sample applications that use the library to transform
  JFIF JPEG files to and from several other image formats.
cjpeg/djpeg are of no great intellectual complexity: they merely add a simple command-line user interface and I/O routines for several uncompressed image formats. This document concentrates on the library itself.

We desire the library to be capable of supporting all JPEG baseline, extended sequential, and progressive DCT processes. Hierarchical processes are not supported.

The library does not support the lossless (spatial) JPEG process. Lossless JPEG shares little or no code with lossy JPEG, and would normally be used without the extensive pre- and post-processing provided by this library. We feel that lossless JPEG is better handled by a separate library.

Within these limits, any set of compression parameters allowed by the JPEG spec should be readable for decompression. (We can be more restrictive about what formats we can generate.) Although the system design allows for all parameter values, some uncommon settings are not yet implemented and may never be; nonintegral sampling ratios are the prime example. Furthermore, we treat 8-bit vs. 12-bit data precision as a compile-time switch, not a run-time option, because most machines can store 8-bit pixels much more compactly than 12-bit.

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in particular the widely used JFIF file format. The library can be used by surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that are embedded in more complex file formats. (For example, libtiff uses this library to implement JPEG compression within the TIFF file format.)

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG. These functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after decompression. They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling, and color quantization. This code can be omitted if not needed.

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing, and even more so in decompression postprocessing. The decompression library provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs, ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation. On the compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since compression is normally less time-critical. It should be understood that the low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements; nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

*** Portability issues ***

Portability is an essential requirement for the library. The key portability issues that show up at the level of system architecture are:
1. Memory usage. We want the code to be able to run on PC-class machines with limited memory. Images should therefore be processed sequentially (in strips), to avoid holding the whole image in memory at once. Where a full-image buffer is necessary, we should be able to use either virtual memory or temporary files.

2. Near/far pointer distinction. To run efficiently on 80x86 machines, the code should distinguish "small" objects (kept in near data space) from "large" ones (kept in far data space). This is an annoying restriction, but fortunately it does not impact code quality for less brain-damaged machines, and the source code clutter turns out to be minimal with sufficient use of pointer typedefs.

3. Data precision. We assume that "char" is at least 8 bits, "short" and "int" at least 16, "long" at least 32. The code will work fine with larger data sizes, although memory may be used inefficiently in some cases. However, the JPEG compressed datastream must ultimately appear on external storage as a sequence of 8-bit bytes if it is to conform to the standard. This may pose a problem on machines where char is wider than 8 bits. The library represents compressed data as an array of values of typedef JOCTET. If no data type exactly 8 bits wide is available, custom data source and data destination modules must be written to unpack and pack the chosen JOCTET datatype into 8-bit external representation.

*** System overview ***

The compressor and decompressor are each divided into two main sections: the JPEG compressor or decompressor proper, and the preprocessing or postprocessing functions. The interface between these two sections is the image data that the official JPEG spec regards as its input or output: this data is in the colorspace to be used for compression, and it is downsampled to the sampling factors to be used. The preprocessing and postprocessing steps are responsible for converting a normal image representation to or from this form. (Those few applications that want to deal with YCbCr downsampled data can skip the preprocessing or postprocessing step.)

Looking more closely, the compressor library contains the following main elements:

Preprocessing:
* Color space conversion (e.g., RGB to YCbCr).
* Edge expansion and downsampling. Optionally, this step can do simple smoothing --- this is often helpful for low-quality source data.

JPEG proper:
* MCU assembly, DCT, quantization.
* Entropy coding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).
In addition to these modules we need overall control, marker generation, and support code (memory management & error handling). There is also a module responsible for physically writing the output data --- typically this is just an interface to fwrite(), but some applications may need to do something else with the data.

The decompressor library contains the following main elements:

JPEG proper:
* Entropy decoding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).
* Dequantization, inverse DCT, MCU disassembly.

Postprocessing:
* Upsampling. Optionally, this step may be able to do more general rescaling of the image.
* Color space conversion (e.g., YCbCr to RGB). This step may also provide gamma adjustment [ currently it does not ].
* Optional color quantization (e.g., reduction to 256 colors).
* Optional color precision reduction (e.g., 24-bit to 15-bit color).
[This feature is not currently implemented.]

We also need overall control, marker parsing, and a data source module. The support code (memory management & error handling) can be shared with the compression half of the library.

There may be several implementations of each of these elements, particularly in the decompressor, where a wide range of speed/quality tradeoffs is very useful. It must be understood that some of the best speedups involve merging adjacent steps in the pipeline. For example, upsampling, color space conversion, and color quantization might all be done at once when using a low-quality ordered-dither technique. The system architecture is designed to allow such merging where appropriate.

Note: it is convenient to regard edge expansion (padding to block boundaries) as a preprocessing/postprocessing function, even though the JPEG spec includes it in compression/decompression. We do this because downsampling/upsampling can be simplified a little if they work on padded data: it's not necessary to have special cases at the right and bottom edges. Therefore the interface buffer is always an integral number of blocks wide and high, and we expect compression preprocessing to pad the source data properly. Padding will occur only to the next block (8-sample) boundary. In an interleaved-scan situation, additional dummy blocks may be used to fill out MCUs, but the MCU assembly and disassembly logic will create or discard these blocks internally. (This is advantageous for speed reasons, since we avoid DCTing the dummy blocks. It also permits a small reduction in file size, because the compressor can choose dummy block contents so as to minimize their size in compressed form. Finally, it makes the interface buffer specification independent of whether
*** Poor man's object-oriented programming ***

It should be clear by now that we have a lot of quasi-independent processing steps, many of which have several possible behaviors. To avoid cluttering the code with lots of switch statements, we use a simple form of object-style programming to separate out the different possibilities.

For example, two different color quantization algorithms could be implemented as two separate modules that present the same external interface; at runtime, the calling code will access the proper module indirectly through an "object".

We can get the limited features we need while staying within portable C. The basic tool is a function pointer. An "object" is just a struct containing one or more function pointer fields, each of which corresponds to a method name in real object-oriented languages. During initialization we fill in the function pointers with references to whichever module we have determined we need to use in this run. Then invocation of the module is done by indirecting through a function pointer; on most machines this is no more expensive than a switch statement, which would be the only other way of making the required run-time choice. The really significant benefit, of course, is keeping the source code clean and well structured.

We can also arrange to have private storage that varies between different implementations of the same kind of object. We do this by making all the module-specific object structs be separately allocated entities, which will be accessed via pointers in the master compression or decompression struct. The "public" fields or methods for a given kind of object are specified by a commonly known struct. But a module's initialization code can allocate a larger struct that contains the common struct as its first member, plus additional private fields. With appropriate pointer casting, the module's internal functions can access these private fields. (For a simple example, see jdatadst.c, which implements the external interface specified by struct jpeg_destination_mgr, but adds extra fields.)

(Of course this would all be a lot easier if we were using C++, but we are not yet prepared to assume that everyone has a C++ compiler.)

An important benefit of this scheme is that it is easy to provide multiple versions of any method, each tuned to a particular case. While a lot of precalculation might be done to select an optimal implementation of a method, the cost per invocation is constant. For example, the upsampling step might have a "generic" method, plus one or more "hardwired" methods for the most popular sampling factors; the hardwired methods would be faster because they'd...
use straight-line code instead of for-loops. The cost to determine which
method to use is paid only once, at startup, and the selection criteria are
hidden from the callers of the method.

This plan differs a little bit from usual object-oriented structures, in that
only one instance of each object class will exist during execution. The
reason for having the class structure is that on different runs we may create
different instances (choose to execute different modules). You can think of
the term "method" as denoting the common interface presented by a particular
set of interchangeable functions, and "object" as denoting a group of related
methods, or the total shared interface behavior of a group of modules.

*** Overall control structure ***

We previously mentioned the need for overall control logic in the compression
and decompression libraries. In IJG implementations prior to v5, overall
control was mostly provided by "pipeline control" modules, which proved to be
large, unwieldy, and hard to understand. To improve the situation, the
control logic has been subdivided into multiple modules. The control modules
consist of:

1. Master control for module selection and initialization. This has two
   responsibilities:

   1A. Startup initialization at the beginning of image processing.
       The individual processing modules to be used in this run are selected
       and given initialization calls.

   1B. Per-pass control. This determines how many passes will be performed
       and calls each active processing module to configure itself
       appropriately at the beginning of each pass. End-of-pass processing,
       where necessary, is also invoked from the master control module.

       Method selection is partially distributed, in that a particular processing
       module may contain several possible implementations of a particular method,
       which it will select among when given its initialization call. The master
       control code need only be concerned with decisions that affect more than
       one module.

2. Data buffering control. A separate control module exists for each
   inter-processing-step data buffer. This module is responsible for
   invoking the processing steps that write or read that data buffer.

   Each buffer controller sees the world as follows:

   input data => processing step A => buffer => processing step B => output data
The controller knows the dataflow requirements of steps A and B: how much data they want to accept in one chunk and how much they output in one chunk. Its function is to manage its buffer and call A and B at the proper times.

A data buffer control module may itself be viewed as a processing step by a higher-level control module; thus the control modules form a binary tree with elementary processing steps at the leaves of the tree.

The control modules are objects. A considerable amount of flexibility can be had by replacing implementations of a control module. For example:
* Merging of adjacent steps in the pipeline is done by replacing a control module and its pair of processing-step modules with a single processing-step module. (Hence the possible merges are determined by the tree of control modules.)
* In some processing modes, a given interstep buffer need only be a "strip" buffer large enough to accommodate the desired data chunk sizes. In other modes, a full-image buffer is needed and several passes are required. The control module determines which kind of buffer is used and manipulates virtual array buffers as needed. One or both processing steps may be unaware of the multi-pass behavior.

In theory, we might be able to make all of the data buffer controllers interchangeable and provide just one set of implementations for all. In practice, each one contains considerable special-case processing for its particular job. The buffer controller concept should be regarded as an overall system structuring principle, not as a complete description of the task performed by any one controller.

*** Compression object structure ***

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG compression library:

```
|-- Colorspace conversion
    |-- Preprocessing controller --|
    |    |-- Downsampling
|-- Main controller --|
    |    |-- Forward DCT, quantize
    |    |-- Coefficient controller --|
    |    |-- Entropy encoding
```

This sketch also describes the flow of control (subroutine calls) during typical image data processing. Each of the components shown in the diagram is an "object" which may have several different implementations available. One or more source code files contain the actual implementation(s) of each object.
The objects shown above are:

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which holds the preprocessed input data. This controller invokes preprocessing to fill the subsampled-data buffer, and JPEG compression to empty it. There is usually no need for a full-image buffer here; a strip buffer is adequate.

* Preprocessing controller: buffer controller for the downsampling input data buffer, which lies between colorspace conversion and downsampling. Note that a unified conversion/downsampling module would probably replace this controller entirely.

* Colorspace conversion: converts application image data into the desired JPEG color space; also changes the data from pixel-interleaved layout to separate component planes. Processes one pixel row at a time.

* Downsampling: performs reduction of chroma components as required. Optionally may perform pixel-level smoothing as well. Processes a "row group" at a time, where a row group is defined as Vmax pixel rows of each component before downsampling, and Vk sample rows afterwards (remember Vk differs across components). Some downsampling or smoothing algorithms may require context rows above and below the current row group; the preprocessing controller is responsible for supplying these rows via proper buffering. The downsampler is responsible for edge expansion at the right edge (i.e., extending each sample row to a multiple of 8 samples); but the preprocessing controller is responsible for vertical edge expansion (i.e., duplicating the bottom sample row as needed to make a multiple of 8 rows).

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data. This controller handles MCU assembly, including insertion of dummy DCT blocks when needed at the right or bottom edge. When performing Huffman-code optimization or emitting a multiscan JPEG file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image. The equivalent of one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call, even when the JPEG file is noninterleaved.

* Forward DCT and quantization: Perform DCT, quantize, and emit coefficients. Works on one or more DCT blocks at a time. (Note: the coefficients are now emitted in normal array order, which the entropy encoder is expected to convert to zigzag order as necessary. Prior versions of the IJG code did the conversion to zigzag order within the quantization step.)

* Entropy encoding: Perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy coding and emit the coded data to the data destination module. Works on one MCU per call. For progressive JPEG, the same DCT blocks are fed to the entropy coder during each pass, and the coder must emit the appropriate subset of coefficients.
In addition to the above objects, the compression library includes these objects:

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall and per-pass initialization of the other modules.

* Marker writing: generates JPEG markers (except for RSTn, which is emitted by the entropy encoder when needed).

* Data destination manager: writes the output JPEG datastream to its final destination (e.g., a file). The destination manager supplied with the library knows how to write to a stdio stream or to a memory buffer; for other behaviors, the surrounding application may provide its own destination manager.

* Memory manager: allocates and releases memory, controls virtual arrays (with backing store management, where required).

* Error handler: performs formatting and output of error and trace messages; determines handling of nonfatal errors. The surrounding application may override some or all of this object's methods to change error handling.

* Progress monitor: supports output of "percent-done" progress reports. This object represents an optional callback to the surrounding application: if wanted, it must be supplied by the application.

The error handler, destination manager, and progress monitor objects are defined as separate objects in order to simplify application-specific customization of the JPEG library. A surrounding application may override individual methods or supply its own all-new implementation of one of these objects. The object interfaces for these objects are therefore treated as part of the application interface of the library, whereas the other objects are internal to the library.

The error handler and memory manager are shared by JPEG compression and decompression; the progress monitor, if used, may be shared as well.

*** Decompression object structure ***

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG decompression library:

```
    |-- Entropy decoding
    |   |-- Coefficient controller -->|-- Dequantize, Inverse DCT
    |       |-- Upsampling
    |              |-- Postprocessing controller --> |-- Colorspace conversion
```

Main controller --|
As before, this diagram also represents typical control flow. The objects shown are:

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which holds the output of JPEG decompression proper. This controller's primary task is to feed the postprocessing procedure. Some upsampling algorithms may require context rows above and below the current row group; when this is true, the main controller is responsible for managing its buffer so as to make context rows available. In the current design, the main buffer is always a strip buffer; a full-image buffer is never required.

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data. This controller handles MCU disassembly, including deletion of any dummy DCT blocks at the right or bottom edge. When reading a multiscan JPEG file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image. (Buffering DCT coefficients, rather than samples, is necessary to support progressive JPEG.) The equivalent of one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call, even when the source JPEG file is noninterleaved.

* Entropy decoding: Read coded data from the data source module and perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy decoding. Works on one MCU per call. For progressive JPEG decoding, the coefficient controller supplies the prior coefficients of each MCU (initially all zeroes), which the entropy decoder modifies in each scan.

* Dequantization and inverse DCT: like it says. Note that the coefficients buffered by the coefficient controller have NOT been dequantized; we merge dequantization and inverse DCT into a single step for speed reasons. When scaled-down output is asked for, simplified DCT algorithms may be used that emit fewer samples per DCT block, not the full 8x8. Works on one DCT block at a time.

* Postprocessing controller: buffer controller for the color quantization input buffer, when quantization is in use. (Without quantization, this controller just calls the upsampler.) For two-pass quantization, this controller is responsible for buffering the full-image data.

* Upsampling: restores chroma components to full size. (May support more general output rescaling, too. Note that if undersized DCT outputs have been emitted by the DCT module, this module must adjust so that properly sized outputs are created.) Works on one row group at a time. This module also calls the color conversion module, so its top level is effectively a buffer controller for the upsampling->color conversion buffer. However, in all but the highest-quality operating modes, upsampling and color
conversion are likely to be merged into a single step.

* Colorspace conversion: convert from JPEG color space to output color space, and change data layout from separate component planes to pixel-interleaved. Works on one pixel row at a time.

* Color quantization: reduce the data to colormapped form, using either an externally specified colormap or an internally generated one. This module is not used for full-color output. Works on one pixel row at a time; may require two passes to generate a color map. Note that the output will always be a single component representing colormap indexes. In the current design, the output values are JSAMPLEs, so an 8-bit compilation cannot quantize to more than 256 colors. This is unlikely to be a problem in practice.

* Color reduction: this module handles color precision reduction, e.g., generating 15-bit color (5 bits/primary) from JPEG’s 24-bit output. Not quite clear yet how this should be handled... should we merge it with colorspace conversion???

Note that some high-speed operating modes might condense the entire postprocessing sequence to a single module (upsample, color convert, and quantize in one step).

In addition to the above objects, the decompression library includes these objects:

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall and per-pass initialization of the other modules. This is subdivided into input and output control: jdinput.c controls only input-side processing, while jdmaster.c handles overall initialization and output-side control.

* Marker reading: decodes JPEG markers (except for RSTn).

* Data source manager: supplies the input JPEG datastream. The source manager supplied with the library knows how to read from a stdin stream or from a memory buffer; for other behaviors, the surrounding application may provide its own source manager.

* Memory manager: same as for compression library.

* Error handler: same as for compression library.

* Progress monitor: same as for compression library.

As with compression, the data source manager, error handler, and progress monitor are candidates for replacement by a surrounding application.
*** Decompression input and output separation ***

To support efficient incremental display of progressive JPEG files, the decompressor is divided into two sections that can run independently:

1. Data input includes marker parsing, entropy decoding, and input into the coefficient controller's DCT coefficient buffer. Note that this processing is relatively cheap and fast.

2. Data output reads from the DCT coefficient buffer and performs the IDCT and all postprocessing steps.

For a progressive JPEG file, the data input processing is allowed to get arbitrarily far ahead of the data output processing. (This occurs only if the application calls jpeg_consume_input(); otherwise input and output run in lockstep, since the input section is called only when the output section needs more data.) In this way the application can avoid making extra display passes when data is arriving faster than the display pass can run. Furthermore, it is possible to abort an output pass without losing anything, since the coefficient buffer is read-only as far as the output section is concerned. See libjpeg.txt for more detail.

A full-image coefficient array is only created if the JPEG file has multiple scans (or if the application specifies buffered-image mode anyway). When reading a single-scan file, the coefficient controller normally creates only a one-MCU buffer, so input and output processing must run in lockstep in this case. jpeg_consume_input() is effectively a no-op in this situation.

The main impact of dividing the decompressor in this fashion is that we must be very careful with shared variables in the cinfo data structure. Each variable that can change during the course of decompression must be classified as belonging to data input or data output, and each section must look only at its own variables. For example, the data output section may not depend on any of the variables that describe the current scan in the JPEG file, because these may change as the data input section advances into a new scan.

The progress monitor is (somewhat arbitrarily) defined to treat input of the file as one pass when buffered-image mode is not used, and to ignore data input work completely when buffered-image mode is used. Note that the library has no reliable way to predict the number of passes when dealing with a progressive JPEG file, nor can it predict the number of output passes in buffered-image mode. So the work estimate is inherently bogus anyway.

No comparable division is currently made in the compression library, because there isn't any real need for it.
*** Data formats ***

Arrays of pixel sample values use the following data structure:

```c
typedef something JSAMPLE; // a pixel component value, 0..MAXJSAMPLE
typedef JSAMPLE *JSAMPROW; // ptr to a row of samples
typedef JSAMPROW *JSAMPARRAY; // ptr to a list of rows
typedef JSAMPARRAY *JSAMPIMAGE; // ptr to a list of color-component arrays
```

The basic element type JSAMPLE will typically be one of unsigned char, (signed) char, or short. Short will be used if samples wider than 8 bits are to be supported (this is a compile-time option). Otherwise, unsigned char is used if possible. If the compiler only supports signed chars, then it is necessary to mask off the value when reading. Thus, all reads of JSAMPLE values must be coded as "GETJSAMPLE(value)", where the macro will be defined as "((value) & 0xFF)" on signed-char machines and "((int) (value))" elsewhere.

With these conventions, JSAMPLE values can be assumed to be >= 0. This helps simplify correct rounding during downsampling, etc. The JPEG standard's specification that sample values run from -128..127 is accommodated by subtracting 128 from the sample value in the DCT step. Similarly, during decompression the output of the IDCT step will be immediately shifted back to 0..255. (NB: different values are required when 12-bit samples are in use. The code is written in terms of MAXJSAMPLE and CENTERJSAMPLE, which will be defined as 255 and 128 respectively in an 8-bit implementation, and as 4095 and 2048 in a 12-bit implementation.)

We use a pointer per row, rather than a two-dimensional JSAMPLE array. This choice costs only a small amount of memory and has several benefits:
* Code using the data structure doesn't need to know the allocated width of the rows. This simplifies edge expansion/compression, since we can work in an array that's wider than the logical picture width.
* Indexing doesn't require multiplication; this is a performance win on many machines.
* Arrays with more than 64K total elements can be supported even on machines where malloc() cannot allocate chunks larger than 64K.
* The rows forming a component array may be allocated at different times without extra copying. This trick allows some speedups in smoothing steps that need access to the previous and next rows.

Note that each color component is stored in a separate array; we don't use the traditional layout in which the components of a pixel are stored together. This simplifies coding of modules that work on each component independently, because they don't need to know how many components there are. Furthermore, we can read or write each component to a temporary file independently, which is helpful when dealing with noninterleaved JPEG files.
In general, a specific sample value is accessed by code such as
GETJSAMPLE(image[colorcomponent][row][col])
where col is measured from the image left edge, but row is measured from the
first sample row currently in memory. Either of the first two indexings can
be precomputed by copying the relevant pointer.

Since most image-processing applications prefer to work on images in which
the components of a pixel are stored together, the data passed to or from the
surrounding application uses the traditional convention: a single pixel is
represented by N consecutive JSAMPLE values, and an image row is an array of
(# of color components)*(image width) JSAMPLEs. One or more rows of data can
be represented by a pointer of type JSAMPARRAY in this scheme. This scheme is
converted to component-wise storage inside the JPEG library. (Applications
that want to skip JPEG preprocessing or postprocessing will have to contend
with component-wise storage.)

Arrays of DCT-coefficient values use the following data structure:

typedef short JCOEF; a 16-bit signed integer
typedef JCOEF JBLOCK[DCTSIZEN2]; an 8x8 block of coefficients
typedef JBLOCK *JBLOCKROW; ptr to one horizontal row of 8x8 blocks
typedef JBLOCKROW *JBLOCKARRAY; ptr to a list of such rows
typedef JBLOCKARRAY *JBLOCKIMAGE; ptr to a list of color component arrays

The underlying type is at least a 16-bit signed integer; while "short" is big
enough on all machines of interest, on some machines it is preferable to use
"int" for speed reasons, despite the storage cost. Coefficients are grouped
into 8x8 blocks (but we always use #defines DCTSIZEN and DCTSIZEN2 rather than
"8" and "64").

The contents of a coefficient block may be in either "natural" or zigzagged
order, and may be true values or divided by the quantization coefficients,
depending on where the block is in the processing pipeline. In the current
library, coefficient blocks are kept in natural order everywhere; the entropy
codecs zigzag or dezigzag the data as it is written or read. The blocks
contain quantized coefficients everywhere outside the DCT/IDCT subsystems.
(This latter decision may need to be revisited to support variable
quantization a la JPEG Part 3.)

Notice that the allocation unit is now a row of 8x8 blocks, corresponding to
eight rows of samples. Otherwise the structure is much the same as for
samples, and for the same reasons.

On machines where malloc() can't handle a request bigger than 64Kb, this data
structure limits us to rows of less than 512 JBLOCKs, or a picture width of
4000+ pixels. This seems an acceptable restriction.
On 80x86 machines, the bottom-level pointer types (JSAMPROW and JBLOCKROW) must be declared as "far" pointers, but the upper levels can be "near" (implying that the pointer lists are allocated in the DS segment). We use a #define symbol FAR, which expands to the “far” keyword when compiling on 80x86 machines and to nothing elsewhere.

*** Suspendable processing ***

In some applications it is desirable to use the JPEG library as an incremental, memory-to-memory filter. In this situation the data source or destination may be a limited-size buffer, and we can't rely on being able to empty or refill the buffer at arbitrary times. Instead the application would like to have control return from the library at buffer overflow/underrun, and then resume compression or decompression at a later time.

This scenario is supported for simple cases. (For anything more complex, we recommend that the application "bite the bullet" and develop real multitasking capability.) The libjpeg.txt file goes into more detail about the usage and limitations of this capability; here we address the implications for library structure.

The essence of the problem is that the entropy codec (coder or decoder) must be prepared to stop at arbitrary times. In turn, the controllers that call the entropy codec must be able to stop before having produced or consumed all the data that they normally would handle in one call. That part is reasonably straightforward: we make the controller call interfaces include "progress counters" which indicate the number of data chunks successfully processed, and we require callers to test the counter rather than just assume all of the data was processed.

Rather than trying to restart at an arbitrary point, the current Huffman codecs are designed to restart at the beginning of the current MCU after a suspension due to buffer overflow/underrun. At the start of each call, the codec's internal state is loaded from permanent storage (in the JPEG object structures) into local variables. On successful completion of the MCU, the permanent state is updated. (This copying is not very expensive, and may even lead to *improved* performance if the local variables can be registerized.) If a suspension occurs, the codec simply returns without updating the state, thus effectively reverting to the start of the MCU. Note that this implies leaving some data unprocessed in the source/destination buffer (ie, the compressed partial MCU). The data source/destination module interfaces are specified so as to make this possible. This also implies that the data buffer must be large enough to hold a worst-case compressed MCU; a couple thousand bytes should be enough.
In a successive-approximation AC refinement scan, the progressive Huffman decoder has to be able to undo assignments of newly nonzero coefficients if it suspends before the MCU is complete, since decoding requires distinguishing previously-zero and previously-nonzero coefficients. This is a bit tedious but probably won't have much effect on performance. Other variants of Huffman decoding need not worry about this, since they will just store the same values again if forced to repeat the MCU.

This approach would probably not work for an arithmetic codec, since its modifiable state is quite large and couldn't be copied cheaply. Instead it would have to suspend and resume exactly at the point of the buffer end.

The JPEG marker reader is designed to cope with suspension at an arbitrary point. It does so by backing up to the start of the marker parameter segment, so the data buffer must be big enough to hold the largest marker of interest. Again, a couple KB should be adequate. (A special "skip" convention is used to bypass COM and APPn markers, so these can be larger than the buffer size without causing problems; otherwise a 64K buffer would be needed in the worst case.)

The JPEG marker writer currently does *not* cope with suspension. We feel that this is not necessary; it is much easier simply to require the application to ensure there is enough buffer space before starting. (An empty 2K buffer is more than sufficient for the header markers; and ensuring there are a dozen or two bytes available before calling jpeg_finish_compress() will suffice for the trailer.) This would not work for writing multi-scan JPEG files, but we simply do not intend to support that capability with suspension.

*** Memory manager services ***

The JPEG library's memory manager controls allocation and deallocation of memory, and it manages large "virtual" data arrays on machines where the operating system does not provide virtual memory. Note that the same memory manager serves both compression and decompression operations.

In all cases, allocated objects are tied to a particular compression or decompression master record, and they will be released when that master record is destroyed.

The memory manager does not provide explicit deallocation of objects. Instead, objects are created in "pools" of free storage, and a whole pool can be freed at once. This approach helps prevent storage-leak bugs, and it speeds up operations whenever malloc/free are slow (as they often are). The pools can be regarded as lifetime identifiers for objects. Two pools/lifetimes are defined:

* JPOOL_PERMANENT lasts until master record is destroyed
* JPOOL_IMAGE lasts until done with image (JPEG datastream)
Permanent lifetime is used for parameters and tables that should be carried across from one datastream to another; this includes all application-visible parameters. Image lifetime is used for everything else. (A third lifetime, JPOOL_PASS = one processing pass, was originally planned. However it was dropped as not being worthwhile. The actual usage patterns are such that the peak memory usage would be about the same anyway; and having per-pass storage substantially complicates the virtual memory allocation rules --- see below.)

The memory manager deals with three kinds of object:
1. "Small" objects. Typically these require no more than 10K-20K total.
2. "Large" objects. These may require tens to hundreds of K depending on image size. Semantically they behave the same as small objects, but we distinguish them for two reasons:
   * On MS-DOS machines, large objects are referenced by FAR pointers, small objects by NEAR pointers.
   * Pool allocation heuristics may differ for large and small objects.
   Note that individual "large" objects cannot exceed the size allowed by type size_t, which may be 64K or less on some machines.
3. "Virtual" objects. These are large 2-D arrays of JSAMPLEs or JBLOCKs (typically large enough for the entire image being processed). The memory manager provides stripwise access to these arrays. On machines without virtual memory, the rest of the array may be swapped out to a temporary file.

(Note: JSAMPARRAY and JBLOCKARRAY data structures are a combination of large objects for the data proper and small objects for the row pointers. For convenience and speed, the memory manager provides single routines to create these structures. Similarly, virtual arrays include a small control block and a JSAMPARRAY or JBLOCKARRAY working buffer, all created with one call.)

In the present implementation, virtual arrays are only permitted to have image lifespan. (Permanent lifespan would not be reasonable, and pass lifespan is not very useful since a virtual array's raison d'etre is to store data for multiple passes through the image.) We also expect that only "small" objects will be given permanent lifespan, though this restriction is not required by the memory manager.

In a non-virtual-memory machine, some performance benefit can be gained by making the in-memory buffers for virtual arrays be as large as possible. (For small images, the buffers might fit entirely in memory, so blind swapping would be very wasteful.) The memory manager will adjust the height of the buffers to fit within a prespecified maximum memory usage. In order to do this in a reasonably optimal fashion, the manager needs to allocate all of the virtual arrays at once. Therefore, there isn't a one-step allocation routine for virtual arrays; instead, there is a "request" routine that simply allocates the control block, and a "realize" routine (called just once) that determines space allocation and creates all of the actual buffers. The
realize routine must allow for space occupied by non-virtual large objects. (We don't bother to factor in the space needed for small objects, on the grounds that it isn't worth the trouble.)

To support all this, we establish the following protocol for doing business with the memory manager:

1. Modules must request virtual arrays (which may have only image lifespan) during the initial setup phase, i.e., in their jinit_xxx routines.
2. All "large" objects (including JSAMPARRAYs and JBLOCKARRAYs) must also be allocated during initial setup.
3. realize_virt_arrays will be called at the completion of initial setup.

The above conventions ensure that sufficient information is available for it to choose a good size for virtual array buffers.

Small objects of any lifespan may be allocated at any time. We expect that the total space used for small objects will be small enough to be negligible in the realize_virt_arrays computation.

In a virtual-memory machine, we simply pretend that the available space is infinite, thus causing realize_virt_arrays to decide that it can allocate all the virtual arrays as full-size in-memory buffers. The overhead of the virtual-array access protocol is very small when no swapping occurs.

A virtual array can be specified to be "pre-zeroed"; when this flag is set, never-yet-written sections of the array are set to zero before being made available to the caller. If this flag is not set, never-written sections of the array contain garbage. (This feature exists primarily because the equivalent logic would otherwise be needed in jdocfmt.c for progressive JPEG mode; we may as well make it available for possible other uses.)

The first write pass on a virtual array is required to occur in top-to-bottom order; read passes, as well as any write passes after the first one, may access the array in any order. This restriction exists partly to simplify the virtual array control logic, and partly because some file systems may not support seeking beyond the current end-of-file in a temporary file. The main implication of this restriction is that rearrangement of rows (such as converting top-to-bottom data order to bottom-to-top) must be handled while reading data out of the virtual array, not while putting it in.

*** Memory manager internal structure ***

To isolate system dependencies as much as possible, we have broken the memory manager into two parts. There is a reasonably system-independent "front end" (jmemmgr.c) and a "back end" that contains only the code likely to change across systems. All of the memory management methods outlined above are implemented by the front end. The back end provides the following routines for use by the front end (none of these routines are known to the rest of the JPEG code):
jpeg_mem_init, jpeg_mem_termsystem-dependent initialization/shutdown

jpeg_get_small, jpeg_free_smallinterface to malloc and free library routines
(or their equivalents)

jpeg_get_large, jpeg_free_largeinterface to FAR malloc/free in MSDOS machines;
else usually the same as
jpeg_get_small/jpeg_free_small

jpeg_mem_availableestimate available memory

jpeg_open_backing_storecrecreate a backing-store object
read_backing_store,manipulate a backing-store object
write_backing_store,
close_backing_store

On some systems there will be more than one type of backing-store object
(specifically, in MS-DOS a backing store file might be an area of extended
memory as well as a disk file). jpeg_open_backing_store is responsible for
choosing how to implement a given object. The read/write/close routines
are method pointers in the structure that describes a given object; this
lets them be different for different object types.

It may be necessary to ensure that backing store objects are explicitly
released upon abnormal program termination. For example, MS-DOS won't free
extended memory by itself. To support this, we will expect the main program
or surrounding application to arrange to call self_destruct (typically via
jpeg_destroy) upon abnormal termination. This may require a SIGINT signal
handler or equivalent. We don't want to have the back end module install its
own signal handler, because that would pre-empt the surrounding application's
ability to control signal handling.

The IJG distribution includes several memory manager back end implementations.
Usually the same back end should be suitable for all applications on a given
system, but it is possible for an application to supply its own back end at
need.

*** Implications of DNL marker ***

Some JPEG files may use a DNL marker to postpone definition of the image
height (this would be useful for a fax-like scanner's output, for instance).
In these files the SOF marker claims the image height is 0, and you only
find out the true image height at the end of the first scan.

We could read these files as follows:
1. Upon seeing zero image height, replace it by 65535 (the maximum allowed).
2. When the DNL is found, update the image height in the global image descriptor.
This implies that control modules must avoid making copies of the image height, and must re-test for termination after each MCU row. This would be easy enough to do.

In cases where image-size data structures are allocated, this approach will result in very inefficient use of virtual memory or much-larger-than-necessary temporary files. This seems acceptable for something that probably won't be a mainstream usage. People might have to forgo use of memory-hogging options (such as two-pass color quantization or noninterleaved JPEG files) if they want efficient conversion of such files. (One could improve efficiency by demanding a user-supplied upper bound for the height, less than 65536; in most cases it could be much less.)

The standard also permits the SOF marker to overestimate the image height, with a DNL to give the true, smaller height at the end of the first scan. This would solve the space problems if the overestimate wasn't too great. However, it implies that you don't even know whether DNL will be used.

This leads to a couple of very serious objections:
1. Testing for a DNL marker must occur in the inner loop of the decompressor's Huffman decoder; this implies a speed penalty whether the feature is used or not.
2. There is no way to hide the last-minute change in image height from an application using the decoder. Thus *every* application using the IJG library would suffer a complexity penalty whether it cared about DNL or not.

We currently do not support DNL because of these problems.

A different approach is to insist that DNL-using files be preprocessed by a separate program that reads ahead to the DNL, then goes back and fixes the SOF marker. This is a much simpler solution and is probably far more efficient. Even if one wants piped input, buffering the first scan of the JPEG file needs a lot smaller temp file than is implied by the maximum-height method. For this approach we'd simply treat DNL as a no-op in the decompressor (at most, check that it matches the SOF image height).

We will not worry about making the compressor capable of outputting DNL. Something similar to the first scheme above could be applied if anyone ever wants to make that work.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZn8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/structure.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * jcparam.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains optional default-setting code for the JPEG compressor.
 * Applications do not have to use this file, but those that don't use it
 * must know a lot more about the innards of the JPEG code.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcparam.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jquant1.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains 1-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.
 * These routines provide mapping to a fixed color map using equally spaced
 * color values. Optional Floyd-Steinberg or ordered dithering is available.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jquant1.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * wrjpgcom.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that inserts
 * user-supplied text as a COM (comment) marker in a JFIF file.
* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse
* JPEG markers.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrjpgcom.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*@
* jcinit.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains initialization logic for the JPEG compressor.
* This routine is in charge of selecting the modules to be executed and
* making an initialization call to each one.
*
* Logically, this code belongs in jcmaster.c. It's split out because
* linking this routine implies linking the entire compression library.
* For a transcoding-only application, we want to be able to use jcmaster.c
* without linking in the whole library.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcinit.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*@
* cdjpeg.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains common support routines used by the IJG application
* programs (cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran).
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cdjpeg.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*@
* jfdctflt.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the
* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
*
* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer
* DCT implementations. However, it may not give the same results on all
* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior. Speed will depend
* on the hardware's floating point capacity.
*
* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT
* on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are
* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
*
* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
* scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
* simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
* table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
* to be done in the DCT itself.
* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point
* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the
* scaled quantization values. However, that problem does not arise if
* we use floating point arithmetic.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdmaster.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG decompressor.
* These routines are concerned with selecting the modules to be executed
* and with determining the number of passes and the work to be done in each
* pass.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmaster.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jquant2.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains 2-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.
 * These routines provide selection of a custom color map for an image,
 * followed by mapping of the image to that color map, with optional
 * Floyd-Steinberg dithering.
 * It is also possible to use just the second pass to map to an arbitrary
 * externally-given color map.
 *
 * Note: ordered dithering is not supported, since there isn't any fast
 * way to compute intercolor distances; it's unclear that ordered dither's
 * fundamental assumptions even hold with an irregularly spaced color map.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jquant2.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdhuff.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 */
* This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines.
* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.
* If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back
* up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state variables
* into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent
* storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and
the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and
the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse
or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

```
; jsimdext.inc - common declarations
;
; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
; Copyright 2010 D. R. Commander
;
; Based on
; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library - version 1.02
;
; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
;
; This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
; warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
; arising from the use of this software.
;
; Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
; including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
; freely, subject to the following restrictions:
;
; 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
; claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
; in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
; appreciated but is not required.
; 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
; misrepresented as being the original software.
; 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
;
; [TAB8]
```

--- System-dependent configurations

```
%ifdef WIN32; -----(nasm -fwin32 -DWIN32 ...)--------
; * Microsoft Visual C++
; * MinGW (Minimalist GNU for Windows)
; * CygWin
; * LCC-Win32

; -- segment definition --
```
%ifdef __YASM_VER__
%define SEG_TEXT .text align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rdata align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT .text align=16 public use32 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST .rdata align=16 public use32 class=CONST
%endif

%elifdef WIN64; ----(nasm -fwin64 -DWIN64 ...)---------
; * Microsoft Visual C++

; -- segment definition --
;
%ifdef __YASM_VER__
%define SEG_TEXT .text align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rdata align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT .text align=16 public use64 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST .rdata align=16 public use64 class=CONST
%endif
%define EXTN(name)  name			; foo() -> foo

%elifdef OBJ32; ----(nasm -fobj -DOBJ32 ...)----------
; * Borland C++ (Win32)

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT .text align=16 public use32 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST .data align=16 public use32 class=DATA

%elifdef ELF; ----(nasm -felf[64] -DELF ...)------------
; * Linux
; * *BSD family Unix using elf format
; * Unix System V, including Solaris x86, UnixWare and SCO Unix

; mark stack as non-executable
section .note.GNU-stack noalloc noexec nowrite progbits

; -- segment definition --
;
%ifdef __x86_64__
%define SEG_TEXT .text progbits align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rodata progbits align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT .text progbits alloc exec nowrite align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rodata progbits alloc noexec nowrite align=16
%endif
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; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline
;
%define GOT_SYMBOL  _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_; ELF supports PIC
%define EXTN(name)  name; foo() -> foo

%elifdef AOUT; ----(nasm -faout/aout -DAOUT ...)----
; * Older Linux using a.out format (nasm -f aout -DAOUT ...)
; * *BSD family Unix using a.out format (nasm -f aoutb -DAOUT ...)

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT    .text
%define SEG_CONST   .data

; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline
;
%define GOT_SYMBOL  __GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_; BSD-style a.out supports PIC

%elifdef MACHO; ----(nasm -fmacho -DMACHO ...)--------
; * NeXTstep/OpenStep/Rhapsody/Darwin/MacOS X (Mach-O format)

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT    .text  ;align=16	; nasm doesn't accept align=16. why?
%define SEG_CONST   .rodata align=16

; The generation of position-independent code (PIC) is the default on Darwin.
;
%define PIC
%define GOT_SYMBOL  _MACHO_PIC_; Mach-O style code-relative addressing

%else; ----(Other case)----------------------

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT    .text
%define SEG_CONST   .data

%endif; -----------------------------------------------

; ==========================================================================
; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Common types
;
%ifdef __x86_64__
%define POINTER                 qword           ; general pointer type
%define SIZEOF_POINTER          SIZEOF_QWORD    ; sizeof(POINTER)
%define POINTER_BIT QWORD_BIT ; sizeof(PINTER)*BYTE_BIT
%else
%define POINTER dword ; general pointer type
%define SIZEOF_PTR SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(PINTER)
%define POINTER_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(PINTER)*BYTE_BIT
%endif

%define INT dword ; signed integer type
%define SIZEOF_INT SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(INT)
%define INT_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(INT)*BYTE_BIT

%define FP32 dword ; IEEE754 single
%define SIZEOF_FP32 SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(FP32)
%define FP32_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(FP32)*BYTE_BIT

%define MMWORD qword ; int64 (MMX register)
%define SIZEOF_MMWORD SIZEOF_QWORD ; sizeof(MMWORD)
%define MMWORD_BIT QWORD_BIT ; sizeof(MMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; NASM is buggy and doesn't properly handle operand sizes for SSE
; instructions, so for now we have to define XMMWORD as blank.
%define XMMWORD ; int128 (SSE register)
%define SIZEOF_XMMWORD SIZEOF_OWORD ; sizeof(XMMWORD)
%define XMMWORD_BIT OWORD_BIT ; sizeof(XMMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; Similar hacks for when we load a dword or MMWORD into an xmm# register
%define XMM_DWORD
%define XMM_MMWORD

%define SIZEOF_BYTE 1 ; sizeof(BYTE)
%define SIZEOF_WORD 2 ; sizeof(WORD)
%define SIZEOF_DWORD 4 ; sizeof(DWORD)
%define SIZEOF_QWORD 8 ; sizeof(QWORD)
%define SIZEOF_OWORD 16 ; sizeof(OWORD)

%define BYTE_BIT 8 ; CHAR_BIT in C
%define WORD_BIT 16 ; sizeof(WORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define DWORD_BIT 32 ; sizeof(DWORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define QWORD_BIT 64 ; sizeof(QWORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define OWORD_BIT 128 ; sizeof(OWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; -----------------------------------------------------------------------
; External Symbol Name
;
%ifndef EXTN
%define EXTN(name) _ %+ name ; foo() -> _foo
%endif

--------------------
Macros for position-independent code (PIC) support

%ifndef GOT_SYMBOL
%undef PIC
%endif

%ifdef PIC ; -------------------------------------------
%ifdefn GOT_SYMBOL,_MACHO_PIC_: ---------------------

; At present, nasm doesn't seem to support PIC generation for Mach-O.
; The PIC support code below is a little tricky.

SECTION SEG_CONST
const_base:

%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (got) + (sym) - const_base

%imacro get_GOT 1
; NOTE: this macro destroys ecx register.
call%%geteip
addecx, byte (%%ref - $)
jmpshort %%adjust
%%geteip:
mov ecx, POINTER [esp]
ret
%%adjust:
pushebp
xorebp,ebp; ebp = 0
%ifidni %1,ebx (%1 == ebx)
; db 0x8D,0x9C + jmp near const_base =
; lea ebx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,9C,E9,(offset32)
db0x8D,0x9C; 8D,9C
jmpnear const_base; E9,(const_base-%%ref)
%%ref: %
%else (%1 != ebx)
; db 0x8D,0x8C + jmp near const_base =
; lea ecx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,8C,E9,(offset32)
db0x8D,0x8C; 8D,8C
jmpnear const_base; E9,(const_base-%%ref)
%%ref:mov%1, ecx
%endif (%1 == ebx)
popebp
%endmacro

%else; GOT_SYMBOL != _MACHO_PIC_ ----------------
%%bs:
times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)
  & MSKLE(16,FILLB($,%1)) & FILLB($,%1)
  \n  db 0x90 ; nop

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/9 \n  db 0x8D,0x9C,0x23,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00 ; lea ebx,[ebx+0x00000000]

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/7 \n  db 0x8D,0xAC,0x25,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00 ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00000000]

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/6 \n  db 0x8D,0xAD,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00 ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00000000]

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/4 \n  db 0x8D,0x6C,0x25,0x00 ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00]

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/3 \n  db 0x8D,0x6D,0x00 ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00]

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/2 \n  db 0x8B,0xED ; mov ebp,ebp

  times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/1 \n  db 0x90 ;nop

%endmacro

; Align the next data on {2,4,8,16,...}-byte boundary.
;
%imacro alignz 1.nolist
align %1, db 0; filling zeros
%endmacro

%ifdef __x86_64__

%ifdef WIN64

%imacro collect_args 0
push r12
push r13
push r14
push r15
mov r10, rcx
mov r11, rdx
mov r12, r8
mov r13, r9
mov r14, [rax+48]
mov r15, [rax+56]
push rsi
push rdi
sub   rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps XMMWORD [rsp], xmm6
sub   rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps XMMWORD [rsp], xmm7
%endmacro

%imacro uncollect_args 0
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movaps xmm7, XMMWORD [rsp]
add  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps xmm6, XMMWORD [rsp]
add  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
pop  rdi
pop  rsi
pop  r15
pop  r14
pop  r13
pop  r12
%endmacro

%else

%imacro collect_args 0
push r10
push r11
push r12
push r13
push r14
push r15
mov r10, rdi
mov r11, rsi
mov r12, rdx
mov r13, rcx
mov r14, r8
mov r15, r9
%endmacro

%imacro uncollect_args 0
pop  r15
pop  r14
pop  r13
pop  r12
pop  r11
pop  r10
%endmacro

%endif

%endif

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Defines picked up from the C headers
;
%include "jsimd.cfg.inc"

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
/*
 * jchuff.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy encoding routines
 * that are shared between the sequential encoder (jchuff.c) and the
 * progressive encoder (jcphuff.c). No other modules need to see these.
 */

/*
 * jdapimin.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains application interface code for the decompression half
 * of the JPEG library. These are the "minimum" API routines that may be
 * needed in either the normal full-decompression case or the
 * transcoding-only case.
 * Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application
 * are in this file or in jdapistd.c. But also see jcomapi.c for routines
 * shared by compression and decompression, and jdtrans.c for the transcoding
 * case.
 */

/*
*/
* jpegtran.c

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1995-2010, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a command-line user interface for JPEG transcoding.
* It is very similar to cjpege.c, and partly to djpege.c, but provides
* lossless transcoding between different JPEG file formats. It also
* provides some lossless and sort-of-lossless transformations of JPEG data.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegtran.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// Natural Docs is licensed under the GPL.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/doc/html/search/search.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdatadst-tj.c
 *
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2009-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of
* emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).
* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
* some will want to use a different destination manager.
* IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of
* JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider
* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdrle.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in Utah RLE format.
 * The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
 * an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
 * at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
 * user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
 * the file is indeed RLE format).
 *
 * Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,
 * with updates from Robert Hutchinson.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatadst-tj.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdbmp.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Modified 2011 by Siarhei Siamashka.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in Microsoft "BMP"
 * format (MS Windows 3.x, OS/2 1.x, and OS/2 2.x flavors).
 * Currently, only 8-bit and 24-bit images are supported, not 1-bit or
 * 4-bit (feeding such low-depth images into JPEG would be silly anyway).
 * Also, we don't support RLE-compressed files.
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
 * an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
* the file is indeed BMP format).
*
* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdbmp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jccolor.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccolor.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdjpgcom.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that displays
 * the text in COM (comment) markers in a JFIF file.
 * This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse
 * JPEG markers.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdjpgcom.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: IJG

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jconfig.txt
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file documents the configuration options that are required to
* customize the JPEG software for a particular system.
* The actual configuration options for a particular installation are stored
* in jconfig.h. On many machines, jconfig.h can be generated automatically
* or copied from one of the "canned" jconfig files that we supply. But if
* you need to generate a jconfig.h file by hand, this file tells you how.
* DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE --- IT WON'T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING.
* EDIT A COPY NAMED JCONFIG.H.
*/

/*
* These symbols indicate the properties of your machine or compiler.
* #define the symbol if yes, #undef it if no.
*/

/* Does your compiler support function prototypes?
* (If not, you also need to use ansi2knr, see install.txt)
*/
#define HAVE_PROTOTYPES

/* Does your compiler support the declaration "unsigned char"
* How about "unsigned short"
*/
#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR
#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_SHORT

/* Define "void" as 'char' if your compiler doesn't know about type void.
* NOTE: be sure to define void such that "void *" represents the most general
* pointer type, e.g., that returned by malloc().
*/
/*
/* define void char */

/* Define "const" as empty if your compiler doesn't know the "const" keyword.
*/
/*
/* define const */

/* Define this if an ordinary "char" type is unsigned.
* If you're not sure, leaving it undefined will work at some cost in speed.
* If you defined HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR then the speed difference is minimal.
*/
#undef CHAR_IS_UNSIGNED

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stddef.h> file.
*/
#define HAVE_STDDEF_H

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stdlib.h> file.
*/
#define HAVE_STDLIB_H

/* Define this if your system does not have an ANSI/SysV <string.h>,
* but does have a BSD-style <strings.h>.
*/
#undef NEED_BSD_STRINGS

/* Define this if your system does not provide typedef size_t in any of the
* ANSI-standard places (stddef.h, stdlib.h, or stdio.h), but places it in
* <sys/types.h> instead.
*/
#undef NEED_SYS_TYPES_H

/* For 80x86 machines, you need to define NEED_FAR_POINTERS,
* unless you are using a large-data memory model or 80386 flat-memory mode.
* On less brain-damaged CPUs this symbol must not be defined.
* (Defining this symbol causes large data structures to be referenced through
* "far" pointers and to be allocated with a special version of malloc.)
*/
#undef NEED_FAR_POINTERS

/* Define this if your linker needs global names to be unique in less
* than the first 15 characters.
*/
#undef NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES

/* Although a real ANSI C compiler can deal perfectly well with pointers to
* unspecified structures (see "incomplete types" in the spec), a few pre-ANSI
* and pseudo-ANSI compilers get confused. To keep one of these bozos happy,
* define INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN. This is not recommended unless you
* actually get "missing structure definition" warnings or errors while
* compiling the JPEG code.
*
#undef INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN

/* Define "boolean" as unsigned char, not int, on Windows systems.
*/
#ifdef _WIN32
#ifndef __RPCNDR_H__ /* don't conflict if rpcndr.h already read */
typedef unsigned char boolean;
#endif
#define HAVE_BOOLEAN /* prevent jmorecfg.h from redefining it */
#endif

/* The following options affect code selection within the JPEG library,
* but they don't need to be visible to applications using the library.
* To minimize application namespace pollution, the symbols won't be
* defined unless JPEG_INTERNALS has been defined.
*/
#ifdef JPEG_INTERNALS
/* Define this if your compiler implements ">>" on signed values as a logical
* (unsigned) shift; leave it undefined if ">>" is a signed (arithmetic) shift,
* which is the normal and rational definition.
*/
#undef RIGHT_SHIFT_IS_UNSIGNED

#endif /* JPEG_INTERNALS */

/* The remaining options do not affect the JPEG library proper,
* but only the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg (see cjpeg.c, djpeg.c).
* Other applications can ignore these.
*/
#ifdef JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG
/* These defines indicate which image (non-JPEG) file formats are allowed. */
#define BMP_SUPPORTED /* BMP image file format */
#define GIF_SUPPORTED /* GIF image file format */
#define PPM_SUPPORTED /* PBMPLUS PPM/PGM image file format */
*/
/* Define this if you want to name both input and output files on the command
* line, rather than using stdout and optionally stdin. You MUST do this if
* your system can't cope with binary I/O to stdin/stdout. See comments at
* head of cjjpeg.c or djpeg.c.
*/
#undef TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE

/* Define this if your system needs explicit cleanup of temporary files.
* This is crucial under MS-DOS, where the temporary "files" may be areas
* of extended memory; on most other systems it's not as important.
*/
#undef NEED_SIGNAL_CATCHER

/* By default, we open image files with fopen(...."rb") or fopen(...."wb").
* This is necessary on systems that distinguish text files from binary files,
* and is harmless on most systems that don't. If you have one of the rare
* systems that complains about the "b" spec, define this symbol.
*/
#undef DONT_USE_B_MODE

/* Define this if you want percent-done progress reports from cjjpeg/djjpeg.
*/
#undef PROGRESS_REPORT

#endif /* JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jconfig.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpeglib.h
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file defines the application interface for the JPEG library.
 * Most applications using the library need only include this file,
 * and perhaps jerror.h if they want to know the exact error codes.
/*

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, 2012-2013, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains software version identification.

*/

# Copyright (C)2009-2011 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
# - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
# - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
# - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
#   software without specific prior written permission.
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to establish a common coding style. The goal of using similar coding styles is much more important than the details of just what that style is.

In general we follow the recommendations of "Recommended C Style and Coding Standards" revision 6.1 (Cannon et al. as modified by Spencer, Keppel and Brader). This document is available in the IJG FTP archive (see jpeg/doc/cstyle.ms.tbl.Z, or cstyle.txt.Z for those without nroff/tbl).

Block comments should be laid out thusly:

/*
 *  Block comments in this style.
 */

We indent statements in K&R style, e.g.,
if (test) {
  then-part;
} else {
  else-part;
}
with two spaces per indentation level. (This indentation convention is handled automatically by GNU Emacs and many other text editors.)

Multi-word names should be written in lower case with underscores, e.g., multi_word_name (not multiWordName). Preprocessor symbols and enum constants are similar but upper case (MULTI_WORD_NAME). Names should be unique within the first fifteen characters. (On some older systems, global names must be unique within six characters. We accommodate this without cluttering the source code by using macros to substitute shorter names.)

We use function prototypes everywhere; we rely on automatic source code transformation to feed prototype-less C compilers. Transformation is done by the simple and portable tool 'ansi2knr.c' (courtesy of Ghostscript). ansi2knr is not very bright, so it imposes a format requirement on function declarations: the function name MUST BEGIN IN COLUMN 1. Thus all functions should be written in the following style:

LOCAL(int *)
function_name (int a, char *b)
{
  code...
}

Note that each function definition must begin with GLOBAL(type), LOCAL(type), or METHODDEF(type). These macros expand to "static type" or just "type" as appropriate. They provide a readable indication of the routine's usage and can readily be changed for special needs. (For instance, special linkage keywords can be inserted for use in Windows DLLs.)
ansi2knnr does not transform method declarations (function pointers in structs). We handle these with a macro JMETHOD, defined as

```c
#ifdef HAVE_PROTOTYPES
#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) arglist
#else
#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) ()
#endif
```

which is used like this:
```c
gstruct function_pointers {
    JMETHOD(void, init_entropy_encoder, (int somearg, jparms *jp));
    JMETHOD(void, term_entropy_encoder, (void));
};
```

Note the set of parentheses surrounding the parameter list.

A similar solution is used for forward and external function declarations (see the EXTERN and JPP macros).

If the code is to work on non-ANSI compilers, we cannot rely on a prototype declaration to coerce actual parameters into the right types. Therefore, use explicit casts on actual parameters whenever the actual parameter type is not identical to the formal parameter. Beware of implicit conversions to "int".

It seems there are some non-ANSI compilers in which the sizeof() operator is defined to return int, yet size_t is defined as long. Needless to say, this is brain-damaged. Always use the SIZEOF() macro in place of sizeof(), so that the result is guaranteed to be of type size_t.

The JPEG library is intended to be used within larger programs. Furthermore, we want it to be reentrant so that it can be used by applications that process multiple images concurrently. The following rules support these requirements:

1. Avoid direct use of file I/O, "malloc", error report printouts, etc; pass these through the common routines provided.

2. Minimize global namespace pollution. Functions should be declared static wherever possible. (Note that our method-based calling conventions help this a lot: in many modules only the initialization function will ever need to be called directly, so only that function need be externally visible.) All global function names should begin with "jpeg_", and should have an abbreviated name (unique in the first six characters) substituted by macro when NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES is set.

3. Don't use global variables; anything that must be used in another module should be in the common data structures.

4. Don't use static variables except for read-only constant tables. Variables
that should be private to a module can be placed into private structures (see the system architecture document, structure.txt).

5. Source file names should begin with "j" for files that are part of the library proper; source files that are not part of the library, such as cjpeg.c and djpeg.c, do not begin with "j". Keep source file names to eight characters (plus ".c" or ".h", etc) to make life easy for MS-DOSers. Keep compression and decompression code in separate source files --- some applications may want only one half of the library.

Note: these rules (particularly #4) are not followed religiously in the modules that are used in cjpeg/djpeg but are not part of the JPEG library proper. Those modules are not really intended to be used in other applications.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/coderules.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdarith.c
 *
 * Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains portable arithmetic entropy decoding routines for JPEG
 *
 * Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.
 *
 * Suspension is not currently supported in this module.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdarith.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcdctmgr.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright (C) 2011 D. R. Commander
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the forward-DCT management logic.
* This code selects a particular DCT implementation to be used,
* and it performs related housekeeping chores including coefficient
* quantization.
* /

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcdctmgr.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jerror.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains simple error-reporting and trace-message routines.
* These are suitable for Unix-like systems and others where writing to
* stdout is the right thing to do. Many applications will want to replace
* some or all of these routines.
*
* If you define USE_WINDOWS_MESSAGEBOX in jconfig.h or in the makefile,
* you get a Windows-specific hack to display error messages in a dialog box.
* It ain't much, but it beats dropping error messages into the bit bucket,
* which is what happens to output to stderr under most Windows C compilers.
*
* These routines are used by both the compression and decompression code.
* /

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C)2011 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJTransformer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJTransform.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjutil.h
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJScalingFactor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcstest.c
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/bmp.h
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/bmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

From c51b66ebacce2ade0cfbe42d25cb418ed0c02a2 Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001
From: DRC <information@libjpeg-turbo.org>
Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2018 17:21:36 -0500
Subject: [PATCH] cjpeg: Fix OOB read caused by malformed 8-bit BMP

... in which one or more of the color indices is out of range for the
number of palette entries.

Fix partly borrowed from jpeg-9c. This commit also adopts Guido's
JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE enum value in lieu of our project-specific
JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE enum value.

Fixes #258

---

cderror.h | 5 +++--
rdbmp.c | 7 ++++++-
rdppm.c | 4 ++--
3 files changed, 11 insertions(+), 5 deletions(-)

diff --git a/cderror.h b/cderror.h
index d69b501..46b0f49 100644
--- a/cderror.h
+++ b/cderror.h
@@ -2,7 +2,7 @@
* cderror.h
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
- * Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
@@ -48,6 +48,7 @@
* JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_COLORSPACE, "BMP output must be grayscale or RGB")
 JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_COMPRESSED, "Sorry, compressed BMPs not yet supported")
 JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_EMPTY, "Empty BMP image")
 JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_NOT, "Not a BMP file - does not start with BM")
+JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_OUTOFRANGE, "Numeric value out of range in BMP file")
 JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP, "%ux%u 24-bit BMP image")
 JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP_MAPPED, "%ux%u 8-bit colormapped BMP image")
 JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP_OS2, "%ux%u 24-bit OS2 BMP image")
@@ -74,8 +75,8 @@
 ifdef PPM_SUPPORTED
 JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_COLORSPACE, "PPM output must be grayscale or RGB")
 JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_NONNUMERIC, "Nonnumeric data in PPM file")
-JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE, "Integer value too large in PPM file")
 JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_NOT, "Not a PPM/PGM file")
+JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE, "Numeric value out of range in PPM file")
 JMESSAGE(JTRC_PGM, "%ux%u PGM image")
 JMESSAGE(JTRC_PGM_TEXT, "%ux%u text PGM image")
diff --git a/rdbmp.c b/rdbmp.c
index c053074..7a27cab 100644
--- a/rdbmp.c
+++ b/rdbmp.c
@@ -3,7 +3,7 @@

’à

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group’s software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
 * Modified 2011 by Siarhei Siamashka.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
@@ -64,6 +64,7 @@
 typedef struct _bmp_source_struct {
  int bits_per_pixel; /* remebers 8- or 24-bit format */
  int cmap_length; /* colormap length */
+bmp_source_struct;

@@ -124,6 +125,7 @@
 get_8bit_row (j_compress_ptr cinfo, cjpeg_source_ptr sinfo)
 {
  bmp_source_ptr source = (bmp_source_ptr) sinfo;
+  int cmaplen = source->cmap_length;
  register JSAMPARRAY colormap = source->colormap;
  int cmaplen = source->cmap_length;
  JSAMPARRAY image_ptr;
@@ -140,6 +142,8 @@
 for (col = cinfo->image_width; col > 0; col--) {
    t = GETJSAMPLE(*inptr++);
    if (t >= cmaplen)
+        ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_BMP_OUTOF RANGE);
+        if (t >= cmaplen)
+            ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_BMP_OUTOF RANGE);
    *outptr++ = colormap[0][t]; /* can omit GETJSAMPLE() safely */
    *outptr++ = colormap[1][t];
    *outptr++ = colormap[2][t];
@@ -399,6 +403,7 @@
 start_input_bmp (j_compress_ptr cinfo, cjpeg_source_ptr sinfo)
 source->colormap = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_sarray)
   (j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE,
   (JDIMENSION) biClrUsed, (JDIMENSION) 3);
+  source->cmap_length = (int)biClrUsed;
 /* and read it from the file */
 read_colormap(source, (int) biClrUsed, mapentrisize);
 /* account for size of colormap */
diff --git a/rdppm.c b/rdppm.c
typedef struct {
    JSAMPROW pixrow; /* FAR pointer to same */
    size_t buffer_width; /* width of I/O buffer */
    JSAMPLE *rescale; /* => maxval-remapping array, or NULL */
    int maxval;
    unsigned int maxval;
} ppm_source_struct;

typedef ppm_source_struct * ppm_source_ptr;

if (val > maxval)
    ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE);
+ ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE);

return val;
}

2.17.2

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpeg.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains downsampling routines.
 *
 * Downsampling input data is counted in "row groups".  A row group
 * is defined to be max_v_samp_factor pixel rows of each component,
 * from which the downsampler produces v_samp_factor sample rows.
 * A single row group is processed in each call to the downsampler module.
 *
 * The downsampler is responsible for edge-expansion of its output data
 * to fill an integral number of DCT blocks horizontally.  The source buffer
 * may be modified if it is helpful for this purpose (the source buffer is
 * allocated wide enough to correspond to the desired output width).
 */
* The caller (the prep controller) is responsible for vertical padding.
* The downsampler may request "context rows" by setting need_context_rows
during startup. In this case, the input arrays will contain at least
one row group's worth of pixels above and below the passed-in data;
the caller will create dummy rows at image top and bottom by replicating
the first or last real pixel row.
* An excellent reference for image resampling is
* The downsampling algorithm used here is a simple average of the source
  pixels covered by the output pixel. The hi-falutin sampling literature
  refers to this as a "box filter". In general the characteristics of a box
  filter are not very good, but for the specific cases we normally use (1:1
  and 2:1 ratios) the box is equivalent to a "triangle filter" which is not
  nearly so bad. If you intend to use other sampling ratios, you'd be well
  advised to improve this code.
* A simple input-smoothing capability is provided. This is mainly intended
  for cleaning up color-dithered GIF input files (if you find it inadequate,
  we suggest using an external filtering program such as pnmconvol). When
  enabled, each input pixel P is replaced by a weighted sum of itself and its
  eight neighbors. P's weight is 1-8*SF and each neighbor's weight is SF,
  where SF = (smoothing_factor / 1024).
* Currently, smoothing is only supported for 2h2v sampling factors.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcsample.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Package: {__PKGNAME}
Version: {__VERSION}-{__BUILD}
Section: misc
Priority: optional
Architecture: {__ARCH}
Essential: no
Maintainer: The libjpeg-turbo Project [http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org]
Description: A SIMD-accelerated JPEG codec that provides both the libjpeg and TurboJPEG APIs
libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases,
performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/deb-control.tmpl
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jsimd_x86_64.c
 *
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
 *
 * Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
 *
 * This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions
 * of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on a
 * x86_64 architecture.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_x86_64.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; j dct.inc - private declarations for forward & reverse DCT subsystems
; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
;
Each IDCT routine is responsible for range-limiting its results and converting them to unsigned form (0..MAXJSAMPLE). The raw outputs could be quite far out of range if the input data is corrupt, so a bulletproof range-limiting step is required. We use a mask-and-table-lookup method to do the combined operations quickly.

%define RANGE_MASK  (MAXJSAMPLE * 4 + 3) ; 2 bits wider than legal samples
%define ROW(n,b,s)((b)+(n)*(s))
%define COL(n,b,s)((b)+(n)*(s)*DCTSIZE)
%define DWBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_DWORD)
%define MMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_MMWORD)
%define XMMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_XMMWORD)

libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated
derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.

******************************************************************************
**    License
******************************************************************************

Most of libjpeg-turbo inherits the non-restrictive, BSD-style license used by libjpeg (see README.) The TurboJPEG wrapper (both C and Java versions) and associated test programs bear a similar license, which is reproduced below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS", AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

******************************************************************************
**    Using libjpeg-turbo
******************************************************************************

libjpeg-turbo includes two APIs that can be used to compress and decompress JPEG images:

TurboJPEG API: This API provides an easy-to-use interface for compressing
and decompressing JPEG images in memory. It also provides some functionality that would not be straightforward to achieve using the underlying libjpeg API, such as generating planar YUV images and performing multiple simultaneous lossless transforms on an image. The Java interface for libjpeg-turbo is written on top of the TurboJPEG API.

libjpeg API: This is the de facto industry-standard API for compressing and decompressing JPEG images. It is more difficult to use than the TurboJPEG API but also more powerful. The libjpeg API implementation in libjpeg-turbo is both API/ABI-compatible and mathematically compatible with libjpeg v6b. It can also optionally be configured to be API/ABI-compatible with libjpeg v7 and v8 (see below.)

There is no significant performance advantage to either API when both are used to perform similar operations.

======================
Installation Directory
======================

This document assumes that libjpeg-turbo will be installed in the default directory (/opt/libjpeg-turbo on Un*x and Mac systems and c:\libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64] on Windows systems. If your installation of libjpeg-turbo resides in a different directory, then adjust the instructions accordingly.

Replacing libjpeg at Run Time

Un*x
----

If a Un*x application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can replace libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by manipulating LD_LIBRARY_PATH. For instance:

[Using libjpeg]
> time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg
real 0m0.392s
user 0m0.074s
sys 0m0.020s

[Using libjpeg-turbo]
> export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo[lib]:SDL_LIBRARY_PATH
> time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg
real 0m0.109s
user 0m0.029s
System administrators can also replace the libjpeg symlinks in /usr/lib* with links to the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library located in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}. This will effectively accelerate every application that uses the libjpeg dynamic library on the system.

Windows
------

If a Windows application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can replace libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by backing up the application's copy of jpeg62.dll, jpeg7.dll, or jpeg8.dll (assuming the application has its own local copy of this library) and copying the corresponding DLL from libjpeg-turbo into the application's install directory. The official libjpeg-turbo binary packages only provide jpeg62.dll. If the application uses jpeg7.dll or jpeg8.dll instead, then it will be necessary to build libjpeg-turbo from source (see "libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation" below.)

The following information is specific to the official libjpeg-turbo binary packages for Visual C++:

-- jpeg62.dll requires the Visual C++ 2008 C run-time DLL (msvcr90.dll). msvcr90.dll ships with more recent versions of Windows, but users of older Windows releases can obtain it from the Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package, which is available as a free download from Microsoft's web site.

-- Features of the libjpeg API that require passing a C run-time structure, such as a file handle, from an application to the library will probably not work with jpeg62.dll, unless the application is also built to use the Visual C++ 2008 C run-time DLL. In particular, this affects jpeg_stdio_dest() and jpeg_stdio_src().

Mac
---

Mac applications typically embed their own copies of the libjpeg dylib inside the (hidden) application bundle, so it is not possible to globally replace libjpeg on OS X systems. Replacing the application's version of the libjpeg dylib would generally involve copying libjpeg.*.dylib from libjpeg-turbo into the appropriate place in the application bundle and using install_name_tool to repoint the libjpeg-turbo dylib to its new directory. This requires an advanced knowledge of OS X and would not survive an upgrade or a re-install of the application. Thus, it is not recommended for most users.
Using libjpeg-turbo in Your Own Programs

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should work identically to libjpeg, so in most cases, an application can be built against libjpeg and then run against libjpeg-turbo. On Un*x systems and Cygwin, you can build against libjpeg-turbo instead of libjpeg by setting

```
CPATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/include
and
LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}
```

({lib} = lib32 or lib64, depending on whether you are building a 32-bit or a 64-bit application.)

If using MinGW, then set

```
CPATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/include
and
LIBRARY_PATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/lib
```

Building against libjpeg-turbo is useful, for instance, if you want to build an application that leverages the libjpeg-turbo colorspace extensions (see below.) On Un*x systems, you would still need to manipulate LD_LIBRARY_PATH or create appropriate symlinks to use libjpeg-turbo at run time. On such systems, you can pass `-R /opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}` to the linker to force the use of libjpeg-turbo at run time rather than libjpeg (also useful if you want to leverage the colorspace extensions), or you can link against the libjpeg-turbo static library.

To force a Un*x or MinGW application to link against the static version of libjpeg-turbo, you can use the following linker options:

```
-Wl,-Bstatic -ljpeg -Wl,-Bdynamic
```

On OS X, simply add `/opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib/libjpeg.a` to the linker command line.

To build Visual C++ applications using libjpeg-turbo, add `c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\include` to the system or user INCLUDE environment variable and `c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\lib` to the system or user LIB environment variable, and then link against either jpeg.lib (to use the DLL version of libjpeg-turbo) or jpeg-static.lib (to use the static version of libjpeg-turbo.)

Colorsace Extensions
libjpeg-turbo includes extensions that allow JPEG images to be compressed directly from (and decompressed directly to) buffers that use BGR, BGRX, RGBX, XBGR, and XRGB pixel ordering. This is implemented with ten new colorspace constants:

- JCS_EXT_RGB /* red/green/blue */
- JCS_EXT_RGBX /* red/green/blue/x */
- JCS_EXT_BGR /* blue/green/red */
- JCS_EXT_BGRX /* blue/green/red/x */
- JCS_EXT_XBGR /* x/blue/green/red */
- JCS_EXT_XRGB /* x/red/green/blue */
- JCS_EXT_RGBA /* red/green/blue/alpha */
- JCS_EXT_BGRA /* blue/green/red/alpha */
- JCS_EXT_ABGR /* alpha/blue/green/red */
- JCS_EXT_ARGB /* alpha/red/green/blue */

Setting cinfo.in_color_space (compression) or cinfo.out_color_space (decompression) to one of these values will cause libjpeg-turbo to read the red, green, and blue values from (or write them to) the appropriate position in the pixel when compressing from/decompressing to an RGB buffer.

Your application can check for the existence of these extensions at compile time with:

```c
#ifdef JCS_EXTENSIONS
```

At run time, attempting to use these extensions with a libjpeg implementation that does not support them will result in a "Bogus input colorspace" error. Applications can trap this error in order to test whether run-time support is available for the colorspace extensions.

When using the RGBX, BGRX, XBGR, and XRGB colorspaces during decompression, the X byte is undefined, and in order to ensure the best performance, libjpeg-turbo can set that byte to whatever value it wishes. If an application expects the X byte to be used as an alpha channel, then it should specify JCS_EXT_RGBA, JCS_EXT_BGRA, JCS_EXT_ABGR, or JCS_EXT_ARGB. When these colorspace constants are used, the X byte is guaranteed to be 0xFF, which is interpreted as opaque.

Your application can check for the existence of the alpha channel colorspace extensions at compile time with:

```c
#ifdef JCS_ALPHA_EXTENSIONS
```

jcstest.c, located in the libjpeg-turbo source tree, demonstrates how to check for the existence of the colorspace extensions at compile time and run time.

======================================================================
libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation
=====================================

With libjpeg v7 and v8, new features were added that necessitated extending the compression and decompression structures. Unfortunately, due to the exposed nature of those structures, extending them also necessitated breaking backward ABI compatibility with previous libjpeg releases. Thus, programs that were built to use libjpeg v7 or v8 did not work with libjpeg-turbo, since it is based on the libjpeg v6b code base. Although libjpeg v7 and v8 are still not as widely used as v6b, enough programs (including a few Linux distros) made the switch that there was a demand to emulate the libjpeg v7 and v8 ABIs in libjpeg-turbo. It should be noted, however, that this feature was added primarily so that applications that had already been compiled to use libjpeg v7+ could take advantage of accelerated baseline JPEG encoding/decoding without recompiling. libjpeg-turbo does not claim to support all of the libjpeg v7+ features, nor to produce identical output to libjpeg v7+ in all cases (see below.)

By passing an argument of --with-jpeg7 or --with-jpeg8 to configure, or an argument of -DWITH_JPEG7=1 or -DWITH_JPEG8=1 to cmake, you can build a version of libjpeg-turbo that emulates the libjpeg v7 or v8 ABI, so that programs that are built against libjpeg v7 or v8 can be run with libjpeg-turbo. The following section describes which libjpeg v7+ features are supported and which aren't.

Support for libjpeg v7 and v8 Features:
---------------------------------------

Fully supported:
-- libjpeg: IDCT scaling extensions in decompressor
libjpeg-turbo supports IDCT scaling with scaling factors of 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4, 11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2/1 (only 1/4 and 1/2 are SIMD-accelerated.)

-- libjpeg: arithmetic coding

-- libjpeg: In-memory source and destination managers
See notes below.

-- cjpeg: Separate quality settings for luminance and chrominance
Note that the libjpeg v7+ API was extended to accommodate this feature only for convenience purposes. It has always been possible to implement this feature with libjpeg v6b (see rdswitch.c for an example.)

-- cjpeg: 32-bit BMP support

-- cjpeg: -rgb option
-- jpegtran: lossless cropping

-- jpegtran: -perfect option

-- jpegtran: forcing width/height when performing lossless crop

-- rdjpgcom: -raw option

-- rdjpgcom: locale awareness

Not supported:

NOTE: As of this writing, extensive research has been conducted into the usefulness of DCT scaling as a means of data reduction and SmartScale as a means of quality improvement. The reader is invited to peruse the research at http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org/About/SmartScale and draw his/her own conclusions, but it is the general belief of our project that these features have not demonstrated sufficient usefulness to justify inclusion in libjpeg-turbo.

-- libjpeg: DCT scaling in compressor
cinfo.scale_num and cinfo.scale_denom are silently ignored.
There is no technical reason why DCT scaling could not be supported when emulating the libjpeg v7+ API/ABI, but without the SmartScale extension (see below), only scaling factors of 1/2, 8/15, 4/7, 8/13, 2/3, 8/11, 4/5, and 8/9 would be available, which is of limited usefulness.

-- libjpeg: SmartScale
cinfo.block_size is silently ignored.
SmartScale is an extension to the JPEG format that allows for DCT block sizes other than 8x8. Providing support for this new format would be feasible (particularly without full acceleration.) However, until/unless the format becomes either an official industry standard or, at minimum, an accepted solution in the community, we are hesitant to implement it, as there is no sense of whether or how it might change in the future. It is our belief that SmartScale has not demonstrated sufficient usefulness as a lossless format nor as a means of quality enhancement, and thus, our primary interest in providing this feature would be as a means of supporting additional DCT scaling factors.

-- libjpeg: Fancy downsampling in compressor
cinfo.do_fancy_downsampling is silently ignored.
This requires the DCT scaling feature, which is not supported.

-- jpegtran: Scaling
This requires both the DCT scaling and SmartScale features, which are not supported.
-- Lossless RGB JPEG files

This requires the SmartScale feature, which is not supported.

What About libjpeg v9?
------------------------

libjpeg v9 introduced yet another field to the JPEG compression structure (color_transform), thus making the ABI backward incompatible with that of libjpeg v8. This new field was introduced solely for the purpose of supporting lossless SmartScale encoding. Further, there was actually no reason to extend the API in this manner, as the color transform could have just as easily been activated by way of a new JPEG colorspace constant, thus preserving backward ABI compatibility.

Our research (see link above) has shown that lossless SmartScale does not generally accomplish anything that can't already be accomplished better with existing, standard lossless formats. Thus, at this time, it is our belief that there is not sufficient technical justification for software to upgrade from libjpeg v8 to libjpeg v9, and therefore, not sufficient technical justification for us to emulate the libjpeg v9 ABI.

=================================

In-Memory Source/Destination Managers
=================================

By default, libjpeg-turbo 1.3 and later includes the jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest() functions, even when not emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI. Previously, it was necessary to build libjpeg-turbo from source with libjpeg v8 API/ABI emulation in order to use the in-memory source/destination managers, but several projects requested that those functions be included when emulating the libjpeg v6b API/ABI as well. This allows the use of those functions by programs that need them without breaking ABI compatibility for programs that don't, and it allows those functions to be provided in the "official" libjpeg-turbo binaries.

Those who are concerned about maintaining strict conformance with the libjpeg v6b or v7 API can pass an argument of --without-mem-srcdst to configure or an argument of -DWITH_MEM_SRCDST=0 to CMake prior to building libjpeg-turbo. This will restore the pre-1.3 behavior, in which jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest() are only included when emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI.

On Un*x systems, including the in-memory source/destination managers changes the dynamic library version from 62.0.0 to 62.1.0 if using libjpeg v6b API/ABI emulation and from 7.0.0 to 7.1.0 if using libjpeg v7 API/ABI emulation.

Note that, on most Un*x systems, the dynamic linker will not look for a function in a library until that function is actually used. Thus, if a program
is built against libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(), that program will not fail if run against an older version of libjpeg-turbo or against libjpeg v7- until the program actually tries to call jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(). Such is not the case on Windows. If a program is built against the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(), then it must use the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL at run time.

Both cjpeg and djpeg have been extended to allow testing the in-memory source/destination manager functions. See their respective man pages for more details.

*******************************************************************************
**     Mathematical Compatibility
*******************************************************************************

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should produce identical output to libjpeg v6b. The one exception to this is when using the floating point DCT/IDCT, in which case the outputs of libjpeg v6b and libjpeg-turbo are not guaranteed to be identical (the accuracy of the floating point DCT/IDCT is constant when using libjpeg-turbo's SIMD extensions, but otherwise, it can depend heavily on the compiler and compiler settings.)

While libjpeg-turbo does emulate the libjpeg v8 API/ABI, under the hood, it is still using the same algorithms as libjpeg v6b, so there are several specific cases in which libjpeg-turbo cannot be expected to produce the same output as libjpeg v8:

-- When decompressing using scaling factors of 1/2 and 1/4, because libjpeg v8 implements those scaling algorithms a bit differently than libjpeg v6b does, and libjpeg-turbo's SIMD extensions are based on the libjpeg v6b behavior.

-- When using chrominance subsampling, because libjpeg v8 implements this with its DCT/IDCT scaling algorithms rather than with a separate downsampling/upsampling algorithm.

-- When using the floating point IDCT, for the reasons stated above and also because the floating point IDCT algorithm was modified in libjpeg v8a to improve accuracy.

-- When decompressing using a scaling factor > 1 and merged (AKA "non-fancy" or "non-smooth") chrominance upsampling, because libjpeg v8 does not support merged upsampling with scaling factors > 1.

*******************************************************************************
**     Performance Pitfalls
*******************************************************************************
Restart Markers

The optimized Huffman decoder in libjpeg-turbo does not handle restart markers in a way that makes the rest of the libjpeg infrastructure happy, so it is necessary to use the slow Huffman decoder when decompressing a JPEG image that has restart markers. This can cause the decompression performance to drop by as much as 20%, but the performance will still be much greater than that of libjpeg. Many consumer packages, such as PhotoShop, use restart markers when generating JPEG images, so images generated by those programs will experience this issue.

Fast Integer Forward DCT at High Quality Levels

The algorithm used by the SIMD-accelerated quantization function cannot produce correct results whenever the fast integer forward DCT is used along with a JPEG quality of 98-100. Thus, libjpeg-turbo must use the non-SIMD quantization function in those cases. This causes performance to drop by as much as 40%. It is therefore strongly advised that you use the slow integer forward DCT whenever encoding images with a JPEG quality of 98 or higher.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README-turbo.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jdtrans.c
* *
* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* *
* This file contains library routines for transcoding decompression,
* that is, reading raw DCT coefficient arrays from an input JPEG file.
* The routines in jdapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.
* /

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdtrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * jdphuff.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines for progressive JPEG.
 *
 * Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.
 * If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back
 * up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state variables
 * into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent
 * storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdphuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcmaster.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains master control logic for the JPEG compressor.
 * These routines are concerned with parameter validation, initial setup,
 * and inter-pass control (determining the number of passes and the work
 * to be done in each pass).
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmaster.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * wrbmp.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains routines to write output images in Microsoft "BMP"
* format (MS Windows 3.x and OS/2 1.x flavors).
* Either 8-bit colormapped or 24-bit full-color format can be written.
* No compression is supported.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stio stream.
*
* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrbmp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jcapistd.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains application interface code for the compression half
* of the JPEG library. These are the "standard" API routines that are
* used in the normal full-compression case. They are not used by a
* transcoding-only application. Note that if an application links in
* jpeg_start_compress, it will end up linking in the entire compressor.
* We thus must separate this file from jcapimin.c to avoid linking the
* whole compression library into a transcoder.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapistd.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* transupp.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains declarations for image transformation routines and
* other utility code used by the jpegtran sample application. These are
* NOT part of the core JPEG library. But we keep these routines separate
* from jpegtran.c to ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs
* that have other user interfaces.
*
* NOTE: all the routines declared here have very specific requirements
* about when they are to be executed during the reading and writing of the
* source and destination files. See the comments in transupp.c, or see
* jpegtran.c for an example of correct usage.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jaricom.c
 *
 * Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains probability estimation tables for common use in
 * arithmetic entropy encoding and decoding routines.
 *
 * This data represents Table D.2 in the JPEG spec (ISO/IEC IS 10918-1
 * and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81) and Table 24 in the JBIG spec
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jaricom.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpegcomp.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * JPEG compatibility macros
 * These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most
 * applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
/*
* jdatasrc-tj.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of
* reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).
* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
* some will want to use a different source manager.
* IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of
* JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider
* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatasrc-tj.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jccolext.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccolext.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdatadst.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of
emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).
While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
some will want to use a different destination manager.
IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of
JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider
than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.
*/

/*
* cderror.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file defines the error and message codes for the cjpeg/djpeg
* applications. These strings are not needed as part of the JPEG library
* proper.
* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to
* some other language.
*/

[1] Added support for additional scaling factors (3/8, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4,
11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2) when decompressing. Note that the IDCT will
not be SIMD-accelerated when using any of these new scaling factors.

[2] The TurboJPEG dynamic library is now versioned. It was not strictly
necessary to do so, because TurboJPEG uses versioned symbols, and if a function changes in an ABI-incompatible way, that function is renamed and a legacy function is provided to maintain backward compatibility. However, certain Linux distro maintainers will blindly reject any library that is not versioned, so this was an attempt to make them happy.

[3] Extended the TurboJPEG Java API so that it can be used to compress a JPEG image from and decompress a JPEG image to an arbitrary position in a large image buffer.

[4] The tjDecompressToYUV() function now supports the TJFLAG_FASTDCT flag.

[5] The 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems now provides symlinks in /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu for the TurboJPEG libraries in /usr/lib32. This allows those libraries to be used on MultiArch-compatible systems (such as Ubuntu 11 and later) without setting the linker path.

[6] The TurboJPEG Java wrapper should now find the JNI library on Mac systems without having to pass -Djava.library.path=/usr/lib to java.

[7] TJBench has been ported to Java to provide a convenient way of validating the performance of the TurboJPEG Java API. It can be run with 'java -cp turbojpeg.jar TJBench'.

[8] cjpeg can now be used to generate JPEG files with the RGB colorspace (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[9] The width and height in the -crop argument passed to jpegtran can now be suffixed with "f" to indicate that, when the upper left corner of the cropping region is automatically moved to the nearest iMCU boundary, the bottom right corner should be moved by the same amount. In other words, this feature causes jpegtran to strictly honor the specified width/height rather than the specified bottom right corner (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[10] JPEG files using the RGB colorspace can now be decompressed into grayscale images (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[11] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.1[7] whereby the build would fail with multiple "Mismatch in operand sizes" errors when attempting to build the x86 SIMD code with NASM 0.98.

[12] The in-memory source/destination managers (jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest()) are now included by default when building libjpeg-turbo with libjpeg v6b or v7 emulation, so that programs can take advantage of these functions without requiring the use of the backward-incompatible libjpeg v8 ABI. The "age number" of the libjpeg-turbo library on Un*x systems has been incremented by 1 to reflect this. You can disable this feature with a configure/CMake switch in order to retain strict API/ABI compatibility with the
libjpeg v6b or v7 API/ABI (or with previous versions of libjpeg-turbo.) See README-turbo.txt for more details.

[13] Added ARM v7s architecture to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in the official libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can be used to build applications that leverage the faster CPUs in the iPhone 5 and iPad 4.

1.2.1 =====

[1] Creating or decoding a JPEG file that uses the RGB colorspace should now properly work when the input or output colorspace is one of the libjpeg-turbo colorspace extensions.

[2] When libjpeg-turbo was built without SIMD support and merged (non-fancy) upsampling was used along with an alpha-enabled colorspace during decompression, the unused byte of the decompressed pixels was not being set to 0xFF. This has been fixed. TJUnitTest has also been extended to test for the correct behavior of the colorspace extensions when merged upsampling is used.

[3] Fixed a bug whereby the libjpeg-turbo SSE2 SIMD code would not preserve the upper 64 bits of xmm6 and xmm7 on Win64 platforms, which violated the Win64 calling conventions.

[4] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[6] whereby decompressing corrupt JPEG images (specifically, images in which the component count was erroneously set to a large value) would cause libjpeg-turbo to segfault.

[5] Worked around a severe performance issue with "Bobcat" (AMD Embedded APU) processors. The MASKMOVQDU instruction, which was used by the libjpeg-turbo SSE2 SIMD code, is apparently implemented in microcode on AMD processors, and it is painfully slow on Bobcat processors in particular. Eliminating the use of this instruction improved performance by an order of magnitude on Bobcat processors and by a small amount (typically 5%) on AMD desktop processors.

[6] Added SIMD acceleration for performing 4:2:2 upsampling on NEON-capable ARM platforms. This speeds up the decompression of 4:2:2 JPEGs by 20-25% on such platforms.

[7] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[2] whereby, on Linux/x86 platforms running the 32-bit SSE2 SIMD code in libjpeg-turbo, decompressing a 4:2:0 or 4:2:2 JPEG image into a 32-bit (RGBX, BGRX, etc.) buffer without using fancy upsampling would produce several incorrect columns of pixels at the right-hand side of the output image if each row in the output image was not evenly divisible by 16 bytes.

[8] Fixed an issue whereby attempting to build the SIMD extensions with Xcode
4.3 on OS X platforms would cause NASM to return numerous errors of the form "'%define' expects a macro identifier".

[9] Added flags to the TurboJPEG API that allow the caller to force the use of either the fast or the accurate DCT/IDCT algorithms in the underlying codec.

1.2.0
=====

[1] Fixed build issue with YASM on Unix systems (the libjpeg-turbo build system was not adding the current directory to the assembler include path, so YASM was not able to find jsimd.cfg.inc.)

[2] Fixed out-of-bounds read in SSE2 SIMD code that occurred when decompressing a JPEG image to a bitmap buffer whose size was not a multiple of 16 bytes. This was more of an annoyance than an actual bug, since it did not cause any actual run-time problems, but the issue showed up when running libjpeg-turbo in valgrind. See http://crbug.com/72399 for more information.

[3] Added a compile-time macro (LIBJPEG_TURBO_VERSION) that can be used to check the version of libjpeg-turbo against which an application was compiled.

[4] Added new RGBA/BGRA/ABGR/ARGB colorspace extension constants (libjpeg API) and pixel formats (TurboJPEG API), which allow applications to specify that, when decompressing to a 4-component RGB buffer, the unused byte should be set to 0xFF so that it can be interpreted as an opaque alpha channel.

[5] Fixed regression issue whereby DevIL failed to build against libjpeg-turbo because libjpeg-turbo's distributed version of jconfig.h contained an INLINE macro, which conflicted with a similar macro in DevIL. This macro is used only internally when building libjpeg-turbo, so it was moved into config.h.

[6] libjpeg-turbo will now correctly decompress erroneous CMYK/YCCK JPEGs whose K component is assigned a component ID of 1 instead of 4. Although these files are in violation of the spec, other JPEG implementations handle them correctly.

[7] Added ARM v6 and ARM v7 architectures to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in the official libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can be used to build both OS X and iOS applications.

1.1.90 (1.2 beta1)
================

[1] Added a Java wrapper for the TurboJPEG API. See java/README for more details.
[2] The TurboJPEG API can now be used to scale down images during decompression.

[3] Added SIMD routines for RGB-to-grayscale color conversion, which significantly improves the performance of grayscale JPEG compression from an RGB source image.

[4] Improved the performance of the C color conversion routines, which are used on platforms for which SIMD acceleration is not available.

[5] Added a function to the TurboJPEG API that performs lossless transforms. This function is implemented using the same back end as jpegtran, but it performs transcoding entirely in memory and allows multiple transforms and/or crop operations to be batched together, so the source coefficients only need to be read once. This is useful when generating image tiles from a single source JPEG.

[6] Added tests for the new TurboJPEG scaled decompression and lossless transform features to tjbench (the TurboJPEG benchmark, formerly called "jpgtest").

[7] Added support for 4:4:0 (transposed 4:2:2) subsampling in TurboJPEG, which was necessary in order for it to read 4:2:2 JPEG files that had been losslessly transposed or rotated 90 degrees.

[8] All legacy VirtualGL code has been re-factored, and this has allowed libjpeg-turbo, in its entirety, to be re-licensed under a BSD-style license.

[9] libjpeg-turbo can now be built with YASM.

[10] Added SIMD acceleration for ARM Linux and iOS platforms that support NEON instructions.

[11] Refactored the TurboJPEG C API and documented it using Doxygen. The TurboJPEG 1.2 API uses pixel formats to define the size and component order of the uncompressed source/destination images, and it includes a more efficient version of TJBUFSIZE() that computes a worst-case JPEG size based on the level of chrominance subsampling. The refactored implementation of the TurboJPEG API now uses the libjpeg memory source and destination managers, which allows the TurboJPEG compressor to grow the JPEG buffer as necessary.

[12] Eliminated errors in the output of jpegtran on Windows that occurred when the application was invoked using I/O redirection (jpegtran <input.jpg >output.jpg).

[13] The inclusion of libjpeg v7 and v8 emulation as well as arithmetic coding support in libjpeg-turbo v1.1.0 introduced several new error constants in
jerror.h, and these were mistakenly enabled for all emulation modes, causing the error enum in libjpeg-turbo to sometimes have different values than the same enum in libjpeg. This represents an ABI incompatibility, and it caused problems with rare applications that took specific action based on a particular error value. The fix was to include the new error constants conditionally based on whether libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was enabled.

[14] Fixed an issue whereby Windows applications that used libjpeg-turbo would fail to compile if the Windows system headers were included before jpeglib.h. This issue was caused by a conflict in the definition of the INT32 type.

[15] Fixed 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems, which was broken by enhancements to the packaging system in 1.1.

[16] When decompressing a JPEG image using an output colorspace of JCS_EXT_RGBX, JCS_EXT_BGRX, JCS_EXT_XBGR, or JCS_EXT_XRGB, libjpeg-turbo will now set the unused byte to 0xFF, which allows applications to interpret that byte as an alpha channel (0xFF = opaque).

1.1.1
=====

[1] Fixed a 1-pixel error in row 0, column 21 of the luminance plane generated by tjEncodeYUV().

[2] libjpeg-turbo's accelerated Huffman decoder previously ignored unexpected markers found in the middle of the JPEG data stream during decompression. It will now hand off decoding of a particular block to the unaccelerated Huffman decoder if an unexpected marker is found, so that the unaccelerated Huffman decoder can generate an appropriate warning.

[3] Older versions of MinGW64 prefixed symbol names with underscores by default, which differed from the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++. MinGW64 1.0 has adopted the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++ as the default, so to accommodate this, the libjpeg-turbo SIMD function names are no longer prefixed with an underscore when building with MinGW64. This means that, when building libjpeg-turbo with older versions of MinGW64, you will now have to add -fno-leading-underscore to the CFLAGS.

[4] Fixed a regression bug in the NSIS script that caused the Windows installer build to fail when using the Visual Studio IDE.

[5] Fixed a bug in jpeg_read_coefficients() whereby it would not initialize cinfo->image_width and cinfo->image_height if libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was enabled. This specifically caused the jpegoptim program to fail if it was linked against a version of libjpeg-turbo that was built with libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation.

[7] Eliminated errors in the output of cjpeg on Windows that occurred when the application was invoked using I/O redirection (cjpeg <inputfile >output.jpg).

1.1.0
=====

[1] The algorithm used by the SIMD quantization function cannot produce correct results when the JPEG quality is >= 98 and the fast integer forward DCT is used. Thus, the non-SIMD quantization function is now used for those cases, and libjpeg-turbo should now produce identical output to libjpeg v6b in all cases.

[2] Despite the above, the fast integer forward DCT still degrades somewhat for JPEG qualities greater than 95, so the TurboJPEG wrapper will now automatically use the slow integer forward DCT when generating JPEG images of quality 96 or greater. This reduces compression performance by as much as 15% for these high-quality images but is necessary to ensure that the images are perceptually lossless. It also ensures that the library can avoid the performance pitfall created by [1].

[3] Ported jpgtest.cxx to pure C to avoid the need for a C++ compiler.


[5] The Windows distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time programs (cjpeg, etc.)

[6] All packages now include jpgtest.


[8] Added two new TurboJPEG API functions, tjEncodeYUV() and tjDecompressToYUV(), to replace the somewhat hackish TJ_YUV flag.

1.0.90 (1.1 beta1)
==================

[1] Added emulation of the libjpeg v7 and v8 APIs and ABIs. See README-turbo.txt for more details. This feature was sponsored by CamTrace SAS.

Grayscale bitmaps can now be compressed from/decompressed to using the TurboJPEG API.

jgptest can now be used to test decompression performance with existing JPEG images.

If the default install prefix (/opt/libjpeg-turbo) is used, then 'make install' now creates /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32 and /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64 sym links to duplicate the behavior of the binary packages.

All symbols in the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library are now versioned, even when the library is built with libjpeg v6b emulation.

Added arithmetic encoding and decoding support (can be disabled with configure or CMake options)

Added a TJ_YUV flag to the TurboJPEG API, which causes both the compressor and decompressor to output planar YUV images.

Added an extended version of tjDecompressHeader() to the TurboJPEG API, which allows the caller to determine the type of subsampling used in a JPEG image.

Added further protections against invalid Huffman codes.

1.0.1
=====

The Huffman decoder will now handle erroneous Huffman codes (for instance, from a corrupt JPEG image.) Previously, these would cause libjpeg-turbo to crash under certain circumstances.

Fixed typo in SIMD dispatch routines that was causing 4:2:2 upsampling to be used instead of 4:2:0 when decompressing JPEG images using SSE2 code.

configure script will now automatically determine whether the INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN macro should be defined.

1.0.0
=====

2983700: Further FreeBSD build tweaks (no longer necessary to specify --host when configuring on a 64-bit system)
[2] Created symlinks in the Unix/Linux packages so that the TurboJPEG include file can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/include, the 32-bit static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32, and the 64-bit static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64.

[3] The Unix/Linux distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time programs (cjpeg, etc.) and man pages.


[6] Include distribution package for Cygwin

[7] No longer necessary to specify --without-simd on non-x86 architectures, and unit tests now work on those architectures.

0.0.93
=======

[1] 2982659, Fixed x86-64 build on FreeBSD systems

[2] 2988188: Added support for Windows 64-bit systems

0.0.91
=======

[1] Added documentation to .deb packages

[2] 2968313: Fixed data corruption issues when decompressing large JPEG images and/or using buffered I/O with the libjpeg-turbo decompressor

0.0.90
=======

Initial release

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/ChangeLog.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jsimd_i386.c
* This file exists to provide a single place to fix any problems with
* including the wrong system include files. (Common problems are taken
* care of by the standard jconfig symbols, but on really weird systems
* you may have to edit this file.)
*
* NOTE: this file is NOT intended to be included by applications using the
* JPEG library. Most applications need only include jpeglib.h.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jinclude.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* rdgif.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains routines to read input images in GIF format.
* 
*****************************************************************************
* NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression,   *
* the ability to read GIF files has been removed from the IJG distribution. *
* Sorry about that.                                                       *
*****************************************************************************
*
* We are required to state that
* "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of
* CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of
* CompuServe Incorporated."
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdgif.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* simd/jsimd.h
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander
* 
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* rdswitch.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to process some of cjpeg's more complicated
* command-line switches. Switches processed here are:
* -qtables file Read quantization tables from text file
* -scans file Read scan script from text file
* -quality N[N,...] Set quality ratings
* -qslots N[N,...] Set component quantization table selectors
* -sample HxV[HxV,...] Set component sampling factors
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; jcolsamp.inc - private declarations for color conversion & up/downsampling
;
; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
;
; Based on
; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library
; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
;
; [TAB8]

; ------------------------------------------------------------------------

; pseudo-resisters to make ordering of RGB configurable
;
%if RGB_RED == 0
%define mmA mm0
%define mmB mm1
%define xmmA xmm0
%define xmmB xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 0
%define mmA mm2
%define mmB mm3
%define xmmA xmm2
%define xmmB xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 0
%define mmA mm4
%define mmB mm5
%define xmmA xmm4
%define xmmB xmm5
%else
%define mmA mm6
%define mmB mm7
%define xmmA xmm6
%define xmmB xmm7
%endif

%if RGB_RED == 1
%define mmC mm0
%define mmD mm1
%define xmmC xmm0
%define xmmD xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 1
%define mmC mm2
%define mmD mm3
%define xmmC xmm2
%define xmmD xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 1
%define mmC mm4
%define mmD mm5
%define xmmC xmm4
%define xmmD xmm5
%else
%define mmC mm6
%define mmD mm7
%define xmmC xmm6
%define xmmD xmm7
%endif

%if RGB_RED == 2
%define mmE mm0
%define mmF mm1
%define xmmE xmm0
%endif
%define xmmF xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 2
%define mmE mm2
%define mmF mm3
%define xmmE xmm2
%define xmmF xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 2
%define mmE mm4
%define mmF mm5
%define xmmE xmm4
%define xmmF xmm5
%else
%define mmE mm6
%define mmF mm7
%define xmmE xmm6
%define xmmF xmm7
%endif

%if RGB_RED == 3
%define mmG mm0
%define mmH mm1
%define xmmG xmm0
%define xmmH xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 3
%define mmG mm2
%define mmH mm3
%define xmmG xmm2
%define xmmH xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 3
%define mmG mm4
%define mmH mm5
%define xmmG xmm4
%define xmmH xmm5
%else
%define mmG mm6
%define mmH mm7
%define xmmG xmm6
%define xmmH xmm7
%endif

; -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcolsamp.inc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
* wrtarga.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in Targa format.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*
* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrtarga.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* wrgif.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in GIF format.
*
******************************************************************************
* NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression, *
* this code has been modified to output "uncompressed GIF" files.         *
* There is no trace of the LZW algorithm in this file.                   *
******************************************************************************
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*/

/*
* This code is loosely based on ppmtogif from the PBPLUS distribution
* of Feb. 1991. That file contains the following copyright notice:
* Based on GIFENCOD by David Rowley <mgardi@watdscu.waterloo.edu>.
* Lempel-Ziv compression based on "compress" by Spencer W. Thomas et al.
* Copyright (C) 1989 by Jef Poskanzer.
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
implied warranty.

We are also required to state that
"The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of
CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of
CompuServe Incorporated."

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrgif.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

USING THE IJG JPEG LIBRARY

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
Copyright (C) 1994-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
Modifications:
Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file describes how to use the IJG JPEG library within an application
program. Read it if you want to write a program that uses the library.

The file example.c provides heavily commented skeleton code for calling the
JPEG library. Also see jpeglib.h (the include file to be used by application
programs) for full details about data structures and function parameter lists.
The library source code, of course, is the ultimate reference.

Note that there have been *major* changes from the application interface
presented by IJG version 4 and earlier versions. The old design had several
inherent limitations, and it had accumulated a lot of cruft as we added
features while trying to minimize application-interface changes. We have
sacrificed backward compatibility in the version 5 rewrite, but we think the
improvements justify this.
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You should read at least the overview and basic usage sections before trying to program with the library. The sections on advanced features can be read if and when you need them.

OVERVIEW
========

Functions provided by the library
---------------------------------

The IJG JPEG library provides C code to read and write JPEG-compressed image files. The surrounding application program receives or supplies image data a scanline at a time, using a straightforward uncompressed image format. All details of color conversion and other preprocessing/postprocessing can be handled by the library.

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG. These functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after decompression. They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling, and color quantization. The application indirectly selects use of this code by specifying the format in which it wishes to supply or receive image data. For example, if colormapped output is requested, then the decompression
library automatically invokes color quantization.

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing, and even more so in decompression postprocessing. The decompression library provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs, ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation. On the compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since compression is normally less time-critical. It should be understood that the low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements; nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

A word about functions *not* provided by the library. We handle a subset of the ISO JPEG standard; most baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive JPEG processes are supported. (Our subset includes all features now in common use.) Unsupported ISO options include:
* Hierarchical storage
* Lossless JPEG
* DNL marker
* Nonintegral subsampling ratios

We support both 8- and 12-bit data precision, but this is a compile-time choice rather than a run-time choice; hence it is difficult to use both precisions in a single application.

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in particular the widely used JFIF file format. The library can be used by surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that are embedded in more complex file formats. (For example, this library is used by the free LIBTIFF library to support JPEG compression in TIFF.)

Outline of typical usage
------------------------

The rough outline of a JPEG compression operation is:

Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object
Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file)
Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace
jpeg_start_compress(...);
while (scan lines remain to be written)
jpeg_write_scanlines(...);
jpeg_finish_compress(...);
Release the JPEG compression object

A JPEG compression object holds parameters and working state for the JPEG library. We make creation/destruction of the object separate from starting or finishing compression of an image; the same object can be re-used for a series of image compression operations. This makes it easy to re-use the
same parameter settings for a sequence of images. Re-use of a JPEG object also has important implications for processing abbreviated JPEG data streams, as discussed later.

The image data to be compressed is supplied to jpeg_write_scanlines() from in-memory buffers. If the application is doing file-to-file compression, reading image data from the source file is the application's responsibility. The library emits compressed data by calling a "data destination manager", which typically will write the data into a file; but the application can provide its own destination manager to do something else.

Similarly, the rough outline of a JPEG decompression operation is:

Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object
Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file)
Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info
Set parameters for decompression
jpeg_start_decompress(...);
while (scan lines remain to be read)
jpeg_read_scanlines(...);
jpeg_finish_decompress(...);
Release the JPEG decompression object

This is comparable to the compression outline except that reading the data stream header is a separate step. This is helpful because information about the image's size, colorspace, etc is available when the application selects decompression parameters. For example, the application can choose an output scaling ratio that will fit the image into the available screen size.

The decompression library obtains compressed data by calling a data source manager, which typically will read the data from a file; but other behaviors can be obtained with a custom source manager. Decompressed data is delivered into in-memory buffers passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().

It is possible to abort an incomplete compression or decompression operation by calling jpeg_abort(); or, if you do not need to retain the JPEG object, simply release it by calling jpeg_destroy().

JPEG compression and decompression objects are two separate struct types. However, they share some common fields, and certain routines such as jpeg_destroy() can work on either type of object.

The JPEG library has no static variables: all state is in the compression or decompression object. Therefore it is possible to process multiple compression and decompression operations concurrently, using multiple JPEG objects.

Both compression and decompression can be done in an incremental memory-to-
memory fashion, if suitable source/destination managers are used. See the section on "I/O suspension" for more details.

BASIC LIBRARY USAGE
====================

Data formats
------------

Before diving into procedural details, it is helpful to understand the image data format that the JPEG library expects or returns.

The standard input image format is a rectangular array of pixels, with each pixel having the same number of "component" or "sample" values (color channels). You must specify how many components there are and the colorspace interpretation of the components. Most applications will use RGB data (three components per pixel) or grayscale data (one component per pixel).

PLEASE NOTE THAT RGB DATA IS THREE SAMPLES PER PIXEL, GRAYSCALE ONLY ONE. A remarkable number of people manage to miss this, only to find that their programs don't work with grayscale JPEG files.

There is no provision for colormapped input. JPEG files are always full-color or full grayscale (or sometimes another colorspace such as CMYK). You can feed in a colormapped image by expanding it to full-color format. However JPEG often doesn't work very well with source data that has been colormapped, because of dithering noise. This is discussed in more detail in the JPEG FAQ and the other references mentioned in the README file.

Pixels are stored by scanlines, with each scanline running from left to right. The component values for each pixel are adjacent in the row; for example, R,G,B,R,G,B,R,G,B,... for 24-bit RGB color. Each scanline is an array of data type JSAMPLE --- which is typically "unsigned char", unless you've changed jmorecfg.h. (You can also change the RGB pixel layout, say to B,G,R order, by modifying jmorecfg.h. But see the restrictions listed in that file before doing so.)

A 2-D array of pixels is formed by making a list of pointers to the starts of scanlines; so the scanlines need not be physically adjacent in memory. Even if you process just one scanline at a time, you must make a one-element pointer array to conform to this structure. Pointers to JSAMPLE rows are of type JSAMPROW, and the pointer to the pointer array is of type JSAMPARRAY.

The library accepts or supplies one or more complete scanlines per call. It is not possible to process part of a row at a time. Scanlines are always processed top-to-bottom. You can process an entire image in one call if you have it all in memory, but usually it's simplest to process one scanline at a time.
For best results, source data values should have the precision specified by BITS_IN_JSAMPLE (normally 8 bits). For instance, if you choose to compress data that's only 6 bits/channel, you should left-justify each value in a byte before passing it to the compressor. If you need to compress data that has more than 8 bits/channel, compile with BITS_IN_JSAMPLE = 12. (See "Library compile-time options", later.)

The data format returned by the decompressor is the same in all details, except that colormapped output is supported. (Again, a JPEG file is never colormapped. But you can ask the decompressor to perform on-the-fly color quantization to deliver colormapped output.) If you request colormapped output then the returned data array contains a single JSAMPLE per pixel; its value is an index into a color map. The color map is represented as a 2-D JSAMPARRAY in which each row holds the values of one color component, that is, colormap[i][j] is the value of the i'th color component for pixel value (map index) j. Note that since the colormap indexes are stored in JSAMPLEs, the maximum number of colors is limited by the size of JSAMPLE (ie, at most 256 colors for an 8-bit JPEG library).

Compression details
-------------------

Here we revisit the JPEG compression outline given in the overview.

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object.

A JPEG compression object is a "struct jpeg_compress_struct". (It also has a bunch of subsidiary structures which are allocated via malloc(), but the application doesn't control those directly.) This struct can be just a local variable in the calling routine, if a single routine is going to execute the whole JPEG compression sequence. Otherwise it can be static or allocated from malloc().

You will also need a structure representing a JPEG error handler. The part of this that the library cares about is a "struct jpeg_error_mgr". If you are providing your own error handler, you'll typically want to embed the jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure; this is discussed later under "Error handling". For now we'll assume you are just using the default error handler. The default error handler will print JPEG error/warning messages on stderr, and it will call exit() if a fatal error occurs.

You must initialize the error handler structure, store a pointer to it into the JPEG object's "err" field, and then call jpeg_create_compress() to initialize the rest of the JPEG object.
Typical code for this step, if you are using the default error handler, is

```c
struct jpeg_compress_struct cinfo;
struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;
...
cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);
jpeg_create_compress(&cinfo);
```

`jpeg_create_compress` allocates a small amount of memory, so it could fail if you are out of memory. In that case it will exit via the error handler; that's why the error handler must be initialized first.

2. Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file).

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library delivers compressed data to a "data destination" module. The library includes one data destination module which knows how to write to a stdio stream. You can use your own destination module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.

If you use the standard destination module, you must open the target stdio stream beforehand. Typical code for this step looks like:

```c
FILE * outfile;
...
if ((outfile = fopen(filename, "wb")) == NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);
    exit(1);
}
jpeg_stdio_dest(&cinfo, outfile);
```

where the last line invokes the standard destination module.

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be delivered to the output file unchanged. On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform newline translation or otherwise corrupt binary data. To suppress this behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to put the stdio stream in binary mode. See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

You can select the data destination after setting other parameters (step 3), if that's more convenient. You may not change the destination between calling `jpeg_start_compress()` and `jpeg_finish_compress()`.

3. Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace.

You must supply information about the source image by setting the following
fields in the JPEG object (cinfo structure):

- **image_width**: Width of image, in pixels
- **image_height**: Height of image, in pixels
- **input_components**: Number of color channels (samples per pixel)
- **in_color_space**: Color space of source image

The image dimensions are, hopefully, obvious. JPEG supports image dimensions of 1 to 64K pixels in either direction. The input color space is typically RGB or grayscale, and **input_components** is 3 or 1 accordingly. (See "Special color spaces", later, for more info.) The **in_color_space** field must be assigned one of the **J_COLOR_SPACE** enum constants, typically **JCS_RGB** or **JCS_GRAYSCALE**.

JPEG has a large number of compression parameters that determine how the image is encoded. Most applications don't need or want to know about all these parameters. You can set all the parameters to reasonable defaults by calling **jpeg_set_defaults()**, then, if there are particular values you want to change, you can do so after that. The "Compression parameter selection" section tells about all the parameters.

You must set **in_color_space** correctly before calling **jpeg_set_defaults()**, because the defaults depend on the source image colorspace. However the other three source image parameters need not be valid until you call **jpeg_start_compress()**. There's no harm in calling **jpeg_set_defaults()** more than once, if that happens to be convenient.

Typical code for a 24-bit RGB source image is

```c
jpeg_set_defaults(&cinfo);
/* Make optional parameter settings here */
```

4. **jpeg_start_compress(...);**

   After you have established the data destination and set all the necessary source image info and other parameters, call **jpeg_start_compress()** to begin a compression cycle. This will initialize internal state, allocate working storage, and emit the first few bytes of the JPEG datastream header.

   Typical code:

   ```c
   jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, TRUE);
   ```
The "TRUE" parameter ensures that a complete JPEG interchange datastream will be written. This is appropriate in most cases. If you think you might want to use an abbreviated datastream, read the section on abbreviated datastreams, below.

Once you have called jpeg_start_compress(), you may not alter any JPEG parameters or other fields of the JPEG object until you have completed the compression cycle.

5. while (scan lines remain to be written)
   jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

   Now write all the required image data by calling jpeg_write_scanlines() one or more times. You can pass one or more scanlines in each call, up to the total image height. In most applications it is convenient to pass just one or a few scanlines at a time. The expected format for the passed data is discussed under "Data formats", above.

   Image data should be written in top-to-bottom scanline order. The JPEG spec contains some weasel wording about how top and bottom are application-defined terms (a curious interpretation of the English language...) but if you want your files to be compatible with everyone else's, you WILL use top-to-bottom order. If the source data must be read in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently. Examples of this can be found in the sample application cjpeg.

   The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines written so far in the next_scanline field of the JPEG object. Usually you can just use this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like "while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height)".

   Code for this step depends heavily on the way that you store the source data. example.c shows the following code for the case of a full-size 2-D source array containing 3-byte RGB pixels:

   ```c
   JSAMPROW row_pointer[1]; /* pointer to a single row */
   int row_stride; /* physical row width in buffer */
   row_stride = image_width * 3; /* JSAMPLEs per row in image_buffer */

   while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height) {
     row_pointer[0] = & image_buffer[cinfo.next_scanline * row_stride];
     jpeg_write_scanlines(&cinfo, row_pointer, 1);
   }

   jpeg_write_scanlines() returns the number of scanlines actually written.
This will normally be equal to the number passed in, so you can usually ignore the return value. It is different in just two cases:
* If you try to write more scanlines than the declared image height, the additional scanlines are ignored.
* If you use a suspending data destination manager, output buffer overrun will cause the compressor to return before accepting all the passed lines. This feature is discussed under "I/O suspension", below. The normal stdio destination manager will NOT cause this to happen.
In any case, the return value is the same as the change in the value of next_scanline.

6. jpeg_finish_compress(...);

After all the image data has been written, call jpeg_finish_compress() to complete the compression cycle. This step is ESSENTIAL to ensure that the last bufferload of data is written to the data destination. jpeg_finish_compress() also releases working memory associated with the JPEG object.

Typical code:

jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

If using the stdio destination manager, don't forget to close the output stdio stream (if necessary) afterwards.

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as Huffman code optimization, jpeg_finish_compress() will perform the additional passes using data buffered by the first pass. In this case jpeg_finish_compress() may take quite a while to complete. With the default compression parameters, this will not happen.

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_compress() before writing the necessary total number of scanlines. If you wish to abort compression, call jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

After completing a compression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object as discussed next, or you may use it to compress another image. In that case return to step 2, 3, or 4 as appropriate. If you do not change the destination manager, the new datastream will be written to the same target. If you do not change any JPEG parameters, the new datastream will be written with the same parameters as before. Note that you can change the input image dimensions freely between cycles, but if you change the input colorspace, you should call jpeg_set_defaults() to adjust for the new colorspace; and then you'll need to repeat all of step 3.
7. Release the JPEG compression object.

When you are done with a JPEG compression object, destroy it by calling jpeg_destroy_compress(). This will free all subsidiary memory (regardless of the previous state of the object). Or you can call jpeg_destroy(), which works for either compression or decompression objects --- this may be more convenient if you are sharing code between compression and decompression cases. (Actually, these routines are equivalent except for the declared type of the passed pointer. To avoid gripes from ANSI C compilers, jpeg_destroy() should be passed a j_common_ptr.)

If you allocated the jpeg_compress_struct structure from malloc(), freeing it is your responsibility --- jpeg_destroy() won't. Ditto for the error handler structure.

Typical code:

jpeg_destroy_compress(&cinfo);

8. Aborting.

If you decide to abort a compression cycle before finishing, you can clean up in either of two ways:

* If you don't need the JPEG object any more, just call jpeg_destroy_compress() or jpeg_destroy() to release memory. This is legitimate at any point after calling jpeg_create_compress() --- in fact, it's safe even if jpeg_create_compress() fails.

* If you want to re-use the JPEG object, call jpeg_abort_compress(), or call jpeg_abort() which works on both compression and decompression objects. This will return the object to an idle state, releasing any working memory. jpeg_abort() is allowed at any time after successful object creation.

Note that cleaning up the data destination, if required, is your responsibility; neither of these routines will call term_destination(). (See "Compressed data handling", below, for more about that.)

jpeg_destroy() and jpeg_abort() are the only safe calls to make on a JPEG object that has reported an error by calling error_exit (see "Error handling" for more info). The internal state of such an object is likely to be out of whack. Either of these two routines will return the object to a known state.

Decompression details

-----------------------
Here we revisit the JPEG decompression outline given in the overview.

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object.

This is just like initialization for compression, as discussed above, except that the object is a "struct jpeg_decompress_struct" and you call jpeg_create_decompress(). Error handling is exactly the same.

Typical code:

```c
struct jpeg_decompress_struct cinfo;
struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;
...
cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);
jpeg_create_decompress(&cinfo);
```

(Both here and in the IJG code, we usually use variable name "cinfo" for both compression and decompression objects.)

2. Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file).

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library reads compressed data from a "data source" module. The library includes one data source module which knows how to read from a stdio stream. You can use your own source module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.

If you use the standard source module, you must open the source stdio stream beforehand. Typical code for this step looks like:

```c
FILE *infile;
...
if ((infile = fopen(filename, "rb")) == NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);
    exit(1);
}
jpeg_stdio_src(&cinfo, infile);
```

where the last line invokes the standard source module.

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be read unchanged. On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform newline translation or otherwise corrupt binary data. To suppress this behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to put the stdio stream in binary mode. See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

You may not change the data source between calling jpeg_read_header() and
jpeg_finish_decompress(). If you wish to read a series of JPEG images from a single source file, you should repeat the jpeg_read_header() to jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence without reinitializing either the JPEG object or the data source module; this prevents buffered input data from being discarded.

3. Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info.

Typical code for this step is just

    jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);

This will read the source datastream header markers, up to the beginning of the compressed data proper. On return, the image dimensions and other info have been stored in the JPEG object. The application may wish to consult this information before selecting decompression parameters.

More complex code is necessary if
* A suspending data source is used --- in that case jpeg_read_header() may return before it has read all the header data. See "I/O suspension", below. The normal stdio source manager will NOT cause this to happen.
* Abbreviated JPEG files are to be processed --- see the section on abbreviated datastreams. Standard applications that deal only in interchange JPEG files need not be concerned with this case either.

It is permissible to stop at this point if you just wanted to find out the image dimensions and other header info for a JPEG file. In that case, call jpeg_destroy() when you are done with the JPEG object, or call jpeg_abort() to return it to an idle state before selecting a new data source and reading another header.

4. Set parameters for decompression.

jpeg_read_header() sets appropriate default decompression parameters based on the properties of the image (in particular, its colorspace). However, you may well want to alter these defaults before beginning the decompression. For example, the default is to produce full color output from a color file. If you want colormapped output you must ask for it. Other options allow the returned image to be scaled and allow various speed/quality tradeoffs to be selected. "Decompression parameter selection", below, gives details.

If the defaults are appropriate, nothing need be done at this step.

Note that all default values are set by each call to jpeg_read_header(). If you reuse a decompression object, you cannot expect your parameter settings to be preserved across cycles, as you can for compression.
You must set desired parameter values each time.

5. jpeg_start_decompress(...);

Once the parameter values are satisfactory, call jpeg_start_decompress() to begin decompression. This will initialize internal state, allocate working memory, and prepare for returning data.

Typical code is just

jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as 2-pass color quantization, jpeg_start_decompress() will do everything needed before data output can begin. In this case jpeg_start_decompress() may take quite a while to complete. With a single-scan (non progressive) JPEG file and default decompression parameters, this will not happen; jpeg_start_decompress() will return quickly.

After this call, the final output image dimensions, including any requested scaling, are available in the JPEG object; so is the selected colormap, if colormapped output has been requested. Useful fields include

output_width	image width and height, as scaled
output_height
out_color_components	# of color components in out_color_space
output_components	# of color components returned per pixel
colormap	the selected colormap, if any
actual_number_of_colors	number of entries in colormap

output_components is 1 (a colormap index) when quantizing colors; otherwise it equals out_color_components. It is the number of JSAMPLE values that will be emitted per pixel in the output arrays.

Typically you will need to allocate data buffers to hold the incoming image. You will need output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs per scanline in your output buffer, and a total of output_height scanlines will be returned.

Note: if you are using the JPEG library's internal memory manager to allocate data buffers (as djpeg does), then the manager's protocol requires that you request large buffers *before* calling jpeg_start_decompress(). This is a little tricky since the output_XXX fields are not normally valid then. You can make them valid by calling jpeg_calc_output_dimensions() after setting the relevant parameters (scaling, output color space, and quantization flag).

6. while (scan lines remain to be read)
Now you can read the decompressed image data by calling jpeg_read_scanlines() one or more times. At each call, you pass in the maximum number of scanlines to be read (i.e., the height of your working buffer); jpeg_read_scanlines() will return up to that many lines. The return value is the number of lines actually read. The format of the returned data is discussed under "Data formats", above. Don't forget that grayscale and color JPEGs will return different data formats!

Image data is returned in top-to-bottom scanline order. If you must write out the image in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently. Examples of this can be found in the sample application djpeg.

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines returned so far in the output_scanline field of the JPEG object. Usually you can just use this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like "while (cinfo.output_scanline < cinfo.output_height)". (Note that the test should NOT be against image_height, unless you never use scaling. The image_height field is the height of the original unscaled image.) The return value always equals the change in the value of output_scanline.

If you don't use a suspending data source, it is safe to assume that jpeg_read_scanlines() reads at least one scanline per call, until the bottom of the image has been reached.

If you use a buffer larger than one scanline, it is NOT safe to assume that jpeg_read_scanlines() fills it. (The current implementation returns only a few scanlines per call, no matter how large a buffer you pass.) So you must always provide a loop that calls jpeg_read_scanlines() repeatedly until the whole image has been read.

7. jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

After all the image data has been read, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to complete the decompression cycle. This causes working memory associated with the JPEG object to be released.

Typical code:

jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

If using the stdio source manager, don't forget to close the source stdio stream if necessary.

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_decompress() before reading the correct
After completing a decompression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object as discussed next, or you may use it to decompress another image. In that case return to step 2 or 3 as appropriate. If you do not change the source manager, the next image will be read from the same source.

8. Release the JPEG decompression object.

When you are done with a JPEG decompression object, destroy it by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy(). The previous discussion of destroying compression objects applies here too.

Typical code:

jpeg_destroy_decompress(&cinfo);


You can abort a decompression cycle by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy() if you don't need the JPEG object any more, or jpeg_abort_decompress() or jpeg_abort() if you want to reuse the object. The previous discussion of aborting compression cycles applies here too.

Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

Applications using the JPEG library should include the header file jpeglib.h to obtain declarations of data types and routines. Before including jpeglib.h, include system headers that define at least the typedefs FILE and size_t. On ANSI-conforming systems, including <stdio.h> is sufficient; on older Unix systems, you may need <sys/types.h> to define size_t.

If the application needs to refer to individual JPEG library error codes, also include jerror.h to define those symbols.

jpeglib.h indirectly includes the files jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h. If you are installing the JPEG header files in a system directory, you will want to install all four files: jpeglib.h, jerror.h, jconfig.h, jmorecfg.h.

The most convenient way to include the JPEG code into your executable program is to prepare a library file ("libjpeg.a", or a corresponding name on non-Unix machines) and reference it at your link step. If you use only half of the library (only compression or only decompression), only that much code will be
included from the library, unless your linker is hopelessly brain-damaged. The supplied makefiles build libjpeg.a automatically (see install.txt).

While you can build the JPEG library as a shared library if the whim strikes you, we don't really recommend it. The trouble with shared libraries is that at some point you'll probably try to substitute a new version of the library without recompiling the calling applications. That generally doesn't work because the parameter struct declarations usually change with each new version. In other words, the library's API is *not* guaranteed binary compatible across versions; we only try to ensure source-code compatibility. (In hindsight, it might have been smarter to hide the parameter structs from applications and introduce a ton of access functions instead. Too late now, however.)

On some systems your application may need to set up a signal handler to ensure that temporary files are deleted if the program is interrupted. This is most critical if you are on MS-DOS and use the jmemdos.c memory manager back end; it will try to grab extended memory for temp files, and that space will NOT be freed automatically. See cjpeg.c or djpeg.c for an example signal handler.

It may be worth pointing out that the core JPEG library does not actually require the stdio library: only the default source/destination managers and error handler need it. You can use the library in a stdio-less environment if you replace those modules and use jmennobs.c (or another memory manager of your own devising). More info about the minimum system library requirements may be found in jinclude.h.

ADVANCED FEATURES

Compression parameter selection

This section describes all the optional parameters you can set for JPEG compression, as well as the "helper" routines provided to assist in this task. Proper setting of some parameters requires detailed understanding of the JPEG standard; if you don't know what a parameter is for, it's best not to mess with it! See REFERENCES in the README file for pointers to more info about JPEG.

It's a good idea to call jpeg_set_defaults() first, even if you plan to set all the parameters; that way your code is more likely to work with future JPEG libraries that have additional parameters. For the same reason, we recommend you use a helper routine where one is provided, in preference to twiddling cinfo fields directly.

The helper routines are:
jpeg_set_defaults (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
This routine sets all JPEG parameters to reasonable defaults, using only the input image's color space (field in_color_space, which must already be set in cinfo). Many applications will only need to use this routine and perhaps jpeg_set_quality().

jpeg_set_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo, J_COLOR_SPACE colorspace)
Sets the JPEG file's colorspace (field jpeg_color_space) as specified, and sets other color-space-dependent parameters appropriately. See "Special color spaces", below, before using this. A large number of parameters, including all per-component parameters, are set by this routine; if you want to twiddle individual parameters you should call jpeg_set_colorspace() before rather than after.

jpeg_default_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
Selects an appropriate JPEG colorspace based on cinfo->in_color_space, and calls jpeg_set_colorspace(). This is actually a subroutine of jpeg_set_defaults(). It's broken out in case you want to change just the colorspace-dependent JPEG parameters.

jpeg_set_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int quality, boolean force_baseline)
Constructs JPEG quantization tables appropriate for the indicated quality setting. The quality value is expressed on the 0..100 scale recommended by IJG (cjpeg's "-quality" switch uses this routine). Note that the exact mapping from quality values to tables may change in future IJG releases as more is learned about DCT quantization. If the force_baseline parameter is TRUE, then the quantization table entries are constrained to the range 1..255 for full JPEG baseline compatibility. In the current implementation, this only makes a difference for quality settings below 25, and it effectively prevents very small/low quality files from being generated. The IJG decoder is capable of reading the non-baseline files generated at low quality settings when force_baseline is FALSE, but other decoders may not be.

jpeg_set_linear_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)
Same as jpeg_set_quality() except that the generated tables are the sample tables given in the JPEC spec section K.1, multiplied by the specified scale factor (which is expressed as a percentage; thus scale_factor = 100 reproduces the spec's tables). Note that larger scale factors give lower quality. This entry point is useful for conforming to the Adobe PostScript DCT conventions, but we do not recommend linear scaling as a user-visible quality scale otherwise. force_baseline again constrains the computed table entries to 1..255.

int jpeg_quality_scaling (int quality)
Converts a value on the IJG-recommended quality scale to a linear
scaling percentage. Note that this routine may change or go away in future releases --- IJG may choose to adopt a scaling method that can't be expressed as a simple scalar multiplier, in which case the premise of this routine collapses. Caveat user.

jpeg_default_qtables (j_compress_ptr cinfo, boolean force_baseline)
[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]
Set default quantization tables with linear q_scale_factor[] values (see below).

jpeg_add_quant_table (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int which_tbl,
    const unsigned int *basic_table,
    int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)
Allows an arbitrary quantization table to be created. which_tbl indicates which table slot to fill. basic_table points to an array of 64 unsigned ints given in normal array order. These values are multiplied by scale_factor/100 and then clamped to the range 1..65535 (or to 1..255 if force_baseline is TRUE).
CAUTION: prior to library version 6a, jpeg_add_quant_table expected the basic table to be given in JPEG zigzag order. If you need to write code that works with either older or newer versions of this routine, you must check the library version number. Something like "#if JPEG_LIB_VERSION >= 61" is the right test.

jpeg_simple_progression (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
Generates a default scan script for writing a progressive-JPEG file. This is the recommended method of creating a progressive file, unless you want to make a custom scan sequence. You must ensure that the JPEG color space is set correctly before calling this routine.

Compression parameters (cinfo fields) include:

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method
Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step. Choices are:
JDCT_ISLOW: slow but accurate integer algorithm
JDCT_IFAST: faster, less accurate integer method
JDCT_FLOAT: floating-point method
JDCT_DEFAULT: default method (normally JDCT_ISLOW)
JDCT_FASTEST: fastest method (normally JDCT_IFAST)
The FLOAT method is very slightly more accurate than the ISLOW method, but may give different results on different machines due to varying roundoff behavior. The integer methods should give the same results on all machines. On machines with sufficiently fast FP hardware, the floating-point method may also be the fastest. The IFAST method is considerably less accurate than the other two; its use is not recommended if high quality is a concern. JDCT_DEFAULT and JDCT_FASTEST are macros configurable by each installation.
J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space
int num_components
The JPEG color space and corresponding number of components; see "Special color spaces", below, for more info. We recommend using jpeg_set_color_space() if you want to change these.

boolean optimize_coding
TRUE causes the compressor to compute optimal Huffman coding tables for the image. This requires an extra pass over the data and therefore costs a good deal of space and time. The default is FALSE, which tells the compressor to use the supplied or default Huffman tables. In most cases optimal tables save only a few percent of file size compared to the default tables. Note that when this is TRUE, you need not supply Huffman tables at all, and any you do supply will be overwritten.

unsigned int restart_interval
int restart_in_rows
To emit restart markers in the JPEG file, set one of these nonzero. Set restart_interval to specify the exact interval in MCU blocks. Set restart_in_rows to specify the interval in MCU rows. (If restart_in_rows is not 0, then restart_interval is set after the image width in MCUs is computed.) Defaults are zero (no restarts). One restart marker per MCU row is often a good choice.
NOTE: the overhead of restart markers is higher in grayscale JPEG files than in color files, and MUCH higher in progressive JPEGs. If you use restarts, you may want to use larger intervals in those cases.

const jpeg_scan_info * scan_info
int num_scans
By default, scan_info is NULL; this causes the compressor to write a single-scan sequential JPEG file. If not NULL, scan_info points to an array of scan definition records of length num_scans. The compressor will then write a JPEG file having one scan for each scan definition record. This is used to generate noninterleaved or progressive JPEG files. The library checks that the scan array defines a valid JPEG scan sequence. (jpeg_simple_progression creates a suitable scan definition array for progressive JPEG.) This is discussed further under "Progressive JPEG support".

int smoothing_factor
If non-zero, the input image is smoothed; the value should be 1 for minimal smoothing to 100 for maximum smoothing. Consult jcsample.c for details of the smoothing algorithm. The default is zero.

boolean write_JFIF_header
If TRUE, a JFIF APP0 marker is emitted. jpeg_set_defaults() and jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if a JFIF-legal JPEG color space (ie, YCbCr or grayscale) is selected, otherwise FALSE.

GLuint8 JFIF_major_version
GLuint8 JFIF_minor_version
The version number to be written into the JFIF marker.
jpeg_set_defaults() initializes the version to 1.01 (major=minor=1).
You should set it to 1.02 (major=1, minor=2) if you plan to write any JFIF 1.02 extension markers.

GLuint8 density_unit
GLuint16 X_density
GLuint16 Y_density
The resolution information to be written into the JFIF marker; not used otherwise. density_unit may be 0 for unknown, 1 for dots/inch, or 2 for dots/cm. The default values are 0,1,1 indicating square pixels of unknown size.

boolean write_Adobe_marker
If TRUE, an Adobe APP14 marker is emitted. jpeg_set_defaults() and jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if JPEG color space RGB, CMYK, or YCCK is selected, otherwise FALSE. It is generally a bad idea to set both write_JFIF_header and write_Adobe_marker. In fact, you probably shouldn't change the default settings at all --- the default behavior ensures that the JPEG file's color space can be recognized by the decoder.

JQUANT_TBL * quant_tbl_ptrs[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]
Pointers to coefficient quantization tables, one per table slot, or NULL if no table is defined for a slot. Usually these should be set via one of the above helper routines; jpeg_add_quant_table() is general enough to define any quantization table. The other routines will set up table slot 0 for luminance quality and table slot 1 for chrominance.

int q_scale_factor[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]
[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]
Linear quantization scaling factors (0-100, default 100) for use with jpeg_default_qtables().
See rdswitch.c and cjpeg.c for an example of usage.
Note that the q_scale_factor[] values use "linear" scales, so JPEG quality levels chosen by the user must be converted to these scales using jpeg_quality_scaling(). Here is an example that corresponds to cjpeg -quality 90,70:

jpeg_set_defaults(cinfo);
/* Set luminance quality 90. */
cinfo->q_scale_factor[0] = jpeg_quality_scaling(90);
/* Set chrominance quality 70. */
cinfo->q_scale_factor[1] = jpeg_quality_scaling(70);

jpeg_default_qtables(cinfo, force_baseline);

CAUTION: Setting separate quality levels for chrominance and luminance
is mainly only useful if chrominance subsampling is disabled.  2x2
chrominance subsampling (AKA "4:2:0") is the default, but you can
explicitly disable subsampling as follows:

cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 1;
cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 1;

JHUFF_TBL * dc_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]
JHUFF_TBL * ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]
Pointers to Huffman coding tables, one per table slot, or NULL if
no table is defined for a slot.  Slots 0 and 1 are filled with the
JPEG sample tables by jpeg_set_defaults().  If you need to allocate
more table structures, jpeg_alloc_huff_table() may be used.
Note that optimal Huffman tables can be computed for an image
by setting optimize_coding, as discussed above; there's seldom
any need to mess with providing your own Huffman tables.

[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]
The actual dimensions of the JPEG image that will be written to the file are
given by the following fields.  These are computed from the input image
dimensions and the compression parameters by jpeg_start_compress().  You can
also call jpeg_calc_jpeg_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result
from the current parameter settings.  This can be useful if you are trying
to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size.

JDIMENSION jpeg_width
Actual dimensions of output image.
JDIMENSION jpeg_height

Per-component parameters are stored in the struct cinfo.comp_info[i] for
cOMPONENT number i.  Note that components here refer to components of the
JPEG color space, *not* the source image color space.  A suitably large
comp_info[] array is allocated by jpeg_set_defaults(); if you choose not
to use that routine, it's up to you to allocate the array.

int component_id
The one-byte identifier code to be recorded in the JPEG file for
this component.  For the standard color spaces, we recommend you
leave the default values alone.
int h_samp_factor
int v_samp_factor
Horizontal and vertical sampling factors for the component; must be 1..4 according to the JPEG standard. Note that larger sampling factors indicate a higher-resolution component; many people find this behavior quite unintuitive. The default values are 2,2 for luminance components and 1,1 for chrominance components, except for grayscale where 1,1 is used.

int quant_tbl_no
Quantization table number for component. The default value is 0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

int dc_tbl_no
int ac_tbl_no
DC and AC entropy coding table numbers. The default values are 0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

int component_index
Must equal the component's index in comp_info[]. (Beginning in release v6, the compressor library will fill this in automatically; you don't have to.)

Decompression parameter selection
----------------------------------
Decompression parameter selection is somewhat simpler than compression parameter selection, since all of the JPEG internal parameters are recorded in the source file and need not be supplied by the application. (Unless you are working with abbreviated files, in which case see "Abbreviated datastreams", below.) Decompression parameters control the postprocessing done on the image to deliver it in a format suitable for the application's use. Many of the parameters control speed/quality tradeoffs, in which faster decompression may be obtained at the price of a poorer-quality image. The defaults select the highest quality (slowest) processing.

The following fields in the JPEG object are set by jpeg_read_header() and may be useful to the application in choosing decompression parameters:

JDIMENSION image_width Width and height of image
JDIMENSION image_height
int num_components Number of color components
J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space Colorspace of image
boolean saw_JFIF_marker TRUE if a JFIF APP0 marker was seen
UINT8 JFIF_major_version Version information from JFIF marker
The JPEG color space, unfortunately, is something of a guess since the JPEG standard proper does not provide a way to record it. In practice most files adhere to the JFIF or Adobe conventions, and the decoder will recognize these correctly. See "Special color spaces", below, for more info.

The decompression parameters that determine the basic properties of the returned image are:

\[ J\_COLOR\_SPACE \text{ out\_color\_space} \]

Output color space. `jpeg_read_header()` sets an appropriate default based on `jpeg_color_space`; typically it will be RGB or grayscale. The application can change this field to request output in a different colorspace. For example, set it to JCS_GRAYSCALE to get grayscale output from a color file. (This is useful for previewing: grayscale output is faster than full color since the color components need not be processed.) Note that not all possible color space transforms are currently implemented; you may need to extend `jdcolor.c` if you want an unusual conversion.

\[ \text{unsigned int scale_num, scale_denom} \]

Scale the image by the fraction `scale_num/scale_denom`. Default is 1/1, or no scaling. Currently, the only supported scaling ratios are M/8 with all M from 1 to 16, or any reduced fraction thereof (such as 1/2, 3/4, etc.) (The library design allows for arbitrary scaling ratios but this is not likely to be implemented any time soon.) Smaller scaling ratios permit significantly faster decoding since fewer pixels need be processed and a simpler IDCT method can be used.

\[ \text{boolean quantize\_colors} \]

If set TRUE, colormapped output will be delivered. Default is FALSE, meaning that full-color output will be delivered.

The next three parameters are relevant only if `quantize\_colors` is TRUE.

\[ \text{int desired\_number\_of\_colors} \]

Maximum number of colors to use in generating a library-supplied color map (the actual number of colors is returned in a different field). Default 256. Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

\[ \text{boolean two\_pass\_quantize} \]
If TRUE, an extra pass over the image is made to select a custom color map for the image. This usually looks a lot better than the one-size-fits-all colormap that is used otherwise. Default is TRUE. Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

J_DITHER_MODE dither_mode
Selects color dithering method. Supported values are:
JDITHER_NONE no dithering: fast, very low quality
JDITHER_ORDERED ordered dither: moderate speed and quality
JDITHER_FS Floyd-Steinberg dither: slow, high quality
Default is JDITHER_FS. (At present, ordered dither is implemented only in the single-pass, standard-colormap case. If you ask for ordered dither when two_pass_quantize is TRUE or when you supply an external color map, you'll get F-S dithering.)

When quantize_colors is TRUE, the target color map is described by the next two fields. colormap is set to NULL by jpeg_read_header(). The application can supply a color map by setting colormap non-NULL and setting actual_number_of_colors to the map size. Otherwise, jpeg_start_decompress() selects a suitable color map and sets these two fields itself.
[Implementation restriction: at present, an externally supplied colormap is only accepted for 3-component output color spaces.]

JSAMPARRAY colormap
The color map, represented as a 2-D pixel array of out_color_components rows and actual_number_of_colors columns. Ignored if not quantizing.
CAUTION: if the JPEG library creates its own colormap, the storage pointed to by this field is released by jpeg_finish_decompress(). Copy the colormap somewhere else first, if you want to save it.

int actual_number_of_colors
The number of colors in the color map.

Additional decompression parameters that the application may set include:

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method
Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step. Choices are the same as described above for compression.

boolean do_fancy_upsampling
If TRUE, do careful upsampling of chroma components. If FALSE, a faster but sloppier method is used. Default is TRUE. The visual impact of the sloppier method is often very small.

boolean do_block_smoothing
If TRUE, interblock smoothing is applied in early stages of decoding progressive JPEG files; if FALSE, not. Default is TRUE. Early progression stages look "fuzzy" with smoothing, "blocky" without.
In any case, block smoothing ceases to be applied after the first few AC coefficients are known to full accuracy, so it is relevant only when using buffered-image mode for progressive images.

boolean enable_1pass_quant
boolean enable_external_quant
boolean enable_2pass_quant
These are significant only in buffered-image mode, which is described in its own section below.

The output image dimensions are given by the following fields. These are computed from the source image dimensions and the decompression parameters by jpeg_start_decompress(). You can also call jpeg_calc_output_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result from the current parameter settings. This can be useful if you are trying to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size. It's also important if you are using the JPEG library's memory manager to allocate output buffer space, because you are supposed to request such buffers *before* jpeg_start_decompress().

JDIMENSION output_width	Actual dimensions of output image.
JDIMENSION output_height
int out_color_components
Number of color components in out_color_space.
int output_components
Number of color components returned.
int rec_outbuf_height
Recommended height of scanline buffer.

When quantizing colors, output_components is 1, indicating a single color map index per pixel. Otherwise it equals out_color_components. The output arrays are required to be output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs wide.

rec_outbuf_height is the recommended minimum height (in scanlines) of the buffer passed to jpeg_read_scanlines(). If the buffer is smaller, the library will still work, but time will be wasted due to unnecessary data copying. In high-quality modes, rec_outbuf_height is always 1, but some faster, lower-quality modes set it to larger values (typically 2 to 4). If you are going to ask for a high-speed processing mode, you may as well go to the trouble of honoring rec_outbuf_height so as to avoid data copying. (An output buffer larger than rec_outbuf_height lines is OK, but won't provide any material speed improvement over that height.)

Special color spaces
---------------------

The JPEG standard itself is "color blind" and doesn't specify any particular color space. It is customary to convert color data to a luminance/chrominance color space before compressing, since this permits greater compression. The existing de-facto JPEG file format standards specify YCbCr or grayscale data.
(JFIF), or grayscale, RGB, YCbCr, CMYK, or YCCK (Adobe). For special
applications such as multispectral images, other color spaces can be used,
but it must be understood that such files will be unportable.

The JPEG library can handle the most common colorspace conversions (namely
RGB <=> YCbCr and CMYK <=> YCCK). It can also deal with data of an unknown
color space, passing it through without conversion. If you deal extensively
with an unusual color space, you can easily extend the library to understand
additional color spaces and perform appropriate conversions.

For compression, the source data's color space is specified by field
in_color_space. This is transformed to the JPEG file's color space given
by jpeg_color_space. jpeg_set_defaults() chooses a reasonable JPEG color
space depending on in_color_space, but you can override this by calling
jpeg_set_colorspace(). Of course you must select a supported transformation.
jccolor.c currently supports the following transformations:
RGB => YCbCr
RGB => GRAYSCALE
YCbCr => GRAYSCALE
CMYK => YCCK
plus the null transforms: GRAYSCALE => GRAYSCALE, RGB => RGB,
YCbCr => YCbCr, CMYK => CMYK, YCCK => YCCK, and UNKNOWN => UNKNOWN.

The de-facto file format standards (JFIF and Adobe) specify APPn markers that
indicate the color space of the JPEG file. It is important to ensure that
these are written correctly, or omitted if the JPEG file's color space is not
one of the ones supported by the de-facto standards. jpeg_set_colorsace()
will set the compression parameters to include or omit the APPn markers
properly, so long as it is told the truth about the JPEG color space.
For example, if you are writing some random 3-component color space without
conversion, don't try to fake out the library by setting in_color_space and
jpeg_color_space to JCS_YCbCr; use JCS_UNKNOW. You may want to write an
APPn marker of your own devising to identify the colorspace --- see "Special
markers", below.

When told that the color space is UNKNOWN, the library will default to using
luminance-quality compression parameters for all color components. You may
well want to change these parameters. See the source code for
jpeg_set_colorsace(), in jcparam.c, for details.

For decompression, the JPEG file's color space is given in jpeg_color_space,
and this is transformed to the output color space out_color_space.
jpeg_read_header's setting of jpeg_color_space can be relied on if the file
conforms to JFIF or Adobe conventions, but otherwise it is no better than a
guess. If you know the JPEG file's color space for certain, you can override
jpeg_read_header's guess by setting jpeg_color_space. jpeg_read_header also
selects a default output color space based on (its guess of) jpeg_color_space;
set out_color_space to override this. Again, you must select a supported
transformation. jdcolor.c currently supports
YCbCr => RGB
YCbCr => GRAYSCALE
RGB => GRAYSCALE
GRAYSCALE => RGB
YCCK => CMYK
as well as the null transforms. (Since GRAYSCALE=>RGB is provided, an
application can force grayscale JPEGs to look like color JPEGs if it only
wants to handle one case.)

The two-pass color quantizer, jquant2.c, is specialized to handle RGB data
(it weights distances appropriately for RGB colors). You'll need to modify
the code if you want to use it for non-RGB output color spaces. Note that
jquant2.c is used to map to an application-supplied colormap as well as for
the normal two-pass colormap selection process.

CAUTION: it appears that Adobe Photoshop writes inverted data in CMYK JPEG
files: 0 represents 100% ink coverage, rather than 0% ink as you'd expect.
This is arguably a bug in Photoshop, but if you need to work with Photoshop
CMYK files, you will have to deal with it in your application. We cannot
“fix” this in the library by inverting the data during the CMYK<=>YCCK
transform, because that would break other applications, notably Ghostscript.
Photoshop versions prior to 3.0 write EPS files containing JPEG-encoded CMYK
data in the same inverted-YCCK representation used in bare JPEG files, but
the surrounding PostScript code performs an inversion using the PS image
operator. I am told that Photoshop 3.0 will write uninverted YCCK in
EPS/JPEG files, and will omit the PS-level inversion. (But the data
polarity used in bare JPEG files will not change in 3.0.) In either case,
the JPEG library must not invert the data itself, or else Ghostscript would
read these EPS files incorrectly.

Error handling
--------------

When the default error handler is used, any error detected inside the JPEG
routines will cause a message to be printed on stderr, followed by exit().
You can supply your own error handling routines to override this behavior
and to control the treatment of nonfatal warnings and trace/debug messages.
The file example.c illustrates the most common case, which is to have the
application regain control after an error rather than exiting.

The JPEG library never writes any message directly; it always goes through
the error handling routines. Three classes of messages are recognized:
* Fatal errors: the library cannot continue.
* Warnings: the library can continue, but the data is corrupt, and a
damaged output image is likely to result.
* Trace/informational messages. These come with a trace level indicating
the importance of the message; you can control the verbosity of the
program by adjusting the maximum trace level that will be displayed.

You may, if you wish, simply replace the entire JPEG error handling module
(jerror.c) with your own code. However, you can avoid code duplication by
only replacing some of the routines depending on the behavior you need.
This is accomplished by calling jpeg_std_error() as usual, but then overriding
some of the method pointers in the jpeg_error_mgr struct, as illustrated by
example.c.

All of the error handling routines will receive a pointer to the JPEG object
(a j_common_ptr which points to either a jpeg_compress_struct or a
jpeg_decompress_struct; if you need to tell which, test the is_decompressor
field). This struct includes a pointer to the error manager struct in its
"err" field. Frequently, custom error handler routines will need to access
additional data which is not known to the JPEG library or the standard error
handler. The most convenient way to do this is to embed either the JPEG
object or the jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure that contains
additional fields; then casting the passed pointer provides access to the
additional fields. Again, see example.c for one way to do it. (Beginning
with IJG version 6b, there is also a void pointer "client_data" in each
JPEG object, which the application can also use to find related data.
The library does not touch client_data at all.)

The individual methods that you might wish to override are:

error_exit (j_common_ptr cinfo)
Receives control for a fatal error. Information sufficient to
generate the error message has been stored in cinfo->err; call
output_message to display it. Control must NOT return to the caller;
generally this routine will exit() or longjmp() somewhere.
Typically you would override this routine to get rid of the exit() default behavior. Note that if you continue processing, you should
clean up the JPEG object with jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().

output_message (j_common_ptr cinfo)
Actual output of any JPEG message. Override this to send messages
somewhere other than stderr. Note that this method does not know
how to generate a message, only where to send it.

format_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, char * buffer)
Constructs a readable error message string based on the error info
stored in cinfo->err. This method is called by output_message. Few
applications should need to override this method. One possible
reason for doing so is to implement dynamic switching of error message
language.

emit_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, int msg_level)
Decide whether or not to emit a warning or trace message; if so, calls output_message. The main reason for overriding this method would be to abort on warnings. msg_level is -1 for warnings, 0 and up for trace messages.

Only error_exit() and emit_message() are called from the rest of the JPEG library; the other two are internal to the error handler.

The actual message texts are stored in an array of strings which is pointed to by the field err->jpeg_message_table. The messages are numbered from 0 to err->last_jpeg_message, and it is these code numbers that are used in the JPEG library code. You could replace the message texts (for instance, with messages in French or German) by changing the message table pointer. See jerror.h for the default texts. CAUTION: this table will almost certainly change or grow from one library version to the next.

It may be useful for an application to add its own message texts that are handled by the same mechanism. The error handler supports a second "add-on" message table for this purpose. To define an addon table, set the pointer err->addon_message_table and the message numbers err->first_addon_message and err->last_addon_message. If you number the addon messages beginning at 1000 or so, you won't have to worry about conflicts with the library's built-in messages. See the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg for an example of using addon messages (the addon messages are defined in cderror.h).

Actual invocation of the error handler is done via macros defined in jerror.h: ERREXITn(...) for fatal errors WARNMSn(...) for corrupt-data warnings TRACEMSn(...) for trace and informational messages. These macros store the message code and any additional parameters into the error handler struct, then invoke the error_exit() or emit_message() method. The variants of each macro are for varying numbers of additional parameters. The additional parameters are inserted into the generated message using standard printf() format codes.

See jerror.h and jerror.c for further details.

Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)

The JPEG compression library sends its compressed data to a "destination manager" module. The default destination manager just writes the data to a memory buffer or to a stdio stream, but you can provide your own manager to do something else. Similarly, the decompression library calls a "source manager" to obtain the compressed data; you can provide your own source manager if you want the data to come from somewhere other than a memory buffer or a stdio stream.
In both cases, compressed data is processed a bufferload at a time: the destination or source manager provides a work buffer, and the library invokes the manager only when the buffer is filled or emptied. (You could define a one-character buffer to force the manager to be invoked for each byte, but that would be rather inefficient.) The buffer's size and location are controlled by the manager, not by the library. For example, the memory source manager just makes the buffer pointer and length point to the original data in memory. In this case the buffer-reload procedure will be invoked only if the decompressor ran off the end of the datastream, which would indicate an erroneous datastream.

The work buffer is defined as an array of datatype JOCTET, which is generally "char" or "unsigned char". On a machine where char is not exactly 8 bits wide, you must define JOCTET as a wider data type and then modify the data source and destination modules to transcribe the work arrays into 8-bit units on external storage.

A data destination manager struct contains a pointer and count defining the next byte to write in the work buffer and the remaining free space:

```c
JOCTET * next_output_byte; /* => next byte to write in buffer */
size_t free_in_buffer;      /* # of byte spaces remaining in buffer */
```

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer is filled. The manager's empty_output_buffer method must reset the pointer and count. The manager is expected to remember the buffer's starting address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

A data destination manager provides three methods:

- `init_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)`
  Initialize destination. This is called by jpeg_start_compress() before any data is actually written. It must initialize next_output_byte and free_in_buffer. free_in_buffer must be initialized to a positive value.

- `empty_output_buffer (j_compress_ptr cinfo)`
  This is called whenever the buffer has filled (free_in_buffer reaches zero). In typical applications, it should write out the *entire* buffer (use the saved start address and buffer length; ignore the current state of next_output_byte and free_in_buffer). Then reset the pointer & count to the start of the buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been dumped. free_in_buffer must be set to a positive value when TRUE is returned. A FALSE return should only be used when I/O suspension is desired (this operating mode is discussed in the next section).
term_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
Terminate destination --- called by jpeg_finish_compress() after all
data has been written. In most applications, this must flush any
data remaining in the buffer. Use either next_output_byte or
free_in_buffer to determine how much data is in the buffer.

term_destination() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy(). If you
want the destination manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it
yourself.

You will also need code to create a jpeg_destination_mgr struct, fill in its
method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "dest" field of
the JPEG compression object. This can be done in-line in your setup code if
you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to
the jpeg_stdio_dest() or jpeg_mem_dest() routines of the supplied destination
managers.

Decompression source managers follow a parallel design, but with some
additional frammishes. The source manager struct contains a pointer and count
defining the next byte to read from the work buffer and the number of bytes
remaining:

const JOCTET * next_input_byte; /* => next byte to read from buffer */
size_t bytes_in_buffer;         /* # of bytes remaining in buffer */

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer
is emptied. The manager's fill_input_buffer method must reset the pointer and
count. In most applications, the manager must remember the buffer's starting
address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

A data source manager provides five methods:

init_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
Initialize source. This is called by jpeg_read_header() before any
data is actually read. Unlike init_destination(), it may leave
bytes_in_buffer set to 0 (in which case a fill_input_buffer() call
will occur immediately).

fill_input_buffer (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
This is called whenever bytes_in_buffer has reached zero and more
data is wanted. In typical applications, it should read fresh data
into the buffer (ignoring the current state of next_input_byte and
bytes_in_buffer), reset the pointer & count to the start of the
buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been reloaded.
It is not necessary to fill the buffer entirely, only to obtain at
least one more byte. bytes_in_buffer MUST be set to a positive value
if TRUE is returned. A FALSE return should only be used when I/O
suspension is desired (this mode is discussed in the next section).
skip_input_data (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, long num_bytes)
Skip num_bytes worth of data. The buffer pointer and count should be advanced over num_bytes input bytes, refilling the buffer as needed. This is used to skip over a potentially large amount of uninteresting data (such as an APPn marker). In some applications it may be possible to optimize away the reading of the skipped data, but it's not clear that being smart is worth much trouble; large skips are uncommon. bytes_in_buffer may be zero on return.
A zero or negative skip count should be treated as a no-op.

resync_to_restart (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, int desired)
This routine is called only when the decompressor has failed to find a restart (RSTn) marker where one is expected. Its mission is to find a suitable point for resuming decompression. For most applications, we recommend that you just use the default resync procedure, jpeg_resync_to_restart(). However, if you are able to back up in the input data stream, or if you have a-priori knowledge about the likely location of restart markers, you may be able to do better. Read the read_restart_marker() and jpeg_resync_to_restart() routines in jdmarker.c if you think you'd like to implement your own resync procedure.

term_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
Terminate source --- called by jpeg_finish_decompress() after all data has been read. Often a no-op.

For both fill_input_buffer() and skip_input_data(), there is no such thing as an EOF return. If the end of the file has been reached, the routine has a choice of exiting via ERREXIT() or inserting fake data into the buffer. In most cases, generating a warning message and inserting a fake EOI marker is the best course of action --- this will allow the decompressor to output however much of the image is there. In pathological cases, the decompressor may swallow the EOI and again demand data ... just keep feeding it fake EOIs. jdatasrc.c illustrates the recommended error recovery behavior.

term_source() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy(). If you want the source manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it yourself.

You will also need code to create a jpeg_source_mgr struct, fill in its method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "src" field of the JPEG decompression object. This can be done in-line in your setup code if you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to the jpeg_stdio_src() or jpeg_mem_src() routines of the supplied source managers.

For more information, consult the memory and stdio source and destination managers in jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c.
I/O suspension

--------------

Some applications need to use the JPEG library as an incremental memory-to-memory filter: when the compressed data buffer is filled or emptied, they want control to return to the outer loop, rather than expecting that the buffer can be emptied or reloaded within the data source/destination manager subroutine. The library supports this need by providing an "I/O suspension" mode, which we describe in this section.

The I/O suspension mode is not a panacea: nothing is guaranteed about the maximum amount of time spent in any one call to the library, so it will not eliminate response-time problems in single-threaded applications. If you need guaranteed response time, we suggest you "bite the bullet" and implement a real multi-tasking capability.

To use I/O suspension, cooperation is needed between the calling application and the data source or destination manager; you will always need a custom source/destination manager. (Please read the previous section if you haven't already.) The basic idea is that the empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() routine is a no-op, merely returning FALSE to indicate that it has done nothing. Upon seeing this, the JPEG library suspends operation and returns to its caller. The surrounding application is responsible for emptying or refilling the work buffer before calling the JPEG library again.

Compression suspension:

For compression suspension, use an empty_output_buffer() routine that returns FALSE; typically it will not do anything else. This will cause the compressor to return to the caller of jpeg_write_scanlines(), with the return value indicating that not all the supplied scanlines have been accepted. The application must make more room in the output buffer, adjust the output buffer pointer/count appropriately, and then call jpeg_write_scanlines() again, pointing to the first unconsumed scanline.

When forced to suspend, the compressor will backtrack to a convenient stopping point (usually the start of the current MCU); it will regenerate some output data when restarted. Therefore, although empty_output_buffer() is only called when the buffer is filled, you should NOT write out the entire buffer after a suspension. Write only the data up to the current position of next_output_byte/free_in_buffer. The data beyond that point will be regenerated after resumption.

Because of the backtracking behavior, a good-size output buffer is essential for efficiency; you don't want the compressor to suspend often. (In fact, an overly small buffer could lead to infinite looping, if a single MCU required
more data than would fit in the buffer.) We recommend a buffer of at least several Kbytes. You may want to insert explicit code to ensure that you don't call jpeg_write_scanlines() unless there is a reasonable amount of space in the output buffer; in other words, flush the buffer before trying to compress more data.

The compressor does not allow suspension while it is trying to write JPEG markers at the beginning and end of the file. This means that:

* At the beginning of a compression operation, there must be enough free space in the output buffer to hold the header markers (typically 600 or so bytes). The recommended buffer size is bigger than this anyway, so this is not a problem as long as you start with an empty buffer. However, this restriction might catch you if you insert large special markers, such as a JFIF thumbnail image, without flushing the buffer afterwards.
* When you call jpeg_finish_compress(), there must be enough space in the output buffer to emit any buffered data and the final EOI marker. In the current implementation, half a dozen bytes should suffice for this, but for safety's sake we recommend ensuring that at least 100 bytes are free before calling jpeg_finish_compress().

A more significant restriction is that jpeg_finish_compress() cannot suspend. This means you cannot use suspension with multi-pass operating modes, namely Huffman code optimization and multiple-scan output. Those modes write the whole file during jpeg_finish_compress(), which will certainly result in buffer overrun. (Note that this restriction applies only to compression, not decompression. The decompressor supports input suspension in all of its operating modes.)

Decompression suspension:

For decompression suspension, use a fill_input_buffer() routine that simply returns FALSE (except perhaps during error recovery, as discussed below). This will cause the decompressor to return to its caller with an indication that suspension has occurred. This can happen at four places:

* jpeg_read_header(): will return JPEG_SUSPENDED.
* jpeg_start_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.
* jpeg_read_scanlines(): will return the number of scanlines already completed (possibly 0).
* jpeg_finish_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

The surrounding application must recognize these cases, load more data into the input buffer, and repeat the call. In the case of jpeg_read_scanlines(), increment the passed pointers past any scanlines successfully read.

Just as with compression, the decompressor will typically backtrack to a convenient restart point before suspending. When fill_input_buffer() is called, next_input_byte/bytes_in_buffer point to the current restart point, which is where the decompressor will backtrack to if FALSE is returned. The data beyond that position must NOT be discarded if you suspend; it needs
to be re-read upon resumption. In most implementations, you'll need to shift this data down to the start of your work buffer and then load more data after it. Again, this behavior means that a several-Kbyte work buffer is essential for decent performance; furthermore, you should load a reasonable amount of new data before resuming decompression. (If you loaded, say, only one new byte each time around, you could waste a LOT of cycles.)

The skip_input_data() source manager routine requires special care in a suspension scenario. This routine is NOT granted the ability to suspend the decompressor; it can decrement bytes_in_buffer to zero, but no more. If the requested skip distance exceeds the amount of data currently in the input buffer, then skip_input_data() must set bytes_in_buffer to zero and record the additional skip distance somewhere else. The decompressor will immediately call fill_input_buffer(), which should return FALSE, which will cause a suspension return. The surrounding application must then arrange to discard the recorded number of bytes before it resumes loading the input buffer. (Yes, this design is rather baroque, but it avoids complexity in the far more common case where a non-suspending source manager is used.)

If the input data has been exhausted, we recommend that you emit a warning and insert dummy EOI markers just as a non-suspending data source manager would do. This can be handled either in the surrounding application logic or within fill_input_buffer(); the latter is probably more efficient. If fill_input_buffer() knows that no more data is available, it can set the pointer/count to point to a dummy EOI marker and then return TRUE just as though it had read more data in a non-suspending situation.

The decompressor does not attempt to suspend within standard JPEG markers; instead it will backtrack to the start of the marker and reprocess the whole marker next time. Hence the input buffer must be large enough to hold the longest standard marker in the file. Standard JPEG markers should normally not exceed a few hundred bytes each (DHT tables are typically the longest). We recommend at least a 2K buffer for performance reasons, which is much larger than any correct marker is likely to be. For robustness against damaged marker length counts, you may wish to insert a test in your application for the case that the input buffer is completely full and yet the decoder has suspended without consuming any data --- otherwise, if this situation did occur, it would lead to an endless loop. (The library can't provide this test since it has no idea whether "the buffer is full", or even whether there is a fixed-size input buffer.)

The input buffer would need to be 64K to allow for arbitrary COM or APPn markers, but these are handled specially: they are either saved into allocated memory, or skipped over by calling skip_input_data(). In the former case, suspension is handled correctly, and in the latter case, the problem of buffer overrun is placed on skip_input_data's shoulders, as explained above. Note that if you provide your own marker handling routine for large markers, you should consider how to deal with buffer overflow.
Multiple-buffer management:

In some applications it is desirable to store the compressed data in a linked list of buffer areas, so as to avoid data copying. This can be handled by having empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() set the pointer and count to reference the next available buffer; FALSE is returned only if no more buffers are available. Although seemingly straightforward, there is a pitfall in this approach: the backtrack that occurs when FALSE is returned could back up into an earlier buffer. For example, when fill_input_buffer() is called, the current pointer & count indicate the backtrack restart point. Since fill_input_buffer() will set the pointer and count to refer to a new buffer, the restart position must be saved somewhere else. Suppose a second call to fill_input_buffer() occurs in the same library call, and no additional input data is available, so fill_input_buffer must return FALSE. If the JPEG library has not moved the pointer/count forward in the current buffer, then *the correct restart point is the saved position in the prior buffer*. Prior buffers may be discarded only after the library establishes a restart point within a later buffer. Similar remarks apply for output into a chain of buffers.

The library will never attempt to backtrack over a skip_input_data() call, so any skipped data can be permanently discarded. You still have to deal with the case of skipping not-yet-received data, however.

It’s much simpler to use only a single buffer; when fill_input_buffer() is called, move any unconsumed data (beyond the current pointer/count) down to the beginning of this buffer and then load new data into the remaining buffer space. This approach requires a little more data copying but is far easier to get right.

Progressive JPEG support

------------------------

Progressive JPEG rearranges the stored data into a series of scans of increasing quality. In situations where a JPEG file is transmitted across a slow communications link, a decoder can generate a low-quality image very quickly from the first scan, then gradually improve the displayed quality as more scans are received. The final image after all scans are complete is identical to that of a regular (sequential) JPEG file of the same quality setting. Progressive JPEG files are often slightly smaller than equivalent sequential JPEG files, but the possibility of incremental display is the main reason for using progressive JPEG.

The IJG encoder library generates progressive JPEG files when given a suitable "scan script" defining how to divide the data into scans. Creation of progressive JPEG files is otherwise transparent to the encoder.
Progressive JPEG files can also be read transparently by the decoder library. If the decoding application simply uses the library as defined above, it will receive a final decoded image without any indication that the file was progressive. Of course, this approach does not allow incremental display. To perform incremental display, an application needs to use the decoder library's "buffered-image" mode, in which it receives a decoded image multiple times.

Each displayed scan requires about as much work to decode as a full JPEG image of the same size, so the decoder must be fairly fast in relation to the data transmission rate in order to make incremental display useful. However, it is possible to skip displaying the image and simply add the incoming bits to the decoder's coefficient buffer. This is fast because only Huffman decoding need be done, not IDCT, upsampling, colorspace conversion, etc. The IJG decoder library allows the application to switch dynamically between displaying the image and simply absorbing the incoming bits. A properly coded application can automatically adapt the number of display passes to suit the time available as the image is received. Also, a final higher-quality display cycle can be performed from the buffered data after the end of the file is reached.

Progressive compression:

To create a progressive JPEG file (or a multiple-scan sequential JPEG file), set the scan_info cinfo field to point to an array of scan descriptors, and perform compression as usual. Instead of constructing your own scan list, you can call the jpeg_simple_progression() helper routine to create a recommended progression sequence; this method should be used by all applications that don't want to get involved in the nitty-gritty of progressive scan sequence design. (If you want to provide user control of scan sequences, you may wish to borrow the scan script reading code found in rdswitch.c, so that you can read scan script files just like cjpeg's.) When scan_info is not NULL, the compression library will store DCT'd data into a buffer array as jpeg_write_scanlines() is called, and will emit all the requested scans during jpeg_finish_compress(). This implies that multiple-scan output cannot be created with a suspending data destination manager, since jpeg_finish_compress() does not support suspension. We should also note that the compressor currently forces Huffman optimization mode when creating a progressive JPEG file, because the default Huffman tables are unsuitable for progressive files.

Progressive decompression:

When buffered-image mode is not used, the decoder library will read all of a multi-scan file during jpeg_start_decompress(), so that it can provide a final decoded image. (Here "multi-scan" means either progressive or multi-scan sequential.) This makes multi-scan files transparent to the decoding application. However, existing applications that used suspending
input with version 5 of the IJG library will need to be modified to check for a suspension return from jpeg_start_decompress().

To perform incremental display, an application must use the library's buffered-image mode. This is described in the next section.

Buffered-image mode
---------------------

In buffered-image mode, the library stores the partially decoded image in a coefficient buffer, from which it can be read out as many times as desired. This mode is typically used for incremental display of progressive JPEG files, but it can be used with any JPEG file. Each scan of a progressive JPEG file adds more data (more detail) to the buffered image. The application can display in lockstep with the source file (one display pass per input scan), or it can allow input processing to outrun display processing. By making input and display processing run independently, it is possible for the application to adapt progressive display to a wide range of data transmission rates.

The basic control flow for buffered-image decoding is

```
jpeg_create_decompress()
set data source
jpeg_read_header()
set overall decompression parameters
cinfo.buffered_image = TRUE; /* select buffered-image mode */
jpeg_start_decompress()
for (each output pass) {
   adjust output decompression parameters if required
   jpeg_start_output() /* start a new output pass */
   for (all scanlines in image) {
      jpeg_read_scanlines()
      display scanlines
   }
   jpeg_finish_output() /* terminate output pass */
}
jpeg_finish_decompress()
jpeg_destroy_decompress()
```

This differs from ordinary unbuffered decoding in that there is an additional level of looping. The application can choose how many output passes to make and how to display each pass.

The simplest approach to displaying progressive images is to do one display pass for each scan appearing in the input file. In this case the outer loop condition is typically
while (!jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo))
and the start-output call should read
jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
The second parameter to jpeg_start_output() indicates which scan of the input
file is to be displayed; the scans are numbered starting at 1 for this
purpose. (You can use a loop counter starting at 1 if you like, but using
the library's input scan counter is easier.) The library automatically reads
data as necessary to complete each requested scan, and jpeg_finish_output()
advances to the next scan or end-of-image marker (hence input_scan_number
will be incremented by the time control arrives back at jpeg_start_output()).
With this technique, data is read from the input file only as needed, and
input and output processing run in lockstep.

After reading the final scan and reaching the end of the input file, the
buffered image remains available; it can be read additional times by
repeating the jpeg_start_output()/jpeg_read_scanlines()/jpeg_finish_output()
sequence. For example, a useful technique is to use fast one-pass color
quantization for display passes made while the image is arriving, followed by
a final display pass using two-pass quantization for highest quality. This
is done by changing the library parameters before the final output pass.
Changing parameters between passes is discussed in detail below.

In general the last scan of a progressive file cannot be recognized as such
until after it is read, so a post-input display pass is the best approach if
you want special processing in the final pass.

When done with the image, be sure to call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release
the buffered image (or just use jpeg_destroy_decompress()).

If input data arrives faster than it can be displayed, the application can
cause the library to decode input data in advance of what's needed to produce
output. This is done by calling the routine jpeg_consume_input().
The return value is one of the following:
JPEG_REACHED_SOS: reached an SOS marker (the start of a new scan)
JPEG_REACHED_EOI: reached the EOI marker (end of image)
JPEG_ROW_COMPLETED: completed reading one MCU row of compressed data
JPEG_SCAN_COMPLETED: completed reading last MCU row of current scan
JPEG_SUSPENDED: suspended before completing any of the above
(JPEG_SUSPENDED can occur only if a suspending data source is used.) This
routine can be called at any time after initializing the JPEG object. It
reads some additional data and returns when one of the indicated significant
events occurs. (If called after the EOI marker is reached, it will
immediately return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without attempting to read more data.)

The library's output processing will automatically call jpeg_consume_input()
whenever the output processing overtakes the input; thus, simple lockstep
display requires no direct calls to jpeg_consume_input(). But by adding
calls to jpeg_consume_input(), you can absorb data in advance of what is
being displayed. This has two benefits:

* You can limit buildup of unprocessed data in your input buffer.
* You can eliminate extra display passes by paying attention to the state of the library's input processing.

The first of these benefits only requires interspersing calls to jpeg_consume_input() with your display operations and any other processing you may be doing. To avoid wasting cycles due to backtracking, it's best to call jpeg_consume_input() only after a hundred or so new bytes have arrived. This is discussed further under "I/O suspension", above. (Note: the JPEG library currently is not thread-safe. You must not call jpeg_consume_input() from one thread of control if a different library routine is working on the same JPEG object in another thread.)

When input arrives fast enough that more than one new scan is available before you start a new output pass, you may as well skip the output pass corresponding to the completed scan. This occurs for free if you pass cinfo.input_scan_number as the target scan number to jpeg_start_output(). The input_scan_number field is simply the index of the scan currently being consumed by the input processor. You can ensure that this is up-to-date by emptying the input buffer just before calling jpeg_start_output(): call jpeg_consume_input() repeatedly until it returns JPEG_SUSPENDED or JPEG_REACHED_EOI.

The target scan number passed to jpeg_start_output() is saved in the cinfo.output_scan_number field. The library's output processing calls jpeg_consume_input() whenever the current input scan number and row within that scan is less than or equal to the current output scan number and row. Thus, input processing can "get ahead" of the output processing but is not allowed to "fall behind". You can achieve several different effects by manipulating this interlock rule. For example, if you pass a target scan number greater than the current input scan number, the output processor will wait until that scan starts to arrive before producing any output. (To avoid an infinite loop, the target scan number is automatically reset to the last scan number when the end of image is reached. Thus, if you specify a large target scan number, the library will just absorb the entire input file and then perform an output pass. This is effectively the same as what jpeg_start_decompress() does when you don't select buffered-image mode.)

When you pass a target scan number equal to the current input scan number, the image is displayed no faster than the current input scan arrives. The final possibility is to pass a target scan number less than the current input scan number; this disables the input/output interlock and causes the output processor to simply display whatever it finds in the image buffer, without waiting for input. (However, the library will not accept a target scan number less than one, so you can't avoid waiting for the first scan.)

When data is arriving faster than the output display processing can advance through the image, jpeg_consume_input() will store data into the buffered
image beyond the point at which the output processing is reading data out again. If the input arrives fast enough, it may "wrap around" the buffer to the point where the input is more than one whole scan ahead of the output. If the output processing simply proceeds through its display pass without paying attention to the input, the effect seen on-screen is that the lower part of the image is one or more scans better in quality than the upper part. Then, when the next output scan is started, you have a choice of what target scan number to use. The recommended choice is to use the current input scan number at that time, which implies that you've skipped the output scans corresponding to the input scans that were completed while you processed the previous output scan. In this way, the decoder automatically adapts its speed to the arriving data, by skipping output scans as necessary to keep up with the arriving data.

When using this strategy, you'll want to be sure that you perform a final output pass after receiving all the data; otherwise your last display may not be full quality across the whole screen. So the right outer loop logic is something like this:

do {
    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()
    final_pass = jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo);
    adjust output decompression parameters if required
    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
    ...
    jpeg_finish_output()
} while (! final_pass);

rather than quitting as soon as jpeg_input_complete() returns TRUE. This arrangement makes it simple to use higher-quality decoding parameters for the final pass. But if you don't want to use special parameters for the final pass, the right loop logic is like this:

for (;;) {
    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()
    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
    ...
    jpeg_finish_output()
    if (jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo) &&
        cinfo.input_scan_number == cinfo.output_scan_number)
        break;
}

In this case you don't need to know in advance whether an output pass is to be the last one, so it's not necessary to have reached EOF before starting the final output pass; rather, what you want to test is whether the output pass was performed in sync with the final input scan. This form of the loop will avoid an extra output pass whenever the decoder is able (or nearly able) to keep up with the incoming data.

When the data transmission speed is high, you might begin a display pass, then find that much or all of the file has arrived before you can complete
the pass. (You can detect this by noting the JPEG_REACHED_EOI return code from jpeg_consume_input(), or equivalently by testing jpeg_input_complete().) 

In this situation you may wish to abort the current display pass and start a new one using the newly arrived information. To do so, just call jpeg_finish_output() and then start a new pass with jpeg_start_output().

A variant strategy is to abort and restart display if more than one complete scan arrives during an output pass; this can be detected by noting JPEG_REACHED_SOS returns and/or examining cinfo.input_scan_number. This idea should be employed with caution, however, since the display process might never get to the bottom of the image before being aborted, resulting in the lower part of the screen being several passes worse than the upper. In most cases it's probably best to abort an output pass only if the whole file has arrived and you want to begin the final output pass immediately.

When receiving data across a communication link, we recommend always using the current input scan number for the output target scan number; if a higher-quality final pass is to be done, it should be started (aborting any incomplete output pass) as soon as the end of file is received. However, many other strategies are possible. For example, the application can examine the parameters of the current input scan and decide whether to display it or not. If the scan contains only chroma data, one might choose not to use it as the target scan, expecting that the scan will be small and will arrive quickly. To skip to the next scan, call jpeg_consume_input() until it returns JPEG_REACHED_SOS or JPEG_REACHED_EOI. Or just use the next higher number as the target scan for jpeg_start_output(); but that method doesn't let you inspect the next scan's parameters before deciding to display it.

In buffered-image mode, jpeg_start_decompress() never performs input and thus never suspends. An application that uses input suspension with buffered-image mode must be prepared for suspension returns from these routines:
* jpeg_start_output() performs input only if you request 2-pass quantization and the target scan isn't fully read yet. (This is discussed below.)
* jpeg_read_scanlines(), as always, returns the number of scanlines that it was able to produce before suspending.
* jpeg_finish_output() will read any markers following the target scan, up to the end of the file or the SOS marker that begins another scan. (But it reads no input if jpeg_consume_input() has already reached the end of the file or a SOS marker beyond the target output scan.)
* jpeg_finish_decompress() will read until the end of file, and thus can suspend if the end hasn't already been reached (as can be tested by calling jpeg_input_complete()). jpeg_start_output(), jpeg_finish_output(), and jpeg_finish_decompress() all return TRUE if they completed their tasks, FALSE if they had to suspend. In the event of a FALSE return, the application must load more input data and repeat the call. Applications that use non-suspending data sources need
not check the return values of these three routines.

It is possible to change decoding parameters between output passes in the buffered-image mode. The decoder library currently supports only very limited changes of parameters. ONLY THE FOLLOWING parameter changes are allowed after jpeg_start_decompress() is called:

* dct_method can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().
  For example, one could use a fast DCT method for early scans, changing to a higher quality method for the final scan.
* dither_mode can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output();
  of course this has no impact if not using color quantization. Typically one would use ordered dither for initial passes, then switch to Floyd-Steinberg dither for the final pass. Caution: changing dither mode can cause more memory to be allocated by the library. Although the amount of memory involved is not large (a scanline or so), it may cause the initial max_memory_to_use specification to be exceeded, which in the worst case would result in an out-of-memory failure.
* do_block_smoothing can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().
  This setting is relevant only when decoding a progressive JPEG image. During the first DC-only scan, block smoothing provides a very "fuzzy" look instead of the very "blocky" look seen without it; which is better seems a matter of personal taste. But block smoothing is nearly always a win during later stages, especially when decoding a successive-approximation image: smoothing helps to hide the slight blockiness that otherwise shows up on smooth gradients until the lowest coefficient bits are sent.
* Color quantization mode can be changed under the rules described below.
  You *cannot* change between full-color and quantized output (because that would alter the required I/O buffer sizes), but you can change which quantization method is used.

When generating color-quantized output, changing quantization method is a very useful way of switching between high-speed and high-quality display. The library allows you to change among its three quantization methods:

1. Single-pass quantization to a fixed color cube.
   Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = FALSE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.
2. Single-pass quantization to an application-supplied colormap.
   Selected by setting cinfo.colormap to point to the colormap (the value of two_pass_quantize is ignored); also set cinfo.actual_number_of_colors.
3. Two-pass quantization to a colormap chosen specifically for the image.
   Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = TRUE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.
   (This is the default setting selected by jpeg_read_header, but it is probably NOT what you want for the first pass of progressive display!)

These methods offer successively better quality and lesser speed. However, only the first method is available for quantizing in non-RGB color spaces.

IMPORTANT: because the different quantizer methods have very different working-storage requirements, the library requires you to indicate which
You do this by setting one or more of these three cinfo fields to TRUE:

- enable_1pass_quant
  - Fixed color cube colormap
- enable_external_quant
  - Externally-supplied colormap
- enable_2pass_quant
  - Two-pass custom colormap

All three are initialized FALSE by jpeg_read_header(). But jpeg_start_decompress() automatically sets TRUE the one selected by the current two_pass_quantize and colormap settings, so you only need to set the enable flags for any other quantization methods you plan to change to later.

After setting the enable flags correctly at jpeg_start_decompress() time, you can change to any enabled quantization method by setting two_pass_quantize and colormap properly just before calling jpeg_start_output(). The following special rules apply:

1. You must explicitly set cinfo.colormap to NULL when switching to 1-pass or 2-pass mode from a different mode, or when you want the 2-pass quantizer to be re-run to generate a new colormap.
2. To switch to an external colormap, or to change to a different external colormap than was used on the prior pass, you must call jpeg_new_colormap() after setting cinfo.colormap.

NOTE: if you want to use the same colormap as was used in the prior pass, you should not do either of these things. This will save some nontrivial switchover costs.

(These requirements exist because cinfo.colormap will always be non-NULL after completing a prior output pass, since both the 1-pass and 2-pass quantizers set it to point to their output colormaps. Thus you have to do one of these two things to notify the library that something has changed. Yup, it's a bit klugy, but it's necessary to do it this way for backwards compatibility.)

Note that in buffered-image mode, the library generates any requested colormap during jpeg_start_output(), not during jpeg_start_decompress().

When using two-pass quantization, jpeg_start_output() makes a pass over the buffered image to determine the optimum color map; it therefore may take a significant amount of time, whereas ordinarily it does little work. The progress monitor hook is called during this pass, if defined. It is also important to realize that if the specified target scan number is greater than or equal to the current input scan number, jpeg_start_output() will attempt to consume input as it makes this pass. If you use a suspending data source, you need to check for a FALSE return from jpeg_start_output() under these conditions. The combination of 2-pass quantization and a not-yet-fully-read target scan is the only case in which jpeg_start_output() will consume input.

Application authors who support buffered-image mode may be tempted to use it for all JPEG images, even single-scan ones. This will work, but it is
inefficient: there is no need to create an image-sized coefficient buffer for single-scan images. Requesting buffered-image mode for such an image wastes memory. Worse, it can cost time on large images, since the buffered data has to be swapped out or written to a temporary file. If you are concerned about maximum performance on baseline JPEG files, you should use buffered-image mode only when the incoming file actually has multiple scans. This can be tested by calling jpeg_has_multiple_scans(), which will return a correct result at any time after jpeg_read_header() completes.

It is also worth noting that when you use jpeg_consume_input() to let input processing get ahead of output processing, the resulting pattern of access to the coefficient buffer is quite nonsequential. It's best to use the memory manager jmemnobs.c if you can (i.e., if you have enough real or virtual main memory). If not, at least make sure that max_memory_to_use is set as high as possible. If the JPEG memory manager has to use a temporary file, you will probably see a lot of disk traffic and poor performance. (This could be improved with additional work on the memory manager, but we haven't gotten around to it yet.)

In some applications it may be convenient to use jpeg_consume_input() for all input processing, including reading the initial markers; that is, you may wish to call jpeg_consume_input() instead of jpeg_read_header() during startup. This works, but note that you must check for JPEG_REACHED_SOS and JPEG_REACHED_EOI return codes as the equivalent of jpeg_read_header's codes. Once the first SOS marker has been reached, you must call jpeg_start_decompress() before jpeg_consume_input() will consume more input; it'll just keep returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS until you do. If you read a tables-only file this way, jpeg_consume_input() will return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without ever returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS; be sure to check for this case. If this happens, the decompressor will not read any more input until you call jpeg_abort() to reset it. It is OK to call jpeg_consume_input() even when not using buffered-image mode, but in that case it's basically a no-op after the initial markers have been read: it will just return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images
-------------------------------------------

A JPEG compression or decompression object can be reused to process multiple images. This saves a small amount of time per image by eliminating the "create" and "destroy" operations, but that isn't the real purpose of the feature. Rather, reuse of an object provides support for abbreviated JPEG datastreams. Object reuse can also simplify processing a series of images in a single input or output file. This section explains these features.

A JPEG file normally contains several hundred bytes worth of quantization and Huffman tables. In a situation where many images will be stored or transmitted with identical tables, this may represent an annoying overhead.
The JPEG standard therefore permits tables to be omitted. The standard defines three classes of JPEG datastreams:

* "Interchange" datastreams contain an image and all tables needed to decode the image. These are the usual kind of JPEG file.
* "Abbreviated image" datastreams contain an image, but are missing some or all of the tables needed to decode that image.
* "Abbreviated table specification" (henceforth "tables-only") datastreams contain only table specifications.

To decode an abbreviated image, it is necessary to load the missing table(s) into the decoder beforehand. This can be accomplished by reading a separate tables-only file. A variant scheme uses a series of images in which the first image is an interchange (complete) datastream, while subsequent ones are abbreviated and rely on the tables loaded by the first image. It is assumed that once the decoder has read a table, it will remember that table until a new definition for the same table number is encountered.

It is the application designer's responsibility to figure out how to associate the correct tables with an abbreviated image. While abbreviated datastreams can be useful in a closed environment, their use is strongly discouraged in any situation where data exchange with other applications might be needed. Caveat designer.

The JPEG library provides support for reading and writing any combination of tables-only datastreams and abbreviated images. In both compression and decompression objects, a quantization or Huffman table will be retained for the lifetime of the object, unless it is overwritten by a new table definition.

To create abbreviated image datastreams, it is only necessary to tell the compressor not to emit some or all of the tables it is using. Each quantization and Huffman table struct contains a boolean field "sent_table", which normally is initialized to FALSE. For each table used by the image, the header-writing process emits the table and sets sent_table = TRUE unless it is already TRUE. (In normal usage, this prevents outputting the same table definition multiple times, as would otherwise occur because the chroma components typically share tables.) Thus, setting this field to TRUE before calling jpeg_start_compress() will prevent the table from being written at all.

If you want to create a "pure" abbreviated image file containing no tables, just call "jpeg_suppress_tables(&cinfo, TRUE)" after constructing all the tables. If you want to emit some but not all tables, you'll need to set the individual sent_table fields directly.

To create an abbreviated image, you must also call jpeg_start_compress() with a second parameter of FALSE, not TRUE. Otherwise jpeg_start_compress() will force all the sent_table fields to FALSE. (This is a safety feature to prevent abbreviated images from being created accidentally.)
To create a tables-only file, perform the same parameter setup that you normally would, but instead of calling jpeg_start_compress() and so on, call jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo). This will write an abbreviated datastream containing only SOI, DQT and/or DHT markers, and EOI. All the quantization and Huffman tables that are currently defined in the compression object will be emitted unless their sent_tables flag is already TRUE, and then all the sent_tables flags will be set TRUE.

A sure-fire way to create matching tables-only and abbreviated image files is to proceed as follows:

create JPEG compression object
set JPEG parameters
set destination to tables-only file
jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo);
set destination to image file
jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, FALSE);
write data...
jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

Since the JPEG parameters are not altered between writing the table file and the abbreviated image file, the same tables are sure to be used. Of course, you can repeat the jpeg_start_compress(...) jpeg_finish_compress() sequence many times to produce many abbreviated image files matching the table file.

You cannot suppress output of the computed Huffman tables when Huffman optimization is selected. (If you could, there'd be no way to decode the image...) Generally, you don't want to set optimize_coding = TRUE when you are trying to produce abbreviated files.

In some cases you might want to compress an image using tables which are not stored in the application, but are defined in an interchange or tables-only file readable by the application. This can be done by setting up a JPEG decompression object to read the specification file, then copying the tables into your compression object. See jpeg_copy_critical_parameters() for an example of copying quantization tables.

To read abbreviated image files, you simply need to load the proper tables into the decompression object before trying to read the abbreviated image. If the proper tables are stored in the application program, you can just allocate the table structs and fill in their contents directly. For example, to load a fixed quantization table into table slot "n":

if (cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)
    cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_quant_table(j_common_ptr) &cinfo);
quant_ptr = cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n];/* quant_ptr is JQUANT_TBL*/
for (i = 0; i < 64; i++) {
    /* Qtable[] is desired quantization table, in natural array order */
    quant_ptr->quantval[i] = Qtable[i];
}

Code to load a fixed Huffman table is typically (for AC table "n"):

    if (cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)
        cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_huff_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);
    huff_ptr = cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n]; /* huff_ptr is JHUFF_TBL */
    for (i = 1; i <= 16; i++) {
        /* counts[i] is number of Huffman codes of length i bits, i=1..16 */
        huff_ptr->bits[i] = counts[i];
    }
    for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
        /* symbols[] is the list of Huffman symbols, in code-length order */
        huff_ptr->huffval[i] = symbols[i];
    }

(Note that trying to set cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] to point directly at a
constant JQUANT_TBL object is not safe. If the incoming file happened to
contain a quantization table definition, your master table would get
overwritten! Instead allocate a working table copy and copy the master table
into it, as illustrated above. Ditto for Huffman tables, of course.)

You might want to read the tables from a tables-only file, rather than
hard-wiring them into your application. The jpeg_read_header() call is
sufficient to read a tables-only file. You must pass a second parameter of
FALSE to indicate that you do not require an image to be present. Thus, the
typical scenario is

create JPEG decompression object
set source to tables-only file
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, FALSE);
set source to abbreviated image file
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);
set decompression parameters
jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);
read data...
jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

In some cases, you may want to read a file without knowing whether it contains
an image or just tables. In that case, pass FALSE and check the return value
from jpeg_read_header(): it will be JPEG_HEADER_OK if an image was found,
JPEG_HEADER_TABLES_ONLY if only tables were found. (A third return value,
JPEG_SUSPENDED, is possible when using a suspending data source manager.)
Note that jpeg_read_header() will not complain if you read an abbreviated
image for which you haven't loaded the missing tables; the missing-table check
occurs later, in jpeg_start_decompress().

It is possible to read a series of images from a single source file by repeating the jpeg_read_header() ... jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence, without releasing/recreating the JPEG object or the data source module. (If you did reinitialize, any partial bufferload left in the data source buffer at the end of one image would be discarded, causing you to lose the start of the next image.) When you use this method, stored tables are automatically carried forward, so some of the images can be abbreviated images that depend on tables from earlier images.

If you intend to write a series of images into a single destination file, you might want to make a specialized data destination module that doesn't flush the output buffer at term_destination() time. This would speed things up by some trifling amount. Of course, you'd need to remember to flush the buffer after the last image. You can make the later images be abbreviated ones by passing FALSE to jpeg_start_compress().

Special markers
---------------

Some applications may need to insert or extract special data in the JPEG datastream. The JPEG standard provides marker types "COM" (comment) and "APP0" through "APP15" (application) to hold application-specific data. Unfortunately, the use of these markers is not specified by the standard. COM markers are fairly widely used to hold user-supplied text. The JFIF file format spec uses APP0 markers with specified initial strings to hold certain data. Adobe applications use APP14 markers beginning with the string "Adobe" for miscellaneous data. Other APPn markers are rarely seen, but might contain almost anything.

If you wish to store user-supplied text, we recommend you use COM markers and place readable 7-bit ASCII text in them. Newline conventions are not standardized --- expect to find LF (Unix style), CR/LF (DOS style), or CR (Mac style). A robust COM reader should be able to cope with random binary garbage, including nulls, since some applications generate COM markers containing non-ASCII junk. (But yours should not be one of them.)

For program-supplied data, use an APPn marker, and be sure to begin it with an identifying string so that you can tell whether the marker is actually yours. It's probably best to avoid using APP0 or APP14 for any private markers. (NOTE: the upcoming SPIFF standard will use APP8 markers; we recommend you not use APP8 markers for any private purposes, either.)

Keep in mind that at most 65533 bytes can be put into one marker, but you can have as many markers as you like.
By default, the IJG compression library will write a JFIF APP0 marker if the selected JPEG colorspace is grayscale or YCbCr, or an Adobe APP14 marker if the selected colorspace is RGB, CMYK, or YCCK. You can disable this, but we don't recommend it. The decompression library will recognize JFIF and Adobe markers and will set the JPEG colorspace properly when one is found.

You can write special markers immediately following the datastream header by calling jpeg_write_marker() after jpeg_start_compress() and before the first call to jpeg_write_scanlines(). When you do this, the markers appear after the SOI and the JFIF APP0 and Adobe APP14 markers (if written), but before all else. Specify the marker type parameter as "JPEG_COM" for COM or "JPEG_APP0 + n" for APPn. (Actually, jpeg_write_marker will let you write any marker type, but we don't recommend writing any other kinds of marker.)

For example, to write a user comment string pointed to by comment_text:

```
jpeg_write_marker(cinfo, JPEG_COM, comment_text, strlen(comment_text));
```

If it's not convenient to store all the marker data in memory at once, you can instead call jpeg_write_m_header() followed by multiple calls to jpeg_write_m_byte(). If you do it this way, it's your responsibility to call jpeg_write_m_byte() exactly the number of times given in the length parameter to jpeg_write_m_header(). (This method lets you empty the output buffer partway through a marker, which might be important when using a suspending data destination module. In any case, if you are using a suspending destination, you should flush its buffer after inserting any special markers. See "I/O suspension".)

Or, if you prefer to synthesize the marker byte sequence yourself, you can just cram it straight into the data destination module.

If you are writing JFIF 1.02 extension markers (thumbnail images), don't forget to set cinfo.JFIF_minor_version = 2 so that the encoder will write the correct JFIF version number in the JFIF header marker. The library's default is to write version 1.01, but that's wrong if you insert any 1.02 extension markers. (We could probably get away with just defaulting to 1.02, but there used to be broken decoders that would complain about unknown minor version numbers. To reduce compatibility risks it's safest not to write 1.02 unless you are actually using 1.02 extensions.)

When reading, two methods of handling special markers are available:
1. You can ask the library to save the contents of COM and/or APPn markers into memory, and then examine them at your leisure afterwards.
2. You can supply your own routine to process COM and/or APPn markers on-the-fly as they are read. The first method is simpler to use, especially if you are using a suspending data source; writing a marker processor that copes with input suspension is
not easy (consider what happens if the marker is longer than your available input buffer). However, the second method conserves memory since the marker data need not be kept around after it's been processed.

For either method, you'd normally set up marker handling after creating a decompression object and before calling jpeg_read_header(), because the markers of interest will typically be near the head of the file and so will be scanned by jpeg_read_header. Once you've established a marker handling method, it will be used for the life of that decompression object (potentially many datastreams), unless you change it. Marker handling is determined separately for COM markers and for each APPn marker code.

To save the contents of special markers in memory, call jpeg_save_markers(cinfo, marker_code, length_limit)
where marker_code is the marker type to save, JPEG_COM or JPEG_APP0+n. (To arrange to save all the special marker types, you need to call this routine 17 times, for COM and APP0-APP15.) If the incoming marker is longer than length_limit data bytes, only length_limit bytes will be saved; this parameter allows you to avoid chewing up memory when you only need to see the first few bytes of a potentially large marker. If you want to save all the data, set length_limit to 0xFFFF; that is enough since marker lengths are only 16 bits. As a special case, setting length_limit to 0 prevents that marker type from being saved at all. (That is the default behavior, in fact.)

After jpeg_read_header() completes, you can examine the special markers by following the cinfo->marker_list pointer chain. All the special markers in the file appear in this list, in order of their occurrence in the file (but omitting any markers of types you didn't ask for). Both the original data length and the saved data length are recorded for each list entry; the latter will not exceed length_limit for the particular marker type. Note that these lengths exclude the marker length word, whereas the stored representation within the JPEG file includes it. (Hence the maximum data length is really only 65533.)

It is possible that additional special markers appear in the file beyond the SOS marker at which jpeg_read_header stops; if so, the marker list will be extended during reading of the rest of the file. This is not expected to be common, however. If you are short on memory you may want to reset the length limit to zero for all marker types after finishing jpeg_read_header, to ensure that the max_memory_to_use setting cannot be exceeded due to addition of later markers.

The marker list remains stored until you call jpeg_finish_decompress or jpeg_abort, at which point the memory is freed and the list is set to empty. (jpeg_destroy also releases the storage, of course.)

Note that the library is internally interested in APP0 and APP14 markers;
If you try to set a small nonzero length limit on these types, the library will silently force the length up to the minimum it wants. (But you can set a zero length limit to prevent them from being saved at all.) Also, in a 16-bit environment, the maximum length limit may be constrained to less than 65533 by malloc() limitations. It is therefore best not to assume that the effective length limit is exactly what you set it to be.

If you want to supply your own marker-reading routine, you do it by calling jpeg_set_marker_processor(). A marker processor routine must have the signature

```c
boolean jpeg_marker_parser_method (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
```

Although the marker code is not explicitly passed, the routine can find it in cinfo->unread_marker. At the time of call, the marker proper has been read from the data source module. The processor routine is responsible for reading the marker length word and the remaining parameter bytes, if any. Return TRUE to indicate success. (FALSE should be returned only if you are using a suspending data source and it tells you to suspend. See the standard marker processors in jdmarker.c for appropriate coding methods if you need to use a suspending data source.)

If you override the default APP0 or APP14 processors, it is up to you to recognize JFIF and Adobe markers if you want colorspace recognition to occur properly. We recommend copying and extending the default processors if you want to do that. (A better idea is to save these marker types for later examination by calling jpeg_save_markers(); that method doesn't interfere with the library's own processing of these markers.)

jpeg_set_marker_processor() and jpeg_save_markers() are mutually exclusive --- if you call one it overrides any previous call to the other, for the particular marker type specified.

A simple example of an external COM processor can be found in djpeg.c. Also, see jpegtran.c for an example of using jpeg_save_markers.

Raw (downsampled) image data
----------------------------

Some applications need to supply already-downsampled image data to the JPEG compressor, or to receive raw downsampled data from the decompressor. The library supports this requirement by allowing the application to write or read raw data, bypassing the normal preprocessing or postprocessing steps. The interface is different from the standard one and is somewhat harder to use. If your interest is merely in bypassing color conversion, we recommend that you use the standard interface and simply set jpeg_color_space = in_color_space (or jpeg_color_space = out_color_space for decompression). The mechanism described in this section is necessary only to supply or
receive downsampled image data, in which not all components have the same dimensions.

To compress raw data, you must supply the data in the colorspace to be used in the JPEG file (please read the earlier section on Special color spaces) and downsampled to the sampling factors specified in the JPEG parameters. You must supply the data in the format used internally by the JPEG library, namely a JSAMPIMAGE array. This is an array of pointers to two-dimensional arrays, each of type JSAMPARRAY. Each 2-D array holds the values for one color component. This structure is necessary since the components are of different sizes. If the image dimensions are not a multiple of the MCU size, you must also pad the data correctly (usually, this is done by replicating the last column and/or row). The data must be padded to a multiple of a DCT block in each component: that is, each downsampled row must contain a multiple of 8 valid samples, and there must be a multiple of 8 sample rows for each component. (For applications such as conversion of digital TV images, the standard image size is usually a multiple of the DCT block size, so that no padding need actually be done.)

The procedure for compression of raw data is basically the same as normal compression, except that you call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of jpeg_write_scanlines(). Before calling jpeg_start_compress(), you must do the following:

* Set cinfo->raw_data_in to TRUE. (It is set FALSE by jpeg_set_defaults().) This notifies the library that you will be supplying raw data.
* Ensure jpeg_color_space is correct --- an explicit jpeg_set_colorspace() call is a good idea. Note that since color conversion is bypassed, in_color_space is ignored, except that jpeg_set_defaults() uses it to choose the default jpeg_color_space setting.
* Ensure the sampling factors, cinfo->comp_info[i].h_samp_factor and cinfo->comp_info[i].v_samp_factor, are correct. Since these indicate the dimensions of the data you are supplying, it's wise to set them explicitly, rather than assuming the library's defaults are what you want.

To pass raw data to the library, call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of jpeg_write_scanlines(). The two routines work similarly except that jpeg_write_raw_data takes a JSAMPIMAGE data array rather than JSAMPARRAY. The scanlines count passed to and returned from jpeg_write_raw_data is measured in terms of the component with the largest v_samp_factor.

jpeg_write_raw_data() processes one MCU row per call, which is to say v_samp_factor*DCTSIZEx sample rows of each component. The passed num_lines value must be at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZEx, and the return value will be exactly that amount (or possibly some multiple of that amount, in future library versions). This is true even on the last call at the bottom of the image; don't forget to pad your data as necessary.
The required dimensions of the supplied data can be computed for each component as

\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[i].width_in_blocks} \times \text{DCTSIZE} \text{ samples per row} \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[i].height_in_blocks} \times \text{DCTSIZE} \text{ rows in image} \]

after jpeg_start_compress() has initialized those fields. If the valid data is smaller than this, it must be padded appropriately. For some sampling factors and image sizes, additional dummy DCT blocks are inserted to make the image a multiple of the MCU dimensions. The library creates such dummy blocks itself; it does not read them from your supplied data. Therefore you need never pad by more than DCTSIZE samples. An example may help here.

Assume 2h2v downsampling of YCbCr data, that is

\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor} = 2 \text{ for Y} \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor} = 2 \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[1].h_samp_factor} = 1 \text{ for Cb} \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[1].v_samp_factor} = 1 \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[2].h_samp_factor} = 1 \text{ for Cr} \]
\[ \text{cinfo->comp_info[2].v_samp_factor} = 1 \]

and suppose that the nominal image dimensions (cinfo->image_width and cinfo->image_height) are 101x101 pixels. Then jpeg_start_compress() will compute downsampled_width = 101 and width_in_blocks = 13 for Y, downsampled_width = 51 and width_in_blocks = 7 for Cb and Cr (and the same for the height fields). You must pad the Y data to at least 13*8 = 104 columns and rows, the Cb/Cr data to at least 7*8 = 56 columns and rows. The MCU height is max_v_samp_factor = 2 DCT rows so you must pass at least 16 scanlines on each call to jpeg_write_raw_data(), which is to say 16 actual sample rows of Y and 8 each of Cb and Cr. A total of 7 MCU rows are needed, so you must pass a total of 7*16 = 112 “scanlines”. The last DCT block row of Y data is dummy, so it doesn’t matter what you pass for it in the data arrays, but the scanlines count must total up to 112 so that all of the Cb and Cr data gets passed.

Output suspension is supported with raw-data compression: if the data destination module suspends, jpeg_write_raw_data() will return 0.
In this case the same data rows must be passed again on the next call.

Decompression with raw data output implies bypassing all postprocessing: you cannot ask for rescaling or color quantization, for instance. More seriously, you must deal with the color space and sampling factors present in the incoming file. If your application only handles, say, 2h1v YCbCr data, you must check for and fail on other color spaces or other sampling factors. The library will not convert to a different color space for you.

To obtain raw data output, set cinfo->raw_data_out = TRUE before jpeg_start_decompress() (it is set FALSE by jpeg_read_header()). Be sure to verify that the color space and sampling factors are ones you can handle.
Then call jpeg_read_raw_data() in place of jpeg_read_scanlines(). The decompression process is otherwise the same as usual.
jpeg_read_raw_data() returns one MCU row per call, and thus you must pass a buffer of at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE scanlines (scanline counting is the same as for raw-data compression). The buffer you pass must be large enough to hold the actual data plus padding to DCT-block boundaries. As with compression, any entirely dummy DCT blocks are not processed so you need not allocate space for them, but the total scanline count includes them. The above example of computing buffer dimensions for raw-data compression is equally valid for decompression.

Input suspension is supported with raw-data decompression: if the data source module suspends, jpeg_read_raw_data() will return 0. You can also use buffered-image mode to read raw data in multiple passes.

Really raw data: DCT coefficients
---------------------------------

It is possible to read or write the contents of a JPEG file as raw DCT coefficients. This facility is mainly intended for use in lossless transcoding between different JPEG file formats. Other possible applications include lossless cropping of a JPEG image, lossless reassembly of a multi-strip or multi-tile TIFF/JPEG file into a single JPEG datastream, etc.

To read the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, open the file and do jpeg_read_header() as usual. But instead of calling jpeg_start_decompress() and jpeg_read_scanlines(), call jpeg_read_coefficients(). This will read the entire image into a set of virtual coefficient-block arrays, one array per component. The return value is a pointer to an array of virtual-array descriptors. Each virtual array can be accessed directly using the JPEG memory manager's access_virt_barray method (see Memory management, below, and also read structure.txt's discussion of virtual array handling). Or, for simple transcoding to a different JPEG file format, the array list can just be handed directly to jpeg_write_coefficients().

Each block in the block arrays contains quantized coefficient values in normal array order (not JPEG zigzag order). The block arrays contain only DCT blocks containing real data; any entirely-dummy blocks added to fill out interleaved MCUs at the right or bottom edges of the image are discarded during reading and are not stored in the block arrays. (The size of each block array can be determined from the width_in_blocks and height_in_blocks fields of the component's comp_info entry.) This is also the data format expected by jpeg_write_coefficients().

When you are done using the virtual arrays, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release the array storage and return the decompression object to an idle state; or just call jpeg_destroy() if you don't need to reuse the object.
If you use a suspending data source, jpeg_read_coefficients() will return NULL if it is forced to suspend; a non-NULL return value indicates successful completion. You need not test for a NULL return value when using a non-suspending data source.

It is also possible to call jpeg_read_coefficients() to obtain access to the decoder's coefficient arrays during a normal decode cycle in buffered-image mode. This frammish might be useful for progressively displaying an incoming image and then re-encoding it without loss. To do this, decode in buffered-image mode as discussed previously, then call jpeg_read_coefficients() after the last jpeg_finish_output() call. The arrays will be available for your use until you call jpeg_finish_decompress().

To write the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, you must provide the DCT coefficients stored in virtual block arrays. You can either pass block arrays read from an input JPEG file by jpeg_read_coefficients(), or allocate virtual arrays from the JPEG compression object and fill them yourself. In either case, jpeg_write_coefficients() is substituted for jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_write_scanlines(). Thus the sequence is

* Create compression object
* Set all compression parameters as necessary
* Request virtual arrays if needed
* jpeg_write_coefficients()
* jpeg_finish_compress()
* Destroy or re-use compression object

jpeg_write_coefficients() is passed a pointer to an array of virtual block array descriptors; the number of arrays is equal to cinfo.num_components.

The virtual arrays need only have been requested, not realized, before jpeg_write_coefficients() is called. A side-effect of jpeg_write_coefficients() is to realize any virtual arrays that have been requested from the compression object's memory manager. Thus, when obtaining the virtual arrays from the compression object, you should fill the arrays after calling jpeg_write_coefficients(). The data is actually written out when you call jpeg_finish_compress(); jpeg_write_coefficients() only writes the file header.

When writing raw DCT coefficients, it is crucial that the JPEG quantization tables and sampling factors match the way the data was encoded, or the resulting file will be invalid. For transcoding from an existing JPEG file, we recommend using jpeg_copy_critical_parameters(). This routine initializes all the compression parameters to default values (like jpeg_set_defaults()), then copies the critical information from a source decompression object. The decompression object should have just been used to read the entire JPEG input file --- that is, it should be awaiting jpeg_finish_decompress().

jpeg_write_coefficients() marks all tables stored in the compression object
as needing to be written to the output file (thus, it acts like jpeg_start_compress(cinfo, TRUE)). This is for safety’s sake, to avoid emitting abbreviated JPEG files by accident. If you really want to emit an abbreviated JPEG file, call jpeg_suppress_tables(), or set the tables’ individual sent_table flags, between calling jpeg_write_coefficients() and jpeg_finish_compress().

Progress monitoring
---------------------

Some applications may need to regain control from the JPEG library every so often. The typical use of this feature is to produce a percent-done bar or other progress display. (For a simple example, see cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.) Although you do get control back frequently during the data-transferring pass (the jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines loop), any additional passes will occur inside jpeg_finish_compress or jpeg_start_decompress; those routines may take a long time to execute, and you don’t get control back until they are done.

You can define a progress-monitor routine which will be called periodically by the library. No guarantees are made about how often this call will occur, so we don’t recommend you use it for mouse tracking or anything like that. At present, a call will occur once per MCU row, scanline, or sample row group, whichever unit is convenient for the current processing mode; so the wider the image, the longer the time between calls. During the data transferring pass, only one call occurs per call of jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines, so don’t pass a large number of scanlines at once if you want fine resolution in the progress count. (If you really need to use the callback mechanism for time-critical tasks like mouse tracking, you could insert additional calls inside some of the library’s inner loops.)

To establish a progress-monitor callback, create a struct jpeg_progress_mgr, fill in its progress_monitor field with a pointer to your callback routine, and set cinfo->progress to point to the struct. The callback will be called whenever cinfo->progress is non-NULL. (This pointer is set to NULL by jpeg_create_compress or jpeg_create_decompress; the library will not change it thereafter. So if you allocate dynamic storage for the progress struct, make sure it will live as long as the JPEG object does. Allocating from the JPEG memory manager with lifetime JPOOL_PERMANENT will work nicely.) You can use the same callback routine for both compression and decompression.

The jpeg_progress_mgr struct contains four fields which are set by the library:
long pass_counter;/* work units completed in this pass */
long pass_limit;/* total number of work units in this pass */
int completed_passes;/* passes completed so far */
int total_passes;/* total number of passes expected */
During any one pass, pass_counter increases from 0 up to (not including)
pass_limit; the step size is usually but not necessarily 1. The pass_limit value may change from one pass to another. The expected total number of passes is in total_passes, and the number of passes already completed is in completed_passes. Thus the fraction of work completed may be estimated as completed_passes + (pass_counter/pass_limit) / total_passes ignoring the fact that the passes may not be equal amounts of work.

When decompressing, pass_limit can even change within a pass, because it depends on the number of scans in the JPEG file, which isn't always known in advance. The computed fraction-of-work-done may jump suddenly (if the library discovers it has overestimated the number of scans) or even decrease (in the opposite case). It is not wise to put great faith in the work estimate.

When using the decompressor's buffered-image mode, the progress monitor work estimate is likely to be completely unhelpful, because the library has no way to know how many output passes will be demanded of it. Currently, the library sets total_passes based on the assumption that there will be one more output pass if the input file end hasn't yet been read (jpeg_input_complete() isn't TRUE), but no more output passes if the file end has been reached when the output pass is started. This means that total_passes will rise as additional output passes are requested. If you have a way of determining the input file size, estimating progress based on the fraction of the file that's been read will probably be more useful than using the library's value.

Memory management
-----------------
This section covers some key facts about the JPEG library's built-in memory manager. For more info, please read structure.txt's section about the memory manager, and consult the source code if necessary.

All memory and temporary file allocation within the library is done via the memory manager. If necessary, you can replace the "back end" of the memory manager to control allocation yourself (for example, if you don't want the library to use malloc() and free() for some reason).

Some data is allocated "permanently" and will not be freed until the JPEG object is destroyed. Most data is allocated "per image" and is freed by jpeg_finish_compress, jpeg_finish_decompress, or jpeg_abort. You can call the memory manager yourself to allocate structures that will automatically be freed at these times. Typical code for this is:

```c
ptr = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_small) ((j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE, size);
```
Use JPOOL_PERMANENT to get storage that lasts as long as the JPEG object. Use alloc_large instead of alloc_small for anything bigger than a few Kbytes. There are also alloc_sarray and alloc_barray routines that automatically
build 2-D sample or block arrays.

The library’s minimum space requirements to process an image depend on the image’s width, but not on its height, because the library ordinarily works with “strip” buffers that are as wide as the image but just a few rows high. Some operating modes (eg, two-pass color quantization) require full-image buffers. Such buffers are treated as “virtual arrays”: only the current strip need be in memory, and the rest can be swapped out to a temporary file.

If you use the simplest memory manager back end (jmemnobs.c), then no temporary files are used; virtual arrays are simply malloc()'d. Images bigger than memory can be processed only if your system supports virtual memory. The other memory manager back ends support temporary files of various flavors and thus work in machines without virtual memory. They may also be useful on Unix machines if you need to process images that exceed available swap space.

When using temporary files, the library will make the in-memory buffers for its virtual arrays just big enough to stay within a “maximum memory” setting. Your application can set this limit by setting cinfo->mem->max_memory_to_use after creating the JPEG object. (Of course, there is still a minimum size for the buffers, so the max-memory setting is effective only if it is bigger than the minimum space needed.) If you allocate any large structures yourself, you must allocate them before jpeg_start_compress() or jpeg_start_decompress() in order to have them counted against the max memory limit. Also keep in mind that space allocated with alloc_small() is ignored, on the assumption that it’s too small to be worth worrying about; so a reasonable safety margin should be left when setting max_memory_to_use.

If you use the jmemname.c or jmemdos.c memory manager back end, it is important to clean up the JPEG object properly to ensure that the temporary files get deleted. (This is especially crucial with jmemdos.c, where the “temporary files” may be extended-memory segments; if they are not freed, DOS will require a reboot to recover the memory.) Thus, with these memory managers, it’s a good idea to provide a signal handler that will trap any early exit from your program. The handler should call either jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy() for any active JPEG objects. A handler is not needed with jmemnobs.c, and shouldn’t be necessary with jmemansi.c or jmemmac.c either, since the C library is supposed to take care of deleting files made with tmpfile().

Memory usage
-------------

Working memory requirements while performing compression or decompression depend on image dimensions, image characteristics (such as colorspace and JPEG process), and operating mode (application-selected options).
As of v6b, the decompressor requires:
1. About 24K in more-or-less-fixed-size data. This varies a bit depending on operating mode and image characteristics (particularly color vs. grayscale), but it doesn't depend on image dimensions.
2. Strip buffers (of size proportional to the image width) for IDCT and upsampling results. The worst case for commonly used sampling factors is about 34 bytes * width in pixels for a color image. A grayscale image only needs about 8 bytes per pixel column.
3. A full-image DCT coefficient buffer is needed to decode a multi-scan JPEG file (including progressive JPEGs), or whenever you select buffered-image mode. This takes 2 bytes/coefficient. At typical 2x2 sampling, that's 3 bytes per pixel for a color image. Worst case (1x1 sampling) requires 6 bytes/pixel. For grayscale, figure 2 bytes/pixel.
4. To perform 2-pass color quantization, the decompressor also needs a 128K color lookup table and a full-image pixel buffer (3 bytes/pixel). This does not count any memory allocated by the application, such as a buffer to hold the final output image.

The above figures are valid for 8-bit JPEG data precision and a machine with 32-bit ints. For 12-bit JPEG data, double the size of the strip buffers and quantization pixel buffer. The "fixed-size" data will be somewhat smaller with 16-bit ints, larger with 64-bit ints. Also, CMYK or other unusual color spaces will require different amounts of space.

The full-image coefficient and pixel buffers, if needed at all, do not have to be fully RAM resident; you can have the library use temporary files instead when the total memory usage would exceed a limit you set. (But if your OS supports virtual memory, it's probably better to just use jmemnobs and let the OS do the swapping.)

The compressor's memory requirements are similar, except that it has no need for color quantization. Also, it needs a full-image DCT coefficient buffer if Huffman-table optimization is asked for, even if progressive mode is not requested.

If you need more detailed information about memory usage in a particular situation, you can enable the MEM_STATS code in jmemmgr.c.

Library compile-time options
-----------------------------

A number of compile-time options are available by modifying jmorecfg.h.

The JPEG standard provides for both the baseline 8-bit DCT process and a 12-bit DCT process. The IJG code supports 12-bit lossy JPEG if you define BITS_IN_JSAMPLE as 12 rather than 8. Note that this causes JSAMPLE to be larger than a char, so it affects the surrounding application's image data.
The sample applications cjpeg and djpeg can support 12-bit mode only for PPM and GIF file formats; you must disable the other file formats to compile a 12-bit cjpeg or djpeg. (install.txt has more information about that.) At present, a 12-bit library can handle *only* 12-bit images, not both precisions. (If you need to include both 8- and 12-bit libraries in a single application, you could probably do it by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES for just one of the copies. You'd have to access the 8-bit and 12-bit copies from separate application source files. This is untested ... if you try it, we'd like to hear whether it works!)

Note that a 12-bit library always compresses in Huffman optimization mode, in order to generate valid Huffman tables. This is necessary because our default Huffman tables only cover 8-bit data. If you need to output 12-bit files in one pass, you'll have to supply suitable default Huffman tables. You may also want to supply your own DCT quantization tables; the existing quality-scaling code has been developed for 8-bit use, and probably doesn't generate especially good tables for 12-bit.

The maximum number of components (color channels) in the image is determined by MAX_COMPONENTS. The JPEG standard allows up to 255 components, but we expect that few applications will need more than four or so.

On machines with unusual data type sizes, you may be able to improve performance or reduce memory space by tweaking the various typedefs in jmorecfg.h. In particular, on some RISC CPUs, access to arrays of "short"s is quite slow; consider trading memory for speed by making JCOEF, INT16, and UINT16 be "int" or "unsigned int". UINT8 is also a candidate to become int. You probably don't want to make JSAMPLE be int unless you have lots of memory to burn.

You can reduce the size of the library by compiling out various optional functions. To do this, undefine xxx_SUPPORTED symbols as necessary.

You can also save a few K by not having text error messages in the library; the standard error message table occupies about 5Kb. This is particularly reasonable for embedded applications where there's no good way to display a message anyway. To do this, remove the creation of the message table (jpeg_std_message_table[]) from jerror.c, and alter format_message to do something reasonable without it. You could output the numeric value of the message code number, for example. If you do this, you can also save a couple more K by modifying the TRACEMSnn() macros in jerror.h to expand to nothing; you don't need trace capability anyway, right?

Portability considerations
--------------------------

The JPEG library has been written to be extremely portable; the sample
applications cjpeg and djpeg are slightly less so. This section summarizes the design goals in this area. (If you encounter any bugs that cause the library to be less portable than is claimed here, we'd appreciate hearing about them.)

The code works fine on ANSI C, C++, and pre-ANSI C compilers, using any of the popular system include file setups, and some not-so-popular ones too. See install.txt for configuration procedures.

The code is not dependent on the exact sizes of the C data types. As distributed, we make the assumptions that

- char is at least 8 bits wide
- short is at least 16 bits wide
- int is at least 16 bits wide
- long is at least 32 bits wide

(These are the minimum requirements of the ANSI C standard.) Wider types will work fine, although memory may be used inefficiently if char is much larger than 8 bits or short is much bigger than 16 bits. The code should work equally well with 16- or 32-bit ints.

In a system where these assumptions are not met, you may be able to make the code work by modifying the typedefs in jmorecfg.h. However, you will probably have difficulty if int is less than 16 bits wide, since references to plain int abound in the code.

char can be either signed or unsigned, although the code runs faster if an unsigned char type is available. If char is wider than 8 bits, you will need to redefine JOCTET and/or provide custom data source/destination managers so that JOCTET represents exactly 8 bits of data on external storage.

The JPEG library proper does not assume ASCII representation of characters. But some of the image file I/O modules in cjjpeg/djjpeg do have ASCII dependencies in file-header manipulation; so does cjjpeg's select_file_type() routine.

The JPEG library does not rely heavily on the C library. In particular, C stdio is used only by the data source/destination modules and the error handler, all of which are application-replaceable. (cjjpeg/djjpeg are more heavily dependent on stdio.) malloc and free are called only from the memory manager "back end" module, so you can use a different memory allocator by replacing that one file.

The code generally assumes that C names must be unique in the first 15 characters. However, global function names can be made unique in the first 6 characters by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES.

More info about porting the code may be gleaned by reading jconfig.txt, jmorecfg.h, and jinclude.h.
Notes for MS-DOS implementors
---------------------------------

The IJG code is designed to work efficiently in 80x86 "small" or "medium" memory models (i.e., data pointers are 16 bits unless explicitly declared "far"; code pointers can be either size). You may be able to use small model to compile cjpeg or djpeg by itself, but you will probably have to use medium model for any larger application. This won't make much difference in performance. You *will* take a noticeable performance hit if you use a large-data memory model (perhaps 10%-25%), and you should avoid "huge" model if at all possible.

The JPEG library typically needs 2Kb-3Kb of stack space. It will also malloc about 20K-30K of near heap space while executing (and lots of far heap, but that doesn't count in this calculation). This figure will vary depending on selected operating mode, and to a lesser extent on image size. There is also about 5Kb-6Kb of constant data which will be allocated in the near data segment (about 4Kb of this is the error message table). Thus you have perhaps 20K available for other modules' static data and near heap space before you need to go to a larger memory model. The C library's static data will account for several K of this, but that still leaves a good deal for your needs. (If you are tight on space, you could reduce the sizes of the I/O buffers allocated by jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c, say from 4K to 1K. Another possibility is to move the error message table to far memory; this should be doable with only localized hacking on jerror.c.)

About 2K of the near heap space is "permanent" memory that will not be released until you destroy the JPEG object. This is only an issue if you save a JPEG object between compression or decompression operations.

Far data space may also be a tight resource when you are dealing with large images. The most memory-intensive case is decompression with two-pass color quantization, or single-pass quantization to an externally supplied color map. This requires a 128Kb color lookup table plus strip buffers amounting to about 40 bytes per column for typical sampling ratios (e.g., about 25600 bytes for a 640-pixel-wide image). You may not be able to process wide images if you have large data structures of your own.

Of course, all of these concerns vanish if you use a 32-bit flat-memory-model compiler, such as DJGPP or Watcom C. We highly recommend flat model if you can use it; the JPEG library is significantly faster in flat model.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/libjpeg.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

TurboJPEG Java Wrapper

The TurboJPEG shared library can optionally be built with a Java Native Interface wrapper, which allows the library to be loaded and used directly from Java applications. The Java front end for this is defined in several classes located under org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg. The source code for these Java classes is licensed under a BSD-style license, so the files can be incorporated directly into both open source and proprietary projects without restriction. A Java archive (JAR) file containing these classes is also shipped with the "official" distribution packages of libjpeg-turbo.

TJExample.java, which should also be located in the same directory as this README file, demonstrates how to use the TurboJPEG Java API to compress and decompress JPEG images in memory.

Performance Pitfalls

The TurboJPEG Java API defines several convenience methods that can allocate image buffers or instantiate classes to hold the result of compress, decompress, or transform operations. However, if you use these methods, then be mindful of the amount of new data you are creating on the heap. It may be necessary to manually invoke the garbage collector to prevent heap exhaustion or to prevent performance degradation. Background garbage collection can kill performance, particularly in a multi-threaded environment (Java pauses all threads when the GC runs.)

The TurboJPEG Java API always gives you the option of pre-allocating your own source and destination buffers, which allows you to re-use those buffers for compressing/decompressing multiple images. If the image sequence you are compressing or decompressing consists of images of the same size, then pre-allocating the buffers is recommended.

Installation Directory

If the TurboJPEG JNI library (libturbojpeg.so, libturbojpeg.jnilib, or turbojpeg.dll) is not installed under a system library directory or under a directory specified in LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Unix) or PATH (Windows), then you will need to pass an argument of -Djava.library.path=\{path_to_JNI_library\} to java.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jsimddct.h
 *
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 *
 * Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimddct.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcmarker.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to write JPEG datastream markers.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jmemmgr.c
 */
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the JPEG system-independent memory management
* routines. This code is usable across a wide variety of machines; most
* of the system dependencies have been isolated in a separate file.
* The major functions provided here are:
* * pool-based allocation and freeing of memory;
* * policy decisions about how to divide available memory among the
*     virtual arrays;
* * control logic for swapping virtual arrays between main memory and
*     backing storage.
* The separate system-dependent file provides the actual backing-storage
* access code, and it contains the policy decision about how much total
* main memory to use.
* This file is system-dependent in the sense that some of its functions
* are unnecessary in some systems. For example, if there is enough virtual
* memory so that backing storage will never be used, much of the virtual
* array control logic could be removed. (Of course, if you have that much
* memory then you shouldn't care about a little bit of unused code...)
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemmgr.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jidctflt.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the
* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). In the IJG code, this routine
* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
*
* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer
* IDCT implementations. However, it may not give the same results on all
* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior. Speed will depend
* on the hardware's floating point capacity.
*
* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT
* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at
* a time). Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more
* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima’s algorithm for scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds to be done in the DCT itself.

The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled quantization values. However, that problem does not arise if we use floating point arithmetic.

*/

Found in path(s):
/opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
Copyright (C)2009-2012 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
*/

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS", AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* /

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjbench.c
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjunittest.c
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.c
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.h
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/TJBench.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jsimd_none.c
 *
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
 *
 * Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
 *
 * This file contains stubs for when there is no SIMD support available.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd_none.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: BSD-style
libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/libjpeg-turbo.spec.in

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jsimd_arm.c
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
*
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
*
* This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions
* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on
* ARM architecture.
*
* Based on the stubs from 'jsimd_none.c'
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

libjpeg-turbo note: This image was extracted from the 8-bit nightshot_iso_100 image. The original can be downloaded at the link below.

The New Image Compression Test Set - Jan 2008
http://www.imagecompression.info/test_images

The images historically used for compression research (lena, barbra, pepper etc...) have outlived their useful life and its about time they become a part of history only. They are too small, come from data sources too old and are available in only 8-bit precision.

These images have been carefully selected to aid in image compression algorithm research and evaluation. These are photographic images chosen to come from a wide variety of sources and each one picked to stress different aspects of algorithms. Images are available in 8-bit, 16-bit and 16-bit linear variations, RGB and gray.

Images are available without any prohibitive copyright restrictions.

These images are (c) there respective owners. You are granted full redistribution and publication rights on these images provided:

1. The origin of the pictures must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you took the original pictures. If you use, publish or redistribute them, an acknowledgment would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misinterpreted as being the originals.
3. No payment is required for distribution this material, it must be available freely under the conditions stated here. That is, it is prohibited to sell the material.
4. This notice may not be removed or altered from any distribution.

Acknowledgments: A lot of people contributed a lot of time and effort in making this test set possible. Thanks to everyone who voiced their opinion in any of the discussions online. Thanks to Axel Becker, Thomas Richter and Niels Frhling for their extensive help in picking images, running all the various tests etc... Thanks to Pete Fraser,
Tony Story, Wayne J. Cosshall, David Coffin, Bruce Lindbloom and raw.fotosite.pl for the images which make up this set.

Sachin Garg [India]
sachingarg@c10n.info


No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jfdctfst.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the
 * forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
 *
 * A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT
 * on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are
 * much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
 *
 * This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
 * scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
 * Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
 * JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
 * is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
 * While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
 * possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
 * simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
 * folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
 * table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
 * to be done in the DCT itself.
 * The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,
 * accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled
 * quantization values. The smaller the quantization table entry, the less
 * precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-
 * quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.
 */
/*
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to write output images in RLE format.
 * The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
 * an ordinary stdio stream.
 *
 * Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,
 * with updates from Robert Hutchinson.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrrle.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimdcpu.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxred.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jccolss2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jclrss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcgrylls2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdmess2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jf3dnflt.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdmerss2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdmrgss2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdsmss2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcqnts2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jisseflt.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2red.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcclrmxm.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcquantmmx.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcqnt3dn.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-iZMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2-64.asm
Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcolmnmx.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcgyrmmx.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2red-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcgrammx.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcsamss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdcolss2-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdcolmmx.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2flt-64.asm
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbddd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdsamss2-64.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* wrppm.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in PPM/PGM format.
* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.
* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software
* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*/
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1.320.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.321 checkpolicy 2.5
1.321.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
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1.322.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.323.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Apache HttpComponents Core
Copyright 2005-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere -/* Mersenne twister implementation from Michael Brundage. Public Domain. +/* Mersenne twister implementation from Michael Brundage. Public Domain. General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this \ manual provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are. Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this \ entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'numastat is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free numastat is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License numastat is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version numastat is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '\ entire resulting derived work is distributed under the terms of a is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere -/* Mersenne twister implementation from Michael Brundage. Public Domain. +/* Mersenne twister implementation from Michael Brundage. Public Domain. Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere General Public License for more details.
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General Public License somewhere Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere’

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'Lesser General Public License for more details. You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '+ libnuma is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public + License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version + libnuma is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, + but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. + You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '+numastat is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the +terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version +# numastat is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. + You should find a copy of v2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '+numactl and the demo programs are under the GNU General Public License, v.2 libnuma is under the GNU Lesser General Public License, v2.1. It also uses a public domain Mersenne Twister implementation from'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'libnuma is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version libnuma is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.'
1.325 popt 1.13 16.el7
1.325.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1998 Red Hat Software

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

1.326 activemq-pool 5.15.12
1.326.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: Pool
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.327 regexp 2.7.2
1.327.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/CharacterIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/RE.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/recompile.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/RESyntaxException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/REProgram.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/REDemo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/ReaderCharacterIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/CharacterArrayCharacterIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/RETest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1134796780_1613422074.14/0/archive-259-zip/StringCharacterIterator.java

1.328 neethi 3.1.1
1.328.1 Available under license :

Apache Neethi
Copyright 2004-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
This product is tested with testcases developed at W3C under the license:
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231
The source distribution of this product includes those testcases.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.329 perl-podlators 2.5.1

1.329.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

#!/perl

# pod2text -- Convert POD data to formatted ASCII text.
#
#     Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>
#
# This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it
# under the same terms as Perl itself.
#
# The driver script for Pod::Text, Pod::Text::Termcap, and Pod::Text::Color,
# invoked by perldoc -t among other things.

require 5.004;

use Getopt::Long qw(GetOptions);
use Pod::Text ();
use Pod::Usage qw(pod2usage);

use strict;

# Clean up $0 for error reporting.
$0 =~ s%.*/%%;

# Take an initial pass through our options, looking for one of the form
# -<number>. We turn that into -w <number> for compatibility with the
# original pod2text script.
for (my $i = 0; $i < @ARGV; $i++) {
    last if $ARGV[$i] =~ /^--$/;
    if ($ARGV[$i] =~ /^-(\d+)/) {
        splice (@ARGV, $i++, 1, '-w', $1);
    }
}

# Insert -- into @ARGV before any single dash argument to hide it from
# Getopt::Long; we want to interpret it as meaning stdin (which Pod::Simple
# does correctly).
my $stdin;
@ARGV = map { $_ eq '-' && !$stdin++ ? ('--', $_) : $_ } @ARGV;

# Parse our options. Use the same names as Pod::Text for simplicity, and
# default to sentence boundaries turned off for compatibility.
my %options;
$options{sentence} = 0;
Getopt::Long::config ('bundling');
GetOptions (%options, 'alt|a', 'code', 'color|c', 'errors=s', 'help|h',
    'indent|i=i', 'loose|l', 'margin|left-margin|m=i', 'nourls',
    'overstrike|o', 'quotes|q=s', 'sentence|s', 'stderr', 'termcap|t',
    'utf8|u', 'width|w=i')
    or exit 1;
pod2usage (1) if $options{help};

# Figure out what formatter we're going to use. -c overrides -t.
my $formatter = 'Pod::Text';
if ($options{color}) {
    $formatter = 'Pod::Text::Color';
    eval { require Term::ANSIColor; }
    if ($@) { die "-c (--color) requires Term::ANSIColor be installed\n" } 
        require Pod::Text::Color;
} elsif ($options{termcap}) {
    $formatter = 'Pod::Text::Termcap';
    require Pod::Text::Termcap;
} elsif ($options{overstrike}) {
    $formatter = 'Pod::Text::Overstrike';
    require Pod::Text::Overstrike;
}
delete @options{'color', 'termcap', 'overstrike'};

# If neither stderr nor errors is set, default to errors = die.
if (!defined $options{stderr} && !defined $options{errors}) {
    $options{errors} = 'die';
}

# Initialize and run the formatter.
my $parser = $formatter->new (%options);
my $status = 0;
do {
    my ($input, $output) = splice (@ARGV, 0, 2);
    $parser->parse_from_file ($input, $output);
    if ($parser->{CONTENTLESS}) {
        $status = 1;
        warn "$0: unable to format $input
";
        if (defined ($output) and $output ne '-') {
            unlink $output unless (-s $output);
        }
    }
} while (@ARGV);
exit $status;

__END__

=for stopwords
-aclostu --alt --stderr Allbery --overstrike overstrike --termcap --utf8
UTF-8 subclasses --nourls

=head1 NAME
pod2text - Convert POD data to formatted ASCII text

=head1 SYNOPSIS
pod2text [B<-aclostu>] [B<-code>] [B<-errors>=I<style>] [B<-i> I<indent>]
S<[B<-q> I<quotes>]>[B<-nourls>] [B<-stderr>] S<[B<-w> I<width>]>
[I<input> [I<output> ...]]

pod2text B<-h>

=head1 DESCRIPTION
pod2text is a front-end for Pod::Text and its subclasses. It uses them
to generate formatted ASCII text from POD source. It can optionally use
either termcap sequences or ANSI color escape sequences to format the text.

I<input> is the file to read for POD source (the POD can be embedded in
code). If I<input> isn't given, it defaults to C<STDIN>. I<output>, if
given, is the file to which to write the formatted output. If I<output>
 isn't given, the formatted output is written to C<STDOUT>. Several POD
files can be processed in the same pod2text invocation (saving module
load and compile times) by providing multiple pairs of I<input> and
I<output> files on the command line.

=head1 OPTIONS
Use an alternate output format that, among other things, uses a different heading style and marks entries with a colon in the left margin.

Include any non-POD text from the input file in the output as well. Useful for viewing code documented with POD blocks with the POD rendered and the code left intact.

Format the output with ANSI color escape sequences. Using this option requires that Term::ANSIColor be installed on your system.

Set the number of spaces to indent regular text, and the default indentation for blocks. Defaults to 4 spaces if this option isn't given.

Set the error handling style. C says to throw an exception on any POD formatting error. C says to report errors on standard error, but not to throw an exception. C says to include a POD ERRORS section in the resulting documentation summarizing the errors. C ignores POD errors entirely, as much as possible.

The default is C.

Print out usage information and exit.

Print a blank line after a heading. Normally, no blank line is printed after , although one is still printed after , because this is the expected formatting for manual pages; if you're formatting arbitrary text documents, using this option is recommended.

The width of the left margin in spaces. Defaults to 0. This is the margin
for all text, including headings, not the amount by which regular text is
indented; for the latter, see B<-i> option.

=item B<-nourls>

Normally, LZ<> formatting codes with a URL but anchor text are formatted
to show both the anchor text and the URL. In other words:

L.<foo|http://example.com/>

is formatted as:

foo <http://example.com/>

This flag, if given, suppresses the URL when anchor text is given, so this
example would be formatted as just C<foo>. This can produce less
cluttered output in cases where the URLs are not particularly important.

=item B<-o>, B<-overstrike>

Format the output with overstrike printing. Bold text is rendered as
character, backspace, character. Italics and file names are rendered as
underscore, backspace, character. Many pagers, such as B<less>, know how
to convert this to bold or underlined text.

=item B<-q> I<quotes>, B<--quotes>=I<quotes>

Sets the quote marks used to surround CE<lt>> text to I<quotes>. If
I<quotes> is a single character, it is used as both the left and right
quote; if I<quotes> is two characters, the first character is used as the
left quote and the second as the right quoted; and if I<quotes> is four
characters, the first two are used as the left quote and the second two as
the right quote.

I<quotes> may also be set to the special value C<none>, in which case no
quote marks are added around CE<lt>> text.

=item B<-s>, B<--sentence>

Assume each sentence ends with two spaces and try to preserve that spacing.
Without this option, all consecutive whitespace in non-verbatim paragraphs
is compressed into a single space.

=item B<-stderr>

By default, B<pod2text> dies if any errors are detected in the POD input.
If B<-stderr> is given and no B<-errors> flag is present, errors are
sent to standard error, but B<pod2text> does not abort. This is
equivalent to C<--errors=stderr> and is supported for backward compatibility.

=item B<-t>, B<--termcap>

Try to determine the width of the screen and the bold and underline sequences for the terminal from termcap, and use that information in formatting the output. Output will be wrapped at two columns less than the width of your terminal device. Using this option requires that your system have a termcap file somewhere where Term::Cap can find it and requires that your system support termios. With this option, the output of B<pod2text> will contain terminal control sequences for your current terminal type.

=item B<-u>, B<--utf8>

By default, B<pod2text> tries to use the same output encoding as its input encoding (to be backward-compatible with older versions). This option says to instead force the output encoding to UTF-8.

Be aware that, when using this option, the input encoding of your POD source must be properly declared unless it is US-ASCII or Latin-1. POD input without an C<encoding> command will be assumed to be in Latin-1, and if it's actually in UTF-8, the output will be double-encoded. See L<perlpod(1)> for more information on the C<encoding> command.

=item B<-w>, B<--width=>I<width>, B<-I<width>

The column at which to wrap text on the right-hand side. Defaults to 76, unless B<-t> is given, in which case it's two columns less than the width of your terminal device.

=back

=head1 EXIT STATUS

As long as all documents processed result in some output, even if that output includes errata (a C<POD ERRORS> section generated with C<-errors=pod>), B<pod2text> will exit with status 0. If any of the documents being processed do not result in an output document, B<pod2text> will exit with status 1. If there are syntax errors in a POD document being processed and the error handling style is set to the default of C<die>, B<pod2text> will abort immediately with exit status 255.

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

If B<pod2text> fails with errors, see L<Pod::Text> and L<Pod::Simple> for information about what those errors might mean. Internally, it can also produce the following diagnostics:
item -c (--color) requires Term::ANSIColor be installed

(F) B<-c> or B|--color> were given, but Term::ANSIColor could not be loaded.

item Unknown option: %s

(F) An unknown command line option was given.

In addition, other L<Getopt::Long> error messages may result from invalid command-line options.

=head1 ENVIRONMENT

=over 4

=item COLUMNS

If B<-t> is given, B<pod2text> will take the current width of your screen from this environment variable, if available. It overrides terminal width information in TERMCAP.

=item TERMCAP

If B<-t> is given, B<pod2text> will use the contents of this environment variable if available to determine the correct formatting sequences for your current terminal device.

=back

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Text>, L<Pod::Text::Color>, L<Pod::Text::Overstrike>, L<Pod::Text::Termcap>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<perlpod(1)>

The current version of this script is always available from its web site at L<http://www.eyrie.org/~eagle/software/podlators/>. It is also part of the Perl core distribution as of 5.6.0.

=head1 AUTHOR

Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>.
COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE


This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

license: perl

---

abstract: 'Convert POD data to various other formats'

author:
- 'Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>'

build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0

configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0

distribution_type: module

dynamic_config: 0

generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.57_05'

license: perl

meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4

name: podlators

no_index:

directory:
  - t
  - inc

requires:
  Encode: 0
  File::Spec: 0.8
  Pod::Simple: 3.06

version: 2.5.1
# This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it
# under the same terms as Perl itself.
# version.

=head1 NAME

perlpodstyle - Perl POD style guide

=head1 DESCRIPTION

These are general guidelines for how to write POD documentation for Perl
scripts and modules, based on general guidelines for writing good UNIX man
pages. All of these guidelines are, of course, optional, but following
them will make your documentation more consistent with other documentation
on the system.

The name of the program being documented is conventionally written in bold
(using BE<lt>E<gt>) wherever it occurs, as are all program options.
Arguments should be written in italics (IE<lt>E<gt>). Function names are
traditionally written in italics; if you write a function as function(),
Pod::Man will take care of this for you. Literal code or commands should
be in CE<lt>E<gt>. References to other man pages should be in the form
C<manpage(section)> or C<LE<lt>manpage(section)E<gt>>, and Pod::Man will
automatically format those appropriately. The second form, with
LE<lt>E<gt>, is used to request that a POD formatter make a link to the
man page if possible. As an exception, one normally omits the section
when referring to module documentation since it's not clear what section
module documentation will be in; use C<LE<lt>Module::NameE<gt>> for module
references instead.

References to other programs or functions are normally in the form of man
page references so that cross-referencing tools can provide the user with
links and the like. It's possible to overdo this, though, so be careful not
to clutter your documentation with too much markup. References to other
programs that are not given as man page references should be enclosed in
BE<lt>E<gt>.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
The major headers should be set out using a C\langle head1 \rangle directive, and are historically written in the rather startling ALL UPPER CASE format; this is not mandatory, but it's strongly recommended so that sections have consistent naming across different software packages. Minor headers may be included using C\langle head2 \rangle, and are typically in mixed case.

The standard sections of a manual page are:

\=over 4

\=item NAME

Mandatory section; should be a comma-separated list of programs or functions documented by this POD page, such as:

foo, bar - programs to do something

Manual page indexers are often extremely picky about the format of this section, so don't put anything in it except this line. Every program or function documented by this POD page should be listed, separated by a comma and a space. For a Perl module, just give the module name. A single dash, and only a single dash, should separate the list of programs or functions from the description. Do not use any markup such as CE\lt E\gt or BE\lt E\gt anywhere in this line. Functions should not be qualified with C\langle () \rangle or the like. The description should ideally fit on a single line, even if a man program replaces the dash with a few tabs.

\=item SYNOPSIS

A short usage summary for programs and functions. This section is mandatory for section 3 pages. For Perl module documentation, it's usually convenient to have the contents of this section be a verbatim block showing some (brief) examples of typical ways the module is used.

\=item DESCRIPTION

Extended description and discussion of the program or functions, or the body of the documentation for man pages that document something else. If particularly long, it's a good idea to break this up into subsections C\langle head2 \rangle directives like:

\=head2 Normal Usage

\=head2 Advanced Features

\=head2 Writing Configuration Files
or whatever is appropriate for your documentation.

For a module, this is generally where the documentation of the interfaces provided by the module goes, usually in the form of a list with an \texttt{C<brmitem> for each interface. Depending on how many interfaces there are, you may want to put that documentation in separate \texttt{METHODS}, \texttt{FUNCTIONS}, \texttt{CLASS METHODS}, or \texttt{INSTANCE METHODS} sections instead and save the \texttt{DESCRIPTION} section for an overview.

\textbf{=item OPTIONS}

Detailed description of each of the command-line options taken by the program. This should be separate from the description for the use of parsers like \texttt{L<Pod::Usage>}. This is normally presented as a list, with each option as a separate \texttt{C<brmitem>}. The specific option string should be enclosed in \texttt{BE<lt>E<gt>}. Any values that the option takes should be enclosed in \texttt{IE<lt>E<gt>}. For example, the section for the option \texttt{B=<brmitem>=I<brmnext>} would be introduced with:

\begin{verbatim}
=item B=<brmitem>=I<brmnext>
\end{verbatim}

Synonymous options (like both the short and long forms) are separated by a comma and a space on the same \texttt{C<brmitem>} line, or optionally listed as their own item with a reference to the canonical name. For example, since \texttt{B=<brmitem>=I<brmnext>} can also be written as \texttt{B=<brmitem>s}, the above would be:

\begin{verbatim}
=item B=<brmitem> I<brmnext>, B=<brmitem>=I<brmnext>
\end{verbatim}

Writing the short option first is recommended because it's easier to read. The long option is long enough to draw the eye to it anyway and the short option can otherwise get lost in visual noise.

\textbf{=item RETURN VALUE}

What the program or function returns, if successful. This section can be omitted for programs whose precise exit codes aren't important, provided they return 0 on success and non-zero on failure as is standard. It should always be present for functions. For modules, it may be useful to summarize return values from the module interface here, or it may be more useful to discuss return values separately in the documentation of each function or method the module provides.

\textbf{=item ERRORS}

Exceptions, error return codes, exit statuses, and errno settings. Typically used for function or module documentation; program documentation uses \texttt{DIAGNOSTICS} instead. The general rule of thumb is that errors printed to \texttt{C<STDOUT>} or \texttt{C<STDERR>} and intended for the end user are
documented in DIAGNOSTICS while errors passed internal to the calling program and intended for other programmers are documented in ERRORS. When documenting a function that sets errno, a full list of the possible errno values should be given here.

=item DIAGNOSTICS

All possible messages the program can print out and what they mean. You may wish to follow the same documentation style as the Perl documentation; see perldiag(1) for more details (and look at the POD source as well).

If applicable, please include details on what the user should do to correct the error; documenting an error as indicating "the input buffer is too small" without telling the user how to increase the size of the input buffer (or at least telling them that it isn't possible) aren't very useful.

=item EXAMPLES

Give some example uses of the program or function. Don't skimp; users often find this the most useful part of the documentation. The examples are generally given as verbatim paragraphs.

Don't just present an example without explaining what it does. Adding a short paragraph saying what the example will do can increase the value of the example immensely.

=item ENVIRONMENT

Environment variables that the program cares about, normally presented as a list using C<=over>, C<=item>, and C<=back>. For example:

=over 6

=item HOME

Used to determine the user's home directory. F<.foorc> in this directory is read for configuration details, if it exists.

=back

Since environment variables are normally in all uppercase, no additional special formatting is generally needed; they're glaring enough as it is.

=item FILES

All files used by the program or function, normally presented as a list, and what it uses them for. File names should be enclosed in F<lt>E<gt>.
It’s particularly important to document files that will be potentially modified.

=item CAVEATS

Things to take special care with, sometimes called WARNINGS.

=item BUGS

Things that are broken or just don’t work quite right.

=item RESTRICTIONS

Bugs you don’t plan to fix. :-)

=item NOTES

Miscellaneous commentary.

=item AUTHOR

Who wrote it (use AUTHORS for multiple people). It’s a good idea to include your current e-mail address (or some e-mail address to which bug reports should be sent) or some other contact information so that users have a way of contacting you. Remember that program documentation tends to roam the wild for far longer than you expect and pick a contact method that’s likely to last.

=item HISTORY

Programs derived from other sources sometimes have this. Some people keep a modification log here, but that usually gets long and is normally better maintained in a separate file.

=item COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE

For copyright

Copyright YEAR(s) YOUR NAME(s)

(No, (C) is not needed. No, "all rights reserved" is not needed.)

For licensing the easiest way is to use the same licensing as Perl itself:

This library is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This makes it easy for people to use your module with Perl. Note that
this licensing example is neither an endorsement or a requirement, you are of course free to choose any licensing.

=item SEE ALSO

Other man pages to check out, like man(1), man(7), makewhatis(8), or catman(8). Normally a simple list of man pages separated by commas, or a paragraph giving the name of a reference work. Man page references, if they use the standard C<name(section)> form, don't have to be enclosed in LE<lt>E<gt> (although it's recommended), but other things in this section probably should be when appropriate.

If the package has a mailing list, include a URL or subscription instructions here.

If the package has a web site, include a URL here.

=back

Documentation of object-oriented libraries or modules may want to use CONSTRUCTORS and METHODS sections, or CLASS METHODS and INSTANCE METHODS sections, for detailed documentation of the parts of the library and save the DESCRIPTION section for an overview. Large modules with a function interface may want to use FUNCTIONS for similar reasons. Some people use OVERVIEW to summarize the description if it's quite long.

Section ordering varies, although NAME must always be the first section (you'll break some man page systems otherwise), and NAME, SYNOPSIS, DESCRIPTION, and OPTIONS generally always occur first and in that order if present. In general, SEE ALSO, AUTHOR, and similar material should be left for last. Some systems also move WARNINGS and NOTES to last. The order given above should be reasonable for most purposes.

Some systems use CONFORMING TO to note conformance to relevant standards and MT-LEVEL to note safeness for use in threaded programs or signal handlers. These headings are primarily useful when documenting parts of a C library.

Finally, as a general note, try not to use an excessive amount of markup. As documented here and in L<Pod::Man>, you can safely leave Perl variables, function names, man page references, and the like unadorned by markup and the POD translators will figure it out for you. This makes it much easier to later edit the documentation. Note that many existing translators will do the wrong thing with e-mail addresses when wrapped in LE<lt>E<gt>, so don't do that.

=head1 SEE ALSO
For additional information that may be more accurate for your specific system, see either L<man(5)> or L<man(7)> depending on your system manual section numbering conventions.

This documentation is maintained as part of the podlators distribution. The current version is always available from its web site at <http://www.eyrie.org/~eagle/software/podlators/>.

=head1 AUTHOR

Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>, with large portions of this documentation taken from the documentation of the original B<pod2man> implementation by Larry Wall and Tom Christiansen.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE


This documentation is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682599_1604395404.75/0/perl-podlators-2.5.1-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-5tmKjd0m/podlators-2.5.1.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sTu5E5YD/podlators-2.5.1/pod/perlpodstyle.pod
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

#!/usr/bin/perl

# pod2man -- Convert POD data to formatted *roff input.
#
#     Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>
#
# This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it
# under the same terms as Perl itself.

require 5.004;

use Getopt::Long qw(GetOptions);
use Pod::Man ();
use Pod::Usage qw(pod2usage);
use strict;

# Clean up $0 for error reporting.
$0 =~ s%.*/%%;

# Insert -- into @ARGV before any single dash argument to hide it from
# Getopt::Long; we want to interpret it as meaning stdin.
my $stdin;
@ARGV = map { $_ eq '-' && !$stdin++ ? ('--', $_) : $_ } @ARGV;

# Parse our options, trying to retain backward compatibility with pod2man but
# allowing short forms as well. --lax is currently ignored.
my %options;
Getopt::Long::config ('bundling_override');
GetOptions (%options, 'center|c=s', 'date|d=s', 'errors=s', 'fixed=s',
    'fixedbold=s', 'fixeditalic=s', 'fixedbolditalic=s', 'help|h',
    'lax|l', 'name|n=s', 'nourls', 'official|o', 'quotes|q=s',
    'release|r:s', 'section|s=s', 'stderr', 'verbose|v', 'utf8|u')
or exit 1;
pod2usage (0) if $options{help};

# Official sets --center, but don't override things explicitly set.
if ($options{official} && !defined $options{center}) {
    $options{center} = 'Perl Programmers Reference Guide';
}

# Verbose is only our flag, not a Pod::Man flag.
my $verbose = $options{verbose};
delete $options{verbose};

# This isn't a valid Pod::Man option and is only accepted for backward
# compatibility.
delete $options{lax};

# If neither stderr nor errors is set, default to errors = die.
if (!defined $options{stderr} && !defined $options{errors}) {
    $options{errors} = 'die';
}

# Initialize and run the formatter, pulling a pair of input and output off at
# a time. For each file, we check whether the document was completely empty
# and, if so, will remove the created file and exit with a non-zero exit
# status.
my $parser = Pod::Man->new (%options);
my $status = 0;
my @files;
do {
    @files = splice (@ARGV, 0, 2);
    print " $files[1]\n" if $verbose;
    $parser->parse_from_file (@files);
    if ($parser->{CONTENTLESS}) {
$status = 1;
warn "$0: unable to format $files[0]\n";
if (defined ($files[1]) and $files[1] ne '-') {
  unlink $files[1] unless (-s $files[1]);
}
while (@ARGV);
exit $status;

__END__

=for stopwords
en em --stderr stderr --utf8 UTF-8 overdo markup MT-LEVEL Allbery Solaris
URL troff troff-specific formatters uppercased Christiansen --nourls

=head1 NAME

pod2man - Convert POD data to formatted *roff input

=head1 SYNOPSIS

pod2man [B<--center>=I<string>] [B<--date>=I<string>] [B<--errors>=I<string>]
[B<--fixed>=I<font>] [B<--fixedbold>=I<font>] [B<--fixeditalic>=I<font>]
[B<--fixedbolditalic>=I<font>] [B<--name>=I<name>] [B<--nourls>]
[B<--official>] [B<--quotes>=I<quotes>] [B<--release>=I<version>]
[B<--section>=I<manext>] [B<--stderr>]
[I<input> [I<output>] ...]

pod2man B<--help>

=head1 DESCRIPTION

B<pod2man> is a front-end for Pod::Man, using it to generate *roff input
from POD source. The resulting *roff code is suitable for display on a
terminal using nroff(1), normally via man(1), or printing using troff(1).

I<input> is the file to read for POD source (the POD can be embedded in
code). If I<input> isn't given, it defaults to C<STDIN>. I<output>, if
given, is the file to which to write the formatted output. If I<output>
 isn't given, the formatted output is written to C<STDOUT>. Several POD
files can be processed in the same B<pod2man> invocation (saving module
load and compile times) by providing multiple pairs of I<input> and
I<output> files on the command line.

B<--section>, B<--release>, B<--center>, B<--date>, and B<--official> can
be used to set the headers and footers to use; if not given, Pod::Man will
assume various defaults. See below or L<Pod::Man> for details.
B<pod2man> assumes that your *roff formatters have a fixed-width font named C<CW>. If yours is called something else (like C<CR>), use B<--fixed> to specify it. This generally only matters for troff output for printing. Similarly, you can set the fonts used for bold, italic, and bold italic fixed-width output.

Besides the obvious pod conversions, Pod::Man, and therefore pod2man also takes care of formatting func(), func(n), and simple variable references like $foo or @bar so you don't have to use code escapes for them; complex expressions like C<$fred{'stuff'}> will still need to be escaped, though. It also translates dashes that aren't used as hyphens into en dashes, makes long dashes--like this--into proper em dashes, fixes "paired quotes," and takes care of several other troff-specific tweaks. See L<Pod::Man> for complete information.

=head1 OPTIONS

=over 4

=item B<-c> I<string>, B<--center>=I<string>

Sets the centered page header to I<string>. The default is "User Contributed Perl Documentation", but also see B<--official> below.

=item B<-d> I<string>, B<--date>=I<string>

Set the left-hand footer string to this value. By default, the modification date of the input file will be used, or the current date if input comes from C<STDIN>.

=item B<-errors>=I<style>

Set the error handling style. C<die> says to throw an exception on any POD formatting error. C<stderr> says to report errors on standard error, but not to throw an exception. C<pod> says to include a POD ERRORS section in the resulting documentation summarizing the errors. C<none> ignores POD errors entirely, as much as possible.

The default is C<die>.

=item B<--fixed>=I<font>

The fixed-width font to use for verbatim text and code. Defaults to C<CW>. Some systems may want C<CR> instead. Only matters for troff(1) output.

=item B<--fixedbold>=I<font>
Bold version of the fixed-width font. Defaults to C<CB>. Only matters for troff(1) output.

=item B|--fixeditalic>=I<font>

Italic version of the fixed-width font (actually, something of a misnomer, since most fixed-width fonts only have an oblique version, not an italic version). Defaults to C<CI>. Only matters for troff(1) output.

=item B|--fixedbolditalic>=I<font>

Bold italic (probably actually oblique) version of the fixed-width font. Pod::Man doesn't assume you have this, and defaults to C<CB>. Some systems (such as Solaris) have this font available as C<CX>. Only matters for troff(1) output.

=item B<-h>, B|--help>

Print out usage information.

=item B<-l>, B|--lax>

No longer used. B<pod2man> used to check its input for validity as a manual page, but this should now be done by L<podchecker(1)> instead. Accepted for backward compatibility; this option no longer does anything.

=item B<-n> I<name>, B|--name>=I<name>

Set the name of the manual page to I<name>. Without this option, the manual name is set to the uppercased base name of the file being converted unless the manual section is 3, in which case the path is parsed to see if it is a Perl module path. If it is, a path like C<.../lib/Pod/Man.pm> is converted into a name like C<Pod::Man>. This option, if given, overrides any automatic determination of the name.

Note that this option is probably not useful when converting multiple POD files at once. The convention for Unix man pages for commands is for the man page title to be in all-uppercase even if the command isn't.

=item B|--nourls>

Normally, LZ<> formatting codes with a URL but anchor text are formatted to show both the anchor text and the URL. In other words:

    L<foo|http://example.com/>

is formatted as:
This flag, if given, suppresses the URL when anchor text is given, so this example would be formatted as just \texttt{C<foo>}. This can produce less cluttered output in cases where the URLs are not particularly important.

\texttt{=item B<-o>, B<-official>}

Set the default header to indicate that this page is part of the standard Perl release, if \texttt{B<-center>} is not also given.

\texttt{=item B<-q> I<quotes>, B<-quotes>=I<quotes>}

Sets the quote marks used to surround \texttt{CE<lt>>} text to \texttt{I<quotes>}. If \texttt{I<quotes>} is a single character, it is used as both the left and right quote; if \texttt{I<quotes>} is two characters, the first character is used as the left quote and the second as the right quoted; and if \texttt{I<quotes>} is four characters, the first two are used as the left quote and the second two as the right quote.

\texttt{I<quotes>} may also be set to the special value \texttt{C<none>}, in which case no quote marks are added around \texttt{CE<lt>>} text (but the font is still changed for troff output).

\texttt{=item B<-r>, B<-release>}

Set the centered footer. By default, this is the version of Perl you run \texttt{B<pod2man>} under. Note that some system an macro sets assume that the centered footer will be a modification date and will prepend something like "Last modified:"; if this is the case, you may want to set \texttt{B<-release>} to the last modified date and \texttt{B<-date>} to the version number.

\texttt{=item B<-s>, B<-section>}

Set the section for the \texttt{C<.TH>} macro. The standard section numbering convention is to use 1 for user commands, 2 for system calls, 3 for functions, 4 for devices, 5 for file formats, 6 for games, 7 for miscellaneous information, and 8 for administrator commands. There is a lot of variation here, however; some systems (like Solaris) use 4 for file formats, 5 for miscellaneous information, and 7 for devices. Still others use 1m instead of 8, or some mix of both. About the only section numbers that are reliably consistent are 1, 2, and 3.

By default, section 1 will be used unless the file ends in \texttt{C<.pm>}, in which case section 3 will be selected.

\texttt{=item B<-stderr>}

By default, B<pod2man> dies if any errors are detected in the POD input. If B<--stderr> is given and no B<--errors> flag is present, errors are sent to standard error, but B<pod2man> does not abort. This is equivalent to C<--errors=stderr> and is supported for backward compatibility.

=item B<-u>, B<--utf8>

By default, B<pod2man> produces the most conservative possible *roff output to try to ensure that it will work with as many different *roff implementations as possible. Many *roff implementations cannot handle non-ASCII characters, so this means all non-ASCII characters are converted either to a *roff escape sequence that tries to create a properly accented character (at least for troff output) or to C<X>.

This option says to instead output literal UTF-8 characters. If your *roff implementation can handle it, this is the best output format to use and avoids corruption of documents containing non-ASCII characters. However, be warned that *roff source with literal UTF-8 characters is not supported by many implementations and may even result in segfaults and other bad behavior.

Be aware that, when using this option, the input encoding of your POD source must be properly declared unless it is US-ASCII or Latin-1. POD input without an C<encoding> command will be assumed to be in Latin-1, and if it's actually in UTF-8, the output will be double-encoded. See L<perlpod(1)> for more information on the C<encoding> command.

=item B<-v>, B<--verbose>

Print out the name of each output file as it is being generated.

=back

=head1 EXIT STATUS

As long as all documents processed result in some output, even if that output includes errata (a C<POD ERRORS> section generated with C<--errors=pod>), B<pod2man> will exit with status 0. If any of the documents being processed do not result in an output document, B<pod2man> will exit with status 1. If there are syntax errors in a POD document being processed and the error handling style is set to the default of C<die>, B<pod2man> will abort immediately with exit status 255.

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

If B<pod2man> fails with errors, see L<Pod::Man> and L<Pod::Simple> for information about what those errors might mean.
EXAMPLES

pod2man program > program.1
pod2man SomeModule.pm /usr/perl/man/man3/SomeModule.3
pod2man --section=7 note.pod > note.7

If you would like to print out a lot of man page continuously, you probably want to set the C and D registers to set contiguous page numbering and even/odd paging, at least on some versions of man(7).

troff -man -rC1 -rD1 perl.1 perldata.1 perlsyn.1 ...

To get index entries on C<STDERR>, turn on the F register, as in:

troff -man -rF1 perl.1

The indexing merely outputs messages via C<tm> for each major page, section, subsection, item, and any C<XE<lt>E<gt>> directives. See L<Pod::Man> for more details.

BUGS

Lots of this documentation is duplicated from L<Pod::Man>.

SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Man>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<man(1)>, L<nroff(1)>, L<perlpod(1)>, L<podchecker(1)>, L<perlpodstyle(1)>, L<troff(1)>, L<man(7)>

The man page documenting the an macro set may be L<man(5)> instead of L<man(7)> on your system.

The current version of this script is always available from its web site at L<http://www.eyrie.org/~eagle/software/podlators/>. It is also part of the Perl core distribution as of 5.6.0.

AUTHOR

Russ Allbery <rra@stanford.edu>, based I<very> heavily on the original B<pod2man> by Larry Wall and Tom Christiansen.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE


This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
This program is free software; you may redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License:          GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682599_1604395404.75/0/perl-podlators-2.5.1-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive
  5tmKjIdm/perl-podlators.spec

1.330 file-system 3.2
1.330.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of
this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the
GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.
A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.
b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding
Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.331 spdy-core 9.2.26.v20180806
1.332 eclipse 2.6.0.v20100914-1218

1.332.1 Available under license:

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 String text = "Purchase order schema for Example.com. Copyright 2000 Example.com. All rights reserved."; //<b> Example.com. Copyright 2000 Example.com. All rights reserved.&lt;/xsd:documentation&gt; String text = "Purchase order schema for Example.com. Copyright 2000 Example.com. All rights reserved."; // Example.com. Copyright 2000 Example.com. All rights reserved.&lt;/xsd:documentation&gt;

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;). A copy of the EPL is available'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0' <a href="http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/#non-ambig">Unique Particle Attribution</a>.

1.333 spdy-http-server 9.2.26.v20180806

1.334 pam 1.1.8

1.334.1 Available under license:

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release may be distributed:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without their specific prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release may be distributed:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without their specific prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the
restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
      to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
      allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
      received the program in object code or executable form with such
      an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

The licensing conditions for each module in this package are detailed in the module source files.

1.335 jetty-quickstart 9.2.26.v20180806

1.336 xpp 1.1.3.4.O

1.336.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

"This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Axis" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the licence.

$Id: MXParserCachingStrings.java,v 1.10 2004/03/02 09:14:41 aslom Exp$
* /
/*
* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2
*
* Copyright (c) 2002-2004 The Trustees of Indiana University.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* 1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above
*    copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source
*    code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this
*    license;
* 2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
*    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer
*    listed in this license in the documentation and/or other
*    materials provided with the distribution;
* 3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include
*    the following acknowledgement:
*    "This product includes software developed by the Indiana
*    University Extreme! Lab. For further information please visit
*    http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/
*    Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software
*    itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally
*    appear.
* 4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University
*    Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote
*    products derived from this software without prior written
*    permission from Indiana University. For written permission,
*    please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.
* 5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana
*    University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name,
*    without prior written permission of the Indiana University.
*
* Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code
* provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual
* property rights of any other entity. Indiana University disclaims any
* liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity
* based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.
*
LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH
NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA
UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT
SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR
OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT
SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP
DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE. LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE
RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS,
AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING
SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1139559192_1614663987.66/0/xpp3-1-1-3-4-o-sources-3-
jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParserCachingStrings.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
*
* This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the licence.
* 
* $Id: MXParserFactory.java,v 1.6 2004/03/02 09:14:41 aslom Exp $
*/
/
* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2
* 
* Copyright (c) 2002-2004 The Trustees of Indiana University.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* 
* 1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above
* copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source
* code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this
* license;
* 
* 2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer
* listed in this license in the documentation and/or other
* materials provided with the distribution;
* 
* 3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include
* the following acknowledgement:
* 
* "This product includes software developed by the Indiana
* University Extreme! Lab. For further information please visit
* http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/
*
* Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software
* itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally
* appear.
*
* 4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University
* Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote
* products derived from this software without prior written
* permission from Indiana University. For written permission,
* please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.
*
* 5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana
* University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name,
* without prior written permission of the Indiana University.
*
* Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code
* provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual
* property rights of any other entity. Indiana University disclaims any
* liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity
* based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.
*
* LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH
* NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA
* UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR
* OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP
* DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE. LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE
* RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS,
* AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING
* SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1139559192_1614663987.66/0/xpp3-1-1-3-4-o-sources-3-
  jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParserFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/ 
* Copyright (c) 2003 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
* 
* This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the license.
* 
*/ */
Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2

Copyright (C) 2003 The Trustees of Indiana University.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this license;

2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this license in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution;

3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include the following acknowledgement:

"This product includes software developed by the Indiana University Extreme! Lab. For further information please visit http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/"

Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission from Indiana University. For written permission, please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/

5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Indiana University.

Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Indiana University disclaims any liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA
* UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR
* OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP
* DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE. LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE
* RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS,
* AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING
* SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1139559192_1614663987.66/0/xpp3-1-1-3-4-o-sources-3-jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
* *
* This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the licence.
* *
* $Id: MXParserNonValidating.java,v 1.6 2004/03/02 09:14:41 aslom Exp $
*/

/ *
* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.2
* *
* Copyright (c) 2002-2004 The Trustees of Indiana University.
* *
* All rights reserved.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
* met:
* *
* 1) All redistributions of source code must retain the above
* copyright notice, the list of authors in the original source
* code, this list of conditions and the disclaimer listed in this
* license;
* *
* 2) All redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the disclaimer
* listed in this license in the documentation and/or other
* materials provided with the distribution;
* *
* 3) Any documentation included with all redistributions must include
* the following acknowledgement:
* *
* "This product includes software developed by the Indiana
* University Extreme! Lab. For further information please visit
* http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/"
* Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software
* itself, and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally
* appear.

* 4) The name "Indiana University" or "Indiana University
* Extreme! Lab" shall not be used to endorse or promote
* products derived from this software without prior written
* permission from Indiana University. For written permission,
* please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

* 5) Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana
* University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name,
* without prior written permission of the Indiana University.

* Indiana University provides no reassurances that the source code
* provided does not infringe the patent or any other intellectual
* property rights of any other entity. Indiana University disclaims any
* liability to any recipient for claims brought by any other entity
* based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise.

* LICENSEE UNDERSTANDS THAT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" FOR WHICH
* NO WARRANTIES AS TO CAPABILITIES OR ACCURACY ARE MADE. INDIANA
* UNIVERSITY GIVES NO WARRANTIES AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATION THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE OF INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PATENT, COPYRIGHT, OR
* OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. INDIANA UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES THAT
* SOFTWARE IS FREE FROM "BUGS", "VIRUSES", "TROJAN HORSES", "TRAP
* DOORS", "WORMS", OR OTHER HARMFUL CODE. LICENSEE ASSUMES THE ENTIRE
* RISK AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE AND/OR ASSOCIATED MATERIALS,
* AND TO THE PERFORMANCE AND VALIDITY OF INFORMATION GENERATED USING
* SOFTWARE.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1139559192_1614663987.66/0/xpp3-1-1-3-4-o-sources-3-
jar/org/xmlpull/mxp1/MXParserNonValidating.java

1.337 prelink 0.5.0

1.337.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
1.338 perl-parent 0.225

1.338.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681781_1604394952.42/0/perl-parent-0.225-244.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-9GejIZmo/perl-parent.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

parent - Establish an ISA relationship with base classes at compile time

=head1 SYNOPSIS

package Baz;
use parent qw(Foo Bar); # will not go looking for Foo.pm or Bar.pm

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Allows you to both load one or more modules, while setting up inheritance from those modules at the same time. Mostly similar in effect to

package Baz;
BEGIN {
    require Foo;
    require Bar;
    push @ISA, qw(Foo Bar);
}

By default, every base class needs to live in a file of its own.
If you want to have a subclass and its parent class in the same file, you can tell C<parent> not to load any modules by using the C<-norequire> switch:

package Foo;
sub exclaim { "I CAN HAS PERL" }

package DoesNotLoadFooBar;
use parent -norequire, 'Foo', 'Bar';
# will not go looking for Foo.pm or Bar.pm

This is equivalent to the following code:
package Foo;
sub exclaim { "I CAN HAS PERL" }

package DoesNotLoadFooBar;
push @DoesNotLoadFooBar::ISA, 'Foo', 'Bar';

This is also helpful for the case where a package lives within
a differently named file:

package MyHash;
use Tie::Hash;
use parent -norequire, 'Tie::StdHash';

This is equivalent to the following code:

package MyHash;
require Tie::Hash;
push @ISA, 'Tie::StdHash';

If you want to load a subclass from a file that C<require> would
not consider an eligible filename (that is, it does not end in
either C<.pm> or C<.pmc>), use the following code:

package MySecondPlugin;
require './plugins/custom.plugin'; # contains Plugin::Custom
use parent -norequire, 'Plugin::Custom';

=head1 DIAGNOSTICS

=over 4

=item Class 'Foo' tried to inherit from itself

Attempting to inherit from yourself generates a warning.

    package Foo;
    use parent 'Foo';

=back

=head1 HISTORY

This module was forked from L<base> to remove the cruft
that had accumulated in it.

=head1 CAVEATS
SEE ALSO

AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS

Rafael Garcia-Suarez, Bart Lateur, Max Maischein, Anno Siegel, Michael Schwern

MAINTAINER

Max Maischein <corion@cpan.org>

Copyright (c) 2007-10 Max Maischein <<corion@cpan.org>>

Based on the idea of <base.pm>, which was introduced with Perl 5.004_04.

LICENSE

This module is released under the same terms as Perl itself.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

license: unknown

1.339 ecj 4.4.2
1.339.1 Available under license:

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular
Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself
or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are
separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and
(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor” means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents ” mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or
sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program” means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient” means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and
object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the
combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall
not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no
assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any
other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights
and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual
property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute
the Program, it is Recipient’s responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to
grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided
that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or
offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable
separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
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1.340.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.342 python-backports-ssl-match-hostname

3.5.0.1

1.342.1 Available under license:
Python License (Python-2.0)

Python License, Version 2 (Python-2.0)

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------
1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001-2013 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python.

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
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1.343 iptables 1.4.21-28.el7

1.343.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

    The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

    You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.344 libogg 1.3.0 5.el7_1
1.344.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2002, Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.345 xml-apis 1.3.02
1.345.1 Available under license:

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about
SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the
current domain.

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the
megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax
and all subdirectories
xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
and all subdirectories

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:
    http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html
The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'
xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt,v 1.2
2005/06/03 22:49:13 mrglavas Exp $

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under
the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C
document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that
you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C
document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose
and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the
following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it
doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual
representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [Sdate-of-document]
World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio
University). All Rights Reserved."
When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C’s notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other
related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following
license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree
that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,
with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is
hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the
software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the
   redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms
   and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be
   included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body
   of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date
   changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from
   which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT
THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY
PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.
HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about
the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license
from the W3C, which is provided herein.

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C
including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c
    and all subdirectories

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C
including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom
    and all subdirectories

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/java-binding.html
The original versions are tagged 'DOM_LEVEL_2'
The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis ==
== distribution. ==
========================================================================

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
However please note future versions of SAX may be covered under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at
http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date
releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

SAX2 is Free!
I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for
XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and
documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.
SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any
purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
2000-05-05
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1.347.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.348.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
      to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
      allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
      received the program in object code or executable form with such
      an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work
in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further
restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lGPL.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version
of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
 technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.349 extended-wpf-toolkit 2.0.0
1.349.1 Available under license:

Extended WPF Toolkit

Copyright (C) 2007-2013 Xceed Software Inc.

This program is provided to you under the terms of the Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL) as published at http://wpftoolkit.codeplex.com/license

For more features, controls, and fast professional support, pick up the Plus Edition at http://xceed.com/wpf_toolkit

Stay informed: follow @datagrid on Twitter or Like http://facebook.com/datagrids

*******************************************************************************/


internal static class _XceedVersionInfo
{
  "CA1823:AvoidUnusedPrivateFields" )]
  public const string BaseVersion = "2.0";
  "CA1823:AvoidUnusedPrivateFields" )]
  public const string Version = BaseVersion + ".0.0";
  "CA1823:AvoidUnusedPrivateFields" )]
  public const string PublicKeyToken = "ba83ff368b7563c6";

  }

Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)
Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)
This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do not use the software.

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in the software.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(E) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.
1.350 thread-pool 0.2.5
1.350.1 Available under license:
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization
obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,
execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the
Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to
do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Philipp Henkel

Use, modification, and distribution are subject to the
Boost Software License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying file
LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)

1.351 async-http-client 2.10.5
1.351.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/
/**
* Value class used for OAuth tokens (request secret, access secret);
* simple container with two parts, public id part ("key") and
* confidential ("secret") part.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/RequestToken.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2010-2013 Ning, Inc.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
* under the License.
* *
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/Realm.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* =========================================================================
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
* contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ntlm/NtlmEngineException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
* contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*===================================================================
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
* /

Found in path(s):
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2016 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
* /
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* /
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
* */

Found in path(s):
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
* /
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
  *
  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
  *
  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
  * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
  * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
  * under the License.
  *
  */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/AsyncCompletionHandlerBase.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/DefaultAsyncHttpClient.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/AsyncHttpClient.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/HttpResponseStatus.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/proxy/ProxyServer.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/Request.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/AsyncCompletionHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/Response.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2014 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/request/body/BodyChunkedInput.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/request/body/BodyFileRegion.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/handler/AsyncHttpClientHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/request/body/generator/UnboundedQueueFeedableBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/channel/ChannelManager.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/timeout/ReadTimeoutTimerTask.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/ws/WebSocketUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/timeout/TimeoutTimerTask.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/request/body/NettyByteArrayBody.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/netty/timeout/TimeoutsHolder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2018 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 * 
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 *  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/ConsumerKey.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/CombinedConnectionSemaphore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/ConnectionSemaphoreFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/InputStreamPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/NoopConnectionSemaphore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/ConnectionSemaphore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/MaxConnectionSemaphore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/DefaultConnectionSemaphoreFactory.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/proxy/ProxyType.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/InfiniteSemaphore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/InputStreamMultipartPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/PerHostConnectionSemaphore.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
 * 
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
 * License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 */

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 */
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/ListenableFuture.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).
# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems
# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.
#
# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.
# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed
# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to
# identify "new" types. File extensions are also commonly used to indicate
# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.
#
# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.
# The registry is at <http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.
#
# MIME type (lowercased)Extensions
#==============================================================
# application/1d-interleaved-parityfec
# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml
# application/3gpp-ims+xml
# application/a2l
# application/activemessage
# application/alto-costmap+json
# application/alto-costmapfilter+json
# application/alto-directory+json
# application/alto-endpointcost+json
# application/alto-endpointcostparams+json
# application/alto-endpointprop+json
# application/alto-endpointropparams+json
# application/alto-error+json
# application/alto-networkmap+json
# application/alto-networkmapfilter+json
# application/aml
# application/andrew-insetez
# application/applefile
# application/applixwareaw
# application/atf
# application/atfx
application/atom+xml
application/atomcat+xml
# application/atomdeleted+xml
# application/atomicmail
application/atomsvc+xml
# application/atxml
# application/auth-policy+xml
# application/bacnet-xdd+xml
# application/batch-smtp
# application/beep+xml
# application/calendar+xml
# application/calendar+json
# application/call-completion
# application/cals-1840
# application/cbor
# application/ccmp+xml
application/ccxml+xml
# application/cdfxml+xml
application/cdmi-capability+xml
application/cdmi-container+xml
application/cdmi-domain+xml
application/cdmi-object+xml
application/cdmi-queue+xml
# application/cdni
# application/cea
# application/cea-2018+xml
# application/cellml+xml
# application/cfwm+xml
# application/cms
# application/cnrp+xml
# application/coap-group+xml
# application/commonground
# application/conference-info+xml
# application/cpl+xml
# application/csrattrs
# application/csta+xml
# application/cstudata+xml
# application/csvm+json
application/cu-seeme+xml
# application/cybercash
# application/dash+xml
# application/dashdelta
application/davmount+xml
# application/dca-rft
# application/dcd
# application/dec-dx
# application/dialog-info+xml
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># application/dicom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/dii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/dit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/dns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/docbook+xml</td>
<td>dbk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/dskpp+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/dssc+der</td>
<td>dssc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/dssc+xml</td>
<td>xdssc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/dvcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/ecmascript</td>
<td>tecma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/edi-consent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/edi-x12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/edifact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emergencycalldata.comment+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emergencycalldata.deviceinfo+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emergencycalldata.providerinfo+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emergencycalldata.serviceinfo+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emergencycalldata.subscriberinfo+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/emma+xml</td>
<td>emma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/emotionml+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/encaprtp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/epp+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/epub+zip</td>
<td>epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/eshop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/example</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/exiexi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/fastinfoset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/fastsoap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/ftd+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/fts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/font-sfnt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/font-tdfrpfr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/font-woffwoff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/framework-attributes+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/gml+xml</td>
<td>gml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/gpx+xml</td>
<td>gpx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/gxf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/gzip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/h224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/held+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/http</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/hyperstudiosk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/ibe-key-request+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/ibe-pkg-reply+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/ibe-pp-data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/iges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/im-iscomposing+xml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># application/index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# application/index.cmd
# application/index.obj
# application/index.response
# application/index.vnd
application/inkml+xml	ink inkml
# application/iotp
application/ipfix	ipfix
# application/ipp
# application/isup
# application/its+xml
application/java-archive	jar
application/java-serialized-object	ser
application/java-vm	class
application/javascript
ttjs
# application/jose
# application/jose+json
# application/jrd+json
application/jsonjson
# application/json-patch+json
# application/json-seq
application/jsonml+jsonjsonml
# application/jwk+json
# application/jwk-set+json
# application/jwt
# application/kpml-request+xml
# application/kpml-response+xml
# application/l+json
# application/link-format
# application/load-control+xml
application/lost+xmllostxml
# application/lostsync+xml
# application/lxf
application/mac-binhex40	qx
application/mac-compactpro
cpt
# application/macwriteii
application/mads+xml	mads
application/marc	mrc
application/marcxml+xml	mrcx
application/mathematica	nb mb
application/mathml+xml	mathml
# application/mathml-content+xml
# application/mathml-presentation+xml
# application/mbms-associated-procedure-description+xml
# application/mbms-deregister+xml
# application/mbms-envelope+xml
# application/mbms-msk+xml
# application/mbms-msk-response+xml
# application/mbms-protection-description+xml
# application/mbms-reception-report+xml
# application/mbms-register+xml
# application/mbms-register-response+xml
# application/mbms-schedule+xml
# application/mbms-user-service-description+xml
application/mbox
# application/media-policy-dataset+xml
# application/media_control+xml
application/mediaservercontrol+xml
# application/merge-patch+json
application/metalink+xml
application/metalink4+xml
application/mets+xml
# application/mf4
# application/mikey
application/mods+xml
# application/moss-keys
# application/moss-signature
# application/mosskey-data
# application/mosskey-request
application/mp21
application/mp4
# application/mpeg4-generic
# application/mpeg4-iod
# application/mpeg4-iod-xmt
# application/mrb-consumer+xml
# application/mrb-publish+xml
# application/msc-ivr+xml
# application/msc-mixer+xml
application/msword
application/mxf
# application/nasdata
# application/news-checkgroups
# application/news-groupinfo
# application/news-transmission
# application/nlsm+xml
# application/nss
# application/ocsp-request
# application/ocsp-response
application/octet-stream
application/oda
# application/odx
application/oebps-package+xml
application/omdoc+xml
application/onebook+xml
application/onenote+xml
application/onenote2+xml
application/onetoc+xml
application/onetoc2+xml
application/onepkg
application/oxps
# application/p2p-overlay+xml
application/x-doomwad
application/x-dtbnxc+xml
application/x-dtbook+xml
application/x-dtresource+xml
application/x-dvidvi
application/x-envoyevy
application/x-evaeva
application/x-font-bdfbdf
# application/x-font-dos
# application/x-font-framemaker
application/x-font-ghostscriptgsf
# application/x-font-libgrx
application/x-font-linux-psf
application/x-font-otf
application/x-font-pcfpcf
application/x-font-snf
# application/x-font-speedo
# application/x-font-sunos-news
application/x-font-tftftfftc
application/x-font-type1lpfa pfb pfm afm
# application/x-font-vfont
application/x-freearcarc
application/x-futuresplashspl
application/x-gca-compressedgca
application/x-gluxulx
application/x-gnumericnumeric
application/x-gramps+xml
application/x-gtar
# application/x-gzip
application/x-hdfhdf
application/x-install-instructionsinstall
application/x-iso9660-imageiso
application/x-java-jnlp-filejnlp
application/x-latexlatex
application/x-lzh-compressedlzh lha
application/x-miemiemie
application/x-mobipocket-ebookprcmobi
application/x-ms-applicationapplication
application/x-ms-shortcutlnk
application/x-ms-wmdwmd
application/x-ms-wmzwmz
application/x-ms-xbapxbap
application/x-msaccessmdb
application/x-msbinderobd
application/x-mscardfilecrd
application/x-msclipclp
application/x-msdownloadexe dll com bat msi
application/x-msmediaviewmvb m13 m14
audio/mpegmpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a
# audio/mpeg4-generic
# audio/musepack
audio/oggoga ogg spx
# audio/opus
# audio/parityfec
# audio/pcma
# audio/pcma-wb
# audio/pcmu
# audio/pcm-wb
# audio/prs.sid
# audio/qcelp
# audio/raptorfec
# audio/red
# audio/rtp-enc-aescm128
# audio/rtp-midi
# audio/rtploopback
# audio/rtx
audio/s3ms3m
audio/silksil
# audio/smv
# audio/smv-qcp
# audio/smv0
# audio/sp-midi
# audio/speex
# audio/t140c
# audio/t38
# audio/telephone-event
# audio/tone
# audio/uemclip
# audio/ulpfec
# audio/vdvi
# audio/vmr-wb
# audio/vnd.3gpp.iupf
# audio/vnd.4sb
# audio/vnd.audiokoz
# audio/vnd.celp
# audio/vnd.cisco.nse
# audio/vnd.cmles.radio-events
# audio/vnd.cns.anp1
# audio/vnd.cns.inf1
audio/vnd.dece.audiouva uvva
audio/vnd.digital-windeol
# audio/vnd.dlna.adts
# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.1
# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.2
# audio/vnd.dolby.mlpl
# audio/vnd.dolby.mps
Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/ahc-mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
 * License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/RequestBuilder.java
/*
* Copyright (c) 2014 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/AsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/SignatureCalculator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/HttpResponseBodyPart.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2019 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2015 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/MultipartState.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/request/body/NettyByteBufferBody.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/spnego/SnegoEngineException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/StringMultipartPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/HttpConstants.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/MultipartPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/MessageEndMultipartPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/intercept/ConnectSuccessInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/DateUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/Dsl.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/handler/intercept/ResponseFiltersInterceptor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources.jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/PushBody.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
   * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
   * or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file
   * distributed with this work for additional information
   * regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file
   * to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
   * "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
   * with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
   */

/* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 */

/* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the License is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
 * KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
 * specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License. */
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchnetclient/ntlm/NtlmEngine.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchnetclient/util/StringBuilderPool.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchnetclient/util/ThrowableUtil.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2015 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchnetclient/exception/PoolAlreadyClosedException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2010-2013 Ning, Inc.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
 * License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/netty/channel/NettyChannelConnector.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/exception/TooManyConnectionsException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/exception/RemotelyClosedException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/exception/TooManyConnectionsPerHostException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/handler/StreamedAsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/request/body/generator/ReactiveStreamsBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/exception/ChannelClosedException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnettyclient/netty/handler/StreamedResponsePublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 */
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/FileBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/ByteArrayBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/MiscUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/TransferListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/FilterContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/ProxyUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/TransferCompletionHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/IOExceptionFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/resumable/ResumableAsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/HttpUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/RequestFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/Body.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/resumable/ResumableIOExceptionFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/BodyDecerringAsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/webdav/WebDavCompletionHandlerBase.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/InputStreamBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/handler/resumable/PropertiesBasedResumableProcessor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/webdav/WebDavResponse.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/BodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/*
 * This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
 * individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/spnego/SpnegoTokenGenerator.java
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/OAuthSignatureCalculatorInstance.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/MessageDigestUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/Parameter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/cookie/ThreadSafeCookieStore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ws/WebSocket.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/Parameters.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ws/WebSocketUpgradeHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/cookie/CookieStore.java
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232249_1591326191.45/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/AuthenticatorUtils.java

1.352 gamin 0.1.10

1.352.1 Available under license:

See the AUTHORS and the COPYING file for informations.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Gamin is a file and directory monitoring system defined to be a subset of the FAM (File Alteration Monitor) system.
Copyright (C) 2004 Daniel Veillard <veillard@redhat.com>
also partly
Copyright (C) 2003 James Willcox <jwillcox@gnome.org>
Copyright (C) 2003 Corey Bowers <cobowers@indiana.edu>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Red Hat, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `gamin' (a file alteration monitor) written by Daniel Veillard.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.353 kerberos 0.7.0-21.el7

1.353.1 Available under license:

[NOTE: MIT has only incorporated the mechglue and spnego change, and not the incremental propagation changes. The filenames are different between the Sun and MIT sources. The actual MIT filenames appear in the top-level README file. Original text of Sun's LICENSE file follows.]

Subject to the license set forth below, Sun Microsystems, Inc. donates the attached files to MIT for the purpose of including these modifications and additions in future versions of the Kerberos system.

Many of the files attached are subject to licenses issued by other entities, including OpenVision, MIT, and FundsXpress. See the individual files, and/or related Readme files, for these licenses.

In addition Sun requires that the license set forth below be incorporated into any future version of the Kerberos system which contains portions of the files attached. The following files must be listed, in the top level Readme file, as being provided subject to such license:
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop.x
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop_hdr.h
cmd/krb5/kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
cmd/krb5/kproplog/kproplog.c
cmd/krb5/slave/kpropd_rpc.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_krb5/et/kdb5_err.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/spnego_mech.c
lib/krb5/kadm5/kadm_host_srv_names.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_hdr.h
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/libgss/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_canon_name.c
lib/libgss/g_compare_name.c
lib/libgss/g_context_time.c
lib/libgss/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_dsp_name.c
lib/libgss/g_dsp_status.c
lib/libgss/g_dup_name.c
lib/libgss/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_export_name.c
lib/libgss/g_glue.c
lib/libgss/g_imp_name.c
lib/libgss/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_initialize.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_context.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_inquire_names.c
lib/libgss/g_process_context.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_buffer.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_name.c
lib/libgss/g_rel_oid_set.c
lib/libgss/g_seal.c
lib/libgss/g_sign.c
lib/libgss/g_store_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_unseal.c
lib/libgss/g_userok.c
lib/libgss/g_utils.c
lib/libgss/g_verify.c
lib/libgss/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
uts/common/gssapi/include/gssapi_err_generic.h
uts/common/gssapi/include/mechglueP.h
Sun's License is as follows:

Copyright (c) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Copyright 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.<br>
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.<br>

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.<br>

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic software from the United States of America that is subject to the United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774. Additional laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any required license from the U.S. government.<br>

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and nationals of those countries.<br>

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support, Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems, FundsXpress, and others.<br>

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira, and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without prior written permission of MIT.<br>

Commercial use means use of a name in a product or other for-profit manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so, recognition of their trademark status should be given).<br>

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in

<code class="docutils literal">kadmin/create</code>,

WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is provided to you AS IS EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.

Portions contributed by Matt Crawford were work performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

Portions of src/lib/crypto have the following copyright:

Copyright 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC. All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require
a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.</div></blockquote>

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.</p>

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.</div></blockquote>

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes</span></code> has the following copyright:</p>

Copyright 2001, Dr Brian Gladman &lt;code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">brg@gladman.uk.net</span>&gt;, Worcester, UK. All rights reserved.</p>

LICENSE TERMS</p>

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:</p>

- distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;
- distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;
- the copyright holders name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.

DISCLAIMER</p>

This software is provided as is with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.</p>

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the
Following copyright:

Copyright 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
Portions copyright 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors as is and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The software is provided as is, without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and
The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in

```c
lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
```

...
and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
the following new or changed files:

```plaintext
<include>/iprop_hdr.h
<kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
<lib/kdb/iprop.x
<lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
<lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
<lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
<kprop/kpropd_rpc.c
<kprop/kproplog.c
</include>
```

are subject to the following license:

```
Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
```
Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright notice:

```
Copyright 1983 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
```

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

```
Copyright 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>
<li>The copyright holders name is not used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.</li>
</ul>
<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory
and developed by the University of Michigans
Center for Information Technology Integration,
including the PKINIT implementation, are subject
to the following license:</p>
<p>Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works
and redistribute this software and such derivative works
for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of
Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity
pertaining to the use of distribution of this software
without specific, written prior authorization. If the
above copyright notice or any other identification of the
University of Michigan is included in any copy of any
portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must
also be included.</p>
<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION
FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY
PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE
REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.</p>

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and
permission notice:</p>
<blockquote><div><div class="line-block">
<div class="line">The OpenLDAP Public License</div>
<div class="line">Version 2.8, 17 August 2003</div>
</div></blockquote>
<p>Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation (Software), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>
<ol class="arabic simple">
<li>Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and</li>
<li>Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.</li>
</ol>
<p>The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.</p>
<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>
<p>The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.</p>
<p>OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.</p>
<p>Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.</p>
</blockquote>
<p>Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:</p>
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided by KTH and its contributors as is and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall KTH or its contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:

Portions Copyright 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Oracle America, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWES FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS AS IS CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.

Copyright 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright 2005 Marko Kreen

All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS. The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.
This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
  
  This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

- Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.

The following notice applies to `src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c` and `src/include/k5-queue.h`.

Copyright 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc. All rights reserved.

This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   
   This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in `src/lib/krb5/unicode`:

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,
New Mexico State University

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to `src/util/support/strlcpy.c`:

Copyright 1998 Todd C. Miller

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to `src/util/profile/argv_parse.c` and `src/util/profile/argv_parse.h`:

```
Copyright 1999 by Theodore Tso.
```

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THEODORE TSO (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in `src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c`:

```
Copyright 1999-2000, The University of Chicago
```

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.

The following notice applies to portions of `src/lib/rpc` and `src/include/gssrpc`:

```
Copyright 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan.
All rights reserved.
```

```
Copyright 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@UMICH.EDU>
All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.
```

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

```
<ol class="arabic simple">
</ol>"
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.
Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

The following notice applies to `<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c</span></code>`:

Copyright 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Portions of `<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/krb5</span></code>` are subject to the following notice:


All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting. Within that constraint, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific written prior
permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.</p>

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:</p>

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.</p>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</p>

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</p>

Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.</p>

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:</p>

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.</p>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2 or any later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2010, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following notice applies to src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx:

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The following notice applies to portions of `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c` and `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h`:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to portions of `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c`:

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support, Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems, FundsXpress, and others.

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira, and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without prior written permission of MIT.

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so, recognition of their trademark status should be given).

-------------------

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in `kadmin/create`, `kadmin/dbutil`, `kadmin/passwd`, `kadmin/server`, `lib/kadm5`, and portions of `lib/rpc`:


WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPEVNISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether
created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.

-------------------
Portions contributed by Matt Crawford `crawdad@fnal.gov` were work performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

-------------------
Portions of `src/lib/crypto` have the following copyright:

Copyright [copy] 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

-------------------
The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in
``src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes`` has the following copyright:

| Copyright |copy| 2001, Dr Brian Gladman ``brg@gladman.uk.net``,
Worcester, UK.
| All rights reserved.

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary
form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;
2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
   in the documentation and/or other associated materials;
3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products
   built using this software without specific written permission.

DISCLAIMER

This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied warranties
in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness
and fitness for purpose.

-------------------

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication
plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the
following copyright:

| Copyright |copy| 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
| Portions copyright |copy| 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
| All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors
  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
  without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in `"src/lib/gssapi"`, including the following files:

.. parsed-literal::

   lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
   lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c
and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including the following new or changed files:

.. parsed-literal::

   include/iprop_hdr.h
   kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
   lib/kdb/prop.x
   lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
   lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
   lib/kdb/kdb_log.h
   lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
   kprop/kpropd_rpc.c
   kprop/kproplog.c

are subject to the following license:

Copyright |copy| 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright notice:

| Copyright |copy| 1983 Regents of the University of California.
| All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

| Copyright |copy| 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
| All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

COPYRIGHT |copy| 2006-2007
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY
PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

-------------------

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

| Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
| Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

-------------------

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express
or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

-------------------

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and permission notice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The OpenLDAP Public License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version 2.8, 17 August 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and
3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing
in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title
to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright
holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,
California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and
distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

-------------------

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

| Copyright |copy| 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
| (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
| All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be
   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
   specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADvised OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:

| Copyright |copy| 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
Portions Copyright © 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright © 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of
its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
Copyright © 2006, 2007, 2009

NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation). All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as
the first lines of this file unmodified.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University
All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------

Copyright |copy| 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

-------------------
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright 2005 Marko Kreen
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright © 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.

-------------------

Copyright © 1995
The President and Fellows of Harvard University

This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
| Copyright © 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. | 
| Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch. All Rights Reserved. | 
| Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved. | 

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

-------------------

The following notice applies to ```src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c``` and ```src/include/k5-queue.h```. 
This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   
   This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.
4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in `/src/lib/krb5/unicode`:

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `src/util/support/strlcpy.c`

Copyright |copy| 1998 Todd C. Miller `Todd.Miller@courtesan.com`

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `src/util/profile/argv_parse.c` and `src/util/profile/argv_parse.h`

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

-------------------

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in `~/src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c`:

Copyright © 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of `~/src/lib/rpc` and `~/src/include/gssrpc`:

Copyright © 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2000 Dug Song `dugsong@UMICH.EDU`. All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright |copy| 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright |copy| 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as
is” without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c`:

Copyright © 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All
rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.

-------------------

Portions of `src/lib/krb5` are subject to the following notice:

| Copyright © 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
  Institute of Technology.
| All Rights Reserved.

  Export of this software from the United States of America may
  require a specific license from the United States Government.
  It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating
  export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that
the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label
your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a
fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software.
Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor
CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express
or implied warranty.
Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

-------------------

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright © 2010, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to
``src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx``:

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of
``src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c`` and
``src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h``:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of
``src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c``:

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Copyright 1987, 1989 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

* * *
* Copyright (C) 1989-1994 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA. All Rights Reserved.
This software is being provided to you, the LICENSEE, by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this software, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and conditions:

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you agree to comply with the following copyright notice and statements, including the disclaimer, and that the same appear on ALL copies of the software and documentation, including modifications that you make for internal use or for distribution:

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND M.I.T. MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, M.I.T. MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE LICENSED SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

The name of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology or M.I.T. may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation shall at all times remain with M.I.T., and USER agrees to preserve same.

Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software.

*/

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>Copyright &amp;#8212; MIT Kerberos Documentation</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/agogo.css" type="text/css" />
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/pygments.css" type="text/css" />
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/kerb.css" type="text/css" />
</head>
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic software from the United States of America that is subject to the United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774. Additional laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any required license from the U.S. government.

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and nationals of those countries.

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support, Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems, FundsXpress, and others.

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira, and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without prior written permission of MIT.

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so, recognition of their trademark status should be given).

======================================================================

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the
OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create",
"kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and

WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.

======================================================================
Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

======================================================================

Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.
All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

======================================================================

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in
"src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes" has the following copyright:

    Copyright (C) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman "brg@gladman.uk.net",
    Worcester, UK.
    All rights reserved.

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;

3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.

DISCLAIMER
This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

================================================

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the following copyright:

    Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
    Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
    All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

================================================

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:
Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in
"src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.rel_buffer.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.rel_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.rel_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.rel_oid_set.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.seal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.sign.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.store_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.unseal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.userok.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.utils.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g.verify.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h
lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c
lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c
and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including the following new or changed files:

include/iprop_hdr.h
kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
lib/kdb/iprop.x
lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
kprop/kpropd_rpc.c
kprop/kproplog.c

are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================
Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright notice:

Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR
The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and permission notice:

The OpenLDAP Public License
Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.
OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

======================================================================
Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:
Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation). All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRict LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and
its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all
copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN
AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
SOFTWARE.

======================================================================
Copyright (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and
its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of
the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any
portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND
DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 2005 Marko Kreen
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.

======================================================================
Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and "src/include/k5-queue.h".

Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.

This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of
its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to Unicode library files in
"src/lib/krb5/unicode":

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,
New Mexico State University

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,
modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE
OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and "src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

======================================================================

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in "src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.
The following notice applies to portions of "src/lib/rpc" and "src/include/gssrpc":

Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.
License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

======================================================================

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":
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Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

======================================================================
Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================
Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

======================================================================

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The following notice applies to portions of "src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c" and "src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h":

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to portions of "src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c":

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
import os
import sys
import re

def warn(fname, ln, msg):
    print '%s: %d: %s' % (fname, ln + 1, msg)

def indicates_license(line):
    return 'Copyright' in line or 'COPYRIGHT' in line or 'License' in line

# Check a comment for boilerplate violations. Return true if the comment
# is a license statement.
def check_comment(comment, fname, ln, code_seen, nonlicense_seen):
    text_seen = False
    is_license = False
    for line in comment:
        if not is_license and indicates_license(line):
            is_license = True
        if text_seen:
            text_seen = False
        if is_license:
            text_seen = True
    if not is_license and code_seen:
        warn(fname, ln, 'License begins after first line of comment')
    return is_license

# This program is intended to be used by "make check-copyright". It
# checks for violations of the coding standards related to copyright
# and license statements in source code comments.
elif code_seen:
    warn(fname, ln, 'License after code')
elif nonlicense_seen:
    warn(fname, ln, 'License after non-license comments')
break
# DB2 licenses start with '/*-' and we don't want to change them.
if line != '' and line != '-':
    text_seen = True
return is_license

def check_file(lines, fname):
    # Skip emacs mode line if present.
    ln = 0
    if '-*- mode: c;' in lines[ln]:
        ln += 1

    # Check filename comment if present.
    m = re.match(r'/\*([^ \*]*( - .*)?)* \*/', lines[ln])
    if m:
        if m.group(1) != fname:
            warn(fname, ln, 'Wrong filename in comment')
        ln += 1

    # Scan for license statements.
    in_comment = False
    code_seen = False
    nonlicense_seen = False
    for line in lines[ln:]:
        # Strip out whitespace and comments contained within a line.
        if not in_comment:
            line = re.sub(r'/\*.*?\*/', '', line)
        line = line.strip()

        if not in_comment and '/\*' in line:
            (line, sep, comment_part) = line.partition('/\*')
            comment = [comment_part.strip()]
            comment_starts_at = ln
            in_comment = True
        elif in_comment and '\*/' not in line:
            comment.append(line.lstrip('*').lstrip())
        elif in_comment:
            (comment_part, sep, line) = line.partition('*/')
            comment.append(comment_part.strip())

        is_license = check_comment(comment, fname, comment_starts_at,
                                     code_seen, nonlicense_seen)
        nonlicense_seen = nonlicense_seen or not is_license
        in_comment = False
        if line.strip() != '':

        else:
            None

        is_license = False
        if not is_license:
            code_seen = False
            nonlicense_seen = False
            in_comment = False
            warn(fname, ln, 'License after code')
            warn(fname, ln, 'License after non-license comments')
            break

        if line != '':
            None
code_seen = True

ln += 1

for fname in sys.argv[1:]:
    if fname.startswith('./'):
        fname = fname[2:]
    f = open(fname)
    lines = f.readlines()
    f.close()
    check_file(lines, fname)

Copyright
==========

Copyright © 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and its contributors. All rights reserved.

See :ref:`mitK5license` for additional copyright and license information.

.. _mitK5license:

MIT Kerberos License information
================================

.. toctree::
   :hidden:

   copyright.rst

   .. include:: notice.rst

/* -*- mode: c; c-basic-offset: 4; indent-tabs-mode: nil -*-

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about
the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

*/

1.354 libpciaccess 0.14-1.el7

1.354.1 Available under license:

(C) Copyright IBM Corporation 2006, 2007
(C) Copyright Eric Anholt 2006
(C) Copyright Mark Kettenis 2011
(C) Copyright Robert Millan 2012
Copyright 2009, 2012 Red Hat, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation on the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL IBM AND/OR THEIR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2008 Juan Romero Pardines
Copyright (c) 2008, 2011 Mark Kettenis
Copyright (c) 2009 Michael Lorenz
Copyright (c) 2009, 2012 Samuel Thibault

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall
not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the
XFree86 Project.

------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007 Paulo R. Zanoni, Tiago Vignatti
Copyright (c) 2009 Tiago Vignatti

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.355 irqbalance 1.0.7-11.el7

1.355.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program...
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
      to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
      allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
      received the program in object code or executable form with such
      an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.356 jaxb-runtime 2.3.2
1.356.1 Available under license :

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

## Trademarks

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain
Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

* License: Apache License, 2.0

args4j (2.33)

* License: MIT License

dom4j (1.6.1)

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

file-management (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/
  * Source:
    https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

maven-compat (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/
  * Source:
    https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

maven-core (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
  * Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

* License: Apache-2.0
  * Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/
maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)

maven-settings (3.5.2)
plexus-archiver (3.5)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/
* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

plexus-io (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

* License: New BSD license

Sax (0.2)

* License: SAX-PD
* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

testng (6.14.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)
* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html
* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

* License: Pending
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/
* Source:

xz for java (1.8)

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import.
possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.

1.357 wicket-spring 7.6.0
1.357.1 Available under license:

Wicket Spring Integration
Copyright 2006-2016 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.358 attr 2.4.46 13.el7

1.358.1 Available under license:

This package was debianized by Nathan Scott nathans@debian.org on Sun, 19 Nov 2000 07:37:09 -0500.

It can be downloaded from ftp://oss.sgi.com/projects/xfs/download/

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Copyright (C) 2001 Andreas Gruenbacher.

You are free to distribute this software under Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
On Debian systems, refer to /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1 for the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

Certain components (as annotated in the source) are licensed under version 2 of the terms of the GNU General Public License. On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL file.
Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under
Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed
under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

-------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>  Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

### 1.359 postgresql-jdbc 8.4

#### 1.359.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 1997-2008, PostgreSQL Global Development Group
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the PostgreSQL Global Development Group nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

### 1.360 libcap-ng 0.7.5 4.el7
1.360.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it
does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper
mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
1.362 perl-constant 1.27
1.362.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

constant - Perl pragma to declare constants

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use constant PI => 4 * atan2(1, 1);
use constant DEBUG => 0;
use constant {
    SEC  => 0,
    MIN  => 1,
    HOUR => 2,
    MDAY => 3,
    MON  => 4,
    YEAR => 5,
    WDAY => 6,
    YDAY => 7,
    ISDST => 8,
};

use constant WEEKDAYS => qw(
    Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
);

print "Today is ", (WEEKDAYS)[ (localtime)[WDAY] ], ".\n";

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This pragma allows you to declare constants at compile-time.

When you declare a constant such as C<PI> using the method shown above, each machine your script runs upon can have as many digits of accuracy as it can use. Also, your program will be easier to read, more likely to be maintained (and maintained correctly), and far less likely to send a space probe to the wrong planet because nobody noticed the one equation in which you wrote C<3.14195>.

When a constant is used in an expression, Perl replaces it with its value at compile time, and may then optimize the expression further. In particular, any code in an C<if (CONSTANT)> block will be optimized away if the constant is false.

=head1 NOTES

As with all C<use> directives, defining a constant happens at compile time. Thus, it's probably not correct to put a constant declaration inside of a conditional statement (like C<if ($foo) {
    use constant ... }>).

Constants defined using this module cannot be interpolated into strings like variables. However, concatenation works just fine:

    print "Pi equals PI...\n";    # WRONG: does not expand "PI"
Even though a reference may be declared as a constant, the reference may point to data which may be changed, as this code shows.

```
use constant ARRAY => [ 1,2,3,4 ];
print ARRAY->[1];
ARRAY->[1] = " be changed";
print ARRAY->[1];
```

Dereferencing constant references incorrectly (such as using an array subscript on a constant hash reference, or vice versa) will be trapped at compile time.

Constants belong to the package they are defined in. To refer to a constant defined in another package, specify the full package name, as in `<Some::Package::CONSTANT>`. Constants may be exported by modules, and may also be called as either class or instance methods, that is, as `<Some::Package->CONSTANT >>` or as `<$obj->CONSTANT >>` where `<$obj>` is an instance of `<Some::Package>`. Subclasses may define their own constants to override those in their base class.

The use of all caps for constant names is merely a convention, although it is recommended in order to make constants stand out and to help avoid collisions with other barewords, keywords, and subroutine names. Constant names must begin with a letter or underscore. Names beginning with a double underscore are reserved. Some poor choices for names will generate warnings, if warnings are enabled at compile time.

=head2 List constants

Constants may be lists of more (or less) than one value. A constant with no values evaluates to `<undef>` in scalar context. Note that constants with more than one value do `<not>` return their last value in scalar context as one might expect. They currently return the number of values, but `<this may change in the future>`. Do not use constants with multiple values in scalar context.

=NOTE= This implies that the expression defining the value of a constant is evaluated in list context. This may produce surprises:

```
use constant TIMESTAMP => localtime;      # WRONG!
use constant TIMESTAMP => scalar localtime; # right
```

The first line above defines `<TIMESTAMP>` as a 9-element list, as returned by `<localtime()>` in list context. To set it to the string returned by `<localtime()>` in scalar context, an explicit `<scalar>`

```
keyword is required.

List constants are lists, not arrays. To index or slice them, they must be placed in parentheses.

    my @workdays = WEEKDAYS[1 .. 5];  # WRONG!
    my @workdays = (WEEKDAYS)[1 .. 5];  # right

=head2 Defining multiple constants at once

Instead of writing multiple use constant statements, you may define multiple constants in a single statement by giving, instead of the constant name, a reference to a hash where the keys are the names of the constants to be defined. Obviously, all constants defined using this method must have a single value.

    use constant {
        FOO => "A single value",
        BAR => "This", "won't", "work!",  # Error!
    };

This is a fundamental limitation of the way hashes are constructed in Perl. The error messages produced when this happens will often be quite cryptic -- in the worst case there may be none at all, and you'll only later find that something is broken.

When defining multiple constants, you cannot use the values of other constants defined in the same declaration. This is because the calling package doesn't know about any constant within that group until after the use statement is finished.

    use constant {
        BITMASK => 0xAFBAEB8,
        NEGMASK => ~BITMASK,  # Error!
    };

=head2 Magic constants

Magical values and references can be made into constants at compile time, allowing for way cool stuff like this. (These error numbers aren't totally portable, alas.)

    use constant E2BIG => ($! = 7);
    print E2BIG, "\n";  # something like "Arg list too long"
    print 0+E2BIG, "\n";  # "7"

You can't produce a tied constant by giving a tied scalar as the value. References to tied variables, however, can be used as
constants without any problems.
=head1 TECHNICAL NOTES
In the current implementation, scalar constants are actually
inlinable subroutines. As of version 5.004 of Perl, the appropriate
scalar constant is inserted directly in place of some subroutine
calls, thereby saving the overhead of a subroutine call. See
L<perlsub/"Constant Functions"> for details about how and when this
happens.
In the rare case in which you need to discover at run time whether a
particular constant has been declared via this module, you may use
this function to examine the hash C<%constant::declared>. If the given
constant name does not include a package name, the current package is
used.
sub declared ($) {
use constant 1.01;
# don't omit this!
my $name = shift;
$name =~ s/^::/main::/;
my $pkg = caller;
my $full_name = $name =~ /::/ ? $name : "${pkg}::$name";
$constant::declared{$full_name};
}
=head1 CAVEATS
In the current version of Perl, list constants are not inlined
and some symbols may be redefined without generating a warning.
It is not possible to have a subroutine or a keyword with the same
name as a constant in the same package. This is probably a Good Thing.
A constant with a name in the list C<STDIN STDOUT STDERR ARGV ARGVOUT
ENV INC SIG> is not allowed anywhere but in package C<main::>, for
technical reasons.
Unlike constants in some languages, these cannot be overridden
on the command line or via environment variables.
You can get into trouble if you use constants in a context which
automatically quotes barewords (as is true for any subroutine call).
For example, you can't say C<$hash{CONSTANT}> because C<CONSTANT> will
be interpreted as a string. Use C<$hash{CONSTANT()}> or
C<$hash{+CONSTANT}> to prevent the bareword quoting mechanism from
kicking in. Similarly, since the C<< => >> operator quotes a bareword
immediately to its left, you have to say C<< CONSTANT() => 'value' >>
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(or simply use a comma in place of the big arrow) instead of
C<< CONSTANT => 'value' >>.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Readonly> - Facility for creating read-only scalars, arrays, hashes.

L<Attribute::Constant> - Make read-only variables via attribute

L<Scalar::Readonly> - Perl extension to the C<SvREADONLY> scalar flag

L<Hash::Util> - A selection of general-utility hash subroutines (mostly
to lock/unlock keys and values)

=head1 BUGS

Please report any bugs or feature requests via the perlbug(1) utility.

=head1 AUTHORS

Tom Phoenix, E<lt>F<rootbeer@redcat.com>E<gt>, with help from
many other folks.

Multiple constant declarations at once added by Casey West,
E<lt>F<casey@geeknest.com>E<gt>.

Documentation mostly rewritten by Ilmari Karonen,
E<lt>F<perl@itz.pp.sci.fi>E<gt>.

This program is maintained by the Perl 5 Porters.
The CPAN distribution is maintained by SE<eacute>bastien Aperghis-Tramoni
E<lt>F<sebastien@aperghis.net>E<gt>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT & LICENSE

Copyright (C) 1997, 1999 Tom Phoenix

This module is free software: you can redistribute it or modify it
under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682239_1604394057.41/0/perl-constant-1.27-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-5w89Oc4Q/constant-1.27.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-QjXsofqv/constant-1.27/lib/constant.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

NAME
constant - Perl pragma to declare constants

DESCRIPTION

This pragma allows you to declare constants at compile-time.

When a constant is used in an expression, Perl replaces it with its value at compile time, and may then optimize the expression further. In particular, any code in an "if (CONSTANT)" block will be optimized away if the constant is false.

INSTALLATION

To install this module, run the following commands:

    perl Makefile.PL
    make
    make test
    make install

Alternatively, to install with Module::Build, you can use the following commands:

    perl Build.PL
    /Build
    /Build test
    /Build install

SUPPORT AND DOCUMENTATION

After installing, you can find documentation for this module with the perldoc command.

    perldoc constant

You can also look for information at:

    Search CPAN
    http://search.cpan.org/dist/constant

    CPAN Request Tracker:
    http://rt.cpan.org/Dist/Display.html?Name=constant

    AnnoCPAN, annotated CPAN documentation:
http://annocpan.org/dist/constant

CPAN Ratings:
http://cpanratings.perl.org/d/constant

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE

Copyright (C) 1997, 1999 Tom Phoenix.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682239_1604394057.41/0/perl-constant-1.27-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-5w89Oc4Q/constant-1.27.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-QjXsofqv/constant-1.27/README
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682239_1604394057.41/0/perl-constant-1.27-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-5w89Oc4Q/perl-constant.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'Perl pragma to declare constants'
author:
  - 'SÃ©bastien Aperghis-Tramoni <sebastien@aperghis.net>'
built_requires:
  Test::More: 0
configure_requires:
  Module::Build: 0.2808
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'Module::Build version 0.4003, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license:
  perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: constant
provides:
  constant:
    file: lib/constant.pm
    version: 1.27
resources:
  license: http://dev.perl.org/licenses/
  version: 1.27
### 1.363 libgcrypt 1.5.3 14.el7

#### 1.363.1 Available under license:

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

**Preamble**

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The “Program”, below, refers to any such program or work, and a “work based on the Program” means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as “you”.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.
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To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,
if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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Maven SCM Subversion Provider - Common library
Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation
This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.365.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.366 xstream 1.4.16

1.366.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaClassConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConversionException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JettisonMappedXmlDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/BitSetConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 22. November 2004 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601DateConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/ReaderDepthState.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 09. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 14. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 16. February 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 */
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/DefaultConverterLookup.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTrackingReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 21.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DurationConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/FastField.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XmlFriendlyMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 23. February 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/PropertiesConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/MapperWrapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Xpp3Driver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/KXml2Driver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 02. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractReflectionConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
*/
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 24. December 2006 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAsAttribute.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 06. March 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/SystemClockConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*  
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*  
* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XStream11NameCoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/StaticNameCoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NoNameCoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NameCoderWrapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*  
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*  
* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ArrayMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AbstractXmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 24. February 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out of ConversionException.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorWritingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/WstxDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601SqlTimestampConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Created on 27. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible, copied from XmlFriendlyReplacer.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible, copied from XmlFriendlyReplacer.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 26. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 28. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlSet.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 06. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafeSimpleDateFormat.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeMarshallingStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshallingStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 11. October 2006 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Primitives.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/FieldAliasingMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Comitters.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 13. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamInclude.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Comitters.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 08. July 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FontConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 24. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ExternalizableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverterWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/Xpp3Dom.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/SequenceGenerator.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 25. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DynamicProxyConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
*/
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 06. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
All rights reserved.

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 06. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Fields.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/IDomWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionProviderWrapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/XmlHeaderAwareReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/CompactWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 10. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ReaderWrapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 01. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/MissingFieldException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ISO8601JavaTimeConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProvider.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 20. March 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/EnumMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 07. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanProvider.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 14. September 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/BaseException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Manifest-Version: 1.0
Archiver-Version: Plexus Archiver
Created-By: Apache Maven
Built-By: joehni
Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_265
Specification-Title: XStream Core
Specification-Vendor: XStream
Implementation-Title: XStream Core
Implementation-Version: 1.4.16
Implementation-Vendor-Id: com.thoughtworks.xstream
Implementation-Vendor: XStream
Bundle-License: BSD-3-Clause
Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2
Bundle-Name: XStream Core Sources
Bundle-SymbolicName: xstream.sources
Bundle-Vendor: XStream Sources
Bundle-Version: 1.4.16 Sources
Eclipse-SourceBundle: xstream;version=1.4.16
Specification-Version: 1.4
X-Build-Os: Linux
X-Build-Time: 2021-03-12T23:23:07Z
X-Builder: Maven 3.6.3
X-Compile-Source: 1.4
X-Compile-Target: 1.4

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 19. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/Caching.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ClassLoaderReference.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/CollectionConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ObjectIdDictionary.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * Created on 10. October 2018 by Joerg Schaible.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil15.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil14.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * Created on 12. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 19. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */
Open Source Used in Cisco VSM 7.14.3 4168

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProperty.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * 
 * Created on 06. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/LocalConversionMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * 
 * Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractReferenceUnmarshaller.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * 
 * Created on 01. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible, moved from package
 * com.thoughtworks.xstream.converters.reflection.
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SelfStreamingInstanceChecker.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * 
 * Created on 17. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * 
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/PureJavaReflectionProvider.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathMarshaller.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2014, 2017 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/PrimitiveTypePermission.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 25. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3  4171

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/TextAttributeConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ClassAliasingMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 25. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/UseAttributeForEnumMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 7. February 2016 by Aaron Johnson
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/PathConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/TreeMapConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 * Created on 12. February 2015 by Joerg Schaible, copied from
 * c.t.x.converters.reflection.SerializationMemberInvoker.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SerializationMembers.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 12. February 2008 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enum/EnumSingleValueConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2008, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 04. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/UUIDConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringBuilderConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/TraxSource.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 10. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/package.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DateConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 31. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/OuterClassMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 04. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 26. June 2013 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StreamException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 12. January 2006 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SubjectConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 14. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible
 */
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 20. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 04. October 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 17.04.2008 by Joerg Schaible.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 */
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/AbstractCollectionConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 15. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StatefulWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 13. January 2017 by Matej Cimbora
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/Converter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 29. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 02. March 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 */
* Created on 11. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonMapConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonCollectionConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources.jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAlias.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
Found in path(s):
*/

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
*/

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/BEAStaxDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 10. May 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Pool.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/DependencyInjectionFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*/
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 15.02.2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorReporter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 19.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/XStream12FieldKeySorter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 06. February 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/OrderRetainingMap.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 17.05.2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 12. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committer.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Created on 17. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/LambdaConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 08.12.2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LookAndFeelConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 31. July 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/RegexPatternConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/AbstractSingleValueConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NoTypePermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/AnyTypePermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/TypePermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/SecurityMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ForbiddenClassException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 */
* Created on 26.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractTreeMarshallingStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 11. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/OffsetTimeConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearMonthConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 01. October 2004 by James Strachan
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/QNameMap.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.

* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ColorConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 18. March 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 12. August 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JavaUtilCodec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JAXBCodec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/StringCodec.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CachingMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/InitializationException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */
* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LocaleConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/CharConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 20. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedMapConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/JapaneseEraConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Created on 19. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/CGLIBProxyTypePermission.java
  /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ProxyTypePermission.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/MapConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 30. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 06. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64Encoder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 10. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/PackageAliasingMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SunUnsafeReflectionProvider.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 30. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ToAttributedValueConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ExplicitTypePermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/RegExpTypePermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NullPermission.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/WildcardTypePermission.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamConverters.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 03. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/EncodedByteArrayConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppDomComparator.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2021 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 2. January 2021 by Joerg Schaible
  */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/MXParserDriver.java
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

  /*
  * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
  */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumMapConverter.java
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

  /*
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira
  */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SortableFieldKeySorter.java
  No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

  * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
  * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
    * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/package.html
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/package.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CharsetConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 01. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterRegistry.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 */
The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.

Created on 16. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2021 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 02. January 2021 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/MXParserDomDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/PersistenceStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 */
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/UnmarshallingContext.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 15. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/InstantConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 18. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/AbstractFilePersistenceStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CannotResolveClassException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamContainedType.java
  
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/Annotations.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 16. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/DataHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 28. May 2005 by Mauro Talevi
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 */
* Created on 01. October 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimestampConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 12. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/WeakCache.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 06. May 2005 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamOmitField.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 27. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AttributeAliasingMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2010, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 3. August 2010 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/URIConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/TypedNull.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ThrowableConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AttributeNameIterator.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FileStreamStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/StreamStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
 *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
* Created on 13. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/MonthDayConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/DurationConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/PeriodConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
 *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
* Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/Enums/EnumSetConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
 *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaMethodConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* 
* Created on 13. January 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FileConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* 
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/ArrayConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathUnmarshaller.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/Sun14ReflectionProvider.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/IntConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 01. December 2006 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamImplicit.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlDateConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimeConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CurrencyConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractPullReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 17. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi
/*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReplacer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

*/

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/MarshallingStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XStream11XmlFriendlyMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
/*
* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 08. January 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out from FieldAliasingMapper.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ElementIgnoringMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible, code from XppDom.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 16. November 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Compos...No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Created on 12.10.2010 by Joerg Schaible, extracted from TreeSetConverter.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1.4.16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PresortedSet.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 21. December 2004 by Joe Walnes
/*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializableConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlMap.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterMatcher.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshaller.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdUnmarshaller.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 21. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/HijrahDateConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ImmutableFieldKeySorter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKeySorter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKey.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
* Copyright (C) 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
  */

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
    jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FilePersistenceStrategy.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
    jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializationMethodInvoker.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 03. December 2013 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
    jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory15.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
    jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedArrayConverter.java
/*
 * XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStream.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 20. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafePropertyEditor.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 21.06.2015 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ActivationDataFlavorConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 28. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 06. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferencingMarshallingContext.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 22. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DynamicProxyMapper.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamDriver.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
 * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
 * the LICENSE.txt file.
 *
 * Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertyDictionary.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/QuickWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Reader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Writer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 */

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/PrettyPrintWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*  
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD  
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in  
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*  
* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CustomObjectOutputStream.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2013, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
*  
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD  
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in  
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*  
* Created on 01. February 2007 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractAttributedCharacterIteratorAttributeConverter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/  
* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 06. July 2006 by Guilherme Silveira
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlArrayList.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
* All rights reserved.
*
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
*
* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes
*/
/**
* A SAX { @link org.xml.sax.XMLReader parser} that acts as an XStream
* { @link com.thoughtworks.xstream.io.HierarchicalStreamWriter} to enable direct generation of a
* SAX event flow from the XStream serialization of a list of list of Java objects.
* *
* As a
* custom SAX parser, this class ignores the arguments of the two standard parse methods (@link
* #parse(java.lang.String))
* and (@link #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)) but relies on a proprietary SAX property
* { @link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY} to define the list of objects to serialize.
* *
* Configuration of this SAX parser is achieved through the standard
* { @link #setProperty SAX property mechanism}. While specific setter methods require direct
* access to the parser instance, SAX properties support configuration settings to be propagated
* through a chain of { @link org.xml.sax.XMLFilter filters} down to the underlying parser
* object.
* *
* This mechanism shall be used to configure the
* { @link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY objects to be serialized} as well as the
* { @link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY XStream facade}.
*/
* @author Laurent Bihanic
*/
/**
 * Sets the value of a property.
 * <p>
 * The property name is any fully-qualified URI. It is
 * possible for an XMLReader to recognize a property name but
 * to be unable to set its value.</p>
 * <p>
 * XMLReaders are not required to recognize setting any
 * specific property names, though a core set is provided with
 * SAX2.</p>
 * <p>
 * Some property values may be immutable or mutable only
 * in specific contexts, such as before, during, or after
 * a parse.</p>
 * <p>
 * This method is also the standard mechanism for setting
 * extended handlers.</p>
 * <p>
 * Note: This implementation only supports two
 * (proprietary) properties: [@link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY]
 * and [@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY].</p>
 * *
 * @param name  the property name, which is a fully-qualified URI.
 * @param value the requested value for the property.
 * @throws SAXNotRecognizedException when the XMLReader does not
 *         recognize the property name.
 * @throws SAXNotSupportedException when the XMLReader recognizes
 *         the property name but cannot set
 *         the requested value.
 * @see #getProperty
 */
/**
 * Parses an XML document from a system identifier (URI).
 * <p>
 * This method is a shortcut for the common case of reading a
 * document from a system identifier. It is the exact
 * equivalent of the following:</p>
 * <blockquote>
 *     parse(new InputSource(systemId));
 * </blockquote>
 * *
 * If the system identifier is a URL, it must be fully resolved
 * by the application before it is passed to the parser.</p>
* <strong>Note</strong>: As a custom SAX parser, this class
* ignores the <code>systemId</code> argument of this method
* and relies on the proprietary SAX property
* {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY}) to define the list of
* objects to serialize.</p>
*
*
* @param systemId the system identifier (URI).
* @throws SAXException Any SAX exception, possibly wrapping
* another exception.
* @see #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/SaxWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* *
* Created on 16. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertySorter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/ComparingPropertySorter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1147727218_1617243431.25/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-
  jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/NativePropertySorter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2012 XStream Committers.
* All rights reserved.
* *
* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
* the LICENSE.txt file.
* *
* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes
*/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
  * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible
  */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
  * Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible, copied from ISO8601GregorianCalendarConverter
  */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
  * Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.
  * All rights reserved.
  *
  * The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
  * style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
  * the LICENSE.txt file.
  *
  * Created on 20.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible
  */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
1.367 Plymouth 0.8.9-0.31.20140113.el7

1.367.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.368 jasper 1.900.1 33.el7

1.368.1 Available under license:

The copyright information for the JasPer software accompanies the software license, and can be found in the file named "LICENSE".

JasPer License Version 2.0

Copyright (c) 2001-2006 Michael David Adams
Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Image Power, Inc.
Copyright (c) 1999-2000 The University of British Columbia

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person (the "User") obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

1. The above copyright notices and this permission notice (which includes the disclaimer below) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

2. The name of a copyright holder shall not be used to endorse or promote products derived from the Software without specific prior written permission.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF THE SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING
FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. NO ASSURANCES ARE
PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS THAT THE SOFTWARE DOES NOT INFRINGE
THE PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF ANY OTHER ENTITY.
EACH COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY TO THE USER FOR CLAIMS
BROUGHT BY ANY OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS OR OTHERWISE. AS A CONDITION TO EXERCISING THE RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EACH USER HEREBY ASSUMES SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO SECURE
ANY OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS NEEDED, IF ANY. THE SOFTWARE
IS NOT FAULT-TOLERANT AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE IN MISSION-CRITICAL
SYSTEMS, SUCH AS THOSE USED IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES,
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS, DIRECT LIFE SUPPORT MACHINES, OR WEAPONS SYSTEMS, IN WHICH
THE FAILURE OF THE SOFTWARE OR SYSTEM COULD LEAD DIRECTLY TO DEATH,
PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE ("HIGH
RISK ACTIVITIES"). THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES.

1.369 jackson-databind 2.11.1
1.369.1 Available under license :

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are
under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.370.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

## Trademarks

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For
more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

* License: Apache License, 2.0

args4j (2.33)

* License: MIT License

dom4j (1.6.1)

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

file-management (3.0.0)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/
* Source:
  https://svn.apache.org/viewvcs/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

JUnit (4.12)

* License: Eclipse Public License

maven-compat (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

maven-core (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/
* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

* License: Apache-2.0
maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/
* Source:
  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-settings (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)
* License: Apache License, 2.0

plexus-archiver (3.5)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/
* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

plexus-io (3.0.0)
* License: Apache-2.0

plexus-utils (3.1.0)
* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

relaxng-datatype (1.0)
* License: New BSD license
Sax (0.2)

* License: SAX-PD
* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

testng (6.14.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)
* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html
* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

* License: Pending
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/
* Source:

xz for java (1.8)

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.
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1.372 commons-pool 1.5.3

1.372.1 Available under license :

  Apache Commons Pool
  Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

  This product includes software developed by
  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

  Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.374 passwd 0.14 7.el7

1.374.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.375.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

I. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.376.1 Available under license:

Wicket IoC common code
Copyright 2006-2016 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You...
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.377.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENTERRED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.378 plexus-interpolation 1.0

1.379 strace 4.12-9.el7

1.379.1 Available under license :

Copyright (c) 1991, 1992 Paul Kranenburg <pk@cs.few.eur.nl>
Copyright (c) 1993 Branko Lankester <branko@hacktic.nl>
Copyright (c) 1993 Ulrich Pegelow <pegelow@moorea.uni-muenster.de>
Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Michael Elizabeth Chastain <mec@duratech.shout.net>
Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 Rick Sladkey <jrs@world.std.com>
Copyright (c) 1998-2001 Wichert Akkerman <wakkerma@deephackmode.org>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
This is the Debian packaged version of strace. For a complete list of
changes from the upstream version please see the changelog.
The upstream sources can be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/strace/

This is the copyright as found in the upstream sources:

Copyright (c) 1991, 1992 Paul Kranenburg <pk@cs.few.eur.nl>
Copyright (c) 1993 Branko Lankester <branko@hacktic.nl>
Copyright (c) 1993 Ulrich Pegelow <pegelow@moorea.uni-muenster.de>
Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Michael Elizabeth Chastain <mec@duracef.shout.net>
Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 Rick Sladkey <jrs@world.std.com>
Copyright (C) 1998-2003 Wichert Akkerman <wakkerma@deephackmode.org>
Copyright (c) 2002-2008 Roland McGrath <roland@redhat.com>
Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Dmitry V. Levin <dv@altlinux.org>
Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Jan Kratochvil <jan.kratochvil@redhat.com>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.380 mailcap 2.1.41
1.380.1 Available under license :
Red Hat disclaims any copyright on the "mailcap" and "mime-types" files and places them in the public domain.
You are
free to do whatever you wish with these files.

The mailcap.4 man page is under an MIT license:

Copyright (c) 1991 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this material for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this material without the specific, prior written permission of an authorized representative of Bellcore. BELLCORE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR SUITABILITY OF THIS MATERIAL FOR ANY PURPOSE. IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.

Tom Callaway, Fedora Legal, Red Hat
Thu Sep 17, 2009

1.381 spring-orm 4.3.29.RELEASE
1.381.1 Available under license:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.382 python-decorator 3.4.0

1.382.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

:License: BSD license
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682341_1604395546.53/0/python-decorator-3.4.0-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ylsOD0uS/decorator-3.4.0.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-NNR7cnGV/decorator-3.4.0/documentation.py
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682341_1604395546.53/0/python-decorator-3.4.0-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ylsOD0uS/decorator-3.4.0.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-NNR7cnGV/decorator-3.4.0/documentation3.py
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# All rights reserved.
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
# the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682341_1604395546.53/0/python-decorator-3.4.0-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ylsOD0uS/decorator-3.4.0.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-NNR7cnGV/decorator-3.4.0/src/decorator.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Decorator module
=================

:Author: Michele Simionato
:E-mail: michele.simionato@gmail.com
:Requires: Python 2.4+
:Download page: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/decorator
:Installation: `easy_install decorator`
:License: BSD license

Installation
-------------

If you are lazy, just perform

$ easy_install decorator

which will install just the module on your system. Notice that Python 3 requires the easy_install version of the distribute_ project.

If you prefer to install the full distribution from source, including the documentation, download the tarball_, unpack it and run

$ python setup.py install

in the main directory, possibly as superuser.

.. _tarball: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/decorator
.. _distribute: http://packages.python.org/distribute/

Testing
-------

For Python 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 run

$ python documentation.py
for Python 3.X run

$ python documentation3.py

You will see a few innocuous errors with Python 2.5, because some inner details such as the introduction of the ArgSpec namedtuple and Thread.__repr__ changed. You may safely ignore them.

You cannot run the tests in Python 2.4, since there is a test using the with statement, but the decorator module is expected to work anyway (it has been used in production with Python 2.4 for years). My plan is to keep supporting all Python versions >= 2.4 in the core module, but I will keep the documentation and the tests updated only for the latest Python versions in both the 2.X and 3.X branches.

Finally, notice that you may run into trouble if in your system there is an older version of the decorator module; in such a case remove the old version.

Documentation
--------------

There are various versions of the documentation:

- `HTML version (Python 2)`_
- `PDF version (Python 2)`_
- `HTML version (Python 3)`_
- `PDF version (Python 3)`_


Repository
-----------

The project is hosted on GoogleCode as a Mercurial repository. You can look at the source here:

http://code.google.com/p/micheles/source/browse/#hg%2Fdecorator

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682341_1604395546.53/0/python-decorator-3.4.0-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ylsOD0uS/decorator-3.4.0.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-NNR7cnGV/decorator-3.4.0/README.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
	ry:
    from setuptools import setup
except ImportError:
    from distutils.core import setup
import os.path

def getversion(fname):
    """Get the __version__ reading the file: works both in Python 2.X and 3.X,
    whereas direct importing would break in Python 3.X with a syntax error""
    for line in open(fname):
        if line.startswith('__version__'):
            return eval(line[13:1])
    raise NameError('Missing __version__ in decorator.py')

VERSION = getversion(
    os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), 'src/decorator.py'))

if __name__ == '__main__':
    setup(name='decorator',
        version=VERSION,
        description='Better living through Python with decorators',
        long_description=open('README.txt').read(),
        author='Michele Simionato',
        author_email='michele.simionato@gmail.com',
        url='http://pypi.python.org/pypi/decorator',
        license="BSD License",
        package_dir = {'': 'src'},
        py_modules = ['decorator'],
        keywords="decorators generic utility",
        platforms=['All'],
        classifiers=['Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable',
                   'Intended Audience :: Developers',
                   'License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License',
                   'Natural Language :: English',
                   'Operating System :: OS Independent',
                   'Programming Language :: Python',
                   'Programming Language :: Python :: 3',
                   'Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries',
                   'Topic :: Utilities'],
        use_2to3=True,
        zip_safe=False)

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682341_1604395546.53/0/python-decorator-3.4.0-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-ylsOD0uS/decorator-3.4.0.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-NNR7cnGV/decorator-3.4.0/setup.py
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Metadata-Version: 1.1
Name: decorator
Version: 3.4.0
Summary: Better living through Python with decorators
Home-page: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/decorator
Author: Michele Simionato
Author-email: michele.simionato@gmail.com
License: BSD License
Description: Decorator module

Installation
-------------

If you are lazy, just perform

$ easy_install decorator

which will install just the module on your system. Notice that Python 3 requires the easy_install version of the distribute_ project.

If you prefer to install the full distribution from source, including the documentation, download the tarball_, unpack it and run

$ python setup.py install

in the main directory, possibly as superuser.

.. _tarball: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/decorator
.. _distribute: http://packages.python.org/distribute/

Testing
-------

For Python 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 run

$ python documentation.py
for Python 3.X run

$ python documentation3.py

You will see a few innocuous errors with Python 2.5, because some inner details such as the introduction of the ArgSpec namedtuple and Thread.__repr__ changed. You may safely ignore them.

You cannot run the tests in Python 2.4, since there is a test using the with statement, but the decorator module is expected to work anyway (it has been used in production with Python 2.4 for years). My plan is to keep supporting all Python versions >= 2.4 in the core module, but I will keep the documentation and the tests updated only for the latest Python versions in both the 2.X and 3.X branches.

Finally, notice that you may run into trouble if in your system there is an older version of the decorator module; in such a case remove the old version.

Documentation
--------------

There are various versions of the documentation:

- `HTML version (Python 2)`_
- `PDF version (Python 2)`_

- `HTML version (Python 3)`_
- `PDF version (Python 3)`_


Repository
------------

The project is hosted on GoogleCode as a Mercurial repository. You can look at the source here:

http://code.google.com/p/micheles/source/browse/#hg%2Fdecorator

Keywords: decorators generic utility
Platform: All
Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/ Stable
Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers
Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: BSD

1.383 insights-client 3.0.3

1.383.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of
any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   
   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   
   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that
version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are
different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software
Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be
guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the
sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE
PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY
COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.384 javax-transaction 1.1

1.384.1 Available under license :
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1
through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.385 python-iniparse 0.4

1.385.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation
Copyright (c) 2004-2008 Paramjit Oberoi <param.cs.wisc.edu>
Copyright (c) 2007 Tim Lauridsen <tla@rasmil.dk>
All Rights Reserved.

iniparse/compat.py and tests/test_compat.py contain code derived from lib/python-2.3/ConfigParser.py and lib/python-2.3/test/test_cfgparse.py respectively. Other code may contain small snippets from those two files as well. The Python license (LICENSE-PSF) applies to that code.
The MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands as a successor of a language called ABC. Guido remains Python's principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us) in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the software.

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team. In October of the same year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope Corporation, see http://www.zope.com). In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property. Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of the PSF.

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for the Open Source Definition). Historically, most, but not all, Python releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes the various releases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Derived</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>GPL-compatible? (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9.0 thru 1.2</td>
<td>1991-1995</td>
<td>CWI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 thru 1.5.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1995-1999</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5.2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>BeOpen.com</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>yes (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0.1</td>
<td>2.0+1.6.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2.1+2.0.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.3</td>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.2</td>
<td>2.2.1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>2.2.2</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2.2</td>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3.2</td>
<td>2.3.1</td>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3.3</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Footnotes:

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under the GPL. All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute a modified version without making your changes open source. The GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible, because its license has a choice of law clause. According to CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1 is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's direction to make these releases possible.

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON
=====================================================================

PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.3
-----------------------------------

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 2.3 software in source or binary form and its
associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 2.3 or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 2.3.

4. PSF is making Python 2.3 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.3 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.3 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.3, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.3, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0
---------------------------------------------

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1
1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software in source or binary form and its associated documentation ("the Software").

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of law provisions. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between BeOpen and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party. As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the permissions granted on that web page.

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1
----------------------------------------
1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191 (“CNRI”), and the Individual or Organization (“Licensee”) accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI’s License Agreement and CNRI’s notice of copyright, i.e., “Copyright (c) 1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights Reserved” are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee. Alternately, in lieu of CNRI’s License Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the quotes): “Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and conditions in CNRI’s License Agreement. This Agreement together with Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013. This Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013”.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal intellectual property law of the United States, including without limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such
U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying, installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

ACCEPT

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2
--------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.386 python-augeas 0.5.0
1.386.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.387 libre report 2.1.11

1.387.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gatis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANDABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.388 zlib 1.2.7 18.el7
1.388.1 Available under license :
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the
Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to
do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
 ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.389 javax-annotation-api 1.1.fr
1.389.1 Available under license :
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or
contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),
and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)
Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in
each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other
than Source Code.

1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first
makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or
portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this
License.
1.7. "License" means this document.

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,
offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:
(1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not
remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.
4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER
FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ' 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

1.390 nss-util 3.36.0

1.390.1 Available under license:

/* Copyright 2016-2017 INRIA and Microsoft Corporation
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which is below.

Note on GPL Compatibility
--------------------------

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL. The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do this for license compatibility reasons.

Note on LGPL Compatibility
The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0
==================================

1. Definitions
--------------

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means

(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.
1.8. "License"
   means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,
   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and
   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
      means any of the following:

      (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,
          deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered
          Software; or

      (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered
          Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
      means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,
      process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such
      Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the
      License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having
      made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its
      Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
      means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU
      Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General
      Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those
      licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
      means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
      means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this
      License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that
      controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For
      purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
      or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
      whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than
      fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
      ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions
-----------------------------
2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to
distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.
3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************
*                                                                      *
*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *
*  -------------------------                                           *
*                                                                      *
*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"      *
*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or *
*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the      *
*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *
*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the    *
*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.       *
*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You    *
*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, *
*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an *
*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is *
*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.        *
*                                                                      *
************************************************************************
8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions
Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
-------------------------------------------
This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice
---------------------------------------------------------
This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
Copyright 2008, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project. People who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names here. Please keep the list sorted by first names.

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>
Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>
Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>
Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>
Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>
Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>
Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>
Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>
Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>
Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>
Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>
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1.391.1 Available under license:

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and
The Open Group, have given us permission to reprint portions of
their documentation.

In the following statement, the phrase ``this text' refers to
portions of the system documentation.

Portions of this text are reprinted and reproduced in electronic form
in the linux-manpages package, from IEEE Std 1003.1 (TM), 2003 Edition,
Standard for Information Technology -- Portable Operating System
Interface (POSIX (R)), The Open Group Base Specifications Issue 6,
Copyright (C) 2001-2003 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc and The Open Group. In the event of any discrepancy
between these versions and the original IEEE and The Open Group
Standard, the original IEEE and The Open Group Standard is the referee
document. The original Standard can be obtained online at
http://www.opengroup.org/unix/online.html.

This notice shall appear on any product containing this material.

Redistribution of this material is permitted so long as this notice and
the corresponding notices within each POSIX manual page are retained on
any distribution, and the nroff source is included. Modifications to
the text are permitted so long as any conflicts with the standard
are clearly marked as such in the text.

1.392 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.11.1

1.392.1 Available under license:

# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has
been in development since 2007.
It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported
commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.
To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.
For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact
FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included
in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available
from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the
Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").
See the License for details about distribution rights, and the
specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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1.394 commons-logging 1.1.1
1.394.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,
// Version 2.0, in this case for Commons Logging
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

Commons Logging
Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'
- Unnamed - avalon-framework:avalon-framework:jar:4.1.3
- Unnamed - log4j:log4j:jar:1.2.12
- Unnamed - logkit:logkit:jar:1.0.1

1.395 kmod 20 23.el7
1.395.1 Available under license :
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

LGPL
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1.396.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means.
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@c center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La\TeX{} input
format, SGML or XML using a publicly available
DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,
PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples
of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and
JPG\@. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be
read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or
XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are
not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,
PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for
output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies
of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title"
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or
to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate
If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions
of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license
from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,
unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally
terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder
fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to
60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions
of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}. 
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@example
@example
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

@example
@example
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

1.397 libevent 2.0.21 4.el7

1.397.1 Available under license:
Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:
Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>
Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by
them under the three-clause BSD license above. The copyright notices are
available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above. Here's
a list:

log.c:
    Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>
    Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

strlcpy.c:
    Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

win32select.c:
    Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

evport.c:
    Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

ht-internal.h:
    Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark
minheap-internal.h:
Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

==============================================

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the
"OpenBSD" license:

Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>
Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.398 yum-utils 1.1.31
1.398.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the
software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation
software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to
make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering
equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.399 bcpkix-jdk15on 1.51

1.400 perl-carp 1.26

1.400.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

NAME

Carp - alternative warn and die for modules

DESCRIPTION
The Carp routines are useful in your own modules because they act like die() or warn(), but with a message which is more likely to be useful to a user of your module. In the case of cluck, confess, and longmess that context is a summary of every call in the call-stack. For a shorter message you can use carp or croak which report the error as being from where your module was called. There is no guarantee that that is where the error was, but it is a good educated guess.

You can also alter the way the output and logic of Carp works, by changing some global variables in the Carp namespace.

INSTALLATION

perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install

AUTHOR

The Carp module first appeared in Larry Wall's perl 5.000 distribution. Since then it has been modified by several of the perl 5 porters. Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org> divested Carp into an independent distribution.

COPYRIGHT

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Larry Wall

Copyright (C) 2011, 2012 Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org>

LICENSE

This module is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'alternative warn and die for modules'
author:
  - unknown
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.6302, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Carp
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Exporter: 0
  IPC::Open3: 1.0103
  Test::More: 0
  strict: 0
  warnings: 0
version: 1.26

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License:        GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682001_1604393931.69/0/perl-Carp-1.26-244.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-yc2hvaSF/perl-Carp.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Carp - alternative warn and die for modules

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Carp;

  # warn user (from perspective of caller)
  carp "string trimmed to 80 chars";

  # die of errors (from perspective of caller)
  croak "We're outta here!";

  # die of errors with stack backtrace
confess "not implemented";

    # cluck not exported by default
    use Carp qw(cluck);
    cluck "This is how we got here!";

=head1 DESCRIPTION

The Carp routines are useful in your own modules because they act like die() or warn(), but with a message which is more likely to be useful to a user of your module. In the case of cluck, confess, and longmess that context is a summary of every call in the call-stack. For a shorter message you can use C<carp> or C<croak> which report the error as being from where your module was called. There is no guarantee that that is where the error was, but it is a good educated guess.

You can also alter the way the output and logic of C<Carp> works, by changing some global variables in the C<Carp> namespace. See the section on C<GLOBAL VARIABLES> below.

Here is a more complete description of how C<carp> and C<croak> work. What they do is search the call-stack for a function call stack where they have not been told that there shouldn't be an error. If every call is marked safe, they give up and give a full stack backtrace instead. In other words they presume that the first likely looking potential suspect is guilty. Their rules for telling whether a call shouldn't generate errors work as follows:

=over 4

=item 1.

Any call from a package to itself is safe.

=item 2.

Packages claim that there won't be errors on calls to or from packages explicitly marked as safe by inclusion in C<@CARP_NOT>, or (if that array is empty) C<@ISA>. The ability to override what @ISA says is new in 5.8.

=item 3.

The trust in item 2 is transitive. If A trusts B, and B trusts C, then A trusts C. So if you do not override C<@ISA> with C<@CARP_NOT>, then this trust relationship is identical to, "inherits from".


Any call from an internal Perl module is safe. (Nothing keeps user modules from marking themselves as internal to Perl, but this practice is discouraged.)

Any call to Perl's warning system (eg Carp itself) is safe. (This rule is what keeps it from reporting the error at the point where you call C<carp> or C<croak>.)

C<$Carp::CarpLevel> can be set to skip a fixed number of additional call levels. Using this is not recommended because it is very difficult to get it to behave correctly.

Forcing a Stack Trace

As a debugging aid, you can force Carp to treat a croak as a confess and a carp as a cluck across I<all> modules. In other words, force a detailed stack trace to be given. This can be very helpful when trying to understand why, or from where, a warning or error is being generated.

This feature is enabled by 'importing' the non-existent symbol 'verbose'. You would typically enable it by saying

perl -MCarp=verbose script.pl

or by including the string C<-MCarp=verbose> in the PERL5OPT environment variable.

Alternately, you can set the global variable C<$Carp::Verbose> to true. See the C<GLOBAL VARIABLES> section below.

GLOBAL VARIABLES

$Carp::MaxEvalLen

This variable determines how many characters of a string-eval are to be shown in the output. Use a value of C<0> to show all text.

Defaults to C<0>.
This variable determines how many characters of each argument to a function to print. Use a value of C<0> to show the full length of the argument.

Defaults to C<64>.

This variable determines how many arguments to each function to show. Use a value of C<0> to show all arguments to a function call.

Defaults to C<8>.

This variable makes C<carp> and C<croak> generate stack backtraces just like C<cluck> and C<confess>. This is how C<use Carp 'verbose'> is implemented internally.

Defaults to C<0>.

This variable, I<in your package>, says which packages are I<not> to be considered as the location of an error. The C<carp()> and C<cluck()> functions will skip over callers when reporting where an error occurred.

NB: This variable must be in the package's symbol table, thus:

# These work
our @CARP_NOT; # file scope
use vars qw(@CARP_NOT); # package scope
@My::Package::CARP_NOT = ... ; # explicit package variable

# These don't work
sub xyz { ... @CARP_NOT = ... } # w/o declarations above
my @CARP_NOT; # even at top-level

Example of use:

package My::Carping::Package;
use Carp;
our @CARP_NOT;
sub bar     { .... or _error('Wrong input') }
sub _error  {
    # temporary control of where'ness, __PACKAGE__ is implicit
local @CARP_NOT = qw(My::Friendly::Caller);
carp(@__)

This would make Carp report the error as coming from a caller not in My::Carping::Package, nor from My::Friendly::Caller.

Also read the DESCRIPTION section above, about how Carp decides where the error is reported from.

Use @CARP_NOT, instead of $Carp::CarpLevel.

Overrides Carp’s use of @ISA.

=head2 %Carp::Internal

This says what packages are internal to Perl. Carp will never report an error as being from a line in a package that is internal to Perl. For example:

$Carp::Internal{ (__PACKAGE__) }++;  # time passes...
    sub foo { ... or confess("whatever") };

would give a full stack backtrace starting from the first caller outside of __PACKAGE__. (Unless that package was also internal to Perl.)

=head2 %Carp::CarpInternal

This says which packages are internal to Perl’s warning system. For generating a full stack backtrace this is the same as being internal to Perl, the stack backtrace will not start inside packages that are listed in %Carp::CarpInternal. But it is slightly different for the summary message generated by carp or croak. There errors will not be reported on any lines that are calling packages in %Carp::CarpInternal.

For example Carp itself is listed in %Carp::CarpInternal. Therefore the full stack backtrace from confess will not start inside of Carp, and the short message from calling carp is not placed on the line where carp was called.

=head2 $Carp::CarpLevel

This variable determines how many additional call frames are to be skipped that would not otherwise be when reporting where an error occurred on a call to one of Carp’s functions. It is fairly easy
to count these call frames on calls that generate a full stack backtrace. However it is much harder to do this accounting for calls that generate a short message. Usually people skip too many call frames. If they are lucky they skip enough that C<Carp> goes all of the way through the call stack, realizes that something is wrong, and then generates a full stack backtrace. If they are unlucky then the error is reported from somewhere misleading very high in the call stack.

Therefore it is best to avoid C<$Carp::CarpLevel>. Instead use C@@CARP_NOT>, C<%Carp::Internal> and C<%Carp::CarpInternal>.

Defaults to C<0>.

=head1 BUGS

The Carp routines don't handle exception objects currently.
If called with a first argument that is a reference, they simply call die() or warn(), as appropriate.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Carp::Always>,
L<Carp::Clan>

=head1 AUTHOR

The Carp module first appeared in Larry Wall's perl 5.000 distribution.
Since then it has been modified by several of the perl 5 porters.
Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org> divested Carp into an independent distribution.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (C) 1994-2012 Larry Wall

Copyright (C) 2011, 2012 Andrew Main (Zefram) <zefram@fysh.org>

=head1 LICENSE

This module is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
1.401 websocket-common 9.2.26.v20180806

1.402 perl-http-tiny 0.033

1.402.1 Available under license:

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version, or
b) the "Artistic License"

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

This is free software, licensed under:

The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of
transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the
corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special
exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard
libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable
file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that
accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the
Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.
Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer
the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use
the Program under this License. However, parties who have received
copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public
License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties
remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based
on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,
and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original
licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these
terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the
recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number
of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
```

That's all there is to it!

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

This is free software, licensed under:

The Artistic License 1.0
The Artistic License

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

- "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.
- "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.
- "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
- "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.
- "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)
- "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
1.403 python-ipaddress 1.0.16

1.403.1 Available under license:

This package is a modified version of cpython's ipaddress module. It is therefore distributed under the PSF license, as follows:

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and its associated documentation.


3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python.

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.
7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

1.404 pyxattr 0.5.1

1.404.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

   If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

   Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
1.405.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.406.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.407 batik-anim 1.10
1.407.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

1.408 perl-data-dumper 2.145
1.408.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME
=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Data::Dumper;

# simple procedural interface
print Dumper($foo, $bar);

# extended usage with names
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$foo, $bar], [qw(foo *ary)]);

# configuration variables
{
    local $Data::Dumper::Purity = 1;
    eval Data::Dumper->Dump([$foo, $bar], [qw(foo *ary)]);
}

# OO usage
$d = Data::Dumper->new([$foo, $bar], [qw(foo *ary)]);
...
print $d->Dump;
...
$d->Purity(1)->Terse(1)->Deepcopy(1);
eval $d->Dump;

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Given a list of scalars or reference variables, writes out their contents in
perl syntax. The references can also be objects. The content of each
variable is output in a single Perl statement. Handles self-referential
structures correctly.

The return value can be C<eval>ed to get back an identical copy of the
original reference structure. (Please do consider the security implications
of eval’ing code from untrusted sources!)

Any references that are the same as one of those passed in will be named
C<$VAR>1<n> (where I<n> is a numeric suffix), and other duplicate references
to substructures within C<$VAR>1<n> will be appropriately labeled using arrow
notation. You can specify names for individual values to be dumped if you
use the C<Dump()> method, or you can change the default C<$VAR> prefix to
something else. See C<$Data::Dumper::Varname> and C<$Data::Dumper::Terse>
below.

The default output of self-referential structures can be C<eval>ed, but the
nested references to `C<$VAR>` will be undefined, since a recursive structure cannot be constructed using one Perl statement. You should set the `C<Purity>` flag to 1 to get additional statements that will correctly fill in these references. Moreover, if `C<eval>`ed when strictures are in effect, you need to ensure that any variables it accesses are previously declared.

In the extended usage form, the references to be dumped can be given user-specified names. If a name begins with a `C<*`>, the output will describe the dereferenced type of the supplied reference for hashes and arrays, and coderefs. Output of names will be avoided where possible if the `C<Terse>` flag is set.

In many cases, methods that are used to set the internal state of the object will return the object itself, so method calls can be conveniently chained together.

Several styles of output are possible, all controlled by setting the `C<Indent>` flag. See L<Configuration Variables or Methods> below for details.

=head2 Methods
=over 4
=item `I<PACKAGE>::new(I<ARRAYREF [,] I<ARRAYREF>>)`

Returns a newly created `C<Data::Dumper>` object. The first argument is an anonymous array of values to be dumped. The optional second argument is an anonymous array of names for the values. The names need not have a leading `C<$>` sign, and must be comprised of alphanumeric characters. You can begin a name with a `C<*>` to specify that the dereferenced type must be dumped instead of the reference itself, for ARRAY and HASH references.

The prefix specified by `C<$Data::Dumper::Varname>` will be used with a numeric suffix if the name for a value is undefined.

Data::Dumper will catalog all references encountered while dumping the values. Cross-references (in the form of names of substructures in perl syntax) will be inserted at all possible points, preserving any structural interdependencies in the original set of values. Structure traversal is depth-first, and proceeds in order from the first supplied value to the last.

=item `I<$OBJ>::Dump`  `I<PACKAGE>::Dump(I<ARRAYREF [,] I<ARRAYREF>>)`

Returns the stringified form of the values stored in the object (preserving the order in which they were supplied to `C<new>`), subject to the
configuration options below. In a list context, it returns a list of strings corresponding to the supplied values.

The second form, for convenience, simply calls the C<new> method on its arguments before dumping the object immediately.

=item I<$OBJ>->Seen(I<[HASHREF]>)

Queries or adds to the internal table of already encountered references. You must use C<Reset> to explicitly clear the table if needed. Such references are not dumped; instead, their names are inserted wherever they are encountered subsequently. This is useful especially for properly dumping subroutine references.

Expects an anonymous hash of name => value pairs. Same rules apply for names as in C<new>. If no argument is supplied, will return the "seen" list of name => value pairs, in a list context. Otherwise, returns the object itself.

=item I<$OBJ>->Values(I<[ARRAYREF]>)

Queries or replaces the internal array of values that will be dumped. When called without arguments, returns the values as a list. When called with a reference to an array of replacement values, returns the object itself. When called with any other type of argument, dies.

=item I<$OBJ>->Names(I<[ARRAYREF]>)

Queries or replaces the internal array of user supplied names for the values that will be dumped. When called without arguments, returns the names. When called with an array of replacement names, returns the object itself. If the number of replacement names exceeds the number of values to be named, the excess names will not be used. If the number of replacement names falls short of the number of values to be named, the list of replacement names will be exhausted and remaining values will not be renamed. When called with any other type of argument, dies.

=item I<$OBJ>->Reset

Clears the internal table of "seen" references and returns the object itself.

=back

=head2 Functions

=over 4
=item Dumper(\<LIST\>)

Returns the stringified form of the values in the list, subject to the configuration options below. The values will be named C<$VAR>I<n>$ in the output, where I<n> is a numeric suffix. Will return a list of strings in a list context.

=back

=head2 Configuration Variables or Methods

Several configuration variables can be used to control the kind of output generated when using the procedural interface. These variables are usually C<localized> in a block so that other parts of the code are not affected by the change.

These variables determine the default state of the object created by calling the C<new> method, but cannot be used to alter the state of the object thereafter. The equivalent method names should be used instead to query or set the internal state of the object.

The method forms return the object itself when called with arguments, so that they can be chained together nicely.

=over 4

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Indent  I<or>  I<$OBJ>->Indent(\[NEWVAL\>)

Controls the style of indentation. It can be set to 0, 1, 2 or 3. Style 0 spews output without any newlines, indentation, or spaces between list items. It is the most compact format possible that can still be called valid perl. Style 1 outputs a readable form with newlines but no fancy indentation (each level in the structure is simply indented by a fixed amount of whitespace). Style 2 (the default) outputs a very readable form which takes into account the length of hash keys (so the hash value lines up). Style 3 is like style 2, but also annotates the elements of arrays with their index (but the comment is on its own line, so array output consumes twice the number of lines). Style 2 is the default.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Purity  I<or>  I<$OBJ>->Purity(\[NEWVAL\>)

Controls the degree to which the output can be C<eval>ed to recreate the supplied reference structures. Setting it to 1 will output additional perl statements that will correctly recreate nested references. The default is
0.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Pad I<or> I<$OBJ>-Pad(I<NEWVAL>)

Specifies the string that will be prefixed to every line of the output. Empty string by default.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Varname I<or> I<$OBJ>-Varname(I<NEWVAL>)

Contains the prefix to use for tagging variable names in the output. The default is "VAR".

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Useqq I<or> I<$OBJ>-Useqq(I<NEWVAL>)

When set, enables the use of double quotes for representing string values. Whitespace other than space will be represented as C<\n\t\r>, "unsafe" characters will be backslashed, and unprintable characters will be output as quoted octal integers. Since setting this variable imposes a performance penalty, the default is 0. C<Dump()> will run slower if this flag is set, since the fast XSUB implementation doesn't support it yet.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Terse I<or> I<$OBJ>-Terse(I<NEWVAL>)

When set, Data::Dumper will emit single, non-self-referential values as atoms/terms rather than statements. This means that the C<$VAR>I<n> names will be avoided where possible, but be advised that such output may not always be parseable by C<eval>.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Freezer I<or> I<$OBJ>-Freezer(I<NEWVAL>)

Can be set to a method name, or to an empty string to disable the feature. Data::Dumper will invoke that method via the object before attempting to stringify it. This method can alter the contents of the object (if, for instance, it contains data allocated from C), and even rebless it in a different package. The client is responsible for making sure the specified method can be called via the object, and that the object ends up containing only perl data types after the method has been called. Defaults to an empty string.
If an object does not support the method specified (determined using UNIVERSAL::can()) then the call will be skipped. If the method dies a warning will be generated.

=item *
$Data::Dumper::Toaster I<or> $I<OBJ>-Toaster(I<[NEWVAL]>)

Can be set to a method name, or to an empty string to disable the feature. Data::Dumper will emit a method call for any objects that are to be dumped using the syntax C<bless(DATA, CLASS)-METHOD()>. Note that this means that the method specified will have to perform any modifications required on the object (like creating new state within it, and/or reblessing it in a different package) and then return it. The client is responsible for making sure the method can be called via the object, and that it returns a valid object. Defaults to an empty string.

=item *
$Data::Dumper::Deepcopy I<or> $I<OBJ>-Deepcopy(I<[NEWVAL]>)

Can be set to a boolean value to enable deep copies of structures. Cross-referencing will then only be done when absolutely essential (i.e., to break reference cycles). Default is 0.

=item *
$Data::Dumper::Quotekeys I<or> $I<OBJ>-Quotekeys(I<[NEWVAL]>)

Can be set to a boolean value to control whether hash keys are quoted. A defined false value will avoid quoting hash keys when it looks like a simple string. Default is 1, which will always enclose hash keys in quotes.

=item *
$Data::Dumper::Bless I<or> $I<OBJ>-Bless(I<[NEWVAL]>)

Can be set to a string that specifies an alternative to the C<bless> builtin operator used to create objects. A function with the specified name should exist, and should accept the same arguments as the builtin. Default is C<bless>.

=item *
$Data::Dumper::Pair I<or> $I<OBJ>-Pair(I<[NEWVAL]>)

Can be set to a string that specifies the separator between hash keys
and values. To dump nested hash, array and scalar values to JavaScript, use: C<$Data::Dumper::Pair = ':' ;'>. Implementing C<bless> in JavaScript is left as an exercise for the reader.

A function with the specified name exists, and accepts the same arguments as the builtin.

Default is: C<=>.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Maxdepth  I<or>  $I<OBJ>->Maxdepth(I<NEWVAL>)

Can be set to a positive integer that specifies the depth beyond which we don't venture into a structure. Has no effect when C<Data::Dumper::Purity> is set. (Useful in debugger when we often don't want to see more than enough). Default is 0, which means there is no maximum depth.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Useperl  I<or>  $I<OBJ>->Useperl(I<NEWVAL>)

Can be set to a boolean value which controls whether the pure Perl implementation of C<Data::Dumper> is used. The C<Data::Dumper> module is a dual implementation, with almost all functionality written in both pure Perl and also in XS ('C'). Since the XS version is much faster, it will always be used if possible. This option lets you override the default behavior, usually for testing purposes only. Default is 0, which means the XS implementation will be used if possible.

=item *

$Data::Dumper::Sortkeys  I<or>  $I<OBJ>->Sortkeys(I<NEWVAL>)

Can be set to a boolean value to control whether hash keys are dumped in sorted order. A true value will cause the keys of all hashes to be dumped in Perl's default sort order. Can also be set to a subroutine reference which will be called for each hash that is dumped. In this case C<Data::Dumper> will call the subroutine once for each hash, passing it the reference of the hash. The purpose of the subroutine is to return a reference to an array of the keys that will be dumped, in the order that they should be dumped. Using this feature, you can control both the order of the keys, and which keys are actually used. In other words, this subroutine acts as a filter by which you can exclude certain keys from being dumped. Default is 0, which means that hash keys are not sorted.

=item *
Can be set to a boolean value to control whether code references are
turned into perl source code. If set to a true value, \texttt{C<B::Deparse>}
will be used to get the source of the code reference. Using this option
will force using the Perl implementation of the dumper, since the fast
XSUB implementation doesn't support it.

Caution : use this option only if you know that your coderefs will be
properly reconstructed by \texttt{C<B::Deparse>}.

By default, \texttt{Data::Dumper} builds up the "seen" hash of scalars that
it has encountered during serialization. This is very expensive.
This seen hash is necessary to support and even just detect circular
references. It is exposed to the user via the \texttt{C<Seen()>} call both
for writing and reading.

If you, as a user, do not need explicit access to the "seen" hash,
then you can set the \texttt{C<Sparseseen>} option to allow \texttt{Data::Dumper}
to eschew building the "seen" hash for scalars that are known not
to possess more than one reference. This speeds up serialization
considerably if you use the XS implementation.

Note: If you turn on \texttt{C<Sparseseen>}, then you must not rely on the
content of the seen hash since its contents will be an
implementation detail!

Run these code snippets to get a quick feel for the behavior of this
module. When you are through with these examples, you may want to
add or change the various configuration variables described above,
to see their behavior. (See the testsuite in the \texttt{Data::Dumper}
use Data::Dumper;

package Foo;
sub new {bless {'a' => 1, 'b' => sub { return "foo" }}, $_[0]};

package Fuz;                       # a weird REF-REF-SCALAR object
sub new {bless \$_[0], \$fuz};

package main;
$foo = Foo->new;
$fuz = Fuz->new;
$boo = [ 1, [], "abcd", \$foo,
       [ 1 => 'a', 023 => 'b', 0x45 => 'c'],
       "p\q'r", $foo, $fuz];

########
# simple usage
########
$bar = eval(Dumper($boo));
print($@) if $@;
print Dumper($boo), Dumper($bar);  # pretty print (no array indices)

$Data::Dumper::Terse = 1;        # don't output names where feasible
$Data::Dumper::Indent = 0;       # turn off all pretty print
print Dumper($boo), "\n";

$Data::Dumper::Indent = 1;       # mild pretty print
print Dumper($boo);

$Data::Dumper::Indent = 3;       # pretty print with array indices
print Dumper($boo);

$Data::Dumper::Useeq = 1;        # print strings in double quotes
print Dumper($boo);

$Data::Dumper::Pair = " : ";   # specify hash key/value separator
print Dumper($boo);

########
# recursive structures
########
@c = ('c');
$c = \@c;
$b = \{};
$a = [1, $b, $c];
$b->{a} = $a;
$b->{b} = $a->[1];
$b->{c} = $a->[2];
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$a, $b, $c], [qw(a b c)]);

$Data::Dumper::Purity = 1;    # fill in the holes for eval
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$a, $b], [qw(*a b)]);    # print as @a
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$b, $a], [qw(*b a)]);    # print as %b

$Data::Dumper::Deepcopy = 1;  # avoid cross-refs
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$b, $a], [qw(*b a)]);

$Data::Dumper::Purity = 0;    # avoid cross-refs
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$b, $a], [qw(*b a)]);

########
# deep structures
########
$a = "pearl";
$b = [ $a ];
$c = { 'b' => $b };   
$d = [ $c ];
$e = { 'd' => $d };   
$f = { 'e' => $e };   
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$f], [qw(f)]);

$Data::Dumper::Maxdepth = 3;    # no deeper than 3 refs down
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$f], [qw(f)]);

########
# object-oriented usage
########
$D = Data::Dumper->new([[$a, $b], [qw(a b)]]);
$D->Seen('c' => $c);         # stash a ref without printing it
$D->Indent(3);
print $D->Dump;
$D->Reset->Purity(0);         # empty the seen cache
print join "----\n", $D->Dump;
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########
# persistence
########

package Foo;
sub new { bless { state => 'awake' }, shift }
sub Freeze {
    my $s = shift;
    print STDERR "preparing to sleep\n";
    $s->{state} = 'asleep';
    return bless $s, 'Foo::ZZZ';
}

package Foo::ZZZ;
sub Thaw {
    my $s = shift;
    print STDERR "waking up\n";
    $s->{state} = 'awake';
    return bless $s, 'Foo';
}

package main;
use Data::Dumper;
$a = Foo->new;
$b = Data::Dumper->new([$a], ['c']);
$b->Freezer('Freeze');
$b->Toaster('Thaw');
$c = $b->Dump;
print $c;
$d = eval $c;
print Data::Dumper->Dump([$d], ['d']);

########
# symbol substitution (useful for recreating CODE refs)
########

sub foo { print "foo speaking\n" }
*other = \&foo;
$bar = [ \&other ];
$d = Data::Dumper->new([\&other,$bar],["other",'bar']);
$d->Seen({ "*foo" => \&foo });
print $d->Dump;

########
# sorting and filtering hash keys

---
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$Data::Dumper::Sortkeys = \&my_filter;
my $foo = { map { (ord, "$_$_$_") } 'I'..'Q' ;
my $bar = { %$foo };
my $baz = { reverse %$foo };
print Dumper [ $foo, $bar, $baz ];

sub my_filter {
  my ($hash) = @_;:
  # return an array ref containing the hash keys to dump
  # in the order that you want them to be dumped
  return [
    # Sort the keys of %$foo in reverse numeric order
    $hash eq $foo ? (sort {$b <=> $a} keys %$hash) :
    # Only dump the odd number keys of %$bar
    $hash eq $bar ? (grep {$_ % 2} keys %$hash) :
    # Sort keys in default order for all other hashes
    (sort keys %$hash)
  ];
}

=head1 BUGS

Due to limitations of Perl subroutine call semantics, you cannot pass an
array or hash. Prepend it with a C<\> to pass its reference instead. This
will be remedied in time, now that Perl has subroutine prototypes.
For now, you need to use the extended usage form, and prepend the
name with a C<*\> to output it as a hash or array.

C<Data::Dumper> cheats with CODE references. If a code reference is
encountered in the structure being processed (and if you haven't set
the C<Deparse> flag), an anonymous subroutine that
contains the string "DUMMY" will be inserted in its place, and a warning
will be printed if C<Purity> is set. You can C<\eval> the result, but bear
in mind that the anonymous sub that gets created is just a placeholder.
Someday, perl will have a switch to cache-on-demand the string
representation of a compiled piece of code, I hope. If you have prior
knowledge of all the code refs that your data structures are likely
to have, you can use the C<\Seen> method to pre-seed the internal reference
table and make the dumped output point to them, instead. See L</EXAMPLES>
above.

The C<Useqq> and C<Deparse> flags makes Dump() run slower, since the
XSUB implementation does not support them.

SCALAR objects have the weirdest looking C<bless> workaround.
Pure Perl version of C<Data::Dumper> escapes UTF-8 strings correctly only in Perl 5.8.0 and later.

=head2 NOTE

Starting from Perl 5.8.1 different runs of Perl will have different ordering of hash keys. The change was done for greater security, see L<perlsec/"Algorithmic Complexity Attacks">. This means that different runs of Perl will have different Data::Dumper outputs if the data contains hashes. If you need to have identical Data::Dumper outputs from different runs of Perl, use the environment variable PERL_HASH_SEED, see L<perlrun/PERL_HASH_SEED>. Using this restores the old (platform-specific) ordering: an even prettier solution might be to use the C<Sortkeys> filter of Data::Dumper.

=head1 AUTHOR

Gurusamy Sarathy gsar@activestate.com

Copyright (c) 1996-98 Gurusamy Sarathy. All rights reserved.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 VERSION

Version 2.145 (March 15 2013)

=head1 SEE ALSO

perl(1)

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682059_1604394110.4/0/perl-Data-Dumper-2.145-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-z0D2RnTI/Data-Dumper-2.145.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-KsQN3iJW/Data-Dumper-2.145/Dumper.pm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.20
*
* Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.012004.
*
* Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort_pm.PL and the includes in parts/inc/ instead.
*/
Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SKIP
=pod
==head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.20
==head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help

--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files

--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

==head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.11.5.

==head1 OPTIONS
=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.
=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C|--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.
Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

    perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSV_type()</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pvf_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvf_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvf_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pbyte()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pbyte</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pbyte_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_pvn_force_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vload_module()</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnewSVpf()</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpf</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner()</td>
<td>NEED_warner</td>
<td>NEED_warner_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE>
macro. Just \texttt{C\textbackslash\#define}} the macro before including \texttt{C\textbackslash\ppport.h}:\textbackslash\n
\texttt{\#define DPPP\_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace\_}\textbackslash
\texttt{\#include "ppport.h"}\textbackslash
\textbackslash
The default namespace is \texttt{C\textbackslash\DPPP\_}.\textbackslash
\textbackslash
=back\textbackslash
\textbackslash
The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running \texttt{F\textbackslash\ppport.h} on your source code. See the next section for details.\textbackslash
\textbackslash
=head1 EXAMPLES\textbackslash
\textbackslash
To verify whether \texttt{F\textbackslash\ppport.h} is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, \texttt{F\textbackslash\ppport.h} can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:\textbackslash
\textbackslash
perl ppport.h\textbackslash
\textbackslash
The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.\textbackslash
\textbackslash
If you know that your XS module uses features only available in newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:\textbackslash
\textbackslash
perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff\textbackslash
\textbackslash
If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:\textbackslash
\textbackslash
perl ppport.h --nochanges\textbackslash
\textbackslash
You can specify a different \texttt{C\textbackslash\diff} program or options, using the \texttt{C\textbackslash\--diff} option:\textbackslash
\textbackslash
perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'\textbackslash
\textbackslash
This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.\textbackslash
\textbackslash
If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:\textbackslash
\textbackslash
perl ppport.h --copy=.new
To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

or

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/./

which display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.

The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.

This file.

=item 3.

The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.

A full log of the build that failed.
Any other information that you think could be relevant.

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2010, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '${^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.20;

my %opt = (
  quiet  => 0,
  diag   => 1,
  hints  => 1,
  changes => 1,
  cplusplus => 0,
  filter  => 1,
  strip   => 0,
  version => 0,
);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\([\w.]+)\)/g;
my $LF = '(?:\r\n|\[\r\n\])'; # line feed
my $HS = '[ \t]'; # horizontal whitespace
# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/./*';
my $cce = '*./';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
    require Getopt::Long;
    Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
        help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
        patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
        list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
    )) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/i, @ARGV) {
    usage() if "$ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
    die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.
";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
    print "This is $0 $VERSION.
";
    exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{compat-version}) {
    my($Sr,$Sv,$$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{compat-version}) };
    if ($@) {
        die "Invalid version number format: "$opt{compat-version}"\n";
    }
    die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
    die "Invalid version number: "$opt{compat-version}"\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
    $opt{compat-version} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
} else {
    $opt{compat-version} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /^(\w+)|([\w\[^\|]+)|([\w\[^\|]+)|([\w\[^\|]+)|\n\)/
    ? ($1 => {
        ($2 ? ( base => $2 ) : ()), 
        ($3 ? ( todo => $3 ) : ()), 
        (index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ()), 
        (index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ()), 
        (index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ()), 
    })}
NVgf\nNewxc\nNewxz\nNewx\nNullav\nNullch\nNullcv\nNullhv\nNullsv\nOP_CLASS\nOP_DESC\nOP_NAME\nORIGMARK\nPAD_BASE_SV\nPAD_CLONE_VARS\nPAD_COMPNAME_FLAGS\nPAD_COMPNAME_GEN_set\nPAD_COMPNAME_GEN\nPAD_COMPNAME_OURSTASH\nPAD_COMPNAME_PV\nPAD_COMPNAME_TYPE\nPAD_DUP\nPAD_RESTORE_LOCAL\nPAD_SAVE_LOCAL\nPAD_SAVE_SETNULLPAD\nPAD_SETSV\nPAD_SET_CUR_NOSAVE\nPAD_SET_CUR\nPAD_SV\nPERLIO_FUNCS_CAST\nPERLIO_FUNCS_DECL\nPERL_ABS\nPERL_BCDVERSION\nPERL_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS_FORBIDDEN\nPERL_HASH\nPERL_INT_MAX\nPERL_INT_MIN\nPERL_LONG_MAX\nPERL_LONG_MIN\nPERL_MAGIC_arylen\nPERL_MAGIC_backref\nPERL_MAGIC_bnum\nPERL_MAGIC_collxfrm\nPERL_MAGIC_dbfile\nPERL_MAGIC_dbline\nPERL_MAGIC_defelem\nPERL_MAGIC_envelem
PERL_SCAN_ALLOW_UNDERSCORES|5.007003||p
PERL_SCAN_DISALLOW_PREFIX|5.007003||p
PERL_SCAN_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX|5.007003||p
PERL_SCAN_SILENT_ILLDIGIT|5.008001||p
PERL_SHORT_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_SHORT_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_SIGNALS_UNSAFE_FLAG|5.008001||p
PERL_SUBVERSION|5.006000||p
PERL_SYS_INIT3|5.006000|
PERL_SYS_INIT|||
PERL_SYS_TERM|5.014000|
PERL_UCHAR_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_UCHAR_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_UINT_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_UINT_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_ULONG_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_ULONG_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_UNUSED_ARG|5.009003||p
PERL_UNUSED_CONTEXT|5.009004||p
PERL_UNUSED_DECL|5.007002||p
PERL_UNUSED_VAR|5.007002||p
PERL_UQUAD_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_UQUAD_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_USE_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS|5.009004||p
PERL_USHORT_MAX|5.004000||p
PERL_USHORT_MIN|5.004000||p
PERL_VERSION|5.006000||p
PL_DBsignal|5.005000||p
PL_DBsingle|||pn
PL_DBsub|||pn
PL_DBtrace|||pn
PL_Sv|5.005000||p
PL_bufend|5.014000||p
PL_bufptr|5.014000||p
PL_compiling|5.004050||p
PL_copline|5.014000||p
PL_curcop|5.004050||p
PL_curstash|5.004050||p
PL_defgv|5.004050||p
PL_diehook|5.004050||p
PL_dirty|5.004050||p
PL_dowarn|||pn
PL_errgv|5.004050||p
PL_error_count|5.014000||p
PL_expect|5.014000||p
PL_hexdigit|5.005000||p
PL_hints|5.005000||p
SvIV||
SvIsCOW_shared_hash[5.008003]
SvIsCOW[5.008003]
SvLEN_set||
SvLEN||
SvLOCK[5.007003]
SvMAGIC_set[5.009003]|p
SvNIK_off||
SvNIKp||
SvNIOK||
SvNOK_off||
SvNOK_only||
SvNOK_on||
SvNOKp||
SvNOK||
SvNVX||
SvNV_nomg[5.013002]
SvNV_set||
SvNVx||
SvNV||
SvOK||
SvOOK_offset[5.011000]
SvOOK||
SvPOK_off||
SvPOK_only_UTF8[5.006000]
SvPOK_only||
SvPOK_on||
SvPOKp||
SvPOK||
SvPVX_const[5.009003]|p
SvPVX_mutable[5.009003]|p
SvPVX||
SvPV_const[5.009003]|p
SvPV_flags_const_nolen[5.009003]|p
SvPV_flags_const[5.009003]|p
SvPV_flags_mutable[5.009003]|p
SvPV_flags[5.007002]|p
SvPV_force_flags_mutable[5.009003]|p
SvPV_force_flags_nolen[5.009003]|p
SvPV_force_mutable[5.007002]|p
SvPV_force_nomg_nolen[5.009003]|p
SvPV_force_nomg[5.007002]|p
SvPV_force||p
SvPV_mutable[5.009003]|p
SvPV_nolen_const[5.009003]|p
SvPV_nolen[5.006000]|p
SvPV_nomg_const_nolen|5.009003||p
SvPV_nomg_const[5.009003]|p
SvPV_nomg_nolen[5.013007]
SvPV_nomg[5.007002]|p
SvPV_renew[5.009003]|p
SvPV_set|||
SvPVbyte_force[5.009002]
SvPVbyte_nolen[5.006000]
SvPVbyte_force[5.006000]
SvPVbyte[5.006000]|p
SvPVutf8_force[5.006000]
SvPVutf8_nolen[5.006000]
SvPVutf8x_force[5.006000]
SvPVutf8x[5.006000]
SvPVutf8[5.006000]
SvPVx|||
SvPV|||
SvREFCNT_dec|||
SvREFCNT_inc_NN[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_NN[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple_void_NN[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc_simple[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc_void_NN[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc_void[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc|||p
SvREFCNT|||
SvROK_off|||
SvROK_on|||
SvROK|||
SvRV_set[5.009003]|p
SvRV|||
SvRXOK[5.009005]
SvRX[5.009005]
SvSETMAGIC|||
SvSHARE_HASH[5.009003]|p
SvSHARE[5.007003]
SvSTASH_set[5.009003]|p
SvSTASH|||
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetMagicSV[5.004000]
SvSetSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetSV|||
SvTAINTED_off[5.004000]
SvTAINTED_on[5.004000]
SvTAINTED[5.004000]
SvTAINT|||
do_open9[5.006000]
do_opena[5.007001]
do_open[5.004000]
do_pmop_dump[5.006000]
do_pmop_xml_dump||
do_print||
do_readline||
do_seek||
do_semop||
do_shmio||
do_smartmatch||
do_spawn_nowait||
do_spawn||
do_sprintf||
do_sv_dump[5.006000]
do_sysseek||
do_tell||
do_trans_complex_utf8||
do_trans_complex||
do_trans_count_utf8||
do_trans_count||
do_trans_simple_utf8||
do_trans_simple||
do_trans||
do_vecget||
do_vecset||
do_vop||
docatch||
doeval||
dofile||
dofind_label||
doform||
doing_taint[5.008001]n
doopen_pm||
doparseform||
dopoptoeval||
dopoptogiven||
dopoptolabel||
dopoptoloop||
dopoptosub_all||
dopoptowhen||
doref[5.009003]
dounwind||
dowanarray||
dump_all_perl||
dump_all[5.006000]
dump_eval[5.006000]
force_ident
force_list
force_next
force_strict_version
force_version
force_word
forget_pmop
form_nocontext
form
fp_dup
fprintf_nocontext
free_global_struct
free_tied_hv_pool
free_tmps
gen_constant_list
get_aux_mg
get_av
get_context
get_cvn_flags
get_cvs
get_cv
get_db_sub
get_debug_opts
get_hash_seed
get_hv
get_mstats
get_no_modify
get_num
get_op_descs
get_op_names
get_opargs
get_ppaddr
get_re_arg
get_sv
get_vtbl
getcwd_sv
getenv_len
glob_2number
glob_assign_glob
glob_assign_ref
gp_dup
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin
grok_bslash_c
grok_bslash_o
grok_hex
grok_number
ibcmp
incline
incpush_if_exists
incpush_use_sep
incpush
ingroup
init_argv_symbols
init_dbargs
init_debugger
init_global_struct
init_i18n10n
init_i18n14n
init_ids
init_interp
init_main_stash
init_perllib
init_postdump_symbols
init_predump_symbols
init_stacks
init_tm
instr
intro_my
intuit_method
intuit_more
invert
invlist_array
invlist_destroy
invlist_extend
invlist_intersection
invlist_len
invlist_max
invlist_set_array
invlist_set_len
invlist_set_max
invlist_trim
invlist_union
invoke_exception_hook
io_close
isALNUMC
isALPHA
isASCII
isBLANK
isCNTRL
isDIGIT
isGRAPH
isGV_with_GP
isLOWER
isOCTAL
lex_stuff_sv[5.011002]
lex_unstuff[5.011002]
listkids[]
list[]
load_module_nocontext[]
load_module[5.006000][p]
localize[]
looks_like_bool[]
looks_like_number[]
lop[]
mPUSHi[5.009002][p]
mPUSHn[5.009002][p]
mPUSHp[5.009002][p]
mPUSHs[5.010001][p]
mPUSHu[5.009002][p]
xPUSHHi[5.009002][p]
xPUSHn[5.009002][p]
xPUSHp[5.009002][p]
xPUSHs[5.010001][p]
xPUSHu[5.009002][p]
mad_free[]
madlex[]
madparse[]
magic_clear_all_env[]
magic_clearenv[]
magic_clearhints[]
magic_clearhint[]
magic_clearisa[]
magic_clearpack[]
magic_clearsig[]
magic_dump[5.006000]
magic_existspack[]
magic_freearylen_p[]
magic_freeovrld[]
magic_getarylen[]
magic_getdefelem[]
magic_getnkeys[]
magic_getpack[]
magic_getpos[]
magic_getsig[]
magic_getsubstr[]
magic_gettaint[]
magic_getuvar[]
magic_getvec[]
magic_get[]
magic_killbackrefs[]
magic_len[]
magic_methcall1[]
magic_methcall
magic_methpack
magic_nextpack
magic_regdata_cnt
magic_regdatum_get
magic_regdatum_set
magic_scalarpack
magic_set_all_env
magic_setamagic
magic_setarylen
magic_setcollxfrm
magic_setdbline
magic_setdefelem
magic_setenv
magic_sethint
magic_setisa
magic_setmglob
magic_setnkeys
magic_setpack
magic_setpos
magic_setregexp
magic_setsig
magic_setsubstr
magic_settaint
magic_setutf8
magic_setuvar
magic_setvec
magic_set
magic_sizepack
magic_wipepack
make_matcher
make_trie_failtable
malloc_good_size
malloced_size
malloc[5.007002]
markstack_grow
matcher_matches_sv
measure_struct
memEQ[5.009005]
memEQ[5.004000]
memNE[5.009005]
memNE[5.004000]
mem_collxfrm
mem_log_common
mess_alloc
mess_nocontext
mess_sv[5.013001]
my_betohi
my_betohl
my_bethos
my_bzero
my_chsize
my_clearenv
my_cxt_index
my_cxt_init
my_dirfd
my_exit_jump
my_exit
my_failure_exit
my_fflush_all
my_fork
my_fork
my_fork
my_fork
my_fork
my_htobe16
my_htobe32
my_htobe64
my_htoei
my_htobel
my_htobes
my_htole16
my_htole32
my_htole64
my_htolei
my_htolel
my_htoles
my_htonl
my_kid
my_letoh16
my_letoh32
my_letoh64
my_letohi
my_letohl
my_letohs
my_lstat_flags
my_lstat
my_memcmp
my_memset
my_ntohl
my_pclose
my_popen_list
my_popen
my_setenv
my_snprintf
my_socketpair
my_sprintf
my_stat_flags
my_stat
no_op|||
not_a_number|||
notthreadhook||5.008000|
nuke_stacks|||
um_overflow||n
oopsAV|||
oopsHV|||
op_append_elem||5.013006|
op_append_list||5.013006|
op_clear|||
op_const_sv|||
op_contextualize||5.013006|
op_dump||5.006000|
op_free|||
op_getmad_weak|||
op_getmad|||
op_linklist||5.013006|
op_lvalue||5.013007|
op_null||5.007002|
op_prepend_elem||5.013006|
op_refcnt_dec|||
op_refcnt_inc|||
op_refcnt_lock||5.009002|
op_refcnt_unlock||5.009002|
op_scope||5.013007|
op_xmldump|||
op_script|||
op_scalarhv|||
pMY_CXT_|5.007003||p
pMY_CXT|5.007003||p
pTHX_|5.006000||p
pTHX|5.006000||p
packWARN|5.007003||p
pack_cat|5.007003|
pack_rec|||
package_version|||
package|||
packlist||5.008001|
pad_add_anon|||
pad_add_name_sv|||
pad_add_name|||
pad_alloc|||
pad_block_start|||
pad_check_dup|||
pad_comppname_type|||
pad_findlex|||
pad_findmy||5.011002|
pad_fixup_inner_anons|||
reg_named_buff_all||5.009005|
reg_named_buff_exists||5.009005|
reg_named_buff_fetch||5.009005|
reg_named_buff_firstkey||5.009005|
reg_named_buff_iter||
reg_named_buff_nextkey||5.009005|
reg_named_buff_scalar||5.009005|
reg_named_buff||
reg_namedseq||
reg_node||
reg_numbered_buff_fetch||
reg_numbered_buff_length||
reg_numbered_buff_store||
reg_qr_package||
reg_recode||
reg_scan_name||
reg_skipcomment||
reg_temp_copy||
reganode||
regatom||
regbranch||
regclass_swash|5.009004|
regclass||
regcppop||
regcppush||
regcurly||
regdump_extflags||
regdump|5.005000|
regdupe_internal||
regexec_flags|5.005000|
regfree_internal|5.009005|
reghop3|n
reghop4|n
reghopmaybe3|n
reiginclass||
reiginitcolors|5.006000|
reginsert||
regmatch||
regnex||5.005000|
regpiece||
regposixcc||
regprop||
regrepeat||
regtail_study||
regtail||
regtry||
reguni||
regwhite|n
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeatcpy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report_evil_fh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report_uninit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report_wrongway_fh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>require_pv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>require_tie_mod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restore_magic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minstr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rpeep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsignal_restore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsignal_save</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsignal_state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsignal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run_body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run_user_filter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>runops_debug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>runops_standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rv2cv_op_cv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rvpv_dup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rxres_free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rxres_restore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rxres_save</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safesyscalloc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safesysfree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safesysmalloc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safesysrealloc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same dirent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_adelete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_aelem_flags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_aelem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_alloc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_aptr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_ary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_bool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_clearsv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_delete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveDestructor_x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saveDestructor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_freeop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_freepv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_freesv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_Generic_pvref</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_Generic_svref</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save_gp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
start_force||
start_glob||
start_subparse[5.004000]
stashpv_hvname_match[5.014000]
stdize_locale||
store_cop_label||
strEQ||
strGE||
strGT||
strLE||
strLT||
strNE||
str_to_version[5.006000]
strip_return||
strnEQ||
strnNE||
study_chunk||
sub_crush_depth||
sublex_done||
sublex_push||
sublex_start||
sv_2bool_flags[5.013006]
sv_2bool||
sv_2cv||
sv_2io||
sv_2iuv_common||
sv_2iuv_non_preserve||
sv_2iv_flags[5.009001]
sv_2iv||
sv_2mortal||
sv_2num||
sv_2nv_flags[5.013001]
sv_2pv_flags[5.007002]|p
sv_2pv_nolen[5.006000]|p
sv_2pvbyte_nolen[5.006000]|p
sv_2pvbyte[5.006000]|p
sv_2pvutf8_nolen[5.006000]
sv_2pvutf8[5.006000]
sv_2pv||
sv_2uv_flags[5.009001]
sv_2uv[5.004000]|p
sv_add_arena||
sv_add_backref||
sv_backoff||
sv_bless||
sv_cat_decode[5.008001]
sv_catpv_flags[5.013006]
sv_catpv_mg[5.004050]|p
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
    my $f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{todo};
        print "$f ".".
        print format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "un";
    }
    exit 0;
}
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
}
else {
if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\(/) {
my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
undef $define;
}
}
$define = [$1, $2] if m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(.*)};
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if ($function) {
  if (/^\)/) {
    if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
      my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
      push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
    }
    undef $function;
  } else {
    $function->[1] .= $_;
  }
}

$function = [$1, ""] if m{^DPPP_\(my_(\w+)+\)\};

$replace = $1 if m{\s*\$rcs$\s+Replace\:is+\(\d+\)s+\$rcce\s*\$};
$replace{$2} = $1 if m{\s*\#s*define\:is+(\w+)\(\[^)]*\)\s+\(\w+\)};
$replace{$2} = $1 if m{\s*\#s*define\:is+(\w+)\(\[^)]*\)\s+\(\w+\).*\$rcs$\s+Replace\:is+\$rcce\};
$replace = $2 if m{\s*\$rcs$\s+Replace \(\w+\) with \(\w+\)\s+\$rcce\s*\$};

if (m{\s*\$rcs$\s+\(\w+\)(\w+[\s,\w+]*)\s+depends\:is+\(\w+\)(\w+[\s,\w+]*)\s+\$rcce\s*\$}) {
  my @deps = map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $3;
  my $d;
  for $d (map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $1) {
    push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
  }
}

$need{$1} = 1 if m{^#if\s+defined\:\(NEED_\(\w+\):?:\_GLOBAL\)?\$};
}

for (values %depends) {
  my %s;
  $._ = [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{\'api-info\'}) {
  my $f;
  my $count = 0;
  my $match = $opt{\'api-info\'} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "^Q$opt{\'api-info\'}\E\$";
  for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    print "\n\n\n$ $f == \n\n\n\n".
  my $info = 0;
  if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
    my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
    print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base\n";
  $info++;
}
if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
    my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
    print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo.
";
    print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f\n" if exists $need{$f};
    print "Depends on: ", join(’,’, @$depends{$f}), ",\n" if exists $depends{$f};
    print "\nShints{$f}\n" if exists $shints{$f};
    print "\nWARNING: $warnings{$f}\n" if exists $warnings{$f};
    $info++;
}
print "No portability information available.\n" unless $info;
$count++;
}
$count or print "Found no API matching '$opt{api-info}'.\n";
print "\n";
exit 0;
}
if (exists $opt{list-provided}) {
    my $f;
    for $f in keys %API {
        next unless $API{$f}{provided};
        my @flags;
        push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
        push @flags, 'depend' if exists $depends{$f};
        push @flags, 'hint' if exists $shints{$f};
        push @flags, 'warning' if exists $warnings{$f};
        my $flags = @flags ? ' [' . join(', ', @flags) . '] ' : "
        print "$f$flags\n";
    }
    exit 0;
}
my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp .c.inc .xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;
if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
        if (-e) {
            if (-f) {
                push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
            }
            else { warn "$_ is not a file.\n" }
        }
        else {
            my @new = grep { -f } glob$_
        }
}
or warn "'$_' does not exist.\n";
push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
}
}
}
else {
eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
@files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
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my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;
$c =~ s{
( ^$HS*\#$HS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?:\Q$ppport\E|XSUB\.h)\b[^\r\n]*
| ^$HS*\#$HS*(?:define|elif|if(?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]* )
| ( ^$HS*\#[^\r\n]*
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*'
| / (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]* ) )
}{ defined $2 and push @ccom, $2;
defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$#ccom$cce" }mgsex;
$file{ccom} = \@ccom;
$file{code} = $c;
$file{has_inc_ppport} = $c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*include[^\r\n]+\b\Q$ppport\E\b/m;
my $func;
for $func (keys %API) {
my $match = $func;
$match .= "|$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
if ($c =~ /\b(?:Perl_)?($match)\b/) {
$file{uses_replace}{$1}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} && $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
$file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /\bPerl_$func\b/;
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
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}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");
my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;
for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
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if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
  unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
    my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*)(?!aTHX_?)(\)|[^\s)]*\)}}{ $1 . ($2 eq ') ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_' } ge);
    if ($changes) {
      warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
      $file{changes} += $changes;
    }
  }
}
else {
  warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
  $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func\(\s*\(\s*aTHX_?\)\s*} {$func$1(}g);
}
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
  warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
  $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/$func/\$replace{$func}/g);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
  if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
    if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
      diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(’,’, @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
    }
    else {
      diag("Uses $func");
    }
  }
  $warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
  for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
    print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
    format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with \'$ppport\'\n";
    $warnings++;
  }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
  my $message = "";
  if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
    $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
  }
  elseif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
    $message = "Need NEED_$func if $func is used";
  }

  if ($message) {
    warning($message);
  }
}
$message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
}
if ($message) {
    diag($message);
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
}
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = "";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        }
    }
    if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

$global{changes} = keys %{$global{needs}};
if ($global{changes}) {
    my $pp = "";
    for $func (sort keys %{$global{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}{$func};
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_$type"}{$func}) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files [@{$global{needs}{$func}}] need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
            $pp .= "\#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
        }
    }
    if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define\b.*$LF)/$pp/m)) {

$pp = "\n";
$file{changes}++;
}

unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("Needs to include '\$ppport'\n\n"
    );
    $pp = qq(#include "$ppport\n"
    );
}

if ($pp) {
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+.*?)/$1$pp/ms)
        || ($c =~ s/^\(\?=$HS*#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E)\Spp/m)
        || ($c =~ s/^\(\?=$HS*#$HS*include.*XSUB.*\?)/$1$pp/m)
        || ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);
}
else {
    if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("No need to include '\$ppport'\n\n"
        );
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*?$LF//m);
    }
}

# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
        $cppc++;
        $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
    } else {
        $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
    }
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : ":\n    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable\n"
    );
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : ":\n    my $warn = $warnings ? "$warnings warning$s" : ":\n    info("Analysis completed$warn\n"
    );

if ($file{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {
        
    
}
my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
if (-e $newfile) {
    error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename''");
} else {
    local *F;
    if (open F, ">$newfile") {
        info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'" newX);
        print F $c;
        close F;
    } else {
        error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
    }  
}
else {
    $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's';
    info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
}  
else {
    info("Looks good");
}  

close PATCH if $patch_opened;
```
exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;; return $@ eq " " }

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = << HEADER . $diff;
        --- $file
        +++ $file.patched
        HEADER
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy. ");
        return;
    }

    print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;;
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = " ";
    local *F;
```
while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
$tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

if (open F, ">$tmp") {
    print F $str;
    close F;

    if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
        while (<F>) {
            s/\Q$tmp\E/$file.patched/;
            $diff .= $_;
        }
        close F;
        unlink $tmp;
        return $diff;
    }
    unlink $tmp;
}
else {
    error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}
return undef;
}

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_; return () unless exists $depends{$func};
    $seen = {%{$seen||{}}} return () if $seen->{$func}++;
    my %s;
    grep !s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}}
    @ tmpdepend = grep
    my $ver = shift;

    if ($ver =~ /^(\d+)-(\d+)-(\d+)$/) {
        return ($1, $2, $3);
    }
    elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+\.[\d_]+$/) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver'\n"
    }
    $ver =~ s/_//g;

my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/\.\d{3}\d{3}/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version \$ver\n";
    }
}

return ($r, $v, $s);

sub format_version {
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+/\.\d{3}\d{3}/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "invalid version \$ver\n";
        }
        $s /= 10;
    }
    $ver = sprintf "%d.%03d", $r, $v;
    $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_%02d", $s;

    return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;

sub info {
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
$opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}
sub warning
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}
sub error
{
print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}
my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
my $func = shift;
my $rv = 0;
if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
my $warn = $warnings{$func};
$warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
$rv++;
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
my $hint = $hints{$func};
$hint =~ s/^/ /mg;
print " --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint;
}
$rv;
}
sub usage
{
my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*^(.*?)\s*^=/ms;
my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
$usage =~ s/^\s*perl\s+\S+/$^X $0/;
$usage =~ s/([A-Z])<([^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;
print <<ENDUSAGE;
Usage: $usage
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See perldoc $0 for details.

ENDUSAGE

exit 2;
}

sub strip
{
  my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> };
  my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*\^(.*?\^)=\w+/ms;
  $copy =~ s/^(?=\S+)/    /gms;
  $self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
  $self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP
  if (@ARGV && $ARGV[0] eq `--unstrip`) {
    eval { require Devel::PPPort };
    \$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n";
    if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < $VERSION) {
      die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort $VERSION.\n"
        "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n"
        "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n";
    }
    Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
    exit 0;
  }
  print <<END;
Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality,
please try to regenerate this file using:
\$^X $0 --unstrip
END

my($pl, $c) = $self =~ /(.*^__DATA__)(.*)/ms;
$c =~ s{/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs]\[^*]*\*+) / | /[^\r
]*| "[^"\\]*(?:\\..[^"\\]*)*" | '([^']*|[^\']*)' | ($HS+) }{ defined $2 ? ' ' : ($1 || '') }gsex;
$c =~ s!\s+$!!mg;
$c =~ s!^$LF!!mg;
$c =~ s!^\s*#!#!mg;
$c =~ s!^!mg;

open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $!";
print OUT "$pl$e\n";

exit 0;
}

__DATA__
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682059_1604394110.4/0/perl-Data-Dumper-2.145-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
z0D2RnTI/Data-Dumper-2.145.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-KsQN3iJW/Data-Dumper2.145/ppport.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License:        GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682059_1604394110.4/0/perl-Data-Dumper-2.145-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
z0D2RnTI/perl-Data-Dumper.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: unknown
author:
  - unknown
build_requires:
  Test::More: 0.98
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 0
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.64, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: unknown
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Data-Dumper
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires: {}
resources:
  bugtracker: http://rt.perl.org/perlbug/
  repository: 'git://perl5.git.perl.org/perl.git perl-git'
  x_MailingList: http://lists.cpan.org/showlist.cgi?name=perl5-porters
  version: 2.145

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682059_1604394110.4/0/perl-Data-Dumper-2.145-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
1.409 perl-thread-queue 3.02

1.409.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681973_1604395032.79/0/perl-Thread-Queue-3.02-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8U5YZHOL/perl-Thread-Queue.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'Thread-safe queues'
author:
  - 'Jerry D. Hedden <jdhedden AT cpan DOT org>'
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.64, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Thread-Queue
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Scalar::Util: 1.1
  Test::More: 0.5
  Thread::Semaphore: 0
  threads::shared: 1.21
version: 3.02

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681973_1604395032.79/0/perl-Thread-Queue-3.02-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8U5YZHOL/Thread-Queue-3.02.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-2YTibQef/Thread-Queue-3.02/META.yml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME
Thread::Queue - Thread-safe queues

=head1 VERSION

This document describes Thread::Queue version 3.02

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use strict;
use warnings;

use threads;
use Thread::Queue;

my $q = Thread::Queue->new();  # A new empty queue

# Worker thread
my $thr = threads->create(
    sub {
        # Thread will loop until no more work
        while (defined(my $item = $q->dequeue())) {
            # Do work on $item
            ...
        }
    }
);

# Send work to the thread
$q->enqueue($item1, ...);
# Signal that there is no more work to be sent
$q->end();
# Join up with the thread when it finishes
$thr->join();

...

# Count of items in the queue
my $left = $q->pending();

# Non-blocking dequeue
if (defined(my $item = $q->dequeue_nb())) {
    # Work on $item
}

# Blocking dequeue with 5-second timeout
if (defined(my $item = $q->dequeue_timed(5))) {
    # Work on $item
}
# Get the second item in the queue without dequeuing anything
my $item = $q->peek(1);

# Insert two items into the queue just behind the head
$q->insert(1, $item1, $item2);

# Extract the last two items on the queue
my ($item1, $item2) = $q->extract(-2, 2);

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module provides thread-safe FIFO queues that can be accessed safely by any number of threads.

Any data types supported by L<threads::shared> can be passed via queues:

=over

=item Ordinary scalars

=item Array refs

=item Hash refs

=item Scalar refs

=item Objects based on the above

=back

Ordinary scalars are added to queues as they are.

If not already thread-shared, the other complex data types will be cloned (recursively, if needed, and including any C<bless>ings and read-only settings) into thread-shared structures before being placed onto a queue.

For example, the following would cause L<Thread::Queue> to create a empty, shared array reference via C<&shared([])>, copy the elements 'foo', 'bar' and 'baz' from C<@ary> into it, and then place that shared reference onto the queue:

    my @ary = qw/foo bar baz/;
    $q->enqueue(@ary);

However, for the following, the items are already shared, so their references are added directly to the queue, and no cloning takes place:
my @ary :shared = qw/foo bar baz/;
$q->enqueue(@ary);

my $obj = &shared('{});
$obj{'foo'} = 'bar';
$obj{'qux'} = 99;
bless($obj, 'My::Class');
$q->enqueue($obj);

See L</"LIMITATIONS"> for caveats related to passing objects via queues.

=head1 QUEUE CREATION

=over

=item ->new()

Creates a new empty queue.

=item ->new(LIST)

Creates a new queue pre-populated with the provided list of items.

=back

=head1 BASIC METHODS

The following methods deal with queues on a FIFO basis.

=over

=item ->enqueue(LIST)

Adds a list of items onto the end of the queue.

=item ->dequeue()

=item ->dequeue(COUNT)

Removes the requested number of items (default is 1) from the head of the queue, and returns them. If the queue contains fewer than the requested number of items, then the thread will be blocked until the requisite number of items are available (i.e., until other threads <enqueue> more items).

=item ->dequeue_nb()

=item ->dequeue_nb(COUNT)
Removes the requested number of items (default is 1) from the head of the queue, and returns them. If the queue contains fewer than the requested number of items, then it immediately (i.e., non-blocking) returns whatever items there are on the queue. If the queue is empty, then C<undef> is returned.

=item ->dequeue_timed(TIMEOUT)

=item ->dequeue_timed(TIMEOUT, COUNT)

Removes the requested number of items (default is 1) from the head of the queue, and returns them. If the queue contains fewer than the requested number of items, then the thread will be blocked until the requisite number of items are available, or until the timeout is reached. If the timeout is reached, it returns whatever items there are on the queue, or C<undef> if the queue is empty.

The timeout may be a number of seconds relative to the current time (e.g., 5 seconds from when the call is made), or may be an absolute timeout in I<epoch> seconds the same as would be used with L<cond_timedwait()>|threads::shared/"cond_timedwait VARIABLE, ABS_TIMEOUT">. Fractional seconds (e.g., 2.5 seconds) are also supported (to the extent of the underlying implementation).

If C<TIMEOUT> is missing, c<undef>, or less than or equal to 0, then this call behaves the same as C<dequeue_nb>.

=item ->pending()

Returns the number of items still in the queue. Returns C<undef> if the queue has been ended (see below), and there are no more items in the queue.

=item ->end()

Declares that no more items will be added to the queue.

All threads blocking on C<dequeue()> calls will be unblocked with any remaining items in the queue and/or C<undef> being returned. Any subsequent calls to C<dequeue()> will behave like C<dequeue_nb()>.

Once ended, no more items may be placed in the queue.

=back

=head1 ADVANCED METHODS

The following methods can be used to manipulate items anywhere in a queue.
To prevent the contents of a queue from being modified by another thread while it is being examined and/or changed, L<lock|threads::shared/"lock VARIABLE"> the queue inside a local block:

```perl
{
    lock($q);  # Keep other threads from changing the queue's contents
    my $item = $q->peek();
    if ($item ...) {
        ...
    }
    # Queue is now unlocked
}
```

=item ->peek()
=item ->peek(INDEX)

Returns an item from the queue without dequeuing anything. Defaults to the head of the queue (at index position 0) if no index is specified. Negative index values are supported as with L<arrays|perldata/"Subscripts"> (i.e., -1 is the end of the queue, -2 is next to last, and so on).

If no items exists at the specified index (i.e., the queue is empty, or the index is beyond the number of items on the queue), then C<undef> is returned.

Remember, the returned item is not removed from the queue, so manipulating a C<peek>ed at reference affects the item on the queue.

=item ->insert(INDEX, LIST)

Adds the list of items to the queue at the specified index position (0 is the head of the list). Any existing items at and beyond that position are pushed back past the newly added items:

```perl
$q->enqueue(1, 2, 3, 4);
$q->insert(1, qw/foo bar/);
# Queue now contains:  1, foo, bar, 2, 3, 4
```

Specifying an index position greater than the number of items in the queue just adds the list to the end.

Negative index positions are supported:

```perl
$q->enqueue(1, 2, 3, 4);
$q->insert(-2, qw/foo bar/);
# Queue now contains:  1, 2, foo, bar, 3, 4
```
Specifying a negative index position greater than the number of items in the queue adds the list to the head of the queue.

=item ->extract()

=item ->extract(INDEX)

=item ->extract(INDEX, COUNT)

Removes and returns the specified number of items (defaults to 1) from the specified index position in the queue (0 is the head of the queue). When called with no arguments, C<extract> operates the same as C<dequeue_nb>.

This method is non-blocking, and will return only as many items as are available to fulfill the request:

```perl
$q->enqueue(1, 2, 3, 4);
my $item = $q->extract(2)     # Returns 3
    # Queue now contains: 1, 2, 4
my @items = $q->extract(1, 3) # Returns (2, 4)
    # Queue now contains: 1
```

Specifying an index position greater than the number of items in the queue results in C<undef> or an empty list being returned.

```perl
$q->enqueue('foo');
my $nada = $q->extract(3)      # Returns undef
my @nada = $q->extract(1, 3)   # Returns ()
```

Negative index positions are supported. Specifying a negative index position greater than the number of items in the queue may return items from the head of the queue (similar to C<dequeue_nb>) if the count overlaps the head of the queue from the specified position (i.e. if queue size + index + count is greater than zero):

```perl
$q->enqueue(qw/foo bar baz/);
my @nada = $q->extract(-6, 2);   # Returns () - (3+(-6)+2) <= 0
my @some = $q->extract(-6, 4);  # Returns (foo) - (3+(-6)+4) > 0
    # Queue now contains: bar, baz
my @rest = $q->extract(-3, 4);  # Returns (bar, baz) - (2+(-3)+4) > 0
```

=head1 NOTES

Queues created by L<Thread::Queue> can be used in both threaded and non-threaded applications.
LIMITATIONS

Passing objects on queues may not work if the objects’ classes do not support sharing. See L<threads::shared/BUGS AND LIMITATIONS> for more.

Passing array/hash refs that contain objects may not work for Perl prior to 5.10.0.

SEE ALSO

Thread::Queue Discussion Forum on CPAN:
L<http://www.cpanforum.com/dist/Thread-Queue>

L<threads>, L<threads::shared>

Sample code in the I<examples> directory of this distribution on CPAN.

MAINTAINER

Jerry D. Hedden, S<E<lt>jdhedden AT cpan DOT orgE<gt>>

LICENSE

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681973_1604395032.79/0/perl-Thread-Queue-3.02-2.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8U5YZHOL/Thread-Queue-3.02.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-2YTibQef/Thread-Queue-3.02/lib/Thread/Queue.pm

1.410 miglayout 3.5.5

1.410.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* License (BSD):
* ================
* *
* Copyright (c) 2004, Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB. (miglayout (at) miginfo.com (dot) com)
* All rights reserved.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
  * of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
  * list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
  * materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the MiG InfoCom AB nor the names of its contributors may be
  * used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
  * prior written permission.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
  * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
  * WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
  * DISCLAIMED.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
  * INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
  * BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
  * DATA,
  * OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
  * LIABILITY,
  * WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
  * OTHERWISE)
  * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
  * POSSIBILITY
  * OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* @version 1.0
* @author Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB
  * Date: 2006-sep-08
*/

/**
 * Returns the absolute positioning of one or more of the edges. This will be applied last in the layout cycle and
 will not
 * affect the flow or grid positions. The positioning is relative to the parent and can not (as padding) be used
 * to adjust the edges relative to the old value. May be <code>null</code> and elements may be <code>null</code>. For the x2 and y2 value(s) the preferred size and thus the x1
 * and x2 will just absolutely positions the component.
 * @return The current value as a new array, free to modify.
 */

/*

Found in path(s):
*/
* License (BSD):
* ================
*
* Copyright (c) 2004, Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB. (miglayout (at) miginfocom (dot) com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
* of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
* list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
* materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the MiG InfoCom AB nor the names of its contributors may be
* used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
* prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA,
* OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
* LIABILITY,
* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
* OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
* POSSIBILITY
* OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* @version 1.0
* @author Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB
*      Date: 2006-sep-08
*/
/** Returns the gaps as pixel values.
* @param parent The parent. Used to get the pixel values.
* @param defGap The default gap to use if there is no gap set on this object (i.e. it is null).
* @param refSize The reference size used to get the pixel sizes.
* @param before IF it is the gap before rather than the gap after to return.
* @return The [min,preferred,max] sizes for the specified gap. Uses { @link
net.miginfocom.layout.LayoutUtil#NOT_SET}
* for gap sizes that are <code>null</code>. Returns <code>null</code> if there was no gap specified. A new and
free to use array.
*/
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985938_1617740713.83/0/miglayout-3-5-5-sources-5-
jar/net/miginfocom/layout/DimConstraint.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * License (BSD):
 * ==============
 * *
 * Copyright (c) 2004, Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB. (miglayout (at) miginfocom (dot) com)
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
 * are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
 * of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
 * list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
 * materials provided with the distribution.
 * Neither the name of the MiG InfoCom AB nor the names of its contributors may be
 * used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
 * prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
 * WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
 * DISCLAIMED.
 * IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
 * INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
 * BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA,
 * OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
 * LIABILITY,
 * WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
 * OTHERWISE)
 * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
 * POSSIBILITY
 * OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 *
 * @version 1.0
 * @author Mikael Grev, MiG InfoCom AB
 * Date: 2006-sep-08
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985938_1617740713.83/0/miglayout-3-5-5-sources-5-
jar/net/miginfocom/layout/UnitValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985938_1617740713.83/0/miglayout-3-5-5-sources-5-
1.411 pkg-config 0.27.1

1.411.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
    table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
    the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
    is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
    in the event an application does not supply such function or
    table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
    its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions 
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free 
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of 
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software 
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free 
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author 
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free 
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes 
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals 
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and 
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY 
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN 
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES 
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS 
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE 
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, 
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING 
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR 
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING 
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY 
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER 
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest 
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it 
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest 
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively 
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least 
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
1.412 activemq-openwire-legacy 5.15.12

1.412.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: Openwire Legacy Support
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.413 tdb 1.3.15-1.el7

1.414 perl-pod-simple 3.28
1.414.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# TODO: let it be an option whether a given subclass even wants little treelets?

__END__

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::LinkSection -- represent "section" attributes of L codes

=head1 SYNOPSIS

# a long story

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is not of interest to general users.
Pod::Simple uses this class for representing the value of the "section" attribute of "L" start-element events. Most applications can just use the normal stringification of objects of this class; they stringify to just the text content of the section, such as "foo" for C<< LZ<>Stuff/foo> >>, and "bar" for C<< LZ<>Stuff/bI<ar>> >>.

However, anyone particularly interested in getting the full value of the treelet, can just traverse the content of the treelet @$treelet_object. To wit:

% perl -MDData::Dumper -e
"use base qw(Pod::Simple::Methody);
 sub start_L { print Dumper($_[1]{'section'}) }__PACKAGE__->new->parse_string_document(=head1 L<Foo/bI<ar>baz>>)
"

Output:
$VAR1 = bless( [ 
 ,
 () ,
 'b',
 bless( [ 
 'T',
 () ,
 'ar'
 ] , 'Pod::Simple::LinkSection' ) ,
 'baz'
 ] , 'Pod::Simple::LinkSection' );

But stringify it and you get just the text content:

% perl -MDData::Dumper -e
"use base qw(Pod::Simple::Methody);
 sub start_L { print Dumper(" . $_[1]{'section'}") }__PACKAGE__->new->parse_string_document(=head1 L<Foo/bI<ar>baz>>)
"

Output:
$VAR1 = 'barbaz';

=head1 SEE ALSO
L<Pod::Simple>

=head1 SUPPORT
Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2004 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

=back

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/LinkSection.pm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
---
abstract: 'framework for parsing Pod'
author:
  - 'Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>'
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.6302, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Pod-Simple
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Carp: 0
  Config: 0
  Cwd: 0
  File::Basename: 0
  File::Find: 0
  File::Spec: 0
  Pod::Escapes: 1.04
  Symbol: 0
  Test: 1.25
  Test::More: 0
  Text::Wrap: 98.112902
constant: 0
integer: 0
overload: 0
strict: 0
resources:
  homepage: http://search.cpan.org/dist/Pod-Simple/
  license: http://dev.perl.org/licenses/
  repository: git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git
  version: 3.28

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/META.yml
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# ChangeLog for Pod::Simple dist
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2013-05-04  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.28

Removed use of 'done_testing' in t/white.t, which was added in v3.27. Thanks to Paul Howarth for the catch.

Fixed improperly calculated number of skipped tests in t/xhtml01.t when HTML::Entities is not installed.

2013-05-03  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.27

Added new warnings as defined by Pod::Checker, thanks to RJBS:
+ "+over" without "=back"
+ "L<>" starts or ends with whitespace
+ raw "|" or "/" in "L.<text|link>"

Added ->keep_encoding_directive, which is false by default, to prevent formatters from emitting a document's '='encoding' directive in most cases. That they emitted the encoding was a bug introduced in v3.26 (RT #84093). Now, only the DumpAsText and DumpAsXML formats set it to true. Patch from Patrice Dumas.

2013-02-27  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.26

Fixed another test script to skip all tests when Encode is not installed.

Added 'encoding()' and 'detected_encoding()' to return the current encoding and the encoding actually to decode the input file. The value from "=encoding" is also now kept in the output tree. Patch from Patrice Dumas (RT #74390).

2013-02-16  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.25

Improved the warning when "=item" types mismatch within one "=over"/"=back" block.

2013-02-14  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.24

Fixed corner case bug for unlikely scenario in which non-UTF-8 text could be parsed as UTF-8. Grant McLean.

XHTML IDs can no longer end with punctuation. Thanks to Smylers
Fixed test failure on Perl 5.6.2.

Changed the default installation location from "perl" to "site" on 5.12 and higher, since as of that version of Perl, dual-life modules no longer need to be installed in "perl" to replace in-core versions. Patch from tzccinct.

Fixed hash order dependency test failures on Perl 5.17. Thanks to Yves Orton for the patch.

Inlined the code that tries to guess a Pod file's encoding. This reduces the time Pod::Simple takes to build the core Perl documentation by 15-20%. Thanks to Dagfinn Ilmari Mannsker for the patch!

Added a warning when "=item" types mismatch within one "=over"/"=back" block. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code, with assist from RJBS.

Fixed regression introduced in 3.22 in which "C< >" tags were incorrectly treated as verbatim text in table of contents items emitted by Pod::Simple::XHTML. Thanks to Randy Stauner for the report and to Thomas Sibley for the fix!

Loosened up the matching of "L< >" tags for man pages so that they allow names with dots, underscores, and any other characters other than "/", just so long as they end in "[(a-zA-Z0-9]+[\)]". Thanks to Dave Rolsky and Kevin Ryde for the reports (RT #82975 & RT #82972).

Fixed inverted mapping of "keyboard" to "kbd" in Pod::Simple::HTML. Thanks to Robert Boisvert for the bug report (RT #79201).

Added two new Tagmap entries to Pod::Simple::HTML: "preformat" maps to "pre", and "teletype" maps to "tt". Suggested by Robert Boisvert (RT #79201).

"X< >" tags are now ignored by the pull parser when it searches for titles, as is any trailing whitespace. Thanks to Patrice Dumas for the report (RT #74389).

2012-08-14  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.23

Eliminated nested elements in table of contents (index) items
output of Pod::Simple::XHTML. This was especially problematic for headers that included links, as the TOC then got nested anchor elements, which simply would not work. Thanks to Ben Bullock for the report and test case (RT #77686).

Fixed semantically invalid nested XHTML generated by Pod::Simple::XHTML since v3.21. Gisle Aas.

Improved support for nested "C< >" tags in Pod::Simple::XHTML. Gisle Aas.

No longer tries to decode a string with the "utf8" flag set, as the double-decoding only triggered an error. Grant McLean.

Added documentation note that the API expects encoded text (octets). Grant McLean.

Added "parse_characters()" option to specify that strings to are already decoded from octets into characters. Grant McLean.

2012-05-27   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.22

Fix but where Pod::Simple would whine about non-ASCII bytes in code or comments. Now only does so for Pod (in the absence of an "=encoding" tag. Broken in 3.21. Grant McLean.

2012-05-23   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.21

NOTE: COMPATABILITY CHANGE: The 'codes_in_verbatim' option in Pod::Simple::XHTML is no longer enabled by default. This brings it agreement with the other formatting classes, and eliminates unexpected behavior in XHTML-formatted Pod. Users who depended on this functionality can still get it by enabling 'codes_in_verbatim' in their code.

Fixed some typos in the documentation. Thanks to Jonathan Yu via the Debian packagers via Florian Ragwitz (RT #75532).

Now emit a warning the first time a non-ASCII byte is encountered when no "=encoding" has been seen. Grant McLean.

When a non-ASCII byte is encountered before an "=encoding" line has been seen, a heuristic (as described in perlpodspec) is applied to select UTF-8 encoding if the non-ASCII bytes form a valid UTF-8 byte sequence, or Latin-1 otherwise. Grant McLean.
Added 'handle_code' method to Pod::Simple::XHTML. This allows subclasses to override the handling of verbatim blocks, and makes for a more cohesive interface, to boot. Gisle Aas.

Subsequent text segments are now joined together and passed as a single unit to text handling code. This makes it easier for custom handlers to process complete blocks of text in a single call to 'handle_text', rather than in dribs and drabs. Gisle Aas.

Replaced naive text wrapping code in Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML with Text::Wrap, which was already used for similar purposes elsewhere in Pod::Simple. Gisle Aas.

2012-03-01   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.20

Removed use of 'done_testing' in t/xhtml15.t, which was added in v3.19. Thanks to Paul Howarth for the catch.

Fixed quoting of links in a regular expression Pod::Simple::Text. Reported by Father Chrysostomos.

Fix test failure on case-insensitive, non-case-preserving file systems (VMS I'm looking at *you*). Patch from Craig A. Berry.

Pod::Simple::HTML no longer emits "href="#___top"" if a TOC (index) is not output. Patch from Rick Myers.

Fixed links in the TOC of XHTML output to use IDs derived from encoded text, rather than raw Pod, so that it will link to the ID actually generated for the section. Thanks to Randy Stauner for the report (with test case!) (RT #72544).

PullParser now throws an exception on an attempt to set a source more than once. Necessary because data from the previous source will be cached, so the new source would be ignored anyway. Create a newPullParser, instead. Thanks to Paul Boldra for the report (RT #74265).

2011-08-23   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.19

Fixed occasional test failure when tests are run in parallel (HARNESS_OPTIONS=j6:c). Thanks to Alexei Znamensky for the report and Marc Green for the fix.

Added "pod_handler" option. This is a callback that can be used to inspect the content on a "=pod" line. Marc Green/Google Summer of
Added tests for proper line-ending parsing from the previous release. The tests were in the repository, but didn't make it into the MANIFEST or, therefore, the release. Reported by Marc Green.

Added the "parse_empty_lists" option. When enabled, Pod::Simple will recognize empty lists (that is, a blocks with '=over' and '=back' but nothing in between). Disabled by default. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Added the "whiteline_handler" attribute. It's much like "code_handler", "cut_handler", and "pod_handler", except it's triggered on lines that contain only whitespace characters. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Added "raw" attribute to L<> treelet that contains the L<>'s raw contents. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Pod directives autoclosed by Pod::Simple are now denoted as such by the new "fake_closer" attribute. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Fixed incompatibility with Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch in Pod::Simple::XHTML. Patch by Eric Johnson.

2011-07-16 David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.18

Pod::Simple now properly parses Pod files using Mac OS Classic line-endings (\r). Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Fixed test failure in 't/search50.t when the test finds a .pod but the module is in a .pm. Thanks to the cpan-testers who reported this when the test searched for Capture::Tiny.

2011-07-09 David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.17

Documented tertiary methods. Patch from Shawn H Corey.

Added "backlink" option to Pod::Simple::XHTML. Thanks to Marc Green/Google Summer of Code for the pull request.

Typos fixed in Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch. Reported by Shawn H Corey.

Fixed quoting of value returned by a "strip_verbatim_indent()" code reference so that regex meta characters are properly escaped.
Added "anchor_items" option to Pod::Simple::XHTML. This allows text items (which are output as <dt> elements) to have IDs that can be referenced in the "#" part of a URL. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Added "recurse" option to Pod::Simple::Search. It's enabled by default; disable it to turn off recursion into subdirectories. Marc Green/Google Summer of Code.

Added documentation to clarify the behavior of the "content_seen" method. Thanks to Olaf Alders for the pull request.

2011-03-14   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.16

Fixed invalid HTML generated for nested lists by Pod::Simple::XHTML (Fitz Elliott).

Replaced the invalid "<nobr>" tag -- created for "S<>" -- with '<span style="white-space: nowrap;">' (Fitz Elliott).

Fixed some nerbles in our own Pod (Michael Stevens)

Improved the "Minimal code" example in Pod::Simple::HTML. The key is to use pase_file(), not parse_from_file() (which should otherwise be undocumented, and is just there for Pod::Parser compatibility. Thanks to prodding from var Arnfrj Bjarmason (RT #65428).

Added the html_charset() and html_encode_chars() attributes to Pod::Simple::XHTML. Inspired by a bug report from Agent Zhang () (RT #29587).

Added "Minimal code" example to the Pod::Simple::XHTML documentation.

Fixed mispelling of the "=encoding" markup in the parser (it was spelled "=encode"). Thanks to "TTY" for the patch. (RT #24820).

2010-11-11   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.15

Removed "perlpod.pod" and "perlpodspec.pod". These now just live in the Perl core.

Fixed stylesheet names output by HTMLBatch to match the names of the actual stylesheet files (broken in 3.09). Thanks to Kevin Ryde for the report (RT #56725).
Added missing closing slash to the CSS links in the XHTML output.  
Thanks to HarleyPig for the patch!

Added parens around bar "qw(...)" in t/xhtml05.t. Thanks to Jerry D. Hedden for the patch.

Improved the Pod::Simple::HTML docs. Thanks to Gabor Szabo for the patch.

Pod::Simple::XHTML now properly encodes entities in URLs in the anchor tag. Thanks to John McNamara for the report (RT-60249).

Pod::Simple::HTML and XHTML now strip whitespace from the end of section names that appear as anchor names for headers (in HTML) and IDs (in XHTML). Such whitespace appeared when "X<>" entities were stripped out but not the space between them (RT-56572).

Make test "t/search50.t" always pass on case-insensitive file systems rather than just skip VMS.

2009-04-27
* Release 3.14

Removed explicit loading of UNIVERSAL. RJBS.

Reversed the change applied in release 3.09 to fix RT #12239. POD tag found inside a complex POD tag (e.g., "C<<< I<foo> >>>") is again parsed as a tag embedded in a tag instead of text and entities. The previous interpretation of `perldoc perlpod` was mistaken. (RT #55602 from Christopher J. Madsen).

2009-12-17   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.13

Removed deleted test file from MANIFEST.

2009-12-17   David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.12

Removed "All rights reserved" from all files.

Added acknowledgements to man.he.net and search.cpan.org for permission to link man pages and Perl module links to their sites in the output of Pod::Simple::HTML and Pod::Simple::XHTML.

Add "html_h_level" option to Pod::Simple::XHTML and ::HTML to allow a =head1 to become an <h2> and so on. RJBS.
Add batch_mode_page_object_init() method to Pod::Simple::XHTML. This allows it to be used by Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch.

Fixed a regression in Pod::Simple::XHTML where '=begin html' blocks were incorrectly escaped rather than simply passed through unmolested. RJBS.

Removed the undocumented "fullstop_space_harden" attribute, which apparently was only used by Pod::Text a very long time ago.

2009-12-09 David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.11

Restored code to HTMLBatch that allows the TOC (index) to be created in batch jobs (RT #52324 from Martin J. Evans).

Added resources to META.yml, including bug tracker, license, and repository.

Turned man page links into links to man.he.net in Pod::Simple::HTML and Pod::Simple::XHTML output. Subclass and override resolve_man_page_link() to use a different URL.

Added the resolve_pod_page_link() and resolve_man_page_link() methods to Pod::Simple::XHTML to make it easier for subclasses to change the URLs created for POD and man page links.

Fixed the output of entities in L<> tags by Pod::Simple::XHTML.

Fixed the output of POD links from Pod::Simple::XHTML so that the section part (/foo) is turned into a proper fragment identifier (#foo) in the resulting search.cpan.org link.

Pod::Simple::Text now outputs URLs for links created in the L<text|URL> format. For example, L<Perl|http://perl.org> is now output as "Perl <http://perl.org>" rather than just as "Perl".

Updated perlpod.pod and perlpodsoc.pod to sync up with Perl core (and to be released in Perl 5.12). Changes include:
* Removing the prohibition against L<text|href>
* Deprecation of L<section> and L"<section">
* Legalization of "=begin formatname parameter"

A couple of bug fixes in Pod::Simple::HTML from Graham Barr.

Added the do_section() method to Pod::Simple::HTML. Graham Barr.
Word-smithed the "DESCRIPTION" a bit and wrote the README.

Synced up all module version numbers to 3.11 except for Pod::Simple::HTMLLegacy, which is at 5.01 and should not have its version number lowered.

2009-11-12  David E. Wheeler <david@justatheory.org>
* Release 3.10

Converted test files that had DOS endings to have Unix endings (RT #50922 from Steve Hay).

Skip tests on VMS where the lack of filename case preservation can wreak havoc (RT #51184 from Craig A. Berry).

Fix nested definition list format in the XHTML output (RT #51187 from Lars D).

Added some files missing from the MANIFEST (and therefore the distribution) in the last two releases.

2009-10-27  Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Release 3.09

Add support for an index (TOC) in the XHTML output from David E. Wheeler.

Add strip_verbatim_indent() from David E. Wheeler.

Added the "nocase" option to PullParser's get_title(), get_version(), get_description(), and get_author() methods. This allows one to fetch the contents of those sections regardless of the case of the labels (e.g., "NAME" and "Name" and "name" are all valid). Graham Barr.

Added the search_class() accessor to Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch. David E. Wheeler.

XHTML output now properly encodes entities in all places, not just in verbatim blocks and code spans. David E. Wheeler.

Fixed XHTML to output definition lists when it should, rather than (broken) unordered lists. David E. Wheeler.

Fixed XHTML so that multiparagraph list items work correctly. David E. Wheeler.

Fixed XHTML ordered list output so that it does not include the
number specified in the POD in the output. This is on a par with
out the HTML output works. David E. Wheeler.

Applied URL patch from Leon Brocard for The Perl Journal archives.

Fixed test failures with older versions of HTML::Entities (RT #43903
from Salvador Tercia).

Changed CSS files generated by HTMLBatch to be no more than 8.3
characters long. (RT #40450 from Renee Baecker)

Added entity handling for E<sol> and E<verbar> to Pod::Simple::XHTML.
(RT #49615 from Chas Owens.)

Fixed a bug in Pod::Simple::HTML where a definition term item with
no corresponding definition item would be output with no closing
<a></dt>. (RT # 37107 from Kevin Ryde).

Added entity handling for numeric entities to Pod::Simple::XHTML,
following perlpod specification.

A POD tag found inside a complex POD tag (e.g., "C<<< C<foo> >>>")
is now properly parsed as text and entities instead of a tag
embedded in a tag. This is in compliance with `perldoc perlpod`
(RT #12239 from Michael Schwern).

Thanks to David E. Wheeler for applying patches, resolving bugs,
and generally getting ready for the release.

2009-07-16 Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Release 3.08

Fix installdirs for Perl versions where Pod::Simple was core;
RT#36446 & RT#39709, thanks to Jerry Hedden.

Fix encoding handling for code in paragraphs; RT#45829, thanks
to David Wheeler.

2008-06-04 Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Release 3.07

Fix module dependencies, make HTML::Entities optional and require
Test::More.

2008-06-03 Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Release 3.06

Fix bugs related to passing $1 to File::Spec, reported by Andrew Hamlin and
John McNamara.

Applied a suggested fix from Kevin Ryde to return a successful exit code when Pod::Simple::HTML is run from the command line.

Fix handling of complex L&lt;URL&gt; entries, thanks to tests supplied in RT#4896.

Fix incorrect handling of S&lt;&gt; entries made up of entirely whitespace, thanks to test case from Andreas Koenig.

Launch Pod::Simple::XHTML, an XHTML compliant, more easily extensible HTML formatter.

Add feature to parse additional text after =begin target as a block title, requested by Adam Kennedy.

Thanks to Hans Dieter Pearcey for applying patches, resolving bugs, and generally getting ready for the release.

2007-03-03  Allison Randal &lt;allison@perl.org&gt;
* Release 3.05

Standardized all test files on 8.3 naming scheme for Perl core.

Applied test patches from Jerry Hedden for Perl core when Encode not installed.

Applied test patch from Ken Williams for 5.005_04 compatibility.

Applied a patch from Christopher Madsen to fix architecture directory searches on Gentoo.

Fixed a failing search test on Debian-based distributions caused by Debian stripping Pod documentation out of core modules. (Three cheers to the CPAN testers and James Ponza for sending enough reports that I could work out the pattern.)

2006-01-18  Allison Randal &lt;allison@perl.org&gt;
* Release 3.04

Applied test patches for Perl core integration from Steve Peters.

Added a 'reinit' method to Pod::Simple::BlackBox for Russ Allbery so Pod::Man can provide backward compatibility to existing users (such as Module::Build and ExtUtils::MakeMaker).

Applied patch for extracting case-preserved package names on VMS from Craig Berry.
2005-11-21  Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Release 3.03

Applied whitespace patches for Pod::Man and Pod::Text from Russ Allbery.

Applied validation patches to Pod::Simple::HTML from Graham Barr.

2004-05-24  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 3.02

Just fixing some typos in the CSS generated by Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch.

2004-05-24  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 3.01

No big changes to the main modules, but there's many changes to the important Pod::Simple::HTML module.

Also, new modules:
Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch
Pod::Simple::HTMLLegacy
Pod::Simple::Progress
Pod::Simple::Search
and tests for these (well, most).

Some prettying up of the Makefile.PL.

The test 00about.t is a bit more careful and verbose now.

The docs are still incomplete, esp. for Pod::Simple::HTML and Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch, which I hope to improve quite soon.

2004-05-07  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.06

Allison Randal brilliantly refactors a huge monolithic sub in Blackbox.pm. Code is now actually sanely readable!

I add the new option-attributes fullstop_space_harden and codes_in_verbatim, and the two methods abandon_output_string and abandon_output_fh. Not yet documented.

New test fullstop_spaces.t and new corpus document greek_iso_8859_7.pod.
Another version should be forthcoming in a few days that has the new Pod::Simple::HTML stuff in it.

Note to self: document =extend and =encoding in perlpodspec ASAP!

2003-11-04  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.05 -- bugfix version

In an attempt to stop Perl 5.6 versions from going completely crazy, I've tried to basically turn off all Unicode/utf8 support under 5.6. Under 5.8 and above, Unicode should work fine, and under 5.6, all Unicode characters should be replaced with a little "can't render" symbol, either a "" or a "?".

Many many thanks to Jarkko Hietaniemi for helping out.

(Works under 5.005 now too?)

2003-10-10  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.04 -- minor bugfix version

* Added some code to insulate Pod::Simple to runtime changes in the value of $.  Thanks to Iain Truskett for catching this.
* Added FILENO method to TiedOutFH.pm, to work quietly under some perls. Thanks to Jochen Stenzel for catching this.
* Fixed some tests that erroneously failed under some 5.6's because of chdir()s in *.t files messing up @INC  Thanks to many who caught this, including Rocco Caputo.

2003-09-07  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.03 -- minor upgrade
* A =head[1234] command now closes any currently open =over, and warns.
* Fixing a few obscure bugs, including one to do with the Makefile.
* Added some tests for those bugs.

2003-09-02  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.02 -- fixing a testing bug
* Autrijus Tang found a silly bug of mine in corpustest.t's testing of corpus/t/nonesuch.txt. Fixed,
* I add encoding_nonesuch.t to test corpus/t/nonesuch.txt better.

2003-09-01  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 2.01
* Moved all version numbers up to 2.01 for reasons of Tibetan
numerology.

* Implemented =encoding. Thanks a million to Jarkko, Autrijus, Dan Kogai, and many others for their help, patience, and encouragement.

It's not yet documented, but see ./t/corpus/*_.txt for examples at least.

* Added 'use utf8' to all the modules. Byebye perl-5.005 compatibility, hello decent perl-5.6 compatibility.

---------------------------------------------

2003-09-01  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.98
* At Michael Schwern's suggestion, a list that begins with a "=item [number]" line where number isn't a 1, is no longer treated as an error, but instead is silently coerced into being a text-item list, just as if it were "=item wubble" or whatever.

2003-08-12  Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.97
* Looking gooood. Not smelling so much like beta anymore!
* I think this might be the last version before I go putting "use utf8" all over the place.

* Added placefolders for "=encoding" support. If you use "=encoding", you'll get an error about "not yet implemented" instead of "unknown directive".

* Rewrote Pod::Simple::Pullparser's get_title, and added get_version, get_author, and get_description. Documented them. Thanks to Graham Barr for contributing an initial get_title and then being patient while I seemed to do nothing with it for months on end!

* More tests.

Otherwise just minor changes since last version:
* Fixed error in Pod::Simple::RTF.
* Added new but undocumented methods to Pod::Simple:
  unaccept_directive(s) unaccept_target(s) unaccept_code(s)
* Corrected '=back without =open' error to '=back without =over'
* A little tweaking to the _verbatim_format code.
* Dump routines may use \{NN} instead of \NN format.
* Pod::Simple::HTML now uses VerbatimFormatted
* A few changes ot DEBUG messages -- nothing you'd normally see.
2002-11-19 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.96
* Still kinda sorta beta.

* Much much more docs in this version. Only a few feature changes:

* Added any_errata_seen to Pod::Simple. Should've been in there ages ago. Oops!
* Fixed some errors in the experimental VerbatimFormatted code.
* Added is_tagname / is_tag to Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken and Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken
* Added RTFDEFLANG stuff to Pod::Simple::RTF.

2002-11-10 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.95
* Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

* Now including perlpod and perlpodspec in the dist.

* Pod::Simple -- added parse_from_file
* Pod::Simple::RTF -- minor style changes, and minor change to the RTF-wrapping logic.
* Pod::Simple::BlackBox -- a=cut opening a block is no longer a fatal(ish) error.
* Pod::Simple::BlackBox -- added experimental new VerbatimFormatted stuff.

2002-10-16 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.94
* Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

* Pod::Simple::RTF -- minor style tweaks
* Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken and ::PullParserStartToken -- added ->tag as an alias for ->tagname.
* Pod::Simple and Pod::Simple::BlackBox -- added tolerance for "=item * Foo" as a variant syntax for "=item \n\nFoo". Tests added/changed accordingly.
* Pod::Simple::HTML -- added <a name="..."> stuff, and a hack at doing something with X<...>\'s.

2002-09-29 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
* Release 0.93
* Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

  * Pod::Simple -- added errors_seen attribute
  * Pod::Simple::HTML -- added support for =for HTML ... directives, and =extend directives.
  * Oh, and I added Pod::Simple::RTF in 0.92 but forgot to note it until now.

2002-09-29 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
  * Release 0.92
  * Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

  * Fixing bungled distribution.

2002-09-29 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
  * Release 0.91
  * Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

  * Pod::Simple::PullParserTextToken -- added 'text_r'

  * Pod::Simple::PullParser -- added 'get_title' and 'get_title_short' to

  * Pod::Simple -- corrected wording of "Format for second =extend parameter" error message.

  * Pod::PullParser -- made its filter() run as intended, like Pod::Simple's filter.

  * Pod::Subclassing -- more docs

2002-09-11 Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>
  * Release 0.90
  * Beta release. Much documentation still to write, many features still to add. The APIs might change in future versions.

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/ChangeLog

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken -- start-tokens from Pod::Simple::PullParser
# SYNOPSIS

(See L::<Pod::Simple::PullParser>)

# DESCRIPTION

When you do $parser->get_token on a L::<Pod::Simple::PullParser> object, you might get an object of this class.

This is a subclass of L::<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken> and inherits all its methods, and adds these methods:

=over

=item $token->tagname

This returns the tagname for this start-token object.

For example, parsing a "=head1 ..." line will give you a start-token with the tagname of "head1", token(s) for its content, and then an end-token with the tagname of "head1".

=item $token->tagname(I<somestring>)

This changes the tagname for this start-token object.

You probably won't need to do this.

=item $token->tag(...) =item $token->is_tag(I<somestring>) or $token->is_tagname(I<somestring>)

These are shortcuts for C<< $token->tag() eq I<somestring> >>

=item $token->attr(I<attrname>)

This returns the value of the I<attrname> attribute for this start-token object, or undef.

For example, parsing a LZ<> <Foo"/Bar"> link will produce a start-token with a "to" attribute with the value "Foo", a "type" attribute with the value "pod", and a "section" attribute with the value "Bar".

=item $token->attr(I<attrname>, I<newvalue>)

This sets the I<attrname> attribute for this start-token object to I<newvalue>. You probably won't need to do this.
=item $token->attr_hash

This returns the hashref that is the attribute set for this start-token. This is useful if (for example) you want to ask what all the attributes are -- you can just do C<< keys %{$token->attr_hash} >>

=back

You're unlikely to ever need to construct an object of this class for yourself, but if you want to, call

C<< Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken->new( I<tagname>, I<attrhash> ) >>

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=item * Allison Randal C<allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey C<hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler C<d wheeler@cpan.org>

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_160439580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/PullParserStartToken.pm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 Pod::Simple version 3.28

Pod::Simple is a Perl library for parsing text in the Pod ("plain old documentation") markup language that is typically used for writing documentation for Perl and for Perl modules. The Pod format is explained L<perlpod>; the most common formatter is called C<perldoc>.

Pod formatters can use Pod::Simple to parse Pod documents and render them into plain text, HTML, or any number of other formats.

=head2 Installation

To install this module, type the following:

perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install

=head2 Support

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to
This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 copyright and Disclaimers

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke. All rights reserved.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 Author

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=item * Allison Randal C<allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey C<hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler C<dwheeler@cpan.org>

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::HTML - convert Pod to HTML
=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::HTML -e Pod::Simple::HTML::go thingy.pod

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is for making an HTML rendering of a Pod document.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple::PullParser> and inherits all its methods (and options).

Note that if you want to do a batch conversion of a lot of Pod documents to HTML, you should see the module L<Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch>.

=head1 CALLING FROM THE COMMAND LINE

TODO

perl -MPod::Simple::HTML -e Pod::Simple::HTML::go Thing.pod Thing.html

=head1 CALLING FROM PERL

=head2 Minimal code

use Pod::Simple::HTML;
my $p = Pod::Simple::HTML->new;
$p->output_string(my $html);
$p->parse_file('path/to/Module/Name.pm');
open my $out, '>', 'out.html' or die "Cannot open 'out.html': $!"
print $out $html;

=head2 More detailed example

use Pod::Simple::HTML;

Set the content type:

$Pod::Simple::HTML::Content_decl = q{<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" >};

my $p = Pod::Simple::HTML->new;

Include a single javascript source:
$p->html_javascript('http://abc.com/a.js');

Or insert multiple javascript source in the header
(or for that matter include anything, thought this is not recommended)

$p->html_javascript('[
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://abc.com/b.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://abc.com/c.js"></script>]
);

Include a single css source in the header:

$p->html_css('/style.css');

or insert multiple css sources:

$p->html_css('[
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" title="pod_stylesheet" href="http://remote.server.com/jquery.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" title="pod_stylesheet" href="/style.css">]
);

Tell the parser where should the output go. In this case it will be placed in the $html variable:

my $html;
$p->output_string($html);

Parse and process a file with pod in it:

$p->parse_file('path/to/Module/Name.pm');

=head1 METHODS

TODO
all (most?) accessorized methods

The following variables need to be set B<before> the call to the ->new constructor.

Set the string that is included before the opening <html> tag:

$Pod::Simple::HTML::Doctype_decl = qq{<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">}\n};

Set the content-type in the HTML head: (defaults to ISO-8859-1)

$Pod::Simple::HTML::Content_decl = q[<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" > ];

Set the value that will be embedded in the opening tags of F, C tags and verbatim text.
F maps to <em>, C maps to <code>, Verbatim text maps to <pre> (Computerese defaults to ")

$Pod::Simple::HTML::Computerese = ' class="some_class_name';

=head2 html_css

=head2 html_javascript

=head2 title_prefix

=head2 title_postfix

=head2 html_header_before_title

This includes everything before the <title> opening tag including the Document type and including the opening <title> tag. The following call will set it to be a simple HTML file:

$p->html_header_before_title('<html><head><title>');</n

=head2 html_h_level

Normally =head1 will become <h1>, =head2 will become <h2> etc. Using the html_h_level method will change these levels setting the h level of =head1 tags:

$p->html_h_level(3);

Will make sure that =head1 will become <h3> and =head2 will become <h4> etc...

=head2 index

Set it to some true value if you want to have an index (in reality a table of contents) to be added at the top of the generated HTML.

$p->index(1);

=head2 html_header_after_title

Includes the closing tag of </title> and through the rest of the head till the opening of the body

$p->html_header_after_title('</title>...</head><body id="my_id">');

=head2 html_footer

The very end of the document:
Can use any of the methods described above but for further customization one needs to override some of the methods:

```perl
package My::Pod;
use strict;
use warnings;
use base 'Pod::Simple::HTML';

# needs to return a URL string such
# http://some.other.com/page.html
# #anchor_in_the_same_file
# /internal/ref.html
sub do_pod_link {
    # My::Pod object and Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken object
    my ($self, $link) = @_;

    say $link->tagname;          # will be L for links
    say $link->attr('to');       #
    say $link->attr('type');     # will be 'pod' always
    say $link->attr('section');

    # Links local to our web site
    if ($link->tagname eq 'L' and $link->attr('type') eq 'pod') {
        my $to = $link->attr('to');
        if ($to =~ /^Padre::/) {
            $to =~ s{::}{/}g;
            return '/docs/Padre/$to.html';
        }
    }

    # all other links are generated by the parent class
    my $ret = $self->SUPER::do_pod_link($link);
    return $ret;
}
1;
```

Meanwhile in script.pl:

```perl
use My::Pod;

my $p = My::Pod->new;
```
my $html;
$p->output_string($html);
$p->parse_file('path/to/Module/Name.pm);
open my $out, '>', 'out.html' or die;
print $out $html;

TODO

maybe override do_beginning do_end

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch>

TODO: a corpus of sample Pod input and HTML output? Or common idioms?

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the
pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to
pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository,
L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or
to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to
<bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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Found in path(s):
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::Text -- format Pod as plaintext

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::Text -e "exit Pod::Simple::Text->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen" thingy.pod

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is a formatter that takes Pod and renders it as wrapped plaintext.

Its wrapping is done by L<Text::Wrap>, so you can change C<$Text::Wrap::columns> as you like.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

=head1 SEE ALSO
=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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=back
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::Checker -- check the Pod syntax of a document

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::Checker -e "exit Pod::Simple::Checker->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen" thingy.pod

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is for checking the syntactic validity of Pod. It works by basically acting like a simple-minded version of L<Pod::Simple::Text> that formats only the "Pod Errors" section (if Pod::Simple even generates one for the given document).

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Text>, L<Pod::Checker>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=item * Allison Randal C<allison@perl.org>
=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey C<hdp@cpan.org>
=item * David E. Wheeler C.dwheeler@cpan.org
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Pod::Simple::Debug -- put Pod::Simple into trace/debug mode

use Pod::Simple::Debug (5); # or some integer

Or:

my $debuglevel;
use Pod::Simple::Debug ($debuglevel, 0);
...some stuff that uses Pod::Simple to do stuff, but which you don't want debug output from...

$debug_level = 4;
...some stuff that uses Pod::Simple to do stuff, but which you DO want debug output from...

$debug_level = 0;
This is an internal module for controlling the debug level (a.k.a. trace level) of Pod::Simple. This is of interest only to Pod::Simple developers.

=head1 CAVEATS

Note that you should load this module I<before> loading Pod::Simple (or any Pod::Simple-based class). If you try loading Pod::Simple::Debug after &Pod::Simple::DEBUG is already defined, Pod::Simple::Debug will throw a fatal error to the effect that "it's s too late to call Pod::Simple::Debug".

Note that the C<use Pod::Simple::Debug ($x, I<somenum>)> mode will make Pod::Simple (et al) run rather slower, since &Pod::Simple::DEBUG won't be a constant sub anymore, and so Pod::Simple (et al) won't compile with constant-folding.

=head1 GUTS

Doing this:

use Pod::Simple::Debug (5);  # or some integer

is basically equivalent to:

BEGIN { sub Pod::Simple::DEBUG () {5} }  # or some integer
use Pod::Simple ();

And this:

use Pod::Simple::Debug ($debug_level,0);  # or some integer

is basically equivalent to this:

my $debug_level;
BEGIN { $debug_level = 0 }
BEGIN { sub Pod::Simple::DEBUG () { $debug_level }
use Pod::Simple ();

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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Pod::Simple is maintained by:

* Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::PullParser -- a pull-parser interface to parsing Pod

=head1 SYNOPSIS

my $parser = SomePodProcessor->new;
$parser->set_source( "whatever.pod" );
$parser->run;

Or:

my $parser = SomePodProcessor->new;
$parser->set_source( $some_filehandle_object );
$parser->run;

Or:

my $parser = SomePodProcessor->new;
$parser->set_source( $document_source );
$parser->run;

Or:

my $parser = SomePodProcessor->new;
$parser->set_source( \@document_lines );
$parser->run;

And elsewhere:

require 5;
package SomePodProcessor;
use strict;
use base qw(Pod::Simple::PullParser);

sub run {
  my $self = shift;
  Token:
    while(my $token = $self->get_token) {
      ...process each token...
    }
}

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is for using Pod::Simple to build a Pod processor -- but one that uses an interface based on a stream of token objects, instead of based on events.
This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

A subclass of Pod::Simple::PullParser should define a C<run> method that calls C<< $token = $parser->get_token >> to pull tokens.

See the source for Pod::Simple::RTF for an example of a formatter that uses Pod::Simple::PullParser.

=head1 METHODS

=over

=item my $token = $parser->get_token

This returns the next token object (which will be of a subclass of L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken>), or undef if the parser-stream has hit the end of the document.

=item $parser->unget_token( $token )

=item $parser->unget_token( $token1, $token2, ... )

This restores the token object(s) to the front of the parser stream.

=back

The source has to be set before you can parse anything. The lowest-level way is to call C<set_source>:

=over

=item $parser->set_source( $filename )

=item $parser->set_source( $filehandle_object )

=item $parser->set_source( $document_source )

=item $parser->set_source( @document_lines )

=back

Or you can call these methods, which Pod::Simple::PullParser has defined to work just like Pod::Simple's same-named methods:

=over

=item $parser->parse_file(...)

=cut
For those to work, the Pod-processing subclass of Pod::Simple::PullParser has to have defined a $parser->run method -- so it is advised that all Pod::Simple::PullParser subclasses do so. See the Synopsis above, or the source for Pod::Simple::RTF.

Authors of formatter subclasses might find these methods useful to call on a parser object that you haven't started pulling tokens from yet:

=item my $title_string = $parser->get_title

This tries to get the title string out of $parser, by getting some tokens, and scanning them for the title, and then ungetting them so that you can process the token-stream from the beginning.

For example, suppose you have a document that starts out:

=head1 NAME

Hoo::Boy::Wowza -- Stuff B<wow> yeah!

$parser->get_title on that document will return "Hoo::Boy::Wowza -- Stuff wow yeah!". If the document starts with:

=head1 Name

Hoo::Boy::W00t -- Stuff B<w00t> yeah!

Then you'll need to pass the C<nocase> option in order to recognize "Name":

$parser->get_title(nocase => 1);

In cases where get_title can't find the title, it will return empty-string (""").

=item my $title_string = $parser->get_short_title
This is just like get_title, except that it returns just the modulename, if the title seems to be of the form "SomeModuleName -- description".

For example, suppose you have a document that starts out:

=head1 NAME

Hoo::Boy::Wowza -- Stuff B<wow> yeah!

then $parser->get_short_title on that document will return "Hoo::Boy::Wowza".

But if the document starts out:

=head1 NAME

Hooboy, stuff B<wow> yeah!

then $parser->get_short_title on that document will return "Hooboy, stuff wow yeah!". If the document starts with:

=head1 Name

Hoo::Boy::W00t -- Stuff B<w00t> yeah!

Then you'll need to pass the C<nocase> option in order to recognize "Name":

$parser->get_short_title(nocase => 1);

If the title can't be found, then get_short_title returns empty-string (""").

=item $author_name   = $parser->get_author

This works like get_title except that it returns the contents of the "=head1 AUTHOR\nParagraph...\n" section, assuming that that section isn't terribly long. To recognize a "=head1 Author\nParagraph\n" section, pass the C<nocase> option:

$parser->get_author(nocase => 1);

(This method tolerates "AUTHORS" instead of "AUTHOR" too.)

=item $description_name = $parser->get_description

This works like get_title except that it returns the contents of the "=head1 DESCRIPTION\nParagraph...\n" section, assuming that that section isn't terribly long. To recognize a "=head1 Description\nParagraph\n"
section, pass the C<nocase> option:

$parser->get_description(nocase => 1);

=item $version_block = $parser->get_version

This works like get_title except that it returns the contents of
the "=head1 VERSION

BIG BLOCK

" block. Note that this does NOT
return the module's C<$VERSION>!! To recognize a
"=head1 Version

BIG BLOCK

" section, pass the C<nocase> option:

$parser->get_version(nocase => 1);

=back

=head1 NOTE

You don't actually I<have> to define a C<run> method. If you're
writing a Pod-formatter class, you should define a C<run> just so
that users can call C<parse_file> etc, but you don't I<have> to.

And if you're not writing a formatter class, but are instead just
writing a program that does something simple with a Pod::PullParser
object (and not an object of a subclass), then there's no reason to
bother subclassing to add a C<run> method.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>

L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken> -- and its subclasses
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken>,
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserTextToken>, and
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken>.

L<HTML::TokeParser>, which inspired this.

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the
pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to
pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository,
L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or
to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to
COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

over

* Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
* Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>
* David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

=cut

JUNK:

sub _old_get_title {  # some witchery in here
  my $self = $_[0];
  my $title;
  my @to_unget;
  while(1) {
    push @to_unget, $self->get_token;
    unless(defined $to_unget[-1]) { # whoops, short doc!
      pop @to_unget;
      last;
    }
    DEBUG and print "-Got token ", $to_unget[-1]->dump, "\n";
  }
}
(DEBUG and print "Too much in the buffer.\n"),
last if @to_unget > 25; # sanity
my $pattern = '';
if( #$to_unget[-1]->type eq 'end'
#and $to_unget[-1]->tagname eq 'Para'
#and
($pattern = join('',
map {;
($_->type eq 'start') ? ("<" . $_->tagname .">")
: ($_->type eq 'end' ) ? ("</". $_->tagname .">")
: ($_->type eq 'text' ) ? ($_->text =~ m<^([A-Z]+)$>s ? $1 : 'X')
: "BLORP"
} @to_unget
)) =~ m{<head1>NAME</head1><Para>(X|</?[BCIFLS]>)+</Para>$}s
){
# Whee, it fits the pattern
DEBUG and print "Seems to match =head1 NAME pattern.\n";
$title = '';
foreach my $t (reverse @to_unget) {
last if $t->type eq 'start' and $t->tagname eq 'Para';
$title = $t->text . $title if $t->type eq 'text';
}
undef $title if $title =~ m<^\s*$>; # make sure it's contentful!
last;
} elsif ($pattern =~ m{<head(\d)>(.+)</head\d>$}
and !( $1 eq '1' and $2 eq 'NAME' )
){
# Well, it fits a fallback pattern
DEBUG and print "Seems to match NAMEless pattern.\n";
$title = '';
foreach my $t (reverse @to_unget) {
last if $t->type eq 'start' and $t->tagname =~ m/^head\d$/s;
$title = $t->text . $title if $t->type eq 'text';
}
undef $title if $title =~ m<^\s*$>; # make sure it's contentful!
last;
} else {
DEBUG and $pattern and print "Leading pattern: $pattern\n";
}
}
# Put it all back:
$self->unget_token(@to_unget);
if(DEBUG) {
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if(defined $title) { print "Returning title <$title>\n" }
else { print "Returning title <>\n" }
}

return " unless defined $title;
return $title;
}

Found in path(s): 
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/PullParser.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::PullParserTextToken -- text-tokens from Pod::Simple::PullParser

=head1 SYNOPSIS

(See L<Pod::Simple::PullParser>)

=head1 DESCRIPTION

When you do $parser->get_token on a L<Pod::Simple::PullParser>, you might get an object of this class.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken> and inherits all its methods, and adds these methods:

=over

=item $token->text

This returns the text that this token holds. For example, parsing CZ<><<foo> will return a C start-token, a text-token, and a C end-token. And if you want to get the "foo" out of the text-token, call C<< $token->text >>

=item $token->text(I<somestring>)

This changes the string that this token holds. You probably won't need to do this.

=item $token->text_r()

This returns a scalar reference to the string that this token holds. This can be useful if you don't want to memory-copy the potentially large text value (well, as large as a paragraph or a verbatim block) as calling $token->text would do.
Or, if you want to alter the value, you can even do things like this:

for ( $token->text_r ) { # Aliases it with $_ !
  s/ The / the /g; #just for example
  if( 'A' eq chr(65) ) { #if in an ASCII world
    tr\xA0// ;
    tr\xAD//d;
  }

  ...or however you want to alter the value...
}

=back

You're unlikely to ever need to construct an object of this class for yourself, but if you want to, call

C<<
Pod::Simple::PullParserTextToken->new( I<text> )
>>

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over
=item * Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>
=item * David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>
=back
=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/PullParserTextToken.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::Search - find POD documents in directory trees

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Pod::Simple::Search;
my $name2path = Pod::Simple::Search->new->limit_glob('LWP::*')->survey;
print "Looky see what I found: ",
   join(' ', sort keys %$name2path), "\n";

print "LWPUA docs = ",
   Pod::Simple::Search->new->find('LWP::UserAgent') || "\n",
   "\n";

=head1 DESCRIPTION

B<Pod::Simple::Search> is a class that you use for running searches for Pod files. An object of this class has several attributes (mostly options for controlling search options), and some methods
for searching based on those attributes.

The way to use this class is to make a new object of this class, set any options, and then call one of the search options (probably C<survey> or C<find>). The sections below discuss the syntaxes for doing all that.

=head1 CONSTRUCTOR

This class provides the one constructor, called C<new>. It takes no parameters:

use Pod::Simple::Search;
my $search = Pod::Simple::Search->new;

=head1 ACCESSORS

This class defines several methods for setting (and, occasionally, reading) the contents of an object. With two exceptions (discussed at the end of this section), these attributes are just for controlling the way searches are carried out.

Note that each of these return C<$self> when you call them as C<< $self->I<whatever(value)> >>. That's so that you can chain together set-attribute calls like this:

my $name2path =
   Pod::Simple::Search->new
   -> inc(0) -> verbose(1) -> callback(&blab)
   -> survey(@there);

...which works exactly as if you'd done this:

my $search = Pod::Simple::Search->new;
$search->inc(0);
$search->verbose(1);
$search->callback(&blab);
my $name2path = $search->survey(@there);

=over

=item $search->inc( I<true-or-false> );

This attribute, if set to a true value, means that searches should implicitly add perl's I<@INC> paths. This automatically considers paths specified in the C<PERL5LIB> environment as this is prepended to I<@INC> by the Perl interpreter itself.
This attribute's default value is B<TRUE>. If you want to search only specific directories, set $self->inc(0) before calling $inc->survey or $inc->find.

=item $search->verbose( I<nonnegative-number> );

This attribute, if set to a nonzero positive value, will make searches output (via C<warn>) notes about what they're doing as they do it. This option may be useful for debugging a pod-related module. This attribute's default value is zero, meaning that no C<warn> messages are produced. (Setting verbose to 1 turns on some messages, and setting it to 2 turns on even more messages, i.e., makes the following search(es) even more verbose than 1 would make them.)

=item $search->limit_glob( I<some-glob-string> );

This option means that you want to limit the results just to items whose podnames match the given glob/wildcard expression. For example, you might limit your search to just "LWP::*", to search only for modules starting with "LWP::*" (but not including the module "LWP" itself); or you might limit your search to "LW*" to see only modules whose (full) names begin with "LW"; or you might search for "*Find*" to search for all modules with "Find" somewhere in their full name. (You can also use "?" in a glob expression; so "DB?" will match "DBI" and "DBD".)

=item $search->callback( I<\&some_routine> );

This attribute means that every time this search sees a matching Pod file, it should call this callback routine. The routine is called with two parameters: the current file's filespec, and its pod name. (For example: C<="/etc/perljunk/File/Crunk.pm", "File::Crunk"> would be in C<@_>).

The callback routine's return value is not used for anything.

This attribute's default value is false, meaning that no callback is called.

=item $search->laborious( I<true-or-false> );

Unless you set this attribute to a true value, Pod::Search will apply Perl-specific heuristics to find the correct module PODs quickly. This attribute's default value is false. You won't normally need to set this to true.
Specifically: Turning on this option will disable the heuristics for seeing only files with Perl-like extensions, omitting subdirectories that are numeric but do I<not> match the current Perl interpreter's version ID, suppressing F<site_perl> as a module hierarchy name, etc.

=item $search->shadows( I<true-or-false> );

Unless you set this attribute to a true value, Pod::Simple::Search will consider only the first file of a given modulename as it looks thru the specified directories; that is, with this option off, if Pod::Simple::Search has seen a C<somepathdir/Foo/Bar.pm> already in this search, then it won't bother looking at a C<somelaterpathdir/Foo/Bar.pm> later on in that search, because that file is merely a "shadow". But if you turn on C<< $self->shadows(1) >>, then these "shadow" files are inspected too, and are noted in the pathname2podname return hash.

This attribute's default value is false; and normally you won't need to turn it on.

=item $search->limit_re( I<some-regexp> );

Setting this attribute (to a value that's a regexp) means that you want to limit the results just to items whose podnames match the given regexp. Normally this option is not needed, and the more efficient C<limit_glob> attribute is used instead.

=item $search->dir_prefix( I<some-string-value> );

Setting this attribute to a string value means that the searches should begin in the specified subdirectory name (like "Pod" or "File::Find", also expressable as "File/Find"). For example, the search option C<< $search->limit_glob("File::Find::R*") >> is the same as the combination of the search options C<< $search->limit_re("^File::Find::R") -> dir_prefix("File::Find") >>.

Normally you don't need to know about the C<dir_prefix> option, but I include it in case it might prove useful for someone somewhere.

(Implementationally, searching with limit_glob ends up setting limit_re and usually dir_prefix.)

=item $search->progress( I<some-progress-object> );

If you set a value for this attribute, the value is expected
to be an object (probably of a class that you define) that has a
C<reach> method and a C<done> method. This is meant for reporting
progress during the search, if you don't want to use a simple
callback.

Normally you don't need to know about the C<progress> option, but I
include it in case it might prove useful for someone somewhere.

While a search is in progress, the progress object's C<reach> and
C<done> methods are called like this:

# Every time a file is being scanned for pod:
$progress->reach($count, "Scanning $file");  ++$count;

# And then at the end of the search:
$progress->done("Noted $count Pod files total");

Internally, we often set this to an object of class
Pod::Simple::Progress. That class is probably undocumented,
but you may wish to look at its source.

=item $name2path = $self->name2path;

This attribute is not a search parameter, but is used to report the
result of C<survey> method, as discussed in the next section.

=item $path2name = $self->path2name;

This attribute is not a search parameter, but is used to report the
result of C<survey> method, as discussed in the next section.

=back

=head1 MAIN SEARCH METHODS

Once you've actually set any options you want (if any), you can go
ahead and use the following methods to search for Pod files
in particular ways.

=head2 C<< $search->survey( @directories ) >>

The method C<survey> searches for POD documents in a given set of
files and/or directories. This runs the search according to the various
options set by the accessors above. (For example, if the C<inc> attribute
is on, as it is by default, then the perl @INC directories are implicitly
added to the list of directories (if any) that you specify.)
The return value of \texttt{survey} is two hashes:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{name2path}
  \item \texttt{path2name}
\end{itemize}

A hash that maps from each pod-name to the filespec (like \\
"Stuff::Thing" = \texttt{/whatever/plib/Stuff/Thing.pm")

A hash that maps from each Pod filespec to its pod-name (like \\
"\texttt{/whatever/plib/Stuff/Thing.pm} = \texttt{"Stuff::Thing")}

Besides saving these hashes as the hashref attributes \texttt{name2path} and \texttt{path2name}, calling this function also returns these hashrefs. In list context, the return value of \texttt{survey} is the list \texttt{\{\%name2path, \%path2name\}}. In scalar context, the return value is \texttt{\%name2path}. Or you can just call this in void context.

Regardless of calling context, calling \texttt{survey} saves its results in its \texttt{name2path} and \texttt{path2name} attributes.

E.g., when searching in \texttt{\$HOME/perl5lib}, the file \texttt{\$HOME/perl5lib/MyModule.pm} would get the POD name \texttt{MyModule}, whereas \texttt{\$HOME/perl5lib/Myclass/Subclass.pm} would be \texttt{I\{Myclass::Subclass\}. The name information can be used for POD translators.

Only text files containing at least one valid POD command are found.

In verbose mode, a warning is printed if shadows are found (i.e., more than one POD file with the same POD name is found, e.g. \texttt{CPAN.pm} in different directories). This usually indicates duplicate occurrences of modules in the \texttt{@INC} search path, which is occasionally inadvertent (but is often simply a case of a user's path dir having a more recent version than the system's general path dirs in general.)

The options to this argument is a list of either directories that are searched recursively, or files. (Usually you wouldn't specify files, but just dirs.) Or you can just specify an empty-list, as in \texttt{\$name2path; with the \texttt{inc} option on, as it is by default, teh
The POD names of files are the plain basenames with any Perl-like extension (.pm, .pl, .pod) stripped, and path separators replaced by C<::>’s.

Calling Pod::Simple::Search->search(...) is short for Pod::Simple::Search->new->search(...). That is, a throwaway object with default attribute values is used.

=head2 $search->simplify_name( $str )>

The method B<simplify_name> is equivalent to B<basename>, but also strips Perl-like extensions (.pm, .pl, .pod) and extensions like F<.bat>, F<.cmd> on Win32 and OS/2, or F<.com> on VMS, respectively.

=head2 $search->find( $pod )>

Returns the location of a Pod file, given a Pod/module/script name (like "Foo::Bar" or "perlvar" or "perldoc"), and an idea of what files/directories to look in.
It searches according to the various options set by the accessors above. (For example, if the C<inc> attribute is on, as it is by default, then the perl @INC directories are implicitly added to the list of directories (if any) that you specify.)

This returns the full path of the first occurrence to the file.
Package names (eg 'A::B') are automatically converted to directory names in the selected directory. Additionally, '.pm', '.pl' and '.pod' are automatically appended to the search as required.
(So, for example, under Unix, "A::B" is converted to "somedir/A/B.pm", "somedir/A/B.pod", or "somedir/A/B.pl", as appropriate.)

If no such Pod file is found, this method returns undef.

If any of the given search directories contains a F<pod/> subdirectory, then it is searched. (That's how we manage to find F<perlfunc>, for example, which is usually in F<pod/perlfunc> in most Perl dists.)

The C<verbose> and C<inc> attributes influence the behavior of this search; notably, C<inc>, if true, adds @INC I<and also $Config::Config{'scriptdir'}> to the list of directories to search.

It is common to simply say C<< $filename = Pod::Simple::Search-> new -f<aol(“perlvar”)> >> so that just the @INC (well, and scriptdir) directories are searched. (This happens because the C<inc>
attribute is true by default.)

Calling Pod::Simple::Search->find(...) is short for Pod::Simple::Search->new->find(...). That is, a throwaway object with default attribute values is used.

=head2 C<< $self->contains_pod( $file ) >>

Returns true if the supplied filename (not POD module) contains some Pod documentation.

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org> with code borrowed from Marek Rouchal's L<Pod::Find>, which in turn heavily borrowed code from Nick Ing-Simmons' C<PodToHtml>.

But don't bother him; he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal C<allison@perl.org>

=over
NAME
perlfaq3 - Programming Tools ($Revision: 1.38 $, $Date: 1999/05/23 16:08:30 $)

DESCRIPTION
This section of the FAQ answers questions related to programmer tools and programming support.

How do I do (anything)?
Have you looked at CPAN (see perlfaq2)? The chances are that someone has already written a module that can solve your problem. Have you read the appropriate man pages? Here's a brief index:

- Basics: perldata, perlvar, perlsyn, perlop, perlsub
- Execution: perlrun, perldbg
- Functions: perlfunc
- Objects: perlref, perlmod, perlobj, perltie
- Data Structures: perlref, perllol, perldsc
- Modules: perlmod, perlmodlib, perlsub
- Regexes: perlre, perlfunc, perlop, perllocale
- Moving to perl5: perltrap, perl
- Linking w/C: perlxstut, perlx, perlcall, perlgets, perlembed
  (not a man-page but still useful)

A crude table of contents for the Perl man page set is found in perltoc.

How can I use Perl interactively?
The typical approach uses the Perl debugger, described in the perldbg(1) man page, on an ```empty`` program, like this:

```
perl -de 42
```

Now just type in any legal Perl code, and it will be immediately evaluated. You can also examine the symbol table, get stack backtraces, check variable values, set breakpoints, and other operations typically found in symbolic debuggers.

Is there a Perl shell?
In general, no. The Shell.pm module (distributed with Perl) makes Perl try commands which aren't part of the Perl language as shell commands. perlsh from the source distribution is simplistic and uninteresting, but may still be what you want.

How do I debug my Perl programs?
Have you tried use warnings or used -w? They enable warnings to detect dubious practices.
Have you tried use strict? It prevents you from using symbolic references, makes you predeclare any subroutines that you call as bare words, and (probably most importantly) forces you to predeclare your variables with my, our, or
use vars.
Did you check the return values of each and every system call? The operating system (and thus Perl) tells you whether they worked, and if not why.
open(FH, "> /etc/cantwrite")
or die "Couldn't write to /etc/cantwrite: $!
";
Did you read perltrap? It's full of gotchas for old and new Perl programmers and even has sections for those of you who are upgrading from languages like awk and C.
Have you tried the Perl debugger, described in perldump? You can step through your program and see what it's doing and thus work out why what it's doing isn't what it should be doing.
How do I profile my Perl programs?
You should get the Devel::DProf module from the standard distribution (or separately on CPAN) and also use Benchmark.pm from the standard distribution. The Benchmark module lets you time specific portions of your code, while Devel::DProf gives detailed breakdowns of where your code spends its time.
Here's a sample use of Benchmark:
use Benchmark;
@junk = `cat /etc/motd`
$count = 10_000;
timethese($count, {
    'map' => sub { my @a = @junk;
      map { s/a/b/ } @a;
      return @a
    },
    'for' => sub { my @a = @junk;
      local $_;
      for (@a) { s/a/b/ ;
      return @a },
    });
This is what it prints (on one machine--your results will be dependent on your hardware, operating system, and the load on your machine):
Benchmark: timing 10000 iterations of for, map...
    for:  4 secs ( 3.97 usr  0.01 sys =  3.98 cpu)
    map:  6 secs ( 4.97 usr  0.00 sys =  4.97 cpu)
Be aware that a good benchmark is very hard to write. It only tests the data you give it and proves little about the differing complexities of contrasting algorithms.
How do I cross-reference my Perl programs?
The B:Xref module, shipped with the new, alpha-release Perl compiler (not the general distribution prior to the 5.005 release), can be used to generate cross-reference reports for Perl programs.
    perl -MO=Xref[OPTIONS] scriptname.plx
Is there a pretty-printer (formatter) for Perl?
There is no program that will reformat Perl as much as indent(1) does for C. The complex feedback between the scanner and the parser (this feedback is what confuses the vgrind and emacs programs) makes it challenging at best to write a stand-alone Perl parser.
Of course, if you simply follow the guidelines in perlstyle, you shouldn't need to reformat. The habit of formatting your code as you write it will help prevent bugs. Your editor can and should help you with this. The perl-mode or newer cperl-mode for emacs can provide remarkable amounts of help with most (but not all) code, and even less programmable editors can provide significant assistance. Tom swears by the following settings in vi and its clones:
    set ai sw=4
    map! ^O {^M}^[O*T
Now put that in your .exrc file (replacing the caret characters with control characters) and away you go. In insert mode, ^T is for indenting, ^D is for undenting, and ^O is for blockdenting-- as it were. If you haven't used the last one, you're missing a lot. A more complete example, with comments, can be found at http://www.perl.com/CPAN-local/authors/id/TOMC/scripts/toms.exrc.gz

If you are used to using the vgrind program for printing out nice code to a laser printer, you can take a stab at this using http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/misc/tips/working.vgrind.entry, but the results are not particularly satisfying for sophisticated code.


Is there a ctags for Perl?
There's a simple one at http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/id/TOMC/scripts/ptags.gz which may do the trick. And if not, it's easy to hack into what you want.

Is there an IDE or Windows Perl Editor?
Perl programs are just plain text, so any editor will do.
If you're on Unix, you already have an IDE--Unix itself. The UNIX philosophy is the philosophy of several small tools that each do one thing and do it well. It's like a carpenter's toolbox.
If you want a Windows IDE, check the following:
CodeMagicCD
http://www.codemagiccd.com/
Komodo
ActiveState's cross-platform, multi-language IDE has Perl support, including a regular expression debugger and remote debugging (http://www.ActiveState.com/Products/Komodo/index.html). (Visual Perl, a Visual Studio.NET plug-in is currently (early 2001) in beta (http://www.ActiveState.com/Products/VisualPerl/index.html)).
The Object System
(http://www.castlelink.co.uk/object_system/) is a Perl web applications development IDE.
PerlBuilder
(http://www.solutionsoft.com/perl.htm) is an integrated development environment for Windows that supports Perl development.
Perl code magic
(http://www.petes-place.com/codemagic.html).
visiPerl+
http://helpconsulting.net/visiperl/, from Help Consulting.
For editors: if you're on Unix you probably have vi or a vi clone already, and possibly an emacs too, so you may not need to download anything. In any emacs the cperl-mode (M-x cperl-mode) gives you perhaps the best available Perl editing mode in any editor.
For Windows editors: you can download an Emacs
GNU Emacs
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/windows/ntemacs.html
MicroEMACS
http://members.nbci.com/uemacs/
XEmacs
http://www.xemacs.org/Download/index.html
or a vi clone such as
Elvis
Vile
http://vile.cx/
Vim


nvi (http://www.bostic.com/vi/, available from CPAN in src/misc/) is yet another vi clone, unfortunately not available for Windows, but in UNIX platforms you might be interested in trying it out, firstly because strictly speaking it is not a vi clone, it is the real vi, or the new incarnation of it, and secondly because you can embed Perl inside it to use Perl as the scripting language. nvi is not alone in this, though: at least also vim and vile offer an embedded Perl.

The following are Win32 multilanguage editor/IDESs that support Perl:

- Codewright http://www.starbase.com/
- SlickEdit http://www.slickedit.com/

There is also a toyedit Text widget based editor written in Perl that is distributed with the Tk module on CPAN. The ptkdb (http://world.std.com/~aep/ptkdb/) is a Perl/tk based debugger that acts as a development environment of sorts. Perl Composer (http://perlcomposer.sourceforge.net/perl.html) is an IDE for Perl/Tk GUI creation.

In addition to an editor/IDE you might be interested in a more powerful shell environment for Win32. Your options include

- Bash
- Ksh
- from the Cygwin package (http://sources.redhat.com/cygwin/)
- from the MKS Toolkit (http://www.mks.com/), or the Bourne shell of the U/WIN environment (http://www.research.att.com/sw/tools/uwin/)
- Tcsh
- Zsh
- ftp://ftp.blarg.net/users/amol/zsh/, see also http://www.zsh.org/

MKS and U/WIN are commercial (U/WIN is free for educational and research purposes). Cygwin is covered by the GNU Public License (but that shouldn't matter for Perl use). The Cygwin, MKS, and U/WIN all contain (in addition to the shells) a comprehensive set of standard UNIX toolkit utilities.

If you're transferring text files between Unix and Windows using FTP be sure to transfer them in ASCII mode so the ends of lines are appropriately converted.

On Mac OS the MacPerl Application comes with a simple 32k text editor that behaves like a rudimentary IDE. In contrast to the MacPerl Application the MPW Perl tool can make use of the MPW Shell itself as an editor (with no 32k limit).

BBEdit and BBEdit Lite are text editors for Mac OS that have a Perl sensitivity mode (http://web.barebones.com/).

Alpha is an editor, written and extensible in Tcl, that nonetheless has built in support for several popular markup and programming languages including Perl and HTML (http://alpha.olm.net/).

Pepper and Pe are programming language sensitive text editors for Mac OS X and BeOS respectively (http://www.hekkelman.com/).

Where can I get Perl macros for vi?

For a complete version of Tom Christiansen's vi configuration file, see http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/Tom_Christiansen/scripts/toms.exe.c.gz, the standard benchmark file for vi emulators. The file runs best with nvi, the current version of vi out of Berkeley, which incidentally can be built with...
an embedded Perl interpreter--see http://www.perl.com/CPAN/src/misc.

Where can I get perl-mode for emacs?

Since Emacs version 19 patchlevel 22 or so, there have been both a perl-mode.el and support for the Perl debugger built in. These should come with the standard Emacs 19 distribution.

In the Perl source directory, you'll find a directory called "emacs", which contains a cperl-mode that color-codes keywords, provides context-sensitive help, and other nifty things.

Note that the perl-mode of emacs will have fits with "main'foo" (single quote), and mess up the indentation and highlighting. You are probably using "main::foo" in new Perl code anyway, so this shouldn't be an issue.

How can I use curses with Perl?

The Curses module from CPAN provides a dynamically loadable object module interface to a curses library. A small demo can be found at the directory http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/Tom_Christiansen/scripts/rep; this program repeats a command and updates the screen as needed, rendering rep ps axu similar to top.

How can I use X or Tk with Perl?

Tk is a completely Perl-based, object-oriented interface to the Tk toolkit that doesn't force you to use Tcl just to get at Tk. Sx is an interface to the Athena Widget set. Both are available from CPAN. See the directory http://www.perl.com/CPAN/modules/by-category/08_User_Interfaces/

Invaluable for Perl/Tk programming are the Perl/Tk FAQ at http://w4.lns.cornell.edu/~7Epvhp/ptk/ptkTOC.html, the Perl/Tk Reference Guide available at http://www.perl.com/CPAN-local/authors/Stephen_O_Lidie/, and the online manpages at http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/~7Eamundson/perl/perlTk/toc.html.

How can I generate simple menus without using CGI or Tk?

The http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/id/SKUNZ/perlmenu.v4.0.tar.gz module, which is curses-based, can help with this.

What is undump?

See the next question on "How can I make my Perl program run faster?"

How can I make my Perl program run faster?

The best way to do this is to come up with a better algorithm. This can often make a dramatic difference. Jon Bentley's book "Programming Pearls" (that's not a misspelling!) has some good tips on optimization, too. Advice on benchmarking boils down to: benchmark and profile to make sure you're optimizing the right part, look for better algorithms instead of microtuning your code, and when all else fails consider just buying faster hardware.

A different approach is to autoload seldom-used Perl code. See the AutoSplit and AUTOLOADER modules in the standard distribution for that. Or you could locate the bottleneck and think about writing just that part in C, the way we used to take bottlenecks in C code and write them in assembler. Similar to rewriting in C, modules that have critical sections can be written in C (for instance, the PDL module from CPAN).

In some cases, it may be worth it to use the backend compiler to produce byte code (saving compilation time) or compile into C, which will certainly save compilation time and sometimes a small amount (but not much) execution time. See the question about compiling your Perl programs for more on the compiler--the wins aren't as obvious as you'd hope.

If you're currently linking your perl executable to a shared libc.so, you can often gain a 10-25% performance benefit by rebuilding it to link with a static libc.a instead. This will make a bigger perl executable, but your Perl programs (and programmers) may thank you for it. See the INSTALL file in the source distribution for more information.

Unsubstantiated reports allege that Perl interpreters that use sfio outperform those that don't (for I/O intensive applications). To try this, see the INSTALL file in the source distribution, especially the "Selecting File I/O mechanisms" section.

The undump program was an old attempt to speed up your Perl program by storing the already-compiled form to disk. This is no longer a viable option, as it only worked on a few architectures, and wasn't a good solution anyway.

How can I make my Perl program take less memory?

When it comes to time-space tradeoffs, Perl nearly always prefers to throw memory at a problem. Scalars in Perl use more memory than strings in C, arrays take more than that, and hashes use even more. While there's still a lot to be
done, recent releases have been addressing these issues. For example, as of 5.004, duplicate hash keys are shared amongst all hashes using them, so require no reallocation.

In some cases, using substr() or vec() to simulate arrays can be highly beneficial. For example, an array of a thousand booleans will take at least 20,000 bytes of space, but it can be turned into one 125-byte bit vector—a considerable memory savings. The standard Tie:SubstrHash module can also help for certain types of data structure. If you're working with specialist data structures (matrices, for instance) modules that implement these in C may use less memory than equivalent Perl modules.

Another thing to try is learning whether your Perl was compiled with the system malloc or with Perl's builtin malloc. Whichever one it is, try using the other one and see whether this makes a difference. Information about malloc is in the INSTALL file in the source distribution. You can find out whether you are using perl's malloc by typing perl -V:useymalloc.

Is it unsafe to return a pointer to local data?
No, Perl's garbage collection system takes care of this.

```perl
sub makeone {
    my @a = ( 1 .. 10 );
    return \@a;
}
for $i ( 1 .. 10 ) {
    push @many, makeone();
}
print $many[4][5], "\n";
print "@many\n";
```

How can I free an array or hash so my program shrinks?
You can't. On most operating systems, memory allocated to a program can never be returned to the system. That's why long-running programs sometimes re-exec themselves. Some operating systems (notably, FreeBSD and Linux) allegedly reclaim large chunks of memory that is no longer used, but it doesn't appear to happen with Perl (yet). The Mac appears to be the only platform that will reliably (albeit, slowly) return memory to the OS.

We've had reports that on Linux (Redhat 5.1) on Intel, undef $scalar will return memory to the system, while on Solaris 2.6 it won't. In general, try it yourself and see.

However, judicious use of my() on your variables will help make sure that they go out of scope so that Perl can free up that space for use in other parts of your program. A global variable, of course, never goes out of scope, so you can't get its space automatically reclaimed, although undef()ing and/or delete()ing it will achieve the same effect. In general, memory allocation and de-allocation isn't something you can or should be worrying about much in Perl, but even this capability (preallocation of data types) is in the works.

How can I make my CGI script more efficient?
Beyond the normal measures described to make general Perl programs faster or smaller, a CGI program has additional issues. It may be run several times per second. Given that each time it runs it will need to be re-compiled and will often allocate a megabyte or more of system memory, this can be a killer. Compiling into C isn't going to help you because the process start-up overhead is where the bottleneck is.

There are two popular ways to avoid this overhead. One solution involves running the Apache HTTP server (available from http://www.apache.org/) with either of the mod_perl or mod_fastcgi plugin modules.

With mod_perl and the Apache::Registry module (distributed with mod_perl), httpd will run with an embedded Perl interpreter which pre-compiles your script and then executes it within the same address space without forking. The Apache extension also gives Perl access to the internal server API, so modules written in Perl can do just about anything a module written in C can. For more on mod_perl, see http://perl.apache.org/

With the FCGI module (from CPAN) and the mod_fastcgi module (available from http://www.fastcgi.com/) each of your Perl programs becomes a permanent CGI daemon process.

Both of these solutions can have far-reaching effects on your system and on the way you write your CGI programs.
so investigate them with care.
A non-free, commercial product, "The Velocity Engine for Perl", (http://www.binevolve.com/ or
http://www.binevolve.com/velocigen/) might also be worth looking at. It will allow you to increase the performance
of your Perl programs, running programs up to 25 times faster than normal CGI Perl when running in persistent Perl
mode or 4 to 5 times faster without any modification to your existing CGI programs. Fully functional evaluation
copies are available from the web site.
How can I hide the source for my Perl program?
Delete it. :-) Seriously, there are a number of (mostly unsatisfactory) solutions with varying levels of "security".
First of all, however, you can't take away read permission, because the source code has to be readable in order to be
compiled and interpreted. (That doesn't mean that a CGI script's source is readable by people on the web, though--
only by people with access to the filesystem.) So you have to leave the permissions at the socially friendly 0755
level.
Some people regard this as a security problem. If your program does insecure things and relies on people not
knowing how to exploit those insecurities, it is not secure. It is often possible for someone to determine the insecure
things and exploit them without viewing the source. Security through obscurity, the name for hiding your bugs
instead of fixing them, is little security indeed.
You can try using encryption via source filters (Filter::* from CPAN), but any decent programmer will be able to
decrypt it. You can try using the byte code compiler and interpreter described below, but the curious might still be
able to de-compile it. You can try using the native-code compiler described below, but crackers might be able to
disassemble it. These pose varying degrees of difficulty to people wanting to get at your code, but none can
definitively conceal it (true of every language, not just Perl).
If you're concerned about people profiting from your code, then the bottom line is that nothing but a restrictive
license will give you legal security. License your software and pepper it with threatening statements like "This is
unpublished proprietary software of XYZ Corp. Your access to it does not give you permission to use it blah blah
blah." We are not lawyers, of course, so you should see a lawyer if you want to be sure your license's wording will
stand up in court.
How can I compile my Perl program into byte code or C?
Malcolm Beattie has written a multifunction backend compiler, available from CPAN, that can do both these things.
It is included in the perl5.005 release, but is still considered experimental. This means it's fun to play with if you're a
programmer but not really for people looking for turn-key solutions.
Merely compiling into C does not in and of itself guarantee that your code will run very much faster. That's because
except for lucky cases where a lot of native type inferencing is possible, the normal Perl run-time system is still
present and so your program will take just as long to run and be just as big. Most programs save little more than
compilation time, leaving execution no more than 10-30% faster. A few rare programs actually benefit significantly
(even running several times faster), but this takes some tweaking of your code.
You'll probably be astonished to learn that the current version of the compiler generates a compiled form of your
script whose executable is just as big as the original perl executable, and then some. That's because as currently
written, all programs are prepared for a full eval() statement. You can tremendously reduce this cost by building a
shared libperl.so library and linking against that. See the INSTALL podfile in the Perl source distribution for details.
If you link your main perl binary with this, it will make it minuscule. For example, on one author's system,
/usr/bin/perl is only 11k in size!
In general, the compiler will do nothing to make a Perl program smaller, faster, more portable, or more secure. In
fact, it can make your situation worse. The executable will be bigger, your VM system may take longer to load the
whole thing, the binary is fragile and hard to fix, and compilation never stopped software piracy in the form of
crackers, viruses, or bootleggers. The real advantage of the compiler is merely packaging, and once you see the size
of what it makes (well, unless you use a shared libperl.so), you'll probably want a complete Perl install anyway.
How can I compile Perl into Java?
You can also integrate Java and Perl with the Perl Resource Kit from O'Reilly and Associates. See http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/prkunix/.

Perl 5.6 comes with Java Perl Lingo, or JPL. JPL, still in development, allows Perl code to be called from Java. See jpl/README in the Perl source tree.

How can I get #!perl to work on [MS-DOS,NT,...]?

For OS/2 just use

    extproc perl -S -your_switches

as the first line in *.cmd file (-S due to a bug in cmd.exe's `extproc` handling). For DOS one should first invent a corresponding batch file and codify it in ALTERNATIVE_SHEBANG (see the INSTALL file in the source distribution for more information).

The Win95/NT installation, when using the ActiveState port of Perl, will modify the Registry to associate the .pl extension with the perl interpreter. If you install another port, perhaps even building your own Win95/NT Perl from the standard sources by using a Windows port of gcc (e.g., with cygwin or mingw32), then you'll have to modify the Registry yourself. In addition to associating .pl with the interpreter, NT people can use:

    SET PATHEXT=%PATHEXT%;.PL

to let them run the program install-linux.pl merely by typing install-linux.

Macintosh Perl programs will have the appropriate Creator and Type, so that double-clicking them will invoke the Perl application.

IMPORTANT!: Whatever you do, PLEASE don't get frustrated, and just throw the perl interpreter into your cgi-bin directory, in order to get your programs working for a web server. This is an EXTREMELY big security risk. Take the time to figure out how to do it correctly.

Can I write useful Perl programs on the command line?

Yes. Read perlrun for more information. Some examples follow. (These assume standard Unix shell quoting rules.)

    # sum first and last fields
    perl -lane 'print $F[0] + $F[-1]' *
    # identify text files
    perl -le 'for(@ARGV) {print if -f && -T _}' *
    # remove (most) comments from C program
    perl -0777 -pe 's/{
    *\*\*/}{}gs' foo.c
    # make file a month younger than today, defeating reaper daemons
    perl -e '$X=24*60*60; utime(time(),time() + 30 * $X,@ARGV)' *
    # find first unused uid
    perl -le '$i++ while getpwuid($i); print $i'
    # display reasonable manpath
    echo $PATH | perl -nl -072 -e '
        s/[^/]+$!man!&-&d&-!Fs{$_}+++&push@m,$_:END{print"@m"}"

OK, the last one was actually an Obfuscated Perl Contest entry. :-)

Why don't Perl one-liners work on my DOS/Mac/VMS system?

The problem is usually that the command interpreters on those systems have rather different ideas about quoting than the Unix shells under which the one-liners were created. On some systems, you may have to change single-quotes to double ones, which you must NOT do on Unix or Plan9 systems. You might also have to change a single % to a %%.

For example:

    # Unix
    perl -e 'print "Hello world\n"'
    # DOS, etc.
    perl -e 'print \"Hello world\n\"
    # Mac
    print "Hello world\n"
(then Run "Myscript" or Shift-Command-R)
# VMS
perl -e "print "Hello world\n"

The problem is that none of these examples are reliable: they depend on the command interpreter. Under Unix, the first two often work. Under DOS, it's entirely possible that neither works. If 4DOS was the command shell, you'd probably have better luck like this:
perl -e "print <Ctrl-x>"Hello world\n<Ctrl-x>"

Under the Mac, it depends which environment you are using. The MacPerl shell, or MPW, is much like Unix shells in its support for several quoting variants, except that it makes free use of the Mac's non-ASCII characters as control characters. Using qq(), q(), and qx(), instead of "double quotes", 'single quotes', and `backticks`, may make one-liners easier to write.

There is no general solution to all of this. It is a mess, pure and simple. Sucks to be away from Unix, huh? ;-)

[Some of this answer was contributed by Kenneth Albanowski.]

Where can I learn about CGI or Web programming in Perl? For modules, get the CGI or LWP modules from CPAN. For textbooks, see the two especially dedicated to web stuff in the question on books. For problems and questions related to the web, like "Why do I get 500 Errors" or "Why doesn't it run from the browser right when it runs fine on the command line", see these sources:

WWW Security FAQ
http://www.w3.org/Security/Faq/

Web FAQ
http://www.boutell.com/faq/

CGI FAQ
http://www.webthing.com/tutorials/cgifaq.html

HTTP Spec
http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/Protocols/HTTP/

HTML Spec
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/

CGI Spec
http://www.w3.org/CGI/

CGI Security FAQ
http://www.go2net.com/people/paulp/cgi-security/safe-cgi.txt

Where can I learn about object-oriented Perl programming? A good place to start is perltoot, and you can use perlobj, perlboot, and perlbot for reference. Perltoot didn't come out until the 5.004 release; you can get a copy (in pod, html, or postscript) from http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/FMTEYEWTK/.

Where can I learn about linking C with Perl? [h2xs, xsubpp]

If you want to call C from Perl, start with perlxstut, moving on to perlxs, xsubpp, and perlbot for reference. Perlxstut didn't come out until the 5.004 release; you can get a copy (in pod, html, or postscript) from http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/FMTEYEWTK/.

Where can I learn about linking C with Perl? [h2xs, xsubpp]

If you want to call C from Perl, start with perlxstut, moving on to perlxs, xsubpp, and perlbot for reference. Perlxstut didn't come out until the 5.004 release; you can get a copy (in pod, html, or postscript) from http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/FMTEYEWTK/.

Download the ExtUtils::Embed kit from CPAN and run `make test'. If the tests pass, read the pods again and again again. If they fail, see perlbug and send a bug report with the output of make test TEST_VERBOSE=1 along with perl -V.

When I tried to run my script, I got this message. What does it mean?

A complete list of Perl's error messages and warnings with explanatory text can be found in perldiag. You can also use the splain program (distributed with Perl) to explain the error messages:
perl program 2>diag.out
splain [-v] [-p] diag.out
or change your program to explain the messages for you:
  use diagnostics;
or
  use diagnostics -verbose;

What's MakeMaker?
This module (part of the standard Perl distribution) is designed to write a Makefile for an extension module from a Makefile.PL. For more information, see ExtUtils::MakeMaker.

AUTHOR AND COPYRIGHT
Copyright (c) 1997-1999 Tom Christiansen and Nathan Torkington. All rights reserved.
When included as an integrated part of the Standard Distribution of Perl or of its documentation (printed or otherwise), this works is covered under Perl's Artistic License. For separate distributions of all or part of this FAQ outside of that, see perlfaq.
Irrespective of its distribution, all code examples here are in the public domain. You are permitted and encouraged to use this code and any derivatives thereof in your own programs for fun or for profit as you see fit. A simple comment in the code giving credit to the FAQ would be courteous but is not required.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/t/perlfaqo.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME
Pod::Simple - framework for parsing Pod

=head1 SYNOPSIS

TODO

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Pod::Simple is a Perl library for parsing text in the Pod ("plain old documentation") markup language that is typically used for writing documentation for Perl and for Perl modules. The Pod format is explained L<perlpod>; the most common formatter is called C<perldoc>.

Be sure to read L</ENCODING> if your Pod contains non-ASCII characters.

Pod formatters can use Pod::Simple to parse Pod documents and render them into plain text, HTML, or any number of other formats. Typically, such formatters will be subclasses of Pod::Simple, and so they will inherit its methods, like C<parse_file>.

If you're reading this document just because you have a Pod-processing subclass that you want to use, this document (plus the documentation for the subclass) is probably all you need to read.
If you're reading this document because you want to write a formatter subclass, continue reading it and then read L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>, and then possibly even read L<perlpodspec> (some of which is for parser-writers, but much of which is notes to formatter-writers).

=head1 MAIN METHODS

=over

=item C<< $parser = I<SomeClass>-new(); >>

This returns a new parser object, where I<C<SomeClass>> is a subclass of Pod::Simple.

=item C<< $parser->output_fh( *OUT ); >>

This sets the filehandle that C<$parser>’s output will be written to. You can pass C<*STDOUT>, otherwise you should probably do something like this:

    my $outfile = "output.txt";
    open TXTOUT, ">$outfile" or die "Can't write to $outfile: $!";
    $parser->output_fh(TXTOUT);

...before you call one of the C<< $parser->parse_I<whatever> >> methods.

=item C<< $parser->output_string( \$somestring ); >>

This sets the string that C<$parser>’s output will be sent to, instead of any filehandle.

=item C<< $parser->parse_file( I<$some_filename> ); >>

=item C<< $parser->parse_file( *INPUT_FH ); >>

This reads the Pod content of the file (or filehandle) that you specify, and processes it with that C<$parser> object, according to however C<$parser>’s class works, and according to whatever parser options you have set up for this C<$parser> object.

=item C<< $parser->parse_string_document( I<$all_content> ); >>

This works just like C<parse_file> except that it reads the Pod content not from a file, but from a string that you have already in memory.
This processes the lines in \[@lines\] (where each list item must be a defined value, and must contain exactly one line of content -- so no items like C\{"foo\nbar\"\} are allowed). The final C\<undef\> is used to indicate the end of document being parsed.

The other C\<\ parser_I<whatever> \> methods are meant to be called only once per C\<\ Parser> object; but C\<\ parse_lines\> can be called as many times per C\<\ parser\> object as you want, as long as the last call (and only the last call) ends with an C\<undef\> value.

This returns true only if there has been any real content seen for this document. Returns false in cases where the document contains content, but does not make use of any Pod markup.

This is a shortcut method for creating a new parser object, setting the output handle to STDOUT, and then processing the specified file (or filehandle, or in-memory document). This is handy for one-liners like this:

\[ perl -MPod::Simple::Text -e "Pod::Simple::Text->filter('thingy.pod')" \]

=head1 SECONDARY METHODS

Some of these methods might be of interest to general users, as well as of interest to formatter-writers.

Note that the general pattern here is that the accessor-methods read the attribute's value with C\<\$value = \$parser->I<\attribute> \>>, and set the attribute's value with C\<\$parser->I<\attribute>(I<\newvalue> \>>. For each accessor, I typically only mention one syntax or another, based on which I think you are actually most likely to use.
The Pod parser normally expects to read octets and to convert those octets to characters based on the C<=encoding> declaration in the Pod source. Set this option to a true value to indicate that the Pod source is already a Perl character stream. This tells the parser to ignore any C<=encoding> command and to skip all the code paths involving decoding octets.

If you set this attribute to a true value, you will suppress the parser's complaints about irregularities in the Pod coding. By default, this attribute's value is false, meaning that irregularities will be reported.

Note that turning this attribute to true won't suppress one or two kinds of complaints about rarely occurring unrecoverable errors.

If you set this attribute to a true value, you will stop the parser from generating a "POD ERRORS" section at the end of the document. By default, this attribute's value is false, meaning that an errata section will be generated, as necessary.

If you set this attribute to a true value, it will send reports of parsing errors to STDERR. By default, this attribute's value is false, meaning that no output is sent to STDERR.

Setting C<complain_stderr> also sets C<no_errata_section>.

This returns the filename that this parser object was set to read from.

This returns true if C<$parser> has read from a source, and has seen Pod content in it.
This returns true if C<$parser> has read from a source, and come to the end of that source.

The perlpod spec for a Verbatim paragraph is "It should be reproduced exactly...", which means that the whitespace you've used to indent your verbatim blocks will be preserved in the output. This can be annoying for outputs such as HTML, where that whitespace will remain in front of every line. It's an unfortunate case where syntax is turned into semantics.

If the POD your parsing adheres to a consistent indentation policy, you can have such indentation stripped from the beginning of every line of your verbatim blocks. This method tells Pod::Simple what to strip. For two-space indents, you'd use:

$parser->strip_verbatim_indent('  ');

For tab indents, you'd use a tab character:

$parser->strip_verbatim_indent("\t");

If the POD is inconsistent about the indentation of verbatim blocks, but you have figured out a heuristic to determine how much a particular verbatim block is indented, you can pass a code reference instead. The code reference will be executed with one argument, an array reference of all the lines in the verbatim block, and should return the value to be stripped from each line. For example, if you decide that you're fine to use the first line of the verbatim block to set the standard for indentation of the rest of the block, you can look at the first line and return the appropriate value, like so:

$new->strip_verbatim_indent(sub {
    my $lines = shift;
    (my $indent = $lines->[0]) =~ s/\S.*//;
    return $indent;
});

If you'd rather treat each line individually, you can do that, too, by just transforming them in-place in the code reference and returning C<undef>. Say that you don't want I<any> lines indented. You can do something like this:

$new->strip_verbatim_indent(sub {
    my $lines = shift;
    sub { s/\S+// for @ { $lines },}
return undef;
);

=head1 TERTIARY METHODS

=item C<< $parser->abandon_output_fh() >> X<abandon_output_fh>

Cancel output to the file handle. Any POD read by the C<$parser> is not
effected.

=item C<< $parser->abandon_output_string() >> X<abandon_output_string>

Cancel output to the output string. Any POD read by the C<$parser> is not
effected.

=item C<< $parser->accept_code( @codes ) >> X<accept_code>

Alias for L<< accept_codes >>.

=item C<< $parser->accept_codes( @codes ) >> X<accept_codes>

Allows C<$parser> to accept a list of L<perlpod/Formatting Codes>. This can be
used to implement user-defined codes.

=item C<< $parser->accept_directive_as_data( @directives ) >> X<accept_directive_as_data>

Allows C<$parser> to accept a list of directives for data paragraphs. A
directive is the label of a L<perlpod/Command Paragraph>. A data paragraph is
one delimited by C<< =begin/=for/=end >> directives. This can be used to
implement user-defined directives.

=item C<< $parser->accept_directive_as_processed( @directives ) >> X<accept_directive_as_processed>

Allows C<$parser> to accept a list of directives for processed paragraphs. A
directive is the label of a L<perlpod/Command Paragraph>. A processed
paragraph is also known as L<perlpod/Ordinary Paragraph>. This can be used to
implement user-defined directives.

=item C<< $parser->accept_directive_as_verbatim( @directives ) >> X<accept_directive_as_verbatim>

Allows C<$parser> to accept a list of directives for L<perlpod/Verbatim
Paragraph>. A directive is the label of a L<perlpod/Command Paragraph>. This
can be used to implement user-defined directives.
=item C<< $parser->accept_target( @targets ) >>X<accept_target>

Alias for L<< accept_targets >>.

=item C<< $parser->accept_target_as_text( @targets ) >>X<accept_target_as_text>

Alias for L<< accept_targets_as_text >>.

=item C<< $parser->accept_targets( @targets ) >>X<accept_targets>

Accepts targets for C<< =begin/=for/=end >> sections of the POD.

=item C<< $parser->accept_targets_as_text( @targets ) >>X<accept_targets_as_text>

Accepts targets for C<< =begin/=for/=end >> sections that should be parsed as POD. For details, see L<< perlpodspec/About Data Paragraphs >>.

=item C<< $parser->any_errata_seen() >>X<any_errata_seen>

Used to check if any errata was seen.

I<Example:>

die "too many errors\n" if $parser->any_errata_seen();

=item C<< $parser->detected_encoding() >>X<detected_encoding>

Return the encoding corresponding to C<< =encoding >>, but only if the encoding was recognized and handled.

=item C<< $parser->encoding() >>X<encoding>

Return encoding of the document, even if the encoding is not correctly handled.

=item C<< $parser->parse_from_file( $source, $to ) >>X<p parse_from_file>

Parses from C<$source> file to C<$to> file. Similar to L<< Pod::Parser::parse_from_file >>.

=item C<< $parser->scream( @error_messages ) >>X<scream>

Log an error that can't be ignored.

=item C<< $parser->unaccept_code( @codes ) >>X<unaccept_code>

Alias for L<< unaccept_codes >>.
=item C<< $parser->unaccept_codes( @codes ) >> X<unaccept_codes>

Removes C<< @codes >> as valid codes for the parse.

=item C<< $parser->unaccept_directive( @directives ) >> X<unaccept_directive>

Alias for L<< unaccept_directives >>.

=item C<< $parser->unaccept_directives( @directives ) >> X<unaccept_directives>

Removes C<< @directives >> as valid directives for the parse.

=item C<< $parser->unaccept_target( @targets ) >> X<unaccept_target>

Alias for L<< unaccept_targets >>.

=item C<< $parser->unaccept_targets( @targets ) >> X<unaccept_targets>

Removes C<< @targets >> as valid targets for the parse.

=item C<< $parser->version_report() >> X<version_report>

Returns a string describing the version.

=item C<< $parser->whine( @error_messages ) >> X<whine>

Log an error unless C<< $parser->no_whining( TRUE ); >>.

=back

=head1 ENCODING

The Pod::Simple parser expects to read B<octets>. The parser will decode the octets into Perl's internal character string representation using the value of the C<=encoding> declaration in the POD source.

If the POD source does not include an C<=encoding> declaration, the parser will attempt to guess the encoding (selecting one of UTF-8 or Latin-1) by examining the first non-ASCII bytes and applying the heuristic described in L<perlpodspec>.

If you set the C<pase_characters> option to a true value the parser will expect characters rather than octets; will ignore any C<=encoding>; and will make no attempt to decode the input.

=head1 CAVEATS

This is just a beta release -- there are a good number of things still
left to do. Notably, support for EBCDIC platforms is still half-done, an untested.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L.Pod::Simple::Subclassing

L.perlpod

L.perlpodspec

L.Pod::Escapes

L.perldoc

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L.git//github.com/theory/pod-simple.git and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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Pod::Simple::DumpAsText -- dump Pod-parsing events as text

SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::DumpAsText -e "exit Pod::Simple::DumpAsText->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen" thingy.pod

DESCRIPTION

This class is for dumping, as text, the events gotten from parsing a Pod document. This class is of interest to people writing Pod formatters based on Pod::Simple. It is useful for seeing exactly what events you get out of some Pod that you feed in.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML>
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Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML -- turn Pod into XML

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::DumpAsXML -e \
"exit Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen" \
thingy.pod

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> that parses Pod and turns it into indented and wrapped XML. This class is of interest to people writing Pod formatters based on Pod::Simple.

Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML inherits methods from L<Pod::Simple>.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream> is rather like this class.

Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream's output is space-padded in a way that's better for sending to an XML processor (that is, it has no ignorable whitespace). But

Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML's output is much more human-readable, being (more-or-less) one token per line, with line-wrapping.

L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsText> is rather like this class, except that it doesn't dump with XML syntax. Try them and see which one you like best!

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML>

The older libraries L<Pod::PXML>, L<Pod::XML>, L<Pod::SAX>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository,
L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::TextContent -- get the text content of Pod

=head1 SYNOPSIS
=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is that parses Pod and dumps just the text content. It is mainly meant for use by the Pod::Simple test suite, but you may find some other use for it.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Text>, L<Pod::Spell>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::RTF -- format Pod as RTF

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::RTF -e "exit Pod::Simple::RTF->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen"
  thingy.pod > thingy.rtf

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This class is a formatter that takes Pod and renders it as RTF, good for
viewing/printing in MSWord, WordPad/write.exe, TextEdit, etc.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

=head1 FORMAT CONTROL ATTRIBUTES

You can set these attributes on the parser object before you
 call C<parse_file> (or a similar method) on it:

=over

=item $parser->head1_halfpoint_size( I<halfpoint_integer> );

=item $parser->head2_halfpoint_size( I<halfpoint_integer> );

=item $parser->head3_halfpoint_size( I<halfpoint_integer> );
These methods set the size (in half-points, like 52 for 26-point) that these heading levels will appear as.

This method sets the size (in half-points, like 21 for 10.5-point) that codeblocks ("verbatim sections") will appear as.

This method sets the size (in half-points, like 15 for 7.5-point) that the header on each page will appear in. The header is usually just "I<modulename> p. I<pagenumber>".

This method sets the size (in half-points, like 26 for 13-point) that normal paragraphic text will appear in.

Set this value to true if you don't want the formatter to try putting a hidden code on all Perl symbols (as best as it can notice them) that labels them as being not in English, and so not worth spellchecking.

This sets the language code to tag this document as being in. By default, it is currently the value of the environment variable C<RTFDEFLANG>, or if that's not set, then the value 1033 (for US English).

Setting this appropriately is useful if you want to use the RTF to spellcheck, and/or if you want it to hyphenate right.

Here are some notable values:

1033  US English
2057  UK English
3081  Australia English
4105  Canada English
1034  Spain Spanish
2058  Mexico Spanish
1031  Germany German
If you are particularly interested in customizing this module’s output even more, see the source and/or write to me.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<RTF::Writer>, L<RTF::Cookbook>, L<RTF::Document>, L<RTF::Generator>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS
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This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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sub dump { ']' . _esc( @{ $_[0] } ) . ']' }

__END__

=head1 NAME
Pod::Simple::PullParserToken -- tokens from Pod::Simple::PullParser

=head1 SYNOPSIS
Given a $parser that's an object of class Pod::Simple::PullParser
(or a subclass)...
When you do $parser->get_token on a L<Pod::Simple::PullParser>, you should get an object of a subclass of Pod::Simple::PullParserToken.

Subclasses will add methods, and will also inherit these methods:

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This returns the type of the token. This will be either the string "start", the string "text", or the string "end".

Once you know what the type of an object is, you then know what subclass it belongs to, and therefore what methods it supports.

Yes, you could probably do the same thing with code like $token->isa('Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken'), but that's not so pretty as using just $token->type, or even the following shortcuts:

=item $token->is_start

This is a shortcut for C<< $token->type() eq "start" >>

=item $token->is_text

This is a shortcut for C<< $token->type() eq "text" >>

=item $token->is_end

This is a shortcut for C<< $token->type() eq "end" >>

=item $token->dump

This returns a handy stringified value of this object. This
is useful for debugging, as in:

```perl
while(my $token = $parser->get_token) {
    $DEBUG and print "Token: ", $token->dump, "\n";
    ...
}
```

=head1 SEE ALSO

My subclasses:
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserStartToken>,
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserTextToken>, and
L<Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken>.

L<Pod::Simple::PullParser> and L<Pod::Simple>

=head1 SUPPORT
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to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to
<bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken -- end-tokens from Pod::Simple::PullParser

=head1 SYNOPSIS

(See L.Pod::Simple::PullParser)

=head1 DESCRIPTION

When you do $parser->get_token on a L.Pod::Simple::PullParser, you might get an object of this class.

This is a subclass of L::Pod::Simple::PullParserToken and inherits all its methods, and adds these methods:

=over

=item $token->tagname

This returns the tagname for this end-token object.
For example, parsing a "=head1 ..." line will give you a start-token with the tagname of "head1", token(s) for its content, and then an end-token with the tagname of "head1".

=item $token->tagname(I<somestring>)

This changes the tagname for this end-token object.
You probably won't need to do this.
A shortcut for $token->tagname(...)

=item $token->is_tag(I<somestring>) or $token->is_tagname(I<somestring>)

These are shortcuts for C<< $token->tag() eq I<somestring> >>

You're unlikely to ever need to construct an object of this class for
yourself, but if you want to, call
C<<
Pod::Simple::PullParserEndToken->new( I<tagname> )
>>

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::PullParserToken>, L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the
pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to
pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository,
L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or
to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to
<bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.
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=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Text>, L<Pod::Spell>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2003-2005 Allison Randal.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::Subclassing -- write a formatter as a Pod::Simple subclass

=head1 SYNOPSIS

package Pod::SomeFormatter;
use Pod::Simple;
@ISA = qw(Pod::Simple);
$VERSION = '1.01';
use strict;
=head1 DESCRIPTION

This document is about using Pod::Simple to write a Pod processor, generally a Pod formatter. If you just want to know about using an existing Pod formatter, instead see its documentation and see also the docs in L<&Pod::Simple>.

The zeroeth step in writing a Pod formatter is to make sure that there isn't already a decent one in CPAN. See L<http://search.cpan.org/>, and run a search on the name of the format you want to render to. Also consider joining the Pod People list L<http://lists.perl.org/showlist.cgi?name=pod-people> and asking whether anyone has a formatter for that format -- maybe someone cobbled one together but just hasn't released it.

The first step in writing a Pod processor is to read L<&perlpodspec>, which contains notes information on writing a Pod parser (which has been largely taken care of by Pod::Simple), but also a lot of requirements and recommendations for writing a formatter.

The second step is to actually learn the format you're planning to format to -- or at least as much as you need to know to represent Pod, which probably isn't much.

The third step is to pick which of Pod::Simple's interfaces you want to use -- the basic interface via Pod::Simple or L<&Pod::Simple::Methody> is event-based, sort of like L<&HTML::Parser>'s interface, or sort of like L<&XML::Parser>'s "Handlers" interface, but L<&Pod::Simple::PullParser>
provides a token-stream interface, sort of like L<HTML::TokeParser>'s interface; L<Pod::Simple::SimpleTree> provides a simple tree interface, rather like XML::Parser's "Tree" interface. Users familiar with XML-handling will find one of these styles relatively familiar; but if you would be even more at home with XML, there are classes that produce an XML representation of the Pod stream, notably L<Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream>; you can feed the output of such a class to whatever XML parsing system you are most at home with.

The last step is to write your code based on how the events (or tokens, or tree-nodes, or the XML, or however you're parsing) will map to constructs in the output format. Also sure to consider how to escape text nodes containing arbitrary text, and also what to do with text nodes that represent preformatted text (from verbatim sections).

=head1 Events

TODO intro... mention that events are supplied for implicits, like for missing >'s

In the following section, we use XML to represent the event structure associated with a particular construct. That is, TODO

=back

=item events with an element_name of Document

Parsing a document produces this event structure:

<Document start_line="543">
...all events...
</Document>
The value of the I<start_line> attribute will be the line number of the first Pod directive in the document.

If there is no Pod in the given document, then the event structure will be this:

```xml
<Document contentless="1" start_line="543">
</Document>
```

In that case, the value of the I<start_line> attribute will not be meaningful; under current implementations, it will probably be the line number of the last line in the file.

=item events with an element_name of Para

Parsing a plain (non-verbatim, non-directive, non-data) paragraph in a Pod document produces this event structure:

```xml
<Para start_line="543">
...all events in this paragraph...
</Para>
```

The value of the I<start_line> attribute will be the line number of the start of the paragraph.

For example, parsing this paragraph of Pod:

```
The value of the I<start_line> attribute will be the
line number of the start of the paragraph.
```

produces this event structure:

```xml
<Para start_line="129">
The value of the
<start_line>
</Para>
```

=item events with an element_name of B, C, F, or I.

Parsing a BE<lt>...E<gt> formatting code (or of course any of its semantically identical syntactic variants S<BE<lt>E<lt>...E<gt>E<gt>>, or S<BE<lt>E<lt>E<lt>E<lt>...E<gt>E<gt>E<gt>E<gt>>, etc.)
produces this event structure:

```html
<B>
...stuff...
</B>
```

Currently, there are no attributes conveyed.

Parsing C, F, or I codes produce the same structure, with only a different element name.

If your parser object has been set to accept other formatting codes, then they will be presented like these B/C/F/I codes -- i.e., without any attributes.

=item events with an element_name of S

Normally, parsing an SE<lt>...E<gt> sequence produces this event structure, just as if it were a B/C/F/I code:

```html
<S>
...stuff...
</S>
```

However, Pod::Simple (and presumably all derived parsers) offers the C<nbsp_for_S> option which, if enabled, will suppress all S events, and instead change all spaces in the content to non-breaking spaces. This is intended for formatters that output to a format that has no code that means the same as SE<lt>...E<gt>, but which has a code/character that means non-breaking space.

=item events with an element_name of X

Normally, parsing an XE<lt>...E<gt> sequence produces this event structure, just as if it were a B/C/F/I code:

```html
<X>
...stuff...
</X>
```

However, Pod::Simple (and presumably all derived parsers) offers the C<nix_X_codes> option which, if enabled, will suppress all X events and ignore their content. For formatters/processors that don't use X events, this is presumably quite useful.

=item events with an element_name of L
Because the LE<lt>...E<gt> is the most complex construct in the language, it should not surprise you that the events it generates are the most complex in the language. Most of complexity is hidden away in the attribute values, so for those of you writing a Pod formatter that produces a non-hypertextual format, you can just ignore the attributes and treat an L event structure like a formatting element that (presumably) doesn't actually produce a change in formatting. That is, the content of the L event structure (as opposed to its attributes) is always what text should be displayed.

There are, at first glance, three kinds of L links: URL, man, and pod.

When a LE<lt>I<some_url>E<gt> code is parsed, it produces this event structure:

```html
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="that_url" to="that_url" type="url">
that_url
</L>
```

The C<type="url"> attribute is always specified for this type of L code.

For example, this Pod source:

```
L<http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/>
```

produces this event structure:

```html
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/" to="http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/" type="url">
http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/
</L>
```

When a LE<lt>I<manpage(section)>E<gt> code is parsed (and these are fairly rare and not terribly useful), it produces this event structure:

```html
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="manpage(section)" to="manpage(section)" type="man">
manpage(section)
</L>
```

The C<type="man"> attribute is always specified for this type of L code.

For example, this Pod source:

```
L<crontab(5)>
```

produces this event structure:
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="crontab(5)" to="crontab(5)" type="man">
  crontab(5)
</L>

In the rare cases where a man page link has a specified, that text appears in a I<section> attribute. For example, this Pod source:

L<crontab(5)/"ENVIRONMENT">

will produce this event structure:

<L content-implicit="yes" raw="crontab(5)/\"ENVIRONMENT\"" section="ENVIRONMENT" to="crontab(5)" type="man">
  "ENVIRONMENT" in crontab(5)
</L>

In the rare case where the Pod document has code like LE<lt>I<sometext>|I<manpage(section)>E<gt>, then the I<sometext> will appear as the content of the element, the I<manpage(section)> text will appear only as the value of the I<to> attribute, and there will be no C<content-implicit="yes"> attribute (whose presence means that the Pod parser had to infer what text should appear as the link text -- as opposed to cases where that attribute is absent, which means that the Pod parser did I<not> have to infer the link text, because that L code explicitly specified some link text.)

For example, this Pod source:

L<hell itself!|crontab(5)>

will produce this event structure:

<L raw="hell itself!|crontab(5)" to="crontab(5)" type="man">
  hell itself!
</L>

The last type of L structure is for links to/within Pod documents. It is the most complex because it can have a I<to> attribute, I<or> a I<section> attribute, or both. The C<type="pod"> attribute is always specified for this type of L code.

In the most common case, the simple case of a LE<lt>podpageE<gt> code produces this event structure:

<L content-implicit="yes" raw="podpage" to="podpage" type="pod">
  podpage
</L>
For example, this Pod source:

L<Net::Ping>

produces this event structure:

<L content-implicit="yes" raw="Net::Ping" to="Net::Ping" type="pod"> Net::Ping </L>

In cases where there is link-text explicitly specified, it is to be found in the content of the element (and not the attributes), just as with the LE<lt>I<sometext>|I<manpage(section)>E<gt> case discussed above. For example, this Pod source:

L<Perl Error Messages|perldiag>

produces this event structure:

<L raw="Perl Error Messages|perldiag" to="perldiag" type="pod"> Perl Error Messages </L>

In cases of links to a section in the current Pod document, there is a L<section> attribute instead of a L<to> attribute. For example, this Pod source:

L</"Member Data">

produces this event structure:

<L content-implicit="yes" raw="/\"Member Data\"" section="Member Data" type="pod"> "Member Data" </L>

As another example, this Pod source:

L<the various attributes|/"Member Data">

produces this event structure:

<L raw="the various attributes|/\"Member Data\"" section="Member Data" type="pod"> the various attributes </L>

In cases of links to a section in a different Pod document, there are both a L<section> attribute and a L<to> attribute.
For example, this Pod source:

```
L<perlsyn"Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements">
```

produces this event structure:

```
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="perlsyn/"Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements"" section="Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements" to="perlsyn" type="pod">
"Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements" in perlsyn
</L>
```

As another example, this Pod source:

```
L<SWITCH statements|perlsyn"Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements">
```

produces this event structure:

```
<L raw="SWITCH statements|perlsyn/"Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements"" section="Basic BLOCKs and Switch Statements" to="perlsyn" type="pod">
SWITCH statements
</L>
```

Incidentally, note that we do not distinguish between these syntaxes:

```
L</"Member Data">
L</"Member Data">
L</Member Data>
L<Member Data> [deprecated syntax]
```

That is, they all produce the same event structure (for the most part), namely:

```
<L content-implicit="yes" raw="$depends_on_syntax" section="Member Data" type="pod">
&amp;#34;Member Data&amp;#34;
</L>
```

The I<raw> attribute depends on what the raw content of the C<LE<lt>E<gt>> is, so that is why the event structure is the same "for the most part".

If you have not guessed it yet, the I<raw> attribute contains the raw, original, unescaped content of the C<LE<lt>E<gt>> formatting code. In addition to the examples above, take notice of the following event structure produced by the following C<LE<lt>E<gt>> formatting code.

```
L<click B<here>|page/About the C<-M> switch>
```

```
<L raw="click B<here>|page/About the C<-M> switch" section="About the -M switch" to="page" type="pod">
click B<here>
</L>
```
Specifically, notice that the formatting codes are present and unescaped in `<raw>`.

There is a known bug in the `<raw>` attribute where any surrounding whitespace is condensed into a single `'`. For example, given `<link>`, `I<raw>` will be "link".

=item events with an element_name of E or Z

While there are Pod codes `<...>` and `<E>` these `<do not>` produce any E or Z events -- that is, there are no such events as E or Z.

=item events with an element_name of Verbatim

When a Pod verbatim paragraph (AKA "codeblock") is parsed, it produces this event structure:

```xml
<Verbatim start_line="543" xml:space="preserve">
...text...
</Verbatim>
```

The value of the `<start_line>` attribute will be the line number of the first line of this verbatim block. The `<xml:space>` attribute is always present, and always has the value "preserve".

The text content will have tabs already expanded.

=item events with an element_name of head1 .. head4

When a "=`head1` ..." directive is parsed, it produces this event structure:

```xml
<head1>
...stuff...
</head1>
```

For example, a directive consisting of this:

```plaintext
=head1 Options to C<new> et al.
```

will produce this event structure:

```xml
<head1 start_line="543">
Options to
</C>
```
new
</C>
et al.
</head1>

"=head2" thru ":=head4" directives are the same, except for the element names in the event structure.

=item events with an element_name of encoding

In the default case, the events corresponding to C<encoding> directives are not emitted. They are emitted if C<keep_encoding_directive> is true. In that case they produce event structures like L</events with an element_name of head1 .. head4"> above.

=item events with an element_name of over-bullet

When an "=over ... Z=<back" block is parsed where the items are a bulleted list, it will produce this event structure:

<over-bullet indent="4" start_line="543">
  <item-bullet start_line="545">
    ...Stuff...
  </item-bullet>
  ...more item-bullets...
</over-bullet fake-closer="1">

The attribute I<fake-closer> is only present if it is a true value; it is not present if it is a false value. It is shown in the above example to illustrate where the attribute is (in the B<closing> tag). It signifies that the C<over> did not have a matching C<back>, and thus Pod::Simple had to create a fake closer.

For example, this Pod source:

=over

=item * Something

=back

Would produce an event structure that does B<not> have the I<fake-closer> attribute, whereas this Pod source:

=over
Gasp! An unclosed \=over block!

would. The rest of the over-* examples will not demonstrate this attribute, but they all can have it. See L\=Pod::Checker\=\=s source for an example of this attribute being used.

The value of the \indent attribute is whatever value is after the \"=over\" directive, as in \"=over 8\". If no such value is specified in the directive, then the \indent attribute has the value "4".

For example, this Pod source:

\=over
\=item *
Stuff
\=item *
Bar I<baz>!
\=back

produces this event structure:

<over-bullet indent="4" start_line="10">
\=item-bullet start_line="12">
Stuff
</item-bullet>
\=item-bullet start_line="14">
Bar I<baz></I>!
</item-bullet>
</over-bullet>

=\=item events with an element_name of over-number

When an \"=over ... Z<>=back\" block is parsed where the items are a numbered list, it will produce this event structure:

<over-number indent="4" start_line="543">
\=item-number number="1" start_line="545">
\=item-number number="1" start_line="546">
...Stuff...
</item-number>
...more item-number...
</over-bullet>
This is like the "over-bullet" event structure; but note that the contents are "item-number" instead of "item-bullet", and note that they will have a "number" attribute, which some formatters/processors may ignore (since, for example, there's no need for it in HTML when producing an "<UL><LI>... </LI>...</UL>" structure), but which any processor may use.

Note that the values for the I<number> attributes of "item-number" elements in a given "over-number" area I<will> start at 1 and go up by one each time. If the Pod source doesn't follow that order (even though it really should should!), whatever numbers it has will be ignored (with the correct values being put in the I<number> attributes), and an error message might be issued to the user.

=item events with an element_name of over-text

These events are somewhat unlike the other over-* structures, as far as what their contents are. When an "=over ... Z<=back" block is parsed where the items are a list of text "subheadings", it will produce this event structure:

<over-text indent="4" start_line="543">
    <item-text>
        ...stuff...
    </item-text>
    ...stuff (generally Para or Verbatim elements)...
    <item-text>
        ...more item-text and/or stuff...
    </over-text>

The I<indent> and I<fake-closer> attributes are as with the other over-* events.

For example, this Pod source:

=over

=item Foo

Stuff

=item Bar I<baz>!

Quux

=back

produces this event structure:
These events are somewhat unlike the other over-* structures, as far as what their contents are. When an "=over ... Z<>=back" block is parsed where there are no items, it will produce this event structure:

```
<over-block indent="4" start_line="543">
...stuff (generally Para or Verbatim elements)...
</over-block>
```

The I<indent> and I<fake-closer> attributes are as with the other over-* events.

For example, this Pod source:

```
=over

For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world

For transporting us beyond seas to be tried for pretended offenses

He is at this time transporting large armies of foreign mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the head of a civilized nation.

=back
```
For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world

For transporting us beyond seas to be tried for pretended offenses

He is at this time transporting large armies of [...more text...]

These events are somewhat unlike the other over-* structures, as far as what their contents are. When an "=over ... Z=\text{\textbackslash back}\) block is parsed where there is no content, it will produce this event structure:

\begin{verbatim}
<over-empty indent="4" start_line="543">
</over-empty>
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{indent} and \texttt{fake-closer} attributes are as with the other over-* events.

For example, this Pod source:

\begin{verbatim}
=over
=over
=back
=back
\end{verbatim}

will produce this event structure:

\begin{verbatim}
<over-block indent="4" start_line="1">
<over-empty indent="1" start_line="1">
</over-empty>
<over-empty indent="3" start_line="1">
</over-empty>
</over-block>
\end{verbatim}

Note that the outer \texttt{=over} is a block because it has no \texttt{=item}s but still has content: the inner \texttt{=over}. The inner \texttt{=over}, in turn, is completely
empty, and is treated as such.

=item events with an element_name of item-bullet

See L</"events with an element_name of over-bullet">, above.

=item events with an element_name of item-number

See L</"events with an element_name of over-number">, above.

=item events with an element_name of item-text

See L</"events with an element_name of over-text">, above.

=item events with an element_name of for

TODO...

=item events with an element_name of Data

TODO...

=back

=head1 More Pod::Simple Methods

Pod::Simple provides a lot of methods that aren't generally interesting to the end user of an existing Pod formatter, but some of which you might find useful in writing a Pod formatter. They are listed below. The first several methods (the accept_* methods) are for declaring the capabilities of your parser, notably what C<=for I<targetname>> sections it's interested in, what extra NE<lt>...E<gt> codes it accepts beyond the ones described in the I<perlpod>.

=over

=item C<< $parser->accept_targets( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

As the parser sees sections like:

=for html <img src="fig1.jpg">

or

=begin html
...the parser will ignore these sections unless your subclass has
specified that it wants to see sections targeted to "html" (or whatever
the formatter name is).

If you want to process all sections, even if they're not targeted for you,
call this before you start parsing:

$parser->accept_targets("*");

This is like accept_targets, except that it specifies also that the
content of sections for this target should be treated as Pod text even
if the target name in "=for I<targetname>" doesn't start with a ":".

At time of writing, I don't think you'll need to use this.

This tells the parser that you accept additional formatting codes,
beyond just the standard ones (I B C L F S X, plus the two weird ones
you don't actually see in the parse tree, Z and E). For example, to also
accept codes "N", "R", and "W":

$parser->accept_codes(qw( N R W ));

In the unlikely situation that you need to tell the parser that you will
accept additional directives ("=foo" things), you need to first set the
parser to treat its content as data (i.e., not really processed at
all), or as verbatim (mostly just expanding tabs), or as processed text
(parsing formatting codes like BE<lt>...E<gt>).

For example, to accept a new directive "=method", you'd presumably
use:
$parser->accept_directive_as_processed("method");

so that you could have Pod lines like:

=method I<$whatever> thing B<um>

Making up your own directives breaks compatibility with other Pod formatters, in a way that using "=for I<$target> ..." lines doesn't; however, you may find this useful if you're making a Pod superset format where you don't need to worry about compatibility.

=item C<< $parser->nbsp_for_S( I<BOOLEAN> ); >>

Setting this attribute to a true value (and by default it is false) will turn "SE<lt>...E<gt>" sequences into sequences of words separated by C<xA0> (non-breaking space) characters. For example, it will take this:

I like S<Dutch apple pie>, don't you?

and treat it as if it were:

I like DutchE<nbsp>appleE<nbsp>pie, don't you?

This is handy for output formats that don't have anything quite like an "SE<lt>...E<gt>" code, but which do have a code for non-breaking space.

There is currently no method for going the other way; but I can probably provide one upon request.

=item C<< $parser->version_report() >>

This returns a string reporting the $VERSION value from your module (and its classname) as well as the $VERSION value of Pod::Simple. Note that L<perlpodspec> requires output formats (wherever possible) to note this detail in a comment in the output format. For example, for some kind of SGML output format:

print OUT "<!--\n$, $parser->version_report, "\n-->

=item C<< $parser->pod_para_count() >>

This returns the count of Pod paragraphs seen so far.
=item C<< $parser->line_count() >>

This is the current line number being parsed. But you might find the
"line_number" event attribute more accurate, when it is present.

=item C<< $parser->nix_X_codes( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, when set to a true value (and it is false by default)
ignores any "XE<lt>...E<gt>" sequences in the document being parsed.
Many formats don't actually use the content of these codes, so have
no reason to process them.

=item C<< $parser->keep_encoding_directive( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, when set to a true value (it is false by default)
will keep C<=encoding> and its content in the event structure. Most
formats don't actually need to process the content of an C<=encoding>
directive, even when this directive sets the encoding and the
processor makes use of the encoding information. Indeed, it is
possible to know the encoding without processing the directive
content.

=item C<< $parser->merge_text( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, when set to a true value (and it is false by default)
makes sure that only one event (or token, or node) will be created
for any single contiguous sequence of text. For example, consider
this somewhat contrived example:

I just LOVE Z<>hotE<32>apple pie!

When that is parsed and events are about to be called on it, it may
actually seem to be four different text events, one right after another:
one event for "I just LOVE ", one for "hot", one for " ", and one for
"apple pie!"). But if you have merge_text on, then you're guaranteed
that it will be fired as one text event: "I just LOVE hot apple pie!".

=item C<< $parser->code_handler( I<CODE_REF> ) >>

This specifies code that should be called when a code line is seen
(i.e., a line outside of the Pod). Normally this is undef, meaning
that no code should be called. If you provide a routine, it should
start out like this:

sub get_code_line {  # or whatever you'll call it
  my($line, $line_number, $parser) = @_;
Note, however, that sometimes the Pod events aren't processed in exactly the same order as the code lines are -- i.e., if you have a file with Pod, then code, then more Pod, sometimes the code will be processed (via whatever you have code_handler call) before the all of the preceding Pod has been processed.

=item C<< $parser->cut_handler( I<CODE_REF> ) >>

This is just like the code_handler attribute, except that it's for "=cut" lines, not code lines. The same caveats apply. "=cut" lines are unlikely to be interesting, but this is included for completeness.

=item C<< $parser->pod_handler( I<CODE_REF> ) >>

This is just like the code_handler attribute, except that it's for "=pod" lines, not code lines. The same caveats apply. "=pod" lines are unlikely to be interesting, but this is included for completeness.

=item C<< $parser->whiteline_handler( I<CODE_REF> ) >>

This is just like the code_handler attribute, except that it's for lines that are seemingly blank but have whitespace (" " and/or "\t") on them, not code lines. The same caveats apply. These lines are unlikely to be interesting, but this is included for completeness.

=item C<< $parser->whine( I<linenumber>, I<complaint string> ) >>

This notes a problem in the Pod, which will be reported to in the "Pod Errors" section of the document and/or send to STDERR, depending on the values of the attributes C<no_whining>, C<no_errata_section>, and C<complain_stderr>.

=item C<< $parser->scream( I<linenumber>, I<complaint string> ) >>

This notes an error like C<whine> does, except that it is not suppressible with C<no_whining>. This should be used only for very serious errors.
This aborts parsing of the current document, by switching on the flag that indicates that EOF has been seen. In particularly drastic cases, you might want to do this. It's rather nicer than just calling C<die>!

=item C<< $parser->hide_line_numbers( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

Some subclasses that indiscriminately dump event attributes (well, except for ones beginning with "~") can use this object attribute for refraining to dump the "start_line" attribute.

=item C<< $parser->no_whining( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, if set to true, will suppress reports of non-fatal error messages. The default value is false, meaning that complaints I<are> reported. How they get reported depends on the values of the attributes C<no_errata_section> and C<complain_stderr>.

=item C<< $parser->no_errata_section( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, if set to true, will suppress generation of an errata section. The default value is false -- i.e., an errata section will be generated.

=item C<< $parser->complain_stderr( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

This attribute, if set to true will send complaints to STDERR. The default value is false -- i.e., complaints do not go to STDERR.

=item C<< $parser->bare_output( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

Some formatter subclasses use this as a flag for whether output should have prologue and epilogue code omitted. For example, setting this to true for an HTML formatter class should omit the "<html><head><title>...</title><body>..." prologue and the "</body></html>" epilogue.

If you want to set this to true, you should probably also set C<no_whining> or at least C<no_errata_section> to true.

=item C<< $parser->preserve_whitespace( I<SOMEVALUE> ) >>

If you set this attribute to a true value, the parser will try to preserve whitespace in the output. This means that such formatting conventions as two spaces after periods will be preserved by the parser. This is primarily useful for output formats that treat whitespace as significant (such as text or *roff, but not HTML).
If this attribute is set to true, the parser will not ignore empty C<over>C<back> blocks. The type of C<over> will be I<empty>, documented above, L<events with an element_name of over-empty>.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple> -- event-based Pod-parsing framework

L<Pod::Simple::Methody> -- like Pod::Simple, but each sort of event calls its own method (like C<start_head3>)

L<Pod::Simple::PullParser> -- a Pod-parsing framework like Pod::Simple, but with a token-stream interface

L<Pod::Simple::SimpleTree> -- a Pod-parsing framework like Pod::Simple, but with a tree interface

L<Pod::Simple::Checker> -- a simple Pod::Simple subclass that reads documents, and then makes a plaintext report of any errors found in the document

L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML> -- for dumping Pod documents as tidily indented XML, showing each event on its own line

L<Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream> -- dumps a Pod document as XML (without introducing extra whitespace as Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML does).

L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsText> -- for dumping Pod documents as tidily indented text, showing each event on its own line

L<Pod::Simple::LinkSection> -- class for objects representing the values of the TODO and TODO attributes of LE<lt>...E<gt> elements

L<Pod::Escapes> -- the module the Pod::Simple uses for evaluating EE<lt>...E<gt> content

L<Pod::Simple::Text> -- a simple plaintext formatter for Pod

L<Pod::Simple::TextContent> -- like Pod::Simple::Text, but makes no effort for indent or wrap the text being formatted

L<Pod::Simple::HTML> -- a simple HTML formatter for Pod

L<perl/iod/perlpod>
Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>
Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>
David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

Hm, my old podchecker version (1.2) says:
Yes, L<...> is hard.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/Subclassing.pod

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

perlfaq3 - Programming Tools ($Revision: 1.38 $, $Date: 1999/05/23 16:08:30 $)

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This section of the FAQ answers questions related to programmer tools and programming support.

=head2 How do I do (anything)?

Have you looked at CPAN (see L<perlfaq2>)? The chances are that someone has already written a module that can solve your problem.
Have you read the appropriate man pages? Here's a brief index:

Basics perldata, perlvar, perlsyn, perlop, perlsub
Executionperlrerun, perldebug
Functionsperfunc
Objectsperlref, perlmod, perlobj, perltie
Data Structuresperlref, perlrol, perldsc
Modulesperlmod, perlmodlib, perlslib
Regexesperlre, perlfunc, perlop, perllocale
Moving to perl5perltrap, perl
Linking w/Cperlxsut, perlxs, perlcall, perlguts, perlembed
(not a man-page but still useful)

A crude table of contents for the Perl man page set is found in L<perltoc>.

=head2 How can I use Perl interactively?

The typical approach uses the Perl debugger, described in the perldebug(1) man page, on an "empty" program, like this:
perl -de 42

Now just type in any legal Perl code, and it will be immediately evaluated. You can also examine the symbol table, get stack backtraces, check variable values, set breakpoints, and other operations typically found in symbolic debuggers.

=head2 Is there a Perl shell?

In general, no. The Shell.pm module (distributed with Perl) makes Perl try commands which aren't part of the Perl language as shell commands. perlsh from the source distribution is simplistic and uninteresting, but may still be what you want.

=head2 How do I debug my Perl programs?

Have you tried C<use warnings> or used C<-w?>? They enable warnings to detect dubious practices.

Have you tried C<use strict>? It prevents you from using symbolic references, makes you predeclare any subroutines that you call as bare words, and (probably most importantly) forces you to predeclare your variables with C<my>, C<our>, or C<use vars>.

Did you check the return values of each and every system call? The operating system (and thus Perl) tells you whether they worked, and if not why.

    open(FH, "> /etc/cantwrite")
    or die "Couldn't write to /etc/cantwrite: $!
    ;

Did you read L<perltrap>? It's full of gotchas for old and new Perl programmers and even has sections for those of you who are upgrading from languages like I<awk> and I<C>.

Have you tried the Perl debugger, described in L<perldebug>? You can step through your program and see what it's doing and thus work out why what it's doing isn't what it should be doing.

=head2 How do I profile my Perl programs?

You should get the Devel::DProf module from the standard distribution (or separately on CPAN) and also use Benchmark.pm from the standard distribution. The Benchmark module lets you time specific portions of your code, while Devel::DProf gives detailed breakdowns of where your code spends its time.

Here's a sample use of Benchmark:
use Benchmark;

@junk = `cat /etc/motd`;
$count = 10_000;

timethese($count, {
    'map' => sub { my @a = @junk;
        map { s/a/b/ } @a;
        return @a
    },
    'for' => sub { my @a = @junk;
        local $_;
        for (@a) { s/a/b/ ;}
        return @a
    });

This is what it prints (on one machine--your results will be dependent on your hardware, operating system, and the load on your machine):

Benchmark: timing 10000 iterations of for, map...
    for:  4 secs ( 3.97 usr  0.01 sys =  3.98 cpu)
    map:  6 secs ( 4.97 usr  0.00 sys =  4.97 cpu)

Be aware that a good benchmark is very hard to write. It only tests the data you give it and proves little about the differing complexities of contrasting algorithms.

=head2 How do I cross-reference my Perl programs?

The B::Xref module, shipped with the new, alpha-release Perl compiler (not the general distribution prior to the 5.005 release), can be used to generate cross-reference reports for Perl programs.

perl -MO=Xref[,OPTIONS] scriptname.plx

=head2 Is there a pretty-printer (formatter) for Perl?

There is no program that will reformat Perl as much as indent(1) does for C. The complex feedback between the scanner and the parser (this feedback is what confuses the vgrind and emacs programs) makes it challenging at best to write a stand-alone Perl parser.

Of course, if you simply follow the guidelines in L<perlstyle>, you shouldn't need to reformat. The habit of formatting your code as you write it will help prevent bugs. Your editor can and should help you with this. The perl-mode or newer cperl-mode for emacs can provide remarkable amounts of help with most (but not all) code, and even less
programmable editors can provide significant assistance. Tom swears by the following settings in vi and its clones:

```bash
set ai sw=4
map! ^O {^M}^[O
```

Now put that in your `~/.exrc` file (replacing the caret characters with control characters) and away you go. In insert mode, `^T` is for indenting, `^D` is for undenting, and `^O` is for blockdenting--as it were. If you haven't used the last one, you're missing a lot. A more complete example, with comments, can be found at http://www.perl.com/CPAN-local/authors/id/TOMC/scripts/toms.exrc.gz

If you are used to using the `vgrind` program for printing out nice code to a laser printer, you can take a stab at this using http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/misc/tips/working.vgrind.entry, but the results are not particularly satisfying for sophisticated code.

The `a2ps` at http://www.infres.enst.fr/~demaille/a2ps/ does lots of things related to generating nicely printed output of documents.

=head2 Is there a ctags for Perl?

There's a simple one at http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/id/TOMC/scripts/ptags.gz which may do the trick. And if not, it's easy to hack into what you want.

=head2 Is there an IDE or Windows Perl Editor?

Perl programs are just plain text, so any editor will do.

If you're on Unix, you already have an IDE--Unix itself. The UNIX philosophy is the philosophy of several small tools that each do one thing and do it well. It's like a carpenter's toolbox.

If you want a Windows IDE, check the following:

=over 4

=item CodeMagicCD

http://www.codemagiccd.com/

=item Komodo

ActiveState's cross-platform, multi-language IDE has Perl support, including a regular expression debugger and remote debugging (http://www.ActiveState.com/Products/Komodo/index.html).
(Visual Perl, a Visual Studio.NET plug-in is currently (early 2001) in beta (http://www.ActiveState.com/Products/VisualPerl/index.html)).

=item The Object System
(http://www.castlelink.co.uk/object_system/) is a Perl web applications development IDE.

=item PerlBuilder
(http://www.solutionsoft.com/perl.htm) is an integrated development environment for Windows that supports Perl development.

=item Perl code magic
(http://www.petes-place.com/codemagic.html).

=item visiPerl+
http://helpconsulting.net/visiperl/, from Help Consulting.

=back

For editors: if you're on Unix you probably have vi or a vi clone already, and possibly an emacs too, so you may not need to download anything. In any emacs the cperl-mode (M-x cperl-mode) gives you perhaps the best available Perl editing mode in any editor.

For Windows editors: you can download an Emacs

=over 4

=item GNU Emacs
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/windows/ntemacs.html

=item MicroEMACS
http://members.nbci.com/uemacs/

=item XEmacs
http://www.xemacs.org/Download/index.html

=back

or a vi clone such as
=over 4
=item Elvis
=item Vile
http://vile.cx/
=item Vim
http://www.vim.org/
=back


nvi (http://www.bostic.com/vi/, available from CPAN in src/misc/) is yet another vi clone, unfortunately not available for Windows, but in UNIX platforms you might be interested in trying it out, firstly because strictly speaking it is not a vi clone, it is the real vi, or the new incarnation of it, and secondly because you can embed Perl inside it to use Perl as the scripting language. nvi is not alone in this, though: at least also vim and vile offer an embedded Perl.

The following are Win32 multilanguage editor/IDESs that support Perl:
=over 4
=item Codewright
http://www.starbase.com/
=item MultiEdit
=item SlickEdit
http://www.slickedit.com/
=back

There is also a toyedit Text widget based editor written in Perl.
that is distributed with the Tk module on CPAN. The ptkdb
(http://world.std.com/~aep/ptkdb/) is a Perl/tk based debugger that
acts as a development environment of sorts. Perl Composer
(http://perlcomposer.sourceforge.net/vperl.html) is an IDE for Perl/Tk
GUI creation.

In addition to an editor/IDE you might be interested in a more
powerful shell environment for Win32. Your options include

=over 4
=item Bash

from the Cygwin package (http://sources.redhat.com/cygwin/)

=item Ksh

from the MKS Toolkit (http://www.mks.com/), or the Bourne shell of
the U/WIN environment (http://www.research.att.com/sw/tools/uwin/)

=item Tcsh

ftp://ftp.astron.com/pub/tcsh/, see also
http://www.primate.wisc.edu/software/csh-tcsh-book/

=item Zsh

ftp://ftp.blarg.net/users/amol/zsh/, see also http://www.zsh.org/

=back

MKS and U/WIN are commercial (U/WIN is free for educational and
research purposes), Cygwin is covered by the GNU Public License (but
that shouldn't matter for Perl use). The Cygwin, MKS, and U/WIN all
contain (in addition to the shells) a comprehensive set of standard
UNIX toolkit utilities.

If you're transferring text files between Unix and Windows using FTP
be sure to transfer them in ASCII mode so the ends of lines are
appropriately converted.

On Mac OS the MacPerl Application comes with a simple 32k text editor
that behaves like a rudimentary IDE. In contrast to the MacPerl Application
the MPW Perl tool can make use of the MPW Shell itself as an editor (with
no 32k limit).

=over 4
BBEdit and BBEdit Lite

are text editors for Mac OS that have a Perl sensitivity mode (http://web.barebones.com/).

Alpha

is an editor, written and extensible in Tcl, that nonetheless has built in support for several popular markup and programming languages including Perl and HTML (http://alpha.olm.net/).

Pepper and Pe are programming language sensitive text editors for Mac OS X and BeOS respectively (http://www.hekkelman.com/).

Where can I get Perl macros for vi?

For a complete version of Tom Christiansen's vi configuration file, see http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/Tom_Christiansen/scripts/toms.exrc.gz, the standard benchmark file for vi emulators. The file runs best with nvi, the current version of vi out of Berkeley, which incidentally can be built with an embedded Perl interpreter--see http://www.perl.com/CPAN/src/misc.

Where can I get perl-mode for emacs?

Since Emacs version 19 patchlevel 22 or so, there have been both a perl-mode.el and support for the Perl debugger built in. These should come with the standard Emacs 19 distribution.

In the Perl source directory, you'll find a directory called "emacs", which contains a cperl-mode that color-codes keywords, provides context-sensitive help, and other nifty things.

Note that the perl-mode of emacs will have fits with "main'foo" (single quote), and mess up the indentation and highlighting. You are probably using "main::foo" in new Perl code anyway, so this shouldn't be an issue.

How can I use curses with Perl?

The Curses module from CPAN provides a dynamically loadable object module interface to a curses library. A small demo can be found at the directory http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/Tom_Christiansen/scripts/rep; this program repeats a command and updates the screen as needed, rendering B<rep ps axu> similar to B<top>.

How can I use X or Tk with Perl?
Tk is a completely Perl-based, object-oriented interface to the Tk toolkit that doesn't force you to use Tcl just to get at Tk. Sx is an interface to the Athena Widget set. Both are available from CPAN. See the directory http://www.perl.com/CPAN/modules/by-category/08_User_Interfaces/


=head2 How can I generate simple menus without using CGI or Tk?

The http://www.perl.com/CPAN/authors/id/SKUNZ/perlmenu.v4.0.tar.gz module, which is curses-based, can help with this.

=head2 What is undump?

See the next question on "How can I make my Perl program run faster?"

=head2 How can I make my Perl program run faster?

The best way to do this is to come up with a better algorithm. This can often make a dramatic difference. Jon Bentley's book "Programming Pearls" (that's not a misspelling!) has some good tips on optimization, too. Advice on benchmarking boils down to: benchmark and profile to make sure you're optimizing the right part, look for better algorithms instead of microtuning your code, and when all else fails consider just buying faster hardware.

A different approach is to autoload seldom-used Perl code. See the AutoSplit and AutoLoader modules in the standard distribution for that. Or you could locate the bottleneck and think about writing just that part in C, the way we used to take bottlenecks in C code and write them in assembler. Similar to rewriting in C, modules that have critical sections can be written in C (for instance, the PDL module from CPAN).

In some cases, it may be worth it to use the backend compiler to produce byte code (saving compilation time) or compile into C, which will certainly save compilation time and sometimes a small amount (but not much) execution time. See the question about compiling your Perl programs for more on the compiler--the wins aren't as obvious as you'd hope.

If you're currently linking your perl executable to a shared I<libc.so>,
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you can often gain a 10-25% performance benefit by rebuilding it to link with a static libc.a instead. This will make a bigger perl executable, but your Perl programs (and programmers) may thank you for it. See the F<INSTALL> file in the source distribution for more information.

Unsubstantiated reports allege that Perl interpreters that use sfio outperform those that don't (for I/O intensive applications). To try this, see the F<INSTALL> file in the source distribution, especially the "Selecting File I/O mechanisms" section.

The undump program was an old attempt to speed up your Perl program by storing the already-compiled form to disk. This is no longer a viable option, as it only worked on a few architectures, and wasn't a good solution anyway.

=head2 How can I make my Perl program take less memory?

When it comes to time-space tradeoffs, Perl nearly always prefers to throw memory at a problem. Scalars in Perl use more memory than strings in C, arrays take more than that, and hashes use even more. While there's still a lot to be done, recent releases have been addressing these issues. For example, as of 5.004, duplicate hash keys are shared amongst all hashes using them, so require no reallocation.

In some cases, using substr() or vec() to simulate arrays can be highly beneficial. For example, an array of a thousand booleans will take at least 20,000 bytes of space, but it can be turned into one 125-byte bit vector--a considerable memory savings. The standard Tie::SubstrHash module can also help for certain types of data structure. If you're working with specialist data structures (matrices, for instance) modules that implement these in C may use less memory than equivalent Perl modules.

Another thing to try is learning whether your Perl was compiled with the system malloc or with Perl's builtin malloc. Whichever one it is, try using the other one and see whether this makes a difference. Information about malloc is in the F<INSTALL> file in the source distribution. You can find out whether you are using perl's malloc by typing Cperl -V:usemymalloc>.

=head2 Is it unsafe to return a pointer to local data?

No, Perl's garbage collection system takes care of this.

sub makeone {
  my @a = ( 1 .. 10 );
  return \@a;
for $i ( 1 .. 10 ) {
  push @many, makeone();
}

print @{$many}[4][5], "\n";

print "@many\n";

=head2 How can I free an array or hash so my program shrinks?

You can't. On most operating systems, memory allocated to a program can never be returned to the system. That's why long-running programs sometimes re-execute themselves. Some operating systems (notably, FreeBSD and Linux) allegedly reclaim large chunks of memory that is no longer used, but it doesn't appear to happen with Perl (yet). The Mac appears to be the only platform that will reliably (albeit, slowly) return memory to the OS.

We've had reports that on Linux (Redhat 5.1) on Intel, C<undef $scalar> will return memory to the system, while on Solaris 2.6 it won't. In general, try it yourself and see.

However, judicious use of my() on your variables will help make sure that they go out of scope so that Perl can free up that space for use in other parts of your program. A global variable, of course, never goes out of scope, so you can't get its space automatically reclaimed, although undef()/ing and/or delete()/ing it will achieve the same effect. In general, memory allocation and de-allocation isn't something you can or should be worrying about much in Perl, but even this capability (preallocation of data types) is in the works.

=head2 How can I make my CGI script more efficient?

Beyond the normal measures described to make general Perl programs faster or smaller, a CGI program has additional issues. It may be run several times per second. Given that each time it runs it will need to be re-compiled and will often allocate a megabyte or more of system memory, this can be a killer. Compiling into C B<isn't going to help you> because the process start-up overhead is where the bottleneck is.

There are two popular ways to avoid this overhead. One solution involves running the Apache HTTP server (available from http://www.apache.org/) with either of the mod_perl or mod_fastcgi plugin modules.

With mod_perl and the Apache::Registry module (distributed with
mod_perl), httpd will run with an embedded Perl interpreter which
pre-compiles your script and then executes it within the same address
space without forking. The Apache extension also gives Perl access to
the internal server API, so modules written in Perl can do just about
anything a module written in C can. For more on mod_perl, see
http://perl.apache.org/

With the FCGI module (from CPAN) and the mod_fastcgi
module (available from http://www.fastcgi.com/) each of your Perl
programs becomes a permanent CGI daemon process.

Both of these solutions can have far-reaching effects on your system
and on the way you write your CGI programs, so investigate them with
care.


A non-free, commercial product, "The Velocity Engine for Perl",
(http://www.binevolve.com/ or http://www.binevolve.com/velocigen/)
might also be worth looking at. It will allow you to increase the
performance of your Perl programs, running programs up to 25 times
faster than normal CGI Perl when running in persistent Perl mode or 4
to 5 times faster without any modification to your existing CGI
programs. Fully functional evaluation copies are available from the
web site.

=head2 How can I hide the source for my Perl program?

Delete it. :-{) Seriously, there are a number of (mostly
unsatisfactory) solutions with varying levels of "security".

First of all, however, you I<can't> take away read permission, because
the source code has to be readable in order to be compiled and
interpreted. (That doesn't mean that a CGI script's source is
readable by people on the web, though--only by people with access to
the filesystem.) So you have to leave the permissions at the socially
friendly 0755 level.

Some people regard this as a security problem. If your program does
insecure things and relies on people not knowing how to exploit those
insecurities, it is not secure. It is often possible for someone to
determine the insecure things and exploit them without viewing the
source. Security through obscurity, the name for hiding your bugs
instead of fixing them, is little security indeed.

You can try using encryption via source filters (Filter::* from CPAN),
but any decent programmer will be able to decrypt it. You can try using
the byte code compiler and interpreter described below, but the curious
might still be able to de-compile it. You can try using the native-code compiler described below, but crackers might be able to disassemble it. These pose varying degrees of difficulty to people wanting to get at your code, but none can definitively conceal it (true of every language, not just Perl).

If you're concerned about people profiting from your code, then the bottom line is that nothing but a restrictive license will give you legal security. License your software and pepper it with threatening statements like "This is unpublished proprietary software of XYZ Corp. Your access to it does not give you permission to use it blah blah blah." We are not lawyers, of course, so you should see a lawyer if you want to be sure your license's wording will stand up in court.

=head2 How can I compile my Perl program into byte code or C?

Malcolm Beattie has written a multifunction backend compiler, available from CPAN, that can do both these things. It is included in the perl5.005 release, but is still considered experimental. This means it's fun to play with if you're a programmer but not really for people looking for turn-key solutions.

Merely compiling into C does not in and of itself guarantee that your code will run very much faster. That's because except for lucky cases where a lot of native type inferencing is possible, the normal Perl run-time system is still present and so your program will take just as long to run and be just as big. Most programs save little more than compilation time, leaving execution no more than 10-30% faster. A few rare programs actually benefit significantly (even running several times faster), but this takes some tweaking of your code.

You'll probably be astonished to learn that the current version of the compiler generates a compiled form of your script whose executable is just as big as the original perl executable, and then some. That's because as currently written, all programs are prepared for a full eval() statement. You can tremendously reduce this cost by building a shared I<libperl.so> library and linking against that. See the F<INSTALL> podfile in the Perl source distribution for details. If you link your main perl binary with this, it will make it minuscule. For example, on one author's system, F</usr/bin/perl> is only 11k in size!

In general, the compiler will do nothing to make a Perl program smaller, faster, more portable, or more secure. In fact, it can make your situation worse. The executable will be bigger, your VM system may take longer to load the whole thing, the binary is fragile and hard to fix, and compilation never stopped software piracy in the form of crackers, viruses, or bootleggers. The real advantage of the compiler is merely
packaging, and once you see the size of what it makes (well, unless you use a shared libperl.so), you'll probably want a complete Perl install anyway.

=head2 How can I compile Perl into Java?

You can also integrate Java and Perl with the Perl Resource Kit from O'Reilly and Associates. See http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/prkunix/.

Perl 5.6 comes with Java Perl Lingo, or JPL. JPL, still in development, allows Perl code to be called from Java. See jpl/README in the Perl source tree.

=head2 How can I get C<#!perl> to work on [MS-DOS,NT,...]?

For OS/2 just use

   extproc perl -S -your_switches

as the first line in C<*.cmd> file (C<-S> due to a bug in cmd.exe's `extproc' handling). For DOS one should first invent a corresponding batch file and codify it in C<ALTERNATIVE_SHEBANG> (see the F<INSTALL> file in the source distribution for more information).

The Win95/NT installation, when using the ActiveState port of Perl, will modify the Registry to associate the C<.pl> extension with the perl interpreter. If you install another port, perhaps even building your own Win95/NT Perl from the standard sources by using a Windows port of gcc (e.g., with cygwin or mingw32), then you'll have to modify the Registry yourself. In addition to associating C<.pl> with the interpreter, NT people can use: C<SET PATHEXT=%PATHEXT%;.PL> to let them run the program C<install-linux.pl> merely by typing C<install-linux>.

Macintosh Perl programs will have the appropriate Creator and Type, so that double-clicking them will invoke the Perl application.

=important Whatever you do, PLEASE don't get frustrated, and just throw the perl interpreter into your cgi-bin directory, in order to get your programs working for a web server. This is an EXTREMELY big security risk. Take the time to figure out how to do it correctly.

=head2 Can I write useful Perl programs on the command line?

Yes. Read L<perlrun> for more information. Some examples follow. (These assume standard Unix shell quoting rules.)

   # sum first and last fields
perl -lane ’print $F[0] + $F[-1]’ *

# identify text files
perl -le ’for (@ARGV) {print if -f && -T _}’ *

# remove (most) comments from C program
perl -0777 -pe ’s/{\*/.*?\*/\}{}gs’ foo.c

# make file a month younger than today, defeating reaper daemons
perl -e ‘$X=24*60*60; utime(time(),time() + 30 * $X, @ARGV)’ *

# find first unused uid
perl -le ’$i++ while getpwuid($i); print $i’

# display reasonable manpath
echo $PATH | perl -nl -072 -e ’
 $!="\$!man!&-d&!$S{$_}++&push@m,$_:END{print”@m”}’

OK, the last one was actually an Obfuscated Perl Contest entry. :-)

=head2 Why don't Perl one-liners work on my DOS/Mac/VMS system?

The problem is usually that the command interpreters on those systems have rather different ideas about quoting than the Unix shells under which the one-liners were created. On some systems, you may have to change single-quotes to double ones, which you must NOT do on Unix or Plan9 systems. You might also have to change a single % to a %%. For example:

# Unix
perl -e ’print "Hello world\n”’

# DOS, etc.
perl -e ”print \"Hello world\n\””

# Mac
print ”Hello world
”
(then Run ”Myscript” or Shift-Command-R)

# VMS
perl -e ”print ”"Hello world\n””

The problem is that none of these examples are reliable: they depend on the command interpreter. Under Unix, the first two often work. Under DOS, it’s entirely possible that neither works. If 4DOS was the command shell, you’d probably have better luck like this:
perl -e "print <Ctrl-x>"Hello world\n<Ctrl-x>""

Under the Mac, it depends which environment you are using. The MacPerl shell, or MPW, is much like Unix shells in its support for several quoting variants, except that it makes free use of the Mac's non-ASCII characters as control characters.

Using qq(), q(), and qx(), instead of "double quotes", 'single quotes', and `backticks`, may make one-liners easier to write.

There is no general solution to all of this. It is a mess, pure and simple. Sucks to be away from Unix, huh? :-)

[Some of this answer was contributed by Kenneth Albanowski.]

=head2 Where can I learn about CGI or Web programming in Perl?

For modules, get the CGI or LWP modules from CPAN. For textbooks, see the two especially dedicated to web stuff in the question on books. For problems and questions related to the web, like "Why do I get 500 Errors" or "Why doesn't it run from the browser right when it runs fine on the command line", see these sources:

WWW Security FAQ
http://www.w3.org/Security/Faq/

Web FAQ
http://www.boutell.com/faq/

CGI FAQ
http://www.webthing.com/tutorials/cgifaq.html

HTTP Spec
http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/Protocols/HTTP/

HTML Spec
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/
http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/MarkUp/

CGI Spec
http://www.w3.org/CGI/

CGI Security FAQ
http://www.go2net.com/people/paulp/cgi-security/safe-cgi.txt

=head2 Where can I learn about object-oriented Perl programming?

A good place to start is L<perltoot>, and you can use L<perlobj>. 
L<perlboot>, and L<perlbot> for reference. PerlToolt didn't come out until the 5.004 release; you can get a copy (in pod, html, or postscript) from http://www.perl.com/CPAN/doc/FMTEYEWTK/.

=head2 Where can I learn about linking C with Perl? [h2xs, xsubpp]

If you want to call C from Perl, start with L<perlxstut>, moving on to L<perlxs>, L<xsubpp>, and L<perlguts>. If you want to call Perl from C, then read L<perlembed>, L<perlcall>, and L<perlguts>. Don’t forget that you can learn a lot from looking at how the authors of existing extension modules wrote their code and solved their problems.

=head2 I've read perlembed, perlguts, etc., but I can't embed perl in my C program; what am I doing wrong?

Download the ExtUtils::Embed kit from CPAN and run `make test`. If the tests pass, read the pods again and again and again. If they fail, see L<perlbug> and send a bug report with the output of C<make test TEST_VERBOSE=1> along with C<perl -V>.

=head2 When I tried to run my script, I got this message. What does it mean?

A complete list of Perl's error messages and warnings with explanatory text can be found in L<perldiag>. You can also use the splain program (distributed with Perl) to explain the error messages:

perl program 2>diag.out
splain [-v] [-p] diag.out

or change your program to explain the messages for you:

use diagnostics;

or

use diagnostics -verbose;

=head2 What's MakeMaker?

This module (part of the standard Perl distribution) is designed to write a Makefile for an extension module from a Makefile.PL. For more information, see L<ExtUtils::MakeMaker>.

=head1 AUTHOR AND COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 1997-1999 Tom Christiansen and Nathan Torkington.
All rights reserved.

When included as an integrated part of the Standard Distribution of Perl or of its documentation (printed or otherwise), this work is covered under Perl's Artistic License. For separate distributions of all or part of this FAQ outside of that, see L<perlfaq>.

Irrespective of its distribution, all code examples here are in the public domain. You are permitted and encouraged to use this code and any derivatives thereof in your own programs for fun or for profit as you see fit. A simple comment in the code giving credit to the FAQ would be courteous but is not required.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/t/perlfaq.pod
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME
Pod::Simple::SimpleTree -- parse Pod into a simple parse tree

=head1 SYNOPSIS
% cat ptest.pod

=head1 PIE
I like B<pie>!

% perl -MPod::Simple::SimpleTree -MData::Dumper -e \n"print Dumper(Pod::Simple::SimpleTree->new->parse_file(shift)->root")" \nptest.pod

$VAR1 = [
  'Document',
  { 'start_line' => 1 },
  [
    'head1',
    { 'start_line' => 1 },
    'PIE'
  ],
  [
    'Para',
    { 'start_line' => 3 },
    'I like ',
    [
      'B',
    ],
]
DESCRIPTION

This class is of interest to people writing a Pod processor/formatter.

This class takes Pod and parses it, returning a parse tree made just of arrayrefs, and hashrefs, and strings.

This is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.

This class is inspired by XML::Parser's "Tree" parsing-style, although it doesn't use exactly the same LoL format.

METHODS

At the end of the parse, call C<< $parser->root >> to get the tree's top node.

Tree Contents

Every element node in the parse tree is represented by an arrayref of the form: C<[ I<elementname>, \%attributes, I<...subnodes...> ]>.

See the example tree dump in the Synopsis, above.

Every text node in the tree is represented by a simple (non-ref) string scalar. So you can test C<ref($node)> to see whether you have an element node or just a text node.

The top node in the tree is C<[ 'Document', \%attributes, I<...subnodes...> ]>

SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>

L<perllol>

L<The "Tree" subsubsection in XML::Parser|XML::Parser/"Tree">
Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal C<allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey C<hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler C<dwheeler@cpan.org>

=back

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/SimpleTree.pm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License:        GPL+ or Artistic
NAME
Pod::Simple::Methody -- turn Pod::Simple events into method calls

SYNOPSIS

require 5;
use strict;
package SomePodFormatter;
use base qw(Pod::Simple::Methody);

sub handle_text {
  my($self, $text) = @_; 
  ...
}

sub start_head1 {
  my($self, $attrs) = @_; 
  ...
}

sub end_head1 {
  my($self) = @_;
  ...
}

...and start_/end_ methods for whatever other events you want to catch.

DESCRIPTION

This class is of interest to people writing Pod formatters based on Pod::Simple.

This class (which is very small -- read the source) overrides Pod::Simple's _handle_element_start, _handle_text, and _handle_element_end methods so that parser events are turned into method calls. (Otherwise, this is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> and inherits all its methods.)

You can use this class as the base class for a Pod formatter/processor.

METHOD CALLING
When Pod::Simple sees a "=head1 Hi there", for example, it basically does this:

```perl
$parser->_handle_element_start( "head1", \%attributes );
$parser->_handle_text( "Hi there" );
$parser->_handle_element_end( "head1" );
```

But if you subclass Pod::Simple::Methody, it will instead do this when it sees a "=head1 Hi there":

```perl
$parser->start_head1( \%attributes ) if $parser->can('start_head1');
$parser->handle_text( "Hi there" )   if $parser->can('handle_text');
$parser->end_head1()                 if $parser->can('end_head1');
```

If Pod::Simple sends an event where the element name has a dash, period, or colon, the corresponding method name will have a underscore in its place. For example, "foo.bar:baz" becomes start_foo_bar_baz and end_foo_bar_baz.

See the source for Pod::Simple::Text for an example of using this class.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Subclassing>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him; he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

=back

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/Methody.pm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream -- turn Pod into XML

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::XMLOutStream -e \
"exit Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream->filter(shift)->any_errata_seen" \
thingy.pod

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream is a subclass of L<Pod::Simple> that parses Pod and turns it into XML.

Pod::Simple::XMLOutStream inherits methods from L<Pod::Simple>.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple::DumpAsXML> is rather like this class; see its documentation for a discussion of the differences.
The older (and possibly obsolete) libraries L<Pod::PXML>, L<Pod::XML>

=head1 ABOUT EXTENDING POD

TODO: An example or two of =extend, then point to Pod::Simple::Subclassing

=head1 ASK ME!

If you actually want to use Pod as a format that you want to render to XML (particularly if to an XML instance with more elements than normal Pod has), please email me (C<sburke@cpan.org>) and I'll probably have some recommendations.

For reasons of concision and energetic laziness, some methods and options in this module (and the dozen modules it depends on) are undocumented; but one of those undocumented bits might be just what you're looking for.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::Text>, L<Pod::Spell>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository, L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to <bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002-2004 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>.
But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

=back

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-
3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/XMLOutStream.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch - convert several Pod files to several HTML files

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl -MPod::Simple::HTMLBatch -e 'Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch::go' in out

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module is used for running batch-conversions of a lot of HTML
documents

This class is NOT a subclass of Pod::Simple::HTML
(nor of bad old Pod::Html) -- although it uses
Pod::Simple::HTML for doing the conversion of each document.
The normal use of this class is like so:

use Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch;
my $batchconv = Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch->new;
$batchconv->some_option( some_value );
$batchconv->some_other_option( some_other_value );
$batchconv->batch_convert( @search_dirs, $output_dir );

=head2 FROM THE COMMAND LINE

Note that this class also provides
(but does not export) the function Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch::go.
This is basically just a shortcut for C<< Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch->batch_convert(@ARGV) >>.
It's meant to be handy for calling from the command line.

However, the shortcut requires that you specify exactly two command-line
arguments, C<indirs> and C<outdir>.

Example:

% mkdir out_html
% perl -MPod::Simple::HTMLBatch -e Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch::go @INC out_html
    (to convert the pod from Perl's @INC
     files under the directory ./out_html)

(Note that the command line there contains a literal atsign-I-N-C. This
is handled as a special case by batch_convert, in order to save you having
to enter the odd-looking "" as the first command-line parameter when you
mean "just use whatever's in @INC").

Example:

% mkdir ../seekrut
% chmod og-rx ../seekrut
% perl -MPod::Simple::HTMLBatch -e Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch::go . ../seekrut
    (to convert the pod under the current dir into HTML
     files under the directory ./seekrut)

Example:

% perl -MPod::Simple::HTMLBatch -e Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch::go happydocs .
    (to convert all pod from happydocs into the current directory)

=head1 MAIN METHODS
=over
=item $batchconv = Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch->new;
This TODO

=item $batchconv->batch_convert( I<indirs>, I<outdir> );
this TODO
=item $batchconv->batch_convert( undef

, ...);

=item $batchconv->batch_convert( q{@INC}, ...);
These two values for I<indirs> specify that the normal Perl @INC
=item $batchconv->batch_convert( \@dirs , ...);
This specifies that the input directories are the items in
the arrayref C<\@dirs>.
=item $batchconv->batch_convert( "somedir" , ...);
This specifies that the director "somedir" is the input.
(This can be an absolute or relative path, it doesn't matter.)
A common value you might want would be just "." for the current
directory:
$batchconv->batch_convert( "." , ...);

=item $batchconv->batch_convert( 'somedir:someother:also' , ...);
This specifies that you want the dirs "somedir", "someother", and "also"
scanned, just as if you'd passed the arrayref
C<[qw( somedir someother also)]>. Note that a ":"-separator is normal
under Unix, but Under MSWin, you'll need C<'somedir;someother;also'>
instead, since the pathsep on MSWin is ";" instead of ":". (And
I<that> is because ":" often comes up in paths, like
C<"c:/perl/lib">.)
(Exactly what separator character should be used, is gotten from
C<$Config::Config{'path_sep'}>, via the L<Config> module.)
=item $batchconv->batch_convert( ... , undef );
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This specifies that you want the HTML output to go into the current directory.

(Note that a missing or undefined value means a different thing in the first slot than in the second. That's so that C<batch_convert()> with no arguments (or undef arguments) means "go from @INC, into the current directory.)

=item $batchconv->batch_convert( ... , 'somedir' );

This specifies that you want the HTML output to go into the directory 'somedir'.
(This can be an absolute or relative path, it doesn't matter.)

=back

Note that you can also call C<batch_convert> as a class method, like so:

    Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch->batch_convert( ... );

That is just short for this:

    Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch-> new-> batch_convert(...);

That is, it runs a conversion with default options, for whatever inputdirs and output dir you specify.

=head2 ACCESSOR METHODS

The following are all accessor methods -- that is, they don't do anything on their own, but just alter the contents of the conversion object, which comprises the options for this particular batch conversion.

We show the "put" form of the accessors below (i.e., the syntax you use for setting the accessor to a specific value). But you can also call each method with no parameters to get its current value. For example, C<< $self->contents_file() >> returns the current value of the contents_file attribute.

=over

=item $batchconv->verbose( I<nonnegative_integer> );

This controls how verbose to be during batch conversion, as far as
notes to STDOUT (or whatever is C<select>'d) about how the conversion is going. If 0, no progress information is printed. If 1 (the default value), some progress information is printed. Higher values print more information.

=item $batchconv->index( I<true-or-false> );

This controls whether or not each HTML page is liable to have a little table of contents at the top (which we call an "index" for historical reasons). This is true by default.

=item $batchconv->contents_file( I<filename> );

If set, should be the name of a file (in the output directory) to write the HTML index to. The default value is "index.html". If you set this to a false value, no contents file will be written.

=item $batchconv->contents_page_start( I<HTML_string> );

This specifies what string should be put at the beginning of the contents page. The default is a string more or less like this:

<html>
<head><title>Perl Documentation</title></head>
<body class='contentspage'>
<h1>Perl Documentation</h1>

=item $batchconv->contents_page_end( I<HTML_string> );

This specifies what string should be put at the end of the contents page. The default is a string more or less like this:

<p class='contentsfooty'>Generated by Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch v3.01 under Perl v5.008 At Fri May 14 22:26:42 2004 GMT, which is Fri May 14 14:26:42 2004 local time.</p>

=item $batchconv->add_css( $url );

TODO

=item $batchconv->add_javascript( $url );
TODO

=item $batchconv->css_flurry( I<true-or-false> );

If true (the default value), we autogenerate some CSS files in the output directory, and set our HTML files to use those.
TODO: continue

=item $batchconv->javascript_flurry( I<true-or-false> );

If true (the default value), we autogenerate a JavaScript in the output directory, and set our HTML files to use it. Currently, the JavaScript is used only to get the browser to remember what stylesheet it prefers.
TODO: continue

=item $batchconv->no_contents_links( I<true-or-false> );

TODO

=item $batchconv->html_render_class( I<classname> );

This sets what class is used for rendering the files.  The default is "Pod::Simple::HTML". If you set it to something else, it should probably be a subclass of Pod::Simple::HTML, and you should require or use that class so that it's loaded before Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch tries loading it.

=item $batchconv->search_class( I<classname> );

This sets what class is used for searching for the files. The default is "Pod::Simple::Search". If you set it to something else, it should probably be a subclass of Pod::Simple::Search, and you should require or use that class so that it's loaded before Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch tries loading it.

=back

=head1 NOTES ON CUSTOMIZATION

TODO

call add_css($someurl) to add stylesheet as alternate
call add_css($someurl,1) to add as primary stylesheet
call add_javascript

subclass Pod::Simple::HTML and set $batchconv->html_render_class to
that classname

and maybe override

$batchconv->batch_mode_page_object_init($self, $module, $infile, $outfile, $depth)
or maybe override

$batchconv->batch_mode_page_object_init($page, $module, $infile, $outfile, $depth)

subclass Pod::Simple::Search and set $batchconv->search_class to
that classname

=head1 ASK ME!

If you want to do some kind of big pod-to-HTML version with some
particular kind of option that you don't see how to achieve using this
module, email me (C<sburke@cpan.org>) and I'll probably have a good idea
how to do it. For reasons of concision and energetic laziness, some
methods and options in this module (and the dozen modules it depends on)
are undocumented; but one of those undocumented bits might be just what
you're looking for.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Pod::Simple>, L<Pod::Simple::HTMLBatch>, L<perlpod>, L<perlpodspec>

=head1 SUPPORT

Questions or discussion about POD and Pod::Simple should be sent to the
pod-people@perl.org mail list. Send an empty email to
pod-people-subscribe@perl.org to subscribe.

This module is managed in an open GitHub repository,
L<https://github.com/theory/pod-simple/>. Feel free to fork and contribute, or
to clone L<git://github.com/theory/pod-simple.git> and send patches!

Patches against Pod::Simple are welcome. Please send bug reports to
<bug-pod-simple@rt.cpan.org>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMERS

Copyright (c) 2002 Sean M. Burke.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the same terms as Perl itself.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

=head1 AUTHOR

Pod::Simple was created by Sean M. Burke <sburke@cpan.org>. But don't bother him, he's retired.

Pod::Simple is maintained by:

=over

=item * Allison Randal <allison@perl.org>

=item * Hans Dieter Pearcey <hdp@cpan.org>

=item * David E. Wheeler <dwheeler@cpan.org>

=back

=cut

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1103682233_1604395580.92/0/perl-Pod-Simple-3.28-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-LYjA44YB/Pod-Simple-3.28.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-sdQbSi82/Pod-Simple-3.28/lib/Pod/Simple/HTMLBatch.pm

1.415 spawn-fcgi 1.6.3

1.415.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2004, Jan Kneschke, incremental
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the 'incremental' nor the names of its contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.416 readline 4.2.46 31.el7
1.416.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to 
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or 
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program 
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of 
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under 
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, 
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of 
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable 
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three 
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your 
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete 
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be 
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium 
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer 
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is 
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you 
received the program in object code or executable form with such 
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for 
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source 
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any 
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to 
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a 
special exception, the source code distributed need not include 
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary 
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the 
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component 
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering 
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent 
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as 
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not 
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>  

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}
@end display

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \texttt{ASCII} without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

1. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

2. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

3. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.
The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements.``

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ''History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions
of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See
@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document
specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
Document.

@item
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A
public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the
site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC
site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License
somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole
or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.' line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.
1.417 tcp-dump 4.9.2 3.el7
1.417.1 Available under license:
License: BSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.418 perl 5.16.3-293.el7
1.418.1 Available under license:

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org
bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

--------------------------------------------------------

The "Artistic License"

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been
modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.
4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package's interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always
permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,
when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible
to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be
construed as a distribution of this Package.

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
This software is copyright (c) 2012 by Ken Williams.

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
   Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any
   later version, or
b) the "Artistic License"

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

This software is copyright (c) 2012 by Ken Williams.

This is free software, licensed under:

The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 1, February 1989

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users
at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The
General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this
General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any
other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License
along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of
transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of
it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph
1 above, provided that you also do the following:

a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
you changed the files and the date of any change; and

b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that
in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either
with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all
third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except
that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all
third parties, at your option).

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when
run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use
in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice
that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a
warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these
conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General
Public License.

d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a
copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in
exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its
derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring
the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of
it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of
Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge
for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the
appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the
commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show
c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your
program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes
at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2012 by Ken Williams.
This is free software, licensed under:

The Artistic License 1.0

The Artistic License

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

- "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.
- "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.
- "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
- "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.
- "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)
- "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them
Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
---
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1, February 1989

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users
at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The
General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's
software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.
You can use it for your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License.
along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,
c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it! This module is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

use strict;
use lib 't/lib';
use MBTest;
use DistGen;

plan 'no_plan';
# Ensure any Module::Build modules are loaded from correct directory
blib_load('Module::Build');

#-------------------------------------------------------------#
# Create test distribution
#-------------------------------------------------------------#

{
my $dist = DistGen->new(
    name => 'Simple::Name',
    version => '0.01',
    license => 'perl'
);

$dist->regen;
$dist->chdir_in;

my $mb = $dist->new_from_context();
isa_ok( $mb, "Module::Build" );
is( $mb->license, 'perl',
    "license 'perl' is valid"
);

my $meta = $mb->get_metadata( fatal => 0 );

is( $meta->{license} => 'perl', "META license will be 'perl'" );
is( $meta->{resources}{license}, "http://dev.perl.org/licenses/",
    "META license URL is correct"
);

}

{
my $dist = DistGen->new(
    name => 'Simple::Name',
    version => '0.01',
    license => 'VaporWare'
);

$dist->regen;
$dist->chdir_in;

my $mb = $dist->new_from_context();
isa_ok( $mb, "Module::Build" );
is( $mb->license, 'VaporWare',
    "license 'VaporWare' is valid"
);
my $meta = $mb->get_metadata( fatal => 0 );

is( $meta->{license} => 'unrestricted', "META license will be 'unrestricted'" );
is( $meta->{resources}{license}, "http://example.com/vaporware/",      "META license URL is correct"
);

} # Test with alpha number
# vim:ts=2:sw=2:et:sta:sts=2

1.419 libnetfilter-conntrack 1.0.6-1.el7_3

1.419.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.420 dom4j 2.1.3
1.420.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
 * 
 * This software is open source.
 * See the bottom of this file for the licence.
 */

/*
 * Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
 * ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
 * following conditions are met:
 * 
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and
 * notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.
 * 
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
 * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
 * and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 
 * 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived
 * from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For
 * written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.
 */
* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.
*
* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE are DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXHelper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/DocumentHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
*
* This software is open source.
* See the bottom of this file for the licence.
*/

/*
* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
* following conditions are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and
* notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For
* written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.
*/
* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called “DOM4J” nor may
* "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff,
* Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.
* 
* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org
* 
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* 
* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/rule/NullAction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/bean/BeanAttributeList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Stylesheet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/util/IndexedDocumentFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/ContentListFacade.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/PruningElementStack.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/ElementModifier.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FilterIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/util/ProxyDocumentFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBModifier.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMCDATA.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/ElementNameIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMProcessingInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocumentType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dtd/AttributeDecl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMEntityReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMComment.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMDocumentResult.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-util/UserDataAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMComment.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMEntityReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/DOMDocument.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/dom/BaseElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentInputSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/NonLazyElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DOMDocumentResult.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/l0/dom4j-tree/FlyweightComment.java
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- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/jax/ElementQNameIterator.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentSource.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DocumentResult.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/ElementPath.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/Entity.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXModifyElementException.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/DispatchHandler.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultCDATA.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLWriter.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/AbstractDocument.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/util/NonLazyDocumentFactory.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/rule/Pattern.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/XMLTableColumnDefinition.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/STAXEventRecorder.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/swing/XMLTableColumnDefinition.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXEventRecorder.java
- /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2.1.3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/util/UserDataElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/datatype/DatatypeAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/FlyweightCDATA.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/tree/DefaultNamespace.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/util/NodeComparator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/jaxb/JAXBWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258549_1606889627.61/0/dom4j-2-1-3-sources-2-jar/org/dom4j/io/SAXWriter.java
1.421 commons-lang3 2.6

1.421.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang
Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.422 perl-pod-usage 1.63
1.422.1 Available under license :

The "Artistic License"

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a
Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some
semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,
while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute
the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package's interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.
7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is, when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be construed as a distribution of this Package.

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End

1.423 linux-kernel 3.10.0-1160.el7

1.423.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Except as contained in this notice, the names of above-listed copyright holders and the names of any contributors shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Alternatively, this software may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 as published by the Free Software Foundation.

As a special exception, if other files instantiate templates or use macros or inline functions from this file, or you compile this file and link it with other works to produce a work based on this file, this file does not by itself cause the resulting work to be covered by the GNU General Public License. However the source code for this file must still be made available in accordance with section (3) of the GNU General Public License.

This exception does not invalidate any other reasons why a work based on this file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

FlashPoint Driver Developer's Kit
Version 1.0

Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation
All Rights Reserved

This program is free software; you may redistribute and/or modify it under the terms of either:

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later version,

or

b) the "BSD-style License" included below.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See either the GNU General Public License or the BSD-style License below for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

The BSD-style License is as follows:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain this LICENSE.FlashPoint file, without modification, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer. The following copyright notice must appear immediately at the beginning of all source files:

   Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation. All Rights Reserved

   This file is available under both the GNU General Public License and a BSD-style copyright; see LICENSE.FlashPoint for details.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of Mylex Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY MYLEX CORP. "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009-2013 QLogic Corporation
QLogic Linux qlcnic NIC Driver

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

EXHIBIT A

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
derunder Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x. You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

EXHIBIT A

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

   NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally
distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free
Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2003-2013 QLogic Corporation
QLogic Linux iSCSI Driver

This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x.
You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

EXHIBIT A

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
/* nicstar.c v0.22  Jawaid Bazyar (bazyar@hypermall.com)
* nicstar.c, M. Welsh (matt.welsh@cl.cam.ac.uk)
*
* Hacked October, 1997 by Jawaid Bazyar, Interlink Advertising Services Inc.
* http://www.hypermall.com/
* 10/1/97 - commented out CFG_PHYIE bit - we don't care when the PHY
* interrupts us (except possibly for removal/insertion of the cable?)
* 10/4/97 - began heavy inline documentation of the code. Corrected typos
* and spelling mistakes.
* 10/5/97 - added code to handle PHY interrupts, disable PHY on
* loss of link, and correctly re-enable PHY when link is
* re-established. (put back CFG_PHYIE)
* *
* Modified to work with the IDT7721 nicstar -- AAL5 (tested) only.
* *
* R. D. Rechenmacher <ron@fnal.gov>, Aug. 6, 1997
*
* Linux driver for the IDT77201 NICStAR PCI ATM controller.
* PHY component is expected to be 155 Mbps S/UNI-Lite or IDT 77155;
* see init_nicstar() for PHY initialization to change this. This driver
* expects the Linux ATM stack to support scatter-gather lists
* (skb->atm.iovcnt != 0) for Rx skb's passed to vcc->push.
* *
* Implementing minimal-copy of received data:
* IDT always receives data into a small buffer, then large buffers
* as needed. This means that data must always be copied to create
* the linear buffer needed by most non-ATM protocol stacks (e.g. IP)
* Fix is simple: make large buffers large enough to hold entire
* SDU, and leave <small_buffer_data> bytes empty at the start. Then
* copy small buffer contents to head of large buffer.
* Trick is to avoid fragmenting Linux, due to need for a lot of large
* buffers. This is done by 2 things:
* 1) skb->destructor / skb->atm.recycle_buffer
* combined, allow nicstar_free_rx_skb to be called to
* recycle large data buffers
* 2) skb_clone of received buffers
* See nicstar_free_rx_skb and linearize_buffer for implementation
* details.
* */
Copyright (c) 1996 University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

M. Welsh, 6 July 1996

Code in this directory written at the IDA Supercomputing Research Center
carries the following copyright and license.

Copyright 1993 United States Government as represented by the
Director, National Security Agency. This software may be used
and distributed according to the terms of the GNU General Public License,
incorporated herein by reference.

In addition to the disclaimers in the GPL, SRC expressly disclaims any
and all warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the enclosed software.
This software was developed at SRC for use in internal research, and the
intent in sharing this software is to promote the productive interchange
of ideas throughout the research community. All software is furnished
on an "as-is" basis. No further updates to this software should be
expected. Although updates may occur, no commitment exists.
Copyright (c) 2003-2006, Marvell International Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for
more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

"This software program is licensed subject to the GNU General Public License (GPL). Version 2, June 1991, available at <http:

GNU General Public License

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)
offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute
and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that
everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If
the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its
recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any
problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'
reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We
wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will
individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be
licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification
follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice
placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the
terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any
such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the
Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a
work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with
modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter,
translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running
the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered
only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent
of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends
on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code
as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this
License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients
of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you
may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

* a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

* b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

* c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
* a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

* b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

* c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and
conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free
software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to
attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the
exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"
line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) yyyy name of author

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for
more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with
this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59
Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when
it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes
with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'. This is free
software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;
type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be
called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2003-2006 QLogic Corporation
QLogic Linux Networking HBA Driver

This program includes a device driver for Linux 2.6 that may be distributed with QLogic hardware specific firmware binary file. You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2 or a later version).

You may redistribute the hardware specific firmware binary file under the following terms:

1. Redistribution of source code (only if applicable), must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of QLogic Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission

REGARDLESS OF WHAT LICENSING MECHANISM IS USED OR APPLICABLE, THIS PROGRAM IS PROVIDED BY QLOGIC CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

USER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT USE OF THIS PROGRAM WILL NOT CREATE OR GIVE GROUNDS FOR A LICENSE BY IMPLICATION, ESTOPPEL, OR
OTHERWISE IN ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (PATENT, COPYRIGHT, TRADE SECRET, MASK WORK, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT) EMBODIED IN ANY OTHER QLOGIC HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE EITHER SOLELY OR IN COMBINATION WITH THIS PROGRAM.
The files in this directory and elsewhere which refer to this LICENCE file are part of JFFS2, the Journalling Flash File System v2.

Copyright 2001-2007 Red Hat, Inc. and others

JFFS2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 or (at your option) any later version.

JFFS2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with JFFS2; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

As a special exception, if other files instantiate templates or use macros or inline functions from these files, or you compile these files and link them with other works to produce a work based on these files, these files do not by themselves cause the resulting work to be covered by the GNU General Public License. However the source code for these files must still be made available in accordance with section (3) of the GNU General Public License.

This exception does not invalidate any other reasons why a work based on this file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

Linus Torvalds

----------------------------------------
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not institute litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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Wilson Michaels <wilsonmichaels@earthlink.net>
for the lgdt330x frontend driver, and various bugfixes

Michael Krufky <mkrufkym@1k.net>
for maintaining v4l/dvb inter-tree dependencies

Taylor Jacob <rtjacob@earthlink.net>
for the nxt2002 frontend driver

Jean-Francois Thibert <jeanfrancois@sagetv.com>
for the nxt2004 frontend driver
Kirk Lapray <kirk.lapray@gmail.com>
for the or51211 and or51132 frontend drivers, and
for merging the nxt2002 and nxt2004 modules into a
single nxt200x frontend driver.

(If you think you should be in this list, but you are not, drop a
line to the DVB mailing list)
Copyright (c) 2003-2011 QLogic Corporation
QLogic Linux qlge NIC Driver

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the
GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

EXHIBIT A

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
      interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
      announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
      notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
      a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
      these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
      License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
      does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
      the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

    c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

1.424 commons-codec 1.2
1.424.1 Available under license :

/*
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
 * if any, must include the following acknowledgement:
 * "This product includes software developed by the
 *  Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
 *  Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
 *  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
 *  Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived
 *  from this software without prior written permission. For written
 *  permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
 *  nor may "Apache" appear in their name without prior
 *  written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
*/
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
* * This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
* *
* */

1.425 xalan 2.7.2
1.425.1 Available under license:
SUN PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the
Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to
the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code,
prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made
by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the
combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case
including portions thereof and corresponding documentation released
with the source code.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally
accepted in the software development community for the electronic
transfer of data.
1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:

A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated documentation, interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor’s choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.
For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1 The Initial Developer Grant.

The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.

The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.

Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification...
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for
ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.

You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an
Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the
origin or ownership of the Covered Code.


(a) Third Party Claims.

If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's
intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor
must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled
"LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in
sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If
Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made
available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly
modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available
thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate
mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who
received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.

If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming
interface ("API") and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses
which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must
also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.

Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section
3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications
are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has
sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients’ rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients’ rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger
Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.

Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Sun. No one other than Sun has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.

If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must: (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Sun," "Sun Public License," or "SPL," or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Sun Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer,
7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

   (a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

   (b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's
Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as `Multiple-Licensed`. `Multiple-Licensed` means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

Exhibit A -Sun Public License Notice.

The contents of this file are subject to the Sun Public License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is available at http://www.sun.com/

The Original Code is _______________. The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ___________. Portions created by _____ are Copyright (C)_________. All Rights Reserved.
Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the '?[___] License?'), in which case the provisions of [___] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the SPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the SPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]


This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [Sdate-of-document] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.
When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
your Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Apache Geronimo
Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache OpenEJB
Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache OpenEJB development community

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other
related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following
license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree
that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,
with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is
hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the
software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the
   redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms
   and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be
   included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body
   of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date
   changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from
   which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE
NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $

==== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
==== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan Java distribution. ==

========================================================================
| Apache Xalan (Xalan XSLT processor) |
| Copyright 1999-2014 The Apache Software Foundation |

| Apache Xalan (Xalan serializer) |
| Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation |

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

========================================================================

Portions of this software was originally based on the following:
  - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,
The binary distribution package (ie. jars, samples and documentation) of this product includes software developed by the following:

- The Apache Software Foundation
  - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt
  - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt
  - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt
  - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt

- Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian
  - CUP Parser Generator runtime (javacup\runtime) - see LICENSE.txt

The source distribution package (ie. all source and tools required to build Xalan Java) of this product includes software developed by the following:

- The Apache Software Foundation
  - Xerces Java - see LICENSE.txt
  - JAXP 1.3 APIs - see LICENSE.txt
  - Bytecode Engineering Library - see LICENSE.txt
  - Regular Expression - see LICENSE.txt
  - Ant - see LICENSE.txt
  - Stylebook doc tool - see LICENSE.txt

- Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian
  - Lexical Analyzer Generator (JLex) - see LICENSE.txt

Apache Xerces Java
Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of Apache Xerces Java in xercesImpl.jar and xml-apis.jar were originally based on the following:
- voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the
  Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,
  software copyright (c) 1999.
Apache xml-commons xml-apis (redistribution of xml-apis.jar)

Apache XML Commons

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensors" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The license above applies to this Apache Xalan release of:

Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor
Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer

The license above also applies to the jar files
xalan.jar and xsltc.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - XSLT Processor from
Source: http://xalan.apache.org/

The license above also applies to the jar file
serializer.jar - Xalan-Java 2 - Serializer
Source: http://xalan.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces-Java 2

The license above also applies to the jar file
xercesImpl.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.
Source: http://xerces.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2

The license above also applies to the jar file
xml-apis.jar - Xerces-Java 2 XML Parser.
Source: http://xerces.apache.org/
Used by: Xalan-Java 2 and release copy of Xerces-Java 2

The following license applies to the included files:

tools/ant.jar
tools/antRun
tools/antRun.bat
Source: http://ant.apache.org/
Used By: Xalan's build process: java/build.xml and test/build.xml
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
/*
* ============================================================================
*
The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
* ============================================================================
*
* Copyright (C) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must
* include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes software
* developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if
* and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
*
* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior
* written permission. For written permission, please contact
* apache@apache.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may
* "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the
* Apache Software Foundation.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
* APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLU* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
* ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals
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The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1, applies to the included BCEL.jar from Apache Jakarta (Byte Code Engineering Library).

Source: http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel

Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

The following license, Apache Software License, Version 1.1, also applies to the included regexp.jar, jakarta-regexp-1.2.jar from Apache Jakarta.

Source: http://jakarta.apache.org/regexp

Used By: BCEL.jar which is used by XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
 * "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
 * Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
The following license applies to the DOM documentation for the org.w3c.dom.* packages:

```
W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231
Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee)
agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following
terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the
W3C document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any
purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include
the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it
doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation
is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [Sdate-of-document] World Wide Web
Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research
Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights
Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided.
We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents,
or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the
contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant
to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ)
are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted
by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS
OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE;
THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS,
COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE
PERFORMANCE
OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising
or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,
written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all
times remain with copyright holders.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org>
Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $

The following license applies to the DOM software, for the org.w3c.dom.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231
This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the
date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location
from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE
ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising
or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior
permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation
will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.
This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can
be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM
is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version
of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this
version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve
the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's
certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ
for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific
terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other
questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <mailto:site-policy@w3.org
Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-07-19 12:33:09 -0400 (Tue, 19 Jul 2005) $
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The following license applies to the SAX software,
for the org.xml.sax.* packages in jar file xml-apis.jar:

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
This module, both source code and documentation, is in the Public Domain, and comes with NO WARRANTY. See http://www.saxproject.org for further information.

The following license applies to the jar file java_cup.jar - LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

The following license applies to the jar file runtime.jar - Component of JavaCup: LALR Parser Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/CUP
CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer
(runtime.jar component)

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both
the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer
appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors
or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to
this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable
for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages
whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action
of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or
in connection with the use or performance of this software.

The following license applies to the JLEX jar file
JLex.jar - A Lexical Analyzer Generator for Java(TM).
Source: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/java/JLex
Used By: XSLTC component of xml-xalan/java

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2000 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and
that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and
warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the
name of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. References to the Java programming language in relation to JLex are not meant to imply that Sun endorses this product.

The following license applies to the jar file stylebook-1.0-b3_xalan-2.jar - Tool for generating Xalan documentation. Integrated with Xalan-Java 2 and Xerces 2. Source: http://svn.apache.org/viewvc/xml/stylebook/ Used by: Xalan-Java 2, Xalan-C++

                        /*
 * The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
 *
 * Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
 * reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 *    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 *    distribution.
 */
3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
   if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the
   Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
   Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
   if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Xalan", "Xerces", and "Apache Software Foundation" must
   not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
   software without prior written permission. For written
   permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
   nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written
   permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was
originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International
Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org. For more
information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
However please note future versions of SAX may be covered
under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at
http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

SAX2 is Free!

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain. SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
2000-05-05

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE Version 1.0 (CDDL-1.0)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or
C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212
and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

1.426 python-six 1.9.0

1.426.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Benjamin Peterson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
The primary author and maintainer of six is Benjamin Peterson. He would like to acknowledge the following people who submitted bug reports, pull requests, and otherwise worked to improve six:

Marc Abramowitz
Alexander Artemenko
Aymeric Augustin
Ned Batchelder
Jason R. Coombs
Julien Danjou
Ben Darnell
Ben Davis
Tim Graham
Thomas Grainger
Joshua Harlow
Anselm Kruis
Alexander Lukanin
James Mills
Sridhar Ratnakumar
Erik Rose
Peter Ruibal
Miroslav Shubernetskiy

If you think you belong on this list, please let me know! --Benjamin

1.427 ustr 1.0.4-16.el7
1.427.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2007 James Antill

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FreeBSD PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.

Copyright (c) 2007 James Antill

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This code is multi Licensed under all/any one of:

- LGPLv2+ - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_LGPL
- New Style BSD (2 clause) - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_BSD
- MIT - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_MIT

...if that isn't enough for you, please send an email to me. The point is for the license to not matter.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library”. The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.428 regexp 1.3

1.429 avahi 0.6.31-19.el7

1.429.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,
if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
https://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.431.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
"Contributor” shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a ”NOTICE” text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright yyyy [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.432 libxcb 1.13 1.el7

1.432.1 Available under license:

Copyright (C) 2001-2006 Bart Massey, Jamey Sharp, and Josh Triplett.
All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the
Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,
sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall
be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors
or their institutions shall not be used in advertising or
otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this
Software without prior written authorization from the
authors.

1.433 jt-vectorize 1.3.1

1.433.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in
the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:
Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.434 pygpgme 0.3
1.434.1 Available under license :

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'.

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'License :: OSI Approved :: GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL)'.

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in 'License: LGPL Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: GNU Library or Lesser General Public License (LGPL)'.

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. # This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of # MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU # Lesser General Public License for more details. # You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'.
1.435 libxml 2.9.1-6.0.1.el7_2.3

1.435.1 Available under license:

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c, list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.436 libusbx 1.0.21

1.436.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.437 dosfs-tools 3.0.20-10.el7

1.437.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This
License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.438 libogg 1.0.25-10.el7

1.438.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2002, Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.439 alsa-lib 1.1.6

1.439.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.440 spring-security-config 5.1.8
1.440.1 Available under license :
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

   You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

   Submissions of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

   Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

   Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

   Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
1.441 tzdata 2018e
1.441.1 Available under license:

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

If the files date.c, newstrptime.3, and strftime.c are present, they contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

1.442 protobuf-java 2.6.0

1.443 gettext 0.5.0-9.el7
1.443.1 Available under license:

The libasprintf package is under the LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB. This subpackage is under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory.
@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.
@c center Version 2.1, February 1999

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, @c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
@end display

@subheading Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the `Lesser' General Public License because it does `less' to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a `work based on the library' and a `work that uses the library'. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0
@item
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License"). Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A ``work based on the Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

- **The modified work must itself be a software library.**
- **You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.**
- **You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.**
- **If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.**

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
eexercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

@item
You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a `"work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a `"work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the library''. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

@item
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user’s computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

@item
Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

@item
If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

@item
Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
@end enumerate

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

@item
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

@enumerate
@item
Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

@item
Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
@end enumerate

@item
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
@end enumerate
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

- If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

- The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU_ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
@end example

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a `copyright disclaimer' for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@example
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end example

That's all there is to it!
@cite The GNU General Public License.
@end cite
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This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@heading Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0
@item This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

@item You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate
@item
You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item
You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

@item
If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based
on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
@end enumerate

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

- Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

- Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

- Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

@item
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

@item
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@iftex
@heading NO WARRANTY
@end iftex
@iftex
@endif

@center NO WARRANTY
@end ifinfo

@end ifinfo
BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) YYYY NAME OF AUTHOR

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items---whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
```

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. This is the file "copying.dj". It does NOT apply to any sources or binaries copyrighted by UCB Berkeley, the Free Software Foundation, or any other agency besides DJ Delorie and others who have agreed to allow their sources to be distributed under these terms.

Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked Copyright (C) DJ Delorie
7 Kim Lane
Rochester NH 03867-2954

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

* Sources used to build crt0.o, gcrf0.o, libc.a, libdbg.a, and libemu.a are distributed under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License, rather than the GNU GPL.

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source file must remain intact. If you modify a source file, a notice to that effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

* Runtime binaries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to go32-v2.exe, emu387.dxe, and stubedit.exe.

* Runtime objects and libraries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, when linked into an application, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to crt0.o and libc.a.

-----

Changes to source code copyright BSD, FSF, or others, by DJ Delorie fall under the terms of the original copyright. Such files usually have multiple copyright notices in them.

A copy of the files "COPYING" and "COPYING.LIB" are included with this document. If you did not receive a copy of these files, you may obtain one from whence this document was obtained, or by writing:

Free Software Foundation
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non- permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or owned by the contributor at the time the contributor makes its contributions.
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>. The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under the GPL.

The following parts are under the LGPL, see file intl/COPYING.LIB:
- the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,
- the libintl.jar Java library,
- the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,
- the gettext.sh shells script function library.

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory:
- the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,
- the documentation.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
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Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c, list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.2, November 2002

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero
Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.

The “Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed,
as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input
format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available
@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},
PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples
of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and
@acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be
read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or
@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are
not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},
PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for
output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title"
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section “Entitled XYZ” according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

1. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

2. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

3. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

4. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.
@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

Termination

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

Future Revisions of this License

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU Free Documentation License'.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.' line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
“any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it
does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper
mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

---
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensee extends to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.445 libpng 1.5.13-7.el7_2
Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs. All rights reserved.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event shall the author or contributors be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of this software.

The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED. You may modify and/or redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the following two licenses (at your option):

LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:

   This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide," published by O'Reilly and Associates.

LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,
This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience. In case of any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following this sentence.

This code is released under the libpng license.

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.5.13, September 27, 2012, are Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2012 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5 with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

Cosmin Truta

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

Simon-Pierre Cadieux
Eric S. Raymond
Gilles Vollant

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with the user.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

Tom Lane
Glenn Randers-Pehrson
Willem van Schaik
libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are
Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger
Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,
with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

John Bowler
Kevin Bracey
Sam Bushell
Magnus Holmgren
Greg Roelofs
Tom Tanner

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are
Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"
is defined as the following set of individuals:

Andreas Dilger
Dave Martindale
Guy Eric Schalnat
Paul Schmidt
Tim Wegner

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors
and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,
including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of
fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.
assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,
or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG
Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject
to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not
be misrepresented as being the original source.

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any
source or altered source distribution.

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without
fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to
supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this
source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about" boxes and the like:

    printf("%s", png_get_copyright(NULL));

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software. OSI Certified Open Source is a certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

Glenn Randers-Pehrson
  glennrp at users.sourceforge.net
  September 27, 2012
  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
  Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
  59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

  To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by
you or third parties or a failure of the program to operate with any other
programs), even if such holder or other party has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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under certain conditions; type `show c` for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w` and `show c`; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items—whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.446 rootfiles 8.1
1.446.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: Public Domain

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681703_1604394751.84/0/rootfiles-8.1-11.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-wjshclzq/rootfiles.spec

1.447 visual-studio-runtime 10.00.30319.1
1.447.1 Available under license :
Copyright (c) 2014 Taylor Hakes
Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 
Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION
For Microsoft vscode-theme-seti

This file is based on or incorporates material from the projects listed below ("Third Party OSS"). The original copyright notice and the license under which Microsoft received such Third Party OSS, are set forth below. Such licenses and notice are provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft licenses the Third Party OSS to you under the licensing terms for the Microsoft product or service. Microsoft reserves all other rights not expressly granted under this agreement, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.


Copyright (c) 2014 Jesse Weed
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Monarch definition & snippets:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 David Owens II

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

TextMate grammar:

Copyright (c) 2014 Darin Morrison

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright 2015 Nicolas Bevacqua

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.448 iw 4.3-2.el7
1.448.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 2007, 2008 Johannes Berg
Copyright (c) 2007 Andy Lutomirski
Copyright (c) 2007 Mike Kershaw
Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Luis R. Rodriguez

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.449 xml-pull 1.1.3.1
1.449.1 Available under license :
   public domain

1.450 pinfo 0.6.10
1.450.1 Available under license :
   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   Preamble

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
   freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
   License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
   software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
   General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
   Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
   using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
   the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
   your programs, too.

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
   price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
   have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
   this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
   if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
   in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
   anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.451 plexus-utils 1.5.6
1.451.1 Available under license :
Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

Version 1.1.1

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,
must include the following acknowledgment:

"This product includes software developed by the Indiana University
Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"
must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without prior written permission. For written permission,
please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems
Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************
* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit
* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.
* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500
* Chicago, IL 60661 USA
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1.452 guava 27.0-jre
1.452.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the
* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either
* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/

* This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in
  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the
  * following header:
  *
  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author
  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.
  */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collection/Hashing.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collection/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collection/CollectSpliterators.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

/**
* Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method
* returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned
array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is
thus free to modify the returned array.

This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

@param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

*/

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

/*
 * No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
 */

/*
 * Found in path(s):
 */

/*
 * Found in path(s):
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
* the License.
*/
/**
* Outer class that exists solely to let us write [@code Partially.GwtIncompatible] instead of plain
* [@code GwtIncompatible]. This is more accurate for [@link Futures#catching], which is available
* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.
*
* <p>We can't use [@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible] because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize
* it as a [@code GwtIncompatible] annotation. And for [@code Futures.catching], we need the GWT
* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT
* version.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
* express
* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
* the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
* the License.
*/
/*
* This following method is a modified version of one found in
* http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30
* which contained the following notice:
*
* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to
* the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
*
* Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
* the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/
jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CheckedFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFutureCatchingSpecialization.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java
jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the following header:

MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

Found in path(s):

/opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):

/opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java


No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
 */
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
 * use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of
 * the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
 * /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
 * /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*! 
 * Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collection/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/concurrent/AbstractCheckedFuture.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

/**
 * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-<code class="language-java">Comparable</code> key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in <code class="language-java">ImmutableSortedMap</code>, not this dummy
 * version.
 *
 * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always
 * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type <code class="language-java">Comparable</code> to use <code class="language-java">ImmutableSortedMap</code> instead of this dummy.</b>
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
 * express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 */

/*
 * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group
 */
* and released to the public domain, as explained at
* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain
*
* As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's
* java.util.HashMap class.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166
* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at
* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/PeekingIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/TreeBasedTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/Table.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/StandardRowSortedTable.java

---
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1.jar/com/google/common/collection/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the
 * License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
 * either
* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/AbstractRangeSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/SortedIterables.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/RangeSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/GeneralRange.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/Count.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/SortedIterable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
  jar/com/google/common/coll/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

%/  
* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors  
*  
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except  
* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at  
*  
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0  
*  
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License  
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either  
* express  
* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under  
* the License.  
*/  
/**  
* Holder for extra methods of {code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular  
* version.  
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
 * in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
 * is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
 * or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
 * the License.
 * */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/ForwardingImmutableList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/collection/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258602_1606889649.12/0/guava-27-0-jre-sources-1-
1.453 libtiff 4.0.3 32.el7
1.453.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler
Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and
its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided
that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in
all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of
Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or
publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written
permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,
OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE
OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.454 python-backports 1
1.454.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: Public Domain

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681980_1604395046.07/0/python-backports-1.0-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
GUjHebdT/python-backports.spec

1.455 geoserver 2.3.4
1.455.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or
commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You
may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this
software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice
shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify,
propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the
Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if
such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise
violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from
complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other
than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant
of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice
with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If
you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from
your distribution. "GeoServer" means the GeoServer software licensed
under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such
software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries" means Eclipse
Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software
distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse
Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and
licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA
For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the
website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org
and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

*************************************************************************
Additional Libraries and Code used
*************************************************************************
GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are
including the appropriate notices in this file. We'd like to thank all
the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not
be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do
not require us to cite them, but we'd like to thank GeoTools -
and J. David Eisenberg's PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization
Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * ________________________________________
 * *
 * Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
 * *
 * See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
 * for a discussion of the algorithm.
 * *
 * Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
 * indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
 * world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
 * in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
 * limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
 * and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
 * copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
 * that this copyright notice remain intact.
 */

The GeoServer Project also thank J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on
Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's
release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new
BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done
by David Blasby for TOPP.
Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appended below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis, to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

---------------------------- from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ----------------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
// documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
// ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
// IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
// ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
// FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
// DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
// OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
// HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
// LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
// OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
// SUCH DAMAGE.
// Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other
// fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a BSD license (new). Notice is below:
Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.

Jetty License
Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
  Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.

* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.
5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.
12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be , at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.
-------

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

-------
Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
-------

GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/. Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

-------
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

-----

GeoServer is build using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.

The notice for EPL license is included below:

Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this distribution, and is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and
If the Work includes a “NOTICE” text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the
Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an
addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions
stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work
(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and
assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,
shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

John Benediktsson
HTMLImageMap GetMapProducer for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program" below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
```

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell

All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.
All rights reserved.
This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Peter Raganitsch

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Peter Raganitsch
Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented: you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented: you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu
SpatiaLiteOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer

Pablo Velazquez, Geotekne - http://www.geotekne.com/

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.com

DXFOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.
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1.456.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library ‘Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.457.1 Available under license :

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.458 commons-io 2.6

1.458.1 Available under license :

Apache Commons IO
Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.459.1 Available under license:

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAXB

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

## Trademarks

Eclipse Project for JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

None
## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.

Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means.
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OperATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.466 lz4 1.7.5-2.el7

1.466.1 Available under license:

This repository uses 2 different licenses:
- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license
- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file, and with the presence of COPYING or LICENSE file.

This model emphasizes the fact that only files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party projects.

Other files, such as those from `programs` or `examples` directory, are not intended to be compiled outside of their context. They can serve as source of inspiration, but they should not be copy/pasted into 3rd party projects, as this scenario is not supported.

LZ4 Library
Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-Name: liblz4
Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>
Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

Files: *
Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet
License: GPL-2+
The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE
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1.468.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by Jutta Degener and Carsten Bormann, Technische Universitaet Berlin

Any use of this software is permitted provided that this notice is not removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of this software. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

As a matter of courtesy, the authors request to be informed about uses this software has found, about bugs in this software, and about any improvements that may be of general interest.

Berlin, 28.11.1994
Jutta Degener
1.469 jsch 0.1.51
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1.470.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

gobject-introspection has two licenses; one for the typelib library,
and one for the tools.
The scanner (giscanner/) and typelib libraries (girepository/) are licensed under the LGPLv2+. See the file COPYING.LGPL.

The tools (tools/) are licensed under the GPLv2+. See the file COPYING.GPL.

There is also some MIT code in giscanner/. In general where applicable files should have headers denoting their license status; if they do not, please file a bug at https://gitlab.gnome.org/GNOME/gobject-introspection/issues.

1.471 m2crypto 0.21.1

1.471.1 Available under license :
Copyright (c) 1999-2004 Ng Pheng Siong. All rights reserved.

Portions copyright (c) 2004-2006 Open Source Applications Foundation.
All rights reserved.

Portions copyright (c) 2005-2006 Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2008-2010 Heikki Toivonen. All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE AUTHOR PROVIDES THIS SOFTWARE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.472 python 2.7.5-88.el7

1.472.1 Available under license :
Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> & Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>
Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this distribution.

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build
---------------------------------------------------

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code, copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running the code through a linker.

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation (included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com) for specific details.

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:
- alter any copyright, trademark or patent notice in Microsoft's Distributable Code;

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application platforms; or

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or unlawful programs.

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this file, or by other licenses as marked.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper
Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Expat maintainers

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the
licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the
product.

---

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)
This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do not accept the license, do not use the software.

1. Definitions
The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.
A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.
A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.
"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

2. Grant of Rights
(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that you create.
(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works of the contribution in the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations
(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and do not contain code from the software under any terms you choose.
(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or trademarks.
(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.
(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in the software.
(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.
(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE
=================================

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands as a successor of a language called ABC. Guido remains Python's principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for
National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us) in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the software.

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team. In October of the same year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became Zope Corporation. In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property. Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for the Open Source Definition). Historically, most, but not all, Python releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes the various releases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>GPL-compatible? (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9.0 thru 1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1991-1995</td>
<td>CWI</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 thru 1.5.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1995-1999</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5.2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>BeOpen.com</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>yes (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0+1.6.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0.1</td>
<td>2.0+1.6.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2.1+2.0.1</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.3</td>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 and above</td>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>2001-now</td>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Footnotes:

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under the GPL. All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute a modified version without making your changes open source. The GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible, because its license has a choice of law clause. According to CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1 is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's direction to make these releases possible.
B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and its associated documentation.


3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python.

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.
By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0
---------------------------------------------

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software in source or binary form and its associated documentation ("the Software").

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of law provisions. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between BeOpen and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party. As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at
http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the permissions granted on that web page.

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1
----------------------------------------

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee. Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and conditions in CNRI's License Agreement. This Agreement together with Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013. This Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON
1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal intellectual property law of the United States, including without limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying, installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

ACCEPT

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

-----------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

STICHTING MATHEMATIC SCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
1.473 tomcat-jdbc 7.0.108

1.473.1 Available under license:

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool
Copyright 2008-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.474 nss-softokn 3.36.0

1.474.1 Available under license:

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which is below.

Note on GPL Compatibility

-----------------------------

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL. The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do this for license compatibility reasons.
Note on LGPL Compatibility

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means
(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"
means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the
license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter
the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,
provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for
the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered
Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the
Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this
License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software
under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of
the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered
Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary
License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices
(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,
or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of
the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to
the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered
Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on
behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any
such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by
You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any
liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,
indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional
disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any
jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to
statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)
describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must
be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered
Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute
or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a
recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.
8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------------
10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
Copyright 2008, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
  in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
  this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public
License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this
file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under
the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

basecvt.pod
gcd.pod
invmod.pod
isprime.pod
lap.pod
mpi-test.pod
prime.txt
prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial
# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project. People
# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names
# here. Please keep the list sorted by first names.

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>
1.475 time 1.7-45.el7

1.475.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of
this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU 
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public 
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or 
your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, 
if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the 
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James 
Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies 
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts 
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence 
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your 
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public 
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change 
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

      (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,
if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system.
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.
3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no
permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>  
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

/*
*------------------------------------------------------------------
* Copyright (c) 2013-2014, 2018 by Cisco Systems, Inc.
* All rights reserved.
*------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

Copyright (c) 2010, Tom Cocagne
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Python Software Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL TOM COCAGNE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
1.479 selinux-policy 3.13.1

1.479.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.480 fipscheck 1.4.1

1.480.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2008-2012 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY RED HAT, INC. "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FREEBSD PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of Red Hat, Inc.

1.481 gettext 2.17-260.el7

1.481.1 Available under license:

The libasprintf package is under the LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB.
This subpackage is under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory.
@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.
@center Version 2.1, February 1999
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—-to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software—-typically libraries—-of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them...
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a ``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate
@item
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License''). Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A ``work based on the Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item
You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate
@item
The modified work must itself be a software library.

@item
You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item
You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

@item
If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or 
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form 
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany 
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which 
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a 
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy 
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the 
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to 
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not 
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the 
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or 
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a 
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and 
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library 
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it 
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the 
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. 
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file 
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a 
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. 
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be 
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The 
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data 
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline 
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object 
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative 
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the 
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may 
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. 
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, 
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

@enumerate a
@item
Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

@item
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

@item
Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

@item
If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

- Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
- Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses...
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

@item
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

@item
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@center @b[NO WARRANTY]

@item
BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

@item
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
@end enumerate

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@smallexample
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
@end smallexample

That's all there is to it!
@c The GNU General Public License.
@center Version 2, June 1991

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA
@end display

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@heading Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0
@item
This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The ``Program'', below, refers to any such program or work, and a ``work based on the Program'' means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.) Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item
You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate
@item
You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item
You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

@item
If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

- Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

- Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

- Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

@item
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and ”any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) @year @name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands \texttt{show w} and \texttt{show c} should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than \texttt{show w} and \texttt{show c}; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items---whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@example
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end example

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

This is the file "copying.dj". It does NOT apply to any sources or binaries copyrighted by UCB Berkeley, the Free Software Foundation, or any other agency besides DJ Delorie and others who have agreed to allow their sources to be distributed under these terms.

Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked
Copyright (C) DJ Delorie
7 Kim Lane
Rochester NH 03867-2954

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

* Sources used to build crtf0.o, gcrf0.o, libc.a, libdbg.a, and libemu.a are distributed under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License, rather than the GNU GPL.

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source file must remain intact. If you modify a source file, a notice to that effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.
* Runtime binaries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to go32-v2.exe, emu387.dxe, and stubedit.exe.

* Runtime objects and libraries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, when linked into an application, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to crt0.o and libc.a.

------

Changes to source code copyright BSD, FSF, or others, by DJ Delorie fall under the terms of the original copyright. Such files usually have multiple copyright notices in them.

A copy of the files "COPYING" and "COPYING.LIB" are included with this document. If you did not receive a copy of these files, you may obtain one from whence this document was obtained, or by writing:

Free Software Foundation
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1301
USA

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Every person is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under the GPL.

The following parts are under the LGPL, see file intl/COPYING.LIB:
- the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,
- the libintl.jar Java library,
- the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,
- the gettext.sh shells script function library.

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory:
- the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,
- the documentation.

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c, list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document free in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain @sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available
Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the “History” section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements” or “Dedications”, Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements”. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled “Endorsements” or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled “Endorsements”, provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will
automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

@end enumerate

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the “with@dots{} Texts.” line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being \texttt{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being \texttt{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being \texttt{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

\section*{1.482 hd-parm 9.43-5.el7}

\section*{1.482.1 Available under license :}

\begin{verbatim}
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
\end{verbatim}
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
      interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
      announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
      notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
      a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
      these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
      License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
      does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
      the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or redistribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on Wed, 21 Nov 2001 15:51:14 -0600.

It was downloaded from http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/Linux/system/hardware

Upstream Author: Mark S. Lord <mlord@pobox.com>

Copyright:

/* hdparm.c - Command line interface to get/set hard disk parameters */
/*       - by Mark Lord 1994-2008 -- freely distributable */

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the BSD License.
On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/BSD

BSD-Style Open Source License:

You may freely use, modify, and redistribute the hdparm program, as either binary or source, or both.
The only condition is that my name and copyright notice remain in the source code as-is.

Mark Lord (mlord@pobox.com)

1.483 batik-css 1.10
1.483.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed.
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate...
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

1.484 xfsdump 3.1.7-1.el7
1.484.1 Available under license :
   This package was debianized by Nathan Scott nathans@debian.org on
   Sun, 19 Nov 2000 07:37:09 -0500.
   It was downloaded from ftp://oss.sgi.com/projects/xfs/download/

   Copyright:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
you are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.485.1 Available under license:

GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

<http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document “free” in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of “copyleft”, which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML
or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple
HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of
transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats
include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by
proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or
processing tools are not generally available, and the
machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word
processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
predacing the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of
the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title"
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.
2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.
It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified
versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its
license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and
multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but
different contents, make the title of each such section unique by
adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",
and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections
Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other
documents released under this License, and replace the individual
copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy
that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules
of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all
other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and
distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a
copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this
License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that
document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
derivative works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
not give you any rights to use it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the
GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions
will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in
detail to address new problems or concerns. See

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document
specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
Document.

11. RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A
public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site
means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in
part, as part of another Document.
An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

1.486 wsdl4j 1.6.3
1.486.1 Available under license:
From RPM File Metadata:CPL

1.487 security-provider 1.61
1.487.1 Available under license:
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

1.488 pcs 0.9.165
1.488.1 Available under license:
Rayed Alrashed <rayed@rayed.com>
Daniel Heule
Mohammed Alshohayeb <moshohayeb@gmail.com>
Copyright (c) 2013, Rayed A Alrashed
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
"Gnomovision" (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2003-2013, Michael Foord & the mock team
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.489 libmodman 2.0.1
1.489.1 Available under license:
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.
Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that...
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.490 activemq-jaas 5.15.12
1.490.1 Available under license :

ActiveMQ :: JAAS
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.491 commons-fileupload 1.3.3

1.491.1 Available under license :
Apache Commons FileUpload
Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.492 slang 2.2.4-11.el7

1.492.1 Available under license:

\chapter{Copyright}
The `slang` library is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

\sect{The GNU Public License}

\footnote{\begin{center}
\noindent GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
\noindent Version 2, June 1991
\noindent Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
\noindent 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
\noindent Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
\end{center}

Preamble

\footnote{\begin{center}
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
\end{center}}
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

The Unicode Inc. Copyright

This software makes use of the Unicode tables published by Unicode, Inc under the following terms:

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1991-2009 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.
THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.493.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specify materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (C) 2004-2006 Heinz Mauelshagen, Red Hat GmbH.
All rights reserved.

This dmraid code is free software;
you can redistribute and/or modify it under the terms of
the GNU General Public License as published by the
Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

dmraid is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU (Lesser) General Public License along with this dmraid code; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

1.494 expat 2.1.0-10.el7_3
1.494.1 Available under license :
Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.495 python-suds 0.4.1

1.495.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, “this License” refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the “GNU GPL” refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library” refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application” is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work” is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version”.

The "Minimal Corresponding Source” for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code” for a Combined Work means the
object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from
the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.
c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version
of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that published version or of any later version
published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you
received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide
whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is
permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the
Library.

1.496 mariadb 5.5.60-1.el7_5
1.496.1 Available under license:

```
'#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_01----------------------#'
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL_license);
COUNT(@@GLOBAL_license)
1
1 Expected

'#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_02----------------------#'
SET @@GLOBAL_license=1;
ERROR HY000: Variable 'license' is a read only variable
Expected error 'Read only variable'
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL_license);
COUNT(@@GLOBAL_license)
1
1 Expected

'#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_03----------------------#'
SELECT @@GLOBAL_license = VARIABLE_VALUE
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.GLOBAL_VARIABLES
WHERE VARIABLE_NAME='license';
```
@@GLOBAL.license = VARIABLE_VALUE
1
1 Expected
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license)
1
1 Expected
SELECT COUNT(VARIABLE_VALUE)
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.GLOBAL_VARIABLES
WHERE VARIABLE_NAME='license';
COUNT(VARIABLE_VALUE)
1
1 Expected
'#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_04----------------------#'
SELECT @@license = @@GLOBAL.license;
@@license = @@GLOBAL.license
1
1 Expected
'#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_05----------------------#'
SELECT COUNT(@@license);
COUNT(@@license)
1
1 Expected
SELECT COUNT(@@local.license);
ERROR HY000: Variable 'license' is a GLOBAL variable
Expected error 'Variable is a GLOBAL variable'
SELECT COUNT(@@SESSION.license);
ERROR HY000: Variable 'license' is a GLOBAL variable
Expected error 'Variable is a GLOBAL variable'
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license)
1
1 Expected
SELECT license = @@SESSION.license;
ERROR 42S22: Unknown column 'license' in 'field list'
Expected error 'Readonly variable'
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

LICENSE ISSUES
=============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of
the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
-------------

/* ====================================================================
 * Copyright (c) 1998-1999 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 *
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
 * software must display the following acknowledgment:
 * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org)"
 *
 * 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
 * endorse or promote products derived from this software without
 * prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
 * openssl-core@openssl.org.
 */
5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
   * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org)"

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) All rights reserved.
   *
   * This package is an SSL implementation written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
   * The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscape's SSL.
   *
   * This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following conditions apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, Ihash, DES, etc., code: not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
   *
   * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed.

*/
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
* being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

SHOW CONTRIBUTORS;
NameLocationComment
Ronald BradfordBrisbane, AustraliaEFF contribution for UC2006 Auction
Sheeri KritzerBoston, Mass. USAEFF contribution for UC2006 Auction
Mark ShuttleworthLondon, UK.EFF contribution for UC2006 Auction
Warnings:
Warning1681'SHOW CONTRIBUTORS' is deprecated and will be removed in a future release.

XZ Utils Licensing
================================

Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

- liblzma is in the public domain.

- xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under GNU LGPLv2.1+.

- The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are under GNU GPLv2+.

- All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories are in the public domain.

- Translated messages are in the public domain.

- The build system contains public domain files, and files that are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up in the binaries being built.

- Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

- The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files that are under various free software licenses.

You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic, take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many lawyers.

As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but
naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.

The following license texts are included in the following files:
- COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1
- COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2
- COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source package.

If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more information.

```bash
# Variable Name: license
# Scope: Global
# Access Type: Static
# Data Type: string
# Creation Date: 2008-02-07
# Author : Sharique Abdullah
# Description: Test Cases of Dynamic System Variable license that checks the behavior of this variable in the following ways
#   * Value Check
#   * Scope Check

--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_01----------------------#

--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_01----------------------#

SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
--echo 1 Expected
```
--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_02----------------------#'
# Check if Value can set  
#  
--error ER_INCORRECT_GLOBAL_LOCAL_VAR
SET @@GLOBAL.license=1;
--echo Expected error 'Read only variable'
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
--echo 1 Expected

--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_03----------------------#'
# Check if the value in GLOBAL Table matches value in variable  

SELECT @@GLOBAL.license = VARIABLE_VALUE
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.GLOBAL_VARIABLES
WHERE VARIABLE_NAME='license';
--echo 1 Expected
SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
--echo 1 Expected
SELECT COUNT(VARIABLE_VALUE)
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.GLOBAL_VARIABLES
WHERE VARIABLE_NAME='license';
--echo 1 Expected

--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_04----------------------#'
#  Check if accessing variable with and without GLOBAL point to same variable  

SELECT @@license = @@GLOBAL.license;
--echo 1 Expected

--echo '#---------------------BS_STVARS_040_05----------------------#'

SELECT COUNT(@@license);
--echo 1 Expected

--Error ER_INCORRECT_GLOBAL_LOCAL_VAR
SELECT COUNT(@@local.license);
--echo Expected error 'Variable is a GLOBAL variable'

--Error ER_INCORRECT_GLOBAL_LOCAL_VAR
SELECT COUNT(@@SESSION.license);
--echo Expected error 'Variable is a GLOBAL variable'

SELECT COUNT(@@GLOBAL.license);
--echo 1 Expected

--Error ER_BAD_FIELD_ERROR
SELECT license = @@SESSION.license;
--echo Expected error 'Readonly variable'

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure that the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

Portions of this software contain modifications contributed by Percona, Inc.
These contributions are used with the following license:

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, Percona Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
    provided with the distribution.
  * Neither the name of the Percona Inc. nor the names of its
    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
    derived from this software without specific prior written
    permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Portions of this software contain modifications contributed by Google, Inc.
These contributions are used with the following license:

Copyright (c) 2008, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
  provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Google Inc. nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
  derived from this software without specific prior written
  permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
SHOW CONTRIBUTORS;

== MariaDB ==

The Debian package of MySQL was first debianzed on 1997-04-12 by Christian
Schwarz <schwarz@debian.org> and is maintained since 1999-04-20 by
Christian Hammers <ch@debian.org>.

The MariaDB packages were initially made by http://ourdelta.org/, and
are now managed by the MariaDB development team,
maria-developers@lists.launchpad.net
MariaDB can be downloaded from http://downloads.askmonty.org/mariadb/

Copyright:

According to the file "COPYING" all parts of this package are licenced under the terms of the GNU GPL Version 2 of which a copy is available in /usr/share/common-licenses.

To allow free software with other licences than the GPL to link against the shared library, special terms for "derived works" are granted in the README file of MySQL 5.5, as follows:

> MySQL FOSS License Exception
> We want free and open source software applications under certain licenses to be able to use specified GPL-licensed MySQL client libraries despite the fact that not all such FOSS licenses are compatible with version 2 of the GNU General Public License.
> Therefore there are special exceptions to the terms and conditions of the GPLv2 as applied to these client libraries, which are identified and described in more detail in the FOSS License Exception at <http://www.mysql.com/about/legal/licensing/foss-exception.html>.

The manual had to be removed as it is not free in the sense of the Debian Free Software Guidelines (DFSG).

== innotop ==

Copyright 2006-2009, Baron Schwartz <baron@xaprb.com>
URL: http://innotop.sourceforge.net

License:
> This software is dual licensed, either GPL version 2 or Artistic License.
> This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
> This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
> You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this package; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License and the Artistic License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/`.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 Henry Spencer. All rights reserved. This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered
work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor’s "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (c) 2010 DeNA Co.,Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of DeNA Co.,Ltd. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY DeNA Co.,Ltd. "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL DeNA Co.,Ltd. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
MySQL is distributed under GPL v2, but there are some licensing exceptions that allow the client libraries to be linked with a non-GPL application, so long as the application is under a license approved by Oracle. For details see http://www.mysql.com/about/legal/licensing/foss-exception/
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1.497.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,
an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works
thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the
Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright
owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been
received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,
prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)
patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the
Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.498 xerces-j 2.7.1

1.498.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
  *
  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
  * You may obtain a copy of the License at
  *
  *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
  *
  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
  * limitations under the License.
  */

Found in path(s):
  */opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java
  */opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*/
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2001-2004, 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XXAttributeGroupDecl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2005,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XPointerErrorHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XPointerErrorHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
/**
 * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type
 * (should be each model group):
 * Unique Particle Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),
 * Element Declarations Consistent.
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2000-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xeresimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xeresimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xeresimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2003-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xeresimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinc/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/NSItemListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,
* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de
* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All
* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software
* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the
* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even
* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE.
* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ASNamedObjectMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ASNamedObjectMap.java
/*
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright 2000-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ys/XMLSchemaValidator.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ys/ElementPSVImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributesImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/AttributePSVImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* /
*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/RevalidationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/IDREFDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLSchemaException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xml/NSDTSValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ xs/ XSModelImpl .java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xxs/models/XMLSchemaCM.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLSchema11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/DTDGrammar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/DTDGrammar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java
jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java
*/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java
*/
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 */
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTrElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 *...
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
/* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,
* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de
* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All
* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software
* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the
* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even
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* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more
* details.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLOverDOMImplementation.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
/**
 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.
 * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may
 * then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>
 * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>
 * method.
 * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either
 * <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODEASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if
 * <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the
 * <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous
 * mode, if it's <code>MODEASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the
 * <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous
 * mode.
 * @param schemaType An absolute URI representing the type of the schema
 * language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the
 * newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking
 * is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a
 * <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the
 * LSParser will be free to use any schema found), use the value
 * <code>null</code>.
 * <p>
 * For W3C XML Schema [a href="http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-
 * 20010502">XML Schema Part 1</a>]
 * , applications must use the value
<code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a href="http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006">XML 1.0</a>], applications must use the value "http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml". Other Schema languages are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an absolute URI in order to use this method.

@return The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

<p><b>Note:</b> By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code> does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of the "error-handler" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case, the initial value of the <code>error-handler</code> configuration parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a reference to the default error handler.

@exception DOMException
  NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is not supported.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

// Unique Particle Attribution

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2004,2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XMLCatalogResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/HTTPInputSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateMonthDV.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SecurityManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIPProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 1999-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

cos-nonambig = cos-nonambig: {0} and {1} (or elements from their substitution group) violate \"Unique Particle Attribution\". During validation against this schema, ambiguity would be created for those two particles.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCollectionImpl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCollectionImpl.java
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jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
  jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ddt/models/CMLLeaf.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ddt/XML11DTDPProcessor.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java
 * /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/...
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2000-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
/*
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XXSModelDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_161197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources.jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dom/ElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 */
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XMLMessageFormatter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java
jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/imxml/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOpImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1124919501_1611197727.99/0/xercesimpl-2-8-0-sources-
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1.499.1 Available under license:

Apache Commons Codec
Copyright 2002-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java
contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.
Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

===============================================================================

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated
from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm
with permission from the original authors.
Original source copyright:
Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.500.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.501 batik-dom 1.10
1.501.1 Available under license :
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).
1.502.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * $Id: XmlChars.java,v 1.1 2004/08/19 05:30:22 aslom Exp $
 *
 * The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
 * reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 *    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 *    distribution.
 *
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
 *    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
 *       "This product includes software developed by the
 *       Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
 *    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
 *    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
 *
 * 4. The names "Crimson" and "Apache Software Foundation" must
 *    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 *    software without prior written permission. For written
 *    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
 *
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
 *    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written
 *    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
 * WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
 * DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
 * ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
 * LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
 * USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
* 
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was
* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
* http://www.sun.com. For more information on the Apache Software
* Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/100096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-
  jar/com/bea/xml/stream/reader/XmlChars.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.
* 
* This software is open source. See the bottom of this file for the licence.
* 
*/
/
/*
* Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License, Version 1.1.1
* 
* Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights
* reserved.
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* 
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
* if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the Indiana
* University Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
 *
* 4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University
*  Extreme! Lab" must not be used to endorse or promote products
* derived from this software without prior written permission. For
* written permission, please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.
 *
* 5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana
* University" name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name,
* without prior written permission of the Indiana University.
 *
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/MXParser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
* @author Copyright (c) 2002 by BEA Systems. All Rights Reserved.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/samples/EventWrite.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/samples/AllocEventParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/samples/EventParse.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/samples/Parse.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/com/bea/xml/stream/samples/NoAllocEventParser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-jar/ASF2.0.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * $Id: XmlReader.java,v 1.1 2004/08/19 05:30:22 aslom Exp $
 *
 * The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
 *
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
 * reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 *
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
 * if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
 * "This product includes software developed by the
 * Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
 * Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
 * if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
 *
 * 4. The names "Crimson" and "Apache Software Foundation" must
 * not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 * software without prior written permission. For written
 * permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
 *
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
 * nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written
 * permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was
* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
* http://www.sun.com. For more information on the Apache Software
* Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.
* /

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-
  jar/com/bea/xml/stream/reader/XmlReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Copyright 2004 BEA Systems, Inc.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-
  jar/com/bea/xml/stream/MXParserFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-
  jar/com/bea/xml/stream/events/CharactersEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1000096794_1607114830.77/0/stax-1-2-0-sources-1-
1.503 ca-certificates 2018.2.22

1.503.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the
executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.504 gir1.2-gdkpixbuf-2.0 2.36.12-3.el7
1.504.1 Available under license:
GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

**GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

   If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

   However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

   When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

   If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.505 glib 2.56.1 2.el7
1.505.1 Available under license:

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies. Commercial redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to the modified or translated version available in electronic form without charge. However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain, and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

End

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.506 rsync 3.1.2-4.el7
1.506.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.
3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts.
regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the 
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied 
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply 
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install 
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has 
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a 
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates 
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for 
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a 
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and 
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and 
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, 
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly 
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in 
source code form), and must require no special password or key for 
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this 
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. 
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall 
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent 
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions 
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately 
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by 
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option 
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of 
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own 
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place 
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, 
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you 
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of 
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the 
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or 
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it.
under certain conditions; type `show c` for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program’s commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (c) 1998 Red Hat Software

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

1.507 pyyaml 3.10-11.el7

1.507.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

1.508 visual-studio-runtime 12.00.40664.0

1.508.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.
THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
  i) changes to the Program, and
  ii) additions to the Program;
where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights
and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or
offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable
separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

    Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
    Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
    Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.510 zlib 1.1.4

1.510.1 Available under license :

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library
   version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

   Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.511.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Manifest-Version: 1.0
Name: org/aspectj/lang/
Specification-Title: AspectJ Runtime Classes
Specification-Version: 1.7
Specification-Vendor: aspectj.org
Implementation-Title: org.aspectj.tools
Implementation-Version: 1.7.4
Implementation-Vendor: aspectj.org
Bundle-Name: AspectJ Runtime
Bundle-Version: 1.7.4
All Rights Reserved.

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1001161107_1607089727.88/0/aspectjrt-1-7-4-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

1.512 python-lxml 3.2.1
1.512.1 Available under license:
Zope Public License (ZPL) Version 2.0

This software is Copyright (c) Zope Corporation (tm) and Contributors. All rights reserved.

This license has been certified as open source. It has also been designated as GPL compatible by the Free Software Foundation (FSF).

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name Zope Corporation (tm) must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission from Zope Corporation.

4. The right to distribute this software or to use it for any purpose does not give you the right to use Servicemarks (sm) or Trademarks (tm) of Zope Corporation. Use of them is covered in a separate agreement (see http://www.zope.com/Marks).

5. If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

Disclaimer

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ZOPE CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ZOPE CORPORATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of contributions made by Zope Corporation and many individuals on behalf of Zope Corporation. Specific attributions are listed in the accompanying credits file.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
   Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

The ElementTree / XML Toys Library is

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Secret Labs AB
Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Fredrik Lundh

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

lxml is copyright Infrae and distributed under the BSD license (see doc/licenses/bsd.txt), with the following exceptions:

Some code, such a selftest.py, selftest2.py and src/lxml/_elementpath.py are derived from ElementTree and cElementTree. See doc/licenses/elementtree.txt for the license text.

lxml.cssselect and lxml.html are copyright Ian Bicking and distributed under the BSD license (see doc/licenses/bsd.txt).

test.py, the test-runner script, is GPL and copyright Shuttleworth Foundation. See doc/licenses/gpl.txt. It is believed the unchanged inclusion of test.py to run the unit test suite falls under the "aggregation" clause of the GPL and thus does not affect the license of the rest of the package.

The doctest.py module is taken from the Python library and falls under the PSF Python License.

The isoschematron implementation uses several XSL and RelaxNG resources:
* The (XML syntax) RelaxNG schema for schematron, copyright International Organization for Standardization (see src/lxml/icoschematron/resources/rng/iso-schematron.rng for the license text)
* The skeleton iso-schematron-xml1 pure-xslt schematron implementation xsl stylesheets, copyright Rick Jelliffe and Academia Sinica Computing Center, Taiwan (see the xsl files here for the license text: src/lxml/icoschematron/resources/xsl/iso-schematron-xslt1/)
* The xsd/rng schema schematron extraction xsl transformations are unlicensed and copyright the respective authors as noted (see src/lxml/icoschematron/resources/xsl/RNG2Schtrn.xsl and
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of Infrae nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INFRAE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.513 python-setuptools 1.19.11

1.513.1 Available under license:

Contributors

* Alex Grnhom
* Alice Bevan-McGregor
* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis
* Christophe Combelles
* Daniel Stutzbach
* Daniel Holth
* Dirley Rodrigues
* Donald Stufft
* Grigory Petrov
* Hanno Schlichting  
* Jannis Leidel  
* Jason R. Coombs  
* Jim Fulton  
* Jonathan Lange  
* Justin Azoff  
* Lennart Regebro  
* Marc Abramowitz  
* Martin von Lwis  
* Noufal Ibrahim  
* Pete Hollobon  
* Philip J. Eby  
* Philip Jenvey  
* Philip Thiem  
* Reinout van Rees  
* Robert Myers  
* Stefan H. Holek  
* Tarek Ziad  
* Toshio Kuratomi

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

Zope Public License (ZPL) Version 2.0

================================================================================

This software is Copyright (c) Zope Corporation (tm) and Contributors. All rights reserved.

This license has been certified as open source. It has also been designated as GPL compatible by the Free Software Foundation (FSF).

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name Zope Corporation (tm) must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission from Zope Corporation.
4. The right to distribute this software or to use it for any purpose does not give you the right to use Servicemarks (sm) or Trademarks (tm) of Zope Corporation. Use of them is covered in a separate agreement (see http://www.zope.com/Marks).

5. If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

Disclaimer

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ZOPE CORPORATION ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ZOPE CORPORATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of contributions made by Zope Corporation and many individuals on behalf of Zope Corporation. Specific attributions are listed in the accompanying credits file.

1.514 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.24215.1
1.514.1 Available under license:

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION
Do Not Translate or Localize

This project incorporates components from the projects listed below. The original copyright notices and the licenses under which Microsoft received such components are set forth below. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

% nodejs path library (https://github.com/nodejs/node/tree/43dd49e9782848c25e5b03448c8a0f923f13c158)
Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

========================================= END OF nodejs path library NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%%% promise-polyfill version 8.1.0 (https://github.com/taylorhakes/promise-polyfill)

Copyright (c) 2014 Taylor Hakes
Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================
%% string_scorer version 0.1.20 (https://github.com/joshaven/string_score)
=============================================================================
This software is released under the MIT license:

Copyright (c) Joshaven Potter

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
=============================================================================
END OF string_scorer NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
=============================================================================
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

========================================= END OF chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION

microsoft-vscode

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION
Do Not Translate or Localize

This project incorporates components from the projects listed below. The original copyright notices and the licenses under which Microsoft received such components are set forth below. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

1. atom/language-clojure version 0.22.7 (https://github.com/atom/language-clojure)
2. atom/language-coffee-script version 0.49.3 (https://github.com/atom/language-coffee-script)
3. atom/language-java version 0.31.4 (https://github.com/atom/language-java)
5. atom/language-shellscript version 0.26.0 (https://github.com/atom/language-shellscript)
6. atom/language-xml version 0.35.2 (https://github.com/atom/language-xml)
7. better-go-syntax version 1.0.0 (https://github.com/jeff-hykin/better-go-syntax/)
8. Colors sublime-Themes version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/Colors sublime/Colors sublime-Themes)
9. daaain/Handlebars version 1.8.0 (https://github.com/daaain/Handlebars)
11. definitelytyped (https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped)
12. demyte/language-cshtml version 0.3.0 (https://github.com/demyte/language-cshtml)
13. Document Object Model version 4.0.0 (https://www.w3.org/DOM/)
14. dotnet/csharp-tmlanguage version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/dotnet/csharp-tmlanguage)
15. expand-abbreviation version 0.5.8 (https://github.com/emmetio/expand-abbreviation)
16. fadeevab/make.tmbundle (https://github.com/fadeevab/make.tmbundle)
17. freebroccoli/atom-language-swift (https://github.com/freebroccoli/atom-language-swift)
18. HTML 5.1 W3C Working Draft version 08 October 2015 (http://www.w3.org/TR/2015/WD-html51-20151008/)
20. insane version 2.6.2 (https://github.com/bevacqua/insane)
22. ionide/ionide-fsgrammar (https://github.com/ionide/ionide-fsgrammar)
25. js-beautify version 1.6.8 (https://github.com/beautify-web/js-beautify)
27. language-docker (https://github.com/moby/moby)
28. language-less version 0.34.2 (https://github.com/atom/language-less)
29. language-php version 0.44.4 (https://github.com/atom/language-php)
30. language-rust version 0.4.12 (https://github.com/zargony/atom-language-rust)
32. marked version 0.6.2 (https://github.com/markedsjs/marked)
33. mdn-data version 1.1.12 (https://github.com/mdn/data)
34. Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage version 0.1.8 (https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage)
35. Microsoft/vscode-JSON.tmLanguage (https://github.com/Microsoft/vscode-JSON.tmLanguage)
36. Microsoft/vscode-mssql version 1.6.0 (https://github.com/Microsoft/vscode-mssql)
37. mmims/language-batchfile version 0.7.5 (https://github.com/mmims/language-batchfile)
38. octref/language-css version 0.42.11 (https://github.com/octref/language-css)
39. PowerShell/EditorSyntax version 1.0.0 (https://github.com/PowerShell/EditorSyntax)
40. promise-polyfill version 8.0.0 (https://github.com/taylorhakes/promise-polyfill)
41. seti-ui version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/jesseweed/seti-ui)
42. shaders-tmLanguage version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/tgjones/shaders-tmLanguage)
43. textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle)
44. textmate/c.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/c.tmbundle)
45. textmate/diff.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/diff.tmbundle)
46. textmate/git.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/git.tmbundle)
47. textmate/groovy.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/groovy.tmbundle)
48. textmate/html.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/html.tmbundle)
49. textmate/ini.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/ini.tmbundle)
50. textmate/javascript.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/javascript.tmbundle)
51. textmate/lua.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/lua.tmbundle)
52. textmate/markdown.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/markdown.tmbundle)
53. textmate/perl.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/perl.tmbundle)
54. textmate/ruby.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/ruby.tmbundle)
55. textmate/yaml.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/yaml.tmbundle)
56. TypeScript-TmLanguage version 1.0.0 (https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage)
57. TypeScript-TmLanguage version 1.0.0 (https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage)
58. Unicode version 12.0.0 (http://www.unicode.org/)
59. vscode-codicons version 0.0.1 (https://github.com/microsoft/vscode-codicons)
60. vscode-logfile-highlighter version 2.6.0 (https://github.com/emilast/vscode-logfile-highlighter)
61. vscode-swift version 0.0.1 (https://github.com/owensd/vscode-swift)
62. Web Background Synchronization (https://github.com/WICG/BackgroundSync)

---

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/mmcgrana/textmate-clojure and distributed under the following license, located in 'LICENSE.md':

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2010- Mark McGranaghan

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF atom/language-clojure NOTICES AND INFORMATION

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, 
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to 
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to 
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be 
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION 
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at 
https://github.com/jashkenas/coffee-script-tmbundle and distributed under the 
following license, located in 'LICENSE':

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Jeremy Ashkenas

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person 
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation 
files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without 
restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, 
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the 
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following 
conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be 
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION 
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

========================================= 
END OF atom/language-coffee-script NOTICES AND INFORMATION

========================================= 
%% atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

===================================================================
END OF atom/language-coffee-script NOTICES AND INFORMATION

===================================================================
%% atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

===================================================================
END OF atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION

===================================================================
END OF atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the " Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/textmate/java.tmbundle and distributed under the following license, located in `README.mdown`:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

========================================
END OF atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% atom/language-sass NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the " Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/alexsancho/Sass.tmbundle and distributed under the following license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Sancho, http://alexsancho.name/

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF atom/language-sass NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% atom/language-shellscript NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at
https://github.com/textmate/shellscript.tmbundle and distributed under the
following license, located in `README.mdown`:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this
software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without
express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its
suitability for any purpose.

END OF atom/language-shellscript NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% atom/language-xml NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/textmate/xml.tmbundle and distributed under the following license, located in `README.mdown`:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

END OF atom/language-xml NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% better-go-syntax NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2019 Jeff Hykin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF better-go-syntax NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% Colorsublime-Themes NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) 2015 Colorsublime.com
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF ColorsSublime-Themes NOTICES AND INFORMATION

---

%% daaain/Handlebars NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

---

-- Credits

Adapted from the great sublime-text-handlebars package by Nicholas Westlake.

Thanks a lot to all the generous contributors (in alphabetical order): @bittersweetryan, @bradcliffe, @calumbrodie, @duncanbeegers, @hlvnst, @jonschlinkert, @Krutius, @samselikoff, @utkarshkukreti, @zeppelin

-- License

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) daaain/Handlebars project authors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

========================================
END OF daaain/Handlebars NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% davidrios/pug-tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 David Rios

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

========================================
END OF davidrios/pug-tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% definitelytyped NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

This project is licensed under the MIT license.
Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 James Summerton

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

W3C License

This work is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions. Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this work, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the work or portions thereof, including modifications:

* The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
* Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software and Document Short Notice should be included.
* Notice of any changes or modifications, through a copyright statement on the new code or document such as "This software or document includes material copied from or derived from Document Object Model. Copyright 2015 W3C (MIT, ERCIM, Keio, Beihang)."

Disclaimers

THIS WORK IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the work without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this work will at all times remain with copyright holders.

END OF Document Object Model NOTICES AND INFORMATION

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2016 .NET Foundation

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

END OF dotnet/csharp-tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2017 Emmet.io

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================
END OF expand-abbreviation NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% fadeevab/make.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-make.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================
END OF fadeevab/make.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% freebroccolo/atom-language-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 Darin Morrison

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF Ikuyadeu/vscode-R NOTICES AND INFORMATION

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright 2015 Nicolas Bevacqua

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF insane NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% Ionic documentation NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
=========================================
END OF Ionic documentation NOTICES AND INFORMATION
%

% % ionide/ionide-fsgrammar NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 Krzysztof Cieslak

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
MIT License

Copyright (c) 2019 Jeff Hykin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF jeff-hykin/cpp-textmate-grammar NOTICES AND INFORMATION

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2007-2018 Einar Lielmanis, Liam Newman, and contributors.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2011 Jxck

Originally from node.js (http://nodejs.org)
Copyright Joyent, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
https://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

==========================================================================
END OF language-docker NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% language-less NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

==========================================================================
The MIT License (MIT)
Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/textmate/less.tmbundle and distributed under the following license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

Copyright (c) 2010 Scott Kyle and Rasmus Andersson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF language-less NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% language-php NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
=================================================================
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at
https://github.com/textmate/php.tmbundle and distributed under the following
license, located in `README.mdown`:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this
software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without
express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its
suitability for any purpose.

End Of language-php Notices And Information

%% language-rust NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright ©2013 `Andreas Neuhaus` `http://zargony.com/

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
============================================================================
END OF language-rust NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% MagicStack/MagicPython NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
============================================================================
The MIT License

Copyright (c) 2015-present MagicStack Inc. http://magic.io

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.
============================================================================
END OF MagicStack/MagicPython NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
============================================================================
information

## Contribution License Agreement

If you contribute code to this project, you are implicitly allowing your code
to be distributed under the MIT license. You are also implicitly verifying that
all code is your original work. `</legalese>`

## Marked

Copyright (c) 2011-2018, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

## Markdown

Copyright 2004, John Gruber
http://daringfireball.net/
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name "Markdown" nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors "as is" and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

END OF marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION

---

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0
Copyright (c) 2018 Mozilla Corporation
1. Definitions

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached
the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means
(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described
in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of
version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the
terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"
means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,
whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and
all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
means any of the following:
(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions
-----------------------------------

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use
This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered
Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular
Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************
*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                         *
*  -------------------------                                         *
*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"     *
*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or *
*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the     *
*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a     *
*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the   *
*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.      *
*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You   *
*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, *
*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an *
*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is *
*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.       *
*                                                                       *
************************************************************************
************************************************************************

************************************************************************
*  7. Limitation of Liability                                        *
*  --------------------------                                        *
*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort     *
*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any         *
*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as         *
*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,       *
*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character    *
*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of  *
*
* goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any *
* and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party *
* shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This *
* limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or *
* personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the *
* extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some *
* jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of *
* incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and *
* limitation may not apply to You. *

************************************************************************

8. Litigation
-------------

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the
courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal
place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that
jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.
Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring
cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous
--------------

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject
matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides
that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License
-------------------------

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section
10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a
distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version
of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,
or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license
steward.
10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

END OF mdn-data NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation
All rights reserved.

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Microsoft/vscode-JSON.tmLanguage

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation

All rights reserved.

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED *AS IS*, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF Microsoft/vscode-JSON.tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Microsoft/vscode-mssql NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
vscode-mssql
Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation
All rights reserved.
MIT License
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit
persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
Copyright (c) 2016 Microsoft
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)
Copyright (c) 2017 Michael Mims
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
ing the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

END OF mmims/language-batchfile NOTICES AND INFORMATION
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at https://github.com/textmate/css.tmbundle and distributed under the following license, located in `README.mdown`:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

END OF octref/language-css NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% PowerShell/EditorSyntax NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation

All rights reserved.

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF PowerShell/EditorSyntax NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% promise-polyfill NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 Taylor Hakes
Copyright (c) 2014 Forbes Lindesay

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF promise-polyfill NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% seti-ui NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2014 Jesse Weed
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2017 Tim Jones

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

END OF MIT License

END OF MIT License
Copyright (c) textmate-asp.vb.net.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Copyright (c) textmate-c.tmbundle authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/c.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Copyright (c) textmate-diff.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added
to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/diff.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/git.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2008 Tim Harper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the" Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF textmate/git.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/groovy.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) textmate-groovy.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/groovy.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION
An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/javascript.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/lua.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) textmate-lua.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/lua.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/markdown.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) markdown.tmbundle authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/markdown.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/perl.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) textmate-perl.tmbundle project authors
If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/perl.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/ruby.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) textmate-ruby.tmbundle project authors

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its suitability for any purpose.

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information, or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example "tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

END OF textmate/ruby.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% textmate/yaml.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Copyright (c) 2015 FichteFoll <fichtefoll2@googlemail.com>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
============================================================================
END OF textmate/yaml.tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
============================================================================
Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation
All rights reserved.

MIT License

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.
============================================================================
END OF TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% Unicode NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
============================================================================
Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the
directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard
or under the directories
Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the fullest extent possible.

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are intended for use by those authorized to give the public permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms and conditions of the license they choose before applying it. Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-licensed material, or material used under an exception or limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors: wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

Considerations for the public: By using one of our public licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of the licensed material may still be restricted for other reasons, including because others have copyright or other
rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests, such as asking that all changes be marked or described. Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations for the public:
wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

Section 1 -- Definitions.

a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording, Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is synched in timed relation with a moving image.

b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright including, without limitation, performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar Rights.

d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright
Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements.

e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database, or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public License.

g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights under this Public License.

i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material available to the public including in ways that members of the public may access the material from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.

j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

Section 2 -- Scope.

a. License grant.

1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

   a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or in part; and
b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions.

3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section 6(a).

4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical modifications necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License, simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a) (4) never produces Adapted Material.

5. Downstream recipients.

   a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every recipient of the Licensed Material automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this Public License.

   b. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed Material.

6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by, the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

b. Other rights.

   1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not
licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,
privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to
the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to
assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited
extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed
Rights, but not otherwise.

2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this
Public License.

3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to
collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed
Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society
under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory
licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly
reserves any right to collect such royalties.

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the
following conditions.

a. Attribution.

1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified
form), You must:

a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor
with the Licensed Material:

i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed
Material and any others designated to receive
attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by
the Licensor (including by pseudonym if
designated);

ii. a copyright notice;

iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of
warranties;

v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the
extent reasonably practicable;

b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and
retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, this Public License.

2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or hyperlink to a resource that includes the required information.

3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent reasonably practicable.

4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database;

b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material; and

c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS
AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability.

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License terminate automatically.

b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under Section 6(a), it reinstates:

1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the violation; or

2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations of this Public License.

c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so
will not terminate this Public License.

d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public License.

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully be made without permission under this Public License.

b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and conditions.

c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the Licensor.

d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

=======================================================================

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be considered the "Licensor." The text of the Creative Commons public licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that
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material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including, without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements, understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public licenses.

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

END OF vscode-codicons NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% vscode-logfile-highlighter NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 emilast

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF vscode-logfile-highlighter NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% vscode-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015 David Owens II

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

END OF vscode-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION

%% Web Background Synchronization NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

========================================

END OF Web Background Synchronization NOTICES AND INFORMATION

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2015 - present Microsoft Corporation

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 - present Microsoft Corporation

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.515.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682515_1604395446.52/0/perl-Filter-1.49-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-OBKuFuJu/perl-Filter.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Source Filters

Version 1.49

2013-04-01 rurban
DESCRIPTION
------------

This distribution consists of a number of Source Filters.

For more details see the pod documentation embedded in the .pm files.

If you intend using the Filter::Util::Call functionality, I would strongly recommend that you check out Damian Conway's excellent Filter::Simple module. Damien's module provides a much cleaner interface than Filter::Util::Call. Although it doesn't allow the fine control that Filter::Util::Call does, it should be adequate for the majority of applications. It's available at

http://search.cpan.org/dist/Filter-Simple/

PREREQUISITES
------------

Before you can build the Source Filters you need to have the following installed on your system:

* Perl 5.005 or better. 5.6.0 or better is recommended for Win32.

If your Perl is less than version 5.004_55, the "order" test harness will be skipped.

BUILDING THE MODULES
----------------------

Assuming you have met all the prerequisites, building the modules should be relatively straightforward.

The modules can now be built using this sequence of commands:

perl Makefile.PL
    make
    make test

The filters have been successfully built and tested on the following systems (at least):
linux (gcc or clang)
cygwin 1.7
mingw strawberry 5.14
SunOS 4.1.3 (Sun C compiler & gcc 2.7.2.3)
Solaris 2.3 (Sun C Compiler)
irix 5.3
irix 6.x
Windows XP (Visual C++ 6.0)

On Windows tr.exe and cpp.exe should be really the gnu/mingw tools in the path for the testsuite to pass successfully.

INSTALLATION
------------

make install

UPDATES
-------

The most recent version of the Filters is always available at

    http://www.cpan.org/modules/by-module/Filter

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682515_1604395446.52/0/perl-Filter-1.49-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-OBKuFjuq/Filter-1.49.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-AqWFPfe2/Filter-1.49/README
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

perlfilter - Source Filters

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This article is about a little-known feature of Perl called
I<source filters>. Source filters alter the program text of a module before Perl sees it, much as a C preprocessor alters the source text of a C program before the compiler sees it. This article tells you more about what source filters are, how they work, and how to write your own.

The original purpose of source filters was to let you encrypt your program source to prevent casual piracy. This isn't all they can do, as you'll soon learn. But first, the basics.

=head1 CONCEPTS
Before the Perl interpreter can execute a Perl script, it must first read it from a file into memory for parsing and compilation. If that script itself includes other scripts with a \texttt{use} or \texttt{require} statement, then each of those scripts will have to be read from their respective files as well.

Now think of each logical connection between the Perl parser and an individual file as a \texttt{source stream}. A source stream is created when the Perl parser opens a file, it continues to exist as the source code is read into memory, and it is destroyed when Perl is finished parsing the file. If the parser encounters a \texttt{require} or \texttt{use} statement in a source stream, a new and distinct stream is created just for that file.

The diagram below represents a single source stream, with the flow of source from a Perl script file on the left into the Perl parser on the right. This is how Perl normally operates.

```
file -------> parser
```

There are two important points to remember:

=over 5
=item 1.

Although there can be any number of source streams in existence at any given time, only one will be active.

=item 2.

Every source stream is associated with only one file.

=back

A source filter is a special kind of Perl module that intercepts and modifies a source stream before it reaches the parser. A source filter changes our diagram like this:

```
file ----> filter ----> parser
```

If that doesn't make much sense, consider the analogy of a command pipeline. Say you have a shell script stored in the compressed file \texttt{trial.gz}. The simple pipeline command below runs the script without needing to create a temporary file to hold the uncompressed file.

```
gunzip -c trial.gz | sh
```
In this case, the data flow from the pipeline can be represented as follows:

```
trial.gz ----> gunzip ----> sh
```

With source filters, you can store the text of your script compressed and use a source filter to uncompress it for Perl's parser:

```
compressed           gunzip
Perl program ---> source filter ---> parser
```

=head1 USING FILTERS

So how do you use a source filter in a Perl script? Above, I said that a source filter is just a special kind of module. Like all Perl modules, a source filter is invoked with a use statement.

Say you want to pass your Perl source through the C preprocessor before execution. As it happens, the source filters distribution comes with a C preprocessor filter module called Filter::cpp.

Below is an example program, C<cpp_test>, which makes use of this filter. Line numbers have been added to allow specific lines to be referenced easily.

```
1: use Filter::cpp;
2: #define TRUE 1
3: $a = TRUE;
4: print "a = $a\n";
```

When you execute this script, Perl creates a source stream for the file. Before the parser processes any of the lines from the file, the source stream looks like this:

```
cpp_test ---------> parser
```

Line 1, C<use Filter::cpp>, includes and installs the C<cpp> filter module. All source filters work this way. The use statement is compiled and executed at compile time, before any more of the file is read, and it attaches the cpp filter to the source stream behind the scenes. Now the data flow looks like this:

```
cpp_test ----> cpp filter ----> parser
```

As the parser reads the second and subsequent lines from the source stream, it feeds those lines through the C<cpp> source filter before processing them. The C<cpp> filter simply passes each line through the real C preprocessor. The output from the C preprocessor is then
inserted back into the source stream by the filter.

```
-> cpp --.
|   |
|   |
| <-'

cpp_test ----> cpp filter ----> parser
```

The parser then sees the following code:

```
use Filter::cpp;
$a = 1;
print "a = $a\n";
```

Let's consider what happens when the filtered code includes another module with use:

```
1: use Filter::cpp;
2: #define TRUE 1
3: use Fred;
4: $a = TRUE;
5: print "a = $a\n";
```

The C<cpp> filter does not apply to the text of the Fred module, only to the text of the file that used it (C<cpp_test>). Although the use statement on line 3 will pass through the cpp filter, the module that gets included (C<Fred>) will not. The source streams look like this after line 3 has been parsed and before line 4 is parsed:

```
cpp_test ---> cpp filter ---> parser (INACTIVE)
Fred.pm ----> parser
```

As you can see, a new stream has been created for reading the source from C<Fred.pm>. This stream will remain active until all of C<Fred.pm> has been parsed. The source stream for C<cpp_test> will still exist, but is inactive. Once the parser has finished reading Fred.pm, the source stream associated with it will be destroyed. The source stream for C<cpp_test> then becomes active again and the parser reads line 4 and subsequent lines from C<cpp_test>.

You can use more than one source filter on a single file. Similarly, you can reuse the same filter in as many files as you like.

For example, if you have a uuencoded and compressed source file, it is possible to stack a uudecode filter and an uncompression filter like this:
Once the first line has been processed, the flow will look like this:

```
file ---> uudecode ---> uncompress ---> parser
```

Data flows through filters in the same order they appear in the source file. The uudecode filter appeared before the uncompress filter, so the source file will be uudecoded before it's uncompressed.

=head1 WRITING A SOURCE FILTER

There are three ways to write your own source filter. You can write it in C, use an external program as a filter, or write the filter in Perl. I won't cover the first two in any great detail, so I'll get them out of the way first. Writing the filter in Perl is most convenient, so I'll devote the most space to it.

=head1 WRITING A SOURCE FILTER IN C

The first of the three available techniques is to write the filter completely in C. The external module you create interfaces directly with the source filter hooks provided by Perl.

The advantage of this technique is that you have complete control over the implementation of your filter. The big disadvantage is the increased complexity required to write the filter - not only do you need to understand the source filter hooks, but you also need a reasonable knowledge of Perl guts. One of the few times it is worth going to this trouble is when writing a source scrambler. The C<decrypt> filter (which unscrambles the source before Perl parses it) included with the source filter distribution is an example of a C source filter (see Decryption Filters, below).

=item B<Decryption Filters>

All decryption filters work on the principle of "security through obscurity." Regardless of how well you write a decryption filter and how strong your encryption algorithm is, anyone determined enough can retrieve the original source code. The reason is quite simple - once the decryption filter has decrypted the source back to its original
form, fragments of it will be stored in the computer's memory as Perl parses it. The source might only be in memory for a short period of time, but anyone possessing a debugger, skill, and lots of patience can eventually reconstruct your program.

That said, there are a number of steps that can be taken to make life difficult for the potential cracker. The most important: Write your decryption filter in C and statically link the decryption module into the Perl binary. For further tips to make life difficult for the potential cracker, see the file I<decrypt.pm> in the source filters distribution.

=head1 CREATING A SOURCE FILTER AS A SEPARATE EXECUTABLE

An alternative to writing the filter in C is to create a separate executable in the language of your choice. The separate executable reads from standard input, does whatever processing is necessary, and writes the filtered data to standard output. C<Filter::cpp> is an example of a source filter implemented as a separate executable - the executable is the C preprocessor bundled with your C compiler.

The source filter distribution includes two modules that simplify this task: C<Filter::exec> and C<Filter::sh>. Both allow you to run any external executable. Both use a coprocess to control the flow of data into and out of the external executable. (For details on coprocesses, see Stephens, W.R., "Advanced Programming in the UNIX Environment." Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-210-56317-7, pages 441-445.) The difference between them is that C<Filter::exec> spawns the external command directly, while C<Filter::sh> spawns a shell to execute the external command. (Unix uses the Bourne shell; NT uses the cmd shell.) Spawning a shell allows you to make use of the shell metacharacters and redirection facilities.

Here is an example script that uses C<Filter::sh>:

```perl
use Filter::sh 'tr XYZ PQR';
$a = 1;
print "XYZ a = $a
";
```

The output you'll get when the script is executed:

```perl
PQR a = 1
```

Writing a source filter as a separate executable works fine, but a small performance penalty is incurred. For example, if you execute the small example above, a separate subprocess will be created to run the
Unix C<tr> command. Each use of the filter requires its own subprocess. If creating subprocesses is expensive on your system, you might want to consider one of the other options for creating source filters.

=head1 WRITING A SOURCE FILTER IN PERL

The easiest and most portable option available for creating your own source filter is to write it completely in Perl. To distinguish this from the previous two techniques, I'll call it a Perl source filter.

To help understand how to write a Perl source filter we need an example to study. Here is a complete source filter that performs rot13 decoding. (Rot13 is a very simple encryption scheme used in Usenet postings to hide the contents of offensive posts. It moves every letter forward thirteen places, so that A becomes N, B becomes O, and Z becomes M.)

package Rot13;

use Filter::Util::Call;

sub import {
    my ($type) = @_;
    my ($ref) = [];
    filter_add(bless $ref);
}

sub filter {
    my ($self) = @_;
    my ($status);
    tr/n-za-mN-ZA-M/a-zA-Z/
    if ($status = filter_read()) > 0;
    $status;
}

1;

All Perl source filters are implemented as Perl classes and have the same basic structure as the example above.

First, we include the C<Filter::Util::Call> module, which exports a number of functions into your filter's namespace. The filter shown above uses two of these functions, C<filter_add()> and C<filter_read>().

Next, we create the filter object and associate it with the source
stream by defining the C<import> function. If you know Perl well enough, you know that C<import> is called automatically every time a module is included with a use statement. This makes C<import> the ideal place to both create and install a filter object.

In the example filter, the object (C<$ref>) is blessed just like any other Perl object. Our example uses an anonymous array, but this isn’t a requirement. Because this example doesn’t need to store any context information, we could have used a scalar or hash reference just as well. The next section demonstrates context data.

The association between the filter object and the source stream is made with the C<filter_add()> function. This takes a filter object as a parameter (C<$ref> in this case) and installs it in the source stream.

Finally, there is the code that actually does the filtering. For this type of Perl source filter, all the filtering is done in a method called C<filter()> . (It is also possible to write a Perl source filter using a closure. See the C<Filter::Util::Call> manual page for more details.) It’s called every time the Perl parser needs another line of source to process. The C<filter()> method, in turn, reads lines from the source stream using the C<filter_read()> function.

If a line was available from the source stream, C<filter_read()> returns a status value greater than zero and appends the line to C<$_>. A status value of zero indicates end-of-file, less than zero means an error. The filter function itself is expected to return its status in the same way, and put the filtered line it wants written to the source stream in C<$_>. The use of C<$_> accounts for the brevity of most Perl source filters.

In order to make use of the rot13 filter we need some way of encoding the source file in rot13 format. The script below, C<mkrot13>, does just that.

die "usage mkrot13 filename\n" unless @ARGV;
my $in = $ARGV[0];
my $out = "$in.tmp";
open(IN, "<$in") or die "Cannot open file $in: $!
";
open(OUT, ">$out") or die "Cannot open file $: $!
";

print OUT "use Rot13;
";
while (<IN>) {
    tr/a-zA-Z/n-za-mN-ZA-M/;
    print OUT;
}
close IN;
close OUT;
unlink $in;
rename $out, $in;

If we encrypt this with `mkrot13`:

```perl
print " hello fred \n";
```

the result will be this:

```perl
use Rot13;
cevag "uryyb serq\a";
```

Running it produces this output:

```
hello fred
```

=head1 USING CONTEXT: THE DEBUG FILTER

The rot13 example was a trivial example. Here's another demonstration that shows off a few more features.

Say you wanted to include a lot of debugging code in your Perl script during development, but you didn't want it available in the released product. Source filters offer a solution. In order to keep the example simple, let's say you wanted the debugging output to be controlled by an environment variable, `DEBUG`. Debugging code is enabled if the variable exists, otherwise it is disabled.

Two special marker lines will bracket debugging code, like this:

```perl
## DEBUG_BEGIN
if ($year > 1999) {
    warn "Debug: millennium bug in year $year\n";
}
## DEBUG_END
```

The filter ensures that Perl parses the code between the `<DEBUG_BEGIN>` and `<DEBUG_END>` markers only when the `DEBUG` environment variable exists. That means that when `DEBUG` does exist, the code above should be passed through the filter unchanged. The marker lines can also be passed through as-is, because the Perl parser will see them as comment lines. When `DEBUG` isn't set, we need a way to disable the debug code. A simple way to achieve that is to convert the lines between the two markers into comments:

```perl
## DEBUG_BEGIN
#if ($year > 1999) {
```
# warn "Debug: millennium bug in year $year\n";
## DEBUG_END

Here is the complete Debug filter:

```perl
package Debug;

use strict;
use warnings;
use Filter::Util::Call;

use constant TRUE => 1;
use constant FALSE => 0;

sub import {
    my ($type) = @_
    my (%context) = (
        Enabled => defined $ENV{DEBUG},
        InTraceBlock => FALSE,
        Filename => (caller)[1],
        LineNo => 0,
        LastBegin => 0,
    );
    filter_add(bless \%context);
}

sub Die {
    my ($self) = shift;
    my ($message) = shift;
    my ($line_no) = shift || $self->{LastBegin};
    die "$message at $self->{Filename} line $line_no.
"
}

sub filter {
    my ($self) = @_; 
    my ($status);
    $status = filter_read();
    ++ $self->{LineNo};

    # deal with EOF/error first
    if ($status <= 0) {
        $self->Die("DEBUG_BEGIN has no DEBUG_END")
        if $self->{InTraceBlock}
            return $status;
    }

    if ($self->{InTraceBlock}) {
```
if (/^\s*##\s*DEBUG_BEGIN/ ) {
$self->Die("Nested DEBUG_BEGIN", $self->{LineNo})
} elsif (/^\s*##\s*DEBUG_END/) {
$self->{InTraceBlock} = FALSE;
}
# comment out the debug lines when the filter is disabled
s/^/#/ if ! $self->{Enabled};
} elsif ( /^\s*##\s*DEBUG_BEGIN/ ) {
$self->{InTraceBlock} = TRUE;
$self->{LastBegin} = $self->{LineNo};
} elsif ( /^\s*##\s*DEBUG_END/ ) {
$self->Die("DEBUG_END has no DEBUG_BEGIN", $self->{LineNo});
}
return $status;
}
1;
The big difference between this filter and the previous example is the
use of context data in the filter object. The filter object is based on
a hash reference, and is used to keep various pieces of context
information between calls to the filter function. All but two of the
hash fields are used for error reporting. The first of those two,
Enabled, is used by the filter to determine whether the debugging code
should be given to the Perl parser. The second, InTraceBlock, is true
when the filter has encountered a C<DEBUG_BEGIN> line, but has not yet
encountered the following C<DEBUG_END> line.
If you ignore all the error checking that most of the code does, the
essence of the filter is as follows:
sub filter {
my ($self) = @_;
my ($status);
$status = filter_read();
# deal with EOF/error first
return $status if $status <= 0;
if ($self->{InTraceBlock}) {
if (/^\s*##\s*DEBUG_END/) {
$self->{InTraceBlock} = FALSE
}
# comment out debug lines when the filter is disabled
s/^/#/ if ! $self->{Enabled};
} elsif ( /^\s*##\s*DEBUG_BEGIN/ ) {
$self->{InTraceBlock} = TRUE;
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Be warned: just as the C-preprocessor doesn't know C, the Debug filter doesn't know Perl. It can be fooled quite easily:

    print <<EOM;
    ##DEBUG_BEGIN
    EOM

Such things aside, you can see that a lot can be achieved with a modest amount of code.

=head1 CONCLUSION

You now have better understanding of what a source filter is, and you might even have a possible use for them. If you feel like playing with source filters but need a bit of inspiration, here are some extra features you could add to the Debug filter.

First, an easy one. Rather than having debugging code that is all-or-nothing, it would be much more useful to be able to control which specific blocks of debugging code get included. Try extending the syntax for debug blocks to allow each to be identified. The contents of the $DEBUG environment variable can then be used to control which blocks get included.

Once you can identify individual blocks, try allowing them to be nested. That isn't difficult either.

Here is an interesting idea that doesn't involve the Debug filter. Currently Perl subroutines have fairly limited support for formal parameter lists. You can specify the number of parameters and their type, but you still have to manually take them out of the @_ array yourself. Write a source filter that allows you to have a named parameter list. Such a filter would turn this:

    sub MySub ($first, $second, @rest) { ... }

into this:

    sub MySub($$@) {
        my ($first) = shift;
        my ($second) = shift;
        my (@rest) = @_;
        ...
    }
Finally, if you feel like a real challenge, have a go at writing a full-blown Perl macro preprocessor as a source filter. Borrow the useful features from the C preprocessor and any other macro processors you know. The tricky bit will be choosing how much knowledge of Perl's syntax you want your filter to have.

=head1 THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR

=item Some Filters Clobber the C<DATA> Handle

Some source filters use the C<DATA> handle to read the calling program. When using these source filters you cannot rely on this handle, nor expect any particular kind of behavior when operating on it. Filters based on Filter::Util::Call (and therefore Filter::Simple) do not alter the C<DATA> filehandle.

=back

=head1 REQUIREMENTS

The Source Filters distribution is available on CPAN, in

    CPAN/modules/by-module/filter

Starting from Perl 5.8 Filter::Util::Call (the core part of the Source Filters distribution) is part of the standard Perl distribution. Also included is a friendlier interface called Filter::Simple, by Damian Conway.

=head1 AUTHOR
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ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.16

Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.011000.
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Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort_pm.PL and the includes in parts/inc/ instead.

Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

SKIP

=pod

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.16

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help
--version show version
--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options
--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments
--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files
--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h
--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY
This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.10.0.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus
Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C<--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported
Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=over 4

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether your module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.
For a `C<static>` function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

```c
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable
```

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

```c
#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL
```

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pv_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pvbyte()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyte</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyte_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_pvn_force_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocontext_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vload_module()</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnewSVpvf()</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvf</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warner()</td>
<td>NEED_warner</td>
<td>NEED_warner_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE> macro. Just C>#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

```
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
```

The default namespace is C<DPPP_>.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running F<ppport.h> on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether F<ppport.h> is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, F<ppport.h> can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:

```
perl ppport.h
```

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

```
perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff
```

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:

```
perl ppport.h --nochanges
```

You can specify a different C<diff> program or options, using the C<--diff> option:

```
perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'
```

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.
If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

    perl ppport.h --api-info=/./

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4
=item 1.
The complete output from running "perl -V"
=over 4
=item 2.
This file.
=over 4
=item 3.
The name and version of the module you were trying to build.
=over 4
=item 4.
A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.

Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2009, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '{^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.16;

my %opt = (
    quiet => 0,
    diag  => 1,
    hints => 1,
    changes => 1,
    cplusplus => 0,
    filter => 1,
    strip  => 0,
    version => 0,
);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\[\w.\+]+$/;
my $LF = '(?:\r
|\[\r
\])';  # line feed
my $HS = "[ \t\]";  # horizontal whitespace

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '\./\*';
my $cce = '\*./';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
  require Getopt::Long;
  Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
    help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
    patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
    list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
  )) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
  usage() if '@ARGV' =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
  die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.
";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
  print "This is $0 $VERSION.
";
  exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
  my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };
  if ($@) {
    die "Invalid version number format: $opt{'compat-version'}\n";
  }
  die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
  die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
  $opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
  }
  else {
    $opt{'compat-version'} = 5;
  }

  my %API = map { /^(\w+)|([^\|]*)([^\|]*)|([^\|]*)$/
    ? ( $1 => { ($2                  ? ( base => $2 ) : ()),
                 ($3                  ? ( todo => $3 ) : ())},
    }
Nullsv
ORIGMARK
PAD_BASE_SV
PAD_CLONE_VARS
PAD_COMPNAME_FLAGS
PAD_COMPNAME_GEN_set
PAD_COMPNAME_GEN
PAD_COMPNAME_OURSTASH
PAD_COMPNAME_PV
PAD_COMPNAME_TYPE
PAD_DUP
PAD_RESTORE_LOCAL
PAD_SAVE_LOCAL
PAD_SAVE_SETNULLPAD
PAD_SETSV
PAD_SET_CUR_NOSAVE
PAD_SET_CUR
PAD_SV
PAD_SV
PERLIO_FUNCS_CAST
PERLIO_FUNCS_DECL
PERL_ABS
PERL_BCDVERSION
PERL_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS_FORBIDDEN
PERL_HASH
PERL_INT_MAX
PERL_INT_MIN
PERL_LONG_MAX
PERL_LONG_MIN
PERL_MAGIC_arylen
PERL_MAGIC_backref
PERL_MAGIC_bm
PERL_MAGIC_collxfrm
PERL_MAGIC_defelem
PERL_MAGIC_envelem
PERL_MAGIC_env
PERL_MAGIC_ext
PERL_MAGIC_fm
PERL_MAGIC_glob
PERL_MAGIC_isaelem
PERL_MAGIC_isa
PERL_MAGIC_mutex
PERL_MAGIC_nkeys
PERL_MAGIC_overload_elem
PERL_MAGIC_overload_table
PERL_MAGIC_overload
PERL_UINT_MIN|5.004000||p
PERLULONG_MAX|5.004000||p
PERLULONG_MIN|5.004000||p
PERLUNUSED_ARG|5.009003||p
PERLUNUSED_CONTEXT|5.009004||p
PERLUNUSED_DECL|5.007002||p
PERLUNUSED_VAR|5.007002||p
PERLUGQUAD_MAX|5.004000||p
PERLUGQUAD_MIN|5.004000||p
PERLUSE_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS|5.009004||p
PERLUSHORT_MAX|5.004000||p
PERLUSHORT_MIN|5.004000||p
PERLVERSION|5.006000||p
PLDBsignal|5.005000||p
PLDBsingle||pn
PLDBsub||pn
PLDBtrace||pn
PLSv|5.005000||p
PLbufend||p
PLbufptr||p
PLcompiling|5.004050||p
PLcopline|5.011000||p
PLcurcop|5.004050||p
PLcurstash|5.004050||p
PLdebstash|5.004050||p
PLdefgv|5.004050||p
PLdiehook|5.004050||p
PLdirty|5.004050||p
PLdowarn||pn
PLErrgv|5.004050||p
PLExpect|5.011000||p
PLHexdigit|5.005000||p
PLhints|5.005000||p
PLin_gv||n
PLlaststatval|5.005000||p
PLlex_state||p
PLlex_stuff||p
PLlinestr||p
PLmodglobal|5.005000||n
PLnal|5.004050||pn
PLnomodify|5.006000||p
PLofs_sv||n
PLparser||p
PLperl_destruct_level|5.004050||p
PLperldb|5.004050||p
PLppaddr|5.006000||p
PLrsfp_filters|5.004050||p
PLrsfp|5.004050||p
PerlIO_seek
PerlIO_set_cnt
PerlIO_set_prcnt
PerlIO_set_linebuf
PerlIO_stderr
PerlIO_stdin
PerlIO_stdout
PerlIO_tell
PerlIO_unread
PerlIO_write
Perl_signbit
PoisonFree
PoisonNew
PoisonWith
Poison
RETVAl
Renewc
Renew
SAVECLEARSV
SAVECOMPPAD
SAVEPADSV
SAVETMPS
SAVE_DEFSV
SPAGAIN
SP
START_EXTERN_C
START_MY_CXT
STMT_END
STMT_START
STR_WITH_LEN
ST
SV_CONST_RETURN
SV_COW_DROP_PV
SV_COW_SHARED_HASH_KEYS
SV_GMAGIC
SV_HAS_TRAILING_NUL
SV_IMMEDIATE_UNREF
SV_MUTABLE_RETURN
SV_NOSTEAL
SV_SMAGIC
SV_UTF8_NO_ENCODING
SVf_UTF8
SVf
SVt_IV
SVt_NV
SVt_PVAV
SVt_PVCV
SVt_PVHV
SVt_PVMG||
SVt_PV||
Safefree||
Slab_Alloc||
Slab_Free||
Slab_to_rw||
StructCopy||
SvCUR_set||
SvCUR||
SvEND||
SvGAMAGIC|5.006001|
SvGETMAGIC|5.004050||p
SvGROW||
SvIOK_UV|5.006000|
SvIOK_notUV|5.006000|
SvIOK_off||
SvIOK_only_UV|5.006000|
SvIOK_only||
SvIOK_on||
SvIOKp||
SvIOK||
SvIVX||
SvIV_nomg|5.009001||p
SvIV_set||
SvIVx||
SvIV||
SvIsCOW_shared_hash|5.008003|
SvIsCOW|5.008003|
SvLEN_set||
SvLEN||
SvLOCK|5.007003|
SvMAGIC_set|5.009003||p
SvNIOK_off||
SvNIOKp||
SvNOK||
SvNOKp||
SvNOK||
SvNVX||
SvNV_set||
SvNVx||
SvNV||
SvOK||
SvOOK_offset|5.011000|
SvOOK||
SvPOK_off||
SvREFCNT_inc_void[5.009004]|p
SvREFCNT_inc||p
SvREFCNT||
SvROK_off||
SvROK_on||
SvROK||
SvRV_set[5.009003]|p
SvRV||
SvRXOK[5.009005]
SvRX[5.009005]
SvSETMAGIC||
SvSHARE[5.009003]|p
SvSTASH_set[5.009003]|p
SvSTASH||
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetMagicSV[5.004000]
SvSetSV_nosteal[5.004000]
SvSetSV||
SvTAINTED_off[5.004000]
SvTAINTED_on[5.004000]
SvTAINTED[5.004000]
SvTAINT||
SvTRUE||
SvTYPE||
SvUNLOCK[5.007003]
SvUOK[5.007001|5.006000]|p
SvUPGRADE||
SvUTF8_off[5.006000]
SvUTF8_on[5.006000]
SvUTF8[5.006000]
SvUVXx[5.004000]|p
SvUVX[5.004000]|p
SvUV_nomg[5.009001]|p
SvUV_set[5.009003]|p
SvUVx[5.004000]|p
SvUV[5.004000]|p
SvVOK[5.008001]
SvVSTRING_mg[5.009004]|p
THIS||n
UNDERBAR[5.009002]|p
UTF8_MAXBYTES[5.009002]|p
UVSIZE[5.006000]|p
UVTYP[5.006000]|p
UVX[5.007001]|p
UVof[5.006000]|p
UVuf[5.006000]|p
UVx[5.006000]|p
WARN_ALL|5.006000||p
WARN_AMBIGUOUS|5.006000||p
WARN_ASSERTIONS|5.011000||p
WARN_BAREWORD|5.006000||p
WARN_CLOSED|5.006000||p
WARN_CLOSURE|5.006000||p
WARN_DEBUGGING|5.006000||p
WARN_DEPRECATED|5.006000||p
WARN_DIGIT|5.006000||p
WARN_EXEC|5.006000||p
WARN_EXITING|5.006000||p
WARN_GLOB|5.006000||p
WARN_INPLACE|5.006000||p
WARN_INTERNAL|5.006000||p
WARN_IO|5.006000||p
WARN_LAYER|5.008000||p
WARN_MALLOC|5.006000||p
WARN_MISC|5.006000||p
WARN_NEWLINE|5.006000||p
WARN_NUMERIC|5.006000||p
WARN_ONCE|5.006000||p
WARN_OVERFLOW|5.006000||p
WARN_PACK|5.006000||p
WARN_PARENTHESIS|5.006000||p
WARN_PIPE|5.006000||p
WARN_PORTABLE|5.006000||p
WARN_PRECEDENCE|5.006000||p
WARN_PRINTF|5.006000||p
WARN_PROTOTYPE|5.006000||p
WARN_QW|5.006000||p
WARN_RECURSION|5.006000||p
WARN_REDEFINE|5.006000||p
WARN_REGEXP|5.006000||p
WARN_RESERVED|5.006000||p
WARN_SEMICOLON|5.006000||p
WARN_SEVERE|5.006000||p
WARN_SIGNAL|5.006000||p
WARN_SUBSTR|5.006000||p
WARN_SYNTAX|5.006000||p
WARN_TAINT|5.006000||p
WARN_THREADS|5.008000||p
WARN_UNINITIALIZED|5.006000||p
WARN_UNOPENED|5.006000||p
WARN_UNPACK|5.006000||p
WARN_UNTIE|5.006000||p
WARN_UTF8|5.006000||p
WARN_VOID|5.006000||p
XCPT_CATCH|5.009002||p
XCPT_RETHROW
XCPT_TRY_END
XCPT_TRY_START
XPUShi
XPUShmortal
XPUShp
XPUShs
XPUShu
XSRETURN_EMPTY
XSRETURN_IV
XSRETURN_NO
XSRETURN_NV
XSRETURN_PV
XSRETURN_UNDEF
XSRETURN_UV
XSRETURN_YES
XSRETURN
XST_mIV
XST_mNO
XST_mNV
XST_mPV
XST_mUNDEF
XST_mUV
XST_mYES
XS_VERSION_BOOTCHECK
XS_VERSION
XSprePUSH
XS
ZeroD
Zero
_aMY_CXT
_pMY_CXT
aMY_CXT
aMY_CXT
aTHXR
aTHXR
aTHX
add_data
addmad
allocmy
amagic_call
amagic_cmp_locale
amagic_cmp
amagic_incmp
amagicncmp
any_dup
do_ipcctl||
do_ipcget||
do_join||
do_kv||
do_magic_dump[5.006000]
do_msgrcv||
do_msgsnd||
do_oddball||
do_op_dump[5.006000]
do_op_xmldump||
do_open9[5.006000]
do_open9[5.007001]
do_open[5.004000]
do_pmop_dump[5.006000]
do_pmop_xmldump||
do_print||
do_readline||
do_seek||
do_semop||
do_shmio||
do_smartmatch||
do_spawn_nowait||
do_spawn||
do_sprintf||
do_sv_dump[5.006000]
do_sysseek||
do_tell||
do_trans_complex_utf8||
do_trans_complex||
do_trans_count_utf8||
do_trans_count||
do_trans_simple_utf8||
do_trans_simple||
do_trans||
do_vecget||
do_vecset||
do_vop||
docatch||
doeval||
dofile||
dofindlabel||
doform||
doing_taint[5.008001]
doone|
fold_constants
forbid_setid
force_ident
force_list
force_next
force_version
force_word
forget_pmop
form_nocontext
form
fp_dup
fprintf_nocontext
free_global_struct
free_tied_hv_pool
free_tmps
gen_constant_list
get_arena
get_aux_mem
get_av
get_context
get_cvn_flags
get_cv
get_db_sub
get_debug_opts
get_hash_seed
get_hv
get_mstats
get_no_modify
get_num
get_op_descs
get_op_names
get_opargs
get_ppaddr
get_re_arg
get_sv
get_vtbl
getcwd_sv
getsv_len
glob_2number
glob_2pv
glob_assign_glob
glob_assign_ref
gp_dup
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin
grok_hex
grok_number
hv_copy_hints_hv
hv_delayfree_ent[5.004000]
vhv_delete_common
hv_delete_ent[5.004000]
hv_delete
hv_eiter_p[5.009003]
hv_eiter_set[5.009003]
vhv_exists_ent[5.004000]
hv_exists
hv_fetch_ent[5.004000]
vhv_fetchs[5.009003]
vhv_fetch
hv_fetch_ent[5.004000]
hv_iterinit
hv_iterkeysv[5.004000]
vhv_iterkey
hv_iternext_flags[5.008000]
vhv_iternextsv
hv_iternext
hv_iterval
hv_kill_backrefs
hv_ksplit[5.004000]
vhv_magic_check
hv_magic
hv_name_set[5.009003]
vhv_notallowed
hv_placeholder_get[5.009003]
vhv_placeholder_p[5.009003]
vhv_placeholder_set[5.009003]
vhv_riter_p[5.009003]
vhv_riter_set[5.009003]
vhv_scalar[5.009001]
vhv_store_ent[5.004000]
vhv_store_flags[5.008000]
vhv_stores[5.009004]
vhv_store
hv_undef
ibcmp_locale[5.004000]
ibcmp_utf8[5.007003]
ibcmp
incline
incpush_if_exists
incpush
ingroup
init_argv_symbols
init_debugger
init_global_struct
init_i18nl10n[5.006000]
init_i18n14n]|5.006000|
init_ids||
init_interp||
init_main_stash||
init_perllib||
init_postdump_symbols||
init_predump_symbols||
init_stacks|5.005000|
init_tm|5.007002|
instr||
intro_my||
intuit_method||
intuit_more||
invert||
io_close||
isALNUMC]|p
isALNUM]||
isALPHA]||
isASCII]|p
isBLANK]|p
isCNTRL]|p
isDIGIT||
isGRAPH]|p
isLOWER||
isPRINT]|p
isPSXSPC]|p
isPUNCT||p
isSPACE||
isUPPER||
isXDIGIT]|p
is_an_int||
is_gv_magical_sv||
is_gv_magical||
is_handle_constructor]|n
is_list_assignment||
is_lvalue_sub|5.007001|
is_uni_alnum_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_alnum|5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc|5.006000|
is_uni_alpha_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_alpha|5.006000|
is_uni_ascii_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_ascii|5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_cntrl|5.006000|
is_uni_digit_lc|5.006000|
is_uni_digit|5.006000|
listkids||
list||
load_module|nocontext|vn
load_module|5.006000|pv
localize||
looks_like_bool||
looks_like_number||
lop||
mPUSH|5.009002|p
mPUSHn|5.009002|p
mPUSHp|5.009002|p
mPUSHs|5.011000|p
mPUSHu|5.009002|p
mXPUSH|5.009002|p
mXPUSHn|5.009002|p
mXPUSHp|5.009002|p
mXPUSHs|5.011000|p
mXPUSHu|5.009002|p
mad_free||
madlex||
madparse||
magic_clear_all_env||
magic_clearenv||
magic_clearhint||
magic_clearisa||
magic_clearpack||
magic_clearsig||
magic_dump|5.006000|
magic_existspack||
magic_freearylen_p||
magic_freeovrd||
magic_getarylen||
magic_getdefelem||
magic_getnkeys||
magic_getpack||
magic_getpos||
magic_getsig||
magic_getsubstr||
magic_gettaint||
magic_getuvar||
magic_getvec||
magic_get||
magic_killbackrefs||
magic_len||
magic_methcall||
magic_methpack||
magic_nextpack||
magic_regdata_cnt||
regrepeat
regtail_study
regtail
regtry
reguni
regwhite
reg
repeatcpy
report_evil_fh
report_uninit
require_pv
require_tie_mod
restore_magic
minstr
rsignal_restore
rsignal_save
rsignal_state
rsignal
run_body
run_user_filter
runops_debug
runops_standard
rvpv_dup
rxres_free
rxres_restore
rxres_save
safesyscalloc
safesysfree
safesysmalloc
safesysrealloc
same_dirent
save_I16
save_I32
save_I8
save_aelem
save_alloc
save_aptr
save_ary
save_bool
save_clearsv
save_delete
save_destructor_x
save_destructor
save_freeop
save_freepv
save_freesv
save_generic_pvref
save_generic_svref
save_116
save_132
save_18
save_aelem
save_alloc
save_aptr
save_ary
save_bool
save_clearsv
save_delete
save_destructor_x
save_destructor
save_freeop
save_freepv
save_freesv
save_generic_pvref
save_generic_svref
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strLE||
strLT||
strNE||
str_to_version|5.006000|
strip_return||
strnEQ||
strnNE||
study_chunk||
sub_crush_depth||
sublex_done||
sublex_push||
sublex_start||
sv_2bool||
sv_2cv||
sv_2io||
sv_2iuv_common||
sv_2iuv_non_preserve||
sv_2iv_flags|5.009001|
sv_2iv||
sv_2mortal||
sv_2num||
sv_2nv||
sv_2p_flags|5.007002|p
sv_2p_nolen|5.006000|p
sv_2pvbyte_nolen|5.006000|p
sv_2pvbyte|5.006000|p
sv_2pvutf8_nolen|5.006000|
sv_2pvutf8|5.006000|
sv_2pv||
sv_2uv_flags|5.009001|
sv_2uv|5.004000|p
sv_add_arena||
sv_add_backref||
sv_backoff||
sv_bless||
sv_cat_decode|5.008001|
sv_catpv_mg|5.004050|p
sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext|pv
sv_catpvf_mg|5.006000|5.004000|pv
sv_catpvf_nocontext|vn
sv_catpvf|5.004000|v
sv_catpvn_flags|5.007002|
sv_catpvn_mg|5.004050|p
sv_catpvn_nomg|5.007002|p
sv_catpvn||
sv_catpvs|5.009003|p
sv_catpv||
sv_catsv_flags|5.007002|
sv_setsv_cow
sv_setsv_flags[5.007002]
sv_setsv_mg[5.004050]|p
sv_setsv_nomg[5.007002]|p
sv_setsv
sv_setuv_mg[5.004050]|p
sv_setuv[5.004000]|p
sv_tainted[5.004000]
sv_taint[5.004000]
sv_true[5.005000]
sv_unglob|
sv_uni_display[5.007003]
sv_unmagic|
sv_unref_flags[5.007001]
sv_unref|
sv_untaint[5.004000]
sv_upgrade|
sv_usepvn_flags[5.009004]
sv_usepvn_mg[5.004050]|p
sv_usepvn|
sv_utf8_decode[5.006000]
sv_utf8_downgrade[5.006000]
sv_utf8_encode[5.006000]
sv_utf8_upgrade_flags[5.007002]
sv_utf8_upgrade[5.007001]
sv_uv[5.005000]|p
sv_vcatpvf_mg[5.006000|5.004000]|p
sv_vcatpvfn[5.004000]
sv_vcatpvf[5.006000|5.004000]|p
sv_vsetpvf_mg[5.006000|5.004000]|p
sv_vsetpvfn[5.004000]
sv_vsetpvf[5.006000|5.004000]|p
sv_xmlpeek|
svtype|
swallow_bom|
swap_match_buff|
swash_fetch[5.007002]
swash_get|
swash_init[5.006000]
sys_init3[5.010000]|n
sys_init[5.010000]|n
sys_intern_clear|
sys_intern_dup|
sys_intern_init|
sys_term[5.010000]|n
taint_env|
taint_proper|
tmps_grow[5.006000]
toLOWER||
toUPPER||
to_byte_substr||
to_uni_fold[5.007003]
to_uni_lower lc[5.006000]
to_uni_lower[5.007003]
to_uni_title lc[5.006000]
to_uni_title[5.007003]
to_uni_upper lc[5.006000]
to_uni_upper[5.007003]
to_utf8_case[5.007003]
to_utf8_fold[5.007003]
to_utf8_lower[5.007003]
to_utf8_substr||
to_utf8_title[5.007003]
to_utf8_upper[5.007003]
token_free||
token_getmad||
tokenize_use||
tokeq||
tokereport||
too_few_arguments||
too_many_arguments||
univ_2buf||
unlnk||
unpack_rec||
unpack_str[5.007003]
unpackstring[5.008001]
unshare_hek_or_pvn||
unshare_hek||
unsharepvn[5.004000]
unwind_handler_stack||
update_debugger_info||
upg_version[5.009005]
usage||
utf16_to_utf8_reversed[5.006001]
utf16_to_utf8[5.006001]
utf8_distance[5.006000]
utf8_hop[5.006000]
utf8_length[5.007001]
utf8_mg_pos_cache_update||
utf8_to_bytes[5.006001]
utf8_to_uvchr[5.007001]
utf8_to_uvuni[5.007001]
utf8n_to_uvchr||
utf8n_to_uvuni[5.007001]
utilize||
uvchr_to_utf8_flags[5.007003]
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {

    uvchr_to_utf8||
    uvuni_to_utf8||
    uvuni_to_utf8_flags||
    uvuni_to_utf8||
    validate_suid||
    varname||
    vcmp||
    vcroak||
    vdeb||
    vdie_common||
    vdie_croak_common||
    vdie||
    vform||
    visit||
    vivify_defelem||
    vivify_ref||
    vload_module||
    vmess||
    vnewSVpvf||
    vnormal||
    vnumify||
    vstringify||
    vverify||
    vwarner||
    warn||
    warn_nocontext||
    warn_nocontext||
    warn||
    watch||
    whichsig||
    write_no_mem||
    write_to_stderr||
    xmldump_all||
    xmldump_attr||
    xmldump_eval||
    xmldump_form||
    xmldump_indent||
    xmldump_packsubs||
    xmldump_sub||
    xmldump_vindent||
    yyerror||
    yylex||
    yyparse||
    yywarn||

};
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
}
else {
if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\(/) {
my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
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undef $define;
}
}

$define = [S1, S2] if m{^\s*#s*define\s+(\w+(?:\([^]\)+\w+))?\s+\(\w+\)$};

if ($function) {
    if (/^$/) {
        if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
            my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
            push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
        }
        undef $function;
    } else {
        $function->[1] .= $_;
    }
}

$function = [S1, ""] if m{^DPPP \(my\(_\(\w+\))\)$};

$replace     = $1 if m{^\s*$rccs \s+Replace:\s+(\w+)\s+$rcce \s*$};
$replace{$2} = $1 if $replace and m{^\s*#s*define\s+(\w+(?:\([^]\)+\w+))?\s+\(\w+\)$};
$replace{$2} = $1 if m{^\s*#s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^]\)+\w+))?\s+\(\w+\).*$rccs\s+Replace\s+\(\w+\)$};
$replace{$1} = $2 if m{^\s*$rccs\s+Replace \(\w+\) with \(\w+\)$};

if (m{^\s*$rccs\s+(\w+(\w+)+\w+))\s+depends\s+\(\w+\)$}) {
    my @deps = map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $3;
    my $d;
    for $d (map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $1) {
        push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
    }
}

$need{$1} = 1 if m{^#if \s+defined\(NEED_\(\w+\)\)\.$rcce\s*$};
}

for (values %depends) {
    my %s;
    $_ = [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{'api-info'}) {
    my $f;
    my $count = 0;
    my $match = $opt{'api-info'} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "^Q$opt{'api-info'}\]$rcce$";
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $f =~ /$match/;
my $info = 0;
if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
    my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
    print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base:\n";
    $info++;
}
if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
    my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
    print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo:\n";
    print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f:\n" if exists $need{$f};
    print "Depends on: ", join(',', @{$depends{$f}}), "\n" if exists $depends{$f};
    print "\nWARNING:\n\nwarnings[$f]" if exists $warnings{$f};
    $info++;
}
print "No portability information available:\n" unless $info;
$count++;
}
$count or print "Found no API matching \"$opt{api-info}'\".\n";
exit 0;
}
if (exists $opt{'list-provided'}) {
    my $f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{provided};
        my @flags;
        push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
        push @flags, 'depend'   if exists $depends{$f};
        push @flags, 'hint'     if exists $hints{$f};
        push @flags, 'warning'  if exists $warnings{$f};
        my $flags = @flags ? ' ['.join(', ', @flags).'] : ";
        print "$f$flags\n";
    }
    exit 0;
}

my @files;
my @srcext = qw(.xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc);
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
        if (-e) {
            if (-f) {

push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
}
else { warn "'$_' is not a file.\n" }
}
else {
my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
or warn "'$_' does not exist.\n";
push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
}
}
}
else {
eval {
require File::Find;
File::Find::find(sub {
$File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
and push @files, $File::Find::name;
}, '.');
};
if ($@) {
@files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}
}
if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
my(@in, @out);
my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
for (@files) {
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\b\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)$/i;
push @{ $out ? \@out : \@in }, $_;
}
if (@ARGV && @out) {
warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n| ", join "\n| ", @out);
}
@files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
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}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;
$c =~ s{
( ^$HS*\#$HS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?:\Q$ppport\E|XSUB\.h)\b[^\r\n]*
| ^$HS*\#$HS*(?:define|elif|if(?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]* )
| ( ^$HS*\#[^\r\n]*
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*'
| / (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]* ) )
}{ defined $2 and push @ccom, $2;
defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$#ccom$cce" }mgsex;
$file{ccom} = \@ccom;
$file{code} = $c;
$file{has_inc_ppport} = $c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*include[^\r\n]+\b\Q$ppport\E\b/m;
my $func;
for $func (keys %API) {
my $match = $func;
$match .= "|$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
if ($c =~ /\b(?:Perl_)?($match)\b/) {
$file{uses_replace}{$1}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} && $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
$file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /\bPerl_$func\b/;
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
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}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");
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my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
    if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
        unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
            my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*?!aTHX_\?\)\(|[^{\s}]\*\)\})
                \s* \1 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 \2 }ge);
            if ($changes) {
                warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
                $file{changes} += $changes;
            }
        }
    } else {
        warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func\s*\(\s*?!aTHX_\?\)\|\(\s*?!aTHX_\?\)\s*}.$func\1(\2?\2'\2'\2'}g);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
    warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\b$func\b}$replace{$func}g);
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
    if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
        if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
            diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(', ', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
        } else {
            diag("Uses $func");
        }
    }
    $warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version($API{$func}{todo}), "", even with "$ppport\n";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        } if ($message) {
            diag($message);
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
        }
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = ";

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}{$func};
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
        unless (exists $file{"needed_$type"}{$func}) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files [@ {$global{needs}{$func}}] need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
        } else {
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
        }
    }
}
$pp .= "#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
}

if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)/$pp/m)) {
    $pp = "\n"
    $file{changes}++;
}

unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("Needs to include 'ppport'\n");
    $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\n")
}

if ($pp) {
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+.*?)/$1$pp/ms)
            || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*$ppport\(E\)/$pp/m)
            || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*XSUB.*\s*?)/$1$pp/m)
            || ($c =~ s/^/\$pp/);
}
else {
    if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("No need to include 'ppport'\n");
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*?#$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E\.*?\LF//m;
    }
}

# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
        $cppc++;
        $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
    }
    else {
        $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
    }
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : ''; 
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}
my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : '';  
my $warn = $warnings ? ($warnings warning$s) : '';  
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {
  if (exists $opt{copy}) {
    my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
    if (-e $newfile) {
      error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");
    } else {
      local *F;
      if (open F, ">$newfile") {
        info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
        print F $c;
        close F;
      } else {
        error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
      }
    }
  } elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{patch}) {
      unless ($patch_opened) {
        if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
          $patch_opened = 1;
        } else {
          error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
          delete $opt{patch};
          $opt{changes} = 1;
          goto fallback;
        }
      }
    mydiff(*PATCH, $filename, $c);
    } else {
      fallback:
      info("Suggested changes:");
      mydiff(*STDOUT, $filename, $c);
    }
  } else {
    my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's';
    info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
  }
}
else {
    info("Looks good");
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;"; return $@ eq "" }

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, \$str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
          --- $file
          +++ $file.patched
          HEADER
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff) {
        error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
        return;
    }

    print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
my ($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
my $tmp = 'dppptemp';  
my $suf = 'aaa';  
my $diff = '';  
local *F;

while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++  
$tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

if (open F, ">$tmp") {  
print F $str;
  close F;

  if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {  
    while (<F>) {  
      s/\Q$tmp\E/$file.patched/;
      $diff .= $_;
    }
    close F;
    unlink $tmp;
    return $diff;
  }
  unlink $tmp;
}
else {  
  error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}

return undef;
}

sub rec_depend  
{  
  my ($func, $seen) = @_;  
  return () unless exists $depends{$func};  
  $seen = {%{$seen||{}}};  
  return () if $seen->{$func}++;  
  my %s;  
  grep !$s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}} } @{$depends{$func}};

}

sub parse_version  
{  
  my $ver = shift;

  if ($ver =~ /^\(d+\).\(d+\).\(d+\)\$/) {  
    return ($1, $2, $3);
}
elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+\.|[d_.]+$/) {
    die "cannot parse version '$ver'
";
}

$ver =~ s//g;
$ver =~ s/$/000000/;

my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\(\d{3}\)\(\d{3}\)/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver'
"
    }
}

return ($r, $v, $s);

sub format_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\(\d{3}\)\(\d{3}\)/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "invalid version '$ver'
"
        }
        $s /= 10;

        $ver = sprintf "%.03d", $r, $v;
        $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_.%02d", $s;

        return $ver;
    }

    return sprintf "%.d,.d,.d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print @_, "\n";
}
sub diag
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
$opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}
sub warning
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}
sub error
{
print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}
my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
$opt{quiet} and return;
my $func = shift;
my $rv = 0;
if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
my $warn = $warnings{$func};
$warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
$rv++;
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
my $hint = $hints{$func};
$hint =~ s/^/ /mg;
print " --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint;
}
$rv;
}
sub usage
{
my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*^(.*?)\s*^=/ms;
my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
$usage =~ s/^\s*perl\s+\S+/$^X $0/;
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$usage =~ s/([A-Z])<([^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;
print <<ENDUSAGE;
Usage: $usage
See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE
exit 2;
}
sub strip
{
my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> };
my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*^(.*?)^=\w+/ms;
$copy =~ s/^(?=\S+)/ /gms;
$self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
$self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP
if (\@ARGV && \$ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') {
eval { require Devel::PPPort };
\$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\\n";
if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < $VERSION) {
die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort $VERSION.\\n"
. "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\\n"
. "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\\n";
}
Devel::PPPort::WriteFile(\$0);
exit 0;
}
print <<END;
Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality,
please try to regenerate this file using:
\$^X \$0 --unstrip
END
/ms;
my($pl, $c) = $self =~ /(.*^__DATA__)(.*)/ms;
$c =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| ( "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' )
| ($HS+) }{ defined $2 ? ' ' : ($1 || '') }gsex;
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$c =~ s!\s+$!!mg;
$c =~ s!^$LF!!mg;
$c =~ s!^[\s]*#\s*!#!mg;
$c =~ s!^[\s]+!!mg;

open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $!

print OUT "$pl$c

exit 0;
}

__DATA__
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682515_1604395446.52/0/perl-Filter-1.49-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-OBKuFjuq/Filter-1.49.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-AqWFPfe2/Filter-1.49/Call/ppport.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Filename : Call.xs
*
* Author   : Paul Marquess
* Date     : 2013-03-29 09:04:42 rurban
* Version  : 1.49
*
* Copyright (c) 1995-2011 Paul Marquess. All rights reserved.
* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
* modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682515_1604395446.52/0/perl-Filter-1.49-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-OBKuFjuq/Filter-1.49.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-AqWFPfe2/Filter-1.49/Call/Call.xs
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1.516.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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1.517.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.518 perl-encode 2.51

1.518.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Encode::$_Name_ version 0.1

NAME
   Encode::$_Name_ - <describe encoding>

SYNOPSIS
   use Encode::$_Name_;
   #<put more words here>

ABSTRACT
   <fill this in>

INSTALLATION

To install this module type the following:

perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install

DEPENDENCIES

This module requires perl version 5.7.3 or later.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE

Copyright (C) 2002 Your Name <your@address.domain>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682545_1604395302.16/0/perl-Encode-2.51-7.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-dV.evHiKA/Encode-2.51.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-vod7W2cF/Encode-2.51/Encode/README.e2x
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: unknown
author:
  - unknown
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.66, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.130880'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: Encode
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires: {}
version: 2.51

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682545_1604395302.16/0/perl-Encode-2.51-7.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  dVEvHtKA/Encode-2.51.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-vod7W2cF/Encode-2.51/META.yml
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
License:        GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682545_1604395302.16/0/perl-Encode-2.51-7.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  dVEvHtKA/perl-Encode.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Encode - character encodings in Perl

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Encode qw(decode encode);
$characters = decode('UTF-8', $octets, Encode::FB_CROAK);
$octets     = encode('UTF-8', $characters, Encode::FB_CROAK);

=head2 Table of Contents

Encode consists of a collection of modules whose details are too extensive
to fit in one document. This one itself explains the top-level APIs
and general topics at a glance. For other topics and more details,
see the documentation for these modules:

=item L<Encode::Alias> - Alias definitions to encodings
=item L<Encode::Encoding> - Encode Implementation Base Class
=item L<Encode::Supported> - List of Supported Encodings
=item L<Encode::CN> - Simplified Chinese Encodings
=item L<Encode::JP> - Japanese Encodings
=item L<Encode::KR> - Korean Encodings
=item L<Encode::TW> - Traditional Chinese Encodings

=head1 DESCRIPTION

The C<Encode> module provides the interface between Perl strings and the rest of the system. Perl strings are sequences of I<characters>.

The repertoire of characters that Perl can represent is a superset of those defined by the Unicode Consortium. On most platforms the ordinal values of a character as returned by C<ord(I<S>)> is the I<Unicode codepoint> for that character. The exceptions are platforms where the legacy encoding is some variant of EBCDIC rather than a superset of ASCII; see L<perlebcdic>.

During recent history, data is moved around a computer in 8-bit chunks, often called "bytes" but also known as "octets" in standards documents. Perl is widely used to manipulate data of many types: not only strings of characters representing human or computer languages, but also "binary" data, being the machine's representation of numbers, pixels in an image, or just about anything.

When Perl is processing "binary data", the programmer wants Perl to process "sequences of bytes". This is not a problem for Perl: because a byte has 256 possible values, it easily fits in Perl's much larger "logical character".

This document mostly explains the I<how>. L<perlunitut> and L<perlunifaq> explain the I<why>.
terminology

character

A character in the range 0 .. 2**32-1 (or more); what Perl's strings are made of.

byte

A character in the range 0..255; a special case of a Perl character.

octet

8 bits of data, with ordinal values 0..255; term for bytes passed to or from a non-Perl context, such as a disk file, standard I/O stream, database, command-line argument, environment variable, socket etc.

the perl encoding api

basic methods

encode

$octets  = encode(ENCODING, STRING[, CHECK])

Encodes the scalar value STRING from Perl's internal form into ENCODING and returns a sequence of octets. ENCODING can be either a canonical name or an alias. For encoding names and aliases, see L</"Defining Aliases">. For CHECK, see L</"Handling Malformed Data">.

For example, to convert a string from Perl's internal format into ISO-8859-1, also known as Latin1:

$octets = encode("iso-8859-1", $string);

B<CAVEAT>: When you run C$octets = encode("utf8", $string)>, then $octets I<might not be equal to> $string. Though both contain the same data, the UTF8 flag for $octets is I<always> off. When you encode anything, the UTF8 flag on the result is always off, even when it contains a completely valid utf8 string. See L</"The UTF8 flag"> below.

If the $string is C<undef>, then C<undef> is returned.

decode

$string = decode(ENCODING, OCTETS[, CHECK])
This function returns the string that results from decoding the scalar value \texttt{I<\texttt{OCTETS}>}, assumed to be a sequence of octets in \texttt{I<ENCODING>}, into Perl's internal form. The returns the resulting string. As with \texttt{encode()}, \texttt{I<ENCODING>} can be either a canonical name or an alias. For encoding names and aliases, see \texttt{L</"Defining Aliases">}; for \texttt{I<CHECK>}, see \texttt{L</"Handling Malformed Data">}.

For example, to convert ISO-8859-1 data into a string in Perl's internal format:

\begin{verbatim}
$string = decode("iso-8859-1", $octets);
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{CAVEAT}: When you run C<$string = decode("utf8", $octets)>\texttt{, then $string I<might not be equal to}> \texttt{Soctets}. Though both contain the same data, the UTF8 flag for $string is on unless $octets consists entirely of ASCII data on ASCII machines or EBCDIC on EBCDIC machines. See \texttt{L</"The UTF8 flag">} below.

If the $string is C<undef>, then C<undef> is returned.

=head3 find_encoding

[$obj =] find_encoding(ENCODING)

Returns the I<encoding object> corresponding to I<ENCODING>. Returns C<undef> if no matching I<ENCODING> is find. The returned object is what does the actual encoding or decoding.

$utf8 = decode($name, $bytes);

is in fact

\begin{verbatim}
$utf8 = do {
    $obj = find_encoding($name);
    croak qq(encoding "$name" not found) unless ref $obj;
    $obj->decode($bytes);
};
\end{verbatim}

with more error checking.

You can therefore save time by reusing this object as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
my $enc = find_encoding("iso-8859-1");
while(<>) {
    my $utf8 = $enc->decode($_);
    ... # now do something with $utf8;
}
\end{verbatim}
Besides \$decode and \$encode, other methods are available as well. For instance, \$name returns the canonical name of the encoding object.

```perl
find_encoding("latin1")->name; # iso-8859-1
```

See \*\*Enc::Encoding\*\* for details.

=head3 from_to

```perl
[\$length =] from_to($octets, FROM_ENC, TO_ENC [, CHECK])
```

Converts \*in-place\* data between two encodings. The data in $octets must be encoded as octets and \*not\* as characters in Perl's internal format. For example, to convert ISO-8859-1 data into Microsoft's CP1250 encoding:

```perl
from_to($octets, "iso-8859-1", "cp1250");
```

and to convert it back:

```perl
from_to($octets, "cp1250", "iso-8859-1");
```

Because the conversion happens in place, the data to be converted cannot be a string constant: it must be a scalar variable.

\$from_to returns the length of the converted string in octets on success, and \$undef on error.

=CAVEAT= The following operations may look the same, but are not:

```perl
from_to($data, "iso-8859-1", "utf8"); #1
$data = decode("iso-8859-1", $data); #2
```

Both #1 and #2 make $data consist of a completely valid UTF-8 string, but only #2 turns the UTF8 flag on. #1 is equivalent to:

```perl
$data = encode("utf8", decode("iso-8859-1", $data));
```

See \*\*The UTF8 flag\*\* below.

Also note that:

```perl
from_to($octets, $from, $to, $check);
```

is equivalent to
$octets = encode($to, decode($from, $octets), $check);

Yes, it does not respect the $check during decoding. It is
deliberately done that way. If you need minute control, use C<decode>
followed by C<encode> as follows:

$octets = encode($to, decode($from, $octets, $check_from), $check_to);

=head3 encode_utf8

$octets = encode_utf8($string);

Equivalent to C<$octets = encode("utf8", $string)>. The characters in
$string are encoded in Perl's internal format, and the result is returned
as a sequence of octets. Because all possible characters in Perl have a
(loose, not strict) UTF-8 representation, this function cannot fail.

=head3 decode_utf8

$string = decode_utf8($octets [, CHECK]);

Equivalent to C<$string = decode("utf8", $octets [, CHECK])>. The sequence of octets represented by $octets is decoded
from UTF-8 into a sequence of logical characters.
Because not all sequences of octets are valid UTF-8,
it is quite possible for this function to fail.
For CHECK, see L</"Handling Malformed Data">.

=head2 Listing available encodings

use Encode;
@list = Encode->encodings();

Returns a list of canonical names of available encodings that have already
been loaded. To get a list of all available encodings including those that
have not yet been loaded, say:

    @all_encodings = Encode->encodings(".all");

Or you can give the name of a specific module:

    @with_jp = Encode->encodings("Encode::JP");

When "C<::>" is not in the name, "C<Encode::>" is assumed.

    @ebcdic = Encode->encodings("EBCDIC");

To find out in detail which encodings are supported by this package,
=head2 Defining Aliases

To add a new alias to a given encoding, use:

use Encode;
use Encode::Alias;
define_alias(NEWNAME => ENCODING);

After that, I<NEWNAME> can be used as an alias for I<ENCODING>. I<ENCODING> may be either the name of an encoding or an I<encoding object>. Before you do that, first make sure the alias is nonexistent using C<resolve_alias()> , which returns the canonical name thereof. For example:

Encode::resolve_alias("latin1") eq "iso-8859-1" # true
Encode::resolve_alias("iso-8859-12") # false; nonexistent
Encode::resolve_alias($name) eq $name # true if $name is canonical

C<resolve_alias()> does not need C<use Encode::Alias>; it can be imported via C<use Encode qw(resolve_alias)>.

See L<Encode::Alias> for details.

=head2 Finding IANA Character Set Registry names

The canonical name of a given encoding does not necessarily agree with IANA Character Set Registry, commonly seen as C<< Content-Type: text/plain; charset=I<WHATEVER> >>. For most cases, the canonical name works, but sometimes it does not, most notably with "utf-8-strict".

As of C<Encode> version 2.21, a new method C<mime_name()> is therefore added.

use Encode;
my $enc = find_encoding("UTF-8");
warn $enc->name; # utf-8-strict
warn $enc->mime_name; # UTF-8

See also: L<Encode::Encoding>

=head1 Encoding via PerlIO

If your perl supports C<PerlIO> (which is the default), you can use a C<PerlIO> layer to decode and encode directly via a filehandle. The following two examples are fully identical in functionality:
### Version 1 via PerlIO

```perl
open(INPUT,  "< :encoding(shiftjis)", $infile)
  || die "Can't open < $infile for reading: $!";
open(OUTPUT, "> :encoding(euc-jp)", $outfile)
  || die "Can't open > $output for writing: $!";
while (<INPUT>) {
    # auto decodes $_
    print OUTPUT;   # auto encodes $_
}
close(INPUT)   || die "can't close $infile: $!";
close(OUTPUT)  || die "can't close $outfile: $!";
```

### Version 2 via from_to()

```perl
open(INPUT,  "< :raw", $infile)
  || die "Can't open < $infile for reading: $!";
open(OUTPUT, "> :raw", $outfile)
  || die "Can't open > $output for writing: $!";

while (<INPUT>) {
    from_to($_, "shiftjis", "euc-jp", 1);  # switch encoding
    print OUTPUT;   # emit raw (but properly encoded) data
}
close(INPUT)   || die "can't close $infile: $!";
close(OUTPUT)  || die "can't close $outfile: $!";
```

In the first version above, you let the appropriate encoding layer handle the conversion. In the second, you explicitly translate from one encoding to the other.

Unfortunately, it may be that encodings are PerlIO-savvy. You can check to see whether your encoding is supported by PerlIO by invoking the `perlio_ok` method on it:

```perl
Encode::perlio_ok("hz");             # false
find_encoding("euc-cn")->perlio_ok;  # true wherever PerlIO is available
```

```perl
use Encode qw(perlio_ok);            # imported upon request
perlio_ok("euc-jp")
```

Fortunately, all encodings that come with Encode core are PerlIO-savvy except for C<hz> and C<ISO-2022-kr>. For the gory details, see L<Encode::Encoding> and L<Encode::PerlIO>.

=head1 Handling Malformed Data

The optional I<CHECK> argument tells `Encode` what to do when encountering malformed data. Without I<CHECK>, C<Encode::FB_DEFAULT> (== 0) is assumed.
As of version 2.12, C<Encode> supports coderef values for C<CHECK>; see below.

B<NOTE:> Not all encodings support this feature.
Some encodings ignore the I<CHECK> argument. For example, I<Encode::Unicode> ignores I<CHECK> and it always croaks on error.

=head2 List of I<CHECK> values

=head3 FB_DEFAULT

I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_DEFAULT ( == 0)

If I<CHECK> is 0, encoding and decoding replace any malformed character with a I<substitution character>. When you encode, I<SUBCHAR> is used. When you decode, the Unicode REPLACEMENT CHARACTER, code point U+FFFD, is used. If the data is supposed to be UTF-8, an optional lexical warning of warning category C<"utf8"> is given.

=head3 FB_CROAK

I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_CROAK ( == 1)

If I<CHECK> is 1, methods immediately die with an error message. Therefore, when I<CHECK> is 1, you should trap exceptions with C<eval{}>, unless you really want to let it C<die>.

=head3 FB_QUIET

I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_QUIET

If I<CHECK> is set to C<Encode::FB_QUIET>, encoding and decoding immediately return the portion of the data that has been processed so far when an error occurs. The data argument is overwritten with everything after that point; that is, the unprocessed portion of the data. This is handy when you have to call C<decode> repeatedly in the case where your source data may contain partial multi-byte character sequences, (that is, you are reading with a fixed-width buffer). Here's some sample code to do exactly that:

my($buffer, $string) = ("", "");
while (read($fh, $buffer, 256, length($buffer))) {
    $string .= decode($encoding, $buffer, Encode::FB_QUIET);
    # $buffer now contains the unprocessed partial character
}

=head3 FB_WARN
I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_WARN

This is the same as C<FB_QUIET> above, except that instead of being silent on errors, it issues a warning. This is handy for when you are debugging.

=head3 FB_PERLQQ FB_HTMLCREF FB_XMLCREF

=over 2

=item perlqq mode (I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_PERLQQ)

=item HTML charref mode (I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_HTMLCREF)

=item XML charref mode (I<CHECK> = Encode::FB_XMLCREF)

=back

For encodings that are implemented by the C<Encode::XS> module, C<CHECK> C<==>
C<Encode::FB_PERLQQ> puts C<encode> and C<decode> into C<perlqq> fallback mode.

When you decode, C\xI<HH>> is inserted for a malformed character, where
I<HH> is the hex representation of the octet that could not be decoded to utf8. When you encode, C\x{I<HHHH>} will be inserted, where I<HHHH> is
the Unicode code point (in any number of hex digits) of the character that
cannot be found in the character repertoire of the encoding.

The HTML/XML character reference modes are about the same. In place of
C\x{I<HHHH>}>, HTML uses C&amp;#I<NNN>; where I<NNN> is a decimal number, and
XML uses C&amp;#xI<HHHH>;< where I<HHHH> is the hexadecimal number.

In C<Encode> 2.10 or later, C<LEAVE_SRC> is also implied.

=head3 The bitmask

These modes are all actually set via a bitmask. Here is how the C<FB_I<XXX>>
constants are laid out. You can import the C<FB_I<XXX>> constants via
C<use Encode qw(:fallbacks)>, and you can import the generic bitmask
constants via C<use Encode qw(:fallback_all)>.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FB_DEFAULT</th>
<th>FB_CROAK</th>
<th>FB_QUIET</th>
<th>FB_WARN</th>
<th>FB_PERLQQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIE_ON_ERR</td>
<td>0x0001</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARN_ON_ERR</td>
<td>0x0002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURN_ON_ERR</td>
<td>0x0004</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAVE_SRC</td>
<td>0x0008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERLQQ</td>
<td>0x0100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTMLCREF</td>
<td>0x0200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMLCREF</td>
<td>0x0400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If the \texttt{Encode::LEAVE\_SRC} bit is \texttt{not} set but \texttt{CHECK} is set, then the source string to \texttt{encode()} or \texttt{decode()} will be overwritten in place. If you're not interested in this, then bitwise-OR it with the bitmask.

As of \texttt{Encode} 2.12, \texttt{CHECK} can also be a code reference which takes the ordinal value of the unmapped character as an argument and returns a string that represents the fallback character. For instance:

```perl
$ascii = encode("ascii", $utf8, sub { sprintf "\<U+%04X\>", shift });
```

Acts like \texttt{FB\_PERLQQ} but \texttt{U\+\XXXX} is used instead of \texttt{\x\XXXX}.

To define a new encoding, use:

```perl
use Encode qw(define\_encoding);
define\_encoding($object, CANONICAL\_NAME [, alias\_...]);
```

\texttt{CANONICAL\_NAME} will be associated with \texttt{$object}. The object should provide the interface described in \texttt{Encode::Encoding}. If more than two arguments are provided, additional arguments are considered aliases for \texttt{$object}.

See \texttt{Encode::Encoding} for details.

Before the introduction of Unicode support in Perl, the \texttt{eq} operator just compared the strings represented by two scalars. Beginning with Perl 5.8, \texttt{eq} compares two strings with simultaneous consideration of \texttt{the UTF8 flag}. To explain why we made it so, I quote from page 402 of \texttt{Programming Perl}, 3rd ed.

Old byte-oriented programs should not spontaneously break on the old byte-oriented data they used to work on.
Old byte-oriented programs should magically start working on the new character-oriented data when appropriate.

Programs should run just as fast in the new character-oriented mode as in the old byte-oriented mode.

Perl should remain one language, rather than forking into a byte-oriented Perl and a character-oriented Perl.

When I<Programming Perl, 3rd ed.> was written, not even Perl 5.6.0 had been born yet, many features documented in the book remained unimplemented for a long time. Perl 5.8 corrected much of this, and the introduction of the UTF8 flag is one of them. You can think of there being two fundamentally different kinds of strings and string-operations in Perl: one a byte-oriented mode for when the internal UTF8 flag is off, and the other a character-oriented mode for when the internal UTF8 flag is on.

Here is how C<Encode> handles the UTF8 flag.

When I<encode>, the resulting UTF8 flag is always B<off>.

When I<decode>, the resulting UTF8 flag is B<on>--I<unless> you can unambiguously represent data. Here is what we mean by "unambiguously". After C<$utf8 = decode("foo", $octet)>,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>charset</th>
<th>UTF8 flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In ASCII only (or EBCDIC only)</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In ISO-8859-1</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In any other Encoding</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you see, there is one exception: in ASCII. That way you can assume Goal #1. And with C<Encode>, Goal #2 is assumed but you still have to be
careful in the cases mentioned in the B<CAVEAT> paragraphs above.

This UTF8 flag is not visible in Perl scripts, exactly for the same reason you cannot (or rather, you I<don't have to>) see whether a scalar contains a string, an integer, or a floating-point number. But you can still peek and poke these if you will. See the next section.

=back

=head2 Messing with Perl's Internals

The following API uses parts of Perl's internals in the current implementation. As such, they are efficient but may change in a future release.

=head3 is_utf8

is_utf8(STRING [, CHECK])

[INTERNAL] Tests whether the UTF8 flag is turned on in the I<STRING>. If I<CHECK> is true, also checks whether I<STRING> contains well-formed UTF-8. Returns true if successful, false otherwise.

As of Perl 5.8.1, L<utf8> also has the C<utf8::is_utf8> function.

=head3 _utf8_on

_utf8_on(STRING)

[INTERNAL] Turns the I<STRING>'s internal UTF8 flag B<on>. The I<STRING> is I<not> checked for containing only well-formed UTF-8. Do not use this unless you I<know with absolute certainty> that the STRING holds only well-formed UTF-8. Returns the previous state of the UTF8 flag (so please don't treat the return value as indicating success or failure), or C<undef> if I<STRING> is not a string.

B<NOTE>: For security reasons, this function does not work on tainted values.

=head3 _utf8_off

_utf8_off(STRING)

[INTERNAL] Turns the I<STRING>'s internal UTF8 flag B<off>. Do not use frivolously. Returns the previous state of the UTF8 flag, or C<undef> if I<STRING> is not a string. Do not treat the return value as indicative of success or failure, because that isn't what it means: it is only the previous setting.
B<NOTE>: For security reasons, this function does not work on tainted values.

=head1 UTF-8 vs. utf8 vs. UTF8

...We now view strings not as sequences of bytes, but as sequences of numbers in the range 0 .. 2**32-1 (or in the case of 64-bit computers, 0 .. 2**64-1) -- Programming Perl, 3rd ed.

That has historically been Perl's notion of UTF-8, as that is how UTF-8 was first conceived by Ken Thompson when he invented it. However, thanks to later revisions to the applicable standards, official UTF-8 is now rather stricter than that. For example, its range is much narrower (0 .. 0x10_FFFF to cover only 21 bits instead of 32 or 64 bits) and some sequences are not allowed, like those used in surrogate pairs, the 31 non-character code points 0xFD0 .. 0xFDFF, the last two code points in I<ANY> plane (0xFFE and 0xFFFF), all non-shortest encodings, etc.

The former default in which Perl would always use a loose interpretation of UTF-8 has now been overruled:

From: Larry Wall <larry@wall.org>
Date: December 04, 2004 11:51:58 JST
To: perl-unicode@perl.org
Subject: Re: Make Encode.pm support the real UTF-8
Message-Id: <20041204025158.GA28754@wall.org>

On Fri, Dec 03, 2004 at 10:12:12PM +0000, Tim Bunce wrote:
: I've no problem with 'utf8' being perl's unrestricted utf8 encoding,
: but "UTF-8" is the name of the standard and should give the
: corresponding behaviour.

For what it's worth, that's how I've always kept them straight in my head.

Also for what it's worth, Perl 6 will mostly default to strict but make it easy to switch back to lax.

Larry

Got that? As of Perl 5.8.7, B<"UTF-8"> means UTF-8 in its current sense, which is conservative and strict and security-conscious, whereas B<"utf8"> means UTF-8 in its former sense, which was liberal and loose and lax. C<Encode> version 2.10 or later thus groks this subtle but critically important distinction between C<"UTF-8"> and C<"utf8">.

    encode("utf8", "\x{FFFF_FFFF}", 1); # okay
    encode("UTF-8", "\x{FFFF_FFFF}", 1); # croaks
In the C<Encode> module, C<"UTF-8"> is actually a canonical name for C<"utf-8-strict">. That hyphen between the C<"UTF"> and the C<"8"> is critical; without it, C<Encode> goes "liberal" and (perhaps overly-)permissive:

```perl
find_encoding("UTF-8")->name # is 'utf-8-strict'
find_encoding("utf-8")->name # ditto. names are case insensitive
find_encoding("utf_8")->name # ditto. "_" are treated as "-"
find_encoding("UTF8")->name # is 'utf8'.
```

Perl's internal UTF8 flag is called "UTF8", without a hyphen. It indicates whether a string is internally encoded as "utf8", also without a hyphen.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Encode::Encoding>,
L<Encode::Supported>,
L<Encode::PerlIO>,
L<encoding>,
L<perlebcdic>,
L<perlfunopen>,
L<perlunicode>, L<perluniintro>, L<perlunifaq>, L<perlunitut>
L<utf8>,
the Perl Unicode Mailing List L<http://lists.perl.org/list/perl-unicode.html>

=head1 MAINTAINER

This project was originated by the late Nick Ing-Simmons and later maintained by Dan Kogai I<< <dankogai@cpan.org> >>. See AUTHORS for a full list of people involved. For any questions, send mail to I<< <perl-unicode@perl.org> >> so that we can all share.

While Dan Kogai retains the copyright as a maintainer, credit should go to all those involved. See AUTHORS for a list of those who submitted code to the project.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2002-2013 Dan Kogai I<< <dankogai@cpan.org> >>.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682545_1604395302.16/0/perl-Encode-2.51-7.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  dVEvHtKA/Encode-2.51.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-vod7W2cF/Encode-2.51/Encode.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Encode::Supported -- Encodings supported by Encode

=head1 DESCRIPTION

=head2 Encoding Names

Encoding names are case insensitive. White space in names is ignored. In addition, an encoding may have aliases. Each encoding has one "canonical" name. The "canonical" name is chosen from the names of the encoding by picking the first in the following sequence (with a few exceptions).

=over 2

=item *

The name used by the Perl community. That includes 'utf8' and 'ascii'. Unlike aliases, canonical names directly reach the method so such frequently used words like 'utf8' don't need to do alias lookups.

=item *

The MIME name as defined in IETF RFCs. This includes all "iso-"s.

=item *

The name in the IANA registry.

=item *

The name used by the organization that defined it.

=back

In case I<de jure> canonical names differ from that of the Encode module, they are always aliased if it ever be implemented. So you can safely tell if a given encoding is implemented or not just by passing the canonical name.

Because of all the alias issues, and because in the general case encodings have state, "Encode" uses an encoding object internally once an operation is in progress.

=head1 Supported Encodings
As of Perl 5.8.0, at least the following encodings are recognized. Note that unless otherwise specified, they are all case insensitive (via alias) and all occurrence of spaces are replaced with '-'. In other words, "ISO 8859 1" and "iso-8859-1" are identical.

Encodings are categorized and implemented in several different modules but you don't have to C<use Encode::XX> to make them available for most cases. Encode.pm will automatically load those modules on demand.

=head2 Built-in Encodings

The following encodings are always available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canonical</th>
<th>Aliases</th>
<th>Comments &amp; References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ascii</td>
<td>US-ascii ISO-646-US</td>
<td>[ECMA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ascii-ctrl</td>
<td>Special Encoding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso-8859-1</td>
<td>latin1</td>
<td>[ISO]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null</td>
<td>Special Encoding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utf8</td>
<td>UTF-8</td>
<td>[RFC2279]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I<null> and I<ascii-ctrl> are special. "null" fails for all characters so when you set fallback mode to PERLQQ, HTMLCREF or XMLCREF, ALL CHARACTERS will fall back to character references. Ditto for "ascii-ctrl" except for control characters. For fallback modes, see L<Encode>.

=head2 Encode::Unicode -- other Unicode encodings

Unicode coding schemes other than native utf8 are supported by Encode::Unicode, which will be autoloaded on demand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCS-2BE</th>
<th>UCS-2, iso-10646-1</th>
<th>[IANA, UC]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCS-2LE</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-16</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-16BE</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-16LE</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-32</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-32BE</td>
<td>UCS-4</td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-32LE</td>
<td></td>
<td>[UC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[RFC2152]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To find how (UCS-2[UTF-(1632)][LE][BE]) differ from one another, see L<Encode::Unicode>.
UTF-7 is a special encoding which "re-encodes" UTF-16BE into a 7-bit encoding. It is implemented separately by Encode::Unicode::UTF7.

=head2 Encode::Byte -- Extended ASCII

Encode::Byte implements most single-byte encodings except for Symbols and EBCDIC. The following encodings are based on single-byte encodings implemented as extended ASCII. Most of them map \x80-\xff (upper half) to non-ASCII characters.

=item ISO-8859 and corresponding vendor mappings

Since there are so many, they are presented in table format with languages and corresponding encoding names by vendors. Note that the table is sorted in order of ISO-8859 and the corresponding vendor mappings are slightly different from that of ISO. See L<http://czyborra.com/charsets/iso8859.html> for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang/Regions</th>
<th>ISO/Other Std.</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>Windows</th>
<th>Macintosh</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N. America</td>
<td>(ASCII)</td>
<td>cp437</td>
<td>AdobeStandardEncoding cp863 (DOSCanaF)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Europe</td>
<td>iso-8859-1</td>
<td>cp850</td>
<td>cp1252</td>
<td>MacRoman nextstep hp-roman8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cp860 (DOSPortuguese)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cntrl. Europe</td>
<td>iso-8859-2</td>
<td>cp852</td>
<td>cp1250</td>
<td>MacCentralEurRoman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MacCroatian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MacRomanian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MacRumanian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin3[1]</td>
<td>iso-8859-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin4[2]</td>
<td>iso-8859-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrillics</td>
<td>iso-8859-5</td>
<td>cp855</td>
<td>cp1251</td>
<td>MacCyrillic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See also next section)</td>
<td>cp866</td>
<td>MacUkrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>iso-8859-6</td>
<td>cp864</td>
<td>cp1256</td>
<td>MacArabic cp1006 MacFarsi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>iso-8859-7</td>
<td>cp737</td>
<td>cp1253</td>
<td>MacGreek cp869 (DOSGreek2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>iso-8859-8</td>
<td>cp862</td>
<td>cp1255</td>
<td>MacHebrew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>iso-8859-9</td>
<td>cp857</td>
<td>cp1254</td>
<td>MacTurkish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordics</td>
<td>iso-8859-10</td>
<td>cp865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MacIcelandic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>iso-8859-11[3]</td>
<td>cp874</td>
<td></td>
<td>MacThai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iso-8859-12 is nonexistent. Reserved for Indics?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltics</td>
<td>iso-8859-13</td>
<td>cp775</td>
<td>cp1257</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Celtics      iso-8859-14
Latin10     iso-8859-16
Vietnamese   viscii      cp1258  MacVietnamese

----------------------------------------------------------------
[1] Esperanto, Maltese, and Turkish. Turkish is now on 8859-9.
[3] TIS 620 + Non-Breaking Space (0xA0 / U+00A0)
[4] Nicknamed Latin0; the Euro sign as well as French and Finnish
    letters that are missing from 8859-1 were added.

All cp* are also available as ibm-* , ms-* , and windows-* . See also

Macintosh encodings don't seem to be registered in such entities as
IANA. "Canonical" names in Encode are based upon Apple's Tech Note
for details.

=item KOI8 - De Facto Standard for the Cyrillic world

Though ISO-8859 does have ISO-8859-5, the KOI8 series is far more
popular in the Net. L<Encode> comes with the following KOI charsets.
For gory details, see L<http://czyborra.com/charsets/cyrillic.html>

----------------------------------------------------------------
koi8-f
koi8-r cp878                                           [RFC1489]
koi8-u                                                 [RFC2319]
----------------------------------------------------------------

=back

=head2 gsm0338 - Hentai Latin 1

GSM0338 is for GSM handsets. Though it shares alphanumerals with
ASCII, control character ranges and other parts are mapped very
differently, mainly to store Greek characters. There are also escape
sequences (starting with 0x1B) to cover e.g. the Euro sign.

This was once handled by L<Encode::Bytes> but because of all those
unusual specifications, Encode 2.20 has relocated the support to
L<Encode::GSM0338>. See L<Encode::GSM0338> for details.

=over 2

=item gsm0338 support before 2.19
Some special cases like a trailing 0x00 byte or a lone 0x1B byte are not well-defined and decode() will return an empty string for them.

One possible workaround is

```perl
$gsm =~ s/\x00\z/\x00\x00/;
$uni = decode("gsm0338", $gsm);
$uni .= "\xA0" if $gsm =~ /\x1B\z/;
```

Note that the Encode implementation of GSM0338 does not implement the reuse of Latin capital letters as Greek capital letters (for example, the 0x5A is U+005A (LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Z), not U+0396 (GREEK CAPITAL LETTER ZETA)).

The GSM0338 is also covered in Encode::Byte even though it is not an "extended ASCII" encoding.

=back

=head2 CJK: Chinese, Japanese, Korean (Multibyte)

Note that Vietnamese is listed above. Also read "Encoding vs Charset" below. Also note that these are implemented in distinct modules by countries, due to the size concerns (simplified Chinese is mapped to 'CN', continental China, while traditional Chinese is mapped to 'TW', Taiwan). Please refer to their respective documentation pages.

=over 2

=item Encode::CN -- Continental China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(gbk)</td>
<td>cp936 [2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gb12345-raw</td>
<td></td>
<td>GB12345 without CES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gb2312-raw</td>
<td></td>
<td>GB2312 without CES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso-ir-165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1] GB2312 is aliased to this.  See L<Microsoft-related naming mess>
[2] gbk is aliased to this.  See L<Microsoft-related naming mess>

=item Encode::JP -- Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


### Encode::KR -- Korea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>euc-kr</td>
<td>MacKorean</td>
<td>[RFC1557]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso-2022-kr</td>
<td></td>
<td>[RFC1557]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksc5601-raw</td>
<td></td>
<td>[KSC5601 without CES]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*[1] ks_c_5601-1987, (x-)?windows-949, and uhc are aliased to this. See below.*

### Encode::TW -- Taiwan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>big5-eten</td>
<td>cp950 MacChineseTrad [big5 aliased to big5-eten]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big5-hkscs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Encode::HanExtra -- More Chinese via CPAN

Due to the size concerns, additional Chinese encodings below are distributed separately on CPAN, under the name Encode::HanExtra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>big5ext</td>
<td>CMEX's Big5e Extension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big5plus</td>
<td>CMEX's Big5+ Extension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cccii</td>
<td>Chinese Character Code for Information Interchange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>euc-tw</td>
<td>EUC (Extended Unix Character)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gb18030</td>
<td>GBK with Traditional Characters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Encode::JIS2K -- JIS X 0213 encodings via CPAN
Due to size concerns, additional Japanese encodings below are distributed separately on CPAN, under the name Encode::JIS2K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DOS/Win Macintosh</th>
<th>Comment/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>euc-jisx0213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shiftjisx0123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso-2022-jp-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jis0213-1-raw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jis0213-2-raw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

=back

=head2 Miscellaneous encodings

=over 2

=item Encode::EBCDIC

See L<perlebcdic> for details.

=over 2

=item Encode::Symbols

For symbols and dingbats.

=symbol
=dingbats
=MacDingbats
=AdobeZdingbat
=AdobeSymbol

=item Encode::MIME::Header

Strictly speaking, MIME header encoding documented in RFC 2047 is more of encapsulation than encoding. However, their support in modern world is imperative so they are supported.
=item Encode::Guess

This one is not a name of encoding but a utility that lets you pick up the most appropriate encoding for a data out of given I<suspects>. See L<Encode::Guess> for details.

=back

=head1 Unsupported encodings

The following encodings are not supported as yet; some because they are rarely used, some because of technical difficulties. They may be supported by external modules via CPAN in the future, however.

=over 2


Not very popular yet. Needs Unicode Database or equivalent to implement encode() (because it includes JIS X 0208/0212, KSC5601, and GB2312 simultaneously, whose code points in Unicode overlap. So you need to lookup the database to determine to what character set a given Unicode character should belong).

=item ISO-2022-CN [RFC1922]

Not very popular. Needs CNS 11643-1 and -2 which are not available in this module. CNS 11643 is supported (via euc-tw) in Encode::HanExtra. Autrijus Tang may add support for this encoding in his module in future.

=item Various HP-UX encodings

The following are unsupported due to the lack of mapping data.

'8'  - arabic8, greek8, hebrew8, kana8, thai8, and turkish8
'15' - japanese15, korean15, and roi15

=item Cyrillic encoding ISO-IR-111

Anton Tagunov doubts its usefulness.
None of the Encode team knows Hebrew enough (ISO-8859-8, cp1255 and MacHebrew are supported because and just because there were mappings available at L<http://www.unicode.org/>). Contributions welcome.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Though Jungshik Shin has reported that Mozilla supports this encoding, it was too late before 5.8.0 for us to add it. In the future, it may be available via a separate module. See L<http://lxr.mozilla.org/seamonkey/source/intl/uconv/ucvlatin/vps.uf> and L<http://lxr.mozilla.org/seamonkey/source/intl/uconv/ucvlatin/vps.ut> if you are interested in helping us.

The following are unsupported due to the lack of mapping data.

MacArmenian, MacBengali, MacBurmese, MacEthiopic
MacExtArabic, MacGeorgian, MacKannada, MacKhmer
MacLaotian, MacMalayalam, MacMongolian, MacOriya
MacSinhalese, MacTamil, MacTelugu, MacTibetan
MacVietnamese

The rest which are already available are based upon the vendor mappings at L<http://www.unicode.org/Public/MAPPINGS/VENDORS/APPLE/> .

The maps for the following are available at L<http://www.unicode.org/> but remain unsupported because those encodings need an algorithmical approach, currently unsupported by F<enc2xs>:

MacDevanagari
MacGurmukhi
MacGujarati

For details, please see C<Unicode mapping issues and notes:> at
I believe this issue is prevalent not only for Mac Indics but also in other Indic encodings, but the above were the only Indic encoding maps that I could find at L<http://www.unicode.org/>.

=head1 Encoding vs. Charset -- terminology

We are used to using the term (character) I<encoding> and I<character set> interchangeably. But just as confusing the terms byte and character is dangerous and the terms should be differentiated when needed, we need to differentiate I<encoding> and I<character set>.

To understand that, here is a description of how we make computers grok our characters.

=item *

First we start with which characters to include. We call this collection of characters I<character repertoire>.

=item *

Then we have to give each character a unique ID so your computer can tell the difference between 'a' and 'A'. This itemized character repertoire is now a I<character set>.

=item *

If your computer can grow the character set without further processing, you can go ahead and use it. This is called a I<coded character set> (CCS) or I<raw character encoding>. ASCII is used this way for most cases.

=item *

But in many cases, especially multi-byte CJK encodings, you have to tweak a little more. Your network connection may not accept any data with the Most Significant Bit set, and your computer may not be able to tell if a given byte is a whole character or just half of it. So you have to I<encode> the character set to use it.

A I<character encoding scheme> (CES) determines how to encode a given character set, or a set of multiple character sets. 7bit ISO-2022 is
Technically, or mathematically, speaking, a character set encoded in such a CES that maps character by character may form a CCS. EUC is such an example. The CES of EUC is as follows:

Map ASCII unchanged.

Map such a character set that consists of 94 or 96 powered by N members by adding 0x80 to each byte.

You can also use 0x8e and 0x8f to indicate that the following sequence of characters belongs to yet another character set. To each following byte is added the value 0x80.

By carefully looking at the encoded byte sequence, you can find that the byte sequence conforms a unique number. In that sense, EUC is a CCS generated by a CES above from up to four CCS (complicated?). UTF-8 falls into this category. See L<perlUnicode/"UTF-8"> to find out how UTF-8 maps Unicode to a byte sequence.

You may also have found out by now why 7bit ISO-2022 cannot comprise a CCS. If you look at a byte sequence \x21\x21, you can't tell if it is two !'s or IDEOGRAPHIC SPACE. EUC maps the latter to \xA1\xA1 so you have no trouble differentiating between "!!", and S" ".

This section tries to classify the supported encodings by their applicability for information exchange over the Internet and to choose the most suitable aliases to name them in the context of such communication.
To (en|de)code encodings marked by C<(**)>, you need C<Encode::HanExtra>, available from CPAN.

Encoding names

US-ASCII  UTF-8  ISO-8859-*  KOI8-R
EUC-KR    Big5    GB2312

are registered with IANA as preferred MIME names and may be used over the Internet.

C<Shift_JIS> has been officialized by JIS X 0208:1997.
L<Microsoft-related naming mess> gives details.

C<GB2312> is the IANA name for C<EUC-CN>.
See L<Microsoft-related naming mess> for details.

C<GB_2312-80> I<raw> encoding is available as C<gb2312-raw>
with Encode. See L<Encode::CN> for details.

EUC-CN
KOI8-U     [RFC2319]

have not been registered with IANA (as of March 2002) but seem to be supported by major web browsers.
The IANA name for C<EUC-CN> is C<GB2312>.

KS_C_5601-1987

is heavily misused.
See L<Microsoft-related naming mess> for details.

C<KS_C_5601-1987> I<raw> encoding is available as C<kcs5601-raw>
with Encode. See L<Encode::KR> for details.

UTF-16 UTF-16BE UTF-16LE

are IANA-registered C<charset>s. See [RFC 2781] for details.
Jungshik Shin reports that UTF-16 with a BOM is well accepted by MS IE 5/6 and NS 4/6. Beware however that

=over 2
C<UTF-16> support in any software you're going to be using/interoperating with has probably been less tested than C<UTF-8> support.

C<UTF-8> coded data seamlessly passes traditional command piping (C<cat>, C<more>, etc.) while C<UTF-16> coded data is likely to cause confusion (with its zero bytes, for example).

It is beyond the power of words to describe the way HTML browsers encode non-C<ASCII> form data. To get a general impression, visit L<http://www.alanflavell.org.uk/charset/form-i18n.html>. While encoding of form data has stabilized for C<UTF-8> encoded pages (at least IE 5/6, NS 6, and Opera 6 behave consistently), be sure to expect fun (and cross-browser discrepancies) with C<UTF-16> encoded pages!

The rule of thumb is to use C<UTF-8> unless you know what you're doing and unless you really benefit from using C<UTF-16>.

ISO-IR-165 [RFC1345]
VISCII
GB 12345
GB 18030 (***) (see links below)
EUC-TW (***)

are totally valid encodings but not registered at IANA. The names under which they are listed here are probably the most widely-known names for these encodings and are recommended names.

BIG5PLUS (***)

is a proprietary name.

Microsoft-related naming mess

Microsoft products misuse the following names:

=over 2
=item KS_C_5601-1987

Microsoft extension to C<EUC-KR>.

Proper names: C<CP949>, C<UHC>, C<x-windows-949> (as used by Mozilla).

See L<http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/ietf-charsets/2001AprJun/0033.html> for details.

Encode aliases C<KS_C_5601-1987> to C<cp949> to reflect this common misusage. I<Raw> C<KS_C_5601-1987> encoding is available as C<kcs5601-raw>.

See L<Encode::KR> for details.

=item GB2312

Microsoft extension to C<EUC-CN>.

Proper names: C<CP936>, C<GBK>.

C<GB2312> has been registered in the C<EUC-CN> meaning at IANA. This has partially repaired the situation: Microsoft's C<GB2312> has become a superset of the official C<GB2312>.

Encode aliases C<GB2312> to C<euc-cn> in full agreement with IANA registration. C<cp936> is supported separately.
I<Raw> C<GB_2312-80> encoding is available as C<gb2312-raw>.

See L<Encode::CN> for details.

=item Big5

Microsoft extension to C<Big5>.

Proper name: C<CP950>.

Encode separately supports C<Big5> and C<cp950>.

=item Shift_JIS

Microsoft's understanding of C<Shift_JIS>.

JIS has not endorsed the full Microsoft standard however.
The official C<Shift_JIS> includes only JIS X 0201 and JIS X 0208 character sets, while Microsoft has always used C<Shift_JIS> to encode a wider character repertoire. See C<IANA> registration for
As a historical predecessor, Microsoft's variant probably has more rights for the name, though it may be objected that Microsoft shouldn't have used JIS as part of the name in the first place.

Unambiguous name: C<CP932>. C<IANA> name (also used by Mozilla, and provided as an alias by Encode): C<Windows-31J>.

Encode separately supports C<Shift_JIS> and C<cp932>.

 caracter repertoire

A collection of unique characters. A I<character> set in the strictest sense. At this stage, characters are not numbered.

coded character set (CCS)

A character set that is mapped in a way computers can use directly. Many character encodings, including EUC, fall in this category.

character encoding scheme (CES)

An algorithm to map a character set to a byte sequence. You don't have to be able to tell which character set a given byte sequence belongs. 7-bit ISO-2022 is a CES but it cannot be a CCS. EUC is an example of being both a CCS and CES.

charset (in MIME context)

has long been used in the meaning of C<encoding>, CES.

While the word combination C<character set> has lost this meaning in MIME context since [RFC 2130], the C<charset> abbreviation has retained it. This is how [RFC 2277] and [RFC 2278] bless C<charset>:

This document uses the term "charset" to mean a set of rules for mapping from a sequence of octets to a sequence of characters, such as the combination of a coded character set and a character encoding scheme; this is also what is used as an identifier in MIME "charset=" parameters, and registered in the IANA charset registry ...
that this is NOT a term used by other standards bodies, such as ISO). [RFC 2277]

=item EUC


=item ISO-2022

A CES that was carefully designed to coexist with ASCII. There are a 7 bit version and an 8 bit version.

The 7 bit version switches character set via escape sequence so it cannot form a CCS. Since this is more difficult to handle in programs than the 8 bit version, the 7 bit version is not very popular except for iso-2022-jp, the de facto standard CES for e-mails.

The 8 bit version can form a CCS. EUC and ISO-8859 are two examples thereof. Pre-5.6 perl could use them as string literals.

=item UCS

Short for Universal Character Set. When you say just UCS, it means Unicode.

=item UCS-2

ISO/IEC 10646 encoding form: Universal Character Set coded in two octets.

=item Unicode

A character set that aims to include all character repertoires of the world. Many character sets in various national as well as industrial standards have become, in a way, just subsets of Unicode.

=item UTF

Short for Unicode Transformation Format. Determines how to map a Unicode character into a byte sequence.

=item UTF-16

A UTF in 16-bit encoding. Can either be in big endian or little endian. The big endian version is called UTF-16BE (equal to UCS-2 + surrogate support) and the little endian version is called UTF-16LE.

=back
=head1 See Also

L<Encode>,
L<Encode::Byte>,
L<Encode::CN>, L<Encode::JP>, L<Encode::KR>, L<Encode::TW>,
L<Encode::EBCDIC>, L<Encode::Symbol>
L<Encode::MIME::Header>, L<Encode::Guess>

=head1 References

=over 2

=item ECMA

European Computer Manufacturers Association
L<http://www.ecma.ch>

=over 2

=item ECMA-035 (eq C<ISO-2022>)

L<http://www.ecma.ch/ecma1/STAND/ECMA-035.HTM>

The specification of ISO-2022 is available from the link above.

=back

=item IANA

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
L<http://www.iana.org/>

=over 2

=item Assigned Charset Names by IANA

L<http://www.iana.org/assignments/character-sets>

Most of the C<canonical names> in Encode derive from this list
so you can directly apply the string you have extracted from MIME
header of mails and web pages.

=back

=item ISO

International Organization for Standardization
=item RFC

Request For Comments -- need I say more?
L<http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/>

=item UC

Unicode Consortium
L<http://www.unicode.org/>

=over 2

=item Unicode Glossary

L<http://www.unicode.org/glossary/>

The glossary of this document is based upon this site.

=back

=back

=head2 Other Notable Sites

=over 2

=item czyborra.com

L<http://czyborra.com/>

Contains a lot of useful information, especially gory details of ISO
vs. vendor mappings.

=item CJK.inf

L<http://examples.oreilly.com/cjkvinfo/doc/cjk.inf>

Somewhat obsolete (last update in 1996), but still useful. Also try


You will find brief info on C<EUC-CN>, C<GBK> and mostly on C<GB 18030>.

=item Jungshik Shin's Hangul FAQ
And especially its subject 8.

A comprehensive overview of the Korean (C<KS *> standards.

A brief description for most of the mentioned CJK encodings is contained in

=CJKV Information Processing

The modern successor of C<CJK.inf>.

Features a comprehensive coverage of CJKV character sets and encodings along with many other issues faced by anyone trying to better support CJKV languages/scripts in all the areas of information processing.

To purchase this book, visit
L<http://oreilly.com/catalog/9780596514471/>
or your favourite bookstore.
1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are
governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation
Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be
distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version
of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a
copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You
distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code
version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include
an additional document offering the additional rights described in
Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be
made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License
either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an
Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic
Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
months after the date it initially became available, or at least six
(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for
ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an
Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the
origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
   (a) Third Party Claims.
   If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's
   intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
   granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,
   Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code
distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the
   party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will
   know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after
   the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,
   Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies.
Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered
Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms
of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLA PL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under
Your choice of the MPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A - Mozilla Public License.

```
Your choice of the MPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A - Mozilla Public License.

```

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________

Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

_____________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [____] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

1.520 pinentry 0.8.1-17.el7

1.520.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.521 perl-threads 1.87
1.521.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682419_1604395220.28/0/perl-threads-1.87-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-RxZXP7EV/perl-threads.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'Perl interpreter-based threads'
author:
  - 'Artur Bergman, Jerry D. Hedden <jdhedden AT cpan DOT org>'
built_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.66, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.130880'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: threads
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Carp: 0
  Config: 0
  ExtUtils::testlib: 0
  Hash::Util: 0
  IO::File: 0
  Test::More: 0
  XSLoader: 0
  overload: 0
  strict: 0
  warnings: 0
version: 1.87

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682419_1604395220.28/0/perl-threads-1.87-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-RxZXp7EV/threads-1.87.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-UXiPLJyv/threads-1.87/META.yml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 */

ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.19

Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.010000.

Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort.pm.PL and the
includes in parts/inc/ instead.
Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

SKIP

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.19

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help

--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files

--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.10.0.
OPTIONS

--help

Display a brief usage summary.

--version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

--patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

--copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither --patch or --copy are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

--diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

--compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

--cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++
comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C<--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.
=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=over 4

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

perl ppport.h --list-provided

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSV_type()</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpvn_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpvn_share_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pv_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pbyte()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pbyte</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pbyte_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg_nocast()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocast</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg_nocast_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_pvn_force_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvn_force_flags_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg_nocast()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocast</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg_nocast_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vload_module()</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnewSVpvn()</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvn</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvn_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warner()</td>
<td>NEED_warner</td>
<td>NEED_warner_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the
explicitly exported functions / variables using the \texttt{DPPP_NAMESPACE} macro. Just \texttt{#define} the macro before including \texttt{ppport.h}:

\begin{verbatim}
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
\end{verbatim}

The default namespace is \texttt{DPPP_}.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running \texttt{ppport.h} on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether \texttt{ppport.h} is needed for your module, whether you
should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines
should be used, \texttt{ppport.h} can be run as a Perl script to check your
source code. Simply say:

perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes
that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most
efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in
newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments,
and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could
use something like this:

perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions
for changes, use:

perl ppport.h --nochanges

You can specify a different \texttt{diff} program or options, using
the \texttt{--diff} option:

perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:
perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

perl ppport.h --api-info=/./

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.

The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.

This file.

=item 3.

The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.

A full log of the build that failed.
=item 5.

Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2009, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '${^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.19;

my %opt = (quiet => 0, diag => 1, hints => 1, changes => 1, cplusplus => 0, filter => 1, strip => 0, version => 0);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\([\w.]+)\)/;
my $LF = '(?:\r\n|\[\r\n\])';  # line feed
my $HS = '[ \t\]';             # horizontal whitespace
# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '?.*:';
my $cce = '.*:?';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
    require Getopt::Long;
    Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
        help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
        patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
        list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
    )) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
    usage() if @ARGV =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
    die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.
";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
    print "This is $0 $VERSION.
";
    exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
    my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) };
    if ($@) {
        die "Invalid version number format: $opt{'compat-version'}
";
    }
    die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
    die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
    $opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
}
else {
    $opt{'compat-version'} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /^(\w+)|(\[^|]*)|(\[^|]*)|(\w*)$/
? ( $1 => {
    ($2                  ? ( base     => $2 ) : ()),
    ($3                  ? ( todo     => $3 ) : ()),
    (index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1  ) : ())
),
    (index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1  ) : ())
)}}
(index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ()).

: die "invalid spec: $_" } qw(
AvFILLp[5.004050]|p
AvFILL||
CLASS]n
CPERLscope[5.005000]|p
CX_CURPAD_SAVE]|]
CX_CURPAD_SV]|]
CopFILEAV[5.006000]|p
CopFILEGV_set[5.006000]|p
CopFILEGV[5.006000]|p
CopFILESV[5.006000]|p
CopFILE_set[5.006000]|p
CopFILE[5.006000]|p
CopSTASHPV_set[5.006000]|p
CopSTASHPV[5.006000]|p
CopSTASH_eq[5.006000]|p
CopSTASH_set[5.006000]|p
CopSTASH[5.006000]|p
CopyD[5.009002]|p
Copy]|]
CvPADLIST]|]
CvSTASH]|]
CvWEAKOUTSIDE]|]
DEFSV_set[5.011000]|p
DEFSV[5.004050]|p
END_EXTERN_C[5.005000]|p
ENTER]|]
ERRSV[5.004050]|p
EXTEND]|]
EXTERN_C[5.005000]|p
F0convert]|n
FREETMPS]|]
GIMME_V[5.004000]|n
GIMME]|n
GROK_NUMERIC_RADIX[5.007002]|p
G_ARRAY]|]
G_DISCARD]|]
G_EVAL]|]
G_METHOD[5.006001]|p
G_NOARGS]|]
G_SCALAR]|]
G_VOID[5.004000]
GetVars]|]
GvSVn[5.009003]|p
GvSV]|]
Gv_AMupdate]|]
PERL_SYS_TERM|5.011000|
PERL_UCHAR_MAX|5.004000|
PERL_UCHAR_MIN|5.004000|
PERL_UINT_MAX|5.004000|
PERL_UINT_MIN|5.004000|
PERL ULONG_MAX|5.004000|
PERL ULONG_MIN|5.004000|
PERL UNUSED_ARG|5.009003|
PERL UNUSED_CONTEXT|5.009004|
PERL UNUSED DECL|5.007002|
PERL UNUSED VAR|5.007002|
PERL UQUAD_MAX|5.004000|
PERL UQUAD_MIN|5.004000|
PERL_USE_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS|5.009004|
PERL USHORT_MAX|5.004000|
PERL USHORT_MIN|5.004000|
PERL_VERSION|5.006000|
PL DBsignal|5.005000|
PL DBsingle|5.005000|
PL DBsub|5.005000|
PL DBtrace|5.005000|
PL Sv|5.005000|
PL bufend|5.011000|
PL buftp|5.011000|
PL compiling|5.004050|
PL copline|5.011000|
PL curcop|5.004050|
PL curstash|5.004050|
PL debstash|5.004050|
PL defgv|5.004050|
PL diehook|5.004050|
PL dirty|5.004050|
PL dowarn|5.005000|
PL errgv|5.004050|
PL error_count|5.005000|
PL expect|5.011000|
PL hexdigit|5.005000|
PL hints|5.005000|
PL in my stash|5.011000|
PL in my|5.011000|
PL last_in_gv|5.011000|
PL laststatval|5.005000|
PL lex state|5.011000|
PL lex stuff|5.011000|
PL linestr|5.011000|
PL modglobal|5.005000|
PL na|5.004050|
PL no modify|5.006000|
SvNOK||
SvNVX||
SvNV_set||
SvNVx||
SvNV||
SvOK||
SvOOK_offset[5.011000]
SvOOK||
SvPOK_off||
SvPOK_only_UTF8[5.006000]
SvPOK_only||
SvPOK_on||
SvPOKp||
SvPOK||
SvPVX_const[5.009003][p
SvPVX_mutable[5.009003][p
SvPVX]|
SvPV_const[5.009003][p
SvPV_flags_const_nolen[5.009003][p
SvPV_flags_const[5.009003][p
SvPV_flags_mutable[5.009003][p
SvPV_flags[5.007002][p
SvPV_force_flags_mutable[5.009003][p
SvPV_force_flags_nolen[5.009003][p
SvPV_force_flags[5.007002][p
SvPV_force_nolen[5.009003][p
SvPV_force_nomg_nolen[5.009003][p
SvPV_force[5.007002][p
SvPV_force||p
SvPV_mutable[5.009003][p
SvPV_nolen_const[5.009003][p
SvPV_nolen[5.006000][p
SvPV_nomg_const_nolen[5.009003][p
SvPV_nomg_const[5.009003][p
SvPV_nomg[5.007002][p
SvPV_renew[5.009003][p
SvPV_set||
SvPVbyte_force[5.009002]
SvPVbyte_nolen[5.006000]
SvPVbytex_force[5.006000]
SvPVbytex[5.006000]
SvPVbyte[5.006000][p
SvPVutf8_force[5.006000]
SvPVutf8_nolen[5.006000]
SvPVutf8x_force[5.006000]
SvPVutf8x[5.006000]
SvPVutf8[5.006000]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SvPVx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvPV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_dec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc NN</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc simple NN</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc simple void NN</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc simple void</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc void NN</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc void</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvREFCNT_inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvROK_off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvROK_on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvROK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvRV_set</td>
<td>5.009003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvRV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvRXOK</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvRX</td>
<td>5.009005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSETMAGIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSHARE</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSHARED_HASH</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSHARE</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSTASH_set</td>
<td>5.009003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSTASH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSetMagicSV_nosteal</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.004000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSetMagicSV</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSetSV_nosteal</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.004000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvSetSV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTAINTED_off</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.004000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTAINTED_on</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.004000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTAINTED</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTAINT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTRUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvTYPE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUNLOCK</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUOK</td>
<td>5.007001 5.006000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUPGRADE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUTF8_off</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUTF8_on</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUTF8</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUVXx</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUVX</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUV_nomg</td>
<td>5.009001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUV_set</td>
<td>5.009003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvUVx</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvVOK</td>
<td>5.008001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvVSTRING_mg</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.009004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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THIS
UNDERBAR
UTF8_MAXBYTES
UVSIZE
UVTYPE
UVX
UVo
UVu
UVxf
WARN_ALL
WARN_AMBIGUOUS
WARN_ASSERTIONS
WARN_BAREWORD
WARN_CLOSED
WARN_CLOSURE
WARN_DEBUGGING
WARN_DEPRECATED
WARN_DIGIT
WARN_EXEC
WARN_EXITING
WARN_GLOB
WARN_INPLACE
WARN_INTERNAL
WARN_IO
WARN_LAYER
WARN_MALLOC
WARN_MISC
WARN_NEWLINE
WARN_NUMERIC
WARN_ONCE
WARN_OVERFLOW
WARN_PACK
WARN_PARENTHESES
WARN_PIPE
WARN_PORTABLE
WARN_PRECEDENCE
WARN_PRINTF
WARN_PROTOTYPE
WARN_QW
WARN_RECURSION
WARN_REDEFINE
WARN_REGEXP
WARN_RESERVED
WARN_SEMICOLON
WARN_SEVERE
WARN_SIGNAL
WARN_SUBSTR
WARN_SYNTAX
boot_core_mro
bytes_from_utf8
bytes_to_uni
bytes_to_utf8
calloc
cando
cast_i32
cast_iv
cast_ulong
cast_uv
check_type_and_open
check_uni
checkcomma
checkposixcc
ckWARN
ck_anoncode
ck_bitop
ck_concat
ck_defined
ck_delete
ck_die
ck_each
ck_eof
ck_eval
ck_exec
ck_exists
ck_exit
ck_ftst
ck_fun
ck_glob
ck_grep
ck_index
ck_join
ck_Lfun
ck_listiob
ck_match
ck_method
ck_null
ck_open
ck_readline
ck_repeat
ck_require
do_eof
do_exec3
do_execfree
do_exec
do_gv_dump[5.006000]
do_gvgv_dump[5.006000]
do_hv_dump[5.006000]
do_ipcctl
do_ipcget
do_join
do_kv
do_magic_dump[5.006000]
do_msgrcv
do_msgsnd
do_oddball
do_op_dump[5.006000]
do_op_xmldump
do_open9[5.006000]
do_openc[5.007001]
do_open[5.004000]
do_pmop_dump[5.006000]
do_pmop_xmldump

do_print

do_readline

do_seek

do_semop

do_shmio

do_smartmatch

do_spawn_nowait

do_spawn

do_sprintf

do_sv_dump[5.006000]
do_sysseek

do_tell

do_trans_complex_utf8

do_trans_complex

do_trans_count_utf8

do_trans_count

do_trans_simple_utf8

do_trans_simple

do_trans

do_vecget

do_vecsel

do_vop

docatch

doeval

dofile

dofindlabel
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gp_dup
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin[5.007003]\n
grok_hex[5.007003]\n
grok_number[5.007002]\n
grok_numeric_radix[5.007002]\n
grok_oct[5.007003]\n
group_end

gv_AVadd

gv_HVadd

gv_IOadd

gv_SVadd

gv_autoload4[5.004000]

gv_check

gv_const_sv[5.009003]

gv_dump[5.006000]

gv_efullname3[5.004000]

gv_efullname4[5.006001]

gv_efullname

gv_ename

gv_fetchfile_flags[5.009005]

gv_fetchfile

gv_fetchmeth_autoload[5.007003]

gv_fetchmethod_autoload[5.004000]

gv_fetchmethod_flags[5.011000]

gv_fetchmethod

gv_fetchmeth

gv_fetchpvn_flags[5.009002]\n
gv_fetchpvs[5.009004]\n
gv_fetchpv

gv_fetchsv[5.009002]

gv_fullname3[5.004000]

gv_fullname4[5.006001]

gv_fullname

gv_get_super_pkg

gv_handler[5.007001]

gv_init_sv

gv_init

gv_name_set[5.009004]

gv_stashpvn[5.004000]\n
gv_stashpvs[5.009003]\n
gv_stashpv

gv_stashsv

eh_dup

ehek_dup

hfreeentries

hsplit
incpush_if_exists||
incpush_use_sep||
incpush||
ingroup||
init_argv_symbols||
init_debugger||
init_global_struct||
init_i18n10n||5.006000|
init_i18n14n||5.006000|
init_ids||
init_interp||
init_main_stash||
init_perllib||
init_postdump_symbols||
init_predump_symbols||
init_stacks||5.005000|
init_tm||5.007002|
instr||
intro_my||
intuit_method||
intuit_more||
invert||
io_close||
isALNUMC||5.006000||p
isALNUM||
isALPHA||
isASCII||5.006000||p
isBLANK||5.006001||p
isCNTRL||5.006000||p
isdigit||
isGRAPH||5.006000||p
isGV_with_GP||5.009004||p
isLOWER||
isPRINT||5.004000||p
isPSXSPC||5.006001||p
isPUNCT||5.006000||p
isSPACE||
isUPPER||
isXDIGIT||5.006000||p
isan_int||
is_gv_magical_sv||
is_handle_constructor||n
is_list_assignment||
is_lvalue_sub||5.007001|
is_uni_alnum_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc_lc||5.006000|
is_uni_alnumc||5.006000|
is_uni_alnum||5.006000|
magic_getvec
magic_get
magic_killbackrefs
magic_len
magic_methcall
magic_methpack
magic_nextpack
magic_regdata_cnt
magic_regdatum_get
magic_regdatum_set
magic_scalarpack
magic_set_all_env
magic_setamagic
magic_setarylen
magic_setcolxfrm
magic_setdbline
magic_setdefelem
magic_setenv
magic_sethint
magic_setisal
magic_setmglob
magic_setnkeys
magic_setpack
magic_setpos
magic_setsregexp
magic_setsig
magic_setsubstr
magic_settaint
magic_setutf8
magic_setuvar
magic_setvec
magic_set
magic_sizepack
magic_wipepack
make_matcher
make_trie failtable
make_tric
malloc_good_size
malloced_size
malloc[5.007002]
markstack_grow
matcher_matches_sv
measure_struct
memEQ[5.004000]
memNE[5.004000]
mem_col1xfrm
mem_log_common
mess_alloc
mess_nocontext\nmess\nmethod_common\nmfree\nmg_clear\nmg_copy\nmg_dup\nmg_find\nmg_free\nmg_get\nmg_length\nmg_localize\nmg_magical\nmg_set\nmg_size\nmini_mktime\nmissingterm\nmode_from_discipline\nmokids\nmod\nmore_bodies\nmore_sv\nomereswitches\nmro_get_from_name\nmro_get_linear_isa\nmro_get_linear_isa_dfs\nmro_get_private_data\nmro_isa_changed_in\nmro_meta_dup\nmro_meta_init\nmro_method_changed_in\nmro_register\nmro_set_mro\nmro_set_private_data\nmul128\nmulexp10\nmy_atof2\nmy_atof\nmy_attrs\nmy_bcopy\nmy_betoh16\nmy_betoh32\nmy_betoh64\nmy_betohi\nmy_betohl\nmy_betohs\nmy_bzero\nmy_chsize
my_clearenv||
my_cxt_index||
my_cxt_init||
my_dirfd|5.009005|
my_exit_jump||
my_exit||
my_failure_exit|5.004000|
my_fflush_all|5.006000|
my_fork|5.007003|
my_htobe16||n
my_htobe32||n
my_htobe64||n
my_htobei||n
my_htobel||n
my_htobes||n
my_htole16||n
my_htole32||n
my_htole64||n
my_htolei||n
my_htolel||n
my_htoles||n
my_htonl||
my_kid||
my_letoh16||n
my_letoh32||n
my_letoh64||n
my_letohi||n
my_letohl||n
my_letohs||n
my_lstat||
my_memcmp|5.004000|
my_memset||n
my_ntohl||
my_pclose|5.004000|
my_popen_list|5.007001|
my_popen|5.004000|
my_setenv||
my_snprintf|5.009004||pvn
my_socketpair|5.007003|
my_sprintf|5.009003||pvn
my_stat||
my_strftime|5.007002|
my_strlcat|5.009004||pn
my_strlcpy|5.009004||pn
my_swapn||n
my_swap||
my_unexec||
my_vsnprintf|5.009004|n
op_clear
op_const_sv
op_dump[5.006000]
op_free
op_getmad_weak
op_getmad
op_null[5.007002]
op_refcnt_decl
op_refcnt_inc
op_refcnt_lock[5.009002]
op_refcnt_unlock[5.009002]
op_xmldump
open_script
pMY_CXT_[5.007003]
pMY_CXT[5.007003]
pTHX_[5.006000]
pTHX[5.006000]
packWARN[5.007003]
pack_cat[5.007003]
pack_rec
package
packlist[5.008001]
pad_add_anon
pad_add_name
pad_alloc
pad_block_start
pad_check_dup
pad_compname_type
pad_findlex
pad_findmy
pad_fixup_inner_anons
pad_free
pad_leavemy
pad_new
pad_peg
pad_push
pad_reset
pad_setsv
pad_sv[5.011000]
pad_swipe
pad_tidy
pad_UNDEF
parse_body
parse_unicode_opts
parser_dup
parser_free
path_is_absolute
peep
realloc||5.007002|
reentrant_free||
reentrant_init||
reentrant_retry|vn
reentrant_size||
ref_array_or_hash||
refcounted_he_chain_2hv||
refcounted_he_fetch||
refcounted_he_free||
refcounted_he_new_common||
refcounted_he_new||
refcounted_he_value||
refkids||
refto||
ref|[5.011000]
reg_check_named_buff_matched||
reg_named_buff_all|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_exists|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_fetch|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_firstkey|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_iter||
reg_named_buff_nextkey|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_scalar|[5.009005]
reg_named_buff||
reg_namedseq||
reg_node||
reg_numbered_buff_fetch||
reg_numbered_buff_length||
reg_numbered_buff_store||
reg_qr_package||
reg_recode||
reg_scan_name||
reg_skipcomment||
reg_temp_copy||
reganode||
regatom||
regbranch||
regclass_swash|[5.009004]
regclass||
regcppop||
regcpppush||
regcurly||n
regdump_extflags||
regdump|[5.005000]
regdupe_internal||
regexec_flags|[5.005000]
regfree_internal|[5.009005]
reghop3||n
reg-hop4
reg-hop-maybe3
reg-in-class
reg-init-colors[5.006000]
reg-insert
reg-match
reg-next[5.005000]
reg-piece
reg-pp-posix-cc
reg-prop
reg-repeat
reg-tail-study
reg-tail
reg-try
reg-uninit
reg-white
repeat-copy
report-evil-fh
report-uninit
require-pv[5.006000]
require-tie-mod
restore-magic
minstr
rsignal-restore
rsignal-save
rsignal-state[5.004000]
rsignal[5.004000]
run-body
run-user-filter
run-ops-debug[5.005000]
run-ops-standard[5.005000]
r-vpv-dup
rxres-free
rxres-restore
rxres-save
safer-sys-alloc[5.006000]
safer-sys-free[5.006000]
safer-sys-alloc[5.006000]
safer-sys-realloc[5.006000]
same-dirent
save-116[5.004000]
save-132
save-18[5.006000]
save-adelete[5.011000]
save-aelem[5.004050]
save-alloc[5.006000]
save-aptr
sortcv_stacked
sortcv_xsub
sortcv
sortsv_flags[5.009003]
sorts[5.007003]
space_join_names_mortal
ss_dup
stack_grow
start_force
start_glob
start_subparse[5.004000]
stashpv_hvname_match[5.011000]
stdize_locale
store_cop_label
strEQ
strGE
strGT
strLE
strLT
strNE
str_to_version[5.006000]
strip_return
strnEQ
strnNE
study_chunk
sub_crush_depth
sublex_done
sublex_push
sublex_start
sv_2bool
sv_2cv
sv_2i
sv_2iuv_common
sv_2iuv_non_preserve
sv_2iv_flags[5.009001]
sv_2iv
sv_2mortal
sv_2num
sv_2nv
sv_2pv_flags[5.007002]p
sv_2pv_nolen[5.006000]p
sv_2pvbyte_nolen[5.006000]p
sv_2pvbyte[5.006000]p
sv_2pvutf8_nolen[5.006000]
sv_2pvutf8[5.006000]
sv_2pv
sv_2uv_flags[5.009001]
sv_2uv[5.004000]p
sv_add_arena
sv_add_backref
sv_backoff
sv_bless
sv_cat_decode[5.008001]
sv_catpv_mg[5.004050]
p
sv_catpvn_flags[5.007002]
sv_catpvn_mg[5.004050]
p
sv_catpvn_nomg[5.007002]
p
sv_catpvn
sv_catpvs[5.009003]
p
sv_catpv
sv_catsv_flags[5.007002]
sv_catsv_mg[5.004050]
p
sv_catsv_nomg[5.007002]
p
sv_catsv
sv_catxmlpvn
sv_catxmlsv
sv_chop
sv_clean_all
sv_clean_objs
sv_clear
sv_cmp_locale[5.004000]
sv_cmp
sv_collxfrm
sv_compile_2op[5.008001]
sv_copypv[5.007003]
sv_dec
sv_del_backref
svDerived_from[5.004000]
sv_destroyable[5.010000]
sv_does[5.009004]
sv_dump
sv_dup_inc_multiple
sv_dup
sv_eq
sv_exp_grow
sv_force_normal_flags[5.007001]
sv_force_normal[5.006000]
sv_free2
sv_free_arenas
sv_free
sv_gets[5.004000]
sv_grow
sv_i_ncmp
sv_inc
sv_insert_flags[5.011000]
sv_insert
sv_isr
sv_isobject
sv_iv[5.005000]
sv_kill_backrefs
sv_len_utf8[5.006000]
sv_len
sv_magic_portable[5.011000][5.004000][p]
sv_magicext[5.007003]
sv_magic
sv_mortalcopy
sv_ncmp
sv_newmortal
sv_newref
sv_nolocking[5.007003]
sv_nosharing[5.007003]
sv_nounlocking
sv_nv[5.005000]
sv_peek[5.005000]
sv_pos_b2u_midway
sv_pos_b2u[5.006000]
sv_pos_u2b_cached
sv_pos_u2b_forwards[n]
sv_pos_u2b_midway[n]
sv_pos_u2b[5.006000]
sv_pvbyten_force[5.006000]
sv_pvbyten[5.006000]
sv_pvbyte[5.006000]
sv_pvn_force_flags[5.007002][p]
sv_pvn_force
sv_pvn_nomg[5.007003][5.005000][p]
sv_pvn[5.005000]
sv_pvutf8n_force[5.006000]
sv_pvutf8n[5.006000]
sv_pvutf8[5.006000]
sv_pv[5.006000]
sv_recode_to_utf8[5.007003]
sv_reftype
sv_release_COW
sv_replace
sv_report_used
sv_reseth
sv_rvweaken[5.006000]
sv_setiv_mg[5.004050][p]
sv_setiv
sv_setm
sv_setnv_mg|5.006000||p
sv_setnv|
sv_setpv_mg|5.004050||p
sv_setpfv_mg_nocontext|||pvn
sv_setpfv_mg|5.006000|5.004000|pv
sv_setpfv_nocontext|||vn
sv_setpfv|5.004000|v
sv_setpfviv_mg|5.008001|
sv_setpfviv|5.008001|
sv_setpvf_mg|5.006000|5.004000|pvn
sv_setpfvfn|5.004000|
sv_setpvn_mg|5.004050||p
sv_setpvn|
sv_setpvn_mg|5.004050||p
sv_setpvn||
sv_setpvs|5.009004||p
sv_setpvs|
sv_setref_iv|
sv_setref_nv|
sv_setref_pvn|
sv_setref_pv|
sv_setref_uv|5.007001|
sv_setsv_cow|
sv_setsv_flags|5.007002|
sv_setsv_mg|5.004050|p
sv_setsv_nomg|5.007002|p
sv_setsv|
sv_setuv_mg|5.004050||p
sv_setuv|5.004000||p
sv_tainted|5.004000|
sv_taint|5.004000|
sv_true|5.005000|
sv_unglob|
sv_uni_display|5.007003|
sv_unmagic|
sv_unref_flags|5.007001|
sv_unref|
sv_untaint|5.004000|
sv_upgrade|
sv_usepvn_flags|5.009004|
sv_usepvn_mg|5.004050|p
sv_usepvn|
sv_utf8_decode|5.006000|
sv_utf8 downgrade|5.006000|
sv_utf8_encode|5.006000|
svUtf8_upgrade_flags_grow|5.011000|
sv_utf8_upgrade_flags|5.007002|
sv_utf8_upgrade_nomg|5.007002|
sv_utf8_upgrade|5.007001|
sv_uv|5.005000|p
sv_vcatpfv_mg|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vcatpvfn|5.004000|
sv_vcatpvf|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vsetpvf_mg|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_vsetpvfn|5.004000|
sv_vsetpvf|5.006000|5.004000|p
sv_xmlpeek||
svtype||
swallow_bom||
swap_match_buff||
swash_fetch|5.007002|
swash_get||
swash_init|5.006000|
sys_init3|5.010000|n
sys_init|5.010000|n
sys INTERN_clear||
sys INTERN_dup||
sys INTERN_Init||
sys_term|5.010000|n
taint_env||
taint_proper||
tmps_grow|5.006000|
toLOWER||
toUPPER||
to_byte_substr||
to_uni_fold|5.007003|
to_uni_lower_lc|5.006000|
to_uni_lower|5.007003|
to_uni_title_lc|5.006000|
to_uni_title|5.007003|
to_uni_upper_lc|5.006000|
to_uni_upper|5.007003|
to_utf8_case|5.007003|
to_utf8_fold|5.007003|
to_utf8_lower|5.007003|
to_utf8_substr||
to_utf8_title|5.007003|
to_utf8_upper|5.007003|
token_free||
token_getmad||
tokenize_use||
tokeq||
tokereport||
toofew_arguments||
toomany_arguments||
uiv_2buf||n
unlink||
unpack_rec||
unpack_str|5.007003|
unpackstring|5.008001|
warn|||v
watch|||
whichsig|||
write_no_mem|||
write_to_stderr|||
xmldump_all|||
xmldump_attr|||
xmldump_eval|||
xmldump_form|||
xmldump_indent|||v
xmldump_packsubs|||
xmldump_sub|||
xmldump_vindent|||
yyerror|||
yylex|||
yyparse|||
yywarn|||
);
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
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for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
$hint = [$1, [split /,?\s+/, $2]]
if m{^\s*$rccs\s+(Hint|Warning):\s+(\w+(?:,?\s+\w+)*)\s*$};
if ($define) {
if ($define->[1] =~ /\\$/) {
$define->[1] .= $_;
}
else {
if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\(/) {
my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
undef $define;
}
}
$define = [$1, $2] if m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(.*)};
if ($function) {
if (/^}/) {
if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
}
undef $function;
}
else {
$function->[1] .= $_;
}
}
$function = [$1, ''] if m{^DPPP_\(my_(\w+)\)};
$replace = $1 if m{^\s*$rccs\s+Replace:\s+(\d+)\s+$rcce\s*$};
$replace{$2} = $1 if $replace and m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(\w+)};
$replace{$2} = $1 if m{^\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+)(?:\([^)]*\))?\s+(\w+).*$rccs\s+Replace\s+$rcce};
$replace{$1} = $2 if m{^\s*$rccs\s+Replace (\w+) with (\w+)\s+$rcce\s*$};
if (m{^\s*$rccs\s+(\w+(\s*,\s*\w+)*)\s+depends\s+on\s+(\w+(\s*,\s*\w+)*)\s+$rcce\s*$}) {
my @deps = map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $3;
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my $d;
for $d (map { s/\s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $1) {
    push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
}

$need{$1} = 1 if m{^#if\s+defined\((NEED_\(\w+\)\(?:_GLOBAL)\)?))};
}

for (values %depends) {
    my %s;
    $_ = [sort grep !s{s{$$_++}, @$${$_}};

if (exists $opt{'api-info'}) {
    my $f;
    my $count = 0;
    my $match = Sopt{api-info} =~ m!/(.*)/! ? $1 : "^Q$opt{api-info}\E$";
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $f =~ /$match/;
        print "\n=== $f ===\n
";
        my $info = 0;
        if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
            my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
            print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base\n";
            $info++;
            my $todo = format_version($API{$f}{todo}) ; "5.003";
            print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo\n";
            print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f\n" if exists $need{$f};
            print "Depends on: ", join(’, ’, @{$depends{${$f}}} ), "\n" if exists $depends{${$f}};
            print "\n\nWARNING:\n\n$warnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
            $info++;
        }
        print "No portability information available.\n" unless $info;
        $count++;
    }
    $count or print "Found no API matching '$opt{api-info}'.\n"
    exit 0;
}

if (exists $opt{'list-provided'}) {
    my $f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{provided};

my @flags;
push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
push @flags, 'depend' if exists $depends{$f};
push @flags, 'hint' if exists $hints{$f};
push @flags, 'warning' if exists $warnings{$f};
my $flags = @flags ? ' [' . join(',', @flags) . ' ]' : ' "';
print "$flags\n";
exit 0;

my @files;
my @srcext = qw( .xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
    my %seen;
    for (@ARGV) {
        if (-e) {
            if (-f) {
                push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
            } else {
                warn "$_ is not a file.\n"
            }
        } else {
            my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
            or warn "$_ does not exist.\n";
            push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
        }
    }
} else {
    eval {
        require File::Find;
        File::Find::find(sub {
            $File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
            and push @files, $File::Find::name;
        }, '.');
    };
if ($@) {
    @files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
}

if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
    my (@in, @out);
    my %xsc = map { /.*(.)\xs$/ ? ($1.c => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
    for (@files) {
        
    
    
    
    
    if (!$@) {
        @files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
    } 
}
my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || AbQ$ppport\ES/i || !($srcext)S/i;
push @ [ $out @out @in ], @_; } if (@ARGV && @out) {
    warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):
| ", join "\n| ", @out);
} @files = @in;
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;

my($files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
    unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
        warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
        next;
    }
    info("Scanning $filename ...\n");
    my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
    my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
    # Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
    my @ecom;
    $c =~ s{
        ( ^\$HS*#\$HS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?!Q$ppport\ES)\b[^\r\n]*)
    | ^\$HS*#\$HS*(:define|elif|if(?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]*)
    | ( ^\$HS*[^\r\n]*
        [ ]\(??:[^\r\n]*\)[ ]\(??:[^\r\n]*\)
    | [ ]\(??:[^\r\n]*\)[ ]\(??:[^\r\n]*\)
    | / (??:[^\r\n]*\)[ ]\(??:[^\r\n]*\) / )
    | ( defined $2 and push @ecom, $2;
        defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$ecom$ccce" )mgsex;
    }
    $file{ccom} = @ecom;
    $file{code} = $c;
    $file{has_inc_pport} = $c =~ /^\$HS*\$HS*include[^\r\n]+\bQ$ppport\ES/b/m;

my $func;
for $func (keys %API) {
my $match = $func;
$match .= "|$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
if ($c =~ /\b(?:Perl_)?($match)\b/) {
$file{uses_replace}{$1}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} && $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
$file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /\bPerl_$func\b/;
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
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for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{$global{needs}{$need}}) {
$files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}
for $filename (@files) {
exists $files{$filename} or next;
info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");
my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
my $func;
my $c = $file{code};
my $warnings = 0;
for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*)(?!aTHX_?)(\)|[^\s)]*\))}
{ $1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_ ') . $2 }ge);
if ($changes) {
warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
$file{changes} += $changes;
}
}
}
else {
warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
$file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func(\s*)\((\s*aTHX_?)?\s*}
{$func$1(}g);
}
}
for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
$file{changes} += ($c =~ s/\b$func\b/$replace{$func}/g);
}
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for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
    if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
        if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
            diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(', ', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
        } else {
            diag("Uses $func");
        }
    } $warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
        format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with '$ppport\n";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {  
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        } 
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
    }
}
diag($message);
$file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?$HS*define$HS+NEED_$func\_GLOBAL\b.*$LF//mg);
}
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
  my $pp = "",

  for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}}) {
    my $type = $file{needs}{$func} || if ($type eq 'extern');
    my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : "";
    unless (exists $file{needed_$type}{$func}) {
      if ($type eq 'global') {
        diag("Files [@{$global{needs}{$func}}] need $func, adding global request");
      } else {
        diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
      }
      $pp .= "#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
    }
  }

  if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*?$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)/$pp/m)) {
    $pp = "",
    $file{changes}++;
  }

  unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
    diag("Needs to include \'$ppport\'");
    $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\n")
  }
  if ($pp) {
    $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+.*/$1$pp/ms) || ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*?$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*?$LF//m)
                             || ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*?$HS*include.*XSUB.*\s*?)$/1$pp/m)
                             || ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*?$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*/$1$pp/m)
                             || ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*?$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*/$1$pp/m));
  }
  } else {
    if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
      diag("No need to include \'$ppport\'");
      $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^$HS*?$HS*include.*\Q$ppport\E.*/$1$SLF//m);
    }
  }
}
# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
        $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
    } else {
        $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
    }
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : ';
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : ';
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : ";
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {
        my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
        if (-e $newfile) {
            error("'$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");
        } else {
            local *F;
            if (open F, ">$newfile") {
                info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
                print F $c;
                close F;
            } else {
                error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
            }
        }
    } elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
        if (exists $opt{patch}) {
            unless ($patch_opened) {
                if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
                    $patch_opened = 1;
                }
            }
        } else {
            local *F;
            if (open F, ">$newfile") {
                info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
                print F $c;
                close F;
            } else {
                error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
            }
        }
    }
}
else {
    error("Cannot open \'$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
    delete $opt{patch};
    $opt{changes} = 1;
    goto fallback;
}
}
mydiff("^PATCH", $filename, $c);
} else {
    fallback:
    info("Suggested changes:");
    mydiff("^STDOUT", $filename, $c);
}
} else {
    my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? '' : 's';
    info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
}
}
else {
    info("Looks good");
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;"; return $@ eq "" }

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;
    my $diff;

    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }

    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;

--- $file
+++ $file.patched

HEADER

    --- $file
+++ $file.patched

HEADER
if (!defined $diff) {
    $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
}

if (!defined $diff) {
    $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
}

if (!defined $diff) {
    error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
    return;
}

print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff {
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = ";
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

    if (open F, ">$tmp") {
        print F $str;
        close F;

        if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
            while (<F>) {
                s/\Q$ SMP\E/$file.patched/;
                $diff .= $_;
            }
            close F;
            unlink $tmp;
            return $diff;
        }
    }
    else {
        error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
    }
    
    unlink $tmp;
}
else {
    error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}
return undef;
}

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_; 
    return () unless exists $depends{$func};
    $seen = {%{$seen||{}}};
    return () if $seen->{func}++;
    my %s;
    grep !s{$_}++, map { ($_ rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
}

sub parse_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    if ($ver =~ /^\d+.(\d+).(\d+)$/) {
        return ($1, $2, $3);
    }
    elsif ($ver !~ /^\d+\.[\d_]+$/) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";
    }

    $ver =~ s/_//g;
    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;

    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+\.(\d+)\.(\d+)/;

    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";
        }
    }

    return ($r, $v, $s);
}

sub format_version
{
    my $ver = shift;

    $ver =~ s/$/000000/;
    my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+\.(\d{3})\.(\d{3})/;

    $ver =~ s/\d+\.(\d{3})\.(\d{3})/\d+\.(\d{3})\.(\d{3})/;
    $r = int $r;
    $v = int $v;
    $s = int $s;

    if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
        if ($s % 10) {
            die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";
        }
    }

    return ($r, $v, $s);
}
$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "invalid version '$ver\n";
    }
    $s /= 10;

    $ver = sprintf "%.03d", $r, $v;
    $s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_.02d", $s;
}

return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%.d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    $opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
    print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    my $func = shift;
my $rv = 0;
if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
my $warn = $warnings{$func};
$warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
$rv++;
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !$given_hints{$func}++) {
my $hint = $hints{$func};
$hint =~ s/^/ /mg;
print " --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint;
}
$rv;
}
sub usage
{
my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*^(.*?)\s*^=/ms;
my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
$usage =~ s/^\s*perl\s+\S+/$^X $0/;
$usage =~ s/([A-Z])<([^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;
print <<ENDUSAGE;
Usage: $usage
See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE
exit 2;
}
sub strip
{
my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> };
my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*^(.*?)^=\w+/ms;
$copy =~ s/^(?=\S+)/ /gms;
$self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
$self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP
if (\@ARGV && \$ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') {
eval { require Devel::PPPort };
\$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\\n";
if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < $VERSION) {
die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort $VERSION.\\n"
. "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\\n"
. "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\\n";
}
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Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
exit 0;
}
print <<END;
Sorry, but this is a stripped version of $0.

To be able to use its original script and doc functionality,
please try to regenerate this file using:

$^X $0 --unstrip

END

my($pl, $c) = $self =~ /(.*^__DATA__)(.*)/ms;
$c =~ s{
    / (?: \^[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /\[^
\]*)
| ( "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
    | '\[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' )
| ($HS+) }{ defined $2 ? ' ' : ($1 || '') }gsex;
$c =~ s!\s+$!!mg;
$c =~ s!^$LF!!mg;
$c =~ s!^\s*#!#!mg;
$c =~ s!^\s+!!mg;
open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $!
";
print OUT "$pl$c
";
exit 0;
}

__DATA__
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682419_1604395220.28/0/perl-threads-1.87-4.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
RxZXp7EV/threads-1.87.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-UXiPLJyv/threads-1.87/ppport.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

threads - Perl interpreter-based threads

=head1 VERSION

This document describes threads version 1.87

=head1 SYNOPSIS
use threads ('yield',
    'stack_size' => 64*4096,
    'exit' => 'threads_only',
    'stringify');

sub start_thread {
    my @args = @_;    
    print("Thread started: ", join(" ", @args), "\n");
}
my $thr = threads->create('start_thread', 'argument');
$thr->join();

threads->create(sub { print("I am a thread\n"); })->join();

my $thr2 = async { foreach (@files) { ... } }
$thr2->join();
if (my $err = $thr2->error()) {
    warn("Thread error: $err\n");
}

# Invoke thread in list context (implicit) so it can return a list
my ($thr) = threads->create(sub { return (qw/a b c/); });
# or specify list context explicitly
my $thr = threads->create({'context' => 'list'}, sub { return (qw/a b c/); });
my @results = $thr->join();

$thr->detach();

# Get a thread's object
$thr = threads->self();
$thr = threads->object($tid);

# Get a thread's ID
$tid = threads->tid();
$tid = $thr->tid();
$tid = "$thr";

# Give other threads a chance to run
threads->yield();
yield();

# Lists of non-detached threads
my @threads = threads->list();
my $thread_count = threads->list();
my @running = threads->list(threads::running);
my @joinable = threads->list(threads::joinable);

# Test thread objects
if ($thr1 == $thr2) {
  ...
}

# Manage thread stack size
$stack_size = threads->get_stack_size();
$old_size = threads->set_stack_size(32*4096);

my $thr = threads->create(
  'context' => 'list',
  'stack_size' => 32*4096,
  'exit' => 'thread_only',
  &foo);

# Get thread's context
my $wantarray = $thr->wantarray();

# Check thread's state
if ($thr->is_running()) {
  sleep(1);
}
if ($thr->is_joinable()) {
  $thr->join();
}

# Send a signal to a thread
$thr->kill('SIGUSR1');

# Exit a thread
threads->exit();

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Since Perl 5.8, thread programming has been available using a model called
I<interpreter threads> which provides a new Perl interpreter for each
thread, and, by default, results in no data or state information being shared
between threads.

(Prior to Perl 5.8, I<5005threads> was available through the C<Thread.pm> API.
This threading model has been deprecated, and was removed as of Perl 5.10.0.)

As just mentioned, all variables are, by default, thread local. To use shared
variables, you need to also load L<threads::shared>:

use threads;
use threads::shared;
When loading L<threads::shared>, you must C<use threads> before you
C<use threads::shared>. (C<threads> will emit a warning if you do it the
other way around.)
It is strongly recommended that you enable threads via C<use threads> as early
as possible in your script.
If needed, scripts can be written so as to run on both threaded and
non-threaded Perls:
my $can_use_threads = eval 'use threads; 1';
if ($can_use_threads) {
# Do processing using threads
...
} else {
# Do it without using threads
...
}
=over
=item $thr = threads->create(FUNCTION, ARGS)
This will create a new thread that will begin execution with the specified
entry point function, and give it the I<ARGS> list as parameters. It will
return the corresponding threads object, or C<undef> if thread creation failed.
I<FUNCTION> may either be the name of a function, an anonymous subroutine, or
a code ref.
my $thr = threads->create('func_name', ...);
# or
my $thr = threads->create(sub { ... }, ...);
# or
my $thr = threads->create(\&func, ...);
The C<-E<gt>new()> method is an alias for C<-E<gt>create()>.
=item $thr->join()
This will wait for the corresponding thread to complete its execution. When
the thread finishes, C<-E<gt>join()> will return the return value(s) of the
entry point function.
The context (void, scalar or list) for the return value(s) for C<-E<gt>join()>
is determined at the time of thread creation.
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# Create thread in list context (implicit)
my ($thr1) = threads->create(sub {
    my @results = qw(a b c);
    return (@results);
});
# or (explicit)
my $thr1 = threads->create({'context' => 'list'},
    sub {
        my @results = qw(a b c);
        return (@results);
    });
# Retrieve list results from thread
my @res1 = $thr1->join();

# Create thread in scalar context (implicit)
my $thr2 = threads->create(sub {
    my $result = 42;
    return ($result);
});
# Retrieve scalar result from thread
my $res2 = $thr2->join();

# Create a thread in void context (explicit)
my $thr3 = threads->create({'void' => 1},
    sub { print("Hello, world\n"); });
# Join the thread in void context (i.e., no return value)
$thr3->join();

See L</"THREAD CONTEXT"> for more details.

If the program exits without all threads having either been joined or
 detached, then a warning will be issued.

Calling C<-E<gt>join()> or C<-E<gt>detach()> on an already joined thread will
cause an error to be thrown.

=item $thr->detach()

Makes the thread unjoinable, and causes any eventual return value to be
discarded. When the program exits, any detached threads that are still
running are silently terminated.

If the program exits without all threads having either been joined or
detached, then a warning will be issued.

Calling C<-E<gt>join()> or C<-E<gt>detach()> on an already detached thread
will cause an error to be thrown.
=item threads->detach()

Class method that allows a thread to detach itself.

=item threads->self()

Class method that allows a thread to obtain its own threads object.

=item $thr->tid()

Returns the ID of the thread. Thread IDs are unique integers with the main thread in a program being 0, and incrementing by 1 for every thread created.

=item threads->tid()

Class method that allows a thread to obtain its own ID.

=item "$thr"

If you add the C<stringify> import option to your C<use threads> declaration, then using a threads object in a string or a string context (e.g., as a hash key) will cause its ID to be used as the value:

```
use threads qw(stringify);

my $thr = threads->create(...);
print("Thread $thr started...\n"); # Prints out: Thread 1 started...
```

=item threads->object($tid)

This will return the threads object for the active thread associated with the specified thread ID. If C<$tid> is the value for the current thread, then this call works the same as C<-E<gt>self()>. Otherwise, returns C<undef> if there is no thread associated with the TID, if the thread is joined or detached, if no TID is specified or if the specified TID is undef.

=item threads->yield()

This is a suggestion to the OS to let this thread yield CPU time to other threads. What actually happens is highly dependent upon the underlying thread implementation.

You may do C<use threads qw(yield)>, and then just use C<yield()> in your code.

=item threads->list()
=item threads->list(threads::all)
=item threads->list(threads::running)
=item threads->list(threads::joinable)

With no arguments (or using C<threads::all>) and in a list context, returns a list of all non-joined, non-detached I<threads> objects. In a scalar context, returns a count of the same.

With a I<true> argument (using C<threads::running>), returns a list of all non-joined, non-detached I<threads> objects that are still running.

With a I<false> argument (using C<threads::joinable>), returns a list of all non-joined, non-detached I<threads> objects that have finished running (i.e., for which C<-E<gt>join()> will not I<block>).

=item $thr1->equal($thr2)

Tests if two threads objects are the same thread or not. This is overloaded to the more natural forms:

if ($thr1 == $thr2) {
    print("Threads are the same\n");
}
# or
if ($thr1 != $thr2) {
    print("Threads differ\n");
}

(Thread comparison is based on thread IDs.)

=item async BLOCK;

C<async> creates a thread to execute the block immediately following it. This block is treated as an anonymous subroutine, and so must have a semicolon after the closing brace. Like C<threads-E<gt>create()>, C<async> returns a I<threads> object.

=item $thr->error()

Threads are executed in an C<eval> context. This method will return C<undef> if the thread terminates I<normally>. Otherwise, it returns the value of C<$@> associated with the thread's execution status in its C<eval> context.

=item $thr->_handle()

This I<private> method returns the memory location of the internal thread.
structure associated with a threads object. For Win32, this is a pointer to
the C<HANDLE> value returned by C<CreateThread> (i.e., C<HANDLE *>); for other
platforms, it is a pointer to the C<pthread_t> structure used in the
C<pthread_create> call (i.e., C<pthread_t *>).

This method is of no use for general Perl threads programming. Its intent is
to provide other (XS-based) thread modules with the capability to access, and
possibly manipulate, the underlying thread structure associated with a Perl
thread.

=item threads->_handle()

Class method that allows a thread to obtain its own I<handle>.

=back

=head1 EXITING A THREAD

The usual method for terminating a thread is to
L<return()> from the entry point function with the
appropriate return value(s).

=over

=item threads->exit()

If needed, a thread can be exited at any time by calling
C<threads-E<gt>exit()>. This will cause the thread to return C<undef> in a
scalar context, or the empty list in a list context.

When called from the I<main> thread, this behaves the same as C<exit(0)>.

=item threads->exit(status)

When called from a thread, this behaves like C<threads-E<gt>exit()> (i.e., the
exit status code is ignored).

When called from the I<main> thread, this behaves the same as C<exit(status)>.

=item die()

Calling C<die()> in a thread indicates an abnormal exit for the thread. Any
C<$SIG{__DIE__}> handler in the thread will be called first, and then the
thread will exit with a warning message that will contain any arguments passed
in the C<die()> call.

=item exit(status)
Calling `exit(EXPR)` inside a thread causes the whole application to terminate. Because of this, the use of `exit()` inside threaded code, or in modules that might be used in threaded applications, is strongly discouraged.

If `exit()` really is needed, then consider using the following:

```perl
threads->exit() if threads->can('exit');  # Thread friendly
exit(status);
```

```perl
=item use threads 'exit' => 'threads_only'
This globally overrides the default behavior of calling `exit()` inside a thread, and effectively causes such calls to behave the same as `threads-E<gt>exit()`. In other words, with this setting, calling `exit()` causes only the thread to terminate.

Because of its global effect, this setting should not be used inside modules or the like.

The `main` thread is unaffected by this setting.
```
```perl
=item threads->create({'exit' => 'thread_only'}, ...)
This overrides the default behavior of `exit()` inside the newly created thread only.
```
```perl
=item $thr->set_thread_exit_only(boolean)
This can be used to change the `exit thread only` behavior for a thread after it has been created. With a `true` argument, `exit()` will cause only the thread to exit. With a `false` argument, `exit()` will terminate the application.

The `main` thread is unaffected by this call.
```
```perl
=item threads->set_thread_exit_only(boolean)
Class method for use inside a thread to change its own behavior for `exit()`.

The `main` thread is unaffected by this call.
```
=back
=head1 THREAD STATE

The following boolean methods are useful in determining the `state` of a thread.
=over

=item $thr->is_running()

Returns true if a thread is still running (i.e., if its entry point function has not yet finished or exited).

=item $thr->is_joinable()

Returns true if the thread has finished running, is not detached and has not yet been joined. In other words, the thread is ready to be joined, and a call to C<$thr-E<gt>join()> will not I<block>.

=item $thr->is_detached()

Returns true if the thread has been detached.

=item threads->is_detached()

Class method that allows a thread to determine whether or not it is detached.

=back

=head1 THREAD CONTEXT

As with subroutines, the type of value returned from a thread's entry point function may be determined by the thread's I<context>: list, scalar or void. The thread's context is determined at thread creation. This is necessary so that the context is available to the entry point function via L<wantarray()>|perlfunc/"wantarray">. The thread may then specify a value of the appropriate type to be returned from C<-E<gt>join()>.

=head2 Explicit context

Because thread creation and thread joining may occur in different contexts, it may be desirable to state the context explicitly to the thread's entry point function. This may be done by calling C<-E<gt>create()> with a hash reference as the first argument:

    my $thr = threads->create({'context' => 'list'}, \&foo);
    ...
    my @results = $thr->join();

In the above, the threads object is returned to the parent thread in scalar context, and the thread's entry point function C<foo> will be called in list (array) context such that the parent thread can receive a list (array) from the C<-E<gt>join()> call. (C'<array>' is synonymous with C'<list>'.)
Similarly, if you need the threads object, but your thread will not be returning a value (i.e., I<void> context), you would do the following:

```perl
my $thr = threads->create({'context' => 'void'}, \&foo);
...
$thr->join();
```

The context type may also be used as the I<key> in the hash reference followed by a I<true> value:

```perl
threads->create({'scalar' => 1}, \&foo);
...
my ($thr) = threads->list();
my $result = $thr->join();
```

=head2 Implicit context

If not explicitly stated, the thread's context is implied from the context of the C<-create()> call:

```perl
# Create thread in list context
my ($thr) = threads->create(...);

# Create thread in scalar context
my $thr = threads->create(...);

# Create thread in void context
threads->create(...);
```

=head2 $thr->wantarray()

This returns the thread's context in the same manner as L<wantarray()>.

=head2 threads->wantarray()

Class method to return the current thread's context. This returns the same value as running L<wantarray()> inside the current thread's entry point function.

=head1 THREAD STACK SIZE

The default per-thread stack size for different platforms varies significantly, and is almost always far more than is needed for most applications. On Win32, Perl's makefile explicitly sets the default stack to 16 MB; on most other platforms, the system default is used, which again may be much larger than is needed.
By tuning the stack size to more accurately reflect your application's needs, you may significantly reduce your application's memory usage, and increase the number of simultaneously running threads.

Note that on Windows, address space allocation granularity is 64 KB, therefore, setting the stack smaller than that on Win32 Perl will not save any more memory.

=item threads->get_stack_size();

Returns the current default per-thread stack size. The default is zero, which means the system default stack size is currently in use.

=item $size = $thr->get_stack_size();

Returns the stack size for a particular thread. A return value of zero indicates the system default stack size was used for the thread.

=item $old_size = threads->set_stack_size($new_size);

Sets a new default per-thread stack size, and returns the previous setting.

Some platforms have a minimum thread stack size. Trying to set the stack size below this value will result in a warning, and the minimum stack size will be used.

Some Linux platforms have a maximum stack size. Setting too large of a stack size will cause thread creation to fail.

If needed, C<$new_size> will be rounded up to the next multiple of the memory page size (usually 4096 or 8192).

Threads created after the stack size is set will then either call C<pthread_attr_setstacksize()> I<(for pthreads platforms)>, or supply the stack size to C<CreateThread()> I<(for Win32 Perl)>.

(Obviously, this call does not affect any currently extant threads.)

=item use threads ('stack_size' => VALUE);

This sets the default per-thread stack size at the start of the application.

=item $ENV{'PERL5_ITHREADS_STACK_SIZE'}

The default per-thread stack size may be set at the start of the application.
through the use of the environment variable C<PERL5_ITHREADS_STACK_SIZE>:

PERL5_ITHREADS_STACK_SIZE=1048576
export PERL5_ITHREADS_STACK_SIZE
perl -e'use threads; print(threads->get_stack_size(), "n")'

This value overrides any C<stack_size> parameter given to C<use threads>. Its primary purpose is to permit setting the per-thread stack size for legacy threaded applications.

=item threads->create({'stack_size' => VALUE}, FUNCTION, ARGS)

To specify a particular stack size for any individual thread, call C<-E<gt>create()> with a hash reference as the first argument:

my $thr = threads->create({'stack_size' => 32*4096}, \&foo, @args);

=item $thr2 = $thr1->create(FUNCTION, ARGS)

This creates a new thread (C<$thr2>) that inherits the stack size from an existing thread (C<$thr1>). This is shorthand for the following:

my $stack_size = $thr1->get_stack_size();
my $thr2 = threads->create({'stack_size' => $stack_size}, FUNCTION, ARGS);

=head1 THREAD SIGNALLING

When safe signals is in effect (the default behavior - see L</"Unsafe signals"> for more details), then signals may be sent and acted upon by individual threads.

=item $thr->kill('SIG...');

Sends the specified signal to the thread. Signal names and (positive) signal numbers are the same as those supported by L<kill()>|perlfunc"kill SIGNAL, LIST">. For example, 'SIGTERM', 'TERM' and (depending on the OS) 15 are all valid arguments to C<-E<gt>kill()>.

Returns the thread object to allow for method chaining:

$thr->kill('SIG...')->join();
Signal handlers need to be set up in the threads for the signals they are expected to act upon. Here's an example for cancelling a thread:

```perl
use threads;

sub thr_func
{
    # Thread 'cancellation' signal handler
    $SIG{'KILL'} = sub { threads->exit(); }; 

    ...
}

# Create a thread
my $thr = threads->create('thr_func');

...

# Signal the thread to terminate, and then detach
# it so that it will get cleaned up automatically
$thr->kill('KILL')->detach();
```

Here's another simplistic example that illustrates the use of thread signalling in conjunction with a semaphore to provide rudimentary suspend and resume capabilities:

```perl
use threads;
use Thread::Semaphore;

sub thr_func
{
    my $sema = shift;

    # Thread 'suspend/resume' signal handler
    $SIG{'STOP'} = sub {
        $sema->down();      # Thread suspended
        $sema->up();        # Thread resumes
    };

    ...
}

# Create a semaphore and pass it to a thread
my $sema = Thread::Semaphore->new();
my $thr = threads->create('thr_func', $sema);

# Suspend the thread
$sema->down();
```
$thr->kill('STOP');

...

# Allow the thread to continue
$sema->up();

CAVEAT: The thread signalling capability provided by this module does not actually send signals via the OS. It imulates signals at the Perl-level such that signal handlers are called in the appropriate thread. For example, sending C<$thr->kill('STOP')> does not actually suspend a thread (or the whole process), but does cause a C<$SIG{'STOP'}> handler to be called in that thread (as illustrated above).

As such, signals that would normally not be appropriate to use in the C<kill()> command (e.g., C<kill('KILL', $$)> are okay to use with the C<$thr->kill()> method (again, as illustrated above).

Correspondingly, sending a signal to a thread does not disrupt the operation the thread is currently working on: The signal will be acted upon after the current operation has completed. For instance, if the thread is stuck on an I/O call, sending it a signal will not cause the I/O call to be interrupted such that the signal is acted up immediately.

Sending a signal to a terminated/finished thread is ignored.

=head1 WARNINGS

=over 4

=item Perl exited with active threads:

If the program exits without all threads having either been joined or detached, then this warning will be issued.

NOTE: If the I<main> thread exits, then this warning cannot be suppressed using C<no warnings 'threads';> as suggested below.

=item Thread creation failed: pthread_create returned #

See the appropriate I<main> page for C<pthread_create> to determine the actual cause for the failure.

=item Thread # terminated abnormally: ...

A thread terminated in some manner other than just returning from its entry point function, or by using C<threads->exit()> . For example, the thread may have terminated because of an error, or by using C<die>.
=item Using minimum thread stack size of #

Some platforms have a minimum thread stack size. Trying to set the stack size below this value will result in the above warning, and the stack size will be set to the minimum.

=item Thread creation failed: pthread_attr_setstacksize(I<SIZE>) returned 22

The specified I<SIZE> exceeds the system's maximum stack size. Use a smaller value for the stack size.

=back

If needed, thread warnings can be suppressed by using:

    no warnings 'threads';

in the appropriate scope.

=head1 ERRORS

=over 4

=item This Perl not built to support threads

The particular copy of Perl that you're trying to use was not built using the C<useithreads> configuration option.

Having threads support requires all of Perl and all of the XS modules in the Perl installation to be rebuilt; it is not just a question of adding the L<threads> module (i.e., threaded and non-threaded Perls are binary incompatible).

=item Cannot change stack size of an existing thread

The stack size of currently extant threads cannot be changed, therefore, the following results in the above error:

    $thr->set_stack_size($size);

=item Cannot signal threads without safe signals

Safe signals must be in effect to use the C<-E<gt>kill()> signalling method. See L</"Unsafe signals"> for more details.

=item Unrecognized signal name: ...
The particular copy of Perl that you're trying to use does not support the specified signal being used in a `C<-E<gt>kill()>` call.

=back

=head1 BUGS AND LIMITATIONS

Before you consider posting a bug report, please consult, and possibly post a message to the discussion forum to see if what you've encountered is a known problem.

=over

=item Thread-safe modules

See L<perlmod/Making your module threadsafe/> when creating modules that may be used in threaded applications, especially if those modules use non-Perl data, or XS code.

=item Using non-thread-safe modules

Unfortunately, you may encounter Perl modules that are not I<thread-safe>. For example, they may crash the Perl interpreter during execution, or may dump core on termination. Depending on the module and the requirements of your application, it may be possible to work around such difficulties.

If the module will only be used inside a thread, you can try loading the module from inside the thread entry point function using C<require> (and C<import> if needed):

```perl
sub thr_func
{
    require Unsafe::Module
    # Unsafe::Module->import(...);

    ....
}
```

If the module is needed inside the I<main> thread, try modifying your application so that the module is loaded (again using C<require> and C<-E<gt>import()> after any threads are started, and in such a way that no other threads are started afterwards.

If the above does not work, or is not adequate for your application, then file a bug report on L<http://rt.cpan.org/Public/> against the problematic module.

=item Memory consumption
On most systems, frequent and continual creation and destruction of threads can lead to ever-increasing growth in the memory footprint of the Perl interpreter. While it is simple to just launch threads and then `C<join()>` or `C<detach()>` them, for long-lived applications, it is better to maintain a pool of threads, and to reuse them for the work needed, using `L<Thread::Queue>` to notify threads of pending work. The CPAN distribution of this module contains a simple example (`F<examples/pool_reuse.pl>`) illustrating the creation, use and monitoring of a pool of `I<reusable>` threads.

=item Current working directory

On all platforms except MSWin32, the setting for the current working directory is shared among all threads such that changing it in one thread (e.g., using `C<chdir()>`) will affect all the threads in the application.

On MSWin32, each thread maintains its own the current working directory setting.

=item Environment variables

Currently, on all platforms except MSWin32, all `I<system>` calls (e.g., using `C<system()>` or back-ticks) made from threads use the environment variable settings from the `I<main>` thread. In other words, changes made to `C<%ENV>` in a thread will not be visible in `I<system>` calls made by that thread. To work around this, set environment variables as part of the `I<system>` call. For example:

```perl
my $msg = 'hello';
system("FOO=$msg; echo \$FOO");  # Outputs 'hello' to STDOUT
```

On MSWin32, each thread maintains its own set of environment variables.

=item Catching signals

Signals are `Icaught` by the main thread (thread ID = 0) of a script. Therefore, setting up signal handlers in threads for purposes other than `L</"THREAD SIGNALLING">` as documented above will not accomplish what is intended.

This is especially true if trying to catch `C<SIGALRM>` in a thread. To handle alarms in threads, set up a signal handler in the main thread, and then use `L</"THREAD SIGNALLING">` to relay the signal to the thread:

```perl
# Create thread with a task that may time out
my $thr->create(sub {
  threads->yield();
}
```
eval { 
  $SIG{'ALRM'} = sub { die("Timeout\n"); };
  alarm(10);
  ...
  # Do work here
  alarm(0);
};
if ($@ =~ /Timeout/) {
  warn("Task in thread timed out\n");
}

# Set signal handler to relay SIGALRM to thread
$SIG{ALRM} = sub { $thr->kill('ALRM') }; 

... # Main thread continues working

=item Parent-child threads

On some platforms, it might not be possible to destroy I<parent> threads while there are still existing I<child> threads.

=item Creating threads inside special blocks

Creating threads inside C<BEGIN>, C<CHECK> or C<INIT> blocks should not be relied upon. Depending on the Perl version and the application code, results may range from success, to (apparently harmless) warnings of leaked scalar, or all the way up to crashing of the Perl interpreter.

=item Unsafe signals

Since Perl 5.8.0, signals have been made safer in Perl by postponing their handling until the interpreter is in a I<safe> state. See L<perl58delta/"Safe Signals"> and L<perlipc/"Deferred Signals (Safe Signals)"> for more details.

Safe signals is the default behavior, and the old, immediate, unsafe signalling behavior is only in effect in the following situations:

=over 4

=item * Perl has been built with C<PERL_OLD_SIGNALS> (see C<perl -V>).

=item * The environment variable C<PERL_SIGNALS> is set to C<unsafe> (see L<perlrundir/"PERL_SIGNALS">).

=item * The module L<Perl::Unsafe::Signals> is used.

=back
If unsafe signals is in effect, then signal handling is not thread-safe, and the C<-E<gt>kill()> signalling method cannot be used.

=item Returning closures from threads

Returning closures from threads should not be relied upon. Depending on the Perl version and the application code, results may range from success, to (apparently harmless) warnings of leaked scalar, or all the way up to crashing of the Perl interpreter.

=item Returning objects from threads

Returning objects from threads does not work. Depending on the classes involved, you may be able to work around this by returning a serialized version of the object (e.g., using L<Data::Dumper> or L<Storable>), and then reconstituting it in the joining thread. If you're using Perl 5.10.0 or later, and if the class supports L<shared objects|threads::shared/"OBJECTS">, you can pass them via L<shared queues|Thread::Queue>.

=item END blocks in threads

It is possible to add L<END blocks|perlmod/"BEGIN, UNITCHECK, CHECK, INIT and END"> to threads by using L<require|perlfunc/"require VERSION"> or L<eval|perlfunc/"eval EXPR"> with the appropriate code. These C<END> blocks will then be executed when the thread's interpreter is destroyed (i.e., either during a C<-E<gt>join()> call, or at program termination).

However, calling any L<threads> methods in such an C<END> block will most likely I<fail> (e.g., the application may hang, or generate an error) due to mutexes that are needed to control functionality within the L<threads> module.

For this reason, the use of C<END> blocks in threads is B<strongly> discouraged.

=item Open directory handles

In perl 5.14 and higher, on systems other than Windows that do not support the C<fchdir> C function, directory handles (see L<opendir|perlfunc/"opendir DIRHANDLE,EXPR">) will not be copied to new threads. You can use the C<d_fchdir> variable in L<Config.pm|Config> to determine whether your system supports it.

In prior perl versions, spawning threads with open directory handles would crash the interpreter.
L<perl #75154|http://rt.perl.org/rt3/Public/Bug/Display.html?id=75154>

=item Perl Bugs and the CPAN Version of L<threads>

---

Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 5952
Support for threads extends beyond the code in this module (i.e., 
F<threads.pm> and F<threads.xs>), and into the Perl interpreter itself. Older 
versions of Perl contain bugs that may manifest themselves despite using the 
latest version of L<threads> from CPAN. There is no workaround for this other 
than upgrading to the latest version of Perl.

Even with the latest version of Perl, it is known that certain constructs 
with threads may result in warning messages concerning leaked scalars or 
unreferenced scalars. However, such warnings are harmless, and may safely be 
ingnored.

You can search for L<threads> related bug reports at 
L<http://rt.cpan.org/Public/>. If needed submit any new bugs, problems, 
patches, etc. to: L<http://rt.cpan.org/Public/Dist/Display.html?Name=threads>

=back

=head1 REQUIREMENTS

Perl 5.8.0 or later

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<threads> Discussion Forum on CPAN:  
L<http://www.cpanforum.com/dist/threads>

L<threads::shared>, L<perlthrtut>

L<http://www.perl.com/pub/a/2002/06/11/threads.html> and 

Perl threads mailing list: 
L<http://lists.perl.org/list/ithreads.html>

Stack size discussion: 
L<http://www.perlmonks.org/?node_id=532956>
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1.522.1 Available under license :
/********************************************************************************
* Copyright 1995 by Wietse Venema. All rights reserved. Some individual
* files may be covered by other copyrights.
* 
* This material was originally written and compiled by Wietse Venema at
* Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands, in 1990, 1991,
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
* provided that this entire copyright notice is duplicated in all such
* copies.
* 
********************************************************************************
* This software is provided "as is" and without any expressed or implied
* warranties, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of
* merchantability and fitness for any particular purpose.

************************************************************************/
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1.523.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.524 free-type 2.8-14.el7
1.524.1 Available under license:

# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.
#
# All lines in this file are patterns, including the comment lines; this means that e.g. 'FTL.TXT' matches all files that have this string in the file name (including the path relative to the current directory, always starting with './').
# Don't put empty lines into this file!
#
.gitignore
#
builds/unix/pkg.m4
The FreeType 2 font engine is copyrighted work and cannot be used legally without a software license. In order to make this project usable to a vast majority of developers, we distribute it under two mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

This means that *you* must choose *one* of the two licenses described below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in any of your projects or products.

- The FreeType License, found in the file `FTL.TXT', which is similar to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces you to explicitly cite the FreeType project in your product's documentation. All details are in the license file. This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General Public License.

  Note that this license is compatible to the GNU General Public License version 3, but not version 2.

- The GNU General Public License version 2, found in `GPLv2.TXT' (any later version can be used also), for programs which already use the GPL. Note that the FTL is incompatible with GPLv2 due to its advertisement clause.

The contributed BDF and PCF drivers come with a license similar to that of the X Window System. It is compatible to the above two licenses (see file src/bdf/README and src/pcf/README). The same holds for the files `fthash.c' and `fthash.h'; their code was part of the BDF driver in earlier FreeType versions.

The gzip module uses the zlib license (see src/gzip/zlib.h) which too is compatible to the above two licenses.

The MD5 checksum support (only used for debugging in development builds) is in the public domain.

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
The FreeType Project LICENSE
----------------------------

2006-Jan-27

Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by
David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

Introduction
============

The FreeType Project is distributed in several archive packages; some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine, various tools and contributions which rely on, or relate to, the FreeType Project.

This license applies to all files found in such packages, and which do not fall under their own explicit license. The license affects thus the FreeType font engine, the test programs, documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

This license was inspired by the BSD, Artistic, and IJG (Independent JPEG Group) licenses, which all encourage inclusion and use of free software in commercial and freeware products alike. As a consequence, its main points are that:

- We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be interested in any kind of bug reports. ('as is' distribution)

- You can use this software for whatever you want, in parts or full form, without having to pay us. ('royalty-free' usage)

- You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it, or only parts of it, in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you have used the FreeType code. ('credits')

We specifically permit and encourage the inclusion of this software, with or without modifications, in commercial products. We disclaim all warranties covering The FreeType Project and assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

Finally, many people asked us for a preferred form for a credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license. We thus encourage you to use the following text:
===
Portions of this software are copyright <year> The FreeType
Project (www.freetype.org). All rights reserved.
===

Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you
actually use.

Legal Terms
============

0. Definitions
--------------

Throughout this license, the terms `package', `FreeType Project',
and `FreeType archive' refer to the set of files originally
distributed by the authors (David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and
Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,
beta or final release.

`You' refers to the licensee, or person using the project, where
`using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source
code as well as linking it to form a `program' or `executable'.
This program is referred to as `a program using the FreeType
engine'.

This license applies to all files distributed in the original
FreeType Project, including all source code, binaries and
documentation, unless otherwise stated in the file in its
original, unmodified form as distributed in the original archive.
If you are unsure whether or not a particular file is covered by
this license, you must contact us to verify this.

The FreeType Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000 by David Turner,
Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg. All rights reserved except as
specified below.

1. No Warranty
--------------

THE FREETYPE PROJECT IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE USE OR THE INABILITY TO
USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.
2. Redistribution

This license grants a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual and irrevocable right and license to use, execute, perform, compile, display, copy, create derivative works of, distribute and sublicense the FreeType Project (in both source and object code forms) and derivative works thereof for any purpose; and to authorize others to exercise some or all of the rights granted herein, subject to the following conditions:

- Redistribution of source code must retain this license file (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any additions, deletions or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation. The copyright notices of the unaltered, original files must be preserved in all copies of source files.

- Redistribution in binary form must provide a disclaimer that states that the software is based in part of the work of the FreeType Team, in the distribution documentation. We also encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page in your documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the FreeType Project, not just the unmodified files. If you use our work, you must acknowledge us. However, no fee need be paid to us.

3. Advertising

Neither the FreeType authors and contributors nor you shall use the name of the other for commercial, advertising, or promotional purposes without specific prior written permission.

We suggest, but do not require, that you use one or more of the following phrases to refer to this software in your documentation or advertising materials: `FreeType Project', `FreeType Engine', `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

As you have not signed this license, you are not required to accept it. However, as the FreeType Project is copyrighted material, only this license, or another one contracted with the authors, grants you the right to use, distribute, and modify it. Therefore, by using, distributing, or modifying the FreeType Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms.
4. Contacts

There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

- freetype@nongnu.org
  Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as future and wanted additions to the library and distribution. If you are looking for support, start in this list if you haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

- freetype-devel@nongnu.org
  Discusses bugs, as well as engine internals, design issues, specific licenses, porting, etc.

Our home page can be found at

http://www.freetype.org

--- end of FTL.TXT ---
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1.525.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object
code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.
e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.526 commons-collections 4.4.1

1.526.1 Available under license:
Apache Commons Collections
Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.527.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software’s
This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).
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1.528.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013 Brett Wooldridge
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/PropertyBeanSetter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/IConnectionCustomizer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariDataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariMBeanElf.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfigMXBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariMBeanElf.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfigMXBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/ClosedConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/CallableStatementProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3.jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConfigurationUtil.java
*/
jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/StatementProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/PreparedStatementProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/repository/HikariConnectionProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariPoolMXBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/UtilityElf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge
 * *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ClassLoaderUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/IBagStateListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/DriverDataSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/IHikariConnectionProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/DefaultThreadFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/LeakTask.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/repository/IHikariConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/repository/AbstractHikariConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/ConnectionProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/ConnectionPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/ProxyConnectionPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/proxy/ResultsetProxy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2013,2014 Brett Wooldridge
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/JNDIFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/BaseHikariPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/CodaHaleMetricsTracker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2015 Brett Wooldridge
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
*
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-
  jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolInitializationException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C) 2014 Brett Wooldridge
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-
  jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolBagEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-
  jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/IConcurrentBagEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150990852_1617742469.03/0/hikaricp-2-3-13-sources-3-
  jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/CodahaleHealthChecker.java

1.529 traceroute 2.0.22-2.el7
1.529.1 Available under license :
    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.530.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

## Trademarks

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain
Apache Felix (1.2.0)
* License: Apache License, 2.0

args4j (2.33)
* License: MIT License

dom4j (1.6.1)
* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

file-management (3.0.0)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/
* Source:
  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

JUnit (4.12)
* License: Eclipse Public License

JUnit (4.12)
* License: Eclipse Public License

maven-compat (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

maven-core (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/
* Source:
  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations
maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/
* Source:
  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-settings (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)
* License: Apache License, 2.0

plexus-archiver (3.5)
* License: Apache-2.0
plexus-io (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

* License: New BSD license

Sax (0.2)

* License: SAX-PD
* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

testng (6.14.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)
* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html
* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

* License: Pending
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/
* Source: 

xz for java (1.8)

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.532.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction.
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
"keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, selling, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
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1.533.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St., Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc. 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.534 jetty-alpn-client 9.2.26.v20180806

1.535 freemarker 2.3.18

1.535.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2003 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
 * reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 *    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 *    distribution.
 *
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
 *    any, must include the following acknowledgement:
 *    "This product includes software developed by the
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* Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
*
* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
* project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without prior written permission. For written
* permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
* nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
* without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
* information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
* http://www.visigoths.org/
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/debug/Debugger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/BooleanExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/OrExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/TemplateHashModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/TemplateBooleanModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/TagTransformModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker-core/NonBooleanException.java

jar/freemarker/core/NoEscapeBlock.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/xml/DomNavigator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/ant/UnlinkedJythonOperationsImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/CompressedBlock.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/XMLBuiltins.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/RegexBuiltins.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/ComparisonExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/UnifiedCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/CustomAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/TemplateElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/ReturnInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/NumericalOutput.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jython/JythonModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/xml/NodeOperator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/CollectionModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/NumberModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/cache/TemplateLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/cache/FileTemplateLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/Configurable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/NewBI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/OverloadedMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/MapModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/TemplateModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/TemplateNodeModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/utility/ToCanonical.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/xml/IdomNavigator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/servlet/FreemarkerServlet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/debug/impl/RmiDebuggerService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/Case.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/EnumModels.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/xml/NodeOperator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/DollarVariable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/StringModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/debug/impl/DebuggerServer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/BeansWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/EnumModels.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/ext/beans/IdentityHashMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/OverloadedMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/MapModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/NumberModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/CollectionModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/BeansWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/EnumModels.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/IdentityHashMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/NumberModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/CollectionModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/StringModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/MapModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/OverloadedMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/BeansWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/EnumModels.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/enum/IdentityHashMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/DateModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/OverloadedFixArgMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/MethodMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/servlet/HttpSessionHashModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/TextBlock.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/MethodCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/TemplateModelIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/DefaultObjectWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/SimpleNumber.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/OverloadedMethodModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/servlet/HttpSessionHashModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/TemplateModelIterator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/DefaultObjectWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/SimpleNumber.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/WrapperingTemplateModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/Execute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/BreakInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/log/AvalonLoggerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/cache/ClassTemplateLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/debug/impl/DebuggerService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/log/LoggerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/impl/LoginFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/StopException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/FallbackInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/FlushInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/TemplateClassResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/TemplateObject.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/StopInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/TemplateTransformModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/utility/ClassUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/core/Dot.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/TemplateTransformModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/StaticModels.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/SimpleObjectWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources.jar/freemarker/template/SimpleDate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2003-2007 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
 * reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 */
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
any, must include the following acknowledgement:
"This product includes software developed by the
Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without prior written permission. For written
permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
http://www.visigoths.org/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/OverloadedVarArgMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/MethodUtilities.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/beans/SimpleMemberModel.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

guarantee element specifies that the communication between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

Used in: user

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

guarantee element specifies that the communication between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (c) 2003-2006 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software developed by the Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
*
* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
http://www.visigoths.org/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
  jar/freemarker/template/Configuration.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright (c) 2003 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
* reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*    *
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
*    distribution.
*    *
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
*    any, must include the following acknowledgement:
*    "This product includes software developed by the
*    Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
*    Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without prior written permission. For written
permission, please contact visgoths@visgoths.org.

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
* information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
* http://www.visgoths.org/
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/ext/dom/NodeModel.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/template/utility/UnrecognizedTimeZoneException.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/core/CommandLine.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/ext/dom/Transform.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/cache/NullCacheStorage.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/ext/dom/DocumentTypeModel.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/template/Template.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/ext/dom/AttributeNodeModel.java
  * /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/ext/dom/DocumentModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/ParseException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/StringUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/cache/StrongCacheStorage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/Environment.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/dom/XalanXPathSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/dom/XPathSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/CaptureOutput.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/dom/PINodeModel.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/HtmlEscape.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/TrimInstruction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/NormalizeNewlines.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/template/utility/J2SE14TimeZoneOffsetCalculator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2005 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
* reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
*    distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
*    any, must include the following acknowledgement:
*/
* "This product includes software developed by the
* Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
* 
* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
* project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without prior written permission. For written
* permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.
* 
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
* nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
* without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.
* 
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* 
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
* information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
* http://www.visigoths.org/
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
  jar/freemarker/core/UnaryPlusMinusExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_5.xsd
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_4.xsd
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.70/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2006 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 *
 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgement:
 * "This product includes software developed by the Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
 * Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
 *
 * 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written

permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
http://www.visigoths.org/

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
http://www.visigoths.org/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/DefaultToExpression.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/ExistsExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (c) 2005 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
any, must include the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software developed by the
  Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without prior written permission. For written
permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
*===================================================================
*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
* information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
* http://www.visigoths.org/
*
* Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-
jar/freemarker/cache/StringTemplateLoader.java
* No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2003 The Visigoth Software Society. All rights
* reserved.
*Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
*modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

options {

* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
  distribution.
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if
  any, must include the following acknowledgement:
  "This product includes software developed by the
   Visigoth Software Society (http://www.visigoths.org)."
  Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.
* 4. Neither the name "FreeMarker", "Visigoth", nor any of the names of the
   project contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
   from this software without prior written permission. For written
   permission, please contact visigoths@visigoths.org.
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth"
   nor may "FreeMarker" or "Visigoth" appear in their names
   without prior written permission of the Visigoth Software Society.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE VISIGOTH SOFTWARE SOCIETY OR
  ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
  USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
  OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
  OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
  SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Visigoth Software Society. For more
* information on the Visigoth Software Society, please see
* http://www.visigoths.org/
* /


```java
PARSER_BEGIN(FMParser)

package freemarker.core;

import freemarker.template.*;
import freemarker.template.utility.StringUtil;
import freemarker.template.utility.DeepUnwrap;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;

/**
 * This class is generated by JavaCC from a grammar file.
 */
public class FMParser {

// Necessary for adding macros and setting location info.
Template template;
private String templateName;

// variables that keep track of whether we are in a loop or a switch.
private int loopNesting, switchNesting;
private boolean inMacro, inFunction, stripWhitespace, stripText;
private LinkedList escapes = new LinkedList();
private int contentNesting; // for stripText

/**
 * Create an FM expression parser using a string.
 */
static public FMParser createExpressionParser(String s) {
    SimpleCharStream scs = new SimpleCharStream(new StringReader(s), 1, 1, s.length());
    FMParserTokenManager token_source = new FMParserTokenManager(scs);
    token_source.SwitchTo(FMParserConstants.FM_EXPRESSION);
    return new FMParser(token_source);
}

/**
 * Constructs a new parser object.
 * @param template The template associated with this parser.
 * @param reader The character stream to use as input
 * @param strictEscapeSyntax Whether FreeMarker directives must start with a #
 */
```
public FMParser(Template template, Reader reader, boolean strictEscapeSyntax, boolean stripWhitespace) {
    this(reader);
    this.template = template;
    token_source.strictEscapeSyntax = strictEscapeSyntax;
    this.templateName = template != null ? template.getName() : "";
    token_source.templateName = templateName;
    this.stripWhitespace = stripWhitespace;
}

public FMParser(Template template, Reader reader, boolean strictEscapeSyntax, boolean stripWhitespace, int tagSyntax) {
    this(template, reader, strictEscapeSyntax, stripWhitespace);
    switch (tagSyntax) {
      case Configuration.AUTO_DETECT_TAG_SYNTAX:
        token_source.autodetectTagSyntax = true;
        break;
      case Configuration.ANGLE_BRACKET_TAG_SYNTAX:
        token_source.altDirectiveSyntax = false;
        break;
      case Configuration.SQUARE_BRACKET_TAG_SYNTAX:
        token_source.altDirectiveSyntax = true;
        break;
      default: throw new IllegalArgumentException("Illegal argument for tagSyntax");
    }
}

public FMParser(String template) {
    this(null, new StringReader(template), true, true);
}

private String getErrorStart(Token t) {
    return "Error in template: " + template.getName()
            + "on line " + t.beginLine + ", column " + t.beginColumn;
}

/**
 * Throw an exception if the expression passed in is a String
 * Literal
 */

private void notStringLiteral(Expression exp, String expected) throws ParseException {
    if (exp instanceof StringLiteral) {
        String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation()
                    + "Found string literal: " + exp
                    + "Expecting: " + expected;
        throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
    }
}
private void notNumberLiteral(Expression exp, String expected) throws ParseException {
    if (exp instanceof NumberLiteral) {
        String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation() + "Found number literal: " + exp.getCanonicalForm() + "Expecting " + expected;
        throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
    }
}

private void notBooleanLiteral(Expression exp, String expected) throws ParseException {
    if (exp instanceof BooleanLiteral) {
        String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation() + "Found: " + exp.getCanonicalForm() + "Expecting " + expected;
        throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
    }
}

private void notHashLiteral(Expression exp, String expected) throws ParseException {
    if (exp instanceof HashLiteral) {
        String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation() + "Found hash literal: " + exp.getCanonicalForm() + "Expecting " + expected;
        throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
    }
}

private void notListLiteral(Expression exp, String expected) throws ParseException {
    if (exp instanceof ListLiteral) {
        String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation() + "Found list literal: " + exp.getCanonicalForm() + "Expecting " + expected;
        throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
    }
}
if (exp instanceof ListLiteral) {
    String msg = "Error " + exp.getStartLocation()
        + "Found list literal: " + exp.getCanonicalForm()
        + "Expecting " + expected;
    throw new ParseException(msg, exp);
}
}

/**
 * Throw an exception if the expression passed in is a literal
 * other than of the numerical type
 */
private void numberLiteralOnly(Expression exp) throws ParseException {
    notStringLiteral(exp, "number");
    notListLiteral(exp, "number");
    notHashLiteral(exp, "number");
    notBooleanLiteral(exp, "number");
}

/**
 * Throw an exception if the expression passed in is
 * not a string.
 */
private void stringLiteralOnly(Expression exp) throws ParseException {
    notNumberLiteral(exp, "number");
    notListLiteral(exp, "number");
    notHashLiteral(exp, "number");
    notBooleanLiteral(exp, "number");
}

/**
 * Throw an exception if the expression passed in is a literal
 * other than of the boolean type
 */
private void booleanLiteralOnly(Expression exp) throws ParseException {
    notStringLiteral(exp, "boolean (true/false)"ера;
    notListLiteral(exp, "boolean (true/false)"ера;
    notHashLiteral(exp, "boolean (true/false)"ера;
    notNumberLiteral(exp, "boolean (true/false)"ера;
}

private Expression escapedExpression(Expression exp) {
    if(!escapes.isEmpty()) {
        return ((EscapeBlock)escapes.getFirst()).doEscape(exp);
    }
    return exp;
}

private boolean getBoolean(Expression exp) throws ParseException {

TemplateModel tm = null;
try {
    tm = exp.getAsTemplateModel(null);
} catch (Exception e) {
    throw new ParseException(e.getMessage()
            + "Could not evaluate expression: ",
            exp.getCanonicalForm()
            + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
}
if (tm instanceof TemplateBooleanModel) {
    try {
        return ((TemplateBooleanModel) tm).getAsBoolean();
    } catch (TemplateModelException tme) {
    }
}
if (tm instanceof TemplateScalarModel) {
    try {
        return StringUtil.getYesNo(((TemplateScalarModel) tm).getAsString());
    } catch (Exception e) {
        throw new ParseException(e.getMessage()
                + "Expecting yes/no, found: " + exp.getCanonicalForm()
                + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
    }
}
throw new ParseException("Expecting boolean (yes/no) parameter" + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);

PARSER_END(FMParser)

/**
 * The lexer portion defines 5 lexical states:
 * DEFAULT, FM_EXPRESSION, IN_PAREN, NO_PARSE, and EXPRESSION_COMMENT.
 * The DEFAULT state is when you are parsing
 * text but are not inside a FreeMarker expression.
 * FM_EXPRESSION is the state you are in
 * when the parser wants a FreeMarker expression.
 * IN_PAREN is almost identical really. The difference
 * is that you are in this state when you are within
 * FreeMarker expression and also within (...).
 * This is a necessary subtlety because the
 * "=" and ">=" symbols can only be used
 * within parentheses because otherwise, it would
 * be ambiguous with the end of a directive.
 * So, for example, you enter the FM_EXPRESSION state
 * right after a ${ and leave it after the matching }.
 * Or, you enter the FM_EXPRESSION state right after
 * an "<if" and then, when you hit the matching ">"
* that ends the if directive,
* you go back to DEFAULT lexical state.
* If, within the FM_EXPRESSION state, you enter a
* parenthetical expression, you enter the IN_PAREN
* state.
* Note that whitespace is ignored in the
* FM_EXPRESSION and IN_PAREN states
* but is passed through to the parser as PCDATA in the DEFAULT state.
* NO_PARSE and EXPRESSION_COMMENT are extremely simple
* lexical states. NO_PARSE is when you are in a comment
* block and EXPRESSION_COMMENT is when you are in a comment
* that is within an FTL expression.
*/

TOKEN_MGR_DECLS :
{

/**
The noparseTag is set when we enter
a block of text that the parser more or less ignores.
These are <noparse> and <comment>. This variable
tells us what the closing tag should be, and when
we hit that, we resume parsing. Note that with this
scheme, <comment> and <noparse> tags cannot nest
recursively, but it is not clear how important that is.
*/
  String noparseTag;

/**
  Keeps track of how deeply nested
  we have the hash literals.
  This is necessary since we need to be
  able to distinguish the } used to close
  a hash literal and the one used to
  close a ${
*/
  private int hashLiteralNesting;
  private int parenthesisNesting;
  private int bracketNesting;
  private boolean inFTLHeader;
  boolean strictEscapeSyntax,
      onlyTextOutput,
      altDirectiveSyntax,
      autodetectTagSyntax,
      directiveSyntaxEstablished,
      inInvocation;
  String templateName;
// This method checks if we are in a strict mode where all
// FreeMarker directives must start with <#
private void strictSyntaxCheck(Token tok, int newLexState) {
if (onlyTextOutput) {
tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
return;
}
char firstChar = tok.image.charAt(0);
if (autodetectTagSyntax && !directiveSyntaxEstablished) {
altDirectiveSyntax = (firstChar == '[');
}
if ((firstChar == '[' && !altDirectiveSyntax) || (firstChar == '<' && altDirectiveSyntax)) {
tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
return;
}
if (!strictEscapeSyntax) {
SwitchTo(newLexState);
return;
}
if (!altDirectiveSyntax) {
if (!tok.image.startsWith("<#") && !tok.image.startsWith("</#")) {
tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
return;
}
}
directiveSyntaxEstablished = true;
SwitchTo(newLexState);
}
private void unifiedCall(Token tok) {
char firstChar = tok.image.charAt(0);
if (autodetectTagSyntax && !directiveSyntaxEstablished) {
altDirectiveSyntax = (firstChar == '[');
}
if (altDirectiveSyntax && firstChar == '<') {
tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
return;
}
if (!altDirectiveSyntax && firstChar == '[') {
tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
return;
}
directiveSyntaxEstablished = true;
SwitchTo(NO_SPACE_EXPRESSION);
}
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private void unifiedCallEnd(Token tok) {
    char firstChar = tok.image.charAt(0);
    if (altDirectiveSyntax && firstChar == '<') {
        tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
        return;
    }
    if (!altDirectiveSyntax && firstChar == ']') {
        tok.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
        return;
    }
}

private void closeBracket(Token tok) {
    if (bracketNesting > 0) {
        --bracketNesting;
    } else {
        tok.kind = DIRECTIVE_END;
        if (inFTLHeader) {
            eatNewline();
            inFTLHeader = false;
        }
        SwitchTo(DEFAULT);
    }
}

private void eatNewline() {
    int charsRead = 0;
    try {
        while (true) {
            char c = input_stream.readChar();
            ++charsRead;
            if (!Character.isWhitespace(c)) {
                input_stream.backup(charsRead);
                return;
            } else if (c == '') {
                char next = input_stream.readChar();
                ++charsRead;
                if (next != '
') {
                    input_stream.backup(1);
                }
                return;
            } else if (c == '
') {
                return;
            } else if (c == ' ') {
                return;
            }
        }
    } catch (IOException ioe) {
        input_stream.backup(charsRead);
    }
    int charsRead = 0;
    try {
        while (true) {
            char c = input_stream.readChar();
            ++charsRead;
            if (!Character.isWhitespace(c)) {
                input_stream.backup(charsRead);
                return;
            }
        }
    } catch (IOException ioe) {
        input_stream.backup(charsRead);
    }
}
private void ftlHeader(Token matchedToken) {
    if (!directiveSyntaxEstablished) {
        altDirectiveSyntax = matchedToken.image.charAt(0) == '[';
        directiveSyntaxEstablished = true;
        autodetectTagSyntax = false;
    }
    String img = matchedToken.image;
    char firstChar = img.charAt(0);
    char lastChar = img.charAt(img.length() - 1);
    if ((firstChar == '[' && !altDirectiveSyntax) || (firstChar == '<' && altDirectiveSyntax)) {
        matchedToken.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
    }
    if (matchedToken.kind != PRINTABLE_CHARS) {
        if (lastChar != '>' && lastChar != ']') {
            SwitchTo(FM_EXPRESSION);
            inFTLHeader = true;
        } else {
            eatNewline();
        }
    }
}

TOKEN:
{
    <#BLANK : [" ", "	", "\n", "\v"]>
    |<#START_TAG : "<" | "#" | "[">
    |<#END_TAG : "<" | "#" | "[/"]>
    |<#CLOSE_TAG1 : (<BLANK>)* (">" | "]")>
    |<#CLOSE_TAG2 : (<BLANK>)* ("/")? (">" | "]")>
    |<ATTEMPT : <START_TAG> "attempt" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
    |<RECOVER : <START_TAG> "recover" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
    |<IF : <START_TAG> "if" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
    |<ELSE_IF : <START_TAG> "elseif" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
    |<LIST : <START_TAG> "list" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
}
<FOREACH : <START_TAG> "foreach" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <SWITCH : <START_TAG> "switch" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <CASE : <START_TAG> "case" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <ASSIGN : <START_TAG> "assign" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <GLOBALASSIGN : <START_TAG> "global" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <LOCALASSIGN : <START_TAG> "local" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| </INCLUDE : <START_TAG> "include" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <IMPORT : <START_TAG> "import" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <FUNCTION : <START_TAG> "function" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <MACRO : <START_TAG> "macro" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <TRANSFORM : <START_TAG> "transform" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <VISIT : <START_TAG> "visit" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <STOP : <START_TAG> "stop" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <RETURN : <START_TAG> "return" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <CALL : <START_TAG> "call" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <SETTING : <START_TAG> "setting" <BLANK>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, FM_EXPRESSION);} |
| <COMPRESS : <START_TAG> "compress" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <COMMENT : <START_TAG> "comment" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, NO_PARSE); noparseTag="comment";} |
| <TERSE_COMMENT : ("<" | "[") "#--" > {noparseTag = "-->"; strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, NO_PARSE);} |
| <NOPARSE : <START_TAG> "noparse" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, NO_PARSE);
noparseTag="noparse";}

| <END_IF : <END_TAG> "if" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_LIST : <END_TAG> "list" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_RECOVER : <END_TAG> "recover" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_ATTEMPT : <END_TAG> "attempt" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_FOREACH : <END_TAG> "foreach" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_LOCAL : <END_TAG> "local" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_GLOBAL : <END_TAG> "global" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_ASSIGN : <END_TAG> "assign" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_FUNCTION : <END_TAG> "function" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_MACRO : <END_TAG> "macro" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_COMPRESS : <END_TAG> "compress" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <END_TRANSFORM : <END_TAG> "transform" <CLOSE_TAG1>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <ELSE : <START_TAG> "else" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <BREAK : <START_TAG> "break" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <SIMPLE_RETURN : <START_TAG> "return" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <HALT : <START_TAG> "stop" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <FLUSH : <START_TAG> "flush" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <TRIM : <START_TAG> "t" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
| <LTRIM : <START_TAG> "lt" <CLOSE_TAG2>> {strictSyntaxCheck(matchedToken, DEFAULT);} |
matchedToken.kind = PRINTABLE_CHARS;
}
else if (strictEscapeSyntax) {
    String s = matchedToken.image;
    int index = s.indexOf('#');
    s = s.substring(index);
    String msg = "Unknown directive: " + s + " on line: " + matchedToken.beginLine + ", column: " + matchedToken.beginColumn +1 + ", in template: " + templateName;
    throw new TokenMgrError(msg, TokenMgrError.LEXICAL_ERROR);
}
if (parenthesisNesting > 0) SwitchTo(IN_PAREN); else if (inInvocation)
SwitchTo(NAMED_PARAMETER_EXPRESSION); else SwitchTo(FM_EXPRESSION);
}

<FM_EXPRESSION, IN_PAREN, NO_SPACE_EXPRESSION, NAMED_PARAMETER_EXPRESSION>
TOKEN:
{
<#ESCAPED_CHAR : "\"
  (['n','t','r','f','b','g','\"','\"','\"','\"','\"','\"','$','{']
   | ('x' ['0'-'9','A'-'F','a'-'f']))
  )>

STRING_LITERAL:
(""
  ((~["\"","\"] | <ESCAPED_CHAR>)""
   "")
  | (""
    (""
     ((~["\"","\"] | <ESCAPED_CHAR>)""
     ""))
  )>

RAW_STRING : "r" ((""
      (\""
       (\") | \""
       )) | \") (""
      (\") | \""
      )")>

FALSE : "false"

TRUE : "true"

INTEGER : (["0"-'9'])+

DECIMAL : INTEGER . INTEGER

DOT : "."

DOT_DOT : ":."

BUILT_IN : "?"

EXISTS : "??"

EQUALS : "="

double_EQUALS : "=="
"u06f0"-"u06f9",
"u0966"-"u096f",
"u09e6"-"u09ef",
"u0b66"-"u0b6f",
"u0be7"-"u0bef",
"u0d66"-"u0d6f",
"u1040"-"u1049"
]
>
{


<FM_EXPRESSION, NO_SPACE_EXPRESSION, NAMED_PARAMETER_EXPRESSION> TOKEN :
{


<IN_PAREN> TOKEN :
{


<NO_SPACE_EXPRESSION> TOKEN :
{


<NAMED_PARAMETER_EXPRESSION> TOKEN :
{


// Now the actual parsing code, starting
// with the productions for FreeMarker’s
// expression syntax.

/**
 * This is the same as OrExpression, since
 * the OR is the operator with the lowest
 * precedence.
 */

Expression Expression() :
Expression PrimaryExpression() :
{
    Expression exp;
    exp=OrExpression()
    {
        return exp;
    }
}

/**
 * Lowest level expression, a literal, a variable,
 * or a possibly more complex expression bounded
 * by parentheses.
 */
Expression PrimaryExpression() :
{
    Expression exp;
    }
    {
        (exp=NumberLiteral()
            |exp=HashLiteral()
            |exp=StringLiteral(true)
            |exp=BooleanLiteral()
            |exp=ListLiteral()
            |exp=Identifier()
            |exp=Parenthesis()
            |exp=BuiltinVariable()
            )
            (LOOKAHEAD(<DOT>
                |<OPEN_BRACKET>
                |<OPEN_PAREN>
                |<BUILT_IN>
                |<EXCLAM>
                |<TERMINATING_EXCLAM>
                |<EXISTS>)
                exp=AddSubExpression(exp)
        )
    }
Expression Parenthesis() :
{
    Expression exp, result;
    Token start, end;
}
{
    start=<OPEN_PAREN>
    exp=Expression()
    end=<CLOSE_PAREN>
    {
        result = new ParentheticalExpression(exp);
        result.setLocation(template, start, end);
        return result;
    }
}

/**
* A primary expression preceded by zero or
* more unary operators. (The only unary operator we
* currently have is the NOT.)
*/
Expression UnaryExpression() :
{
    Expression exp, result;
    boolean haveNot = false;
    Token t = null, start=null;
}
{
    (result=UnaryPlusMinusExpression() 
    | result=NotExpression() 
    | result=PrimaryExpression() )
    {
        return result;
    }
    /*
    (t=<EXCLAM>
    {
        haveNot = !haveNot;
        if (start == null)
Expression NotExpression() :
{
    Token t;
    Expression exp, result=null;
    ArrayList nots = new ArrayList();
    }
    }
    (  
    t=<EXCLAM> {nots.add(t);}
    )+
    exp=PrimaryExpression()
    
    for (int i=0; i<nots.size(); i++) {
        result = new NotExpression(exp);
        Token tok = (Token) nots.get(nots.size() -i -1);
        result.setLocation(template, tok, exp);
        exp = result;
    }
    return result;
}
*/

Expression UnaryPlusMinusExpression() :
{
    Expression exp, result;
    boolean isMinus = false;
    Token t;
    }
    (  
    t=<PLUS> |
t=<MINUS> {isMinus = true;}
}
exp=PrimaryExpression()
{
    result = new UnaryPlusMinusExpression(exp, isMinus);
    result.setLocation(template, t, exp);
    return result;
}
}

Expression AdditiveExpression()
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
    boolean plus;
    {
        lhs=MultiplicativeExpression() {result = lhs;}
        (LOOKAHEAD(<PLUS>|<MINUS>)
        {
            <PLUS> {plus = true;}
            |<MINUS> {plus = false;}
        }
        rhs=MultiplicativeExpression()
        {
            if (plus) {
                // plus is treated separately, since it is also
                // used for concatenation.
                result = new AddConcatExpression(lhs, rhs);
            }
            else {
                numberLiteralOnly(lhs);
                numberLiteralOnly(rhs);
                result = new ArithmeticExpression(lhs,
                                                    rhs,
                                                    ArithmeticExpression.SUBTRACTION);
            }
            result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
            lhs = result;
        })
    }
    return result;
}
/**
 * A unary expression followed by zero or more
 * unary expressions with operators in between.
 */

Expression MultiplicativeExpression() :
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
    int operation = ArithmeticExpression.MULTIPLICATION;
}
{
    lhs=UnaryExpression() {result = lhs;}
    (LOOKAHEAD(<TIMES>|<DIVIDE>|<PERCENT>))
    ( (</TIMES> {operation = ArithmeticExpression.MULTIPLICATION;}
    |</DIVIDE> {operation = ArithmeticExpression.DIVISION;}
    |</PERCENT>{operation = ArithmeticExpression.MODULUS;})
    )
    rhs=UnaryExpression()
    {
        numberLiteralOnly(lhs);
        numberLiteralOnly(rhs);
        result = new ArithmeticExpression(lhs, rhs, operation);
        result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
        lhs = result;
    }
)*
{
    return result;
}
}

Expression EqualityExpression() :
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
    Token t;
}
{
    lhs=RelationalExpression() {result = lhs;}
    [LOOKAHEAD(<NOT_EQUALS>|<EQUALS>|<DOUBLE_EQUALS>)
    (}
t=<NOT_EQUALS>
| t=<EQUALS>
| t=<DOUBLE_EQUALS>
)

rhs=RelationalExpression()
{
    notHashLiteral(lhs, "scalar");
    notHashLiteral(rhs, "scalar");
    notListLiteral(lhs, "scalar");
    notListLiteral(rhs, "scalar");
    result = new ComparisonExpression(lhs, rhs, t.image);
    result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
}
]
{
    return result;
}
}

Expression RelationalExpression() :
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
    Token t;
}
{
    lhs=RangeExpression() {result = lhs;}
    |
    LOOKAHEAD(<NATURAL_GTE>|<ESCAPED_GTE>|<NATURAL_GT>|<ESCAPED_GT>|<LESS_THAN_EQUALS>|<LESS_THAN>)
    (t=<NATURAL_GTE>
        | t=<ESCAPED_GTE>
        | t=<NATURAL_GT>
        | t=<ESCAPED_GT>
        | t=<LESS_THAN_EQUALS>
        | t=<LESS_THAN>
    )
    rhs=RangeExpression()
    {
        notHashLiteral(lhs, "scalar");
        notHashLiteral(rhs, "scalar");
    }
notListLiteral(lhs, "scalar");
notListLiteral(rhs, "scalar");
notStringLiteral(lhs, "number");
notStringLiteral(rhs, "number");
result = new ComparisonExpression(lhs, rhs, t.image);
result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
}
]
{
return result;
}
}

Expression RangeExpression() :
{
Expression lhs, rhs=null, result;
}
{
lhs=AdditiveExpression() {result = lhs;}
]
LOOKAHEAD(<DOT_DOT>)
<DOT_DOT>
[
LOOKAHEAD(Expression())
rhs=AdditiveExpression()
]
{
numberLiteralOnly(lhs);
if (rhs != null) {
    numberLiteralOnly(rhs);
}
Range range = new Range(lhs, rhs);
if (rhs != null) {
    range.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
} else {
    range.setLocation(template, lhs, lhs);
}
result = range;
}
]
{
return result;
}
]
Expression AndExpression() :
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
}
{
lhs=EqualityExpression() {result = lhs;}
( LOOKAHEAD(<AND>)
<AND>
rhs=EqualityExpression()
{   
    booleanLiteralOnly(lhs);
    booleanLiteralOnly(rhs);
    result = new AndExpression(lhs, rhs);
    result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
    lhs = result;
}
)*
{
    return result;
}
}

Expression OrExpression() :
{
    Expression lhs, rhs, result;
}
{
lhs=AndExpression() {result = lhs;}
( LOOKAHEAD(<OR>)
<OR>
rhs=AndExpression()
{   
    booleanLiteralOnly(lhs);
    booleanLiteralOnly(rhs);
    result = new OrExpression(lhs, rhs);
    result.setLocation(template, lhs, rhs);
    lhs = result;
}
)*
{
    return result;
}
}

ListLiteral ListLiteral() :
{
ArrayList values = new ArrayList();
Token begin, end;
}
{
begin=<OPEN_BRACKET>
values=PositionalArgs()
end=<CLOSE_BRACKET>
{
    ListLiteral result = new ListLiteral(values);
    result.setLocation(template, begin, end);
    return result;
}
}

Expression NumberLiteral() :
{
    Token op = null, t;
}
{
    (t=<INTEGER>
     | t=<DECIMAL>)
    {
        String s = t.image;
        Expression result = new NumberLiteral(template.getArithmeticEngine().toNumber(s));
        Token startToken = (op != null) ? op : t;
        result.setLocation(template, startToken, t);
        return result;
    }
}

Identifier Identifier() :
{
    Token t;
}
{
    (t=<ID>
    {
        Identifier id = new Identifier(t.image);
        id.setLocation(template, t, t);
        return id;
    }
}

Expression IdentifierOrStringLiteral() :
{
Expression exp;
{
{
(exp=Identifier())
|
exp=StringLiteral(false)
}
{
return exp;
}
}

BuiltinVariable BuiltinVariable() :
{
 Token dot, name;
}
{
 dot=<DOT>
 name=<ID>
{
 BuiltinVariable result = null;
 try {
 result = new BuiltinVariable(name.image);
 } catch (ParseException pe) {
     pe.lineNumber = dot.beginLine;
     pe.columnNumber = dot.beginColumn;
     throw pe;
 } result.setLocation(template, dot, name);
 return result;
}
}

/**
 * Production that builds up an expression
 * using the dot or dynamic key name
 * or the args list if this is a method invocation.
 */
Expression AddSubExpression(Expression exp) :
{
 Expression result = null;
}
{
(result=DotVariable(exp)
|
result=DynamicKey(exp)
Expression DefaultTo(Expression exp) :
{
    Expression rhs = null;
    Token t;
}
{
    (t=<TERMINATING_EXCLAM>
    |
    t=<EXCLAM>
    |
    LOOKAHEAD(Expression())
    rhs=Expression()
    )
    )
    DefaultToExpression result = new DefaultToExpression(exp, rhs);
    if (rhs ==null) {
        result.setLocation(template, exp, t);
    }
    else {
        result.setLocation(template, exp, rhs);
    }
    return result;
}

Expression Exists(Expression exp) :
{
    Token t;
}

result=MethodArgs(exp)
result=BuiltIn(exp)
result=DefaultTo(exp)
result=Exists(exp)
}
t=<EXISTS>
{
    ExistsExpression result = new ExistsExpression(exp);
    result.setLocation(template, exp, t);
    return result;
}
}

Expression BuiltIn(Expression exp) :
{
    Token t=null;
}
{
    <BUILT_IN>
    t=<ID>
    {
        BuiltIn result = null;
        try {
            result = BuiltIn.newBuiltIn(exp, t.image, t, templateName);
        } catch (ParseException pe) {
            pe.lineNumber = t.beginLine;
            pe.columnNumber = t.beginColumn;
            throw pe;
        }
        result.setLocation(template, exp, t);
        return result;
    }
}

/**
 * production for when a key is specified by <DOT> + keyname
 */
Expression DotVariable(Expression exp) :
{
    Token t;
}
{
    <DOT>
    ( 
        t=<ID> | t=<TIMES> | t=<DOUBLE_STAR> 
        | 
        ( 
            t=<LESS_THAN> 
            | t=<LESS_THAN_EQUALS> 
            | t=<ESCAPED_GT> 
            | t=<ESCAPED_GTE> 
            | t=<FALSE>
)
if (!Character.isLetter(t.image.charAt(0))) {
    String msg = getErrorStart(t) 
    + "n" + t.image + " is not a valid identifier."
    throw new ParseException(msg, t.beginLine, t.beginColumn);
}
}
)
{
    notListLiteral(exp, "hash");
    notStringLiteral(exp, "hash");
    notBooleanLiteral(exp, "hash");
    Dot dot = new Dot(exp, t.image);
    dot.setLocation(template, exp, t);
    return dot;
}
}

/**
 * production for when the key is specified
 * in brackets.
 */
Expression DynamicKey(Expression exp) :
{
    Expression arg;
    Token t;
}
{
    <OPEN_BRACKET>
    arg=Expression()
    t=<CLOSE_BRACKET>
    {
        notBooleanLiteral(exp, "list or hash");
        notNumberLiteral(exp, "list or hash");
        DynamicKeyName dkn = new DynamicKeyName(exp, arg);
        dkn.setLocation(template, exp, t);
        return dkn;
    }
}

/**
 * production for an arglist part of a method invocation.
 */
MethodCall MethodArgs(Expression exp) :
{
ArrayList args = new ArrayList();
Token end;
}
{
<OPEN_PAREN>
args=PositionalArgs()
end=<CLOSE_PAREN>
{
args.trimToSize();
MethodCall result = new MethodCall(exp, args);
result.setLocation(template, exp, end);
return result;
}
}
StringLiteral StringLiteral(boolean interpolate) :
{
Token t;
boolean raw = false;
}
{
(
t=<STRING_LITERAL>
|
t=<RAW_STRING> {raw = true;}
)
{
String s = t.image;
// Get rid of the quotes.
s = s.substring(1, s.length() -1);
if (raw) {
s=s.substring(1);
}
else try {
s = StringUtil.FTLStringLiteralDec(s);
} catch (ParseException pe) {
pe.lineNumber = t.beginLine;
pe.columnNumber = t.beginColumn;
throw pe;
}
StringLiteral result = new StringLiteral(s);
result.setLocation(template, t, t);
if (interpolate && !raw) {
if (t.image.indexOf("${") >=0 || t.image.indexOf("#{") >=0)
result.checkInterpolation();
}
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Expression BooleanLiteral() :
{
    Token t;
    Expression result;
    
    t=<FALSE> {result = new BooleanLiteral(false);}
    |
    t=<TRUE> {result = new BooleanLiteral(true);}
    
    result.setLocation(template, t, t);
    return result;
}

HashLiteral HashLiteral() :
{
    Token begin, end;
    Expression key, value;
    ArrayList keys = new ArrayList();
    ArrayList values = new ArrayList();
    
    begin=<OPEN_BRACE>
    |
    key=Expression()
    (<COMMA>|<COLON>)
    value=Expression()
    |
    stringLiteralOnly(key);
    keys.add(key);
    values.add(value);
    |
    <COMMA>
    key=Expression()
    (<COMMA>|<COLON>)
    value=Expression()
    |
    stringLiteralOnly(key);
    keys.add(key);
values.add(value);
}
)*
end=<CLOSE_BRACE>
{
    HashLiteral result = new HashLiteral(keys, values);
    result.setLocation(template, begin, end);
    return result;
}
}

/**
 * A production representing the ${...}
 * that outputs a variable.
 */
DollarVariable StringOutput() :
{
    Expression exp;
    Token begin, end;
}
{
    begin=<OUTPUT_ESCAPE>
    exp=Expression()
    {
        notHashLiteral(exp, "scalar");
        notListLiteral(exp, "scalar");
        notBooleanLiteral(exp, "scalar");
    }
    end=<CLOSE_BRACE>
    {
        DollarVariable result = new DollarVariable(exp, escapedExpression(exp));
        result.setLocation(template, begin, end);
        return result;
    }
}

NumericalOutput NumericalOutput() :
{
    Expression exp;
    Token fmt = null, begin, end;
}
{
    begin=<NUMERICAL_ESCAPE>
    exp=Expression() {numberLiteralOnly(exp);}
    [ <SEMICOLON>
    fmt=<ID>
NumericalOutput result;
if (fmt != null) {
    int minFrac = -1; // -1 indicates that the value has not been set
    int maxFrac = -1;

    StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(fmt.image, "mM", true);
    char type = '-';
    while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {
        String token = st.nextToken();
        try {
            if (type != '-') {
                switch (type) {
                    case 'm':
                        if (minFrac != -1) throw new ParseException("invalid formatting string", fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
                        minFrac = Integer.parseInt(token);
                        break;
                    case 'M':
                        if (maxFrac != -1) throw new ParseException("invalid formatting string", fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
                        maxFrac = Integer.parseInt(token);
                        break;
                    default:
                        throw new ParseException();
                }
                type = '-';
            } else if (token.equals("m")) {
                type = 'm';
            } else if (token.equals("M")) {
                type = 'M';
            } else {
                throw new ParseException();
            }
        }
        catch (ParseException e) {
            String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
                + "invalid format specifier "+ fmt.image;
            throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
        }
        catch (NumberFormatException e) {
            String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
                + "invalid number in the format specifier "+ fmt.image;
            throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
        }
    }
}

catch (ParseException e) {
    String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
        + "Invalid format specifier "
        + fmt.image;
    throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
}

catch (NumberFormatException e) {
    String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
        + "Invalid number in the format specifier "
        + fmt.image;
    throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
}
if (maxFrac == -1) {
    if (minFrac == -1) {
        String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
            + "Invalid format specification, at least one of m and M must be specified!";
        throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
    }
    maxFrac = minFrac;
} else if (minFrac == -1) {
    minFrac = 0;
}
if (minFrac > maxFrac) {
    String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
        + "Invalid format specification, min cannot be greater than max!";
    throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
}
if (minFrac > 50 || maxFrac > 50) {// sanity check
    String msg = getErrorStart(fmt)
        + "Cannot specify more than 50 fraction digits";
    throw new ParseException(msg, fmt.beginLine, fmt.beginColumn);
}
result = new NumericalOutput(exp, minFrac, maxFrac);
} else { // if format != null
    result = new NumericalOutput(exp);
}
result.setLocation(template, begin, end);
return result;

TemplateElement If() :
{
    Token start, end, t;
    Expression condition;
    TemplateElement block;
    IfBlock ifBlock;
    ConditionalBlock cblock;
}
{
    start=<IF>
    condition=Expression()
    <DIRECTIVE_END>
    block=OptionalBlock()
    {
        cblock = new ConditionalBlock(condition, block, true);
        cblock.setLocation(template, start, block);
    }
}
ifBlock = new IfBlock(cblock);
}
(t=<ELSE_IF>
  condition=Expression()
  LooseDirectiveEnd()
  block=OptionalBlock()
  {
    cblock = new ConditionalBlock(condition, block, false);
    cblock.setLocation(template, t, block);
    ifBlock.addBlock(cblock);
  }
)*
[
  t=<ELSE>
  block=OptionalBlock()
  {
    cblock = new ConditionalBlock(null, block, false);
    cblock.setLocation(template, t, block);
    ifBlock.addBlock(cblock);
  }
]
end=<END_IF>
{
  ifBlock.setLocation(template, start, end);
  return ifBlock;
}

AttemptBlock Attempt() :
{
  Token start, end;
  TemplateElement block, recoveryBlock;
}
{
  start=<ATTEMPT>
  block=OptionalBlock()
  recoveryBlock=Recover()
  (end=<END_RECOVER>
   | end=<END_ATTEMPT>
  )
  {
    AttemptBlock result = new AttemptBlock(block, recoveryBlock);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
  }
RecoveryBlock Recover() :
{
    Token start;
    TemplateElement block;
}
{
    start=<RECOVER>
    block=OptionalBlock()
    {
        RecoveryBlock result = new RecoveryBlock(block);
        result.setLocation(template, start, block);
        return result;
    }
}

IteratorBlock List() :
{
    Expression exp;
    Token index, start, end;
    TemplateElement block;
}
{
    start=<LIST> {++loopNesting;}
    exp=Expression()
    <AS>
    index=<ID>
    <DIRECTIVE_END>
    block=OptionalBlock()
    end=<END_LIST>
    {
        --loopNesting;
        IteratorBlock result = new IteratorBlock(exp,
            index.image,
            block,
            false);
        result.setLocation(template, start, end);
        return result;
    }
}

IteratorBlock ForEach() :
{
    Expression exp;
    Token index, start, end;
    TemplateElement block;
}
{ start=<FOREACH> [++loopNesting:] 
    index=<ID> <IN> 
    exp=Expression() 
    <DIRECTIVE_END> 
    block=OptionalBlock() 
    end=<END_FOREACH> 
    { --loopNesting; 
      IteratorBlock result = new IteratorBlock(exp, 
          index.image, 
          block, 
          true); 
      result.setLocation(template, start, end); 
      return result; 
    } 
} 

VisitNode Visit() : 
{ 
    Token start, end; 
    Expression targetNode, namespaces=null; 
} 

start=<VISIT> 
    targetNode=Expression() 
[ 
    <USING> 
        namespaces=Expression() 
    ] 
end=LooseDirectiveEnd() 
{ 
    VisitNode result = new VisitNode(targetNode, namespaces); 
    result.setLocation(template, start, end); 
    return result; 
} 

RecurseNode Recurse() : 
{ 
    Token start, end = null; 
    Expression node=null, namespaces=null; 
} 

( start=<SIMPLE_RECURSE> | 

{  
start=<RECURSE>
  
  node=Expression()
  
<USING>
    namespaces=Expression()
  
end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
}

{  
  
  if (end == null) end = start;
  RecurseNode result = new RecurseNode(node, namespaces);
  result.setLocation(template, start, end);
  return result;
}

FallbackInstruction FallBack() :  
{  
  Token tok;
  }

{  
  tok=<FALLBACK>
  
  if (!inMacro) {
    throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(tok)
      + "Cannot fall back 
    + " outside a macro.",
      tok.beginLine, tok.beginColumn);
  }
  FallbackInstruction result = new FallbackInstruction();
  result.setLocation(template, tok, tok);
  return result;
}

/**
 * Production used to break out of a loop or a switch block.
 */
BreakInstruction Break() :
{  
  Token start;
  }

}
start=<BREAK>
{
  if (loopNesting < 1 && switchNesting <1)
  {
      String msg = getErrorStart(start) + "\n"
        + start.image
        + " occurred outside a loop or a switch block."
      throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
  }
  BreakInstruction result = new BreakInstruction();
  result.setLocation(template, start, start);
  return result;
}

/**
 * Production used to jump out of a macro.
 * The stop instruction terminates the rendering of the template.
 */
ReturnInstruction Return() :
{
  Token start, end=null;
  Expression exp = null;
}{
  (start=<SIMPLE_RETURN> {end = start;})
    | (start=<RETURN> exp=Expression() end=LooseDirectiveEnd() )
    |
}{
  if (inMacro) {
    if (exp != null) {
      String msg = getErrorStart(start)
        + "A macro cannot return a value"
      throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
    }
  }
  else if (inFunction) {
    if (exp == null) {
      String msg = getErrorStart(start)
        + "A function must return a value"
      throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
    }
  }
  else {
    if (exp == null) {
      String msg = getErrorStart(start)
        + "A function must return a value";
      throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
    }
  }
}
"A return instruction can only occur inside a macro of function";
throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
}
}

ReturnInstruction result = new ReturnInstruction(exp);
result.setLocation(template, start, end);
return result;
}
}

StopInstruction Stop() :
{
Token start = null;
Expression exp = null;
}
{
(start=<HALT>
|
start=<STOP> exp=Expression() LooseDirectiveEnd()
)
{
StopInstruction result = new StopInstruction(exp);
result.setLocation(template, start, start);
return result;
}
}

TemplateElement Nested() :
{
Token t, end;
ArrayList bodyParameters;
BodyInstruction result = null;
}
{
(t=<SIMPLE_NESTED>

result = new BodyInstruction(null);
result.setLocation(template, t, t);
}
)
|
(t=<NESTED>
bodyParameters=PositionalArgs()
end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
{    
    result = new BodyInstruction(bodyParameters);
    result.setLocation(template, t, end);
}

if (!inMacro) {    
    throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(t)            
        + "Cannot use a "
        + t.image
        + " instruction outside a macro.",
        t.beginLine, t.beginColumn);
}
return result;
}

TemplateElement Flush() :    
{    
    Token t;
}

{    
    t=<FLUSH>
    {    
        FlushInstruction result = new FlushInstruction();
        result.setLocation(template, t, t);
        return result;
    }
}

TemplateElement Trim() :    
{    
    Token t;
    TrimInstruction result=null;
}

{    
    (    
        t=<TRIM> { result = new TrimInstruction(true, true); }
        | t=<LTRIM> { result = new TrimInstruction(true, false); }
        | t=<RTRIM> { result = new TrimInstruction(false, true); }
        | t=<NOTRIM> { result = new TrimInstruction(false, false); }
    )    
    {    
        result.setLocation(template, t, t);
    }
}
return result;
}
}

TemplateElement Assign():
{
    Token start, end;
    int scope;
    Token id=null;
    Expression nameExp, exp, nsExp=null;
    String varName;
    ArrayList assignments = new ArrayList();
    Assignment ass;
    TemplateElement block;
}
{
    (start=<ASSIGN> {scope = Assignment.NAMESPACE;})
    | start=<GLOBALASSIGN> {scope = Assignment.GLOBAL;}
    | start=<LOCALASSIGN> {scope = Assignment.LOCAL;}
    {
        scope = Assignment.LOCAL;
        if (!inMacro && !inFunction) {
            String msg = getErrorStart(start) + "Local variable assigned outside a macro."
            throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
        }
    }
    nameExp=IdentifierOrStringLiteral()
    {
        varName = (nameExp instanceof StringLiteral) ? ((StringLiteral) nameExp).getAsString() : nameExp.toString();
    }
    (EQUALS
    exp=Expression()
    {
        ass = new Assignment(varName, exp, scope);
        ass.setLocation(template, nameExp, exp);
        assignments.add(ass);
    }
    (LOOKAHEAD([<COMMA>]<ID>|<STRING_LITERAL>)<EQUALS>)
    [<COMMA>]
    nameExp=IdentifierOrStringLiteral()
varName = (nameExp instanceof StringLiteral) ? ((StringLiteral) nameExp).getAsString() : nameExp.toString();

\<EQUALS\>

exp=Expression()
{
    ass = new Assignment(varName, exp, scope);
    ass.setLocation(template, nameExp, exp);
    assignments.add(ass);
}
)*

[
    id=<IN>
    nsExp=Expression() {if (scope != Assignment.NAMESPACE) throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(id) + 
        ""Cannot assign to namespace here.", id.beginLine, id.beginColumn);}
    ]
end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
{
    AssignmentInstruction ai = new AssignmentInstruction(scope);
    for (int i = 0; i < assignments.size(); i++) {
        ai.addAssignment((Assignment) assignments.get(i));
    }
    ai.setNamespaceExp(nsExp);
    ai.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return ai;
}
]|

( |
[
    id=<IN>
    nsExp=Expression() {if (scope != Assignment.NAMESPACE) throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(id) + 
        ""Cannot assign to namespace here.", id.beginLine, id.beginColumn);}
    ]
\<DIRECTIVE_END\>
block=OptionalBlock()
{
    end=<END_LOCAL> {if (scope != Assignment.LOCAL) throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(end) + 
        ""Mismatched assignment tags.", end.beginLine, end.beginColumn);}
    |
    end=<END_ASSIGN> {if (scope != Assignment.NAMESPACE) throw new 
    ParseException(getErrorStart(end) + ""Mismatched assignment tags.", end.beginLine, end.beginColumn);}
    |
    end=<END_GLOBAL> {if (scope != Assignment.GLOBAL) throw new 
    ParseException(getErrorStart(end) + ""Mismatched assignment tags.", end.beginLine, end.beginColumn);}
}
BlockAssignment ba = new BlockAssignment(block, varName, scope, nsExp);
    ba.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return ba;
}
))
}

Include Include() :
{
    Expression nameExp;
    Token att, start, end;
    Expression exp, parseExp = null, encodingExp = null;
}
{
    start=<_INCLUDE>
    nameExp=Expression() [<SEMICOLON>]
    ( att=<ID> <EQUALS> exp=Expression() <<
    
    String attString = att.image;
    if (attString.equalsIgnoreCase("parse")) {
        parseExp = exp;
    }
    else if (attString.equalsIgnoreCase("encoding")) {
        encodingExp = exp;
    }
    else {
        String msg = getErrorStart(att)
            + "unexpected parse= or encoding= to be specified."
            ;
        throw new ParseException(msg, att.beginLine, att.beginColumn);
    }
}
)*
    end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
{
    Include result = new Include(template, nameExp, encodingExp, parseExp);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}
}

LibraryLoad Import() :
{
    Token start, end, ns;
    Expression nameExp;
Macro Macro() :
{
Token arg, start, end;
Expression nameExp;
String name;
ArrayList argNames = new ArrayList();
HashMap args = new HashMap();
ArrayList defNames = new ArrayList();
Expression defValue=null;
TemplateElement block;
boolean isFunction = false, hasDefaults=false;
boolean isCatchAll = false;
String catchAll = null;
}
{
( start=<MACRO>
| start=<FUNCTION> {isFunction = true;}
)
{
if (inMacro || inFunction) {
    throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(start)
        + "nMacros cannot be nested.", start.beginLine, start.endLine);
} 
if (isFunction) inFunction = true; else inMacro = true;
} 
nameExp=IdentifierOrStringLiteral()
{
    name = (nameExp instanceof StringLiteral) ? ((StringLiteral) nameExp).getAsString() : nameExp.toString();
}
[<OPEN_PAREN>]
arg=<ID> {defValue = null;}
[<ELLIPSIS> { isCatchAll = true; }]
[
  <EQUALS>
  defValue=Expression()
  {
    defNames.add(arg.image);
    hasDefaults = true;
  }
]  
[<COMMA>]
{
  if (catchAll != null) {
    throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(arg)
    + "There may only be one \"catch-all\" parameter in a macro declaration, ",
    + "and it must be the last parameter.", arg.beginLine, arg.endLine);
}
  if (isCatchAll) {
    if (defValue != null) {
      throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(arg)
      + "\n\nCatch-all\" macro parameter may not have a default value.",
      arg.beginLine, arg.endLine);
    }
    catchAll = arg.image;
  } else {
    argNames.add(arg.image);
    if (hasDefaults && defValue == null) {
      throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(arg)
      + "\nIn a macro declaration, parameters without a default value ",
      + "must all occur before the parameters with default values.",
      arg.beginLine, arg.endLine);
    }
    args.put(arg.image, defValue);
  }
}  
)*
[
  <CLOSE_PAREN>
  </DIRECTIVE_END>
  block=OptionalBlock()
  (  
    end=<END_MACRO> { if(isFunction) throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(start) + "\nExpected function end tag here.", start.beginLine, start.endLine); }  
    |  
    end=<END_FUNCTION> { if(!isFunction) throw new ParseException(getErrorStart(start) + "\nExpected macro end tag here.", start.beginLine, start.endLine); }  
  )
  
  inMacro = inFunction = false;
Macro result = new Macro(name, argNames, args, block);
result.setCatchAll(catchAll);
result.isFunction = isFunction;
result.setLocation(template, start, end);
template.addMacro(result);
return result;
}
}

CompressedBlock Compress() :
{
TemplateElement block;
Token start, end;
}
{
start=<COMPRESS>
block=OptionalBlock()
end=<END_COMPRESS>
{
CompressedBlock cb = new CompressedBlock(block);
    cb.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return cb;
}
}

TemplateElement UnifiedMacroTransform() :
{
Token start=null, end, t;
HashMap namedArgs = null;
ArrayList positionalArgs = null, bodyParameters = null;
String directiveName = null;
TemplateElement nestedBlock = null;
Expression exp;
}
{
start=<UNIFIED_CALL>
exp=Expression()
{
    if (exp instanceof Identifier || (exp instanceof Dot && ((Dot) exp).onlyHasIdentifiers())) {
        directiveName = exp.getCanonicalForm();
    }
}
[<TERMINATING_WHITESPACE>]
(LOOKAHEAD(<ID><EQUALS>)
    namedArgs = NamedArgs()
    |
positionalArgs=PositionalArgs()
  
  <SEMICOLON> {bodyParameters = new ArrayList();}
  
  [<TERMINATING_WHITESPACE>]<ID> {bodyParameters.add(t.image);}
  
  [<TERMINATING_WHITESPACE>]<COMMA>
  
  [<TERMINATING_WHITESPACE><ID> {bodyParameters.add(t.image);}

  }*

end=<EMPTY_DIRECTIVE_END>

<DIRECTIVE_END>

nestedBlock=OptionalBlock()

end=<UNIFIED_CALL_END>

String s = end.image.substring(3);
  s = s.substring(0, s.length() -1).trim();
  if (s.length() >0 & & !s.equals(directiveName)) {
    String msg = getErrorStart(end);
    if (directiveName == null) {
      throw new ParseException(msg + "unExpected</@>", end.beginLine, end.beginColumn);
    } else {
      throw new ParseException(msg + "unExpected</@> or</@"> + directiveName + "">", end.beginLine, end.beginColumn);
    }
  }

TemplateElement result = (positionalArgs != null) ? new UnifiedCall(exp, positionalArgs, nestedBlock, bodyParameters)
  :
new UnifiedCall(exp, namedArgs, nestedBlock, bodyParameters);

result.setLocation(template, start, end);
return result;

}

TemplateElement Call() :
{
  Token start, end, id;
  HashMap namedArgs = null;

  ...
ArrayList positionalArgs = null;
String macroName = null;
{
    start=<CALL>
    id=<ID> {macroName = id.image;}
    (LOOKAHEAD(<ID><EQUALS>)
    namedArgs=NamedArgs()
    |
    (LOOKAHEAD(<OPEN_PAREN>)
     <OPEN_PAREN>
    )
    positionalArgs=PositionalArgs()
    [<CLOSE_PAREN>]
    )
end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
{
    UnifiedCall result = null;
    if (positionalArgs != null) {
        result = new UnifiedCall(new Identifier(macroName), positionalArgs, null, null);
    }
    else {
        result = new UnifiedCall(new Identifier(macroName), namedArgs, null, null);
    }
    result.legacySyntax = true;
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}
}

HashMap NamedArgs() :
{
    HashMap result = new HashMap();
    Token t;
    Expression exp;
    }
{
    (t=<ID><EQUALS>
    {token_source.SwitchTo(token_source.NAMED_PARAMETER_EXPRESSION);
    token_source.inInvocation = true;
exp=Expression()
{
    result.put(t.image, exp);
}
)+
{
    token_source.inInvocation = false;
    return result;
}
}

ArrayList PositionalArgs() :
{
    ArrayList result = new ArrayList();
    Expression arg;
}
{
    arg=Expression() {result.add(arg);}
    ( [<COMMA>]
        arg=Expression() {result.add(arg);}
    )* 
}
{
    return result;
}
}

Comment Comment() :
{
    Token start, end;
    StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer();
}
{
    ( start=<COMMENT>
        | start=<TERSE_COMMENT>
    )
    end=UnparsedContent(buf)
    {
        Comment result = new Comment(buf.toString());
        result.setLocation(template, start, end);
        return result;
    }
}
TextBlock NoParse() :
{
    Token start, end;
    StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer();
}

start=<NOPARSE>
end=UnparsedContent(buf)
{
    TextBlock result = new TextBlock(buf.toString(), true);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}

TransformBlock Transform() :
{
    Token start, end, argName;
    Expression exp, argExp;
    TemplateElement content = null;
    HashMap args = null;
}

start=<TRANSFORM>
exp=Expression()
[<SEMICOLON>]
{
    argName=<ID>
    <EQUALS>
    argExp = Expression()
    {
        if (args == null) args = new HashMap();
        args.put(argName.image, argExp);
    }
}*

end=<EMPTY_DIRECTIVE_END>
|<DIRECTIVE_END>content=OptionalBlock()end=<END_TRANSFORM>>
)

{
    TransformBlock result = new TransformBlock(exp, args, content);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}

SwitchBlock Switch() :
{
    SwitchBlock switchBlock;
    Case caseIns;
    Expression switchExp;
    Token start, end;
    boolean defaultFound = false;
}
{
    start=<SWITCH>
    switchExp=Expression()
    <DIRECTIVE_END>
    {
        ++switchNesting;
        switchBlock = new SwitchBlock(switchExp);
    }
    (LOOKAHEAD(2)
    caseIns=Case()
    {
        if (caseIns.isDefault) {
            if (defaultFound) {
                String msg = getErrorStart(start) + "You can only have one default case in a switch statement";
                throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
            }
            defaultFound = true;
        }
        switchBlock.addCase(caseIns);
    })*
    [<WHITESPACE>]
    end=<END_SWITCH>
    {
        --switchNesting;
        switchBlock.setLocation(template, start, end);
        return switchBlock;
    }
}

Case Case() :
{
    Expression exp = null;
    TemplateElement block;
    boolean isDefault = false;
    Token start;
}
{<WHITESPACE>}
(
    start=<CASE>exp=Expression()<DIRECTIVE_END>
    |
    start=<DEFAULT> {isDefault = true;}
)
block=OptionalBlock() {
    Case result = new Case(exp, block, isDefault);
    result.setLocation(template, start, block);
    return result;
}

EscapeBlock Escape() :
{
    Token variable, start, end;
    Expression escapeExpr;
    TemplateElement content;
}
{
    start=<ESCAPE>
    variable=<ID>
    <AS>
    escapeExpr=Expression()
    <DIRECTIVE_END>
    {
        EscapeBlock result = new EscapeBlock(variable.image, escapeExpr, escapedExpression(escapeExpr));
        escapes.addFirst(result);
    }
    content=OptionalBlock()
    {
        result.setContent(content);
        escapes.removeFirst();
    }
    end=<END_ESCAPE>
    {
        result.setLocation(template, start, end);
        return result;
    }
}

NoEscapeBlock NoEscape() :
{
    Token start, end;
    TemplateElement content;
}
{ start=<NOESCAPE>
{
    if(escapes.isEmpty()) {
        String msg = getErrorStart(start)
            + "\nnospace with no matching escape encountered."
            ;
        throw new ParseException(msg, start.beginLine, start.beginColumn);
    }
    Object escape = escapes.removeFirst();
}
content=OptionalBlock()
end=<END_NOESCAPE>
{
    escapes.addFirst(escape);
    NoEscapeBlock result = new NoEscapeBlock(content);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}

/**
 * Production to terminate potentially empty elements. Either a ">" or "/>" *
 */
Token LooseDirectiveEnd() :
{
    Token t;
}
{
    ( t=<DIRECTIVE_END>
    | t=<EMPTY_DIRECTIVE_END>
    )
    { return t; }
}

PropertySetting Setting() :
{
    Token start, end, key;
    Expression value;
}
{
    start=<SETTING>
    key=<ID>
    <EQUALS>
value=Expression()
end=LooseDirectiveEnd()
{
    PropertySetting result = new PropertySetting(key.image, value);
    result.setLocation(template, start, end);
    return result;
}

/**
 * A production for FreeMarker directives.
 */
TemplateElement FreemarkerDirective() :
{
    TemplateElement tp;
}
{
    (tp=If()
     |tp=List()
     |tp=ForEach()
     |tp=Assign()
     |tp=Include()
     |tp=Import()
     |tp=Macro()
     |tp=Compress()
     |tp=UnifiedMacroTransform()
     |tp=Call()
     |tp=Comment()
     |tp=NoParse()
     |tp=Transform()
     |tp=Switch()
     |tp=Setting())
}
tp=Break()
|                
| tp=Return()    
|                
| tp=Stop()      
|                
| tp=Flush()     
|                
| tp=Trim()      
|                
| tp=Nested()    
|                
| tp=Escape()    
|                
| tp=NoEscape()  
|                
| tp=Visit()     
|                
| tp=Recurse()   
|                
| tp=FallBack()  
|                
| tp=Attempt()   
)               
{              
    return tp;
}
LOOKAHEAD(1) // Just tells javacc that we know what we're doing.
(
    elem=PCData()
    |
    elem=StringOutput()
    |
    elem=NumericalOutput()
    |
    elem=FreemarkerDirective()
)
{
    if (begin == null) {
        begin = elem;
    }
    nodes.addElement(elem);
}
)+
{
    contentNesting--;
    nodes.setLocation(template, begin, elem);
    return nodes;
}

/**
 * A production freemarker text that may contain
 * ${...} and #{...} but no directives.
 */

TemplateElement FreeMarkerText() :
{
    MixedContent nodes = new MixedContent();
    TemplateElement elem, begin = null;
}
{
    ( (elem=PCData())
        |
        elem=StringOutput()
        |
        elem=NumericalOutput()
    )
    {
        if (begin == null) {
            begin = elem;
        }
    }
}
nodes.addElement(elem);
}
)
{
  nodes.setLocation(template, begin, elem);
  return nodes;
}
}

/**
 * A production for a block of optional content.
 * Returns an empty Text block if there is no
 * content.
 */

TemplateElement OptionalBlock() :
{
  TemplateElement tp = TextBlock.EMPTY_BLOCK;
}
{
  
  LOOKAHEAD(1) // has no effect but to get rid of a spurious warning.
  tp=Content()
  
  return tp;
  
}

void HeaderElement() :
{
  Token key;
  Expression exp = null;
}
{
  
  <WHITESPACE>
  (  
    <TRIVIAL_FTL_HEADER>  
      |  
    <FTL_HEADER>  
      (  
        key=<ID>  
          <EQUALS>  
            exp=Expression()  
          {  
              String ks = key.image;  

}
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```java
TemplateModel value = null;
try {
    value = exp.getAsTemplateModel(null);
} catch (Exception e) {
    throw new ParseException("Could not evaluate expression: "
            + exp.getCanonicalForm() + ", "
            + exp.getStartLocation()
            + "\nUnderlying cause: " +
            e.getMessage(), exp);
}
String vs = null;
if (value instanceof TemplateScalarModel) {
    try {
        vs = ((TemplateScalarModel) exp).getAsString();
    } catch (TemplateModelException tme) {} 
}
if (template != null) {
    if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("encoding")) {
        if (vs == null) {
            throw new ParseException("expecting encoding string here: "
                    + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
        }
        String encoding = template.getEncoding();
        if (encoding != null && !encoding.equals(vs)) {
            throw new Template.WrongEncodingException(vs);
        }
    } else if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("STRIP_WHITESPACE")) {
        this.stripWhitespace = getBoolean(exp);
    } else if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("STRIP_TEXT")) {
        this.stripText = getBoolean(exp);
    } else if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("STRICT_SYNTAX")) {
        this.token_source.strictEscapeSyntax = getBoolean(exp);
    } else if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("ns_prefixes")) {
        if (!((value instanceof TemplateHashModelEx)) {
            throw new ParseException("Expecting a hash of prefixes to namespace URI's here. " +
                    exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
        }
        TemplateHashModelEx prefixMap = (TemplateHashModelEx) value;
        try {
            TemplateCollectionModel keys = prefixMap.keys();
            for (TemplateModelIterator it = keys.iterator(); it.hasNext(); ) {
                String prefix = ((TemplateScalarModel) it.next()).getAsString();
                TemplateModel valueModel = prefixMap.get(prefix);
                if (!((valueModel instanceof TemplateScalarModel)) {
```

throw new ParseException("Non-string value in prefix to namespace hash. " + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);

    String nsURI = ((TemplateScalarModel) valueModel).getAsString();
    try {
        template.addPrefixNSMapping(prefix, nsURI);
    } catch (IllegalArgumentException iae) {
        throw new ParseException(iae.getMessage() + " " + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
    }
}

} catch (TemplateModelException tme) {
}

} else if (ks.equalsIgnoreCase("attributes")) {
    if (!(value instanceof TemplateHashModelEx)) {
        throw new ParseException("Expecting a hash of attribute names to values here. " + exp.getStartLocation(), exp);
    }
    TemplateHashModelEx attributeMap = (TemplateHashModelEx) value;
    try {
        TemplateCollectionModel keys = attributeMap.keys();
        for (TemplateModelIterator it = keys.iterator(); it.hasNext();) {
            String attName = ((TemplateScalarModel) it.next()).getAsString();
            Object attValue = DeepUnwrap.unwrap(attributeMap.get(attName));
            template.setCustomAttribute(attName, attValue);
        }
    } catch (TemplateModelException tme) {
    }
}

} else {
    throw new ParseException("Unknown FTL header parameter: " + key.image, key.beginLine, key.beginColumn);
}
}

)*
LooseDirectiveEnd()

Map ParamList() :
{
    Identifier id;
    Expression exp;
    Map result = new HashMap();
}
(  
id=Identifier()  
  <EQUALS>  
  exp=Expression() {result.put(id.toString(), exp);}  
  [<COMMA>]  
)+  
{  
  return result;  
}  
}  
/*
 * Root production to be used when parsing
 * an entire file.
 */  
TemplateElement Root() :  
{  
  TemplateElement doc;  
}  
{  
  [  
    LOOKAHEAD([<WHITESPACE>|(TRIVIAL_FTL_HEADER}|FTL_HEADER>))  
    HeaderElement()  
  ]  
  doc=OptionalBlock()  
  <EOF>  
  {  
    doc.setParentRecursively(null);  
    return doc.postParseCleanup(stripWhitespace);  
  }  
}  

Found in path(s):  
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258551_1606889641.7/0/freemarker-2-3-18-sources-jar/freemarker/core/FMParser.jj

1.536 perl-module-pluggable 4.8
1.536.1 Available under license:  
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=pod

=head1 NAME

Module::Pluggable::Object - automatically give your module the ability to have plugins
=head1 SYNOPSIS

Simple use Module::Pluggable -

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable::Object;

    my $finder = Module::Pluggable::Object->new(%opts);
    print "My plugins are: " . join("", $finder->plugins)."\n";

=head1 DESCRIPTION

Provides a simple but, hopefully, extensible way of having 'plugins' for your module. Obviously this isn't going to be the be all and end all of solutions but it works for me.

Essentially all it does is export a method into your namespace that looks through a search path for .pm files and turn those into class names.

Optionally it instantiates those classes for you.

This object is wrapped by C<Module::Pluggable>. If you want to do something odd or add non-general special features you're probably best to wrap this and produce your own subclass.

=head1 OPTIONS

See the C<Module::Pluggable> docs.

=head1 AUTHOR

Simon Wistow <simon@thegestalt.org>

=head1 COPYING

Copyright, 2006 Simon Wistow

Distributed under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 BUGS

None known.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Module::Pluggable>
NAME

Module::Pluggable - automatically give your module the ability to have plugins

SYNOPSIS

Simple use Module::Pluggable -

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable;

and then later ...

    use MyClass;
    my $mc = MyClass->new();
    # returns the names of all plugins installed under MyClass::Plugin::*
    my @plugins = $mc->plugins();

EXAMPLE

Why would you want to do this? Say you have something that wants to pass an object to a number of different plugins in turn. For example you may want to extract meta-data from every email you get sent and do something with it. Plugins make sense here because then you can keep adding new meta data parsers and all the logic and docs for each one will be self contained and new handlers are easy to add without changing the core code. For that, you might do something like ...

    package Email::Examiner;

    use strict;
    use Email::Simple;
    use Module::Pluggable require => 1;

    sub handle_email {
        my $self  = shift;
        my $email = shift;
        foreach my $plugin ($self->plugins) {
            $plugin->examine($email);
        }
    }
.. and all the plugins will get a chance in turn to look at it.

This can be trivally extended so that plugins could save the email somewhere and then no other plugin should try and do that. Simply have it so that the "examine" method returns 1 if it has saved the email somewhere. You might also want to be paranoid and check to see if the plugin has an "examine" method.

```perl
foreach my $plugin ($self->plugins) {
    next unless $plugin->can('examine');
    last if     $plugin->examine($email);
}
```

And so on. The sky's the limit.

**DESCRIPTION**

Provides a simple but, hopefully, extensible way of having 'plugins' for your module. Obviously this isn't going to be the be all and end all of solutions but it works for me.

Essentially all it does is export a method into your namespace that looks through a search path for .pm files and turn those into class names.

Optionally it instantiates those classes for you.

**ADVANCED USAGE**

Alternatively, if you don't want to use 'plugins' as the method ...

```perl
package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable sub_name => 'foo';
```

and then later ...

```perl
my @plugins = $mc->foo();
```

Or if you want to look in another namespace

```perl
package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable search_path => ['Acme::MyClass::Plugin', 'MyClass::Extend'];
```

or directory

```perl
use Module::Pluggable search_dirs => ['mylibs/Foo'];
```
Or if you want to instantiate each plugin rather than just return the name

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable instantiate => 'new';

and then

    # whatever is passed to 'plugins' will be passed
    # to 'new' for each plugin
    my @plugins = $mc->plugins(@options);

alternatively you can just require the module without instantiating it

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable require => 1;

since requiring automatically searches inner packages, which may not be desirable, you can turn this off

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable require => 1, inner => 0;

You can limit the plugins loaded using the except option, either as a string, array ref or regex

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable except => 'MyClass::Plugin::Foo';

or

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable except => ['MyClass::Plugin::Foo', 'MyClass::Plugin::Bar'];

or

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable except => qr/^MyClass::Plugin::(Foo|Bar)$/;

and similarly for only which will only load plugins which match.

Remember you can use the module more than once

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable search_path => 'MyClass::Filters' sub_name => 'filters';
    use Module::Pluggable search_path => 'MyClass::Plugins' sub_name => 'plugins';

and then later ...
my @filters = $self->filters;
my @plugins = $self->plugins;

PLUGIN SEARCHING
Every time you call 'plugins' the whole search path is walked again.
This allows for dynamically loading plugins even at run time. However
this can get expensive and so if you don't expect to want to add new
plugins at run time you could do

package Foo;
use strict;
use Module::Pluggable sub_name => '_plugins';

our @PLUGINS;
sub plugins { @PLUGINS ||= shift->_plugins }
1;

INNER PACKAGES
If you have, for example, a file lib/Something/Plugin/Foo.pm that
contains package definitions for both "Something::Plugin::Foo" and
"Something::Plugin::Bar" then as long as you either have either the
require or instantiate option set then we'll also find
"Something::Plugin::Bar". Nifty!

OPTIONS
You can pass a hash of options when importing this module.

The options can be ...

sub_name
The name of the subroutine to create in your namespace.

By default this is 'plugins'

search_path
An array ref of namespaces to look in.

search_dirs
An array ref of directorys to look in before @INC.

instantiate
Call this method on the class. In general this will probably be 'new'
but it can be whatever you want. Whatever arguments are passed to
'plugins' will be passed to the method.

The default is 'undef' i.e just return the class name.
require
Just require the class, don't instantiate ('instanitiate');

inner
If set to 0 will not search inner packages. If set to 1 will override "require".

only
Takes a string, array ref or regex describing the names of the only plugins to return. Whilst this may seem perverse ... well, it is. But it also makes sense. Trust me.

except
Similar to "only" it takes a description of plugins to exclude from returning. This is slightly less perverse.

package
This is for use by extension modules which build on "Module::Pluggable": passing a "package" option allows you to place the plugin method in a different package other than your own.

file_regex
By default "Module::Pluggable" only looks for *pm* files.

By supplying a new "file_regex" then you can change this behaviour e.g

    file_regex => qr/\.plugin$/

include_editor_junk
By default "Module::Pluggable" ignores files that look like they were left behind by editors. Currently this means files ending in ~ (-), the extensions .swp or .swo, or files beginning with #.

Setting "include_editor_junk" changes "Module::Pluggable" so it does not ignore any files it finds.

follow_symlinks
Whether, when searching directories, to follow symlinks.

Defaults to 1 i.e do follow symlinks.

min_depth, max_depth
This will allow you to set what 'depth' of plugin will be allowed.

So, for example, "MyClass::Plugin::Foo" will have a depth of 3 and "MyClass::Plugin::Foo::Bar" will have a depth of 4 so to only get the former (i.e "MyClass::Plugin::Foo") do
package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable max_depth => 3;

and to only get the latter (i.e "MyClass::Plugin::Foo::Bar")

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable min_depth => 4;

TRIGGERS
Various triggers can also be passed in to the options.

If any of these triggers return 0 then the plugin will not be returned.

before_require <plugin>
Gets passed the plugin name.

If 0 is returned then this plugin will not be required either.

on_require_error <plugin> <err>
Gets called when there's an error on requiring the plugin.

Gets passed the plugin name and the error.

The default on_require_error handler is to "carp" the error and return 0.

on_instantiate_error <plugin> <err>
Gets called when there's an error on instantiating the plugin.

Gets passed the plugin name and the error.

The default on_instantiate_error handler is to "carp" the error and return 0.

after_require <plugin>
Gets passed the plugin name.

If 0 is returned then this plugin will be required but not returned as a plugin.

METHODs
search_path
The method "search_path" is exported into you namespace as well. You can call that at any time to change or replace the search_path.

$self->search_path( add => "New::Path" ); # add
$self->search_path( new => "New::Path" ); # replace
BEHAVIOUR UNDER TEST ENVIRONMENT
In order to make testing reliable we exclude anything not from blib if
blib.pm is in %INC.

However if the module being tested used another module that itself used
"Module::Pluggable" then the second module would fail. This was fixed by
checking to see if the caller had (^|/)blib/ in their filename.

There's an argument that this is the wrong behaviour and that modules
should explicitly trigger this behaviour but that particular code has
been around for 7 years now and I'm reluctant to change the default
behaviour.

You can now (as of version 4.1) force Module::Pluggable to look outside
blib in a test environment by doing either

require Module::Pluggable;
$Module::Pluggable::FORCE_SEARCH_ALL_PATHS = 1;
import Module::Pluggable;

or

use Module::Pluggable force_search_all_paths => 1;

FUTURE PLANS
This does everything I need and I can't really think of any other
features I want to add. Famous last words of course

Recently tried fixed to find inner packages and to make it 'just work'
with PAR but there are still some issues.

However suggestions (and patches) are welcome.

DEVELOPMENT
The master repo for this module is at

https://github.com/simonwistow/Module-Pluggable

AUTHOR
Simon Wistow <simon@thegestalt.org>

COPYING
Copyright, 2006 Simon Wistow

Distributed under the same terms as Perl itself.

BUGS
None known.
SEE ALSO
    File::Spec, File::Find, File::Basename, Class::Factory::Util,
    Module::Pluggable::Ordered

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681435_1604394352.1/0/perl-Module-Pluggable-4.8-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-bk9ch4u/Module-Pluggable-4.8.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-XIG4L9h/Module-Pluggable-4.8/README
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: 'automatically give your module the ability to have plugins'
author:
    - 'Simon Wistow <simon@thegestalt.org>'
build_requires:
    Test::More: 0.62
configure_requires:
    Module::Build: 0.38
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'Module::Build version 0.38, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.112621'
license: perl
meta-spec:
    url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
    version: 1.4
name: Module-Pluggable
provides:
    Devel::InnerPackage:
        file: lib/Devel/InnerPackage.pm
        version: 0.4
    Module::Pluggable:
        file: lib/Module/Pluggable.pm
        version: 4.8
    Module::Pluggable::Object:
        file: lib/Module/Pluggable/Object.pm
        version: 4.8
requires:
    File::Basename: 0
    File::Spec: 3.00
    if: 0
resources:
    license: http://dev.perl.org/licenses/
    version: 4.8

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681435_1604394352.1/0/perl-Module-Pluggable-4.8-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-bk9ch4u/Module-Pluggable-4.8.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-XIG4L9h/Module-Pluggable-4.8/META.yml
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
=head1 AUTHOR

Simon Wistow <simon@thegestalt.org>

=head1 COPYING

Copyright, 2005 Simon Wistow

Distributed under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 BUGS

None known.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681435_1604394352.1/0/perl-Module-Pluggable-4.8-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-bkf9ch4u/Module-Pluggable-4.8.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-XIG4LI9h/Module-Pluggable-4.8/lib/Devel/InnerPackage.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: GPL+ or Artistic

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681435_1604394352.1/0/perl-Module-Pluggable-4.8-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-bkf9ch4u/perl-Module-Pluggable.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=pod

=head1 NAME

Module::Pluggable - automatically give your module the ability to have plugins

=head1 SYNOPSIS

Simple use Module::Pluggable -

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable;

    and then later ...

    use MyClass;
    my $mc = MyClass->new();
# returns the names of all plugins installed under MyClass::Plugin::*
my @plugins = $mc->plugins();

=head1 EXAMPLE

Why would you want to do this? Say you have something that wants to pass an
object to a number of different plugins in turn. For example you may
want to extract meta-data from every email you get sent and do something
with it. Plugins make sense here because then you can keep adding new
meta data parsers and all the logic and docs for each one will be
self contained and new handlers are easy to add without changing the
core code. For that, you might do something like ...

package Email::Examiner;

use strict;
use Email::Simple;
use Module::Pluggable require => 1;

sub handle_email {
    my $self  = shift;
    my $email = shift;

    foreach my $plugin ($self->plugins) {
        $plugin->examine($email);
    }

    return 1;
}

.. and all the plugins will get a chance in turn to look at it.

This can be trivially extended so that plugins could save the email
somewhere and then no other plugin should try and do that.
Simply have it so that the C<examine> method returns C<1> if
it has saved the email somewhere. You might also want to be paranoid
and check to see if the plugin has an C<examine> method.

    foreach my $plugin ($self->plugins) {
        next unless $plugin->can('examine');
        last if $plugin->examine($email);
    }

And so on. The sky's the limit.
=head1 DESCRIPTION

Provides a simple but, hopefully, extensible way of having 'plugins' for your module. Obviously this isn't going to be the be all and end all of solutions but it works for me.

Essentially all it does is export a method into your namespace that looks through a search path for .pm files and turn those into class names.

Optionally it instantiates those classes for you.

=head1 ADVANCED USAGE

Alternatively, if you don't want to use 'plugins' as the method ...

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable sub_name => 'foo';

and then later ...

    my @plugins = $mc->foo();

Or if you want to look in another namespace

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable search_path => ['Acme::MyClass::Plugin', 'MyClass::Extend'];

or directory

    use Module::Pluggable search_dirs => ['mylibs/Foo'];

Or if you want to instantiate each plugin rather than just return the name

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable instantiate => 'new';

and then

    # whatever is passed to 'plugins' will be passed
    # to 'new' for each plugin
    my @plugins = $mc->plugins(@options);

alternatively you can just require the module without instantiating it

---
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package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable require => 1;

since requiring automatically searches inner packages, which may not be desirable, you can turn this off

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable require => 1, inner => 0;

You can limit the plugins loaded using the except option, either as a string, array ref or regex

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable except => 'MyClass::Plugin::Foo';

or

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable except => ['MyClass::Plugin::Foo', 'MyClass::Plugin::Bar'];

or

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable except => qr/^MyClass::Plugin::(Foo|Bar)$/;

and similarly for only which will only load plugins which match.

Remember you can use the module more than once

package MyClass;
use Module::Pluggable search_path => 'MyClass::Filters' sub_name => 'filters';
use Module::Pluggable search_path => 'MyClass::Plugins' sub_name => 'plugins';

and then later ...

my @filters = $self->filters;
my @plugins = $self->plugins;

=head1 PLUGIN SEARCHING

Every time you call 'plugins' the whole search path is walked again. This allows for dynamically loading plugins even at run time. However this can get expensive and so if you don't expect to want to add new plugins at run time you could do
package Foo;
use strict;
use Module::Pluggable sub_name => '_plugins';

our @PLUGINS;
sub plugins { @PLUGINS ||= shift->_plugins }
1;

=head1 INNER PACKAGES

If you have, for example, a file B<lib/Something/Plugin/Foo.pm> that contains package definitions for both C<Something::Plugin::Foo> and C<Something::Plugin::Bar> then as long as you either have either the B<require> or B<instantiate> option set then we'll also find C<Something::Plugin::Bar>. Nifty!

=head1 OPTIONS

You can pass a hash of options when importing this module.

The options can be ...

=head2 sub_name

The name of the subroutine to create in your namespace.

By default this is 'plugins'

=head2 search_path

An array ref of namespaces to look in.

=head2 search_dirs

An array ref of directories to look in before @INC.

=head2 instantiate

Call this method on the class. In general this will probably be 'new' but it can be whatever you want. Whatever arguments are passed to 'plugins' will be passed to the method.

The default is 'undef' i.e just return the class name.

=head2 require

Just require the class, don't instantiate (overrides 'instantiate');
If set to 0 will not search inner packages. If set to 1 will override require.

Takes a string, array ref or regex describing the names of the only plugins to return. Whilst this may seem perverse ... well, it is. But it also makes sense. Trust me.

Similar to only it takes a description of plugins to exclude from returning. This is slightly less perverse.

This is for use by extension modules which build on Module::Pluggable: passing a package option allows you to place the plugin method in a different package other than your own.

By default Module::Pluggable only looks for .pm files. By supplying a new file_regex then you can change this behaviour e.g

file_regex => qr/\.plugin$/

By default Module::Pluggable ignores files that look like they were left behind by editors. Currently this means files ending in F<~> (~), the extensions F<.swp> or F<swo>, or files beginning with F<.#>.

Setting include_editor_junk changes Module::Pluggable so it does not ignore any files it finds.

Whether, when searching directories, to follow symlinks.

This will allow you to set what 'depth' of plugin will be allowed.
So, for example, C<MyClass::Plugin::Foo> will have a depth of 3 and C<MyClass::Plugin::Foo::Bar> will have a depth of 4 so to only get the former (i.e C<MyClass::Plugin::Foo>) do

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable max_depth => 3;

and to only get the latter (i.e C<MyClass::Plugin::Foo::Bar>)

    package MyClass;
    use Module::Pluggable min_depth => 4;

=head1 TRIGGERS

Various triggers can also be passed in to the options.

If any of these triggers return 0 then the plugin will not be returned.

=head2 before_require <plugin>

Gets passed the plugin name.

If 0 is returned then this plugin will not be required either.

=head2 on_require_error <plugin> <err>

Gets called when there's an error on requiring the plugin.

Gets passed the plugin name and the error.

The default on_require_error handler is to C<carp> the error and return 0.

=head2 on_instantiate_error <plugin> <err>

Gets called when there's an error on instantiating the plugin.

Gets passed the plugin name and the error.

The default on_instantiate_error handler is to C<carp> the error and return 0.

=head2 after_require <plugin>

Gets passed the plugin name.

If 0 is returned then this plugin will be required but not returned as a plugin.
=head1 METHODS

=head2 search_path

The method C<search_path> is exported into you namespace as well. You can call that at any time to change or replace the search_path.

$self->search_path( add => "New::Path" ); # add
$self->search_path( new => "New::Path" ); # replace

=head1 BEHAVIOUR UNDER TEST ENVIRONMENT

In order to make testing reliable we exclude anything not from blib if blib.pm is in %INC.

However if the module being tested used another module that itself used C<Module::Pluggable> then the second module would fail. This was fixed by checking to see if the caller had (^/|/)blib/ in their filename.

There's an argument that this is the wrong behaviour and that modules should explicitly trigger this behaviour but that particular code has been around for 7 years now and I'm reluctant to change the default behaviour.

You can now (as of version 4.1) force Module::Pluggable to look outside blib in a test environment by doing either

require Module::Pluggable;
$Module::Pluggable::FORCE_SEARCH_ALL_PATHS = 1;
import Module::Pluggable;

or

use Module::Pluggable force_search_all_paths => 1;

=head1 FUTURE PLANS

This does everything I need and I can't really think of any other features I want to add. Famous last words of course

Recently tried fixed to find inner packages and to make it 'just work' with PAR but there are still some issues.

However suggestions (and patches) are welcome.

=head1 DEVELOPMENT
The master repo for this module is at

https://github.com/simonwistow/Module-Pluggable

=head1 AUTHOR

Simon Wistow <simon@thegestalt.org>

=head1 COPYING

Copyright, 2006 Simon Wistow

Distributed under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 BUGS

None known.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<File::Spec>, L<File::Find>, L<File::Basename>, L<Class::Factory::Util>, L<Module::Pluggable::Ordered>

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681435_1604394352.1/0/perl-Module-Pluggable-4.8-3.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
bk9Ch4u/Module-Pluggable-4.8.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-XIG4LI9h/Module-Pluggable-
4.8/lib/Module/Pluggable.pm

1.537 nginx 1.17.8

1.537.1 Available under license :

/*
 * Copyright (C) 2002-2019 Igor Sysoev
 * Copyright (C) 2011-2019 Nginx, Inc.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

1.538 jts 1.13

1.538.1 Available under license:

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
* modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software
Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in
the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
* modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software
Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in
the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public *

Uses an approach due to Jonathan Shewchuk, which is in the public domain.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
* modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software
Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in
the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public *

All rights reserved

1.539 jt-zonalstats 1.3.1

1.539.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in
the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".
Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.540 jetty 9.2.26.v20180806
1.540.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;). The Content is dual licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0. A copy of the EPL is available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>. A copy of the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>. For purposes of the EPL, &quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/about.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
// are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
// and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.
// The Eclipse Public License is available at
// The Apache License v2.0 is available at
// You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
//Equivalent to //</user-data-constraint><transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee></user-data-constraint>

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/ConstraintSecurityHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * Utf8 Appendable abstract base class
 *
 * This abstract class wraps a standard { @link java.lang.Appendable} and provides methods to append UTF-8 encoded bytes, that are converted into characters.
 *
 * This class is stateful and up to 4 calls to { @link #append(byte)} may be needed before state a character is appended to the string buffer.
 *
 * The UTF-8 decoding is done by this class and no additional buffers or Readers are used. The UTF-8 code was inspired by
 * http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/
 *
 * License information for Bjoern Hoehrmann's code:
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
 * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
 * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
 *
 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
 *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
**/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Utf8Appendable.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
// are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
// and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.
// The Eclipse Public License is available at
// The Apache License v2.0 is available at
// You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ResourceCache.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/JettyWebXmlConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/NoOpBodyParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ShutdownThread.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ScopedHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-
jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/AbstractConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/SPDYv3FlowControlStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/endpoints/EndpointInstance.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/AbstractJsrRemote.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/UriTemplatePathSpec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/RegexPathSpec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/Session.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/annotation/ManagedObject.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/providers/ScanningAppProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/server/AnnotatedServerEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/HeadersBlockParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/NPNServerConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/UpgradeRequest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/BasicEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/DoSFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/api/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/JspPropertyGroupServlet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/StreamStatus.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/decoders/PongMessageDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/LoggerLog.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/annotation/LifeCycleCallbackCollection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextState.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/ServletContainerInitializersStarter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/encoders/PrimitiveEncoderMetadataSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/CrossContextPsuedoSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/endpoints/JsrEndpointImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/TypeUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/util/DigestAuthentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/MimeTypes.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/SpnegoUserIdentity.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/TimerScheduler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/SecuredRedirectHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/jmx/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/PathSpecGroup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/gzip/GzipHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IdleTimeoutHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/PutFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/ConnectionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/webapp/PlusConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Authentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/StandardStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/EnvConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/StandardDescriptorProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/modules/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/IJsrMethod.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/util/FormContentProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/AliasedX509KeyManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/rewrite/handler/RedirectPatternRule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/JsrUpgradeListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpChannelState.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/DateParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DebugHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/rewrite/handler/RegexRule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/DataFrameGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/NamingContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/DeflateFrameExtension.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpFields.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/HttpContentResponse.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/ControlFrameParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/http/HTTPSPDYServerConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathSpecGroup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/ControlFrameParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/ProtocolException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/BadPayloadException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/gzip/GzipOutputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NetworkTrafficListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiPartWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/FlowControlStrategy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/quiet/QuietServletException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/CompletableCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketTimeoutException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AsyncContextEvent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/HttpProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/LDAPLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/metadata/EndpointMetadata.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/quickstart/QuickStartDescriptorProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/jmx/AbstractHandlerMBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpContent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/IPAccessHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/UpgradeHttpServletRequest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/ContextFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/server/BasicServerEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/ssl/SslConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/gzip/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/MessageInputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/JaspiAuthenticator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/CompressExtension.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/FlowControlStrategyFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/JsrSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/PingInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/AbstractDiscoverableAnnotationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/MappedByteBufferPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ServerConnector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/HttpSender.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/HolderMBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/HttpContent.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Jetty.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/UserAuthentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketUpgradeHandlerWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/JsrEvents.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/DOMLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/identity/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/RequestNotifier.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/rewrite/handler/MsieSslRule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/BindingEnumeration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/client/NPNClientConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/TreeTrie.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpTransport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/frames/HeadersFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/messages/TextPartialMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/DefaultHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/FileNoticeLifeCycleListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebAppClassLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkConnector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/BasicAuthenticator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/SuspendToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/LazyList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/Java2DLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/modules/FormAuthModule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/modules/FormAuthModule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/GoAwayGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/SettingsGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/CountingCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/Masker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/ExtensionStack.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/IJsParamId.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/metadata/MessageHandlerMetadata.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/messages/SendMessageWriteCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/MessageHandlerWrapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/NoOpGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/messages/PartialMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/WebFilterAnnotationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/decoders/AbstractDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/encoders/ByteBufferEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/server/PathParamServerEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Scanner.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/WindowUpdateBodyParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/jndi/Link.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/server/PathParamServerEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/JsrCallable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Promise.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/jndi/NamingEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/Configuration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/masks/FixedMasker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/RoleRunAsToken.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/Logger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Loader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/frames/ControlFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/InitException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/servlet/WebSocketServletFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/factories/MailSessionReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/AnnotationDecorator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/SpinLock.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/client/EmptyConfigurator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/ClientContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/jmx/ServletMappingMBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/NetworkTrafficServerConnector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/JsrParamIdOnError.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/SessionAuthentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/Atomics.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/fragment/FragmentExtension.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/BlockingCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Dispatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/LoginConfigurationLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/providers/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/WebSocketAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/BinaryFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ConnectorStatistics.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/AbstractEventDriver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/IterativeDescriptorProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/util/WSURI.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/DriverManagerLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/ClasspathPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/ClasspathPattern.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/bindings/DebugBinding.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/HeadersGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/RstStreamGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/Flusher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/UserDataConstraint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/annotation/Injection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/QoSFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/EncoderFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/JsrParamIdOnOpen.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/StandardSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/graph/Edge.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/PathMappings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ArrayTernaryTrie.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/endpoints/AbstractJsrEventDriver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/SessionIdManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/DeploymentManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/pong/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/Handler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/java/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/redirect/RedirectProtocolHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/proxy/ProxyEngine.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/server/ServerSessionFrameListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/Fill Interest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/ProtocolHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/encoders/DefaultBinaryStreamEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/graph/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/util/DeferredContentProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/decoders/InputStreamDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/ResourceFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/I/O.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationSupport.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/annotations/OnWebSocketMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AllowSymLinkAliasChecker.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandlerContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/SessionHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/api/MessageTooLargeException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/CertificateValidator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/deploy/bindings/StandardUndeployer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/session/jmx/AbstractSessionManagerMBean.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/webapp/PlusDecorator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/component/Destroyable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/rewrite/handler/HeaderRule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/SimpleTextMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/SPDYServerConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/ReplyInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/http/HttpTransportOverSPDY.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/MultiPartOutputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/JettyAwareLogger.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlet/FilterMapping.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/CookieCutter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ByteArrayOutputStream2.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/EventDriver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/AsyncContentProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/ControlFrameBodyParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/AbstractHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/AWTLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/Settings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/NamingUtil.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractNCSARequestLog.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/server/http/HTTPSPDYServerConnector.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/pathmap/ServletPathSpec.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/TextFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/EventSourceServlet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/generator/ControlFrameGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/plus/annotation/PreDestroyCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/WebSocketRemoteEndpoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/DateGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/xml/XmlConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/ProxyConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/AbstractConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/frames/DataFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/SessionFrameListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/client/AnnotatedClientEndpointConfig.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HeaderValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathSpecSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/StatisticsHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ssl/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/extensions/compress/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/HashCrossContextPsuedoSession.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/client/NPNClientConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/http/HttpChannelOverHTTP.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ResourceHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/DescriptorProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/pathmap/PathMappings.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/util/BufferingResponseListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/frames/CloseFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/NonBlockingThread.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/jmx/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/ClassLoadingObjectInputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/decoders/ReaderDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/handler/ContextHandlerCollection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/WriteFlusher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/modules/BaseAuthModule.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/decoders/ShortDecoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/StandardCompressionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/weapp/CloneConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/EnvEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/Utf8CharBuffer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/WebServletAnnotation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/plus/jndi/EnvEntry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/message/SimpleBinaryMessage.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/SecurityProviderLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/PostConstructAnnotationHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/jaspi/JaspiMessageInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/api/Authentication.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/ConfigurationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/log/jmx/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/WebAppContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/preventers/AppContextLeakPreventer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/frames/SynStreamFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/Stream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/EofException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/io/IOSocket.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HandlerContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/LeakTrackingConnectionPool.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/thread/Sweeper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/encoders/StringEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/server/JsrServerEndpointImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/GoAwayResultInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/InetAddressSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/ByteBufferQueuedHttpInput.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/common/events/annotated/AbstractMethodAnnotationScanner.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/encoders/FloatEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/resource/FileResource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/io/NegotiatingClientConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/PropertyUserStore.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jmx/ConnectorServer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/jndi/local/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/api/BatchMode.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/api/StringDataInfo.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/HttpClient.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/http/HttpCookie.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/RstStreamBodyParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/io/WebSocketClientSelectorManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/parser/HeadersBodyParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/SocketAddressResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/Origin.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/spdy/client/SPDYClient.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/server/WebSocketServerConnection.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/servlets/UserAgentFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/jsr356/annotations/JsrParamIdBinary.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/annotations/ClassNameResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources.jar/org/eclipse/jetty/security/authentication/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
// are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
// and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.
// The Eclipse Public License is available at
// The Apache License v2.0 is available at
// You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
/**
 * @param c Data constrain indicator: 0=DC+NONE, 1=DC_INTEGRAL &
 *  2=DC_CONFIDENTIAL
 */
/**
 * @return Data constrain indicator: 0=DC+NONE, 1=DC_INTEGRAL &
 *  2=DC_CONFIDENTIAL
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/client/api/ContentResponse.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/webapp/OverrideDescriptor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/RegexSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/AbstractTrie.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/quickstart/QuickStartDescriptorGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/websocket/client/ClientUpgradeRequest.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/Continuation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * @(#)UnixCrypt.java 0.9 96/11/25
 *
 * Copyright (c) 1996 Aki Yoshida. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software
 * for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is
 * hereby granted provided that this copyright notice appears in
 * all copies.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/util/security/UnixCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
// are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
// and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.
// The Eclipse Public License is available at
// The Apache License v2.0 is available at
// You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.
/** Set the TCP/IP port used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.
 * @param securePort the secure port to redirect to.
 */
/** Set the URI scheme used for CONFIDENTIAL and INTEGRAL redirections.
 * @param secureScheme A scheme string like "https"
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111258619_1611902020.35/0/jetty-all-9-2-26-v20180806-sources-jar/org/eclipse/jetty/server/HttpConfiguration.java
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1.542 activemq-client 5.15.12
1.542.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: Client
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.543.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it 
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest 
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively 
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least 
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author 
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it 
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate 
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may 
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be 
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

0. Definitions.

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime Library for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based on the Runtime Library.

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any subsequent versions published by the FSF.

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation, modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with the license of GCC.

"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution
phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

The "Compilation Process" transforms code entirely represented in non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example, use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be understood as starting with the output of the generators or preprocessors.

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an Eligible Compilation Process.

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice, consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft requirements of the license of GCC.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

1.544 spring-jms 4.3.25
1.544.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageNotReadableException.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/IllegalStateException.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/UserCredentialsConnectionFactoryAdapter.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DestinationResolutionException.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/ChainedExceptionListener.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageConversionException.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/ResourceAllocationException.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/core/support/JmsGatewaySupport.java
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SessionAwareMessageListener.java
*/
* No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/
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* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerConfigUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListenerConfigurer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AnnotationDrivenJmsBeanDefinitionParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DynamicDestinationResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerContainerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerEndpoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/DefaultJmsListenerContainerFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/ReplyFailureException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerEndpoint.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
/ /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/core/MessagePostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
/ /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/CachingDestinationResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsMessagingTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractMessageListenerContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsResourceHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/StandardJmsActivationSpecFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/core/SessionCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsHeaders.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/StandardJmsActivationSpecFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsTransactionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/BeanFactoryDestinationResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistrar.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/AbstractAdaptableMessageListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerEndpoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.
*
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsBootstrapConfiguration.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SimpleMessageListenerContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/MessageListenerContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 * *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListeners.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessagingMessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/JmsDestinationAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessageListenerAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/encoder/MappingJackson2MessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JcaListenerContainerParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/encoder/SmartMessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/DefaultJmsActivationSpecFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsMessageHeaderAccessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachingConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/EnableJms.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerContainerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/support/SimpleJmsHeaderMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/listener/DefaultMessageListenerContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/support/JmsHeaderMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/support/converter/SimpleMessageConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/config/MethodJmsListenerEndpoint.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/listener/AbstractJmsListeningContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/annotation/JmsListener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/annotation/JmsListenerAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/config/AbstractListenerContainerParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/config/JmsListenerContainerParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s): 
* /opt/cola/permits/1103878428_1604400704.49/0/spring-jms-4-3-25-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/support/converter/MessageType.java
1.545 open-ldap 2.4.44-20.el7

1.545.1 Available under license:

OpenLDAP Public License

The OpenLDAP Public License

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements
   and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright
   statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution, and

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.
Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use
this Software under terms of this license revision or under the
terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)
OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in
advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing
in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title
to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright
holders.
OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All rights reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

1.546 wget 1.14-18.el7

1.546.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply.
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility of
such damages.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.547 lsscsi 0.27-6.el7

1.547.1 Available under license:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version 2, June 1991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.  
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Matt Taggart <taggart@debian.org> on Wed, 2 Feb 2005 00:27:11 -0800.

It was downloaded from http://sg.danny.cz/scsi/lsscsi.html

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2003-2008 D. Gilbert

Upstream Author: Doug Gilbert <dgilbert@interlog.com>

License:

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version 2 dated June, 1991.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this package; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL`.

**1.548 cyrus-sasl 2.1.26 23.el7**

**1.548.1 Available under license:**

/* CMU libsasl
 * Tim Martin
 * Rob Earhart
 * Rob Siemborski
 */

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University. All rights reserved.
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 
* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For permission or any other legal details, please contact Office of Technology Transfer, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890, (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395, tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu
* 
* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by Computing Services at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."
* 
* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

---
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

#ifndef _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H
#define _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H

#pragma ident "@(#)mit-sipb-copyright.h 1.5 93/02/04 SMI"

#endif /* _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H */
#endif /* _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H */

/* Copyright (C) 1989 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Export of this software from the United States of America is assumed to require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

*/
#ifndef _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H
#define _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H

/* #pragma ident "@(#)mit-copyright.h 1.4 93/02/04 SMI" */
#endif /* _KERBEROS_MIT_COPYRIGHT_H */

Copyright (c) 1994-2008 Carnegie Mellon University. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For permission or any legal details, please contact Carnegie Mellon University Center for Technology Transfer and Enterprise Creation 4615 Forbes Avenue Suite 302 Pittsburgh, PA 15213 (412) 268-7393, fax: (412) 268-7395 innovation@andrew.cmu.edu

4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by Computing Services at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au) All rights reserved.
This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au). The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following conditions are heared to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this distribution.

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution as the author of that the SSL library. This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under another distribution license [including the GNU Public License.]

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.
/* CMU libasl
 * Tim Martin
 * Rob Earhart
 * Rob Siemborski
 */

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2001 Carnegie Mellon University. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 *    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 *    distribution.
 *
 * 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to
 *    endorse or promote products derived from this software without
 *    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal
 *    details, please contact
 *     Office of Technology Transfer
 *     Carnegie Mellon University
 *     5000 Forbes Avenue
 *     Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890
 *     (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395
 *     tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu
 *
 * 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
 *    acknowledgment:
 *     "This product includes software developed by Computing Services
 *     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."
 *
 * CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
 * THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
 * AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
 * WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN
 * AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
 * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
 */
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1.549.1 Available under license:

Apache Log4j Core
Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

ResolverUtil.java
Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.550 apr-util 1.5.2 6.el7

1.550.1 Available under license:
Apache Portable Runtime Utility Library
Copyright (c) 2011 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various modifications by Spyglass Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, and Bell Communications Research, Inc (Bellcore).
Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper
Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Expat maintainers.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, 
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to 
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to 
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included 
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, 
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License 
Version 2.0, January 2004 
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all 
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common 
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, 
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the 
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or 
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the 
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity 
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, 
including but not limited to software source code, documentation 
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical 
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but 
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, 
and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source
code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

For the include\apr_md5.h component:
/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * 
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
   rights reserved.

   License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
   is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
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Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

For the passwd\apr_md5.c component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.
These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
*/
/*
* The apr_md5_encode() routine uses much code obtained from the FreeBSD 3.0
* MD5 crypt() function, which is licenced as follows:
* *--------------------------------------------------------------------------
* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this notice you
* can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think
* this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return. Poul-Henning Kamp
* *--------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

For the crypto/apr_md4.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* *
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
* rights reserved.
* *
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
* or this function.
* *
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
* *
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
* *
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the include/apr_md4.h component:

* *
* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* *
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
* rights reserved.
*
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
* or this function.
*
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the test\testmd4.c component:

*
* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
*
* Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All
* rights reserved.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the xml\expat\conftools\install-sh component:

#
# install - install a program, script, or datafile
# This comes from X11R5 (mit/util/scripts/install.sh).
#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
For the expat xml parser component:

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

For the ldap/apr_ldap_url.c component:

/* Portions Copyright 1998-2002 The OpenLDAP Foundation
   * All rights reserved.
   *
   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
   * modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
   * Public License. A copy of this license is available at
   * http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html or in file LICENSE in the
   * top-level directory of the distribution.
   *
   * OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.
* Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by
* other parties and subject to additional restrictions.
*
* This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3
* distribution. Information concerning this software is available
* at: http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/
*
* This work also contains materials derived from public sources.
*
* Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at:
*     http://www.openldap.org/
* /

/*
* Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
* provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given
* to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The name of the University
* may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without specific prior written permission. This software
* is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
*
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1.551.1 Available under license :
Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.552.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publically display, publically perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.553 yajl 2.0.4-4.el7

1.553.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2007-2011, Lloyd Hilaiel <lloyd@hilaiel.com>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
1.554 rng-tools 6.3.1-3.el7

1.554.1 Available under license:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2017 - 2018, Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL2 are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is
necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.555 main 2.3.4

1.555.1 Available under license :

Copyright 2010 Mike Brevoort

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2009 Justin Deoliveira

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2009 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh at gmail

Blueprint CSS Framework License

----------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Olav Bjorkoy (olav at bjorkoy.com)

The Blueprint CSS Framework is available for use in all personal or commercial projects, under both the (modified) MIT and the GPL license. You may choose the one that fits your project.

The (modified) MIT License

----------------------------------------------------------------

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice, and every other copyright notice found in this software, and all the attributions in every file, and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The GPL License

---------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. Should the Program prove defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

/* Give a short notice, if any, that shows where to find the
   full notice. If this program is interactive, make it print
   the full notice if the user asks for it. */

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.com
GeoServer is distributed under the GNU General Public License Version 2.0 license:

GeoServer, open geospatial information server
Copyright (C) 2001 - 2012 The Open Planning Project dba OpenPlans
http://openplans.org

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version (collectively, "GPL").

As an exception to the terms of the GPL, you may copy, modify,
propagate, and distribute a work formed by combining GeoServer with the
Eclipse Libraries, or a work derivative of such a combination, even if
such copying, modification, propagation, or distribution would otherwise violate the terms of the GPL. Nothing in this exception exempts you from complying with the GPL in all respects for all of the code used other than the Eclipse Libraries. You may include this exception and its grant of permissions when you distribute GeoServer. Inclusion of this notice with such a distribution constitutes a grant of such permissions. If you do not wish to grant these permissions, remove this paragraph from your distribution. “GeoServer” means the GeoServer software licensed under version 2 or any later version of the GPL, or a work based on such software and licensed under the GPL. "Eclipse Libraries” means Eclipse Modeling Framework Project and XML Schema Definition software distributed by the Eclipse Foundation and licensed under the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"), or a work based on such software and licensed under the EPL.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

For latest contact information of The Open Planning Project see the website at http://topp.openplans.org. Current email is info@openplans.org and address is 349 W. 12th Street, New York, NY 10014.

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

* Additional Libraries and Code used

GeoServer uses several additional libraries and pieces of code. We are including the appropriate notices in this file. We’d like to thank all the creators of the libraries we rely on, GeoServer would certainly not be possible without them. There are also several LGPL libraries that do not require us to cite them, but we’d like to thank GeoTools - http://geotools.org, JTS - http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts/jtshome.htm WKB4J http://wkb4j.sourceforge.net iText - http://www.lowagie.com/iText/ and J. David Eisenberg's PNG encoder http://www.catcode.com/pngencoder/

GeoServer also thanks Anthony Dekker for the NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm. The copyright notice is intact in the source code and also here:

/* NeuQuant Neural-Net Quantization Algorithm
 * ______________________________________
 * */
* Copyright (c) 1994 Anthony Dekker
*
* See "Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization"
* for a discussion of the algorithm.
*
* Any party obtaining a copy of these files from the author, directly or
* indirectly, is granted, free of charge, a full and unrestricted irrevocable,
* world-wide, paid up, royalty-free, nonexclusive right and license to deal
* in this software and documentation files (the "Software"), including without
* limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons who receive
* copies from any such party to do so, with the only requirement being
* that this copyright notice remain intact.
*/

The GeoServer Project also thank J. M. G. Elliot for his improvements on
Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder. Notice is included below on his Elliot's
release to public domain and Poskanzer's original notice (which is new
BSD). Source code is included in GeoServer source, with modifications done
by David Blasby for TOPP.

------
Since Gif89Encoder includes significant sections of code from Jef Poskanzer's
GifEncoder.java, I'm including its notice in this distribution as requested (appended
below).

As for my part of the code, I hereby release it, on a strictly "as is" basis,
to the public domain.

J. M. G. Elliott
15-Jul-2000

------------------ from Jef Poskanzer's GifEncoder.java ------------------

// GifEncoder - write out an image as a GIF
//
// Transparency handling and variable bit size courtesy of Jack Palevich.
//
// Copyright (C) 1996 by Jef Poskanzer <jef@acme.com>. All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//    
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
// ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
// IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
// ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
// FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
// DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
// OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
// HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
// LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
// OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
// SUCH DAMAGE.
// 
// Visit the ACME Labs Java page for up-to-date versions of this and other
// fine Java utilities: http://www.acme.com/java/

------

JAI Image-io jars from Sun are also included. These are released under a
BSD license (new). Notice is below:

------

Initial sources

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any
kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MIDROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

------

GeoServer also includes binaries and from Jetty, the standard version can be found at http://jetty.mortbay.org, released under an OSI-approved artistic license. We include the license completely, as some versions will be distributed without full source.

------

Jetty License
$Revision: 3.7 $

Preamble:

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org.

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders.

Definitions:

* "Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and associated utilities.

* "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

* "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

* "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package.
* "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

* "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

* "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems Inc.


2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you include this license.

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version.

   b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The
modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version.

c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license.

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version.

12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be , at the Copyright Holders option either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software.

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia.

GeoServer includes a few snippets from the Prototype library (www.prototypejs.org), under a MIT license:

-------

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Sam Stephenson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
GeoServer uses a number of libraries licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. These include Spring - http://www.springsource.org/, a number of Apache commons libraries - http://jakarta.apache.org/commons/ whose jars we distribute and include in our source tree under lib/. Also included as libraries are log4 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.htmlj, batik http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/, and xerces http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-j/.

Note there is some disagreement as to whether GPL and Apache 2.0 are compatible see http://www.apache.org/licenses/GPL-compatibility.html for more information. We hope that something will work out, as GeoServer would not be possible without apache libraries. Notice for apache license is included below:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You
distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

-------
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GeoServer is build using a number of eclipse libraries including emf and xsd made available under the Eclipse Public License.

The notice for EPL license is included below:

Copyright (c) 2002-2006 IBM Corporation and others.
All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0
which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Marijn Haverbeke

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
   not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
   software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
   documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Marijn Haverbeke
marijnh@gmail.com
Copyright (c) 2009, Timothy Farrell
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Peter Raganitsch

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must
   not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this
   software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product
   documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must
   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

Peter Raganitsch
HTMLImageMap GetMapProducer for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information
on it at http://www.geoserver.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Yahoo! Inc.
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Franciszek Wawrzak
All rights reserved.

This software is provided for use in connection with the
CodeMirror suite of modules and utilities, hosted and maintained
at http://codemirror.net/.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 Danny Yoo

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any
damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and
redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented: you must
not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Danny Yoo
dyoo@cs.wpi.edu
DXFOutputFormat WFS Output for GeoServer
Mauro Bartolomeoli, Esalab Srl - http://www.esalab.it

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

The full GPL license is available in this directory at GPL.txt

This software is an extension for GeoServer. You can find full information on it at http://www.geoserver.

Copyright (c) 2009 John Benediktsson

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

John Benediktsson

1.556 libxslt 1.1.28 5.el7

1.556.1 Available under license:

DocBk XML V3.1.7 DTD
Copyright (C) 1998, 1999 Norman Walsh
http://nwalsh.com/docbook/xml/

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

This DTD is based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:


Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all copies. The copyright holders make no representation about the suitability of the DTD for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/
Simplified DocBk XML V3.1.7.1 DTD
Copyright (C) 1999 Norman Walsh
http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.
This DTD is based on the DocBk XML DTD, which is in turn based on the DocBook V3.1 DTD from OASIS:


Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all copies. The copyright holders make no representation about the suitability of the DTD for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see
http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/
Licence for libxslt except libexslt

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

--

Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Thomas Broyer, Charlie Bozeman and Daniel Veillard.
All Rights Reserved.
Simplified DocBook XML V4.1.2.4 DTD
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Norman Walsh
http://nwalsh.com/docbook/simple/

You may distribute this DTD under the same terms as DocBook.

Please direct all questions and comments about this DTD to
Norman Walsh, <ndw@nwalsh.com>.

This DTD is based on the DocBook XML V4.1.2 DTD from OASIS:

O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ArborText, Inc., Fujitsu Software
Corporation, Norman Walsh, and the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS).

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute the DocBook
DTD and its accompanying documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted in perpetuity, provided that
the above copyright notice and this paragraph appear in all
copies. The copyright holders make no representation about
the suitability of the DTD for any purpose. It is provided
"as is" without expressed or implied warranty.

For more information about the DocBook DTD, see
http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/
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1.558 libpwquality 1.2.3-5.el7
1.558.1 Available under license:

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the
licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpwquality release
may be distributed:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpwquality, with
or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright
   notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,
   including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
   copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following
   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
   products derived from this software without their specific prior
   written permission.

   ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the
   GNU General Public License version 2 or later, in which case the provisions
   of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
   WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
   INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
   BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
   OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
   ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
   TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
   USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
   DAMAGE.

   The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included
   below.

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
       Version 2, June 1991

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
       51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

   Preamble

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
   freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
   License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
   software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
   General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
   Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
   using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
   the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 6348

Along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
```

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.559 ntp 4.2.6p5-29.el7_8.2

1.559.1 Available under license :
This file is automatically generated from html/copyright.html

Copyright Notice

```
jpg "Clone me," says Dolly sheepishly.
```

Last update: 4-Feb-2020 23:47 UTC

The following copyright notice applies to all files collectively called
the Network Time Protocol Version 4 Distribution. Unless specifically declared otherwise in an individual file, this entire notice applies as if the text was explicitly included in the file.

***********************************************************************
*                                                                     *
* Copyright (c) University of Delaware 1992-2015                     *
*                                                                     *
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and   *
* its documentation for any purpose with or without fee is hereby     *
* granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all   *
* copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission     *
* notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name       *
* University of Delaware not be used in advertising or publicity     *
* pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,        *
* written prior permission. The University of Delaware makes no      *
* representations about the suitability this software for any         *
* purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied        *
* warranty.                                                          *
*                                                                     *
***********************************************************************

Content starting in 2011 from Harlan Stenn, Danny Mayer, and Martin Burnicki is:

***********************************************************************
*                                                                     *
* Copyright (c) Network Time Foundation 2011-2020                     *
*                                                                     *
* All Rights Reserved                                                 *
*                                                                     *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without *
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions *
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright *
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. *
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above         *
* copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following       *
* disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided   *
* with the distribution.                                             *
*                                                                     *
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS *
* OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED *
* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE *
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE *
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR *
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT *
* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR *
* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF          *
* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT          *
*
The following individuals contributed in part to the Network Time Protocol Distribution Version 4 and are acknowledged as authors of this work.

1. [1]Takao Abe <takao_abe@xurb.jp> Clock driver for JJY receivers
2. [2]Mark Andrews <mark_andrews@isc.org> Leitch atomic clock controller
3. [3]Bernd Altmeier <altmeier@atsoft.de> hopf Elektronik serial line and PCI-bus devices
5. [6]Michael Barone <michael.barone@lmco.com> GPSVME fixes
6. [7]Karl Berry <karl@owl.HQ.ileaf.com> syslog to file option
7. [8]Greg Brackley <greg.brackley@bigfoot.com> Major rework of WINNT port. Clean up recvbuf and iosignal code into separate modules.
8. [9]Marc Brett <Marc.Brett@westgeo.com> Magnavox GPS clock driver
9. [10]Piete Brooks <Piete.Brooks@cl.cam.ac.uk> MSF clock driver, Trimble PARSE support
10. [11]Nelson B Bolyard <nelson@bolyard.me> update and complete broadcast and crypto features in sntp
11. [12]Jean-Francois Boudreault <Jean-Francois.Boudreault@viagenie.qc.ca> IPv6 support
12. [13]Reg Clemens <reg@dwf.com> Oncore driver (Current maintainer)
13. [14]Steve Clift <clift@ml.csiro.au> OMEGA clock driver
14. [15]Casey Crellin <casey@csc.co.za> vxWorks (Tornado) port and help with target configuration
15. [16]Sven Dietrich <sven_dietrich@trimble.com> Palisade reference clock driver, NT adj. residuals, integrated Greg's Winnt port.
17. [18]Torsten Duwe <duwe@immd4.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> Linux port
18. [19]Dennis Ferguson <dennis@mrbill.canet.ca> foundation code for NTP Version 2 as specified in RFC-1119
19. [20]John Hay <jhay@icontek.csir.co.za> IPv6 support and testing
20. [21]Dave Hart <davehart@davehart.com> General maintenance, Windows port interpolation rewrite
21. [22]Claas Hilbrecht <neoclock4x@linum.com> NeoClock4X clock driver
22. [23]Glenn Hollinger <glenn@herald.usask.ca> GOES clock driver
23. [24]Mike Iglesias <iglesias@uci.edu> DEC Alpha port
24. [25]Jim Jugielski <jim@jagubox.gsfc.nasa.gov> A/UX port
25. [26]Jeff Johnson <sjb@chatham.usdesign.com> massive prototyping overhaul
26. [27]Hans Lambermont <Hans.Lambermont@nl.origin-it.com> or [28]H.Lambermont@chello.nl> ntpswipe
27. [29]Poul-Henning Kamp <phk@FreeBSD.ORG> Oncore driver (Original
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author)
(driver 14 reference clocks), STREAMS modules for PARSE, support
scripts, syslog cleanup, dynamic interface handling
29. [32]Johannes Maximilian Kuehn [kuehn@ntp.org] Rewrote snntp to
comply with NTPv4 specification, ntpq saveconfig
30. [33]William L. Jones [jones@hermes.chpc.utexas.edu] RS/6000 AIX
modifications, HPUX modifications
31. [34Dave Katz [dkatz@cisco.com] RS/6000 AIX port
32. [35]Craig Leres [leres@ee.lbl.gov] 4.4BSD port, ppsclock, Magnavox
GPS clock driver
33. [36]George Lindholm [lindholm@ucs.ubc.ca] SunOS 5.1 port
34. [37]Louis A. Mamakos [louie@ni.umd.edu] MD5-based authentication
35. [38]Lars H. Mathiesen [thorinn@diku.dk] adaptation of foundation
code for Version 3 as specified in RFC-1305
Maintenance
37. [40]David L. Mills [mills@udel.edu] Version 4 foundation, precision
kernel; clock drivers: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 18, 19, 22, 36
38. [41]Wolfgang Moeller [moeller@gwdg1.dnet.gwdg.de] VMS port
39. [42Jeffrey Mogul [mogul@pa.dec.com] ntptrace utility
40. [43]Tom Moore [tmoore@fievel.daytonoh.ncr.com] i386 svr4 port
41. [44Kamal A Mostafa [kamal@whence.com] SCO OpenServer port
42. [45]Derek Mulcahy [derek@toybox.demon.co.uk] and [46]Damon
Hart-Davis [d@hd.org] ARCRON MSF clock driver
43. [47]Rob Neal [neal@ntp.org] Bancomm refclock and config/parse code
maintenance
44. [48]Rainer Pruy [Rainer.Pruy@informatik.uni-erlangen.de]
monitoring/trap scripts, statistics file handling
45. [49]Dirce Richards [drice@zk3.dec.com] Digital UNIX V4.0 port
46. [50]Wilfredo Sanchez [wsanchez@apple.com] added support for NetInfo
47. [51Nick Sayer [mrapple@quack.kfu.com] SunOS streams modules
48. [52Jack Sasportas [jack@innovativeinternet.com] Saved a Lot of
space on the stuff in the html/pic/ subdirectory
49. [53Ray Schnitzler [schnitz@unipress.com] Unixware1 port
50. [54Michael Shields [shields@tembel.org] USNO clock driver
51. [55Jeff Steinman [jss@pebbles.jpl.nasa.gov] Datum PTS clock driver
52. [56Harlan Stenn [harlan@pfcs.com] GNU autokame/autoconfigure
makeover, various other bits (see the ChangeLog)
53. [57Kenneth Stone [ken@sdd.hp.com] HP-UX port
54. [58Ajit Thyagarajan [ajit@ee.udel.edu] IP multicast/anycast support
55. [59Tomoki TSURUOKA [tsuruoka@nc.fukuoka-u.ac.jp] TRAK clock driver
56. [60]Brian Utterback [brian.utterback@oracle.com] General codebase,
Solaris issues
57. [61Loganaden Velvindron [loganaden@gmail.com] Sandboxing
(libseccomp) support
58. [62Paul A Vixie [vixie@vix.com] TrueTime GPS driver, generic
TrueTime clock driver
[63] Ulrich Windl <Ulrich.Windl@rz.uni-regensburg.de> corrected and validated HTML documents according to the HTML DTD
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

   a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

   b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

=================================
Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>
Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
=====================================

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by
them under the three-clause BSD license above. The copyright notices are
available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above. Here's
a list:

log.c:
  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>
  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

strlcpy.c:
  Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

win32select.c:
  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

evport.c:
  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

ht-internal.h:
  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

minheap-internal.h:
  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

=====================================

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the
"OpenBSD" license:

Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>
Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

=====================================
The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
carrying out of the conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
Copyright (c) 2010 Serge A. Zaitsev

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.560 libconfig 1.4.9-5.el7

1.560.1 Available under license:

This package was debianized by Jose Luis Tallon <jltallon@adv-solutions.net> on Tue, 10 Oct 2006 01:42:09 +0200.

It was downloaded from http://www.hyperrealm.com/libconfig

Upstream Author: Mark A Lindner
Mark Lindner - Lead developer & maintainer.
Daniel Marjamdki - Enhancements & bugfixes.
Andrew Tytula - Windows Port.
Glenn Herteg - Enhancements, bugfixes, documentation corrections.

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2005-2009 Mark A Lindner

License: (LGPL-2.1)

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

On Debian systems, the full text of GNU's Lesser General Public License can be found at /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006-2008, Jose Luis Tallon <jltallon@adv-solutions.net> and is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL`.
This package was debianized by Klaus Schneider <kschn@users.sourceforge.net> on Mon, 25 Jun 2007 16:21:56 +0200.

It was downloaded from http://www.hyperrealm.com/libconfig/libconfig.html

Upstream Author: Mark A. Lindner

Copyright: (c) 2005-2009 Mark A. Lindner

License:
This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this package; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL'.

The Debian packaging is (C) 2007, Klaus Schneider <kschn@users.sourceforge.net> and is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!
@c \input texinfo.tex  @c -*-texinfo-*-  
@c 
@c %%start of header
@c All text is ignored before the setfilename.
@setfilename LGPL.info
@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
@center Version 2.1, February 1999
@sp 1

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the
version number 2.1.]
@sp 1
@center Preamble
@sp 1

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to
share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are
intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to
make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free
Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use
it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this
license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to
use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if
you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in
new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these
things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an
advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a ```work based on the library`` and a ```work that uses the library``. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

@page

@center GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
@center TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0

@sp 1
@item
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called ```this License```). Each licensee is addressed as ```you``.

A ```library`` means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The `Library`, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A `work based on the Library` means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term `modification`.)

`Source code` for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item
You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate
@item
The modified work must itself be a software library.
@sp 1
You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
@sp 1
@item
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

@sp 1
@item
Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

@sp 1
@item
If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

@sp 1
@item
Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

@sp 1
@item
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library,
provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library
and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided
that you do these two things:

@enumerate

@item
Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the
Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be
distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

@item
Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of
it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

@item
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the
Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the
Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you
under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as
such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed
it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute
the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by
law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or
distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you
indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and
conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works
based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions
will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in
detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any
later version”, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license
version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free
Software Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs
whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the
author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the
Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we
sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the
two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free
software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR
THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE LIBRARY “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH
YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY
(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED
INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR
OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

@sp 1
@end center END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
@sp 1
@page
@center How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of
the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It
is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have
at least the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is
found.

@format
@t{
<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
}
@end format

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a `copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@format
@t{
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
}
@end format

That's all there is to it!

@c @bye

1.561 perl-pathtools 3.4
1.561.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: unknown
author:
- unknown
build_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configure_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: `ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.62, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.112150'
license: unknown
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
  version: 1.4
name: PathTools
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires:
  Carp: 0
  File::Basename: 0
  Scalar::Util: 0
  Test: 0
version: 3.40
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

File::Spec::Functions - portably perform operations on file names

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use File::Spec::Functions;
$x = catfile('a','b');

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module exports convenience functions for all of the class methods
provided by File::Spec.

For a reference of available functions, please consult L<File::Spec::Unix>,
which contains the entire set, and which is inherited by the modules for
other platforms. For further information, please see L<File::Spec::Mac>,
L<File::Spec::OS2>, L<File::Spec::Win32>, or L<File::Spec::VMS>.

=head2 Exports

The following functions are exported by default.

canonpath
catdir
catfile
curdir
rootdir
updir
no_upwards
file_name_is_absolute
path

The following functions are exported only by request.

devnull
tmpdir
splitpath
splitdir
catpath
abs2rel
rel2abs
case_tolerant

All the functions may be imported using the C<:ALL> tag.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

File::Spec, File::Spec::Unix, File::Spec::Mac, File::Spec::OS2, File::Spec::Win32, File::Spec::VMS, ExtUtils::MakeMaker

=cut

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

File::Spec - portably perform operations on file names

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use File::Spec;

$x=File::Spec->catfile('a', 'b', 'c');

which returns 'a/b/c' under Unix. Or:

use File::Spec::Functions;

$x = catfile('a', 'b', 'c');

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module is designed to support operations commonly performed on file specifications (usually called "file names", but not to be confused with the contents of a file, or Perl's file handles), such as concatenating several directory and file names into a single path, or determining whether a path is rooted. It is based on code directly taken from MakeMaker 5.17, code written by Andreas KE<ouml>nig, Andy Dougherty, Charles Bailey, Ilya Zakharevich, Paul Schinder, and others.
Since these functions are different for most operating systems, each set of OS specific routines is available in a separate module, including:

File::Spec::Unix
File::Spec::Mac
File::Spec::OS2
File::Spec::Win32
File::Spec::VMS

The module appropriate for the current OS is automatically loaded by File::Spec. Since some modules (like VMS) make use of facilities available only under that OS, it may not be possible to load all modules under all operating systems.

Since File::Spec is object oriented, subroutines should not be called directly, as in:

File::Spec::catfile('a', 'b');

but rather as class methods:

File::Spec->catfile('a', 'b');

For simple uses, L<File::Spec::Functions> provides convenient functional forms of these methods.

=head1 METHODS

=over 2

=item canonpath
X<canonpath>

No physical check on the filesystem, but a logical cleanup of a path.

$cpath = File::Spec->canonpath( $path );

Note that this does *not* collapse F<x/../y> sections into F<y>. This is by design. If F</foo> on your system is a symlink to F</bar/baz>, then F</foo/../quux> is actually F</bar/quux>, not F</quux> as a naive F<x/>-removal would give you. If you want to do this kind of processing, you probably want C<Cwd>’s C<realpath()> function to actually traverse the filesystem cleaning up paths like this.

=item catdir
X<catdir>
Concatenate two or more directory names to form a complete path ending with a directory. But remove the trailing slash from the resulting string, because it doesn't look good, isn't necessary and confuses OS/2. Of course, if this is the root directory, don't cut off the trailing slash :-)

```perl
$path = File::Spec->catdir( @directories );
```

=item catdir
X<catdir>

Concatenate one or more directory names and a filename to form a complete path ending with a filename

```perl
$path = File::Spec->catfile( @directories, $filename );
```

=item curdir
X<curdir>

Returns a string representation of the current directory.

```perl
$curdir = File::Spec->curdir();
```

=item devnull
X<devnull>

Returns a string representation of the null device.

```perl
$devnull = File::Spec->devnull();
```

=item rootdir
X<rootdir>

Returns a string representation of the root directory.

```perl
$rootdir = File::Spec->rootdir();
```

=item tmpdir
X<tmpdir>

Returns a string representation of the first writable directory from a list of possible temporary directories. Returns the current directory if no writable temporary directories are found. The list of directories checked depends on the platform; e.g. File::Spec::Unix checks C<$ENV{'TMPDIR'}> (unless taint is on) and F</tmp>.

```perl
$tmpdir = File::Spec->tmpdir();
```
=item updir
X<updir>

Returns a string representation of the parent directory.

$updir = File::Spec->updir();

=item no_upwards

Given a list of file names, strip out those that refer to a parent
directory. (Does not strip symlinks, only '.', '..', and equivalents.)

@paths = File::Spec->no_upwards( @paths );

=item case_tolerant

Returns a true or false value indicating, respectively, that alphabetic
case is not or is significant when comparing file specifications.
Cygwin and Win32 accept an optional drive argument.

$is_case_tolerant = File::Spec->case_tolerant();

=item file_name_is_absolute

Takes as its argument a path, and returns true if it is an absolute path.

$sys_absolute = File::Spec->file_name_is_absolute( $path );

This does not consult the local filesystem on Unix, Win32, OS/2, or
Mac OS (Classic). It does consult the working environment for VMS
(see L<File::Spec::VMS/file_name_is_absolute>).

=item path
X<path>

Takes no argument. Returns the environment variable C<PATH> (or the local
platform's equivalent) as a list.

@PATH = File::Spec->path();

=item join
X<join, path>

join is the same as catfile.

=item splitpath
X<splitpath> X<split, path>
Splits a path in to volume, directory, and filename portions. On systems with no concept of volume, returns " for volume.

```perl
($volume,$directories,$file) = File::Spec->splitpath( $path );
($volume,$directories,$file) = File::Spec->splitpath( $path, $no_file );
```

For systems with no syntax differentiating filenames from directories, assumes that the last file is a path unless C<$no_file> is true or a trailing separator or F</.> or F</..> is present. On Unix, this means that C<$no_file> true makes this return ( ", $path, ",").

The directory portion may or may not be returned with a trailing '/'.

The results can be passed to L</catpath()> to get back a path equivalent to (usually identical to) the original path.

=item splitdir
X<splitdir> X<split, dir>

The opposite of L</catdir>.

```perl
@dirs = File::Spec->splitdir( $directories );
```

C<$directories> must be only the directory portion of the path on systems that have the concept of a volume or that have path syntax that differentiates files from directories.

Unlike just splitting the directories on the separator, empty directory names (C<"">) can be returned, because these are significant on some OSes.

=item catpath()

Takes volume, directory and file portions and returns an entire path. Under Unix, C<$volume> is ignored, and directory and file are concatenated. A '/' is inserted if need be. On other OSes, C<$volume> is significant.

```perl
$full_path = File::Spec->catpath( $volume, $directory, $file );
```

=item abs2rel
X<abs2rel> X<absolute, path> X<relative, path>

Takes a destination path and an optional base path returns a relative path from the base path to the destination path:
$rel_path = File::Spec->abs2rel( $path ) ;
$rel_path = File::Spec->abs2rel( $path, $base ) ;

If C<$base> is not present or ", then L<Cwd::cwd()> is used. If C<$base> is relative, then it is converted to absolute form using L</rel2abs()>.
This means that it is taken to be relative to L<Cwd::cwd()>.

On systems with the concept of volume, if C<$path> and C<$base> appear to be on two different volumes, we will not attempt to resolve the two paths, and we will instead simply return C<$path>. Note that previous versions of this module ignored the volume of C<$base>, which resulted in garbage results part of the time.

On systems that have a grammar that indicates filenames, this ignores the C<$base> filename as well. Otherwise all path components are assumed to be directories.

If C<$path> is relative, it is converted to absolute form using L</rel2abs()>.
This means that it is taken to be relative to L<Cwd::cwd()>.

No checks against the filesystem are made. On VMS, there is interaction with the working environment, as logicals and macros are expanded.

Based on code written by Shigio Yamaguchi.

=item rel2abs()
X<rel2abs> X<absolute, path> X<relative, path>

Converts a relative path to an absolute path.

$abs_path = File::Spec->rel2abs( $path ) ;
$abs_path = File::Spec->rel2abs( $path, $base ) ;

If C<$base> is not present or ", then L<Cwd::cwd()> is used. If C<$base> is relative, then it is converted to absolute form using L</rel2abs()>.
This means that it is taken to be relative to L<Cwd::cwd()>.

On systems with the concept of volume, if C<$path> and C<$base> appear to be on two different volumes, we will not attempt to resolve the two paths, and we will instead simply return C<$path>. Note that previous versions of this module ignored the volume of C<$base>, which resulted in garbage results part of the time.

On systems that have a grammar that indicates filenames, this ignores the C<$base> filename as well. Otherwise all path components are assumed to be directories.
If \$path\$ is absolute, it is cleaned up and returned using \$canonpath\$.

No checks against the filesystem are made. On VMS, there is interaction with the working environment, as logicals and macros are expanded.

Based on code written by Shigio Yamaguchi.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<File::Spec::Unix>, L<File::Spec::Mac>, L<File::Spec::OS2>, L<File::Spec::Win32>, or L<File::Spec::VMS>.

=head1 AUTHOR

Currently maintained by Ken Williams C<< <KWILLIAMS@cpan.org>>.

The vast majority of the code was written by
Kenneth Albanowski C<< <kjahds@kjahds.com>>,
Andy Dougherty C<< <doughera@lafayette.edu>>,
Andreas KE<ouml>nig C<< <A.Koenig@franz ww.TU-Berlin.DE>>,
Tim Bunce C<< <Tim.Bunce@ig.co.uk>>.
VMS support by Charles Bailey C<< <bailey@newman.upenn.edu>>.
OS/2 support by Ilya Zakharevich C<< <ilya@math ohio-state.edu>>.
Mac support by Paul Schinder C<< <schinder@pobox.com>>
and Thomas Wegner C<< <wegner_thomas@yahoo.com>>.
abs2rel() and rel2abs() written by Shigio Yamaguchi C<< <shigio@tamacom.com>>,
modified by Barrie Slaymaker C<< <barries@slaysys.com>>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
License: (GPL+ or Artistic) and BSD

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head2 Note For File::Spec::Win32 Maintainers

Novell NetWare inherits its File::Spec behaviour from File::Spec::Win32.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004,2007 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<File::Spec> and L<File::Spec::Unix>. This package overrides the implementation of these methods, not the semantics.

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<File::Spec> and L<File::Spec::Unix>. This package overrides the
implementation of these methods, not the semantics.

An explanation of VMS file specs can be found at

=cut

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

File::Spec::OS2 - methods for OS/2 file specs

=head1 SYNOPSIS

require File::Spec::OS2; # Done internally by File::Spec if needed

=head1 DESCRIPTION

See L<File::Spec> and L<File::Spec::Unix>. This package overrides the
implementation of these methods, not the semantics.

Amongst the changes made for OS/2 are...

=head1 tmpdir

Modifies the list of places temp directory information is looked for.

/env{TMPDIR}
/env{TEMP}
/env{TMP}
/tmp

=back

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=cut

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
----------------------------------------------------------------------
ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.20
Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.015005.

Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort.pm.PL and the includes in parts/inc/ instead.

Use 'perldoc ppport.h' to view the documentation below.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

SKIP

=pod

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.20

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help show short help

--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus                 accept C++ comments
--quiet                     don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag                    don't show diagnostics
--nohints                   don't show hints
--nochanges                 don't suggest changes
--nofilter                  don't filter input files
--strip                     strip all script and doc functionality from
                           ppport.h
--list-provided             list provided API
--list-unsupported          list unsupported API
--api-info=name             show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl
installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.11.5.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version

Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if
any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program
to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with
the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does
not require any external programs. Note that this does not
automagically add a dot between the original filename and the
suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option
argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to
simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either
C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.
=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag

Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip
Strip all script and documentation functionality from `ppport.h`. This reduces the size of `ppport.h` dramatically and may be useful if you want to include `ppport.h` in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped `ppport.h` will have a C`--unstrip` option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C`Devel::PPPort` module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by `ppport.h`. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by `ppport.h` and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.

=head1 DESCRIPTION

In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

=item *

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

```
perl ppport.h --list-provided
```

to see which API elements are provided by `ppport.h`.

=item *

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C`PL_` prefix is deprecated. Also,
some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

=item *

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>s in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether you module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

```
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable
```

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:

```
#define NEED_function_GLOBAL
#define NEED_variable_GLOBAL
```

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_module_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy_GLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the
explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE>
macro. Just C<#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

    #define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
    #include "ppport.h"

The default namespace is C<DPPP_>.

=back

The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running
F<ppport.h> on your source code. See the next section for
details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether F<ppport.h> is needed for your module, whether you
should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines
should be used, F<ppport.h> can be run as a Perl script to check your
source code. Simply say:

    perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes
that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most
efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in
newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

```
perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff
```

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:

```
perl ppport.h --nochanges
```

You can specify a different C<diff> program or options, using the C<--diff> option:

```
perl ppport.h --diff=`diff -C 10`
```

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

```
perl ppport.h --copy=.new
```

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

```
perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn
```

Since the argument to C<--api-info> can be a regular expression, you can use

```
perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/
```

to display portability information for all C<_nomg> functions or

```
perl ppport.h --api-info=/./
```

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of F<ppport.h> is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or C<Devel::PPPort> are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If F<ppport.h> was generated using the latest version of C<Devel::PPPort> and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.
Please include the following information:

=item 1.
The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.
This file.

=item 3.
The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.
A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.
Any other information that you think could be relevant.

For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2010, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;
# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '{^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.20;

my %opt = (quiet => 0, diag => 1, hints => 1, changes => 1, cplusplus => 0, filter => 1, strip => 0, version => 0);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /([\w.]+)$/;
my $LF = '(?:\r
|\[\r
\])';   # line feed
my $HS = '[ \t\]';             # horizontal whitespace

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $ccs = '/\*';
my $cce = '\*/';
my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs;
my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

eval {
    require Getopt::Long;
    Getopt::Long::GetOptions(%opt, qw(
        help quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
        patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
        list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
    ) ) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
    usage() if "$ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
    die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.
";
}

if ($opt{version}) {
    print "$0 $VERSION
";
    exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};
if (exists $opt{'compat-version'}) {
    my($r,$v,$s) = eval { parse_version($opt{'compat-version'}) }; 
    if ($@) { 
        die "Invalid version number format: '$opt{'compat-version'}'\n"
    } 
    die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
    die "Invalid version number: $opt{'compat-version'}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
    $opt{'compat-version'} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
} 
else { 
    $opt{'compat-version'} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /^\w+\|[^|]*\|[^|]*\|[^|]*$/
    ? ( $1 => {
        ($2                  ? ( base     => $2 ) : ()),
        ($3                  ? ( todo     => $3 ) : ()),
        (index($4, 'v') >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1 ) : ()),
        (index($4, 'p') >= 0 ? ( provided => 1 ) : ()),
        (index($4, 'n') >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1 ) : ()),
    } )
    : die "invalid spec: $_" } qw(
AvFILLp\5.004050\p
AvFILL||
BhkDISABLE\5.014000\|
BhkENABLE\5.014000\|
BhkENTRY_set\5.014000\|
BhkENTRY||
BhkFLAGS||
CALL_BLOCK_HOOKS||
CLASS||\n
CPerlScope\5.005000\p
CX_CURPAD_SAVE||
CX_CURPAD_SV||
CopFILEAV\5.006000\p
CopFILEGV_set\5.006000\p
CopFILEGV\5.006000\p
CopFILESV\5.006000\p
CopFILE_set\5.006000\p
CopFILE\5.006000\p
CopSTASHHPV_set\5.006000\p
CopSTASHHPV\5.006000\p
CopSTASH_eq\5.006000\p
CopSTASH_set\5.006000\p
CopSTASH\5.006000\p
CopyD\5.009002\p
Copy||
PAD_SET_CUR
PAD_SV
PERLIO_FUNCS_CAST
PERLIO_FUNCS_DECL
PERL_ABS
PERL_BCDVERSION
PERL_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS_FORBIDDEN
PERL_HASH
PERL_INT_MAX
PERL_INT_MIN
PERL_LONG_MAX
PERL_LONG_MIN
PERL_MAGIC_arylen
PERL_MAGIC_backref
PERL_MAGIC_bm
PERL_MAGIC_collxfrm
PERL_MAGIC_dbfile
PERL_MAGIC_dbline
PERL_MAGIC_defelem
PERL_MAGIC_envelem
PERL_MAGIC_env
PERL_MAGIC_ext
PERL_MAGIC_fm
PERL_MAGIC_glob
PERL_MAGIC_isaelem
PERL_MAGIC_isa
PERL_MAGIC_mutex
PERL_MAGIC_nkeys
PERL_MAGIC_overload_elem
PERL_MAGIC_overload_table
PERL_MAGIC_overload
PERL_MAGIC_pos
PERL_MAGIC_qr
PERL_MAGIC_regdata
PERL_MAGIC_regdatum
PERL_MAGIC_regex_global
PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar
PERL_MAGIC_shared
PERL_MAGIC_sigelem
PERL_MAGIC_sig
PERL_MAGIC_substr
PERL_MAGIC_sv
PERL_MAGIC_taint
PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem
PERL_MAGIC_tiedscalar
PERL_MAGIC_tied
PERL_MAGIC_utf8
PERL_MAGIC_uvar_elem[5.007003]\%p
PERL_MAGIC_uvar[5.007002]\%p
PERL_MAGIC_vec[5.007002]\%p
PERL_MAGIC_vstring[5.008001]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_ALL[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_FIRSTCHAR[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_NOBACKSLASH[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_NOCLEAR[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_QUOTE[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_RE[5.009005]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_UNI_DETECT[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_ESCAPE_UNI[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_DUMP[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_ELLIPSES[5.010000]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_LTGT[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_NOCLEAR[5.010000]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_QUOTE[5.009004]\%p
PERL_PV_PRETTY_REGPROP[5.009004]\%p
PERL_QUAD_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_QUAD_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_REVISION[5.006000]\%p
PERL_SCAN_ALLOW_UNDERSCORES[5.007003]\%p
PERL_SCAN_DISALLOW_PREFIX[5.007003]\%p
PERL_SCAN_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX[5.007003]\%p
PERL_SCAN_SILENT_ILLDIGIT[5.008001]\%p
PERL_SHORT_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_SHORT_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_SIGNALS_UNSAFE_FLAG[5.008001]\%p
PERL_SUBVERSION[5.006000]\%p
PERL_SYS_INIT3[5.006000]\%p
PERL_SYS_INIT3\%p
PERL_SYS_TERM[5.014000]\%p
PERL_UCHAR_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_UCHAR_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_UINT_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_UINT_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_ULONG_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_ULONG_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_UNUSED_ARG[5.009003]\%p
PERL_UNUSED_CONTEXT[5.009004]\%p
PERL_UNUSED_DECL[5.007002]\%p
PERL_UNUSED_VAR[5.007002]\%p
PERL_UQUAD_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_UQUAD_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_USE_GCC_BRACE_GROUPS[5.009004]\%p
PERL_USHORT_MAX[5.004000]\%p
PERL_USHORT_MIN[5.004000]\%p
PERL_VERSION[5.006000]\%p
PL_sv_arearoot|5.004050||p
PL_sv_no|5.004050||pn
PL_sv_undef|5.004050||pn
PL_sv_yes|5.004050||pn
PL_tainted|5.004050||p
PL_tainting|5.004050||p
PL_tokenbuf|5.014000||p
POP_MULTICALL|5.014000|
POPi||n
POPl||n
POPn||n
POPpbytex|5.007001||n
POPpx|5.005030||n
POPP||n
POPs||n
PTR2IV|5.006000||p
PTR2NV|5.006000||p
PTR2UV|5.006000||p
PTR2nat|5.009003||p
PTR2ul|5.007001||p
PTRV|5.006000||p
PUSHMARK||
PUSH_MULTICALL|5.014000|
PUSHi||
PUSHmortal|5.009002||p
PUSHn||
PUSHp||
PUSHs||
PUSHu|5.004000||p
PUTBACK||
PerlIO_clearerr|5.007003|
PerlIO_close|5.007003|
PerlIO_context_layers|5.009004|
PerlIO_eof|5.007003|
PerlIO_error|5.007003|
PerlIO_fileno|5.007003|
PerlIO_fill|5.007003|
PerlIO_flush|5.007003|
PerlIO_get_base|5.007003|
PerlIO_get_bufsiz|5.007003|
PerlIO_get_cnt|5.007003|
PerlIO_get_ptr|5.007003|
PerlIO_read|5.007003|
PerlIO_seek|5.007003|
PerlIO_set_cnt|5.007003|
PerlIO_set_ptrcnt|5.007003|
PerlIO_setlinebuf|5.007003|
PerlIO_stderr|5.007003|
Slab_Free
Slab_to_rw
StructCopy
SvCUR_set
SvCUR
SvEND
SvGAMAGIC|5.006001|
SvGETMAGIC|5.004050|p
SvGROW
SvIOK_UV|5.006000|
SvIOK_notUV|5.006000|
SvIOK_off
SvIOK_only_UV|5.006000|
SvIOK_only
SvIOK_on
SvIOKp
SvIOK
SvIVX
SvIV_nomg|5.009001|p
SvIV_set
SvIVx
SvIV
SvIsCOW_shared_hash|5.008003|
SvIsCOW|5.008003|
SvLEN_set
SvLEN
SvLOCK|5.007003|
SvMAGIC_set|5.009003|p
SvNIOK_off
SvNIOKp
SvNIOK
SvNOK_off
SvNOK_only
SvNOK_on
SvNOKp
SvNOK
SvNVX
SvNV_nomg|5.013002|
SvNV_set
SvNVx
SvNV
SvOK
SvOOK_offset|5.011000|
SvOOK
SvPOK_off
SvPOK_only_UTF8|5.006000|
SvPOK_only
SvPOK_on
WARN_AMBIGUOUS|5.006000||p
WARN_ASSERTIONS|5.014000||p
WARN_BAREWORD|5.006000||p
WARN_CLOSED|5.006000||p
WARN_CLOSURE|5.006000||p
WARN_DEBUGGING|5.006000||p
WARN_DEPRECATED|5.006000||p
WARN_DIGIT|5.006000||p
WARN_EXEC|5.006000||p
WARN_EXITING|5.006000||p
WARN_GLOB|5.006000||p
WARN_INPLACE|5.006000||p
WARN_INTERNAL|5.006000||p
WARN_IO|5.006000||p
WARN_LAYER|5.008000||p
WARN_MALLOC|5.006000||p
WARN_MISC|5.006000||p
WARN_NEWLINE|5.006000||p
WARN_NUMERIC|5.006000||p
WARN_ONCE|5.006000||p
WARN_OVERFLOW|5.006000||p
WARN_PACK|5.006000||p
WARN_PARENTHESIS|5.006000||p
WARNPIPE|5.006000||p
WARN_PORTABLE|5.006000||p
WARNPRECEDENCE|5.006000||p
WARNPRINTF|5.006000||p
WARNPROTO|5.006000||p
WARN_QW|5.006000||p
WARN_RECUSION|5.006000||p
WARN_REDEF|5.006000||p
WARN_REGEXP|5.006000||p
WARN_RESERVED|5.006000||p
WARN_SEMICOLON|5.006000||p
WARN.SEVERE|5.006000||p
WARN_SIGNAL|5.006000||p
WARN_SUBSTR|5.006000||p
WARN_SYNTAX|5.006000||p
WARN_TAINT|5.006000||p
WARN_THREADS|5.008000||p
WARN_UNINITIALIZED|5.006000||p
WARN_UNOPENED|5.006000||p
WARN_UNPACK|5.006000||p
WARN_UNTIE|5.006000||p
WARN_UT|5.006000||p
WARN_VOID|5.006000||p
XCPT_CATCH|5.009002||p
XCPT_RETHROW|5.009002||p
aTHX|5.006000||p
add_alternate||
add_cp_to_invlist||
add_data||n
add_range_to_invlist||
add_utf16_textfilter||
addmad||
allocmy||
amagic_call||
amagic_cmp_locale||
amagic_cmp||
amagic_deref_call|5.013007|
amagic_incmp||
amagic_ncmp||
anonymise_cv_maybe||
any_dup||
ao||
append_madprops||
apply_attrs_my||
apply_attrs_string|5.006001|
applyAttrs||
apply||
assert_utf8_cache_coherent||
atfork_lock|5.0070003|n
atfork_unlock|5.0070003|n
av_arylen_p|5.009003|
av_clear||
av_create_and_push|5.009005|
av_create_and_unshift_one|5.009005|
av_delete|5.006000|
av_exists|5.006000|
av_extend||
av_fetch||
av_fill||
av_iter_p|5.011000|
av_len||
av_make||
av_pop||
av_push||
av_reify||
av_shift||
av_store||
av_undef||
av_unshift||
av_unshift||
ax||n
bad_type||
bind_match||
block_end||
dAXMARK|5.009003||p
dAX|5.007002||p
dITEMS|5.007002||p
dMARK||
dMULTICALL|5.009003|
dMY_CXT_SV|5.007003||p
dMY_CXT|5.007003||p
dNOOP|5.006000||p
dORIGMARK||
dSP||
dTHR|5.004050||p
dTHXR|5.014000||p
dTHXa|5.006000||p
dTHXoa|5.006000||p
dTHX|5.006000||p
dUNDERBAR|5.009002||p
dVAR|5.009003||p
dXCT|5.009003||p
dXSARGS||
dx|32||
dx|32|
dXSTARG|5.006000||p
debug_start_match||
debug_nocontext||vn
debug_stack_all||
debug_stack_n||
debop|5.005000|
debprofdump|5.005000|
debprof||
debs|5.005000|
debstack|5.007003|
debstackptrs|5.007003|
debstart_match||
deb|5.007003|v
del_sv||
delete_eval_scope||
delimcpy|5.004000|n
deprecated_commaless_var_list||
despatch_signals|5.0070001|
destroy_matcher||
die_nocontext||vn
die_sv|5.013001|
die_unwind||
diel|v
dirp_dup||
div128||
djSP||
do_aexec5||
do_aexec||
do_aspawn||
do_binmode|5.004050|
do_chomp||
do_close||
do_delete_local||
do_dump_pad||
do_eof||
do_exec3||
do_execfree||
do_exec||
do_gv_dump|5.006000|
do_gvgv_dump|5.006000|
do_hv_dump|5.006000|
do_ipcctl||
do_ipget||
do_join||
do_magic_dump|5.006000|
do_msgrcv||
do_msgrcv||
do_oddball||
do_op_dump|5.006000|
do_op_xmldump||
do_open9|5.006000|
do_openv|5.007001|
do_open|5.004000|
do_pmop_dump|5.006000|
do_pmop_xmldump||
do_print||
do_readline||
do_seeek||
do_semop||
do_shmio||
do_smartmatch||
do_spawn_nowait||
do_spawn||
do_sprintf||
do_sv_dump|5.006000|
do_sysseek||
do_tell||
do_trans_complex_utf8||
do_trans_complex||
do_trans_count_utf8||
do_trans_count||
do_trans_simple_utf8||
do_trans_simple||
do_trans||
do_vecget||
do_vecset||
do_vop||
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filter_gets||
filter_read||
fnd_and_forget_pmops||
find_array_subscript||
find_beginning||
find_byclass||
find_hash_subscript||
find_in_my_stash||
find_runcv||5.008001|
find_rundefsvoffset||5.009002|
find_rundefsv||5.013002|
find_script||
find_uninit_var||
first_symbol||
foldEQ_latin1||5.013008||
foldEQ_locale||5.013002||
foldEQ_utf8_flags||5.013010|
foldEQ_utf8||5.013002|
foldEQ||5.013002||
fold_constants||
forbid_setid||
force_ident||
force_list||
force_next||
force_strict_version||
force_version||
force_word||
forget_pmop||
form_nocontext||
form||5.004000||
fp_dup||
fprintf_nocontext||
free_global_struct||
free_tied_hv_pool||
free_tmps||
gen_constant_list||
get_aux_mg||
get_av||5.006000||
get_context||5.006000||
get_cvn_flags||5.009005||
get_cvs||5.011000||
get_cv||5.006000||
get_db_sub||
get_debug_opts||
get_hash_seed||
get_hv||5.006000||
get_mstats||
get_no_modify||
get_num
get_op_descs[5.005000]
get_op_names[5.005000]
get_opargs
get_ppaddr[5.006000]
get_re_arg
get_sv[5.006000]|p
get_vtbl[5.005030]
getcwd_sv[5.007002]
getenv_len
glob_2number
glob_assign_glob
glob_assign_ref
gp_dup
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin[5.007003]|p
grok_bslash_c
grok_bslash_o
grok_hex[5.007003]|p
grok_number[5.007002]|p
grok_numeric_radix[5.007002]|p
grok_oct[5.007003]|p
group_end
gv_AVadd
gv_HVadd
gv_IOadd
gv_SVadd
gv_add_by_type[5.011000]
gv_autoload4[5.004000]
gv_check

gv_const_sv[5.009003]
gv_dump[5.006000]
gv_efullname3[5.004000]
gv_efullname4[5.006001]
gv_efullname

gv_enum

gv_fetchfile_flags[5.009005]
gv_fetchfile

gv_fetchmth_autoload[5.007003]
gv_fetchmethod_autoload[5.004000]
gv_fetchmethod_flags[5.011000]
gv_fetchmethod

gv_fetchmth

gv_fetchpvn_flags[5.009002]|p
gv_fetchpvs[5.009004]|p
gv_fetchpv

gv_fetchsv[5.009002]|p
mro_get_linear_isa_dfs
mro_get_linear_isa[5.009005]
mro_get_private_data[5.010001]
mro_isa_changed_in
mro_meta_dup
mro_meta_init
mro_method_changed_in[5.009005]
mro_package_moved
mro_register[5.010001]
mro_set_mro[5.010001]
mro_set_private_data[5.010001]
mul128
mulexp10
munge qwlist_to_paren_list
my_atof2[5.007002]
my_atof[5.006000]
my_attrs
my_bcopy
my_betoh16
my_betoh32
my_betoh64
my_betohi
my_betohl
my_betohs
my_bzero
my_chsize
my_clearenv
my_cxt_index
my_cxt_init
my_dirfd[5.009005]
my_exit_jump
my_exit
my_failure_exit[5.004000]
my_fflush_all[5.006000]
my_fork[5.007003]
my_htobe16
my_htobe32
my_htobe64
my_htobei
my_htobej
my_htobes
my_htobei
my_htole16
my_htole32
my_htole64
my_htolei
my_htolej
my_htoles
my_htol
perl_alloc_using
perl_alloc
perl_clone_using
perl_clone
perl_construct
perl_destruct[5.007003]
perl_free
perl_parse[5.006000]
perl_run
pidgone
pm_description
pmop_dump[5.006000]
pmop_xml_dump
pmruntime
pmtrans
pop_scope
populate_isa
pregcomp[5.009005]
pregexec
pregfree2[5.011000]
pregfree
prepend_madprops
prescan_version[5.011004]
printbuf
printf_nocontext
process_special_blocks
ptr_table_clear[5.009005]
ptr_table_fetch[5.009005]
ptr_table_find
ptr_table_free[5.009005]
ptr_table_new[5.009005]
ptr_table_split[5.009005]
ptr_table_store[5.009005]
push_scope
put_byte
pv_display[5.006000]
pv_escape[5.009004]
pv.pretty[5.009004]
pv_uni_display[5.007003]
qerror
qsortsvu
re_compile[5.009005]
re_croak2
re_dup_guts
re_intuit_start[5.009005]
re_intuit_string[5.006000]
readpipe_override
realloc[5.007002]
reentrant_free|||
reentrant_init|||
reentrant_retry|||vn
reentrant_size|||
ref_array_or_hash|||
refcounted_he_chain_2hv|||
refcounted_he_fetch_pvn|||
refcounted_he_fetch_pvs|||
refcounted_he_fetch_pv|||
refcounted_he_fetch_sv|||
refcounted_he_free|||
refcounted_he_inc|||
refcounted_he_new_pvn|||
refcounted_he_new_pvs|||
refcounted_he_new_pv|||
refcounted_he_new_sv|||
refcounted_he_value|||
refkids|||
refto|||ref||5.014000|
reg_check_named_buff_matched|||
reg_named_buff_all|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_exists|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_fetch|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_firstkey|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_iter|||
reg_named_buff_nextkey|5.009005|
reg_named_buff_scalar|5.009005|
reg_named_buff|||
reg_namedseq|||
reg_node|||
reg_numbered_buff_fetch|||
reg_numbered_buff_length|||
reg_numbered_buff_store|||
reg_qr_package|||
reg_recode|||
reg_scan_name|||
reg_skipcomment|||
reg_temp_copy|||
reganode|||
regatom|||
regbranch|||
regclass_swash|5.009004|
regclass|||
regcppop|||
regcpppush|||
regcurly|||
regdump_extflags|||
same dirent
save_116[5.004000]
save_132
save_18[5.006000]
save_adelete[5.011000]
save_aelem_flags[5.011000]
save_aelem[5.004050]
save_alloc[5.006000]
save_aptr
save_ary
save_bool[5.008001]
save_clearsv
save_delete
save_destructor_x[5.006000]
save_destructor[5.006000]
save_freeop
save_freepv
save_freesv
save_generic_pvref[5.006001]
save_generic_svref[5.005030]
save_gp[5.004000]
save_hash
save_hdelete[5.011000]
save_hek_flags
save_helem_flags[5.011000]
save_helem[5.004050]
save_hints[5.010001]
save_hptr
save_int
save_item
save_iv[5.005000]
save_lines
save_list
save_long
save_magic
save_mortalizesv[5.007001]
save_nogv
save_op[5.005000]
save_padsv_and_mortalize[5.010001]
save_pptr
save_pushi32ptr[5.010001]
save_pushptri32ptr
save_pushptrptr[5.010001]
save_pushptr[5.010001]
save_re_context[5.006000]
save_scalar_at
save_scalar
save_set_svflags[5.009000]
save_shared_pvref[5.007003]
save_sptr[]
save_svref[]
save_vptr[5.006000]
savepvn[]
savepvs[5.009003]
savepv[]
savesharedpvn[5.009005]
savesharedpvs[5.013006]
savesharedpv[][5.007003]
savesharedsvp[5.013006]
savestack_grow_cnt[5.008001]
savestack_grow[]
savesvpv[5.009002]
sawparens[]
scalar_mod_type[]n
scalarboolean[]
scalarkids[]
scalarsseq[]
scalarvoid[]
scalar[]
scan_bin[5.006000]
scan_commit[]
scan_const[]
scan_formline[]
scan_heredoc[]
scan_hex[]
scan_ident[]
scan_inputsymbol[]
scan_num[5.007001]
scan_oct[]
scan_pat[]
scan_str[]
scan_subst[]
scan_trans[]
scan_version[5.009001]
scan_vstring[5.009005]
scan_word[]
screaminstr[5.005000]
search_const[]
seed[5.008001]
sequence_num[]
sequence_tail[]
sequence[]
set_context[5.006000]
set_numeric_local[5.006000]
set_numeric_radix[5.006000]
set_numeric_standard[5.006000]
set_regclass_bit_fold
set_regclass_bit
setdefout
share_hek_flags
share_hek[5.004000]
si_dup
sighandler
simplify_sort
skipspace0
skipspace1
skipspace2
skipspace
softref2xv
sortcv_stacked
sortcv_xsub
sortcv
sortsv[5.009003]
sortsv[5.007003]
space_join_names_mortal
ss_dup
stack_grow
start_force
start_glob
start_subparse[5.004000]
stashpv_hvname_match[5.014000]
stdize_locale
store_cop_label
strEQ
strGE
strGT
strLE
strLT
strNE
str_to_version[5.006000]
strip_return
strnEQ
strnNE
study_chunk
sub_crush_depth
sublex_done
sublex_pushb
sublex_start
sv_2bool_flags[5.013006]
sv_2bool
sv_2cv
sv_2io
sv_2iuv_common
sv_2iuv_non_preserve
sv_2iv_flags||5.009001|
sv_2iv|||
sv_2mortal|||
sv_2num|||
sv_2nv_flags||5.013001|
sv_2pv_flags||5.007002||p
sv_2pv_nolen||5.006000||p
sv_2pvbyte_nolen||5.006000||p
sv_2pvutf8_nolen||5.006000|
sv_2pvutf8||5.006000|
sv_2pv|||
sv_add_arena||
sv_add_backref|||
sv_backoff|||
sv_bless|||
sv_cat_decode||5.008001|
sv_catpv_flags||5.013006|
sv_catpv_mg||5.004050||p
sv_catpv_nomg||5.013006|
sv_catpvf_mg_nocontext||pv
sv_catpvf_mg||5.006000||pv
sv_catpvf_nocontext||vn
sv_catpvn||5.004000|v
sv_catpv_flags||5.007002|
sv_catpvn_mg||5.004050||p
sv_catpvn_nomg||5.007002||p
sv_catpvn|||
sv_catpvs_flags||5.013006|
sv_catpvs_mg||5.013006|
sv_catpvs_nomg||5.013006|
sv_catpvs||5.009003||p
sv_catpv|||
sv_catsv_flags||5.007002|
sv_catsv_mg||5.004050||p
sv_catsv_nomg||5.007002||p
sv_catsv|||
sv_catxmlpvn|||
sv_catxmlpv|||
sv_catxmlsv|||
sv_chop|||
sv_clean_all|||
sv_clean_objs|||
sv_clear|||
sv_cmp_flags||5.013006|
sv_cmp_locale_flags||5.013006|
sv_cmplocale|5.004000|
sv_cmp||
sv_collxfrm_flags|5.013006|
sv_collxfrm||
sv_compile_2op_is_broken||
sv_compile_2op|5.008001|
sv_copyypv|5.007003|
sv_dec_nomg|5.013002|
sv_dec||
sv_del_backref||
sv_derived_from|5.004000|
sv_destroyable|5.010000|
sv_does|5.009004|
sv_dump||
sv_dup_common||
sv_dup_inc_multiple||
sv_dup_inc||
sv_dup||
sv_eq_flags|5.013006|
sv_eq||
sv_exp_grow||
sv_force_normal_flags|5.007001|
sv_force_normal|5.006000|
sv_free2||
sv_free_areanas||
sv_free||
sv_gets|5.004000|
svGrow||
sv_incmp||
sv_inc_nomg|5.013002|
sv_inc||
sv_insert_flags|5.010001|
sv_insert||
sv_isa||
sv_isobject||
sv_iv|5.005000|
sv_kill_backrefs||
sv_len_utf8|5.006000|
sv_len||
sv_magic_portable|5.014000|5.004000|p
sv_magicext|5.007003|
sv_magic||
sv_mortalcopy||
sv_ncmp||
sv_newmortal||
sv_newref||
sv_nolocking|5.007003|
sv_nosharing|5.007003|
sys_term||5.010000||n
taint_env|||
taint_proper|||
tied_method|||v
tmps_grow||5.006000|
toLOWER|||
toUPPER|||
to_byte_substr|||
to_uni_fold||5.007003|
to_uni_lower_lc||5.006000|
to_uni_lower||5.007003|
to_uni_title_lc||5.006000|
to_uni_title||5.007003|
to_uni_upper_lc||5.006000|
to_uni_upper||5.007003|
to_utf8_case||5.007003|
to_utf8_fold||5.007003|
to_utf8_lower||5.007003|
to_utf8_substr|||
to_utf8_title||5.007003|
to_utf8_upper||5.007003|
token_free|||
token_getmad|||
tokenize_use|||
tokeq|||
tokereport|||
too_few_arguments|||
too_many_arguments|||
try_amagic_bin|||
try_amagic_un|||
unlnk|||
unpack_rec|||
unpack_str||5.007003|
unpackstring||5.008001|
unreferenced_to_tmp_stack|||
unshare_hek_or_pvn|||
unshare_hek|||
unsharepvn||5.004000|
unwind_handler_stack|||
update_debugger_info|||
upg_version||5.009005|
usage|||
utf16_textfilter|||
utf16_to_utf8_reversed||5.006001|
utf16_to_utf8||5.006001|
utf8_distance||5.006000|
utf8_hop||5.006000|
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xmldump_packsubs_perl|||
xmldump_packsubs|||
xmldump_sub_perl|||
xmldump_sub|||
xmldump_vindent|||
xs_apiversion_bootcheck|||
xs_version_bootcheck|||
yyerror|||
yylex|||
yyparse|||
yyunlex|||
yywarn|||
);
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
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else { undef $hint }
}

$hint = [@1, split /,\s+/,, @2]]
  if m{\s*\$rccs\s+(\$\((?:\(.*\))?\)?\s+)$};

if ($define) {
  if ($define->[1] =~ /\$/) {
    $define->[1] = $.;
  }
  else {
    if (exists $API{$define->[0]} && $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_/) {
      my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
      push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
    }
    undef $define;
  }
}

$define = [@1, @2] if m{\s*#\s*define\s+(\w+(?:\s*,\s+\w+)*)\s+\(\w+\)?\s+(.*)};

if ($function) {
  if (/\$/) {
    if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
      my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
      push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
    }
    undef $function;
  }
  else {
    $function->[1] .= $_;
  }
}

$function = [@1, ''] if m{^DPPP_\(my_\(\w+\))};

$replace = $1 if m{\s*\$rccs\s+Replace:\s+(\w+)|\s+\$rccs\s*}$;
$replace[@2] = $1 if $replace and m{\s*\#\s*define\s+\(\w+\)?\s+(.*)};
$replace[@2] = $1 if m{\s*\#\s*define\s+\("\w+\)\s+(.*)}\s+\(\w+\)\s+\s+\$rccs\s+Replace:\s+$rccs\s*}$;
$replace[@1] = $2 if m{\s*\$rccs\s+Replace \(\w+\) with \(\w+\)\s+\s+\$rccs\s*}$;

if (m{\s*\$rccs\s+\(\w+\)?\s+(\w+\s+\w+\*)\s+\$rccs\s+\s+\(\w+\)?\s+(\w+\s+\w+\*)\s+\$rccs\s+\s+\$rccs\s*}) {
  my @deps = map { s/\s+//g; S_ } split ///, $3;
  my $d;
  for $d (map { s/\s+//g; S_ } split ///, $1) {
    push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
  }
}
$need{$_} = 1 if m{:^if\ls+defined\$(NEED_\w+(?<!GLOBAL))?};

for (values %depends) {
    my %s;
    $_ = [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{‘api-info’}) {
    my %f;
    my %count = 0;
    my $match = $opt{‘api-info’} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "^Q$opt{‘api-info’}\E$";
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $f =~ /$match/;
        print "\n=== $f ===\n\n";
        my $info = 0;
        if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
            my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo});
            print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base:\n";
            $info++;
        }
        if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
            my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
            print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo:\n";
            print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f if exists $need{$f};
            print "Depends on: ", join(‘, ‘, @{$depends{$f}}), ",\n" if exists $depends{$f};
            print "\nWarnings: $warnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
            $info++;
        }
        print "\nNo portability information available:\n" unless $info;
        $count++;}
    $count or print "Found no API matching ‘$opt{‘api-info’}’.\n";
    exit 0;
}

if (exists $opt{‘list-provided’}) {
    my %f;
    for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
        next unless $API{$f}{provided};
        my @flags;
        push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
        push @flags, 'depend' if exists $depends{$f};
        push @flags, 'hint' if exists $hints{$f};
        push @flags, 'warning' if exists $warnings{$f};
        print "\n\n=== $f ===\n\n";
        my %info;
        if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
            my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
            print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo:\n";
            print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f if exists $need{$f};
            print "Depends on: ", join(‘, ‘, @{$depends{$f}}), ",\n" if exists $depends{$f};
            print "\nWarnings: $warnings{$f}" if exists $warnings{$f};
            $info++;
        }
        print "\nNo portability information available:\n" unless $info;
        $count++;}
    $count or print "Found no API matching ‘$opt{‘api-info’}’.\n";
    exit 0;
}
my $flags = @flags ? ['
' . join(' , ', @flags) . ''] : ');
print "$f$flags"
;
exit 0;

my @files;
my @srcext = qw(.xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.in -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join ' | ', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
  my %seen;
  for (@ARGV) {
    if (-e) {
      if (-f) {
        push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;    
      }
      else { warn "$_ is not a file\n"  }
    }
    else {
      my @new = grep { -f } glob $_     
        or warn "$_ does not exist\n";
      push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
    }
  }
}
else {
  eval {
    require File::Find;
    File::Find::find(sub {       
      $File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)/i   
        and push @files, $File::Find::name;
    }, '.');       
  };
  if ($@) {
    @files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
  }
}

if (!@ARGV || $opt{filter}) {
  my(@in, @out);
  my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ($1.c => 1, "$1\.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
  for (@files) {
    my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || /\Q$ppport\E$/i || !/($srcext)/i;
    push @[ $out ? @out : @in ], $_;
  }
  if (@ARGV && @out) {
    warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n", join "\n", @out);
  }
while ($c =~ /\$HS*#\$HS*define\$HS+(NEED_\(w+\?\)_GLOBAL)\b/mg) {
    if (exists $need{$2}) {
        $file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
    } else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}

for qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
    for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
        push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
    }
}

$files{$filename} = %$file;

# Globally resolve NEED_`s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
    if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
        my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
        my @t = grep $files{$_}{'needed_global'}{'needed_static'}{$need}, @targets;
        @targets = @t if @t;
    } else {
        warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename")
    }
}
for $filename (@files) {
    exists $files{$filename} or next;

    info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");

    my %file = %{$files{$filename}};
    my $func;
    my $c = $file{code};
    my $warnings = 0;

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
        if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
            unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
                my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\])]\s*\)\s*}\b Perl_$func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\))]\s*\)\s*}ge);
                if ($changes) {
                    warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
                    $file{changes} += $changes;
                }
            }
        } else {
            warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\])]\s*\)\s*}\b $func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\])]\s*\)\s*}g);
        }
    }

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
        warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\b$func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\))]\s*\)\s*}\b $func\s*\([^aTHX]\)?([^]\s*\]\s*\])]\s*\)\s*}g);
    }

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
        if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
            if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
                diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(', ', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
            }
        }
    }

    # Code analysis logic continues here...
}
else {
    diag("Uses $func");
}

$warnings += hint($func);
}

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version($API{$func}{todo}), ", even with 'ppport'\'n";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^\$HS*#$HS*define\$HS+NEED_$func\b.*\$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        } else {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_${func}_GLOBAL when already needed globally when only used in this file";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^\$HS*#$HS*define\$HS+NEED_${func}_GLOBAL\b.*\$LF//mg);
    }
}
}
$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};

if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
   my $pp = "",

   for $func (sort keys %{$file{needs}})) {
      my $type = $file{needs}[$func];
      next if $type eq 'extern';
      my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : ';
      unless (exists $file{"needed_$type"}[$func]) {
         if ($type eq 'global') {
            diag("Files [@ {global{needs}[$func]}] need $func, adding global request");
         } else {
            diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
         }
         $pp .= "#define NEED_$func$suffix\n";
      }
   }

   if ($pp && ($c =~ s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w++)/$pp/m)) {
      $pp = "",
      $file{changes}++;
   }

   unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
      diag("Needs to include '$ppport'");
      $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport\n")
   }

   if ($pp) {
      $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+).*/$1$pp/ms)
      || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*$ppport/E/$pp/m)
         || ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*XSUB.*\s*?)^/$1$pp/m)
         || ($c =~ s/^/$pp/);}
   } else {
      if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
         diag("No need to include '$ppport'");
         $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^($HS*#$HS*include.*$ppport/E.*?SLF//m);
      }
   }

   # put back in our C comments
   my $ix;
   my $cppc = 0;
   my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};


for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
  if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
    $cppc++;
    $file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccs$ccom[$ix] $cce/;
  }
  else {
    $c =~ s/$rccs$ix$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
  }
}

if ($cppc) {
  my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : '';
  warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comments, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : '';
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)": "
info("Analysis completed$s\n");

if ($file{changes}) {
  if (exists $opt{copy}) {
    my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
    if (-e $newfile) {
      error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'\n");
    }
    else {
      local *F;
      if (open F, ">$newfile") {
        info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'\n");
        print F $c;
        close F;
      }
      else {
        error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!\n");
      }
    }
  }
  elsif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{patch}) {
      unless ($patch_opened) {
        if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
          $patch_opened = 1;
        }
        else {
          error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!\n");
          delete $opt{patch};
          $opt{changes} = 1;
          goto fallback;
        }
      }
      else {
        delete $opt{patch};
      }
    }
  }
}
mydiff(

{MYDIFF, $filename, $c);
}
else {
   fallback:
      info("Suggested changes:");
      mydiff(

{MYSTDOUT, $filename, $c);
}
}
else {
   my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? " : 's';
   info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
}
}
else {
   info("Looks good");
}
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;"; return $@ eq " 

sub mydiff
{
   local *F = shift;
   my($file, $str) = @_;
   my $diff;

   if (exists $opt{diff}) {
      $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
   }

   if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
      $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
      $diff = $diff . $HEADER . $diff;
--- $file
+++ $file.patched
HEADER
   }

   if (!defined $diff) {
      $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
   }

}
if (!defined $diff) {
    $diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
}

if (!defined $diff) {
    error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
    return;
}

print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_;  
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = '';
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ }
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

    if (open F, ">$tmp") {
        print F $str;
        close F;

        if (open F, "<$prog $file $tmp") {
            while (<F>) {
                s/$tmp/E/$file.patched/;
                $diff .= $_;
            }
            close F;
            unlink $tmp;
            return $diff;
        }
    }

    unlink $tmp;
}
else {
    error("Cannot open '$tmp' for writing: $!");
}
return undef;
}

sub rec_depend
{  
  my($func, $seen) = @_;  
  return () unless exists $depends{$func};  
  $seen = {%{$seen||{}}};  
  return () if $seen->{$func}++;  
  my %s;  
  grep !$s{$_,++}, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};  
}  

sub parse_version  
{  
  my $ver = shift;  
  if ($ver =~ /(^d+)\.(d+).(/d+)$/) {  
    return ($1, $2, $3);  
  }  
  elsif ($ver !~ /^[d+\.\[d_]+$/) {  
    die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";  
  }  
  $ver =~ s/_//g;  
  $ver =~ s/$/000000/;  
  my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /(^d+)\.(d\[3\])\(d\[3\])/;  
  $v = int $v;  
  $s = int $s;  
  if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {  
    if ($s % 10) {  
      die "cannot parse version '$ver\n";  
    }  
  }  
  return ($r, $v, $s);  
}  

sub format_version  
{  
  my $ver = shift;  
  $ver =~ s/$/000000/;  
  my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /(^d+)\.(d\{3\})\(d\{3\})/;  
  $v = int $v;  
  $s = int $s;  
  if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {  

if ($s % 10) {
    die "invalid version '$ver\n';
}
$s /= 10;

$ver = sprintf "%.%03d", $r, $v;
$s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "_.%02d", $s;

return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%.%.%.d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    $opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}

sub error
{
    print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;

sub hint
{
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    my $func = shift;
    my $rv = 0;
    if (exists $warnings{$func} & !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
        my $warn = $warnings{$func};
        $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
        print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
    }
$rv++; 
} 
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{$func} && !given_hints{$func}++) { 
    my $hint = $hints{$func}; 
    $hint =~ s/^/   /mg; 
    print "   --- hint for $func ---\n", $hint; 
} 
$rv; 
}

sub usage 
{ 
    my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*(.*?)\s*=*;/ms; 
    my %M = ( 'I' => '*' ); 
    $usage =~ s/\s*perl\s+\S+/\$^X \0/; 
    $usage =~ s/(\[A-Z]\)<(\[^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g; 
    print <<ENDUSAGE; 
Usage: $usage 
See perldoc $0 for details. 
ENDUSAGE 
exit 2; 
}

sub strip 
{ 
    my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> }; 
    my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*(.*?)\s*=*=/ms; 
    $copy =~ s/\s*(?=\S+)/    /gms; 
    $self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms; 
    $self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__)/SKIP 
if (!@ARGV && $ARGV[0] eq '--unstrip') { 
    eval { require Devel::PPPort }; 
    \$@ and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n"; 
    if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < \$VERSION) { 
        die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort \$VERSION.\n" . "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n" . "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n"; 
    } 
    Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0); 
    exit 0; 
} 
    print <<<END; 

END;
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=back

Test::Simple will start by printing number of tests run in the form "1..M" (so "1..5" means you’re going to run 5 tests). This strange format lets Test::Harness know how many tests you plan on running in case something goes horribly wrong.

If all your tests passed, Test::Simple will exit with zero (which is normal). If anything failed it will exit with how many failed. If you run less (or more) tests than you planned, the missing (or extras) will be considered failures. If no tests were ever run Test::Simple will throw a warning and exit with 255. If the test died, even after having successfully completed all its tests, it will still be considered a failure and will exit with 255.

So the exit codes are...

0 all tests successful
255 test died
any other number how many failed (including missing or extras)

If you fail more than 254 tests, it will be reported as 254.

This module is by no means trying to be a complete testing system. It's just to get you started. Once you're off the ground its recommended you look at L<Test::More>.

=head1 EXAMPLE

Here's an example of a simple .t file for the fictional Film module.

use Test::Simple tests => 5;

use Film;  # What you're testing.

my $btaste = Film->new({ Title    => 'Bad Taste',
                        Director => 'Peter Jackson',
                        Rating   => 'R',
                        NumExplodingSheep => 1
                    });

ok( defined($btaste) and ref $btaste eq 'Film',     'new() works' );

ok( $btaste->Title      eq 'Bad Taste',     'Title() get'    );
ok( $btaste->Director   eq 'Peter Jackson', 'Director() get' );
ok( $btaste->Rating     eq 'R',             'Rating() get'   );
It will produce output like this:

```
1..5
 ok 1 - new() works  
 ok 2 - Title() get  
 ok 3 - Director() get  
 not ok 4 - Rating() get
 #    Failed test (t/film.t at line 14)
 ok 5 - NumExplodingSheep() get
 # Looks like you failed 1 tests of 5
```

Indicating the Film::Rating() method is broken.

=head1 CAVEATS

Test::Simple will only report a maximum of 254 failures in its exit code. If this is a problem, you probably have a huge test script. Split it into multiple files. (Otherwise blame the Unix folks for using an unsigned short integer as the exit status).

Because VMS's exit codes are much, much different than the rest of the universe, and perl does horrible mangling to them that gets in my way, it works like this on VMS.

```
  0  SSS_NORMAL        all tests successful
  4  SSS_ABORT         something went wrong
```

Unfortunately, I can't differentiate any further.

=head1 NOTES

Test::Simple is B<explicitly> tested all the way back to perl 5.004.

Test::Simple is thread-safe in perl 5.8.0 and up.

=head1 HISTORY

This module was conceived while talking with Tony Bowden in his kitchen one night about the problems I was having writing some really complicated feature into the new Testing module. He observed that the main problem is not dealing with these edge cases but that people hate to write tests B<at all>. What was needed was a dead simple module that took all the hard work out of testing and was really, really easy to learn. Paul Johnson simultaneously had this idea (unfortunately,
he wasn't in Tony's kitchen). This is it.

=head1 SEE ALSO

=over 4

=item L<Test::More>

More testing functions! Once you outgrow Test::Simple, look at Test::More. Test::Simple is 100% forward compatible with Test::More (i.e. you can just use Test::More instead of Test::Simple in your programs and things will still work).

=item L<Test>

The original Perl testing module.

=item L<Test::Unit>

Elaborate unit testing.

=item L<Test::Inline>, L<SelfTest>

Embed tests in your code!

=item L<Test::Harness>

Interprets the output of your test program.

=back

=head1 AUTHORS

Idea by Tony Bowden and Paul Johnson, code by Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>, wardrobe by Calvin Klein.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2001 by Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See F<http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html>
COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Please submit bug reports and patches to perlbug@perl.org.

SEE ALSO

L<File::Spec>

NAME

Test::Tutorial - A tutorial about writing really basic tests

DESCRIPTION

I<AHRRRRRR!!!! NOT TESTING! Anything but testing!
Beat me, whip me, send me to Detroit, but don't make me write tests!>

I<*sob*> 

I<Besides, I don't know how to write the damned things.>

Is this you? Is writing tests right up there with writing documentation and having your fingernails pulled out? Did you open up a test and read
We start with some black magic

and decide that's quite enough for you?

It's ok. That's all gone now. We've done all the black magic for you. And here are the tricks...

=head2 Nuts and bolts of testing.

Here's the most basic test program.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

print "1..1\n";

print 1 + 1 == 2 ? "ok 1\n" : "not ok 1\n";

since 1 + 1 is 2, it prints:

1..1
ok 1

What this says is: C<1..1> "I'm going to run one test." [1] C<ok 1>
"The first test passed". And that's about all magic there is to
testing. Your basic unit of testing is the I<ok>. For each thing you
test, an C<ok> is printed. Simple. B<Test::Harness> interprets your test
results to determine if you succeeded or failed (more on that later).

Writing all these print statements rapidly gets tedious. Fortunately,
there's B<Test::Simple>. It has one function, C<ok()>.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Test::Simple tests => 1;

ok( 1 + 1 == 2 );

and that does the same thing as the code above. C<ok()> is the backbone
of Perl testing, and we'll be using it instead of roll-your-own from
here on. If C<ok()> gets a true value, the test passes. False, it
fails.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Test::Simple tests => 2;
ok( 1 + 1 == 2 );
ok( 2 + 2 == 5 );

from that comes

1..2
ok 1
not ok 2
#   Failed test (test.pl at line 5)
# Looks like you failed 1 tests of 2.

C<1..2> "I'm going to run two tests." This number is used to ensure your test program ran all the way through and didn't die or skip some tests. C<ok 1> "The first test passed." C<not ok 2> "The second test failed". Test::Simple helpfully prints out some extra commentary about your tests.

It's not scary. Come, hold my hand. We're going to give an example of testing a module. For our example, we'll be testing a date library, B<Date::ICal>. It's on CPAN, so download a copy and follow along. [2]

=head2 Where to start?

This is the hardest part of testing, where do you start? People often get overwhelmed at the apparent enormity of the task of testing a whole module. Best place to start is at the beginning. Date::ICal is an object-oriented module, and that means you start by making an object. So we test C<new()>.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Test::Simple tests => 2;

use Date::ICal;

my $ical = Date::ICal->new;         # create an object
ok( defined $ical );                # check that we got something
ok( $ical->isa('Date::ICal') );     # and it's the right class

run that and you should get:

1..2
ok 1
ok 2

congratulations, you've written your first useful test.
=head2 Names

That output isn't terribly descriptive, is it? When you have two
tests you can figure out which one is #2, but what if you have 102?

Each test can be given a little descriptive name as the second
argument to C<ok()>.

    use Test::Simple tests => 2;
    ok( defined $ical, 'new() returned something' );
    ok( $ical->isa('Date::ICal'), " and it's the right class" );

So now you'd see...

    1..2
    ok 1 - new() returned something
    ok 2 - and it's the right class

=head2 Test the manual

Simplest way to build up a decent testing suite is to just test what
the manual says it does. [3] Let's pull something out of the
L<Date::ICal/SYNOPSIS> and test that all its bits work.

    #!/usr/bin/perl -w

    use Test::Simple tests => 8;
    use Date::ICal;

    $ical = Date::ICal->new( year => 1964, month => 10, day => 16,
                          hour => 16, min => 12, sec => 47,
                          tz => '0530' );

    ok( defined $ical, 'new() returned something' );
    ok( $ical->isa('Date::ICal'), " and it's the right class" );
    ok( $ical->sec  == 47, ' sec()' );
    ok( $ical->min  == 12, ' min()' );
    ok( $ical->hour == 16, ' hour()' );
    ok( $ical->day  == 17, ' day()' );
    ok( $ical->month == 10, ' month()' );
    ok( $ical->year == 1964, ' year()' );

    run that and you get:
1..8
ok 1 - new() returned something
ok 2 - and it's the right class
ok 3 - sec()
ok 4 - min()
ok 5 - hour()
not ok 6 - day()
# Failed test (- at line 16)
ok 7 - month()
ok 8 - year()
# Looks like you failed 1 tests of 8.

Whoops, a failure! [4] Test::Simple helpfully lets us know on what line the failure occurred, but not much else. We were supposed to get 17, but we didn't. What did we get?? Dunno. We'll have to re-run the test in the debugger or throw in some print statements to find out.

Instead, we'll switch from B<Test::Simple> to B<Test::More>. B<Test::More> does everything B<Test::Simple> does, and more! In fact, Test::More does things I< exactly > the way Test::Simple does. You can literally swap Test::Simple out and put Test::More in its place. That's just what we're going to do.

Test::More does more than Test::Simple. The most important difference at this point is it provides more informative ways to say "ok". Although you can write almost any test with a generic C<ok()>, it can't tell you what went wrong. Instead, we'll use the C<is()> function, which lets us declare that something is supposed to be the same as something else:

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use Test::More tests => 8;
use Date::ICal;
$ical = Date::ICal->new( year => 1964, month => 10, day => 16,
                      hour => 16, min => 12, sec => 47,
                      tz => '0530' );
ok( defined $ical, 'new() returned something' );
ok( $ical->isa('Date::ICal'), "and it's the right class" );
is( $ical->sec, 47, ' sec()' );
is( $ical->min, 12, ' min()' );
is( $ical->hour, 16, ' hour()' );
is( $ical->day, 17, ' day()' );
is( $ical->month, 10, ' month()' );
is( $ical->year, 1964, ' year()' );
"Is C<$ical-E<gt>sec> 47?" "Is C<$ical-E<gt>min> 12?" With C<is()> in place, you get some more information

1..8
ok 1 - new() returned something
ok 2 - and it's the right class
ok 3 - sec()
ok 4 - min()
ok 5 - hour()
not ok 6 - day()
    # Failed test (- at line 16)
    # got: '16'
    # expected: '17'
ok 7 - month()
ok 8 - year()
    # Looks like you failed 1 tests of 8.

letting us know that C<$ical-E<gt>day> returned 16, but we expected 17. A quick check shows that the code is working fine, we made a mistake when writing up the tests. Just change it to:

    is( $ical->day, 16, '  day()' );

and everything works.

So any time you're doing a "this equals that" sort of test, use C<is()>.
It even works on arrays. The test is always in scalar context, so you can test how many elements are in a list this way. [5]

    is( @foo, 5, 'foo has 5 elements' );

=head2 Sometimes the tests are wrong

Which brings us to a very important lesson. Code has bugs. Tests are code. Ergo, tests have bugs. A failing test could mean a bug in the code, but don't discount the possibility that the test is wrong.

On the flip side, don't be tempted to prematurely declare a test incorrect just because you're having trouble finding the bug. Invalidating a test isn't something to be taken lightly, and don't use it as a cop out to avoid work.

=head2 Testing lots of values

We're going to be wanting to test a lot of dates here, trying to trick
the code with lots of different edge cases. Does it work before 1970?
After 2038? Before 1904? Do years after 10,000 give it trouble?
Does it get leap years right? We could keep repeating the code above,
or we could set up a little try/expect loop.

use Test::More tests => 32;
use Date::ICal;

my %ICal_Dates = (
    # An ICal string And the year, month, date
    # hour, minute and second we expect.
    '19971024T120000' => [ 1997, 10, 24, 12, 0, 0 ],
    '20390123T232832' => [ 2039, 1, 23, 23, 28, 32 ],
    '19671225T000000' => [ 1967, 12, 25, 0, 0, 0 ],
    '18990505T232323' => [ 1899, 5, 23, 23, 23, 23 ],
);

while( my($ical_str, $expect) = each %ICal_Dates ) {
    my $ical = Date::ICal->new( ical => $ical_str );
    ok( defined $ical, "new(ical => '$ical_str')" );
    ok( $ical->isa('Date::ICal'), " and it's the right class" );
    is( $ical->year,   $expect->[0], ' year()'   );
    is( $ical->month,  $expect->[1], ' month()'  );
    is( $ical->day,    $expect->[2], ' day()'    );
    is( $ical->hour,   $expect->[3], ' hour()'   );
    is( $ical->min,    $expect->[4], ' min()'    );
    is( $ical->sec,    $expect->[5], ' sec()'    );
}

So now we can test bunches of dates by just adding them to
C<%ICal_Dates>. Now that it's less work to test with more dates, you'll
be inclined to just throw more in as you think of them.
Only problem is, every time we add to that we have to keep adjusting
the C<use Test::More tests =E<gt>##> line. That can rapidly get
annoying. There's two ways to make this work better.

First, we can calculate the plan dynamically using the C<plan()> function.

use Test::More;
use Date::ICal;
my %ICal_Dates = (  
    ...same as before...
);

# For each key in the hash we're running 8 tests.
plan tests => keys %ICal_Dates * 8;

Or to be even more flexible, we use C<no_plan>. This means we're just running some tests, don't know how many. [6]

use Test::More 'no_plan';  # instead of tests => 32

now we can just add tests and not have to do all sorts of math to figure out how many we're running.

=head2 Informative names

Take a look at this line here

    ok( defined $ical,            "new(ical => '$ical_str')" );

we've added more detail about what we're testing and the ICal string itself we're trying out to the name. So you get results like:

    ok 25 - new(ical => '19971024T120000')
    ok 26 - and it's the right class
    ok 27 - year()
    ok 28 - month()
    ok 29 - day()
    ok 30 - hour()
    ok 31 - min()
    ok 32 - sec()

if something in there fails, you'll know which one it was and that will make tracking down the problem easier. So try to put a bit of debugging information into the test names.

Describe what the tests test, to make debugging a failed test easier for you or for the next person who runs your test.

=head2 Skipping tests

Poking around in the existing Date::ICal tests, I found this in F<test/01sanity.t> [7]
#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use Test::More tests => 7;
use Date::ICal;

# Make sure epoch time is being handled sanely.
my $t1 = Date::ICal->new( epoch => 0 );
is( $t1->epoch, 0, "Epoch time of 0" );

# XXX This will only work on unix systems.
is( $t1->ical, '19700101Z', " epoch to ical" );

is( $t1->year, 1970, " year()" );
is( $t1->month, 1, " month()" );
is( $t1->day, 1, " day()" );

# like the tests above, but starting with ical instead of epoch
my $t2 = Date::ICal->new( ical => '19700101Z' );
is( $t2->ical, '19700101Z', "Start of epoch in ICal notation" );
is( $t2->epoch, 0, " and back to ICal" );

The beginning of the epoch is different on most non-Unix operating systems [8]. Even though Perl smooths out the differences for the most part, certain ports do it differently. MacPerl is one off the top of my head. [9] We I<know> this will never work on MacOS. So rather than just putting a comment in the test, we can explicitly say it's never going to work and skip the test.

use Test::More tests => 7;
use Date::ICal;

# Make sure epoch time is being handled sanely.
my $t1 = Date::ICal->new( epoch => 0 );
is( $t1->epoch, 0, "Epoch time of 0" );

SKIP: {
    skip('epoch to ICal not working on MacOS', 6)
    if $^O eq 'MacOS';

    is( $t1->ical, '19700101Z', " epoch to ical" );

    is( $t1->year, 1970, " year()" );
is( $t1->month, 1, " month()" );
is( $t1->day, 1, " day()" );

    # like the tests above, but starting with ical instead of epoch
    my $t2 = Date::ICal->new( ical => '19700101Z' );
is( $t2->ical, '19700101Z', "Start of epoch in ICal notation" );

is( $t2->epoch, 0, " and back to ICal" );
}

A little bit of magic happens here. When running on anything but MacOS, all the tests run normally. But when on MacOS, C<skip()> causes the entire contents of the SKIP block to be jumped over. It's never run. Instead, it prints special output that tells Test::Harness that the tests have been skipped.

1..7
  ok 1 - Epoch time of 0
  ok 2 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS
  ok 3 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS
  ok 4 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS
  ok 5 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS
  ok 6 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS
  ok 7 # skip epoch to ICal not working on MacOS

This means your tests won't fail on MacOS. This means less emails from MacPerl users telling you about failing tests that you know will never work. You've got to be careful with skip tests. These are for tests which don't work and I<never will>. It is not for skipping genuine bugs (we'll get to that in a moment).

The tests are wholly and completely skipped. [10] This will work.

SKIP: {
  skip("I don't wanna die!");

  die, die, die, die, die;
}

=head2 Todo tests

Thumbing through the Date::ICal man page, I came across this:

ical

$ical_string = $ical->ical;

Retrieves, or sets, the date on the object, using any valid ICal date/time string.

"Retrieves or sets". Hmmmm, didn't see a test for using C<ical()> to set the date in the Date::ICal test suite. So I'll write one.
use Test::More tests => 1;
use Date::ICal;

my $ical = Date::ICal->new;
$ical->ical('20201231Z');
is( $ical->ical, '20201231Z', 'Setting via ical()' );

run that and I get

1..1
not ok 1 - Setting via ical()
# Failed test (- at line 6)
# got: '20010814T233649Z'
# expected: '20201231Z'
# Looks like you failed 1 tests of 1.

Whoops! Looks like it's unimplemented. Let's assume we don't have the time to fix this. [11] Normally, you'd just comment out the test and put a note in a todo list somewhere. Instead, we're going to explicitly state "this test will fail" by wrapping it in a C<TODO> block.

use Test::More tests => 1;

TODO: {
    local $TODO = 'ical($ical) not yet implemented';

    my $ical = Date::ICal->new;
    $ical->ical('20201231Z');

    is( $ical->ical, '20201231Z', 'Setting via ical()' );
}

Now when you run, it's a little different:

1..1
not ok 1 - Setting via ical() # TODO ical($ical) not yet implemented
# got: '20010822T201551Z'
# expected: '20201231Z'

Test::More doesn't say "Looks like you failed 1 tests of 1". That '#' TODO' tells Test::Harness "this is supposed to fail" and it treats a failure as a successful test. So you can write tests even before you've fixed the underlying code.

If a TODO test passes, Test::Harness will report it "UNEXPECTEDLY SUCCEEDED". When that happens, you simply remove the TODO block with C<local $TODO> and turn it into a real test.
Testing with taint mode.

Taint mode is a funny thing. It's the globalest of all global features. Once you turn it on, it affects all code in your program and all modules used (and all the modules they use). If a single piece of code isn't taint clean, the whole thing explodes. With that in mind, it's very important to ensure your module works under taint mode.

It's very simple to have your tests run under taint mode. Just throw a `C<-T>` into the `C<#!>` line. Test::Harness will read the switches in `C<#!>` and use them to run your tests.

```perl
#!/usr/bin/perl -Tw
...test normally here...
```

So when you say `make test` it will be run with taint mode and warnings on.

=over 4
=item 1

The first number doesn't really mean anything, but it has to be 1. It's the second number that's important.

=item 2

For those following along at home, I'm using version 1.31. It has some bugs, which is good -- we'll uncover them with our tests.

=item 3

You can actually take this one step further and test the manual itself. Have a look at `B<Test::Inline>` (formerly `B<Pod::Tests>`).

=item 4

Yes, there's a mistake in the test suite. What! Me, contrived?

=item 5
We'll get to testing the contents of lists later.

=item 6

But what happens if your test program dies halfway through?! Since we didn't say how many tests we're going to run, how can we know it failed? No problem, Test::More employs some magic to catch that death and turn the test into a failure, even if every test passed up to that point.

=item 7

I cleaned it up a little.

=item 8

Most Operating Systems record time as the number of seconds since a certain date. This date is the beginning of the epoch. Unix's starts at midnight January 1st, 1970 GMT.

=item 9

MacOS's epoch is midnight January 1st, 1904. VMS's is midnight, November 17th, 1858, but vmsperl emulates the Unix epoch so it's not a problem.

=item 10

As long as the code inside the SKIP block at least compiles. Please don't ask how. No, it's not a filter.

=item 11

Do NOT be tempted to use TODO tests as a way to avoid fixing simple bugs!

=back

=head1 AUTHORS

Michael G Schwern &lt;schwern@pobox.com&gt; and the perl-qa dancers!

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2001 by Michael G Schwern &lt;schwern@pobox.com&gt;.

This documentation is free; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.
Irrespective of its distribution, all code examples in these files
are hereby placed into the public domain. You are permitted and
couraged to use this code in your own programs for fun
or for profit as you see fit. A simple comment in the code giving
credit would be courteous but is not required.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681451_1604394359.21/0/perl-PathTools-3.40-5.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
DpVjNfWn/PathTools-3.40.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-fwcuewDv/PathTools-3.40/t/lib/Test/Tutorial.pod
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=pod

=head1 AUTHOR

o.flebbe@gmx.de

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<File::Spec> and L<File::Spec::Unix>. This package overrides the
implementation of these methods, not the semantics.

=cut

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681451_1604394359.21/0/perl-PathTools-3.40-5.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
DpVjNfWn/PathTools-3.40.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-fwcuewDv/PathTools-3.40/lib/File/Spec/Epoc.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* See
 * for the details of why the BSD license is compatible with the
 * AL/GPL standard perl license.
 */
/*
 * Copyright (c) 2003 Constantin S. Svintsoff <kostik@iclub.nsu.ru>
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote
* products derived from this software without specific prior written
* permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 EXIT CODES

If all your tests passed, Test::Builder will exit with zero (which is normal). If anything failed it will exit with how many failed. If you run less (or more) tests than you planned, the missing (or extras) will be considered failures. If no tests were ever run Test::Builder will throw a warning and exit with 255. If the test died, even after having successfully completed all its tests, it will still be considered a failure and will exit with 255.

So the exit codes are...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>all tests successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>test died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>any other number</td>
<td>how many failed (including missing or extras)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you fail more than 254 tests, it will be reported as 254.

=head1 NOTES

Test::More is B<explicitly> tested all the way back to perl 5.004.

=head1 BUGS and CAVEATS

=over 4

=item Threads

Test::More will only be aware of threads if "use threads" has been done I<before> Test::More is loaded. This is ok:

    use threads;
    use Test::More;

This may cause problems:

    use Test::More
    use threads;

=item Making your own ok()

If you are trying to extend Test::More, don't. Use Test::Builder instead.

=item The eq_* family has some caveats.

=item Test::Harness upgrade

no_plan and todo depend on new Test::Harness features and fixes. If you're going to distribute tests that use no_plan or todo your end-users will have to upgrade Test::Harness to the latest one on CPAN. If you avoid no_plan and TODO tests, the stock Test::Harness will work fine.

Installing Test::More should also upgrade Test::Harness.

=back

=head1 HISTORY

This is a case of convergent evolution with Joshua Pritikin's Test module. I was largely unaware of its existence when I'd first
written my own ok() routines. This module exists because I can't figure out how to easily wedge test names into Test's interface (along with a few other problems).

The goal here is to have a testing utility that's simple to learn, quick to use and difficult to trip yourself up with while still providing more flexibility than the existing Test.pm. As such, the names of the most common routines are kept tiny, special cases and magic side-effects are kept to a minimum. WYSIWYG.

=head1 SEE ALSO

L<Test::Simple> if all this confuses you and you just want to write some tests. You can upgrade to Test::More later (it's forward compatible).

L<Test> is the old testing module. Its main benefit is that it has been distributed with Perl since 5.004_05.

L<Test::Harness> for details on how your test results are interpreted by Perl.

L<Test::Differences> for more ways to test complex data structures. And it plays well with Test::More.

L<Test::Class> is like XUnit but more perlish.

L<Test::Deep> gives you more powerful complex data structure testing.

L<Test::Unit> is XUnit style testing.

L<Test::Inline> shows the idea of embedded testing.

L<Bundle::Test> installs a whole bunch of useful test modules.

=head1 AUTHORS

Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt> with much inspiration from Joshua Pritikin's Test module and lots of help from Barrie Slaymaker, Tony Bowden, blackstar.co.uk, chromatic and the perl-qa gang.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2001, 2002 by Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See F<http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html>
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=head1 EXIT CODES

If all your tests passed, Test::Builder will exit with zero (which is normal). If anything failed it will exit with how many failed. If you run less (or more) tests than you planned, the missing (or extras) will be considered failures. If no tests were ever run Test::Builder will throw a warning and exit with 255. If the test died, even after having successfully completed all its tests, it will still be considered a failure and will exit with 255.

So the exit codes are...

0 all tests successful
255 test died
any other number how many failed (including missing or extras)

If you fail more than 254 tests, it will be reported as 254.

=head1 THREADS

In perl 5.8.0 and later, Test::Builder is thread-safe. The test number is shared amongst all threads. This means if one thread sets the test number using current_test() they will all be effected.

Test::Builder is only thread-aware if threads.pm is loaded I<before>
Test::Builder.

=head1 EXAMPLES

CPAN can provide the best examples. Test::Simple, Test::More, Test::Exception and Test::Differences all use Test::Builder.

=head1 SEE ALSO

Test::Simple, Test::More, Test::Harness
=head1 AUTHORS

Original code by chromatic, maintained by Michael G Schwern
E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright 2002 by chromatic E<lt>chromatic@wgz.orgE<gt>,
    Michael G Schwern E<lt>schwern@pobox.comE<gt>.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

See F<http://www.perl.com/perl/misc/Artistic.html>
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=back

=head1 AUTHORS

See the authors list in I<File::Spec>. Mac OS support by Paul Schinder
<schinder@pobox.com> and Thomas Wegner <wegner_thomas@yahoo.com>.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<File::Spec> and L<File::Spec::Unix>. This package overrides the
implementation of these methods, not the semantics.

=cut
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=head1 NAME

Cwd - get pathname of current working directory

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use Cwd;
my $dir = getcwd;

use Cwd 'abs_path';
my $abs_path = abs_path($file);

=head1 DESCRIPTION

This module provides functions for determining the pathname of the current working directory. It is recommended that getcwd (or another *cwd() function) be used in I<all> code to ensure portability.

By default, it exports the functions cwd(), getcwd(), fastcwd(), and fastgetcwd() (and, on Win32, getdcwd()) into the caller's namespace.

=head2 getcwd and friends

Each of these functions are called without arguments and return the absolute path of the current working directory.

=over 4

=item getcwd

my $cwd = getcwd();

Returns the current working directory.

Exposes the POSIX function getcwd(3) or re-implements it if it's not available.

=item cwd

my $cwd = cwd();

The cwd() is the most natural form for the current architecture. For most systems it is identical to `pwd` (but without the trailing line terminator).
=item fastcwd

    my $cwd = fastcwd();

A more dangerous version of getcwd(), but potentially faster.

It might conceivably chdir() you out of a directory that it can't
chdir() you back into. If fastcwd encounters a problem it will return
undef but will probably leave you in a different directory. For a
measure of extra security, if everything appears to have worked, the
fastcwd() function will check that it leaves you in the same directory
that it started in. If it has changed it will C<die> with the message
"Unstable directory path, current directory changed
unexpectedly". That should never happen.

=item fastgetcwd

    my $cwd = fastgetcwd();

The fastgetcwd() function is provided as a synonym for cwd().

=item getdcwd

    my $cwd = getdcwd();
    my $cwd = getdcwd('C:');

The getdcwd() function is also provided on Win32 to get the current working
directory on the specified drive, since Windows maintains a separate current
working directory for each drive. If no drive is specified then the current
drive is assumed.

This function simply calls the Microsoft C library _getdcwd() function.

=back

=head2 abs_path and friends

These functions are exported only on request. They each take a single
argument and return the absolute pathname for it. If no argument is
given they'll use the current working directory.

=over 4

=item abs_path

    my $abs_path = abs_path($file);
Uses the same algorithm as getcwd(). Symbolic links and relative-path components ("." and ".") are resolved to return the canonical pathname, just like realpath(3).

=item realpath

my $abs_path = realpath($file);

A synonym for abs_path().

=item fast_abs_path

my $abs_path = fast_abs_path($file);

A more dangerous, but potentially faster version of abs_path.

=back

=head2 $ENV{PWD}

If you ask to override your chdir() built-in function,

use Cwd qw(chdir);

then your PWD environment variable will be kept up to date. Note that
it will only be kept up to date if all packages which use chdir import
it from Cwd.

=head1 NOTES

=over 4

=item *

Since the path separators are different on some operating systems ('/'
on Unix, ':' on MacPerl, etc...) we recommend you use the File::Spec
modules wherever portability is a concern.

=item *

Actually, on Mac OS, the C<getcwd()>, C<fastgetcwd()> and C<fastcwd()> functions are all aliases for the C<cwd()> function, which, on Mac OS,
calls `pwd`. Likewise, the C<abs_path()> function is an alias for
C<fast_abs_path()>.
AUTHOR

Originally by the perl5-porters.

Maintained by Ken Williams <KWILLIAMS@cpan.org>

COPYRIGHT

Copyright (c) 2004 by the Perl 5 Porters. All rights reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Portions of the C code in this library are copyright (c) 1994 by the
Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. The
license on this code is compatible with the licensing of the rest of
the distribution - please see the source code in F<Cwd.xs> for the
details.

SEE ALSO

L<File::chdir>
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beast
beastie
beasties
beastlier
beastliest
beastliness
beastlinesses
beastly
beasts
beat
beatable
beaten
beater
beaters
beatific
beatification
beatifications
beatified
beatifies
beatify
beatifying
beating
beatings
beatless
beatnik
beatniks
beats
beau
beauish
beaus
beaut
beauteously
beauties
beatification
beatifications
beautified
beautifies
beautiful
beautifully
beautify
beautifying
beauts
beauty
beaux
beaver
beckoner
beckoners
beckoning
beckons
becks
beclamor
beclamored
beclamoring
beclamors
beclasp
beclasped
beclasping
beclasps
becloak
becloaked
becloaking
becloaks
beclog
beclogged
beclogging
beclogs
beclothe
beclothed
beclothes
beclothing
becloud
beclouded
beclouding
beclouds
beclown
beclowed
beclowing
beclowns
become
becomes
becoming
becomingly
becomings
becoward
becowarded
becourading
becowards
becrawl
becrawled
becrawling
becrawls
becrime
becrime
bedimple
bedimpled
bedimples
bedimpling
bedims
bedirtied
bedirties
bedirty
bedirtying
bedizen
bedizened
bedizening
bedizens
bedlam
bedlamp
bedlamps
bedlams
bedless
bedlike
bedmaker
bedmakers
bedmate
bedmates
bedotted
bedouin
bedouins
bedpan
bedpans
bedplate
bedplates
bedpost
bedposts
bedquilt
bedquilts
bedraggled
bedrail
bedrails
bedrape
bedraped
bedrapes
bedraping
bedrench
bedrenched
bedrenches
bedrenching
bedrid
bedridden
bedrivel
beneficial
beneficially
beneficiaries
beneficiary
beneficing
benefit
benefited
benefiting
benefits
benefitted
benefitting
benempt
benempted
benes
benevolence
benevolences
benevolent
benign
benignities
benignity
benignly
benison
benisons
benjamin
benamings
benne
bennes
bennet
bennets
benni
bennies
bennis
benny
bens
bent
benthal
benthic
benthos
benthoses
bents
bentwood
bentwoods
benumb
benumbed
benumbing
benumbs
benzal
benzene
beshiver
beshivered
beshivering
beshivers
beshout
beshouted
beshouting
beshouts
beshrew
beshrewed
beshrewing
beshrews
beshroud
beshrouded
beshrouding
beshrouds
beside
besides
besiege
besieged
besieger
besiegers
besieges
besieging
beslaved
beslime
beslimed
beslimes
besliming
besmear
besmeared
besmearing
besmears
besmile
besmiled
besmiles
besmilting
besmirch
besmirched
besmirches
besmirching
besmoke
besmoked
besmokes
besmoking
besmooth
besmoothed
besmoothing
bevor
bevors
bevy
bewail
bewailed
bewailer
bewailers
bewailing
bewails
beware
bewared
bewares
bewaring
bewearied
bewearies
beweary
bewearying
beweep
beweping
beweeps
bewept
bewig
bewigged
bewigging
bewigs
bewilder
bewilderer
bewilderer
bewilderer
bewilderment
bewilderments
bewilders
bewinged
bewitch
bewitched
bewitches
bewitching
beworm
bewormed
beworming
beworms
beworried
beworries
beworry
beworrying
bewrap
bewrapped
bewrapping
bewraps
biannually
bias
biased
biasedly
biases
biasing
biasness
biasnesses
biassed
biasses
biasing
biathlon
biathlons
biaxal
biaxial
bib
bibasic
bibasilar
bibb
bibbed
bibber
bibberies
bibbers
bibbery
bibbing
bibbs
bibcock
bibcocks
bibelot
bibelots
bible
bibles
bibless
biblical
biblike
bibliographer
bibliographers
bibliographic
bibliographical
bibliographies
bibliography
bibs
bibulous
bicameral
bicarb
bicarbonate
bicarbonates
bicarbons
biller
billeter
billet
billeted
billeting
billets
billfish
billfishes
billfold
billfolds
billhead
billheads
billhook
billhooks
billiard
billiards
billie
billies
billing
billings
billion
billions
billionth
billionths
billon
billions
billow
b illowed
b illowier
b illowiest
b illowing
b illows
b illowy
bills
billy
binge
binges
bingo
bingos
binit
bints
binnacle
binnacles
binned
binning
binocle
binocles
binocular
binocularly
binoculars
binomial
binomials
bins
bint
bints
bio
bioassay
bioassayed
bioassaying
bioassays
biochemical
biochemicals
biochemist
biochemistries
biochemistry
biochemists
biocidal
biocide
biocides
bioclean
biocycle
biocycles
biodegradabilities
biodegradability
biodegradable
biodegradation
biodegradations
biodegrade
biodegraded
biodegrades
biodegrading
biogen
biogenic
bisque
bisques
bistate
bister
bistered
bisters
bistort
bistorts
bistouries
bistoury
bistre
bistred
bistres
bistro
bistroic
bistros
bit
bitable
bitch
bitched
bitcheries
bitchery
bitches
bitchier
bitchiest
bitchily
bitching
bitchy
bite
biteable
biter
biters
bites
bitewing
bitewings
biting
bitingly
bits
bitstock
bitstocks
bitsy
bitt
bitted
bitten
bitter
bittered
bitterer
bitterest
bittering
bitterly
bittern
bitterness
bitternesses
bitterns
bitters
bittier
bittiest
biting
bitings
bittock
bittocks
bitts
bitty
bitumen
bitumens
bituminous
bivalent
bivalents
bivalve
bivalved
bivalves
bivinyl
bivinyls
bivouac
bivouacked
bivouacking
bivouacks
bivouacs
biweekly
biweekly
biyearly
bizarre
bizarrely
bizarres
bize
bizes
biznaga
biznagas
bizonal
bizone
bizones
blab
blabbed
blabber
blabbered
blabbering
blandest
blandish
blandished
blandishes
blandishing
blandishment
blandishments
blandly
blandness
blandnesses
blank
blanked
blanker
blankest
blanket
blanketed
blanketing
blankets
blanking
blankly
blankness
blanknesses
blanks
blare
blared
blares
blaring
blarney
blarneyed
blarneying
blarneys
blase
blaspheme
blasphemed
blasphemes
blasphemies
blaspheming
blasphemous
blasphemy
blast
blasted
blastema
blastemas
blastemata
blaster
blasters
blastie
blastier
blasties
blastiest
blasting
blastings
blastoff
blastoffs
blastoma
blastomas
blastomata
blasts
blastula
blastulae
blastulas
blasty
blat
blatancies
blatancy
blatant
blate
blather
blathered
blathering
blathers
blats
blatted
blatter
blattered
blattering
blatters
blatting
blaubok
blauboks
blaw
blawed
blawing
blawn
blaws
blaze
blazed
blazer
blazers
blazes
blazing
blazon
blazoned
blazone
blazoners
blazoning
blower
blowers
blowfish
blowfishes
blowflies
blowfly
blowgun
blowguns
blowhard
blowhards
blowhole
blowholes
blowier
blowiest
blowing
blown
blowoff
blowoffs
blowout
blowouts
blowpipe
blowpipes
blows
blowsed
blowsier
blowsiest
blowsily
blowsy
blowtorch
blowtorches
blowtube
blowtubes
blowup
blowups
blowy
blowzed
blowzier
blowziest
blowzily
blowzy
blubber
blubbered
blubbering
blubbers
blubbery
blucher
bluchers
bludgeon
bludgeoned
bludgeoning
bludgeons
blue
blueball
blueballs
bluebell
bluebells
blueberries
blueberry
bluebill
bluebills
bluebird
bluebirds
bluebook
bluebooks
bluecap
bluecaps
bluecoat
bluecoats
blued
bluefin
bluefins
bluefish
bluefishes
bluegill
bluegills
bluegum
bluegums
bluehead
blueheads
blueing
blueings
blueish
bluejack
bluejacks
bluejay
bluejays
blueline
bluelines
bluely
blueness
bluenesses
bluenose
bluenoses
blueprint
blueprinted
blueprinting
boardwalks
boarfish
boarfishes
boarish
boars
boart
boarts
boas
boast
boasted
boaster
boasters
boastful
boastfully
boasting
boasts
boat
boatable
boatbill
boatbills
boated
boatel
boatels
boater
boaters
boating
boatings
boatload
boatloads
boatman
boatmen
boats
boatsman
boatsmen
boatswain
boatswains
boatyard
boatyards
bob
bobbed
bobber
bobberies
bobbers
bobbery
bobbies
bobbin
bobbinet
bobbinets
bobbing
bobbins
bobble
bobbled
bobbles
bobbling
bobby
bobcat
bobcats
bobeche
bobeches
bobolink
bobolinks
bobs
bobsled
bobsledded
bobsleding
bobsleds
bobstay
bobstays
bobtail
bobtailed
bobtailing
bobtails
bobwhite
bobwhites
bocaccio
bocaccios
bocce
bocces
bocci
boccia
boccias
boccie
boccies
boccis
boche
boches
bock
bocks
bod
bode
boded
bodega
bodegas
bodement
bodements
bodes
bonbons
bond
bondable
bondage
bondages
bonded
bonder
bonders
bondholder
bondholders
bonding
bondmaid
bondmaids
bondman
bondmen
bonds
bondsman
bondsmen
bonduc
bonducs
bondwoman
bondwomen
bone
boned
bonefish
bonefishes
bonehead
boneheads
boneless
boner
boners
bones
boneset
bonesets
boney
boneyard
boneyards
bonfire
bonfires
bong
bonged
bonging
bongo
bongoes
bongoist
bongoists
bongos
bongs
boodle
boodled
boodler
boodlers
boodles
boodling
booed
booger
boogers
boogie
boogies
boogyman
boogyman
boohoo
boohooed
boohooing
boohoos
booing
book
bookcase
bookcases
booked
bookend
bookends
booker
bookers
bookie
bookies
booking
bookings
bookish
bookkeeper
bookkeepers
bookkeeping
bookkeepings
booklet
booklets
booklore
booklores
bookmaker
bookmakers
bookmaking
bookmakings
bookman
bookmark
bookmarks
bookmen
bookrack
borane
boranes
boras
borate
borated
borates
borax
boraxes
borazon
borazons
bordel
bordello
bordellos
bordels
border
bordered
borderer
borderers
bordering
borderline
borders
bordure
bordures
bore
boreal
borecole
borecoles
bored
boredom
boredoms
borer
borers
bores
boric
boride
borides
boring
boringly
borings
born
borne
borneol
borneols
bornite
bornites
boron
boronic
borons
botchy
botel
botels
botflies
botfly
both
bother
bothered
bothering
bothers
bothersome
botonee
botonnee
botryoid
botryose
bots
bott
bottle
bottled
bottleneck
bottlenecks
bottler
bottlers
bottles
bottling
bottom
bottomed
bottomer
bottomers
bottoming
bottomless
bottomries
bottomry
bottoms
botts
botulin
botulins
botulism
botulisms
boucle
boucles
boudoir
boudoirs
bouffant
bouffants
bouffe
bouffes
bough
boweled
boweling
bowelled
bowelling
bowels
bower
bowered
boweries
bowering
bowers
bowery
bowfin
bowfins
bowfront
bowhead
bowheads
bowing
bowingly
bowings
bowknot
bowknots
bowl
bowlder
bowlders
bowled
bowleg
bowlegs
bowler
bowlers
bowless
bowful
bowfuls
bowlike
bowline
bowlines
bowling
bowlings
bowllike
bowls
bowman
bowmen
bowpot
bowpots
bows
bowse
bowsed
bowses
bowshot
brandies
branding
brandish
brandished
brandishes
brandishing
brands
brandy
brandying
bran
branks
branned
branner
branners
brannier
branniest
branning
branny
brans
brant
brantail
brantails
brants
bras
brash
brasher
brashes
brashest
brashier
brashiest
brashly
brashy
brasier
brasiers
brasil
brasilin
brasilins
brasils
brass
brassage
brassages
brassard
brassards
brassart
brassarts
brasses
brassica
brassiccas
braw
brawer
brawest
brawl
brawled
brawler
brawlers
brawlie
brawler
brawliest
brawling
brawls
brawly
brawn
brawnier
brawniest
brawnily
brawns
brawny
braws
braxies
braxy
bray
brayed
brayer
brayers
braying
brays
braza
brazas
braze
brazed
brazen
brazened
brazening
brazenly
brazenness
brazenesses
brazens
brazer
brazers
brazes
brazier
braziers
brazil
brazilin
brazilins
brazils
brazing
breach
breached
breacher
breachers
breaches
breaching
bread
breaded
breading
breadnut
breadnuts
breads
breadth
breadths
breadwinner
breadwinners
break
breakable
breakage
breakages
breakdown
breakdowns
breaker
breakers
breakfast
breakfasted
breakfasting
breakfasts
breaking
breakings
breakout
breakouts
breaks
breakthrough
breakthroughs
breakup
breakups
bream
breamed
breaming
breams
breast
breastbone
breastbones
breasted
breasting
breasts
brent
brents
brethren
breve
breves
brevet
brevetcies
brevetcy
breveted
breveting
brevets
brevetted
brevetting
breviaries
breviary
brevier
breviers
brevities
brevity
brew
brewage
brewages
brewed
brewer
breweries
brewers
brewery
brewing
brewings
brewis
brewises
brews
briar
briard
briards
briars
briary
briahable
bribe
bribed
briber
briberies
bribers
bribery
bribes
bribing
brick
brickbat
brickbats
bricked
brickier
brickiest
bricking
bricklayer
bricklayers
bricklaying
bricklayings
brickle
bricks
bricky
bricole
bricoles
bridal
bridally
bridals
bride
bridegroom
bridegrooms
brides
bridesmaid
bridesmaids
bridge
bridgeable
bridgeables
bridged
bridges
bridging
bridgings
bridle
bridled
bridler
bridlers
bridles
bridling
bridoon
bridoons
brie
brief
briefcase
briefcases
briefed
briefed
briefers
briefest
briefing
briefings
brimstone
brimstones
brin
brinded
brindle
brindled
brindles
brane
brined
briner
briners
brines
bring
bringer
bringers
bringing
brings
brinier
brinies
briniest
brininess
brininesses
brining
brinish
brink
brinks
briny
brio
brioche
brioches
brionies
briony
brios
briquet
briquets
briquetted
briquetting
brisance
brisances
brisant
brisk
brisked
brisker
briskest
brisket
briskets
brisking
broidery
broil
broiled
broiler
broilers
broiling
broils
brokage
brokages
broke
broken
brokenhearted
brokenly
broker
brokerage
brokerages
brokers
brollies
brolly
bromal
bromals
bromate
bromated
bromates
bromating
brome
bromelin
bromelins
bromes
bromic
bromid
bromide
bromides
bromidic
bromids
bromin
bromine
bromines
bromins
bromism
bromisms
bromo
bromos
bronc
bronchi
bronchia
bronchial
bronchitis
brush
brushed
brusher
brushers
brushes
brushier
brushiest
brushing
brushoff
brushoffs
brushup
brushups
brushy
brusk
brusker
bruskest
brusque
brusquely
brusquer
brusquest
brut
brutal
brutalities
brutality
brutalize
brutalized
brutalizes
brutalizing
brutally
brute
bruted
brutely
brutes
brutified
brutifies
brutify
brutifying
bruting
brutish
brutism
brutisms
bruxism
bruxisms
bryologies
bryology
bryonies
bryony
bryozoan
bucketing
buckets
buckeye
buckeyes
bucking
buckish
buckle
buckled
buckler
bucklered
bucklering
bucklers
buckles
buckling
bucko
buckoes
buckra
buckram
buckramed
buckraming
buckrams
buckras
bucks
bucksaw
bucksaws
buckshee
buckshees
buckshot
buckshots
buckskin
buckskins
bucktail
bucktails
bucktooth
bucktooths
buckwheat
buckwheats
bucolic
bucolics
bud
budded
budder
budders
buddies
budding
buddle
buddleia
buddleias
bug
bugaboo
bugaboos
bugbane
bugbanes
bugbear
bugbears
bugeye
bugeyes
bugged
bugger
buggered
buggeries
buggering
buggers
buggery
buggier
buggies
buggiest
bugging
buggy
bughouse
bughouses
bugle
bugled
bugler
buglers
bugles
bugling
bugloss
buglosses
bugs
bugseed
bugseeds
bugsha
bugshas
buhl
buhls
buhlwork
buhlworks
buhr
buhrs
build
builded
builder
builders
building
buildings
bullate
bullbat
bullbats
bulldog
bulldogged
bulldogging
bulldogs
buludoze
bulldozed
bulldozer
bulldozers
bulldo zes
bulldozing
bulled
bullet
bulleted
bulletin
bulletined
bulleting
bulletining
bulletins
bulletproof
bulletproofs
bullets
bullfight
bullfighter
bullfighters
bullfights
bullfinch
bullfinches
bullfrog
bullfrogs
bullhead
bullheaded
bullheads
bullhorn
bullhorns
bullied
bullier
bullies
bulliest
bulling
bullion
bullions
bullish
bullneck
bullnecks
bullnose
bundling
bundlings
bunds
bung
bungalow
bungalows
bunged
bunghole
bungholes
bunging
bungle
bungled
bungler
bunglers
bungs
bunions
bunk
bunked
bunker
bunkered
bunkering
bunkers
bunking
bunkmate
bunkmates
bunko
bunkoed
bunkoing
bunkos
bunks
bunkum
bunkums
bunky
bunn
bunnies
bunns
bunny
buns
bunt
bunted
bunter
bunters
bunting
buntings
bureaucracies
bureaucracy
bureaucrat
bureaucratic
bureaucrats
bureaus
bureaux
buret
burets
burette
burettes
burg
burgage
burgages
burgee
burgees
burgeon
burgeoned
burgeoning
burgeois
burger
burgers
burgess
burgesses
burgh
burghal
burgher
burghers
burghs
burglar
burglaries
burglarize
burglarized
burglarizes
burglarizing
burglars
burglary
burgle
burgled
burgles
burgling
burgonet
burgonets
burgoo
burgoos
burgout
burgouts
burggrave
burseeds
burses
bursitis
bursitises
burst
burst ed
burster
bursters
bursting
burstone
burstones
bursts
burthen
burthened
burthening
burthens
burton
burtons
burweed
burweeds
bury
burying
bus
busbies
busboy
busboys
busby
bused
buses
bush
bushbuck
bushbucks
bushed
bushel
busheled
busheler
bushel ers
busheling
bus helled
bushelling
bushels
busher
bushers
bushes
bushfire
bushfires
bushgoat
bushgoats
bushido
bushidos
bushier
bushiest
bushily
bushing
bushings
bushland
bushlands
bushless
bushlike
bushman
bushmen
bushtit
bushtits
bushy
busied
busier
busies
busiest
busily
business
businesses
businessman
businessmen
businesswoman
businesswomen
busing
busings
busk
busked
busker
buskers
buskin
buskined
busking
buskins
buses
busman
busmen
buss
bussed
busses
bussing
bussings
bust
bustard
bustards
butt
buttals
butte
butted
butter
buttercup
buttercups
buttered
butterfat
butterfats
butterflies
butterfly
butterier
butteries
butteriest
buttering
buttermilk
butternut
butternuts
butters
butterscotch
butterscotches
buttery
buttes
butties
butting
buttock
buttocks
button
buttoned
buttoner
buttoners
buttonhole
buttonholes
buttoning
buttons
buttony
buttress
buttressed
buttresses
buttressing
butts
butty
butut
bututs
butyl
butylate
butylated
butylates
butylating
butylene
butylenes
butyls
butyral
butyrals
butyrate
butyrates
butyric
butyrin
butyrins
butyrous
butyryl
butyryls
buxom
buxomer
buxomest
buxomly
buy
buyable
buyer
buyers
buying
buys
buzz
buzzard
buzzards
buzzed
buzzards
buzzer
buzzers
buzzes
buzzing
buzzwig
buzzwigs
buzzword
buzzwords
buzzy
bwana
bwanas
by
bye
byelaw
byelaws
byes
bygone
bygones
bylaw
cab
cabal
cabala
cabalas
cabalism
cabalisms
cabalist
cabalists
caballed
caballing
cabals
cabana
cabanas
cabaret
cabarets
cabbage
cabbaged
cabbages
cabbaging
cabbala
cabbalah
cabbalahs
cabbalas
cabbie
cabbies
cabby
caber
cabers
cabestro
cabestros
cabezón
cabezónes
cabezons
cabildo
cabildos
cabin
cabined
cabinet
cabinetmaker
cabinetmakers
cabinetmaking
cabinetmakings
cabinets
cabinetwork
cabinetworks
cabinening
cabinings
cabins
cable
cabled
cablegram
cablegrams
cables
cablet
cablets
cableway
cableways
cabling
cabman
cabmen
cabob
cabobs
caboched
cabochon
cabochons
caboodle
caboodles
caboose
cabooses
caboshed
cabotage
cabotages
cabresta
cabrestas
cabresto
cabrestos
cabretta
cabrettas
cabrilla
cabrillas
cabriole
cabrioles
cabs
cabstand
cabstands
cacao
cacaos
cachalot
cachalots
cache
cached
cachepot
cachepots
caches
cachet
cachets
cachexia
cachexias
cachexit
cachexies
cachexy
caching
cachou
cachous
cachucha
cachuchas
cacique
caciques
cackle
cackled
cackler
cacklers

cackles
cackling
cacodyl
cacodyls
cacomixl
cacomixls
cacophonies

cacophonous
cacophony
cacti
cactoid
cactus
cactuses
cad
cadaster
cadasters

cadastre
cadastres
cadaver
cadavers
caddice
caddices

caddie
caddied
caddies

caddis
caddises
caddish
caddishly

caddishness
caddishnesses

caddy
caesurae
caesural
caesuras
caesuric
cafe
cafes
cafeteria
cafeterias
caffein
caffeine
caffeines
caffeins
cafťan
cafťans
cage
caged
cageling
cagelings
cager
cages
cagey
cagier
cagiest
cagily
caginess
caginesses
caging
cagy
cahier
cahiers
cahoot
cahoots
cahow
cahows
caid
caiđs
caiman
caimans
cain
cains
caique
caiques
caird
cairds
cairn
cairned
cairns
cairny
caisson
caissons
caitiff
caitiffs
cajaput
cajaputs
cajeput
cajeput
cajole
cajoled
cajoler
cajoleries
cajolers
cajolery
cajoles
cajoling
cajon
cajones
cajuput
cajuputs
cake
caked
cakes
cakewalk
cakewalked
cakewalking
cakewalks
caking
calabash
calabashes
caladium
caladiums
calamar
calamaries
calamars
calamary
calami
calamine
calamined
calamines
calaminning
calamint
calamints
calamite
calamites
calamities
calamitous
calamitously
calculator
calculators
calculi
calculus
calculuses
caldera
calderas
caldron
caldrons
caleche
caleches
calendal
calendar
calendared
calendaring
calendars
calender
calendered
calendering
calenders
calends
calesa
calesas
calf
calflike
calfs
calfskin
calfskins
caliber
calibers
calibrate
calibrated
calibrates
calibrating
calibration
calibrations
calibrator
calibrators
calibre
calibred
calibres
calices
caliche
caliches
calice
calicies
calico
calicoes
callets
calli
calling
callings
calliope
calliopes
callipee
callipees
calliper
callipered
callipering
callipers
callose
calloses
callosities
callosity
callous
calloused
callouses
callousing
callously
callousness
callousnesses
callow
callower
callowest
callowness
callownesses
calls
callus
callused
calluses
callusing
calm
calmed
calmer
calmest
calming
calmly
calmness
calmnesses
calms
calomel
calomels
caloric
calorics
calorie
calories
calycle
calyces
calyculi
calypso
calypsoes
calypsos
calypter
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charade
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charger
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chewing
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chewy
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chi
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chiasm
chiasma
chiasmal
chiasmas
chiasmata
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chiasmus
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chic
chicane
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chicaner
chicaneries
chicaners
chicanery
chicanes
chicaning
chicories
chicory
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chichis
chick
chickadee
chickadees
chicken
chickened
chickening
chickens
chickpea
chickpeas
chicks
chicle
chicles
chicly
chicness
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chico
chicories
chicory
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childishly
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childless
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childlier
childliest
childlike
childly
children
chile
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chili
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chiliads
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chiliast
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chill
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chillier
chillies
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chillily
chilliness
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chilling
chills
chillum
chillums
chilly
chilopod
chilopods
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chimar
chimars
chimb
chimbley
chimbleys
chlorinate
chlorinated
chlorinates
chlorinating
chlorination
chlorinations
chlorinator
chlorinators
chlorine
chlorines
chlorins
chlorite
chlorites
chloroform
chloroformed
chloroforming
chloroforms
chlorophyll
chlorophylls
chlorous
chock
chocked
chockfull
chocking
chocks
chocolate
chocolates
choice
choicely
choicer
choices
choicest
choir
choirboy
choirboys
choired
choiring
choirmaster
choirmasters
choirs
choke
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choker
chokers
chokes
chokey
chokier
chokest
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choral
chorale
chorales
chorally
chorals
chord
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chordate
chordates
chorded
chording
chords
chore
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choregi
choregus
choreguses
choreic
choreman
choremen
choreograph
choreographed
choreographer
choreographers
choreographic
choreographies
choreographing
choreographs
choreography
choreoid
chores
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choriamb
choriambs
choric
chorine
chorines
choring
chorioid
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chorion
chorions
chorister
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chronicle
chronicled
chronicler
chroniclers
chronicles
chronicling
chronics
chronologic
chronological
chronologically
chronologies
chronology
chronometer
chronometers
chronon
chronons
chrysalides
chrysalis
chrysalises
chrysanthemum
chrysanthemums
chthonic
chub
chubasco
chubascos
chubbier
chubbiest
chubbily
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chubs
chuck
chucked
chuckies
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chuckled
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chucklers
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chuckling
chucks
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chuddah
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chuddar
clast
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clasts
clatter
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clatters
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claucht
claught
claughted
claughting
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clauses
claustrophobia
claustrophobias
clavate
clave
claver
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clavering
clavers
clavichord
clavichords
clavicle
clavicles
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claw
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clawer
clawers
clawing
clawless
claws
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claybank
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clayier
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clerkdoms
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cleverer
cleverest
cleverly
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clevis
clevises
clew
clewed
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clews
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click
clicked
clicker
clickers
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client
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cliff
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cliffs
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climactic
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climate
climates
climatic
climax
climaxed
climaxes
climaxing
climb
climbed
climber
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climbs
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clincher
clinchers
clinches
clinch
clinch
clincher
clincher
clinches
clinch
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cling
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cling
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cling
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clings
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clinically
clinician
clinicians
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clink
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clinkers
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clip
clipboard
clipboards
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cloppates
clopdole
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clothier
clothiers
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collapse
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collapsible
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collard
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collared
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collaring
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collate
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collaterals
collates
collating
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collect
collectable
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collection
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colleges
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commander
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complecting
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complement
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completer
completes
completest
completing
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compliant
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complicates
complicating
complication
complications
complice
complices
complicities
complicity
complied
complier
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compliment
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complin
compline
complines
complins
complot
complots
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conceptualize
conceptualized
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conceptualizing
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concern
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concerns
concert
concerted
concerti
concertina
concerting
concerto
concertos
concerts
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concessions
conch
concha
conchae
conchal
conches
conchies
conchoid
conchoids
conchs
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conciliate
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conciliates
conciliating
conciliation
conciliations
conciliatory
concise
concisely
conciseness
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conferences
conferred
conferring
confers
conferva
confervae
confervas
confess
confessed
confesses
confessing
confession
confessional
confessionals
confessions
confessor
confessors
confetti
confetto
confidant
confidants
confide
confided
confidence
confidences
confident
confidential
confidentiality
confider
confiders
confides
confiding
configuration
configurations
configure
configured
configures
configuring
confine
confined
confinement
confinements
confiner
confiners
confines
confining
confirm
confirmation
confirmations
confirmed
confirming
confirms
confiscate
confiscated
confiscates
confiscating
confiscation
confiscations
confiscation
confiscations
confiscate
confiscated
confiscates
confiscating
confiscation
confiscations
conflagration
conflagrations
conflate
conflated
conflates
conflating
conflict
conflicted
conflicting
conflicts
conflux
confluxes
confocal
conform
conformed
conforming
conformities
conformity
conforms
confound
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confounding
confounds
confrere
confreres
confront
confrontation
confrontations
confronted
confronting
confronts
confuse
confused
confuses
confusing
confusion
confusions
confute
conin
conine
conines
coning
conins
conium
coniums
conjectural
conjecture
conjectured
conjectures
conjecturing
conjoin
conjoined
conjoining
conjoins
conjoint
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conjugate
conjugated
conjugates
conjugating
conjugation
conjugations
conjunct
conjunction
conjunctions
conjunctive
conjunctivitis
conjuncts
conjure
conjured
conjuror
conjurors
conk
conked
conker
conkers
conking
conks
conky
conn
connate
connect
connected
connecting
connection
connections
connective
connector
connectors
connects
conned
conner
conners
conning
connivance
connivances
connive
connived
conniver
connivers
connives
conniving
connoisseur
connoisseurs
connotation
connotations
connote
connoted
connotes
connoting
conns
connubial
conodont
conodonts
conoid
conoidal
conoids
conquer
conquered
conquering
conqueror
conquerors
conquers
conquest
conquests
conquian
conquians
cons
conscience
consciences
conscientious
conscientiously
conscious
consciously
consciousness
consciousnesses
conscription
conscription
conscripts
consecrate
consecrated
consecrates
consecrating
consecration
consecrations
consecutive
consecutively
consensus
consensus
consent
consented
consenting
consents
consequence
consequences
consequent
consequential
consequently
consequents
conservation
conservation
conservation
conservationists
conservation
conservation
conservatism
conservatism
conservatisms
conservative
conservatives
conservatories
conservatory
conserve
conserved
conserves
conserving
consider
considerable
considerably
considerate
considerately
considerateness
consideratenesses
consideration
considerations
considered
considering
considers
consign
consigned
consignee
consignees
consigning
consignment
consignments
consignor
consignors
consigns
consist
consisted
consistencies
consistency
consistent
consistently
consisting
consists
consol
consolation
console
consoled
consoler
consolers
consoles
consolidate
consolidated
consolidates
consolidating
consolidation
consolidations
consoling
consols
consomme
consommes
consonance
consonances
consonant
continuos
continuous
continuousities
continuously
conto
contort
contorted
contorting
contortion
contortions
contorts
contos
contour
counted
counting
counts
counter
countraband
countrabands
countraception
countraceptions
countraceptive
countraceptives
contract
contracted
contracting
contraction
contractions
contractor
contractors
contracts
contractual
contradict
contradicted
contradicting
contradiction
contradictions
contradictory
contradicts
contrail
contrails
contraindicating
contraindeed
contraindeed
contraindicates
contraindicating
contraption
contraptions
contraries
contrarily
contrariwise
contrary
contrast
contrasted
contrasting
contrasts
contravene
contravened
contravenes
contravening
contribute
contributed
contributes
contribution
contributions
contributor
contributors
contributory
contrite
contrition
contritions
contrivance
contrivances
contrive
contrived
contriver
contrivers
contriving
control
controllable
controlled
controller
controllers
controlling
controls
controversial
controversies
controversy
controvert
controverted
controvertible
controverting
controverts
contumaceous
contumacies
contumacy
contumelies
contumely
contuse
contused
contuses
contusing
contusion
contusions
conundrum
conundrums
conus
convalesce
convalesced
convalescence
convalescences
convalescent
convalesces
convalescing
convect
convected
convecting
convection
convectional
convections
convective
convects
convene
convened
convener
conveners
convenes
convenience
conveniences
convenient
conveniently
convening
convict
convetted
conveteing
convetion
convetional
conventions
conventionally
conventions
convents
converge
converged
convergence
convergences
convergence
congruency
convergent
converges
converging
conversant
conversational
conversations
converse
conversed
conversely
converses
conversing
conversion
conversions
convert
converted
converter
converters
convertible
convertibles
converting
convertor
convertors
converts
convex
convexes
convexities
convexity
convexly
convey
conveyance
conveyances
conveyed
conveyer
conveyers
conveying
conveyor
conveyors
conveys
convict
convicted
convicting
conviction
convictions
convicts
convince
convinced
convinces
convincing
convivial
convivialities
conviviality
convocation
convocations
convoke
convoked
convoker
convokers
convokes
convoking
convoluted
convolution
convolutions
convolve
convolved
convolves
convolving
convoy
convoyed
convoying
convoys
convulse
convulsed
convulsed
convulsing
convulsion
convulsions
convulsive
cony
coo
cooch
cooches
cooed
cooee
cooeed
cooeeing
cooees
cooer
cooers
cooey
cooeyed
cooeying
cooeys
copperahs
copperas
copperases
coppered
copperhead
copperheads
coppering
coppers
coppery
copice
copiced
coppices
copping
coppra
coppras
copra
coprah
coprahs
copras
copremia
copremias
copremic
copresident
copresidents
copprincipal
copprincipals
copprisoner
copprisoners
coproduce
coproduced
coproducer
coproducers
coproduces
coproducing
coproduction
coproductions
copromote
copromoted
copromoter
copromoters
copromotes
copromoting
coproprietor
coproprietors
coproprietorship
coproprietorships
cops
copse
coquetting
coquille
coquilles
coquina
coquinas
coquito
coquitos
coracle
coracles
coracid
coracoids
coral
corals
coranto
corantoes
corantos
corban
corbans
corbeil
corbeils
corbel
corbeled
corbeling
corbelled
corbelling
corbs
corbie
corbies
corbina
corbinas
corby
cord
cordage
cordages
cordate
corded
corder
corders
cordial
cordialities
cordiality
cordially
cordials
coring
cordite
cordites
cordless
cordlike
cordoba
cordobas
cordon
cordoned
cordoning
cordons
cordovan
cordovans
cords
corduroy
corduroyed
corduroying
corduroys
cordwain
cordwains
cordwood
cordwoods
cordy
core
coreipient
coreipients
cored
coredeem
coredeemed
coredeeming
coredeems
coreign
coreigns
corelate
corelated
corelates
corelating
coreless
coremia
coremium
corer
corers
cores
coresident
coresidents
corf
corgi
corgis
coria
coring
corium
cork
corkage
corkages
corked
corker
corkers
corkier
corkiest
corking
corklike
corks
corkscrew
corkscrews
corkwood
corkwoods
corky
corm
cormel
cormels
cormlike
cormoid
cormorant
cormorants
cormous
corms
corn
cornball
cornballs
corncake
corncakes
corncob
corncobs
corncrib
corncribs
cornea
corneal
corneas
cored
cornel
cornels
corneous
corner
cornered
cornering
corners
cornerstone
cornerstones
cornet
cornetcies
cornetcy
corrugates
corrugating
corrugation
corrugations
corrupt
corrupted
corrupter
corruptest
corruptible
corrupting
corruption
corruptions
corrupts
corsac
corsacs
corsage
corsages
corsair
corsairs
corse
corselet
corselets
corses
corset
corseted
corseting
corsets
corslet
corslets
cortège
cortèges
cortex
cortexes
cortical
cortices
cortin
cortins
cortisol
cortisols
cortisone
cortisones
corundum
corundums
corvee
corvees
corves
corvet
corvets
corvette
corvettes
corvina
corvinas
corvine
corymb
corymbed
corymbds
coryphee
coryphees
coryza
coryzal
coryzas
cos
cosec
cosecant
cosecants
cosecs
coses
coset
cosets
cosey
coseys
cosh
coshed
cosher
coshered
coshering
coshers
coshes
coshing
cosie
cosier
cosies
cosiest
cosign
cosignatories
cosignatory
cosigned
cosigner
cosigners
cosigning
cosigns
cosily
cosine
cosines
cosiness
cosinesses
cosmetic
cosmetics
cosmic
cosmical
cosmism
cosmisms
cosmist
cosmists
cosmonaut
cosmonauts
cosmopolitan
cosmopolitans
cosmos
cosmoses
cosponsor
cosponsors
coss
cossack
cossacks
cosset
cosseted
cosseting
cossets
cost
costa
costae
costal
costar
costard
costards
costarred
costarring
costars
costate
costed
coster
costers
costing
costive
costless
costlier
costliest
costliness
costlinesses
costly
costmaries
costmary
costrel
councillor
councillors
councilman
councilmen
councilor
councilors
councils
councilwoman
counsel
counseled
counseling
counseled
counselling
counsellor
counsellors
counselor
counselors
counsels
count
countable
counted
countenance
countenanced
countenances
countenancing
counter
counteraccusation
counteraccusations
counteract
counteracted
counteracting
counteracts
counteraggression
counteraggressions
counterargue
counterargued
counterargues
counterarguing
counterassault
counterassaults
counterattack
counterattacked
counterattacking
counterattacks
counterbalance
counterbalanced
counterbalances
counterbalancing
counterbid
counterbids
counterblockade
counterblockades
counterblow
counterblows
countercampaign
countercampaigns
counterchallenge
countercallenges
countercharge
countercharges
counterclaim
counterclaims
counterclockwise
countercomplaint
countercomplaints
countercoup
countercoups
countercriticism
countercriticisms
counterdemand
counterdemands
counterdemonstration
counterdemonstrations
counterdemonstrator
counterdemonstrators
counter
counter
counter
counter
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counter
counter
counter
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counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
couter
couple
coupled
coupler
couplers
couples
couplet
couplets
coupling
couplings
coupon
coupons
coups
courage
courageous
courages
courant
courante
courantes
couranto
courantoes
courantos
courants
courier
couriers
courlan
courlans
course
coursed
courser
coursers
courses
coursing
coursings
court
courted
courteous
courteously
courtesied
courtesies
courtesy
courtesying
courthouse
courthouses
courtier
courtiers
courting
courtlie
ncourliest
cowfishes
cowgirl
cowgirls
cowhage
cowhages
cowhand
cowhands
cowherb
cowherbs
cowherd
cowherds
cowhide
cowhides
cowhiding
cowier
cowiest
cowing
cowinner
cowinners
cowl
cowled
cowlick
cowlicks
cowling
cowlings
cowls
cowman
cowmen
cowworker
cowworkers
cowpat
cowpats
cowpea
cowpeas
cowpoke
cowpokes
cowpox
cowpoxes
cowrie
cowries
cowry
cows
cowshed
cowsheds
cowskin
cowskins
cowslip
crispnesses
crisps
crispy
crissa
crissal
crisscross
crisscrossed
crisscrosses
crisscrossing
crissum
crista
cristae
cristate
criteria
criterion
critic
critical
criticism
criticisms
criticize
criticized
criticizes
criticizing
critics
critique
critiqued
critiques
critiquing
critter
critters
crittur
critturs
croak
croaked
croaker
croakers
croakier
croakest
croakily
croaking
croaks
croaky
crocein
croceine
croceines
croceins
crochet
crocheted
crocheting
crochets
croci
crocine
crock
crocked
crockeries
crockery
crocket
crockets
crocking
crocks
crocodile
crocodiles
crocoite
crocoites
crocus
crocuses
croft
crofter
crofters
crofts
crojik
crojiks
cromlech
cromlechs
crone
crones
cronies
crony
cronyism
cronyisms
crook
crooked
crookeder
crookedest
crookedness
crookednesses
crooking
crooks
croon
crooned
crooner
crooners
crooning
croons
crop
cropland
croplands
cropless
cropped
cropper
cropers
cropping
crops
croquet
croqueted
croqueting
croquets
croquette
croquettes
croquis
core
crores
crosier
crosiers
cross
crossarm
crossarms
crossbar
crossbarred
crossbarring
crossbars
crossbow
crossbows
crossbreed
crossbred
crossbreeding
crossbreeds
crosscut
crosscuts
crosscutting
crosse
crossed
crosser
crossers
crosses
crossest
crossing
crossings
crosslet
crosslets
crossly
crossover
crossovers
crossroads
cupulate
cupule
cupules
cur
curable
curably
curacao
curacaos
curacies
curacoa
curacoas
curacy
curaghs
curaghs
curara
curaras
curare
cuares
curari
curarine
curarines
curaris
curarize
curarized
curarizes
curarizing
curassow
curassows
curate
curates
curative
curatives
curator
curators
curb
curbable
curbed
curber
curbers
curbing
curbings
curbs
curch
curches
curculio
curculios
curcuma
curcumas
curd
curded
curdier
curdiest
curding
curdle
curdled
curdler
curdlers
curdles
curdling
curds
curdy
cure
cured
cureless
curer
curers
cures
curet
curets
curette
curetted
curettes
curettng
curf
curfew
curfews
curfs
curia
curiae
curial
curie
curies
curing
curio
curios
curiosa
curiosities
curiosity
curious
curiouser
curiousest
curite
curites
curium
curiums
curl
curled
curler
curlers
curlew
curlews
curlicue
curlicued
curlicues
curlicuing
curlier
curliest
curlily
curling
curlings
curls
curly
curlycue
curlycues
curlycue
curmudgeon
curmudgeons
curn
curns
curr
currach
currachs
curragh
curraghs
curran
currans
current
currant
currants
curred
currencies
currency
current
currently
currents
curricule
curricles
curriculum
currie
curried
currier
currieries
curriers
curriery
curries
curring
curtsying
curule
curve
curved
curves
curvet
curveted
curvetting
curvets
curvetted
curvetting
curvy
curvy

cuscus
cuscuses
cusec
cusecs
cushat
cushats
cushaw
cushaws
cushier
cushiest
cushily
cushion
cushioned
cushioning
cushions
cushiony
cushy
cusk
cusks
cusp
cuspate
cuspated
cusped
cuspid
cuspidal
cuspides
cuspidor
cuspidors
cuspids
cuspis
cusps
cuss
cussed
cussedly
cusser
cussers
cusses
cussing
cusso
cussos
cussword
cusswords
custard
custards
custodes
custodial
custodian
custodians
custodies
custody
custom
customarily
customary
customer
customers
customize
customized
customizes
customizing
customs
custos
custumal
custumals
cut
cutaneous
cutaway
cutaways
cutback
cutbacks
cutch
cutcheries
cutchery
cutches
cutdown
cutoffs
cute
cutely
cuteness
cutenesses
cuter
cutes
cutesier
cutesiest
cutest
cutesy
cutey
cuteys
cutgrass
cutgrasses
cuticle
cuticles
cuticula
cuticulae
cutie
cuties
cutin
cutinise
cutinised
cutinis
cutinises
cutinising
cutinize
cutinized
cutinizes
cutinizing

cutins
cutis
cutises
cutlas
cutlases
cutlass
cutlasses
cutler
cutleries
cutlers
cutlery
cutlet
cutlets
cutline
cutlines
cutoff
cutoffs
cutout
cutouts
cutover
cutpurse
cutpurses
cuts
cutable
cyanosed
cyanoses
cyanosis
cyanotic
cyans
cyborg
cyborgs
cycad
cycads
cycas
cycases
cycasin
cycasins
cyclamen
cyclamens
cyclase
cyclases
cycle
cyclecar
cyclecars
cycled
cycler
cyclers
cycles
cyclic
cyclical
cyclically
cycling
cyclings
cyclist
cyclists
cyclitol
cyclitols
cyclize
cyclized
cyclizes
cyclizing
cyclo
cycloid
cycloids
cyclonal
cyclone
cyclones
cyclonic
cyclopaedia
cyclopaedias
cyclopedea
cyclopedias
cyclophosphamide

cyclophosphamides

cyclops

cyclorama

cycloramas

cyclos

cycloses

cyclosis

cyder

cyders

cyeses

cyesis

cygnet

cygnets

cylices

cylinder

cylindered

cylindering

cylinders

cylix

cyma

cymae

cymar

cymars

cymas

cymatia

cymatum

cymbal

cymbaler

cymbalers

cymbals

cymbling

cymblings

cyme

cymene

cymenes

cymes

cymlin

cymling

cymlings

cymlins

cymogene

cymogenes

cymoid

cymol

cymols

cymose

cymosely
cymous
cynic
cynical
cynicism
cynicisms
cynics
cynosure
cynosures
cypher
cyphered
cyphering
cyphers
cypres
cypreses
cyress
cyresses
cyprian
cyprians
cyprinid
cyprinids
cyprus
cypruses
cypsela
cypselae
cyst
cystein
cysteine
cysteines
cysteins
cystic
cystine
cystines
cystitides
cystitis
cystoid
cystoids
cysts
cytaster
cytasters
cytidine
cydidines
cytogenies
cytogeny
cytologies
cytology
cyton
cytons
cytopathological
dacoity
dactyl
dactyli
dactylic
dactylics
dactyls
dactylus
dad
dada
dadaism
dadaisms
dadaist
dadaists
dadas
daddies
daddle
daddled
daddles
daddling
daddy
dado
dadoed
dadoes
dadoing
dados
dads
daedal
daemon
daemonic
daemons
daff
daffed
daffier
daffiest
daffing
daftodil
daftodils
dafts
dafty
daft
dafter
daftest
daftly
daftness
daftnesses
dag
dagger
daggered
daintinesses
daity
daiquiri
daquiris
daeries
dairy
dairing
dairings
dairmaid
dairmaid
dairmains
dairmen
daiz
daizes
daishiki
daishikis
daised
daisses
daisy
dak
dakerhen
dakerhens
dakoit
dakoities
dakoits
dakoity
daks
dalapon
dalapons
dalasi
da
da
daales
daalesman
daalesmen
daaleth
daaleths
daalles
dalliance
dalliances
dallied
dallier
daillers
daillies
daally
dallying
dalmatian
dalmatians
dalmatic
dashiest
dashiki
dashikis
dashing
dashpot
dashpots
dashy
dassie
dassies
dastard
dastardly
dastards
dasyure
dasyures
data
datable
datamedia
datapoint
dataries
datary
datcha
datchas
date
dateable
dated
datedly
dateless
dateline
datelined
datelines
datelining
dater
daters
dates
dating
datival
dative
datively
datives
dato
datos
datto
dattos
datum
datums
datura
daturas
daturic
daub
daube
daubed
dauber
dauber
dauberies
daubers
daubery
daubes
daubier
daubiest
daubing
daubries
daubry
daubs
dauby
daughter
daughterly
daughters
daunder
daundered
daundering
daunders
daunt
daunted
daunter
daunters
daunting
dauntless
daunts
dauphin
dauphine
dauphines
dauphins
daut
dauted
dautive
dauties
daunting
dauts
daven
davened
davening
davenport
davenports
davens
davies
davit
davits
debacle
debacles
dehar
debark
debarkation
debarkations
debarked
debarking
debarks
debarred
debarring
debars
debase
debased
debasement
debasements
debaser
debasers
debases
debasing
debatable
debate
debated
debater
debaters
debates
debating
debauch
debauched
debaucheries
debauchery
debauches
debauching
debilitate
debilitated
debilitates
debilitating
debilities
debility
debit
debited
debiting
debits
debonair
debone
deboned
deboner
deboners
declaratory
declare
declared
deafer
deaferers
declarations
declaring
declasse
declassees
declasped
declassees
declasser
declassers
declasse
declaring
declasi
declasu
declases
declassing
declension
declensions
declination
declinations
decline
declined
decliner
decliners
declines
declining
decoc
decocht
decocht
decorting
decoc
decocing
decodes
decoding
decolor
decolors
decolour
decoloured
decolouring
decolours
decompose
decomposed
decomposes
decomposing
decomposition
decompositions
decogestant
decogestants
decor
decorate
decorated
decorates
decorating
decoration
decorations
decorative
decorator
decorators
decorous
decorously
decorousness
decorousnesses
decors
decorum
decorums
decoy
decoyed
decoyer
decoyers
decoying
decoys
decrease
decreased
decreases
decreasing
decree
decreed
decreeing
decreer
decreers
decrees
decrepit
decrescendo
decretal
decretals
decrial
decrials
decried
decrier
decriers
decries
decrown
decrowned
decrowning
decrowns
decry
decrying
decrypt
decrypted
decrypting
decrypts
decuman
decuple
decupled
decuples
decupling
decuries
decurion
decurions
decurve
decurved
decurved
decurving
decury
dedal
dedans
dedicate
dedicated
dedicates
dedicating
dedication
dedications
dedicator
deduce
deduced
deduces
deducible
deducing
deduct
deducted
deductible
deducting
deduction
deductions
deductive
deducts
dee
deed
deeded
deedier
deedist
deediest
deeding
deedless
deeds
definer
definers
defines
defining
definite
definitely
definition
definitions
definitive
defis
deflate
deflated
deflates
deflating
deflation
deflations
deflator
deflators
deflea
defleaed
defleaining
defleas
deflect
deflected
deflecting
deflection
deflections
deflects
deflexed
deflower
deflowered
deflowering
deflowers
defoam
defoamed
defoamer
defoamers
defoaming
defoams
defog
defogged
defogger
defoggers
defogging
defogs
defoliants
defoliate
defoliated
defoliates
defoliating
defoliation
defoliations
deforce
deforced
deforces
deforcing
deforest
deforested
deforested
deforestation
deforestation
deforests
deform
deformation
deformations
deformed
deformer
deformers
deforming
deformities
deformity
deforms
defraud
defrauded
defraud
defrauding
defraud
defrauds
defray
defrayal
defrayals
defrayed
defrayer
defrayers
defraying
defrays
defrock
defrocked
defrocking
defrocks
defrost
defrosted
defroster
defrosters
defrosting
defrosts
def
defter
deftest
demotic
demotics
demoting
demotion
demotions
demotist
demotists
demount
demounted
demounting
demounts
dempster
dempsters
demur
demure
demurely
demurer
demurest
demurral
demurrals
demurred
demurrer
demurrers
demurring
demurs
demy
den
denarii
denarius
denary
denature
denatured
denatures
denaturing
denazified
denazifies
denazify
denazifying
dendrite
dendrites
dendroid
dendron
dendrons
dene
denes
dengue
dengues
deniable
dental
dentalia
dentally
dentals
dentate
dentated
dented
denticle
denticles
dentifrice
dentifrices
dentil
dentils
dentin
dentinal
dentine
dentines
denting
dentins
dentist
dentistries
dentistry
dentist
dentistry
dentists
dentition
dentitions
dentoid
dents
dentural
denture
dentures
denudate
denudated
denudates
denudating
denude
denuded
denuder
denuders
denudes
denuding
denunciation
denunciations
deny
denying
deodand
deodands
deodar
deodara
depilate
depilated
depilates
depilating
deplane
deplaned
deplanes
deplaning
deplete
depleted
depletes
depleting
depletion
depletions
deglorable
deplore
deplored
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deplores
deploy
deployed
deploying
deployment
deployments
deploys
deplume
deplumed
deplumes
depluming
depolish
depolished
depolishes
depolishing
depone
deponed
deponent
deponents
depones
deponing
deport
deportation
deportations
deported
deportee
deportees
deporting
deportment
deportments
deports
deposal
deposals
depose
deposed
deposer
deposers
deposes
deposing
deposit
deposited
depositing
deposition
depositions
depositor
depositories
depositors
depository
deposits
depot
depots
depravation
depravations
deprase
depraved
depraver
depravers
depraves
deprasing
depravities
depravity
deprecate
deprecated
deprecates
deprecating
deprecation
deprecations
deprecatory
depreciate
depreciated
depreciates
depreciating
depreciation
depreciations
depredation
depredations
depress
depressant
depressants
depressed
depresses
depressing
depression
depressions
depressive
depressor
depressors
deprival
deprivals
deprive
deprieved
depriver
deprivers
deprive
depricanes
depriving
depsid
depsides
depth
depths
depurate
depurated
depurates
depurating
deputation
deputations
depute
deputed
deputes
deputies
deputing
deputize
deputized
deputizes
deputizing
deputy
deraign
deraigned
deraigned
deraigning
deraigns
derail
derailed
derailing
derails
derange
deranged
derangement
derangements
deranges
deranging
derat
derats
deratted
deratting
deray
derays
derbies
derby
der
derelict
dereliction
derelictions
derelicts
deride
derided
derider
deriders
derides
deriding
deringer
deringers
derision
derisions
derisive
derisory
derivate
derivates
derivation
derivations
derivative
derivatives
derive
derived
deriver
derivers
derives
deriving
derm
derma
dermal
dermas
dermatitis
dermatologies
dermatologist
dermatologists
dermatology
dermic
dermis
dermises
dermoid
derms
dernier
derogue
derogated
derogates
derogating
derogatory
derrick
derricks
derriere
derrieres
derries
derris
derrises
derry
dervish
dervishes
des
desalt
desalted
desalter
desalters
desalting
desalts
desand
desanded
desanding
desands
descant
descanted
descanting
descants
descend
descendant
descendants
descended
descendent
descendants
descending
descends
descent
descents
describable
describably
describe
described
describes
describing
descred
descrier
descriers
descries
description
descriptions
descriptive
descriptor
descriptors
descry
descrying
desecrate
desecrated
desecrates
desecrating
desecration
desecrations
desegregate
desegregated
desegregates
desegregating
desegregation
desegregations
deselect
deselected
deselecting
deselects
desert
deserted
deserter
deserter
deserters
desertic
deserting
deserts
deserve
deserved
deserver
deservers
deserves
deserving
desex
desexed
desexes
desexing
desiccate
desiccated
desiccates
desiccating
desiccation
desiccations
design
designate
designated
designates
designating
designation
designations
designed
designee
designees
designer
designers
designing
designs
desilver
desilvered
desilvering
desilvers
desinent
desirabilities
desirability
desirable
desire
desired
desirer
desirers
desires
desiring
desirous
desist
desisted
desisting
desists
desk
deskman
deskmen
desks
desman
desmans
desmid
desmids
desmoid
desmoids
desolate
desolated
desolates
desolating
desolation
desolations
desorb
desorbed
desorbing
desorbs
despair
despaired
despairing
despairs
despatch
despatched
despatches
despatching
desperado
desperadoes
desperados
desperate
desperately
desperation
desperations
despicable
despise
despised
despiser
despisers
despises
despiring
despite
despited
despites
despiting
despoil
despoiled
despoiling
despoils
despond
despended
despendeds
despendeds
despendeds
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desugars
desulfur
desulfured
desulfuring
desulfurs
desultory
detach
detached
detacher
detachers
detaches
detaching
detachment
detachments
detail
detailed
detailer
detailers
detailing
details
detain
detained
detainee
detainees
detainer
detainers
detaining
detains
detect
detectable
detected
detector
detecters
detecting
detection
detections
detective
detectives
detector
detectors
detects
detent
detente
detentes
detention
detentions
detents
deter
deterge
deterged
detergent
detergents
deterger
detergers
deterges
deterging
deteriorate
deteriorated
deteriorates
deteriorating
deterioration
deteriorations
determinant
determinants
determination
determinations
determine
determined
determines
determining
deterrable
deterrence
deterrences
deterrent
deterrents
deterrer
deterrers
deterrers
deterrings
deterrings
deterring
detests
detest
detestable
detestation
detestations
detested
detester
detesters
detesting
detests
dethrone
dethroned
dethrones
dethroning
detick
deticked
deticker
detickers
deuteron
deuterons
deutzia
deutzias
dev
deva
devaluation
devaluations
devalue
devalued
devalues
devaluating
devas
devastate
devastated
devastates
devastating
devastation
devastations
devein
deveined
deveining
deveis
devel
develed
develing
develop
develope
developed
developer
developers
developes
developing
development
developmental
developments
develops
devels
devest
devested
devesting
devests
deviance
deviances
deviancies
deviancy
deviant
deviants
deviate
deviated
deviates
deviating
deviation
deviations
deviator
deviators
device
devices
devil
deviled
deviling
devilish
devilkin
devilkins
devilled
devilling
devilries
devilry
devils
deviltries
deviltry
devious
devisal
devisals
devise
devised
devisee
devisees
deviser
devisers
devises
devising
devisor
devisors
device
devoiced
devoiced
devoiced
devoiced
devoiced
devoiced
devoicing
devoid
devoir
devoirs
devoive
devoive
devoive
devoivos

devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving
devolving

dialysis
dialytic
dialyze
dialyzed
dialyzer
dialyzers
dialyzes
dialyzing
diameter
diameters
diametric
diametrical
diametrically
diamide
diamides
diamin
diamine
diamines
damins
diamins
diamond
diamonded
diamonding
diamonds
dianthus
dianthuses
diapason
diapasons
diapause
diapaused
diapauses
diapausing
diaper
diapered
diapering
diapers
diaphone
diaphones
diaphonies
diaphony
diaphragm
diaphragmatic
diaphragms
diapir
diapiric
diapirs
diapsid
diarchic
diarchies
diarchy
diaries
diarist
diarists
diarrhea
diarrheas
diarrhoea
diarrhoeas
diary
diaspora
diasporas
diaspore
diaspores
diastase
diastases
diastema
diastemata
diaster
diasters
diastole
diastoles
diastral
diatom
diatomic
diatoms
diatonic
diatribes
diazepam
diazepams
diazepams
diazin
diazine
diazines
diazins
diazo
diazole
diazoles
dib
dibasic
dibbed
dibber
dibbers
dibbing
dibble
dibbled
dibbler
dibblers
dibbles
dibbling
dibuk
dibbukim
dibbuks
dibs
dicast
dicastic
dicasts
dice
diced
dicentra
dicentras
dicer
dicers
dices
dicey
dichasia
dichotic
dichroic
dicer
diciest
dicing
dick
dickens
dickenses
dicker
dickered
dickering
dickers
dickey
dickeye
dickie
dickies
dicks
icky
diclinies
dicliny
dicot
dicots
dicotyl
dicotyls
dicrotal
dicrotic
dicta
dictate
dictated
dictates
dictating
diel
dieldrin
dieldrins
diemaker
diemakers
diene
dienes
diereses
dieresis
dieretic
dies
diesel
diesels
dieses
desis
diester
diesters
diestock
diestocks
diestrums
diestrus
diestruses
diet
dietaries
dietary
dieted
dieter
dieters
dietetic
dietetics
dietician
dieticians
dieting
diets
differ
differed
difference
differences
different
differential
differentials
differentiate
differentiated
differentiates
differentiating
differentiation
differently
dighitng
dights
digit
digital
digitalis
digitally
digitals
digitate
digitize
digitized
digitizes
digitizing
digits
diglot
diglots
dignified
dignifies
dignify
dignifying
dignitaries
dignitary
dignities
dignity
digoxin
digoxins
digraph
digraphs
digress
digressed
digresses
digressing
digression
digressions
digs
dihedral
dihedrals
dihedron
dihedrons
dihybrid
dihybrids
dihydric
dikdik
dikdiks
dike
diked
diker
dikers
dikes
diode
diodes
dioecism
dioecisms
dioicous
diol
diolefin
diolefins
diols
diopside
diopsides
diophtase
diophtases
diophter
diophters
diophtral
dioptre
dioptries
dioptric
diorama
dioramas
dioramic
diorite
diorites
dioritic
dioxane
dioxanes
dioxid
 dioxide
dioxides
dioxid
dip
diphase
diphastic
diphenyl
diphenyls
diphtheria
diphtherias
diphthong
diphthongas
diplegia
diplegias
diplex
diploe
diploes
diploic
diploid
diploidies
disannulling
disannuls
disappear
disappearance
disappearances
disappeared
disappearing
disappears
disappoint
disappointed
disappointing
disappointment
disappointments
disappoints
disapproval
disapprovals
disapprove
disapproved
disapproves
disapproving
disarm
disarmament
disarmaments
disarmed
disarmer
disarmers
disarming
disarms
disarrange
disarranged
disarrangement
disarrangements
disarranges
disarranging
disarray
disarrayed
disarraying
disarrays
disaster
disasters
disastrous
disavow
disavowal
disavowals
disavowed
disavowing
disavows
disband
discoloring
discolors
discomfit
discomfited
discomfitting
discomfits
discomfiture
discomfitures
discomfort
discomforts
disconcert
disconcerted
disconcerting
disconcerts
disconnect
disconnected
disconnecting
disconnects
disconso
discontent
discontented
discontents
discontinuance
discontinuances
discontinuation
discontinue
discontinued
discontinues
discontinuing
discord
discordant
discorded
discording
discords
discos
discount
discounted
discounting
discounts
discourage
discouraged
discouragement
discouragements
discourages
discouraging
discourteous
discourteously
discourtesies
dishevelling
dishevels
dishful
dishfuls
dishier
dishiest
dishing
dishlike
dishonest
dishonesties
dishonestly
dishonesty
dishonor
dishonorable
dishonorably
dishonored
dishonoring
dishonors
dishpan
dishpans
dishrag
dishrags
dishware
dishwares
dishwasher
dishwashers
dishwater
dishwaters
dishy
disillusion
disillusioned
disillusioning
disillusionment
disillusionments
disillusions
disinclination
disinclinations
disincline
disinclined
disinclines
disinclining
disinfected
disinfect
disinfectant
disinfectants
disinfected
disinfecting
disinfection
disinfections
disobediences
disobedient
disobey
disobeyed
disobeying
disobeys
disomic
disorder
disordered
disordering
disorderliness
disorderlinesses
disorderly
disorders
disorganization
disorganizations
disorganize
disorganized
disorganizes
disorganizing
disown
disowned
disowning
disowns
disparage
disparaged
disparagement
disparagements
disparages
disparaging
disparate
disparities
disparity
dispart
disparted
disparting
disparts
dispassion
dispassionate
dispassions
dispatch
dispatched
dispatcher
dispatchers
dispatches
dispatching
dispel
dispelled
dispelling
dispels
dispand
dispended
dispending
dispends
dispensable
dispensaries
dispensary
dispensation
dispensations
dispense
dispensed
dispenser
dispensers
dispenses
dispensing
dispersal
dispersals
disperse
dispersed
disperses
dispersing
dispersion
dispersions
dispirit
dispirited
dispiriting
dispirits
displace
displaced
displacement
displacements
displaces
displacing
displant
displanted
displanting
displants
display
displayed
displaying
displays
displease
displeased
displeases
displeasing
displeasure
disruptions
disruptive
disrupts
dissatisfaction
dissatisfactions
dissatisfies
dissatisfy
dissave
dissaved
dissaves
dissaving
diseat
diseated
diseating
diseats
dissect
dissected
dissecting
dissection
dissections
dissects
disseise
disseised
disseises
disseising
disseize
disseized
disseizes
disseizing
dissemble
dissembled
dismembrer
dismembrers
dismembles
dissembling
dissemiate
dissemiated
dissemiates
dissemitating
dissemination
dissent
dissentent
dissentent

divergence
divergences
divergent
diverges
diverging
divers
diverse
diversification
diversifications
diversify
diversion
diversions
diversities
diversity
divot
diverted
divert
diverting
diverts
dives
divest
divested
divesting
divests
divide
divided
dividend
dividends
divider
didders
dives
diving
dividing
dividual
divination
divinations
divine
divined
divinently
diviner
diviners
divines
divinest
diving
divining
divinise
divinised
divinises
divinising
divinities
divinity
divinize
divinized
divinizes
divinizing
divisibilities
divisibility
divisible
division
divisional
divisions
divisive
divisor
divisors
divorce
divorced
divorced
divorcer
divorcers
divorces
divorcing
divot
divots
divulge
divulged
divulger
divulgers
divulges
divulging
divvied
divvies
divvy
divving
divwan
diwans
dixit
dixits
dizen
dizened
dizening
dizens
dizygous
dizzied
dizzier
dizzies
dizziest
dizzily
dizziness
dizzy
dizzying
djebel
djebels
djellaba
djellabas
djin
djinn
djinni
djinnns
djinnns
djinny
djins
do
doable
doat
doated
doating
doats
dobber
dobbers
dobbies
dobbin
dobbins
dobby
dobie
dobies
dobla
doblas
doblon
doblones
doblons
dobra
dobras
dobson
dobsons
doby
doc
docent
docents
docetic
docile
docilely
docilities
docility
dock
dogface
dogfaces
dogfight
dogfighting
dogfights
dogfish
dogfishes
dogfought
dogged
doggedly
dogger
doggerel
doggerels
doggeries
doggers
doggery
doggie
doggier
doggies
doggiest
dogging
doggish
doggo
doggone
doggoned
doggoneder
doggonedest
doggoner
doggones
doggonest
doggoning
doggrel
doggrels
doggy
doghouse
doghouses
dogie
dogies
dogleg
doglegged
doglegging
doglegs
doglike
dogma
dogmas
dogmata
dogmatic
dogmatism
domesticated
domesticates
domesticating
domestication
domestications
domestics
domic
domical
domicil
domicile
domiciled
domiciles
domiciling
domicils
dominance
dominances
dominant
dominants
dominate
dominated
dominates
dominating
domination
dominations
domine
domineer
domineered
domineering
domineers
domines
doming
dominick
dominicks
dominie
dominies
dominion
dominions
dominium
dominiums
domino
dominoes
dominos
doms
don
dona
donas
donate
donated
dopamines
dopant
dopants
dopas
dope
doped
doper
dopers
dopes
dopester
dopesters
dopey
dopier
dopiest
dopiness
dopinesses
doping
dopy
dor
dorado
dorados
dorbug
dorbugs
dorhawk
dorhawks
dories
dorm
dormancies
dormancy
dormant
dormer
dormers
dormice
dormie
dormient
dormin
dormins
dormitories
dormitory
dormouse
dorms
dorny
dornecK
dornecks
dornicK
dornicks
dornoCK
dornoCKs
dowery
dowie
dowing
down
downbeat
downbeats
downcast
downcasts
downcome
downcomes
downed
downer
downers
downfall
downfallen
downfalls
downgrade
downgraded
downgrades
downgrading
downhaul
downhauls
downhearted
downhill
downhills
downer
downers
downing
downing
down
down

downplay
downplayed
downplaying
downplays
downpour
downpours
downright
downs
downstairs
downtime
downtimes
downtown
downtowns
downtrod
downtrodden
downturn
downturns
downward
downwards
downwind
draggiest
dragging
draggle
draggled
draggles
dragglng
draggy
dragline
draglines
dragnet
dragnets
dragoman
dragomans
dragomen
dragon
dragonet
dragonets
dragons
dragoon
dragooned
dragooning
dragoons
dragrope
dragropes
drags
dragster
dragsters
drail
drails
drain
drainage
drainages
drained
drainer
drainers
daining
drainpipe
drainpipes
drains
drake
drakes
dram
drama
dramas
dramatic
dramatically
dramatist
dramatists
drily
drink
drinkable
drinker
drinkers
drinking
drinks
drip
drippless
dipped
dripper
drippers
drippier
drippiest
dripping
drippings
drippy
drips
dript
drivable
drive
drivel
driveled
driveler
drivelers
driveling
drivelled
drivelling
drivels
driven
driver
drivers
drives
driveway
driveways
driving
drizzle
drizzled
drizzles
drizzlier
drizzliest
drizzling
drizzly
drogue
drogues
droit
droits
droll
drumbles
drumbling
drumfire
drumfires
drumfish
drumfishes
drumhead
drumheads
drumlier
drumliest
drumlike
drumlin
drumlins
drumly
drummed
drummer
drummers
drumming
drumroll
drumrolls
drums
drumstick
drumsticks
drunken
drunkenly
drunkenness
drunkennesses
drunker
drunkest
drunks
drupe
drupelet
drupelets
drupes
druse
druses
drutthers
dry
dryable
dryad
dryades
dryadic
dryads
dryer
driers
duces
duchess
duchesses
duchies
duchy
duci
duck
duckbill
duckbills
ducked
ducker
duckers
duckie
duckier
duckies
duckiest
ducking
duckling
ducklings
duckpin
duckpins
ducks
ducktail
ducktails
duckweed
duckweeds
ducky
ducs
duct
ducted
ductile
ductilities
ductility
ducting
ductings
ductless
ducts
ductule
ductules
dud
duddie
duddy
dude
dudeen
dudeens
dudes
dudgeon
dudgeons
dugouts
dugs
dui
duiker
duikers
duit
duits
duke
dukedom
dukedoms
dukes
dulcet
dulcetly
dulcets
dulciana
dulcianas
dulcified
dulcifies
dulcify
dulcifying
dulcimer
dulcimers
dulcinea
dulcinneas
dulia
dulias
dull
dullard
dullards
dulled
duller
dullest
dulling
dullish
dullness
dullnesses
dulls
dully
dulness
dulnesses
dulse
dulses
duly
duma
dumas
dumb
dumbbell
dumbbells
duncish
dune
duneland
dunelands
dunelike
dunes
dung
dungaree
dungarees
dunged
dungeon
dungeons
dunghill
dunghills
dungier
dungiest
dunging
dungs
dungy
dunite
dunites
dunitic
dunk
dunked
dunker
dunkers
dunking
dunks
dunlin
dunlins
dunnage
dunnages
dunned
dunner
dunness
dunnesses
dunnest
dunning
dunnite
dunnites
duns
dunt
dunted
dunting
dunts
duo
duodena
duodenal
duodenum
duodenums
duolog
duologs
duologue
duologues
duomi
duomo
duomos
duopolies
duopoly
duopsonies
duopsony
duos
duotone
duotones
dup
dupable
dupe
duped
duper
duperies
dupers
dupery
dupes
duping
duple
duplex
duplexed
duplexer
duplexers
duplexes
duplexing
duplicate
duplicated
duplicates
duplicating
duplication
duplications
duplicator
duplicators
duplicity
dupped
dupping
dups
dura
durabilities
durability
durable
durables
durably
dural
duramen
duramens
durance
durances
duras
duration
durations
durative
duratives
durbar
durbars
dure
dured
dures
duress
duresses
durian
durians
during
durion
durions
durmast
durmasts
durn
durndest
durned
durneder
durnedest
durning
durns
duro
duroc
durocs
duros
durr
durra
durras
durrs
durst
durum
durums
dusk
dusked
duskier
dyspneal
dyspneas
dyspneic
dyspnoea
dyspnoeas
dyspnoic
dystaxia
dystaxias
dystocia
dystocias
dystonia
dystonias
dystopia
dystopias
dystrophies
dystrophy
dysuria
dysurias
dysuric
dyvour
dyvours
each
eager
eagerer
eagerest
eagerly
eagerness
eagernesses
eagers
eagle
eagles
eaglet
eaglets
eagre
eagres
eanling
eanlings
ear
earache
earaches
eardrop
eardrops
eardrum
eardrums
eared
earflap
earflaps
earful
easements
eases
easier
easies
easiest
easily
easiness
easinesses
easing
east
easter
easterlies
easterly
eastern
easters
easting
eastings
easts
eastward
eastwards
easy
easygoing
eat
eatable
eatables
eaten
eater
eateries
eaters
eatery
eath
eating
eatings
eats
eau
eaux
eave
eaved
eaves
eavesdrop
eavesdropped
eavesdropper
eavesdroppers
eavesdropping
eavesdrops
ebb
ebbbed
ebbet
echeloned
echeloning
echelons
eches
echidna
echidnae
echidnas
echinate
eching
echini
echinoid
echinoids
echinos
echo
echoed
echoer
echoers
echoes
echoey
echoic
echoing
echoism
echoisms
echoless
eclair
eclairs
eclat
eclats
eclectic
eclectics
eclipse
eclipsed
eclipses
eclipsing
eclipsis
eclipsises
ecliptic
ecliptics
eclogite
eclogites
eclogue
eclogues
ecllosion
eclissions
ecole
ecoles
ecologic
ecological
ecologically
ecologies
ecologist
ecologists
ecology
economic
economical
economically
economics
economies
economist
economists
economize
economized
economizes
economizing
economy
ecotonal
ecotone
ecotones
ectype
ectypes
ectypic
ecraseur
ecraseurs
ecru
ecrus
ecstasies
ecstasy
ecstatic
ecstatically
ecstatics
ectases
ectasis
ectatic
ecthyma
ecthymata
ectoderm
ectoderms
ectomere
ectomeres
ectopia
ectopias
ectopic
ectosarc
ectosarcs
ectozoa
ectozoan
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ectozoans
ectozooon
ectypal
ectype
ectypes
ecu
ecumenic
ecus
eczema
eczemas
edacious
edacities
edacity
edaphic
eddied
eddy
eddying
edelstein
edema
edemas
edemata
edentate
edentates
edge
edged
edgeless
edger
edgers
edges
edgeways
edgewise
edgier
edgiest
edgily
edginess
edginesses
edging
edgings
edge
edh
edhs
edibilities
edibility
edible
edibles
educt
education
educations
eductive
eductor
eductors
educts
eel
eelgrass
eelgrasses
eelier
eeliest
eellike
eelpout
eelpouts
eels
eelworm
eelworms
eely
eerie
eerier
eeriest
eerily
eeriness
eerinesses
eery
ef
eff
effable
efface
effaced
effacement
effacements
effacer
effacers
effaces
effacing
effect
effecte
effecter
effecters
effecting
effective
effectively
effectiveness
effector
effectors
effects
effectual
effectually
effectualness
effectualnesses
effeminacies
effeminacy
effeminate
effendi
effendis
efferent
efferents
effervesce
effervesced
effervescence
effervescences
effervescent
effervescently
effervesces
effervescing
effete
efetely
efficacies
efficacious
efficacy
efficiencies
efficiency
efficient
efficiently
effigies
effigy
effluent
effluents
effluvia
eflux
effluxes
effort
effortless
effortlessly
efforts
effrontery
effs
effulge
effulged
effulges
effulging
effuse
effused
effuses
effusing
effusion
effusions
effusive
effusively
efs
eft
eft
eftsoon
eftsoons
egad
egads
egal
egalite
egalites
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
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ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ger
ga
eighty
eikon
eikones
eikons
einkorn
einkorns
eirenec
either
ejaculate
ejaculated
ejaculates
ejaculating
ejaculation
ejaculations
eject
ejecta
ejected
ejecting
ejection
ejections
ejective
ejectives
ejector
ejectors
ejects
lke
kicked
kikes
kiking
ekistic
ekistics
ektexine
ektexines
el
elaborate
elaborated
elaborately
elaborateness
elaboratenesses
elaborates
elaborating
elaboration
elaborations
elain
elains
elan
eland
elands
electing
election
elections
elective
electives
elector
electoral
electorate
electorates
electors
electret
electrets
electric
electrical
electrically
electrician
electricians
electricities
electricity
electrics
electrification
electrifications
electro
electrocardiogram
electrocardiograms
electrocardiograph
electrocardiographs
electrocute
electrocuted
electrocutes
electrocutting
electrocution
electrocutions
electrode
electrodes
electroed
electroing
electrolysis
electrolysis
electrolyses
electrolyse
electrolyses
electrolyte
electrolytes
electrolytic
electromagnet
electromagnetically
electromagnetic
electromagnets
electron
electronic
embitter
embittered
embittering
embitters
emblaze
emblazed
emblazer
emblazers
emblazes
emblazing
emblazon
emblazoned
emblazoning
emblazons
emblem
emblematic
emblemed
embleming
emblems
embodied
embodier
embodiers
embodies
embodiment
embodiments
embody
embodying
embolden
emboldened
emboldening
emboldens
emboli
embolic
embolies
embolism
embolisms
embolus
emboly
emborder
embordered
embordering
emborders
embosk
embosked
embosking
embosks
embosom
embosomed
empires
empiric
empirical
empirically
empirics
emplace
emplaced
emplaces
emplacing
emplane
emplaned
emplanes
emplaning
employ
employe
employed
employee
employees
employer
employers
employes
employing
employment
employs
empoison
empoisoned
empoisoning
empoisons
emporia
emporium
emporiums
empower
empowered
empowering
empowers
empress
empresses
emprise
emprises
emprize
emprizes
emptied
emptier
emptiers
empties
emptiestic
emptily
encamps
encase
encased
encases
encash
encashed
encashes
encasing
enceinte
enceintes
encephalitides
encephalitis
enchain
enchained
enchaining
enchains
enchant
enchanted
enchanter
enchanters
enchanting
enchantment
enchantments
enchantress
enchantresses
enchants
enchase
enchased
enchanter
enchasers
enchases
enchanting
enchased
encipher
enciphered
enciphering
enciphers
encircle
encircled
encircles
enclasp
enclasped
enclasping
enclasps
enclave
enclaves
enclitic
enclitics
enclose
enclosed
encloser
enclosers
encloses
enclosing
enclosure
enclosures
encode
encoded
encoder
encoders
encodes
encoding
encomia
encomium
encomiums
encompass
encompassed
encompasses
encompassing
encore
encored
encores
encoring
encounter
encountered
encountering
encounters
encourage
encouraged
encouragement
encouragements
encourages
encouraging
encroach
encroached
encroaches
encroaching
encroachment
encroachments
encrust
encrusted
endorses
endorsing
endorser
endorsors
endosarc
endosarcs
endosmos
endosmoses
endosome
endosomes
endostea
endow
endowed
endower
endowers
endowing
endowment
endowments
endows
endozoic
endpaper
endpapers
endplate
endplates
endrin
endrins
ends
endue
endued
endues
enduing
endurable
endurance
endurances
endure
endured
endures
enduring
enduro
enduros
endways
endwise
enema
enemas
enemata
enemies
enemy
energetic
engineers
engineries
enginery
engines
engining
enginous
engird
engirded
engirding
engirdle
engirdled
engirdles
engirdling
engirds
engirt
english
englished
englishes
englishing
englut
engluts
englutted
englutting
engorge
engorged
engorges
engorging
engraft
engrafted
engrafting
engrafts
engrail
engrailed
engrailing
engrails
en grin
en grained
en graining
en grains
en gram
en gram me
en gram mes
en grams
engrave
en graved
en graver
en gravers
en gr av es
enravish
enravished
enravishes
enravishing
enrich
enriched
enricher
enrichers
enriches
enriching
enrichment
enrichments
enrobe
enrobed
enrober
enrobers
enrobes
enrobing
enrol
enroll
enrolled
enrollee
enrollees
enroller
enrollers
enrolling
enrollment
enrollments
enrolls
enrols
enroot
enrooted
enrooting
enroots
ens
ensample
ensamples
ensconce
ensconced
ensconces
ensconcing
enscroll
enscrolled
enscrolling
enscrolls
ensemble
ensembles
enserf
enserfed
enserfing
enserfs
ensheath
ensheathed
ensheathing
ensheaths
enshrine
enshrined
enshrines
enshrining
enshroud
enshrouded
enshrouding
enshrouds
ensiform
ensign
ensigncies
ensigncy
ensigns
ensilage
ensilaged
ensilages
ensilaging
ensile
ensiled
ensiles
ensiling
enskied
enskies
ensky
enskyed
enskying
enslave
enslaved
enslavement
enslavements
enslaver
enslavers
enslaves
enslaving
ensnare
ensnared
ensnarer
ensnarers
ensnares
ensnaring
ensnarl
ensnarled
ensnarling
ensnarls
ensorcel
ensorceled
ensorceling
ensorcels
ensoul
ensouled
ensouling
ensouling
ensouls
ensphere
ensphered
enspheres
ensphering
ensue
ensued
ensues
ensuing
ensure
ensured
ensurer
ensurers
ensures
ensuring
enswathe
enswathed
enswathes
enswathing
entail
entailed
entailer
entailers
entailing
entails
entameba
entamebae
entamebas
entangle
entangled
entanglement
entanglements
entangles
entangling
entases
entasia
entasias
entasis
entia
entice
enticed
enticement
enticements
enticer
enticers
entices
enticing
entire
entirely
entires
entireties
entirety
entities
entitle
entitled
entitles
entitling
entity
entoderm
entoderms
entoil
entoiled
entoiling
entoils
entomb
entombed
entombing
entombs
entomological
entomologies
entomologist
entomologists
entomology
entopic
entourage
entourages
entozoa
entozoal
entozoan
entozoans
entozoic
entozoon
entrails
entrain
entrained
entraining
epigean
epigene
epigenic
epigeous
epigon
epigone
epigones
epigoni
epigonic
epignons
epignous
epigram
epigrammatic
epigrams
epigraph
epigraphs
epigynies
epigy
epilepsies
epilepsy
epileptic
epileptics
epilog
epilogs
epilogue
epilogued
epilogues
epiloguing
epimer
epimere
epimeres
epimeric
epimers
epimysia
epinaoi
epinaos
epinasties
epinasty
epiphанies
epiphany
epiphyte
epiphytes
episcia
episcias
episcopal
episcopes
episode
episodes
episodic
episomal
episome
episomes
epistasies
epistasy
epistaxis
epistle
epistler
epistlers
epistles
epistyle
epistyles
epitaph
epitaphs
epitases
epitasis
epitaxies
epitaxy
epithet
epithets
epitome
epitomes
epitomic
epitomize
epitomized
epitomizes
epitomizing
epizoa
epizoic
epizoism
epizoisms
epizoite
epizoites
epizoon
epizooties
epizooty
epoch
epochal
epochs
epode
epodes
eponym
eponymic
eponymies
eponyms
eponymy
equerry
equestrian
equestrians
equilateral
equilibrium
equine
equinely
equines
equinites
equinity
equinox
equinoxes
equip
equipage
equipages
equipment
equipments
equipped
equipper
equippers
equipping
equips
equiseta
equitable
equitant
equites
equities
equity
equivalence
equivalences
equivalent
equivalents
equivocal
equivocate
equivocated
equivocates
equivocating
equivocation
equivocations
equivoke
equivokes
er
era
eradiate
eradiated
eradiates
eradiating
eradicable
eradicate
eradicating
eras
erase
erased
eraser
erasers
erasing
erosion
erasions
erasure
erasures
erbium
erbiums
ere
erect
erected
erector
erecters
erectile
erecting
erection
erections
erective
erectly
erector
erectors
erects
erelong
eremite
ermites
eremitic
eremuri
eremurus
erenow
erepsin
erepsins
erethic
erethism
erethisms
erewhile
erg
ergastic
ergate
ergates
ergo
ergodic
ergot
ergotic
ergotism
ergotisms
ergots
ergs
erica
ericas
ericoid
erigeron
erigerons
eringo
eringoes
eringos
eristic
eristics
erlking
erlkings
ermine
ermined
ermines
ern
erne
ernes
erns
erode
eroded
erodent
erodes
erodible
eroding
erogenic
eros
erose
erosely
eroses
erosible
erosion
erosions
erosive
erotic
erotica
erotical
erotically
erotics
erotism
escapism
escapisms
escapist
escapists
escar
escargot
escargots
escarole
escaroles
escarp
escaped
escarping
escarpment
escarpments
escarps
escars
eschalot
eschalots
eschar
eschars
escheat
escheated
escheating
escheats
eschew
eschewal
eschewals
eschewed
eschewing
eschews
escolar
escolars
escort
escorted
escorting
escorts
escot
escoted
escoting
escots
escrow
escrowed
escrowing
escrows
escuage
escuages
escudo
escudos
esculent
esculents
eserine
eserines
eses
eskar
eskars
esker
eskers
esophagi
esophagus
esoteric
espalier
espaliered
espaliering
espaliers
espanol
espanoles
esparto
espartos
especial
especially
espial
espials
espied
espiegle
espies
espionage
espionages
espousal
espousals
espouse
espoused
espouser
espousers
espouses
espousing
espresso
espressos
esprit
esprits
espy
espying
esquire
esquired
esquires
esquiring
ess
eth
ethane
ethanes
ethanol
ethanols
ethene
ethenes
ether
ethereal
etheric
etherified
etherifies
etherify
etherifying
etherish
etherize
etherized
etherizes
etherizing
ethers
 ethic
ethical
ethically
ethicals
ethician
ethicians
ethicist
ethicists
 ethicize
 ethicized
 ethicizes
 ethicizing
 ethics
 ethinyl
 ethinyls
 ethion
 ethions
 ethmoid
 ethmoids
 ethnarch
 ethnarchs
 ethnic
 ethnical
 ethnicities
 ethnicity
 ethnics
 ethnologic
 ethnological
eucaines
eucalypt
eucalypti
eucalypts
eucalyptus
eucalyptuses
eucharis
eucharises
eucharistic
euche
euchred
euchres
euchring
euclase
euclases
eucrite
eucrites
eucritic
eudaemon
eudaemons
eudemon
eudemons
eugenic
eugenics
eugenist
eugenists
eugenol
eugenols
euglena
euglenas
eulachan
eulachans
eulachon
eulachons
eulogia
eulogiae
eulogias
eulogies
eulogise
eulogised
eulogises
eulogising
eulogist
eulogistic
eulogists
eulogium
eulogiums
eulogize
eulogized
eulogizes
eulogizing
eulogy
eunuch
eunuchs
eunymus
eunymuses
eupatrid
eupatridae
eupatrids
eupepsia
eupepsias
eupepsies
eupepsy
eupeptic
euphemism
euphemisms
euphemistic
euphenic
euphonic
euphonies
euphonious
euphony
euphoria
euphorias
euphoric
euphotic
euphrasies
euphrasy
euphroe
euphroes
euphuism
euphuisms
euphuist
euphuists
euploid
euploidies
euploids
uploidy
eupnea
eupneas
eupneic
eupnoea
eupnoeas
upnoeic
eureka
euripi
euripus
euro
europium
europiums
euros
eurythmies
eurythmy
eustacies
eustacy
eustatic
eustele
eusteles
eutaxies
eutaxy
eutectic
eutectics
euthanasia
euthanasias
eutrophies
eutrophy
euxenite
euxenites
evacuant
evacuants
evacuate
evacuated
evacuates
evacuating
evacuation
evacuations
evacuee
evacuees
evadable
 evade
 evaded
 evader
 evaders
 evades
 evadible
 evading
 evaluable
 evaluate
 evaluated
 evaluates
 evaluating
 evaluation
 evaluations
 evaluator
evaluators
evanesc
evanesced
evanesces
evanescing
evangel
evangelical
evangelism
evangelisms
evangelist
evangelistic
evangelists
evangel
evangelical
evangelism
evangelisms
evangelist
evangelistic
evangelists
evangers
evanish
evanished
evanishes
evanishing
evaporate
evaporated
evaporates
evaporating
evaporation
evaporations
evaporative
evaporator
evaporators
evasion
evasions
evasive
evasiveness
evasivenesses
eve
evection
evections
even
evened
even
eveners
eveners
evenest
evenfall
evenfalls
evening
evenings
evenly
evenness
evennesses
evens
evensong
evensongs
event
eventful
eventide
eventides
events
eventual
eventualities
eventuality
eventually
ever
evergreen
evergreens
everlasting
evermore
eversion
eversions
evert
everted
everting
evertor
evertors
everts
every
everybody
everyday
everyman
everymen
everyone
everything
everyway
everywhere
eves
evict
evicted
evictee
evictees
evicting
eviction
evictions
evictor
evictors
evicts
evidence
evidenced
evidences
evidencing
evident
evidently
evil
evildoer
evildoers
eviler
evilest
eviller
evilles
evilder
evilness
evilnesses
evils
evince
evinced
evinces
evincing
evinclive
eviscerate
eviscerated
eviscerates
eviscerating
evisceration
eviscerations
evitable
evite
evited
evites
eviting
evicable
evocation
evocations
evocative
evocator
evocators
evoke
evoked
evoker
evokers
evokes
evoking
evolute
evolutes
evolution
evolutionary
evolutions
evolve
evolved
evolver
excitants
excitation
excitations
excite
excited
excitedly
excitement
excitements
exciter
exciters
excites
exciting
exciton
excitons
excitor
excitors
exclaim
exclaimed
exclaiming
exclaims
exclamation
exclamations
exclamatory
exclave
exclaves
exclude
excluded
excluder
excluders
excludes
excluding
exclusion
exclusions
exclusive
exclusively
exclusiveness
exclusivenesses
excommunicate
excommunicated
excommunicates
excommunicating
excommunication
excommunications
excrement
excremental
excrements
excreta
excretal
excrete
excreted
excreter
excreters
excretes
excreting
excretion
excretions
excretory
excruciating
excruciatingly
exculpate
exculpated
exculpates
exculpating
excursion
excursions
excuse
excused
excuser
excusers
excuses
excusing
exeat
exec
execrate
execrated
execrates
execrating
execs
executable
execute
executed
executer
executers
executes
executing
execution
executioner
executioners
executions
executive
executives
executor
executors
executrix
executrixes
exedra
exedrae
exegeses
exegesis
exegete
exegetes
exegetic
exempla
exemplar
exemplars
exemplary
exemplification
exemplifications
exemplified
exemplifies
exemplify
exemplifying
exemplum
exempt
exempted
exempting
exemption
exemptions
exempts
exequial
exequies
exequy
exercise
exercised
exerciser
exercisers
exercises
exercising
exergual
exergue
exergues
exert
exerted
exerting
exertion
exertions
exertive
exerts
exes
exhalant
exhalants
exhalation
exhalations
exhale
exiguities
exiguity
exiguous
exile
exiled
exiles
exilian
exilic
exiling
eximious
exine
exines
exist
existed
existence
existences
existent
existents
existing
exists
exit
exited
exiting
exits
exocarp
exocarps
exocrine
exocrines
exoderm
exoderms
exodoi
exodos
exodus
exoduses
exoergic
exogamic
exogamies
exogamy
exogen
exogens
exonerate
exonerated
exonerates
exonerating
exoneration
exonерations
exorable
exorbitant
explanted
explanting
explants
expletive
expletives
explicable
explicably
explicit
explicitly
explicitness
explicitnesses
explicit
explode
exploded
exploder
exploders
explodes
exploding
exploit
exploitation
exploitations
exploited
exploiting
exploits
exploration
explorations
exploratory
explore
explored
explorer
explorers
explores
exploring
explosion
explosions
explosive
explosively
explosives
expo
exponent
exponential
exponentially
exponents
export
exportation
exportations
exported
exporter
expungers
expunges
expunging
expunge
expurgate
expurgated
expurgates
expurgating
expurgation
expurgations
exquisite
exscind
exscinded
exscinding
exscinds
exsecant
exsecants
exsect
exsected
exsecting
exsects
exsert
exserted
exserting
exserts
extant
extemporaneous
extemporaneously
extend
extendable
extended
extender
extenders
extendible
extending
extends
extension
extensions
extensive
extensively
extensor
extensors
extent
extents
extenuate
extenuated
extenuates
extenuating
extenuation
extortion
extortioner
extortioners
extortionist
extortionists
extortions
extorts
extra
extracampus
extraclasse
extraclasse
extraclasse
extraclasse
extraclasse
extraclasse
extraclasse
extract
extractable
extracted
extracting
extraction
extractions
extractor
extractors
extracts
extracurricular
extradepartmental
extradiocesan
extradite
extradited
extradites
extraditing
extradition
extraditions
extrados
extradoses
extrafamilial
extragalactic
extragovernmental
extrainhuman
extralegal
extramarital
extranational
extraneous
extraneously
extraordinarily
extraordinary
extraplanetary
extrapyramidal
extras
extrascollar
extrasensory
extraterrestrial
extravagance
extravagances
extravagant
extravagantly
extravaganza
extravaganzas
extravasate
extravasated
extravasates
extravasating
extravasation
extravasations
extravehicular
extraversion
extraversions
extravert
extraverted
extraverts
extrema
extreme
extremely
extremer
extremes
extremest
extremities
extremity
extremum
extricable
extricate
extricated
extricates
extricating
extrication
extrications
extrose
extrovert
extroverts
extrude
extruded
extruder
extruders
extrudes
extruding
exuberance
exuberances
exuberant
eyeful
eyefuls
eyeglass
eyeglasses
eyehole
eyeholes
eyehook
eyehooks
eyeing
eyelash
eyelashes
eyeless
eyelet
eyelets
eyeletted
eyeletting
eyelid
eyelids
eyelike
eyeliner
eyeliners
eyen
eyepiece
eyepieces
eyepoint
eyepoints
eyer
eyers
eyes
eyeshade
eyeshades
eyeshot
eyeshots
eyesight
eyesights
eyesome
eyesore
eyesores
eyespot
eyespots
eyestalk
eyestalks
eyestone
eyestones
eyestrain
eyestrains
eyeteeth
eyetooth
facer
facers
faces
facesheet
facesheets
facet
facete
faceted
facetely
facetiae
faceting
facetious
facetously
facets
facetted
facetting
faceup
facia
facial
facially
facials
facias
faciend
faciends
facies
facile
facilely
facilitate
facilitated
facilitates
facilitating
facilitator
facilitators
facilities
facility
facing
facings
facsimile
facsimiles
fact
factful
faction
factional
factionalism
factionalisms
factions
factious
factitious
faintish
faintly
faintness
faintnesses
faints
fair
faired
fairer
fairest
fairground
fairgrounds
fairies
fairing
fairings
fairish
fairlead
fairleads
fairly
fairness
fairnesses
fairs
fairway
fairways
fairy
fairyism
fairyisms
fairyland
fairylands
faith
faithed
faithful
faithfully
faithfulness
faithfulnesses
faithfuls
faithing
faithless
faithlessly
faithlessness
faithlessnesses
faiths
faitour
faitours
fake
faked
fakeer
fakeers
faker
fakeries
fakers
fakery
fakes
faking
fakir
fakirs
falbala
falbalas
falcate
falcated
falchion
falchions
falcon
falconer
falconers
falconet
falconets
falconries
falconry
falcon
falderal
falderals
falderol
falderol
falderols
fail
fallacies
fallacious
fallacy
fallal
fallals
fallback
fallbacks
fallen
faller
fallers
fallfish
fallfishes
fallible
fallibly
falling
falloff
falloffs
falloff
fallow
fallowed
fallowing
fangs
fanion
fanions
fanjet
fanjets
fanlight
fanlights
fanlike
fanned
fanner
fannies
fanning
fanny
fano
fanon
fanons
fanos
fans
fantail
fantails
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farewell
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farting
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fascinates
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fastiduously
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fatally
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fatuously
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faubourgs
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faultier
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feist
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felicitate
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felicitating
felicitation
felicitations
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felicity
felid
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fell
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fellers
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feminism
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feminist
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feminize
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femur
femurs
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fenagle
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fenagling
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fencers
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fend
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fennel
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feod
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feods
feoff
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feoffs
fer
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ferbam
ferbams
fere
feres
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feretory
feria
feriae
ferial
ferias
ferine
ferities
ferity
ferlie
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fermata
fermatas
fermate
ferment
fermentation
fermentations
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fermenting
ferments
fermi
fermion
fermions
fermis
festering
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festive
festively
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festivity
festoon
festooned
festooning
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fetation
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fetch
fetched
fetcher
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fetches
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fete
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feterita
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fetial
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fetialis
fetials
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fetiches
feticide
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fetid
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feting
fetish
fetishes
fetlock
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fetologies
fetology
fetor
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fibrillation
fibrillations
fibrils
fibrin
fibrins
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fibroid
fibroids
fibroin
fibroins
fibroma
fibromas
fibromata
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fibrosis
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fibrous
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fibula
fibulae
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fibulas
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fichu
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fickle
fickleness
ficklenesses
fickler
ficklest
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fictile
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fictive
fid
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fiddler
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filial
filially
filiate
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filiates
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filibeg
filibegs
filibuster
filibustered
filibusterer
filibusterers
filibustering
filibusters
filicide
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filigree
filigreed
filigreeing
filigrees
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filings
filister
filisters
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fillies
fillet
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filleting
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fillies
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filmcard
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finery
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finespun
finesse
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finessing
finest
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finfoot
finfoots
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fingerer
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fingerlings
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fingerprint
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fingertip
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finial
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finials
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finickier
finickiest
finickin
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finikin
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finings
finis
finises
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finishes
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fireweed
fireweeds
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firework
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fireworm
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firings
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firmament
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firming
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firmness
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fishable
fishboat
fishboats
fishbone
fishbones
fishbowl
fishbowls
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fishgig
fishgigs
fishhook
fishhooks
fishier
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fitter
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flan
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flenser
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fleshier
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fleshlier
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flimflam
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flimflams
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flimsies
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flimsily
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flincher
flinchers
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flinching
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fling
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flingers
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flintily
flinting
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flips
flirt
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flirtier
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flirting
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flit
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flite
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fliting
flits
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flittering
flitters
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floater
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floatier
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floating
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floc
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flocci
floccing
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fluoresces
fluorescing
fluoric
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fluoridate
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fluoridates
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fluoridation
fluoridations
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fluorides
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fluorin
fluorine
fluorines
fluorins
fluorite
fluorites
fluorocarbon
fluorocarbons
fluoroscope
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fluoroscopies
fluoroscopist
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flurried
flurries
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flurrying
flus
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flushers
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flute
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focalize
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focus
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fondles
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foozled
foozler
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foozles
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foraged
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forages
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foram
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forams
foray
forayed
forayer
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forb
forbad
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forearms
forebay
forebays
forebear
forebears
forebode
foreboded
forebodes
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foreboding
forebodings
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foreboom
forebooms
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forecast
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forecasts
foreclose
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foredate
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foredates
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forefeeling
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foreknown
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forensics
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forepart
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forepeaks
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foreplays
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foreran
forerank
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forerun
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forlorn
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formally
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formant
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formate
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formation
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formative
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formless
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forties
fortieth
fortieths
fortification
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fortified
fortifies
fortify
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fortis
fortitude
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fortnight
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fortress
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fortresses
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fortuitous
fortuity
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fortune
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fortuning
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forwent
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forworn
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foxfire
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foxfish
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foxhole
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foxily
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foxlite
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freed
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freedom
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freeloading
freeloads
freely
freeman
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freer
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freezer
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frill
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frillier
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frillings
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fringier
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fripperies
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frise
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frisette
frisettes
friseur
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frisk
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friskiness
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frisking
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frissons
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frith
friths
frits
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fritter
frittered
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fritters
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frivolers
frivoling
frivolities
frivolity
frivolled
frivolling
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frivols
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frizer
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frizes
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frizing
frizz
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frizzer
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frizzes
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fulcrums
fulfil
fulfill
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fulfilling
fulfillment
fulfillments
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fulgid
fulham
fulhams
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fullam
fullams
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fulleries
fullering
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fullery
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fullface
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fullness
fullnesses
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fulmar
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fulmine
fulmined
fulmines
fulminic
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fulsome
fulvous
fumarase
fumarases
fumarate
fumarates
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fumarole
fumaroles
fumatories
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fumble
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fumbler
fumblera
fumbles
fumbling
fume
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fumeless
fumelike
fumer
fumers
fumes
fumet
fumets
fumette
fumettes
fumier
fumiest
fumigant
fumigants
fumigate
fungicides
fungo
fungoes
 fungoid
fungoids
fungous
fungus
funguses
funicle
funicles
funiculi
funk
funged
funker
fungers
fungia
fungias
fungier
fungiest
funging
fungs
funky
funned
funnel
funneled
funneling
funnelled
funnelling
funnels
funnier
funnies
funniest
funnily
funning
funny
funnyman
funnysmen
funs
fur
furan
furane
furanes
furanose
furanoses
furans
furbelow
furbelowed
furbelowing
furnaces
furnacing
furnish
furnished
furnishes
furnishing
furnishings
furniture
furnitures
furo
furoe
furores
furors
furred
furrier
furrieries
furriers
furriery
furriest
furriy
furriner
furriners
furring
furrings
furrow
furrowed
furrower
furrowers
furrowing
furrows
furrowy
furry
furs
further
furthered
furthering
furthermore
furthermost
furthers
furthest
furtive
furtively
furtiveness
furtivenesses
furuncle
furuncles
fury
furze
fustian
fustians
fustic
fustics
fustier
fustiest
fustily
fusty
futharc
futharcs
futhark
futharks
futhorc
futhorcs
futhork
futhorks
futile
futilely
futilities
futility
futock
futocks
futural
future
futures
futurism
futurisms
futurist
futuristic
futurists
futures
futurity
futurists
fuze
fuzed
fuzee
fuzees
fuzes
fuzil
fuzils
fuzing
fuzz
fuzzed
fuzzes
fuzzier
fuzzier
fuzziest
fuzzily
fuzziness
fuzzinesses
gala
galactic
galactorrhea
galago
galagos
galah
galahs
galangal
galangals
galas
galatea
galateas
galavant
galavanted
galavanting
galavants
galax
galaxes
galaxies
galaxy
galbanum
galbanums
gale
galea
galeae
galeas
galeate
galeated
galena
galenas
galenic
galenite
galenites
galere
galeres
gales
galiee
galilee
galilees
galiot
galiots
galipot
galipots
galivant
galivanted
galivanting
galivants
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gallant
gangway
gangways
ganister
ganisters
ganja
ganjas
gannet
gannets
ganof
ganofs
ganoid
ganoids
gantlet
gantleted
gantletting
gantlets
gantline
gantlines
gantlope
gantlopes
gantries
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ganymede
ganymedes
gaol
gaoled
gaoler
gaolers
gaoling
gaols
gap
gape
gaped
gaper
gapers
gapes
gapeseed
gapeseeds
gapeworm
gapeworms
gaping
gapingly
gaposisis
gaposises
gapped
gappier
gappiest
gapping
gargled
gargler
garglers
gargles
gargling
gargoyle
gargoyle
garish
garishly
garland
garlanded
garlanding
garlands
garlic
garlicky
garlics
garment
garmented
garmenting
garments
garner
garnered
garnering
garners
garnet
garnets
garnish
garnished
garnishee
garnisheed
garnishees
garnisheing
garnishes
garnishing
garnishment
garnishments
garote
garoted
garotes
garoting
garotte
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garotter
garotters
garottes
garotting
garpikes
garred
garret
garrets
garring
garrison
garrisoned
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garrisons
garron
garrons
garrote
garroted
garroter
garroters
garrotes
garroting
garrotte
garroted
garrotes
garrottes
garrotting
garrulities
garrulity
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garth
garths
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geodesy
g eo d et ic
g eodic
g eoduck
g eoducks
g eognosies
g eognosy
g eographer
g eographers
g eographic
g eographical
g eographically
g eographies
g eography
g eoid
g eoidal
g eoids
g eologer
g eologers
g eologic
g eological
g eologies
g eologist
g eologists
g eology
g eomancies
g eomancy
g eometer
g eometers
g eometric
g eometrical
g eometries
g eometry
g eophagies
g eophagy
g eophone
g eophones
g eophysical
g eophysicist
g eophysicists
g eophysics
g eophyte
g eophytes
g eoponic
g eorgic
g eorgics
g eotaxes
g eotaxis
geothermal
geothermic
gerah
gerahs
geranial
geranials
geraniol
geraniols
geranium
geraniums
gerardia
gerardias
gerbera
gerberas
gerbil
gerbille
gerbilles
gerbils
gerent
gerents
gerenuk
gerenuks
geriatric
geriatrics
gerem
german
germane
germanic
germanium
geraniums
germans
germen
germens
germfree
germicidal
germicide
germicides
germier
germiest
germina
germinal
germinate
germinated
germinates
germinating
germination
germinations
germs
germy
gerontic
gerrymander
gerrymandered
gerrymandering
gerrymanders
gerund
gerunds
gesso
gessoes
gest
gestalt
gestalten
gestalts
gestapo
gestapos
gestate
gestated
gestates
gestating
geste
gestes
gestic
gestical
gests
gestural
gesture
gestured
gesturer
gesturers
gestures
gesturing
gesundheit
get
getable
getaway
getaways
gets
gettable
getter
gettered
gettering
getters
getting
getup
getups
geum
geums
ghosts
ghostwrite
ghostwriter
ghostwriters
ghostwrites
ghostwritten
ghostwrote
ghosty
ghoul
ghoulish
ghouls
ghyll
gylls
giant
giantess
giantesses
giantism
giantisms
giants
giaour
giaours
gib
gibbed
gibber
gibbered
gibbering
gibberish
gibberishes
gibbers
gibbet
gibbeted
gibbetting
gibbets
gibbetted
gibbetting
gibbing
gibbon
gibbons
gibbose
gibbous
gibbsite
gibbsites
gibe
gibed
giber
gibers
gibes
gibing
gighe
giglet
giglets
giglot
giglots
gigolo
gigolos
gigot
gigots
gigs
gigue
gigues
gilbert
gilberts
gild
gilded
gilder
gilders
gildhall
gildhalls
gilding
gildings
gilds
gill
gilled
giller
gillers
gillie
gillied
gilies
gilling
gillnet
gillnets
gillnetted
gillnetting
gills
gilly
gillying
gilt
gilthead
giltheads
gilts
gimbal
gimbaled
gimbaling
gimballed
gimballing
gimbals
girdles
girdling
girds
girl
girlhood
girlhoods
girlie
girlies
girlish
girls
girly
gim
girmed
giming
gims
giro
giron
girons
giros
girosol
girosols
girsh
girsches
girt
girted
girth
girthed
girthing
girths
girting
girts
gisarme
gisarmes
gismo
gismos
gist
gists
git
gitano
gitanos
gittern
gitterns
give
giveable
giveaway
giveaways
given
givens
gleamier
gleamier
gleamier
gleaming
gleams
gleamy
glean
gleanable
gleaned
gleaner
gleaners
gleaning
gleanings
gleans
gleba
glebae
glebe
glebes
gled
glede
gledes
gleds
glee
gleed
gleeds
gleeful
gleek
glecked
glecking
gleeks
gleeman
gleemen
glees
gleesome
gleet
gleeted
gleetier
gleetiest
gleeting
gleets
gleety
gleg
glegly
glegness
glegnesses
glen
glenlike
glenoid
glens
gley
gleys
gliadin
gliadine
gliadines
gliadins
glial
glib
glibber
glibbest
glibly
glibness
glibnesses
glide
glided
glider
gliders
glides
gliding
gliff
gliffs
glim
glime
glimed
glimes
gliming
glimmer
glimmered
glimmering
glimmers
glimpse
glimpsed
glimpser
glimpsers
glimpses
glimpsing
glims
glint
glinted
glinting
glints
glioma
gliomas
gliomata
glissade
glissaded
glissades
glissading
glisten
glistened
glistening
glistens
glister
glistered
glistering
glisters
glitch
glitches
glitter
glittered
glittering
glitters
glittery
gloam
gloaming
gloamings
gloams
gloat
gloated
gloater
gloaters
gloating
gloats
glob
global
globally
globate
globated
globe
globed
globes
globin
globing
globins
globoid
globoids
globose
globous
globs
globular
globule
globules
globulin
globulins
glochid
glochids
governments
governor
governors
governorship
governorships
governs
gowan
gowaned
gowans
gowany
gowd
gowds
gowk
gowks
gown
gowned
gowning
gowns
gownsmanship
gownsmen
gox
goxes
goy
goyim
goyish
goys
graal
graals
grab
grabbed
grabber
grabbers
grabbler
grabbier
grabbiest
grabbing
grabble
grabbled
grabbler
grabblers
grabbles
grabbling
grabby
graben
grabens
grabs
grace
graced
graceful
groaners
groaning
groans
groat
groats
grocer
groceries
grocers
grocery
grog
grogeries
groggery
groggier
groggiest
groggily
grogginess
grogginesses
groggy
grogram
grograms
grogs
grogshop
grogshops
groin
groined
groining
groins
grommet
grommets
gromwell
gromwells
groom
groomed
groomer
groomers
grooming
grooms
groove
grooved
groover
groovers
grooves
groovier
grooviest
grooving
groovy
grope
groped
gruntles
grunting
grunts
grushie
grutch
grutched
grutches
grutching
grutten
gryphon
gryphons
guacharo
guacharoes
guacharos
guaco
guacos
guaiac
guaiacol
guaiacols
guaiacs
guaiacum
guaiacums
guaiocum
guaiocums
guan
guanaco
guanacos
guanase
guanases
guanidin
guanidins
guanin
guanine
guanines
guanins
guano
guanos
guans
guar
guarani
guaranies
guaranis
guarantee
guarantees
guarantied
guaranties
guarantor
guaranty
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guarantying
guard
guardant
guardants
guarded
guarder
guarders
guardhouse
guardhouses
guardian
guardians
guardianship
guardianships
guarding
guardroom
guardrooms
guards
guars
guava
guavas
guayule
guayules
gubernatorial
guck
gucks
gude
gudes
gudgeon
gudgeoned
gudgeoning
gudgeons
guenon
guenons
guerdon
guerdoned
guerdoning
guerdons
guerilla
guerillas
guerney
guerneys
guess
guessed
guesser
guessers
guesses
guessing
guest
gullible
gullibly
gullied
gullies
gulling
gulls
gully
gullying
gulosities
gulosity
gulp
gulped
gulper
gulpers
gulpier
gulpiest
gulping
gulps
gulpy
guls
gum
gumbo
gumboil
gumboils
gumbos
gumbotil
gumbotils
gumdrop
gumdrops
gumless
gumlike
gumma
gummas
gummata
gummed
gummer
gummers
gummier
gummier
gummiest
gumming
gummite
gummites
gummose
gummoses
gummosis
gummous
gummy
gumption
gynandry
gynarchies
gynarchy
gynecia
gynecic
gynecium
gynecoid
gynecologic
gynecological
gynecologies
gynecologist
gynecologists
gynecology
gynecomatia
gynecomasty
gyniatries
gyniatry
gynoecia
gyp
gypped
gyper
gyppers
gypping
gyps
gypseian
gypseous
gypsied
gypsies
gypsum
gypsums
gypsy
gypsydom
gypsydoms
gypsying
gypsyish
gypsyism
gypsyisms
gyral
gyrally
gyrate
gyrated
gyrates
gyrating
gyration
gyrations
gyrator
gyrators
gyratory
halides
halidom
halidome
halidomes
halidoms
halids
haling
halite
halites
halitosis
halitosises
halitus
halituses
hall
hallah
hallahs
hallel
hallets
halliard
halliards
hallmark
hallmarked
hallmarking
hallmarks
hallo
halloa
halloaed
halloaing
halloas
halloed
halloes
halloing
halloo
hallooed
hallooing
halloos
hallos
hallot
halloth
hallow
hallowed
hallower
hallowers
hallowing
hallows
halls
halluces
hallucinate
halyards
ham
hamal
hamals
hamartia
hamartias
hamate
hamates
hamaul
hamauls
hamburg
hamburger
hamburgers
hamburgs
hame
hames
hamlet
hamlets
hammal
hammals
hammed
hammer
hammered
hammerer
hammerers
hammerhead
hammerheads
hammering
hammers
hammier
hammiest
hammily
hamming
hammock
hammocks
hammy
hamper
hampered
hamperer
hamperers
hampering
hampers
hams
hamster
hamsters
hamstring
hamstringing
hamstrings
handguns
handhold
handholds
handicap
handicapped
handicapper
handicappers
handicapping
handicaps
handicraftsman
handicraftsmen
handicraft
handicrafter
handicrafters
handicrafts
handier
handiest
handily
handiness
handinesses
handing
handiwork
handiworks
handkerchief
handkerchiefs
handle
handled
handler
handlers
handles
handless
handlike
handling
handlings
handlist
handlists
handloom
handlooms
handmade
handmaid
handmaiden
handmaiden
handmaiden
handmaide
handmaids
handoff
handoffs
handout
handouts
handpick
handpicked
handpicking
handpicks
handrail
handrails
hands
handsaw
handsaws
handsel
handseled
handseling
handselled
handselling
handsels
handset
handsets
handsewn
handsful
handshake
handshakes
handsome
handsomely
handsomeness
handsomenesses
handsomer
handsomest
handspring
handsprings
handstand
handstands
handwork
handworks
handwoven
handwrit
handwriting
handwritings
handwritten
handy
handyman
handymen
hang
hangable
hangar
hangared
hangaring
hangars
hangbird
hangbirds
hanted
hanting
hantle
hantles
hants
hanuman
hanumans
haole
haoles
hap
hapax
hapaxes
haphazard
haphazardly
hapless
haplessly
haplessness
haplessneses
haplite
haplites
haploid
haploidies
haploids
haploidy
haplont
haplonts
haplopia
haplopias
haploses
haplosis
haply
happed
happen
happened
happening
happenings
happens
happier
happier
happiest
happily
happiness
happping
happy
haps
hapten
haptene
haptenes
haptenic
haptens
haptic
haptic
harangue
harangued
haranguer
haranguers
harangues
haranguing
harass
harassed
harasser
harassers
harasses
harassing
harassness
harassnesses
harbinger
harbingers
harbor
harbored
harborer
harborers
harboring
harbors
harbour
harboured
harbouring
harbours
hard
hardback
hardbacks
hardball
hardballs
hardboot
hardboots
hardcase
hardcore
harden
hardened
hardener
hardeners
hardening
hardens
harder
hardest
hardhack
hardhacks
hariana
hanas
haricot
haricots
harian
harians
haricot
haricots
haring
hark
harked
harken
harkened
harkener
harkeners
harkening
harkens
harking
harks
harl
harlequin
harlequins
harlot
harlotries
harlotry
harlots
harls
harm
harmed
harmer
harmers
harmful
harmfully
harmfulness
harmfulnesses
harmin
harnine
harnines
harming
harnins
harmless
harmlessly
harmlessness
harmlessnesses
harmonic
harmonica
harmonically
harmonicas
harmonics
harmonies
harmonious
harmoniously
harmoniousness
harmoniousnesses
harmonization
harmonizations
harmonize
harmonized
harmonizes
harmonizing
harmony
harms
harness
harnessed
harnesses
harnessing
harp
hARPed
harper
harpers
harpies
harpin
harping
harpings
harpins
harpist
harpists
harpoon
harpooned
harpooner
harpooners
harpooning
harpoons
harp
harpSICHORD
harpSICHORDs
harpY
harridan
harridans
harried
harrier
harriers
harries
harrow
harrowed
harrower
harrowers
harrowing
hatchways
hate
hateable
hated
hateful
hatefulness
hatefulnesses
hater
haters
hates
hatful
hatfuls
hath
hating
hatless
hatlike
hatmaker
hatmakers
hatpin
hatpins
hatrack
hatracks
hatred
hatreds
hats
hatsful
hatted
hatter
hatteria
hatterias
hatters
hatting
hauberker
hauberks
haugh
haughs
haughtier
haughtiest
haughtily
haughtiness
haughtinesses
haughty
haul
haulage
haulages
hauling
hauler
haulers
hayed
hayer
hayers
hayfork
hayforks
haying
hayings
haylage
haylages
hayloft
haylofts
haymaker
haymakers
haymow
haymows
hayrack
hayracks
hayrick
hayricks
hayride
hayrides
hays
hayseed
hayseeds
haystack
haystacks
hayward
haywards
haywire
haywires
hazan
hazanim
hazans
hazard
hazarded
hazarding
hazardous
hazards
haze
hazed
hazel
hazelly
hazelnut
hazelnuts
hazels
hazer
hazers
hazes
heartbeat
heartbeats
heartbreak
heartbreaking
heartbreaks
heartbroken
heartburn
heartburns
hearted
hearten
heartened
heartening
heartens
hearth
hearts
hearth
death
hearthstone
hearthstones
heartier
hearties
heartiest
heartily
heartiness
heartinesses
hearting
heartless
heartrending
hearts
heartsick
heartsickness
heartsicknesses
heartstrings
hearthrob
hearthrobs
heartwarming
heartwood
heartwoods
hearty
heat
heatable
heated
heatedly
heater
heaters
heath
heathen
heathens
heather
heathers
hecatombs
heck
heckle
heckled
heckler
hecklers
heckles
heckling
hecks
hectare
hectares
hectic
hectical
hectically
hecticly
hector
hectored
hectoring
hectors
heddle
heddles
heder
heders
hedge
hedged
hedgehog
hedgehogs
hedgehop
hedgehopped
hedgehopping
hedgehops
hedgepig
hedgepigs
hedger
hedgerow
hedgerows
hedgers
hedges
hedgier
hedgiest
hedging
hedgy
hedonic
hedonics
hedonism
hedonisms
hedonist
hedonistic
hedonists
heed
heeded
header
headers
heedful
heedfully
heedfulness
heedfulnesses
heeding
heedless
heedlessly
heedlessness
heedlessnesses
heeds
heehaw
heehawed
heehawing
heehaws
heel
heelball
heelballs
heeled
heeler
heelers
heeling
heelings
heelless
heelpost
heelposts
heels
heeltap
heeltaps
heeze
heezed
heezes
heezing
heft
hefted
hefter
hefters
heftier
heftiest
heftily
hefting
hefts
hefty
hegari
helleries
hellers
hellery
hellfire
hellfires
hellgrammite
hellgrammites
hellhole
hellholes
helling
hellion
hellions
hellish
hellkite
hellkites
hello
helloed
helloes
helloing
hellos
hells
helluva
helm
helmed
helmet
helmeted
helmeting
helmets
helming
helminth
helminths
helmless
helms
helmsman
helmsmen
helot
helotage
helotages
helotism
helotisms
helotries
helotry
helots
help
helpable
helped
helper
helpers
helpful
helpfully
helpfulness
helpfulnesses
helping
helpings
helpless
helplessly
helplessness
helplessnesses
helpmate
helpmates
helpmeet
helpmeets
helps
helve
helved
helves
helving
hem
hemagog
hemagogs
hemal
hematal
hematein
hemateins
hematic
hematics
hematin
hematine
hematines
hematins
hematite
hematites
hematocrit
hematoid
hematologic
hematological
hematologies
hematologist
hematologists
hematology
hematoma
hematomas
hematomata
hematopenia
hematuria
heme
hemes
hemic
hemin
hemin
hemiola
hemiolas
hemipter
hemipters
hemisphere
hemispheres
hemispheric
hemispherical
hemline
hemlines
hemlock
hemlocks
hemmed
hemmer
hemmers
hemming
hemocoel
hemocoels
hemocyte
hemocytes
hemoglobin
hemoid
hemolyze
hemolyzed
hemolyzes
hemolyzing
hemophilia
hemophiliac
hemophiliacs
hemoptysis
hemorrhage
hemorrhaged
hemorrhages
hemorrhagic
hemorrhaging
hemorrhoids
hemostat
hemostats
hemp
hempen
hempie
hempier
hempiest
hemplike
herbivorously
herbless
herblike
herbs
herby
herculean
hercules
herculeses
herd
herded
herder
herders
herdic
herdics
herding
herdlike
herdman
herdmen
herds
herdsman
herdsmen
here
hereabout
hereabouts
hereafter
hereafters
hereat
hereaway
hereby
heredes
hereditary
hereditaries
heredity
herein
hereinto
hereof
hereon
heres
heresies
heresy
heretic
heretical
heretics
hereto
hereofore
hereofraces
hereofrix
hereofrixes
hessites
hest
hests
het
hetaera
hetaerae
hetaeras
hetaeric
hetaira
hetairai
hetairas
hetero
heterogenous
heterogenously
heterogenousness
heterogenousnesses
heteros
heterosexual
heterosexuals
heth
heths
hetman
hetmans
heuch
heuchs
heugh
heughs
hew
hewable
hewed
hewer
hewers
hewing
hewn
hews
hex
hexad
hexade
hexades
hexadic
hexads
hexagon
hexagonal
hexagons
hexagram
hexagrams
hexamine
hexamines
hexane
hexanes
hexapla
hexaplar
hexaplas
hexapod
hexapodies
hexapods
hexapody
hexarchies
hexarchy
hexed
hexer
hexerei
hexereis
hexers
hexes
hexing
hexone
hexones
hexosan
hexosans
hexose
hexoses
hexyl
hexyls
hey
heyday
heydays
heydey
heydeys
hi
hiatal
hiatus
hiatuses
hibachi
hibachis
hibernal
hibernate
hibernated
hibernates
hibernating
hibernation
hibernations
hibermator
hibermators
hibiscus
hibiscuses
hierarchies
hierarchs
hierarchy
hieratic
hieroglyphic
hieroglyphics
hies
higgle
higgled
higgler
higglers
higgles
higgling
high
highball
highballed
highballing
highballs
highborn
highboy
highboys
highbred
highbrow
highbrows
highbush
highchair
highchairs
higher
highest
highjack
highjacked
highjacking
highjacks
highland
highlander
highlanders
highlands
highlight
highlighted
highlighting
highlights
highly
highness
highnesses
highroad
highroads
highs
hight
hinnies
hinny
hinnying
hins
hint
hinted
hinter
hinterland
hinterlands
hinters
hinting
hints
hip
hipbone
hipbones
hipless
hiplike
hipness
hipnesses
hipparch
hipparchs
hipped
hipper
hippest
hippie
hippiedom
hippiedoms
hippiehood
hippiehoods
hippier
hippies
hippiest
hipping
hippish
hippo
hippopotami
hippopotamus
hippopotamuses
hippos
hippy
hips
hipshot
hipster
hipsters
hirable
hiragana
hiraganas
hircine
hobby
hobbyist
hobbyists
hobgoblin
hobgoblins
hoblike
hobnail
hobnailed
hobnails
hobnob
hobnobbed
hobnobbing
hobnobs
hobo
hoboed
hoboes
hoboing
hoboism
hoboisms
hobos
hobs
hock
hocked
hocker
hockers
hockey
hockeys
hocking
hocks
hockshop
hockshops
hocus
hocused
hocuses
hocusing
hocussed
hocusses
hocussing
hod
hodad
hodaddies
hodaddy
hodads
hodden
hoddens
hoddin
hoddins
hodgepodge
hodgepodge
hods
hoe
hoecake
hoecakes
hoed
hoedown
hoedowns
hoeing
hoelike
hoer
hoers
hoes
hog
hogan
hogans
hogback
hogbacks
hogfish
hogfishes
hogg
hogged
hogger
hoggers
hogging
hoggish
hogs
hoglike
hogmanay
hogmanays
hogmane
hogmanes
hogmenay
hogmenays
hognose
hognoses
hognut
hognuts
hogs
hogshead
hogsheads
hogtie
hogtied
hogticing
hogties
hogtying
hogwash
hogwashes
holloed
holloes
holloing
holloo
hollooed
hollooing
holloos
hollos
hollow
hollowed
holler
hollowest
hollowing
hollowly
hollowness
hollownesses
hollows
holly
hollyhock
hollyhocks
holm
holmic
holmium
holmiums
holms
holocaust
holcausts
hologram
holograms
hologynies
hologyny
holotype
holotypes
holozoic
holp
holpen
holstein
holsteins
holster
holsters
holt
holts
holy
holyday
holydays
holytide
holytides
homage
homesteads
homestretch
homestretches
hometown
hometowns
homeward
homewards
homework
homeworks
homey
homicidal
homicide
homicides
homer
homiest
homiletic
homilies
homilist
homilists
homily
hominess
hominesses
homing
hominian
hominians
hominid
hominids
hominies
hominine
hominoid
hominoids
hominy
hommock
hommocks
homo
homogamies
homogamy
homogeneities
homogeneity
homogeneous
homogeneously
homogeneousness
homogeneousnesses
homogenies
homogenize
homogenized
homogenizer
homogenizers
honourer
honourers
honouring
honours
hooch
hooches
hood
hooded
hoodie
hoodies
hooding
hoodless
hoodlike
hoodlum
hoodlums
hoodoo
hoodooed
hoodooing
hoodoos
hoods
hoodwink
hoodwinked
hoodwinking
hoodwinks
hooey
hooeys
hoof
hoofbeat
hoofbeats
hoofed
hoofer
hoofers
hoofing
hoofless
hooflike
hoofs
hook
hooka
hookah
hookahs
hookas
hooked
hooker
hookers
hookey
hookeys
hookier
hookies
hookiest
hooking
hookless
hooklet
hooklets
hooklike
hooknose
hooknoises
hooks
hookup
hookups
hookworm
hookworms
hooky
hoolie
hooligan
hooligans
hooly
hoop
hooped
hooper
hoopers
hooping
hoopla
hooplas
hoopless
hooplike
hoopoe
hoopoes
hoopoo
hoopoos
hoops
hoopster
hoopsters
hoorah
hoorahed
hoorahing
hoorahs
hoorays
hoorayed
hooraying
hoorays
hoosegow
hoosegows
hoosgow
hoosgows
hoot
hootch
hootches
hooted
hooter
hooters
hootier
hootiest
hooting
hoots
hooty
hooves
hop
hope
hoped
hopeful
hopefully
hopefulness
hopefulnesses
hopefuls
hopeless
hopelessly
hopelessness
hopelessnesses
hoper
hopers
hopes
hophead
hopheads
hoping
hoplite
hoplites
hoplitic
hopped
hopper
hoppers
hopping
hopple
hoppled
hopples
hoppling
hops
hopsack
hopsacks
hoptoad
hoptoads
hora
horah
horahs
horal
hospitalizes
hospitalizing
hospitals
hospita
hospodar
hospodars
host
hostage
hostages
hosted
hostel
hosteled
hosteler
hostelers
hosteling
hostelries
hostelry
hostels
hostess
hostessed
hostesses
hostessing
hostile
hostily
hostiles
hostilities
hostility
hosting
hostler
hostlers
hostly
hosts
hot
hotbed
hotbeds
hotblood
hotbloods
hotbox
hotboxes
hotcake
hotcakes
hotch
hotched
hotches
hotching
hotchpot
hotchpots
hotdog
hawl
howled
howler
howlers
howlet
howlets
howling
howls
hows
hoy
hoyden
hoydened
hoydening
hoydens
hoyle
hoyles
hoys
huarache
huaraches
huaracho
huarachos
hub
hubbies
hubbub
hubbubs
hubby
hubcap
hubcaps
hubris
hubrises
hubs
huck
huckle
huckleberries
huckleberry
huckles
hucks
huckster
huckstered
huckstering
hucksters
huddle
huddled
huddler
huddlers
huddles
huddling
hue
hurl
hurled
hurler
hurlers
hurley
hurleys
hurlies
hurling
hurlings
hurls
hurly
hurrah
hurrahed
hurrahing
hurrahs
hurray
hurrayed
hurraying
hurrays
hurricane
hurricanes
hurried
hurrier
hurriers
hurries
hurry
hurrying
hurt
hurter
hurters
hurtful
hurting
hurtle
hurtled
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pinecones
pined
pinelike
pinene
pinenes
pineries
pinery
pines
pinesap
pinesaps
pineta
pinetum
pinewood
pinewoods
piney
pinfeather
pinfeathers
pинфish
pinfishes
pifold
pifolded
pifolding
pifolds
ping
pinged
pinger
pingers
pinging
pingo
pingos
pinggrass
pingrasses
pings
pinguid
pinhead
pinheads
pinhole
pinholes
pinier
pinnulae
pinnular
pinnule
pinnules
pinochle
pinochles
pinocle
pinocles
pinole
pinoles
pinon
pinones
pinons
pinpoint
pinpointed
pinpointing
pinpoints
pinprick
pinpricked
pinpricking
pinpricks
pins
pinscher
pinschers
pint
pinta
pintada
pintadas
pintado
pintadoes
pintados
pintail
pintails
pintano
pintanos
pintas
pintle
pintles
pinto
pintoes
pintos
pints
pintsize
pinup
pinups
pinwale
pinwales
pinweed
pipestems
pipet
pipets
pipette
pipetted
pipettes
pipetting
pipier
pipiest
piping
pipingly
pipings
pipit
pipits
pipkin
pipkins
pipped
pippin
pipping
pippins
pips
pipy
piquancies
piquancy
piquant
pique
piqued
piques
piquet
piquets
piquing
piracies
piracy
piragua
piraguas
pirana
piranas
piranha
piranhas
pirarucu
pirarucus
pirate
pirated
pirates
piratic
piratical
pirating
piraya
pixiness
pixinesses
pixy
pixyish
pixys
pizzazz
pizzazzes
pizza
pizzas
pizzeria
pizzerias
pizzle
pizzles
placable
placably
placard
placarded
placarding
placards
placate
placated
placater
placaters
placates
placating
place
placebo
placeboes
placebos
placed
placeman
placemen
placement
placements
placenta
placentae
placental
placentas
placerc
placers
places
placet
placets
placid
placidly
placing
plack
placket
plackets
placks
placoid
placoids
plafond
plafonds
plagal
plage
plages
plagiaries
plагiаrism
plагiаrismѕ
plагiаrist
plагiаrists
plагiаrize
plагiаriзed
plагiаriзes
plагiаriзing
plагiаry
plague
plagged
plaguer
plaguers
plagues
plagueу
plaguily
plагuing
plагuу
plaice
plaices
plaid
plaided
plaids
plain
plained
plainer
plainest
plaining
plainly
plainness
plainnesses
plains
plaint
plaintiff
plaintiffs
plaintive
plaintively
plaints
plectron
plectrons
plectrum
plectrums
pled
pledge
pledged
pledgee
pledgees
pledgeor
pledgeors
pledger
pledgers
pledges
pledget
pledgets
pledging
pledgor
pledgors
pleiad
pleiades
pleiads
plena
plenary
plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiary
plenish
plenished
plenishes
plenishing
plenism
plenisms
plenist
plenists
plenitude
plenitudes
plenteous
plenties
plentiful
plentifully
plenty
plenum
plenums
pleonasm
pleonasms
pleopod
pleopods
plessor
plushy
plussage
plussages
plusses
plutocracies
plutocracy
plutocrat
plutocratic
plutocrats
pluton
plutonic
plutonium
plutoniums
plutons
pluvial
pluvials
pluviose
pluvious
ply
plyer
plyers
plying
plyingly
plywood
plywoods
pneuma
pneumas
pneumatic
pneumatically
pneumonia
poaceous
poach
poached
poacher
poachers
poaches
poachier
poachiest
poaching
poachy
pochard
pochards
pock
pocketed
pocket
pocketbook
pocketbooks
pocketed
podsols
podzol
podzolic
podzols
poechoe
poechores
poem
poems
poesies
poesy
poet
poetess
poetesses
poetic
poetical
poetics
poetise
poetised
poetiser
poetisers
poetises
poetising
poetize
poetized
poetizer
poetizers
poetizes
poetizing
poetless
poetlike
poetry
poets
pogey
pogeys
pogies
pogonia
pogonias
pogonip
pogonips
pogrom
pogromed
pogroming
pogroms
pogy
poh
poi
poignancies
poignancy
poignant
poilu
poilus
poin
doing
poin
doing
poin
points
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
point
poised
poiser
poisers
poises
poising
poison
poisoned
poisoner
poisoners
poisoning
poisonous
poisons
poitrel
poitrel
pokeweed
pokeweeds
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politicking
politicks
político
politicoes
políticos
politics
polities
polity
polka
polkaed
polkaing
polkas
poll
pollack
pollacks
pollard
pollarded
pollarding
pollards
polled
polee
pollees
pollen
pollened
pollening
pollens
poller
pollers
pollex
pollical
pollices
pollinate
pollinated
pollinates
pollinating
pollination
pollinations
pollinator
pollinators
polling
pollinia
pollinic
pollist
pollists
polliwog
polliwogs
pollock
pollocks
polygony
polygynies
polygyny
polymath
polymaths
polymer
polymers
pelynya
pelynyas
polyp
pelyparies
pelypary
pelypi
pelypide
pelyptides
pelypnea
pelypneas
pelypod
pelypodies
pelypods
pelypody
pelypoid
pelypore
pelypores
pelypous
pelyps
pelypus
pelypuses
pelys
pelysemmies
pelysemy
pelysome
pelysomes
pelysyllabic
pelysyllable
pelysyllables
pelytechnic
pelytene
pelytenies
pelyteny
pelytheism
pelytheisms
pelytheist
pelytheists
pelytype
pelytypes
pelyuria
pelyurias
polyuric
polyzoan
polyzoans
polyzoic
pomace
pomaces
pomade
pomaded
pomades
pomading
pomander
pomanders
pomatun
pomatums
pome
pomegranate
pomegranates
pomelo
pomelos
pomes
pommee
pommel
pommelied
pommeling
pommelled
pommelling
pommels
pomologies
pomology
pomp
pompano
pompanos
pompon
pompons
pomposities
pomposity
pompous
pompously
pomps
ponce
ponces
poncho
ponchos
pond
ponder
pondered
portability
portable
portables
portably
portage
portaged
portages
portaging
portal
portaled
portals
portance
portances
porte
ported
portend
portended
portending
portends
portent
portentious
portents
porter
porterhouse
porterhouses
porters
portfolio
portfolios
porthole
portholes
portico
porticoes
porticos
portiere
portieres
porting
portion
portioned
portioning
portions
portless
portlier
portliest
portly
portrait
portraitist
portraitists
portraits
postdated
postdates
postdating
posted
posteen
posteens
postelection
poster
posterior
posterials
posterities
posterity
postern
posterns
posters
postexercise
postface
postfaces
postfertilization
postfertilizations
postfix
postfixed
postfixes
postfixing
postflight
postform
postformed
postforming
postforms
postgraduate
postgraduates
postgraduation
postharvest
posthaste
posthole
postholes
posthospital
posthumous
postiche
postiches
postimperial
postin
postinaugural
postindustrial
posting
postings
postinjection
postinoculation
poulards
pout
poulrice
poultriced
poultrices
poultricing
poultries
poultry
pouls
pounce
pounced
pouncer
pouncers
pounces
pouncing
pound
poundage
poundages
poundal
poundals
pounded
pounder
pounders
pounding
pounds
pour
pourable
poured
pourer
pourers
pouring
pours
poussie
poussies
pout
pouted
pouter
pouters
poutful
poutier
poutiest
pouting
pouts
pouty
poverties
poverty
pow
powder
prankster
pranksters
prao
praos
prase
prases
prat
prate
prated
prater
praters
prates
pratfall
pratfalls
prating
pratique
pratiques
prats
prattle
prattled
prattler
prattlers
prattles
prattling
prau
praus
prawn
prawned
pawner
pawners
pawning
pawns
praxes
praxis
praxises
pray
prayed
prayer
prayers
praying
prays
preach
preached
preacher
preachers
preaches
preachier
preachiest
preaching
preachment
preachments
preachy
preact
preacted
preacting
preacts
preadapt
preadapted
preadapting
preadapts
preaddress
preadmission
preadmit
preadmits
preadmitted
preadmitting
preadolescence
preadolescences
preadolescent
preadopt
preadopted
preadopting
preadopts
preadult
preaged
preallocate
preallocated
preallocates
preallocating
preallot
preallots
preallotted
preallotting
preamble
preambles
preamp
preamps
preanal
preanesthetic
preanesthetics
prearm
prearmed
prearming
prearms
prearraignment
prearrange
prearranged
prearrangement
prearrangements
prearranges
prearranging
preassemble
preassembled
preassembles
preassembling
preassign
preassigned
preassigning
preassigns
preauthorize
preauthorized
preauthorizes
preauthorizing
preaver
preaverred
preaverring
preavers
preaxial
prebasal
prebattle
prebend
prebends
prebiblical
prebill
prebilled
prebilling
prebills
prebind
prebinding
prebinds
prebless
preblessed
preblesses
preblessing
preboil
preboiled
preboiling
preboils
prebound
prebreakfast
precalculate
precalculated
precalculates
precalculating
precalculus
precalculuses
precampaign
precancel
precanceled
precanceling
precancellation
precancellations
precancels
precarious
precariously
precariousness
precariousnesses
precast
precasting
precasts
precaution
precautionary
precautions
precava
precavae
precaval
precede
preceded
precedence
precedences
precedent
precedents
precedes
preceding
precent
precented
precenting
precents
precept
preceptor
preceptors
precepts
precess
precessed
precesses
precessing
precheck
prechecked
prechecking
prechecks
prechill
prechilled
prechilling
prechills
precieux
precinct
precincts
precious
preciouses
precipe
precipes
precipice
precipices
precipitate
precipitated
precipitately
precipitateness
precipitatenesses
precipitates
precipitating
precipitation
precipitations
precipitous
precipitously
precis
precise
precised
precisely
preciseness
precisenesses
preciser
precises
precisest
precising
precision
precisions
precited
precivilization
preclean
precleaned
precleaning
precleans
preclearance
preclearances
preclude
precluded
precludes
precluding
precocious
precocities
precocity
precollege
precolonial
precombustion
precompute
precomputed
precomputes
precomputing
preconceive
preconceived
preconceives
preconceiving
preconception
preconceptions
preconcerted
precondition
preconditions
preconference
preconstruct
preconvention
precook
precooked
precooking
precooks
precool
precooled
precooling
precools
precure
precured
precures
precuring
precursor
precursors
predate
predated
predates
predating
predator
predators
predatory
predawn
predawns
predecessor
predecessors
predefine
predefined
predefines
predefining
predelinquent
predeparture
predesignate
predesignated
predesignates
predesignating
predesignation
predesignations
predestine
predestined
predestines
predestining
predetermine
predetermined
predetermines
predetermining
predial
predicament
predicaments
predicate
predicated
predicates
predicating
predication
predictions
predict
predictable
predictably
predicted
predicting
prediction
predictions
predictive
predicts
predilection
predilections
predischarge
predispose
predisposed
predisposes
predisposing
predisposition
predispositions
prednisone
prednisones
predominance
predominances
prefocussed
prefocusses
prefocussing
preform
preformed
preforming
preforms
prefrank
prefranked
prefranking
prefranks
pregame
pregnancies
pregnancy
pregnant
preheat
preheated
preheating
preheats
prehensile
prehistoric
prehistorical
prehuman
prehumans
preimmunization
preimmunizations
preimmunize
preimmunized
preimmunizes
preimmunizing
preinaugural
preindustrial
preinoculate
preinoculated
preinoculates
preinoculating
preinoculation
preinterview
prejudge
prejudged
prejudges
prejudging
prejudice
prejudiced
prejudices
prejudicial
prejudicing
prekindergarten
preregisters
preregistration
preregistrations
prerehearsal
prerelease
prerenal
prerequisite
prerequisites
prerehearsal
prerelease
prerenal
prerequisite
prerequisites
presage
presaged
presager
presagers
presages
presaging
presbyter
presbyters
prescience
presciences
prescient
prescind
prescinded
prescinding
prescinds
prescore
prescored
prescores
prescoring
prescribe
prescribed
prescribes
prescribing
prescription
prescriptions
prese
preseason
preselect
preselected
preselecting
preselects
presell
preselling
presells
presence
pretension
pretensions
pretentious
pretentiously
pretentiousness
pretentiousnesses
preterit
preterits
preternatural
preternaturally
pretest
pretested
pretesting
pretests
pretext
pretexted
pretexting
pretexts
pretor
pretors
pretournament
pretreat
pretreated
pretreating
pretreatment
pretreats
pretied
prettier
pretties
prettiest
prettified
prettifies
prettify
prettifying
prettily
prettness
prettnesses
pretty
prettyming
pretzel
pretzels
preunion
preunions
preunite
preunited
preunites
preuniting
prevail
primacies
primacy
primage
primages
primal
primaries
primarily
primary
primas
primatal
primate
primates
prime
primed
primely
primer
primero
primeros
primers
primes
primeval
primi
primine
primines
priming
primings
primitive
primitively
primitiveness
primitivenesses
primitives
primitivities
primitivity
primly
primmed
primer
primmest
primming
primness
primnesses
primo
primordial
primos
primp
primped
primping
primps
primrose
proclivity
procrastinate
procrastinated
procrastinates
procrastinating
procrastination
procrastinations
procrastinator
procrastinators
procreate
procreated
procreates
procreating
procreation
procreations
procreative
procreator
procreators
proctor
proctored
proctorial
proctoring
proctors
procurable
procural
procurals
procure
procured
procurement
procurements
procurer
procurers
procures
procuring
prod
prodded
prodder
prodders
prodding
prodigal
prodigalities
prodigality
prodigals
prodigies
prodigious
prodigiously
prodigy
prodromal
prodromata
prodrome
prodromes
prods
produce
produced
producer
producers
produces
producing
product
production
productions
productive
productiveness
productiviness
productivities
productivity
products
proem
proemial
proems
proette
proettes
prof
profane
profaned
profanely
profaneness
profanenesses
profaner
profaners
profanes
profaning
profess
professed
professedly
professes
professing
profession
professional
professionalism
professionalize
professionalized
professionalizes
professionalizing
professionally
professions
professor
professorial
professors
professorship
professorships
proffer
proffered
proffering
proffers
proficiencies
proficiency
proficient
proficiently
profile
profiled
profiler
profilers
profiles
profiling
profit
profitability
profitable
profitably
profited
profiteer
profiteered
profiteering
profiteers
profiter
profiterers
profiting
profitless
profits
profligacies
profligacy
profligate
profligately
profligates
profound
profounder
profoundest
profoundest
profoundly
profounds
profs
profundities
profundity
profuse
profusely
propenols
propense
propensities
propensity
propenyl
proper
properer
properest
properly
propers
properties
property
propahge
propahges
propahse
propahses
propahcies
prophecy
prophesied
prophesier
prophesiers
prophesies
prophesy
prophesying
prophet
prophetess
prophetesses
prophetic
prophetical
prophetically
prophets
prophylactic
prophylactics
prophylaxis
propine
propined
propines
propining
propinquities
propinquity
propitiate
propitiated
propitirates
propitiating
propitiation
propitiations
propitiatory
propitious
propyla
propylic
propylon
propyls
prorate
prorated
prorates
prorating
prorogue
prorogued
prorogues
proroguing
pros
prosaic
prosaicm
prosaicms
prosaist
prosaists
proscribe
proscribed
proscribes
proscribing
proscription
proscriptions
prose
prosect
prosected
prosecting
prosects
prosecute
prosecuted
prosecutes
prosecuting
prosecution
prosecutions
prosecutor
prosecutors
prosed
proselyte
proselytes
proselytize
proselytized
proselytizes
proselytizing
proser
prosers
proses
prosier
prosiest
prosily
prosing
prosit
proso
prosodic
prosodies
prosody
prosoma
prosomal
prosomas
prosos
prospect
prospected
prospecting
prospective
prospectively
prospector
prospector
prospects
prospectus
prospectuses
prosper
prospered
prospering
prosperities
prosperity
prosperous
prospers
prost
prostate
prostates
prostatic
prostheses
prosthesis
prosthetic
prostitute
prostituted
prostitutes
prostituting
prostitution
prostitution
prostitutions
prostrate
prostrated
prostrates
prostrating
prostration
prostrations
prostyle
prostyles
prosy
protamin
protamins
protases
protasis
protatic
protea
protean
proteas
protease
proteases
protect
protected
protecting
protection
protections
protective
protector
protectorate
protectorates
protectors
protects
protege
protegee
protegees
proteges
protei
proteid
proteide
proteides
proteids
protein
proteins
proteinuria
pretend
pretended
pretending
pretends
proteose
proteoses
protest
protestation
protestations
protested
protesting
protests
proteus
prothrombin
protist
protists
protium
protiums
protocol
protoeled
protocoling
protocolled
protocolling
protocols
proton
protonic
protons
protoplasm
protoplasmic
protoplasms
protopod
protopods
prototype
prototypes
protoxid
protoxids
protozoa
protozoan
protozoans
protract
protracted
protracting
protractor
protractors
protracts
protrude
protruded
protrudes
protruding
protrusion
protrusions
protrusive
protuberance
protuberances
protuberant
protyl
protyle
protyles
protyls
proud
pulsing
pulsion
pulsions
pulsojet
pulsojets
pulverize
pulverized
pulverizes
pulverizing
pulvilli
pulvinar
pulvini
pulvinus
puma
pumas
pumelo
pumelos
pumice
pumiced
pumicer
pumicers
pumices
pumicing
pumatic
pumatices
pummel
pummelled
pummeling
pummelled
pummelling
pummers
pump
pumped
pumper
pumpers
pumpers
pumping
pumpkin
pumpkins
pumpless
pumplike
pumps
pun
puna
punas
punch
punched
purebreds
puree
pureed
pureeing
purees
purely
pureness
purenesses
purer
purest
purtle
purlfled
purlfles
purlfing
purlfings
purgative
purgatorial
purgatories
purgatory
purge
purged
purger
purgers
purges
purging
purgings
puri
purification
purifications
purified
purifier
purifiers
purifies
purify
purifying
purin
purine
purines
purins
puris
purism
purisms
purist
puristic
purists
puritan
puritanical
puritans
purities
purity
purl
purled
purlieu
purlieus
purlin
purline
purlines
purling
purls
purling
purlin
purloined
purloining
purloins
purls
purple
purpled
purpler
purples
purpest
purpling
purplish
purry
purport
purported
purportedly
purporting
purports
purpose
purposed
purposeful
purposefully
purposeless
purposely
purposes
purposing
purpura
purpuras
purpure
purpures
purpuric
purpurin
purpurins
purr
purred
purring
purr
pyes
pygidia
pygidial
pygidium
pygmaean
pygmean
pygmies
pygmoid
pygmy
pygmyish
pygmyism
pygmyisms
pyic
pyin
pyins
pyjamas
pyknic
pyknics
pylon
pylons
pylori
pyloric
pylorus
pyloruses
pyoderma
pyodermas
pyogenic
pyoid
pyorrhea
pyorrheas
pyoses
pyosis
pyralid
pyralids
pyramid
pyramidal
pyramided
pyramiding
pyramids
pyran
pyranoid
pyranose
pyranoses
pyrans
pyre
pyrene
pyrenes
pyrenoid
quahaug
quahaugs
quahog
quahogs
quai
quaich
quaiches
quaichs
quaigh
quaighs
quail
quailed
quailing
quails
quaint
quainter
quaintest
quaintly
quaintness
quaintnesses
quais
quake
quaked
quaker
quakers
quakes
quakier
quakiest
quakily
quaking
quaky
quale
qualia
qualification
qualifications
qualified
qualifier
qualifiers
qualifies
qualify
qualifying
qualitative
qualities
quality
qualm
qualmier
qualmiest
qualmish
quarriers
quaries
quarry
quarrying
quart
quartan
quartans
quarte
quarter
quarterback
quarterbacked
quarterbacking
quarterbacks
quartered
quartering
quarterlies
quarterly
quartermaster
quartermasters
quartern
quarterns
quarters
quartes
quartet
quartets
quartic
quartics
quartile
quartiles
quarto
quartos
quarts
quartz
quartzes
quasar
quasars
quash
quashed
quashes
quashing
quasi
quass
quasses
quassia
quassias
quassin
quassins
quate
raiding
raids
rail
railbird
railbirds
railed
railer
railers
railhead
railheads
railing
railings
raileries
railery
railroad
railroaded
railroader
railroaders
railroaded
railroadings
railroads
rails
railway
railways
raiment
raiments
rain
rainband
rainbands
rainbird
rainbirds
rainbow
rainbows
raincoat
raincoats
raindrop
raindrops
rained
rainfall
rainfalls
rainier
rainiest
rainily
raining
rainless
rainmaker
rainmakers
rainmaking
rakishnesses
rale
rales
rallied
rallier
ralliers
rallies
ralline
rally
rallye
rallyes
rallying
rallyings
rallyist
rallyists
ram
ramate
ramble
rambled
rambler
ramblers
rambles
rambling
rambunctious
rambutan
rambutans
ramee
ramees
ramekin
ramekins
ramenta
ramentum
ramequin
ramequins
ramet
ramets
rami
ramie
ramies
ramification
ramifications
ramified
ramifies
ramiform
ramify
ramifying
ramilie
ramilies
ransoming
ransoms
rant
ranted
ranter
ranters
ranting
rantingly
rants
ranula
ranulas
rap
rapacious
rapaciously
rapaciousness
rapaciousnesses
rapacities
rapacity
rape
raped
raper
rapers
rapes
rapeseed
rapeseeds
raphae
raphe
raphes
raphia
raphias
raphide
raphides
raphis
rapid
rapider
rapider
rapidest
rapidities
rapidity
rapidly
rapids
rapier
rapiered
rapiers
rapine
rapines
raping
rapist
rapists
rapparee
rapparees
rapped
rappee
rappees
rappel
rappelled
rappelling
rappels
rappen
rapper
rappers
rapping
rappini
rapport
rapports
raps
rapt
raptly
raptness
raptnesses
raptor
raptors
rapture
raptured
raptures
rapturing
rapturous
rare
rarebit
rarebits
rarefaction
rarefactions
rarified
rarifier
rarifiers
rarifies
rarefy
rarefying
rarely
rareness
rarenesses
rarer
rareripe
rareripes
rarest
rarified
rarifies
ratifiers
ratifies
ratify
ratifying
ratine
ratines
rating
ratings
ratio
ration
rational
rationale
rationales
rationalization
rationalizations
rationalize
rationalized
rationalizes
rationalizing
rationally
rationals
rationed
rationing
rations
ratios
ratite
ratites
ratlike
ratlin
ratline
ratlines
ratlins
rato
ratoon
ratooned
ratooner
ratooners
ratooning
ratoons
ratos
rats
ratsbane
ratsbanes
rattail
rattails
rattan
rattans
ratted
ratteen
ratteens
ratten
rattened
rattener
ratteners
rattening
rattens
ratter
ratters
rattier
rattiest
ratting
rattish
rattle
rattled
rattler
rattlers
rattles
rattlesnake
rattlesnakes
rattling
rattlings
ratly
ratton
rattons
rattoon
rattooned
rattooning
rattoons
rattrap
rattraps
ratty
raucities
raucity
raucous
raucously
raucousness
raucousnesses
raunchier
raunchiest
raunchy
ravage
ravaged
ravager
ravagers
ravages
ravaging
razz
razzed
razzes
razzing
re
reabsorb
reabsorbed
reabsorbing
reabsorbs
reabstract
reabstracted
reabstracting
reabstracts
reaccede
reacceded
reaccedes
reacceding
reaccelerate
reaccelerated
reaccelerates
reaccelerating
reaccent
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sirens
sires
siring
sirloin
sirloins
sirocco
siroccos
sirra
sirrah
sirrahs
sirras
sirree
sirrees
sirs
sirup
sirups
sirupy
sirvente
sirventes
sis
sisal
sisals
sises
siskin
siskins
sissier
sissies
sissiest
sissy
sissyish
sister
sistered
sisterhood
sisterhoods
sistering
sisterly
sisters
sistra
sistroid
sistrum
sistrums
sit
sitar
sitarist
sitarists
sitars
site
sited
sites
sith
sitence
sithens
siti
siting
sitologies
sitology
sits
sitten
sitter
sitters
sitting
sittings
sitate
situated
situates
situating
situation
situations
situs
situses
sitzmark
sitzmarks
siver
sivers
six
sixes
sixfold
sixmo
sixmos
sixpence
sixpences
sixpenny
sixte
sixteen
skepticism
skepticisms
skeptics
skerries
skerry
sketch
sketched
sketcher
sketchers
sketches
sketchier
sketchiest
sketching
sketchy
skew
skewback
skewbacks
skewbald
skewbalds
skewed
skewer
skewered
skewering
skewers
skewing
skewness
skewnesses
skews
ski
skiable
skiagram
skiagrams
skibob
skibobs
skid
skidded
skidder
skidders
skiddier
skidder
skiddiest
skidding
skiddoo
skiddooed
skiddooing
skiddoos
skiddy
skidoo
skidooed
skimps
skimpy
skims
skin
skinflint
skinflints
skinful
skinfuls
skinhead
skinheads
skink
skinked
skinker
skinkers
skinking
skinks
skinless
skinlike
skinned
skinner
skinners
skinnier
skinniest
skinning
skinny
skins
skint
skintight
skioring
skiorings
skip
skipjack
skipjacks
skiplane
skiplanes
skipped
skipper
skippered
skippering
skippers
skippet
skippets
skipping
skips
skirl
skirled
skirling
skirls
slants
slap
slapdash
slapdashes
slapjack
slapjacks
slapped
slapper
slappers
slapping
slaps
slash
slashed
slasher
slashers
slashes
slashings
slat
slatch
slashes
slate
slated
slater
slaters
slates
slather
slathered
slathering
slathers
slatier
slatiest
slating
slatings
slats
slatted
slattern
slatters
slatting
slaty
slaughter
slaughtered
slaughterhouse
slaughterhouses
slaughterering
slaughters
slave
slaved
sleekens
sleeker
sleekest
sleekier
sleekiest
sleeking
sleekit
sleekly
sleeks
sleeky
sleep
sleeper
sleepers
sleeper
sleepier
sleepiest
sleepily
sleepiness
sleeping
sleepings
sleepless
sleeplessness
sleeps
sleepwalk
sleepwalked
sleepwalker
sleepwalkers
sleepwalking
sleepwalks
sleepy
sleet
sleeted
sleetier
sleetiest
sleeting
sleets
sleety
sleeve
sleeved
sleeveless
sleeves
sleeping
sleigh
sleighed
sleigher
sleighers
sleighing
sleighs
sleight
slipknots
slipless
slipout
slipouts
slipover
slipovers
slippage
slippages
slipped
slipper
slipperier
slipperiest
slipperiness
slipperinesses
slippers
slippery
slippier
slippiest
slipping
slippy
slips
slipshod
slipslop
slipslops
slipsole
slipsoles
slit
slipup
slipups
slipware
slipwares
slipway
slipways
slit
slither
slithered
slithering
slithers
slithery
slitless
slits
slitted
slitter
slitters
slitting
sliver
slivered
sliverer
sliverers
slivering
slivers
slivovic
slivovics
slob
slobberer
slobbered
slobbering
slobbers
slobbery
slobbish
slob
sloe
sloes
slog
slogan
slogans
slogged
slogger
sloggers
slogging
slogs
sloid
sloids
slojd
slojds
sloop
sloops
slop
slope
sloped
sloper
slopers
slopes
sloping
slopped
sloppier
sloppiest
sloppily
slopping
sloppy
slops
slopwork
slopworks
slosh
sloshed
sloshes
sloshier
sloshiest
sloshing
sloshy
slot
slotback
slotbacks
sloth
slothful
sloths
slots
slotted
slotting
slouch
slouched
sloucher
slouchers
slouches
slouchier
sloucheist
slouching
slouchy
slough
sloughed
sloughier
sloughest
sloughing
sloughs
sloughy
sloven
slovenlier
slovenliest
slovenly
slovens
slow
slowdown
slowdowns
slowed
slower
slowest
slowing
slowish
slowly
slowness
slownesses
slowpoke
slowpokes
slows
slumber
slumbered
slumbering
slumbers
slumbery
slumgum
slumgums
slumlord
slumlords
slummed
slummer
slummers
slummer
slummiest
slumming
slummy
slump
slumped
slumping
slumps
slums
slung
slunk
slur
slurb
slurban
slurbs
slurp
slurped
slurping
slurps
slurred
slurried
slurries
slurring
slurry
slurrying
slurs
slush
slushed
slushes
sluicher
sluichest
sluichly
slushing
slushy
slut
sluts
sluttish
sly
slyboots
slyer
slyest
slyly
slyness
slynesses
slype
slypes
smack
smacked
smacker
smackers
smacking
smacks
small
smallage
smallages
smaller
smallest
smallish
smallness
smalllinesses
smallpox
smallpoxes
smalls
smalt
smalti
smaltine
smaltines
smaltite
smaltites
smalto
smaltos
smalts
smaragd
smaragde
smaragdes
smaragds
smarm
smarmier
smarmiest
smarms
smarmy
smart
smarted
smarten
smeller
smellers
smellier
smelliest
smelling
smells
smelly
smelt
smelted
smelter
smelteries
smelters
smeltery
smelting
smelts
smerk
smerked
smerking
smerks
smew
smews
smidgen
smidgens
smidgeon
smidgeons
smidgin
smidgins
smilax
smilaxes
smile
smiled
smiler
smilers
smiles
smiling
smirch
smirched
smirches
smirching
smirk
smirked
smirker
smirkers
smirkier
smirkies
smirking
smirks
smirky
snakiest
snakily
snaking
snaky
snap
snapback
snapbacks
snapdragon
snapdragons
snapless
snapped
snapper
snappers
snappier
snappiest
snappily
snapping
snappish
snappy
snaps
snapshot
snapshots
snapshotted
snapshooting
snapweed
snapweeds
snare
snared
snarer
snarers
snares
snaring
snark
snarks
snarl
snarled
snarler
snarlers
snarlir
snarliest
snarling
snarls
snarly
snash
snashes
snatch
snatched
snatcher
snatchers
snatches
snatchier
snatchiest
snatching
snatchy
snath
sNathe
sNathes
snaths
snaw
sNawed
sNawing
sNaws
snazzier
snazziest
snazzy
sneak
sneaked
sneaker
sneakers
sneakier
sneakiest
sneakily
sneaking
sneakingly
sneaks
sneaky
sneap
sneaped
sneaping
sneaps
sneck
snecks
sNed
sNedded
sNedding
sNeds
sneer
sneered
sneerer
sneerers
sneerful
sneering
sneers
sneesh
sneeshes
sneeze
sneezed
sneezer
sneezers
sneezes
sneezier
sneeziest
sneezing
sneezy
snell
sneller
snellest
snells
snib
snibbed
snibbing
snibs
snick
snicked
snicker
snickered
snickering
snickers
snickery
snicking
snicks
snide
snidely
snider
snidest
sniff
sniffed
sniffer
sniffers
sniffier
sniffiest
sniffily
sniffing
sniffish
sniffle
sniffled
sniffer
sniffers
sniffles
sniffling
sniffs
sniffy
snifter
snifters
snigger
sniggered
sniggering
sniggers
sniggle
sniggled
sniggler
sniggers
sniggles
sniggling
snip
snipe
sniped
sniper
snipers
snipes
sniping
snipped
snipper
snippers
snippet
snippetier
snippetiest
snippet
snippety
snippier
snippiest
snippily
snipping
snippy
snips
snit
snitch
snitched
snitcher
snitchers
snitches
snitching
snits
snivel
sniveled
sniveler
snivelers
sniveling
snivelled
snivelling
snivels
snob
snoozers
snoozes
snoozier
snooziest
snoozing
snoozle
snoozled
snoozles
snoozling
snoozy
snore
snored
snorer
snorers
snores
snoring
snorkel
snorkeled
snorkeling
snorkels
snort
snorted
snorter
snorters
snorting
snorts
snot
snots
snottier
snottiest
snottily
snotty
snout
snouted
snoutier
snoutiest
snouting
snoutish
snouts
snouty
snow
snowball
snowballed
snowballing
snowballs
snowbank
snowbanks
snowbell
so
soak
soakage
soakages
soaked
soaker
soakers
soaking
soaks
soap
soapbark
soapbarks
soapbox
soapboxes
soaped
soapier
soapiest
soapily
soaping
soapless
soaplike
soaps
soapsuds
soapwort
soapworts
soapy
soar
soared
soarer
soarers
soaring
soarings
soars
soave
soaves
sob
sobed
sobber
sobbers
sobbing
sobeit
sober
sobered
soberer
soberest
sobering
soberize
soberized
sockeye
sockeyes
socking
sockman
sockmen
socks
socle
socles
socman
socmen
sod
soda
sodales
sodalist
sodalists
sodali
sodalites
sodality
sodamid
sodamides
sodas
sodded
sodden
soddened
soddening
suddenly
soddens
soddis
sodding
soddy
sodic
sodium
sodiums
sodomies
sodomis
sodomy
sods
soever
sofa
sofar
sofars
sofas
soffit
soffits
soft
softa
sojourn
sojournerd
sojourning
sojourns
soke
sokeman
sokemen
sokes
sol
sola
solace
solaced
solacer
solacers
solaces
solacing
solan
soland
solander
solanders
solands
solanin
solanine
solanines
solanines
solanins
solano
solano
solans
solanum
solanums
solar
solaria
solarise
solarised
solarises
solarising
solarism
solarisms
solarium
solariums
solarize
solarized
solarizes
solarizing
solate
solated
solates
solatia
solating
solation
solutions
solatium
sold
soldan
soldans
solder
soldered
solderer
solderers
soldering
solders
soldi
soldier
soldiered
soldieries
soldiering
soldierly
soldiers
soldiery
soldo
sole
solecise
solecised
solecises
solecising
solecism
solecisms
solecist
solecists
solecize
solecized
solecizes
solecizing
soled
soleless
solely
solemn
solemner
solemnest
solemnly
solemnness
solemnneses
soleness
solenesses
solenoid
solenoids
solvents
solver
solvers
solves
solving
soma
somas
somata
somatic
somber
somberly
sombre
sombrely
sombrero
sombreros
sombreous
some
somebodies
somebody
someday
somedeal
somehow
someone
someones
someplace
somersault
somersaulted
somersaulting
somersaults
somerset
somerseted
somerseting
somersets
somersetted
somersetting
somerville
something
sometime
sometimes
someway
someways
somewhat
somewhats
somewhen
somewhere
somewise
somital
somite
somites
somitic
somnambulism
somnambulist
somnambulists
somnolence
somnolences
somnolent
son
sonance
sonances
sonant
sonantal
sonantic
sonants
sonar
sonarman
sonarmen
sonars
sonata
sonatas
sonatina
sonatinas
sonatine
sonde
sonder
sonders
sondes
sone
sones
song
songbird
songbirds
songbook
songbooks
songfest
songfests
songful
songless
songlike
songs
songster
songsters
sonic
sonicate
sonicated
sonicates
sonicating
sorb
sorbable
sorbate
sorbates
sorbed
sorbent
sorbents
sorbet
sorbets
sorbic
sorbing
sorbitol
sorbitols
sorbose
sorboses
sorbs
sorcerer
sorcerers
sorceress
sorceresses
sorceries
sorcery
sord
sordid
sordidly
sordidness
sordidnesses
sordine
sordines
sordini
sordino
sords
sore
sorehead
soreheads
sorel
sorels
sorely
soreness
sorenesses
sorer
sores
sorest
sorgho
sorghos
sorghum
sorghums
sorgo
sorgos
sori
soricine
sorites
soritie
sorn
sorned
sorner
sorners
sorning
sorns
soroche
soroches
soral
sororate
sororates
sororities
sorority
soroses
sorosis
sorosises
sorption
sorptions
sorptive
sorrel
sorrels
sorrier
sorriest
sorriely
sorrow
sorrowed
sorrower
sorrowers
sorrowful
sorrowfully
sorrowing
sorrows
sorry
sort
sortable
sortably
sorted
sorter
sorters
sortie
sorted
sortieing
sorties
soundproof
soundproofed
soundproofing
soundproofs
sounds
soup
soupcon
soupcons
souped
soupier
soupiest
souping
soups
soupy
sour
sourball
sourballs
source
sources
sourdine
sourdines
 soured
sourer
sourest
souring
sourish
sourly
sourness
sournesses
sourpuss
sourpusses
sours
soursop
soursops
sourwood
sourwoods
sous
souse
soused
souses
sousing
soutache
soutaches
soutane
soutanes
souter
souters
south
sowcar
sowcars
sowed
sowens
sower
sowers
sowing
sown
sows
sox
soy
soya
soyas
soybean
soybeans
soys
sozin
sozine
sozines
sozins
spa
space
spacecraft
spacecrafts
spaced
spaceflight
spaceflights
spaceman
spacemen
spacer
spacers
spaces
spaceship
spaceships
spacial
spacing
spacings
spacious
spaciously
spaciousness
spaciousnesses
spade
spaded
spadeful
spadefuls
spader
spaders
spades
spadices
spadille
spadilles
spading
spadix
spado
spadones
spae
spaed
spaeing
spaeings
spaes
spaghetti
spaghettis
spagyric
spagyrics
spahee
spahees
spahi
spahis
spail
spails
spait
spaits
spake
spale
spales
spall
spalled
spaller
spallers
spalling
spalls
spalpeen
spalpeens
span
spancel
spanceded
spanceling
spancelled
spancelling
spancels
spandrel
spandrels
spandril
spandrils
spang
spangle
spangled
spangles
spanglier
spangliest
spangling
spangly
spaniel
spaniels
spank
spanked
spanker
spankers
spanking
spankings
spanks
spanless
spanned
spanner
spanners
spanning
spans
spanworm
spanworms
spar
sparable
sparables
spare
spared
sparely
sparer
sparerib
spareribs
sparerers
spares
sparest
sparge
sparged
sparger
spargers
sparges
sparging
sparid
sparids
sparing
sparingly
spark
sparked
sparker
sparkers
sparkier
sparkiest
sparkily
sparkling
sparkish
sparkle
sparkled
sparkler
sparklers
sparkles
sparkling
sparks
sparky
sparlike
sparling
sparlings
sparoid
sparoids
sparred
sparrier
sparriest
sparring
sparrow
sparrows
sparry
spars
sparse
sparsely
sparser
sparsest
sparsities
sparsity
spas
spasm
spasmodic
spasms
spastic
spastics
spat
spate
spates
spathal
spathhe
spathed
spathes
spathic
spathose
spatial
spatially
spats
spattered
spatter
spattered
spattering
spatters
spatting
spatula
spatular
spatulas
spavie
spavies
spaviet
spavin
spavined
spavins
spawn
spawned
spawner
spawners
spawning
spawns
spay
spayed
spaying
spays
speak
speaker
speakers
speaking
speakings
speaks
spear
speared
spearer
spearer
spears
spearhead
spearheaded
spearheading
spearheads
spearings
spear
spearman
sphinx
sphinxes
sphygmic
sphygmus
sphygmuses
spic
spica
spicae
spicas
spicate
spicated
spicato
spicatos
spice
spiced
spicer
spiceries
spicers
spicery
spices
spicy
spicier
spiciest
spicily
spicing
spick
spicks
spics
spicula
spiculae
spicular
spicule
spicules
spiculum
spicy
spider
spiderier
spideriest
spiders
spidery
spied
spiegels
spiegels
spiel
spieded
spiler
spilers
spieling
spin
spinach
spinaches
spinage
spinages
spinal
spinally
spinals
spinate
spindle
spindled
spindler
spindlers
spindles
spindlier
spindliest
spindling
spindly
spine
spined
spinel
spineless
spinelle
spinelles
spinels
spines
spinet
spinets
spinier
spiniest
spinifex
spinifexes
spinless
spinner
spinneries
spinners
spinnery
spinney
spinneys
spinnies
spinning
spinnings
spinny
spinoff
spinoffs
spinor
spinors
spinose
splinting
splints
split
splits
splitter
splitters
splitting
splore
splores
splosh
sploshed
sploshes
sploshing
sploch
sploched
sploches
splochier
splochiest
sploching
splochy
splurge
splurged
splurges
splurgier
splurgiest
splurging
splurgy
splutter
spluttered
spluttering
splutters
spode
spodes
spoil
spoilage
spoilages
spoiled
spoiler
spoilers
spoiling
spoils
spoilt
spoke
spoked
spoken
spokes
spokesman
spokesmen
spokeswoman
spokeswomen
spoking
spoliating
spoliate
spoliates
spoliating
spondaic
spondaics
spondee
spondees
sponge
sponged
sponger
spongers
sponges
spongier
spongiest
spongily
spongin
sponging
spongings
spongy
sponsal
sponsion
sponsions
sponson
sponsons
sponsor
sponsored
sponsoring
sponsors
sponsorship
sponsorships
spontaneities
spontaneity
spontaneous
spontaneously
spontoon
spontoons
spoof
spoofed
spoofing
spoofs
spook
spooked
spookier
spookiest
spookily
spooking
spookish
spooks
spooky
spool
spooled
spooling
spools
spoon
spooned
spooney
spoonys
spoonful
spoonfuls
spoonier
spoonies
spooniest
spoonily
spooning
spoons
spoonsful
spoony
spoor
spoored
spooiring
spoons
sporadic
sporadically
sporal
spore
spored
spores
sporing
sporoid
sporran
sporrans
sport
sported
sporter
sporters
sportful
sportier
sportiest
sportily
sporting
sportive
sports
spurges
spurious
spurn
spurned
spurner
spurners
spurning
spurns
spurred
spurrer
spurers
spurrey
spurreys
spurrier
spurriers
spurries
spurring
spurry
spurs
spurt
spurted
spurting
spurtle
spurtles
spurts
sputa
sputnik
sputniks
sputter
sputtered
sputtering
sputters
sputum
spy
spyglass
spyglasses
spying
squab
squabbier
squabbiest
squabble
squabbled
squabbles
squabbling
squabby
squabs
squad
squared
squeg
squegged
squegging
squegs
squelch
squelched
squelches
squelcher
squelchiest
squelching
squelchy
squib
squibbed
squibbing
squibs
squid
squidded
squidding
squids
squiffed
squiffy
squiggle
squiggled
squiggles
squigglier
squiggliest
squiggling
squiggly
squilgee
squilgeed
squilgeeing
squilgees
squill
squilla
squillae
squillas
squills
squinch
squinchd
squinches
squinching
squinnied
squinnier
squinnies
squinniest
squinny
squinnying
squint
squash
squashed
squashes
squashing
sraddha
sraddhas
sraddha
sradhas
sri
sris
stab
stabbed
stabber
stabbers
stabbing
stabile
stabiles
stabilities
stability
stabilization
stabilize
stabilized
stabilizer
stabilizers
stabilizes
stabilizing
stable
stabled
stabler
stablers
stables
stablest
stabling
stabilities
stabling
stably
stabs
staccati
staccato
staccatos
stack
stacked
stacker
stackers
stacking
stanch
stancher
stanchers
stanches
stanchest
stanching
stanchion
stanchions
stanchly
stand
standard
standardization
standardizations
standardize
standardized
standardizes
standardizing
standards
standby
standbys
standee
standees
stander
standers
standing
standings
standish
standishes
standoff
standoffs
standout
standouts
standpat
standpoint
standpoints
stands
standstill
standup
stane
staned
stanes
stang
stanged
stanging
stangs
stanhope
stanhopes
staning
stank
stanks
stannaries
stannary
stannic
stannite
stannites
stannous
stannum
stannums
stanvasa
stanvased
stanzaii
stanzas
stapedes
stapelia
stapelias
stapes
staph
staphs
staple
stapled
stapler
staplers
staples
stapling
star
starboard
starboards
starch
starched
starches
starchier
starchiest
starching
starchy
stardom
stardoms
stardust
stardusts
stare
stared
starer
starers
stakes
starets
starfish
starfishes
starworts
stases
stash
stashed
stashes
stashing
stasima
stasimon
stasis
statable
statal
statant
state
stated
statedly
statehood
statehoods
statelier
stateliest
stateliness
statelinesses
stately
statement
statements
stater
stateroom
staterooms
staters
states
statesman
statesmanlike
statesmanship
statesmanships
statesmen
static
stichten
stating
station
stationary
stationed
stationer
stationeries
stationers
stationery
stationing
stations
statism
statisms
statist
statistic
statistical
statistically
statistician
statisticians
statistics
statists
static
statives
stator
stators
stauaries
stauary
statue
staued
staues
stauettes
stature
statures
status
statuses
statute
statutes
statutory
staumrel
staumrels
staunch
staunched
stauncher
staunches
staunchest
staunching
staunchly
stave
staved
staves
staving
staw
stay
stayed
stayer
stayers
staying
stays
staysail
staysails
stead
steaded
steadfast
steadfastly
steadfastness
steadfastnesses
steadied
steadier
steadiers
steadies
steadiest
steadily
steadiness
steadinesses
steading
steadings
steads
steady
steading
steak
steaks
steal
stealage
stealages
stealer
stealers
stealing
stealings
steals
steal
stealth
stealthier
stealthiest
stealthily
stealths
stealthy
steam
steamboat
steamboats
steamed
steamer
steamered
steamerer
steamers
steamier
steeplechases
steepled
steeples
steeply
steepness
steepnesses
steeps
steer
steerage
steerages
steered
steerer
steerers
steering
steers
steeve
steeved
steeves
steieving
steevings
stegodon
stegodons
stein
steinbok
steinboks
steins
stela
stelae
stelai
stelar
stele
stelene
steles
stelic
stella
stellar
stellas
stellate
stellified
stellifies
stellify
stellifying
stem
stemless
stemlike
stemma
stemmas
stemmata
stemmed
stemmer
stemmeries
stemmers
stemmery
stemmier
stemmiest
stemming
stemmy
stems
stemson
stemsons
stemware
stemwares
stench
stences
stenchier
stenchiest
stenchy
stencil
stenciled
stenciling
stencilled
stencilling
stencils
stengah
stengahs
steno
stenographer
stenographers
stenographic
stenography
stenos
stenosed
stenoses
stenosis
stenotic
stentor
stentorian
stentors
step
stepdame
stepdames
stepladder
stepladders
steple
steppe
stepped
sternnesses
sterns
sternson
sternsons
sternum
sternums
sternway
sternways
steroid
steroids
sterol
sterols
stertor
stertors
stet
stethoscope
stethoscopes
stets
stetson
stetsons
stetted
stetting
stevedore
stevedores
stew
steward
stewarded
stewardess
stewardesses
stewarding
stewards
stewardship
stewardships
stewbum
stewbums
stewed
stewing
stewpan
stewpans
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zombis
zonal
zonally
zonary
zorate
zonated
zonation
zonations
zone
zoned
zoneless
zoner
zoners
zones
zonetime
zonetimes
zoning
zonked
zonula
zonulae
zonular
zonulas
zonule
zonules
zoo
zoochore
zoochores
zoogenic
zooglea
zoogleae
zoogleal
zoogleas
zoogloea
zoogloeae
zoogloeas
zooid
zooidal
zooids
zooks
zoolater
zoolaters
zoolatries
zoolatry
zoologic
zoological
zoologies
zoologist
zoologists
zoology
zoom
zoomania
zoomanias
zoomed
zoometrics
zoometry
zooming
zoomorph
zoomorphs
zooms
zoon
zonal
zoonoses
zoonosis
zoonotic
zoons
zoophile
zoophiles
zoophyte
zoophytes
zoos
zoosperm
zoosperms
zoospore
zoospores
zootomic
zootomies
zootomy
zori
zoril
zorilla
zorillas
zorille
zorilles
zorillo
zorillos
zorils
zoster
zosters
zouave
zouaves
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Copy all the files on all the disks to a folder on your hard disk
(make sure you have at two (4) megabytes of free space on
your hard disk for each disk of Moby product.
Change your current directory ('CD') to that folder,
type BUILD and press (enter).
The files that are extracted may be viewed and edited by
any capable text-editor, such as Microsoft Word 5.x.

Moby (tm) Words II Documentation Notes

This documentation, the software and/or database are:

Copyright (c) 1988-93, Grady Ward. All Rights Reserved.
3449 Martha Ct.
Arcata, CA  95521-4884  USA
(707) 826-7715 (voice/24-hr 7 day FAX)
grady@netcom.com

License Agreement
This documentation, software and/or database was developed
and copyrighted by Grady Ward and is licensed, not sold, to
you on a non-exclusive, non-transferable basis. The documentation,
software and/or database and derivative works of this database
may not be copied in whole or part except for archival purposes
as provided by law. If you have purchased the commercial license,
Grady Ward explicitly grants you the limited right to create and
market data structures or knowledge bases derived this work
without further payment of a license fee, as long as the purpose
and effect of that data structure or knowledge base is other than
re-distributing that Grady Ward data structure or database. (In
other words, you can freely distribute data structures based upon
any or all of this work as long as you take reasonable care to
prevent unlicensed persons and organizations from accessing
the ASCII source.)

Willful copyright violations are both a civil and a criminal offense [17USC500]

Disclaimer of Warranty

This documentation, software and/or database is sold "as is"
and without express or implied warranties as to performance
or merchantability for a particular purpose. The user is advised
to test the documentation, software and/or database thoroughly
before relying on it. The user assumes the entire risk of using
this documentation, software and/or database and any liability
of seller or manufacturer will be limited to product replacement
or refund of the license fee.

Moby (tm) Words II for the MSDOS operating system is compressed
and distributed on two 1.4MB double-sided diskettes. After
self-extraction, the vocabulary files included with this product are in ordinary ASCII format with CRLF (ASCII 13/10) delimiters.

MOBY WORDS II CONTENTS

354,984 single words
Over 354,000 single words, excluding proper names, acronyms, or compound words and phrases. This list does not exclude archaic words or significant variant spellings.

256,772 compound words
Over 256,700 hyphenated or other entries containing more than one word as well as all capitalized words and acronyms. Phrases were considered 'common' if they or variations of them occur in standard dictionaries or thesauruses.

113,809 official crosswords
A list of words permitted in crossword games such as Scrabble™. Compatible with the first edition of the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary™. Since this list has all forms: -ing, -ed, -s, and so on of words, it makes a good addition when building a custom spelling dictionary.

4,160 official crosswords delta
When combined with the 113,809 crosswords file, it produces the official crossword list compatible with the second edition of the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary. (Scrabble is a registered trademark of Milton-Bradley licensed to Merriam-Webster.)

74,550 common dictionary words
A list of words in common with two or more published dictionaries. This gives the developer of a custom spelling checker a good beginning pool of relatively common words.

21,986 names
This database contains the most common names used in the United States and Great Britain. Spelling checkers may want to supplement their basic word list with this one.

4,946 female names
frequent given names of females in English speaking countries

3,897 male names
frequent given names of males in English speaking countries

10,196 places
a large selection of place names in the United States

1,000 by frequency
This file consists of the 1,000 most frequently used English words from a wide variety of common texts listed in decreasing order of frequency

1,000 by frequency internet
This file consists of the 1,000 most frequently used English words as used on the Internet computer network in 1992.

6,213 acronyms
common acronyms & abbreviations

1,185 King James Version frequent substrings
The most frequently occurring 1,185 substrings in the King James Version Bible ranked and counted by order of frequency.

467 current fiction substrings
The most frequently occurring 467 substrings occurring in a best-selling novel by Amy Tan in 1990.

USA Constitution
The Constitution of the United States, including the Bill of Rights and all amendments current to 1993.

NOTE: Accents have been stripped from words, e.g., 'etude' does not mark the accent on the initial 'e'.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681968_1604395661.3/0/words-3.0-22.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-g1Xm5IlY/mwords.tar.Z-cosi-expand-archive-YH1NmTWE/mwords/readme.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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'tween deck
'tween-decks
-'s
-a
-ability
-able
-ably
-ac
-acal
-acea
-aceae
-acean
-aceous
-acious
-acitate
-acity
-blast
-blastic
-ble
-bodied
-branch
-by
-cade
-caine
-cardia
-carp
-carpic
-carpous
-cele
-cene
-centric
-cephalic
-cephalus
-cercal
-chore
-chrome
-chroous
-cidal
-cide
-clase
-cle
-clinal
-cline
-clinic
-clinous
-coccus
-coele
-colous
-cotyl
-cracy
-crat
-cula
-cule
-culus
-cy
-cyst
-cyte
-dactylous
-decker
-derm
-derma
-dermatous
-dermis
-diene
-ist
-ister
-istic
-ite
-ition
-itious
-itus
-itol
-itous
-ity
-ium
-ive
-ization
-ize
-izer
-ji
-kin
-kinesis
-kins
-alias
-lashed
-later
-latry
-le
-lent
-lepsy
-less
-let
-lewe
-like
-ling
-lings
-lipped
-lite
-lith
-lithic
-lived
-lock
-log
-loger
-logian
-logic
-logist
-logue
-logy
-long
-ly
-lysis
-ography
-oic
-oid
-oidal
-oidea
-ol
-olater
-ole
-ology
-oma
-ome
-ometer
-on
-one
-onium
-ont
-onym
-oon
-opathy
-opia
-opolis
-opsis
-opsy
-or
-oria
-orial
-orious
-oriwm
-ory
-oze
-osis
-osity
-ostosis
-ot
-ote
-otic
-our
-ous
-para
-parous
-path
-pathy
-ped
-pede
-person
-petal
-petalous
-phage
-phagia
-phagous
-phagy
-phane
-phany
-phasia
-phil
-phile
-philia
-philic
-philous
-phobe
-phobia
-phobic
-phone
-phony
-phone
-phoresis
-phorous
-phrenia
-phyll
-phyllous
-phyre
-phyte
-phytic
-plasia
-plasm
-plast
-plastic
-plasty
-plegia
-ploid
-pnea
-pod
-poda
-podite
-podium
-podous
-poiesis
-poietic
-pole
-polis
-pounder
-prone
-proof
-pterous
-red
-rel
-rhine
-rhiza
-rhoea
-rigged
-right
-rights
-rrhagia
-rrhea
-rrhine
-rrhiza
-rrhoea
-ry
-s
-s'
saur
-scape
-scope
-scropy
-sect
-sepalous
-shaped
-ship
-sided
-sider
-sis
-some
-somic
-sophy
-sperm
-spermy
-sphere
-sporous
-spory
-st
-stasis
-stat
-ster
-stichous
-stome
-stomous
-stomy
-stress
-stylar
-stylous
-sy
-tactic
-taxis
-taxy
-teen
-termer
-th
-thecium
-theism
-theist
-ther
-therium
-therm
-thermy
-thymia
-tion
-tious
-to-be
-tome
-tomy
-tonia
-tress
-trice
-trices
-trichous
-trix
-tron
-trope
-trophic
-trophy
-tropic
-tropism
-tropous
-tropy
-tude
-ty
-type
-ular
-ule
-ulent
-ulose
-ulous
-uous
-ure
-uret
-urgy
-uria
-urient
-uronic
-urous
-valent
-ville
A & R
A B C powder
A C E mixture
A Luo
A acid
A and M
A at Lloyd's
A battery
A board
A bond
A derrick
A horizon
A la marengo
A la maryland
A level
A major
A minor
A natural
A number
A number 1
A one
A per se
A pole
A powder
A power supply
A star
A string
A supply
A switchboard
A to Z
A to izzard
A&M
A&P
A'asia
A's
A-1
A-B station
A-OK
A-Z test
A-and-R
A-axes
A-axis
A-b-c book
A-b-c method
A-blast
A-bomb
A-bomb shelter
A-day
A-flat
A-flat major
A-frame
A-line
A-one
A-pole
A-scope
A-shaped
A-sharp
A-tent
A-war
A-weapons
A/C
A/F
A/O
A/P
A/V
A1
A1 at Lloyd's
A4
A5
AA
AA gun
AA radar
AA target rocket
AAA
AAAA
AAAAAA
AAAL
AAAS
AAE
AAEE
AAF
AAG
AAII
AAM
AAMSI
AAO
AAP
AAPSS
AARC
AARP
AAS
AAU
AAUP
AAUW
AAVSO
AAX
AB
ABA
ABATS
ABBR
ABC
ABC Powers
ABC's
ABCs
ABEL
ABEPP
ABFM
ABHC
ABI
ABLS
ABM
ABO system
ABPC
ABS
ABSBH
AC
AC arc
AC motor
AC welder
AC-DC
AC/DC
ACAA
ACAS
ACAWS
ACB
ACBL
ACC
ACCRA
ACCS
ACCT
ACD
ACDA
ACE
ACE mixture
ACF
ACGI
ACH
ACHEFT
ACK
ACL
ACLS
ACLU
ACM
ACO
AHL
AHQ
AHSA
AI
AI radar
AL
AIA
AIAA
AIC
AICC
AID
AIDDDE
AIDS
AIEEE
AIF
AIH
AIM
AIME
AIMS
AIOD
AIPS
AIR
AIS
AISI
AISI steel
AIX
Almd
AJ
AJA
AJP
AK
AKA
AKA boat
AKC
AL
ALA
ALAP
ALBM
ALBO
ALC
ALEXIS
ALFA
ALFE
ALGOL
ALI
ALIT
ALM
ALP
ALPO
ALRU
ALS
ALU
AM
AM broadcasting
AM receiver
AM signal
AM station
AM transmitter
AM tuner
AM-FM receiver
AM-FM tuner
AMA
AMACS
AMARC
AMASE
AMAT
AMATPS
AMBA
AMC
AMD
AMDG
AME
AMEDS
AMERITECH
AMEX
AMI
AMICE
AMIChemE
AMI MechE
AMLS
AMORC
AMP
AMPAS
AMPS
AMRAAM
AMROC
AMS
AMSAT
AMSW
AMT
AMU
AMVET
AN
AN Other
ANA
ANAC
ANC
AND circuit
ANDF
ANF
ANG
ANI
ANIF
ANL
ANOVA
ANPA
ANSI
ANTA
ANTU
ANU
ANZUS
ANZUS Council
ANZUS Pact
ANZUS Treaty
AO
AOA
AOCS
AOL
AOP
AOPA
AQO
AOS
AOSS
AOU
AOW
AP
APA
APA boat
APB
APC
APDA
APDU
APE
APG
API
APICS
APJ
APM
APO
APP
APPC
APR
APRA
APS
APSA
APSE
APT
APU
AQ
AQL
AR
ARA
ARAMIS
ARC
ARCM
ARCNET
ARCO
ARCS
ARE
ARENA
ARF
ARIS
ARM
ARO
ARP
ARPA
ARPANET
ARQ
ARRL
ARS
ARSA
ARSB
ARSM
ART
ARTCC
ARTEMIS
ARU
ARV
AS
ASA
ASA exposure index
ASA scale
ASA/BS
ASAIGAC
ASAP
ASC
ASCAP
ASCC
ASCII
ASCQ
ASDIC
ASDSP
ASEAN
Abanic
Abantes
Abarambo
Abarbarea
Abaris
Abas
Abasgi
Abassieh
Abassin
Abate
Abatua
Abba
Abba Eban
Abbadide
Abbai
Abbasid
Abbassid
Abasside
Abbate
Abbe
Abbe condenser
Abbe number
Abbe's sine condition
Abbevilean
Abbeville
Abbevillian
Abbey
Abbey Theatre
Abbi
Abbie
Abbot
Abbot of Unreason
Abbotsen
Abbotsford
Abbotson
Abbotsun
Abbott
Abbott papyrus
Abbottson
Abbottstown
Abboud
Abby
Abbye
Abbyville
Abd-el Krim
Abd-el-Kadir
Abd-el-Krim
Abdel
Abdel Hakim Amer
Abdel Rahman Hakki
Abdel Rahman Iriani
Abdel Salam Aref
Abdelhadi Boutaleb
Abdelkarim Gheraieb
Abdella
Abderhalden
Abderian
Abderite
Abderus
Abdias
Abdiel
Abdominales
Abdon
Abdou Diouf
Abdu
Abdul
Abdul Jaffar Khan
Abdul Khaalis
Abdul Rahman Hourieh
Abdul-Aziz
Abdul-Hamid II
Abdul-Medjid I
Abdul-Mejid I
Abdul-Salam Jalloud
Abdul-baha
Abdulla
Abdullah Al-Sallal
Abe
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
Abe Pollin
Abebe Mekonnen
Abebi
Abednego
Abeid Karume
Abel
Abelard
Abelard and Heloise
Abelia
Abelian
Abelian group
Abelicea
Abelite
Abell
Abelmoschus
Abelonian
Abelson
Abencerrages
Abenezra
Abeokuta
Abercrombie
Abercrumby
Aberdare
Aberdeen
Aberdeen Angus
Aberdeen terrier
Aberdeenshire
Aberdonian
Aberfan
Aberglaube
Aberia
Abernant
Abernathy
Abernnon
Abert
Aberystwyth
Abeu
Abey
Abgatha
Abhidamman Pitaka
Abhorson
Abia
Abiathar
Abib
Abidjan
Abie
Abies
Abietineae
Abiezer
Abigael
Abigail
Abigale
Abihu
Abijah
Abilene
Abilene
Abilene
Abimelech
Abineri
Abingdon
Abinger
Abington
Abinoam
Abinoem
Abipon
Abiquiu
Abramson
Abran
Abranchiata
Abri audit culture
Abrocoma
Abroma
Abroms
Abronia
Abrus
Abruzzi
Absa
Absalom
Absalom and Achitophel
Absaraka
Absaroka
Absaroka Range
Absarokee
Absecon
Absent voting
Abshier
Absi
Absolute
Absyrtus
Abt system
Abu
Abu Alam
Abu Daoud
Abu Dhabi
Abu Egeila
Abu Iyad
Abu Jihad
Abu Nidal
Abu Rudeis
Abu Simbel
Abu-Bekr
Abucay
Abukir
Abul Abbas
Abulfeda
Abuna
Abundantia
Abury
Abuta
Abutilon
Abydos
Abys
Abyla
Abyss
Abyssinia
Abyssinian
Abyssinian Church
Abyssinian banana
Abyssinian cat
Abyssinian well
Ac
Acacallis
Acacea
Acaceae
Acacia
Acacia Avenue
Acadian
Academic
Academus
Academy
Academy Award
Acadia
Acadia National Park
Acadian
Acadie
Acaena
Acalea
Acalepha
Acalephae
Acalia
Acalypha
Acalypterae
Acalyptrata
Acalyptratae
Acamar
Acamas
Acampo
Acanthaceae
Acantharia
Acanthia
Acanthocephala
Acanthocephali
Acanthocereus
Acanthodea
Acanthodei
Acanthodes
Acanthodidae
Acanthodii
Acanthodini
Acantholimon
Acanthomeridae
Acanthopanax
Acanthophis
Acanthopteri
Acanthopterygii
Acetobacter
Acey
Achab
Achad
Achaea
Achaean
Achaean League
Achaean league
Achaemenes
Achaemenian
Achaemenid
Achaemenidae
Achaemenides
Achaemenidian
Achaemenids
Achaenodon
Achaeta
Achaeus
Achagua
Achaia
Achaian
Achakzai
Achamoth
Achan
Achango
Achariaceae
Achariaceous
Acharnians
Achates
Achatina
Achatinella
Achatinidae
Achaz
Achelous
Achen
Acherman
Achernar
Acheron
Acheronian
Acherontic
Acherontical
Acheson
Achetidae
Acheulean
Acheulian
Achill
Achill Island
Achille
Achille Lauro
Achillea
Achillean
Achilleid
Achilles
Achilles and Patroclus
Achilles heel
Achilles reflex
Achilles tendon
Achilles' heel
Achilles' reflex
Achilles' tendon
Achillize
Achimaas
Achimelech
Achimenes
Achinese
Achish
Achitophel
Achlamydeae
Achmed
Achmetha
Acholoe
Achomawi
Achoridae
Achorion
Achorin
Achras
Achroanthes
Achromatiaceae
Achromatium
Achromobacter
Achromobacterieae
Achromycin
Achsah
Achuas
Achyranthes
Achyrodes
Acidalium
Acidanthera
Acidaspis
Acie
Acieral
Acilius
Acima
Acineta
Acinetae
Acinetaria
Acrasiales
Acrasida
Acrasieae
Acraspeda
Acre
Acrea moth
Acredula
Acres
Acrididae
Acridiidae
Acridium
Acrilan
Acrisius
Acrita
Acroa
Acrobates
Acrocarpi
Acrocera
Acroceratidae
Acroceraunian
Acroceridae
Acrochordidae
Acrochordinae
Acroclinium
Acrocomia
Acrocorinth
Acrodus
Acrogynae
Acromyodi
Acronycta
Acropolis
Acropora
Acrosticheae
Acrostichum
Acrothoracica
Acrotreta
Acrotretidae
Acrux
Acrydium
Act of Parliament clock
Act of Toleration
Act of Uniformity
Act term
Acta
Acta Sanctorum
Actae
Actaeaceae
Actaeon
Actaeonidae
Actiad
Actian
Actinia
Actiniaria
Actinidia
Actinidiaceae
Actiniomorpha
Actinistia
Actinobacillus
Actinocrinidae
Actinocrinus
Actinoida
Actinoidea
Actinomyces
Actinomycetaceae
Actinomyctales
Actinomyxidia
Actinomyxidiida
Actinonema
Actinophrys
Actinopoda
Actinopteri
Actinopterygii
Actinosphaerium
Actinozoa
Actipylea
Actis
Actium
Acton
Actor
Actoridae
Actors' Equity Association
Acts
Acts of the Apostles
Acuan
Acubens
Aculeata
Acus
Acushnet
Acutilinguae
Acworth
Ad
Ada
Adabel
Adabelle
Adachi
Adad
Addison's disease
Addisonian
Addisoniana
Address to the Deil
Addressograph
Addu
Addy
Addyston
Ade
Adebayo
Adee
Adel
Adel Hassaib
Adela
Adelaida
Adelaide
Adelaja
Adelanto
Adelarthra
Adelarthromata
Adelbert
Adele
Adelea
Adeleidae
Adelges
Adelheid
Adelia
Adelice
Adelie Land
Adelie penguin
Adelina
Adelind
Adeline
Adeliza
Adell
Adella
Adelle
Adelochorda
Adelops
Adelphe
Adelphi
Adelphia
Adelphian
Adelpho
Adelphoi
Adelric
Aden
Adena
Adenanthera
Adenauer
Adenophora
Adenostoma
Adeodatus
Adeodatus I
Adeodatus II
Adeona
Adephaga
Ader
Adessenarian
Adest
Adey
Adger
Adhafera
Adham
Adhamh
Adhara
Adhern
Adi
Adi-buddha
Adiana
Adiantum
Adib
Adib Daoudi
Adicea
Adie
Adiel
Adiell
Adige
Adigei
Adighe
Adigranth
Adigun
Adila
Adim
Adin
Adina
Adine
Adinida
Adirondack
Adirondack Mountains
Adirondack chair
Adirondack skiff
Adirondacks
Adis
Aditya
Adivasi
Adolpho
Adolphus
Adon
Adona
Adonai
Adonais
Adonean
Adonia
Adoniad
Adonian
Adonias
Adonic
Adonica
Adonijah
Adoniram
Adonis
Adonoy
Adora
Adorantes
Adore
Adoree
Adoretus
Adorl
Adorne
Adoula
Adowa
Adoxa
Adoxaceae
Adramelech
Adrammelech
Adrastea
Adrastos
Adrastus
Adrea
Adrell
Adrenalin
Adrestus
Adria
Adriaen
Adriaens
Adrial
Adrian
Adrian I
Adrian II
Adrian III
Adrian IV
Adrian V
Adrian VI
Aegadean Islands
Aegadian Islands
Aegaeon
Aegates
Aegates Isles
Aegean
Aegean Islands
Aegean Sea
Aegeria
Aegeriidae
Aegesta
Aegus
Aegia
Aegiale
Aegialeus
Aegialia
Aegialitis
Aegicores
Aegimius
Aegina
Aeginae
Aeginetan
Aeginetan marbles
Aeginetic
Aegiochus
Aegipan
Aegir
Aegisthus
Aegithalos
Aegithognathae
Aegium
Aegle
Aegopodium
Aegopotami
Aegyptus
Aekerly
Aelber
Aelbert
Aella
Aello
Aeluroidea
Aenea
Aeneas
Aeneas Silvius
Aeneas Sylvius
Aeneid
Aeneolithic
Aeneus
Aeniah
Aenius
Aennea
Aeolia
Aeolian
Aeolian Islands
Aeolian mode
Aeolic
Aeolicism
Aeolidae
Aeolides
Aeolididae
Aeolis
Aeolism
Aeolist
Aeolus
Aepycteros
Aepyornis
Aepyornithidae
Aepyornithiformes
Aepyrytus
Aequi
Aequian
Aequiculi
Aequipalpia
Aeria
Aerides
Aeriel
Aerielo
Aeriell
Aeriell
Aerobacter
Aerobranchia
Aerocaridae
Aeroflot
Aerojet
Aerol
Aeronautical and Space Sciences
Aerope
Aerosol
Aesacus
Aeschines
Aeschylean
Aeschylean tragedy
Aeschylus
Aeschynanthus
Aeschynomene
Aesculaceae
Aesculapian
Aesculapius
Aesculus
Aesepus
Aeshma
Aesir
Aesop
Aesop prawn
Aesopian
Aesopian language
Aesopic
Aestatis
Aestii
Aesyetes
Aeterni Patris
Aethalides
Aethelbert
Aetheria
Aethionema
Aethra
Aethusa
Aethyla
Aetian
Aetna
Aetobatidae
Aetobatus
Aetolia
Aetolian
Aetolus
Aetomorphae
Aetosaurus
Af
Afar
Afars and Issas
Afars and the Issas
Afenil
Affer
Affra
Affrica
Afg
Afgh
Afghan
Afghan hound
Afghani
Afghanistan
Afifi
Aflex
Afr
Afra
Aframerican
Afrasia
Afrasian
Afric
Afric heat
Africa
Africah
African
African cherry-orange
African daisy
African dominoes
African elephant
African gray
African hunting dog
African lethargy
African lily
African mahogany
African marigold
African millet
African school
African sleeping sickness
African trypanosomiasi
African trypanosomiasis
African violet
African yellowwood
Africana
Africander
Africanderism
Africanism
Africanist
Africanization
Africanize
Africanized
Africanizing
Africanoid
Africanthropus
Afridi
Afrika
Afrikaans
Afrikah
Afrikander
Afrikander bond
Afrikanderdom
Afrikanderism
Afrikaner
Afrikanerdom
Afrikanerize
Afro
Afro-
Afro-American
Afro-Asian
Afro-Asiatic
Afro-Cuban
Afro-american
Afro-asiatic
Afro-chain
Afro-comb
Afro-european
Afro-semitic
Afroasiatic
Afrogaea
Afrogaean
Afshah
Afshar
Afternoon of a Faun, The
Afton
Aftonian
Afyon
Afzelia
Ag
AgE
Aga Khan
Aga Khan III
Aga Khan IV
Agabus
Agace
Agaces
Agacles
Agade
Agadir
Agadir incident
Agag
Agagianian
Agalena
Agalenidae
Agalinis
Agama
Agamae
Agamede
Agamedes
Agamemnon
Agamidae
Agan
Agana
Aganice
Aganippe
Aganus
Agao
Agaonidae
Agapanthus
Agape
Agapemone
Agapemonian
Agapemonist
Agapemonite
Agapetidae
Agapetus I
Agapetus II
Agapornis
Agar
Agaricales
Agaricus
Agaristidae
Agartala
Agarum
Agassiz
Agastache
Agastreae
Agastrophus
Agastyia
Agata
Agate
Agatha
Agathaea
Agatharchides
Agathaumas
Agathe
Agathis
Agatho
Agathocles
Agathon
Agathosma
Agathy
Agathyrsus
Agau
Agave
Agawam
Agaz
Agbogla
Agdistis
Age of Anxiety
Age of Aquarius
Age of Reason
Age of Reason, The
Age of the Red-Hot Mamas
Agee
Agelacrinites
Agelacrinitidae
Agelaius
Agelaus
Agen
Agena
Agenais
Agence France-Presse
Agenois
Agenor
Agent Orange
Ager Chawan
Ageratum
Agesilas II
Aggada
Aggadah
Aggadic
Aggadoth
Aggappe
Aggapperia
Aggappora
Aggarwal
Aggeus
Aggi
Aggie
Aggregata
Aggregatae
Aggri
Aggy
Agh
Agha Hilaly
Aghan
Aghlabite
Aghorapanthi
Aghori
Agialid
Agib
Agiel
Agin court
Agincourt
Agkistrodon
Aglaia
Aglaonema
Aglaophon of Thasos
Aglaos
Aglaspis
Aglauros
Aglaus
Agle
Agler
Aglianico del Vulture
Aglipayan
Aglipayano
Aglossa
Aglypha
Aglyphodonta
Aglyphodontia
Agna
Agnatha
Agnathostomata
Agnella
Agnes
Agnese
Agness
Agnesse
Agneta
Agnew
Agni
Agnoetae
Agnoete
Agnoetism
Agnoite
Agnola
Agnostus
Agnotozoic
Agnus Dei
Agnus scythicus
Agon
Agoniatites
Agonista
Agonostomus
Agoraea
Agoraeus
Agostini
Agostino
Agosto
Agra
Agraeus
Agram
Agrania
Agrapha
Agraleum
Agraulos
Agraulos the Younger
Agulhas Current
Agung
Aguste
Agustin
Agustin Alfaro
Agustin Munoz Grandes
Agway
Agyieus
Ah
Ahab
Ahanuchuyuk
Aharon
Ahasuerus
Ahaz
Ahaziah
Ahders
Ahearn
Ahepatokla
Ahern
Ahet
Ahgwahching
Ahhiyawa
Ahidjo
Ahiezer
Ahimaaz
Ahimelech
Ahir
Ahira
Ahisar
Ahishar
Ahithophel
Ahl
Ahlgren
Ahmad
Ahmadabad
Ahmadi
Ahmadiya
Ahmadnagar
Ahmadou
Ahmadpur
Ahmar
Ahmed
Ahmed Abdel Rahman
Ahmed Al Ghashmi
Ahmed Ben Bella
Ahmed Boucief
Ahmed Ghanahallah
Ahmed Hassan Al Bakr
Air Command
Air Corps
Air Defense Command
Air Force
Air Medal
Air National Guard
Air Officer
Air Police
Air Route Traffic Control Center
Air Scout
Air Transport Command
Air Transport Service
Air corps
Air council
Air medal
Air minister
Air ministry
Aira
Airborne Reconnaissance Force
Aircraft Recognition Society
Airdrie
Aire
Airedale
Airedale terrier
Airel
Aires
Airla
Airlee
Airlia
Airliah
Airlie
Airline Pilots Association
Airville
Airy
Airy disc
Aisha
Aisne
Aisne-Marne
Aissaoua
Aissor
Aistopoda
Aistopodes
Ait Ahmed Hocine
Aitken
Aitkenite
Aitkin
Aitutakian
Aius Locutius
Alabaman
Alabamian
Alabaster
Alachua
Alactaga
Aladdin
Aladdin's lamp
Aladdinize
Aladfar
Aladinist
Alage
Alagez
Alagoas
Alagoz
Alai
Alai Mountains
Alain
Alain Chevrier
Alain Cote
Alain-Fournier
Alaine
Alair
Alakanuk
Alake
Alaki
Alala
Alalcomenean Athena
Alalcomeneus
Alamance
Alamanni
Alamannian
Alamannic
Alameda
Alamein
Alaminos
Alamo
Alamo Heights
Alamogordo
Alamosa
Alamota
Alan
Alan Aufzein
Alan Kulwicki
Alan Paton
Alan-a-dale
Alana
Alanah
Alanbrooke
Aland
Alane
Alangiaceae
Alangium
Alanna
Alano
Alanreed
Alans
Alansen
Alanson
Alapaha
Alar
Alarbus
Alarcon
Alard
Alaria
Alaric
Alarine
Alarick
Alarise
Alarodian
Alas
Alascan
Alasdair
Alaska
Alaska Day
Alaska Highway
Alaska Peninsula
Alaska Range
Alaska cedar
Alaska cod
Alaska cotton
Alaska current
Alaska king crab
Alaska pollock
Alaska sable
Alaska time
Alaskan
Alaskan crab
Alaskan malamute
Alaskan orchis
Alastair
Alasteir
Alaster
Alastor
Alatea
Alathia
Alauda
Alaudidae
Alaunian
Alawi
Alayne
Alb
Alb sunday
Alba
Alba Flora
Alba Longa
Albacete
Albainn
Albamycin
Alban
Alban saint
Albana
Albanenses
Albanensian
Albanese
Albania
Albanian
Albany
Albany Congress
Albarran
Albategnius
Albatros
Albay
Albay Gulf
Albee
Albee operation
Albemarle
Albemarle Sound
Alben
Albeniz
Alber
Alberene
Alberic
Alberich
Alberik
Alberoni
Albers
Albert
Albert Bustamante
Albert Edward
Albert Hakim
Albert Hofstede
Albert I
Albert Lea
Albert Martin Artajo
Alburg
Alburga
Alburnett
Alburtis
Albury
Alby
Albyn
Alca
Alcaaba
Alcae
Alcaeus
Alcaic
Alcaics
Alcaids
Alcalde
Alcaligenes
Alcalzar
Alcan Highway
Alcandre
Alcantara
Alcantarines
Alcathous
Alcatraz
Alcazar
Alcazar de San Juan
Alcedines
Alcedinidae
Alcedininae
Alcedo
Alcelaphus
Alces
Alceste
Alcester
Alcestis
Alchemilla
Alchemist, The
Alchornea
Alchuine
Alcibiadean
Alcibiades
Alcibiades Arosemena
Alcicornium
Alcidae
Alcide
Alcides
Alcidice
Alcimede
Alcimedes
Alcimedon
Alcina
Alcine
Alcinia
Alcinous
Alcippe
Alcis
Alcithoe
Alcmene
Alcman
Alcmaeon
Alcmaon
Alcmena
Alcmene
Alco
Alcoa
Alcock
Alcoholics Anonymous
Alcolu
Alcon
Alcor
Alcora porcelain
Alcoran
Alcoranic
Alcoranist
Alcot
Alcotate
Alcott
Alcova
Alcuin
Alcuinian
Alcus
Alcyonacea
Alcyonaria
Alcyone
Alcyones
Alcyoneus
Alcyoniaceae
Alcyonium
Ald
Alda
Aldabra
Aldan
Aldarcie
Aldarcy
Aldas
Aldebaran
Alded
Alden
Aldenville
Alder
Alderamin
Aldercy
Alderman
Aldermaston
Alderney
Aldershot
Alderson
Aldhafara
Aldhafera
Aldie
Aldin
Aldine
Aldine book
Aldine edition
Aldington
Aldis
Aldis lamp
Aldm
Aldo
Aldon
Aldora
Aldos
Aldous
Aldred
Aldridge
Aldric
Aldrich
Aldridge
Aldridge-Brownhills
Aldrin
Aldrovanda
Alduino
Aldus
Aldus Manutius
Aldwin
Aldwon
Alea
Aleardi
Alebion
Alec
Alecia
Aleck
Alecto
Alectoría
Alectorides
Alectoris
Alectoromorphae
Alectoropodes
Alectrion
Alectrionidae
Alectryon
Aleda
Aledo
Aleece
Aleedis
Aleen
Aleetha
Alegre
Alegrete
Aleichem
Aleixandre
Alejandra
Alejandrina
Alejandro
Alejandro Pena
Alejo
Alejo Valdes
Alejoa
Alek
Alekhine
Aleknagik
Aleksander Fadeev
Aleksandr
Aleksandr Guryanov
Aleksandropol
Aleksandrov
Aleksandrovac
Aleksandrovsk
Alekseyevska
Aleksin
Alem
Aleman
Alemanni
Alemannian
Alemannic
Alemannish
Alembert
Alemite
Alena
Alencon
Alencon diamond
Alencon lace
Alene
Alene Duerk
Alenson
Alentejo
Aleochara
Alep
Aleppine
Aleppo
Aleppo gall
Aleppo grass
Aleras
Aleris
Aleron
Ales
Ales Bebler
Alesandrini
Alesia
Alessandra
Alessandri
Alessandria
Alessandro
Aleta
Aletes
Aletha
Alethea
Alethia
Aletris
Aletta
Alette
Aleurites
Aleurobius
Aleurodes
Aleurodidae
Aleus
Aleut
Aleutian
Aleutian Islands
Aleutian current
Aleutian low
Aleutians
Aleutic
Alevitsa
Alex
Alexa
Alexander
Alexander Archipelago
Alexander Balian
Alexander Barmine
Alexander Eist
Alexander Godunov
Alexio
Alexis
Alexis Arguello
Alexis Mikhailovich
Alexishafen
Alexius
Alexius I
Alexius I Comnenus
Aley
Aleydis
Aleyrodes
Aleyrodidae
Alf
Alfadir
Alfarabius
Alfedena
Alfeo
Alfeus
Alfheim
Alfi
Alfie
Alfieri
Alfirk
Alfons
Alfonse
Alfonse d'Amato
Alfonso
Alfonso X
Alfonso XII
Alfonso XIII
Alfonson
Alfonzo
Alford
Alfraganus
Alfred
Alfred the Great
Alfreda
Alfredo
Alfredo Christiani
Alfredo Cristiani
Alfredo Evangelista
Alfredo Stroessner
Alfric
Alfur
Alfurese
Alfuro
Alfy
Alg
Algalene
Algar
Algaroth
Algaroth powder
Algarsife
Algarsyf
Algarve
Algebar
Algeciras
Algedi
Algenib
Alger
Algeria
Algerian
Algerian War
Algerian stripe
Algerian wine
Algerine
Algemon
Alghero
Algie
Algieba
Algiers
Algo
Algol variable
Algoma
Algoman
Algomanian
Algomic
Algona
Algonac
Algonkian
Algonkin
Algonkins
Algonquian
Algonquians
Algonquin
Algonquin Park
Algonquins
Algorab
Algores
Algren
Alguire
Algy
Alhagi
Alhambra
Alhambraic
Alioth
Aliquippa
Alis
Alisa
Alisan
Alisander
Alise Sainte Reine
Alisen
Alisha
Alisia
Alisma
Alismaceae
Alismales
Alismataceae
Aliso Beach
Alison
Alison Chadwick
Alissa
Alistair
Alister
Alisun
Alita
Alitalia
Alitha
Alithea
Alithia
Alitta
Alius
Alix
Aliza
Alka-Seltzer
Alkabo
Alkaid
Alkalurops
Alkanna
Alkaphrah
Alkes
Alkhimovo
Alkmaar
Alkol
Alkoran
Alkoranic
All Black
All Fools' Day
All Hallow Even
All Quiet on the Western Front
All Saints' Day
All Souls' Day
All for Love
All red
All the King's Men
All's Well That Ends Well
All-american
All-british
All-caucasian
All-father
All-fatherhood
All-fatherly
All-india
All-russia
All-russian
All-southern
Alla
Allah
Allahabad
Allain
Allamanda
Allamuchy
Allan
Allan Bristow
Allan-a-Dale
Allana
Allanson
Allantoidea
Allard
Allardt
Allare
Allasch
Allayne
Allbee
Allcot
Alle
Alledonia
Alleen
Alleene
Allegan
Allegany
Alleghanian
Alleghany
Alleghenian
Alleghenies
Allegheny
Allegheny Mountains
Allegheny barberry
Allegheny spurge
Allegheny vine
Allegra
Allegre
Allegro 1
Alleluia
Alleman
Allen
Allen Boesak
Allen Leavell
Allen Park
Allen Pedersen
Allen screw
Allen wrench
Allen-Doisy hormone
Allenby
Allendale
Allende
Allendorf
Allene
Allenhurst
Allenport
Allensville
Allentiac
Allentiacan
Allenton
Allentown
Allenwood
Alleppey
Alleras
Allerie
Alleris
Allerton
Allerus
Allervale pottery
Alley
Alleyn
Alleyne
Allgood
Allhallow
Allhallowmas
Allhallows
Allhallows eve
Allhallowtide
Alli
Alliaceae
Alliance
Allianora
Alliaria
Alliber
Alma-Ata
Alma-Tadema
Almach
Almad
Almada
Almaden
Almagest
Almain
Almallah
Alman
Almanach de Gotha
Almanon
Almeda Taibi Benhima
Almeda
Almeeta
Almeida
Almeio
Almena
Almera
Almeria
Almerian
Almeric
Almeta
Almida
Almighty
Almighty God
Almira
Almire
Almita
Almo
Almohad
Almohade
Almohades
Almon
Almond
Almont
Almoravid
Almoravide
Almoravides
Almund
Almuredin
Almyra
Alna
Alnaschar
Alnascharism
Alnico
Alnilam
Alnitak
Alnitham
Alnus
Alo
Aloadae
Alocasia
Aloee
Alodi
Alodie
Aloeus
Alogi
Alogian
Aloha
Aloidae
Aloin
Alois
Aloise
Aloisia
Aloisius
Aloke
Alon
Aloneo
Alonso
Alonsoa
Alonzo
Alope
Alopecias
Alopecurus
Alopecus
Alopias
Alopiidae
Alorton
Alosa
Alost
Alost lace
Alouatta
Alouette
Alox-Corton
Aloxite
Aloys
Aloys
Aloysio Dias Gomide
Aloysius
Alpaugh
Alpax
Alpen
Alpena
Alper
Alpers
Alpert
Alpes Maritimes
Alpes-Maritimes
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence
Alpetragius
Alpha
Alpha Centauri
Alpha and Omega
Alphaea
Alphard
Alpharetta
Alphatype
Alphean
Alphecca
Alpheratz
Alphesiboea
Alpheus
Alphonist
Alphons
Alphonsa
Alphonse
Alphonsine
Alphonsism
Alphonso
Alphonso Halimi
Alphonsus
Alpian
Alpid
Alpine
Alpine Valley
Alpine currant
Alpine dock
Alpine ibex
Alpine parnassia
Alpine poppy
Alpine race
Alpine savory
Alpine wallflower
Alpinia
Alpiniaceae
Alpinism
Alpinist
Alpoca
Alps
Alpujarra
AlrZc
Arlic
Alrich
Alrick
Alroi
Alroy
Alsace
Alsace gum
Alsace-Lorraine
Alsace-lorrainer
Alsatia
Alsatian
Alsatian dog
Alsea
Alsen
Alsey
Alshain
Alsinae
Alsine
Alsip
Also
Also Sprach Zarathustra
Alson
Alsop
Alspipha
Alstead
Alston
Alston's Glasgow type
Alstonia
Alstroemeria
Alsworth
Alta
Altadena
Altaf
Alta
Alta
Mountains
Altaian
Altaic
Altaid
Altair
Altaloma
Altamahaw
Altamira
Altamont
Altavista
Altay
Altay
Mountains
Altdorf
Altdorfer
Alten
Altenburg
Altemanthera
Alvan
Alvar
Alvarado
Alvarez
Alvaro
Alvaro Alsogaray
Alvaton
Alveolites
Alver
Alvera
Alverda
Alverson
Alverta
Alvertton
Alves
Alveta
Alviani
Alvie
Alvin
Alvina
Alvinia
Alvino
Alvira
Alvis
Alviso
Alviss
Alvissmal
Alvita
Alvito
Alvo
Alvord
Alvordton
Alvy
Alwin
Alwitt
Alwyn
Alya
Alyattes
Alyce
Alyda
Alydar
Alyeska
Alyose
Alyosha
Alys
Alysa
Alyse
Alysia
Amalings
Amalita
Amalle
Amalrician
Amalthaeae
Amalthea
Amaltheia
Amampondo
Aman
Amana
Amana Church Society
Amana society
Amand
Amanda
Amandi
Amandie
Amando
Amandus
Amandy
Amanist
Amanita
Amanitopsis
Amann
Amap
Amapa
Amapondo
Amar
Amara
Amara-kosha
Amaral
Amarant
Amarantaceae
Amaranthaceae
Amaranthus
Amaranthus
Amaras
Amarette
Amargo
Amari
Amarillas
Amarillis
Amarillo
Amaris
Amarna
Amarna letters
Amarna tablets
Amary
Amaryl
Amaryllidaceae
Amaryllis
Amarynceus
Amasa
Amasias
Amasta
Amata
Amatembu
Amaterasu
Amaterasu Omikami
Amateur Radio Relay League
Amathi
Amathist
Amathiste
Amati
Amato
Amatruda
Amatsumara
Amaty
Amawalk
Amaya
Amaziah
Amazilia
Amazon
Amazon ant
Amazon lily
Amazon stone
Amazon water lily
Amazona
Amazonas
Amazonia
Amazonian
Amazonis
Amazonism
Amazonomachia
Amazulu
Amb
Ambala
Ambassadeur
Ambassadors, The
Ambedkar
Amber
Amber Islands
Amberg
Amberley
Amberly
Amberson
Ambert
Ambia
Ambie
Amble
Ambler
Amblycephalidae
Amblycephalus
Amblydactyla
Amblyomma
Amblyopsidae
Amblyopsis
Amblypodia
Amblyrhynchus
Amblystoma
Ambocoelia
Amboina
Amboina wood
Amboinese
Amboise
Ambron
Ambonnay
Amboy
Amboyna wood
Ambrica
Ambrogino
Ambrogio
Ambroise
Ambroise Croizat
Ambros
Ambrosane
Ambrose
Ambrose Channel
Ambrose of Milan
Ambrosi
Ambrosia
Ambrosiaceae
Ambrosian
Ambrosian chant
Ambrosine
Ambrosio
Ambrosius
Ambulatoria
Ambur
Amburgey
Amby
Ambystoma
Ambystomidae
Amchitka
Ame
American Institute of Architects
American Interplanetary Society
American Judas tree
American Labor party
American Legion
American Library Association
American National Red Cross
American Party
American Revised Version
American Revolution
American Rocket Society
American Samoa
American Sign Language
American Spanish
American Standard Version
American Stock Exchange
American Tragedy, An
American abscessroot
American aloe
American antelope
American apple
American bison
American bittern
American blight
American bond
American brooklime
American buffalo
American chair
American chameleon
American cheese
American chestnut
American cloth
American cockroach
American copper
American cotton
American cowslip
American crab
American cranberry
American dream
American eagle
American elk
American elm
American flagfish
American football
American foxhound
American globeflower
American holly
American hornbeam
Americanoid
Americanos
Americas cup
Americaward
Americawards
Americomania
Americophobe
Americus
Amerigo
Amerigo Vespucci
Amerika
Amerimnon
Amerind
Amerindian
Amerindic
Amero
Amersfoort
Amersham
Amery
Ames
Amesbury
Amesha Spentas
Ameslan
Amesville
Ametabola
Amethi
Amethyst
Amex
Amfortas
Amhara
Amharic
Amherst
Amherst papyrus
Amherstdale
Ami
Amia
Amianthium
Amias
Amice
Amici direct-vision prism
Amici prism
Amici prism system
Amick
Amida
Amidah
Amidism
Amidist
Amidol
Amidon
Amie
Amiel
Amiens
Amieva
Amigen
Amii
Amiidae
Amil
Amilcare
Amiles
Amiloun
Amin
Amin Gemayal
Amin Gemayel
Amin Hafez
Aminta
Amintor
Amintore
Amintore Fanfani
Amioidei
Amir
Amir Abbas Hoveida
Amir Drory
Amiram Nir Nisker
Amiranha
Amiret
Amis
Amish
Amish Mennonite
Amishgo
Amissville
Amistad
Amita
Amitabha
Amite
Amite City
Amite River
Amitie
Amittai
Amity
Amityville
Amizilis
Amleto Cicognani
Amlin
Amling
Amma
Ammadas
Ammadis
Ammamaria
Amman
Ammanati
Ammanite
Ammann
Ammerman
Amman
Ammi
Ammiaceae
Ammianus
Ammisaddai
Ammishaddai
Ammobium
Ammocoetidae
Ammodytes
Ammodytidae
Ammon
Ammonaea
Ammonite
Ammonites
Ammonitess
Ammonitish
Ammonitoidea
Ammonius Saccas
Ammonoidea
Ammophila
Amnigenia
Amnionata
Amniota
Amo
Amoakuh
Amoco
Amoebaea
Amoebida
Amoebidae
Amoebobacter
Amoebobacteriaceae
Amoebobigeniae
Amomales
Amomis
Amon
Amon-Ra
Amonate
Amopaon
Amor
Amora
Amores
Amphimachus
Amphimarus
Amphinesian
Amphineura
Amphinome
Amphinomus
Amphion
Amphionic
Amphioxi
Amphioxiidae
Amphioxides
Amphioxidae
Amphipleura
Amphipneusta
Amphipnous
Amphipoda
Amphirhina
Amphisbaenidae
Amphisile
Amphisilidae
Amphissa
Amphissus
Amphistoma
Amphistomum
Amphithemis
Amphitrite
Amphitruo
Amphitryon
Amphioma
Amphiumidae
Amphius
Amphizoidae
Amphoterus
Amphrysan
Ampullaria
Ampullariidae
Ampycides
Ampycus
Ampyx
Amr
Amram
Amratian
Amravati
Amri
Amrita
Amritsar
Amroati
Amschel
Amsden
Amsha-spand
Amsha-spend
Amsonia
Amsterdam
Amsterdamer
Amston
Amtorg
Amtrak
Amu Darya
Amuchco
Amueixa
Amulius
Amund
Amundsen
Amundsen Sea
Amur
Amur cork
Amur cork tree
Amur lilac
Amur maple
Amur privet
Amurru
Amusgo
Amvrakikos
Amy
Amyas
Amyclaean
Amyclas
Amycus
Amye
Amygdalaceae
Amygdalus
Amymone
Amynodon
Amyntor
Amyraldism
Amyraldist
Amyridaceae
Amyris
Amytal
Amytal pill
Amythaon
Amlie
An
An Duc
An old man in a dry season
Ana
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anabaena</th>
<th>Anabalepidae</th>
<th>Anabas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anabal</td>
<td>Anabaptididae</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabantidae</td>
<td>Anabaptism</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabaptist</td>
<td>Anabaptistical</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabaptistically</td>
<td>Anabaptistry</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabaptistry</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
<td>Anabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabel</td>
<td>Anabelle</td>
<td>Anabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabella</td>
<td>Anabelle</td>
<td>Anabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anablepidae</td>
<td>Anableps</td>
<td>Anabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacanthini</td>
<td>Anacanthini</td>
<td>Anacanthini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacardiaceae</td>
<td>Anacardiaceae</td>
<td>Anacardiaceae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacardium</td>
<td>Anacies</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaches</td>
<td>Anachers</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacharis</td>
<td>Anaclete</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacin</td>
<td>Anacletus</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacletus</td>
<td>Anacletus</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacoco</td>
<td>Anacostaia</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacoona</td>
<td>Anacostia</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacostia</td>
<td>Anacostia</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacostia River</td>
<td>Anacostia</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacreon</td>
<td>Anacreon</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacreontic</td>
<td>Anacreontically</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacrocynae</td>
<td>Anacrocynae</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anacyclus</td>
<td>Anacyclus</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadarko</td>
<td>Anadarko</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadyomene</td>
<td>Anadyomene</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadyr</td>
<td>Anadyr Range</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anagallis</td>
<td>Anagallis</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anagni</td>
<td>Anagnos</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anagnos</td>
<td>Anagnos</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anagryris</td>
<td>Anagryris</td>
<td>Anacardium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim disease</td>
<td>Anaheim disease</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anahita</td>
<td>Anahita</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anahola</td>
<td>Anahola</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anahuac</td>
<td>Anahuac</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaitis</td>
<td>Anaitis</td>
<td>Anaheim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anakes
Anakim
Analects of Confucius
Analects of Confucius, The
Analgesidae
Analiese
Analise
Anallantoidea
Anallese
Anallise
Analomink
Anam
Anambra
Anamelech
Anamirta
Anamite
Anammelich
Anamnesis
Anamnia
Anamniata
Anamnionata
Anamniota
Anamoose
Anamosa
Anana
Anand
Ananda
Ananias
Ananism
Ananite
Ananna
Anansi
Ananta
Anaphalis
Anaphe
Anaplasma
Anapolis
Anapsida
Anapterygota
Anaptomorphidae
Anaptomorphus
Anapurna
Anarcestes
Anarthropoda
Anaryan
Anas
Anasa
Anasazi
Anasazis
Anasco
Anasitch
Anaspida
Anaspidae
Anaspides
Anastas
Anastase
Anastasi papyri
Anastasia
Anastasian
Anastasie
Anastasio
Anastasius
Anastasius I
Anastassia
Anastatica
Anastatius
Anastatus
Anastice
Anastomus
Anastos
Anastrophia
Anat
Anatherum
Anatidae
Anatifae
Anatinacea
Anatinae
Anatol
Anatola
Anatole
Anatoli Berezovoy
Anatolia
Anatolian
Anatolic
Anatolio
Anatollo
Anatoly Dobrynin
Anatoly Filipchenko
Anatoly Karpov
Anatomy of Melancholy, The
Anatone
Anatum
Anawalt
Anax
Anaxagoras
Anaxagorean
Anaxagorize
Anaxarete
Anaxibia
Anaximander
Anaximandrian
Anaximenes
Anaxo
Anaxonia
Ancaeus
Ancalin
Ancel
Ancelin
Anceline
Ancell
Ancerata
Ancha
Anchat
Anchesmius
Anchiale
Anchie
Anchietea
Anchinoe
Anchisaurus
Anchises
Anchistea
Anchistopoda
Anchong-Ni
Anchorage
Anchorville
Anchtherium
Anchusa
Ancient Greek
Ancient Mariner
Ancient of Days
Ancient of Days, The
Ancier
Ancilin
Ancistrocladaceae
Ancistrocladus
Ancius
Anco
Ancohuma
Ancon
Ancon sheep
Ancona
Ancram
Ancramdale
Ancyloceras
Ancylocladus
Ancylocactyla
Ancylopoda
Ancylostoma
Ancylostomum
Ancylys
Ancyrean
Ancyrene
And
Andale
Andalusia
Andalusian
Andalusian swirl
Andaman
Andaman Islander
Andaman Islands
Andaman Sea
Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Andamanese
Andaquí
Andaquian
Andarko
Andaste
Ande
Andean
Andean condor
Andean deer
Andee
Anddee
Andel
Andele
Ander
Anderea
Anderegg
Anderer
Anderlecht
Anders
Anders Jarryd
Andersen
Andersen Nexo
Anderson
Anderson East Side
Andersonville
Anderssen
Anderstorp
Andert
Andes
Andes berry
Andes glow
Andes lightning
Andes lights
Andesic
Andevo
Andhra
Andhra Pradesh
Andi
Andian
Andie
Andikithira
Andine
Andira
Andizhan
Ando
Andoche
Andoke
Andonis
Andorobo
Andorra
Andorra La Vella
Andorra la Vella
Andorran
Andorre
Andover
Andover green
Andr
Andra
Andra kammaren
Andrade
Andras
Andrassy
Andre
Andre Agassi
Andre Boulloche
Andre Gide
Andre Savard
Andrea
Andrea Doria
Andrea Temesvari
Andrea del Sarto
Andreacea
Andreaceae
Andreaceales
Andreana
Andreanof Islands
Andreas
Andreas Baader
Angka
Angkor
Angkor Wat
Angl
Angle
Angles
Anglesey
Angleterre edge
Angleterre lace
Angleton
Anglia
Anglian
Anglic
Anglican
Anglican Church
Anglican Communion
Anglican chant
Anglicanism
Anglicanize
Anglicanly
Anglicanum
Anglice
Anglicisation
Anglicise
Anglicised
Anglicising
Anglicism
Anglicist
Anglicization
Anglicize
Anglicized
Anglicizing
Anglification
Anglified
Anglify
Anglifying
Anglim
English
Anglist
Anglistics
Anglo
Anglo-american
Anglo-American
Anglo-Americanism
Anglo-Catholic
Anglo-Catholicism
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
Anglo-French
Anglo-Gallic
Anglo-Indian
Anglo-Irish
Anglo-Norman
Anglo-Saxon
Anglo-Venetian glass
Anglo-abyssinian
Anglo-afghan
Anglo-african
Anglo-america
Anglo-american
Anglo-americanism
Anglo-asian
Anglo-asiatic
Anglo-australian
Anglo-austrian
Anglo-belgian
Anglo-boer
Anglo-brazilian
Anglo-canadian
Anglo-catholic
Anglo-catholicism
Anglo-chinese
Anglo-danish
Anglo-dutch
Anglo-dutchman
Anglo-ecclesiastical
Anglo-ecuadorian
Anglo-egyptian
Anglo-french
Anglo-german
Anglo-greek
Anglo-irish
Anglo-irishism
Anglo-israel
Anglo-israelism
Anglo-israelite
Anglo-italian
Anglo-japanese
Anglo-jewish
Anglo-judaic
Anglo-latin
Anglo-maltese
Anglo-manx
Anglo-mexican
Anglo-mohammedan
Anglo-norman
Anglo-norwegian
Anglo-nubian
Anglo-persian
Anglo-portuguese
Anglo-russian
Anglo-saxon
Anglo-saxondom
Anglo-saxonic
Anglo-saxonism
Anglo-scottish
Anglo-serbian
Anglo-soviet
Anglo-spanish
Anglo-swedish
Anglo-swiss
Anglo-teutonic
Anglo-turkish
Anglo-venetian
AngloCatholicism
Anglogae
Anglogaean
Angloman
Anglomane
Anglomania
Anglomaniac
Anglomaniacal
Anglophil
Anglophile
Anglophilia
Anglophiliac
Anglophilic
Anglophobe
Anglophobia
Anglophobic
Anglophobic
Anglophobist
Anglophone
Anglos
Angola
Angolese
Angora
Angora cat
Angora goat
Angora rabbit
Angora wool
Angostura
Angostura bitters
Angouleme
Angounian
Angoumois
Angoumois grain moth
Angoumois moth
Angra Mainyu
Angra do Heroismo
Angraecum
Angrbodha
Angrist
Angstrom
Angstrom unit
Anguidae
Anguier
Anguilla
Anguillaria
Anguillidae
Anguillula
Anguillulidae
Anguimorpha
Anguinidae
Anguis
Anguloa
Angurboda
Angus
Angus Og
Angwin
Angy
Anh
Anhalonium
Anhalt
Anhanga
Anheuser
Anhimae
Anhimidae
Anhwei
Ania
Aniak
Aniakchak
Aniakudo
Aniba
Anibal Cavaco Silva
Anica
Anice
Anicetus
Aniela
Aniellidae
Anil
Animal Farm
Animalia
Animalivora
Animas
Animikean
Anis
Anisodactyla
Anisodactyli
Anisomeles
Anisomyodi
Anisopoda
Anisoptera
Anisostichus
Anissa
Anita
Anitra
Anius
Aniwa
Aniweta
Anjali
Anjanette
Anjela
Anjou
Ankara
Ankaratra Mountains
Ankeny
Anking
Ankney
Ankoli
Ankou
Ankylosaurus
Anlage
Anmoore
Ann
Ann Arbor
Ann-Marie
Anna
Anna Kashvia
Anna-Diana
Anna-Diane
Anna-Maria
Annaba
Annabal
Annabel
Annabel lee
Annabela
Annabell
Annabella
Annabelle
Annada
Annadiana
Annadiane
Annale
Annalee
Annalen
Annaliese
Annalise
Annam
Annam-Muong
Annam-muong
Annamaria
Annamarie
Annamese
Annamite
Annamitic
Annandale
Annapolis
Annapolis Royal
Annapurna
Ann Arbor
Annatol
Annawan
Anne
Anne Boleyn
Anne de Beaujeu
Anne de Bretagne
Anne of Austria
Anne of Bohemia
Anne of Brittany
Anne of Cleves
Anne of Denmark
Anne of France
Anne-Corinne
Anne-Marie
Annecorinne
Annecy
Annelida
Annelides
Anneliese
Annelise
Annellata
Annemarie
Annemarie
Annenski
Annensky
Anneslia
Annetta
Annette
Annfwn
Anni
Annia
Annibale
Annice
Annie
Annie Famose
Annie Oakley
Anniellidae
Anniken
Annis
Annissa
Annist
Anniston
Anniversary Day
Annmaria
Annmarie
Annora
Anno domini
Annona
Annonaceae
Annora
Annorah
Annularia
Annulata
Annuloida
Annulosa
Annunciata
Annunciation
Annunciation Day
Annunciation lily
Annunciation style
Annunziata
Annville
Anwwfn
Anwn
Anny
Anobiidae
Anodon
Anodonta
Anogra
Anoka
Anolis
Anolympiad
Anomala
Anomalognatae
Anomalon
Anomalopteryx
Anomaluridae
Anomalurus
Anomathecæ
Anomia
Anomiaceæ
Anomiidae
Anomodontia
Anomoecæ
Anomoeanism
Anomura
Anopheles
Anophelinae
Anopthalmus
Anopla
Anoplanthus
Anoplomermertini
Anoplotheriidae
Anoplotherium
Anoplura
Anora
Anosia
Anostraca
Another
Anouilh
Anous
Ansar
Ansarian
Ansarie
Anschauung
Anschluss
Anse
Anseïs
Ansel
Anseïla
Ansell
Anselm
Anselma
Anselme
Anselmi
Anselmian
Anselmo
Anser
Anseres
Anseriformes
Anserinae
Ansermet
Ansgarius
Anshan
Anshar
Ansilma
Ansilme
Ansley
Anson
Ansonia
Ansonville
Ansted
Anstice
Anstus
Ant
Antabus
Antabuse
Antaea
Antaean
Antaeus
Antagoras
Antaimerina
Antaios
Antaiva
Antakiya
Antakya
Antal
Antalya
Antananarivo
Antanandro
Antar
Antara
Antarctalia
Antarctalian
Antarctic
Antarctic Archipelago
Antarctic Circle
Antarctic Continent
Antarctic Ocean
Antarctic Peninsula
Antarctic Zone
Antarctic barrier
Antarctica
Antarctogaea
Antarctogaean
Antares
Ante-babylonish
Ante-christian
Ante-cuvierian
Ante-gothic
Ante-hieronymian
Ante-justinian
Ante-mosaic
Ante-mosaical
Ante-nicene
Ante-norman
Ante-victorian
Antebi
Antechinomys
Antedon
Antelope state
Antennaria
Antennariidae
Antennarius
Antennata
Antenor
Antep
Anteros
Anterus
Antesfort
Anteva
Antevorta
Anthas
Anthe
Anthea
Antheia
Antheil
Anthelme
Anthemideae
Anthemis
Antheraeae
Anthericum
Anthesteria
Anthesteriac
Anthesterion
Antheus
Anthia
Anthiathia
Anthicidae
Anthidium
Anthinae
Anthoceros
Anthocerotaceae
Anthocerotales
Antholyza
Anthomedusae
Anthomyia
Anthomyiidae
Anthon
Anthonin
Anthonomus
Anthony
Anthony Adverse
Anthony Giacalone
Anthony of Padua
Anthony's cross
Anthony's fire
Anthophila
Anthophora
Anthophoridae
Anthophyta
Anthospermum
Anthoxanthum
Anthozoa
Anthracomarti
Anthracomartus
Anthracosaurus
Anthracootheriidae
Anthracootherium
Anthrenus
Anthribidae
Anthriscus
Anthropidae
Anthropodus
Anthropoidea
Anthropomorpha
Anthropomorphidae
Anthropopithecus
Anthropos
Anthropozoic
Anthurium
Anthus
Anthyllis
Anti
Anti-Comintern Pact
Anti-Corn Law League
Anti-Lebanon
Anti-Mason
Anti-Masonic
Anti-Masonic Party
Anti-Masonic party
Anti-Masonry
Anti-Monopoly Party
Anti-Saloon League
Anti-allied
Anti-ally
Anti-american
Anti-americanism
Anti-anglican
Anti-arab
Anti-arian
Anti-aristotelian
Anti-armenian
Anti-arminian
Anti-arminianism
Anti-athanasian
Anti-athenian
Anti-austrian
Anti-babylonianism
Anti-bartolomew
Anti-biblic
Anti-biblical
Anti-birmingham
Anti-bohemian
Anti-bolshevik
Anti-bolshevist
Anti-bonapartist
Anti-british
Anti-britishism
Anti-caesar
Anti-calvinism
Anti-calvinist
Anti-calvinistic
Anti-calvinistically
Anti-cathedralist
Anti-catholic
Anti-christian
Anti-christianism
Anti-christianity
Anti-christianize
Anti-christianly
Anti-darwinian
Anti-darwinism
Anti-docetae
Anti-dreyfusard
Anti-english
Anti-entente
Anti-european
Anti-fascism
Anti-fascist
Anti-fascisti
Anti-fourierist
Anti-french
Anti-freudian
Anti-gallican
Anti-german
Anti-germanism
Anti-gnostic
Anti-gothicist
Anti-hanoverian
Anti-ibsenite
Anti-irishism
Anti-italian
Anti-jansenist
Anti-japanese
Anti-japanism
Anti-jesuit
Anti-jewish
Anti-judaic
Anti-judaism
Anti-klan
Anti-klanism
Anti-lamarckian
Anti-latin
Anti-laudism
Anti-liberal
Anti-macedonian
Anti-macedonianism
Anti-malthusian
Anti-messiah
Anti-mexican
Anti-mohammedan
Anti-mongolian
Anti-mosaical
Anti-nationalist
Anti-nihilist
Anti-noahite
Anti-nordic
Anti-oriental
Anti-paul
Anti-pauline
Anti-pelagian
Anti-phillippizing
Anti-platonic
Anti-polish
Anti-protestant
Anti-republican
Anti-roman
Anti-romanist
Anti-ruskinian
Anti-russian
Anti-sabbatarian
Anti-sabian
Anti-saloon League of America
Anti-saxonism
Anti-scriptural
Anti-scripturism
Anti-scripturist
Anti-semite
Anti-semitic
Anti-semitically
Anti-semitism
Anti-serb
Anti-shelleyan
Anti-shemite
Anti-shemitic
Anti-shemitism
Anti-slav
Anti-slovene
Anti-socinian
Anti-soviet
Anti-spanish
Anti-teuton
Anti-teutonic
Anti-tribonian
Anti-trinitarian
Anti-turkish
Anti-unitarian
Anti-venizelist
Anti-volstead
Anti-volsteadian
Anti-whig
Anti-wycliffist
Anti-wycliffite
Anti-zionism
Anti-zionist
Anti-zwinglian
Antia
Antiarcha
Antiarchi
Antiaris
Antibes
Antiburgher
Antiburgher kirk
Antichrist
Anticlea
Anticosti
Anticosti group
Antidicomarian
Antidicomarianite
Antido
Antidorcas
Antietam
Antifederal party
Antifederalism
Antifederalist
Antigo
Antigone
Antigonon
Antigonus
Antigonus I
Antigonus II
Antigua
Antiguan
Antikamnia
Antikythera
Antilia
Antillean
Antilles
Antilles Current
Antilocapra
Antilocapridae
Antilochus
Antilope
Antilopinae
Antimachus
Antimarian
Antimason
Antimasonic
Antimasonry
Antimerina
Antin
Antinos
Antinous
Antioch
Antiochene
Antiochian
Antiochian Rite
Antiochianism
Antiochus
Antiochus III
Antiochus IV
Antiope
Antipas
Antipasch
Antipascha
Antipater
Antipatharia
Antipathida
Antipedobaptism
Antipedobaptist
Antiphas
Antiphates
Antiphus
Antipodes
Antipoenus
Antipus
Antipyrine
Antiremonstrant
Antirrhinum
Antisana
Antisi
Antisthenes
Antitrust act
Antlers
Antlaid
Antlia
Antlia Pneumatica
Antliae
Antlid
Antntonioni
Antofagasta
Antoine
Antoine Carr
Antoine Gizenga
Antoinetta
Antoinette
Antolin Jimenez
Anton
Anton Dvorak
Antonchico
Antone
Antonella
Antonescu
Antonet
Antonetta
Antoni
Antonia
Antonie
Antonietta
Antonin
Antonin Scalia
Antonina
Antonino
Antonius
Antoninus Pius
Antonio
Antonio Ramalho Eanes
Antonio Silvestre Guzman
Antonito
Antonius
Antonovich
Antons
Antony
Antony and Cleopatra
Antony-over
Antrim
Antrostomus
Antsirane
Antu
Antum
Antung
Antwerp
Antwerp blue
Antwerp hollyhock
Antwerpen
Anu
Anubis
Anukit
Anunaki
Anunnaki
Anura
Anuradhapura
Anurag
Anuska
Anvers
Anvik
Any
Anya
Anyah
Anyang
Anychia
Anystidae
Anza
Anzac
Anzac Day
Anzanian
Anzanite
Anzengruber
Anzio
Anzovin
Ao
Aoede
Aoide
Aoife
Aoki
Aomori
Aonian
Aorangi
Aornis
Aornum
Aosta
Aotea
Aotearoa
Aotes
Aotus
Aouellimiden
Aoul
Ap
Apache
Apache pine
Apache plume
Apache state
Apache yuma
Apaches
Apachette
Apalachee
Apalachicola
Apalachin
Apama
Apanteles
Apantesis
Aparai
Apargia
Aparri
Apartheid
Apatela
Apathus
Apatornis
Apatosaurus
Apaturia
Apayao
Apeldoorn
Apelles
Apemantus
Apemius
Apemosyne
Apennine
Apennine Mountains
Apennines
Apepi
Aperu
Apetalae
Apfel
Apfelstadt
Apgar
Apgar score
Aphanapteryx
Aphanes
Aphaniptera
Aphanomyces
Aphareus
Apharsathacites
Aphelandra
Aphelenchus
Aphelinus
Aphelops
Aphesius
Aphidas
Aphididae
Aphidiinae
Aphidius
Aphis
Aphodius
Aphoruridae
Aphra
Aphrodisian
Aphrodisitic
Aphrodite
Aphrodite of Melos
Aphroditeum
Aphroditidae
Aphrogeneia
Aphthartodocetae
Aphthartodocetic
Aphthartodocetism
Apia
Apiaca
Apiaceae
Apiales
Apianus
Apicella
Apician
Apidae
Apiezon
Apina
Apinae
Apinage
Apioceridae
Apios
Apiosoma
Apis
Apison
Apium
Apl
Aplacentalia
Aplacentaria
Aplacophora
Aplanobacter
Aplectrum
Aplington
Aplodontia
Aplodontiidae
Aplopappus
Apluda
Aplysia
Apneumona
Apo
Apoc
Apocalypse
Apocr
Apocrira
Apocrypha
Apocynaceae
Apocynum
Apoda
Apodes
Apodia
Apodidae
Apodis
Apogon
Apogon iris
Apogonidae
Apoidea
Apolista
Apolistan
Apollinaire
Apollinarian
Apollinarianism
Apollinaris
Apollinaris water
Apolline
Apollo
Apollo Belvedere
Apollo Musagetes
Apollon
Apollonia
Apollonian
Apollonic
Apollonistic
Apollonius
Apollos
Apolloship
Apollus
Apollyon
Apologetic Fathers
Apologia pro Vita Sua
Apologie for Poetrie
Apolysin
Apomyius
Aponogeton
Aponogetonaceae
Apophis
Apopka
Aporobranchia
Aporobranchiata
Aporocactus
Aporosa
Aporrhaidae
Aporrhais
Apostle pitcher
Apostle spoon
Apostles
Apostles' Creed
Apostolian
Apostolic
Apostolic Church
Apostolic Fathers
Apostolic See
Apostolic succession
Apostolici
Apostolos
Apostrophia
Apotactic
Apotactici
Apoyoemenos
Appalachia
Appalachian
Appalachian Mountains
Appalachian Regional Commission
Appalachian tea
Appalachian trail
Appalachians
Appaloosa
Apparatus sculptoris
Appel
Appendicularia
Appendiculariidae
Appendiculata
Appenzell
Appenzell Ausser Rhoden
Appenzell Inner Rhoden
Appia
Appian
Appian Way
Appian way
Appii forum
Appius
Apple
Apple Isle
Appleby
Appledorf
Applegate
Apples of the Hesperides
Appleseed
Appleton
Appleton layer
Appling
Appointment in Samarra
Appolonia
Appomatox
Appomattoc
Appomattox
 Appropriations
Apps
Apr
Apresoline
April
April Fools'
April Fools' Day
April fool
April fools day
April gentleman
April showers
April-gowk
Aprile
Aprilesque
Aprilette
Apriline
Aprilis
Aprocta
Apsaras
Apsarases
Apsu
Apsyrtus
Aptal
Aptenodytes
Aptera
Apteryges
Apterygidae
Apterygiformes
Apterygogenea
Apterygota
Apteryx
Apthorp
Aptian
Aptiana
Aptos
Apul
Apuleius
Apulia
Apulian
Apure
Apurimac
Apus
Aq
Aqaba
Aqua-Lung
Aquarian
Aquarid
Aquarii
Aquarius
Aquasco
Aquashicola
Aquebogue
Aqueus
Aquifoliaceae
Aquila
Aquila degli Abruzzi
Aquilae
Aquilaria
Aquilegia
Aquileia
Aquilian
Aquilid
Aquilla
Aquilo
Aquinas
Aquinius
Aralu
Aram
Aramaean
Aramaic
Aramaicize
Aramaism
Aramanta
Aramburu
Aramean
Aramen
Aramenta
Aramidae
Araminta
Aramis
Aramitess
Aramu
Aramus
Aran
Aran Islands
Arand
Aranda
Arandas
Aranea
Araneae
Araneida
Araneiformes
Araneiformia
Araneina
Araneoidea
Aranha
Aransas Pass
Arantxa Sanchez
Arany
Aranyaka
Aranyaprathet
Arapaho
Arapaho formation
Arapahoe
Arapahoes
Arapahos
Arapesh
Arapeshes
Araqaju
Arara
Ararat
Aras
Arathorn
Aratus
Araua
Arauan
Araucan
Araucania
Araucanian
Araucano
Araucaria
Araucariaceae
Araucarioxylon
Araujia
Arauna
Arawa
Arawak
Arawakan
Arawakian
Arawaks
Arawn
Araxa
Araxes
Arbacia
Arbe
Arbeiter Zeitung
Arbela
Arbela-Gaugamela
Arber
Arbil
Arbitration, The
Arblay
Arboles
Arbon
Arbor Day
Arbor day
Arbovale
Arbroath
Arbuckle
Arbuthnot
Arbyrd
Arc de Triomphe
Arc de Triomphe de l'Etoile
Arc du carrousel
Arc of Lowitz
Arcacea
Arcadia
Arcadian
Arcadian hind
Arcadian stag
Arcadianism
Arcadianly
Arcadic
Arcady
Arcana Caelestia
Arcangelo
Arcanum
Arcaro
Arcas
Arcata
Arce
Arcella
Arcesilaus
Arcesius
Arceuthobium
Arch
Arch of Triumph
Archaean
Archaecoceti
Archaecocytidae
Archaecocytus
Archaepithecus
Archaecopteris
Archaecopterygiformes
Archaecopteryx
Archaornis
Archaornithes
Archaostomata
Archa Scotia
Archaic
Archaic Caucasoid race
Archaimbaud
Archambault
Archangel
Archangel cat
Archangelica
Archbald
Archbald
Archbp
Archcape
Archd
Archean
Archegetes
Archegoniatas
Archegoniatae
Archegosaurus
Archelaurus
Archelenis
Archelochus
Archelon
Archemorus
Archencephala
Archeozoic
Archeptolemus
Archer
Arches
Arches court
Archfiend
Archiannelida
Archias
Archibald
Archibaldo
Archibolto
Archibolto
Archichlamydeae
Archidamus
Archidiaceae
Archidiskodon
Archidium
Archie
Archilochian
Archilochus
Archimago
Archimedean
Archimedean screw
Archimedes
Archimedes' principle
Archimedes' screw
Archimycetes
Archipenko
Archiplata
Archispermae
Architect of the Capitol
Architectonica
Architeuthis
Archle
Archonta
Archy
Archytas
Arcidae
Arcifera
Arcimboldi
Arciniegas
Arcite
Arco
Arcola
Arcos
Arctalia
Arctalian
Arctamerican
Arctica
Arctic
Arctic Circle
Arctic Ocean
Arctic Zone
Arctic blast
Arctic circle
Arctic daisy
Arctic fox
Arctic hare
Arctic tern
Arctic-alpine zone
Arctiidae
Arctisca
Arctium
Arctocephalus
Arctogaeae
Arctogaeal
Arctogaean
Arctogaecic
Arctogaea
Arctogean
Arctogeic
Arctoidea
Arctomys
Arctos
Arctosis
Arctostaphylos
Arcturia
Arcturian
Arcturus
Ard
Arda
Ardara
Ardath
Arde
Ardea
Ardeae
Ardehal carpet
Ardeche
Ardeen
Ardeha
Ardehs
Ardeidae
Ardel
Ardelia
Ardelis
Ardell
Ardella
Ardelle
Arden
Ardene
Ardenia
Ardennes
Ardenvoir
Ardeth
Ardhamagadhi
Ardhanari
Ardi-ea
Ardie
Ardin
Ardine
Ardis
Ardisia
Ardisiaceae
Ardisj
Ardith
Ardme
Ardmore
Ardmored
Ardoch
Ardolino
Ardra
Ardrey
Ardlesy
Ardussi
Ardy
Ardyme
Ardys
Ardyth
Arean
Areca
Arecaaceae
Arecales
Arecoibo
Arecoina
Aredale
Areithous
Areius
Arel
Arela
Arelia
Arella
Arelius
Arena Chapel
Arenaria
Arends
Arendt
Arendsville
Arene
Arenga
Arenicola
Arenig
Arensky
Arenzville
Areopagist
Areopagite
Areopagitric
Areopagitic
Areopagitica
Areopagus
Arequipa
Ares
Areskutan
Aret
Areta
Arete
Aretha
Arethusa
Arethuse
Aretna
Aretinian
Aretino
Aretta
Arette
Arethus
Areus
Aezzini
Areezo
Arg
Argades
Argall
Argand burner
Argand diagram
Argand lamp
Argand plane
Argante
Argas
Argasidae
Argean
Argeiphontes
Argelander
Aried
Arie
Ariege
Ariel
Ariel Sharon
Ariela
Ariella
Arielle
Aries
Arietid
Arietis
Ariew
Ariidae
Arikara
Arimasp
Arimaspian
Arimaspians
Arimathaea
Arimathaean
Arimathea
Arimathean
Ariminum
Arimo
Arin
Ario
Ariocarpus
Arioi
Arioian
Arion
Ariosto
Ariovistus
Aripeka
Arisaema
Arisbe
Arispe
Arissa
Arista
Aristaeus
Aristarch
Aristarchian
Aristarchus
Aristarchus of Samos
Aristarchus of Samothrace
Aristeas
Aristes
Aristida
Aristide
Aristides
Aristides Calvani
Aristillus
Aristippus
Aristo
Aristodemus
Aristol
Aristolochia
Aristolochiaceae
Aristolochiales
Aristomachus
Aristophanes
Aristophanic
Aristotelean
Aristoteles
Aristotelian
Aristotelian form
Aristotelian logic
Aristotelian philosophy
Aristotelian sorites
Aristotelianism
Aristotelian
Aristotelism
Aristotle
Aristotle's lantern
Arita
Ariton
Arius
Arivaca
Arivaipa
Ariyalur group
Ariz
Arizona
Arizona cypress
Arizona ruby
Arizonan
Arizonian
Arjan
Arjay
Arjun
Arjuna
Ark
Ark of the Covenant
Arkab
Arkabutla
Arkadelphia
Arkansan
Arkansas
Arkansaw
Armado
Armageddon
Armageddonist
Armagh
Armagnac
Armalda
Armalla
Armallas
Arman
Armand
Armanda
Armando
Armata
Armatoles
Armatoli
Armavir
Armbrecht
Armbrust
Armbruster
Armco
Armed Forces Day
Armed Services
Armelda
Armen
Armenia
Armenian
Armenian Church
Armenic
Armenize
Armeno-turkish
Armenoid
Armenti
Armentieres
Armeria
Armeriaceae
Armida
Armil
Armilda
Armilla
Armillaria
Armillas
Armillida
Armillia
Armin
Armina
Armington
Arminian
Arminianism
Arminianize
Arminianizer
Arminius
Armistice Day
Armistice day
Armitage
Armona
Armond
Armonk
Armoracia
Armorel
Armoric
Armorica
Armorican
Armorician
Armouchiquois
Armour
Arms and the Man
Armstrong
Armstrong's Patent
Armstrong-Jones
Armuchee
Army Air Forces
Army Day
Army List
Army Nurse Corps
Army council
Army list
Army of the United States
Army-Navy Air Corps
Armyn
Arnaeus
Arnaldo
Arnaldo Forlani
Arnaldo Ochoa
Arnaud
Arnaudville
Arnaut
Arndt
Arne
Arneb
Arnebia
Arnegard
Arnel
Arnelle
Arnett
Arney
Arnhem
Arnhem Land
Arni
Arnie
Arnim
Arno
Arnold
Arnold Rafel
Arnold Raphel
Arnoldist
Arnoldo
Arnoldsburg
Arnoldson
Arnoldsville
Arnon
Arnoseris
Arnot
Arnst
Arnuad
Arnulf
Arnulfo
Arnulfo Arias
Arnusian
Arny
Aro
Arock
Aroda
Aroides
Arola
Aromas
Aron
Arona
Arondel
Arondell
Aronia
Aronoff
Aronow
Aronson
Aroostook
Aroras
Arosaguntacook
Around the World in Eighty Days
Arp
Arpin
Arquit
Arracacia
Arragon
Arran
Arran chief
Arrangement in Black and Gray
Arras
Arratoon
Arrau
Arrephoria
Arrephoroi
Arrephoros
Arretine
Arretine ware
Arretium
Arrey
Arrhenatherum
Arrhenius
Arrhephoria
Arri
Arria
Arriba
Arries
Arriet
Arrigny
Arrigo
Arrington
Arrio
Arron
Arrowsmith
Arroyo Grande
Arru Islands
Arruague
Arry
Arrowish
Ars Amatoria
Ars Antiqua
Ars Nova
Arsaces I
Arsacid
Arsacidan
Arseny
Arshile
Arsinoe
Arsinoitherium
Arsinous
Arsippe
Arst
Art
Art Deco
Art Index
Art Kusnyer
Art Modell
Art Nouveau
Art of Love, The
Arta
Artacia
Artair
Artamas
Artamidae
Artamus
Artas
Artaud
Artaxerxes I
Artaxerxes II
Arte
Artema
Artemas
Artemia
Artemis
Artemisa
Artemisia
Artemisia
Artemision
Artemisium
Artemovsk
Artemus
Artesia
Artesian
Arteveld
Artevelde
Artful Dodger
Artgum
Artha
Arthaud
Arther
Arthrobacter
Arthrodira
Arthrodontae
Arthrogastra
Arthropoda
Arthropomata
Arthrostraca
Arthrozoa
Arthur
Arthur Deakin
Arthur Liman
Arthurdale
Arthurian
Arthuriana
Article X
Article x
Articles of Confederation
Articles of War
Articodactyla
Articulata
Artie
Artigas
Artima
Artimas
Artina
Artinskian
Artiodactyla
Artist's Mother, The
Artocarpaceae
Artocarpus
Artois
Artotyrite
Artsybashev
Artukovic
Artur
Arturo
Arturo Morales Carrion
Artus
Arty
Artzybasheff
Artzybashev
Aru Islands
Aruabea
Aruac
Aruba
Arulo
Arum
Arun
Arunachal Pradesh
Aruncus
Arundel
Arundell
Arundinaria
Arundo
Aruns
Arunta
Aruntas
Aruru
Arusha
Arutunian
Aruwimi
ArvArva
Arvad
Arvada
Arval
Arval Brothers
Arvales
Arvell
Arverni
Arvicola
Arvicolinae
Arvid
Arvida
Arvidas Sabonis
Arvie
Arvilla
Arvin
Arvind
Arvo
Arvol
Arvonias
Arvonio
Arvy
Ary
Arya
Arya Samaj
Aryaman
Aryan
Aryanise
Aryanised
Aryanising
Aryanism
Aryanization
Aryanize
Aryanized
Aryanizing
Aryeh Naor
Aryn
Aryo-dravidian
Aryo-indian
Arzachel
Arzava
Arzawa
As
As You Like It
As-yakh
Asa
Asa bridge
Asabi
Asael
Asag
Asahel
Asahi
Asahigawa
Asahikawa
Asante
Asantehene
Asaph
Asaphic
Asaphidae
Asaphus
Asapurna
Asar
Asaraceae
Asare
Asarh
Asarum
Asat
Asben
Asbestosis
Ashby
Ashbur
Ashby Park
Asc
Ascabart
Ascalabota
Ascalabus
Ascalaphus
Ascanian
Ascanius
Ascapart
Ascaridae
Ascaridia
Ascaris
Ascella
Ascenez
Ascension
Ascension Day
Ascension day
Ascension lily
Ascensiontide
Ascetta
Asch
Aschaffenburg
Ascham
Aschelminthes
Aschheim-Zondek test
Aschim
Aschoff body
Aschoff nodule
Ascidia
Asciidiacea
Asciidae
Asciidae compositae
Asciidae simplices
Ascioida
Ascioidoidea
Asciidiozoa
Asclepi
Asclepiad
Asclepiadaceae
Asclepiadae
Asclepiade
Asclepiadean
Asclepiadic
Asclepian
Asclepias
Asclepieion
Asclepius
Asco
Ascochyta
Ascoli Piceno
Ascolichenes
Ascomycetes
Ascones
Ascothyllum
Ascot
Ascothoracica
Ascupart
Ascus
Ascuney
Ascyrum
Ase
Asel
Aselli
Asellidae
Aselline
Asellus
Asellus australis
Asellus borealis
Asenath
Aseneth
Aser
Aseyev
Asgard
Asgardhr
Asgarth
Asgeir
Asian influenza
Asianic
Asianism
Asiarch
Asiarchate
Asiatic
Asiatic beetle
Asiatic buffalo
Asiatic cholera
Asiatic flu
Asiatic globeflower
Asiatic influenza
Asiatical
Asiatically
Asiatican
Asiaticism
Asiaticization
Asiaticize
Asiatize
Asilidae
Asilomar
Asilus
Asimina
Asine
Asio
Asir
Asius
Ask
Askari
Askelon
Askja
Asklepios
Askov
Askr
Askwith
Aslam
Asmara
Asmodeus
Asmonean
Asni
Asnieres
Aso
Asoka
Asopus
Asosan
Asotin
Asp
Aspa
Aspalax
Aspartame
Aspasia
Aspatia
Aspen
Asperges
Aspergillaceae
Aspergillales
Asperifoliae
Aspermont
Aspern Papers, The
Aspers
Asperugo
Asperula
Asphalius
Asphodel Fields
Asphodelaceae
Asphodeline
Asphodelus
Aspia
Aspidiotus
Aspidiske
Aspidistra
Aspidobranchia
Aspidobranchiata
Aspidocephali
Aspidochirota
Aspidoganoidei
Aspidosperma
Aspinwall
Asplenieae
Asplenium
Aspredinidae
Aspredo
Asquith
Asroc
Assad
Assam
Assam States
Assam rubber
Assam silk
Assama
Assamese
Assamites
Assaracus
Assaria
Assassin
Astakiwi
Astarte
Astartian
Astartidae
Astatula
Aster a
Asteraceae
Asterales
Asterella
Asteria
Asterias
Asteriidae
Asterina
Asterinidae
Asterion
Asterionella
Asterius
Asternata
Asterochiton
Asterodia
Asteroida
Asterolepidae
Asterolepis
Asteropaeus
Asterope
Asterophyllites
Asterospondyli
Asteroxylaceae
Asteroxylon
Asterozoa
Asti
Asti Spumante
Astian
Astilbe
Astispumante
Astolat
Aston
Aston dark space
Astor
Astoria
Astra
Astrabacus
Astrachan
Astraea
Astraean
Astraeidae
Astraeus
Astragalus
Astrahan
Astrakhan
Astrangia
Astrantia
Astrateia
Astrea
Astred
Astri
Astrid
Astrix
Astrocaryum
Astronautarum
Astronauts
Astropecten
Astropectinidae
Astrophel and Stella
Astrophyton
Astrosocopus
Astroturf
Astto
Astur
Asturian
Asturias
Astyanax
Astydamia
Astylospongia
Astylosternus
Asunci
Asuncion
Asur
Asura
Asuri
Asvins
Aswan
Aswan High Dam
Asymmetron
Asynjur
Asyut
Asz
At
At/Wb
At/m
Ata
Atabaluipa
Atabrine
Atabyrian
Atacama Desert
Atacaman
Atacamenan
Atacamenian
Atacameno
Ataentsic
Atahualpa
Ataigal
Ataiyal
Atakapa
Atakapas
Atal
Atalan
Atalanta
Atalante
Atalanti
Atalaya
Atalayah
Atalee
Atali
Atalies
Atalissa
Atalya
Atamosco
Atarax
Atascadero
Atascosa
Atat
Ataturk
Atbara
Atcheson
Atchison
Atcliff
Atco
Ate
Ateba
Ateles
Atellan
Aten
Atenism
Atenist
Aterian
Ateste
Atestine
Atfalati
Atglen
Athabasca
Athabascan
Athabaskan
Athal
Athalee
Athalia
Athaliah
Athalie
Athalla
Athallia
Athamantid
Athamas
Athanasi
Athanasi Creed
Athanasianism
Athanasiunist
Athanasius
Athapascan
Athapaskan
Atharva-Veda
Atharvan
Athecae
Athecata
Athel
Athelbert
Athelred
Athelstan
Athelstane
Athena
Athenaea
Athenaeum
Athenaeus
Athenaeus of Attaleia
Athenagoras
Athenagoras I
Athenai
Athene
Athenian
Athenianly
Athenienne
Athens
Athericera
Atherinidae
Atheriogaea
Atheriogaean
Atheris
Atherosperma
Ahterton
Atherurus
Athey
Athie
Athiste
Athol
Athos
Athyridae
Athyris
Athyrium
Ati
Atiana
Atik
Atikokania
Atila
Atka
Atka mackerel
Atkins
Atkinson
Atlanta
Atlante
Atlantean
Atlantic
Atlantic Charter
Atlantic City
Atlantic Highlands
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway
Atlantic Ocean
Atlantic Pact
Atlantic Provinces
Atlantic Standard Time
Atlantic croaker
Atlantic puffin
Atlantic time
Atlantica
Atlantid
Atlantides
Atlantis
Atlanto-mediterranean
Atlantosaurus
Atlas
Atlas Mountains
Atlas cedar
Atlas-Agena
Atlas-Centaur
Atlas-Score
Atlasburg
Atlaslike
Atlee
Atli
Atman
Atmore
Atmos clock
Atnah
Atoka
Atoll Eniwetak
Atomic Age
Atomic Energy Authority
Atomic Energy Commission
Aton
Atonsah
Atophan
Atorai
Atossa
Atoxyl
Atractaspis
Atragene
Atrahasis
Atrax
Atrebes
Atremata
Atreus
Atrice
Atridae
Atridean
Atriplex
Atronna
Atropa
Atropatene
Atropidae
Atropos
Atrypa
Atsugi
Att Gen
Atta
Attacapan
Attacus
Attah
Attalanta
Attalea
Attalid
Attalie
Attalla
Attalus I
Attalus II
Attalus III
Attapulagus
Attenborough
Attenweiler
Atterbury
Atthia
Attic
Attic base
Attic faith
Attic order
Attic quality
Attic salt
Attic simplicity
Attic wit
Attica
Attical
Atticise
Atticised
Atticising
Atticism
Atticist
Atticize
Atticized
Atticizing
Attidae
Attila
Attis
Attius
Attiwendaronk
Attleboro
Attlee
Attorney General
Attu
Attwood
Atuami
Atul
Atum
Atwater
Atwekk
Atwood
Atwood's machine
Atworth
Atymnius
Atys
Au
Aubanel
Aubarta
Aube
Auber
Auberbach
Auberge
Auberon
Auberry
Aubert
Auberta
Aubervilliers
Aubigny
Aubin
Aubine
Aubreer
Aubire
Aubrette
Aubrey
Aubrie
Aubrieta
Aubry
Auburn
Auburndale
Auburntown
Auburta
Aubusson
Aubusson rug
Aubyn
Auca
Aucan
Aucaner
Aucanian
Aucassin and Nicolette
Aucassin et Nicolette
Auchenia
Auchincloss
Auchinleck
Auckland
Auckland Islands
Aucuba
Audaean
Aude
Auden
Audette
Audhumbia
Audhumla
Audi
Audian
Audibertia
Audie
Audion
Audley
Audly
Audra
Audras
Audre
Aurantium
Aurea
Aurel
Aurel Cornea
Aurelea
Aurelia
Aurelian
Aurelie
Aurelio
Aurelius
Aureocasidium
Aureomycin
Aures
Auria
Auric
Auricula
Auricularia
Auriculariaceae
Auriculariales
Auriculidae
Aurie
Auriga
Aurigae
Aurigid
Aurignac
Aurignacian
Aurilia
Auriol
Aurita
Aurlie
Auroora
Aurora
Aurora 7
Aurore
Aurorian
Aurthur
Aurum
Aurungzeb
Aus
Ausable
Auschwitz
Auscultoscope
Ause
Ausgleich
Ausgleiche
Aushar
Auslander
Auslese
Ausones
Ausonian
Ausonius
Aussie
Aust
Austafican
Austell
Austen
Auster
Austerlitz
Austin
Austin Friar
Austin's summer
Austina
Austinburg
Austine
Austinville
Auston
Austral
Austral Islands
Austral-english
Australanthropus
Australasia
Australasian
Australe
Australia
Australia Day
Australian
Australian Alps
Australian Antarctic Territory
Australian Capital Territory
Australian English
Australian Rules
Australian aborigine
Australian ballot
Australian bent grass
Australian bluebell creeper
Australian crane
Australian crawl
Australian fan palm
Australian pea
Australian rye grass
Australian seal
Australian tea tree
Australian terrier
Australian-oak
Australian-oak family
Australiana
Australianism
Australianize
Australic
Australloid
Australis
Australoid
Australoid race
Australopithecinae
Australopithecine
Australopithecus
Australorp
Austrasia
Australasian
Austreng
Austria
Austria-Hungary
Austrian
Austrian brier
Austrianize
Austric
Austro-
Austro-Asiatic
Austro-Hungarian
Austro-Prussian War
Austro-columbia
Austro-columbian
Austro-hungarian
Austro-malayan
Austro-swiss
Austroasiatic
Austrogaea
Austrogaean
Austronesia
Austronesian
Austrophil
Austrophile
Austrophilism
Austroriparian
Austwell
Autarchoglossa
Autaugaville
Auteuil
Auth Ver
Author
Author of all things
Authorized Version
Auto Call
Autobahn
Autobasidiomycetes
Autobasissii
Autogiro
Autoharp
Autolycus
Autolytus
Automedon
Automobile Age
Autonoe
Autopositive
Autosauri
Autosauria
Autosyn
Autrain
Autrans
Autrey
Autry
Autryville
Autum
Autumn
Autumn Sea
Autumni
Autun
Autunian
Autur da Costa e Silva
Auvergne
Auville
Auvers
Aux Cayes
Auxier
Auxo
Auxvasse
Auzoult
Av
Ava
Avalon
Avalokita
Avalokitesvara
Avalon
Avalon Peninsula
Avan
Avanguardisti
Avant
Avanti
Avar
Avaradrano
Avaria
Avarian
Avruch
Avshar
Awabakal
Awad
Awad Barakat
Awadhi
Awaitlala
Awan
Awellimiden
Awendaw
Awol
Awolowo
Awshar
Ax
Axa
Axe
Axel
Axifera
Axiopoenus
Axis
Axminster
Axminster carpet
Axonia
Axonolipa
Axonophora
Axonopus
Axson
Axtel
Axtell
Axton
Axum
Axumite
Ay
Ayacucho
Ayahuca
Ayako Okamoto
Ayala
Ayatollah Beheshti
Ayatollah Khomeini
Ayatollah Sadegh Khalkhali
Aycliffe
Aydelotte
Ayden
Aydendron
Aydin
Aydlett
Ayer
Ayers
Ayers Rock
Ayesha
Ayina
Aylesbury
Aylett
Aylmar
Aylmer
Aylsworth
Aylward
Aym
Aymara
Aymaran
Aymaras
Ayme
Aymer
Aymoro
Ayn
Aynat
Aynor
Ayntab
Ayo
Ayr
Ayres
Ayrshire
Ayrton Senna
Aythya
Ayub Kalule
Ayub Khan
Ayubite
Ayudhya
Ayurveda
Ayurvedic
Ayuthea
Ayuthia
Ayutthaya
Ayyubid
Azal
Azalea
Azaleah
Azalia
Azan
Azana
Azande
Azar
Azarcon
Azaria
Azariah
Azarria
Azygobranchiata
Azzedine Bey
B
B Special
B and B
B battery
B board
B complex
B horizon
B major
B mi
B minor
B natural
B powder
B power supply
B quadrum
B rotundum
B supply
B'nai B'rith
B's
B-
B-axes
B-axis
B-flat
B-flat major
B-flat minor
B-girl
B-scope
B-shaped
B-type
B/B
B/C
B/D
B/E
B/F
B/L
B/O
B/P
B/R
B/S
B/W
B/o
B911
BA
BAA
BACH
BAE
BAEd
BAFO
BAJour
BAL
BALPA
BALUN
BAM
BAMAF
BAMusEd
BANCS
BAO
BAOR
BAPCO
BAPCT
BAR
BARRNET
BAS
BASH
BASIC
BASc
BATSE
BAU
BAcc
BAdmEng
BAg
BAgE
BAgSc
BAgr
BAppArts
BAr
BArch
BArchE
BB
BB gun
BB shot
BBA
BBB
BBC
BBL
BBN
BBXRT
BC
BCBS
BCC
BCD
BCDIC
BCE
BCG vaccine
BCL
BSD
BSDHyg
BSDes
BSE
BSEE
BSEEEngr
BSEM
BSEP
BSES
BSEc
BSEd
BSEIE
BSEng
BSF
BSFM
BSFMgt
BSFS
BSFT
BSGE
BSGMgt
BSGeNEd
BSGeolE
BSGph
BSHA
BSHE
BSHEc
BSHEd
BSHyg
BSI
BSIE
BSIR
BSIT
BSIndEd
BSIndEngr
BSIndMgt
BSJ
BSL
BSLArch
BSLM
BSLS
BSLabRel
BSM
BSME
BSMT
BSMTP
BSMedTech
BSMet
BSMetE
Baalizing
Baalman
Baalshem
Baastan
Bab
Bab ed-Din
Bab el Mandeb
Baba
Baba Yaga
Babakr Awadallah
Babar
Babara
Babb
Babbage
Babbette
Babbie
Babbitry
Babbitt
Babbitt metal
Babbittress
Babbittian
Babbittish
Babbitism
Babbittry
Babby
Babcock
Babcock-Levy test
Babe
Babel
Babedom
Babelic
Babelisation
Babelise
Babelised
Babelish
Babelising
Babelism
Babelization
Babelize
Babetized
Babetizing
Baber
Babesia
Babette
Babeuf
Babhan
Babi
Babiana
Bactrian
Bactrian camel
Bactris
Bactrites
Baculites
Bad Axe
Bad Godesberg
Bad Kreuznach
Bad Lands
Badacsonyi
Badaga
Badajoz
Badakhshan
Badalona
Badarian
Badawi
Badaxe
Badb
Baden
Baden-Baden
Baden-Powell
Baden-Württemberg
Badger
Badger State
Badger state
Badin
Badoeng
Badoglio
Badon
Badr
Baduhenna
Baecher
Baeda
Baedeker
Baedeker raid
Baedekerian
Baekeland
Bael
Baelbeer
Baer
Baeria
Baerl
Baerman
Baese
Baeyer
Baez
Bafemi Awolowo
Baffin
Baffin Bay
Baffin Island
Baffin Land
Bafyot
Baganda
Bagatha
Bagaudae
Bagdad
Bagdad boil
Bagdi
Bagehot
Baggara
Bagger
Baggett
Baggott
Baggs
Baghdad
Baghdad Pact
Bagheera
Bagheli
Baghlan
Baginda
Bagirmi
Bagley
Bagnes
Bagobo
Bagpuize
Bagram
Bagritski
Baguio
Bagwell
Baha Blanca
Baha'i
Baha'ullah
Bahai
Bahaism
Bahaist
Baham
Bahama
Bahama Islands
Bahama bay rush
Bahama fiber
Bahama grass
Bahama hemp
Bahama mahogany
Bahama redwood
Bahama tea
Bahama whitewood
Bahamas
Bahamian
Bahasa Indonesia
Bahaullah
Bahawalpur
Bahia
Bahia de los Cochinos
Bahia grass
Bahia piassava
Bahia powder
Bahima
Bahmani
Bahmanid
Bahner
Bahr
Bahrain
Bahrein
Bahrudin Bijedic
Bahuma
Bahutu
Bai
Baia de Lourenco Marques
Biaie
Baianism
Baidya
Baie
Baiera
Baikal
Baikonur
Bail
Bail court
Bailar
Baile ath
Bailey
Bailey bridge
Bailey's beads
Baileyton
Baileyville
Bailie
Baillaud
Bailie
Baillieu
Baillonella
Bailly
Baily
Baily's beads
Bain
Bainbridge
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balfour Declaration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balikpapan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baliol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balistes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balistidae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan Mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan Peninsula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan Wars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkan frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkanizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkhash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball of Fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballad of Reading Gaol, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballantine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballarat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballengee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballentine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballhausplatz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balliett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballinger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ballington
Balliol
Ballistite
Ballman
Ballota
Ballou
Ballouville
Ballplatz
Ballston Spa
Ballwin
Bally
Ballylumford
Balmain
Balmarcodes
Balmat
Balmawhapple
Balmer series
Balmont
Balmoral
Balmoral Castle
Balmorhea
Balmunc
Balmung
Balmuth
Balnibarbi
Baloch
Balochi
Balochis
Baloglia
Balolo
Balopticon
Balor
Baloskion
Baloskionaceae
Balough
Balsam
Balsam wool
Balsamea
Balsameaceae
Balsaminaceae
Balsamodendron
Balsamorrhiza
Balshem
Balt
Balta
Baltassar
Balthasar
Balthazar
Baltič
Baltic
Baltic Exchange
Baltic Sea
Baltic Shield
Baltic States
Baltic leopard
Baltic tiger
Baltimore
Baltimore belle
Baltimore bird
Baltimore catechism
Baltimore chop
Baltimore clipper
Baltimore heater
Baltimore oriole
Baltimore shilling
Baltimore truss
Baltimore yellow
Baltimorean
Baltis
Balto-Slavic
Balto-Slavonic
Balto-slav
Balto-slavic
Balto-slavonic
Baluba
Baluch
Baluchi
Baluchis
Baluchistan
Baluchistan Province
Baluchistan States
Baluchitherium
Baluga
Balunda
Balzac
Balzacid
Bamako
Bamalip
Bamangwato
Bambara
Bambara groundnut
Bamberg
Bamberg bible
Bamberger
Bambi
Bambie
Banka
Bankalachi
Bankhead
Banking
Banks
Banks Island
Banks' rose
Banksa Bystrica
Banksia
Banksian
Bankside
Bankston
Banky
Banlon
Bann
Banna
Bannasch
Banner
Bannerman
Banning
Bannister
Bannock
Bannockburn
Bannon
Banon
Banquer
Banquete
Banquo
Banstead
Bantam
Bantam work
Banthine
Banti’s syndrome
Banting
Bantingism
Bantoid
Bantry
Bantu
Bantus
Bantustan
Banville
Banwell
Banyai
Banyoro
Banyuls
Bao Dai
Bap
Baphia
Baphomet
Baphometic
Bapt
Baptanodon
Baptisia
Baptist
Baptista
Baptiste
Baptistic
Baptistown
Baptista
Baptornis
Bar
Bar Cochba
Bar Cocheba
Bar Harbor
Bar Kokba
Bar Le Duc
Bar-le-duc
Bara
Barabas
Barabba
Baraboo
Baraboo quartzite
Barabra
Barac
Baraca
Baracoa
Baraga
Barahona
Baraithas
Barajas
Barak
Baralipton
Baram
Baramika
Baranof Island
Baranov
Barany
Baras
Barashit
Barataria
Baray
Barayon
Barb
Barbabas
Barbabra
Barbacoa
Barbacoan
Barbadian
Barbados
Barbados aloe
Barbados aloes
Barbados cabbage tree
Barbados cherry
Barbados cotton
Barbados earth
Barbados flower fence
Barbados gooseberry
Barbados leg
Barbados lily
Barbados liquor
Barbados maidenhair
Barbados nut
Barbados pride
Barbados royal palm
Barbados sour grass
Barbados tar
Barbados trumpet flower
Barbados water
Barbados yam
Barbados-cherry family
Barbara
Barbara-Anne
Barbaraanne
Barbarea
Barbaresco
Barbarese
Barbaresi
Barbarian
Barbarossa
Barbary
Barbary Coast
Barbary States
Barbary ape
Barbary buttons
Barbary corn
Barbary dove
Barbary ducat
Barbary fig
Barbary horse
Barbary mastic
Barbary oak
Barbary pepper
Barbary pigeon
Barbary sheep
Barbary thorn
Barbe
Barbeau
Barbee
Barber
Barber of Seville
Barbera
Barberton
Barberville
Barbette
Barbey
Barbeyaceae
Barbi
Barbica
Barbie
Barbiere di Siviglia II
Barbirolli
Barbizon
Barbizon School
Barbizon school
Barbour
Barboursville
Barbourville
Barboza
Barbra
Barbuda
Barbula
Barbur
Barbusse
Barbuto
Barby
Barca
Barcan
Barce
Barcellona
Barcelona
Barcelona chair
Barcelona nut
Barceloneta
Barchester Towers
Barclay
Barclay de Tolly
Barco
Barcoo
Barcoo River
Barcoo grass
Barcoo salute
Barcoo vomit
Barksdale
Barlach
Barletta
Barleycorn
Barling
Barlow
Barmecidal
Barmecidal feast
Barmecide
Barmecide feast
Barmen
Barn
Barna
Barna-brahman
Barnaba
Barnabas
Barnabe
Barnabite
Barnaby
Barnaby day
Barnaise
Barnard
Barnardo
Barnardo Home
Barnardsville
Barnaul
Barnburner
Barncard
Barnebas
Barnegat
Barnes
Barnesboro
Barnesston
Barnesville
Barnet
Barnett
Barneveld
Barneveldt
Barney
Barnhard
Barnhart
Barnie
Barnsdall
Barnsley
Barnstable
Barnstead
Barnstock
Barnum
Barnumesque
Barnumism
Barnumize
Barnwell
Banny
Barocchio
Barocius
Baroco
Baroda
Baroja
Barolet
Barolo
Barolog
Baron
Baron Munchausen
Baron of the Exchequer
Baronga
Barons' War
Baroque
Barosma
Barosma camphor
Barotse
Barotseland
Barouni
Barozzi
Barquero
Barquisimeto
Barr
Barra
Barrack-Room Ballads
Barrackville
Barrada
Barram
Barrancabermeja
Barranquilla
Barranquitas
Barrault
Barraza
Barre
Barred Plymouth Rock
Barree
Barren
Barren Grounds
Barren Lands
Barren ground bear
Barren ground caribou
Barren grounds
Barres
Bartholomew
Bartholomew fair
Bartholomewtide
Bartholomite
Barthou
Bartie
Bartko
Bartle
Bartlemy
Bartlesville
Bartlet
Bartlett
Bartlett pear
Bartley
Barto
Bartok
Bartolemo
Bartolome
Bartolomeo
Bartolommeo
Bartolozzi
Barton
Barton clay
Bartonella
Bartonia
Bartonsville
Bartonville
Bartosch
Bartow
Bartram
Bartram oak
Bartramia
Bartramiaceae
Bartramian
Bartramian sandpiper
Bartsia
Barty
Baruch
Barundi
Barus camphor
Barvick
Barwick
Bary
Bary Bowdach
Barye
Baryram
Barzani
Bas-Rhin
Basilio
Basiliscus
Basilius
Basilosauridae
Basilosaurus
Basingstoke
Basir
Baskerville
Basket Maker
Basket maker
Basket weaver
Baskett
Baskin
Baskish
Baskonize
Basle
Basoche
Basoga
Basoko
Basom
Basommatophora
Basonga-mina
Basongo
Basotho
Basotho-Qwaqwa
Basov
Basque
Basque Provinces
Basque shirt
Basra
Bass
Bass Strait
Bassa
Bassalia
Bassalian
Bassano
Bassaris
Bassariscus
Basse Terre
Basse-Normandie
Basse-Terre
Bassein
Bassenthwaite
Basses-Alpes
Basses-Pyrn
Basset
Basseterre
Bassett
Bassetts
Bassfield
Bassia
Basso
Bassora gum
Bast
Bastaard
Bastad
Bastard
Bastia
Bastian
Bastien
Bastien et Bastienne
Bastille
Bastille Day
Bastille day
Bastogne
Bastrop
Basuto
Basutoland
Basutos
Basye
Bat
Bat indian
Bataan
Bataan-Corregidor
Batak
Batan
Batan Islands
Batanes
Batangas
Batatas
Batavi
Batavia
Batavia cassia
Batavan
Batchelder
Batchelor
Batchtown
Bate
Bateau Ivre, Le
Batekes
Bateman
Baten
Baten kaitos
Bates
Batesburg
Batesian mimicry
Batesland
Batesville
Batetela
Bath
Bath Oliver
Bath brick
Bath bun
Bath chair
Bath chap
Bath coating
Bath coup
Bath king-of-arms
Bath metal
Bath note
Bath oliver
Bath stone
Bath-sheba
Batha
Bathala
Bathelda
Bathesda
Bathilda
Bathinette
Batholomew
Bathonian
Bathsheb
Bathsheba
Bathsheeb
Bathulda
Bathurst
Bathurst bur
Batia
Batidaceae
Batilda
Batis
Batish
Batista
Batley
Batman
Batna
Batocrinidae
Batocrinus
Batodendron
Batoidei
Batoka
Baton
Baton Rouge
Batonga
Bator
Batory
Batrachia
Batrachidae
Batrachium
Batrachoididae
Batrachophidia
Batrachospermum
Batruk
Batsheva
Batson
Batta
Battak
Battakhin
Battambang
Battat
Battelle
Battelmatt
Battenberg lace
Battenburg
Battersea
Battery
Battery Park
Batticaloa
Battiest
Battipaglia
Battista
Battiste
Battle Creek
Battle of Britain
Battle of New Orleans Day
Battle of San Romano, The
Battle of the Books, The
Battle of the Bulge
Battle-Ax culture
Battleboro
Battletown
Battus
Batty
Batum
Batumi
Batussi
Batwa
Bau
Baubo
Bauchi
Baucis
Baucis and Philemon
Baxterianism
Baxy
Bay
Bay Minette
Bay Psalm Book
Bay State
Bay Stater
Bay Street
Bay of Dews
Bay of Pigs
Bay state
Baya
Bayam
Bayamo
Bayamon
Bayar
Bayard
Bayboro
Bayda
Bayeau
Bayer
Bayer process
Bayern
Bayesian
Bayeux tapestry
Bayfield
Bayh
Bayle
Bayless
Bayley
Baylis
Baylor
Bayly
Bayminette
Baynebridge
Bayogoula
Bayonne
Bayou La Batre
Bayou state
Bayougoula
Baypines
Bayport
Bayreuth
Bays
Bayshore
Bayside
Baytown
Bayview
Bayville
Bazaine
Bazar
Bazatha
Bazigar
Bazil
Bazin
Bazine
Baziotes
Bazlure
Bchar
Bde
Bdellidae
Bdelloida
Bdellostoma
Bdellostomatidae
Bdellostromidae
Bdelloura
Bdellouridae
Be
BeShT
BeV
Bea
Beach
Beach-la-Mar
Beach-la-mar
Beacham
Beachboys
Beachwood
Beachy Head
Beaconsfield
Beadle
Beagle
Beaker folk
Beaker people
Beal
Beale
Bealeten
Beall
Bealle
Beallsville
Beals
Bealtine
Bealtuinn
Beaman
Bean
Bean Town
Beane
Beaner
Bear
Bear River
Bear driver
Bear flag
Bear state
Bearce
Beard
Bearden
Beardsley
Beardstown
Beare
Bearnaise
Bearnard
Bearsville
Beasley
Beason
Beaston
Beat Generation
Beata
Beata Virgo Maria
Beatitude
Beatles
Beaton
Beatrice
Beatrice and Benedict
Beatrisa
Beatrix
Beatriz
Beattie
Beatty
Beattyville
Beau
Beau Brummel
Beau Brummell
Beau brummell
Beauchamp
Beauclerc
Beaudoin
Beaufort
Beauford
Beaufort
Beaufort Sea
Beaufort myrtle
Beaufort scale
Beauharnais
Beaujolais
Beaujolaises
Beds
Beduin
Beduins
Bedwell
Bedworth
Bee
Beeb
Beebe
Beecham
Beechbottom
Beecher
Beechmont
Beeck
Beedeville
Beedon
Beehive
Beehive state
Beehouse
Beekman
Beekmantown
Beeler
Beelzebub
Beelzebubian
Beelzebul
Beemer
Beer
Beera
Beerbohm
Beernaert
Beerothite
Beers
Beersheba
Beersheeba
Beesley
Beson
Beethoven
Beethovenian
Beethovenish
Beethovenian
Beetner
Beetown
Beeville
Beffrey
Befind
Bega
Begga
Beggar's Opera, The
Beggiatoa
Beggiatoaceae
Beggs
Beghard
Beghtol
Begin
Begoniaceae
Begoniales
Beguin
Beguine
Behah
Behaim
Behan
Behar
Behistun
Behistun inscription
Behka
Behl
Behlau
Behlke
Behm
Behmen
Behmenism
Behmenist
Behmenite
Behn
Behnken
Behre
Behrens
Behring
Behrmann
Beca
Beichner
Beid
Beiderbecke
Beijing
Beilân Pass
Beilul
Bein
Beira
Beirne
Beirut
Beisel
Beitch
Beitnes
Beitris
Beitz
Beja
Bejou
Beka
Bekaa
Bekaa Valley
Bekah
Bekelja
Beker
Bekha
Bekki
Bel
Bel Air
Bel Paese
Bel and the Dragon
Bel-Merodach
Bel-Ridge
Bel-ami
Bela
Belafonte
Belair
Belait
Belaites
Belak
Belalton
Belamcanda
Belamy
Belanger
Belasco
Belatrix
Belaunde
Belayneh
Belcher
Belchertown
Belcourt
Beld
Beldane Nature
Belden
Beldenville
Belding
Belem
Belemnites
Belemnitidae
Belemnoidea
Belen
Belfair
Belfast
Belfield
Belford
Belfort
Belg
Belgae
Belgaum
Belgaum walnut
Belgian
Belgian Congo
Belgian endive
Belgian griffon
Belgian hare
Belgian sheep dog
Belgian sheepdog
Belgian shepherd
Belgian truss
Belgic
Belgique
Belgium
Belgophile
Belgorod-Dnestrovski
Belgrade
Belgrano
Belgravia
Belgravian
Belia
Belial
Belialic
Belialist
Belicia
Belier
Belili
Belinda
Belington
Belinuridae
Belinurus
Belis
Belisario Betancur
Belisarius
Belisha beacon
Belita
Belitoeng
Belitong
Belitung
Belize
Belk
Belknap
Bell
Bell Gardens
Bell purchase
Bell system
Bell's palsy
Bell's purchase
Bell's tackle
Bella
Bellabella
Bellacoola
Bellaghy
Bellaghy County
Bellaire
Bellamy
Bellanca
Bellarthur
Bellatrix
Bellaude
Bellay
Bellbrook
Bellbuckle
Bellda
Belldame
Belldas
Belle
Belle Dame Sans Merci, La
Belle Fourche
Belle Isle
Belle Meade
Belle Plaine
Belle isle cress
Belleau Wood
Bellechasse
Belleek
Belleek ware
Bellefonte
Bellelay
Bellemead
Bellemina
Belleplaine
Beller
Bellerive
Bellerophon
Bellerophon limestone
Bellerophonites
Bellerophontic
Bellerophontic letter
Bellerophontidae
Bellerose
Bellevernon
Belleview
Belleville
Belleville spring
Belovo
Belpre
Belsano
Belsen
Belshazzar
Belshazzaresque
Belshin
Belsky
Belt Mountains
Belt series
Beltane
Belted Galloway
Beltene
Better
Belteshazzar
Beltian
Beltir
Beltis
Belton
Beltrami
Beltran
Beltsville
Beltu
Beluchi
Belucki
Belus
Belva
Belvedere
Belverdian
Belvia
Belvidere
Belview
Belvue
Bely
Belzoni
Bemba
Bembas
Bembecidae
Bemberg
Bembex
Bemelmans
Bement
Bemidji
Bemis
Ben
Ben Bella
Ben Carnevale
Ben Chavis
Ben Day process
Ben Hur
Ben Lomond
Ben Nevis
Ben Poquette
Ben Thuy
Ben day process
Ben-Gurion
Ben-Zvi
Ben-Zvi Itzhak
Ben-oni
Bena
Benacus
Benadryl
Benares
Benarnold
Benavides
Benazir Bhutto
Benbow
Benbrook
Benchley
Bencion
Benco
Bend
Benda
Benday process
Bendel
Bendena
Bender
Bender Gestalt test
Bendersville
Bendick
Bendict
Bendicta
Bendiecty
Bendigeit vran
Bendigo
Bendite
Bendix
Bendix drive
Bene
Benedetta
Benedetto
Benedetto Croce
Benedic
Benedicite
Benedick
Benedict
Benedict Arnold
Benedict I
Benedict II
Benedict III
Benedict IV
Benedict IX
Benedict V
Benedict VI
Benedict VII
Benedict VIII
Benedict XI
Benedict XII
Benedict XIII
Benedict XIV
Benedict XV
Benedict's solution
Benedict's test
Benedicta
Benedictine
Benedictinism
Benedicto
Benedictus
Benedikt
Benedikta
Benediktov
Benedix
Benelux
Benemid
Benenson
Benes
Benet
Benet-Mercie
Benetnasch
Benetta
Beneventan
Beneventana
Benevento
Benezett
Benfleet
Beng
Bengal
Bengal catechu
Bengal gram
Bengal grass
Bengal heat
Bengal hemp
Bengal isinglass
Bengal kino
Berkey
Berkie
Berkin
Berkley
Berkly
Berkman
Berkow
Berkowitz
Berks
Berkshire
Berkshire Hills
Berkshires
Berky
Berl
Berlauda
Berlen
Berlichingen
Berlin
Berlin black
Berlin blue
Berlin canvas
Berlin glove
Berlin green
Berlin iron
Berlin kettle
Berlin papyri
Berlin porcelain
Berlin shop
Berlin wall
Berlin ware
Berlin warehouse
Berlin wool
Berlin work
Berlinda
Berliner
Berlinguer
Berlinize
Berlioz
Berlitz
Berlon
Berlyn
Berlyne
Berman
Bermejo
Bermuda
Bermuda arrowroot
Bermuda berry
Bermuda buttercup
Bermuda catfish
Bermuda cedar
Bermuda chub
Bermuda cress
Bermuda cutter
Bermuda flag
Bermuda grass
Bermuda high
Bermuda iris
Bermuda juniper
Bermuda lily
Bermuda maidenhair
Bermuda mulberry
Bermuda olivewood bark
Bermuda onion
Bermuda palmetto
Bermuda petrel
Bermuda potloo-cedar
Bermuda rig
Bermuda shilling
Bermuda shorts
Bermuda snowberry
Bermuda-lily disease
Bermudan
Bermudan rig
Bermudas
Bermudian
Bermudian rig
Bern
Bern bureau
Berna
Bernadene
Bernadette
Bernadette of Lourdes
Bernadina
Bernadine
Bernadotte
Bernal
Bernalillo
Bernalos
Bernard
Bernard of Clairvaux
Bernardi
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
Bernardina
Bernardine
Bernardino
Bernardo
Beveridge Plan
Beveridge plan
Beverie
Beverle
Beverlee
Beverley
Beverlie
Beverly
Beverly Hills
Bevers
Bevier
Bevin
Bevington
Bevinsville
Bevis
Bevon
Bevus
Bevvy
Bewcastle cross
Bewick
Bexar
Bexhill-on-Sea
Bexley
Beyer
Beyle
Beylic
Beyo
Beyoglu
Beyond Good and Evil
Beyrouth
Bezae
Bezaleel
Bezaleelian
Bezanson
Beziers
Bezold-brucke effect
Bezpopovets
Bezwada
Bglr
Bhabha
Bhadgaon
Bhadon
Bhaga
Bhagalpur
Bhagavad-Gita
Bhai
Bhairava
Bhairavi
Bhaktapur
Bhar
Bharat
Bharat Natyam
Bharata
Bharatiya
Bhatpara
Bhatt
Bhaunagar
Bhavabhuti
Bhavani
Bhave
Bhavnagar
Bhayani
Bhikku
Bhikkuni
Bhikshu
Bhil
Bhili
Bhima
Bhojpuri
Bhola
Bhoodan
Bhopal
Bhotia
Bhotiya
Bhowani
Bhubaneswar
Bhutan
Bhutan cypress
Bhutan pine
Bhutanese
Bhutani
Bhutatathata
Bhutia
Butto
Bi
Bia
Biadice
Biafra
Biafran
Biagi
Biagio
Biak
Bialik
Bialystok
Biamonte
Bianca
Biancha
Bianchi
Bianchini
Bianco
Bianka
Biarritz
Bias
Biayenda
Bib
Bibb lettuce
Bibbie
Bibbiена
Bibby
Bibbye
Bibeau
Bibi
Bibiena
Bibio
Bibionidae
Bibl
BibliHeb
Bible
Bible Belt
Bible Christian
Bible Society
Bible box
Bible christians
Bible class
Bible clerk
Bible communism
Bible institute
Bible oath
Bible paper
Bible reader
Bible school
Bible society
Bible truth
Bible-basher
Biblia Pauperum
Biblic
Biblical
Biblical Aramaic
Biblical Hebrew
Biblical Latin
Bibicality
Bibically
Biblicism
Biblicist
Biblicistic
Biblicolegal
Biblicoliterary
Bibicopsychological
Bibliography Index
Bibliotheque Nationale
Biblism
Biblist
Bibulus
Bicakci
Bice
Bice blue
Bichat
Biche-la-mar
Bichelamar
Bichon Frise
Bick
Bickart
Bickford fuse
Bickleton
Bickmore
Bicknell
Bicol
Bicols
Bicorn
Bida
Bidault
Biddeford
Biddelian
Biddick
Biddie
Biddle
Biddulphia
Biddulphiaceae
Biddy
Bidens
Bidget
Bidle
Bidpai
Bidwell
Biebel
Bieber
Biebrich scarlet
Biedermann
Biedermeier
Biegel
Biel
Biela
Bielefeld
Bielersee
Bielid
Bielka
Bielo-russian
Belorouss
Bielsko-Biala
Bien Hoa
Bienne
Bienville
Bierce
Bierman
Biernat
Biffar
Bifrost
Big Belt Mountains
Big Ben
Big Bend National Park
Big Bertha
Big Board
Big Board, the
Big Brother
Big Dick
Big Dipper
Big Five
Big Lake
Big Muddy
Big Muddy River
Big Rapids
Big Rock-Candy Mountain
Big Spring
Big Stone Gap
Big bend state
Big four yellow
Big injun sand
Big lime
Big-endian
Bigarreau
Bigelow
Bigelow willow
Bigford
Bigg
Biggs
Bighorn
Bighorns
Bigler
Biglow Papers
Bigner
Bignonia
Bignoniaceae
Bigod
Bigot
Bigtha
Bihai
Bihar
Bihar and Orissa
Bihari
Bihzad
Biisk
Bijapur
Bik
Bikales
Bikaner
Bikila
Bikini
Bikol
Bikolos
Bikram
Bikukulla
Bil
Bilaan
Bilac
Bilati
Bilbao
Bilbao glass
Bilbe
Bildad
Bildungsroman
Bilek
Biles
Bilgram diagram
Bilhah
Bilharzia
Bili
Blicki
Bilin
Bill
Bill Doran
Bill Fralic
Bill Frieder
Bill Fusco
Biminis
Bimmeler
Bina
Binah
Binalonen
Binche lace
Binchois
Bindman
Binet
Binet age
Binet scale
Binet test
Binet-Simon scale
Binet-Simon test
Binetta
Binette
Binford
Bing
Bing cherry
Bingen
Binger
Bingham
Binghamton
Bingley terrier
Binh Dinh
Binh Gia
Binh Tuy
Binh Xuyen
Binhdinh
Bini
Binitarian
Binitarianism
Bink
Binky
Binni
Binnie
Binnings
Binny
Bint Jbail
Binyon
Binzuru
Biola
Biometrika
Bion
Biondo
Biosatellite
Biot
Biot-Savart law
Bisley
Bismarck
Bismarck Archipelago
Bismarck Sea
Bismarck brown
Bismarck herring
Bismarckian
Bismarckianism
Bismark
Bismosol
Bissau
Bissell
Bissell truck
Bisset
Bistorta
Bisutun
Bitburg
Bitely
Bithia
Bithynia
Bithynian
Bitis
Bitolj
Biton
Bittencourt
Bitter Lakes
Bitter Root Range
Bitterroot Range
Bithia
Bittinger
Bittium
Bittner
Bitto
Bitulithic
Bivalvian
Bivins
Biwabik
Bixa
Bixacea
Bixby
Bixler
Biysk
Bizen
Bizerta
Bizerte
Bizet
Bizonia
Biztha
Bjarni Benediktsson
Bjart
Bjineborg
Bjoepring
Bjorke
Bjorn
Bjorn Borg
Bjornson
Bk
Blacher
Blachly
Black
Black Beauty
Black Bess
Black Country
Black Death
Black Forest
Black Friar
Black Friday
Black Hand
Black Hawk
Black Hills
Black Hole of Calcutta
Black Magellanic Cloud
Black Maria
Black Mass
Black Monk
Black Mountains
Black Muslim
Black Muslimism
Black Panther
Black Pope
Black Power
Black Prince
Black River Falls
Black Rod
Black Russian
Black Saladin
Black Sampson
Black Sash
Black Sea
Black Shirt
Black Stream
Black Volta
Black Watch
Black and Tan
Black and Tans
Black cayuga
Black code
Black country
Black current
Black hand
Black shirt
Black-faced highland
Blackbeard
Blackburn
Blackburnian warbler
Blackduck
Blackett
Blackey
Blackfeet
Blackfoot
Blackford
Blackfriars
Blackhander
Blackhawk
Blackington
Blacklick
Blackman
Blackmore
Blackmun
Blackmur
Blackpool
Blacksburg
Blackshear
Blackshirt
Blackstock
Blackstone
Blacksville
Blackville
Blackwall frigate
Blackwall hitch
Blackwater
Blackwater state
Blackwell
Blackwells Island
Blackwood
Bladen
Bladenboro
Bladensburg
Blader
Bladon
Blaeu
Blaeuw
Blaew
Blegg
Bloomsburg
Bloomsburian
Bloomsbury
Bloomsbury Group
Bloomsbury group
Bloomsdale
Bloomville
Blossburg
Blossom
Blossvale
Blount
Blountstown
Blountsville
Blountville
Blow
Bloxberg
Bloxom
Briot
Blucher
Blucher boots
Blucher shoes
Blue
Blue Ash
Blue Boy
Blue Cross
Blue Dorset
Blue Earth
Blue Island
Blue Mantle
Blue Mountains
Blue Nile
Blue Ribband
Blue Rider
Blue Ridge
Blue Ridge Mountains
Blue Rod
Blue Scout
Blue Shield
Blue Springs
Blue Vinny
Blue shirt
Blueball
Bluebeard
Bluebeardism
Bluebell
Blueeye
Bluefarb
Bluefield
Bobina
Bobine
Bobinette
Bobker
Bobo
Bobo-Dioulasso
Bobseine
Bobtown
Bobwhite
Boca
Boccaccio
Boccherini
Bocchioni
Bocconia
Boche
Bochism
Bochum
Bock
Bockstein
Bocock
Bodanzky
Bodas de Sangre
Bodb
Bode
Bodega
Boden See
Bodenheim
Bodensee
Bodfish
Bodgo Gegen
Bodh Gaya
Bodhidharma
Bodhisattva
Bodi
Bodine
Bodkin
Bodleian
Bodleian Library
Bodley
Bodmin
Bodnar
Bodo
Bodoni
Bodrogi
Bodwell
Body
Body brussels
Body of Christ
Boggstown
Boghazkeui
Boghazkoy
Boghead coal
Bogie
Bogijjaab
Bognor Regis
Bogo
Bogočh
Bogodo lama
Bogomil
Bogomile
Bogomilian
Bogomilism
Bogor
Bogosian
Bogot
Bogota
Bogue
Boguechitto
Boguslawsky
Bogusz
Bohairic
Bohannon
Bohaty
Bohea
Bohemia
Bohemia-Moravia
Bohemian
Bohemian Brethren
Bohemian Forest
Bohemian ruby
Bohemian waxwing
Bohemian-tartar
Bohemianism
Bohi
Bohlen
Bohlin
Bohm
Bohman
Bohme
Bohmerwald
Bohnenberger
Bohner
Bohol
Bohon
Bohr
Bohr atom
Bohr magneton
Bohr theory
Bohrer
Bohs
Bohun
Bohuslav
Boiardo
Boice
Boiceville
Boidae
Boieldieu
Boigie
Boii
Boiko
Boileau
Boiney
Bois
Bois de Boulogne
Bois-le-Duc
Boisdarc
Boise
Boissevain
Boito
Bojardo
Bojer
Bojig-ngiji
Bok
Bokassa I
Bokchito
Bokeelia
Bokhara
Bokhara clover
Bokharan
Bokm'
Bokoshe
Bokoto
Bol
Bolag
Bolan
Bolan Pass
Boland
Bolanger
Bolboxalis
Bolckow
Bolderian
Boldu
Bolelia
Bolen
Bolshevization
Bolshevize
Bolshevized
Bolshevizing
Bolshie
Bolshies
Bolshoi
Bolshy
Bolt
Bolte
Bolten
Bolton
Bolton counts
Bolton sheeting
Boltonia
Boltzmann
Boltzmann constant
Boltzmann's constant
Bolyai
Bolyaiian
Bolzano
Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem
Boma
Bomarc
Bomarea
Bombacaceae
Bombax
Bombax cotton
Bombay
Bombay arrowroot
Bombay catechu
Bombay ceiba
Bombay duck
Bombay furniture
Bombay hemp
Bombay mace
Bombay mastic
Bombay merchant
Bombay seed
Bombay senna
Bombay sumbul
Bomber Command
Bombidae
Bombinae
Bombus
Bombicidae
Bombycilla
Bombycillidae
Bombycina
Bombyliidae
Bombyx
Bomke
Bomont
Bomoseen
Bomu
Bon
Bon Secours
Bon ami limestone
Bon silene
Bona
Bona Dea
Bonacci
Bonadoxin
Bonair
Bonaire
Bonanza state
Bonaparte
Bonapartean
Bonapartism
Bonapartist
Bonaqua
Bonar
Bonasa
Bonaventura
Bonaventure
Bonaventurism
Bonaveria
Bonbo
Boncarbo
Bond
Bondelswarts
Bondes
Bondie
Bondon
Bondsville
Bonduel
Bondurant
Bondville
Bondy
Bone
Bonellia
Bonesteel
Boneville
Boney
Bonfield
Bongo
Bonham
Bonheur
Bonhoeffer
Bonhomme
Boni
Boniface
Boniface I
Boniface II
Boniface III
Boniface IV
Boniface IX
Boniface V
Boniface VI
Boniface VII
Boniface VIII
Bonifay
Bonilla
Bonin Islands
Bonina
Bonine
Bonington
Bonis
Bonita
Bonlee
Bonn
Bonnard
Bonnaz
Bonne
Bonne Terre
Bonneau
Bonnee
Bonnell
Bonner
Bonner Springs
Bonnerdale
Bonnes
Bonnesbosq
Bonnet
Bonneterre
Bonneterre limestone
Bonnette
Bonneville
Bonney
Bonni
Bonnieville
Bonni
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Place Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boonsboro</td>
<td>Boonton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boonton</td>
<td>Boonville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boonville</td>
<td>Boony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boophilus</td>
<td>Boor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boor</td>
<td>Boorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boorer</td>
<td>Boorman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boot</td>
<td>Boote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boote</td>
<td>Bootes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>Boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothe</td>
<td>Boother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothia</td>
<td>Boothia Peninsula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothian</td>
<td>Boothman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothman</td>
<td>Boothville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootid</td>
<td>Bootle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootle</td>
<td>Boots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boots</td>
<td>Booz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booze</td>
<td>Bop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bop</td>
<td>Bopeep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bopeep</td>
<td>Bophuthatswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bophuthatswana</td>
<td>Bopp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bopp</td>
<td>Bopyridae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bopyridae</td>
<td>Borah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borah</td>
<td>Borak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borak</td>
<td>Boran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boran</td>
<td>Borana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borana</td>
<td>Borani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borani</td>
<td>Boraros Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boraros Station</td>
<td>Borassus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borassus</td>
<td>Borboridae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borboridae</td>
<td>Borborus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borborus</td>
<td>Borchert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borchert</td>
<td>Bord</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Borda
Bordeaux
Bordeaux mixture
Bordeaux pine
Bordeaux red
Bordeaux turpentine
Bordelais
Bordelaise
Bordelaise sauce
Bordelonville
Borden
Bordentown
Border
Border Sea
Border States
Border pricker
Border rider
Border ruffian
Border song
Border state
Border terrier
Border thief
Border warden
Border warrant
Borderies
Borders Region
Borderside
Bordet
Bordie
Bordiuk
Bordulac
Bordy
Bore
Boreadae
Boreades
Boreal
Borealis
Boreas
Boreiad
Borek
Borel
Borel-Lebesgue theorem
Borer
Bores
Boreum
Boreus
Borg
Borger
Bosporian
Bosporus
Bosque
Bossier City
Bosson
Bossens Maceres
Bossuet
Bostic
Boston
Boston Massacre
Boston Tea Party
Boston arm
Boston bag
Boston baked beans
Boston brown bread
Boston bull
Boston crab
Boston cream pie
Boston fern
Boston hip
Boston hooker
Boston ivy
Boston lettuce
Boston ridge
Boston rocker
Boston terrier
Boston type
Bostonese
Bostonian
Bostonians, The
Bostow
Bostrychidae
Bostwick
Boswall
Boswell
Boswellia
Boswellian
Boswelliana
Boswellism
Boswellize
Bosworth
Bosworth Field
Botany Bay
Botany bay
Botany bay greens
Botany bay gum
Botany card
Botany wool
Boucicault
Bouckville
Boudicca
Boudreaux
Boufarik
Bougainvillaea
Bougainville
Bougainvillea
Bougainvillia
Bougainvilliidae
Bough
Bouguer
Bouguereau
Boulanger
Boulangism
Boulangist
Boulder
Boulder Dam
Boulder period
Bouldon
Boule
Boule de Lille
Boule-de-suif
Boulette d’Avesnes
Boulette de Cambrai
Bouley
Boulez
Boulogne
Boulogne Billancourt
Boulogne-Billancourt
Boulogne-sur-Mer
Boulogne-sur-Seine
Boult
Boumdienne
Boun Oum
Bound
Boundbrook
Bounds
Bountiful
Bounty
Bouphonia
Bourbaki
Bourbon
Bourbon biscuit
Bourbon cotton
Bourbon lily
Bourbon red
Bourbonesque
Bourbonian
Bourbonic
Bourbonism
Bourbonist
Bourbonnais
Bourdon gauge
Bourdon tube
Bourdon-tube gauge
Bourg
Bourgeois
Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Le
Bourges
Bourget
Bourgogne
Bourguiba
Bourguignon sauce
Bourgian
Bourgianism
Bourgianist
Bourignonism
Bourignonist
Bourke
Bourn
Bourne
Bournemouth
Bourneville
Bourout
Bourque
Boursault rose
Bourse
Boursin
Bouse
Boussingault
Boussingaultia
Bouteloua
Boutis
Bouton
Bouton dor
Boutte
Boutwell
Bouvard
Bouvardia
Bouvier des Flandres
Bouvines
Bouzoun
Bovard
Bove
Bovensmilde
Bovet
Bovey
Bovey coal
Bovgazk
Bovidae
Bovill
Bovina
Bovista
Bovril
Bow
Bow Street officer
Bow Street runner
Bow bells
Bow china
Bow river series
Bow street
Bow street officer
Bow-bell
Bowbells
Bowden
Bowdichia
Bowditch
Bowdle
Bowdoin
Bowdoinham
Bowdon
Bowe
Bowell
Bowen
Bowen knot
Bowen's disease
Bower
Bower of Bliss
Bowerman
Bowers
Bowerston
Bowersville
Bowery
Bowery bum
Boweryish
Bowes
Bowie
Bowie State
Bowlds
Bowlegs
Bowler
Bowles
Bowling Green
Brackney
Bracon
Braconidae
Brad
Brad Daugherty
Brad Komminsk
Brad Lohaus
Bradan
Bradbury
Bradburya
Braddock
Braddyville
Brade
Braden
Bradenton
Bradenville
Bradeord
Brader
Bradford
Bradford spinning
Bradford system
Bradfordsville
Bradlee
Bradleianism
Bradleigh
Bradley
Bradley Beach
Bradley text
Bradleyville
Bradly
Bradman
Bradner
Bradney
Bradshaw
Bradski
Bradstreet
Bradway
Bradwell
Brady
Bradypodidae
Bradypus
Bradyville
Braeunig
Brag
Braga
Bragdon
Brage
Bragg
Branchport
Branchton
Branchus
Branchville
Brancusi
Brand
Brandais
Brandamore
Brande
Brandea
Brandeis
Branden
Brandenburg
Brandenburger
Brander
Brandes
Brandi
Brandice
Brandie
Brandise
Brando
Brandon
Brandonville
Brandsville
Brandt
Brandtr
Brandwein
Brandy
Brandyn
Brandywine
Branen
Branford
Branger
Brangus
Branguses
Branham
Braniff
Brannon
Brans
Branscum
Bransford
Branson
Branstock
Brant
Branta
Brantford
Branting
Brantingham
Brawley
Brawner
Braxton
Bray
Brayley
Braymer
Braynard
Brayton
Braz
Brazeau
Braze
Brazil
Brazil current
Brazil nut
Brazil red
Brazil wax
Brazil-nut
Brazil-nut oil
Brazilian
Brazilian chrysolite
Brazilian emerald
Brazilian guava
Brazilian morning-glory
Brazilian pepper tree
Brazilian peridot
Brazilian rhatany
Brazilian rosewood
Brazilian ruby
Brazilian sapphire
Brazoria
Brazos
Brazos River
Brazzaville
Bre
Brea
Breaks
Bream
Breana
Breanne
Brear
Breasted
Breathalyzer
Breathitt
Breaux Bridge
Breban
Breber
Brecher
Brechites
Brenden
Brendin
Brendis
Brendon
Brengun
Brenham
Brenk
Brenn
Brenna
Brennan
Brennen
Brenner
Brenner Pass
Brennenschluss
Brent
Brent Scowcroft
Brentano
Brentford
Brenthis
Brenton
Brentt
Brentwood
Brenza
Bres
Brescia
Brescian
Bressee
Breshkovsky
Breskin
Breslau
Bress
Bresson
Brest
Brest Litovsk
Bret
Bretagne
Brethren of the Common Life
Breton
Breton lace
Bretonian
Bretonne sauce
Bretschneideraceae
Brett
Bretta
Bretton Woods Conference
Bretwalda
Bretwaldadom
Bretwaldship
Bridge
Bridge View
Bridge of San Luis Rey, The
Bridge of Sighs
Bridgehampton
Bridgeland
Bridgeport
Bridger
Bridges
Bridge
Bridgeon
Bridgetown
Bridgette
Bridgeville
Bridgewater
Bridgid
Bridgman
Bridgton
Bridgewater
Bridie
Bridport
Bridwell
Brie
Brie cheese
Brie de Coulommiers
Brie de Meaux
Brielle
Brien
Brier
Brierfield
Brieta
Brietta
Briex
Brig
Brig Gen
Brigantes
Brigantia
Brigantine
Brigette
Brigette Cuypers
Brigg
Briggs
Brigsdale
Briggsian
Briggsian logarithm
Briggsville
Brigham
Brigham tea
Brighella
Brighid
Brighouse
Bright
Bright's disease
Brighteyes
Brightman
Brighton
Brightwaters
Brightwood
Brigid
Brigida
Brigit
Brigitta
Brigitte
Brigittine
Brihaspati
Brill
Brill's disease
Brillat-Savarin
Brilliant
Brillion
Brillouin
Brimfield
Brimhall
Brimley
Brimo
Brimson
Brina
Brindell
Brindisi
Brindle
Brine
Brinell hardness number
Brinell machine
Brinell number
Brinell tester
Briney
Bring
Brinthurst
Brinje
Brink
Brinkema
Brinkley
Brinklow
Brinktown
Brinn
Brinna
British Honduran
British Honduras
British India
British Indian Ocean Territory
British Indian gum
British Interplanetary Society
British Isles
British Israelite
British Legion
British Malaya
British Museum
British New Guinea
British North America
British North Borneo
British Shorthair
British Somaliland
British Standard Time
British Standards Institution
British Summer Time
British Union of Fascists
British Virgin Islands
British West Africa
British West Indies
British anti-lewisite
British antilewisite
British candle
British dollar
British gallon
British gum
British imperial dry measure
British imperial liquid measure
British money
British thermal unit
British warm
British-israel
Britisher
Britishhood
Britishism
Britishly
Britishness
Britney
Britni
Brito-icelandic
Britomartis
Briton
Britoness
Britt
Britta
Brittain
Brittan
Brittaney
Brittani
Brittany
Brittany cloth
Brittany spaniel
Britte
Britten
Britteny
Brittne
Brittnee
Brittney
Brittni
Britton
Brittonic
Brix
Brix scale
Brixey
Briza
Brize
Brizo
Brnaba
Brnaby
Brno
Bro
Broad
Broad Church
Broad Churchman
Broadalbin
Broadbent
Broadbrim
Broadbrook
Broaddus
Broadford
Broadlands
Broadleaf
Broadmoor
Broadrun
Broads
Broadus
Broadview
Broadwater
Broadway
Broadway musical
Broadwayite
Broadwell
Brobdinag
Brobdingnagian
Broca
Broca's area
Broca's convolution
Broca's gyrus
Broccio
Brock
Brocken
Brocken bow
Brocken specter
Brocket
Brockie
Brocklin
Brockport
Brockton
Brockway
Brockwell
Brocky
Brocot escapement
Brocot suspension
Brocton
Brod
Broddie
Broddy
Brodehurst
Brodench
Broder
Broderic
Broderick
Brodeur
Brodeursville
Brodiaea
Brodie
Brodnax
Brodsky
Brody
Broeder
Broederbond
Broek
Broeker
Brogan
Brogle
Broglie
Brogue
Brohard
Brohman
Broida
Brok
Brokaw
Broken Arrow
Broken Bow
Broken Commandment, The
Broken Hill
Brokenbow
Brom
Bromberg
Brome
Bromeikon
Bromelia
Bromeliaceae
Bromfield
Bromian
Bromios
Bromius
Bromleigh
Bromley
Bromo Seltzer
Brompton stock
Bromsgrove
Bromus
Bron
Bronaugh
Bronchoscropy
Bronder
Bronez
Bronislaw
Bronius Kaminskas
Bronk
Bronnie
Bronny
Bronson
Bronston
Bront
Bronte
Bronteana
Brontes
Brontesque
Brontops
Brontosaurus
Brontotherium
Brontozoum
Bronwen
Bronwood
Bronwyn
Bronx
Bronx cheer
Bronx cocktail
Bronxite
Bronxville
Bronze Age
Bronze Age man
Bronze Star Medal
Bronzino
Brook
Brook Farm
Brook Jacoby
Brookdale
Brooke
Brooke Steppe
Brookeland
Brooker
Brookes
Brookesmith
Brookeville
Brookfield
Brookhaven
Brookhouse
Brooking
Brookings
Brookland
Brooklandville
Brooklawn
Brooklet
Brooklin
Brookline
Brooklyn
Brooklyn Bridge
Brooklyn Center
Brooklynese
Brooklynite
Brookneal
Brookner
Brookport
Brooks
Brooks Range
Brookshire
Brookston
Brooksville
Brookton
Brooktondale
Brookview
Brookville
Brookwood
Brownian
Brownian motion
Brownian movement
Brownie
Brownie Guide
Browning
Browning automatic rifle
Browning machine gun
Browningesque
Brownism
Brownist
Brownistic
Brownistical
Brownlee
Brownlee Park
Brownley
Browns
Brownsboro
Brownburg
Brownsdale
Brownson
Brownstown
Brownsville
Brownston
Brownstown
Brownville
Brownwood
Broxton
Broz
Brozak
Bruant
Brubaker
Brubeck
Bruce
Bruce Caputo
Bruce Lietzke
Bruce Sutter
Brucella
Bruceton
Brucetown
Brucerville
Bruch
Bruchidae
Bruchus
Brucie
Bruckner
Bructeri
Bruegel
Brueghel
Bruell
Brufsky
Bruges
Brugge
Bruhn
Bruin
Bruington
Bruis
Brule
Brumaire
Brumalia
Brumidi
Brumley
Brummagem
Brummell
Brummie
Brunanburh
Brundidge
Brundisium
Bruneau
Brunei
Brunel
Brunell
Brunella
Brunelle
Brunelleschi
Brunellesco
Brunellia
Brunelliaceae
Bruner
Brunetiere
Brunfelsia
Brunhild
Brunhilda
Brunhilde
Bruni
Bruning
Brunistic
Brunk
Brunn
Brunner
Brunnhilde
Brunnichia
Bruno
Brunonia
Brunoniaceae
Brunonian
Brunonism
Bruns
Brunson
Brunsville
Brunswick
Brunswick black
Brunswick blue
Brunswick green
Brusa
Brusett
Brush
Brushton
Brusly
Brussel
Brussels
Brussels biscuit
Brussels carpet
Brussels griffon
Brussels lace
Brussels point
Brussels sprout
Brussels sprouts
Brut
Bruta
Brutus
Bruxelles
Bruyeres
Bruyn
Bryaceae
Bryales
Bryan
Bryan-Chamorro Treaty
Bryana
Bryanism
Bryanite
Bryansk
Bryant
Bryanthus
Bryantown
Bryantsville
Bryantville
Bryanty
Bryce
Bryce Canyon National Park
Bryceland
Bryceville
Bryn
Bryna
Bucks
Bucksport
Bucky
Bucoda
Bucolics
Bucolion
Bucorvinae
Bucorvus
Bucovina
Bucure
Bucuresti
Bucyrus
Bud
Buda
Budapest
Budd
Budde
Buddenbrooks
Buddh
Buddh Gaya
Buddha
Buddha-field
Buddha-like composure
Buddhahood
Buddhaship
Buddhic
Buddhic body
Buddhism
Buddhist
Buddhist priest
Buddhistic
Buddhistical
Buddhistically
Buddhological
Buddhology
Buddie
Budding
Buddleia
Buddy
Buddy Aydelette
Buddy Biancalana
Bude
Budennovsk
Budenny
Buderus
Budge
Budget
Budh
Budorcas
Budukha
Buduma
Budweis
Budweiser
Budwig
Budworth
Bueche
Buehler
Buehrer
Buell
Buellton
Buena
Buena Park
Buena Vista
Buenaventura
Bueno
Buenos
Buenos Aires
Buerger
Bueschel
Buettneria
Buettneriaceae
Bueyeros
Buff
Buffalo
Buffalo Bill
Buffalo Indian
Bufferin
Buffet
Buffo
Buffon
Buffon's needle problem
Buffum
Buffy
Bufonidae
Buford
Bug
Buganda
Bugas
Bugayev
Bugbee
Bughouse Square
Bugi
Buginese
Buginivillaea
Buhl
Buhl stage
Buhler
Bui
Buia
Buick
Buine
Buiron
Buisson
Buitenzorg
Bujumbura
Buka
Bukat
Bukavu
Buke
Bukeyef
Bukhara
Bukhara rug
Bukharin
Bukidnon
Bukittinggi
Bukovina
Bukum
Bul
Bula
Bulacan
Bulan
Bulanda
Bulawayo
Bulbilis
Bulbochaete
Bulbocodium
Bulbophyllum
Bulent Ecevit
Belfinch
Bulg
Bulganin
Bulgar
Bulgari
Bulgaria
Bulgarian
Bulgaric
Bulgarophil
Bulge
Bulger
Bulimulidae
Bulinus
Bull
Bull Moose
Bull Moose Party
Buote
Buphaga
Buphagus
Buphonia
Buphthalmum
Bupleurum
Buprestidae
Buprestis
Bur
Burack
Buran
Buraq
Buras
Burayan
Buraydah
Burbage
Burbank
Burbankism
Burberries
Burberry
Burch
Burchard
Burchett
Burchfield
Burck
Burckhardt
Burd
Burdelle
Burdett
Burdette
Burduck
Burdigalian
Burdine
Bure
Bureau of Aeronautics
Bureau of Customs
Bureau of Customs and Excise
Bureau of Internal Revenue
Bureau of the Budget
Bureau of the Census
Burford
Burfordville
Burg
Burgas
Burgaw
Burgener
Burgeland
Burger
Burlison
Burma
Burma Road
Burma jade
Burman
Burmanniaceae
Burmans
Burmese
Burmese cat
Burmese glass
Burmese jade
Burmo-chinese
Burn
Burna
Burnaby
Burnard
Burne
Burne-Jones
Burner
Burnet
Burnett
Burnettsville
Burney
Burneyville
Burnham
Burnham scale
Burnie
Burnight
Burnips
Burnley
Burns
Burnsed
Burnsian
Burnside
Burnsville
Burntcorn
Burnwell
Burny
Buroker
Burr
Burr truss
Burra
Burrell
Burra
Burris
Burroughs
Burrow
CDSF
CDT
CDU
CE
CEA
CEC
CED
CEERT
CEF
CEGB
CEI
CELSS
CEN
CENS
CENTO
CEO
CEQ
CERMET
CERN
CERT
CET
CEV
CEVI
CF
CFA
CFB
CFC
CFCA
CFD
CFE
CFF
CFHT
CFI
CFL
CFO
CFP
CFR
CG
CGA
CGCT
CGE
CGI
CGIAR
CGM
CGN
CGS
CGX
CH
CTO
CTS
CTSS
CTT
CTTC
CTTN
CTV
CU
CUA
CUCRIT
CUL
CUNY
CUSO
CUTK
CUTS
CV
CVA
CVCC
CVO
CVR
CVT
CW
CW oscillator
CW radar
CW transmitter
CWA
CWC
CW1
CWO
CWRU
CXI
CY
CYO
CYSP sculpture
CZ
Ca
Caaba
Caanthis
Cabaeus
Cabal
Caball
Caballo
Cabanatuan
Cabanias
Cabazon
Cabe
Cabeiri
Cabell
Cabernet
Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabery
Cabet
Cabimas
Cabinda
Cabins
Cabirean
Cabiri
Cabiria
Cabirian
Cabiric
Cabiritic
Cable
Cabo Rojo
Cabomba
Cabombaceae
Cabool
Cabora Bassa
Caborojo
Cabot
Cabral
Cabrera
Cabrini
Cabul clover
Caca
Cacajao
Cacak
Cacalia
Cacan
Cacana
Cacappon Lake
Cacara
Cacatua
Cacatuidae
Cacatuinae
Caccabis
Caccini
Cacciocavallo
Cachat d'Entrechaux
Cacia
Cacicus
Cacie
Cacilia
Cacilie
Cacka
Cactaceae
Cactales
Cactus
Cacus
Cad
Cadal
Caddaric
Caddie
Caddo
Caddoan
Caddric
Cade
Cadel
Cadell
Cadena
Cadence
Cadenza
Cades
Cadet
Cadillac
Cadiz
Cadman
Cadmann
Cadmar
Cadmarr
Cadmean
Cadmean victory
Cadmopone
Cadmus
Cadogan
Cadogan teapot
Cadorna
Cadott
Caducibranchiata
Cadwal
Cadwallader
Cadwell
Cady
Cadyville
Cadzand
Caecilia
Caeciliae
Caeciliidae
Caedmon
Caedmonian
Caedmonic
Caela Sculptoris
Caela sculptoris
Caeli
Caelian
Caelum
Caelus
Caen
Caen stone
Caeneus
Caenis
Caenogaea
Caenogaeon
Caenolestes
Caenozoic
Caeremoniale Episcoporum
Caerleon
Caernarfon
Caernarvon
Caernarvonshire
Caerphilly
Caesalpinia
Caesalpiniaceae
Caesar
Caesar and Cleopatra
Caesar salad
Caesar weed
Caesaraugusta
Caesardom
Caesarea
Caesarea Mazaca
Caesarean
Caesarean operation
Caesarean section
Caesareanize
Caesaria
Caesarian
Caesarism
Caesarist
Caesarize
Caesarotomy
Caesarship
Caetano
Caffre cat
Caffrey
Cafiero
Cagayan
Cage
Cagle
Cagliari
Cagliostro
Cagn
Cagney
Cagoulard
Cagoulards
Caguas
Cahan
Cahenslyism
Cahill
Cahill quill
Cahilly
Cahita
Cahn
Cahnite
Cahokia
Cahokia Mounds
Cahokia mound
Cahone
Cahors
Cahra
Cahuapana
Cahuilla
Cai
Caia
Caiaphas
Caicos
Caicos Islands
Cailean
Cailleac
Cailly
Cain
Cain and Abel
Cain-colored
Caine
Caines
Caingang
Caingangs
Caingua
Cainian
Cainish
Cainism
Cainite
Cainitic
Cainozoic
Cainsville
Cairba
Caird
Caird Coast
Cairene
Cairristiona
Cairn terrier
Cairnbrook
Cairngorm Mountains
Cairngorm stone
Cairns
Cairo
Caitanyas
Caite
Caithness
Caitlin
Caitrin
Caius
Cajan
Cajanus
Cajun
Cakavci
Cakchikel
Cakile
Cal
Calabar
Calabar bean
Calabar ebony
Calabari
Calabasas
Calabrese
Calabresi
Calabria
Calabrian
Calabrian manna
Caladium
Calah
Calais
Calakmul
Calama
Calamagrostis
Calamariaceae
Calamariales
Calamintha
Calamites
Calamodendron
Calamopitys
Calamospermae
Calamostachys
Calan
Calandra
Calandria
Calandridae
Calandrinae
Calandrinia
Calixtus I
Calixtus II
Calixtus III
Calkins
Call
Call of the Wild, The
Calla
Callaghan
Callahan
Callan
Callands
Callao
Callas
Callaway
Calle
Callean
Callender
Callensburg
Callery
Calles
Calley
Calli
Callianassa
Callianassidae
Calliandra
Callicarpa
Callicebus
Callicoon
Callicrates
Callida
Callidice
Callie
Callihan
Callimachus
Callionymidae
Callionymus
Calliope
Calliopsis
Calliphora
Calliphoridae
Callipolis
Callippic cycle
Callipus
Callipus
Callirrhoe
Callisaurus
Callista
Calliste
Calliste green
Callistemon
Callistephus
Callisto
Callistus I
Callistus II
Callistus III
Callithrix
Callitrichaceae
Callitriche
Callitrichidae
Callitris
Callorhynchidae
Callorhynchus
Callot
Callovian
Calloway
Callum
Calluna
Calluori
Cally
Callynteria
Calmar
Calmas
Calmette's vaccine
Calocarpum
Calochortaceae
Calochortus
Calon-segur
Calondra
Calonectria
Calonyction
Caloosa grape
Calophyllum
Calopogon
Calor gas
Calore
Calorie
Calorite
Calosoma
Calotermes
Calotermitidae
Calothrix
Calpe
Calpurnia
Caltanissetta
Caltech
Caltha
Calumet
Calumet Park
Calusa
Calv
Calva
Calvados
Calvano
Calvaries
Calvary
Calvary clover
Calvary cross
Calvatia
Calve
Calvert
Calverton
Calvin
Calvina
Calvinian
Calvinism
Calvinist
Calvinistic
Calvinistical
Calvinistically
Calvinize
Calvinna
Calvo
Calvo doctrine
Calycanthaceae
Calycanthus
Calye
Calyceraceae
Calyceocarpum
Calyceophora
Calyceorhynchus
Calycozoa
Calydon
Calydonian
Calydonian boar
Calydonian hunt
Calymene
Calypso
Calypsos
Calypterae
Calyptoblastea
Calyptorhynchus
Calyptrae
Calyptranthes
Calyptrata
Calyptratae
Calyptrogyne
Calysta
Calystegia
Cam
Cam Ranh
Camacan
Camacho
Camag
Camaguey
Camak
Camala
Camaldolensian
Camaldolese
Camaldolesian
Camaldolite
Camaldule
Camaldulian
Camanche
Camarasaurus
Camarata
Camargo
Camarillo
Camarines Sur
Camas
Camassia
Camaxtli
Camb
Camball
Cambalo
Cambarus
Cambay
Camberwell
Camberwell beauty
Cambeva
Cambodia
Cambodian
Cambon
Camborne-Redruth
Cambra
Cambrai
Cambria
Cambrian
Cambrian Mountains
Cambric
Cambridge
Cambridge City
Cambridge Platonism
Camila
Camile
Camilia
Camilla
Camille
Camille Chamoun
Camillo
Camillus
Camilo
Camino
Camirus
Camisard
Camm
Cammaerts
Cammal
Cammarum
Cammi
Cammie
Cammy
Camoens
Camorist
Camorra
Camorism
Camorrist
Camorrista
Camp
Camp Hill
Camp fire
Campa
Campagna
Campagna di Roma
Campagne
Campania
Campanian
Campanula
Campanula blue
Campanula purple
Campanula violet
Campanulaceae
Campanulales
Campanularia
Campanulariae
Campanularidae
Campanulatae
Campanus
Campari
Campaspe
Campball
Campbell
Campbell-Bannerman
Campbell-Stokes recorder
Campbellism
Campbellite
Campbellsburg
Campbellsville
Campbellton
Campbelltown
Campbeltown
Campe
Campeche
Campephagidae
Campephilus
Camperdown elm
Campignian
Campina Grande
Campinas
Campine
Campion
Campman
Campney
Campo
Campo Formio
Campo Grande
Campobello
Campodea
Campodeidae
Campoformido
Camponotus
Camporeale
Campos
Campti
Campton
Camptonville
Camptosorus
Camptown
Campwood
Campy
Campyloneuron
Camus
Camuy
Can
Can Tho
CanF
Cana
Canaan
Canaanite
Cananga
Canangium
Canara
Canarese
Canari
Canarian
Canaries
Canaries current
Canariote
Canarium
Canarsee
Canary
Canary Islands
Canary balm
Canary bellflower
Canary island bellflower
Canary island date palm
Canaseraga
Canastota
Canavali
Canavalia
Canaveral
Canberra
Canby
Cancer
Canchi
Cancri
Cancriid
Cancun
Cand
Candace
Candee
Candi
Candia
Candice
Candida
Candise
Candide
Candie
Candido
Candiote
Candis
Candlemas
Candlemas Day
Candlemas day
Candler
Candless
Cando
Candolle
Candollea
Candolleaceae
Candor
Candra
Candy
Candyce
Canea
Caneadea
Canebrake
Caneghem
Canellaceae
Canelo
Canens
Canes Venatici
Canes venatici
Canes venaticid
Canestrato
Canevari
Caney
Caneyville
Canfield
Canica
Canice
Canichana
Canichanan
Canicula
Canidae
Canidia
Caniff
Canis
Canis Major
Canis Majoris
Canis Minor
Canis Minoris
Canis major
Canis minor
Canis minorid
Canisiana
Canisteo
Canistota
Canjilon
Canmer
Cann
Canna
Cannabinaceae
Cannabis
Cannaceae
Cannae
Cape
Cape Blanco
Cape Breton
Cape Breton Island
Cape Canaveral
Cape Cod
Cape Cod Bay
Cape Cod Canal
Cape Cod cottage
Cape Colony
Cape Colored
Cape Coloured
Cape Dutch
Cape Flats
Cape Girardeau
Cape Horn
Cape Horn fever
Cape Kennedy
Cape May
Cape Peninsula
Cape Province
Cape Skagen
Cape Town
Cape Verde
Cape Verde Islands
Cape Wrath
Cape York
Cape York Peninsula
Cape aloe
Cape anteater
Cape armadillo
Cape buffalo
Cape cart
Cape cod lighter
Cape cod turkey
Cape codder
Cape cowslip
Cape doctor
Cape dutch
Cape elk
Cape flyaway
Cape forget-me-not
Cape gooseberry
Cape hottentot
Cape hunting dog
Cape jasmine
Cape magnum
Cape may warbler
Cape of Good Hope
Cape periwinkle
Cape polecat
Cape pondweed
Cape ruby
Cape sparrow
Cape town
Capefair
Capek
Capella
Capello
Capels
Capemay
Capeneddick
Capernaism
Capernaite
Capernaitic
Capernaitical
Capernaantically
Capernaithish
Capernaum
Capet
Capetian
Capetonian
Capetown
Capeville
Caph
Caphaurus
Caphtor
Caphtorim
Capistrano
Capitalis curia regis
Capitan
Capitan pasha
Capito
Capitol
Capitol Heights
Capitol Hill
Capitola
Capitolian
Capitoline
Capitolium
Capitonidae
Capitoninae
Capiz
Caplan
Capnodium
Capnoides
Capodacqua
Capon
Capone
Caporetto
Capote
Capp
Cappadocia
Cappadocian
Cappagh brown
Capparidaceae
Capparis
Cappella
Cappello
Cappotás
Capps
Capra
Caprellidae
Capreolus
Capri
Capri blue
Capri pants
Caprice
Capricorn
Capricorni
Capricornid
Capricornus
Caprifoliaceae
Caprifolium
Caprimulgidae
Caprimulgiformes
Caprimulgus
Capriola
Capriote
Capris
Capromys
Capron
Capsella
Capshaw
Capsian
Capsicum
Capsidae
Capt
Captain Bobadil
Captain Hicks
Captain Hook
Captain Kidd
Captain's Daughter, The
Captaincook
Captive
Capua
Capuan
Capuanus
Capuchin
Capuchin cross
Capuchin nun
Capulet
Capulin
Caputa
Caputo
Caputto
Capuzzo
Capwell
Capys
Caquet
Cauquetio
Car
Car Nicobar
Cara
Carabancel
Carabidae
Carabini
Carabus
Caracalla
Caracas
Caracas kino
Caractacus
Caradoc
Caradon
Caragana
Caraguata
Caraho
Caraipa
Caraja
Carajas
Caralie
Caramuel
Carandas
Caranga
Carangidae
Carangus
Caranx
Carapa
Carapache
Carapacho
Carapidae
Carapus
Carara
Caras
Caratinga
Caratunk
Caravaggio
Caravette
Caraviello
Carayan
Caraz
Carberry
Carbo
Carbo lineum
Carboloy
Carbona
Carbonado
Carbonari
Carbonarism
Carbonarist
Carbonaro
Carboncliff
Carbondale
Carbone
Carboni
Carboniferous
Carbonnieux
Carbonundum
Carboxydomonas
Carbrey
Carcas
Carcassonne
Carcavelhos
Carce
Carcel lamp
Carcharhinus
Carcharias
Carchariidae
Carcharodon
Carchemish
Carcinoscorpius
Card
Cardale
Cardamine
Cardan joint
Cardanic
Cardanus
Cardea
Cardenas
Carder
Cardew
Cardiacea
Cardiazol
Cardie
Cardiff
Cardiff giant
Cardiga
Cardigan
Cardigan Bay
Cardiganshire
Cardiidae
Cardijn
Cardin
Cardinal
Cardinal camerlingo
Cardinalis
Cardinalis datarius
Cardinas
Cardington
Cardiospermum
Cardito
Cardium
Cardium clay
Cardon
Cardozo
Carduaceae
Carducci
Carduelis
Carduus
Cardville
Cardwell
Care
Careaga
Careers Officer
Carel
Caren
Carena
Carencro
Carenton
Caeresa
Caressa
Caressse
Caretta
Carettochelydidae
Carew
Carex
Carinthia
Carinthian
Carioca
Cariocan
Cariotta
Caripuna
Cariri
Caririan
Carisa
Carissa
Carissimi
Carita
Caritta
Carius
Cariyo
Carl
Carl Channell
Carl Icahn
Carl XVI Gustaf
Carl Yastrzemski
Carla
Carland
Carlee
Carleen
Carlen
Carlene
Carleta
Carleton
Carleton Gajdusek
Carley
Carli
Carlick
Carlie
Carlile
Carlin
Carlina
Carline
Carling
Carling float
Carling sunday
Carlini
Carlinville
Carlisle
Carlism
Carlist
Carlita
Carlo
Carlo Alberto Dalla Chiesa
Carlo Confalonieri
Carlock
Carlos
Carlos Arana Osorio
Carlos Castillo Armas
Carlos Coimbra Daluz
Carlos Duque
Carlos Luis Araque
Carlos Salinas de Gortari
Carlos Tunnermann
Carlota
Carlotta
Carlovingian
Carlow
Carlsbad
Carlsbad Caverns
Carlsborg
Carlson
Carlstadt
Carlstrom
Carlton
Carlton House desk
Carlton House table
Carlton table
Carludovica
Carly
Carlye
Carlyle
Carlylean
Carlyleian
Carlylese
Carlylesque
Carlylian
Carlylism
Carlyn
Carlyne
Carlynn
Carlynne
Carma
Carman
Carmania
Carmanians
Carmanor
Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire
Carne
Carmel
Carmela
Carmelia
Carmelina
Carmelita
Carmelite
Carmelitess
Carmella
Carmelle
Carmelo
Carmen
Carmena
Carmencita
Carmenta
Carmentis
Carmi
Carmichael
CarmichaeIs
Carmina
Carmine
Carmine beauty
Carmita
Carmon
Cam
Carnac
Carnacian
Carnahan
Carnap
Carnaria
Carnarvon
Carnarvon arch
Carnarvonshire
Carnatic
Carnation
Carnation
Carnay
Carneades
Carnegie
Carnegie hero's medal
Carnegiea
Carnes
Carnesville
Carneus
Carney
Carniola
Carniolan
Carnival
Carnivora
Carnot
Carnot cycle
Carnot engine
Carnot principle
Carnot refrigerator
Carnot's theorem
Carnoustie
Carnovsky
Carnus
Carny
Caro
Caro's acid
Caroid
Carol
Carol II
Carol-Jean
Carola
Carolan
Carolann
Carole
Carolean
Carolee
Caroleen
Carolin
Carolina
Carolina allspice
Carolina anemone
Carolina ash
Carolina bay
Carolina chickadee
Carolina jasmine
Carolina jessamine
Carolina lily
Carolina moonseed
Carolina parakeet
Carolina rail
Carolina rhododendron
Carolina vanilla
Carolina wren
Caroline
Caroline Islands
Caroling
Carolingian
Carolinian
Carolle
Carols Menem
Carolus
Carolus dollar
Carolyn
Carolyn
Carri
Carrick
Carrickmacross applique
Carrickmacross guipure
Carrickmacross lace
Carrie
Carrie Chapman Lane
Carrier
Carrier Aircraft Service Unit
Carriere
Carrillo
Carrington
Carrissa
Carrizo
Carrizo Springs
Carrizozo
Carrnan
Carrobili
Carrol
Carroll
Carrolls
Carrollton
Carrolltown
Carrothers
Carrsville
Carruthers
Cary
Carson
Carson City
Carsonville
Carstensz
Cart
Cartagena
Cartagena bark
Cartagena ipecac
Cartago
Cartan
Carte
Carter
Carter grass
Carter process
Carteret
Cartersburg
Cartersville
Carterville
Cartesian
Cartesian coordinates
Cartesian devil
Cartesian diver
Cartesian doubt
Cartesian plane
Cartesian product
Cartesianism
Cartilage
Carthaginian
Carthage
Cartham
Carthamus
Carthamus red
Carthusian
Carthy
Cartie
Cartier
Cartier-Bresson
Cartilaginei
Cartilagines
Cartist
Cartwell
Cartwright
Carum
Carupano
Caruso
Caruthers
Caruthersville
Carver
Carver chair
Carversville
Carvey
Carville
Cary
Carya
Caryatis
Caryl
Caryll
Caryn
Caryocar
Caryocaraceae
Caryophyllaceae
Caryophyllus
Caryopteris
Caryota
Caryville
Cas
Casa
Casa Grande
Casabianca
Casablanca
Casabonne
Casadesus
Casady
Casaleggio
Casals
Casamarca
Casandra
Casanova
Casanovanic
Casar
Casasia
Casatus
Casaubon
Casavan
Casbah
Cascade Range
Cascade fir
Cascadia
Cascadian
Cascais
Cascilla
Casco
Casco Bay
Case
Casearia
Casel
Casement
Caserta
Caseville
Casey
Casey Jones
Caseyville
Cash
Cashibo
Cashiers
Cashion
Cashmere
Cashmere goat
Cashmere palmette
Cashmere shawl
Cashmere stag
Cashmerian
Cashmirian
Cashton
Cashtown
Casi
Casia
Casie
Cassian
Cassicus
Cassida
Cassididae
Cassidinae
Cassidulina
Cassiduloidea
Cassidy
Cassie
Cassiepea
Cassiepean
Cassiepeia
Cassil
Cassilda
Cassinese
Cassini
Cassinian
Cassino
Cassiodorus
Cassiope
Cassiopea
Cassiopean
Cassiopeia
Cassiopeia's Chair
Cassiopeiae
Cassiopeian
Cassiopeid
Cassirer
Cassis
Cassite
Cassius
Cassius Longinus
Cassius purple
Cassoday
Cassondra
Cassopolis
Casstown
Cassville
Cassy
Cassymtha
Cassythaceae
Casta
Castalia
Castalian
Castalides
Castalio
Castana
Castanea
Castanopsis
Castanospermum
Castara
Casteau
Casteel
Castel Gandolfo
Castell
Castella
Castellammare di Stabia
Castellanos
Castelli Romani
Castellna
Castelnuovo-Tedesco
Castelo Branco
Castelvetro
Caster
Castera
Castiglione
Castile
Castle earth
Castle soap
Castilian
Castilian Spring
Castilian brown
Castilla
Castilla la Vieja
Castilla rubber
Castilleja
Castillo
Castillo de Montjioch
Castilloa
Castine
Castle
Castle of Otranto, The
Castle walk
Castle, The
Castleberry
Castledale
Castleford
Castleford ware
Castlereagh
Castleton
Castlewood
Castor
Castor and Pollux
Castor ware
Castora
Castores
Castoridae
Castorina
Castorland
Castoroides
Castra
Castries
Castro
Castroism
Castroist
Castroite
Castrop-Rauxel
Castrovile
Casuariidae
Casuaiiformes
Casuarina
Casuarinaceae
Casuarinales
Casuarius
Caswell
Casziel
Cat
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
Cataebates
Cataian
Catalan
Catalanganes
Catalanist
Catalaunian
Cataldo
Catalin
Catalina
Catalina Island
Catalina cherry
Catalonia
Catalonian
Catalonian jasmine
Catalpa
Catamarca
Catamarcan
Catamarenan
Catamitus
Catananche
Catania
Catano
Catanzaro
Cataphracta
Cataphracti
Cataphrygian
Catarina
Catarrhina
Catassauqua
Catasetum
Cataula
Catamu
Catavi
Catawba
Catawissa
Catcher in the Rye, The
Cate
Catechism
Caterina
Caterpillar
Caterpillar Club
Caterpillar tractor
Cates
Catesbaea
Catesby
Cath
Catha
Cathar
Cathari
Catharina
Catharine
Catharism
Catharist
Catharistic
Catharpin
Cathars
Catharsius
Cathartae
Cathartes
Cathartidae
Cathartides
Cathartolinum
Cathay
Cathayan
Cathe
Cathee
Cather
Catherin
Catherina
Catherine
Catherine I
Catherine II
Catherine Parr
Catherine de Medici
Catherine de’ Medici
Catherine of Alexandria
Catherine of Aragon
Catherine of Siena
Catherine pear
Catherine wheel
Catherine-wheel window
Catherwood
Catheryn
Cathey
Cathi
Cathie
Cathlamet
Cathleen
Cathlene
Catholic
Catholic Action
Catholic Church
Catholic Emancipation Act
Catholic Epistles
Catholic league
Catholic leaguer
Catholicism
Catholicity
Cathomycin
Cathrin
Cathrine
Cathryn
Cathy
Cathy Guisewite
Cathyleen
Cati
Catie
Catilinarian
Catiline
Catima
Catina
Catlaina
Catlee
Catlett
Catlettsburg
Catlin
Cato
Catocala
Catoctin
Catodon
Catoism
Caton
Catonian
Catonic
Catonically
Catonism
Catonsville
Catoosa
Catoquina
Catostomidae
Catostomus
Catreus
Catrina
Catriona
Catron
Catskill
Catskill Mountains
Catskills
Catt
Cattan
Cattaraugus
Cattegat
Cattell
Catti
Cattier
Cattima
Cattle damara
Cattleya
Catto
Catton
Catty
Catullian
Catullus
Caty
Cauca
Caucasia
Caucasian
Caucasian lily
Caucasian race
Caucasian rug
Caucasic
Caucasoid
Caucasoid race
Caucasus
Caucasus Mountains
Caucete
Cauchy
Cauchy integral formula
Cauchy integral theorem
Cauchy sequence
Cauchy's inequality
Cauchy-Riemann equations
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
Caucon
Caudata
Caudebec
Caudillo
Caudine Forks
Caughey
Caughnawaga
Caulerpa
Caulerpaceae
Caulfield
Caulite
Caulonia
Caulophyllum
Caulopteris
Caudra
Caunos
Caunus
Cauquenes
Cauqui
Caurus
Causeries du Lundi
Causey
Causus
Cauthornville
Cauvery
Cav
Cavafy
Cavalerius
Cavalier
Cavalier poets
Cavalieri
Cavallaro
Cavan
Cavanagh
Cavanaugh
Cave
Cavell
Cavendish
Cavendish banana
Cavendish experiment
Caves
Caves du Vatican
Cavetown
Cavia
Cavicornia
Cavidae
Cavil
Cavill
Cavina
Caviness
Cavit
Cavite
Cavour
Cavuoto
Cawdrey
Cawley
Cawnpore
Cawood
Caxias
Caxton
Caxtonian
Cayapa
Cayapo
Cayce
Caye
Cayenne
Cayenne cherry
Cayenne incense
Cayes
Cayey
Cayla
Cayley
Cayleyan
Caylor
Cayman Islands
Cayser
Cayubaba
Cayubaban
Cayucos
Cayuga
Cayuga Heights
Cayuga Lake
Cayuga duck
Cayugan
Cayugas
Cayuse
Cayuta
Cayuvava
Caz
Cazadero
Cazenovia
Cazzie
Cb
Celeski
Celesta
Celeste
Celestia
Celestial City
Celestial Empire
Celestina
Celestina, La
Celestine
Celestine I
Celestine II
Celestine III
Celestine IV
Celestine V
Celestinian
Celestyn
Celestyna
Celeuethera
Celia
Celie
Celik
Celin
Celina
Celinda
Celine
Celinka
Celio
Celisse
Celka
Celle
Cellepora
Cellfalcicula
Cellini
Cellini's halo
Cellite
Cello
Cellucotton
Celluloid
Celluloid filter
Cellulomonadeae
Cellulomonas
Cellvibrio
Celoron
Celosia
Celotex
Cels
Celsia
Celsius
Celsius scale
Celt
Celtidom
Celtiberi
Celtiberian
Celtic
Celtic cross
Celtic deities
Celtic-Germanic
Celtically
Celticism
Celticist
Celticize
Celtidaceae
Celtilyrians
Celtis
Celtish
Celtism
Celtist
Celtization
Celto-Germanic
Celto-ligyes
Celto-roman
Celto-slavic
Celto-thracians
Celtologist
Celtologue
Celto-maniac
Celtophil
Celtophobe
Celtophobia
Cemal
Cemal Gursel
Cement gun
Cementon
Cenac
Cenaean
Cenaenum
Cence
Cenchrias
Cenchrus
Cenci
Cenci, The
Cendre Champenois
Cendre d’Aizy
Cendre de La Brie
Cendre des Riceys
Cenis
Cenomanian
Cenozoic
Censorinus
Centaurea
Centauri
Centaurid
Centauridium
Centaurium
Centaurus
Centenary
Centennial State
Centeno
Center
Center Moriches
Centerville
Centerville-Dublin Gulch
Centetes
Centetidae
Centiloquy
Centimani
Centonze
Centrahoma
Central African Empire
Central African Federation
Central African Republic
Central America
Central American
Central American Common Market
Central Bay
Central Committee
Central European Time
Central Falls
Central India
Central India Agency
Central Indian Agency
Central Intelligence Agency
Central Park
Central Powers
Central Provinces and Berar
Central Region
Central Standard Time
Central Treaty Organization
Central time
Centrales
Centralia
Centranthus
Centrarchidae
Centraxonia
Centre
Centrechinoida
Centrehall
Centreville
Centricae
Centriscidae
Centriscus
Centrolepidaceae
Centropomidae
Centropomus
Centroserma
Centrosoyus
Centropermae
Centrotus
Centunculus
Centuria
Century
Cephaelis
Cephalacanthidae
Cephalacanthus
Cephalanthus
Cephalaspis
Cephalata
Cephalaleuros
Cephalina
Cephalobranchiata
Cephalocereus
Cephalochorda
Cephalochordata
Cephalodiscida
Cephalodiscus
Cephalonia
Cephalophus
Cephalopoda
Cephalopterus
Cephalosporium
Cephalotaceae
Cephalotaxus
Cephalotus
Cephalus
Cephas
Cephei
Cepheid
Cepheid variable
Cepheus
Cephidea
Cephus
Cepolidae
Ceporah
CerE
Cerallua
Ceram
Cerambs
Cerambycidae
Ceramiaceae
Ceramium
Cerastium
Cerasus
Ceratiidae
Ceratites
Ceratitidae
Ceratitis
Ceratioidea
Ceratium
Ceratobatrachinae
Ceratodidae
Ceratodontidae
Ceratodus
Ceratonia
Ceratophrys
Ceratophyllaceae
Ceratophyllum
Ceratophyta
Ceratops
Ceratopsia
Ceratopsidae
Ceratopteridaceae
Ceratopteris
Ceratosa
Ceratosaurus
Ceratospongiae
Ceratostomataceae
Ceratostomella
Ceratozamia
Cerberi
Cerberean
Cerberi
Cerberic
Cerberus
Cerberuses
Cercidiphyllaceae
Cercis
Cercocebus
Cercolabes
Cercolabidae
Cercomonadidae
Cercomonas
Cercopes
Cercopidae
Cercopithecidae
Cercopithecoid
Cercopithecus
Cercospora
Cercosporella
Cercyon
Cerdonian
Cerebratulus
Ceredo
Cerelia
Cerell
Cerelia
Cerelly
Cerenkov
Cerenkov counter
Cerenkov radiation
Ceres
Ceresco
Cereus
Cerf
Cerialia
Cerianthidae
Cerianthus
Cerigo
Cerinthe
Cerinthian
Ceriomyces
Cerion
Cerionidae
Ceriornis
Cerithiidae
Cerithium
Cern
Cernauti
Cernuda
Ceroxylon
Cerracchio
Cerrillos
Cerritos
Cerro
Cerro Gordo
Cerro de Pasco
Cerrogordo
Cert Ed
Certhia
Ceti
Cetid
Cetinje
Cetiosauria
Cetiosaurus
Ceto
Cetomorpha
Cetonia
Cetoniidae
Cetoniinae
Cetorhinidae
Cetorhinus
Cetraria
Cetura
Cetus
Ceuta
Cevdet
Cevennes
Cevennian
Cevenol
Cevenole
Cevenole race
Ceylon
Ceylon cinnamon
Ceylon gooseberry
Ceylon morning-glory
Ceylon moss
Ceylonese
Ceyx
Cezanne
Cezannesque
Cf
Ch
Ch'an
Ch'an Buddhism
Ch'ang Ch'un
Ch'eng Huang
Ch'eng-Chu school
Ch'ien Lung
Ch'in
Ch'ing
Ch'ing-yan
Ch'iu Ch'u-chi
ChB
ChE
ChM
Cha
Cha'ah
Cha-cha
Chabichou
Chablis
Chabot
Chabrier
Chabrol
Chac
Chac-mool
Chace
Chachapuya
Chackchiuma
Chaco
Chacon
Chad
Chadabe
Chadbourn
Chadbourne
Chadburn
Chadd
Chadderton
Chaddie
Chaddfsford
Chaddy
Chader
Chadic
Chadli Benjedid
Chadron
Chadwick
Chadwicks
Chae
Chaenactis
Chaenolobus
Chaenomeles
Chaeronea
Chaetangiaceae
Chaetangium
Chaetetes
Chaetetidae
Chaetifera
Chaetites
Chaetitidae
Chaetochoa
Chaetodon
Chaetodontidae
Chaetognatha
Chaetognatha
Chaetophora
Chaetophoraceae
Chaetophorales
Chaetopoda
Chaetopterus
Chaetosoma
Chaetosomatidae
Chaetosomidae
Chaetura
Chaetura black
Chaetura drab
Chafee
Chaffee
Chaffin
Chaffinch
Chaga
Chagall
Chagas' disease
Chagatai
Chagga
Chagres
Chagres fever
Chagrin Falls
Chahab
Chahar
Chai Ling
Chaiken
Chaikovski
Chaille
Chailletiaceae
Chaillot
Chaim
Chaim Herzog
Chain
Chained Lady
Chainey
Chaing
Chaingy
Chair of Forgetfulness
Chait
Chak
Chakales
Chakavski
Chaker
Chako Higuchi
Chal
Chalastogastra
Chalcedon
Chalcedonian
Chalcidian
Chalcidic
Chalcidice
Chalcididae
Chalcidoidea
Chalcioecus
Chalciope
Chalcis
Chalcolithic
Chald
Chaldaei
Chaldac
Chaldaical
Chaldaism
Chaldea
Chaldean
Chaldee
Chaldee church
Chaldee paraphrase
Chaldi Benjedid
Chalfont
Chaliapin
Chalicotheriidae
Chalicotherium
Chalina
Chalinidae
Chalinitis
Challis
Chally
Chalmer
Chalmers
Chalmette
Chalon-sur-Sa
Chalonnais
Chalons
Chalons Sur Marne
Chalons-sur-Marne
Chalukya
Chalukyan
Chalybean
Chalybes
Cham
Cham-selung
Chama
Chamacea
Chamacoco
Chamaebatia
Chamaecistus
Chamaecrista
Chamaecyparis
Chamaedaphne
Chamaeleo
Chamaeleon
Chamaeleontidae
Chamaeleontis
Chamaeerion
Chamaepericlymenum
Chamaerops
Chamaesaura
Chamaesiphon
Chamaesiphonaceae
Chamaesiphonaceous
Chamaesiphonales
Chamaesyce
Chamar
Chamber of Deputies
Chamber of Nations
Chamber of Notables
Chamber of Representatives
Chamber of the People
Chamberino
Chamberlain
Chamberlin
Chambers
Chambersburg
Chambersville
Chambertin
Chambery
Chambioa
Chamblee
Chambord
Chambry
Chamdo
Chamian
Chamicuro
Chamidae
Chaminade
Chamisal
Chamite
Chamizal
Chamkanni
Chamkis
Chamoisette
Chamomilla
Chamonix
Chamorro
Chamorros
Chamos
Chamouni
Champ
Champa
Champagne
Champagne-Ardenne
Champaign
Champainge
Champenois
Champigny-sur-Marne
Champion of England
Champlain
Champlain epoch
Champlain forge
Champlainic
Champlin
Champollion
Champs Elysees
Champs lys
Chamuel
Chamyne
Chan
Chan-chan
Chana
Chanaan
Chanabal
Chane
Chanca
Chancay
Chance
Chance-claus process
Chancelade race
Chancellor
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Chancellorsville
Chancelor
Chancery Division
Chancey
Chanda
Chandal
Chandarnagar
Chandernagor
Chandernagore
Chandi
Chandigarh
Chandler
Chandlersville
Chao
Chao Kuang-yin
Chao Phraya
Chaoan
Chaochow
Chaochowfu
Chaon
Chaos and old Night
Chaouia
Chaource
Chap
Chapa
Chapacura
Chapacuran
Chapanec
Chapei
Chapel
Chapel Hill
Chapell
Chapen
Chapin
Chapland
Chaplin
Chapman
Chapmansboro
Chapmanville
Chapnick
Chappaqua
Chappaquiddick
Chappelka
Chappell
Chappells
Chappie
Chappy
Chaptico
Chapultepec
Char
Chara
Characeae
Characinidae
Charadrii
Charadiidae
Charadriiformes
Charadriomorphae
Charadrius
Charales
Charbonneau
Charbonnier
Charca
Charcas
Charchemish
Charcot
Chard
Chardin
Chardon
Chardonnay
Chardonnnet
Charente
Charente-Maritime
Charenton
Charge of the Light Brigade, The
Chari
Chari-Nile
Charicleia
Charico
Charie
Charil
Charin
Charing Cross
Chariot
Charis
Charissa
Charisse
Charita
Charites
Chariton
Charity
Charity Commissioners
Charla
Charlean
Charlee
Charleen
Charlemagne
Charlemont
Charlena
Charlene
Charleroi
Charleroy
Charles
Charles Atlas
Charles Bolte
Charles Dederich
Charles Edward Stuart
Charles Haughey
Charles Helou
Charles Hutto
Charvaka
Charybdian
Charybdis
Charyl
Chas
Chase
Chaseburg
Chaseley
Chasid
Chasidic
Chasidim
Chasidism
Chaska
Chasles
Chasse
Chasselas
Chassell
Chassin
Chastacosta
Chastain
Chastity
Chataignier
Chatav
Chatawa
Chateau
Chateau ausone
Chateau brane-cantenac
Chateau d'Yquem
Chateau dyquem
Chateau hautbrion
Chateau lafite
Chateau-Thierry
Chateaubriand
Chateauaugay
Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Chateauroux
Chatfield
Chatham
Chatham Island
Chatham Islands
Chatillon
Chatino
Chatom
Chatot
Chatsworth
Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee formation
Chattanooga
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheap-jack</td>
<td>Cheapside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheatham</td>
<td>Cheb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chebacco</td>
<td>Chebacco boat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chebanse</td>
<td>Cheboksary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheboygan</td>
<td>Checani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chechekhut</td>
<td>Chechen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checotah</td>
<td>Cheddar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheddar cheese</td>
<td>Cheddi Jagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chee</td>
<td>Cheektowaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheefang</td>
<td>Cheffetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chefoo</td>
<td>Chefornak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chefrinia</td>
<td>Chehalis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheilanthes</td>
<td>Cheilodipteridae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheilodipterus</td>
<td>Cheilostomata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheiranthus</td>
<td>Cheirogaleus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheiroglossa</td>
<td>Cheiron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheiron</td>
<td>Cheiroptera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheirotherium</td>
<td>Chejua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheka</td>
<td>Cheke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheke</td>
<td>Chekhov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chekhovian</td>
<td>Chekiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chekist</td>
<td>Chelak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelidon</td>
<td>Chelidonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelidosaurus</td>
<td>Cheliferidea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chellean</td>
<td>Chellman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chelmno
Chelmsford
Chelodina
Chelonia
Chelonidae
Cheloniidae
Chelsae
Chelsea
Chelsea bun
Chelsey
Chelsie
Chelsy
Cheltenham
Chelton
Chelura
Chelyabinsk
Chelydidae
Chelydra
Chelydridae
Chelyuskin
Chem
ChemE
Chema
Chemakuan
Chemar
Chemaram
Chemarin
Chemash
Chemehuevi
Chemesh
Chemical Mace
Chemnitz
Chemosh
Chemstrand
Chemulpo
Chemult
Chemung
Chemush
Chen
Chen Chu
Chen Yen Buddhism
Chen Yi
Chena River
Chenab
Chenay
Chenee
Cheney
Cheneyville
Cheng
Cheng Heng
Cheng Wu
Chengchow
Chengteh
Chengtu
Chenier
Chenin blanc
Chennault
Chenoa
Chenopodiaceae
Chenopodiales
Chenopodium
Chenoweth
Cheops
Chepachet
Chephren
Chequers
Cher
Chera
Cheraw
Cherbourg
Cherche Midi
Chere
Cheremis
Cheremiss
Cheremissian
Cheremkhovo
Cherenkov
Cherenkov radiation
Cherey
Cheri
Cheria
Cherian
Cherianne
Cheribon
Cherice
Cherida
Cherie
Cheries
Cherif Hamia
Cherilyn
Cherilynn
Cherin
Cherise
Cherish
Cheriton
Cherkess
Cherkesser
Cherlyn
Chermes
Chermidae
Chermish
Cherneviye tatars
Chernobyl
Chernomorish
Chernovtsy
Chernow
Cherokee
Cherokee rose
Cherokees
Cherri
Cherrita
Cherry
Cherry Orchard, The
Cherryfield
Cherrylog
Cherrytree
Cherryvale
Cherryville
Chersydridae
Chertsey
Cherubic Hymn
Cherubicon
Cherubikon
Cherubini
Cherusci
Chervante
Chery
Cherye
Cheryl
Cherylene
Ches
Chesaning
Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay
Chesapeake Bay retriever
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal
Chesapeake bugeye
Chesapeake canoe
Cheshire
Cheshire cat
Cheshire cheese
Cheshunt
Cheshvan
Cheslie
Chicano
Chicanos
Chicha
Chichagof Island
Chichen Itz
Chichester
Chichester elm
Chichewa
Chichi Jima
Chichihaerh
Chichihar
Chichimec
Chichivache
Chick
Chickahominy
Chickamauga
Chickasaw
Chickasaws
Chickasha
Chicken Itsa
Chickie
Chicky
Chiclayo
Chico
Chicoino
Chicomecoatl
Chicopee
Chicora
Chicota
Chidester
Chief Education Officer
Chief Executive
Chief Justice
Chief Rabbi
Chief Secretary
Chief of Staff
Chiefland
Chiemsee
Chien
Chien ware
Chiengmai
Chiengrai
Chiffney bit
Chifley
Chignik
Chigwell
Chihli
Chihuahua
Chihuahua pine
Chikamatsu
Chikmagalur
Chil
Chilcat
Chilcats
Chilcoot
Chilcote
Child
Child's Garden of Verses, A
Childe
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage
Childermas
Childers
Childersburg
Children of Hercules
Children's Crusade
Children's Day
Children's Hour, The
Childress
Childs
Childwold
Chile
Chile hazel
Chile pine
Chile saltpeter
Chile saltpetre
Chilean
Chilean arborvitae
Chilean bellflower
Chilean guava
Chilean tarweed
Chilean wine
Chileanization
Chileanize
Chiles
Chilhowee
Chilhowie
Chilina
Chilinidae
Chilion
Chilkat
Chilkats
Chilkoot Pass
Chill
Chillan
Chillicothe
Chilliwack
Chillon
Chilmark
Chilo
Chiloe Island
Chilognatha
Chilomastix
Chilomonas
Chilon
Chilopoda
Chilopsis
Chilpa
Chilton
Chilpancingo
Chilson
Chilt
Chilten
Chiltern Hills
Chiltern Hundreds
Chilton
Chilung
Chimacum
Chimaeridae
Chimaeroidei
Chimakuan
Chimakum
Chimalakwe
Chimalapa
Chimane
Chimaphila
Chimarikan
Chimariko
Chimayo
Chimborazo
Chimbote
Chimene
Chimique
Chimkent
Chimmesyan
Chimonanthus
Chimu
Chimus
Chin
Chin Hills
Chin-Chou
Chin-Hsien
China
China Sea
China aster
China grass
China grass cloth
China ink
China oil
China plate
China rose
China silk
China tree
China wood oil
Chinagraph
Chinaman
Chinamen
Chinan
Chinantecon
Chinantecs
Chinatown
Chinchasuyu
Chinchilla cat
Chincoteague
Chindit
Chindwin
Chinee
Chinese
Chinese Chippendale
Chinese Empire
Chinese Revolution
Chinese Turkestan
Chinese Wall
Chinese artichoke
Chinese banana
Chinese block
Chinese blue
Chinese boxer
Chinese boxing
Chinese cabbage
Chinese calendar
Chinese checkers
Chinese chequers
Chinese cinnamon
Chinese copy
Chinese crescent
Chinese date
Chinese eddo
Chinese evergreen
Chinese fan palm
Chinese fire drill
Chinese fleece-vine
Chinese forget-me-not
Chinese gelatin
Chinese glue
Chinese gooseberry
Chinese hibiscus
Chinese house
Chinese ink
Chinese isinglass
Chinese jujube
Chinese juniper
Chinese lacquer
Chinese landing
Chinese lantern
Chinese lantern plant
Chinese lug
Chinese pavilion
Chinese pistachio
Chinese potato
Chinese primrose
Chinese puzzle
Chinese quince
Chinese red
Chinese remainder theorem
Chinese rug
Chinese sacred lily
Chinese scholar tree
Chinese snowball
Chinese tag
Chinese tree wax
Chinese trumpet creeper
Chinese vermilion
Chinese wall
Chinese water torture
Chinese watermelon
Chinese waterplant
Chinese wax
Chinese white
Chinese windlass
Chinese wisteria
Chinese wood oil
Chinese yam
Chinese-houses
Chinesery
Ching
Ching ming
Ching-t'u
Ching-t'u Buddhism
Ching-tu
Chireno
Chiriana
Chiricahua
Chirico
Chiriguanono
Chirikof
Chirino
Chiriqui
Chirlin
Chiromantis
Chiromyidae
Chiromys
Chiron
Chironomidae
Chironomus
Chiroptera
Chirotes
Chirotherium
Chisedec
Chishima
Chisholm
Chisholm Trail
Chisimaio
Chisin
Chita
Chitimacha
Chitimachan
Chitina
Chitkara
Chitragupta
Chitrali
Chittagong
Chittagong wood
Chittenango
Chittenden
Chusi
Chivers
Chivington
Chiwere
Chkalov
Chladek
Chladni
Chlamydia
Chlamy dobacteriaceae
Chlamy dobacteriales
Chlamy domonadaceae
Chlamy domonadidae
Chlamy domonas
Chlamydosaurus
Chlamydoselachidae
Chlamydoselachus
Chlamydozoa
Chlamyphorus
Chleuh
Chlidanope
Chlo
Chlodwig
Chloe
Chloette
Chlons-sur-Marne
Chlor-Trimeton
Chloranthaceae
Chloranthus
Chloras
Chlorella
Chlorellaceae
Chlores
Chlori
Chloridella
Chloridellidae
Chlorion
Chlorioninae
Chloris
Chlorococcaceae
Chlorococcales
Chlorococcum
Chlorococcus
Chloromyctein
Chlorophora
Chlorophyceae
Chmielewski
Chnier
Chnuphis
Cho
Cho Lin
Cho Lon
Choanephora
Choanoflagellata
Choanoflagellida
Choanoflagellidae
Choapas
Choate
Chobot
Choccolocco
Chocho
Choco
Chocoan
Chocorua
Chocowinity
Choctaw
Choctaws
Choephori
Choeropsis
Choes
Chogyal
Choi Kyu-hah
Choiak
Choiseul
Choisya
Chokio
Chokoloskee
Chol
Chola
Cholame
Cholo
Choloepus
Cholon
Cholanan
Cholones
Cholos
Cholula
Choluteca
Chomsky
Chon
Chondrichthyes
Chondrilla
Chondrognoidae
Chondromyces
Chondropterygii
Chondrostei
Chong
Chongjin
Chonju
Chontal
Chontalan
Chontaquito
Choo
Choong
Chopin
Chopsticks
Chopunnish
Chor
Chor Chungjin
Chora
Christian
Christian Action
Christian Brethren
Christian Brother
Christian Brother
c Christian Dior
Christian Endeavor
Christian Era
Christian Fouchet
Christian IX
Christian Reformed
Christian Ruutuu
Christian Science
Christian Science Practitioner
Christian Scientist
Christian Socialism
Christian Socialist
Christian X
Christian charity
Christian denominations
Christian ethics
Christian existentialism
Christian existentialist
Christian healer
Christian healing
Christian humanism
Christian love
Christian name
Christian science
Christian scientist
Christian sectarians
Christian year
Christian-socialize
Christiana
Christiana standard
Christiane
Christiania
Christiania epoch
Christiania standard
Christiania ideal
Christianisation
Christianise
Christianised
Christianiser
Christianising
Christianism
Christianities
Christianity
Christianization
Christianize
Christianized
Christianizer
Christianizing
Christianlike
Christianly
Christianna
Christianness
Christiano
Christiano-platonic
Christianogentilism
Christianography
Christianomastix
Christianopaganism
Christiansand
Christiansburg
Christiansen
Christianson
Christiansted
Christicide
Christie
Christies
Christiform
Christin
Christina
Christine
Christine Bonnet
Christis
Christless
Christlessness
Christlike
Christlikeness
Christliness
Christly
Christmann
Christmas
Christmas Carol, A
Christmas Day
Christmas Eve
Christmas Island
Christmas beetle
Christmas bells
Christmas box
Christmas bush
Christmas cactus
Christmas card
Christmas carol
Christmas club
Christmas disease
Christmas factor
Christmas fern
Christmas gift
Christmas pantomime
Christmas present
Christmas pudding
Christmas rose
Christmas seal
Christmas shield fern
Christmas song
Christmas stocking
Christmas tree
Christmas tree farming
Christmasberries
Christmasberry
Christmasberry tree
Christmasing
Christmastide
Christmastime
Christmasy
Christo-
Christocentric
Christocentrism
Christoff
Christoffel
Christoffer
Christoforo
Christogram
Christolatry
Christological
Christologies
Christologist
Christology
Christoper
Christoph
Christophanic
Christophanies
Christophany
Christophe
Christophe Gbenye
Christopher
Christophorus
Christos
Christoval
Christy
Christye
Christyna
Chrisy
Chrobat
Chromatiodae
Chromatium
Chromel
Chromidae
Chromides
Chromididae
Chromo
Chromobacteriae
Chromobacterium
Chron
Chronicles
Chronium
Chronos
Chronotron
Chroococaceae
Chroococales
Chroococcus
Chroosperma
Chrotoem
Chrtien de Troyes
Chrysa
Chrysamphora
Chrysaor
Chryseis
Chrysemys
Chryses
Chrysidella
Chrysidae
Chrysippus
Chrysis
Chrysler
Chrysoalanaceae
Chrysoalanus
Chrysochloridae
Chrysochloris
Chrysolophus
Chryscomelidae
Chrysmonadales
Chrysomonadina
Chrysomyia
Chrysopa
Chrysophanus
Chrysophyctis
Chrysophyllum
Chrysopidae
Chrysops
Chrysopsis
Chrysosplenium
Chrysostom
Chrysostomus
Chrysothemis
Chrysothrix
Chrysotis
Chryssee
Chrystral
Chryste
Chrystel
Ch'taura
Ch'teau-Thierry
Ch'teauroux
Chthonius
Chu
Chu Chiang
Chu Kiang
Chu Lai
Chu Teh
Chuadanga
Chuah
Chualar
Chuanchow
Chuar group
Chubb
Chuch
Chuch Daly
Chuchchi
Chuchchis
Chucho
Chuchona
Chuck
Chuckchee Sea
Chuckchi
Chuckchis
Chuckey
Chad
Chude
Chudic
Chudskoye Ozero
Chueta
Chugiak
Chugwater
Chui
Chuipek
Cimarosa
Cimarron
Cimbri
Cimbrian
Cimbric
Cimbra
Cimicidae
Cimicifuga
Cimmeria
Cimmerian
Cimmerian darkness
Cimmerian sibyl
Cimmerianism
Cimmerium
Cimon
Cinchora
Cinchonaceae
Cinchonero
Cincinnati
Cincinnatia
Cincinnatian
Cincinnatus
Cinclidae
Cinclidotus
Cinclus
Cinco de Mayo
Cinda
Cindee
Cindelyn
Cinderella
Cindi
Cindie
Cindra
Cindy
Cindylou
Cinebar
Cinelli
CinemaScope
CinemaScopic
Cinemascope
Cinerama
Cineraria
Cingalese
Cingulum veneris
Cini
Cinna
Cinnamodendron
Cinnamomum
Cinnamon
Cinque Ports
Cinque port
Cinura
Cinyras
Cinzano
Cioban
Cioffred
Cipango
Ciprian
Cipus
Circaea
Circaeaceae
Circaeae
Circaea
Circaetus
Circassia
Circassian
Circassic
Circe
Circean
Circensian
Circini
Circinus
Cirelville
Circlorama
Circosta
Circum-arean
Circum-cythean
Circum-jovial
Circum-mercurial
Circum-neptunian
Circum-saturnal
Circum-saturnian
Circum-uranian
Circumcellion
Circumcision style
Circus Maximus
Cirenaica
Cirencester
Ciri
Ciriaco de Mita
Cirilla
Cirillo
Cirilo
Ciro
Cirone
Cirratulidae
Cirratulus
Cirrhopetalum
Cirri
Cirripedia
Cirrostomia
Cirsium
Cis
Cis-reformation
Cisalpine
Cisalpine Gaul
Cisalpinism
Ciscaucasia
Cisco
Ciskei
Cismontane
Cismontanism
Cisne
Cissaea
Cissampelos
Cissie
Cissiee
Cissus
Cissy
Cistaceae
Cistercian
Cistercianism
Cistudo
Cistus
Ciszek
Cita
Citarella
Citation
Citellus
Cithaeron
Cithaeronian
Citharexylum
Citigradae
Citizens' Band
Citizenship Day
Citaltepeltl
Citaltepeltl
Cito Gaston
Citra
Citroen
Citromyces
Citron
Citronelle
Citropsis
Citrullus
Citrus
Citticano
City
City Celestial
City Company
City Dionysia
City and Guilds Institute
City of Brotherly Love
City of David
City of God
City of God, The
City of Light
City of Seven Hills
City of Westminster
Ciudad
Ciudad Acuna
Ciudad Bolvar
Ciudad Jurez
Ciudad Madero
Ciudad Mante
Ciudad Real
Ciudad Trujillo
Ciudad Victoria
Ciudad del Carmen
Civia
Civil Aeronautics Administration
Civil Aeronautics Board
Civil Air Patrol
Civil Defense Warning System
Civil War
Civil Wars
Civilian Conservation Corps
Civitan
Civitas Dei
Cixiidae
Cixo
Cl
Clabo
Clackama
Clackamas
Clackmnan
Clackmannan
Clackmannanshire
Clacton
Clactonian
Cladocera
Cladodontidae
Cladodus
Cladonia
Cladoniaceae 
Cladophora 
Cladophoraceae 
Cladophorales 
Cladoselache 
Cladoselachidae 
Cladosporium 
Cladothrix 
Cladrastis 
Clafin 
Claiborn 
Claiborne 
Claibornian 
Clair 
Clairaut 
Clairaut equation 
Claire 
Claire Chennault 
Claire Lee 
Clairette de Die 
Clairfield 
Clairton 
Clallam 
Claman 
Clamatores 
Clance 
Clancy 
Clangula 
Clanton 
Clanwilliam cedar 
Claosaurus 
Clapeyron 
Clapham Sect 
Clapp 
Clapper 
Clapton 
Clara 
Clarabelle 
Clarame 
Clarance 
Clarcona 
Clardy 
Clare 
Clare of Assisi 
Clare of Assisi Saint 
Claremont 
Claremore
Clearmont
Clearsite
Clearview
Clearville
Clearwater
Clearwater Mountains
Cleary
Cleasta
Cleaton
Cleave
Cleaves
Cleavland
Cleburne
Cleulum
Cleethorpes
Cleghorn
Clein
Cleisthenes
Cleistothecopsis
Clefa
Cleland
Clelio Darida
Clellan
Clem
Clematis
Clemclemalats
Clemen
Clemence
Clemenceau
Clemency
Clemens
Clemens Kapuuo
Clement
Clement I
Clement II
Clement III
Clement IV
Clement IX
Clement V
Clement VI
Clement VII
Clement VIII
Clement X
Clement XI
Clement XII
Clement XIII
Clement XIV
Clement of Alexandria
Clement of Rome
Clementas
Clemente
Clementi
Clementia
Clementina
Clementine
Clementis
Clementius
Clementon
Clements
Clemmie
Clemmons
Clemmy
Cleon
Clemons
Clemson
Clendenin
Cleo
Cleobis
Cleobulus
Cleodaeus
Cleodal
Cleodel
Cleodell
Cleome
Cleomenes III
 Cleon
 Cleone
 Cleopatra
 Cleopatra's Needle
 Cleopatre
 Cleostratus
 Cleota
 Cleothera
 Clepsine
 Clerc
 Clercq
 Clerc
 Clere
 Cleres
 Cleridae
 Clerissa
 Clerk
 Clerk register
 Clermont
 Clermont-Ferrand
 Clerodendron
 Clerus
Coahoma
Coahuila
Coahuiltecan
Coal Grove
Coal Measures
Coal Sack
Coaldale
Coalfield
Coalgood
Coaling
Coalinga
Coalisland
Coalite
Coalmont
Coalport
Coalsack
Coalton
Coalville
Coalwood
Coamo
Coan
Coanda
Coarsegold
Coast Artillery Corps
Coast Guard
Coast Mountains
Coast Range
Coast of Labrador
Coast salish
Coastal Command
Coastguard
Coatbridge
Coates
Coatesville
Coats
Coatsburg
Coatsville
Coatsworth
Cob
Coban
Cobb
Cobbett
Cobbie
Cobbtown
Cobby
Cobden
Cobdenism
Cobdenite
Cochinchine
Cochise
Cochlearia
Cochlidiidae
Cochliodiidae
Cochlodus
Cochlospermaceae
Cochlospermum
Cochran
Cochrane
Cochranaea
Cochranton
Cochranville
Cock
Cock lorel
Cockaigne
Cockayne
Cockburn
Cockcroft
Cocke
Cocker
Cockeysville
Cockney
Cockrell Hill
Cocks
Cocktail Party, The
Cocle
Cocles
Coco
Cocoa Beach
Cocolalla
Cocolamus
Coconino
Coconucan
Coconuco
Cocos
Cocos Islands
Cocteau
Cocytean
Cocytus
Cod
Codacci-Pisanelli
Codd
Coddling
Coddington
Code Napoleon
Code Napolon
Code of Hammurabi
Coleophoridae
Coleoptera
Coleosporiaceae
Coleosporium
Colerain
Coleraine
Coleridge
Coleridge-Taylor
Coleridgian
Coles
Colesburg
Colet
Coleta
Coletta
Colette
Coleus
Colveille
Colfax
Colfin
Colgate
Colias
Colier
Coligni
Coligny
Coliidae
Coliformes
Colima
Colin
Colinette
Colinson
Colinus
Colis
Coliseum
Colius
Colla
Collar
Collayer
Collbaith
Collbran
Colle Sannita
Collect
Colleen
College Park
College Place
College of Arms
College of Cardinals
College of Justice
College of Propaganda
Collegiant
Collembola
Collen
Colleri
Colleries
Collery
Collery horn
Collery stick
Colles' fracture
Colles's fracture
Collete
Colletes
Colletia
Colletidae
Colletotrichum
Collette
Collettsville
Colley
Colleyville
Collie
Collier
Colliers
Colliersville
Collierville
Colligan
Collimore
Collin
Colline
Collingswood
Collingwood
Collins
Collins Street Farmer
Collinsia
Collinsonia
Collinston
Collinsville
Collinwood
Collis
Collison
Collocalia
Collodi
Collomia
Colloq
Collum
Colly
Collybia
Collyer
Collyridian
Colorado red cedar
Colorado spruce
Coloradoan
Colorum
Colossae
Colosseum
Colossian
Colossians
Colossochelys
Colossus of Rhodes
Colossuswise
Colour index
Coloured
Colp
Colpin
Colpoda
Colquitt
Colrain
Colson
Colston
Colstrip
Colt
Colt revolver
Coltee
Coltin
Colton
Coltrane
Colton
Coltun
Coltwood
Coluber
Colubridae
Colubriformes
Colubriformia
Colubrina
Colubriniae
Colum
Columba
Columba Noae
Columbae
Columban
Columbanian
Columbatz fly
Columbella
Columbia
Columbia Heights
Columbia formation
Columbia lava plateau
Confed
Confederacy
Confederate
Confederate Memorial Day
Confederate States of America
Confederate rose
Confederate vine
Confederate violet
Confederation
Conferva
Confervaceae
Confervales
Confervoideae
Confiteor
Confluence
Confucian
Confucianism
Confucianist
Confucius
Cong
Congdon
Conger
Congers
Congerville
Congo
Congo Free State
Congo brown
Congo color
Congo dye
Congo red
Congo rubine
Congoese
Congolese
Congoleum
Congonhas
Congregation of the Oratory
Congregational Church
Congregationalism
Congregationalist
Congregationer
Congreso
Congress
Congress Party
Congress of Vienna
Congressional Medal of Honor
Congressional Record
Congressional district
Congressman
Cor hydrae
Cor leonis
Cor scorpii
Cor serpentis
Cor tauri
Cora
Corabeca
Corabecan
Corabel
Corabella
Corabelle
Coracias
Coracii
Coraciidae
Coraciiformes
Coracomorphae
Coral
Coral Sea
Coralie
Coraline
Corallian
Corallidae
Coralligena
Corallina
Corallinaceae
Coralline zone
Corallium
Corallorhiza
Corallus
Coralville
Coralye
Coralyn
Coram
Corambis
Coramine
Corantijn
Coraopolis
Corapeake
Coray
Corazon Amurao
Corazon Aquino
Corbeil
Corbet
Corbett
Corbetsville
Corbie
Corbin
Corbusier
Corby
Corchorus
Corcoran
Corcovado
Corcovado Peak
Corcyra
Corcyraean
Cord
Cordaitaceae
Cordaitales
Cordaites
Cordalia
Corday
Corday d'Armont
Cordeau
Corded culture
Cordeelia
Cordele
Cordelia
Cordelie
Cordialier
Cordeliers
Cordell
Corder
Cordery
Cordesville
Cordey
Cordi
Cordia
Cordial Medoc
Cordie
Cordier
Cordilleran
Cordilleras
Cordle
Cordoba
Cordova
Cordovan
Cordula
Cordy
Cordyceps
Cordylanthus
Cordyline
Core
Corea
Coree
Coreen
Coregonidae
Coregonus
Coreidae
Corel
Corell
Corella
Corelli
Corema
Corena
Corenda
Corene
Coreopsis
Coresus
Coretta
Corette
Corey
Corey Pavin
Corfam
Corfiote
Corflambo
Corfu
Cori
Coriandrum
Coriaria
Coriariaceae
Coricidin
Coridon
Corie
Corilla
Corimelaena
Corimelaenidae
Corin
Corina
Corine
Corineus
Corinna
Corinne
Corinth
Corinthian
Corinthianesque
Corinthianism
Corinthianize
Corinthians
Corinthus
Coriolanus
Coriolis force
Coriss
Corissa
Corixa
Corixidae
Cork
Corkhill
Corley
Cortiss
Corliss
Corliss engine
Corly
Cormac
Cormack
Cormick
Cormier
Cormophyta
Corn
Corn Law
Corn Laws
Corn is Green, The
Cornaceae
Cornall
Corncracker state
Corneille
Cornel
Cornela
Cornelia
Cornelie
Cornelis
Cornelius
Cornell
Cornelle
Corner
Cornersville
Cornettsville
Cornew
Corney
Cornia
Cornichon
Cornie
Corniferous
Corning
Cornish
Cornish engine
Cornish hen
Cornish pasty
Cornish split
Cornish stone
Cornish wrestling
Cornishman
Cornishmen
Cornland
Cornlea
Corno
Cornopion
Cornstalk
Cornucopiae
Cornulites
Cornus
Cornville
Cornwall
Cornwallis
Cornwallville
Cornwell
Corny
Coro
Coroado
Coroebus
Corolla
Coromandel Coast
Coromandel work
Corona Australis
Corona Borealis
Corona borealis
Coronado
Coronae Australis
Coronae Borealis
Coronel
Coronilla
Coronis
Coronopus
Coronus
Coropo
Corot
Corotto
Corozal
Corp
Corpl
Corporal
Corporation act
Corporative Chamber
Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi Bay
Corpus Juris Canonici
Corpus Juris Civilis
Corpus christi
Corpus domini
Corr
Corrado
Corticium
Cortie
Cortina d'Ampezzo
Cortinarius
Cortland
Cortney
Corton
Cortona
Cortot
Corty
Corum
Corumba
Coruminacan
Coruna
Corunna
Corvallis
Corvese
Corvi
Corvidae
Corvin
Corvinae
Corvo
Corvus
Corwin
Corwith
Corwun
Cory
Coryat
Coryate
Corybant
Corybantes
Corybantian
Corybantic
Corybantine
Corycia
Corycian
Corydalis
Coryden
Corydon
Coryell
Corylaceae
Corylopsis
Corylus
Corynebacterium
Corynetes
Coryneum
Corynne
Corynocarpaceae
Corynocarpus
Corypha
Corypha palm
Coryphaea
Coryphaena
Coryphaenidae
Coryphaenoididae
Coryphasia
Coryphodon
Corythus
Cos
Cosa Nostra
Cosby
Coscinodiscaceae
Coscinodiscus
Coscob
Cosenza
Cosetta
Cosette
Cosgrave
Cosgrove
Cosgrove
Coshocton
Coshow
Cosimo
Cosma
Cosmati
Cosme
Cosmetas
Cosmo
Cosmopolis
Cosmos
Cosmotron
Cossack
Cossack post
Cossaeas
Cossayuna
Cossidae
Cost
Costa
Costa Brava
Costa Mesa
Costa Rica
Costa Rica nightshade
Costa Rican
Costa rican
Costaea
Costain
Costanoan
Costanza
Costanzia
Costata
Coste-Floret
Costello
Costen
Coster
Costermansville
Costigan
Costilla
Costin
Cosyra
Cot
Cotabato
Cotati
Cote
Cote Rotie
Cote d'Or
Cote de Nuits
Coteau
Cotes de Provence
Cotes du Rhone
Cotesfield
Cotesian
Cotherstone
Cotinga
Cotinga purple
Cotingidae
Cotinus
Cotman
Cotolaurel
Cotonam
Cotoneaster
Cotonou
Cotopaxi
Cotoxo
Cotsen
Cotswold
Cotswold Hills
Cotswolds
Cotsworth calendar
Cott
Cottage Grove
Cottageville
Cottbus
Cottekill
Cottenham
Cotter
Cotter's Saturday Night, The
Cotterell
Cottian Alps
Cottidae
Cottle
Cottleville
Cotton
Cotton State
Cotondale
Cottonian
Cottonopolis
Cottonport
Cottonton
Cottontown
Cottrell
Cottus
Cotuit
Cotulla
Coturnix
Coty
Cotyleus
Cotylophora
Cotylosauria
Cotys
Cotyttia
Coucher
Couchman
Couderay
Coudersport
Coue
Coueism
Couette flow
Coug Wickenheiser
Coughlin
Coulomb
Coulomb field
Coulomb's law
Coulombe
Coulommiers
Coulson
Coulter
Coulter pine
Coulters
Coulterville
Coumarouna
Coumas
Counce
Council Bluffs
Council Grove
Council of Economic Advisers
Council of Economic Advisors
Council of Europe
Council of Nationalities
Council of Nicaea
Council of States
Council of Ten
Council of Trent
Council of the Reich
Council of the Union
Council of the Valleys
Council on Environmental Quality
Count
Count Folke Bernadotte
Count of Monte Cristo, The
Countee
Counter Reformation
Counter-Reformation
Counterfeitors, The
Countess
Counting of the Omer
Couperin
Couperus
Coupeville
Coupland
Courantyne
Courbet
Courbevoie
Courcy
Courier
Courland
Cournand
Cours
Court
Court of Appeal
Court of Appeals
Court of Arches
Court of Awards
Court of Common Bank
Court of Common Council
Court of Common Pleas
Court of Criminal Appeal
Court of Exchequer
Court of Exchequer Chamber
Court of Justiciary
Court of King's Bench
Court of Peculiars
Court of Private Land Claims
Court of Queen's Bench
Court of Saint James
Court of Session
Court of St James
Court of St James's
Court of the Duchy of Lancaster
Courtelle
Courtenay
Courteney
Courtier, The
Courtland
Courtney
Courtois
Courtrai
Courtship of Miles Standish, The
Courtund
Cousance-les-Forges
Coushatta
Cousin
Cousins
Coussoule
Cousteau
Cousy
Coutet
Couture
Covarecan
Covarecas
Covarrubias
Covel
Covell
Covelo
Coven
Covenant
Covenant-israel
Covenanter
Coveney
Covent Garden
Covent garden
Covent garden theatre
Coventry
Coventry bell
Coverdale
Coverley
Covesville
Coviello
Covillea
Covina
Covington
Cowan
Cowanesque
Cowansville
Coward
Cowarts
Cowden
Cowdrey
Cowell
Cowen
Cower
Cowes
Coweta
Cowey
Cowgill
Cowichan
Cowichan sweater
Cowiche
Cowie
Cowl
Cowles
Cowlesville
Cowley
Cowlitz
Cown
Cowper
Cowper's gland
Cowper's glands
Cowperian
Cox
Cox's Orange Pippin
Coxey
Coxsackie
Coxsackie virus
Coxwell chair
C oxyde
Coy
Coyanosa
Coyle
Coyolxauhqui
Coyote State
Coyotero
Coysevox
Coyville
Cozad
Cozens
Cozmo
Cozumel
Cozza
Cozzens
Cpl
Cr
Crab
Crab Nebula
Crab cactus
Crab nebula
Crabb
Crabbe
Craborchard
Crabtree
Cracca
Cracidæ
Cracinae
Cracker State
Cracow
Craddock
Craddockville
Craddock
Craftint
Crafton
Craftsbury
Craftype
Crag
Cragford
Craggie
Craggy
Cragsmoor
Craig
Craig Biggio
Craig Ehlo
Craig Laughlin
Craig Wolanin
Craigavon
Craigie
Craigmont
Craigs ville
Craigville
Craik
Crailsheim
Crain
Craiova
Craley
Cralg
Cram
Crambe
Crambidae
Crambinae
Crambus
Cramer
Cramer's rule
Cramerton
Cran
Cranach
Cranaus
Cranbury
Crandale
Crandall
Crandell
Crandon
Crane
Craner
Cranesville
Cranford
Crania
Craniata
Craniota
Cranko
Cranks
Cranmer
Cranston
Cranwell
Crapo
Crary
Craryville
Crashaw
Craspedota
Crassina
Crassula
Crassulaceae
Crassus
Crataegus
Crataeis
Crataeova
Crater
Crater Lake
Crater Lake National Park
Crater Mound
Craterellus
Craterid
Crateris
Cratinean
Cratus
Craven
Cravenette
Cravenetted
Cravenetting
Craw
Crawford
Crawfordsville
Crawfordville
Crawley
Crawthumper
Crax
Crayne
Craynor
Crcy
Creamer
Creen
Creath
Creation
Creation epic
Creation of the World
Creator
Creator of all things
Crecy
Credit Mobilier
Credit Suisse
Credo
Credo play
Cree
Cree potato
Creede
Creedmoor
Creedon
Creek
Creeks
Creel
Crees
Crefeld
Creigh
Creight
Creighton
Creil
Crelin
Crellas
Crema Danica
Crema de Lima
Creme des Vosges
Cremer
Cremet Nantais
Cremini
Creminiz white
Cremona
Crenothrix
Crenshaw
Creedonta
Creola
Creole
Creolin
Creon
Crepidula
crepin
Crepis
Crepy
Cres
Cresa
Cresbard
Crescanta
Crescas
Crescen
Crescendo
Crescent
Crescentia
Crescin
Crescint
Cresco
Cresida
Cresius
Cresphantes
Crespi
Crespo
Cressey
Cressi
Cressida
Cressie
Cresskill
Cressler
Cresson
Cressona
Cressy
Crest Hill
Crestline
Creston
Crestone
Crestview
Crestwood
Creswell
Creta
Cretaceous
Cretacic
Cretan
Cretan bear's-tail
Cretan bull
Cretan dittany
Cretan mullein
Cretan spikenard
Crete
Cretheis
Cretheus
Cretic
Cretism
Creto-mycenaean
Creusa
Creuse
Creusois
Creusot
Creusot Loire
Creve Coeur
Crevecoeur
Crewe
Crex
Cricetidae
Cricetus
Crichton
Crick
Cricotus
Criders
Crifasi
Crile
Crim
Crim tatar
Crime and Punishment
Crimea
Crimean
Crimean War
Crimora
Crimplene
Crin
Criniger
Crinoidea
Crinum
Crioceras
Crioceris
Criophorus
Criophoros
Crippen
Cromwell Current
Cromwellian
Cromwellian chair
Cronartium
Croner
Cronia
Cronian
Cronin
Cronos
Cronus
Cronyn
Crookes
Crookes dark space
Crookes lens
Crookes radiometer
Crookes space
Crookes tube
Crooks
Crookston
Crooksville
Croom
Croomia
Cropsey
Cropseyville
Cropwell
Crosby
Crosbyton
Crosley
Cross
Cross River
Crossbow
Crosse
Crossed Friar
Crossett
Crossnore
Crossopterygii
Crossosoma
Crossosomatidae
Crossroads
Crossville
Crosswicks
Croswell
Crotalaria
Crotalidae
Crotalinae
Crotalus
Crotaphytus
Croteau
Crusades
Crusca
Crusoe
Crustacea
Crutched Friar
Crutched friar
Crutcher
Crux
Cruyff
Cruz
Cruz Alta
Cryan
Crypteronia
Crypteroniaceae
Crypto-calvinism
Crypto-calvinist
Crypto-calvinistic
Crypto-catholic
Crypto-catholicism
Crypto-christian
Crypto-fenian
Crypto-jesuit
Crypto-jew
Crypto-jewish
Crypto-protestant
Crypto-royalist
Crypto-socinian
Cryptobranchia
Cryptobranchiata
Cryptobranchidae
Cryptobranchus
Cryptocarya
Cryptcephala
Cryptocerata
Cryptolecidus
Cryptococcus
Cryptodira
Cryptogamia
Cryptoglaux
Cryptogramma
Cryptomeria
Cryptomonadales
Cryptomonadina
Cryptonemiales
Cryptophagidae
Cryptophyceae
Cryptoprocta
Cryptorhynchus
Cuban heel
Cuban lily
Cuban pine
Cuban royal palm
Cubanize
Cubelium
Cubero
Cubism
Cubomedusae
Cubrun
Cuchan
Cuchillo
Cuchulain
Cuchulainn
Cuchullain
Cucujid
Cucujidae
Cucujus
Cuculi
Cuculidae
Cuculiformes
Cuculus
Cucumaria
Cucumariidae
Cucumis
Cucurbita
Cucurbitaceae
Cucuta
Cuda
Cudahy
Cuddebackville
Cuddy
Cudlip
Cuenca
Cuenca bark
Cuernavaca
Cuero
Cuervo
Cueva
Cufic
Cui
Cuiaba
Cuiabor Cuyab
Cuicuilco
Cuilatateco
Cujam
Cukor
Culavamsa
Culberson
Culbert
Culbertson
Culdee
Culdesac
Culebra
Culebra Cut
Culex
Culbert
Culiac
Culiacan
Culicidae
Culicinae
Culicoides
Culion
Cull
Cullan
Cullen
Culleoka
Culley
Cullie
Cullin
Cullinan diamond
Culliton
Cullman
Culloden
Cullom
Cullowhee
Cully
Culm
Culm Measures
Culosio
Culpeper
Cultirostres
Cultrirostres
Cultural Revolution
Culture and Anarchy
Culver
Culver's root
Cumacea
Cumae
Cumaean
Cumaean sibyl
Cuman
Cumana
Cumanagoto
Cumar
Cumberland
Cumberland Gap
Cumberland Mountains
Cumberland Plateau
Cumberland wrestling
Cumbernauld
Cumbola
Cumbria
Cumbrian
Cumbrian Mountains
Cumby
Cumine
Cumings
Cummaquid
Cummine
Cumming
Cummings
Cummington
Cummins
Cumulative Book Index
Cuna
Cunan
Cunard
Cunarder
Cunas
Cunaxa
Cundiff
Cunene River
Cuneo
Cuney
Cung
Cunina
Cunningham
Cunninghamia
Cunonia
Cunoniaceae
Cunza
Cuon
Cup Final
Cupania
Cupavo
Cupertino
Cuphea
Cupid
Cupid's arrows
Cupid's bow
Cupid's itch
Cupid's-dart
Cupo
Cupressaceae
Cupressinoxylon
Cupressus
Cupuliferae
Curacao
Curacao
Curare
Curavecna
Curcio
Curculio
Curculionidae
Curcuma
Curdsville
Curetes
Curhan
Curia
Curia Regis
Curia Romana
Curiatii
Curie
Curie point
Curie temperature
Curie's law
Curie-Weiss law
Curitiba
Curitis
Curityba
Curfell
Curley
Curlsville
Curnin
Curr
Curran
Curren
Currency and Housing
Curren
Currey
Currie
Currier
Currier and Ives
Currituck
Curry
Curryville
Cursa
Curson
Cursores
Cursoria
Cursoriidae
Cuthbertson
Cuthbert
Cutiterbra
Cutler
Cutleria
Cutleriaceae
Cutleriales
Cutlerr
Cutlip
Cutlor
Cutshin
Cuttack
Cutter
Cuttie
Cuttingsville
Cuttler
Cutty
Cutty Sark
Cuttyhunk
Cutuno
Cuvier
Cuvierian
Cuxhaven
Cuyab
Cuyaba
Cuyahoga Falls
Cuyama
Cuyapo
Cuyler
Cuyp
Cuzceno
Cuzco
Cuzzart
Cvennes
Cwikelnik
Cwth
Cwmbran
Cy
Cyamus
Cyanamid
Cyanastraceae
Cyanastrum
Cyane
Cyanea
Cyanea
Cyanocitta
Cyanophyceae
Cyanospiza
Cyathaspi
Cyathea
Cyatheaceae
Cyathophyllidae
Cyathophyllum
Cyb
Cybebe
Cybele
Cybil
Cybill
Cybister
Cycadaceae
Cycadales
Cycadeoidea
Cycadofilicales
Cycadofilices
Cycadophyta
Cycas
Cychosz
Cychreus
Cyclades
Cycladic
Cyclamycin
Cyclanthaceae
Cyclanthales
Cyclanthes
Cyclanthus
Cycliae
Cyclobalathra
Cycloconium
Cycloganoidei
Cycloidei
Cycloloma
Cyclomyaria
Cyclone fence
Cyclopean
Cyclopes
Cyclophorus
Cyclopic
Cyclops
Cyclopteridae
Cyclorrhapha
Cyclospondyli
Cyclosporales
Cyclosporeae
Cyclosporinae
Cyclostoma
Cyclostomata
Cyclostomatidae
Cyclostomes
Cyclostomi
Cyclostomidae
Cyclotella
Cyclothurus
Cyclotherosaurus
Cycnus
Cyd
Cydippe
Cydippida
Cydnus
Cydonia
Cydonian
Cygnet
Cygni
Cygnid
Cygninae
Cygnus
Cykana
Cyler
Cylindrella
Cylindrophis
Cylindrosporium
Cyllene
Cyllenian
Cyllenius
Cylia
Cym
Cyma
Cymbalaria
Cymbeline
Cymbella
Cymbium
Cymbopogon
Cymbre
Cymodoce
Cymodoceaceae
Cymoidium
Cymraeg
Cymric
Cymry
Cyn
Cyna
Cynanchum
Cynar
Cynara
Cynarra
Cynde
Cyperaceae
Cyperus
Cyphomandra
Cypraea
Cypraeidae
Cypressinn
Cypria
Cyprian
Cyprian of Carthage
Cyprididae
Cypridina
Cypridinidae
Cyprina
Cyprinidae
Cyprinodontes
Cyprinodontidae
Cyprinoidea
Cyprinus
Cyprio
Cypriot
Cypriote
Cypriote syllabary
Cypripedium
Cypris
Cypro
Cypro-Minoan
Cypro-phoenician
Cyprus
Cyprus earth
Cyprus umber
Cypseli
Cypseldid
Cypseldidae
Cypseliformes
Cysselomorphae
Cypselus
Cyra
Cyrano
Cyrano de Bergerac
Cyrena
Cyrenaic
Cyrenaic hedonism
Cyrenaica
Cyrenaicism
Cyrene
Cyrenian
Cyrie
Cyril
Cyril of Alexandria
Cyril of Jerusalem
Cyrill
Cyrilla
Cyrillaceae
Cyrille
Cyrillian
Cyrillianism
Cyrillic
Cyrillus
Cyrtandraceae
Cyrtidae
Cyrtoceras
Cyrtomium
Cyrus
Cysatus
Cystidea
Cystignathidae
Cystoflagellata
Cystoidea
Cystonectae
Cystophora
Cystopteris
Cystopus
Cythera
Cytherea
Cytherean
Cytherella
Cytherellidae
Cytinaceae
Cytinus
Cytissorus
Cytisus
Cytophaga
Cytospora
Cytosporina
Cyzicene
Cyzicus
Czajer
Czanne
Czarra
Czech
Czechic
Czechish
Czechization
Czecho-Slovak
Czecho-Slovakia
Czecho-Slovakian
DHSS
DI
DIA
DIAD
DIAL
DIAS
DIB
DIC
DID
DIF
DIFMOS
DIL
DILOG
DIM
DIMS
DIN
DIN number
DIP
DIR
DIRE
DIRT
DIS
DISA
DISOSS
DIU
DIV
DIX
DIY
DJ
DJS
DJT
DK
DLA
DLC
DLCU
DLE
DLG
DLI
DLL
DLO
DLP
DLS
DLTU
DLUPG
DLitt
DM
DM display
DMA
DMD
DMDT
DME
DMI
DMK
DML
DMOS
DMS
DMSO
DMSP
DMT
DMU
DMV
DMZ
DMus
DN
DNA
DNA double helix
DNB
DNC
DNCRI
DNHR
DNI
DNIC
DNL
DNR
DNS
DNX
DO
DOA
DOB
DOC
DOCS
DOD
DOE
DOHC
DOJ
DOM
DOMAIN
DOP
DORAN
DORE
DOS
DOT
DOTE
DOTS
DOV
DOVAP
Dadayag
Daddah
Daddy Warbucks
Dade
Dadeville
Dadoxylon
Dadra and Nagar Haveli
Dadu
Dadupanthi
Daedal
Daedala
Daedalea
Daedalean
Daedalian
Daedalic
Daedalid
Daedalidae
Daedalion
Daedalist
Daedalus
Daegal
Dael
Daemonelix
Daffi
Daffie
Daffodil
Daffy
Dafla
Dafna
Dafodil
Dafter
Dag
Dag Hammarskjold
Dagall
Dagan
Dagbamba
Dagbane
Dagda
Dagenham
Dagestan
Dagger ale
Daggett
Dagga
Daghtda
Dagherstan
Dagley
Dagmar
Dagna
Dagnah
Dagney
Dagny
Dago
Dago red
Dagobert I
Dagoberto
Dagomba
Dagon
Dagsboro
Daguerre
Daguerrlean
Dagupan
Dagusmines
Dagwood
Dagwood sandwich
Dahinda
Dahl
Dahle
Dahlgren
Dahlgren gun
Dahlia
Dahlonega
Dahlstrom
Dahna
Dahoman
Dahomey
Dahomeyan
Dahurian larch
Dai Viet
Dai nichi
Daibutsu
Daigle
Daigneault
Daijo
Dail
Dail eireann
Dailamite
Daile
Dailey
Daimler
Daingerfield
Daiquiri
Daira
Dairen
Dairy shorthorn
Dairylea
Daisetsu Mountain
Damoetas
Damon
Damon and Pythias
Damour
Dampier
Damrosch
Damysus
Dan
Dan Daoust
Dan Finnane
Dan Majerle
Dan Marois
Dan Plesac
Dan Schayes
Dan tucker
Dana
Dana Murzyn
Danaan
Danae
Danagla
Danaher
Danai
Danaid
Danaidae
Danaidean
Danaides
Danaids
Danainae
Danais
Danakil
Danang
Danas
Danaus
Danava
Danboro
Danbury
Danby
Danciger
Dancing chancellor
Danczyk
Dandie
Dandie Dinmont
Dandie Dinmont terrier
Dandie dinmont terrier
Dandy
Dane
Daneball
Daneen
Daneflower
Danegeld
Danegelt
Danelage
Danelagh
Danelaw
Danell
Danella
Danelle
Danene
Danese
Danete
Danette
Danevang
Daneweek
Danewort
Daney
Danford
Danforth
Danforth anchor
Dang
Dani
Dania
Daniala
Danialah
Danian
Danic
Danica
Danice
Danie
Daniel
Daniel Berthiaume
Daniel Bolich
Daniel Inouye
Daniel Poudrier
Daniel de Luce
Daniela
Daniele
Danielic
Daniell
Daniell cell
Daniella
Danielle
Danielle Ammaccapane
Danielle Darrieux
Daniels
Danielson
Danielsville
Danthonia
Dantist
Dantology
Dantomania
Danton
Dantonesque
Dantonist
Dantophilist
Dantophily
Danu
Danube
Danube rudder
Danubian
Danuloff
Danuri
Danuta
Danvers
Danville
Danya
Danyelle
Danyette
Danyluk
Danzig
Danzig brandy
Danziger
Danziger Goldwasser
Dao
Dapedium
Dapedius
Daph
Daphene
Daphie
Daphna
Daphnaceae
Daphnaea
Daphne
Daphne du Maurier
Daphnean
Daphnephoria
Daphnia
Daphnis
Daphnis and Chloe
Dapsang
Dar
Dar Es Salaam
Dar es Salaam
Dar-es-Salaam
Dara
Darach
Darapti
Darb
Darbee
Darbie
Darby
Darby and Joan
Darby and Joan settee
Darbyism
Darbyite
Darce
Darcee
Darcey
Darci
Darcia
Darcie
Darcy
Darcy Wakaluk
Dard
Darda
Dardan
Dardanelle
Dardanelles
Dardani
Dardanian
Dardanus
Darden
Dardic
Dardistan
Dare
Dareece
Dareen
Darees
Darell
Darelle
Daren
Daren Puppa
Dares
Dares Phrygius
Darfur
Darghin
Dargo
Dari
Daria
Darian
Darice
Darien
Darii
Darill
Darin
Dario
Darius
Darius I
Darius II
Darius III
Darjeeling
Darjeeling tea
Dark Ages
Dark Continent
Dark Continent, The
Dark is Light Enough, The
Darken
Darkest Africa
Darkness at Noon
Darla
Darlan
Darleen
Darlene
Darline
Darling
Darling Downs
Darling Range
Darling River
Darling lily
Darling pea
Darling plum
Darlington
Darlingtonia
Darleene
Darmit
Darleen
Darn
Darnall
Darnell
Darney
Darnley
Daron
Darooge
Darra
Darragh
Darrel
Darrell
Darrelle
Darren
Darren Daye
Darren Veitch
David Lange
David Obey
David Rader
David and Jonathan
Davida
Davidde
Davide
Davidian
Davidic
Davidical
Davidist
Davidoff
Davidson
Davidsonville
Davidsville
Davie
Davies
Daviesia
Davilla
Davilman
Davin
Davina
Davine
Davis
Davis Cup
Davis Strait
Davis' Birthday
Davis's quadrant
Davisboro
Davisburg
Davison
Davisson
Daviston
Davisville
Davita
Davon
Davos
Davout
Davy
Davy Crockett
Davy Jones
Davy Jones's locker
Davy lamp
Davys
Dawes
Dawes plan
Dawkins
Dawmont
Dawn
Dawn man
Dawna
Dawson
Dawson Creek
Dawson Springs
Dawsonia
Dawsoniaceae
Dawsonville
Dax
Day
Day of Atonement
Day of Christ
Day of Jesus Christ
Day of Judgment
Day of Yahweh
Day of the Lord
Day-Glo
Day-Lewis
Dayak
Dayakker
Dayaks
Dayan
Daye
Dayhoit
Daykin
Dayle
Dayna
Days and Nights
Daysie
Dayton
Daytona
Daytona Beach
Dayville
Daz de Bivar
Daza
Dazey
Dbh
Ddene
Ddenise
De
De Civitate Dei
De Consolatione Philosophiae
De Forest
De Graffenried
De Hostos' Birthday
De Imitatione Christi
De La Warr
De Lattre de Tassigny
De Mille
De Morgan's Laws
De Quincey
De Ruyter
De Soto
De Stijl
De Vries
De Vries theory
De Witt
De gaullism
De gaullist
De la Mare
De vinne
De-americanization
De-americanize
De-anglicization
De-anglicize
De-calvinize
De-celticize
De-germanize
De-hellenize
De-italianize
De-jansenize
De-judaize
De-nazify
De-protestantize
DeBolt
DeFalco
DeForest
DeHoff
DeKalb
DeKoven
DeLacey
DeLayre
DeLong
DeMaio
DeMartini
DePew
DePree
DeRosa
DeSantis
DeSimone
DeWayne
Dea
Dea Dia
Dea Marica
Dea dia
Dea tacita
Deach
Deacon
Dead Heart
Dead Sea
Dead Sea Scrolls
Dead Sea fruit
Dead Souls
Dead borneo
Dead sea apple
Dead sea fruit
Deadman
Deadwood
Deakin
Deale
Dean
Dean of Faculty
Deana
Deane
Deaner
Deanna
Deanne
Deansboro
Deanville
Dear John
Dear John letter
Dearborn
Dearden
Dearing
Dearman
Dearmanville
Dearr
Deary
Death
Death Be Not Proud
Death Comes for the Archbishop
Death Valley
Death in Venice
Death knocks at the door
Death of General Wolfe, The
Death of Ivan Ilyich, The
Death of a Salesman
Death stares you in the face
Deatsville
Deauville
Deaver
Deb
Deb Richard
Debarath
Debary
Debbee
Debbi
Debbie
Debbora
Debbra
Debbby
Debee
Debeque
Debera
Debbery
Debes
Debi
Debir
Debor
Debora
Deborah
Deborah Kerr
Deborahath
Debord
Debra
Debreccen
Debs
Debussy
Debussyan
Debussyanize
Debye
Dec
Decadron
Decaisnea
Decalin
Decalogist
Decalogue
Decameron
Decameron, The
Decamerononic
Decamp
Decapoda
Decapolis
Decato
Decatur
Decaturville
Decay
Decca
Deccan
Deccan hemp
Deccan trap
Dedrick
Dee
Dee Dee
DeeAnn
Deeann
Deeanne
Deedee
Deedsville
Deegan
Deems
Deena
Deenya
Deep South
Deepfreeze
Deephaven
Deeping
Deepwater
Deer
Deer Lodge
Deer park
Deerbrook
Deerdre
Deere
Deerfield
Deerfield Beach
Deering
Deerslayer, The
Deersville
Deerton
Deerwood
Deery
Deeth
Deeyn
Defant
Defence of Poesie
Defence of Poetry
Defender of the Faith
Defenders' Day
Deferiet
Defiance
Defoe
Deford
Degas
Degraff
Deguelia
Dehaites
Dehgan
Dehkan
Dehia
Dehnel
Dehra Dun
Dehradun
Dehue
Dehwar
Del Mater
Dei gratia
Deianeira
Deianira
Deibel
Deicon
Deidamia
Deidesheimer
Deidre
Deimos
Deina
Deino
Deinocephalia
Deinoceras
Deinodon
Deinodontidae
Deinosauria
Deinotherium
Deion
Deiope
Deipara
Deiphilus
Deiphobe
Deiphobus
Deiphontes
Deipyle
Deipylus
Deir el Ahmar
Deirdra
Deirdre
Deirdre of the Sorrows
Deity
Dekabrist
Dekeles
Dekker
Dekow
Del
Del Mar
Del Rio
Dela
Delacourt
Delacroix
Delian problem
Delibes
Delichon
Delicia
Delicious
Delight
Delija
Delila
Delilah
Delinda
Delisle
Delium
Delius
Dell
Della
Delle
Dellora
Dellroy
Dellslow
Delly
Delma
Delmar
Delmarva
Delmarva Peninsula
Delmer
Delmita
Delmont
Delmor
Delmore
Delmotte
Delnorte
Delobranchiata
Delogu
Deloit
Delong
Delora
Delorean
Delorenzo
Delores
Deloria
Deloris
Delorme
Delos
Delp
Delphacidae
Delphi
Delphia
Delphian
Demerara
Demerol
Demeter
Demetra
Demetre
Demetri
Demetria
Demetrian
Demetrias
Demetrios
Demetris
Demetrius
Demetrius I
Demeyer
Demi-atlas
Demi-christian
Demi-mohammedan
Demi-moor
Demi-norman
Demi-pelagian
Deming
Demiourgos
Demiphon
Demirel
Demitria
Demiurge
Demjanjuk
Demmer
Demmy
Demo
Democoon
Democracy in America
Democrat
Democratic Party
Democratic-Republican Party
Democratic-republican
Democritus
Democritus Junior
Demodena
Demodex
Demodicidae
Demodocus
Demogorgon
Demon
Demon, the
Demona
Demonassa
Demonax
Demophon
Demophoon
Demopolis
Demorest
Demos
Demospongea
Demossville
Demosthenean
Demosthenes
Demosthenian
Demosthenic
Demotic
Demotika
Demott
Demotte
Demp
Dempsey
Dempster
Dempstor
Demus
Demuth
Demy
Den
Den Bosch
Den Haag
Den Helder
Dena
Denae
Denair
Denatura deorum
Denbigh
Denbighshire
Denbo
Denbrook
Denby
Dendraspis
Dendrites
Dendrium
Dendrobates
Dendrobatinae
Dendrobium
Dendrocalamus
Dendroceratina
Dendrochirota
Dendrocoela
Dendrocolaptidae
Dendroctonus
Dendrocygna
Dennisport
Denniston
Dennisville
Dennstaedtia
Denny
Dennysville
Denoting
Denpasar
Densmore
Dent
Dentaliidae
Dentalium
Dentaria
Denten
Denticeti
Dentirostres
Denton
Denver
Denver boot
Denville
Deny
Denys
Denyse
Denzil
Deo Optimo Maximo
Deo favente
Deo gratias
Deo juvante
Deo volente
Deonne
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of Health
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of State
Department of Transportation
Department of the Interior
Department of the Treasury
Depauville
Depauw
Depere
Depew
Depeyster
Depoliti
Deposition
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Descent from the Cross
Deschamps
Deschampsia
Deschutes
Descombes
Desdamona
Desdamonna
Desde
Desdee
Desdemona
Deseilligny
Deserted Villate, The
Desha
Deshler
Desi
Desiderii
Desiderius
Desimone
Desirae
Desire Under the Elms
Desirea
Desireah
Desiree
Desiri
Deslacs
Deslandres
Desma
Desmanthus
Desmarestia
Desmarestiaceae
Desmatippus
Desmet
Desmidiaceae
Desmidiales
Desmodactyli
Desmodiadium
Desmodontidae
Desmodus
Desmognathae
Desmoines
Desmomyaria
Desmona
Desmoncus
Desmond
Desmontes
Desmoscolecia
Desmoscolelex
Desmothoraca
Diamine scarlet
Diamine scarlet b
Diamine violet
Diamine violet n
Diamond
Diamond Head
Diamond Jim Brady
Diamond State
Diamondville
Diamox
Dian
Diana
Diana complex
Diancecht
Diandra
Diandre
Diandria
Diane
Diane-Marie
Dianemarie
Dianil
Diann
Dianna
Dianne
Dianne Feinstein
Dianne
Diantha
Dianthaceae
Dianthe
Dianthera
Dianthus
Diao
Diapason
Diapensia
Diapensiaceae
Diaporthe
Diapsida
Diarbekr
Diarmid
Diarmit
Diarmuid
Diary of Samuel Pepys, The
Dias
Diascia
Diasia
Diaspidinae
Diaspinae
Diaspora
Diatoma
Diatomaceae
Diatomaes
Diatomeae
Diatryma
Diatrymiformes
Diatype
Diau
Diaz
Dib
Diba
Dibai
Dibatis
Dibb
Dibell
Dibrun
Dibelius
Diboll
Dibothriocephalus
Dibranchia
Dibranchiata
Dibri
Dibrin
Dibru
Dicaeidae
Diccon
Dice
Dicentra
Diceras
Diceratidae
Dich
Dichapetalaceae
Dichapetalum
Dichelyma
Dichondra
Dichondraceae
Dichorisandra
Dichter
Dichterliebe
Dichy
Dick
Dick Cheney
Dick Rutan
Dick Tracewski
Dick Turpin
Dick Versace
Dick d'Oliva
Dick test
Dickens
Dickensian
Dickensiana
Dickenson
Dickerson
Dickey
Dickeyville
Dickie
Dickinson
Dickman
Dicks
Dickson
Dicksonia
Dicky
Diclidantheraceae
Diclytra
Dicotyledones
Dicotyles
Dicotylidae
Dicranaceae
Dicranum
Dicrostoneyx
Dicruridae
Dictaen
Dictammus
Dictaphone
Dictograph
Dictynidae
Dictynna
Dictyoceratina
Dictyograptus
Dictyonema
Dictyonina
Dictyophora
Dictyopteris
Dictyosiphon
Dictyosiphonaceae
Dictyota
Dictyotaceae
Dictyotales
Dictyoxylon
Dictys
Dicumarol
Dicyclica
Dicyema
Dicyemata
Dicyemida
Dicyemidae
Dien Byen Phu
Diena
Dienbienphu
Dieppe
Dieppe lace
Dierdre
Dieri
Dierks
Dierolf
Diervilla
Dies
Dies Irae
Diesel
Diet
Dieter
Dieterich
Dietrich
Dietsche
Dietz
Dieu
Dieu avec nous
Dieu et mon droit
Dieu vous garde
Dieyerie
Difda
Difflugia
Digambara
Digby
Digenea
Digenetica
Digest
Digger
Digger Indian
Digger indian
Diggers
Diggins
Diggs
Dighton
Digiorgio
Digitaria
Digitigrada
Digo-Suarez
Digor
Digynia
Diipolia
Dijon
Dike
Dikelocephalus
Dimna
Dimock
Dimond
Dimondale
Dimorphotheca
Dimphia
Dimyaria
Din
Dina
Dinah
Dinan
Dinantian
Dinar
Dinaric
Dinaric Alps
Dinarzade
Dincolo
Dindymene
Dindymus
Dine
Dinerman
Dinesen
Dinesh
Ding an sich
Ding-Dong
Dingaan
Dingbelle
Dingell
Dingelstadt
Dingess
Dingle
Dingman
Dingus
Dingwall
Dinh Ba Thi
Dinichthys
Dinin
Dinka
Dinkas
Dinkum
Dinnage
Dinnie
Dinny
Dino
Dino Ciccarelli
Dino Radja
Dinobryon
Dinoceras
Dinocerata
Dinoceratidae
Dinoflagellata
Dinoflagellatae
Dinoflagellida
Dinomys
Dinophilida
Dinophilus
Dinophyceae
Dinornis
Dinornithes
Dinornithidae
Dinornithiformes
Dinosauria
Dinotheres
Dinotheriidae
Dinotherium
Dinsdale
Dinse
Dinsmore
Dinuba
Dinwiddie
Dio Cassius
Diocletian
Diocletian window
Diocotophyme
Diodia
Diodon
Diodontidae
Diodorus Siculus
Dioccia
Diogenean
Diogenes
Diogenic
Diomedea
Diomede Islands
Diomedea
Diomedeidae
Diomedes
Diomodes and Sthenelus
Dion
Dionaea
Dionaeaceae
Dione
Dionis
Dionisio
Dionne
Dionysia
Dionysiatic
Dionysiatical
Dionysiastically
Dionysian
Dionysius
Dionysius Exiguus
Dionysius of Alexandria
Dionysius of Alexandria Saint
Dionysius of Halicarnassus
Dionysius the Areopagite
Dionysos
Dionysus
Dioon
Diophantine
Diophantine equation
Diophantus
Diopsidae
Diopsis
Dioptidae
Dior
Diores
Dioscorea
Dioscoreaceae
Dioscuri
Dioscurian
Diosdado
Diosma
Diospyraceae
Diospyros
Diotocardia
Dip Ed
Dipala
Diphyes
Diphylla
Diphylleia
Diphylllobothrium
Diphysite
Diphysitism
Diplacanthidae
Diplacanthus
Dipladenia
Diplocarpon
Diplodia
Diplodocus
Diplodus
Diploglottata
Diplomatic Service
Diplopoda
Diploptera
Diplopteryga
Diplospondyli
Diplotaxis
Diplozoan
Dipneumona
Dipneumones
Dipneusti
Dipnoi
Dipodidae
Dipodomys
Diploia
Dippold
Diprotodon
Diprotodontia
Dipsacaceae
Dipsaceae
Dipsacus
Dipsadinae
Dipsosaurus
Diptera
Dipteraceae
Dipterocarpaceae
Dipterocarpus
Dipteryx
Dipus
Dipylon vase
Dira
Dirac
Dirac atom
Dirac constant
Dirac delta function
Dirac function
Dirac theory
Dirae
Dirca
Dircaean
Dirck
Directoire
Directory
Diredawa
Dirian
Dirichlet
Dirichlet integral
Dirichletian
Dirk
Dirk Minniefield
Dis
Dis pater
Disa
Disamis
Disario
Disciflorae
Discina
Disciple of Christ
Disciples of Christ
Discoglossidae
Discoidea
Discoideae
Discomedusae
Discomycetes
Disconanthae
Disconectae
Discophora
Discopterida
Discopteridae
Disconsolata
Disconsolatae
Discordia
Discourse on Method
Discoverer
Discovery Bay
Discovery Day
Discovery Inlet
Discus Thrower, The
Disharoon
Dishley
Dishley merino
Disini
Diskin
Disko
Diskson
Dismal Swamp
Dismissal
Disney
Disneyesque
Disneyland
Dispersion
Disporum
Disputanta
Disraeli
Dissenter
Distichlis
Distinguished Conduct Medal
Distinguished Flying Cross
Distinguished Service Cross
Distinguished Service Medal
Distinguished Service Order
Distinguished Unit Citation
Distoma
Distomatidae
Distomidae
Distomum
District Heights
District of Columbia
Distrito Federal
Dita
Dithyrambos
Dithyrambus
Ditmars
Ditmore
Ditremaidae
Ditrocha
Ditter
Dittersdorf
Dittman
Dittmer
Ditto
Ditto copy
Dituri
Ditzel
Diu
Diuril
Diurna
Diushambe
Div
Divali
Diver
Divernon
Dives
Divina Commedia
Divine
Divine Comedy
Divine Liturgy
Divine Mind
Divine Mother
Divine Science Church
Divini Redemptoris
Divinity hall
Division
Divisionism
Divisionist
Divvers
Diwali
Dix
Dixfield
Dixiana
Dixie
Dixie Cup
Dixie land
Dixiecrat
Dixiecrat party
Dixiecratic
Dixieland
Dixielander
Dixil
Dixmont
Dixmoor
Dixon
Dixonville
Diyarbakir
Diyarbekir
Dizney
Djagatay
Djailolo
Djaja
Djajapura
Djakarta
Djambi
Djebel Kafzeh man
Djeloula
Djemas
Djerba
Djidjibouti
Djilas
Djokjakarta
Djuka
Dle
Dli
Dlo
Dm
Dmitrevsk
Dmitri
Dmitri Donskoy
Dmitriev
Dmitrov
Dmitrovka
Dnaburg
Dnepr
Dneprodzerzhinsk
Dnepropetrovsk
Dnestr
Dnieper
Dnieper River
Dniester
Dniren
Dnitz
Doak
Doane
Doanna
Dob
Dobb
Dobbin
Dobbins
Dobbs
Dobbs Ferry
Dobell's solution
Doberman pinscher
Dobie
Doble
Doblin
Dobos torte
Dobos tortes
Dobrinsky
Dobro
Dobro guitar
Dobrogea
Dobrovir
Dobruja
Dobrynin
Dobson
Dobuan
Dobuans
Docena
Docetae
Docetic
Doceticae
Docetically
Docetism
Docetist
Docetistic
Docetize
Docia
Docila
Docile
Docilla
Docilu
Dock Junction
Docoglossa
Doctor Faustus
Doctor breck
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Doctor of Dental Science
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Doctor of Divinity
Doctor of Education
Doctor of Jurisprudence
Doctor of Laws
Doctor of Letters
Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Music
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Sacred Theology
Doctor of Science
Doctor of Theology
Doctor of the Church
Doctor's Dilemma, The
Doctors' Commons
Dodd
Dodds
Doddsville
Dode
Dodecanese
Dodecanesian
Dodecathen
Dodge
Dodge City
Dodgem
Dodgeville
Dodgson
Dodi
Dodie
Dodoma
Dodona
Dodonaea
Dodonaeaceae
Dodonaean
Dodonean
Dodonian
Dodson
Dodsworth
Dodwell
Dody
Doe
Doedicurus
Doeg
Doehne
Doelling
Doenitz
Doerrer
Doersten
Doliolum
Dolius
Doll
Doll's House, A
Dollar
Dolley
Dolfuss
Dolli
Dollie
Dollinger
Doliver
Dolloff
Dollond
Dolly
Dolly Varden
Dolly Varden pattern
Dolly Varden trout
Dolmetsch
Dolomedes
Dolomite Alps
Dolomites
Dolon
Dolphine
Dolora
Dolores
Dolores Ibarurri
Dolorita
Doloritas
Dolph
Dolphin
Dolphus
Dolton
Dom
Domaci Beli Sir
Domagk
Domash
Dombreya
Dombrowski
Domdaniel
Domel
Domela
Domella
Domenech
Domenic
Domenick
Domenico
Domenico Veneziano
Domeniga
Domenikos
Domesday
Domesday Book
Domestic Council
Domett
Domicella
Domina
Domineca
Dominga
Domingo
Domini
Dominic
Dominica
Dominican
Dominican Republic
Dominick
Dominik
Dominikus
Dominion Day
Dominion day
Dominique
Domino
Dominus
Dominus vobiscum
Dominy
Domitian
Domnus
Domonic
Domph
Domremy
Domremy-la-Pucelle
Domrmy-la-Pucelle
Don
Don Aase
Don Beaupre
Don Bies
Don Fehr
Don Fuqua
Don Giovanni
Don Ida
Don Juan
Don Juan de Bourbon
Don Juanism
Don Majerle
Don Quixote
Don juan
Don juanism
Dona
Dona Marilyn
Donaana
Donacidae
Donadée
Donaghue
Donahoe
Donahue
Donal
Donald
Donald Ephlin
Donald Gomes
Donald Grenesko
Donald Hodel
Donalda
Donalds
Donaldson
Donaldsonville
Donall
Donelsonville
Donalt
Donar
Donata
Donatelli
Donatello
Donati
Donatiaceae
Donation of Constantine
Donatism
Donatist
Donatistic
Donatistical
Donato
Donatus
Donau
Donaugh
Donavon
Donbass
Doncaster
Dondi
Dondia
Doneck
Donegal
Donegal tweed
Donegan
Donela
Donell
Donella
Donelle
Donelson
Donelu
Doner
Donet
Donets
Donets Basin
Donetsk
Donetta
Dong
Dong Xoai
Dongola
Dongola kid
Dongola leather
Dongola process
Dongola race
Dongoese
Donia
Donica
Donie
Donielle
Doniphan
Donizetti
Donneh
Donn
Donna
Donnamarie
Donne
Donnell
Donnellson
Donnelly
Donnelsville
Donnenfeld
Donner
Donni
Donnie
Donny
Donny Lalone
Donnybrook Fair
Donnybrook fair
Donoghue
Donoho
Donohue
Donora
Donough
Donovan
Donus
Doodia
Doole
Dooley
Doolittle
Doomsday
Doomsday Book
Doon
Doone
Doorn
Doornik
Doostoevsky
Dopp
Doppelganger
Doppelger
Doppelgnger
Doppelmayer
Dopper
Doppler
Doppler effect
Doppler radar
Doppler shift
Doppler signal
Dor
Dora
Doradidae
Dorado
Doralia
Doralice
Doralin
Doralyn
Doralynn
Doralynne
Doran
Dorask
Doraskean
Dorati
Doraville
Dorca
Dorcas
Dorcas society
Dorcatherium
Dorcea
Dorchester
Dorcia
Dorcopsis
Dorcus
Dorcy
Dordogne
Dordrecht
Dore
Doreen
Dorelia
Dorella
Dorelle
Dorena
Dorene
Doretta
Dorette
Dorey
Dorfman
Dori
Doria
Dorian
Dorian mode
Dorian tetrachord
Doric
Dorical
Dorice
Doricism
Doricize
Doriden
Dorididae
Dorie
Dorin
Dorina
Dorinda
Dorine
Dorion
Doris
Dorisa
Dorise
Dorism
Dorison
Dorita
Doritis
Dorize
Dorkas
Dorking
Dorkus
Dorhisa
Dorlisa
Dorloo
Dorman
Dormobile
Dorn
Dombirim
Dornsife
Doro
Dorobo
Doug
Doug Gjertsen
Dougal
Dougal
Dougal
Dougherty
Doughman
Doughton
Doughty
Dougie
Douglas
Douglas fir
Douglas pine
Douglas scale
Douglas spruce
Douglas-Home
Douglass
Douglassville
Douglasville
Doug
Doug Bela Gruner
Dove
Dove prism
Dover
Dover Beach
Dover's powder
Dovev
Dovray
Dovvialis
Dovzhenko
Dow
Dow theory
Dow-Jones Industrial Average
Dow-Jones average
Dow-Jones index
Dowagiac
Dowd
Dowdell
Dowden
Dowding
Dowell
Dowelltown
Dowieism
Dowieite
Dowland
Dowlen
Dowling
Dowmetal
Down
Down East
Down east
Down's syndrome
Down-Easter Yankee
Down-easter
Downall
Downe
Downers Grove
Downes
Downey
Downieville
Downing
Downing Street
Downingia
Downingtontown
Downpatrick
Downs
Downs, The
Downsville
Downton
Dows
Dowski
Dowson
Dowzall
Doxantha
Doxia
Doy
Doykos
Doyle
Doylestown
Doyline
Doyon
Dozier
Dq
Dr
Draba
Dravidian
Dravidic
Dravido-munda
Dravosburg
Drawcansir
Dray
Drayden
Drayton
Dre
Dream
Dream of the Red Chamber
Dream of the Red Chamber, The
Dream, The
Dreams
Dreann
Drebbel
Dred
Dreda
Dreddy
Dredi
Dreeda
Dreher
Dreibund
Dreisch
Dreiser
Dreissensia
Dremann
Dren
Drenmatt
Drennen
Drente
Drenthe
Drepanaspis
Drepanidae
Drepanididae
Drepanis
Drepanauadia
Drer
Drescher
Dresden
Dresden blue
Dresden brown
Dresden china
Dresden porcelain
Dresden ware
Dressel
Dresser
Dressler
Dry Mass
Dry Salvages, The
Dry Tortugas
Dry ice
Dryas
Dryden
Drydenian
Drydenic
Drydenism
Drye
Dryfoos
Drygalski
Drynaria
Dryobalanops
Dryope
Dryopes
Dryophyllum
Dryopians
Dryopithecinae
Dryopithecus
Dryops
Dryopteris
Dryprong
Drysdale
Ds
Dschubba
Dseldorf
Du
Du Barry
Du Gard
Du Guesclin
Du Maurier
Du Pont
Du Quoin
Du-barry
DuBois
DuBose
DuPont
Dual Alliance
Dual Monarchy
Duala
Dualmutef
Duane
Duanesburg
Duarte
Duax
Dubach
Dubai
Dulce
Dulcea
Dulci
Dulcia
Dulciana
Dulcibelle
Dulcie
Dulcin
Dulcine
Dulcinea
Dulcinist
Dulcitone
Dulcle
Dulcy
Duleba
Dulla
Dulles
Dulles International Airport
Dulong's constant
Dulsea
Duluth
Dulzura
Duma
Dumaguete
Dumah
Dumanian
Dumarao
Dumas
Dumbarton
Dumbarton Oaks
Dumbartonshire
Dumfries
Dumfries and Galloway
Dumfries and Galloway Region
Dumfriesshire
Dumm
Dumond
Dumont
Dumontia
Dumontiaceae
Dumonts blue
Dumpty
Dumuzi
Dumyat
Dun
Dun Laoghaire
Dun and Bradstreet rating
Duna
Dunaburg
Dunaj
Dunant
Dunarea
Dunaville
Dunbar
Dunbarton
Dunc
Duncan
Duncan I
Duncan Phyfe
Duncannon
Duncansville
Duncanville
Dunciad
Dunciad, The
Duncombe
Dundalk
Dundas
Dundee
Dundee cake
Dunedin
Dunellen
Dunfermline
Dungan
Dungannin
Dunganon
Dungeness
Dungeness crab
Dunham
Dunkard
Dunker
Dunkerque
Dunkerton
Dunkin
Dunkirk
Dunkirker
Dunkirque
Dunlap
Dunlavy
Dunleary
Dunlevy
Dunlo
Dunlop
Dunlow
Dunmor
Dunmore
Dunn
Duque de Caxias
Duquesne
Duquette
Duquoin
Dur
Duralumin
Duran
Durance
Durand
Durandarte
Durango
Durani
Durant
Duranta
Durante
Duranty
Durarte
Durazzo
Durban
Durbin
Durene
Durer
Durex
Durga
Durgy
Durham
Durhamville
Durindana
Durio
Duriron
Durkee
Durkheim
Durkin
Durman
Durnan
Durning
Durno
Duroc
Duroc-Jersey
Duroc-jersey
Durovic
Durr
Durance
Durrell
Durrett
Durst
Durstin
Durston
Dutch chair
Dutch cheese
Dutch circle
Dutch clover
Dutch courage
Dutch cupboard
Dutch doll
Dutch door
Dutch elm
Dutch elm disease
Dutch foil
Dutch foot
Dutch gold
Dutch hoe
Dutch lap
Dutch leaf
Dutch lottery
Dutch metal
Dutch orange
Dutch oven
Dutch pink
Dutch rush
Dutch settle
Dutch stove
Dutch straight
Dutch treat
Dutch uncle
Dutch white
Dutch wife
Dutch-gabled
Dutch-process
Dutch-ware-blue
Dutcher
Dutchify
Dutchman
Dutchman's land
Dutchman's log
Dutchman's-breeches
Dutchman's-pipe
Dutchmen
Dutchtown
Dutchy
Duthie
Dutton
Dutzow
Duval
Duvalier
Duvall
Duveneck
Duvida
Duwalt
Duwe
Duxbury
Duyne
Dvina
Dvina Bay
Dvinsk
Dvorak
Dwain
Dwayne
Dwale
Dwamish
Dwan
Dwayne
Dweck
Dwight
Dwight Muhammad Qawi
Dwinnell
Dworak
Dworman
Dworshak
Dwyer
Dwyka
Dy
Dyak
Dyakish
Dyal
Dyan
Dyana
Dyane
Dyann
Dyanna
Dyanne
Dyas
Dyassic
Dyaus
Dyaus-pitar
Dyce
Dyche
Dycusburg
Dyer
Dyersburg
Dyersville
Dyess
Dyfed
EFD
EFI
EFIS
EFRAP
EFS
EFTA
EG
EGA
EGO
EGP
EGREP
EGRET
EGmc
EHF
EHFA
EHP
EI
EIA
EIB
EIN
EINE
EIS
EISA
EISB
EISS
EITS
EJASA
EKG
EKTS
EL
ELAS
ELC
ELDO
ELF
ELLE
ELM
ELO
ELP
ELT
ELV
EM
EMA
EMACS
EMAIL
EMC
EMF
EMI
EML
ETR
ETS
ETSACI
ETSI
ETSSP
ETV
EUC
EUNET
EUUG
EUV
EUVE
EV
EVA
EVX
EW
EWO
EWOS
EWS
EXPO
Ea
Eachelle
Eachern
Eada
Eade
Eadie
Eadith
Eadmund
Eadmund I
Eadmund II
Eads
Eadwina
Eadwine
Eagan
Eagar
Eagarville
Eagle
Eagle Grove
Eagle Lake
Eagle Pass
Eaglesmere
Eagleton Village
Eagletown
Eagleville
Eaineant
Eakins
Eakly
Eal
Ealasaid
Ealing
Eames chair
Eamon
Eamon de Valera
Eamonn Coghlan
Eanes
Eanore
Eardley
Earhart
Earl
Earl Cureton
Earl Marshal
Earl of Coventry
Earla
Earle
Earleen
Earlene
Earleton
Earleville
Earley
Earlham
Earlie
Earlimart
Earline
Earling
Earlington
Earlsboro
Earlton
Earlvile
Early
Early American
Early Bird
Early Christian
Early English
Early Hebrew
Early Modern English
Early Renaissance
Earlsview
Earnings Related Supplement
Earp
Earth
Earth Mother
Earth insertion
Eartha
Earthshaker
Earvin
Easley
East
East Africa
East African Community
East Alton
East Anglia
East Anglian
East Aurora
East Bengal
East Berlin
East Brewton
East Cape
East Chicago
East Chicago Heights
East China Sea
East Cleveland
East Coast
East Coker
East Conemaugh
East Detroit
East End
East Flanders
East Gary
East German
East Germanic
East Germany
East Goth
East Grand Forks
East Ham
East Hartford
East Haven
East Hills
East India Company
East Indiaman
East Indian
East Indian lotus
East Indian rose-bay
East Indian rug
East Indian walnut
East Indies
East Kilbride
East Lansdowne
East Lansing
East Liverpool
East Liverpudlian
East London
East Londoner
East Los Angeles
East Lothian
East McKeesport
East Meadow
East Moline
East Northport
East Orange
East Pakistan
East Palestine
East Paterson
East Pittsburgh
East Point
East Prairie
East Providence
East Prussia
East Prussian
East Punjab
East Punjabi
East Ridge
East Riding
East River
East Rochester
East Rutherford
East Side
East Stroudsburg
East Suffolk
East Sussex
East Syracuse
East Williston
East greenlander
East indiaman
East side
East-ender
East-insular
East-sider
Eastbourne
Easter
Easter Day
Easter Island
Easter Monday
Easter Saturday
Easter Sunday
Easter anemone
Easter bell
Easter bonnet
Easter candle
Easter daisy
Easter egg
Easter lily
Easter sepulcher
Easter sepulchre
Easter sunday
Easter-giant
Easter-ledges
Easterly
Eastern
Eastern Aden Protectorate
Eastern Christianity
Eastern Church
Eastern Empire
Eastern Ghats
Eastern Hemisphere
Eastern Hindi
Eastern Orthodox
Eastern Orthodox Christianity
Eastern Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodoxy
Eastern Question
Eastern Rites
Eastern Roman Empire
Eastern Sea
Eastern Slavs
Eastern Standard Time
Eastern Thrace
Eastern Townships
Eastern Turkestan
Eastern rite
Eastern shore
Eastern time
Eastern-Rite Christian
Easterner
Easternism
Easternly
Eastertide
Eastlake
Eastland
Eastleigh
Eastman
Easton
Eastre
Eastside
Eastwood
Easy Street
Eatanswill
Eaton
Eaton Rapids
Eatonton
Eatontown
Eatonville
Eatton
Eau Claire
EauClaire
Eaugalle
Eaves
Eb
EbN
EbS
Eba
Ebarta
Ebba
Ebbarta
Ebberta
Ebbie
Ebbw Vale
Ebbyn
Eben
Ebenaceae
Ebenales
Ebeneser
Ebenzer
Ebensburg
Eberhard
Eberhart
Eberle
Eberly
Ebert
Eberta
Eberthella
Eberto
Ebervale
Ebeye
Ebey
Ebey
Ebionism
Ebionite
Ebionitic
Ebionitism
Ebionitist
Ebionize
Eblis
Ebn
Ebner
Ebneter
Eboe
Eboh
Eboli
Ebomee
Ebony
Eboracum
Echinorhinus
Echinorhynchus
Echinospermum
Echinospaerites
Echinospaeritidae
Echinostoma
Echinostomatidae
Echinozoa
Echion
Echis
Echites
Echium
Echiuriida
Echiuroidea
Echiurus
Echo
Echola
Echols
Echuca
Eciton
Eck
Eckardt
Eckart
Eckblad
Eckehart
Eckel
Eckelson
Eckerman
Eckermann
Eckert
Eckerty
Eckhardt
Eckhart
Eckley
Eckman
Eckmann
Eclectic school
Eclectics
Eclogues
Ecole
Econah
Economite
Economic Commission for Africa
Economic Commission for Europe
Economic and Social Council
Economite
Economos disease
Economy
Eddington
Eddra
Eddy
Eddy kite
Eddystone
Eddystone Rocks
Eddyville
Ede
Edea
Edee
Edeline
Edelman
Edelson
Edelstein
Edelsten
Eden
Edenic
Edenization
Edenize
Edentata
Edenton
Edenville
Ederle
Edessa
Edessan
Edessene
Edestosaurus
Edette
Edgar
Edgar Atheling
Edgar Lee
Edgard
Edgardo
Edgarton
Edgartown
Edge
Edge act
Edgefield
Edgehill
Edgeley
Edgell
Edgemont
Edgemoor
Edgerton
Edgewater
Edgewood
Edgeworth
Edhessa
Eioneus
Eipper
Eire
Eireannach
Eirena
Eirene
Eirikson
Eisle
Eisen
Eischenach
Eisenberg
Eisenhart
Eisenhower
Eisenhower Doctrine
Eisenhower jacket
Eisenstadt
Eisenstark
Eisenstein
Eiser
Eisinger
Eisk
Eisler
Eisner
Eiswein
Eiten
Eitzen
Ejam
Ekalaka
Ekaterina
Ekaterina Furtseva
Ekaterinburg
Ekaterinodar
Ekaterinoslav
Ekman dredge
Ekoi
Ekron
Ekronite
Ekstrom
Ektachrome
Ekwok
El
El Aaium
El Aaiun
El Alamein
El Arish
El Auja
El Cajon
El Capitan
Elblag
Elboa
Elbridge
Elbring
Elbrus
Elbruz
Elburn
Elburr
Elburt
Elburtz
Elburz Mountains
Elche
Elcho
Elco
Elconin
Elda
Elden
Eldena
Elder
Elder Edda
Elder edda
Elderon
Eldersville
Elderton
Eldin
Eldo
Eldon
Eldora
Eldorado
Eldorado Springs
Eldoree
Eldoria
Eldred
Eldreda
Eldredge
Eldreeda
Eldrid
Eldrida
Eldridge
Eldwen
Eldwin
Eldwon
Eldwun
Ele
Elea
Elean
Elean school
Elean-eretrian
Eleanor
Eleanor cross
Eleanor of Aquitaine
Eleanora
Eleanore
Eleatic
Eleaticism
Eleazar
Election Day
Election day
Electra
Electra complex
Electrides
Electronic Age
Electrophoridae
Electryon
Eleele
Eleen
Eleia
Elektron
Elena
Elene
Eleni
Elenor
Elenore
Eleocharis
Eleonora
Eleonore
Eleph
Elephant Butte
Elephantiasis arabum
Elephantiasis graecorum
Elephantidae
Elephantopus
Elephas
Elephus
Eleroyp
Elery
Elettaria
Eleusine
Eleusinia
Eleusinian
Eleusinian mysteries
Eleusinianism
Eleusinion
Eleusis
Eleut
Eleuthera
Eleutheri
Eleutheria
Eleutherian
Eleutherios
Eleutherius
Eleutherococcus
Eleutherodactyli
Eleutherodactylus
Eleutherozoa
Eleva
Elevation of the Host
Elevator shoe
Elevs
Elexa
Elf
Elfers
Elfie
Elfont
Elfreda
Elfrida
Elfrieda
Elfstan
Elga
Elgan
Elgar
Elgenia
Elger
Elgin
Elgin marbles
Elgon
Eli
Elia
Elia Kazan
Eliades
Eliahu Ben-Elissar
Elian
Elianic
Elianora
Elianore
Elias
Elias Freij
Eliason
Eliasville
Eliath
Eliathan
Eliathas
Elicia
Elicius
Elida
Elidad
Elie
Elie Hobeika
Elie Wiesel
Eliezer
Elija
Elihu
Elijah
Elijah Muhammad
Elijah's chair
Elijah's cup
Elik
Eliki Bomani
Elinor
Elinore
Elinvar
Eliot
Eliott
Eliphalet
Eliphaz
Elis
Elisa
Elisabet
Elisabeth
Elisabethville
Elisabetta
Elisavetgrad
Elisavetpol
Elise
Elisee
Eliseo
Eliseus
Elish
Elisha
Elishah
Elisia
Elison
Elissa
Elista
Elita
Elite Guard
Eliz
Eliza
Elizabet
Elizabet
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bouvia
Elizabeth I
Elle
Ellen
Ellen Knauff
Ellenboro
Ellenburg
Ellendale
Ellene
Ellensburg
Ellenton
Ellenville
Ellenwood
Ellerbe
Ellerd
Ellerey
Ellerian
Ellersick
Ellerslie
Ellery
Ellesmere Island
Ellesmere Port
Ellett
Ellette
Ellettsville
Eliga
Ell
Ellice
Ellice Islands
Ellick
Ellicott
Ellicottville
Ellie
Ellijay
Ellin
Ellinger
Ellingston
Ellington
Ellinwood
Elliot
Elliot eye
Elliott
Elliott eye
Elliottsburg
Elliottville
Ellis
Ellis Island
Ellisburg
Ellison
Ellissa
Elliston
Ellisville
Ellita
Ellmyer
Ellon
Ellora
Ellord
Elloree
Ellsinore
Ellston
Ellswerth
Ellsworth
Ellwood
Elly
Ellyn
Ellynn
Elma
Elmajian
Elmaleh
Elman
Elmaton
Elmdale
Elmendorf
Elmer
Elmhall
Elmhurst
Elmina
Elmira
Elmmott
Elmo
Elmo’s fire
Elmo’s light
Elmont
Elmonte
Elmora
Elmore
Elmsford
Elmwood
Elmwood Place
Elna
Elnar
Elnoea
Elnoe
Elo
Elnoah
Elodea
Elodeaceae
Elodes
Elodia
Elodie
Elohim
Elohimic
Elohism
Elohist
Elohistic
Eloisa
Eloisa to Abelard
Eloise
Elon
Elon Moreh
Elonite
Elonore
Elopidae
Elora
Elotherium
Eloy
Eloy Gutierrez Menoyo
Eloyse
Elpenor
Elreath
Elrica
Elrod
Elroy
Els
Elsa
Elsah
Elsan
Elsass
Elsass-Lothringen
Elsberry
Elsbeth
Elson
Else
Elsene
Elset
Elsevier
Elsey
Elsholtzia
Elsi
Elsie
Elsie book
Elsinore
Elsmere
Elsmore
Elson
Elspet
Elspeth  
Elstan  
Elston  
Elsworth  
Elsy  
Elton  
Eluard  
Elul  
Elum  
Elura  
Elurd  
Elva  
Elvah  
Elvaston  
Elvera  
Elverda  
Elverson  
Elverta  
Elvia  
Elvie  
Elvin  
Elvina  
Elvine  
Elvira  
Elvis  
Elvita  
Elvyn  
Elwaine  
Elwee  
Elwell  
Elwin  
Elwina  
Elwira  
Elwood  
Elwyn  
Ely  
Elymi  
Elymus  
Elyn  
Elyot  
Elyria  
Elys  
Elysburg  
Elyse  
Elysee  
Elysha  
Elysia  
Elysian
Elysian Fields
Elysian fields
Elysiidae
Elysium
Elyssa
Elyutin
Elzevier
Elzevir
Elzevir book
Elzevir edition
Elzevirian
Em
Ema
Emad
Emalee
Emalia
Emancipation Day
Emancipation Proclamation
Emanuel
Emanuela
Emanuele
Emarginula
Emarie
Emathion
Embadomonas
Emballonuridae
Embargo act
Embarkation for Cythera, The
Embden
Embelia
Ember day
Ember days
Ember week
Emberiza
Emberizinae
Embidae
Embiidae
Embiidina
Embiodea
Embiotocidae
Embla
Embolomeri
Embrica
Embry
Embryophyta
Embryophyta asiphonogama
Embryophyta siphonogama
Embudo
Emden
Eme-sal
Emee
Emeigh
Emelda
Emelen
Emelia
Emelin
Emelina
Emeline
Emelita
Emelle
Emelun
Emelyne
Emera
Emerado
Emerald
Emerald Isle
Emergency Broadcast System
Emeric
Emerick
Emerita
Emersen
Emerson
Emerson Fittipaldi
Emersonian
Emersonianism
Emery
Emeryville
Emesa
Emesidae
Emie
Emigsville
Emil
Emil Gilels
Emile
Emile Biayenda
Emilee
Emili
Emilia
Emilia-Romagna
Emiliano
Emilie
Emiline
Emilio
Emilio Garratazu Medici
Emily
Emim
Emina
Eminence
Eminescu
Emington
Emiscan
Emison
Emitron
Emlen
Emlenton
Emlin
Emlyn
Emlynn
Emlynne
Emm
Emma
Emmalee
Emmalena
Emmaline
Emmalyn
Emmalynn
Emmalynne
Emmanuel
Emmaus
Emmeleen
Emmelene
Emmelina
Emmeline
Emmen
Emmental
Emmentaler
Emmenthal
Emmenthaler
Emmenthaler cheese
Emmer
Emmeram
Emmerich
Emmerie
Emmery
Emmet
Emmetsburg
Emmett
Emmey
Emmi
Emmie
Emmies
Emmits
Emmit
Emmitsburg
Emmonak
Enaliornis
Enaliosauria
Enalus
Enarete
Encampment
Enceladus
Encelia
Encephalartos
Enhelycephali
Enchodontid
Enchodontidae
Enchodontoid
Enchodus
Enchytraeidae
Enchytraeus
Encina
Encinal
Encinitas
Encino
Encke
Encrata
Encratia
Encratic
Encratis
Encratism
Encratite
Encrinidae
Encrinoida
Encrinus
Encrytidae
End
Endamoeba
Endamoebidae
Endeavor
Endecott
Endeis
Ender
Enderby Land
Enderlin
Enders
Endicott
Endo
Endoceras
Endoceratidae
Endogenae
Endomyces
Endomycetaceae
Endoparasitica
English-built
English-hearted
English-made
English-manned
English-minded
English-rigged
English-setter
English-speaking
Englishable
Englisher
Englishhood
Englishism
Englishize
Englishly
Englishman
Englishman's tie
Englishmen
Englishness
Englishry
Englishstown
Englishwoman
Englishwomen
Engracia
Engraulidae
Engraulis
Engud
Engvall
Engystomatidae
Enhydra
Enhydrinae
Enhydris
Enicuridae
Enid
Enif
Eniopeus
Eniwetok
Enka
Enki
Enkidu
Enkimdu
Enlightenment
Enlil
Enloe
Ennerdale Water
Ennice
Enning
Ennis
Ennis Whatley
Enniskillen
Ennus
Ennomus
Ennosigaeus
Eno
Enoch
Enochic
Enochs
Enola
Enon
Enone
Enopla
Enoree
Enos
Enovid
Enrica
Enrichetta
Enrico
Enrico Berlinguer
Enrika
Enrique
Enrique Aristeguieta
Enrique Camarena
Enrique Tejera
Enriqueta
Ens
Ens rationis
Ens reale
Enschede
Ensenada
Enshih
Ensiferi
Ensign
Ensoll
Ensor
Entada
Entamoeba
Entebbe
Entellus
Entelodon
Ententophil
Enterocoela
Enterolobium
Enteromorpha
Enteropneusta
Enterprise
Entiat
Entoloma
Entomophaga
Entomophila
Entomophthora
Entomophthoraceae
Entomophthorales
Entomosporium
Entomostraca
Entoprocta
Entotrophi
Entre-Deux-Mers
Entriken
Entwistle
Entyloma
Enugu
Enukki
Enumclaw
Enver
Enver Hoxha
Enver Pasha
Enville
Environmental Protection Agency
Enyalius
Enyedy
Enyeus
Enyo
Enzed
Enzedder
Eoaanthropus
Eocarboniferous
Eocene
Eodevonian
Eogaea
Eogaean
Eogene
Eoghanacht
Eohippus
Eoin
Eola
Eolanda
Eolande
Eolia
Eolian
Eolic
Eoline
Eolithic
Eomecon
Eopaleaeozoic
Eopaleozoic
Eos
Eosaurus
Eozoic
Ep
Epacridaceae
Epacris
Epaminonds
Epaminonds and Pelopidas
Epanagoge
Epanorthidae
Epaphus
Eparchean
Epeans
Epeira
Epeiridae
Epeirot
Eperua
Epes
Epeus
Eph
Ephedra
Ephedraceae
Ephemera
Ephemeraida
Ephemeridae
Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac
Ephemeroptera
Ephes
Ephesian
Ephesians
Ephese
Ephesus
Ephialtes
Ephraemi Rescriptus
Ephraemi Syri
Ephraim
Ephraim Eldar
Ephraim Evron
Ephraim Katzir
Ephraimithe
Ephraimitic
Ephraimitish
Ephraitic
Ephram
Ephrata
Ephrathite
Ephrayim
Ephrem
Ephrem Syrus
Ephthalite
Ephthianura
Ephydra
Ephydridae
Epibacterium
Epibacterius
Epicaridea
Epicarides
Epicaste
Epicauta
Epiceratodus
Epichristian
Epicoela
Epocrates
Epictetian
Epictetus
Epicean
Epicureanism
Epcurism
Epcurize
Epcurus
Epidaurus
Epidemiarum
Epidendron
Epidendrum
Epidermophyton
Epifano
Epigaea
Epigenes
Epigoni
Epigonichthyidae
Epigonichthys
Epigonus
Ephippus
Epikourros
Epilachna
Epilachnides
Epilobiaceae
Epilobium
Epimachinae
Epimedium
Epimenidean
Epimenides
Epimetheus
Epinephelidae
Epinephelus
Epione
Epipactis
Epipaleolithic
Epiph
Epiphania
Epiphantes
Epiphanius of Salamis
Epiphany
Epiphegus
Epiphyllum
Epipsychidion
Epirote
Epiphanies
Epiphany
Epiphany
Epiphany
Epis
Episcopal
Episcopal Church
Episcopalian
Episcopalianism
Episcopalianize
Episcopally
Epist
Epistle
Epistle side
Epistles
Epistylis
Epitoniidae
Epitonium
Epiza
Epner
Epousses
Epomophorus
Epona
Epp
Epperson
Eppe
Eppie
Epping
Epping Forest
Epps
Eppy
Eproboscidea
Epsilon
Epsom
Epsom and Ewell
Epsom salt
Epsom salts
Epstein
Epstein-Barr virus
Eptatretidae
Eptatretus
Epulafquen
Epworth
Epworth League
Equality
Equality State
Equanil
Equatorial Guinea
Equinunk
Equisetaceae
Equisetales
Equisetum
Equity
Equulei
Equuleus
Equus
Equus beds
Equus october
Er
Er Rif
Er rai
Era of Good Feeling
Eradis
Eragrostis
Eran
Eranthemum
Eranthis
Eras
Erasmus
Erasmian
Erasmianism
Erasmo
Erasmus
Erastatus
Eraste
Erastes
Erastian
Erastianism
Erastianize
Erastus
Erath
Erato
Eratosthenes
Erava
Erb
Erbaa
Erbacon
Erbe
Erbes
Erbil
Erce
Erceldoune
Ercilla
Erciyas Da
Erda
Erdah
Erdda
Erde
Erdei
Erdman
Erdrich
Erebus
Erech
Erechim
Erechtheum
Erechtheus
Erechtités
Erek
Erelia
Eremian
Eremochaeta
Eremopteris
Eremurus
Erena
Erenburg
Ereshkigal
Ereshkigel
Erethizon
Erethizontidae
Eretrian
Eretrian school
Ereuthalion
Erevan
Erewhon
Erfert
Erfurt
Ergane
Ergener
Erginus
Ergotrate
Erhard
Erhard Seminars Training
Erhardt
Erhart
Eri
Erian
Erianthus
Eriboea
Eric
Eric Arturo Delvalle
Eric Delvalle
Eric Gottgetreu
Eric Jelen
Eric the Red
Erica
Ericaceae
Ericales
Erich
Erich
Erich Honecke
Erich Honecker
Erica
Erichonius
Erick
Ericka
Erickson
Ericson
Ericsson
Ericsson cycle
Erida
Eridani
Eridanid
Eridanus
Eridu
Erie
Erie Canal
Eries
Erieville
Erigena
Erigenia
Erigeron
Eriglossa
Erigone
Eriha
Erik
Erika
Erikson
Erline
Erimanthus
Erin
Erin go bragh
Erina
Erinaceidae
Erinaceus
Erine
Erinize
Erinn
Erinna
Erinys
Eriobotrya
Eriocaulaceae
Eriocaulon
Eriocomi
Eriodendron
Eriodictyon
Eriogonum
Eriophorum
Eriophyes
Eriophyidae
Eriosoma
Eriophyle
Eris
Eristalis
Erithacus
Eritrea
Eritrean
Ervian
Erkan
Erl
Erlang
Erlanger
Erlau green
Erl
Erleena
Erlene
Erlenmeyer
Erlenmeyer flask
Erlewine
Erlin
Erlna
Erline
Erlinna
Erlond
Erma
Ermalinda
Ermanaric
Ermani
Ermanno
Ermanrich
Erme
Ermeena
Ermengarde
Ermentrude
Ermeye
Ermin
Ermina
Ermine
Erminia
Erminie
Erminna
Ern
Erna
Ernald
Ernaldus
Ernaline
Erne
Ernest
Ernesta
Ernestine
Ernesto
Ernesto Civardi
Ernesto Dihigo
Ernesto Geisel
Ernestus
Ernestyne
Ernie
Ernst
Emul
Emy
Erodium
Eroica Symphony
Eros
Erotes
Erotylidae
Erpetoichthys
Errantia
Errecart
Errhephoria
Errick
Errol
Erroll
Ersar
Erse
Erskine
Ertebolle
Ertha
Erula
Erulu
Erund
Erv
Ervin
Ervine
Erving
Erviapiame
Ervum
Ervy
Erwin
Erwinia
Erwinna
Erwinville
Erycina
Erymanthian
Erymanthian boar
Erymanthos
Erymanthus
Erln
Eryngium
Eryon
Eryops
Erysibe
Erysichthon
Erysimum
Erysipelothrix
Erysiphaeaceae
Erysiphe
Erythea
Erytheis
Erythraea
Erythreaean
Erythreaean sibyl
Erythraeidae
Erythreaem
Erythrina
Erythrinidae
Erythrinus
Erythrochaete
Erythronium
Erythroxylaceae
Erythroxylon
Erythroxylum
Eskil
Eskill
Eskilstuna
Eskimauan
Eskimo
Eskimo Pie
Eskimo curlew
Eskimo dog
Eskimo purchase
Eskimo-Aleut
Eskimoan
Eskimoic
Eskimoid
Eskimoized
Eskimologist
Eskimology
Eskimos
Eskisehir
Eskishehir
Esko
Eskualdun
Eskuara
Esky
Eslie
Esma
Esmarch bandage
Esmaria
Esmark
Esme
Esmeralda
Esmeraldan
Esmeraldas
Esmerelda
Esmerolda
Esmond
Esmont
Esocidae
Esopus
Esopus grit
Esox
Espana
Espanola
Espartero
Esparto
 Esperance
Esperantic
Esperantidist
Esperantido
Est Est Est
Esta
Estaban de Jesus
Established Church
Establishment
Establishment, the
Estacada
Estaing
Estancia
Estas
Estates General
Este
Esteban
Esteban DeJesus
Estel
Estele
Esteli
Estell
Estella
Estelle
Estelline
Esten
Ester
Esterhazy
Estero
Estes
Estes Kefauver
Estes Park
Estevan
Estey
Esth
Esthacyte
Esther
Estheria
Estheriidae
Estherville
Estherwood
Esthonia
Esthonian
Estienne
Estill
Estis
Estonia
Estonian
Estotiland
Estournelles de Constant
Estrada Cabrera
Estrella
Estrellita
Estremadura
Estren
Estrin
Estron
Estus
Eszencia
Esztergom
Eszterhazy
Et
Eta
Etam
Etamin
Etan
Etana
Etas
Etchareottine
Etchimin
Etem
Eteocles
Eteoclus
Eteocretan
Eteocretes
Eteocreton
Eternal City
Eternal City, The
Eth
Ethan
Ethanim
Ethban
Ethben
Ethbin
Ethbinium
Ethbun
Etge
Ethel
Ethelbert
Ethelda
Etheldee
Ethelene
Ethellette
Ethelin
Ethelind
Ethelinda
Etheline
Ethelred
Ethelred II
Ethelstan
Ethelsville
Ethelyn
Ethelynne
Etheneldeli
Etheostoma
Etheostomidae
Etheostominae
Etherege
Etheria
Etheriidae
Ethical Culture
Ethics of the Fathers
Ethiop
Ethiopie
Ethiopia
Ethiopian
Ethiopian Church
Ethiopic
Ethlyn
Ethyl
Ethyle
Etienne
Etiwanda
Eika
Eilan
Ema
Etmean
Etoile
Etom
Eton
Eton College
Eton blue
Eton cap
Eton collar
Eton crop
Eton game
Eton jacket
Etonian
Etowah
Etowah mound
Etr
Etra
Etrem
Etruria
Etruria ware
Etrurian
Etruscan
Etruscan ware
Etrusco-roman
Etruscologist
Etruscology
Etta
Etabelleth
Etari
Ettarre
Etters
Etterville
Etti
Ettie
Ettinger
Ettore
Ettrick
Ett
Ettz
Ettel
Ettel
Eu
Euachme
Euahlayi
Euascomycetes
Eubacteriales
Eubank
Eubasidii
Euboea
Euboean
Euboic
Eubranchipus
Eubuleus
Eucalyptus
Eucarida
Eucha
Eucharis
Eucharis mite
Eucharist
Eucharistic
Eucharistic rites
Eucharistical
Eucharistically
Eucharitidae
Euchener
Euchite
Euchlaena
Euchlorophyceae
Euchorda
Eucirripedia
Eucken
Euclea
Euler-Chelpin
Eulerian
Euless
Eulessa
Eulima
Eulimidae
Eulis
Eumaeus
Eumedes
Eumelus
Eumenes
Eumenidae
Eumenidean
Eumenides
Eumolpides
Eumolpus
Eumycetes
Eunectes
Euneus
Eunice
Eunicidae
Eunomia
Eunomian
Eunomianism
Eunomus
Eunson
Euomphalus
Euonymus
Euornithes
Euorthoptera
Eupanorthidae
Eupanorthus
Eupatorium
Eupen and Malmdy
Euphausia
Euphausiacea
Euphausiidae
Eupheemia
Euphemia
Euphemiah
Euphemie
Euphemus
Euphorbia
Euphorbia sphinx
Euphorbiaceae
Euphorbus
Euphorion
Euphrasia
Euphratean
Euphrates
Euphremia
Euphrosyne
Euphues
Euphylllopoada
Eupepectella
Euplexoptera
Euplocomi
Euploeinae
Euplotes
Eupolidean
Eupolidean meter
Eupolyzoa
Eupomatia
Eupomatiaceae
Eupora
Euprepia
Euproctis
Euptelea
Eupterotidae
Eur
Eur-
Eurafric
Eurafrican
Euramerican
Euraquilo
Eurasia
Eurasian
Eurasian landmass
Eurasianism
Eurasiatric
Euratom
Eure
Eure-et-Loir
Eureka
Eureka Stockade
Euridice
Euridyce
Eurindic
Euripidean
Euripidean tragedy
Euripides
Eurippa
Euro-
Euro-American
Euro-american
Euroaquilo
Euroclydon
Eurocommunism
Eurocrat
Eurodollar
Eurodollars
Euromarket
Euromart
Europa
European
Europasian
Europe
European
European Atomic Energy Community
European Economic Community
European Free Trade Association
European Recovery Program
European Recovery Programme
European beech
European bird cherry
European bison
European blastomycosis
European chestnut
European corn borer
European cranberry
European elder
European fan palm
European fly honeysuckle
European globe-flower
European goldenrod
European larch
European letter telegram
European linden
European mallow
European plan
European raspberry
European spruce sawfly
European white hellebore
Europeanisation
Europeanise
Europeanised
Europeanising
Europeanism
Europeanization
Europeanize
Europeanized
Europeanizing
Europeanly
Europeo-american
Europeo-asiatic
Europeo-siberian
Europeward
Europocentric
Europoort
Eurotas
Eurovision
Eurus
Euryalae
Euryale
Euryaleae
Euryalida
Euryalus
Eurybates
Eurybia
Eurycerotidae
Euryclea
Euryclia
Eurydamas
Eurydice
Eurygaea
Eurygaean
Euryganeia
Eurylaimi
Eurylaimidae
Eurylaimus
Eurylochus
Eurymachus
Eurymede
Eurymedon
Eurymus
Eurynome
Eurypelma
Eurypharyngidae
Eurypharynx
Eurypterida
Eurypteroidea
Eurypterus
Eurypyga
Eurypygae
Eurypygidae
Eurypylus
Eurysaces
Eurysthenes
Eurystheus
Eurytion
Eurytomidae
Eurytus
Euscaro
Evacuation Day
Evadale
Evadne
Evadnee
Evaleen
Evalyn
Evan
Evan Mecham
Evander
Evang
Evangeline
Evangelical
Evangelical Congregationalist
Evangelicalism
Evangelin
Evangelina
Evangeline
Evangelist
Evangelists
Evangels
Evangelos Averoff
Evania
Evaniidae
Evanne
Evannia
Evans
Evansdale
Evansport
Evaston
Evansville
Evant
Evante
Evanthe
Evanthia
Evarglice
Evaristus
Evars
Evart
Evarts
Evatt
Eve
Eve's pudding
Evea
Evehood
Evel Knievel
Eveleen
Eveless
Eveleth
Evelin
Evelina
Eveline
Evelinn
Evelun
Evelyn
Evelynne
Emmerus
Even
Even-christian
Evendale
Evening Prayer
Evening With Monsieur Teste, An
Eveningshade
Evensville
Eventognathi
Eventus
Evenus
Everara
Everard
Everdur
Eveready
Evered
Everes
Everest
Everett
Everetts
Everettville
Everglade state
Everglades
Everglades National Park
Evergood
Evergreen
Evergreen Park
Evergreen State
Everhart
Everick
Everly
Evernia
Everrs
Evers
Eversole
Eversen
Evert
Evertebrata
Everton
Every Man Out of His Humour
Every Man in His Humour
Everyman
Evesham
Evetta
Evette
Evey
Evian-les-Bains
Evie
Evil One
Evin
Evington
Ewinston
Evipal
Evita
Evius
Evniissyen
Evodia
Evonne
Evonymus
Evora
Evoy
Evreux
Evros
Evslin
Evtushenko
Evva
Evvie
Evvoia
Evvy
Evy
Evyleen
Evyn
Ewa
Ewald
Ewall
Ewan
Ewan Clague
Eward
Ewart
Ewe
Ewell
Ewen
Ewens
Ewer
Ewig-weibliche
Ewing
Ewold
Ex
Exarchic
Exarchist
Exaudi
Exc
Excalibur
Excedrin
Excellence
Excellency
Excello
Excelsior
Excelsior Springs
Excelsior diamond
Exchangite
Exchequer
Exchequer chamber
Excipulaceae
Exclusion bill
Exclusive Brethren
Excoecaria
Executive Council
Executive Mansion
Exeland
Exeter
Exile
Exira
Exline
Exmoor
Exmore
Exoascaceae
Exoascales
Exoascus
Exobasidiaceae
Exobasidiales
Exobasidium
Exochorda
Exocoetidae
Exocoetus
Exocyclica
Exocycloida
Exod
Exodus
Exogenae
Exogonium
Exogyra
Exon
Exon domesday
Exonian
Exopterygota
Exostema
Expectation Week
Expectation sunday
Expectation week
Explorer
Export-Import Bank
Expressionism
Expressionismus
Expressionist
Expressionistic
Expressionistically
Extasie
Extasie, The
Extasiie
Exton
Extra-american
Extra-christian
Extra-judaical
Extra-league
Extra-neptunian
Extravagantes
Extremadura
Exultet
Exuma
Exxon
Exxon Valdez
Eyck
Eyde
Eydie
Eyeish
Eyeleen
Eyetie
Eyla
Eyota
Eyre
Eyre Peninsula
Eyre's Peninsula
Eysenck
Eysk
Eyskens
Ez
Ezana
Ezar
Ezara
Ezaria
Ezarra
Ezarras
Ezechias
Ezechiel
Ezek
Ezekiel
Ezel
Ezequiel
Ezer Weizman
Eziama
Eziechiele
Ezmeralda
Ezr
Ezra
Ezri
Ezzard
Ezzo
F
F clef
F distribution
F horn
F layer
F major
F minor
F natural
F region
F star
F's
F-display
F-flat
F-head cylinder
F-hole guitar
F-scope
F-shaped
F-sharp
F-sharp major
F-sharp minor
F-state
F-stop system
F-type star
FA
FA Cup
FAA
FAAAS
FAB
FACD
FACOM
FACS
FAD
FAE
FAG
FAI
FIRMR
FIT
FITS
FL
FLACC
FLB
FLN
FLOP
FLOPS
FLRA
FLS
FLT
FM
FM antenna
FM band
FM broadcasting
FM cyclotron
FM detector
FM receiver
FM signal
FM station
FM transmitter
FM tuner
FMAC
FMB
FMC
FMCS
FMEA
FMN
FMR
FMS
FMk
FNC
FNMA
FNPA
FO
FOAC
FOB
FOC
FOE
FOIA
FOIMS
FOIRL
FON
FOOBAR
FOR
FORCS
FORD
FSH
FSK
FSLIC
FSR
FSS
FSU
FSW
FT
FT1
FTAM
FTC
FTE
FTG
FTL
FTP
FTPI
FTS
FTW
FTZ
FUBAR
FUD
FUS
FUSE
FV
FW
FWA
FWD
FWHM
FWIW
FX
FY
FYA
FYI
FYS
FZS
Faba
Fabaceae
Fabe
Fabens
Faber
Faberg
Faberge
Fabi
Fabian
Fabian Society
Fabian policy
Fabian socialism
Fabian socialist
Fabianism
Fabianist
Fabiano
Fabien
Fabio
Fabiola
Fabiolas
Fabius
Fabius Maximus
Fablan
Fables
Fabozzi
Fabraea
Fabre
Fabri
Fabria
Fabriane
Fabrianna
Fabrianne
Fabriano
Fabrice
Fabricius
Fabrienne
Fabrikoid
Fabrin
Fabritius
Fabron
Fabrice
Fabry-Perot etalon
Fabry-Perot interferometer
Fabyan
Fabyola
Fachan
Fachanan
Fachini
Fackler
Factice
Factor
Factoryville
Faculty of Advocates
Fadden
Fadeev
Faden
Fadeometer
Fadeyev
Fadil
Fadil Jamali
Falcon Heights
Falcone
Falconer
Falcondes
Falconidae
Falconiformes
Falconinae
Falcunculus
Falda
Falderal
Falderan
Falerii
Faleronian
Falerno
Falernum
Faletti
Falfurrias
Falieri
Faliero
Faline
Faliscan
Falisci
Falito
Falk
Falkenhayn
Falkirk
Falkland
Falkland Islands
Falkland Islands Dependencies
Falkner
Falkville
Fall
Fall Line
Fall River
Fall River Legend
Fall of the House of Usher, The
Fall pippin
Fall, The
Falla
Fallbrook
Fallon
Fallopian
Fallopian aqueduct
Fallopian tube
Falls
Fallsburg
Fallston
Falmouth
Fannia
Fannie
Fannie Mae
Fannin
Fanning
Fanny
Fano
Fanshawe
Fantasia
Fantasiestck
Fantasy
Fante
Fanti
Fantin-Latour
Fanum Fortunae
Fanwe
Fanwood
Fany
Fanya
Fapesmo
Far
Far East
Far East Air Force
Far Eastern
Far Eastern Region
Far North
Far West
Far Western
Far east
Far eastern
Far from the Madding Crowd
Fara
Faraday
Faraday dark space
Faraday effect
Faraday rotation
Farah
Farallon
Farallones
Farand
Farant
Farber
Fareham
Farewell
Farewell to Arms, A
Farey sequence
Farfugium
Fargo
Fauman
Faun
Fauna
Faunia
Faunie
Faunsdale
Faunus
Faur
Faure
Faus
Faust
Fausta
Faustena
Faustian
Faustianism
Faustina
Faustine
Fausto
Faustulus
Faustus
Fauve
Fauver
Fauvism
Fauvist
Faux
Faux-Monnayeurs, Les
Favata
Faventine
Faverolle
Favian
Favianus
Favien
Favilla
Favin
Favola d'Orfeo, La
Favonia
Favonius
Favosites
Favositidae
Favrine Glass
Favrine glass
Favrot
Fawaz Younis
Fawcett
Fawcette
Fawkes
Fawn
Fawna
Fawne
Fawnia
Fawnskin
Fawzi el Kaukji
Fawzi el Mulki
Fawzia
Fax
Faxan
Faxen
Faxon
Faxun
Fay
Fayal
Fayal lily
Fayanne
Faydra
Faye
Fayette
Fayetteville
Fayettism
Fayina
Fayme
Fayola
Fayre
Fayth
Faythe
Fayum
Fayumatic
Faywood
Fazeli
Fe
Feala
Fear
Feast
Feast of Booths
Feast of Dedication
Feast of Fools
Feast of Lanterns
Feast of Lights
Feast of Lots
Feast of Orthodoxy
Feast of Tabernacles
Feast of Weeks
Feast of the Dedication
Feast of the Unleavened Bread
Featherstone
Feb
Federated Malay States
Federation of the West Indies
Federica
Federico
Federico Chavez
Fedia
Fedin
Fedirko
Fedor
Fedora
Fee
Feeley
Feeney
Feer
Feesburg
Fegatella
Fehmic
Feighan
Feigin
Feigl
Feijoa
Feil
Fein
Feinberg
Feingold
Feininger
Feinleib
Feinstein
Feisal
Feisal I
Feisal II
Feisul I
Felapton
Felch
Feld
Felda
Felder
Feldman
Feldstein
Feldt
Felecia
Feledy
Felic
Felicidad
Felice
Felicthys
Felicia
Feliciana
Felicidad
Felicie
Felicio
Felicta
Felicity
Felicle
Felidae
Felike
Feliks
Felinae
Felipa
Felipe
Felipe Gonzales
Felippe
Felis
Felise
Felisha
Felita
Felix
Felix Bloch
Felix Fermin
Felix Houphouet-Boigny
Felix I
Felix III
Felix IV
Feliza
Felizio
Fellani
Fellata
Fellatah
Feller
Fellatin tapestry
Felling
Fellini
Fellner
Fellow
Fellows
Fellsmere
Felske
Felt
Felten
Feltie
Felton
Felty
Felty's syndrome
Felup
Fem
Feme
Femi
Feminine
Femmime
Fen
Fendant de Sion
Fendig
Fenelia
Fenella
Fenelon
Fenelton
Fenestellidae
Fengkieh
Fengtien
Fenian
Fenianism
Fenn
Fennell
Fennelly
Fenner
Fennessy
Fennie
Fennimore
Fennoman
Fennville
Fenny
Fenrir
Fenris-wolf
Fens
Fensalir
Fenton
Fentress
Fenwick
Fenzelia
Feodor
Feodor Fedorenko
Feodora
Feodore
Feola
Feosol
Ferae
Ferahan
Feramorzh
Ferber
Ferd
Ferde
Ferdiad
Ferdie
Ferdinana
Ferdinand
Ferdinand I
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand III
Ferdinand V
Ferdinand
Ferdinande
Ferdus
Ferdy
Ferenc
Fergana
Fergus
Ferguson
Ferhat Abbas
Feriga
Feringhee
Feringi
Ferino
Ferio
Férison
Fermanagh
Fermat
Fermat number
Fermat's last theorem
Fermat's principle
Fermat's principle of least time
Fermat's theorem
Fermatian
Fermi
Fermi-Dirac statistics
Fermin
Fern
Ferna
Fernald
Fernand
Fernand Belaune Terry
Fernand Grenier
Fernanda
Fernande
Fernandel
Fernandes
Fernandez
Fernandina
Fernandina Beach
Fernando
Fernando Aguero
Fernando De Soto
Fernando I
Fieldon
Fields
Fields of Mourning
Fieldton
Fiend
Fierabras
Fierasfer
Fierasferidae
Fierebras
Fiertz
Fiesole
Fiester
Fife
Fifeshire
Fifi
Fifield
Fifine
Fifinella
Fifth Amendment
Fifth Monarchy Men
Fifth Republic
Fifth of May
Figge
Fighting French
Figitidae
Figl
Figone
Figueres
Figueroa
Fiji
Fiji Islands
Fiji arrowroot
Fiji chestnut
Fijian
Filago
Filaria
Filariiidae
Filbert
Filbert Bayi
Filberete
Filberto
Filemon
Filer
Files
Filia
Filiano
Filibranchia
Filicales
Filices
Filicineae
Filicitites
Filicornia
Filide
Filigeria
Filion
Filip
Filipe
Filipendula
Filipina
Filipiniana
Filipinization
Filipinize
Filipino
Filipino ration
Filipino-american
Filipinos
Filippa
Filippino
Filippo
Felix
Filandwr
Fillbert
Fillender
Filler
Filley
Fillian
Fillmore
Filmer
Filmore
Filomena
Filosa
Fima
Fimbristylis
Fimbul-winter
Fin
Fin de siecle
Fina
Finality men
Finance
Finance department
Financier, The
Finbar
Finbur
Finchley
Finchville
Findlay
Findley
Fine
Fine Champagne
Fine Gael
Fineberg
Fineen
Finegan
Finella
Fineman
Finer
Fineview
Fingal
Fingal's Cave
Fingall
Fingallian
Finger Lakes
Fingerville
Fingo
Fingu
Fini
Finiglacial
Finist
Finistere
Finisterre
Fink
Fink truss
Finkelstein
Finksburg
Finland
Finlander
Finlandia
Finlay
Finlayson
Finletter
Finley
Finleyville
Finly
Finmark
Finn
Finnbheara
Finnegan
Finnegans Wake
Finney
Finnic
Finnicize
Finnie
Finnigan
Finnish
Fiske
Fisken
Fiskeville
Fissidens
Fissidentaceae
Fissilinguia
Fissipeda
Fissipedia
Fissipes
Fissirostres
Fissurella
Fissurellidae
Fistulana
Fistularia
Fistulariidae
Fistulina
Fisty
Fitch
Fitchburg
Fithian
Fitting
Fittipaldi
Fitton
Fittonia
Fitts
Fittstown
Fitz
Fitz-james
FitzGerald
FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction
Fitzclarence
Fitzger
Fitzgerald
Fitzhugh
Fitzpat
Fitzpatrick
Fitzroy
Fitzroya
Fitzsimmons
Fuman
Fiume
Fiumicino
Five Books of Moses
Five Civilized Nations
Five Civilized Tribes
Five Nations
Five Towns
Five-Elements School
Five-Year Plan
Five-year plan
Fixin
Fizeau
Fjare
Fjelsted
Fjorgyn
Fi
Fla
Flacian
Flacianism
Flacianist
Flacourtia
Flacouriaceae
Flag Day
Flagellaria
Flagellariaceae
Flagellata
Flagellatae
Flagg
Flagler
Flagstad
Flagstaff
Flagtown
Flaherty
Flam
Flamandization
Flamandize
Flamborough Head
Flamingant
Flaminian
Flaminian Way
Flamininus
Flaminius
Flammarion
Flamsteed
Flan
Flanagan
Flanders
Flanders poppy
Flandreau
Flanigan
Flann
Flanna
Flannery
Flasher
Flat River
Flat Rock
Flathead
Flatlick
Flatonia
Flatto
Flatwoods
Flaubert
Flaubertian
Flaveria
Flavia
Flavian
Flavio
Flavius
Flavobacterium
Flaxman
Flaxton
Flaxville
Fleck
Flecker
Fleda
Fledermaus Die
Fleece
Fleeman
Fleet
Fleet Air Arm
Fleet Prison
Fleet Street
Fleet-book evidence
Fleeta
Fleetville
Fleetwood
Fleetwood Mac
Fleischer
Fleischmanns
Fleisher
Fleisig
Flem
Fleming
Fleming valve
Fleming’s rules
Flemings
Flemingsburg
Flemington
Flemish
Flemish bob
Flemish bond
Flemish coil
Flemish fake
Flemish horse
Flemish knot
Flemish school
Flemish scroll
Flemish-coil
Flemming
Flensburg
Flessel
Fleta
Fletch
Fletcher
Fletcherise
Fletcherised
Fletcherising
Fletcherism
Fletcherite
Fletcherize
Fletcherized
Fletcherizing
Flettner control
Fleur
Fleur de Decauville
Fleurette
Fleurs du Mal, Les
Fleury
Flewelling
Flexner
Flexography
Flexowriter
Flexowriter typewriter
Flickertail state
Flicksville
Flieger
Fliegerabwehrkanone
Flight
Flin
Flin Flon
Flinders Island
Flinders Range
Flinders bar
Flindersia
Flinn
Flint
Flinton
Flintshire
Flintstone
Flintville
Flip
Flip-top
Flippin
Flita
Flo
Floating Cloud, The
Flobert
Flodden
Flodden Field
Floerkea
Floeter
Flois
Flom
Flomatont
Flo mot
Flon
Flood
Flood, the
Floodwood
Flor
Flora
Floral
Floral Park
Florala
Floralia
Florance
Flore
Floreal
Florella
Florence
Florence fennel
Florence flask
Florencia
Florencita
Florenda
Florentia
Florentine
Florentine school
Florentinism
Florenz
Florenza
Flores
Flores Sea
Floresville
Florette
Florey
Florham Park
Flori
Floria
Florian
Floriano
Florianolis
Florianopolis
Florida
Florida Current
Florida Keys
Florida Strait
Florida cat's-claw
Florida gold
Florida moss
Florida velvet bean
Florida water
Floridan
Florideae
Florida
Floridian
Florie
Florien
Florin
Florina
Florinda
Florine
Florio
Floris
Florisbad man
Florissant
Floriston
Floro
Florri
Florrie
Florry
Flory
Floscularia
Flosculariidae
Flosi
Floss
Flosser
Flossi
Flossie
Flossmoor
Flossy
Flotow
Flourtown
Flovilla
Flower
Flower Hill
Flowering Judas
Flowers
Flowers of Evil
Floy
Floyce
Floyd
Floyd Holzapfel
Floydada
Floydada
Flss
Flugelhorn
Fluker
Flushing
Flustra
Flutidae
Fluvanna
Fly River
Flying Dutchman
Flyingh
Flyn
Flynn
Flysch
Fm
Fnen
Fo
FoC
Foah
Foaming Sea
Foamite
Foao Neves da Fontoura
Foch
Focolare Movement
Fodientia
Foecunditatis
Foeniculum
Foerstner bit
Fogarty
Fogel
Fogelsville
Fogertown
Fogg
Foggia
Foism
Foist
Foix
Fokine
Fokker
Fokos
Fola
Folberth
Forest Heights
Forest Hill
Forest Hills
Forest Negro
Forest Park
Forest city
Forest of Dean
Forest service
Forestburg
Forestburgh
Forestdale
Forester
Forestian
Forestiera
Foreston
Forestport
Forestville
Forfar
Forficula
Forficulidae
Forgan
Foristell
Forkey
Forkland
Forks
Forksville
Forkunion
Forkville
Forl
Forland
Fodi
Forlini
Form
Formalin
Forman
Formenti
Formica
Formicariae
Formicariidae
Formicidae
Formicina
Formicinae
Formicivora
Formicoidea
Formol
Formosa
Formosa Strait
Formosa oolong
Fort Laramie
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Lee
Fort Madison
Fort McHenry
Fort Meade
Fort Meigs
Fort Mill
Fort Mims
Fort Monroe
Fort Morgan
Fort Moultrie
Fort Myers
Fort Orange
Fort Payne
Fort Peck
Fort Pickens
Fort Pierce
Fort Plain
Fort Pulaski
Fort Scott
Fort Smith
Fort Stockton
Fort Sumter
Fort Valley
Fort Wayne
Fort William
Fort Worth
Fort ancient
Fort pierre
Fort union
Fort-Lamy
Fort-de-France
Forta
Fortaleza
Fortas
Fortescue
Forth
Fortier
Fortin
Fortin barometer
Fortisan
Fortna
Fortran
Fortuna
Fortunate Islands
Fortunately Isles
Fortunato
Fortunatus's cap
Fortune
Fortune's wheel
Fortunella
Fortunia
Fortunio
Fortunna
Forty Days of Musa Dagh, The
Forty Fort
Forty Thieves, The
Forty-Eight, The
Forty-Five
Forty-five
Forum
Forward
Fosbury flop
Foscalina
Fosdick
Foshan
Fosite
Foskett
Fosque
Foss
Fosse Way
Fossores
Fossoria
Fosston
Foster
Fosters
Fosterville
Fostoria
Fothergilla
Fotheringhay
Fotina
Fotinas
Fotomatic
Fotosetter
Fototronic
Foucault
Foucault current
Foucault pendulum
Foucquet
Fougere
Fougerolles
Foujita
Fouke
Foulbec
Foulk
Foulness
Foundation Day
Foundation day
Fount
Fountain Hill
Fountainhead, The
Fountaintown
Fountaintown
Fountainville
Fouq
Fouque
Fouquet
Fouquier-Tinville
Fouquieria
Fouquieriaceae
Four
Four Horsemen
Four Hundred
Four Hundred, the
Four Noble Truths
Four Quartets
Four Saints in Three Acts
Four Temperaments, The
Four-H Club
Four-h
Four-power
Fourdrinier
Fourier
Fourier analysis
Fourier series
Fourier transform
Fourierian
Fourierism
Fourierist
Fourieristic
Fourierite
Fourme d'Ambert
Fourme de Montbrison
Fourme de Salers
Fourmile
Fournier
Fouroaks
Fourteen Points
Fourteen Points, The
Fourth International
Fourth Republic
Fourth of July
Fourth-of-July orator
Foushee
Frankliniana
Franklinic
Franklinism
Franklinist
Franklinization
Franklinton
Franklintown
Franklinville
Franklyn
Franko
Frankston
Franksville
Frankton
Frankstown
Franksville
Franky
Franni
Frannie
Franny
Frans
Fransen
Fransie Geringer
Fransis
Fransisco
Frantisek Musil
Frants
Frantz
Franz
Franz Ferdinand
Franz Josef
Franz Josef I
Franz Josef Land
Franz Joseph II
Franz Koenig
Franza
Franzen
Franzoni
Frascati
Frasch
Frasco
Fraser
Frasera
Frasier
Frasquito
Fratercula
Fraticelli
Fraticellian
Fratres arvales
Fratres praedicatorum
Fratricelli
Frau
Frau ohne Schatten Die
Frauen
Frauenfeld
Frauenliebe und Leben
Fraulein
Fraunhofer
Fraunhofer lines
Frau
Fraus
Fraunhofer
Fraus
Fravashi
Fraxinus
Fraya
Frayda
Frayne
Fraze
Frazee
Frazer
Fraiseysburg
Frazier
Frear
Freberg
Frecciarossa
Frech
Frechet
Frechette
Fred
Fred Gehrke
Fred Ikle
Fred Manrique
Fred Moosally
Freda
Freddi
Freddie
Freddy
Fredek
Fredel
Fredela
Fredelia
Fredella
Fredenburg
Frederic
Frederic Malelk
Frederica
Frederich
Fredericia
Frederick
Frejus
Freki and Geri
Frelimo
Frelinghuysen
Fremantle
Fremont
Fremontia
Fremontodendron
Frenatae
French
French Academy
French Cameroons
French Canada
French Canadian
French Community
French Congo
French Equatorial Africa
French Foreign Legion
French Guiana
French Guianan
French Guianese
French Guinea
French India
French Indochina
French Morocoo
French North Africa
French Oceania
French Polynesia
French Revolution
French Revolutionary calendar
French Somaliland
French Sudan
French Togoland
French Union
French West Africa
French West Indies
French and English
French and Indian War
French arch
French bean
French bed
French blue
French bread
French bulldog
French chalk
French chop
French coach horse
French cricket
French cuff
French curve
French disease
French door
French doors
French doughnut
French drain
French dressing
French endive
French fake
French flat
French foot
French fried potatoes
French fries
French gray
French harp
French heel
French honeysuckle
French horn
French ice cream
French kid
French kiss
French knickers
French knot
French leave
French letter
French lilac
French literature
French lug
French marigold
French mulberry
French mustard
French navy
French nettle
French nude
French pancake
French pastry
French pitch
French plague
French pleat
French police
French polish
French pox
French roll
French roof
French rose
French school
French seam
French shroud knot
French sixth
French stick
French stick loaf
French system
French tab
French tamarisk
French telephone
French toast
French truss
French twist
French vermouth
French window
French windows
French-born
French-bred
French-built
French-educated
French-fashion
French-grown
French-heeled
French-kiss
French-looking
French-loving
French-made
French-manned
French-minded
French-polish
French-speaking
Frenchboro
Frenchburg
Frenchier
Frenchies
Frenchiest
Frenchification
Frenchified
Frenchify
Frenchifying
Frenchily
Frenchiness
Frenchism
Frenchize
Frenchless
Frenchlick
Frenchly
Frenchman
Frenchmen
Frenchness

Frenchness
Friendswood
Frierson
Fries
Friesche Kaas
Friesian
Friesic
Friesish
Friesland
Friesz
Frigg
Frigga
Frigid Zone
Frigid Zones
Frigidaire
Frigoris
Frija
Frimaire
Friml
Fringetail
Fringilla
Fringillidae
Fringilliformes
Friona
Fris
Frisbee
Frisch
Frisches Haff
Frisco
Frisesomorum
Frisian
Frisian Islands
Frisian carving
Frissi
Frisse
Frissell
Fritch
Fritillaria
Frits
Fritts
Fritz
Fritte
Fritzie
Fritzsche
Friuli
Friuli-Venezia Giulia
Friulian
Frl
Frlein
Frobisher
Frobisher Bay
Fródeen
Fródi
Fródin
Fródina
Fródine
Fróebel
Fróebelian
Fróebelism
Fróebelist
Fróehlich
Fróemming
Frog
Frogmore
Frogs, The
Fróh
Fróhman
Fróhna
Fróhne
Froid
Fróissart
Frólick
Fróma
Frómburg
Fróme
Frómental
Frómentin
Frómm
Frómma
Fróna
Frónda
Frónde
Fróndeur
Fróndizi
Frónia
Frónnia
Frónniah
Front Range
Front Royal
Frontenac
Frontenac et Palluau
Frontignan
Frontirostria
Frontisek Klecka
Frontroyal
Fronya
Frost
Fuller rose beetle
Fullerton
Fullonian
Fulmarus
Fulmer
Fulmis
Fuls
Fulshearn
Fulton
Fultondale
Fultonham
Fultonville
Fults
Fultz
Fulup
Fulvi
Fulvia
Fulviah
Fumago
Fumaria
Fumariaceae
Fumio Niwa
Funaria
Funariaceae
Funch
Funchal
Funda
Fundulinae
Fundulus
Fundy
Funfkirchen
Fungales
Fungi Imperfecti
Fungi imperfecti
Fungia
Fungurume
Funje
Funk
Funkia
Funkstown
Funston
Funtumia
Funtumia
Fuquay
Fur
Fur Seal Islands
Furcellaria
Furcraea
Furey
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furfooz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furfooz man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furfooz-grenelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furgeson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furiae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furies, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furlani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furlong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnariidae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnariides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnarius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnerius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnivall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furtek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furtwler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusarium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuseli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fushih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fushun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusicladium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusicoccum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiformis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusulina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futabatei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Farmers of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futurism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futurist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Zoeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fydorova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fylde</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gabby
Gabe
Gabel
Gaberones
 Gabes
Gabey
Gabi
Gabie
Gahle
Gabler
Gabo
Gabon
Gabonese
Gaboon
Gabor
Gaboriau
Gaborone
Gabriel
Gabriel Videla Gonzales
Gabriela
Gabriele
Gabrieli
Gabriell
Gabriella
Gabrielle
Gabrielli
Gabriellia
Gabriello
Gabrielrache
Gabriels
Gabrielson
Gabril
Gabrilowitsch
Gabumi
Gabun
Gabunese
Gaby
Gackle
Gad
Gadaba
Gadarene
Gadaria
Gaddafi
Gaddang
Gaddi
Gader
Gadhelic
Gadidae
Gahan
Gahanna
Gahl
Gahrwali
Gaia
Gaidano
Gaidropsaridae
Gaige
Gaikwar
Gail
Gaile
Gaillard
Gaillard Cut
Gaillardia
Gainer
Gaines
Gainesboro
Gainestown
Gainesville
Gainor
Gainsborough
Gaiser
Gaiseric
Gaither
Gaithersburg
Gaitskell
Gaius
Gaivn
Gajcur
Gajda
Gakona
Gal
Gala
Galacaceae
Galactia
Galaginaceae
Galago
Galalahad
Galan
Galang
Galanthus
Galanti
Galapagos
Galashiels
Galasyn
Galasyn
Galata
Galatae
Galatea
Galliano
Gallic
Gallic Wars
Gallican
Gallican liberties
Gallicanism
Galliccally
Gallice
Gallicisation
Gallicise
Gallicised
Galliciser
Gallicising
Gallicism
Gallicization
Gallicize
Gallicized
Gallicizer
Gallicizing
Gallico
Gallicolae
Gallienus
Galliott
Gallification
Galliformes
Gallify
Galligan
Galligantus
Gallina
Gallinaceae
Gallinacei
Gallinae
Gallinago
Gallinas
Gallinas Point
Gallinula
Gallinulinae
Gallion
Gallipoli
Gallipoli Peninsula
Gallipolis
Gallirallus
Gallitzin
Gallman
Gallo-
Gallo-Rom
Gallo-Romance
Gallo-briton
Gamaliel
Gamasidae
Gamasoidea
Gamay
Gambart
Gambell
Gamber
Gambetta
Gambi
Gambia
Gambier
Gambier Islands
Gamble
Gambrell
Gambrill
Gambrills
Gambrinus
Gambusia
Gambut
Gamelion
Gamin
Gamma
Gammaridae
Gammarus
Gammelost
Gammexane
Gamolepis
Gamopetalae
Gamp mrs sairey
Gan
Ganado
Ganapati
Gance
Gand
Ganda
Gandeeville
Gander
Gandhara
Gandharan
Gandharva
Gandharva rite
Gandhi
Gandhi cap
Gandhian
Gandhiism
Gandhiist
Gandhism
Gandhist
Gandzha
Ganesa
Ganesha
Gang of Four
Ganga
Ganga jal
Gangamopteris
Ganges
Ganges dolphin
Gangetic
Gangtok
Ganguela
Ganiats
Ganley
Gannes
Gannett
Gannie
Gannon
Gannonga
Ganny
Ganocephala
Ganodonta
Ganodus
Ganoidei
Ganowanian
Gans
Gansevoort
Gant
Gantrisin
Gantt
Ganymeda
Ganymede
Ganymedes
Gao
Gaon
Gaonate
Gaonic
Gaons
Gapa
Gaperon
Gapin
Gapland
Gapville
Gar
Garald
Garamas
Garamond
Garand
Garand rifle
Garardsfort
Garate
Garaway
Garbe
Garber
Garbers
Garberville
Garbo
Garca Lorca
Garceau
Garcia
Garcia-Godoy
Garcia-Inchaustegui
Garciasville
Garcinia
Garcon
Gard
Garda
Gardal
Gardas
Gardel
Gardell
Garden
Garden State
Garden of Eden
Garden state
Gardena
Gardendale
Gardener
Gardenia
Gardenville
Gardia
Gardie
Gardiner
Gardner
Gardners
Gardnerville
Gardol
Gardy
Gare
Garek
Gareri
Gareth
Garett
Garey
Garfield
Garfield Heights
Garratt
Garrattsville
Garrek
Garret
Garreth
Garretson
Garrett
Garrettsville
Garrick
Garrigues
Garrik
Garris
Garrison
Garrison finish
Garrisonian
Garrisonism
Garrisonville
Garrity
Garrot
Garrott
Garrulinae
Garrulus
Garry
Garry Bjorklund
Garrya
Garryaceae
Garshuni
Garson
Gart
Garter
Garter King of Arms
Garth
Garthrod
Gartner
Garuda
Garv
Garvey
Garvin
Garvy
Garwin
Garwood
Gary
Gary Busey
Gary Gaetti
Gary Redus
Gary Suter
Gary Vitti
Garysburg
Garyville
Garzon
Gasan
Gasburg
Gascogne
Gascoigne
Gascon
Gasconade
Gasconism
Gascony
Gaskell
Gaskill
Gaskin
Gaskins
Gasmata
Gaspar
Gaspard
Gasparo
Gaspe
Gaspe series
Gaspee
Gasper
Gasperi
Gasperoni
Gaspinsula
Gasport
Gasquet
Gass
Gassaway
Gassendi
Gasser
Gasserian
Gassman
Gassville
Gasterocheires
Gasterolichenes
Gasteromycetes
Gasterophilus
Gasteropoda
Gasterosteidae
Gasterosteus
Gasterotricha
Gastineau
Gaston
Gaston Gingras
Gastonia
Gastonville
Gastornis
Gastornithidae
Gastraedae
Gastrochaena
Gastrochaenidae
Gastrolobium
Gastrophilus
Gastropoda
Gastrostomus
Gastrotricha
Gat
Gata Kamsky
Gata disease
Gates
Gateshead
Gatesville
Gatewood
Gath
Gatha
Gathard
Gathers
Gathic
Gathings
Gati
Gatian
Gatias
Gatlinburg
Gatling
Gatling gun
Gatow
Gattamelata
Gattman
Gatun
Gatun Lake
Gatzke
Gaucher's disease
Gaucho
Gaud
Gaudeamus igitur
Gaudet
Gaudete
Gaudete Sunday
Gaudete sunday
Gaudette
Gaudette sanday
Gaudibert
Gaudier-Brzeska
Gaugamela
Gaughan
Gauguin
Gauhati
Gaul
Gauldin
Gauleiter
Gaulic
Gaulish
Gaulle
Gaullism
Gaullist
Gault
Gaultheria
Gaultier
Gaunt
Gauntlett
Gaura
Gauri
Gaurian
Gauricus
Gause
Gausman
Gauss
Gauss law
Gauss plane
Gauss' law
Gauss' lemma
Gauss's law
Gaussian
Gaussian curve
Gaussian distribution
Gaussian domain
Gaussian image
Gaussian image point
Gaussian integer
Gaut
Gautama
Gautama Buddha
Gautea
Gauthier
Gautier
Gautious
Gav
Gavan
Gaven
Gavette
Gavia
Gaviae
Gederathite
Gederite
Gee
Geechee
Geehan
Geelong
Geelvink Bay
Geer
Geerts
Geesey
Geez
Gefell
Gefen
Geff
Geffner
Gegenschein
Geheimrat
Gehenna
Gehlbach
Gehman
Gehrig
Geibel
Geidar Aliev
Geier
Geiger
Geiger counter
Geiger threshold
Geiger tube
Geiger-Klemperer counter
Geiger-Muller counter
Geiger-counter telescope
Geigertown
Geigy
Geikia
Geikie
Geilich
Geis
Geisel
Geisenheimer
Geismar
Geiss
Geissler tube
Geissoloma
Geissolomataceae
Geissolomataceous
Geissorhiza
Geist
Geistesgeschichte
Geminid
Geminius
Geminius
Geminitores
Gemma
Gemmell
Gemmingia
Gemoets
Gemperle
Gemuetlichkeit
Gemutlichkeit
Gen
Gena
Genaro
Gene
Gene Keady
Gene Shue
Gene Ubriaco
Geneautry
Geneen
Geneina
General Accounting Office
General American Speech
General Assembly
General Certificate of Education
General Court
General Post Office
General Postal Union
General Services Administration
General Synod
Generalidad
Generalaira Eaker
Genesa
Genesco
Genesee
Geneseo
Genesia
Genesiac
Genesiacal
Genesis
Genesitic
Genet
Genetrix
Genetta
Genetyllis
Geneura
Geneva
Geneva Convention
Geneva bands
Geneva bands Geneva cloak
Geneva cross
Geneva gown
Geneva nomenclature
Geneva-cross
Geneva-cross movement
Genevan
Geneve
Genevese
Genevi
Genevieve
Genevois
Genevra
Genf
Genfersee
Geng Biao
Genghis Khan
Gengkow
Genia
Genie
Genipa
Genisia
Genista
Genitrix
Genk
Genl
Genna
Gennaro
Gennevilliers
Genni
Gennie
Gennifer
Genny
Geno
Genoa
Genoa cake
Genoa jib
Genoese
Genoese lottery
Genolla
Genova
Genovera
Genovese
Genoveva
Gensan
Genseric
Gensler
Gensmer
Gent
Gentes
Gentiana
Gentianaceae
Gentianales
Gentile
Gentilis
Gentille
Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod
Gentoo
Gentoos
Gentry
Gentryville
Genucius
Genvieve
Genyophrynidae
Geo
Geococcyx
Geof
Geoff
Geoff Bodine
Geoff Huston
Geoffrey
Geoffrey of Monmouth
Geoffry
Geoglossaceae
Geoglossum
GeolE
Geometridae
Geometrina
Geometroidea
Geomyidae
Geomys
Geon
Geonic
Geonim
Geonoma
Geophila
Geophilidae
Geophilus
Geophone
Geoplan
Geoplanidae
Geopolitik
Geoprumnnon
Georan Gentele
Georas
Geordie
Georg
Georgadjis
Georgann
George
George Ahmaogak
George Argyros
George Ariyoshi
George Balanchine
George Beall
George Crile
George Cross
George Deukmejian
George Fox
George Grivas
George I
George II
George III
George IV
George Irvine
George Seifert
George Town
George V
George VI
George Washington
George de Mohrenschmidt
George's cross
Georgeanna
Georgeanne
Georged
Georgemas
Georgena
Georgene
Georges
Georges Bank
Georges Bertoncini
Georgescu Alexandru
Georgesman
Georgesmen
Georgeta
Georgetown
Georgetta
Georgette
Georgette crepe
Georgi
Georgi Dimitrov
Georgia
Georgia bark
Gerd
Gerd Heidemann
Gerda
Gerdeen
Gerdi
Gerdie
Gerdy
Gerdye
Gere
Gerek
Gereld
Gereron
Gerfen
Gerge
Gerger
Gerhan
Gerhard
Gerhard Aigner
Gerhard Gesell
Gerhard Jahn
Gerhardine
Gerhardt
Gerhardus
Gerhart
Gerhart Eisler
Geri
Gerianna
Gerianne
Gericault
Gerick
Gerik
Gering
Gerita
Gerius
Gerkman
Gerlac
Gerlach
Gerlachovka
Geraladina
Gerlaw
Germain
Germaine
German
German Africa
German Baptist
German Baptist Brethren
German Democratic Republic
German East Africa
German Ocean
German Riesco
German band
German camomile
German catchfly
German coach horse
German cockroach
German ivy
German knot
German lapis
German measles
German police dog
German shepherd
German shepherd dog
German short-haired pointer
German siding
German silver
German sixth
German text
German tinder
German wire-haired pointer
German-american
German-built
German-english
German-french
German-hungarian
German-italian
German-jewish
German-made
German-owned
German-palatine
German-speaking
German-swiss
Germana
Germanesque
Germanhood
Germania
Germanic
Germanic deities
Germanical
Germanically
Germanics
Germanicus Caesar
Germanification
Germanify
Germanisation
Germanise
Germanised
Germaniser
Germanish
Germanising
Germanism
Germanist
Germanistic
Germanity
Germanization
Germanize
Germanized
Germanizer
Germanizing
Germanly
Germann
Germanness
Germano
Germanocentric
Germanomania
Germanomaniac
Germanophile
Germanophilist
Germanophobe
Germanophobia
Germanophobic
Germanophobist
Germansville
Germanton
Germantown
Germany
Germaun
Germayne
Germin
Germinal
Germiston
Gernhard
Gerome
Gerona
Geronimo
Geronomite
Gerousia
 Gerrald
Gerrard
Gerrardstown
Gerres
Gerrhosauridae
Gerri
Gerridae
Gerrie
Gesneriaceae
Gesnerian
Gessen
Gessner
Gesta Romanorum
Gestalt
Gestalt psychology
Gestalt school
Gestapo
Gesualdo
Getae
Geth
Gethsemane
Gethsemane cheese
Gethsemanic
Getic
Getraer
Getsul
Getter
Gettings
Getty
Gettysburg
Gettysburg Address
Getzville
Geulincx
Geullah
Geum
Gev
Gevaert
Gewirtz
Gewrztraminer
Gex
Geyserville
Gezer
Gezira
Ggora y Argote
Ghan
Ghana
Ghanaian
Ghanian
Ghardaia
Ghassan
Ghassanid
Ghats
Ghazali
Ghaznevid
Ghazzah
Ghazzali
Gheber
Ghedda
Ghedda wax
Gheen
Gheens
Gheg
Ghegish
Ghelderode
Ghent
Gheorghe
Gherardi
Gherardo
Gherlein
Ghibelline
Ghibellinism
Ghiberti
Ghilzai
Ghiordes
Ghiordes knot
Ghirlandaio
Ghirlandajo
Ghiselin
Gholam Reza Azhari
Ghosts
Ghuz
Gi
Gia Lam
Gia Nghia
Giacamo
Giacinta
Giacobo
Giacometti
Giacomo
Giacomuzzo
Giacopo
Giai
Giaimo
Giano
Gian
Giana
Gianina
Gianna
Gianni
Giannini
Giansar
Giant hunter
Giant killer
Giant's Causeway
Giardia
Giarla
Giauque
Giavani
Gib
Gibb
Gibbeon
Gibberella
Gibbi
Gibbie
Gibbon
Gibbons
Gibbonsville
Gibbs
Gibbs free energy
Gibbs function
Gibbsboro
Gibbstown
Gibby
Gibe
Gibeon
Gibeonite
Gibert
Gibil
Giboulee
Gibraltar
Gibran
Gibrian
Gibsland
Gibson
Gibson Desert
Gibson girl
Gibsonburg
Gibsonia
Gibsonston
Gibsonville
Gibun
Giddings
Gide
Gideon
Gideon Bible
Gideon Society
Gideonite
Gideons International
Giefer
Gielgud
Gienah
Gierek
Ginn
Ginni
Ginnie
Ginnie Mae
Ginnifer
Ginnungagap
Ginny
Gino
Gino Cavallini
Ginsberg
Ginsburg
Gintz
Ginza
Ginzberg
Ginzburg
Gio
Gioconda
Gioconda La
Giono
Giordano
Giorgi
Giorgi system
Giorgia
Giorgio
Giorgio Amendola
Giorgio Borghetti
Giorgio de Chirico
Giorgione
Giornale d'Italia
Giotto
Giovanna
Giovanni
Giovanni Arnolfini and His Bride
Giovanni Benelli
Giovannida
Gipps
Gippsland
Gippy
Gipsies
Gipson
Gipsy
Girafano
Giraffa
Giraffidae
Giralda
Giraldo
Giraldus Cambrensis
Girand
Girard
Girardi
Girardo
Giraud
Giraudoux
Girdler
Girdletree
Girdwood
Girella
Girellidae
Girgashite
Girgasite
Girganti
Girhiny
Girish
Girl Guide
Girl Scout
Girl of the Golden West, The
Girolamo
Gironde
Girondin
Girondism
Girondist
Girovard
Girru
Girtin
Giruwa
Girvin
Girzfelden
Gisborne
Giscard d'Estaing
Gisela
Giselbert
Gisele
Gisella
Giselle
Gish
Gish Bar
Gishzida
Gisser
Gissing
Gitana
Gitanemuck
Gitchi manito
Gitel
Githens
Gitksan
Gladewater
Gladi
Gladine
Gladis
Gladheim
Gladstone
Gladstone bag
Gladstone claret
Gladstone wine
Gladstonian
Gladstonianism
Gladwin
Gladwyne
Glady
Gladys
Glaicos Clerides
Glagol
Glagolic
Glagolitic
Glagolitsa
Glaisher
Glamorgan
Glamorganshire
Glan-Thompson prism
Glandorf
Glaniostomi
Glanti
Glantz
Glanville
Glareola
Glareolidae
Glarum
Glarus
Glasco
Glaser
Glaserian
Glasford
Glasgo
Glasgow
Glaspell
Glass
Glass Menagerie, The
Glassboro
Glassco
Glasser
Glassite
Glassman
Glassport
Globigerinidae
Globiocephalus
Globularia
Globulariaceae
Gloeocapsa
Gloeosporium
Glogau
Gloioptilis
Gloiosiphonia
Gloiosiphoniaceae
Glomerella
Glomma
Glooscap
Glori
Gloria
Gloria Patri
Gloria in Excelsis
Gloria in Excelsis Deo
Gloriana
Gloriane
Gloriann
Glorianna
Glorie
Glorieta
Gloriosa
Glorious Revolution
Glorious Twelfth
Glory
Glos
Glossa
Glossata
Glossina
Glossiphonia
Glossiphonidae
Glossophaga
Glossophora
Glossopteris
Glossotherium
Gloster
Gloucester
Gloucester cheese
Gloucestershire
Glouster
Glover
Glover tower
Gloversville
Gloverville
Glovsky
Gloxinia
Gluck
Glumaceae
Glumales
Glumiflorae
Gluneamie
Glux
Glyceria
Glycine
Glyconian
Glyconic
Glycyrrhiza
Glyn
Glynas
Glynda
Glyndon
Glynias
Glynis
Glynn
Glynne
Glynnis
Glyptodon
Glyptodontidae
Glyptotherium
Gm
Gmat
Gmc
Gmelina
Gmur
Gnaeus
Gnaphalium
Gnaphalium green
Gnatho
Gnathobdellae
Gnathobdellida
Gnathopoda
Gnathostoma
Gnathostomata
Gnathostomi
Gnesdilov
Gnesen
Gnesio-lutheran
Gnetaceae
Gnetales
Gnetum
Gniezno
Gnni
Gnomonia
Gnomoniaceae
Gnossian
Gnossus
Gnostic
Gnosticise
Gnosticised
Gnosticiser
Gnosticising
Gnosticism
Gnosticize
Gnosticized
Gnosticizer
Gnosticizing
Go-no-further
Goa
Goa powder
Goajiro
Goala
Goalundo
Goan
Goanese
Goanese ipecac
Goar
Goasila
Goat
Goat star
Gobat
Gobbi
Gobelín
Gobelin blue
Gober
Gobert
Gobi
Gobia
Gobian
Gobiesocidae
Gobiesox
Gobiidae
Gobiiformes
Gobinism
Gobinist
Gobio
Gobioidea
Gobioidei
Gobler
Gobles
Goclenian
Goclenian sorites
God-empowered
God-enlightened
God-entrusted
God-fearing
God-fearing man
God-forbidden
God-forgetting
God-forgotten
God-given
God-inspired
God-loved
God-loving
God-made
God-man
God-manhood
God-men
God-ordained
God-seeing
God-sent
God-sped
God-taught
God-wrought
Goda
Goddard
Godart
Godavari
Godbeare
Godber
Goddam
Goddard
Goddart
Godden
Godderd
Godding
Goddord
Godefroy
Godefroy de Bouillon
Godel
Godel's proof
Goderich
Godesberg
Godetia
Godewyn
Godey
Godeforsaken
Godfree
Godfrey
Godfrey Binaisa
Godfry
Godful
Godhead
Godin
Godiva
Godley
Godiman
Godolias
Godolphin
Godowsky
Godred
Godric
Godrich
Gods
Godsake
Godspeed
Godthaab
Godunov
Godward
Godwards
Godwin
Godwin Austen
Godwine
Godwinian
Goebbels
Goebel
Goeger
Goehner
Goemagot
Goemot
Goer
Goering
Goerke
Goerlitz
Goes
Goeselt
Goessel
Goetae
Goethals
Goethe
Goethean
Goethian
Goetz
Goetzville
Goff
Goffstown
Gog
Gog and Magog
Golden Legend
Golden State
Golden Twenties
Goldenberg
Goldendale
Goldenmouth
Goldfarb
Goldfield
Goldfinch
Goldi
Goldia
Goldic
Goldie
Goldin
Goldina
Golding
Goldman
Goldmark
Goldner
Goldoni
Goldonian
Goldonna
Goldovsky
Goldrun
Goldsboro
Goldschmidt
Goldshell
Goldshlag
Goldsmith
Goldstein
Goldstein-Sheerer test
Goldstine
Goldston
Goldsworthy
Goldthwaite
Goldvein
Goldwasser
Goldwater
Goldwin
Goldwyn
Goldwynism
Goldy
Goles
Goleta
Golf Manor
Golfe du Lion
Golgi
Golgi apparatus
Gond
Gondar
Gondi
Gondomar
Gondwana
Gondwana land
Gondwana system
Gondwana land
Gone
Gone With the Wind
Goneril
Gongola
Gongoressian
Gongorism
Gongorist
Gongoristic
Goniaster
Goniasterites
Goniatitidae
Gonick
Goniodoridae
Goniodorididae
Goniodoris
Goniopholidae
Goniopholis
Gonium
Gonnella
Gonolobus
Gonroff
Gonsalve
Gonta
Gonvick
Gonyea
Gonystylaceae
Gonystylus
Gonzales
Gonzalez
Gonzalo
Gonzalez
Goober
Gooch
Goochland
Good
Good Book
Good Book, the
Good Earth, The
Good Friday
Good Hope
Good King Henry
Good Neighbor Policy
Good News
Good Samaritan
Good Shepherd
Good Tidings
Good conduct medal
Good friday
Good-King-Henries
Good-King-Henry
Good-friday grass
Good-king-henry
Goodacre
Goodard
Goode
Goodill
Gooding
Goodkin
Goodland
Goodlettsville
Goodman
Goodrich
Goodrow
Goodson
Goodspeed
Goodview
Goodville
Goodwater
Goodway
Goodwell
Goodwin
Goodwin Sands
Goodwine
Goody
Goodyear
Goodyera
Googins
Goole
Goop
Goose Bay
Goossens
Gopher State
Gor
Gora
Gorakhpur
Goran
Goran Ivanisevic
Goraud
Gorbals
Gorboduc
Gorchakov
Gord
Gord Kluzak
Gordan
Gorden
Gordiacea
Gordian
Gordian knot
Gordie
Gordiidae
Gordioidea
Gordius
Gordo
Gordon
Gordon setter
Gordonia
Gordonsville
Gordonville
Gordy
Gordyaean
Gore
Goree
Goren
Goreville
Gorey
Gorga
Gorgas
Gorges
Gorgias
Gorgon
Gorgon-headed
Gorgonacea
Gorgonia
Gorgoniacea
Gorgonian
Gorgonzola
Gorgonzola cheese
Graehme
Graeme
Graetinger
Graf
Graf Zeppelin
Grafen
Graff
Graffias
Graford
Grafton
Gragano
Graham
Graham Land
Graham's law of diffusion
Grahe
Grahamsville
Grahn
Graiae
Graian
Graian Alps
Graiba
Graig
Grail
Grainfield
Grainger
Grallae
Grallatores
Grallina
Gram
Gram's Method
Gram's method
Gram's solution
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
Gram-fast
Gram-negative
Gram-positive
Grambling
Gramercy
Graminaceae
Gramineae
Gramling
Grammatophyllum
Grammontine
Grammos
Gramont
Gramophone
Grampian
Grampian Hills
Grampian Mountains
Grampian Region
Grampians
Gran
Gran Canaria
Gran Chaco
Gran Paradiso
Gran chimu
Grana
Grana Lombardo
Grana Reggiano
Granada
Granadine
Granados
Granbury
Granby
Grand
Grand Army of the Republic
Grand Bahama
Grand Bank
Grand Banks
Grand Canal
Grand Canary
Grand Canyon
Grand Canyon National Park
Grand Champagne
Grand Coulee
Grand Duchy of Moscow
Grand Duchy of Muscovy
Grand Duke Jean
Grand Falls
Grand Fine Champagne
Grand Forks
Grand Guignol
Grand Island
Grand Lama
Grand Ledge
Grand Manan
Grand Marais
Grand Marnier
Grand Master
Grand Mufti
Grand National
Grand National Assembly
Grand Old Party
Grand Penitentiary
Grand Pr
Grand Prairie
Grand Prix
Grand Prixes
Grand Rapids
Grand Remonstrance
Grand River
Grand Teton National Park
Grand Turk
Grand guignol
Grand-guignolism
Grande
Grande Chartreuse, La
Grande Jatte, La
Grande Prairie
Grande-Terre
Grandgent
Grandisonian
Grandisonianism
Grandma Moses
Grandmontine
Grands Prix
Grandview
Grandview Heights
Grandville
Grane
Graner
Granese
Grange
Grangemouth
Granger
Grangeville
Grangousier
Grani
Grania
Graniah
Granicus
Granicus River
Graniela
Granite State
Granite city
Graniteville
Granjon
Granlund
Grannia
Granniah
Grannias
Grannie
Grannis
Granny
Granny Smith
Granoff
Granolith
Granollers
Grant
Grant Fuhr
Grant Gondrezick
Grant Sahib
Granta
Granth
Grantha
Grantham
Granthem
Grantia
Grantiidae
Grantland
Grantley
Granton
Grantorto
Grants
Grants Pass
Grantsboro
Grantsburg
Grantsdale
Grantsville
Granttown
Grantville
Granville
Granville-Barker
Grapeland
Grapes of Wrath, The
Grapeview
Grapeville
Grapevine
Graphalloy
Graphidiaceae
Graphiola
Graphis
Graphium
Graphophone
Graphotype
Grappelli
Grapsidae
Grapsus
Grapta
Graptolitha
Graptolithida
Graptolithina
Graptolitoidea
Graptoloidea
Grasmere
Grasonville
Grass
Grasse
Grassi
Grassman
Grassman's law
Grassmann's law
Grasston
Grata
Grath
Grati
Gratia
Gratia dei
Gratiae
Gratian
Gratiana
Gratianna
Gratiano
Gratiola
Gratiot
Graton
Gratt
Grattan
Gratz
Grau San Martin
Graubden
Graubert
Graubunden
Graustark
Graustarkian
Gravante
Gravelly
Gravenhage
Gravenstein
Graves
Graves' disease
Gravesend
Gravette
Gravettian
Gravigrada
Gravity
Gravolet
Grawn
Gray
Gray Friar
Gray Lady
Gray code
Gray's Inn
Graybill
Grayce
Graycourt
Graydon
Grayland
Grayling
Graymont
Grayslake
Grayson
Grayson lily
Graysville
Graytown
Grayville
Graz
Grezia
Greabe
Grearson
Great
Great Abaco
Great Ajax
Great Australian Bight
Great Awakening
Great Barrier Reef
Great Barrington
Great Basin
Great Bear
Great Bear Lake
Great Belt
Great Bend
Great Britain
Great Daedala
Great Dane
Great Depression
Great Divide
Great Dividing Range
Great Dog
Great Entrance
Great Expectations
Great Falls
Great Gatsby, The
Great Glen
Great God Brown, The
Great Idaean Mother
Great Indian Desert
Great Karoo
Greater Manchester
Greater Sunda Islands
Greats
Greb
Grebenau
Grebo
Grecia
Grecian
Grecian bend
Grecian profile
Grecianize
Grecise
Grecised
Grecising
Grecism
Grecize
Grecized
Grecizing
Greco
Greco-
Greco-Italic
Greco-Persian Wars
Greco-Roman
Greco-Roman wrestling
Greco-American
Greco-asian
Greco-buddhist
Greco-bulgarian
Greco-cretan
Greco-egyptian
Greco-hispanic
Greco-iberian
Greco-latin
Greco-macedonian
Greco-mohammedan
Greco-oriental
Greco-persian
Greco-phoenician
Greco-phrygian
Greco-punic
Greco-roman
Greco-sicilian
Greco-trojan
Greco-turkish
Grecomania
Grecomaniac
Grecophil
Gredel
Greece
Greek
Greek Anthology, The
Greek Catholic
Greek Church
Greek Corinthian
Greek Ionic
Greek Kalends
Greek Orthodox
Greek Orthodox Church
Greek Revival
Greek Revivalism
Greek Revivalist
Greek bread
Greek calends
Greek cross
Greek fire
Greek gods
Greek juniper
Greek lace
Greek modes
Greek point
Greek rite
Greek theater
Greek to one
Greek tragedy
Greek valerian
Greek-cross plan
Greek-letter fraternity
Greek-letter society
Greek-letter sorority
Greekdom
Greekery
Greekess
Greekish
Greekism
Greekist
Greekize
Greekless
Greekling
Greeley
Greeleyville
Greely
Green
Green Bay
Green Beret
Green Berets
Green Cloth
Green Cove Springs
Green Cross Code
Green Dragon
Green Island
Green Mansions
Green Mountain Boys
Green Mountain State
Green Mountains
Green Pastures, The
Green River
Green cloth
Green's theorem
Greenaway
Greenback
Greenback Party
Greenback party
Greenback-labor party
Greenbacker
Greenbackism
Greenbackville
Greenbank
Greenbelt
Greenberg
Greenblatt
Greenbriar
Greenbrier
Greenburg
Greenbush
Greencastle
Greencloth
Greendale
Greendell
Greene
Greenebaum
Greenes
Greeneville
Greenfield
Greenford
Greenhalgh
Greenhall
Greenhills
Greenhurst
Greenland
Greenland Sea
Greenland whale
Greenland's icy mountains
Greenlander
Greenlandic
Greenlandish
Greenlandman
Greenlane
Greenlawn
Greenleaf
Greenlee
Greenman
Greenock
Greenough
Greenport
Greenquist
Greensboro
Greensburg
Greensea
Greenstein
Greentown
Greentree
Greenup
Greenvale
Greenview
Greenville
Greenville North
Greenwald
Greenway
Greenwell
Greenwich
Greenwich Mean Time
Greenwich Time
Greenwich Village
Greenwich civil time
Greenwich hour angle
Greenwich mean time
Greenwich stars
Greenwich time
Greenwich village
Greenwood
Greer
Greerson
Greeson
Grefe
Grefer
Greff
Greg
Greg Ballard
Greg Cadaret
Greg Dreiling
Greg Gagne
Greg Ladehoff
Grimbly
Grimes
Grimes Golden
Grimes Grave
Grimesland
Grimhild
Grimm
Grimm's law
Grimmia
Grimmiaceae
Grimona
Grimonia
Grimsby
Grimley
Grimstead
Grindelia
Grindelwald
Grindlay
Grindle
Gring
Grinling
Grinnell
Grinnelli
Grinzig
Griphosaurus
Griqua
Griqualand East
Griqualand West
Griqualander
Gris
Gris Nez
Griselda
Griseldis
Grishilda
Grishilde
Grishun
Grison
Grisons
Grissel
Grissom
Gristede
Gristhorbia
Griswold
Grit
Griz
Grizel
Grizelda
Grizzel
Grossularia
Grossulariaceae
Grosswardein
Grosvenor
Grosvenor Square
Grosvenordale
Grosz
Grote
Grotesk
Grotewohl
Grotian
Grotianism
Grotius
Groton
Grottoes
Grouchy
Ground Observer Corps
Groundhog Day
Grounds
Grous
Grove
Groveland
Grovenman
Grover
Grovertown
Groves
Groveton
Grovetown
Grow
Growth of the Soil
Grozny
Grub Street
Grub Street writer
Grub street
Grubb
Grubbs
Grube
Gruber
Grubman
Grubrus
Grubstreet
Grubville
Gruchot
Gruemberger
Gruenberg
Grues
Gruetli
Gruhenwald
Gruidae
Gruiformes
Gruid
Gruiithuisen
Grulla
Grumbletonian
Grumello
Grumium
Grumman
Grunberg
Grundified
Grundlov
Grundy
Grundyism
Grundyist
Grundyite
Grunenwald
Grunewald
Grunitsky
Grund
Grupa Gorna
Grus
Grusian
Grusinian
Grussing
Gruver
Gruyere
Gruyor Gruy
Gruyre
Grygla
Gryllidae
Gryllotalpa
Gryllus
Grynaeus
Gryphaea
Gryphosaurus
Grypotherium
Gs
Gschu
Gta
Gteborg
Gterdammerung
Gtersloh
Gtingen
Guachanama
Guachanama
Guacho
Guacico
Guadagnini
Guarino
Guarneri
Guarnerius
Guarneriuses
Guarnieri
Guarau
Guaruan
Guastalline
Guasti
Guat
Guatemala
Guatemala City
Guatemalan
Guatemaltecan
Guato
Guatoan
Guatusan
Guatuso
Guauaenok
Guayama
Guayanil
Guayanilla
Guayaqui
Guayaquil
Guaycuru
Guaycuruan
Guaymas
Guaymie
Guaynabo
Guayule
Guazuama
Gubbin
Gubbrud
Gude
Gudea
Gudermannian
Gudmundsson
Gudren
Gudrin
Gudrun
Gudrun Ensslin
Guedalla
Guelders
Guelf
Guelfic
Guelfism
Guelph
Guelphic
Guelphish
Guelphism
Guendolen
Guenevere
Guenna
Guenther
Guenzi
Guerche
Gueret
Guericke
Guerickian
Guerin
Guerinet
Guerneville
Guernica
Guernsey
Guernsey lily
Guernseys
Guerra
Guerrant
Guerrero
Guesde
Guesdism
Guesdist
Guest
Guestling
Guetar
Guetare
Gueux
Guevara
Guevarist
Gueydan
Guffey
Guggenheim
Guggenheim Museum
Guglielma
Guglielmo
Guha
Guhayna
Gui
Guiana
Guiana current
Guianan
Guianese
Guiano-brazilian
Guibert
Guide
Guiderock
Guido
Guido John Carcich
Guido d’Arezzo
Guidonia
Guidonian
Guidonian syllables
Guidotti
Guienne
Guignardia
Guignet’s green
Guilandina
Guilbert
Guild
Guilderland
Guildford
Guildroy
Guildford
Guillain Barre Syndrome
Guillaume
Guillaume de Lorris
Guillema
Guillemette
Guillen
Guillermo
Guillermo Endara
Guillermo Ford
Guillermo Garcia Ponte
Guimar
Guimond
Guin
Guinda
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Guinea Current
Guinea corn
Guinea green
Guinea pepper
Guinea worm
Guinea-Bissau
Guineaman
Guinean
Guinevere
Guin
Guinna
Guinness
Guion
Guipuzcoa
Guiraldes
Gunar
Gunas
Gunderson
Gundry
Gunilla
Gunite
Gunlock
Gunn
Gunnar
Gunner
Gunnera
Gunneraceae
Gunning
Gunnison
Gunpowder Plot
Guntar
Gunter
Gunter's chain
Gunter's scale
Guntersville
Gunthar
Gunther
Guntown
Guntur
Gunz
Gunz-mindel
Gunzburg
Gunzian
Gupta
Gur
Gurabo
Guran
Gurango
Gurdon
Gurevich
Guria
Gurian
Gurias
Guric
Gurish
Gurjara
Gurkha
Gurkhal
Gurkhas
Gurl
Gurley
Gurmukhi
Gurnee
Gymnodiniaceae
Gymnodiniidae
Gymnodinium
Gymnodontes
Gymnoglossa
Gymnogyps
Gymnolaema
Gymnolaemata
Gymnonoti
Gymnopaeides
Gymnorhina
Gymnorhininiae
Gymnospermae
Gymnospermous
Gymnosporangium
Gymnostomata
Gymnostomina
Gymnothorax
Gymnotidae
Gymnotoka
Gymnotus
Gymnura
Gymnurinae
Gynaecothoenas
Gynandria
Gynergen
Gynerium
Gynura
Gyor
Gypaetus
Gyppaz
Gyppo
Gyps
Gypsie
Gypsies
Gypsofila
Gypsy
Gyracanthus
Gyrencephala
Gyrinidae
Gyrinus
Gyro Flux Gate
Gyroceras
Gyrodactylidae
Gyrodactylus
Gyromitrita
Gyrophora
Gyrophoracea
Gyrophoraceous
Gyropilot
Gyrosin compass
Gyrostachys
Gyrotheca
Gytheion
Gytle
Gyula Alapi
Gyula Dessewffy
Gza
Gzhatsk
H
H Shirley Amerasinghe
H beam
H hour
H's
H-bar
H-beam
H-blast
H-bomb
H-hinge
H-hour
H-steel
H-stretcher
H-war
H2S radar
HA
HAA
HAC
HACD
HAL
HAM
HAO
HAP
HARM
HASP
HAT
HB
HBA
HBM
HBO
HC
HCF
HCFA
HCL
HCM
HCR
HCSDS
Hach
Hachem Bey el Atassi
Hachijo Jima
Hachiman
Hachita
Hachman
Hachmann
Hachmin
Hackathorn
Hackensack
Hacker
Hackett
Hackettstown
Hackleburg
Hackney
Hackney pony
Had
Hadamard
Hadar
Hadas
Hadassah
Hadasseh
Haddad
Haddam
Hadden
Haddington
Haddix
Haddon
Haddon Heights
Haddonfield
Hadean
Haden
Hadendoa
Hadendowa
Hadensville
Hadentomoidea
Hades
Hadfield
Hadhramaut
Hadhramautian
Hadik
Hadith
Hadjemi
Hadjipanos
Hadlee
Hadleigh
Hadley
Hadley chest
Hadlock
Hadlyme
Hadramaut
Hadramautian
Hadria
Hadrian
Hadrian I
Hadrian II
Hadrian III
Hadrian IV
Hadrian V
Hadrian VI
Hadrian's Wall
Hadromerina
Hadrosaurus
Hadsall
Hadwin
Hadwyn
Haeckel
Haeckelian
Haeckelism
Haeju
Haemamoeba
Haemanthus
Haemaphysalis
Haematobranchia
Haematocrya
Haematophilina
Haematopus
Haematotherma
Haematoxylon
Haemodoraceae
Haemogregarina
Haemogregarinidae
Haemon
Haemonchus
Haemoproteus
Haemosporidia
Haemosporidium
Haemulidae
Haemus
Haemus Mountains
Haerle
Haerr
Hafez Assad
Haff
Hafgan
Hafiz
Hakeem
Hakenkreuz
Hakenkreuze
Hakenkreuzler
Hakim
Hakka
Hakhuyt
Hako
Hakodate
Hakon
Hakone
Hal
Halachah
Halachas
Halachic
Halachot
Halaf
Halafian
Halakah
Halakahs
Halakic
Halakoth
Haland
Halawi
Halbe
Halbeib
Halbert
Halbur
Halcottsville
Halcyon
Halcyone
Halcyonidae
Halcyoninae
Halda
Haldan
Haldane
Haldanite
Haldas
Haldeman
Halden
Haldes
Haldi
Haldis
Hale
Haleakala
Halecomorphi
Haledon
Haleigh
Haleiwa
Halemaumau
Halenia
Hales Corners
Halesia
Halesowen
Haletky
Haletta
Halette
Halevi
Haley
Haleyville
Half Moon
Half-American
Half-americanized
Half-anglicized
Half-aristotelian
Half-asiatic
Half-christian
Half-confederate
Half-creole
Half-elizabethan
Half-english
Half-french
Half-german
Half-grecized
Half-hessian
Half-irish
Half-latinized
Half-mexican
Half-mohammedan
Half-moslem
Half-oriental
Half-russian
Half-scottish
Half-semitic
Half-shakespearean
Half-spanish
Halfdan
Halfon
Halford
Halfway
Hali
Haliaeetus
Halicarnassean
Halicarnassian
Halicarnassus
Hallopididae
Hallopus
Hallouf
Hallowday
Halloween
Hallowell
Hallowmas
Hallowtide
Halls
Hallsboro
Hallstadt
Hallstadtan
Hallstatt
Hallstattan
Hallstattian
Hallstead
Hallsville
Hallsy
Halltown
Hallvard
Hallwachs' effect
Hallwood
Hally
Halma
Halmaheria
Halmahera
Halmstad
Haloa
Halobates
Halocynthiidae
Halogeton
Halona
Halonna
Halopsyche
Halopsychidae
Haloragidaceae
Halosauridae
Halosaurus
Halosphaera
Halpern
Hals
Halsey
Halstad
Halstead
Halsted
Halsy
Halttemprice
Hamilton
Hamilton Inlet
Hamilton Jordan
Hamiltonian
Hamiltonianism
Hamiltonism
Hamish
Hamital
Hamite
Hamites
Hamitic
Hamiticized
Hamitism
Hamito-Semitic
Hamito-negro
Hamito-semitic
Hamitoid
Hamlani
Hamlen
Hamler
Hamlet
Hamletsburg
Hamlin
Hamm
Hammad
Hammarskj
Hammarskjold
Hammel
Hammer
Hammerfest
Hammerskjold
Hammersmith
Hammerstein
Hammerstein II
Hammett
Hammock
Hammon
Hammond
Hammond organ
Hammondsport
Hammondsville
Hammonton
Hammurabi
Hammurapi
Hamner
Hamnet
Hamo
Hamon
Handsom
Handsome harry
Handy
Haney
Hanford
Hanfrord
Hanfrud
Hangchow
Hangchow Bay
Hanging Gardens of Babylon
Hank
Hankamer
Hankel
Hankins
Hankinson
Hankow
Hanksville
Hanleigh
Hanley
Hanlon
Hanlontown
Hanna
Hannacroix
Hannaford
Hannah
Hannan
Hannastown
Hanni
Hannibal
Hannibalian
Hannibalic
Hannie
Hannis
Hanno
Hannon
Hannover
Hannu Jarvenpaa
Hannus
Hanny
Hano
Hanoi
Hanotaux
Hanover
Hanoverian
Hanoverianize
Hanoverize
Hanoverton
Hanratty
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Hardenbergia
Hardenville
Harderian
Hardesty
Hardi
Hardicanute
Hardie
Hardigg
Hardin
Harding
Hardinsburg
Hardman
Hardner
Hardtner
Hardunn
Hardwick
Hardwicke
Hardwickia
Hardy
Hardyville
Hare
Hare Krishna
Hare system
Harelda
Harewood
Harford
Hargeisa
Hargesia
Hargill
Hargrave kite
Hargreaves
Harhay
Harida nut
Harijan
Harilda
Harim
Haringey
Harkins
Harkness
Harl
Harlamert
Harlan
Harland
Harle
Harlech
Harleian
Harleian Library
Harleigh
Harlem
Harlemese
Harlemite
Harlen
Harlene
Harlequin
Harleton
Harley
Harley Street
Harleysville
Harleyville
Harli
Harlie
Harlin
Harlingen
Harlow
Harlow Curtice
Harlowton
Harmachis
Harman
Harmaning
Harmans
Harmat
Harmedio Arias Madrid
Harmon
Harmonia
Harmonides
Harmonie
Harmonist
Harmonite
Harmonsburg
Harmony
Harmothoe
Harms
Harmsworth
Harnack
Harned
Hameen
Harness
Harnett
Harney Peak
Harod
Harold
Harold I
Harold II
Harold Koch
Harolda
Haroldson
Haroun
Harp
Harpa
Harpagornis
Harpalides
Harpalinae
Harpalus
Harpanyce
Harper
Harper Woods
Harper's Ferry
Harpers Ferry
Harpersfield
Harpersville
Harperville
Harpidae
Harpies
Harpina
Harpcocrates
Harpole
Harporhynchus
Harpp
Harpster
Harpullia
Harpursville
Harpy
Harpyia
Harragan
Harrah
Harrah's
Harra
Harrell
Harrells
Harrellsville
Harri
Harrie
Harriet
Harriett
Harrietta
Harriette
Harriman
Harrington
Harrington Park
Harriot
Harriott
Harris
Harris Tweed
Harrisburg
Harrisia
Harrison
Harrison grid
Harrison red
Harrisonburg
Harrisonville
Harriston
Harristown
Harrisville
Harrod
Harrodsburg
Harrogate
Harrold
Harrisonian
Harrow
Harrus
Harry
Harry Gideonse
Harshaw
Harshman
Harsho
Harstad
Hart
Harte
Hartfield
Hartford
Hartford fern
Harthacanute
Harthacnut
Hartill
Hartington
Hartke
Hartland
Hartleian
Hartlepool
Hartleton
Hartley
Hartley Burr
Hartleyan
Hartline
Hartly
Hartman
Hartmann
Hartmannia
Hartmunn
Hartnell
Hartnett
Hartnup disease
Hartogia
Harts
Hartsburg
Hartsdale
Hartsel
Hartselle
Hartsfield
Hartshorn
Hartshorne
Hartstown
Hartsville
Hartungen
Hartville
Hartwell
Hartwick
Hartwood
Harty
Hartzel
Hartzell
Hartzke
Harun al-Rashid
Harunobu
Harv
Harvard
Harvard beets
Harvard chair
Harvard classification
Harvard crimson
Harvardian
Harvardize
Harve
Harveian
Harvel
Harvest
Harvey
Harvey Wallbanger
Harveyize
Harveyized
Harveyizing
Harveysburg
Harveyville
Harvie
Harviell
Harvison
Harwell
Harwich
Harwichport
Harwick
Harwill
Harwilll
Harwin
Harwood
Harwood Heights
Haryana
Harz
Harz Mountains
Harze
Hasa
Hasan
Hasanlu
Hasdai
Hasdrubal
Hase
Hasek
Hasen
Hasheem
Hashem el Atta
Hashemi Rafsanjani
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Hashim
Hashim Bey Attasy
Hashimite
Hashimoto
Hashiya
Hashum
Hasid
Hasidaean
Hasidean
Hasidic
Hasidim
Hasidism
Hasin
Hasinai
Haskalah
Haskel
Haskell
Haskins
Haslam
Haslet
Haslett
Hasmonaean
Hasmonean
Hassam
Hassan
Hassan Gouled
Hassan Habibi
Hassan II
Hassan el-Reda
Hassani
Hasse
Hassell
Hasselt
Hasseman
Hassett
Hassi
Hassi Beida
Hassin
Hastie
Hastings
Hastings-on-Hudson
Hasty
Haswell
Hatasu
Hatboro
Hatch
Hatch Act
Hatchechubbee
Hatcher
Hatfield
Hathaway
Hathcock
Hathor
Hathor column
Hathor-headed
Hathoric
Hathorne
Hati
Hatia
Hatikva
Hatikvah
Hatillo
Hatley
Hatshepset
Hatshepsut
Hatta
Hattemist
Hattenheimer
Hatteras
Hatteria
Hatti
Hattian
Hattic
Hattie
Hattiesburg
Havaco
Havaiki
Havaikian
Havana
Havana brown
Havana brown cat
Havana cigar
Havana seed
Havanese
Havant
Havard
Havasu
Havadala
Havdalah
Havel
Havelock
Haveman
Haven
Havener
Havenner
Havens
Havensville
Haverford
Haverhill
Haverhill fever
Havering
Haversian
Haversian canal
Haverstraw
Havilah
Haviland
Haviland
Havre
Havre de Grace
Havstad
Hawaii
Hawaii National Park
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
Hawaiian guitar
Hawarden
Hawes Water
Hawesville
Hawger
Hawhaw
Hawi
Hawick
Hawiya
Hawk
Hawken
Hawker
Hawkeye
Hawkeye State
Hawkeye state
Hawkeyes
Hawkie
Hawkins
H awkinsville
Hawks
Hawksmoor
Hawkyns
Hawley
Hawleyville
Haworth
Haworthia
Hawthorn
Hawthorne
Hawthorne effect
Hawthornesque
Hax
Haxtun
Hay
Hay-Pauncefote Treaty
Hay-on-Wye
Haya
Hayakawa
Hayari
Hayashi
Hayatake
Hayato
Hayato Ikeda
Hayden
Haydenville
Haydn
Haydon
Haye
Hayes
Hayesville
Hayley
Haym
Hayman
Haymarket
Haymarket Square
Haymes
Haymo
Hayne
Haynes
Haynesville
Hayneville
Haynor
Hayott
Hays
Hayse
Haysi
Haysville
Hayti
Hayton
Hayward
Haywood
Haywood Jeffries
Hayyim
Hazaki
Hazara
Hazard
Hazard of New Fortunes, A
Haze
Hazeghi
Hazel
Hazel Park
Hazelbelle
Hazelcrest
Hazelhurst
Hazelton
Hazelwood
Hazem
Hazen
Hazlehurst
Hazlet
Hazelton
Hazlett
Hazlip
Hazlitt
Hazor
Hb
Hbert
Hder
Hderlin
Hdr
He
Head
Headland
Headrick
Heady
Healdsburg
Healdton
Healey
Healion
Heall
Healy
Heaps
Hearn
Hearne
Hearsh
Hearst
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, The
Heart of Darkness
Heart of Midlothian, The
Heart of the Matter, The
Heartbreak House
Heartwell
Heater
Heaters
Heath
Heath Robinson
Heathcote
Heather
Heathkit
Heathsville
Heaton
Heaton timoroumenos
Heautontimoroumenos
Heav'n's first law
Heaven
Heaven be praised
Heaven forbid
Heaven forfend
Heaven knows
Heavener
Heavenese
Heavenly City
Heavenly City of God
Heavenly city
Heavenly preceptor
Heavens
Heaviside
Heaviside layer
Heaviside region
Heaviside unit function
Heaviside-Kennelly layer
Heaviside-Kennelly region
Heb
Hecabe
Hecaleius
Hecamede
Hecataean
Hecate
Hecatean
Hecatic
Hecatine
Hecatombaean
Hecatoncheires
Hecatonchires
Hecht
Hechtia
Heck
Hecker
Heckerism
Hecklau
Heckman
Hecla
Hector
Hector Jayewardene
Hectorean
Hectorian
Hecuba
Heda
Hedberg
Hedda
Heddi
Heddie
Heddy
Hedelman
Hedeoma
Hedera
Hedgecock
Hedges
Hedgesville
Hedi
Hedie
Hedin
Hedjaz
Hedley
Hedone
Hedrick
Hedva
Hedvah
Hedve
Hedveh
Hedvig
Heisenberg uncertainty principle
Heisenberg's principle
Heiskell
Heislerville
Heisser
Heisson
Heitler
Hejaz
Hejabi
Hejazian
Hejira
Hekatean
Hekate
Hekatean
Hekker
Hekking
Hekla
Hel
Hela
Helain
Helaina
Helaine
Helali
Helban
Helbon
Helbona
Helbonia
Helbonna
Helbonnah
Helbonnas
Held
Helda
Heldentenor
Helderbergian
Helechawa
Helen
Helen Kelesi
Helen of Troy
Helen-Elizabeth
Helena
Helendale
Helene
Helenium
Helenka
Helenor
Helenus
Helenville
Helenwood
Heland
Helant
Helfenstein
Helga
Helge
Helgeson
Helgoland
Heli
Heliadae
Heliades
Heliacea
Heliamphora
Heliand
Helianthemum
Helianthium
Helianthoidea
Helianthoidean
Helianthus
Helicaon
Helice
Helicidae
Helicina
Helicinidae
Helicon
Heliconia
Heliconian
Heliconiidae
Heliconiinae
Heliconius
Helicteres
Heligmus
Heligoland
Heliochrome
Heliogabalize
Heliogabalus
Heliolites
Heliolitidae
Helion
Heliopolis
Heliopora
Helioporidae
Heliopsis
Helornis
Helornithes
Helornithidae
Helios
Heliothis
Heliotropiaceae
Heliotropium
Heliozoa
Helipterum
Helius
Hell
Hell Gate
Hell's Angel
Hell's Kitchen
Hell's grim Tyrant
Helladian
Helladic
Helladotherium
Hellas
Helle
Helleborine
Helleborus
Hellet
Hellen
Hellene
Hellenian
Hellenic
Hellenically
Hellenicism
Hellenisation
Hellenise
Hellenised
Helleniser
Hellenising
Hellenism
Hellenist
Hellenistic
Hellenistical
Hellenistically
Hellenisticism
Hellenization
Hellenize
Hellenized
Hellenizer
Hellenizing
Helleno-italic
Hellenocentric
Hellenophile
Heller
Hellertown
Helles
Hellespont
Hellespontine
Hellespontine sibyl
Henley
Henley-on-Thames
Henn
Hennahane
Hennebery
Hennebique
Hennepin
Hennessey
Hennessy
Henni
Hennie
Hennig
Henniker
Henning
Henoch
Henri
Henri Huet
Henri Leconte
Henri Namphy
Henri d'Orleans
Henrician
Henricks
Henrico
Henrie
Henrieta
Henrietta
Henrietta Maria
Henrietta cloth
Henriette
Henrieville
Henriha
Henrik
Henrika
Henrion
Henrique
Henrique Galvao
Henriques
Henry
Henry Cisneros
Henry Heald
Henry I
Henry II
Henry III
Henry IV
Henry Knauf
Henry Knoche
Henry Morgan
Henry V
Hepworth
Hepza
Hepzi
Hepzibah
Her Excellency
Her Highness
Her Ladyship
Her Majesty
Her Majesty's Government
Her Majesty's Ship
Hera
Heraclea
Heraclean
Heracleidae
Heracleidan
Heracleonite
Heracleopolitan
Heracleopolite
Heracles
Heracles Furens
Heracleum
Heraclid
Heraclidae
Heraclidan
Heraclitean
Heracliteanism
Heraclitic
Heraclitical
Heraclitism
Heraclitus
Heraclius
Heraea
Heraklean
Herakleion
Herakles
Heraklid
Heraklidan
Herald
Heralds' College
Heralds' Office
Herat
Herault
Heraye
Herb
Herbart
Herbartian
Herbartianism
Herbert
Hernandez
Hernandia
Hernandiaceae
Hernando
Hernando
Herndon
Herne
Herniaria
Hernshaw
Hero
Hero's formula
Herod
Herod Agrippa I
Herod Antipas
Herodian
Herodianic
Herodias
Herodii
Herodiones
Herodotus
Heroides
Heroin
Herold
Heron
Herophile
Herophilist
Herophilus
Heros
Herpestes
Herpestinae
Herpetomonas
Herpotrichia
Herr
Herr Teufelsdrackh
Herra
Herrah
Herreid
Herren
Herrenvolk
Herrenvolker
Herrera
Herrerista
Herrick
Herries
Herrin
Herring
Herrings
Herrington
Hessmer
Hessney
Hesston
Hesta
Hestand
Hester
Hesther
Hestia
Heston and Isleworth
Hesychasm
Hesychast
Hesychastic
Hetaerist
Heterakis
Heteralocha
Heterocarpus
Heterocera
Heterochloridales
Heterocoela
Heterocotylea
Heterodactytae
Heterodera
Heterodon
Heterodonta
Heterodontidae
Heterodontus
Heterognathi
Heterogyna
Heterokonta
Heteromeles
Heteromera
Heteromeran
Heteromeri
Heterometabola
Heteromi
Heteromita
Heteromorpha
Heteromorphae
Heteromys
Heteroneura
Heterousian
Heterousiast
Heterophaga
Heterophagi
Heteropia
Heteropidae
Heteropoda
Heteroptera
Heterorrhachis
Heterosiphonales
Heterosomata
Heterosomati
Heterosomi
Heterosporeae
Heterosporium
Heterostraca
Heterostraci
Heterotricha
Heterotrichales
Heterotrichida
Heth
Het
Hetland
Hetman
Hett
Hetti
Hettick
Hettie
Hettinger
Hetty
Heu Chi
Heublein
Heuchera
Heuneburg
Heunis
Heurlin
Heusen
Heuser
Heusler alloy
Heuvelton
Hevea
Hevelian halo
Hevelius
Hevesy
Hew
Hewart
Hewe
Hewes
Hewet
Hewett
Hewette
Hewie
Hewitt
Hewlett
Hexabiblos
Hexacoralla
Hexacorallia
Hexactinellida
Hexagrammidae
Hexagrammos
Hexagynia
Hexamita
Hexanchidae
Hexanchus
Hexandria
Hexapoda
Hexateuch
Hexateuchal
Hext
Hey
Heyburn
Heyde
Heydon
Heydrich
Heyduck
Heyduke
Heyer
Heyerdahl
Heyes
Heymaey
Heyman
Heymann
Heymans
Heyrovsky
Heyse
Heysham
Heyward
Heywood
Heyworth
Hezbollah
Hezekiah
Hezron
Hezonites
Hf
Hg
Hi
Hialeah
Hianakoto
Hiatt
Hiawassee
Hiawatha
High Holiday
High Holy Day
High Holy Days
High Mass
High Point
High Renaissance
High Street
High Tatra
High Wycombe
High church
High-Church
High-Churchism
High-Churchist
High-Churchman
High-churchism
High-churchist
High-churchman
High-churchmanship
Highams
Higher Thought
Hight
Highland
Highland Falls
Highland Heights
Highland Park
Highland Region
Highland cattle
Highland fling
Highland games
Highland terrier
Highlander
Highlandman
Highlandry
Highlands
Highlandville
Highmore
Highness
Highshoals
Highspire
Hightower
Hightown
Hightstown
Highveld
Highview
Highway Code
Highwood
Higinbotham
Higley
Hihat
Hiiumaa
Hijaz
Hijoung
Hijra
Hijrah
Hike
Hiko
Hilaira
Hilaire
Hilaire de Poitiers
Hiland
Hilar
Hilara
Hilaria
Hilario
Hilarion Capudji
Hilarius
Hilarus
Hilary
Hilary of Poitiers
Hilary term
Hilarymas
Hilarytide
Hilbert
Hilbert cube
Hilbert space
Hild
Hilda
Hildagard
Hildagarde
Hilde
Hildebran
Hildebrand
Hildebrandian
Hildebrandic
Hildebrandine
Hildebrandism
Hildebrandist
Hildebrandslied
Hildebrandt
Hildegaard
Hildegarde
Hildesheim
Hildick
Hildie
Hildreth
Hildy
Hiel
Hilger
Hilham
Hill
Hilla
Hillard
Hillari
Hillary
Hillburn
Hillcrest
Hilleary
Hillegass
Hillel
Hillel Foundation
Hillell
Hiller
Hiller-CNR machine
Hillery
Hillhouse
Hillhousia
Hilliard
Hilliards
Hilliary
Hillie
Hillier
Hillinck
Hillingdon
Hillis
Hillsburg
Hillister
Hillman
Hillrose
Hills
Hillsboro
Hillsborough
Hillsdale
Hillside
Hillsville
Hilltown
Hillview
Hilly
Hillyer
Hilmar
Hilo
Hilo grass
Hiltan
Hilten
Hindooism
Hindoos
Hindoostani
Hindorff
Hindostani
Hindsboro
Hindsville
Hindu
Hindu Kush
Hindu Kush Mountains
Hindu calendar
Hindu deities
Hindu deity
Hindu mode
Hindu priest
Hindu triad
Hindu trinity
Hindu-Arabic numerals
Hindu-javan
Hindu-malayan
Hinduism
Hinduize
Hinduized
Hinduizing
Hindus
Hindustan
Hindustani
Hines
Hinesburg
Hineston
Hinesville
Hingham
Hinkel
Hinkle
Hinkley
Hinman
Hinmites
Hinsdale
Hinshelwood
Hinson
Hinton
Hintze
Hinze
Hiodon
Hiodontidae
Hiordis
Hippa
Hippalus
Hipparchus
Hipparion
Hippeastrum
Hippel
Hippelates
Hippia
Hippias
Hippidae
Hippidion
Hippidium
Hippo
Hippo Regius
Hippo Zarytus
Hippobosca
Hippoboscidae
Hippocastanaceae
Hippocratea
Hippocrateaceae
Hippocrates
Hippocratic
Hippocratic countenance
Hippocratic face
Hippocratic oath
Hippocratical
Hippocratism
Hippocrene
Hippocrenian
Hippocurius
Hippodamas
Hippodamia
Hippoglossinae
Hippoglossidae
Hippoglossus
Hippolochus
Hippolyta
Hippolytan
Hippolyte
Hippolytidae
Hippolytus
Hippomedon
Hippomenes
Hipponactean
Hipponous
Hippopotamidae
Hipposelium
Hippotous
Hippotigris
Hispanic
Hispanically
Hispanicisation
Hispanicise
Hispanicised
Hispanicising
Hispanicism
Hispanicization
Hispanicize
Hispanicized
Hispanicizing
Hispaniola
Hispaniolate
Hispaniolize
Hispanist
Hispanize
Hispano
Hispano-american
Hispano-gallican
Hispano-german
Hispano-italian
Hispano-moresque
Hispanophile
Hispanophobe
Hispinae
Hiss
Hissarlik
Hissene Habre
Hissop
Histadrut
Histiophoridae
Histiophorus
Histoplasma
Histriobdella
Histriomastix
Hitachi
Hitchcock
Hitchcock chair
Hitchins
Hitchita
Hitchiti
Hite
Hitler
Hitlerism
Hitlerite
Hitoshi
Hitt
Hittel
Hitterdal
Hittite
Hittite hieroglyphic
Hittitics
Hittitology
Hittology
Hittorf dark space
Hittorf method
Hiung-nu
Hivite
Hiwasse
Hiwassee
Hixson
Hixton
Hizar
Hizen porcelain
Hjerpe
Hjordis
Hler
Hlidhskjalf
Hliod
Hliithskjalf
Hloise
Hlorrithi
Hluchy
Ho
Ho Chi Minh
Ho Chi Minh City
Ho Chi Minh Trail
Hoa Hao
Hoad
Hoag
Hoagland
Hoang
Hoang Duc Nha
Hoang Thi Cuc
Hoangho
Hoare
Hoashis
Hob
Hoban
Hobard
Hobart
Hobbema
Hobbes
Hobbesian
Hobbian
Hobbie
Hodmezovasarhely
Hodosh
Hodur
Hoe
Hoebart
Hoeg
Hoehne
Hoek van Holland
Hoem
Hoenack
Hoenir
Hoes
Hoeve
Hofei
Hofer
Hoff
Hoffa
Hoffarth
Hoffer
Hoffert
Hoffman
Hoffmann
Hoffmannist
Hoffmannite
Hoffmeister
Hofi Karlsdottir
Hofmann
Hofmannshal
Hofstadter
Hofstetter
Hofuf
Hog latin
Hogan
Hogansburg
Hogansville
Hogarth
Hogarth chair
Hogarthisan
Hogeland
Hogen
Hogen-mogen
Hogg
Hogle
Hogmanay
Hogni
Hogue
Hohe
Hohenlinden
Hohenlohe
Hohenstaufen
Hohenwald
Hohenzollern
Hohenzollernism
Hohokam
Hohokus
Hoi
Hoisch
Hoisington
Hojo
Hok-lo
Hokah
Hokaltecane
Hokan
Hokan-Coahuiltecan
Hokan-Siouan
Hokanson
Hokiang
Hokinson
Hokkaido
Hokoto
Hokusai
Hola
Holabird
Holarectic
Holbein
Holblitzell
Holbrook
Holbrooke
Holcman
Holcomb
Holcombe
Holconoti
Holcus
Holden
Holdenville
Holder
Holderlin
Holderness
Holdingford
Holdredge
Holdrege
Holds
Hole
Holectypina
Holey
Holger Nielsen's method
Holgu
Holguin
Holi
Holicong
Holiday
Holiness
Holinsheid
Holinsheid's Chronicles
Holkar State
Holladay
Hollah
Holland
Holland finish
Holland gin
Hollandaise
Hollandale
Hollander
Hollandia
Hollandish
Hollands
Hollansburg
Hollantide
Holle
Hollenbeck
Hollenberg
Holleran
Hollerith
Hollerith code
Hollerman
Holley
Holli
Holliday
Hollidaysburg
Hollie
Holliger
Hollinger
Hollingshead
Hollingsworth
Hollington
Hollins
Hollis
Hollister
Holliston
Holloman
Hollow Men, The
Holloway
Hollowville
Hollsopple
Holly
Holly Springs
Holly-Anne
Hollyanne
Hollybush
Hollytree
Hollywood
Hollywood bed
Hollywooder
Hollywoodian
Hollywoodish
Hollywoodite
Hollywoodize
Holm
Holman
Holman-Hunt
Holmann
Holmdel
Holmen
Holmes
Holmes light
Holmesville
Holms
Holmsville
Holmun
Holna
Holocaine
Holocene
Holocentridae
Holocentrus
Holocephala
Holocephali
Holochaoanites
Holochaoanoida
Holodiscus
Holofernes
Holognatha
Holometabola
Holomyaria
Holomyarii
Holophane
Holoptychiidae
Holoptychius
Holosiphona
Holosomata
Holosteii
Holosteum
Holostomata
Holothuria
Holothuridea
Holothuroidea
Holotricha
Holotrichida
Holst
Holstein
Holstein-Friesian
Holsworth
Holt
Holton
Holtorf
Holtsville
Holtville
Holtwood
Holtz
Holub
Holy Alliance
Holy Ark
Holy Bible
Holy Church
Holy City
Holy Communion
Holy Family
Holy Father
Holy Ghost
Holy Grail
Holy Innocents' Day
Holy Island
Holy Joe
Holy Lamb
Holy Land
Holy Mary
Holy Moses
Holy Mysteries
Holy Office
Holy One
Holy Roller
Holy Roman Emperor
Holy Roman Empire
Holy Rood
Holy Sacrament
Holy Sacrament, the
Holy Saturday
Holy Scripture
Holy Scriptures
Holy See
Holy Sepulcher
Holy Sepulchre
Holy Spirit
Holy Spirit, the
Holy Thursday
Holy Trinity
Holy Virgin of Virgins
Holy Week
Holy Willie
Holy Willie's Prayer
Holy Writ
Holy Year
Holy roller
Holy rollerism
Holy willie
Holyhead
Holyoake
Holyoke
Holyrood
Holzman
Hom
Homadus
Homagryrius
Homalin
Homalocenchrus
Homalonotus
Homalopsinae
Homaloptera
Homalopterous
Homalosternii
Homam
Homans
Homaridae
Homarus
Homburg
Home
Home Burial
Home Counties
Home Guard
Home Office
Home Rule
Home Secretary
Homedale
Homer
Homere
Homerian
Homeric
Homeric laughter
Hond
Honda
Hondo
Honduran
Honduranian
Honduras
Honduras bark
Honduras cedar
Honduras mahogany
Honduras oak
Honduras rosewood
Hondurean
Hondurian
Honea Path
Honeapath
Honebein
Honecker
Honegger
Honeye
Honesdale
Honest John
Honey
Honeybrook
Honeyman
Honeyville
Honeywell
Honeywood
Honfleur
Hong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong flu
Hong-Kong
Hongleur
Honiar
Honig
Honiton
Honna
Honniball
Honobia
Honokaa
Honolulu
Honomu
Honor
Honora
Honoraville
Honoria
Honorine
Hoskinston
Hosmer
Hosni Mubarak
Hospers
Hospices de Beaune
Hospitaler
Hospitalet
Hospitaller
Hossein Fatemi
Hosston
Host
Hosta
Hostage, The
Hostetter
Hot Springs
Hotatian
Hotchkiss
Hotei
Hotevilla
Hotien
Hotspur
Hottentot
Hottentot fig
Hottentot's bread
Hottentotese
Hottentotic
Hottentotish
Hottentotism
Hottonia
Hotze
Hou T'u
Houck
Houdaille
Houdan
Houdini
Houdon
Houei Sai
Hough
Houghton
Houghton-le-Spring
Houlberg
Houlka
Houlton
Houma
Hound
Hound Dog
Hounslow
Houphouet-Boigny
Hsiamen
Hsian
Hsiang
Hsin-hai-lien
Hsingan
Hsingborg
Hsining
Hsinking
Hsiung Hsiang-hui
Hsu
Htindaw
Htizwe
Hts
Hu
Hu Qili
Hu Yaobang
Hu Yaobanh
Hua Kuo-feng
Huachuca
Huai
Huai-nan
Hualapai
Huambo
Huan
Huang
Huang Chen
Huang Hua
Huanuco
Huaras
Huari
Huascar
Huascaran
Huastec
Huastecan
Huastecs
Huave
Huavean
Huba
Hubbard
Hubbard squash
Hubbardston
Hubbardsville
Hubbell
Hubbite
Hubble
Hubble constant
Hube
Huber
Huberman
Hubert
Huberto
Hubertus
Hubertushburg
Huberty
Hubey
Hubie
Hubing
Hubli
Hubsher
Hucar
Huchnom
Huckaby
Huckleberry Finn
Hud
Huda
Huddersfield
Huddie
Huddleston
Huddy
Hudgens
Hudgins
Hudibras
Hudibrastic
Hudibrastic verse
Hudibrastically
Hudis
Hudnut
Hudson
Hudson Bay
Hudson Bay blanket
Hudson Bay seal
Hudson Falls
Hudson River
Hudson River School
Hudson River sloop
Hudson Strait
Hudson seal
Hudson's Bay Company
Hudson's Bay blanket
Hudsonia
Hudsonian
Hudsonian curlew
Hudsonville
Hue
Huebner
Huei
Huelva
Huerta
Huesca
Huesman
Hueston
Huey
Hueysville
Hueytown
Huff
Huffman
Hufnagel
Hufuf
Hugel
Hugelia
Huger
Huggin
Huggins
Hugh
Hugh Capet
Hughes
Hugheston
Hughesville
Hughett
Hughie
Hughmanick
Hughoc
Hughson
Hughsonville
Hugi
Hugibert
Hugin
Hugli
Hugo
Hugo Banzer
Hugo rose
Hugoesque
Hugon
Hugoton
Huguenot
Huguenotic
Huguenotism
Hugues
Huhehot
Hui
Huichou
Huidobro
Huig
Huila
Huitzilopochtli
Hujsak
Huk
Hukawng
Hukbalahap
Hukill
Hula-Hoop
Hulbard
Hulbert
Hulbig
Hulburt
Hulda
Huldah
Huldreich
Hulen
Hulet
Hu
Hull
Hull House
Hullda
Hulme
Hulsean
Hultgren
Hultin
Hulton
Hulutao
Hum
Huma
Humacao
Human Comedy, The
Humansville
Humanum Genus
Humarock
Humash
Humashim
Humayun
Humber
Humberside
Humbert
Humbert I
Humberto
Humberto Calderon
Humberto Calderon Berti
Humberto Cayoja
Humberto Delgado
Humbird
Humble
Humboldt
Humboldt Current
Humboldt's Sea
Humboldtianum
Hume
Humean
Humeston
Humfrey
Humfrid
Humfried
Humria
Humiriaceae
Humiriaceous
Humism
Humist
Hummel
Hummelstown
Humnoke
Humo
Humorum
Hump
Humpage
Humperdinck
Humph
Humphrey
Humphreys
Humphreys Peak
Humptulips
Humpty Dumpty
Humpty dumpty
Hums
Humulus
Hun
Hunan
Hunanese
Hunchakist
Hunchback of Notre Dame, The
Hundred Days
Hundred Years' War
Huneker
Hunfredo
Hung
Hung Yen
Hungaria
Hungarian
Hungarian brome grass
Hungarian goulash
Hungarian lilac
Hungary
Hungary blue
Hungary leather
Hungary water
Hunger
Hungerford
Hungnam
Hungtow Island
Hunk
Hunker
Hunkerism
Hunkerous
Hunkerousness
Hunkie
Hunkpapa
Hunley
Unlike
Hunnewell
Hunnian
Hunnic
Hunnican
Hunnish
Hunnishness
Hunsinger
Hunt
Hunter
Hunterian
Hunters
Huntersville
Huntertown
Hunting Dogs
Huntingburg
Huntingdon
Huntingdonshire
Huntington
Huntington Beach
Huntington Park
Huntington Station
Huntington Woods
Huntington's chorea
Huntingtown
Huntland
Huntlee
Huntley
Huntly
Hunts
Huntsburg
Huntsville
Hunyadi
Hunyady
Hunyak
Huoh
Huon pine
Hupa
Hupeh
Huppert
Hura
Hurd
Hurdland
Hurd'sfield
Hurff
Hurlbut
Hurlee
Hurleigh
Hurless
Hurley
Hurleyville
Hurlock
Hurlow
Hurok
Huron
Huronian
Hurri
Hurrian
Hurris
Hurst
Hurstmonceux
Hurtsboro
Hurry
Hurwit
Hurwitz
Hus
Husain
Husch
Husein
Husein ibn-Ali
Husha
Husk
Huskamp
Huskey
Huskisson
Husky
Huss
Hussar
Hussein
Hussein I
Husseini Jamal
Husser
Huysmans
Huzvaresh
Hvar
Hvasta
Hwai River
Hwaiyang
Hwajung
Hwang
Hwang Hai
Hwang Ho
Hwanghwatsun
Hwangmei
Hwelon
Hwu
Hy
Hy-brasil
Hyacinth
Hyacintha
Hyacinthe
Hyacinthia
Hyacinthides
Hyacinthie
Hyacinthus
Hyades
Hyads
Hyænanche
Hyænarctos
Hyænidae
Hyænodon
Hyakume
Hyalonema
Hyalospongia
Hyæmpom
Hyams
Hyannis
Hyannis Port
Hyannisport
Hyatt
Hyattsville
Hyattville
Hybanthus
Hybla
Hyblæa
Hyblæan
Hyblan
Hybodus
Hydatina
Hyde
Hyde Park
Hyden
Hyder Ali
Hyderabad
Hydes
Hydesville
Hydetown
Hydeville
Hydnaceae
Hydnocarpus
Hydnora
Hydnoraceae
Hydnum
Hydra
Hydra-headed
Hydra-tainted
Hydrachna
Hydrachnidae
Hydractinia
Hydradephaga
Hydrangea
Hydrangeaceae
Hydrastis
Hydri
Hydrid
Hydriote
HydroDiuril
Hydrobates
Hydrobatidae
Hydrocaryaceae
Hydrocharidaceae
Hydrocharis
Hydrocharitaceae
Hydrochelidon
Hydrochoerus
Hydrocleis
Hydrocorallia
Hydrocorallinae
Hydrocores
Hydrocorisae
Hydrocortone
Hydrocotyle
Hydrocyon
Hydrodamalidae
Hydrodamalis
Hydrodictyaceae
Hydrodictyon
Hydrodromica
Hydrogenomonas
Hydroida
Hydroidea
Hydrolea
Hydroleaceae
Hydromatic
Hydromedusae
Hydrometridae
Hydromys
Hydromedusae
Hydroparastatae
Hydrophidae
Hydrophilidae
Hydrophinae
Hydrophis
Hydrophora
Hydrophylaceae
Hydrophyllum
Hydropotes
Hydropterideae
Hydrozoa
Hydruntine
Hydrurus
Hydrus
Hye
Hyeres
Hygeia
Hygeian
Hyginus
Hyksos
Hyla
Hylaeus
Hylan
Hyland
Hylas
Hylidae
Hyllus
Hylobates
Hyllocereus
Hyllocichla
Hylocomium
Hylodes
Hylomys
Hylton
Hyman
Hymen
Hymenaea
Hymenaeus
Hymeniac
Hymenocallis
Hymenocheate
Hymenogaster
Hymenogastraceae
Hymenolepis
Hymenomyces
Hymenophyllaceae
Hymenophyllites
Hymenophyllum
Hymenoptera
Hymera
Hymettian
Hymettic
Hymettius
Hymettus
Hymie
Hymir
Hynda
Hyndman
Hynek
Hynes
Hyo
Hyolithes
Hyolithidae
Hyoscyamus
Hyotherium
Hyozo
Hypanis
Hypapante
Hypatia
Hypatie
Hypenantron
Hyper-calvinism
Hyper-calvinist
Hyper-calvinistic
Hyper-dorian
Hyper-ionian
Hyper-jacobean
Hyper-latinistic
Hyper-lydian
Hyper-phrygian
Hyper-romantic
Hyper-uranian
Hyperborean
Hypercheiria
Hyperenor
Hypergon
Hypericaceae
Hypericales
Hypericum
Hyperion
Hyperion to a satyr
Hypermnestra
Hyperoartia
Hyperoodon
Hyperotreta
Hyperotreti
Hypertherm
Hyphaene
Hyphomycetales
Hyphomycetes
Hypnaceae
Hypnos
Hypnum
Hypnus
Hypo-
Hypochaeris
Hypochondraceae
Hypocnus
Hypocreaceae
Hypodermella
Hypodorian
Hypohippus
Hypolite
Hypolydian
Hypoparia
Hypopitys
Hypostomata
Hypostomides
Hypotheria
Hypotremata
Hypotricha
Hypotrichida
Hypoxis
Hypoxyylon
Hypozoa
Hyps
Hypseus
Hypsilophodon
Hypsilophodontidae
Hypsiprymninae
Hypsiprynodontinae
Hypsiprymnus
Hypsipyle
Hypsistarian
Hypsistus
Hyrachyus
Hyracidae
Hyracina
Hyracodon
Hyracodontidae
Hyracoidea
Hyracotheriinae
Hyracotherium
Hyrcan
Hyrcania
Hyrcanian
Hyrie
Hyrmina
Hymetho
Hyrtius
Hyrum
Hyrup
Hysham
Hyssopus
Hysteriales
Hysteroecarpus
Hysterophyta
Hystricidae
Hystricinae
Hystricomorpha
Hystrix
Hz
I
I Am
I Ching
I Claudius
I Mech E
I Min E
I am led to believe
I ask you
I beam
I beg you
I beg your pardon
I can't see
I couldn't care less
I daresay
I declare
I don't care
I don't have the first idea
I don't know what
I don't see how
I don't see why
I don't understand
I girder
I give up
I have it
I myself
I never
I pass
I refuse
I should fret
I should worry
I thank you
I thank you very much
I think not
I venture to say
I will no such thing
I will not
I won't
I won't buy it
I""d
I""ll
I""s
I'd
I'll
I'll be
I'll be damned if
I'll be hanged if
I'll be hanged if I will
I'll be jiggered
I'll be seeing you
I'll say
I'll see you in hell first
I'm
I'm not taking any
I's
I've
I-beam
I-bunga
I-go
I-ism
I-ness
I-railed
I-ship
I-spy
I/O
IA
IAA
IAB
IAD
IADB
IAEA
IAF
IAH
IAM
IANA
IAPPP
IAS
IATA
IATSE
IAU
IAUC
IB
IBA
IBEW
IBM
IBM machine
IBN
IBRD
IBTCWH
IC
IC analysis
ICA
ICAAAA
ICAN
ICAO
ICB
ICBM
ICBW
ICC
ICCC
ICCCM
ICD
ICE
ICFTU
ICI
ICJ
ICL
ICLID
ICM
ICMP
ICON
ICP
ICRC
ICS
ICSC
ICSH
ICST
IG
IGES
IGFET
IGM
IGMP
IGP
IGY
IHD
IHP
IHS
IIA
IIE
IIHF
III
IIIN
IISPB
IJssel
IJsselmeer
IL
ILA
ILEA
ILGWU
ILO
ILP
ILS
ILV
ILWU
IM
IM display
IMAP
IMAP3
IMAS
IMC
IMCO
IMD
IMF
IMHO
IMM
IMP
IMPACT
IMS
IMSA
IMSL
IMSO
IMSVS
IMT
IMTS
IMarE
Ia Drang
Iacchic
Iacchos
Iacchus
Iache
Iachimo
Iaeger
Iago
Iain
Ialmenus
Ialysos
Ialysus
Iambe
Iams
Iamus
Ian
Iand
Ianteen
Ianthe
Ianthina
Ianus
Iapetus
Iapigia
Iapyges
Iapygian
Iapygii
Iapyx
Iarbas
Iardanus
Iaria
Iasi
Iasion
Iaso
Iasus
Iaverne
Ib
Iba
Ibad
Ibada
Ibadan
Ibadhi
Ibadite
Ibagu
Iban
Ibanag
Ibanez
Ibanez Del Campo
Ibapah
Ibaraki
Ibarguen Herrara
Ibarruri
Ibbetson
Ibbie
Ibbison
Ibby
Iberes
Iberi
Iberia
Iberian
Iberian Peninsula
Iberic
Iberis
Iberism
Ibero-
Ibero-aryan
Ibero-celtic
Ibero-insular
Ibero-pictish
Ibert
Ibibio
Ibididae
Ibidinae
Ibidium
Ibilao
Ibiza
Iblis
Ibn
Ibn Hussein
Ibo
Ibos
Ibrahim
Ibrahim Abdel Hadi
Ibrahim Al Soleiman
Ibrahim Hakimi
Ibrahim Hashim
Ibrahim Hussein
Ibrahim Pasha
Ibrahim el Kassem
Ibsen
Ibsenian
Ibsenic
Ibsenish
Ibsenism
Ibsenite
Ibson
Ibycter
Ibycus
Ic
Ica
Icacinaceae
Icacorea
Icard
Icaria
Icarian
Icarian Sea
Icarianism
Icarius
Icarus
Ice
Ice Age
Ice Observation Service
Ice patrol
Ice
Iceland
Iceland crystal
Iceland dog
Iceland falcon
Iceland gull
Iceland lichen
Iceland moss
Iceland pony
Iceland poppy
Iceland sea grass
Iceland spar
Icelander
Icelandian
Icelandic
Icelidae
Icelus
Iceman Cometh, The
Iceni
Icenic
Icerya
Ichabod
Ichang
Ichinomiya
Ichiro Hatoyama
Ichneumia
Ichneumones
Ichneumonidae
Ichneumonides
Ichneuonoidea
Ichthyocentaur
Ichthyoccephali
Ichthyodea
Ichthyodectidae
Ichthyoida
Ichthyol
Ichthyomorpha
Ichthyopsida
Ichthyopterygia
Ichthyornis
Ichthyornithes
Ichthyornithidae
Ichthyornithiformes
Ichthyosaura
Ichthyosauridae
Ichthyosaur
Ichthyotomi
Icken
Ickes
Ickesburg
Iconian
Iconium
Iconoscope
Icosandria
Icosteidae
Icosteus
Icteridae
Ictinus
Ictonyx
Id
Ida
Idabel
Idaea
Idaean
Idaean Dactyl
Idaean Mother
Idaho
Idaho cedar
Idaho white pine
Idahoan
Idaic
Idalia
Idalian
Idalina
Idaline
Idalla
Idalou
Idamay
Idanha
Idas
Idaville
Idden
Iddio
Iddo
Ide
Idea
I debian
Idel
Ideler
Idelia
Idell
Idelle
Idelson
Iden
Identikit
Ider
Ides of March
Idette
Idewild
Idhi
Idi Amin
Idiogastro
Idiom Neutral
Idiosepiidae
Idioseption
Idiot, The
Idism
Idist
Idistic
Iditarod
Idledale
Idleman
Idlewild
Idmon
Ido
Idoism
Idoist
Idoistic
Idola
Idolah
Idolla
Idomeneo
Idomeneus
Idona
Idonah
Idonea
Idonna
Idotea
Illoricata
Illuminati
Illuminations Les
Illuminism
Illuministic
Illuminize
Illyes
Illyria
Illyrian
Illyric
Illyric-anatolian
Illyricum
Illyrius
Ilmarinen
Ilmen
Ilocano
Ilocanos
Iloilo
Ilokano
Ilokanos
Iloko
Ilona
I lone
Ilongot
I lonka
Ilorin
I lotycin
I lowell
Ilpirra
Isa
Ilse
Ilse Koch
Il sedore
Ilwaco
Ilwain
I lya
I lya Ehrenburg
Il ysa
Il lysanthes
Il yse
Il y sia
Il ysi idae
Il yssa
Il yushin
Im
I ma
I malda
Imamite
Iman
Iman Al Badr
Imantophyllum
Imari ware
Imbert Barrera
Imbler
Imboden
Imbrium
Imbrius
Imbros
Imelda
Imelida
Imena
Imer
Imerina
Imeritian
Imipramine
Imitation of Christ, The
Imitt
Imlay
Imlaystown
Imler
Immaculata
Immaculate Conception
Immaculate Heart
Immanes
Immanuel
Immelmann turn
Immigration and Nationality Act
Immingham
Immokalee
Immoralist, The
Immortals
Imnaha
Imo
Imogen
Imogene
Imojean
Imola
Imolinda
Imp
Impatiens
Impatientaceae
Impennes
Imperata
Imperforata
Imperia
Imperial
Imperial Beach
Imperial Highness
Imperial Holiday
Imperial Majesty
Imperial Valley
Imperial bushel
Impeyan
Imphal
Implacentalia
Importance of Being Earnest, The
Improperia
Imray
Imre
Imre Boka
Imre Fold
Imre Hollai
Imre Horvath
Imre Nagy
Imroz
Imtiaz
In
In Dubious Battle
In God We Trust
In Praise of Folly
Ina
Inachidae
Inachus
Inanna
Inari
Inarticulata
Inauguration Day
Inauguration day
Inavale
Inc
Inca
Inca bone
Inca dove
Incabloc
Incaic
Incan
Incaparina
Incarial
Incarnation
Incarvillea
Inchelium
Inchon
Incognito
Incorruptible
Increase
Incrocci
Incrustata
Ind
IndE
Indanthrene
Indecidua
Independence
Independence Day
Independence Hall
Independence day
Independence hall
Independency
Independent
Independista
Index Librorum Prohibitorum
Index expurgatorius
Indi
India
India berry tree
India buff
India chintz
India cotton
India drугет
India gall
India gum
India ink
India malacca
India matting
India muslin
India paper
India pepper
India pink
India print
India proof
India red
India rubber
India scrim
India shawl
India silk
India tan
India tea
India tint
India wheat
India-cut
India-rubber tree
India-rubber vine
Indiahoma
Indian jujube
Indian lettuce
Indian licorice
Indian liquorice
Indian list
Indian lotus
Indian madder
Indian mallow
Indian meal
Indian millet
Indian mode
Indian mulberry
Indian paintbrush
Indian pink
Indian pinkroot
Indian pipe
Indian pitcher
Indian pony
Indian potato
Indian pudding
Indian red
Indian reservation
Indian reserve
Indian rice
Indian rope-trick
Indian rug
Indian ruler
Indian salad
Indian sanicle
Indian sign
Indian silk
Indian summer
Indian sweater
Indian tea
Indian tobacco
Indian turnip
Indian weed
Indian wolf
Indian wrestling
Indian yellow
Indian-meal moth
Indiana
Indiana ballot
Indiana limestone
Indianan
Indianapolis
Indianapolis 500
Indianeer
Indo-europeanist
Indo-french
Indo-gangetic
Indo-german
Indo-germanic
Indo-greek
Indo-hellenistic
Indo-hittite
Indo-iranian
Indo-malayan
Indo-malaysian
Indo-mohammedan
Indo-oceanic
Indo-pacific
Indo-portuguese
Indo-saracenic
Indo-scythian
Indo-spanish
Indo-sumerian
Indo-teutonic
Indochina
Indochina War
Indochinese
Indoeuropean
Indogaea
Indogaean
Indologian
Indologist
Indologue
Indology
Indone
Indonesia
Indonesian
Indophile
Indophilism
Indophilist
Indore
Indra
Indrani
Indre
Indre-et-Loire
Indris
Indus
Indus Valley
Indus civilization
Indus valley civilization
Industrial Revolution
Industrial Workers of the World
Ingles
Ingleside
Inglewood
Inglis
Ingmar
Ingold
Ingolstadt
Ingomar
Ingra
Inraham
Ingram
Ingres
Ingrid
Ingrid Kristiansen
Ingrim
Inguklimiut
Ingunna
Ingush
Ingvaemonic
Ingvar
Ingveonomic
Ingwaemonic
Ingweonomic
Inhambane
Inhiston
Inia
Inigo
Inin
Inina
Inine
Iniomi
Initial Teaching Alphabet
Injun
Inkereman
Inkom
Inkra
Inkster
Inland Revenue
Inland Sea
Inman
Inn
Inna
Inner
Inner Hebrides
Inner Light
Inner Mongolia
Inner Temple
Inner Word
Inter-american
Inter-andean
Inter-european
Inter-imperial
Intercidona
Intercourse
Interim
Interior
Interior and Insular Affairs
Interlachen
Interlaken
Interlingua
Interlochen
Internal Revenue Service
Internal Security
International
International Code
International Code of Signals
International Court of Justice
International Date Line
International Geophysical Year
International Gothic
International Grandmaster
International Labor Organization
International Master
International Monetary Fund
International Orange
International Phonetic Alphabet
International Relations
International Style
International scale
Internationale
Interphone
Interpol
Interstate Commerce Commission
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Intertropical Convergence Zone
Intertype
Intervale
Intimations of Immortality
Intimism
Intisar
Intosh
Intracoastal Waterway
Introit
Intruder in the Dust
Intyre
Inuit
Invar
Invercargill
Inverness
Inverness cape
Invernessshire
Inversion
Invertebrata
Invincible Armada
Inwood
Iny
Inyanga
Inyokern
Io
Io moth
Ioab
Ioannides
Ioannina
Iobates
Iodama
Iodamoeba
Iodeosin B
Iodeosin b
Iodol
Iola
Iolande
Iolanthe
Iolaus
Iole
Iolenta
Ion
Iona
Iona cross
Ione
Ione formation
Ionesco
Iong
Ioni
Ionia
Ionian
Ionian Islands
Ionian Sea
Ionian mode
Ionian school
Ionic
Ionicism
Ionicization
Ionicize
Ionidium
Ionism
Ionist
Ionization
Ionize
Ionornis
Ionoxalis
Iorgo
Iorgos
Iorio
Iormina
Iormungandr
Ios
Iosep
Ioskeha
Ioved
Iover
Ioves
Iow
Iowa
Iowan
Iowas
Ioxus
Ioyal
Ipalnemohuani
Ipava
Iphagenia
Iphanasssa
Iphicles
Iphidamas
Iphigenia
Iphigenia in Aulis
Iphigenia in Tauris
Iphigeniah
Iphimedia
Iphinoe
Iphis
Iphition
Iphitus
Iphlgenia
Iphthime
Ipiales
Ipidae
Ipiutak
Ipocotonus
Ipoh
Ipomoea
Ipsambul
Ipsus
Ipswich
Iqbal
Iquique
Iquitos
Ir
IrGael
Ira
Iraan
Irak
Iraki
Irakis
Iraklion
Iran
Irani
Iranian
Iranian Plateau
Iranic
Iranism
Iranist
Iranize
Irano-semite
Iraq
Iraqi
Iraqi Arabic
Iraqian
Iraqis
Irasburg
Irazu
Irbid
Irbil
Irby
Ire
Iredale
Iredell
Ireland
Irelander
Irena
Irenaeus
Irene
Iresine
Ireton
Irfan
Irgun
Irgun Zvai Leumi
Irgunist
Iri
Irian Barat
Irian Jaya
Irish water spaniel
Irish whiskey
Irish wolfhound
Irish yew
Irish-american
Irish-born
Irish-bred
Irish-canadian
Irish-english
Irish-grown
Irish-speaking
Irisher
Irishian
Irishise
Irishised
Irishising
Irishism
Irishize
Irishized
Irishizing
Irishly
Irishman
Irishmen
Irishness
Irishry
Irishwoman
Irishwomen
Irishy
Irita
Irja
Irklion
Irkutsk
Irl
Irma
Irme
Irmgard
Irmina
Irmine
Irminger Current
Irmo
Irob-saho
Iroha
Iron Age
Iron Age man
Iron Chancellor
Iron Cross
Iron Curtain
Iron Duke
Isenheim Altarpiece
Isenland
Isenstein
Isere
Iselt
Isen
Isfahan
Ish-bosheth
Ishan
Isherwood
Isherwood framing
Isherwood system
Ishihara test
Ishihara's test
Ishii
Ishmael
Ishmaelite
Ishmaelitic
Ishmaelitish
Ishmaelitism
Ishmul
Ishpeming
Ishtar
Ishum
Ishvara
Isia
Isiac
Isiacal
Isiah
Isiahi
Isidae
Isidor
Isidora
Isidore
Isidore of Seville
Isidorean
Isidorian
Isidoric
Isidoro
Isidorus
Isidro
Isimud
Isin
Isinai
Ising
Isis
Iskander Bey
Iskenderun
Isl
Isla
Isla de Pascua
Islaen
Islam
Islamabad
Islamic
Islamic Republic of Mauritania
Islamic calendar
Islamisation
Islamise
Islamised
Islamising
Islamism
Islamist
Islamistic
Islamite
Islamitic
Islamitish
Islamization
Islamize
Islamized
Islamizing
Islamorada
Island
Island Park
Island carib
Island of the Sun
Islands of the Blessed
Islandton
Islas Malvinas
Islay
Isle
Isle Royale
Isle of Capri
Isle of Man
Isle of Pines
Isle of Shoals boat
Isle of Wight
Isle of Wight
Islen
Isleanna
Isleen
Islek
Isles of the Blessed
Islesboro
Islesford
Isleta
Isleton
Isospondyli
Isotria
Ispahan
Israel
Israel ben Eliezer
Israeli
Israelis
Israelite
Israeliteship
Israeliitic
Israelitish
Israelitism
Israelitize
Israfil
Issachar
Issacharite
Issaquah
Issayeff
Issedoi
Issedones
Issei
Issi
Issiah
Issie
Issus
Issy
Issy-les-Molineux
Issyk-Kul
Istachatta
Istanbul
Ist
Isthmia
Isthmian
Isthmian Games
Istiophoridae
Istiophorus
Istria
Istrian
Istvaeones
Istvan
Istvan Dobi
Isuridae
Isurus
Isus
Iswara
It
It is a beauteous evening
Ita
Itabuna
Itagaki
Itajai
Ital
Itala
Itali
Italia
Italia Bolzano
Italia irredenta
Italian
Italian East Africa
Italian Somaliland
Italian Wars of Independence
Italian aster
Italian blue
Italian bob
Italian bread
Italian clover
Italian corn salad
Italian cypress
Italian dressing
Italian earth
Italian greyhound
Italian hand
Italian honeysuckle
Italian ice
Italian jasmine
Italian leprosy
Italian ocher
Italian paste
Italian pink
Italian pox
Italian reed
Italian rye grass
Italian school
Italian sixth
Italian sonnet
Italian vermouth
Italian vote
Italianate
Italianated
Italianately
Italianating
Italianation
Italianesque
Italianisation
Italianise
Italianised
Italianish
Italianising
Italianism
Italianist
Italianity
Italianization
Italianize
Italianized
Italianizer
Italianizing
Italianly
Italic
Italical
Italically
Italican
Italicanist
Italici
Italicism
Italiote
Italo
Italo-
Italo-austrian
Italo-byzantine
Italo-celt
Italo-classic
Italo-grecian
Italo-greek
Italo-hellenic
Italo-hispanic
Italo-serb
Italo-slav
Italo-swiss
Italo-turkish
Italomania
Italon
Italophil
Italophile
Italy
Itapetininga
Itasca
Itaves
Itch
Itea
Iteaceae
Itelmes
Iten
Itenean
Ithaca
Ithacan
Ithacensian
Ithaginis
Ithaman
Ithiel
Ithnan
Ithomatas
Ithome
Ithomiidae
Ithomiinae
Ithun
Ithunn
Ithuriel's-spear
Ithyphallus
Itin
Itinerarium
Itmann
Itnez
Ito
Ito sukashi
Itoism
Itoist
Ioland
Itonama
Itonaman
Itonia
Itonididae
Itonius
Ittabena
Ituraean
Iturbi
Iturbide
Ituri River
Itylus
Irys
Itza
Itzhak
Iuka
Iuliu Maniu
Iulus
Iva
Ivah
Ivan
Ivan Georgiev
Ivan III
Ivan IV
Ivan Lendl
Ivana
JAC
JACM
JAG
JAL
JANET
JATO
JBS
JC
JCA
JCAC
JCAE
JCB
JCD
JCEE
JCET
JCL
JCR
JCS
JD
JDS
JECC
JEIDA
JEM
JES
JESUS
JET
JFET
JFIF
JFK
JFMIP
JFS
JGR
JHS
JHVH
JHWH
JI
JIC
JILA
JIM
JIS
JISC
JIT
JJ
JLE
JMP
JMS
JMX
JO
Jacalinne
Jacalteca
Jacalyn
Jacamaramalcyon
Jacamerops
Jacana
Jaconidae
Jacaranda
Jacarta
Jacenta
Jacey
Jachin
Jacie
Jacinda
Jacinta
Jacinth
Jacintha
Jacinthe
Jacinto
Jack
Jack Ferreira
Jack Frost
Jack Ketch
Jack Nies
Jack Schalow
Jack Sheppard
Jack Tar
Jack mormon
Jack nasty
Jack rose
Jack the Ripper
Jack-a-lent
Jack-fool
Jack-go-to-bed-at-noon
Jack-the-rags
Jackelyn
Jackfield ware
Jackhorn
Jacki
Jackie
Jackie Ickx
Jackies
Jacklin
Jacklyn
Jackman
Jackquelin
Jackqueline
Jacobinized
Jacobinizing
Jacobite
Jacobite Rebellion
Jacobite glass
Jacobitely
Jacobitian
Jacobitic
Jacobitical
Jacobitically
Jacobitish
Jacobitishly
Jacobitism
Jacobo
Jacobo Arbenz Guzman
Jacobs
Jacobsburg
Jacobsen
Jacobsohn
Jacobson
Jacobus
Jacobus Hendricus
Jacoby
Jacopo
Jacquard
Jacquard card
Jacquard harness
Jacquard head motion
Jacquard loom
Jacquard weave
Jacquel
Jacquelin
Jacqueline
Jacquely
Jacquelyn
Jacquelyn
Jacqueminiot
Jacquenetta
Jacquenette
Jacquerie
Jacques
Jacques Brichant
Jacques Chaban-Delmas
Jacques Chirac
Jacques Cloutier
Jacques Delors
Jacques Martin
Jacquet
Jacquetta
Jacquette
Jacqui
Jacquie
Jacumba
Jacunda
Jacuzzi
Jacy
Jacynth
Jada
Jadd
Jadda
Jaddan
Jaddo
Jade
Jadotville
Jadwiga
Jadwin
Jae
Jaeger
Jaehne
Jael
Jacla
Jaella
Jaen
Jaenicke
Jaf
Jaffa
Jaffa orange
Jaffe
Jaffna
Jaffrey
Jaga
Jaganmati
Jagannath
Jagannatha
Jagatai
Jagataic
Jagello
Jagellon
Jagellonian
Jagellos
Jagganath
Jagger
Jaghatai
Jagiello
Jagiellonian
Jagiello
Jakob Hlasek
Jakoba
Jakobson
Jakop
Jakun
Jal
Jala
Jalalabad
Jalalaean
Jalapa
Jalbert
Jalgaon
Jalisco
Jallier
Jam
Jamaal
Jamaica
Jamaica gin
Jamaica ginger
Jamaica gold fern
Jamaica honeysuckle
Jamaica rum
Jamaica shorts
Jamaican
Jamal
Jamal ud-Din
Jamalpur
Jambi
Jambos
Jamel
James
James Bay
James Bere
James Buchli
James Callaghan
James Cicconi
James Denike
James Gilkes
James I
James II
James III
James Iococca
James VI
James VII
James the Great
James the Less
Jamesburg
Jamesian
Jamesina
Jameson
Jamesport
Jamesstore
Jamestown
Jamesville
Jamey
Jami
Jamie
Jamie Macoun
Jamieson
Jamil
Jamil Baroody
Jamila
Jamill
Jamilla
Jamille
Jamima
Jamin
Jamison
Jammal
Jammie
Jammin
Jammu
Jammu and Kashmir
Jamnagar
Jamines
Jamnia
Jamnis
Jamshedpur
Jamshid
Jamshid Amouzegar
Jamshyd
Jamul
Jamuna River
Jan
Jan Cools
Jan Cwiklinski
Jan Eliasson
Jan Hajdukiewicz
Jan Hus
Jan Kodes
Jan Ludvig
Jan Mayen
Jana
Jana Novotna
Jana Sangh
Janacek
Janata
Janaya
Janaye
Jandel
Jandy
Jane
Jane Doe
Jane Geddes
Janean
Janeczka
Janeen
Janeiro
Janek
Janel
Janela
Janelew
Janella
Janelle
Janene
Janenna
Janerich
Janessa
Janesville
Janet
Janeta
Janetta
Janette
Janeva
Janey
Janghey
Jangro
Jania
Janice
Janicki
Janiculan
Janiculum
Janie
Janifer
Janiform
Janik
Janina
Janine
Janis
Janissarian
Janissaries
Janissary
Janissary music
Japan
Japan Current
Japan Stream
Japan cedar
Japan clover
Japan plum
Japan tallow
Japan tea
Japan wax
Japanese
Japanese andromeda
Japanese anemone
Japanese arborvitae
Japanese artichoke
Japanese barberry
Japanese bath
Japanese beetle
Japanese black pine
Japanese burnet
Japanese cedar
Japanese cherry
Japanese chestnut
Japanese clematis
Japanese crab
Japanese deities
Japanese flowering cherry
Japanese garden
Japanese gelatin
Japanese holly
Japanese honeysuckle
Japanese isinglass
Japanese ivy
Japanese lantern
Japanese larch
Japanese laurel
Japanese lawn grass
Japanese leaf
Japanese lily
Japanese maple
Japanese morning-glory
Japanese pagoda tree
Japanese paper
Japanese pear
Japanese persimmon
Japanese quince
Japanese red
Japanese river fever
Japanese silk
Japanese slippers
Japanese spaniel
Japanese spurge
Japanese stranglehold
Japanese tree peony
Japanese wisteria
Japanese wolf
Japanese yew
Japanesque
Japanesquely
Japanesquery
Japanesy
Japaneseize
Japanism
Japanization
Japanese
Japanner
Japannish
Japanolatry
Japanologist
Japanology
Japanophile
Japanophobe
Japanophobia
Japans
Japeth
Japetus
Japha
Japheth
Japhetic
Japhetide
Japhetite
Japn
Japonic
Japonically
Japonicize
Japonism
Japonize
Japonizer
Japur
Japura
Japygidae
Japyx
Jaqitsch
Jaquetelee
Jaquelin
Jaqueline
Jaqeulyn
Jaquenetta
Jaquenette
Jaquenette
Jaques
Jaques-Dalcroze
Jaquesian
Jaquiss
Jaquith
Jara
Jarabub
Jarad
Jarales
Jarash
Jarbidge
Jard
Jardena
Jareb
Jared
Jarek
Jaret
Jari
Jari Kurri
Jariah
Jarib
Jarid
Jarietta
Jarita
Jarl
Jarlath
Jarlathus
Jarlen
Jarnagin
Jaromir
Jaromir Vejvoda
Jaroslav
Jaroslav Burec
Jaroslav Kohout
Jaroso
Jarrad
Jarrett
Jarreau
Jarred
Jarrell
Jarret
Jarrett
Jarrettsville
Jarrid
Jarrod
Jarrow
Jarry
Jarv
Jarvey
Jarvin
Jarvis
Jarvisburg
Jary
Jas
Jascha
Jascha Heifetz
Jase
Jasen
Jasik
Jasione
Jasisa
Jasmin
Jasmina
Jasminaceae
Jasmine
Jasminum
Jason
Jason Lafreniere
Jasonville
Jasper
Jasper National Park
Jasper Park
Jasper dip
Jaspers
Jassidae
Jassy
Jastrzebie
Jasun
Jat
Jataka
Jateorhiza
Jatki
Jatni
Jatropha
Jatulian
Jauch
Jaunita
Jaur
Jaures
Jav
Java
Java Sea
Java almond
Java black rot
Java canvas
Java coca
Java cotton
Java fig
Java man
Java sparrow
Java willow
Javahai
Javakishvili
Javan
Javanee
Javanese
Javari
Javary
Javed
Javel green
Javel water
Javelle water
Javier
Javier Frana
Javier Perez de Cuellar
Javier Sotomayor
Javitero
Javler
Jawaharlal
Jawan
Jawann Oldham
Jawara
Jawlensky
Jaworski
Jaxartes
Jay
Jay Hebert
Jay Schrodeder
Jay Treaty
Jay's Treaty
Jayawardena
Jaycee
Jaye
Jayem
Jayess
Jayhawker
Jayhawker State
Jaylene
Jayme
Jaymee
Jaymie
Jeffrey
Jeffrey pine
Jeffreys
Jeffries
Jeffry
Jeffy
Jegar
Jeggar
Jegger
Jeh
Jehan
Jehangir
Jehanna
Jehiah
Jehial
Jehias
Jehiel
Jehius
Jehoash
Jehoiada
Jehol
Jehoshaphat
Jehovah
Jehovah God
Jehovah's Witness
Jehovah's Witnesses
Jehovic
Jehovism
Jehovist
Jehovistic
Jehu
Jehudah
Jekyll and Hyde
Jelena
Jelene
Jelks
Jell-O
Jell-O salad
Jelle
Jellico
Jellicoe
Jelm
Jelsma
Jem
Jemappes
Jemen
Jemez
Jemie
Jennica
Jennie
Jennifer
Jennilee
Jennine
Jennings
Jenny
Jenny wood
Jeno
Jenoe Fock
Jens
Jensen
Jentoft
Jenufa
Jephte
Jephthah
Jephum
Jepson
Jepum
Jequie
Jer
Jerad
Jerahmeel
Jerahmeelites
Jerald
Jeraldine
Jeralee
Jeramey
Jeramie
Jerash
Jerba
Jere
Jere Goyan
Jereld
Jereme
Jeremia
Jeremiah
Jeremiah Chirau
Jeremian
Jeremianic
Jeremias
Jeremie
Jeremy
Jeres
Jerez
Jerez de la Frontera
Jeri
Jericho
Jerseyite
Jerseyman
Jerseyville
Jerubbaal
Jerubbal
Jerusalem
Jerusalem Bible
Jerusalem Delivered
Jerusalem artichoke
Jerusalem cherry
Jerusalem corn
Jerusalem cross
Jerusalem date
Jerusalem oak
Jerusalem sage
Jerusalemite
Jervis
Jervis Bay
Jerz
Jes
Jesh
Jesher
Jesmine
Jespersen
Jess
Jessa
Jessabell
Jessalin
Jessalyn
Jessamine
Jessamyn
Jesse
Jesse James
Jesse tree
Jesse window
Jessean
Jessee
Jesselton
Jesselyn
Jessen
Jessey
Jessi
Jessica
Jessie
Jessieville
Jessika
Jessore
Jessup
Jessy
Jestude
Jesu
Jesuate
Jesuit
Jesuit bark
Jesuit berry
Jesuit style
Jesuit ware
Jesuited
Jesuitess
Jesuitic
Jesuitical
Jesuitically
Jesuitisation
Jesuitise
Jesuitised
Jesuitish
Jesuitising
Jesuitism
Jesuitist
Jesuitization
Jesuitize
Jesuitized
Jesuitizing
Jesuitocracy
Jesuitry
Jesuits' resin
Jesp
Jesus
Jesus Christ
Jesus Haddad
Jesus Maria Castro Leon
Jesus bug
Jesus day
Jesus freak
Jesus of Nazareth
Jet Age
Jet Liner
Jetersville
Jeth
Jethra
Jethro
Jethronian
Jetmore
Jetson
Jettie
Jeu
Jezreelite
Jger
Jhansi
Jhelum
Jhuria
Ji
Jiang Zemin
Jibouti
Jibuti
Jicaque
Jicaquean
Jicarilla
Jicarilla Apache Tribe
Jidda
Jigger
Jihlava
Jijiga
Jill
Jill Trenary
Jillana
Jillane
Jillayne
Jilleen
Jillene
Jilli
Jillian
Jillie
Jilly
Jilolo
Jim
Jim Crow
Jim Crow law
Jim Crowism
Jim Deshaies
Jim Lampariello
Jim Lefebvre
Jim Leyland
Jim Lynum
Jim Pavese
Jim Thorpe
Jim crow
Jim crowism
Jim-Crow
Jimenez
Jimmie
Jimmy
Jimmy Arias
Jimmy Bungs
Jimmy Demaret
Jimmy Green
Jimmy Valentine
Jimmy Woodser
Jimnez
Jimnez de Cisneros
Jimson weed
Jinan
Jincan
Jinghis Khan
Jinja
Jinnah
Jinny
Jinsen
Jinx
Jiri Hrdina
Jit
Jivaran
Jivaro
Jivarao
Jivaros
Jkping
Ji
Jno
Jnr
Jo
Jo Ann
Jo block
Jo-Ann
Jo-Anne
JoAnn
JoAnne
Joab
Joachim
Joachima
Joachimite
Joacima
Joacimah
Joakim Nystrom
Joan
Joan Baez
Joan of Arc
Joana
Joane
Joanie
Joann
Joanna
Joanne
Joannes
Joannite
Joao
Joao Figueiredo
Joao Neves Dafontoura
Joao Pessoa
Joao Vasco Goncalves
Joappa
Joaquin
Joaquin Andujar
Joaquin Balaguer
Joaquin Chamorro
Joas
Joash
Joashus
Job
Job Corps
Job's comforter
Job's-tears
Jobcentre
Jobe
Jobey
Jobi
Jobie
Jobina
Jobstown
Joby
Jobye
Jobyna
Jocasta
Jocaste
Jocelin
Joceline
Jocelyn
Jocelyn Lemieux
Jocelyne
Jocelynne
Jochabed
Jochbed
Jochbed
Jochum
Jock
Jockey Club
Jockey shorts
Jocko
Jodean
Jodee
Jodeen
John VIII
John Vanbiesbrouck
John Wesley
John Wycliffe
John X
John XI
John XII
John XIII
John XIV
John XIX
John XV
John XVII
John XVIII
John XXI
John XXII
John XXIII
John bull
John chinaman
John doe
John hancock
John law
John o'Groat's
John o'Groat's House
John o'Groats
John of Austria
John of Damascus
John of Gaunt
John of Leyden
John of Salisbury
John of the Cross
John the Baptist
John's disease
John-apple
John-bullish
John-bullism
John-bullist
Johna
Johnadreams
Johnath
Johnathan
Johnathon
Johnday
Johne's disease
Johnette
Johnian
Johnna
Johnnie
Johnnie-come-lately
Joinville
Jojo
Jokai
Jokjakarta
Joktan
Jola
Jolanta
Jolda
Jolee
Joleen
Jolene
Jolenta
Joletta
Joli
Jolie
Joliet
Joliette
Joline
Joliot-Curie
Jolivet
Jolla
Jollanta
Jollenta
Jolley
Jolly Roger
Jolly balance
Jolo
Joloano
Jolon
Jolson
Joly
Jolyn
Jolynn
Jomo
Jomo Kenyatta
Jon
Jon Koncak
Jon Sundvold
Jona
Jonah
Jonahesque
Jonahism
Jonancy
Jonas
Jonas Savimbi
Jonathan
Jonathan Leabua
Jonathan Oldbuck
Jonathan Wild
Jonathan spot
Jonathanization
Jonathon
Jonati
Jonben
Jone
Jonel
Jonell
Jones
Jonesboro
Jonesborough
Jonesburg
Joneses
Jonesian
Jonesport
Jonestown
Jonesville
Jonette
Jongkind
Joni
Jonie
Jonina
Jonis
Jonker diamond
Jonkoping
Jonme
Jonna
Jonny
Jonquil
Jonson
Jonsonian
Jonval
Joo
Joon
Joop Den Uyl
Jooss
Joost
Jooste
Jopa
Jophiel
Joplin
Joppa
Jordaens
Jordain
Jordan
Jordan almond
Jordan arc
Jose Iturbi
Jose Miro Cardona
Jose Napoleon Duarte
Jose Pinheiro de Azevedo
Jose Ramon Guizado
Jose Rijo
Jose Uribe
Josee
Josef
Josef Altstoetter
Josef Begun
Josef Ertl
Josef Hermann du Fhues
Josefa
Josefina
Joseito
Joselow
Joselyn
Josep
Joseph
Joseph Addabbo
Joseph Alioto
Joseph Beirne
Joseph Bernadin
Joseph Biden
Joseph Bonaparte Gulf
Joseph Chagra
Joseph Charyk
Joseph Cicippio
Joseph Cloutier
Joseph Crescente
Joseph Garrah
Joseph Helmich
Joseph II
Joseph Karasiewicz
Joseph Smith
Joseph Surface
Joseph of Arimathaea
Joseph of Arimathea
Joseph's coat
Joseph's-coat
Josepha
Josephina
Josephine
Josephine's-lily
Josephinism
Josephism
Josephite
Josephson
Josephson effect
Josephson junction
Josephus
Joser
Joses
Josey
Josh
Joshi
Joshia
Joshua
Joshua Eilberg
Joshua tree
Joshuah
Josi
Josiah
Josias
Josie
Josip
Josip Cazi
Josler
Joslyn
Josquin
Josquin des Pr
Josselyn
Josue
Josy
Jotham
Jotnian
Jottin Cury
Jotun
Jotunheim
Jotunn
Jotunnheim
Joub
Joubert
Jouhaux
Joukahainen
Joule
Joule's law
Joule-Kelvin effect
Joule-Thomson effect
Joung
Jounieh
Jourdain
Jourdan
Jourdanton
Jouve
Jouy print
Jova
Jovanovich
Jove
Jovi
Jovia
Jovial
Jovian
Jovianly
Jovicentric
Jovicentrical
Jovicentrically
Joviniamish
Jovinian
Jovinianism
Jovinianist
Jovinianistic
Jovita
Jovitah
Jovite
Jovito Salonga
Jovitta
Jow Nieuwendyk
Jowett
Joxe
Joy
Joy of Life, The
Joya
Joyan
Joyance
Joyann
Joyce
Joyce Kazmierski
Joyce stick
Joycean
Joycelin
Joye
Joyous
Jozef
Jozef Cyrankiewicz
Jozef Czyrek
Jozy
Jr
Jsandye
Jtunn
Ju
Juan
Juan Antonio Samaranch
Juan Azcarate
Juan Bosch
Juan Carlos I
Juan Cuevas
Juan Fernandez Islands
Juan Jose Arevaldo
Juan Nieves
Juan Ponce Enrile
Juan Samuel
Juan de Fuca
Juan de Fuca Strait
Juan-les-Pins
Juana
Juanadiaz
Juang
Juanita
Juanne
Juantorena
Juarez
Juba
Juback
Jubal
Jubbulpore
Jubilate
Jubilate Sunday
Jubile
Jubilee rig
Jucuna
Jud
Juda
Judaea
Judaean
Judaeo-
Judaeo-German
Judaeo-Spanish
Judaeo-arabic
Judaeo-christian
Judaeo-german
Judaeo-persian
Judaeo-spanish
Judaeo-tunisian
Judaeomancy
Judaeophile
Judaeophilism
Judaeophobe
Judaeophobia
Judah
Judah I
Judah ha-Levi
Judah ha-Nasi
Judahite
Judaic
Judaica
Judaical
Judaically
Judaisation
Judaise
Judaised
Judaising
Judaism
Judaist
Judaistic
Judaistically
Judaization
Judaize
Judaized
Judaizer
Judaizing
Judas
Judas Iscariot
Judas Maccabaeus
Judas Priest
Judas candlestick
Judas goat
Judas kiss
Judas light
Judas torch
Judas tree
Judas-ear
Judas-like
Judaslike
Judd
Jude
Jude the Obscure
Judea
Judean
Judenberg
Judeo-Christian belief
Judeo-Christian religion
Judeo-Christian tradition
Judeo-German
Judeo-Spanish
Judeophobia
Judette
Judezmo
Judg
Julee
Jules
Julesburg
Juletta
Juley
Juli
Julia
Juliaetta
Julian
Julian Alps
Julian Day
Julian calendar
Juliana
Juliane
Julianist
Juliann
Julianna
Julianne
Juliano
Julidae
Julide
Julie
Julie Fie
Julien
Julienne
Julies
Juliet
Juliet cap
Julietta
Julietta
Juliette
Julina
Juline
Julio
Julio Duran
Julis
Julissa
Julita
Julius
Julius Caesar
Julius Hoste
Julius I
Julius II
Julius III
Juliustown
Jullundur
Juloidea
Julus
July
Julyflower
Julyflower grass
Juma Ikangaa
Jumada
Jumana
Jumbala
Jumbo
Jumna
Jump
Jun
Juna
Junc
Juncaceae
Juncaginaceae
Juncal
Junco
Juncoideae
Juncos
Junction
Juncus
Jundiai
June
June beetle
June bug
June drop
June grass
June pink
June sucker
Juneau
Juneberries
Juneberry
Junebud
Junedale
Juneflower
Juneteenth
Junette
Jung
Jung Helge
Junger
Jungermannia
Jungermanniaceae
Jungermanniales
Jungfrau
Junggrammatiker
Jungian
Jungian psychology
Jungle Books, The
Jungle, The
Juni
Junia
Juniata
Junie
Juniata
Junina
Junior
Junior Leaguer
Junior league
Junior leaguer
Juniperaceae
Juniperus
Junius
Junji
Junker
Junkerdom
Junkerism
Junkers
Junko
Junna
Junno
Juno
Juno and the Paycock
Junoesque
Junonia
Junonian
Junot
Junr
Junta
Juntura
Jupiter
Jupiter Fidius
Jupiter Fulgur
Jupiter Fulminator
Jupiter Optimus Maximus
Jupiter Pluvius
Jupiter Symphony
Jupiter Tonans
Jupiter's-beard
Jur
Jur D
Jura
Jura Mountains
Jura-trias
Jura-triassic
Jurane
Juranon
Jurassic
Jurdi
Jurez
Jurgen
Jurkoic
Juru
Juruua
Jusepe de Ribera
Jusserand
Jussi
Jussiae
Jussiaean
Jussieu
Just
Justa
Justen
Juster
Justice
Justice general
Justice of the Supreme Court
Justice-generalship
Justiceburg
Justicia
Justicz
Justin
Justin Martyr
Justina
Justine
Justinian
Justinian Code
Justinian I
Justinianean
Justinianian
Justinianist
Justinn
Justino
Justis
Justitia
Justus
Juta
Jute
Jutic
Jutish
Jutland
Jutlander
Jutlandish
Jutta
Juturna
Kadaga
Kadai
Kadar
Kadarite
Kadayan
Kaddish
Kaddishim
Kaden
Kadiak bear
Kadiyevka
Kadmi
Kadner
Kado
Kadoka
Kadu
Kaduna
Kaela
Kaenel
Kaesong
Kaete
Kaf
Kafa
Kaffeeklatsch
Kaffia
Kaffir
Kaffir ant
Kaffir bean tree
Kaffir boom
Kaffir bread
Kaffir chestnut
Kaffir cotton
Kaffirs
Kaffraria
Kaffrarian
Kafir
Kafir lily
Kafiri
Kafiristan
Kafirs
Kafka
Kafkaesque
Kafre
Kagawa
Kagera
Kagi
Kagoshima
Kahaleel
Kahl
Kalinga
Kalinin
Kaliningrad
Kaliope
Kalisch
Kaliski
Kalispel
Kalispell
Kalisz
Kaliyuga
Kalk
Kalkaska
Kalki
Kall
Kalle
Kalli
Kallick
Kallikak
Kallima
Kallinge
Kallista
Kallman
Kally
Kalman
Kalmar
Kalmar Sound
Kalmarian
Kalmia
Kalmick
Kalmuck
Kalmuk
Kalona
Kalskag
Kaltman
Kaluga
Kalvesta
Kalvin
Kalvn
Kalwar
Kam
Kama
Kamadhenu
Kamakura
Kamal
Kamal Hassan Ali
Kamal Jumblatt
Kamaloka
Kamares
Kamaria
Kamas
Kamasin
Kamass
Kamasutra
Kamat
Kamay
Kamba
Kamchadal
Kamchatka
Kamchatkan
Kamehameha Day
Kamehameha I
Kameko
Kamenc
Kamensk-Uralski
Kamerad
Kammerman
Kamerun
Kamet
Kamiah
Kamikaze
Kamila
Kamilah
Kamillah
Kamin
Kamina
Kamloops
Kammerchor
Kammerer
Kamp
Kampala
Kampililes
Kampmann
Kampmeier
Kampong
Kampsville
Kampuchea
Kamrar
Kamsa
Kamuela
Kan
Kan Tse-kao
Kanab
Kanaka
Kanal
Kananga
Kananur
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kanara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanarakan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanaranzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanarese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanarraville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanauji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanawari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanawha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanazawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanchejungra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanchipuram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kancler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandahar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandahar Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandiyohi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaneaster Hodges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaneocehe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaneohe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaneshite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaneville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang Teh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangaroo Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangchenjunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankanai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanopolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanpur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kara kirghiz
Kara-Kalpak
Kara-Kalpakia
Kara-Kalpakistan
Kara-Lynn
Kara-kalpak
Karabagh
Karachi
Karafuto
Karaganda
Karaim
Karaitic
Karaitism
Karajan
Karakatchan
Karakoram
Karakoram Mountains
Karakorum
Karakul
Karalee
Karalynn
Karamanlis
Karamazov
Karame
Karameh
Karami
Karamajo
Karamojong
Karankawa
Karas
Karatas
Karatsu ware
Karaya
Karb
Karbala
Kardelj
Kare
Karee
Kareem
Karel
Karelia
Karelian
Karelian Isthmus
Karen
Karena
Karens
Karharbari
Karman street of vortices
Karman trail
Karmathian
Karmen
Karna
Karnack
Karnak
Karnatak music
Karnataka
Karney
Karol
Karola
Karole
Karolina
Karoline
Karoly
Karoly Janza
Karolyn
Karen
Karoo
Karp
Karpov
Karr
Karrah
Karrer
Karrie
Karroo
Karroos
Karry
Kars
Karshuni
Karst
Karsten
Karthaus
Karthli
Kartis
Karttikeya
Kartvel
Kartvelian
Karval
Karwan
Karwinski
Kary
Karyl
Karylin
Karyn
Karynne
Karyolysidae
Karyolysus
Kas
Kasai
Kasaji
Kasavubu
Kasbah
Kasbeer
Kasbek
Kase
Kasevich
Kasey
Kasha
Kashan
Kashden
Kashgar
Kashmir
Kashmir goat
Kashmir rug
Kashmiri
Kashmirian
Kashmiris
Kashoubish
Kashruth
Kashube
Kashubian
Kashyapa
Kasigluk
Kasikumuk
Kasilof
Kask
Kaska
Kaskaskia
Kaslik
Kasota
Kaspar
Kasper
Kasperak
Kass
Kassa
Kassab
Kassak
Kassala
Kassandra
Kassapa
Kassaraba
Kassel
Kassem
Kasseri
Kayan
Kayasth
Kayastha
Kaycee
Kaye
Kayenta
Kayes
Kayibanda
Kayla
Kayle
Kaylee
Kayley
Kaylil
Kaylor
Kaylyn
Kayne
Kayseri
Kaysville
Kaz
Kaz Da
Kazak
Kazakh
Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic
Kazakhstan
Kazakstan
Kazan
Kazan Retto
Kazan Tatar
Kazan tatar
Kazanlık
Kazantzakis
Kazbek
Kazdag
Kazem Hassibi
Kazim
Kazimir
Kazincbarcika
Kazmirci
Kazue
Kdar
Kea
Keaau
Kealakekua
Kealey
Kealia
Kean
Keane
Keansburg
Keeling Islands
Keelung
Keely
Keen
Keenan
Keene
Keene's cement
Keener
Keenes
Keenesburg
Keensburg
Keese
Keeseville
Keeton
Keever
Keewatin
Keezletown
Kefalotir
Kefauver
Keffler
Keflavik
Kefti
Keftian
Keftiu
Keg
Kegan
Kegley
Keheley
Kehoe
Kehr
Kei
Keid
Keifer
Keighley
Keijo
Keiko
Keil
Keily
Keir
Keiser
Keisling
Keisterville
Keita
Keitel
Keith
Keith Gretzky
Keithley
Keithsburg
Keithville
Keizer
Kekaha
Kekchi
Kekkonen
Kekule formula
Kekulmula
Ke
Kela
Kelantan
Kelayres
Kelbee
Kelby
Kelcey
Kelci
Kelcie
Keley
Kelda
Keldah
Keldon
Keldron
Kele
Kelford
Keli
Keligot
Kelila
Kelima
Kell
Kella
Kellby
Kellido
Kelleher
Kellen
Kellene
Keller
Kellerman
Kellerton
Kelley
Kelli
Kellia
Kellie
Kelliher
Kellina
Kellner eyepiece
Kellnersville
Kellogg
Kellogg Peace Pact
Kellogg-Briand Pact
Kellsie
Kelly
Kelly Hrudey
Kelly Tripucka
Kelly green
Kellyann
Kellyn
Kellysville
Kellyton
Kellyville
Kelsey
Kelseyville
Kelsi
Kelso
Kelson
Kelsy
Kelt
Keltic
Keltically
Keltoi
Kelton
Kelula
Kelvin
Kelvin machine
Kelvin scale
Kelwen
Kelwin
Kelwunn
Kemah
Kemal Atat
Kemalism
Kemalist
Kemble
Kemblesville
Kemeny
Kemerovo
Kemi
Kemme
Kemmerer
Kemp
Kempe
Kempis
Kempner
Kemppe
Kempster
Kempton
Ken
Ken Caminiti
Kenna
Kennan
Kennard
Kennebec
Kennebunk
Kennebunkport
Kennecott
Kennedale
Kennedy
Kennedya
Kennedyville
Kennelly
Kennelly-Heaviside layer
Kenner
Kennerdell
Kennesaw
Kennesaw Mountain
Kennet
Kenneth
Kenneth Duberstein
Kenneth Kleinknecht
Kennett
Kennett Square
Kennewick
Kenney
Kennie
Kennis
Kenny
Kenny method
Kenny treatment
Kenon
Kenosha
Kenova
Kenric
Kenrick
Kensal
Kenseikai
Kensell
Kensett
Kensington
Kensington and Chelsea
Kensitite
Kent
Kent Hrbek
Kent mental test
Kentia
Kentai
Kenti
Kentia
Kenticism
Kentiga
Kentigera
Kentigerma
Kentiggerma
Kentish
Kentish fire
Kentish tracery
Kentishman
Kentishmen
Kentland
Kenton
Kentuck
Kentuckian
Kentucky
Kentucky Derby
Kentucky bluegrass
Kentucky coffee tree
Kentucky colonel
Kentucky rifle
Kentucky warbler
Kentucky windage
Kentwood
Kenvil
Kenvir
Kenward
Kenway
Kenwee
Kenweigh
Kenwood
Kenrick
Kenya
Kenyan
Kenyatta
Kenyon
Kenzi
Kenzie
Keo
Keogh
Keogh plan
Keokee
Keokuk
Keon
Keos
Keosauqua
Keota
Kephallenia
Kephallina
Kepler
Kepler telescope
Kepler's laws
Keplerian
Kepner
Keppel
Ker
Kerak
Kerala
Keraterpeton
Keratoidea
Keratol
Keraunia
Kerbela
Kerby
Kerch
Kerek
Kerekes
Keremeos
Kerens
Kerenski
Kerensky
Keres
Keresan
Kerewa
Kerge
Kerguelen
Kerhonkson
Keri
Kerian
Kerianne
Kerin
Kerite
Kerk
Kerkhoven
Kerki
Kerkrade
Kerkyra
Kermadec
Kerman
Kermanji
Kermanshah
Kermie
Kermite
Kern
Kernan
Kernersville
Ketti
Kettie
Kettlersville
Ketty
Ketu
Ketubah
Keturah
Ketuvim
Keuka College
Keung
Keeper
Kev
Kevan
Keven
Keverian
Keverne
Kevil
Kevin
Kevin Appier
Kevin Hermening
Kevin Loughery
Kevin Lowe
Kevina
Kevon
Kevyn
Kew
Kew Gardens spotted fever
Kewadin
Kewanee
Kewanna
Kewaskum
Kewaunee
Keweenawan
Kewpie
Key
Key Largo
Key West
Keyapaha
Keyek
Keyes
Keyesport
Keyhole nebula
Keylargo
Keymar
Keynes
Keynesian
Keynesian economics
Keynesianism
Keyport
Keyser
Keyserling
Keystone state
Keystoner
Keysville
Keyte
Keytesville
Kezer
Kfar Etzion
Kfar Yasif
Kha
Khabarovsk
Khabur
Khachaturian
Khabaj
Khafre
Khai
Khabar Pass
Khajeh
Khakass Autonomous Region
Khalde
Khaladian
Khaled
Khaled Bey Azem
Khalid
Khalid ibn Abdul Aziz
Khalifa Hamaas
Khalifat
Khalil
Khalil Abu Hamad
Khalil Wazir
Khalin
Khalq
Khalkha
Khalkidike
Khalkidiki
Khalkis
Khalq
Khalsa
Kham
Khami
Khammurabi
Khamti
Khan
Khang Khay
Khan
Khan
Khanna
Khano
Kharia
Kharijite
Kharkov
Kharoshthi
Khartoum
Khartoum North
Khartoumer
Khartum
Kharwar
Khas-kura
Khasa
Khasi
Khaskovo
Khatti
Khattish
Khattusas
Khaya
Khaya Biko
Khayy
Khayyyam
Khazar
Khazarian
Khe Sanh
Kheim Coung
Khelat
Khem
Khenifra
Kherson
Kherwari
Kherwarian
Khevi
Khezur
Khiam
Khichabia
Khieu
Khila
Khingan Mountains
Khios
Khirbet Qumran
Khitai
Khiva
Khivan
Khlustino
Khyst
Khysti
Khysts
Khysty
King Lear
King Philip's War
King William's War
King of Glory
King of Heaven
King of Kings
King of Kings and Lord of Lords
King of kings
King of the Jews
King's Bench
King's Birthday
King's Bounty
King's Champion
King's Council
King's Counsel
King's English
King's English, the
King's Lynn
King's Proctor
King's Regulations
King's Remembrancer
King's Scout
King's clover
King's counsel
King's highway
King's mark
King's proctor
King's speech
Kingchow
Kingdom Hall
Kingdon
Kingfield
Kingfisher
Kinhorn
Kinglake
Kingman
Kingmont
Kings
Kings Canyon National Park
Kings Mountain
Kings Park
Kings Point
Kingsburg
Kingsbury
Kingsdown
Kingsford
Kingsland
Kingsley
Kingsly
Kingsport
Kingston
Kingston upon Hull
Kingston upon Thames
Kingston-upon-Hull
Kingstown
Kingstree
Kingsville
Kingtchchen
Kingu
Kingwana
Kingwood
Kinhwa
Kinipetu
Kinkaid
Kinkaider
Kincozan ware
Kinloch
Kimmundy
Kinna
Kinnard
Kinnear
Kinnelon
Kinney
Kinnie
Kinnon
Kinny
Kinorhyncha
Kinosternidae
Kinosternon
Kinross
Kinrossshire
Kinsale
Kinsey
Kinshasa
Kinshasha
Kinsler
Kinsley
Kinsman
Kinson
Kinston
Kinta
Kintnersville
Kintyre
Kinu
Kinzer
Kirgiz Soviet Socialist Republic
Kiri
Kiribati
Kirichenko
Kirilenko
Kirillitsa
Kirima
Kirimia
Kirin
Kirit
Kiriwina
Kirk
Kirkby
Kirkcaldy
Kirkcudbright
Kirkcudbrightshire
Kirkenes
Kirkersville
Kirkland
Kirklin
Kirkman
Kirkpatrick
Kirksey
Kirksville
Kirkuk
Kirkville
Kirkwall
Kirkwood
Kirlian photography
Kirman
Kirmanshah
Kiron
Kironde
Kirov
Kirovabad
Kirovograd
Kirsch
Kirschner
Kirshbaum
Kirst
Kirsten
Kirsteni
Kirsti
Kirstin
Kirsty
Kirstyn
Kirt
Kirtland
Kirtland’s warbler
Kirtley
Kiruna
Kirundi
Kirven
Kirvin
Kirwin
Kiryat Schmona
Kisangani
Kiselevsk
Kish
Kishambala
Kishar
Kishi
Kishinev
Kislev
Kismayu
Kismet
Kisor
Kissee
Kissel
Kissiah
Kissie
Kissimmee
Kissinger
Kissner
Kistiakowsky
Kistler
Kistna
Kistner
Kisumu
Kisung
Kiswahili
Kit
Kit Mueller
Kitakyushu
Kitalpha
Kitamat
Kitan
Kitasato
Kitchen
Kitchen Kaffir
Kitchener
Kitchi-juz
Kitchin rudder
Kite mark
Kitkahaxki
Kitkehahki
Kitlope
Kittanning
Kittatinny
Kittery
Kitti
Kittie
Kittikachorn
Kittitas
Kittredge
Kittrell
Kitty
Kitty Hawk
Kittyhawk
Kitunahan
Kitwe
Kitzmiller
Kiungchow
Kiungshan
Kiu sho
Kiu
Kiwai
Kiwanian
Kiwanis
Kiyohara
Kiyoshi
Kizi-kumuk
Kizil
Kizil Ir m ak
Kizilbash
Kizze
Kizzie
Kjeldahl
Kjeldahl digestion
Kjeldahl flask
Kjell Dahlin
Kjell Samuelson
Kjersti
Kjolen
Kkum Hyun Chul
Kkyra
Klabund
Klagenfurt
Klagshamn
Klaipeda
Klamath
Klamath Falls
Klamath Lakes
Klamath weed
Klamaths
Klan
Klangfarbe
Klanism
Klansman
Klansmen
Klanswoman
Klapp
Klappvisier
Klaproth
Klara
Klarika
Klarrisa
Klaskino
Klatt
Klaus
Klaus Croissant
Klausenburg
Klavier
Klaxon
Klayman
Kliber
Kleber
Klebs
Klebs-Löffler bacillus
Klebsiella
Klecka
Klee
Kleeman
Kleenex
Kleffens
Klehm
Kleiber
Kleiman
Klein
Klein bottle
Kleinfelter's syndrome
Kleinian
Kleinstein
Kleist
Kleistian
Klemens
Klement
Klement Gottwald
Klemm
Klemme
Klemperer
Klenk
Knaben
Knackwurst
Knapp
Knauer
Knautia
Kneeland
Kneiffia
Kneippism
Kneller
Knepper
Knesset
Knesseth
Knick
Knickerbocker
Knierim
Knies
Kniffin system
Knifley
Kniggr
Knight
Knight Templar
Knight hospitaler
Knight templar
Knightdale
Knightia
Knighton
Knights Hospitallers
Knights Templar
Knights Templars
Knights hospitalers
Knights of Columbus
Knights of Labor
Knights of Malta
Knights of Pythias
Knights of St John of Jerusalem
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
Knights of the Round Table
Knights templars
Knights, The
Knightsbridge
Knightsen
Knightstown
Knightsville
Knigsberg
Knigshte
Knik
Knin
Knipe
Kniphofia
Knippa
Knisteneaux
Knitra
Knitter
Knobel
Knoblick
Knobloch
Knobnoster
Knoke
Knoll
Knoop scale
Knorria
Knorring
Knossian
Knossos
Knott
Know-Nothing Party
Know-Nothing party
Know-nothingism
Knowland
Knowle
Knowles
Knowlesville
Knowling
Knowlton
Knox
Knox dolomite
Knox system
Knoxboro
Knoxdale
Knoxian
Knoxville
Knt
Knudsen
Knudsen effect
Knudson
Knut
Knute
Knuth
Knutsen
Knutson
Ko
Koa
Koah
Koal
Koasati
Koball
Kofe Island
Koffka
Koffler
Koffman
Kofu
Kogia
Koh
Koh-i-noor
Kohanim
Kohathite
Koheleth
Kohen
Kohens
Kohima
Kohinoor
Kohistan
Kohistani
Kohl
Kohlan
Kohler
Kohlrausch flask
Kohn
Kohoutek
Koiari
Koilal
Koine
Koipato
Koirala
Koitapu
Koji
Kok-Sagyz
Kokand
Kokaras
Kokas
Kokengolo
Kokka
Kokkola
Koko
Koko Nor
Kokoda
Kokomo
Kokoona
Kokoruda
Kokoschka
Kokura
Kol
Kol Nidre
Kola
Konstantine Karamanlis
Konstanz
Konstanze
Konya
Konyak
Kony
Konzentrationslager
Konzertmeister
Koo
Kooima
Koolooloo
Kooning
Koord
Koorg
Koosharem
Koosis
Kooskia
Kootenai
Kootenay
Kootenay Lake
Kopagmiut
Kopans
Kopaz
Kopeisk
Kopeysk
Koplik's spots
Kopp
Koppel
Kopperl
Koppers
Kopperston
Kopple
Koprino
Kora
Korah
Korahite
Korahitic
Koral
Koralie
Koralle
Koran
Korana
Koranic
Koranist
Korbel
Korbut
Korc
Korchnoi
Kordofan
Kordofan gum
Kordofanian
Kordula
Kore
Korea
Korea Strait
Korean
Korean War
Korean azalea
Korean lawn grass
Koreish
Koreishite
Korella
Koren
Korenblat
Koreshan
Koreshanity
Koressa
Korey
Korff
Korfonta
Kori
Koridethianus
Korie
Korman
Kornberg
Kornephorus
Korney
Korngold
Kornher
Korns
Koroa
Koror
Koroseal
Korrie
Korry
Korsakoff's psychosis
Korsakoff's syndrome
Kort
Kort nozzle
Korten
Kortrijk
Korwa
Korwin
Korwun
Kory
Koryak
Kotzebue
Koungmiut
Kountze
Kouprasith Abhay
Kourou
Koussevitzky
Kouts
Kovacev
Kovacs
Koval
Kovalevsky
Kovar
Kovno
Kovrov
Kowagmiut
Kowal
Kowalewski
Kowalski
Kowatch
Koweit
Kowloon
Kowtco
Koy
Kozani
Kozhikode
Koziara
Koziarz
Koziel
Kozloski
Kozlov
Kpuesi
Kr
Kra
Kraemer
Kraepelin
Krafft
Krafft-Ebing
Kraft
Krag
Krag-Jorgensen rifle
Kragh
Kragujevac
Krahling
Krahmer
Krak
Krakatoa
Krakatoa
Krakau
Kraken
Krakow
Kralitz bible
Kral
Krama
Kramatorsk
Kramer
Krameria
Krameriacae
Kramlich
Kranach
Kranj
Krantz
Kranzburg
Krapina
Kraska
Krasner
Krasni Kavkas
Krasnodar
Krasnoff
Krasnoyarsk
Krasny
Kraul
Kraunhia
Kraus
Krause
Krauss
Kraut
Krauthead
Kravits
Krawczyk
Kreager
Kreamer
Krebs
Krebs cycle
Kreda
Kreegar
Krefeld
Krefetz
Kreg
Kreigs
Kreiker
Krein
Kreindler
Kreiner
Kreis
Kreisky
Krishnaist
Krishnaite
Krishnaitic
Krispin
Kriss
Kriss Kringle
Kriss kringle
Krissie
Krissy
Krista
Kristal
Kristan
Kriste
Kristel
Kristen
Kirsti
Kirsti Yamaguchi
Kristian
Kristiansand
Kristianson
Kristianstad
Kristie
Kristien
Kristin
Kristina
Kristinaux
Kristine
Kristmann
Kristo
Kristof
Kristofer
Kristoffer
Kristofor
Kristoforo
Kristopher
Kristos
Kristy
Kristyn
Krita Yuga
Krita yuga
Krithia
Krivoi Rog
Krivoy Rog
Krock
Kroeber
Krogh
Kroll
Kronach
Kutchins
Kutenai
Kutenay
Kuth
Kuttawa
Kutuzov
Kutzenco
Kutzer
Kutztown
Kuvera
Kuwait
Kuwaiti
Kuyp
Kuznetsk Basin
Kval
Kwa
Kwabena
Kwajalein
Kwajalein-Eniwetok
Kwakiutl
Kwakiutl nootka
Kwame
Kwan
Kwang
Kwangchow
Kwangchowan
Kwangju
Kwangsi-Chuang Autonomous Region
Kwangtung
Kwannon
Kwantung
Kwantung Leased Territory
Kwapa
Kwapong
Kwara
Kwarteng
Kwasi
Kwazulu
Kwei
Kweichow
Kweihwating
Kweilin
Kweisui
Kweiyang
Kwethluk
Kwigillingok
Kwok
Kwon
Ky
Kyack
Kybele
Kyburz
Kyd
Kyklopes
Kyklops
Kyl
Kyla
Kylah
Kylander
Kyle
Kyle Wieche
Kylen
Kylertown
Kylie
Kylila
Kylstra
Kyllynn
Kym
Kymric
Kymry
Kynan
Kyne
Kynewulf
Kynthia
Kyoga
Kyongsong
Kyoto
Kyphosidae
Kyprianou
Kyra
Kyriako
Kyriale
Kyrie
Kyrie Eleison
Kyrie eleison
Kyrstin
Kyte
Kythera
Kythira
Kyurin
Kyurinish
Kyu
Kyzyl
Kyzyl Kum
L
L acid
L bar
L beam
L block
L electron
L sill
L wave
L'Age d'or
L'Allegro
L'Aquila
L'Avare
L'Enfant
L'Esprit des Lois
L'Étranger
L'Hospital
L'Imoraliste
L'Otage
L'Ouverture
L's
L'vov
L-D converter
L-P
L-dopa
L-head cylinder
L-line
L-radiation
L-series
L-shell
L/C
L/Cpl
L/P
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
LA
LAB
LAC
LACW
LADAR
LADT
LAFTA
LAIS
LAL
LAM
LAMA
LAMDA
LAN
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LANCE
LANL
LAO
LAP
LAPB
LAPD
LAPM
LAR
LARC
LASER
LASS
LAT
LATA
LATIS
LAVC
LAW radar
LAX
LB
LBHS
LBJ
LBL
LBO
LBP
LBS
LC
LCA
LCAMOS
LCC
LCCIS
LCCL
LCCLN
LCD
LCDN
LCDR
LCF
LCI
LCIE
LCJ
LCL
LCLOC
LCM
LCN
LCP
LCR
LCS
LCSE
LCSEN
LCT
LCVP
LD
LDC
LDEF
LDF
LDL
LDMTS
LDP
LDS
LDX
LE
LEA
LEAP
LEAS
LEC
LED
LEGO
LEM
LENCL
LEO
LERC
LEST
LF
LFACS
LFS
LFSA
LG
LGA
LGB
LGBO
LGM
LGk
LH
LHD
LHS
LI
LIDAR
LIFIA
LIFO
LIM
LIMM
LINC
LIPS
LISA
LISP
LIST
LIU
LJ
LTh
LU
LUG
LUN
LUT
LV
LW
LWL
LWM
LWP
LWSP
LWT
LXE
LXX
LZ
La
La Belle Dame Sans Merci
La Bouille
La Bruy
La Casa de Bernarda Alba
La Ceiba
La Celestina
La Chaise
La Chartreuse de Parme
La Chute
La Condition Humaine
La Coruna
La Crescent
La Crosse
La Cumbre
La Farge
La Fayette
La Feria
La Folle de Chaillot
La Follette
La Fontaine
La Fresnaye
La Gioconda
La Grande
La Grange
La Granja
La Guaira
La Guardia
La Habra
La Hogue
La Houge
La Jolla
La Junta
Labana
Laband
Labanna
Labannah
Labarge
Labdacus
Labe
Labiatae
Labiche
Labidura
Labiduridae
Labolt
Labor Day
Labor Party
Labor and Public Welfare
Labor charter
Labor church
Labor day
Labor ministry
Labor party
Labor-Management Relations Act
Laborism
Laborite
Labors
Laboulbenia
Laboulbeniaceae
Laboulbeniales
Labour Day
Labour Exchange
Labour Party
Labour party
Labourism
Labourite
Labrador
Labrador Current
Labrador Retriever
Labrador current
Labrador dog
Labrador duck
Labrador feldspar
Labrador herring
Labrador jay
Labrador pine
Labrador retriever
Labrador spar
Labrador spruce
Labrador tea
Labrador violet
Ladin
Ladino
Ladino clover
Ladinos
Ladislas
Ladislaus
Ladislaus I
Ladislaus de Bardossy
Ladoga
Ladon
Ladonia
Ladonna
Ladora
Ladrone Islands
Ladrones
Ladson
Ladue
Lady
Lady Baltimore cake
Lady Banks' rose
Lady Bountiful
Lady Chapel
Lady Chatterley's Lover
Lady Day
Lady Fortune
Lady Luck
Lady Mass
Lady Washington geranium
Lady Windermere's Fan
Lady altar
Lady bell
Lady chapel
Lady day
Lady eve
Lady in the Chair
Lady mass
Lady nicotine
Lady of the Camellias
Lady of the Camellias
Lady of the Camellias, The
Lady of the Lake
Lady of the Lake, The
Lady psalter
Lady quarter
Lady's Not for Burning, The
Ladyship
Ladysmith
Ladytide
Lae
Lael
Laelaps
Laelia
Laelius
Laemmle
Laemodipoda
Laennec
Laertes
Laertiades
Laestrygon
Laestrygones
Laestrygonians
Laetare Sunday
Laetare sunday
Laetitia
Laevigatra
Lafarge
Lafargeville
Lafayette
Lafayette Lever
Lafayette formation
Lafcadio
Lafcadio's Adventures
Lafenia
Lafferty
Laffit Pincay
Laffite
Lafite
Lafitte
Laflam
Lafleur
Lafollette
Lafontaine
Laforge
Laforgue
Lafol
Lafrance
Lag b'Omer
Lag bomer
Lagas
Lagash
Lagasse
Lagenaria
Lager
Lagerkvist
Lagerl
Lagerlof
Lagerstroemia
Lagetta
Laghouat
Lagomorpha
Lagomyidae
Lagoon Islands
Lagopus
Lagorchestes
Lagos
Lagos bass
Lagos ebony
Lagos rubber
Lagostomus
Lagothrix
Lagrange
Lagrange multipliers
Lagrange theorem
Lagrange's method
Lagrangeville
Lagrangian
Lagrangian function
Lagrima cristi
Lagro
Lagthing
Lagting
Laguerre
Laguerre equation
Laguiole
Laguna
Laguna Beach
Laguncularia
Lagunero
Lagunitas
Lagurus
Lahabra
Lahaina
Lahaina disease
Lahamu
Laharpe
Lahaska
Lahey
Lahmansville
Lahmu
Lahnda
Lahoma
Lahontan
Lahore
Lahore party
Lahouari Godih
Lahti
Lahuli
Lai
Laibach
Laidlaw
Laie
Lail
Laina
Laine
Lainey
Laing
Laings
Laingsburg
Laird
Lairdsville
Lais
Laise
Laissez faire
Lait
Laith
Laius
Lajas
Lajoie
Lajos
Lajos Dinnyes
Lajose
Lak
Lake
Lake Agassiz
Lake Amin
Lake Aral
Lake Arthur
Lake Bluff
Lake Carmel
Lake Charles
Lake Country
Lake District
Lake Erie
Lake Forest
Lake Geneva
Lake Isle of Innisfree, The
Lake Jackson
Lake Mills
Lake Mobutu
Lake Orion
Lake Park
Lake Perugia
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Lake Placid
Lake Poets
Lake Providence
Lake School
Lake Success
Lake Tiberias
Lake Trasimenus
Lake Tsana
Lake Village
Lake Wales
Lake Worth
Lake Worth Village
Lake Zurich
Lake algonquin
Lake of Death
Lake of Dreams
Lake of the Four Forest Cantons
Lake of the Sleepers
Lake of the Woods
Lake whittlesey
Lakehurst
Lakeland
Lakeland terrier
Lakemore
Lakeview
Lakewood
Lakin
Lakme
Lakota
Laks
Lakshadweep
Lakshadweep Islands
Lakshmi
Lakshmi Kant Jha
Laktasie
Lal
Lala
Lalage
Lalande
Lali
Lalique glass
Lalise
Lalita
Lalitta
Lalittah
Lalla
Lallage
Lallan
Lalland
Lallans
Lallies
Lally
Lally column
Lalo
Laloma
Lalu
Laluz
Lam
Lamadera
Lamaism
Lamaist
Lamaistic
Lamaite
Lamanism
Lamanite
Lamano
Lamar
Lamarck
Lamarckia
Lamarckian
Lamarckianism
Lamarckism
Lamarque
Lamarre
Lamartine
Lamas
Lamaze technique
Lamb
Lamb of God
Lamba
Lambadi
Lambard
Lambarn
Lambart
Lambert
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert pine
Lamberto
Lamberton
Lambertson
Lambertville
Lambeth
Lambeth Conference
Lambeth Palace
Lambeth Quadrilateral
Lambeth Walk
Lambeth degree
Lambeth walk
Lamblia
Lambrecht
Lambric
Lambrook
Lambrusco
Lambsburg
Lamdin
Lame Duck Amendment
Lamech
Lamellaria
Lamellariidae
Lamellibranchia
Lamellibranchiata
Lamellicornes
Lamellicornia
Lamellirostres
Lamentations
Lamero
Lamesa
Lamiaceae
Lamicoid
Lamiidae
Lamiides
Lamiinae
Laminaria
Laminariacea
Laminariales
Lamison
Lamista
Lamium
Lammas
Lammas Day
Lammastide
Lammond
Lamna
Lamnidae
Lamoille
Lamond
Lamoni
Lamont
Lamonte
Lamoree
Lamothe Bougon
Lamotte
Lamotte sandstone
Lamoure
Lancing
Lancs
Lanctot
Land
Land dyak
Land league
Land of Beulah
Land of Liberty
Land of Milk and Honey
Land of Youth
Land of the Leal
Land of the Midnight Sun
Land of the Rising Sun
Land of the Rose
Land's End
Land-leaguer
Land-leaguism
Landa
Landahl
Landan
Landau
Landbert
Landel
Landenberg
Lander
Landers
Landes
Landeshauptmann
Landess
Landing
Landingville
Landini
Landini cadence
Landino
Landis
Landisburg
Landisville
Landmarker
Landmeier
Lando
Landolphia
Landon
Landor
Landowska
Landrace
Landre
Landri
Landrum
Landrum-Griffin Act
Landry
Landsborough grass
Landseer
Landshut
Landsm'
Landsm'al
Landsmaal
Landsmal
Landsman
Landsteiner
Landsting
Landsting
Landsturm
Landtag
Landuman
Landus
Landville
Landwehr
Landy
Lane
Lane Dwinell
Lane Lambert
Laneburg
Lanesboro
Lanesville
Lanett
Lanette
Laneview
Lanella
d
Lanexa
Laney
Lanford
Lanfranc
Lanfri
Lang
Langan
Langbehn
Langdon
Lange
Langelo
Langeloth
Langer
Langford
Langham
Langhan's layer
Langhans layer
Langhian
Lapithae
Lapithaean
Lapiths
Laplace
Laplace equation
Laplace operator
Laplace pressure
Laplace station
Laplace transform
Laplace’s equation
Laplacian
Laplacian distribution
Lapland
Lapland cornel
Lapland longspur
Lapland pine
Laplander
Laplandian
Laplandic
Laplandish
Lapointe
Laportea
Lapotin
Lapp
Lappa
Lappeenranta
Lappic
Lappish
Lapponese
Lapponian
Lappula
Lapryor
Lapsana
Lapsang souchong
Lapsey
Laptev Sea
Laputa
Laputan
Lapwai
Laquey
Lar
Lara
Laraine
Laralia
Laralide
Laramide
Laramide system
Laramie
Laramie Range
Larrisa
Larry
Larry Doubley
Larry Doughty
Larry Krystkowiak
Larry Melnyk
Larry Pleau
Lars
Lars Loebreg
Larsa
Larsen
Larslan
Larson
Larto
Larue
Larunda
Larus
Larussell
Larvacea
Larvalia
Larwill
Larwood
Laryssa
Las
Las Animas
Las Casas
Las Cruces
Las Meninas
Las Palmas
Las Vegas
Lasal
Lasala
Lasalle
Lascassas
Lascaux
Lascaux Cave
Laserpitium
Lash
Lashar
Lashio
Lashkar
Lashmeet
Lashoh
Lashond
Lashonda
Lashonde
Lashondra
Lasi
latexo
Latham
Lathan
Lathe
Lathraea
Lathrop
Lathrope
Lathyrus
Lat
Latia
Latian
Latif
Latimer
Latimeria
Latimore
Latin
Latin America
Latin American
Latin Christianity
Latin Church
Latin Quarter
Latin Rite
Latin alphabet
Latin cross
Latin school
Latin square
Latin-American
Latin-american
Latina
Latinate
Latinate diction
Latiner
Latinesce
Latinesque
Latini
Latinian
Latinic
Latiniform
Latinisation
Latinise
Latinised
Latinising
Latinism
Latinist
Latinistic
Latinistical
Latinitaster
Latinity
Latinization
Latinize
Latinized
Latinizer
Latinizing
Latinless
Latino
Latino sine flexione
Latinus
Latirostres
Latirus
Latisha
Latitia
Latitudinarian
Latium
Laton
Latona
Latonia
 Latoniah
 Latonian
 Latooka
 Latouche
 Latour
 Latoya
 Latoye
 Latoyia
 Latreece
 Latreese
 Latrell
 Latrena
 Latreshia
 Latrice
 Latricia
 Latrididae
 Latrina
 Latris
 Latrobe
 Latrodectus
 Latt
 Latta
 Latter-day Saint
 Latterll
 Lattie
 Lattimer
 Lattimore
 Latton
 Lattonia
 Latty
Latuka
Latvia
Latvian
Latviia
Latvina
Lau
Lauber
Laubin
Laud
Lauda
Lauder
Lauderdale
Laudian
Laudianism
Laudianus
Laudism
Laudist
Laue
Lauenburg
Lauer
Laufer
Laughlin
Laughlinton
Laughry
Laughton
Launce
Launceiot
Launcelot
Launceston
Launderette
Laundes
Laundromat
Laupahoehoe
Laura
Lauraceae
Lauraine
Laural
Lauralee
Laurance
Laurasia
Laure
Lauèano Gomez
Lauree
Laureen
Laurel
Laurel and Hardy
Laurella
Laurelton
Law bible
Law of Moses
Lawai
Laward
Lawen
Lawes
Lawford
Lawler
Lawley
Lawlor
Lawman
Lawndale
Lawnside
Lawrence
Lawrence Fouraker
Lawrence Park
Lawrence frame
Lawrenceburg
Lawrenceville
Lawrencian
Lawrenson
Lawrentian
Lawrie
Lawry
Laws
Lawson
Lawson eve
Lawsonia
Lawsonville
Lawtell
Lawtey
Lawton
Lawtons
Lawtun
Lawyersville
Laxness
Lay
Lay of the Last Minstrel, The
Lay parliament
Layamon
Layard
Layia
Layla
Layland
Layman
Layne
Layneey
Layney
Layton
Ledyard
Lee
Lee Fogolin
Lee Iacocca
Lee's Birthday
Lee-Enfield
Lee-Jackson Day
Lee-Metford
LeeAnn
Leeann
Leeanne
Leechburg
Leeco
Leede
Leedey
Leeds
Leeds pottery
Leegrant
Leeke
Leela
Leelah
Leeland
Leemont
Leena
Leeper
Leeroy
Leersia
Lees Summit
Leesa
Leesburg
Leese
Leesen
Leesport
Leesville
Leet
Leeth
Leeton
Leetonia
Leetonsdale
Leeuwarden
Leeuwenhoek
Leeuwfontein
Leevining
Leeward Islands
Leewood
Leff
Leffen
Leffert
Lefkowitz
Lefor
Lefors
Left Bank
Leftist
Lefton
Leftwich
Lefty
Legaspi
Legazpi
Legend of Good Women, The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow, The
Legend of the True Cross
Legenda Aurea
Legenda aurea
Legendre
Legendre equation
Legendre polynomial
Legendrian
Leger
Leggat
Legge
Leggett
Leghorn
Legion etrangere
Legion of Honor
Legion of Honour
Legion of Merit
Legis
Legislative Assembly
Legislative Chamber
Legnica
Legra
Legrand
Legree
Leguatia
Leguia
Leguminosae
Lehar
Lehet
Lehi
Lehigh
Lehighton
Lehman
Lehmann
Lehmbruck
Lehr
Lehrer
Leis
Leisenring
Leiser
Leisha
Leishmania
Leisten
Leitao
Leitch's blue
Leitchfield
Leiter
Leitersford
Leith
Leitman
Leitneria
Leitneriaceae
Leitneriales
Leitrim
Leitus
Leivasy
Leix
Lejeune
Lek
Lela
Lelah
Leland
Leler
Leila
Lelith
Lello
Lely
Lem
Lema
Lemaceon
Lemaireocereus
Lemaitre
Lemal
Leman
Lemanea
Lemaneaceae
Lemar
Lemars
Lemass
Lemasters
Lemberg
Lemcke
Lemessus
Lemhi
Lemieux
Leming
Lemire
Lemitar
Lemkul
Lemmie
Lemminkainen
Lemmon
Lemmuela
Lemmueu
Lemmus
Lemmy
Lemna
Lemnaceae
Lemnian
Lemnitzer
Lemnos
Lemon
Lemon Grove
Lemonias
Lemoniidae
Lemoniinae
Lemonnier
Lemont
Lemoore
Lemosi
Lemovices
Lemoyen
Lemoyne
Lemper
Lempert operation
Lempres
Lempster
Lemuel
Lemuel gulliver
Lemuela
Lemuelah
Lemuralia
Lemuria
Lemurian
Lemuridae
Lemurinae
Lemuroidea
Len
Len Dykstra
Lena
Lenaea
Lenaean
Lenaeum
Lenaeus
Lenapah
Lenape
Lenapes
Lenard
Lenard ray
Lenard rays
Lenard tube
Lenca
Lencan
Lencas
Lenci
Lenclos
Lend-Lease Act
Lendu
Lenee
Lenes
Lenette
Lengby
Lengel
Lenglen
Lenhard
Lenhart
Lenhartsville
Leni-lenape
Lenin
Lenin Memorial Day
Lenin Peak
Leninabad
Leninakan
Leningrad
Leninism
Leninist
Leninite
Lenka
Lenna
Lennard
Lenni
Lennie
Lenno
Lennoaceae
Lennon
Lennox
Lenny
Leno
Lenoir
Lenora
Lenorah
Lenore
Lenotre
Lenox
Lenoxdale
Lenoxville
Lenrow
Lenssen
Lent
Lent lily
Lent term
Lenten
Lenten diet
Lenten entertainment
Lenten fare
Lenten rose
Lententide
Lentha
Lenthiel
Lentibulariaceae
Lentilla
Lentner
Lenwood
Lenz
Lenz's law
Lenzburg
Lenzi
Lenzites
Leo
Leo Durocher
Leo I
Leo II
Leo III
Leo IV
Leo IX
Leo Minor
Leo V
Leo VI
Leo VII
Leo VIII
Leo X
Leo XI
Leo XII
Leo XIII
Leoben
Leocadia
Leod
Leodis
Leodora
Leofric
Leoine
Leola
Leoline
Leoma
Leominster
Leon
Leon Jaworski
Leon Panetta
Leon mine
Leona
Leonanie
Leonard
Leonard Bernstein
Leonardesque
Leonardi
Leonardo
Leonardo da
Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardsville
Leonardtown
Leonardville
Leonato
Leoncavallo
Leone
Leonelle
Leonerd
Leonese
Leong
Leonhard
Leoni
Leonia
Leonid
Leonid Brezhnev
Leonid Kizim
Leonid Maksimovich
Leonidas
Leonides
Leonids
Leonie
Leonine
Leonine city
Leonine sacramentary
Leonine verse
Leonis
Leonis Minoris
Leonist
Leonnoys
Lepidoidei
Lepidophloios
Lepidophyllum
Lepidoptera
Lepidosauria
Lepidosiren
Lepidosirenidae
Lepidosperma
Lepidospermae
Lepidosphes
Lepidosteii
Lepidosteous
Lepidostrobus
Lepidotes
Lepidotus
Lepidurus
Lepidus
Lepilemur
Lepine
Lepiota
Lepisma
Lepismatidae
Lepismidae
Lepisosteidae
Lepisosteus
Lepley
Lepomis
Lepontine Alps
Leporidae
Leporis
Lepospondyli
Leposternidae
Leposternon
Lepp
Lepper
Lepralia
Lepsius
Leptamnium
Leptandra
Leptidae
Leptilon
Leptinotarsa
Leptocardia
Leptocardii
Leptocephalidae
Leptocephalus
Leptodactyliidae
Leptodactylus
Leptodora
Leptodoridae
Leptogenesis
Leptolepidae
Leptolepis
Leptolinae
Leptomenedusae
Leptomonas
Lepton
Leptophis
Leptoptilus
Leptorchis
Leptospermum
Leptosphaeria
Leptospira
Leptostraca
Leptostromataceae
Leptosyne
Leptothrix
Leptotrichia
Leptotyphlopidae
Leptotyphlops
Lepus
Lequire
Ler
Leraysville
Lerida
Lermontov
Lerna
Lernaeæ
Lernaeacea
Lernaean
Lernaeidae
Lernaeoides
Lerne
Lernean
Lerner
Lernfreiheit
Leroi
Lerona
Leros
Lerose
Leroy
Lerwa
Lerwick
Les
Les Aucoin
Les Aydes
Les Caves du Vatican
Les Cayes
Les Chants de Maldoror
Les Enfants Terribles
Les Faux-Monnayeurs
Les Fleurs du Mal
Les Gueux
Les Halles
Les Illuminations
Les Laumes
Les Liaisons Dangereuses
Les Trois Mousquetaires
Lesage
Lesak
Lesath
Lesbia
Lesbian
Lesbian cyma
Lesbian cymatium
Lesbian leaf
Lesbian ode
Lesbianism
Lesbos
Leschen
Leschetizky
Lesgh
Lesh
Leslia
Leskea
Leskeaceae
Lesko
Leslee
Lesley
Lesleya
Lesli
Leslie
Leslie Manigat
Lesly
Lesotho
Lespedeza
Lesquerella
Lessard
Lesseps
Lesser
Lesser Antilles
Lesser Sanhedrin
Lesser Sunda Islands
Lessing
Lettsworth
Letty
Leucadendron
Leucadian
Leucaena
Leucaeus
Leucas
Leuce
Leucetta
Leucichthys
Leucifer
Leuciferidae
Leucippe
Leucippides
Leucippus
Leuckartia
Leuckartiidae
Leucobryaceae
Leucobryum
Leucocrinum
Leucocytozoon
Leucojaceae
Leucojum
Leucon
Leuconostoc
Leucophryne
Leucosolenia
Leucosoleniidae
Leucosticte
Leucothea
Leucothoe
Leuctra
Leucus
Leukas
Leukothea
Leund
Leupold
Leupp
Leuricus
Leutze
Leuven
Lev
Lev Kitrossky
Levallois
Levalloisian
Levan
Levana
Levania
Levisticum
Levit
Levitan
Levite
Levitical
Leviticalism
Leviticality
Levitably
Leviticalness
Leviticism
Leviticus
Levitism
Levitt
Levittown
Levkas
Levon
Levona
Levophed
Levroux
Levy
Lew
Lewak
Lewan
Lewanna
Lewellen
Lewendal
Lewert
Lewes
Lewie
Lewin
Lewis
Lewis Gough
Lewis Mountains
Lewis acid
Lewis and Harris
Lewis automatic
Lewis base
Lewis gun
Lewis machine gun
Lewis with Harris
Lewis-Langmuir atom
Lewis-Langmuir theory
Lewisberry
Lewisburg
Lewisetta
Lewisham
Lewisia
Lewisian
Li Tai Po
Li chi
Li-sao
Lia
Liaisons Dangereuses Les
Liakoura
Liam
Lian
Liana
Liane
Liao
Liaoning
Liaopeh
Liaotung
Liaoyang
Liard
Lias
Liassic
Liatrice
Liatris
Lib
Lib-Lab
Liba
Libation-bearers, The
Libau
Libava
Libb
Libbey
Libbi
Libbie
Libbna
Libby
Libellula
Libellulidae
Libenson
Liber
Liber aniani
Liber authenticarum
Liber legum
Liber sententiarum
Liber sextus
Libera
Liberal
Liberal Catholic
Liberal Catholicism
Liberal Party
Liberal Republican Party
Liberal Unionist
Liberal catholic
Liberalia
Liberalism
Liberati
Liberator
Liberec
Liberia
Liberman
Liberius
Libertas
Liberty
Liberty Bell
Liberty Bell 7
Liberty Enlightening the World
Liberty Island
Liberty Party
Liberty bell
Liberty bond
Liberty party
Liberty ship
Libertytown
Libertyville
Libia
Libitina
Libna
Libnah
Libocedrus
Liborio
Libove
Libra
Librae
Library of Congress
Library of Congress Catalog
Libre
Libreville
Libri carolini
Libri extra decretum
Librid
Librium
Libuse
Libya
Libyan
Libyan Desert
Libyan sibyl
Libyo-phoenician
Libyo-teutonic
Libytheidae
Libytheinae
Lican-antai
Licania
Licastro
Licetus
Licha
Lichas
Lichenes
Lichenopora
Lichenoporidae
Lichfield
Lichnophora
Lichnophoridae
Licht
Lichtenberg
Lichtenfeld
Lichtenstein
Lichter
Licia
Licinian
Licio Giorgieri
Lick
Lick observatory
Licking
Lickingville
Licko
Licuala
Licymnius
Lida
Lidah
Lidda
Liddell Hart
Lidderdale
Liddiard
Lidie
Liddle
Liddy
Lide
Lidgerwood
Lidia
Lidia Gueiler
Lidice
Lidie
Lido
Lidstone
Lie
Lie group
Lightman
Ligon
Ligonier
Ligularia
Liguliflorae
Liguori
Liguorien
Liguria
Ligurian
Ligurian Sea
Ligurian bellflower
Ligusticum
Ligustrum
Ligyda
Ligydidae
Lihue
Lihyanite
Likasi
 Likely
Likoura
Likud
Lil
Lila
Lilac
Lilaeopsis
Lilah
Lilas
Lilbourn
Lilburn
Lilburne
Lilesville
Lili
Lilia
Liliaceae
Liliales
Lilian
Liliane
Lilias
Lilibel
Lilibell
Lilibelle
Lilienthal
Liliiflorae
Lilith
Lilitha
Lilium
Liliuokalani
Lilius
Limburg cheese
Limburger
Limburger cheese
Limean
Limehouse
Limemann
Limenia
Limeport
Limerick
Limerick hook
Limerick lace
Limicolae
Limidae
Limington
Limmasol
Limnaea
Limnanthaceae
Limnanthemum
Limnanthes
Limnetis
Limnobium
Limnocnida
Limnophilidae
Limnorchis
Limnoria
Limnoriidae
Limodorum
Limoges
Limoges enamel
Limoges ware
Limoli
Limon
Limosa
Limosella
Limosi
Limousin
Limpopo
Limulidae
Limuloidea
Limulus
Lin
Lin Piao
Lina
Linaceae
Linacre
Linanthus
Linares
Linaria
Linders
Lindesnes
Lindgren
Lindholm
Lindi
Lindie
Lindisfarne
Lindley
Lindleyan
Lindly
Lindner
Lindo
Lindon
Lindquist
Lindrith
Lindsay
Lindsevon
Lindsey
Lindseyville
Lindside
Lindsley
Lindstrom
Lindsy
Lindwall
Lindy
Lindybeth
LindyLou
Line
Line Islands
Linea
Linear A
Linear B
Linehan
Linell
Linene
Linesville
Linet
Linetta
Linette
Lineville
Ling
Lingayat
Lingayat Hinduism
Lingayata
Lingayen Gulf
Lingle
Lingleville
Lingoum
Lingua Franca
Lingua romana
Lingua romana rustica
Lingua scottica
Lingualumina
Linguata
Linguatula
Linguatulida
Linguatulina
Lingula flags
Lingulella
Lingulidae
Lingvo Kosmopolita
Lingvo internacia la
Lingwood
Linis
Link
Link trainer
Linker
Linkoping
Linkoski
Linkping
Linkwood
Linlithgow
Linn
Linnaea
Linnaean
Linnaean method
Linnaeanism
Linnaeus
Linne
Linnea
Linnean
Linnell
Linneman
Linnet
Linnette
Linnette
Linneus
Linnhe
Linnie
Linoel
Linofilm
Linopteris
Linos
Linotype
Linotyped
Linotyper
Lithocarpus
Lithodes
Lithodidae
Lithodomus
Lithonia
Lithopolis
Lithosiidae
Lithosiinae
Lithospermum
Lithuania
Lithuanian
Lithuanic
Litiopa
Lititz
Litman
Litopterna
Litorina
Litorinidae
Litsea
Litt
LittB
LittD
LittM
Litta
Littcarr
Littell
Little
Little Abaco
Little Alliance
Little America
Little Bear
Little Belt
Little Belt Mountains
Little Bighorn
Little Chute
Little Corporal
Little Daedala
Little Diomede
Little Dipper
Little Dog
Little Englander
Little Englandism
Little Entrance
Little Falls
Little Ferry
Little Fox
Little Foxes, The
Little Gidding
Little Horn
Little Horse
Little Hungary
Little Italy
Little Joe
Little John
Little League
Little Leaguer
Little Lion
Little Lord Fauntleroy
Little Men
Little Phoebe
Little Prince
Little Prince, The
Little Rhody
Little Rock
Little Russia
Little Russian
Little Sea
Little Silver
Little St Bernard Pass
Little Women
Little Zimbabwe
Little englander
Little englandism
Little-endian
Little-good
Littlefield
Littlejohn
Littleport
Littlestown
Littleton
Littman
Litton
Littoral race
Littorella
Littoria
Littre
Littrow
Lituites
Lituitidae
Lituola
Liturgical Latin
Liturgy of the Presanctified
Liturgy, the
Litvak
Litvinov
Lityerses
Lofn
Lofoten Islands
Lofoten and Vester"
Lofti
Lofting
Loftis
Loftus
Logan
Logandale
Logania
Loganiaceae
Logansport
Loganton
Loganville
Loggia
Loggins
Logi
Loginov
Logos
Logres
Logria
Logris
Logrono
Lohana
Lohar
Lohengrin
Lohman
Lohn
Lohner
Lohrman
Lohrmann
Lohrville
Lohse
Loir-et-Cher
Loire
Loire-Atlantique
Loiret
Lois
Loise
Loiseleuria
Loiza
Loja
Lok Sabha
Lokayata
Lokayatika
Loki
Lokindra
Lokman
Long Island Sound
Long Island duckling
Long John Silver
Long Lake
Long March
Long Melford
Long Parliament
Long Tom
Long Voyage Home, The
Long’s Birthday
Longan
Longaville
Longawa
Longbenton
Longbottom
Longdale
Longerich
Longfellow
Longford
Longhorn
Longicornia
Longinean
Longinian
Longinus
Longirostrines
Longkey
Longlane
Longleaf
Longley
Longmeadow
Longmire
Longmont
Longo
Longobard
Longobardi
Longobardian
Longobardic
Longomontanus
Longport
Longs
Longs Peak
Longstreet
Longtin
Longton
Longueuil
Longus
Longview
Longville
Longwood
Longworth
Longyearbyen
Lonicera
Lonie
Lonier
Lonk
Lonna
Lonnard
Lonne
Lonni
Lonnie
Lonnrot
Lonny
Lonoke
Lons-le-Saunier
Lonsdale
Lontson
Lonzie
Lonzo
Loogootee
Look Homeward Angel
Lookeba
Looking Backward
Lookout Mountain
Loomis
Loon
Looneyville
Loos
Lopatnikoff
Lopatnikov
Lope
Lope de Vega
Lopeno
Lopes
Lopez
Lopezia
Lophiidae
Lophiodon
Lophiodontidae
Lophiola
Lophiomys
Lophobranchii
Lophiomyidae
Lophiomyinae
Lophiomys
Lophobranchii
Lophocene
Lophocomi
Lophodermium
Lophophora
Lophophorinae
Lophophorus
Lophopoda
Lophornis
Lophortyx
Lophura
Lopoldville
Lora
Lorado
Lorain
Loraine
Loral
Loralee
Loralie
Loralyn
Loram
Lorane
Loranger
Lorant
Loranthaceae
Loranthus
Lorca
Lord
Lord Advocate
Lord Baltimore cake
Lord Chamberlain
Lord Chancellor
Lord Chief Justice
Lord Fauntleroy
Lord Haw-Haw
Lord High Chancellor
Lord Howe Island
Lord Jesus
Lord Jim
Lord Justice
Lord Justice of Appeal
Lord Lieutenancy
Lord Lieutenant
Lord Lyon
Lord Mayor
Lord President of the Council
Lord Privy Seal
Lord Protector
Lord Provost
Lord Spiritual
Lord admiral
Lord knows
Lord of Appeal
Lord of Hosts
Lord of Lords
Lord of Misrule
Lord of hosts
Lord our Righteousness
Lord's
Lord's Day
Lord's Prayer
Lord's Prayer, The
Lord's Supper
Lord's Supper, The
Lord's day
Lord's day, The
Lord's table
Lord's table, The
Lordan
Lords
Lords Justices' Court
Lords Spiritual
Lords Temporal
Lordsburg
Lordship
Lore
Loreauville
Loredana
Loredana Berte
Loredo
Loree
Loreen
Lorelei
Lorelie
Lorella
Lorelle
Loren
Lorena
Lorence
Lorene
Lorens
Lorentz
Lorentz force
Lorentz transformation
Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction
Loren
Lorensa
Lorenza
Lorenzana
Lorenzetti
Lorenzo
Lorenzo dressing
Lorenzo indians
Lorestan
Loresz
Loretta
Lorette
Loretine
Loretto
Loretto nuns
Lori
Lori Garbacz
Loria
Lorianna
Lorianne
Loricariidae
Loricata
Loricati
Lorida
Lorie
Lorien
Lorient
Lorilee
Lorilyn
Lorimer
Lorimor
Lorin
Lorinda
Lorine
Loriner
Loring
Loris
Lorita
Lorius
Lorman
Lorn
Lorna
Lorne
Lorola
Lorpora
Lorollas
Lorou
Lorrain
Lorraine
Lorraine cross
Lorrainer
Lorrainese
Lorrayne
Lothians
Lothringen
Loti
Lotis
Lotophagi
Lotson
Lott
Lotta
Lotte
Lotti
Lottie
Lottsburg
Lotty
Lotuko
Lotus
Lotus of the Good Law
Lotus of the True Law
Lotz
Lotze
Lou
Lou Franceschetti
Lou Gehrig's disease
Lou Nanne
Louann
Louanna
Louanne
Loucheux
Loudon
Loudonville
Louella
Louellen
Lough
Loughborough
Loughheed
Loughlin
Loughman
Louhi
Louie
Louin
Louis
Louis Boutet de Montvel
Louis Frey
Louis Hubert Gonzalve
Louis I
Louis II
Louis II de Bourbon
Louis IV
Louis IX
Louis Joseph
Louis Napoleon
Louis Philippe
Louis Quatorze
Louis Quinze
Louis Seize
Louis Seymour Bazett
Louis Sleigher
Louis Treize
Louis V
Louis Victor
Louis XI
Louis XII
Louis XIII
Louis XIV
Louis XV
Louis XVI
Louis XVII
Louis XVIII
Louis heel
Louisa
Louisburg
Louise
Louissette
Louisiana
Louisiana French
Louisiana Purchase
Louisiana grass
Louisiana heron
Louisiana tanager
Louisianan
Louisianian
Louisville
Louisvillian
Louls
Lounge
Lounsbury
Loup
Lourdes
Lourenco Marques
Lourie
Louth
Loutitia
Louvain
Louvale
Louvertie
Louviers
Louvre
Loux
Louys
Lovash
Lovato
Love
Love for Love
Love's Labour's Lost
Lovejoy
Lovel
Lovelace
Lovelaceville
Lovelady
Loveland
Lovell
Lovelock
Lovely
Lover
Loveridge
Lovering
Loves Park
Lovett
Lovettsville
Loveville
Lovich
Lovie
Lovilia
Loving
Lovington
Lovingston
Lovmilla
Low
Low Archipelago
Low Church
Low Churchman
Low Countries
Low German
Low Latin
Low Mass
Low Sunday
Low church
Low sunday
Low-Churchism
Low-Churchman
Low-churchism
Low-churchist
Low-churchman
Low-churchmanship
Lowake
Lucrece
Lucretia
Lucretian
Lucretius
Lucrezia
Lucrezia Borgia
Lucrine
Lucullan
Lucullan feast
Lucullean
Lucullian
Lucullus
Lucuma
Lucumo
Lucy
Lud
Ludd
Luddism
Luddite
Ludditism
Ludell
Ludeman
Ludendorff
Luderitz
Ludewig
Ludgate
Ludgathian
Ludgatian
Ludhiana
Ludian
Ludie
Ludington
Ludlew
Ludlovian
Ludlow
Ludly
Ludmila Belousova
Ludmilla
Ludolphian
Ludovick
Ludovico
Ludovika
Ludowici
Ludwig
Ludwig
Ludwig Ehrhard
Ludwig II
Ludwig Mies
Luise
Luiseno
Luite
Luiza
Luk
Lukacs
Lukan
Lukas
Lukash
Lukasz
Lukaszewicz
Luke
Luke's summer
Lukeville
Lukey
Lukin
Luks
Lula
Lulea
Luli
Lulie
Luling
Lulita
Lull
Lullaby
Lulli
Lullian
Lully
Lulu
Luluabourg
Lumbard
Lumberport
Lumberton
Lumbricidae
Lumbricus
Lumbye
Lumen
Lumiere
Luminal
Luminal pill
Lumpkin
Lumpur
Lumumba
Luna
Luna moth
Lunar Orbiter
Lunaria
Luncheon on the Grass
Lund
Lunda
Lundale
Lundberg
Lundeen
Lundell
Lundgren
Lundin
Lundinarium
Lundquist
Lundt
Lundy
Lundy's Lane
Lune
Lunel
Lunenburg
Lunetta
Lunette
Luneville
Lung Wang
Lungki
Lunik
Luning
Lunka
Lunn
Lunna
Lunneta
Lunnete
Luns
Lunseth
Lunsford
Lunt
Lumularia
Lunulites
Lunville
Luo
Luorawetlan
Lupe
Lupee
Luperca
Lupercalia
Lupercalian
Lupercalias
Luperci
Lupercus
Lupi
Lupid
Lupien
Lupinus
Lupita
Lupton
Lupus
Luquillo
Lur
Lura
Luray
Lurecat
Lurette
Lurex
Lurgan
Luri
Lurie
Luristan
Lurleen
Lurlei
Lurlene
Lurline
Lurton
Lusa
Lusaka
Lusatia
Lusatian
Lusby
Luscinia
Lushai
Lushei
Lusia
Lusiad
Lusian
Lusitania
Lusitanian
Lusitano-american
Lusk
Lussi
Lussier
Lust
Lustick
Lustig
Lustprinzip
Lusty
Lut Desert
Lutao
Lutayo
Lutcher
Lutenist
Lutero
Lutesville
Lutetia
Lutetia Parisiorum
Lutetian
Luth
Luthanen
Luther
Lutheran
Lutheranic
Lutheranism
Lutheranize
Lutheranizer
Lutherism
Lutherist
Luthersburg
Luthersville
Lutherville
Luthuli
Lutianidae
Lutianus
Lutine bell
Lutjanidae
Lutjanus
Luton
Lutoslawski
Lutra
Lutraria
Lutreola
Lutrinae
Lutzen
Luttrell
Lutts
Lutuamian
Lutuamians
Lutyens
Lutz
Luvaridae
Luverne
Luvian
Luvish
Luwana
Luwian
Luw
Luxembourg
Luxemburg
Luxemburger
Luxemburgian
Luxor
Luxora
Luz
Luzader
Luzern
Luzerne
Luzon
Luzula
Lviv
Lvos
Lvov
Lw
Lwe
Lwo
Lwoff
Ly
Lyaeus
Lyall
Lyallpur
Lyas
Lyautey
Lyburn
Lycaena
Lycaenidae
Lycaeus
Lycaon
Lycaonia
Lyceum
Lychnic
Lychnis
Lycia
Lycian
Lycidae
Lycidas
Lycium
Lyckman
Lycodes
Lycochidae
Lycomedes
Lycoming
Lycon
Lycoperdaceae
Lycoperdales
Lycoperdon
Lycopersicon
Lycophron
Lycopodiaceae
Lycopodium
Lycopsida
Lycopsis
Lycopus
Lycosa
Lycosidae
Lycotherses
Lyctidae
Lyctus
Lycurgus
Lycus
Lyda
Lydda
Lydell
Lydgeate
Lydia
Lydian
Lydian mode
Lydian stone
Lydie
Lydon
Lyell
Lyencephala
Lyerly
Lyford
Lygaeidae
Lygeum
Lygodesma
Lygodium
Lygosoma
Lykens
Lykes
Lyle
Lyles
Lylly
Lyman
Lymann
Lymantria
Lymanthriidae
Lyme
Lymington
Lynn
Lymnaea
Lymnaeidae
Lyn
Lyn Nofziger
Lynbrook
Lynceus
Lynch
Lynchburg
Lyncid
Lyncis
Lynco
Lynd
Lynda
Lynde
Lyndeborough
Lyndel
Lyndell
Lynden
Lyndes
Lyndhurst
Lyndon
Lyndonville
Lyndora
Lyndsay
Lyndsey
Lyndsie
Lyndy
Lynea
Lynelle
Lynen
Lynett
Lynette
Lynette Fromme
Lyngbyaceae
Lyngbyaeae
Lyngi
Lynn
Lynn Haven
Lynn Regis
Lynna
Lynndyl
Lynne
Lynnea
Lynnell
Lynnelle
Lynnet
Lynnett
Lynnette
Lynnfield
Lynnville
Lynnwood
Lynnworth
Lyns
Lynsey
Lynus
Lynwood
Lynx
Lyomeri
Lyon
Lyon King of Arms
Lyon Office
Lyon Office of Arms
Lyon bean
Lyon herald
Lyonais
Lyone
Lyonetia
Lyonetidae
Lyonnaise
Lyonnais
Lyonnese
Lyons
Lyontine
Lyopoma
Lyopomata
Lyperosia
Lyra
Lyrae
Lyraid
Lyrical Ballads
Lyrid
Lyris
Lyrurus
Lyrus
Lys
Lysander
Lysandra
Lysenko
Lysenkoism
Lysias
Lysiloma
Lysimachia
Lysimachus
Lysippe
Lysippus
Lysistrata
Lysite
Lysol
Lyssa
Lytham Saint Anne's
Lythraceae
Lythrum
Lytle
Lytten
MCN
MCNC
MCP
MCPAS
MCPO
MCR
MCS
MCSV
MCTRAP
MCU
MCh
MCi
MD
MDACS
MDAP
MDAS
MDC
MDDS
MDE
MDEC
MDES
MDF
MDI
MDQS
MDRE
MDS
MDT
MDU
MDX
MDiv
ME
MEA
MEANS
MEC
MECO
MED
MELD
MEP
MEPA
MERP
MERS
MET
MEW radar
MEX
MEZ
MEd
MEIEng
MF
MFA
MFB
MFENET
MFG
MFH
MFJ
MFLOPS
MFM
MFR
MFS
MFT
MG
MGB
MGH
MGM
MGT
MGeoE
MGk
MGr
MH
MHA
MHD
MHE
MHF
MHG
MHL
MHR
MHS
MHW
MHz
MI
MI5
MI6
MIA
MIB
MICE
MICR
MID
MIDAS
MIDI
MIE
MIF
MIFASS
MIL
MILNET
MILR
MILSTD
MIM
MIMD
MIME
MIMinE
MIMunE
MIN
MINCE
MINX
MIP
MIPS
MIR
MIRS
MIRV
MIS
MISC
MISCF
MIT
MITI
MITS
Mlr
MJ
MK
MKSA system
MKTG
ML
MLA
MLC
MLCD
MLD
MLEM
MLF
MLG
MLL
MLO
MLR
MLS
MLT
MLV
MLW
MLitt
MM
MMC
MMDF
MME
MMES
MMFS
MMGT
MMG
MMJ
MMM
MMOC
MMP
MMS
MMT
MMU
MMW
MMX
MMetE
MMus
MN
MNA
MNAS
MNE
MNOS
MNP
MNRAS
MNS
MNurs
MO
MOA
MOC
MOCA
MOD
MODEM
MOFW
MOG
MOH
MOI
MOIG
MOL
MOLA
MOMV
MOP
MOR
MOS
MOSFET
MOT
MOT test
MOTAS
MOTIS
MOTOS
MOTSS
MOTV
MOU
MOUSE
MOV
MOpt
MP
Machiavel
Machiavelian
Machiavelli
Machiavellian
Machiavellian intrigues
Machiavellianism
Machiavellianist
Machiavellianly
Machiavellic
Machiavellism
Machiavellistic
Machicui
Machilidae
Machilis
Machipongo
Machmeter
Machogo
Machos
Machtpolitik
Machu Picchu
Machute
Machutte
Macigno
Macintosh
Mack
Mackay
Mackenie
Mackensen
Mackenzie
Mackerras
Mackey
Mackie
Mackinac
Mackinaw
Mackinaw blanket
Mackinaw boat
Mackinaw coat
Mackinaw trout
Mackintosh
Mackler
Macknair
Mackoff
Macksburg
Macksinn
Macksville
Mackville
Maclaurin series
Maclaurin's series
Maclean
Maclear
Macleaya
Macleod
Maclura
Maclurea
Macmahon
Macmillan
Macmillanite
Macnair
Macomb
Macomber
Macon
Macpherson
Macquarie'
Macracanthorhynchus
Macraucheniidae
Macready
Macri
Macrobiotus
Macrobius
Macrocentrinae
Macrocentrus
Macrochelys
Macrochira
Macrochires
Macrochiroptera
Macrocrystis
Macrophaoma
Macropodidae
Macropodinae
Macropus
Macropygia
Macrorhampnosidae
Macrorhampnosus
Macrorhinus
Macroselides
Macrosporium
Macrostachya
Macrotheriidae
Macrotherium
Macrotolagus
Macrouridae
Macrourus
Macrozamia
Macrura
Mactra
Mactridae
Macumba
Macungie
Macur
Macusi
Macy
Mad
Mad Decade
Mada
Madag
Madagascan
Madagascar
Madagascar arrowroot
Madagascar bean
Madagascar jasmine
Madagascar periwinkle
Madagascarian
Madagass
Madai
Madaith
Madalena
Madalyn
Madalynne
Madam Butterfly
Madame
Madame Bovary
Madame Butterfly
Madancy
Madang
Madaras
Madariaga
Madawaska
Maddalena
Madden
Maddeu
Maddi
Maddie
Maddis
Maddock
Maddocks
Maddock
Maddy
Madea
Madecase
Madegassy
Madeira
Madeira cake
Madeira chair
Madeira cockroach
Madeira topaz
Madeiran
Madeiravine
Madel
Madelaine
Madeleine
Madeleine Bassil
Madelen
Madeleina
Madelene
Madel
Madelain
Madelina
Madeleine
Madelaine
Madelaine
Madeleine
Madella
Madelle
Madelon
Madelyn
Mademoiselle Fifi
Madera
Maderno
Madero
Madge
Madhva
Madhya Bharat
Madhya Pradesh
Madhyamika
Madi
Madia
Madian
Madid
Madiga
Madigan
Madill
Madina do Boe
Madinensor
Madison
Madison Avenue
Madisonburg
Madisonville
Madlen
Madlin
Madlyn
Madm
Madoc
Madoera
Maeon
Maeonian
Maeonides
Maera
Maesta Altar
Maestricht
Maeterlinck
Maeterlinckian
Maeve
Maewo
Maestown
Mafala
Mafalda
Mafeking
Mafia
Maffei
Mafia
Mafioso
Mag
Maga
Magadhi
Magahi
Magalensia
Magalia
Magallanes
Magan
Magangue
Magas
Magavern
Magbie
Magda
Magdaia
Magdala
Magdalen
Magdalena
Magdalena Bay
Magdalene
Magdalenian
Magdaenne
Magdau
Magdeburg
Magdeburg hemisphere
Magee
Magel
Magelhonz
Magellan
Magellan jacket
Magellanian
Magnolia
Magnolia State
Magnoliaceae
Magnum
Magnus
Magnus effect
Magnus hitch
Magnuson
Magnusson
Magocsi
Magog
Magree
Magritte
Magruder
Maguire
Magulac
Magus
Magyar
Magyaran
Magyarism
Magyarization
Magyarize
Magyarized
Magyarizing
Magyarorsz
Magyarorszag
Mah
Mah-Jongg
Mahabalipuram
Mahabharata
Mahadeva
Mahaffey
Mahala
Mahalia
Mahalie
Mahalla el Kubra
Mahamaya
Mahan
Mahanadi
Maharani Gayatri Devi
Maharashtra
Maharashtra
Maharashtri
Mahasamadhi
Mahaska
Mahau
Mahavira
Mahayana
Mahayana Buddhism
Mahayanism
Mahayanist
Mahayanistic
Mahdi
Mahdian
Mahdis
Mahdiship
Mahdism
Mahdist
Mahendra
Maher
Mahi
Mahican
Mahicans
Mahla
Mahler
Mahlon
Mahlya and Mahlyanag
Mahmoud
Mahmoud Fawzi
Mahmoud Khiari
Mahmud
Mahmud II
Mahmud of Ghazni
Mahomen
Mahomet
Mahometan
Mahometry
Mahon
Mahoney
Mahonia
Mahopac
Mahori
Mahound
Mahra
Mahran
Mahratta
Mahratta Confederacy
Mahratti
Mahren
Mahri
Mahri-sokotri
Mahrish-Ostrau
Mahto
Mahtowa
Mahwah
Mai
Mai Van Bo
Mai-Tai
Maia
Maiacca
Maiah
Maianthemum
Maibach
Maible
Maice
Maid Marian
Maid of Orleans
Maida
Maidanek
Maidel
Maiden Castle
Maidenhead
Maidens
Maidie
Maidstone
Maidsville
Maidu
Maiduguri
Maidy
Maier
Maiga
Maighdiln
Maighdlin
Maiidae
Maikop
Mailand
Mailer
Maillart
Maillol
Maimonidean
Maimonides
Maimonist
Main
Main street
Main-Travelled Roads
Mainan
Mainauer
Maine
Maine de Biran
Maine wherry
Maine-et-Loire
Mainer
Mainesburg
Maineville
Mainis
Mainland
Mainstreeter
Mainstreetism
Maintenon
Mainz
Mainz Psalter
Maiocco
Maioidea
Maioli
Maiongkong
Maipure
Mair
Maire
Mairead Corrigan
Maise
Maisel
Maisy
Maisie
Maison
Maison de Moliere La
Maite
Maithili
Maitilde
Maitland
Maitreya
Maitund
Maisus
Maize
Maj
Maj Gen
Maja
Majagga
Maje
Majesta
Majesty
Majka
Majlis
Majolica earth
Major
Major Mitchell
Major Prophets
Major domus
Majorca
Majorcan
Majorism
Majorist
Majoristic
Majunga
Majuro
Mak
Makah
Malakulu
Makanda
Makaraka
Makari
Makarios III
Makasar
Makassar
Makawao
Makaweli
Makedhonia
Makeevka
Makell
Maker
Maker of sweet poets
Makeyevka
Makhachkala
Makinen
Makkah
Makonde
Makoti
Maksutov telescope
Maku
Makua
Makurdi
Mal
Mala
Malabar
Malabar Coast
Malabar nightshade
Malabarese
Malabo
Malacanthidae
Malacanthus
Malacca
Malacca cane
Malaccan
Malaceae
Malachi
Malachy
Malaclemys
Malacobdella
Malacocotylea
Malacodermatidae
Malacodermidae
Malacopoda
Malacopterygii
Malacoscolices
Malacoscolicine
Malacosoma
Malacostraca
Malaga
Malaga red
Malagasy
Malagasy Republic
Malagigi
Malakal
Malakoff
Malamud
Malamut
Malan
Malang
Malange
Malanie
Malanje
Malaprop
Malapterurus
Malar
Malarkey
Malaspina
Malatesta
Malathion
Malaya
Malawi
Malaxis
Malay
Malay Archipelago
Malay Peninsula
Malay States
Malay kite
Malay race
Malaya
Malayalam
Malayalim
Malayan
Malayan camphor
Malayan monitor
Malayan race
Malayic
Malayize
Malayo-Indonesian
Malayo-Javanese
Malayo-Polynesian
Malayo-indonesian
Malayo-javanese
Malayo-negrito
Malayo-polynesian
Malayoid
Malaysia
Malaysian
Malaysian race
Malca
Malcah
Malchus
Malchy
Malcolm
Malcolm III
Malcolm X
Malcom
Malda
Malden
Maldive
Maldive Islands
Maldives
Maldivian
Maldon
Male
Malebolge
Malebolgian
Malebolgic
Malebranche
Malebranchism
Malecite
Maleeny
Malek
Maleki
Malemute
Malena
Malenkov
Malesherbia
Malesherbiaceae
Malet
Maletta
Malevich
Malherbe
Mali
Malia
Malibran
Malibu
Malik
Maliki
Malikite
Malin
Malina
Malinda
Malinde
Malines
Malinin
Malinke
Malinois
Malinovsky
Malinowski
Malinta
Malipiero
Malissa
Malissia
Malita
Maljamar
Malka
Malkah
Malkin
Malkite
Mall
Mallarme
Malleifera
Mallen
Maller
Mallet
Malley
Mallia
Mallie
Mallin
Mallina
Malling
Mallis
Mallissa
Malloch
Mallon
Mallophaga
Mallorca
Mallorie
Mallory
Mallotus
Malloy
Malmaison
Malmdy
Malmedy
Malmedy
Malmesbury
Malmo
Malo
Malone
Maloneton
Maloney
Malonis
Malony
Malope
Malorie
Malory
Malott
Maloy
Malpighi
Malpighia
Malpighiaceae
Malpighian
Malpighian body
Malpighian corpuscle
Malpighian layer
Malpighian tube
Malpighian tubule
Malpighian tubules
Malpighian tuft
Malpighian vessel
Malraux
Malta
Malta fever
Maltese
Maltese cat
Maltese cross
Maltese dog
Maltie
Malthus
Malthusian
Malthusianism
Malthusiast
Malti
Malto
Malton
Maltz
Maltzman
Maluku
Malurinae
Malurus
Malus
Malus cosine-squared law
Malus' law
Malva
Malvaceae
Malvales
Malvasia
Malvastrum
Malvern
Malverne
Malvia
Malvie
Malvin
Malvina
Malvine
Malvino
Malynda
Mam
Mama
Mamadou Dia
Mamallapuram
Mamaroneck
Mame
Mameluke
Mamercus
Mamers
Mamertine
Mamertino
Mamie
Mamilius
Mamisburg
Mammalia
Mammea
Mammifera
Mammillaria
Mammon
Mammontanus
Mammoth Cave
Mammoth Cave National Park
Mammut
Mammutidae
Mamor
Mamore
Mamou
Mamoun
Mamurius
Man
Man O' War
Man Who Came to Dinner, The
Man of Destiny
Man of Galilee
Man of Property, The
Man spricht deutsch
Man's Fate
Man, the
Mana
Manabozho
Manacus
Manado
Managua
Manahawkin
Manaker
Manakinsabot
Manala
Manama
Manannn
Manara
Manard
Manasquan
Manassa
Manassas
Manassas Park
Manasseh
Manasses
Manassite
Manat
Manati
Manatidae
Manatus
Manaus
Manawa
Manawyddan
Mancelona
Manchaca
Manchaug
Manche
Manchester
Manchester brown
Manchester terrier
Manchesterdom
Manchesterism
Manchesterist
Manchesterian
Manchu
Manchukuo
Manchuria
Manchurian
Manchurian War
Manchus
Mancino
Mancos
Mancunian
Manda
Mandaean
Mandaesim
Mandaic
Mandaite
Mandal
Mandalay
Mandan
Mandaree
Mandarin
Mandarin Chinese
Mandarin collar
Mande
Mandean
Mandel
Mandelbaum
Mandell
Manderson
Mandeville
Mandi
Mandibulata
Mandie
Mandingan
Mandingo
Mandingoes
Mandingos
Mandle
Mandler
Mandy
Mandych
Manebach twin
Manella
Manes
Manet
Manetho
Manetti
Manettia
Manfred
Manfred Woerner
Manfreda
Mangalitza
Mangalore
Manganin
Manganja
Mangar
Mangarevan
Mangbattu
Mangham
Mangifera
Mango
Mangohick
Mangrum
Mangue
Mangum
Mangyan
Manhasset
Manhattan
Manhattan Beach
Manhattan District
Manhattan Island
Manhattan Project
Manhattan clam chowder
Manhattanite
Manhattanize
Manheim
Mani
Mania
Manicamp
Manicaria
Manichae
Manichaean
Manichaeanism
Manichaeanize
Manichaeism
Manichaeist
Manichaeus
Manichean
Manicheanism
Manichee
Manicheism
Manicheus
Manidae
Manifest Destiny
Manihot
Manila
Manila Bay
Manila hemp
Manila paper
Manila rope
Manila tamarind
Manilius
Manilla
Maninke
Manipur
Manipuri
Manis
Manisa
Manistee
Manistique
Manito
Manitoba
Manitoban
Manitou
Manitou Springs
Manitoulin
Manitoulin Island
Manitowoc
Manity
Manius
Maniva
Manizales
Manjusri
Mankato
Mankiewicz
Manley
Manlius
Manlove
Manly
Mann
Mann Act
Mannaean
Mannar
Mannboro
Mannerheim
Mannerist
Manners
Mannes
Mannford
Mannheim
Mannheim School
Mannheimer
Mannie
Manning
Mannington
Mannlicher
Manno
Mannos
Mannschoice
Mannsville
Mannuela
Manny
Manny Trillo
Mano
Manoah
Manobo
Manoff
Manokin
Manokotak
Manolete
Manolo
Manomet
Manon
Manon Lescaut
Manorhaven
Manorville
Manouch
Manquin
Manresa
Mans
Mansard
Mansart
Mansfield
Mansholt
Mansion House
Manson
Mansoor
Mansour Hassan
Mansra
Mansur
Mansura
Manta
Manta Bay
Mantachie
Mantador
Manteca
Mantee
Mantegna
Mantell
Manteno
Manteo
Manter
Manthei
Manti
Mantidae
Mantinea
Mantinean
Mantisia
Mantispa
Mantispidae
Mantius
Mantle
Manto
Mantodea
Mantoidea
Mantoloking
Manton
Mantorville
Mantoux test
Mantova
Mantua
Mantuan
Mantzu
Manu
Manu Tuiasosopo
Manua Islands
Manucodia
Manue
Manuel
Manuel Artime
Manuel Bisbe
Manuel Irujo
Manuel Lujan
Manuel Noriega
Manuela
Manuela Maleeva
Manukau
Manuri
Manus
Manute Bol
Manutius
Manvantara
Manvel
Manvell
Manvil
Manville
Manwell
Manx
Manx cat
Manx shearwater
Manxman
Manxmen
Manxwoman
Manya
Manyema
Manyoshu
Manzanilla
Manzanola
Manzas
Manzoni
Manzu
Mao
Mao Tse-tung
Mao Zedong
Mao jacket
Maoism
Maoist
Maori
Maoridom
Maoriland
Maorilander
Maoris
Map
Mapaville
Mapel
Mapes
Maplecrest
Maples
Mapleshade
Maplesville
Mapleton
Mapleview
Mapleville
Maplewood
Mappah
Mappila
Mappsville
Mapuche
Maputo
Maquiritare
Maquoketa
Maquon
Mar
Mar del Plata
MarMechE
Mara
Marabel
Marabelle
Marabout
Marabout
Maracaibo
Maracanda
Maracay
Maragato
Maraj
Marala
Maralina
Maraline
Maramec
Marana
Maranh
Maranha
Maranham
Maranhao
Maranon
Maranta
Marantaceae
Marasar
Marasco
Marashio
Marasmius
Marat
Maratha
Marathi
Marathon
Marathonian
Marathonian bull
Maratism
Maratist
Marattia
Marattiaceae
Marattiales
Maravi
Marble
Marble Faun, The
Marblehead
Marburg
Marbury
Marbut
Marc
Marc Antony
Marc Iavaroni
Marcan
Marcantonio
Marceau
Marcel
Marcel Aubut
Marcel Cerdan
Marcel Dionne
Marcela
Marcelia
Marceline
Marcell
Marcella
Marcelle
Marcellette
Marcellian
Marcellianism
Marcellina
Marcelline
Marcello
Marcello Caetano
Marcellus
Marcellus I
Marcellus II
Marcelo
Marcgravia
Marcgraviaeae
March
March brown
March fly
March hare
Marchak
Marchal
Marchall
Marchand
Marchantia
Marchantiaceae
Marchantiales
Marche
Marchelle
Marchen
Marches
Marchese
Marcheshvan
Marchette
Marchmont
Marci
Marcia
Marcian
Marciano
Marcianus
Marcie
Marcile
Marcille
Marcin
Marcion
Marcionism
Marcionist
Marcionite
Marcionitic
Marcionitish
Marcionitism
Marcite
Marcius
Marco
Marco Polo
Marco Polo's sheep
Marcobrunner
Marcola
Marcomanni
Marcomannic
Marconi
Marconi mast
Marconi rig
Marconi-rigged
Marcos
Marcosian
Marcoux
Marcus
Marcus Aurelius
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
Marcus Claudius
Marcuse
Marcushook
Marcy
Marden
Marder
Mardi
Mardi Gras
Mardi gras
Mardochai
Marduk
Mare
Mare Aestatis
Mare Anguis
Mare Australe
Mare Autumni
Mare Boreum
Mare Chronium
Mare Cimmerium
Mare Crisium
Mare Desiderii
Mare Erythraeum
Mare Fecunditatis
Mare Frigoris
Mare Hiemis
Mare Humboldtianum
Mare Humorum
Mare Incognito
Mare Island
Mare Marginis
Mare Moscoviae
Mare Novum
Mare Nubium
Mare Orientalis
Mare Parvum
Mare Smythii
Mare Spumans
Mare Struve
Mare Tranquillitatis
Mare Vaporum
Mare Veris
Mareah
Mareca
Marechal niel
Maregos
Marehan
Marek
Marela
Marelld
Marelnda
Marella
Marelyya
Maren
Marena
Marengo
Marenisco
Marentic
Marenzio
Mareotic
Mareotid
Maressa
Marettta
Marette
Maretz
Marfa
Marfik
Marfrance
Marga
Margalit
Margalo
Margarelon
Margaret
Margaret of Anjou
Margaret of France
Margaret of Navarre
Margaret of Valois
Margareta
Margarete
Margareth
Margarethe
Margaretta
Margarette
Margaretsville
Margaretville
Margarida
Margarita
Margarodes
Margarodinae
Margaropus
Margate
Margaux
Marge
Margeaux
Margery
Marget
Margette
Margetts
Margherita
Margi
Margie
Marginella
Marginellidae
Marginis
Margit
Margo
Margot
Margret
Margreta
Margerethe II
Marguerie
Marguerita
Marguerite
Marguerite yellow
Margy
Marheshvan
Mari
Maria
Maria Beals
Maria Enrichetta Dominici
Maria Goeppert
Maria Theresa
Maria Theresa dollar
Maria Theresa thaler
Maria de’ Medici
Maria tree
Maria-Giuseppe
Mariage de convenance
Mariam
Marigene
Marigold
Marigolde
Marijane
Marijn
Marijo
Marika
Mariken
Mariko
Maril
Marilee
Marilin
Marilla
Marillin
Marilou
Marilyn
Marilynne
Marin
Marina
Marinduque
Marine City
Marine Corps
Marine corps
Marinelli
Mariner
Marinette
Marinetti
Maringouin
Marini
Marinism
Marinist
Marinistic
Marinna
Marino
Marinus
Marinus I
Marinus II
Mario
Mario Biaggi
Mario Biagi
Mario Cuomo
Mario Esquivel
Mario Gosselin
Mario Jascalevich
Mario Lemieux
Mario Machungo
Mario Marois
Marolles
Maron
Maron Mataele
Maroney
Maronian
Maronist
Maronite
Maros
Marou
Marouf Dawalibi
Marozas
Marozik
Marpessa
Marpet
Marprelate
Marq
Marquand
Marquardt
Marquesan
Marquesas Islands
Marquet
Marquette
Marquez
Marquis
Marquis of Queensberry rules
Marquita
Marr
Marra
Marrakech
Marrakesh
Marranism
Marrano
Marranoism
Marranos
Marras
Marrella
Marrero
Marrietta
Marrilee
Marrin
Marriner Eccles
Marriott
Marris
Marrissa
Marron
Marrubium
Marrucinian
Marruecos
Marryat
Mars
Mars brown
Mars orange
Mars probes
Mars ship
Mars violet
Mars yellow
Marsala
Marsden
Marsdenia
Marseillaise
Marseille
Marseilles
Marsh
Marsha
Marshal
Marshall
Marshall Islands
Marshall Plan
Marshallberg
Marshallese
Marshalltown
Marshallville
Marshalsea
Marshessiding
Marshfield
Marshville
Marsi
Marsian
Marsiella
Marsilea
Marsileaceae
Marsilia
Marsiliaceae
Marsilid
Marsilius of Padua
Marsing
Marsipobranchia
Marsipobranchiata
Marsipobranchii
Marsiland
Marspiter
Marssonia
Marssonina
Marsteller
Marston
Marston Moor
Marsupialia
Marsupiata
Marsyas
Mart
Marta
Martaban
Martainn
Marte
Marteena
Martel
Martell
Martella
Martelle
Martellino
Martello
Martello tower
Marten
Martens
Martensdale
Martes
Martguerita
Marth
Martha
Martha Nause
Martha Washington chair
Martha Washington mirror
Martha Washington table
Martha's Vineyard
Marthasville
Marthaville
Marthe
Marthena
Marti
Martial
Martialist
Martian
Martica
Martie
Martijn
Martin
Martin Feldstein
Martin Florea Ionescu
Martin II
Martin III
Martin IV
Martin Jaite
Martin Luther
Martin Luther King Day
Martin Scorsese
Martin V
Martin du Gard
Martin’
Martin's anchor
Martin's summer
Martina
Martina Navratilova
Martindale
Martine
Martineau
Martinelli
Martinez
Martini
Martini-Henry
Martinic
Martinican
Martinique
Martinism
Martinist
Martinmas
Martinmas summer
Martino
Martinon
Martinsburg
Martinsdale
Martinsen
Martinson
Martinsville
Martinton
Martinu
Martita
Martius
Martius yellow
Martres
Martsen
Martu
Martville
Marty
Marty Domres
Marty Schottenheimer
Martyn
Martynia
Martyniaceae
Martynne
Martyr
Martz
Marucci
Mascotte
Mascoutah
Mascouten
Masculine
Masdevallia
Masefield
Masera
Maseru
Masgat
Masha
Masharbrum
Mashe
Mashhad
Mashmiyaa Al Kabira
Mashona
Mashpee
Masinissa
Maskegon
Maskell
Maskelyne
Maskins
Maskoi
Masolino
Mason
Mason and Dixon line
Mason jar
Mason-Dixon Line
Mason-Dixon line
Masonic
Masonite
Masonstown
Masonville
Masora
Masorah
Masorete
Masoreth
Masoretic
Masoretical
Masorite
Maspero
Maspiter
Masqat
Masque of the Red Death, The
Masry
Mass
Mass book
Mass part
Massa
Massa Di Sommare
Massachuset
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Bay
Massachusetts Bay Company
Massachusetts ballot
Massacre of the Innocents
Massalia
Massalian
Massapequa
Massapequa Park
Massarelli
Massasoit
Massaua
Massawa
Massekhoth
Massena
Massena quail
Massenet
Massey
Massie
Massif Central
Massilia
Massilian
Massillon
Massimiliano
Massimo
Massine
Massinger
Massingill
Massinisa
Massinissa
Massmonger
Massna
Masson
Masson disk
Massora
Massorah
Massorete
Massoretic
Massoretical
Massoud Rajavi
Massys
Mast
Mastat
Master
Master of Arts
Master of Divinity
Master of Fine Arts
Master of Library Science
Master of Religious Education
Master of Science
Master of the Horse
Master of the King's Music
Master of the Queen's Music
Master of the Rolls
Master spoon
Masterson
Mastic
Mastic Beach
Masticura
Mastigamoeba
Mastigophora
Mastigopoda
Mastodonsaurus
Mastodontidae
Mastrianni
Masulipatam
Masuren
Masuria
Masury
Masya and Masyanag
Mat
MatE
Mata
Mata Hari
Matabele
Matabeleland
Matabeles
Matacan
Matadi
Matador
Matagalpa
Matagalpan
Matagorda
Matamoras
Matamoros
Matane
Matanuska
Matanzas
Matapan
Matar
Matara diamond
Matatua
Matawan
Matazzoni
Matlick
Matlock
Mato Grosso
Matoka
Matopo Hills
Matozinhos
Matralia
Matricaria
Matrigan
Matrona
Matronalia
Matronna
Mats Wilander
Matson
Matsu
Matsumoto
Matsuyama
Matsya
Matsys
Matt
Matt Biondi
Matt Guokas
Matt Houkas
Matta
Mattah
Mattapoisett
Mattaponi
Mattapony
Mattathias
Mattawankeag
Mattawan
Mattawana
Matteo
Matteotti
Matterhorn
Matteson
Matteuccia
Matthaean
Matthaenus
Matthaus
Matthei
Mattheus
Matthew
Matthew Cvetic
Matthew Paris
Matthew Walker
Matthew Walker knot
Matthews
Matthia
Matthias
Matthias Gierens
Matthieu
Matthieu
Matthiola
Matthus
Matthyas
Matti
Matti Ahtisaari
Mattias
Mattie
Mattituck
Mattland
Matto Grosso
Mattoon
Mattox
Mattson
Matty
Maturine
Matusow
Matuta
Mau Mau
Mau Maus
Mau-Mau
Maubeuge
Mauceri
Mauch chunk
Mauchi
Mauckport
Maud
Maude
Maudie
Maudslay
Maudy
Maudye
Mauer
Maugansville
Maugham
Maugis
Maui
Mauk
Maulana
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
Maulawiyah
Mauldin
Mauldon
Mauler
Maxim
Maxim gun
Maxima
Maximalism
Maximalist
Maxime
Maximes
Maximilian
Maximilian I
Maximilian II
Maximilian Kolbe
Maximilian armor
Maximilianus
Maximilien
Maximo
Maximon
Maximos Demetrios
Maximus
Maxine
Maxma
Maxton
Maxwell
Maxwell triangle
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics
Maxwellian
Maxwelton
Maxy
May
May Day
May apple
May basket
May beetle
May blobs
May bug
May day
May fly
May queen
May wine
May-day
Maya
Maya-quiche
Mayaca
Mayacaceae
Mayag
Mayaguez
Mayakovski
Mayakovsky
Mayan
Mayologist
Mayon
Mayor
Mayor of Casterbridge, The
Mayoruna
Mayotte
Maypearl
Maypole
Maypole dance
Maypoling
Mayport
Mays
Maysel
Maysfield
Mayslick
Maysville
Maytenus
Maythorn
Maytide
Maytime
Maytown
Mayview
Mayville
Maywings
Maywood
Mayworm
Maywort
Mazama
Mazanderani
Mazarin
Mazatec
Mazateco
Mazatl
Mazatlan
Mazda
Mazdaism
Mazdaist
Mazdakean
Mazdakite
Mazdean
Maze
Mazel
Mazeppa
Mazhabi
Maziar
Mazie
Mazlack
Mazman
McConnellsville
McConnelsville
McCook
McCool
McCord
McCordsville
McCormac
McCormack
McCormick
McCourt
McCowyn
McCoy
McCoy, the
McCracken
McCrae
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
McCready
Mecodonta
Mecoptera
Mecosta
Med
MedScD
Meda
Medaille Militaire
Medal for Merit
Medal of Freedom
Medal of Honor
Medan
Medanales
Medarda
Medardas
Medaryville
Medawar
Meddlesome Mattie
Mede
Medea
Medeah
Medell
Medellin
Medeola
Medeus
Medfield
Medford
Medford Lakes
Medgar Evers
Media
Media Atropatene
Median
Mediapolis
Medic
Medicago
Medicaid
Medical Lake
Medicare
Medicean
Medici
Medicine Bow Range
Medicine Hat
Medieval
Medieval Greek
Medieval Latin
Medii
Medill
Medin
Medina
Medina worm
Medinah
Medinilla
Medish
Medism
Medit
Mediterranean
Mediterranean Sea
Mediterranean anemia
Mediterranean fever
Mediterranean fruit fly
Mediterranean race
Mediterraneanism
Mediterraneanization
Mediterraneanize
Meditrinalia
Medize
Medizer
Medlin
Medo-persian
Medoc
Medomak
Medon
Medor
Medora
Medorra
Medovich
Medrek
Medusa
Medusae
Medusas
Medway
Medwin
Mee
Meece
Meehan
Meek
Meeker
Meekoceras
Meeks
Meenen
Meer
Meer van Delft
Meers
Meerut
Meeteetse
Mefitis
Meg
Megaceros
Megachile
Megachilidae
Megachiroptera
Megadrili
Megaera
Megalactractus
Megaladapis
Megaaluma
Megalaemidae
Megalania
Megalensian
Megaselia
Megasian
Megasian Games
Megalichthyidae
Megalichthys
Megalobatrachus
Megaloceros
Megalodon
Megalodontidae
Megalonychidae
Megalonyx
Megalopidae
Megalopinae
Megaloptera
Megalopyge
Megalopygidae
Megalornis
Megalornithidae
Megalosauridae
Megalosaurus
Megaluridae
Megamastictora
Megamede
Megan
Meganeura
Meganos formation
Meganthropus
Megapenthes
Megaphyton
Megapodidae
Megapodiidae
Megapodius
Megaptera
Megapterinae
Megara
Megarean
Melanchthonian
Melanconiiaceae
Melanconiales
Melanconium
Melanesia
Melanesian
Melanesian Pidgin English
Melanesian race
Melania
Melanie
Melaniidae
Melanion
Melanippe
Melanippus
Melano-papuan
Melanochroi
Melanochroid
Melanodendron
Melanogaster
Melanoi
Melanoplus
Melanorrhoea
Melantha
Melanthaceae
Melanthium
Melanthius
Melantho
Melanthus
Melany
Melar
Melas
Melastoma
Melastomaceae
Melba
Melba sauce
Melba toast
Melber
Melbeta
Melborn
Melbourne
Melburn
Melburnian
Melcarth
Melcher
Melchers
Melchiades
Melchior
Melchisedech
Melchite
Melchizedek
Melchizedek priesthood
Melchora
Meldoro
Meldoh
Meldon
Meldrim
Meleager
Meleagridae
Meleagrina
Meleagrinae
Meleagris
Melecent
Melena
Melentha
Meles
Melesa
Melessa
Melete
Meletic
Meletian
Meletius
Meletski
Melfa
Melgar
Meli
Melia
Meliaceae
Meliad
Meliadus
Meliae
Melian
Melianthaceae
Melianthus
Meliboea
Melic Nymphs
Melica
Melicient
Melicerta
Meliceretidae
Melicocca
Melie
Melih Esenbel
Melilla
Melilotus
Melina
Melinæ
Melinda
Melinde
Melinis
Meliola
Meliphagidae
Melipona
Meliponinae
Melisa
Melisande
Melisandra
Melise
Melisenda
Melisent
Melissa
Melisse
Melisseus
Melissie
Melissy
Melita
Melitæa
Melitene
Melitopol
Melitta
Melkite
Mell
Mella
Mellar
Mellen
Mellenville
Mellers
Melleta
Mellette
Melli
Mellicent
Mellite
Mellie
Mellifera
Mellins
Mellisa
Mellisent
Mellitz
Mellivora
Mellivorinae
Mellman
Mello
Mellon
Melloney
Mellott
Mellwood
Melly
Melman
Melmore
Melnick
Melocactus
Melodee
Melodie
Melody
Melodye
Melogrammataceae
Meloidae
Melolontha
Melolonthidae
Melolonthides
Melolonthinae
Melone
Melonechinus
Melonie
Melonites
Melony
Melos
Melosa
Melospiza
Melothria
Melpomene
Melquist
Melrose
Melstone
Melton
Meltonian
Melun
Melungeon
Melursus
Melva
Melvena
Melvern
Melvil
Melville
Melville Island
Melville Peninsula
Melvin
Melvin Belli
Melvina
Melvindale
Melvyn
Member
Member of Congress
Member of Parliament
Member of the Wedding, The
Member
Membracidae
Membranipora
Membraniporidae
Memel
Memento of the Dead
Memento of the Living
Memline
Memling
Memnon
Memnonia
Memnonian
Memnonium
Memorial Day
Memory
Memphian
Memphis
Memphite
Memphitic
Memphremagog
Mena
Menachem Begin
Menado
Menaechmi
Menahga
Menai Strait
Menam
Menan
Menander
Menangkabau
Menard
Menasha
Menashem
Menaspis
Mencher
Mencius
Mencken
Menckenian
Mend
Mendaite
Mende
Mendel
Mendel's law
Mendel's laws
Mendeleev
Mengistu Haile Mariam
Mengtze
Mengwe
Menic
Menides
Menifee
Menindie clover
Menippe
Menis
Meniscotheriidae
Meniscotherium
Menispermacaeae
Menispermum
Menkalinan
Menkar
Menken
Menkib
Menkure
Menlo
Menninger
Menno
Mennonist
Mennonite
Mennonitism
Meno
Menobranchidae
Menobranchus
Menodice
Menoeceus
Menoetes
Menoetius
Menoken
Menominee
Menominee whitefish
Menomini
Menomonee Falls
Menomonie
Menon
Menopoma
Menorah
Menorca
Menorhyncha
Menotti
Menotyphla
Menouchehr Eghbal
Mensa
Mensch
Menshevik
Menshevis
Menshevist
Ment
Mental Science
Mentcle
Mentes
Menthe
Menthaceae
Menthe
Mentholatum
Mentmore
Menton
Mentone
Mentone man
Mentor
Mentor-on-the-Lake-Village
Mentzelia
Menuhin
Menura
Menurac
Menuridae
Menyanthaceae
Menyanthaceous
Menyanthes
Menzies
Menziesia
Meo
Mephisto
Mephistophelean
Mephistopheleanly
Mephistopheles
Mephistophelian
Mephistophelic
Mephistophelistic
Mephitinae
Mephitis
Meppen
Mequon
Mer
Mera
Merak
Merano
Meraree
Merari
Meras
Merat
Meratia
Meraux
Merrily
Merrilyn
Merrimac
Merrimack
Merriman
Merriott
Merritt
Merritt Island
Merrittstown
Merrouge
Merrow
Merry
Merrimacy
Merse
Merseburg
Mersenne number
Mersey
Mersey sound
Merseyside
Mershon
Mersin
Mert
Merta
Mertens
Mertensia
Merth
Merthiolate
Merythyr Tydfil
Merton
Mertzon
Mertzton
Merula
Merulius
Merv
Mervin
Mervyn
Mervyn Dymally
Merwin
Merwin Coad
Merwyn
Merychippus
Merycoidodon
Merycoidodontidae
Merycopotamidae
Merycopotamus
Meryl
Mes
Mesa Verde
Mesadenia
Mesartim
Mesaverde
Mesaverde formation
Mescalero
Mesembryanthemaceae
Mesembryanthemum
Mesena
Meservey
Meshach
Mesheeh
Meshed
Meshoppen
Mesick
Mesics
Mesilla
Mesita
Mesitae
Mesites
Mesitidae
Mesmer
Mesodesma
Mesodesmatidae
Mesodesmidae
Mesodevinian
Mesodevic
Mesodontidae
Mesohippus
Mesolgion
Mesolithic
Mesolonghi
Mesomyodi
Mesonemertini
Mesonychidae
Mesonyx
Mesoplodon
Mesopotamia
Mesopotamian
Mesore
Mesoreodon
Mesosauria
Mesosaurus
Mesostoma
Mesostomatidae
Mesosuchia
Mesotaeniaceae
Mesotaeniales
Mesothelae
Metamorphoses
Metamorphosis, The
Metamynodon
Metanemertini
Metaphen
Metaphysical
Metaspermae
Metastasio
Metatheria
Metaurus
Metaurus River
Metaxa
Metaxas
Metazoa
Metcalf
Metcalfe
Metcalfe bean
Metchnikoff
Meter
Meth
Methedrine
Methedrine pill
Method
Methodism
Methodist
Methodistic
Methodistical
Methodistically
Methodisty
Methodius
Methodize
Methody
Methow
Methuen
Methuselah
Methyl methacrylate
Methylene azure
Metioche
Metion
Metis
Metiscus
Metius
Metoc
Metol
Metonic cycle
Metope
Metopias
Metopoceros
Metrazol
Metrazol shock therapy
Metrazol therapy
Metridium
Metropolis
Metropolitan Museum
Metrosideros
Metroxylon
Metsky
Metsys
Mettah
Metter
Metternich
Mettie
Metton
Metts
Metty
Metuchen
Metycaine
Metz
Metzgar
Metzger
Metzler
Meum
Meung
Meunier
Meurer
Meursault
Meurthe-et-Moselle
Meuse
Meuse River-Argonne Forest
Meuser
Mev
Mewar
Mex
MexSp
Mexia
Mexica
Mexicali
Mexican
Mexican Spanish
Mexican War
Mexican apple
Mexican bamboo
Mexican bean beetle
Mexican blue palm
Mexican bush sage
Mexican fire-plant
Mexican hairless
Mexican hat dance
Mexican ivy
Mexican jade
Mexican jumping bean
Mexican onyx
Mexican orange
Mexican poppy
Mexican red
Mexican tea
Mexicanize
Mexicano
Mexico
Mexico City
Mexitl
Mexitli
Meyer
Meyerbeer
Meyerhof
Meyeroff
Meyers
Meyersdale
Meyersville
Mezentian
Mezentism
Mezentius
Mezoff
Mg
Mgr
Mhausen
Mheim an der Ruhr
Mi Kincheloe
Mi-le-fo
MiNE
Mia
Mial
Miami
Miami Beach
Miami Shores
Miamis
Miamisburg
Miamitown
Miamiville
Miana bug
Miao
Miaotse
Miaotze
Miaplacidus
Microscopium
Microsorex
Microspermae
Microsphaera
Microsporidia
Microsporon
Microsporum
Microsthenes
Microstylis
Microthelyphonida
Microthyriaceae
Microtinae
Microtus
Micrurus
Miculek
Mid
Mid Glamorgan
Mid-african
Mid-american
Mid-american
Mid-april
Mid-asian
Mid-atlantic
Mid-august
Mid-cambrian
Mid-december
Mid-empire
Mid-europe
Mid-european
Mid-february
Mid-huronian
Mid-italian
Mid-january
Mid-july
Mid-june
Mid-lent sunday
Mid-march
Mid-may
Mid-november
Mid-october
Mid-pacific
Mid-pleistocene
Mid-renaissance
Mid-september
Mid-siberian
Mid-tertiary
Mid-upper
Mid-victorian
Midsummer Eve
Midsummer Night
Midsummer day
Midsummer eve
Midvale
Midville
Midway
Midway Islands
Midway formation
Midwest
Midwestern
Midwesterner
Midwinter day
Mieczyslaw Rakowski
Mieczyslw Jagielski
Mielziner
Mientao
Mieres
Mies van der Rohe
Miescherian
Miet
Mifflin
Mifflinburg
Mifflintown
Mifflinville
Mig
Migeon
Migel Henriquez Guzman
Mighell
Migiel Angel Asturias
Mignon
Mignonette
Mignonne
Migonitis
Miguel
Miguel Aleman
Miguel Bisbe
Miguel Cuello
Miguel Felix Gallardo
Miguel d'Escoto
Miguel de la Madrid
Miguela
Migueltita
Mihail
Mihalco
Mihe
Mika
Mikado
Mikael
Mikaela
Mikal
Mikan
Mikana
Mikania
Mikasuki
Mike
Mike Abdenour
Mike Aldrete
Mike Bossy
Mike Devereaux
Mike Foligno
Mike Fratello
Mike Gallego
Mike Gminski
Mike Gravel
Mike Krukow
Mike Krushelnyski
Mike Krzyzewski
Mike Lavalliere
Mike Liut
Mike Pagliarulo
Mike Pollio
Mike Schuler
Mike Smrek
Mike Tomczak
Mike Venezia
Mikel
Mikes
Mikey
Mikhail
Mikhail Baryshnikov
Mikhail Gorbachev
Mikhail Griniov
Mikhail Kalinin
Mikhail Kharlamov
Mikhail Solomentsev
Miki
Mikihisa
Mikir
Mikiso
Mikkansen
Mikkel
Mikko Makela
Miko
Mikol
Miksen
Mil
Mila
Milaca
Milan
Milan Stejber
Milan point
Milanese
Milanese liturgy
Milanese mandolin
Milanion
Milano
Milanov
Milanville
Milazzo
Milbank
Milburn
Milburr
Milburt
Milda
Milde
Mildred
Mildrid
Mile
Miledh
Milena
Miles
Milesburg
Milesian
Milesian tales
Milesius
Milesville
Miletus
Milewski
Miley
Milfay
Milford
Milford Haven
Milhaud
Milicent
Milinda
Miliola
Milissa
Milissent
Military Air Transport Service
Military Cross
Militia bureau
Milka
Milking shorthorn
Milks
Milky Way
Mill
Mill Valley
Mill on the Floss, The
Milla
Milladore
Millais
Millan
Millar
Millard
Millay
Millboro
Millbrae
Millbrook
Millburn
Millbury
Milda
Milldale
Millecent
Milledgeville
Millen
Millennial Church
Millepora
Miller
Miller index
Miller projection
Millerand
Millerism
Millerite
Millers
Millersburg
Millersport
Millerstown
Millersville
Millerton
Millerville
Milles
Milles Bornes
Millet
Millettia
Millfield
Millford
Millhall
Millham
Millheim
Millhon
Millhousen
Milli
Millian
Millican
Millicent
Millie
Milligan
Milikan
Milliken
Millington
Millingtonia
Millinocket
Millis
Millisent
Millite
Millman
Millmont
Millport
Millrift
Milry
Mills
Mills bomb
Mills grenade
Millsap
Millsboro
Millshoals
Millstadt
Millston
Millstone grit
Milltown
Millur
Millvale
Millville
Millwater
Millwood
Milly
Milman
Milmay
Milmine
Mihe
Milne method
Milner
Milnesand
Milnesville
Milnor
Milo
Milon
Milone
Milore
Milos
Miloslav Frycer
Miloslav Mecir
Milovan
Milovan Djilas
Milpiñas
Milquitoast
Milroy
Milroy's disease
Milson
Milstein
Milstone
Milt
Miltiades
Miltie
Milton
Milton Caniff
Milton Keynes
Milton Work count
Miltona
Miltonia
Miltonian
Miltonic
Miltonically
Miltonism
Miltonist
Miltonize
Miltonvale
Miltown
Milty
Milurd
Milvago
Milvinae
Milvus
Milwaukee
Milwaukeean
Milwaukie
Milyukov
Milzie
Mima
Mima Jausovec
Mimamsa
Mimas
Mimbreno
Mimbres
Mime
Mimeograph
Mimi
Mimidae
Miminae
Mimir
Mimosa
Mimosaceae
Mimpei
Mims
Mimulus
Mimus
Minusops
Min
Mina
Mina Hassan Tani
Minabe
Minaean
Minahassa
Minahassan
Minahassian
Minamata disease
Minamoto
Minardi
Minas Basin
Minas Gerais
Minatara
Minburn
Mince pie
Minch
Minchah
Minco
Mincopi
Mincopie
Mind
Minda
Mindanao
Mindanao Deep
Mindanao Island
Mindel
Mindel-riss
MindelMindel-riss
Mindelian
Minden
Mindererus
Mindi
Mindoro
Mindszenty
Mindy
Minelamotte
Minenwerfer
Mineola
Miner
Minersville
Minerva
Minervan
Minervic
Mines
Minetta
Minette
Minetto
Mineville
Minford
Ming
Mingche
Mingo
Mingo Junction
Mingoville
Mingrelian
Mingus
Minhah
Minho
Minhow
Mini
Minica
Miniconjou
Minie
Minie ball
Minier
Minimalist
Minimite
Mining Eng
Minister of Agriculture
Minister of Power
Minister of Technology
Minister of Transport
Minister of the Crown
Minitari
Minitrack
Miniver Cheevy
Minkopi
Minkowski universe
Minkowski world
Minn
Minna
Minnaminnie
Minne
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Minnehaha
Minneola
Minneota
Minnesota
Minnesota preschool scale
Minnesotan
Minnetaree
Minnetonka
Minnewaukan
Minnewit
Minni
Minnie
Minnie Mouse
Minnie Mouse launcher
Minnis
Minnie
Minny
Mino
Minoa
Minoan
Minocqua
Minong
Minonk
Minooka
Minor
Minor Prophets
Minorca
Minorca clematis
Minorcan
Minoress
Minorist
Minorite
Minoru
Minos
Minot
Minotaur
Minotola
Minseito
Minsk
Minsky
Minster
Minta
Mintaka
Minter
Minthe
Minto
Mintoff
Minton
Mintun
Minturn
Mintz
Minuit
Minuteman
Minya
Minyades
Minydidae
Minyan
Minyas
Mio
Miocene
Miocene
Miof Mela
Miohippus
Miollnir
Miolnir
Miphiboseth
Miquela
Miquelon
Miquon
Mir
Mira
Mira Ceti
Mirabeau
Mirabel
Mirabell
Mirabella
Mirabelle
Mirabilis
Mirac
Mirach
Mirafloros
Mirak
Miraloma
Miramar
Miramolin
Miramonte
Miran
Mirana
Miranda
Miranha
Miranhan
Mireielle
Mireille
Mirella
Mirelle
Mirfak
Miriam
Miridae
Miriele
Mirilla
Mirisola
Mirna
Miro
Miroslav Frycer
Miroslav Hermaszewski
Miroslav Ihnacak
Mirounga
Mirth
Miryu
Miriam
Mirza Ali Muhammad of Shiraz
Mischa
Misenheimer
Miseno
Misenus
Miser, The
Miserere
Misericordia
Misha
Mishaan
Mishawaka
Mishicot
Mishikhmutmetunne
Mishima
Mishmi
Mishna
Mishnah
Mishnaic
Mishnayoth
Mishnic
Mishnical
Mishongnovi
Misima
Miskito
Miskolc
Misniac
Miss
Miss America
Miss Emma
Miss Lonelyhearts
Miss-Nancyish
Missa
Missa Solemnis
Missa adventitia
Missa bassa
Missa cantata
Missa capitularis
Missa legata
Missa manualis
Missa media
Missa praesanctificatorum
Missa privata
Missa publica
Missa sicca
Missa solemnis
Missi
Missie
Missie Berteotti
Mission Hills
Missionary Ridge
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississippi
Mississippi catfish
Mississippian
Missolonghi
Missoula
Missouri
Missouri Valley
Missouri breadroot
Missouri cactus
Missouri gourd
Missouri meerschaum
Missourian
Missourianism
Missouris
Missy
Mistassini
Mister
Mister Charley
Misti
Miston
Mistral
Mistress
Mistress of the Robes
Mistrot
Mists
Misty
Mit brennender Sorge
Mita
Mitakshara
Mitanni
Mitannian
Mitannic
Mitannish
Mitch
Mitch Messier
Mitchael
Mitchel
Mitchell
Mitchella
Mitchells
Mitchellsburg
Mitchellville
Mitchiner
Mitella
Mitford
Mithgarth
Mithgarthr
Mithileshwar Singh
Mithra
Mithraea
Mithraeum
Mithraeums
Mithraic
Mithraicism
Mithraicist
Mithraicize
Mithraism
Mithraist
Mithraistic
Mithraitic
Mithraize
Mithras
Mithratic
Mithriac
Mithridates Eupator
Mithridates VI
Mithridatic
Mitilni
Mitinger
Mitis green
Mitman
Mitnagdim
Mitnagged
Mitra
Mitran
Mitre
Mitrephorus
Mitridae
Mitscher
Mitsukurina
Mitsukurinidae
Mittel
Mittel-europa
Mitteleuropa
Mittelmeer
Mitterrand
Mittie
Mittler's green
Mitu
Mitua
Mitzi
Mitzie
Mitzl
Miun
Mix-hellene
Mixe
Mixie
Mixodectes
Mixodectidae
Mixosaurus
Mixtec
Mixtecan
Mixteco
Mixtecos
Mixtecs
Miyasawa
Mizar
Mize
Mizitra
Mizoguchi
Mizoram
Mizpah
Mizpah ring
Mizrachi
Mizrahi
Mizraim
Mizuki
Mjico
Mjollnir
Mjolnir
Mk
Mlaga
Mlar
Modred
Mods
Modulidae
Moe
Moebius
Moed
Moehringia
Moen
Moerae
Moeragetes
Moeritheriidae
Moeritherium
Moersch
Moesia
Moeso-goth
Moeso-gothic
Moesogoth
Moesogothic
Moffat
Moffett
Moffit
Moffitt
Mogadiscio
Mogador
Mogadore
Mogan
Mogans
Mogen David
Mogerly
Moghan
Mogilev
Mogollon
Mograbi
Mogrebbin
Moguel
Mogul
Mogul empire
Moguntine
Mohacan
Mohall
Moham
Mohamed
Mohammad
Mohammad Reza Mahdavi Kani
Mohammed
Mohammed Ahmed
Mohammed Al Amin
Mohammed Ali
Molochize
Molochship
Molokai
Molokan
Molopo
Molorchus
Molossian
Molossidae
Molossus
Molothrus
Molotov
Molotov cocktail
Moltke
Molton
Molucca
Molucca Islands
Molucca balm
Moluccan
Moluccas
Moluccella
Moluche
Molus
Mombasa
Mombottu
Momence
Momentum
Mom
Mommi
Mommsen
Mommy
Momordica
Momos
Momotidae
Momotinae
Momotus
Mompos
Momus
Momuses
Mon
Mon-Khmer
Mon-khmer
Mona
Mona Lisa
Mona Lisa dressing
Mona Passage
Monaca
Monacan
Monacanthidae
Mondayland
Mondays
Mondovi
Mondrian
Monee
Monegasque
Monel
Monel Metal
Monel metal
Monera
Monerozoa
Moneses
Monessen
Monet
Moneta
Monett
Monetta
Monette
Monge
Mongeau
Monghol
Mongholian
Mongibel
Mongo
Mongol
Mongol Empire
Mongol-galchic alphabet
Mongolia
Mongolian
Mongolian People's Republic
Mongolian fold
Mongolian idiocy
Mongolian idiot
Mongolian race
Mongolianism
Mongolic
Mongolioid
Mongolish
Mongolism
Mongolization
Mongolize
Mongolo-dravidian
Mongolo-manchurian
Mongolo-tatar
Mongolo-turkic
Mongoloid
Mongoloid race
Mongooses
Mongoyo
Monhegan
Monia
Monias
Monica
Monica Seles
Monico
Monie
Monika
Monilia
Moniliaceae
Moniliales
Monimia
Monimiaceae
Monique
Moniru Genda
Moniz
Monjan
Monjo
Monk
Monkey Trial
Monkton
Monmouth
Monmouth cap
Monmouth cock
Monmouthshire
Monnet
Monney
Mono
Monocentridae
Monocentris
Monoceros
Monocerotis
Monochlamydeae
Monoclonius
Monocoelia
Monocondyla
Monocotyledones
Monocyclica
Monocystidae
Monocystidea
Monocystis
Monodelphia
Monodon
Monodonta
Monococia
Monogenea
Monogenetica
Monograptidae
Monograpthus
Monomorium
Monomya
Monomyaria
Monon
Monona
Mononchus
Monongah
Monongahela
Monopetalae
Monophoto
Monophysism
Monophysite
Monophysitic
Monophysitical
Monophysitism
Monoplacophora
Monopneumoa
Monopoly
Monopteridae
Monopylaea
Monopylaria
Monorhina
Monostomata
Monostomatidae
Monostomidae
Monostomum
Monothalama
Monotherete
Monotheretian
Monotheretic
Monotheretism
Monothelism
Monothelite
Monothelitic
Monothelitism
Monotocardia
Monotrema
Monotrocha
Monotropa
Monotropaceae
Monotropis
Monotype
Monotype caster
Monotype keyboard
Monoville
Monozoa
Montezuma cypress
Montezuma's revenge
Montford
Montfort
Montgolfier
Montgomery
Montgomeryshire
Montgomeryville
Montherlant
Mont
Montia
Monticello
Monticulipora
Monticuliporidae
Montjoie
Montlucon
Montmartre
Montmelian
Montmorency
Monto
Montoursville
Montparnasse
Montpelier
Montpellier
Montpellier green
Montpellier yellow
Montrachet
Montrachet, Le
Montreal
Montreuil
Montreux
Montrose
Monts
Montserrat
Montu
Monty
Monumbo
Monza
Monzaemon
Mooachaht
Moodus
Moody
Moodys
Mooers
Moog synthesizer
Mook
Moon
Moon Child
Moon type
Moon's type
Moonachie
Mooney
Moonier
Moonstone, The
Moor
Moor dance
Moor-lipped
Moorcroft
Moore
Moore lamp
Moore light
Moore tube
Moore-Smith convergence
Moorefield
Mooreland
Mooresboro
Mooresburg
Mooresstown
Mooresville
Mooreton
Mooreville
Moorhead
Moorish
Moorish arch
Moorish idol
Moorland
Moorman
Moorship
Moose Jaw
Moosehead Lake
Mooseheart
Moosic
Moosup
Mopan
Moppo
Mopsus
Moquetumnan
Moqui
Mor
Mora
Moraceae
Moradabad
Moraea
Moraga
Moral Re-Armament
Moral Rearmament
Moran
Morandi
Morann
Morar
Morarji Desai
Morattico
Moratuwa
Morava
Moravia
Moravian
Moravian Church
Moravian Gate
Moravianism
Moravianized
Moravid
Moraxella
Moray
Moray Firth
Morazan
Morbier
Morbihan
Morchella
Morcote
Mord
Mordecai
Mordechai Gur
Mordechai Vanunu
Mordella
Mordellidae
Mordred
Mordv
Mordva
Mordvin
Mordvinian
Mordy
More
More anglico
Morea
Moreau
Moreauville
Morecambe
Moreen
Morehead
Morehouse
Morel
Moreland
Morelia
Morell
Morelos
Morelos orange worm
Morena
Morenci
Moreno
Morentz
Moreote
Morera's theorem
Moresby
Moresco
Moresque
Moreta
Moreton Bay chestnut
Moreton Bay fig
Moreton Bay pine
Moretown
Moreta
Morette
Moretus
Moreville
Morey
Morez
Morgagni
Morgain le Fay
Morgan
Morgan Hill
Morgan le Fay
Morgana
Morganfield
Morganica
Morganne
Morganstein
Morganton
Morgantown
Morganville
Morganza
Morgen
Morgenthaler
Morgenthau
Morgun
Mori
Moria
Moriae Encomium
Moriah
Moriarty
Morice
Moriches
Morie
Morike
Morinaceae
Morinda
Moringa
Moringaceae
Moringua
Moringuidae
Morin
Moriori
Moriscan
Morisco
Moriscoes
Moriscos
Morison
Morisonian
Morisonianism
Morissa
Morita
Moritz
Moriyama
Moriand
Morlee
Morley
Morly
Mormon
Mormon church
Mormon cricket
Mormon priest
Mormondom
Mormoness
Mormonism
Mormonist
Mormonite
Mormonweed
Mormoops
Mormyridae
Mormyrus
Morna
Mornay
Morning
Morning Prayer
Moro
Moroccan
Moroccan wine
Morocco
Morocco gum
Morocco millet
Morocco-head
Morocco-jaw
Morogoro
Moroni
Moronidae
Moropus
Moros
Morosaurus
Morovis
Morphean
Morpheus
Morpho
Morphy
Morra
Morral
Morrell
Morrenian
Morrhua
Morrice
Morrie
Morrigan
Morril
Morrill
Morrill Act
Morrilton
Morris
Morris Plains
Morris Plan bank
Morris chair
Morrisdale
Morrisian
Morrison
Morrison formation
Morrisonville
Morrissey
Morriston
Morristown
Morrisville
Morro Bay
Morro Castle
Morrow
Morrowville
Morry
Mors
Morse
Morse alphabet
Morse code
Morse lamp
Morse telegraph
Moses primrose
Mosetena
Mosgu
Moshannon
Moshe
Moshe Arens
Moshe Dayan
Mosheim
Mosshell
Mosherville
Moshesh
Moshi
Mosier
Mosinee
Mosira
Moskow
Moskva
Moslem
Moslemah
Moslemic
Moslemin
Moslemism
Moslemite
Moslemize
Moslems
Mosley
Mosora
Mosotho
Mosquero
Mosquito
Mosquitoan family
Mosra
Moss
Moss Point
Mossbauer
Mossbauer effect
Mossberg
Mosses from an Old Manse
Mossi
Mossman
Mossville
Mossyrock
Most
Most Honourable
Most Reverend
Most honorable
Mosting
Mosul
Moszkowski
Motacilla
Motacillidae
Motacillinae
Motazilite
Motch
Moth
Mother
Mother Carey's chicken
Mother Carey's goose
Mother Goose
Mother Hubbard
Mother Nature
Mother of God
Mother of Parliaments
Mother's Day
Mothering Sunday
Mothering sunday
Mothers of Invention
Motherwell
Motherwell and Wishaw
Motilal
Motley
Motorola
Motown
Motozintlec
Motozintleca
Mott
Motteo
Mottville
Motu
Mou
Mougeotia
Mougeotiaceae
Moukden
Moulay Hassan
Moulden
Mouldon
Moule
Moulin de la Galette, Le
Moulin
Moulmein
Moulton
Moultonboro
Moultrie
Mound
Mound Builder
Mound Builders
Mounds
Mounds View
Moundsville
Mount
Mount Ararat
Mount Carmel
Mount Carmel man
Mount Clemens
Mount Desert Island
Mount Dhaulagiri
Mount Dora
Mount Ephraim
Mount Gambier
Mount Gay
Mount Gilead
Mount Healthy
Mount Holly
Mount Isa
Mount Joy
Mount McKinley National Park
Mount Morris
Mount Olive
Mount Oliver
Mount Olympus
Mount Penn
Mount Pleasant
Mount Prospect
Mount Rainier
Mount Rainier National Park
Mount Robson Park
Mount badon
Mountain
Mountain Brook
Mountain Home
Mountain Lakes
Mountain Standard Time
Mountain State
Mountain View
Mountain tatar
Mountain time
Mountainside
Mountbatten
Mountford
Mountfort
Mountie
Mounties
Mounty
Mourant
Moureux
Mourner's Kaddish
Mourning Becomes Electra
Mouseion
Mousie
Mousoni
Moussorgsky
Mousterian
Moustierian
Mouthcard
Mouton
Movieola
Movietone
Moville
Moviola
Mowbray
Moweaqua
Mowrystown
Moxahala
Moxee
Moxo
Moya
Moyer
Moyers
Moyna
Moynahan
Moyobamba
Moyock
Moyra
Mozamb
Mozambican
Mozambique
Mozambique Channel
Mozambique Current
Mozarab
Mozarabian
Mozarabic
Mozart
Mozartean
Mozartian
Mozelle
Mozes
Mozier
Mozza
Mpangwe
Mpondo
Mueller
Muenster
Muffin
Mufi
Mufinella
Mufti
Mufulira
Mugabe
Muggletonian
Muggletonianism
Mugil
Mugilidae
Mugsy Bogues
Muhajir
Muhajirun
Muhammad
Muhammad Ahmed
Muhammad Ali
Muhammad Ghori
Muhammad Zafrulla Khan
Muhammad el Farra
Muhammadan
Muhammadanism
Muhammedan
Muhammadan
Muharram
Muhlenberg
Muhlenbergia
Muilla
Muir
Muir Glacier
Muire
Muirhead
Mujahedeen
Mukden
Mukerji
Mukilteo
Mukri
Mukul
Mukund
Mukwonago
Mulberry
Mulcahy
Mulciber
Mulcibirian
Mulderrig
Muldoon
Muldoon
Muldraugh
Muldrow
Muleshoe
Mulford
Mulga
Mulhac
Mulhacen
Mulhall
Mulhausen
Mulhouse
Mulino
Mlius
Mulkeytown
Mulki
Mull
Mullan
Mullane
Mullen
Mullemen
Mulens
Muller
Mullerian
Mullidae
Mulligan
Mulliken
Mullin
Mullins
Mullinville
Mulloy
Mullusca
Mulock
Mulry
Multan
Multani
Multigraph
Multilith
Multituberculata
Mulvane
Mulvihill
Mumbo Jumbo
Mumbo jumbo
Mumbo-jumboism
Mumetal
Mumford
Mun
Muna
Munafo
Munandi
Muncerian
Muncey
Munch
Munchausen
Munchausenize
Munchhausen
Muncie
Muncy
Munda
Mundari
Munday
Mundelein
Munden
Mundford
Mundt
Mundugumor
Mundugumors
Mundy
Munford
Munfordville
Munger
Mungo
Mungovan
Munhall
Muni
Munia
Munich
Munich Agreement
Munich Pact
Munich beer
Munichism
Munin
Munippus
Munising
Munith
Munitus
Munnro
Munn
Munniks
Munnopsidae
Munnopsis
Munnsville
Munro
Munroe
Munroe effect
Muns
Munsee
Munsell chroma
Munsell scale
Munsey
Munsey Park
Munshi
Munson
Munsonville
Munster
Munt
Muntiacus
Muntingia
Muntz metal
Munychia
Munychian
Munychion
Muong
Muphrid
Mur
Mura
Muradiyah
Muraena
Muraenidae
Murage
Muraida
Muran
Muranese
Murasaki Shikibu
Murat
Murat Guler
Muratorian
Muratorian canon
Murchison
Murcia
Murdo
Murdocca
Murdoch
Murdock
Mure
Mureil
Mures
Murfreesboro
Muriah
Mural
Muricidae
Muridae
Muriel
Murielle
Murillo
Murinae
Murjite
Murman Coast
Muscatine
Musci
Muscinapta
Muscinapidae
Muscinidae
Muscinae
Muscooda
Muscogee
Muscoidea
Muscolo
Muscongus Bay boat
Muscongus Bay sloop
Muscotah
Muscovi
Muscovite
Muscovitic
Muscovy
Muscovy company
Muscovy duck
Muse
Muse of history
Muse-descended
Muse-haunted
Muse-inspired
Muse-led
Muse-loved
Muse-ridden
Musella
Muses
Musetta
Musette
Museum of Modern Art
Musgu
Mushabbihite
Mushro
Musial
Musigny
Musil
Muskego
Muskegon
Muskegon Heights
Muskhogean
Muskhogean
Muskogee
Muskokees
Muskwaki
Muslem
Muslems
Myrilla
Myrina
Myriophyllum
Myriopoda
Myriotrichia
Myriotrichiaceae
Myristica
Myristicaceae
Myristicivora
Myrle
Myrlene
Myrmecia
Myrmecobiinae
Myrmecobius
Myrmecophaga
Myrmecophagidae
Myrmeleon
Myrmeleonidae
Myrmeleontidae
Myrmica
Myrmicidae
Myrmidon
Myrmidones
Myrmidonian
Myrmidons
Myrna
Myron
Myron Cowen
Myrothamnaceae
Myrothamnus
Myroxylon
Myrrha
Myrrhis
Myrsinaceae
Myrsiphylum
Myrt
Myrta
Myrtaceae
Myrtales
Myrtia
Myrtice
Myrtie
Myrtillus
Myrtle
Myrtlewood
Myrtus
Myrvyn
Myrwyn
Mysia
Mysian
Mysidacea
Mysidae
Mysis
Mysore
Mystacocete
Mystacoceti
Mystic
Mysticete
Mysticeti
Mystik tape
Mytilacea
Mytilene
Mytiliaspis
Mytilidae
Mytilus
Mytishchi
Myton
Myxine
Myxinidae
Myximoidei
Myxobacteria
Myxobacteriaceae
Myxobacteriales
Myxococcus
Myxogasteres
Myxogastrales
Myxogastres
Myxomycetales
Myxomycetes
Myxophyceae
Myxophyta
Myxopoda
Myxospongiae
Myxospongida
Myxosporidia
Myxosporidiida
Myxosporium
Myxothallophtya
Myzodendraceae
Myzodendron
Myzomyia
Myzontes
Myzostoma
Myzostomata
Myzostomida
Myzostomidae
MzI
N
N Dak
N Mex
N by E
N electron
N pole
N radiation
N series
N star
N station
N'Djamena
N'djamena
N's
N-bomb
N-shaped
N-shell
N-type star
N/S/F
NA
NAA
NAACP
NAAFI
NAAS
NAB
NABAC
NAC
NACA
NACS
NAD
NADGE
NADH
NADP
NAG
NAGE
NAK
NALGO
NAM
NAMM
NAND
NAND circuit
NANP
NAPAP
NAPLPS
NAR
NARDAC
NAS
NASA
NFL
NFPA
NFR
NFS
NFT
NFU
NFWI
NG
NGA
NGC
NGO
NGk
NH
NHA
NHG
NHI
NHL
NHLBI
NHR
NHS
NI
NIA
NIC
NICE
NICMOS
NIFTP
NIG
NIH
NIM
NIMBY
NIMH
NIMS
NIR
NIRA
NIRC
NIS
NISC
NISDN
NISO
NIST
NIU
NJ
NKGB
NKS
NKVD
NL
NLC
NLDP
NRAO
NRC
NRDC
NRE
NREN
NRL
NRM
NRO
NROFF
NRPB
NRZ
NRZI
NS
NSA
NSAP
NSB
NSC
NSCS
NSDSSO
NSE
NSEC
NSEL
NSEM
NS
NSF
NSFNET
NSO
NSP
NSPCC
NSPMP
NSRB
NSSDC
NST
NSTS
NSU
NSUG
NSW
NSWC
NT
NTEC
NTEU
NTF
NTIA
NTIS
NTN
NTO
NTP
NTR
NTS
NTSB
NTSC
NTT
NU
NUA
NUAAW
NUGMW
NUI
NUJ
NUL
NUM
NUPE
NUR
NURBS
NUS
NUSC
NUT
NUWW
NV
NVH
NVLAP
NVRAM
NW
NW by N
NW by W
NWA
NWC
NWLB
NWS
NWT
NWbW
NWbn
NXX
NY
NYA
NYC
NYNEX
NYP
NYSE
NYSERNET
NYU
NZ
NZBC
Na
Na-Dene
Na-dene
Naalehu
Naam
Naaman
Naaman Azhari
Naamana
Naamann
Naameh
Naara
Naarah
Naashom
Naassenes
Nabal
Nabala
Nabalas
Nabalism
Nabalite
Nabalitic
Nabaloi
Nabalus
Nabataean
Nabatean
Nabathaean
Nabathean
Nabathite
Nabawy Ismail
Nabb
Nabby
Nabeshima ware
Nabila
Nabis
Nabisco
Nablus
Nabokov
Nabonassar
Nabonidus
Naboth
Nabothian
Nabu
Nabuchodonosor
Nace
Naches
Nachison
Nachitoch
Nachitoches
Nachschlag
Nachtmusik
Nachusa
Nacionalista
Nackenheimer
Naco
Nakomgilisala
Nakula
Nakuru
Nalani
Nalchik
Nalda
Naldo
Nalepka
Nalita
Nallen
Nalline
Nally
Nalor
Nam
Nam Tso
Nama
Nama
land
Naman
Namangan
Namaqua
Namaqualand
Namaquan
Namara
Nambe
Namen
Names
Namhoy
Namibia
Nammu
Nampa
Nampula
Namtar
Namur
Nan
Nan Ling
Nan Shan
Nan-ching
Nana
Nanafelia
Nanaimo
Nanak
Nanakuli
Nananne
Nance
Nancee
Nancey
Nanchang
Nanci
Nancie
Nancy
Nancy Landon Kassebaum
Nanda Devi
Nandi
Nandina
Nandor
Nanete
Nanette
Nanga Parbat
Nanhai
Nani
Nanice
Nanine
Nanjemoy
Nanji
Nankee porcelain
Nankee yellow
Nankin
Nanking
Nanking china
Nanking porcelain
Nanking ware
Nanking yellow
Nankingese
Nanna
Nannette
Nanni
Nannie
Nanning
Nanny
Nanon
Nanook
Nansen
Nansen bottle
Nansen passport
Nantais
Nanterre
Nantes
Nanticoke
Nantua
Nantucket
Nantung
Nantyglo
Nantz
Nanuet
Naoise
Naoma
Naomi
Naor
Naos
Naosaurus
Nap
Napa
Napa Valley
Napaea
Napaeae
Napaean
Napakiak
Napanoch
Napavine
Naper
Naperian
Naperville
Naphtali
Naphthylamine black d
Napier
Napier's bones
Napier's rods
Napierian
Napierian logarithm
Naples
Naples red
Naples yellow
Napoleon
Napoleon I
Napoleon II
Napoleon III
Napoleon blue
Napoleonana
Napoleonic
Napoleonic Code
Napoleonic Wars
Napoleonic code
Napoleonically
Napoleonism
Napoleonist
Napoleonistic
Napoleonize
Napoleonville
Napoli
Naponee
Nappanee
Nappie
Nappy
Naquin
Nara
Narah
Naraka
Naranjito
Naravisa
Narayan
Narayan Godse
Narayanganj
Narbada
Narberth
Narbonne
Narcacintones
Narcacintidae
Narcaeus
Narcho
Narcis
Narciss
Narcissan
Narcissine
Narcissus
Narcobatidae
Narcobatoidea
Narcobatus
Narcomedusae
Narda
Nardin
Nardus
Naresh
Narev
Narew
Nari
Nariko
Narine
Narka
Narmada
Narodna skupshtina
Narra
Narraganset
Narragansett
Narragansett Bay
Narragansett pacer
Narragansetts
Narrows
Narrowsburg
Narsinh
Narthecium
Narton
Naruhiko Higashikuni
Naruna
Narva
Narvaez
Narvik
Narvon
Nary
Nasalis
Nasby
Nasca
Nascan
Nascapi
Naseby
Naselle
Nash
Nashbar
Nashe
Nashim
Nashira
Nasher
Nasho
Nashoba
Nashom
Nashoma
Nashotah
Nashport
Nashua
Nashville
Nashville warbler
Nashwauk
Nasi
Nasia
Nasicornia
Nasiei
Nasireddin
Naskhi
Nasmyth
Nason
Nassa
Nassau
Nassau Mountains
Nassau grouper
Nassawadox
Nassellaria
Nasser
Nassi
Nassib Boulos
Nassidae
Nassir
Nast
Nastase
Nastassia
Nastrnd
Nasua
Nasya
Nat
Nata
Natal
Natal orange
Natal plum
Natala
Natalbany
Natale
Natalee
Natalia
Natalia Zvereva
Natalian
Natalie
Natalie Tauziat
Natalina
Nataline
Natalya
Nataaniel
Nataraja
Natascha
Natasha
Natassia
Natchez
Natchezan
Natchitoches
Nate
Natelson
Nath
Nathalia
Nathalie
Nathan
Nathanael
Nathanial
Nathaniel
Nathanil
Nathanson
Nathrop
Natica
Naticidae
Natick
Natie
Natiha
Natika
Nation of Islam
National Academy of Engineering
National Academy of Sciences
National Assembly
National Aviation Day
National Bureau of Standards
National Charter
National Congress
National Convention
National Council
National Country Party
National Covenant
National Enterprise Board
National Front
National Gallery
National Guard
National Health Service
National Industrial Recovery Act
National Labor Relations Act
National Labor Relations Board
National Liberation Front
National Mediation Board
National People's Congress
National Republican Party
National Science Foundation
National Security Council
National Socialism
National Socialist
National Trust
National Union Catalog
National War Labor Board
National Wildlife Service
Nationalist China
Nationalist Party
Nations
Native American
Native Dancer
Native Son
Native States
Natividad
Nativity
Natka
Natoma
Natorp
Natricinae
Natrix
Natt
Natta
Nattie
Natty
Natural Bridge
Natural Bridges
Nature
Nature's elemental din
Nature's mighty law
Nature's second sun
Nature's sole mistake
Naturita
Naubinway
Naucratis
Naugatuck
Naughty Nineties
Naum
Naumann
Naumburgia
Nauplius
Nauru
Nauruan
Nausee La
Nauset
Nausicaa
Nausithous
Nautes
Nautical Almanac
Nautilacea
Nautiloidea
Nauvoo
Nava
Navada
Navaglobe
Navaho
Navaho blanket
Navaho rug
Navaho sandstone
Navahoes
Navahos
Navajo
Navajoes
Navajos
Naval
Naval Air Division
Naval Air Transport Service
Naval Construction Battalion
Naval Reservist
Navarino
Navarra
Navarre
Navarrese
Navarrian
Navarro
Navasota
Navesink
Naviculaceae
Navigation Acts
Navigator Islands
Navpaktos
Navratilova
Navy Air
Navy Cross
Navy Day
Navy List
Navy Nurse Corps
Navy anchor
Navy list
Navy register
Nawrocki
Naxalite
Naxera
Naxos
Nay
Nayar
Nayarit
Nayarita
Naylor
Naytahwaush
Nazar
Nazarate
Nazarean
Nazarene
Nazarenism
Nazareth
Nazario
Nazarite
Nazariteship
Nazaritic
Nazaritish
Nazaritism
Nazarius
Naze
Nazem el Koudsi
Nazerini
Nazi
Nazify
Naziism
Nazimova
Nazirate
Nazirite
Naziritic
Nazis
Nazism
Nazler
Nazlini
Nazrollah Entezam
Nb
NbE
NbW
Nberg
Nd
Ndebele
Ndebeles
Ndjamena
Ndola
Ne
Ne Temere
Ne Win
Nea
Neaera
Neafus
Neagh
Neal
Neal Broten
Neala
Nealah
Neale
Nealey
Neall
Nealon
Nealson
Nealy
Neander
Neanderthal
Neanderthal man
Neanderthaler
Neanderthalism
Neanderthaloid
Neapolis
Neapolitan
Neapolitan ice cream
Neapolitan sixth
Near East
Near Eastern
Near eastern
Nearch
Nearctic
Nearctica
Nearer Tibet
Neau
Neavitt
Neb
Nebaioth
Nebalia
Nebaliacea
Nebaliidae
Nebiim
Nebo
Nebr
Nebraska
Nebraskan
Nebrophanus
Nebuchadnezzar
Nebuchadrezzar
Nec
Necator
Necedah
Neche
Neches
Necho
Necho I
Neckar
Necker
Necrophaga
Necrophorus
Nectandra
Nectarinia
Nectariniidae
Nectaris
Nectonema
Nectria
Nectritoidaceae
Necturidae
Necturus
Ned
Neda
Nedda
Neddie
Neddra
Neddy
Nederland
Nederlands
Nedi
Nedra
Nedrah
Nedrow
Nedrud
Nedry
Nee
Needham
Needles
Needmore
Needville
Neel
Neela
Neelon
Neely
Neelyton
Neelyville
Neenah
Neengatu
Neoma
Neeses
Nefen
Nefertem
Nefertiti
Neff
Neffs
Nefretete
Nefreteted
Nefreteting
Nefud Desert
Negaunee
Negev
Negley
Negreet
Negress
Negri Sembilan
Negri body
Negrillo
Negrillos
Negris
Negritian
Negritic
Negritise
Negritised
Negritising
Negritize
Negritized
Negritizing
Negrito
Negritoes
Negritoid
Negritos
Negro
Negro spiritual
Negroes
Negrofy
Negroid
Negroid race
Negroidal
Negroise
Negroised
Negroising
Negroism
Negroization
Negroize
Negroized
Negroizing
Negroloid
Negroni
Negrophil
Negrophile
Negrophilism
Negrophilist
Negrophobe
Negrophobia
Negrophobic
Negrophobist
Negropont
Negros
Negrotic
Negundo
Negus
Neh
Nehalem
Nehantic
Nehawka
Nehemiah
Nehemias
Nehru
Nehru jacket
Neibart
Neidhardt
Neihart
Neil
Neila
Nelrsa
Nels
Nelse
Nelsen
Nelson
Nelson Piquet
Nelsonia
Nelsonville
Nelumbium
Nelumbo
Nelumbonaceae
Nema
Nemacolin
Nemaha
Nemalion
Nemalionaceae
Nemalionales
Neman
Nemastomaceae
Nematelmia
Nematelminthes
Nemathelmia
Nemathelminthes
Nematocera
Nematoda
Nematognathi
Nematoidea
Nematomorpha
Nematospora
Nembutal
Nembutal pill
Nembutsu
Nemea
Nemean
Nemean Games
Nemean lion
Nemertea
Nemertina
Nemertinea
Nemertini
Nemery
Nemeses
Nemesis
Nemhauser
Nemichthyidae
Nemichthys
Nemo
Nemocera
Nemopanthus
Nemophila
Nemorensian
Nemours
Nemrod
Nemunas
Nena
Nengahiba
Nemney
Nenni
Nenzel
Neo
Neo-Confucian
Neo-Confucianism
Neo-Confucianist
Neo-Darwinism
Neo-Darwinist
Neo-Gothic
Neo-Hegelian
Neo-Hegelianism
Neo-Impressionism
Neo-Impressionist
Neo-Ju
Neo-Kantian
Neo-Lamarckian
Neo-Lamarckism
Neo-Latin
Neo-Lutheranism
Neo-Melanesian
Neo-Plastic
Neo-Plasticist
Neo-Platonism
Neo-Pythagorean
Neo-Pythagoreanism
Neo-Realism
Neo-Realist
Neo-Romanticism
Neo-Synephrine
Neo-attic
Neo-babylonian
Neo-egyptian
Neo-hebraic
Neo-hebrew
Neo-hegelian
Neo-hegelianism
Neo-hellenic
Neo-hellenism
Neo-hindu
Neo-kantian
Neo-kantianism
Neo-kantism
Neo-lamarckian
Neo-lamarckism
Neo-lamarckist
Neo-malthusian
Neo-malthusianism
Neo-manichaean
Neo-marxian
Neo-mendelian
Neo-mendelism
Neo-persian
Neo-platonic
Neo-platonism
Neo-platonist
Neo-punic
Neo-pythagorean
Neo-pythagoreanism
NeoCatholicism
Neoarctic
Neobalaena
Neobeckia
Neocene
Neoceratodus
Neoclasmic
Neocomian
Neodesha
Neofabraea
Neofiber
Neoga
Neogaea
Neogaeal
Neogaean
Neogaec
Neogea
Neogeal
Neogean
Neogena
Neogene
Neognathae
Neohipparion
Neola
Neolithic
Neom
Neoma
Neomah
Neomeniidae
Neomorpha
Neomylodon
Neona
Neopaleozoic
Neophron
Neopieris
Neopilina
Neopit
Neoplatic
Neoplastic
Neoplasticist
Neoplatonic
Neoplatonician
Neoplatonism
Neoplatonist
Neoplatonistic
Neoprontosil
Neoptolemus
Neornithes
Neosalvarsan
Neoscholasticism
Neosho
Neosorex
Neosporidia
Neotoma
Neotragus
Neotremata
Neotropic
Neotropical
Neotsu
Neowashingtonia
Neozoic
Nep
Nepa
Nepal
Nepalese
Nepali
Nepean
Nepenthaceae
Nepenthes
Neper
Neperian
Nepeta
Neph
Nephele
Nephelium
Nephi
Nephila
Nephilinae
Nephite
Nephrodium
Nephrolepis
Nephrops
Nephropsidae
Nephtali
Nephthys
Nepidae
Nepil
Neponset
Nepos
Neptune
Neptune Beach
Neptune green
Neptunean
Neptunian
Ner Tamid
Nerbudda
Nereen
Nereid
Nereidae
Nereidiformia
Nereids
Nereis
Nereocystis
Nereus
Nergal
Neri
Nerin
Nerine
Nerinx
Nerissa
Nerita
Nerites
Neritidae
Neritina
Nerium
Nerland
Nernst
Nernst heat theorem
Nernst lamp
Nero
Nero’s-crown
Neroic
Neron
Neronian
Neronic
Nester
Nesto
Nestor
Nestorian
Nestorianism
Nestorianize
Nestorianizer
Nestorius
Net
Netaji
Netawaka
Netchilik
Netcong
Neth
Netherlander
Netherlandian
Nederlandic
Netherlandish
Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
Netherlands East Indies
Netherlands Guiana
Netherlands West Indies
Nethinim
Nethou
Neti
Neto
Nett
Netta
Nettapus
Nette
Netti
Nettie
Nettion
Nettle
Nettleton
Netty
Neu
Neuberger
Neubrandenburg
Neuburger
Neuchatel
Neuchtel
Neudeckian
Neufchatel
Neufchtel
Neufler
Neuilly
Neuilly-sur-Seine
Neukam
Neumann
Neumark
Neumayer
Neumeyer
Neumster
Neupest
Neurath
Neurope
Neuroptera
Neuropteris
Neuropteroidea
Neuroptoptera
Neusatz
Neuss
Neustria
Neustrian
Neutral zone
Neutrodyne
Nev
Neva
Neva green
Nevada
Nevada Day
Nevadan
Nevado Del Ruiz
Nevai
Neve
Neveda
Never-Never-land
Neverland
Nevers
Neversink
Neviim
Nevil
Neville
Nevin
Nevins
Nevis
Nevisdale
Nevin
Nevome
Nevsa
Nevski
New
New Albany
New Amsterdam
New Atlantis
New Baltimore
New Bedford
New Bern
New Boston
New Braunfels
New Brighton
New Britain
New Brunswick
New Caledonia
New Carlisle
New Castile
New Castle
New Church
New Consciousness
New Cumberland
New Deal
New Deal Era
New Delhi
New Democratic Party
New Economic Policy
New Empire
New England
New England Range
New England Transcendentalism
New England aster
New England boiled dinner
New England clam chowder
New England dialect
New Englisher
New Englandish
New English Bible
New Forest
New France
New Frontier
New Georgia
New Glasgow
New Granada
New Greek
New Guinea
New Guinea Pidgin
New Guinea macrophyllum
New Hampshire
New Hampshire red
New Hampton
New Harmony
New Haven
New Haven theology
New Hebrides
New Hebrides Condominium
New High German
New Holland
New Iberia
New Ireland
New Jersey
New Jersey plan
New Jerseyan
New Jerseyite
New Jerusalem
New Jerusalem Church
New Journalism
New Kensington
New Kingdom
New Latin
New Learning
New Left
New Lexington
New London
New Look
New Madrid
New Mexico
New Milford
New Model Army
New Netherland
New Objectivity
New Orleans
New Orleans jazz
New Orleans lugger
New Orleans style
New Paltz
New Plymouth
New Providence
New Quebec
New Realism
New Realist
New Richmond
New Roads
New Rochelle
New Romney
New Scotland Yard
New Siberian Islands
New South
New South Wales
New Spain
New Stone Age
New Style
New Test
New Testament
New Thought
New Thoughter
New Thoughtist
New Wave
New Wave'
New Windsor
New World
New World monkey
New Year
New Year's Day
New Year's Eve
New York
New York Bay
New York City
New York Curb Exchange
New York State
New York State Barge Canal
New York State wine
New York Stock Exchange
New York aster
New York cheese
New York cut
New York point
New York's finest
New Yorkese
New Zealand
New Zealand flax
New Zealand seal
New Zealand wineberry
New england
New englander
New englandish
New englandism
New hampshire
New hampshirean
New hampshireite
New jersey
New jerseyite
New mexican
New thought
New thoughter
New thoughtist
New world
New years day
New years eve
New york
New yorker
New zealand
New zealander
New-Testament
Newar
Newari
Newark
Newark Bay
Newark-on-Trent
Newberg
Newberry
Newbery
Newbery Award
Newbill
Newbold
Newburg
Newburgh
Newburgh Heights
Newbury
Newburyport
Newby
Newcastle
Newcastle disease
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Newchwang
Newcomb
Newcombe
Newcomen
Newcomer
Newcomerstown
Newel
Newell
Newfeld
Newfie
Newfoundland
Newfoundlander
Newgate
Newhall
Newham
Newhaven
Newhouse
Newichawanoc
Newkirk
Newland
Newlin
Ngo
Ngo Dinh Diem
Ngo Dzu
Ngoko
Nguni
Nguyen
Nguyen Lyong Bang
Nguyen Thi Binh
Nguyen Van Kiem
Nha Trang
Nheengatu
Nhouy Abhay
Ni
Niabi
Niagara
Niagara Falls
Niagaran
Nial
Niall
Niam-niam
Nianne
Niangua
Niantic
Niarada
Niarcho
Nias
Niase
Nibbs
Nibelung
Nibelungenlied
Nibelungs
Niblungs
Nic
Nica
Nicca
Nicaea
Nicaean
Nicaragua
Nicaraguano
Nicaraguan
Nicarao
Nicasio
Niccolo
Nice
Nicene
Nicene Council
Nicene Creed
Nicenian
Nicenist
Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed
Nicetas
Niceville
Nich
Nichani
Nichiren Buddhism
Nichol
Nichola
Nicholas
Nicholas Camicia
Nicholas I
Nicholas II
Nicholas V
Nicholas of Cusa
Nicholasville
Nichole
Nicholl
Nicholle
Nicholls
Nichols
Nichols Hills
Nicholson
Nicholson's hydrometer
Nicholville
Nichrome
Nichy
Nicias
Nicippe
Nick
Nick Galifianakis
Nickelsen
Nickelsville
Nickerson
Nickey
Nicki
Nickie
Nickieben
Nicklaus
Nickles
Nickneven
Nicko
Nickola
Nickolai
Nickolas
Nickolaus
Nicks
Nicktown
Nicky
Nico
Nijmegen
Nika
Nikaniki
Nikaria
Nike
Nike Ajax
Nike Hercules
Nike Zeus
Nike of Samothrace
Nikeno
Ni kep
Niki
Nikisch
Nikiski
Nikita
Nikita Khrushchev
Nikki
Nikkie
Nikko
Nikky
Niklaus
Niko
Nikola
Nikola Ignatov
Nikola Kavaja
Nikolai
Nikolai Bulganin
Nikolai Ryzhkov
Nikolainkaupunki
Nikolaos
Nikolas
Nikolaus
Nikolayer
Nikolayev
Nikoletta
Nikolia
Nikolos
Nikolski
Nikon
Nikos
Nil
Nila
Niland
Nile
Nile River
Nile blue
Nile green
Niles
Nilgiri Hills
Nilla
Nilo-Saharan
Nilometer
Nilometric
Niloscope
Nilot
Nilote
Nilotes
Nilotic
Nilotic race
Nilous
Nils
Nils Otto Gustaf
Nilson
Nilsson
Nlus
Nilwood
Nimbus
Nimes
Nimesh
Nimitz
Nimkish
Nimocks
Nimrod
Nimroidian
Nimrodic
Nimrodical
Nimrodize
Nimrud
Nims
Nimwegen
Nina
Nina from Carolina
Ninde
Nine
Nine Dragon Scroll
Nine Worthies
Nine-power treaty
Ninetta
Ninette
Ninety-Five, Theses
Nineveh
Ninevite
Ninevitical
Ninevitish
Ningal
Ningirsu
Ningpo
Ningsia
Ningsia Hui Autonomous Region
Ninhursag
Ninib
Ninigino-Mikoto
Ninilchik
Ninkur
Ninlil
Ninmah
Ninnekah
Ninnette
Nino
Ninon
Ninos
Ninox
Ninsar
Ninshubur
Ninth of Ab
Ninth of Av
Nintoo
Ninurta
Ninus
Niobe
Niobean
Niobid
Niobite
Niobrara
Niolo
Nior Nish
Niort
Niota
Niotaze
Nip
Nipha
Nipigon
Nipissing
Niple
Nipmuc
Nipmuck
Nipmucks
Nipomo
Nippon
Nippon chrysanthemum
Nippon daisy
Nipponese
Nipponism
Nitza
Nitzschia
Nitzschiaaceae
Niu
Niu Wang
Niuan
Niue
Niuean
Niv
Niven
Nivermias
Niverville
Nivose
Nivre
Niwot
Nixa
Nixie
Nixie tube
Nixon
Nixon Doctrine
Nizam
Nizhni Novgorod
Nizhni Tagil
Njord
Njorth
Nkkelost
Nkomo
Nkrumah
Nnamdi
Nnamidi Azikiwe
No
Noach
Noachian
Noachic
Noachical
Noachite
Noachiun
Noah
Noah’s Dove
Noah’s ark
Noahic
Noak
Noakes
Noam
Noami
Noank boat
Noank sloop
Noatun
Noetherian
Noetic
Nofretete
Nogai
Nogal
Nogales
Nogas
Noggerath
Noguchi
Noh
Nohuntsik
NoibN
Noisette rose
Nokesville
Nokolai Alexeyev
Nokolai Fedorenko
Nokomis
Nola
Nolan
Nolana
Noland
Nolanville
Nolascan
Nolde
Nole
Nolensville
Noleta
Noletta
Noli
Nolie
Nolita
Nolitta
Noll
Nollie
Nolly
Nolte
Noludar
Noma
Nomadidae
Noman
Nomarthra
Nome
Nomeidae
Nomeus
Nomi
Nomura
Non-african
Non-american
Non-anglican
Non-arab
Non-arabic
Non-archimedean
Non-asiatic
Non-attic
Non-bantu
Non-baptist
Non-biblical
Non-bolshevik
Non-bolshevist
Non-brahmanical
Non-british
Non-buddhist
Non-calvinist
Non-catholic
Non-caucasian
Non-celtic
Non-chaucerian
Non-chinese
Non-christian
Non-congregational
Non-congressional
Non-cymric
Non-czech
Non-danish
Non-darwinian
Non-druid
Non-egyptian
Non-egyptologist
Non-english
Non-euclidean
Non-european
Non-fascist
Non-flemish
Non-french
Non-gaelic
Non-german
Non-germanic
Non-gothic
Non-government
Non-hamitic
Non-hebraic
Non-hebrew
Non-hellenic
Non-hibernian
Non-hindu
Non-hinduized
Non-homeric
Non-indian
Non-indo-european
Non-ionic
Non-irish
Non-islamic
Non-israelite
Non-israelitish
Non-italic
Non-japanese
Non-jew
Non-jewish
Non-kaffir
Non-legendarian
Non-lutheran
Non-magyar
Non-malay
Non-malayan
Non-malthusian
Non-marcan
Non-mason
Non-mediterranean
Non-mendelian
Non-methodist
Non-mohammedan
Non-mongol
Non-mongolian
Non-moorish
Non-mormon
Non-moslem
Non-moslemah
Non-negritic
Non-negro
Non-nicene
Non-norman
Non-norse
Non-pali
Non-paninean
Non-parisian
Non-peruvian
Non-polish
Non-portuguese
Non-presbyterian
Non-protestant
Non-prussian
Non-pythagorean
Non-quaker
Non-riemannian
Nonjuror
Nonna
Nonnah
Nono
Nonpartisan League
Nonruminantia
Nooksack
Noonan
Noonberg
Noordbrabant
Noordholland
Nootka
Nootka cypress
Nootka fir
Nootkas
Nopalea
Nor
Nora
Norah
Norbert
Norbert Nadel
Norbertine
Norbie
Norborne
Norby
Norcatur
Norco
Norcross
Nord
Nord-lais
Nordau
Norden
Nordenskj
Nordenskjold
Nordgren
Nordhausen
Nordhausen acid
Nordheim
Nordhoff
Nordic
Nordic Council
Nordic race
Nordica
Nordicism
Nordicist
Nordicity
Nordicization
Nordicize
Nordin
Nordine
Nordkyn Cape
Nordland
Nordman
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Nordstrom
Nore
Norean
Noreen
Norene
Norfolk
Norfolk Island
Norfolk Island Pine
Norfolk coat
Norfolk jacket
Norfolk spaniel
Norfolkian
Norford
Norge
Noric
Noricum
Norina
Norine
Norita
Nork
Norlene
Nortina
Norling
Norm
Norm Thagard
Norma
Normalie
Normalville
Norman
Norman Conquest
Norman English
Norman French
Norman Wells
Norman arch
Norman-French
Norman-french
Normand
Normand Lacombe
Normandy
Normanese
Normangee
Normanise
Normanish
Normanism
Normanist
Normanization
Normanize
Normanizer
Normanly
Normanna
Normannic
Normantown
Normi
Normie
Normy
Norn
Norna
Norns
Norodom Sihanouk
Norphlet
Norri
Norridgewock
Norrie
Norris
Norris-La Guardia Act
Norristown
Norrkoping
Norrkping
Norroway
Norroy
Norroy King of Arms
Norroy and Ulster
Norroy and Ulster King of Arms
Norrv
Norry
Norse
Norse deities
Norse deity
Norse-american
Norseland
Norseman
Norsk
North
North Africa
North African
North America
North American
North Arlington
North Atlantic Current
North Atlantic Drift
North Atlantic Treaty
North Battleford
North Bay
North Belleville
North Bellmore
North Belmont
North Bend
North Bergen
North Borneo
North Brabant
North Brookfield
North Cape
North Carolina
North Carolinian
North Catasauqua
North Caucasian
North Caucasus
North Central region
North Channel
North Chicago
North Country
North Dakota
North East Frontier Agency
North Fond du Lac
North Frigid Zone
North Germanic
North Haledon
North Highlander
North Highlands
North Holland
North Island
North Korea
North Little Rock
North Manchester
North Mankato
North Miami
North Miami Beach
North Muskegon
North New Hyde Park
North Ogden
North Olmsted
North Pacific current
North Palm Beach
North Pelham
North Pole
North Rhine-Westphalia
North Richland Hills
North Riding
North River
North Riverside
North Saskatchewan
North Sea
North Star
North Syracuse
North Tarrytown
North Temperate Zone
North Vietnam
North Wales
North Wildwood
North Wilkesboro
North Yorkshire
North pole
North-Sea gas
North-West Frontier
North-West Frontier Province
Northallerton
Northam
Northampton
Northamptonshire
Northanger Abbey
Northants
Northborough
Northcliffe
Northeast
Northeast Passage
Northener
Northern
Northern Cameroons
Northern Cross
Northern Dvina
Northern Ireland
Northern Michigan
Northern Paiute
Northern Rhodesia
Northern Rhodesian
Northern Sotho
Northern Sporades
Northern Spy
Northern Territories
Northern Territory
Northerner
Northernise
Northernised
Northernising
Northernize
Northey
Northill anchor
Northington
Northland
Northman
Northmen
Northport
Northrop
Northrup
Northumb
Northumber
Northumberland
Northumbria
Northumbrian
Northvale
Northville
Northway
Northwest
Northwest Ordinance
Northwest Passage
Northwest Territories
Northwest Territory
Northwich
Northwoods
Norton
Nortonville
Norty
Norumbega
Norval
Norvall
Norvan
Norvell
Norvelt
Norven
Norvil
Norvin
Norvol
Norvun
Norw
Norwalk
Norward
Norway
Norway lobster
Norway maple
Norway rat
Norway ries
Norway spruce
Norwegian
Norwegian Coastal Current
Norwegian Current
Norwegian Sea
Norwegian elkhound
Norwegian saltpeter
Norwegian stove
Norwell
Norwich
Norwich terrier
Norwood
Norword
Nos
Nosairi
Nosairian
Nosema
Nosematidae
Nostoc
Nostocaceae
Nostradamic
Nostradamus
Nostrand
Nosu
Nosy Parker
Notacanthidae
Notacanthus
Notalia
Notasulga
Notelaea
Notharctidae
Notharctus
Nothofagus
Notholaena
Nothosauri
Nothosauridae
Nothosaurus
Noti
Notidani
Notidanidae
Notidanus
Notiosorex
Notkerian
Notodontidae
Notogaea
Notogaeal
Notogaean
Notogaenic
Notogaea
Notommatidae
Notonecota
Notonectidae
Notopteridae
Notopterus
Notorhynchus
Notornis
Notoryctes
Notostraca
Nototherium
Nototrema
Notre
Notre Dame
Notre Dame de Paris
Notre dame
Notrees
Notropis
Nottage
Nottawa
Nottingham
Nottinghamshire
Nottoway
Notts
Notungulata
Notus
Nouakchott
Nouma
Noumea
Nouvelle Vague
Nouvelle-Caledonie
Nov
Nov-Esperanto
Nov-Latin
Nov-esperanto
Nova
Nova Lisboa
Nova Scotia
Nova Scotian
Nova Zembla
Nova scotian
Novachord
Novah
Novak
Novalis
Novanglian
Novanglican
Novara
Novas Athenasiadis
Novatian
Novatianism
Novatianist
Novato
Novaya Zemlya
Novelia
Novello
Novels
November
November meteor
Novemberish
Novgorod
Novi
Novi Sad
Novia
Novial
Novick
Novikoff
Novinger
Novo-zelianian
Novocain
Novocaine
Novocherkassk
Novokuznetsk
Novonikolaevsk
Novorossiisk
Novoshakhtinsk
Novosibirsk
Novotny
Novum
Novum Organum
Nowa Huta
Nowata
Nowel
Nowell
Nowroze
Nox
Noxapater
Noxen
Noxon
Noyes
Noyon
Nozi
Nozicka
Nozze di Figaro, Le
Np
Npaktos
Npt
Ns
Nt
Nth
Nu-arawak
Nuangola
Nuba
Nubia
Nubian
Nubian Desert
Nubieber
Nubilum
Nubium
Nucla
Nucula
Nuculacea
Nuculidae
Nuda
Nudd
Nudens
Nudibranchia
Nueces
Nueva Gerona
Nueva Ocotepeque
Nuevo
Nuevo Laredo
Nuevo Leon
Nuffield
Nuffield teaching project
Nufud
Nugent
Nugumiut
Nuits-Saint-Georges
Nuits-St-Georges
Nuku'alofa
Nukuhaven
Nukus
Nuli
Nullarbor Plain
Nullipennes
Nullstellsatz
Num
Numa
Numa Pompilius
Numantia
Numantine
Numanus
Number Ten
Numbers
Numenius
Numerische
Numida
Numidae
Numidia
Numidian
Numidian crane
Numididae
Numidinae
Numine
Numitor
Nummularia
Nummulinidae
Nummulites
Nummulitidae
Nun
Nunapitchuk
Nunc Dimititis
Nunci
Nuncia
Nunciata
Nunda
Nuneaton
Nunes
Nunez
Nunica
Nunki
Nunn
Nunelly
Nunery
Nunu
Nupe
Nupercaine
Nuphar
Nur
Nuremberg
Nuremberg egg
Nuremberg violet
Nureyev
Nuri
Nuriel
Nuris
Nuristan
Nurmi
Nurse
Nurul Amin
Nusa Tenggara
Nusairis
Nusakan
O'Kelley
O'Kelly
O'Leary
O'Mahony
O'Malley
O'Meara
O'Neil
O'Neill
O'Reilly
O'Rourke
O'Shea
O'Shee
O'Sullivan
O'Toole
O's
O-O gauge
O-gee
O-shaped
O-type star
O-wave
O/D Banking
O/S
O/S Banking
O2
OA
OACIS
OAK
OAO
OAP
OAPC
OAS
OASYS
OAT
OATS
OAU
OB
OBD
OBE
OBO
OBS
OBrit
O Bulg
OC
OCAM
OCATE
OCC
OCD
OCDM
OCE
OCI
OCIAA
OCLC
OCLI
OCO
OCR
OCS
OCST
OCTU
OCU
OD
ODA
ODAC
ODD
ODDDD
ODI
ODIF
ODISS
ODM
ODS
ODT
OE
OECD
OED
OEEC
OEM
OEO
OEP
OES
OEXP
OF
OFM
OFNPS
OFS
OFlem
OFr
OFris
OG
OGI
OGICSE
OGO
OGPU
OGT
OH
OHG
OHMS
OHP
OPDU
OPEC
OPEOS
OPF
OPM
OPS
OPSM
OPX
OPer
OPers
OR
ORB
ORDLIX
ORFEUS
ORM
ORNAME
ORNEL
OROM
ORT
ORuss
OS
OS2
OSA
OSAC
OSB
OSC
OSCAR
OSCRL
OSD
OSDIT
OSDS
OSF
OSFCW
OSHA
OSI
OSINET
OSIRM
OSME
OSN
OSO
OSP
OSPF
OSPS
OSRD
OSS
OSSA
OSSE
OST
Oakland
Oaklawn
Oakleil
Oakley
Oaklyn
Oakman
Oakmont
Oaks
Oakton
Oaktown
Oakvale
Oakview
Oakville
Oannes
Oark
Oates
Oatis
Oatman
Oaxaca
Oaxaca de Juarez
Ob
Oba
Obad
Obadiah
Obadias
Obafemi
Obala
Oballa
Oban
Obara
Obasanjo
Obau
Obaza
Obbard
Obbenite
Obe
Obed
Obeded
Obediah
Obeid
Obel
Obelia
Obellia
Obeng
Ober
Oberammergau
Oberg
Oberhausen
Occidentalization
Occidentalize
Occidentalized
Occidentalizing
Occleve
Occoquan
Occupation Day
Occupation day
Ocean of Storms
Oceana
Oceania
Oceanian
Oceanic
Oceanic mongol
Oceanica
Oceanican
Oceanid
Oceano
Oceanport
Oceanside
Oceanus
Oceanus Procellarum
Oceanview
Oceanville
Oceola
Ochelata
Ocheyedan
Ochimus
Ochner
Ochnaceae
Ochoa
Ochopee
Ochocona
Ochotonidae
Ochozath
Ochozas
Ochozoma
Ochrana
Ochroma
Ochs
Ocie
Ocilla
Ocimum
Ockeghem
Ockenheim
Ocker
Ockham
Ockham’s razor
Ocko
Ocneria
Oenus
Ocoee
Ocoee series
Ocone
O Connor
Oconomowoc
Oconto
Ocotea
Ocotillo
Ocracoke
Ocreatae
Oct
Octacnemus
Octactiniae
Octandria
Octans
Octateuch
Octave
Octavia
Octavian
Octavie
Octavius
Octavla
Octavus
October
October Revolution
October bird
October club
Octobrist
Octocoralla
Octocorallia
Octodon
Octodontidae
Octodontinae
Octogynia
Octopoda
Octopus, The
Oculi sunday
Oculina
Oculinidae
Ocydromus
Ocyptete
Ocypodia
Ocy poda
Ocy pode
Ocy podidae
Ocyroe
Odie
Odilia
Odille
Odilo
Odilon
Odin
Odine
Odinian
Odinic
Odinism
Odinist
Odinitic
Odlo
Odo
Odoacer
Odobenidae
Odobenus
Odocoileus
Odom
Odon
Odonata
Odonnell
Odontaspididae
Odontaspididae
Odontaspis
Odontocete
Odontoceti
Odontoglossae
Odontoglossum
Odontognathae
Odontolcae
Odontophoridae
Odontophorinae
Odontophorus
Odontopteris
Odontopteryx
Odontormae
Odontornithes
Odontosyllis
Odontotormae
Odoric
Odostemon
Odovacar
Odra
Odrick
Ods
Odsbodkins
Odum
Odus
Ody
Odynerus
Odyssean
Odysséus
Odysséus Elytis
Odyssey
Odz
Odzookers
Odzooks
Oe
Oeagrus
Oeax
Oebalus
Oecanthus
Oech
Oedemeridae
Oedicnemus
Oedipal
Oedipean
Oedipus
Oedipus at Colonus
Oedipus complex
Oedogoniaceae
Oedogoniáles
Oedogonium
Oeflein
Oehlenschlger
Oehsen
Oeil de Perdrix
Oelrichs
Oelwein
Oenanthe
Oeneus
Oeno
Oenocarpus
Oenomaus
Oenone
Oenopides
Oenopion
Oenothera
Oenotheraceae
Oenotrian
Oeonus
Oerlikon
Oesel
Oesophagostomum
Oestrelata
Oestridae
Of Time and the River
Of table
Ofallon
Ofelia
Ofella
Offa
Offaly
Offen
Offenbach
Offerle
Offerman
Offertory
Office of Civil Defense
Office of Consumer Affairs
Office of Economic Opportunity
Office of Emergency Planning
Office of Management and Budget
Office of Naval Research
Office of Science and Technology
Office of the Dead
Official
Official Receiver
Official Referee
Official Solicitor
Offutt
Ofilia
Ofo
Ofori
Og
Ogaden
Ogallah
Ogallala
Ogasawara Gunto
Ogasawara Jima
Ogata
Ogawa
Ogbomosho
Ogboni
Ogburn
Ogcocephalidae
Ogcocephalus
Ogdan
Ogden
Ogdensburg
Ogdon
Ogeechee lime
Ogema
Ogg
Ogham Irish
Oghuz
Ogilvie
Ogilvy
Oglala
Oglesby
Oglethorpe
Ogma
Ogmios
Ogoouor Ogowe
Ogor
Ogpu
Ogren
Ogun
Ogunquit
Ogygia
Ogygian
Ogygus
Ohara
Ohare
Ohatchee
Ohaus
Ohio
Ohio buckeye
Ohioan
Ohioopyle
Ohioowa
Ohl
Ohley
Ohlman
Ohm
Ohm's law
Oidium
Oil Rivers
Olean Ajax
Oileus
Oilla
Oilmont
Oilton
Oiltrough
Oilville
Oina
Oira
Oireachtas
Oise
Oisin
Oistrakh
Old Clootie
Old Comedy
Old Curiosity Shop, The
Old Dart
Old Delhi
Old Dominion
Old Dutch
Old English
Old English cut
Old English pattern
Old English sheep dog
Old English sheepdog
Old Faithful
Old Fashioned glass
Old Flemish
Old Forge
Old Franconian
Old French
Old Frisian
Old Glory
Old Gooseberry
Old Guard
Old Guardist
Old Harry
Old High German
Old Horny
Old Icelandic
Old Ionic
Old Irish
Old King, The
Old Kingdom
Old Lady of Threadneedle Street
Old Latin
Old Left
Old Low Franconian
Old Low Frankish
Old Low German
Old Man and the Sea, The
Old Man of the Sea
Old Man, the
Old Mug
Old Ned
Old Nick
Old Norse
Old North French
Old Northwest
Old Orchard Beach
Old Paar
Old Persian
Old Poker
Old Pretender
Old Prussian
Old Ritualist
Old Russian
Old Saxon
Old Scratch
Old Slavic
Old Slavonic
Old South
Old Spanish
Old Stoa
Old Stone Age
Old Style
Old Test
Old Testament
Old Time
Old Town
Old Vic
Old Wives' summer
Old Worcester ware
Old World
Old World monkey
Old bactrian
Old guard
Old guardism
Old-Testament
Old-school
Old-school baptist
Oldcastle
Olden Polynice
Oldenburg
Older
Oldfieldia
Oldham
Oldham coupling
Oldhamia
Olds
Oldsmobile
Olduvai Gorge
Ole
Olea
Oleaceae
Oleacina
Oleacinidae
Olean
Olearia
Oleg
Olema
Olen
Olenellus
Olenidae
Olenka
Olenolin
Olenta
Olenus
Oler
Oleraceae
Oleron
Oleta
Oletha
Olethea
Olethreutes
Olethreutidae
Oletta
Olette
Oley
Olfe
Olga
Olia
Oliana
Oligocene
Oligochaeta
Oligomyodae
Oligonephria
Olimbos
Olimpia
Olin
Olinde
Olinia
Oliniaceae
Oliphant
Oliva
Olivann
Olive
Olive oil castile soap
Olivean
Oliveburg
Olivehurst
Olivella
Oliver
Oliver Twist
Oliverea
Oliverian
Olivero
Omak
Oman
Omani
Omar
Omar Khayyam
Omari
Omarr
Omayyad
Omdurman
Omena
Omer
Omero
Omicron ceti
Omidyar
Omland
Ommastrephes
Ommastrephidae
Ommiad
Ommiades
Ommiads
Omnipotence
Omniscience
Omnivora
Omoo
Omor
Omora
Omphale
Omri
Omro
Omsk
Omura
Omuta
On
On Liberty
Ona
Onaga
Onagra
Onagraceae
Onaka
Onalaska
Onamia
Onan
Onancock
Onarga
Onas
Onassis
Onawa
Onaway
Onchidiidae
Onchidium
Onchiota
Onchocerca
Oncidium
Oncorhynchus
Onder
Ondine
Ondo
Ondrea
Ondrej
One Thousand Guineas
One-two-three
Oneal
Oneals
Oneco
Oneg Shabbat
Onega
Onega Bay
Onego
Oneida
Oneida Lake
Oneil
Oneill
Onekama
Onemo
Oneonta
Oneonta sandstone
Onfre
Onfroi
Ong
Ongun
Oni
Onia
Onida
Onions
Oniscidae
Oniscoidea
Oniscus
Oniskey
Onitsha
Onley
Only-Begotten Son
Onmun
Ono
Onobrychis
Onoclea
Onofredo
Onohippidium
Onondaga
Onondagan
Onondagas
Ononis
Onopordon
Onosmodium
Onslow
Onstad
Onsted
Ont
Ontarian
Ontaric
Ontario
Ontina
 Ontine
Ontonagon
Onychophora
Onyx
Oocystaceae
Oocystis
Ookala
Oolitic
Oologah
Ooltewah
Oomycetes
Oona
Oonagh
Oosporeae
Oost
Oostburg
Oostende
Ootocoidea
Oozy
Op
Opa-Locka
Opal
Opalina
Opaline
Opalinidae
Opalocka
Opata
Opdyke
Opegrapha
Opel
Opelika
Opelousas
Opelt
Open Boat, The
Open Brethren
Open University
Openglopish
Operculata
Oph
Opheim
Ophelia
Ophelie
Opheltes
Ophia
Ophian
Ophicephalidae
Ophicephalus
Ophichthyidae
Ophidia
Ophidiidae
Ophidiobatrachia
Ophidion
Ophiobatrachia
Ophiobolus
Ophioglossaceae
Ophioglossales
Ophioglossum
Ophiomorpha
Ophion
Ophioninae
Ophiosaurus
Ophir
Ophis
Ophisaurus
Ophism
Ophite
Ophitic
Ophitism
Ophiuchid
Ophiuchus
Ophiucus
Ophiurida
Ophiuroidea
Ophrys
Ophthalmosaurus
Opiconsivia
Opilia
Opiliaceae
Opiliones
Opilionina
Opilonea
Orang benua
Orang laut
Orang malayu
Orange
Orange Cove
Orange Free State
Orange Mountains
Orange Park
Orangeburg
Orangefield
Orangeism
Orangeist
Orangeman
Orangeman's Day
Orangemen
Orangemen's Day
Orangevale
Orangeville
Oraon
Oratorian
Oratorianism
Oratorianize
Oratory
Oraville
Orazio
Orbadiah
Orban
Orbicella
Orbiculoidea
Orbilian
Orbilius
Orbisonia
Orbitelariae
Orbitoides
Orbitolina
Orbitolites
Orbulina
Orca
Orcadian
Orcas
Orchard Park
Orchestia
Orchestiidae
Orchidaceae
Orchidales
Orchis
Orcinus
Orcus
Orczy
Ord
Ordeal of Richard Feverel, The
Order of Merit
Order of the Garter
Order of the Purple Heart
Orderville
Ordinary level
Ordnance Survey
Ordovian
Ordovices
Ordovician
Ordway
Ordzhonikidze
Ore
Ore Mountains
Oreamnos
Oreana
Oreas
Orebro
Orefield
Oreg
Oregon
Oregon Jargon
Oregon Trail
Oregon boat
Oregon cedar
Oregon fir
Oregon grape
Oregon myrtle
Oregon pine
Oregon trail
Oregonia
Oregonian
Orel
Orel Hershiser
Oreland
Orelee
Orelia
Orelie
Orella
Orelle
Orelu
Orem
Oren
Orenburg
Orense
Oreocarya
Oreodon
Oreodontidae
Oreodoxa
Oreophysinae
Oreophasis
Oreopithecus
Oreortyx
Oreotragus
Oreotrochilus
Orest
Oreste
Orestean
Oresteia
Orestes
Orestes complex
Oresund
Orfeo
Orfeo ed Euridice
Orferd
Orff
Orfield
Orfinger
Orford
Orfordville
Orfund
Organization of African Unity
Organization of American States
Orgas
Orgel
Orgell
Orgoglio
Ori
Oria
Orian
Oriana
Oriane
Orianna
Orias
Oribatidae
Oribel
Oribella
Oribelle
Orick
Oriel
Orient
Oriental
Oriental alabaster
Oriental calm
Oriental carpet
Oriental fruit moth
Oriental rug
Orientalia
Orientalis
Orientalisation
Orientalise
Orientalised
Orientalising
Orientalism
Orientalist
Orientalize
Orientalalogy
Oriente
Origanum
Origen
Origenian
Origenic
Origenical
Origenism
Origenist
Origenistic
Origenize
Origin of Species, The
Origine
Orin
Orinda
Oringa
Oringas
Orinoco
Oriole
Oriolidae
Oriolus
Orion
Orion's Belt
Orion's Hound
Orion's Sword
Orionis
Orions hound
Oriska
Oriskanian
Oriskany
Orissa
Orit
Orithyia
Oriya
Orizaba
Orji
Orjonikidze
Orkhon
Orkney
Orkney Islands
Orkneyan
Orkneys
Orla
Orlan
Orlanais
Orland
Orlando
Orlans
Orlanta
Orlantha
Orlean
Orleanais
Orleanism
Orleanist
Orleanistic
Orleans
Orlena
Orlene
Orlich
Orlin
Orlina
Orlinda
Orling
Orlon
Orlosky
Orlov
Orly
Orma
Orman
Orman Erbe
Ormand
Ormandy
Ormazd
Orme
Ormiston
Ormond
Ormond Beach
Orms
Ormsby
Ormuz
Orna
Ornas
Orne
Orneus
Ornie
Ornithischia
Ornithocephalidae
Ornithocephalus
Ornithodelphia
Ornithodoros
Ornithogaea
Ornithoagaean
Ornithogalum
Ornitholestes
Ornithomimidae
Ornithomimus
Ornithopappi
Ornithopoda
Ornithoptera
Ornithopteris
Ornithorhynchidae
Ornithorhynchus
Ornithosauria
Ornithoscelida
Ornithurae
Ornstead
Ornytus
Oro y Plata
Orobanchaceae
Orobanche
Orobatoidea
Orochon
Orocovis
Orohippus
Orola
Oromo
Orondo
Orono
Oronoco
Oronogo
Orontes
Orontium
Orontius
Orose
Orosi
Orosius
Orotinan
Orovada
Oroville
Oroya fever
Orozco
Orpah
Orpha
Orhean
Orheist
Orpheus
Orphic
Orphical
Orphically
Orphicly
Orphicism
Orphism
Orphist
Orphize
Orpington
Orr
Orran
Orrefors glass
Orren
Orrick
Orrin
Orrington
Orrstown
Orttanna
Orrum
Orrville
Orsa
Orsay
Orsini
Orsino
Orsk
Orsola
Orson
Ortalidae
Ortalis
Ortega
Ortega y Gasset
Ortegal
Orten
Ortensia
Orth
Orthaea
Orthagoriscus
Ortheris
Orthia
Orthidae
Orthis
Orthman
Orthocarpus
Orthoceran
Orthoceras
Orthoceratidae
Orthodox
Orthodox Christianity
Orthodox Church
Orthodox Jew
Orthodox Judaism
Orthodoxy
Orthodox Sunday
Orthonecida
Orthopoda
Orthoptera
Orthopteroidea
Orthorrhapha
Orthos
Orthros
Orthrus
Orting
Ortiz
Orler
Orles
Ortley
Ortol
Orton
Ortonville
Ortrud
Ortrude
Ortygian
Ortyginae
Ortyx
Orunchun
Oruntha
Oruro
Orv
Orva
Orvah
Orval Faubus
Orvan
Orvas
Orvie
Orvieto
Orvil
Orville
Orwell
Orwellian
Orwigsburg
Orwin
Orycteropodidae
Orycteropus
Osee
Osei
Oseretsky test
Osetian
Osetic
Osgood
Oshawa
Osher
Oshinskie
Oshkosh
Oshogbo
Oshto
Oshtemo
Osi
Osiandrian
Osijek
Osiran
Osiride
Osiridean
Osirification
Osirify
Osiris
Osirism
Osithe
Oskaloosa
Oskar
Osler
Oslo
Osman
Osman I
Osmanie
Osmanli
Osmanlis
Osmanthus
Osmen
Osmeridae
Osmerus
Osmo
Osmond
Osmorhiza
Osmund
Osmunda
Osmundaceae
Osnabr
Osnabrock
Osnabruck
Osnaburg
Osnappar
Osorno
Osphromenidae
Osprey
Osric
Osrick
Osrock
Ossa
Osseo
Osset
Ossete
Ossetia
Ossetian
Ossetic
Ossetine
Ossetish
Ossian
Ossianesque
Ossianic
Ossianism
Ossianize
Ossie
Ossietzky
Ossineke
Ossining
Ossip
Ossipee
Osswald
Ossy
Ostap
Ostara
Ostariophyseae
Ostariophysi
Osteen
Osteichthyes
Ostend
Ostende
Osteoglossidae
Osteoglossum
Osteolepidae
Osteolepis
Osteostraci
Oster
Osterburg
Osterhus
Osterreich
Ostertagia
Osterville
Ostia
Ostiak
Otic
Ostler
Ostmannic
Ostmen
Ostpreussen
Ostratea
Ostraciidae
Ostracion
Ostracoda
Ostracodermi
Ostracoidea
Ostracophori
Ostracea
Ostrander
Ostrava
Ostraw
Ostrea
Ostreidae
Ostrogoth
Ostrogothian
Ostrogotic
Otrya
Ostwald
Ostyak
Ostyak samoyed
Ostyak-samoyedic
Osugi
Osvaldo
Osvaldo Dorticos
Oswal
Oswald
Oswaldo
Oswaldo Aranha
Oswegan
Oswegatchie
Oswego
Oswego tea
Oswell
Oswiecim
Oswin
Osy
Osyka
Osyth
Ot
Otaheitan
Otaheite
Otaheite apple
Otaria
Otariidae
Otariinae
Otaru
Oceti cakowin
Otego
Otelia
Otello
Otero
Otes
Otha
Othake
Othe
Othelia
Othella
Othello
Othello's flaw
Other
Othilia
Othilie
Othin
Othinism
Othman
Othman I
Othniel
Otho
Otho I
Othoniel
Othonna
Otidae
Otides
Otidae
Otidiidae
Otidiphaps
Otila
Otilia
Otina
Otoria
Otoriahynchidae
Otiorhynchinae
Otis
Otisco
Otisville
Otley
Oto
Otocyon
Otoe
Otogyps
Otolithidae
Otolithus
Otomaco
Otomanguean
Otomí
Otomian
Otomitlan
Otozoum
Otranto
Otsego
Ott
Ottavia
Ottawa
Ottawa Hills
Otte
Otter
Otterbein
Otterburn
Ottertail
Otterville
Otti
Ottie
Ottilie
Ottillia
Ottine
Ottinger
Otto
Otto I
Otto cycle
Otto engine
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire
Ottoman cord
Ottoman empire
Ottoman turkish
Ottomanean
Ottomanic
Ottomanism
Ottomanization
Ottomanize
Ottomanlike
Ottomans
Ottomite
Oottonian
Ottosen
Ottoville
Ottsville
Ottumwa
Ottweilian
Otuquian
Otus
Otway
Orwell
Otyak
Ouachita
Ouachita stone
Ouachitas
Ouagadougou
Ouaquaga
Oubangi
Oubangui
Oudemian
Oudenodon
Oudh
Oueddei Goukouni
Ouessant
Oueta
Ouida
Ouija
Ouija board
Oujda
Oulman
Oulu
Our Father
Our Father which art in Heaven
Our Lady
Our Lord
Our Town
Ouranos
Ouray
Ourouparia
Ouse
Ouspensky
Out-babylon
Out-herod
Out-machiavelli
Out-milton
Out-nero
Out-quinxote
Out-timon
Out-tory
Outagami
Outcast of the Islands, An
Outer
Outer Hebrides
Outer Mongolia
Outhe
Outing
Outlaw
Outlook
Outward Bound
Outward Bound movement
Ouzinkie
Ova
Ovaherero
Oval
Ovalle
Ovalo
Ovambo
Ovampo
Ovando
Ovangangela
Ovapa
Overbrook
Overcoat, The
Overgaard
Overijssel
Overland
Overland Park
Overlander
Overly
Overpeck
Overton
Oveta
Ovett
Ovibos
Ovibovinae
Ovid
Ovida
Ovidae
Ovidian
Oviedo
Ovillus
Ovinae
Ovis
Ovovivipara
Ovula
Owades
Owain
Owaneco
Owanka
Owasco
Owasso
Owatonna
Owego
Owen
Owen Bieber
Owen Stanley
Owen Stanley Range
Owena
Owendale
Owenia
Owenian
Owenism
Owenist
Owenite
Owenize
Owens
Owensboro
Owensburg
Owensville
Owenton
Owerri
Owicim
Owings
Owings-Mills
Owingsville
Owl nebula
Owlglass
Owlshead
Owlsplegie
Owosso
Owyhee
Ox
Ox-Bow Incident, The
Ox-god
Oxalidaceae
Oxalis
Oxbow
Oxbridge
Oxenstierna
Oxford
Oxford Down
Oxford English
Oxford Group
Oxford Movement
Oxford accent
Oxford bags
Oxford blue
Oxford chrome
Oxford clay
Oxford corner
Oxford corners
Oxford dash
Oxford down
Oxford frame
Oxford gray
Oxford grey
Oxford rule
Oxford shoe
Oxford shoes
Oxford theory
Oxford tie
Oxford ties
Oxfordian
Oxfordism
Oxfordist
Oxords
Oxfordshire
Oxfordshire Down
Oxley
Oxly
Oxnard
Oxon
Oxonian
Oxonolatry
Oxus
Oxyaena
Oxyaenidae
Oxybaphus
Oxyccoccus
Oxydendrum
Oxyderces
Oxylabracidae
Oxylabrax
Oxylus
Oxyopidae
Oxypolis
Oxyrhynchus papyri
Oxyrrhyncha
Oxystomata
Oxytricha
Oxytropis
Oxyuridae
Oyama
Oyana
Oyashio Current
Oyens
Oyo
Oys
Oysterville
Oz
Oza
Ozalid
Ozan
Ozark
Ozark Mountains
Ozark series
Ozark state
Ozarks
Ozawndie
Ozen
Ozenfant
Ozias
Ozkum
Ozmo
Ozona
Ozonium
Ozzie
Ozzy
P
P & L
P & O
P station
P trap
P wave
P'eng-hu
P's
P-Celtic
P-language
P-plane
P-shaped
P-state
P-tongue
P/C
P2
P3
P4
PA
PA system
PABA
PABX
PAC
PACE
PACT
PACX
PAD
PAK
PAL
PDES
PDF
PDI
PDL
PDN
PDP
PDQ
PDS
PDSA
PDSP
PDT
PDU
PE
PECC
PEDir
PEI
PEM
PEN
PEP
PEPE
PERFECT
PERL
PERT
PETA
PETN
PEX
PEXSI
PF
PFB
PFPU
PG
PGA
PH
PHA
PHC
PHIGS
PHOTOCD
PHS
PHYSREV
PI
PIA
PIC
PICAO
PICS
PID
PIF
PIMS
PIN
PO'd
POA
POB
POBox
POC
POD
POE
POF
POGO
POH
POK
POL
POM
POP
POPS
POR
POS
POSI
POSIX
POSYBL
POTS
POTV
POV
POW
POW camp
POWER
PP
PPA
PPB
PPBS
PPC
PPCS
PPD
PPE
PPI
PPLO
PPM
PPN
PPP
PPS
PPT
PQ
PR
PR man
PRA
PRB
PRC
PRCA
Pacheco
Pachelbel
Pachmann
Pachomian
Pachomius
Pachons
Pachston
Pacht
Pachton
Pachuca
Pachuco
Pachuta
Pachydermata
Pachylophus
Pachyma
Pachyrhizus
Pachysandra
Pachystima
Pachytylus
Pacian
Pacien
Pacifa
Pacific
Pacific Islands
Pacific Northwest
Pacific Ocean
Pacific Standard Time
Pacific barracuda
Pacific dogwood
Pacific high
Pacific madrone
Pacific sturgeon
Pacific time
Pacifica
Pacificas
Pacificia
Pacinian
Pack
Packard
Packer
Packston
Packton
Packwaukee
Packwood
Paco
Pacoima
Pacolet
Pacorro
Pactolian
Pactolus
Padang
Padda
Paddie
Paddies
Paddington
Paddy
Paddyism
Paddywack
Paddywhack
Padegs
Paden
Paderborn
Paderewski
Paderna
Padget
Padgett
Padina
Padishah
Padma Shri
Padova
Padraic
Padraig
Padriac
Padroni
Padua
Paduan
Paduanism
Paducah
Pades
Paelignian
Paeon
Paeonia
Paeoniaceae
Paeonian
Paesiello
Paestum
Paff
Paganalia
Paganalian
Paganini
Pagano-christian
Pagano-christianize
Pagas
Page
Pagedale
Pageland
Painton
Paintsville
Paisiello
Paisley
Paisley shawl
Paiute
Paixhans
Pajonism
Pakanbaru
Pakawa
Pakawan
Pakhpuluk
Pakhtun
Paki
Paki-bashing
Pakistan
Pakistani
Pakokku
Pakse
Pal
Pala
Palacio Vald
Palacios
Paladru
Palae-alpine
Palaearctic
Palaeechini
Palaeichinoidea
Palaeoetypides
Palaic
Palaichthyes
Palaemon
Palaemonidae
Palaeo-american
Palaeo-asian
Palaeo-christian
Palaeoanthropus
Palaeocarida
Palaeocene
Palaeoconcha
Palaeocrinioidea
Palaeoictyoptera
Palaeogaea
Palaeogaean
Palaeogene
Palaeognatha
Palaeolithic
Palaeolithic man
Palaeologus
Palaeomastodon
Palaeonemertea
Palaeonemertinea
Palaeonemertini
Palaeoniscidae
Palaeoniscum
Palaeoniscus
Palaeophis
Palaeornis
Palaeornithinae
Palaeosaurus
Palaeospondylus
Palaeostraca
Palaeothentes
Palaeotheritidae
Palaeotheriidae
Palaeotherium
Palaeotropical
Palaeozoic
Palaic
Palaihnihan
Palamedea
Palamedeidae
Palamedes
Palamite
Palamitism
Palapteryx
Palaquium
Palatinate
Palatine
Palatine Anthology, The
Palatine Court
Palatinian
Palatka
Palatua
Palau
Palau Islands
Palaung
Palawan
Palco
Pale Death
Pale Horse
Pale-asiatic
Palearctic
Palecek
Paleman
Palembang
Palla
Palladia
Palladian
Palladian window
Palladianism
Palladin
Palladio
Palladium
Pallas
Pallas Athena
Pallas's cat
Pallaten
Pallaton
Palliata
Pallini
Palliobranchiata
Palliyan
Pallmall
Pallu
Pallua
Palluizes
Palm
Palm Beach
Palm Springs
Palm Sunday
Palm beach
Palm sunday
Palma
Palma christi
Palma de Mallorca
Palmaceae
Palmae
Palmas
Palmcoast
Palmdale
Palmdesert
Palmella
Palmellaceae
Palmer
Palmer Archipelago
Palmer Land
Palmer Peninsula
Palmerdale
Palmerston
Palmerston North
Palmersville
Palmerton
Palmgren
Palmipedes
Palmira
Palmiro
Palmolive
Palmore
Palmyra
Palmyrene
Palmyrenian
Palo
Palo Alto
Paloalto
Palocedro
Palocz
Paloma
Palomar
Palomino
Palopinto
Palos
Palos Verdes Estates
Palouse
Paloverde
Palpicornia
Pals
Palta
Palua
Paluas
Paludicella
Paludicola
Paludina
Palumbo
Palus
Palus Epidemiarum
Palus Nebularum
Palus Putredinis
Palus Somni
Palus Somnii
Paluxy
Pam
Pama-Nyungan
Pamela
Pamelina
Pamella
Pamir
Pamiri
Pamirian
Pamirs
Pamlico
Pamlico Sound
Pammi
Pammie
Pammy
Pampa
Pampanga
Pampangan
Pampeluna
Pamphiliidae
Pamphilus
Pamphylia
Pamplico
Pamplin
Pamplona
Pampuch
Pamunkey
Pan
Pan American Day
Pan American Union
Pan's pipes
Pan-African
Pan-Africanism
Pan-Africanist
Pan-American
Pan-Americanism
Pan-Arab
Pan-Arabic
Pan-Arabism
Pan-German
Pan-Germanism
Pan-Slav
Pan-Slavic
Pan-Slavism
Pan-Teutonism
Pan-african
Pan-afrikander
Pan-afrikanderdom
Pan-america
Pan-american
Pan-americanism
Pan-anglican
Pan-arab
Pan-arabia
Pan-arabism
Pan-asianism
Pan-asiatic
Pan-asiaticism
Pan-babylonian
Pan-babylonism
Pan-britannic
Pan-british
Pan-buddhism
Pan-buddhist
Pan-celtic
Pan-celticism
Pan-china
Pan-christian
Pan-croat
Pan-europe
Pan-european
Pan-german
Pan-germanic
Pan-germanism
Pan-germanist
Pan-germany
Pan-goetic
Pan-hispanic
Pan-hispanism
Pan-islam
Pan-islamic
Pan-islamism
Pan-islamist
Pan-israelitish
Pan-latinist
Pan-mongolian
Pan-mongolism
Pan-moslemism
Pan-orthodox
Pan-orthodoxy
Pan-pacific
Pan-presbyterian
Pan-protestant
Pan-prussianism
Pan-russian
Pan-satanism
Pan-scandinavian
Pan-sclavic
Pan-sclavism
Pan-sclavist
Pan-sclavonian
Pan-serb
Pan-slav
Pan-slavic
Pan-slavism
Pan-slavist
Pan-slavistic
Pan-slavonian
Pan-slavonic
Pan-slavonism
Pan-syrian
Pan-teutonism
Pan-turanian
Pan-turanianism
Pan-turanism
Pana
Panaca
Panacea
Panaggio
Panagia
Panagias
Panak
Panaka
Panama
Panama Canal
Panama Canal Company
Panama Canal Zone
Panama City
Panama balata
Panama bark
Panama congress
Panama disease
Panama hat
Panama ipecac
Panama laurel
Panama redwood
Panama rubber
Panama shell
Panama wood
Panama-hat plant
Panamaian
Panaman
Panamanian
Panamano
Panamic
Panamint
Panamint Mountains
Panamist
Panathenaea
Panathenaean
Panathenaic
Panay
Panayan
Panayano
Panayiotis
Panboetian
Pancake Day
Pancha Sila
Panchaia
Panchatantra
Panchayat
Panchen Lama
Panchen Rimpoch
Panchito
Panco
Pancretis
Pandanaceae
Pandanales
Pandanus
Pandractos
Pandareus
Pandarus
Pandavas
Pandean
Pandean pipe
Pandean pipes
Pandectist
Pandemic
Pandemoniacal
Pandemonian
Pandemonium
Pandemos
Panderma
Pandich
Pandion
Pandion the Younger
Pandionidae
Pandit
Pandolfi
Pandora
Pandora's box
Pandorae Fretum
Pandorea
Pandoridace
Pandorina
Pandosto
Pandrosos
Paneyte
Pang
Pang-fou
Pangaea
Pangaro
Pangasinan
Pangburn
Pangium
Pangloss
Panglossian
Panglossic
Pango Pango
Panguitch
Pangwe
Panhandle state
Panhellenic
Panhelleniots
Panhellenism
Panhellenist
Panhellenium
Pani
Panic
Panicularia
Panicum
Paninear
Panini
Panionia
Panionian
Panionic
Panipat
Paniquita
Paniquitan
Panjabi
Panjim
Panikhurst
Panmunjom
Panmunjon
Panna
Pannamaria
Pannetier green
Pannini
Pannon
Pannonia
Pannonian
Pannonic
Panoan
Panofsky
Panola
Panolia deer
Panomphaeus
Panopeus
Panoptes
Panora
Panorpa
Papotto
Papp
Pappano
Pappas
Pappea
Papst
Papsukai
Papua
Papua New Guinea
Papua mace
Papua nutmeg
Papuan
Papuan race
Paque
Paquito
Par
Para
Para-thor-mone
Paracelsian
Paracelsianism
Paracelsic
Paracelsist
Paracelsistic
Paracelsus
Paraclete
Paracress
Paradies
Paradis
Paradise
Paradisea
Paradiseidae
Paradiseinae
Paradisia
Paradiso
Paradoxides
Paradoxurinae
Paradoxurus
Paraebius
Paragonah
Paragonimus
Paragould
Paraguay
Paraguay tea
Paraguayan
Parahippus
Paraiba
Paraiba do Norte
Paraiba do Sul
Paraiyan
Paralipomenon
Paralipomenona
Paramaribo
Paramatman
Paramecidae
Paramecium
Paramoecium
Paramount
Paramus
Param
Parana
Paranagua
Paranthropus
Parapaguridae
Parapsida
Parquat
Pararctica
Pararctalian
Parashah
Parashioth
Parashoth
Parasita
Parasitica
Parasitidae
Parasuchia
Paratheria
Parazoa
Parbate
Parber
Parca
Parcae
Parcel
Parcel-greek
Parcel-latin
Parcheesi
Parcoal
Pardanthus
Pardeesville
Pardeeville
Pardew
Pardner
Pardo
Pardoes
Pardubice
Pare
Pareiasauri
Pareiasauria
Pareiasaurus
Pareioplitae
Parent
Parent-Teacher Association
Parentalia
Pareocean
Paresh
Pareto
Parette
Parfitt
Parhe
Parian
Parian ware
Pariasauria
Pariasaurus
Paricut
Paricutin
Paridae
Parietales
Parietaria
Parik
Parilia
Parilicium
Parinarium
Paris
Paris Commune
Paris blue
Paris daisy
Paris green
Paris hat
Paris red
Paris white
Paris yellow
Parish
Parishad
Parishville
Parisian
Parisianism
Parisianization
Parisianize
Parisianly
Parisii
Pariti
Paritium
Parjanya
Park
Parkdale
Parke
Parker
Parker House roll
Parkerford
Parkersburg
Parkesburg
Parkhall
Parkin
Parkinson
Parkinson's
Parkinson's disease
Parkinson's law
Parkinson's syndrome
Parkinsonia
Parkinsonism
Parkman
Parks
Parksley
Parkston
Parksville
Parkton
Parkville
Parl
Parlatoria
Parley
Parliament
Parliamentarian
Parliamentary Commissioner
Parlier
Parlin
Parma
Parma Heights
Parma red
Parmele
Parmeleee
Parmelia
Parmeliaceae
Parmenidean
Parmenidean school
Parmenides
Parmentier
Parmentiera
Parmesan
Parmesan cheese
Parmese
Parmigianino
Parmigiano
Parmahiba
Parmahyba
Partage de Midi
Partan
Parthen
Parthena
Parthenia
Partheniae
Parthenium
Parthenius
Parthenocissus
Parthenolatry
Parthenon
Parthenopaeus
Parthenope
Parthenopean
Parthenos
Parthia
Parthian
Parthian shot
Parthinia
Particia
Particulars of Claim
Partlet
Partlow
Partridge
Parts of Holland
Parts of Kesteven
Parts of Lindsey
Parukutu
Parus
Parvati
Paryavi
Parzival
Pas
Pas-de-Calais
Pasadena
Pasadis
Pasahow
Pasargadae
Pasay
Pascagoula
Pascal
Pascal's law
Pascal's theorem
Pascal's triangle
Pascale
Pascasia
Pasch
Pasch day
Pascha
Paschal I
Paschal II
Paschal tide
Paschasia
Paschen series
Paschen-Back effect
Pascia
Pascin
Pasco
Pascoag
Pascoe
Pascola
Pascua Florida Day
Pascual
Pasho
Pashto
Pasia
Pasigraphy
Pasionaria
Pasiphae
Passilean
Pasithea
Paske
Paskenta
Paski
Paso
Pasol
Pasolini
Paspalum
Pasquale
Pasqualina
Pasquiletlock
Pasquin
Pasquinian
Pasquino
Pass
Passadumkeag
Passagian
Passaic
Passalidae
Passalus
Passamaquoddy
Passamaquoddy Bay
Passe
Passer
Passeres
Passeres anisomyodi
Passeres diacromyodi
Passeriformes
Passerina
Passero Cape
Passiflora
Passifloraceae
Passiflorales
Passion
Passion Sunday
Passion Sundaying
Passion Week
Passion music
Passion play
Passion sunday
Passion week
Passionist
Passiontide
Passo Fundo
Passover
Passover bread
Passover wine
Passumpsic
Passy
Past
Pastelki
Pasternak
Pasteur
Pasteur effect
Pasteur treatment
Pasteurella
Pasteurelleae
Pasteurian
Pastinaca
Pasto
Pastoral Epistle
Pastoral Symphony, The
Pasture
Pat
Pat Caddell
Pat Elynuik
Pat Ewing
Pat Lafontaine
Pat Off
Pat Swindall
Pat Verbeek
Patagon
Patagones
Patagonia
Patagonian
Pataria
Patarin
Patarine
Patarinism
Pataskala
Patavian
Patchogue
Pate
Patellidae
Paten
Patent Office
Patent Rolls
Pater
Pater Noster
Pater Patriae
Pater noster
Paternoster
Pateros
Paterson
Paterson's curse
Pathan
Pathe
Pathfinder, The
Pathrusim
Pathsounder
Patiala
Patience
Patillas
Patin
Patman
Patmian
Patmo
Patmore
Patmos
Patna
Patna rice
Patnode
Patoka
Paton
Patrai
Patras
Patrecia
Patric
Patrica
Patrice
Patrich
Patricia
Pawling
Pawnee
Pawneerock
Pawpaw
Pawsner
Pawtucket
Pax
Pax Britannica
Pax Dei
Pax Romana
Paxico
Paxillosa
Paxinos
Paxon
Paxton
Paxtonville
Pay
Payaguа
Payaguаn
Payette
Paymar
Paymaster-General
Payne
Payne's gray
Paynesville
Payneville
Payni
Paynize
Paynter
Pays de la Loire
Paysand
Paysandu
Payson
Payton
Paz
Paz Estenssoro
Paza
Pazend
Pazia
Pazice
Pazit
Pb
Pd
Peabody
Peace
Peace Corps
Peace River
Peace of God
Pedipalpi
Pedipalpida
Pedrell
Pedrick
Pedricktown
Pedro
Pedro Albizu Campos
Pedro Arrupe
Pedro Domecq
Pedro Gnavi
Pedro Guerrero
Pedro Manuel de Aristegui
Pedrotti
Pedroza
Pedunculata
Pee Dee
Peebles
Peeblesshire
Peedee
Peekskill
Peel
Peele
Peelism
Peelite
Peell
Peene
Peeping Tom
Peer
Peer Gynt
Peerce
Peerless
Peers
Peery
Peetz
Peever
Peg
Pega
Peganum
Pegasan
Pegasian
Pegasid
Pegasidae
Pegasus
Pegeen
Pegg
Peggi
Peggie
Peggir
Peggs
Peggy
Pegma
Pegram
Pegu
Peguan
Peh
Pehlevi
Pehuenche
Pei-ching
Peiching
Peiping
Peipus
Peiraicus
Peiraevs
Peirce
Peirsen
Peisch
Peisenor
Peisistratus
Peitho
Pejepscot
Pejsach
Pekin
Pekinese
Peking
Peking blue
Peking man
Pekingese
Pel
Pelag
Pelaga
Pelage
Pelagi
Pelagia
Pelagian
Pelagian Islands
Pelagianism
Pelagianize
Pelagianized
Pelagianizer
Pelagianizing
Pelagias
Pelagius
Pelagon
Pelagotheria
Pelahatchie
Pelardon de Rioms
Penitas
Penitente
Penitentes
Penki
Penland
Penman
Penn
Penn Hills
Penn Yan
Penna
Pennacook
Pennaes
Pennaria
Pennariidae
Pennatae
Pennatula
Pennatulacea
Pennatulidae
Pennebaker
Pennell
Pennellville
Penney
Penni
Pennie
Pennine Alps
Pennine Chain
Pennine Way
Pennines
Pennington
Pennisetum
Pennlaird
Pennock
Penns Grove
Pennsauken
Pennsboro
Pennsburg
Pennsville
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Dutch
Pennsylvania German
Pennsylvania rifle
Pennsylvanian
Pennville
Penny
Penny Black
Pennyan
Penobscot
Penobscot Bay
Penobscots
Penokee
Penoyer
Penrith
Penrod
Penrose
Penryn
Pensacola
Pensacola Bay
Pensacola pilot boat
Pensees
Penseroso Il
Pent
Pentacriniidae
Pentacrinus
Pentadactyla
Pentagon
Pentagonese
Pentagynia
Pentamera
Pentameridae
Pentamerus
Pentandria
Pentaphylacaceae
Pentaphylax
Pentastomida
Pentastomum
Pentateuch
Pentateuchal
Pentatomidae
Pentatomoidea
Pentecost
Pentecostal
Pentecostaria
Pentelic
Pentelican
Pentelicus
Pentelikon
Pentha
Penthea
Pentheam
Pentheas
Penthesilea
Penthesileia
Pentheas
Pentheus
Penthoraceae
Penthorum
Pentland
Pentland Firth
Pentothal
Pentothal interview
Pentothal sodium
Pentremites
Pentremitidae
Pentress
Pentstemon
Pentwater
Pentzia
Penuelas
Penutian
Penwell
Penza
Penzance
Peonir
Peony
People's Assembly
People's Charter
People's Commissar
People's Consultative Congress
People's Council
People's Party
People's Republic of China
Peoples
Peoria
Peoria Heights
Peorian
Peosta
Peotone
Pepe
Pepeekeo
Peper
Peperomia
Pephredo
Pepi
Pepillo
Pepin
Pepin the Short
Pepita
Pepito
Peppard
Peppel
Pepper
Pepper Pike
Pepperrell
Peppi
Peppie
Peppy
Pepsi
PepsiCo
Pepto-Bismol
Pepusch
Pepys
Pepsian
Pequabuck
Pequannock
Pequa
Pequot
Per
Per Hakkerup
Per Lindstrand
Pera
Peracarida
Peraea
Perak
Perakim
Peralta
Perameles
Peramelidae
Peramium
Peratae
Perates
Perbunan
Perca
Perce
Percesoces
Perceval
Perche
Percheron
Percheron norman
Perchta
Percidae
Perciformes
Percival
Percivale
Percoidea
Percomorphi
Percy
Perdicinae
Perdido
Perdita
Perdix
Perdu
Perean
Peregrine
Pereira
Perelman
Perennibranchiata
Pereska
Peretz
Perez
Perfectus
Perfeti
Perforata
Pergamene
Pergamenian
Pergamic
Pergamon
Pergamos
Pergamum
Pergamus
Pergolesi
Pergrim
Perham
Peri
Peria
Perialla
Periander
Periapis
Periarctic
Periboea
Perice
Pericle Felici
Periclean
Pericles
Pericles Prince of Tyre
Periclymenus
Pericu
Peridermium
Peridineae
Peridiniaceae
Peridiniales
Peridinidae
Peridinieae
Peridinium
Peridot
Perieres
Perigord
Perigord pie
Perigordian
Perigune
Perikeiromene
Perikiromene
Perilaus
Perilla
Perimedes
Perimele
Perioeci
Periopis
Peripatetic
Peripatetic school
Peripateticism
Peripatidae
Peripatidea
Peripatopsidae
Peripatopsis
Peripatus
Periphas
Periphetes
Periplaneta
Periploca
Perish in Their Pride
Perisphinctes
Perisphinctidae
Perisporiaceae
Perisporiales
Perissodactyla
Peristeromorphae
Peristeropodes
Peritrinate
Peritricha
Perkasie
Perkin
Perkin's mauve
Perkin's purple
Perkin's violet
Perkins
Perkinston
Perkinsville
Perkiomenville
Perkoff
Perks
Perl
Perla
Perlaria
Perle
Perley
Perlidae
Perlie
Perri
Perrie
Perrin
Perrine
Perrineville
Perrinist
Perrins
Perrinton
Perris
Perron
Perronville
Perry
Perry Berezan
Perryhall
Perryman
Perryopolis
Perrysburg
Perrysville
Perryton
Perryville
Pers
Persae
Persas
Perse
Persea
Perseid
Persephassa
Persephone
Persepolis
Persepolitan
Perseus
Pershing
Persia
Persian
Persian Empire
Persian Gulf
Persian Wars
Persian berry
Persian blinds
Persian blue
Persian carpet
Persian cat
Persian earth
Persian knot
Persian lamb
Persian lilac
Persian melon
Persian red
Persian rug
Persian sibyl
Persian walnut
Persianist
Persianization
Persianize
Persians, The
Persic
Persicaria
Persichetti
Persicize
Persille de Savoie
Persis
Persism
Persius
Person
Personae
Persons
Perspectivism
Perspex
Perspex ‘chin’ housing
Perssé
Persson
Perth
Perthshire
Pertusaria
Pertusariaceae
Peru
Peru Current
Peru balsam
Perugia
Perugian
Peruginesque
Perugino
Perugino II
Perularia
Perun
Perusse
Perutz
Peruvian
Peruvian balsam
Peruvian bark
Peruvian mastic tree
Peruvian rhatany
Peruvian wine
Peruvianize
Peruzzi
Pervouralsk
Perzan
Pesach
Pesah
Pesaro
Pescadero
Pescadores
Pescara
Pesek
Peshastin
Peshawar
Peshito
Peshitta
Peshtigo
Peskoff
Pesotum
Pessa
Pest
Pestalozzi
Pestalozzian
Pestalozzianism
Pestana
Peste
Pet
PetE
Peta
Petaca
Petaín
Petal
Petań
Petalia
Petaliidae
Petalodontidae
Petalodus
Petalostemon
Petaluma
Petar
Petasites
Petaurista
Petauristidae
Petauroides
Petaurus
Pete
Pete Domenici
Pete Incaviglia
Peter
Peter Bynoe
Peter Domenici
Peter Doruis
Peter Freuchen
Peter Funk
Peter I
Peter II
Peter III
Peter Ihnacak
Peter Pan
Peter Pan collar
Peter Principle
Peter Svoboda
Peter Ueberroth
Peter Winkler
Peter Zezel
Peter pence
Peter the Hermit
Peter's cross
Peter's pence
Peterboro
Peterborough
Peterec
Peterkin
Peterlee
Peterloo
Peterloo Massacre
Peterman
Petermann Peak
Peters
Petersburg
Petersen
Petersham
Peterson
Peterson's curse
Peterstown
Petersus
Petes
Petey
Petfi
Peti
Petie
Petigny
Petiolata
Petioliventres
Petit
Petit Gervais
Petit Gruyere
Petit Prince, Le
Petit Suisse
Petit's constant
Petit-Moule
Petite
Petite Champagne
Petition of Right
Petiveria
Petiveriaceae
Petofi
Petoskey
Petr
Petr Klima
Petr Prajsler
Petr Svoboda
Peta
Petracca
Petar
Petar
Petrarch
Petrarchal
Petrarchan
Petrarchan sonnet
Petrarchesque
Petrarchian
Petrarchianism
Petrarchism
Petrarchist
Petrarchistic
Petrarchistical
Petrarchize
Petra
Petra
Petrel
Petry
Petri Skriko
Petri dish
Petrick
Petricola
Petricolidae
Petrie
Petrified Forest
Petrified Forest, The
Petrillo
Petrina
Petrine
Petrinism
Petrinist
Petrinize
Petrobium
Petrobrusian
Petrogale
Petrograd
Petroglia
Petrolina
Petromilli
Petromyzon
Petromyzonidae
Petromyzontes
Petromyzontidae
Petronella
Petronia
Petronilla
Petronille
Petronius
Petropavlovsk
Petros
Petroselinum
Petrosian
Petrouchka
Petrovsk
Petrozavodsk
Petropolis
Petru Groza
Petsamo
Petta
Pettibone
Pettifer
Pettiford
Pettigrew
Pettisville
Pettit
Pettus
Petty
Petua
Petula
Petulah
Petulia
Petunia
Petur Gudmundsson
Petuu
Peucedanum
Peucetii
Peugeot
Peugia
Peul
Peumus
Peursem
Peutingerian
Pevely
Pevsner
Pevzner
Phaenna
Phaenogamia
Phaeodaria
Phaeophyceae
Phaeophyta
Phaeosporales
Phaeosporae
Phaeostus
Phaet
Phaethon
Phaethonic
Phaethontes
Phaethontic
Phaethontidae
Phaethusa
Phagedaena
Phagineae
Phaidra
Phaih
Phail
Phainopepla
Phaistos
Phajus
Phalacrocoracidae
Phalacrocorax
Phalaecan
Phalaecian
Phalaenae
Phalaenidae
Phalaenopsis
Phalan
Phalange
Phalangeridae
Phalangerinae
Phalangida
Phalangiidae
Phalangides
Phalangigrada
Phalangiidae
Phalangista
Phalangistidae
Phalangium
Phalaris
Phalarism
Phalaropodidae
Phaleucian
Phallaceae
Phallales
Phanar
Phanariot
Phanariote
Phanerocarpae
Phanerocarpous
Phanerocephala
Phanerogamia
Phaneroglossa
Phanerozoic
Phanerozonia
Phantasist
Phantasastic
Phantasmatic
Phantasmist
Phantasus
Phantomist
Phar
PharB
PharD
Pharaoh
Pharaoh ant
Pharaoh's ant
Pharaonic
Pharaonical
Pharbitis
Phare
Phareodus
Phares
Pharian
Pharisaean
Pharisaic
Pharisaically
Pharisaicalness
Pharisaism
Pharisaist
Pharisean
Pharisee
Phariseeism
Pharm
PharmD
PharmM
Pharoah
Pharomacrus
Pharos
Pharr
Pharsalia
Pharsalian
Pharsalus
Pharyngobranchii
Pharyngognathi
Pharyngopneusta
Phascaceae
Phascogale
Phascolarctinae
Phascolarctos
Phascolomyidae
Phascolomys
Phascolonus
Phasmum
Phaseolaceae
Phaseolus
Phases
Phasanella
Phasanellidae
Phasianidae
Phasianinae
Phasianus
Phasianus
Phasianus
Phasmatida
Phasmatidae
Phasmatodea
Phasmatoidea
Phasmida
Phasmidae
Phathon
Phayc
Phayc
Phayd
Phedra
Phedre
Phageus
Phegeus
Phegopteryis
Pheidippides
Pheidole
Phelan
Phelgen
Phelgon
Phelia
Phelps
Phellodendron
Phelps
Pheomerol
Phemia
Phemie
Phemius
Phenacodontidae
Phenacodus
Phenalgin
Phene
Pheni
Phenica
Phenice
Phenicia
Phenix
Pheny
Pherae
Phereclus
Pherecratean
Pherecratian
Pherecratic
Pherephatta
Pherkad
Pherophatta
Phersephatta
Phersephoneia
Phi
Phi Beta Kappa
Phi phenomenon
Phia
Phidiac
Phidian
Phidias
Phidippides
Phigalian
Phil
Phil Esposito
Phil-african
Phil-arabian
Phil-arabic
Phila
Philadelphia
Philadelphia lawyer
Philadelphia pepper pot
Philadelphian
Philadelphianism
Philadelphus
Philae
Philan
Philana
Philander
Philanthidae
Philanthropinum
Philanthus
Philathea
Philbert
Philbin
Philbo
Philbrook
Philby
Philcox
Philem
Philemol
Philemon
Philender
Philepitta
Philepittidae
Philesia
Philetaerus
Philharmonic
Philharmonic concert
Philia
Philibert
Philina
Philine
Philip
Philip Agee
Philip Bonsal
Philip Buchen
Philip Habib
Philip II
Philip IV
Philip V
Philip VI
Philip the Good
Philipa
Philippines
Philipp
Philippa
Philippan
Philippe
Philippe de Seynes
Philippeville
Philippi
Philippian
Philippians
Philippic
Philippics
Philippine
Philippine Islands
Philippine Sea
Philippine mahogany
Philippines
Philippism
Philippist
Philippistic
Philippizate
Philippopolis
Philips
Philipsburg
Philipson
Philis
Philistia
Philistine
Philistinely
Philistinean
Philistic
Philistine
Philistinely
Philistinean
Philistine
Philistinize
Philius
Philada
Philane
Phillida
Phillie
Phillip
Phillip Jenninger
Phillipe
Phillipp
Phillippe
Phillippe Junot
Phillips
Phillipsburg
Phillipsville
Phillis
Philly
Phillyrea
Philmont
Philo
Philo-Judaean
Philo-Gallic
Philo-athenian
Philo-french
Philo-gallicism
Philo-german
Philo-germanism
Philo-greek
Philo-hindu
Philo-jew
Philo-laconian
Philo-peloponnesian
Philo-pole
Philo-polish
Philo-russian
Philo-slav
Philo-slavism
Philo-teuton
Philo-teutonism
Philo-turk
Philo-turkish
Philo-turkism
Philo-yankee
Philo-yankeeist
Philo-zionist
Philoctetes
Philodendron
Philodina
Philodinidae
Philoeus
Philohela
Philolaus
Philomachus
Philomath
Philomel
Philomela
Philomena
Philomont
Philonian
Philonic
Philonis
Philonism
Philonist
Philonome
Philoo
Philopteridae
Philotria
Philoxenian
Philpot
Philps
Philydraceae
Philyra
Phina
Phineas
Phineus
Phio
Phiomia
Phiona
Phionna
Phip
Phippen
Phipps
Phippsburg
Phira
Phithom
Phitsanulok
Phiz
Phlebodium
Phlebotomus
Phlegethon
Phlegeithontal
Phlegeithontic
Phlegyas
Phileum
Philias
Phlomis
Phnom Penh
Phobetor
Phobos
Phobus
Phocaea
Phocaean
Phocaena
Phocaenina
Phocean
Phocian
Phocidae
Phocinae
Phocion
Phocis
Phocodontia
Phocoena
Phocylides
Phoebe
Phoebean
Phoebus
Phoebus Apollo
Phoenicaceae
Phoenicales
Phoenicia
Phoenician
Phoenicianism
Phoenicid
Phoenicis
Phoenicize
Phoenicopteridae
Phoenicopteriformes
Phoenicopteroideae
Phoenicopterus
Phoeniculidae
Phoeniculus
Phoenix
Phoenix Islands
Phoenixlike
Phoenixville
Pholadacea
Pholadidae
Pholadinea
Pholas
Pholcidae
Pholcus
Pholidota
Pholiota
Phoma
Phomopsis
Phomvihane
Phonelescope
Phonevision
Phonsa
Phora
Phoradendron
Phorcys
Phoridae
Phormium
Phoroneus
Phoronida
Phoroneida
Phoronis
Phororhacidae
Phororhacos
Phosphor
Phosphorus
Photima
Photina
Photinia
Photinian
Photinianism
Photius
Photobacterium
Photofit
Photon
Photoradiogram
Photostat
Photronic
Photronic cell
Phox
Phractamphibia
Phragmidium
Phragmites
Phragmocyttares
Phrixus
Phronima
Phronimidae
Phryganea
Phryganeidae
Phrygia
Phrygian
Phrygian cap
Phrygian mode
Phrygian sibyl
Phrygianize
Phryma
Phrymaceae
Phryne
Phrynidae
Phrynosoma
Phthartolatrae
Phthia
Phthirius
Phuket
Phuket Island
Phyciodes
Phycitidae
Phycocromophyceae
Phycodromidae
Phycomyces
Phycomycetes
Phyte
Phyl
Phylactolaema
Phylactolaemata
Phylactolema
Phylactolemata
Phyleus
Phylis
Phyliss
Phyllachora
Phyllactinia
Phyllanthus
Phyllaurea
Phylida
Phyllis
Phyllitis
Phyllium
Phyllocactus
Phyllocarida
Phylloceras
Phylloceratidae
Phylloco
dee
Phyllophaga
Phyllophora
Phyllopteryx
Phylloscopus
Phyllosomata
Phyllospodyli
Phyllostachys
Phyllosticta
Phyllostoma
Phyllostomatid
ae
Phyllostomatinae
Phyllostomidae
Phyllostominae
Phyllostomus
Phyloco
era
Phyllo
eridae
Phyllys
Phylo
Phyline
Phylum Chordata
Phyllys
Phymatidae
Phymatodes
Phymosia
Physa
Physalia
Physaliidae
Physalis
Physalospora
Physapoda
Physaria
Physcia
Physciaceae
Physcomitrium
Physeter
Physeteridae
Physeterinae
Physeteroidea
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Physidae
Physik
Physocarpus
Physoclisti
Physoderma
Physonectae
Physophorae
Physopoda
Physostegia
Physostigma
Physostomi
Phytalus
Phytelephas
Phyteus
Phytoflagellata
Phytolacca
Phytolaccaceae
Phytomastigina
Phytomastigoda
Phytomonadida
Phytomonadina
Phytomonas
Phytophaga
Phytophagineae
Phytophthora
Phytopthora
Phytophagidae
Phytophagida
Phytosauroidea
Phytotoma
Phytotomidae
Phytozoa
Phytozoaria
Phyxius
Pi
Pia
Piacenza
Piaf
Piaget
Piane
Piankashaw
Pianokoto
Pianola
Piari
Piari
Piari
Piari
Piari
Piari
Piara
Piast
Piatigorsk
Piatigorsky
Piauí
Piaxe
Piazza
Pica
Picabia
Picacho
Picae
Picard
Picardi
Picardy
Picardy third
Picariæ
Picarii
Picasso
Picayune
Piccadilly
Piccadilly Circus
Piccard
Piccini
Picco
Piccolomini
Picea
Picene
Picenian
Pich
Picher
Pici
Picidae
Piciformes
Picinae
Picinni
Pick’s disease
Pickar
Pickard
Pickelhaube
Pickens
Picker
Pickering
Pickerington
Pickett
Pickford
Pickman
Pickney
Pickrell
Pickstown
Pickton
Pickwick Papers, The
Pickwickian
Pickwickian sense
Pickwickianism
Pickwickianly
Picnickian
Pico Rivera
Pico de Aneto
Pico de Teide
Pico della Mirandola
Picodon de Dieulefit
Picorivera
Picramnia
Picrodendraceae
Picrodendron
Pict
Pictavi
Pictet
Pictish
Pictland
Pictones
Pictor
Pictores
Picture of Dorian Gray, The
Picturephone
Picumninae
Picumnus
Picunche
Picuris
Picus
Piderit
Pidgeon
Pidgin english
Pidyon ha-Ben
Pied Piper of Hamelin
Piedmont
Piedmontese
Piedra
Piefer
Piegan
Piegari
Pielus
Piemonte
Pier
Pierce
Pierce's disease
Piercefield
Pierceton
Pierceville
Piercy
Pierette
Pieria
Pierian
Pierian Spring
Pieridae
Pierides
Pieridinae
Pierinae
Pieris
Piermont
Piero
Piero Della Francesca
Piero di Cosimo
Pierpont
Pierre
Pierre Balmain
Pierre Cot
Pierre Creamer
Pierre Gemayel
Pierre Huguet
Pierre Larouche
Pierre Turgeon
Pierrepont
Pierrette
Pierro
Pierron
Pierrot
Piers
Piers Plowman
Pierson
Pierz
Piet
Pieta
Pietas
Pieter
Pietermaritzburg
Pietism
Pietist
Pietje
Pietown
Pietra
Pietrek
Pietro
Piffard
Pig Latin
Pig latin
Pigalle
Pigeon
Pigeon english
Piggott
Piggy
Pigmies
Pigmy
Pigs
Pigwiggen
Pike
Pikes Peak
Pikesville
Piketon
Pikeville
Pilar
Pilate
Pilatian
Pilatus
Pilcomayo
Pilea
Pilger
Pilgrim Fathers
Pilgrim's Progress
Pilgrimage of Grace
Pillager
Pillars of Hercules
Pillars of Islam
Pillars of the Faith
Pilloff
Pillow
Pillsbury
Pilobolus
Pilocarpus
Pilocereus
Pilos
Pilottown
Pilpai
Pilpay
Pilsen
Pilsener
Pilsner
Pilsudski
Piltdown man
Pilularia
Pilumnus
Pima
Pinole
Pinon
Pinopolis
Pinot
Pinot Chardonnay
Pinot blanc
Pinot noir
Pinsk
Pinsky
Pinson
Pinta
Pinter
Pinteresque
Pinto
Pinturicchio
Pinus
Pinxter
Pinz
Pinzler
Pinzon
Pioche
Pioneer
Pioneer Day
Pioneertown
Piotr
Piotr Jaroszewicz
Pioxe
Piozzi
Pip
Piper
Piperaceae
Piperales
Pipersville
Pipestem
Pipestone
Pipidae
Pipil
Pipile
Pipilo
Pipistrellus
Pippa
Pippa Passes
Pippapasses
Pippas
Pippo
Pippy
Pipra
Pipridae
Piprinae
Piptadenia
Piptomeris
Pipunculidae
Piqua
Piraeus
Pirali
Pirandello
Piranesi
Piranga
Pirate Coast
Pirates of Penzance
Pirbhai
Pire
Pirene
Piricularia
Pirithous
Pimot
Piro
Pironi
Piroplasma
Pirous
Pirozzo
Pirri
Pirtleville
Piru
Pirzada
Pisa
Pisaca
Pisacha
Pisan
Pisan Cantos
Pisander
Pisanello
Pisano
Pisarik
Pisauridae
Piscataqua
Piscataway
Piscatelli
Pisces
Piscid
Piscidia
Piscis
Piscis Australis
Piscis Austrinus
Piscis Volans
Piseco
Pisek
Piselli
Pisgah
Pish
Pishpek
Pishquow
Pisidia
Pisidian
Pisidium
Pisistratean
Pisistratidae
Pisistratus
Pisonia
Pissarro
Pistacia
Pistia
Pistoia
Pistoiese
Piston
Pisum
Pit
Pit and the Pendulum, The
Pitahauerat
Pitahaurata
Pitaka
Pitana
Pitarys
Pitatus
Pitcairn Island
Pitcairnia
Pitch Lake
Pitcher
Pitchford
Pitchometer
Pithecanthropidae
Pithecanthropus
Pithecia
Pitheciinae
Pithecolobium
Pithiviers au Foin
Pithoegia
Pithoigia
Pithom
Pitiscus
Pitkin
Pitney
Pitocin
Pitot tube
Pitot-static tube
Pitri
Pitris
Pitsburg
Pit
Pitt Street Farmer
Pitta
Pittacus
Pittel
Pittheus
Pittidae
Pittism
Pittite
Pittman
Pittosporaceae
Pittosporum
Pitts
Pittsboro
Pittsburg
Pittsburg Landing
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgher
Pittsfield
Pittsford
Pittston
Pittstown
Pittsviwt
Pittsville
Pituitrin
Pitylus
Pityocamptes
Pityrogramma
Pitys
Pitzer
Piura
Pius
Pius I
Pius II
Pius III
Pius IV
Pius IX
Pius V
Pius VI
Pius VII
Pius VIII
Pius X
Pius XI
Pius XII
Piute
Piutes
Pivski
Piwowar
Pixidis Nauticae
Pixley
Pizarro
Pizor
Pl
Placaean
Place Pigalle
Placean
Placedo
Placeeda
Placentalia
Placentia
Placerville
Placia
Placida
Placidia
Placid
Placidyl
Placitas
Placodermi
Placodontia
Placodus
Placoganoidei
Placoidei
Placoides
Placophora
Placus
Plafrker
Plagianthus
Plagiochila
Plagiostomata
Plagiostomi
Plague, The
Plainfield
Plains
Plains Indian
Plains cree
Plains of Abraham
Plainsboro
Plainview
Plainville
Plainwell
Plaisted
Platt
Plattdeutsch
Platte
Plattekill
Plattensee
Plattenville
Platter
Platteville
Platto
Plattsburg
Plattsburgh
Plattssmouth
Platus
Platycarpus
Platycarya
Platycephalidae
Platycephalus
Platy cercinae
Platy cercus
Platy cercum
Platy codon
Platyctenea
Plathy helmia
Plathy helminthes
Platy poda
Platyptera
Platyrhina
Platyrhini
Platyr rhina
Platyr rhini
Platysomidae
Platysomus
Platy stemon
Platystemidae
Platystemidae
Plauc therville
Plauen
Plautine
Plautus
Player
Playfair
Pleas
Pleasant
Pleasant Grove
Pleasant Hill
Pleasant Hills
Pleasant Island
Pleasant Ridge
Pleuronectidae
Pleuronema
Pleuropterygii
Pleurosaurus
Pleurosoma
Pleurosteon
Pleurosticti
Pleurostigma
Pleurotomaria
Pleurotomariidae
Pleurotomidae
Pleurotremata
Pleurotus
Pleven
Plevna
Plexiglas
Plexiglass
Plexippus
Pliam
Plimsoll
Plimsoll line
Plimsoll mark
Plimsoll marks
Pliner
Plinian
Plinius
Pliny
Plinyism
Plioocene
Pliofilm
Pliohippus
Plion
Pliopithecus
Pliosauridae
Pliosaurus
Pliotron
Pliiske
Pliisthenes
Plocidae
Plocinae
Plocus
Ploch
Ploesti
Ploeti
Ploima
Plos
Ploss
Plutus
Pluvi
Pluvialis
Pluviose
Pluvius
Plymouth
Plymouth Brethren
Plymouth Colony
Plymouth Company
Plymouth Rock
Plymouth colony
Plymouthism
Plymouthist
Plymouthite
Plympton
Plynlymmon
Ptze
Ptzen
Pm
Pneumatomachian
Pneumatomachist
Pneumatomachy
Pneumatria
Pneumobranchia
Pneumobranchiata
Pneumometer
Pnom Penh
Pnom-penh
Phnompenh
Po
Poa
Poaceae
Poale zion
Poale zionist
Poales
Poblacht
Poca
Pocahontas
Pocasset
Pocatello
Pocola
Pocono
Pocopson
Podaliriiidae
Podalirius
Podarces
Podarge
Podargidae
Podarginae
Podargus
Podaxonia
Podes
Podgorica
Podgoritsa
Podgorny
Podiceps
Podicipedidae
Podocarpaceae
Podocarpineae
Podocarpus
Podolian
Podolsk
Podophrya
Podophryidae
Podophthalmal
Podophthalmata
Podophthalmia
Podophyllaceae
Podophyllum
Podosomata
Podosphaera
Podostemaceae
Podostemon
Podostemonaceae
Podostomata
Podozamites
Podsnap
Podsnappery
Podunk
Podura
Poduridae
Podvin
Poe
Poeas
Poecile
Poeciliidae
Poecilocyttares
Poecilopoda
Poema del Cid
Poephaga
Poephagus
Poestenkill
Poetic Edda
Pofo
Pogany
Pogo
Pogonatum
Pogonia
Pogue
Pohai
Pohang
Pohjola
Poiana
Poictesme
Poincar
Poincare
Poinciana
Poine
Poinsettia
Point
Point Cook
Point Counter Point
Point Four
Pointe-Noire
Pointe-tre
Pointers
Pointillism
Poirer
Poiseuille's law
Poisson
Poisson distribution
Poisson ratio
Poisson's ratio
Poitiers
Poitou
Poitou-Charentes
Pokan
Pokanoket
Pokom
Pokomam
Pokomo
Pokonchi
Pokorny
Pol
Pol Pot
Pola
Polab
Polabian
Polabish
Polacca
Polack
Polad
Polak
Poland
Poland China
Poland china
Polander
Polanisia
Polanski
Polard
Polarid
Polaris
Polaris submarine
Polarograph
Polaroid
Polaroid Land camera
Polaroid glasses
Polash
Pole
Pole Star
Polemoniaceae
Polemoniales
Polemonium
Poler
Polesian
Polian
Polianthes
Poliard
Polias
Poliatas
Police Motu
Polichinelle
Polius
Polik
Polinices
Polinski
Polish
Polish Corridor
Polish Power
Polish bank
Polish lynx
Polish sausage
Polish wheat
Polish-american
Polish-jew
Polish-made
Polish-speaking
Polistes
Politbureau
Politburo
Politi
Politian
Polvadera
Polyactinia
Polyadelphia
Polyandria
Polyangium
Polybius
Polyborinae
Polyborus
Polybotes
Polybranchia
Polybranchiata
Polybus
Polycarp
Polycarpus
Polycaste
Polychaeta
Polycladida
Polycleitus
Polycletan
Polylectus
Polyclitus
Polycodium
Polycrates
Polyctenidae
Polyctyttaria
Polydactylus
Polydeuces
Polydora
Polydorus
Polyergus
Polyfibre
Polygala
Polygalaceae
Polygamia
Polygnatus
Polygnatia
Polygonaceae
Polygonales
Polygonatum
Polygonella
Polygonia
Polygonum
Polygordius
Polygyinia
Polyhymnia
Polyidus
Polykarp
Polymastiga
Polymastigida
Polymastigina
Polymastodon
Polymastus
Polymela
Polymele
Polymelus
Polymixia
Polymixiidae
Polynestor
Polynia
Polymorphia
Polymyaria
Polymyarii
Polymyodes
Polynemidae
Polynemus
Polynesia
Polynesian
Polynesian race
Polynices
Polynoe
Polynoidae
Polyodon
Polyodontidae
Polyot
Polypedates
Polypemon
Polypetalae
Polyphega
Polyphehe
Polyphemus
Polyphebus moth
Polyphekides
Polypi
Polypifera
Polyplacophora
Polyplectron
Polypoda
Polypodiaceae
Polypodium
Polypomorphia
Polyporaceae
Polyporthis
Polyporous
Polyprotodontia
Polypotheridae
Polypterus
Polysaccum
Polysiphonia
Polyspora
Polystichum
Polystictus
Polystomata
Polystomatidae
Polystonea
Polystomella
Polystomidae
Polythalamia
Polytrichaceae
Polytrichum
Polyxena
Polyxenus
Polyxo
Polyzoa
Pomaceae
Pomacentridae
Pomacentrus
Pomaderris
Pomak
Pomaria
Pomatomidae
Pomatomus
Pombal
Pomcroy
Pomerania
Pomeranian
Pomerene
Pomerol
Pomeroy
Pomeroiton
Pomfret
Pomfrey
Pommard
Pommel
Pommern
Pomo
Pomona
Pomona glass
Pomorze
Pompea
Pompeia
Pompeian
Pompeian blue
Pompeian red
Pompeian yellow
Pompeii
Pompeiiian
Pompey
Pompidou
Pomphilidae
Pompilus
Pomptine
Pompton Lakes
Ponape
Ponca
Poncas
Ponce
Ponce de Leon
Poncet's rheumatism
Ponchartrain
Ponchatoula
Poncirus
Pond
Ponderay
Ponderosa
Pondicherry
Pondo
Pondoland
Pondomisi
Ponemah
Ponera
Poneramoeba
Poneridae
Ponerinae
Poneto
Pongidae
Pongo
Ponselle
Ponsford
Ponta Delgada
Ponta Grossa
Pontac
Pontacq
Pontanus
Pontchartrain
Pontederia
Pontederiaceae
Pontefract
Pontefract cake
Pontefract
Pontiac
Pontian
Pontianak
Pontianus
Pontias
Pontic
Pontifical College
Pontifical Mass
Pontine
Pontine Marshes
Pontius
Pontius Pilate
Pontocaine
Pontocaspian
Ponton
Pontone
Pontoppidan
Pontormo
Pontos
Pontotoc
Pontus
Pontus Euxinus
Pontypool
Pontypridd
Pony League
Ponzo
Poock
Pooh
Pooh Bah
Pooh-Bah
Pooi
Pool
Pool Malebo
Poole
Pooler
Poolesville
Pooley
Poolville
Poona
Poop
Poopo
Poor Richard's Almanac
Poor Robin's plantain
Poore
Pop
Popayan
Pope
Port Said
Port Sudan
Port Talbot
Port Townsend
Port Vue
Port Washington
Port Wentworth
Port du Salut
Port of Spain
Port royal
Port-Gentil
Port-Salut
Port-au-Prince
Port-of-Spain
Port-royalist
Porta
Portadown
Portage
Portageville
Porte
Porteno
Porter
Porteranthus
Porterville
Portervillos
Portheus
Portia
Portie
Portile de Fier
Portinari
Portingale
Portland
Portland cement
Portland fancy
Portlandian
Portlaoise
Porto
Porto Novo
Porto Rican
Porto Rico
Porto rican
Porto rico
Portobello
Portor
Portrait of a Lady, The
Portsmouth
Portugal
Portugal crakeberry
Portugalism
Portugee
Portuguese
Portuguese East Africa
Portuguese Guinea
Portuguese India
Portuguese Timor
Portuguese West Africa
Portuguese cherry laurel
Portuguese cypress
Portuguese man-of-war
Portulaca
Portulacaceae
Portulacaria
Portumnus
Portuna
Portunalia
Portunidae
Portunus
Portwin
Portwine
Porty
Porum
Porush
Porzana
Pos
Posadas
Posehn
Poseidon
Poseidonian
Posen
Poseyville
Posidonius
Poskin
Posnanian
Posner
Possing
Post
Post Office
Post Office Department
Post Office and Civil Service
Post-Communion
Post-Impressionism
Post-adamic
Post-advent
Post-alexandrine
Post-apostolic
Post-apostolical
Post-aristotelian
Post-armistice
Post-augustan
Post-augustinian
Post-azilian
Post-aztec
Post-babylonian
Post-basket-maker
Post-biblical
Post-cambrian
Post-carboniferous
Post-carolingian
Post-cartesian
Post-christian
Post-christmas
Post-columbian
Post-confucian
Post-conquest
Post-constantian
Post-constantinian
Post-copernican
Post-cretaceous
Post-crusade
Post-darwinian
Post-davidic
Post-devonian
Post-diocletian
Post-disruption
Post-easter
Post-elizabethan
Post-eocene
Post-galilean
Post-gothic
Post-hittite
Post-homeric
Post-huronian
Post-ibsen
Post-incarnation
Post-johnsonian
Post-jurassic
Post-justianian
Post-jutland
Post-kansan
Post-kantian
Post-lafayette
Post-leibnitzian
Post-lent
Post-marxian
Post-medieval
Post-mendelian
Post-mesozoic
Post-miocene
Post-mishnaic
Post-mishnic
Post-mosaic
Post-mycenean
Post-napoleonic
Post-newtonian
Post-nicene
Post-oligocene
Post-ordovician
Post-paleolithic
Post-paleozoic
Post-pauline
Post-pentecostal
Post-permian
Post-petrine
Post-phidian
Post-platonic
Post-pleistocene
Post-pliocene
Post-prophetic
Post-pythagorean
Post-raphaelite
Post-reformation
Post-renaissance
Post-restoration
Post-roman
Post-romantic
Post-scholastic
Post-shakespearean
Post-silurian
Post-socratic
Post-solomonic
Post-syrian
Post-talmudical
Post-tertiary
Post-theodosian
Post-triassic
Post-tridentine
Post-vedic
Post-victorian
Post-volstead
Postcommunion
Postelle
Prewitt
Pri
Priacanthidae
Priacanthus
Priam
Priapean
Priapic
Priapulacea
Priapulida
Priapulidae
Priapuloidea
Priapulus
Priapus
Priapusian
Pribilof Islands
Price
Price Commission
Pricedale
Prichard
Pricilla
Pridgy
Pride
Pride and Prejudice
Pride's Purge
Priebe
Priest
Priestley
Prima
Prima Ballerina, The
Primalia
Primate of All England
Primate of England
Primates
Primavera
Primaveras
Primaveria
Prime Minister
Prime Mover
Primghar
Primianist
Primitive Fathers
Primitive Friends
Primitive Methodism
Primitive Methodist
Primo
Primo de Rivera
Primrosa
Primrose
Primula
Primulaceae
Primulales
Primulinus
Primulinus hybrid
Primus
Primus stove
Prince
Prince Albert
Prince Albert National Park
Prince Albert coat
Prince Edward Island
Prince Fahd
Prince Regent
Prince Rupert
Prince Rupert's metal
Prince and the Pauper, The
Prince d'Essling
Prince of Darkness
Prince of Peace
Prince of Wales
Prince of Wales Island
Prince of Wales's feathers
Prince's Island
Prince's metal
Prince, The
Princecite
Princess
Princeton
Princeville
Princewick
Principe
Principes
Principia
Principle
Prineville
Pringle
Prinsburg
Printer
Prinz
Prionodon
Priodontes
Prionidae
Prioninae
Prionodesmacea
Prionodon
Prionopinae
Prionops
Prionus
Prior
Priorato
Pripet
Pripet Marshes
Pripyat
Pris
Prisca
Priscella
Priscian
Priscianist
Priscilla
Priscilla rocker
Priscillian
Priscillianism
Priscillianist
Prisilla
Prissie
Prissy
Pristipomatidae
Pristipomidae
Pristis
Pristodus
Pritchard
Pritchardia
Pritchett
Prithivi
Privatdocent
Privatdozent
Private A
Private F
Private Member
Pivy Council
Prix
Prix Goncourt
Pro-abyssinian
Pro-african
Pro-alabaman
Pro-alaskan
Pro-albanian
Pro-albertan
Pro-algerian
Pro-allied
Pro-ally
Pro-alpine
Pro-alsatian
Pro-american
Pro-americanism
Pro-anatolian
Pro-anglican
Pro-annamese
Pro-arab
Pro-arabian
Pro-arabic
Pro-argentina
Pro-argentinian
Pro-arian
Pro-aristotelian
Pro-armenian
Pro-arminian
Pro-asian
Pro-asiatic
Pro-athanasian
Pro-athenian
Pro-atlantic
Pro-australian
Pro-austrian
Pro-azorian
Pro-baconian
Pro-bahamian
Pro-balkan
Pro-baptist
Pro-bavarian
Pro-belgian
Pro-berlin
Pro-berlinian
Pro-bermudian
Pro-biblic
Pro-biblical
Pro-boer
Pro-boerism
Pro-bohemian
Pro-bolivian
Pro-bolshevik
Pro-bolshevism
Pro-bolshevist
Pro-bonapartean
Pro-bonapartist
Pro-bosnian
Pro-bostonian
Pro-brahman
Pro-brazilian
Pro-british
Pro-britisher
Pro-britishism
Pro-briton
Pro-bryan
Pro-buddhist
Pro-buddhistic
Pro-bulgarian
Pro-burman
Pro-byronic
Pro-byzantine
Pro-caesar
Pro-caesarian
Pro-caledonian
Pro-californian
Pro-calvinism
Pro-calvinist
Pro-calvinistic
Pro-calvinistically
Pro-canadian
Pro-cantabrigian
Pro-cantonese
Pro-caribbean
Pro-carlylean
Pro-carolinian
Pro-castilian
Pro-catalonian
Pro-cathedralist
Pro-catholic
Pro-catholicism
Pro-caucasian
Pro-celtic
Pro-chicagoan
Pro-chilean
Pro-chinese
Pro-colombian
Pro-colonial
Pro-confederate
Pro-confucian
Pro-congressional
Pro-continental
Pro-corsican
Pro-costarican
Pro-cretan
Pro-croatian
Pro-cuban
Pro-cymric
Pro-cyprian
Pro-czech
Pro-dalmation
Pro-danish
Pro-darwinian
Pro-darwinism
Pro-dominican
Pro-dominion
Pro-dreyfusard
Pro-dutch
Pro-ecuadorean
Pro-egyptian
Pro-emersonian
Pro-emersonianism
Pro-english
Pro-entente
Pro-episcopal
Pro-eskimo
Pro-esperantist
Pro-esperanto
Pro-estonian
Pro-ethopian
Pro-euclidian
Pro-eurasian
Pro-european
Pro-evangelical
Pro-fascism
Pro-fascist
Pro-fascisti
Pro-finnish
Pro-flemish
Pro-florentine
Pro-floridian
Pro-france
Pro-french
Pro-freudian
Pro-friesian
Pro-friesic
Pro-gaelic
Pro-genoan
Pro-gentle
Pro-german
Pro-germanism
Pro-gothic
Pro-grecian
Pro-guatemalan
Pro-guianan
Pro-guianese
Pro-guinean
Pro-haitian
Pro-hanoverian
Pro-hapsburg
Pro-hawaiian
Pro-hellenic
Pro-hindu
Pro-hitler
Pro-hitlerism
Pro-hitlerite
Pro-hohenstaufen
Pro-hohenzollern
Pro-honduran
Pro-hungarian
Pro-icelandic
Pro-indian
Pro-iranian
Pro-irish
Pro-irishism
Pro-italian
Pro-jacobeian
Pro-japanese
Pro-japanism
Pro-javan
Pro-javanese
Pro-jeffersonian
Pro-jewish
Pro-judaic
Pro-judaism
Pro-kansan
Pro-korean
Pro-lamarckian
Pro-latinism
Pro-latvian
Pro-league
Pro-leaguer
Pro-leettish
Pro-liberian
Pro-lithuanian
Pro-lutheran
Pro-macedonian
Pro-magyar
Pro-maltese
Pro-malthusian
Pro-manchukuoan
Pro-manchurian
Pro-masonic
Pro-mediterranean
Pro-methodist
Pro-mexican
Pro-mohammedan
Pro-mongolian
Pro-mormon
Pro-moroccan
Pro-moslem
Pro-neapolitan
Pro-netherlandian
Pro-nicaraguan
Pro-nordic
Pro-norman
Pro-norwegian
Pro-oriental
Pro-panamanian
Pro-paraguayan
Pro-persian
Pro-peruvian
Pro-philippine
Pro-polish
Pro-polynesian
Pro-portuguese
Pro-presbyterian
Pro-protestant
Pro-prussian
Pro-quaker
Pro-renaissance
Pro-roman
Pro-rumanian
Pro-russian
Pro-salvadoran
Pro-samoan
Pro-sardinian
Pro-scandinavian
Pro-scriptural
Pro-semite
Pro-semitism
Pro-serb
Pro-serbian
Pro-shakespearian
Pro-siamese
Pro-sicilian
Pro-slav
Pro-slavic
Pro-slavonic
Pro-southern
Pro-soviet
Pro-spanish
Pro-spartan
Pro-sudanese
Pro-sumatran
Pro-swedish
Pro-swiss
Pro-syrian
Pro-tasmanian
Pro-teuton
Pro-teutonic
Pro-teutonism
Pro-tripolitan
Pro-tunisian
Pro-turk
Pro-turkish
Pro-tyrolese
Pro-ukrainian
Pro-ulsterite
Pro-unitarian
Pro-uruguayan
Pro-venetian
Pro-venezuelan
Pro-virginian
Pro-welsh
Pro-western
Pro-whig
Pro-yankee
Pro-zionism
Pro-zionist
Proarthri
Proavis
Probe-bibel
Prober
Proberta
Proboscidea
Probosciger
Procavia
Procaviidae
Procellaria
Procellariidae
Procellariiformes
Procellarum
Prochora
Prochoras
Prociuous
Proclus
Procne
Procoelia
Proconnesian
Procopius
Procora
Procris
Procrustean
Procrustean bed
Prospero
Prosperus
Prosser
Prostigmin
Prot
Protagoras
Protagorean
Protagoreanism
Protargol
Protea
Proteaceae
Protection
Protectograph
Protector
Proteida
Proteidae
Proteles
Protelidae
Protelytroptera
Protem
Proteosauridae
Proteosaurus
Proteosoma
Protephemeroidea
Proteroglypha
Proterozoic
Protesilaus
Protestant
Protestant Christianity
Protestant Episcopal
Protestant Episcopal Church
Protestant ethic
Protestantish
Protestantishly
Protestantism
Protestantize
Protestantlike
Protestantly
Proteus
Prothoenor
Protista
Protium
Protivin
Proto-Germanic
Proto-Indo-European
Proto-Italic
Proto-Norse
Proto-apostolic
Proto-arabic
Proto-armenian
Proto-arian
Proto-attic
Proto-australian
Proto-australoid
Proto-babylonian
Proto-berber
Proto-caucasic
Proto-celtic
Proto-chaldaic
Proto-corinthian
Proto-doric
Proto-egyptian
Proto-elamite
Proto-etruscan
Proto-european
Proto-geometric
Proto-germanic
Proto-gothonic
Proto-greek
Proto-hattic
Proto-hellenic
Proto-hittite
Proto-indic
Proto-ionic
Proto-khattish
Proto-malay
Proto-malayan
Proto-mark
Proto-matthew
Proto-mede
Proto-mongol
Proto-mycanean
Proto-phoenician
Proto-polynesian
Proto-renaissance
Proto-semitic
Proto-solutrean
Proto-teutonic
Protoascales
Protoascomycetes
Protobasidii
Protobasidiomycetes
Protoblattoidea
Protobranchia
Protobranchiata
Protocaris
Prunaceae
Prunella
Prunellidae
Prunus
Prus
Pruss
Prussia
Prussian
Prussian blue
Prussian red
Prussianism
Prussianization
Prussianize
Prussianizer
Prussification
Prussify
Prut
Pruter
Pruth
Prvert
Prvost d'Exiles
Pry
Pryce
Prylis
Prynne
Pryor
Pryor Creek
Pryse
Prytanis
Przemy
Przewalski's horse
Przewalsky's horse
Przywara
Ps
Psa
Psalmb Book
Psalms
Psalms, the
Psaltcr
Psamathe
Psammocharidae
Psammophis
Psamtik I
Psaroniur
Psderca
Pselaphidae
Pselaphus
Psephurus
Psetta
Pseudechis
Pseudepigrapha
Pseudo american
Pseudo buddhism
Pseudo christ
Pseudo christian
Pseudo christianity
Pseudo christology
Pseudo-african
Pseudo-angle
Pseudo-areopagite
Pseudo-argentinian
Pseudo-aryan
Pseudo-australian
Pseudo-austrian
Pseudo-babylonian
Pseudo-baptist
Pseudo-belgian
Pseudo-bohemian
Pseudo-brahman
Pseudo-brazilian
Pseudo-buddhist
Pseudo-bulgarian
Pseudo-callisthenes
Pseudo-canadian
Pseudo-chilean
Pseudo-chinese
Pseudo-ciceronian
Pseudo-clementine
Pseudo-dantesque
Pseudo-dionysius
Pseudo-dutch
Pseudo-east indian
Pseudo-elizabethan
Pseudo-english
Pseudo-european
Pseudo-french
Pseudo-georgian
Pseudo-german
Pseudo-gothic
Pseudo-grecian
Pseudo-greek
Pseudo-hindu
Pseudo-hittite
Pseudo-homeric
Pseudo-hungarian
Pseudo-incan
Pseudo-indian
Pseudo-iranian
Pseudo-irish
Pseudo-isidore
Pseudo-isidorian
Pseudo-italian
Pseudo-japanese
Pseudo-junker
Pseudo-mayan
Pseudo-messiah
Pseudo-messianic
Pseudo-methodist
Pseudo-mexican
Pseudo-miltonic
Pseudo-mohammedan
Pseudo-mongolian
Pseudo-moslem
Pseudo-norwegian
Pseudo-oriental
Pseudo-panamanian
Pseudo-persian
Pseudo-pindaric
Pseudo-polish
Pseudo-presbyterian
Pseudo-republican
Pseudo-roman
Pseudo-russian
Pseudo-semitic
Pseudo-serbian
Pseudo-shakespearean
Pseudo-socratic
Pseudo-south african
Pseudo-spanish
Pseudo-swedish
Pseudo-turk
Pseudo-turkish
Pseudo-vergilian
Pseudo-victorian
Pseudobranchus
Pseudoceratites
Pseudococcinae
Pseudococcus
Pseudogryphus
Pseudolamellibranchia
Pseudolamellibranchiata
Pseudolarix
Pseudomonas
Pseudeuroptera
Pucciniaceae
Puchanahua
Pucida
Puck
Puckett
Pudendas
Pudens
Pudovkin
Pudsey
Pudu
Puduns
Puebla
Pueblo
Pueblo indian
Puebloan
Puelche
Puelchean
Pueraria
Puerto
Puerto Ayacucho
Puerto Montt
Puerto Rican
Puerto Rican royal palm
Puerto Rico
Puerto Vallarta
Puerto rican
Puerto rico
Puertoreal
Puett
Pufahl
Pufendorf
Puff
Puffinus
Puget Sound
Pugh
Pugin
Puglia
Pugwash conferences
Puiia
Puinavi
Puinavian
Puinavis
Puisieux
Pujunan
Pukhtun
Puklich
Pukwana
Pul
Punic
Punic Wars
Punic faith
Punic
Punicaceae
Punjab
Punjab States
Punjabi
Punke
Puno
Punt
Punta
Punta Arenas
Punta Gorda
Puntan
Puntarenas
Puntatlach
Punxsutawney
Pupidae
Pupillidae
Pupin
Pupipara
Pupivora
Puposky
Puppis
Pupuluca
Puquina
Puquianan
Pur
Purana
Puranic
Purasati
Purbach
Purbeck
Purbeck marble
Purbeckian
Purcell
Purcell Mountains
Purcellville
Purchas
Purdin
Purdon
Purdue
Purdum
Purdy
Purdys
Pure Land
Pure Land Sutras
Pure Land sects
Purgatorio
Purgitsville
Puri
Purification of the Virgin Mary
Purim
Purina
Purington
Puritan
Puritan spoon
Puritaness
Puritanism
Puritanize
Puritanizer
Puritanly
Purity
Purkinje
Purkinje fiber
Purkinjean
Purlear
Purling
Purloined Letter, The
Purmela
Purple Heart
Purpura
Purse
Pursglove
Purshia
Puru
Puruha
Purupuru
Purus
Purva Mimamsa
Purvis
Puryear
Pusan
Puschkinia
Pusey
Puseyism
Puseyistic
Puseyistical
Puseyite
Pushan
Pushkin
Pushto
Pushtu
Puss
Pussy
Pusztadr
Putana
Putnam
Putnamville
Putnam
Putney
Puto
Putorius
Putredinis
Putsch
Putscher
Puttergill
Putumayo
Puunene
Puvis de Chavannes
Puxico
Puy de D
Puy de Sancy
Puya
Puyallup
Pvid's deer
Pvt
Pw Botha
Py
Pyanepsia
Pyatigorsk
Pyatt
Pycnanthemum
Pycnocoma
Pycnodonti
Pycnodontidae
Pycnodus
Pycnogonida
Pycnonotidae
Pycnonotinae
Pycnonotus
Pydna
Pygidae
Pygidium
Pygmalion
Pygmies
Pygmoid race
Pygmy
Pygobranchia
Pygobranchiata
Pygopodes
Pygopodidae
Pygopus
Pyhrric
Pylades
Pylades and Orestes
Pylaemenes
Pylaeus
Pylas
Pyle
Pylesville
Pylle
Pylos
Pym
Pynchon
Pyne
Pyongyang
Pyote
Pyotr
Pyotr Demichev
Pyotr Grigorenko
Pyracantha
Pyraceae
Pyraechmes
Pyrales
Pyralidae
Pyralididae
Pyralidoidea
Pyrameis
Pyramidalism
Pyramidalist
Pyramidella
Pyramidellidae
Pyramidist
Pyramidon
Pyramus and Thisbe
Pyrausta
Pyraustinae
Pyrenaeus
Pyrene
Pyrenean
Pyrenees
Pyreneus
Pyrenochaeta
Pyrenomycetales
Pyrenomycetes
Pyrenomycetinae
Pyrenopeziza
Pyrethrum
Pyrex
Pyribenzamine
Pyridium
Pyrophlegethon
Pyrrites
Pyrrnor Pyrmantiques
Pyrrnrientales
Pyrocystis
Pyrodine
Pyrola
Pyrolaceae
Pyromorphidae
Pyronema
Pyronia
Pyrosoma
Pyrosomatidae
Pyrosomidae
Pyrotheria
Pyrotherium
Pyrrha
Pyrrhic
Pyrrhic victory
Pyrrho
Pyrrhocoridae
Pyrrhonean
Pyrrhonian
Pyrrhonic
Pyrrhonism
Pyrrhonist
Pyrrhonic
Pyrrhonistic
Pyrrhonize
Pyrrhuloxia
Pyrrhus
Pyrula
Pyrularia
Pyrus
Pyszka
Pythagoras
Pythagoras' theorem
Pythagorean
Pythagorean scale
Pythagorean theorem
Pythagoreanism
Pythagoreanize
Pythagoreanalysis
Pythagoric
Pythagorical
Pythagorically
Pythagorism
Pythagorist
Pythagorize
Pythagorizer
Pytheas
Pythia
Pythiaceae
Pythiacystis
Pythiad
Pythiambic
Pythian
Pythian Games
Pythian oracle
Pythias
Pythic
Pythios
Pythium
Pythius
Pytho
Python
Pythonidae
Pythoninae
Pythonissa
Pythonomorpha
Pydik
Pyxidanthera
Pyxidis
Pyxis
Pyxis Nautica
PP
Pp
Q
Q clearance
Q factor
Q fever
Q gauge
Q signal
Q value
Q wedge
Q's
Q-Celtic
Q-celt
Q-celtic
Q-factor
Q-fever
Q-group
Q-language
Q-shaped
Q-ship
Q-wedge compensation
Quasi-jacobean
Quasi-jewish
Quasimodo
Quasqueton
Quassia
Quaternary
Quathlamba
Quatre Bras
Quatsino
Quebec
Quebecer
Quebeck
Quebecker
Quebecois
Quebradillas
Quechee
Quechua
Quechuan
Quechuas
Queen
Queen Anne
Queen Anne's Bounty
Queen Anne's War
Queen Anne's lace
Queen Beatrix
Queen Charlotte Islands
Queen Elizabeth Islands
Queen Mab
Queen Maud Land
Queen Maud Range
Queen and huntress
Queen of Angels
Queen of Heaven
Queen of Spades, The
Queen's Bench
Queen's Bench Division
Queen's Birthday
Queen's Bounty
Queen's Champion
Queen's Colour
Queen's Counsel
Queen's County
Queen's Guide
Queen's Proctor
Queen's Regulations
Queen's Remembrancer
Queen's Scout
Queen's counsel
Queen's highway
Queen's pattern
Queen's proctor
Queen's speech
Queen's-flower
Queen-Anne
Queena
Queenanne
Queenborough in Sheppey
Queenie
Queens
Queensberry rules
Queensland
Queensland lungfish
Queensland nut
Queenstown
Queer Street
Quelea
Quelianne
Quelpart
Quemado
Quemoy
Quenby
Queneau
Quenemo
Quenna
Quennie
Quent
Quentin
Quenton
Quercia
Querciflorae
Quercus
Quereco
Querendi
Querendy
Queres
Queretaro
Queri
Querida
Queridas
Quernales
Quertaro
Quesnay
Quesnel
Questa
Quinquagesima Sunday
Quinquagesimal
Quinquatria
Quinquatrus
Quinque
Quint
Quinta
Quintana
Quintana Roo
Quinter
Quintero
Quintessa
Quintie
Quintilian
Quintilis
Quintilla
Quintillian
Quintin
Quintina
Quintius
Quinton
Quintus
Quinwood
Quirinal
Quirinalia
Quirinus
Quirita
Quirite
Quirites
Quirk
Quisling
Quisqualis
Quita
Quitaque
Quitemoca
Quiteno
Quiteri
Quiteria
Quiteris
Quitman
quito
Quitt
Quitu
Quivira
Quixote
Quilin
Quilllon
Qum
Qumran
Qung
Quogue
Quonset hut
Quoratean
Qur'an
Quran
Qurti
Quth
Qy
R
R & B
R & D
R and D
R and D establishment
R and D worker
R and R
R star
R&D
R's
R-shaped
R/D
RA
RAAF
RAC
RACE
RACEP
RAD
RADA
RADAR
RADIO
RADEM
RAEC
RAF
RAFVR
RAID
RAM
RAMC
RAMP
RAN
RAND
RAO
RAOC
RAR
RARDE
RARE
RARP
RAS
RASC
RATFOR
RATO
RAVC
RAdm
RB
RB-
RBC
RBE
RBHC
RBI
RBOC
RBOR
RBT
RBTL
RC
RC oscillator
RCA
RCAF
RCAS
RCB
RCC
RCCI
RCF
RCH
RCI
RCL
RCLDN
RCM
RCMAC
RCMP
RCN
RCO
RCP
RCS
RCSC
RCT
RCU
RCVR
RCVS
RD
RDA
RDBMS
RDC
RDES
RDF
RDF station
RDL
RDM
RDP
RDS
RDT
RDTE
RDX
RE
REA
REC
RECON
REGIS
REM
REM sleep
REME
REMOBS
REN
REO
REQSPEC
RETMA
REX
REXX
RF
RF amplification
RF amplifier
RF echoes
RF pulse
RF signal
RF stage
RFA
RFC
RFD
RFE
RFI
RFP
RFQ
RFS
RFT
RGB
RGBI
RGP
RGS
RGU
RH
RHA
RHC
RHG
RHS
RHV
RVSVP
RW
RWA
RWC
RWE
RWM
RX
Ra
Raab
Raama
Raamses
Raasch
Rab
Rabaal
Rabah
Rabassa
Rabat
Rabaul
Rabbath Ammon
Rabbi
Rabbi Levi
Rabbi Moses ben Maimon
Rabbinic
Rabbinica
Rabbinist
Rabbinite
Rabelais
Rabelaisian
Rabelaisianism
Rabelaism
Rabi
Rabia
Rabiah
Rabin
Rabinowitz
Rabjohn
Rabkin
Rabush
Race
Raceland
Rachaba
Rachael
Rachel
Rachele
Rachelle
Rachianectes
Rachiglossa
Rachmaninoff
Rachmanism
Rachycentridae
Rachycentron
Racine
Rackerby
Rackham
Racklin
Racovian
Rad
Radack
Radborne
Radbourne
Radburn
Radcliffe
Radcliff
Radcliffe
Raddatz
Raddi
Raddie
Raddy
Radetzky
Radferd
Radford
Radha
Radhakrishnan
Radiata
Radicula
Radie
Radiguet
Radiolaria
Radiolites
Radiolitidae
Radiotron
Radisson
Radke
Radley
Radloff
Radman
Radmen
Radmilla
Radnor
Radnorshire
Radom
Radu
Rae
Raeann
Raeburn
Raeford
Raenell
Raetic
Raf
Rafa
Rafael
Rafael Caldera
Rafael Del Pino Diaz
Rafael Eytan
Rafael Quintero
Rafaela
Rafaelia
Rafaelita
Rafaella Reggi
Rafaelle
Rafaelle
Rafaello
Rafaelo
Rafat
Rafe
Rafel Bonnelly
Rafer
Raff
Raffaelesque
Raffaello
Raffarty
Rafferty
Raffin
Raffles
Rafflesia
Rafflesiaeae
Raffo
Rafi
Rafiq
Raft of the Medusa, The
Rafter
Ragan
Ragen
Ragg
Raglan
Ragland
Ragley
Ragnar
Ragnaror Ragnarok
Rago
Ragouzis
Ragsdale
Ragucci
Ragusa
Rahab
Rahal
Rahanwin
Rahel
Rahm
Rahman
Rahmann
Rahmatour
Rahr
Rahu
Rahway
Rai
Raia
Raiae
Raif Dizdarevic
Raiford
Raiidae
Raila
Railroad Retirement Board
Raimannia
Raimes
Raimo Summanen
Raimondi
Raimondo
Raimund
Raimundo
Raina
Rainah
Rainbow Bridge
Rainbow, The
Rainbows
Raine
Rainelle
Rainer
Raines
Rainger
Rainie
Rainier
Rainier III
Rains
Rainsville
Rainwater
Rais
Raisa Gorbachev
Raisa Grobachev
Raj
Raja
Raja Aznam
Raman effect
Ramanandi
Ramanujan
Ramat Gan
Ramayana
Ramazan
Rambam
Ramberg
Rambert
Rambo
Rambort
Rambouillet
Rambow
Ramburt
Rame
Ramean
Rameau
Ramee
Ramer
Rameses
Rameseum
Ramesse
Ramesses
Ramessid
Ramesside
Ramey
Ramiah
Ramillie
Ramiillied
Ramiillies
Ramin
Ramiro Benavides
Ramism
Ramist
Ramist consonant
Ramist logic
Ramistic logics
Ramistical
Ramman
Rammohun
Ramnenses
Ramnes
Ramo
Ramon
Ramon Beteta
Ramon Mirabal Carrion
Ramon Salcido
Ramona
Ranquel
Ransell
Ransom
Ransome
Ransomville
Ranson
Ranterism
Rantoul
Ranulph Fiennes
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculales
Ranunculus
Ranzania
Ranzini
Rao
Raoff Denktash
Raouf
Raoul
Raoul Dufy
Raoulia
Rap
Rapa Nui
Rapaces
Rapacki
Rapallo
Rapanea
Rapateaceae
Rape
Rape of Lucrece, The
Rape of the Lock, The
Rape of the Ringlets, The
Rape of the Sabine Women, The
Rapelje
Raphael
Raphaela
Raphaelesque
Raphaelic
Raphaelism
Raphaelite
Raphaelitism
Raphaelle
Raphanus
Raphanus raphanistrum
Raphia
Raphidiidae
Raphidodea
Raphidoidea
Raphine
Raphiolepis
Rapidan
Rapp
Rappist
Rappite
Rapson's slide
Raptores
Raquel
Raquela
Rarden
Rarefy
Raritan
Rarotonga
Rarotongan
Ras
Ras Imeru
Ras algelthi
Rasalas
Rasalhague
Rascal
Raseda
Rasem Khalidi
Rasenna
Raseta
Rashi
Rashid
Rashid Karami
Rashida
Rashidi
Rashidov
Rashomon
Rasht
Rashti
Rasia
Rask
Raskin
Raskind
Raskolnik
Raskolniki
Raskolniks
Rasla
Rasmussen
Rasores
Rasputin
Rasselas
Rastaban
Rastafarian
Rastus
Ravenna
Ravenna grass
Ravens
Ravensara
Ravensdale
Ravenswood
Ravenwood
Ravi
Ravia
Ravid
Ravinia
Raviv
Ravo
Ravonelle
Rawalpindi
Rawdan
Rawden
Rawdin
Rawdon
Rawl
Rawley
Rawlings
Rawlins
Rawlinson
Rawlplug
Rawson
Rawsthorne
Ray
Ray Bourque
Ray Dyck
Ray Melchiorre
Ray Neufeld
Ray Quinones
Raybin
Raybourne
Raybrook
Rayburn
Raychel
Raycher
Raye
Rayford
Rayland
Rayle
Rayleigh
Rayleigh disc
Rayleigh disk
Rayleigh wave
Raymond
Rebel
Rebersburg
Rebhun
Reblochon
Reboulia
Rebuck
Recamier
Received Pronunciation
Received Standard
Recent
Receptaculites
Receptaculitidae
Rech
Recha
Rechaba
Rechabite
Rechabiteism
Recife
Recit
Reckford
Recklinghausen
Recollect
Recollet
Recollet de Gerardmer
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Era
Reconstructionism
Reconstructionist
Recor
Recorde
Recording Angel
Records
Rect
Rectigraph
Rector
Rectortown
Recurvirostra
Recurvirostridae
Red
Red Army
Red Auerbach
Red Badge of Courage, The
Red Bluff
Red Book
Red Branch
Red Brigades
Red Chamber
Red China
Rediffusion
Redig
Redkey
Redlands
Redleg
Redlion
Redman
Redmer
Redmon
Redmond
Redmund
Redon
Redondo
Redondo Beach
Redowl
Redrock
Redroe
Redstar
Redstone
Redunca
Reduviidae
Reduvius
Redvale
Redvers
Redwater
Redway
Redwine
Redwing
Ree
Reeba
Reece
Reed
Reeda
Reede
Reeder
Reeders
Reedley
Reeds
Reedsburg
Reedsport
Reedsville
Reedville
Reedy
Reef
Reeher
Reel
Reelsville
Reena
Regina
Regina Angelorum
Regina Coeli
Reginald
Regnauld
Regine
Regiomontanus
Regis
Register
Regius professor
Rego
Regt
Regulares
Regularia
Regulus
Regulus I
Reheboth
Rehm
Rehnborg
Rehobeth
Rehoboam
Rehoboth
Rehobothan
Rehersburg
Reich
Reiche
Reichel
Reichenbach
Reichenberg
Reichert
Reichian psychology
Reichsbank
Reichsfuhrer
Reichsland
Reichslander
Reichsmark
Reichsrat
Reichsrath
Reichstag
Reichstein
Reid
Reidar
Reider
Reidsville
Reidville
Reifel
Reigate
Reign of Terror
Reijo Ruotsolainen
Reik
Reiko
Reilly
Reimar
Reimer
Reims
Reimthursen
Rein
Reina
Reinald
Reinaldo
Reinaldos
Reinbeck
Reindeer Lake
Reindeer age
Reine
Reinecke
Reiner
Reiners
Reinert
Reinertson
Reinhard
Reinhardt
Reinhart
Reinhold
Reinholds
Reinke
Reino Hayhanen
Reinold
Reinwald
Reinwardtia
Reis
Reisch
Reiser
Reisfield
Reisinger
Reisman
Reiss
Reisterstown
Reiter
Reith
Reitman
Rejang
Rejean Lemelin
Rejoicing over the Law
Reki
Reklaw
Relay
Reltd
Reliance
Religious Humanism
Religious Society of Friends
Religious of the Cenacle
Religious of the Sacred Heart
Rella
Rellia
Relly
Rellyan
Rellyanism
Rellyanite
Rem
Rema
Remarque
Rembert
Rembrandt
Rembrandtesque
Rembrandtish
Rembrandtism
Remde
Remembrance Day
Remembrance Sunday
Remembrance of Things Past
Remembrancer
Remer
Remi
Remijia
Remington
Remlap
Remmer
Remboth
Remonstrance
Remonstrant
Remoudou
Rempe
Remscheid
Remsen
Remsenburg
Remus
Remy
Rena
Renado
Renae
Renaissance
Renaissance literature
Renaissance man
Renaissance tragedy
Renaissance versatility
Renaissancist
Renaissant
Renalara
Renaldo
Renan
Renard
Renardine
Renascence
Renata
Renate
Renato
Renaud
Renault
Renckens
Rene
Rene Cassin
Rene Coty
Rene Jacquot
Rene de Soal
Renealmia
Renee
Renegotiation Board
Renell
Renelle
Reneta
Renferd
Renfred
Renfrew
Renfrewshire
Reni
Renick
Renie
Renilla
Renillidae
Renita
Reniti
Rennane
Renner
Rennes
Rennie
Rennold
Renny
Reno
Renoir
Renovo
Rensselaer
Rensselaerville
Rentiesville
Rento
Renton
Rentsch
Rentschler
Rentz
Renville
Renwick
Renzo
Reo
Rep
Repeal
Repheal
Repplier
Reptilia
Repton
Repub
Republic of China
Republican
Republican Party
Republican River
Republican Senate
Republican calendar
Republicanism
Requiem
Requiem Mass
Requienia
Rerum Novarum
Resa
Resaca
Resaca de la Palma
Rese
Reseda
Resedaceae
Resee
Reseta
Resht
Resistance
Resistencia
Resnais
Resor
Respighi
Responsa
Ress
Ressler
Restany
Reste
Restiaceae
Restio
Restionaceae
Restitutionist
Restivo
Reston
Restoration
Resurrection
Reszke
Reta
Retepora
Reteporidae
Retha
Retiariæ
Reticularia
Reticulosa
Reticulum
Retinospora
Retsof
Rett
Rettig
Rettke
Return of the Native, The
Reub
Reube
Reuben
Reuben sandwich
Reubenites
Reuchlin
Reuchlinian
Reuchlinism
Reuel
Reuilly
Reunion
Reus
Reuter
Reuters
Reuther
Reutlingen
Reuven
Rev
Rev Ver
Reva
Reval
Revd
Revelation
Revelations
Revell
Revelo
Revere
Reverence
Reverend
Reverend Mother
Reviel
Reviere
Revillo
Revisable
Revised Standard Version
Revised Version
Revised Version of the Bible
Revival of Learning
Revkah
Revloc
Revolite
Revolutionary
Revolutionary War
Revolutionary Wars
Revolutionary calendar
Rew
Rewey
Rex
Rex cat
Rexana
Rexane
Rexanna
Rexanne
Rexburg
Rexenite
Rexer
Rexferd
Rexford
Rexford
Rexine
Rexist
Rexmond
Rexmont
Rexroth
Rexville
Rey
Rey Quinones
Reydell
Reydon
Reye's syndrome
Reykjavik
Reymont
Reyna
Rhianna
Rhiannon
Rhianon
Rhibhus
Rhigmus
Rhina
Rhinanthaceae
Rhinanthus
Rhine
Rhine Palatinate
Rhine Province
Rhine wine
Rhinebeck
Rhinecliff
Rhineland
Rhineland-Palatinate
Rhinelander
Rheoodon
Rheoodontidae
Rhines
Rhineura
Rhinidae
Rhinobatidae
Rhinobatus
Rhinocerotidae
Rhinoderma
Rhinolophidae
Rhinophidae
Rhinophis
Rhinoptera
Rhinopteridae
Rhinospordinum
Rhinthonic
Rhinthonica
Rhipidistia
Rhipidoglossa
Rhipidoptera
Rhipiphoridae
Rhipiptera
Rhipsalis
Rhiptoglossa
Rhizina
Rhizinaceae
Rhizobium
Rhizocarpeae
Rhizocephala
Rhizoctonia
Rhizodus
Rhizoflagellata
Rhizophora
Rhizophoraceae
Rhizophora
Rhizopoda
Rhizopogon
Rhizopus
Rhizostomae
Rhizostomata
Rhizota
Rhne
Rhoades
Rhoadesville
Rhoads
Rhoda
Rhodamine
Rhodian
Rhode
Rhode Island
Rhode Island Independence Day
Rhode Island Red
Rhode Island bent
Rhode Island red
Rhode Island white
Rhode Islander
Rhode island
Rhode Islander
Rhodelia
Rhodell
Rhodes
Rhodes grass
Rhodes scholarship
Rhodesdale
Rhodesia
Rhodesia and Nyasaland
Rhodesian
Rhodesian Front
Rhodesian man
Rhodesian ridgeback
Rhodesoid
Rhodhiiss
Rhodia
Rhodian
Rhodie
Rhodobacteriaceae
Rhodobacterioideae
Rhodococcus
Rhodocystis
Rhodomelaceae
Rhodope
Rhodope Mountains
Rhodophyceae
Rhodophyllidaceae
Rhodophyta
Rhodopis
Rhodora
Rhodoraceae
Rhodos
Rhodospermeae
Rhodospirillum
Rhodothece
Rhodotypos
Rhodus
Rhody
Rhodymenia
Rhodymeniaceae
Rhodymeniales
Rhoeadales
Rhoeus
Rhoeo
Rhoetus
Rhomboganoidei
Rhombozoa
Rhona
Rhonda
Rhondda
Rhopalocera
Rhopalura
Rhu
Rhus
Rhynchobdellae
Rhynchobdellida
Rhynchocephala
Rhynchocephali
Rhynchocephalia
Rhynchochoela
Rhynchronella
Rhynchronellacea
Rhynchronellidae
Rhynchophora
Rhynchopinae
Rhynchops
Rhynchosia
Rhynchospora
Rhynchota
Rhyncostomi
Rhynd
Rhyne
Rhyner
Rhynia
Rhyniaceae
Rhynocheti
Rhynsburger
Rhys
Rhysa
Rhytidodon
Rhytina
Rhytisma
Ri
Ria
Rialto
Riana
Riancho
Riane
Rianna
Riannon
Rianon
Riba
Ribal
Ribandism
Ribandist
Ribaudo
Ribbentrop
Ribble
Ribbonism
Ribbonman
Ribeirto
Ribera
Ribero
Ribes
Ribhus
Ribicoff
Ribston
Ric
Rica
Ricard
Ricarda
Ricardama
Ricardian
Ricardianism
Ricardo
Ricardo Arias Calderon
Ricardo Balbin
Ricardo de la Espriella
Ricca
Ricardo
Ricci
Riccia
Ricciaceae
Ricciales
Riccio
Riccioli
Riccius
Rice
Rice Lake
Riceboro
Ricetown
Riceville
Rich
Richara
Richard
Richard Bowditch
Richard Bozzuto
Richard Brodeur
Richard Brzeczek
Richard Caliguiri
Richard Coeur de Lion
Richard Hajdu
Richard I
Richard II
Richard III
Richard Ichord
Richard Kasischke
Richard Kneip
Richard Matuszewski
Richard Roe
Richard Secord
Richard Sevigny
Richarda
Richardia
Richardo
Richards
Richardson
Richardson ground squirrel
Richardsonia
Richardsville
Richardton
Richart
Richburg
Richebourg
Rick Mahorn
Rick Majerus
Rick Meagher
Rick Pitino
Rick Reuschel
Rick Tocchet
Rick Vaive
Rickard
Rickart
Ricker
Rickert
Ricketts
Rickettsia
Rickettsiales
Rickey
Ricki
Rickie
Rickman
Rickover
Rickreall
Rickwood
Ricky
Rico
Ricoriki
Rida
Riddle
Riddlesburg
Riddleton
Rider
Riders to the Sea
Riderwood
Ridgecrest
Ridgedale
Ridgefield
Ridgeland
Ridgeley
Ridgely
Ridgeview
Ridgeville
Ridgeway
Ridgewood
Ridglea
Ridglee
Ridgley
Ridgway
Ridlinger
Ridley
Ridley Park
Riga balsam
Rigby
Rigdon
Rigel
Rigelian
Rigg's disease
Riggall
Riggins
Riggs
Riggs' disease
Right Bank
Right Honourable
Right Reverend
Right Reverend, the
Rigi
Rigil Kent
Rigil Kentaurus
Rigil kentaurus
Rigoletto
Rigotte de Condrieu
Rigsdag
Rigsmaal
Rigsmal
Rigveda
Rigvedic
Riha
Rihana
Riis
Rijeka
Rijksmuseum
Rijn
Rijswijk
Rik
Rika
Rikari
Riker
Riki
Rikki
Riksdag
Riksm'
Riksmaal
Riksmal
Rilda
Riley
Rileyville
Rilke
Rillings
Rillis
Rillito
Rillton
Rima
Rimas
Rimbaud
Rimersburg
Rimini
Rimma
Rimola
Rimouski
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Rimsky-Korsakov
Rina
Rinaldo
Rinard
Rincon
Rind
Rinde
Rindge
Rinee
Rinehart
Riner
Rineyville
Ring
Ring Cycle
Ring Round the Moon
Ring and the Book, The
Ring of the Nibelung
Ring of the Nibelung, The
Ringatu
Ringe
Ringer's solution
Ringgold
Ringle
Ringler
Ringling
Ringo
Ringoes
Ringold
Ringsmuth
Ringsted
Ringtown
Ringwood
Rinna
Rinnemann's green
Rintoul
Rio
Rio Branco
Rio Bravo
Rio Dell
Rio Grande
Rio Grande do Norte
Rio Grande do Sul
Rio Vista
Rio de Janeiro
Riobard
Riocard
Rioja
Rion
Rion Strait
Rior
Riordan
Riorsson
Riot Act
Rip
Rip Van Winkle
Riparii
Riparius
Ripleigh
Riplex
Ripley
Ripon
Ripp
Rippey
Ripplemead
Rippon
Ripuarian
Riquewihr
Ririe
Risa
Risco
Rise
Risley
Rison
Risorgimento
Riss
Rissa
Risser
Rissian
Rissoa
Rissoidae
Rist
Risteau
Rita
Ritch
Ritchie
Riyadh
Riza
Rizal
Rizal day
Rizas
Rizika
Rizzi
Rizziro
Rizzo
Rjchard
Rn
Ro
Ro Bravo
Ro Muni
Ro Negro
Ro de Oro
Ro de la Plata
Roach
Roachdale
Road Not Taken, The
Road Town
Road to the Isles
Roald
Roan Barbary
Roan Stallion
Roana
Roane
Roann
Roanna
Roanne
Roanoke
Roanoke Island
Roanoke bells
Roaring Forties
Roaring Spring
Roaring Twenties
Roark
Roarke
Roath
Rob
Rob Ramage
Rob Roy
Robaina
Robards
Robb
Robbe-Grillet
Robben Island
Robber synod
Robbert
Robbi
Robbia
Robbie
Robbie Fitorek
Robbie Knievel
Robbin
Robbins
Robbinsdale
Robbinston
Robbinsville
Robbiole
Robby
Robbyn
Robeline
Robena
Robenhausian
Robenia
Roberdsman
Robers
Roberson
Robersonville
Robert
Robert Abplanalp
Robert Bonin
Robert Drinan
Robert Fri
Robert Froehlke
Robert Giaimo
Robert Goulet
Robert Guiscard
Robert Haack
Robert Pelletreau
Robert Picard
Robert Reid
Robert Seguso
Robert Stetham
Robert the Bruce
Roberta
Robertlee
Roberto
Roberto Romano
Roberto d'Abuisson
Roberto d'Aubuisson
Roberts
Robertsburg
Robertsdale
Robertson
Robertsville
Roberval
Robeson
Robesonia
Robespierre
Robet
Robi
Robigalia
Robigo
Robigus
Robillard
Robin
Robin Goodfellow
Robin Hood
Robin hood
Robin's plantain
Robina
Robinet
Robinett
Robinetta
Robinette
Robinia
Robins
Robinson
Robinson Crusoe
Robinsonville
Robison
Roboam
Robson
Robstown
Robus
Roby
Robyn
Roca
Rocamadur
Rocca
Roccella
Roccellaceae
Rocco
Rocco Mediate
Roch
Rochard Jahnke
Rochdale
Rochdale cooperative
Roche
Rochea
Rochell
Rochella
Rochelle
Rochelle Park
Rochelle powder
Rochelle powders
Rochelle salt
Rochemont
Rocheport
Rocher
Rochert
Rochester
Rochette
Rochford
Rochkind
Rochus
Rociada
Rocinante
Rock
Rock Cornish
Rock Cornish hen
Rock Hill
Rock Island
Rock Rapids
Rock Springs
Rock fever
Rock of Gibraltar
Rockafellow
Rockaway
Rockdale
Rockefeller
Rockel
Rocker
Rockey
Rockfall
Rockfield
Rockford
Rockhall
Rockham
Rockhampton
Rockholds
Rockhouse
Rockie
Rockies
Rockingham
Rockingham ware
Rockland
Rockledge
Rocklin
Rockmart
Rockne
Rockport
Rockton
Rockvale
Rockview
Rockville
Rockville Centre
Rockwall
Rockwell
Rockwell number
Rockwood
Rocky
Rocky Ford
Rocky Graziano
Rocky Mount
Rocky Mountain States
Rocky Mountain beeplant
Rocky Mountain bighorn
Rocky Mountain canary
Rocky Mountain goat
Rocky Mountain juniper
Rocky Mountain red cedar
Rocky Mountain sheep
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
Rocky Mountain white pine
Rocky Mountain whitefish
Rocky Mountains
Rocky River
Rocky mountain
Rocouyenne
Rocray
Rocrroi
Rod
Rod Gilbert
Roda
Rodanthe
Rodd
Roddie
Rodd
Roddenhouse
Rodentia
Roderfield
Roderic
Roderica
Roderich
Roderick
Roderick Hudson
Roderigo
Rodessa
Rodez
Rodge
Rodger
Rodgers
Rod
Rodie
Rodin
Rodina
Rodinal
Rodinesque
Rodl
Rodman
Rodmann
Rodmun
Rodmur
Rodney
Rodolfo
Rodolph
Rodolphie
Rodolphus
Rodrich
Rodrick
Rodrigo
Rodrigo Carazo
Rodriguez
Rodrique
Roduco
Rodzinski
Roe
Roebling
Roede
Roee
Roehm
Roeland Park
Roelof Botha
Roentgen
Roentgen ray
Roer
Roerich
Roeselare
Roeser
Roethke
Roff
Rog
Rogallo wing
Rogation Days
Rogationtide
Roger
Roger Heyns
Rogerio
Rogero
Rogers
Rogerson
Rogersville
Roget
Roggen
Rogie Vachon
Rogier
Rogovy
Rogozen
Rohilla
Rohn
Rohrersville
Roi
Roice
Roid
Rois
Roist
Rojas
Rok
Rokach
Rokadur
Rola
Rolaids
Rolan
Roland
Roland Melanson
Rolanda
Rolandic
Rolandic epilepsy
Rolando
Rolandson
Roldan
Rolesville
Rolette
Roley
Rolf
Rolf the Ganger
Rolfe
Rolfston
Rolla
Rolland
Rolle's theorem
Roller Derby
Rollet
Rollie
Rollin
Rolling Hills Estates
Rolling Stones
Rollingstone
Rollinia
Rollins
Rollinsford
Rollinsville
Rollo
Rollot
Rolls Court
Rolo
Rolph
Rom
Rom Cath
Roma
Romadur
Romaean
Romagna
Romagnese
Romagnol
Romagnole
Romaic
Romain
Romaine
Romains
Romaji
Romalda
Roman
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic Church
Roman Catholicism
Roman Christianity
Roman Corinthian
Roman Doric
Roman Empire
Roman Ionic
Roman alphabet
Roman arch
Roman balance
Roman brick
Roman calendar
Roman candle
Roman collar
Roman deities
Roman holiday
Roman lace
Roman law
Roman liturgy
Roman mile
Roman name
Roman nettle
Roman nose
Roman notation clock
Roman numerals
Roman pace
Roman peace
Roman point
Roman punch
Roman ride
Roman rite
Roman seal
Roman strike
Roman umber
Roman wormwood
Roman-nosed
Romanal
Romanas
Romance
Romance languages
Romandom
Romane
Romanee Conti
Romanes
Romanese
Romanesque
Romanesque bob
Romanhood
Romania
Romanian
Romantic
Romanies
Romaniform
Romanisation
Romanise
Romanised
Romanish
Romanising
Romanism
Romeo
Romeo and Juliet
Romeon
Romescot
Romeshot
Romeu
Romeward
Romewards
Romex shielded cable
Romex shielded wire
Romeyn
Romic
Romie
Romilda
Romilly
Romina
Romine
Romipetal
Romish
Romishly
Romishness
Romito
Rommanies
Rommany
Rommel
Romney
Romney Marsh
Romneya
Romo
Romola
Romona
Romonda
Romulian
Romulo
Romulo Betancourt
Romulus
Romy
Ron
Ron Duguay
Ron Faucheux
Ron Grabe
Ron Guidry
Ron Lapointe
Ron Oester
Ron Rothstein
Rona
Ronal
Ronald
Ronald Agenor
Ronald Douthit
Ronalda
Ronan
Roncaglian
Roncesvalles
Roncevaux
Ronceverte
Ronco
Ronda
Rondeletia
Rondi
Rondnia
Rondon
Rondonia
Rone
Ronel
Ronen
Roneo
Rong
Rong-pa
Ronga
Ronica
Ronkonkoma
Rons
Ronn
Ronna
Ronne
Rommholm
Ronni
Ronncia
Ronnie
Ronny
Ronsard
Ronsardian
Ronsardism
Ronsardist
Ronsardize
Ronsdorfer
Ronsdorfiian
Rontgen
Rony Seikaly
Roobbie
Roodepoort-Maraisburg
Rooke
Rooker
Rooney
Roopville
Roos
Roosevelt
Roosevelt Corollary
Roosevelt Dam
Roosevelt Day
Roosevelt Park
Rooseveltian
Roost
Root
Roots
Roots blower
Rootstown
Roper
Ropesville
Roque
Roquefort
Roquefort cheese
Rora
Roraima
Rorate sunday
Rori
Roridula
Roridulaceae
Rorie
Roripa
Rorippa
Roris
Rorke
Rorry
Rorrys
Rorschach method
Rorschach test
Rory
Ros
Rosa
Rosa pimpinellifolia
Rosabel
Rosabella
Rosabelle
Rosaceae
Rosalba
Rosalee
Rosaleen
Rosales
Rosalia
Rosalie
Rosalind
Rosalinda
Rosalinde
Rosaline
Rosalyn
Rosalyn Carter
Rosalynd
Rosamond
Rosamund
Rosan
Rosana
Rosane
Rosanky
Rosanna
Rosanne
Rosario
Rosary
Rosary Mass
Rosati
Rosburg
Roschach
Roscian
Roscius
Rosco
Roscoe
Roscommon
Rose
Rose Cipollone
Rose sunday
Roseann
Roseanna
Roseanne
Roseau
Roseberry
Rosebery
Roseboom
Roseboro
Rosebud
Roseburg
Rosecan
Rosecrans
Rosedale
Rosel
Rosel Hyde
Roseland
Roselane
Roselani
Roselawn
Roselba
Roselia
Roselin
Roseline
Rosella
Roselle
Rosellen
Rosellinia
Roselyn
Rosemarie
Rosemari
Rosemaria
Rosemarie
Rosemary
Rosemead
Roemonde
Rosemont
Rosen
Rosa
Rosenbain
Rosenberg
Rosenberger
Rosenbergia
Rosenblast
Rosenblatt
Rosenblum
Rosendale
Rosene
Rosenfeld
Rosenhayn
Rosenkavalier Der
Rosenkrantz
Rosenkranz
Rosenquist
Rosenstein
Rosenthal
Rosenwald
Rosenzweig
Rosetta
Rosetta stone
Rosette
Roseville
Rosewall
Rosewood
Rosewood Heights
Rosh Hashanah
Rosh Hashh Hashonoh
Rosh Hashono
Rosh Hodesh
Roshan
Rosharon
Roshelle
Rosholt
Rosiclare
Rosicrucian
Rosicrucianism
Rosie
Rosie Lee
Rosina
Rosinante
Rosine
Rosinski
Rosio
Rosita
Roskes
Roskilde
Roslyn
Roslyn rig
Roslyn yawl
Rosman
Rosmarin
Rosmarinus
Rosminian
Rosminianism
Rosmunda
Rosner
Rosol
Ross
Ross Barrier
Ross Dependency
Ross Ice Shelf
Ross Island
Ross Sea
Ross Shelf Ice
Ross and Cromarty
Rossbach
Rossburg
Rosse
Rossellini
Rossen
Rosser
Rossetti
Rossford
Rossi
Rossie
Rossing
Rossini
Rossiter
Rossiya
Rosslyn
Rossmore
Rossner
Rosston
Rossuck
Rossville
Rossy
Rost
Rostand
Rostellaria
Rostock
Rostov
Rostov-on-Don
Rostovtzeff
Rostropovich
Roswald
Roswell
Rosy
Roszak
Rota
Rotal
Rotala
Rotalia
Rotameter
Rotan
Rotanev
Rotarian
Rotarianism
Rotary
Rotary Club
Rotatoria
Rotberg
Rotenburg
Roter
Roth
Rothberg
Rothbury
Rothenberg
Rother
Rotherham
Rothermere
Rothesay
Rothko
Rothmuller
Rothsay
Rothschild
Rozi
Rozina
Rp
Rriocard
Rs
Rt Hon
Rt Rev
Ru
Rua
Ruanda
Ruanda-Urundi
Rub' al Khali
Rubbico
Rubbra
Rube
Rube Goldberg
Rube Goldberg contraption
Rube Goldberian
Rubel
Ruben
Ruben Brache
Ruben Jauregui
Rubenesque
Rubenism
Rubenisme
Rubenist
Rubeniste
Rubens
Rubens' madder
Rubensian
Rubenstein
Ruberta
Rubetta
Rubi
Rubia
Rubiaceae
Rubiales
Rubicola
Rubicon
Rubie
Rubin
Rubina
Rubinstein
Rubio
Rubtsovsk
Rubus
Ruby
Rubye
Russell
Russert
Rush
Rushford
Rushing
Rushland
Rushmore
Rushsylvania
Rushville
Rusin
Rusk
Ruskin
Ruskin Gothic
Ruskinian
Ruso
Russ
Russ Schoene
Russayn Kamel
Russel
Russelia
Russell
Russell diagram
Russell's viper
Russellite
Russellton
Russellville
Russelyn
Russene
Russes
Russi
Russia
Russia leather
Russian
Russian Church
Russian Empire
Russian Orthodox
Russian Orthodox Church
Russian Revolution
Russian Turkestan
Russian Zone
Russian bank
Russian bath
Russian blue cat
Russian cross
Russian dandelion
Russian dressing
Russian olive
Russian poet
Russian roulette
Russian salad
Russian thistle
Russian wolfhound
Russian wormwood
Russian-owned
Russianisation
Russianise
Russianised
Russianising
Russianism
Russianist
Russianization
Russianize
Russianized
Russianizing
Russiaville
Russification
Russificator
Russifier
Russify
Russine
Russism
Russky
Russniak
Russo
Russo-
Russo-Japanese War
Russo-byzantine
Russo-caucasian
Russo-chinese
Russo-german
Russo-greek
Russo-japanese
Russo-persian
Russo-polish
Russo-serbian
Russo-swedish
Russo-turkish
Russolatrous
Russolatry
Russom
Russomania
Russomaniac
Russomaniacal
Russon
Russophile
Russophilism
Russophilist
Russophobe
Russophobia
Russophobic
Russophobism
Russophobic
Russula
Rust
Rustburg
Rustice
Rusticus
Rustie
Rustin
Ruston
Rusty
Rusty Domingue
Ruta
Rutaceae
Rutan
Rutelinae
Rutger
Rutgers
Ruth
Ruthann
Ruthanne
Ruthe
Ruthene
Ruthenia
Ruthenian
Rutherford
Rutherford alpha-particle
Rutherford atom
Rutherford scattering
Rutherford theory
Rutherford-Geiger counter
Rutherfordton
Rutherfurd
Rutheron
Ruthi
Ruthie
Ruthlee
Ruthton
Ruthven
Ruthville
Ruthy
Rutiodon
Rutland
Rutlandshire
SRC
SRCN
SRD
SRI
SRM
SRN
SRO
SRP
SRS
SRTS
SS
SS Troops
SS-10
SS-11
SS-9
SSA
SSAP
SSAS
SSB
SSBAM
SSC
SSCP
SSD
SSDU
SSE
SSEL
SSF
SSFF
SSG
SSI
SSM
SSME
SSN
SSO
SSP
SSPC
SSPF
SSPRU
SSPS
SSR
SSRMS
SSS
SST
SSTO
SSTTSS
SSTV
SSW
SScD
ST
STAGE
STARS
STB
STC
STD
STD code
STDM
STI
STILO
STIS
STL
STM
STN
STOH
STOL
STP
STRPG
STS
STS rocket
STSCI
STSI
STTNG
STTOS
STV
SU
SUG
SUID
SUM
SUN
SUNDIAG
SUNET
SUNVIEW
SUNY
SURANET
SURF
SUSP
SV
SVC
SVID
SVP
SVR
SVR4
SVS
SVVS
SW
SW by S
SWA
Sabanahoyos
Sabanaseca
Sabaath
Sabathikos
Sabatier
Sabatini
Sabattus
Sabazian
Sabazianism
Sabazios
Sabba
Sabbat
Sabbatarian
Sabbatarianism
Sabbatary
Sabbatean
Sabbath
Sabbath School
Sabbath day
Sabbath dress
Sabbath school
Sabbath-breaker
Sabbathaian
Sabbathaic
Sabbathaist
Sabbathbreaker
Sabbathbreaking
Sabbathism
Sabbathize
Sabbathkeeper
Sabbathkeeping
Sabbathless
Sabbathlike
Sabbathly
Sabbatia
Sabbatian
Sabbatic
Sabbatical
Sabbatically
Sabbaticalness
Sabbatist
Sabbatization
Sabbatize
Sabean
Sabec
Sabella
Sabellaria
Sabelle
Saccidananda
Sacco
Saccobranchiata
Saccobranchus
Saccolabium
Saccomyidae
Saccomyina
Saccomyoidea
Saccomys
Saccopharyngidae
Saccopharynx
Saccorhiza
Sacculina
Sacha
Sacha Distel
Sacher torte
Sacher torten
Sacher tortes
Sacheverell
Sachi
Sachiko
Sachs
Sachsen
Sachsse
Sacian
Sacken
Sackey
Sackman
Sacks
Sacksen
Sackville
Saco
Sacra Romana Rota
Sacra romana rota
Sacrament Sunday
Sacrament sunday
Sacrament, the
Sacramentarian
Sacramentary
Sacramento
Sacramento cat
Sacramento perch
Sacramento pike
Sacramento sturgeon
Sacre du Printemps, Le
Sacred College
Sacred College of Cardinals
Sacred Heart
Sacred Roman Rota
Sacred Writ
Sacrificati
Sacripant
Sacrobosco
Sacs
Sacttler
Sacul
Sad
Sada
Sadachbia
Sadalmelik
Sadalsuud
Sadat
Saddam Hussein
Saddegh Ghotbzadeh
Saddler
Sadducaic
Sadducean
Sadducee
Sadduceeism
Sadduceeist
Sadducism
Sadducize
Sade
Sadek el-Mahdi
Sadella
Sadhu Ittyavirah
Sadi
Sadi dervish
Sadick
Sadie
Sadie Hawkins Day
Sadieville
Sadira
Sadirah
Sadiras
Sadite
Sadler
Sadoc
Sadoff
Sadonia
Sadorus
Sadowa
Sadowski
Sadr
Sadsburyville
Sadye
Saeed
Saeger
Saegertown
Saehrimnir
Saeima
Safar
Safavi
Safavid
Safavis
Safawid
Safety Islands
Saffarian
Saffarid
Saffell
Saffian
Saffier
Safford
Saffren
Safi
Safid Rud
Safier
Safine
Safini
Safir
Safire
Safko
Sagai
Sagai tatar
Sagamore
Sagaponack
Sage
Sage hen
Sager
Sageretia
Sagerman
Saghalien
Sagina
Saginaw
Saginaw Bay
Sagitarii
Sagitta
Sagittae
Sagittaria
Sagittarii
Sagittariid
Sagittarius
Sagittary
Sagittid
Sagle
Sagola
Sagra
Saguache
Saguuenay
Saguerus
Saguia el Hamra
Sagunto
Saguntum
Sahadeva
Sahaptin
Sahara
Saharan
Saharanpur
Saharian
Saharic
Sahib
Sahibah
Sahidic
Sahitya Akademi
Saho
Sahuarita
Said Aouita
Said Hamami
Saida
Saidee
Saidel
Saideman
Saidi
Sained
Saiff
Saigon
Saiesh
Sailing to Byzantium
Saimon
Sanfooin
Saint
Saint Agnes's Eve
Saint Albans
Saint Anthony's Cross
Saint Anthony's Fire
Saint Anthony's cross
Saint Anthony's fire
Saint Augustine
Saint Austell
Saint Bartholomew's Day Massacre
Saint Benoit
Saint Bernard
Saint Bernard Pass
Saint Catharines
Saint Christopher
Saint Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla
Saint Clair
Saint Croix
Saint Croix River
Saint David's
Saint David's Day
Saint Elias Mountains
Saint Elmo's fire
Saint Gall
Saint George's
Saint George's Channel
Saint George's Cross
Saint Gotthard
Saint Helena
Saint Helens
Saint Helier
Saint James's Palace
Saint Joan
Saint John
Saint John's
Saint John's bread
Saint John's wort
Saint Kilda
Saint Kitts
Saint Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla
Saint Laurent
Saint Lawrence
Saint Lawrence Seaway
Saint Leger
Saint Leonard
Saint Louis
Saint Lucia
Saint Luke's summer
Saint Martin
Saint Martin's summer
Saint Moritz
Saint Nicholas
Saint Nick
Saint Patrick's Day
Saint Paul
Saint Paul's
Saint Peter's
Saint Petersburg
Saint Pierre
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saionji
Saipan
Saiph
Sair
Saire
Sais
Saishu
Saishuto
Saison en Enfer Une
Saite
Sattic
Saitis
Saito
Saiva
Saivism
Sajovich
Sak
Saka
Sakai
Sakais
Sakalava
Sakel
Sakelarides
Sakell
Sakellaridis
Sakha
Sakhalin
Sakhalin fir
Sakharov
Sakhuja
Saki
Sakkara
Sakmar
Sakovich
Saks
Sakta
Saktas
Sakti
Saktism
Sakuntala
Sakyamuni
Sal
Salaam
Salacia
Saladin
Salado
Salah Bitar
Salahi
Salaidh
Salamanca
Salamandra
Salamandridae
Salamandrina
Salambria
Salame
Salaminian
Salamis
Salamone
Salangi
Salangia
Salangidae
Salar
Salas
Salazar
Salba
Salbu
Salchunas
Saldee
Salduba
Sale
Saleem
Salem
Salem desk
Salem grass
Salema
Salemburg
Saleme
Salena
Salene
Salerno
Salesian
Salesin
Salesville
Salford
Salfordville
Salian
Saliaric
Salic
Salic law
Salicaceae
Salicales
Salicariaceae
Salicornia
Salida
Salientia
Salieri
Salman Rushdie
Salmanazar
Salmo
Salmon
Salmon River Mountains
Salmonella
Salmonidae
Salmonoidea
Salmonoidei
Salol
Saloma
Salome
Salomi
Salomie
Salomo
Salomon
Salomone
Salomonia
Salomonian
Salomonic
Salonica
Salonika
Saloniki
Salop
Salopian
Salot
Salpa
Salpidae
Salpiglossis
Salpinx
Salsbury
Salsola
Salsolaceae
Salt Lake City
Salt creek
Salt river
Salta
Saltator
Saltatoria
Salten
Salter
Saltipath
Salters
Saltgum
Saltigradae
Saltilidae
Saltlick
Salto
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Salton Sea
Salzburg
Saltsman
Saltville
Saltzman
Saluda
Saluki
Salukis
Salus
Salva
Salvador
Salvador Dali
Salvador Laurel
Salvadora
Salvadoraceae
Salvadoran
Salvadore
Salvadorian
Salvarsan
Salvation Army
Salvation Army bonnet
Salvation army
Salvationist
Salvator
Salvatore
Salvatore Briguglio
Salvay
Salve Regina
Salvelinus
Salvia
Salvidor
Salvini
Salvinia
Salviniaeae
Salviniales
Salvisa
Salvo
Salvucci
Salween
Salwey
Salyer
Salyersville
Salyut
Salzburg
Salzburg vitriol
Salzgitter
Salzhauer
Sam
Sam Bowie
Sam Browne belt
Sam Jankovich
Sam Wyche
Sam hill
Sama
Sama-Veda
Sama-veda
Samadera
Samain
Samal
Samal laut
Samala
Samale
Samalla
Saman
Samandura
Sami
Samanid
Samantha
Samanthia
Samar
Samara
Samarang
Samaria
Samaritan
Samaritaness
Samaritanism
Samarkand
Samarra
Samas
Samau
Sambal
Sambura
Sambathe
Sambo
Sambre
Sambucaceae
Sambucus
Samburg
Samburu
Samella
Samford
Samgarnebo
Samhain
Samhain eve
Samhita
Sami
Samson fish
Samson post
Samsonness
Samsonian
Samsonic
Samsonistic
Samsun
Samucan
Samucu
Samuel
Samuela
Samuele
Samuella
Samuelson
Samul
Samy
Samydaeae
San
San Antonio
San Bernardino
San Bernardino Pass
San Blas
San Buenaventura
San Cristbal
San Diego
San Fernando
San Fernando de Apure
San Franciscan
San Francisco
San Francisco Bay
San Ildefonso
San Jacinto
San Jacinto Day
San Jos
San Jose
San Jose de Cucuta
San Jose scale
San Juan
San Juan Bautista
San Juan Hill
San Juan Islands
San Juan Mountains
San Juan de la Cruz
San Luis Potos
San Marco
San Marino
San Mart
San Mateo
San Miguel
San Pablo
San Pablo Bay
San Pedro Sula
San Remo
San Saba
San Salvador
San Salvador Island
San Sebasti
San Stefano
San blas
San blas indian
San carlos apache
San ildefonso indian
San jacinto day
San juan indian
San kuo
San sebastian
San thome
San’a
Sana
Sanaa
Sanalda
Sanballat
Sanbo
Sanborn
Sanborne
Sanburn
Sancerre
Sancha
Sanchez
Sancho
Sancho Panza
Sancta Virgo Virginum
Sanctology
Sanctus
Sanctus bell
Sancus
Sancy
Sand
Sandakan
Sandalwood Island
Sandawe
Sandberg
Sandburg
Sand
Sandeep
Sandell
Sandemanian
Sandemanianism
Sandemanism
Sander
Sanders
Sanderson
Sandersville
Sandhurst
Sandi
Sandia
Sandie
Sandler
Sandon
Sandor
Sandpoint
Sandra
Sandra Cecchini
Sandrakottos
Sandringham
Sandro
Sandrocottus
Sandron
Sandry
Sands
Sandstrom
Sandusky
Sandusky South
Sandwich
Sandwich Islands
Sandwich glass
Sandwich tern
Sandy
Sandye
Sanetch
Sanferd
Sanfo
Sanford
Sanforize
Sanforized
Sanforizing
Sanfourd
Sanfred
Sang
Sangallensis
Sangallo
Sangamon
Sanger
Sanggil
Sangh
Sangha
Sangiovese
Sangir
Sangirese
Sango
Sangraal
Sangre de Cristo
Sangre de Cristo Mountains
Sangreal
Sanguinaria
Sanguisorba
Sanguisorbaceae
Sanhedrim
Sanhedrin
Sanhedrist
Sanhita
Sanicula
Sanjay
Sanjiv
Sankara
Sankaran
Sankey
Sankhya
Sankt Gallen
Sankt Polten
Sanmicheli
Sannoisian
Sanpoil
Sans
Sans arc
Sansar
Sansbury
Sanscrit
Sanscritic
Sansen
Sansevieria
Sansk
Sanskrit
Sanskritic
Sanskritist
Sanskritization
Sanskritize
Sansom
Sansom Park Village
Sanson
Sanson-Flamsteed projection
Sansone
Sansovino
Santa
Santa Ana
Santa Anna
Santa Barbara Islands
Santa Catalina
Santa Catarina
Santa Clara
Santa Clara Valley
Santa Claus
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Santa Fe
Santa Fe Springs
Santa Fe Trail
Santa Fean
Santa Gertrudis
Santa Isabel
Santa Klaus
Santa Maria
Santa Marta
Santa Maura
Santa Rosa
Santa Rosa de Cop
Santa ana indian
Santa casa
Santa clara indian
Santa claus
Santa fe locomotive
Santa gertrudis
Santa hermandad
Santa maria
Santa maria tree
Santa sophia
Santal
Santalaceae
Santalales
Santali
Santalum
Santana
Santander
Santar
Santarrem
Santarria
Santayana
Santbech
Santee
Santeria
Santiago
Santiago de Chile
Santiago de Compostela
Santiago de Cuba
Santiago de los Caballeros
Santiago del Estero
Santini
Santo
Santo Domingo
Santo Domingan
Santo Domingo Indian
Santolina
Santorin earth
Santoro
Santos
Santos-Dumont
Sanusi
Sanusis
Sanvitalia
Sanyakoan
Sanyu
Sao
Sao Paulo de Loanda
Saon
Saone
Saorstat
Saorstat Eireann
Saoshyant
Saperda
Sapers
Sapharensian
Saphra
Sapienza
Sapindaceae
Sapindales
Sapindus
Sapir
Sapium
Saponaria
Saponi
Sapota
Sapotaceae
Sapowith
Sapphera
Sapphic
Sapphic ode
Sapphira
Sapphire
Sapphism
Sapphist
Sappho
Sappho comet
Sapporo
Saprolegnia
Saprolegniaceae
Saprolegniales
Sapulpa
Saqqara
Sar
Sara
Sara Aldrete
Sara-Ann
Saraann
Sarabaite
Saracen
Saracenian
Saracenic
Saracenical
Saracenism
Saracenlike
Sarad
Sarada
Saragat
Saragosa
Saragossa
Sarah
Sarahann
Sarahsville
Saraiya
Sarajane
Sarajevo
Sarakolet
Sarakolle
Saraland
Saramaccaner
Saran
Saran wrap
Saranac
Saranac Lake
Saranac Lakes
Saransk
Sarasota
Saravstai
Saratoga
Saratoga chip
Saratoga chop
Saratoga trunk
Saratogan
Saratov
Saravan
Sarawak
Sarawakese
Sarawan
Sarazen
Sarchet
Sarcina
Sarcobatus
Sarcococca
Sarcocolla
Sarcocystidea
Sarcocystis
Sarcodes
Sarcodina
Sarcogyps
Sarcophaga
Sarcophagidae
Sarcophilus
Sarcopsylla
Sarcopsyllidae
Sarcopotes
Sarcoptidae
Sarcothamphus
Sarcosporida
Sarcosporidia
Sarcoxia
Sarcura
Sard
Sardanapalian
Sardanapallos
Sardanapalos
Sardanapalus
Sardegna
Sardella
Sardes
Sardian
Sardinia
Sardinian
Sardis
Sardo
Sardoin
Sardou
Saree
Sarelon
Sarena
Sassanids
Sassari
Sassella
Sassenach
Sassenage
Sasser
Sasserides
Sassetta
Sassoon
Sastean
Sat
Sat-chit-ananda
Sat-cit-ananda
Satan
Satan worshiper
Satanael
Satanas
Satanism
Satanist
Satanistic
Satanity
Satanology
Satanophanic
Satanophany
Satanophil
Satanophobia
Satanship
Satanta
Satartia
Satcitananda
Sateia
Sathrum
Satie
Satieno
Satin Slipper, The
Sato
Satrae
Satsop
Satsuma
Satsuma anthracnose
Satsuma ware
Satterfield
Satterlee
Sattley
Satu-Mare
Saturday
Saturday night special
Saturday-night special
Sault Sainte Marie
Sault Sainte Marie Canals
Sault whitefish
Saulteaur
Saum
Saumur
Sauncho
Sauner
Saunders
Saunderson
Saunderstown
Saundra
Saunemin
Sauquoit
Saura
Sauraseni
Saurashtra
Saurauia
Sauraiaceae
Sauria
Saurischia
Sauroctonos
Saurodontidae
Saurognathae
Sauromatian
Sauropoda
Sauropsida
Sauropterygia
Saurornithes
Saururaceae
Saururae
Saururus
Sausa
Sausalito
Saussure
Saussurea
Sautee
Sauternes
Sauvotoirs
Sauvagesia
Sauveur
Sauvignon blanc
Sava
Savadove
Savage
Savage Island
Savage's Station
Savaii
Saval
Savanna
Savannah
Savara
Savdeep
Save
Savel Kliachko
Savell
Saverton
Savery
Savick
Savil
Savill
Saville
Savina
Savior
Saviour
Savitar
Savitri
Savitt
Savoie
Savona
Savonarola
Savonarolist
Savonburg
Savonnerie
Savory
Savoy
Savoy Alps
Savoyard
Savoyards
Saw
Sawaiori
Sawan
Sawney
Sawtelle
Sawyer
Sawyere
Sawyerville
Sawyor
Sax
Saxapahaw
Saxe
Saxe blue
Saxe-Altenburg
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
Saxe-Meiningen
Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach
Saxen
Saxena
Saxeville
Saxicava
Saxicola
Saxicolidae
Saxicolinae
Saxifraga
Saxifragaceae
Saxis
Saxish
Saxo Grammaticus
Saxon
Saxon blue
Saxonburg
Saxondom
Saxonian
Saxonic
Saxonical
Saxonically
Saxonish
Saxonism
Saxonist
Saxonite
Saxonization
Saxonize
Saxononly
Saxony
Saxony green
Saxton
Say
Say's law
Sayal
Sayal brown
Sayan Mountains
Sayan samoyedic
Sayao
Saybrook
Sayce
Sayed
Sayer
Sayers
Sayette
Sayles
Saylor
Saylorsburg
Sayner
Sayre
Scaphiopodidae
Scaphiopus
Scaphites
Scaphitidae
Scaphopoda
Scappoose
Scarabaeidae
Scarabaeinae
Scaramouch
Scaramouche
Scarborough
Scarborough lily
Scarbro
Scare-christian
Scarface
Scaridae
Scarito
Scarlatti
Scarlet
Scarlet Letter, The
Scarlett
Scrarron
Sصارrow
Scarsdale
Scarus
Scarville
Scaticook
Scatophagidae
Scelidosaurus
Scelidotherium
Sceliphron
Sceloporus
Scenedesmus
Scenopinidae
Sceptic
Seever
Scevo
Scevor
Seevour
Sch
SchMusB
Schaab
Schaaff
Schabzieger
Schach
Schacht
Schacker
Schadenfreude
Schaefer
Schaeffer
Schaefferia
Schaefferstown
Schaerbeek
Schafer
Schafer method
Schafer's method
Schaffel
Schaffer
Schaffhausen
Schaerticke
Schaller
Schalles
Schantz
Schaper
Schapira
Scharaga
Scharf
Scharff
Schargel
Scharlachberger
Scharnhorst
Scharwenka
Schary
Schatz
Schaumberger
Schaumburg
Schaumburg-Lippe
Schberg
Schear
Scheat
Schechinger
Schechter
Scheck
Schechter
Schedar
Schedius
Scheel
Scheele
Scheer
Scheers
Scheherazade
Scheibler's pitch
Scheider
Scheidt
Schein
Scheiner
Scheiner scale
Scheld
Scheldt
Scheler
Schell
Schellens
Scheller
Schelling
Schellingian
Schellingianism
Schellingism
Schellsburg
Schenck
Schenectady
Schenevus
Schenley
Schererville
Scherle
Scherman
Schertz
Scheuchzeria
Scheuchzeriaceae
Scheveningen
Schiaparelli
Schick
Schick test
Schickard
Schiedam
Schiedam schnapps
Schiff
Schiffman
Schifra
Schild
Schilt
Schiller
Schiller Park
Schilling
Schilt
Schindler
Schinica
Schinus
Schipa
Schippers
Schiro
Schisandra
Schisandraceae
Schistocerca
Schistosoma
Schizaea
Schizaeaceae
Schizanthus
Schizognathae
Schizogregarinae
Schizogregarinida
Schizolaenaceae
Schizomeria
Schizomycetes
Schizonemertea
Schizoneura
Schizonotus
Schizopetalon
Schizophragma
Schizophyceae
Schizophyllum
Schizophyta
Schizopoda
Schizotrypanum
Schlager
Schlauraffenland
Schlegel
Schleicher
Schleiden
Schleiermacher
Schlenger
Schlesien
Schlesinger
Schlessel
Schlessinger
Schleswig
Schleswig-Holstein
Schley
Schlicher
Schlick
Schlieffen
Schliemann
Schlitz
Schloss
Schloss johannisberger
Schloss vollrads
Schlosser
Schlummerlied
Schluter
Schmalkaldic
Schmaltz profile microscope
Schmelning
Schmeltzer
School of Mind
Schoolcraft
Schoolman
Schools
Schopenhauer
Schopenhauereanism
Schopenhauerian
Schopenhauerism
Schott
Schottky
Schottky noise
Schou
Schouten
Schouten Islands
Schow
Schrader
Schram
Schramke
Schrdinger
Schrdinger equation
Schrebera
Schreck
Schrecklichkeit
Schreib
Schreibe
Schreiber
Schreibman
Schrick
Schriever
Schroder
Schrodinger
Schrodinger atom
Schrodinger equation
Schrodinger theory
Schroeder
Schroedinger
Schroer
Schroth
Schrund
Schubert
Schug
Schuh
Schul
Schulberg
Schule
Schulein
Schulenburg
Schuler
Schwitzer
Schwyz
Sci
Sciadopitys
Sciaena
Sciaenidae
Sciaeniformes
Scian
Sciara
Sciariidae
Sciarinae
Scibert
Science and Technology
Scientific
Scientist
Scientology
Scilla
Scillitan
Scillonian
Scilly Islands
Scilly Isles
Scincidae
Scincomorpha
Scincus
Scio
Sciot
Sciola
Scioto
Scipio
Scirophoria
Scirophorion
Scirpus
Scirtopoda
Scissurella
Scissurellidae
Scitaminales
Scitamineae
Scituate
Sciuroidae
Sciuriformes
Sciuropterus
Sciurus
Sclar
Sclater
Sclav
Sclavonian
Scleranthaceae
Scleranthus
Scorpaena
Scorpaenidae
Scorpidae
Scorpidae
Scorpiii
Scorpiid
Scorpio
Scorpioidea
Scorpion
Scorpionida
Scorpionidea
Scorpionsis
Scorpiurus
Scorpius
Scorzonera
Scot
Scotch
Scotch Blackface
Scotch Gaelic
Scotch Plains
Scotch and soda
Scotch and water
Scotch broom
Scotch broth
Scotch catch
Scotch crocus
Scotch egg
Scotch foursome
Scotch furnace
Scotch hearth
Scotch kisses
Scotch mist
Scotch pancake
Scotch pine
Scotch reel
Scotch rose
Scotch snap
Scotch tape
Scotch terrier
Scotch thistle
Scotch whiskey
Scotch whisky
Scotch woodcock
Scotch-Irish
Scotch-gaelic
Scotch-irish
Scotch-misty
Scotticism
Scotticize
Scottie
Scotties
Scottification
Scottify
Scottish
Scottish Gaelic
Scottish blackface
Scottish deerhound
Scottish rite
Scottish star
Scottish terrier
Scottish-irish
Scottisher
Scottishly
Scottishman
Scottishness
Scotttown
Scotts
Scottsbluff
Scottsboro
Scottsburg
Scottsdale
Scottsmoor
Scottsville
Scottville
Scotty
Scotus
Scouse
Scout
Scouting
Seaville
Scrabble
Scranton
Scratch
Screens
Screven
Serabbin
Scribe
Scribner
Scribners
Scripps
Script
Scripturalism
Scripturalist
Scripturality
Scripturarian
Scripture
Scriptured
Scriptureless
Scripturism
Scripturist
Scriven
Scrivenor
Scrivens
Scrivings
Scrogan
Scroggins
Scrooge
Scrope
Serophularia
Serophulariaceae
Scrovegni Chapel
Seuddy
Scudery
Sculley
Seullin
Scully
Sculptor
Sculptor's Tool
Sculptorid
Sculptoris
Scunthorpe
Scurlock
Scutari
Scutellaria
Scutelleridae
Scuti
Scutibranchia
Scutigera
Scutigeridae
Scutt
Scutum
Scutum Sobieskii
Scylaceus
Seyld
Scylla
Scylla and Charybdis
Scyllae
Scyllaenae
Scyllaridae
Scyllaruses
Scyllilidae
Scylliidae
Scylliorhinidae
Scylliorhinus
Scyllium
Scyphomedusae
Scyphophori
Scyphozoa
Scyros
Scyth
Scythia
Scythian
Scythian antelope
Scythian lamb
Scythic
Scythize
Scytho-aryan
Scytho-dravidian
Scytho-greek
Scytho-median
Scytonema
Scytonemataceae
Scytopetalaceae
Scytopetalum
Se
Sea Gull, The
Sea Islands
Sea Lord
Sea Scout
Sea of a thousand creases
Sea quadrant
Sea sled
Seabeck
Seabee
Seabees
Seabiscuit
Seaborg
Seabrook
Seabrooke
Seabury
Seacliff
Seaddon
Seaden
Seadon
Seadrift
Seaford
Seaforth
Seafortia
Seafowl
Seaghan
Seagirt
Seagoville
Seagram
Seagrave
Seagraves
Seahurst
Seal Beach
Seale
Sealston
Sealy
Sealyham
Sealyham terrier
Seaman
Seamas
Seami
Seamus
Sean
Seana
Seanad ann
Seantor
Searby
Searcy
Searle
Searles
Sears
Searsboro
Searsmont
Searsport
Seasan
Seaside
Season
Seat Pleasant
Seated Scribe
Seaton
Seaton Valley
Seatonville
Seattle
Seaver
Seavey
Seaview
Seavir
Seba
Sebago salmon
Sebastian
Sebastiano
Sebastichthys
Sebastien
Sebastodes
Sebastopol
Sebastopol goose
Sebbie
Sebec
Sebeca
Sebewaing
Seboeis
Seboim
Seboyeta
Sebree
Sebright
Sebring
Secale
Secamone
Secaucus
Secchi
Seceder
Secessia
Secession
Secessional
Secessiondom
Secchium
Sechuana
Seckel
Seco
Seconal
Seconal pill
Second Advent
Second Adventism
Second Adventist
Second Balkan War
Second Chamber
Second Coming
Second Empire
Second International
Second Reader
Second Reich
Second Republic
Second World War
Secor
Secrest
Secret Service
Secreta
Secretariat
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of Health
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of State
Secretary of State for Defence
Secretary of State for Scotland
Secretary of State for Wales
Secretary of Transportation
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of the Treasury
Secs
Sectary
Secunda
Secundas
Secunderabad
Securifera
Securigera
Security Council
Security council
Seda
Sedaceae
Sedale Threatt
Sedalia
Sedan
Sedang
Sedberry
Sedda
Seddon
Sedecias
Sedentaria
Seder
Sedgemoor
Sedgewake
Sedgewick
Sedgewickville
Sedgewinn
Sedgwick
Sedley
Sedlik
Sedona
Sedrah
Sedrahs
Sedroth
Sedum
See
See of Rome
Seebeck
Seebeck effect
Seed
Seeder
Seedman
Seeger
Seeing Eye dog
Seekerism
Seekonk
Seel
Seeland
Seeley
Seely
Seelyville
Seem
Seema
Seen
Seena
Seessel
Seething Bay
Seeto
Sefekhet
Sefer Torah
Sefer Torahs
Seferiades
Seferis
Seffner
Seften
Sefton
Seftton
Segal
Segalman
Seger cone
Seginus
Segner
Segni
Segovia
Segre
Seguin
Segundo
Segura
Sehna knot
Seiber
Seibert
Seibold
Seid
Seidel
Seiden
Seidler
Seidlitz
Seidlitz powder
Seidlitz powders
Seidule
Seldan
Selden
Seldon
Seldun
Selective Service System
Selective tivity
Selectric
Selemas
Selemnus
Selena
Selene
Selenga
Selenicereus
Selenidera
Selenipedium
Selenodonta
Seler
Selestina
Seleta
Seleucia
Seleucia Pieria
Seleucia Tracheotis
Seleucian
Seleucid
Seleucidae
Seleucidan
Seleucidean
Seleucidian
Seleucidic
Seleucus I
Selfridge
Selhorst
Selia
Selichoth
Selie
Selig
Seligmans
Seligmann
Selihoth
Selim
Selima
Selimah
Selina
Selinda
Seline
Selingsgrove
Selinski
Selinuntine
Seljuk
Seljukian
Selkirk
Selkirk Mountains
Selkirk bannock
Selkirkshire
Sell
Sella
Sellars
Selle
Sellers
Sellersburg
Sellersville
Selli
Sellma
Sello
Sellotape
Sells
Selma
Selmer
Selmner
Selmore
Selry
Selter
Seltzer
Seltzer water
Selung
Selway
Selwin
Selwyn
Selz
Selznick
Sem
Semaeostomae
Semaeostomata
Semal laut
Semaleus
Semang
Semangs
Semarang
Sembrich
Semecarpus
Semela
Semele
Semenov
Semeostoma
Semeru
Semi-Bantu
Semi-apollinarism
Semi-arian
Semi-arianism
Semi-augustinian
Semi-bantu
Semi-belgian
Semi-bessemer
Semi-bohemian
Semi-bolshevik
Semi-christian
Semi-christianized
Semi-darwinian
Semi-dutch
Semi-empire
Semi-euclidean
Semi-frenchified
Semi-gnostic
Semi-gothic
Semi-jesuit
Semi-judaizer
Semi-manichaeanism
Semi-norman
Semi-patriot
Semi-pelagian
Semi-pelagianism
Semi-pythagorean
Semi-romanism
Semi-romanized
Semi-russian
Semi-sadducee
Semi-sadduceism
Semi-sadducism
Semi-saxon
Semi-slav
Semi-southern
Semi-tatar
Semi-tory
Semi-tychonic
Semi-zionism
Semiahmoo
Semillion
Seminole
Seminoles
Semionotidae
Semionotus
Semipalatinsk
Semiramis
Semiramize
Senefelder
Senegal
Senegalese
Senegambia
Senegambian
Seney
Senghor
Senhauser
Senijextee
Senior
Senlac
Senn
Senna
Senna knot
Sennacherib
Sennad'iy Zakhorov
Sennar
Sennett
Senoia
Senones
Senonian
Senora
Sense and Sensibility
Sensjon
Sensitol green
Senskell
Sentinel
Senusi
Senusian
Senusis
Senusism
Senussi
Senussian
Senussism
Senzer
Seo de Urgel
Seoul
Seow
Sep
Separatist
Sepharad
Sephardi
Sephardic
Sephardim
Sepharvites
Sepher Torah
Sepher Torahs
Sephira
Sephora
Sepiidae
Sepioidea
Sepiola
Sepiolidae
Sepoy
Sepoy Mutiny
Sepoy Rebellion
Seppala
Sepsidae
Sept
September
September Massacre
September elm
Septemberer
Septemberism
Septemberist
Septembral
Septembrian
Septembrist
Septembrize
Septembrizer
Septentrio
Septentriion
Septi
Septibranchia
Septibranchiata
Septima
Septmoncel
Septobasidium
Septocylindrium
Septogloeum
Septoria
Septuagesima
Septuagesima Sunday
Septuagint
Septuagintal
Sepulveda
Sequan
Sequani
Sequanian
Sequatchie
Sequim
Sequoia
Sequoia National Park
Sequoyna
Sequoyah
Sera
Serabend
Serafin
Serafina
Serafine
Serajevo
Seram
Serang
Serapea
Serapeum
Serapeums
Seraphim
Seraphina
Seraphine
Serapias
Serapic
Serapis
Serapist
Serb
Serb-croat-slovene
Serbdom
Serbia
Serbian
Serbize
Serbo-Croatian
Serbo-bulgarian
Serbo-croat
Serbo-croatian
Serbonian
Serbophile
Serbophobe
Sercq
Sere
Serean
Seree
Seremban
Serena
Serendib
Serendip
Serene
Serene Highness
Serene Majesty
Serenitatis
Serenity
Serenoa
Serer
Seres
Sereth
Seretse Khama
Serg
Serge
Sergeant
Sergeant baker
Sergeantsville
Sergei
Sergei Akhromeyev
Sergei Borisov
Sergei Bubka
Sergei Kauzov
Sergei Makarov
Sergent
Sergestus
Sergias
Sergio
Sergio Fenoaltea
Sergipe
Sergius
Sergius I
Sergius II
Sergo
Sergt
Sergu
Seri
Serian
Seric
Serica
Sericana
Sericocarpus
Series E bond
Series H bond
Seriform
Serilda
Seringapatam
Serinus
Seriola
Seriolidae
Serjania
Serkin
Serle
Serles
Serlio
Sermon on the Mount
Seroka
Serov
Serpari
Serpasil
Serpens
Serpent
Serpent Bearer
Serpent Sea
Serpent bearer
Serpentarian
Serpentarii
Serpentarius
Serpentes
Serpentian
Serpentid
Serpentinian
Serpentis
Serphidae
Serphoidea
Serpollet type
Serpukhov
Serpula
Serpulae
Serpulidae
Serra
Serra da Estrella
Serranidae
Serrano
Serranus
Serrasalmo
Serratia
Serrell
Serricornia
Serridentines
Serridentinus
Serrifera
Sert
Sertorius
Sertularia
Sertulariidae
Serva Padrona La
Servais
Server
Servetian
Servetianism
Servetnick
Servetus
Servia
Servian
Service
Servidor
Servite
Servius
Servius Tullius
Servo-croat
Servo-croatian
Sesamum
Sesban
Sesbania
Seseli
Seshat
Sesia
Sesiidae
Sesoostris
Sesotho
Sesser
Sesshu
Sessiliventres
Sessions
Sessler
Sessrymnir
Sestian
Sestos
Sesuto
Sesuvium
Set
Seta
Setaria
Setbal
Seth
Sethi
Sethian
Sethic
Sethite
Sethrida
Setibo
Setifera
Seto
Seto Naikai
Seto ware
Seton
Setophaga
Setophaginae
Settera
Settle
Setubal
Seumas
Seung-hwa Chung
Seurat
Seuss
Sev
Sevan
Sevastopol
Seve
Seve Ballesteros
Seven Cities of Cibola
Seven Hills
Seven Hills of Rome
Seven Sages
Seven Seas
Seven Sisters
Seven That Were Hanged
Seven Weeks' War
Seven Wise Masters
Seven Wise Men of Greece
Seven Wonders of the World
Seven Years' War
Seven against Thebes
Sevener
Sevenmile
Seventh Avenue
Seventh-Day Adventist
Seventy
Severance
Severen
Severian
Severin
Severini
Severinus
Severn
Severmaya Zemlya
Severo
Seversky
Severson
Severus
Severy
Sevierville
Sevigne
Sevik
Seville
Seville orange
Sevillian
Sevres ware
Sewanee
Seward
Seward Peninsula
Seward's Day
Sewaren
Sewel
Shadydale
Shadyside
Shae
Shaefer
Shaeffer
Shaer
Shafer
Shaff
Shaffer
Shaffert
Shafiite
Shafter
Shaftesbury
Shaftsbury
Shaftsbury
Shagia
Shah
Shah Jahan
Shah Jehan
Shahada
Shahansha
Shahaptian
Shahaptians
Shaharith
Shahjahanpur
Shahpour Bakhtiari
Shaia
Shaigia
Shaikh
Shaikiyeh
Shaina
Shaine
Shaitan
Shaiva
Shaivism
Shaivite Hinduism
Shak
Shaka
Shaker
Shaker Heights
Shaker flannel
Shakerdom
Shakeress
Shakerism
Shakerlike
Shakers
Shakespeare
Shakespeare-Bacon controversy
Shakespearean
Shakespearean sonnet
Shakespeareana
Shakespeareanism
Shakespeareanly
Shakespearean
Shakespeareanism
Shakespearearize
Shakespeareolater
Shakespeareolatry
Shakhty
Shakopee
Shaks
Shakspere
Shaksperian
Shaksperianism
Shakta
Shakti
Shaktism
Shakuntala
Shakyamuni
Shala
Shalako
Shalako dancer
Shalimar
Shallotte
Shallowater
Shalmaneser III
Shalna
Shalne
Shalom
Sham
Shama
Shamash
Shambala
Shambaugh
Shambu
Shamma
Shammai
Shammar
Shamo
Shamokin
Shamrao
Shamrock
Shamus
Shan
Shan State
Shana
Shape
Shaper
Shapiro
Shapleigh
Shapley
Shaptan
Shara
Sharaf
Sharai
Sharaku
Sharas
Shardana
Sharet
Sharezer
Shargel
Shari
Sharia
Sharira
Sharity
Sharl
Sharla
Sharleen
Sharlene
Sharline
Sharma
Sharman
Sharon
Sharon Hill
Sharon West
Sharona
Sharonville
Sharos
Sharp
Sharpe
Sharpes
Sharples
Sharps
Sharpsburg
Sharpsville
Sharptown
Sharra
Sharras
Sharrie
Sharron
Shartlesville
Sharunas Marchulenis
Sharyl
Sharyn
Shasta
Shasta cypress
Shasta daisy
Shastan
Shatt-al-Arab
Shattuc
Shattuck
Shattuckville
Shatzer
Shauck
Shaughn
Shaughnessy
Shaula
Shaum
Shaun
Shauna
Shaver
Shavesè
Shavian
Shaviana
Shavianism
Shavuot
Shavuoth
Shaw
Shawanee
Shawanese
Shawano
Shawboro
Shawnut
Shawn
Shawna
Shawnee
Shawneetown
Shawn Dunston
Shawsville
Shawver truss
Shawville
Shawwal
Shay
Shaya
Shayla
Shaylah
Shaylyn
Shaylynn
Shayn
Shayna
Shayne
Shays
Shays' Rebellion
Shaysite
Shazar
Shcheglovsk
Shcherbakov
She Stoops to Conquer
She-greek
Shea
Sheaff
Sheakleyville
Shear
Shearer
Sheba
Shebat
Sheboygan
Shechem
Shechemites
Shechina
Shechinah
Sheed
Sheedir
Sheeds
Sheeb
Sheedy
Sheehan
Sheela
Sheelagh
Sheelah
Sheeler
Sheen
Sheena
Sheene
Sheepshanks
Sheeran
Sheeree
Sheerness
Sheetrock
Sheets
Sheff
Sheffie
Sheffield
Sheffield Lake
Sheffield plate
Sheffy
Shehab
Sheik Abdul Karim Obeid
Sheik Hassan Bey Salameh
Sheikh ul islam
Sheila
Sheila-Kathryn
Sheilah
Sheitan
Shekinah
Shel
Shela
Shelagh
Shelah
Shelba
Shelbi
Shelbiana
Shelbina
Shelburn
Shelburne
Shelby
Shelbyville
Sheldahl
Shelden
Sheldon
Sheldonville
Shelepin
Sheley
Shelia
Sheline
Shell
Shellans
Shelley
Shelleyan
Shelleyana
Shelli
Shellian
Shellie
Shellman
Shellsburg
Shelly
Shelman
Shelocta
Shelta
Shelton
Shelyak
Shem
Shema
Shemaka
Shembe
Shemite
Shemitish
Shemoneh Esreh
Shemu
Shen
Shena
Shenan
Shenandoah
Shenandoah National Park
Sheng
Shenshai
Shensi
Shenstone
Shenyang
Sheol
Shep
Shepard
Shepard king
Shepardsville
Shepherd
Shepherd King
Shepherdia
Shepherdstown
Shepherdsville
Shepley
Sheply
Shepp
Sheppard
Sheppard's adjustment
Shepperd
Shepton
Sher
Sherani
Sherar
Sherard
Sherardia
Sheratan
Sheraton
Sherborn
Sherborne
Sherbrooke
Sherburn
Sherburne
Shere
Sheree
Sherer
Shererd
Sherfield
Sheri
Sheridan
Sherie
Sherill
Sherilyn
Sheringham daylight lamp
Sheriyat
Sherj
Sherl
Sherley
Sherline
Sherlock
Sherlock Holmes
Sherlocke
Sherm
Sherman
Sherman Antitrust Act
Shermie
Shermy
Sherod
Sherourd
Sherpa
Sherr
Sherramoor
Sherrard
Sherrer
Sheri
Sherrie
Sherrill
Sherrington
Sherris
Sherod
Sherrodsville
Sherry
Sherrymoor
Shertok
Sherurd
Sherwin
Sherwood
Sherwood Forest
Sherwynd
Sherye
Sheryl
Sheryle
Shesha
Shetland
Shetland Islander
Shetland Islands
Shetland lace
Shetland pony
Shetland sheep dog
Shetland sheepdog
Shetland wool
Shetlander
Shetlandic
Shetrit
Shevat
Shevlin
Shevlo
Shewchuk
Shewmaker
Sheya
Sheyenne
Shia
Shiah
Shiau
Shickley
Shickshinny
Shidler
Shieh
Shiekh
Shield of David
Shields
Shien
Shaff
Shifra
Shifrah
Shig
Shiga bacillus
Shigella
Shih
Shih Ching
Shih King
Shihchiachuang
Shii
Shiism
Shiite
Shiite Muslimism
Shiitic
Shik
Shikibu
Shikoku
Shikri el Kuwatli
Shilh
Shilha
Shillelagh
Shiller
Shillington
Shiraz
Shirberg
Shire
Shire horse
Shiri
Shirk
Shirl
Shirland
Shirlands
Shirlee
Shirleen
Shirlene
Shirley
Shirleysburg
Shirlie
Shirline
Shiro
Shiroma
Shirvan
Shishko
Shittim
Shiva
Shivaism
Shivaist
Shivaistic
Shivaite
Shively
Shiverick
Shivers
Shizuoka
Shkod
Shkoder
Shkodra
Shkupetar
Shlomo
Shlomo Goren
Shlu
Shluh
Shmuel
Shoa
Shoals
Shobonier
Shockley
Shoemaker
Shoemaker's Holiday, The
Shoemakersville
Shoestring district
Shohola
Shurwood
Shushan
Shuswap
Shute
Shutesbury
Shutz
Shuzo
Shwalb
Shyamal
Shylock
Shylockism
SI
SI Kiang
SIA
Siad Barre
Siah posh
Sialia
Sialidae
Sialis
Sialkot
Siam
Siamese
Siamese cat
Siamese fighting fish
Siamese twins
Sian
Siana
Siang
Siangtan
Sianna
Sias
Sib
Sibbaldus
Sibbie
Sibby
Sibéal
Sibel
Sibelius
Sibell
Sibella
Sibelle
Siber
Siberia
Siberian
Siberian Husky
Siberian crab apple
Siberian high
Siberian husky
Siberian larkspur
Siberian ruby
Siberian tiger
Siberian wallflower
Siberian-americanoid
Siberic
Siberson
Sibie
Sibilla
Sibiric
Sibiu
Sible
Siblee
Sibley
Sibley tent
Sibyl
Sibylla
Sibylle
Sibylline Books
Sibyls
Sic
Sicambri
Sicambrian
Sicana
Sicani
Sicanian
Sicard
Sicel
Siceliot
Sices
Sichuan
Sicilia
Sicilian
Sicilian Vespers
Sicilian umber
Sicilianism
Sicilies Two
Sicilo-norman
Sicily
Sickert
Sicklerville
Siclari
Sicular
Siculi
Sicilian
Siculo-arabian
Siculo-moresque
Siculo-norman
Siculophone
Siculopunic
Sicyon
Sicyonian
Sicyonic
Sicyos
Sid
Sida
Sidalicea
Siddha
Siddhanta
Siddhartha
Siddhi
Siddion
Siddons
Siddra
Sidell
Sidera lodoicea
Sideritis
Sideroxylon
Sidewinder
Sidgwick
Sidhu
Sidi Ifni
Sidi-bel-Abb
Sidky
Sidman
Sidnaw
Sidnee
Sidney
Sidney Moncrief
Sidoma
Sidon
Sidoney
Sidonia
Sidonian
Sidonie
Sidonius
Sidonnie
Sidoon
Sidra
Sidrach
Sidrah
Sidrahs
Sidran
Sidras
Sidroth
Sidur
Siganidae
Siganus
Sigaultian
Sigel
Sigfrid
Sigfried
Siggeir
Sigillaria
Sigillariaceae
Sigismond
Sigismondo
Sigismund
Sigismundo
Sigismundo
Sigle
Sigma
Sigma 7
Sigmodontes
Sigmund
Sign up
Signac
Signal
Signal Mountain
Signe
Signor
Signora
Signorelli
Signy
Sigourney
Sigrid
Sigsbee
Sigmond
Sigurd
Sigvard
Sigyn
Sihanouk
Sihasapa
Sihon
Sihonn
Sihun
Sihunn
Sik
Sika
Sikandarabad
Sikang
Sikata
Sikes
Sikeston
Sikh
Sikhism
Siking
Sikinnis
Sikkim
Sikkimese
Sikko
Sikorski
Sikorsky
Siksika
Sil
Silas
Silas Marner
Silastic
Silber
Silberman
Silda
Silden
Sile
Sileas
Silenaceae
Silenales
Silene
Silent Don, The
Silenus
Siler
Silerton
Silesia
Silesian
Siletz
Silex
Silicea
Silicispongiae
Silicoflagellata
Silicoflagellatae
Silicoflagellidae
Silicoidea
Silicospongiae
Silin
Silipan
Siliquaria
Siliquariidae
Sill
Sillaginidae
Sillago
Sillanpaa
Sillery
Sillery sec
Sillsby
Sinarquista
Sinarquistas
Sinas
Sinatra
Sinbad
Sinclair
Sinclairville
Sinclare
Sind
Sindbad the Sailor
Sindee
Sindhi
Sine
Sinegold
Sinesian
Sinfiotli
Sinfjotli
Sing Sing
Singan
Singapore
Singband
Singer
Singfo
Singh
Singhal
Singhalese
Singleton
Singpho
Singsing
Singspiel
Sinhainien
Sinhalese
Sinian
Sinic
Sinicism
Sinicization
Sinicize
Sinicized
Sinicizing
Sinico
Sinico-japanese
Sinification
Sinified
Sinify
Sinifying
Siniju
Sining
Sinis
Sinisian
Sinism
Sinite
Sinitic
Sink
Sinkiang
Sinkiuse
Sinn Fein
Sinn Feiner
Sinn Feinism
Sinn fein
Sinn feiner
Sinn feinism
Sinnamahoning
Sinnard
Sinningia
Sino-
Sino-Japanese War
Sino-Tibetan
Sino-american
Sino-belgian
Sino-german
Sino-japanese
Sino-mongol
Sino-russian
Sino-soviet
Sino-tibetan
Sinogram
Sinolog
Sinologer
Sinological
Sinologist
Sinologue
Sinology
Sinon
Sinonism
Sinophile
Sinophilism
Sinophobia
Sinopic
Sinsiga
Sinsinawa
Sint Maarten
Sinto
Sintoism
Sintoist
Sinton
Sintsink
Sintu
Sinuiju
Sinupallia
Sinupallialia
Sinupalliata
Sinus
Sinus Aestuum
Sinus Astronautarum
Sinus Medii
Sinus Meridianii
Sinus of Valsalva
Siobhan
Sion
Sionite
Siouan
Sioux
Siouxie
Sipesville
Siphnos
Siphonales
Siphonaptera
Siphonaria
Siphonariidae
Siphonata
Siphoneae
Siphoniata
Siphonifera
Siphonobranchiata
Siphonocladales
Siphonocladiaceae
Siphonogama
Siphonognathidae
Siphonognathus
Siphonophora
Siphonostoma
Siphonostomata
Siphrei Torah
Siphunculata
Sipibo
Siple
Sippar
Sipple
Sippy diet
Sippy regimen
Sipsy
Sipunculacea
Sipunculida
Sipunculoidea
Sipunculus
Siqueiros
Sir
Sir Alex Cadogan
Sir Francis Chichester
Sir Galahad
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Sir John Mandeville
Sir Oliver Gootnetilleke
Sir Roger de Coverley
Sir Roger de Coverly
Sir John
Sir rag
Sirach
Siracusa
Siraj-ud-daula
Siredon
Siren
Sirena
Sirenia
Sirenidae
Sirenoidea
Sirenoidei
Sirenum
Siret
Sirian
Sirianian
Siricidae
Siricicus
Siricoidea
Sirikit Kitiyakorn
Sririmavo
Sirione
Sirius
Sirkin
Sirmian
Sirmons
Sirmuellera
Sirois
Sirotek
Sirsalis
Sirte
Siryan
Sis
Sisak
Sisco
Sisely
Sisera
Sisile
Sisinnius
Siskind
Sisley
Sismondi
Sisouk Na Champassak
Sissel
Sisseton
Sissie
Sisson
Sissu
Sissy
Sistani
Sister
Sister of Charity
Sister of Loretto
Sister of Mercy
Sister of Providence
Sisters
Sistersville
Sistine
Sistine Chapel
Sistine Madonna
Sisto
Sistrurus
Sisymbrium
Sisyphian
Sisyphean
Sisyphean labor
Sisyphean task
Sisyphean toil
Sisyphian
Sisyphides
Sisyphism
Sisyphist
Sisyphus
Sisyrinchium
Sita
Sitarski
Sithole
Sitka
Sitka cypress
Sitka spruce
Sitkan
Sitnik
Sitophilus
Sitra
Sitsang
Sitta
Sitter
Sittidae
Sittinae
Sitting Bull
Sitwell
Siubhan
Sium
Siusan
Siusi
Siuslaw
Siva
Sivaism
Sivaist
Sivaistic
Sivaite
Sivan
Sivapithecus
Sivas
Sivatheriidae
Sivatheriinae
Sivatherium
Sivia
Sivie
Siwan
Siward
Siwash
Six
Six Counties
Six Day War
Six Nations
Six-principle baptist
Sixes
Sixmile
Sixtine
Sixtowns
Sixtus
Sixtus III
Sixtus IV
Sixtus V
Sjaelland
Sjenicki
Sjland
Sjoberg
Skagen
Skagerrak
Skagway
Skamokawa
Skanda
Slaby
Slack
Slade
Sladen
Slagle
Slanesville
Slask
Slatedale
Slater
Slatersville
Slatington
Slaton
Slaughter
Slaughters
Slav
Slavdom
Slave
Slave Coast
Slave River
Slave Ship, The
Slave State
Slave bracelet
Slavenska
Slavey
Slavi
Slavian
Slavic
Slavicism
Slavicize
Slavification
Slavify
Slavin
Slavish
Slavism
Slavist
Slavistic
Slavization
Slavize
Slavkov
Slavo-germanic
Slavo-hungarian
Slavo-lettic
Slavo-lithuanian
Slavo-phoenician
Slavo-teuton
Slavo-teutonic
Slavonia
Slavonian
Slavonianize
Slavonic
Slavonically
Slavonicize
Slavonish
Slavonism
Slavonization
Slavonize
Slavophil
Slavophile
Slavophilism
Slavophobe
Slavophobia
Slavophobist
Slayden
Slayton
Sidney
Sieb
Sleep
Sleepers
Sleepy Eye
Sleepy Hollow chair
Sleepyeye
Sleipnir
Slemmer
Slemp
Slesvig
Sleswick
Sletten
Slezsko
Slickville
Slide Mountain
Slidell
Slika
Sligo
Slim
Slinger
Slinkman
Slipcote
Slippery Rock
Sliwa
Sloan
Sloane
Sloannea
Sloansville
Sloatman
Sloatsburg
Slobodan Zivojinovic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slocomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slocum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloppy Joe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloppy Joe's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slosberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slotnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slough of Despond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloughhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovensko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovintzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sluiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slyke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smackover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalcalidian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalcaldic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Business Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-endian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smarr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smeaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smectymnuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smectymnuus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smedley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smelterville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smetana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smethport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Snowman
Snowmass
Snows of Kilimanjaro, The
Snowville
Snowy Mountains
Snowy River
Snr
Snyder
Snydersburg
So
Soane
Soares
Sobel
Sober
Soble
Sobor
Sobralia
Sobranje
Soc
Socha
Soche
Socher
Sochi
Sochor
Social Credit
Social Democratic Party
Social Democratic party
Social Development Commission
Social Register
Social War
Social crediters
Sociales
Socialist International
Socialist Labor Party
Socialist Party
Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Socialist Workers Party
Societe
Society Islands
Society men
Society of Friends
Society of Jesus
Society people
Socinian
Socinianism
Socianistic
Socinianize
Socinus
Socorro
Socotra
Socotran
Socotri
Socotrine
Socratean
Socrates
Socratic
Socratic induction
Socratic irony
Socratic method
Socratical
Socratically
Socraticism
Socratism
Socratist
Socrates
Socratize
Soddy
Sodium Pentothal
Sodom
Sodoma II
Sodomist
Sodomite
Sodomitish
Sodus
Soekarno
Soelch
Soemba
Soembawa
Soenda Islands
Soenda Strait
Soerabaja
Sofer
Sofia
Sofie
Sofiya
Sofko
Sofronia
Soga
Sogdian
Sogdiana
Sogdianese
Sogdianian
Sogdoite
Soho
Soho Square
Sohrab and Rustum
Soiesette
Soinski
Soissons
Soja
Soka Gakkai Buddhism
Sokil
Sokoki
Sokoto
Sokotra
Sokotri
Sokul
Sokulk
Sol
Sola
Solana
Solanaceae
Solanales
Solange
Solanine-s
Solano
Solanum
Solarium
Solberg
Soldan
Soldanella
Sole marguery
Solea
Solebury
Soledad
Soleidae
Solemn League and Covenant
Solemn Mass
Solen
Solenidae
Solenne
Solenocconcha
Solenodon
Solenodontidae
Solenogastres
Solenoglypha
Solenopsis
Solenostomidae
Solenostomus
Solent
Solera
Soleure
Solferino
Solgohachia
Solicitor General
Solicitor Supreme Court
Solid South
Solidago
Solidungula
Solifugae
Solihull
Solim
Soliman
Soliman I
Solimena
Solimoes
Solingren
Solio
Solis
Solis lacus
Solita
Solitta
Soll
Sollars
Solley
Sollie
Sollows
Solly
Sollya
Solnit
Solo
Solo man
Soloma
Soloman
Solomon
Solomon Islands
Solomon Islands Pidgin
Solomon's lily
Solomon's seal
Solomonian
Solomonic
Solomonical
Solomonitic
Solomons
Solon
Solonian
Solonic
Solothurn
Solopogida
Solopugidea
Solpugides
Solr
Somni
Somniorum
Somniosus
Somnus
Somonaik
Somoa
Son
Son of David
Son of God
Son of Man
Sonchus
Sonderbund
Sondergotter
Sondheim
Sondheimer
Sondra
Sondylomororum
Soneson
Sonette an Orpheus
Song
Song Koi
Song of Solomon
Song of Solomon, The
Song of Songs
Song of the Three Children
Songhai
Songish
Songka
Songo
Songoi
Songs of Experience
Songs of Innocence
Soni
Sonia
Sonja
Sonneratia
Sonneratiaceae
Sonnets from the Portuguese
Sonnets to Orpheus
Sonni
Sonnie
Sonnie
Sonny
Sonoita
Sonoma
Sonoma Valley
Sonora
Sonora lac
Sonoran
Sonrai
Sons and Lovers
Sons of Freedom
Sons of God
Sons of Liberty
Sonstrom
Sontag
Sontich
Sony
Sonya
Sonya Klopfer
Sonyea
Soo
Soo Canals
Soochow
Sooke
Sooner
Sooner State
Soong
Soorah
Soot
Sopchoppy
Soper
Soperton
Soph
Sophar
Sopher
Sopheric
Sopherim
Sophey
Sophi
Sophia
Sophian
Sophie
Sophies
Sophism
Sophist
Sophistress
Sophistry
Sophoclean
Sophoclean tragedy
Sophocles
Sophora
Sophronia
Sophy
Soquel
Sorabian
Soracco
Sorata
Soraya
Soraya Kashoggi
Soraya Khashoggi
Sorb
Sorbais
Sorbaria
Sorbian
Sorbish
Sorbonic
Sorbonical
Sorbonist
Sorbonne
Sorbus
Sorce
Sorcha
Sorci
Sorcim
Sordaria
Sordariaceae
Sordello
Sorel
Soren
Sorensen
Sorenson
Sorento
Sorex
Sorghum
Soricidae
Soricinae
Soricoidea
Sorilda
Sorkin
Sorocaba
Sorokin
Soroptimist
Soroptimist club
Sorosporella
Sorosporium
Sorrentine
Sorento
Sorrows
Sorrows of Werther
Sorrows of Werther, The
Sosanna
Sosia
Sosigenes
Sound
Sound and the Fury, The
Souphanourong
Sour
Souris
Soustelle
Sousuke Uno
South
South Africa
South African
South African Dutch
South African jade
South Amboy
South America
South American trypanosomiasis
South Arabia
South Australia
South Australian
South Beloit
South Bend
South Boston
South Bound Brook
South Carolina
South China Sea
South Coventry
South Dakota
South Downs
South Elgin
South Euclid
South Farmingdale
South Frigid Zone
South Fulton
South Gate
South Georgia
South Georgian
South Glamorgan
South Glens Falls
South Greensburg
South Holland
South Island
South Korea
South Orkney Islands
South Ossetian Autonomous Region
South Platte
South Pole
South Saskatchewan
South Sea Bubble
South Sea Islander
South Sea Islands
South Seas
South Shetland Islands
South Shields
South Tyrol
South Vietnam
South Yemen
South Yorkshire
South african
South american
South arabic
South carolinian
South dakotan
South devon
South sea islander
South slavs
South temperate zone
South-West Africa
South-West African
Southampton
Southampton Island
Southard
Southbridge
Southcottian
Southdown
Southeast
Southeast Asia
Southeast Asian War
Southend-on-Sea
Southern
Southern Alps
Southern British English
Southern Bug
Southern Cameroons
Southern Coalsack
Southern Cross
Southern Crown
Southern Democrat
Southern Ireland
Southern Lights
Southern Paiute
Southern Pines
Southern Rhodesia
Southern Rhodesian
Southern Sea
Southern Slavs
Southern Sotho
Southern Sporades
Southern Uplands
Southern Yemen
Southerner
Southey
Southfield
Southgate
Southington
Southmont
Southport
Southron
Southronie
Southumbrian
Southwark
Southwest
Southwest Greensburg
Southwesterner
Southworth
Soutine
Soutor
Souvaine
Souza
Sovereign of the Seas
Sovereign's Birthday
Sovetsk
Soviet
Soviet Central Asia
Soviet Mountains
Soviet Range
Soviet Ridge
Soviet Russia
Soviet Union
Soviet Zone
Soviet of Nationalities
Soviet of the Union
Sovietisation
Sovietise
Sovietised
Sovietising
Sovietism
Sovietization
Soviets
Sowell
Sower
Soweto
Soxhlet
Soyinka
Soyot
Soyuz
Sp
SpEd
Spa
Spaak
Spaatz
Space Age
Spackle
Spada
Spaerobee
Spagnuoli
Spain
Spalacidae
Spalato
Spalax
Spalding
Spalla
Spallanzani
Spam
Span
Spanaway
Pancake
Spandau
Spangler
Spaniard
Spaniardization
Spaniardize
Spaniardo
Spaniol
Spaniolate
Spanioli
Spaniolize
Spanish
Spanish America
Spanish Armada
Spanish Civil War
Spanish Guinea
Spanish Inquisition
Spanish Main
Spanish Morocco
Spanish Sahara
Spanish Tragedy, The
Spanish West Africa
Spanish american
Spanish bayonet
Spanish bluebell
Spanish burton
Spanish button
Spanish cedar
Spanish dagger
Spanish fly
Spanish foot
Spanish green
Spanish grippe
Spanish guitar
Spanish heel
Spanish iris
Spanish jacinth
Spanish jasmine
Spanish lime
Spanish mackerel
Spanish moss
Spanish needles
Spanish ocher
Spanish omelette
Spanish onion
Spanish oyster plant
Spanish paprika
Spanish plum
Spanish pox
Spanish rice
Spanish topaz
Spanish trefoil
Spanish walnut
Spanish windlass
Spanish wine
Spanish yellow
Spanish-American
Spanish-American War
Spanish-arab
Spanish-arabic
Spanish-barreled
Spanish-born
Spanish-bred
Spanish-brown
Spanish-built
Spanish-flesh
Spanish-indian
Spanish-looking
Spanish-ocher
Spanish-phoenician
Spanish-portuguese
Spanish-red
Spanish-speaking
Spanish-style
Spanish-top
Spanish-walnut oil
Spanishburg
Spanishize
Spanishly
Spanjian
Spanos
Spar
Sparassis
Sparassodonta
Sparaxis
Sparganiaceae
Sparganium
Sparhawk
Sparidae
Spark
Sparke
Sparkie
Sparkill
Sparkman
Sparks
Sparky
Sparland
Sparmannia
Sparnacian
Spar
Sparrow
Sparrowbush
Spars
Sparta
Spartacan
Spartacide
Spartacism
Spartacist
Spartacus
Spartan
Spartan fare
Spartan simplicity
Spartanburg
Spartanhood
Spartanic
Spartanically
Spartanism
Spartanize
Spartanlike
Spartanly
Spartansburg
Sparti
Spartiate
Spartina
Spartium
Sparus
Spassky
Spatangida
Spatangina
Spatangoida
Spatangoidea
Spatangus
Spathiflorae
Spathyema
Spatola
Spatula
Spatz
Spaulding
Spavinaw
Speaker
Speaker of the House
Speaks
Spear
Spearfish
Spearing
Spearman
Spears
Spearsville
Spearville
Specht
Special Branch
Special Forces
Species hamburgenses
Spectator
Spector
Specularia
Speculator
Spee
Speed wagon
Speedway
Speedwriting
Speer
Speicher
Speight
Spelaites
Spellman
Spelter
Spenard
Spenborough
Spence
Spencean
Sphaerobolaceae
Sphaerobolus
Sphaerocarpaceae
Sphaerocarpales
Sphaerocarpus
Sphaerococcaceae
Sphaerococcus
Sphaeroma
Sphaeromidae
Sphaerophoraceae
Sphaerophorus
Sphaeropsidaceae
Sphaeropsidales
Sphaeropsis
Sphaerostilbe
Sphaerotheca
Sphaerotilus
Sphagnaceae
Sphagnales
Sphagnum
Sphakiot
Sphargis
Spheciidae
Sphecina
Sphecoidea
Sphegidae
Sphegoidea
Sphenisci
Spheniscidae
Sphenisciformes
Spheniscomorphae
Spheniscus
Sphenodon
Sphenodontia
Sphenodontidae
Sphenophorus
Sphenophyllaceae
Sphenophyllales
Sphenophyllum
Sphenopteris
Sphex
Sphindidae
Sphindus
Sphingidae
Sphingurinae
Sphingurus
Sphinx
Spherooides
Spirit
Spirit Lake
Spirit Wrestler
Spirit of Laws, The
Spiritus Mundi
Spiritwood
Spiro
Spirobranchia
Spirobranchiata
Spirochaeta
Spirochaetaceae
Spirochaetales
Spirochaete
Spirodelan
Spirographis
Spirogyra
Spirocoma
Spirophysion
Spirobus
Spiros
Spirosoma
Spirogra
Spinula
Spiusula
Splitak
Spitehead
Spitsbergen
Spitteler
Spitz
Spitzbergen
Spitznburg
Spitzer
Spivey
Spizella
Splachnaceae
Splachnum
Splendorosa
Split
Spock
Spode
Spofford
Spohr
Spokan
Spokane
Spondiaceae
Spondias
Spondylidae
Spondylodactylus
Spondostele
Spongi
Spongiae
Spongida
Spongiiidae
Spongilla
Spongillidae
Spongiozoa
Spongiospora
Spontini
Spooner
Spoor
Sporades
Sporangites
Sporer
Sporobolus
Sporochnaceae
Sporochnus
Sporotrichum
Sporozoa
Sportsman's Notebook, A
Sposi
Spotswood
Spotsylvania
Spotted Poland China
Spottsville
Spottswod
Spracklen
Sprage
Spragens
Spraggs
Sprague
Spragueville
Sprakers
Spratt
Sprechgesang
Sprechstimme
Spree
Sprekelia
Sprigg
Spring
Spring Lake
Spring Lake Heights
Spring Sea
Spring Valley
Springbok
Springboro
Springbrook
Springdale
Springer
Springerton
Springerville
Springfield
Springfield Place
Springfield rifle
Springhill
Springhope
Springhouse
Springlick
Springport
Springs
Springtown
Springvale
Springville
Springwater
Springy
Sprott
Sproul
Spruance
Spruce Pine
Spruille Braden
Sprung
Spud Island
Spumans
Spur
Spurgeon
Spurger
Spurius
Spurlock
Spurlockville
Sputnik
Spuyten Duyvil Creek
Sq
Sqn Ldr
Squali
Squalida
Squalidae
Squalodon
Squalodontidae
Squaloidei
Squalus
Squamariaceae
Squamata
Squamipennes
Squamipinnes
Squamscot
Square Deal
Squarehead wheat
Stagirite
Stagiritic
Stagonospora
Stagyrine
Stahl
Stahlhelm
Stahlhelmer
Stahlhelmist
Stahlian
Stahlianism
Stahlism
Stahlstown
Staines
Stake presidency
Staked Plain
Stakhanov
Stakhanovism
Stakhanovite
Stalder
Staley
Stalin
Stalin Peak
Stalin organ
Stalinabad
Stalingrad
Stalinism
Stalinist
Stalinite
Stalino
Stalinogrod
Stalinsk
Stalk
Stalker
Stallworth
Stamata
Stambaugh
Stamboul
Stambul
Stamford
Stamford Bridge
Stammbaum
Stamp Act
Stampian
Stamps
Stan
Stan Smyl
Stanaford
Stanardsville
Stanberry
Stanchfield
Standard English
Standards of Official Conduct
Stander
Standford
Standice
Standing
Standish
Standley
Standish
Stanfield
Stanfill
Stanford
Stanford revision
Stanford-Binet test
Stanfordville
Stangeria
Stanhope
Stanhopea
Stanislao
Stanislas
Stanislas I
Stanislaus
Stanislavski
Stanislavski Method
Stanislavski System
Stanislavsky
Stanislaw
Stanislaw Kania
Stanislawow
Stanlee
Stanleigh
Stanley
Stanley Falls
Stanley Pool
Stanleytown
Stanleyville
Stanly
Stannaries
Stannary Court
Stannfield
Stannwood
Stanovoi
Stanovoi Range
Stans
Stanton
Stantonsburg
Stantonville
Stanville
Stanway
Stanwin
Stanwinn
Stanwood
Stanzel
Stapelía
Staphylea
Staphyleaceae
Staphylinidae
Staphylinoida
Staphylinus
Staphylococcus
Staplehurst
Staples
Stapleton
Star
Star Chamber
Star boat
Star chamber
Star class
Star of Bethlehem
Star of David
Star of the Sea
Star-Spangled Banner
Star-Spangled Banner, The
Stara Zagora
Starbuck
Starford
Stargell
Starinsky
Stark
Starke
Starkey
Starks
Starksboro
Starkville
Starkweather
Starla
Starlene
Starlin
Starling
Starobin
Staroobriadtsi
Starr
Starrucca
Starry Night, The
Stars and Bars
Stars and Stripes
Startex
Stasny
Stassen
State
State College
State Day
State council
State department
State of Aden
State prison
Statehouse
Staten
Staten Island
Statenville
States
States General
States of the Church
States' Rights Democratic Party
States, the
States-General
States-general
Statesboro
Statesville
Statham
Statice
Stationers' Company
Statis
Statistical Commission
Statius
Statler
Statue of Liberty
Statute of Westminster
Stauder
Staudinger
Stauffer
Staunton
Stauromedusae
Stav
Stavanger
Stavro
Stavropol
Stavros
Staw
Stayton
Stbark
Stclair
Ste
Stead
Steady
Steamburg
Stearn
Stearne
Stearns
Steatornis
Steatornithes
Steatornithidae
Stecher
Stechhelm
Steck
Steddman
Stedman
Stedmann
Stedt
Steedman
Steel
Steel Age
Steel Helmet
Steelboy
Steele
Steeleville
Steelville
Steen
Steenie
Steens
Steep
Steere
Stefa
Stefan
Stefana
Stefanac
Stefania
Stefanie
Stefano
Stefansson
Steff
Steffan
Steffane
Steffen
Steffens
Steffenville
Steffi
Steffi Graf
Steffie
Steffin
Stipiturus
Stir
Stirling
Stirling's formula
Stirlingshire
Stirrat
Stites
Stittville
Stitzer
Stizolobium
Stoa basileios
Stoat
Stochmal
Stock
Stockbridge
Stockdale
Stockertown
Stockett
Stockhausen
Stockholm
Stockland
Stockmon
Stockport
Stockton
Stockton-on-Tees
Stockville
Stockwell
Stockwood
Stoddard
Stoddart
Stodder
Stoeber
Stoecker
Stoeffel
Stofler
Stoic
Stoic philosophy
Stoicism
Stojilko Kajevic
Stokavci
Stokavian
Stokavski
Stoke Poges
Stoke-on-Trent
Stoke-upon-Trent
Stokely
Stokes
Stokes' Law
Stokes' aster
Stokes-Adams disease
Stokes-Adams syndrome
Stokesdale
Stokesia
Stokowski
Stoll
Stoller
Stollings
Stolzer
Stomapoda
Stomatoda
Stomatophora
Stomatopoda
Stomoisia
Stompie Seipei
Stone
Stone Age
Stone Age cultures
Stone Age man
Stone Mountain
Stone Park
Stone River
Stone age
Stoneboro
Stonefort
Stonega
Stoneham
Stonehenge
Stoneman
Stones
Stoneville
Stonington
Stonwin
Stony Brook
Stony Point
Stonybottom
Stonybrook
Stonyford
Stoops
Stopes
Stoppard
Storden
Store B
Storer
Storey
Straits Settlements
Straits dollar
Stralka
Stralsund
Strand
Strandburg
Strander
Strandloper
Strandquist
Strang
Stranger
Stranger, The
Stranraer
Strasberg
Strasbourg
Strasbourg
Strasburg
Strassburg
Strategic Air Command
Stratford
Stratford de Redcliffe
Stratford-on-Avon
Stratford-upon-Avon
Stratfordian
Stratham
Strathclyde
Strathcona
Strathmere
Strathmore
Stratiomyiidae
Stratiotes
Strato-cumulus
Stratonical
Strattonville
Stratton
Straub
Straughn
Straus
Strauss
Strausstown
Stravinsky
Strawn
Streamwood
Streator
Street
Street arab
Streetcar Named Desire, A
Stroganoff
Stroh
Strohbehn
Strohben
Stroheim
Strohl
Strom
Stromateidae
Stromatopora
Stromatoporoidae
Stromatoporoida
Stromberg
Strombidae
Stromboli
Strombus
Stromsburg
Strong
Stronghurst
Strongsville
Strongylidae
Strongyloides
Strongyloplasmata
Strongylosis
Strongylus
Stronski
Strophanthus
Stropharia
Strophius
Strophomena
Strophomenacea
Strophomenidae
Strother
Stroud
Stroudsburg
Stroup
Strozza
Strozzi
Struldbrug
Struldbuggian
Struldbuggism
Struma
Strumella
Strunk
Struthers
Struthio
Struthiomimus
Struthiones
Struthionidae
Struthioniformes
Struthiopteris
Struve
Struwelpeter
Strychnos
Stryker
Strykersville
Strymon
Stu
Stuart
Stuart Eizenstat
Stuart Pratt
Stuarta
Stubbs
Stubstad
Stucker
Stucyey
Studdard
Studebaker
Student's t distribution
Studite
Studium
Studley
Studner
Studnia
Stuka
Stulin
Stultz
Stumptown
Stundism
Stundist
Stuppy
Sturbridge
Sturdivant
Sturges
Sturgis
Sturiones
Sturkie
Sturm
Sturm und Drang
Sturmabteilung
Sturmer
Sturnian
Sturnella
Sturnidae
Sturninae
Sturnus
Sturrock
Sturt
Sturtevant
Stutman
Stutsman
Stuttgart
Stuttgart disease
Stuttgart pitch
Stuttgart's dis
Stuttgart's disease
Stutzman
Stuyvesant
Stygial
Stygian
Stygian creek
Stygian darkness
Stygian shore
Stylaster
Stylasteridae
Styles
Stylidiaceae
Stylidium
Stylochus
Stylommatophora
Stylonichia
Stylonurus
Stylonychia
Stylopidae
Stylops
Stylolcanthes
Stymphalian
Stymphalian birds
Stymphalid
Stymphalides
Stymphalus
Styphelia
Styr
Styracaceae
Styrax
Styria
Styrian
Styrofoam
Styx
Styxian
Su
Su-chou
Suaeda
Suakin
Sualocin
Suamico
Suanitian
Suanne
Suarez
Sub-adriatic
Sub-apenine
Sub-atlantic
Sub-carboniferous
Sub-carpathian
Sub-christian
Sub-himalayan
Sub-mycenaean
Sub-northern
Sub-parliament
Sub-pyrenean
Subak
Subakhmimic
Subanun
Subarian
Subcarboniferous
Subclamatores
Suberites
Suberitidae
Subiaco
Subic
Subic Bay
Subir
Subiya
Subkingdom Metazoa
Subkingdom Parazoa
Subkingdom Protozoa
Sublett
Sublette
Sublime
Sublime Porte
Sublimity
Submytilacea
Suboscines
Subotica
Subphylum Vertebrata
Subroc
Subulicornia
Subungulata
Sucaryl
Succasunna
Succisa
Succoth
Succubus
Suches
Suchos
Suchta
Suckling
Suckow
Sucre
Suctoria
Sucy
Sudafed
Sudan
Sudan grass
Sudanese
Sudani
Sudanian
Sudanic
Sudburian
Sudbury
Sudder
Sudderth
Sudermann
Sudeten
Sudetenland
Sudetes
Sudhir
Sudic
Sudith
Sudlersville
Sudnor
Sudra
Sue
Suecism
Sueco-gothic
Suellen
Suelo
Suerre
Suessiones
Suetonius
Sueve
Suevi
Suevian
Suevic
Suez
Suez Canal
Sufeism
Suff
Sufferings of Young Werther, The
Suffern
Suffield
Suffolk
Suffolk punch
Suffr
Sufi
Sufi order
Sufiism
Sufistic
Sufis
Sufism
Sufistic
Sufu
Sug
Sugar
Sugar Land
Sugar Loaf Mountain
Sugarland
Sugarloaf
Sugarloaf Mountain
Sugartown
Sugartree
Sugden
Sugihara
Suh
Suhail
Suharto
Sui
Suidae
Suilmann
Suina
Suiogoth
Suiogothic
Suiones
Suiset
Suisse
Suiy
Suk
Sukarnapura
Sukarno
Sukarno Peak
Sukey
Sukhum
Sukhumi
Suki
Sukin
Sukkoth
Suku
Sula
Sulaba
Sulafat
Sulaib
Sulamith
Sulawesi
Suleiman
Suleiman Franjieh
Suleiman I
Suleyman Demirel
Sulfasuxidine
Sulfathalidine
Sulfonal
Sulidae
Sulides
Suliote
Sulla
Sullan
Sulligent
Sullivan
Sully
Sully-Prudhomme
Sulome Anderson
Sulphur
Sulphur Springs
Sulpician
Sulpicius
Sultana
Sultanabad
Sulu
Sulu Archipelago
Sulu Sea
Suluan
Sulus
Sum
Sumac
Sumak
Sumas
Sumass
Sumatra
Sumatra camphor
Sumatra java
Sumatra leaf
Sumatran
Sumba
Sumbawa
Sumbu Kalambah
Sumdum
Sumer
Sumerco
Sumerduck
Sumeria
Sumerian
Sumerlin
Sumero-akkadian
Sumerologist
Sumerology
Sumiton
Summa Theologica
Summanus
Summer
Summer Sea
Summer and Smoke
Summerdale
Summerfield
Summerland
Summerlee
Summers
Summershade
Summerside
Summersville
Summerton
Summertown
Summerville
Summit
Summit Hill
Summitville
Summons
Summer
Summeytown
Sumo
Sumpter
Sumrall
Sumter
Sumterville
Sumy
Sun
Sun King
Sun Prairie
Sun Valley
Sun Yat-sen
Sun king
Sunapee
Sunapee trout
Sunay
Sunbelt
Sunbright
Sunburg
Sunburst
Sunbury
Sunbury-on-Thames
Suncook
Sunda
Sunda Islands
Sunda Strait
Sunda land
Sundance
Sundanese
Sundanesian
Sunday
Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday best
Sunday child
Sunday citizen
Sunday clothes
Sunday drive
Sunday driver
Sunday letter
Sunday painter
Sunday punch
Sunday saint
Sunday school
Sunday supplement
Sunday-go-to-meeting
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes
Sunday-go-to-meetings
Sunday-schoolish
Sundayfied
Sundayish
Sundayism
Sundaylike
Sundayness
Sundayproof
Sundays
Sundberg
Sunderland
Sundin
Sundstrom
Sundsvall
Suneya
Sunfield
Sung
Sung-hua
Sungari
Sungkiang
Sunil
Sunland
Sunman
Sunna
Sundi
Sunn Muslim
Sunniah
Sunnism
Sunnite
Sunny
Sunnyside
Sunnysouth
Sunnyvale
Sunol
Sunray
Sunshine
Sunshine State
Sunyata
Suomi
Suomic
Sup
Supai
Supat
Supen
Super Talos
Super-christian
Superfort
Superfortress
Superi
Superior
Superman
Supersonic Age
Suplee
Suppe
Supple
Suppliers, The
Supra-christian
Suprematism
Supreme Being
Supreme Council
Supreme Court
Supreme Court of Judicature
Supreme People's Assembly
Supreme Soviet
Supt
Suquamish
Sujutra
Sur
Susi
Susian
Susiana
Susianian
Susie
Suslov
Susquehanna
Sussex
Sussex man
Sussex pig
Sussex spaniel
Sussexman
Sussi
Sussman
Sussna
Susu
Susuhunan
Susuidae
Susumu
Susy
Susy-Q
Sutaio
Sutcliffe
Suter
Sutersville
Suth
Sutherland
Sutherland Falls
Sutherlandia
Sutherlin
Sutherland Falls
Sutlej
Suto
Sutphin
Sutta Pitaka
Suttapitaka
Sutter
Suttner
Sutton
Sutton Coldfield
Sutton Hoo
Sutton-in-Ashfield
Sutu
Suu
Suva
Suvorov
Suwanee
Suwannee
Suzan
Suzann
Suzanna
Suzanne
Suzetta
Suzette
Suzi
Suzie
Suzuki
Suzy
Suzy Azar
Suzzy
Svalbard
Svan
Svanetian
Svanish
Svantovit
Svarloka
Svea
Sveciaost
Svedberg
Sven
Svend
Svengali
Svensen
Sverdlovsk
Sverige
Sverre
Svetambara
Svetlana
Svetlana Alliluyeva
Svign
Svizzera
Svoboda
Svres
Sw
Swab
Swabia
Swabian
Swadeshi
Swadeshism
Swagerty
Swahilese
Swahili
Swahilian
Swahilis
Swahilize
Swain
Swaine
Swainsboro
Swainson
Swainson's thrush
Swainsona
Swaledale
Swammerdam
Swampscott
Swamy
Swan
Swan Lake, The
Swan River everlasting
Swane
Swanee
Swanhilda
Swanhildas
Swann
Swannanoa
Swansboro
Swanscombe man
Swanse
Swanson
Swantevit
Swanton
Swanville
Swanwick
Swaps
Swart
Swarthmore
Swarthout
Swarts
Swartwood
Swartz
Swartz Creek
Swartzbois
Swartzia
Swat
Swatchel
Swatchel box
Swati
Swatis
Swatow
Swayder
Swayne
Swayzee
Swazi
Swazi Territory
Swaziland
Sweatt
Swec
Swed
Swede
Swedeborg
Sweden
Swedenborg
Swedenborgian
Swedenborgianism
Swedenborgism
Swedesboro
Swedesburg
Swedish
Swedish Nightingale
Swedish bath
Swedish glass
Swedish massage
Swedish meatballs
Swedish mile
Swedish movements
Swedish steel
Swedish turnip
Swedish-owned
Swee
Sweeden
Sweelinck
Sweeney
Sweeney Among the Nightingales
Sweeny
Sweet
Sweet Fanny Adams
Sweet Home
Sweet Spring
Sweetbriar
Sweetgrass
Sweetland
Sweetser
Sweetwater
Sweelinck
Swen
Swengel
Swenson
Swepsonville
Swertia
Swetiana
Swetlana
Sweyn
Swiercz
Swietenia
Swift
Swift's disease
Swiftton
Swiftown
Swiftwater
Swigart
Swihart
Swinburne
Swinburnesque
Swinburnian
Swindon
Swingism
Swink
Swinerton
Swinton
Swirsky
Swisher
Swiss
Swiss Guard
Swiss Guards
Swiss bank
Swiss bank account
Swiss chard
Swiss cheese
Swiss cheese sandwich
Swiss lapis
Swiss muslin
Swiss steak
Swisser
Swissess
Switchback
Swithbart
Swithbert
Swithin
Swithin
Switzer
Switzeress
Switzerland
Swoon
Swoope
Swope
Swor
Sword of Damocles
Swords
Swoyersville
Swtz
Sy
Sybaris
Sybarital
Sybaritan
Sybarite
Sybaritic
Sybaritical
Sybaritically
Sybaritish
Sybertsville
Sybil
Sybila
Sybilla
Sybille
Syble
Sybley
Syblyl
Sycamore
Sychaeus
Syck
Sycon
Syconaria
Sycones
Syconidae
Syd
Sydel
Sydelle
Sydneian
Sydney
Sydney silky
Sydneyite
Sydeysider
Syene
Sykes
Sykeston
Sykesville
Syktyvkar
Syl
Sylacauga
Sylas
Syleus
Syllabus
Syllabus of Errors
Syllidae
Syllis
Sylmar
Sylni
Sylow
Sylphon
Sylva
Sylvain Trugeon
Sylvan
Sylvan Cote
Sylvana
Sylvaner
Sylvani
Sylvania
Sylvanus
Sylvester
Sylvester I
Sylvester II
Sylvester's dialytic method
Sylvestrian
Sylvestrine
Sylvia
Sylvia Bertolaccini
Sylvian
Sylvian fissure
Sylvicolidae
Sylvie
Sylviidae
Sylviinae
Symaethis
Syman
Symbranchia
Symer
Symington
Symmachus
Symon
Symonds
Symons
Sympetalae
Symphalangus
Symphoricarpos
Symphyla
Symphyta
Symphytum
Symplegades
Symplcaceae
Symplcarpus
Symplcos
Symsonia
Synanon
Synapsida
Synaptera
Synaptosauria
Synarmogoidea
Synascidiae
Syncarida
Synchytriaceae
Synchytrium
Syncom
Syncrypta
Syndesmon
Syndyoceras
Synedra
Synedria
Synedrion
Synedrium
Synentognathi
Synge
Syngenesia
Syngman
Syngnatha
Syngnathi
Syngnathidae
Syngnathus
Syyn
Synodontidae
Synodus
Synoptic Gospels
Synoptist
Synoptistic
Synthetism
Synura
Syosset
Syr
Syr Darya
Syraucusan
Syracuse
Syracuse watch glass
Syria
Syriac
Syriacism
Syriacist
Syrian
Syrian bear
Syrianic
Syrianism
Syrianize
Syriarch
Syriasm
Syriinx
Syriologist
Syrma
Syrmian
Syrmium
Syro-
Syro-arabian
Syro-babylonian
Syro-chaldaic
Syro-chaldean
Syro-chaldee
Syro-egyptian
Syro-galilean
Syro-hebraic
Syro-hexaplars
Syro-hittite
Syro-macedonian
Syro-mesopotamian
Syro-persian
Syro-roman
Syrophoenician
Syrphidae
Syrtis
Syrtis Major
Syrynian
Syst
Systems
Systernational d'Unit
Syverson
Syzran
Szabadka
Szczecin
Szechwan
Szeged
Szekely
Szekler
Szeklian
Szekszrd
Szell
Szewinska
Szigeti
Szilard
Szold
Szombathely
Szomorodni
Szondi test
Szymanowski
T
TM
T and A
T bandage
T bar
T bevel
T bob
T bolt
T cart
T cloth
T connection
T connector
T crank
T cross
T formation
T head
T hinge
T iron
T joint
T number
T nut
T piece
T plate
T rail
T ring
T scale
T score
T sill
T slot
T square
T steak
T winding
T'ang
T'ien-t'ai Buddhism
T's
T'u Ti
T-bar
T-beam bridge
T-bevel
T-bone steak
T-connected
T-group
T-head cylinder
T-head toggle
T-headed
T-junction
T-man
T-men
T-number
T-shirt
T-slot cutter
T-square
T-stop
T-stop system
T/D
T1
T1FE
T1OS
T3
TA
TAB
TAC
TACCS
TAE
TAG
TAL
TAM
TANSTAAFL
TAO
TAP
TAR
TAS
TASC
TASI
TASS
TAT
TAU
TAVR
TB
TBA
TBD
TBO
TBS
TC
TCA
TCAP
TCAS
TCB
TCBM
TCC
TCCC
TCG
TCM
TCP
TCPIP
TCR
TCS
TCSEC
TCT
TD
TDAS
TDC
TDCC
TDD
TDE
TDI
TDL
TDM
TDMA
TDO
TDR
TDAS
TDRS
TDY
TE
TEB
TEC
TECO
TEFLON
TEHO
TEL
TELEX
TELSAM
TEMA
TEMPEST
TEMPO
TEPP
TER
TERM
TES
TEirtza
TFC
TFLAP
TFP
TFS
TFT
TFTP
TFX
TG
TGC
TGN
TGV
TGWU
TH
THC
THI
| TSCPF  | TSD    | TSDU   | TSE    | TSEL   | TSF    | TSH    | TSI    | TSM    | TSO    | TSORT  | TSP    | TSPS   | TSR    | TSS    | TSST   | TST    | TSTO   | TSTS   | TSgt   | TT     | TTC    | TTD    | TTFN   | TTL    | TTMA   | TTP    | TTS    | TTTN   | TTU    | TTY    | TTYC   | TU     | TUC    | TUNIS  | TUR    | TV     | TV band | TV campaign | TV chair | TV dinner | TV man | TV mobile | TV set | TV show | TV station | TV table | TV-Eye |
TV-viewer
TVA
TVTWM
TW
TWA
TWG
TWIMC
TWM
TWS
TWT
TX
TXID
Ta
Ta Ch'ing
Ta ching
Ta'izz
Taal
Taalbond
Taam
Tab
Tabanidae
Tabanus
Tabasco
Tabasco mahogany
Tabasco sauce
Tabatha
Tabb
Tabbatha
Tabber
Tabbi
Tabbie
Tabbitha
Tabby
Tabebuia
Tabellaria
Tabellariaceae
Taber
Tabeg
Tabernaemontana
Tabernash
Tabib
Tabina
Tabiona
Tabira
Tabitha
Table Bay
Table Mountain
Table a
Table mountain series
Tabloid
Tabor
Taborite
Tabriz
Tabshey
Tabula amalfitana
Tabula smaragdina
Tabulata
Tacana
Tacanan
Tacca
Taccaceae
Tace
Tachardia
Tachardiinae
Tachina
Tachinaria
Tachinidae
Tachyglossidae
Tachyglossus
Tacita
Tacitean
Tacitus
Tacklind
Tacloban
Tacna
Tacna-Arica
Tacoma
Tacomian
Taconian
Taconic
Taconite
Tacquet
Tacsonia
Tacubaya
Taculli
Tacy
Tacye
Tad
Tada
Tadashi
Tadd
Taddeo
Taddeusz
Tade
Tadeas
Tadema
Tadeo
Tades
Tadeus
Tadich
Tadio
Tadjik
Tadmor
Tadousac
Tadzhik
Tadzhiki
Tadzhikistan
Taegu
Taejon
Taeniada
Taeniata
Taenidia
Taeniobranchia
Taeniodonta
Taeniodontia
Taeniodontidae
Taenioglossa
Taeniosomi
Taetsia
Taffel
Taffy
Tafilalet
Tafilelt
Taft
Tafton
Taftsville
Taftville
Tagabilis
Tagakaolo
Tagal
Tagala
Tagalize
Tagalo
Tagalog
Tagalogs
Taganrog
Tagassu
Tagassuidae
Tagaur
Tagbanua
Tage Erlander
Tager
Tagetes
Taggard
Taggart
Taghlik
Tagish
Tagliacotian
Tagliacozzian
Tagore
Tagula
Tagus
Taha Carim
Tahami
Tahiti
Tahitian
Tahlequah
Tahltan
Tahmi el Glaoui
Tahmosh
Tahoe
Tahoka
Taholah
Tahuya
Tai
Tai-chinese
Taiban
Taichu
Taichung
Taiden
Taif
Taihoku
Taikyu
Tailor
Tailte
Tailtean games
Taima
Taimi
Taimir Peninsula
Taimyr Peninsula
Tainan
Taine
Taino
Taintor
Tainui
Taipei
Taipi
Taiping
Taira
Tairou Congacou
Taisho
Tait
Taite
Taiwan
Taiwan Strait
Taiwanese
Taiwanhemp
Taiyal
Taiyuan
Taj Mahal
Tajik
Tajiki
Tajo
Tak
Taka
Takakura
Takamatsu
Takao
Takara
Takashi
Takashi Ishi
Takelma
Takeo
Takeo Fukuda
Takeshi
Takhaar
Takhtadjy
Takilman
Takitumu
Takken
Takoradi
Taku
Tal
Tala
Talaemenes
Talaing
Talala
Talamanca
Talamancan
Talanian
Talanta
Talara
Talassio
Talavera de la Reina
Talbert
Talbot
Talbott
Talbotton
Talca
Talcahuano
Talcher
Talgo
Talcott
Tale of Genji, The
Tale of Two Cities, A
Tale of a Tub, A
Talegallinae
Talegallus
Tales of Hoffman, The
Tales of a Wayside Inn
Tali
Talia
Taliacotian
Talich
Talie
Talien
Taliesin
Taliesin North
Taliesin West
Talihina
Talinum
Talisheek
Talishi
Talitha
Talladega
Tallahassee
Tallapoosa
Tallassee
Tallbot
Tallbott
Tallchief
Tallega
Tallevast
Talley
Talleyrand-Prigord
Talia
Tallie
Tallinn
Tallis
Tallmadge
Tallman
Tallmansville
Tallou
Tallu
Tallula
Tallulah
Tally
Tallys
Talmage
Talmo
Talmud
Talmud Torah
Talmudic
Talmudical
Talmudism
Talmudist
Talmudistic
Talmudistical
Talmudization
Talmudize
Taloga
Talos
Talpa
Talpidae
Talthybius
Taltushtuntude
Taluche
Taluhet
Talya
Talyah
Talys
Talyshin
Tam
Tam O'Shanter
Tama
Tamaraceae
Tamachek
Tamah
Tamale
Tamanac
Tamanaca
Tamanaco
Tamanaha
Tamaqua
Tamar
Tamara
Tamarah
Tamaricaceae
Tamarindus
Tamarix
Tamaroa
Tamarra
Tamaru
Tamas
Tamashek
Tamasine
Tamassee
Tamatave
Tamaulipas
Tamaulippec
Tamaulipecan
Tamayo
Tamberg
Tambookie
Tambookie grass
Tambora
Tambouki
Tambov
Tambuki
Tamburlaine
Tamburlaine the Great
Tame
Tamer
Tameria
Tamerlane
Tamerlanism
Tamesada
Tami
Tamias
Tamiko
Tamil
Tamil Nadu
Tamilian
Tamilic
Tamilis
Tamiment
Taming of the Shrew, The
Tamis
Tamma
Tammanial
Tammanize
Tammany
Tammany Hall
Tammany man
Tammany society
Tammanyism
Tammanyite
Tammanyize
Tammara
Tammerfors
Tammi
Tammie
Tammie
Tang
Tanga
Tangaloa
Tanganyika
Tanganyika and Zanzibar
Tanganyikan
Tangaridae
Tangaroa
Tangaroan
Tangerine
Tanghinia
Tangier
Tangier ocher
Tangipahoa
Tangled
Tanglewood
Tangshan
Tangut
Tanguy
Tanhya
Tani
Tania
Tania australis
Tania borealis
Tanis
Tanitansy
Tanite
Tanitic
Tanjore
Tanjungpandan
Tanjungpriok
Tank school
Tankoos
Tann
Tannen
Tannenbaum
Tannenberg
Tannenwald
Tanner
Tanner-Blish machine
Tannersville
Tanney
Tanhser
Tannie
Tannu Tuva
Tannu Tuvian
Tanny
Tano
Tanoan
Tanquelinian
Tansey
Tansy
Tanta
Tantalean
Tantalian
Tantalic
Tantalus
Tantalus cup
Tantaluses
Tantony
Tantra
Tantrika
Tantrism
Tantrist
Tanya
Tanyoan
Tanystomata
Tanzan Ishibashi
Tanzania
Tanzine
Tao
Tao Te Ching
Taoism
Taoist
Taoistic
Taonurus
Taopi
Taos
Tapa
Tapachula
Tapachulteca
Tapacura
Tapaj
Tapajo
Tapajos
Tape
Tapeats
Tapes
Tapetron
Taphiae
Taphria
Taphrina
Taphrinaceae
Tapijulapane
Tapinoma
Tapiridae
Tapiro
Tapirus
Tapley
Tapley mark
Tapleyism
Taplin
Tapoco
Taposa
Tappahannock
Tappan
Tappen
Tappertit simon
Tappertitian
Taprobane
Tapuya
Tapuyan
Tapuyo
Tara
Tarabar
Tarabulus el Gharb
Tarabulus esh Sham
Taracahitian
Tarah
Tarahumar
Tarahumara
Tarahumare
Tarahumari
Tarai
Taraktogenos
Taramembe
Taran
Taranchi
Tarandean
Tarandian
Tarantis
Taranto
Tarantula nebula
Tarantulidae
Tarapon
Tarapoto
Taras Bulba
Tarasc
Tarascan
Tarasco
Tarawa
Tarawa-Makin
Taraxacum
Tarazed
Tarazi
Tarbell
Tarbes
Tarboro
Tarde
Tardenoisian
Tardieu
Tardigrada
Tare
Tarentine
Tarentum
Tareyn
Targett
Targhee
Tarigtaus
Targu alphabet
Targum
Targumic
Targumical
Targumist
Targumistic
Targumize
Targums
Tarheel
Tarheel state
Tarheeler
Tariana
Tariffville
Tarija
Tarik Benhabiles
Tarim
Tarim Basin
Tariri
Tarkalani
Tarkani
Tarkany
Tarkington
Tarkio
Tarlac
Tarlton
Tarmac
Tarn
Tarn-et-Garonne
Tarne
Tarnhelm
Tarnkappe
Tarnopol
Tarnow
Taro
Tarpeia
Tarpeian
Tarpeian Rock
Tarpley
Tarpon Springs
Tarquin
Tarquinish
Tarr
Tarra
Tarragona
Tarrah
Tarrance
Tarrant
Tarrasa
Tarrateen
Tarratine
Tarrel
Tarrs
Tarrsus
Tarry-john
Tarryn
Tarrytown
Tarshish
Tarshiidae
Tarsipedidae
Tarsipedinae
Tarsipes
Tarsiidae
Tarsus
Tarsonemidae
Tarsonemus
Tarsus
Tarssonus
Tartaglia
Tartan
Tartar
Tartar horse
Tartar sable
Tartar-nosed
Tartarean
Tartareous
Tartarian
Tartarian aster
Tartarian dogwood
Tartarian honeysuckle
Tartaric
Tartarin
Tasman
Tasman Sea
Tasmania
Tasmanian
Tasmanian devil
Tasmanian tiger
Tasmanian wolf
Tass
Tassie
Tasso
Taswell
Tat
Tatamy
Tatar
Tatar Strait
Tatar sable
Tatarian
Tataric
Tatarization
Tatarize
Tatary
Tate
Tate Gallery
Tates
Taterville
Tathagata
Tathata
Tati
Tatia
Tatian
Tatiana
Tatianas
Tatiania
Tatianist
Tatianna
Tatius
Tatler, The
Tatman
Tatra Mountains
Tatsanottine
Tattan
Tatu
Tatum
Tatums
Tatusia
Tatusiidae
Tatyana Khodorovich
Taub
Taube
Tauchnitz
Tauli
Taungthu
Tauno Hannikainen
Taunton
Taupo
Tauranga
Tauri
Taurian
Tauric
Taurid
Tauridian
Taurini
Tauroctonus
Tauropolos
Taurotragus
Taurus
Taurus Mountains
Taurus cluster
Taurus poniatowski
Taussig
Tautology
Tav
Tavares
Tavast
Tavastian
Tave
Taveda
Tavel
Taverner
Tavernier
Tavey
Tavghi
Tavgi
Tavi
Tavia
Tavie
Tavis
Tavish
Tavy
Taw-Sug
Tawgi
Tawney
Tawnya
Tawsha
Taxaceae
Taxeopoda
Taxidea
Taxila
Taxodiaceae
Taxodium
Taxus
Tay
Tay-Sachs disease
Tayassu
Tayassuidae
Taygeta
Taygete
Tayib
Tayler
Taylor
Taylor's series
Taylorism
Taylorite
Taylorize
Taylors
Taylorstown
Taylorsville
Taylorville
Taymyr Peninsula
Tayrona
Tayside Region
Tayyebeb
Tazewell
Tb
Tbi
Tbilisi
Tbisisi
Tc
Tcawi
Tchad
Tchaikovsky
Tchao
Tchebycheff equation
Tchebycheff polynomial
Tcheka
Tchekhov
Tcherepnin
Tcherkess
Tchetchentsish
Tchetnitsi
Tchi
Tchula
Tchulwi
Td
Te
Te Deum
Te Kanawa
Te arawa
Tea Act
Teaberry
Teach
Teachey
Teador
Teagan
Teagarden
Teage
Teague
Teagueland
Teaguelander
Teahan
Teak
Teaneck
Tearle
Teasdale
Teays
Tebbetts
Tebet
Tebeth
Tebu
Teca
Tecate
Tech
Technicolor
Technion
Technological Age
Techny
Tecla
Tecmessa
Teco
Tecoma
Tecoma yew
Tecopa
Tecpanec
Tectibranchia
Tectibranchiata
Tecton
Tectona
Tectosages
Tectospondyli
Tecu
Tecumseh
Tecumtha
Tecuna
Ted
Ted Sator
Teda
Tedd
Tedda
Tedder
Teddi
Teddie
Teddman
Teddy
Teddy Higuera
Teddy bear
Teddy boy
Teddy girl
Tedi
Tedie
Tedman
Tedmann
Tedmund
Tedra
Tedric
Teece
Teena
Teerell
Tees
Teesside
Teeswater
Teeter
Teevens
Teferi
Tefft
Teflon
Tega
Tegan
Tegea
Tegean
Tegeates
Tegeticula
Tegmine
Tegucigalpa
Teguima
Tegyrius
Teh
Tehachapi
Tehama
Teheran
Tehillim
Telchines
Telchini
Teldyne
Teleboides
Teledyne
Telefunken
Telegn
Telegonus
Telegu
Telei
Teleia
Telemachus
Telemann
Telemark
Telembi
Telemus
Telenget
Telenomus
Telecephali
Telecercus
Teleocrates
Teleodesmacea
Teleosauridae
Teleosaurus
Teleosti
Teleostomi
Telephassa
Telephoto
Telephus
Teleplotter
Teleran
Telereader
Telescopii
Telescopium
Telesphorus
Teletype
Teletype network
Teletypesetter
Teletyping
Teleut
Telex
Telfairia
Telfer
Telferner
Telford
Telfore
Telinga
Telinga potato
Tell
Tell el Amarna
Tella
Teller
Tellez
Telford
Tellima
Tellina
Tellinacea
Tellinidae
Tello
Telloh
Telluride
Tellus
Telogia
Telogus
Telopea
Telotremata
Telphusa
Telstar
Telugu
Telugus
Telukbetung
Tem
Tema
Teman
Temanite
Tembu
Temecula
Temenus
Temesv
Temesvar
Temiskaming
Temne
Temnospondyli
Temp
Tempa
Tempe
Tempean
Tempel
Temperanceville
Temperate Zones
Temperate zone
Temperature-Humidity Index
Tempest
Tempest, The
Tempestates
Templa
Templar
Tephillah
Tephrosia
Tepic
Teplica
Teplitz
Tepper
Tequistlateca
Tequistlatecan
Ter Borch
Tera
Terah
Terai
Terbecki
Terborch
Terburg
Terceira
Terchie
Terebellidae
Terebinthaceae
Terebinthus
Terebrantia
Terebratula
Terebratulidae
Terebridae
Teredinidae
Terena
Terence
Terencio
Terentia
Terentian
Tererro
Teresa
Terese
Tereshkova
Teresian
Teresina
Teresita
Teressa
Tereus
Terfezia
Terfeziaceae
Terhune
Teri
Teria
Teriann
Terina
Terle
Terlingua
Terlton
Termagant
Termes
Terminalia
Terminaliaceae
Terminus
Termitidae
Termo
Ternan
Ternate
Terni
Ternopol
Ternstroemia
Ternstroemiaceae
Terpsichore
Terpsichorean
Terpstra
Terr
Terra
Terra Mater
Terra lemnia
Terraalta
Terraba
Terrace epoch
Terraceia
Terral
Terramycin
Terrance
Terrapene
Terre
Terrebonne
Terrel
Terrell
Terrena
Terrence
Terrene
Terreton
Terri
Terrie
Terrier
Terrijo
Terril
Terrill
Terrilyn
Terris
Terriss
Territelae
Territorial
Territorial Army
Territorian
Territory
Territus
Terry
Terry Diehl
Terry Labonte
Terry Teagle
Terrye
Terryl
Terryn
Terryville
Tersanctus
Tersina
Terti
Tertia
Tertiary
Tertias
Tertius
Tertry
Tertullian
Tertullianism
Tertullianist
Teruel
Teryl
Terylene
Teryn
Terza
Terzas
Tescott
Tesla
Tesler
Tess
Tess of the D'Urbervilles
Tessa
Tesserants
Tessi
Tessie
Tessin
Tessler
Tessy
Test
Test Act
Testacea
Testament
Testamentum domini
Testicardines
Testudinaria
Testudinata
Testudinidae
Tesoque
Tete de Maure
Tete de Moine
Teteak
Tethys
Teton
Teton Range
Tetonia
Tetrabelodon
Tetabranchia
Tetracerus
Tetracoralla
Tetractinellida
Tetracy
Tetradecapoda
Tetadesmus
Tetradite
Tetradymania
Tetragonia
Tetragoniacea
Tetragrammaton
Tetragyna
Tetralin
Tetramerina
Tetrandria
Tetranychus
Tetrao
Tetraodon
Tetraodontidae
Tetraonidae
Tetraoninae
Tetrapanax
Tetrapneumona
Tetrapneumones
Tetrapoda
Tetrapturus
Tetrastrichidae
Tetrastrichus
Tetraxonia
Tetraxonida
Tetraxxini
Tetrigidae
Tetrix
Tetrodon
Tetrodontidae
Tettigidae
Tettigoniidae
Tetu
Tetuan
Tetum
Tetzel
Teucer
Teucrion
Teucrum
Teufel
Teufer
Teut
Teuthis
Teuthras
Teuto-british
Teuto-celt
Teuto-celtic
Teutoburger Wald
Teutolatry
Teutomania
Teutomaniac
Teuton
Teutondom
Teutonesque
Teutonia
Teutonic
Teutonic Knights
Teutonic Order
Teutonic order
Teutonically
Teutonicism
Teutonisation
Teutonise
Teutonised
Teutonising
Teutonism
Teutonist
Teutony
Teutonization
Teutonize
Teutonized
Teutonizing
Teutono-persic
Teutonomania
Teutonophobe
Teutonophobia
Teutophil
Teutophile
Teutophilism
Teutophobe
Teutophobia
Teutophobism
Teutopolis
Tevere
Tevet
Tevis
Tewa
Tewell
Tewfik
Tewkesbury
Tewksbury
Tews
Tex
Texaco
Texan
Texarkana
Texas
Texas Independence Day
Texas Rangers
Texas Tower
Texas armadillo
Texas buckthorn
Texas fever
Texas jujube
Texas leaguer
Texas longhorn
Texas sage
Texas sparrow
Texas tower
Texcocan
Texhoma
Texico
Texline
Texola
Texon
Textron
Teyde
Tezcatlipoca
Tezcatzoncatl
Tezcuican
Tezel
Tgu Mure
Th
ThB
ThD
ThM
Thabana-Ntlenyana
Thabantshonyana
Thach
Thacher
Thacker
Thackeray
Thackerayan
Thackerayana
Thackerayesque
Thackerville
Thad
Thad Eure
Thaddaus
Thaddeus
Thaddus
Thadentsonyane
Thadeus
Thagard
Thai
Thailand
Thailander
Thain
Thaine
Thais
Thakur
Thalamiflorae
Thalamophora
Thalarctos
Thalassa
Thalassarctos
Thalassinidea
Thalassochelys
Thales
Thalesia
Thalesian
Thalessa
Thalia
Thaliacea
Thalian
Thaliard
Thalictrum
Thallo
Thallophyta
Tham
Thamar
Thames
Thamesis
Thammuz
The Centaur
The Dalles
The Diamond-Cutter
The Gambia
The Grampians
The Kimberleys
The Lotus of the True Law
The Narrows
The Old Farmer's Almanac
The Plains
The Steppes
The Ten
The Three Musketeers
The Troad
The very dead of winter
Thea
Theaceae
Theadora
Theactetus
Theall
Thearica
Theatine
Theatre of the Absurd
Theatre-Francais
Thebaic
Thebaid
Thebais
Theban
Theban eagle
Thebault
Thebe
Thebes
Thebesian
Thebit
Thecamoebae
Thecata
Thecla
Thecoidea
Thecophora
Thecosomata
The da
Theedford
Theedric
Theedrick
Theemim
Theia
Theiler
Theileria
Theilman
Theis
Theiss
Thelma
Thelodus
Thelonious
Thelphusa
Thelphusidae
Thelyphonidae
Thelyphonus
Thema
Themis
Themiste
Themistian
Themisto
Themistocles
Thenard's blue
Thendara
Thenna
Theo
Theobald
Theobold
Theobroma
Theoclymenus
Theocritan
Theocritean
Theocritus
Theodor
Theodora
Theodorakis
Theodore
Theodoric
Theodosia
Theodosian
Theodosius I
Theodosius II
Theodotian
Theola
Theon Junior
Theona
Theone
Theonoe
Theopaschist
Theopaschitally
Theopaschite
Theopaschitic
Theopaschitism
Theophane
Theophania
Theophila
Theophilus
Theophilus Donges
Theophrastaceae
Theophrastan
Theophrastean
Theophrastian
Theophrastus
Theorell
Theos
Theosophist
Theosophy
Theotocopoulos
Theotocos
Theotokos
Theoxenius
Thera
Theraean
Theran
Therapeutae
Therapeutic
Theraphosa
Theraphosidae
Therapne
Therapsida
Theravada
Theravada Buddhism
Theravadin
Theresa
Theresa of Avila
Theresa of Lisieux
Therese
Theresina
Theresita
Theressa
Theresa
Thereva
Therevidae
Therezina
Theria
Theridiidae
Theridion
Therimachus
Therine
Theriodonta
Theriodontia
Theriot
Theritas
Therma
Thermidor
Thermidorean
Thermidorian
Thermit
Thermofax
Thermopolis
Thermopsis
Thermopylae
Thermos
Thermos bottle
Thermos flask
Thero
Therock
Theromora
Theromores
Theromorpha
Theron
Theropoda
Therron
Thersander
Thersilochus
Thersites
Thesda
Thesean
Theseum
Theseus
Theseus and Pirithoes
Thesium
Thesmia
Thesmophoria
Thesmophorian
Thesmophoric
Thesmophorus
Thespedia
Thespesian
Thespiae
Thesopian
Thesopian art
Thespis
Thespius
Thesproti
Thesprotia
Thesprotians
Thesprotis
Thess
Thessa
Thessalian
Thessalanian
Thessalonians
Thessalonica
Thessalonike
Thessalonki
Thessalus
Thessaly
Thestius
Thestor
Theta
Thetes
Thetford
Thetford Mines
Thetis
Thetisa
Thetos
Theurer
Theurich
Thevenot
Thevetia
Thia
Thian Shan sheep
Thiatsi
Thiazi
Thibaud
Thibault
Thibaut
Thibetan
Thibodaux
Thich Tam Chau
Thida
Thief River Falls
Thief of Baghdad
Thielavia
Thielaviopsis
Thielen
Thiells
Thiensville
Thier
Thierry
Thierry Tulasne
Thiers
Thieves' Carnival
Thilanottine
Thilda
Thilde
Thill
Thimbu
Thin
Thin Snow, The
Thinia
Thinker, The
Thinocoridae
Thinocorus
Thiobacillus
Thiobacteria
Thiobacteriales
Thiodamas
Thiokol
Thiospira
Thiothrix
Thira
Third International
Third Order
Third Reich
Third Republic
Third World
Third of May, The
Third-Class Carriage, The
Thirion
Thirlmere
Thirty Years' War
Thirty-nine Articles
Thirza
Thirzi
Thirzia
This earth of majesty
This other Eden
This royal throne of kings
Thisbe
Thisbee
Thissa
Thistle
Thjatsi
Thjadi
Thlaspi
Thlingchadinne
Thlinget
Thnard's blue
Thomson atom
Thomson effect
Thomson's hypothesis
Thomsonian
Thomsonianism
Thonburi
Thondracians
Thondraki
Thondrakians
Thonga
Thonotosassa
Thoon
Thor
Thor Able Star
Thor Heyerdahl
Thor-Agena
Thor-Delta
Thora
Thoracica
Thoracostei
Thoracostraca
Thorazine
Thorbert
Thorbjorn Falldin
Thorburn
Thordia
Thordis
Thoreau
Thoreauvian
Thorez
Thorfinn
Thorin
Thorlay
Thorley
Thorlie
Thorma
Thorman
Thormora
Thorn
Thornburg
Thorncombe
Thorndale
Thorndike
Thorndyke
Thorne
Thorner
Thornfield
Thornie
Thornton
Thorntown
Thornville
Thornwood
Thorny
Thorough
Thoroughbred
Thorp
Thorpe
Thorr
Thorflow
Thorsby
Thorshavn
Thorstein
Thorsten
Thorvald
Thorvaldsen
Thorwald
Thorwaldsen
Thos
Thoth
Thothmes III
Thousand Guineas
Thousand Island dressing
Thousand Islands
Thousand Oaks
Thousand and One Nights
Thousand and One Nights, The
Trace
Traces
Thracian
Thracio-Illyrian
Thracio-Phrygian
Thracophrygian
Thracle
Thrasher
Thrasybulus
Thraupidae
Thrax
Threadneedle Street
Three
Three Fires
Three Kings
Three Kings of Cologne
Three Kings' Day
Three Lives
Three Musketeers, The
Three Rivers
Three Signs of Being
Three Wise Men
Three in One and One in Three
Three-cornered Hat
Three-cornered Hat, The
Threefold Unity
Threepenny Opera, The
Threlkeld
Threskiornithidae
Threskiornithinae
Thrift
Thrinax
Thripidae
Throckmorton
Thrombolysin
Throop
Throttlebottom
Through the Looking-Glass
Thrsieux
Thruthheim
Thruthvang
Thruway
Thrymheim
Thryonomys
Thsos
Thuban
Thucydidean
Thucydides
Thuidium
Thuja
Thujopsis
Thule
Thule culture
Thulite pink
Thumbelina
Thummim
Thun
Thunar
Thunbergia
Thunder Bay
Thunell
Thuner See
Thunnidae
Thunnus
Thunor
Thur
Thurber
Thurberia
Thurberia weevil
Thurgau
Thurgood
Thuringer
Thuringia
Thuringian
Thuringian Forest
Thurio
Thurlough
Thurlow
Thurman
Thurmann
Thurmond
Thurmont
Thurnau
Thurnia
Thurniaceae
Thurs
Thursby
Thursday
Thursday Island
Thursdays
Thurso's Landing
Thurstan
Thurston
Thury
Thury thread
Thushi
Thutmose III
Thuyopsis
Thwing
Thyatira
Thyeiads
Thyestean
Thyestean banquet
Thyestes
Thyiad
Thyiades
Thylacoleo
Thylacynus
Thymallidae
Thymallus
Thymbraeus
Thymelaea
Thymelaeaceae
Thymelaeales
Thymoetes
Thymus
Thynne
Thynnidae
Thyone
Thyraden
Thyratron
Thyreocoridae
Thyrididae
Thyris
Thyrostraca
Thysanocarpus
Thysanoptera
Thysanoura
Thysanura
Thyssen
Ti
Tia
Tia Juana
Tia Maria
Tiahuanacan
Tiahuanaco
Tiam
Tiamat
Tiana
Tianamen
Tiananmen
Tatianagua
Tibbett
Tibbetts
Tibbie
Tibbits
Tibbs
Tibbu
Tiber
Tiber green
Tiberian
Tiberias
Tiberine
Tiberinus
Tiberius
Tibesti
Tibet
Tibetan
Tibetan antelope
Tibeto-Burman
Tibeto-Burmese
Tibeto-burman
Tibeto-chinese
Tibeto-himalayan
Tibold
Tibouchina
Tibullus
Tibur
Tiburcio
Tiburón
Tiburtine
Tiburtine sibyl
Tica
Tice
Tichnor
Tichodroma
Tichon
Tichonn
Ticino
Tickfaw
Ticknor
Ticon
Ticonderoga
Ticuna
Ticunan
Tideswell
Tidioute
Tidwell
Tiebold
Tiebout
Tieck
Tiedeman
Tiempo
Tiernroth
Tien
Tien Shan
Tiena
Tientsin
Tiepolo
Tieres
Tiergarten
Tiernan
Tierney
Tierra del Fuego
Tiersten
Tiertza
Tierz
Tieresiding
Tieton
Tietze's extension theorem
Tifanie
Tiff
Tiffa
Tiffani
Tiffanie
Tiffanle
Tiffany
Tiffany glass
Tiffany setting
Tiffi
Tiffie
Tiffin
Tiffy
Tiflis
Tifton
Tiga
Tiger balm
Tigerton
Tigerville
Tigges
Tight Little Island
Tiglath-pileser I
Tiglath-pileser III
Tignall
Tigr
Tigrai
Tigre
Tigrean
Tigrett
Tigridia
Tigrina
Tigrinya
Tigris
Tigua
Tigurine
Tihwa
Tijeras
Tijuana
Tiki
Tila
Tilburg
Tilbury
Tilda
Tilden
Tildi
Tildie
Tildy
Tiler
Tilford
Tilghman
Tilia
Tiliaceae
Tiline
Till
Till Eulenspiegel
Tilla
Tillaea
Tillaeastraum
Tillamook
Tillandsia
Tillar
Tillatoba
Tilleda
Tiller
Tillery
Tilletia
Tilletiaceae
Tillford
Tillfourd
Tilli
Tillich
Tillie
Tillinger
Tillio
Tillion
Tillman
Tillo
Tillodontia
Tillodontidae
Tillotson
Tillson
Tilly
Tilney
Tiloine
Tilsit
Tilsiter
Tilton
Tiltonsville
Tim
Tim Krumrie
Tim Teuful
Tima
Timaeus
Timalia
Timaliidae
Timaliinae
Timandra
Timani
Timaru
Timberville
Timbira
Timblin
Timbo
Timbuktu
Time
Time and tide stayeth for no man
Time rolls his ceaseless course
Time's revolving wheels
Time's winged chariot
Timelia
Timeliidae
Times Roman
Times Square
Timewell
Timex
Timi
Timias
Timisoara
Timken
Timm Rosenbach
Timmi
Timmie
Timmons
Timmonsville
Timm
Timmy
Timnath
Timne
Timocharis
Timofei
Timoleon
Timon
Timon of Athens
Timonian
Timonism
Timonist
Timonistic
Timonium
Timonize
Timor
Timor Sea
Timorese
Timoshenko
Timote
Timotean
Timoteo
Timotea
Timothead
Tisbee
Tischendorf
Tisdale
Tiselius
Tish
Tisha
Tishab b'Ab
Tishah B'Av
Tishah b'Ab
Tishah b'Av
Tishiya
Tishomingo
Tishri
Tisiphone
Tiskilwa
Tisman
Tisserand
Tissot
Tisza
Tit
Tita
Titan
Titanesque
Titaness
Titania
Titanian
Titanic
Titanical
Titanically
Titanichthyidae
Titanichthys
Titanism
Titanlike
Titanolater
Titanolatry
Titanomachia
Titanomachy
Titanosaurus
Titanotheridae
Titanotherium
Tithonus
Tithymalopsis
Tithymalus
Titian
Titian-haired
Titian-red
Titianesque
Titanic
Titicaca
Tities
Titmarsh
Titmarshian
Tito
Titograd
Titoism
Titoist
Titonka
Titos
Titurel
Titus
Titusville
Tityre-tu
Tityus
Tiu
Tiv
Tiverton
Tivoli
Tiw
Tiwaz
Tizes
Tjaden
Tjader
Tjiirebon
Tjon
Tl
Tlakluit
Tlapallan
Tlascalan
Tlaxcala
Tlemcen
Tlemsen
Tlepolemus
Tletski
Tlingit
Tlingits
Tlinkit
Tlinkits
Tm
Tmesipteris
Tng
To Althea from Prison
To His Coy Mistress
To Lucasta Going to the Wars
To a Skylark
To be young was very Heaven
Toaalta
Tomtitmouse
Ton Duc Thang
Ton Ton Macoutes
Tonalea
Tonasket
Tonawanda
Tonbridge
Toney
Tonga
Tonga Islands
Tongan
Tonganoxie
Tongas
Tongking
Tongrian
Tongue
Toni
Tonia
Tonica
Toni
Tonies
Tonikan
Tonina
Tonjes
Tonkawa
Tonkawan
Tonkin
Tonkinese
Tonking
Tonl
Tonle Sap
Tonna
Tonneson
Tonnie
Tonnies
Tonopah
Tonry
Tontitown
Tonto
Tontobasin
Tontogany
Tony
Tony Coelho
Tony Larussa
Tony Mandarich
Tony Tanti
Tony Trabert
Tonya
Torres
Torres Strait
Torrey
Torreya
Torricelli
Torricellian
Torricellian tube
Torricellian vacuum
Torrid Zone
Torridonian
Torrie
Torrin
Torrington
Torrlow
Torrubia
Torrueula
Torry
Torte
Tortelier
Torto
Tortola
Tortonian
Tortosa
Tortricidae
Tortricina
Tortricoidea
Tortrix
Tortuga
Tortulaceae
Toru
Torun
Tory
Tory Party
Tory democracy
Tory democrat
Tory-hating
Tory-irish
Tory-leaning
Tory-radical
Tory-ridden
Tory-voiced
Torydom
Toryess
Toryfication
Toryfy
Toryish
Toryism
Toryistic
Toryize
Toryship
Tosca
Toscan
Toscanini
Toscano
Tosch
Tosephtha
Tosephtas
Toshiba
Toshiki Kaifu
Toshiko
Tosk
Toskish
Toston
Totanus
Toth
Totipalmatae
Tottleben
Totonac
Totonacan
Totonaco
Totoro
Totowa
Tottenham
Tottie
Totz
Touber
Toucanid
Touchet
Tougaloo
Touggourt
Toughkenamon
Toul
Toulon
Toulouse
Toulouse-Lautrec
Tounatea
Tound
Tour
Touraine
Tourane
Tourcoing
Toure
Tournai
Tournay
Tournefortia
Tournefortian
Toxoglossa
Toxostoma
Toxotes
Toxotidae
Toxylon
Toy
Toyah
Toyahvale
Toyama
Toye
Toynbee
Toyohiko
Toyota
Toyotomi
Tpr
Tr
Trabue
Trabzon
Tracaulon
Tracay
Trace
Tracee
Tracey
Trachearia
Tracheata
Trachelospermum
Tracheophonae
Trachiniae
Trachinidae
Trachinus
Trachodon
Trachodontidae
Trachoma
Trachomedusae
Trachycarpus
Trachylinae
Trachymedusae
Trachypteridae
Trachypterus
Traci
Tracie
Tract
Tractarian
Tractarianism
Tractite
Tracy
Tracyton
Trades Union Congress
Trans-apennine
Trans-arabian
Trans-asian
Trans-australian
Trans-austrian
Trans-balkan
Trans-baltic
Trans-canadian
Trans-carpathian
Trans-caspian
Trans-congo
Trans-cordilleran
Trans-danubian
Trans-egyptian
Trans-euphratean
Trans-euphrates
Trans-euphratic
Trans-eurasian
Trans-gangetic
Trans-germanic
Trans-grampian
Trans-himalayan
Trans-hispanic
Trans-iberian
Trans-indus
Trans-iraq
Trans-jordan
Trans-jovian
Trans-kei
Trans-libyan
Trans-manchurian
Trans-martian
Trans-mersey
Trans-mississippian
Trans-mongolian
Trans-neptunian
Trans-niger
Trans-paraguayan
Trans-persian
Trans-pyrenean
Trans-rhenish
Trans-sahara
Trans-saharan
Trans-saturnian
Trans-severn
Trans-siberian
Trans-stygian
Trans-tiberian
Trans-ural
Trans-uranian
Trans-volga
Trans-zambezian
TransJordan
Transalpine Gaul
Transcaucasia
Transcaucasian
Transfiguration
Transit
Transite
Transition series
Transition zone
Transitional
Transjordanian
Transkei
Transsteverine
Transvaal
Transvaal daisy
Transvaal jade
Transvaaler
Transvaalian
Transylvania
Transylvanian
Transylvanian Alps
Trant
Tranzschelia
Trapa
Trapaceae
Trapani
Trappe
Trappe, La
Trappism
Trappist
Trappist cheese
Trappistes
Trappistine
Trasentine
Trasimene
Trasimeno
Trasimenus
Trask
Traskwood
Trastevere
Trasteverine
Tratner
Trauner
Traunik
Trautman
Trautvetteria
Travancore
Travax
Traver
Travers
Traviata, La
Travis
Travnicki
Travus
Traweek
Tray
Treacy
Treadway
Treadwell
Treasure Island
Treasurer
Treasury
Treasury Bench
Treasury bill
Treat
Trebbia
Trebellian
Trebizond
Treblinka
Tre bloc
Treculia
Tree
Treece
Trefler
Trefor
Trego
Treharne
Treiber
Treichlers
Treitschke
Trela
Trelew
Trella
Trellas
Treloar
Trelu
Trema
Tremadoc slates
Tremain
Tremaine
Tremandra
Tremandraceae
Tremann
Trematoda
Trematodea
Trematodes
Trematosaurus
Tremayne
Trembly
Tremella
Tremellaceae
Tremellales
Trementina
Tremml
Tremont
Tremonton
Trempealeau
Trenary
Trenchard
Trengganu
Trenna
Trent
Trent Kaese
Trentepohlia
Trentepohliaceae
Trentine
Trentino-Alto Adige
Trento
Trenton
Trentonian
Treponema
Trepostomata
Treron
Treronidae
Treroninae
Tresa
Tresca section
Trescha
Tresckow
Trescott
Trespedras
Trespinos
Tressa
Tressia
Treta Yuga
Treulich
Trev
Treva
Trevah
Trevar
Trichinella
Trichinopoly
Trichiuridae
Trichiurus
Trichocephalus
Trichoderma
Trichodesmium
Trichodontidae
Trichoglossidae
Trichoglossinae
Trichogramma
Trichogrammatidae
Tricholaena
Tricholoma
Trichomanes
Trichomonadidae
Trichomonas
Trichonympha
Trichophyton
Trichoplax
Trichoptera
Trichopterygidae
Trichosanthes
Trichosporum
Trichostema
Trichostromgylus
Trichuris
Trici
Tricia
Tricladida
Triconodon
Triconodonta
Tricyrtis
Tridacna
Tridacnidae
Tridell
Tridentine
Tridentinian
Tridentum
Trient
Trientalis
Trier
Trieste
Trifolium
Trigere
Trigna
Triglididae
Triglochin
Tritonis
Trituberculata
Triturus
Tritylodon
Triumfetta
Triumph
Triune
Triune God
Triunitarian
Triunity
Triuridaceae
Triuridales
Triuris
Trivandrum
Trivoli
Trix
Trixi
Trixie
Trixy
Trizonia
Tro
Troad
Troas
Trobiand Islands
Trochaic
Trochalopoda
Trochelminthes
Trochidae
Trochila
Trochili
Trochilus
Trochius
Trochodendraceae
Trochodendron
Trochosphaera
Trochosphaerida
Trochozoa
Trochus
Trocki
Troezenan
Trogloidytes
Trogloidytae
Troglodytinae
Trogones
Trogonidae
Trogoniformes
Troiaides
Troic
Troilus
Troilus and Cressida
Troilus and Criseyde
Trois Mousquetaires Les
Trois Rivi
Trois-Rivieres
Trojan
Trojan Horse
Trojan War
Trojan Women, The
Trojan group
Trojan horse
Trojan sibyl
Trojan-horse
Trollius
Trollope
Trollopean
Trollopeanism
Trollopian
Trombidiidae
Trombidium
Trometer
Tromp
Tromso
Trona
Trondheim
Trondhjem
Tronna
Tropaean
Tropaeolum
Tropeolin
Trophi
Trophonian
Tropic of Cancer
Tropic of Capricorn
Tropicalia
Tropicalian
Tropidoleptus
Tros
Trosky
Trosper
Trossachs
Trot
Troth
Trotman's anchor
Trotsky
Trotskyism
Trotskyist
Trotskyist International
Trotskyite
Trotta
Trotter
Trotters
Trotwood
Troubetzkoy
Troup
Troupsburg
Trout
Troutdale
Troutman
Troutville
Trouvelot
Trouville
Trouvillion
Trow
Trowbridge
Troxell
Troxelville
Troy
Troyes
Troynovant
Troyon
Troytown
Trst
Trstram
Trubetskoi
Trubetzkoy
Trubow
Truc
Truce of God
Trucial Coast
Trucial Oman
Trucial States
Trucial sheikdoms
Truckee
Truckles
Truda
Trude
Trudeau
Trudey
Trudi
Trudie
Trudnak
Trudy
True
Trueblood
Truelove
Trueman
Truesdale
Trufant
Truitt
Trujillo
Truk
Truk Islands
Trula
Trullan
Trumaine
Truman
Truman Doctrine
Trumann
Trumansburg
Trumbauersville
Trumbull
Truncatella
Truncatellidae
Truro
Truscott
Trussville
Trust
Trusteeship Council
Truth
Trutko
Trutta
Truxton
Tryck
Trygon
Trygonidae
Trygve
Trygve Bratteli
Tryon
Trypaneidae
Trypanosoma
Trypanosomatidae
Tryparsamide
Trypeta
Trypetidae
Tryphena
Tryphosa
Ts'ao Kuo-ch'iu
Tsai
Tsai Shen
Tsan
Tsana
Tsana Lake
Tudor arch
Tudoresque
Tues
Tuesday
Tuesdays
Tufts
Tugela
Tugman
Tuileries
Tuinal
Tuinal pill
Tuinenga
Tujunga
Tukuler
Tukulor
Tula
Tulalip
Tulane
Tulare
Tulare County
Tularosa
Tulbaghia
Tulear
Tuleta
Tulia
Tulipa
Tulkepaia
Tull
Tullahassee
Tullahoma
Tulle
Tulley
Tullia
Tullian
Tullio
Tullius
Tullos
Tullus
Tullusus
Tully
Tulostoma
Tulsa
Tulu
Tulua
Tumacacori
Tumaco
Tumbes
Tumboa
Turino
Turishcheva
Turk
Turk's-cap cactus
Turk's-cap lily
Turk's-head
turk's-head cactus
Turkana
Turkdom
Turkery
Turkess
Turkestan
Turkey
Turkey Adana
Turkey carpet
Turkey oak
Turkey red
Turkey umber
Turkey-carpeted
Turkeydom
Turkeyism
Turki
Turkic
Turkicize
Turkification
Turkify
Turkish
Turkish Empire
Turkish bath
Turkish carpet
Turkish cat
Turkish coffee
Turkish crescent
Turkish delight
Turkish knot
Turkish paste
Turkish pound
Turkish rug
Turkish runic
Turkish tobacco
Turkish towel
Turkish-blue
Turkishly
Turkishness
Turkism
Turkistan
Turkize
Turklike
Turkman
Turkmen
Turkmenian
Turkmenistan
Turko-Tartar
Turko-albanian
Turko-bulgar
Turko-bulgarian
Turko-byzantine
Turko-cretan
Turko-egyptian
Turko-german
Turko-greek
Turko-imamic
Turko-iranian
Turko-italian
Turko-mongol
Turko-persian
Turko-popish
Turko-tatar
Turko-tataric
Turko-teutonic
Turko-ugrian
Turko-venetian
Turkologist
Turkology
Turkoman
Turkoman carpet
Turkoman rug
Turkomania
Turkomanic
Turkomanize
Turkomans
Turkomen
Turkophil
Turkophile
Turkophilia
Turkophilism
Turkophobe
Turkophobia
Turkophobist
Turks and Caicos Islands
Turku
Turley
Turlock
Turlupin
Turnel
Turn of the Screw, The
Turnbull
Turnbull's blue
Turne
Turner
Turner's syndrome
Turnera
Turneraceae
Turneresque
Turnerian
Turnerism
Turners
Turnersburg
Turnersville
Turnerville
Turney
Turnhalle
Turnheim
Turnices
Turnicidae
Turnicomorphae
Turnix
Turnus
Turnus butterfly
Turoff
Turon
Turonian
Turpin
Turrell
Turrilepas
Turrilites
Turrilitidae
Turritella
Turritellidae
Turro
Tursenoi
Tursha
Tursiops
Turtan
Turtle
Turtletown
Turton
Turveydrop
Turveydropdom
Turveydropian
Tusayan
Tuscaloosa
Tuscan
Tuscan school
Tuscan-colored
Tuscanism
Tuscanize
Tuscanlike
Tuscany
Tuscarawas
Tuscarora
Tuscarora rice
Tuscaroras
Tuscola
Tusculan
Tusculum
Tuscumbia
Tush
Tushepaw
Tuskahoma
Tuskegee
Tussaud
Tussilago
Tussy
Tustin
Tut
Tutankhamen
Tutankhamon
Tutankhamun
Tutelo
Tutenkhamon
Tutorkey
Tutt
Tuttle
Tutto
Tutuila
Tutuilan
Tutunni
Tutwiler
Tuvalu
Tuvinian ASSR
Tuxedo
Tuxedo coat
Tuxedo jacket
Tuxtla
Tuxtla Gutierrez
Tuyuneiri
Tuzla
Tver
Twaddell
Twain
Twana
Twedy
Tweed
Tweeddale
Tweedledum and Tweedledee
Tweedsmuir
Twelfth Day
Twelfth Night
Twelfth-day
Twelfth-night
Twelfth-tide
Twelfthtide
Twelve
Twelve Tables
Twelve Tables, The
Twelver
Twenty-ounce
Twenty-six Men and a Girl
Twi
Twice-Told Tales
Twickenham
Twila
Twilight of the Gods
Twin Cities
Twin Falls
Twin Stars
Twinbrooks
Twining
Twinoaks
Twins
Twinsburg
Twisp
Twitt
Twittering Machine, The
Two Gentlemen of Verona, The
Two Harbors
Two Sicilies
Two Years Before the Mast
Two-and-a-half International
Two-kettle
Twoombly
Twum
Twyla
Ty
Tyan-Shan
Tyaskin
Tybald
Tybalt
Tybi
Tybie
Tyburn
Tyburn tree
Tyburnian
Tyche
Tychius
Tycho
Tychon
Tychonian
Tychonic
Tychnn
Tydeus
Tydides
Tye
Tygh
Tyika
Tyl Eulenspiegel
Tylenchus
Tyler
Tylerism
Tylerite
Tylerize
Tylersburg
Tylersport
Tylersville
Tylerton
Tylertown
Tyll Eulenspiegel
Tylopoda
Tylosaurus
Tylostoma
Tylostomaceae
Tylosurus
Tymes
Tymon
Tymothy
Tympano-eustachian
Tympanuchus
Tynan
Tyndale
Tyndall
Tyndall beam
Tyndall effect
Tyndallization
Tyndallize
Tyndareos
Tyndareus
Tyndaridae
Tyne
Tyne and Wear
Tynemouth
Tyner
Tyneside
Tyngsboro
Tynwald
Types
Typewriter
Typha
Typhaceae
Typhlomolge
Typhlopidae
Typhlops
Typhoean
Typhoeus
Typhoid Mary
Typhon
Typhonian
Typhonic
Typhula
Typotheria
Typotheriidae
Tyr
Tyra
Tyranni
Tyrannidae
Tyrannides
Tyranninae
Tyrannosaurus
Tyrannus
Tyre
Tyree
Tyrian
Tyrian dye
Tyrian purple
Tyro
Tyroglyphidae
Tyroglyphus
Tyrol
Tyrolean
Tyrolese
Tyrolienne
Tyroliennes
Tyrone
Tyrone Fahner
Tyronza
Tyrr
Tyrrell
Tyrhene
Tyrreni
Tyrrenian
Tyrrenian Sea
Tyrrenenum
Tyrreus
Tyrhus
Tyrsenoi
Tyrtaean
Tyrtaeus
Tyrus
Tyson
Tyto
Tytonidae
Tyty
Tyumen
Tyzine
Tzaam
Tzanis Tzannetakis
Tzapotec
Tzekung
Tzendal
Tzental
Tzigane
Tziganies
Tzigany
Tzong
Tzotzil
Tzu-chou
Tzu-po
Tzutuhil
U
U Nu
U Thant
U bolt
U magnet
U pin
U plate
U rail
U section
U trap
U tube
U valley
U's
U-boat
U-boot
U-cut
U-shaped
U-stirrup
U-turn
U/S
UA
UAB
UAE
UAM
UAPDU
UAR
UARS
UART
UAW
UB
UBA
UBC
UBM
UC
UCAR
UCB
UCC
UCCA
UCD
UCI
UCL
UCLA
UCR
UCSB
UCSC
UCSD
UCSF
UDA
UDB
UDC
UDI
UDMH
UDP
UDR
UDT
UEC
UEL
UFC
UFO
UFS
UG
UGC
UH
UHF
US Army Reserve
US Cabinet
US Coast Guard Academy
US Coast Guard Reserve
US Customs Service
US Marine Corps Reserve
US Merchant Marine Academy
US Military Academy
US National Air Service
US Naval Academy
US Naval Reserve
US agency
US attorney
US cavalry saddle
US dry measure
US highway
US liquid measure
US money
USA
USAAF
USAC
USAF
USAFA
USAN
USAR
USB
USC
USC&GS
USCA
USCG
USD
USDA
USE
USECC
USES
USFL
USG
USGA
USGS
USHA
USHGA
USIA
USIS
USITA
USL
USLTA
USM
USMA
USMC
USMP
USN
USNA
USNAS
USO
USOC
USP
USPHS
USPO
USPS
USPTO
USR
USRRC
USS
USSB
USSCt
USSR
USSS
USTC
USV
USW
UT
UTC
UTE
UTP
UTQGS
UTR
UTWA
UU
UUCICO
UUCP
UUG
UUM
UUT
UV
UVS
UW
UWCSA
UWS
Uaraycu
Uarekena
Uaup
Ubald
Ubald
Ubali
Ubana
Ubangi
Ubangi-Shari
Ubbenite
Ubbonite
Ube
Ubfmenisch
Ubii
Ubiquarian
Ubiquist
Ubiquitarian
Ubiquitarianism
Ubiquitism
Ubiquivist
Ubly
Ubu Roi
Uca
Ucal
Ucalegon
Ucayale
Ucayali
Uccello
Uchean
Uchee
Uchida
Uchish
Ucon
Ud
Uda
Udaipur
Udale
Udall
Udela
Udele
Udell
Udella
Udelle
Udi
Udic
Udine
Udish
Udolphoish
Uds
Uehling
Uel
Uela
Uele
Uella
Ueuteotl
Ufa
Uffizi
Uganda
Ugandan
Ugarit
Ugaritian
Ugaritic
Ugarono
Ugo
Ugrian
Ugric
Ugro-Finnic
Ugro-altaic
Ugro-aryan
Ugro-finn
Ugro-finnic
Ugro-finnish
Ugro-slavonic
Ugro-tatarian
Ugroid
Uhde
Uhland
Uhrichsville
Uhro-rusinian
Uighur
Uigur
Uigurian
Uiguric
Uinta
Uinta Mountains
Uintatheriidae
Uintatherium
Uird
Uirina
Uis
Uitlander
Uitotan
Uitzlilopochtli
Uiji
Ujjain
Ujpest
Ujung Pandang
Uke
Ukiah
Ukr
Ukraina
Ukraine
Ukrainer
Ukrainian
Ul
Ulotrichi
Ulphi
Ulphia
Ulphiah
Ulpi
Ulric
Ulrica
Ulrich
Ulrick
Ulrika
Ulrikaumeko
Ulrike
Ulrike Maier
Ulster
Ulster Defence Association
Ulsterian
Ulsterite
Ulsterman
Ultan
Ultan
Ultima
Ultima Thule
Ultonian
Ultor
Ultra-anglican
Ultra-byronic
Ultra-byronism
Ultra-calvinist
Ultra-christian
Ultra-english
Ultra-english Ultra-french
Ultra-french
Ultra-gallican
Ultra-gangetic
Ultra-german
Ultra-julian
Ultra-lutheran
Ultra-lutheranism
Ultra-martian
Ultra-neptunian
Ultra-pauline
Ultra-pecksniffian
Ultra-pluralism
Ultra-pluralist
Ultra-presbyterian
Ultra-puritan
Ultra-puritanical
Ultra-romanist
Ultra-tory
Ultra-toryism
Ultra-whig
Ultrasuede
Ultun
Ulu
Ulu-juz
Ulua
Ulund
Ulva
Ulvaceae
Ulvalles
Ulvan
Ulyanovsk
Ulyssesian
Ulysses
Uma
Umatilla
Umaua
Umayyad
Umbarger
Umbellales
Umbelliferae
Umbellula
Umbellularia
Umbellulidae
Umberto
Umberto I
Umbilicaria
Umbra
Umbria
Umbrian
Umbrian school
Umbral
Umbro-etruscan
Umbro-florentine
Umbro-latin
Umbro-ocan
Umbro-roman
Umbro-sabellian
Umbro-samnite
Umbro-sienese
Umbundu
Ume
Umea
Umeh
Umeko
Ummersen
Umont
Umpqua
Umtali
Un
Un Ballo in Maschera
Un-african
Un-american
Un-americanism
Un-americanization
Un-americanize
Un-anacreontic
Un-anglican
Un-anglicized
Un-asiatic
Un-athenian
Un-attic
Un-auguan
Un-australian
Un-babylonian
Un-biblical
Un-biblically
Un-bostonian
Un-brahminic
Un-brazilian
Un-british
Un-buddhist
Un-chinese
Un-christlike
Un-christlikeness
Un-christliness
Un-christly
Un-christmaslike
Un-dominican
Un-doric
Un-egyptian
Un-elizabethan
Un-english
Un-england
Un-englanded
Un-englishmanlike
Un-etruscan
Un-european
Un-fenian
Un-finnish
Un-flemish
Un-florentine
Un-franciscan
Un-french
Un-georgian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Un-german</th>
<th>Un-germanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Un-germanize</td>
<td>Un-grandisonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-grecian</td>
<td>Un-greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-gregorian</td>
<td>Un-hamitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-hebraic</td>
<td>Un-hebrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-hellenic</td>
<td>Un-icteric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-hibernically</td>
<td>Un-hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-homerian</td>
<td>Un-horatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-iberian</td>
<td>Un-icelandic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-indian</td>
<td>Un-indian-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-ionic</td>
<td>Un-iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-irish</td>
<td>Un-irishily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-italian</td>
<td>Un-italianate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-jacobean</td>
<td>Un-japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-jeffersonian</td>
<td>Un-johnsonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-judaize</td>
<td>Un-kantian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-korean</td>
<td>Un-lacedaemonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-latin</td>
<td>Un-lutheran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-lutheran</td>
<td>Un-machiavellian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-magyar</td>
<td>Un-malay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-malay</td>
<td>Un-maltese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-manichaeanize</td>
<td>Un-mediterranean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-methodize</td>
<td>Un-mexican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-miltonic</td>
<td>Un-mohammedan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-mongolian</td>
<td>Un-moorish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-mormon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Un-mosaic
Un-moslem
Un-moslemlike
Un-neapolitan
Un-norman
Un-norwegian
Un-olympian
Un-ovidian
Un-parisian
Un-parisianized
Un-peloponnesian
Un-persian
Un-petrarchan
Un-philadelphian
Un-pindaric
Un-pindarical
Un-pindarically
Un-platonic
Un-platonically
Un-polish
Un-portuguese
Un-presbyterian
Un-protestant
Un-protestantlike
Un-prussian
Un-prussianized
Un-pythagorean
Un-roman
Un-romanize
Un-romanized
Un-saracenic
Un-saxon
Un-scotch
Un-scottish
Un-scripturality
Un-semitic
Un-serbian
Un-shakespearean
Un-siberian
Un-sicilian
Un-slavic
Un-socratic
Un-southern
Un-spaniardized
Un-spanish
Un-spartan
Un-spenserian
Un-sundaylike
Un-svedish
Un-sviss
Un-teutonic
Un-thebian
Un-tudor
Un-turkish
Un-tuscan
Un-vedic
Un-venetian
Un-vergilian
Un-victorian
Un-viennese
Un-virgilian
Un-virginian
Un-voltairian
Un-wagnerian
Un-washingtonian
Un-welsh
Un-wordworthian
Un-yankeian
Una
Una boat
Unadilla
Unakhotana
Unalachtigo
Unalaska
Unalaska Island
Unami
Unamuno
Uncaria
Uncasville
Uncinaria
Uncinata
Uncinula
Uncle
Uncle Remus
Uncle Sam
Uncle Sugar
Uncle Tom
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Uncle Vanya
Uncompahgre
Unders
Underwood
Undine
Undis
Undry
Undset
United
United Arab Emirates
United Arab Republic
United Arab States
United Brethren
United Church of Christ
United Empire Loyalist
United Kingdom
United Mexican States
United Nations
United Nations Children's Fund
United Nations Day
United Nations Educational
United Nations troops
United Party
United Presbyterian
United Press International
United Provinces
United Reformed Church
United States
United States Army
United States District Court
United States Employment Service
United States Information Agency
United States Marine Corps
United States Navy
United States Postal Service
United States Ship
United States Supreme Court
United States Tariff Commission
United States Tax Court
United States attorney
United States of America
United states
United-states-man
United-statesian
Unity
Unityhouse
Unityville
Univ
Univac
Universal Postal Union
Universal Product Code
Universal Soul
Universal Time
Universalian
Universalism
Universalist
Universalistic
University
University Heights
University Park
University Wits
Unix
Unjewish
Unkelos
Unknowable
Unknown American
Unknown Sea
Unknown Soldier
Unknown Warrior
Unni
Uno
Unona
Unrra
Unrussian
Unter den Linden
Untermeyer
Unterricht's disease
Unterseeboot
Unterwalden
Unuk al h
Unuk al hay
Unungun
Up-country
Up-state
Up-stater
Upali
Upanishad
Updike
Upham
Uphemia
Upington
Upis
Upland
Upolu
Upper Arlington
Upper Austria
Upper Burma
Upper Canada
Upper Chinook
Upper Cretaceous
Upper Egypt
Upper Michigan
Upper Palaeolithic
Upper Palatinate
Upper Peninsula
Upper Sandusky
Upper Silesia
Upper Tertiary
Upper Tunguska
Upper Volta
Upperco
Upperville
Uppsala
Upsala
Upshaw
Upson
Upton
Upupa
Upupidae
Ur
Ur of the Chaldees
Ur-Nammi
Uragoga
Ural
Ural Mountains
Ural-Altaic
Ural-altai
Ural-alaic
Uralian
Uralian emerald
Uralic
Uralo-altaian
Uralo-altaic
Uralo-caspian
Uralo-finnic
Uran
Urana
Urania
Urania blue
Uranian
Uranicentric
Uranie
Uranidae
Uranothripsidae
Uranothrips
Uranus
Urartean
Urartian
Urartic
Urata
Uravan
Urba
VASI
VAST
VAT
VAV
VAX
VAXBI
VB
VC
VCCI
VCM
VCO
VCR
VCS
VCU
VD
VDC
VDE
VDFM
VDI
VDM
VDT
VDU
VE
VEEGA
VEU
VEX
VF
VFSEA
VFO
VFR
VFS
VFW
VFY
VG
VGA
VGF
VGI
VHD
VHDL
VHF
VHS
VHSIC
VI
VIC
VIFRED
VILE
VINE
VINES
VIP
VIR
VISTA
VITA
VIU
VJ
VL
VLA
VLBA
VLBI
VLF
VLIW
VLSI
VLT
VM
VMC
VMCF
VMCMS
VMD
VME
VMM
VMOS
VMR
VMRS
VMS
VMSP
VMTP
VN
VNF
VNL
VNFLF
VNY
VO
VOA
VODAS
VOIR
VOIS
VOM
VOQ
VOR
VORT
VP
VPF
VPISU
VPN
VR
VRC
VRI
Valais
Valaree
Valaria
Valaskjalf
Valatie
Valborg
Valcour Island
Valda
Valdai Hills
Valdas
Valdemar
Valdemar I
Valdepeas
Valders
Valdes
Valdese
Valdez
Valdimir Kryuchkov
Valdis
Valdivia
Valdosta
Vale
Valeda
Valenay
Valenba
Valence
Valencia
Valencia orange
Valencian
Valenciennes
Valenciennes lace
Valene
Valenka
Valens
Valenta
Valente
Valentia
Valentine
Valentide
Valentijn
Valentin
Valentina
Valentine
Valentine Day
Valentine's Day
Valentines
Valentinian
Valentinian I
Valentinian II
Valentinian III
Valentinianism
Valentinianus I
Valentino
Valentinus
Valenza
Valer
Valera
Valeria
Valerian
Valeriana
Valerianaceae
Valerianales
Valerianella
Valerianoides
Valerie
Valerio
Valeriu Georgescu
Valerlan
Valerle
Valery
Valery Giscard d'Estaing
Valerye
Valeta
Valetta
Valhalla
Vali
Valiant
Valida
Valier
Valina
Valium
Valkyr
Valkyria
Valkyrian
Valkyrie
Valladolid
Valle
Valle d'Aosta
Valleau
Vallecito
Vallecitos
Vallejo
Vallenar
Valleny
Valletta
Valley
Valletta
Valley Center
Valley Forge
Valley Park
Valley Stream
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes
Valleys of Andorra
Valli
Valliant
Vallie
Valliscaulan
Vallisneria
Vallisneriaceae
Vallo
Vallombrosa
Vallombrosan
Vallonia
Vallota
Vally
Valma
Valmeyer
Valmid
Valmiki
Valmy
Valois
Valona
Valonia
Valoniaceae
Valoniah
Valora
Valorie
Valparaiso
Valpolicella
Valrico
Valry
Valsa
Valsaceae
Valsalvan
Valtellina
Valtin
Valvata
Valvatidae
Valyermo
Vamacharin Hinduism
Vaman
Vampyrella
Vampyrellidae
Vampyrum
Van
Van Allen belt
Van Allen radiation belt
Van Buren
Van Devanter
Van Diemen Gulf
Van Diemen's Land
Van Dyck
Van Gogh
Van de Graaff generator
Van der Waal's forces
VanAtta
VanHook
Vanahaem
Vanalstyne
Vanbrugh
Vance
Vanceboro
Vanceburg
Vancourt
Vancouver
Vancouveria
Vanda
Vandal
Vandalia
Vandalic
Vandemere
Vandemonian
Vandemonianism
Vanden
Vandenberg
Vander
Vanderbilt
Vandergrift
Vanderhoek
Vanderpoel
Vanderpool
Vandervelde
Vandervoort
Vandiemenian
Vandiver
Vanduser
Vandyke
Vandyke beard
Vandyke brown
Vandyke collar
Vandyke edge
Vandyke red
Vandyke-edged
Vandyne
Vane
Vanellus
Vanessa
Vanetha
Vanetten
Vange
Vanguard
Vanguardist
Vangueria
Vanhomrigh
Vanhorn
Vanhornesville
Vani
Vania
Vanier
Vanir
Vanist
Vanitory unit
Vanity Fair
Vanity fair
Vanity-fairian
Vanna
Vannai
Vanndale
Vannes
Vannevar
Vanni
Vannic
Vannie
Vannuys
Vanny
Vano
Vanorin
Vansant
Vansittart
Vantassell
Vanthe
Vanua Levu
Vanuatu
Vanvlecck
Vanwert
Vanwyck
Vanya
Vanzant
Vanzetti
Vapors
Vaporum
Vaqueros formation
Varsovian
Varuna
Varuni
Vary
Varysburg
Vas
Vasa
Vasa Cubrilovic
Vasari
Vasco da Gama
Vascons
Vaseline
Vashon
Vashtee
Vashti
Vashtia
Vasileior
Vasilek
Vasili
Vasiliki
Vasilis
Vasiliiu
Vasily
Vasily Aksyonov
Vasily Garbuzov
Vasos
Vasquez
Vassalboro
Vassar
Vassaux
Vassell
Vassil Kolarov
Vassili
Vassili Dendramis
Vassily
Vassily Chuikov
Vasta
Vastah
Vasteras
Vastha
Vasthi
Vasti
Vasudeva
Vasundhara
Vasya
Vasyuta
Vat
Vateria
Vaterland
Vatican
Vatican City
Vatican Council
Vatican Library
Vatican Palace
Vatican city
Vatican codex
Vatican fragment
Vaticanism
Vaticanist
Vaticanization
Vaticanize
Vaticanus
Vatteluttu
Vatter
Vauban
Vaucheria
Vaucheriaceae
Vaucluse
Vaud
Vaudism
Vaudois
Vaughan
Vaughan Williams
Vaughn
Vaughnsville
Vaules
Vauxhall
Vauxhallian
Vayu
Vazimba
Ve
Veadar
Veal
Veator
Veats
Veblen
Veblenian
Veblenism
Veblenite
Veda
Vedaic
Vedaism
Vedalia
Vedanga
Vedanta
Verbenia
Verbesina
Vercelli
Vercelli Book
Vercingetorix
Verda
Verde
Verdel
Verden
Verdha
Verdi
Verdicchio
Verdie
Verdigre
Verdon
Verdan
Verdun
Verdunville
Vere
Vereeniging
Verein
Vereine
Vereins
Verel
Verena
Verene
Vereshchagin
Veretillum
Vergas
Verge
Vergeltungswaffe
Vergennes
Verger
Vergil
Vergilian
Vergilianism
Vergne
Vergos
Veribest
Veriee
Verile
Verina
Verine
Verity
Verkhne-Udinsk
Verla
Verlag
Verlaine
Verlee
Veronese
Veronese green
Veronica
Veronicella
Veronicellidae
Veronika
Veronike
Veronique
Verpa
Verplanck
Verras
Verrazano
Verrocchio
Verrucaria
Verrucariaceae
Versailles
Vershen
Vershire
Versie
Verstand
Vertebrae
Vertebrata
Verthandi
Verticillium
Vertrees
Vertumnus
Verulamian
Verulamium
Verwanderung
Verwandlung, Die
Verwoerd
Verworn theory
Very Reverend
Very flare
Very light
Very lights
Very pistol
Vesalian
Vesalius
Vescuso
Veselin Djuranovic
Vesicularia
Vesiculata
Vesiculatae
Vespa
Vespasian
Vesper
Vespertilio
Vespertiliones
Vespertilionidae
Vespertilioninae
Vespidae
Vespina
Vespoidea
Vespucii
Vesta
Vestaburg
Vestalia
Vestas
Vestie
Vestigian
Vestini
Vestinian
Vestorian blue
Vesty
Vesuvian
Vesuvio
Vesuvius
Veta
Veterans Administration
Veterans Day
Veterans' Affairs
Veterans' Day
Vetiveria
Vetter
Vevay
Vevina
Vevine
Vey
Vezza
Vharat
Vi
Via
Via Dolorosa
Via Lactea
Via lactea
Viafore
Vial
Vian
Viareggio
Viatcheslav Fetisov
Vibhu
Viborg
Vibrio
Viburnum
Vic
Vinaya
Vinaya Pitaka
Vinca
Vince
Vince Boryla
Vincelette
Vincennes
Vincent
Vincent Askew
Vincent Barabba
Vincent Bugliosi
Vincent Cianci
Vincent de Paul
Vincent sauce
Vincent's angina
Vincent's infection
Vincenta
Vincente Aleixandre
Vincente Cauce
Vincentia
Vincentian
Vincentown
Vincents
Vincenty
Vincenz
Vincenzo
Vincetoxicum
Vinci
Vindelici
Vindemiatrix
Vindhya Hills
Vindhya Pradesh
Vindhya Range
Vine
Vineburg
Vineland
Vinemont
Vinethene
Vineyarde
Vingolf
Vinia
Vinicio Cerezo
Vinie
Vining
Vinita
Vinland
Vinn
Vinna
Virgo Potens
Virgo Praedicanda
Virgo Sapientissima
Virgo Sponsa Dei
Virgo Veneranda
Virgularia
Virgulariidae
Virgy
Viridi
Viridis
Viridissa
Virmelli
Viroqua
Virtanen
Virtus
Visakhapatnam
Visalia
Visaya
Visayan
Visayan Islands
Visayans
Visby
Visc
Viscardi
Visconti
Viscount
Visct
Viseu
Vish
Vishinsky
Vishnavite
Vishniac
Vishnu
Vishnuism
Vishnuite
Vishnuvite
Visigoth
Visigothic
Visine
Visit, The
Visitandine
Visitation
Vislinsky Zaliv
Visotoner
Vistula
Vistulian
Vita
Vita Nuova
Vitaceae
Vitaglass
Vitale
Vitale Fedorchuk
Vitalian
Vitalis
Vitallium
Vitaphone
Vite
Vitebsk
Vitek
Vitharr
Vithi
Viti
Viti Levu
Vitia
Vitis
Vitkun
Vito
Vito Genovese
Vitoria
Vitria
Vitrina
Vitruvian
Vitruvian scroll
Vitruvian wave
Vitruvianism
Vitruvius
Vitruvius Pollio
Vitry
Vittore
Vittoria
Vittorio
Vitus
Vitus's dance
Viv
Viva
Vivaldi
Viveca
Vivekananda
Viverridae
Viverrinae
Vivi
Vivia
Vivian
Viviana
Viviane
Vivianna
Vo Nguyen Giap
Voca
Vocal Memnon
Voccola
Vochysiaceae
Vod
Voe
Voetian
Vogel
Vogele
Vogeley
Vogelweide
Vogul
Voioitia
Voityck Frykowski
Vojvodina
Vola
Volans
Volant
Volantis
Volapk
Volapuk
Volapuker
Volapukism
Volapukist
Volborg
Volcae
Volcanalia
Volcano Islands
Volcanus
Volding
Voleta
Voletta
Volga
Volga-baltaic
Volgograd
Volhynia fever
Volin
Volk
Vulkan
Völkerwanderung
Volksdeutsche
Volksdeutscher
Volkslied
Volksschule
Volkswagen
Volnak
Volnay
Volney
Volny
Vologda
Volos
Volotta
Volpe
Volpone
Volscan
Volsci
Volscian
Volstead
Volstead Act
Volsteadism
Volsung
Volsunga Saga
Volsungasaga
Volta
Volta Redonda
Volta effect
Volta's pile
Voltaic
Voltaire
Voltairean
Voltaireian
Voltairianize
Voltairish
Voltairism
Volterra
Voltmer
Volturno
Volturnus
Voltz
Volund
Volunteer State
Volunteers of America
Voluntown
Voluptas
Voluspa
Volutidae
Volvet
Volvo
Volvocaceae
Von
Vona
Vonni
Vonnie
Vonny
Vonore
Vonormy
Vookles
Voorheesville
Voorhis
Voortrekker
Vorarlberg
Vorfeld
Vories
Vorlage
Voronezh
Voronoff
Voroshilov
Voroshilovgrad
Voroshilovsk
Vorspeise
Vorspiel
Vorstellung
Vorster
Vorticella
Vorticellidae
Vortumnus
Vosges
Vosgian
Voskhod
Voss
Vossburg
Vostok
Votaw
Vote
Votish
Votyak
Vougeot
Vought
Vouli
Vouvray
Vowel
Vowinckel
Voyt
Vrablik
Vredenburgh
Vreeland
Vries
Vrita
Vsterbottensost
Vstgtaoost
Vt
Vtarj
Vte
Wack
Waco
Waconda
Wacs
Wad Medani
Wadai
Waddell
Waddenzee
Waddington
Waddle
Waddy
Wade
Wadell
Wadena
Wadesboro
Wadestown
Wadesville
Wadesworth
Wadhams
Wadi Halfa
Wadleigh
Wadley
Wadlinger
Wadsworth
Waechter
Waelder
Waers
Waf
Wafd
Wafdist
Waffen-SS
Wafs
Waganda
Wagarville
Wagener
Wager
Wagga Wagga
Waggoner
Waggumbura
Wagner
Wagneresque
Wagnerian
Wagneriana
Wagnerianism
Wagnerism
Wagnerist
Wagnerite
Wagnerize
Wagogo
Wagoma
Wagon
Wagoner
Wagontown
Wagram
Wagshul
Wagstaff
Wagtail
Waguha
Wagweno
Waha lake trout
Wahabi
Wahabism
Wahabism
Wahabit
Wahabitsm
Wahehe
Wahhabi
Wahhabiism
Wahhabism
Wahiawa
Wahima
Wahkiacus
Wahkon
Wahkuna
Wahl
Wahlenbergia
Wahlstrom
Wahoo
Wahpeton
Waialua
Waianaes
Waibling
Waicuri
Waicurian
Waiguli
Waiilatpuan
Waikato
Waikiki
Wailaki
Wailing Wall
Wailoo
Wailuku
Waimanalo
Waimea
Wain
Waime
Wainscott
Wainwright
Waipahu
Waismann
Wait
Waite
Waiter
Waitville
Waiting for Godot
Waitsburg
Waitsfield
Waiwai
Waiyeung
Wajda
Waka
Wakamba
Wakarusa
Wakashan
Wakayama
Wake
Wake Forest
Wake Island
Wake knot
Wakeen
Wakeeney
Wakefield
Wakeman
Wakenda
Wakerly
Wakhi
Waki
Wakita
Wakonda
Wakore
Wapkala
Waksman
Wakulla
Wakwafi
Wal
Walach
Walachia
Walachian
Walapai
Walbrzych
Walburg
Walburga
Walcheren
Walchia
Wallowa
Wallraff
Walls
Wallsburg
Wallsend
Wallula
Wally
Wally Masur
Walnut Creek
Walnut Ridge
Walnutshade
Walpapi
Walpole
Walpole tea
Walpolean
Walpurga
Walpurgis
Walpurgis Night
Walpurgisnacht
Walras
Walrath
Walsall
Walsenburg
Walsh
Walshville
Walsingham
Walston
Walstonburg
Walt
Walt Poddubny
Walter
Walter Mitty
Walterboro
Walterene
Walters
Waltersburg
Walterville
Walthall
Waltham
Waltham Forest
Walthamstow
Walther
Walther von der Vogelweide
Walthourville
Waltner
Walton
Waltonian
Waltonville
Waltz of the Toreadors
Walvis Bay
Walworth
Waly
Wambuba
Wambugu
Wambutti
Wamego
Wampanoag
Wampanoags
Wampler
Wampsville
Wampum
Wams
Wamsley
Wamsutter
Wan
Wan Li
Wana
Wanakena
Wanamaker
Wanamingo
Wanapum
Wanaque
Wanatah
Wanblee
Wanchan
Wanchese
Wanchuan
Wanda
Wanderer
Wandering Jew
Wandering Jew, The
Wandering-jew
Wanderjahr
Wanderjahre
Wandie
Wandis
Wando
Wandorobo
Wandsworth
Wandy
Wane
Waneatta
Waneta
Wanette
Wanfried
Wang
War of the Nations
War of the Polish Succession
War of the Rebellion
War of the Spanish Succession
War office
Warangal
Warba
Warbeck
Warchaw
Ward
Warda
Warde
Wardell
Warden
Warden, The
Wardensville
Warder
Wardian case
Wardieu
Wardlaw
Wardle
Wardsboro
Wardtown
Wardville
Ware
Ware Shoals
Waregga
Wareham
Wareing
Warenne
Waresboro
Wareshoals
Waretown
Warfield
Warfield
Warford
Warford
Warfordsburg
Warfare
Warfourt
Warga
Wargentin
Warhol
Warila
Waring
Warley
Warm Springs
Warminster
Warms
Warne
Warner
Warners
Warnerville
Warnock
Warori
Warp
Warr Acres
Warram
Warrau
Warren
Warren girder
Warren hoe
Warrendale
Warrenne
Warrens
Warrensburg
Warrensville
Warrenton
Warrenville
Warri
Warrick
Warrin
Warring
Warrington
Wars of the French Revolution
Wars of the Roses
Warsaw
Warsaw Pact
Warsaw Treaty Organization
Warta
Wartburg
Warthe
Warthen
Warthman
Warton
Wartow
Wartrace
Warua
Warundi
Warwick
Warwickshire
Wasagara
Wasandawi
Wasango
Wasat
Wasatch
Wasatch Range
Wasco
Wascott
Waseca
Wasegua
Wash
Washaki
Washburn
Washington
Washington DC
Washington Island
Washington Park
Washington State
Washington Terrace
Washington asparagus
Washington cedar
Washington cent
Washington fir
Washington hand press
Washington lily
Washington palm
Washington pie
Washington thorn
Washington's Birthday
Washingtonboro
Washingtonense
Washingtonia
Washingtonian
Washingtoniana
Washingtonville
Washita
Washitas
Washko
Washo
Washoan
Washoe process
Washougal
Washta
Washtucna
Wasir
Waskish
Waskom
Wasoga
Wasola
Wasp
Wasps
Wasps, The
Wassaic
Wasserman
Wassermann
Wassermann reaction
Wassermann test
Wassili
Wasson
Wassyngton
Wast
Wast Water
Wasta
Waste Land, The
Wasukuma
Waswahili
Wat
Wataga
Watala
Watanabe
Watauga
Watch Committee
Watch-and-warder
Watchung
Water Carrier
Waterberg
Waterboro
Waterbury
Wateree
Waterer
Waterflow
Waterford
Waterford glass
Watergate
Waterhouse
Waterlander
Waterlandian
Waterloo
Waterman
Waterport
Waters
Watersmeet
Waterton Lakes National Park
Watertown
Waterview
Waterville
Watervliet
Watford
Watha
Wathen
Wathena
Watkin
Watkins
Watkins Glen
Watkinsville
Watling Island
Watonga
Watrous
Watseka
Watson
Watson and the Shark
Watson-Watt
Watsonia
Watsonian psychology
Watsontown
Watsonville
Watt
Watteau
Watteau back
Wattenberg
Wattenscheid
Watters
Watterson
Watton
Watts
Wattsburg
Wattsville
Watusi
Watusis
Waubun
Wauchula
Waucoma
Wauconda
Waugh
Waukau
Waukee
Waukegan
Waukesha
Waukomis
Waukon
Wauna
Waunakee
Wauneta
Waupaca
Waupun
Waura
Waurigan
Waurika
Wausa
Wausau
Wausaukee
Wauseon
Wauters
Wautoma
Wauwatosa
Wauzeka
Wave
Waveland
Wavell
Waverley
Waverley Novels
Waverly
Waves
Wavira
Wawaka
Wawarsing
Wawina
Wawro
Waxahachie
Waxhaw
Waxler
Waxman
Way
Way of All Flesh, The
Wayan
Wayao
Waycross
Waylan
Wayland
Waylen
Waylin
Waylon
Waymart
Waynant
Wayne
Wayne Angell
Wayne Fontes
Wayne Grady
Wayne Gretzky
Wayne Levi
Waynesboro
Waynesburg
Waynesfield
Waynesville
Waynetown
Waynoka
Wayolle
Webster-Ashburton Treaty
Websterian
Websterville
Wechsler-Bellevue Scale
Wed
Weddell Sea
Weddell seal
Wedderburn
Wedekind
Wedge furnace
Wedgefield
Wedgie
Wedgies
Wedgwood
Wedgwood blue
Wedgwood green
Wedgwood ware
Wednesday
Wednesdays
Wedowee
Wedron
Wedurn
Weeb Ewbank
Weed
Weeda
Weedsport
Weedville
Weekley
Weeks
Weeksberry
Weelkes
Weems
Weepingwater
Weesatche
Wega
Wehner
Wehr
Wehrle
Wehrmacht
Wei
Weibel
Weichsel
Weidar
Weide
Weider
Weidman
Weidner
Weierstrass
Weierstrassian
Weig
Weigel
Weigela
Weight
Weightometer
Weigle
Weihai
Weihiwei
Weihs
Weikert
Weil
Weil's disease
Weil-felix reaction
Weilaw Gornicki
Weiler
Weill
Weiman
Weimar
Weimar Republic
Weimaraner
Wein
Weinberg
Weinberger
Weinek
Weiner
Weinert
Weingarten
Weingartner
Weinhardt
Weinman
Weinmannia
Weinreb
Weinrich
Weinshienk
Weinstein
Weinstock
Weintrob
Weippe
Weir
Weird Sisters
Weirds
Weirick
Weirsdale
Weirton
Weirwood
Weishart
Weisberg
Welland Canal
Welland Ship Canal
Wellborn
Weller
Wellerism
Welles
Wellesley
Wellesz
Wellford
Welling
Wellingborough
Wellington
Wellington boots
Wellingtonia
Wellingtons
Wellman
Wellpinit
Wells
Wellsboro
Wellsburg
Wellsian
Wellston
Wellsville
Wellton
Wels
Welsbach burner
Welsbach mantle
Welsh
Welsh Black
Welsh Mountain
Welsh collie
Welsh corgi
Welsh dresser
Welsh harp
Welsh mountain pony
Welsh pony
Welsh poppy
Welsh rabbit
Welsh rarebit
Welsh springer spaniel
Welsh terrier
Welsh vault
Welsh-begotten
Welsh-born
Welsh-english
Welsh-fashion
Welsh-looking
Welsh-made
Welsh-rooted
Welsh-speaking
Welsh-wrought
Welshery
Welshism
Welshland
Welshlike
Welshman
Welshmen
Welshness
Welshry
Welshwoman
Welshwomen
Welshy
Weltanschauung
Weltansicht
Welton
Weltpolitik
Weltschmerz
Welty
Welwitschia
Welwyn Garden City
Wembley
Wemyss
Wen Ch'ang
Wen chang
Wen ti
Wenatchee
Wenceslaus
Wenchow
Wenchowese
Wend
Wenda
Wendall
Wendalyn
Wende
Wendel
Wendelin
Wendelina
Wendeline
Wendell
Wendell Berge
Wenden
Wendi
Wendic
Wendie
Wendin
Wendish
Wendolyn
Wendover
Wendt
Wendy
Wendy house
Wendye
Wenger
Wengert
Wenham
Wenlock
Wenlock formation
Wenlockian
Wenn
Wennerholn
Wenoa
Wenona
Wenonah
Wenrohronon
Wensleydale
Wensleydale cheese
Wentworth
Wentzville
Wenz
Wenzel
Wenzel bible
Weogufka
Weott
Wera
Werbel
Werby
Werchowinci
Werdnig-Hoffmann disease
Werfel
Werner
Wernerian
Wernerism
Wernersville
Wernher
Wernick
Wernsman
Werra
Wershba
Wertheim effect
Wertheimer
Werther
Wertherian
Wertherism
Wertz
West Goth
West Gulfport
West Ham
West Hartford
West Hartlepool
West Haven
West Haverstraw
West Hazleton
West Helena
West Highland
West Highland white terrier
West Homestead
West Indian
West Indian cedar
West Indian gherkin
West Indian kale
West Indian satinwood
West Indies
West Indies Associated States
West Irian
West Linn
West Lothian
West Memphis
West Miami
West Midlands
West Mifflin
West Milwaukee
West Monroe
West New Guinea
West New York
West Newton
West Norriton
West Pakistan
West Palm Beach
West Paterson
West Pittston
West Plains
West Point
West Portsmouth
West Prussia
West Riding
West Saxon
West Side
West Suffolk
West Sussex
West Turkestan
West Virginia
West Virginia Day
West Warwick
West Wyoming
West York
West Yorkshire
West Yuma
West end
West india
West india seal
West indiaman
West indian
West indian ivy
West point
West pointer
West virginian
West-about
West-ender
West-endish
West-endism
West-indian-ivy family
Westberg
Westborough
Westbrook
Westbrooke
Westby
Westchester
Wester
Westerfield
Westertlies
Westerly
Westermarck
Western
Western Australia
Western Australian
Western Bug
Western Christianity
Western Church
Western Empire
Western Ghats
Western Han
Western Hemisphere
Western Hindi
Western India States
Western Islands
Western Isles
Western Ocean
Western Reserve
Western Roman Empire
Western Sahara
Western Samoa
Western Slavs
Western Thrace
Western imperialism
Western saddle
Western story
Westerner
Westernport
Westerville
Westfahl
Westfalen
Westfall
Westfield
Westhead
Westinghouse
Westinghouse brake
Westland
Westlander
Westleigh
Westley
Westley Richards
Westlund
Westm
Westmeath
Westminster
Westminster Abbey
Westminster Assembly
Westmont
Westmoreland
Westmorland
Westmorland wrestling
Westney
Weston
Weston cell
Weston standard cell
Weston-super-Mare
Westphal
Westphal balance
Westphalia
Westphalian
Westport
Westpreussen
Westralian
Westralianism
Westville
Westwall
Westwego
Westwood
Wheatland
Wheatley
Wheaton
Wheatstone
Wheatstone bridge
Wheatstyour bridge
Wheelabrator
Wheeler
Wheelersburg
Wheeling
Wheelock
Wheelwright
Whelan
Wheller
When icicles hang by the wall
Whetstone
Whewell
Whick
Whiffen
Whig
Whig Party
Whiggamore
Whiggarchy
Whiggery
Whiggess
Whiggification
Whiggify
Whiggish
Whiggishly
Whiggishness
Whiggism
Whigham
Whiglet
Whigling
Whilkut
Whiney
Whiphalt
Whippany
Whipple
Whipple truss
Whippleville
Whirlaway
Whiskeytown
Whisson
Whistler
Whistler's Mother
Whistlerian
Whistonian
Whit
Whit Monday
Whit Sunday
Whit Week
Whit-Tuesday
Whit-week
Whitaker
Whitaker's Almanack
Whitakers
Whitaturalist
Whitby
Whitcher
Whitcomb
White
White Ensign
White Friar
White Hall
White House
White House, The
White Ladies of Normandy
White Lady
White Lady of Avenel
White Monk
White Mountains
White Nile
White Pass
White Plains
White Power
White River
White River Junction
White Rock
White Russia
White Russian
White Sea
White Slave Act
White Sunday
White Surrey
White Volta
White man's burden
White supremacy
Whitebird
Whitebook
Whiteboy
Whiteboyism
Whiteboys
Whitechapel
Whitechapel cart
Whiteclay
Whitefield
Whitefieldian
Whitefieldism
Whitefieldite
Whitefish
Whitefish Bay
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall Palace
Whitehall boat
Whitehead
Whiteheath
Whitehorse
Whitehouse
Whitehurst
Whitefield
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall boat
Whitehead
Whiteheath
Whitehorse
Whitehouse
Whitehurst
Whitefield
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall boat
Whitehead
Whiteheath
Whitehorse
Whitehouse
Whitehurst
Whitefield
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall boat
Whitehead
Whiteheath
Whitehorse
Whitehouse
Whitehurst
Whitefield
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall boat
Whitehead
Whiteheath
Whitehorse
Whitehouse
Whitehurst
Whitefield
Whitefoot
Whiteford
Whitehall
Whitehall boat
Whiteland
Whitelaw
Whiteley
Whiteowl
Whitepost
Whitesboro
Whitesburg
Whiteside
Whitestone
Whitestown
Whitesville
Whitethorn
Whiteville
Whitewater
Whitewood
Whitewright
Whitfield
Whitford
Whitharral
Whiting
Whitingham
Whitinsville
Whitlam
Whitlash
Whitley Bay
Whitleyism
Whitleyville
Whitlock
Whitman
Whitmanese
Whitmanesque
Whitmanism
Whitmanize
Whitmer
Whitmire
Whitmond
Whitmore
Whitnell
Whitney
Whitneyville
Whitsett
Whitson
Whitsun
Whitsun ale
Whitsun farthings
Whitsun gillyflower
Whitsun monday
Whitsun tuesday
Whitsunday
Whitsuntide
Whitt
Whittaker
Whittemore
Whitten
Whittier
Whittington
Whittle
Whitver
Whitweek
Whitwell
Whitworth
Who's Who
Whon
Whorfian hypothesis
Whorton
Whyalla
Whyte
Wiak
Wiatt
Wibaux
Wiborg
Wiburg
Wichern
Wichita
Wichman
Wick
Wickatunk
Wickenburg
Wickes
Wikieup
Wikstroemia
Wil
Wilbar
Wilber
Wilber Brucker
Wilberforce
Wilbert
Wilbraham
Wilbur
Wilburite
Wilburn
Wilburt
Wilburton
Wilcoe
Wilcox
Wild Duck, The
Wild Geese
Wild Hunt
Wild Huntsman
Wild West
Wild West show
Wilda
Wilde
Wildee
Wilden
Wilder
Wildermuth
Wilderness
Wildersville
Wildhorse
Wildie
Wildomar
Wildon
Wildorado
Wildrose
Wildsville
Wildwood
Wildwood Crest
Wileen
Wilek
Wilen
Wiles
Wiley
Wileyville
Wilf Paiement
Wilfred
Wilfreda
Wilfrid
Wilhelm
Wilhelm I
Wilhelm II
Wilhelm Tell
Wilhelmina
Wilhelmina I
Wilhelmine
Wilhelmshaven
Wilhelmstrasse
Wilhide
Wilhelm
Wilie
Wilinski
Wilkens
Wilkes
Wilkes Land
Wilkesbarre
Wilkesboro
Wilkeson
Wilkesville
Wilkey
Wilkie
Wilkins
Wilkinson
Wilkinsonville
Wilkison
Wilkommenn
Will
Willa
Willabel
Willabella
Willabelle
Willacoochee
Willaert
Willamette
Willamina
Willard
Willards
Willcox
Willdon
Willem
Willem Drees
Willem I
Willemstad
Willendorf
Willene
Willernie
Wilmot
Wilmot Proviso
Wilnott
Wilno
Wilona
Wilsonah
Wilone
Wilow
Wilsall
Wilscam
Wilser
Wilsey
Wilseyville
Wilshire
Wilsie
Wilson
Wilson Dam
Wilson chamber
Wilson cloud chamber
Wilson's blackcap
Wilson's petrel
Wilson's snipe
Wilson's thrush
Wilson's warbler
Wilsonburg
Wilsondale
Wilsonian
Wilsonianism
Wilsonism
Wilsons
Wilsonville
Wilt
Wilterdink
Wilton
Wilton Manor
Wilton carpet
Wilton rug
Wilts
Wiltsey
Wiltshire
Wiltshire cheese
Wiltz
Wimauma
Wimberley
Wimbledon
Wimpy
Wimsatt
Wimshurst generator
Wimshurst machine
Win
Wina
Winamac
Winburne
Wincer
Winchell
Winchendon
Winchester
Winchester bushel
Winchester rifle
Winckelmann
Wind
Wind Cave National Park
Wind River Range
Windaus
Windber
Windbreaker
Windelband
Winder
Windermere
Windesheimer
Windham
Windhoek
Windom
Windsor
Windsor Heights
Windsor bench
Windsor chair
Windsor knot
Windsor rocker
Windsor settee
Windsor tie
Windthorst
Windward Islands
Windward Passage
Windy
Windy City
Windyville
Windzer
Winebaum
Winebrennerian
Winer
Winesap
Winesburg
Winfall
Winfield
Winfred
Winonah
Winoooski
Winou
Winser
Winshell
Winside
Winslow
Winsome
Winson
Winsor
Winsted
Winston
Winston Churchill
Winston-Salem
Winstonnn
Winstonville
Winter
Winter Haven
Winter Olympic Games
Winter Olympics
Winter Park
Winter Sea
Winter War
Winter banana
Winter nelis
Winter's bark
Winteraceae
Winteranaceae
Winterbottom
Winterport
Winterreise Die
Winters
Winterset
Wintersville
Winterthur
Winterville
Winther
Winthorpe
Winthrop
Winton
Wintun
Winwaloe
Winzler
Wiota
Wira
Wirephoto
Wirephotoed
Wirephotoing
Wolbrom
Wolcott
Wolcottville
Wolds
Wolenik
Wolf
Wolf Cub
Wolf-Rayet star
Wolf-man
Wolfcoal
Wolfe
Wolfboro
Wolfenden Report
Wolff
Wolffia
Wolffian
Wolffian body
Wolffianism
Wolfforth
Wolfgang
Wolfgram
Wolfian
Wolfie
Wolfit
Wolford
Wolford
Wolfpen
Wolfram
Wolfram von Eschenbach
Wolfsburg
Wolfson
Wolftown
Wolfy
Wolgast
Wolk
Woll
Wollaston
Wollaston wire
Wollis
Wollongong
Wolof
Wolpert
Wolseley
Wolsey
Wolsky
Wolverhampton
Wolverine
Wolverine State
Woodinville
Woodlake
Woodlawn
Woodleaf
Woodley
Woodlyn
Woodman
Woodmere
Woodring
Woodrow
Woodruff
Woodruff key
Woods
Woodsboro
Woodscross
Woodser
Woodsfield
Woodshole
Woodsia
Woodson
Woodson Terrace
Woodstock
Woodston
Woodstown
Woodsum
Woodsville
Woodville
Woodward
Woodwardia
Woodworth
Woody
Woolcott
Wooldridge
Woolf
Woolford
Woolley
Woollum
Woolrich
Woolson
Woolstock
Woolwa
Woolwich
Woolwine
Woolworth
Woomera
Woonsocket
Woop Woop
Wooster
Wortham
Worthing
Worthington
Worthville
Worthy
Worton
Wotan
Wotton
Wouk
Woulfe bottle
Wovoka
Woxall
Woyaway
Wraac
Wracs
Wraf
Wrafs
Wran
Wrang
Wrangel
Wrangel Island
Wrangell
Wrangell Mountains
Wrath
Wray
Wrekin
Wren
Wrench
Wrennie
Wrens
Wrenshall
Wrentham
Wrexham
Wright
Wrights
Wrightsboro
Wrightson
Wrightstown
Wrights ville
Wrightwood
Wrigley
Writings
Wrons kian
Wrottesley
Wrycht
Ws an
Wtemberg
Wu
Wu'er Kaixi
Wu-lu-mu-ch'i
Wuchang
Wuchereria
Wuhan
Wuhhsien
Wuhu
Wulf
Wulfe
Wulfila
Wullie
Wun
Wunder
Wunderkind
Wunderkinder
Wunderkinds
Wundt
Wundtian
Wuppertal
Wurm
Wurmian
Wurst
Wurster
Wurtsboro
Wurttemberg
Wurtz
Wurzburg
Wurzburger
Wusih
Wuthering Heights
Wutsin
Wy
Wyaconda
Wyalusing
Wyandot
Wyandots
Wyandotte
Wyandottes
Wyanet
Wyano
Wyarno
Wyat
Wyatan
Wyatt
Wyche Fowler
Wycherley
Wyck
Wyckoff
Wycliffe
Wycliffian
Wycliffism
Wycliffist
Wycliffe
Wyclifism
Wyclifite
Wyco
Wycoff
Wycombe
Wye
Wyeth
Wyethia
Wyeville
Wykeham
Wykehamical
Wykehamist
Wykoff
Wyld
Wylde
Wylen
Wyler
Wylie
Wylliesburg
Wylma
Wyly
Wyman
Wymer
Wymore
Wyn
Wynantskill
Wyncote
Wyndham
Wyndmere
Wyne
Wyneberley Coerr
Wyner
Wynn
Wynnburg
Wynne
Wynnewood
Wynnie
Wynny
Wynona
Wynnot
Wyo
Wyocena
Wyola
Wyoming
Wyoming Day
Wyoming Valley
Wyomingite
Wyominging
Wyon
Wyrd
Wysox
Wystand
Wytheville
Wytopitlock
X
X axis
X chromosome
X radiation
X ray
X's
X-chromosome
X-rated movie
X-ray
X-ray cancer
X-ray diffraction camera
X-ray diffraction tube
X-ray dosimetry
X-ray eye
X-ray machine
X-ray microscope
X-ray movie
X-ray photograph
X-ray photographer
X-ray photography
X-ray photometry
X-ray spectrograph
X-ray spectrometer
X-ray spectrometry
X-ray spectrum
X-ray technician
X-ray therapy
X-ray tube
X-ray-proof
X-shaped
X-type engine
X-wave
X25
XA
XB
XBT
XCF
Xanthopia
Xanthorrhiza
Xanthorrhoea
Xanthosoma
Xanthoura
Xanthoxalis
Xanthus
Xantippe
Xaverian
Xavier
Xavier McDaniel
Xavier Suarez
Xaviera
Xavler
Xe
Xema
Xena
Xenacanthini
Xenarchi
Xenarthra
Xenia
Xenicidae
Xenicus
Xeno
Xenoclea
Xenocratean
Xenocrates
Xenocratic
Xenomi
Xenomorpha
Xenopeltidae
Xenophanean
Xenophanes
Xenophon
Xenophonic
Xenophontean
Xenophontian
Xenophontic
Xenophontine
Xenophora
Xenophoridae
Xenopodidae
Xenopsylla
Xenopteri
Xenopterygii
Xenopus
Xenorrhynchus
Xenos
Xenosauridae
Xenosaurus
Xenurus
Xerantheremum
Xeres
Xerophyllum
Xerox
Xerox copy
Xerox machine
Xerus
Xerxes
Xerxes I
Xever
Xhosa
Xi particle
Xian
Xicak
Xicaque
Ximena
Ximenes
Ximenes de Cisneros
Ximenez
Ximenez de Cisneros
Ximenia
Xina
Xinca
Xincan
Xing
Xingu
Xinhua
Xipe
Xipe Totec
Xipe-totec
Xiphias
Xipiidae
Xiphisura
Xiphium iris
Xipiura
Xiphius
Xiphodon
Xiphodontidae
Xiphosura
Xiphosuridae
Xiphosurus
Xiphura
Xiphydria
Xiphydriidae
Xiraxara
Xmas
Xn
Xnty
Xograph
Xopher
Xosa
Xt
Xtian
Xty
Xuthus
Xylaria
Xylariaceae
Xyleborus
Xylia
Xylina
Xylocopa
Xylocopidae
Xylon
Xylonite
Xylophaga
Xylophagidae
Xylophagus
Xylopia
Xylosma
Xylotrya
Xymenes
Xyrichthys
Xyridaceae
Xyridales
Xyris
Y
Y axis
Y box
Y branch
Y bridge
Y chromosome
Y connection
Y cross
Y current
Y curve
Y joint
Y level
Y ligament
Y moth
Y point
Y potential
Y theodolite
Y track
Y tube
Y winding
Y's
Y-chromosome
Y-gun
Y-level
Y-potential
Y-shaped
YA
YACC
YB
YCL
YHA
YHVH
YHWH
YMCA
YMCAthA
YMHA
YOB
YP
YPSCE
YPVS
YRS
YSO
YST
YT
YTD
YU
YV
YWCA
YWHA
YY
Yaakov
Yablon
Yablonoi Mountains
Yablonovoi
Yablonovy Mountains
Yabucoa
Yabuku Gowon
Yacano
Yachats
Yacolt
Yacov
Yadava
Yadkin
Yadkinville
Yaeger
Yael
Yalensian
Yalonda
Yalta
Yalu
Yalu River
Yam
Yama
Yamacraw
Yamagata
Yamaha
Yamamadi
Yamani
Yamashita
Yamassee
Yamato
Yamato-e
Yamauchi
Yamel
Yameo
Yami
Yamis
Yampa
Yan
Yana
Yanan
Yanaton
Yance
Yancey
Yanceyville
Yancy
Yand
Yang
Yang Chin
Yang Shangkun
Yangku
Yangtze
Yangtze Kiang
Yangtze-Kiang
Yanina
Yank
Yankee
Yankee Doodle
Yankee horse trader
Yankee-doodle
Yankee-doodledom
Yankee-doodleism
Yankeedom
Yankeefied
Yasnian
Yasser Arafat
Yassy
Yasu
Yasuhiro Nakasone
Yasui
Yasuо
Yate
Yates
Yatesboro
Yatesville
Yatigan
Yatvyag
Yatzeck
Yauapery
Yauco
Yaunde
Yavapai
Yavar
Yawata
Yawkey
Yaya
Yazbak
Yazd
Yazdegerdian
Yazoo
Yb
Ydalir
Yeaddiss
Yeager
Yeagertown
Yeargain
Yearwood
Yeaton
Yeats
Yeatsian
Yecies
Yed posterior
Yed prior
Yedo
Yee
Yefremov
Yegor Ligachev
Yeh
Yeh Chien-ying
Yehudi
Yehudit
Yeisk
Yekaterinburg
Yekaterinodar
Yekaterinoslav
Yelena
Yelich
Yelisavetgrad
Yelisavetpol
Yellow Hats
Yellow Pages
Yellow River
Yellow Sea
Yellow Springs
Yellowknife
Yellowstone
Yellowstone Falls
Yellowstone National Park
Yellville
Yelm
Yelmene
Yemane
Yemassee
Yemen
Yemen Arab Republic
Yemeni
Yemenic
Yemenite
Yen
Yen Lo
Yenakiyero
Yenan
Yengee
Yengeese
Yenisei
Yenisei ostyak
Yeniseian
Yentai
Yeo
Yeoman of the Royal Guard
Yeorgi
Yerava
Yeraver
Yerba de para
Yerevan
Yerog
Yeroga
Yerington
Yerkes
Yerkovich
Yermo
Yerwa-Maiduguri
Yerxa
Yesenin
Yeshibah
Yeshiva
Yesil Irmak
Yesilk
Yesilkoy
Yesima
Yeso
Yeta
Yetac
Yetah
Yetta
Yettem
Yetti
Yettie
Yetty
Yeung
Yevette
Yevgeny Chazov
Yevtushenko
Yezd
Yezdi
Yezidi
Yezo
Ygdrasil
Ygerne
Yggdrasil
Yi
Yid
Yiddish
Yiddisher
Yiddishism
Yiddishist
Yigael Hurvitz
Yigal Allon
Yigdal
Yikirgauliit
Yila
Yildun
Yim
Yin
Yin and Yang
Yin-Yang School
Yinchuan
Yingkow
Yirinec
Yitzhak Rabin
Yitzhak Shamir
Yizkor
Ylla
Yma
Ymir
Ynan
Ynes
Ynez
Yo-Yos
Yo-yo
Yoakum
Yoder
Yoga
Yogi
Yogic
Yogin
Yogism
Yogist
Yoho
Yojuane
Yokkaichi
Yoko
Yokohama
Yokohama bean
Yokosuka
Yokoyama
Yokum
Yokuts
Yola
Yolanda
Yolande
Yolane
Yolanthe
Yoldia
Yolo
Yolyn
Yom Kippur
Yompur
Yomud
Yona
Yonah
Yonatan
Yoncalla
Yong
Yonina
Yonit
Yonita
Yonkalla
Yonkers
Yonkersite
Yonne
Yoo
Yoong
Yordan
Yorgen
Yorgo
Yorgos
Yorick
York
York boat
Yorke
Yorke Peninsula
Yorker
Yorkish
Yorkist
Yorklyn
Yorks
Yorkshire
Yorkshire Dales
Yorkshire bond
Yorkshire pudding
Yorkshire terrier
Yorkshire tyke
Yorkshireism
Yorkshireman
Yorksppings
Yorkon
Yorktown
Yorkville
Yoruba
Yorubaland
Yoruban
Yorubas
Yosef Burg
Yosemite
Yosemite Falls
Yosemite National Park
Yoshi
Yoshiihito
Yoshiko
Yoshio
Yoshkar-Ola
Yost
You Can't Go Home Again
You Can't Take It With You
Youlou
Youlton
Young
Young Ireland
Young Italy
Young Lonigan
Young Pretender
Young Turk
Young plan
Young's modulus
Younger
Younger Edda
Younglove
Youngman
Youngran
Youngstown
Youngsville
Youngtown
Youngwood
Yountville
Your Excellency
Your Highness
Your Ladyship
Your Lordship
Your Majesty
Yousaf Abu Hantash
Youskevitch
Yousuf
Yvonnda
Yponomeuta
Yponomeutid
Yponomeutidae
Ypres
Ypsilanti
Ypurinan
Yquem
Yreka
Ysabel
Ysaye
Yser
Yseult
Yseulta
Yseulte
Ysolde
Yssel
Yt
Yu
Yuan
Z chart
Z chromosome
Z rail
Z twist
Z's
Z-bar
Z-shaped
ZA
ZANU
ZAPU
ZB
ZBB
ZBR
ZD
ZETA
ZG
ZGS
ZI
ZIF
ZIP
ZIP code
ZK
ZMRI
ZPG
ZPRSN
ZST
ZT
ZWEI
ZZ
ZZZ
Zaandam
Zabaean
Zabaism
Zaberma
Zabian
Zabism
Zabrina
Zabrine
Zabrze
Zabulon
Zacarias
Zacata
Zacatec
Zacatecas
Zacateco
Zaccaria
Zacek
Zach
Zachar
Zacharia
Zachariah
Zacharias
Zcharie
Zachary
Zacherie
Zachery
Zachow
Zack
Zackariah
Zackary
Zacks
Zacynthus
Zadack
Zadar
Zadkiel
Zadkine
Zadoc
Zadok
Zadokite
Zagazig
Zaghlul Pasha
Zaglossus
Zagreb
Zagreus
Zagros Mountains
Zagut
Zahara
Zahavi
Zahedan
Zahidan
Zahl
Zaid
Zailer
Zaire
Zairean
Zaitha
Zak
Zakaria
Zakarias
Zaki Hashem
Zakir Husain
Zaklohpakap
Zakynthos
Zalambdodonta
Zalea
Zales
Zaleski
Zaller
Zalma
Zalman
Zalophus
Zalucki
Zama
Zambac
Zambal
Zambezi
Zambezian
Zambia
Zambian
Zamboanga
Zamenhof
Zamenis
Zamia
Zamiaceae
Zamir
Zamora
Zampardi
Zampino
Zan
Zanclidae
Zanclodon
Zanclodontidae
Zande
Zandra
Zandt
Zane
Zanesfield
Zaneski
Zanesville
Zaneta
Zaniah
Zannichellia
Zannichelliaceae
Zannini
Zanoni
Zanonia
Zante
Zantedeschia
Zanthorrhiza
Zanthoxylaceae
Zanthoxylum
Zantiot
Zantos
Zanuck
Zanzalian
Zanze
Zanzibar
Zanzibar copal
Zanzibari
Zapara
Zaparan
Zaparo
Zaparoan
Zapata
Zaphetic
Zaphrentidae
Zaphrentis
Zapodidae
Zapodinae
Zaporogian
Zaporogue
Zaporozhe
Zaporozhye
Zapotec
Zapotecan
Zapoteco
Zappa
Zaptoeca
Zapus
Zagazig
Zaque
Zara
Zaragoza
Zarah
Zaramo
Zarathustra
Zarathustrian
Zarathustrianism
Zarathustric
Zarathustrism
Zard Kuh
Zardeh Kuh
Zardushti
Zare
Zared
Zarema
Zaremski
Zarga
Zarger
Zaria
Zarla
Zeidman
Zeiger
Zeigler
Zeiler
Zeiss
Zeist
Zeitgeist
Zeitler
Zeke
Zel
Zela
Zelanian
Zelazny
Zelda
Zelde
Zeleniople
Zelig
Zelikow
Zeljko Franulovic
Zelkova
Zell
Zella
Zellamae
Zelle
Zellerbach
Zellner
Zellwood
Zelma
Zelmira
Zelos
Zelten
Zeltinger
Zemstrom
Zen
Zen Buddhism
Zena
Zenaga
Zenaida
Zenaidinae
Zenaidura
Zenas
Zend
Zend-Avesta
Zend-avesta
Zend-avestaic
Zenda
Zendah
Zendic
Zenelophon
Zener diode
Zenger
Zenia
Zenic
Zenist
Zennas
Zennie
Zeno
Zeno of Citium
Zeno of Elea
Zeno the Stoic
Zenobia
Zenon Kliszko
Zenonian
Zenonic
Zeoidei
Zeona
Zep
Zeph
Zephan
Zephaniah
Zephyr
Zephyranthes
Zephyrhills
Zephyrinus
Zephyrus
Zeppelin
Zeralda
Zerelda
Zerk
ZerlaZerlina
Zerline
Zerma
Zermatt
Zermelo's axiom
Zernike
Zero-zero
Zerol gear
Zerubbabel
Zervan
Zervanism
Zervanite
Zeta
Zetana
Zetes
Zethar
Zethus
Zetland
Zetta
Zeuctocoelomata
Zeuglodon
Zeuglodonta
Zeuglodontia
Zeuglodontidae
Zeugobranchia
Zeugobranchiata
Zeus
Zeuxian
Zeuxis
Zeuzera
Zeuzeridae
Zhang
Zhang Aiping
Zhang Chungqiao
Zhao Ziyang
Zhdanov
Zhitomir
Zhivkov
Zhmud
Zhukov
Zia
Zia ul Haq
Ziagos
Ziaur Rahman
Zicarelli
Zidkijah
Ziegfeld
Ziegler
Ziegler catalyst
Zieglerville
Zielsdorf
Zif
Zigeuner
Zigmund
Zigrang
Ziguard
Ziguinchor
Zilber
Zildjian
Zilla
Zillah
Zilpah
Zilvia
Zim
Zima
Zipnick
Zippel
Zipper
Zippora
Zipporah
Zips
Zirak
Zirbanit
Zirconia
Zirian
Zirianian
Zirkle
Zischke
Ziska
Zita
Zitah
Zitella
Zitvaa
Ziusudra
Ziv
Ziwiye
Ziwot
Zizania
Zizia
Zizyphus
Zkinthos
ZI
Zlatoust
Znudz
Zn
Znaniecki
Zoa
Zoan
Zoanthacea
Zoantharia
Zoanthidae
Zoanthidea
Zoanthus
Zoar
Zoara
Zoaral
Zoarces
Zoarite
Zoba
Zobe
Zobias
Zobkiw
Zoe
Zoeller
Zoellick
Zoes
Zoffany
Zogu I
Zoha
Zohak
Zohar
Zohara
Zoharist
Zoharite
Zoi
Zoie
Zolja
Zollean
Zollism
Zollist
Zollila
Zolius
Zola
Zolaesque
Zolaism
Zolaist
Zolaistic
Zolaize
Zoldi
Zoller
Zollernia
Zollie
Zollner
Zollner illusion
Zollverein
Zolly
Zolnay
Zolner
Zoltai
Zoltan Gombos
Zomba
Zona
Zonaria
Zond
Zonda
Zondra
Zongora
Zonian
Zonites
Zonitidae
Zonitoides
Zonnya
Zonoplacentalia
Zonotrichia
Zonta
Zonta Club
Zonta club
Zontian
Zonuridae
Zonurus
Zoochlorella
Zoomastigina
Zoomastigoda
Zoophaga
Zoophagineae
Zoophyta
Zootoca
Zophar
Zoque
Zoquean
Zora
Zorah
Zorana
Zoraptera
Zorillinae
Zorina
Zorine
Zorn
Zorn's lemma
Zoroaster
Zoroastrian
Zoroastrianism
Zoroastrism
Zorobabel
Zorotypus
Zortman
Zosema
Zoser
Zosi
Zosima
Zosimus
Zosma
Zostera
Zosteraceae
Zosteria
Zosteropinae
Zosterops
Zouave
Zouave jacket
Zygoptera
Zygopteraceae
Zygopterides
Zygopteris
Zygosaccharomyces
Zyrenian
Zyrian
Zyryan
Zysk
Zythia
Zyzomys
Zyzzogeton
Zz
a Chinaman's chance
a Roland for an Oliver
a bad penny
a barren waste
a bas
a base
a battery
a being
a belief
a beneplacito
a better place
a bill of goods
a billion
a bit
a bit different
a bit much
a bit previous
a bit thick
a bit thin
a blanc
a bon marche
a brain-spattering
a breath
a broken reed
a bum rap
a bundle of nerves
a capite ad calcem
a cappella
a capriccio
a car in every garage
a card up your sleeve
a certain
a certain number
a cheval
a chicken in every pot
a comedy to those who think
a continental
a contre cour
a corner on
a corps perdu
a corpse upon the road of night
a couple of
a couvert
a crore
a crown of glory
a curse
a cut above
a damn
a dark illimitable ocean
a darn
a datu
a deal
a debt we all must pay
a decent sort of fellow
a demain
a deux
a diet of cake
a dime a dozen
a discretion
a disgrace to your name
a divinity that shapes our ends
a dog's life
a dome of many-colored glass
a drawing toward
a drop in the bucket
a drop in the ocean
a due
a fabulous
a fair field and no favor
a far cry
a far cry from
a fat chance
a fat lot
a fatal complaint
a feather in your cap
a few
a few words of wisdom
a finder of occasions
a fire-red cherubim's face
a fond
a fool
a form of catharsis
a form of genius
a fortiori
da fortiori reasoning
da game of circles
da game two can play
da gentleman and a scholar
da ghost of a chance
da globe burnt out
da god in ruins
da gogo
da good hand at
da good ways off
da great deal
da greater number
da habit
nda hall
nda hand at
nda hand for
nda handicap in flower
nda handmaid to religion
nda hard
nda hieroglyphic
nda high
nda hit below the belt
nda hive of glass
nda hog for
nda hoot
nda huis clos
nda hundred to one
nda jillion
nda kind of praise
nda knave
nda l'allemande
nda l'americaine
nda l'anglaise
nda l'aurore
nda l'espagnole
nda l'estragon
nda l'etouffee
nda l'improviste
nda l'italienne
nda la
nda la Chateaubriand
nda la Crecy
nda la Croissy
nda la Maintenon
nda la Marengo
nda la Maryland
nda la Newburg
a la Perigord
a la Soubise
a la bearnaise
a la bonne femme
a la bordelaise
a la bourgeoise
a la carte
a la casserole
a la cocotte
a la coque
a la creole
a la dauphine
a la dauphinoise
a la derobee
a la diable
a la francaise
a la godiveau
a la grecque
a la jardiniere
a la julienne
a la king
a la lyonnaise
a la macedoine
a la maitre d'hôtel
a la matelote
a la mire
a la mode
a la mode de Caen
a la mort
a la napolitaine
a la normande
a la parisienne
a la polonaise
a la printaniere
a la ravigote
a la reine
a la russe
a la serviette
a la sourdine
a la suisse
a la tartare
a la vinaigrette
a lac
a lakh
a lamp unto my feet
a leg up
a lick and a promise
a life of dignified otiosity
a lily-livered
a little
a little at a time
a little learning
a little one-eyed
a little sleep
a little slumber
a little thing
a little too thick
a load off your mind
a long cry to
a long lesson in humility
a long pull
a long time ago
a long way off
a long while ago
a lot
a lot alike
a lot going for one
a lot on the ball
a lot to do with
a lot to say about
a man
a man among men
a mass of
a mensa et thoro
a mile long
a mile off
a million
a mind of your own
a minor form of despair
a mite different
a moment standing still for ever
a monster begot upon itself
a month of Sundays
a myriad
a necessary evil
a new lease on life
a nickname of Providence
a nipping and an eager air
a noble and expressive language
a nobody
a nonillion
a nose for news
a nothing
a novice at
a number
a number of times
a outrance
a pack of lies
a paltry thing
a party to
a pas de geant
a pat on the back
a per se
a person of low taste
a perte de vue
a piacere
a pick a back
a piece of cake
a piece of the action
a place in the sun
a placing over against
a plague upon
a play for time
a play of passion
a plomb
a poco
a poem without words
a poor
a posteriori
a posteriori reasoning
a pox upon
a prendre
a preparation
a pretty mocking of the life
a pretty penny
a priori
a priori knowledge
a priori principle
a priori reasoning
a priori truth
a propos
a punta d'arco
a pure and grandfather moss
a putting or inflicting upon
a putting or lying between
a quadrillion
a quarter after
a quarter of
a quarter past
a quarter to
a quo
a radical change
a rascal
a rascally yeaforsooth knave
a reasoning animal
a rebours
a reckoning of
a reculons
a rivederci
a robbery
a ruined world
a runout powder
a sadder and a wiser man
a sandpile we run our fingers in
a screw loose
a seat where gods might dwell
a set of lies agreed upon
a short life and a merry one
a short time ago
a single separate person
a slipper and subtle knave
a sort of second nature
a sound mind in a sound body
a stitch in time
a stranger to
a string to it
a stroke above
a strong brown god
a strong pull
a sucker
a tale told by an idiot
a tale-bearing animal
a tall order
a tattered coat upon a stick
a temple sacred by birth
a tempo
a tergo
a theft
a thing for
a thing that shades
a thing to be desired
a thinking reed
a third something
a thousand
a thousand and one
a thousandfold
a thrusting away
a tinker's damn
a tool-making animal
a tool-using animal
a tooth for a tooth
a toute a l'heure
a toute outrance
a tragedy to those who feel
a transient madness
a turn to the right-about
a tyrant
a tyro at
a vast
a verray parfit gentil knight
a vinculo matrimonii
a vol
a votre sante
a way back
a whoreson
a wild of sand
a will of your own
a wise passiveness
a world of
a world-without-end bargain
a year and a day
a young person
a zillion
a-
  a-be
a-bomb
a-borning
a-c
a-clock
a-coast
a-cock-bill
a-cock-horse
a-compass
a-cry
a-dance
a-dangle
a-dead
a-deep
a-doors
a-flicker
a-game
a-glimmer
a-glucosidase
a-good
a-gore-blood
a-height
a-hey
a-high
a-high-lone
a-hold
a-horizon
a-horseback
a-hunt
a-morrow
a-pieces
a-pinch
a-plenty
a-poop
a-quarter
a-quiver
a-rake
a-riot
a-ripple
a-roar
a-room
a-root
a-row
a-sale
a-sea
a-seethe
a-seity
a-shake
a-shine
a-shipboard
a-shiver
a-simmer
a-slug
a-smear
a-smoulder
a-snort
a-soak
a-south
a-sparkle
a-spout
a-sprawl
a-spread
a-sprout
a-squat
a-squirm
a-starboard
a-stare
a-start
a-stay
a-stays
a-straddle
a-strain
a-strand
a-strut
ab urbe condita
ab-
abacus major
abacus pythagoricus
abalone shell
abandon hope
abandon the world
abandoned person
abandoned thing
abase bemean
abase yourself
abatement of differences
abb wool
abbey counter
abbey laird
abbey lands
abbey lubber
abbot cloth
abbreviated number
abc soil
abdominal epilepsy
abdominal hernia
abdomino-uterotomy
abducens nerve
abducent nerve
abelian group
aberdeen angus
aberrant duct
aberration constant
abide by
abide in
abide with
abide your time
abiding place
abietic acid
abject apology
abject defeat
abject fear
ablative absolute
ablative operation
able rating
able seaman
able to adapt
able to bend without breaking
able to pay
able to roll with the punches
able to walk the chalk
able to walk the chalk line
able to walk the chalk mark
able-bodied
able-bodied seaman
able-bodiedness
able-minded
able-mindedness
ablution room
abnormal psychology
abo group
abo system
aboard the bandwagon
abode of the blessed
abode of the damned
abode of the dead
aboli fruit
abominable snowman
abortive attempt
abound with
abounding in riches
about face
about it and about
about ship
about the bush
about this size
about to
about to be
about to happen
about to piss your pants
about turn
about-face
about-faced
about-facing
about-ship
about-shipped
about-shipping
about-sledge
about-turn
above all
above all that
above and beyond
above board
above par
above stairs
above suspicion
above the line
above the pitch
above water
above your head
absinthe oil
absit omen
absolute alcohol
absolute altimeter
absolute altitude
absolute angstrom
absolute ceiling
absolute certainty
absolute complement
absolute contradiction
absolute convergence
absolute credibility
absolute ego
absolute fact
absolute free will
absolute humidity
absolute idea
absolute idealism
absolute idealist
absolute impediment
absolute index of refraction
absolute indication
absolute interest
absolute likeness
absolute magnitude
absolute majority
absolute master
absolute maximum
absolute minimum
absolute monarch
absolute monarchy
absolute music
absolute permeability
absolute permittivity
absolute pitch
absolute power
absolute realism
absolute ruler
absolute scale
absolute space
absolute spirit
absolute temperature
absolute unit
absolute value
absolute veto
absolute viscosity
absolute zero
absolutely no
absolutely right
absorb the attention
absorb the shock
absorb the thought
absorb the thoughts
absorbed attention
absorbed by
absorbed in
absorbed in thought
absorbed interest
absorbed with
absorbent cotton
absorber oil
absorbing well
absorption and regurgitation
absorption band
absorption bands
absorption circuit
absorption coefficient
absorption current
absorption discontinuity
absorption dynamometer
absorption edge
absorption factor
absorption limit
absorption lines
absorption pipette
absorption screen
absorption spectrum
absorption system
abstain from
abstinence from food
abstinence theory
abstract algebra
abstract art
abstract classicism
abstract classicist
abstract expressionism
abstract expressionist
abstract group
abstract idea
abstract mathematics
abstract mechanics
abstract noun
abstract of title
abstract space
abstract thought
abstract yourself
absurd idea
abundance declaree
abundant number
abundant year
aburachan seed
abuse a privilege
abuse of office
abuse of terms
abuse your rights
abuse yourself
abut on
abut upon
abutment arch
abutment pier
abutting joint
abyssal rock
abyssal zone
abyssinian cat
ac-
c-a-globulin
acacia veld
academic choctaw
academic costume
academic dean
academic degree
academic degrees
academic discipline
academic disputation
academic dress
academic freedom
academic gown
academic hood
academic institution
academic psychology
academic rank
academic robe
academic specialty
academic year
academy blue
academy board
academy figure
academy of music
acajou balsam
acanth-
acantho-
acanthosis nigricans
acanthus family
acanthus leaf
acaroid gum
acaroid resin
acaroid resins
accede to
accede to prejudice
accede to the throne
acceleration coefficient
acceleration due to gravity
acceleration note
acceleration of free fall
acceleration of gravity
acceleration principle
accelerator globulin
accelerator nerve
accent mark
accentual meter
accept Christ
accept a challenge
accept advice
accept for gospel
accept implicitly
accept obligation
accept responsiblity
accept the responsibility
accept unquestioningly
accept your fate
accept your lot
acceptable person
acceptance bill
acceptance house
acceptance race
acceptance sampling
acceptance speech
acceptance supra protest
accepted conduct
accepted fact
accepted masons
accepted meaning
acceptor atom
acceptor impurity
acceptor supra protest
access road
access time
accession book
accession number
accession service
accession to power
accessory adjunct
accessory after the fact
accessory before the fact
accessory chromosome
accessory fruit
accessory nerve
accident boat
accident insurance
accident neurosis
accident prone
accident tout
accident-prone
accidental discovery
acclamation medal
acclimation fever
accommodate distribution
accommodate to
accommodate with
accommodate yourself to
accommodated to
accommodation acceptance
accommodation address
accommodation bill
accommodation draft
accommodation group
accommodation ladder
accommodation line
accommodation paper
accommodation train
accommodation works
accompaniment figure
accompanying fire
accomplice in crime
accomplished fact
accord a blank check
accord respect to
accord to
according as
according to
according to Hoyle
according to circumstances
according to custom
according to expectation
according to law
according to regulations
according to reports
according to rule
according to rumor
according to the agreement
according to the bargain
according to the contract
according to the dictates of Mrs
according to the evidence
according to the letter
according to this reading
according to use
according to your lights
accordion pleat
accordion pleats
account as
account book
account current
account day
account days
account duty
account entry
account executive
account for
account of
account payable
account receivable
account render
account rendered
account sales
account stated
account with
accountant general
accounted as
accounting for
accounting period
accounts current
accounts payable
accounts payable ledger
accounts receivable
accounts receivable ledger
accredit with
accrete to
accretion borer
accretion cutting
accroach to yourself
accroides gum
accrual basis
accrue from
accrue to
accrued dividend
accrued dividends
accrued interest
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accrued liability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accumulated dividends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accumulation factor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accumulation point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative-dative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accuse of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accuse yourself</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accustom yourself to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ace in the hole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ace point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ace-high</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acet-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetal phosphatide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetate green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetate nitrate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetate rayon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetic acid amide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetic anhydride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aceto-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetoacetic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetone alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetone body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetone chloroform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetone oil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetus fermentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl benzoyl peroxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl bromide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl carbinol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl chloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl oxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl radical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetyl value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene alcohol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene burner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene dichloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene dinitrile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene gas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene generator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene linkage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene tetrabromide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylene tetrachloride</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
acetylene torch
acetylene urea
acetylene welder
acetylene welding
acetylfomric acid
acetylalicylic acid
acetylsalicylic acid
acey-deucy
achi-y-fi
ache for
ache to
achemon sphinx
aches and pains
achieve inner harmony
achieve orgasm
achieve satisfaction
achieve success
achieve your purpose
achievement age
achievement quotient
achievement test
achilles tendon
achilles' heel
aching for
aching heart
aching to
aching void
achinglly sweet
achromat-
achromatic color
achromatic colour
achromatic lens
achromatic prism
achromatic vision
achroo-
achylia gastrica
acid albumin
acid albuminate
acid alizarin black
acid alizarin red
acid amide
acid anhydride
acid anthracene brown
acid azide
acid bath
acid bessemer process
acid black
acid blast
acid blower
acid boiler
acid bronze
acid brown
acid burner
acid casein
acid cell
acid color
acid concentrator
acid dipper
acid drop
acid dye
acid dyspepsia
acid egg
acid ester
acid freak
acid fuchsine
acid gloss
acid green
acid halide
acid honey
acid hydrolysis
acid kiln
acid metaprotein
acid nitrile
acid number
acid oil
acid phosphate
acid ponceau
acid precipitation
acid process
acid purifier
acid radical
acid reaction
acid reserve
acid resist
acid rock
acid salt
acid sludge
acid sodium carbonate
acid soil
acid steel
acid test
acid test ratio
acid tide
acid value
acid violet
acid wood
acid worker
acid works
acid yellow
acid-ash diet
acid-base metabolism
acid-binding
acid-fast
acid-fastness
acid-forming
acid-head
acid-mordant dye
acid-treat
acidity coefficient
acidophilus milk
ack emma
ack-ack
ack-pirate
acknowledge defeat
acknowledge receipt of
ac clinic line
acme harrow
acme of perfection
acme screw thread
acme thread
acne vulgaris
aconite violet
acorn barnacle
acorn chair
acorn clock
acorn cup
acorn duck
acorn moth
acorn shell
acorn spoon
acorn squash
acorn sugar
acorn tube
acorn valve
acorn weevil
acorn worm
acorn-shell
acouchi resin
acoustic feature
acoustic gramophone
acoustic impedance
acoustic inertance
acoustic mass
acoustic meatus
acoustic mine
acoustic nerve
acoustic ohm
acoustic phonetics
acoustic reactance
acoustic resistance
acoustic tile
acoustic wave
acoustical cloud
acoustical engineer
acoustical network
acoustical phenomenon
acoustico-
acquaint yourself with
acquainted with
acquiesce in
acquire information about
acquire intelligence about
acquired character
acquired characteristic
acquired epilepsy
acquired immunity
acquired syphilis
acquired taste
acquired tolerance
acquisition of knowledge
acquit yourself
acquit yourself of
acquittance roll
acr-
acre-dale
acre-foot
acre-inch
acridine dye
acridine dyes
acridine yellow
acriflavine hydrochloride
acro-
acrobatic evolutions
acrobatic maneuvers
across the board
across the grain
across the sea
across-the-board
acrylate resin
acrylic acid
acrylic acid series
acrylic aldehyde
acrylic ester
acrylic fiber
acrylic fibre
acrylic paint
acrylic painting
acrylic resin
acrylyl group
acrylyl radical
act a part
act a role
act all over the stage
act as
act as a cathartic
act as feeder
act as foil
act beneath yourself
act between
act call
act curtain
act drop
act for
act holier than thou
act in concert
act in opposition to
act in the interests of
act in the place of
act like
act like a tonic
act like a trouper
act of God
act of accomplishing
act of contrition
act of courtesy
act of faith
act of folly
act of god
act of grace
act of kindness
act of love
act of lowering
act of politeness
act of rising
act of thought
act of war
act on
act on behalf of
act on the spur of the moment
act on your own responsibility
act opposite
act out
act psychology
act the fool
act the grand seigneur
act the hypocrite
act the part of
act the traitor
act together
act toward
act tune
act up
act up to
act upon
act warning
act well
act with
act with regard to
act your age
act your part
act-wait
actin-
acting area
acting company
acting corporal
acting device
acting school
acting sergeant
acting-out
actinic light
actinic radiation
actinic ray
actinide series
actinium emanation
actinium series
actino-
actinouranium series
action and reaction
action busher
action consciousness
action current
action extension
action filer
action finisher
action forger
action freer
action jointer
action machiner
action noun
action painter
action painting
action potential
action rail
action regulator
action replay
action sermon
action stations
action theory
action time
action viewer
action-taking
action-taking knave
activated alumina
activated carbon
activated charcoal
activated epilepsy
activated sludge
activated-sludge process
activation energy
active algolagnia
active carbon
active communications satellite
active current
active duty
active fancy
active immunity
active layer
active list
active market
active operations
active principle
active reason
active securities
active service
active stock
active treatment
active use
active voice
active-bodied
active-limbed
active-minded
activist art
activity coefficient
activity stream
activity theory
actor's agent
actor's lines
actor-manager
actor-proof
actual cautery
actual cost
actual energy
actual fact
actual grace
actual presence
actual price
actual sin
actual thing
actuality theory
actuarial calculation
actuarial prediction
actuarial table
acute accent
acute alcoholism
acute angle
acute anterior poliomyelitis
acute arch
acute arthritis
acute articular rheumatism
acute bisectrix
acute bronchitis
acute condition
acute conjunctivitis
acute disease
acute inflammation
acute leukemia
acute pain
acute sense of hearing
acute sight
acute-angled
acute-angled triangle
acuti-
acuto-
acuyari palm
acuyari wood
acyclic co-ordinates
acyclic terpene
acyl group
acyl radical
ad Kalendas Graecas
ad arbitrium
ad astra per aspera
ad captandum vulgus
ad esse
ad eundem
ad extremum
ad fin
ad gloriam
ad hoc
ad hoc committee
ad hoc measure
ad hominem
ad hominem attack
ad in
ad inf
ad infinitum
ad init
ad initium
ad int
ad interim
ad lib
ad libitum
ad limina
ad litem
ad litteram
ad loc
ad majorem Dei gloriam
ad nauseam
ad out
ad patres
ad quem
ad rem
ad utrumque paratus
ad val
ad valorem
ad valorem duty
ad valorem tax
ad verbum
ad vitam
ad vivum
ad-
ad-lib
ad-libbed
ad-libber
ad-libbing
adam's apple
adam's needle
adam-and-eve
adapt to
adapted to
adaptive radiation
adar sheni
add a codicil
add fuel to the fire
add fuel to the flame
add gas
add insult to injury
add to
add up
add up to
add-add
added sixth
added sixth chord
added to
addendum circle
adder bead
adder fly
adder gem
adder pike
adder stone
adder's fern
adder's violet
adder's-grass
adder's-meat
adder's-mouth
adder's-mouths
adder's-tongue
adders-tongue
addict yourself to
addicted to
addicted to drink
addictive drug
adding machine
addison's disease
addition algebra
addition axiom
addition compound
addition logarithm
addition polymer
addition polymerization
addition product
addition table
addition theorem
additive color
additive group
additive inverse
additive primary
additive process
addle egg
addle the wits
address a warning to
address book
dress the four walls
dress to
dress yourself to
dressing machine
adduce evidence
adductor canal
adductor impressions
aden-
adenohypophyseal luteotropin
adenosine diphosphate
adenosine phosphate
adenosine triphosphatase
adenosine triphosphate
adenosinediphosphoric acid
adenosinetriphosphoric acid
adenylic acid
adenylpyrophosphoric acid
adept in
adequate supply
ader wax
adhere to
adhere to your principles
adherence to the old and tried
adherent noun
adhesive cell
adhesive compress
adhesive factor
adhesive inflammation
adhesive plaster
adhesive tape
adiabatic absorption
adiabatic chart
adiabatic demagnetization
adiabatic diagram
adiabatic expansion
adipic acid
adipose fin
adipose tissue
adjacent angles
adjectival phrase
adjective equivalent
adjective pronoun
adjoint curve
adjoint differential equation
adjunct Logic
adjust to
adjust yourself to
adjustable propeller
adjustable spanner
adjustable wrench
adjustable-pitch
adjusted to
adjustive reaction
adjustment bond
adjustment mortgage
adjutant bird
adjutant crane
adjutant general
adjutant general corps
adjutant stork
adjutant-general
adjuvants general
adjuvant treatment
administer Communion
administer a sacrament
administer absolution
administer an oath
administer extreme unction
administer justice
administer rites
administer the Eucharist
administer to
administration of justice
administration, the
administrative county
administrative engineer
administrator ad litem
admiral of the fleet
admiral shell
admiralty alloy
admiralty bond
admiralty brass
admiralty bronze
admiralty cloth
admiralty law
admiralty metal
admiralty mile
admiration mark
admission fee
admission of light
admit everything
admit exceptions
admit of
admit of comparison
admit of no doubt
admit of no option
admitted fact
admitting no denial
admitting no dispute
admitting no doubt
admitting no exception
admitting no question
admitting that
adobe bug
adobe flat
adobe house
adobe lily
adobe tick
adolescent beard
adolescent stream
adopt a belief
adopt the cause of
adorer le veau d'or
adp-
adq-
adren-
adrenal gland
adrenal insufficiency
adrenocorticotropic hormone
adrenocorticotropic hormone
adsorption compound
adsorption isotherm
adsuki bean
adult education
adulterous affair
advance against
advance agent
advance base
advance fee
advance guard
advance man
advance note
advance notice
advance party
advance payment
advance poll
advance sheets
advance signal
advance to the rear
advance tracks
advance upon
advanced age
advanced degree
advanced gas-cooled reactor
advanced guard
advanced in life
advanced in years
advanced standing
advanced trainer
advanced work
advanced years
advancing color
advantage ground
advantageous purchase
advection fog
advent Sunday
adventure playground
adventure story
adverb equivalent
adverbial noun
adverbial phrase
adversative asyndeton
adversative conjunction
adverse circumstances
adverse criticism
adverse party
adverse possession
adverse to
advert to
advertise of
advertise yourself
advertisement canvasser
advertisement contractor
advertising account
advertising agency
advertising man
advertising matter
advertising writer
advice boat
advise colleague
advise with
advise with your pillow
advisory body
advisory council
advisory opinion
advocacy journalism
advocatus diaboli
advocatus ecclesiae
adz block
adz eye
adzuki bean
ae-
aeolian harp
aeolian lyre
aeolo-
aeons ago
aequo animo
aer-
aerating root
aere perennius
aeri-
aerial bomb
aerial combat
aerial heights
aerial infection
aerial ladder
aerial mine
aerial mosaic
aerial navigation
aerial perspective
aerial photograph
aerial photographer
aerial photography
aerial pingpong
aerial railway
aerial reconnaissance camera
aerial survey
aerial tactics
aerial torpedo
aerial tramway
aerial warfare
aero arrow
aero engine
aero-
aero-otitis
aero-otitis media
aerobic bacteria
aerobic organism
aerodynamic center
aerodynamic pitch
aerodynamic trajectory
aerodynamic volume
aerodynamic wave drag
aerogenic tuberculosis
aerological instrument
aeronautical chart
aeronautical engineer
aeronautical engineering
aeronautical meteorology
aeronautical relay
aerootitis media
aeroplane cloth
aeroplane spin
aerosol bomb
aerosol therapy
aerospace engineer
aerospace engineering
aerospace medicine
aerospace research
aerospace science
aerospace technology
aerostatic lift
aerothermodynamic duct
aerotitis media
aesthesio-
aesthetic distance
aesthetic form
aesthetic judgment
aesthetic proportions
aesthetic taste
aesthetically appealing
aestho-physiology
aetatis suae
aethiops mineral
af-
afar off
afebrile delirium
aff loof
affair of honor
affair of the heart
affaire d'amour
affaire d'honneur
affaire de coeur
affaires d'amour
affaires d'honneur
affaires de coeur
affect emotionally
affect epilepsy
affect memory
affect the guise of
affect the interest
affect the manner of
affect your mind
affectedly nice
affectionate name
affective faculty
affective meaning
afferent neuron
affiliate to
affiliate with
affiliated stations
affiliation order
affiliation proceedings
affine connection
affine geometry
affine group
affine transformation
affinity constant
affirmative action
affirmative attitude
affirmative expression
affirmative flag
affirmative voice
affirmative vote
affirmative-action
affirming gun
afford hope
afford proof of
afford support
afford to pay
afford you pleasure
affording no hope
afghan hound
afghan stitch
afghani rupee
afoot and lighthearted
afore-acted
afore-cited
afore-coming
afore-decried
afore-given
afore-going
afore-granted
afore-heard
afore-known
afore-mentioned
afore-planned
afore-quoted
afore-running
afore-seeing
afore-seen
afore-spoken
afore-stated
afore-told
afool of
af-
afraid of your shadow
african violet
afro-american
afro-asiaic languages
aft the fantail
after a fashion
after a time
after a while
after all
after all is said and done
after bridge
after death
after deck
after mast
after shroud
after that
after the Fall
after the fact
after the flood
after the manner of men
after the war
after this
after this fashion
after time
after which
after your fancy
after your heart
after your own heart
after-
after-acquired
after-born
after-course
after-described
after-designed
after-dinner
after-dinner speaker
after-dinner speech
after-game
after-grass
after-guard
after-hours joint
after-image
after-life
after-mentioned
after-named
after-pain
after-shave lotion
after-specified
after-stampable
after-supper
after-theater
after-theatre
after-wit
after-written
afterbirth weed
afternoon lady
afternoon tea
afternoon watch
aftershave lotion
ag lug
ag-
again and again
again and yet again
again-
against all expectation
against order and discipline
against the
against the clock
against the grain
against the law
against the new and untried
against the sun
against the tide
against the time when
against the wind
against time
against your grain
against your will
agal-agal
agar-agar
agaric acid
agaric mineral
agaric acid
agate glass
agate gray
agate jasper
agate line
agate opal
agate shell
agate snail
agatho-
agave cactus
age class
age coating
aggravated assault
aggravated larceny
aggregate fruit
aggregate polarization
aggregate to
aggregato-
aggressive mimicry
aggressive self-confidence
aggressively self-confident
aggressor nation
agile wit
again the government
agitator feed
agnus castus
agnus dei
agogic accent
agonic line
agonize over
agonizing pain
agony column
agony of mind
agony of spirit
agony of suspense
agrarian economics
agrarian economy
agree for the sake of argument
agree in opinion
agree in principle
agree on
agree on a verdict
agree on terms
agree provisionally
agree to
agree to anything
agree to differ
agree to disagree
agree upon
agree with
agreeable rattle
agreeable to
agreeable-sounding
agreeably to
agreed case
agreed on all hands
agreement in principle
agreement of all
agreement to disagree
agricultural agent
agricultural ant
agricultural chemical
agricultural deities
agricultural engineer
agricultural geology
agricultural region
agriculture divinity
agrimony bark
agrimony water hemp
agro-
ague bark
ague cake
ague drop
ague grass
ague tree
ague-faced
ague-plagued
ague-rid
ague-sore
ague-struck
aguja volador
ahead both motors
ahead full
ahead of
ahead of its time
ahead of the game
ahead of time
ahead one-third
ahead standard
ahead two-thirds
ahoy there
aid and abet
aid and comfort
aid for the blind
aid grant
aid prayer
aid station
aid to dependent children
aid to navigation
aid to the blind
aid-de-camp
aide-de-camp
aide-de-campship
aide-memoire
aide-mmoire
aides-de-camp
aids-de-camp
aigre-doux
aigue-marine
ailanthus family
ailanthus moth
ailanthus silkworm
aileron angle
aileron roll
aim a blow at
aim at
aim at a pigeon and kill a crow
aim high
aim to
aimed at
aiming point
ain't it the truth
air a grievance
air age
air alert
air ambulance
air arm
air armada
air attack
air bag
air base
air bath
air bed
air bell
air belt
air bends
air billow
air bladder
air blast
air blow
air blue
air box
air brake
air breather
air brick
air bridge
air brush
air bubble
air bump
air bus
air cadet
air car
air cargo
air carrier
air casing
air castle
air cataract
air cavalry
air cell
air chamber
air chest
air chief marshal
air chuck
air circuit breaker
air cleaner
air coach
air cock
air combat
air command
air commodore
air compressor
air condenser
air conditioner
air conditioning
air conduction
air consignment note
air control
air controlman
air controls
air cooler
air cooling
air corps
air corridor
air course
air cover
air crash
air crew
air crossing
air cruiser
air current
air curtain
air cushion
air cushion car
air cylinder
air discharge
air division
air drain
air drainage
air drill
air duct
air ejector
air embolism
air engine
air express
air filter
air fleet
air float
air flow
air force
air freight
air furnace
air gap
air gas
air gauge
air glow
air gun
air hammer
air harbor
air hoist
air hole
air horn
air hostess
air hunger
air injection
air injector
air intake
air jack
air jacket
air lance
air lane
air law
air layering
air leak
air legs
air letter
air level
air lift
air line
air liner
air lock
air log
air machine
air mail
air maneuver
air map
air marshal
air mass
air mattress
air medal
air medicine
air meter
air mile
air motor
air navigation
air observer
air out
air oven
air passage
air philately
air photograph
air photography
air pillow
air pilot
air piracy
air pirate
air pistol
air plant
air plot
air plug
air pocket
air police
air pollution
air pore
air post
air potato
air power
air pressure
air propeller
air pump
air race
air raid
air raid warden
air raider
air ram
air remover
air rifle
air right
air route
air sac
air scoop
air scout
air scuttle
air separation
air service
air serviceman
air shaft
air shovel
air show
air shuttle
air sleeve
air sock
air space
air spade
air speed
air spray
air sprayer
air spring
air stack
air station
air stone
air stove
air strainer
air stream
air strike
air support
air survey
air switch
air system
air taxi
air tee
air terminal
air thermometer
air thread
air traffic
air train
air transport
air trap
air travel
air trumpet
air trunk
air tube
air turbine
air twist
air umbrella
air university
air valve
air varie
air vent
air vesicle
air vice-marshal
air volcano
air volume
air war
air warden
air warfare
air washer
air waybill
air well
air wood
air zone
air-balloon
air-bind
air-blasted
air-blown
air-born
air-borne
air-bound
air-braked
air-braving
air-break switch
air-breathe
air-breathed
air-breather
air-breathing
air-bred
air-built
air-chambered
air-cheeked
air-clear
air-clutch reverse
air-condition
air-conditioned
air-conditioning
air-conscious
air-conveying
air-cool
air-cooled
air-core
air-core coil
air-cure
air-cured
air-cushion vehicle
air-defiling
air-drawn
air-dried
air-driven
air-dry
air-drying
air-earth current
air-embraced
air-express
air-faring
air-filled
air-floated
air-formed
air-hardened steel
air-hardening
air-hardening steel
air-heating
air-insulated
air-intake
air-lance
air-lanced
air-lancing
air-line
air-logged
air-mail
air-mass shower
air-minded
air-mindedness
air-pervious
air-raid
air-raid alarm
air-raid shelter
air-raid warden
air-sea rescue
air-sea rescue amphibian
air-sea rescue plane
air-season
air-seasoned
air-shy
air-slake
air-slaked
air-slaking
air-speed head
air-speed indicator
air-spray
air-sprayed
air-spun
air-stirring
air-swallowing
air-threatening
air-to-air
air-to-ground
air-to-surface
air-traffic control
air-traffic controller
air-trampling
air-twisted
air-vessel
air-wall ionization chamber
air-wise
air-wiseness
airborne controls
airborne infection
airborne intercept radar
airborne operations
airborne particles
airborne radar
airborne radioactivity
airborne rocket
airborne tactics
aircraft carrier
aircraft cloth
aircraft division
aircraft engine
aircraft engines
aircraft fabric
aircraft hydraulics
aircraft mechanic
aircraft observer
aircraft section
aircraft station
aircraft tender
airle-penny
airline hostess
airline stewardess
airline travel
airman basic
airman third class
airplane carrier
airplane cloth
airplane flare
airplane heading
airplane hijacker
airplane hijacking
airplane parts
airplane spin
airplane spotter
airport beacon
airport surveillance radar
airs and graces
airs of
airship parts
airship shed
airship station
airspeed indicator
airtight secrecy
airway beacon
airy hope
airy nothing
airy sign
airy texture
airy-fairy
aisle seat
aitch-bone
ajax the less
ajowan oil
akamushi mite
akinetic epilepsy
al Marsala
al burro
al dente
al fine
al fresco
al limone
al piacere
al segno
al-
al-Fustat
al-Lat
al-Mamoun
al-Sahih
al-Uzza
alamo vine
alang grass
alang-alang
alant camphor
alant starch
alar cartilages
alar ligaments
alar septum
alar thoracic artery
alarm bell
alarm bird
alarm clock
alarm fire
alarm gauge
alarm post
alarm reaction
alarm signal
alarm valve
alarm watch
alarums and excursions
alaska time
alaskan malamute
albatross around your neck
albatross cloth
albedo unguis
albert-type
albite law
album board
album paper
albumen plate
albumin color
albumin tannate
albumino-
anoid ammonia
alchim-
alchym-
alco-ometer
alco-ometric
alco-ometrical
alco-ometry
alcohol acid
alcohol engine
alcohol stove
alcohol tax
alcohol torch
alcoholic addict
alcoholic addiction
alcoholic beverage
alcoholic drink
alcoholic meningitis
alcoholic psychosis
alcool blanc
alcresta ipecac
aldehyde ammonia
aldehyde collidine
aldehyde group
aldehyde resin
alder blight
alder buckthorn
alder dogwood
alder fly
alder flycatcher
alder-
alder-leaved
alderman lizard
aldol condensation
ale brewer
ale brewing
ale drinker
ale drinking
ale feast
ale gallon
ale garland
ale glass
algin fiber
alginic acid
algo-
algorithmic language
ali-
alias dictus
alias writ
alibi out of
alien corporation
alien enemy
alien priory
alien property custodian
alien water
alienable right
alienate yourself
alienation of affections
alienation office
alieni generis
alieni juris
alight on
alight upon
alighting gear
align with
align your march
align yourself
align yourself with
aligning punch
alignment chart
alike as two peas in a pod
alimentary canal
aliquot part
aliquot tone
alis volat propriis
alive and kicking
alive to
alive with
alizarin black s
alizarin blue black s
alizarin blue s
alizarin brown
alizarin crimson
alizarin cyanine
alizarin cyanine green
alizarin dye
alizarin red
alizarin saphirol
alizarin yellow
alk gum
all and some
all and sundry
all animate nature
all aquiver
all around
all at once
all ataunto
all atingle
all atwitter
all being
all bets off
all but
all by your lonesome
all clear
all comers
all creation
all depend
all ears
all engines
all engines ahead
all eyes
all eyes and ears
all fives
all flesh is grass
all fool's day
all fools' day
all for
all for one
all for the best
all fours
all get out
all get-out
all gone
all good go with you
all hail
all hands
all hollow
all hopped up about
all hot and bothered
all ills that men endure
all in
all in a dither over
all in all
all in good time
all in hand
all in the day's work
all in the mind
all in the wind
all included
all jaw
all joking apart
all joking aside
all kinds of
all nerves
all night
all of
all of a flutter
all of a heap
all of a sudden
all of a twitter
all off
all on
all on one side
all one
all out
all over
all over but the shouting
all over hell
all over the lot
all over the map
all over the place
all over the shop
all over the town
all over the world
all over with
all over yourself
all present and accounted for
all put together
all ready
all right
all right already
all round
all said and done
all saints
all saints' day
all serene
all set
all set for
all shook up
all sorts
all sorts of
all souls
all souls' day
all square
all squares
all standing
all straight
all tears
all that
all that is
all that is coming to one
all that lives
all the
all the best
all the better
all the better for
all the comforts of home
all the cry
all the day long
all the days of your life
all the heart can desire
all the ills that men endure
all the more
all the more so
all the rage
all the same
all the thing
all the time
all the way
all the way to
all the while
all the world
all the worse for
all the year round
all there
all things considered
all things counter
all threes
all through
all through the night
all thumbs
all to
all to pieces
all to the good
all together
all told
all two
all up
all up with
all wet
all who love
all wool and a yard wide
all work
all wound up in
all wrapped up in yourself
all wrong
all you can bear
all you can do
all you can manage
all you can stand
all you can take
all your born days
all your got
all your natural life
all' ottava
all's well
all-
all-American
all-a-mort
all-abhorred
all-able
all-absorbing
all-accomplished
all-acting
all-admired
all-admiring
all-advised
all-affecting
all-afflicting
all-aged
all-air
all-amazed
all-american
all-appaled
all-appointing
all-approved
all-approving
all-armed
all-around
all-arraigning
all-arranging
all-assistless
all-atoning
all-attempting
all-availing
all-bearing
all-beauteous
all-beautiful
all-beholding
all-bestowing
all-binding
all-bitter
all-black
all-blasting
all-blessing
all-bounteous
all-bountiful
all-bright
all-brilliant
all-changing
all-cheering
all-collected
all-colored
all-comfortless
all-commander
all-commanding
all-compelling
all-complying
all-composing
all-comprehending
all-comprehensive
all-comprehensiveness
all-concealing
all-conceiving
all-concerning
all-confounding
all-conquering
all-conscious
all-considering
all-constant
all-constraining
all-consuming
all-content
all-controlling
all-convincing
all-convincingly
all-covering
all-creating
all-creator
all-crop harvester
all-curing
all-daring
all-day
all-dazzling
all-deciding
all-defiance
all-defying
all-depending
all-designing
all-desired
all-despising
all-destroyer
all-destroying
all-devastating
all-devouring
all-dimming
all-directing
all-discerning
all-discovering
all-disgraced
all-dispensing
all-disposer
all-disposing
all-divine
all-divining
all-dreaded
all-dreadful
all-drowsy
all-earnest
all-eating
all-efficacious
all-efficient
all-eloquent
all-embracing
all-embracingness
all-encompasser
all-encompassing
all-ending
all-enduring
all-engrossing
all-engulfing
all-enlightened
all-enlightening
all-enraged
all-envied
all-essential
all-evil
all-excellent
all-expense
all-expenses-paid
all-eyed
all-fair
all-filling
all-fired
all-firedest
all-firedly
all-flaming
all-flotation
all-flower-water
all-flying tail
all-foreseeing
all-forgetful
all-forgetting
all-forgiving
all-forgotten
all-fullness
all-gas
all-giver
all-glorious
all-golden
all-governing
all-gracious
all-grasping
all-great
all-guiding
all-hallow
all-hallowed
all-happy
all-healing
all-hearing
all-heeding
all-helping
all-hiding
all-holy
all-honored
all-hoping
all-hurting
all-idolizing
all-illuminating
all-imitating
all-important
all-impressive
all-in
all-in-one
all-including
all-inclusive
all-inclusiveness
all-infolding
all-informing
all-interesting
all-interpreting
all-invading
all-involving
all-jarred
all-judging
all-just
all-justifying
all-kind
all-knavish
all-knowing
all-knowingness
all-land
all-lavish
all-licensed
all-lovely
all-loving
all-maintaining
all-maker
all-making
all-maturing
all-meaningness
all-merciful
all-metal
all-might
all-miscreative
all-murdering
all-night
all-night vigil
all-noble
all-nourishing
all-obedient
all-obeying
all-oblivious
all-obscuring
all-oil
all-or-none
all-or-none law
all-ordering
all-out
all-out campaign
all-out war
all-over
all-overish
all-overishness
all-overpowering
all-overs
all-overtopping
all-panting
all-parent
all-pass
all-patient
all-peaceful
all-penetrating
all-peopled
all-perceptive
all-perfect
all-perfection
all-perfectness
all-perficient
all-persuasive
all-pervading
all-pervadingness
all-pervasive
all-pervasiveness
all-piercing
all-pitiless
all-pitying
all-pondering
all-possessed
all-potency
all-potent
all-potential
all-power
all-powerful
all-powerful ruler
all-powerfully
all-powerfulness
all-praised
all-praiseworthy
all-penetrate
all-present
all-prevailing
all-prevailingness
all-prevailingly
all-prevalency
all-prevailing
all-preventing
all-plentiful
all-prolific
all-protecting
all-provident
all-providing
all-puissant
all-pure
all-purpose
all-quickening
all-rail
all-rapacious
all-reaching
all-red
all-redeeming
all-relieving
all-rending
all-righteous
all-round
all-round price
all-roundedness
all-rounder
all-rubber
all-ruling
all-sacred
all-sanctifying
all-satiating
all-satisfying
all-saving
all-sayer
all-sea
all-searching
all-seeing
all-seeingly
all-seeingness
all-seer
all-shaking
all-shamed
all-shaped
all-shrouding
all-shunned
all-sided
all-silent
all-sized
all-sliming
all-soothing
all-sorts
all-soul
all-spreading
all-star
all-stars
all-steel
all-strangling
all-subduing
all-submitive
all-submissive
all-substantial
all-sufficiency
all-sufficient
all-sufficiently
all-sufficing
all-surpassing
all-surrounding
all-surveying
all-sustainer
all-sustaining
all-swallowing
alla pizzaiola
alla prima
alla romana
alla siciliana
alla veneziana
alla vostra salute
allan hawk
allantoic membrane
allee couverte
allegation of facts
allege in support
allege in vindication
allegheny spurge
allemande sauce
aller sans dire
aller-retour
allergic disease
allergic disorder
allergic gastritis
allergic rhinitis
allergic shock
allergy diet
alley cat
alley-oop
allez-vous-en
alice shad
alligation alternate
alligation medial
alligator apple
alligator bonnets
alligator buttons
alligator cacao
alligator clip
alligator fish
alligator forceps
alligator gar
alligator head
alligator jaw
alligator juniper
alligator lizard
alligator pear
alligator pepper
alligator shear
alligator shears
alligator snapper
alligator snapping turtle
alligator squeezer
alligator terrapin
alligator tree
alligator turtle
alligator wampee
alligator weed
alligator wrench
alliterative meter
allo-
allo-octaploid
allow for
allow the occasion to go by
allow yourself to hope
allowance account
allowance race
allowed time
allowing that
alloy balance
alloy charge
alloy iron
alloy steel
alloyed junction
allspice oil
allspice tree
allude to
alluring gland
alluvial cone
alluvial fan
alluvial plain
always fuze
ally-ally out'n free
allyl alcohol
allyl aldehyde
allyl caproate
allyl chloride
allyl group
allyl isothiocyanate
allyl mercaptan
allyl mustard oil
allyl radical
allyl resin
allyl sulfide
allyl sulphide
allyl thiocarbamide
alma mater
alma-materism
almain-rivets
almenn turma
almes se
almighty dollar
almond black
almond brown
almond cake
almond extract
almond eye
almond family
almond green
almond kernel
almond meal
almond milk
almond oil
almond paste
almond peach
almond tumbler
almond willow
almond-eyed
almond-furnace
almond-leaved
almond-leaved willow
almond-shaped
almoner's cupboard
almost entirely
almost everywhere
almost periodic function
almost unheard-of
alms bag
alms basin
alms basket
alms box
alms bread
alms chest
alms dish
alms fee
alms gate
alms land
alms penny
alms priest
alms purse
alms-dealing
alms-fed
alms-house
almucantar staff
aloe creole
aloe hemp
aloe lace
aloe malgache
aloe-emodin
aloes green
aloes wood
aloft there
along by
along in years
along of
along the side of
along the way
along these lines
along toward
along with
alongside of
aloof from
alopecia areata
alopecia celsi
alopecia circumscripta
alouchi resin
allow and aloft
alpha and omega
alpha brass
alpha decay
alpha iron
alpha particle
alpha privative
alpha pulse analyzer
alpha radiation
alpha radiator
alpha ray
alpha rhythm
alpha score
alpha test
alpha-amylase
alpha-beta brass
alpha-cellulose
alpha-eucaine
alpha-hypophamine
alpha-naphthol
alpha-naphthyl group
alpha-naphthyl radical
alpha-naphthylamine
alpha-naphthylthiourea
alpha-particle scattering
alpha-stannic acid
alpha-tocopherol
alpha-truxilline
alphabet book
alphabet code
alphabet method
alphabet plant
alphabet soup
alphabetic character
alphabetic data
alphabetic symbol
alphabetical printer
alphanumeric code
alpine anemone
alpine aster
alpine azalea
alpine bartsia
alpine beardtongue
alpine bent grass
alpine birch
alpine bistort
alpine brook saxifrage
alpine campion
alpine catchfly
alpine chough
alpine clover
alpine cress
alpine eyebright
alpine fir
alpine fireweed
alpine forget-me-not
alpine garden
alpine geranium
alpine glacier
alpine goldenrod
alpine hemlock
alpine holy grass
alpine lady fern
alpine larch
alpine lousewort
alpine molewort
alpine oat grass
alpine poppy
alpine rice grass
alpine rock cress
alpine rose
alpine sedge
alpine spring beauty
alpine spruce
alpine strawberry
alpine tundra
alpine umbrella plant
alpine whitebark pine
alpine whorl grass
alpine woodsia
alps on alps
already in sight
alsike clover
also not
also-ran
alta vox
altar board
altar boy
altar bread
altar call
altar card
altar carpet
altar chime
altar cloth
altar desk
altar dues
altar facing
altar front
altar hearse
altar mound
altar of prothesis
altar of repose
altar plate
altar rail
altar side
altar slab
altar stair
altar stand
altar stead
altar stole
altar stone
altar tomb
altar wine
altazimuth mounting
alter ego
alter idem
alter into
alter your course
altered chord
alternate angles
alternate choice
alternate plumage
alternate school
alternate straight
alternate-leaved
alternating current
alternating current motor
alternating group
alternating light
alternating personality
alternating series
alternating voltage
alternating-current circuit
alternating-current servo
alternating-gradient focusing
alternation of generations
alternative school
alternative vote
alterni-
alti-
alti-rilievi
altitude dial
altitude mixture control
altitude of flight
altitude peak
altitude pressure
altitude sickness
alto clarinet
alto clef
alto flute
alto horn
alto saxhorn
alto viol
alto-
alto-cumulus
alto-cumulus-castellatus
alto-relievo
alto-relieves
alto-rilievo
alto-stratus
altocumulus castellanus
altocumulus castellatus
altocumulus floccus
altocumulus lenticularis
altocumulus stratiformis
altogether, the
altruistic ethics
aluchi resin
aludel furnace
alum cake
alum carmine
alum cochineal
alum flower
alum glass
alum haematoxylin
alum meal
alum rock
alum schist
alum shale
alum stone
alum-hypo toning process
alumina cement
alumina cream
alumina trihydrate
aluminio-
aluminium hydroxide
aluminium oxide
aluminium sulphate
alumino-
aluminous cake
aluminium acetate
aluminum ammonium sulfate
aluminum borate
aluminum borohydride
aluminum brass
aluminum bronze
aluminum carbide
aluminum chloride
aluminum family
aluminum fluosilicate
aluminum foil
aluminum gold
aluminum hydrate
aluminum hydroxide
aluminum monostearate
aluminum nitrate
aluminum oxide
aluminum paint
aluminum potassium sulfate
aluminum silicate
aluminum sulfate
aluminum sulphate
alun-alun
alva marina
alveolar arch
alveolar process
alveolar ridge
alveolo-
alveololabial sulci
alveololingual sulci
always and everywhere
always trot out
alyce clover
alumagam arc
amalgam gilding
amalgamation process
amande amere
amande douce
amande pralinee
amandes mondees
amanita hemolysin
amanita toxin
amarant family
amaranth family
amaranth pink
amaranth-purple
amaryllis family
amassing evidence
amateur athlete
amateur band
amateur radio operator
amateur standing
amateur station
amateur status
amateur theatricals
amateur transmitter
amazing thing
amazon ant
ambary hemp
ambassador-at-large
ambassadors-at-large
amber brown
amber forest
amber jack
amber light
amber malt
amber mica
amber miner
amber oil
amber opal
amber pear
amber seed
amber snail
amber tree
amber yellow
amber-clear
amber-colored
amber-days
amber-dropping
amber-dropping hair
amber-headed
amber-hued
amber-locked
amber-tinted
amber-tipped
amber-weeping
amber-white
amber-yielding
ambi-
ambient phenomena
ambient temperature
ambiguous expression
ambil-anak
ambit piousness
ambitious for self
ambivalence of impulse
ambretta seed
ambrette seed
ambrette-seed oil
ambrosia beetle
ambs-ace
ambulacral foot
ambulance chaser
ambulance chasing
ambulatory plague
ambuling communion
ambush bug
ame damnée
amebic dysentery
amen corner
amende honorable
amende profitable
amende-honorable
amendes honorables
american chameleon
american cheese
american cowslip
american english
american indian
american ivy
american plan
american revised version
american sable
american saddle horse
american standard version
american trotter
americo-
ames-ace
amethyst cutter
amethyst violet
amiable weakness
amicable number
amici curiae
amicus curiae
amicus humani generis
amicus usque ad aras
amid the blaze of noon
amid-
amide powder
amido-
amido-urea
amidonaphthol red
amin-
amino acid
amino acids
amino azobenzene
amino group
amino nitrogen
amino radical
amino resin
amino-
amino-oxyapurin
aminoacetic acid
aminobenzoic acid
aminoquin naphthoate
aminosuccinic acid
ammo dump
ammo-
ammonia alum
ammonia condenser
ammonia gelatin
ammonia liquor
ammonia meter
ammonia nitrogen
ammonia process
ammonia soda
ammonia soda ash
ammonia soda process
ammonia solution
ammonia turpeth
ammonia valve
ammonia water
ammoniac plant
ammoniacal liquor
ammoniaco-
ammonio-
ammonioferric oxalate
ammonium acetate
ammonium alum
ammonium amalgam
ammonium base
ammonium bicarbonate
ammonium bifluoride
ammonium binoxalate
ammonium bromide
ammonium carbamate
ammonium carbonate
ammonium chloride
ammonium chrome alum
ammonium chromic sulfate
ammonium cyanate
ammonium hydrosulphide
ammonium hydroxide
ammonium lactate
ammonium molybdate
ammonium nitrate
ammonium oxalate
ammonium persulphate
ammonium phosphate
ammonium purpurate
ammonium salt
ammonium selenate
ammonium stearate
ammonium sulfate
ammonium sulphate
ammonium sulphide
ammonium thiocyanate
ammonium thiosulfate
ammono acid
ammono base
ammono salt
ammunition box
ammunition bread
ammunition chest
ammunition depot
ammunition hoist
ammunition legs
ammunition scuttle
ammunition ship
ammunition shoes
amnesic aphasia
amnestic aphasia
amniotic fluid
amniotic sac
amobarbital sodium
amoeba disease
amoebic verse
amoebic dysentery
among other things
among the blest
among the living
among us
amor patriae
amorous dalliance
amorous looks
amorous pursuit
amorpho-
amorphous ergotinine
amorphous phosphorus
amount at risk
amount due
amount limit
amount of money
amount of stock
amount to
amount to something
amour propre
amour-propre
amparo blue
amparo purple
ampere arc
ampere balance
ampere turn
ampere-foot
ampere-hour
ampere-hour meter
ampere-minute
ampere-second
ampere-turn
amperometric titration
amphetamine sulfate
amphetamine sulphate
amphetamine withdrawal symptoms
amphi-
amphibian tractor
amphibian transport
amphibious attack
amphibious operations
amphibious warfare
amphibole group
ample scope
ample sufficiency
amplification factor
amplifier chain
amplifier circuit
amplifying circuit
amplifying generator
amplitude compass
amplitude control
amplitude factor
amplitude modulation
amply endowed
ampullar sense
ampus-and
amrad gum
amuse yourself
amusement arcade
amusement device
amusement park
amusement ride
amusement tax
amygdalic acid
amygdalo-uvular
amygdaloid nucleus
amygdonitrile glucoside
amyl acetate
amyl alcohol
amyl ether
amyl group
amyl isovalerate
amyl nitrite
amyl oxide
amyl propionate
amyl radical
amyl salicylate
amyl sulfide
amyl-
amyl-acetate lamp
amylacetic ether
amylene hydrate
amylko-
amyloid degeneration
amylum body
amylum center
amylum grain
amylum star
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
amyris oil
an O without a figure
an arm and a leg
an arrant
an average
an awfully big adventure
an ear for
an eater of broken meats
an echo of the invisible world
an emblem
an epidemic insanity
an error
an eternity
an existence
an eye for
an eye for an eye
an in
an incurable disease
an inhabiting
an instant arrested in eternity
an intelligence served by organs
an itch for the praise of fools
an old dog at
an old hand at
an uncertainty
an unfathomable Somewhat
an unhappy crossbreed
an universal wolf
an-
an-end
ana-
anabolic steroid
anacardium nut
anaconda gourd
anadama bread
anaerobic bacteria
anaerobic organism
anak kuching
anal canal
anal character
anal fin
anal intercourse
anal sex
anal vein
analcite basalt
analog computer
analog feedback control
analog process
analog-digital converter
analogue computer
analogy test
analysis of variance
analysis situs
analytic continuation
analytic faculty
analytic geometry
analytic philosopher
analytic philosophy
analytic power
analytic psychology
analytical balance
analytical chemistry
analytical control unit
analytical cubism
analytical cubist
analytical geometry
analytical mechanics
analytical psychology
analytical spectrometer
analytico-architectural
analyze your motives
analyzed rhyme
anamite yeast
anamorphic lens
ananas oil
anaphylactic antibody
anaphylactic shock
anarcho-syndicalism
anarcho-syndicalist
anastomotic operation
anathema maranatha
anatomic diagnosis
anatomic medicine
anatomical pathology
anatomical snuffbox
anatomico-
ance errand
ancestor worship
ancestral halls
ancestral spirits
anchieta bark
anchor ball
anchor bar
anchor bed
anchor bell
anchor bend
anchor bolt
anchor box
anchor buoy
anchor chain
anchor chock
anchor dart
anchor deck
anchor drag
anchor escapement
anchor hold
anchor hoy
anchor ice
anchor knot
anchor lift
anchor light
anchor lining
anchor link
anchor log
anchor man
anchor money
anchor nurse
anchor plant
anchor plate
anchor pocket
anchor ring
anchor rocket
anchor rod
anchor rode
anchor shackle
anchor shot
anchor space
anchor span
anchor tee
anchor watch
anchor watchman
anchor well
anchor-shaped
anchorage ground
anchorite monasticism
anchoritic monasticism
anchors aweigh
anchovy pear
ancien regime
ancien régime
ancienne noblesse
ancient history
ancient language
ancient literature
ancient manuscript
ancient times
ancient wisdom
and Cultural Organization
and God knows what
and Harry
and Holy Ghost
and I don't know what
and Ireland
and Robinson
and Slovenes
and Welfare
and a light unto my path
and a pull all together
and all
and all like that
and all that
and all that sort of thing
and also
and an eminently contagious one
and ancient as the sun
and arithmetic
and barrel
and be merry
and blue
and bobtail
and built by hands divine
and candle
and circuit
and circumstance
and collected
and crack your cheeks
and delivered
and dissolve itself
and everything else
and everywhere
and fish
and flesh of my flesh
and handsome
and happy
and hates them for it
and heaven knows what
and jump
and keep your powder dry
and listen
and making it five
and many more
and more of the same
and night
and no mistake
and not
and nothing but the truth
and of Night
and off the hinges
and other things
and others
and pence
and pine
and portents and evils imminent
and pursue it
and quarter
and quit yourselves like men
and running over
and shaken together
and sinker
and so
and so forth
and so on
and strengt
and stuff like that
and suchlike
and tell them
and the blind
and the fish of the sea
and the following
and the like
and the post
and the pursuit of happiness
and the queen of sleep
and the rest
and the seeing of blind
and the waste of life
and then some
and unprofitable
and weep with them that weep
and what have you
and what not
and-
anda oil
anda-assu
anda-assu oil
andante moderato
andante tempo
andr-
andro-
androgenital syndrome
anem-
anemia lymphatica
anemo-
anemone camphor
anemone fish
anemone-flowered dahlia
aneroid barograph
aneroid barometer
aneroid capsule
anesthetic ether
ang-khak
angel bed
angel cake
angel fish
angel food
angel food cake
angel gold
angel light
angel of death
angel of light
angel of love
angel red
angel shark
angel shot
angel sleeve
angel tree
angel water
angel's footstool
angel's tears
angel's-trumpet
angel-borne
angel-bright
angel-builted
angel-eyed
angel-faced
angel-guarded
angel-heralded
angel-noble
angel-seeming
angel-warned
angelic host
angelica tree
angelica-root
angelin seeds
angels' tears
angels-on-horseback
angi-
angico gum
angina pectoris
angio-
angioneurotic edema
angle away
angle bar
angle bead
angle beam
angle board
angle brace
angle bracket
angle brackets
angle brick
angle bulb
angle capital
angle chair
angle cleat
angle clip
angle collar
angle for
angle gear
angle iron
angle measurement
angle meter
angle of attack
angle of bank
angle of climb
angle of dead rise
angle of deviation
angle of dip
angle of heel
angle of incidence
angle of lag
angle of lead
angle of pitch
angle of polarization
angle of reflection
angle of refraction
angle of repose
angle of roll
angle of sideslip
angle of stabilizer setting
angle of view
angle of vision
angle of wing setting
angle of yaw
angle off
angle plate
angle rafter
angle reflector
angle rib
angle set
angle shaft
angle shear
angle staff
angle steel
angle tie
angle with a silver hook
angle-off
angle-rack tool
angled draft
angled-toothed
angler fish
anglo-
anglo-catholic
anglo-french
anglo-indian
anglo-norman
anglo-saxon
angora cat
angora goat
angora rabbit
angostura bark
angostura bitters
angry clouds
angry look
angry young man
angry young woman
angry-eyed
angry-looking
angstrom unit
angstrom unit Angstrom
angular acceleration
angular data
angular dispersion
angular displacement
angular frequency
angular geometric
angular geometric figures
angular leaf spot
angular magnification
angular momentum
angular momentum quantum number
angular motion
angular perspective
angular velocity
angular-toothed
angular-winged katydid
angulated sail
angulato-
angulo-
anguloso-
angusti-
anhalonium alkaloid
anharmonic ratio
anhydro base
anhydro-
anidian monster
aniline black
aniline blue
aniline dye
aniline hydrochloride
aniline oil
aniline purple
aniline salt
aniline yellow
anima aloes
anima bruta
anima humana
anima mundi
animadvert on
animadvert upon
animal abode
animal and vegetable kingdom
animal black
animal capable of reason
animal carver
animal cell
animal cellulose
animal charcoal
animal charge
animal color
animal comfort
animal cracker
animal culture
animal cunning
animal disease
animal diseases
animal dyestuff
animal electricity
animal enclosure
animal faith
animal fiber
animal flower
animal force
animal handler
animal heat
animal husbandman
animal husbandry
animal hypnosis
animal kingdom
animal life
animal like types
animal magnetism
animal mechanics
animal mound
animal nature
animal noise
animal oat
animal oil
animal oils
animal physiologist
animal physiology
animal pleasure
animal pole
animal psychology
animal raiser
animal raising
animal rearing
animal rouge
animal science
animal scientist
animal size
animal soul
animal sound
animal spirit
animal spirits
animal starch
animal stuffer
animal stuffing
animal unit
animal worship
animal worshiper
animal young
animal-sized
animate existence
animate matter
animated cartoon
animated oat
animating force
animating power
animating principle
animating spirit
animation photography
animis opibusque parati
animistic spirit
animus cancellandi
animus capiendi
animus derelinquendi
animus furandi
animus injuriandi
animus lucrandi
animus manendi
animus possidendi
animus reciprociendi
animus remanendi
animus revertendi
animus revocandi
animus testandi
anionic detergent
anis-
anise camphor
anise hyssop
anise oil
anise plant
anise-scented goldenrod
aniseed fox
aniseed oil
aniseed star
aniseed tree
anisic alcohol
anisic aldehyde
aniso-
anisyl acetate
anisyl alcohol
ankle boot
ankle clonus
ankle cutter
ankle jerk
ankle ring
ankle sock
ankle strap
ankle tie
ankle-deep
ankle-jacked
annatto tree
anni mirabiles
annihilation radiation
anno Domini
anno Hejirae
anno aetatis suae
anno domini
anno hegirae
anno mundi
anno regni
anno urbis conditae
announced motive
annual bibliography
annual epact
annual holiday
annual parallax
annual percentage rate
annual period
annual ring
annual wage
annuit coeptis
annuities certain
annuity bond
annuity certain
annuity gift
annul a marriage
annular clock
annular eclipse
annular ligament
annular muscle
annunciator system
annus magnus
annus mirabilis
ano-
anode dark space
anode glow
anode ray
anode rays
anode resistance
anodized aluminum
anodyne necklace
anointed king
anomalistic month
anomalistic year
anomalo-
anomalous zeeman effect
anomo-
anorexia nervosa
anorthite-basalt
another crack
another go
another kettle of fish
another shot
another time
another try
another-gates
another-guess
another-guise
anoxic anoxia
anp-
ansa hypoglossi
ansa subclavia
ansate cross
anserine skin
answer back
answer book
answer conclusively
answer for
answer the call of duty
answer the helm
answer the purpose
answer to
answer to a problem
answer to no man
answerable-back
answerable for
answerable to
answering pennant
answering service
ant acacia
ant bear
ant bird
ant catcher
ant cattle
ant cow
ant egg
ant fly
ant heap
ant hill
ant hillock
ant king
ant lion
ant pipit
ant plant
ant rice
ant shrike
ant thrush
ant tree
ant worm
ant wren
ant-eater
ant-pipit
ant-thrush
antarctic beech
antarctic circle
antarctic circumpolar current
ante Christum
ante bellum
ante meridiem
ante mortem
ante partum
ante up
ante-
ante-Christum
ante-Nicaean
ante-Nicene
ante-Nicene Fathers
ante-acted
ante-ambulo
ante-bellum
ante-chapel
ante-ecclesiastical
ante-eternity
ante-mortem
ante-mortem clot
ante-orbital
ante-partum
ante-room
ante-temple
antecedent right
antecedent used in
antediluvian patriarch
antelope brush
antelope chipmunk
antelope squirrel
antenna array
antenna circuit
antenna filter
antenna grounding switch
antenna inductance
antenna mine
antenna resistance
antenna switch
antenna tower
antennae sword
antennal gland
antennal lobe
antenuptial contract
antenuptial settlement
anterior pituitary
anterior pituitary luteotropin
anterior tooth
antero-
anterograde amnesia
anterograde memory
anth-
antheic arcs
anther cell
anther lobe
anther sac
anther smut
anth-
anthra-
anthracene brown
anthracene oil
anthracene yellow
anthracite black
anthracite coal
anthraquinone dye
anthrax vaccine
anthrop-
antropo-
anthropoid ape
anti-
anti-American
anti-Arab
anti-Aristotelian
anti-Aristotelianism
anti-Australian
anti-Austria
anti-Austrian
anti-Bible
anti-Biblical
anti-Biblically
anti-Bolshevik
anti-Bolshevism
anti-Bolshevist
anti-Bolshevistic
anti-British
anti-Calvinism
anti-Calvinist
anti-Calvinistic
anti-Calvinistical
anti-Catholic
anti-Catholicism
anti-Darwin
anti-Darwinian
anti-Darwinism
anti-Darwinist
anti-English
anti-Europe
anti-European
anti-Europeanism
anti-France
anti-French
anti-Freud
anti-Freudian
anti-Freudianism
anti-G suit
anti-German
anti-Germanic
anti-Germanism
anti-Germanization
anti-Greece
anti-Greek
anti-Irish
anti-Italian
anti-Italianism
anti-Japanese
anti-Jesuit
anti-Jesuitic
anti-Jesuitical
anti-Jesuitically
anti-Jesuitism
anti-Jesuitry
anti-Jewish
anti-Judaic
anti-Judaism
anti-Judaist
anti-Judaistic
anti-Latin
anti-Latinism
anti-Malthusian
anti-Malthusianism
anti-Mexican
anti-Negro
anti-Negroes
anti-Negroism
anti-Nordic
anti-Oriental
anti-Orientalism
anti-Orientalist
anti-Plato
anti-Platonic
anti-Platonically
anti-Platonism
anti-Platonist
anti-Polish
anti-Populist
anti-Protestant
anti-Protestantism
anti-Puritan
anti-Puritanism
anti-Russian
anti-Russian
anti-Scandinavia
anti-Scripture
anti-Scripturist
anti-Semite
anti-Semitic
anti-Semitism
anti-Serb
anti-Slav
anti-Slavic
anti-Socrates
anti-Socratic
anti-Soviet
anti-Spain
anti-Spanish
anti-Sweden
anti-Swedish
anti-Teuton
anti-Teutonic
anti-Trinitarian
anti-Trinitarianism
anti-Turkish
anti-Zionism
anti-Zionist
anti-acid
anti-aircraft
anti-attrition
anti-birmingham
anti-christian
anti-depressant
anti-emetic
anti-ethmc
anti-federalist
anti-gallic
anti-gallican
anti-gallican hitch
anti-galianism
anti-god
anti-guggler
anti-hero
anti-heroic
anti-hog-cholera
anti-icer
anti-icteric
anti-idealism
anti-idealist
anti-idealistic
anti-idealistically
anti-idolatrous
anti-immigration
anti-immigrationist
anti-immune
anti-imperialism
anti-imperialist
anti-imperialistic
anti-incrustator
anti-indemnity
anti-induction
anti-inductive
anti-inductively
anti-inductiveness
anti-infallibilist
anti-infantal
anti-innovationist
anti-intellectual
anti-intellectualism
anti-intellectualist
anti-intellectuality
anti-intermediary
anti-isolation
anti-isolationism
anti-isolationist
anti-isolysin
anti-jacobin
anti-jacobinism
anti-laissez-faire
anti-leaguer
anti-lecomption
anti-lecomptom
anti-maniacal
anti-mony-yellow
anti-nebraska
anti-nicaean
anti-novel
anti-novelist
anti-odontalgic
anti-open-shop
anti-orgastic
anti-over
anti-pre-existentiary
anti-roman
anti-semitic
anti-sub rocket
anti-submarine rocket
anti-trade
anti-worlds
antiaircraft artillery
antiaircraft barrage
antiaircraft fire
antiaircraft gun
antiaircraft gun positioner
antiaircraft radar
antiaircraft rocket
antiballistic missile
antiballistic-missile system
antiberi-beri factor
antiblackout suit
antibilastic immunity
antic wit
anticipate a blessed event
anticipating a blessed event
anticrepuscular arch
antidote cacon
antidote lily
antidrag wire
antifouling paint
antifriction bearing
antifriction curve
antifriction metal
antifriction wheels
antigen treatment
antigen-antibody product
antilift wire
antimine rocket
antimissile missile
antimononic acid
antimonioso-
antimonous hydride
antimony blende
antimony bloom
antimony chloride
antimony cinnabar
antimony crocus
antimony crude
antimony glance
antimony glass
antimony hydride
antimony ocher
antimony orange
antimony oxide
antimony oxychloride
antimony pentachloride
antimony pentasulfide
antimony pentasulphide
antimony pentoxide
antimony potassium tartrate
antimony red
antimony regulus
antimony rubber
antimony saffron
antimony salt
antimony sulfate
antimony sulfide
antimony sulphide
antimony tetroxide
antimony trichloride
antimony trifluoride
antimony trioxide
antimony trisulfide
antimony trisulphide
antimony vermilion
antimony white
antimony yellow
antimonyyl potassium tartrate
antinoise microphone
antiophthalmic factor
antiophthalmic vitamin
antipernicious anemia factor
antipersonnel bomb
antipersonnel mine
antiphonal chanting
antiphonal singing
antipodal points
antiquated expression
antiquated person
antiquated word
antique brass
antique bronze
antique brown
antique cloth
antique collector
antique crown
antique dealer
anxiety equivalent
anxiety hysteria
anxiety neurosis
anxiety reaction
anxiety state
anxious bench
anxious concern
anxious for
anxious seat
anxioused up
any Tom
any color
any day
any he
any hour
any minute
any moment
any more
any old way
any one
any road
any time
any time now
any which way
any-kyn
anything but
anything like
anything soever which
anywhere near
ao dai
aoi tsuba
aortic arch
aortic incompetence
aortic insufficiency
aortic stenosis
aortic valve
ap proving
ap-
apache dance
apar-
apart from
apartment building
apartment hotel
apartment house
ape about
ape fissure
ape hand
ape man
ape over
ape-headed
ape-man
ape-men
apel-
apen-
aper-
aperiodic discharge
aperture card
aperture ratio
aperture stop
aperture vignette
apet-
apex beat
apex rule
aph-
aphid lion
aphid rosette
aphid-lion
aphis fly
aphis foot
aphis lion
aphis wolf
aphis-lion
aphlogistic lamp
aphthous fever
aphthous stomatitis
apical meristem
apico-alveolar
apico-dental
aplastic anemia
apo-
apocha trium annorum
apocrine gland
apologize for
apoplectic stroke
aposematic mimicry
apostle bird
apostle jug
apostle spoon
apostles’ creed
apostolic age
apostolic brief
apostolic church
apostolic delegate
apostolic faith
apostolic father
apostolic orders
apostolic succession
apostolic vicar
apothecaries' measure
apothecaries' weight
apothecary jar
apothecary's shop
appalachian tea
apparatus belli
apparatus criticus
apparent candlepower
apparent character
apparent destiny
apparent fate
apparent heir
apparent horizon
apparent magnitude
apparent soundness
apparent time
apparent wind
apparently sound
appeal motion
appeal to
appeal to a higher court
appeal to arms
appeal to the country
appeal to the law
appeal to the sword
appeal to you for
appeal to your better feelings
appear for
appear in print
appear like
appear on the horizon
appear on the scene
appear on the stage
appear to be
appear to your eyes
appear unexpectedly
appearance money
appearances are in favor of
appellate court
appellate division
appellate jurisdiction
appendico-enterostomy
appendicular skeleton
appendix vermiformis
apperception mass
apperception test
apertain to
appetizing store
appian way
applaud to the very echo
apple anthracnose
apple aphid
apple banana
apple bee
apple blight
apple blossom
apple blotch
apple box
apple brandy
apple bucculatrix
apple butter
apple canker
apple cheese
apple curculio
apple dumpling
apple essence
apple family
apple fly
apple fritter
apple geranium
apple grain aphid
apple green
apple grunt
apple gum
apple haw
apple juice
apple knocker
apple leaf
apple maggot
apple mildew
apple mint
apple moss
apple moth
apple of discord
apple of your eye
apple oil
apple pandowdy
apple pie
apple polisher
apple pox
apple psylla
apple rosette
apple rust
apple sauce
apple scab
apple scald
apple scale
apple shell
apple slump
apple snail
apple sucker
apple tart
apple toddy
apple tree
apple tree borer
apple turnover
apple weevil
apple wine
apple worm
apple-cheeked
apple-eating
apple-faced
apple-fallow
apple-john
apple-pie
apple-pie bed
apple-pie order
apple-polish
apple-polisher
apple-polishing
apple-scented
apple-shaped
apple-stealing
apple-twig
apple-twig beetle
apple-twig borer
applejack brandy
apples and pears
appleton layer
applletree borer
applicate number
application for retrial
application lace
applied chemistry
applied kinematics
applied linguistics
applied mathematics
applied mechanics
applied physics
applied psychology
applied science
applied tactics
applique lace
apply for
apply margin
apply paint
apply pressure
apply reason
apply the attention to
apply the match to
apply the mind
apply the mind to
apply the torch to
apply the yardstick to
apply to
apply yourself
apply yourself to
applying color
appoint yourself
appointed lot
appointment calendar
appointment schedule
apportionment bill
apposition beach
appositive genitive
appraisal clause
appreciate differences
appreciation bond
appreciation of differences
appreciation of excellence
appreciative of
apprentice printer
apprentice seaman
apprentice teacher
apprentice work
apprentice yourself to
apprised of
approach anchorage
approach leg
approach light
approach of time
approach path
approach shot
approach trench
appropriate for
appropriate to
appropriation bill
approval book
approval sheet
approve of
approved school
apricot brandy
apricot palm
apricot plum
apricot scale
apricot sour
apricot vine
apricot wine
apricot yellow
apricot-kernal
april fool
april fools' day
apron conveyer
apron lining
apron man
apron piece
apron plate
apron roll
apron shield
apron stage
apron string
apron wall
apron-squire
apron-string
apropos of
apse aisle
apse line
apt to
aptitude test
aqua ammonia
aqua ammoniae
aqua aromatic\text{a}
\text{aqua bromata}
aqua bulliens
aqua caelestis
aqua camphirae
aqua chlorata
aqua fortis
aqua green
\textaqua labyrinths
\textaqua marina
\textaqua mirabilis
\textaqua phagedaenica nigra
\textaqua pura
\textaqua regia
\textaqua rosal
\textaqua tofana
\textaqua vitae
aqua-vitae
aquamarine chrysolite
aquamarine topaz
aquatic plant
aqueduct bridge
aqueduct of Sylvius
aqueo-
aqueous ammonia
aqueous humor
aqueous humour
aquiline-nosed
aquo-ion
ar-
arabian coffee
arabic numeral
arabica coffee
arable land
arachidic acid
arachis oil
arachnoid granulation
arachnoid membrane
arba kanfoth
arbiter elegantiae
arbiter elegantiarum
arbiter of fashion
arbiter of taste
arbitrament of the sword
arbitrated par
arbitration bar
arbitration treaty
arbor day
arbor press
arbor shaft
arbor vine
arbor vitae
arborization block
arborvitae leaf miner
arc column
arc cosecant
arc cosine
arc cotangent
arc discharge
arc flame
arc furnace
arc generator
arc lamp
arc light
arc lighting
arc pitch
arc process
arc secant
arc sine
arc spectrum
arc tangent
arc transmitter
arc weld
arc welder
arc welding
arc-back
arc-boutant
arc-jet engine
arc-over
arc-shaped
arcane meaning
arcanum arcanorum
arch aurora
arch bar
arch barrel
arch beam
arch board
arch brace
arch brick
arch bridge
arch buttress
arch dam
arch head
arch order
arch over
arch press
arch ring
arch solid
arch spring
arch stone
arch support
arch-
arch-brahman
arch-butler
arch-buttress
arch-chanter
arch-christendom
arch-christianity
arch-enemy
arch-fiend
arch-flamen
arch-foe
arch-gravity dam
arch-heretic
arch-poet
arch-prefate
arch-presbyter
arch-protestant
arch-sea
arch-traitor
arch-villain
arch-whig
archae-
archaeo-
archaic smile
archaic white race
arched roof
arched truss
archepiscopal cross
archery ground
arches-court
archetypal idea
archetypal image
archetypal myth
archetypal pattern
archetypal symbol
archetypal world
archi-
archiepiscopal cross
archil extract
archil liquor
archimedes' screw
archippus butterfly
architect's table
architectural bronze
architectural capitals
architectural draftsman
architectural engineer
architectural ornamentation
architectural ornamentations
architectural sculpture
architectural topping
architectural toppings
architecture styles
arcing contact
arcing jaws
arcs-boutants
arctic char
arctic circle
arctic fox
arctic rescue helicopter
arctic sea smoke
arctic seal
arctic smoke
arctic tern
arctic timothy
arctico-altaic
arcus senilis
arcwise connected set
ardent friend
ardent friendship
ardent imagination
ardent spirits
ardor urinae
area bombing
area code
area gate
area graph
area measure
area measures
area opaca
area pellucida
area rule
area sneak
area study
area vasculosa
area vector
area vitellina
area wall
area-moment method
areal linguistics
areca catechu
areca nut
areca palm
arena theater
arena theatre
arenaceo-
arenoso-
areo-
areolate mildew
argan oil
argan tree
argemone oil
argent-vive
argentella lace
argentine thistle
argento-
argento-cuprous sulfide
argillaceo-
argillo-
arginine phosphagen
argle-bargie
argle-bargle
argon lamp
argon potassium dating
argue at the bar
argue down
argue for
argue insincerely
argue into
argue to no purpose
argue your case
argue-bargue
argument by analogy
argument from design
argument principle
argumentMaths
arguments at the bar
argumentum a fortiori
argumentum ad baculum
argumentum ad captandum
argumentum ad captandum vulgus
argumentum ad hominem
argumentum ad rem
argumentum baculinum
argus brown
argus pheasant
argus shell
argus tortoise beetle
argus-eyed
argy-bargied
argy-bargies
argy-bargy
argy-bargying
argyr-
argyr-
aria buffa
aria cantabile
aria d'agilita
aria d'imitazione
aria da capo
aria da chiesa
aria di bravura
aria di coloratura
aria fugata
aria parlante
aria singer
armature reaction
armature winder
armature winding
armchair authority
armchair philosopher
armed and ready
armed assault
armed at all points
armed bullhead
armed cap-a-pie
armed combat
armed conflict
armed force
armed forces
armed guard
armed neutrality
armed robbery
armed service
armed to the teeth
armed with patience
armes parlantes
armillary sphere
arming cap
arming chest
arming doublet
armistice day
armless chair
armor belt
armor grating
armor plate
armor plating
armor-bearer
armor-clad
armor-piercing
armor-plate
armor-plated
armored cable
armored car
armored combat
armored corps
armored cruiser
armored dinosaur
armored forces
armored heart
armored scale
armored tactics
armored vessel
armorial bearings
armour plate
armour-bearer
armour-clad
armour-piercing
armour-plate
armoured car
armoured troops
arms of Morpheus
arms race
army ant
army area
army brat
army brown
army corps
army cutworm
army engineer
army engineering
army group
army nurse corps
army of occupation
army reserves
army service corps
army troops
army worm
arnica bud
aoint thee
aromatic compound
aromatic gum
aromatic spirits of ammonia
aromatic water
aromatized wine
around the bush
around the clock
around-the-clock
arouse notice
arouse the memory
arouse your enthusiasm
arouse your passion
arrange a match
arrange evidence
arrange for
arrange in layers
arrange in levels
arrange in strata
arrange in tiers
arrange itself
arrange matters
arrange your ideas
arrange your thoughts
arrant coward
arras-wise
arrear-guard
arrear-ward
arrest attention
arrest of judgment
arrest the thoughts
arrest your notice
arrested development
arresting gear
arrestor hook
arriere fee
arriere tenant
arriere vassal
arriere-ban
arriere-pensee
arris fillet
arris gutter
arris piece
arris rail
arrive at
arrive at a conclusion
arrive at an agreement
arrive in
arrive upon
arrogate to yourself
arrow aimed at your heart
arrow arum
arrow cane
arrow for
arrow grass
arrow horn
arrow maker
arrow making
arrow mehl
arrow release
arrow rest
arrow shot
arrow snake
arrow stave
arrow straightener
arrow-back
arrow-back chair
arrow-bearing
arrow-grass
arrow-grass family
arrow-head
arrow-leaved
arrow-root
arrow-shaped
arrow-slain
arrow-smitten
arrow-toothed
arrow-wounded
arrow-wood
arrowroot family
arroyo grape
arroyo willow
arroz con pollo
ars est celare artem
ars gratia artis
ars longa vita brevis
ars nova
ars poetica
arse licker
arsen-
arSENIC ACID
arsenic antidote
arsenic bloom
arsenic calciner
arsenic disulfide
arsenic eater
arsenic eating
arsenic glass
arsenic green
arsenic mirror
arsenic mold
arsenic monosulfide
arsenic orange
arsenic refiner
arsenic smelter
arsenic trichloride
arsenic trioxide
arsenic yellow
arsenic-
arsenical babbitt
arsenical pyrite
arsenio-
arsenious acid
arsenious oxide
arseniuretted hydrogen
arseno group
arseno radical
arseno-
arsenous acid
arsenous anhydride
arsenous oxide
arsha rite
arsino group
arsino radical
arson investigator
arsy-varsiness
arsy-varsy
arsy-versy
art autre
art brown
art brut
art center
art column
art composition
art critic
art criticism
art dealer
art deco
art department
art design
art director
art editor
art equipment
art exhibition
art expression
art film
art form
art gallery
art glass
art gray
art green
art guild
art league
art lining
art manual
art museum
art music
art nouveau
art object
art of public speaking
art of reason
art of war
art paper
art period
art school
art schools
art shade
art song
art square
art student
art styles
art supervisor
art teacher
art theater
art union
art work
art-colored
art-conscious
art-like
art-minded
artemisia green
arteri-
arterial aneurism
arterial blood
arterial highway
arterial street
arterial transfusion
arterial varix
arterio-
arthritis deformans
arthritis fungosa
arthritis pauperum
arthro-
artichoke bottom
artichoke green
article of commerce
article of faith
article of merchandise
article of virtu
article writer
articled clerk
articles of association
articles of faith
articles of religion
articulated locomotive
articulated lorry
articulatory phonetics
artificer branch
artificial aids
artificial antenna
artificial blond
artificial dye
artificial feedback kidney
artificial feel
artificial fiber
artificial heart
artificial horizon
artificial immunity
artificial insemination
artificial intelligence
artificial isotope
artificial kidney
artificial lake
artificial language
artificial languages
artificial leech
artificial magnet
artificial nucleation
artificial pacemaker
artificial person
artificial radioactivity
artificial respiration
artificial satellite
artificial satellites
artificial selection
artificial sweetener
artificial turf
artificial voice
artillery hub
artillery park
artillery plant
artillery train
artillery wagon
artillery wheel
artisan work
artist lithography
artist's model
artist's proof
artist-in-residence
artiste-peintre
artistic administrator
artistic director
artistic flair
artistic imagination
artistic invention
artistic judgment
artistic production
artistic quality
artistic school
artistic skill
artistic style
artistic taste
artistic temperament
artists’ canvas
arts and crafts
arts college
arts of design
arts-man
arts-master
artsy-craftsiness
artsy-craftsy
arty-craftiness
arty-crafty
arum family
arum lily
aryl group
aryl radical
aryteno-
aryteno-epiglottic
arytenoid cartilages
as I live and breathe
as a body
as a bonus
as a case in point
as a consequence
as a cover
as a cover-up
as a gift
as a guess
as a joke
as a matter of course
as a matter of fact
as a matter of form
as a pretext
as a profession
as a replacement for
as a result
as a result of
as a rough guess
as a rule
as a substitute for
as a vocation
as a whole
as agreed upon
as all creation
as all get-out
as an alibi
as an alternative
as an alternative to
as an approximation
as an example
as an excuse
as an instance
as attested by
as bad as bad can be
as bad as they come
as bad as they make 'em
as best as you can
as big as life
as boundless as the sea
as broad as long
as can be
as chaste as Diana
as chaste as unsunn'd snow
as clear as day
as close as a vise
as cold as any stone
as compared with
as compensation
as contracted for
as destiny wills
as earnest
as every schoolboy knows
as expected
as far as
as far as I am concerned
as far as possible
as far as the eye can see
as far as you can see
as far as you can tell
as far as you desire
as far as you know
as fate wills
as firm as a stone
as fit as a fiddle
as for
as full as a tick
as good as
as good as good can be
as good as they come
as good as they make 'em
as good as your word
as hard as nails
as here defined
as here interpreted
as how
as if
as ill luck would have it
as in duty bound
as is
as is fitting
as is just
as is only fair
as is only right
as is proper
as is right
as is the custom
as is usual
as is your due
as is your right
as is your wont
as it chanced
as it has been said
as it is
as it is said
as it may be
as it may chance
as it may happen
as it may turn out
as it may turn up
as it ought to be
as it pleases yourself
as it seems
as it seems best
as it seems good
as it should be
as it suits yourself
as it was said of old
as it were
as large as life
as lief
as lief as not
as lies in your power
as like as can be
as like as eggs
as like as two peas in a pod
as lissome as a hazel wand
as little as may be
as long as
as long as your arm
as luck wills
as luck would have it
as matters stand
as may be
as may be expected
as merry as the day is long
as much again
as much as
as much as in one lies
as much as lieth in you
as much as to say
as near as makes no difference
as near as no matter
as new
as no one would have predicted
as of
as of a chapter
as of now
as often as can be
as often as not
as often as you like
as often as you wish
as one
as one goes
as one man
as ordered
as our guest
as per usual
as plain as a pikestaff
as plain as plain can be
as promised
as proud as Punch
as proxy for
as red
as regards
as representing
as required
as respects
as safe as houses
as seen
as soon
as soon as
as such
as sure as I live and breathe
as the case may be
as the crow flies
as the day is long
as the fellow says
as the matter stands
as the saying goes
as the saying is
as the sparks fly upward
as the story goes
as the story runs
as the tree falls
as the world goes
as they say
as things are
as things go
as things may fall
as things turn out
as things worked out
as thou wilt
as though
as tightfisted as a kulak
as times go
as to
as transient as the clouds
as usual
as well
as well as
as well as can be said
as who should say
as wide asunder as pole and pole
as yet
as you may have suspected
as you might suppose
as you might think
as you please
as you say
as you sees it
as you think best
as you will
as you wish
as-
asa dulcis
asafetida oil
asarum camphor
asarum oil
asbestos blanket
asbestos board
asbestos braid
asbestos carder
asbestos cement
asbestos cloth
asbestos covering
asbestos crusher
asbestos curtain
asbestos doubler
asbestos felt
asbestos fiber
asbestos filter
asbestos flooring
asbestos lagging
asbestos lining
asbestos listing
asbestos lumber
asbestos paper
asbestos porcelain
asbestos rock
asbestos tile
asbestos toaster
asbestos weaver
asbestos wood
asbestos-coated
asbestos-corrugated
asbestos-covered
asbestos-packed
asbestos-protected
asbestos-welded
ascend the throne
ascending aorta
ascending colon
ascending node
ascension day
ascetical theology
asclepias butterfly
ascorbic acid
ascot tan
ascot tie
ascribe importance to
ascribe to
ascus fruit
aseptic surgery
asexual generation
asexual reproduction
ash barrel
ash bin
ash blond
ash bread
ash bud
ash cake
ash can
ash canker
ash cart
ash chute
ash collector
ash color
ash cone
ash furnace
ash gray
ash heap
ash hopper
ash key
ash leaf
ash oven
ash pile
ash pole
ash pone
ash pumpkin
ash rock
ash spear
ash staff
ash tray
ash tree
ash wednesday
ash wood
ash-bellied
ash-blonde
ash-blue
ash-colored
ash-free
ash-gray
ash-gray blister beetle
ash-leaved
ash-leaved maple
ash-looking
ash-staved
ash-throated
ash-wednesday
ash-white
ashamed of yourself
ashen-hued
ashes in the mouth
ashes to ashes and dust to dust
ashlar brick
ashlar line
ashlar veneer
asian influenza
asiatic cholera
asphalt rock
asphalt tile
asphalt-base
asphalt-base oil
asphodel green
asphyxia neonatorum
asphyxiating gas
aspirating stroke
aspiration pneumonia
aspire after
aspire to
ass between two bundles of hay
ass in lion's skin
ass over elbows
ass parsley
ass-backwards
ass-chewing
ass-ear
ass-head
ass-headed
ass-kisser
ass-kissing
ass-licker
ass-licking
ass-reaming
ass-ship
assai palm
assail the ear
assail the nostrils
assassin bug
assault and battery
assault and robbery
assault boat
assault line
assault sexually
assault the ear
assault transport
assault-troop plane
assay balance
assay bar
assay beam
assay crucible
assay cup
assay flask
assay foot
assay furnace
assay groove
assay mill
assay office
assay oven
assay pound
assay ton
assay-office bar
assembling mark
assembly conveyer
assembly district
assembly hall
assembly language
assembly line
assembly plant
assembly room
assembly routine
assembly-line housing
assembly-line production
assent grudgingly
assent to
assent under protest
assented bond
assert a claim to
assert a right to
assert a title to
assert the contrary
assert under oath
assert yourself
assertiveness training
asses' bridge
assess a tax upon
assessable stock
assessed valuation
assessment company
assessment insurance
assessment on default
assessment work
asset currency
asset-stripping
assets and liabilities
assign lessons
assign to
assign to a place
assignation house
assigned counsel
assigned risk
assigned task
assigned to
assignment of cause
assimilate to
assimilate with
assistant agent
assistant auditor
assistant barber
assistant bookkeeper
assistant buyer
assistant cashier
assistant chemist
assistant chief
assistant clerk
assistant deputy
assistant director
assistant driver
assistant druggist
assistant editor
assistant engineer
assistant examiner
assistant foreman
assistant guard
assistant housekeeper
assistant inspector
assistant janitor
assistant janitress
assistant librarian
assistant manager
assistant professor
associate professor
associate with
associate yourself with
associated statehood
association area
association book
association by contiguity
association by similarity
association by sound
association copy
association fiber
association football
association neuron
association neurosis
association of ideas
association psychology
association test
association time
associative algebra
associative anamnesis
associative neuron
assort with
assume airs
 assume command
 assume the
 assume the guise of
 assume the identity of
 assume the offensive
 assumed bond
 assumed name
 assumed position
 assuming that
 assumption of superiority
 assure yourself
 assured faith
 assured of success
 assured probity
 astable circuit
 astasia-abasia
 astatic galvanometer
 aster daisy
 aster family
 aster purple
 aster ray
 aster yellows
 asterias swallowtail
 asthma herb
 asthma paper
 asthma weed
 asthmatic cigarette
 asthmatic wheeze
 astigmatic lens
 astonishing thing
 astr-
 astragal Architect
 astrakhan cloth
 astral body
 astral crown
 astral influences
 astral lamp
 astral plane
 astral projection
 astral ray
 astral spirit
 astringent bitters
 astro hatch
 astro station
 astro-
 astro-inertial guidance
 astro-meteorology
astronomical almanac
astronomical calendar
astronomical chart
astronomical clock
astronomical day
astronomical distance
astronomical frame of reference
astronomical longitude
astronomical number
astronomical observatory
astronomical refraction
astronomical telescope
astronomical twilight
astronomical unit
astronomical year
asymmetric carbon atom
asymmetric time
asymmetric transmission
asymmetry potential
at a bargain
at a blow
at a clip
at a declining rate
at a disadvantage
at a discount
at a distance
at a first approximation
at a funeral pace
at a glance
at a good clip
at a great rate
at a halt
at a high price
at a later time
at a loose end
at a loss
at a low ebb
at a low price
at a nonplus
at a premium
at a price
at a profit
at a reduction
at a sacrifice
at a slant
at a snail's pace
at a stand
at a standstill
at a stretch
at a stroke
at a subsequent time
at a tangent
at a turtle's pace
at a venture
at a word
at about
at all
at all accounts
at all costs
at all events
at all hazards
at all points
at all risks
at all times
at an advanced age
at an angle
at an end
at an impasse
at anchor
at another time
at any cost
at any price
at any rate
at any sacrifice
at any straw
at any time
at arm's length
at attention
at auction
at bar
at bat
at bay
at bayonet point
at best
at bottom
at budget prices
at choice
at close hand
at close quarters
at cockerel
at concert pitch
at cost
at cost price
at cross-purposes
at cross-purposes with
at daggers
at daggers drawn
at dawn
at dawn of day
at death's door
at demand
at discretion
at each other's throat
at ease
at ease and lighthearted
at enmity
at established periods
at every turn
at fault
at feud
at fever pitch
at first
at first blush
at first hand
at first light
at first sight
at first view
at fixed periods
at flank speed
at flood
at full
at full blast
at full drive
at full length
at full pelt
at full speed
at full throttle
at gaze
at grade
at great cost
at great expense
at grips
at gunpoint
at hack
at half cock
at hand
at haphazard
at haven
at hazard
at heart
at heavy cost
at heel
at home
at home in
at home with
at infrequent intervals
at intervals
at irregular intervals
at issue
at it
at just the wrong time
at large
at last
at law
at least
at leisure
at length
at liberty
at loggerheads
at long last
at loose ends
at mid-day
at most
at next hand
at night
at no
at no great distance
at no hand
at no time
at noon
at odd times
at odds
at odds with
at once
at once and on the spot
at one
at one and the same time
at one blow
at one fell swoop
at one jump
at one stroke
at one swoop
at one time
at one with
at opposite extremes
at outcry
at outs
at par
at peace
at piggy-bank prices
at pleasure
at present
at prime cost
at public auction
at public outcry
at random
at reduced rates
at regular intervals
at rest
at right angles
at rock bottom
at sea
at second hand
at short notice
at sight
at sixes and sevens
at small cost
at some other time
at square
at stake
at stated times
at straws
at strife
at sunrise
at swords' points
at that
at that instant
at that moment
at that rate
at that time
at the bar
at the base of
at the beck and call of
at the bottom
at the bottom of
at the bottom of the heap
at the bottom of the scale
at the bound
at the breast
at the bursting point
at the conclusion
at the core
at the crack of dawn
at the dip
at the double
at the drop of a handkerchief
at the drop of a hat
at the eleventh hour
at the end
at the end of your rope
at the end of your tether
at the expense of
at the feet of
at the first blush
at the first go-off
at the first opportunity
at the foot of
at the gun
at the hand
at the hand of
at the hands of
at the head
at the heart of
at the height
at the helm
at the instance of
at the last
at the last extremity
at the last gasp
at the last minute
at the latest
at the least
at the limit
at the mercy of
at the most
at the nadir
at the option of
at the outside
at the peak
at the periphery
at the pinnacle
at the pitch of your breath
at the point of
at the point of a gun
at the point of death
at the point of the bayonet
at the point of the gun
at the point of the sword
at the portals of death
at the present time
at the reins
at the same instant
at the same moment that
at the same time
at the same time as
at the same time that
at the start
at the summit
at the threshold
at the threshold of
at the time of
at the time that
at the top
at the top of the ladder
at the top of the tree
at the top of your bent
at the top of your lungs
at the top of your voice
at the wheel
at the word of command
at the zenith
at this instant
at this juncture
at this moment
at this point
at this time
at this time of day
at times
at twelve-o’clock sharp
at variance
at variance with
at variance with the facts
at various times
at war
at war ’twixt will and will not
at war with
at what price
at what time
at whatever time
at which
at which instant
at which moment
at which time
at wholesale
at will
at work
at worst
at wt
at your beck and call
at your best
at your bidding
at your call
at your command
at your convenience
at your discretion
at your disposal
at your door
at your ease
at your elbow
at your feet
at your fingertips
at your heels
at your last gasp
at your leisure
at your mercy
at your nod
at your orders
at your own discretion
at your own sweet time
at your own sweet will
at your pleasure
at your service
at your side
at your will
at your will and pleasure
at your wit's end
at your wits' end
at-home
at-homeish
at-homeishness
at-homeness
at-large
atamasco lily
ate-
atef crown
atef-crown
atelets sauce
atel-
atelo-
at-
athanasian creed
athel tree
athlete's foot
athlete's heart
athletic coach
athletic equipment
athletic field
athletic heart
athletic socks
athletic support
athletic supporter
athwart the hawse
atka mackerel
atlantic time
atlanto-
atlas folio
atlee gall
atlo-
atlo-odontoid
atloido-occipital
atmo-
atmospheric attenuation
atmospheric boundary layer
atmospheric braking
atmospheric condition
atmospheric electricity
atmospheric engine
atmospheric layer
atmospheric perspective
atmospheric pressure
atmospheric tides
atmospheric visibility
atom blast
atom bomb
atom counter
atom gun
atom model
atom smasher
atom soul
atom war
atom-bomb
atom-chipping
atom-rocket
atom-smashing
atom-tagger
atom-tagging
atom-tracing spectrometer
atomic accelerator
atomic age
atomic arsenal
atomic attack
atomic battery
atomic beam
atomic bomb
atomic cannon
atomic chemistry
atomic clock
atomic cluster
atomic cocktail
atomic constants
atomic decay
atomic disintegration
atomic energy
atomic energy plant
atomic engine
atomic explosion
atomic furnace
atomic gun
atomic heat
atomic hydrogen torch
atomic hydrogen welding
atomic hypothesis
atomic mass
atomic mass unit
atomic model
atomic nucleus
atomic number
atomic particle
atomic particles
atomic pile
atomic power
atomic power plant
atomic project
atomic radiation
atomic ray
atomic reaction
atomic research
atomic science
atomic scientist
atomic structure
atomic submarine
atomic theory
atomic units
atomic units and constants
atomic volume
atomic war
atomic warfare
atomic warhead
atomic weapons
atomic weight
atomic-powered submarine
atone for
atrial fibrillation
atrioventricular block
atrioventricular bundle
atrioventricular node
at-
atro-
atrocious pain
atrocious story
atrophic arthritis
atrophic inflammation
attacca subito
attach a condition
attach a proviso
attach importance to
attach little importance to
attach some weight to
attach to
attach too much importance to
attach yourself to
attache case
attached to
attachment disk
attachment plug
attack bomber
attack in force
attack like lightning
attack of illness
attack of nerves
attack plane
attack squadron
attack time
attack transport
attain fulfillment
attain majority
attain mastery of
attain to
attain your objective
attar of roses
attempt the impossible
attempt to
attend Communion
attend Mass
attend classes
attend closely to
attend on
attend rites
attend school
attend to
attend to business
attend to orders
attend to your work
attend upon
attendance allowance
attendance centre
attendance officer
attendant godling
attendant spirit
au jus
au kirsch
au lait
au maigre
au naturel
au pair
au pair girl
au pied de la lettre
au reste
au revoir
au vert pre
au vin blanc
au vol
aubergine purple
auburn-haired
auction agent
auction block
auction bridge
auction euchre
auction hearts
auction off
auction pinochle
auction pitch
auction pool
auction room
auction sale
aucuba green
aucuba mosaic
audibility meter
audience chamber
audience court
audience room
audience success
audience-proof
audio amplifier
audio channel
audio detector
audio devices
audio distortion
audio frequency
audio monitor
audio signal
audio sound system
audio transmitter
audio truck
audio-
audio-IF oscillator
audio-frequency
audio-frequency amplification
audio-frequency amplifier
audio-frequency circuit
audio-frequency detector
audio-frequency oscillator
audio-frequency tube
audio-visual
audio-visual aids
audio-visually
audit ale
audit book
audit certificate
audit date
audit house
audit office
audit room
auditor-general
auditors-general
auditory amnesia
auditory aphasia
auditory apparatus
auditory canal
auditory effect
auditory impairment
auditory meatus
auditory nerve
auditory organ
auditory ossicles
auditory phenomenon
auditory phonetics
auditory range
auditory sense
auditory stimulus
auditory tube
auditory vesicle
auf Wiedersehen
auf wiederssehen
augen-gabbro
augen-gneiss
auger bit
auger box
auger crank
auger drill
auger feed
auger handle
auger hole
auger lathe
auger machine
auger press
auger shell
auger stem
auger tongue
auger worm
auger-nose
auger-type
augite-porphyrite
augite-porphry
augmented interval
augmented sixth
augmented triad
augur well
auld lang syne
auld-farran
auld-farrand
auld-farrant
auld-warld
auln-
aunc-
auntie man
aur-
aural examination
aural sense
aurea mediocritas
aurene glass
aureolin yellow
auri-iodide
auricula purple
auricular appendage
auricular confession
auricular fibrillation
auriculo-infraorbital
auriculo-occipital
auro-
aurora australis
aurora borealis
aurora glory
aurora orange
aurora particle
aurora particle counter
aurora particles
aurora polaris
aurora sauce
aurora trout
aurora yellow
auspici um melioris aevi
aussage test
austenitic stainless steel
austerity program
austr-
australia day
australian ballot
australian terrier
aut Caesar
aut nihil
aut-
auteur theory
authentic cadence
authentic mode
author catalog
author catalogue
author mark
author number
author's alteration
author's copy
author's proof
author-created
author-entry
author-publisher
author-ridden
authoritative in
authorities, the
authority on money and banking
authorized absence
authorized capital
authorized capital stock
authorized version
autistic distortion
autistic thinking
auto antenna
auto carrier
auto court
auto laundry
auto lift
auto lorry
auto mechanic
auto mechanics
auto part
auto parts
auto pilot
auto polish
auto radio
auto sacramental
auto show
auto-
auto-alarm
auto-audible
auto-da-f
auto-da-fe
auto-da-fe
auto-infection
auto-inoculability
auto-inoculable
auto-inoculation
auto-objective
auto-observation
auto-omnibus
auto-ophthalmoscope
auto-ophthalmoscopy
auto-oxidation
auto-oxidize
auto-rickshaw
auto-rifle
auto-convection gradient
autodyne reception
autogenous vaccine
autographic recorder
autoinignition point
autokinetic effect
autokinetic illusion
autokinetic phenomenon
autolysate-precipitate
automated system
automated factory
automated satellite
automatic analyzer
automatic analyzers
automatic block signal
automatic boost control
automatic choke
automatic control
automatic control engineering
automatic control system
automatic data processing
automatic detector
automatic detectors
automatic device
automatic devices
automatic dishwasher
automatic drill
automatic drive
automatic electronic navigation
automatic electronics
automatic engineering
automatic exchange
automatic factory
automatic feed mechanism
automatic frequency control
automatic gain control
automatic guidance
automatic gun
automatic gun director
automatic heater
automatic indicating scale
automatic indicator
automatic indicators
automatic iron
automatic laundry
automatic machine
automatic piano
automatic pilot
automatic pinspotter
automatic pistol
automatic plotter
automatic premium loan
automatic printer
automatic range finder
automatic reaction
automatic response
automatic rifle
automatic screw machine
automatic sight
automatic sprinkler
automatic stability
automatic stop
automatic switch
automatic technician
automatic technology
automatic telegraph
automatic telephone
automatic telephone exchange
automatic telephone system
automatic tracking
automatic transmission
automatic trip
automatic typesetting
automatic washer
automatic washer-dryer
automatic writing
automatic-weapons fire
automation technology
automobile board
automobile insurance
automobile liability insurance
automobile race
automobile racing
automobile registration tax
automobile showroom
automobile sled
automorphic-granular
automotive engineer
automotive engineering
autonomic epilepsy
autonomic nervous system
autonomic reaction
autos sacramentales
autoserum therapy
autotransformer starter
autotrophic organism
autotuberculin test
autourine test
autoxidation-reduction
autre chose
autre vie
autres temps autres murs
autumn bellflower
autumn blond
autumn catchfly
autumn crocus
autumn green
autumn leaf
autumn mange
autumn oak
autumn of your days
autumn snowflake
autumn squill
autumn violet
autumn willow
autumn-brown
autumn-spring
autumnal equinox
autumnal point
aux abois
aux aguets
aux armes
aux fines herbes
auxiliary boat
auxiliary equation
auxiliary language
auxiliary note
auxiliary power unit
auxiliary rafter
auxiliary tone
auxiliary verb
av-
avail nothing
avail yourself of
available funds
available gain
available light
available means
available resources
avalanche conduction
avalanche lily
avalanche wind
avant-
avant-courier
avant-garde
avant-garde jazz
avant-gardism
avant-gardist
avant-propos
avarice on stilts and masked
ave maria
avec plaisir
avellan cross
avenging spirit
aver-
average adjuster
average book
average clause
average deviation
average down
average life
average man
average out
average person
average revenue
average run
average stater
average up
average-life period
averse to
aversion therapy
avert the eyes
avian diphtheria
avian leukosis
avian pneumoencephalitis
avian pox
avian pseudoplague
avian spirochetosis
aviation badge
aviation beacon
aviation beacons
aviation cadet
aviation field
aviation gasoline
aviation instrument
aviation insurance
aviation medicine
aviation radar
aviation radio
aviation technology
aviation wings
aviator glasses
avignon berry
avion-canon
avocado fat
avocado green
avocado oil
avocado pear
avocado weevil
avoid both Scylla and Charybdis
avoid excess
avoid extremes
avoid the limelight
avoid your gaze
avoidance mechanism
avoidance play
avoidance reaction
avoiding reaction
avoirdupois pound
avoirdupois weight
avowed Communist
aw-
awake a doubt
awake a suspicion
awake the dead
awake the echoes
awake to
awake to life immortal
awaken the memory
awaken the mind
awaken the thoughts
awaken to
ax, the
ax-adz
ax-shaped
axe-breaker
axial flow compressor
axial motion
axial pencil
axial skeleton
axial-flow
axial-flow turbine
axial-flow turbojet
axial-flow unit
axial-type engine
axiological ethics
axiom of choice
axiom of countability
axis cylinder
axis cylinder process
axis deer
axis of abscissas
axis of ordinates
axis of revolution
axis of symmetry
axle adjuster
axle arm
axle assembler
axle bar
axle bearing
axle bender
axle bolt
axle box
axle bush
axle cap
axle case
axle centerer
axle cutter
axle dresser
axle ender
axle filer
axle finisher
axle forger
axle grease
axle grinder
axle guard
axle guide
axle hammer
axle hammerman
axle hardener
axle hook
axle journal
axle lagger
axle lathe
axle load
axle oiler
axle packer
axle pin
axle pinner
axle press
axle rougher
axle saddle
axle seat
axle setter
axle shaft
axle sleeve
axle slotter
axle spindle
axle stool
axle straightener
axle tooth
axle turner
axle wad
axle worker
axle-bending
axle-boring
axle-centering
axle-forging
axle-tooth
axle-tree
axletree arm
axonometric projection
ay-
ay-green
aye-aye
aye-ceaseless
aye-during
aye-dwelling
aye-lasting
aye-living
aye-remaining
aye-renewed
aye-restless
aye-rolling
aye-running
aye-sought
aye-troubled
aye-turning
aye-varied
aye-welcome
ayenbite of inwit
ayer-ayer
ayr stone
ayurvedic medicine
az-
aza-
azido group
azido radical
azimuth bar
azimuth circle
azimuth co-ordinate
azimuth compass
azimuth dial
azimuth distance
azimuth error
azimuthal equidistant projection
azimuthal projection
azimuthal quantum number
azine dye
azo blue
azo dye
azo group
azo radical
azo-
azo-orange
azo-orchil
azo-orseilline
azoic dye
azomethine group
azon bomb
azonal soil
azonium base
azonium salt
azoxy group
azure-blazoned
azure-blue
azure-canopied
azure-circled
azure-colored
azure-domed
azure-eyed
azure-footed
azure-inlaid
azure-mantled
azure-penciled
azure-plumed
azure-tinted
azure-vaulted
azure-veined
azurite blue
azygo-
b Physics
b and b
b battery
b complex
b-horizon
b/d Book-keeping
baal kore
baal marriage
baba au rhum
baba-koto
babas au rhum
babassu oil
babbit-metal
babbitt metal
babbitting jig
babcock test
babe in the wood
babe in the woods
babe-faced
babies'-breath
baby act
baby beef
baby bird
baby blue
baby blue-eyes
baby blues
baby bond
baby bonus
baby boom
baby buggy
baby bunting
baby carriage
baby clothes
baby eyes
baby face
baby farm
baby farmer
baby farming
baby fern
baby grand
baby grand piano
baby heathberry
baby jib topsail
baby kisser
baby lace
baby linen
baby orchid
baby pin
baby pink
baby primrose
baby rambler
baby ribbon
baby seal
baby sitter
baby snatcher
baby split
baby spot
baby spotlight
baby step
baby talk
baby tears
baby threader
baby tooth
baby walker
baby's breath
baby's-breath
baby's-slipppers
baby-blue-eyes
baby-browed
baby-doll
baby-face
baby-faced
baby-featured
baby-kissing
baby-sat
baby-sit
baby-sitter
baby-sitting
baby-sized
baby-snatching
baby-tears
bacalao bird
baccalaureate sermon
baccalaureate service
bach it
bachelor button
bachelor chest
bachelor girl
bachelor party
bachelor perch
bachelor's button
bachelor's degree
bachelor's gown
bachelor's-button
bachelor's-buttons
bachelor-at-arms
bachelors-at-arms
bacillary dysentery
bacillary white diarrhoea
back action
back air pipe
back airing
back anchor
back and fill
back and forth
back answer
back away
back balance
back band
back bar
back beam
back bench
back bender
back block
back boiler
back bond
back center
back check
back choir
back clearance
back cloth
back comb
back country
back crawl
back current
back debts
back dive
back door
back down
back draft
back eccentric
back electromotive force
back end
back entry
back fat
back file
back fillet
back focus
back formation
back four
back full
back gear
back green
back hair
back head
back home
back judge
back letter
back line
back liner
back lining
back link
back list
back lot
back maker
back marker
back matter
back molding
back number
back o’ Bourke
back o’ beyond
back of
back of beyond
back off
back one-third
back order
back out
back out of
back overman
back pack
back page
back painting
back passage
back paternoster
back payments
back pitch
back plastering
back play
back pressure
back projection
back rest
back road
back rod
back room
back run
back sail
back saw
back scatter
back scene
back score
back scratcher
back scratching
back seat
back shaft
back shop
back shutter
back side
back sinew
back slang
back staff
back stairs
back step
back stop
back straight
back strapper
back stream
back street
back stretch
back swath
back swimmer
back talk
back tendon
back the wrong horse
back to back
back track
back trail
back turn
back two-thirds
back up
back vent
back venting
back water
back way
back when
back yard
back-
back-acting
back-acting steam engine
back-action steam engine
back-alley
back-and-forth
back-angle
back-bencher
back-berend
back-biting
back-blocker
back-blowing
back-board
back-breaking
back-breathing
back-broken
back-burner
back-check
back-cloth
back-cloths
back-coming
back-connected
back-connected switch
back-country
back-door
back-drawing
back-drawn
back-end
back-face
back-facing
back-fanged
back-fence gossip
back-filleted
back-fire
back-flowing
back-flung
back-focused
back-formation
back-geared
back-glancing
back-going
back-hand
back-handed
back-handed compliment
back-hander
back-lash
back-leaning
back-light
back-lighted
back-lighting
back-list
back-lit
back-log
back-looking
back-lying
back-making
back-number
back-paddle
back-paint
back-palm
back-pedal
back-pedaled
back-pedaling
back-pedalled
back-pedalling
back-piece
back-plaster
back-plate
back-pressure arm-lift method
back-pressure valve
back-pulling
back-putty
back-racket
back-raking
back-scratcher
back-scratching
back-seat driver
back-set
back-set bed
back-settler
back-sey
back-slang
back-slanging
back-slapping
back-spiker
back-staff
back-starting
back-stepping
back-stitch
back-stope
back-strapped
back-streeter
back-stroke
back-surging
back-sword
back-talk
back-tan
back-titrate
back-titration
back-to-back
back-to-back switching circuit
back-to-front
back-trailer
back-trip
back-up
back-up light
back-ward
back-way
backache brake
backache root
backbreaking work
backdoor trots
backed-off
backer-up
backers-up
backflap hinge
backflow valve
background detail
background music
background projection
background radiation
backhand rent
backing angle
backing bar
backing jointer
backing light
backing metal
backing off
backing out
backing paper
backing store
backing strip
backing striplight
backing up
backing wind
backing-off
backing-off lathe
backpacking tent
backpedaling brake
backseat driver
backspace key
backstairs influence
backstay stools
backup light
backup man
backward and forward
backward blessing
backward change
backward deviation
backward motion
backward step
backwards and forwards
backwater valve
bacon and eggs
bacon beetle
bacon hog
bacon-and-eggs
bacon-lettuce-tomato sandwich
bacteri-
bacteria bed
bacterial blight
bacterial canker
bacterial disease
bacterial plaque
bacterial therapy
bacterial vaccine
bacterial wilt
bacterio-
bacterio-opsonic
bacterio-opsonin
bacteriological warfare
baculo-metry
bad actor
bad behavior
bad blood
bad books
bad boy
bad break
bad breath
bad case
bad cess
bad character
bad check
bad child
bad condition
bad conduct discharge
bad copy
bad debt
bad debts
bad deed
bad dream
bad ear
bad egg
bad example
bad eyesight
bad fairy
bad faith
bad feeling
bad for
bad fortune
bad graces
bad grammar
bad guy
bad habit
bad hand
bad handwriting
bad hat
bad humor
bad influence
bad job
bad language
bad light
bad likeness
bad liquor
bad lot
bad luck
bad man
bad manners
bad money
bad move
bad name
bad news
bad notices
bad odor
bad off
bad people
bad peri
bad person
bad poet
bad poetry
bad policy
bad press
bad quality or effect
bad report
bad reputation
bad repute
bad smell
bad spelling
bad spirit
bad taste
bad temper
bad time
bad times
bad turn
bad will
bad woman
bad writing
bad-headed
bad-hearted
bad-humored
bag loader
bag machinist
bag maker
bag marker
bag mender
bag net
bag of bones
bag of tricks
bag of wind
bag packer
bag picker
bag printer
bag rack
bag repairer
bag riveter
bag sewer
bag sleeve
bag sorter
bag stacker
bag stitcher
bag table
bag twine
bag work
bag worker
bag wrinkle
bag-bearing
bag-bedded
bag-bundling
bag-cheeked
bag-closing
bag-cutting
bag-filling
bag-flower
bag-folding
bag-printing
bag-reef
bag-sewing
bag-shaped
bag-wig
baggage agent
baggage car
baggage cart
baggage check
baggage clerk
baggage inspector
baggage man
baggage porter
baggage rack
baggage room
baggage train
baggage van
baggage wagon
baggage-smasher
bags I
bagworm moths
baib grass
bail bond
bail out
bail up
bail you out
bail-dock
bail-out
bailer shell
bailey bridge
bain-marie
bains-marie
bait and switch
bait bug
bait casting
bait set
bait the hook
baited trap
bake cart
bake kettle
bake sale
bake-meat
bake-off
baked Alaska
baked beans
baked goods
baked meat
baked sheep's head
baked-apple
baken by surprise
baker bird
baker sheet
baker's cheese
baker's dozen
baker's legs
baker-knee
baker-kneed
baker-leg
baker-legged
bakers' yeast
bakery moth
bakery proofer
baking powder
baking soda
bal costume
bal masque
balaclava helmet
balance accounts
balance adjuster
balance arm
balance beam
balance bob
balance bridge
balance clerk
balance cock
balance coil
balance crane
balance dock
balance electrometer
balance fish
balance frame
balance gate
balance in hand
balance income with outgo
balance level
balance link
balance lug
balance maker
balance of nature
balance of payments
balance of power
balance of precision
balance of trade
balance pin
balance piston
balance pit
balance plane
balance rail
balance reef
balance ring
balance rope
balance rudder
balance rynd
balance screw
balance sheet
balance spring
balance staff
balance step
balance the books
balance valve
bale marker
bale opener
bale out
bale stick
bale stitcher
bale strap
bale tie
bale tier
bale-fire
baleen whale
baling machine
balk at
balk day
balk line
balk-line game
balky horse
ball and chain
ball and ring
ball bearing
ball boy
ball breaker
ball cactus
ball cartridge
ball caster
ball clay
ball club
ball cock
ball fern
ball foot
ball game
ball gentle
ball grinder
ball gudgeon
ball handle
ball indicator
ball ironstone
ball joint
ball lever
ball lightning
ball mill
ball moss
ball mustard
ball of fire
ball of wax
ball park
ball peen
ball peen hammer
ball pen
ball point pen
ball python
ball reamer
ball rest
ball rose
ball sage
ball screw
ball seater
ball smut
ball snake
ball stitch
ball tap
ball the jack
ball thistle
ball top
ball turret
ball up
ball valve
ball-and-claw foot
ball-and-socket joint
ball-bearing
ball-carrier
ball-flower
ball-hooter
ball-jasper
ball-park
ball-peen hammer
ball-planting
ball-point
ball-point pen
ball-shaped
ball-thrombus
ball-turret gun
ballad horn
ballad maker
ballad making
ballad measure
ballad meter
ballad metre
ballad opera
ballad poetry
ballad reciter
ballad rhyme
ballad singer
ballad singing
ballad stanza
ballad style
ballad writer
ballast brakesman
ballast car
ballast cleaner
ballast crusher
ballast engine
ballast fin
ballast ganger
ballast heaver
ballast hole
ballast inspector
ballast line
ballast loader
ballast master
ballast plant
ballast port
ballast pump
ballast regulator
ballast spreader
ballast stone
ballast tank
ballast tipper
ballast track
ballast trimmer
ballast tube
ballast unloader
ballast-cleaning
ballast-crushing
ballast-loading
balled up
balled-up
ballet blanc
ballet d'action
ballet dancer
ballet dancing
ballet divertissement
ballet girl
ballet master
ballet mistress
ballet music
ballet shoes
ballet skirt
ballet slipper
ballet slippers
ballet suite
ballets blancs
balli buntl
ballibuntl hat
balling furnace
balling gun
balling head
balling iron
ballistic camera
ballistic capsule
ballistic galvanometer
ballistic missile
ballistic pendulum
ballistic trajectory
ballistic wind
ballon d'essai
ballon-sonde
ballonet ceiling
ballons d'essai
balloon ball
balloon barrage
balloon bed
balloon chuck
balloon clock
balloon cloth
balloon fabric
balloon feather
balloon foresail
balloon frame
balloon framing
balloon in
balloon jib
balloon sail
balloon seat
balloon sickness
balloon sleeve
balloon tire
balloon trainshed
balloon tyre
balloon vine
balloon-berries
balloon-berry
ballooning in
ballooning spider
ballot box
ballot paper
ballot-box stuffer
ballot-box stuffing
balloting place
ballpoint pen
ballroom dance
ballroom dancer
ballroom dancing
ballroom music
balls-up
bally gum
ballyhoo man
balm apple
balm cottonwood
balm cricket
balm dew
balm fir
balm leaf
balm mint
balm of Gilead
balm of gilead
balm oil
balm pine
balm shrub
balm tea
balm wine
balm-apple
balm-breathing
balm-cricket
balm-leaved
balm-shed
balmy sleep
balsa raft
balsam apple
balsam bog
balsam capivi
balsam copaiba
balsam cucumber
balsam fig
balsam fir
balsam flowers
balsam groundsel
balsam herb
balsam hickory
balsam of Mecca
balsam of Peru
balsam of fir
balsam of peru
balsam of tolu
balsam pear
balsam poplar
balsam shrub
balsam spruce
balsam spurge
balsam tree
balsam vine
balsam-tree family
balto-slavic
baluster column
baluster measure
baluster shaft
baluster stem
bambara butter
bamboo brier
bamboo curtain
bamboo fern
bamboo fish
bamboo grass
bamboo money
bamboo oyster
bamboo palm
bamboo partridge
bamboo rat
bamboo reed
bamboo screen
bamboo shade
bamboo shoot
bamboo shoots
bamboo sugar
bamboo turning
bamboo vine
bamboo ware
bambui butter
bambuk butter
banana bean
banana belt
banana bird
banana boa
banana eater
banana family
banana fish
banana flour
banana fly
banana freckle
banana liquid
banana moth
banana oil
banana quit
banana republic
banana root borer
banana seat
banana shrub
banana solution
banana split
banana water lily
banana weevil
banana wilt
band bracelet
band brake
band chain
band concert
band conveyer
band course
band creaser
band cutter
band driver
band filter
band iron
band leader
band major
band maker
band mill
band plant
band pulley
band resaw
band saw
band screen
band shell
band spectrum
band steel
band theory of solids
band together
band wagon
band wheel
band-aid
band-gala
band-pass filter
band-saw file
band-sawing
band-sawyer
band-shaped
band-tailed
band-tailed pigeon
bandage compress
bandar-log
banded anteater
banded purple
banded rattlesnake
banded rudderfish
banded together
banded about
bandied about
bandle linen
bandoleer fruit
bandtailed pigeon
bandy about
bandy leg
bandy legsbow-legged
bandy with
bandy words
bandy-bandy
bandy-legged
baneful dire
bang away at
bang beggar
bang into
bang off
bang on
bang up
bang's disease
bang-bang
bang-tail
bang-up
bangalore torpedo
banged-up
bangle ear
bangtail muster
banister back
banister-back
banjo clock
banjo eyes
banjo frame
banjo signal
banjo-picker
banjo-uke
banjo-ukulele
banjo-zither
bank acceptance
bank account
bank accountant
bank agent
bank annuities
bank annuity
bank assets
bank assistant
bank auditor
bank balance
bank barn
bank beaver
bank bill
bank bird
bank book
bank boss
bank brakesman
bank call
bank card
bank cashier
bank charter
bank check
bank claim
bank clearings
bank clerk
bank cod
bank court
bank credit
bank cress
bank deposit
bank deposit insurance
bank discount
bank draft
bank engine
bank examiner
bank fish
bank fisher
bank fisheries
bank footman
bank foreman
bank gravel
bank guaranty
bank guard
bank head
bank heading
bank holiday
bank indicator
bank inspector
bank jug
bank laborer
bank ledger
bank letter
bank loan
bank manager
bank martin
bank messenger
bank molder
bank money
bank night
bank note
bank oddman
bank of issue
bank officer
bank on
bank overman
bank paper
bank post bill
bank president
bank ranger
bank rate
bank receipt
bank receiver
bank reference
bank repairer
bank report
bank reserve
bank return
bank robber
bank robbery
bank roll
bank run
bank shot
bank sill
bank smack
bank statement
bank stock
bank superintendent
bank swallow
bank teller
bank tender
bank the fire
bank thistle
bank up
bank upon
bank vole
bank walker
bank water
bank weigher
bank winding
bank woman
bank-and-turn indicator
bank-bill
bank-book
bank-full
bank-high
bank-note
bank-riding
bank-side
bank-sided
bank-wound
banker's acceptance
banker's bill
banker's card
banker's check
banker's order
banker-mark
banker-out
banking account
banking doctrine
banking executive
banking file
banking indicator
banking pin
banking principle
banking screw
banking stud
banking wax
banking-house
banko ware
bankrupt in
bankrupt law
banksia rose
bankul nut
banner bearer
banner cloth
banner cloud
banner cry
banner head
banner headline
banner line
banner name
banner painter
banner plant
banner pole
banner pompano
banner screen
banner staff
banner stone
banner-fashioned
banner-shaped
bannock fluke
bannock stick
banns of matrimony
banquet of the soul
banquette slope
banquette tread
banyan day
banyan tree
banzai attack
banzai charge
baptism for the dead
baptism in the spirit
baptism of fire
baptismal dress
baptismal font
baptismal gown
baptismal name
baptismal regeneration
baptismal robe
bar beat
bar bell
bar billiards
bar bit
bar cent
bar chart
bar chuck
bar code
bar discharger
bar fee
bar fly
bar foot
bar gemel
bar girl
bar gown
bar graph
bar iron
bar joist
bar keel
bar line
bar magnet
bar mitzvah
bar mizvah
bar money
bar movement
bar opal
bar out
bar parlor
bar pin
bar plate
bar point
bar rigging
bar roller
bar screen
bar share
bar shoe
bar shot
bar sight
bar sinister
bar soap
bar spade
bar stall
bar stool
bar tack
bar the gate
bar tin
bar tracery
bar winding
bar-
bar-and-grill
bar-goose
bar-headed goose
bar-share plow
bar-stock lathe
bar-tailed
bar-wound
bara-picklet
barb bolt
barb the dart
barba amarilla
barba amarillas
barbaric splendor
barbary ape
barbecue sauce
barbecued beef
barbecued spareribs
barbed cat
barbed tributary
barbed wire
barbed-wire entanglement
barbed-wire grass
barber bug
barber chair
barber college
barber pole
barber's basin
barber's chair
barber's itch
barber's pole
barber's shop
barber-bug fever
barber-surgeon
barberry family
barberry fig
barberry rust
barbershop chords
tabershop harmony
barbette carriage
barbette gun
barbital sodium
barbiturate addiction
barbiturate pill
barbituric acid
bare as the back of your hand
bare cupboard
bare fact
bare fallow
bare flesh
bare minimum
bare necessities
bare of
bare pole
bare possibility
bare skin
bare subsistence
bare sufficiency
bare suggestion
bare your fangs
bare-ankled
bare-armed
bare-ass
bare-assed
bare-backed
bare-bitten
bare-boned
bare-bosomed
bare-branched
bare-breasted
bare-chested
bare-clawed
bare-faced
bare-fingered
bare-gnawn
bare-handed
bare-headed
bare-kneed
bare-legged
bare-necked
bare-picked
bare-ribbed
bare-skinned
bare-skulled
bare-throated
barge-rigged
barge-stone
baritone clef
barium bromate
barium carbonate
barium chloride
barium chromate
barium chrome
barium dioxide
barium enema
barium hydrate
barium hydroxide
barium meal
barium monoxide
barium nitrate
barium oxide
barium peroxide
barium protoxide
barium stearate
barium sulfate
barium sulfide
barium sulphate
barium sulphide
barium thiosulfate
barium yellow
bark at
bark at the moon
bark beetle
bark blazer
bark canker
bark chopper
bark cloth
bark conveyer
bark crusher
bark disease
bark dryer
bark extract
bark feeder
bark gouge
bark grafting
bark grinder
bark house
bark liquor
bark louse
bark maple
bark mark
bark mill
bark parenchyma
bark picker
bark pit
bark scaler
bark shredder
bark spud
bark spudder
bark stripper
bark tree
bark up the wrong tree
bark-bared
bark-cutting
bark-formed
bark-galled
bark-galling
bark-grinding
bark-shredding
bark-tanned
barkhausen effect
barking bill
barking deer
barking drum
barking frog
barking iron
barley broth
barley cake
barley candy
barley carrier
barley cleaner
barley clipper
barley coal
barley crusher
barley flour
barley fork
barley grass
barley mill
barley reel
barley scald
barley scourer
barley smut
barley straw
barley stripe
barley sugar
barley water
barley wine
barley-break
barley-bree
barley-broo
barley-cap
barley-clipping
barley-corn
barley-fed
barley-grinding
barley-hood
barley-hulling
barley-sugar
barn cake
barny beer
barn boards
barn dance
barn door
barn door skate
barn fowl
barn gallon
barn grass
barn gun
barn lantern
barn owl
barn raising
barn sash
barn swallow
barn-brack
barn-door
barn-door fowl
barn-door hanger
barn-door roller
barn-door skate
barn-door stay
barn-raising
barnacle goose
barnacle grass
barnacle scale
barnacle-back
barnacle-eater
barney-clapper
barns-breaking
barnyard fowl
barnyard golf
barnyard grass
barnyard millet
baro-
barograph camera
barometer gauge
barometer paper
barometric error
barometric gradient
barometric pressure
barometric switch
barometric wind rose
baron bailie
baron court
baron et femme
baron of beef
baroque formalism
baroque formalist
baroque organ
barrack emperors
barrack roof
barracks bag
barracks lawyer
barrage balloon
barrage receiver
barrage reception
barrage rocket
barred owl
barred spiral
barred spiral galaxy
barred spiral nebula
barrel amalgamation
barrel arch
barrel bolt
barrel bulk
barrel cactus
barrel chair
barrel chest
barrel contractor
barrel copper
barrel cuff
barrel distortion
barrel drain
barrel driver
barrel engine
barrel fish
barrel gentian
barrel header
barrel helm
barrel hoop
barrel house
barrel knot
barrel maker
barrel of money
barrel organ
barrel packer
barrel palm
barrel pen
barrel pier
barrel process
barrel quartz
barrel repairer
barrel roll
barrel roof
barrel saw
barrel scale
barrel sewer
barrel shackle
barrel stave
barrel tile
barrel tree
barrel vault
barrel-back chair
barrel-bellied
barrel-boring
barrel-branding
barrel-chested
barrel-driving
barrel-heading
barrel-packing
barrel-roll
barrel-shaped
barrel-vaulted
barren brome grass
barren land
barrer-off
barrette file
barrier beach
barrier berg
barrier cream
barrier gate
barrier ice
barrier of secrecy
barrier pillar
barrier reef
barrier tactics
barrier treaty
barring out
barrio-dwellers
barrister-at-law
barrow boy
barrow tram
barrow truck
barrow-boy
barrow-man
barrow-men
base coin
base component
base course
base current
base depot
base estate
base exchange
base fee
base fuse
base hit
base horehound
base hospital
base knob
base level
base line
base load
base map
base metal
base metals
base net
base of operations
base oil
base on
base on balls
base pay
base period
base piece
base plate
base plug
base point
base price
base rate
base resistance
base right
base ring
base rocker
base rocket
base runner
base running
base salary
base signal current
base signal voltage
base speed
base stone
base tenant
base tree
base vervain
base wage
base wallah
base-ball
base-begged
base-begot
base-born
base-burner
base-court
base-forming
base-level plain
base-mettled
base-minded
base-mindedly
base-mindedness
base-souled
base-spirited
base-spiritedness
base-witted
baseball bat
baseball cap
baseball field
baseball glove
baseball mitt
baseball rounders
baseball season
based on
basedow’s disease
basement complex
basement house
basement membrane
bases on balls
bash up
bashi-bazouk
bashi-bazoukery
basi-
basic English
basic airman
basic anhydride
basic conductor physics
basic dichromate
basic dress
basic dye
basic education
basic english
basic facts
basic fuchsin
basic fuchsite
basic iron
basic lead carbonate
basic load
basic magenta
basic plumage
basic process
basic proposition
basic rate
basic salary
basic slag
basic substance weight
basic trainer
basic training
basic wage
basic weight
basic-lined
basil balm
basil mint
basil penny royal
basil thyme
basilar membrane
basilic vein
basin range
basing point
basing tariff
basis bundle
basis for belief
basis rate
basis weight
bask in
bask in the sun
bask in the sunshine
basket ash
basket beagle
basket bearer
basket boat
basket button
basket capital
basket carriage
basket case
basket cells
basket chair
basket clause
basket clerk
basket cloth
basket couching
basket elm
basket fern
basket fish
basket flower
bass violinist
bass-bar
bass-horn
bass-relief
bass-viol
bass-wood
basse danse
basse-taille
basses danses
basset griffon
basset horn
basset hound
basset oboe
basset table
basset-horn
bassi cantanti
bassi profundi
bassi-rilievi
basso buffo
basso cantante
basso continuo
basso da camera
basso ostinato
basso profundo
basso rilievo
basso-relievo
basso-relieves
basso-rilievo
bassra locust
bast cell
bast fiber
bast palm
bast parenchyma
bast ray
bast tree
bast vessel
bastard acacia
bastard agrimony
bastard alkanet
bastard aloe
bastard amber
bastard apple
bastard ash
bastard ashlar
bastard asphodel
bastard baldmoney
bastard balm
bastard bar
bastard jute
bastard lignum vitae
bastard locust
bastard locust tree
bastard lupine
bastard mahogany
bastard manchineel
bastard margaret
bastard marjoram
bastard measles
bastard mouse-ear
bastard myall
bastard nettle
bastard nightshade
bastard olive
bastard parsley
bastard pellitory
bastard pennyroyal
bastard pimpernel
bastard pine
bastard plantain
bastard plover
bastard pointing
bastard quartz
bastard quince
bastard rhubarb
bastard rocket
bastard rosewood
bastard saffron
bastard sago palm
bastard sandalwood
bastard schooner
bastard sea grape
bastard senna
bastard sensitive plant
bastard service tree
bastard snapper
bastard speedwell
bastard spikenard
bastard spruce
bastard strangles
bastard sugar
bastard sycamore
bastard tamarind
bastard teak
bastard thread
bastard title
bastard toadflax
bastard tree
bastard trefoil
bastard trout
bastard trumpeter
bastard tuck pointing
bastard turtle
bastard type
bastard vervain
bastard vetchling
bastard weakfish
bastard windflower
bastard wing
bastard wormwood
bastard yellowlegs
bastard yellowwood
bastard-cut
bastard-saw
bastard-sawed
bastard-sawing
bastard-sawn
bastel house
bastel-house
bastille day
bastille house
baste house
bat about
bat around
bat bolt
bat bomb
bat boy
bat dance
bat ear
bat in
bat mitzvah
bat money
bat of an eye
bat out
bat out of hell
bat printing
bat ray
bat stingray
bat the breeze
bat the eyes
bat the eyes at
bat tick
bat tree
bat-eared
bat-fowl
batho-
bathroom tissue
bathtub gin
bathy-
bathyal zone
batiator root
batracho-
bats in one's belfry
bats in the belfry
bats-in-the-belfry
batswing burner
batswing coral
battalia pie
batten door
batten down
batten down the hatches
batten ends
batten on
batten plate
batten pocket
batten upon
batter board
batter brace
batter bread
batter pile
batter post
batter pudding
batter rule
batter stick
batter-out
battered baby
battered child syndrome
battering ram
battering train
battering-ram
battery acid
battery cable
battery case
battery cell
battery charger
battery chart
battery eliminator
battery jar
battery lamp
battery maker
battery mud
battery radio
battery supply voltage
battery tester
battery wagon
battery water
battery-charging
battery-powered
battery-testing
batting average
batting block
batting eye
batting hammer
batting order
battle array
battle brand
battle call
battle clasp
battle club
battle cruiser
battle cry
battle din
battle fatigue
battle flag
battle fleet
battle front
battle gaff
battle game
battle group
battle horn
battle hymn
battle it out
battle jacket
battle lantern
battle line
battle piece
battle place
battle plane
battle police
battle position
battle quoit
battle range
battle royal
battle shield
battle shout
battle sight
battle site
battle smoke
battle song
battle star
battle station
battle twig
battle wagon
battle word
battle-ax
battle-axe
battle-fallen
battle-scarred
battle-slain
battle-spent
battle-writhen
battled embattled
battledore and shuttlecock
battleship gray
batule board
batwing burner
batwing chair
batwing sleeve
baulk line
baum marten
bauple nut
bauson-faced
bawdy house
bawl out
bawling-out
bawsay fern
bay antler
bay at the moon
bay bar
bay bean
bay bird
bay camphor
bay cat
bay cedar
bay coot
bay floe
bay goose
bay grass
bay holly
bay hops
bay ice
bay lambs
bay laurel
bay lavender
bay leaf
bay lynx
bay mackerel
bay mahogany
bay mare
bay myrtle
bay oak
bay oil
bay plum
bay point
bay poplar
bay rum
bay rum tree
bay salt
bay snipe
bay stall
bay stater
bay stone
bay tree
bay willow
bay winders
bay window
bay yarn
bay-bay
bay-breasted
bay-cedar family
bay-colored
bay-head bar
bay-leaf willow
bay-rum tree
bay-salt
bay-top palmetto
bay-window
bay-winged
bayacura root
bayamo winds
bayberry bark
bayberry candle
bayberry family
bayberry oil
bayberry wax
bayeux tapestry
bayonet base
bayonet clasp
bayonet joint
bayonet leg
bayonet legs
bayonet plant
bayonet socket
bayou bass
bayou lake
bazooka rocket
bc soil
bcg vaccine
bchamel sauce
bd ft
be Greek to
be OK
be a bargain
be a bear for
be a cold fish
be a coward
be a dark horse
be a deal
be a deputy
be a dupe
be a fast study
be a father to
be a feature of
be a flop
be a gas
be a gasbag
be a gasser
be a go
be a good investment
be a good sport
be a good trencherman
be a graphic artist
be a hit
be a law to
be a law unto yourself
be a logical impossibility
be a man
be a man of heart
be a man of sentiment
be a member
be a mother to
be a must for
be a paradox
be a parasite
be a party to
be a patsy
be a pawn of
be a plaything of
be a prey to anxiety
be a prey to your feelings
be a printmaker
be a quality of
be a reproach to
be a sideliner
be a sign of
be a slow study
be a spectator
be a stretch of the imagination
be a success
be a sucker
be a thing of the past
be a timeserver
be a trait of
be a waste of time
be a windbag
be a yes man
be able
be about
be about to
be about to be borning
be above
be absent
be absentminded
be absorbed in
be abstracted
be accepted
be accepted for
be accountable for
be accurate
be acquainted with
be active
be added
be admitted
be admitted to the bar
be advised by
be affected
be affected with
be afraid
be after
be against
be agin
be agitated
be agreeable
be agreeable to
be ahead
be ahead of time
be airborne
be alert
be alive
be alive with
be all ears
be all eyes
be all heart
be at one with
be at peace among yourselves
be at sea
be at the bottom of
be at the conn
be at the controls
be at the head of
be at the helm
be at the mercy of
be at the rudder
be at the tiller
be at the wheel
be at variance
be at work on
be at your service
be at your wit's end
be attractive
be aware of
be axiomatic
be based on
be before
be beforehand
be begotten
be behind
be behindhand
be believed
be benevolent
be benighted
be bereaved of
be bereft of
be beside yourself
be betimes
be beyond one
be big
be blessed-eventing
be blind
be blind to
be blinded by your own glory
be blooded
be bombastic
be born
be born for
be born out of wedlock
be born so
be born to trouble
be born under an evil star
be born unto trouble
be bound
be confident
be confined
be conscious of
be conservative
be considerate
be consistent
be conspicuous
be constituted by
be construed as
be consumed
be consumed with desire
be contained in
be contemptuous of
be content
be content with
be contiguous
be contingent
be contingent on
be continuous
be contrary to
be conversant with
be converted
be converted into
be convicted
be convinced
be convincing
be convulsed with laughter
be correct
be courteous
be covetous of
be credulous
be crestfallen
be crowned with success
be cruel to be kind
be crushed
be curious
be damaged
be damned
be damp
be dark
be dated
be dead
be dead and gone
be deaf
be death on
be deceived
be defeated
be demonstrable
be dependent on
be deserving
be desirous of
be despaired of
be desperately in love
be despondent
be destined
be destined for one
be destined for you
be destroyed
be determined
be diagnostic of
be difficult
be diffident
be dilatory
be disagreeable
be disappointed
be disappointing
be discovered
be discriminating
be disenchanted
be disgraced
be dishonest
be disillusioned
be disorderly
be disposed to
be disrespectful
be dissonant
be distant
be distasteful
be distinct
be distinguished
be doing
be done for
be doomed
be doubly punished
be doubtful
be down on
be downbeat
be dressed in
be driven
be driven into a corner
be drunk
be dry
be dubious
be due
be due to
be dumb with grief
be dying for
be dying to
be eager
be eager about
be earless
be earlier
be early
be easy
be easy in your mind about
be easy of belief
be easy of persuasion
be easy on
be easy to recall
be easy with
be eaten away
be eating someone
be effective
be effortless
be elastic
be eloquent
be embarrassed
be employed
be employed in
be energetic
be enfeoffed of
be enfranchised
be engaged
be engaged in
be engrossed in
be enthusiastic
be entitled to
be envious of
be equal to
be eradicated
be erect
be ever the same
be evident
be excitable
be excited
be expectant
be expected
be expecting
be expedient
be experienced
be expert
be expert at
be expert in
be exposed
be exposed to
be extant
be extirpated
be eyeball to eyeball
be fair
be faithful to
be false
be famous
be far from your thoughts
be fashionable
be fastidious
be fat
be fated
be featured
be fed up
be feeling no pain
be felled
be financially committed
be firm
be fit to be compared
be fitted
be fitting
be fond of
be foolish
be for it
be forced
be forgetful
be forgotten
be formed
be fortunate
be found
be found guilty
be found wanting
be fragrant
be frank
be free
be frequent
be fresh in your memory
be friends
be frightened
be fruitful
be full of beans
be full of emotion
be full of ginger
be full of pep
be full of piss and vinegar
be full of zip
be gainful
be game
be garrulous
be gathered to your fathers
be generous
be generous with
be getting along
be given a jar
be given a jolt
be given a start
be given a turn
be glimpsed
be gone
be good
be good enough
be good for
be good to
be grateful
be gravid
be great with child
be green
be green in your memory
be guided by
be guilty
be had
be half-blind
be hand in glove with
be handy
be hanged
be hard on
be hard put
be hard to believe
be hard to please
be hard up
be harmonious
be heading for a fall
be healthy
be heard
be heavy
be heavy on one
be heavy on you
be heavy upon
be hell on
be hep to
be here again
be high
be holier than the Pope
be honest
be hopeful
be hopeless
be hostile
be hostile to
be hot
be humiliated
be hurting for
be hypocritical
be idle
be ignorant
be ill-humored
be illegitimate
be imbued with the spirit of
be imminent
be impatient
be imperfect
be imperturbable
be implicated in
be important
be impossible
be impotent
be impressed with yourself
be imprisoned
be improbable
be in
be in a brown study
be in a certain state
be in a dilemma
be in a hurry
be in a quandary
be in a rut
be in a speech situation
be in a state
be in accord with
be in action
be in bloom
be in cahoots
be in cahoots with
be in commission
be in concert
be in connection
be in contact
be in danger
be in desperate case
be in dissent
be in earnest
be in effect
be in error
be in existence
be in favor of
be in flower
be in for
be in for it
be in force
be in front
be in harmony with
be in heat
be in heaven
be in hopes
be in intercourse
be in it
be in league
be in line for
be in love with
be in luck
be in mortal dread of
be in need of
be in no hurry
be in office
be in on the decisions
be in operation
be in opposition to
be in paradise
be in peril
be in phase
be in process
be in progress
be in receipt of
be in rut
be in service with
be in seventh heaven
be in stitches
be in store
be in suspense
be in the best of health
be in the books
be in the cards
be in the dark
be in the debt of
be in the driver's seat
be in the family way
be in the fire
be in the future
be in the hopper
be in the neighborhood of
be in the pink
be in the pipeline
be in the prime of life
be in the running
be in the saddle
be in the van
be in the vanguard
be in the vicinity of
be in the way of
be in the works
be in the wrong
be in time
be in touch
be in tune
be in tune with
be in want
be in your dotage
be in your estimation
be in your mind
be in your second childhood
be in your thoughts
be inattentive
be incarnated
be inclined to think
be incognito
be incomunicado
be incomplete
be incomprehensible
be incredible
be incredulous
be incumbent on
be incumbent upon
be incurious
be indebted
be independent
be indicated
be indicative of
be indifferent
be indifferent to
be indiscreet
be industrious
be ineffective
be infanticipating
be inferior
be infinite
be infinitely repetitive
be influential
be informed
be inharmonious
be inhospitable
be imimical
be innocent of
be innocent of forethought
be inquisitive
be insane
be inscribed
be inseparable
be insolent
be inspired
be instated
be instrumental
be insufficient
be intelligent
be intelligible
be intemperate
be intimate
be into
be intoxicated
be invisible
be involved
be irrefutable
be irreligious
be irresolute
be it so
be jealous
be jealous of your good name
be jealous of your repute
be jobber for
be joined
be judged
be judgmental
be judicious
be just
be just like one
be just like you
be just right
be just the thing
be just the ticket
be just what the doctor ordered
be keen
be kept waiting
be killed
be kind
be knocked up
be known as
be known by
be lacking
be laid by the heels
be last off the mark
be late
be late off the mark
be latent
be lawless
be learned
be learned in
be led to believe
be left
be left at the post
be left at the starting gate
be left behind
be left over
be lengthy
be lenient
be let down
be liable
be liable for
be liberal with
be light
be like
be likely
be limited by
be listened to
be livid
be loaded
be located
be logical
be long
be long in the tooth
be long of the market
be loquacious
be lost
be lost in thought
be loving
be low
be lucky
be made one
be made public
be magnetic
be manifest
be master
be master of
be master of the situation
be meaningless
be merry with
be met with
be misguided
be misled
be missed
be mistaken
be moderate
be modest
be more than a match for
be moved
be mute
be nailed to the cross
be nauseated
be near
be near the truth
be necessary
be neglectful
be negligent
be nervous
be neutral
be nice
be nice to
be no more
be no revelation
be no secret
be nobody's fool
be noisy
be not all there
be not your day
be noticeable
be numerous
be nuts about
be obligated
be obligated for
be obliged
be obliged for
be observant
be obsessed with
be obstinate
be occupied with
be of advantage to
be of another mind
be of favorable disposition
be of good cheer
be of good hope
be of like mind
be of no importance
be of one
be of one mind
be of one mind with
be of service
be of service to
be of some help
be of the opinion
be of the same
be of the same order
be of two minds
be of use
be off
be off and running
be off the track
be off your guard
be on
be on a collision course
be on a collision course with
be on an ego trip
be on cloud nine
be on deck
be on everyone's lips
be on good terms
be on hand
be on her beam ends
be on pins and needles
be on pleasure bent
be on the
be on the alert
be on the anvil
be on the back of
be on the ball
be on the fence
be on the lookout
be on the lookout for
be on the point of
be on the right scent
be on the rolls
be on the safe side
be on the same wavelength
be on the skids
be on the spot
be on the watch
be on the watch for
be on to
be on your best behavior
be on your feet
be on your good behavior
be on your guard
be on your last legs
be on your mettle
be on your mind
be on your uppers
be on your way
be one all over
be open to
be operative
be opposed to
be opposite
be optimistic
be ordained
be ostentatious
be otherwise occupied
be out for blood
be out of all patience
be out of it
be out of line
be out of step
be out of the running
be out of the woods
be out of your depth
be out of your mind
be outdistanced
be outrun
be over
be overdue
be overfamiliar with
be overpossessive
be overpriced
be pacifistic
be paid
be painless
be painstaking
be parallel
be paralyzed with fear
be parsimonious
be partial to
be partners in
be past
be patient
be pensioned
be pensioned off
be permissive
be permitted
be persuaded
be persuasive
be pessimistic
be pinched
be pious
be pissed
be plain
be pleased
be pleased with
be pliant
be poised
be poleaxed
be poor
be possessed of
be possessed of the devil
be possessive
be possible
be practical
be precise
be predicated on
be predisposed
be pregnant
be prejudiced
be preoccupied
be prepared
be present
be present at
be present in
be printed
be prior
be probable
be prodigal with
be productive
be profitable
be prolonged
be prominent
be promiscuous
be promising
be proof against
be prosperous
be proud
be proud of
be proved
be pungent
be punished
be pushed to the wall
be put out of countenance
be put out to pasture
be put to the blush
be put to your wit's end
be putty in the hands of
be qualified
be quiet
be quits
be quits with
be rash
be ravenous
be ready
be ready and waiting
be ready for
be realized
be reasonable
be received
be reckless
be recognized
be reconciled to
be redolent of
be reflected
be regarded
be regarded as
be regulated by
be relaxed
be relieved
be relieved of choice
be religious
be remembered
be reminiscent of
be remunerated
be renewed
be repeated
be resentful
be resolute
be resolved
be responsible
be responsible for
be revealed
be rich
be right
be rightly served
be robbed of choice
be ruined
be safe
be salaried
be sanctimonious
be satisfactory
be satisfied
be seasick
be seated
be secluded
be secure in the belief
be security for
be seen
be seen in its true colors
be seen no more
be seen with half an eye
be seized by
be seized of
be seized with wonder
be self-consistent
be selfish
be sensible of
be sent back
be separated
be servile
be set by the current
be shamed
be sharp
be short
be short of the market
be sick
be significant of
be silent
be single
be situated
be skeptical
be skillful
be slow off the mark
be slow to accept
be slow to believe
be smitten
be so
be so good as to
be so in fact
be sociable
be sold
be somebody
be something
be somewhere else
be sorry for
be sought after
be spared
be spent
be sphinxlike
be sphinxlike
be spliced
be spoiling for
be sponsor for
be staggered
be stamped on your memory
be startled
be still
be stingy
be stood up
be straight
be straight man for
be strapped
be stricken
be stricken by
be strict
be stricken drunk
be strong
be strong in
be struck down
be stuck on yourself
be stuck-up
be stupid
be subject to
be subjected to
be successful
be such
be suicidal
be superannuated
be superseded
be superstitious
be surprised
be swallowed
be sweet on
be swept off your feet
be symptomatic of
be tactful
be taken aback
be taken as
be taken by death
be taken by surprise
be taken in
be taken unawares
be tasteful
be taught
be taught a lesson
be tedious
be telegraphic
be temperate
be thankful
be that as it may
be the bellwether
be the case
be the cause of
be the death of
be the death of one
be the death of you
be the decisive factor
be the duty of
be the effect of
be the equivalent of
be the fashion
be the front-runner
be the goat
be the incumbent
be the making of
be the mark of
be the matter
be the omen of
be the one that counts
be the patsy
be the plaything of
be the prey of
be the puppet of
be the rage
be the rule
be the saving of
be the sign of
be the soul of discretion
be the sport of
be the sport of winds and waves
be the style
be the thing
be the very image of
be the worse for
be the worse for wear
be theatrical
be there
be there for all to see
be thorough
be thoroughly grounded in
be thought of
be thoughtful of
be threatened
be thrilled
be thus
be timely
be tired
be to be
be to come
be to windward of
be to your liking
be told
be too deep
be too deep for
be too good for
be too much for
be touch and go
be touched
be tough
be transient
be transparent
be traumatized
be true
be truthful
be turbulent
be turned off by
be turned on by
be turned on to
be ugly
be unable to comprehend
be unable to get into your head
be unable to recall
be unable to recollect
be unable to retain
be unable to see
be unastonished
be unbelievable
be uncertain
be unchaste
be uncommunicative
be uncritical
be under an obligation
be under the impression
be under the necessity of
be under the sea
be under way
be understandable
be understood
be undesirable
be undiscriminating
be unexpected
be unfaithful
be unflappable
be ungrateful
be unguarded
be uniform with
be unimportant
be unintelligent
be uninteresting
be uninteresting
be unjust
be unmarried
be unmindful of
be unmoved
be unorthodox
be unpleasant
be unprepared
be unproductive
be unready
be unregretful
be unseen
be unselfish
be unsociable
be unsuccessful
be unsure
be untruthful
be unwary
be unwilling
be up against it
be up and doing
be up and stirring
be up on
be up to
be up to something
be upbeat
be uppermost in the mind
be uppermost in your thoughts
be used to
be used up
be vain
be vain as a peacock
be victorious
be vigilant
be vigorous
be virtuous
be visible
be vital
be wafted
be warm
be watchful
be weak
be wedded to a belief
be well-informed
be wholesaler for
be widely reputed
be willing
be wiped out
be wise as a serpent
be wise as an owl
be wise to
be with child
be with it
be with one
be with young
be without end
be wont
be worth your while
be worthwhile
be worthy of
be worthy of comparison
be wreathed in smiles
be wrong
be your charge
be your due
be your fate
be your funeral
be your mission
be your office
be your outlook
be your own boss
be your own man
be your probable destiny
be your probable fate
be your prospect
be your responsibility
be yourself
be yourself again
be-
be-all
be-all and end-all
be-east
be-smut
be-smutch
beach apple
beach aster
beach bag
beach ball
beach bird
beach boat
beach buggy
beach bum
beach clam
beach crab
beach cusp
beach drifting
beach flea
beach goldenrod
beach grass
beach heather
beach pea
beach plant
beach plover
beach plum
beach ridge
beach robin
beach strawberry
beach tan
beach umbrella
beach wagon
beach wormwood
beach-la-mar
beach-sap
beaching gear
beacon boat
beacon fire
beacon lights
beacon station
bead and reel
bead edging
bead furnace
bead lightning
bead molding
bead plane
bead plant
bead slick
bead snake
bead tree
bead-eyed
bead-hook
bead-like
bead-roll
bead-rubies
bead-ruby
bead-shaped
beaded brow
beaded lizard
beaded with sweat
beaded-edge
beading plane
beading tool
beads of sweat
beady-eyed
beak flute
beak molding
beak rush
beak sedge
beak wattles
beak willow
beak-bearing
beak-head
beak-iron
beak-like
beak-nosed
beak-shaped
beaked salmon
beaked whale
beaker culture
beaker folk
beakhorn stake
beaking joint
beam aerial
beam anchor
beam antenna
beam arm
beam board
beam brick
beam bridge
beam caliper
beam center
beam clamp
beam compass
beam engine
beam fill
beam filling
beam hole
beam knee
beam knife
beam light
beam maker
beam mill
beam net
beam of light
beam plate
beam pump
beam reach
beam riding
beam roll
beam sea
beam tetrode
beam texture
beam transmission
beam trawl
beam trawler
beam trawling
beam tree
beam well
beam wind
beam-bending
beam-end
beam-ends
beam-power tube
beam-straightening
beam-switching tube
beam-tree
beaming knife
beaming machine
bean anthracnose
bean aphid
bean aphis
bean ball
bean beetle
bean blight
bean blower
bean cake
bean caper
bean clover
bean crake
bean curd
bean cutworm
bean dolphin
bean flour
bean goose
bean harvester
bean hole
bean honey
bean house
bean king
bean ladybird
bean leaf beetle
bean leaf roller
bean louse
bean mildew
bean mosaic
bean oil
bean picker
bean planter
bean pole
bean polisher
bean pot
bean rick
bean rust
bean shot
bean sprout
bean sprouts
bean thresher
bean tree
bean trefoil
bean tressel
bean vine
bean weevil
bean-bag
bean-caper family
bean-cleaning
bean-crushing
bean-feast
bean-fed
bean-planting
bean-pod borer
bean-polishing
bean-shaped
bear a child
bear a grudge
bear a hand
bear a helping hand
bear account
bear against
bear animalcule
bear arms
bear away
bear brush
bear bush
bear cap
bear cat
bear caterpillar
bear clover
bear corn
bear cub
bear date
bear down
bear down on
bear down on it
bear down upon
bear false witness
bear festival
bear for
bear fruit
bear garden
bear good will
bear grape
bear grass
bear hard upon
bear huckleberry
bear hug
bear ill will
bear in mind
bear in with
bear leader
bear malice
bear market
bear mat
bear more than your share
bear moss
bear no resemblance
bear no resemblance to
bear oak
bear off
bear off the land
bear on
bear out
bear pack
bear panic
bear pig
bear pit
bear plum
bear pool
bear raid
bear reign
bear resemblance
bear sail
bear skeeters
bear the brunt
bear the cost
bear the expense
bear the market
bear the name of
bear the palm
bear to leeward
bear to port
bear to starboard
bear to windward
bear trap
bear up
bear up against
bear up for
bear up to
bear up under
bear upon
bear warden
bear whortleberry
bear with
bear with composure
bear witness
bear witness against
bear you company
bear young
bear your cross
bear yourself
bear yourself with credit
bear's-breech
bear's-ear
bear's-foot
bear's-foots
bear's-paw
bear-baiting
bear-lead
bear-leader
bear-trap dam
bear-tree
beard grass
beard lichen
beard moss
beard plant
beard the lion in his den
beard tree
bearded darnel
bearded lizard
bearded tit
bearded vulture
bearding line
bearding machine
bearer bar
bearer bond
bearer certificate
bearer of glad tidings
bearer plate
bearer security
bearer-off
bearing arms
bearing arrow
bearing bar
bearing block
bearing bow
bearing brass
bearing bronze
bearing cloth
bearing door
bearing gear
bearing in mind
bearing metal
bearing neck
bearing note
bearing out
bearing pile
bearing plate
bearing rail
bearing rein
bearing ring
bearing robe
bearing steel
bearing sword
bearing timber
bearing wall
bearish market
bearish prices
bearnaise sauce
bearskin gray
bearskin jobber
bearskin rug
beast epic
beast fable
beast fly
beast god
beast of burden
beast of prey
beast tale
beasts of field
beasts of prey
beasts of venery
beat a dead horse
beat a devil's tattoo
beat a retreat
beat a ruffle
beat a tattoo
beat about
beat about for
beat about the bush
beat against
beat all hollow
beat an alarm
beat around
beat around the bush
beat back
beat black and blue
beat block
beat board
beat by a nose
beat down
beat generation
beat hollow
beat into
beat into your head
beat it
beat man
beat note
beat off
beat one
beat out
beat pin
beat poet
beat reception
beat signal
beat the Dutch
beat the air
beat the bounds
beat the bushes
beat the drum
beat the drum for
beat the drums
beat the game
beat the gums
beat the rap
beat the shit out of
beat the system
beat the tar out of
beat time
beat to a jelly
beat to the draw
beat to windward
beat tone
beat up
beat up against
beat your brains
beat your brains out
beat your breast
beat your gums
beat your swords into plowshares
beat your way
beat-beat
beat-frequency oscillator
beat-up
beaten biscuit
beaten egg
beaten path
beaten proof
beaten track
beaten up
beaten work
beater press
beater-out
beater-up
beaters-up
beatific vision
beatified soul
beating heart
beating machine
beating orders
beating reed
beating-up
beatrix antelope
beau brummell
beau garcon
beau geste
beau ideal
beau ideals
beau monde
beau sabreur
beau-ideal
beau-idealize
beau-monde
beau-pleader
beau-pot
beaufort scale
beaumont root
beaus ideal
beautiful friendship
beautiful man
beautiful people
beautiful person
beautiful thing
beautiful woman
beauty bush
beauty contest
beauty contest winner
beauty culture
beauty culturist
beauty of holiness
beauty parlor
beauty pin
beauty plaster
beauty queen
beauty salon
beauty shop
beauty sleep
beauty spot
beauty treatment
beauty unadorned
beauty wash
beauty-beaming
beauty-berry
beauty-blind
beauty-blooming
beauty-blushing
beauty-breathing
beauty-bright
beauty-bush
beauty-clad
beauty-fruit
beauty-loving
beauty-parlor chitchat
beauty-proof
beauty-waning
beaux arts
beaux esprits
beaux gestes
beaux ideal
beaux yeux
beaux-arts
beaux-esprits
beaver board
beaver brown
beaver cloth
beaver dam
beaver eater
beaver finish
beaver lily
beaver poison
beaver rat
beaver stones
beaver top
beaver tree
beaver-tree
beavertail beam
beavertail reflector
beazor nuts
bec et ongles
because of
because of that
because of this
bechamel sauce
beche-de-mer
beche-le-mar
beck and call
becket bend
becket knot
becking hammerman
beckoning crab
become a habit
become a member
become acquainted with
become adept in
become airborne
become alive to
become an appendage of
become an individual
become angry
become attached to
become awake to
become aware of
become bankrupt
become bound to
become conscious of
become conversant with
become defunct
become disordered
become enamored
become engaged
become excited
become exhausted
become extinct
become familiar with
become fashionable
become fixed
become higher
become informed
become insolvent
become known
become larger
become lost to sight
become manifest
become nervous
become obsolete
become of
become old
become one
become overweight
become popular
become public
become pulverized
become red
become shallow
become sick
become sponsor for
become suicidal
become the rage
become unintoxicated
become versed in
become visible
become void
become weak
become well-versed in
becquerel ray
becuiba fat
bed ale
bed and board
bed and breakfast
bed bolt
bed chair
bed check
bed curtain
bed down
bed fuel
bed head
bed hinge
bed in
bed jacket
bed joint
bed lamp
bed lathe
bed light
bed linen
bed maker
bed mold
bed molding
bed moulding
bed of Procrustes
bed of roses
bed on
bed pad
bed piece
bed place
bed plane
bed reach
bed rest
bed rot
bed sandwort
bed sheet
bed shoes
bed slat
bed sore
bed steps
bed stone
bed tea
bed timber
bed tray
bed vein
bed wagon
bed warmer
bed-clothes
bed-davenport
bed-fere
bed-head
bed-maker
bed-sitter
bed-sitting room
bed-sitting-room
bed-wetting
bedbug hunter
bedda nut
bedding block
bedding course
bedding fault
bedding plane
bedding plant
beddy-bye
bedford cord
bedlam beggar
bedlam cowslip
bedlington terrier
bedridden invalid
bedrock valley
bedroom eyes
bedroom slipper
bedroom suburb
bedside manner
bedsitting room
bedspring type
bedstead fitter
bedstead wrench
bedstraw bellflower
bedtime prayer
bedtime story
bee balm
bee beetle
bee bird
bee block
bee brush
bee candy
bee cellar
bee culture
bee eater
bee escape
bee feed
bee fly
bee glue
bee gum
bee hawk
bee in the bonnet
bee in the head
bee in your bonnet
bee killer
bee kite
bee larkspur
bee laurel
bee louse
bee martin
bee milk
bee moth
bee nettle
bee orchid
bee orchis
bee plant
bee sage
bee scap
bee smoker
bee space
bee tree
bee wine
bee wolf
bee's knees
bee-butt
bee-eater
bee-headed
bee-loud
beech agaric
beech cherry
beech coal
beech family
beech fern
beech leaf snake
beech marten
beech mast
beech oil
beech tree
beech wheat
beech-green
beech-seedling mildew
beechnut oil
beechwood creosote
beef Bourguignon
beef Bourguignonne
beef Wellington
beef apple
beef bouillon
beef bread
beef cattle
beef dodger
beef extract
beef ham
beef juice
beef marrow
beef road
beef stearin
beef stroganoff
beef tallow
beef tea
beef up
beef's blood
beef-brained
beef-eating
beef-faced
beef-steak
beef-suet tree
beef-witted
beef-wittedly
beef-wittedness
beef-wood
beefed-up
beefing-up
beefsteak begonia
beefsteak fungus
beefsteak geranium
beefsteak plant
beefsteak saxifrage
beefwood family
beehive coke
beehive house
beehive kiln
beehive oven
beehive shelf
beehive tomb
beehive-shaped
beena marriage
beer and skittles
beer barrel
beer bottle
beer bottler
beer brewer
beer cellar
beer chiller
beer drinker
beer engine
beer fall
beer gallon
beer garden
beer glass
beer grains
beer hall
beer heart
beer keg
beer maker
beer money
beer mug
beer parlor
beer pump
beer scale
beer stone
beer vat
beer vinegar
beer yeast
beer-up
bees and honey
bees-wax
beeswax flint
beet army worm
beet blight
beet blocker
beet greens
beet harvester
beet heart rot
beet leafhopper
beet lifter
beet puller
beet root
beet rot
beet scab
beet sugar
beet webworm
beet-red
beetle brow
beetle over
beetle-browed
beetle-crusher
beetle-green
beetle-headed
beetling machine
befit the occasion
befit the season
befit the time
before Christ
before all
before an audience
before everything
before its time
before long
before noon
before now
before one
before the Christian Era
before the Common Era
before the Fall
before the Flood
before the bar
before the bench
before the court
before the fact
before the footlights
before the house
before the judge
before the mast
before the war
before the wind
before your eyes
before your face
before your time
before your very eyes
before-cited
before-created
before-delivered
before-going
before-known
before-mentioned
before-named
before-noticed
before-recited
before-said
before-tasted
before-thought
before-told
before-warned
before-written
beg a truce
beg for mercy
beg for your life
beg forgiveness
beg indulgence
beg leave
beg leave to doubt
beg off
beg pardon
beg the ear of
beg the question
beg to differ
beg, borrow, or steal
beggar boy
beggar brushes
beggar description
beggar girl
beggar maid
beggar's chicken
beggar's-lice
beggar's-tick
beggar's-ticks
beggar-lice
beggar-my-neighbor
beggar-my-neighbour
beggar-patched
beggar-tick
beggar-ticks
beggarly fellow
begging hermit
begging hermits
begging the question
begin again
begin to
beginner's luck
beginning and end
beginning of the end
begonia family
begonia rose
beguile of
beguile out of
beguile the time
behave ill
behave self-destructively
behave toward
behave yourself
behavior modification
behavior pattern
behavior psychology
behavior therapist
behavior therapy
behavioral norm
behavioral science
behavioral scientist
behavioristic psychology
behaviour therapy
behavioural science
behen oil
behenic acid
behenolic acid
behind bars
behind closed doors
behind the curtain
behind the eight ball
behind the eightball
behind the scenes
behind the times
behind the veil
behind the veil of secrecy
behind time
behind your back
behind your defenses
behind-the-scenes influence
behind-the-scenes operator
behind-the-scenes pressure
beholden to
beignet aux pommes
being ahead
being alive
being as how
being at rest
being brought to bed
being done
being here
being there
being uninteresting
bel canto
bel esprit
bel-accoil
bel-esprit
belay that
belay there
belaying cleat
belaying pin
belgian hare
belie-ve
believe anything
believe at the drop of a hat
believe in
believe without reservation
belittle yourself
bell animalcule
bell arch
bell beaker
bell book
bell borer
bell buoy
bell button
bell cage
bell canopy
bell captain
bell caster
bell casting
bell chasuble
bell chime
bell chuck
bell cord
bell cot
bell cote
bell cow
bell crank
bell crater
bell deck
bell founder
bell founding
bell frog
bell gable
bell gamba
bell glass
bell harp
bell heather
bell horse
bell jar
bell kite
bell ling
bell loft
bell magpie
bell-mouthed
bell-nosed
bell-ringer
bell-shaped
bell-tongue
bell-up
bell-wether
belladonna lily
belladonna ointment
belle époque
belle poque
belle tournure
belles lettres
belles-lettres
bellflower family
belli causa
bellow like a bull
bellow out
bellows blower
bellows boy
bellows engine
bellows fish
bellows maker
bellows mender
bellows pneumatic
bellows treader
bells of Ireland
belly ache
belly board
belly brace
belly buster
belly button
belly dance
belly dancer
belly dancing
belly doublet
belly flop
belly flopper
belly friend
belly gunner
belly guy
belly landing
belly laugh
belly offal
belly out
belly rail
belly roll
belly stay
belly tank
belly truss
belly whop
belly whopper
belly worshiper
belly-band
belly-beaten
belly-blind
belly-bound
belly-bumper
belly-cheer
belly-devout
belly-fed
belly-flop
belly-flopped
belly-flopping
belly-ful
belly-god
belly-gulled
belly-gun
belly-helve
belly-laden
belly-land
belly-landing
belly-naked
belly-piece
belly-pinched
belly-proud
belly-sprung
belly-timber
belly-wash
belly-whop
belly-whopped
belly-whopping
belly-worshiping
belong to
belong to by nature
belong to the past
beloved object
below contempt
below deck
below par
below stairs
below standard
below the belt
below the limen of hearing
below the line
below the mark
below the salt
below the threshold of hearing
below zero
belt awl
belt carrier
belt clamp
belt conveyor
belt coupler
belt course
belt cutter
belt fork
belt highway
belt hoist
belt idler
belt in
belt insulation
belt knitter
belt lacing
belt line
belt maker
belt man
belt out
belt pulley
belt punch
belt railroad
belt sander
belt saw
belt shifter
belt shipper
belt slip
belt speeder
belt tenter
belt up
belt-coupled
belt-cutting
belt-driven
belt-folding
belt-repairing
belt-sanding
belt-sewing
belt-tightening
belted bias tire
belted kingfisher
belted knight
belted radial tire
belted sandfish
belted-skelter
beltsville small white
ben chervil
ben nut
ben oil
ben trovato
ben-teak
bench clamp
bench dog
bench drill
bench hardening
bench holdfast
bench hook
bench jockey
bench key
bench knife
bench lathe
bench mark
bench plane
bench press
bench root
bench scales
bench screw
bench show
bench stamper
bench stop
bench strip
bench table
bench terrace
bench test
bench tester
bench warmer
bench warrant
bench winder
bench-hardened
bench-kneed
bench-legged
bench-made
bench-mark
bench-warmer
benching iron
bend an ear
bend an ear to
bend attention to
bend back
bend dexter
bend leather
bend might and main
bend over
bend over backward
bend over backwards
bend pipe
bend sinister
bend the elbow
bend the eyes
bend the head
bend the knee
bend the knee to
bend the mind
bend the mind to
bend the mind upon
bend the neck
bend the thoughts to
bend the truth
bend to
bend to your will
bend to your yoke
bend your course
bend your ear
bend your effort
bend your steps
bend your steps for
bend your steps to
bending moment
bending press
bending punch
bending shackle
bending the knee
bending works
bends, the
bendy tree
bendy-wavy
bene vale
beneath contempt
beneath notice
beneath one
beneath the sky
beneath the sod
beneath your dignity
beneath your station
benefice-holder
beneficial interest
beneficiary heir
benefit association
benefit club
benefit from
benefit of clergy
benefit performance
benefit society
benefits forgot
benevolent despotism
benevolent disposition
bengal light
benign tumor
benjamin bush
benjamin tree
benjamin-bush
benne oil
benneting time
benni cake
bent grass
bent land
bent on
bent on pleasure
bent with age
bent-taildog
benthic zone
bentu de soli
benz-
benzal chloride
benzal group
benzal radical
benzalkonium chloride
benzene hexachloride
benzene nucleus
benzene ring
benzene series
benzenecarboxylic acid
benzenesulfonic acid
benzethonium chloride
benzidine colors
benzidine dye
benzidine rearrangement
benzine cup
benzo fast scarlet
benzo orange
benzo paradiazine
benzo paroxazine
benzo-
benzoate of soda
benzoic acid
benzoic aldehyde
benzoic sulphinidene
benzol distiller
benzol extractor
benzoyl acetyl peroxide
benzoyl chloride
benzoyl green
benzoyl group
benzoyl hydride
benzoyl peroxide
benzoyl radical
benzyl acetate
benzyl alcohol
benzyl benzoate
benzyl bromide
benzyl butyrate
benzyl chloride
benzyl cyanide
benzyl dichloride
benzyl fluoride
benzyl fumarate
benzyl group
benzyl isoamyl ether
benzyl radical
benzyl succinate
benzyl thiocyanate
benzyldiene acetone
benzyldiene chloride
berberine tree
berberonic acid
berbice chair
bereave of life
bereaved of
bereft of
bereft of life
bereft of light
bereft of reason
berenice's hair
berg adder
berg crystal
berg ice
berg till
berg wind
bergamot camphor
bergamot mint
bergamot oil
bergamot orange
bergy bit
beriberi heart
bering time
berlin eye
berlin head
berlin wool
best end
best friend
best girl
best love
best man
best part
best people
best regards
best room
best seller
best type
best wishes
best, the
best-able
best-abused
best-accomplished
best-agreeable
best-armed
best-ball
best-ball foursome
best-ball match
best-beloved
best-bred
best-built
best-clad
best-conditioned
best-conducted
best-considered
best-consulted
best-cultivated
best-dressed
best-established
best-esteemed
best-formed
best-graced
best-grounded
best-hated
best-humored
best-informed
best-intentioned
best-known
best-laid
best-learned
best-liked
best-loved
best-made
best-managed
best-meaning
best-meant
best-minded
best-natured
best-nourishing
best-paid
best-paying
best-pleasing
best-preserved
best-principled
best-read
best-resolved
best-selling
best-sighted
best-skilled
best-tempered
best-trained
bestir yourself
bestow consideration upon
bestow honor upon
bestow on
bestow thought upon
bestow your affections on
bestow your hand upon
bet against
bet on
bet upon
bet your boots
bet your bottom dollar
bet your bottom dollar on
beta brass
beta decay
beta function
beta globulin
beta iron
beta particle
beta radiation
beta radiator
beta ray
beta rhythm
beta test
beta transformation
beta-amylase
beta-eucaine
beta-glucose
beta-indoleacetic acid
beta-naphthol
beta-naphthyl
beta-naphthyl benzoate
beta-naphthyl group
beta-naphthyl radical
beta-naphthyl salicylate
beta-naphthylamine
beta-orcin
beta-orcinol
beta-ray spectrograph
beta-ray spectrometer
betake yourself
betake yourself to
bete noire
betel nut
betel palm
betel pepper
betel phenol
bethink yourself
bethink yourself of
betray a confidence
betray itself
betray yourself
betrayed hope
better days
better for
better half
better off
better part
better self
better sort
better than nothing
better thoughts
better world
better yourself
better-advised
better-affected
better-balanced
better-becoming
better-behaved
better-born
better-bred
better-considered
better-disposed
better-dressed
better-humored
better-informed
better-knowing
better-known
better-liked
better-liking
better-meant
better-natured
better-omened
better-principled
better-regulated
better-seasoned
better-taught
better-witted
betterment tax
betting house
betting machine
betting parlor
betting ring
betting shop
betting system
betula camphor
betula oil
between Scylla and Charybdis
between acts
between brain
between decks
between halves
between now and then
between ourselves
between periods
between the hammer and the anvil
between the lines
between the teeth
between two fires
between two stools
between us
between wind and water
between you
between you and me
between your teeth
between-deck
between-decks
between-maid
between-whiles
betwixt and between
betwixt sleep and waking
beurre blanc
beurre fondu
beurre noir
bevel bearing
bevel edge
bevel gauge
bevel gear
bevel gearing
bevel joint
bevel pinion
bevel protractor
bevel siding
bevel square
bevel washer
bevel wheel
bevel-edged
bevel-faced hammer
beveling edge
beverage room
beyond a doubt
beyond a shade of doubt
beyond a shadow of doubt
beyond all bounds
beyond all expectation
beyond all limits
beyond all praise
beyond all question
beyond belief
beyond compare
beyond comparison
beyond control
beyond doubt
beyond expectation
beyond measure
beyond need
beyond one
beyond price
beyond question
beyond reach
beyond reason
beyond recall
beyond remedy
beyond seas
beyond the bounds
beyond the bounds of possibility
beyond the bounds of reason
beyond the call of duty
beyond the pale
beyond the shadow of a doubt
beyond understanding
beyond your ability
beyond your capacity
beyond your comprehension
beyond your control
beyond your depth
beyond your fondest dreams
beyond your means
beyond your power
beyond, the
bez antler
bez tine
bez-antler
bezoar antelope
bezoar goat
bezoar mineral
bezoar stone
bhut-bali
bi-
bi-bivalent
bi-guy
bi-iliac
bi-ischiadic
bi-ischiatic
bi-tri-
bialystok roll
bias binding
bias tire
bias your judgment
bib and brace
bib and tucker
bib nozzle
bib pout
bibble-babble
bible-christian
bible-clerk
biblico-
biblio-
bibliography of bibliographies
bicameral legislature
bicarbonate of soda
bice blue
bice green
bichloride of mercury
bichromate cell
bichromate filter
bick-iron
bicker over
bicolor lespedeza
bicuspid valve
bicycle chain
bicycle clip
bicycle path
bicycle pump
bicycle race
bicycle racing
bicycle saddle
bicycle seat
bicycle-built-for-two
bicyclic terpene
bid Godspeed
bid a long farewell to
bid ale
bid at auction
bid bond
bid come
bid defiance
bid defiance to
bid euchre
bid fair
bid fair to
bid farewell
bid for
bid good day
bid good morning
bid good-bye
bid hello
bid in
bid prayer
bid price
bid time return
bid to combat
bid up
bid well
bid you welcome
bid-a-bid
bid-ale
bid-and-asked prices
biddery ware
bidding prayer
biddy-bid
biddy-biddy
bide the issue
bide your time
bidgee-widgee
biding place
bien cuit
bien entendu
bier right
bifurcation theory
big Chief
big Daddy
big White Chief
big as you please
big baby
big bag of wind
big band
big bang theory
big battalions
big bedbug
big ben
big bluestem
big boss
big boy
big brother
big bruiser
big bug
big business
big businessman
big casino
big cat
big cheese
big chief
big deal
big dipper
big drink
big drunk
big end
big game
big game hunter
big gun
big hand
big heart
big hit
big hook
big house
big idea
big laurel
big league
big lie
big man
big man on campus
big marigold
big mouth
big name
big noise
big operator
big person
big price tag
big screen
big shot
big sister
big skate
big smoke
big stick
big talk
big talker
big time
big toe
big top
big top, the
big tree
big wheel
big wind
big with child
big with meaning
big with young
big word
big-antlered
big-armed
big-bang theory
big-bearded
big-bellied
big-bodied
big-boned
big-bosomed
big-breasted
big-bulked
big-chested
big-city man
big-cone pine
big-cone spruce
big-eared
big-endian
big-eyed
big-footed
big-framed
big-gaited
big-handed
big-headed
big-hearted
big-hoofed
big-jawed
big-laden
big-leaf ivy
big-leaf laurel
big-leaf maple
big-league
big-leaguer
big-leaved
big-leaved magnolia
big-looking
big-mouthed
big-name
big-nosed
big-note
big-rich
big-souled
big-sounding
big-swollen
big-ticket
big-time
big-time operator
big-time spender
big-timer
big-voiced
big-waisted
bigeye scad
bigger half
biggest frog in the pond
bighorn sheep
biglip sucker
bigmouth buffalofish
bihar tree
biik tooling
bilateral symmetry
bile acid
bile cyst
bile duct
bile pigment
bile salt
bile vessel
bilge block
bilge board
bilge coad
bilge keel
bilge keelson
bilge log
bilge piece
bilge pump
bilge rail
bilge saw
bilge strake
bilge water
bilge ways
bilge well
billet cutter
billet heater
billet man
billet piler
billet rolls
billet wheeler
billet worker
billet-doux
billets-doux
billiard ball
billiard cloth
billiard cue
billiard green
billiard match
billiard parlor
billiard player
billiard room
billiard table
billing and cooing
billing machine
billion-dollar grass
billow cloud
billowy cloud
billy check
billy club
billy fairplay
billy gar
billy gate
billy goat
billy owl
billy playfair
billy tea
billy-button
billy-goat
billy-goat weed
billycock hat
bimetallic balance
bimetallic strip
bin-
bin-burn
binary arithmetic
binary cell
binary code
binary digit
binary fission
binary form
binary notation
binary number
binary operation
binary opposition
binary scale
binary star
binary system
binary-coded decimal
binary-coded decimal system
binaural broadcasting
binaural system
bind day
bind off
bind over
bind rail
bind up
bind yourself to
bind-days
binder board
binder course
binder pulley
binder twine
binder's board
binder's cloth
binder's title
bindi-eye
binding agreement
binding arbitration
binding course
binding edge
binding energy
binding off
binding over
binding post
binding rafter
binding receipt
binding screw
binding stone
binding strake
binding tape
binding twine
bindle stiff
bindweed nightshade
binet-simon scale
binnacle list
binocular fusion
binocular microscope
binodal quartic
binomial coefficient
binomial distribution
binomial name
binomial nomenclature
binomial series
binomial theorem
bio-
bio-aeration
bio-assay
bio-economic
bio-electric
bio-electrogenesis
bio-energetics
bio-osmosis
bio-osmotic
biochemical oxygen demand
biographical dictionary
biographical material
biographical records
biographical sketch
biological adjustable reactions
biological classification
biological clock
biological control
biological death
biological diagnosis
biological evolution
biological method
biological oxygen demand
biological product
biological science
biological sociology
biological species
biological stain
biological supplies
biological taxonomy
biological urge
biological vector
biological warfare
biological weapons
biotic potential
bipartisan policy
biphenyl rearrangement
birch beech
birch beer
birch borer
birch camphor
birch family
birch oil
birch partridge
birch skeletonizer
birch wine
birch-bark call
birch-bark oil
birch-leaf mahogany
birch-leaf skeletonizer
birch-tar oil
bird augury
bird bell
bird bolt
bird brier
bird cactus
bird cage
bird call
bird cherry
bird colonel
bird dog
bird duffer
bird eagles
bird eye
bird fancier
bird flower
bird fly
bird font
bird food
bird grape
bird grass
bird group
bird in hand
bird in the hand
bird knotgrass
bird life
bird louse
bird malaria
bird mite
bird net
bird of Jove
bird of Juno
bird of Minerva
bird of another feather
bird of ill omen
bird of night
bird of paradise
bird of passage
bird of peace
bird of prey
bird pepper
bird pest
bird plant
bird pox
bird preserver
bird rattle
bird refuge
bird sanctuary
bird seed
bird shop
bird shot
bird skin
bird snake
bird song
bird sound
bird spider
bird strike
bird stuffer
bird table
bird thistle
bird tick
bird vetch
bird watcher
bird whistle
bird young
bird's beak
bird's egg
bird's mouth
bird's nest
bird's nest soup
bird's-eye
bird's-eye maple
bird's-eye primrose
bird's-eye view
bird's-eyes
bird's-foot
bird's-foot fern
bird's-foot trefoil
bird's-foot violet
bird's-foots
bird's-nest
bird's-nest fern
bird's-nest fungus
bird's-nest orchid
bird's-nest soup
bird-batting
bird-brained
bird-cage
bird-dog
bird-dogged
bird-dogging
bird-egg pea
bird-eyed
bird-faced
bird-fingered
bird-foot
bird-foots
bird-in-the-bush
bird-lime
bird-nest
bird-nesting
bird-of-paradise bush
bird-of-paradise flower
bird-ridden
bird-voiced tree frog
bird-watch
bird-watcher
bird-witted
birdcage clock
birding piece
birds of a feather
birds-in-the-bush
birdseed grass
birdseed rape
birth canal
birth certificate
birth control
birth control device
birth control pill
birth controller
birth date
birth defect
birth flower
birth gift
birth hour
birth month
birth name
birth pain
birth palsy
birth pang
birth pangs
birth phantasy
birth rate
birth sin
birth theory
birth throes
birth throes
birth trauma
bishop's palace
bishop's purple
bishop's ring
bishop's weed
bishop's-cap
bishop's-weed
bismuth blende
bismuth chromate
bismuth glance
bismuth ocher
bismuth oxychloride
bismuth oxynitrate
bismuth spar
bismuth subchloride
bismuth subnitate
bismuth tribromphenate
bismuth white
bismuth yellow
bismuthyl chloride
bisextile day
bisextile year
bistable circuit
bister green
bit by bit
bit gauge
bit key
bit much, a
bit of your mind
bit part
bit pincers
bit player
bit stop
bit, a
bit-by-bit
bit-weight control
bit-wise
bitch box
bitch chain
bitch goddess
bitch up
bitch-kitty
bitched up
bite back
bite in
bite off more than you can chew
bite plate
bite the bullet
bite the dust
bite the hand that feeds one
bite the hand that feeds you
bite the thumb at
bite the tongue
bite your head off
bite your lip
bite your nails
bite your nose off
bite your tongue
bite-sheep
bite-tongue
biting angle
biting housefly
biting louse
biting midge
biting wind
biting your nails
bito tree
bitt pin
bitten-leaf disease
bitter almond
bitter almond oil
bitter apple
bitter as gall
bitter cassava
bitter chocolate
bitter cold
bitter cress
bitter cup
bitter defeat
bitter disappointment
bitter dock
bitter draft
bitter draught
bitter end
bitter enemy
bitter feeling
bitter herb
bitter lake
bitter lemon
bitter orange
bitter pill
bitter principle
bitter resentment
bitter rot
bitter weather
bitter wood
bitter words
bitter-
bitter-almond oil
bitter-biting
bitter-end
bitter-ender
bitter-enderism
bitter-endism
bitter-orange oil
bitter-rinded
bitter-sweet
bitter-sweeting
bitter-tasting
bitter-tongued
bitterly cold
bitterly disappointed
bitterness of spirit
bitumen process
bituminous coal
bituminous macadam
biuret reaction
biuret test
bivalvate Biology
biw-
blab out
blab school
black Angus
black Minorca
black Orpington
black Spanish
black Sumatra
black acacia
black alder
black and blue
black and tan
black and white
black ant
black arm
black art
black art, the
black as a crow
black as coal
black as ebony
black as ink
black as midnight
black as night
black as pitch
black balsam
black basaltic
black bass
black bead
black bean
black bear
black beast
black beetle
black belt
black bent
black bile
black bindweed
black blizzard
black board
black body
black book
black bottom
black box
black brant
black bread
black bryony
black buck
black buffalo
black buran
black butter
black calla
black cap
black carpet beetle
black cat
black chaff
black cherry
black chokeberry
black clouds
black cod
black cohosh
black comedy
black copper
black cosmos
black crappie
black currant
black death
black despondency
black diamond
black diamonds
black disease
black dog
black drop
black duck
black durgon
black earth
black eye
black face
black face Highland
black fever
black fish
black flag
black flux
black fly
black fog
black foot
black fox
black friar
black frost
black game
black gang
black ghetto
black gnat
black gold
black gown
black gram
black grouse
black guillemot
black gum
black hand
black haw
black heat
black hellebore
black henbane
black hole
black horehound
black huckleberry
black humor
black ice
black ink
black ivory
black jack
black kite
black knot
black lead
black letter
black light
black liquor
black list
black locust
black look
black looks
black lung
black magic
black root rot
black rot
black rudderfish
black ruff
black rust
black sable
black sage
black salts
black saltwort
black sand
black sap
black scoter
black sea bass
black selenium
black shank
black sheep
black skimmer
black snake
black snakeroot
black soap
black spot
black spruce
black squall
black squirrel
black stem
black stick
black storm
black studies
black stuff
black sucker
black supremacy
black swallowtail
black swan
black tea
black tie
black titi
black tracker
black treacle
black turnstone
black velvet
black vomit
black vote
black vulture
black walnut
black wash
black wattle
black whale
black widow
black widow spider
black witch
black-a-vised
black-a-visaged
black-a-vised
black-and-blue
black-and-blue mark
black-and-tan
black-and-tan terrier
black-and-white
black-and-white film
black-and-white photograph
black-and-white television
black-aproned
black-back flounder
black-backed
black-backed gull
black-ball
black-banded
black-bark pine
black-bearded
black-bellied
black-bellied plover
black-belt
black-berried
black-billed
black-billed cuckoo
black-billed magpie
black-blooded
black-blue
black-bodied
black-boding
black-bordered
black-boughed
black-breasted
black-browed
black-brown
black-bulb thermometer
black-bundle disease
black-capped
black-capped chickadee
black-chinned
black-clad
black-coat worker
black-coated
black-colored
black-cornered
black-crested
black-crowned
black-currant rust
black-eared
black-ears
black-edged
black-eye bean
black-eye sunfish
black-eyed
black-eyed Susan
black-eyed pea
black-eyed susan
black-faced
black-favored
black-feathered
black-figure
black-figured
black-fin snapper
black-footed
black-footed ferret
black-fruitied
black-gowned
black-hafted
black-haired
black-head
black-headed
black-headed fireworm
black-headed gull
black-hearted
black-hilted
black-hole
black-hooded
black-hoofed
black-leg
black-legged
black-letter
black-letter day
black-lidded
black-lipped
black-locked
black-looking
black-maned
black-margined
black-market
black-marketeer
black-mouth
black-mouthed
black-neb
black-necked
black-necked stork
black-nosed
black-out
black-peopled
black-plumed
black-pot
black-red
black-robbed
black-rooted
black-sander
black-shouldered
black-skinned
black-snake
black-spot canker
black-spotted
black-stoled
black-tail
black-tailed
black-tailed deer
black-thorn
black-throated
black-tie
black-toed
black-tongued
black-tressed
black-tufted
black-varnish tree
black-veiled
black-visaged
black-wash
black-whiskered
black-wood
blackback flounder
blackbanded sunfish
blackbelly rosefish
blackberry bark
blackberry lily
blackberry token
blackberry wine
blackbird bindweed
blackboy gum
blackcrowned night heron
blacken your good name
blackener than black synchronizing
blackest dye
blackfin cisco
blackfish oil
blame for
blame on
blame upon
blame yourself
blame-shifting
blanc d'Espagne
blanc d'argent
blanc de blancs
blanc de fard
blanc de noirs
blanc fixe
blanch farm
blanch over
blanched almonds
blanco perch
bland diet
blank cartridge
blank check
blank cheque
blank despondency
blank determination
blank endorsement
blank flange
blank future
blank mind
blank out
blank shell
blank verse
blank wall
blank-eyed
blank-looking
blank-minded
blanket alga
blanket ballot
blanket binder
blanket binding
blanket chest
blanket cloth
blanket deposit
blanket drill
blanket fish
blanket holder
blanket leaf
blanket maker
blanket mortgage
blanket moss
blanket policy
blanket rate
blanket roll
blanket scum
blanket sheet
blanket stiff
blanket stitch
blanket washer
blanket weaver
blanket weaving
blanket-flower
blanket-stitch
blankety blank
blankety-blank
blanking amplifier
blanking die
blanking press
blanking punch
blanking signal
blanquette de veau
blare abroad
blare forth
blarney stone
blast away
blast bloomery
blast engine
blast fan
blast freezing
blast furnace
blast lamp
blast neurosis
blast off
blast pipe
blast propulsion
blast roasting
blast the ear
blast wave
blast your hope
blast-
blast-borne
blast-freeze
blast-freezing
blast-frozen
blast-furnace
blast-off
blasted expectation
blasting cap
blasting cartridge
blasting circuit
blasting detonator
blasting fuse
blasting gelatin
blasting machine
blasting mat
blasting needle
blasting oil
blasting paper
blasting powder
blasting spoon
blasting tools
blasting tube
blasto-
blatti family
blaze a trail
blaze about
blaze abroad
blaze current
blaze of glory
blaze of light
blaze of temper
blaze the trail
blaze up
blazing fire
blazing light
blazing star
blazon about
blazon abroad
blazon forth
bleach liquor
bleach out
bleach process
bleach wax
bleached blond
bleached out
bleached white
bleached-blond
bleaching agent
bleaching clay
bleaching croft
bleaching earth
bleaching engine
bleaching field
bleaching green
bleaching ground
bleaching powder
bleaching substance
bleaching tank
bleak outlook
bleak prognosis
bleak prospect
bleak weather
blear the eyes of
blear-eyed
blear-eyedness
blear-witted
bleary-eyed
bled white
bleed for
bleed nipple
bleed valve
bleed white
bleeder pipe
bleeder resistor
bleeder tile
bleeder's disease
bleeding disease
bleeding heart
bleeding heart pigeon
bleeper Informal
blend in with
blend into
blend-word
blended whiskey
blending inheritance
blenno-
blennorrhagic arthritis
blephar-
blepharo-
bles mole
bles-bok
bless His holy name
bless my heart
bless out
bless the Lord
bless with
bless your stars
blessed event
blessed release
blessed sacrament
blessed thistle
blessed with
blessed with luck
bleu celeste
bleu cheese dressing
blight canker
blight your hope
bhifted area
bhifted hope
bhifted neighborhood
bhifted section
blifting glance
blind Chance
blind Justice
blind alley
blind and naked Ignorance
blind as a bat
blind as a mole
blind as an owl
blind bargain
blind bombing
blind casing
blind coal
blind copy
blind date
blind door
blind drunk
blind faith
blind fish
blind flange
blind flight
blind floor
blind flying
blind guess
blind gut
blind header
blind hookey
blind impulse
blind instinct
blind landing
blind leaders of the blind
blind man
blind man's buff
blind man's holiday
blind man's rule
blind man's watch
blind nailing
blind pig
blind poker
blind pool
blind rage
blind salamander
blind seed
blind side
blind snake
blind spot
blind spots
blind staggers
blind stamping
blind the eyes
blind tiger
blind to
blind tooling
blind trust
blind window
blind your eyes
blind yourself
blind yourself to
blind, the
blind-alley
blind-head
blind-loaded
blind-man's-buff
blind-nail
blind-nettle
blind-pigger
blind-pigging
blind-punch
blind-stamp
blind-stamped
blind-tool
blind-tooled
blind-worm
blind-your-eyes
blindfold chess
blindfolded Justice
blinding light
blindman's bluff
blindman's buff
blink aside
blink at
blink away
blink beer
blink comparator
blink microscope
blink-eyed
blinker lamp
blinker light
blinker tube
blinking light
blinking sort o' place
bliss body
blister beetle
blist blight
blist bush
blist canker
blist canopy
blist cone
blist copper
blist flower
blist fly
blist gas
blist mite
blist pearl
blist plant
blist plaster
blist rust
blist spot
blist steel
blithe-looking
blithering idiocy
blithering idiot
blitz can
blitzkrieg tactics
blo doper
bloat clover
bloat colic
bloat herring
bloated aristocrat
bloated plutocrat
bloated with pride
bloater whitefish
blobber lip
blobber-lipped
block and block
block and fall
block and falls
block and tackle
block anesthesia
block ball
block bond
block book
block booking
block brake
block capital
block chain
block chords
block coal
block coefficient
block colors
block core
blockade-runner
blockade-running
blocked shoe
blocked-out
blocker-out
blockhead board
blocking back
blocking condenser
blocking course
blocking drive
blocking hammer
blocking out
blocking press
blocking process
blocking the light
blond-haired
blond-headed
blonde lace
blood albumin
blood and thunder
blood bank
blood baptism
blood bath
blood blister
blood bond
blood bread
blood brother
blood brotherhood
blood carcake
blood cast
blood cell
blood clam
blood clot
blood corpuscle
blood count
blood covenant
blood crisis
blood crystals
blood culture
blood cup
blood disease
blood diseases
blood disk
blood dock
blood donor
blood donor center
blood dust
blood feud
blood fine
blood flour
blood fluke
blood geranium
blood gill
blood gland
blood glue
blood groove
blood group
blood grouping
blood guilt
blood heat
blood horse
blood islands
blood knot
blood lily
blood lust
blood mare
blood meal
blood mole
blood money
blood orange
blood pheasant
blood picture
blood pink
blood plant
blood plasma
blood platelet
blood plum
blood poisoning
blood pressure
blood pudding
blood purge
blood rain
blood red
blood refiner
blood relation
blood relationship
blood relative
blood revenge
blood rite
blood royal
blood sacrifice
blood sausage
blood seller
blood serum
blood sister
blood spavin
blood sport
blood spot
blood strain
blood stream
blood substitute
blood sugar
blood test
blood ties
blood transfusion
blood tree
blood type
blood typing
blood vengeance
blood vessel
blood vine
blood-albumin glue
blood-and-guts
blood-and-thunder
blood-bedabbled
blood-bespotted
blood-besprinkled
blood-boltered
blood-bought
blood-cemented
blood-colored
blood-consuming
blood-defiled
blood-discolored
blood-drenched
blood-drop emlets
blood-drunk
blood-dyed
blood-extorting
blood-faced
blood-filled
blood-fired
blood-flecked
blood-frozen
blood-guilty
blood-gushing
blood-heat
blood-hot
blood-hued
blood-letter
blood-letting
blood-loving
blood-lye salt
blood-mad
blood-money
blood-plashed
blood-polluted
blood-polluting
blood-raw
blood-red
blood-relation
blood-root
blood-scrawled
blood-shaken
blood-shot
blood-shotten
blood-sized
blood-spattered
blood-spavin
blood-stain
blood-stirring
blood-stirringness
blood-stone
blood-strange
blood-suck
blood-sucker
blood-swelled
blood-swoln
blood-tinctured
blood-type
blood-vascular
blood-vessel
blood-warm
blood-wite
blood-won
blood-worm
blood-wort
bloodless operation
bloodless revolution
bloodless surgery
bloodwort family
bloody butchers
bloody flux
bloody hands
bloody mary
bloody mess
bloody murder
bloody noun
bloody shirt
bloody your hands with
bloody-back
bloody-bones
bloody-eyed
bloody-faced
bloody-handed
bloody-hearted
bloody-minded
bloody-mindedness
bloody-mouthished
bloody-nosed
bloody-red
bloody-sceptered
bloody-veined
bloom boy
bloom bud
bloom conveyer
bloom cutter
bloom heater
bloom hook
bloom late
bloom loader
bloom mill
bloom oil
bloom poison
bloom runner
bloom saw
bloom shearer
bloom shears
bloom side
bloom slinger
bloom smithy
bloom swinger
bloom tongs
bloom yard
bloom-colored
bloom-fell
bloom-shearing
bloomer girl
bloomer pit
blooming mill
blooming oil
blooming rolls
bloomy-down
blossom blight
blossom bud
blossom withy
blossom-bearing
blossom-billed
blossom-bordered
blossom-crested
blossom-end rot
blossom-faced
blossom-headed
blossom-laden
blossom-nosed
blot in your escutcheon
blot in your scutcheon
blot on your escutcheon
blot on your scutcheon
blot out
blot out your sins
blot up
blotch printing
blotch-shaped
blotting book
blotting case
blotting out
blotting pad
blotting paper
blow a fuse
blow a gasket
blow a horn
blow a hurricane
blow a kiss
blow a safe
blow about
blow accordion
blow away
blow case
blow down
blow for blow
blow great guns
blow hard
blow hot and cold
blow in
blow into
blow it
blow job
blow me down
blow milk
blow mold
blow molding
blow moulding
blow off
blow off steam
blow off the lid
blow on
blow open
blow out
blow over
blow post
blow sky-high
blow snake
blow the bugle
blow the chance
blow the clarion
blow the coals
blow the horn
blow the lid off
blow the tank
blow the trumpet
blow the whistle
blow the whistle on
blow through
blow to
blow to bits
blow to kingdom come
blow to pieces
blow tube
blow up
blow up a storm
blow up the fire
blow upon
blow valve
blow wash
blow your brains out
blow your cool
blow your cover
blow your lines
blow your mind
blow your own horn
blow your own trumpet
blow your stack
blow your top
blow yourself to
blow-
blow-bies
blow-by
blow-by-blow
blow-dry
blow-fly
blow-hard
blow-hole
blow-in
blow-iron
blow-molded
blow-pipe
blow-through
blow-up
blow-wave
blower-up
blowing charge
blowing cylinder
blowing engine
blowing fan
blowing furnace
blowing hot and cold
blowing iron
blowing machine
blowing mold
blowing pipe
blowing tube
blowing up
blown glass
blown over
blown up
blown up out of all proportion
blown-in-the-bottle
blown-mold
blown-molded
blown-out
blown-up
blowout grass
blowout magnet
blowpipe analysis
blowpipe reaction
blubber cask
blubber chopper
blubber fork
blubber grass
blubber lamp
blubber oil
blubber ship
blubber spade
blubber stove
blubber-cheeked
blubber-fed
blue Andalusian
blue Johnnies
blue Monday
blue Orpington
blue alert
blue angel
blue asbestos
blue baby
blue bag
blue bed
blue bell
blue belt
blue bird
blue black
blue blazing star
blue blindness
blue blood
blue bloods
blue bonnet
blue book
blue bottle
blue buck
blue bull
blue butcher
blue cat
blue cheese
blue chip
blue chip stock
blue coat
blue cohosh
blue colors and pigments
blue comb
blue copperas
blue coral
blue crab
blue crane
blue curls
blue daisy
blue dandelion
blue darter
blue dawn-flower
blue devil
blue devils
blue dicks
blue dogwood
blue dyer
blue ensign
blue eye
blue false indigo
blue fish
blue flag
blue flash
blue fox
blue funk
blue gas
blue goose
blue gown
blue grama
blue grosbeak
blue ground
blue grouse
blue gum
blue heaven
blue huckleberry
blue in the face
blue iron earth
blue jasmine
blue jay
blue jeans
blue john
blue joke
blue language
blue law
blue laws
blue lily-turf
blue line
blue lips
blue lobelia
blue lotus
blue mangler
blue marguerite
blue marlin
blue mass
blue melilot
blue mill
blue mixer
blue mockingbird
blue mold
blue moon
blue mould
blue movie
blue mud
blue myrtle
blue note
blue ointment
blue onyx
blue pencil
blue penguin
blue peter
blue phlox
blue pickerel
blue pigeon
blue pike
blue pikeperch
blue pill
blue plate
blue point
blue pointer
blue powder
blue presser
blue pressman
blue racer
blue ribband
blue ribbon
blue rockfish
blue ruin
blue runner
blue shark
blue sheep
blue shift
blue sky
blue spirea
blue spruce
blue star grass
blue stellar object
blue stem
blue stone
blue story
blue streak
blue succory
blue thistle
blue tit
blue trucker
blue turquoise
blue velvet
blue verditer
blue vervain
blue vitriol
blue walleye
blue water
blue whale
blue with cold
blue wood aster
blue ynde
blue, the
blue-annealed
blue-aproned
blue-arc phenomenon
blue-backed
blue-banded
blue-bellied
blue-belt
blue-berried
blue-billed
blue-bird
blue-black
blue-blackness
blue-blind
blue-blooded
blue-blossom
blue-bloused
blue-bottle
blue-breasted
blue-breasted darter
blue-brick university
blue-cap
blue-checked
blue-cheeked
blue-chip
blue-coated
blue-collar
blue-collar worker
blue-colored
blue-crested
blue-cross
blue-cross gas
blue-cross shell
blue-curls
blue-devilage
blue-devilism
blue-eared
blue-eye
blue-eyed
blue-eyed Mary
blue-eyed boy
blue-eyed grass
blue-eyed soul
blue-faced
blue-fish
blue-flowered
blue-footed
blue-fronted
blue-glancing
blue-glimmering
blue-gray
blue-gray gnatcatcher
blue-green
blue-green alga
blue-green algae
blue-green flame
blue-gum leaves
blue-haired
blue-headed
blue-headed vireo
blue-hearts
blue-hot
blue-john
blue-leaved
blue-lined
blue-mantled
blue-molded
blue-molding
blue-mottled
blue-mouthed
blue-nose
blue-nosed
blue-pencil
blue-penciled
blue-penciling
blue-pencilled
blue-pencilling
blue-rayed
blue-red
blue-ribbon
blue-ribbon jury
blue-ribbon panel
blue-ribboner
blue-ribbonism
blue-ribbonist
blue-roan
blue-rolled
blue-sailors
blue-sighted
blue-sky
blue-sky law
blue-slate
blue-spotted
blue-stained
blue-starry
blue-stemmed
blue-stocking
blue-striped
blue-tailed
blue-throated
blue-tinted
blue-tongued
blue-veined
blue-washed
blue-water
blue-water school
blue-wattled
blue-white
blue-winged
blue-winged teal
blue-yellow
blue-yellow blindness
blue-yellow-blind
blueback mullet
blueback salmon
blueback trout
blueberry ash
blueberry cornel
blueberry maggot
blueberry root
blueberry tree
bluebottle fly
bluebrick university
bluecoat boys
bluecoat school
bluefin tuna
bluehead sucker
bluejack oak
blueprint paper
blues singer
blues song
bluethroat pikeblenny
bluewater sailor
bluff formation
bluff off
bluff-bowed
bluff-headed
bluish-green
blunder away
blunder into
blunder on
blunder upon
blunders round about a meaning
blunt-angled
blunt-edged
blunt-ended
blunt-faced
blunt-headed
blunt-leaved
blunt-lobed
blunt-nosed
blunt-pointed
blunt-spoken
blunt-witted
blur circle
blur distinctions
blurred speech
blurred vision
blurring the eyes
blurt out
blush rose
blush unseen
blush up to the eyes
blush-colored
blush-compelling
blush-faced
blush-suffused
blush-tinted
blushing bride
blushing honors
bluster and bluff
bluster into
bluster out of
bo tree
bo-peep
bo-tree
boa constrictor
boa-constrictor
boar dog
boar grunt
boar hunt
boar stag
boar thistle
boar tree
boar-fish
boar-hunting
board and batten
board and board
board and room
board chairman
board check
board chopper
board cloth
board combiner
board company
board cover
board fence
board foot
board game
board liner
board lot
board maker
board measure
board of aldermen
board of commissioners
board of directors
board of education
board of elections
board of estimate
board of health
board of regents
board of supervisors
board of trade
board of trustees
board of visitors
board rack
board room
board rubber
board rule
board scale
board school
board side
board wages
board work
board worker
board-and-roomer
board-and-shingle
board-school
board-wages
boarder-up
boarding house
boarding nettings
boarding officer
boarding pike
boarding ramp
boarding school
boarding-out system
boards, the
boast of
boasting chisel
boat ax
boat bed
boat boy
boat bridge
boat bug
boat chock
boat club
boat crane
crate
deck
drill
deck
dive
deer
deer
head
hire
hook
line
livery
naive
neck
neckline
pan
patch
people
race
seaplane
show
song
spike
steerer
train
tuck
bill
billed heron
fly
green
handler
lowering
race
shaped
tailed
tailed grackle
woman
boatswain bird
swain's call
swain's chair
swain's mate
swain's pipe
swain's stores
a curtsy
and wheel
down
for
runner
skate
skates
up
bob veal
bob wheel
bob wig
bob wire
bob-cherry
bob-haired
bob-sled
bob-tail
bob-white
bob-wig
bobbery pack
bobbin and fly frame
bobbin barreler
bobbin board
bobbin borer
bobbin boy
bobbin carrier
bobbin chucker
bobbin cleaner
bobbin filler
bobbin lace
bobbin maker
bobbin making
bobbin net
bobbin polisher
bobbin riveter
bobbin shifter
bobbin sinker
bobbin stripper
bobbin tester
bobbin tier
bobbin-net
bobby calf
bobby pin
bobby socks
bobby soxer
bobby-dazzler
bobby-socket
bobby-soxer
bobsy-die
bobtail drawbridge
bobtail flush
bobtail straight
bobtailed arrow
bobwhite quail
bock beer
bodd-
bodhi tree
bodice maker
bodies seven
bodily appetite
bodily charm
bodily comfort
bodily discharge
bodily grace
bodily love
bodily pleasure
bodily size
bodkin beard
body Brussels
body English
body and blood of Christ
body armor
body axis
body bag
body blight
body blow
body brace
body building
body cavity
body cell
body centrodé
body check
body cloth
body clothes
body clothing
body coat
body color
body colour
body constituent
body corporate
body count
body curer
body designer
body ease
body erector
body fat
body finisher
body fluid
body former
body forth
body garment
body girth
body gripper
body harness
body heat
body height
body ill
body image
body ironer
body language
body linen
body lining
body loop
body louse
body maker
body mounter
body odor
body of Christ
body of Christians
body of advisers
body of affiliates
body of evidence
body of ideas
body of knowledge
body of law
body of learning
body of retainers
body of the crime
body of theory
body of water
body pain
body physician
body pigment
body plague
body plan
body plasm
body politic
body post
body scent
body servant
body shirt
body shop
body slam
body slave
body snatcher
body snatching
body stealing
body stocking
body suit
body surface
body track
body type
body varnish
body washer
body weight
body white
body whorl
body-breaking
body-build
body-centered
body-centred
body-guard
body-killing
body-line
body-line bowling
body-mind
body-snatching
boeuf a la bourguignon
boeuf bourguignon
bofors gun
bog arum
bog asphodel
bog bean
bog bilberry
bog birch
bog glitter
bog blueberry
bog bull
bog bulrush
bog butter
bog cotton
bog cutting
bog deal
bog down
bog earth
bog featherfoil
bog fern
bog gale
bog garden
bog gentian
bog glede
bog grass
bog hay
bog hop
bog in
bog iron
bog iron ore
bog jumper
bog lemming
bog lime
bog manganese
bog mine
bog mold
bog moss
bog myrtle
bog nut
bog oak
bog onion
bog orchid
bog orchis
bog ore
bog peat
bog pimpernel
bog pine
bog pink
bog plant
bog rhubarb
bog rose
bog rosemary
bog rush
bog spavin
bog spruce
bog stalker
bog star
bog stitchwort
bog strawberry
bog timber
bog torch
bog trefoil
bog turf
bog violet
bog whortleberry
bog willow
bog-bred
bog-down
bog-eyed
bog-hoose
bog-iron ore
bog-rush
bog-trot
bog-trotter
bogey hole
bogey man
bogey-hole
boggle-dy-botch
bogie engine
bogie roll
bogus money
bohemian bob
boiling process
boiling spring
boiling stone
boiling water
boiling-house
boiling-point constant
boiling-water reactor
bois de vache
bois-brl
boîte de nuit
bok choy
bold as a lion
bold as brass
bold conjecture
bold face
bold front
bold hand
bold ignorance
bold imagination
bold relief
bold stroke
bold-beating
bold-face
bold-faced
bold-facedly
bold-facedness
bold-following
bold-looking
bold-minded
bold-spirited
boldo family
boletic acid
boll hull
boll rot
boll weevil
bollard timber
bollix up
bollixed up
bolly cotton
bolo punch
bolo-bolo
bologna sausage
bolster plate
bolster up
bolt action
bolt auger
bolt boat
bolt chisel
bolt down
bolt forger
bolt from the blue
bolt hole
bolt hook
bolt in
bolt knife
bolt maker
bolt of lightning
bolt out of the blue
bolt rope
bolt strake
bolt the door
bolt threader
bolt upright
bolt upsetter
bolt-action
bolt-action rifle
bolt-cutting
bolt-forging
bolt-head
bolt-hole
bolt-pointing
bolt-rope
bolt-shaped
bolt-threading
bolt-turning
bolter-down
bolter-up
bolters-down
bolters-up
bolting cloth
bolting house
bolting hutch
bolting tub
bolus alba
bomah nut
bomahnut oil
bomb bay
bomb calorimeter
bomb ketch
bomb lance
bomb out
bomb plane
bomb rack
bomb release
bomb run
bomb shelter
bomb site
bomb thrower
bomb tube
bomb vessel
bomb-ketch
bomb-proof
bomb-shell
bomb-throwing
bombajle palm
bombanassa palm
bombardier beetle
bombardment emission
bombardment rocket
bombardment squadron
bombardment weapons
bombastic person
bombay duck
bombe glacee
bomber jacket
bomber pilot
bombing locator
bombing machine
bombing mission
bombing run
bombing sap
bon ami
bon appetit
bon chretien
bon gre mal gre
bon jour
bon mot
bon soir
bon ton
bon vivant
bon viveur
bon voyage
bon-accord
bon-bon
bon-ton
bon-vivant
bona activa
bona fide
bona fide holder
bona fide purchaser
bona fideseness
bona fides
bona roba
bona vacantia
bona-fide
bona-roba
bonace tree
bonaci arara
bonaci cardenal
bonaci gato
bonadventure mast
bonadventure mizzen
bonae fidei
bonaventure mast
bonaventure mizzen
bonbon spoon
bond anticipation note
bond coat
bond course
bond crowd
bond debt
bond issue
bond of matrimony
bond paper
bond servant
bond service
bond timber
bond washing
bond-land
bond-servant
bonded warehouse
bonded whiskey
bonding electron
bonds of harmony
bonduc nut
bone ash
bone bed
bone black
bone bleacher
bone boiler
bone breccia
bone brown
bone cartilage
bone carver
bone cell
bone char
bone charcoal
bone china
bone conduction
bone corpuscle
bone crusher
bone cutter
bone dust
bone earth
bone fat
bone forceps
bone glass
bone grinder
bone heap
bone house
bone idle
bone jack
bone lace
bone meal
bone mill
bone of contention
bone of my bones
bone oil
bone pain
bone phosphate
bone pitch
bone plombe
bone polisher
bone porcelain
bone pot
bone precipitate
bone shark
bone sorter
bone spavin
bone spirit
bone tallow
bone tankage
bone tar
bone to pick
bone turquoise
bone up
bone waste
bone whale
bone white
bone yard
bone-ace
bone-breaking
bone-bred
bone-bruising
bone-carving
bone-chilling wind
bone-crushing
bone-dry
bone-dryness
bone-eater
book louse
book lung
book machine
book madness
book manufacturing
book match
book muslin
book name
book notice
book of account
book of common prayer
book of fate
book of hours
book of original entry
book of verse
book out
book packet
book palm
book part
book post
book postage
book printer
book printing
book production
book profit
book publisher
book publishing
book review
book reviewer
book reviewing
book salesman
book scorpion
book size
book society
book stamp
book stitcher
book support
book table
book tile
book token
book tray
book truck
book value
book wagon
book-case
book-craft
book-fed
book-fell
boom town
boom vang
boom yard
boom-and-bust
boom-ended
booming economy
booming market
boon companion
boon companionship
boon day
boon earth
boon loaf
boon work
boost your pay
booster amplifiers
booster battery
booster charge
booster dose
booster pump
booster rocket
booster rocket unit
booster shot
booster stations
booster unit
boot camp
boot cleaner
boot closer
boot cloth
boot crimp
boot dressing
boot hill
boot hook
boot ironer
boot maker
boot needle
boot out
boot polish
boot polisher
boot powder
boot socks
boot spur
boot stretcher
boot the
boot top
boot tree
boot-cleaning
boot-hale
boot-leg
boot-topping
booted and spurred
booting out
bootlace worm
bootle-blade
bootleg liquor
bootleg play
bootleg sucker
bootless errand
boots and all
boots and saddles
booze fighter
booze up
booze-up
bor-
borage family
borax bead
borax carmine
borax glass
borax honey
borax pentahydrate
borax usta
bord gate
bord-and-pillar
bord-land
bord-lode
bordeaux mixture
border ballads
border ground
border irrigation
border light
border line
border on
border pen
border service
border stone
border terrier
border upon
border world
border-land
bordering on
bordering upon
borderline case
bore bit
bore meal
bore out of all patience
bore out of your life
bore stiff
bore to death
bore to distraction
bore to extinction
bore to tears
boreal blast
bored stiff
bored to death
bored to extinction
bored to tears
boric acid
boring bar
boring block
boring head
boring journal
boring machine
boring mill
boring pain
boring person
boring rod
boring tool
boring tube
born again
born before your time
born days
born fool
born for
born in Poland
born leader
born on itself
born out of wedlock
born to the purple
born under a bad sign
born under a lucky star
born under an evil star
born within sound of Bow bells
born yesterday
borne out
borning day
bornyl acetate
bornyl alcohol
bornyl formate
boro-
boron carbide
boron counter
boron nitride
borosilicic acid
borough council
borough english
borough reeve
borough-English
borough-english
borough-holder
borough-man
borough-master
borough-reeve
borough-town
borracha entrefina
borracha fina
borracha grossa
borrow pit
borrow the loan of
borrow trouble
borrowed plumes
borrowed stock
borrowed time
borrowed word
borrower's card
borrowing capacity
borrowing days
borrowing power
borsch circuit
borscht belt
borscht circuit
borstal boy
borstal institution
borstal school
boskop man
bosom bar
bosom buddy
bosom friend
bosom friendship
bosom ironer
bosom knee
bosom maker
bosom making
bosom piece
bosom plate
bosom staff
bosom-breathing
bosom-deep
bosom-felt
bosom-folded
bosom-stricken
boss cocky
boss plate
boss-eyed
bossa nova
boston bag
boston bull
boston cream pie
boston fern
boston ivy
boston terrier
botanical garden
botany bay
botched writing
botched-up
both-handed
both-handedness
both-hands
bott hammer
bottery tree
bottle baby
bottle blower
bottle boot
bottle brush
bottle bump
bottle cap
bottle capper
bottle carrier
bottle cleaner
bottle club
bottle coaster
bottle cod
bottle corker
bottle feeding
bottle fern
bottle filler
bottle gentian
bottle glass
bottle gourd
bottle grass
bottle green
bottle heath
bottle imp
bottle in
bottle jack
bottle jaw
bottle kiln
bottle labeler
bottle labeling
bottle maker
bottle mold
bottle molder
bottle nose
bottle opener
bottle ore
bottle palm
bottle party
bottle pool
bottle rinser
bottle screw
bottle slider
bottle soaker
bottle sterilizer
bottle stopper
bottle sucker
bottle swallow
bottle tit
bottle tree
bottle turning
bottle up
bottle washer
bottle-assed type
bottle-bellied
bottle-blowing
bottle-brush
bottle-brush buckeye
bottle-butted
bottle-capping
bottle-carrying
bottle-cleaning
bottle-corking
bottle-fed
bottle-feed
bottle-filling
bottle-gas stove
bottle-green
bottle-head
bottle-holder
bottle-nose
bottle-nosed
bottle-nosed dolphin
bottle-nosed whale
bottle-o
bottle-rinsing
bottle-shaped
bottle-soaking
bottle-sterilizing
bottle-tailed
bottle-tight
bottle-washer
bottle-washing
bottled gas
bottled in bond
bottlenose dolphin
bottlenose oil
bottlenose whale
bottling up
bottling works
bottom boards
bottom bolt
bottom canch
bottom disease
bottom dog
bottom dollar
bottom drawer
bottom fermentation
bottom gear
bottom glade
bottom grass
bottom heat
bottom house
bottom ice
bottom land
bottom line
bottom line, the
bottom of the barrel
bottom of the heart
bottom of the sea
bottom on
bottom out
bottom plate
bottom price
bottom rake
bottom rot
bottom round
bottom sawyer
bottom side
bottom side up
bottom stope
bottom tool
bottom up
bottom water
bottom waters
bottom yeast
bottom-dump bucket
bottom-road bridge
bottom-set
bottoming hole
counting out
counting tap
counting depth
counting pit
counting profit
counting up
counting up!
botulismus toxin
boudoir cap
boudoir chair
boudoir dress
boudoir photograph
bough-pot
bought note
bought ready-to-wear
bougie decimale
bouillon cube
bouillon cup
bouillon spoon
bouillotte lamp
bouillotte table
boulder bast
boulder belt
boulder clay
boulder fern
boulder flat
boulder gravel
boulder raspberry
boulder train
boulder-stone
boulder-strewn
bouldering stone
boulevard stop
bounce back
bounce drill
bounce upon
bounced check
bouncing Bess
bouncing Bet
bouncing baby
bouncing bess
bouncing bet
bouncing check
bouncing-pin indicator
bound and determined
bound back
bound bailiff
bound book
bound charge
bound electron
bound foot
bound form
bound morpheme
bound over
bound to
bound up
bound up in
bound up with
bound variable
boundary condition
boundary layer
boundary light
boundary line
boundary point
boundary rider
boundary stone
boundary value problem
boundary-marking
bounden duty
bounden to
bounding bow
boundless pit
bounty hunter
bounty jumper
bounty jumping
bounty-fed
bouquet garni
bouquet larkspur
bouquets garnis
bourbon and branch water
bourbon rose
bourbon whiskey
bourbon whisky
bourdon lace
bourgeois gentilhomme
bourgeois taste
bouton pearl
bouts-rimes
bovine animal
bovine trichomoniasis
bovine vaccine
bovver boots
bow and arrow
bow and scrape
bow back
bow bearer
bow bells
bow brace
bow cap
bow chaser
bow chasing
bow collector
bow compass
bow divider
bow down
bow down and worship
bow down before
bow drill
bow dye
bow fast
bow file
bow front
bow hair
bow hand
bow legs
bow light
bow line
bow maker
bow net
bow oar
bow out
bow pen
bow pencil
bow pulpit
bow rudder
bow saw
bow stiffener
bow submission
bow the head
bow thistle
bow tie
bow to
bow to your will
bow trolley
bow wave
bow weight
bow window
bow your head
bow-and-quarter line
bow-back
bow-back chair
bow-backed
bow-beakedow-bearerow-bellow-bendingow-compassow-draughtow-dyeow-dyerow-handow-houghdow-ironow-leggedow-lessow-neckedow-netow-shapedow-spring compassow-streetow-stringow-windowow-windowedow-wowowed downowed-downowel movementowel-hive grassowels of compassionowels of mercyowels of the earthower anchorower plantower-birdowhead birdowie knifeowie-knife
bowing acquaintance
bowing and scraping
bowing down
bowing stone
bowl a bosey
bowl a googly
bowl a wrong 'un
bowl along
bowl down
bowl game
bowl over
bowl spirit
bowl-shaped
bowled down
bowled over
bowline bridle
bowline cringle
bowline knot
bowling alley
bowling average
bowling ball
bowling crease
bowling green
bowling on the green
bowling stump
bowman's root
bows on
bows under
bowsprit bed
bowsprit cap
bowsprit shroud
bowstring beam
bowstring bridge
bowstring creeper
bowstring girder
bowstring hemp
bowstring roof
bowstring truss
bowtie antenna
bowwow theory
box barberry
box barrage
box barrow
box beam
box bed
box bill
box bolt
box bridge
box brier
box buggy
box caisson
box calf
box camera
box canyon
box chisel
box chronometer
box chuck
box clip
box cloth
box coat
box column
box cooper
box coot
box cornice
box couch
box coupling
box coverer
box crab
box cutter
box day
box dolly
box drain
box dresser
box edging
box elder
box end
box family
box frame
box front
box gauge
box girder
box grave
box green
box groove
box gutter
box hardening
box heading
box hedge
box hinging
box holder
box holly
box hook
box house
box huckleberry
box in
box iron
box jig
box junction
box keel
box key
box kite
box level
box lid
box loom
box maker
box metal
box midge
box myrtle
box nail
box nailer
box nut
box oak
box of cigarettes
box of cigars
box off
box office
box on the ear
box opener
box oyster
box pew
box plait
box plaider
box plaidering
box pleat
box poison
box press
box respirator
box room
box scald
box scene
box score
box seat
box set
box settle
box sextant
box shook
box shop
box shutter
box sill
box sleigh
box spanner
box spring
box springs
box stair
box stall
box staple
box stew
box stoop
box stove
box strap
box stretcher
box strike
box string
box tail
box taler
box tenon
box the compass
box the ears
box toe
box tool
box tortoise
box trap
box tree
box truck
box turtle
box up
box valve
box waggon
box wagon
box wrench
box-bordered
box-branding
box-calf
box-cleating
box-covering
box-edged
box-elder aphid
box-elder bug
box-haul
box-leaved
box-locking
box-nailing
box-office
box-plaited
box-shaped
box-strapping
box-top mission
box-tree
box-trimming
box-turning
boxed cornice
boxed in
boxed-in
boxer shorts
boxer's ear
boxer-off
boxer-up
boxing blow
boxing day
boxing glove
boxing gloves
boxing match
boxing ring
boxing shutter
boxing weight
bracket fungus
bracket plate
bracket saw
bracket trail
bracketed blenny
bract scale
brad punch
brady-
brag about
brag yourself up
braid bonnet
braid fern
braid wool
braided rope
braided stream
brain box
brain cactus
brain case
brain cavity
brain cell
brain cells
brain child
brain coral
brain damage
brain death
brain disease
brain drain
brain fag
brain fever
brain nerve
brain power
brain sand
brain specialist
brain stem
brain storm
brain surgery
brain teaser
brain trust
brain truster
brain tumor
brain twister
brain vesicle
brain wash
brain washing
brain wave
brain waves
brain-begot
brain-born
brain-breaking
brain-bred
brain-child
brain-cracked
brain-crazed
brain-crumpled
brain-damaged
brain-fever bird
brain-fevered
brain-fretting
brain-injured
brain-purging
brain-smoking
brain-spattering
brain-spun
brain-strong
brain-teaser
brain-tire
brain-trust
brain-wash
brain-washing
brains trust
brainstone coral
brake assembler
brake band
brake bar
brake beam
brake block
brake chain
brake chute
brake clevis
brake compartment
brake cylinder
brake drum
brake examiner
brake fitter
brake fluid
brake gear
brake hanger
brake harrow
brake horsepower
brake hose
brake lever
brake light
brake lining
brake maker
brake meter
brake operator
brake parachute
brake pedal
brake pipe
brake power
brake repairer
brake rod
brake shoe
brake spring
brake stripper
brake tester
brake valve
brake van
brake wheel
brake-testing
brake-van
braking parachute
braking power
braking ratio
bramble finch
bramble rose
bramble shark
bramble worm
bran boil
bran drench
bran duster
bran mash
bran steep
bran tub
bran-deer
bran-new
branch bank
branch banking
branch bar
branch circuit
branch cut
branch depot
branch gap
branch grass
branch herring
branch line
branch mark
branch of knowledge
branch of learning
branch of service insignia
branch of study
branch of the service
branch off
branch office
brant bird
brant fox
brant goose
brant snipe
brant-fox
bras-dessus-bras-dessous
brash bearing
brass ankle
brass band
brass buffer
brass buttons
brass choir
brass farthing
brass finisher
brass fitter
brass founder
brass hat
brass instrument
brass knuckles
brass knucks
brass molder
brass pounder
brass quintet
brass section
brass spinner
brass tacks
brass turner
brass wind
brass, the
brass-armed
brass-bold
brass-browed
brass-cheeked
brass-colored
brass-eyed
brass-finishing
brass-fitted
brass-footed
brass-fronted
brass-handled
brass-headed
brass-hilted
brass-hooved
brass-lined
brass-melting
brass-mounted
brass-plated
brass-renting
brass-shapen
brass-smith
brass-tipped
brass-visaged
brass-wind instrument
brass-working
brattice cloth
brave face
brave front
brave person
brave show
brave west winds
brave-horsed
brave-looking
brave-minded
brave-sensed
brave-showing
brave-souled
brave-spirited
brave-spiritedness
braze-jointed
brazen boldness
brazen it out
brazen law of wages
brazen out
brazen through
brazen-barking
brazen-browed
brazen-clawed
brazen-colored
brazen-face
brazen-faced
brazen-facedly
brazen-fisted
brazen-floored
brazen-footed
brazen-fronted
brazen-gated
brazen-headed
brazen-hilted
brazen-hoofed
brazen-imaged
brazen-leaved
brazen-lunged
brazen-mailed
brazen-mouthed
brazen-pointed
brazil nut
brazil wood
braiding alloy
bre kekekex
breach of contract
breach of faith
breach of friendship
breach of law
breach of privilege
breach of promise
breach of public trust
breach of the peace
breach of trust
breach the law
bread and butter
bread and water
bread and wine
bread bag
bread baker
bread beetle
bread bin
bread corn
bread crumb
bread crumber
bread crust
bread cutter
bread flour
bread grain
bread knife
bread line
bread maker
bread mold
bread mould
bread pan
bread plate
bread pudding
bread rack
bread sauce
bread slicer
bread stick
bread stuff
bread toaster
bread tray
bread tree
bread wheat
bread wrapper
bread-and-butter
bread-and-butter model
bread-and-butter pickle
bread-baking
bread-basket
bread-corn
bread-crumble
bread-crumbling
bread-crust bomb
bread-cutting
bread-eating
bread-faced
bread-fruits
bread-liner
bread-stitch
bread-stuff
bread-tree
bread-winner
bread-wrapping
breadth extreme
breadth index
breadth molded
break Priscian's head
break a lance with
break a strike
break and entry
break away
break back
break bean
break boundary
break bounds
break bread
break bread with
break bulk
break camp
break cover
break down
break down and confess
break down and cry
break even
break faith
break flour
break for
break forth
break free
break front
break ground
break in
break in on
break in the market
break in upon
break into
break into a smile
break into music
break into pieces
break into smithereens
break iron
break it off
break it to
break it up
break jail
break jaws
break joint
break lathe
break line
break loose
break no bones
break of
break of day
break of serve Tennis
break off
break off combat
break on the wheel
break open
break out
break out a flag
break out ballast
break out in a rash
break out in a sweat
break out the anchor
break out with
break pin
break point
break prison
break sheer
break shock
break silence
break step
break the back of
break the back of something
break the bank
break the charm
break the fall
break the habit
break the ice
break the law
break the neck of
break the news
break the pattern
break the peace
break the record
break the seal
break the sound barrier
break the spell
break the thread
break the trail
break through
break to harness
break to pieces
break to smithereens
break up
break van
break water
break wind
break with
break with the past
break you up
break your back
break your bonds
break your chains
break your eyes away
break your fast
break your fetters
break your heart
break your heart over
break your neck
break your promise
break your word
break yourself away
break-
break-back
break-circuit
break-down
break-even
break-even point
break-front
break-in
break-neck
break-off
break-promise
break-through
break-up
breakaway group
breakbone fever
breakdown lights
breakdown of authority
breakdown van
breakdown voltage
breaker card
breaker strip
breaker-down
breaker-off
breaker-up
breakers ahead
breakeven chart
breakfast bacon
breakfast bell
breakfast food
breakfast knife
breakfast nook
breakfast plate
breakfast room
breakfast set
breakfast table
breakfast time
breaking and entering
breaking down
breaking engine
breaking joint
breaking load
breaking loose
breaking off of negotiations
breaking out
breaking piece
breaking plough
breaking plow
breaking point
breaking strength
breaking up
breaking water
breaking-in
breakoff point
breaks, the
breakthrough weapons
breakup switch
breakup value
breast auger
breast backstay
breast beam
breast board
breast collar
breast cut
breast cylinder
breast drill
breast fast
breast feathers
breast harness
breast hoe
breast hole
breast in
breast kerchief
breast knee
breast laws
breast line
breast milk
breast molding
breast of lamb
breast of veal
breast off
breast pang
breast pocket
breast pump
breast roll
breast stoping
breast strap
breast stroke
breast tea
breast the current
breast the flood
breast the tide
breast the wave
breast timber
breast wall
breast wheel
breast-beam
breast-beater
breast-beating
breast-board
breast-deep
breast-fed
breast-feed
breast-feeding
breast-high
breast-hook
breast-plate
breast-plough
breast-rending
breast-wheel
breasting knife
breastwork log
breath glide
breath group
breath of air
breath of life
breath of your nostrils
breath test
breath-bereaving
breath-blowing
breath-giving
breath-stopping
breath-sucking
breath-tainted
breath-taking
breathe again
breathe down your neck
breathe easier
breathe easily
breathe easy
breathe fire and fury
breathe freely
breathe hard
breathe heavily
breathe in
breathe life into
breathe more freely
breathe new life into
breathe out
breathe the air of freedom
breathe vengeance
breathe your last
breather pipe
breathing apparatus
breathing capacity
breathing hole
breathing mark
breathing place
breathing pore
breathing space
breathing spell
breathing stress
breathing time
breathless adoration
breathless awe
breathless impatience
breathless wonder
breathy voice
bred in the bone
bred-in-the-bone
breech action
breech birth
breech bolt
brick machine
brick machinist
brick mold
brick molder
brick nog
brick nogging
brick oven
brick paver
brick pointer
brick press
brick presser
brick red
brick sorter
brick stamp
brick stitch
brick tea
brick trimmer
brick trowel
brick wall
brick wheeler
brick-barred
brick-bound
brick-building
brick-built
brick-burning
brick-colored
brick-cutting
brick-drying
brick-dust
brick-dust deposit
brick-earth
brick-field
brick-fronted
brick-grinding
brick-hemmed
brick-kiln
brick-nogged
brick-paved
brick-red
brick-testing
brick-walled
bricklayer's hammer
bricks and mortar
bridal hymn
bridal outfit
bridal saddle
bridal suite
bridal wreath
bride and groom
bride duck
bride price
bride-ale
bride-cup
bride-lace
bride-to-be
bridge bar
bridge between
bridge bird
bridge bracket
bridge circuit
bridge coupler
bridge crane
bridge deck
bridge engineer
bridge engineering
bridge fluting
bridge grafting
bridge guard
bridge house
bridge islet
bridge joint
bridge lamp
bridge lock
bridge maker
bridge money
bridge over
bridge passage
bridge pewee
bridge piece
bridge rail
bridge seat
bridge sign
bridge stay
bridge stone
bridge table
bridge tower
bridge train
bridge wall
bridge whist
bridge-house
bridle bar
bridle bridge
bridle cable
bridle chain
bridle gate
bridle hand
bridle iron
bridle joint
bridle part
bridle path
bridle port
bridle rein
bridle road
bridle rod
bridle stricture
bridle tape
bridle trail
bridle up
bridle way
bridle wire
bridle-wise
brief bag
brief case
brief of title
brief span
brief success
brier bamboo
brier bush
brier rose
brier stitch
brig-rigged
brigade major
brigadier general
brigadier generals
bright and early
bright and fair
bright and shining
bright and sunny
bright color
bright days
bright diffuse nebula
bright eyes
bright idea
bright light
bright lights
bright outlook
bright prospect
bright rose
bright sentinels of the sky
bright side
bright smile
bright thought
bright wanderer
bright with promise
bright wool
bright young man
bright's disease
bright-bloomed
bright-cheeked
bright-colored
bright-dyed
bright-eyed
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
bright-faced
bright-featured
bright-field
bright-flaming
bright-haired
bright-headed
bright-hued
bright-leaved
bright-line spectrum
bright-minded
bright-robbed
bright-spotted
bright-striped
bright-studded
bright-tinted
bright-witted
brighten up
brightline spectrum
brightness equation
brightness temperature
brill's disease
brilliant cut
brilliant idea
brilliant light
brilliant success
brilliant-cut
brim over
brimming eyes
brimstone acid
brimstone butterfly
brimstone yellow
brindled gnu
brine fly
brine gauge
brine pan
brine pit
brine pump
brine pumper
brine shrimp
brine worm
brine-bound
brine-cooler
brine-cooling
brine-dripping
brine-pumping
brine-soaked
brinell hardness
brinell number
bring a case before the bar
bring a case before the court
bring about
bring about a detente
bring accusation
bring action against
bring around
bring back
bring back to the memory
bring bad luck
bring balm to your sorrow
bring before
bring before the public
bring by the lee
bring by the wind
bring charges
bring crashing down
bring down
bring down about your ears
bring down around your ears
bring down the house
bring down the sun
bring down upon
bring down upon one
bring down upon you
bring down upon your head
bring down upon yourself
bring face to face with
bring forth
bring forward
bring glad tidings
bring home the bacon
bring home to
bring in
bring in a verdict
bring in a verdict of not guilty
bring in an indictment
bring in question
bring in the wind
bring into analogy
bring into being
bring into comparison
bring into court
bring into discredit
bring into existence
bring into focus
bring into play
bring into question
bring into relation with
bring into the limelight
bring into the open
bring into the wind
bring into the world
bring into view
bring low
bring near
bring off
bring off the wind
bring on
bring on the wind
bring out
bring out in bold relief
bring out in high relief
bring out in strong relief
bring over
bring pressure to bear upon
bring reason to bear
bring round
bring shame upon
bring suit
bring the anchor home
bring the mind to bear upon
bring through
bring to
bring to a happy issue
bring to a head
bring to a stand
bring to a standstill
bring to a stop
bring to account
bring to an end
bring to an understanding
bring to attention
bring to bay
bring to bear
bring to bear upon
bring to birth
bring to book
bring to completion
bring to effect
bring to fruition
bring to justice
bring to life
bring to light
bring to maturity
bring to mind
bring to naught
bring to nothing
bring to notice
bring to nought
bring to pass
bring to reason
bring to recollection
bring to ruin
bring to tears
bring to terms
bring to test
bring to the bar
bring to the block
bring to the boiling point
bring to the fore
bring to the front
bring to the gallows
bring to trial
bring to view
bring to your notice
bring to your senses
bring together
bring trouble
bring tumbling down
bring under the hammer
bring under your notice
bring up
bring up by hand
bring up for investigation
bring up short
bring up the rear
bring up to date
bring up to date
bring upon
bring upon yourself
bring word
bring you back to earth
bring you down
bring you to your knees
bring you up short
bring-and-buy sale
bringer-up
bringing back to earth
bringing forth
bringing in
bringing into disorder
bringing into question
bringing of charges
bringing out
bringing to book
bringing to fruition
bringing to light
bringing to the ground
bringing together
bringing-up
brise-soleil
brisk market
brisket disease
bristle cell
bristle fern
bristle grass
bristle moss
bristle picker
bristle rat
bristle up
bristle with
bristle worm
bristle-faced
bristle-grass
bristle-pointed
bristle-pointed oat
bristle-stalked
bristle-tailed
bristle-thighed
bristle-thighed curlew
bristle-toothed
bristlecone fir
bristlecone pine
bristlewort family
bristling with arms
bristly foxtail grass
bristly sarsaparilla
britannia metal
britannia ware
british english
brittany spaniel
brittle as glass
brittle fern
brittle star
brittle-star
brix scale
broach post
broach spire
broach to
broach turner
broad accent
broad arrow
broad as the world
broad awake
broad bean
broad church
broad comedy
broad day
broad daylight
broad gage
broad gauge
broad glass
broad grin
broad hatchet
broad hint
broad humor
broad in the beam
broad jump
broad jumper
broad lines
broad mind
broad of beam
broad on the beam
broad on the bow
broad on the quarter
broad pendant
broad reach
broad seal
broad side foremost
broad spectrum
broad-arrow
broad-axe
broad-backed
broad-based
broad-beamed
broad-bean weevil
broad-billed
broad-bladed
broad-blown
broad-bodied
broad-bosomed
broad-bottomed
broad-boughed
broad-bowed
broad-breasted
broad-brim
broad-brimmed
broad-built
broad-chested
broad-chinned
broad-crested
broad-eared
broad-eyed
broad-faced
broad-flapped
broad-fronted
broad-gage
broad-gaged
broad-gauge
broad-gauge person
broad-gauged
broad-guage
broad-handed
broad-headed
broad-hoofed
broad-horned
broad-jump
broad-leafed
broad-leaved
broad-leaved bottle tree
broad-leaved maple
broad-limbed
broad-lipped
broad-listed
broad-margined
broad-minded
broad-minded person
broad-mindedly
broad-mindedness
broad-mouthed
broad-nosed
broad-piece
broad-ribbed
broad-roomed
broad-set
broad-shouldered
broad-skirted
broad-souled
broad-spectrum
broad-spectrum antibiotic
broad-spectrum drug
broad-spoken
broad-spreading
broad-stered
broad-striped
broad-tailed
broad-thighed
broad-tired
broad-toed
broad-toothed
broad-wayed
broad-wheeled
broad-winged
broad-winged hawk
broadbill dipper
broadcast band
broadcast channel
broadcast drama
broadcast journalism
broadcast loop
broadcasting regulation
broaden the mind
broadening the mind
broadleaf tree
broadloom carpet
broadly speaking
broadside aspect
broadside ballad
broadside on
broadtail cloth
broccoli brown
brock-faced
broderie anglaise
brogue hole
broil n
broiler house
broiling sun
broken accents
broken arch
broken chord
broken circuit
broken coal
broken color
broken dose
broken fortune
broken ground
broken heart
broken home
broken in
broken line
broken lot
broken marriage
broken mirror
broken off
broken pediment
broken record
broken speech
broken thread
broken to harness
broken tones
broken voice
broken water
broken wind
broken-arched
broken-backed
broken-bellied
broken-check
broken-down
broken-ended
broken-footed
broken-fortuned
broken-handed
broken-headed
broken-hearted
broken-heartedly
broken-heartedness
broken-hipped
broken-hoofed
broken-in
broken-kneed
broken-legged
broken-minded
broken-mouthed
broken-nosed
broken-paced
broken-record
broken-shanked
broken-spirited
broken-winded
broken-winged
broker's agent
broker's loan
brokerage house
brokerage office
brolly-hop
brom-
brome grass
bromic acid
bromide paper
bromine pentafluoride
bromine water
bromo-
bromoil process
bromoil transfer
bronch-
bronchial asthma
bronchial pneumonia
bronchial tube
bronchial tubes
bronchio-
broncho-
bronco grass
bronx cheer
bronze age
bronze caster
bronze diabetes
bronze medal
bronze smelter
bronze star medal
bronze-bearing
bronze-bound
bronze-brown
bronze-casting
bronze-clad
bronze-colored
bronze-covered
bronze-foreheaded
bronze-gilt
bronze-gleaming
bronze-golden
bronze-haired
bronze-purple
bronze-shod
bronze-winged
bronze-yellow
bronzed diabetes
bronzed grackle
brood above
brood bud
brood cell
brood chamber
brood gemma
brood mare
brood matron
brood nest
brood over
brood patch
brood pouch
brooder house
broody coop
broody hen
brook bean
brook betony
brook celandine
brook feather
brook lamprey
brook lobelia
brook mink
brook mint
brook no
brook no denial
brook pimpernel
brook runner
brook silk
brook sunflower
brook tongue
brook trout
broom birch
broom brush
broom clover
broom corn
broom crowberry
broom cypress
broom goosefoot
broom grass
broom handle
broom heath
broom hickory
broom maker
broom millet
broom moss
broom palm
broom pine
broom sage
broom sedge
broom straw
broom tea tree
broom toadflax
broom tops
broom tree
broom twine
broom wattle
broom-leaved
broom-sewing
broomcorn millet
broomrape family
broomstick marriage
brother-german
brother-in-arms
brother-in-law
brotherly love
brothers under the skin
brothers-in-law
brougham-landaulet
brought about
brought down
brought in from nowhere
brought low
brought to notice
brought to your knees
brow ague
brow antler
brow point
brow tine
brow-bent
brow-wreathed
brown Bess
brown Betty
brown alga
brown algae
brown as a berry
brown bagging
brown bear
brown belt
brown bent
brown bess
brown betty
brown bill
brown bread
brown bullhead
brown butter
brown canker
brown coal
brown coat
brown creeper
brown george
brown gravy
brown hackle
brown heart
brown hematite
brown hyena
brown lung disease
brown madder
brown man
brown of dusk
brown off
brown out
brown race
brown rat
brown recluse spider
brown rice
brown rot
brown sauce
brown snake
brown soap
brown spot
brown stem rot
brown study
brown sugar
brown swiss
brown thrasher
brown thrush
brown trout
brown-armed
brown-backed
brown-banded
brown-barreled
brown-bearded
brown-berried
brown-colored
brown-complexioned
brown-eyed
brown-eyed Susan
brown-faced
brown-green
brown-haired
brown-headed
brown-leaved
brown-locked
brown-nose
brown-nosed
brown-noser
brown-nosing
brown-purple
brown-red
brown-roofed
brown-sailed
brown-skinned
brown-sleeve
brown-spotted
brown-state
brown-stemmed
brown-strained
brown-tail moth
brown-tailed
brown-washed
browned off
browned-off
brownian motion
brownian movement
browning solution
browning trowel
brownish-red
brownish-yellow
brownstone front
browsing room
bruit about
bruited about
bruiting about
brumbo pulley
brunch coat
brunch-word
brush ape
brush apple
brush aside
brush ax
brush back
brush borer
brush boring
brush box
brush breaker
brush bronzewing
brush broom
brush by
brush case
brush cherry
brush coating
brush cut
brush deal
brush deer
brush discharge
brush drag
brush driller
brush drilling
brush fashioner
brush fiber
brush filler
brush fire
brush hand
brush harrow
brush heap
brush holder
brush hook
brush kangaroo
brush keeper
brush maker
brush myrtle
brush off
brush on paint
brush ore
brush pile
brush polisher
brush puller
brush rabbit
brush sawyer
brush scythe
brush shunt
brush stick
brush stock
brush trimmer
brush turkey
brush turner
brush up
brush up on
brush varnisher
brush wheel
brush wolf
brush yoke
brush-breaking
brush-fire
brush-footed
brush-footed butterfly
brush-off
brush-shaped
brush-tail
brush-tailed
brush-tongued
brush-treat
brusher-off
brusher-up
brushfire war
brussels carpet
brussels lace
brussels sprout
brut champagne
brut concrete
brutal act
brutal fact
brutal task
brute creation
brute force
brute matter
brute strength
bruzz iron
bry-
brys-
bton de commandement
buaze fiber
bubble and squeak
bubble bath
bubble canopy
bubble car
bubble chamber
bubble dance
bubble dancer
bubble glass
bubble gum
bubble hood
bubble nest
bubble over
bubble sextant
bubble shell
bubble tower
bubble tube
bubble up
bubble-and-squeak
bubble-bow
bubbling over
bubbly-jock
bubonic plague
buccinator novi temporis
bucco camphor
buchu camphor
buchu oil
buck ague
buck and wing
buck basket
buck bean
buck fat
buck fever
bucket ladder
bucket maker
bucket orchid
bucket out
bucket pump
bucket rope
bucket seat
bucket shop
bucket snapper
bucket up
bucket well
bucket wheel
bucket-eyed
bucket-shaped
bucket-shop
buckeye rot
buckhorn brake
buckhorn plantain
buckhorn sight
bucking board
bucking bronco
bucking hammer
bucking kier
bucking plate
buckle bobber
buckle burnisher
buckle chain
buckle coverer
buckle down
buckle down to
buckle finisher
buckle forger
buckle into
buckle maker
buckle mounter
buckle on your armor
buckle presser
buckle rollerer
buckle stamper
buckle to
buckle tongue
buckle tonguer
buckle under
buckle yourself
buckle-beggar
buckler fern
buckler maker
buckler mustard
buff leather
buff nor stye
buff stick
buff top
buff wheel
buff, the
buff-backed
buff-bare
buff-breasted
buff-citrine
buff-colored
buff-orange
buff-tipped
buff-washed
buff-yellow
buffalo apple
buffalo berry
buffalo bird
buffalo bug
buffalo bur
buffalo bush
buffalo carpet beetle
buffalo chips
buffalo cholera
buffalo cloth
buffalo clover
buffalo cod
buffalo currant
buffalo dance
buffalo disease
buffalo fish
buffalo fly
buffalo gnat
buffalo gourd
buffalo grass
buffalo jack
buffalo mange
buffalo moth
buffalo nut
buffalo pea
buffalo robe
buffalo sunfish
buffalo thorn
buffalo tree
buffalo tree hopper
buffalo wallow
buffalo weed
buffalo wolf
buffalo-headed
buffer bar
buffer beam
buffer block
buffer salt
buffer solution
buffer state
buffer therapy
buffer value
buffer zone
buffered aspirin
buffet car
buffet lunch
buffet supper
buffet the waves
buffing apparatus
buffing head
buffing wheel
buffle duck
buffle-headed
buffo bass
buffy coat
bug agaric
bug bomb
bug in the ear
bug juice
bug light
bug off
bug word
bug-eyed
bug-eyes
bug-juice
bug-word
bugger about
bugger off
bugger up
buggered up
bugging machine
buggy cultivator
buggy plow
bugle call
bugle corps
bugle horn
bugle-horn
bugle-weed
bugloss cowslip
bugs on
buhl clock
build a fire
build a house of cards
build castles in the air
build in
build into
build on
build the stately rime
build up
build up a stock
build up an inventory
build your house upon a rock
build-up
builder's knot
building anchor
building and loan association
building block
building blocks
building code
building construction
building contractor
building cradle
building inspector
building iron
building law
building lease
building line
building lot
building material
building mover
building paper
building permit
building rigger
building slip
building society
building surveyor
building trade
building trades
built for comfort
built like a brick shithouse
built on sand
built-in
built-up
built-up mast
bukk-
bulb angle
bulb bar
bulb fly
bulb iron
bulb keel
bulb mite
bulb plate
bulb rectifier
bulb rot
bulb scale
bulb-tee
bulbo-
bulbo-urethral
bulbourethral gland
bulbous bow
bulbous buttercup
bulbous crowfoot
bulbous-rooted
bulge hoop
bulging purse
bulk large
bulk line
bulk mail
bulk modulus
bulk out
bulk up
bulk-material conveyer
bulk-pile
bulkhead deck
bulkhead in
bulkhead line
bulky color
bull account
bull apple
bull bait
bull band
bull bay
bull birch
bull bit
bull block
bull brier
bull buttercup
bull chain
bull cook
bull daisy
bull dike
bull ditcher
bull donkey
bull dust
bull dyke
bull earing
bull fiddle
bull float
bull gear
bull grape
bull grass
bull gun
bull header
bull horn
bull in a china shop
bull kelp
bull mackerel
bull market
bull mastiff
bull meat
bull moose
bull neck
bull net
bull nettle
bull nose
bull oak
bull peep
bull pen
bull pine
bull plum
bull point
bull pool
bull press
bull pump
bull quartz
bull raid
bull rattle
bull redfish
bull ring
bull riveter
bull rope
bull session
bull shark
bull snake
bull stag
bull stretcher
bull terrier
bull the market
bull thistle
bull tongue
bull train
bull trout
bull wheel
bull's nose
bull's-eye
bull's-eye lantern
bull's-eye mirror
bull's-eye rot
bull's-eye squall
bull's-eyed
bull's-eyes
bull-
bull-bait
bull-baiter
bull-baiting
bull-bearing
bull-beggar
bull-bitch
bull-bragging
bull-browed
bull-dog
bull-dose
bull-faced
bull-fight
bull-frog
bull-fronted
bull-god
bull-grip
bull-headed
bull-horn
bull-horn acacia
bull-like
bull-man
bull-mastiff
bull-mouthed
bull-necked
bull-nosed
bull-nosed bow
bull-roarer
bull-roaring
bull-run
bull-running
bull-terrier
bull-tongue
bull-tongued
bull-tonguing
bull-trout
bull-voiced
bull-whack
bull-whip
bulla tympani
bullace grape
bulldog ant
bulldog bat
bulldog clip
bulldog courage
bulldog edition
bulldog forceps
bulldog pipe
bulldog spear
bulldog tenacity
bulldog wrench
bullen nail
bullen-bullen
bullet bolt
bullet catch
bullet compass
bullet hawk
bullet maker
bullet money
bullet screw
bullet shell
bullet tree
bullet wood
bullet-head
bullet-hole
bullet-resisting glass
bulletin board
bulletproof vest
bullhead kelp
bullhead lily
bullhead shark
bulling bar
bullion balance
bullion fringe
bullion lace
bullion melter
bullion point
bullion smelter
bullion stitch
bullish market
bullish prices
bullit grape
bullnose header
bullnose step
bullnose stretcher
bullnose tool
bullock block
bullock cart
bullock heart
bullock's heart
bullock's-heart
bullshit artist
bully beef
bully tree
bully-off
bully-rock
bulrush millet
bulwark plating
bum a ride
bum around
bum steer
bum's rush
bum's rush, the
bum-
bumble-bee
bumble-puppy
bumblebee coot
bumblebee hawk moth
bumblebee root
bump against
bump ball
bump heads
bump into
bump joint
bump off
bump start
bump up
bump-off
bump-start
bumper bag
bumper beam
bumper car
bumper crop
bumper guard
bumper jack
bumper spring
bumper sticker
bumping bag
bumping hammer
bumping post
bumping race
bumping-off
bumpy ash
bun fight
bun foot
bun ochra
bunch bean
bunch evergreen
bunch grape
bunch grass
bunch light
bunch oyster
bunch peanut
bunch pink
bunch plum
bunch together
bunch up
bunch-backed
bunch-word
buncher resonator
bunchflower family
bunchy top
bunco artist
bunco game
bunco steerer
bunder boat
bundle away
bundle branch
bundle branch block
bundle browning
bundle burial
bundle of His
bundle of isoglosses
bundle off
bundle out
bundle pillar
bundle sheath
bundle up
bundle work
bundle-rooted
bundu bashing
bung start
bung up
bung-full
bungalow tent
bunghole oil
bungup and bilge-free
bunji-bunji
bunk bed
bunk chain
bunk fence
bunker coal
bunker oil
bunko artist
bunko steerer
bunny brown
bunny girl
bunny hop
bunny hug
bunny rabbit
bunsen burner
bunt glut
bunter dog
bunting crow
bunting iron
bunting lark
buntline cloth
bunya-bunya
buon fresco
buon giorno
buona notte
buona sera
buono fresco
buoy boat
buoy up
buoy-tender
buoyancy force
buoyant force
buoyant market
buoyant mine
buoyed up
buoyed-up
buprestid beetle
bur artichoke
bur chervil
bur clover
bur cucumber
bur gherkin
bur grass
bur marigold
bur oak
bur parsley
bur reed
bur sage
bur thistle
bur vervain
bur-reed
buratto lace
bubble point
burd-alone
burden adjustment
burden of care
burden of expenditure
burden of proof
burden stitch
burden the memory
burden the mind
burden the mind with
burden with
burdened with debt
burdened with sorrow
burdock grass
bureau company
bureau of investigation
bureau system
bureaucratic delay
burg-bryce
burgess-ship
burgh-english
burghal-penny
burglar alarm
burglary insurance
burial at sea
burial case
burial chamber
burial customs
burial ground
burial jar
burial mound
burial peal
burial place
burial service
burial tree
burial urn
burial vault
burial yard
burial-ground
burial-place
buried in
buried in oblivion
buried in thought
buried treasure
burlesque act
burlesque queen
burlesque show
burlesque theater
burly-boned
burly-faced
burly-headed
burmannia family
burmese cat
burn a hole in your pocket
burn at the stake
burn blue
burn daylight
burn down
burn in
burn in effigy
burn in your pocket
burn off
burn on
burn out
burn the candle at both ends
burn the midnight oil
burn to
burn to a cinder
burn to ashes
burn to death
burn to the ground
burn up
burn up your mortgage
burn with curiosity
burn with love
burn you up
burn your boats
burn your bridges
burn your fingers
burn yourself out
burn-
burn-ing
burn-beat
burn-nose
burn-nose bark
burn-the-wind
burn-up
burned down
burned out
burned to the ground
burned-out
burned-over
burner gas
burner-off
burnet bloodwort
burnet clover
burnet moth
burnet rose
burnet saxifrage
burning at the stake
burning bush
burning ember
burning ghat
burning glass
burning hot
burning issue
burning mirror
burning mountain
burning oil
burning out
burning pain
burning point
burning question
burning rage
burning shame
burning spot
burning up
burning with curiosity
burning with excitement
burning-bush
burning-glass
burning-in tool
burning-wood
burnished-gold
burnishing die
burnt Italian earth
burnt Roman ocher
burnt ale
burnt almond
burnt almonds
burnt carmine
burnt cork
burnt crimson lake
burnt lake
burnt lime
burnt line
burnt ocher
burnt offering
burnt orange
burnt rose
burnt sienna
burnt umber
burnt up
burnt-child
burnt-out
burnt-umber
burnt-up
burp gun
burr chisel
burr-pump
burr-stone
burras-pipe
burrel fly
burrel shot
burrel-fly
burrel-shot
burring machine
burro deer
burro-back
burrow duck
burrow-duck
burrowing blenny
burrowing owl
burrows-town
burst forth
burst in
burst into bloom
burst into flame
burst into laughter
burst into song
burst into tears
burst like a bubble
burst like a thunderbolt
burst like a thunderclap
burst of applause
burst of laughter
burst of light
burst of rain
burst of speed
burst on the ear
burst out
burst out laughing
burst the bubble
burst upon
burst upon one
burst upon the view
burst with
burst with energy
burst with health
burst with laughter
burst-cow
bursting at the seams
bursting charge
bursting of the bubble
bursting out
bursting point
bursting strength
bursting to
bursting with happiness
bursting with health
bury the hatchet
bury the tomahawk
bury your head in the sand
bury yourself in
burying beetle
burying ground
burying place
burying-ground
burying-place
bus bar
bus boy
bus conductor
bus driver
bus girl
bus line
bus rod
bus shelter
bus stop
bush baby
bush basil
bush bean
bush broom
bush canary
bush cat
bush cinquefoil
bush clover
bush coat
bush country
bush cow
bush cranberry
bush disease
bush doe
bush dog
bush dove
bush flying
bush forest
bush fruit
bush goat
bush grape
bush hammer
bush harrow
bush hawk
bush honeysuckle
bush hook
bush house
bush huckleberry
bush jacket
bush lark
bush lawyer
bush league
bush leaguer
bush lot
bush maple
bush marrow
bush metal
bush morning-glory
bush nut
bush oak
bush oyster
bush parole
bush pea
bush pepper
bush pig
bush pilot
bush poppy
bush pumpkin
bush quail
bush rat
bush rice grass
bush robin
bush scythe
bush shrike
bush sickness
bush soul
bush swamp
bush tamarind
bush tea
bush telegraph
bush tit
bush trefoil
bush up
bush vetch
bush warbler
bush wren
bush-fighter
bush-grown
bush-haired
bush-hammer
bush-harrow
bush-head
bush-headed
bush-league
bush-ranger
bush-rope
bush-shrike
bush-skirted
bush-tailed
busheled iron
bushy aster
bushy-bearded
bushy-browed
bushy-eared
bushy-haired
bushy-headed
bushy-legged
bushy-tailed
bushy-whiskered
bushy-wigged
business English
business affairs
business agent
business arithmetic
business at hand
business car
business card
business chemistry
business college
business correspondence
business cycle
business deal
business dealings
business directory
business district
business double
business education
business end
business establishment
business ethics
business fluctuations
business index
business interruption insurance
business is business
business jet
business law
business leader
business letter
business life insurance
business machine
business paper
business pass
business relations
business reply card
business reply envelope
business school
business section
business suit
business transaction
business unionism
businessman's bounce
businessman's trip
busman's holiday
buss the clouds
busser-in
bust a gut
bust hammer
bust in
bust out
bust up
bust your ass
bust-up
bustamente furnace
bustard quail
bustle pipe
busy Lizzie
busy as a beaver
busy as a bee
busy bee
busy signal
busy yourself
busy yourself with
busy-brained
busy-fingered
busy-headed
busy-idle
busy-tongued
but breath and shadow
but for
but go at once
but good
but now
but piece
but then
but what
but-
but-and-ben
but-end
butacaine sulfate
butane lighter
butane stove
butane torch
butt strap
butt striker
butt weld
butt welding
butt-headed
butt-in
butt-stock
butter ale
butter basket
butter bean
butter blender
butter boat
butter carrier
butter chip
butter clam
butter color
butter cooler
butter cress
butter crock
butter cutter
butter daisy
butter dealer
butter dipper
butter dish
butter dock
butter duck
butter firkin
butter grinder
butter kit
butter knife
butter maker
butter merchant
butter mold
butter muslin
butter of arsenic
butter of zinc
butter oil
butter packer
butter pat
butter pear
butter pick
butter plate
butter plum
butter print
butter roller
butter salve
butter sauce
butter server
butter shop
butter spreader
butter tooth
butter tree
butter tub
butter up
butter weight
butter yellow
butter your bread on both sides
butter-and-egg man
butter-and-eggs
butter-billed
butter-box
butter-bump
butter-colored
butter-cutting
butter-fingered
butter-mouthed
butter-nut
butter-print
butter-rigged
butter-rose
butter-smooth
butter-toothed
butterboat-bill
butterboat-billed
buttercup family
buttercup yellow
buttered eggs
buttered rum
butterfly agama
butterfly bomb
butterfly bush
butterfly chair
butterfly dam
butterfly damper
butterfly dance
butterfly dock
butterfly fish
butterfly flower
butterfly lily
butterfly map
butterfly net
butterfly nut
butterfly orchid
butterfly orchis
butterfly pea
butterfly plant
butterfly ray
butterfly roof
butterfly table
butterfly tail
butterfly tulip
butterfly valve
butterfly wedge
butterfly weed
butterfly-flower
butterfly-pea
butternut squash
buttery bar
buttery hatch
butting in
butting-in
butting-joint
buttock line
buttock mail
button aster
button balance
button blank
button borer
button bottomer
button burnisher
button cactus
button chrysanthemum
button clamper
button cleaner
button clover
button coverer
button cutter
button day
button die
button dipper
button disease
button driller
button ear
button fastener
button finisher
button flower
button gauge
button grass
button head
button hole
button lac
button maker
button making
button man
button mangrove
button mottler
button pearl
button piercer
button polisher
button quail
button sage
button saw
button scar
button seal
button sedge
button sewer
button shank
button shanker
button shoe
button shoes
button snakerooot
button snakeweed
button sorter
button stamper
button stick
button strike
button switch
button thistle
button tree
button turner
button up
button up your pockets
button willow
button worker
button your lip
button-covering
button-down
button-down collar
button-eared
button-fastening
button-headed
button-hold
button-holder
button-hole
button-sewing
button-shaped
button-slitting
button-tufting
buttoner-up
buttonhead rivet
buttonhole stitch
buttonwood shrub
buttress pier
buttress root
buttress thread
buttress tower
butts and bounds
butty lark
butyl alcohol
butyl aldehyde
butyl group
butyl oxalate
butyl radical
butyl-chloral
butylene group
butylene radical
butyr-
butyric acid
butyric ether
butyro-
butyryl group
butyryl radical
buy a piece of
buy a pig in a poke
buy a share of
buy and sell
buy at a bargain
buy at cost
buy at wholesale prices
buy back
buy boat
buy dirt cheap
buy for a mere nothing
buy for a song
buy for nickels and dimes
buy in
buy in futures
buy into
buy it
buy off
buy on credit
buy on the cuff
buy on the installment plan
buy out
buy time
buy up
buyer four
buyer resistance
buyer ten
buyer's strike
buyers' market
buyers' strike
buying and selling
buying in
buying option
buying power
buying right
buying up
buzz about
buzz along
buzz bomb
buzz off
buzz planer
buzz saw
buzz session
buzz track
buzz word
buzzard clock
buzzard curlew
buzzard grass
by a fluke
by a great deal
by a hair
by a jot
by a long chalk
by a long shot
by a long way
by a nose
by a piece of luck
by a side door
by a side wind
by a strong arm
by a whit
by accident
by acclamation
by agent
by airmail
by airplane
by all manner of means
by all means
by all odds
by an ace
by an iota
by and by
by and large
by any chance
by any manner of means
by any means
by any possibility
by auction
by authority of
by birth
by bits and pieces
by brute force
by bus
by cable
by cards
by catches
by categories
by chance
by choice
by command
by common consent
by common report
by comparison with
by consensus
by contraries
by cracky
by degrees
by design
by destiny
by dint of
by disposition
by divisions
by ear
by easy stages
by election
by express
by eyeball
by fair means or foul
by far
by fits
by fits and starts
by foot
by force
by force of arms
by force of habit
by forced marches
by freight
by general consent
by good fortune
by guess and by God
by half
by half measures
by halves
by hand
by hazard
by heart
by his lane
by hit and miss
by hook or by crook
by hook or crook
by horse
by ill hap
by ill luck
by inches
by inchmeal
by installments
by instinct
by interpretation
by intervals
by intuition
by itself
by jerks
by land
by law
by leaps and bounds
by little and little
by long odds
by mail
by main force
by marriage
by me
by means of
by memory
by merest chance
by my halidom
by name
by nature
by necessity
by night
by no manner of means
by no means
by odds
by one
by order
by ordinary
by parol
by parts
by preference
by proxy
by quarters
by rail
by reason of
by reason of that
by reflex
by remote control
by request
by return mail
by right
by rights
by rote
by rule of thumb
by sea
by sections
by sight
by skips
by slow degrees
by snatches
by some means
by special delivery
by speech or action
by stages
by stealth
by steamer
by storm
by stress of
by suffrage
by surprise
by telegraph
by temperament
by the act of
by the agency of
by the aid of
by the board
by the book
by the by
by the bye
by the clock
by the good offices of
by the lee
by the logic of character
by the logic of temperament
by the numbers
by the people
by the rules of logic
by the run
by the same sign
by the same token
by the side of
by the skin of your teeth
by the stern
by-day
by-dependency
by-design
by-doing
by-doingby-drinking
by-drinking
by-dweller
by-effect
by-election
by-end
by-fellow
by-fellowship
by-form
by-gold
by-hour
by-interest
by-issue
by-job
by-land
by-lane
by-law
by-lead
by-line
by-live
by-matter
by-motive
by-name
by-office
by-pass
by-pass capacitor
by-pass condenser
by-passage
by-passex
by-passer
by-passing
by-past
by-path
by-paths
by-place
by-play
by-plot
by-product
by-product oven
by-purpose
by-reaction
by-respect
by-result
by-road
by-room
by-route
by-sitter
by-speech
by-spel
by-stake
by-street
by-stroke
by-talk
by-term
by-the-bye
by-the-way
by-thing
by-throw
by-thrust
by-time
by-tone
by-track
by-trail
by-turning
by-view
by-walk
by-walking
by-wash
by-water
by-way
by-west
by-wipe
by-wood
by-word
by-work
by-your-leave
bye-blow
bye-bye
bye-byes
bye-election
bye-low
bye-stake
bye-turn
bye-water
bye-wood
bygone days
bygone times
bypass burner
bypass condenser
bypass engine
bypass ratio
bypaths and crooked ways
café noir
cafe society
cafe-society
caffoy paper
cag-handed
cage antenna
cage bird
cage zone melting
cager-on
caging knob
cainca root
cahoun palm
caiman lizard
cain law
calier-callie
cairn tangle
cairn terrier
cairn-headed
caisson body
caisson disease
caisson limber
cajepu oil
caju rains
cajuput oil
cake baker
cake eater
cake flour
cake griddle
cake make-up
cake maker
cake pan
cake-eater
cake-mixing
caked breast
caked lac
cakes and ale
caking coal
calaba tree
calabar bean
calabar-bean
calabash nutmeg
calabash tree
calabur tree
calamander wood
calamine blue
calamine brass
calamint balm
calamity howler
calculate on
calculate upon
calculate your position
calculated deception
calculated distortion
calculated risk
calculated to
calculating machine
calculus of differences
calculus of finite differences
calculus of individuals
calculus of pleasure
calculus of variations
caldo verde
caldron bottom
calendar art
calendar clock
calendar day
calendar maker
calendar month
calendar of bills
calendar stone
calendar watch
calendar year
calendar-making
calenture of the brain
calf feed
calf leather
calf love
calf's brains
calf's head
calf's liver
calf's tongue
calf's-foot
calf's-foot jelly
calf-skin
cali-
caliatour wood
caliber compass
calibrated scale
calibrating circuit
calibrating terminal
calibrating unit
calico ash
calico aster
calico bass
calico bug
calico bush
calico cat
calico clam
calico crab
calico flower
calico pony
calico printing
calico scale
calico tree
california laurel
california poppy
california rosebay
caliper compass
caliper gauge
caliper rule
caliph willow
calisaya bark
calk weld
call a break
call a halt
call a halt to
call a recess
call a spade a spade
call a strike
call all bets off
call an intermission
call attention to
call away
call back
call back yesterday
call bell
call bird
call box
call card
call down
call down curses on the head of
call down evil upon
call for
call for help
call forth
call girl
call heads or tails
call heaven to witness
call house
call in
call in question
call into being
call into existence
call into play
call into question
call it a day
call it quits
call letters
call loan
call mark
call market
call money
call names
call number
call of duty
call off
call on
call on the carpet
call on the phone
call on you for
call option
call out
call over
call price
call rate
call sign
call slip
call spirits from the vasty deep
call the play
call the roll
call the shots
call the signals
call the tune
call the turn
call time
call time-out
call to
call to account
call to active duty
call to arms
call to mind
call to notice
call to order
call to quarters
call to the colors
call to witness
call together
call up
call up spirits
call upon
call upon you for
call upon you to
call your bluff
call your own
call your shot
call your shots
call-back pay
call-board
call-down
call-fire
call-in pay
call-off
call-out
call-over
call-up
calla green
calla lily
calla-
callable bond
callable securities
callcedra wood
called for
called home
called on
calli-
calling a spade a spade
calling before the mind's eye
calling card
calling crab
calling forth
calling party
calling to the mind's eye
calling-down
calling-over
calliopie hummingbird
calliper compasses
calliper rule
calliper splint Med
callis sand
callis-sand
callithumpian band
calloosal convolution
calloosal gyrus
calm acceptance
calm and free
calm as a mill pond
calm before the storm
calm disposition
calm down
calm mind
calm of mind
calm weather
calm yourself
calm-eyed
calm-minded
calm-throated
calming hand
calo-
calomel electrode
calore sore
calorie chart
calorie counter
calorie engine
calorie-counting
calorific value
calorimeter bomb
calumet dance
calvary cross
calyx drill
calyx spray
calyx teeth
calyx tube
cam chain
cam cleat
cam contactor
cam engine
cam press
cam squeezer
cam switch
cam wheel
cam-contactor switch
cam-cutting machine
cam-wood
camadula seed
camara nutmeg
camass rat
camb sizer
cambe wood
camber arch
camber beam
camber piece
camber slip
camber-keeled
camberwell beauty
cambric grass
cambric muslin
cambric tea
camel back
camel caravan
camel driver
camel grass
camel hay
camel insect
camel litter
camel saddle
camel's hair
camel's hair rug
camel's-hair
camel-backed
camel-faced
camel-grazing
camel-hair
camel-haired
camel-kneed
camel-shaped
camel-yarn
camelback truss
cameline oil
cameo blue
cameo conch
cameo encrustation
cameo glass
cameo pink
cameo role
cameo stamper
cameo ware
camera angle
camera assembler
camera booth
camera deflection generator
camera lucida
camera obscura
camera tube
camera tubes
camera-eye
camera-ready copy
camera-shy
camino real
caminos reales
camomile oil
camp ball
camp bed
camp bird
camp car
camp ceiling
camp chair
camp circle
camp color
camp disease
camp fever
camp fire girl
camp flux
camp follower
camp hospital
camp it up
camp meeting
camp on the trail of
camp out
camp robber
camp root
camp royal
camp sheathing
camp site
camp stove
camp trailer
camp-fight
camp-meeting
camp-out
camp-shedding
camp-shot
camp-site
campaign book
campaign button
campaign chair
campaign chest
campaign commitments
campaign contribution
campaign dinner
campaign for
campaign fund
campaign hat
campaign medal
campaign oratory
campaign promises
campaign ribbon
campaign wig
campeachy wood
campernelle jonquil
campfire girl
camph-
camphane group
camphor ball
camphor glass
camphor gum
camphor ice
camphor laurel
camphor liniment
camphor oil
camphor tree
camphor water
camphor weed
camphorated oil
campi santi
camping bus
camping ground
camping site
campo pea
campo santo
campos santos
campus shoes
campus university
camra stylo
can buoy
can burnisher
can calm
can capper
can carrier
can coverer
can crimper
can do
can faucet
can filler
can floater
can frame
can header
can hook
can it
can it be
can jacket
can key
can liner
can not
can of worms
can opener
can plug
can press
can sealer
can solderer
can sterilizer
can such things be
can system
can washer
can you beat that
can you feature that
can't be avoided
can't be helped
can't complain
can't help
can't keep from
can-beading
can-boxing
can-buoy
can-burnishing
can-can
can-capping
can-cleaning
can-closing
can-crimping
can-dock
can-filling
can-flanging
can-heading
can-hook
can-labeling
can-lacquering
can-lining
can-marking
can-opener
can-opening
can-polishing
can-quaffing
can-salting
can-scoring
can-sealing
can-seaming
can-slitting
can-soldering
can-squeezing
can-stamping
can-sterilizing
can-testing
can-washing
can-weighing
can-wiping
can-wrapping
cana brava
cana espina
canada balsam
canada lynx
canada thistle
candid camera
candid photograph
candid photography
candied apple
candle alder
candle anemone
candle auction
candle bearer
candle cactus
candle case
candle end
candle ends
candle fly
candle gleam
candle grease
candle hour
candle larkspur
candle lumen
candle mold
candle molder
candle paper
candle plant
candle power
candle rush
candle shade
candle snuff
candle snuffer
candle tree
candle tube
candle wicking
candle-beam
candle-bearing
candle-branch
candle-dipper
candle-end
candle-foot
candle-holder
candle-hour
candle-lighter
candle-meter
candle-rent
candle-shaped
candle-snuff
candle-snuff fungus
candle-tapering
candle-tree
candle-waster
candle-wood
candleberry bark

candleberry myrtle

candleberry tree

candlenut oil

candlestick lily

candlewick bedspread

candlewood pine

candy cane

candy carrot

candy corn

candy grass

candy kitchen

candy pull

candy pulling

candy store

candy stripe

candy striper

candy thermometer

candy-striped

cane apple

cane ash

cane blight

cane borer

cane bottoming

cane brimstone

cane cactus

cane chair

cane crusher

cane cutter

cane field

cane fruit

cane gall

cane grass

cane gun

cane killer

cane knife

cane mill

cane osier

cane palm

cane piece

cane press

cane rat

cane reed

cane rush

cane rust

cane seat

cane seating

cane splicer
cane sugar
cane syrup
cane trash
cane weaver
cane webbing
cane withy
cane-backed
cane-bottomed
cane-phorus
cane-seated
canebrake rattler
canebrake rattlesnake
canella alba
canella bark
canella-bark family
cangica-wood
canicola fever
canicular days
canine appetite
canine distemper
canine leptospirosis
canine madness
canine tooth
canine typhus
canis major
canis minor
canister shot
canker bloom
canker blossom
canker lettuce
canker rash
canker rose
canker sore
canker violet
canker-bit
canker-bitten
canker-eaten
canker-hearted
canker-mouthed
canker-toothed
cankerworm of care
canna family
canna-down
cannabis indica
cannabis resin
canned foods
canned goods
canned heat
canvas stitching
canvas work
canvas worker
canvas-back
canvas-covered
canvasback duck
canyon gooseberry
canyon grape
canyon live oak
canyon wind
canyon wren
cap and bells
cap and gown
cap bolt
cap cell
cap cloud
cap flashing
cap fungus
cap gun
cap in hand
cap jib
cap maker
cap nut
cap octavo
cap of darkness
cap of dignity
cap of estate
cap of maintenance
cap paper
cap piece
cap pistol
cap rhymes
cap rock
cap screw
cap scuttle
cap spinning
cap square
cap the climax
cap verses
cap-a-pie
cap-case
cap-flash
cap-in-hand
cap-paper
cap-stone
capable of
capable of life
capable of living
capital fellow
capital gain
capital gains
capital gains distribution
capital gains tax
capital goods
capital investment
capital joke
capital levy
capital loss
capital market
capital operation
capital punishment
capital ship
capital stock
capital stock n
capital structure
capital style
capital styles
capital sum
capital surplus
capital transfer tax
capitalist economy
capitalistic economy
capitalistic system
capitalization issue
capitalize on
capitate bone
capitation grant
capitation tax
capo tasto
capoor cutchery
cappa magna
capped elbow
capped hock
capped pawn
capping fee
capping plane
capple-faced
capric acid
capricorn beetle
caprificig wasp
caproic acid
caprylic acid
capsicum wool
capsizing moment
capstan bar
capstan bolt
capstan lathe
capstan screw
capstan table
capstan tool rest
capstan-headed
capsuli-
captain ball
captain general
captain glass
captain lieutenant
captain of industry
captain's biscuit
captain's chair
captain's mast
captain's table
captain's walk
captain-generalcy
captain-lieutenant
captaincy general
captains general
captious critic
captive audience
captive balloon
captive bolt
captive nation
captive test
capture on film
capture theory
captured-air bubble
captured-air vehicle
capuchin capers
capucine buff
capucine lake
capucine madder
capucine orange
capucine red
capucine yellow
caput mortuum
car accounting
car bit
car brake
car card
car coat
car coupler
car coupling
car dumper
car ferry
car float
car frame
car framer
car greaser
car heater
car knocker
car line
car lot
car mileage
car movement
car of Jagannath
car of Juggernaut
car park
car pool
car rail
car replacer
car retarder
car ride
car sealer
car shed
car sickness
car starter
car step
car track
car wash
car wheel
car wheeler
car-borne
car-dumping
car-mile
car-replacing
car-tunnel kiln
caramel cream
caramel cutter
carap nut
carap oil
carap tree
carap wood
carapa nut
carapa oil
carapa tree
carapa wood
carat grain
carat grains
caravan boiler
caraway oil
caraway seed
caraway seeds
caraway-seed fern
carb-
carbamate insecticide
carbamic acid
carbazotic acid
carbo-
carbo-hydrate
carbocyclic compound
carbolic acid
carbolic oil
carbon 14
carbon arc
carbon bisulfide
carbon bisulphide
carbon black
carbon copy
carbon cycle
carbon dating
carbon diamond
carbon dichloride
carbon dioxide
carbon dioxide snow
carbon disulfide
carbon disulphide
carbon fibre
carbon flame
carbon knock
carbon lamp
carbon light
carbon microphone
carbon monoxide
carbon oxide
carbon oxychloride
carbon paper
carbon paper n
carbon pencil
carbon point
carbon process
carbon silicide
carbon spot
carbon star
carbon steel
carbon sulphochloride
carbon telephone
carbon tet
carbon tetrachloride
carbon tissue
carbon transfer
carbon transmitter
carbon trichloride
carbon tube
carbon-dating
carbon-14 dating
carbon-dioxide foam
carbon-dioxide recorder
carbon-dioxide snow
carbonated water
carbonic acid
carbonic acid gas
carbonic anhydride
carbonic-acid gas
carbonium ion
carbonization process
carbonyl chloride
carbonyl group
carbonyl radical
carborundum cloth
carboxyl group
carboxyl radical
carboxylic acid
carbro process
carbureted-hydrogen gas
carburetor altitude control
carcass beef
carcass flooring
carcass roofing
carcin-
carcinogenic substance
card bends
card brusher
card case
card catalog
card catalogue
card cheating
card cleaner
card cloth
card clothier
card clothing
card compass
card cutter
card doffer
card drawer
card dresser
card end
card ender
card feeder
card fettler
card field
card file
card filler
card game
card games
card gatherer
card grinder
card index
card ledger
card magnetic compass
card measurer
card parer
card punch
card reader
card roller
card setter
card sorter
card strip
card stripper
card table
card teasel
card tenter
card thistle
card tray
card up your sleeve
card vote
card voting
card winder
card wire
card writer
card-carrier
card-carrying
card-carrying Communist
card-carrying member
card-counting
card-cut
card-cutting
card-devoted
card-index
card-perforating
card-printing
card-setting machine
card-sorting
cardamom oil
carder bee
cardi-
cardiac arrest
cardiac cycle
cardiac epilepsy
cardiac glucoside
cardiac glycoside
cardiac hormone
cardiac infarction
cardiac insufficiency
cardiac neurosis
cardiac output
cardiac pacemaker
cardiac shock
cardiac stenosis
cardiac tamponade
cardiac thrombosis
cardigan jacket
cardigan sweater
cardinal archbishop
cardinal beetle
cardinal bird
cardinal bishop
cardinal climber
cardinal cloth
cardinal deacon
cardinal dean
cardinal fish
cardinal flower
cardinal grosbeak
cardinal humour
cardinal number
cardinal numeral
cardinal point
cardinal points
cardinal priest
cardinal red
cardinal system
cardinal virtue
cardinal virtues
cardinal vowel
cardinal's hat
cardinal-bishop
cardinal-deacon
cardinal-flower
cardinal-priest
cardinal-red
carding hair
carding machine
carding thistle
carding wool
cardio-
cardio-aortic
cardio-inhibitory
cardiogenic shock
cardioid microphone
cardiovascular disease
cards and spades
care a snap
care a snap of your fingers for
care about
care for
care for truth
care naught for
care nothing about
care nothing for
care of souls
care sunday
care-bewitching
care-bringing
care-charmer Sleep
care-charming
care-cloth
care-crazed
care-crossed
care-defying
care-dispelling
care-eluding
care-encumbered
care-fraught
care-killing
care-laden
care-lined
care-scorched
care-taker
care-tired
care-tuned
care-wounded
career building
career diplomat
career girl
career man
career politics
career soldiers
careers master
careful consideration
carefully ignore
careless abandon
caress the ear
cargo boat
cargo carrier
cargo checker
cargo clerk
cargo cluster
cargo coal
cargo cult
cargo dock
cargo handler
cargo lighter
cargo liner
cargo mast
cargo mill
cargo plane
cargo reflector
cargo ship
cargo transport
cargo worker
caribou moss
caricature plant
caring fair
carking care
carl hemp
carline thistle
carline wife
carload lot
carload rate
carmine crabapple
carmine lake
carnage trade
carnal abuse
carnal delight
carnal desire
carnal knowledge
carnal nature
carnal passion
carnal-minded
carnal-mindedness
carnation grass
carnation red
carnation rose
carnation rust
carnation-red
carnauba wax
carnegie unit
carnelian red
carnival glass
carnival lace
carnoso-
carob bean
carob brown
carob gum
carob tree
caroline hat
carom ball
carom into
carotid artery
carotid body
carotid gland
carotid sinus
carp at
carp louse
carp sucker
carp-
carpal tunnel syndrome
carpe diem
carpenter ant
carpenter bee
carpenter bird
carpenter grass
carpenter moth
carpenter's hammer
carpenter's square
carpet alterer
carpet beating
carpet bed
carpet bedding
carpet beetle
carpet binding
carpet bombing
carpet braid
carpet broom
carpet brush
carpet bug
carpet chair
carpet cleaner
carpet cleaning
carpet dance
carpet dealer
carpet drive
carpet dyer
carpet fastener
carpet filler
carpet fillings
carpet finisher
carpet fitter
carpet fixer
carpet folder
carpet grass
carpet hemmer
carpet knight
carpet lining
carpet loom
carpet machinist
carpet maker
carpet mill
carpet moth
carpet needle
carpet opener
carpet picker
carpet pink
carpet planner
carpet printer
carpet printing
carpet rags
carpet renovator
carpet repairer
carpet rod
carpet sewer
carpet shark
carpet shell
carpet shredder
carpet slipper
carpet snake
carpet sorter
carpet stitch
carpet stretcher
carpet sweeper
carpet tack
carpet thread
carpet twisting
carpet weaver
carpet weaving
carpet wool
carpet yarn
carpet-bag
carpet-bagger
carpet-covered
carpet-cut
carpet-knight
carpet-smooth
carpet-sweeper
carpetweed family
carpo-olecranal
carriage apron
carriage blind
carriage body
carriage bolt
carriage boot
carriage bow
carriage bridge
carriage builder
carriage building
carriage cleaner
carriage cleaning
carriage company
carriage coupler
carriage coupling
carriage dog
carriage drive
carriage driver
carriage entrance
carriage forward
carriage free
carriage gate
carriage guard
carriage harness
carriage head
carriage horse
carriage house
carriage hub
carriage iron
carriage ironer
carriage joiner
carriage lady
carriage lamp
carriage lampman
carriage maker
carriage making
carriage paid
carriage painter
carriage piece
carriage pole
carriage porch
carriage rider
carriage road
carriage searcher
carriage seat
carriage setter
carriage shackle
carriage shaft
carriage shed
carriage spring
carriage springer
carriage step
carriage strap
carriage top
carriage trade
carriage trimmer
carriage trimming
carriage washer
carriage way
carriage wheel
carriage works
carriage wrench
carriage-free
carrick bend
carrick bitt
carrick bitts
carrick head
carried away
carried by acclamation
carrier amplifier
carrier bag
carrier courier
carrier fighter
carrier frequency
carrier pigeon
carrier ring
carrier shell
carrier snail
carrier suppression
carrier wave
carrier-based plane
carrier-current system
carrier-free
carrier-pigeon
carriers of
carrion beetle
carrion buzzard
carrion crow
carrion flower
carrion fly
carrion fungus
carrion hawk
carrot oil
carrot beetle
carrot eating
carrot family
carrot fern
carrot orange
carrot pudding
carrot red
carrot rust fly
carrot soft rot
carrot tree
carrot-colored
carrot-head
carrot-headed
carrot-pated
carrot-shaped
carrot-top
carry a card
carry a tune
carry all before one
carry all before you
carry arms
carry authority
carry away
carry back
carry back in recollection
carry bag
carry by storm
carry coals to Newcastle
carry conviction
carry forward
carry in your thoughts
carry into effect
carry into execution
carry it
carry lee helm
carry off
carry on
carry on a business
carry on a conversation
carry on a propaganda
carry on a trade
carry on an inquiry
carry on business
carry on hostilities
carry on over
carry on something scandalous
carry on war
carry on your books
carry out
carry out the anchor
carry over
carry sail
carry the
carry the ball
carry the banner of
carry the day
carry the mail
carry through
carry to
carry to completion
carry to excess
carry too far
carry too much sail
carry weather helm
carry weight
carry you off your feet
carry young
carry your point
carry your thoughts back
carry yourself
carry-all
carry-back
carry-forward
carry-in
carry-log
carry-on
carry-over
carry-tale
carrying a fetus
carrying an embryo
carrying arms
carrying capacity
carrying charge
carrying cost
carrying distance
carrying out
carrying place
carrying through
carrying trade
carrying-on
carrying-out
carryings-on
carse deposit
cart aver
cart away
cart driver
cart horse
cart ladder
cart leather
cart maker
cart off
cart road
cart rope
cart track
cart wheel
cart whip
cart-rutted
cart-track plant
cart-wheel
cartage contractor
carte blanche
carte d'entrée
carte de visite
carte du jour
carte-de-visite
cartel ship
cartes blanches
cartes de visite
cartes du jour
cartesian coordinate
cartilage bone
cartilage cell
cartilage pit
cartilaginous fish
cartilaginous quittor
carton of cigarettes
carton-pierre
cartridge annealer
cartridge bag
cartridge belt
cartridge blocker
cartridge box
cartridge brass
cartridge buff
cartridge case
cartridge clip
cartridge filler
cartridge fuse
cartridge gauge
cartridge heater
cartridge loader
cartridge loading
cartridge maker
cartridge making
cartridge paper
cartridge pen
cartridge primer
cartridge priming
carve out
carve up
carve your way
carvel joint
carvel work
carvel-built
carvel-planked
carving fork
carving knife
cary-
caryo-
casaba melon
casagha pine
casca bark
cascade amplification
cascade connection
cascade control
cascade converter
cascade method
cascade screen
cascade system
cascade transformer
cascade-connect
cascara amarga
cascara buckthorn
cascara sagrada
cascarilla bark
cascarilla oil
case bay
case binding
case bolt
case bottle
case card
case count
case ending
case furniture
case glass
case goods
case grammar
case gun
case hammer
case harden
case hardening
case history
case in point
case in question
case knife
case law
case lawyer
case made
case method
case of need
case of nerves
case oil
case phrase
case record
case shot
case springs
case stake
case study
case system
case tablet
case the
case work
case worker
case-bearer
case-bound
case-harden
case-hardened
case-hardened steel
case-knife
case-shot
case-weed
case-worker
case-worm
cased book
cased glass
casein glue
casein paint
casein plastic
casemaking clothes moth
casement cloth
casement door
casement window
caser-in
cash account
cash advance
cash assets
cash audit
cash basis
cash capital
cash carrier
cash clerk
cash contract
cash credit
cash crop
cash customer
cash desk
cash discount
cash dividend
cash down
cash drawer
cash flow
cash in
cash in hand
cash in on
cash in your checks
cash in your chips
cash journal
cash letter
cash line
cash money
cash on delivery
cash on the barrelhead
cash on the nail
cash payment
cash price
cash purchase
cash railway
cash ratio
cash register
cash remittance
cash reserves
cash sale
cash store
cash supply
cash surrender value
cash tenant
cash terms
cash up
cash value
cash-and-carry
cash-book
cash-refund annuity
cashed up
cashew apple
cashew bird
cashew family
cashew lake
cashew nut
cashier's check
cashmere shawl
cashmere sweater
casing cutter
casing dog
casing head
casing knife
casing nail
casing shoe
casing spear
casing splitter
casing spool
casing swab
casing-head gas
casing-head gasoline
casing-in
casinghead gas
casino pink
cask marker
cask-shaped
cassava wood
casse paper
casse-tete
casserole fish
cassia bark
cassia bud
cassia fistula
cassia flask
cassia lignea
cassia nut
cassia oil
cassia pod
cassia pods
cassia pulp
cassia tree
cassia-bark tree
cassia-stick tree
cassie paper
cassiopeia's chair
cassowary tree
cast a ballot
cast a glance
cast a gloom over
cast a gloom upon
cast a horoscope
cast a laggen-gird
cast a nativity
cast a pall upon
cast a reproach upon
cast a shadow
cast a slur on
cast a slur upon
cast a spell
cast a traverse
cast about
cast about for
cast anchor
cast aside
cast aspersions on
cast at
cast away
cast back
cast blame upon
cast coquettish glances
cast down
cast envious eyes
cast forth
cast gear
cast in a different mold
cast in prison
cast in the eye
cast in the same mold
cast in your lot with
cast in your teeth
cast into hell
cast iron
cast light upon
cast loose
cast lots
cast naked upon the naked earth
cast of characters
cast of countenance
cast of the dice
cast off
cast on
cast out
cast out devils
cast pearls before swine
cast plastic
cast plow
cast reflection upon
cast reflections on
cast reproach upon
cast scrap
cast sheep's eyes at
cast steel
cast the evil eye
cast the eyes back
cast the eyes on
cast the eyes over
cast the eyes upon
cast the first stone
cast the gorge
cast the lead
cast their shadows before
cast to the dogs
cast to the winds
cast up
cast up accounts
cast your bread upon the waters
cast your eye
cast your eyes down
cast your fortune
cast your hook
cast your net
cast your vote
cast your vote for
cast-back
cast-by
cast-iron
cast-iron-plant
cast-me-down
cast-off
cast-steel
cast-weld
castana nut
caste mark
caste-ridden
castellated beam
castellated nut
caster sugar
caster-off
castile soap
casting away
casting bottle
casting box
casting couch
casting counter
casting director
casting down
casting line
casting lots
casting net
casting on
casting table
casting voice
casting vote
casting wax
casting weight
casting wheel
casting your ballot
castle ditch
castle earth
castle gate
castle gilliflower
castle in Spain
castle in spain
castle in the air
castle in the skies
castle in the sky
castle nut
castle top
castle town
castle wall
castle-builder
castle-building
castle-built
castle-buttressed
castle-crowned
castle-guard
castle-guarded
castoff skin
castor aralia
castor bean
castor cake
castor gray
castor oil
castor pomace
castor seed
castor sugar
castor tree
castor wheel
castor-bean
castor-bean meal
castor-bean tick
castor-oil plant
castration complex
castrator mine
casual acquaintance
casual clothes
casual discovery
casual dress
casual house
casual laborer
casual remark
casual suit
casual ward
casual water
casualty insurance
casualty list
casualty ward
casualty-evacuation plane
casus belli
cat and dog
cat and mouse
cat and rat
cat around
cat back
cat beam
cat block
cat brier
cat burglar
cat castle
cat chain
cat cracker
cat cradle
cat davit
cat distemper
cat fever
cat fit
cat flea
cat food
cat grape
cat hair
cat ham
cat haw
cat hip
cat hole
cat hook
cat house
cat ice
cat ladder
cat man
cat nap
cat o’mountain
cat owl
cat pea
cat pine
cat plague
cat purchase
cat rig
cat salt
cat schooner
cat shark
cat silver
cat sleep
cat snake
cat spruce
cat squirrel
cat stopper
cat strip
cat suit
cat tackle
cat the anchor
cat thyme
cat tree
cat typhoid
cat whisker
cat yawl
cat’s cradle
cat’s ear
cat’s foot
cat’s paw
cat’s tail
cat’s whisker
cat’s whiskers
cat’s-claw
cat’s-cradle
cat’s-ear
cat’s-eye
cat’s-eyes
cat’s-feet
cat’s-foot
cat’s-head
cat’s-paw
cat’s-tail
cat’s-tail speedwell
cat-a-mountain
cat-and-dog
cat-and-dog life
cat-and-dog weather
cat-and-doggish
cat-bed
cat-built
cat-chop
cat-clover
cat-eyed
cat-fish
cat-foot
cat-hammed
cat-harpin
cat-harpings
cat-head
cat-hole
cat-lap
cat-like
cat-locks
cat-o'-mountain
cat-o’-nine-tails
cat-o-nine-tails
cat-rigged
cat-scratch disease
cat-scratch fever
cat-stick
cat-train
cat-whistles
cat-witted
cata-
cataleptic hypnosis
catalog buying
catalog card
catalog goods
catalog selling
catalogue raisonn
catalogue raisonne
catalpa sphinx
catalytic agent
catalytic converter
catalytic cracker
catamenial discharge
catapult flight
catapult fruit
cataract bird
catarrhal fever
catarrhal inflammation
catarrhal pneumonia
catastrophe hazard
catastrophe reserve
catastrophe risk
catastrophic change
catatonic schizophrenia
catatonic stupor
catawba rhododendron
catawba rose bay
catawba tree
catbird grape
catbird seat
catch a Tartar
catch a crab
catch a glimpse of
catch a likeness
catch a lobster
catch a ride
catch a smell of
catch a train
catch a turn
catch a wink
catch as catch can
catch asleep at the switch
catch at
catch at straws
catch basin
catch boom
catch box
catch cold
catch colt
catch crop
catch cropping
catch drain
catch fire
catch flat-footed
catch hell
catch hold of
catch in
catch in a trap
catch in the act
catch it
catch it in the neck
catch line
catch meadow
catch napping
catch off base
catch off side
catch off your guard
catch off-guard
catch on
catch on fire
catch on to
catch out
catch phrase
catch pit
catch points
catch question
catch red-handed
catch short
catch siding
catch sight of
catch stitch
catch the attention
catch the drift
catch the ear
catch the eye
catch the flame
catch the infection
catch the scent of
catch the thoughts
catch title
catch tripping
catch unawares
catch up
catch up in
catch up with
catch with your pants down
catch you flatfooted
catch your breath
catch your death
catch your death of cold
catch your eye
catch-
catch-22
catch-all
catch-as-catch-can
catch-cord
catch-up
catcher resonator
catchfly grass
catchment area
catchment basin
catchwater drain
catchword entry
catclaw acacia
catechetical method
catechetical school
categoric contact
categorical imperative
categorical proposition
categorical syllogism
categorically reject
categorically true
catenary furnace
catenary system
cater to
cater trey
cater-corner
cater-cornered
cater-cousin
cater-cousinship
catercorner or catty-corner
catercorner kitty-corner
caterpillar catcher
caterpillar fern
caterpillar fungus
caterpillar gate
caterpillar hunter
caterpillar plant
caterpillar tractor
caterpillar tread
catfoot poplar
cath-
catharine wheel
cathead chuck
cathead stopper
cathetic energy
cathedral builder
cathedral ceiling
cathedral chimes
cathedral church
cathedral close
cathedral dome
cathedral glass
cathedral music
cathedral service
cathedral tower
cathedral town
cathedral walk
cathedral-like
catherine wheel
catheter fever
cathode current
cathode dark space
cathode drop
cathode glow
cathode luminescence
cathode particle
cathode ray
cathode rays
cathode-ray oscillograph
cathode-ray oscilloscope
cathode-ray tube
cathodic protection
cathodo-luminescent
catholico-
cation detergent
cauliflower ear
cauliflower excrescence
cauliflower ware
cauliflower-eared
caulk off
caulking chisel
caulking cotton
caulking iron
caulking tool
caulo-
causa causans
causa finalis
causa sine qua non
causal body
causal glance
causal sequence
causal treatment
cause and effect
cause celebre
cause clbre
cause dislike
cause for alarm
cause in court
cause list
cause pain
cause the mind to stray
cause the mind to wander
cause to
cause to believe
cause to go out of your way
cause to resign
cause trouble
cause trouble for
cause unpleasantness
cause vertigo
cause-and-effect
caused by
causeway grass
causing cause
caustic alcohol
caustic baryta
caustic critic
caustic curve
caustic lime
caustic potash
caustic remark
caustic soda
caustic surface
ceiling board
ceiling fixture
ceiling floor
ceiling hook
ceiling joist
ceiling light
ceiling piece
ceiling plate
ceiling price
ceiling projector
ceiling unlimited
ceiling zero
ceiling-height indicator
ceilinged roof
cela saute aux yeux
cela va sans dire
celadon green
celandine green
celandine poppy
celebrate Mass
celery blight
celery cabbage
celery family
celery grass
celery mosaic
celery oil
celery pine
celery root
celery salt
celery seed
celery yellows
celery-leaved
celery-topped
celestial being
celestial beings
celestial blue
celestial body
celestial chart
celestial crown
celestial equator
celestial globe
celestial guidance
celestial hierarchy
celestial horizon
celestial kingdom
celestial latitude
celestial longitude
celestial marriage
celestial mechanics
celestial meridian
celestial navigation
celestial pole
celestial spaces
celestial sphere
celestial throne
celiac disease
celiac plexus
cell body
cell bridge
cell cavity
cell charger
cell cleavage
cell count
cell cup
cell division
cell doctrine
cell family
cell house
cell kernel
cell membrane
cell multiplication
cell nest
cell nucleus
cell organ
cell physiology
cell plasm
cell plate
cell product
cell proliferation
cell sap
cell substance
cell tester
cell theory
cell wall
cell-blockade
cell-like
cell-shaped
cellar book
cellar door
cellar pipe
cellar sash
cellophane tape
cellular kite
cellular tissue
cellulo-
cellulocutaneous plague
celluloid collar
cellulose acetate
cellulose ether
cellulose flour
cellulose nitrate
cellulose plastic
cellulose triacetate
cellulose xanthate
celo-navigation
celtic cross
celto-
cembal damore
cembra nut
cembra pine
cement a union
cement conveyer
cement disease
cement dusting
cement filler
cement gauger
cement gland
cement grinder
cement hardener
cement kiln
cement layer
cement maker
cement mill
cement miller
cement mixer
cement of friendship
cement organ
cement paver
cement pulverizer
cement rod
cement sprayer
cement steel
cement tester
cement-coated
cement-covered
cement-drying
cement-faced
cement-forming
cement-lined
cement-lining
cement-temper
cen-
cendres blue
censer bearer
censer box
censer pot
census report
census returns
census taker
census tract
centauro-triton
center about
center anchor
center back
center bit
center circle
center drill
center field
center fielder
center gambit
center gauge
center halfback
center in
center jam
center jump
center line
center mold
center of action
center of activity
center of area
center of attention
center of attraction
center of authority
center of buoyancy
center of consciousness
center of curvature
center of displacement
center of effort
center of figure
center of flotation
center of gravity
center of immersed bulk
center of immersion
center of inertia
center of interest
center of inversion
center of lateral resistance
center of life
center of manufacture
center of mass
center of origin
center of oscillation
center of ossification
center of percussion
center of pressure
center of projection
center of similitude
center of suspension
center of symmetry
center of the mind
center of volume
center on
center punch
center reamer
center round
center seal
center spider
center spread
center square
center staff
center tester
center valve
center wheel
center zone
center-fire
center-freeze system
center-of-pressure coefficiency
center-sawed
center-second
centerboard damper
centerboard trunk
centered dot
centerhole guitar
centering machine
centering square
centi-
centigrade scale
centigrade thermal unit
centigrade thermometer
centimeter-gram
centimeter-gram-second
centimetre-gram-second
centimetre-gramme-second
centipede grass
centipede legs
centipede locomotive
centipede plant
centr-
central administration
central angle
central apparatus
central bank
central body
central city
central cylinder
central dogma
central eclipse
central heating
central limit theorem
central moment
central nervous system
central office
central position
central processing unit
central projection
central reserve
central school
central station
central sulcus
central tendency
central time
central-fire
centralized school
centrally heated
centre bit
centre forward
centre half
centre of curvature
centre of gravity
centre of mass
centre of pressure
centre punch
centre section
centre spread
centre three-quarter
centre-fire
centred dot
centri-
centrifugal action
centrifugal box
centrifugal casting
centrifugal force
centrifugal pot
centrifugal pump
centrifugal spinning
centrifetal action
centrifetal force
centro-
centum languages
centuple calorie
century aloe
century plant
cephal-
cephalic index
cephalo-
cephalopelvic disproportion
ceramic cartridge
ceramic engineer
ceramic engineering
ceramic material
ceramic microphone
ceramic pickup
ceramic ware
cerat-
cerato-
cercis-leaf
cereal bowl
cereal plant
cerebellar hemispheres
cerebello-olivary
cerebr-
cerebral accident
cerebral cortex
cerebral dominance
cerebral hemisphere
cerebral hemispheres
cerebral meningitis
cerebral palsied
cerebral palsy
cerebral rheumatism
cerebral shock
cerebral tabs
cerebral tuberculosis
cerebro-
cerebro-ocular
cerebro-spinal
cerebrospinal fever
cerebrospinal fluid
cerebrospinal meningitis
cerebrospinal nervous system
cerebrovascular accident
ceremonial attire
ceremonial tea
ceric oxide
cerinic acid
cerium dioxide
cerium metal
cerium metals
cerium oxide
cero-
ceroso-
cerotic acid
cerro green
certain knowledge
certain person
certainly not
certifiable case
certificate of admeasurement
certificate of character
certificate of deposit
certificate of enrollment
certificate of incorporation
certificate of indebtedness
certificate of insurance
certificate of invention
certificate of origin
certificate of proficiency
certificate of registry
certificate of stock
certified check
certified copy
certified mail
certified milk
certified public accountant
certified teacher
cerulean blue
cerulean warbler
ceruleo-
cervical smear
cervico-
cervico-occipital
cervico-orbicular
ceryl alcohol
cessation of combat
cessation of life
cessio bonorum
cestui que trust
cestui que use
cet-
cetane number
cetane rating
cetera desunt
ceteris paribus
cetyl alcohol
cetyl palmitate
cetylic acid
cetylic alcohol
cevitamic acid
cgs units
cha-cha
cha-cha-cha
cha-chaed
cha-chaing
cha-chas
chac-chac
chack-bird
chafe at the bit
chafe iron
chafe-wax
chaff scale
chaff-flower
chaff-weed
chaffer whale
chaffeur-ship
chafing dish
chafing gear
chafing pan
chagas' disease
chagual gum
chai meu
chai vai
chain argument
chain armor
chain banking
chain belt
chain bit
chain block
chain boat
chain bolt
chain brake
chain cable
chain cent
chain closure
chain conveyer
chain coral
chain coupling
chain creeper
chain discount
chain dog
chain drill
chain drive
chain driving
chain fall
chain feed
chain fern
chain gang
chain gear
chain gearing
chain grab
chain grate
chain guard
chain harrow
chain hoist
chain hook
chain isomerism
chain joiner
chain jointer
chain knot
chain letter
chain lightning
chain line
chain link fence
chain linker
chain locker
chain mail
chain maker
chain mark
chain measure
chain mechanism
chain of being
chain of cause and effect
chain of circumstances
chain of command
chain of evidence
chain of ideas
chain of office
chain of thought
chain pickerel
chain pillar
chain pin
chain pipe
chain plate
chain printer
chain pulley
chain pump
chain reaction
chain reactor
chain reasoning
chain reflex
chain riveting
chain rule
chain saw
chain shot
chain smoker
chain smoking
chain snake
chain splice
chain stitch
chain store
chain survey
chain syllogism
chain tape
chain tongs
chain towing
chain twist
chain victory to your car
chain wale
chain warper
chain welder
chain well
chain wheel
chain whip
chain winding
chain wrench
chain-bag
chain-bridge
chain-driven
chain-drooped
chain-grate stoker
chain-mail armor
chain-pull lamp holder
chain-pull switch
chain-pump
chain-react
chain-reacting
chain-reacting pile
chain-shaped
chain-shot
chain-smoke
chain-smoked
chain-smoker
chain-smoking
chain-spotted
chain-stitch
chain-stitching
chain-swung
chain-testing
chamber organ
chamber pot
chamber practice
chamber process
chamber sonata
chamber stool
chamber study
chamber train
chamber vessel
chamber-deacon
chamber-master
chambered nautilus
chameleon grass
chameleon mineral
chameleon tree frog
chamfer bit
chamfer plane
chamois cloth
chamois leather
chamois skin
chamois yellow
champ at the bit
champaca oil
champagne cider
champagne cocktail
champagne cup
champaign country
champing at the bit
champion oak
champion tooth
champleve enamel
chance arrival
chance at odds
chance bairn
chance child
chance discovery
chance event
chance hit
chance it
chance on
chance upon
chance-dropped
chance-hit
chance-hurt
chance-medley
chance-met
chance-poised
chance-shot
chance-sown
chance-taken
chance-won
chancel organ
chancel screen
chancel table
chancellor of the exchequer
chancery court
chancery hand
chancery law
chandlier tree
chang awn
change back
change bowler
change color
change course
change down
change for
change for the better
change for the worse
change front
change gear
change hands
change house
change into
change key
change of allegiance
change of commitment
change of conviction
change of heart
change of life
change of loyalty
change of mind
change of one thing for another
change of pace
change of venue
change off
change over
change ownership
change place
change places with
change point
change ratio
change residence
change ringing
change round
change sides
change the bearing
change the heading
change the preponderance
change to a former state
change to something different
change up
change wheel
change with the times
change your allegiance
change your colors
change your identity
change your mind
change your note
change your song
change your tune
change your ways
change-case key
change-house
change-over
change-over switch
change-ringing
change-speed gear
change-up
changed for the better
changement de pied
changements de pied
changer-off
changing bag
changing note
changing tone
channel bar
channel bass
channel board
channel bolt
channel cat
channel filter
channel goose
channel iron
channel patch
channel plate
channel rail
channel selector
channel steel
channel stone
channel-back chair
chanson de geste
chansons de geste
chant du cygne
chante-fable
chante-fables
chantry priest
chaotic heart
chap-book
chap-fallen
chap-money
chaparral bird
chaparral broom
chaparral cock
chaparral lily
chaparral pea
chaparral snapdragon
chapeau bras
chap child
chap de fer
chapel of ease
chapel royal
chapel text
chapels de fer
chapter and verse
chapter head
chapter house
chapter of accidents
chapter ring
char-
char-a-banc
char-a-bancs
character actor
character assassination
character dance
character dancing
character disorder
character dress
character group
character loan
character man
character part
character piece
character reference
character sketch
character study
character type
character witness
character woman
characteristic curve
characteristic equation
characteristic function
characteristic polynomial
characteristic root
characteristic subgroup
characteristic value
characteristic vector
characteristic velocity
characteristic x-ray
charcoal black
charcoal burner
charcoal drawing
charcoal fire
charcoal furnace
charcoal gray
charcoal grey
charcoal iron
charcoal oven
charcoal paper
charcoal pencil
charcoal pit
charcoal plate
charcoal point
charcoal powder
charcoal rot
charcoal tree
charcoal wood
charcoal-burner
charcoal-gray
charga-plate
charge account
charge book
charge card
charge carrier
charge conjugation
charge d'affaires
charge density
charge for
charge hand
charge in
charge nurse
charge of quarters
charge off
charge on
charge plate
charge sheet
charge the jury
charge to
charge to experience
charge to the jury
charge to your account
charge up
charge upon
charge weigher
charge with
charge-a-plate
charge-exchange accelerator
charge-house
charge-off
chargeable to
charged moment
charged up
charges forward
charging of the jury
charging order
charging rate
charging stick
chariot driver
chariot driving
chariot plane
chariot pole
chariot race
chariot racer
chariot side
chariot wheel
chariot-shaped
charismatic figure
charismatic gift
charismatic leader
charismatic movement
charismatic renewal
charity ball
charity bazaar
charity boy
charity case
charity commission
charity girl
charity house
charity school
charity stamp
charity ward
charity work
charity worker
charles's wain
charley horse
charlotte russe
charm school
charm the birds out of the trees
charm-bound
charm-built
charm-engirdled
charm-struck
charmed circle
charmed life
charnel house
chart a course
chart house
chart room
charter colony
charter hand
charter hold
charter land
charter member
charter party
charter school
charter-party
chartered accountant
chartered bus
chartreuse green
chartreuse tint
chartreuse yellow
chase after
chase away
chase gun
chase halter
chase hoop
chase mortise
chase mortised
chase off
chase out
chase piece
chase port
chase ring
chase up a stump
chase up a tree
chase women
chase your tail
chase-hooped
chase-hooping
chase-mortised
chaser hob
chasing lathe
chasse-maree
chassis fitter
chassis painter
chaste and fair
chaste as morning dew
chaste tree
chastity belt
chat show
chat up
chateau gray
chateau wine
chaton foil
chattel house
chattel interest
chattel mortgage
chattel slave
chattels personal
chattels real
chatter mark
chatter water
chatterbox tree
chattering of the teeth
chaud-froid
chaud-melle
chaulmoogra oil
chaun-
chaw-bacon
chaw-stick
che sara sara
che-choy
cheadle dock
cheap as dirt
cheap at half the price
cheap at the price
cheap item
cheap money
cheap rates
cheap shot
cheap skate
cheap-jack
cheap-john
cheat death
cheat on
cheat the undertaker
check a parameter
check and doublecheck
check binding
check boy
check brace
check chamber
check collar
check endorser
check exchange
check folio
check gauge
check girl
check in
check in and out
check in full career
check key
check line
check list
check lock
check mark
check nut
check of
check off
check on
check out
check over
check over and through
check punch
check puncher
check rail
check ring
check roller
check sheet
check side
check stamp
check stamper
check stopper
check system
check the growth of
check the helm
check through
check up
check up and down
check up on
check valve
check washer
check your speech
check-canceling
check-endorsing
check-flood
check-in
check-out
check-out pilot
check-over
check-perforating
check-roll
check-stone
check-string
check-writing
checked out
checked-out
checker plate
checker tree
checker-berry
checker-brick
checker-roll
checker-up
checkered lily
checkered plate
checking account
checking signals
checks and balances
cheddar pink
chee-chee
cheek block
cheek by cheek
cheek by jowl
cheek cut
cheek knee
cheek pouch
cheek strap
cheek to cheek
cheek tooth
cheek-by-jowl
cheer on
cheer pine
cheer the inner man
cheer to the very echo
cheer up
cheer-up
cheerful consent
cheerful expectation
cheerful fire
cheerful giver
cheerful outlook
cheerful readiness
cheery mood
cheery vein
cheese bail
cheese basket
cheese blintz
cheese block
cheese bolt
cheese cake
cheese cement
cheese chandler
cheese color
cheese cutter
cheese dream
cheese finger
cheese fly
cheese grater
cheese hoop
cheese it
cheese knife
cheese maggot
cheese maker
cheese making
cheese mite
cheese mold
cheese pitch
cheese plate
cheese press
cheese rack
cheese rennet
cheese running
cheese scoop
cheese skipper
cheese souffle
cheese straw
cheese toaster
cheese trier
cheese tub
cheese vat
cheese wring
cheese-head
cheese-headed
cheese-paring
cheesebox seat
cheesed off
cheeseparings and candle ends
chef d’oeuvre
chef d’oeuvre
chef d’oeuvre
chef de cuisine
chef salad
chef-d’
chef-d’oeuvre
chefs de cuisine
chefs-d’oeuvre
cheil-
cheir-
cheiro-
chem-
chemic mixer
chemical analysis
chemical apparatus
chemical bond
chemical closet
chemical corps
chemical detector
chemical dictionary
chemical dynamics
chemical element
chemical elements
chemical engineer
chemical engineering
chemical equation
chemical fertilizer
chemical fuse
chemical lead
chemical physics
chemical potential
chemical reaction
chemical rocket
chemical solution
chemical sympathectomy
chemical toilet
chemical warfare
chemically pure
chemico-
chemin de fer
chemist's shop
chemo-
chemosynthetic bacteria
chenille Axminster
chenille carpet
chenille plant
chenille rug
chenopodium oil
cheoplastic metal
cheque card
chequer-chamber
chequer-wise
chequer-work
chequered flag
cherchez la femme
cherish a belief
cherish a feeling
cherish an idea
cherish at the heart's core
cherish the hope
cherish the memory of
cherokee rose
cheroojie nut
cherry aphid
cherry apple
cherry bay
cherry birch
cherry bird
cherry bomb
cherry bounce
cherry brandy
cherry chopper
cherry coal
cherry coffee
cherry cordial
cherry country
cherry crab
cherry crush
cherry currant
cherry fair
cherry finch
cherry fruit fly
cherry fruit sawfly
cherry grader
cherry gum
cherry holly
cherry laurel
cherry leaf beetle
cherry leaf spot
cherry maggot
cherry mildew
cherry orange
cherry pepper
cherry picker
cherry pie
cherry pit
cherry pitter
cherry plum
cherry red
cherry rum
cherry scab
cherry scale
cherry seeder
cherry slug
cherry smash
cherry stone
cherry stoner
cherry sucker
cherry tomato
cherry wine
cherry-bob
cherry-cheeked
cherry-colored
cherry-crimson
cherry-flavored
cherry-laurel oil
cherry-lipped
cherry-merry
cherry-pie
cherry-red
cherry-ripe
cherry-rose
cherry-tree gum
cherry-wood
chert quarrier
chesapeake bay retriever
cheshire cat
cheshire cheese
chess apple
chess clock
chess notation
chess opening
chess rook
chess-apple
chess-men
chess-playing machine
chess-tree
chessylite blue
chest X-ray
chest expander
chest founder
chest foundering
chest lid
chest lock
chest maker
chest measurer
chest note
chest of drawers
chest of viols
chest protector
chest register
chest tone
chest voice
chest wall
chest weight
chest-deep
chest-foundered
chest-on-chest
cheded arrow
chester white
chestnut bean
chestnut blight
chestnut borer
chestnut bottle
chestnut brown
chestnut bud
chestnut clam
chestnut coal
chestnut extract
chestnut flour
chestnut oak
chestnut roaster
chestnut sedge
chestnut shell
chestnut stuffing
chestnut timber worm
chestnut tongue
chestnut tree
chestnut weevil
chestnut-backed
chestnut-bark disease
chestnut-bellied
chestnut-brown
chestnut-collared
chestnut-colored
chestnut-crested
chestnut-crowned
chestnut-red
chestnut-roan
chestnut-sided
chestnut-winged
cheval de bataille
cheval de frise
cheval glass
cheval screen
cheval-de-frise
cheval-glass
chevalier bird
chevalier crab
chevaux de bataille
chevaux-de-frise
chevron-shaped
chew ass
chew out
chew over
chew the cud
chew the fat
chew the rag
chew the scenery
chew up
chew up the scenery
chew your
chewing gum
chewing louse
chewing tobacco
chewing-out
chez soi
chi-lin
chi-rho
chi-square
chi-square distribution
chi-square test
chi-squared test
chian turpentine
chica red
chick-pea
chickasaw plum
chicken Cacciatore
chicken Kiev
chicken Marengo
chicken Tetrazzini
chicken and dumplings
chicken bird
chicken breast
chicken broth
chicken cholera
chicken colonel
chicken coop
chicken corn
chicken fancier
chicken farm
chicken farmer
chicken farming
chicken feed
chicken foot
chicken grape
chicken gumbo
chicken halibut
chicken hawk
chicken hazard
chicken heart
chicken house
chicken ladder
chicken liver
chicken louse
chicken mite
chicken out
chicken paprikas
chicken pepper
chicken pest
chicken plover
chicken pox
chicken ranch
chicken roost
chicken salad
chicken septicemia
chicken snake
chicken soup
chicken switch
chicken thief
chicken tick
chicken tortoise
chicken turtle
chicken wire
chicken yard
chicken-billed
chicken-brained
chicken-breasted
chicken-breastedness
chicken-farming
chicken-hazard
chicken-hearted
chicken-heartedly
chicken-heartedness
chicken-livered
chicken-liveredness
chicken-meat
chicken-spirited
chicken-toed
chickens-toes
chickling vetch
chickweed family
chickweed phlox
chickweed wintergreen
chicle bleeder
chicle gum
chico mamey
chicory family
chief constable
chief cook
chief engineer
chief executive
chief executive officer
chief justice
chief justiceship
chief librarian
chief master sergeant
chief mate
chief of police
chief of staff
chief of state
chief of the deadly sins
chief officer
chief petty officer
chief pilot
chief rabbi
chief thing
chief warrant officer
chief-justiceship
chief-pledge
chiefly Austral
chiff chaff
chiff-chaff
chignon bob
chigoe flea
chigoe-poison
chih hsien
child actor
child benefit
child born out of wedlock
child care
child guidance
child labor
child labour
child life
child mind
child minder
child of nature
child prodigy
child psychiatry
child psychology
child rearing
child welfare
child's play
child-bearing
child-bereft
child-birth
child-fashion
child-god
child-hearted
child-heartedness
child-loving
child-minded
child-mindedness
childbed fever
childhood's careless days
childish scrawl
childish treble
children of Israel
children of darkness
children of the devil
children's book
children's dictionary
children's hospital
children's librarian
children's magazine
children's shop
children's wear
chile con carne
chile niter
chile saltpeter
chile sauce
chili and beans
chili con carne
chili pepper
chili powder
chili sauce
chili vinegar
chilio-
chill along the spine
chill casting
chill mold
chill plow
chill to the bone
chill to the marrow
chill your spine
chill-cast
chilled to the bone
chilli con carne
chilli pepper
chilli powder
chilli sauce
chilling wind
chills of fear
chills of terror
chilo-
chime hoop
chime in
chime in with
chime of bells
chime whistle
chiming bell
chimley neuck
chimney bar
chimney bellflower
chimney board
chimney breast
chimney cap
chimney corner
chimney flute
chimney glass
chimney hook
chimney jack
chimney lug
chimney money
chimney piece
chimney pink
chimney plant
chimney pot
chimney repainer
chimney rock
chimney stack
chimney stalk
chimney swallow
chimney sweep
chimney sweeper
chimney swift
chimney tax
chimney throat
chimney top
chimney tun
chimney wheel
chimney wing
chimney-piece
chimney-pot hat
chin cough
chin fly
chin music
chin rest
chin shield
chin stay
chin strap
chin whiskers
chin-bearded
chin-bone
chin-chin
chin-chinned
chin-chinning
chin-deep
chin-high
chin-up
chin-wag
china aster
china bark
china cabinet
china clay
china closet
china decorator
china painter
china painting
china rose
china shop
china stone
china tree
china-mania
chinaberry tree
chinar tree
chinbeak molding
chinch bug
chine gall
chine hoop
chinese cabbage
chinese chestnut
chinese date
chinese lacquer
chinese lantern
chinese puzzle
chinese wall
chinese white
chinic acid
chink in your armor
chink-backed
chinked back
chinking course
chinless wonder
chino-
chinook jargon
chinook salmon
chinook wind
chinquapin oak
chip ax
chip basket
chip bird
chip board
chip break
chip budding
chip carving
chip in
chip log
chip of
chip of the old block
chip off
chip off the old block
chip on the shoulder
chip on your shoulder
chip pan
chip ring
chip shot
chip-hat palm
chip-proof
chipped beef
chipper-up
chipping ax
chipping bit
chipping chisel
chipping hammer
chipping piece
chipping sparrow
chipping squirrel
chiquichiqui palm
chir pine
chir-chirk up
chiro-
chirp like a cricket
chisel bit
chisel grinder
chisel in
chisel maker
chisel making
chisel point
chisel steel
chisel temper
chisel tooth
chisel-cut
chisel-edged
chisel-pointed
chisel-shaped
chit-chat
chitino-arenaceous
chito melon
chittam bark
chittem bark
chitter-chatter
chittim bark
chitty-face
chive garlic
chlor-
chloracetic acid
chloral hydrate
chloramine-T
chloric acid
chloric ether
chloride of lime
chloride paper
chlorinated lime
chlorine azide
chlorine dioxide
chlorine family
chlorine peroxide
chlorine water
chloro-
chloroacetic acid
chlorobromid paper
chlorobromide paper
chloroformyl chloride
chlorophenol red
chlorophyll a
chlorophyll b
chlorophyll body
chloroplatinic acid
chlorosulfonic acid
chlorous acid
choc-ice
chock cheese
chock stone
chock-a-block
chock-full
chocolate bar
chocolate brown
chocolate cake
chocolate candy
chocolate chip cookie
chocolate corn
chocolate coverer
chocolate dipper
chocolate drop
chocolate eclair
chocolate family
chocolate milk
chocolate mill
chocolate mixer
chocolate mold
chocolate molder
chocolate molding
chocolate mousse
chocolate packer
chocolate pudding
chocolate sifter
chocolate soldier
chocolate tree
chocolate wrapper
chocolate-box
chocolate-brown
chocolate-coated
chocolate-colored
chocolate-flower
chocolate-red
chocaw-root
choice bit of dirt
choice morsel
choice of Hercules
choice of words
choice reaction
choice-drawn
choir aisle
choir chaplain
choir invisible
choir loft
choir manual
choir member
choir organ
choir rail
choir school
choir screen
choir stall
choir wall
choke apple
choke back
choke coil
choke collar
choke off
choke on
choke out
choke pear
choke point
choke up
choke-
choke-bore
choke-full
choked off
choked up
choked voice
choker setter
choking coil
choking off
chol-
cholane series
chole-
cholera horn
cholera infantum
cholera morbus
cholera nostras
cholic acid
choline esterase
cholo-
chomp at the bit
chondr-
chondro-
chondro-osseous
chondroitin-sulphuric
chondrotrophic hormone
choo-choo
choo-choo train
choo-chooed
choo-chooing
choof off
choose out
choose rather
choose to
choose up
chop and change
chop chop
chop dollar
chop down
chop logic
chop mark
chop sooy
chop stroke
chop suey
chop-cherry
chop-chop
chop-church
chop-fallen
chop-house
chop-logic
chop-stick
chop-suey
chopped steak
chopped-off
chopper cot
chopper tool
chopping block
chopping knife
chopping sea
choppy sea
chor bishop
choral conductor
choral dancer
choral dancing
choral director
choral fantasy
choral group
choral music
choral service
choral singer
choral singing
choral society
choral speaking
choral symphony
chorale prelude
chord chart
chord of the sixth
chord organ
chord packing
chord pitch
chord symbol
chorda dorsalis
chorda tendinea
chorda tympani
chordae tendineae
chore boy
chorea minor
choreo-
chori-
chorioallantoic membrane
chorionic gonadotrophin
chorionic gonadotropin
choroid coat
choroid membrane
choroid plexus
chorus boy
chorus frog
chorus girl
chorus man
chorus of cheers
chorus reed
chorus show
chorus singer
chose in possession
chose local
chose transitory
chosen freeholder
chosen kind
chosen people
chosen sort
choses in action
choses in possession
choses local
choses transitory
chota hazri
chou moellier
chou paste
chou pastry
chou-fleur
chouse out of
choux pastry
chow chow
chow down
chow line
chow mein
chow-chow
chrisom child
christ's-thorn
christ-cross
christ-cross-row
christ-like
christ-tide
christcross-row
christian brother
christian dor
christian era
christian name
christian reformed
christian science
christiano-
christmas tree
christo-
christy minstrel
chroma-blind
chromatic aberration
chromatic circle
chromatic color
cromatic colour
cromatic scale
chromatic semitone
chromatic sign
cromatic spectrum
chromatic tetrachord
chromaticity coordinate
chromaticity coordinates
chromaticity diagram
chromatin strands
chromato-
chrome acetate
chrome alum
chrome aventurine
chrome black
chrome brick
chrome green
chrome iron
chrome iron ore
chrome leather
chrome lemon
chrome liquor
chrome orange
chrome oxide green
chrome primrose
chrome red
chrome scarlet
chrome sole
chrome spinel
chrome steel
chrome tanning
chrome vermillion
chrome yellow
chrome-nickel
chrome-nickel steel
chrome-tanned
chrome-vanadium steel
chromic acetate
chromic acid
chromic chloride
chromic fluoride
chthonian worship
chub mackerel
chub sucker
chub-faced
chubby-faced
chuck and toss
chuck at
chuck farthing
chuck in
chuck it
chuck out
chuck plate
chuck rib
chuck roast
chuck steak
chuck under the chin
chuck up
chuck wagon
chuck-a-luck
chuck-farthing
chuck-full
chuck-luck
chuck-will's-widow
chucker-out
chuckers-out
chucking lathe
chucking out
chucking reamer
chucky-chuck
chucky-chucky
chug on
chug-a-lug
chug-chug
chukar partridge
chukka boot
chukka boots
chukker brown
chulan family
chum salmon
chum together
chum with
chump end
chupa-chupa
church bell
church book
church calendar
church council
church dignitary
churn-butted
curr-owl
curr-worm
chute system
chute the chute
chute the chutes
chute-the-chute
chute-the-chutes
chylo-
chym-
chymo-
-ci-
ci-devant
ciba blue
cicada killer
cicatricial tissue
cich-pea
cider brandy
cider cup
cider gum
cider jack
cider maker
cider making
cider mill
cider press
cider tree
cider vinegar
cider wine
cigar beetle
cigar binder
cigar box
cigar case
cigar case-bearer
cigar clipper
cigar cutter
cigar holder
cigar lighter
cigar machine
cigar machinist
cigar maker
cigar making
cigar mold
cigar molder
cigar packer
cigar roller
cigar rolling
cigar smoker
cigar sorter
cigar spot
cigar store
cigar-box cedar
cigar-flower
cigar-loving
cigar-shaped
cigar-smoker
cigar-store Indian
cigarette beetle
cigarette break
cigarette butt
cigarette card
cigarette case
cigarette drain
cigarette end
cigarette factory
cigarette girl
cigarette holder
cigarette lighter
cigarette machine
cigarette maker
cigarette making
cigarette paper
cigarette roller
cigarette smuggling
cigarette sorter
cigarette tobacco
cigarette-smoker
ciliary body
ciliary muscle
ciliary process
ciliate-leaved
ciliate-toothed
cilo-spinal
cinch bill
cinch up
cinchona bark
cinder block
cinder breaker
cinder concrete
cinder cone
cinder frame
cinder gray
cinder mill
cinder notch
cinder patch
cinder path
cinder pig
cinder pit
cinder tap
cinder track
cine camera
cine film
cine-
cinema operator
cinema red
cinema theater
cinema verite
cinerary urn
cineres clavellati
cingulate gyrus
cinema vrit
cinnabar green
cinnabar red
cinnamic acid
cinnamic alcohol
cinnamic aldehyde
cinnamon apple
cinnamon bark
cinnamon bear
cinnamon brown
cinnamon fern
cinnamon flower
cinnamon honeysuckle
cinnamon oak
cinnamon oil
cinnamon rose
cinnamon sedge
cinnamon stone
cinnamon teal
cinnamon vine
cinnamon water
cinnamon-bark oil
cinnamon-leaf oil
cinnamoyl group
cinnamoyl radical
cinnamyl acetate
cinnamyl group
cinnamyl radical
cinque point
cinque ports
cinque-spotted
cipher disk
cipher up
circassian walnut
circle brick
circle cutter
circle driller
circle finisher
circle geometry
circle graph
circle in
circle of confusion
circle of convergence
circle of curvature
circle of least confusion
circle of the sphere
circle out
circle setter
circle shear
circle shears
circle squarer
circle theater
circle tour
circle trowel
circle-branching
circle-in
circle-out
circle-shearing
circle-squaring
circle-wise
circled about
circling boy
circling disease
circling-in
circling-out
circuit analysis
circuit analyzer
circuit binding
circuit breaker
circuit court
circuit court of appeals
circuit drive
circuit edges
circuit judge
circuit justice
circuit network
circuit rider
circuit training
circuit-riding
circuital field
circular argument
circular constant
circular error
circular error probable
circular function
circular knitting
circular letter
circular light
circular measure
circular mil
circular note
circular pitch
circular plane
circular polarization
circular probable error
circular sailing
circular saw
circular triangle
circular velocity
circular-cut
circular-cut file
circular-knit
circulate a petition
circulating capital
circulating capital goods
circulating decimal
circulating equation
circulating library
circulating medium
circulatory collapse
circulatory disease
circulatory system
circum-
circum-meridian
circumflex accent
circumscribed by
circumstantial evidence
circumvent the law
circus artist
circus make-up
circus movement
circus performer
circus rider
circus tent
circus troupe
cire perdue
cire-perdue
cirl bunting
cirque-couchant
cirr-
cirrh-
cirrhosis of the liver
cirrhotic inflammation
cirro-
cirro-cumular
cirro-cumulative
cirro-cumulous
cirro-cumulus
cirro-fillum
cirro-filum
cirro-macula
cirro-nebula
cirro-stome
cirro-strative
cirro-stratous
cirro-stratus
cirro-velum
cirrocumulus castellanus
cirrocumulus castellatus
cirrocumulus floccus
cirrocumulus lenticularis
cirrocumulus stratiformis
cirrostratus fibratus
cirrostratus filosus
cirrostratus nebulosus
cirrus castellanus
cirrus castellatus
cirrus cloud
cirrus densus
cirrus fibratus
cirrus floccus
cirrus haze
cirrus intortus
cirrus nothus
cirrus spissatus
cirrus stripe
cirrus uncinus
cis-
cis-Elizabethan
cis-elysian
cis-polyisoprene rubber
cis-trans
cis-trans test
cist grave
cistern barometer
cite a case in point
cite a particular
cite cases in point
cite on several counts
cite particulars
citizen by adoption
citizen of the world
citizens band
citizenship by adoption
citizenship by birth
citizenship by naturalization
citizenship paper
citizenship papers
cito disp
citr-
citra-
citrate of magnesia
citric acid
citric acid cycle
citicola scale
citron butterfly
citron green
citron melon
citron water
citron wood
citron yellow
citron-colored
citron-yellow
citronella circuit
citronella grass
citronella oil
citrovorum factor
citrus anthracnose
citrus belt
citrus black fly
citrus blast
citrus canker
citrus fruit
citrus nematode
citrus rust mite
citrus scab
citrus white fly
city block
city blues
city board
city center
city chicken
city company
city council
city councilman
city court
city crop
city desk
city directory
city district
city dweller
city edition
city editor
city father
city gas
city hall
city man
city manager
city mission
city missionary

city of the dead
city plan
city planner
city planning
city room
city slicker
city ward
city-born

city-bound
city-bred
city-commonwealth
city-god

city-manager plan
city-state
city-wide
civet bean
civet cat
civet fruit
civet-cat
civette green
civic centre
civic crown
civic garland
civic wreath
civic-minded
civic-mindedly
civic-mindedness
civil affairs
civil architect
civil architecture
civil ceremony
civil code
civil court
civil day
civil death
civil defence
civil defense
civil disobedience
civil disorder
civil engineer
civil engineering
civil government
civil jurisdiction
civil law
civil liberties
civil liberty
civil list
civil marriage
civil rights
civil servant
civil service
civil time
civil war
civil wedding
civil year
civil-law
civil-rights
civilian clothes
civilian dress
civilized behavior
civilized taste
clabber up
crack box
crack door
crack goose
crack valve
clad-
claim agent
claim as your right
claim attention
claim jumper
claim sanctuary
claim squatter’s right
claim to be
claim your mind
claim your pound of flesh
claim your thoughts
claim-jumper
claim-jumping
claiming race
clair de lune
clair-obscure
clam chowder
clam digger
clam diggers
clam shell
clam up
clamber up
clammy azalea
clammy honeysuckle
clammy locust
clamor for
clamp bushing
clamp cell
clamp connection
clamp coupling
clamp dog
clamp down
clamp down on
clamp jig
clamp rail
clamp truck
clamping down
clamshell brake
clamshell bucket
clamshell door
clamshell doors
clan tartan
clan totemism
clandestine behavior
clang association
clang color
clang tint
clap eyes on
clap hands
clap hands on
clap hold of
clap in jail
clap in prison
clap of thunder
clap on
clap on ratlines
clap on sail
clap on the back
clap sill
clap spurs to your horse
clap the hands
clap together
clap up
clap-net
clap-stick
clapped out
clapper block
clapper box
clapper bridge
clapper rail
clapper valve
clapper-claw
clapping of hands
clare-obscure
clar brown
clar cup
clar dun
clar red
claribel flute
clarified butter
clarin trumpet
clarinet flute
clarion call
clarion-voiced
claro obscuro
clash gear
clash in color
clash of arms
clash with
clashing colors
clashingly colored
clasp hook
clasp knife
clasp lock
clasp nut
claspers-leaved
class boat
class bond
class conflict
class consciousness
class day
class dialect
class distinction
class hatred
class inclusion
class interval
class leader
class list
class lottery
class mark
class meaning
class meeting
class name
class number
class prejudice
class publication
class rate
class ring
class structure
class struggle
class war
class warfare
class-cleavage
class-conscious
classic blues
classic example
classic purity
classical Nahuatl
classical Sanskrit
classical abstraction
classical ballet
classical college
classical conditioning
classical economics
classical economist
classical education
classical guitarist
classical language
classical mechanics
classical music
classical physics
classical pitch
classical purity
classical scholarship
classical tragedy
classico-
classico-lombardic
classification schedule
classification society
classification track
classification yard
classified ad
classified advertisement
classified advertising
classified catalog
classified directory
classified information
classroom building
clatter about
clause boundary
clause terminal
claustrial prior
claver grass
clavicembral damour
claviculohumeral
claw back
claw balk
claw bar
claw clutch
claw fern
claw foot
claw hammer
claw hand
claw hatchet
claw nut
claw off
claw setting
claw sickness
claw skyward
claw to windward of
claw your way up
claw-and-ball foot
claw-footed
claw-hammer coat
claw-tailed
clay agitator
clay band
clay burner
clay burning
clay court
clay crusher
clay digger
clay drab
clay drier
clay eater
clay fever
clay flour
clay grinder
clay iron
clay loam
clay marl
clay mill
clay miner
clay mineral
clay mixer
clay model
clay modeler
clay pan
clay pigeon
clay pipe
clay pit
clay press
clay pressman
clay pugger
clay pulverizer
clay sculpture
clay shale
clay slate
clay soil
clay stacker
clay stone
clay temperer
clay washer
clay works
clay worsted
clay-bound
clay-built
clay-cold
clay-colored
clay-colored sparrow
clay-digging
clay-dimmed
clay-drying
clay-faced
clay-filtering
clay-forming
clay-grinding
clay-lined
clay-mixing
clay-tempering
clay-washing
clay-wrapped
clayver-grass

clean as a hound's tooth
clean as a new penny
clean as a whistle
clean bill of health
clean bomb
clean forget
clean forgotten
clean full
clean hands
clean house
clean out
clean profit
clean room
clean rum
clean slate
clean sweep
clean up
clean up on
clean-
clean-appearing
clean-armed
clean-boled
clean-bred
clean-built
clean-complexioned
clean-cut
clean-faced
clean-feeding
clean-fingered
clean-grained
clean-handed
clean-legged
clean-limbed
clean-lived
clean-living
clean-looking
clean-made
clean-minded
clean-moving
clean-sailing
clean-saying
clean-seeming
clean-shanked
clean-shaped
clean-shaved
clean-shaven
clean-skin
clean-skinned
clean-smelling
clean-souled
clean-speaking
clean-sweeping
clean-thinking
clean-timbered
clean-washed
cleaned up
cleaner cell
cleaner tooth
cleaner-off
cleaner-up
cleaning agent
cleaning crop
cleaning devices
cleaning fluid
cleaning hinge
cleaning lady
cleaning man
cleaning out
cleaning shoe
cleaning solvent
cleaning up
cleaning woman
cleanly habits
cleanse away
cleanse yourself of guilt
cleansing away
cleansing cream
cleansing tissue
clear and distinct
clear as crystal
clear as day
clear as ditch water
clear as glass
clear as mud
clear as the nose on your face
clear away
clear coast
clear conscience
clear course
clear eyes
clear for action
clear hawse
clear obscure
clear of
clear off
clear off old scores
clear out
clear plastic
clear profit
clear road
clear sailing
clear shellac
clear sight
clear soup
clear space
clear stage
clear text
clear the air
clear the board
clear the decks
clear the hurdle
clear the land
clear the mind
clear the mind of
clear the path for
clear the road for
clear the skirts of
clear the throat
clear the trade
clear the way
clear thinking
clear to hell and gone
clear up
clear varnish
clear wax
clear your name
clear-air turbulence
clear-boled
clear-channel station
clear-cole
clear-complexioned
clear-crested
clear-cut
clear-cutness
clear-cutting
clear-eye
clear-eyed
clear-eyes
clear-faced
clear-featured
clear-hawse breeches
clear-hawse pendant
clear-headed
clear-minded
clear-mindedness
clear-obscure
clear-sighted
clear-sightedly
clear-sightedness
clear-skinned
clear-spirited
clear-starch
clear-starcher
clear-stemmed
clear-story
clear-sunned
clear-throated
clear-tinted
clear-toned
clear-up
clear-visioned
clear-voiced
clear-walled
clear-witted
clearance angle
clearance car
clearance fit
clearance loan
clearance papers
clearance sale
clearance size
clearance space
clearer fabric
clearing agent
clearing bank
clearing bath
clearing bearing
clearing house
clearing lease
clearing loan
clearing mark
clearing nut
clearing of the track
clearing of your name
clearing out
clearing pole
clearing the decks
clearing up
clearinghouse agent
clearinghouse stock
clearly visible
clearwing moth
cleat work
cleavage cavity
cleavage cell
cleavage crystal
cleavage nucleus
cleave to
cleave to the line
cleave to the thought of
cleft grafting
cleft lip
cleft palate
cleft sentence
cleft weld
cleft-footed
cleft-graft
cleido-mastoid
cleido-occipital
cleidoic egg
clench your fist at
clench-built
clergy house
clerical collar
clerical error
clerical garments
clerical insignia
clerical order
clerico-
clerico-political
clerk in holy orders
clerk of the HouseBrit
clerk of the works
clerk regular
clerk vicar
clerk-ale
clers regular
cler-
clever Dick
clever reply
clever retort
clever-clever
clever-handed
clevis bolt
clew down
clew garnet
clew iron
clew jigger
clew line
clew ring
clew rope
clew up
cliche-ridden
click beetle
click catch
click hook
click iron
click pulley
click wheel
click-clack
clickety-clack
clickety-click
client's indemnity
client-centered therapy
cliff brake
cliff dweller
cliff dwelling
cliff edge
cliff elm
cliff face
cliff hanger
cliff path
cliff rose
cliff ruin
cliff swallow
cliff top
cliff wall
cliff-bound
cliff-chafed
cliff-girdled
cliff-hanger
cliff-hanging
cliff-marked
cliff-worn
climactic arthritis
climate of opinion
climatic bubo
climatic chart
climax basket
climax forest
climb Parnassus
climb down
climb indicator
climb milling
climb on
climb over
climb up
climb your frame
climb-down
climbing bittersweet
climbing fern
climbing fish
climbing frame
climbing fumitory
climbing hempweed
climbing hydrangea
climbing iron
climbing irons
climbing perch
climbing rose
clip yoke
clip your words
clip-clop
clip-edged
clip-fed
clip-marked
clip-on
clip-winged
clipped form
clipped word
clipper bow
clipper ship
clipper sled
clipper-built
clippety-clop
clipping bureau
clipping time
clique with
clish-clash
clish-ma-claver
cloaca maxima
cloaca maxima
cloacae maximae
cloak baster
cloak dealer
cloak fern
cloak fitter
cloak hanger
cloak ironer
cloak maker
cloak operator
cloak pin
cloak presser
cloak trimming
cloak yourself
cloak yourself with
cloak-and-dagger
cloak-and-dagger operative
cloak-and-dagger work
cloak-and-suit
cloak-and-sword
cloak-fashion
cloak-room
cloaked in darkness
clock card
clock chart
clock correction
clock error
clock golf
clock in
clock jack
clock meter
clock movement
clock off
clock on
clock out
clock plant
clock radio
clock setter
clock spring
clock stamp
clock star
clock tower
clock up
clock watch
clock watcher
clock winder
clock winding
clock-hour
clock-making
clock-minded
clock-watcher
clock-watching
clock-work
clockface method
clockwork regularity
clod crusher
clod crushing
clod fender
clod poll
clod pulverizer
clod roller
clod smasher
clod-brown
clod-hopper
clod-pate
clod-poll
clod-tongued
clodding press
clog almanac
clog dance
clog dancer
clog dancing
clog maker
clog up
clogged up
cloisonne enamel
cloister garth
cloister text
cloister vault
cloistered monasticism
cloistered monk
cloistered nun
cloistered vault
clonic spasm
clop-clop
close about
close acquaintance
close arrest
close at hand
close attention
close borough
close by
close call
close communion
close communionist
close company
close copy
close corporation
close down
close facsimile
close fighting
close fit
close formation
close friend
close gauntlet
close grips
close harmony
close helmet
close imitation
close in
close in on
close inquiry
close juncture
close likeness
close line
close main vents
close match
close of day
close off
close on
close or watchful attention
close out
close position
close quarters
close-piled
close-pressed
close-reef
close-reefed
close-ribbed
close-rounded
close-set
close-shanked
close-shaven
close-shut
close-soled
close-standing
close-sticking
close-stool
close-talking microphone
close-tempered
close-textured
close-thinking
close-tongued
close-up
close-visaged
close-winded
close-woven
close-written
closed arc
closed book
closed chain
closed circle
closed circuit
closed company
closed cornice
closed corporation
closed couplet
closed forever to
closed fracture
closed game
closed gentian
closed loop
closed meeting
closed mind
closed mortgage
closed primary
closed scholarship
closed sentence
closed sequence
closed shell
closed shop
closed sphere
closed string
closed system
closed to
closed traverse
closed union
closed-circuit
closed-circuit cell
closed-circuit grinding
closed-circuit telegraphy
closed-circuit television
closed-circuit winding
closed-coil
closed-coil armature
closed-door
closed-end
closed-end fund
closed-end investment company
closed-in
closed-loop system
closed-minded
closed-out
closely related
closet cynic
closet drama
closet queen
closet yourself with
closeup lens
closing costs
closing error
closing machine
closing off
closing price
closing time
closing up
closing-out sale
closure by compartment
closure rail
clot-bird
clot-bur
clot-poll
cloth baler
cloth beam
cloth beetle
cloth binding
cloth board
cloth brusher
cloth cap
cloth carbonizer
cloth cleaner
cloth clipper
cloth coat
cloth cutter
cloth doubler
cloth dresser
cloth drier
cloth finisher
cloth folder
cloth fuller
cloth hall
cloth lapper
cloth maker
cloth measure
cloth measurer
cloth mercer
cloth miller
cloth napper

cloth numberer
cloth of gold
cloth oil
cloth packer
cloth paper
cloth piecer
cloth plate
cloth press
cloth presser
cloth printer
cloth prover
cloth red
cloth roll
cloth scourer
cloth shearer
cloth shrinker
cloth slitter
cloth sorter
cloth stamper
cloth stitch
cloth stretcher
cloth tape
cloth tenter
cloth tester
cloth warper
cloth weaver
cloth weigher
cloth yard
cloth yard shaft
cloth-backed
clothes stick
clothes stop
clothes tree
clothes wringer
clothes-conscious
clothes-consciousness
clothes-drier
clothes-drying
clothes-peg
clothes-press
clothes-washing
clothing merchant
clothing store
clothing wool
clotted cream
clotting factor
cloture by compartment
cloud band
cloud bank
cloud banner
cloud belt
cloud burst
cloud cap
cloud chamber
cloud city
cloud cover
cloud drift
cloud forest
cloud funnel
cloud grass
cloud gray
cloud layer
cloud mass
cloud nine
cloud of words
cloud over
cloud physics
cloud point
cloud rack
cloud ring
cloud seeder
cloud seeding
cloud shapes
cloud stone
cloud street
cloud study
cloud up
cloud-ascending
cloud-barred
cloud-born
cloud-built
cloud-capped
cloud-capped peak
cloud-compacted
cloud-compeller
cloud-compelling
cloud-covered
cloud-crammed
cloud-crossed
cloud-cuckoo-land
cloud-curtained
cloud-dispelling
cloud-dividing
cloud-drowned
cloud-eclipsed
cloud-enveloped
cloud-flecked
cloud-girt
cloud-headed
cloud-hidden
cloud-kissing
cloud-laden
cloud-led
cloud-piercing
cloud-rocked
cloud-scaling
cloud-seeding
cloud-shaped
cloud-surmounting
cloud-surrounded
cloud-topped
cloud-topped peak
cloud-touching
cloud-woven
cloud-wrapped
clouded mind
clouded over
clouded sulfur
cloudless sulphur
clouds on the horizon
clout nail
clout shoot
clout shot
clout-shoe
clove brown
clove carnation
clove cassia
clove cinnamon
clove currant
clove gillyflower
clove hitch
clove hook
clove nutmeg
clove oil
clove pepper
clove pink
clove tree
clove-gillyflower
clove-strip
clove foot
clove hoof
cloven-footed
cloven-footedness
cloven-hoofed
clover aphid
clover bloom
clover blossom
clover broom
clover broomrape
clover cent
clover dodder
clover fern
clover grass
clover hay
clover hay worm
clover head
clover honey
clover leaf
clover mite
clover root
clover root borer
clover rot
clover seed
clover stubble
clover weevil
clover wilt
clover worm
clover-grass
clover-leaf midge
clover-leaf roll
clover-seed midge
clover-sick
clover-sickness
cloverleaf aerial
clovis point
clow-gilofre
clown around
clown white
club car
club chair
club cheese
club compass
club coupe
club fighter
club foot
club fungus
club grass
club hand
club head
club law
club link
club lounge chair
club mold
club moss
club mosses
club palm
club plane
club root
club rush
club sandwich
club shell
club skate
club soda
club sofa
club steak
club together
club tooth
club topsail
club wheat
club-armed
club-ended
club-fist
club-foot
club-footed
club-footed jib
club-haul
club-headed
club-high
club-law
club-man
club-moss
club-moss family
club-riser
club-rush
club-shaped
clubfoot moss
clumber spaniel
clump block
clump foot
clump-head grass
clumsy performance
clumsy-fisted
cluster bean
cluster cup
cluster fig
cluster fir
cluster flower
cluster fly
cluster leg
cluster pine
cluster point
cluster variable
cluster wheat
cluster-cup lichen
cluster-cup stage
clusterhead pink
clutch bag
clutch shaft
clydesdale terrier
clypeo-
cn-
co-
co-adaptation
co-adjust
co-adventure
co-afforest
co-agency
co-allied
co-ally
co-appear
co-aration
co-assessor
co-assist
co-attest
co-ax
co-bishop
co-brother
co-clause
co-conspirator
co-defendant
co-driver
co-ed
co-education
co-effect
co-efficacy
co-equate
co-establishment
co-estate
co-executor
co-exist
co-feoffee
co-guardian
co-infinite
co-inhabit
co-inhere
co-inheritor
co-labourer
co-latitude
co-lessee
co-life
co-mart
co-martyr
co-mate
co-nominee
co-obligant
co-oblige
co-obligor
co-occupant
co-occupy
co-occurrence
co-omnipotent
co-omniscient
co-op
co-operable
co-operancy
co-operant
co-operate
co-operation
co-operationist
co-operative
co-operatively
co-operativeness
co-operator
co-operculum
co-opt
co-optate
co-optation
co-optative
co-option
co-optive
co-ordain
co-ordainer
co-order
co-ordinacy
co-ordinal
co-ordinance
co-ordinator
co-ordinately
co-ordinateness
co-ordination
co-ordination formula
co-ordination number
co-ordinative
co-ordinator
co-ordinatory
co-organize
co-origin
co-original
co-originality
co-orthogonal
co-orthotomic
co-ossification
co-ossify
co-owner
co-ownership
co-patriot
co-presence
co-radicate
co-regent
co-relation
co-religionist
co-respondent
co-rival
co-sentient
co-signatory
co-signer
co-sovereign
co-star
co-starred
co-starring
co-subordinate
co-supreme
co-sureties
co-surety
co-tenant
co-tidal
co-trustee
co-une
co-unite
co-use
co-versed
co-walker
co-widow
co-wife
co-winner
co-work
co-worker
co-working
co-worship
coach box
coach carver
coach coat
coach dog
coach driver
coach driving
coach guard
coach hire
coach horse
coach house
coach maker
coach painter
coach road
coach screw
coach-and-four
coach-box
coach-built
coach-whip
coaching glass
coaching house
coaching inn
coachwhip bird
coachwhip snake
coadjutor bishop
coae-
coagulated protein
coal backer
coal backing
coal ball
coal barge
coal barrow
coal basket
coal bin
coal blacking
coal blende
coal boat
coal brass
coal breaker
coal bucket
coal bunker
coal car
coal cart
coal cartman
coal cellar
coal checker
coal chute
coal cleaner
coal contractor
coal conveyer
coal crusher
coal cutter
coal depot
coal digger
coal discharger
coal dredger
coal drill
coal dump
coal dust
coal elevator
coal field
coal flap
coal fleet
coal furnace
coal gas
coal goose
coal grinder
coal hauler
coal hawker
coal heat
coal heaver
coal hewer
coal hod
coal hoist
coal hole
coal kiln
coal labeler
coal leveler
coal loader
coal lumper
coal measures
coal mine
coal miner
coal mining
coal oil
cOal operator
cOal passer
cOal picker
cOal pipe
cOal pit
cOal plant
cOal pocket
cOal pot
cOal producer
cOal pulverizer
cOal refiner
cOal scoop
cOal screen
cOal screener
cOal scuttle
cOal shaker
cOal ship
cOal shovel
cOal shoveler
cOal sieve
cOal sorter
cOal spreader
cOal sprinkler
cOal stacker
cOal storage
cOal stove
cOal tallyman
cOal tar
cOal tipper
cOal tipple
cOal tit
cOal tongs
cOal trimmer
cOal truck
cOal unloader
cOal wagon
cOal washer
cOal washery
cOal weigher
cOal wharf
cOal wharfinger
cOal workings
cOal works
cOal-bearing
cOal-black
cOal-blue
coal-boring
coal-breaking
coal-burning
coal-cutting
coal-dark
coal-dumping
coal-elevating
coal-eyed
coal-faced
coal-fired
coal-fish
coal-gas
coal-handling
coal-house
coal-laden
coal-leveling
coal-loading
coal-man
coal-measure
coal-meter
coal-miner's lung
coal-picking
coal-pit
coal-producing
coal-pulverizing
coal-sack
coal-scuttle
coal-sifting
coal-stone
coal-tar
coal-tar creosote
coal-tar crude
coal-tar dye
coal-tar pitch
coal-tester
coal-tit
coal-whipper
coal-whipping
coal-works
coaling station
coalition government
coarse fish
coarse texture
coarse-featured
coarse-fibered
coarse-grained
coarse-grainedness
coarse-haired
coarse-handed
coarse-lipped
coarse-minded
coarse-skinned
coarse-spoken
coarse-spun
coarse-textured
coarse-tongued
coarse-toothed
coarse-wrought
coarseness of grain
coarseness of intellect
coast artillery
coast belt
coast fever
coast grass
coast guard
coast guard cutter
coast jointweed
coast lily
coast live oak
coast nutmeg
coast patrol
coast pilot
coast rat
coast redwood
coast rhododendron
coast seal
coast station
coast trade
coast trillium
coast-fishing
coast-guard cutter
coast-to-coast hookup
costal navigation
costal plain
coaster brake
coasting flight
coasting lead
coasting trade
coasting wagon
costwise navigation
coat armor
coat armour
coat arms
coat card
coat flower
coat hanger
coat money
cloth of arms
coat of mail
cloth of paint
cloth shirt
cloth armour
cloth-card
coat-money
cloth-of-mail shell
cloth-of-plates construction
cloth
clothed lens
clothing protect
coating paper
cloth of obscene
clothed network
clothed propellers
clothed speaker
cloth cactus
cloth coal
cloth loaf
cloth meal
cloth money
cloth swan
cloth wall
cloth-iron
cloth nut
coth-swan
cloth 60
cloth bloom
cloth blue
cloth bomb
cloth bronze
cloth chloride
cloth crust
cloth glance
cloth glass
cloth green
cloth hydroxide
cloth potassium nitrite
cloth red
cloth sulphate
cloth therapy
cloth ultramarine
cloth violet
cloth violet deep
cloth violet light
cobalt vitriol
cobalt yellow
cobalt-
cobaltiferous wad
cobalto-
cobaltous hydroxide
cobble coal
cobble gravel
cobble rammer
cobble-stone
cobbler's wax
cobra de capello
cobra plant
cobra-hooded
cobras de capello
coburg loaf
cobweb bird
cobweb houseleek
cobweb micrometer
cobwebs of antiquity
cocaine family
cocaine plant
cocaine sniffer
coccidioidal granuloma
coccus indicus
coccy-
coccygeo-anal
coccygeo-mesenteric
coccygo-
cochil sapota
cochin china
cochin oil
cochin-china
cochineal cactus
cochineal fig
cochineal insect
cochineal plant
cochit zapotl
cochlear duct
cochleariform process
cochon de lait
cochylis moth
cock a snook
cock a snook at
cock ale
cock and pie
cock bead
cock bread
cock broth
cock crowing
cock feather
cock metal
cock of the walk
cock of the woods
cock penny
cock robin
cock schnapper
cock sorrel
cock sparrow
cock the ears
cock the eye
cock up
cock's head hinge
cock's-comb
cock's-foot
cock's-head
cock-a
cock-a-doodle
cock-a-doodle--dooed
cock-a-doodle--dooing
cock-a-doodle-doo
cock-a-doodle-doos
cock-a-hoop
cock-a-hooping
cock-a-hoopish
cock-a-hoopness
cock-a-leekie
cock-a-whoop
cock-and-bull
cock-and-bull story
cock-and-bull-story
cock-and-pincher
cock-as-hoop
cock-a-whoop
cock-bill
cock-boat
cock-brain
cock-brained
cock-crow
cock-crowing
cock-eye
cock-eyed
cock-feathered
cock-feathering
cock-fight
cock-fighting
coconut ice
cocnut jelly
coconut matting
coconut meal
coconut mealy bug
coconut milk
coconut oil
coconut palm
coconut shy
coconut tree
coconut walk
coconut water
coconut-palm rot
cod end
cod line
cod liver
cod net
cod oil
cod war
cod-bait
cod-fish
cod-liver meal
cod-liver oil
cod-piece
cod-smack
coda mark
coddle yourself
coddled eggs
coddy-moddy
code book
code duello
code flag
code of ethics
code of laws
code of morals
code of oral communication
code pennant
code state
code word
coded message
codeine cough syrup
codex rescriptus
codfish aristocracy
codfish balls
codfish cakes
codlin moth
codling moth
codlins-and-cream
coeducational school
coefficient component
coefficient of acceleration
coefficient of elasticity
coefficient of expansion
coefficient of fineness
coefficient of friction
coefficient of mutual induction
coefficient of performance
coefficient of restitution
coefficient of self-induction
coefficient of viscosity
coel-
coealanaglyphic sculpture
cœliac disease
cœliac plexus
cœlio-
cœlo-
cœno-
cœno-
cœrcive force
coff-fronted
coffee bag
coffee bar
coffee bean
coffee beans
coffee berry
coffee blight
coffee borer
coffee bread
coffee break
coffee cake
coffee cherry
coffee corn
coffee cream
coffee cup
coffee disease
coffee fern
coffee grinder
coffee house
coffee klatch
coffee klatsch
coffee maker
coffee mill
coffee morning
coffee nib
coffee nut
coffee party
coffee pea
coffee plant
coffee planter
coffee ring
coffee roaster
coffee royale
coffee senna
coffee shell
coffee shop
coffee spoon
coffee stall
coffee strainer
coffee table
coffee tree
coffee urn
coffee wit
coffee-and
coffee-blending
coffee-brown
coffee-cleaning
coffee-color
coffee-colored
coffee-faceted
coffee-grading
coffee-grinder winch
coffee-grinding
coffee-house
coffee-imbibing
coffee-kletsch
coffee-making
coffee-planter
coffee-planting
coffee-polishing
coffee-roasting
coffee-room
coffee-scented
coffee-table book
coffer-dam
coffer-work
cofferdam bulkhead
coffin block
coffin boat
coffin bone
coffin carrier
coffin corner
coffin finisher
coffin handle
coffin joint
coincidence counter
coined liberty
coining press
coining punch
coinsurance clause
coital exanthema
coitus interrupti
coitus interruptus
coitus reservatus
coke breeze
coke dust
coke iron
coke oven
coke plate
coke tin
coke tower
coke-bottle fuselage
coker-sack
col legno
col-
cola nut
cola seed
colatitude circle
cocannon night
colchicum root
cold abcess
cold as a welldigger's ass
cold as a witch's kiss
cold as a witch's tit
cold as charity
cold as death
cold as ice
cold as marble
cold blast
cold blood
cold cash
cold cathode
cold cathode tube
cold cautery
cold chisel
cold color
cold comfort
cold cream
cold creeps
cold cuts
cold deck
cold drink
cold duck
cold fact
cold feet
cold fish
cold frame
cold front
cold heart
cold light
cold light of reality
cold meat
cold of heart
cold pack
cold patch
cold place
cold pole
cold purgatorial fires
cold rubber
cold sauces
cold season
cold sector
cold sensation
cold shivers
cold short
cold shoulder
cold shower
cold shut
cold snap
cold sober
cold sore
cold sores
cold spell
cold steel
cold storage
cold straightener
cold sweat
cold therapy
cold turkey
cold type
cold war
cold warrior
cold water
cold wave
cold weather
cold wind
cold work
cold-blooded
cold-bloodedly
cold-bloodedness
cold-braving
cold-catching
cold-chisel
cold-chiseled
cold-chiseling
cold-chiselled
cold-chiselling
cold-complexioned
cold-cream
cold-draw
cold-drawing
cold-drawn
cold-drew
cold-engendered
cold-faced
cold-finch
cold-flow
cold-forge
cold-hammer
cold-hammered
cold-head
cold-hearted
cold-heartedly
cold-heartenedness
cold-meat fork
cold-natured
cold-nipped
cold-pack
cold-pack method
cold-pack
cold-pated
cold-press
cold-producing
cold-roll
cold-rolled
cold-saw
cold-short
cold-shortness
cold-shoulder
cold-shut
cold-stain
cold-spirited
cold-storage
cold-store
cold-swage
cold-sweat
cold-taking
cold-type
cold-type proof
collar disease
collar edger
collar fastener
collar finisher
collar fungus
collar gauge
collar girdle
collar iron
collar ironer
collar machinist
collar maker
collar making
collar nut
collar pad
collar point
collar polisher
collar rot
collar shaper
collar starcher
collar stitcher
collar stud
collar tie
collar tree
collar work
collar-bone
collar-bound
collar-cutting
collar-shaping
collar-to-collar
collar-wearing
collard greens
collared dove
collared lizard
collared peccary
collateral circulation
collateral descendant
collateral evidence
collateral loan
collateral relative
collateral security
collateral trust bond
collateral warranty
collating mark
collect a duty on
collect a tax on
collect call
collect for your services
collect knowledge
collect learning
collect of the Communion
collect of the Mass
collect on delivery
collect oneself
collect your thoughts
collect yourself
collected edition
collected sayings
collected works
collecting battalion
collecting hair
collecting tubule
collection agency
collection agent
collective action
collective agreement
collective agreements
collective bargaining
collective behavior
collective enterprise
collective farm
collective farm worker
collective fruit
collective memory
collective noun
collective ownership
collective pitch lever
collective security
collective unconscious
collectivized economy
collector current
collector electrode
collector junction capacitance
collector of internal revenue
collector resistance
collector ring
collector signal current
collector signal voltage
colleen deas
colleen donn
college board
college boy
college cap
college church
college dictionary
college editor
college girl
colloid carcinoma
colloid chemistry
colloid mill
colloidal solution
colloidal suspension
colloquial English
colloquial discourse
colloquial language
colloquial speech
colloquial usage
colo-
cologne plant
cologne spirits
cologne water
colon bacillus
colonel blimp
colonel commandant
colonel general
colonel-commandantship
colonial bent
colonial dollar
colonial experience
colonial government
colonial siding
colonialist threat
coloph-
color analysis
color analyzer
color arrangement
color balance
color bar
color base
color blender
color blindness
color blocker
color blower
color box
color brush
color camera
color card
color cell
color changeling
color chart
color checker
color chest
color cinematography
color circle
color clash
color company
color compatibility
color cone
color constant
color contrast
color control
color cycle
color design
color designer
color diagram
color dimension
color doctor
color dominance
color dry sifter
color dryer
color drying
color dyer
color emissivity
color etcher
color film
color filter
color gamut
color gauge
color gelatin
color grinder
color guard
color harmony
color hearing
color index
color instrument
color instruments
color intensity
color kinescope
color line
color matcher
color measurement
color mill
color miller
color mixer
color mixture
color mixture curve
color mixture function
color music
color musician
color negative film
color organ
color party
color patterns
color-testing
color-washed
colorado loco vetch
coloratura soprano
colored glasses
colored person
colored spectacles
colored stone
colorful imagination
colorful language
colorimetric quality
coloring book
coloring matter
coloring tool
colors in patches
colors of rhetoric
colossal order
colossus of knowledge
colour bar
colour code
colour filter
colour guard
colour index
colour line
colour phase
colour scheme
colour sergeant
colour supplement
colour-blind
colour-box
colpach heifer
colpo-
colt ale
colt distemper
colt evil
colt's tail
colt's-tail
colt-herb
colt-pixie
coltsfoot snakeroot
columbine blue
columbium pentoxide
columbo wood
columbus day
columella auris
columella cranii
column bone
column chromatography
column formula
column inch
column krater
column lathe
column rule
column shaper
column still
column vector
columna caelata
columna rostrata
columnae caelatae
columnar epithelium
columnar jointing
columnar structure
columnar tactics
colza oil
coma berenices
coma vigil
comb back
comb bearer
comb case
comb disease
comb duck
comb fern
comb foundation
comb grain
comb holder
comb honey
comb jelly
comb marbling
comb morion
comb out
comb pot
comb pottery
comb rat
comb speedwell
comb ware
comb wheat grass
comb-back
comb-back chair
comb-broach
comb-brush
comb-building
comb-footed
comb-footed spider
comb-fringed grass
comb-grained
comb-out
comb-shaped
comb-toothed shark
combat area
combat boot
combat boots
combat car
combat ceiling
combat command
combat duty
combat engineer
combat fatigue
combat flight
combat group
combat high-explosive rocket
combat intelligence
combat jacket
combat neurosis
combat pilot
combat plane
combat post
combat practice
combat rehearsal
combat rocket
combat service
combat team
combat train
combat unit
combat zone
combative reaction
combed ware
combed yarn
comber board
combination analysis
combination button
combination car
combination center drill
combination chuck
combination consolidation
combination crossing
combination cut
combination door
combination frame
combination fuse
combination jig
combination last
combination lathe
combination lock
combination longwall
combination microphone
combination note
combination pedal
combination piston
combination plane
combination plate
combination plow
combination principle
combination rate
combination room
combination rubber
combination salad
combination shot
combination square
combination tone
combinatorial analysis
combinatorial mathematics
combinatorial topology
combinatory logic
combine harvester
combine in
combined effort
combined experience table
combined operation
combined operations
combing hair
combing machine
combing wool
combining form
combining weight
combust way
combustible material
combustion cell
combustion chamber
combustion engine
combustion engineer
combustion engineering
combustion furnace
combustion lag
combustion method
combustion motor
combustion spoon
combustion train
combustion tube
come a cropper
come about
come across
come across with
come afoul of
come after
come again
come again and again
come alive
come along
come among
come and get it
come and go
come apart
come apart at the seams
come around
come around to
come as a shock
come as a surprise
come as no surprise
come as you are
come at
come at your call
come away
come back
come back at
come barging in
come before
come behind
come between
come breezing in
come busting in
come by
come by chance
come by your own
come clean
come close
come close on the heels of
come closer
come crashing down
come down
come down a peg
come down a peg or two
come down in buckets
come down in price
come down in sheets
come down in torrents
come down on
come down on the side of
come down on your marrowbones
come down out of the clouds
come down squarely in the middle
come down to earth
come down upon
come down with
come down with the needful
come face to face with
come first
come forth
come forward
come foul of
come from
come from an unexpected quarter
come from behind
come full circle
come hat in hand
come hell or high water
come home
come home to
come home to roost
come in
come in conflict with
come in contact
come in for
come in for a landing
come in for a share
come in its turn
come in like a lion
come in sight
come in through a side door
come in view
come into
come into being
come into collision
come into existence
come into man's estate
come into money
come into possession
come into the world
come into vogue
come into years of discretion
come into your head
come into your own
come last
come like a thunderbolt
come like a thunderclap
come near
come nearer
come next
come of
come of age
come off
come off it
come off second best
come on
come on bended knee
come out
come out first
come out in the open
come out in the wash
come out into the open
come out of
come out of it
come out on top
come out on top of the heap
come out with
come over
come rain or shine
come right back at
come round
come round again
come round to
come short
come sick
come sta
come through
come through with
come through with flying colors
come to
come to a center
come to a conclusion
come to a dead stop
come to a decision
come to a determination
come to a focus
come to a full stop
come to a grinding halt
come to a halt
come to a head
come to a parting of the ways
come to a point
come to a screaming halt
come to a shuddering halt
come to a stand
come to a standstill
come to a stop
come to a violent end
come to an agreement
come to an end
come to an understanding
come to an untimely end
come to anchor
come to attention
come to be
come to blows
come to close quarters
come to cold steel
come to dust
come to fruition
come to grief
come to grips with
come to hand
come to know
come to land
come to life
come to light
come to man's estate
come to maturity
come to mind
come to naught
come to no good
come to nothing
come to one
come to pass
come to pieces
come to terms
come to terms with yourself
come to the aid of
come to the fore
come to the front
come to the point
come to the rescue
come to the scratch
come to your ear
come to your ears
come to your journey's end
come to your knowledge
come to your senses
come to yourself
come together
come true
come tumbling down
come unawares
come under
come undone
come unstuck
come up
come up again
come up against
come up fighting
come up for more
come up short
come up smiling
come up to
come up to scratch
come up with
come upon
come upon the stage
come upon unexpectedly
come upon without warning
come uppermost
come what may
come with child
come your way
come-all-yo
come-along
come-at-ability
come-at-able
come-at-ableness
come-back
come-between
come-by-chance
come-down
come-hither
come-hither look
come-hithery
come-off
come-on
come-on man
come-out
come-outer
comedie bouffe
comedie larmoyante
comedie rosse
comedy ballet
comedy drama
comedy of character
comedy of humors
comedy of ideas
comedy of intrigue
comedy of manners
comedy of situation
comedy prop
comedy relief
comely-featured
comers and goers
comet aster
comet finder
comet seeker
comfort room
comfort station
comfort zone
comfortable circumstances
comfortably situated
comic bass
comic book
comic muse
comic novel
comic opera
comic relief
comic section
comic strip
comic supplement
comic-iambic
comico-
coming after
coming and going
coming apart
coming ashore
coming between
coming by
coming from
coming in
coming into being
coming near
coming out
coming short
coming shy
coming to
coming to be
coming to pass
coming to terms
coming together
coming toward
coming unstuck
coming with child
coming-forth
coming-on
coming-out party
comings in
comity of nations
comma bacillus
comma blunder
comma butterfly
comma fault
comma splice
command a view of
command and general staff school
command car
command function
command guidance
command module
command money
command of idiom
command of language
command of money
command of words
command paper
command performance
command pilot
command post
command pulses
command respect
commander in chief
commanders in chief
commanding officer
comme ci comme ca
comme d'habitude
comme deux gouttes d'eau
comme il faut
commedia dell'arte
commedia dell'artes
commedias dell'arte
commedie dell'arte
commelina blue
commence firing
commencement exercises
commend to attention
commendation ninepence
comment allez-vous
comment ca va
comment upon
commerce destroyer
commerce raider
commerce raiding
commerce with
commercial affairs
commercial agency
commercial agent
commercial announcement
commercial arithmetic
commercial art
commercial artist
commercial attaché
commercial aviation
commercial bank
commercial code
commercial college
commercial complex
commercial credit
commercial engineer
commercial engineering
commercial enterprise
commercial fertilizer
commercial law
commercial letter of credit
commercial paper
commercial pilot
commercial program
commercial relations
commercial school
commercial transaction
commercial transport
commercial traveler
commercial traveller
commercial vehicle
comminuted fracture
commissary clerk
commissary court
commissary general
commissary steward
commission agent
commission day
commission house
commission merchant
commission officer
commission pennant
commission plan
commission-manager plan
commissioned officer
commissioner for oaths
commissioner-general
commit a
commit a crime
commit a gaffe
commit a solecism
commit adultery
commit an assault upon
commit an atrocity
commit an outrage
commit burglary
commit carnage
commit genocide
commit hara-kiri
commit mass destruction
commit mass murder
commit murder
commit robbery
commit sacrilege
commit sin
commit suicide
commit to an institution
commit to memory
commit to prison
commit to writing
commit yourself
commit yourself to
commitment to memory
committee consideration
committee of correspondence
committee of one
committee of the whole
committee stage
commode step
commodity dollar
commodity exchange
commodity money
commodity paper
common alum
common ancestry
common assent
common belief
common bond
common brad
common carotid
common carotid artery
common carrier
common case
common chord
common coke
common cold
common consent
common cost
common council
common councilman
common denominator
common descent
common divisor
common effort
common endeavor
common enterprise
common factor
common fee
common fraction
common gender
common good
common ground
common iliac artery
common informer
common knowledge
common laborer
common law
common logarithm
common man
common market
common measure
common men
common meter
common metre
common multiple
common nail
common name
common noun
common oak
common occurrence
common of turbary
common opal
common ownership
common people
common person
common phrase
common pitcher plant
common pleas
common practice
common prayer
common property
common rafter
common reed
common rhythm
common room
common ruck
common run
common run of things
common salt
common saying
common school
common scold
common seal
common seaman
common sennit
common sense
common snipe
common soldier
common sort
common source
common speech
common stock
common sulfur
common talk
common tannin
common tern
common time
common topaz
common touch
common variety
common weal
common wheat
common year
common-law
common-law court
common-law estoppel
common-law jurisdiction
common-law lien
common-law marriage
common-law trust
common-law wife
common-room
common-variety
commonly known
commonplace book
commonplace expression
commonsense philosopher
commonsense philosophy
commonsense realism
commonsense realist
commonwealth day
communal effort
communal enterprise
communal marriage
commune with
commune with God
commune with the spirits
communicate orally
communicate verbally
communicate with
communication cord
communication engineering
communication explosion
communication leak
communication room
communication satellite
communication technology
communication theory
communication trench
communications engineer
communications industry
communications media
communications medium
communications net
communications network
communications receiver
communications relay satellite
communications revolution
communications satellite
communications ship
communications theory
communications zone
communion cloth
communion cup
communion hymn
communion in both kinds
communion in one kind
communion of saints
communion plate
communion rail
communion table
communist front
community at large
community center
community centre
community chest
community church
community college
community home
community hospital
community house
community nurse
community of interest
community of interests
community property
community school
community sentiment
community sing
community singing
community supervision
community theater
community trust
commutating pole
commutation ticket
commutative algebra
commutative contract
commutative law
commutator filling
commutator group
commutator motor
commutator pitch
commutator shell
commutator subgroup
compact car
compact of
companion bills amendment
companion cell
companion crop
companion cropping
companion flange
companion hatch
companion hatchway
companion ladder
companion piece
companion set
companion star
companionate marriage
company headquarters
company man
company officer
company reserve line
company secretary
company sergeant-major
company store
company town
company union
comparative anatomy
comparative degree
comparative estimate
comparative ethics
comparative government
comparative grammar
comparative judgment
comparative linguist
comparative linguistics
comparative literature
comparative medicine
comparative method
comparative musicology
comparative philology
comparative psychology
comparative relation
comparative religion
comparative scrutiny
comparative statement
compare and contrast
compare notes
compare point by point
compare to
compare with
compared to
compared with
comparison lamp
comparison microscope
comparison of variables
comparison shopper
comparison shopping
comparison slip
comparison spectrum
comparison star
comparison test
compass about
compass bearing
compass board
compass bowl
compass brick
compass calipers
compass card
compass corrector
compass course
compass deviation
compass deviation card
compass dial
compass direction
compass direction or course
compass error
compass flower
compass heading
compass jellyfish
compass key
compass needle
compass north
compass of mind
compass plane
compass plant
compass rafter
compass reading
compass roof
compass rose
compass saw
compass timber
compass weed
compass window
compass-headed
compensate for
compensated balance
compensated ionization chamber
compensated motor
compensating balance
compensating gear
compensating operation
compensation act
compensation balance
compensation bar
compensation insurance
compensation law
compensation neurosis
compensation pendulum
compensation water
compensatory damages
compensatory interest
compensatory reaction
compensatory spending
compete against
compete with
competitive market
compilation film
compiling routine
complain against
complain loudly
complain of
complement deviation
complement fixation
complement fixation test
complement-binding
complement-fixing
complementary angle
complementary angles
complementary cells
complementary color
complementary colour
complementary distribution
complementary wavelength
complete a purchase
complete answer
complete circuit
complete fertilizer
complete fracture
complete quadrilateral
complete works
completely normal space
completely regular space
completing the square
completion test
complex algebra
complex circularity
complex cone
complex conjugate
complex control system
complex fraction
complex idea
complex integer
complex machine
complex number
complex plane
complex salt
complex sentence
complex variable
complexity of meaning
complicate matters
complimentary close
complimentary closing
complimentary remark
complimentary ticket
compliments of the season
comply with
comport yourself
compos mentis
compose oneself
compose poetry
compose your differences
compose your features
compose yourself
composed matter
composed of
composed throughout
composing frame
composing room
composing rule
composing stick
composite arch
composite balance
composite function
composite number
composite photograph
composite reading
composite sailing
composite school
composite shot
composite text
composite-built
composition carver
composition cloth
composition face
composition factor
composition formula
composition metal
composition of differences
composition of forces
composition pedal
composition piston
composition roofing
composition series
compost heap
compound centrifugal force
compound engine
compound eye
compound flower
compound for
compound fraction
compound fracture
compound function
compound interest
compound interval
compound leaf
compound lens
compound magnet
compound measure
compound microscope
compound motor
compound number
compound ovary
compound pendulum
compound radical
computer memory
computer part
computer parts
computer printout
computer program
computer programmer
computer proof
computer revolution
computer routine
computer software
computer technician
computer technologist
computer technology
computer typesetting
computer unit
computerized typesetting
computing machine
computing scale
comrade in arms
comrade-in-arms
con affetto
con agilita
con agitazione
con amore
con anima
con artist
con brio
con dolore
con espressione
con fuoco
con game
con man
con moto
con over
con rod
con sordino
con spirito
con your part
con-
conario-
concatenation control
concatenation of events
concatenation system
concave lens
concave mirror
concavo-
concavo-concave
concavo-convex
concavo-convex lens
conceal your motive with
conceal yourself
conceded fact
conceit yourself
conceivably possible
conceive a dislike to
concentrate on
concentrate sprayer
concentrate the mind
concentrate the thoughts
concentrate upon
concentration camp
concentration cell
concentration ring
concentric cable
conceptual art
conceptual artist
conceptual crudity
conceptual realism
conceptual realist
conceptually crude
concern oneself
concern yourself with
concert artist
concert band
concert border
concert etude
concert flute
concert grand
concert grand piano
concert guitar
concert hall
concert music
concert overture
concert party
concert performance
concert pitch
concert season
concert tour
concerted action
concerti grossi
concertina action
concertina movement
concertina table
concerto grosso
concerto grossos
concession road
conch hat
conch shell
conch-
concho grass
conciliation court
concluding line
conclusive argument
conclusive evidence
concours d'lgance
concrete art
concrete block
concrete identity
concrete layer
concrete mixer
concrete music
concrete noun
concrete number
concrete paint
concrete poetry
concrete universal
concurrent jurisdiction
concurrent resolution
concurring opinion
concussion bellows
concussion bomb
concussion fuse
concussion grenade
concussional concussant
condemn to death
condemn to eternal punishment
condemn to hell
condemn yourself
condemned cell
condensation point
condensation polymerization
condensation trail
condensed milk
condensed version
condenser antenna
condenser microphone
condensing engine
condensing hygrometer
condensing lens
condictio triticaria
condign punishment
conditio sine qua non
condition of things
conditional convergence
conditional probability
conditional sale
conditioned reflex
conditioned response
conditioned stimulus
condole with
conduce to
conduce to health
conducive to
conduct a funeral
conduct a poll
conduct a trial
conduct an inquiry
conduct money
conduct pleadings
conduct to
conduct unbecoming a gentleman
conduct yourself
conduct yourself in the face of
conduct yourself toward
conduct yourself vis-a-vis
conduct-money
conduction current
conduction electron
conductometric titration
conductor head
conductor plug
conductor rail
conductor's baton
conduit box
conduit pipe
conduit railway
conduit system
cone adaptation
cone anchor
cone bearing
cone bit
cone brake
cone center
cone chuck
cone clutch
cone compass
cone coupling
cone delta
cone friction clutch
cone gamba
cone joint
cone key
cone lathe
cone mandrel
cone mill
cone number
cone of a complex
cone of silence
cone off
cone pepper
cone plate
cone pulley
cone shaver
cone shell
cone snail
cone speaker
cone tree
cone valve
cone vision
cone wheat
cone wheel
cone-billed
cone-headed
cone-in-cone
cone-nose
cone-shaped
conehead rivet
conehead toggle
coney leopard
coney mole
coney parsley
confabulate the breeze
confectioners' sugar
confectionery decorator
confederate memorial day
confederate rose
confer a benefit
confer a blessing upon
confer citizenship
confer distinction on
confer honor upon
confer with
conference at the summit
conference room
conference table
confession equality
confession of faith
confide in
confide to
confidence game
confidence interval
confidence limits
confidence man
confidence trick
confidential communication
confidential information
confirm in
confirmation class
confirmed bachelor
confirmed liar
conflict of interest
conflict of laws
conflict of sounds
conflict with
confluence of minds
confluent stream
conform map projection
conform representation
conform to
conform to fact
conform with
conformable to
conformal projection
conformation other-direction
conformity to fact or reality
confound it
confront each other
confront with
confrontation politics
confrontation therapy
confused flour beetle
confusion of sounds
confusion of tongues
confusion worse confounded
conga drum
congee house
congenital defect
congenital disease
congenital heart disease
congenital hypophosphatasia
congenital idiot
congenital immunity
congenital syphilis
conger doust
conger eel
conger-eel
congestive heart failure
conglobate gland
conglomerate corporation
congo dye
congo eel
congo red
congo snake
congratulate yourself
congregational christian
congress boot
congress gaiter
congress shoe
congressional caucus
congressional district
congressional election
congressional immunity
congressional investigation
congressional medal
congressman-at-large
congressmen-at-large
congruence sign
congruent with
conic projection
conic section
conic sections
conical pendulum
conical-shaped
conico-
conico-cylindrical
conico-elongate
conico-hemispherical
conico-ovate
conico-ovoid
conico-subhemispherical
conico-subulate
coniferyl alcohol
coning angle
conjoint therapy
conjugal bond
conjugal knot
conjugal love
conjugal right
conjugal tie
conjugate axis
conjugate numbers
conjugate solution
conjugated protein
conjugation canal
conjugation cell
conjugato-
conjugato-palmate
conjugato-pinnate
conjunction-reduction
conjunctive adverb
conjuncture of events
conjure man
conjure spirits
conjure up
conjure up a vision
conjure up spirits
cork out
connate-perfoliate
connect couple
connect up
connect with
connecting link
connecting rod
connection angle
connection bar
connection with
connective tissue
conning tower
conning tower hatch
conniption fit
connive at
connoisseur of food
connoisseur of wine
conoido-hemispherical
conoido-rotundate
conquering hero
conscience clause
conscience money
conscience-proof
conscience-smitten
conscience-stricken
conscience-striken
conscientious objector
conscious of
conscious of your place
conscious self
consciousness raising
consciousness-expanding
consciousness-expansion
conscript fathers
consecrate to
consecrated bread
consecrated elements
consecutive intervals
consensus gentium
consensus of opinion
consensus omnium
consensus politics
consent by implication
consent decree
consent rule
consent to
consent to silently
consenting adult
consequent stream
conservation of angular momentum
conservation of charge
conservation of energy
conservation of linear momentum
conservation of mass
conservation of mass and energy
conservation of matt
conservation of matter
conservation of momentum
conservation of parity
conservative treatment
consider every angle
consider pro and con
consider the circumstances
consider the source
consign to a place
consign to hell
consign to oblivion
consign to the grave
consign to the scrap heap
consigned to oblivion
consignment marketing
consignment note
consist in
consist of
consist with
consistent with
consisting of
consolation game
consolation match
consolation prize
console table
consolidated annuities
consolidated fund
consolidated school
consolidated stock
consolidating company
consonant chord
consonant shift
consonant shifting
consonant system
consonantal alliteration
consort with
conspicuous by its absence
conspicuous consumption
conspicuous gallantry
conspicuous waste
constable glass
constant attention
constant flow
constant friend
constant of gravitation
constant of integration
constant pressure
constant thrust
constant-chord-rotor helicopter
constantly recur to
constantly revert to
constitute a whole
constituted authority
constitutional amendment
constitutional convention
constitutional freedom
constitutional government
constitutional guarantees
constitutional law
constitutional lawyer
constitutional medicine
constitutional monarch
constitutional monarchy
constitutional psychology
constitutional referendum
constitutional rights
constitutional syphilis
constitutional therapy
constitutional validity
constrain yourself
constrict your views
construct form
construct state
construction bond
construction engineer
construction engineering
construction modifier
construction paper
constructional homonymity
constructive change
constructive imagination
constructive interference
consul general
consular agent
consular service
consulate general
consulates general
consuls general
consult with
consult with your pillow
consult your own wishes
consult your pillow about
consultation room
consultative assembly
consulting room
consume away
consume time
consumed by fire
consumed with curiosity
consumed with desire
consumer cooperative
consumer credit
consumer economy
consumer goods
consumer items
consumer power
consumer preference study
consumer price index
consumer research
consumer resistance
consumer sovereignty
consumer strike
consumer survey
consumer's strike
consumer-preference survey
consummate liar
consummate lie
consumption goods
consumption weed
cont-line
contact a debt
contact action
contact agent
contact dermatitis
contact flight
contact flying
contact infection
contact lens
contact maker
contact making
contact man
contact metamorphism
contact microphone
contact mine
contact paper
contact poison
contact potential
contact print
contact printing
contact process
contact therapy
contact with reality
contactor switch
contagious disease
contagious abortion
contagious ecthyma
contagious epithelio
contagious epithelioma
contagious magic
contain yourself
contained in
container board
container car
container ship
contango day
conte-crayon
contemplate in the imagination
contemplation of the past
contemplative life
contemporary literature
contempt of Congress
contend about
contend against
contend for
contend with
content analysis
content subject
content word
content yourself with
contents page
contest a seat
contest of fleetness
contest of speed
contested election
contextual definition
continent-wide
continental breakfast
continental climate
continental code
continental divide
continental drift
continental island
continental quilt
continental shelf
continental slope
continental stitch
continental system
contingency fund
contingency method
contingency reserve
contingency table
contingent beneficiary
contingent fee
contingent fund
contingent interest
contingent liability
contingent on
contingent reserve
continuance in action
continuation day
continuation school
continue the same
continue to be
continue to exist
continued fever
continued fraction
continued proportion
continuing education
continuity clerk
continuity equation
continuity girl
continuity writer
continuous brake
continuous casting
continuous creation
continuous creation theory
continuous miner
continuous spectrum
continuous stationery
continuous tenure
continuous tone
continuous wave oscillator
continuous wave radar
continuous waves
continuous-expansion engine
continuous-wave transmitter
continuum hypothesis
continuum theory
contour bob
contour chair
contour check
contour curtain
contour curve
contour farming
contour feather
contour feathers
contour follower
contour integration
contour interval
contour line
contour map
contour ploughing
contour plowing
contour sheet
contra bassoon
contra bonos mores
contra trombone
contra-
contra-acting
contra-approach
contra-dance
contra-guide rudder
contra-indicant
contra-indicate
contra-indication
contra-ion
contra-lode
contra-propeller construction
contra-related
contra-remonstrant
contra-rotating airscrews
contra-rotation
contraband of war
contraceptive foam
contract a habit
contract an engagement
contract bond
contract bridge
contract by deed
contract for
contract matrimony
contract of record
contract out
contract practice
contract quasi
contract yourself
contractile cell
contraction fit
contraction joint
contraction rule
contraction theory
contradict itself
contraria contrariis curantur
contrarotating propeller
contrary assertion
contrary motion
contrary terms
contrary to
contrary to all expectation
contrary to fact
contrary to law
contrary to order and discipline
contrary to reason
contrary, the
contrary-minded
contrast bath
contrast control
contrast medium
contrast with
contrastive juxtaposition
conrate wheel
contre-
contre-dance
contre-partie
contribute to
contribution clause
contributory negligence
control account
control action
control agent
control assay
control board
control center
control chart
control column
control desk
control electrode
control element
control engineer
control experiment
control feelings
control grid
control group
control indicator
control mark
control means
control mechanism
control mechanisms
control panel
control relay
control resistor
control rod
control room
control signals
control station
control stick
control surface
control survey
control system
control the carnal man
control the fleshly lusts
control the old Adam
control the price of
control tower
control transformer
control valve
control wires
control your appetites
control yourself
controllable-pitch
controlled access highway
controlled association
controlled association test
controlled experiment
controlled price
controlled quantity
controller general
controlling account
controlling depth
controversial point
conus medullaris
conval lily
convalescent home
convalescent hospital
convected heat
convection current
convective activity
convective discharge
convector heat
convenience food
convenient to
convent cloth
convent school
convention hall
conventional phrase
conventional representation
conventional symbol
conventional usage
conventional war
conventional warfare
conventional weapons
conventual prior
convergence frequency
convergence of events
conergency factor
convergent evolution
convergent squint
convergent strabismus
convergent thinking
converging lens
conversant with
conversation chair
conversation piece
conversational English
conversational partner
conversational quality
converse in
converse motion
converse with
conversion cost
conversion factor
conversion hysteria
conversion neurosis
conversion ratio
conversion reaction
conversion table
conversion value
convert into cash
convert to
convert to use
converted steel
converter reactor
convertible bond
convertible coupe
convertible debenture
convertible preferred stock
convertible securities
convertible sedan
convertible top
convex hull
convex lens
convex mirror
convex point set
convex polygon
convex-concave
convexo-
convexo-concave
convexo-convex
convexo-plane
convey an impression of
conveyor belt
conveyor chain
convict goods
convict yourself
convince to the contrary
convince yourself
convolvulus moth
convulsion root
convulsive therapy
cony-catch
coo-coo
cooch dance
cooch show
coochie show
coochin york
cooee bird
cook accounts
cook off
cook out
cook stove
cook up
cook wrasse
cook your goose
cook-general
cook-out
cooked-up
cookery book
cookery stove
cookie cutter
cookie press
cooking-range
cooks-general
cooky cutter
cool acceptance
cool as a cucumber
cool bag
cool breeze
cool color
cool down
cool head
cool it
cool jazz
cool judgment
cool million
cool off
cool off the economy
cool out
cool the economy
cool your heels
cool-headed
cool-headedly
cool-headedness
cooling breeze
cooling degree-day
cooling down
cooling of the economy
cooling off
cooling off of the economy
cooling system
cooling-card
cooling-off
cooling-off period
coom-ceiled
coon bear
coon cat
coon dog
coon's age
coonskin cap
coop in
coop up
cooped-in
cooper's-wood
cooperative apartment
cooperative apartment house
cooperative bank
cooperative credit union
cooperative farm
cooperative society
cooperative store
coopered joint
coordinate bond
coordinate clause
coordinate geometry
coordinate paper
coordinate system
coordinated operations
coordinated panel
coordinating conjunction
coordination complex
coordination compound
coordination number
coot-footed
cooter grass
cootie garage
cop a plea
cop out
cop-out
cop-rose
copaiba balsam
copaiba oil
copaiba resin
copaiva oil
copiaye wood
copal ether
cope chisel
cope cutter
cope with
cope-stone
copen blue
copenhagen blue
coping saw
coping stone
copper acetate
copper acetoarsenite
copper arsenite
copper barilla
copper beech
copper bender
copper brazer
copper caster
copper cyanide
copper engraver
copper extractor
copper foil
copper hydroxide
copper iris
copper mill
copper millman
copper mine
copper miner
copper mining
copper pyrites
copper red
copper refiner
copper refinery
copper smelter
copper spot
copper sulfate
copper sulphate
copper worker
copper-alloyed
copper-bearing
copper-bellied
copper-belly
copper-bottomed
copper-coated
copper-colored
copper-covered
copper-faced
copper-fastened
copper-headed
copper-leaf
copper-leaves
copper-lined
copper-melting
copper-plate
copper-red
copper-skinned
copper-smelting
copper-smith
copper-toed
copper-worm
copperas black
copperplate engraving
copperplate hand
copperplate press
copperplate print
coppery-tailed
coppice oak
coppice shoot
coppice-feathered
coppice-topped
copple-crown
copple-crowned
copple-stone
copr-
copra oil
copro-
cops and robbers
copse cutter
copse-clad
copse-covered
copulative asyndeton
copulative conjunction
copy after
copy camera
copy chief
copy desk
copy edit
copy editor
copy out
copy paper
copy taster
copy typist
copy-edit
copybook hand
copying ink
copying machine
copying machines
copying paper
copying press
copyright deposit library
copyright infringer
copyright page
coa u vin
coa de bru yere
coquet with
coquet with the idea
coquette bob
coquettish glances
coquilla nut
coquille lens
coquilles Saint-Jacques
coquimbo owl
coquito palm
cor adiposum
cor anglais
cor arteriosum
cor biloculare
cor blimey
cor bovinum
cor juvenum
cor pseudotriloculare bia triatum
cor pulmonale
cor sinistrum
cor triatriatum
cor triloculare biaatriatum
cor triloculare biventriculare
cor villosum
cor-
coraco-
coral bead
coral bean
coral bells
coral fern
coral grinder
coral head
coral heads
coral honeysuckle
coral island
coral jasmine
coral lily
coral pink
coral plant
coral reef
coral root
coral snake
coral stitch
coral tree
coral vine
coral-bead tree
coral-beaded
coral-bound
coral-built
coral-buttoned
coral-colored
coral-fishing
coral-girt
coral-making
coral-plant
coral-producing
coral-red
coral-rooted
coral-secreting
coral-snake
coral-tree
coral-wood
coram judice
coram nobis
coram non judice
coram populo
corbel arch
core wire
core-
core-baking
core-box plane
core-cutting
core-drying
core-jarring
coriander oil
coriander seed
coriolis effect
coriolis force
cork borer
cork cambium
cork cutter
cork jacket
cork oak
cork puller
cork shredder
cork sorter
cork tile
cork tree
cork up
cork-bark elm
cork-barked
cork-bearing
cork-boring
cork-cutting
cork-forming
cork-grinding
cork-heeled
cork-lined
cork-tipped
corking pin
corking up
corking-pin
corkscrew flower
corkscrew grass
corkwood cotton
corky-headed
corky-winged
cormo-
corn belt
corn borer
corn bread
corn bunting
corn cackle
corn cake
corn cleaner
corn cockle
corn color
corn crake
corn dab
corn dodger
corn drier
corn earworm
corn exchange
corn factor
corn field
corn flakes
corn flour
corn fritter
corn god
corn grass
corn grinder
corn grits
corn huller
corn law
corn lily
corn liquor
corn marigold
corn mayweed
corn meal
corn mint
corn muffin
corn oil
corn on the cob
corn picker
corn picking
corn pit
corn pone
corn popper
corn poppy
corn root aphid
corn rose
corn row
corn salad
corn shock
corn shocker
corn shredder
corn shuck
corn shucking
corn silk
corn smut
corn snake
corn snow
corn spirit
corn stack
corn stubble
corn sugar
corn syrup
corn tash
corn tester
corn thresher
corn whiskey
corn whisky
corn-beads
corn-cob
corn-colored
corn-cracker
corn-crake
corn-devouring
corn-ear worm
corn-eater
corn-exporting
corn-fed
corn-feeding
corn-flag
corn-flour
corn-flower
corn-growing
corn-husk
corn-law
corn-master
corn-picker
corn-planting
corn-producing
corn-rent
corn-salad
corn-snake
corn-stalk
corn-cob pipe
corne de vache
cornea lens
corneal reflex
corneal transplant
corned beef
corned beef and cabbage
corned beef hash
corned beef sandwich
cornelian cherry
corneo-
corner accessory
corner bead
corner block
corner cabinet
corner chair
corner chisel
corner cupboard
corner in
corner man
corner of the eye
corner of the memory
corner on the market
corner reflector
corner table
corner the market
corner trowel
corner-man
corner-stone
cornes de vache
cornet a pistons
cornet-a-pistons
cornfield ant
cornfield pea
cornflower blue
cornice brake
corno di caccia
corno flute
cornstalk disease
cornstalk pine
cornstarchy airs
cornu ammonis
cornucopia leg
cornucopia sofa
corny joke
coro-
corolla limb
corolla tube
coromandel wood
corona australis
corona borealis
corona discharge
corona lucis
corona radiata
coronae radiatae
coronar roots
coronal suture
coronary artery
coronary band
coronary cushion
coronary heart disease
coronary insufficiency
coronary occlusion
coronary ring
coronary thrombosis
coronation oath
coroner's inquest
coroner's jury
coronet braid
coronet of rank
corozo nut
corpora allata
corpora callosa
corpora cardiaca
corpora lutea
corpora striata
corporal punishment
corporal's guard
corporate arms
corporate body
corporate bond
corporate headquarters
corporate image
corporate stock
corporation cock
corporation law
corporation lawyer
corporation securities
corporation stock
corporation stop
corporation tax
corporeal hereditament
corps area
corps d'armeé
corps d'élite
corps de ballet
corps de garde
corps diplomatique
corps of advisers
corps of cadets
corps of engineers
corps of signals
corps troops
corpsed candle
corpsed gate
corpsed reviver
corpsed-candle
corpulent person
corpus allatum
corpus callosum
corpus cardiacum
corpus christi
corpus delicti
corpus juris
corpus luteum
corpus luteum hormone
corpus striatum
corpus vile
corpuscular theory
correct English
correct copy
correct deportment
correct ear
correct in your behavior
correct in your manners
correcting plate
correcting signals
correction line
correction of error
corrective action
corrector plate
correlation coefficient
correlation ratio
correlative conjunction
correspond to
correspond with
correspondence column
correspondence course
correspondence principle
correspondence school
correspondence theory
corridor of time
corridors of time
corroboratory evidence
corrosion borders
corrosive mercury chloride
corrosive sublimate
corrugated iron
corrugated paper
corruption of blood
corruption of speech
corset cover
corset designer
corsetior corsetier
cortex parenchyma
cortical epilepsy
cortical tissue
cortico-
corydalis green
cos lettuce
cosine circle
cosmetic dermatitis
cosmetic operation
cosmetic surgery
cosmic constant
cosmic dust
cosmic evolution
cosmic noise
cosmic particle
cosmic particles
cosmic philosopher
cosmic philosophy
cosmic radiation
cosmic ray
cosmic ray bombardment
cosmic ray counter
cosmic rays
cosmic space
cosmic static
cosmic stepping-stone
cosmic time
cosmical geology
cosmico-natural
cosmo-
cosmological argument
cosmological proof
cossack green
cossack hat
cost a packet
cost a pretty penny
cost accountant
cost accounting
cost an arm and a leg
cost and freight
cost benefit analysis
cost card
cost center
cost insurance and freight
cost keeper
cost keeping
cost ledger
cost little
cost money
cost much
cost next to nothing
cost nothing
cost of living
cost out
cost plus
cost sheet
cost system
cost unit
cost what it may
cost you
cost-account
cost-accounting system
cost-effective
cost-free
cost-of-living allowance
cost-of-living index
cost-plus
cost-push inflation
costal margin
costal vein
costal-nerved
costard-monger
costing-out
costless thing
costo-
costume designer
costume drama
costume jewellery
costume jewelry
costume party
costume piece
costus oil
cosy along
cot bar
cot case
cot death
cotarnine hydrochloride
cote-hardie
cotelette de mouton
cotelette de porc frais
cotelette de veau
cotta grass
cottage bonnet
cottage cheese
cottage china
cottage fried potatoes
cottage hospital
cottage industry
cottage loaf
cottage piano
cottage pie
cottage pudding
cottage tulip
cottage window
cotter drill
cotter file
cotter mill
cotter pin
cotter slot
cotter way
cottier system
cotton anthracnose
cotton aphid
cotton back
cotton bagging
cotton baller
cotton batting
cotton belt
cotton bill
cotton boll
cotton bollworm
cotton broker
cotton bush
cotton buyer
cotton cake
cotton cambric
cotton candy
cotton chiffon
cotton chopper
cotton cleaner
cotton comber
cotton coverer
cotton crepe
cotton cutter
cotton damask
cotton dryer
cotton duck
cotton dyer
cotton factor
cotton factory
cotton feeder
cotton fern
cotton field
cotton filler
cotton flannel
cotton floater
cotton gin
cotton ginner
cotton grass
cotton grower
cotton gum
cotton harvester
cotton jenny
cotton lint
cotton linters
cotton lord
cotton mill
cotton mixer
cotton moth
cotton mouse
cotton mouth
cotton mouths
cotton mule
cotton netting
cotton oil
cotton on
cotton opener
cotton packer
cotton picker
cotton plant
cotton plantation
cotton planter
cotton plunger
cotton plush
cotton pongee
cotton powder
cotton preparer
cotton press
cotton print
cotton printer
cotton raiser
cotton rat
cotton rock
cotton root rot
cotton rose
cotton rush
cotton rust
cotton sampler
cotton seed
cotton shipper
cotton sled
cotton sorter
cotton speeder
cotton spinner
cotton spooler
cotton stainer
cotton stripper
cotton sugar
cotton sweep
cotton tapestry
cotton teal
cotton teaser
cotton thistle
cotton thread
cotton tie
cotton to
cotton tree
cotton twist
cotton twister
cotton wadding
cotton warehouseman
cotton warp
cotton waste
cotton weigher
cotton wick
cotton wicking
cotton wilt
cotton winder
cotton wool
cotton works
cotton worm
cotton yarn
cotton-backed
cotton-baling
cotton-bleaching
cotton-clad
cotton-covered
cotton-dyeing
cotton-ginning
cotton-growing
cotton-knitting
cotton-picking
cotton-planting
cotton-printing
cotton-producing
cotton-root bark
cotton-sampling
cotton-sick
cotton-spinning
cotton-weaving
cotton-wicked
cottonseed cake
cottonseed feed
cottonseed flour
cottonseed meal
cottonseed oil
cottonseed tree
cottontail rabbit
cottony cloud
cottony jujube
cottony-cushion scale
cotyl-
cou-cou
couch bed
couch grass
couch in terms
couch maker
couch roll
couch wheat
couch your lance
couch, the
couched harp
couching stitch
cough drop
cough drops
cough medicine
cough mixture
cough sirup
cough syrup
cough up
could be
could sink through the floor
couldn't care less about
coulee cricket
couleur de rose
coulomb meter
coumarone resin
coumarone resins
coumarone-indene
coumarone-indene resin
council bill
council board
council fire
council house
council of ministers
council of state
council of war
council school
council table
council tool
council-manager plan
counsel of perfection
counsel-keeper
counselor-at-law
counselors-at-law
count against
count book
count calories
count down
count for
count heads
count hook
count in
count me out
count noses
count noun
count number
count of
count off
count on
count out
count palatine
count plate
count sheep
count the beats
count ties
count up
count upon
count votes
count wheel
count-rate meter
countably additive function
countably compact set
counted on
counter apse
counter borer
counter check
counter electromotive force
counter image
counter jumper
counter relief
counter scale
counter septum
counter service
counter stern
counter table
counter-hem
counter-indication
counter-influence
counter-ion
counter-irritant
counter-jumper
counter-lath
counter-letter
counter-lode
counter-marque
counter-motion
counter-move
counter-naïant
counter-nebule
counter-off
counter-opening
counter-paled
counter-parade
counter-parole
counter-party
counter-passant
counter-pawn
counter-penalty
counter-pole
counter-potent
counter-pressure
counter-price
counter-proof
counter-quartered
counter-raguled
counter-rampant
counter-reformation
counter-revolution
counter-revolutionary
counter-riposte
counter-roll
counter-round
counter-salient
counter-scale
counter-scuffle
counter-sea
counter-seal
counter-secure
counter-spell
counter-statement
counter-step
counter-taste
counter-tendency
counter-tenor
counter-tide
counter-tierce
counter-time
counter-trench
counter-tripping
counter-turn
counter-vote
counter-wait
counter-wall
counter-weight
counter-worker
counterfeit money
counterintelligence agent
counterpoint rhythm
counterrotating propeller
counterscarp gallery
countersink bit
countertenor clef
counterweight system
counties palatine
counting glass
counting heads
counting house
counting machine
counting noses
counting number
counting on the fingers
counting room
counting scales
counting tube
counting-out rhyme
countless as the sands
countless as the stars
countre-
country almond
country bank
country bishop
country blues
country borage
country bumpkin
country club
country cousin
country damage
country dance
country dancer
country dancing
country day school
country doctor
country fig
country gentleman
country gooseberry
country hide
country house
country jake
country licorice
country mallow
country mile
country music
country party
country peach
country pepper
country rock
country seat
country store
country town
country wallah
country walnut
country, the
country-and-western
country-and-western music
country-and-western singer
country-born
country-bred
country-dance
country-fashion
country-made
country-style
country-wide
counts palatine
county agent
county attorney
county board
county borough
county building
county clerk
county college
county commissioner
county constabulary
county convention
county council
county court
county courthouse
county fair
county farm
county home
county house
county library
county mutual
county palatine
county police
county rate
county road
county seat
county site
county supervisor
county town
county-wide
coup d'Oeil
coup d'essai
coup d'etat
coup d'oeil
coup d'oil
coup d'etat
coup de foudre
coup de gr
coup de grace
coup de main
coup de maitre
coup de plume
coup de poing
coup de soleil
coup de theatre
coup de theatre
coup feather
coup-cart
coupe-gorge
couple dancing
couple up
couple with
couple-beggar
couple-close
coupled roof
coupled with
coupler socket
coupling box
coupling circuit
coupling coefficient
coupling pin
coupling rein
coupling rod
coupling strap
coupon bond
coupon clipper
coupon clippers
coupon off
coupon on
coupon rate
coups d'essai
coups de main
coups de plume
coups de poing
cour d'honneur
courage fou
courageous act
courbaril copal
coureur de bois
coureurs de bois
courge green
cours d'honneur
course ahead
course light
course of action
course of study
course of things
course of time
course protractor
coursing joint
court Christian
court bond
court bouillon
court calendar
court card
court cards
court christian
court circular
court cupboard
court dance
court danger
court day
court destruction
court dress
court fool
court game
court gray
court guide
court hand
court leet
court martial
court of admiralty
court of appeals
court of arbitration
court of assize
court of attachments
court of chancery
court of claims
court of common pleas
court of conscience
court of domestic relations
court of dustyfoot
court of equity
court of errors
court of first instance
court of guard
court of honor
court of honour
court of inquiry
court of justice
court of last resort
court of law
court of love
court of piepoudre
court of probate
court of record
court of requests
court of review
court of sessions
court of wards
court of wards and liveries
court party
court plaster
court reporter
court roll
court shoe
court tennis
court-appointed lawyer
court-baron
court-bouillon
court-cupboard
court-customary
court-dress
court-house
court-leet
court-mantle
court-martial
court-martials
court-noue
court-plaster
court-tialed
court-tialing
cover up your tracks
cover version
cover with excuses
cover your path
cover your short
cover yourself with
cover-point
cover-shame
cover-shoulder
cover-slut
cover-up
covered smut
covered waggon
covered wagon
covered way
covering board
covering letter
covering material
covering materials
covering shorts
covering up
covered sine
covert cloth
cover coat
cover way
covert-baron
covin-tree
cow ant
cow barn
cow basil
cow bean
cow beet
cow blackbird
cow bunting
cow byre
cow chervil
cow chips
cow clover
cow cocky
cow college
cow corn
cow creamer
cow cress
cow flops
cow garlic
cow grass
cow hand
cow hock
cow keeper
cow killer
cow lily
cow oak
cow parsley
cow parsnip
cow pats
cow pillow
cow pilot
cow plant
cow poison
cow pony
cow rattle
cow shark
cow sorrel
cow testing
cow thistle
cow town
cow tree
cow vetch
cow's tail
cow-bane
cow-boy
cow-cutting horse
cow-eyed
cow-fat
cow-fish
cow-goddess
cow-headed
cow-hide
cow-hitch
cow-hocked
cow-itch
cow-lice
cow-mumble
cow-nosed
cow-pox
cow-stealing
cow-tongue
cowboy boot
cowboy boots
cowboy hat
cowboy pool
cowboy saddle
cowboys and Indians
cowhage cherry
cowl lamp
cowl neckline
cowled night
cowpea weevil
cowpea wilt
cowper's gland
cowrie pine
cowry bird
cowslip wine
coxo-femoral
coxsackie virus
coy Spring
coy duck
coyote blast
coyote weed
coyote-brush
coyote-bush
cozy chat
cozy fire
crab Louis
crab apple
crab cactus
crab canon
crab claw
crab float
crab grass
crab harrow
crab locomotion
crab locomotive
crab louse
crab meat
crab nut
crab oil
crab plover
crab pot
crab reel locomotive
crab spider
crab stock
crab thistle
crab tree
crab winch
crab yaws
crab-eating
crab-faced
crab-fish
crab-grass
crab-harrow
crab-plover
crab-shed
cradle cannon
cradle holding
cradle maker
cradle orchid
cradle roll
cradle roof
cradle scythe
cradle snatcher
cradle snatching
cradle vault
cradle-shaped
cradle-to-grave security
craft guild
craft paper
craft union
craft unionist
crafty rascal
crag martin
crag swallow
crag-and-tail
crag-bound
crag-built
crag-carven
crag-covered
crag-fast
crake-needles
cram down your throat
cram in
cram the mind
cram the mind with
cram up
cram with facts
cram-full
crambo clink
crambo jingle
crammed full
cramp bark
cramp bone
cramp iron
cramp ring
cramp your style
cramp-iron
cramped hand
cramped ideas
cranberry blast
cranberry bog
cranberry bush
cranberry gall
crap out
crap shooter
crap shooting
crap table
crapaud stone
crapaudine door
crape fern
crape jasmine
crape myrtle
crape needle
crape ring
crape-fish
crappit head
crappit-head
crash barrier
crash boat
crash cymbal
crash dive
crash helmet
crash in
crash into
crash land
crash landing
crash of thunder
crash out
crash pad
crash program
crash the gates
crash wagon
crash wall
crash-dive
crash-dived
crash-diving
crash-dove
crash-land
crash-landing
crashing bore
crass ignorance
cratch cradle
crate maker
crater basin
crater-shaped
crave after
craw-craw
crawfish out
crawl after
crawl box
crawl in
crawl into your shell
crawl out of
crawl space
crawl with
crawl-a-bottom
crawl-up
crawler tractor
crawling peg
crayon board
crayon engraving
crazed-headed
crazier than a bedbug
crazier than a coot
crazier than a loon
crazy about
crazy bone
crazy fancy
crazy for
crazy house
crazy idea
crazy like a fox
crazy over
crazy pavement
crazy paving
crazy quilt
crazy to
crazy top
crazy-drunk
crazy-headed
crazy-looking
crazy-mad
crazy-pate
crazy-paving
crazy-work
cream beige
cream buff
cream bush
cream buyer
cream caustic
cream cheese
cream cooler
cream cracker
cream dipper
cream freezer
cream gatherer
cream gauge
cream ice
cream ladle
cream nut
cream of society
cream of tartar
cream of the crop
cream of the jest
cream pail
cream pitcher
cream puff
cream puff paste
cream puff pasted
cream puff pastry
cream sauce
cream separator
cream sherry
cream soda
cream soup
cream stirrer
cream tea
cream tester
cream tube
cream whip
cream whipper
cream-cheese
cream-color
cream-colored
cream-faced
cream-flowered
cream-slice
cream-soup cup
cream-soup spoon
cream-white
cream-yellow
crease-resistant
create a character
create a disturbance
create a riot
create a role
created being
created nature
created universe
creatine phosphate
creating again
creating once more
creating over
creation of the brain
creative ability
creative artist
creative effort
creative evolution
creative imagination
creative power
creative thought
creative writer
creative writing
creature comfort
creature comforts
creature of habit
creature of the imagination
crebi-
credence shelf
credence table
credentials committee
credenza bookcase
credenza buffet
credibility gap
credit account
credit agency
credit card
credit currency
credit hour
credit instrument
credit insurance
credit life insurance
credit limit
credit line
credit man
credit manager
credit memo
credit memorandum
credit money
credit rating
credit slip
credit squeeze
credit standing
credit to
credit to your account
credit union
credit with
credulous person
creedal statement
creek bed
creek broadbill
creek chub
creek duck
creek fern
creek grass
creek gum
creek maple
creek nettle
creek sedge
creek thatch
creep feeder
creep in
creep into a corner
creep into the good graces of
creep out of
creep up on
creep with
creep-fed
creep-feed
creep-feeding
creeper fowl
creeper tractor
creepie-peepie
creeping Charlie
creeping Jennie
creeping barberry
creeping barrage
creeping bent
creeping bent grass
creeping buttercup
creeping cinquefoil
creeping eruption
creeping fescue
creeping flesh
creeping forget-me-not
creeping juniper
creeping like snail
creeping lily-turf
creeping myrtle
creeping of the flesh
creeping sheet
creeping sickness
creeping snowberry
creeping socialism
creeping thing
creeping thistle
creeping thyme
creepy-crawly
creme Yvette
creme d'amande
creme de cacao
creme de cassis
creme de la creme
creme de menthe
creme de moka
creme de noyau
cremorome bolt
crenate-leaved
crenate-toothed
crenato-
crenelated molding
creole dialect
creole language
creole-fish
creole-fishes
creolized language
cresote bush
cresote carbonate
cresote oil
crape Suzette
crape de Chine
crape de chine
crape hair
crape lisse
crape marocain
crape meteor
crape myrtle
crape paper
crape rubber
crape suzette
crape wool
crape-backed
crape-paper
crepuscular light
crepuscular ray
crescendo pedal
crescent moon
crescent operation
crescent roll
crescent spot
crescent truss
crescent-formed
crescent-lit
crescent-pointed
crescent-shaped
crescit eundo
cresol iodide
cresol red
cress family
cress green
cress rocket
crest cloud
crest coronet
crest factor
crest rail
crest table
crest tile
crest voltmeter
crest-fallen
crested auklet
crested dog's-tail
crested flycatcher
crested hair grass
crested iris
crested lizard
crested poppy
crested swift
crested tit
cresylic acid
cretaceo-
crevalle jack
crew chief
crew compartment
crew cut
crew haircut
crew list
crew neck
crew neckline
crew socks
crew trainer
crew-cropped
crew-neck sweater
crew-necked
crewel needle
crewel stitch
crewel yarn
crewel-work
cri de coeur
cri de guerre
cri du cour
crib biting
crib death
crib strap
crib-bit
crib-bite
crib-biter
crib-biting
crib-bitten
cribbage board
crick-crack
cricket ball
cricket bat
cricket bird
cricket chair
cricket frog
cricket ground
cricket table
cricket teal

(cricket-bat) willow

crico-
cried up
crim con
crime against humanity
crime against nature
crime of passion
crime passionel
crime sheet
crime wave
criminal act
criminal anthropology
criminal assault
criminal cohabitation
criminal congress
criminal contempt
criminal conversation
criminal court
criminal investigation
criminal jurisdiction
criminal law
criminal lawyer
criminal psychology
criminal syndicalism
criminal syndicalist
criminal tendency
crimping brake
crimping house
crimping iron
crimping machine
crimping pin
crimpy-haired
crimson clover
crimson flag
crimson madder
crimson sage
crimson-banded
crimson-barred
crimson-billed
crimson-carmine
crimson-colored
crimson-dyed
crimson-fronted
crimson-lined
crimson-petaled
crimson-purple
crimson-scarfed
crimson-spotted
crimson-tipped
crimson-veined
crimson-violet
crince
 cringle to
cringe to
 cringle-crangle
crin-
crinkle leaf
crinkle-crankle
crinkly-haired
crinkum-crankum
crinoline stretcher
crimum lily
crio-
cripple rafter
cripple stopper
crippling attack
cris de guerre
crisis theologian
crisis theology
crisp-leaved
crisped-leaved
crisping iron
crisping pin
criss-cross
crissal thrasher
crisscross inheritance
crisscross-row
critical altitude
critical angle
critical angle of attack
critical apparatus
critical bibliography
critical constant
critical constants
critical density
critical discernment
critical edition
critical idealism
critical journal
critical juncture
critical mass
critical moment
critical niceness
critical notice
critical path analysis
critical period
critical philosophy
critical point
critical pressure
critical ratio
critical realism
critical region
critical review
critical state
critical success
critical tem
critical temperature
critical volume
critically ill
criticize severely
critico-
critico-analytically
critico-historical
critico-poetical
critico-theological
cro-magnon
croaking sac
crochet file
crochet hook
crochet needle
crochet work
crockery cement
crocodile bird
crocodile shears
crocodile squeezer
crocodile tears
crocus antimonii
crocus bag
crocus cloth
crocus martis
crocus metallorum
crocus sack
croissant demi-sel
croix de guerre
croker sack
crook an elbow
crook rafter
crook the elbow
crook-backed
crooked dice
crooked politician
crooked-backed
crooked-billed
crooked-branched
crooked-clawed
crooked-eyed
crooked-foot
crooked-legged
crooked-limbed
crooked-lined
crooked-lipped
crooked-nosed
crooked-pated
crooked-shouldered
crooked-stemmed
crooked-toothed
crooked-winged
crooked-wood
crookes tube
croon song
crop drier
crop duster
crop grass
crop herbs
crop hide
crop index
crop of hair
crop out
crop pasture
crop rotation
crop seed
crop shear
crop up
crop-bound
crop-dust
crop-duster
crop-dusting
crop-ear
crop-eared
crop-farming
crop-full
crop-haired
crop-headed
crop-nosed
crop-producing
crop-shaped
crop-sick
crop-tailed
croquet ball
croquet ground
croquet lawn
croquignole wave
crosier back
cross action
cross agglutination
cross aisle
cross ancre
cross axle
cross bearings
cross bedding
cross birth
cross bit
cross bitt
cross bond
cross botonee
cross bourdonée
cross brace
cross bracing
cross break
cross bridging
cross buck
cross bun
cross complaint
cross correspondence
cross counter
cross cylinder
cross drawing
cross education
cross estoile
cross facet
cross fault
cross field
cross file
cross fire
cross fitche
cross fleury
cross flute
cross flux
cross forked
cross formee
cross fourchee
cross fox
cross gammadion
cross grain
cross grignolee
cross guard
cross hair
cross hairs
cross heading
cross hilt
cross index
cross keelson
cross keys
cross kick
cross liability
cross license
cross lock
cross lode
cross mint
cross modulation
cross moline
cross multiplication
cross multiply
cross of Calvary
cross of Cleves
cross of Lorraine
cross of St Lazarus
cross of lorraine
cross off
cross order
cross out
cross over
cross patee
cross peen
cross peen hammer
cross pomme
cross potent
cross press
cross product
cross ratio
cross recercelee
cross reference
cross relation
cross remainder
cross rhythm
cross sea
cross seat
cross section
cross sighting
cross signal
cross slide
cross spider
cross springer
cross strap
cross street
cross stroke
cross swords
cross swords with
cross tag
cross talk
cross the Rubicon
cross the Stygian ferry
cross the path of
cross the threshold
cross turret
cross up
cross vault
cross vaulting
cross vein
cross vine
cross whitefish
cross wind
cross wire
cross wires
cross your heart
cross your heart and hope to die
cross your mind
cross your palm
cross your palm with
cross your path
cross-
cross-adoring
cross-aisle
cross-appeal
cross-armed
cross-banded
cross-banding
cross-bar
cross-beak
cross-beam
cross-bearer
cross-bearing
cross-bearings
cross-beat escapement
cross-bedded
cross-bedding
cross-bench
cross-benched
cross-benedness
cross-bencher
cross-bias
cross-biased
cross-biassed
cross-bill
cross-bind
cross-bombard
cross-bond
cross-bones
cross-bow
cross-bred
cross-breed
cross-bridge
cross-brush
cross-bun
cross-buttock
cross-buttocker
cross-carve
cross-channel
cross-check
cross-church
cross-claim
cross-cloth
cross-compound
cross-connect
cross-country
cross-country flying
cross-country mill
cross-country race
cross-course
cross-cousin
cross-cousin marriage
cross-crosslet
cross-crosslets
cross-curve
cross-cut
cross-datable
cross-date
cross-dating
cross-days
cross-disciplinary
cross-disciplinary knowledge
cross-division
cross-drain
cross-dye
cross-dyeing
cross-elbowed
cross-examination
cross-examine
cross-examined
cross-examiner
cross-examining
cross-eye
cross-eyed
cross-eyedness
cross-eyes
cross-face
cross-fade
cross-faded
cross-fading
cross-feed
cross-ferred
cross-ferring
cross-fertile
cross-fertilizable
cross-fertilization
cross-fertilize
cross-fertilized
cross-fertilizing
cross-fiber
cross-file
cross-filed
cross-filing
cross-finger
cross-fingered
cross-fire
cross-fire treatment
cross-firing
cross-fish
cross-fissured
cross-fixed
cross-flower
cross-folded
cross-fox
cross-fur
cross-gagged
cross-garnet
cross-gartered
cross-grain
cross-grained
cross-grainedly
cross-grainedness
cross-handed
cross-handled
cross-hatch
cross-hatcher
cross-hatching
cross-head
cross-headed
cross-hilted
cross-immunity
cross-immunization
cross-index
cross-interrogate
cross-interrogation
cross-interrogator
cross-interrogatory
cross-invite
cross-jack
cross-jack yard
cross-joined
cross-jostle
cross-laced
cross-laminated
cross-land
cross-lap
cross-lap joint
cross-latticed
cross-leaved
cross-legged
cross-legedly
cross-leggedness
cross-level
cross-license
cross-licensed
cross-licensing
cross-lift
cross-light
cross-link
cross-locking
cross-lot bracing
cross-lot strut
cross-lots
cross-magnetizing field
cross-marked
cross-mate
cross-mated
cross-mating
cross-multiplication
cross-out
cross-out test
cross-over
cross-patch
cross-pawl
cross-peal
cross-piece
cross-piled
cross-plough
cross-plow
cross-ply
cross-point
cross-pollen
cross-pollenize
cross-pollinate
cross-pollinated
cross-pollinating
cross-pollination
cross-pollinize
cross-post
cross-purpose
cross-purposes
cross-question
cross-questionable
cross-questioner
cross-questioning
cross-ratio
cross-ratio group
cross-reaction
cross-reading
cross-refer
cross-reference
cross-remainder
cross-road
cross-row
cross-ruff
cross-sail
cross-section
cross-section paper
cross-sectional
cross-shaped
cross-shave
cross-slide
cross-spale
cross-spall
cross-springer
cross-staff
cross-staffs
cross-star
cross-staves
cross-sterile
cross-sterility
cross-stitch
cross-stitch canvas
cross-stitching
cross-stone
cross-stratification
cross-stratified
cross-striated
cross-string
cross-stringed
cross-stringing
cross-striped
cross-strung
cross-sue
cross-surge
cross-tail
cross-tine
cross-town
cross-tree
cross-validation
cross-vault
cross-vaulted
cross-vaulting
cross-vein
cross-veined
cross-ventilate
cross-ventilation
cross-vine
cross-voting
cross-way
cross-wind
cross-wind force
cross-worder
cross-wrapped
crossbar micrometer
crossbar shot
crossbar switching
crossbolt lock
crosscut chisel
crosscut file
crosscut method
crosscut saw
crosscut-saw file
crosse check
crossed fingers
crossed in love
crossed-h
crossed-out
crossing file
crossing over
crossing over and under
crossing sweeper
crossing the bar
crossing-out
crossing-over
crossjack brace
crossjack lift
crossjack yard
crossover network
crossword puzzle
crotch chain
crotch tongue
crotch veneer
crotton bug
crotton oil
crotton-bug
crotton-chloral hydrate
crottonic acid
crouch before
crouch ware
crouch-ware
croup kettle
croupous pneumonia
croupy down
crow blackbird
crow call
crow corn
crow duck
crow fig
crow flight
crow garlic
crow like a cock
crow like a rooster
crow ling
crow needle
crow onion
crow over
crow pea
crow pheasant
crow poison
crow sheaf
crow shrike
crow step
crow tit
crow to pick
crow to pluck
crow to pull
crow's foot
crow's nest
crow's nest model
crow's-feet
crow's-foot
crow's-nest
crow's-nest model
crow-bar
crow-bill
crow-flower
crow-garlic
crow-leek
crow-pheasant
crow-quill
crow-silk
crow-soap
crow-step
crow-stone
crow-toe
crow-tread
crow-victuals
crowberry family
crowd grass
crowd in
crowd of sail
crowd on sail
crowd out
crowd puller
crowd sail
crowd your luck
crowd-pleasing argument
crowding engine
crowfoot family
crowfoot grama
crowfoot grass
crowfoot violet
crown aloes
crown and anchor
crown animalcule
crown antler
crown bar
crown block
crown brace
crown cam
crown canker
crown canopy
crown cap
crown class
crown saw
crown scab
crown sheet
crown shell
crown side
crown sparrow
crown system
crown tax
crown tile
crown vallary
crown vent
crown vetch
crown wart
crown wheel
crown with
crown with laurel
crown with success
crown-capping machine
crown-glass
crown-land
crown-of-jewels
crown-of-thorns
crown-paper
crown-piece
crown-post
crown-rump length
crown-scab
crown-shaped
crown-wheel
crown-wheel escapement
crown-work
crowned head
crowned with laurel
crowned with success
crowning achievement
crowning of the edifice
crowning touch
crownwort family
cruces ansatae
crucial moment
crucial period
crucial point
crucial test
cruciato-
crucible furnace
crucible steel
crucifixion thorn
crude oil
crutch-stick
crux ansata
crux capitata
crux commissa
crux decussata
crux gammata
crux immissa
crux ordinaria
cry aloud
cry at the top of your voice
cry back
cry back to
cry craven
cry down
cry for
cry for joy
cry for quarter
cry for the moon
cry havoc
cry of wolf
cry off
cry on
cry out
cry out against
cry out for
cry out on
cry out upon
cry over spilled
cry over spilled milk
cry pax
cry quits
cry shame upon
cry sour grapes
cry stinking fish
cry to
cry up
cry upon
cry wolf
cry your eyes
cry your eyes out
cry yourself blind
cry-
crying evil
crying shame
cryo-
cryo-aerotherapy
cryo-pump
cryolite glass
crypt-
cryptic mimicry
crypto-
cryptogenic epilepsy
cryptogenic infection
crystal ball
crystal carbonate
crystal class
crystal counter
crystal detector
crystal flower
crystal form
crystal gazer
crystal gazing
crystal glass
crystal gray
crystal habit
crystal lattice
crystal malt
crystal microphone
crystal pickup
crystal rectifier
crystal sand
crystal set
crystal system
crystal tea
crystal vinegar
crystal violet
crystal vision
crystal water
crystal-clear
crystal-clearness
crystal-dropping
crystal-flowing
crystal-gazer
crystal-girded
crystal-lattice constant
crystal-leaved
crystal-palace blue
crystal-palace green
crystal-producing
crystal-smooth
crystal-streaming
crystal-winged
crystalline lens
crystallo-
crystallographic axis
cteno-
cub hunting
cub reporter
cub scout
cub shark
cub-drawn
cub-hunting
cuban heel
cubbridge head
cube ore
cube root
cube spar
cube steak
cube sugar
cube-shaped
cubeb camphor
cubeb oil
cubed steak
cubi-
cubic foot
cubic measure
cubic meter
cubic unit
cubic yard
cubical atom
cubist poetry
cubit arm
cubital furrow
cubito-
cubo-
cubo-octahedral
cubo-octahedron
cuboidal epithelium
cuck-stool
cucking stool
cucking-stool
cuckold dock
cuckold's knot
cuckold's neck
cuckoo bee
cuckoo clock
cuckoo clover
cuckoo dove
cuckoo falcon
cuckoo fly
cuckoo froth
cuckoo gillyflower
cuckoo grass
cuckoo hawk
cue sheet
cue word
cue-bid
cue-bidden
cue-bidding
cue-owl
cuff button
cuff ironer
cuff link
cui bono
cui-ui
cuir-bouilli
cul de lampe
cul-de-four
cul-de-lampe
cul-de-sac
culilawan bark
culinary art
culinary artist
culinary concoction
culinary masterpiece
culinary preparation
culinary science
cull board
cull out
cullin stone
culm dump
culm measures
culpable negligence
culpably negligent
culs de lampe
cult-title
cultivate the friendship of
cultivate the soil
cultivated land
cultivated taste
cultivation of the mind
cultivator shield
cultural anthropologist
cultural anthropology
cultural change
cultural community
cultural drift
cultural lag
cultural-nomadic
culture area
culture center
culture complex
culture conflict
culture contact
culture drift
culture epoch
culture factor
culture flask
culture fluid
culture hero
culture lag
culture medium
culture mixing
culture myth
culture organism
culture pattern
culture pearl
culture phenomenon
culture plate
culture sequence
culture shock
culture stage
culture system
culture trait
culture vulture
culture word
cultured pearl
cultus cod
cultus image
cultus-cod
culver hole
cum coupon
cum dividend
cum grano salis
cum laude
cum multis aliis
cum warrants
cumara nut
cumin oil
cummin oil
cumu-cirro-stratus
cumul-
cumular-spherulite
cumulative distribution function
cumulative dividend
cumulative evidence
cumulative preferred stock
cumulative scoring
cumulative system
cumulative voting
cumulato-
cumulo-
cumulo-cirro-stratus
cumulo-cirrus
cumulo-nimbus
cumulo-stratus
cumulo-volcano
cumulonimbus calvus
cumulonimbus capillatus
cumulus cloud
cumulus congestus
cumulus fractus
cumulus humilis
cumulus mediocris
cumulus oophorus
cuneate lobe
cuneo-
cunning as a fox
cunning as a serpent
cunning person
cup and ball
cup and cover
cup barometer
cup bell
cup coral
cup custard
cup drill
cup escutcheon
cup fern
cup fungus
cup grease
cup hole
cup hook
cup joint
cup leather
cup lichen
cup maker
cup marker
cup moss
cup mushroom
cup nutseed
cup of Elijah
cup of bitterness
cup of tea
cup packing leather
cup plant
cup sculpture
cup set
cup shake
cup sponge
cup tie
cup turning
cup valve
cup washer
cup-and-saucer vine
cup-bearer
cup-headed
cup-mark
cup-marked
cup-moss
cup-shake
cup-shaped
cup-shot
cup-tied
cup-tossing
cupboard love
cupboard lover
cupid cake
cupid's bow
cupid's-bow
cupola builder
cupola charger
cupola feeder
cupola fettler
cupola furnace
cupola liner
cupola potman
cupola rammer
cupola smelter
cupola tapper
cupola tenter
cupola-capped
cupola-roofed
cupping glass
cuprammonium rayon
cuprea bark
cupreo-
cupric hydroxide
cupric sulfate
cupro-
cuproso-
cuprous cyanide
curate's egg
curative measures
curb ball
curb bit
current gain
current gauge
current income bond
current indicator
current intensity
current liabilities
current limiter
current mark
current meter
current mill
current of air
current of events
current of fashion
current of ideas
current of thought
current of time
current price
current pulse
current quotation
current ratio
current regulator
current relay
current ripple
current saying
current tap
current transformer
current wheel
current yield
current-control circuit
current-limiting reactor
currente calamo
curricula vitae
curriculum vitae
curry favor
curry powder
curry puff
curry sauce
curry-comb
curry-favel
curry-leaf tree
currycomb file
curse and swear
curse up hill and down dale
curse with bell
curse word
curse your folly
curse, the
cursing stone
cursing well
cursive epilepsy
cursive hand
cursory inspection
curt-hose
curtail expenses
curtail step
curtail-step
curtain angle
curtain aurora
curtain board
curtain call
curtain dam
curtain dryer
curtain drying
curtain fire
curtain folder
curtain frame
curtain framer
curtain hook
curtain knitter
curtain lecture
curtain lifter
curtain light
curtain line
curtain music
curtain net
curtain pin
curtain pole
curtain raiser
curtain ring
curtain rod
curtain roller
curtain shutter
curtain speech
curtain stretcher
curtain tune
curtain wall
curtain-raiser
curtains of fog and iron
curtal ax
curtal axe
curtal-ax
curtesy initiate
curtle ax
curile chair
curvature invariant
curvature of field
curvature tensor
curve ball
curve fitting
curve of buoyancy
curve of displacement
curve of flotation
curve of loads
curve of resistance
curve of weights
curve-ball
curve-billed
curve-drawing meter
curve-fruited
curve-veined
curved-fruited
curved-horned
curved-veined
curvi-
curvilinear coordinate system
cusco bark
cusco china
cusco-bark
cuscus oil
cush-cush
cushew-bird
cushing's disease
cushion aloe
cushion block
cushion capital
cushion carom
cushion cut
cushion dance
cushion felt
cushion filler
cushion fillings
cushion head
cushion iris
cushion maker
cushion pink
cushion plant
cushion rafter
cushion scale
cushion shot
cushion sole
cushion spurge
cushion star
cushion stitch
cushion tire
cushion-footed
cushion-shaped
cushion-tired
cusk eel
cusk-eel
cusk-eels
cusp locus
cusp-shaped
cusparia bark
cuspidate tooth
cuss like a sailor
cuss out
cuss word
cussing-out
custard apple
custard cup
custard glass
custard pie
custard powder
custard-cups
custodes morum
custom builder
custom hatching
custom house
custom mill
custom tailor
custom work
custom worker
custom-built
custom-cut
custom-house
custom-made
custom-tailored
customer agent
customer ownership
customer's broker
customer's man
customhouse broker
customs bond
customs broker
customs duty
customs house
customs union
customs-exempt
customs-house
custos morum
custos rotulorum
cut a caper
cut a corner
cut a crab
cut a dash
cut a dido
cut a feather
cut a figure
cut a figure in society
cut a lobster
cut a melon
cut a rug
cut a swath
cut across
cut adrift
cut along
cut and dried
cut and run
cut and thrust
cut and try
cut apart
cut at
cut away
cut back
cut both ways
cut capers
cut corners
cut crosswise
cut dead
cut diagonally
cut direct
cut down
cut down expenses
cut down on
cut down to size
cut drop
cut fine
cut glass
cut hunter
cut ice
cut in
cut in two
cut into
cut it
cut it fine
cut it out
cut loose
cut lots
cut nail
cut no ice
of your jib
off
short
with a shilling
without a cent
your spurs
open
out
for
of your will
plug
price
prices
rate
short
some ice
stone
string
the Gordian knot
cards
deck
the first turf
the ground from under
the ground from under one
the hair
the knot
the matter short
the melon
the mustard
to
to pieces
to ribbons
to the heart
to the quick
transversely
under
up
up bad
up nasty
up root and branch
up rough
velvet
work out for
you short
cut your eyeteeth
cut your eyeteeth on
cut your losses
cut your own throat
cut your teeth
cut your teeth on
cut your throat
cut your wisdom teeth
cut-and-cover
cut-and-dried
cut-and-dry
cut-and-try
cut-away
cut-back
cut-card work
cut-down
cut-finger
cut-flight conveyer
cut-glass
cut-grass
cut-in
cut-leaf
cut-leaved
cut-off
cut-out
cut-paper
cut-price
cut-rate
cut-through
cut-toothed
cut-under
cut-up technique
cut-work
cutaneous quittor
cutaneous sense
cutaway coat
cute as a bug’s ear
cute chick
cute trick
cutes verae
cuticula dentis
cutie pie
cutis anserina
cutis vera
cutlass fish
cutleaf blackberry
cutlery buffer
cutlips minnow
cutoff drainage  
cutoff point  
cutoff saw  
cutoff valve  
cutout switch  
cutter arbor  
cutter bar  
cutter block  
cutter brig  
cutter gig  
cutter rig  
cutter sloop  
cutter yacht  
cutter-built  
cutter-down  
cutter-gig  
cutter-off  
cutter-out  
cutter-rigged  
cutter-up  
cutthroat competition  
cutthroat contract  
cutthroat grass  
cutthroat razor  
cutthroat trout  
cutting almond  
cutting angle  
cutting blowpipe  
cutting board  
cutting compound  
cutting die  
cutting drift  
cutting edge  
cutting fluid  
cutting grass  
cutting horse  
cutting in two  
cutting lubricant  
cutting machine  
cutting of supply lines  
cutting oil  
cutting out  
cutting pliers  
cutting press  
cutting punch  
cutting remark  
cutting rule  
cutting sand
cutting shoe
cutting stage
cutting the pie
cutting torch
cutting words
cutting your losses
cutting-off tool
cuttle-bone
cuttle-fish
cutty sark
cutty stool
cutty-stool
cutwater bow
cutwork lace
cy pres
cy-cyan-blue
cy-an-blue
cyanamide process
cyani flower
cyanic acid
cyanide gas
cyanide mill
cyanide process
cyanine blue
cyano group
cyano radical
cyano-
cyano-gen bromide
cyano-gen chloride
cyanuric acid
cybernated factory
cybernetic control
cybernetic technologist
cycad fern
cycas family
cyc-
cyclamen aldehyde
cyclamen mite
cycle billing
cycle form
cycle of erosion
cycle of indiction
cyclic AMP
cyclic GMP
cyclic group
cyclic neutropenia
cyclic pitch lever
cyclic shift
cyclical stock
cyclical unemployment
cyclo-
cyclo-cross
cycloid personality
cycloidal gear
cycloidal propulsion
cyclone cellar
cyclone center
cyclone collector
cyclone furnace
cyclone juice
cyclone separator
cyclone-proof
cyclopean concrete
cyclothymic personality
cylinder block
cylinder bore
cylinder desk
cylinder escapement
cylinder front
cylinder gate
cylinder glass
cylinder grinder
cylinder head
cylinder machine
cylinder metal
cylinder mill
cylinder oil
cylinder planer
cylinder press
cylinder pressman
cylinder reamer
cylinder saw
cylinder scale
cylinder seal
cylinder sinker
cylinder slasher
cylinder snake
cylinder splitter
cylinder-bored
cylinder-boring
cylinder-dried
cylinder-grinding
cylinder-shaped
cylindric-campanulate
d-c
d-glucose
dB
dBV
dBW
dBa
dBm
dBm/m
dBrn
da Vinci
da capo
dab hand
daber locks
dactyl-
dactylic hexameter
dactylio-
dactylo-
dad-blamed
dad-blasted
dad-burned
daddy longlegs
daddy-long-legs
daddy-longlegs
daddynut tree
dado head
dado in
dado plane
dado rail
daer-stock
daffodil garlic
daffodil lily
daffodil yellow
daft days
dag-lock
dag-tailed
dagger board
dagger cocklebur
dagger fern
dagger knee
dagger money
dagger moth
dagger plank
dagger plant
dagger wood
dagger-shaped
daggle-tail
daghesheh forte
daghesheh lene
dahl sauce
dahlia carmine
dahlia purple
dahlia sugar
dahlia sunflower
dahlia wartlet
dahoon holly
dai-sho
dai-sho-no-soroimono
dail eireann
daily and hourly
daily bread
daily communicant
daily double
daily dozen
daily grind
daily newspaper
daily round
daily routine
daily-breader
dainty-eared
dainty-fingered
dainty-limbed
dainty-mouthed
dainty-tongued
dainty-toothed
dairy barn
dairy breed
dairy butter
dairy cattle
dairy cheese
dairy cooler
dairy country
dairy cow
dairy cows
dairy farm
dairy farmer
dairy farming
dairy house
dairy husbandry
dairy lunch
dairy milk
dairy product
dairy products
dairy room
dairy salt
dairy school
dairy society
dancing-girls

dandelion digger

dandelion greens

dandelion puller

dandelion wine

dandelion-leaved

dandie dinmont

dandy brush

dandy cart

dandy fever

dandy roll

dandy roller

dandy-brush

dandy-cock

dandy-hen

dandy-horse

dandy-line

dandy-roller

dane-law

danes'-blood

danger angle

danger ball

danger bearing

danger flag

danger instinct

danger line

danger money

danger point

danger sign

danger signal

danger to health

danger whistle

danger zone

danger-fearing

danger-fraught

danger-free

danger-loving

danger-teaching

dangerous drug

dangerous ground

dangle before one

dangle before the eyes

dangling modifier

dangling participle

danish pastry

danke schon

danse du ventre

danse macabre
danses du ventre
danseur noble
danseurs nobles
daoine sithe
dap joint
dap-dap
daphne pink
daphne red
dapple-bay
dapple-gray
dapple-grey
dappled-gray
darby and joan
dare not
dare to
dare-base
dare-devil
daring imagination
dariole mould
dark Cornish
dark adaptation
dark age
dark ages
dark and gloomy
dark as a wolf's mouth
dark as night
dark as pitch
dark beer
dark bread
dark chocolate
dark cloud
dark clouds
dark comedy
dark corner
dark depths
dark glasses
dark horse
dark lantern
dark lightning
dark meat
dark mineral
dark nebula
dark of night
dark of the moon
dark reaction
dark secret
dark segment
dark shade
dark skinned
dark star
dark-adapted
dark-bearded
dark-blue
dark-bosomed
dark-boughed
dark-breasted
dark-browed
dark-closed
dark-colored
dark-complexioned
dark-embrowned
dark-eyed
dark-eyed night
dark-featured
dark-field
dark-field illumination
dark-field microscope
dark-fired
dark-flowing
dark-fringed
dark-glancing
dark-gray
dark-green
dark-grown
dark-haired
dark-hued
dark-hulled
dark-lantern
dark-leaved
dark-line spectrum
dark-minded
dark-orange
dark-prisoned
dark-red
dark-rolling
dark-shining
dark-sighted
dark-skinned
dark-splendid
dark-stemmed
dark-suited
dark-trace tube
dark-veiled
dark-veined
dark-visaged
dark-working
darken over
darken your door
darkened mind
darkling beetle
darkness visible
darkness which may be felt
darkroom timer
darktrace tube
darn ar durn
darning ball
darning cotton
darning egg
darning gourd
darning needle
darning silk
darning stitch
darning work
darning worsted
daroo tree
darrein presentment
darrein resort
dart ahead
dart grass
dart gun
dart snake
dart thrower
dart to and fro
darting pain
dartwaza band
das Ewig-Weibliche
dash ahead
dash at
dash down
dash for
dash into
dash lamp
dash light
dash of the pen
dash off
dash on
dash the cup from your lips
dash to your hopes
dash your brains out
dash your hope
dash-board
dashed hope
dashed hopes
dasher block
daughters-in-law
daughter table
daughter jones
daughter jones's locker
daughter lamp
daughter chorus
daughter dew
daughter goddess
daughter on
daughter patrol
daughter redwood
daughter upon one
daughter-illuminated
daughter-tinted
day after day
day and night
day bed
day bell
day blindness
day boy
day breeze
day by day
day camp
day clock
day clothes
day coach
day degree
day drift
day fireman
day fishing
day gang
day gate
day glow
day god
day gown
day guest
day hand
day hater
day haul
day hour
day house
day in
day in and day out
day in court
day in day out
day jasmine
day journeying
day labor
day laborer
day labour
day letter
day lily
day loan
day man
day name
day nettle
day neutral
day nurse
day nursery
day of atonement
day of doom
day of festivities
day of reckoning
day of rest
day off
day out
day owl
day rate
day reflection
day release
day return
day room
day rule
day scholar
day school
day servant
day shape
day shift
day sight
day sleeper
day slumber
day tank
day task
day trip
day vision
day waiter
day watchman
day water
day wind
day's work
day's-work
day-and-night
day-appearing
day-bed
day-blindness
day-bright
day-by-day
day-care center
day-clean
day-clear
day-dawn
day-day
day-detesting
day-devouring
day-dispensing
day-distracting
day-dream
day-eyed
day-fever
day-flower
day-fly
day-flying
day-hating
day-hired
day-lasting
day-lily
day-lived
day-loving
day-mare
day-net
day-neutral
day-peep
day-ravage
day-rule
day-shining
day-sight
day-spring
day-star
day-tale
day-time
day-to-day
day-to-day loan
day-to-day money
day-tripper
day-wearied
day-woman
day-writ
daylight blue
daylight factor
daylight glass
daylight lamp
daylight projection
daylight robbery
daylight saving
daylight saving time
daylight vision
daylight-saving time
days beyond recall
days gone by
days of grace
days of old
days of yore
daytime serial
dazzle painting
dazzle system
dazzling light
de Beauvoir
de Broglie
de Broglie equation
de Broglie wave
de Broglie waves
de Gaulle
de Gaullism
de Kooning
de Lesseps
de Moivre
de Moivre's theorem
de Sica
de Valera
de Villiers
de Wint
de bene esse
de bonis non administratis
de bonne volonte
de die in diem
de facto
de fide
de fond en comble
de gaulism
de gustibus non est disputandum
de haut en bas
de jure
de longue haleine
de los Angeles
de luxe
de mal en pis
de mortuis nil nisi bonum
de novo
de plano
de profundis
de propio motu
de rerum natura
de rien
de rigueur
de stil
de trop
de-
de- prestige
de-Stalinization
de-Stalinize
de-Stalinized
de-Stalinizing
de-aerate
de-aerate
de-afforest
de-articulate
de-articulation
de-christianize
de-educate
de-electrify
de-electrization
de-electrize
de-emulate
de-emulation
de-emphasize
de-empasized
de-emphasizing
de-emulsibility
de-emulsify
de-emulsivity
de-energize
de-escalate
de-escalation
de-ethicization
de-ethicize
de-excite
de-excited
de-exciting
de-ice
de-icer
de-insularize
de-ossify
de-pauperize
de-russianize
de-saxonize
de-semiticize
dea-nettle
deacon seat
dead above the ears
dead against
dead ahead
dead and buried
dead and done for
dead and gone
dead as a doornail
dead as a herring
dead as mutton
dead asleep
dead band
dead beat
dead between the ears
dead blackout
dead body
dead calm
dead center
dead centre
dead certainty
dead circuit
dead colour
dead duck
dead end
dead firing
dead flat
dead force
dead from the neck up
dead giveaway
dead hand
dead hand of the past
dead heat
dead in the Lord
dead language
dead leaf
dead letter
dead level
dead lift
dead load
dead lock
dead loss
dead low tide
dead low water
dead mail
dead man
dead man's control
dead man's fingers
dead man's hand
dead man's handle
dead march
dead matter
dead men
dead metal
dead muzzler
dead of night
dead on your feet
dead palsy
dead pan
dead past
dead pay
dead person
dead persons
dead pledge
dead point
dead reckoning
dead right
dead ringer
dead run
dead sea
dead season
dead set
dead set at
dead set on
dead sheave
dead shot
dead slow
dead soldier
dead space
dead spindle
dead spot
dead stand
dead stick
dead stock
dead stop
dead storage
dead straight
dead sure
dead time
dead to
dead to rights
dead to shame
dead to the world
dead wall
dead water
dead weight
dead well
dead woman
dead wood
dead zone
dead-afraid
dead-air
dead-air space
dead-alive
dead-alivism
dead-and-alive
dead-anneal
dead-arm
dead-ball line
dead-blanchèd
dead-born
dead-bright
dead-burn
dead-center
dead-centre
dead-cold
dead-color
dead-colored
dead-dip
dead-doing
dead-drifting
dead-drunk
dead-drunkenness
dead-end
dead-end street
dead-eye
dead-face
dead-front
dead-frozen
dead-grown
dead-hand
dead-hearted
dead-heat
dead-heater
dead-heavy
dead-kill
dead-leaf
dead-letter
dead-light
dead-line
dead-live
dead-man control
dead-man's float
dead-melt
dead-nettle
dead-point
dead-rise
dead-rise line
dead-roast
dead-seeming
dead-set
dead-sick
dead-smooth
dead-soft
dead-stick
dead-stick landing
dead-stick loop
dead-still
dead-stroke
dead-stroke hammer
dead-struck
dead-sure thing
dead-tired
dead-tongue
dead-weight
dead-weight safety valve
dead-work
deadbeat escapement
deaden the pain
deadly nightshade
deadly pale
deadly pallor
deadly sin
deadly sin of envy
deadly sins
deadly weapons
deadweight capacity
deadweight tonnage
deadwood fence
defa and dumb
defa as a door
defa as a doorknob
defa as a doornail
defa as a post
defa as a stone
defa as an adder
defa ears
defa to
defa to reason
defa-and-dumb
defa-and-dumb alphabet
defa-and-dumb person
defa-dumb
defa-dumbness
deaf-eared
deaf-minded
deaf-mute
deaf-muteness
deaf-mutism
deal a blow
deal a blow at
deal a check to
deal a crushing defeat
deal a deathblow
deal a deathblow to
deal a knockout blow to
deal a smashing defeat
deal board
deal by
deal carrier
deal destruction
deal hard measure to
deal hardly with
deal harshly with
deal illicitly
deal in
deal in abstractions
deal in commercial paper
deal in futures
deal in generalities
deal in money
deal in the marvelous
deal merchant
deal off
deal off the bottom of the deck
deal out
deal porter
deal runner
deal someone in
deal table
deal with
deal worker
deal yard
deal-board
dealer acceptance
dealer allowance
dealer help
dealing box
dealing death
dealing in commercial paper
dealings of providence
dean of guild
dean of men
dean of the faculty
dean of women
dean's list
dear as the apple of your eye
dear at any price
dear joy
dear me
dear one
dear to your heart
dear-bought
dear-cut
deariest wish
dearly beloved
dearly love
dearly love to
dearth of ideas
death adder
death agonies
death agony
death alder
death angel
death angle
death bell
death benefit
death bill
death blast
death bolt
death bone
death by your own hand
death camas
death camass
death candle
death cap
death cell
death certificate
death chair
death chamber
death chime
death cloth
death cord
death cry
death cup
death damp
death dance
death defiance
death demon
death dew
death dirge
dearth drink
dearth drum
dearth duty
dearth examiner
dearth feint
dearth feud
dearth fire
dearth flame
dearth grant
dearth grapple
dearth grip
dearth groan
dearth herb
dearth hour
dearth house
dearth hymn
dearth instinct
dearth knell
dearth light
dearth list
dearth mask
dearth note
dearth notice
dearth of the heart
dearth of the soul
dearth pang
dearth peal
dearth penalty
dearth penny
dearth point
dearth prayer
dearth rate
dearth rattle
dearth ray
dearth roll
dearth rope
dearth row
dearth ruckle
dearth seat
dearth sentence
dearth shriek
dearth sleep
dearth song
dearth stab
dearth stroke
dearth struggle
dearth sweat
death symbol
death tax
death thirst
death throe
death throes
death tick
death toll
death trance
death vacancy
death warrant
death weight
death wish
death wraith
death's bright angel
death's-face
death's-head
death's-head moth
death's-herb
death-bearing
death-bed
death-begirt
death-bell
death-bird
death-black
death-blow
death-boding
death-braving
death-bringing
death-cold
death-come-quickly
death-counterfeiting
death-darting
death-day
death-deaf
death-deafened
death-dealing
death-deep
death-defying
death-devoted
death-dewed
death-divided
death-divining
death-doing
death-doom
death-due
death-fire
death-laden
death-marked
death-pale
dead-polluted
dead-practiced
dead-shadowed
dead-sheeted
dead-sick
dead-stiffening
dead-stricken
dead-struck
dead-subduing
dead-swimming
dead-threatening
dead-throe
dead-warrant
dead-watch
dead-weary
dead-winged
dead-worm
dead-worthy
dead-wound
dead-wounded
deadbed deed
deadbed repentance
deathlike calm
deathlike silence
deathly hue
deathly pale
deathly pallor
deathwatch beetle
debase yourself
debating point
debenture bond
debenture stock
debit ticket
debonis non
debris glacier
debt book
debt limit
debt of honor
debt of honour
debt of nature
debt service
debt slave
debt slavery
debtor and creditor account
debtor's prison
debts recovery court
debutante bob
deca-
decade ring
decanal side
decanedioic acid
decanoic acid
decapod locomotive
decarbonized iron
decay coefficient
decay of memory
decay series
deceased, the
decedent estate
deceive yourself
deacceleration parachute
decem-
deceleration bed
decent table
deceptive cadence
decide against
decide between
decide upon
decided resemblance
decided upon
deciding vote
deciduous plant
deciduous tooth
decimal candle
decimal classification
decimal currency
decimal fraction
decimal place
decimal point
decimal system
decimo-sexto
decision procedure
decision-making
decisive defeat
decisive moment
deck beam
deck block
deck board
deck bolt
deck boy
deck bridge
deck car
deck cargo
deck chair
deck curb
deck department
deck elevator
deck feather
deck floor
deck gang
deck gun
deck hand
deck hook
deck horse
deck iron
deck key
deck kicker
deck light
deck load
deck log
deck molding
deck nail
deck of cigarettes
deck officer
deck out
deck over
deck passage
deck passenger
deck pipe
deck plate
deck plating
deck pump
deck quoits
deck roof
deck seat
deck sheet
deck steward
deck stool
deck stopper
deck stringer
deck tackle
deck tennis
deck transom
deck turret
deck up
deck watch
deck-piercing
deck-piercing shell
decked out
decking chain
deckle edge
deckle strap
deckle-edged
declaim against
declaration of faith
declaration of policy
declaration of war
declaratory judgment
declare a dividend
declare a moratorium
declare a recess
declare lawful
declare null and void
declare off
declare roundly
declare to God
declare war
declare yourself
declare yourself a party
declare yourself against
declaring yourself in
declination axis
declination circle
declination compass
declination parallel
decline and fall
decline of day
decline of life
decline politely
decline to accept
decline with thanks
declined with thanks
declining market
declining years
decoction process
decoding servomechanism
decomposition potential
decompression chamber
decompression sickness
decorated hero
decoration of honor
decorative composition
decorative lighting
decorative painting
decorative sculpture
decorative style
decorative surgery
decorator color
decoy duck
decoy-duck
decrease in size
decrease in temperature
decree absolute
decree dative
decree law
decree nisi
decree of nullity
decree-law
decrescent moon
decret loi
decubitus ulcer
decuman gate
dedendum circle
dedicate oneself to
dedicate to
dedicate yourself to
dedication to duty
deductible clause
deductive power
deductive reasoning
deed of arrangement
deed of indemnity
deed of release
deed of trust
deed over
deed poll
deed without a name
deeem trustworthy
dee as China
dee as a well
dee as hell
dee as the ocean
dee as the sea
dee asleep
dee bass
dee black
dee fat
dee floor
dee freeze
dee freezing
dee fryer
dee future
dee in debt
dee into
dee kiss
dee knowledge
dee mourning
dee night
deep sea
depth secret
deep sense
deep sensibility
deep six
deep sleep
deep space
deep structure
deep study
deep therapy
deep thought
deep water
deep, the
deep-affected
deep-affrighted
deep-asleep
deep-bellied
deep-biting
deep-blue
deep-bodied
deep-bosomed
deep-brained
deep-breasted
deep-breathing
deep-brooding
deep-browed
deep-buried
deep-chested
deep-colored
deep-contemplative
deep-crimsoned
deep-cut
deep-damasked
deep-discriminating
deep-discount bond
deep-dish
deep-dish pie
deep-domed
deep-down
deep-downness
deep-drawn
deep-drenched
deep-drew
deep-drinking
deep-drunken
deep-dye
deep-dyed
deep-dyed falsehood
deep-echoing
deep-embroiled
deep-engraven
deep-etch plate
deep-eyed
deep-faced
deep-felt
deep-fermenting
deep-fetched
deep-fixed
deep-flew
deep-freeze
deep-freezed
deep-freezer
deep-freezing
deep-fried
deep-froze
deep-frozen
deep-fry
deep-frying
deep-going
deep-green
deep-groaning
deep-grounded
deep-grown
deep-kiss
deep-laden
deep-laid
deep-laid plot
deep-laid scheme
deep-level mine
deep-lunged
deep-lying
deep-mouthed
deep-musing
deep-naked
deep-persuading
deep-piled
deep-pitched
deep-pointed
deep-pondering
deep-premeditated
deep-questioning
deep-reaching
deep-read
deep-revolving
deep-rooted
deep-rooted belief
deep-rootedness
deep-rooting
deep-sea
deep-sea diver
deep-sea diving
deep-sea lead
deep-sea line
deep-sea man
deep-sea smelt
deep-searching
deep-seated
deep-seatedness
deep-set
deep-settled
deep-sided
deep-sighted
deep-sinking
deep-six
deep-skirted
deep-sore
deep-sounding
deep-space ship
deep-stapled
deep-sunk
deep-sunken
deep-sweet
deep-sworn
deep-tangled
deep-thinking
deep-thoughted
deep-thrilling
deep-throated
deep-toned
deep-transported
deep-trenching
deep-troubled
deep-uddered
deep-vaulted
deep-versed
deep-voiced
deep-waisted
deep-water
deep-worn
deep-wounded
deepest feelings
deepest mind
deepest recesses
deeply involved
deeply involved in debt
deepwater sailor
deer brush
deer cabbage
deer call
deer cart
deer fence
deer fern
deer fly
deer fly fever
deer foot
deer forest
deer grass
deer hide
deer keeper
deer laurel
deer lick
deer mouse
deer park
deer tick
deer tiger
deer vine
deer's-tongue
deer-coloured
deer-eyed
deer-fly fever
deer-hair
deer-hound
deer-lick
deer-mouse
deer-neck
deer-staiker
deer-stealer
deerhorn cactus
deerwort boneset
defamation of character
defeat expectation
defeat hope
defeat of time
defeat time
defeat utterly
defeated candidate
defect of sight
defect of vision
defective eye
defective eyes
defective number
defective verb
defective vision
defective year
defence mechanism
defend tooth and nail
defender of the bond
defender of the marriage bond
defending line
defense bond
defense counsel
defense in depth
defense mechanism
defense of a thesis
defense plant
defense reaction
defense test
defensive lineman
defensive stock
defensive strategy
defensive warfare
defer to
defer to your duty
deferential regard
deferred annuity
deferred assets
deferred bond
deferred income
deferred payments
deferred sentence
deferred share
deferred stock
defervescing plague
defiance of authority
defiance of time
deficiency account
deficiency anemia
deficiency bill
deficiency disease
deficiency judgment
deficiency statement
deficient number
deficit financing
deficit spending
definite article
definite integral
definite odor
definite-proportions law
definite-time
definitely right
definitive bond
definitive host
definitive plumage
definitive work
deflagrating spoon
deflationary gap
deflationary spiral
deflecting bar
deflecting force
deflecting torque
deflection angle
deflection generator
deflection method
deflection offset
deflection scale
deflection yoke
deflection-modulated display
deformation curve
deformation ellipsoid
deformed bar
defray expenses
deft-fingered
defy authority
defy danger
defy time
degenerate state
degenerate states
degeneration disease
degenerative arthritis
degenerative change
degenerative disease
degenerative joint disease
degradation of energy
degrade yourself
degree day
degree of freedom
degree of frost
degree of variance
degree-cut
degree-day
degree-granting institution
degrees of comparison
dehydrated alcohol
dehydrated foods
dei gratia
dei plenus
deion circuit breaker
deisel engine
deities of fertility
deities of justice
deities of the household
deities of the nether world
deity of nether world
deja vu
dejeuner a la fourchette
deka-
del Sarto
del credere
del credere agent
delay line
delay screen
delay-action
delayed action
delayed alpha particle
delayed drop
delayed neutron
delayed reaction
delayed speech
delayed-action
delayed-action bomb
delayed-action fuse
delaying action
deleb palm
delegated authority
delenda est Carthago
delft blue
delft ware
deliberate aggravation
deliberate over
deliberate stages
deliberate upon
deliberately provoked
deliberative assembly
deliberative body
delicate distinction
delicate health
delicate issue
delicate-handed
delicately weak
delight in
delight the palate
delimited field
delineating in the imagination
delirium alcoholicum
delirium ebriositatis
delirium mussitans
delirium tremens
deliver a lecture
deliver an address
deliver an ultimatum
deliver judgment
deliver over
deliver up your arms
deliver your charge to the jury
deliver yourself
deliver yourself from
delivered price
delivery boy
delivery order
delivery price
delivery room
delivery ticket
delivery truck
delivery van
della Robbia
della crusca
delph blue
delta connection
delta current
delta function
delta iron
delta plain
delta plateau
delta potential
delta ray
delta rhythm
delta winding
delta wing
delta-planform jet
delta-shaped
delude yourself
delude yourself from
deluded belief
deluge set
delusion of grandeur
delusion of persecution
delusion of reference
delve for
delve into
demand attention
demand bid
demand bill
demand curve
demand deposit
demand draft
demand for
demand limiter
demand loan
demand meter
demand note
demand payment
demand rate
demand-load limiter
demand-pull inflation
demean yourself
dementia a potu
dementia paralytica
dementia praecox
demerit mark
demesne farm
demi-
demi-baton
demi-cannon
demi-culverin
demi-hunter
demi-incognito
demi-island
demi-islander
demi-jour
demi-lance
demi-landau
demi-mondaine
demi-monde
demi-ostade
demi-paradise
demi-pension
demi-pique
demi-puppet
demi-rep
demi-sang
demi-season
demi-sec
demi-sel
demi-semi
demi-sheath
demi-vill
demilitarized zone
demipirouette volt
demo-
democrat wagon
democratic centralism
democratic-republican
demoiselle crane
demolition bomb
demolition derby
demolition rocket
demon star
demon worship
demon worshiper
demonic energy
demono-
demonstrable existence
demonstrable fact
demonstrate against
demonstrate respect for
demonstrate your ability
demotic character
deny octavo
deny quarto
den chief
den dad
den mother
den of iniquity
den of thieves
den of vice
den-tree
denatured alcohol
dendric drainage pattern
dendro-
dene-hole
dengue fever
denial of due credit
denial of proper credit
denied due credit
denied proper credit
denied to
denim jacket
denizen of the deep
denizens of hell
denizens of the air
denizens of the forest
denizens of the jungle
denizens of the wild
denominate number
denominational school
dense body
dense-flowered
dense-headed
dense-minded
dense-wooded
density altitude
density control
density current
density function
density indicator
density rule
dent corn
dent-
dental bridge
dental corps
dental floss
dental gold
dental hygiene
dental hygienist
dental length
dental lisp
dental orthopaedics
dental plaque
dental plate
dental pulp
dental surgeon
dental surgery
dental technician
dentary-splenial
dentate-ciliate
dentate-crenate
dentate-serrate
dentate-sinuate
dentato-
denti-
dentil band
dentist’s chair
dento-
denuded of
denumerative geometry
deny yourself
deny yourself not at all
deny yourself nothing
deny yourself to
deo volente
deo volente
deo volente
deodorant soap
deontological ethics
deoxy-
deoxycytochrome b
depart from
depart from the prepared text
depart this life
departed spirit
departed this life
departed, the
department hospital
department of investigation
department of knowledge
department store
departmental store
depend on
depend upon
dependence on
dependent clause
dependent on
dependent variable
depending on
depending on circumstances
dephlogisticated air
dephosphorizing process
depicting in the imagination
depletion allowance
deponent verb
depot yourself
deported population
deposit account
deposit banking
deposit copy
deposit currency
deposit margin
deposit money
deposit of faith
deposit premium company
deposit slip
depot ship
depraved appetite
deprecate yourself
depreciate yourself
depreciation charge
depress the scales
depressed arch
depressed area
depressed class
depressed population
depressed-bed
depressed-bed method
depression of spirit
depression range finder
depression slide
derivative action
derivative title
derive from
derive pleasure from
derived authority
derived curve
derived four-channel system
derived function
derived set
derived unit
deriving from
derm-
dermat-
dermato-
dermato-autoplasty
dermo-
dermoid cyst
dernier cn
dernier cri
dernier ressort
derogate from
derick block
derick boat
derick boatman
derick car
derick chain
derick crab
derick crane
derick elevator
derick engine
derick floor
derick floorman
derick forge
derick fork
derick hoist
derick hoist
derick lamp
derick lamp
derick maker
derick making
derick mast
derick master
derick sheaves
derick sill
derick skid
derick skip
derick spring
derick stacker
derick stool
desert ship
desert soil
desert trumpet flower
desert trumpeter
desert under fire
desert varnish
desert weed
desert willow
desert your principles
desert-bred
desert-locked
desert-wearied
desertion of principle
desertion under fire
deserts of vast eternity
deserve punishment
design bedding
design body
design load
designate a proxy
designate an agent
desire body
desire concentration
desire for knowledge
desire for yourself
desire guidance
desires of the flesh
desiring water
desirous of
desirous to
desist from
desistquit it
desk calendar
desk clerk
desk dictionary
desk jobber
desk lamp
desk light
desk pad
desk room
desk sweater
desk telephone
desk work
desm-
desmo-
desoxy-
desoxyribonucleic acid
despair of
despaired of
desperate criminal
despite that
despoiled of
despotic monarch
despotic monarchy
dessert fork
dessert knife
dessert plate
dessert spoon
dessert wine
destiny's darling
destitute of
destitute of life
destroyer escort
destroyer leader
destroyer tender
destroyer wheel
destroying angel
destruct line
destruction of life
destructive criticism
destructive distillation
destructive interference
detach for service
detached escapement
detached retina
detached service
detail drawing
detail man
detectable odor
detective novel
detective story
detective work
detective yarn
detent escapement
detention camp
detention centre
detention home
detention hospital
determinant rank
determinate cleavage
determinate growth
determinative clause
determine once for all
determine upon
determined upon
deterrent capacity
deterrent example
detonating fuse
detonating powder
detonating tube
detonation indicator
detract attention
detract from
detritus tank
deuce game
deuce point
deuce set
deuce shot
deuce-ace
deuces wild
deus ex machina
deut-
deuter-
deuterium oxide
deutero-
deutero-malayan
deuterocanonical books
deuto-
deutsche mark
devastating attack
develop into
develop late
developed thought
developing dye
developing tank
developing-out paper
development section
development theory
developmental change
developmental psychology
deviate from
deviate from the path of virtue
deviate from the truth
deviation card
deviation factor
deviation warranty
devil bolt
devil carriage
devil chaser
devil dance
devil dancer
devil dancing
devil dog
devil dogs
devil grass
devil incarnate
devil lore
devil murder
devil of a
devil ray
devil take
devil to pay, the
devil worship
devil worshiper
devil worshipping
devil's advocate
devil's bit
devil's bones
devil's books
devil's claw
devil's coach-horse
devil's darning needle
devil's dung
devil's dust
devil's food cake
devil's grip
devil's guts
devil's ivy
devil's mark
devil's milk
devil's own luck
devil's paintbrush
devil's tattoo
devil's-bit
devil's-bones
devil's-ivy
devil's-pincushion
devil's-tongue
devil's-walking-stick
devil-born
devil-devil
devil-diver
devil-dodger
devil-fish
devil-giant
devil-god
devil-haired
devil-in-the-bush
devil-inspired
devil-like
devil-may-care
devil-may-careness
devil-porter
devil-ridden
devil-tender
deviled eggs
devils' chorus
devils-on-horseback
devoid of
devoid of truth
devolve on
devolve upon
devote the mind to
devote the thoughts to
devote to
devote yourself
devote yourself to
devoted friend
devoted friendship
devoted to
devoted to studies
devotee of Bacchus
devotion to duty
devoured by
devoured by desire
devouring element
dew bit
dew bow
dew cap
dew cell
dew grass
dew plant
dew point
dew pond
dew snail
dew worm
dew-beat
dew-beater
dew-bedabbled
dew-bediamonded
dew-bent
dew-berry
dew-bespangled
dew-bespattered
dew-besprinkled
dew-boine
dew-bolne
dew-bright
dew-clad
dew-claw
dew-cold
dew-dabbled
dew-drenched
dew-dripped
dew-dropping
dew-drunk
dew-fall
dew-fed
dew-gemmed
dew-laden
dew-lipped
dew-lit
dew-pearled
dew-point
dew-point deficit
dew-point depression
dew-point hygrometer
dew-point spread
dew-point temperature
dew-pond
dew-ret
dew-sprent
dew-sprinkled
dew-worm
dewar flask
dewey decimal classification
dewy morn
dewy-bright
dewy-dark
dewy-eyed
dewy-feathered
dewy-feathered sleep
dewy-fresh
dewy-pinioned
dextr-
dextrinogenic enzyme
dextro camphor
dextro propoxyphene
dextro-
dextro-glucose
dextroamphetamine sulfate
dextroic acid
dh-
dhobi itch
dhobie itch
dhobie tongs
dhu'lı-hijja
dhu'lı-qə'dah
di grado in grado
di majores
di minores
di-
di-adapan
di-allyl
di-decahedral
di-do decahedral
di-hexahedron
di-iodide
di-tri-
dia-
diabase-porphyrite
diabetes insipidus
diabetes mellitus
diabetes sugar
diabetes weed
diabetic diet
diabol-
diacetyl morphine
diachronic linguistics
diacritical mark
diacritical marks
diacritical sign
diadem lemur
diadem spider
diagnostic picture
diagonal bond
diagonal cloth
diagonal engine
diagonal line
diagonal matrix
diagonal-built
diagonal-cut
diagram factor
dial bird
dial enameler
dial feed
dial foot
dial gauge
dial press
dial recorder
dial telegraph
dial telephone
dial tone
dial train
dial work
dial-plate
diamond flower
diamond gauge
diamond gravel
diamond green
diamond groove
diamond hammer
diamond hitch
diamond in the rough
diamond jubilee
diamond knot
diamond linen
diamond merchant
diamond mill
diamond mine
diamond mortar
diamond panel
diamond paste
diamond pencil
diamond photograph
diamond plant
diamond plate
diamond plow
diamond point
diamond polisher
diamond powder
diamond rattlesnake
diamond ring
diamond ring effect
diamond saw
diamond setter
diamond skin disease
diamond snake
diamond sparrow
diamond splitter
diamond stitching
diamond tool
diamond tooth
diamond trade
diamond truer
diamond twist
diamond wedding
diamond weevil
diamond wheel
diamond-back
diamond-backed
diamond-beetle
diamond-boring
diamond-bright
diamond-cut
diamond-cutter
diamond-headed
diamond-leaf laurel
diamond-matched
diamond-paned
diamond-point
diamond-point spoon
diamond-pointed
diamond-producing
diamond-shaped
diamond-skin disease
diamond-snake
diamond-tiled
diamond-tipped
diamondback moth
diamondback rattlesnake
diamondback terrapin
diamondback watersnake
diampyl sulfide
diapason diapente
diapason ditone
diapason normal
diapason normal pitch
diapason pitch
diaper pattern
diaper rash
diaper service
diaphragm current
diaphragm gauge
diaphragm motor valve
diaphragm process
diaphragm pump
diaphragm shutter
diaphragm valve
diarrhea of the mouth
diaspore clay
diastolic hypertension
diathermic treatment
diathermy machine
diatomaceous earth
diatonic interval
diatonic scale
diatonic semitone
diaz-oxide
diazo dye
diazo group
diazo process
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diazo radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazo reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazoamino group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazoamino radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazonium compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazonium salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dib-hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dibasic sodium phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dibbuks dibbukim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dibutyl oxalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dibutylamino-propanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicarbo-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicarboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice throws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice-box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dice-top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dich-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichloramine-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichlorodiethyl formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichlorodiethyl sulfide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichloroethyl formal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichloroethyl sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichlorophenoxyacetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicho-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichro-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichromatic vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichromic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicing board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dick test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dickey box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicky bow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictate peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictates of Mrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictates of society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictating machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictatorship of the proletariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary catalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary of quotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary-proof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicty-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dicyclopentadienyl metal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
did you ever

didactic poetry

diddle away

diddle-
diddle-daddle

diddle-dee

die a natural death

die a violent death

die at your post

die away

die away from the memory

die by your own hand

die cast

die caster

die casting

die chaser

die chuck

die cutter

die cutting

die down

die engraver

die fighting

die filing

die fitter

die fitting

die for your country

die forger

die forging

die game

die grinder

die hammer

die hard

die hardener

die head

die hob

die holder

die in harness

die in the Lord

die in the attempt

die in the last ditch

die in your boots

die is cast, the

die kicker

die laughing

die like a man

die miller

die mold

die off
die on the vine
die out
die planer
die plate
die polisher
die polishing
die press
die presser
die proof
die reamer
die screw plate
die set
die shaper
die sharpening
die shoe
die spotter
die spotting
die spring
die stamper
die standing up
die steel
die stock
die stripper
die stripping
die tap
die temper
die trying
die turner
die wedge
die with delight
die with pleasure
die with your boots on
die-away
die-back
die-cast
die-casting
die-cut
die-hard
die-hardism
die-square
dielectric constant
dielectric current
dielectric displacement current
dielectric heat
dielectric heater
dielectric heating
dielectric loss
dielectric preheater
dielectric strength

dies funestis
dies irae
dies non
dies non juridicus
diesel cycle
diesel engine
diesel fuel
diesel oil
diesel propulsion
diesel-driven
diesel-electric
diesel-electric propulsion
diesel-engined
diesel-hydraulic
diesel-powered
diesel-propelled
diesinking machine
diet book
diet kitchen
dietary deficiency
dietary law
dietetic treatment
diethene-
diethyl ether
diethyl malonate
diethyl oxide
diethyl sulfide
diethylbarbituric acid
diethylene dioxide
dif-
differ from
differ in opinion
difference chart
difference engine
difference equation
difference gauge
difference limen
difference of form
difference of opinion
difference product
difference quotient
difference ring
difference table
difference threshold
difference tone
different breed of cat
different story
different thing
differential analyzer
differential anesthetic
differential calculus
differential coefficient
differential diagnosis
differential equation
differential gap
differential gear
differential gearing
differential geometry
differential ionization chamber
differential leveling
differential operator
differential pressure gauge
differential psychology
differential purchase
differential quotient
differential rate
differential recorder
differential tackle
differential tone
differential weathering
differential windlass
difficult thing
difficulty score
diffracted wave
diffraction disk
diffraction grating
diffraction spectroscope
diffraction spectrum
diffuse inflammation
diffuse light
diffuse nebula
diffuse reflection
diffuse-porous
diffused junction
diffused lighting
diffusing screen
diffusion air pump
diffusion battery
diffusion chamber
diffusion coefficient
diffusion juice
diffusion process
diffusionist theory
dig around for
dig at
dig for
dig in
dig in your heels
dig into
dig out
dig up
dig up the past
dig you in the ribs
dig your heels in
dig your own grave
digest medium
digest of law
digested securities
digester tankage
digestive biscuit
digestive gland
digestive juice
digestive secretion
digestive secretions
digestive system
digger wasp
digging weight
digital clock
digital computer
digital data reducing system
digital differential analyzer
digital examination
digital feedback control
digital general purpose computer
digital graph plotter
digital process
digital watch
digitato-palmate
digitato-pinnate
digiti-
digito-
diglycolic acid
diglycolic acid
dihedral angle
dihydrical alcohol
diisobutyl phthalate
dik-dik
dika bread
dika butter
dika nut
dike hopper
dike out
dike rock
dike up
dike-grave
dike-louper
dike-reeve
dilate on
dilate upon
dill oil
dill pickle
dill water
dilly bag
dilly-dally
dilute acid
dim eyes
dim light
dim out
dim past
dim recollection
dim view
dim-brooding
dim-browed
dim-colored
dim-discovered
dim-eyed
dim-felt
dim-gleaming
dim-gray
dim-lettered
dim-lighted
dim-lit
dim-litten
dim-out
dim-remembered
dim-seen
dim-sensed
dim-sheeted
dim-sighted
dim-sightedness
dim-visioned
dim-witted
dim-wittedness
dim-yellow
dime a dozen
dime museum
dime novel
dime store
dime-a-dozen
dime-store
dimension control
dimension lumber
dimension stone
dimethyl arsinic acid
dimethyl sulfate
dimethyl sulfoxide
diminish yourself
diminished dovetail
diminished responsibility
diminished seventh chord
diminished stile
diminishing returns
diminishing rule
diminishing stile
dimensional letter
dimensional letter
din in the ear
dine not wisely but too well
dine out
dine with Duke Humphrey
diner-out
dinette set
dinette table
ding an sich
ding off
ding-a-ling
ding-dong
dingdong theory
dinge an sich
dinghy anchor
dingle-dangle
dining car
dining chair
dining compartment
dining hall
dining room
dining saloon
dining table
dining utensils
dinitro-
dinitrogen tetroxide
dinkel wheat
dinking die
dinkum oil
dinky-di
dinner audience
dinner bell
dinner call
dinner card
dinner chimes
dinner clothes
dinner club
dinner coat
dinner dance
dinner dress
dinner fork
dinner gong
dinner gown
dinner hour
dinner jacket
dinner knife
dinner napkin
dinner pail
dinner party
dinner plate
dinner ring
dinner room
dinner service
dinner set
dinner table
dinner wagon
dinner-dance
dinner-getting
diocesan conference
diocesan court
diophantine equation
diorite-porphyrite
dip a flag
dip circle
dip down
dip fault
dip into
dip needle
dip out
dip pipe
dip rider
dip rope
dip sector
dip shift
dip slip
dip snuff
dip switch
dip the beak
dip the colors
dip the ensign
dip the pen in gall
dip trap
dip your hands into
dip-dye
dip-grained
dip-needling
diphen-
diphenyl black
diphenyl ether
diphenyl ketone
diphenylene-methane
diphenylhydantoin sodium
diphosphoglycergic acid
diphtheria bacillus
diphtheria toxoid
diphy-
diphyo-
dipl-
diplo-
diploid number
diploma mill
diploma piece
diplomatic agent
diplomatic body
diplomatic code
diplomatic corps
diplomatic courier
diplomatic immunity
diplomatic mission
diplomatic pouch
diplomatic service
diplomatic staff
diplomatic text
dipodic rhythm
dipole aerial
dipole antenna
dipole moment
dipper clam
dipper dredge
dipper gourd
dipper interrupter
dipper-in
dipping acid
dipping basket
dipping bath
dipping battery
dipping chair
dipping compass
dipping elevator
dipping enamel
dipping frame
dipping furnace
dipping hook
dipping house
dipping ladle
dipping lug
dipping lugsail
dipping needle
dipping oil
dipping paint
dipping pan
dipping paper
dipping process
dipping rack
dipping rod
dipping room
dipping table
dipping tank
dipping the colors
dipping the ensign
dipping tub
dipping tube
dipping works
dipping-needle
dipsey lead
dipsey line
dipsy-doodle
dire necessity
dire wolf
direct access
direct action
direct actionist
direct apprehension
direct attention to
direct black
direct blue
direct broadcast
direct brown
direct communication
direct costs
direct cotton dye
direct current
direct current motor
direct democracy
direct discourse
direct distance dialing
direct dye
direct evidence
direct examination
direct fire
direct grant school
direct infection
direct initiative
direct intuition
direct labor
direct lighting
direct line
direct mail
direct method
direct nomination
direct object
direct order
direct positive
direct primary
direct product
direct proportion
direct question
direct ratio
direct relationship
direct signal
direct speech
direct sum
direct tax
direct the eyes
direct the mind upon
direct tide
direct to
direct to the attention
direct transfusion
direct variation
direct yellow
direct your attention to
direct your course
direct your course for
direct your course to
direct yourself
direct-acting
direct-acting engine
direct-acting press
direct-actionist
direct-connected
direct-coupled
direct-current
direct-current circuit
direct-current converter
direct-current servo
direct-driven
direct-examine
direct-examined
direct-examining
direct-geared
direct-grant school
direct-indirect radiator
direct-mail
direct-mail advertising
direct-mail selling
direct-reading computer
direct-reading spectrometer
direct-reading spectroscopy
direct-viewing tube
direct-vision prism
direct-vision spectroscopy
direct-writing company
directed verdict
directing circle
directing piece
directing plane
directing point
direction angle
direction constant
direction cosine
direction dial
direction finder
direction finding
direction indicator
direction line
direction number
direction post
direction ratio
direction switch
direction tensor
direction test
direction theodolite
direction transmission
direction-finder station
directional antenna
directional derivative
directional gyro
directional signal
directional stability
directive therapy
director circle
director curve
director general
director plane
director regulus
director sphere
director's chair
director-general
directors general
directory arrangement
directory canvasser
dirigible balloon
dirigible torpedo
dirigo-motor
diriment impediment
dirk knife
dirt band
dirt bed
dirt cheap
dirt dauber
dirt eating
dirt farm
dirt farmer
dirt farming
dirt groove
dirt poor
dirt road
dirt wagon
dirt-besmeared
dirt-born
dirt-cheap
dirt-fast
dirt-flinging
dirt-free
dirt-grimed
dirt-incrusted
dirt-line
dirt-rotten
dirt-smirched
dirt-soaked
dirty allan
dirty bomb
dirty crack
dirty deal
dirty dig
dirty hands
dirty joke
dirty language
dirty liar
dirty lie
dirty look
dirty movie
dirty name
dirty old man
dirty politician
dirty politics
dirty pool
dirty sea
dirty shame
dirty sky
dirty story
dirty talk
dirty trick
dirty up
dirty water
dirty weather
dirty wind
dirty word
dirty work
dirty-colored
dirty-faced
dirty-handed
dirty-minded
dirty-shirted
dirty-souled
dis aliter visum
dis-
dis-byronize
dis-element
dis-turk
disability clause
disability insurance
disablement benefit
disaccord with
disaccustom yourself
disadvantaged, the
disagree with
disappearing act
disappoint your expectations
disapprove of
disapproved place
disaster area
disastrous defeat
disazo dye
disburden you of
disburden your conscience
disburden your heart
disburden your mind
disc brake
disc flower
disc harrow
disc jockey
disc wheel
disc-
discar- nate
discernment of excellence
discharge lamp
discharge potential
discharge printing
discharge the duties of
discharge the functions of
discharge the office of
discharge tube
discharge valve
discharge your duty
discharge your function
discharger cup
discharging arch
discharging cargo
discharging freight
discharging pallet
disciples of Christ
disciplinary action
disciplinary measures
discipline yourself
disco-
disconnecting switch
discontinuance wage
discontinuity layer
discord with
discount bond
discount broker
discount company
discount house
discount market
discount notes
discount rate
discount store
discount ticket
discount yourself
discourse about
discourse of reason
discourse upon
discourse with
discover itself
discover serendipitously
discover yourself
discovered check
discovery procedure
discrete atom
discrete four-channel system
discretionary account
discretionary income
discriminant function
discriminate against
discriminating relay
discriminating taste
discrimination learning
discrimination time
discursive reason
discursive reasoning
discus thrower
discuss with
discussion group
disdain grammar
disease germ
disease symptom
disease-causing
disease-causing agent
disease-producing
disease-producing microorganism
disease-resisting
disease-spreading
diseased mind
diseases of
disembodied spirit
disen-
disengagement governor
disgrace yourself
disguise yourself
disguised as a virtue
disgustingly rich
dish bearer
dish cleaner
dish cover
dish designer
dish drainer
dish feed
dish fit for a king
dish gravy
dish it out
dish maker
dish mop
dish mustard
dish night
dish out
dish plate
dish rack
dish reflector
dish the dirt
dish top
dish towel
dish truck
dish up
dish wagon
dish warmer
dish-crowned
dish-faced
dish-headed
dish-shaped
dishcloth gourd
dished keel
dishonest person
dishonorable discharge
dishonored bill
dishpan hands
disinclination to believe
disinclination to communicate
disincline from
disinclined to believe
disinclined to communicate
disinfecting candle
disintegration series
disjecta membra
disjoin yourself
disjunctive conjunction
disk armature
disk barrow
disk bit
disk brake
disk brakes
disk clutch
disk crank
disk cultivator
disk drill
disk dynamo
disk engine
disk floret
disk flower
disk furrower
disk go-devil
disk harrow
disk hiller
disk jockey
disk memory
disk meter
disk pack
disk photometer
disk pile
disk plow
disk ridge buster
disk sander
disk signal
disk stove
disk system
disk telegraph
disk valve
disk weeder
disk wheel
disk winding
disk-bearing
disk-seal tube
disk-shaped
dismiss all doubt
dismiss from the mind
dismiss from the thoughts
dismiss from your thoughts
dismiss with a laugh
dismissal wage
dismissed out of hand
disobey the law
disodium phosphate
disordered mind
disordered personality
disordered reason
disorderly conduct
disorderly house
disorderly person
disparaging remark
dispatch boat
dispatch box
dispatch case
dispatch money
dispatch note
dispatch rider
dispatch tube
dispatch writer
dispatch writing
dispatch-bearer
dispatch-bearing
dispatch-rider
dispel your illusions
dispensations of providence
dispense from
dispense with
dispensed with
dispersal prison
disperse system
dispersion hardening
dispersion medium
dispersive power
displaced person
displaced population
displacement activity
displacement current
displacement hull
displacement pump
displacement ton
displacement tonnage
display ad
display advertising
display art
display bracket
display card
display case
display cover
display figure
display form
display pipe
display room
display sign
display station
display type
display window
display work
disposable income
disposable resources
disposal of the dead
dispose of
disposed of
disposed to
disposed to doubt
disposition to believe
dispossessed of
disputed election
disregard the law
disreputable person
disruptive discharge
dissecting microscope
dissecting table
dissector tube
dissel-boom
disseminated sclerosis
disseminated tuberculosis
dissent from
dissenting opinion
dissipate your illusions
dissipation trail
dissociate yourself from
dissociation coefficient
dissociation constant
dissociation of personality
dissociation reaction
dissolution of marriage
dissolve in tears
dissolve into chaos
dissolve marriage
dissolve out
dissolved in tears
dissolving agent
dissolving view
dissonant chord
dissonant sounds
distaff kin
distaff side
distaff thistle
distal convoluted tubule
distance across
distance between
distance circle
distance crossways
distance crosswise
distance flag
distance language
distance made good
distance medley
distance of time
distance post
distance receptor
distance ring
distance scale
distance through
distant early warning
distant early warning line
distant future
distant past
distant perspective
distant prospect
distant relation
distantly and broadly
distantly related
distended belly
distilled essence
distilled water
distilling flask
distilling tube
distinction without a difference
distinctive feature
distinguish between
distinguished flying cross
disto-occlusion
distorted conception
distorted image
distorting mirror
distract attention from
distract the attention
distress call
distress flag
distress frequency
distress gun
distress merchandise
distress sale
distress signal
distressed area
distributed costs
distributed term
distribution board
distribution curve
distribution difference
distribution function
distribution ratio
distributive education
distributor bar
district attorney
district council
district court
district judge
district leader
district man
district nurse
district parish
district school
district superintendent
districts of
distrust yourself
disturbed mind
disturbed personality
disulpho-
disulphuric acid
dit-da artist
dita bark
ditat Deus
ditch crowfoot
ditch fern
ditch grass
ditch hand
ditch machine
ditch millet
ditch moss
ditch reed
ditch rider
ditch spade
ditch stonecrop
ditch sunflower
ditch-delivered
ditch-drawn
ditch-moss
ditching car
ditching machine
ditching scoop
dithering grass
dithionic acid
dithionous acid
ditto machine
ditto mark
ditto marks
ditty bag
ditty box
ditty-bag
diurnal arc
diurnal circle
diurnal epilepsy
diurnal parallax
diva blue
divaricate from
dive bomber
dive bombing
dive brake
dive in
dive into
dive-bomb
dive-bombing
dive-dap
dive-dapper
diver's palsy
diverge from
divergence theorem
divergent squint
divergent strabismus
divergent thinking
diverging lens
divers-colored
diverse control
diverse-colored
diverse-natured
diverse-shaped
diversi-
diversified corporation
diversified economy
diversion chamber
diversion cut
diversionary attack
diversionary movement
diversity factor
diversity of colors
divert attention
divert the mind
divert the thoughts
divest of freedom
divest of office
divi-divi
divide by four
divide et impera
divide in thirds
divide in three
divide into four
divide into shares
divide on
divide up
divide with
divided attention
divided highway
divided spectacles
dividend off
dividend on
dividend warrant
dividing engine
dividing head
dividing line
dividing plate
dividing ridge
dividing sinker
dividing wall
divine afflatus
divine attribute
divine breath
divine discontent
divine function
divine healer
divine healing
divine inspiration
divine liturgy
divine office
divine revelation
divine right
divine right of kings
divine service
divine spark
divine tobacco
divine-human
diving beetle
diving bell
diving bird
diving bladder
diving board
diving boat
diving chamber
diving dress
diving duck
diving engine
diving equipment
diving float
diving goggles
diving helmet
diving hood
diving machine
diving mask
diving platform
diving raft
diving rudder
diving suit
diving togs
divinging rod
divinging stick
divinity calf
divinity circuit
divinity circuit binding
divinity fudge
divinity school
do a repeat
do a right-about-face
do a service
do a slow burn
do a stint
do a strip-tease
do a tour
do a tour of duty
do a turn to the right-about
do a vanishing act
do a world of good
do active duty
do again
do all in your power
do all right by yourself
do all the talking
do all you can
do amiss
do an about-face
do an about-turn
do an ill office to
do an impression of
do anyhow
do as much as in one lies
do as others do
do as well as you can
do as you please
do as you say
do as you would be done by
do at the bidding of
do at your convenience
do at your leisure
do at your own peril
do at your own risk
do at your pleasure
do away with
do away with yourself
do battle
do business
do business with
do by
do by halves
do carelessly
do chars
do credit to
do credit to someone
do double duty
do down
do down to the ground
do duty
do easily
do everything you can
do evil
do for
do for yourself
do good
do harm
do homage
do homage to
do honor
do honor to
do ill
do in
do in a pinch
do in a slipshod fashion
do in any old way
do in your own sweet way
do independently
do it
do it according to Hoyle
do it by the book
do it or break a leg
do it or bust a gut
do it up brown
do justice
do justice to
do like
do no evil
do no harm
do not give it a second thought
do not give it another thought
do nothing
do nothing in excess
do obeisance
do of your own accord
do of your own free choice
do of your own free will
do of your own volition
do offhand
do on an average
do on your own
do on your own hook
do on your own initiative
do on your own say-so
do or die
do out
do out of
do over
do over again
do penance
do proud
do right
do right by
do service
do service for
do service to
do some heavy thinking
do someone credit
do someone dirt
do something
do something about
do suit and service
do superfluously
do svidanye
do tell
do the best you can
do the best you know how
do the chores
do the crazy act
do the crazy bit
do the crazy shtick
do the deadman's float
do the dirty work of
do the disappearing act
do the fair thing
do the goose step
do the handsome thing
do the heart good
do the honors
do the job
do the lock step
do the needful
do the proper thing
do the right thing
do the right thing by
do the spadework
do the trick
do the unexpected
do the will of
do time
do to
do to a T
do to a frazzle
do to a turn
do-good
do-gooder
do-goodism
do-it-yourself
do-it-yourselfer
do-little
do-naught
do-nothing
do-nothing adj
do-nothing policy
do-nothingism
do-nothingness
do-nought
do-or-die
do-over
do-re-mi
do-si-do
do-up
dob in
dobber-in
dobbin cart
dobby loom
dobby weave
dobell's solution
doberman pinscher
dobson fly
dochar-dorrach
dochar-dorris
dochar-dorroch
dock boss
dock bur
dock charge
dock cooper
dock crane
dock cress
dock crew
dock derrick
dock dues
dock foreman
dock gate
dock hand
dock hoist
dock inspector
dock laborer
dock light
dock nettle
dock port
dock porter
dock receipt
dock rent
dock screw
dock shunter
dock sill
dock sorrel
dock space
dock spike
dock superintendent
dock trade
dock warehouse
dock warrant
dock-leaved
dock-tailed
dock-wallop
dock-walloping
docking bridge
docking cradle
docking keel
docking maneuver
docking pilot
docking plan
docking telegraph
doctor accounts
doctor blade
doctor file
doctor fish
doctor up
doctor's degree
doctor's gown
doctor's oral
doctoral candidate
doctrinal statement
doctrine of descent
doctrine of inference
doctrine of terms
doctrine of the judgment
document bill
documentary drama
documentary evidence
documentary film
dodder family
dodder grass
doddy mitten
dodeca-
dodecaneoic acid
dodecuple scale
dodecyl aldehyde
dodge ball
dodge chain
dodging tool
dodo split
doebling oil
doeskin brown
doff your cap to
doffing comb
doffing cylinder
doffing knife
dog Latin
dog ape
dog bee
dog belt
dog bent
dog biscuit
dog blanket
dog box
dog bramble
dog breeder
dog bur
dog button
dog cabbage
dog cake
dog canomile
dog carrier
dog chain
dog chart
dog cherry
dog clipper
dog clutch
dog collar
dog cracker
dog crate
dog curtain
dog daisy
dog dandelion
dog days
dog disease
dog dollar
dog elder
dog family
dog fancier
dog fennel
dog flea
dog flesh
dog flower
dog food
dog fox
dog grass
dog grate
dog harness
dog hip
dog hobble
dog hood
dog hook
dog hospital
dog hysteria
dog in the manger
dog iron
dog it
dog kennel
dog laurel
dog leech
dog letter
dog license
dog lichen
dog life
dog lily
dog louse
dog lover
dog meat
dog mercury
dog mint
dog muzzle
dog nail
dog nap
dog nettle
dog owl
dog owner
dog paddle
dog parsley
dog plum
dog poison
dog pound
dog race
dog racing
dog reed
dog robber
dog robbing
dog rose
dog rowan tree
dog salmon
dog screw
dog seal
dog shark
dog show
dog sled
dog sledge
dog sleigh
dog snapper
dog soap
dog spike
dog standard
dog star
dog stealing
dog stinkhorn
dog tag
dog tansy
dog tapeworm
dog tax
dog tent
dog the footsteps of
dog thistle
dog thorn
dog tick
dog tongue
dog town
dog track
dog train
dog trainer
dog training
dog tree
dog tune
dog violet
dog wagon
dog warden
dog warp
dog watch
dog wheat
dog wheel
dog whelk
dog whip
dog whistle
dog winkle
dog wrench
dog's age
dog's chance
dog's letter
dog's life, a
dog's-bane
dog's-ear
dog's-eared
dog's-meat
dog's-tail
dog's-tail grass
dog's-tongue
dog's-tooth
dog's-tooth check
dog's-tooth violet
dog-banner
dog-bitten
dog-bramble
dog-brier
dog-cart
dog-catcher
dog-cheap
dog-day cicada
dog-days
dog-draw
dog-drawn
dog-driven
dog-ear
dog-eared
dog-eat-dog
dog-end
dog-eyed
dog-faced
dog-fennel
dog-fish
dog-fisher
dog-fly
dog-footed
dog-fox
dog-gnawn
dog-gone
dog-grass
dog-head
dog-head hammer
dog-head spike
dog-headed
dog-hole
dog-hook
dog-hungry
dog-hutch
dog-in-the-manger
dog-keeping
dog-lame
dog-latin
dog-lean
dog-leaved
dog-leech
dog-leg
dog-leg fence
dog-leg hole
dog-leg stair
dog-legged
dog-legged stair
dog-mad
dog-nail
dog-owning
dog-paddle
dog-paddled
dog-paddling
dog-plum
dog-poor
dog-rose
dog-shore
dog-sick
dog-skin
dog-sleep
dog-star
dog-stone
dog-stopper
dog-tired
dog-toes
dog-tongue wampee
dog-tooth
dog-toothed
dog-tree
dog-trick
dog-trot
dog-vane
dog-violet
dog-watch
dog-weary
dog-whelk
dogbane family
dogberry tree
dogged perseverance
dogleg fence
dogmatic theology
dogtooth check
dogtooth spar
dogtooth star grass
dogtooth violet
dogtown grass
dogwood family
dogwood poisonbush
doing business
doing nicely
dolce far niente
dolce vita
dole cupboard
dole meadow
dole out
dolich-
doling out
doll baby
doll carriage
doll hospital
doll maker
doll out
doll up
doll's house
doll-faced
doll-like
dollar acceptance
dollar averaging
dollar bill
dollar bond
dollar chaser
dollar cost averaging
dollar crisis
dollar debenture
dollar deficit
dollar diplomacy
dollar exchange
dollar gap
dollar imperialism
dollar loan
dollar mark
dollar shortage
dollar-a-year man
dollars to doughnuts
dolled up
dolly bar
dolly bird
dolly drop
dolly mixture
dolly shop
dolly shot
dolly varden
dolly-head
dolly-mop
dolman jacket
dolman sleeve
dolomite marble
dolorous tirade
dolphin fly
dolphin oil
dolphin striker
dolphin-flower
dolphin-striker boom
dom pedro
domain of integrity
dome car
dome tomb
dome top
dome whistle
dome-shaped
domes-booke
domestay book
domestic animal
domestic animals
domestic cat
domestic cattle
domestic comedy
domestic drudge
domestic economy
domestic fowl
domestic management
domestic prelate
domestic relations law
domestic science
domestic servant
domestic shorthair cat
domestic tragedy
domestic wine
domestic-relations court
domiciliary visit
dominant character
dominant chord
dominant estate
dominant note
dominant seventh chord
dominant tenement
dominant wavelength
dominate the field
domine direge nos
domineer over
dominical altar
dominical letter
dominion day
dominion rule
domino effect
domino mask
domino paper
domino theory
domino whist
domitae naturae
don juan
don quixote
don't I know it
don't hold your breath
don't kid yourself
don't know
don't lose any sleep over it
don't make waves
don't rock the boat
don't spare the horses
donate to
donation land
donation party
done for
done in
done to a turn
done to perfection
done up
done with
donjon keep
donkey boiler
donkey boy
donkey crosshead
donkey derby
donkey doctor
donkey ears
donkey engine
donkey hoist
donkey jacket
donkey pump
donkey puncher
donkey sled
donkey tender
donkey topsail
donkey vote
donkey's ears
donkey's years
donkey's years ago
donkey-drawn
donkey-earred
donkey-work
donnybrook fair
doob grass
doom palm
doom ring
doom to
doom to perdition
doom tree
doomed hope
doomed hopes
doon-head-clock
door bed
door chain
door check
door closer
door fastener
door finisher
door fitter
door furniture
door grass
door handle
door hanger
door hasp
door hinge
door jack
door key
door knocker
door latch
door lock
door maker
door mat
door matting
door money
door opener
door prize
door scraper
door spring
door stile
door strap
door switch
door to door
door track
door trap
door trapper
door-roller
door-shaped
door-to-door
door-to-door salesman
dooryard grass
dooryard plantain
dop doctor
dopa reaction
dope fiend
dope off
dope out
dope pusher
dope sheet
dope smuggling
dope story
dope up
dope, the
doppler effect
dor bee
dor bug
dor fly
dor-fly
dorcas gazelle
dore bullion
dore furnace
dormant partner
dormer beam
dormer window
dormer-windowed
dormitory suburb
dormouse phalanger
dorothy perkins
dors-
dors-umbonal
dorsal airdome
dorsal blister
dorsal fin
dorsal lip
dorsal region
dorsal root
dorsal-root ganglion
dorset horn
dorsi-
dorsi-ventral
dorso-
dorso-occipital
dorso-ulnar
dorsum ephippii
dory skiff
dos and don'ts
dos gris
dos nominata
dos rationabilis
dos-
dos-a-dos
dosage compensation
dosage meter
dose of clap
dose of claps
dose of strap oil
dose with
dosimetric medicine
dosing apparatus
dosing siphon
dosing tank
doss down
doss house
dot down
dot figure
dot map
dot product
dot the i's and cross the t's
dot your i's and cross your t's
dot-dash line
dot-sequential
dot-sequential color television
dote on
dote upon
dotted line
dotted swiss
dotterel dun
dottle pin
douay version
double Blackwall hitch
double Dutch
double Gloucester
double Spanish burton
double a point
double achievement
double acrostic
double action engine
double agent
double algebra
double altar
double back
double bar
double bass
double bassoon
double batten
double bed
double bill
double bind
double block
double blossom
double boiler
double bond
double bridle
double bunk
double centering
double check
double chin
double cloth
double coconut
double concerto
double contingency
double contraoctave
double corposant
double counterpoint
double cream
double crochet
double cross
double crown
double cup
double dagger
double dare
double date
double decomposition
double demy
double diode
double dome
double dot
double double cap
double dresser
double drift
double dummy
double eagle
double elephant
double end
double ender
double entendre
double entendres
double entente
double entry
double exposure
double fault
double feature
double first
double flat
double flower
double foolscap
double for
double fueler
double fugue
double genitive
double glazing
double half-round file
double harness
double helix
double hitch
double hyphen
double image
double in brass
double indemnity
double integral
double jeopardy
double jump
double luff tackle
double magnum
double march
double meaning
double monastery
double mordent
double negative
double obelisk
double or mutual change
double or nothing
double or quits
double orange daisy
double over
double paddle
double pair royal
double pedal point
double personality
double piece
double play
double pneumonia
double possessive
double post
double precision
double predestination
double prime
double print
double purchase
double quatrefoil
double quotes
double reed
double reference
double refraction
double rhyme
double royal
double salt
double sap
double saucepan
double sawbuck
double scull
double sculls
double sharp
double shuffle
double sideband
double sight
double solitaire
double space
double spinnaker
double spread
double sprit
double standard
double star
double steal
double stem
double stitch
double stop
double summer time
double tackle
double take
double talk
double tape
double ten
double tide
double time
double triode
double truck
double up
double vision
double whip
double whole note
double wicket
double wing
double wingback formation
double your fist at
double-O
double-Os
double-acting
double-acting engine
double-action
double-action harrow
double-armed
double-armed bolt
double-aspect theory
double-bank
double-banked
double-banker
double-barred
double-barrel
double-barreled
double-barrelled
double-bass
double-battalioned
double-beat valve
double-bedded
double-bell euphonium
double-benched
double-biting
double-bitt
double-bitted
double-bladed
double-blind
double-blossomed
double-bodied
double-bond isomerism
double-bottom
double-bottomed
double-branch
double-branched
double-break switch
double-breasted
double-breasted jacket
double-breasted suit
double-brooded
double-bubble
double-button carbon microphone
double-buttoned
double-chain sling
double-charge
double-check
double-chinned
double-clasping
double-claw
double-clutch
double-coated film
double-concave
double-convex
double-creme
double-crested
double-crested cormorant
double-crop
double-cropped
double-cropping
double-cross
double-crosser
double-crossing
double-cup insulator
double-cupped
double-current generator
double-current signaling
double-cut
double-cut file
double-cut saw
double-cylinder planer
double-dare
double-date
double-dated
double-dating
double-dealer
double-dealing
double-deck
double-decked
double-decker
double-decker sandwich
double-declutch
double-disk
double-disk harrow
double-distilled
double-ditched
double-dodge
double-dog dare
double-dome
double-doored
double-dot display
double-dotted
double-duty
double-dye
double-dyed
double-edged
double-end saw file
double-ended
double-ended bolt
double-ender
double-ender file
double-engined
double-entry accounting
double-entry bookkeeping
double-entry system
double-entry table
double-eyed
double-face
double-faced
double-facedly
double-facedness
double-fault
double-feature
double-flowered
double-flowering
double-fold
double-footed
double-framed
double-fronted
double-ganger
double-gilt
double-handed
double-harness
double-hatched
double-head
double-headed
double-header
double-hearted
double-helical
double-helical gear
double-horned
double-hung
double-image micrometer
double-image prism
double-image telescope
double-ironed
double-jointed
double-keeled
double-knit
double-language theory
double-leaded
double-liability stock
double-line
double-lived
double-livedness
double-loaded
double-loathed
double-lock
double-lunged
double-magnum
double-manned
double-measure door
double-milled
double-minded
double-mindedly
double-mindedness
double-mouthed
double-name paper
double-natured
double-opposed
double-or-nothing
double-page spread
double-park
double-parted and pretty
double-pedal
double-piled
double-pipe condenser
double-pointed
double-pole switch
double-pored
double-ported
double-printing
double-prop
double-queue
double-quick
double-quick time
double-quirked
double-reed
double-reed family
double-reed instrument
double-reef
double-reefed
double-refined
double-refracting
double-ripper
double-rivet
double-riveted
double-roller escapement
double-rooted
double-row radial engine
double-runner
double-scull
double-seated valve
double-seater
double-seeing
double-sensed
double-shear steel
double-shed insulator
double-shot
double-sided
double-sidedness
double-sighted
double-slide
double-soled
double-space
double-spaced
double-spacing
double-spun
double-starred
double-stemmed
double-stitch
double-stitched
double-stop
double-stopped
double-stopping
double-strength
double-struck
double-sunk
double-sunk dial
double-surfaced
double-swing door
double-swing joint
double-sworded
double-system sound recording
double-tailed
double-talk
double-team
double-think
double-thong
double-thread
double-threaded
double-throw switch
double-time
double-timed
double-timing
double-tongue
double-tongued
double-tonguing
double-tooth
double-track
double-trenched
double-trouble
double-truck heading
double-twisted
double-u
double-visaged
double-voiced
double-windowed
double-winged
double-work
double-worked
doubleness of heart
doubles ententes
doublet pattern
doubt not
doubt the truth of
doubt your word
doubt yourself
doubt-beset
doubt-cherishing
doubt-dispelling
doubt-excluding
doubt-harboring
doubt-ridden
doubt-sprung
doubt-troubled
doubting Thomas
doubting mania
doubting thomas
douceur de vivre
douche bag
dough bird
dough brake
dough kneader
dough mixer
dough stage
dough-baked
dough-bird
dough-boy
dough-colored
dough-dividing
dough-face
dough-faced
dough-kneading
dough-mixing
dough-trough
doughnut tire
douglas fir
doum palm
dousing chock
dousing-chock
dove blue
dove color
dove dock
dove gray
dove hawk
dove of peace
dove plant
dove pox
dove tick
dove-colored
dove-eyed
dove-gray
dove-shaped
dover grass
dover's powder
dovetail cramp
dovetail halving
dovetail hinge
dovetail joint
dovetail molding
dovetail plane
dovetail saw
dovetail slide
dovetail-shaped
dowdy frumpish
dowel bit
dowel jig
dowel maker
dowel pin
dowel plate
dowel pointer
dowel rod
dowel screw
dowel sharpener
dowel spoke
dowel stick
dower chest
dower house
down East
down along
down and out
down at heel
down at heels
down at the heel
down at the heels
down bed
down below
down by the head
down card
down cushion
down feather
down grade
down helm
down home
down in the mouth
down in the world
down left
down on
down on your luck
down on your uppers
down pat
down payment
down picker
down pillow
down pipe
down plucker
down plumage
down right
down runner
down south
down the alley
down the drain
down the hatch
down the pipe
down the rathole
down the spout
down the wind
down thistle
down time
down to bedrock
down to the ground
down to your last cent
down to your last penny
down tree
down trip
down under
down weight
down wool
down your arms
down-and-out
down-and-outer
down-at-heel
down-at-heels
down-at-the-heel
down-at-the-heels
down-beater
down-bow
down-charge
down-coast
down-covered
down-crier
down-curving
down-drag
down-draught
down-easter
down-gyved
down-hip
down-house
down-in-the-mouth
down-lead
down-lying
down-market
down-payment
down-reaching
down-river
down-soft
down-talk
down-the-line
down-to-date
down-to-earth
down-to-earthness
down-trending
down-valley
down-wash
downat-the-heel
downdraft kiln
downfeed system
downing of arms
downside-up
downward mobility
downward motion
downward trend
downwash angle
downwind leg
downy mildew
downy oat grass
downy sleep
downy woodpecker
downy-cheeked
downy-clad
downy-feathered
downy-fruited
downy-winged
dowse for water
dowse sail
dowsing chock
dowsing rod
doze off
drap
drab-breeched
drab-coated
drab-colored
drab-tinted
drabble in the mud
dracena palm
draco lizard
draconic month
draft act
draft allowance
draft animal
draft beer
draft board
draft box
draft call
draft chair
draft dodger
draft engine
draft evener
draft gauge
draft gear
draft horse
draft lottery
draft mark
draft mill
draft net
draft off
draft pin
draft rein
draft rod
draft scale
draft tube
draft-exempt
drafted man
drafting board
drafting paper
drafting room
drafting yard
drag a lengthening chain
drag along
drag anchor
drag at your chariot wheel
drag axis
drag before the public
drag boat
drag box
drag bucket
drag bunt
drag cart
drag your feet
drag-chain
drag-down
drag-hook
drag-out
drag-staff
drag-stone mill
dragged into
dragged out
dragged-out
dragger-down
dragger-out
dragger-up
dragging beam
dragging down
dragging of the feet
dragging pace
dragging piece
dragging-out
draggle-haired
draggle-tail
draggle-tailed
dragline crane
dragline dredge
dragline excavator
dragnet clause
dragon arum
dragon balloon
dragon beam
dragon claw
dragon fish
dragon gum
dragon lizard
dragon piece
dragon plant
dragon tie
dragon tree
dragon turnip
dragon withe
dragon's blood
dragon's head
dragon's tail
dragon's-tongue
dragon-eyed
dragon-faced
dragon-fly
dragon-mouthed
dragon-ridden
dragon-root
dragon-tree
dragon-winged
dragoon bird
drain arm
drain away
drain cleaner
drain cock
drain cup
drain digger
drain exhauster
drain faucet
drain grate
drain inlet
drain layer
drain of color
drain of resources
drain off
drain out
drain pit
drain pump
drain repairer
drain rocket
drain spade
drain tester
drain the cup
drain trap
drain tube
drain valve
drain well
drainage area
drainage basin
drainage benefit
drainage canal
drainage coefficient
drainage cycle
drainage district
drainage gate
drainage inlet
drainage inspector
drainage level
drainage pipe
drainage pit
drainage pump
drainage shaft
drainage system
drainage theory
drainage tile
drainage trap
drainage tube
drainage tunnel
drainage well
drainage wind
drained of color
draining board
draining tile
drake fly
drake foot
drake green
dram apothecaries'
dram avoirdupois
dram filler
dram glass
drama critic
drama league
drama production
drama-writing
dramatic art
dramatic form
dramatic irony
dramatic lyric
dramatic monologue
dramatic overture
dramatic play
dramatic poetry
dramatic series
dramatic soprano
dramatic stroke
dramatic structure
dramatico-musical
dramatis personae
drap d'or
drap-de-berry
drape yourself
drapers teasel
draught off
draught-bridge
dravidian languages
draw a bead on
draw a blank
draw a comparison
draw a conclusion
draw a deep breath
draw a gun on
draw a long breath
draw a parallel
draw slip
draw step
draw straws
draw string
draw tab
draw table
draw taper
draw taut
draw tears
draw the attention
draw the breath of life
draw the color line
draw the curtain on
draw the curtains
draw the fangs
draw the fangs of
draw the line
draw the line at
draw the longbow
draw the purse strings
draw the sword against
draw the teeth
draw the teeth of
draw the veil
draw to a close
draw to a head
draw to a peak
draw together
draw top
draw towards
draw up
draw up a plan
draw up a will
draw wages
draw yourself up
draw-

draw-arch
draw-bar
draw-boy
draw-bridge
draw-cut
draw-file
draw-glove
draw-knife
draw-latch
draw-loom
draw-net
draw-out table
draw-plate
draw-sheet
draw-top table
draw-water
draw-well
drawback collet
drawback lock
drawbar horsepower
drawbar load
drawbar pull
drawcut shaper
drawer dovetail
drawer pull
drawer-down
drawer-in
drawer-off
drawer-out
drawer-up
drawing account
drawing awl
drawing bench
drawing block
drawing board
drawing book
drawing card
drawing chalk
drawing chisel
drawing compasses
drawing crayon
drawing desk
drawing die
drawing forth
drawing frame
drawing glove
drawing in
drawing ink
drawing instrument
drawing knife
drawing lots
drawing machine
drawing office
drawing out
drawing paper
drawing pen
drawing pencil
drawing pin
drawing pliers
drawing power
dream work
dream world
dream-blinded
dream-born
dream-built
dream-created
dream-footed
dream-found
dream-haunted
dream-haunting
dream-hole
dream-perturbed
dream-stricken
dreamer of dreams
dreamless sleep
dreamlike thinking
dreamy abstraction
dreamy-eyed
dreamy-minded
dreamy-souled
dreamy-voiced
drear-nighted
drear-white
drear-looking
drear-minded
drear-souled
dredge belt
dredge boat
dredge box
dredge bucket
dredge can
dredge chain
dredge gear
dredge hoist
dredge hopperman
dredge hull
dredge ladder

dredge malt
dredge net

dredge out

dredge pipe

dredge pontoon
dredge pump

dredge rope
dredge up

dredger bucket

dredging box
dredging bucket
dredging machine
dree-draw
dregs of society
drenched with sweat
drenching rain
dress blues
dress cap
dress circle
dress coat
dress designer
dress down
dress face
dress form
dress goods
dress in
dress out
dress parade
dress rehearsal
dress sheers
dress shield
dress ship
dress shirt
dress shop
dress suit
dress the hair
dress the house
dress the wounds
dress tie
dress to kill
dress uniform
dress up
dress whites
dress-coated
dress-maker
dress-making
dress-up
dressed fit to kill
dressed to advantage
dressed to kill
dressed to the nines
dressed to the teeth
dressed up
dresser cutter
dresser set
dresser spindle
dresser spooler
dresser top
dresser trunk
dressing case
dressing down
dressing forceps
dressing glass
dressing gown
dressing jacket
dressing room
dressing sack
dressing ship
dressing station
dressing table
dressing-board
dressing-case
dressing-down
dressmaker's model
dribble away
driblet cone
drips and drabs
dried beef
dried milk
dried up
dried-fruit beetle
dried-up
drier-down
drift along
drift anchor
drift angle
drift avalanche
drift away
drift boat
drift bottle
drift copper
drift fisher
drift ice
drift indicator
drift keel
drift lead
drift map
drift meter
drift mine
drift mining
drift net
drift netter
drift off course
drift plug
drift sail
drift sight
drift slide
drift transistor
drift tube
drift wire
drift with the current
drift-ice
drift-netter
drift-wood
driggle-draggle
drift attachment
drift barrel
drift barrow
drift bit
drift block
drift book
drift bow
drift bushing
drift cartridge
drift case
drift changer
drift chuck
drift clamp
drift cleaner
drift cloth
drift collar
drift collet
drift corps
drift cutter
drift cylinder
drift day
drift drift
drift driver
drift engine
drift extension
drift extractor
drift feeder
drift file
drift fluter
drift gauge
drift grinder
drift ground
drift hall
drift hardener
drift harrow
drift holder
drift hole
drift instructor
drift jar
drill jig
drill lubricator
drill maker
drill making
drill mounting
drill pin
drill pipe
drill plow
drill point
drill pointer
drill press
drill rack
drill ratchet
drill regulation
drill rest
drill room
drill sergeant
drill shank
drill sharpener
drill ship
drill sleeve
drill socket
drill speeder
drill spring
drill stand
drill steel
drill straightener
drill team
drill tester
drill tower
drill track
drill twister
drill worker
drill yard
drill-like
drilling bit
drilling fluid
drilling hammer
drilling jig
drilling journal
drilling machine
drilling mud
drilling stem
drilling track
drink a stirrup cup
drink a toast to
drink bottoms-up
drink deep
drink hard
drink in
drink in with rapt attention
drink like a fish
drink mixer
drink money
drink off
drink offering
drink seriously
drink the health of
drink to
drink up
drink-hael
drink-hail
drinker moth
drinking age
drinking bout
drinking cup
drinking fountain
drinking glass
drinking horn
drinking house
drinking mug
drinking place
drinking saloon
drinking song
drinking straw
drinking time
drinking trough
drinking vessel
drinking vessels
drinking water
drinking-up time
drip band
drip board
drip box
drip cap
drip cock
drip coffee
drip coffee maker
drip cup
drip grind
drip groove
drip joint
drip loop
drip molding
drip oil
drip pan
drip pipe
drip pocket
drip primrose
drip sheet
drip tank
drip tip
drip transfusion
drip tray
drip treatment
drip trough
drip valve
drip-dried
drip-drip
drip-drop
drip-dry
drip-drying
drip-ground
dripping pan
dripping point
dripping wet
drive a bargain
drive a hard bargain
drive a roaring trade
drive ahead
drive an entering wedge
drive animals
drive at
drive away
drive back
drive crazy
drive dull care away
drive fit
drive from your thoughts
drive home to
drive in
drive insane
drive into a corner
drive into the open
drive into your head
drive mad
drive nozzle
drive off
drive on
drive out
drive screw
drive shaft
drive shoe
drive stakes
drive the pen
drive the pencil
drive to despair
drive to desperation
drive to leeward
drive to ruin
drive to the bad
drive to the dogs
drive to the wall
drive together
drive train
drive up the wall
drive wheel
drive whist
drive you hard
drive you mad
drive yourself
drive-
drive-in
drive-in restaurant
drive-in theater
drivel away
drivel at
drivel away
drivel at
drivel away
driveling idiot
driven from pillar to post
driven snow
driver ant
driver mast
driver's license
driver's seat
driving age
driving and striking force
driving axle
driving band
driving barrel
driving bit
driving board
driving box
driving chain
driving clock
driving dog
driving drum
driving face
driving fit
driving force
driving gear
driving horn
driving horse
driving iron
driving licence
driving mashie
driving mirror
driving out
driving park
driving plate
driving power
driving punch
driving rain
driving range
driving sail
driving shaft
driving snow
driving spring
driving wagon
driving wheel
driving-box
driving-wheel
drizzle-drozzle
drizzling mist
drof-land
drogue chute
droit des gens
droit du seigneur
droits des gens
dromedary corps
dromos tomb
drone bass
drone bee
drone cell
drone fly
drongo cuckoo
drongo shrike
droop-eared
droop-headed
droop-nosed
drooping spirits
drop a bomb
drop a brick
drop a hint
drop a letter
drop a line
drop a tear
drop all idea of
drop anchor
drop arch
drop asleep
drop away
drop bar
drop behind
drop biscuit
drop black
drop bolt
drop bomb
drop bottom
drop box
drop by
drop by drop
drop cannon
drop chalk
drop chronograph
drop cloth
drop cooky
drop cord
drop curtain
drop dead
drop down
drop ear
drop elbow
drop ell
drop fly
drop folio
drop forge
drop forging
drop frame
drop from sight
drop from the clouds
drop from your thoughts
drop front
drop game
drop girt
drop glass
drop goal
drop guide
drop hammer
drop hammerman
drop handle
drop hanger
drop head
drop in
drop in on
drop in temperature
drop in the bucket
drop in the ocean
drop in your tracks
drop initial
drop into a good thing
drop it
drop jaw
drop keel
drop key
drop kick
drop lamp
drop leaf
drop letter
drop like a hot potato
drop line
drop number
drop off
drop on
drop out
drop out of society
drop panel
drop pass
drop pit
drop press
drop roller
drop rudder
drop scene
drop scone
drop screen
drop seat
drop serene
drop shipment
drop shipper
drop shot
drop shutter
drop siding
drop stitch
drop strake
drop stroke
drop sulphur
drop table
drop tank
drop tee
drop testing machine
drop the ball
drop the curtain
drop the handkerchief
drop the hook
drop the mooring
drop the subject
drop to pieces
drop valve
drop vie
drop weight
drop window
drop wire
drop worm
drop your eyes
drop your gaze
drop your guard
drop zinc
drop-
drop-away
drop-bottom bucket
drop-center rim
drop- eared
drop-forgue
drop-forged
drop-forguer
drop-forging
drop-forging die
drop-front
drop-kick
drop-kicker
drop-leaf
drop-leaf table
drop-leg
drop-letter
drop-meal
drop-off
drop-out
drop-out current
drop-out voltage
drop-scene
drop-shaped
drop-stich
drophead coup
droplet fall
droplet infection
dropped egg
dropped eggs
dropped from the clouds
dropped girt
dropped scone
dropped seat
dropper fly
dropper-on
dropping anchor
dropping angle
dropping bottle
dropping out
dropsy plant
dropsy-dry
dropsy-sick
drought-parched
drought-resisting
drought-stricken
drove chisel
drove work
drove-road
drown care
drown out
drown your sorrows
drowned coast
drowned valley
drowning rain
drowse off
drug abuser
drug addict
drug addiction
drug beetle
drug bottler
drug carriage
drug clerk
drug compounder
drug culture
drug dependence
drug dose
drug fiend
drug grinder
drug habit
drug ice
drug in the market
drug mixer
drug on the market
drug packet
drug pulverizer
drug pusher
drug rash
drug seller
drug store
drug treatment
drug trip
drug user
drug weigher
drug-addicted
drug-damned
drug-grinding
drug-mixing
drug-pulverizing
drug-selling
drug-using
drugged sleep
drugged with sleep
drugstore beetle
drugstore complexion
drugstore cowboy
druid stone
drum armature
drum brake
drum clock
drum controller
drum corps
drum dam
drum escapement
drum feed
drum language
drum major
drum majorette
drum malt
drum memory
drum music
drum out
drum paneling
drum puller
drum sander
drum saw
drum scale
drum screen
drum sieve
drum slide
drum spool
drum stuffing
drum switch
drum table
drum up
drum washer
drum wheel
drum winding
drum-major
drum-major's baton
drum-shaped
drum-type elevator
drum-up
drum-wound
drumble-drone
drumhead cabbage
drumhead court-martial
drumhead justice
drumming out
drummond light
drumstick tree
drunk as a fiddler
drunk as a lord
drunk as a piper
drunk as an owl
drinkard's chair
drunken brawl
drunken carousel
drunken plant
drunken revelry
drunken rye grass
drunken saw
dry air
dry ammunition
dry as a bone
dry as dust
dry battery
dry beater
dry bed
dry behind the ears
dry bone
dry bones
dry cell
dry cereal
dry cleaner
dry cleaning
dry compass
dry cooper
dry distillation
dry dock
dry farm
dry farmer
dry farming
dry fire
dry fly
dry fog
dry freeze
dry fresco
dry gangrene
dry garden
dry goods
dry goods dealer
dry goods store
dry hole
dry ice
dry kiln
dry lake
dry land
dry law
dry martini
dry measure
dry milk
dry miller
dry mixer
dry mop
dry nurse
dry offset
dry out
dry pint
dry pipe
dry plate
dry pleurisy
dry point
dry puddling
dry quart
dry rent
dry rot
dry run
dry sailing
dry sailor
dry season
dry socket
dry spinner
dry steam
dry sterile thunder without rain
dry storage
dry up
dry wash
dry well
dry wine
dry wit
dry womb
dry-air pump
dry-as-dust
dry-beat
dry-blowing
dry-bone ore
dry-boned
dry-bones
dry-brush
dry-bulb thermometer
dry-burnt
dry-clean
dry-cleanse
dry-cleaned
dry-cleansing
dry-cure
dry-curing
dry-dock
dry-dye
dry-eared
dry-eyed
dry-farm
dry-fine
dry-fist
dry-fly
dry-fly fishing
dry-foot
dry-footed
dry-footing
dry-founder
dry-fruited
dry-grind
dry-gulch
dry-handed
dry-heat cure
dry-ki
dry-land blueberry
dry-land farming
dry-leaved
dry-lipped
dry-looking
dry-mouthed
dry-nurse
dry-nursed
dry-nursing
dry-paved
dry-pick
dry-pipe system
dry-pipe valve
dry-plate process
dry-powder extinguisher
dry-press
dry-press process
dry-roasted
dry-rot
dry-rotted
dry-rub
dry-sail
dry-salt
dry-salted
dry-scrubbed
dry-shave
dry-shod
dry-shoot
dry-skinned
dry-soled
dry-stone
dry-tamp machine
dry-throated
dry-tongued
dry-weather flow
dry-weather vine
drying blotter
drying cabinet
drying chamber
drying fan
drying floor
drying frame
drying house
drying kiln
drying loft
drying oil
drying oven
drying pan
drying paper
drying rack
drying room
drying shed
drying tray
drying tube
drying up
drying yard
dryland farming
dryness fraction
du Bellay
du Cerceau
du Nouy tensiometer
du Vigneaud
du jour
dual carriageway
dual citizenship
dual controls
dual highway
dual nationality
dual personality
dual pricing
duck the issue
duck wheat
duck willow
duck's arse
duck's bill
duck's egg
duck's meat
duck-bill
duck-billed
duck-billed dinosaur
duck-billed platypus
duck-egg
duck-egg blue
duck-footed
duck-hawk
duck-legged
duck-retter
duck-toed
duckbill cat
duckbill gar
duckbill platypus
ducking stool
ducking-pond
ducking-stool
ducks and drakes
ducktail haircut
duckweed family
duct keel
ductless gland
dudder grass
dude ranch
dude up
due bill
due course
due course of law
due date
due north
due process
due process of law
due punishment
due reward
due season
due sense of
due to
dueling pistol
dues-paying member
duff up
duffel bag
dumb ague
dumb animal
dumb barge
dumb barter
dumb bid
dumb bunny
dumb cane
dumb cluck
dumb compass
dumb creature
dumb friend
dumb rabies
dumb sheave
dumb show
dumb stricken
dumb struck
dumb thing to do
dumb trick
dumb up
dumb with grief
dumb-bell
dumb-bird
dumb-cane
dumb-show
dumb-struck
dumb-waiter
dumble-
dumdum bullet
dundum fever
dummy antenna
dummy block
dummy car
dummy cartridge
dummy cop
dummy experiment
dummy index
dummy joint
dummy pass
dummy share
dummy up
dummy variable
dummy whist
dummy-head torpedo
dump altitude
dump body
dump car
dump heap
dump hook
dump on
dump pile
dump rake
dump scow
dump truck
dump wagon
dumping bucket
dumping car
dumping cart
dumping device
dumping duty
dumping grate
dumping ground
dumping machine
dumping place
dumping press
dumping truck
dumping wagon
dumping cactus
dumpy level
dun crow
dun diver
dun fly
dun-belted
dun-bird
dun-brown
dun-colored
dun-diver
dun-drab
dun-driven
dun-haunted
dun-olive
dun-plagued
dun-racked
dun-red
dun-white
dun-yellow
dun-yellowish
duncan phyfe
dunce cap
dunce's cap
dundathu pine
dundrea- ries
dune buggy
dune dweller
dune forest
dune grass
dune heath
dune land
dune marsh
dune plant
dune sand
dung bath
dung beetle
dung cart
dung chafer
dung fly
dung fork
dung heap
dung pit
dung worm
dung-cart
dung-fork
dunga-runga
dunghill fowl
dunk tree
duo-
duodecim-
duodecimal system
duodecuple scale
duoden-
duodenal ulcer
duodiode-triode
dupable person
duple measure
duple ratio
duple rhythm
duple time
duplex apartment
duplex bed
duplex boiler
duplex escapement
duplex house
duplex lock
duplex oxygenator
duplex process
duplex pump
duplex purchase
duplex telegraphy
duplex-numeric index
duplexity theory
duplicate bridge
duplicate plate
duplicate-pinnate
duplicating machine
duplication of effort
duplication of the cube
duplicato-
duplicato-dentate
duplicato-serrate
duplicato-ternate
duplicity principle
duplicity theory
dura mater
durable goods
durable press
durance vile
durango root
durante vita
durfa grass
durfee grass
during the interval
during the time
during the time that
during which time
durry-dandy
durum wheat
dusk dark
dusk-down
dusky grouse
dusky shark
dusky-browed
dusky-colored
dusky-faced
dusky-mantled
dusky-raftered
dusky-sandaled
dust ball
dust band
dust bin
dust bowl
dust brush
dust cap
dust cart
dust chamber
dust cloak
dust cloud
dust coat
dust count
dust counter
dust cover
dust devil
dust down
dust exhaust
dust extractor
dust furrow
dust gun
dust heap
dust in the eyes
dust infection
dust jacket
dust louse
dust mop
dust mulch
dust of ages
dust off
dust process
dust remover
dust ruffle
dust seal
dust shot
dust storm
dust thrown in the eye
dust trunk
dust well
dust whirl
dust your jacket
dust-bath
dust-begrimed
dust-box
dust-brand
dust-colored
dust-counter
dust-covered
dust-dry
dust-gray
dust-laden
dust-lying
dust-point
dust-polluting
dust-producing
dust-soiled
dust-throwing
dust-tight
dust-up
duster coat
duster-off
dusting brush
dusting colors
dusting powder
dusting-powder
dusty clover
dusty death
dusty miller
dutch clover
dutch courage
dutch door
dutch elm disease
dutch hoe
dutch lunch
dutch oven
dutch treat
dutch uncle
duties and responsibilities
duty calls you to
duty officer
duty visit
duty-bound
duty-free
duty-free shop
dvi-manganese
dwarf Japanese quince
dwarf Juneberry
dwarf alder
dwarf banana
dwarf bean
dwarf chestnut
dwarf cornel
dwarf crested iris
dwarf door
dwarf fan palm
dwarf ginseng
dwarf goldenrod
dwarf laurel
dwarf mallow
dwarf meadow grass
dwarf morning-glory
dwarf nasturtium
dwarf palmetto
dwarf poinciana
dwarf star
dwarf sumac
dwell in
dwell in your memory
dwell on
dwell upon
dwelling house
dwelling place
dwelling upon
dy-
dyadic system
dyakis-dodecahedron
dycrete process
dye bag
dye base
dye bath
dye boiler
dye box
dye bucket
dye grinder
dye in the wool
dye maker
dye mixer
dye pine
dye pot
dye remover
dye sensitizing
dye tank
dye therapy
dye transfer
dye tub
dye vat
dye works
dye your hands in blood
dyed in the wool
dyed-in-the-wool
dyer's furze
dyer's greenweed
dyer's rocket
dyer's woodruff
dyer's-broom
dyer's-greenweed
dyer's-weed
dyewood clipper
dyewood cutter
dyewood extract
dyewood grinder
dyewood liquor
dyewood miller
dying away
dying breath
dying day
dying down
dying for
dying hour
dying off
dying to
dying word
dying words
dynam-
dynamic economics
dynamic electricity
dynamic energy
dynamic geology
dynamic lift
dynamic markings
dynamic meteorology
dynamic microphone
dynamic pressure
dynamic psychology
dynamic speaker
dynamic stability
dynamic symmetry
dynamic wind rose
dynamical astronomy
dynamical stability
dynamite bomb
dynamite cap
dynamite glycerin
dynamite gun
dynamite maker
dynamite mixer
dynamite thawer
dynamo belting
dynamo brush
dynamo casting
dynamo commutator
dynamo erector
dynamo lubricator
dynamo winder
dynamo-
dynamometric governor
dynatron oscillator
dyne centimeter
dyne-seven
dys-
dysenteric arthritis
dysentery root
dzera-a-rabry pik
dzera-a-torky pik
e layer
e pluribus unum
e region
e-
eV
each and all
each and every
each and every one
each in its turn
each one
each other
each to each
each-where
eager assent
eager attention
eager beaver
eager-eyed
eager-hearted
eager-looking
eager-minded
eager-seeming
eagle bird
eagle boat
eagle claw
eagle eye
eagle feather
eagle fern
eagle flower
eagle gull
eagle hawk
eagle lectern
eagle owl
eagle plume
eagle ray
eagle rock
eagle scout
eagle vulture
eagle wing
eagle-billed
eagle-eyed
eagle-flighted
eagle-hawk
eagle-headed
eagle-pinioned
eagle-seeing
eagle-sighted
eagle-winged
eagle-wood
ear conch
ear cornet
ear coverts
ear crystal
ear drops
ear dust
ear flap
ear fly
ear for music
ear for, an
ear fungus
ear guard
ear index
ear leaf
ear lobe
ear mold
ear muff
ear of corn
ear off
ear piercer
ear reach
ear rot
ear sand
ear shell
ear snail
ear specialist
ear stone
ear tag
ear tick
ear tree
ear trumpet
ear wagon
ear, nose, and throat specialist
ear-ache
ear-brisk
ear-cockie
ear-deafening
ear-filling
ear-leaved
ear-mark
ear-minded
ear-mindedness
ear-piercing
ear-rendering
ear-rent
ear-ring
ear-splitting
ear-to-ear grin
ear-trumpet
ear-wax
ear-witness
eardrop tree
eared seal
earl duck
earl marshal
earl marshall
earl palatine
earless lizard
earless seal
earlier state
earliest inhabitant
earls palatine
early bird
early blight
early closing
early comer
early death
early edition
early enough
early grave
early hour
early meadow grass
early meadow rue
early mesquite
early on
early purple orchid
early renaissance
early riser
early saxifrage
early stage
early symptom
early times
early warning
early warning system
early wood
early years
early-type star
early-warning radar
earn a bad name
earn a livelihood
earn a living
earn your keep
earned income
earned run
earned run average
earned surplus
earnest money
earnest-penny
earning grass
ears more deaf than adders
earth almond
earth apple
earth art
earth artist
earth auger
earth battery
earth bob
earth bread
earth cell
earth chestnut
earth circuit
earth closet
earth club
earth color
earth colour
earth crab
earth crust
earth current
earth division
earth dweller
earth flax
earth flea
earth foam
earth goddesses
earth hog
earth hole
earth house
earth hunger
earth induction compass
earth inductor compass
earth ivy
earth life
earth lodge
earth louse
earth metal
earth metals
earth moss
earth mother
earth movement
earth orbit
earth owl
earth pig
earth pillar
earth pitch
earth plate
earth plum
earth quadrant
earth science
earth smoke
earth spirit
earth spring
earth stopper
earth table
earth tide
earth tilting
earth tone
earth tremor
earth up
earth wave
earth wax
earth wire
earth wolf
earth's crust
earth-apple
earth-ball
earth-board
earth-born
earth-bound
earth-boundness
earth-convulsing
earth-delving
earth-destroying
earth-devouring
earth-din
earth-dwelling
earth-eating
earth-engendered
earth-fed
earth-god
earth-goddess
earth-homing
earth-light
earth-lit
earth-mad
earth-moving
earth-nut
earth-old
earth-refreshing
earth-rending
earth-shaking
earth-sounds
earth-sprung
earth-stained
earth-strewn
earth-vexing
earth-wide
earth-wrecking
earthly minded
earthly-minded
earthly-mindedness
earthly-wise
earthnut oil
earthquake insurance
earthquake-proof
ease in
ease matters
ease of belief
ease off
ease one of
ease out
ease the helm
ease the rudder
ease up
ease up to
ease your load
ease yourself
ease-off
ease-up
easel-picture
easement curve
easier said than done
easily attained
easily first
easily reached
easily taken in
easily understood
easing of relations
easing of the load
easing of the way
easing sparrow
east Greenland current
east by north
east by south
east india
east indian
east indies
east wind
east-country
east-end
east-northeast
east-northeastward
east-northeastwardly
east-sider
east-southeast
east-southeastward
east-southeastwardly
east-windy
easter egg
easter lily
easter monday
easter-day
easterly wave
eastern coral snake
eastern crown
eastern diamondback rattlesnake
eastern hemisphere
eastern hemlock
eastern kingbird
eastern orthodox
eastern red cedar
eastern time
easting down
easy aces
easy as falling off a log
easy as pie
easy chair
easy circumstances
easy come
easy come, easy go
easy death
easy does it
easy end
easy game
easy go
easy going
easy lay
easy mark
easy mind
easy money
easy of belief
easy on the eyes
easy pickings
easy prices
easy purse strings
easy rider
easy slope
easy street
easy target
easy temper
easy thing
easy to be seen
easy to get along with
easy to speak to
easy to understand
easy victory
easy virtue
easy winner
easy woman
easy-fitting
easy-flowing
easy-going
easy-hearted
easy-humored
easy-mannered
easy-minded
easy-natured
easy-paced
easy-rising
easy-running
easy-spoken
eat away
eat crow
eat dirt
eat heartily
eat hearty
eat high off the hog
eat humble pie
eat in
eat into
eat like a bird
eat like a horse
eat off the same trencher
eat out
eat out of house and home
eat out of your hand
eat sparingly
eat the bread of idleness
eat the dust of
eat the wind out of
eat to live
eat to windward
eat to windward of
eat up
eat up the road
eat up the track
eat you out of house and home
eat your fill
eat your head off
eat your heart out
eat your terms
eat your words
eat, drink, and be merry
eat-all
eaten up
eaten up with curiosity
eaten-leaf
eater-out
eating house
eating tobacco
eating up
eau de Cologne
eau de Javelle
eau de cologne
eau de jasmin
eau de lavande
eau de nil
eau de rose
eau de toilette
eau de vie
eau de vie de marc
eau forte
sau minerale
sau-de-vie
sau minerales
sau trough
sauves catch
sauves swallow
sauves trough
eavy-soled
ebb anchor
ebb and flow
ebb of life
ebb sleeper
ebb tide
eboe light
eboe oil
ebony family
ebony spleenwort
ec-
ecaille work
ecca leobion
ecce homo
ecce signum
ecce grass
ecce
ecclesiastical calendar
ecclesiastical council
ecclesiastical court
ecclesiastical insignia
ecclesiastical law
ecclesiastical mode
ecclesiastical society
ecclesiastico-military
ecclesiastico-secular
eccrine gland
echelette grating
echelle grating
echelon grating
echelon lens
echin-
echino-
echo attachment
echo back
echo chamber
echo organ
echo pulse
echo signal
echo sounder
echo sounding
echoic word
ecologic medicine
eclipse breeze
eclipse plumage
eclipsing binary
eclipsing variable
eco-
ecological niche
ecological psychology
economic authority
economic blindness
economic class
economic community
economic cycle
economic determinism
economic determinist
economic expansion
economic expert
economic geography
economic geology
economic good
economic growth
economic man
economic planning
economic poison
economic rent
economic science
economic self-sufficiency
economic stagnation
economic strike
economic support
economic system
economic warfare
economical of words
economics in action
economy class
economy coil
economy of assumption
economy of language
economy of means
economy of words
economy prices
economy size
economy wall
ecrevisse de mer
ecru silk
ect-
ecto-
ectopic pregnancy
ecumenical council
ecumenical movement
ecumenical patriarch
ecumenical patriarchate
ed-
eddy chamber
eddy current
eddy-current brake
eddy-wind
dge effect
dge in
dge iron
dge joint
dge molding
dge off
dge out
dge plane
dge tool
dge tools
dge up to
dge-bone
dge-grain
dge-grained
dge-tool
dge-ways
dging grinder
dging lobelia
dible oil
effective resistance
effective sound pressure
effective style
effector organ
effeminate male
efferent neuron
efficiency apartment
efficiency engineer
efficiency engineering
efficiency expert
efficient cause
effigy mound
efflux tube
effort syndrome
effusion balance
effusive rock
efwatakalala grass
egads button
egg albumen
egg albumin
egg and anchor
egg and dart
egg and spoon race
egg and tongue
egg apparatus
egg cell
egg coal
egg cozy
egg cream
egg cup
egg drop soup
egg flip
egg foo yong
egg glass
egg in your beer
egg on
egg roll
egg rolling
egg salad sandwich
egg sauce
egg sleeker
egg slice
egg spoon
egg stone
egg tempera
egg timer
egg tooth
egg white
egg whites
egg-and-spoon race
egg-bound
egg-nog
egg-plant
egg-shaped
egg-shell
egg-white
egg-white injury
eggdrop soup
eggs Benedict
eggshell blue
eggshell china
eggshell porcelain
eggy-hot
ego defense
ego defenses
ego ideal
ego trip
ego-id conflict
ego-involve
ego-libido
ego-trip
egoistic ethics
egoistic hedonism
egregious ass
egressAstronomy
egret monkey
eyptian cotton
eypto-
eider down
eider duck
eider yarn
eider-down
eidetic image
eidetic imagery
eidetic memory
eigen-
eight ball
eight bells
eight cut
eight o’clock
eight-angled
eight-armed
eight-ball antenna
eight-celled
eight-cylinder
eight-day
eight-flowered
eight-gauge
eight-hour
eight-oar
eight-oared
eight-ply
eight-quarter cap
eight-spot
eight-square
eight-wheeler
eighter from Decatur
eightfold way
eighth note
eighth rest
eighth stock
eightsome reel
eighty-eight
eighty-eighth
eighty-fifth
eighty-first
eighty-five
eighty-four
eighty-fourth
eighty-nine
eighty-niner
eighty-ninth
eighty-one
eighty-second
eighty-seven
eighty-seventh
eighty-six
eighty-sixth
eighty-third
eighty-three
eighty-two
eis wool
either or
either-or
ejection capsule
ejection seat
ejector seat
eka-aluminum
eka-iodine
eke out
eke out a living
eke out an existence
eke-name
el dorado
elaeo-
elan vital
elao-
elastic anklet
elastic axis
elastic band
elastic bandage
elastic binder
elastic braid
elastic cement
elastic center
elastic currency
elastic deformation
elastic gel
elastic hosier
elastic hosiery
elastic kneecap
elastic limit
elastic loom
elastic modulus
elastic money
elastic object
elastic paper
elastic rubber
elastic stocking
elastic substance
elastic tape
elastic thread
elastic tissue
elastic varnish
elastic veiling
elastic wave
elastic-seeming
elastic-sided
elbow bender
elbow board
elbow catch
elbow cop
elbow crooker
elbow grease
elbow in
elbow in the ribs
elbow length
elbow rail
elbow telescope
elbow-shaped
elder bark
elder blossom
elder blow
elder fungus
elder hand
elder statesman
elder wine
elder-born
elder-brother
elder-leaved
elder-sister
elderberry wine
eldest hand
eldest of things
eldest-born
elec cement
elected by acclamation
election board
election district
election fraud
election returns
elective operation
electoral college
electoral district
electoral vote
electr-
electra complex
electric arc
electric attraction
electric beaver
electric blanket
electric blue
electric brougham
electric cable
electric candle
electric capacitance
electric car
electric chair
electric charge
electric circuit
electric clock
electric column
electric conduction
electric constant
electric cooker
electric cord
electric current
electric detonator
electric dipole moment
electric discharge
electric drill
electric driller
electric eel
electric exploder
electric eye
electric fan
electric field
electric field intensity
electric field strength
electric fish
electric flow
electric frying pan
electric furnace
electric fuse
electric gain
electric glow
electric guitar
electric hammer
electric hare
electric heat
electric heater
electric heating
electric horsepower
electric intensity
electric iron
electric lamp
electric light
electric light bulb
electric lighting
electric meter
electric meters
electric mole
electric motor
electric needle
electric organ
electric pad
electric polarity
electric potential
electric power
electric railway
electric range
electric ray
electric razor
electric reactor
electric refrigeration
electric refrigerator
electric repulsion
electric resistance
electric riveter
electric roaster
electric sander
electric saw
electric seal
electric shaver
electric shock
electric soldering iron
electric spark
electric storm
electric stove
electric stream
electric switch
electric telegraph
electric thermometer
electric toaster
electric torch
electric train
electric typewriter
electric unit
electric units
electric wave
electric welder
electric wind
electric wire
electric-arc furnace
electric-arc lamp
electric-discharge lamp
electric-discharge tube
electric-drive
electric-heat
electric-heated
electric-lighted
electric-powered
electrical capacity altimeter
electrical communication
electrical degree
electrical device
electrical engineer
electrical engineering
electrical governor
electrical part
electrical parts
electrical parts and devices
electrical scanning
electrical science
electrical storm
electrical transcription
electricity meter
electro-
electro-biology
electro-discharge machining
electro-magnet
electro-optical effect
electro-organic chemistry
electro-osmosis
electro-osmotic
electro-osmotically
electro-pneumatic organ
electro-ultrafiltration
electrocaloric effect
electrochemical series
electroconvulsive therapy
electrode conductance
electrode potential
electrode resistance
electrodeless discharge
electrodynamic speaker
electrohydraulic steering gear
electroless plating
electrolizer switch
electrolytic capacitor
electrolytic cell
electrolytic conductor
electrolytic dissociation
electrolytic gas
electrolytic interrupter
electrolytic machining
electrolytic protection
electromagnetic field
electromagnetic induction
electromagnetic interaction
electromagnetic lifting magnet
electromagnetic moment
electromagnetic pump
electromagnetic radiation
electromagnetic speaker
electromagnetic spectrum
electromagnetic tape
electromagnetic unit
electromagnetic wave
electromechanical controller
electromotive force
electromotive series
electron accelerator
electron affinity
electron beam
electron camera
electron capture
electron cloud
electron diffraction
electron dynamics
electron emission
electron flow
electron gas
electron gun
electron layers
electron lens
electron magnetic spectroscope
electron micrograph
electron microscope
electron microscopy
electron movement
electron multiplier
electron optics
electron pair
electron physics
electron probe microanalysis
electron ray
electron shells
electron shower
electron spin
electron spin resonance
electron state
electron stream
electron telescope
electron theory
electron theory of atoms
electron theory of electricity
electron theory of solids
electron transfer
electron transport
electron tube
electron tubes
electron volt
electron-beam tube
electron-diffraction camera
electron-image projector
electron-image tube
electron-positron pair
electron-ray tube
electron-volt
electron-wave tube
electronic Bohr magneton
electronic air conditioner
electronic air filter
electronic altimeter
electronic battery
electronic brain
electronic carillon
electronic chronometer
electronic circuit
electronic clock
electronic communication
electronic communications
electronic comparator
electronic computer
electronic computers
electronic control
electronic cop
electronic counter
electronic data processing
electronic detector
electronic device
electronic devices
electronic drum
electronic effect
electronic emission
electronic engineering
electronic fix
electronic flash
electronic fuel gauge
electronic hearing aid
electronic heater
electronic heating
electronic limit gauge
electronic meter
electronic meters
electronic music
electronic navigation
electronic nutcracker
electronic organ
electronic oscillator
electronic pilot
electronic potentiometer
electronic precipitator
electronic recorder
electronic refrigeration
electronic refrigerator
electronic revolution
electronic scanning
electronic servo
electronic stenciling machine
electronic stethoscope
electronic surveillance
electronic switch
electronic switching
electronic testing
electronic testing equipment
electronic timer
electronic tube
electronic typewriter
electronic voltmeter
electronic-flash unit
electronic-mechanical control
electronics dictionary
electronics engineer
electronics king
electronics physicist
electropneumatic transducer
electroshock therapy
electrostatic field
electrostatic generator
electrostatic inductio
electrostatic induction
electrostatic lens
electrostatic machine
electrostatic precipitation
electrostatic precipitator
electrostatic printing
electrostatic speaker
electrostatic spraying system
electrostatic storage unit
electrostatic tube of force
electrostatic unit
electrotherapeutic treatment
electrotype press
electrovalent bond
elegant penmanship
elegant variation
elegant writer
elegiac couplet
elegiac distich
elegiac pentameter
elegiac poetry
elegiac stanza
elegiac verse
eleme figs
elemental area
elemental spirit
elementary algebra
elementary arithmetic
elementary dictionary
elementary education
elementary instruction
elementary mathematics
elementary metal
elementary metals
elementary particle
elementary process
elementary quantum of action
elementary school
elementary unit
elephant figs
eleolite syenite
elephant apple
elephant beetle
elephant bird
elephant driver
elephant fish
elephant grass
elephant gun
elephant seal
elephant shrew
elephant's trunk
elephant's trunk snake
elephant's-ear
elephant's-foot
elephant's-foots
elephant-ear fern
elephant-hide pahoehoe
eleuthera bark
eleuthero-
elevate your mood
elevated railroad
elevated railway
elevating rudder
elevation Astronomy
elevator angle
elevator boy
elevator car
elevator conductor
elevator conveyer
elevator dredge
elevator girl
elevator man
elevator operator
elevator shaft
elliptic spring
elliptic velocity
elliptic-lanceolate
elliptic-leaved
elliptical function
elliptical galaxy
elliptical light
elliptical polarization
elliptically polarized
elm balsam
elm bark
elm bark beetle
elm blight
elm calligrapha
elm leaf beetle
elm phloem necrosis
elm-leaved
elongato-conical
elongato-ovate
eloquent tongue
elude one
elution process
elytr-
em dash
em pica
em quad
em space
em-
emanate a smell
emanate from
embalm in the memory
embalmed corpse
embalming fluid
embark in
embark on
embark upon
embarkation deck
embarras de choix
embarras de richesses
embarrassed circumstances
embarrassing position
embarrassing situation
embattled grady
embed itself in the mind
ember day
ember goose
emblem book
emblem of authority
embodied in
embody in words
embol-
embossing plate
embrace a belief
embrace reality
embroidery floss
embroidery frame
embroidery needle
embryo-
embryo bearer
embryo sac
embryon-
embryonic disk
embryonic layer
embryonic membrane
emerald copper
down cut
down green
down toucanet
down-green
down from
down emergency barrage
down emergency boat
down emergency brake
down emergency control
down emergency exit
down emergency landing field
down emergency landing gear
down emergency light
down emergency man
down emergency money
down emergency operation
down emergency rations
down emergent evolution
down emeritus status
down emery belt
down emery board
down emery cloth
down emery file
down emery paper
down emery powder
down emery rock
down emery surfacer
down emery wheel
down emeto-cathartic
down eminence grise
down eminent domain
emission current
emission spectrum
emission theory
emit a smell
emit a sound
emitter current
emitter junction capacitance
emitter resistance
emitter signal current
emitter signal voltage
emotional appeal
emotional capacity
emotional charge
emotional deadness
emotional disorder
emotional dissociation
emotional health
emotional instability
emotional instability reaction
emotional insulation
emotional life
emotional nuance
emotional numbness
emotional outburst
emotional paralysis
emotional release
emotional response
emotional shade
emotional shock
emotional support
emotional symptom
emotionally dead
emotionally numb
emotionally paralyzed
emotionally respond
emotionally unstable
emotionally unstable personality
emotive meaning
empathize with
emperor boa
emperor butterfly
emperor moth
emperor penguin
empire builder
empire building
empire cloth
empire day
empire-builder
empiric treatment
empirical existence
empirical fact
empirical formula
empirical politics
employ the time
employ time
employ your time in
employ yourself in
employ yourself upon
employer-owned
employment agency
employment agent
employment bureau
employment contract
employment exchange
empress cloth
empress of silence
emptiness of mind
empty ceremony
empty claim
empty formality
empty gesture
empty hands
empty morph
empty name
empty of
empty out
empty pocket
empty purse
empty sound
empty space
empty stomach
empty threat
empty title
empty view
empty word
empty words
empty-armed
empty-barreled
empty-bellied
empty-cell process
empty-fisted
empty-handed
empty-handedness
empty-headed
empty-headedness
empty-looking
empty-minded
empty-mindedness
empty-mouthed
empty-noddled
empty-paneled
empty-pated
empty-skulled
empty-stomached
empty-vaulted
empty-voiced
emu apple
emu bush
emu grass
emu-wren
emulsion colloid
emulsion paint
en attendant
en avant
en bloc
en brochette
en brosse
en cabochon
en casserole
en clair
en dash
en deshabille
en echelon
en effet
en f
en face
en famille
en garde
en grand seigneur
en grande tenue
en grande toilette
en loge
en masse
en papillote
en passant
en pension
en plein
en plein air
en plein jour
en plus
en prise
en quad
en rapport
end-ways
endeavor to
endeca-
endemic disease
ender-on
ender-up
endgate seeder
endive blue
endless belt
endless chain
endless duration
endless round
endless supply
endless task
endless time
endo salt
endo-
endocentric compound
endocentric construction
endocrine disease
endocrine gland
endoderm disc
endoderm lamella
endogamous group
endomersion lens
endomersion objective
endomorphism ring
endoplasmic reticulum
endorsement in blank
endoscopic camera
endotheli-
endotherm knife
endow with
endow with life
endowed with
endowed with beauty
endowed with life
endowment assurance
endowment insurance
endurance limit
endurance race
endurance ratio
endurance strength
endure forever
endwise coil
enemy aircraft
enemy alien
enemy atrocities
enemy line
enemy lines
evergy band
evergy charge
evergy component
evergy level
evergy metabolism
evergy meter
evergy state
evergy surface density
evergy voltage
energy-consuming
energy-producing
enfant perdu
enfant terrible
enfants perdu
enfants terribles
enforce economies
enforce upon
enforce your claim
enforced respite
engage attention
engage in
engage in a conversation
engage in battle
engage in hostilities
engage in marriage
engage in personalities
engage the attention
engage the mind
engage the thoughts
engage with
engage yourself
engage yourself with
engaged column
engaged in thought
engaged tone
engagement book
engagement ring
engine builder
engine cleaner
engine company
engine control
engine controls
engine cultivator
engine department
engine driver
engine fitter
engine gauge
engine house
engine lathe
engine maker
engine making
engine parts
engine pilot
engine rod
engine room
engine shop
engine size
engine smith
engine space
engine tender
engine turning
engine work
engine worker
engine yard
engine-driven
engine-room officer
engine-room telegraph
engine-sized
engine-sizer
engine-turned
engine-turner
engine-type generator
engineer corps
engineer's chain
engineer's hammer
engineering chemistry
engineering school
engines of war
english breakfast tea
english foxhound
english horn
english muffin
english rabbit
english setter
english shepherd
english sonnet
english springer
english toy spaniel
english walnut
engorgement colic
engrave on
engraved invitation
engraver beetle
engraver's proof
engraver's trick
engraving process
engraving tool
engross the mind
engross the thoughts
engrossed in
engrossed in thought
enharmonic chord
enharmonic diesis
enharmonic interval
enharmonic modulation
enharmonic note
enharmonic scale
enharmonic tetrachord
enharmonic tie
enigma canon
enigmatic canon
enigmatic question
enigmat-o-
enjoy a certain position
enjoy friendly relations with
enjoy good health
enjoy good relations with
enjoy prosperity
enjoy single blessedness
enjoy the use of
enjoy your own company
enjoy yourself
enjoying health
enjoyment of property
enlarge the mind
enlarge upon
enlist into service
enlist under the banner of
enlisted man
enlisted woman
enmeshed in
ennea-eteric
enol form
enol-keto isomerism
enough and then some
enough and to spare
enough in all conscience
enough said
enough to drive you mad
enough to get by on
enough to make a preacher swear
enough to provoke a saint
enough to wake the dead
enp-
enroll a jury
ens realissimum
ensemble music
ensemble singing
enshrine in the memory
ensign armorial
ensign fly
ensign staff
ensign-bearer
ensue from
ent-
entangled in
entente cordiale
enter a protest
enter into
enter into competition with
enter into detail
enter into possession
enter into the feelings of
enter into the ideas of
enter into the spirit of
enter into your view
enter into your views
enter on
enter the arena
enter the arena with
enter the lists
enter the ring with
enter upon
enter with a will
enter your mind
enter-
entered hound
entered through another gate
enteric fever
entering wedge
entero-
entertain a belief
entertain a dislike to
entertain a feeling
entertain a theory
entertain an opinion
entertain doubts
entertain guests
entertain ideas
entertain respect for
entertain suspicions
entertain the hope
entertain the idea of
entertain the inner man
entertain thoughts of
entertainment industry
enthrone your own will
enthusiastic about
entire function
entire horse
entire performance
entire satisfaction
entire-leaved
entire-wheat
entitled to
ento-
ento-ectad
entom-
entomo-
entrail pahoehoe
entrance certificate
entrance cone
entrance examination
entrance fee
entrance hall
entrance money
entrance pallet
entrance pupil
entrance-denying
entre deux ages
entre nous
entrenching tool
entrust with information
entry card
enula campana
envelope addresser
envelope bander
envelope case
envelope clasp
envelope designer
envelope die
envelope folder
envelope gummer
envelope holder
envelope maker
envelope moistener
envelope opener
envelope printer
envelope sealer
envelope table
envelope top
envelope weigher
environing circumstances
environing phenomena
environmental conservation
environmental disease
environmental diseases
environmental pollution
environmental resistance
envoy extraordinary
enwrap the thoughts
enwrapped in mystery
enzootic ataxia
e o nomine
eo-
eol-
eolian deposit
eolithic man
ep-
epacris family
epana-
epater le bourgeois
epaulet bat
epaulet sleeve
epaulette tree
epenthetic vowel
eph-
ephemeris second
ephemeris time
epi-
epic machinery
epic poet
epic poetry
epic simile
epic theater
epic verse
epicanthic fold
epicyclic train
epicycloidal gear
epicycloidal wheel
epidemic cholera
epidemic disease
epidemic encephalitis
epidemic meningitis
epidemic parotitis
epidemic pleurodynia
epiderm-
epididymo-orchitis
epidote group
epidural anaesthesia
epiglottio-hyoidean
epilepsia gravior
epilepsia major
epilepsia minor
epilepsia mitior
epilepsia nutans
epilepsia tarda
epilept-
ephrons cachexia
epiphysis cerebri
episcopal ring
episcopal sandal
episcopal vestments
epistemological idealism
epistemological logic
epistemological realism
epistemological realist
epistle side
epistolary communication
epistolary intercourse
epistolary novel
epitaxial transistor
epitheli-
epithelial pearl
epizootic aphtha
epoch-forming
epoch-making
epoch-marking
epoxy resin
epsilon-delta
epsilon-neighborhood
epsom salt
epsom salts
equal opportunity employer
equal share
equal sign
equal temperament
equal to
equal-angled
equal-aqual
equal-area
equal-area projection
equal-armed
equal-balanced
equal-blooded
equal-eyed
equal-glumed millet
equal-handed
equal-headed
equal-limbed
equal-poised
equal-sided
equal-souled
equal-weighted
equaling file
equalization fee
equalization fund
equalization period
equalizer brake
equalizer set
equalizing bar
equalizing dynamo
equalizing file
equalizing gear
equalizing pipe
equalizing pulse
equally pinnate
equals sign
equation clock
equation division
equation movement
equation of state
equation of time
equation price
equation solver
equator coordinates
equatorial telescope
equatorial tide
equatorial trough
equestrian director
equi-
equi-gram-molar
equiangular hyperbola
equilateral hyperbola
equilateral triangle
equilibrium isomerism
equilibrium pressure
equilibrium sense
equilibrium valve
equine distemper
equine encephalomyelitis
equine infectious anaemia
equine infectious anemia
equinoctial circle
equinoctial colure
equinoctial hour
equinoctial line
equinoctial point
equinoctial rains
equinoctial storm
equinoctial year
equipartition of energy
equipment bond
equipment note
equipment trust
equipment trust bond
equipment trust certificate
equipoise rudder
equitable estate
equitable interest
equitable jurisdiction
equitime point
equity capital
equity court
equity of redemption
equity security
equity side
equivalence class
equivalence reaction
equivalence relation
equivalent algebras
equivalent circuit
equivalent focal length
equivalent monoplane
equivalent odds
equivalent weight
era of prosperity
erase all doubt
erase from the memory
erasing shield
erce-
erd shrew
ere long
ere then
erecting prism
erection mark
erector spinae
erg-
ergo proper hoc
ergo propter hoc
ergo sum
ergo-
erastic school
erl-king
erlenmeyer flask
ermine moth
erm-bleater
erm-fern
erosion cycle
erosion surface
eroso-
erotic art
erotic literature
erotic novel
erotic poetry
eroto-
erand boy
errand girl
erare humanum est
erring sister
error corrector
error detector
error in judgment
error in speech
error of closure
error signals
error-blasted
error-darkened
error-prone
error-proof
error-stricken
error-tainted
error-teaching
eruptive fever
erythema induratum
erythema nodosum
erythr-
erythredema polyneuropathy
erythro-
erythroblastosis fetalis
erythroblastosis neonatorum
erythrol tetranitrate
es-
escalator clause
escalator plan
escalier derobe
escallop-shell
escape artist
escape attention
escape by the skin of your teeth
escape clause
escape cock
escape earth
escape hatch
escape into fantasy
escape mechanism
escape notice
escape one
escape pipe
escape prison
escape road
escape route
escape shaft
escape the memory
escape valve
escape velocity
escape wheel
escape with a whole skin
escape without penalty
escape your lips
escapement error
escaping tendency
escort carrier
escort fighter
escort vessel
escort wagon
escutcheon of pretence
escutcheon plate
esemplastic imagination
esemplastic power
eskimo dog
eso-
esophageal ulcer
esophageal speech
esophageo-cutaneous
esophago-enterostomy
esoteric meaning
esoteric reality
esparto grass
espionage agent
espouse a belief
espouse a theory
espouse nonviolence
espouse the cause of
esprit d'escalier
esprit de corps
esprit fort
esquire based
esquisse-esquisse
essay-writing
esse est percipi
esse quam videri
essence d'orient
essence of bergamot
essence of life
essence of mirbane
essence of myrbane
essential amino acid
essential epilepsy
essential facts
essential hypertension
essential matter
essential nature
essential oil
essoin day
essoin roll
est modus in rebus
establish connection
establish residence
established church
established fact
established way
establishing shot
estate agent
estate and effects
estate at sufferance
estate at will
estate car
estate duty
estate for life
estate for years
estate in expectancy
estate in fee
estate in possession
estate in tail
estate manager
estate of freehold
estate of the realm
estate pour autre vie
estate rubber
estate tail
estate tax
estate waggon
estate wagon
ester gum
ester value
esthesio-
estivo-autumnal
esto perpetua
estragon oil
estral cycle
estrangelo alphabet
estrous cycle
estuarine area
et al
et alii
et cetera
et hoc genus omne
et id genus omne
et seq
et seqq
et sequens
et sic de similibus
et sqq
et tu
etain blue
etalon post
etaoin shrdlu
etch indelibly in the mind
etched glass
etching ball
etching ground
etching needle
etching point
etching silk
etching stitch
etching varnish
eternal damnation
eternal home
eternal life
eternal object
eternal re-creation
eternal recurrence
eternal rest
eternal return
eternal sleep
eternal triangle
eternal universal
eternal verities
eternal youth
eternally the same
eternity ring
eth-
ethane dinitrile
ethanedioic acid
erher drift
erher extract
erher space
erher value
erheric body
erheric double
erheric self
erherin theory
erthical code
erthical drug
erthical formalism
erthical hedonism
erthical nihilism
erthical nihilist
erthical philosophy
erthical relativism
erthical relativist
erthical self
erthical system
erthico-
erthiops martial
erthiops mineral
erthmo-
erthmoid bone
erthnic community
erthnic group
erthnic joke
erthnic music
erthnic vote
erthno-
erthyl acetate
erthyl acetoacetate
erthyl acetone
erthyl alcohol
erthyl aminobenzoate
erthyl butanoate
erthyl butyrate
erthyl caproate
erthyl capronate
erthyl carbamate
erthyl cellulose
erthyl chloride
erthyl ester
erthyl ether
erthyl gas
erthyl group
ethyl hexanoate
ethyl hexoate
ethyl hydride
ethyl malonate
ethyl mercaptan
ethyl methyl ketone
ethyl nitrate
ethyl nitrite
ethyl nitrite spirit
ethyl oenanthate
ethyl oxide
ethyl radical
ethyl sulfide
ethyl urethan
ethyl urethane
ethylene alcohol
ethylene bromide
ethylene chloride
ethylene dibromide
ethylene dichloride
ethylene glycol
ethylene group
ethylene oxide
ethylene radical
ethylene series
ethylidene diethyl ether
ethynyl group
ethynyl radical
eton collar
eton jacket
etymological dictionary
eu-
eu-form
eu-type
eucalyptene hydrochloride
eucalyptus green
eucalyptus gum
eucalyptus oil
eucaryotic cell
eudemis moth
eugenic acid
euglenoid movement
eunuch flute
euonymus scale
eupatorium purple
eupeptic mien
euphoric mien
eur-
eureka red
euro-boreal
europaeco-
european plan
european red mite
eury-
eustachian tube
evacuation ambulance
evacuation hospital
evacuation plane
evacuation station
evade responsibility
evade the issue
evaluative criticism
evans-root
evaporated milk
evaporation gauge
evaporation pan
evaporation tank
evasion of responsibility
evasive action
evasive reasoning
evasive reply
eve-churr
eve-jar
eve-star
even break
even chance
even lot
even money
even now
even number
even odds
even off
even out
even pace
even permutation
even so
even stephen
even temper
even tenor
even the score
even trade
even up
even with
even-
even-bell system
even-christian
even-edged
even-handed
even-handedly
even-handedness
even-minded
even-mindedness
even-money
even-numbered
even-old
even-paged
even-pleached
even-set
even-spun
even-star
even-steven
even-tempered
even-tenored
even-toed
even-toothed
even-up
even-wayed
eveneer-up
evening bag
evening campion
evening class
evening damp
evening devotions
evening dress
evening dun
evening emerald
evening flower
evening gown
evening grosbeak
evening lychnis
evening market
evening mist
evening of the score
evening of your days
evening prayer
evening prayers
evening primrose
evening rose
evening school
evening services
evening shirt
evening star
evening stock
evening trumpet flower
evening up
evening watch
evening’s calm and holy hour
evening’s close
evening-dressed
evening-glory
evening-primrose family
evening-snow
event horizon
events-per-unit-time meter
ever and again
ever and always
ever and anon
ever less
ever more
ever since
ever so
ever so little
ever so many
ever so much
ever the same
ever-abiding
ever-active
ever-admiring
ever-angry
ever-bearing
ever-being
ever-beloved
ever-blazing
ever-blessed
ever-blooming
ever-burning
ever-celebrated
ever-changeful
ever-changing
ever-circling
ever-conquering
ever-constant
ever-craving
ever-dear
ever-deepening
ever-dripping
ever-drizzling
ever-dropping
ever-durable
ever-during
ever-during dark
ever-duringness
ever-dying
ever-echoing
ever-endingly
ever-esteemed
ever-expanding
ever-faithful
ever-fast
ever-fertile
ever-fresh
ever-friendly
ever-glooming
ever-goading
ever-going
ever-growing
ever-happy
ever-honored
ever-increasing
ever-living
ever-loving
ever-mingling
ever-moving
ever-new
ever-noble
ever-normal granary
ever-present
ever-prompt
ever-ready
ever-recurrent
ever-recurring
ever-renewing
ever-smiling
ever-strong
ever-thrilling
ever-varying
ever-victorious
ever-wearing
ever-white
ever-widening
ever-willing
ever-wise
ever-young
everglade kite
neverglade palm
evergreen beech
evergreen bittersweet
evergreen blackberry
evergreen blueberry
evergreen cherry
evergreen clematis
evergreen elm
evergreen grape
evergreen grass
evergreen magnolia
evergreen millet
evergreen oak
evergreen privet
evergreen snakeroot
evergreen thorn
evergreen trumpet flower
evergreen winterberry
evergreen wood fern
everlasting fire
everlasting flower
everlasting moment
everlasting pea
everlasting thorn
everlasting torment
every bit
every bit a
every day
every hour
every inch
every inch a king
every man Jack
every man jack
every moment
every mother's son
every now and then
every once in a while
every one
every one in his turn
every other
every so often
every which way
every whit
every-way
everybody and his uncle
everybody's fool
everything being equal
everything but the kitchen sink
everything that is
everywhere-dense
evet e
eviction clause
evidence in chief
evidence-proof
evil child
evil courses
evil day
evil dispensation
evil disposition
evil eye
evil fortune
evil genius
evil hour
evil humor
evil intent
evil man
evil nature
evil person
evil reputation
evil repute
evil speaking
evil spirit
evil spirits
evil star
evil woman
evil-affected
evil-affectededness
evil-boding
evil-complexioned
evil-disposed
evil-doing
evil-eyed
evil-faced
evil-fashioned
evil-favored
evil-favoredly
evil-favoredness
evil-favoured
evil-featured
evil-fortuned
evil-gotten
evil-headed
evil-hued
evil-humored
evil-impregnated
evil-looking
evil-loved
evil-mannered
evil-minded
evil-mindedly
evil-mindedness
evil-mouthed
evil-ordered
evil-pieced
evil-qualitied
evil-savored
evil-shaped
evil-shapen
evil-smelling
evil-sounding
evil-sown
evil-spun
evil-starred
evil-taught
evil-tempered
evil-thewed
evil-thoughted
evil-tongued
evil-weaponed
evil-willed
evil-won
evoke a response
evoke from the dead
evoked potential
evolutionary change
evolve into
ewe bramble
ewe lamb
ewe teg
ewe-daisy
ewe-gowan
ewe-neck
ewe-necked
ex adverso
ex aequo et bono
ex animo
ex ante
ex cathedra
ex coupon
ex div
ex div<
ex dividend
ex facie
ex facto
ex gratia
ex hypothesi
ex int
ex lege
ex lib
ex libris
ex maleficio
ex more
ex natura rei
ex new
ex nihilo nihil fit
ex off
ex officio
ex opere operato
ex parte
ex parte evidence
ex pæde Herculem
ex post
ex post facto
ex post facto examination
ex post facto law
ex pro brate
ex professo
ex promission
ex propriate
ex rights
ex ship tackles
ex silentio
ex store
ex voto
ex voto offering
ex warrants
ex works
ex-
ex-army
ex-cathedra
ex-consul
ex-convict
ex-czar
ex-directory
ex-emperor
ex-employee
ex-enemy
ex-governor
ex-holder
ex-invalid
ex-judge
ex-kaiser
ex-king
ex-libres
ex-librism
ex-librist
ex-mayor
ex-minister
ex-official
ex-officio
ex-pier
ex-praetor
ex-president
ex-quay
ex-rights
ex-service
ex-serviceman
ex-servicemen
ex-ship
ex-voto
exa-
exact counterpart
exact description
exact differential
exact from
exact likeness
exact mates
exact measure
exact science
exactly alike
exaggerate your own merits
exaggerated lengths
exaggerated respect
exalt to the skies
examination by ear
examination of conscience
examination school
examine by ear
examine cursorily
examine point by point
examine side by side
examine the books
examine thoroughly
examine your conscience
examine-in-chief
examine post
examine post
examine room
examine side by side
excel at
excel in
excellent accommodations
excellent citizen
excellent companion
excellent manners
excelsior knife
except for
except that
exception taken of
excess demand
excess fare
excess insurance
excess profits tax
excess reinsurance
excess sound pressure
excess supply
excess-loss
excess-profits tax
excessive in your praise
excessive interest
excessive irritability
excessive praise
exchange blows
exchange broker
exchange cap
exchange colors
exchange editor
exchange equalization fund
exchange fisticuffs
exchange floor
exchange force
exchange greetings
exchange letters
exchange observations
exchange of blows
exchange of views
exchange opinions
exchange professor
exchange rate
exchange reaction
exchange shots
exchange stabilization fund
exchange student
exchange ticket
exchange transfusion
exchange views
exchangeable base
exchequer bill
exchequer bond
exchequer-chamber
excise tax
excite easily
excite interest
excite notice
executive privilege
executive role
executive secretary
executive session
executive veto
executor dative
exegi monumentum aere perennius
exemplary citizen
exemplary damages
exempli causa
exempli gratia
exempt carrier
exempt from
exemption from hostilities
exercise bone
exercise book
exercise care
exercise device
exercise discrimination
exercise influence
exercise judgment
exercise of memory
exercise of the intellect
exercise self-control
exercise self-restraint
exercise skill
exercise tact
exercise the duties of
exercise the elbow
exercise the functions of
exercise the judgment
exercise the mind
exercise the office of
exercise the right of angary
exercise your option
exert influenceexert pressure
exert strength
exert yourself
exeunt omnes
exh-
exhaust box
exhaust cowl
exhaust draft
exhaust every move
exhaust fan
exhaust gas
exhaust head
exhaust horn
expanding universe theory
exansion ammeter
expansion attic
expansion bend
expansion bit
expansion bolt
expansion cam
expansion chamber
expansion coupling
expansion curve
expansion engine
expansion fit
expansion gear
expansion joint
expansion pipe
expansion plate
expansion pulley
expansion ring
expansion sleeve
expansion slide
expansion trunk
expansion valve
expansion wave
expansion wheel
expansive bit
expansive classification
expect it of
expect to
expectant treatment
expectant waiting
expectation neurosis
expectation of life
expected of
expected value
expedite your affair
expend your anger on
expense account
experience imaginatively
experience meeting
experience rate
experience religion
experience table
experience vicariously
experienced hand
experiential philosophy
experiment station
experiment upon
experimental animal
experimental design
experimental engineer
experimental engineering
experimental film
experimental logic
experimental medicine
experimental method
experimental proof
experimental psychology
experimental sample
experimental science
experimental scientist
experimental theater
experimental verification
experimenter effect
expert at
expert consultant
expert in
expert in decor
expert rifleman
expert witness
experto credite
expiatory offering
expiatory sacrifice
explain away
explain yourself
explanato-
explanatory remark
exemplary angle
explication de texte
explications de texte
explicit function
exploded view
exploding star
exploit your position
exploratory examination
exploratory operation
exploratory ship
explorer tent
exploring element
explosion bomb
explosion engine
explosion insurance
explosion shot
explosion wave
explosion-proof
explosive D
explosive bullet
explosive charge
explosive d
explosive noise
explosive rivet
exponent proposition
exponential distribution
exponential horn
export bar
export credit
export declaration
export point
export reject
export tax
expose itself
expose to infamy
expose to view
expose yourself
expose yourself to
exposed nerve
exposed to
exposed to view
exposed-tube boiler
expository prose
expository scene
expository writing
exposure hazard
exposure index
exposure meter
express a wish for
express an opinion
express belief
express boiler
express buggy
express by words
express car
express delivery
express general agreement
express in words
express intention
express letter
express prejudice
express regret
express rifle
express sympathy for
express the belief
express train
express wagon
express your appreciation
expressed almond oil
expressed desire
expression mark
expression of ideas
expressionistic abstraction
expressionistic abstractionist
expulsion fuse
expunge all doubt
exquisite manners
exsanguination transfusion
exsanguino transfusion
extend an invitation
extend credit
extend out
extend over
extend the right of fellowship
extend the right of friendship
extend throughout
extend to
extend to the side
extend to the sides
extended bond
extended complex plane
extended coverage
extended family
extended order
extended play
extended real number system
extended term insurance
extended-play
extending everywhere
extension bit
extension bolt
extension courses
extension field
extension ladder
extension lathe
extension of time
extension phone
extension rule
extension spring
extension table
extension-gap lathe
extensive knowledge
extensive study
extensor thrust
extenuating circumstances
exter-marriage
exterior angle
exterior ballistics
exterior paint
exteriorized protoplasm
exterminate with
external account
external acoustic meatus
external affairs
external angle
external appearance
external auditory meatus
external brake
external capsule
external carotid
external ear
external evidence
external frustration
external hemorrhoid
external iliac artery
external jugular vein
external loan
external relation
external respiration
external secretion
external-combustion
external-combustion engine
externally-quenched counter
extinction coefficient
extinction meter
extortionate demand
extortionate price
extra added attraction
extra cover
extra cover point
extra current
extra dash
extra dividend
extra edition
extra pay
extra point
extra sec
extra time
extra-
extra-acinous
extra-alimentary
extra-ammotic
extra-analogical
extra-anthropic
extra-articular
extra-artistic
extra-atmospheric
extra-axillar
extra-axillary
extra-base hit
extra-binding
extra-bound
extra-britannic
extra-condensed
extra-dry
extra-european
extra-fare
extra-fine
extra-foraneous
extra-good
extra-hazardous
extra-illustrate
extra-illustration
extra-large
extra-long
extra-mild
extra-parochial
extra-size folio
extra-special
extra-strong
extra-university
extra-urban
extra-uterine pregnancy
extracorporeal dialysis
extract from
extract information
extract printing
extract roots
extract wool
extracted material
extracted matter
extraction of roots
extraction thimble
extraction turbine
extraction wax
extractor fan
extracurricular relations
extracurricular sex
extragalactic nebula
extrajudicial oath
extramarital relations
extramarital sex
extranuclear electrons
everywhere like
extraordinary jubilee
extraordinary ray
extraordinary wave
extraordinary worth
extrapolation ionization chamber
extrasensory perception
extraterrestrial visitor
extratropical cyclone
extrauterine pregnancy
extraordinary clipper
extraordinary cold
extraordinary heat
extraordinary height
extraordinary innerness
extraordinary left
extraordinary left wing
extraordinary left-wing
extraordinary left-winger
extraordinary limit
extraordinary right
extraordinary right wing
extraordinary right-winger
extraordinary rightism
extraordinary temperatures
extraordinary tension
extraordinary unction
extraordinarily high frequency
extrinsic evidence
extrinsic factor
extraneous
extruded plastic
extruding press
extrusive rock
exudation pressure
exudative inflammation
exude cheerfulness
exult in
eye st
eye agate
eye appeal
eye askance
eye bank
eye bath
eye bone
eye cap
eye catcher
eye color
eye defect
eye dialect
eye disease
eye doctor
eye dotter
eye draft
eye drops
eye fold
eye for an eye, an
eye for eye
eye ground
eye hungrily
eye lens
eye liner
eye memory
eye nut
eye of a needle
eye of day
eye of the mind
eye opener
eye patch
eye point
eye rhyme
eye shadow
eye socket
eye speculum
eye splice
eye stub
eye to
eye tube
eye wattle
eye worm
eye-appealing
eye-ball
eye-beam
eye-bedewing
eye-beguiling
eye-bewildering
eye-bewitching
eye-blinking
eye-blurred
eye-bold
eye-bolt
eye-bree
eye-brightening
eye-casting
eye-catcher
eye-catching
eye-charmed
eye-checked
eye-conscious
eye-dazzling
eye-delighting
eye-devouring
eye-distracting
eye-draught
eye-ea plane
eye-ear-nose-throat specialist
eye-earnestly
eye-filling
eye-glass
eye-glutting
eye-lash
eye-lotion
eye-minded
eye-mindedness
eye-offending
eye-opener
eye-opening
eye-overflowing
eye-peep
eye-pit
eye-pleasing
eye-popper
eye-popping
eye-rejoicing
eye-rolling
eye-searing
eye-seen
eye-servant
eye-server
eye-service
eye-shot
eye-sick
eye-splice
eye-spotted
eye-starting
eye-string
eye-tooth
eye-trying
eye-watering
eye-weariness
eye-wink
eye-winking
eye-witness
eyeball inspection
eyeball to eyeball
eyeball-to-eyeball
eyeball-to-eyeball encounter
eyebrow pencil
eyeglass cloth
eyelet hole
eyelet punch
eyelet-hole
eyepiece micrometer
eyes bigger than the stomach
eyes front
eyes left
eyes only
eyes right
eyes upon
f clef
f layer
f number
f region
f value
f-hole
f-number
f-stop
f1 layer
f2 layer
fa la
fa-la
fable book
fable forger
fable play
fable teller
fable-framing
fabric spring
fabric tire
fabrication tax
fabulous formless darkness
cface about
cface ague
cface angle
cface bath
cface bone
cface bow
cface brick
cface card
cface cards
cface chuck
cface cleat
face cloth
face cog
face cord
face cover
face cream
face down
face dresser
face dressing
face enamel
face gear
face guard
face hammer
face joint
face lathe
face lifting
face mask
face massage
face milling
face mite
face mold
face molder
face of brass
face out
face pack
face paint
face painter
face painting
face par
face pit
face powder
face presentation
face rouge
face side
face spanner
face specialist
face sponge
face stone
face string
face that would stop a clock
face the music
face to face
face to face with
face to the right-about
face toward
face towel
face up
face up to
face upon
face urn
face validity
face value
face wall
face wheel
face with
face-about
face-ache
face-arbor
face-bedded
face-centered
face-centred
face-harden
face-lift
face-lifting
face-off
face-on
face-saving
face-to-face
faced-lined
faceplate coupling
faceplate jaw
facia board
facial angle
facial appearance
facial expression
facial index
facial massage
facial nerve
facial neuralgia
facial tissue
facies Hippocratica
facies-suite
facile princeps
facilis descensus Averno
facility in writing
facility of speech
facing death
facing distance
facing hammer
facing head
facing lathe
facing sand
facing slip
facing tool
facing-point lock
facing-point switch
facsimile broadcasting
facsimile telegraph
fact distribution
fact of experience
fact of life
fact-finding
factor analysis
factor cost
factor group
factor of adhesion
factor of production
factor of safety
factor theorem
factorial stop system
factory belt
factory burden
factory committee
factory cost
factory district
factory farm
factory ledger
factory lumber
factory manager
factory ship
factory system
factory tar
factory town
factory worker
factory-new
facts and figures
facts of life
factual base
factual information
facultative referendum
faculty adviser
faculty members
faculty psychology
faculty theory
fad word
fade away
fade away from the memory
fade in
fade into the distance
fade like a dream
fade like a shadow
fade out
fade-in
fade-out
fade-proof
faded rose
faery-fair
faery-frail
fag end
fag out
fag-end
fagged out
faggot-vote
fagot cinnamon
fagot iron
fagot vote
fagot worm
fail ignominiously
fail in
fail in health
fail in your duty
fail miserably
fail of
fail of success
fail of your ambitions
fail of your hopes
fail safe
fail someone
fail spot
fail to appear
fail to pull out
fail to remember
fail-safe
failed expectation
failing student
failure of memory
failure of nerve
failure to pay
fain of
fain to
faint heart
faint hope
faint likelihood
faint praise
faint resemblance
faint sound
faint-blue
faint-gleaming
faint-glimmering
faint-green
faint-heard
faint-heart
faint-hued
faint-lined
faint-lipped
faint-ruled
faint-run
faint-sounding
faint-spoken
faint-voiced
faint-warbled
fainting fit
faintly like
faintness of sound
fair and pleasant
fair and square
fair as is the rose in May
fair ball
fair catch
fair copy
fair coquette of Heaven
fair day
fair employment
fair expectation
fair field
fair game
fair green
fair hand
fair housing
fair isle
fair lead
fair list
fair maid
fair name
fair or foul
fair play
fair prospect
fair sex
fair shake
fair stitching
fair to middling
fair trade
fair trader
fair weather
fair whites
fair wind
fair words
fair-born
fair-breasted
fair-browed
fair-cheeked
fair-colored
fair-complexioned
fair-conditioned
fair-copy
fair-days
fair-eyed
fair-faced
fair-favored
fair-featured
fair-fortuned
fair-fronted
fair-haired
fair-haired boy
fair-horned
fair-hued
fair-lead
fair-leader
fair-leading
fair-maid
fair-maned
fair-minded
fair-mindedness
fair-natured
fair-reputed
fair-sized
fair-skinned
fair-sounding
fair-spoken
fair-spokenness
fair-stitch
fair-stitcher
fair-tongued
fair-trade
fair-trade agreement
fair-trade law
fair-trade price
fair-traded
fair-trader
fair-trading
fair-tressed
fair-visaged
fair-water cap
fair-weather
fair-weather cumulus
fair-weather friend
fair-weather sailor
fairbody draft
faire les yeux doux
fairy smoke
fairy song
fairy stone
fairy story
fairy swallow
fairy tale
fairy tern
fairy tree
fairy wallflower
fairy wand
fairy water lily
fairy woman
fairy-born
fairy-ring
fairy-ring mushroom
fairy-ring spot
fairy-tale
fait accompli
faites vos jeux
faith cure
faith curer
faith healer
faith healing
faith of our fathers
faith-breaking
faith-confirming
faith-curist
faith-infringing
faith-keeping
faithful copy
faithful friend
faithful love
faithful servant
faithful translation
faits accomplis
fake book
fake buyer
fake out
fake up
faker-out
faking box
fal la
fal-lal
fal-lalery
fal-lalish
fal-lalishly
falcon-beaked
falcon-eyed
falcon-gentle
fald silver
fall a cropper
fall a victim to
fall aboard
fall about
fall across
fall afoul of
fall again into
fall all over
fall all over yourself
fall among
fall army worm
fall asleep
fall aster
fall astern
fall at the feet of
fall at your feet
fall away
fall back
fall back on
fall back to
fall back to prepared positions
fall back upon
fall behind
fall behindhand
fall between two stools
fall block
fall by the wayside
fall chronometer
fall dandelion
fall dead
fall down
fall down before
fall down dead
fall down on the job
fall down on your knees
fall duck
fall due
fall flat
fall flat as a pancake
fall flat on your ass
fall flat on your face
fall flower
fall for
fall foul
fall foul of
fall from grace
fall from the lips
fall from the mouth
fall from your high estate
fall front
fall grape
fall guy
fall head and ears in love
fall head over heels in love
fall headlong
fall herring
fall in
fall in a faint
fall in line
fall in love
fall in price
fall in the way of
fall in together
fall in with
fall into
fall into a brown study
fall into a habit
fall into decay
fall into despair
fall into disrepute
fall into disuse
fall into error
fall into line
fall into oblivion
fall into order
fall into place
fall into rank
fall into raptures
fall into series
fall into your hands
fall lettuce
fall line
fall meadow rue
fall of Adam
fall of day
fall of man
fall of the cards
fall of the curtain
fall of the dice
fall of the leaf
fall of the year
fall off
fall on
fall on deaf ears
fall on evil days
fall on the ear
fall on your ass
fall on your face
fall on your feet
fall on your knees
fall on your knees before
fall on your knees to
fall out
fall over
fall phonometer
fall poison
fall prostrate
fall rope
fall rose
fall senseless
fall short
fall shy
fall silent
fall snipe
fall star grass
fall stillborn
fall through
fall to
fall to a low ebb
fall to dust
fall to loggerheads
fall to one
fall to pieces
fall to the ground
fall to work
fall to your lot
fall to your share
fall under
fall under your notice
fall upon
fall webworm
fall wheat
fall wind
fall'n into the sere
fall-board
fall-down
fall-in
fall-off
fall-out
fall-plow
fall-sow
fall-trap
fallen angel
fallen arch
fallen countenance
fallen from grace
fallen humanity
fallen nature
fallen state
fallen woman
falling action
falling back
falling band
falling barometer
falling diphthong
falling door
falling down and worshiping
falling glass
falling home
falling leaf
falling loosely
falling off
falling rhythm
falling short
falling shy
falling sickness
falling star
falling terminal
falling-away
falling-ball clock
falling-off
falling-out
falling-outs
fallings-out
fallopian tube
fallout shelter
fallow chat
fallow deer
fallow finch
fallow mind
fallow-deer
false Jerusalem cherry
false Solomon's-seal
false acacia
false air
false alarm
false aloe
false appearance
false arrest
false bedding
false beechdrops
false belief
false bottom
false bread-fruit
false breadfruit
false brome grass
false buckthorn
false buffalo grass
false cadence
false card
false cast
false cheek
false cirrus
false claim
false color
false coloring
false colors
false colours
false dawn
false dew
false dice
false doctrine
false echoes
false economy
false face
false foxglove
false friend
false front
false fruit
false god
false goldenrod
false grass
false guinea grass
false hair
false hellebore
false horizon
false image
false imprisonment
false ipecac
false keel
false labor
false light
false lily of the valley
false loosestrife
false map turtle
false memory
false mildew
false modesty
false money
false move
false music
false name
false nettle
false oat
false pains
false piety
false pile
false position
false pretences
false pretense
false pretenses
false pretension
false proscenium
false rafter
false reasoning
false redtop
false relation
false representation
false rib
false ribs
false rice
false ridgepole
false saffron
false shade line
false show
false step
false sunflower
false swearing
false teacher
false teeth
false title
false topaz
false vampire
false vocal cord
false vocal cords
false wheat
false witness
false-bedded
false-boding
false-bottomed
false-card
false-dealing
false-derived
false-eyed
false-face
false-face society
false-faced
false-fingered
false-fronted
false-gotten
false-heart
false-hearted
false-heartedly
false-heartedness
false-mermaid family
false-nerved
false-packed
false-plighted
false-principled
false-purchased
false-spoken
false-sworn
false-tongued
false-visored
false-written
falsehood-free
falsify accounts
famble-crop
fame-achieving
fame-blazed
fame-crowned
fame-ennobled
fame-giving
fame-loving
fame-preserving
fame-seeking
fame-sung
fame-thirsting
fame-thirsty
fame-worthy
familia rustica
familial immunity
familiar as household words
familiar friend
familiar friendship
familiar spirit
familiar tune
familiar with
family Bible
family allowance
family altar
family bible
family circle
family compact
family connection
family contract
family counselor
family court
family doctor
family expense
family fare
family favor
family grouping
family homestead
family income policy
family jewels
family likeness
family living
family maintenance policy
family man
family meeting
family name
family of curves
family party
family physician
family plan
family planning
family relationship
family reunion
family romance
family room
family size
family skeleton
family style
family tie
family training
family tree
family wage
family way
family-conscious
family-fare plan
famine bread
famine fever
famine price
famous person
famous persons
fan Fink truss
fan belt
fan blade
fan blower
fan brake
fan club
fan consonant
fan coral
fan cricket
fan dance
fan dancer
fan delta
fan fitter
fan guard
fan heater
fan jet
fan letter
fan magazine
fan maidenhair
fan mail
fan maker
fan marker
fan mill
fan out
fan painter
fan palm
fan pulley
fan pump
fan roof
fan scale
fan shell
fan system
fan tan
fan the embers
fan the fire
fan the flame
fan tracery
fan training
fan tree
fan truss
fan vault
fan vaulting
fan wheel
fan window
fan worm
fan-back chair
fan-bearing
fan-crested
fan-fashion
fan-jet
fan-jet engine
fan-leaved
fan-light
fan-nerved
fan-pleated
fan-shape
fan-shaped
fan-tail
fan-tailed
fan-tailed darter
fan-tan
fan-veined
fan-wing fly
fancied up
fancy Dan
fancy ball
fancy clouds where no clouds be
fancy dive
fancy diver
fancy diving
fancy dog
fancy dress
fancy dress ball
fancy geranium
fancy goods
fancy house
fancy lady
fancy man
fancy price
fancy talk
fancy that
fancy trimmer
fancy up
fancy woman
fancy work
fancy-baffled
fancy-blest
fancy-born
fancy-borne
fancy-bred
fancy-built
fancy-caught
fancy-dress ball
fancy-driven
fancy-fed
fancy-feeding
fancy-formed
fancy-framed
fancy-free
fancy-guided
fancy-led
fancy-loose
fancy-raised
fancy-shaped
fancy-stirring
fancy-struck
fancy-stung
fancy-weaving
fancy-woven
fancy-wrought
fandango bird
fang bolt
fanleaf palm
fanning machine
fanning mill
fanning out
fanny adams
fantail joint
fantail stern
fantasize about
fantastic notion
far afield
far ahead
far and away
far and near
far and wide
far away
far be it from me
far cry
far from it
far goer
far gone
far gone on
far horizon
far off
far on
far other
far out
far past
far piece
far point
far seer
far traveler
far-about
far-advanced
far-aloft
far-away
far-back
far-between
far-borne
far-branching
far-called
far-come
far-cost
far-darting
far-discovered
far-distant
far-down
far-downer
far-driven
far-eastern
far-embracing
far-extended
far-extending
far-famed
far-fet
far-fetch
far-fetched
far-flashing
far-flown
far-flung
far-flying
far-foamed
far-forth
far-gleaming
far-going
far-gone
far-heard
far-horizoned
far-looking
far-looming
far-northern
far-off
far-offness
far-out
far-parted
far-passing
far-point
far-projecting
far-ranging
far-reaching
far-reachingness
far-removed
far-resounding
far-seeing
far-seen
far-shooting
far-sight
farm team
farm tractor
farm-bred
farm-engro
farm-house
farm-stead
farm-yard
farmer cheese
farmer drill
farmer in the dell
farmer's lung
farmer-general
farmer-generalship
farmers cooperative
farmers-general
farmhouse loaf
faro bank
faro banker
fart around
farthest bound
farthest off
farthest out
farthest outpost
farthing dip
farthingale chair
farting around
fascia board
fascinated attention
fascine choker
fashion book
fashion designer
fashion gray
fashion house
fashion piece
fashion plate
fashion plate stem
fashion show
fashion writer
fashion-fancying
fashion-fettered
fashion-following
fashion-led
fashion-monger
fashion-setting
fashionable society
fashioning needle
fast and loose
fast asleep
fast-rooted
fast-rootedness
fast-running
fast-sailing
fast-settled
fast-stepping
fast-talk
fast-tied
fasten a quarrel on
fasten down
fasten itself on the mind
fasten on
fasten onto
fasten the eyes upon
fasten up
fasten upon
fasten yourself upon
fastening-penny
fastens-een
faster than sound
fastidious person
fat acid
fat as a fool
fat as a hog
fat as a pig
fat as a pork hog
fat as a porpoise
fat as a quail
fat as bacon
fat as brawn
fat as butter
fat back
fat box
fat cat
fat cell
fat chance
fat corpuscle
fat depot
fat gland
fat granule
fat heart
fat hen
fat liquor
fat man
fat mouse
fat of the land
fat oil
fat part
fat pork
fat purse
fat series
fat stock
fat-assed
fat-backed
fat-barked
fat-bellied
fat-bodied
fat-cheeked
fat-choy
fat-edged
fat-engendering
fat-faced
fat-faced type
fat-fed
fat-fleshed
fat-free
fat-head
fat-hen
fat-hipped
fat-legged
fat-necrosis
fat-paunched
fat-reducing
fat-rumped sheep
fat-shunning
fat-soluble
fat-tailed
fat-tailed sheep
fat-witted
fata morgana
fatal accident
fatal blow
fatal hour
fatal-boding
fatal-looking
fatal-plotted
fatal-seeming
fate line
fate worse than death
fate-bowed
fate-denouncing
fate-dogged
fate-environed
fate-foretelling
fate-furrowed
fate-menaced
favorable regard
favorable vote
favorable wind
favorably disposed
favorably impressed with
favorably inclined
favoring wind
favorite of the gods
favorite son
favors of office
fawn brown
fawn lily
fawn upon
fawn-color
fawn-colored
fawn-colour
faying surface
fear God
fear and trembling
fear holding on a minute longer
fear into the heart of
fear of God
fear that has said its prayers
fear-babe
fear-broken
fear-created
fear-depressed
fear-free
fear-froze
fear-inspiring
fear-palsied
fear-pursued
fear-shaken
fear-stricken
fear-struck
fear-tangled
fear-taught
fearsome-looking
feast and famine
feast day
feast of the soul
feast on
feast upon
feast-or-famine
feather alum
feather an oar
feather ball
feather banding
feather beater
feather bed
feather bleacher
feather boa
feather boarding
feather bolster
feather bonnet
feather brush
feather cleanser
feather cloth
feather columbine
feather crotch
feather curler
feather dresser
feather drier
feather driver
feather duster
feather dyer
feather fan
feather fern
feather finisher
feather geranium
feather grass
feather hyacinth
feather in your cap
feather joint
feather key
feather mail
feather maker
feather making
feather mattress
feather merchant
feather mosaic
feather moss
feather ore
feather out
feather palm
feather part
feather picker
feather pillow
feather pink
feather plume
feather poke
feather renovator
feather scrape
feather sewer
feather shot
feather spring
feather staccato
feather star
feather steamer
feather tick
feather tip
feather tract
feather tree
feather trimmer
feather type
feather valve
feather worm
feather your nest
feather’d rain
feather-bed
feather-covered
feather-duster worm
feather-edge
feather-fleece
feather-footed
feather-head
feather-heeled
feather-leaved
feather-legged
feather-stitch
feather-tail glider
feather-tongue
feather-veined
feather-weight
feather-weighted
feather-work
featherbed rule
feathered songster
featheredge file
feathering float
feathering paddle wheel
feathering screw
featherleaf cedar
feathertail glider
feathertop grass
feature attraction
feature editor
feature story
feature-length
feature-writing
febri-
febrifuge plant
fed to the gills
fed to the teeth
fed up
fed-up
fed-upedness
fed-upness
federal agent
federal assembly
federal district
federal government
federal home loan bank
federal intermediate credit bank
federal land bank
federal medicine
federal prison
federal reserve bank
federal tax
federated church
fee farm
fee farmer
fee fief
fee grief
fee position
fee simple
fee simple absolute
fee simple conditional
fee simple defeasible
fee simple determinable
fee splitting
fee tail
fee-farm
fee-faw-fum
fee-simple
fee-splitter
fee-splitting
fee-tail
feeble person
feeble-bodied
feeble-eyed
feeble-lunged
feeble-minded
feeble-mindedly
feeble-mindedness
feeble-voiced
feeble-winged
feeble-wit
feed bag
feed boiler
feed case
feed cooker
feed crusher
feed cutter
feed gear
feed grinder
feed guide
feed hand
feed heater
feed heating
feed hopper
feed line
feed lot
feed mill
feed mixer
feed motion
feed on
feed packer
feed pipe
feed plate
feed pump
feed rack
feed reel
feed rod
feed roll
feed screw
feed stable
feed store
feed tank
feed the fire
feed the fish
feed trough
feed truck
feed tube
feed upon
feed valve
feed water
feed wheat
feed wheel
feed wire
feed-and-reflector unit
feed-back coil
feed-water heater
feedback amplifier
feedback circuit
feedback conductance
feedback control
feedback inhibition
feedback loop
feedback pulses
feedback signals
feedback system engineer
feedback system engineering
feeder airline
feeder cable
feeder ear
feeder line
feeder plant
feeder reactor
feeder road
feeder-in
feeder-up
feeding bottle
feeding cup
feeding head
feeding point
feeding rod
feeding root
feeding standard
feeding market
feel about it
feel acutely
feel anxious
feel around
feel ashamed of yourself
feel at home
feel at liberty
feel awful
feel better about it
feel cheap
feel confident
feel contempt for
feel creepy
feel deeply
feel disgust
feel easy
feel emotion
feel fine
feel for
feel free
feel funny
feel good
feel happy
feel hungry
feel hurt
feel ill
feel in your bones
feel in your breast
feel in your guts
feel in your viscera
feel intuitively
feel like
feel like a million
feel like the walking dead
feel like yourself
feel no obligation
feel of
feel out
feel pain
feel relief
feel resentment
feel small
feel something terrible
feel sore
feel sorrow for
feel sorry for
feel superior to
feel sure
feel the pangs
feel the pulse
feel the want of
feel under an obligation
feel under the weather
feel unsure
feel up
feel up to
feel with
feel with the fingertips
feel your ground
feel your oats
feel your way
feel yourself
feel yourself again
feeler gauge
feeling awful
feeling cold
feeling evil
feeling faint
feeling for
feeling for language
feeling for words
feeling in your bones
feeling low
feeling of identity
feeling of kinship
feeling of relief
feeling out
feeling something terrible
feeling the pinch
feeling tone
feeling your oats
feery-fary
feet first
feet foremost
feet of clay
feg Dialect
feigned belief
feline agranulocytosis
feline distemper
feline enteritis
fell-fare
fell-field
fell-land
felling wedge
fellow actor
fellow american
fellow apprentice
fellow being
fellow boarder
fellow captive
fellow caucasian
fellow christian
fellow citizen
fellow collegian
fellow commoner
fellow communicant
fellow companion
fellow conspirator
fellow convict
fellow countryman
fellow craftsman
fellow creature
fellow criminal
fellow delegate
fellow disciple
fellow emigrant
fellow employee
fellow exile
fellow explorer
fellow feeling
fellow feeling in suffering
fellow guest
fellow heir
fellow helper
fellow idler
fellow immigrant
fellow laborer
fellow listener
fellow lodger
fellow man
fellow member
fellow mortal
fellow passenger
fellow patriot
fellow pedestrian
fellow plotter
fellow prisoner
fellow pupil
fellow servant
fellow sinner
fellow soldier
fellow student
fellow sufferer
fellow townsman
fellow traveler
fellow traveller
fellow tribesman
fellow victim
fellow villager
fellow worker
fellow workman
fellow worshiper
fellow-commoner
fellow-creature
fellow-feel
fellow-feeling
fellow-heir
fellow-man
fellow-men
fellow-servant rule
fellow-soldier
fellowship porter
felo de se
felo-de-se
felon grass
felon herb
felones-de-se
felony murder
felos-de-se
felsite-porphyry
felt conditioner
felt cutter
felt dauber
felt drier
felt fern
felt former
felt fuller
felt grain
felt hat
felt knife
felt maker
felt oiler
felt packer
felt roller
felt roofer
felt roofing
felt rust
felt sewer
felt side
felt washer
felt weaver
felt worker
felt-jacketed
felt-lined
felt-shod
felt-tip pen
female animal
female being
female gamete
female impersonator
female line
female organ
female organs
female rhyme
female sex
female suffrage
feme covert
feme sole
feme-sole merchant
feme-sole trader
femes covert
femes sole
feminine cadence
feminine caesura
feminine ending
feminine rhyme
feminist therapy
femme de chambre
femme fatale
femmes de chambre
femmes fatales
femoral artery
femto-
fen cress
fen duck
fen farmer
fen farming
fen fever
fen fire
fen grape
fen groundsel
fen lentil
fen orchis
fen rue
fen skate
fen skater
fen skating
fen thrush
fen-born
fen-bred
fen-sucked
fen-ting
fence arbor
fence balk
fence builder
fence in
fence lizard
fence maker
fence month
fence off
fence post
fence puller
fence rail
fence season
fence splicer
fence stretcher
fence tightener
fence-off
fence-sitter
fence-sitting
fence-straddler
fence-straddling
fenced-in
fencer's mask
fencing foils
fencing mask
fencing master
fencing match
fencing school  
fencing stick  
fencing-in  
fend for yourself  
fend off  
fender bar  
fender beam  
fender bolt  
fender boom  
fender pile  
fender post  
fender skid  
fender spar  
fender stool  
fender wall  
fenestration operation  
fennel giant  
fennel oil  
fennel seed  
fennel water  
fennel-leaved  
fer-de-lance  
fer-de-moline  
ferae naturae  
feriae jova  
ferling-noble  
fermentation alcohol  
fermentation gum  
fermentation lock  
fermentation tube  
fern ally  
fern asparagus  
fern ball  
fern bracken  
fern bush  
fern clubmoss  
fern covert  
fern cycad  
fern green  
fern hook  
fern meadowbur  
fern moss  
fern owl  
fern palm  
fern preserver  
fern scale  
fern scrub  
fern seed
fern tree
fern weevil
fern-clad
fern-crowned
fern-fringed
fern-leaved
fern-owl
fern-seed
fern-thatched
ferret badger
ferret out
ferret-badger
ferret-eyed
ferretto zone
ferri-
ferric ammonium oxalate
ferric chloride
ferric dimethylthiocarbamate
ferric oxide
ferric sodium oxalate
ferricyanic acid
ferris wheel
ferrite-rod aerial
ferro-
ferro-carbon-titanium
ferro-concrete
ferro-uranium
ferrocyanic acid
ferroso-
ferrotype tin
ferrous oxide
ferrous sulfate
ferrous sulphate
ferruginous duck
ferry bell
ferry bridge
ferry captain
ferry car
ferry craft
ferry incline
ferry master
ferry pole
ferry rack
ferry rocket
ferry slip
ferry steamer
ferry ticket
ferry warden
fetal diagnosis
fetal position
fetch a blow
fetch about
fetch and carry
fetch away
fetch breath
fetch candle
fetch down
fetch headway
fetch rod
fetch sternway
fetch up
fetch up all standing
fetch up at
fetch-candle
fetch-light
fetched-on
fetching-up
fete champetre
fete day
fete-champetre
feti-
fetid air
fetlock joint
fetlock-deep
fetter bone
feu annual
feu charter
feu d'artifice
feu de joie
feu duty
feu farm
feu farmer
feu-farm
feudal estate
feudal investiture
feudal system
feuille-morte
feux d'artifice
feux de joie
fever bark
fever bird
fever blister
fever chart
fever curve
fever flash
fever fly
fever heat
fever of excitement
fever pill
fever pitch
fever plant
fever reducer
fever sore
fever therapy
fever thermometer
fever treatment
fever tree
fever twig
fever ward
fever-cooling
fever-destroying
fever-haunted
fever-lurden
fever-maddened
fever-reducer
fever-ridden
fever-shaken
fever-sick
fever-smitten
fever-stricken
fever-troubled
fever-warm
fever-weakened
few and far between
few, a
few-acred
few-celled
few-flowered
few-flowered oat grass
few-fruitied
few-seeded
few-toothed
fiat justitia ruat caelum
fiat lux
fiat money
fibble-fable
fiber boilerman
fiber bundle
fiber carder
fiber comber
fiber crimper
fiber drafter
fiber dresser
fiber filler
fiber glass
fiber graphite
fiber hackler
fiber mixer
fiber optics
fiber plant
fiber plaster
fiber saturation point
fiber sorter
fiber stitch
fiber turner
fiber wax
fiber-faced
fiber-glass boat
fiber-shaped
fible-fable
fibr-
fibre optics
fibrin ferment
fibrino-
fibrinous pneumonia
fibro-
fibro-osteoma
fibroid heart
fibroid inflammation
fibroid phthisis
fibrous grass
fibrous-coated
fibrous-rooted
fickle Chance
fickle finger of fate
fickle-fancied
fickle-headed
fickle-minded
fickle-mindedly
fickle-mindedness
fiction of the mind
fictional form
fictitious name
fictitious person
fid hole
fiddle away
fiddle back
fiddle beetle
fiddle block
fiddle bow
fiddle brace back
field battery
field bean
field bed
field bee
field beet
field bellwort
field betony
field bindweed
field book
field boot
field bugloss
field camomile
field capacity
field captain
field chickweed
field clerk
field coil
field company
field control
field conventicle
field corn
field cress
field cricket
field crop
field crowfoot
field current
field cypress
field daisy
field day
field dodder
field dog
field driver
field duck
field emission
field event
field fortification
field frame
field garlic
field glass
field glasses
field goal
field grade
field gray
field gromwell
field guidance
field guide
field gun
field hand
field hockey
field holler
field horsetail
field hospital
field house
field ice
field intensity
field ion microscope
field jacket
field judge
field kale
field kitchen
field lark
field larkspur
field lens
field lily
field line
field madder
field magnet
field maneuver
field marigold
field mark
field marshal
field martin
field master
field meeting
field milkwort
field mint
field mouse
field mushroom
field music
field nigelweed
field night
field oak
field of battle
field of blood
field of bloodshed
field of force
field of fractions
field of honor
field of honour
field of inquiry
field of quotients
field of slaughter
field of study
field of view
field of vision
field officer
field order
field park
field pea
field penny-cress
field pine
field plotter
field plover
field poa grass
field poppy
field preaching
field probable error
field range
field ration
field rations
field rivet
field rush
field salad
field scabious
field scorpion grass
field service
field shoes
field soapwort
field soapwort field sorrel
field sorrel
field southernwood
field spaniel
field sparrow
field speedwell
field spider
field spirit
field spool
field sports
field staff
field station
field stop
field strength
field system
field telegraph
field telephone
field tent
field theory
field thistle
field thyme
field tiller
field titling
field train
field training
field trial
field trip
field vole
field winding
field work
field wormwood
field woundwort
field yam-root
field-bed
field-book
field-control converter
field-controlled
field-conventicle
field-conventicler
field-cornet
field-cornetcy
field-day
field-discharge switch
field-effect transistor
field-emission X-ray tube
field-glass
field-holler
field-marshals
field-meeting
field-strength meter
field-strip
field-stripped
field-stripping
field-stript
field-transfer switch
field-work
fielded panel
fielder's choice
fielding average
fields of Aalu
fiend from hell
fierce temper
fierce-eyed
fierce-faced
fierce-looking
fierce-minded
fierce-natured
fieri facias
fiery cross
fiery furnace
fiery imagination
fiery ordeal
fiery temper
fiery-bright
fiery-cross
fiery-crowned
fiery-eyed
fiery-faced
fiery-fierce
fiery-flaming
fiery-footed
fiery-helmed
fiery-hoofed
fiery-hot
fiery-kindled
fiery-liquid
fiery-mouthed
fiery-pointed
fiery-rash
fiery-seeming
fiery-shining
fiery-spangled
fiery-sparkling
fiery-spirited
fiery-sworded
fiery-tempered
fiery-tressed
fiery-twinkling
fiery-veined
fiery-visaged
fiery-wheeled
fiery-winged
fiesta de toros
fiesta flower
fiesta taurina
fiestas de toros
fiestas taurinas
fife rail
fife-rail
fifteen-pounder
fifth column
fifth columnist
fifth monarchy
fifth position
fifth venereal disease
fifth wheel
fifth-column
fifth-column activity
fifty cents
fifty percent
fifty-acre
fifty-dollar bill
fight a delaying action
fight a duel
fight a holding action
fight against
fight fire with fire
fight for
fight hand-to-hand
fight it out
fight like devils
fight off
fight over
fight shy
fight shy of
fight the good fight
fight the good fight for
fight to the death
fight to the last ditch
fight tooth and nail
fight with
fight with windmills
fight your battles over again
fight your way
fight-off
fighter pilot
fighter-bomber
fighter-interceptor
fighting chair
fighting chance
fighting cock
fighting fish
fighting force
fighting machine
fighting mad
fighting man
fighting ship
fighting top
fighting weight
fights, the
figment of the imagination
figurate number
figurative language
figuratively speaking
figure caster
figure dance
figure dancer
figure eight
figure in
figure of comparison
file forger
file grinder
file leader
file maker
file off
file setter
file sharpener
file signal
file snake
file suit for divorce
file tempering
file-fish
file-hard
file-soft
filet lace
filet mignon
filets mignons
fili-
filial generation
filial love
filiate to
filing box
filing card
filing case
filing clerk
filing system
filius nullius
filius populi
filix-mas
fill an office
fill and stand on
fill away
fill cap
fill horse
fill in
fill in for
fill out
fill the air
fill the bill
fill the measure of
fill the mind
fill time
fill to overflowing
fill to the brim
fill up
fill with doubt
fill you in
fill your pockets
fill your shoes
fill-belly
fill-dike
fill-in
fill-paunch
fill-space
fill-up
file d'honneur
file de chambre
file de joie
filled gold
filled milk
filled out
filled to overflowing
filled-system thermometer
filler cap
filler vase
filler wall
filler-in
filler-out
filler-up
filles d'honneur
filles de chambre
filles de joie
fillet cross
fillet head
fillet steak
fillet weld
filletster plane
filli-
filling knitting
filling station
fillister head
fillister plane
fillister screwhead
filly tail
filly-folly
film base
film camera
film caption
film case
film clip
film color
film cutter
film data
film developer
film editor
film evaporator
film exposure
film fern
film gate
film gatefilm gauge
film joiner
film library
film maker
film pack
film paper
film pickup
film play
film printer
film production
film rating
film recorder
film repairer
film sizing
film speed
film star
film strip
film studio
film window
film-eyed
film-free
film-struck
filmy fern
filmy-eyed
filo-
filter bed
filter candle
filter center
filter factor
filter flask
filter in
filter leaf
filter out
filter paper
filter passer
filter plate
filter press
filter pump
filter tip
filter-passing
filter-tipped
filterable virus
filtering flask
filth disease
filth ferment
filth receptacle
filth-borne
filth-created
filth-fed
filth-sodden
filthy humor
filthy language
filthy lucre
filthy person
filthy place
filthy rich
filthy weed
filthy-handed
filum aquae
fin boom
fin colter
fin cutter
fin de siecle
fin fold
fin keel
fin ray
fin whale
fin-backed
fin-fold theory
fin-footed
fin-shaped
fin-spined
fin-stabilized rocket
fin-tailed
fin-toed
fin-winged
final cause
final draft
final examination
final extremity
final hour
final instructions
final lot
final notice
final offer
final proposal
final result
final solution
final stroke
final summons
final touch
final twitch
final warning
find the key of
find the key to
find the solution
find time
find vent
find words to express
find your
find your account in
find your advantage in
find your heart
find your position
find your tongue
find your way into
find yourself
find yourself at
finder switch
finder telescope
finder-point punch
finding list
finding out
finding store
finding-out
fine Italian hand
fine and dandy
fine art
fine art of living
fine arts
fine chemicals
fine distinction
fine feather
fine fettle
fine flavor
fine gentleman
fine hand
fine how-do-you-do
fine kettle of fish
fine lady
fine linen
fine nail
fine palate
fine point
fine print
fine print at the bottom
fine sewer
fine shape
fine structure
fine talk
fine texture
fine whack
fine writer
fine writing
fine-appearing
fine-ax
fine-bore
fine-bred
fine-count
fine-cut
fine-dividing
fine-draw
fine-drawer
fine-drawing
fine-drawn
fine-dressed
fine-drew
fine-eyed
fine-feathered
fine-featured
fine-feeling
fine-fleeced
fine-furred
fine-graded
fine-grain
fine-grained
fine-grainedness
fine-haired
fine-headed
fine-leaved
fine-leaved heath
fine-looking
fine-mouthed
fine-nosed
fine-set
fine-sifted
fine-skinned
fine-spirited
fine-spoken
fine-spun
fine-still
fine-tapering
fine-threaded
fine-timbered
fine-toned
fine-tongued
fine-tooth
fine-tooth comb
fine-tooth-comb
fine-toothcomb
fine-toothed
fine-toothed comb
fine-tricked
fine-wrought
fineness of grain
fineness ratio
finer feelings
finery furnace
finery hearth
fines herbes
finger alphabet
finger bar
finger board
finger bowl
finger brush
finger clamp
finger coral
finger cutting
finger cymbals
finger exercise
finger fern
finger food
finger fracture
finger gate
finger gauge
finger grass
finger grip
finger guard
finger herb
finger hole
finger joint
finger lake
finger lime
finger man
finger mark
finger nut
finger of death
finger or two
finger paint
finger painter
finger painting
finger patch
finger pillory
finger plate
finger post
finger reading
finger ring
finger shell
finger sponge
finger steel
finger tight
finger wave
finger with
finger's breadth
finger's width
finger-ache
finger-and-toe
finger-comb
finger-comb grass
finger-cone
finger-cone pine
finger-cut
finger-end
finger-foxed
finger-marked
finger-paint
finger-pointing
finger-post
finger-shaped
finger-stall
finger-stone
fingers all thumbs
fingertip caress
fingertip coat
fingle-fangle
finis coronat opus
finish in front
finish off
finish up
finish-bore
finish-cut
finish-form
finish-grind
finish-machine
finish-mill
finish-plane
finish-ream
finish-shape
finish-stock
finish-stock change
finish-turn
finished up
finished version
finisher card
finishing change
finishing chisel
finishing nail
finishing school
finishing stove
finishing stroke
finishing tap
finishing touch
finite intersection property
finite number
finite verb
finite-dimensional
finitely additive function
fink out
finnan haddie
finnan haddock
finno-ugric
fippenny bit
fippenny piece
fipple flute
fipple pipe
fir apple
fir ball
fir balsam
fir club moss
fir cone
fir green
fir moss
fir needle
fir parrot
fir pine
fir rape
fir rope
fir wood
fir wool
fir-bordered
fir-built
fir-crested
fir-scented
fir-topped
fir-tree
fire a salute
fire a shot at
fire a volley
fire adjuster
fire alarm
fire altar
fire and brimstone
fire and fury
fire ant
fire apparatus
fire appliance
fire area
fire arrow
fire assay
fire at
fire away
fire balloon
fire bar
fire barrel
fire barrier
fire basket
fire bay
fire bean
fire beater
fire bed
fire beetle
fire bell
fire belt
fire bill
fire blast
fire blight
fire block
fire blower
fire bomb
fire boss
fire break
fire breather
fire bridge
fire brigade
fire bucket
fire buff
fire builder
fire bush
fire cage
fire chamber
fire cherry
fire chief
fire churn
fire clay
fire cock
fire command
fire commander
fire company
fire control
fire cross
fire curtain
fire main
fire maker
fire making
fire mark
fire marshal
fire mist
fire net
fire of demolition
fire of genius
fire off
fire office
fire opal
fire pail
fire patrol
fire patrolman
fire pike
fire pink
fire pit
fire plant
fire point
fire police
fire polishing
fire pot
fire power
fire prevention
fire quencher
fire raft
fire raid
fire raiser
fire red
fire red toner
fire reel
fire resistance
fire retardant
fire retarder
fire risk
fire room
fire root
fire salamander
fire sale
fire salvage
fire sand
fire saw
fire scarlet
fire screen
fire set
fire setting
fire ship
fire shovel
fire shutter
fire slash
fire spirit
fire station
fire step
fire stick
fire stink
fire stop
fire storm
fire support
fire swab
fire tactics
fire temple
fire test
fire the blood
fire thorn
fire tongs
fire tower
fire tree
fire trench
fire tube
fire underwriter
fire up
fire upon
fire walk
fire walking
fire wall
fire warden
fire watcher
fire weather
fire window
fire worker
fire worship
fire worshiper
fire your imagination
fire-
fire-and-brimstone
fire-angry
fire-arm
fire-backed pheasant
fire-ball
fire-baptized
fire-bearing
fire-bellied
fire-bird
fire-boot
fire-born
fire-box
fire-brand
fire-breathing
fire-breeding
fire-burning
fire-burnt
fire-chaser
fire-clad
fire-cracked
fire-crested
fire-cross
fire-crowned
fire-cure
fire-cured
fire-curing
fire-damp
fire-darting
fire-detecting
fire-drake
fire-eater
fire-eating
fire-endurance
fire-endurance test
fire-engine
fire-exit bolt
fire-extinguisher
fire-extinguishing
fire-eyed
fire-fang
fire-flaught
fire-float
fire-flowing
fire-fly
fire-foaming
fire-footed
fire-free
fire-gilded
fire-god
fire-hardened
fire-hoofed
fire-hook
fire-hot
fire-hunt
fire-hunting
fire-iron
fire-leaves
fire-light
fire-lighted
fire-lilies
fire-lily
fire-lipped
fire-marked
fire-master
fire-mouthed
fire-new
fire-pan
fire-pitted
fire-place
fire-plow
fire-polish
fire-pot
fire-proof
fire-protection engineer
fire-quenching
fire-raiser
fire-raising
fire-red
fire-resistant
fire-resistant material
fire-resisting
fire-resisting material
fire-resistive
fire-resistive material
fire-retardant
fire-retardant material
fire-retarded
fire-ring
fire-robbed
fire-safeness
fire-scarred
fire-scathed
fire-screen
fire-seamed
fire-ship
fire-souled
fire-spirited
fire-spitting
fire-sprinkling
fire-stone
fire-strong
fire-swart
fire-swift
fire-tailed
fire-tight
fire-tube boiler
fire-warmed
fire-wheeled
fire-winged
fire-work
fire-worker
fireburn bush
firecracker flower
fireless cooker
fireless heater
fireplace fitter
fireproof material
fireworks rocket
firing area
firing battery
firing charge
firing data
firing glass
firing iron
firing line
firing order
firing party
firing pin
firing ring
firing squad
firing step
firing table
firing test
firing tread
firing tube
firm as Gibraltar
firm belief
firm friendship
firm ground
firm hand
firm hold
firm price
firm resolve
firm up
firm-based
firm-braced
firm-chinned
firm-compacted
firm-footed
firm-framed
firm-jawed
firm-joint
firm-minded
firm-nerved
firm-paced
firm-planted
firm-rooted
firm-set
firm-sinewed
firm-textured
firm-written
firmament blue
firm-chisel
firm-gouge
firmly established
firmness of mind
firmness of spirit
firred plywood
first aid
first among equals
first and foremost
first and last
first appearance
first approach
first arrival
first axiom of countability
first base
first baseman
first blush
first blush of the morning
first brightening
first category
first cause
first choice
first class
first comer
first cousin
first crack
first crack out of the box
first derivative
first derived curve
first division
first draft
first edition
first estate
first family
first floor
first flush of the morning
first fruits
first glance
first hand
first harmonic
first impression
first inning
first intention
first lady
first lap
first law of motion
first law of thermodynamics
first lieutenant
first light
first line
first line of battle
first line of defense
first main track
first mate
first mortgage
first mortgage bond
first motion
first move
first name
first night
first of all
first off
first offender
first officer
first option
first or last
first order
first paper
first papers
first person
first philosophy
first place
first position
first post
first principle
first principles
first prize
first quarter
first rate
first reader
first reading
first refusal
first round
first school
first sergeant
first sight
first speed
first stage
first step
first steps
first stomach
first stone
first story
first string
first team
first thing
first tragedian
first violinist
first water
first-aid
first-aider
first-begot
first-begotten
first-born
first-bred
first-built
first-cause argument
first-chop
first-class
first-class mail
first-conceived
first-created
first-day
first-day cover
first-degree burn
first-done
first-endeavoring
first-expressed
first-famed
first-floor
first-foot
first-footer
first-formed
first-found
first-framed
first-fruit
first-gendered
first-generation
first-gotten
first-grown
first-hand
first-in
first-in first-out
first-invented
first-known
first-line
first-loved
first-made
first-mentioned
first-mining
first-mortgage
first-mortgage bond
first-name
first-named
first-night
first-nighter
first-order reaction
first-out
first-page
first-past-the-post
first-preferred
first-rate
first-rately
first-rateness
first-rater
first-ripe
first-run
first-seen
first-strike capacity
first-string
first-told
first-written
fiscal agent
fiscal period
fiscal year
fise dog
fish and chips
fish ball
fish beam
fish begonia
fish belly
fish blanket
fish boom
fish bowl
fish breeder
fish breeding
fish cake
fish carrier
fish carver
fish checker
fish coop
fish crane
fish crow
fish culture
fish davit
fish day
fish dinner
fish doctor
fish duck
fish eagle
fish eggs
fish essence
fish eye
fish factory
fish flake
fish flour
fish fly
fish for
fish for compliments
fish fork
fish fry
fish fungus
fish geranium
fish globe
fish glue
fish grass
fish guano
fish hatcher
fish hatchery
fish hawk
fish in troubled waters
fish inspector
fish joint
fish kettle
fish killer
fish knife
fish ladder
fish lead
fish louse
fish manure
fish maw
fish meal
fish mint
fish mold
fish moth
fish net
fish oil
fish or cut bait
fish out
fish out of water
fish owl
fish pearl
fish pendant
fish plank  
fish poison  
fish pole  
fish pomace  
fish salt  
fish scale  
fish scrap  
fish slice  
fish soup  
fish splice  
fish stick  
fish story  
fish tackle  
fish tail  
fish tape  
fish tapeworm  
fish to fry  
fish tongue  
fish torpedo  
fish up  
fish warden  
fish wheel  
fish wire  
fish young  
fish-and-chip shop  
fish-and-chips  
fish-backed  
fish-bellied  
fish-belly rail  
fish-blooded  
fish-canning  
fish-cultural  
fish-culturist  
fish-day  
fish-eating  
fish-eating bird  
fish-eye lens  
fish-eyed  
fish-fag  
fish-fed  
fish-feeding  
fish-flaking  
fish-gig  
fish-god  
fish-goddess  
fish-hatching  
fish-hook  
fish-producing
fishtail burner
fishtail cutter
fishtail down
fishtail drapery
fishtail landing
fishtail palm
fishtail wind
fishtail-shaped
fishy transaction
fissi-
fission alga
fission bomb
fission fungus
fission particles
fission products
fission reaction
fission reactor
fission-fusion bomb
fissionable material
fissure of Rolando
fissure of Sylvius
fissure vein
fist hatchet
fist law
fist mate
fistulous withers
fit and fine
fit as a fiddle
fit for
fit for a gourmet
fit for a king
fit for sea
fit for society
fit for the dust hole
fit for the junk yard
fit for the wastepaper basket
fit in
fit of abstraction
fit of anger
fit of crying
fit of laughter
fit of temper
fit out
fit plant
fit strip
fit the pattern
fit to be tied
fit to bust
fit to kill
fit to live in
fit together
fit up
fitchy at the foot
fitful sleep
fitness for society
fits and starts
fitted coat
fitted for
fitted out
fitted sheet
fittie-lan
fitting change
fitting out
fitting room
fitting strip
five C's
five W's
five all
five and twenty
five back
five bucks
five cents
five centuries
five dollars
five hundred
five hundred dollars
five hundred rummy
five percenter
five rayed
five senses
five spice powder
five stones
five-acre
five-act
five-and-dime
five-and-ten
five-and-ten-cent store
five-barred
five-barred gate
five-beaded
five-branched
five-by-five
five-card
five-chambered
five-corn
five-cornered
five-corners
five-cut
five-day
five-day fever
five-day week
five-dollar bill
five-dollar gold piece
five-eighth
five-em space
five-faced bishop
five-figure
five-finger
five-fingered
five-fingers
five-flowered
five-foiled
five-foot
five-gaited
five-guinea
five-horned
five-hour
five-hundred-dollar bill
five-inch
five-leaf
five-leafed
five-leaved
five-legged
five-line
five-lined
five-lobed
five-master
five-mile
five-minute
five-minute gun
five-nerved
five-nine
five-o'clock shadow
five-o'clock tea
five-page
five-part
five-part time
five-parted
five-percenter
five-ply
five-pointed
five-pointed star
five-pound
five-quart
five-rater
five-reel
five-reeler
five-ribbed
five-room
five-shooter
five-sisters
five-spot
five-spotted
five-star
five-star general
five-story
five-stringed
five-toed
five-toothed
five-twenty
five-valved
five-volume
five-week
five-year
five-year plan
fivepenny morris
fix a limit
fix in the memory
fix in the mind
fix on
fix the blame for
fix the burden of
fix the date
fix the eyes upon
fix the mind on
fix the mind upon
fix the paternity of
fix the price of
fix the responsibility for
fix the thoughts on
fix the thoughts upon
fix the time
fix to
fix together
fix up
fix upon
fix your attention
fix your gaze
fix your position
fix your thoughts
fix-it shop
fixation abscess
fixation neurosis
fixation pause
fixation point
fixative varnish
fixed and flashing light
fixed arch
fixed asset
fixed assets
fixed belief
fixed capital
fixed charge
fixed charges
fixed cost
fixed costs
fixed feast
fixed idea
fixed in the mind
fixed investment trust
fixed liability
fixed light
fixed mind
fixed oil
fixed opinion
fixed point
fixed price
fixed purpose
fixed regard
fixed resolve
fixed satellite
fixed star
fixed stars
fixed station
fixed trust
fixed upon
fixed-bar
fixed-do
fixed-do system
fixed-focus camera
fixed-head coup
fixed-head coupe
fixed-hub
fixed-hub axle
fixed-income
fixed-point representation
fixed-temperature
fixed-wing aircraft
fixing bath
fixity of purpose
fizz out
fizzle out
fl dr
fl oz
flabby-cheeked
flabell-
flag captain
flag day
flag down
flag fall
flag flower
flag halyard
flag hoister
flag lieutenant
flag list
flag of convenience
flag of truce
flag officer
flag post
flag rank
flag salute
flag seat
flag signal
flag smut
flag station
flag stop
flag waver
flag waving
flag-bearer
flag-bedizened
flag-man
flag-officer
flag-root
flag-ship
flag-staff
flag-stone
flag-waver
flag-waving
flagellate yourself
flageolet tone
flagging iron
flagon-shaped
flagrant falsehood
flagrant delicto
flail at
flail away at
flail joint
flak jacket
flak ship
flak suit
flak train
flak vest
flak figure
flak manna
flak off
flak out
flak stand
flak tragacanth
flak white
flaked-out
flaky pastry
flambor flamb
flame azalea
flame blue
flame bridge
flame cell
flame color
flame cultivator
flame gun
flame holder
flame ignition
flame lamp
flame lily
flame lousewort
flame manometer
flame microphone
flame nettle
flame out
flame projector
flame reaction
flame red
flame scarlet
flame spectrum
flame standard
flame stitch
flame test
flame tetra
flame thrower
flame trap
flame tree
flame up
flame vine
flame-breasted
flame-breathing
flame-colored
flame-colour
flame-cut
flame-darting
flame-devoted
flame-eyed
flame-faced
flame-feathered
flame-fusion process
flame-haired
flame-of-the-forest
flame-of-the-woods
flame-out
flame-red
flame-robed
flame-shaped
flame-snorting
flame-sparkling
flame-thrower
flame-tight
flame-tipped
flame-tree
flame-uplifted
flame-winged
flames-of-the-woods
flaming torch
flamingo flower
flamingo-flower
flammable material
flan ring
flange bushing
flange coupling
flange joint
flange nut
flange plate
flange pulley
flange rail
flange steel
flange tile
flange union
flank attack
flank company
flank defense
flank file
flank fire
flank guard
flank march
flank movement
flank patrol
flank speed
flank steak
flanker back
flanking angle
flannel cake
flannel flower
flannel moth
flannel plant
flannelmouth catfish
flannelmouth sucker
flap door
flap hinge
flap the memory
flap tile
flap valve
flap-dragon
flap-ear'd knave
flap-eared
flapper dock
flapper skate
flapper-bag
flapping angle
flare light
flare out
flare path
flare rocket
flare star
flare up
flare-out
flare-up
flare-up light
flash across one's mind
flash across the mind
flash back
flash boiler
flash bulb
flash burn
flash butt welding
flash camera
flash card
flash color
flash fire
flash flood
flash gear
flash generator
flash gun
flash in the pan
flash lamp
flash method
flash of light
flash of lightning
flash of wit
flash on the mind
flash pasteurization
flash photography
flash photolysis
flash picture
flash pipe
flash point
flash powder
flash price
flash set
flash spectrum
flash synchronizer
flash test
flash tube
flash up
flash upon one
flash valve
flash welding
flash wheel
flash-board
flash-house
flash-lock
flash-man
flash-pasteurize
flashed brick
flashed glass
flashing block
flashing light
flashing point
flashover voltage
flask-shaped
flask-shaped heart
flat aft
flat and unprofitable
flat arch
flat as a billiard table
flat as a board
flat as a bowling green
flat as a cake
flat as a flounder
flat as a pancake
flat as a tennis court
flat back
flat broke
flat bug
flat calm
flat cap
flat coat
flat contradiction
flat country
flat drill
flat failure
flat fish
flat foot
flat glass
flat in
flat key
flat knit
flat knitting
flat knot
flat market
flat on your back
flat on your belly
flat on your nose
flat out
flat palm
flat pass
flat point lace
flat press
flat race
flat racing
flat rate
flat refusal
flat roof
flat sage
flat sennit
flat silver
flat sour
flat spin
flat tire
flat wash
flat-armed
flat-backed
flat-beaked
flat-bed
flat-bed cylinder press
flat-bed press
flat-billed
flat-boat
flat-bosomed
flat-bottom
flat-bottomed
flat-breasted
flat-browed
flat-cap
flat-cheeked
flat-chested
flat-coated retriever
flat-compound
flat-crowned
flat-decked
flat-ended
flat-faced
flat-floored
flat-fold
flat-foot
flat-footed
flat-footedly
flat-footedness
flat-fronted
flat-grained
flat-handled
flat-hat
flat-hatted
flat-hatter
flat-hatting
flat-head
flat-headed
flat-heeled
flat-hoofed
flat-horned
flat-iron
flat-joint pointing
flat-knit
flat-minded
flat-mouthed
flat-nose
flat-nosed
flat-out
flat-out speed
flat-packed
flat-plate keel
flat-plate printing
flat-ribbed
flat-ring
flat-ring armature
flat-roofed
flat-saw
flat-sawed
flat-sawing
flat-sawn
flat-shouldered
flat-sided
flat-slab construction
flat-soled
flat-sour
flat-toothed
flat-top
flat-topped
flat-turret lathe
flat-visaged
flat-waisted
flat-ways
flat-woven
flatbed cylinder press
flatbed press
flathead cat
flathead catfish
flatheaded apple tree borer
flatheaded borer
flattail mullet
flatten in
flatten out
flatten yourself
flattened-strand rope
flattening oven
flattening stone
flatter the palate
flatter yourself
flatter-blind
flattering remark
flattering tongue
flatting furnace
flatting mill
flattening oil
flattop antenna
flatwork ironer
flavo-
flavor control
flavoring extract
flaw in an argument
flax bellflower
flax blue
flax brake
flax buncher
flax bundler
flax canker
flax comb
fleam tooth
fleche de lard
flector tuning
fleece vine
fleece wool
fleece-lined
fleece-vine
fleece-white
fleecy cloud
fleecy-looking
fleecy-white
fleecy-winged
fleer at
fleet admiral
fleet engineer
fleet insurance
fleet milk
fleet street
fleet submarine
fleet-foot
fleet-footed
fleeting impulse
french-gut
flesh and blood
flesh color
flesh crow
flesh eater
flesh flea
flesh fly
flesh fork
flesh glove
flesh hoop
flesh ocher
flesh out
flesh pink
flesh red
flesh show
flesh side
flesh tint
flesh tone
flesh worm
flesh wound
flesh-bearing
flesh-color
flesh-colored
flesh-colour
flesh-consuming
flesh-devouring
flesh-eater
flesh-eating
flesh-fallen
flesh-fly
flesh-pink
flesh-pot
fleshing knife
fleshly delight
fleshly lust
fleshly-minded
fleshpots of Egypt
fleshy fruit
fleshy-fruited
fleur de luce
fleur de lys
fleur-de-lis
fleur-de-lys
fleurs-de-lis
fleurs-de-lys
fleury counterfleury
flex point
flex wing
flex your muscles
flexible shaft
flexible supports
flexible-shaft drill
flexuoso-
flexure plate scale
flick knife
flick of the eyelash
flick you on the raw
flicker of an eye
flicker photometer
flicker photometry
flickering flame
flickering light
flier-out
flight arrow
flight attendant
flight bag
flight control
flight crew
flight deck
flight engineer
flight feather
flight feathers
flight formation
flight indicator
flight instrument
flight leader
flight lieutenant
flight line
flight muscle
flight nurse
flight of fancy
flight of ideas
flight of steps
flight of time
flight of wit
flight officer
flight operation
flight path
flight path angle
flight pay
flight plan
flight reaction
flight recorder
flight shooter
flight shooting
flight simulator
flight song
flight status
flight strip
flight surgeon
flight test
flight tester
flight training
flight-shooting
flight-shot
flight-test
flightless bird
flint clay
flint corn
flint glass
flint gray
flint mill
flint miller
flint milling
flint paper
flint paring
flint skinning
flint sponge
flint wheat
flint-dried
flint-glass
flint-lock
flip a coin
flip chart
flip glass
flip of a coin
flip of the coin
flip out
flip side
flip side, the
flip through
flip through the pages
flip your lid
flip your wig
flip-flap
flip-flop
flip-flop circuit
flip-flopped
flip-flopping
flip-flops
flip-up
flipper turns
flippery-flopperty
flippity-flip
flirt with
flirt with death
flirt with the idea
flirt-gill
flirtation-proof
flirting with death
flitch beam
flitch girder
flitch plate
flitter-mouse
float a bond issue
float a loan
float bowl
float bridge
float builder
float carburetor
float chamber
float copper
float fescue
float fishing
float foxtail
float glass
float grass
float high
float in a sea of doubt
float in space
float in the air
float key
float net
float on your back
float ore
float plane
float pump
float road
float seaplane
float stick
float switch
float tank
float trap
float up
float valve
float whey
float with the current
float with the stream
float work
float-boat
float-cut
float-cut file
float-feed
float-feed carburetor
float-iron
float-stone
floating anchor
floating assets
floating battery
floating bridge
floating capital
floating charge
floating debt
floating dock
floating dry dock
floating drydock
floating fescue
floating foundation
floating foxtail
floating gang
floating grass
floating heart
floating hotel
floating inspector
floating island
floating light
floating manna grass
floating mine
floating palace
floating partition
floating point
floating policy
floating rib
floating screed
floating soap
floating stage
floating stock
floating supply
floating vote
floating-point representation
flocculent precipitate
flock book
flock dot
flock duck
flock mating
flock paper
flock pigeon
flock to
flock together
flock-meal
floe rat
flog a dead horse
flog yourself
flogging chisel
flogging hammer
flood anchor
flood control
flood dam
flood fallowing
flood insurance
flood lamp
flood main ballast
flood negative
flood of light
flood of tears
flood plain
flood pounds in after trim
flood the market
flood the market with
flood the tank
flood the tanks
flood tide
flood with light
flood-gate
flood-hatch
flood-tide
floodable length
flooded with light
floodlight projector
floor arch
floor beam
floor board
floor boarding
floor broker
floor chisel
floor clamp
floor cleaner
floor cleaning
floor covering
floor dresser
floor dressing
floor enamel
floor finish
floor furnace
floor hanger
floor joist
floor knob
floor lamp
floor leader
floor line
floor manager
floor mat
floor model
floor mop
floor oil
floor oiler
floor paint
floor pit
floor plan
floor plate
floor play
floor plug
floor pocket
floor polish
floor polisher
floor price
floor push
floor sample
floor sander
floor scraper
floor show
floor slab
floor stain
floor switch
floor system
floor tile
floor timber
floor trader
floor wax
floor waxing
floor-cloth
floor-length
floor-load
floor-walker
flooring beam
flooring block
flooring board
flooring braid
flooring clamp
flooring grating
flooring hatchet
flooring joist
flooring lumber
flooring nail
flooring plank
flooring plaster
flooring saw
flooring stone
flooring timber
flop down
flop forging
flop-eared
flop-top
flora and fauna
floral clock
floral decoration
floral decorator
floral emblem
floral envelope
floral leaf
fiores sulphuris
flori-
florid passage
florid phrase
florid style
flory counter-flory
flos ferri
flos-ferri
floss silk
floss hole
floss silk
floss thread
floss-silk
floss-silk tree
flossflower blue
flootation blanket
flootation cell
flootation gear
flotsam and jetsam
flounce off
flounce out
flounder-man
flour bag
flour barrel
flour beetle
flour bin
flour blend
flour blender
flour blending
flour bolt
flour bolter
flour bolting
flour copper
flour corn
flour grinder
flour hopper
flour maker
flour mill
flour miller
flour milling
flour mite
flour mixer
flour moth
flour packer
flour paste
flour sack
flour sifter
flour sifting
flour slick
flour weevil
flour weigher
flour worm
flourish of rhetoric
flourish of trumpets
flourishing condition
flourishing thread
flow back
flow bean
flow breccia
flow calorimeter
flow chart
flow cleavage
flow control
flow diagram
flow from
flow gate
flow in
flow moss
flow nipple
flow of air
flow of blood
flow of ideas
flow of thought
flow of time
flow of words
flow on
flow out
flow over
flow sheet
flow texture
flow together
flow valve
flow-blue
flow-control system
flow-on
flowage texture
flower arrangement
flower basket
flower bed
flower beetle
flower boat
flower bowl
flower box
flower bud
flower bug
flower child
flower concrete
flower cup
flower fence
flower fly
flower gardener
flower gardening
flower girl
flower grower
flower head
flower maker
flower making
flower nymph
flower of age
flower of life
flower outbloom
flower painter
flower painting
flower paintress
flower part
flower piece
flower power
flower pride
flower scissors
flower seller
flower shop
flower show
flower spike
flower stalk
flower time
flower tree
flower-bearing
flower-bespangled
flower-besprinkled
flower-breeding
flower-crowned
flower-cup fern
flower-de-luce
flower-decked
flower-embroidered
flower-enameled
flower-enwoven
flower-faced
flower-gentle
flower-growing
flower-hung
flower-infolding
flower-inwoven
flower-kirtled
flower-of-Jove
flower-of-an-hour
flower-pecker
flower-pot
flower-scented
flower-shaped
flower-sprinkled
flower-strewn
flower-sucking
flower-sweet
flower-teeming
flowering currant
flowering dogwood
flowering flax
flowering maple
flowering moss
flowering plant
flowering quince
flowering raspberry
flowering rush
flowering spurge
flowering time
flowering tobacco
flowering wintergreen
flowering-rush family
flowers of rhetoric
flowers of speech
flowers of sulfur
flowers of zinc
flowers-of-Jove
flowery language
flowery style
flowery-kirtled
flowery-mantled
flowing locks
flowing periods
flowing stream
flowing tongue
flowing toward
flowing tresses
flowing-robed
flucti-
fluctuation-proof
flue bridge
flue cleaner
flue pipe
flue plate
flue stop
flue stopper
flue surface
flue-cure
flue-cured
flue-curing
fluent tongue
fluff your lines
fluff-gib
fluffy-haired
fluffy-minded
fluid assets
fluid clutch
fluid compression
fluid coupling
fluid die
fluid drachm
fluid dram
fluid drive
fluid dynamics
fluid extract
fluid flywheel
fluid friction
fluid mechanics
fluid motion
fluid movement
fluid operations
fluid ounce
fluid pressure
fluid-compressed
flump down
flunk out
fluo-
fluoboric acid
fluophosphoric acid
fluor spar
fluor-
fluor-spar
fluorescence microscope
fluorescent lamp
fluorescent light
fluorescent lighting
fluorescent paint
fluorescent tube
fluoric acid
fluorine dating
fluorite green
fluorite violet
fluoro-
fluorocarbon plastic
fluorophosphoric acid
fluosilicic acid
flush box
flush coat
flush deck
flush girt
flush of money
flush out
flush rim
flush tank
flush with money
flush-bound
flush-cut
flush-deck vessel
flush-decked
flush-decked vessel
flush-decker
flush-head rivet
flush-headed
flush-jointed
flush-plate filter
flush-plate
flushed with anger
flushed with joy
flushed with pride
flushed with success
flushed with victory
flushing out
flushing rim
flute glass
flute shrike
flute stop
flute-douce
flute-shaped
fluting iron
flutter kick
flutter the dovecotes
flutter tonguing
flutter valve
flutter wheel
flutter-headed
fluttering the eyelids
fluvio-aeolian
flux and reflux
flux de bouche
flux de mots
flux de paroles
flux density
flux function
flux gate
flux linkage
flux of time
flux of words
flux turn
flux valve
fluxing lime
fly a kite
fly about
fly agaric
fly aloft
fly anchor
fly apart
fly ash
fly at
fly back
fly ball
fly bar
fly blind
fly blister
fly block
fly book
fly by the seat of your pants
fly cap
fly casting
fly cop
fly dope
fly down
fly drill
fly finisher
fly finishing
fly fishing
fly floor
fly frame
fly front
fly fungus
fly gallery
fly governor
fly half
fly high
fly honeysuckle
fly in formation
fly in the face of
fly in the face of facts
fly in the face of reason
fly in the face of the law
fly in the ointment
fly in the teeth of
fly into a passion
fly into a rage
fly into a temper
fly into the face of danger
fly left seat
fly line
fly loft
fly low
fly mold
fly mushroom
fly net
fly nut
fly oat
fly off
fly off at a tangent
fly off the handle
fly on instruments
fly open
fly orchid
fly out
fly page
fly phalanger
fly poison
fly powder
fly press
fly rail
fly right seat
fly rod
fly rollway
fly rope
fly sheet
fly snapper
fly spray
fly spring
fly stone
fly storm warnings
fly swatter
fly tent
fly the beam
fly the coop
fly tick
fly tip
fly title
fly to
fly to the assistance of
fly to the sword
fly up
fly wagon
fly water
fly way
fly weevil
fly whisk
fly-away
fly-bane
fly-bitten
fly-blow
fly-blown
fly-boat
fly-boy
fly-by-night
fly-catcher
fly-catching
fly-catching warbler
fly-dung
fly-fish
fly-fisher
fly-fisherman
fly-fishing
fly-flap
fly-free
fly-killing
fly-leaf
fly-net
fly-past
fly-rail
fly-sheet
fly-specked
fly-spleckled
fly-strike
fly-stuck
fly-swarmed
fly-up
fly-wheel
fly-yrap
flyaway grass
flying banana
flying bathtub
flying bedspring
flying bedstead
flying boat
flying bomb
flying bond
flying boxcar
flying bridge
flying buttress
flying cadet
flying circus
flying classroom
flying colors
flying colours
flying column
flying crow's nest
flying deck
flying doctor
flying dragon
flying dutchman
flying field
flying fish
flying flame
flying fortress
flying fox
flying frog
flying gangway
flying gurnard
flying horses
flying jib
flying jib boom
flying jib guy
flying jib martingale
flying jib stay
flying jump
flying kite
flying kites
flying lemur
flying lessons
flying lizard
flying machine
flying mare
flying marmot
flying moor
flying motorcycle
flying mouse
flying nightingale
flying officer
flying phalanger
flying platform
flying range
flying ring
flying robin
flying rumor
flying sap
flying saucer
flying shear
flying skysail
flying speed
flying spot
flying squad
flying squadron
flying squirrel
flying start
flying tackle
flying tank
flying tanker
flying torpedo
flying wing
flywheel effect
flywheel efficiency
flywheel-explosion
foam at the mouth
foam extinguisher
foam glass
foam rubber
foam-beat
foam-born
foam-crested
foam-flanked
foam-flecked
foam-girt
foam-lit
foam-painted
foam-rubber mattress
foam-white
foaming at the mouth
fob chain
fob off
fob on
focal distance
focal epilepsy
focal infection
focal inflammation
focal length
focal plane
focal point
focal ratio
focal-plane shutter
focus lamp
focus of attention
focus of interest
focus on
focus the attention
focus the mind on
focus the thoughts on
focus tube
focus upon
focus your thoughts
focusing cloth
focusing glass
foe-encompassed
foe-reaped
foe-subduing
foeti-
fog alarm
fog bank
fog bell
fog belt
fog buoy
fog circle
fog drip
fog forest
fog gong
fog grass
fog gun
fog lamp
fog level
fog light
fog screen
fog signal
fog up
fog whistle
fog-bank
fog-beset
fog-blue
fog-born
fog-bred
fog-hidden
fog-logged
fog-ridden
fog-signal
foie de veau
foie gras
foist in
foist on
foist yourself upon
fold dike
fold in
fold over
fold soke
fold to the heart
fold up
fold your arms
fold-away bed
folded dipole
folded sleep
folder-up
folding bed
folding bicycle
folding camera
folding chair
folding door
folding fin
folding ladder
folding machine
folding money
folding press
folding table
folding wing
foliage brown
foliage carver
foliage green
foliage leaf
foliage plant
foliate Architect
foliated joint
foliato-
folic acid
folie a deux
folie de grandeur
folie du doute
folinic acid
folio letterheads
folio noteheads
folio post
folio verso
folk air
folk art
folk ballad
folk ballads
folk belief
folk carol
folk custom
folk dance
folk dancing
folk dialect
folk drama
folk ethics
folk etymology
folk guitarist
folk hero
folk lay
folk literature
folk medicine
folk melody
folk memory
folk mind
folk motif
folk music
folk myth
folk nation
folk play
folk poetry
folk psychologist
folk psychology
folk rock
folk school
folk singer
folk singing
folk society
folk song
folk songs
folk speech
folk state
folk story
folk tale
folk theater
folk tune
folk weave
folk-dancer
folk-etymological
folk-lore
folk-music festival
folk-rock
folk-rock singer
folk-sing
follicle mite
follicle-stimulating hormone
follow a clew
follow a clue
follow a course
follow a trade
follow advice
follow after
follow as a matter of course
follow as an occupation
follow at heel
follow block
follow board
follow close upon
follow dies
follow from
follow implicitly
follow in a series
follow in the footsteps of
follow in the footsteps of
follow in the steps of
follow in the trail of
follow in the wake of
follow in your footsteps
follow like sheep
follow on
follow on the heels of
follow out
follow peace with all men
follow protocol
follow rest
follow shot
follow strong drink
follow suit
follow the
follow the beam
follow the beaten path
follow the book
follow the crowd
follow the example of
follow the fashion
follow the hounds
follow the lead of
follow the leader
follow the party line
follow the rule
follow the rules
follow the scent of
follow the sea
follow the spoor of
follow the straight and narrow
follow the trail of
follow the trail to
follow through
follow to a conclusion
follow up
follow up an inquiry
food color
food container
food cycle
food faddist
food fish
food for powder
food for thought
food for worms
food freezing
food grain
food grower
food inspector
food items
food of the gods
food package
food packer
food plant
food poisoning
food preservative
food reserve
food shop
food store
food supply
food tax
food tube
food value
food waste
food web
food yolk
food-gathering
food-processing
food-producing
food-productive
food-providing
food-sick
food-size
fool around
fool around with
fool away
fool away time
fool duck
fool hay
fool hen
fool mistake
fool notion
fool plow
fool trick
fool with
fool's cap
fool's coat
fool's errand
fool's gold
fool's paradise
fool's parsley
fool's trick
fool's-cap
fool's-parsley
fool-bold
fool-born
fool-frequented
fool-frighting
fool-happy
fool-hasty
fool-headed
fool-heady
fool-large
fool-proof
fooling around
foolish act
foolish guillemot
foolish thing
foolish-bold
foolish-looking
foolish-wise
foolish-witty
foolscape octavo
foolscape quarto
foot accelerator
foot at
foot base
foot bath
foot bellows
foot bone
foot brake
foot by foot
foot candle
foot carpet
foot correctionist
foot cushion
foot dangle
foot dirt
foot doctor
foot drop
foot fault
foot for foot
foot front
foot guard
foot iron
foot it
foot jaw
foot level
foot lever
foot lift
foot line
foot mange
foot mantle
foot match
foot measure
foot page
foot pan
foot passenger
foot pavement
foot post
foot pump
foot race
foot racer
foot racing
foot rail
foot road
foot rot
foot rule
foot scab
foot score
foot scraper
foot screw
foot soldier
foot specialist
foot stove
foot the bill
foot tour
foot track
foot trail
foot traveler
foot tubercle
foot up
foot valve
foot waling
foot walker
foot warmer
foot washing
foot-acted
foot-and-mouth disease
foot-binding
foot-breadth
foot-candle
foot-candle meter
foot-cloth
foot-dragger
foot-dragging
foot-faring
foot-firm
foot-free
foot-grain
foot-grain per second
foot-guard
foot-hook
foot-hot
foot-lambert
foot-lame
foot-length
foot-licking
foot-loose
foot-mantle
foot-mark
foot-note
foot-pale
foot-payh
foot-pound
foot-pound-second
foot-poundal
foot-power
foot-running
foot-second
foot-slog
foot-sore
foot-tiring
foot-ton
foot-up
foot-wall
foot-weary
football field
football pools
football season
footed arrow
foothill death camas
foothill pine
foothill yellow pine
footing ale
footing beam
footing it
footing piece
footing stone
footloose and fancy-free
footman moth
footmen’s gallery
footplate man
footstep bearing
footwear merchant
for FC
for God's sake
for a certainty
for a consideration
for a coon's age
for a dog's age
for a fact
for a lifetime
for a little while
for a long time
for a mere song
for a moment
for a month of Sundays
for a rainy day
for a season
for a short time
for a song
for a time
for a wonder
for ages
for ages of ages
for all me
for all practical purposes
for all that
for all the world
for all the world like
for all time
for all to see
for all you are worth
for all you know
for all your natural life
for always
for amusement
for an age
for and
for anything you knows
for aught one cares
for aught one knows
for aye
for better or for worse
for certain
for crying out loud
for dear life
for donkey's years
for each
for effect
for ever
for ever and ever
for ever so long
for evermore
for example
for fear of
for fear that
for fete
for foehn
for form's sake
for free
for fun
for good
for good and all
for good measure
for goodness sake
for heaven's sake
for hire
for instance
for it
for keeps
for kicks
for lack of something better
for lagniappe
for laughs
for life
for long
for love
for many a long day
for mercy's sake
for money
for my part
for nickels and dimes
for no other ears
for nothing
for others
for pennies
for practical purposes
for professional services
for public consumption
for real
for rent
for sale
for services rendered
for short
for show
for some reason
for sport
for sure
for that
for that cause
for that reason
for the asking
for the best
for the better
for the birds
for the cause that
for the devil of it
for the duration
for the fun of it
for the heck of it
for the hell of it
for the life of you
for the love of
for the meantime
for the moment
for the most part
for the nonce
for the people
for the period of
for the purpose of
for the reason that
for the record
for the sake of
for the term of your days
for the time
for the time being
for this cause
for this occasion
for this reason
for two
for want of
for what reason
for whatever reason
for which
for which reason
for why
for years on end
for your benefit
for your ears only
for your health
for your life
for your money
for your part
for yourself
for-
forage acre
forage cap
forage grass
forage poisoning
forage press
foraging ant
foramen magnum
foramen ovale
forasmuch as
forbid it Heaven
forbidden fruit
forbidden love
forbidding countenance
force attack
force bed
force by
force feed
force feeding
force fit
force from
force function
force in
force into a mold
force main
force majeure
force of arms
force of friction
force of gravity
force of habit
force of inertia
force of life
force of viscosity
force on
force open
force out
force out of place
force play
force polygon
force pump
force to the wall
force upon
force your hand
force your thoughts from
force your way
force-closed
force-fed
force-feed
force-feeding
force-meat
force-out
force-pump
force-put
force-ripe
forced coding
forced draft
forced landing
forced march
forced marriage
forced resignation
forced sale
forced separation
forced-labor camp
forceps-shaped
forces majeures
forces of nature
forcible feeble
forcible removal
forcible seizure
forcible shift
forcible-feeble
forcing bed
forcing bid
forcing engine
forcing fit
forcing house
forcing on
forcing out
forcing pit
forcing system
forcing-pump
fore and aft
fore bow
fore edge
fore gaff-topsail
fore jack
fore lift
fore part
fore plane
fore rent
fore rider
fore sey
fore tooth
fore topgallant sail
fore wing
fore-
fore-adapt
fore-age
fore-alleged
fore-and-aft
fore-and-aft axis
fore-and-aft rig
fore-and-aft rigged
fore-and-aft sail
fore-and-aft schooner
fore-and-aft tackle
fore-and-aft-rigged
fore-and-after
fore-appoint
fore-axle
fore-being
fore-cabin
fore-check
fore-cited
fore-court
fore-dated
fore-deck
fore-edge
fore-edge painting
fore-elder
fore-elders
fore-end
fore-exercise
fore-foot
fore-game
fore-glide
fore-gut
fore-hammer
fore-handed
fore-hearth
fore-judge
fore-lie
fore-mean
fore-mention
fore-notice
fore-oath
fore-part
fore-piece
fore-possess
fore-purpose
fore-quote
fore-rank
fore-reach
fore-read
fore-recited
fore-rider
fore-run
fore-sail
fore-say
fore-set beds
fore-sheet
fore-skysail
fore-skysail backstay
fore-skysail brace
fore-skysail lift
fore-skysail mast
fore-skysail shroud
fore-skysail stay
fore-skysail yard
fore-staff
fore-stage
fore-stay
fore-stick
fore-tack
fore-tooth
fore-topgallant
fore-topgallant backstay
fore-topgallant brace
fore-topgallant lift
fore-topgallant mast
fore-topgallant shroud
fore-topgallant stay
fore-topgallant studding sail
fore-topgallant yard
fore-topmast
fore-topmast backstay
fore-topmast stay
fore-topmast staysail
fore-topmast staysail stay
fore-topmast studding sail
fore-topmast-studding-sail boom
fore-topsail
fore-topsail lift
fore-topsail yard
fore-trysail gaff
fore-trysail peak halyard
fore-trysail vang
fore-uard
fore-vouched
fore-wind
fore-wit
forearm smash
forecastle deck
forecastle hand
forecastle hatch
forecastle head
forecastle netting
forecastle rail
forecastle scuttle
forecastle watch
foredoomed hope
foregone conclusion
foreground detail
forehand shaft
forehand shooting
foreign accent
foreign affairs
foreign aid
foreign bill
foreign body
foreign correspondent
foreign devil
foreign element
foreign exchange
foreign influx
foreign intruder
foreign intrusion
foreign legion
foreign loan
foreign minister
foreign ministry
foreign mission
foreign money
foreign office
foreign policy
foreign secretary
foreign securities
foreign service
foreign service officer
foreign threat
foreign-aid
foreign-appearing
foreign-born
foreign-bred
foreign-built
foreign-flag
foreign-language dictionary
foreign-language study
foreign-looking
foreign-made
foreign-manned
foreign-owned
foreign-speaking
forelock hook
foreman of the jury
forenoon watch
forensic address
forensic chemistry
forensic jurisprudence
forensic medicine
forensic psychiatry
foreroyal backstay
foreroyal brace
foreroyal lift
foreroyal mast
foreroyal shroud
foreroyal stay
foreroyal studding sail
foreroyal yard
foreroyal-studding-sail boom
forest conservation
forest court
forest cover
forest dweller
forest fire
forest fire fighter
forest floor
forest fly
forest god
forest gods
forest green
forest gum
forest horse
forest keeper
forest land
forest mahogany
forest management
forest oak
forest officer
forest peat
forest pig
forest preserve
forest pygmy
forest ranger
forest red gum
forest reserve
forest school
forest sheriff
forest spirit
forest tent caterpillar
forest tupelo
forest type
forest warden
forest white
forest-belted
forest-born
forest-bosomed
forest-bound
forest-bred
forest-clad
forest-covered
forest-crowned
forest-dwelling
forest-felling
forest-frowning
forest-grown
forest-rustling
forever and a day
forever and aye
forfeit your good opinion
forge ahead
forge blower
forge furnace
forge furnaceman
forge hammerman
forge pressman
forge roller
forge shearer
forge slinger
forge smith
forge water
forge welding
forgery bond
forgery-proof
forget about it
forget it
forget nothing
forget the odds
forget to remember
forget your own name
forget your place
forget yourself
forget-me-not
forget-me-not blue
forgetful of self
forgetting nothing
forging press
forgive and forget
fork beam
fork cross
fork cutler
fork forger
fork grinder
fork hafter
fork lightning
fork luncheon
fork maker
fork molder
fork out
fork over
fork splitter
fork truck
fork-carving
fork-end
fork-filled
fork-head
fork-lift truck
fork-pronged
fork-ribbed
fork-shaped
fork-tail
fork-tailed
fork-tined
fork-tongued
forked chain
forked lightning
forked tongue
forked-headed
forked-tailed
forklift truck
forlorn hope
forlorn of
form a conviction
form a line
form a mental picture of
form a part of
form a series
form a unity
form a whole
form an estimate
form an opinion
form board
form class
form drag
form factor
form four
form fours
form genus
form ideas
form letter
form master
form of address
form of government
form of service
form of speech
form of worship
form quotient
form species
form squares
form stop
form the foundation of
form word
form-
form-establishing
form-fitting
form-function unit
form-giving
form-giving cause
form-relieve
form-revealing
formal agreement
formal cause
formal clothes
formal contract
formal contrast
formal dress
formal fallacy
formal language
formal logic
formal observance
formal speech
formal visit
formal written language
formatio reticularis
formation flying
formative element
formed of
former times
formic acid
formic aldehyde
formidable defenses
forming a part of
forming die
forming press
forming punch
formless darkness
formo-
formolite number
formolite reaction
forms of
forms of divination
formulated belief
formyl group
formyl radical
forsake the world
forsaking of the world
forswear speaking
forswear speech
forswear violence
forswear yourself
fort royal
forte-piano
fortes fortuna juvat
forth of
forth putting
fortification agate
fortified flour
fortified milk
fortified tunnel
fortified wine
fortunate outcome
fortune cookie
fortune hunter
fortune's child
fortune's favor
fortune's favorite
fortune's fool
fortune-hunter
fortune-hunting
fortune-tell
fortune-teller
fortune-telling
forty hours
forty machine
forty ways from Sunday
forty winks
forty-acre
forward-turned
forwarding agent
fossil copal
fossil footprint
fossil fuel
fossil gum
fossil ivory
fossil man
fossil mud crack
fossil oil
fossil ore
fossil print
fossil resin
fossil resins
fossil sea water
fossil turquoise
fossil wax
fossil word
foster a belief
foster an idea
foster babe
foster brother
foster care
foster child
foster dam
foster daughter
foster father
foster home
foster in the mind
foster land
foster milk
foster mother
foster nurse
foster parent
foster sire
foster sister
foster son
foster the hope
foster-brother
foster-child
foster-father
foster-mother
foster-nurse
foster-sister
foster-son
foul anchor
foul ball
foul breath
foul invective
foul language
foul line
foul matter
foul odor
foul out
foul play
foul pole
foul shot
foul the anchor
foul tip
foul up
foul weather
foul wind
foul your own nest
foul-breathed
foul-browed
foul-faced
foul-handed
foul-looking
foul-minded
foul-mindedness
foul-mouthed
foul-reeking
foul-smelling
foul-spoken
foul-tasting
foul-tongued
foul-up
foul-weather suit
fouled anchor
fouled up
fouled-up
found object
found on
found wanting
foundation course
foundation cream
foundation garment
foundation plate
foundation stone
foundation stop
founded on
founded upon a rock
founder's type
founders' shares
founders' type
founding father
foundling hospital
foundry facing
foundry iron
foundry press
foundry proof
foundry scrap
foundry type
fountain grass
fountain moss
fountain of youth
fountain pen
fountain plant
fountain runner
fountain shell
fountain syringe
fountain tree
four and twenty
four bits
four corners of the earth
four flush
four freedoms
four horsemen
four hundred
four o’clock
four o’cat
four o’clock
four of a kind
four old cat
four questions
four-a-cat
four-acre
four-bagger
four-ball
four-ball match
four-bit
four-bottom plow
four-cant
four-cent
four-centered
four-centered arch
four-channel stereo system
four-color
four-color press
four-color problem
four-color process
four-colored
four-colour
four-cornered
four-coupled
four-cutter
four-cycle
four-cylinder
four-cylindred
four-day
four-deal bridge
four-deck
four-decked
four-decker
four-dimensional
four-dimensional geometry
four-dimensional space
four-dimensioned
four-dollar
four-edged
four-em space
four-eyed
four-eyed fish
four-eyed opossum
four-eyes
four-faced
four-figured
four-fingered
four-flowered
four-flush
four-flusher
four-flushing
four-foot
four-foot octave
four-foot stop
four-footed
four-footed butterfly
four-footer
four-four time
four-gallon
four-grain
four-gram
four-gun
four-hand
four-handed
four-hander
four-headed
four-horned
four-horse
four-horsed
four-hour
four-hours
four-hundred-day clock
four-in-hand
four-in-hand coach
four-in-hand etc
four-in-hand tie
four-inch
four-leaf
four-leaf clover
four-leaved
four-leaved grass
four-legged
four-letter
four-letter word
four-lettered
four-line
four-line octave
four-lined
four-lobed
four-masted
four-masted bark
four-masted brig
four-master
four-minute
four-minute man
four-month
four-o’clock
four-oar
four-oared
four-oclock
four-oclock family
four-ounce
four-part
four-part diaphony
four-part flask
four-part harmony
four-part time
four-percenter
four-phase
four-place
four-ply
four-post
four-posted
four-poster
four-poster bed
four-pound
four-quarter
four-rayed
four-ring
four-roomed
four-rowed
four-rowed barley
four-second
four-shilling
four-sided
four-spined
four-spot
four-spotted
four-square
four-star general
four-storied
four-story
four-stranded
four-stringed
four-striped
four-striper
four-stroke
four-stroke cycle engine
four-stroke-cycle
four-tailed bandage
four-three-two-one rule
four-time
four-times-accented
four-tined
four-toed
four-toes
four-ton
four-tooth
four-up etc
four-way
four-way cock
four-way switch
four-week
four-wheel
four-wheel drive
four-wheeled
four-wheeler
four-winged
four-yard
four-year
four-year college
four-year-old
four-year-older
fourfold block
fourfold purchase
fourfold tackle
fourier series
fourpence hapenny
fourscore and ten
fourth class
fourth dimension
fourth estate
fourth of july
fourth part
fourth person
fourth position
fourth stomach
fourth wall
fourth-born
fourth-class
fourth-class mail
fourth-dimensional
fourth-form
fourth-hand
fourth-rate
fourth-rateness
fourth-rater
fourth-year
fovea centralis
fowl cherry
fowl cholera
fowl grass
fowl leukemia
fowl leukosis
fowl meadow grass
fowl mite
fowl paralysis
fowl part
fowl pest
fowl pox
fowl spirochaetosis
fowl spirochetosis
fowl tick
fowl typhoid
fowling piece
fowling-piece
fowls of the air
fox and geese
fox bat
fox bolt
fox brush
fox docken
fox dog
fox fire
fox geranium
fox goose
fox grape
fox grass
fox hair
fox hunt
fox hunter
fox hunting
fox key
fox lathe
fox light
fox moth
fox plum
fox poison
fox rose
fox shark
fox snake
fox sparrow
fox squirrel
fox terrier
fox trot
fox wedge
fox wolf
fox-colored
fox-faced
fox-fire
fox-flove
fox-fur
fox-furred
fox-hunt
fox-hunting
fox-like
fox-nosed
fox-skinned
fox-trot
fox-trotted
fox-trotting
fox-visaged
foxtail beardtongue
foxtail cactus
foxtail grass
foxtail lily
foxtail millet
foxtail pine
foxtail saw
foxtail wedge
foxtail wedging
foxtail-leaves
fps units
fra diavolo
fractional currency
fractional distillation
fractional lot
fractional note
fractional-pitch
fractocumulus cloud
fracture one
fragile health
fragmentation bomb
fragmentation grenade
fragrance control
fragrant as new-mown hay
fragrant sumac
fragrant weed
fraid-cat
fraidy-cat
frail health
frail humanity
frail sister
frail-bodied
frame aerial
frame assembler
frame bar
frame bend
frame boat
frame brazer
frame breaker
frame breaking
frame bridge
frame builder
frame building
frame cleaner
frame construction
frame cottage
frame dam
frame door
frame doubler
frame dresser
frame driller
frame dwelling
frame finisher
frame fitter
frame gate
frame house
frame line
frame lumber
frame maker
frame making
frame molding
frame of mind
frame of reference
frame plate
frame saw
frame sawyer
frame set
frame space
frame structure
frame stud
frame timber
frame trestle
frame turner
frame up
frame vise
frame wall
frame worker
frame-house
frame-made
frame-up
frame-work
frames of reference
framing chisel
framing number
framing square
framing table
fran tireur
franc-archer
franc-tireur
franchise clause
franchise tax
franco-
francs-archers
francs-tireurs
frangible booster
frangula emodin
frank almonage
frank chase
frank-almoign
frank-faced
frank-fee
frank-ferm
frank-law
frank-marriage
frank-pledge
frank-spoken
frank-tenement
frankfurter sausage
frankincense pine
franklin stove
frater house
fraternal feeling
fraternal insurance
fraternal order
fraternal society
fraternal twin
fraternal twins
fraternity house
fraternity man
fraternalize with
fraud order
fraudulent voter
fraught with danger
fraught with doom
fraught with significance
frayed nerves
frazzled nerves
freak accident
freak of nature
freak out
freak out on
freak show
freak-out
freaked out
freaked-out
freakish inspiration
freckle-faced
freckled-faced
fred-stole
free abstraction
free abstractionist
free admission
free agent
free air
free alongside ship
free alongside vessel
free alternating current
free and clear
free and common socage
free and easy
free as a bird
free as air
free as the wind
free ascent
free association
free association test
free atmosphere
free balloon
free ballooning
free bench
free bid
free capital
free choice
free church
free churchman
free citizen
free city
free coinage
free companion
free company
free competition
free cost
free course
free decision
free delivery
free diver
free diving
free economy
free electron
free electron theory of metals
free energy
free enterprise
free enthalpy
free expansion
free expressionism
free expressionist
free fall
free flight
free for nothing
free for the asking
free form
free from
free gift
free giver
free gold
free goods
free gratis
free gratis for nothing
free hand
free house
free kick
free labour
free variable
free variation
free verse
free vote
free will
free with your money
free world
free yourself
free yourself from
free zone
free-acting
free-air ionization chamber
free-armed
free-associate
free-associated
free-associating
free-banking
free-bestowed
free-blown
free-board
free-boot
free-bored
free-born
free-bred
free-burning
free-dweller
free-enterprise
free-enterprise economy
free-enterprise system
free-falling
free-floating
free-floating anxiety
free-flowering
free-flowing
free-footed
free-for-all
free-form
free-going
free-grown
free-hand
free-handed
free-handedly
free-handedness
free-hearted
free-lance
free-lance worker
free-lance writer
free-lancer
free-liver
free-living
free-lovism
free-machining
free-minded
free-mindedly
free-mindedness
free-mouthed
free-moving
free-quarter
free-quarterer
free-range
free-reed
free-rider
free-select
free-silver
free-soil
free-soiler
free-soilism
free-space aerial
free-speaking
free-spending
free-spirited
free-spoken
free-spokenly
free-spokenness
free-standing
free-stone
free-swimmer
free-swimming
free-tailed
free-thinker
free-throw
free-tongued
free-trade
free-trader
free-trading
free-tradist
free-versifier
free-willed
free-willer
free-working
freeboard deck
freeboard length
freedom abused
freedom fighter
freedom from fear
freedom from illusion
freedom from want
freedom from war
freedom of speech
freedom of speech and expression
freedom of the city
freedom of the press
freedom of the seas
freedom of worship
freedom ride
freedom rider
freehand drawing
freeing port
freewill baptist
freewill offering
freeze on
freeze out
freeze over
freeze solid
freeze the blood
freeze to
freeze to death
freeze your balls off
freeze-dried
freeze-dry
freeze-drying
freeze-out
freeze-up
freezer burn
freezer locker
freezer ship
freezing cold
freezing drizzle
freezing machine
freezing mixture
freezing point
freezing process
freezing rain
freezing weather
freezing wind
freezing works
freight agent
freight bill
freight boat
freight broker
freight canvasser
freight car
freight clerk
freight conductor
freight density
freight elevator
freight engine
freight forwarder
freight handler
freight house
freight insurance
freight locomotive
freight mileage
freight note
freight rate
freight receipt
freight room
freight shed
freight steamer
freight tariff
freight ton
freight traffic
freight train
freight transport
freight truck
freight vessel
freight wagon
freight with
frequency band
frequency changer
freighted with doom
freighted with significance
french bulldog
french chalk
french chop
french crown
french door
french dressing
french endive
french fry
french heel
french horn
french leave
french pastry
french polish
french telephone
french toast
french window
french-like
frenzy of desire
frenzy of lust
frequency band
frequency control
frequency converter
frequency curve
frequency distribution
frequency divider
frequency doubler
frequency histogram
frequency indicator
frequency meter
frequency modulation
frequency multiplier
frequency polygon
frequency recorder
frequency relay
frequency spectrum
frequency swing
frequency width
frequency-modulated
frequent as a customer
fresco painting
fresco secco
fresh air
fresh as April
fresh as a daisy
fresh as a rose
fresh as the morning dew
fresh breeze
fresh foods
fresh gale
fresh start
fresh up
fresh water
fresh wind
fresh-baked
fresh-boiled
fresh-caught
fresh-cleaned
fresh-coined
fresh-colored
fresh-complexioned
fresh-cooked
fresh-cropped
fresh-cut
fresh-drawn
fresh-faced
fresh-fallen
fresh-killed
fresh-laid
fresh-leaved
fresh-looking
fresh-made
fresh-painted
fresh-picked
fresh-run
fresh-slaughtered
fresh-washed
fresh-water
fresh-water drum
fresh-water nymph
fresh-water sailor
fresh-watered
freshen the air
freshen up
freshman week
freshman year
freshwater drum
freshwater lake
freshwater stay
fresno scraper
fret and fume
fret at
fret saw
fret-sawing
friar rush
friar skate
friar's balsam
friar's chair
friar's lantern
fribble away
friction ball
friction band
friction belt
friction block
friction board
friction brake
friction breccia
friction clamp
friction clutch
friction composition
friction cone
friction disk
friction drill
friction drive
friction electricity
friction factor
friction fremitus
friction fuse
friction gear
friction gearing
friction glazing
friction head
friction horsepower
friction layer
friction loss
friction machine
friction match
friction pile
friction powder
friction primer
friction pulley
friction ring
friction roller
friction rub
friction saw
friction slip
friction socket
friction sound
friction tape
friction test
friction top
friction tube
friction washer
friction wheel
friction-head
friction-saw
friction-sawed
friction-sawing
friction-sawn
friction-tight
frictional electricity
frictional resistance
frictional rustling
fried eggs
fried rice
friend at court
friend in court
friend in need
friend indeed
friend of the court
friend of your bosom
friendly chat
friendly relations
friendly society
friendly talk
friendly with
friends with
frieze board
frieze coat
frieze rail
frieze-coated
frigate bird
frigate mackerel
frigate pelican
frigate-built
fright disease
fright neurosis
frighten from your propriety
frighten off
frighten out of your senses
frighten out of your wits
frightened out of your wits
frightening off
frightful bore
frightfully rich
frigid purgatorial fires
frigid zone
frill shark
frill-bark
frill-barking
frill-like
frilled lizard
frills and furbelows
fringe area
fringe benefit
fringe benefits
fringe bush
fringe cup
fringe moss
fringe tree
fringe-bell
fringe-toed lizard
fringe-tree bark
fringed brome
fringed galax
fringed gentian
fringed orchis
fringing forest
fringing reef
frise aileron
frit fly
frit-fly
frith-guild
frith-stool
fritter away
fritter away time
fritto misto
frivol away
frivolity-proof
frizzle disease
frizzle fowl
frock coat
frock-coat
frog boot
frog cheese
frog clock
frog crab
frog fly
frog grass
frog hair
frog kick
frog legs
frog lily
frog number
frog pad
frog plant
frog shell
frog spawn
frog spit
frog spittle
frog's-bit
frog-belly
frog-bit
frog-eyed
frog-fish
frog-march
frog-mouth
frog-spawn
frogbit family
from A to Z
from A to izzard
from Dan to Beersheba
from Missouri
from afar
from age to age
from all points of the compass
from all quarters
from away back
from bad to worse
from beginning to end
from better to worse
from clew to earing
from cover to cover
from day to day
from door to door
from egg to apples
from end to end
from everlasting to everlasting
from every quarter
from everywhere
from first to last
from force of habit
from habit
from hand to hand
from hand to mouth
from head to foot
from hell to breakfast
from here in
from here on
from here out
from here to eternity
from here to the back of beyond
from his own mouth
from home
from hour to hour
from information received
from interested motives
from me to you
from memory
from necessity
from notice given
from now on
from now on in
from now till doomsday
from on high
from out in left field
from pillar to post
from pole to pole
from rags to riches
from scratch
from selfish motives
from side to side
from soup to nuts
from stem to stern
from that cause
from that time
from the beginning
from the bottom of your heart
from the cradle to the grave
from the first
from the foundations
from the four winds
from the ground up
from the heart
from the horse's mouth
from the housetops
from the lips of
from the rolls
from the sticks
from the womb to the tomb
from the word 'go'
from then on
from this moment on
from this point
from this time
from this time forward
from time immemorial
from time out of mind
from time to time
from top to bottom
from top to toe
from what cause
from what you can gather
from your angle
from your book
from your heart
from your standpoint
from your viewpoint
fromage a la pie
fromage blanc
front a front
front bench
front court
front crawl
front door
front elevation
front foot
front for
front line
front man
front matter
front money
front of house
front office
front ofice
front on
front page
front position
front rank
front room
front runner
front scene
front view
front window
front-connected
front-fanged
front-focus
front-focused
front-foot
front-page
front-paged
front-paging
front-porch campaign
front-rank
front-ranker
front-ranker
front-wheel
frontal assault
frontal attack
frontal bone
frontal convolution
frontal cyclone
frontal gyrus
frontal lobe
frontier post
frontiers of knowledge
fronto-
frost bearer
frost blow
frost feathers
frost flowers
frost grape
frost gray
frost heave
frost heaving
frost insurance
frost lamp
frost line
frost mist
frost over
frost plant
frost point
frost ring
frost signal
frost smoke
frost snipe
frost snow
frost valve
frost-beaded
frost-bit
frost-bite
frost-bitten
frost-blite
frost-bound
frost-burnt
frost-chequered
frost-concocted
frost-congealed
frost-covered
frost-crack
frost-fettered
frost-firmed
frost-free
frost-hardy
frost-hoar
frost-kibed
frost-nip
frost-nipped
frost-pure
frost-rent
frost-ridge
frost-riven
frost-tempered
frost-work
frosted glass
frosted heart
frosted lens
frosted shake
frostweed aster
frosty green
frosty mildew
frosty-face
frosty-faced
frosty-mannered
frosty-natured
frosty-spirited
frosty-whiskered
froth at the mouth
froth flotation
froth fly
froth hopper
froth insect
froth spit
froth worm
froth-becurled
froth-born
froth-clad
froth-faced
froth-foamy
frothing at the mouth
frou-frou
frown at
frown down
frown upon
frowned-upon behavior
frows of fortune
frowzy-headed
frozen assets
frozen custard
frozen daiquiri
frozen dessert
frozen fog
frozen food
frozen foods
frozen in
frozen music
frozen out
frozen pudding
frozen solid
frozen to death
frozen water
frozen-food locker
fructose intolerance
frugal to excess
fruit acid
fruit bar
fruit bark beetle
fruit barrel
fruit basket
fruit bat
fruit bearing
fruit belt
fruit blight
fruit blossom
fruit body
fruit bowl
fruit bud
fruit bug
fruit bush
fruit buyer
fruit cake
fruit can
fruit cane
fruit canner
fruit canning
fruit chafer
fruit cocktail
fruit compote
fruit crate
fruit crow
fruit culture
fruit cup
fruit dealer
fruit dish
fruit dot
fruit eater
fruit envelope
fruit ether
fruit evaporator
fruit farm
fruit farmer
fruit farming
fruit flavor
fruit fly
fruit garden
fruit grader
fruit jar
fruit jelly
fruit juice
fruit knife
fruit loft
fruit machine
fruit package
fruit packer
fruit packing
fruit peddler
fruit peel
fruit picker
fruit picking
fruit pigeon
fruit pit
fruit pitter
fruit preservative
fruit preserver
fruit pudding
fruit raiser
fruit raising
fruit ranch
fruit rot
fruit salad
fruit seller
fruit set
fruit shipper
fruit shop
fruit show
fruit sirup
fruit slicer
fruit sorter
fruit soup
fruit spot
fruit sprayer
fruit spur
fruit stall
fruit stand
fruit strainer
fruit sugar
fruit tart
fruit tree
fruit vendor
fruit vinegar
fruit wood
fruit-bringing
fruit-candying
fruit-drying
fruit-eating
fruit-eating bird
fruit-evaporating
fruit-grower
fruit-growing
fruit-paring
fruit-producing
fruit-tree bark beetle
fruit-tree leaf roller
fruiting body
fruits and vegetables
frustum of a pyramid
fry cook
fry-cooker
fry-pan
frying pan
frying-pan
ft-lb
ft-pdl
fu-yang
fuchsia purple
fuchsia red
fuchsia tree
fuchsia-flowered
fuck about
fuck up
fuddle-brained
fuddling cup
fuddling glass
fuddy-duddies
fuddy-duddiness
fuddy-duddy
fudge edge
fudge in
fudge together
fudge up
fudge wheel
fuel additive
fuel cell
fuel dope
fuel element
fuel engineer
fuel engineering
fuel filter
fuel injection
fuel injector
fuel oil
fuel quantity indicator
fuel ship
fuel up
fuel-flow meter
fugae warrant
fugie warrant
fugue form
fugue state
fulfill a short sale
fulfill your duty
fulfill your military obligation
fulfill your role
fulgurant pain
full age
full and by
full authority
full beard
full binding
full blast
full blood
full bloom
full board
full bottom
full bridle
full circle  
full color  
full consent  
full cousin  
full denture  
full development  
full dress  
full feather  
full fig  
full flavor  
full force  
full frame  
full gainer  
full gallop  
full growth  
full hand  
full house  
full length  
full linear group  
full load  
full lot  
full many  
full many a time  
full many a time and oft  
full meal  
full measure  
full moon  
full mouthed  
full name  
full nelson  
full of  
full of Dutch courage  
full of beans  
full of business  
full of enthusiasm  
full of fight  
full of go  
full of hate  
full of hatred  
full of holes  
full of hope  
full of incident  
full of integrity  
full of life  
full of life and vigor  
full of meaning  
full of mischief  
full of pep
full of piss and vinegar
full of point
full of promise
full of remorse
full of risk
full of sound and fury
full of substance
full of sweet days and roses
full of yourself
full particulars
full permission
full pitch
full power
full powered
full pratique
full professor
full purse
full radiator
full rhyme
full sail
full scope
full score
full sentence
full shot
full size
full skirt
full speed
full speed ahead
full speed astern
full stop
full sun
full swing
full term
full tide
full tilt
full time
full to bursting
full toss
full trailer
full twist
full vowel
full wine
full word
full-accomplished
full-acorned
full-adjusted
full-annealing
full-annealed
full armed
full-assembled
full-assured
full-attended
full-banked
full-beaming
full-bearded
full-bearing
full-bellied
full-blood
full-blooded
full-bloodedness
full-bloomed
full-blossomed
full-blowed
full-bore
full-born
full-bosomed
full-bottom
full-bottomed
full-bound
full-bowed
full-brained
full-breasted
full-brimmed
full-buckramed
full-built
full-busted
full-buttocked
full-cell
full-celled
full-centered
full-charge
full-charged
full-cheeked
full-chested
full-chilled
full-clustered
full-colored
full-crammed
full-cream
full-crew
full-crown
full-cut
full-depth
full-diamond
full-diesel
full-digested
full-distended
full-draught
full-drawn
full-dress
full-dress suit
full-dress uniform
full-dressed
full-dug
full-eared
full-edged
full-exerted
full-extended
full-eyed
full-faced
full-fashioned
full-fashioned stockings
full-fatted
full-feathered
full-fed
full-feed
full-feeding
full-felled
full-fidelity speaker
full-figured
full-finished
full-fired
full-flanked
full-flavored
full-fledged
full-fleshed
full-floating
full-flocked
full-flowering
full-flowing
full-foliaged
full-form
full-formed
full-fortunied
full-fraught
full-freight
full-freighted
full-frontal
full-fronted
full-fruited
full-glowing
full-gorged
full-grown
full-haired
full-hand
full-handed
full-happinessed
full-hard
full-haunched
full-headed
full-hearted
full-hipped
full-hot
full-jeweled
full-jointed
full-known
full-laden
full-leather
full-leaved
full-length
full-leveled
full-licensed
full-limbed
full-lined
full-lipped
full-load
full-made
full-manned
full-measured
full-minded
full-moon
full-moon maple
full-mouthed
full-mouthedly
full-natured
full-necked
full-nerved
full-opening
full-orbed
full-out
full-page
full-paid
full-panoplied
full-paunched
full-personed
full-pitch
full-pitch winding
full-plumed
full-power
full-powered
full-proportioned
full-pulsing
full-rayed
full-resounding
full-rigged
full-rigged ship
full-rigger
full-ripe
full-ripened
full-roed
full-run
full-sailed
full-scale
full-scantling vessel
full-sensed
full-sharer
full-shouldered
full-shroud
full-size
full-sized
full-skirted
full-souled
full-speed
full-sphered
full-spread
full-stage
full-statured
full-stomached
full-strained
full-streamed
full-strength
full-stuffed
full-summed
full-swelling
full-term
full-throated
full-tide
full-time
full-time worker
full-timed
full-timer
full-to-full
full-toned
full-top
full-trimmed
full-tuned
full-turn stair
full-tushed
full-udderred
full-value
full-voiced
full-volumed
full-wave
full-wave rectification
full-wave rectifier
full-wave rectifier tube
full-way
full-weight
full-weighted
full-whiskered
full-winged
full-witted
fuller's earth
fuller's teasel
fullering tool
fulling mill
fulling stock
fullness of time
fully developed
fully fashioned
fully fledged
fully realized
fulminate against
fulminating compound
fulminating mercury
fulminating powder
fulminic acid
fulvous tree duck
fumaric acid
fumble-fist
fume chamber
fume cupboard
fumed oak
fumes of fancy
fuming nitric acid
fuming sulfuric acid
fuming sulphuric acid
fumitory family
fun and games
fun fair
fun house
fun-fair
fun-filled
fun-loving
fun-seeking
function as
function class
function shift
function space
function word
functional analysis
functional calculus
functional design
functional disease
functional furniture
functional group
functional housing
functional illiteracy
functional illiterate
functional load
functional nervous disorder
functional psychology
functional psychosis
functional representation
functional shift
functional yield
functionally illiterate
functions of
fund-raising dinner
fundamental bass
fundamental colors
fundamental frequency
fundamental idea
fundamental law
fundamental note
fundamental particle
fundamental sequence
fundamental theorem of algebra
fundamental theorem of calculus
fundamental tone
fundamental unit
funded debt
funding system
funeral car
funeral chapel
funeral church
funeral coach
funeral customs
funeral director
funeral establishment
funeral home
funeral march
funeral oration
funeral parlor
funeral parlour
funeral pile
funeral procession
funeral pyre
funeral ring
funeral rites
funeral sermon
funeral service
funeral song
funeral urn
funeral vessel
funerary customs
funerary urn
funerary vessel
fungi-
fungiform papillae
fungo bat
fungus body
fungus bug
fungus disease
fungus gall
fungus gnat
fungus stone
fungus tinder
fungus-covered
fungus-digesting
fungus-proof
funicular railway
funk hole
funk out
funky chicken
funnel breast
funnel chest
funnel cloud
funnel maker
funnel setter
funnel tube
funnel twister
funnel-breasted
funnel-chested
funnel-fashioned
funnel-formed
funnel-necked
funnel-shaped
funnel-web
funny bone
funny business
funny car
funny farm
funny feeling
funny paper
funny story
funny thing
fur bearer
fur beater
fur blocker
fur blower
fur breeder
fur brigade
fur blocker
fur buyer
fur coat
fur farm
fur farmer
fur farming
fur lining
fur salon
fur seal
fur tanner
fur trader
fur trapper
fur trapping
fur trimming
fur-bearing
fur-capped
fur-clad
fur-coated
fur-collared
fur-cuffed
fur-gowned
fur-lined
fur-lined coat
fur-touched
fur-trimmed
fur-trimmed coat
furbish up
furious rabies
furious rage
furious-faced
furl in a body
furl in the bunt
furnace bricklayer
furnace builder
furnace cadmium
furnace calciner
furnace charger
furnace charging
furnace engineer
furnace erector
furnace feeder
furnace fireman
furnace heating
furnace keeper
furnace liner
furnace lining
furnace maker
furnace mounter
furnace oil
furnace regulator
furnace repairer
furnace stoker
furnace tender
furnace tenter
furnace watcher
furnish accommodations
furnish evidence
furnish support
furniture arrangement
furniture broker
furniture carving
furniture designer
furniture enameler
furniture finisher
furniture fitter
furniture japanner
furniture maker
furniture mover
furniture packer
furniture painter
furniture polish
furniture polisher
furniture porter
furniture repairer
furniture store
furniture turning
furniture van
furor epilepticus
furor loquendi
furor uterinus
furr-ahin
furring brick
furring strip
furrow drain
furrow drainage
furrow draining
furrow irrigation
furrow pan
furrow weed
furrow-cloven
furrow-faced
furrow-fronted
furry creatures
further education
further look
further yourself
fury of desire
fury of lust
fury-driven
fury-haunted
fury-moving
furze lark
furze wren
furze-clad
fusarium wilt
fusco-
fusco-ferruginous
fusco-piceous
fusco-testaceous
fuse block
fuse box
fuse gauge
fuse link
fuse metal
fused quartz
fused silica
fusel oil
fusi-
fusible alloy
fusible metal
fusing disk
fusion bomb
fusion point
fusion reaction
fusion reactor
fusion welding
fuss and feathers
fuss at
fuss up
fuss-budget
fuss-budgety
fusty-framed
fusty-looking
fusty-rusty
futlock band
futlock chain
futlock hoop
futlock plate
futlock shroud
futlock staff
futlock stave
future event
future grain
future life
future perfect
future price
future prospects
future state
future tense
future time
future-minded
futures contract
futurity race
futurity stakes
fuzz cut
fuzz up
fuzz-ball
fuzzy memory
fuzzy-guzzy
fuzzy-haired
fuzzy-headed
fuzzy-legged
fuzzy-wuzzy
g clef
g sol re ut
g suit
g-cal
g-man
g-string
gab pin
gabbro-porphyrite
gaberlunzie-man
gable end
gable roof
gable wall
gable window
gable-bottom
gable-bottom car
gable-end
gable-ended
gable-roofed
gable-shaped
gable-walled
gable-windowed
gaboon mahogany
gad about
gad so
gad-bee
gad-fly
gadget bag
gaff sail
gaff topsail
gaff-headed sail
gaff-rigged
gaff-topsail
gaff-topsail catfish
gaff-topsail pompano
gag law
gag on
gag order
gag press
gag rein
gag resolution
gag rule
gag runner
gag swivel
gag writer
gag-bit
gag-check
gag-reined
gag-tooth
gaga over
gage green
gage of battle
gain a footing
gain a good knowledge of
gain a hearing
gain a hold upon
gain a thorough knowledge of
gain admittance
gain altitude
gain by
gain command of
gain entree
gain ground
gain influence
gain knowledge
gain knowledge of
gain on
gain over
gain recognition
gain sharing
gain strength
gain the ascendancy
gain the confidence of
gain the day
gain the friendship of
gain the upper hand
gain the whip hand
gain time
gain to windward of
gain understanding of
gain upon
gain weight
gain your end
gain your ends
gain your liberty
gain-giving
gaining altitude
gaining head
gaining machine
gaining twist
gaited horse
gaiter tree
gaiter-in
gal Friday
gala affair
gala day
galact-
galactic circle
galactic cluster
galactic coordinates
galactic distance
galactic equator
galactic latitude
galactic longitude
galactic nebula
galactic noise
galactic plane
galactic pole
galactic poles
galactic space
galacto-
galam butter
galanga root
galanty show
gale day
gale warning
gale-driven
galena glaze
gales of laughter
galimeta wood
gall and wormwood
gall bag
gall bladder
gall cyst
gall duct
gall fig
gall gnat
gall midge
gall mite
gall oak
gall passage
gall pipe
gall sickness
gall sickness bush
gall wasp
gall wind
gall-fly
gall-less
gall-like
gall-nut
gall-stone
galla ox
gallant soldier
gallantry under fire
gallery forest
gallery gods
gallery organ
gallery road
galleta grass
galley chase
galley foist
galley halfpenny
galley press
galley proof
galley punt
galley slave
galley slice
galley slug
galley stove
galley worm
galley-fashion
galley-man
galley-slave
galley-tile
galley-west
gallic acid
gallo-
gallo-tannate
gallo-tannic
gallo-p rhythm
galloper gun
galloping dandruff
galloping dominoes
gallow pulley
gallow tree
gallows balk
gallows bird
gallows bitts
gallows frame
gallows humor
gallows humour
gallows tree
gallows-bird
gallows-grass
gallows-tree
gally tile
galois theory
galvanic battery
galvanic cell
galvanic circle
galvanic circuit
galvanic couple
galvanic current
galvanic electricity
galvanic pile
galvanic shock
galvanic skin response
galvanized iron
galvano-
gam-
gama grass
gamba bass
gamba goose
gamba stop
gamben bass
gamble away
gamble on
gamble with
gambling chance
gambling debt
gambling den
gambling device
gambling hall
gambling hell
gambling house
gambling odds
gambling table
gambling wheel
gambo goose
gambo hemp
gamboe yellow
gambrel roof
gambrel stick
gambrel-roofed
game act
game bag
game beast
game bird
game cart
game chips
game debt
game dog
game farmer
game fish
game fowl
game hawk
game hunter
game hunting
game law
game laws
game loser
game of chance
game of skill
game pie
game plan
game point
game preserve
game refuge
game reserve
game room
game sanctuary
game season
game shooting
game theory
game to the backbone
game to the end
game to the last
game warden
game-cock
game-destroying
game-fowl
game-law
gamelan orchestra
games all
games master
games mistress
games of chance
games theory
games-player
gameto-
gaming contract
gaming house
gaming room
gaming table
gaming-proof
gamma acid
gamma decay
gamma distribution
gamma function
gamma globulin
gamma infinity
gamma iron
gamma moth
gamma nasal
gamma radiation
gamma radiator
gamma ray
gamma ray counter
gamma rays
gammon iron
gammon-faced
gammon-visaged
gamo-
gander month
gander pull
gandy dancer
gang along
gang around
gang cask
gang center
gang cultivator
gang drill
gang edger
gang hook
gang mill
gang plough
gang plow
gang press
gang punch
gang saw
gang sawyer
gang switch
gang tool
gang tooth
gang up
gang up on
gang up with
gang war
gang warfare
gang week
gang-board
gang-cask
gang-days
gang-flower
gang-plank
gang-week
ganging plea
gangle-shanked
gangl-
ganglion cell
ganglion crest
ganglionic blocking agent
gangway board
gangway ladder
gannet paper
gantry crane
gantry scaffold
gaol delivery
gap lathe
gap-frame press
gap-toothed
gape for
gape-gaze
gape-seed
gaping chasm
gaping depths
gapped scale
gar pike
gar-pike
garab tree
garage sale
garam masala
garand rifle
garb willow
garbage barrel
garbage burner
garbage can
garbage cart
garbage collector
garbage conveyer
garbage destructor
garbage digestor
garbage drier
garbage dump
garbage grease
garbage incinerator
garbage man
garbage pail
garbage plant
garbage reducer
garbage tank
garbage tankage
garbage truck
garbage wagon
garble accounts
garboard plank
garboard strake
garbutt rod
garde du corps
garde-collet
garde-du-corps
garde-feu
garde-feux
garde-manger
garde-reins
garden apartment
garden balm
garden balsam
garden bond
garden bugloss
garden burnet
garden buttercup
garden camomile
garden cart
garden catchfly
garden celandine
garden centre
garden chafer
garden chair
garden cicely
garden city
garden columbine
garden cress
garden culture
garden cypress
garden egg
garden flea
garden flea hopper
garden fly honeysuckle
garden frame
garden garth
garden geranium
garden ginger
garden glass
garden heliotrope
garden hoe
garden hose
garden house
garden huckleberry
garden hyssop
garden lemon
garden mint
garden mold
garden nasturtium
garden nightshade
garden of the Gods
garden of the Hesperides
garden orach
garden orpine
garden party
garden path
garden patience
garden pepper
garden pepper cress
garden peppergrass
garden persicary
garden phlox
garden pink
garden plague
garden plow
garden poppy
garden portulaca
garden purslane
garden rocket
garden roller
garden sage
garden sauce
garden sculpture
garden seat
garden snail

garden sorrel

garden spade

garden speedwell

garden spider

garden spot

garden spurge

garden suburb

garden syringa

garden tickseed

garden trowel

garden truck

garden valerian

garden variety

garden verbena

garden violet

garden wall

garden warbler

garden webworm

garden white

garden-gate

garden-house

garden-seated

garden-variety

garden-wall bond

gardener bird

gardenwall bond

gardes du corps

gardez la foi

gare-fowl

garget plant

garget root

garland chrysanthemum

garland crab

garland crab apple

garland flower

garland larkspur

garlic bread

garlic butter

garlic germander

garlic mustard

garlic oil

garlic pear

garlic powder

garlic sage

garlic salt

garlic shrub

garlic tree
garment center
garment maker
garment making
garment parts
garment presser
garner of facts and fancies
garner up
garnet brown
garnet hinge
garnet jade
garnet lac
garnet paper
garnet-breasted
garnet-colored
garnet-red
garnish bolt
garnishee order
garrison cap
garrison finish
garrison flag
garrison house
garrison prisoner
garrison rations
garrison school
garrison state
garter belt
garter blue
garter snake
garter stitch
garter stockings
garter-blue
garth cress
gas analyzer
gas attack
gas bacillus
gas balloon
gas battery
gas bender
gas black
gas bladder
gas bomb
gas buoy
gas burner
gas cap
gas carbon
gas cell
gas chamber
gas chromatography
gas coal
gas coke
gas company
gas concrete
gas conduction
gas constant
gas counter
gas cutting
gas detector
gas disease
gas electrode
gas engine
gas engineer
gas engineering
gas equation
gas explosion
gas field
gas filler
gas fitter
gas fitting
gas fittings
gas fixture
gas focusing
gas furnace
gas gangrene
gas generator
gas grenade
gas harmonicon
gas heat
gas heater
gas heating
gas helmet
gas jet
gas lamp
gas law
gas laws
gas lighter
gas lime
gas liquor
gas log
gas machine
gas main
gas mantle
gas mask
gas meter
gas motor
gas oil
gas oven
gas phlegmon
gas phototube
gas pipe
gas plant
gas plate
gas pliers
gas poker
gas polarization
gas producer
gas propulsion
gas range
gas refrigeration
gas refrigerator
gas ring
gas sand
gas separator
gas shaft
gas shell
gas spectrum
gas spurs
gas station
gas stove
gas tank
gas tap
gas tar
gas thermometer
gas thread
gas trap
gas tube
gas turbine
gas turbine engine
gas turbine jet engine
gas up
gas vent
gas warfare
gas washer
gas water
gas welder
gas welding
gas well
gas zone
gas-absorbing
gas-bag
gas-burning
gas-charged
gas-check
gas-cooled reactor
gas-delivering
gas-discharge lamp
gas-driven
gas-electric
gas-filled
gas-filled tube
gas-fired
gas-fitter
gas-fitting
gas-heat
gas-heated
gas-laden
gas-lampy
gas-light
gas-liquid chromatography
gas-operated
gas-oxygen
gas-plant
gas-producing
gas-propelled
gas-resisting
gas-retort
gas-shaft hood
gas-testing
gaseous envelope
gaseous environment
gaseous medium
gaseous nebula
gaseous state
gash vein
gash-gabbit
gaslight paper
gasoline engine
gasoline gas
gasoline lantern
gasoline locomotive
gasoline propulsion
gasoline shovel
gasoline stove
gasoline tax
gasoline truck
gasoline-electric
gasoline-propelled
gaster-
gastr-
gastraea theory
gastric antacid
gastric digestion
gastric glands
gastric juice
gastric lavage
gastric ulcer
gastro-
gastro-omental
gastrocolic omentum
gastrohepatic omentum
gastrointestinal disease
gastrointestinal tract
gat-toothed
gate bill
gate channel
gate hinge
gate leg
gate money
gate net
gate pin
gate receipts
gate road
gate shear
gate shears
gate table
gate tower
gate valve
gate wheel
gate, the
gate-crash
gate-crasher
gate-keeper
gate-leg
gate-leg table
gate-legged
gate-legged table
gate-netting
gate-post
gateleg table
gatelegged table
gather around
gather courage
gather flesh
gather head
gather in
gather into barns
gather knowledge
gather learning
gather materials
gather to yourself
gather together
gather up
gather way
gather your thoughts
gathered to his fathers
gathering clouds
gathering coal
gathering evidence
gathering hoop
gathering iron
gathering locomotive
gathering machine
gathering of the clouds
gathering pallet
gathering peat
gathering place
gathering reel
gathering ring
gathering rod
gathering shot
gathering table
gatling gun
gaub line
gaude lake
gaudy-day
gaufre-green
gaufre iron
gauge block
gauge board
gauge cock
gauge concussion
gauge die
gen door
gauge glass
gauge increment
gauge knife
gauge lath
gauge lathe
gauge line
gauge notch
gauge pile
gauge pin
gauge plate
gauge point
gauge saw
gauge stick
gauge stuff
gauge tolerance
gauge weir
gauge wheel
gauged pile
gauging plaster
gaultheria oil
gaunt-bellied
gauze ring
gauze tree
gauze weave
gauze-winged
gavel bread
gavel corn
gavel earth
gavel swine
gay as a lark
gay dance
gay deceiver
gay dog
gay liberation
gay-beseen
gay-chirping
gay-colored
gay-feather
gay-flowered
gay-glancing
gay-green
gay-hued
gay-humored
gay-looking
gay-motleyed
gay-painted
gay-seeming
gay-smiling
gay-spent
gay-spotted
gay-tailed
gay-throned
gaze at
gaze open-mouthed
gaze upon
gaze-hound
gazelle brown
gazelle hound
gazelle-boy
gazelle-eyed
gazer-on
gazetted officer
gazing ball
gazing-stock
ge-
gear box
gear brusher
gear case
gear cutter
gear down
gear fitter
gear forger
gear hobber
gear lever
gear maker
gear miller
gear oiler
gear pump
gear ratio
gear roller
gear shaper
gear shifter
gear to
gear train
gear up
gear wheel
gear-cutting
gear-driven
gear-operated
gear-wheel pump
gerated-head lathe
gearing chain
gearless traction
gee ho
gee pole
gee string
gee up
gee up!
gee whillikins
gee whiz
gee whizz
gee-gee
gee-haw
gee-throw
gee-up
gefillte fish
gefilte fish
gefullte fish
gefulte fish
gegen-ion
gehockte leber
geigen principal
geiger counter
geiger tree
geiger-muller tube
geil fine
geisha girl
gel filtration
gel mineral
gelada baboon
gelatin dynamite
gelatin emulsion
gelatin filter
gelatin maker
gelatin molder
gelatin process
gelatin slide
gelatin-coated
gelatino silver bromide
gelatino-
gem carver
 gem cutter
gem cutting
gem designer
gem engraver
gem fancier
gem grinder
gem jade
gem list
gem of the first water
gem peg
gem setter
gem stick
gem stone
gem stones
gem-bearing
gem-bedewed
gem-bedizened
gem-bespangled
gem-bright
gem-cutting
gem-decked
gem-engraving
gem-faced
gem-fruit
gem-grinding
gem-set
gem-spangled
gemel bar
gemel bottle
general of the army
general officer
general order
general orders
general paralysis
general paralysis of the insane
general paresis
general partner
general partnership
general post office
general practice
general practitioner
general precession
general principle
general prior
general public
general reconnaissance
general reference map
general rule
general run
general semantics
general servant
general sessions
general solution
general staff
general store
general strike
general studies
general surgery
general theory of relativity
general truth
general uprising
general voice
general war
general will
general-duty nurse
general-purpose
generalized coordinates
generalized other
generalized proposition
generally accepted
generally admitted
generally capable
generally speaking
generate electricity
generating station
generating tone
generation gap
generation of man
generative cell
generative grammar
generative semantics
generator gas
generator unit
generic name
generic resemblance
generous-hearted
genethliac astrology
genetic code
genetic disease
genetic drift
genetic engineering
genetic fallacy
genetic individual
genetic method
genetic psychology
genetically related
genova bands
genova convention
genova cross
genova gown
genio-
genitive absolute
genito-
genius domus
genius familiae
genius for
genius loci
genius tutelae
gen-
genoa foresail
genoa jib
genre painter
genre painting
gens d'armerie
genteel comedian
genteel comedy
genteel poverty
gentian blue
gentian family
gentian root
gentian violet
gentianic acid
gentile-falcon
gentility manners
gentill-
gentisic acid
gentle art
gentle as a lamb
gentle breeze
gentle contact
gentle craft
gentle hint
gentle melancholy
gentle sex
gentle sleep
gentle slope
gentle wind
gentle-born
gentle-bred
gentle-browed
gentle-eyed
gentle-handed
gentle-handedly
gentle-handedness
gentle-looking
gentle-mannered
gentle-manneredly
gentle-manneredness
gentle-minded
gentle-mindedly
gentle-mindedness
gentle-natured
gentle-naturedly
gentle-naturedness
gentle-spoken
gentle-spokenly
gentle-spokenness
gentle-voiced
gentle-voicedly
gentle-voicedness
gentleman farmer
gentleman friend
gentleman of fortune
gentleman of leisure
gentleman of the press
gentleman of the road
gentleman's agreement
gentleman's gentleman
gentleman's lounge
gentleman's roo
gentleman-adventurer
gentleman-agent
gentleman-at-arms
gentleman-beggar
gentleman-cadet
gentleman-commoner
gentleman-covenanter
gentleman-dependent
gentleman-digger
gentleman-farmer
gentleman-jailer
gentleman-jockey
gentleman-lackey
gentleman-lodger
gentleman-murderer
gentleman-pensioner
gentleman-porter
gentleman-priest
gentleman-ranker
gentleman-recusant
gentleman-rider
gentleman-scholar
gentleman-sewer
gentleman-tradesman
gentleman-usher
gentleman-vagabond
gentleman-volunteer
gentleman-waiter
gentlemen's agreement
gentlemen-at-arms
gentlemen-commoners
gentlemen-farmers
gentlemen-pensioners
genoo penguin
genu valgum
genuine object
genus Homo
geo probe
geo-
geo-navigation
geocentric longitude
geocentric parallax
geodesic dome
geodesic geometry
geodesic line
gedegetic engineer
gedegetic engineering
gedegetic longitude
gedegetic satellite
gedegetic survey
gedegetic surveying
geographic determinism
geographic environment
geographic longitude
geographic range
geographical determinism
geographical dictionary
geographical mile
geographically limited
geoid-spheroid
geoid-spheroid balance
geologic time
geological chemistry
geological dictionary
geological engineer
geological engineering
geological time periods
geometric figure
geometric isomerism
geometric mean
geometric pace
geometric progression
geometric proportion
geometric ratio
geometric series
geometrical horizon
geometrical lathe
geometrical optics
geometrical pace
gometrical pitch
gometrical progression
gometrical stair
géophysic satellite
géorgia pine
géostroph wind
géotectonic géology
géranium creeper
géranium family
géranium lake
géranium oil
géranium pink
geriatric disease
germb breeder
germb cell
germb destroyer
germb disease
germb disk
germb gland
germb layer
germ nucleus
germ pathology
germ peg
germ plasm
germ plasma
germ pore
germ spot
germ stock
germ theory
germ track
germin tube
germin warfare
germin-forming
german baptist brethren
german cotillion
german measles
german shepherd
german silver
germander chickweed
germander sage
germander speedwell
germanium crystal triode
germanium oxide
germanium triode
germano-
germicidal lamp
germinal area
germinal disc
germinal disk
germinal imagination
germinal vesicle
germinate from
geront-
geront-
gerrymandered district
gerund grinder
gerund grindery
gerund grinding
gerund phrase
ges-warp
gestalt psychology
gestalt therapy
gestatorial chair
gesture calligraphist
gesture calligraphy
gesture language
gesture painting
get a bang out of
get a bead on
get a boot out of
get a break
get a bun on
get a charge out of
get a corner on
get a cropper
get a fix
get a foothold
get a footing
get a glimpse of
get a good pennyworth
get a head start
get a hold on
get a hustle on
get a kick out of
get a leg up on
get a lift out of
get a load of
get a loan
get a move on
get a navigational fix
get a noseful of
get a purchase
get a reaction
get a reading
get a response
get a rise out of
get a sense
get a sounding
get a stranglehold on
get a whiff of
get a wiggle on
get a wrong impression
get about
get abroad
get acquainted
get acquire
get across
get afloat
get ahead
get ahead of
get all balled up
get all bolliixed up
get all in a lather
get all snarled up
get all tangled up
get all wound up
get along
get along in years
get along on
get along with
get along with you
get along without
get an agent
get an earful
get an eyeful of
get an impression
get an income
get anywhere
get around
get at
get at the ear of
get away
get away from
get away with
get away with it
get away with murder
get back
get back at
get back in shape
get back to earth
get before
get behind
get better
get bogged down
get busy
get by
get by heart
get by hook or by crook
get by on
get by osmosis
get by rote
get chummy with
get clear of
get cold feet
get cozy with
get cracking
get cutting
get done
get down
get down cold
get down from your high horse
get down on your hunkers
get down on your knees
get down on your marrowbones
get down pat
get down to brass tacks
get down to business
get down to cases
get down to nuts and bolts
get drunk
get even
get even with
get excited
get excited about
get exposure
get for free
get for your pains
get free
get free of
get fresh
get from
get funny
get going
get heads together
get hep to
get hers
get high
get high on
get his
get hitched
get hold of
get hold of an idea
get hold of yourself
get home free
get hot under the collar
get huffy
get hung up
get in
get in a bind
get in a box
get in a hole
get in a jam
get in a mess
get in a pincers
get in a rut
get in a word edgewise
get in back of
get in behind
get in connection with
get in contact with
get in formation
get in front of
get in good with
get in hot water
get in line
get in on the ground floor
get in the act
get in the family way
get in the good graces of
get in the harvest
get in the soup
get in the swim
get in there
get in touch with
get in with
get in wrong
get in your hair
get in your own way
get income
get into
get into a dither
get into a pucker
get into a scrape
get into a stew
get into a swivet
get into a tizzy
get into debt
get into favor
get into harness
get into line
get into mischief
get into the way of
get into trouble
get into your clutches
get into your grasp
get into your head
get into your hold
get into your possession
get into your thick head
ger it
get it coming and going
get it in the neck
get it into your head
get it off your chest
get it off your mind
get it out of your system
ger it out on
ger it over
ger it over with
ger justice
get killed
get knowledge
get left
get letter-perfect
get leverage
get loose
get lost
get mad
get married
get miffed
get mired
get mired down
get moving
get next to
get next to someone
get no better fast
get no place fast
get nowhere
get off
get off a joke
get off cheap
get off on the right
get off scot-free
get off the ground
get off the subject
get off the track
get off to a good start
get off your back
get on
get on credit
get on film
get on good terms with
get on in the world
get on in years
get on out
get on swimmingly
get on the ball
get on the bandwagon
get on the cuff
get on the good side of
get on the in with
get on the job
get on the right side of
get on the wagon
get on the water wagon
get on tick
get on to
get on top
get on trust
get on well
get on well with
get on with
get on your high horse
get on your nerves
get one wrong
get onto
get organized
get out
get out a sheet-anchor
get out of
get out of bed
get out of commission
get out of gear
get out of here
get out of joint
get out of kelter
get out of kilter
get out of line
get out of order
get out of the way of
get out of whack
get out of your depth
get over
get over the ground
get over with
get pickled
get plastered
get quit of
get quits with
get ready
get ready to
get red in the face
get religion
get rich
get rid of
get right
get round
get satisfaction
get scent of
get sea room
get set
get set for
get shet of
get shut of
get sidetracked
get smart
get some air
get some sack time
get some shut-eye
get something out of your system
get sore
get square with
get squared away
get taped
get the advantage
get the air
get the ax
get the best of
get the better of
get the breaks
get the control of
get the drift
get the drop on
get the ear of
get the edge on
get the facts
get the floor
get the gate
get the hang of
get the hell out
get the idea
get the impression
get the jump on
get the knack of
get the lay of the land
get the lead out
get the lead out of your ass
get the lie of the land
get the mastery of
get the meaning of
get the picture
get the power into your hands
get the show on the road
get the start
get the upper hand
get the works
get the worst of it
get there
get things into proportion
get through
get through to
get through with
get through your head
get through your thick head
get tired
get to
get to be
get to do
get to first base
get to know one another
get to the bottom of
get to the core
get to the essence
get to the nub
get to your feet
get together
get together with
get too big for your breeches
get top billing
get under way
get under your skin
get up
get up and go
get up early
get up in
get up late
get up nerve
get up on
get up steam
get used to
get warm
get well
get well out of
get what is coming to one
get wind of
get wind up
get wise to
get with child
get with it
get with young
get worse
get wrong
get you down
get you gone
get your Irish up
get your ass in a bind
get your ass in gear
get your back up
get your bearings
get your blood up
get your comeuppance
get your credentials
get your dander up
get your deserts
get your dues
get your feet on the ground
get your feet wet
get your fingers on
get your goat
get your gorge up
get your hands on
get your hopes up
get your mad up
get your money's worth
get your monkey up
get yourself a deal
get yourself in a sulk
get-at-ability
get-at-able
get-at-ableness
get-away
get-away speed
get-off
get-out
get-together
get-tough
get-up
get-up-and-get
get-up-and-go
getah wax
getat out
getting along
getting along in years
getting around
getting even
getting hold of
getting on
getting on in years
getting rid of
getting round
getting the hell out
getting with child
geyser basin
geyser cone
gharry-wallah
ghatti gum
ghetto-dwellers
ghost candle
ghost crab
ghost daemon
ghost dance
ghost edition
ghost food
ghost god
ghost gum
ghost hole
ghost line
ghost lodge
ghost lore
ghost moth
ghost name
ghost of a great name
ghost plant
ghost shrimp
ghost soul
ghost story
ghost town
ghost word
ghost world
ghost writer
ghost-fearing
ghost-filled
ghost-haunted
ghost-ridden
ghost-weed
ghost-writer
giallo antico
giant arrowhead
giant bamboo
giant bass
giant cane
giant chinquapin
giant crab
giant daisy
giant fennel
giant fescue
giant fulmar
giant garlic
giant granadilla
giant ground sloth
giant holly fern
giant hornet
giant killer
giant lily
giant lizard
giant of learning
giant order
giant panda
giant parsnip
giant petrel
giant planet
giant powder
giant ragweed
giant reed
giant rye grass
giant schnauzer
giant sea bass
giant sequoia
giant silkworm moth
giant size
giant slalom
giant sloth
giant snowdrop
giant star
giant step
giant steps
giant stride
giant sunflower
giant tortoise
giant water bug
giant-like
giant-sized
gib fish
gib plate
gib-cat
gib-head
gib-head key
gibbed cat
gibber bird
gibberelic acid
gibberelic acid
gibbet law
gibbet tree
gibble-gabble
gibble-gabbler
gibboso-
gibbous moon
gibby stick
gibe at
gibing retort
giblet-check
giblet-checked
giblet-cheek
gibus hat
giddy as a goose
giddy-brained
giddy-drunk
giddy-go-round
giddy-headed
giddy-paced
giddy-pated
giddy-witted
gier-eagle
giff-gaff
gift balsam
gift certificate
gift for
gift of expression
gift of gab
gift of the gab
gift of tongues
gift rope
gift shop
gift tax
gift with
gift wrap
gift wrapping
gift-rope
gift-wrap
gift-wrapped
gift-wrapper
gift-wrapping
gift-wrapped
gift-wrapping
gift-wrapt
gifted child
gifted person
gig lamp
gig machine
gig mill
gig-lamp
gig-mill
giga-
giga-electron volt
gigant-
giggle house
gigot sleeve
gila monster
gild the lily
gild the pill
gilding metal
gilding wax
gilgai soil
gill arch
gill bailer
gill bar
gill basket
gill book
gill box
gill cavity
gill chamber
gill cleft
gill comb
gill cover
gill filament
gill frame
gill fungus
gill helix
gill net
gill plume
gill pouch
gill rake
gill raker
gill rod
gill scoop
gill slit
gill-ale
gill-book
gill-cup
gill-flirt
gill-less
gill-like
gill-netter
gill-over-the-ground
gill-run
gill-shaped
gillie-wetfoot
gillie-whitefoot
gilling machine
gilling thread
gilt-edge
gilt-edged
gilt-edged securities
gilt-handled
gilt-head
gilt-headed
gilt-knobbed
gilt-robed
gilt-tail
gim peg
gimbal joint
gimbal ring
gimlet bit
gimlet eye
gimlet-eyed
gimmer hog
gimmer lamb
gimp lapper
gimp nail
gin and tonic
gin block
gin drinker's liver
gin fizz
gin mill
gin palace
gin pole
gin race
gin rickey
gin ring
gin rummy
gin sling
gin wagon
gin wheel
gin yard
gin-mill
gin-palace
gin-run
gin-saw
gin-saw file
gin-shop
gin-sling
gingelly oil
ginger ale
ginger beer
ginger bleacher
ginger bread
ginger buyer
ginger extract
ginger family
ginger grass
ginger group
ginger jar
ginger lily
ginger nut
ginger oil
ginger pine
ginger plant
ginger pop
ginger punch
ginger quill
ginger root
ginger snap
ginger spice
ginger tea
ginger up
ginger wine
ginger-beer
ginger-beery
ginger-color
ginger-colored
ginger-faced
ginger-grass oil
ginger-hackled
ginger-haired
ginger-pop
ginger-red
gingerbread man
gingerbread nut
gingerbread palm
gingerbread plum
gingerbread tree
gingili oil
gingiv-
ginkgo nut
ginny carriage
ginny-carriage
ginseng family
gipsy capstan
gipsy moth
gipsy winch
giraffe camel
girandole clock
girasol thorn
gird up your loins
gird your loins
girder bridge
girder erector
girder rail
girder riveter
girder stay
girder tool
girdle band
girdle bone
girdle pain
girdle sensation
girdle the globe
girdle wheel
girdle-tailed lizard
girl Friday
girl Fridays
girl friday
girl friend
girl guide
girl next door
girl scout
girl show
girl-o
girl-os
girl-shy
girl-watcher
girls' room
girly show
girt-line
girth web
girth-web
give 'em hell
give a
give a Roland for an Oliver
give a bad name
give a bad time to
give a bawling out
give a beating
give a big hand
give a bit of your mind
give a black eye
give a black mark
give a blank check
give a boost
give a boost to
give a bouquet
give a briefing
give a bum steer
give a buzz
give a cheer
give a color to
give a cursory look
give a damn
give a darn
give a dekko
give a direct order
give a dirty look
give a dog a bad name
give a dose of birch oil
give a dose of hazel oil
give a dose of hickory oil
give a dose of strap oil
give a dressing-down
give a fair shake
give a false alarm
give a false coloring
give a false idea
give a false impression
give a figure to
give a fillip to
give a fling
give a for-instance
give a free course to
give a free hand
give a free translation
give a go
give a going-over
give a good
give a good account of yourself
give a guess
give a hand
give a hearing to
give a helping hand
give a hint
give a job to
give a knockdown
give a leg up
give a lesson
give a lesson to
give a lick and a promise
give a lift
give a loose translation
give a miss to
give a nod of assent
give a party
give a performance
give a piece of advice
give a piece of your mind
give a pointer to
give a posy
give a promise
give a quick look
give a quid pro quo
give a rap on the knuckles
give a raw deal
give a report
give a reprieve
give a ring
give a shout of laughter
give a show
give a shriek of laughter
give a sidelong look
give a signal
give a square deal
give a start
give a suggestion
give a surprise party
give a talk
give a thrashing
give a thrill
give a tone to society
give a transfusion
give a trial to
give a try
give a tryout
give a turn to
give a twist to
give a warm reception to
give a whammy
give a whipping
give a whirl
give a wide berth
give a wide berth to
give a willing ear
give a workout
give a write-up
give a wrong idea
give absolution
give acknowledgment
give admittance to
give advance notice
give air to
give an account of
give an alarm
give an appreciation
give an assignment
give an assist
give an ear
give an encore
give an entree
give an examination
give an exclamation
give an idea of
give an impetus
give an impression of
give an impulse to
give an inch and take an ell
give an inkling of
give an introduction
give an obolus to Charon
give an open mandate
give an opinion
give an order
give and take
give answer
give as a gift
give as an excuse
give as good as was sent
give as good as you get
give as much as you take
give assent
give attention
give audience to
give away
give back
give battle
give being to
give benediction
give birth
give birth to
give bridle to
give by way of information
give care to
give carte blanche
give chase
give cheerfully
give comfort
give concern
give confidential information
give consent
give credence to
give credit
give credit to
give danger a wide berth
give directions
give directions to
give dispensation from
give ear
give ear to
give emphasis to
give encouragement
give entrance to
give evidence
give expression
give expression to
give fair warning
give faith to
give for free
give forgiveness
give forth
give forth a sound
give free course to
give free play to the emotions
give free rein to
give freely
give full authority
give full particulars
give full play
give full power
give good reasons for
give good returns
give greater draft fore and aft
give ground
give ground for expecting
give hail Columbia
give heed
give heed to
give hell
give help
give her beans
give her less rudder
give her more rudder
give homework
give honor to
give hope
give importance to
give in
give in charge
give in exchange
give in kind
give in marriage
give in return
give in trust
give indication of
give instruction
give instructions
give it a go
give it a second thought
give it all your got
give it no more thought
give it the gas
give it the gun
give it to
give it your all
give leave
give lessons in
give life to
give light
give line
give lip service
give little weight to
give measure for measure
give mind to
give momentum
give moral support to
give more matter and less art
give more than your share
give mouth honor
give new life to
give no cheer
give no comfort
give no credence to
give no credit to
give no heed
give no joy
give no pleasure
give no quarter
give no trouble
give notice
give notification
give occasion to
give of
give of your substance
give of yourself
give off
give off waves of heat
give offense
give offense to
give official sanction
give official warrant
give one a scare
give one a turn
give one line
give onto
give or take a little
give origin to
give out
give out a smell
give out with
give over
give over to
give pain
give pause
give permission
give place
give place to
give pleasure
give power
give prominence
give prospect of
give publicity
give quarter
give reason for
give recognition
give refuge to
give rein to
give release
give relief
give respite
give rise to
give rope enough to
give salvation
give sanctuary to
give satisfaction
give security
give shelter to
give sign
give someone a dose
give someone enough rope
give someone his due
give someone the eye
give someone the slip
give someone your hand on
give something the gun
give sorrow words
give special attention to
give support
give surcease
give texture
give thanks
give the
give the Bronx cheer
give the Devil his due
give the air
give the asking price
give the ax
give the ax to
give the battle cry
give the benefit of the doubt
give the bird
give the bum's rush
give the business
give the chuck to
give the coat off your back
give the cold shoulder
give the cold shoulder to
give the come-on
give the cue
give the deuce
give the devil
give the evil eye
give the eye
give the facts
give the feeling of
give the finishing strokes
give the finishing touches
give the freedom of
give the gate
give the glad eye
give the glad hand
give the go-ahead
give the go-by
give the good word
give the green light
give the guy to
give the high sign
give the hook
give the imprimatur
give the kiss of death to
give the lie to
give the meaning
give the mind to
give the nod
give the old heave-ho
give the once-over
give the pink slip
give the quietus
give the quietus to
give the raspberry
give the reins to
give the run of
give the runaround
give the sack to
give the shirt off your back
give the shoulder
give the show away
give the silent treatment
give the slip
give the stick
give the word
give the word of command
give the works
give thought to
give thumbs up
give tick
give tidings of
give tit for tat
give title to
give to
give to the world
give token
give tongue
give top billing to
give umbrage
give until it hurts
give up
give up all expectation
give up all hope
give up hope
give up the crown
give up the ghost
give up your post
give upon
give utterance
give vent to
give voice
give warning
give way
give way to
give way to tears
give what-for
give with an open hand
give with both hands
give witness
give word
give word for word
give words to
give you
give you a bad time
give you a bang
give you a bellyful
give you a blank check
give you a boot
give you a charge
give you a fright
give you a hard time
give you a kick
give you a lift
give you a pain
give you a revelation
give you a scare
give you a send-off
give you a swift pain in the ass
give you a tip
give you a turn
give you a whammy
give you another chance
give you carte blanche
give you gooseflesh
give you his gruel
give you his head
give you his walking papers
give you leeway
give you room
give you rope
give you scope
give you short shrift
give you space
give you the evil eye
give you the glad eye
give you the lie
give you the lie direct
give you the lie in your throat
give you the lip
give you the run-around
give you the slip
give you the works
give you tit for tat
give you to understand
give you trouble
give you what is coming to you
give you your comeuppance
give you your deserts
give your best
give your best regards
give your blessing
give your blessing to
give your compliments
give your countenance to
give your eyeteeth
give your eyeteeth for
give your fair share
give your hand to
give your kingdom in hell for
give your life for your country
give your love
give your mind to
give your parole
give your regards
give your share
give your support to
give your thanks
give your undivided attention
give your voice for
give your word
give your word of honor
give yourself airs
give yourself for
give yourself over to
give yourself over to pleasure
give yourself up
give yourself up to
give yourself up to reverie
give-and-take
give-up
giveaway show
given a jar
given a jolt
given a turn
given birth
given fact
given name
given to
given to drink
given up
given up for dead
giver-out
giving back
giving birth
giving in
giving out
giving over
giving up
giving way
gizzard shad
gizzard trout
glacial acetic acid
glacial boulder
glacial deposit
glacial epoch
glacial lake
glacial meal
glacial milk
glacial movement
glacial period
glacier bear
glacier cataract
glacier lily
glacier milk
glacier table
glacier theory
glacis plate
glad eye
glad hand
glad hand, the
glad rags
glad tidings
glad to see you
glad-cheered
glad-flowing
glad-hand
glad-handed
glad-hander
glad-sad
glad-surviving
glade lily
glade mallow
glamour girl
glamour issue
glamour puss
glance at
glance coal
glance cobalt
glance copper
glance of the eye
glance off
glance over
glance pitch
glance through
glance upon
glancing angle
glancing boom
glancing light
gland disease
glandular fever
glandular plague
glandular therapy
glans clitoridis
glans penis
glare ice
glare-eyed
glaring light
glass-glazed
glass-green
glass-hard
glass-house
glass-lined
glass-maker
glass-man
glass-paneled
glass-paper
glass-topped
glass-work
glassed-in
glasses case
glassy-eyed
glauber's salt
glaucous blue
glaucous gray
glaucous green
glaucous gull
glaucous-green
glaucous-winged
glaze frost
glaze ice
glaze kiln
glaze wheel
glazed doughnut
glazed frost
glazed ware
glazier's point
glazing bar
glazing bead
glazing brad
glazing-bar
gleam of hope
gleam of light
gleaming smile
glean knowledge
glean learning
glebe house
glebe land
glee club
glee-eyed
glen nymph
glengarry bonnet
gleno-
glial cells
glib tongue
glib-gabbet
glib-tongued
glide bomb
glide consonant
glide into
glide landing
glide path
glide plane
glide vowel
glide-bomb
glide-bombing
glider bomb
glider train
gliding angle
gliding boat
gliding joint
gliding machine
glimmer gowk
glimmer of hope
glimmering goal
glitter ice
glittering generality
gloat on
gloat over
gloating pleasure
global rule
global war
globe amaranth
globe animalcule
globe artichoke
globe crowfoot
globe daisy
globe dollar
globe hyacinth
globe joint
globe lightning
globe lily
globe mallow
globe ranunculus
globe sight
globe thistle
globe tulip
globe valve
globe-girdler
globe-girdling
globe-shaped
globe-trot
globe-trotter
globe-trotting
globigerina ooze
globo-cumulus
globular cluster
globular lightning
globus hystericus
globus pallidus
glum on to
gloomy Gus
gloomy outlook
gloomy-browed
gloomy-faced
glor-fat
glorify the Lord
glory be
glory be to
glory be to God
glory be to God in the highest
glory bower
glory box
glory flower
glory hole
glory in
glory lily
glory pea
glory to God
glory tree
glory vine
glory-hole
 glor-of-the-snow
glory-of-the-snows
glory-of-the-sun
glory-of-the-suns
glory-pea
gloss of novelty
gloss oil
gloss over
gloss-
glosso-
glossopalatine arch
glossopalatine nerve
glossopharyngeal nerve
glossopharyngeal neuralgia
glossy snake
glossy-black
glossy-leaved
glossy-white
glost fire
glost fireman
glost firing
glost oven
glost placer
glost-fired
glott-
glottal stop
glotto-
glove box
glove compartment
glove contest
glove grain
glove maker
glove money
glove puppet
glove silk
glove silver
glove sponge
glove stitch
glover's stitch
glow beetle
glow discharge
glow discharge tube
glow lamp
glow light
glow lighting
glow meter
glow plug
glow tube
glow-discharge microphone
glow-worm
glowering look
glowing health
glowing smile
gloze over
glucaric acid
gluck-gluck
gluckliche Reise
gluconic acid
glucose sirup
glucose vinegar
glucuronic acid
glue boiler
glue bottle
glue brush
glue cell
glue maker
glue on
glue plant
glue sniffer
glue stock
glue the mind to
glue water
glue-pot
glued-up
gluing-off
glut herring
glut on the market
glut-
glutamic acid
glutaminic acid
gluteal region
glutei maximi
gluten bread
gluten feed
gluten flour
gluten meal
gluteus maximus
gluteus medius
gluteus minimus
glutton bird
glyc-
glycer-
glyceria wax
glyceric acid
glyceric aldehyde
glycerin jelly
glycerin lye
glycerin soap
glycero-
glycerol nitrate
glyceryl ester
glyceryl esters
glyceryl group
glyceryl monoacetate
glyceryl nitrate
glyceryl radical
glyceryl trinitrate
glyceryl trioleate
glyceryl tripalmitate
glyco-
glycogen disease
glycogenic acid
glycolic acid
glycollic acid
glyconic acid
glycuronic acid
glycyrrhizae composita
glyoxylic acid
glyptic artist
glyptographic artist
gnamma hole
gnash your teeth
gnashing of teeth
gnat hawk
gnath-
gnathic index
gnaw at the root of
gnaw away
gnawing of the bowels
gnawing pain
gneisoid-granite
gnome owl
gnomonic projection
gnothi seauton
gnu goat
go AWOL
go Dutch
go a journey
go aboard
go about
go about your business
go abroad
go across
go adrift
go after
go against
go against the grain
go aground
go ahead
go ahead of
go all colors
go all lengths
go all out
go all the way
go aloft
go along
go along with
go along with the crowd
go alongside
go amiss
go and
go and do
go and get
go and hang yourself
go ape
go ape over
go around
go around and around
go around in circles
go as
go as the crow flies
go as you please
go ashore
go ass over elbows
go astern
go astray
go astray from
go at
go at a snail's pace
go at flank speed
go at full blast
go at full steam
go at full tilt
go at it ass-backwards
go at large
go at liberty
go at the double
go away
go awol
go awry
go back
go back on
go back on your word
go back over
go back to
go backwards
go bad
go bail
go bail for
go bananas
go bankrupt
go beddy-bye
go before
go begging
go behind
go below
go berserk
go beside
go between
go beyond
go beyond reason
go beyond the bounds of reason
go blind
go broke
go bush
go by
go by air
go by airline
go by fits and starts
go by plane
go by rail
go by ship
go by the board
go by the name of
go bye-bye
go cahoots
go cahoots with
go camping
go cap in hand to
go chase yourself
go contrary to
go counter to
go crabwise
go crackers
go crazy
go dead
go dead slow
go deaf
go deep
go deep into
go directly
go down
go down in the world
go down like a stone
go down on your knees to
go down the drain
go down to the sea in ships
go down with flying colors
go downhill
go easily
ngo easy
ngo easy on
ngo even stephen
ngo even stephen with
ngo far
ngo far afield
ngo fast
ngo fetch
ngo fifty-fifty
ngo fifty-fifty with
go fish
go fishing
go flat out
go fly a kite
go for
go for a Sunday drive
go for a burton
go for a drive
go for a ride
go for a spin
go for a walk
go for an airing
go for an outing
go for broke
go for the deck
go foreign
go forth
go forward
go free
go from bad to worse
go from home
go from push to shove
go full speed ahead
go full speed astern
go full steam ahead
go full tilt at
go gauge
go get
go great guns
go gunning for
go halvers
go halvers with
go halves
go hand in hand
go hand in hand with
go hard with
go haywire
go head over heels
go hell-bent for election
go home
go home feet first
go hungry
go hunting
go ill with
go in
go in advance
go in bathing
go in business for yourself
go in cahoot with
go in cahoots
go in debt
go in for
go in harm's way
go in hock
go in hock for
go in one ear and out the other
go in opposition to
go in partners
go in partnership
go in peace
go in pursuit of
go in search of
go in swimming
go in the face of
go in the lead
go in the rear of
go in wading
go in with
go into
go into a funk
go into a huddle
go into a tail spin
go into a tailspin
go into a tantrum
go into convulsions
go into decay
go into detail
go into heart and soul
go into hiding
go into hysterics
go into litigation
go into mourning
go into orbit
go into outer space
go into partnership with
go into raptures
go into receivership
go into retirement
go into reverse
go into seclusion
go into shock
go into the money market
go into training
go into your pocket
go it alone
go jump in the lake
go kaput
go lame
go light
go like
go like a bat out of hell
go like a flash
go like a shot
go like a streak of lightning
go like clockwork
go like greased lightning
go like hot cakes
go like lightning
go like the wind
go long
go mad
go maku
go marketing
go native
go near
go night-night
go off
go off at a tangent
go off at half cock
go off half-cocked
go off in all directions at once
go off on a tangent
go off soundings
go off the air
go off the deep end
go off the track
go off the trolley
go off to sleep
go off your head
go off your nut
go off your rocker
go on
go on a bat
go on a bender
go on a binge
go on a bust
go on a crusade
go on a crusade against
go on a diet
go on a drunk
go on a honeymoon
go on a journey
go on a pilgrimage
go on a rampage
go on a rip
go on a sight-seeing trip
go on a spending spree
go on a spree
go on a tear
go on a toot
go on a trip
go on a voyage
go on a wartime footing
go on a wild-goose chase
go on a wrong tack
go on about
go on all fours
go on all fours with
go on an ego trip
go on an expedition
go on and on
go on bended knee to
go on board
go on forever
go on furlough
go on hands and knees
go on horseback
go on in the old jog-trot way
go on leave
go on over
go on parade
go on record
go on safari
go on shipboard
go on strike
go on the air
go on the blink
go on the bum
go on the defensive
go on the fritz
go on the heel and toe
go on the merry-go-round
go on the road
go on the rocks
go on the shoals
go on the stump
go on the town
go on the warpath
go on tick
go on tiptoe
go on welfare
go on with
go on with the show
go on your beat
go once over lightly
go one better
go onto
go onwards and upwards
go out
go out for
go out like a lamb
go out like a light
go out of bounds
go out of business
go out of line
go out of style
go out of the way
go out of use
go out of your depth
go out of your skull
go out of your way
go out on a limb
go out on strike
go out the window
go out with
go out with the ebb
go out with the tide
go over
go over again and again
go over and over
go over big
go over like a lead balloon
go over step by step
go over the board
go over the ground
go over the hill
go over the same ground
go over the side
go over the top
go over the wall
go over to the enemy
go over to the great majority
go over to the majority
go over your head
go overboard
go overseas
go partners
go peddle your fish
go phut
go pitapat
go pitter-patter
go places
go places and do things
go public
go right through
go roll your hoop
go round
go round Robin Hood's barn
go round about
go round like a horse in a mill
go scot free
go separate ways
go shares
go shopping
go short
go sideways
go sit on a tack
go slow
go slowly
go slumming
go snack
go soak your head
go soft
go soft at the edges
go steady
go step by step
go straight
go straight on
go straight to the point
go the dizzy rounds
go the limit
go the long way around
go the other way
go the round
go the rounds
go the route
go the same round
go the vole
go the way of all earth
go the way of all flesh
go the whole hog
go the whole length
go the whole way
go through
go through a change
go through channels
go through fire and water
go through hell and high water
go through one
go through one's head
go through phases
go through the motions
go through with
go through with it
go through your paces
go through your part
go to
go to Abraham's bosom
go to Canossa
go to Davy Jones's locker
go to a better land
go to a better life
go to a better place
go to a better world
go to a watery grave
go to all lengths
go to an extreme
go to and fro
go to any length
go to any lengths
go to bat for
go to bed
go to bed with
go to do
go to extremes
go to foreign places
go to foreign shores
go to get
go to glory
go to grass
go to great lengths
go to great pains
go to ground
go to hell
go to it
go to kingdom come
go to law
go to loggerheads
go to perdition
go to pieces
go to pot
go to press
go to rack and manger
go to rack and ruin
go to rest
go to ruin
go to school
go to sea
go to sea in a sieve
go to seed
go to shivers
go to show
go to sleep
go to smash
go to smithereens
go to the bad
go to the bathroom
go to the bitter end
go to the bottom
go to the country
go to the deuce
go to the devil
go to the dogs
go to the electorate
go to the front for
go to the happy hunting grounds
go to the mat with
go to the trouble
go to the voters
go to the wall
go to town
go to town on
go to war
go to waste
go to windward
go to wrack and ruin
go to your glory
go to your head
go to your heart
go to your last home
go to your long account
go to your rest
go to your reward
go together
go too far
go treat
go under
go under a false name
go under an alias
go under an assumed name
go under false colors
go under false pretenses
go under the knife
go under the name of
go underground
go unrestrained
go up
go up and up
go up blind alleys
go up in smoke
go up in your lines
go up on your lines
go up the nose
go up the spout
go up the wall
go up to with hat in hand
go uphill
go upon
go well
go west
go whole hog
go with
go with the current
go with the party
go with the stream
go with the tide
go without
go without saying
go wonder
go woolgathering
go wrong
go your own way
go your rounds
go your way
go-about
go-ahead
go-as-you-please
go-ashore
go-away bird
go-back
go-between
go-by
go-cart
go-devil
go-down
go-getter
go-getterism
go-getting
go-go
go-go dancer
go-kart
go-moku
go-off
go-quick
go-slow policy
go-to-itiveness
go-to-meeting
goa powder
goad on
goal area
goal crease
goal judge
goal kick
goal line
goal minder
goal net
goal post
goal posts
goal stick
goal tender
goal tending
goal-post mast
goat antelope
goat chaffer
goat cheese
goat fig
goat god
goat grass
goat hair
goat marjoram
goat milker
goat moth
goat nut
goat owl
goat pepper
goat pox
goat rue
goat's hair
goat's-beard
goat's-rue
goat-bearded
goat-drunk
goat-eyed
goat-footed
goat-headed
goat-herd
goat-hoofed
goat-horned
goat-keeping
goat-kneed
goat-pox
goat-toothed
goatsfoot convolvulus
gob line
gob rope
gob-line
gobar numerals
gobble down
gobble up
gobe-mouches
goblet cell
goblin fish
goblin scarlet
goblin shark
god head
god of evil
god of justice
god of lightning
god of trade
god's acre
god's penny
god's-penny
god-a-mercy
god-almighty
god-child
god-damn
god-daughter
god-fearing
god-horse
god-king
god-mamma
god-man
god-papa
god-parent
god-phere
god-speed
goddam it
goddess of evil
goddess of justice
goddess-like
goddesses of discord
godforsaken place
godly-learned
godly-minded
godly-mindedness
gods of
gods of commerce
gods of evil
gods of marriage
gods of the nether world
goer-by
goiffer gauffer
goggle eyes
goggle-eye
goggle-eye scad
goggle-eyed
goggle-eyes
goggle-nose
going about
going afoot
going against the current
going ahead
going along with
going around
going around in circles
going ashore
going away
going barrel
going behind
going between
going down of the sun
going for broke
going forth
going fusee
going light
going off
going on
going on all fours
going on foot
going out
going over
going price
going strong
going through
going to Jerusalem
going to happen
going to pieces
going to the polls
going train
going wheel
going-concern
going-concern value
going-out-of-business sale
going-over
going on
going on
gold panner
gold piece
gold plate
gold point
gold refiner
gold reserve
gold rush
gold seeker
gold solder
gold spinner
gold standard
gold star
gold stick
gold therapy
gold tooth
gold topaz
gold trichloride
gold warden
gold washer
gold washing
gold working
gold-and-silver plant
gold-ball
gold-banded
gold-basket
gold-bearing
gold-beater
gold-beating
gold-bloom
gold-bound
gold-braided
gold-breasted
gold-brick
gold-bright
gold-broidered
gold-bug
gold-bullion standard
gold-ceiled
gold-chain
gold-clasped
gold-colored
gold-containing
gold-crested
gold-daubed
gold-decked
gold-dig
gold-digger
gold-dust
gold-dust tree
gold-edged
gold-embossed
gold-embroidered
gold-enwoven
gold-exchange
gold-exchange standard
gold-field
gold-fields
gold-filled
gold-finder
gold-fish
gold-foil
gold-framed
gold-fringed
gold-graved
gold-green
gold-haired
gold-headed
gold-hilted
gold-inlaid
gold-laced
gold-laden
gold-leaf
gold-lit
gold-mine
gold-mounted
gold-of-pleasure
gold-plate
gold-plated
gold-plating
gold-red
gold-ribbed
gold-rimmed
gold-robed
gold-rolling
gold-rush
gold-seeking
gold-star
gold-striped
gold-strung
gold-studded
gold-tail moth
gold-testing
gold-washer
gold-weight
gold-winged
gold-work
gold-wrought
gold-yellow
goldbeater's skin
golden age
golden aster
golden bamboo
golden bantam corn
golden beryl
golden boy
golden buck
golden calf
golden calla lily
golden chain
golden clematis
golden coreopsis
golden crest
golden crown
golden crownbeard
golden currant
golden disc
golden dream
golden eagle
golden eardrop
golden era
golden exhalations of the dawn
golden feather
golden fizz
golden flax
golden fleece
golden glow
golden goose
golden gram
golden handshake
golden horde
golden jubilee
golden loosestrife
golden marguerite
golden mean
golden millet
golden mole
golden nematode
golden number
golden oat
golden opportunity
golden oriole
golden pheasant
golden plover
golden polypody
golden potto
golden queen
golden ragwort
golden rain
golden retriever
golden rose
golden rule
golden sable
golden saying
golden season of life
golden section
golden shower
golden silence
golden slumbers
golden spider lily
golden star
golden stars
golden syrup
golden thistle
golden time
golden touch, the
golden trout
golden tuft
golden vision
golden warbler
golden wattle
golden wedding
golden wedding anniversary
golden years, the
golden yellow
golden-ager
golden-banded
golden-banded lily
golden-bearded
golden-breasted
golden-brown
golden-cheeked
golden-chestnut
golden-colored
golden-crested
golden-crowned
golden-crowned kinglet
golden-cup
golden-cup oak
golden-eared
golden-eye
golden-eyed
golden-eyed fly
golden-eyed grass
golden-feather yellow
golden-fettered
golden-fingered
golden-footed
golden-fruited
golden-gleaming
golden-glowing
golden-green
golden-haired
golden-headed
golden-hilted
golden-hued
golden-leaved
golden-locked
golden-mouthed
golden-rain tree
golden-rayed
golden-rod
golden-spotted
golden-throned
golden-tipped
golden-toned
golden-tongued
golden-tressed
golden-voiced
golden-winged
golden-yellow
goldenrain tree
goldenrod tree
goldfish bowl
goldsmith beetle
golf bag
golf ball
golf cart
golf club
golf course
golf green
golf hose
golf links
golf red
golf shoe
golf widow
golgi apparatus
golgi body
goliath beetle
goliath crane
goliath frog
goliath heron
golo-shoe
gom-paaauw
gombeen-man
gombeen-men
gombroken ware
gomoku-zogan
gomuti palm
gon-
gondang wax
gondola back
gondola car
gone arrow
gone away
gone bad
gone begging
gone by
gone feeling
gone for a burton
gone glimmering
gone goose
gone off
gone on
gone out
gone out of your head
gone out of your recollection
gone the way of all flesh
gone to a better land
gone to a better place
gone to a better world
gone to dust
gone to glory
gone to kingdom come
gone to pot
gone to rack and ruin
gone to seed
gone to the bad
gone to the dogs
gone to waste
gone to wrack and ruin
gone west
gone-by
gong bell
gong buoy
gong drum
gong-gong
goni-
gono-
gonococcal arthritis
gonorrheal arthritis
gonorrheal rheumatism
goo-goo
goo-goo eyes
goober pea
good Christian
good English
good Joe
good Samaritan
good afternoon
good and
good and mad
good and ready
good and tired
good angel
good appearance
good arvo
good as gold
good at
good at the price
good auspices
good behavior
good book
good boy good girl
good boy good girl
good break
good breeding
good buy
good case
good chance
good character
good cheap
good cheer
good child
good citizen
good citizenship
good clothes
good company
good condition
good constitution
good cry
good day
good deal
good deed
good deportment
good digestion
good disposition
good effect
good egg
good enough
good estate of body
good even
good evening
good example
good faith
good features
good feeling
good fellow
good figure
good fist
good flavor
good folk, the
good footing
good for
good for a laugh
good for you
good form
good fortune
good friday
good friend
good full
good genius
good graces
good gracious
good guy
good hair
good hand
good health
good hearing
good heavens
good hope
good humor
good humour
good idea
good influence
good judge
good judgment
good lack
good life
good life, the
good looker
good looks
good loser
good lot
good luck
good man
good management
good manners
good marrow
good measure
good memory
good mixer
good morning
good morrow
good name
good nature
good neighbor
good news
good night
good night's sleep
good now
good odor
good offices
good oil
good old days
good old summertime
good old times
good omen
good one
good opportunity
good palate
good pennyworth
good people
good person
good points
good possibility
good price
good prognosis
good proportions
good prospect
good quality or effect
good question
good reason
good reasoning
good report
good reputation
good repute
good riddance
good sense
good shape
good shot
good show
good side of, the
good society
good soldier
good sooth
good sort
good speed
good spirits
good sport
good sportsmanship
good state of health
good stewardship
good story
good sum
good supply
good sword
good taste
good temper
good templar
good terms
good thing
good things of life
good time
good times
good to eat
good trim
good turn
good understanding
good usage
good use
good vibes
good vibrations
good ways
good weather
good will
good will to man
good will toward man
good wishes
good woman
good word
good works
good writing
good-by
good-bye
good-bye-summer
good-daughter
good-den
good-doer
good-faith
good-father
good-fellow
good-fellowhood
good-fellowish
good-fellowship
good-for
good-for-naught
good-for-nothing
good-for-nothingness
good-hearted
good-humored
good-humoredly
good-humoredness
good-humoured
good-humouredly
good-humouredness
good-liking
good-looker
good-looking
good-lookingness
good-luck charm
good-luck piece
good-mannered
good-morning-spring
good-mother
good-natured
good-natured banter
good-naturedly
good-naturedness
good-neighbor
good-neighbor policy
good-neighbourhood
good-night
good-o
good-oh
good-plucked
good-sister
good-size
good-sized
good-tasting
good-tempered
good-temperedly
good-temperedness
good-time
goodness gracious
goodness of fit
goodness of heart
goods and chattels
goods dollar
goods engine
goods for sale
goods train
goods waggon
goods wagon
goods yard
goods, the
goody good-good
goody gumdrops
goody-good
goody-goodies
goody-goodiness
goody-goodness
goody-goody
goody-goodyism
goody-goodyness
goof around
goof off
goof up
goof-off
goof-off time
goof-up
goofing off
googly-eyed
goon squad
gooney bird
goose barnacle
goose bumps
goose call
goose chase
goose club
goose corn
goose egg
goose file
goose flesh
goose grass
goose gray
goose grease
goose gull
goose pen
goose pimples
goose plant
goose plum
goose quill
goose rump
goose skin
goose step
goose tansy
goose teal
goose tree
goose walk
goose-beak whale
goose-bill
goose-cackle
goose-egg
goose-flesh
goose-fleshy
goose-foot
goose-footed
goose-grass
goose-grease
goose-headed
goose-neck
goose-pimple
goose-pimply
goose-quill
goose-shaped
goose-skin
goose-step
goose-stepped
goose-stepper
goose-stepping
goose-wing
gooseberry bush
gooseberry family
gooseberry fool
gooseberry fruitworm
gooseberry gourd
gooseberry mildew
gooseberry moth
gooseberry picker
gooseberry pie
gooseberry rust
gooseberry sawfly
gooseberry spanworm
gooseberry stone
gooseberry tomato
gooseberry tree
gooseberry wine
gooseberry-eyed
goosefoot family
goosefoot maple
gooseneck lamp
gooseneck slicker
goosewing jibe
gopher apple
gopher ball
gopher drift
gopher frog
gopher hole
gopher plant
gopher plum
gopher snake
gopher tortoise
gopher turtle
gopher wood
gopher-hole blast
gora log
gordian knot
gordon setter
gordura grass
gore strake
gore-fish
goreng pisang
gorge circle
gorge hook
gorge on
gorge wind
gorge yourself
gorgon plant
gorgon-headed
goring cloth
gorse duck
gorse hatcher
gos-lettuce
gosh-awful
gosh-darn
gosling color
gosling grass
gosling green
gospel music
gospel oath
gospel side
gospel truth
gospel-true
gosport tube
gossamer fern
gossamer spider
gossip column
gossip columnist
gossip made tedious by morality
got to
gothic arch
gothic section
gouden reaal
gouge carving
gouge out
gouge shell
gourd cup
gourd family
gourd melon
gourd towel
gourd tree
gourd-shaped
ɡourdhead buffalo
gourdseed buffalo
gourmet quality
gout fly
gout ivy
gout of rain
gout tree
gouty arthritis
gouty stool
gou-
governess-ship
governing board
governing body
government archives
government bar
government bond
government building
government control
government depository
government hospital
government insurance
government issue
government man
government mark
government note
government of the people
government paper
government papers
government securities
government stamp
government-general
government-in-exile
government-owned
governmental leadership
governor general
governor generals
governor's council
governor's mansion
governor-elect
governor-general
governor-generalship
governors general
gowk storm
gown boy
gown-fashion
g r wt
g-r-s
graafian follicle
grab at
grab bag
grab bar
grab barrel
grab box
grab bucket
grab dredge
grab hold of
grab line
grab link
grab machine
grab off
grab one
grab rope
grab skipper
grab the thoughts
grab-all
grabbot gin
grace cup
grace drink
grace hoop
grace note
grace of expression
grace period
grace with
grace-and-favor
grace-and-favour
grace-cup
graceful gesture
gracious life
gracious living
grade bar
grade by grade
grade cricket
grade crossing
grade insignia
grade line
grade peg
grade school
grade schooler
grade separation
grade stake
graded post
graded school
gradient microphone
gradient post
gradient wind
gradual change
graduate assistant
graduate education
graduate nurse
graduate school
graduate student
graduate-professional
graduate-professional education
graduated scale
graduated student
graduated tape
graduated taxation
graduating engine
graduation exercises
graeco-
graft hybrid
graft-hybridism
graft-hybridization
grafting wax
graham bread
graham cracker
graham flour
graham wafer
grain alcohol
grain aphid
grain beetle
grain bill
grain bin
grain binder
grain borer
grain broker
grain carrier
grain cleaner
grain cradle
grain crusher
grain drill
grain elevator
grain farm
grain farmer
grains d'orge
grains of paradise
gram atom
gram calorie
gram degree
gram equivalent
gram equivalent weight
gram ion
gram molecule
gram's method
gram-atomic weight
gram-centimeter
gram-meter
gram-molar
gram-molecular
gram-molecular weight
gram-negative
gram-negative bacteria
gram-positive
gram-positive bacteria
gram-variable
grama grass
gramicidin D
graminaceous plant
gramineous plant
grammar college
grammar school
grammar-school
grammatical accent
grammatical analysis
grammatical error
grammatical form
grammatical gender
grammatical meaning
grammatical point
grammatical theory
grammatico-allegorical
gramophone record
gran cassa
gran torismo
grana cheese
granadilla tree
granary weevil
grand air
grand ballroom
grand chain
grand chop
grand climacteric
grand cordon
grand council fire
grand coup
grand dame
grand dragon
grand drapery
grand duchess
grand duchy
grand duke
grand feu
grand final
grand finale
grand fir
grand guignol
grand inquisitor
grand jete
grand juror
grand jury
grand juryman
grand lama
grand larceny
grand mal
grand march
grand master
grand monde
grand old man
grand opera
grand passion
grand pian
grand piano
grand prior
grand quarter
grand seigneur
grand seignior
grand serjeanty
grand sicle
grand signior
grand slam
grand sonnerie
grand tactics
grand theft
grand total
grand tour
grand vicar
grand vizier
grand-
grand-aunt
grand-dad
grand-daughter
grand-ducal
grand-juror
grand-juryman
grand-nephew
grand-niece
grand-scale
grand-slammer
grand-uncle
grande dame
grande passion
grandes dames
grandes passions
grandfather chair
grandfather clause
grandfather clock
grandfather graybeard
grandfather longlegs
grandfather's chair
grandfather's clock
grandmother clock
grandmother's clock
grandstand play
grandstand player
granger laws
grani-
granite blue
granite gray
granite paper
granite porphyry
granite quarrier
granite-dispersing
granite-gneiss
granite-gruss
granite-sprinkled
granny flat
granny glasses
granny knot
granny's bend
granny's knot
granny-thread
grano-
grant a decree of nullity
grant a divorce
grant a final decree
grant a reprieve
grant amnesty to
grant an annulment
grant bail to
grant citizenship
grant exemption
grant forgiveness
grant immunity
grant of probate
grant remission
grant-in-aid
grants-in-aid
granul-
granular snow
granular texture
granulated soap
granulated sugar
granulation tissue
granule cell
granule gravel
granulo-
granuloma inguinale
granuloma venereum
grape cane borer
grape cherry
grape curculio
grape cure
grape disease
grape family
grape fern
grape green
grape grower
grape growing
grape hoe
grape hopper
grape hyacinth
grape juice
grape leaf folder
grape leaf hopper
grape louse
grape mildew
grape moth
grape pear
grape phylloxera
grape picker
grape picking
grape ranch
grape rootworm
grape rot
grape rust
grape scale
grape seed
grape sugar
grape tomato
grape tree
grape weevil
grape wine
grape worm
grape-bearing
grape-berry moth
grape-eater
grape-hued
grape-leaved
grape-seed oil
grape-shaped
grape-shot
grape-sized
grape-stone
grape-vine
grapefruit juice
grapefruit league
grapefruit spoon
grapes of wrath
grapevine fidia
grapevine flea beetle
grapevine leaf hopper
grapevine phylloxera
grapevine telegraph
grapevine thrips
graph paper
graphic accent
graphic account
graphic algebra
graphic art
graphic artist
graphic arts
graphic granite
graphic panel
graphic scale
graphic-texture
graphite steel
grapho-
grapier cement
grapnel plant
grapier cement
grapple bucket
grapple dredge
grapple fork
grapple ground
grapple iron
grapple plant
grapple shot
grapple with
grappling hook
grappling iron
grasp at a straw
grasp the meaning
grasping organ
grasping organs
grass bass
grass box
grass bur
grass carp
grass cattle
grass character
grass cloth
grass cold
grass comber
grass court
grass drake
grass earth
grass family
grass fern
grass finch
grass frog
grass green
grass guard
grass gum
grass hand
grass hockey
grass ill
grass lamb
grass land
grass lawn
grass lily
grass linen
grass mildew
grass moor
grass moth
grass owl
grass paper
grass parakeet
grass pea
grass pickerel
grass pink
grass plover
grass poly
grass-plat
grass-roofed
grass-roots
grass-roots campaign
grass-roots movement
grass-tree
grass-tree gum
grass-woven
grass-wren
grasshopper engine
grasshopper escapement
grasshopper gauge
grasshopper lark
grasshopper lobster
grasshopper mouse
grasshopper sparrow
grasshopper warbler
grassland buttercup
grassland daisy
grassy-green
grassy-leaved
grate coal
grate on
grate room
grate surface
grate upon the ear
grated cheese
grateful dead
gratia dei
gratify yourself
gratuitous contract
gravamen of a charge
grave accent
grave as an undertaker
grave clothes
grave harmonic
grave injustice
grave marker
grave mixture
grave plant
grave robber
grave robbing
grave sin
grave wax
grave-born
grave-bound
grave-browed
grave-clothes
grave-colored
grave-digger
grave-digging
grave-faced
grave-looking
grave-riven
grave-robbing
grave-toned
grave-visaged
grave-wax
gravel chickweed
gravel plant
gavel road
gavel shooter
gavel train
gavel-bind
gavel-blind
gavel-blindness
gavel-grass
gavel-pit
gavel-stone
gavel-walk
gaven image
gavesh's disease
gavesh's disease
greshide oration
gavestone cutter
gavewayd shift
gavewayd vote
gavewayd watch
gavewayd weed
gav-
gavimetric analysis
gaving dock
gaving piece
gaving tool
gavitate toward
gavitation battery
gavitation constant
gavitationtional astronomy
gavitationtional collapse
gavitationtional constant
gavitationtional field
gavitationtional interaction
gavitationtional mass
gavitationtional wave
gavity battery
gavity cell
gravity clock
gavity conveyer
gavity dam
gavity escapement
gavity fault
gavity feed
gavity hinge
gavity knife
gavity meter
gavity pendulum
gavity plane
gavity railroad
gavity stamp
gavity star
gavity ventilation
gavity wave
gavity wind
gavity-circulation
gavity-fed
gavity-operated railway
gravo-
gravure microscope
gavure press
gravy boat
gravy eye
gravy soup
gravy train
gray birch
gray body
gray colors and pigments
gray dogwood
gray duck
gray eminence
gray fox
gray goldenrod
gray goods
gray gum
gray hair
gray hairs
gray hen
gray iron
gray manganese ore
gray market
gray marketeer
gray matter
gray mold
gray mullet
gray of the evening
gray orchis
gray out
gray ox
gray parrot
gray pine
gray scale
gray sea eagle
gray skate
gray snapper
gray sour
gray squirrel
gray trout
gray whale
gray with age
gray with fear
gray wolf
gray-barked
gray-bearded
gray-bellied
gray-black
gray-blue
gray-bordered
gray-boughed
gray-breasted
gray-brindled
gray-brown
gray-cheeked
gray-cheeked thrush
gray-clad
gray-colored
gray-crowned
gray-drab
gray-eyed
gray-faced
gray-gowned
gray-green
gray-grown
gray-haired
gray-haired person
gray-headed
gray-headed person
gray-headed woodpecker
gray-hooded
gray-hued
gray-leaf
gray-leaf pine
gray-leaved
gray-lit
gray-mantled
gray-moldering
gray-mustached
gray-necked
gray-speckled
gray-spotted
gray-tailed
gray-tailed cardinal
gray-tinted
gray-toned
gray-twigged
gray-veined
gray-white
gray-winged
grayback beetle
grayback herring
graybeard tree
graying temples
grayish-brown
graylag goose
graze by
graze the surface
grazing country
grazing region
grease bucket
grease cup
grease extractor
grease gun
grease job
grease joint
grease mold
grease monkey
grease moth
grease nipple
grease paint
grease pit
grease rack
grease ring
grease the hand
grease the palm
grease the ways
grease the wheels
grease trap
grease wool
grease your palm
grease-heel
grease-heels
grease-nut
greased lightning
greasing of the wheels
greasy grind
greasy spoon
greasy-headed
great Neptune's ocean
great abundance
great ado
great age
great anteater
great ape
great auk
great barracuda
great basinet
great bear
great beauty
great big
great black-backed gull
great blue heron
great blue shark
great bunch grass
great bustard
great calorie
great cause
great circle
great compass
great cost
great council
great crested grebe
great dane
great deal
great distance
great divide
great doings
great doxology
great effort
great expectations
great foot
great friend
great fun
great go
great grandfather
great gray owl
great gross
great gun
great guns
great heart
great helm
great honor
great horned owl
great hundred
great lady
great laurel
great lobelia
great man
great mullein
great nettle
great northern diver
great octave
great of heart
great of soul
great one for
great organ
great pace
great pastern bone
great plenty
great point
great power
great pox
great price
great primer
great pyrenees
great ragweed
great reach
great reed
great respect
great rhododendron
great rosebay
great russian
great sallow
great satisfaction
great scale
great scope
great sea
great seal
great skua
great soil group
great soul
great success
great talker
great tit
great toe
great tuna
great unwashed, the
great value
great wheel
great white heron
great white shark
great white trillium
great wind
great with child
great with young
great work
great wrong
great year
great, the
great-
great-armed
great-aunt
great-bellied
great-boned
great-children
great-circle
great-circle chart
great-circle course
great-circle sailing
great-circle track
great-coat
great-crested
great-eared
great-eyed
great-footed
great-footed hawk
great-grand daughter
great-grandaunt
great-grandchild
great-grandchildren
great-granddaughter
great-grandfather
great-grandmother
great-grandnephew
great-grandniece
great-grandparent
great-grandson
great-granduncle
great-great-
great-grown
great-head
great-headed
great-hearted
great-hipped
great-leaved
great-lipped
great-minded
great-mindedly
great-mindedness
great-nephew
great-niece
great-nosed
great-sized
great-souled
great-sounding
great-spirited
great-stemmed
great-tailed
great-tailed grackle
great-uncle
great-witted
greater Bairam
greater Ionic
greater and greater
greater celandine
greater city
greater doxology
greater litany
greater multangular bone
greater omentum
greater prairie chicken
greater shearwater
greater weever
greater yellowlegs
greatest common divisor
greatest lower bound
greatest-integer function
greatly daring
greatness of heart
greatness of soul
grebe cloth
greco-
greedy as a hog
greedy eater
greedy guts
greedy-gut
greek catholic
greek cross
greek fire
greek orthodox
green Chartreuse
green June beetle
green alga
green algae
green apple
green as grass
green bag
green ball
green bass
green bean
green belt
green blindness
green book
green card
green cheese
green cloth
green color
green copperas
green corn
green crab
green dragon
green earth
green fee
green fingers
green flash
green foxtail
green frog
green gland
green glass
green gold
green goods
green goose
green gram
green grass
green head
green heron
green in the eye
green lead ore
green leek
green light
green light
green man
green manure
green mint
green mold
green monkey
green mould
green mountain boy
green ocher
green oil
green old age
green onion
green osier
green paper
green pea
green pepper
green pigeon grass
green plover
green pound
green revolution
green rot
green salad
green salt
green sauce
green sea
green segment
green sickness
green snake
green soap
green strength
green stuff
green tea
green thumb
green turtle
green valley-grass
green vegetable
green vegetables
green verditer
green vitriol
green wattle
green way
green with envy
green with jealousy
green woodpecker
green-back herring
green-back trout
green-backed
green-backed goldfinch
green-bag
green-banded
green-barked
green-barked acacia
green-belt
green-black
green-blind
green-blue
green-bodied
green-boled
green-bordered
green-bottle fly
green-boughed
green-breasted
green-breasted pheasant
green-clad
green-crested
green-cross gas
green-cross shell
green-curtained
green-decked
green-ear disease
green-edged
green-embroidered
green-eyed
green-eyed jealousy
green-eyed monster
green-faced
green-feathered
green-fish
green-flowered
green-fly
green-fringed
green-garbed
green-gilled
green-glazed
green-gold
green-gray
green-grown
green-haired
green-headed
green-headed widgeon
green-house
green-hued
green-leaved
green-legged
green-mantled
green-peak
green-recessed
green-ribbed
green-room
green-rotted
green-salted
green-sand
green-seeded
green-shaving
green-sheathed
green-shining
green-skinned
green-sleeves
green-stained
green-stone
grey matter
grey mullet
grey plover
grey squirrel
grey whale
grey wolf
grey-back
grey-cheeked
grey-coat
grey-eyed morn
grey-headed
grey-hen
grey-state
greyhound racing
greylag goose
grid battery
grid bias
grid capacitor
grid circuit
grid condenser
grid conductance
grid current
grid declination
grid emission
grid leak
grid line
grid metal
grid modulation
grid road
grid variation
grid voltage
grid-bias battery
grid-dip meter
grid-dip oscillator
grid-glow tube
grid-seal tube
gridle cake
gridle valve
gridiron drainage
gridiron pendulum
gridiron valve
gridiron-tailed lizard
grief dulled

grief oppressed

grief-bowed

grief-distraught

grief-exhausted

grief-inspired
grief-scored
grief-shot
grief-stricken
grief-worn
grievance committee
grieve for
grieve over
grieve with
grievous bodily harm
giffin-beaked
giffin-guarded
giffin-winged
giffon vulture
giffon-vulture
grigi man
girled cheese sandwich
grim reality
grim reaper
grim-cheeked
grim-eyed
grim-faced
grim-featured
grim-frowning
grim-grinning
grim-looking
grim-set
grim-visaged
grimace at
grimm's law
griny-handed
grin and abide
grin and bear it
grin at
grin like a Cheshire cat
grin like a chessy-cat
grind down
grind on
grind organ
grind to dust
grind to powder
grind whale
grind your teeth
grindery warehouse
grinding halt
grinding mill
grinding organ
grinding pain
grinding poverty
grinding stone
grinding wheel
grindle stone
grinning skull
grip block
grip car
grip of steel
grip sheave
grip tape
grip wheel
gripe piece
gripe water
gripe's egg
gripping instrument
gripping instruments
gripple-handed
gris-amber
gris-de-lin
gris-gris
grist to the mill
grist to your mill
grit cell
grit your teeth
grizzly bear
gizzly-bear cactus
groaning board
groaning cake
groaning chair
groans of roaring wind and rain
grocery store
grog blossom
grog lifter
groin point
groin rib
groin vault
grommet nut
groo-groo
groom's cake
groom-porter
groove board
groove on
groove-billed
grooving plane
grooving saw
grope for
grope in the dark
gros de Londres
gros de Tours
gros de nápoles
gros grain
gros point
gros points
gros tournois
gross amount
gross behavior
gross body
gross credulity
gross domestic product
gross falsehood
gross ignorance
gross income
gross injustice
gross interest
gross lift
gross national product
gross out
gross profit
gross receipts
gross register ton
gross register tonnage
gross ton
gross tonnage
gross up
gross weight
gross-beak
gross-bodied
gross-brained
gross-featured
gross-fed
gross-headed
gross-jawed
gross-lived
gross-mannered
gross-minded
gross-money
gross-money pool
gross-natured
gross-pated
gross-witted
grossly overpriced
grotto blue
ground alert
ground almond
ground angling
ground annual
ground annualer
ground ash
ground bait
ground ball
ground bass
ground beam
ground beef
ground beetle
ground birch
ground box
ground bridge
ground bundle
ground burnut
ground cable
ground cedar
ground centaury
ground chain
ground cherry
ground chestnut
ground chuck
ground circuit
ground cistus
ground clamp
ground cloth
ground clutter
ground coat
ground cock
ground color
ground combat
ground connection
ground control
ground control of aircraft
ground cover
ground crew
ground cricket
ground cuckoo
ground current
ground cypress
ground detector
ground dove
ground down
ground effect machine
ground elder
ground elevation
ground fern
ground finch
ground fir
ground fire
ground flax
ground flea
ground floor
ground fog
ground forces
ground form
ground game
ground gas
ground glass
ground gold-flower
ground goldenrod
ground goldflower
ground grue
ground hard and fast
ground hemlock
ground hog
ground holly
ground honeysuckle
ground ice
ground itch
ground ivory flower
ground ivy
ground jasmine
ground joist
ground juniper
ground lag
ground landlord
ground lark
ground laurel
ground layer
ground lead
ground lease
ground lemon
ground level
ground lily
ground line
ground liverwort
ground lizard
ground log
ground loop
ground mahogany
ground mail
ground mallow
ground maple
ground meristem
ground mine
ground mold
ground moss
ground net
ground speed
ground squirrel
ground staff
ground starling
ground state
ground strake
ground stroke
ground substance
ground sweet
ground swell
ground table
ground tackle
ground test
ground tester
ground thistle
ground thrush
ground tier
ground timbers
ground tissue
ground tit
ground tone
ground tow
ground track
ground troops
ground vine
ground warbler
ground water
ground wave
ground ways
ground willow
ground wire
ground worm
ground wren
ground yew
ground your arms
ground zero
ground-ash
ground-attack fighter
ground-bait
ground-bird
ground-cherry
ground-control approach
ground-controlled approach
ground-down
ground-effect machine
ground-fast
ground-floor
ground-hog
ground-hog day
ground-ice
ground-ivy
ground-line
ground-man
ground-nut
ground-pea
ground-pine
ground-plan
ground-plate
ground-plot
ground-rent
ground-sea
ground-sheet
ground-sluicer
ground-squirrel
ground-squirrel pea
ground-support aircraft
ground-swell
ground-tackle
ground-to-air
ground-to-ground
ground-water level
grounded on
groundhog day
grounding connection
groundless rumor
groundnut oil
grounds for belief
grounds for war
grounds keeper
groundsel bush
groundsel tree
group agglutination
group analysis
group annuity
group ascendance
group breaker
group captain
group drive
group dynamics
group flashing light
group insurance
group life insurance
group marriage
group medicine
group method
group mind
group mixture
group occulting light
group of advisers
group payment
group policy
group practice
group pressure
group psychology
group psychotherapy
group rate
group relations training
group representation
group sensitivity training
group shot
group test
group theory
group therapy
group velocity
group will
group with operators
group work
group-connect
group-conscious
grouper pea
groups of languages
grouse disease
grouse locust
grount box
grount-head
grountlock brick
grove mast
grove palm
grove spar
grove tree
grow better
grow bright
grow cold
grow dark
grow dim
grow fat
grow from
grow hair
grow into
grow larger
grow light
grow like a weed
grow lush
grow old
grow on
grow on one
grow out of
grow over
grow pale
grow rank
grow red
grow rich
grow thick
grow to
grow together
grow up
grow weaker
grow weary
grow worse
growing degree-day
growing like a mushroom
growing lush
growing old
growing pains
growing point
growing rank
growing season
growing up
growl at
grown man
grown old
grown up
grown woman
grown-up
grown-upness
growth factor
growth force
growth form
growth fund
growth hormone
growth regulator
growth ring
growth shares
growth stock
grozing iron
grozing-iron
gru-gru
grub ax
grub beam
grub hoe
grub hook
grub out
grub plank
grub saw
grub screw
grub street
grub up
grub's on
grub-
grub-prairie
grub-street
grudging consent
grudging thanks
grugru beetle
grugru grub
grugru nut
grugru palm
grugru worm
grundy-swallow
grunt and sweat
grunting ox
gry-
guadalupe plum
guaiac reaction
guaiac test
guaiacol benzoate
guaiacol carbonate
guaiacum wood
guanay cormorant
guar gum
guarantee association
guarantee company
guarantee engineer
guaranteed annual income
guaranteed annual wage
guaranteed bond
guaranteed day
guaranteed day rate
guaranteed income
guaranteed income plan
guaranteed stock
guaranteed wage
guard against
guard band
guard boat
guard book
guard brush
guard cartridge
guard cell
guard chamber
guard dog
guard duty
guard flag
guard hair
guard line
guard lock
guard mounting
guard of honor
guard pin
guard plate
guard report
guard ring
guard room
guard ship
guard wire
guard your honor
guard's van
guard-boat
guard-fish
guard-house
guard-rail
guard-room
guard-ship
guarda-costa
guarded secret
guardhouse lawyer
guardian ad litem
guardian angel
guardian spirit
guardroom table
guava apple
guayabera shirt
guayule rubber
gucki grand
gucki nullo
gudgeon pin
guilder rose
guilder-rose
guerre a mort
guerre a outrance
guerre de plume
guerrilla tactics
guerrilla theater
guerrilla warfare
guess right
guess-rope
guess-warp
guess-work
guest flag
guest house
guest of honor
guest pass
guest right
guest room
guest rope
guest ticket
guest-chamber
guest-rope
guest-warp
guet-apens
guide block
guide card
guide center
guide dog
guide flag
guide fossil
guide left
guide meridian
guide mill
guide one's ear
guide pennant
guide pulley
guide rail
guide right
guide rope
guide word
guide yourself
guide-book
guide-post
guided control
guided missile
guided missile cruiser
guided wave
guider-in
guiding light
guiding principle
guiding principles
guiding star
guiding telescope
guild merchant
guild socialism
guild socialist
guild tree
guild-brother
guild-hall
guild-socialistic
guillotine amputation
guillotine shears
guilt offering
guilt-feelings
guilty act
guilty conscience
guilty verdict
guilty-cup
guinea cock
guinea flower
guinea fowl
guinea gold
guinea goose
guinea grains
guinea grass
guinea hen
guinea pepper
guinea pig
guinea rush
guinea sorrel
guinea trade
guinea worm
guinea-cock
guinea-fowl
guinea-hen
guinea-hen flower
guinea-hen weed
guinea-man
guinea-pea
guinea-pig
guipure lace
guire dancer
guit-guit
guitar fiddle
guitar mandolin
guitar plant
guitar wood
guitar-picker
guitar-shaped
gulf rupee
gulf stream
gulf-weed
gull chaser
gull grass
gull gray
gull teaser
gull wing
gull-billed
gull-like
gull-wing
gullet plate
gullet worm
gulleting file
gullible person
gully erosion
gully knife
gully root
gully washer
gully-raker
gulp down
gulper eel
gum acacia
gum acaroides
gum accroides
gum acid
gum acroides
gum aloe
gum ammoniac
gum angico
gum anime
gum animi
gum arabic
gum archipin
gum benjamin
gum benzoain
gum boot
gum bush
gum butea
gum camphor
gum cistus
gum copal
gum dammar
gum disease
gum dragon
gum duct
gum elastic
gum elemi
gum euphorbium
gum flux
gum foam
gum galbanum
gum gattie
gum guaiac
gum guaiacam
gum guaiacum
gum guttae
gum hashab
gum juniper
gum kauri
gum kino
gum labdanum
gum mastic
gum mogador
gum myrrh
gum nut
gum olibanum
gum opoponax
gum plant
gum pocket
gum rash
gum resin
gum resins
gum rosin
gum sagapenum
gum sandarac
gum savakin
gum shellac
gum shiraz
gum silk
gum soap
gum spirit
gum spirits
gum spot
gum stick
gum storax
gum succory
gum sugar
gum thus
gum tragacanth
gum tree
gum turpentine
gum up
gum up the works
gum water
gum-bichromate
gum-dichromate
gum-gum
gum-lac
gum-lac insect
gum-myrtle
gum-resinous
gum-saline
gum-shrub
gum-top
gum-top tree
gum-tree
gumbo grass
gumbo lily
gumbo limbo
gumbo soil
gumbo-limbo
gumbo-limbos
gumby bird
gummed up
gumming disease
gumming spade
gummy-legged
gumshoe man
gun assembler
gun barrel
gun bearer
gun boat
gun bore
gun breech
gun brig
gun captain
gun carriage
gun chamber
gun crew
gun deck
gun director
gun dog
gun down
gun emplacement
gun fight
gun fighter
gun fighting
gun firing
gun for
gun forger
gun forging
gun glaze
gun iron
gun lathe
gun loader
gun locksmith
gun makes
gun metal
gun moll
gun money
gun mount
gunter iron
gunter lug
gunter rig
gunter's chain
gurgeon stopper
gurgina balsam
guri bori
gurjun balsam
guru nut
gush out
gush over
gushing rain
gusset plate
gusset stay
gussied up
gussy up
gustatory cell
gustatory delightfulness
gut course
gut reaction
gut response
gut spinner
gut with fire
gut-ache
gute Nacht
guten Abend
guten Morgen
guten Tag
gutless wonder
gutta balata
gutta dujan
gutta gamba
gutta gerip
gutta hangkang
gutta jangkar
gutta jelutong
gutta ketapang
gutta percha
gutta puan
gutta rosacea
gutta rosea
gutta sangei
gutta semarum
gutta serena
gutta siak
gutta singarip
gutta soh
gutta sundek
gyre carline
gyre carling
gyre upward
gyring up
gyro horizon
gyro mechanism
gyro pelorus
gyro repeater
gyro-
gyromagnetic ratio
gyroscopic compass
gyroscopic pilot
gyroscopic stabilizer
gyrostatic compass
h and c
h-bar
h-bomb
ha ha
ha-Nasi
ha-ha
hab-nab
habeas corpora
habeas corpus
habeas corpus ad prosequendum
habeas corpus ad subjiciendum
habeas corpus ad testificandum
habeas corpus cum causa
habere facias possessionem
habere facias seisinam
habit pattern
habit shirt
habit spasm
habit-forming
habitat form
habitat group
habitual criminal
habitual drunkenness
habitual liar
habitual offender
habitual smoking
hack board
hack file
hack hammer
hack house
hack it
hack out a deal
hack saw
hack watch
hack writer
hack-
hack-me-tack
hack-work
hacking coat
hacking jacket
hacking knife
hacking out a deal
hackle fly
hackney carriage
hackney chair
hackney coach
hackney pony
hackney-carriage
hackney-chair
hackney-coach
hackney-man
hackneyed expression
hackneyed saying
hacksaw fern
had best
had better
had it
had rather
haem-
haema-
haemat-
haemato-
haemato-crystallin
haemato-globulin
haemo-
haemorrhagic measles
hag clog
hag moth
hag-boat
hag-ridden
hag-taper
hagi-
hagio-
haikwan tael
hail and speak
hail fellow
hail from
hail insurance
hail mary
hail-fellow
hail-fellow well met
hail-fellow-well-met
hail-shot
hailing distance
hair ball
hair bleacher
hair braid
hair bramble
hair brown
hair cap moss
hair carder
hair cell
hair clipper
hair color
hair compass
hair crimper
hair curler
hair drawer
hair dye
hair dyeing
hair dyer
hair eel
hair fern
hair follicle
hair glove
hair grass
hair grip
hair hygrometer
hair kiln
hair lacquer
hair mattress
hair moss
hair moth
hair net
hair of the dog
hair of the dog that bit one
hair of the dog that bit you
hair oil
hair orchid
hair palm
hair pencil
hair powder
hair pyrites
hair remover
hair restorer
hair ribbon
hair salt
hair seal
hair sheep
hair shirt
hair sieve
hair slide
hair snake
hair sofa
hair sorter
hair space
hair straightener
hair stroke
hair stylist
hair tonic
hair trigger
hair trunk
hair wash
hair washer
hair waver
hair's-breadth
hair-branch tree
hair-check
hair-checking
hair-drawn
hair-drier
hair-fibered
hair-grass
hair-lace
hair-line
hair-lip
hair-powder
hair-raiser
hair-raising
hair-shirt
hair-sieve
hair-splitter
hair-splitting
hair-stemmed
hair-streak
hair-stroke
hair-trigger
hair-waving
hair-worm
hairbreadth escape
hairbrush cactus
haircap moss
hairpin bend
hairpin megaron
hairpin turn
hairs-breadth
hairy frog
hairy heart
hairy vetch
hairy wattle
hairy willowherb
hairy woodpecker
hairy-armed
hairy-chested
hairy-clad
hairy-dog story
hairy-eared
hairy-faced
hairy-foot
hairy-footed
hairy-fruited
hairy-handed
hairy-headed
hairy-legged
hairy-looking
hairy-skinned
hairy-tailed mole
hairytail mole
hal-
halade mystai
halberd fern
halberd-headed
halberd-leaved
halberd-shaped
halcyon bird
halcyon days
hale and hearty
hale bind
hale into court
hale old age
hale water
hale-nut
half G
half Wellington
half a C
half a chance
half a dozen
half a gale
half a hundred
half a jiffy
half a mo
half a second
half a shake
half after
half an eye
half an idea
half anatropous
half angel
half armor
half asleep
half aunt
half ball
half believe
half binding
half bird
half bishop
half block
half blood
half board
half boot
half boots
half brau
half broad
half brother
half bull
half butt
half cadence
half cent
half chronometer
half circle
half close
half cloth
half cock
half column
half cone
half court
half cousin
half cross stitch
half crown
half curlew
half cushion
half davit
half deck
half dime
half diphthong
half dollar
half eagle
half facet
half frame
half gainer
half galley
half gerund
half grand
half header
half hitch
half holiday
half hose
half hour
half hunter
half island
half joe
half landing
half large
half leather
half life
half line
half mask
half measure
half measures
half mile
half model
half mourning
half nelson
half nephew
half niece
half noble
half note
half nut
half past
half pay
half pint
half plane
half points
half port
half principal
half rations
half ray
half relief
half rest
half rhyme
half ring
half ripsaw
half royal
half rupee
half scholar
half seal
half seas over
half sheave
half shell
half shirt
half shoe
half sir
half sister
half size
half small
half snipe
half sol
half sole
half sovereign
half space
half speed
half step
half stitch
half stock
half story
half stuff
half term
half tide
half timber
half time
half tint
half title
half tone
half trap
half twist
half uncial
half uncle
half volley
half vowel
half year
half-
half-American
half-Americanized
half-Anglicized
half-Aristotelian
half-Asian
half-Asiatic
half-Beaufort scale
half-Christian
half-Confederate
half-Creole
half-Dacron
half-Elizabethan
half-English
half-French
half-German
half-Greek
half-Hessian
half-Irish
half-Italian
half-Latinized
half-Mexican
half-Mohammedan
half-Moslem
half-Muhammadan
half-Muslim
half-Russian
half-Scottish
half-Semitic
half-Shakespearean
half-Spanish
half-a-crown
half-a-dollar
half-abandoned
half-acclimated
half-acquainted
half-acquiescent
half-acquiescently
half-acre
half-addressed
half-admiring
half-admiringly
half-admitted
half-admittedly
half-adream
half-affianced
half afl oat
half-afraid
half-agreed
half-alike
half-alive
half-altered
half-and-half
half-and-half measures
half-angrily
half-angry
half-annoyed
half-annoying
half-annoyingly
half-ape
half-armed
half-armor
half-ashamed
half-ashamedly
half-asleep
half-assed
half-awake
half-backed
half-baked
half-bald
half-ball
half-banked
half-baptize
half-barbarian
half-bare
half-barrel
half-beak
half-beam
half-begging
half-begun
half-belief
half-believed
half-believing
half-bent
half-binding
half-bleached
half-blind
half-blind joint
half-blindly
half-blood
half-blooded
half-blown
half-blue
half-board
half-boiled
half-boiling
half-boot
half-bound
half-bowl
half-breadth plan
half-bred
half-breed
half-brilliant cut
half-broken
half-brother
half-buried
half-burned
half-burning
half-bushel
half-butt
half-calf
half-cap
half-carried
half-caste
half-cell
half-cent
half-centuries
half-century
half-chanted
half-cheek
half-civil
half-civilized
half-civily
half-clad
half-cleaned
half-clear
half-clearly
half-climbing
half-closed
half-closing
half-clotted
half-coaxing
half-coaxingly
half-cock
half-cocked
half-colored
half-completed
half-concealed
half-concealing
half-confessed
half-congealed
half-conquered
half-conscious
half-consciously
half-conservative
half-conservatively
half-consonant
half-consumed
half-consummated
half-contemptuous
half-contemptuously
half-contented
half-contentedly
half-convicted
half-convinced
half-convincing
half-convincingly
half-cooked
half-cordate
half-corrected
half-cotton
half-counted
half-courtline
half-cousin
half-covered
half-cracked
half-crazed
half-crazy
half-critical
half-critically
half-crown
half-crumbled
half-crumbling
half-cured
half-cut
half-dark
half-day
half-dazed
half-dead
half-dead escapement
half-deaf
half-deafened
half-deafening
half-decade
half-deck
half-decked
half-decker
half-defiant
half-defiantly
half-deified
half-demented
half-democratic
half-demolished
half-denuded
half-deprecating
half-deprecatingly
half-deserved
half-deservedly
half-destroyed
half-developed
half-digested
half-dime
half-discriminated
half-discriminating
half-disposed
half-divine
half-divinely
half-dollar
half-done
half-door
half-dozen
half-dram
half-dressed
half-dressedness
half-dried
half-drowned
half-drowning
half-drunk
half-drunken
half-dug
half-dying
half-eagle
halfearnest
halfearnestly
half-eaten
half-ebb
half-educated
half-embraced
half-embracinghalf-embracingly
half-enamored
half-enforced
half-erased
half-evaporated
half-evaporating
half-evergreen
half-expectant
half-expectantly
half-exploited
half-exposed
half-face
half-face view
half-faced
halffalse
half-famished
half-farthing
half-fascinated
half-fascinating
half-fascinatingly
half-fed
half-feminine
half-fertile
half-fertilely
half-fictitious
half-fictitiously
half-filled
half-finished
half-firkin
half-fish
half-flattered
half-flattering
half-flatteringly
half-flood
half-florin
half-folded
half-foot
half-forgiven
half-forgotten
half-formed
half-forward
half-frowning
half-frowningly
half-frozen
half-fulfilled
half-fulfilling
half-full
half-furnished
half-gallon
half-gill
half-god
half-great
half-grown
half-guinea
half-hard
half-hardy
half-harvested
half-headed
half-healed
half-heard
half-hearted
half-heathen
half-hidden
half-hitch
half-holiday
half-hollow
half-horse
half-hour
half-hour glass
half-hourly
half-human
half-hungered
half-hunter
half-hypnotized
half-imperial
half-important
half-importantly
half-inch
half-inclined
half-indignant
half-light
half-lined
half-linen
half-liter
half-lived
half-lives
half-long
half-looper
half-lot
half-lunatic
half-lunged
half-mad
half-made
half-madly
half-madness
half-marked
half-marrow
half-mast
half-masticated
half-matured
half-meant
half-measure
half-melted
half-mental
half-mentally
half-merited
half-miler
half-minded
half-minute
half-minute glass
half-miseducated
half-misunderstood
half-mitten
half-monitor
half-monthly
half-moon
half-moral
half-mourning
half-mumbled
half-mummified
half-naked
half-nelson
half-nephew
half-niece
half-noble
half-normal
half-normally
half-note
half-numb
half-nylon
half-obligated
half-offended
half-on
half-one
half-open
half-opened
half-oriental
half-orphan
half-oval
half-oxidized
half-pace
half-pay
half-peck
half-petrified
half-pike
half-pint
half-pipe
half-pitch
half-plane
half-plate
half-playful
half-playfully
half-pleased
half-pleasing
half-plucked
half-port
half-pound
half-pounder
half-praised
half-praising
half-present
half-price
half-profane
half-professed
half-profile
half-proletarian
half-protested
half-protesting
half-proved
half-proven
half-provocative
half-quarter
half-quartern
half-quarterpace
half-questioning
half-questioningly
half-quire
half-quixotic
half-quixotically
half-radical
half-radically
half-rater
half-raw
half-rayon
half-reactionary
half-read
half-reasonable
half-reasonably
half-reasoning
half-rebellious
half-rebelliously
half-reclaimed
half-reclined
half-reclining
half-refined
half-regained
half-reluctant
half-reluctantly
half-remonstrant
half-repentant
half-republican
half-retinal
half-revealed
half-reversed
half-rhyme
half-right
half-ripe
half-ripened
half-roasted
half-rod
half-romantic
half-romantically
half-rotted
half-rotten
half-round
half-round file
half-rueful
half-ruefully
half-ruined
half-run
half-russia
half-sagittate
half-savage
half-savagely
half-saved
half-seal
half-seas over
half-seas-over
half-second
half-section
half-seen
half-sensed
half-serious
half-seriously
half-severed
half-shade
half-shamed
half-share
half-shared
half-sheathed
half-shoddy
half-shot
half-shouted
half-shrouded
half-shrub
half-shubby
half-shut
half-shy
half-shyly
half-sib
half-sibling
half-sighted
half-sightedly
half-sightedness
half-silk
half-sinking
half-sister
half-size
half-sleeve
half-sleeved
half-slip
half-smile
half-smiling
half-smilingly
half-smothered
half-snipe
half-sole
half-soled
half-solid
half-soling
half-souled
half-sovereign
half-spoonful
half-spun
half-squadron
half-staff
half-starved
half-starving
half-step
half-sterile
half-stock
half-stocking
half-stopped
half-strain
half-strained
half-stroke
half-strong
half-stuff
half-subdued
half-submerged
half-successful
half-successfully
half-succulent
half-suit
half-sung
half-sunk
half-sunken
half-swing
half-sword
half-syllabled
half-taught
half-tearful
half-tearfully
half-teaspoonful
half-tented
half-terete
half-term
half-theatrical
half-thickness
half-thought
half-tide
half-tide dock
half-timber
half-timbered
half-time
half-time intermission
half-timer
half-title
half-title page
half-tone
half-tongue
half-track
half-tracked
half-trained
half-training
half-translated
half-true
half-truth
half-truths
half-turn
half-turn stair
half-turned
half-turning
half-understood
half-undone
half-used
half-utilized
half-value layer
half-veiled
half-vellum
half-verified
half-vexed
half-visibility
half-visible
half-volley
half-volleyed
half-volleyer
half-volleying
half-vowelish
half-waking
half-wave rectification
half-wave rectifier
half-way
half-whispered
half-whisperingly
half-white
half-wicket
half-wild
half-wildly
half-willful
half-willfully
half-winged
half-wit
half-witted
half-wittedly
half-wittedness
half-womanly
half-won
half-woolen
half-word
half-world
half-worsted
half-woven
half-written
half-year
half-yearly
halfhead bedstead
halfhearted thanks
halfpenny post
halftone engraving
halfway covenant
halfway file
halfway house
halfway in the middle
halfway mark
halfway measures
halfway place
halfway point
halfway station
halibut-liver oil
haling hands
hall bedroom
hall of residence
hall stand
hall tree
hall-door
hall-mark
hall-of-famer
hallelujah meter
hallow-e'en
hallow-tide
hallowed be Thy Name
hallucinatory painting
hallux valgus
halo blight
halo spot
halo-
halo-bright
halo-crowned
halo-girt
halogen gas
halter-sack
halter-wise
halting meters
halve together
ham actor
ham and eggs
ham it up
ham operator
ham rig
ham sandwich
ham shack
ham station
ham steak
ham transmitter
ham-fisted
ham-handed
ham-handedness
hamadryas baboon
hamber line
hamber-line
hamburg steak
hamburger stand
hame tug
hamitic languages
hamito-semitic
hamito-semitic languages
hammer and sickle
hammer and tongs
hammer at
hammer away
hammer away at
hammer ax
hammer beam
hammer blow
hammer break
hammer butt
hammer cap
hammer crane
hammer drill
hammer dulcimer
hammer gun
hammer into your head
hammer lock
hammer maker
hammer mill
hammer molding
hammer out
hammer out a deal
hammer oyster
hammer pick
hammer pike
hammer pond
hammer price
hammer rail
hammer scale
hammer sedge
hammer shank
hammer shell
hammer slag
hammer spring
hammer tail
hammer throw
hammer thrower
hammer throwing
hammer tongs
hammer welding
hammer-beam
hammer-cloth
hammer-hard
hammer-harden
hammer-head
hammer-proof
hammer-refined
hammer-shaped
hammer-strong
hammer-weld
hammer-welded
hammer-wrought
hammered work
hammerhead shark
hammerheaded shark
hammering glass
hammering out a deal
hamming up
hammock batten
hammock berthing
hammock clew
hammock cloth
hammock netting
hammy acting
hance arch
hancing piece
hand a sail
hand alphabet
hand and foot
hand and glove
hand ax
hand baggage
hand bell
hand blocker
hand brake
hand brush
hand camera
hand cannon
hand cheese
hand clapping
hand cleaner
hand composition
hand cream
hand director
hand down
hand drill
hand driller
hand dynamometer
hand embroidery
hand feeder
hand firer
hand fishing
hand flail
hand for hand
hand forward
hand gallop
hand gear
hand glass
hand goniometer
hand graver
hand grenade
hand guard
hand gun
hand hoe
hand hoer
hand hook
hand horn
hand in
hand in glove
hand in hand
hand in your checks
hand in your chips
hand in your resignation
hand infection
hand iron
hand ironer
hand it to
hand job
hand knitter
hand labor
hand laborer
hand language
hand laundry
hand lead
hand lens
hand letter
hand level
hand line
hand list
hand log
hand loom
hand lotion
hand luggage
hand mast
hand mill
hand miller
hand milling machine
hand miner
hand mirror
hand mixer
hand molder
hand money
hand mule
hand of death
hand of friendship
hand of glory
hand of writ
hand off
hand on
hand orchis
hand organ
hand out
hand over
hand over fist
hand over hand
hand over head
hand over your sword
hand paper
hand pitching
hand planer
hand plant
hand plate
hand play
hand plow
hand polisher
hand press
hand print
hand promise
hand pump
hand pumper
hand punch
hand riveter
hand roller
hand rope
hand running
hand screw
hand scroll
hand set
hand sewer
hand signal
hand spar
hand spinning
hand splicer
hand sticher
hand sweep
hand tap
hand tight
hand tissue
hand to hand
hand to mouth
hand tool
hand tooling
hand towel
hand tree
hand trimmer
hand truck
hand turner
hand up an indictment
hand vote
hand weaver
hand weeder
hand worker
hand your name down to posterity
hand's turn
hand's-breadth
hand-ax
hand-ball
hand-barrow
hand-beaten
hand-blocked
hand-blowen
hand-bound
hand-broad
hand-broken
hand-built
hand-canter
hand-carry
hand-cart
hand-carve
hand-chase
hand-churn drill
hand-clasp
hand-clean
hand-closed
hand-colored
hand-comb
hand-crushed
hand-culverin
hand-cut
hand-dress
hand-drill
hand-drop
hand-dug
hand-embroidered
hand-fed
hand-feed
hand-feeding
hand-fill
hand-filled
hand-fire
hand-fives
hand-fold
hand-footed
hand-glass
hand-grenade
hand-habend
hand-held
hand-hewn
hand-hidden
hand-high
hand-in
hand-in-glove
hand-in-hand
hand-knit
hand-knitted
hand-knitting
hand-knotted
hand-labour
hand-lettered
hand-line
hand-liner
hand-list
hand-loom
hand-lopped
hand-made
hand-me-down
hand-me-downs
hand-mill
hand-minded
hand-mindedness
hand-mix
hand-mold
hand-off
hand-operated
hand-organist
hand-out
hand-packed
hand-pick
hand-picked
hand-pitched
hand-play
hand-pollinate
hand-pollination
hand-power
hand-presser
hand-pressman
hand-printing
hand-pump
hand-rail
hand-rear
hand-reared
hand-rinse
hand-rivet
hand-roll
hand-rub
hand-rubbed
hand-sent
hand-sew
hand-sewn
hand-shackled
hand-sort
hand-splice
hand-split
hand-spun
hand-staff
hand-stamp
hand-stamped
hand-stitch
hand-stuff
hand-tailor
hand-tailored
hand-taut
hand-thrown
hand-tied
hand-tight
hand-to-hand
hand-to-hand combat
hand-to-hand fight
hand-to-mouth
hand-to-mouth existence
hand-tooled
hand-treat
hand-trim
hand-turn
hand-vice
hand-wash
hand-weave
hand-weed
hand-worked
hand-woven
hand-wrist
hand-wrought
handed down
handflower tree
handful of thumbs
handicap race
handicapped person
handicapped, the
handicraft economy
handie-talkie
handing over
handkerchief table
handle bar
handle bars
handle blank
handle it just right
handle to your name
handle with gloves
handle with kid gloves
handle with velvet gloves
handle yourself
handle yourself well
handle-bar mustache
handlebar moustache
handmaid moth
handrail bolt
hands down
hands of
hands-down
hands-off
hands-off policy
handsome fortune
handsome-featured
handwriting expert
handwriting on the wall
handy at
handy man
handy-andies
handy-andy
handy-billy
handy-dandy
handy-pandy
handy-spandy
hang about
hang about at
hang around
hang around at
hang around with
hang back
hang behind
hang by a thread
hang by the eyelids
hang by the neck
hang crepe
hang down
hang fire
hang glider
hang heavy on your hands
hang in
hang in doubt
hang in effigy
hang in space
hang in suspense
hang in the balance
hang in there
hang it
hang like a millstone
hang net
hang off
hang on
hang on for dear life
hang on like a bulldog
hang on like a leech
hang on the lips
hang on the lips of
hang on the skirts of
hang on the sleeve of
hang on to
hang on your words
hang one on
hang open
hang out
hang out at
hang out with
hang out your shingle
hang over
hang over your head
hang something on
hang the expense
hang the jury
hang together
hang tough
hang up
hang up your hat
hang up your shingle
hang up your spurs
hang upon
hang upon the skirts of
hang your head
hang your lip
hang-
hang-back
hang-by
hang-choice
hang-dog
hang-down
hang-fair
hang-glider
hang-head
hang-nail
hang-over
hang-up
hangdog look
hanger board
hanger bolt
hanger-back
hanger-on
hanger-up
hangers-on
hanging buttress
hanging by a thread
hanging compass
hanging fixture
hanging gardens
hanging indentation
hanging lie
hanging on
hanging out
hanging over your head
hanging post
hanging rail
hanging scroll
hanging step
hanging stile
hanging valley
hanging wall
hanging-drop culture
hangman's hands
hangman's knot
hangman's rope
hank-type antenna
hanker after
hankey-pankey
hanky-panky
hanse house
hansen's disease
hansom cab
hapax legomena
hapax legomenon
haplo-
haploid number
happen along
happen as expected
happen by
happen by chance
happen on
happen over and over
happen to be
happen together
happen upon
happen what may
happy as a baby boy
happy as a clam at high water
happy as a king
happy as a lark
happy as the day is long
happy chance
happy expectation
happy family
happy fortune
happy hour
happy hunting ground
happy landing
happy medium
happy thought
happy warrior
happy-go-luckiness
happy-go-lucky
happy-go-luckyism
hara-kin
hara-kiri
harbinger-of-spring
harbingers-of-spring
harbor a design
harbor a feeling
harbor an idea
harbor deck
harbor doubts
harbor due
harbor furl
harbor gasket
harbor log
harbor master
harbor of refuge
harbor pilot
harbor porpoise
harbor resentment
harbor revenge
harbor seal
harbor stow
harbor suspicions
harbor the hope
harbor watch
harbour master
harbour seal
hard alee
hard and fast
hard and fast rule
hard aport
hard as a rock
hard as nails
hard astarboard
hard at it
hard at work
hard aweather
hard bargain
hard binding
hard blow
hard book
hard bop
hard by
hard candy
hard cash
hard chancre
hard cheese
hard cider
hard clam
hard coal
hard copy
hard core
hard court
hard currency
hard dinkum
hard drink
hard drinker
hard drug
hard fact
hard feelings
hard fern
hard fescue
hard frost
hard goods
hard grass
hard grind
hard ground
hard hat
hard head
hard heart
hard image
hard information
hard job
hard knocks
hard labor
hard labour
hard landing
hard lay
hard lead
hard life
hard line
hard lines
hard liquor
hard look
hard lot
hard luck
hard man with a buck
hard maple
hard market
hard mass
hard masse
hard master
hard money
hard news
hard nut to crack
hard oat grass
hard of belief
hard of hearing
hard of heart
hard on
hard on the eyes
hard over
hard palate
hard paste
hard pinch
hard pressed
hard pull
hard put
hard put to it
hard resin
hard resins
hard road to travel
hard rock
hard roe
hard roll
hard row of stumps
hard row to hoe
hard rubber
hard sauce
hard sell
hard shadow
hard shell
hard shoulder
hard sign
hard solder
hard stuff
hard tick
hard times
hard to believe
hard to please
hard to understand
hard tube
hard up
hard upon
hard usage
hard use
hard water
hard weather
hard wheat
hard winter
hard word
hard words
hard work
hard-acquired
hard-and-fast
hard-and-fastness
hard-bake
hard-baked
hard-barked
hard-beating
hard-bill
hard-billed
hard-biting
hard-bitted
hard-bitten
hard-bittenness
hard-boil
hard-boiled
hard-boiledness
hard-boned
hard-bought
hard-bred
hard-coated
hard-contested
hard-cooked
hard-core
hard-core pornography
hard-cover book
hard-cured
hard-drawn
hard-dried
hard-drinking
hard-driven
hard-driving
hard-drying
hardearned
hard-edge
hard-edged
hard-eyed
hard-faced
hard-fated
hard-favored
hard-favoredness
hard-favoured
hard-favouredness
hard-feathered
hard-featured
hard-featuredness
hard-fed
hard-fighting
hard-finished
hard-fired
hard-fisted
hard-fistedness
hard-fleshed
hard-fought
hard-gained
hard-got
hard-grained
hard-haired
hard-handed
hard-handled
hard-hat
hard-headed
hard-heart
hard-hearted
hard-hit
hard-hitting
hard-hitting campaign
hard-iron
hard-laid
hard-learned
hard-line
hard-living
hard-looking
hard-luck guy
hard-minded
hard-mouther
hard-natured
hard-nosed
hard-nosedness
hard-of-hearing
hard-of-hearing aid
hard-pan
hard-paste porcelain
hard-plucked
hard-pressed
hard-pushed
hard-ridden
hard-riding
hard-rock geology
hard-run
hard-set
hard-shell
hard-shell clam
hard-shell crab
hard-shelled
hard-skinned
hard-spirited
hard-spun
hard-surface
hard-surfaced
hard-swear
hard-tack
hard-timbered
hard-trotting
hard-tube pulser
hard-up
hard-uppishness
hard-used
hard-visaged
hard-wearing
hard-witted
hard-won
hard-wooded
hard-worked
hard-working
hard-wrought
hard-wrung
harden off
harden up
harden your heart
hardening of the arteries
hardhead sponge
hardly a chance
hardly any
hardly anything
hardly ever
hardly expect
hardly like
hardly possible
hardly the thing
hardly touch
hardly wait
hardness of hearing
hardness of heart
hardness scale
hardtop convertible
hardware cloth
hardware store
hardwood tree
hardy ageratum
hardy amaryllis
hare and hounds
hare family
hare's-ear
hare's-foot
hare's-foot clover
hare's-foot fern
hare-brain
hare-brained
hare-eyed
hare-finder
hare-lip
hare-mad
harebrained idea
harem girl
hari-kari
harialli grass
haricot vert
hark back
hark back to
hark ye
harken to
harlequin bug
harlequin ca
harlequin cabbage bug
harlequin duck
harlequin glasses
harlequin opal
harlequin snake
harlequin table
harmless teasing
harmonic analysis
harmonic close
harmonic conjugates
harmonic flute
harmonic interval
harmonic mean
harmonic minor
harmonic minor scale
harmonic motion
harmonic progression
harmonic proportion
harmonic series
harmonic tone
harmonious relationship
harmonize with
harmony of the spheres
harness bull
harness cask
harness eye
harness hitch
harness horse
hart beest
hart clover
hart thorn
hart's tongue
hart's-tongue
harts-tongue
hartshorn bush
hartshorn plant
hartshorn plantain
harum-scarum
harum-scarumness
harvest bell
harvest bug
harvest dinner
harvest doll
harvest festival
harvest fish
harvest fly
harvest home
harvest lady
harvest lily
harvest lord
harvest louse
harvest mite
harvest month
harvest moon
harvest mother
harvest mouse
harvest queen
harvest spider
harvest supper
harvest tick
harvest time
harvest work
harvest worker
harvest yarn
harvest-bug
harvest-field
harvest-lice
harvester ant
harvester-thresher
harvesting ant
has-been
hash house
hash mark
hash over
hash up
hash-slinger
hashab tree
hashed up
hasp lock
hassock grass
hasta la vista
hasta luego
hasta manana
hastato-
hasten off
hasten on
hasty conviction
hasty pudding
hasty retreat
hat blocker
hat carder
hat check
hat cleaner
hat dance
hat dyer
hat homage
hat hook
hat in hand
hat leather
hat lining
hat maker
hat money
hat palm
hat piece
hat pin
hat plant
hat rack
hat roller
hat shop
hat stand
hat tree
hat trick
hat trimming
hat-in-hand
hat-money
hat-shag
hat-shaped
hatch a plot
hatch boat
hatch box
hatch coamings
hatch deck
hatch mast
hatch money
hatch tackle
hatch up
hatch-boat
hatchet cactus
hatchet door
hatchet face
hatchet job
hatchet man
hatchet planimeter
hatchet stake
hatchet vetch
hatchet-faced
hatchet-shaped
hatching spine
hatching station
hate sheet
hate yourself for your actions
hated thing
hatha-yoga
hatted kit
haughty airs
haul around
haul down
haul down your colors
haul down your flag
haul in with
haul into court
haul off
haul over the coals
haul round
haul the wind
haul to
haul up
haul your wind
haulage incline
hauling down
haunch bone
haunch-bone
haunt the memory
haunt your thoughts
haunted with fear
hausse-col
haut couture
haut monde
haut-gout
haut-pas
haut-relief
haut-ton
hautbois strawberry
haute cole
haute couture
haute cuisine
haute ecole
haute mal
haute vulgarisation
haute-feuillite
haute-piece
have a BM
have a baby
have a bad time
have a bad time of it
have a ball
have a bee in your bonnet
have a bellyful
have a bellyful of
have a bent for
have a bias
have a big bazoo
have a big mouth
have a big nose
have a blind side
have a blind spot
have a bone in your neck
have a bone in your throat
have a bone to pick
have a bone to pick with
have a bone to pick with someone
have a bowel movement
have a brush with
have a bump for
have a cake in the oven
have a canary
have a care
have a case
have a case on
have a cat fit
have a catch
have a certain sameness
have a certain state
have a chance
have a chance at
have a change of heart
have a charmed life
have a chill
have a chip on your shoulder
have a clean bill of health
have a clear conscience
have a comedown
have a conniption
have a conniption fit
have a cozy chat
have a crow to pick
have a crow to pick with
have a crow to pluck
have a crow to pluck with
have a crow to pull with
have a crush on
have a demon
have a devil
have a devil in one
have a devil in you
have a disaffinity for
have a dram
have a drink
have a drop too much
have a dry run
have a duck fit
have a faculty for
have a falling-out
have a fancy for
have a feeling
have a fine time of it
have a finger in
have a finger in the pie
have a flair for
have a fling at
have a fondness for
have a free hand
have a free mind
have a friendly chat
have a funny feeling
have a gargle
have a gift for
have a go
have a go at
have a gold mine
have a good appetite
have a good chance
have a good head for
have a good knowledge of
have a good mind to
have a good time
have a good time of it
have a good word for
have a great mind to
have a guzzle
have a hand in
have a handful of thumbs
have a hard time of it
have a head on your shoulders
have a healthy lead
have a heart
have a heart of stone
have a heart-to-heart talk
have a hemorrhage
have a high opinion of
have a hold over
have a hunch
have a jag on
have a job
have a joker
have a joker in the deck
have a kicker
have a lech for
have a leg to stand on
have a little learning
have a little talk
have a long nose
have a look at
have a looksee
have a lot to do with
have a lot to say about
have a mash on
have a memory like a sieve
have a mind like a sieve
have a mind of your own
have a mind to
have a mint
have a misery
have a mishap
have a monkey on your back
have a mortgage-burning party
have a mote in the eye
have a near miss
have a nerve
have a nervous breakdown
have a nest egg
have a nice trip
have a nip
have a part in
have a partiality
have a percentage of
have a picture of
have a piece of
have a premonition
have a presentiment
have a rehearsal
have a relapse
have a relish of
have a right to
have a rightful claim to
have a rightful claim upon
have a run
have a run of luck
have a screw loose
have a sensation
have a short attention span
have a short fuse
have a short memory
have a short memory span
have a shot at
have a show of hands
have a skinful
have a slight chance
have a small chance
have a snootful
have a soft place in your heart
have a soft spot in your heart
have a stake in
have a storm in a teacup
have a storm in a teapot
have a string attached
have a stroke of luck
have a strong effect
have a swelled head
have a talent for
have a talk with
have a tantrum
have a tapeworm
have a taste for
have a temper
have a temper tantrum
have a tempest in a teacup
have a tempest in a teapot
have a tendency
have a tender heart
have a test run
have a theory
have a thick skin
have a thing about
have a thorough knowledge of
have a tiger by the tail
have a title to
have a tongue in your head
have a turn for
have a very red face
have a voice in
have a way with one
have a way with you
have a weakness for
have a will of your own
have a willing heart
have a wolf in your stomach
have a word with
have a yellow streak
have a yen for
have about enough of
have accounts to settle
have all the earmarks of
have all the features of
have all the luck
have all the money in the world
have all the signs of
have all to yourself
have all you can stand
have all you can take
have all your eyes about one
have all your eyes about you
have all your marbles
have all your wits about one
have all your wits about you
have a look at
have an account with
have an ague
have an alias
have an anchor to windward
have an attraction
have an ax to grind
have an ear for
have an ear to the ground
have an edge
have an edge on
have an entree
have an eye for
have an eye to
have an idea
have an idea of
have an impression
have an in
have an in with
have an income of
have an inkling
have an intimation
have an opportunity
have an overdose of
have an understanding
have an upright carriage
have and hold
have another crack
have another go
have another shot
have another think coming
have another try
have ants in your pants
have as a fulcrum
have as a guest
have as a lodger
have as many phases as the moon
have as your master
have at
have at a disadvantage
have at heart
have at it
have at your command
have at your disposal
have at your disposition
have at your elbow
have at your fingers' ends
have at your fingers' tips
have at your pleasure
have bats in the belfry
have bats in your belfry
have been around
have been through the mill
have being
have better things to do
have birth
have blood in your eyes
have by heart
have by rote
have charisma
have chilblains
have childish faith in
have clean hands
have clout
have cold feet
have coming
have coming in
have confidence
have confidence in
have connection with
have consideration for
have constantly in your thoughts
have control of
have conversations
have courage
have currency
have cut your eyeteeth
have cut your wisdom teeth
have dead to rights
have dealings with
have deep feelings
have designs on
have difficulty
have done
have done with
have doubts
have down cold
have down pat
have drag
have duck bumps
have eating out of your hand
have effect
have energy
have enough
have every appearance of
have every indication of
have every intention
have every intention of
have every sign of
have everything going your way
have everything to learn
have evidence
have exclusive possession of
have exclusive rights to
have eyes for
have eyes only for
have faith
have faith in
have favorable odds
have for your own
have for your very own
have foreboding
have free play
have free scope
have full play
have fun
have good prospects
have goose bumps
have goose pimples
have goosebumps
have gooseflesh
have got
have got to
have green in the eye
have had it
have had its day
have had your day
have half a mind to
have hallucinations
have high visibility
have hot pants for
have in
have in contemplation
have in hand
have in mind
have in prospect
have in reserve
have in sight
have in store
have in store for
have in view
have in your eye
have in your grasp
have in your grip
have in your head
have in your mind
have in your possession
have in your power
have independent means
have influence
have influence over
have information about
have intercourse
have it
have it all over
have it all your own way
have it all your way
have it bad
have it both ways at once
have it break good for one
have it coming
have it easy
have it in for
have it made
have it out
have it out of
have it reported
have it soft
have it taped
have it up to here
have its place
have its seat in
have its slot
have its time
have knowledge
have knowledge of
have leverage
have life
have little in common
have little recall
have little to say
have little weight
have lots of laughs
have magnetism
have many irons in the fire
have means
have mercy upon
have money
have money to burn
have more than you can hold
have much ado with
have need to
have nine lives like a cat
have no alternative
have no association with
have no attention span
have no bounds
have no business
have no chance
have no choice
have no claim upon
have no conception
have no desire for
have no diffidence
have no doubt
have no ears
have no end
have no expectation
have no false modesty
have no fight left
have no hand in
have no idea
have no kick coming
have no liking for
have no limit
have no limits
have no lower to go
have no measures with
have no misgivings
have no more
have no notion
have no objection
have no opportunity
have no option but
have no patience with
have no plan
have no qualms
have no recollection of
have no regrets
have no relish for
have no remembrance of
have no reservations
have no right to
have no scruple of
have no second thoughts
have no secrets
have no self-doubt
have no shame
have no taste for
have no term
have no thought of
have no time for
have no time to lose
have no time to spare
have no title to
have no truck with
have no turning
have no use for
have no words for
have not a hope
have not a prayer
have nothing but time
have nothing in common
have nothing on
have nothing to do
have nothing to do with
have occasion for
have on
have on the brain
have on the edge of your memory
have on the hip
have on the tip of the tongue
have on the tip of your tongue
have on your hands
have on your mind
have on your shoulders
have one foot in the grave
have one for the road
have one to know
have origin
have other fish to fry
have other things to do
have out
have patience and endure
have peace one with another
have permission
have personality
have pity
have place
have play
have plenty of time
have plenty on the ball
have power
have power over
have preference
have prestige
have priority
have proof
have pull
have qualms
have quite enough
have rather
have recourse to
have regard for
have repercussions
have reservations
have run its course
have run out
have savvy
have scruples
have second thoughts
have seen better days
have seen your best days
have seen your day
have sex
have sexual relations
have simple faith in
have smarts
have someone on
have something
have something laid by
have something on
have something on the ball
have something on the brain
have something to draw on
have sown your wild oats
have sternway on
have subject
have suction
have suffrage
have suspicions
have tenure
have tenure of
have tenure of appointment
have that or nothing
have the advantage of
have the appearance of
have the ascendancy
have the audacity
have the bar sinister
have the best of
have the chances against one
have the chances against you
have the cheek
have the cold creeps
have the cold shivers
have the conn
have the creeps
have the deed for
have the drop on
have the ear of
have the facts
have the fidgets
have the flavor of
have the floor
have the force of
have the friendship of
have the function of
have the gall
have the game in your hands
have the game in your own hands
have the gift of gab
have the golden touch
have the goodness
have the goods on
have the grace to
have the guts
have the hang of it
have the idea
have the impression
have the inside track
have the jitters
have the job of
have the jump on
have the knack
have the last laugh on
have the last word
have the latchstring out
have the law of
have the law on
have the look of
have the makings of
have the mastery of
have the mission of
have the nerve
have the odds against one
have the odds against you
have the opinion
have the power
have the prerequisites
have the qualifications
have the right
have the role of
have the run of
have the say
have the say-so
have the sense of
have the shakes
have the start
have the sway
have the top place
have the top spot
have the touch
have the upper hand
have the use of
have the wherewithal
have the whip hand
have the wind of
have the world at your feet
have the worst of it
have thoughts about
have tied to your apron strings
have time
have time enough
have time to spare
have title to
have to
have to answer for
have to do with
have to fall back upon
have to hand it to
have to run for it
have to your name
have too many irons in the fire
have too much
have too much of a good thing
have trouble
have truck with
have two minds
have two strings to your bow
have under control
have undertaken
have up
have up your sleeve
have way upon
have weight
have well in hand
have what it takes
have what you say go
have words
have words with
have you on the ropes
have young
have your back to the wall
have your blood on your head
have your blood up
have your cake and eat it too
have your credit good for
have your doubts
have your ear
have your eye on
have your fill
have your fling
have your hand in the till
have your hands full
have your hands in
have your hands tied
have your head screwed on right
have your heart bleed for
have your heart in your mouth
have your heart set against
have your heart set on
have your innings
have your measure
have your moments
have your monkey up
have your name in lights
have your nerve
have your nose out of joint
have your number
have your options eliminated
have your options reduced
have your own way
have your period
have your place in the sun
have your revenge
have your say
have your time
have your way
have your will
have your wits about you
have-been
have-not
have-nots
have-nots, the
haven cap
haver-corn
haves, the
havey-cavey
havildar major
having a baby
having a block for a head
having a part
having a share
having a voice
having and holding
having cotton between the ears
having life
having title to
haw tree
haw-haw
hawaiian time
hawaiian guitar
hawe-bake
hawk bell
hawk call
hawk cuckoo
hawk eagle
hawk fly
hawk moth
hawk nose
hawk owl
hawk parrot
hawk swallow
hawk's nest model
hawk's-beard
hawk's-bell
hawk's-bill
hawk's-eye
hawk-beaked
hawk-billed
hawk-eyed
hawk-faced
hawk-headed
hawk-moth
hawk-nose
hawk-nosed
hawk-owl
hawk-tailed
hawking voice
hawksbill turtle
hawse bag
hawse bolster
hawse hook
hawse timber
hawse-fallen
hawse-full
hawser bend
hawser clamp
hawser fastening
hawser-laid
hawsing iron
hawthorn china
hawthorn pattern
hawthorn tingis
hawthorn wine
hay asthma
hay bacillus
hay baler
hay barrack
hay binder
hay conditioner
hay cutter
hay fern
hay fever
hay hook
hay jack
hay knife
hay loader
hay plant
hay press
hay rig
hay road
hay saffron
hay sweep
hay tedder
hay tit
hay wagon
hay worm
hay-asthma
hay-bird
hay-bote
hay-cock
hay-color
hay-colored
hay-de-guy
hay-fed
hay-fever
hay-field
hay-fork
hay-mow
hay-rack
hay-rake
hay-rick
hay-scented
hay-seed
hay-tallat
haystack thorn
hazard a conjecture
hazard of the die
hazard side
hazard warning device
hazel alder
hazel brown
hazel crottles
hazel grouse
hazel hen
hazel mouse
hazel oil
hazel pine
hazel tree
hazel worm
hazel-eyed
head house
head index
head into
head joint
head kidney
head knee
head lamp
head lettuce
head log
head louse
head maggot
head matter
head metal
head mistress
head mold
head molding
head money
head motion
head netting
head of hair
head of household
head of state
head of the river
head off
head office
head on
head over heels
head over heels in
head over heels in debt
head over heels in love
head pin
head register
head resistance
head sample
head scab
head sea
head shaping
head shrinker
head smut
head space
head spar
head spin
head start
head stool
head straight for
head strapper
head swell
head table
head tax
head the board
head the line
head the table
head to leeward
head to wind
head to windward
head tone
head toward
head tree
head up
head veil
head voice
head waiter
head water
head wind
head windward
head word
head yard
head-aching
head-and-tail light
head-and-tail-light fish
head-block
head-board
head-cloth
head-court
head-dress
head-flattening
head-foremost
head-gear
head-hanging
head-high
head-hunt
head-hunter
head-hunting
head-line
head-load
head-man
head-money
head-note
head-on
head-on attack
head-over-heels
head-pan
head-penny
head-piece
head-plate
head-race
head-rail
head-rope
head-sail
head-shaking
head-splitting
head-stall
head-tire
head-tossing
head-turned
head-voice
headache plant
headache powder
headache tree
headache wafer
headache weed
headed for
headed group
header bond
header tank
header-up
heading bond
heading course
heading joint
heading machine
heading stone
heading sword
heading tool
heading toward
heading-machine
headline attraction
headlong plunge
headlong rush
headmistress-ship
heads or tails
heads up
heads-up
headwater erosion
heal itself
heal over
heal the breach
heal-all
heal-bite
heal-dog
heald knitter
healing agent
healing art
healing arts
healing blade
healing by first intention
healing by second intention
healing herb
healing leaf
healing ointment
healing quality
healing virtue
health centre
health examination
health food
health food store
health foods
health hazard
health insurance
health officer
health physicist
health physics
health resort
health salts
health spa
health visitor
health-enhancing
health-preserving
healthy body
healthy constitution
healthy economy
healthy glow
healthy hue
healthy meal
healthy mind
healthy-minded
healthy-mindedly
healthy-mindedness
heap coals of fire on your head
heap dirt upon
heap leaching
heap roasting
heap up
heap upon
heaped-up
heaps of gold
hear a different drummer
hear confession
hear it for
hear nothing
hear of
hear out
hear say
hear shots fired in anger
hear tell of
hear to
hear ye
hearing aid
hearing impairment
hearing loss
hearing-aid battery
hearken to
hearsay evidence
hearsay rule
heart action
heart amulet
heart and soul
heart attack
heart back
heart block
heart bond
heart cam
heart cherry
heart clam
heart clot
heart clover
heart cockle
heart complaint
heart condition
heart cup
heart disease
heart failure
heart flower
heart line
heart liver
heart liverleaf
heart medic
heart murmur
heart of gold
heart of grace
heart of hearts
heart of oak
heart of stone
heart out
heart pine
heart point
heart rot
heart sac
heart shell
heart shock
heart snakeroot
heart starter
heart stimulant
heart strain
heart surgery
heart tamponade
heart transplant
heart trefoil
heart trouble
heart urchin
heart wall
heart yarn
heart's blood
heart's core
heart's desire
heart's-ease
heart-ache
heart-affecting
heart-angry
heart-back
heart-blood
heart-bond
heart-bound
heart-break
heart-bred
heart-broken
heart-burdened
heart-burning
heart-cheering
heart-chilled
heart-chilling
heart-corroding
heart-deadened
heart-dulling
heart-eating
heart-expanding
heart-fallen
heart-fashioned
heart-felt
heart-flowered
heart-flowered orchid
heart-free
heart-freezing
heart-fretting
heart-gnawing
heart-gripping
heart-happy
heart-hardened
heart-hardening
heart-heaviness
heart-heavy
heart-hungry
heart-ill
heart-leaved
heart-leaved aster
heart-leaved willow
heart-lung machine
heart-melting
heart-moving
heart-piercing
heart-purifying
heart-quake
heart-ravishing
heart-rendering
heart-rendingly
heart-robbing
heart-searching
heart-shaking
heart-shaped
heart-shed
heart-sick
heart-sore
heart-sorrowing
heart-spoon
heart-stirring
heart-stricken
heart-strickenly
heart-strike
heart-strings
heart-struck
heart-swelling
heart-swollen
heart-tearing
heart-thrilling
heart-throb
heart-throbbing
heart-tickling
heart-to-heart
heart-to-heart talk
heart-warm
heart-warming
heart-weariness
heart-weary
heart-whole
heart-wholeness
heart-wise
heart-wood
heart-wounded
heart-wounding
heart-wringer
heart-wrung
heartfelt apology
heartfelt grief
hearth and home
hearth cricket
hearth money
hearth tax
hearth-money
hearth-penny
hearth-rug
hearth-stead
hearth-tax
hearts and flowers
hearts-and-flowers
hearty assent
hearty enjoyment
hearty laugh
hearty meal
hearty welcome
heat absorber
heat apoplexy
heat asphyxia
heat balance
heat barrier
heat canker
heat capacity
heat center
heat conduction
heat conductivity
heat content
heat death
heat detector
heat devil
heat energy
heat engine
heat engineer
heat engineering
heat equation
heat equator
heat equivalent
heat exchange
heat exchanger
heat exhaustion
heat factor
heat fever
heat lamp
heat lightning
heat nodules
heat of condensation
heat of fusion
heat of solidification
heat of sublimation
heat of vaporization
heat potential
heat prostration
heat pump
heat rash
heat ray
heat regulator
heat reservoir
heat rigor
heat science
heat seeker
heat shield
heat sink
heat spectrum
heat spot
heat sum
heat the economy
heat therapy
heat treating
heat treatment
heat unit
heat up
heat up the economy
heat wave
heat weight
heat-absorbing
heat-conducting
heat-cracked
heat-drop
heat-engine cycle
heat-forming
heat-full fire
heat-giving
heat-island
heat-killed
heat-laden
heat-loving
heat-oppressed
heat-power engineer
heat-power engineering
heat-producing
heat-radiating
heat-reducing
heat-regulating
heat-resistant
heat-resisting
heat-softened
heat-spot
heat-tempering
heat-treat
heat-treated
heat-treating
heat-treatment
heat-wave
heated imagination
heated up
heater cord
heater piece
heater-shaped
heath aster
heath bell
heath box
heath bramble
heath cock
heath cypress
heath family
heath fern
heath grass
heath grouse
heath hen
heath honeysuckle
heath moss
heath mulberry
heath pea
heath peat
heath poulter
heath rush
heath scrub
heath wren
heath-bell
heath-berry
heath-bird
heath-clad
heath-cock
heath-hen
heath-pea
heathen god
heather bell
heather cat
heather grass
heather purple
heather whin
heather wool
heather-bell
heather-bleat
heather-błutter
heating coil
heating degree-day
heating duct
heating element
heating furnace
heating pad
heating pipe
heating plant
heating-up
heauto-
heave a sigh of relief
heave aloft
heave alongside
heave and awash
heave apeak
heave at
heave down
heave ho
heave in sight
heave in together
heave offering
heave out
heave out a sail
heave overboard
heave round
heave short
heave shoulder
heave the gorge
heave the lead
heave the log
heave to
heave-ho
heave-off hinge
heave-offering
heave-shouldered
heaven above
heaven disturber
heaven of heavens
heaven on earth
heaven tree
heaven worshiper
heaven's artillery
heaven's ebon vault
heaven's high city
heaven-accepted
heaven-aspiring
heaven-assailing
heaven-begot
heaven-bent
heaven-born
heaven-bred
heaven-built
heaven-clear
heaven-controlled
heaven-daring
heaven-dear
heaven-defying
heaven-descended
heaven-devoted
heaven-directed
heaven-erected
heaven-fallen
heaven-forsaken
heaven-gate
heaven-gifted
heaven-given
heaven-guided
heaven-high
heaven-inspired
heaven-instructed
heaven-kissing
heaven-lighted
heaven-lit
heaven-made
heaven-prompted
heaven-protected
heaven-reaching
heaven-rending
heaven-sent
heaven-sprung
heaven-sweet
heaven-taught
heaven-threatening
heaven-touched
heaven-warring
heaven-wide
heavenly bamboo
heavenly being
heavenly body
heavenly fruit
heavenly hierarchy
heavenly host
heavenly kingdom
heavenly-minded
heavenly-mindedness
heavens and earth
heavenward tree
heaver-off
heaver-out
heaver-over
heavier-than-air
heavier-than-air craft
heaviness of heart
heaving aloft
heaving pile
heaving up
heaving-line bend
heaviside layer
heavy artillery
heavy as lead
heavy blow
heavy bomber
heavy chemicals
heavy cream
heavy cruiser
heavy demand
heavy dew
heavy dragoon
heavy drinker
heavy drinking
heavy earth
heavy eyelids
heavy field artillery
heavy force fit
heavy hand
heavy harmony
heavy heart
heavy hydrogen
heavy lead
heavy meal
heavy metal
heavy mineral oil
heavy nitrogen
heavy object
heavy oil
heavy on
heavy oxygen
heavy particle
heavy particle counter
heavy pine
heavy platinum group
heavy purse
heavy rain
heavy right foot
heavy sea
heavy sin
heavy sky
heavy sledding
heavy sleep
heavy smoker
heavy solution
heavy spar
heavy swell
heavy thinking
heavy transport
heavy water
heavy weather
heavy wet
heavy wine
heavy with child
heavy with meaning
heavy with significance
heavy with sleep
heavy with young
heavy-armed
heavy-bearded
heavy-blossomed
heavy-bodied
heavy-boned
heavy-booted
heavy-boughed
heavy-drinking
heavy-duty
heavy- eared
heavy-eyed
heavy-faced
heavy-featured
heavy-fisted
heavy-fleeced
heavy-footed
heavy-footedness
heavy- fruited
heavy-gaited
heavy-gaunched
heavy-handled
heavy-handedly
heavy-handedness
heavy-head
heavy-headed
heavy-hearted
heavy-heartedly
heavy-heartedness
heavy-heeled
heavy-jawed
heavy-laden
heavy-leaved
heavy-lidded
heavy-limbed
heavy-lipped
heavy-looking
heavy-mettled
heavy-mouthed
heavy-paced
heavy-scented
heavy-seeming
heavy-set
heavy-shotted
heavy-shouldered
heavy-shuttered
heavy-smelling
heavy-soled
heavy-tailed
heavy-timbered
heavy-weight
heavy-winged
heavy-witted
heavy-wooded
heb-sed
hebe-
hebephrenic schizophrenia
heck-how
hect-
hectic fever
hectic flush
hecto-
hecto-ampere
hectograph copy
heddle brusher
heddle knitter
hedge about
hedge accentor
hedge apple
hedge bedstraw
hedge bells
hedge bird
hedge cactus
hedge carpenter
hedge chanter
hedge crocus
hedge fumitory
hedge garlic
hedge grape
hedge hyssop
hedge in
hedge laurel
hedge layer
hedge marriage
hedge priest
hedge rose
hedge sparrow
hedge stake
hedge trimmer
hedge your bets
hedge-bird
hedge-bound
hedge-creeper
hedge-hyssop
hedge-pig
hedge-priest
hedge-school
hedge-sparrow
hedged about
hedged about by
hedged by
hedged in
hedged-in
hedgehog aloe
hedgehog cactus
hedgehog caterpillar
hedgehog coneflower
hedgehog gourd
hedgehog grass
hedgehog transformer
hedging your bets
hedging-in
hedonic calculus
hedonistic calculus
hee-haw
hee-hee
hee-hee!
heebie jeebies
heebie-jeebies
heedless hap
heel bar
heel block
heel blocker
heel bone
heel breast
heel builder
heel chain
heel clamp
heel cutter
heel fly
heel in
heel jigger
heel nailer
heel of Achilles
heel pad
heel padder
heel ring
heel rope
heel seat
heel seater
heel splitter
heel spur
heel stay
heel tapper
heel tool
heel trimmer
heel wedge
heel-and-toe
heel-and-toe dancer
heel-attaching
heel-ball
heel-bone
heel-breast
heel-breaster
heel-fast
heel-piece
heel-plate
heel-post
heel-rope
heel-tap
heel-way
heeling tank
heels over head
hefty eater
heh deity
heidelberg man
heigh ho
heigh-ho
height block
height board
height district
height finder
height gauge
height measure
height measurement
height of fashion
height of land
height pressure
height to paper
height to surface
height-to-paper
heir apparent
heir at law
heir by destination
heir expectant
heir general
heir in tail
heir of entail
heir of inventory
heir of line
heir of provision
heir of the body
heir portioner
heir presumptive
heir whatsoever
heir-at-law
heiress-ship
heirs apparent
heirs at law
heirs presumptive
held back
held dear
held in awe
held in consideration
held in esteem
held in favor
held in pledge
held in regard
held in reserve
held in respect
held in trust
held out
held up
helen of troy
heli-
heliacal rising
helianthine B
helic-
helical gear
helical rack
helico-
helicoidal saw
helicopter gun ship
helicopter gunship
helio-
heliocentric longitude
heliocentric parallax
heliographic chart
heliotrope gray
helium group
helix angle
hell around
hell bomb
hell broke loose
hell for leather
hell gate
hell hole
hell let loose
hell mouth
hell of a
hell to pay
hell upon earth
hell week
hell's bells
hell's half-acre
hell's kitchen
hell-begotten
hell-bent
hell-bent for election
hell-bent on
hell-bind
hell-black
hell-born
hell-bound
hell-bred
hell-brewed
hell-cat
hell-dark
hell-deep
hell-devil
hell-diver
hell-doomed
hell-driver
hell-engendered
hell-fire
hell-fired
hell-for-leather
hell-gate
hell-hard
hell-hatched
hell-haunted
hell-hound
hell-like
hell-raiser
hell-raider
hell-red
hell-vine
hellebore green
hellebore red
hellish host
hello girl
hello there
helm alee
helm aport
helm astraboard
helm aweather
helm port
helm wind
helm-wind
helmet liner
helmet of hair
helmet quail
helmet shell
helmet-crest
helmet-shaped
helmet-wearing
helmeted guinea fowl
helminth-
help a lame dog over a stile
help along
help bear your grief
help decide
help in time of need
help on its way
help out
help to
help up
help yourself to
helped by
helping along
helping hand
helter-skelter
helter-skelteriness
helve hammer
hem and haw
hem in
hem-
hem-stitch
hema-
hemat-
hematin crystals
hematin paste
hematite red
hemato-
hematocrit value
hematogenic shock
hemi-
hemi-elytrum
hemi-type
hemispherico-conical
hemispherico-conoid
hemlock fir
hemlock parsley
hemlock pitch
hemlock spruce
hemlock-leaved
hemmed in
hemmed-in
hemming-in
hemo-
hemolymph gland
hemolytic anemia
hemophilia A
hemophilia B
hemophilia C
hemophilic arthritis
hemorrhagic measles
hemorrhagic plague
hemorrhagic septicemia
hemp agrimony
hemp nettle
hemp oil
hemp palm
hemp tree
hemp-agrimony
hemp-nettle
hempen bridle
hempen collar
hempen necktie
hempen tippet
hempseed oil
hen and chickens
hen clam
hen coop
hen curlew
hen flea
hen frigate
hen gorse
hen harrier
hen hawk
hen louse
hen mold
hen party
hen pepper
hen plant
hen run
hen scratches
hen track
hen tracks
hen turkey
hen's-foot
hen-and-chickens
hen-coop
hen-driver
hen-egg
hen-fat
hen-feathered
hen-feathering
hen-harrier
hen-hawk
hen-hearted
hen-house
hen-peck
hen-pecked
hen-roost
hen-tailed
hench-boy
hendecca-
hens-and-chickens
hep to
hepar calcis
hepat-
hepato-
hepato-pancreas
hepped up
hepped up over
hepta-
heptadecanoic acid
her infinite variety
her native ornament of hair
herabol myrrh
herald abroad
herald angel
herald's college
herald's trick
herald's trumpet
heraldic device
heraldic heiress
heraldic insignia
heraldic knot
heraldic official
heraldic officials
heralds' college
herb Christopher
herb Gerard
herb Paris
herb Robert
herb bennet
herb doctor
herb john
herb of grace
herb paris
herb patience
herb robert
herb-grace
herb-woman
herbaceous border
herbs Paris
herbs Robert
herbs patience
hercules beetle
hercules' club
hercules'-club
herd instinct
herd together
herd's grass
herd's-grass
herd-book
herd-boy
herd-grass
herd-groom
here and now
here and there
here and there in
here and there on
here below
here lies
here today and gone tomorrow
here's good luck
here's how
here's looking at you
here's mud in your eye
here's to absent friends
here's to you
here-hence
hereafter, the
hereditary character
hereditary disease
heriot service
herky-jerky
hermaphrodite brig
hermaphrodite caliper
hermaphrodite duct
hermaphrodite schooner
hermes trismegistus
hermetically sealed
hermit crab
hermit crow
hermit order
hermit thrush
hermit warbler
hermo-
hermosa pink
hernio-
hero sandwich
hero worship
hero-shipeed
hero-shipped
hero-shipping
hero-worship
hero-worshiper
hero-worshiping
heroi-comic
heroic act
heroic age
heroic couplet
heroic deed
heroic legend
heroic myth
heroic poetry
heroic stanza
hexa-
hexacosanoic acid
hexadecanoic acid
hexadecimal notation
hexadecimal system
hexaethyl tetraphosphate
hexagon-drill
hexakis-
hexanedioic acid
hexanoic acid
hexoic acid
hexose sugar
hexyl group
hexyl radical
hey rube
hey-day
hey-day guise
hey-ho
heyday of the blood
heyday of youth
hi ya
hi-fi
hi-fi fan
hiatal hernia
hiatus hernia
hiatus of learning
hiberno-
hic et nunc
hic et ubique
hic Jacet
hic-cough
hiccius doccius
hiccup-nut
hick joint
hick town
hick-joint pointing
hickory acacia
hickory aphid
hickory borer
hickory cloth
hickory elm
hickory girdler
hickory moth
hickory nut
hickory oak
hickory oil
hickory phylloxera
hickory pine
high altar
high analysis
high and dry
high and low
high and mighty
high as a kite
high as a steeple
high bar
high beam
high birth
high blood pressure
high blower
high brass
high bunt
high by-pass ratio engine
high camp
high celebration
high chair
high chief
high church
high collar
high color
high comedy
high command
high commissioner
high cost
high court
high cranberry
high day
high descent
high diver
high diving
high dudgeon
high energy physics
high explosive
high fashion
high feather
high fidelity
high finance
high flavor
high fog
high frequency
high fulham
high german
high glee
high goal
high grade
high growth rate
high roller
high school
high schooler
high sea
high seas
high season
high seat
high sign
high society
high specific activity
high spirits
high spot
high standard of living
high steel
high street
high summer
high table
high tax bracket
high tea
high tech
high tide
high time
high treason
high up
high value
high visibility
high voice
high water
high wind
high wine
high wines
high wire
high wire artist
high words
high yellow
high-aimed
high-aiming
high-altitude bombing
high-altitude flying
high-altitude research aircraft
high-altitude research rocket
high-altitude rocket
high-and-mightiness
high-and-mighty
high-angle fire
high-angle gun
high-angled
high-arched
high-aspiring
high-backed
high-binder
high-blazing
high-blessed
high-blooded
high-blower
high-blown
high-bodiced
high-boiling
high-boned
high-born
high-breasted
high-bred
high-brow
high-browed
high-browish
high-browishly
high-browism
high-built
high-button shoes
high-caliber
high-calorie diet
high-camp
high-case
high-caste
high-ceiled
high-ceilinged
high-churchman
high-class
high-climber
high-climbing
high-collared
high-colored
high-coloured
high-complexioned
high-compression
high-count
high-crested
high-crowned
high-cut
high-density
high-duty
high-elbowed
high-embowed
high-energy particle
high-explosive
high-explosive charge
high-explosive shell
high-falutin
high-faluting
high-fated
high-feathered
high-fed
high-fidelity
high-fidelity speaker
high-fidelity system
high-flavored
high-flier
high-flowing
high-flown
high-flown diction
high-flushed
high-flyer
high-flying
high-flying tippler
high-foreheaded
high-frequency
high-frequency amplification
high-frequency cable
high-frequency current
high-frequency direction finder
high-frequency heater
high-frequency pulse
high-frequency speaker
high-frequency telephony
high-frequency treatment
high-frequency wave
high-gazing
high-geared
high-grade
high-grade bond
high-grade ore
high-grade stock
high-grown
high-handed
high-handedly
high-handedness
high-hat
high-hat cymbals
high-hatted
high-hattedness
high-hatter
high-hattiness
high-hatting
high-hatty
high-headed
high-heaped
high-hearted
high-heel
high-heeled
high-hoe
high-holder
high-hole
high-horned
high-hung
high-intensity lamp
high-judging
high-key
high-keyed
high-level
high-level language
high-level talk
high-lineaged
high-lived
high-living
high-lone
high-low
high-low-jack
high-lows
high-lying
high-mettled
high-minded
high-mindedly
high-mindedness
high-motived
high-mounted
high-mounting
high-mu tube
high-muck-a
high-muck-a-muck
high-muckety-muck
high-necked
high-nosed
high-notioned
high-octane
high-octane gas
high-pass
high-pass filter
high-peaked
high-pitch
high-pitched
high-placed
high-pointing
high-pooped
high-potent
high-potential
high-power
high-powered
high-pressure
high-pressure area
high-pressure cylinder
high-pressure methods
high-pressure salesmanship
high-pressured
high-pressuring
high-priced
high-principled
high-priority
high-prized
high-proof
high-protein diet
high-quality
high-raised
high-ranking
high-reaching
high-reared
high-resolved
high-rigger
high-rise
high-rise apartment building
high-riser
high-roofed
high-runner
high-school
high-sea
high-seasoned
high-seated
high-set
high-shoe
high-shouldered
high-sided
high-sighted
high-soaring
high-society
high-soled
high-souled
high-sounding
high-sounding words
high-speed
high-speed data handling
high-speed digit computer
high-speed embosser
high-speed memory
high-speed steel
high-speed turn
high-spirited
high-spiritedly
high-spiritedness
high-stepper
high-stepping
high-stomached
high-strung
high-sulphur
high-swelling
high-swollen
high-swung
high-tail
high-tasted
high-temperature cement
high-tempered
high-tension
high-test
high-thoughted
high-throned
high-thundering
high-tide
high-tone
high-toned
high-topped
high-topped shoes
high-tory
high-towered
high-tuned
high-up
high-ups
high-vacuum phototube
high-vaulted
high-velocity
high-vitamin diet
high-voltage
high-voltage probe
high-waisted
high-walled
high-warp
high-water
high-water mark
high-water pants
high-water shrub
high-wing monoplane
high-wire artist
high-wrought
highball glass
highbush blueberry
highbush huckleberry
higher algebra
higher apsis
higher arithmetic
higher criticism
higher echelons
higher education
higher fungus
higher mathematics
higher-up
higher-ups
highest category
highest common factor
highest degree
highest pitch
highest point
highest type
highest-ranking
highfalutin ways
highfaluting ways
highland cranberry
highland cudweed
highland fling
highlight halftone
highly colored imagination
highly considered
highly emotional
highly esteemed
highly regarded
highly reputed
highly respectable
highly satisfied
highly strung
highly touted
highly-wrought
highs sounding
hightail it
highly-tightly
highwall tent
highway engineer
highway engineering
highway marker
highway patrol
highway robber
highway robbery
highway trailer
highways and byways
hike out
hike up
hiking trail
hilaro-tragedy
hill clematis
hill climb
hill climber
hill country
hill folk
hill fox
hill grub
hill heaped upon hill
hill myna
hill oat
hill of beans
hill palm
hill partridge
hill planter
hill station
hill tit
hill-altar
hill-dwelling
hill-fort
hill-girdled
hill-girt
hill-man
hill-side
hill-surrounded
hill-top
hillbilly music
hillock tree
hillside plow
hilly-billy
hinc illae lacrimae
hind end
hind kidney
hind leg
hind legs
hind part
hind shank
hind wing
hind-calf
hind-foremost
hind-gut
hind-head
hind-sight
hinder part
hinge fault
hinge joint
hinge line
hinge on
hinge plate
hinge strap
hinge tooth
hinge upon
hinge-pole
hinged joint
hinging on
hinging post
hinoki cypress
hint at
hip and thigh
hip bath
hip boot
hip boots
hip brier
hip disease
hip flask
hip girdle
hip joint
hip knob
hip lock
hip molding
hip pocket
hip rafter
hip roll
hip roof
hip rose
hip straps
hip tile
hip vertical
hip-and-valley roof
hip-bone
hip-girdle
hip-gout
hip-huggers
hip-joint
hip-roof
hip-roofed
hip-shot
hipo-
hipp-
hipped on
historical method
historical novel
historical painter
historical painting
historical present
historical present tense
historical records
historical school
historical truth
historico-
historico-ethical
history is bunk
history is merely gossip
history of ideas
history of printing
histrionic art
hit a clinker
hit a clip
hit a nerve
hit a slump
hit a sour note
hit a streak of luck
hit against
hit and miss
hit and run
hit at
hit back at
hit batsman
hit below the belt
hit bottom
hit for
hit home
hit it
hit it big
hit it off
hit it off with
hit it on the nose
hit like lightning
hit man
hit off
hit off on
hit on
hit one for
hit or miss
hit out
hit pay dirt
hit rock bottom
hit show
hit the ball
hit the booze
hit the bottle
hit the brake pedal
hit the campaign trail
hit the ceiling
hit the deck
hit the eye
hit the hay
hit the high spots
hit the jackpot
hit the mark
hit the nail on the head
hit the road
hit the sack
hit the sauce
hit the silk
hit the skids
hit the spot
hit the trail
hit town
hit tune
hit up
hit upon
hit upon a solution
hit you in the eye
hit you where you live
hit-and-miss
hit-and-miss window
hit-and-run
hit-and-run attack
hit-and-run driver
hit-in
hit-off
hit-or-miss
hit-or-missness
hit-run
hit-skip
hitch a ride
hitch and hike
hitch angle
hitch kick
hitch on
hitch pin
hitch rides
hitch up
hitch your wagon to a star
hitch-hiker
hitching post
hitching your wagon to a star
hither and thither
hither and yon
hitting the booze
hitting the bottle
hitting the sauce
hitting-up
hitty-missy
hive bee
hive body
hive dross
hive of industry
hive off
hive sirup
hive vine
ho, hum
ho-bird
ho-ho
ho-hum
hoar-frost
hoar-frosted
hoar-stone
hoard up
hoary age
hoary cress
hoary eld
hoary hair
hoary-eyed
hoary-feathered
hoary-haired
hoary-headed
hoary-headed joke
hoary-leaved
hoary-white
hob ferret
hob tap
hob-and-nob
hob-nob
hob-thrush
hobble skirt
hobble-bush
hobbling pilot
hobby shop
hobby-horse
hobnail glass
hobnailed shoes
hobnob with
hobo camp
hobo jungle
hobson's choice
hobson-jobson
hoc anno
hoc est
hock a tchainik
hock cockle
hock leg
hock shop
hock-cart
hock-day
hockey cart
hockey gloves
hockey skate
hockey skates
hockey stick
hocking ale
hocus-pocus
hocus-pocused
hocus-pocusing
hocus-pocussed
hocus-pocussing
hod carrier
hoddy-doddy
hodge-podge
hodge-pudding
hodgkin's disease
hoe culture
hoe drill
hoe in
hoe into
hoe-cake
hoe-plough
hog ape
hog apple
hog badger
hog brake
hog call
hog caterpillar
hog chain
hog cholera
hog deer
hog flu
hog for, a
hog frame
hog gum
hog hair
hog hook
hog in armour
hog jowl
hog lard
hog louse
hog mane
hog millet
hog money
hog peanut
hog piece
hog plum
hog pox
hog score
hog sheer
hog stave
hog sucker
hog truss
hog turn
hog wallow
hog wire
hog's back
hog's bean
hog's fennel
hog's pudding
hog's-back
hog- wash
hog-backed
hog-brace
hog-cote
hog-deer
hog-faced
hog-fat
hog-fish
hog-frame
hog-louse
hog-maned
hog-mouthed
hog-necked
hog-nose
hog-nose snake
hog-nosed
hog-nut
hog-plum
hog-raising
hog-reeve
hog-score
hog-skin
hog-tie
hog-tied
hog-tight
hog-trough
hog-wash
hog-wild
hogen mogen
hoger pump
hogging-frame
hognose snake
hognosed skunk
hoh-flute
hoi polloi
hoisin sauce
hoist a banner
hoist by
hoist by your own petard
hoist loader
hoist sail
hoist the blue Peter
hoist the white flag
hoist with
hoist-
hoisting gaff
hoisting machine
hoisting yard
hoity-toitiness
hoity-toity
hoity-toityism
hoity-toityness
hoke act
hoke comic
hoke up
hoker moker
hokey cokey
hokey-pokey
hokum act
hokum comic
hol-
hold a brief for
hold a candle to
hold a card
hold a close wind
hold a conversation
hold a course
hold a funeral
hold a heading
hold a high opinion of
hold a loose rein
hold a low opinion of
hold a meeting
hold a middle course
hold a post
hold a press conference
hold a seance
hold a session
hold a sitting
hold a tight hand upon
hold aces
hold against
hold aloof
hold aloof from
hold an idea
hold as
hold at bay
hold at your beck and call
hold away from
hold back
hold beam
hold beneath contempt
hold beneath one
hold by
hold captive
hold cheap
hold communication
hold conference
hold control
hold court
hold dear
hold down
hold down a job
hold everything
hold fast
hold for
hold for ransom
hold forth
hold forth without interruption
hold good
hold hands
hold in
hold in abomination
hold in bondage
hold in captivity
hold in check
hold in consideration
hold in contempt
hold in custody
hold in derision
hold in esteem
hold in fee simple
hold in hand
hold in leading strings
hold in leash
hold in low esteem
hold in mind
hold in restraint
hold in reverence
hold in solution
hold in subjection
hold in swaddling clothes
hold in the thoughts
hold in thrall
hold in view
hold it
hold it against
hold jubilee
hold membership
hold no brief for
hold off
hold office
hold on
hold on a course
hold on like a bulldog
hold on the course
hold on to
hold opposite views
hold out
hold out a helping hand
hold out against
hold out an expectation
hold out hope
hold out on
hold out promise
hold out the hand
hold out the olive branch
hold out the right of fellowship
hold out the right of friendship
hold over
hold over your head
hold prisoner
hold spellbound
hold steady
hold steady for
hold the attention
hold the bag
hold the belief
hold the course
hold the field
hold the fort
hold the helm
hold the interest
hold the line
hold the market
hold the memory of
hold the mirror up to nature
hold the phone
hold the prerogative
hold the promptbook
hold the proxy of
hold the purse strings
hold the reins
hold the ring of truth
hold the sack
hold the scales
hold the stage
hold the thought
hold the wire
hold tight
hold to
hold together
hold true
hold under close arrest
hold under house arrest
hold up
hold up in the wash
hold up the hand
hold up the mirror to
hold up to public ridicule
hold up to public scorn
hold up to public shame
hold up to reprobation
hold up to shame
hold up to view
hold up your hand
hold up your head
hold water
hold with
hold yard
hold your breath
hold your course
hold your end up
hold your eye
hold your gaze
hold your ground
hold your hand
hold your head above water
hold your head high
hold your horses
hold your jaw
hold your lip
hold your nose in the air
hold your own
hold your path
hold your peace
hold your sides
hold your tongue
hold your way
hold yourself aloof
hold yourself apart
hold yourself erect
hold yourself in readiness
hold yourself stiff
hold yourself straight
hold-all
hold-back
hold-clear
hold-down
hold-off
hold-up
hold-up bill
holder of the legal estate
holder-forth
holder-on
holder-up
holding back
holding company
holding furnace
holding ground
holding in
holding in remembrance
holding paddock
holding pattern
holding together
holding-out partner
holdup job
holdup man
hole card
hole in one
hole in the heart
hole in the wall
hole out
hole to creep out of
hole up
hole-and-comer
hole-and-corner
hole-high
hole-in-corner
holes in
holey dollar
holiday camp
holiday-maker
holiday-making
holier than the Pope
holier-than-thou
holistic approach
holistic medicine
hollandaise sauce
holler out
hollo after
hollow back
hollow heart
hollow horn
hollow hunger
hollow man
hollow mockery
hollow newel
hollow organ
hollow out
hollow pretense
hollow sea
hollow shell
hollow threat
hollow truce
hollow ware
hollow-back
hollow-backed
hollow-billed
hollow-cheeked
hollow-chested
hollow-eyed
hollow-footed
hollow-forge
hollow-forged
hollow-forging
hollow-fronted
hollow-ground
hollow-hearted
hollow-horned
hollow-jawed
hollow-pointed
hollow-root
hollow-toned
hollow-toothed
hollow-vaulted
hollow-voiced
hollow-ware
holly fern
holly green
holly oak
holly-green
holly-leaved
hollyhock anthracnose
hollyhock fungus
hollyhock rust
hollywood bed
holm cock
holm oak
holm thrush
holm tree
holm-oak
holm-tree
holo-
holocrine gland
holographic will
holstein-friesian
holster pipe
holus-bolus
holy Christ
holy Christmas
holy Moses
holy bread
holy cats
holy city
holy clover
holy communion
holy cow
holy cross
holy day
holy day of obligation
holy days
holy dollar
holy father
holy fire
holy ghost
holy grail
holy grass
holy hour
holy innocents' day
holy joe
holy land
holy mackerel
holy man
holy matrimony
holy mess
holy of holies
holy office
holy oil
holy order
holy orders
holy place
holy rite
holy roller
holy roman empire
holy rood
holy saturday
holy see
holy shit
holy smoke
holy spirit
holy stone
holy synod
holy table
holy terror
holy thistle
holy thursday
holy tide
holy war
holy water
holy water sprinkle
holy water sprinkler
holy wedlock
holy week
holy well
holy writ
holy year
holy-day
holy-minded
holy-mindedness
holy-water basin
holy-water font
holy-water sprinkler
holy-water stoup
hom-
home address
home appliance
home base
home brew
home builder
home circle
home defense army
home dweller
home economics
home economist
home free
home fried potatoes
home fries
home front
home furnishings
home guard
home in on
home is where you start
home life
home mission
home missionary
home office
home on
home permanent
home place
home plate
home range
home reserve
home reserves
home roof
home room
home rule
home ruler
home run
home sheltered
home signal
home station
home stretch
home study
home sweet home
home teacher
home thrust
home tie
home town
home towner
home truth
home-
home-abiding
home-along
home-baked
home-born
home-bred
home-brew
home-brewed
home-bringing
home-building
home-built
home-come
home-coming
home-driven
home-dwelling
home-faring
home-fed
home-felt
home-going
home-growing
home-grown
home-keeping
home-killed
home-loving
home-made
home-owning
home-raised
home-reared
home-sailing
home-sent
home-sick
home-sickness
home-staying
home-thrust
home-woven
homeless waif
homely as a mud fence
homely enough to sour milk
homely enough to stop a clock
homeo-
homeopathic dose
homeopathic magic
homestead law
homeward bound
homeward-bound
homeward-bounder
homicidal maniac
homing device
homing guidance
homing pigeon
homing torpedo
hominy grits
homme de cour
homme moyen sensuel
homo faber
homo sapiens
homo signorum
homo-
-homo-hetero-analysis
homo-organ
homoeo-
homogeneous coordinates
homogeneous reactor
homogenized milk
homogentisic acid
homoi-
homoio-
homologous chromosomes
homologous vaccine
homolographic projection
homolosine projection
homolytic fission
homonymous construction
homosexual marriage
homosexual neurosis
homothetic transformation
hone for
honest as the day is long
honest injun
honest man
honest person
honest sweat
honest woman
honest-to-God
honey ant
honey badger
honey bag
honey ball
honey balm
honey bear
honey beige
honey bell
honey bird
honey blond
honey bottle
honey bread
honey bunch
honey buzzard
honey cake
honey cherry
honey child
honey clover
honey creeper
honey crisp
honey eater
honey extractor
honey fly
honey fungus
honey garlic
honey gilding
honey gland
honey grass
honey guide
honey jack
honey kite
honey locust
honey lotus
honey maker
honey making
honey mesquite
honey moth
honey mouse
honey mushroom
honey palm
honey plant
honey ratel
honey sac
honey stomach
honey tree
honey tube
honey up
honey vine
honey weasel
honey whip
honey yellow
honey-bear
honey-bearing
honey-bee
honey-bird
honey-blonde
honey-bloom
honey-buzzard
honey-color
honey-colored
honey-dew
honey-drop
honey-dropping
honor be to
honor before
honor bright
honor card
honor guard
honor man
honor medal
honor point
honor price
honor roll
honor society
honor system
honor trick
honor-bound
honor-fired
honor-giving
honor-owing
honor-thirsty
honorable descent
honorable discharge
honorable mention
honorable ordinary
honorary canon
honorary member
honoris causa
honors course
honors of war
honour school
honourable discharge
honours list
honours of war
hoo-ha
hooch hound
hood cap
hood clock
hood end
hood molding
hood mould
hood-crowned
hood-mould
hood-shaped
hooded barley
hooded crow
hooded grass
hooded matweed
hooded seal
hooded top
hooded warbler
hootchy-kootchy
hootchy-kootchy show
hoover apron
hop along
hop aphid
hop back
hop borer
hop clover
hop dog
hop flea beetle
hop flour
hop fly
hop froth fly
hop gland
hop grub
hop hornbeam
hop in
hop into
hop jack
hop kiln
hop looper
hop louse
hop meal
hop merchant
hop mildew
hop mold
hop moth
hop off
hop oil
hop plant
hop plant borer
hop sack
hop sacking
hop step and jump
hop to it
hop tree
hop trefoil
hop up
hop-about
hop-garden
hop-o'-my-thumb
hop-o-my-thumb
hop-picker
hop-sack
hop-sacking
hop-shaped
hop-yard
hope against hope
hope and pray
hope chest
hope deferred
hope for
hope for the best
hope in
hope to God
hope to die
hoped-for
hopeful prognosis
hopeless case
hoping against hope
hoplo-
hopped up
hopped-up
hopper barge
hopper car
hopper casement
hopper closet
hopper dredge
hopper frame
hopper light
hopper salt
hopper vent
hopper window
hopper-bottom car
hopper-shaped
hopping John
hopping mad
hopvine moth
hopvine thecla
horehound motherwort
horizon blue
horizon distance
horizon glass
horizontal axis
horizontal bar
horizontal deflector
horizontal engine
horizontal fault
horizontal fire
horizontal line
horizontal mobility
horizontal parallax
horizontal plane
horizontal projection
horizontal stabilizer
horizontal synchronizer
horizontal synchronizing pulse
horizontal union
hormic psychology
hormic theory
horn alligator
horn arrester
horn balance
horn bar
horn bowsprit
horn bug
horn chestnut
horn die
horn fly
horn gap
horn gate
horn in
horn knot
horn lead
horn of Amalthea
horn of plenty
horn ore
horn player
horn poppy
horn pout
horn pox
horn reflector
horn silver
horn timber
horn-book
horn-eyed
horn-fish
horn-footed
horn-mad
horn-madness
horn-owl
horn-plate
horn-rimmed
horn-rimmed glasses
horn-rims
horn-shaped
horn-silver
horn-wood
hornbill cuckoo
hornblende schist
hornblende-gabbro
horned dinosaur
horned lark
horned lizard
horned owl
horned poppy
horned pout
horned rattlesnake
horned screamer
horned snake
horned toad
horned viper
horned whiff
hornet comb
hornet fly
hornet's nest
hornless cow
horns of a dilemma
horny coral
horny-fingered
horny-fisted
horny-hoofed
horny-knuckled
horny-nibbed
horny-toad
horror picture
horror vacui
horror-crowned
horror-fraught
horror-inspiring
horror-loving
horror-stricken
horror-struck
hors concours
hors d'oeuvre
hors d'oeuvres
hors de combat
horse aloes
horse ant
horse around
horse artillery
horse bean
horse blanket
horse block
horse boat
horse boot
horse bot
horse bow
horse box
horse brass
horse brier
horse chanter
horse chestnut
horse clipper
horse conch
horse coper
horse courser
horse dam
horse dealer
horse devil
horse doctor
horse drench
horse driver
horse duck
horse elder
horse emmet
horse fiddle
horse fly
horse gentian
horse gentler
horse ginseng
horse godmother
horse gowan
horse guard
horse hoe
horse iron
horse latitudes
horse laugh
horse litter
horse louse
horse mackerel
horse marine
horse master
horse mint
horse mushroom
horse nettle
horse nop
horse of a different color
horse of another color
horse opera
horse parlor
horse pick
horse pistol
horse plum
horse post
horse race
horse racer
horse racing
horse railroad
horse railway
horse rake
horse rasp
horse rough
horse savin
horse scraper
horse sense
horse show
horse sickness
horse soldier
horse sugar
horse tail
horse thistle
horse tick
horse timber
horse towel
horse trade
horse trader
horse trading
horse trainer
horse training
horse wrangler
horse's ass
horse's neck
horse-and-buggy
horse-back
horse-bitten
horse-block
horse-boat
horse-box
horse-boy
horse-bread
horse-breaker
horse-car
horse-chestnut
horse-collar
horse-coper
horse-corser
horse-course
horse-dealing
horse-drawn
horse-eye
horse-faced
horse-fair
horse-fish
horse-flesh
horse-fly
horse-foot
horse-godmother
horse-guard
horse-head
horse-hoe
horse-hoof
horse-hour
horse-jockey
horse-laugh
horse-leech
horse-litter
horse-load
horse-loving
horse-mackerel
horse-marine
horse-master
horse-matcher
horse-mill
horse-mint
horse-nail
horse-owning
horse-play
horse-plum
horse-pond
horse-power
horse-pox
horse-race
horse-radish
horse-scorser
horse-sense
horse-tail
horse-taming
horse-trade
horse-traded
horse-trading
horseback rider
horseback riding
horseflesh ore
horsefoot snipe
horsehair worm
horseless carriage
horsepower-hour
horsepower-year
horseshoe arch
horseshoe back
horseshoe bat
horseshoe crab
horseshoe kidney
horseshoe magnet
horseshoe nail
horseshoe snake
horseshoe-shaped
horsetail agaric
horsetail mushroom
horsetail tree
horsing around
hortatory address
hortus clusus
hortus siccus
hose cart
hose cock
hose company
hose down
hose duck
hose grass
hose hook
hose jacket
hose reel
hose truck
hose-in-hose
hose-net
hosing down
hospital administrator
hospital bed
hospital cleanliness
hospital corner
hospital fever
hospital gangrene
hospital light
hospital lock
hospital room
hospital service contract
hospital ship
hospital staff
hospital station
hospital steward
hospital train
hospital window
hospitalization insurance
host of heaven
host of hell
host plant
hostages to fortune
hostel school
hostess gown
hostess house
hostess-ship
hostile criticism
hostile expedition
hostile personality
hostile reaction
hostile witness
hot about
hot air
hot as blazes
hot as fire
hot as hell
hot as pepper
hot as the hinges of hell
hot atom
hot bath
hot bed
hot blast
hot blood
hot box
hot buttered rum
hot cake
hot cereal
hot chisel
hot chocolate
hot circuit
hot cockles
hot cold-working
hot corner
hot cross bun
hot day
hot diggety
hot dog
hot economy
hot enough to roast an ox
hot flash
hot for
hot galvanizing
hot goods
hot head
hot iron
hot issue
hot items
hot jazz
hot lead
hot lick
hot light
hot line
hot luncheon
hot metal
hot money
hot number
hot off the fire
hot off the griddle
hot off the press
hot off the spit
hot on
hot pack
hot pack method
hot pants
hot pepper
hot place
hot plate
hot pot
hot potato
hot press
hot pursuit
hot roast beef sandwich
hot rod
hot rodder
hot sauces
hot seat
hot shot
hot shower
hot spot
hot spring
hot stuff
hot switch
hot tear
hot temper
hot tip
hot toddy
hot trimmer
hot type
hot under the collar
hot up
hot war
hot water
hot wave
hot weather
hot well
hot wind
hot ziggety
hot-air
hot-air artist
hot-air balloon
hot-air engine
hot-air heat
hot-air heating
hot-air treatment
hot-air-heat
hot-air-heated
hot-blast
hot-blast system
hot-blooded
hot-bloodedness
hot-brain
hot-breathed
hot-bright
hot-broached
hot-bulb engine
hot-cathode tube
hot-cold
hot-deck
hot-dip coating
hot-dipped
hot-dog
hot-dog stand
hot-draw
hot-drawing
hot-drawn
hot-drew
hot-dry
hot-eyed
hot-foot
hot-forged
hot-galvanize
hot-gospeller
hot-headed
hot-hoof
hot-house
hot-house plant
hot-humid
hot-livered
hot-metal typesetting
hot-mettled
hot-mix
hot-moist
hot-pot
hot-press
hot-presser
hot-punched
hot-roll
hot-rolled
hot-short
hot-shortness
hot-shot
hot-spirited
hot-spot
hot-spotted
hot-spotting
hot-stomached
hot-stove league
hot-swage
hot-tempered
hot-vulcanized
hot-water bag
hot-water bottle
hot-water cylinder
hot-water fit
hot-water heater
hot-water heating
hot-water pipe
hot-water-heat
hot-water-heated
hot-windy
hot-wire
hot-wire meter
hot-wire microphone
hot-work
hot-work steel
hotbed sash
hotel broker
hotel detective
hotel lock
hotel manager
hotel rack
hothouse lamb
hotsy-totsy
hotted up
hough-sinew
hound dog
hound on
hound to destruction
hound's tooth
hound's-tongue
hound's-tooth
hound's-tooth check
hound-dog
hound-fish
hound-marked
hounds-berry
houndstooth check
hour after hour
hour angle
hour bell
hour book
hour by hour
hour circle
hour hand
hour line
hour plate
hour stroke
hour watch
hour wheel
hour-circle
hour-glass
hour-long
hourglass figure
hourglass of time
hourglass screw
hourglass spider
hourglass spring
hourglass stomach
hourglass worm
hourglass-shaped
house agent
house and grounds
house and lot
house ant
house arrest
house barge
house built on sand
house car
house cat
house centipede
house chambermaid
house cleaner
house counsel
house crow
house curtain
house decorator
house detective
house dick
house divided against itself
house doctor
house dog
house dove
house drain
house dress
house duty
house factor
house farmer
house finch
house flag
house furnisher
house furnishing
house furnishings
house god
house guest
house holly fern
house in
house jobber
house knacker
house lights
house manager
house martin
house mosquito
house mouse
house mover
house moving
house of God
house of assembly
house of assignation
house of burgesses
house of cards
house of commons
house of correction
house of death
house of delegates
house of detention
house of ill fame
house of ill repute
house of joy
house of life
house of lords
house of prayer
house of prostitution
house of representatives
house of worship
house organ
house painter
house party
house physician
house place
house plan
house plant
house servant
house slipper
house snake
house sparrow
house staff
house steward
house surgeon
house tax
house track
house trailer
house trap
house trim
house wagon
house wrecker
house wren
house-boat
house-broken
house-builder
house-cap
house-craft
house-dog
house-dove
house-father
house-headship
house-mother
house-place
house-proud
house-raising
house-room
house-search
house-to-house
house-to-house combat
house-top
house-train
house-warming
housed string
household ammonia
household art
household cavalry
household effects
household franchise
household goddess
household gods
household goods
household name
household suffrage
household troop
household troops
household word
household words
household-stuff
housemaid's knee
housey-housey
housing bill
housing development
housing estate
housing problem
housing project
housing scheme
hove to
hover fly
hover hawk
hover over
hovering accent
hovering act
how about that
how are you
how come
how do
how do you do
how does she head
how far
how goes it
how is it that
how is your rudder
how it goes
how it is
how now
how should I know
how the land lies
how the wind blows
how they fall
how things are
how things stack up
how things stand
how you doin'
how's every little thing
how's the world treating you
how's things
how's tricks
how-d'ye-do
how-de-do
how-do-ye
how-do-ye-do
how-do-you-do
how-to
how-to book
howdy-do
however that may be
howgozit curve
howl down
howl like all the devils of hell
howler monkey
howling monkey
howling success
howling wilderness
howling wind
hoyle shooting
hr factor
hr-
hub a dub
hub borer
hub brake
hub braking
hub driller
hub dynamometer
hub maker
hub odometer
hub of industry
hub turner
hub-band
hub-bander
hub-banding
hub-boring
hub-deep
hub-turning
hubba hubba
hubble-bubble
huckle-bone
hudder-mudder
huddle on
hudson seal
hue and cry
hue cycle
huff and puff
huff-cap
huff-duff
huff-shouldered
huff-snuff
hug the coast
hug the earth
hug the land
hug the shore
hug yourself
hug-me-tight
huge-armed
huge-bellied
huge-bodied
huge-boned
huge-built
huge-grown
huge-horned
huge-jawed
huge-limbed
huge-looking
huge-proportioned
huge-tongued
hugger-mugger
hugger-muggeries
hugger-muggery
hula girl
hula hoop
hula skirt
hula-hula
hull balance
hull down
hull efficiency
hull girder
hull insurance
hull up
hull-less
hull-less oat
hulling line
hully gully
hum and haw
hum note
hum tone
hum-bird
human being
human dynamo
human ecology
human engineering
human equation
human error
human factor
human family
human form
human frailty
human geography
human interest
human mountain
human nature
human paleontology
human race
human rights
human sacrifice
human species
human weakness
human wreck
human-headed
human-interest story
humane letters
humane society
humanistic scholarship
humanistic therapy
humanized vaccine
humanly possible
humanum est errare
humble apology
humble pie
humble plant
humble yourself
humble yourself before
humble-bee
humble-looking
humble-mannered
humble-minded
humble-mindedly
humble-mindedness
humble-spirited
humble-visaged
humbled pride
humbug-proof
humeral veil
humero-
humero-olecranal
humic acid
humid weather
humidity control
humidity indicator
humidity instrument
humidity wind rose
humidity-proof
humiliate yourself
humite group
hummel corn
humming top
humming-bird
hummingbird moth
hump it
hump speed
hump yard
hump yourself
hump-backed
hump-shaped
hump-shoulder
hump-shouldered
humpback bridge
humpback whale
humpbacked salmon
humped cattle
humpty dummy
humpty-dumpty
hunch down
hundred days
hundred per cent
hundred's place
hundred-dollar
hundred-dollar bill
hundred-eyed
hundred-feathered
hundred-footed
hundred-handed
hundred-headed
hundred-leaf
hundred-leaved
hundred-legged
hundred-legs
hundred-mile
hundred-percent
hundred-percent American
hundred-percenter
hundred-pound
hundred-pounder
hundred-to-one shot
hundred-yard dash
hundred-year
hundreds and thousands
hundredth's place
hung jury
hung over
hung up
hung up on
hung-up
hunger after
hunger belt
hunger for
hunger grass
hunger march
hunger marcher
hunger strike
hunger striker
hunger-bit
hunger-bitten
hunger-driven
hunger-mad
hunger-pressed
hunger-starve
hunger-stricken
hunger-stung
hunger-worn
hungry as a bear
hungry mouth
hungry rice
hunk of a man
hunker down
hunky-dory
hunt and peck
hunt board
hunt box
hunt button
hunt down
hunt for
hunt in couples
hunt out
hunt table
hunt the slipper
hunt through
hunt up
hunt's-up
hunter green
hunter trials
hunter's green
hunter's moon
hunter's pink
hunter's robe
hunter-killer submarine
hunting box
hunting cap
hunting case
hunting cat
hunting chair
hunting cry
hunting dog
hunting expedition
hunting ground
hunting horn
hunting knife
hunting leopard
hunting license
hunting lodge
hunting miter
hunting shirt
hunting spider
hunting sword
hunting trip
hunting watch
hunting-ground
huntsman's-cup
hurdle race
hurdle racer
hurdle work
hurdles, the
hurdy-gurdies
hurdy-gurdist
hurdy-gurdy
hurdy-gurdy man
hurdy-gurdyist
hurl a brickbat
hurl against
hurl at
hurl at the head of
hurl defiance
hurl forth
hurl-bone
hurley stick
hurley-hacket
hurly burly
hurly-burlies
hurly-burly
hurr-bur
hurrah campaign
hurricane bird
hurricane deck
hurricane globe
hurricane house
hurricane hunter
hurricane lamp
hurricane lantern
hurricane signal
hurricane tracking
hurricane warning
hurricane-decked
hurricane-force wind
hurricane-hunter aircraft
hurricane-proof
hurry about
hurry along
hurry away
hurry call
hurry off
hurry on
hurry through
hurry up
hurry-burry
hurry-scurried
hurry-scurry
hurry-scurrying
hurry-skurried
hurry-skurry
hurry-skurrying
hurry-up
hurt beech
hurt the feelings
husband and wife
husband your resources
husband-to-be
hush as death
hush money
hush my mouth
hush of night
hush puppy
hush ship
hush shop
hush tube
hush up
hush your mouth
hush-boat
hush-hush
hush-money
hush-up
hushed attention
hushed-up
husk corn
husk tomato
husk-tomato
husking bee
husking glove
husking peg
husky eater
hustings court
hustle out
hustle up
hustle-cap
hut circle
hut-keep
hut-shaped
hutch table
hutia carabali
hutia conga
hw-
hy-spy
hyacinth bacteriosis
hyacinth bean
hyacinth blue
hyacinth red
hyacinth squill
hyacinth violet
hyacinth-flowered
hyal-
hyaline cartilage
hyaline degeneration
hyaline membrane disease
hyalo-
hyaloid membrane
hyaluronic acid
hybern-
hybrid computer
hybrid corn
hybrid perpetual
hybrid perpetual rose
hybrid stop
hybrid tea
hybrid tea rose
hybrid vigor
hybrid vigour
hybrid word
hydatid cyst
hydatid mole
hydnocarpic acid
hydr-
hydrangea blue
hydrargyri subchloridum
hydrated alumina
hydrated lime
hydration number
hydraulic accumulator
hydraulic brake
hydraulic coupling
hydraulic engine
hydraulic engineer
hydraulic fluid
hydraulic jump
hydraulic lift
hydraulic machinery
hydraulic mining
hydraulic motor
hydraulic organ
hydraulic pile
hydraulic power
hydraulic press
hydraulic radius
hydraulic ram
hydraulic servo
hydraulic suspension
hydraulic tailgate
hydraulic torque converter
hydraulic-fill dam
hydraulico-
hydrazo group
hydrazo radical
hydrazoic acid
hydriodic acid
hydro-
hydro-aeroplane
hydro-airplane
hydro-electric
hydro-jet
hydro-pneumatic
hydro-ski
hydro-ureter
hydrobromic acid
hydrocarbon cement
hydrochloric acid
hydrocinnamic aldehyde
hydrocinnamoyl group
hydrocinnamoyl radical
hydrocinnamyl group
hydrocinnamyl radical
hydrocyanic acid
hydroelectric plant
hydroelectric power
hydrofluoric acid
hydrogen arsenide
hydrogen blast
hydrogen bomb
hydrogen bond
hydrogen bromide
hydrogen carbonate
hydrogen chloride
hydrogen cyanide
hydrogen dioxide
hydrogen electrode
hydrogen fluoride
hydrogen iodide
hydrogen ion
hydrogen oxide
hydrogen peroxide
hydrogen selenide
hydrogen silicide
hydrogen sulfide
hydrogen sulphate
hydrogen sulphide
hydrogen sulphite
hydrogen tartrate
hydrogen telluride
hydrogen-bomb
hydrogenated fat
hydrographic chart
hydrographic oceanographic
hydrologic cycle
hydromellitic acid
hydrometric pendulum
hydronium ion
hydrophobia cat
hydrostatic balance
hydrostatic head
hydrosulfurous acid
hydrosulphurous acid
hydrotelluric acid
hydrothermal water
hydroxide ion
hydroxonium ion
hydroxy acid
hydroxy aldehyde
hydroxy ketone
hydroxy-
hydroxyacetic acid
hydroxybenzoic acid
hydroxybutyric acid
hydroxyl group
hydroxyl radical
hydroxysuccinic acid
hyena poison
hyena-dog
hyet-
hyetal wind rose
hyeto-
hygr-
hygro-
hypnotic sleep
hypnotic somnolence
hypnotic suggestion
hypnotic trance
hypo-ionic mode
hypo-
hypo-alum
hypo-ovarianism
hypoaeolian mode
hypoantimonic acid
hypochlorous acid
hypochromic anemia
hypocotyl arch
hypocrite plant
hypodermic injection
hypodermic needle
hypodermic syringe
hypodermic tablet
hypodorian mode
hypodynamia cordis
hypogastric artery
hypoglossal nerve
hypoglycemic shock
hypoglycemic shock therapy
hypoid gear
hypoi-o-nian mode
hypolocrian mode
hypolydian mode
hypomixolydian mode
hyponitrous acid
hypophosphoric acid
hypophosphorous acid
hypophrygian mode
hypophysis cerebri
hypoplastic anemia
hypospray injection
hyposulfurous acid
hyposulphurous acid
hypotheched stock
hypothesis ad hoc
hypothesis and verification
hypothetical imperative
hypothetico-disjunctive
hypso-
hypsi-
hypos-
hyraci-
hyson skin
hyssop loosestrife
hyssop oil
hyssop skullcap
hyssop spurge
hyssop violet
hyssop-leaved
hyst-
-hyster-
hysteresis coefficient
hysteresis curve
hysteresis loop
hysteresis loss
hysteresis meter
hysteria libidinosa
hysteria-proof
hysterical aphony
hysterical epilepsy
hysterical fever
hysterical mutism
hystero-
hystero-epilepsy
hystero-epileptic
hystero-epileptogenic
hystero-oophorectomy
hystero-salpingostomy
hysteron proteron
hyster-on-proteron
i beam
i-
i-come
i-cried
i-fere
i-type semiconductor
ia-
iambic pentameter
iatro-
iatrogenic disease
ibn-Batuta
ibn-Rushd
ibn-Saud
ibn-Sina
ice age
ice anchor
ice apron
ice ax
ice axe
ice bag
ice banner
ice gorge
ice gull
ice gush
ice hockey
ice hook
ice house
ice island
ice jam
ice lance
ice lead
ice line
ice lolly
ice machine
ice maker
ice making
ice master
ice milk
ice nail
ice needle
ice over
ice pack
ice pail
ice paper
ice partridge
ice pellets
ice period
ice petrel
ice pick
ice pillar
ice pilot
ice pink
ice pinnacle
ice plant
ice plow
ice point
ice raft
ice rain
ice rampart
ice rink
ice river
ice run
ice scraper
ice shaver
ice shed
ice sheet
ice shelf
ice ship
ice show
ice skate
ice skates
ice skating
ice sky
ice spar
ice spur
ice stick
ice storm
ice stream
ice ton
ice tongs
ice tongue
ice up
ice water
ice whale
ice yacht
ice yachting
ice yachtsman
ice-bird
ice-blind
ice-boat
ice-bolt
ice-bound
ice-breaker
ice-breaking
ice-brook
ice-built
ice-cap
ice-capped
ice-chipping
ice-clad
ice-cold
ice-cool
ice-cooled
ice-covered
ice-cream
ice-cream cone
ice-cream fork
ice-cream freezer
ice-cream soda
ice-cream sundaes
ice-crushing
ice-crusted
ice-cube
ice-cube machine
ice-cutting
ice-cutting
ice-encrusted
ice-enveloped
ice-fall
ice-field
ice-floe
ice-foot
ice-free
ice-green
ice-hill
ice-hook
ice-house
ice-imprisoned
ice-island
ice-laid
ice-locked
ice-master
ice-mountain
ice-plant
ice-plough
ice-scoured
ice-sheet
ice-skate
ice-skated
ice-skating
ice-stream
ice-work
iceberg lettuce
icebox cake
iced coffee
iced tea
iced-tea spoon
iceland moss
iceland poppy
iceland spar
ich dien
ichn-
icheunemon fly
ichneunemon-
icthy-
icthyo-
icthyophthirius disease
icing sugar
icon-
iconic memory
icono-
icos-
icterus index
icy blasts
icy calm
icy clutch of dread
icy fingers of dread
icy nerves
icy pole
icy wind
icy-cold
id est
idea afloat
idea man
idea of pure reason
idea of reference
idea, the
ideal element
ideal gas
ideal gas equation or law
ideal gas law
ideal of pure reason
ideal point
ideal specific impulse
ideal type
idee fixe
idee-force
idee-maitresse
identical equation
identical proposition
identical rhyme
identical same
identical twin
identical twins
identification badge
identification bracelet
identification light
identification mark
identification parade
identification space
identification tag
identification thread
identified as
identify with
identify yourself with
identity card
identity crisis
identity matrix
identity theory of mind
ideo-
ideo-unit
ideogrammatic character
ideogrammatic symbol
ideogrammic character
ideogrammic symbol
ideographic character
ideographic symbol
ideopathic epilepsy
ides of March
idio-
idiom dictionary
idiomorphic-granular
idiot board
idiot box
idiot card
idiot savant
idiot savants
idiot sheet
idiot stitch
idiot work
idiot's delight
idiotic grin
idiots savants
idle away
idle away time
idle chat
idle chatter
idle chatterer
idle current
idle fancy
idle gear
idle gossip
idle hands
idle hours
idle pulley
idle rich
idle talk
idle threat
idle wheel
idle-brained
idle-handed
idle-headed
idle-looking
idle-minded
idle-pated
idle-witted
idler gear
idler pulley
idler wheel
idol breaker
idol worship
idol worshiper
idol worshiping
idolo-
idols of the cave
idols of the forum
idols of the market place
idols of the theater
idols of the tribe
idonic acid
ie-
ier-oe
if and only if
if and when
if at all
if ever
if humanly possible
if it be so
if it be true that
if it should happen that
if it so happens
if it turns out
if necessary
if need be
if not
if only
if possible
if worst comes to worst
if you please
if you wish
if-clause
ife hemp
ignatius' bean
igneous rock
ignes fatui
igni-
ignis fatuous
ignis fatuus
ignition cable
ignition cap
ignition charge
ignition key
ignition point
ignition temperature
ignition tube
ignobile vulgus
ignominious defeat
ignoratio elenchii
ignore grammar
ignore it
ignore opportunity's knock
ignotum per ignotius
ikrar-namah
il Duce
il-
ilang-ilang
ile-
ilio-
ilo-ileo-ileo-ileostomy
iliac artery
ilio-
ilio-inguinal
iliotibial band
ill at ease
ill blood
ill breeding
ill disposition
ill done-by
ill fame
ill feeling
ill fortune
ill hap
ill health
ill house
ill humor
ill humored
ill humour
ill luck
ill manners
ill nature
ill off
ill repute
ill service
ill success
ill temper
ill turn
ill usage
ill use
ill will
ill wind
ill-
il-ill-according
ill-accoutered
ill-accustomed
ill-achieved
ill-acquired
ill-acted
ill-adapted
ill-adventured
ill-advised
ill-advisedly
ill-affected
ill-affectedly
ill-affectedness
ill-agreeable
ill-agreeing
ill-annexed
ill-armed
ill-arranged
ill-assimilated
ill-assorted
ill-assorted marriage
ill-at-ease
ill-balanced
ill-balanced sentences
ill-befitting
ill-begotten
ill-behaved
ill-being
ill-beseeming
ill-bested
ill-boding
ill-born
ill-borne
ill-breathed
ill-bred
ill-bred fellow
ill-built
ill-calculating
ill-cared
ill-celebrated
ill-cemented
ill-chosen
ill-clad
ill-cleckit
ill-coined
ill-colored
ill-come
ill-comer
ill-composed
ill-concealed
ill-conceived
ill-concerted
ill-conditioned
ill-conditionedness
ill-conducted
ill-considered
ill-consisting
ill-contented
ill-contenting
ill-contrived
ill-cured
ill-customed
ill-deedy
ill-defined
ill-definedness
ill-devised
ill-digested
ill-directed
ill-disciplined
ill-disposed
ill-disposedness
ill-dissembled
ill-doing
ill-done
ill-drawn
ill-dressed
ill-educated
ill-effaceable
ill-equipped
ill-erected
ill-executed
ill-famed
ill-faraled
ill-faring
ill-faringly
ill-fashioned
ill-fated
ill-fated life
ill-fatedness
ill-favor
ill-favored
ill-favoredly
ill-favoredness
ill-favoured
ill-favouredly
ill-favouredness
ill-featured
ill-fed
ill-fitted
ill-fitting
ill-flavored
ill-foreseen
ill-formed
ill-found
ill-founded
ill-friend
ill-furnished
ill-gaged
ill-gendered
ill-given
ill-got
ill-gotten
ill-gotten gains
ill-governed
ill-greeting
ill-grounded
ill-hap
ill-headed
ill-health
ill-housed
ill-humor
ill-humored
ill-humored person
ill-humored woman
ill-humoredly
ill-humoredness
ill-humoured
ill-humouredly
ill-humouredness
ill-imagined
ill-informed
ill-intentioned
ill-invented
ill-joined
ill-judge
ill-judged
ill-judging
ill-kempt
ill-kept
ill-knotted
ill-less
ill-lighted
ill-limbed
ill-lit
ill-lived
ill-looked
ill-looking
ill-lookingness
ill-made
ill-manageable
ill-managed
ill-mannered
ill-manneredly
ill-manneredness
ill-mannerly
ill-marked
ill-matched
ill-mated
ill-meant
ill-met
ill-minded
ill-mindedly
ill-mindedness
ill-natured
ill-naturedly
ill-naturedness
ill-neighboring
ill-noised
ill-nurtured
ill-observant
ill-occupied
ill-omened
ill-omenedness
ill-paid
ill-perfuming
ill-persuaded
ill-placed
ill-pleased
ill-proportioned
ill-provided
ill-qualified
ill-regulated
ill-requite
ill-requited
ill-resounding
ill-rewarded
ill-roasted
ill-rulled
ill-satisfied
ill-savored
ill-scented
ill-seasoned
ill-seen
ill-served
ill-set
ill-shaped
ill-smelling
ill-sorted
ill-sounding
ill-spent
ill-spun
ill-starred
ill-strung
ill-succeeding
ill-suited
ill-suiting
ill-supported
ill-tasted
ill-taught
ill-tempered
ill-temperedly
ill-temperedness
ill-time
ill-timed
ill-tongued
ill-treat
ill-treated
ill-treater
ill-treatment
ill-tuned
ill-turned
ill-understood
ill-usage
ill-use
ill-used
ill-using
ill-ventilated
ill-weaved
ill-wedded
ill-willed
ill-willer
ill-willie
ill-willing
ill-willy
ill-wish
ill-wisher
ill-won
ill-worded
ill-written
ill-wrought
ill-yoked
illegal commerce
illegal operations
illegal traffic
illegible handwriting
illegitimate business
illegitimate child
illicit business
illicit businessman
illicit love
iliipe butter
illiterate speech
ills the flesh is heir to
illuminating engineer
illuminating engineering
illuminating gas
illuminating oil
illuminating projectile
illupi oil
illusion-proof
im-
image breaker
image breaking
image converter
image dissector
image iconoscope
image intensifier
image orthicon
image space
image tube
image worship
image-breaker
image-breaking
image-maker
image-matched input resistance
image-matched output resistance
image-worship
imageless thought
imagery study
imaginal bud
imaginal disk
imaginal type
imaginary axis
imaginary invalid
imaginary number
imaginary part
imaginary unit
imagination-proof
imaginative exercise
imagist verse
imagistic poetry
imb-
imbibition process
imbricato-
imbue with life
imbued with
imbued with life
imide chloride
imido group
imido radical
imino ester
imino group
imino radical
imitation doublet
imitation fur
imitation leather
imitation vermilion
imitation-proof
imitative magic
immaculate conception
immanent cause
immature personality
immaturity reaction
immediate annuity
immediate cause
immediate cognition
immediate communication
immediate constituent
immediate constituent analysis
immediate dislike
immediate foreground
immediate future
immediate neighbor
immediate prospect
immediate purpose
immediate resources
immediately if not sooner
immemorial usage
immense number
immersed in
immersed in thought
immersion foot
immersion heater
immersion lens
immersion scale
immolate before
immortal hand
immortal name
immovable feast
immune body
immune globulin
immune serum
immunity theory
immunization therapy
immuno-
immunosuppressive drug
imou pine
imp gal
imp-pole
impact area
impact parameter
impact pressure
impact test
impact theory
impaired hearing
impairment of motor function
impairment of speech
impanel a jury
impartial arbitrator
impatient of
impatient of control
impatient of discipline
impedance coil
impedance component
impedance drop
impedance matching
impedance ratio
impedient impediment
impelling force
impend over
imperceptible duration
imperfect cadence
imperfect competition
imperfect contrition
imperfect flower
imperfect fungus
imperfect knowledge
imperfect number
imperfect rhyme
imperfect speech
imperfect usufruct
imperfect vision
imperfectly spoken
imperial Brussels
imperial eagle
imperial elephant
imperial gallon
imperial jade
imperial mammoth
imperial moth
imperial octavo
imperial purple
imperial quarto
imperialist threat
imperially slim
imperium in imperio
impersonal verb
impervious to
impervious to light
impervious to persuasion
imperviousness to light
impinge on the eye
impinge on your consciousness
impingement attack
impious person
implant in
implantation cone
implicate yourself
implicated in
implicit belief
implicit consent
implicit differentiation
implicit function
implicit function theorem
implied contract
implied meaning
implied threat
implore counsel
implore mercy
import credit
import tax
important person
important persons
important point
important thing
imported currantworm
imported wine
impose a penalty on
impose on
impose on you for
impose upon
impose your will
imposing an onus
imposing stone
imposing table
imposition of hands
impost block
impress forcibly
impress on the mind
impress upon
impress upon the memory
impress upon the mind
impressed by
impressed with
impressed with yourself
improper fraction
improper integral
improper suggestion
improve each shining hour
improve on
improve the mind
improve the occasion
improve the shining hour
improve upon
improve your mind
improvement lease
improvement purchase
improving the mind
improvisational drama
imprudent step
impudent person
impulse buying
impulse duct engine
impulse excitation
impulse face
impulse movement
impulse of life
impulse recorder
impulse roller
impulse transformer
impulse turbine
impurity atom
impute shame to
impute to
in Abraham's bosom
in Argolis
in Davy Jones's locker
in Dutch
in God's good time
in Indian file
in NW Africa
in Queer Street
in Sunday best
in Technicolor
in a backwater
in a bad humor
in a bad way
in a beeline
in a big way
in a bind
in a bit
in a blaze
in a blue funk
in a body
in a bondman's key
in a bother
in a botheration
in a box
in a capsule
in a chain
in a chorus
in a circle
in a class by itself
in a cloud
in a corner
in a crescendo
in a dark corner
in a daze
in a dead calm
in a delicate condition
in a different manner
in a dilemma
in a direct line
in a dither
in a fair manner
in a fair way
in a fair way to
in a fashion
in a ferment
in a fever
in a few words
in a fix
in a flash
in a flurry
in a fluster
in a flutter
in a fog
in a foofaraw
in a frenzy of desire
in a fright
in a fume
in a funk
in a fury
in a fury of desire
in a glow
in a good
in a good mood
in a good state of preservation
in a groove
in a haze
in a hole
in a hole-and-corner way
in a huddle
in a huff
in a hurry
in a jam
in a jiff
in a jiffy
in a jumble
in a lather
in a lather of haste
in a line
in a line for
in a little bit
in a little while
in a manner
in a manner of speaking
in a maze
in a measure
in a mess
in a minute
in a mist
in a moment
in a muck of a sweat
in a muddle
in a nice pickle
in a nutshell
in a panic
in a pet
in a pickle
in a pig's eye
in a position to
in a pother
in a predicament
in a pretty pass
in a pretty pickle
in a pucker
in a quandary
in a quiver
in a rage
in a reverie
in a roundabout way
in a row
in a rush
in a rut
in a scrape
in a second
in a sense
in a series
in a shake
in a shocking humor
in a short time
in a short while
in a small compass
in a small way
in a smart-alecky way
in a smart-ass fashion
in a sorry plight
in a sound sleep
in a spin
in a spot
in a squirrel cage
in a stable state
in a state
in a state of nature
in a state of suspense
in a stew
in a straight line
in a stupor
in a sweat
in a sweat of haste
in a swivet
in a temper
in a tight spot
in a tizzy
in a trance
in a transport
in a transport of delight
in a trice
in a tumble
in a turmoil
in a twink
in a twinkling
in a twitter
in a watery bier
in a watery grave
in a wax
in a way
in a while
in a whirl
in a whisper
in a wink
in a word
in abeyance
in absentia
in abstracto
in abundance
in accord
in accordance
in accordance with
in action
in actuality
in addition
in addition to
in adjustment
in admiration
in advance
in advance of
in advance of your age
in adverse circumstances
in aeternum
in aftertime
in agreement
in agreement with
in aid of
in alarm
in all
in all ages
in all conscience
in all creation
in all directions
in all directions at once
in all fairness
in all haste
in all its intensity and color
in all likelihood
in all manner of ways
in all places
in all probability
in all quarters
in all reason
in all respects
in all seriousness
in all soberness
in all your born days
in alt
in altissimo
in amazement
in ambuscade
in ambush
in amends
in an aside
in an evil hour
in an instant
in an uncertain state
in an undertone
in an unguarded moment
in an uproar
in ancient times
in and in
in and out
in anger
in another way
in answer
in anticipation
in anticipation of
in antis
in any case
in any event
in any possible way
in any way
in apple-pie order
in apposition
in armor
in arms
in arrear
in arrears
in articulo mortis
in ascendancy
in association
in association with
in astonishment
in at the death
in atonement
in authority
in awe
in awe of
in back of
in bad
in bad humor
in bad odor
in bad odor with
in bad repute
in bad spirits
in bad taste
in bad with
in balance
in balk
in ballast
in banc
in banco
in base
in battle array
in bed
in bedrock
in behalf of
in being
in bend
in between
in bewilderment
in bits
in bits and pieces
in black and white
in bloom
in blossom
in blue water
in board
in bold relief
in bondage
in bonds
in brief
in brief compass
in broad daylight
in broad terms
in brodo
in buckram
in bud
in bulk
in cahoot
in cahoots
in camera
in captivity
in case
in case of
in case that
in cash
in chains
in chambers
in chancery
in character
in charge
in charge of
in check
in chevron
in chief
in childbirth
in chorus
in circles
in circulation
in closed meeting
in clover
in cold blood
in collaboration
in collision
in collusion
in color
in column
in combat
in comfort
in command
in commemoration
in commemoration of
in commendam
in commission
in common
in company
in company with
in comparison with
in compensation
in competition
in complete steel
in compliance with
in complicity
in concert
in concert with
in conclave
in conclusion
in concord
in condition
in conference
in confidence
in confinement
in confirmation
in conflict with
in conformity with
in conformity with the evidence
in conformity with the facts
in confrontation
in confusion
in conjunction
in conjunction with
in despite of
in detail
in detention
in diapers
in difficulties
in difficulty
in disagreement
in disagreement with
in disarray
in discredit
in disdain
in disfavor
in disgrace
in disguise
in dishabille
in disorder
in dispute
in disrepair
in disrepute
in distress
in double harness
in double time
in double-quick time
in doubt
in driblets
in dribs and drabs
in dubio
in due course
in due form
in due season
in due time
in dumb show
in duplicate
in durance vile
in duty bound
in earnest
in ease
in eclipse
in ecstasies
in ecstasy
in effect
in either case
in embarrassed circumstances
in embryo
in epitome
in equal shares
in equilibrio
in equilibrium
in equipoise
in equity
in error
in escrow
in esse
in essence
in every clime
in every direction
in every hole and corner
in every instance
in every nook and cranny
in every place
in every quarter
in every region
in every respect
in every your mouth
in everyone's mouth
in evidence
in excess
in excess of
in exchange
in executive session
in exercise
in existence
in expectation
in explanation
in extenso
in extremis
in extremities
in fact
in faith
in fashion
in fault
in favor
in favor of
in fear
in fear and trembling
in fear of your life
in fee
in fee simple
in fess
in file
in fine
in fine feather
in fine fettle
in fine shape
in fine whack
in fits and starts
in flagrante delicto
in flames
in flat opposition
in flight
in flood
in flower
in focus
in for it
in force
in foreign parts
in forma pauperis
in frame
in front
in front of
in full
in full bloom
in full cry
in full dress
in full feather
in full force
in full measure
in full sail
in full swing
in full view
in fun
in funds
in furtherance of
in future
in futuro
in gear
in general
in general terms
in glory
in glowing terms
in good case
in good condition
in good earnest
in good faith
in good form
in good health
in good heart
in good odor
in good part
in good season
in good set terms
in good shape
in good spirits
in good supply
in good taste
in good time
in good trim
in good truth
in good with
in great measure
in grief
in half
in half a jiffy
in half a mo
in half a shake
in half measures
in halves
in hand
in harbor
in harmony
in harmony with
in harness
in haste
in haste like a snail
in health
in heaps
in heat
in heaven
in hell
in hellfire
in hiding
in hidlings
in high
in high dudgeon
in high esteem
in high estimation
in high favor
in high feather
in high gear
in high relief
in high spirits
in historic times
in hoc
in hoc signo vinces
in hock
in hold
in holes and corners
in holy orders
in honor of
in hopes
in hospital
in hostile array
in hot blood
in hot haste
in hot pursuit
in hot water
in hysterics
in idea
in ignorance of
in imitation of
in infinitum
in installments
in irons
in its entirety
in its infancy
in its own way
in its place
in its stead
in itself
in jeopardy
in jest
in joke
in justice
in juxtaposition
in keeping
in keeping with
in kelter
in kilter
in kind
in large
in layers
in leading strings
in leaf
in league
in leash
in length
in less than no time
in letters of fire
in lieu
in lieu of
in like manner
in limine
in line
in line of duty
in line with
in liquor
in litigation
in little
in loc cit
in lock-step with
in loco
in loco parentis
in longhand
in lots
in love
in love with
in low gear
in low relief
in low spirits
in luck
in lure
in luxury
in majority
in many instances
in march time
in measure
in medias res
in medium
in mem
in memoriam
in memory of
in mesh
in mid
in mid-progress
in miniature
in mint condition
in moderation
in mortal fear
in mothballs
in motion
in mourning
in must
in naked beauty more adorned
in name only
in nappies
in narrow circumstances
in native buff
in nature's garb
in need
in need of rest
in negligee
in no case
in no long time
in no place
in no respect
in no time
in no uncertain terms
in no way
in no wise
in nomine
in nothing flat
in numbers
in obedience to
in olden times
in omnia paratus
in one way or another
in one word
in open court
in operation
in opposition
in opposition to
in order
in order that
in order to
in orders
in ordinary
in orle
in other respects
in other ways
in other words
in our time
in outline
in ovo
in pain
in pais
in pale
in pantomime
in paradise
in parallel
in pari delicto
in part
in partibus
in particular
in partnership
in passage to
in passing
in pawn
in pectore
in pendentive
in penury
in peril
in perpetual remembrance
in perpetuity
in perpetuum
in person
in personam
in petto
in phase
in pieces
in place
in place of
in places
in plain English
in plain sight
in plain style
in plain terms
in plain view
in plain words
in play
in plenty
in point
in point of
in point of fact
in poor health
in poor taste
in port
in position
in posse
in possession of
in possession of your faculties
in possession of your senses
in posthaste
in power
in practice
in praesent
in preference
in preference to
in prehistoric times
in preparation
in preparation for
in pretense
in principle
in print
in prison
in privacy
in private
in private conference
in privy
in process
in production
in profusion
in progress
in proper season
in proper time
in proportion
in propria persona
in prose
in prospect
in public
in public view
in purdah
in puris naturalibus
in pursuance of
in pursuit
in pursuit of
in quantities
in quantity
in quest of
in question
in quick succession
in rags
in range
in rapid succession
in rapport
in raptures
in re
in readiness
in ready state
in reality
in reason
in rebuttal
in receivership
in reciprocation
in recompense
in red letters
in reduced circumstances
in reference to
in regard to
in relation to
in relation with
in relief
in rem
in remembrance
in remembrance of
in remission
in repair
in reparation
in reply
in reprisal
in requital
in rerum natura
in reserve
in residence
in respect of
in respect that
in respect to
in response
in restitution
in retaliation
in retirement
in retreat
in retribution
in retrospect
in return
in revenge
in reverse
in reward
in rhythm
in rivalry
in rotation
in round numbers
in round terms
in ruins
in russet mantle clad
in rut
in sackcloth and ashes
in saecula saeculorum
in safety
in sail
in scorn
in search of
in season
in season and out of season
in seclusion
in secrecy
in secret
in secret meeting
in seed
in seeming
in seisin
in self-defense
in sequence
in series
in service
in session
in set form
in set phrases
in set terms
in seven-league boots
in seventh heaven
in shape
in shards
in shelter
in shore
in short
in short order
in short supply
in shorthand
in shreds
in sickness and in health
in sight
in silence
in single file
in sinu Abraham
in situ
in slavery
in slow motion
in slow tempo
in small doses
in smithereens
in snatches
in so far
in so far as
in so many words
in society
in solido
in solidum
in solitude
in solution
in some measure
in some place
in some such way
in some way
in some way or other
in sooth
in soundings
in spades
in spate
in specie
in spite
in spite of
in spite of yourself
in spitting distance
in sport
in spots
in statu quo
in step
in step with
in stir
in stock
in store
in straitened circumstances
in strict confidence
in strong relief
in stud
in style
in subjection
in substance
in succession
in such wise
in sum
in summary
in supply
in support of
in suspense
in suspension
in swaddling clothes
in swarms
in sync
in synchronization
in tails
in tatters
in tears
in tempo
in terror
in terrorem
in terrorem clause
in that
in that case
in that event
in that instance
in that neighborhood
in that place
in that vicinity
in that way
in the Christian Era
in the Common Era
in the absence of
in the abstract
in the act
in the act of
in the affirmative
in the aftermath
in the age of
in the aggregate
in the air
in the aisle
in the altogether
in the arms of Morpheus
in the ascendant
in the background
in the bag
in the balance
in the beginning
in the best taste
in the black
in the blood
in the bloom of youth
in the bosom of the lodge
in the bosom of your family
in the bud
in the buff
in the can
in the cannon's mouth
in the cards
in the care of
in the center of
in the chains
in the charge of
in the chips
in the circumstances
in the clear
in the clouds
in the clover
in the clutches
in the cold
in the contingency that
in the course of
in the course of business
in the course of things
in the course of time
in the cradle
in the crib
in the dark
in the dark of night
in the dead of night
in the depths
in the direction of
in the distance
in the doghouse
in the doldrums
in the doleful dumps
in the driver's seat
in the dumps
in the dust
in the era of
in the event of
in the event that
in the extreme
in the eye of the wind
in the eyes of
in the eyes of the law
in the face of
in the face of day
in the face of death
in the face of heaven
in the family way
in the field
in the fire
in the first place
in the flesh
in the flower of youth
in the forefront
in the foreground
in the fourth place
in the front
in the fullness of time
in the future
in the gaseous state
in the glare of publicity
in the good old days
in the grand style
in the grave
in the grave six feet under
in the groove
in the gross
in the gutter
in the habit of
in the hands of
in the heart
in the heat of passion
in the highest degree
in the hole
in the hopper
in the humor
in the immediate future
in the interest
in the interim
in the intervening time
in the jaws of death
in the know
in the land of Nod
in the land of the living
in the lap of Morpheus
in the large
in the latest mode
in the latest style
in the lead
in the light of
in the limelight
in the limits of
in the line of duty
in the long run
in the lump
in the main
in the majority
in the making
in the market
in the market for
in the marketplace
in the marts of trade
in the mass
in the matter of
in the mean
in the meantime
in the meanwhile
in the melting mood
in the memory of man
in the middle
in the middle of
in the middle of the road
in the midst of
in the midst of battle
in the mind
in the mode
in the money
in the mood
in the morning
in the name of
in the natural way of things
in the near future
in the negative
in the neighborhood
in the neighborhood of
in the news
in the nick of time
in the night
in the nursery
in the offing
in the old days
in the olden time
in the open
in the open air
in the opinion of
in the oven
in the past
in the pink
in the pink of condition
in the pipeline
in the place of
in the plenitude of power
in the presence of
in the process of
in the process of time
in the public eye
in the raw
in the rear
in the red
in the remote distance
in the right
in the rough
in the saddle
in the same boat
in the same breath
in the same category
in the same manner
in the same way as
in the same words
in the second instance
in the second place
in the secret
in the semblance of
in the sequel
in the service of
in the shade
in the shadow of a rock
in the singular
in the small
in the soup
in the spotlight
in the state of nature
in the stead of
in the sweet by-and-by
in the swim
in the teeth of
in the teeth of the wind
in the thick of
in the thick of combat
in the thick of the fray
in the third place
in the thoughts
in the time of
in the train of
in the twinkling of an eye
in the usual course
in the van
in the vein
in the very act
in the very grain
in the vicinity
in the vicinity of
in the wake of
in the way
in the white
in the whole wide world
in the wide world
in the wind
in the wind's eye
in the wings
in the womb of time
in the works
in the world
in the worst way
in the wrong
in the wrong box
in the wrong pew
in the wrong place
in the year of our Lord
in theory
in there with
in these days
in this day and age
in this place
in this vicinity
in this way
in those parts
in throngs
in time
in times gone by
in times past
in torment
in toto
in tow
in trans
in transit
in transit to
in transitu
in trim
in triplicate
in triumph
in trouble
in trust
in truth
in tune
in turn
in turns
in twain
in two
in two shakes
in two shakes of a lamb's tail
in two words
in uniformity with
in unison
in unison with
in use
in utero
in vacuo
in vain
in various places
in velvet
in very sooth
in very truth
in view
in view of
in view of the fact that
in vino veritas
in violation of law
in virtue of
in vitro
in vivo
in vogue
in want
in want of
in way of
in what condition
in what manner
in what period
in what place
in what way
in which place
in which time
in white tie and tails
in with
in wonder
in words of one syllable
in words to that effect
in working order
in writing
in years
in your armor
in your bad books
in your behalf
in your best bib and tucker
in your birthday suit
in your black books
in your book
in your books
in your charge
in your chest
in your clutches
in your control
in your cups
in your element
in your employ
in your estimation
in your eye
in your favor
in your good
in your good books
in your good graces
in your grasp
in your grip
in your hands
in your heart of hearts
in your inmost thoughts
in your opinion
in your own hand
in your own interest
in your own person
in your own right
in your own sweet way
in your own way
in your pay
in your place
in your pocket
in your possession
in your power
in your prime
in your right mind
in your second childhood
in your shell
in your shirt sleeves
in your shirt-sleeves
in your shoes
in your sleeve
in your sober senses
in your stead
in your stocking feet
in your teens
in your thinking
in your tracks
in-
in-and-in
in-and-out
in-and-out bond
in-and-outer
in-beaming
in-being
in-between
in-bond shop
in-book
in-breeding
in-built
in-calf
in-car
in-closer
in-clearing
in-clerk
in-co-ordinate
in-co-ordinated
in-co-ordination
in-crowd
in-dimension
in-fighting
in-flight
in-flight refueling
in-flight refueling tanker
in-flight training
in-goal
in-going
in-group
in-house
in-knee
in-kneed
in-law
in-laws
in-lb
in-lean
in-line
in-line engine
in-lot
in-marriage
in-migrant
in-migrate
in-migration
in-off
in-patient
in-phase
in-plant
in-quarto
in-sail
in-service
in-service training
in-the-wool
in-to-out
in-toed
in-tray
inability to believe
inactive market
inactive stock
inactive war
inadequate personality
inalienable right
inanimate matter
inasmuch as
inaugural address
inauguration day
inboard profile
inboard-outboard motor
inboard-rigged
inborn aptitude
inborn capacity
inborn predisposition
inborn proclivity
inborn susceptibility
inborn tendency
incandescent body
incandescent electric lamp
incandescent lamp
incandescent light
incandescent lighting
incandescent mantle
incandescent point
incapable of
incapable of life
incarnations of
incasement theory
incendiary antiaircraft rocket
incendiary bomb
incendiary grenade
incendiary rocket
incense boat
incense burner
incense cedar
incense juniper
incense resin
incense shrub
incense tree
incense wood
incense-breathing
incense-breathing morn
incentive pay
incentive wage
inch along
inch by inch
inch forward
inch mast
inch of mercury
inch plant
inch rule
inch your way up
inch-deep
inch-high
inch-long
inch-pound
inch-thick
inch-ton
inch-wide
incidence wire
incident light
incident light meter
incident to
incidental information
incidental music
incidental note
incidental power
incidental remark
incidental to
inciso-
incisor foramen
incito-motor
inclination compass
inclination of the balance
inclination of the head
inclination to believe
inclinatory needle
incline an ear to
incline plane
incline the head
incline toward
incline towards
incline your ear
inclined engine
inclined plane
inclined railway
inclined to
inclined to believe
inclined to forget
inclined toward
inclined-plane clock
inclining toward
include in
include me out
include out
inclusion body
inclusion map
inclusion-exclusion
inclusive disjunction
inclusive of
inclusive or
inco-ordinate
inco-ordination
income account
income after deductions
income after taxes
income basis
income bond
income fund
income group
income sheet
income stock
income tax
income-tax
incoming population
incomplete antibody
incomplete fracture
incontestable clause
incontrovertible evidence
incorporated bar
incorporeal being
incorporeal entity
incorporeal hereditament
increase in size
increase of temperature
increase the chances
increase the temperature
increase twist
increment borer
incremental plotter
incremental recorder
incremental repetition
increscent moon
incriminate yourself
incriminating evidence
incubation patch
incubation period
incubator baby
incubator bird
incumbent on
incumbent upon
incur a debt
incur a responsibility
incur costs
incur danger
incur discredit
incur disesteem
incur disgrace
incur dishonor
incur expenses
incur loss
ind-
indanthrene blue
inde blue
indebted to
indecent assault
indecent exposure
indecent proposal
indefinite article
indefinite integral
indefinite number
indefinite pronoun
indefinite quantities
indefinite space
indelibly impressed
indelibly impressed on the mind
indelicate language
indemnity bond
indentured servant
independence day
independence of path
independent assortment
independent clause
independent of
independent of your will
independent school
independent variable
independent-seCONDS watch
independently rich
independently wealthy
indeterminacy principle
indeterminate sentence
index bar
index card
index center
index correction
index crank
index error
index expurgatorius
index finger
index forest
index fossil
index glass
index hand
index head
index mark
index notation
index number
index of refraction
index per cent
index pin
index plane
index plate
index sector
index set
index-linked
indi-
india ink
india paper
india rubber
india-rubber
indian club
indian corn
indian fig
indian file
indian giver
indian hemp
indian ink
indian licorice
indian meal
indian paintbrush
indian pipe
indian pudding
indian red
indian sign
indian summer
indian tobacco
indian turnip
indicated horsepower
indicating control switch
indicator card
indicator diagram
indicator plant
indicator telegraph
indicator tube
indices Librorum Prohibitorum
indicial equation
indignant displeasure
indignation meeting
indignation-proof
indigo auxiliary
indigo bird
indigo blue
indigo broom
indigo brown
indigo bunting
indigo bush
indigo carmine
indigo copper
indigo dyer
indigo extract
indigo finch
indigo grinder
indigo maker
indigo plant
indigo printing
indigo snake
indigo thorn
indigo weed
indigo white
indigo-bearing
indigo-bird
indigo-blue
indigo-dyed
indigo-grinding
indigo-plant
indigo-producing
indigo-white
indigo-yielding
indirect authority
indirect costs
indirect course
indirect discourse
indirect evidence
indirect infection
indirect initiative
indirect labor
indirect lighting
indirect object
indirect power
indirect primary
indirect proof
indirect question
indirect speech
indirect tax
indisposed to believe
indisposed to communicate
indisposed to talk
indisposition to speak
indisputable evidence
indisputable fact
indistinct speech
individual essence
individual identity
individual liberty
individual medley
individual psychology
individual responsibility
individual retirement account
individual speech competence
individual speech habits
individual speech performance
indo-
indo-aryan
indo-chinese
indo-european
indo-european languages
indo-german
indo-germanic
indo-hittite
indo-iranian
indoleacetic acid
indolebutyric acid
indomitable sea
indoor baseball
indoor-outdoor carpeting
indorse, indorsement
induced current
induced drag
induced radioactivity
induced topology
inductance coil
inductance factor
induction accelerator
induction balance
induction bridge
induction coil
induction compass
induction current
induction furnace
induction generator
induction hardening
induction heat
induction heater
induction heating
induction heating machine
induction instrument
induction machine
induction meter
induction motor
induction regulator
induction top
inductive capacity
inductive method
inductive reactance
inductive reasoning
inducto-
inductor alternator
inductor compass
inductor generator
indulge in
indulge in easy vices
indulge in wish-fulfillment
indulge with
indulge your appetite
indulge your appetites
indulge yourself
indurated clay
industrial action
industrial archaeology
industrial art
industrial arts
industrial chemistry
industrial design
industrial designer
industrial disease
industrial economy
industrial engineer
industrial engineering
industrial estate
industrial instrumentation
industrial insurance
industrial life insurance
industrial medicine
industrial park
industrial psychologist
industrial psychology
industrial relations
industrial revolution
industrial school
industrial store
industrial union
industrial worker
industrial zone
inequivalent
inert gas
inertia ellipsoid
inertia governor
inertia selling
inertia transmission
inertia-reel seat-belt
inertial guidance
inertial guidance system
inertial mass
inertial navigation
inertial navigation system
inertial reference frame
inertial space
inertial system
inescapable fact
inevitable accident
inevitably narrative
inexpiable sin
inextensional deformation
infant prodigy
infant school
infant-school
infantile amnesia
infantile fixation
infantile paralysis
infantile sexuality
infantry combat
infantry tactics
infants' school
infants' wear
infatuated with
infection hypha
infection period
infection thread
infectious arthritis
infectious disease
infectious ectromelia
infectious granuloma
infectious hepatitis
infectious keratitis
infectious laryngotracheitis
infectious mononucleosis
infectious myxomatosis
inferior article
inferior court
inferior goods
inferior horse
inferior maxillary
inferior personality
inferior planet
inferiority complex
infernal machine
infernal pit
infernal regions
infero-
infield fly
infiltration gallery
infiltration vein
infinite baffle
infinite duration
infinite goodness
infinite integral
infinite justice
infinite love
infinite mercy
infinite power
infinite product
infinite regress
infinite series
infinite space
infinite spirit
infinite truth
infinite wisdom
infinitely continuous
infinitely extended
infinitesimal calculus
infinitive clause
infinitive marker
infinitive phrase
infinito-
infinito-absolute
infinito-infinitesimal
infinity plug
infirm of purpose
infirm of will
infirm old age
infirmity of age
infirmity of purpose
infirmity of will
inflame with love
inflammable material
inflammatory rheumatism
inflatable slide
inflate prices
inflationary gap
inflationary pressure
inflationary prices
inflationary spiral
inflationary trend
inflationist period
inflection of voice
inflection point
inflexible will
inflict a penalty on
inflict capital punishment
inflict on
inflict pain
inflict upon
influence machine
influence peddler
influence peddling
influence user
influential person
influential persons
inform against
inform on
informa pauperis
informal English
informal agreement
informal language
informal school
informal speech
informal standard speech
informal vote
information against
information center
information explosion
information machine
information media
information medium
information retrieval
information science
information storage
information theory
informatory double
informed in
informed of
informing gun
infra dig
infra dignitatem
infra indigentatem
infra praesidia
infra-
infra-anal
infra-angelic
infra-auricular
infra-axillary
infra-esophageal
infra-red
infra-umbilical
infrared beam projector
infrared broiler
infrared cooker
infrared gas and liquid analyzer
infrared heater
infrared lamp
infrared photography
infrared ray
infrared spectroscopy
infrared telescope
infrared therapy
infraroentgen ray
infringe a copyright
infringement of copyright
infuse life into
infusion process
infusorial earth
ingle cheek
ingle nook
ingle-bred
inglorious defeat
ingot chipper
ingot cutter
ingot forger
ingot heater
ingot iron
ingot lathe
ingot maker
ingot weigher
ingrain carpet
ingratiate yourself
ingratiate yourself with
inguino-
inhabitants of Pandemonium
inhalation tuberculosis
inhale snuff
inhale spasmodically
inharmonious harmony
inhere in
inherent authority
inherent immunity
inherent power
inherent stability
inherent vice
inheritance factor
inheritance tax
inherited immunity
inhibit your desires
inhibiting antibody
initial rhyme
initial stability
initiation fee
inject in
inject yourself into
injection grid
injection method
injection-gneiss
injure your reputation
injury benefit
injury of your reputation
injury time
injury to your reputation
injury-proof
ink bag
ink ball
ink bell
ink black
ink bottle
ink bottler
ink cap
ink cartridge
ink disease
ink eradicator
ink eraser
ink fountain
ink gall
ink grinder
ink in
ink knife
ink maker
ink malady
ink marble
ink mixer
ink mushroom
ink nut
ink pad
ink plant
ink printer
ink roller
ink sac
ink spiller
ink spilling
ink up
ink-berry
ink-black
ink-blurred
ink-cap
ink-carrying
ink-colored
ink-distributing
ink-dropping
ink-slab
ink-spotted
ink-stained
ink-wasting
ink-writing
ink-written
inkblot test
inkhorn term
inking bell
inking roller
inky cap
inky-black
inland bill
inland marine insurance
inland sea
inland waters
inlay graft
inlying picket
inmost heart
inmost mind
inmost recesses of the memory
inmost soul
inmost thoughts
inn of court
innate aptitude
innate idea
innate immunity
innate proclivity
innato-
inner arbiter
inner automorphism
inner bar
inner barrister
inner circle
inner city
inner ear
inner essence
inner form
inner jib
inner landscape
inner life
inner light
inner man
inner mechanism
inner mission
inner nature
inner planet
inner product
inner reality
inner recess
inner recesses of the heart
inner recesses of the mind
inner self
inner space
inner station
inner tube
inner workings
inner-city
inner-directed
inner-directed person
inner-directedness
inner-direction
innermost being
innermost recesses
innermost recesses of the heart
innerspring mattress
innocent as a lamb
innocent person
innocent tumor
innocent within
innominate artery
innominate bone
innominate vein
innovation-proof
ino-
inofficious testament
inofficious will
inordinate desire
inorganic chemical
inorganic chemistry
inorganic fertilizer
inorganic matter
inorganic substance
inorganized matter
inositol-hexaphosphoric
inositolhexaphosphoric acid
inp-
inpatient clinic
input conductance
input current
input data
input oscillation
input quantity
input resistance
input voltage
input-output analysis
input-output device
inquire after
inquire for
inquire into
inquire of
inquire onto
inquiring mind
inquiry agent
inquiry into
inquiry into first causes
ins and outs
insane asylum
insanity curing
insanity-proof
insatiable desire
inscribe in the memory
inscribe yourself
insculp'd upon
insect bed
insect flower
insect lime
insect orchis
insect powder
insect sound
insect wax
insect-eating
insect-eating bird
insectivorous bat
insensible to
insensible to the past
inseparable friend
insert in
inset initial
inside and out
inside clinch
inside dope
inside forward
inside information
inside job
inside loop
inside man
inside of
inside out
inside parts
inside straight
inside track
inside wire
inside-out
insigne cum laude
insignia of arm
insignia of branch
insignia of rank
insincere argument
insinuate in
insinuate yourself
insinuate yourself into
insist on
insist upon
insistent demand
insofar as
insolvency statute
insolvent debtor
insomnia-proof
insomuch as
inspect the books
inspection chamber
inspection gauge
inspector general
inspector of taxes
inspire belief
inspire confidence
inspire hope
inspire respect
inspired leader
inspiriting force
inspiriting power
inspiriting principle
instability line
installment bond
installment buying
installment credit
installment loan
installment mortgage
installment plan
installment selling
instance court
instance side
instant replay
instantaneous sound pressure
instead of
instinct for
instinct with life
institute an inquiry
institute of technology
institution of higher learning
instruction card
instruction-proof
instrument board
instrument carrier
instrument flight
instrument flight rules
instrument flying
instrument in proof
instrument instrumentality
instrument lamp
instrument landing
instrument landing system
instrument light
instrument of execution
instrument of punishment
instrument of torture
instrument panel
instrument rocket
instrument servo
instrument transformer
instrumental conditioning
instrumental logic
instrumental music
instrumental score
instruments of
instruments of destruction
insubstantial image
insufficiency of the valves
insufficient funds
insulating tape
insulation resistance
insulin reaction
insulin shock
insulin shock therapy
insurance adjuster
insurance agent
insurance auditor
insurance broker
insurance canvasser
insurance clerk
insurance collector
insurance company
insurance examiner
insurance man
insurance messenger
insurance patrol
insurance policy
insurance reserve
insurance salesman
insurance solicitor
insurance tester
insurance traveler
insurance underwriter
insuring clause
insusceptible of change
intaglio printing
intaglio rilevato
intaglio rilievo
intake manifold
intake valve
intangible assets
integer vitae
integrable group
integral calculus
integral cover
integral curvature
integral curve
integral cylinder head
integral domain
integral equation
integral function
integral humanism
integral photography
integral test
integral unit
integral whole
integrated bar
integrated circuit
integrated data proces
integrated data processing
integrated personality
integrated system
integrating factor
integrating flowmeter
integrating ionization chamber
integration by parts
integration of personality
integrative power
intellectual acquirement
intellectual acquisition
intellectual attainment
intellectual childishness
intellectual climate
intellectual curiosity
intellectual elite
intellectual exercise
intellectual faculty
intellectual genius
intellectual gifts
intellectual grasp
intellectual immaturity
intellectual inertia
intellectual object
intellectual pleasure
intellectual power
intellectual prodigy
intellectual talents
intellectual weakness
intellectually childish
intellectually immature
intelligence agency
intelligence agent
intelligence bureau
intelligence department
intelligence office
intelligence officer
intelligence quotient
intelligence service
intelligence test
intelligence testing
intelligence work
intelligent being
intemperate person
intend to
intense cold
intense darkness
intense heat
intensity of illumination
intensity-modulated display
intensive care
intensive farming
intent on
intent upon
inter alia
inter alios
inter nos
inter se
inter vivos
inter-
inter-‘varsity
inter-Allied
inter-American
inter-Andean
inter-European
inter-agent
inter-brain
inter-plane
inter-varsity
intercalary meristem
intercardinal point
interception radar
interchange of speech
interchange of views
interchangeable bond
intercommunication system
intercosmic space
interdict list
interdiction bombing
interdiction fire
interdisciplinary knowledge
interesse termini
interest group
internal rhyme
internal secretion
internal selector
internal stress
internal-combustion
internal-combustion engine
international Morse code
international agreement
international air mile
international alphabet flag
international angstrom
international bank
international banking
international candle
international carat
international date line
international fixed calendar
international law
international nautical mile
international numeral pennant
international organization
international pitch
international radio silence
international relations
international securities
international temperature scale
international unit
international-minded
internment camp
intern-
internuncial neuron
interpersonal theory
interplanetary explorer
interplanetary rocket
interplanetary space
interplanetary travel
interpretation clause
interpretation of dreams
interpretative dance
interpretive semantics
interquartile range
interracial marriage
interrogation mark
interrogation point
interrogator-responsor
interrupted cadence
interrupted fern
interrupted screw
interrupted sequence
intersecting arcade
intersection locus
intersection of minds
interstate highway
interstellar distance
interstellar space
interstitial irradiation therapy
intertidal zone
interval of convergence
interval operation
interval training
intervening space
intervertebral disc
intervertebral disk
intervertebral substance
intestinal digestion
intestinal flora
intestinal fortitude
intestinal juice
intimate acquaintance
intimate borrowing
intimate friend
intimate friendship
intimate with
intimately related
into arrears
into commission
into high gear
into irons
into it
into question
into the background
into the bargain
into the dust
into the ground
into the past
into the shoes of
into the wind
into the wind's eye
into thin air
into with both feet
into your hands
intolerant person
intonation contour
intonation of voice
intonation pattern
intoxicating liquor
intra muros
intra vires
intra vitam
intra-
intra-abdominal
intra-abdominally
intra-acinous
intra-alveolar
intra-appendicular
intra-arachnoid
intra-arterial
intra-articular
intra-atomic
intra-atrial
intra-aural
intra-auricular
intra-mercurial
intra-urban
intra-urethral
intra-uterine
intra-vitam
intracranial cast
intracutaneous test
intransitive relation
intransitive verb
intrauterine device
intravenous drip
intravenous therapy
intrazonal soil
intrenching tool
intrinsic evidence
intrinsic factor
intrinsic semiconductor
intro-
introduce in
introduce new blood
introductory phrase
introductory study
intrusive rock
intuitional geometry
intuitive impression
intuitive knowledge
intuitive reason
invalid claim
invalid linking
invalid title
invalidity benefit
invariant subalgebra
investment casting
investment company
investment credit
investment mold
investment reserve
investment securities
investment trust
investors on the sidelines
invisible balance
invisible glass
invisible hand
invisible helper
invisible ink
invisible painting
invisible radiation
invisible shadow
invitation to combat
invitational race
invite attention
invite ridicule
invocation of saints
invocatory plea
invocatory prayer
invoke benefits upon
involuntary cooperation
involuntary impulse
involuntary muscle
involuntary presence
involuntary servitude
involute teeth
involute-leaved
involutional melancholia
involutional psychosis
involve in
involve the interest
involve with
involve yourself
involved in
involved in debt
inward light
inward monitor
inward-bound
inward-flow turbine
io moth
io-
iod-
iodic acid
iodine absorption
iodine bush
iodine pentoxide
iodine scarlet
iodine value
iodine weed
iodo-
iodobehenic acid
ion chamber
ion counter
ion engine
ion exchange
ion propulsion
ion propulsior
ion rocket
ionic bond
ionic conduction
ionization chamber
ionization constant
ionization current
ionization gauge
ionization potential
ionizing event
ionizing radiation
ionospheric wave
iota subscript
ipecac spurge
ippi-appa
ipse dixit
ipsissima verba
ipsissimis verbis
ipso facto
ipso jure
ir-
irid-
iridescent seaweed
iridium black
irido-
iris blue
iris diaphragm
iris family
iris green
iris mauve
iris shutter
iris stop
iris-in
iris-out
irish bull
irish coffee
irish moss
irish setter
irish terrier
irish water spaniel
irish wolfhound
irish-gaelic
iron age
iron alum
iron ammonium oxalate
iron bacteria
iron blue
iron boot
iron brick
iron brown
iron buff
iron bullet
iron calker
iron carbide
iron carbonate
iron caster
iron cement
iron chloride
iron citrate
iron clay
iron coating
iron concrete
iron corer
iron crow
iron curtain
iron deficiency anemia
iron discharger
iron dog
iron family
iron filing
iron fitter
iron forger
iron founder
iron foundry
iron gang
iron glance
iron grass
iron gray
iron grey
iron grip
iron gum
iron hand
iron hat
iron heater
iron heel
iron horse
iron hydroxide
iron law of wages
iron liquor
iron loss
iron lung
iron maiden
iron maker
iron man
iron manufacturer
iron miner
iron mining
iron minium
iron mold
iron molder
iron nerves
iron oak
iron ore
iron out
iron oxide
iron perchloride
iron planer
iron plate
iron plater
iron prospector
iron protosulphate
iron puddler
iron putty
iron pyrites
iron ration
iron rations
iron red
iron roller
iron roofer
iron rust
iron sand
iron scale
iron scrap
iron shearer
iron sickness
iron sodium oxalate
iron spinel
iron sponge
iron stand
iron stretcher
iron sulfater
iron sulphate
iron sulphide
iron tree
iron trichloride
iron trimmer
iron vit
iron vitriol
iron will
iron yellow
iron-banded
iron-bark
iron-barred
iron-black
iron-blue dun
iron-blue spinner
iron-bound
iron-boweled
iron-braced
iron-branded
iron-burnt
iron-calked
iron-capped
iron-cased
iron-clenched
iron-coated
iron-colored
iron-core transformer
iron-cored
iron-curtain country
iron-enameled
iron-faced
iron-fastened
iron-forged
iron-founder
iron-free
iron-gloved
iron-grated
iron-gray
iron-grey
iron-guarded
iron-handed
iron-hard
iron-hearted
iron-heartedly
iron-heartedness
iron-heeled
iron-hooped
iron-jawed
iron-jointed
iron-knotted
iron-lined
iron-man
iron-marked
iron-mine
iron-mold
iron-mooded
iron-mould
iron-nailed
iron-nerved
iron-ore
iron-oxide red
iron-pated
iron-railed
iron-red
iron-ribbed
iron-riveted
iron-sand
iron-sceptered
iron-sheathed
iron-sick
iron-souled
iron-spotted
iron-stained
iron-strapped
iron-studded
iron-tipped
iron-tired
iron-toothed
iron-tree
iron-vane meter
iron-visaged
iron-willed
iron-winged
iron-witted
iron-worded
ironbark acacia
ironbark box
ironbound coast
ironbound security
ironclad agreement
ironclad oath
ironclad proof
ironclad ram
ironclad reasoning
ironer-up
ironic implication
ironic juxtaposition
ironic suggestion
ironing board
irons in the fire
ironstone china
irony-proof
irradiation therapy
irrational number
irreducible and stubborn facts
irreducible content
irrefutable logic
irregular motion
irregular warfare
irrepressible optimist
irresistible force
irresistible impulse
irresolute person
irrespective of
irrigating shovel
irrigation ditch
irrigation engineer
irrigation engineering
irritable bowel syndrome
irritable heart
irritable man
irritable temper
irritation fever
irritation-proof
is-
is-it
isamine blue
isat-
ischemic heart disease
ischio-
ising-star
island arc
island base
island chain
island continent
island group
island myrtle
island of Langerhans
island of Reil
island universe
island-belted
island-born
island-contained
island-dotted
island-dweller
island-hop
island-strewn
island-studded
islet of Langerhans
islet of langerhans
islets of Langerhans
iso-
iso-octane
iso-osmotic
iso-urea
iso-uretine
iso-uric
isoamyl acetate
isoamyl benzoate
isoamyl benzyl ether
isoamyl group
isoamyl nitrite
isoamyl radical
isoamyl salicylate
isobaric line
isobutyl propionate
isoclinal line
isoclinic line
isocyanic acid
isocyano group
isocyano radical
isoelectric point
isoganal line
isogonal line
isogonic line
isionic point
isolate yourself
isolating language
isolation booth
isolation hospital
isolation ward
isomagnetic line
isometric drawing
isometric exercises
isometric line
isometric projection
isonicotinic acid hydrazide
isophthalic acid
isopiestic line
isoplastic graft
isoporic line
isopropyl alcohol
isopropyl ether
isopropyl group
isopropyl meprobamate
isopropyl radical
isosceles triangle
isothermal line
isothermal process
isothermal region
isothiocyanate group
isothiocyanate radical
isotope therapy
isotopic isobar
isoxyllic acid
issue a blank check
issue a caveat
issue a command
issue a manifesto
issue a position paper
issue a prohibitory injunction
issue a statement
issue a white paper
issue a writ
issue an injunction
issue an injunction against
issue an invitation
issue an ultimatum
issue forth
issue from
issue par
issue price
issue securities
issue stock
issued capital stock
issuing company
isthmus of the fauces
it beats me
it beats the Dutch
it being provided
it can be supposed
it cannot be helped
it does not matter
it does not signify
it follows that
it has me guessing
it is all the same
it is certain
it is fated
it is for a fact
it is necessary
it is of no consequence
it is of no importance
it is proven
it is said
it is that
it is written
it makes no difference
it matters not
it may be
it might be thought
it must be
it must follow
it must have its way
it must needs be
it needs must be
it stands to reason
it will all come out in the wash
it will be
it would appear
it's God's will
it's Greek to me
it's all one to me
it's all the same to me
it's beyond me
it's in the cards
it's no go
it's too deep for me
ita-palm
itaconic acid
italian sonnet
italo-
itch for
itch for knowledge
itch louse
itch mite
itch to
itch tree
itching for
itching palm
itching to
itchwood tree
item by item
item of evidence
item on the agenda
item veto
itemized bill
iterated integral
its last legs
its way
titsy-bitsy
titsy-witsy
itty-bitty
ivied halls
ivory black
ivory bleacher
ivory board
ivory brown
ivory carver
ivory carving
ivory cutter
ivory engraver
ivory fluter
ivory gull
ivory hunter
ivory hunting
ivory nut
ivory palm
ivory paper
ivory plant
ivory plum
ivory polisher
ivory porcelain
ivory rounder
ivory slabber
ivory sorter
ivory thumper
ivory tickler
ivory tower
ivory tree
ivory yellow
ivory-backed
ivory-beaked
ivory-billed
ivory-billed woodpecker
ivory-black
ivory-bound
ivory-carving
ivory-faced
ivory-finished
ivory-hafted
ivory-handled
ivory-headed
ivory-hilted
ivory-studded
ivory-tinted
ivory-toned
ivory-tower
ivory-towered
ivory-towerish
ivory-towerishness
ivory-towerism
ivory-towerist
ivory-towerite
ivory-type
ivory-white
ivory-wristed
ivy League
ivy bush
ivy geranium
ivy green
ivy gum
ivy league
ivy tree
ivy vine
ivy-bush
ivy-green
j'y suis j'y reste
jaal goat
jaal-goat
jab at
jacaranda brown
jacitara palm
jack Mormon
jack afloat
jack arch
jack baker
jack bean
jack block
jack boot
jack bowl
jack chain
jack cheese
jack crosstree
jack crosstrees
jack crow
jack curllew
jack dog
jack field
jack frost
jack fruit
jack head
jack hern
jack in
jack johnson
jack ketch
jack ladder
jack lagging
jack lamp
jack lantern
jack light
jack line
jack mackerel
jack nicker
jack oak
jack of all trades
jack pigeon
jack pin
jack pine
jack pit
jack plane
jack plum
jack post
jack pot
jack press
jack rabbit
jack rafter
jack rib
jack rod
jack roll
jack rope
jack saddle
jack salmon
jack shave
jack spinner
jack spring
jack staff
jack stop
jack stretcher
jack stringer
jack timber
jack towel
jack tree
jack truss
jack up
jack worm
jack yard
jack-a-dandies
jack-a-dandy
jack-a-dandyism
jack-a-lent
jack-at-a-pinche
jack-boot
jack-booted
jack-boy
jack-by-the-hedge
jack-chain
jack-frame
jack-fruit
jack-in-a-box
jack-in-a-boxes
jack-in-office
jack-in-the-box
jack-in-the-boxes
jack-in-the-green
jack-in-the-pulpit
jack-in-the-pulpits
jack-knife
jack-line
jack-o’-lantern
jack-o-lantern
jack-of-all-trades
jack-plane
jack-pudding
jack-rabbit
jack-screw
jack-snipe
jack-spaniard
jack-staff
jack-stone
jack-straw
jack-tar
jack-yarder
jackal buzzard
jackass bark
jackass brig
jackass clover
jackass copal
jackass deer
jackass fish
jackass gunter
jackass hare
jackass kingfisher
jackass penguin
jackass rig
jackass-rigged
jackdaw in peacock's feathers
jacket crown
jackhead pit
jacking engine
jacking-up
jackknife clam
jackknife-fish
jackknife-fishes
jackleg lawyer
jackleg politician
jacko bush
jacks-of-all-trades
jackson day
jacky winter
jacob's ladder
jacob's membrane
jacob's staff
jacobeans lily
jade green
jade plant
jade-green
jade-stone
jag bolt
jag spear
jag spike
jagged-toothed
jagger spring
jaggery palm
jagging iron
jaguar-man
jai alai
jail delivery
jail fever
jail-bird
jail-delivery
jail-fever
jake leg
jalee work
jam in
jam nut
jam riveter
jam session
jam through
jam up
jam weld
jam-full
jam-pack
jam-packed
jam-up
jamaica ginger
jamaica rum
jamais de la vie
jamb shaft
jambe de mouton
jamestown-weed
janca tree
jane doe
jane-of-apes
jangada fiber
jangada tree
jangle the nerves
jangled nerves
januis clausis
janus geminus
japan allspice
japan clover
japan drier
japan wax
japanese beetle
japanese iris
japanese millet
japanese mink
japanese persimmon
japanese plum
japanese quince
japanese spurge
japanic acid
jar on
jar upon the ear
jar with
jar-bird
jar-burial
jar-owl
jara-assu
jardin anglais
jardin chinois
jardin des plantes
jardins anglais
jardins chinois
jargon aphasia
jargon word
jarring of sounds
jasmine oil
jasmine tea
jasper gray
jasper green
jasper opal
jasper pink
jasper red
jasper ware
jato unit
jaundice berry
jaundice tree
jaundice-eyed
jaundiced eye
jaundiced yellow
jaunting car
jaunting-car
jaunty car
java man
java sparrow
javelin bat
javelin man
javelin throw
javelin thrower
javelin-man
javelle water
jaw bit
jaw clutch
jaw coupling
jaw crusher
jaw jerk
jaw lizard
jaw rope
jaw slide
jaw wrench
jaw's-harp
jaw-bone
jaw-cracking
jaw-fall
jaw-fallen
jaw-locked
jaw-tied
jaw-twister
jaws of death
jay bird
jay blue
jay teal
jay-bird
jay-hawker
jay-vee
jazz band
jazz festival
jazz musician
jazz singer
jazz stick
jazz up
jazzed up
je ne sais quoi
je vous en prie
je vous remercie beaucoup
je-te
jealous-hood
jealous-pated
jealousy-proof
jecoric acid
jedding ax
jeep carrier
jeepers creepers
jeer at
jeer capstan
jefferson davis's birthday
jefferson day
jeffrey pine
jehovah's witnesses
jejun-
jejuno-colostomy
jejuno-ileostomy
jejuno-jejunostomy
jekyll and hyde
jell-o
jellied gasoline
jelly baby
jelly bag
jelly bean
jelly boiler
jelly doughnut
jelly egg
jelly lichen
jelly nut
jelly plant
jelly poke
jelly powder
jelly roll
jelly-fish
jennie harp
jenny ass
jenny cutthroat
jenny howlet
jenny scaffold
jenny winch
jenny wren
jenny yard
jeopardy assessment
jequirity bean
jequirity beans
jerboa kangaroo
jerboa mouse
jerboa rat
jerk back
jerk line
jerk off
jerk pump
jerk up
jerk-off
jerkin-head
jerking off
jerkinhead roof
jerkwater town
jerm-
jerry can
jerry hat
jerry shop
jerry-build
jerry-builder
jerry-building
jerry-built
jersey giant
jerusalem artichoke
jerusalem cherry
jerusalem cricket
jerusalem thorn
jest-book
jet airplane
jet black
jet blast
jet bomber
jet break
jet coal
jet condenser
jet d'eau
jet engine
jet engineer
jet engineering
jet exhaust
jet fighter
jet flight
jet fuel
jet injection
jet interrupter
jet jockey
jet lag
jet motor
jet pilot
jet pipe
jet plane
jet pod
jet power
jet propeller
jet propulsion
jet pump
jet rock
jet set
jet setter
jet stream
jet tanker
jet thrust
jet transport
jet wash
jet-assisted takeoff
jet-black
jet-enamelled ware
jet-pile
jet-propelled
jet-propulsion
jet-set
jet-setter
jeu d'esprit
jeu de mots
jeu de theatre
jeune fille
jeune premier
jeune premiere
jeunes filles
jeunes premiers
jeunesse dor
jeunesse doree
jeux d'esprit
jeux de mots
jew crow
jew down
jew nail
jew's harp
jew's-ear
jew's-harp
jew-fish
jewel block
jewel box
jewel case
jewel smuggling
jewel thief
jewel-block
jewel-bright
jewel-colored
jewel-enshrined
jewel-gleaming
jewel-headed
jewel-house
jewel-loving
jewel-proof
jewel-studded
jeweler's putty
jeweler's rouge
jewelers' putty
jewelers' rouge
jeweller's rouge
jewelry store
jewelweed family
jewish calendar
jews' harp
jews' stone
jews' trump
jib boom
jib cat
jib crane
jib door
jib guy
jib iron
jib martingale
jib netting
jib pole
jib sheet
jib stay
jib topsail
jib traveler
jib-boom
jib-door
jib-headed
jib-header
jib-o-jib
jibber jib
jibber the kibber
jibe all standing
jibe at
jig borer
jig brow
jig bushing
jig button
jig indicator
jig saw
jig-back
jig-drill
jig-file
jig-jig
jig-jog
jig-joggy
jig-saw
jigger boom
jigger flea
jigger mast
jigger pump
jigger saw
jigger weed
jiggery-pokery
jigog ring
jigsaw puzzle
jill-flirt
jim crow
jim crowism
jim dash
jim-crow
jim-dandy
jim-dandy peach
jim-jam
jimson weed
jimson-weed
jin ricksha
jingle bell
jingle shell
jingle stick
jingle-jangle
jingling John
jingling Johnny
jinny road
jitney driver
jiu-jitsu
jive talk
jnana-marga
jo-darter
job action
job analysis
job card
job case
job classification
job costing
job description
job font
job lot
john henry
john-a-nokes
john-a-stiles
john-apple
johnny cake
johnny house
johnny reb
johnny-cake
johnny-jump-up
johnny-on-the-spot
johnson grass
joie de vivre
join Maths
join battle
join battle with
join forces
join fortunes with
join hands
join hands with
join in
join in a conversation
join in fellowship
join in holy wedlock
join in marriage
join in the chorus
join issue
join issue upon
join the angels
join the choir invisible
join the great majority
join the majority
join the opposition
join the parade
join together
join up
join up with
join with
join your ancestors
join your fortunes with
join yourself to
join yourself with
joiner
joiner bulkhead
joiner door
joiner hardware
joiner work
joining of forces
joining-hand
jointer plane
jointing plane
joke with whiskers
joke writer
joking-relative
jolly bean
jolly boat
jolly fellow
jolly jumper
jolly roger
jolly-boat
jolt head
jolt-wagon
jolter-head
jonah crab
jonquil yellow
jook joint
jordan almond
joseph's coat
joshua tree
joss flower
joss house
joss paper
joss pidgin
joss stick
jostling of sounds
jot down
jou maigre
journal bearing
journal box
journal bronze
journal intime
journal turbine
journal voucher
journal-book
journalism school
journaux intimes
journey weight
journey's end
journey-work
journeyman work
jouvence blue
joy girl
joy powder
joy ride
joy rider
joy riding
joy stick
judges' rules
judgment book
judgment cap
judgment creditor
judgment day
judgment debt
judgment debtor
judgment hall
judgment lien
judgment note
judgment rate
judgment seat
judgment summons
judgment-day
judgment-hall
judgment-proof
judgment-seat
judicial astrology
judicial circuit
judicial conference
judicial murder
judicial oath
judicial process
judicial punishment
judicial review
judicial separation
judo expert
jug band
jug plant
jug wine
jug-bitten
jug-handle
jug-jug
jugal bone
jugal furrow
jugal point
jugged hare
juggler's trick
jugular vein
juice extractor
juice pear
juice up
juicy morsel
jujitsu expert
jujube plum
juke house
juke joint
julian calendar
jumbee bean
jumble sale
jumble together
jumbo jet
jump Computer technol
jump a claim
jump a mile
jump aboard
jump about
jump all over
jump all over someone
jump area
jump at
jump at the bidding of
jump bail
jump ball
jump bid
jump dial
jump discontinuity
jump down your throat
jump frog
jump head
jump in
jump into
jump jet
jump joint
jump leads
jump line
jump off
jump on
jump on the bandwagon
jump out
jump out of your skin
jump over
jump pass
jump ring
jump rope
jump saw
jump scrape
jump seat
jump ship
jump shot
jump spark
jump stroke
jump suit
jump the gun
jump to a conclusion
jump to it
jump turn
jump up
jump weld
jump wire
jump-
jump-hop
jump-off
jump-shift
jump-spark coil
jump-start
jump-up
jumped-up
jumper cable
jumper lead
jumper sled
jumper stay
jumper wire
jumping bean
jumping disease
jumping jack
jumping mouse
jumping pain
jumping plant louse
jumping spider
jumping-off place
jumping-off-place
jumpy as a cat on a hot tin roof
junction box
junction transistor
juncture of events
june beetle
jungle ballot
jungle bear
jungle bendy
jungle bunny
jungle cat
jungle cock
jungle fever
jungle fowl
jungle geranium
jungle green
jungle gym
jungle hen
jungle juice
jungle ox
jungle rice
jungle rot
jungle sheep
jungle warfare
jungle-clad
jungle-covered
jungle-traveling
jungle-walking
jungle-worn
junior barister
junior chamber of commerce
junior college
junior common room
junior counsel
junior high
junior high school
junior leaguer
junior lightweight
junior middleweight
junior miss
junior officer
junior school
junior securities
junior varsity
junior welterweight
juniper bay
juniper berries
juniper berry
juniper cedar
juniper gum tree
juniper oil
juniper tree
juniper webworm
juniper-berry oil
juniper-tar oil
juniperic acid
junk bottle
junk collector
junk dealer
junk food
junk heap
junk jewelry
junk mail
junk peddler
junk ring
junk room
junk shop
junk yard
junk-bottle
jupiter's beard
jure divino
jure humano
juridical days
juristic act
juristic person
jury box
jury chancellor
jury fixing
jury list
jury mast
jury of inquest
jury of matrons
jury of the vicinage
jury of women
jury of your peers
jury panel
jury process
jury room
jury selection
jury skid
jury trial
jury wheel
jury-
jury-fixer
jury-mast
jury-packing
jury-rig
jury-rigged
jury-rigged expedient
jury-rigging
jury-shy
jury-squaring
jus canonicum
jus civile
jus commune
jus divinum
jus ecclesiasticum
jus gentium
jus inter gentes
jus naturae
jus naturale
jus postliminii
jus primae noctis
jus publicum
jus sanguinis
jus scriptum
jus soli
just a bit
just about
just across the street
just alike
just around the corner
just as predicted
just as you thought
just be
just being
just dandy
just deserts
just do
just enough
just expectation
just folks
just here
just imagine
just in case
just in time
just intonation
just know
just like one
just like that
just next door
just noticeable difference
just now
just once
just opposite
just out
just plain nuts
just right
just see
just so
just the opposite
just the other way
just the other way around
just the reverse
just the same
just then
just this once
just to be doing
just under the wire
just what the doctor ordered
juste-milieu
juste-milieux
justice box
justice court
justice in eyre
justice of assize
justice of the peace
justice seat
justice's warrant
justice-dealing
justice-loving
justice-proof
justice-slighting
justices in eyre
justifiable abortion
justifiable expectation
justifiable homicide
justification by faith
justification by works
justification space
justify hope
justify one in supposing
justifying space
justitia omnibus
jut out
jut over
jute board
jute butts
jute crusher
jute opener
jute tier
juvenal plumage
juvenile book
juvenile court
juvenile delinquency
juvenile delinquent
juvenile dictionary
juvenile editor
juvenile hormone
juvenile lead
juvenile officer
juxta-ampullar
juxta-articular
juxtapose in opposition
k ration
k'ai shu
k-meson
kA
kCi
kG
kHz
kJ
kMc
kOe
kV
kVA
kVAH
kVAR
kW
kWh
ka-
kaawi yam
kabuto gane
kachang puteh
kachina doll
kad-
kaffee klatsch
kaffir beer
kaffir corn
kafir corn
kai-kai
kailyard school
kainic acid
kairotic moment
kairotic time
kaiser brown
kaiser roll
kaju apple
kako-
kala azar
kala-azar
kalamein work
kale brose
kale gully
kale runt
kale worm
kale-
kaleyard school
kamashimo zashi
kambing utan
kamehameha day
kamic body
kamoot tree
kana-majiri
kanal rays
kangaroo acacia
kangaroo apple
kangaroo bear
kangaroo beetle
kangaroo closure
kangaroo cloture
kangaroo court
kangaroo feathers
kangaroo grass
kangaroo hare
kangaroo jerboa
kangaroo mouse
kangaroo paw
kangaroo rat
kangaroo thorn
kangaroo vine
kangaroo-rat
kans grass
kanya butter
kanya tree
kapok oil
kapok tree
kappa meson
karate expert
karma-marga
karri-tree
karroo bush
kary-
karyo-
kashgar tamarisk
kashmir goat
kat-
kata-
katabatic wind
katsura tree
kauri copal
kauri gum
kauri pine
kauri resin
kava gum
kaw-
kayo punch
keV
kedani fever
kedani mite
kedge anchor
kedge off
kedge-anchor
keekwilee-house
keel and keelson
keel arch
keel batten
keel line
keel over
keel petal
keel rail
keel rope
keel up
keel vessel
keel-boat
keel-bully
keeled snake
keelson rider
keen about
keen desire
keen eye
keen interest
keen on
keen pleasure
keen satisfaction
keen sight
keen-biting
keen- eared
keen-edged
keen-eyed
keen-nosed
keen-o
keen-o-peachy
keen-scented
keen-sighted
keen-witted
keen-wittedness
keena nuts
keep a check of
keep a check on
keep a civil tongue in your head
keep a course
keep a firm hand on
keep a firm hold upon
keep a good leeway
keep a good lookout
keep a good lookout for
keep a good margin
keep a good offing
keep a happy medium
keep a light in the window
keep a middle course
keep a nose to the wind
keep a sharp eye on
keep a sharp eye upon
keep a sharp lookout
keep a sharp lookout for
keep a stiff upper lip
keep a straight face
keep a tight hand on
keep a tight hand upon
keep a tight rein on
keep a watch
keep a weather eye open
keep abreast of the times
keep account of
keep accounts
keep afloat
keep alert
keep alive
keep alive in your thoughts
keep aloof
keep aloof from
keep an account with
keep an ace up your sleeve
keep an ear to the ground
keep an eye on
keep an eye out for
keep an eye upon
keep an idea
keep an open house
keep an open mind
keep apart
keep as a nest egg
keep aside
keep at
keep at a distance
keep at a respectful distance
keep at arm's length
keep at bay
keep at it
keep at your beck and call
keep awake
keep away
keep away from
keep bachelor quarters
keep back
keep banker's hours
keep between us
keep body and soul together
keep books
keep both feet on the ground
keep busy
keep buttoned up
keep by one
keep calm
keep clear of
keep close
keep close to
keep coming
keep company
keep company with
keep cool
keep count of
keep dark
keep doggedly at
keep down
keep driving
keep everyone waiting
keep faith
keep faith with
keep fit
keep fresh
keep from
keep from harm
keep from laughing
keep from spreading
keep going
keep guard
keep hands off
keep her so
keep her steady
keep hidden
keep hold of
keep hold of the land
keep hope alive
keep hoping
keep house
keep in
keep in bounds
keep in check
keep in contact with
keep in countenance
keep in custody
keep in detention
keep in formation
keep in hand
keep in ignorance
keep in line
keep in memory
keep in mind
keep in order
keep in practice
keep in reserve
keep in sight
keep in step
keep in store
keep in suspense
keep in the background
keep in the dark
keep in the middle of the road
keep in the right path
keep in touch
keep in touch with
keep in view
keep in with
keep informed
keep intact
keep inviolate
keep it a deep
keep it under your hat
keep kosher
keep late hours
keep moving
keep mum
keep off
keep off and on
keep on
keep on good terms
keep on hand
keep on the go
keep on the safe side
keep open house
keep out
keep out of harm's way
keep out of mischief
keep out of sight
keep out of the way
keep out of the way of
keep pace with
keep pointed
keep posted
keep quiet
keep remote from
keep safe
keep score
keep secret
keep shady
keep silence
keep silent
keep snug
keep something for a rainy day
keep station
keep step
keep step with
keep still
keep subject
keep tab
keep tab on
keep tabs
keep tabs on
keep tally
keep the ball rolling
keep the change
keep the course
keep the door open
keep the ears on the ground
keep the ears to the ground
keep the even tenor of your way
keep the eyes upon
keep the faith
keep the field
keep the golden mean
keep the heading
keep the lid on
keep the memory alive
keep the peace
keep the pot boiling
keep the wolf from the door
keep the wound open
keep time
keep to
keep to the middle
keep to the middle path
keep to the middle way
keep to yourself
keep together
keep track of
keep troth
keep trying
keep under
keep under control
keep under cover
keep under lock and key
keep under observation
keep under wraps
keep under your thumb
keep up
keep up a correspondence
keep up a fast pace
keep up a killing pace
keep up appearances
keep up on
keep up the good work
keep up the memory of
keep up to date
keep up to standard
keep up with
keep up with the Joneses
keep up your courage
keep uppermost in your thought
keep vigil
keep watch
keep watch and ward
keep watch over
keep within
keep within bounds
keep within compass
keep within limits
keep within these walls
keep within your budget
keep within your means
keep you guessing
keep you on edge
keep you on pins and needles
keep you on tenterhooks
keep you posted
keep your chin up
keep your cool
keep your course
keep your distance
keep your ear to the ground
keep your ears open
keep your esthetic distance
keep your eye on the ball
keep your eye peeled
keep your eyes on the stars
keep your eyes open
keep your eyes peeled
keep your eyes skinned
keep your fingers crossed
keep your footing
keep your freedom
keep your hand in
keep your head
keep your head above water
keep your mouth shut
keep your nose out of this
keep your nose to the grindstone
keep your own counsel
keep your pecker up
keep your place
keep your powder dry
keep your promise
keep your shirt on
keep your spirits up
keep your sword in its sheath
keep your temper
keep your trap shut
keep your weather eye open
keep your word
keep your yap shut
keep yourself to yourself
keep yourself under control
keeper hook
keeper ring
keeping apart
keeping flocks and herds
keeping in
keeping in mind
keeping room
keeping secret
keeping-room
keg fig
keg spring
kei-apple
kekuna oil
kelp ash
kelp crab
kelp goose
kelp greenling
kelp gull
kelp hen
kelp pigeon
kelp plover
kelp raft
kemiri nut
kemp-haired
kendal green
kennel club
kennelly-heaviside layer
kenny method
keno goose
kent cap
kente cloth
kentucky coffee tree
kephalo-
kept down
kept in
kept in remembrance
kept in reserve
kept mistress
kept under
kept woman
kera-
kerat kamel
kerat-
kerato-
kerb drill
kerb market
kerb weight
kerb-stone
kerbstone market
kermes mineral
kermes oak
kern counter
kernel sentence
kernel smut
kernel spot
kerosene heater
kerosene stove
kerry blue terrier
kestner plant
ket-
ketch-rigged
keto form
keto-
keto-enol isomerism
keto-enol tautomerism
ketone alcohol
ketone body
ketone group
ketone radical
kettle base
kettle hat
kettle hole
kettle maker
kettle moraine
kettle net
kettle of fish
kettle stitch
kettle-bottom
kettle-bottomed
kettle-stitch
kew tree
kewpie doll
key bed
key bit
key block
key bolt
key bugle
key case
key chord
key club
key desk
key drift
key file
key filer
key frame
key fruit
key harp
key holder
key horizon
key industry
key line
key man
key money
key move
key of the Nile
key pad
key pattern
key pin
key pipe
key plate
key plug
key punch
key ring
key rocker
key scarf
key seat
key sentence
key signature
key size
key station
key stop
key to
key to the city
key tone
key trait
key trumpet
key up
key word
key-bugle
key-cold
key-drawing
key-note
key-seat rule
keyed up
keyed-up
keyhole limpet
keyhole saw
keyhole urchin
keyman insurance
keynote address
keynote speech
keystone joist
keystone sack
keyway caliper
keyway drill
kg-m
khaki bush
khaki campbell
khaki weed
khaki-clad
khaki-clothed
khaki-colored
khaki-hued
kheu tree
khus-khus
ki-yi
kiabooa wood
kick about
kick against
kick against the pricks
kick around
kick back
kick down the ladder
kick downstairs
kick in
kick in the teeth
kick off
kick off an attack
kick out
kick over
kick over the traces
kick plait
kick plate
kick pleat
kick start
kick starter
kick the air
kick the beam
kick the bucket
kick the clouds
kick the habit
kick the wind
kick turn
kick up
kick up a dust
kick up a hullabaloo
kick up a racket
kick up a row
kick up a shindy
kick up dust
kick up your heels
kick upstairs
kick wheel
kick you in the teeth
kick your habit
kick your heels
kick yourself
kick-about
kick-off
kick-sled
kick-start
kick-up
kickie-wickie
kicking coil
kicking downstairs
kicking out
kicking strap
kicking tackle
kicking upstairs
kicking-colt
kicking-horses
kicksey-winsey
kicksie-wicksie
kicky-wicky
kid along
kid around
kid brother
kid glove
kid gloves
kid out of
kid point
kid sister
kid stuff
kid yourself
kid-glove
kid-glove orange
kid-glove politics
kid-gloved
kid-skin
kiddie car
kidding around
kiddy car
kidney basin
kidney bean
kidney beans
kidney corpuscle
kidney cotton
kidney disease
kidney liverleaf
kidney machine
kidney oil
kidney ore
kidney pie
kidney stone
kidney transplant
kidney vetch
kidney worm
kidney-bean tree
kidney-leaved
kidney-shaped
kids' stuff
kikuyu grass
kill by inches
kill en masse
kill off
kill the fatted calf
kill the slain
kill time
kill two birds with one stone
kill with kindness
kill yourself
kill-
killicortesy
kill-cow
kill-crazy
kill-crazy animal
kill-devil
kill-joy
kill-kid
kill-time
kill-wart
killdeer plover
killed bowl
king of the mountain
king ortolan
king parakeet
king penguin
king plank
king plant
king post
king prawn
king quail
king rail
king rod
king row
king salmon
king size
king snake
king sora
king spoke
king tody
king truss
king vulture
king's English
king's bench
king's birthday
king's blue
king's colour
king's colours
king's counsel
king's english
king's evidence
king's evil
king's highway
king's man
king's pattern
king's peace
king's purple
king's ransom
king's scout
king's shilling
king's weather
king's yellow
king's-pawn openings
king-bird
king-bolt
king-crab
king-craft
king-cup
king-emperor
king-fish
king-hit
king-killer
king-maker
king-of-arms
king-of-the-herrings
king-of-the-salmon
king-piece
king-pin
king-post
king-post truss
king-ridden
king-size
king-size bed
king-sized
king-whiting
king-whitings
kingdom come
kingdom of God
kingdom of ends
kingdom of glory
kingdom of heaven
kingfisher daisy
kings-of-arms
kink in one's horn
kino gum
kinship group
kip down
kip-ft
kipper-nut
kippered herring
kippered salmon
kirby hook
kirk master
kirk session
kirk skail
kirk-shot
kim baby
kim cut
kislar aga
kiss and make up
kiss cheeks
kiss curl
kiss good-bye
kiss hands
kiss of death
kiss of life
kiss of peace
kiss off
kiss one's feet
kiss the book
kiss the hem of your garment
kiss the rod
kiss your ass
kiss your feet
kiss-me
kiss-me-quick
kiss-off
kissing and making up
kissing bug
kissing cousin
kissing crust
kissing dance
kissing disease
kissing gate
kissing gourami
kissing kin
kissing strings
kit and boodle
kit and caboodle
kit bag
kit fiddle
kit fox
kit out
kit violin
kit-cat
kit-fox
kitchen bob
kitchen boiler
kitchen cabinet
kitchen fee
kitchen garden
kitchen gardener
kitchen ground
kitchen kaffir
kitchen match
kitchen midden
kitchen police
kitchen range
kitchen rose
kitchen saw
kitchen servant
kitchen sink
kitchen space
kitchen stuff
kitchen table
kitchen tea
knee holm
knee jerk
knee joint
knee pants
knee pine
knee plate
knee puff
knee punch
knee rafter
knee roof
knee socks
knee strap
knee swell
knee timber
knee tool
knee viol
knee-bent
knee-bowed
knee-braced
knee-breeched
knee-cap
knee-crooking
knee-deep
knee-high
knee-high to a grasshopper
knee-hole
knee-joint
knee-jointed
knee-length
knee-pan
knee-shaking
knee-shaped
knee-sprung
knee-tied
knee-timber
knee-worn
kneel grass
kneel to
kneeling rafter
kneeling stool
knell-like
knick-knack
knife acacia
knife and fork
knife bar
knife bayonet
knife box
knife colter
knife edge
knife file
knife grass
knife grinder
knife key
knife lanyard
knife money
knife plait
knife plaiting
knife pleat
knife poised at your throat
knife rest
knife stone
knife switch
knife tool
knife-backed
knife-bladed
knife-board
knife-edge
knife-edged
knife-featured
knife-grinder
knife-handle
knife-jawed
knife-plaited
knife-point
knife-shaped
knife-striped
knifing tool
knight adventure
knight bachelor
knight bachelors
knight banneret
knight baronet
knight commander
knight cross
knight errant
knight errantry
knight grand commander
knight grand cross
knight marshal
knight of columbus
knight of the pen
knight of the plume
knight of the post
knight of the quill
knight of the road
knight service
knight templar
knight's fee
knight's-spur
knight-adventurer
knight-errant
knight-errantries
knight-errantry
knight-errantryship
knight-head
knight-service
knighthood-errant
knightly skill
knights adventurers
knights bachelors
knights bannerets
knights baronets
knights commanders
knights grand commanders
knights grand cross
knights marshals
knights-errant
knit goods
knit the brow
knitting case
knitting machine
knitting needle
knitting pin
knitting sheath
knitting stick
knitting wire
knob celery
knob latch
knob lock
knob-billed
knob-nosed
knobbling fire
knobbling roll
knobcone pine
knock about
knock against
knock around
knock back
knock cold
knock dead
knock down
knock for a loop
knock galley-west
knock in
knock in the head
knock into a cocked hat
knock into your head
knock it off
knock off
knock on the head
knock on wood
knock out
knock out of the box
knock over
knock rummy
knock senseless
knock stiff
knock the bottom out of
knock the chip off your shoulder
knock the chocks
knock the chocks out from under
knock the props out from under
knock together
knock unconscious
knock under
knock up
knock you off your perch
knock your brains out
knock your eyes out
knock your head against
knock yourself out
knock-
knock-about
knock-down
knock-down-and-drag
knock-down-and-drag-out
knock-down-and-drag-out fight
knock-down-and-drag-out quarrel
knock-down-drag-out
knock-knee
knock-kneed
knock-knees
knock-me-down
knock-on
knock-out
knockdown argument
knocked flat
knocked out
knocked silly
knocked up
knocked-down
knocker-off
knocker-up
knocking-shop
knockout blow
knockout drop
knockout drops
knol-khol
knop yarn
knot bindweed
knot clipper
knot gall
knot garden
knot porter
knot stitch
knot tier
knot-grass
knot-jointed
knot-jointed rice grass
knot-portering
knotgrass spurge
knotroot grass
knotted score
knotter bill
knotter hook
knotting bill
knotty pine
knotty point
knotty question
knotty rhatany
knotty-leaved
knotty-pated
knotweed spurge
know a hawk from a handsaw
know a little
know a thing or two
know a trick worth two of that
know again
know all the answers
know all the ins and outs
know all the moves of the game
know all the tricks
know all the tricks of the trade
know backwards
know backwards and forwards
know beforehand
know by heart
know by rote
know by sight
know damn well
know darn well
know down to the ground
know for certain
know from A to Z
know from alpha to omega
know from nothing
know from the ground up
know full well
know inside out
know instinctively
know it all
know it-all
know like a book
know like the back of your hand
know no bounds
know no end
know no wrong
know not
know not what
know nothing
know nothing of
know the
know the ropes
know the score
know the ways of the world
know well
know what it's all about
know what's what
know when you have had enough
know which is which
know your ass from your elbow
know your onions
know your own mind
know your stuff
know your way about
know-all
know-how
know-it-all
know-little
know-nothing
know-nothingism
know-nothingness
knowledge of the world
knowledge without reason
knowledge without thought
knowledge-gap
known as
known by every schoolboy
known by measurement
known by the name of
known quantity
knuckle ball
knuckle bow
knuckle down
knuckle down to
knuckle gear
knuckle gearing
knuckle guard
knuckle joint
knuckle line
knuckle molding
knuckle pin
knuckle post
knuckle timber
knuckle tip
knuckle to
knuckle tooth
knuckle under
knuckle under to
knuckle-bone
knuckle-deep
knuckle-duster
knuckle-dusters
knuckle-joint
knuckle-joint press
knuckle-kneed
knurl toe
ko-katana
koa finch
koda millet
koh-i-noor
koi-kopal
kok-saghyz
kokra wood
kokum butter
kokum oil
kol nidre
kola nut
kola tree
koloa mapu
koloa moha
komma-ichi-da
kona cyclone
kona storm
konker tree
koppel flute
kosam seeds
kosher soap
kosher wine
kottabos kataktos
kousso flower
kow-tow
kraft paper
kraft process
kraut grass
krebs cycle
krems lead
krening hook
kriss kringle
kriya-sakti
kriya-shakti
krym-saghyz
kryo-
ku klux klan
ku kluxer
ku-klux
kudzu vine
kugel granite
kujira shaku
kung chih
kung chin
kung ching
kung fen
kung fu
kung-fu
kungu cake
kuo-yu
kuping tael
kurchee bark
kuroshio extension
kuroshio system
kurrol's salt
kuteera gum
kutira gum
kwe-bird
kyano-
kyrie eleison
l'istesso tempo
l'union fait la force
l-
l-arterenol
l-glucose
l-noradrenaline
l-norepinephrine
la carte
la gripe
la guerre
la mode
la patrie
la recherche du temps perdu
la ronde
la tene
la-de-da
la-di-da
la-la
laap insect
laap insects
label stop
labeled atom
labeled element
labia majora
labia minora
labial pipe
labio-
labium majus
labium minus
labium minus pudendi
labor against
labor and bring forth
labor bank
labor camp
labor caucus
labor contract
labor costs
labor day
labor exchange
labor force
labor in behalf of
labor in darkness
labor in vain
labor in your vocation
labor interests
labor lost
labor market
labor movement
labor of Sisyphus
labor of love
labor omnia vincit
labor organizer
labor pains
labor relations
labor room
labor spy
labor strike
labor the obvious
labor turnover
labor under
labor under a disadvantage
labor under a false impression
labor under difficulties
labor union
labor unionist
labor value theory
labor-saving
labor-saving device
laborare est orare
laboratory animal
laboratory apparatus
laboratory assistant
laboratory camera
laboratory chemist
laboratory course
laboratory diagnosis
laboratory equipment
laboratory experiment
laboratory method
laboratory microscope
laboratory school
laboratory table
laboratory technician
laboratory technique
laboratory test
laboratory work
laboratory worker
labored breathing
laboring man
laboring oar
labors of Hercules
labour camp
labour exchange
labour-saving
labrador retriever
labyrinth fish
labyrinth packing
lac dye
lac insect
lac lake
lac resin
lac resins
lac sulphuris
lac sumac
lac tree
lac virginis
lac wax
lace bug
lace coral
lace curtain
lace edging
lace fern
lace finisher
lace fly
lace glass
lace grass
lace into
lace lizard
lace maker
lace paper
lace piece
lace pigeon
lace pillow
lace plant
lace shoes
lace stitch
lace tree
lace trimming
lace up
lace vine
lace-bordered
lace-covered
lace-curtain
lace-curtained
lace-edged
lace-fern
lace-finishing
lace-fronted
lace-leaf
lace-leaves
lace-piece
lace-trimmed
lace-vine
lace-winged
lacerate the ear
lacerate the heart
lacertus fibrosus
lacewing fly
lachryma Christi
lachryma christi
lachrymal bone
lachrymatory gas
lacing course
lack force
lack in
lack of affect
lack of agreement
lack of appetite
lack of bite
lack of charisma
lack of charm
lack of claim
lack of color
lack of concord
lack of contact
lack of depth
lack of eagerness
lack of enthusiasm
lack of feeling
lack of feeling tone
lack of feelings
lack of finish
lack of food
lack of force
lack of foresight
lack of forethought
lack of hindrance
lack of incisiveness
lack of influence
lack of information
lack of integrity
lack of interest
lack of magnetism
lack of meaning
lack of message
lack of parallelism
lack of personality
lack of pleasure
lack of polish
lack of power
lack of preparation
lack of refinement
lack of respect
lack of self-confidence
lack of self-reliance
lack of sentimentality
lack of sheen
lack of sparkle
lack of title
lack of touch
lack of vision
lack of weight
lack of zeal
lack regularity
lack-all
lack-beard
lack-brain
lack-fettle
lack-latin
lack-learning
lack-linen
lack-love
lack-lustre
lack-pity
lacquer red
lacquer tree
lacquer ware
lacrim-
lacrimal bone
lacrima duct
lacrima gland
lacrima sac
lacrosse stick
laet-
lactate dehydrogenase
lacteal gland
lactic acid
lacto-
lactogenic hormone
lactose intolerance
lacunar amnesia
lacustrine dweller
lacustrine dwelling
lacustrine inhabitant
lad's love
ladder back
ladder beetle
ladder braid
ladder chain
ladder company
ladder jack
ladder pipe
ladder road
ladder shell
ladder stitch
ladder tournament
ladder track
ladder truck
ladder-back
ladder-back chair
ladder-backed
laden with doom
laden with significance
laden with sorrow
ladies' fingers
ladies' gallery
ladies' man
ladies' room
ladies' wear
ladies'-tobacco
ladies'-tobaccoes
ladies'-tobaccos
ladies'-wear shop
ladies-in-waiting
ladies-of-the-night
ladies'-tresses
ladle board
ladle out
lady apple
lady beetle
lady bountiful
lady bracken
lady brake
lady chair
lady chapel
lady court
lady crab
lady cracker
lady day
lady fair
lady fern
lady friend
lady grass
lady hair grass
lady killer
lady love
lady mayoress
lady of pleasure
lady of the bedchamber
lady of the evening
lady of the house
lady pea
lady superior
lady whin
lady woman
lady wrack
lady's bedstraw
lady's cushion
lady's finger
lady's glove
lady's laces
lady's maid
lady's man
lady's mantle
lady's slipper
lady's thumb
lady's traces
lady's-eardrop
lady's-mantle
lady's-slipper
lady's-smock
lady's-thistle
lady's-thumb
lady's-tresses
lady-bird
lady-cow
lady-fish
lady-help
lady-in-waiting
lady-killer
lady-killing
lady-love
lady-of-the-night
lady-slipper
lady-smock
ladybird beetle
laetare sunday
laevo-
lag b'omer
lag behind
lag bolt
lag fault
lag line
lag screw
lag-bed tractor
lager beer
laggen-gird
lagging load
lah-di-dah
laid aside
laid bare
laid batonne
laid deck
laid embroidery
laid low
laid off
laid on the shelf
laid paper
laid up
laid wool
laisser aller
laisser faire
laisser passer
laisser-aller
laisser-faire
laissez aller
laissez faire
laissez passer
laissez-aller
laissez-faire
laissez-faireism
laissez-passer
lait d'amandes
lake basin
lake bass
lake breeze
lake carp
lake chub
lake cress
lake duck
lake dweller
lake dwelling
lake fever
lake fly
lake front
lake herring
lake lawyer
lake minnow
lake of fire and brimstone
lake perch
lake perches
lake pitch
lake plover
lake salmon
lake shad
lake sheepshead
lake shore
lake sturgeon
lake trout
lake water cress
lake whitefish
lake-bound
lake-colored
lake-girt
lake-land
lake-moated
lake-reflecting
lake-resounding
lake-surrounded
lakeland terrier
lamb down
lamb lily
lamb mint
lamb pie
lamb plant
lamb tail
lamb's ears
lamb's lettuce
lamb's tails
lamb's tongue
lamb's wool
lamb's-quarters
lamb's-wool
lamb-like
lambda particle
lambdoideal suture
lambent flame
lame and impotent conclusion
lame brains
lame duck
lame excuse
lame verses
lame-born
lame-brain
lame-footed
lame-horsed
lame-legged
lamell-
lamella roof
lamellar vector
lamelli-
lament for
lamin-
laminar flow
laminar-flow system
laminar-flow-control plane
laminated glass
laminated safety glass
laminated wood
lamini-
lamp bearer
lamp cage
lamp chimney
lamp fitter
lamp holder
lamp house
lamp jack
lamp maker
lamp oil
lamp oiler
lamp shade
lamp shell
lamp socket
lamp standard
lamp trimmer
lamp-bearing
lamp-bedecked
lamp-black
lamp-blown
lamp-decked
lamp-foot
lamp-heated
lamp-hour
lamp-iron
lamp-lined
lamp-oil
lamp-post
lamp-warmed
lampe eel
lampe-eel
lampey eel
lampa-
lana dye
lance bucket
lance corporal
lance head
lance of courtesy
lance rest
lance sergeant
lance snake
lance tooth
lance-acuminated
lance-breaking
lance-fashion
lance-headed snake
lance-jack
lance-knight
lance-leaved
lance-linear
lance-oblong
lance-oval
lance-ovate
lance-pierced
lance-shaped
lance-worn
lancet arch
lancet architecture
lancet clock
lancet fish
lancet window
lancinating pain
land agency
land agent
land bank
land battleship
land board
land breeze
land bridge
land broker
land caltrop
land certificate
land chain
land cod
land crab
land crake
land cress
land crocodile
land drake
land dreadnought
land dredge
land end
land fast
land flowing with milk and honey
land force
land forces
land girl
land grant
land hunger
land lane
land law
land lead
land league
land leech
land line
land mail
land measure
land mile
land mine
land of Nod
land of Prester John
land of dreams
land of enchantment
land of faerie
land of heart's desire
land of milk and honey
land of plenty
land of promise
land of the gods
land office
land on
land on like a ton of bricks
land on your feet
land otter
land patent
land pike
land pirate
land pitch
land plaster
land power
land rail
land rat
land reform
land rock
land scale
land scrip
land scurvy
land seal
land service
land settlement
land shark
land side
land snail
land sole
land spring
land station
land steward
land surveyor
land tax
land tenure
land tie
land tortoise
land trash
land trust
land up
land urchin
land warfare
land warrant
land wheel
land wind
land with
land yard
land bank
land-born
land-bred
land-breeze
land-cast
land-crab
land-damn
land-devouring
land-eating
land-flood
land-gavel
land-girt
land-grabber
land-grabbing
land-grant bond
land-grant college
land-grant road
land-holder
land-horse
land-hungry
land-law
land-leaper
land-line
land-loper
land-lubber
land-measure
land-mere
land-meter
land-metster
land-obsessed
land-office business
land-poor
land-rat
land-rover
land-service
land-sheltered
land-side
land-slater
land-spring
land-surrounded
land-surveying
land-tag
land-tax
land-taxer
land-tie
land-value
land-visiting
land-water
land-wind
landed estate
landed gentry
landed interests
landed person
landed property
landfall light
landfall mark
landing angle
landing beach
landing beam
landing card
landing chair
landing clerk
landing craft
landing crew
landing deck
landing edge
landing field
landing flap
landing force
landing gear
landing light
landing lights
landing line
landing net
landing pad
landing party
landing pattern
landing place
landing run
landing ship
landing signalman
landing skis
landing speed
landing stage
landing strake
landing strip
landing surveyor
landing tee
landing waiter
landing wire
landing-direction light
landing-place
landing-waiter
landlocked salmon
landlocked water
landmark beacon
landmark decision
landscape architect
landscape architecture
landscape gardener
landscape gardening
landscape marble
landscape mirror
landscape painting
landslide victory
lane route
lane snapper
lang lay
lang syne
lang-kail
langrage shot
langrel shot
language arts
language laboratory
language study
language style
langue d'o
langue d'oc
langue d'oil
langue de boeuf
langue de chat
langues de boeuf
languish for
lank-bellied
lank-blown
lank-cheeked
lank-eared
lank-haired
lank-jawed
lank-lean
lank-sided
lank-winged
lantern bellows
lantern carrier
lantern clock
lantern fish
lantern flounder
lantern fly
lantern gear
lantern gurnard
lantern jack
lantern jaw
lantern jaws
lantern keg
lantern light
lantern lily
lantern pinion
lantern ring
lantern shell
lantern slide
lantern sprat
lantern tree
lantern wheel
lantern-jawed
lanthanide series
lanyard knot
lap box coupling
lap dissolve
lap dog
lap dovetail
lap dovetail joint
lap dovetailing
lap game
lap joint
lap link
lap microphone
lap of honour
lap of luxury
lap over
lap pack
lap plate
lap ring
lap riveting
lap robe
lap shaver
lap siding
lap table
lap up
lap weld
lap winding
lap-butted
lap-chart
lap-dog
lap-jointed
lap-lap
lap-love
lap-rivet
lap-streak
laparo-
laparo-uterotomy
laparotomy pack
lapel button
lapel microphone
lapel mike
lapel pin
lapidary bee
lapidary mill
lapis lazuli
lapis lazuli blue
lapis lazuli ware
lapp owl
lapped joint
lapped-butt joint
lappet caterpillar
lappet loom
lappet moth
lappet weaving
lappet wheel
lapse back
lapse from grace
lapse into
lapse into disorder
lapse of memory
lapse of time
lapse rate
lapsed from grace
lapsed nature
lapsed state
lapsus calami
lapsus linguae
lapsus memoriae
lapwing gull
larboard watch
larch agaric
larch canker
larch pine
larch sawfly
larch turpentine
lard compound
lard insect
lard oil
lard pig
lard refiner
lard stearin
lard stone
lard type
lard-assed
lardaceous degeneration
larder beetle
lardy cake
lardy-dardy
lares and penates
lares compitales
lares familiaris
lares permarini
lares praestites
lares viales
large amount
large animal
large as life
large black
large calorie
large cane
large cranberry
large heart
large intestine
large meal
large number
large order
large periwinkle
large person
large size
large sum
large thing
large white
large-acred
large-ankled
large-bayed
large-billed
large-bodied
large-boned
large-bore
large-bracted
large-browed
large-built
large-caliber
large-celled
large-crowned
large-diameter
large-drawn
large-eared
large-eyed
large-finned
large-flowered
large-footed
large-framed
large-fronded
large-fruited
large-grained
large-grown
large-handed
large-handedness
large-headed
large-hearted
large-heartenedness
large-hipped
large-horned
large-leaved
large-leaved cucumber tree
large-lettered
large-limbed
large-looking
large-lunged
large-minded
large-mindedly
large-mindedness
large-molded
large-natured
large-necked
large-nostriled
large-petaled
large-rayed
large-scale
large-scaled
large-size
large-sized
large-souled
large-spaced
large-stomached
large-tailed
large-thoughted
large-throated
large-toothed
large-trunked
large-type
large-utteranced
large-viewed
large-wheeled
large-wristed
largemouth bass
larger than life
lariat loop
larixinic acid
lark bunting
lark finch
lark plover
lark sparrow
lark-colored
lark-heel
lark-heeled
larspur violet
larum-bell
larval epilepsy
larval plague
larvi-
laryng-
laryngeal epilepsy
laryngis stridulus
laryngo-
laser photography
laser surgery
lash and carry
lash and tie
lash back
lash comb
lash into
lash into a frenzy
lash into a fury
lash into fury
lash line
lash out
lash out at
lash rail
lash the waves
lash up
lash-up
lasso cell
lasso harness
last act
last agony
last breath
last dab
last days
last debt
last ditch
last duty
last expedient
last extremity
last forever
last gasp
last home
last honors
last inning
last lap
last lick
last long
last maker
last making
last marin
last mile
last minute
last muster
last name
last off the mark
last offices
last out
last post
last quarter
last resort
last resource
last rest
last rites
last round
last roundup
last service
last shift
last sleep
last stage
last stop
last straw
last stroke
last supper
last survivor annuity
last thing
last things
last touch
last trumpet
last will and testament
last word
last word, the
last words
last-born
last-cited
last-cyclic
last-ditch
last-ditch fight
last-ditcher
last-erected
last-in
last-in first-out
last-made
last-mentioned
last-minute
last-minute lie
last-named
last-stage-free
lasting fame
lasting friendship
latch bolt
latch circuit
latch locking
latch needle
latch on
latch onto
latch-key
latch-string
latchkey child
late arrival
late blight
late bloomer
late developer
late greek
late hour
late in the day
late lamented
late latin
late off the mark
late riser
late wood
late-begun
late-betrayed
late-blooming
late-born
late-built
late-coined
late-come
late-comer
late-cruising
late-disturbed
late-embarked
late-filled
late-flowering
late-found
late-imprisoned
late-kissed
late-lamented
late-lingering
late-lost
late-met
late-model
late-protracted
late-ripening
late-sacked
late-taken
late-transformed
late-type star
late-wake
late-won
lateen sail
lateen-rigged
latency period
latent content
latent epilepsy
latent heat
latent image
latent learning
latent meaning
latent meaningfulness
latent period
latent strabismus
latent syphilis
latent violence
later than
later time
latera recta
lateral axis
lateral canal
lateral chain
lateral circuit
lateral drift
lateral fissure
lateral line
lateral line system
lateral lisp
lateral magnification
lateral meristem
lateral moraine
lateral pass
lateral plane
lateral resistance
lateral stability
lateral system
lateral tangent arc
lateral thinking
lateri-
latero-
latest fad
latest fashion
latest thing
latest thing, the
latest wrinkle
latest-born
latex paint
latex paper
lath and plaster
lath brick
lath cutter
lath maker
lath making
lath nail
lath nailer
lath puncher
lath splitter
lath tier
lath trimmer
lath-backed
lath-legged
lathe chuck
lathe-bore
lather up
lathered up
lathering up
lathing hammer
lathing hatchet
lati-
latin cross
latin quarter
latin square
latissimi dorsi
latissimus dorsi
latitude and longitude
latitude sailing
latrine lawyer
latrine rumor
latter end
latter-day
latter-day saint
lattice bar
lattice beam
lattice bridge
lattice girder
lattice moss
lattice plant
lattice stitch
lattice strut
lattice truss
lattice-leaf
lattice-leaves
lattice-plant family
lattice-window
lattice-work
latus rectum
lau lau
laudator temporis acti
laugh at
laugh away
laugh down
laugh fit to burst
laugh fit to bust
laugh in
laugh in your beard
laugh in your face
laugh in your sleeve
laugh it up
laugh off
laugh on the other
laugh out of court
laugh outright
laugh to scorn
laugh up
laugh up your sleeve
laugh yourself limp
laugh yourself sick
laugh yourself silly
laughing academy
laughing gas
laughing gull
laughing hyena
laughing jackass
laughing muscle
laughing stock
laughing-stock
laughter holding both his sides
laughter-dimpled
laughter-lighted
laughter-lit
laughter-loving
laughter-provoking
laughter-stirring
launch a holy war on
launch a vendetta
launch an attack
launch forth
launch into
launch into eternity
launch out against
launch pad
launch upon
launch vehicle
launch window
launch-ways
launched into eternity
launching base
launching gear
launching mortar
launching pad
launching platform
launching rack
launching ramp
launching shoe
launching tower
launching tube
launching vehicle
launching way
launching ways
laundry cart
laundry room
laundry soap
laurel bay
laurel butter
laurel camphor
laurel cherry
laurel family
laurel green
laurel hawthorn
laurel oak
laurel oil
laurel pink
laurel sumac
laurel thyme
laurel-bearing
laurel-browed
laurel-crowned
laurel-decked
law enforcement agent
law hand
law member
law member of a court-martial
law merchant
law of Dulong and Petit
law of Malus
law of action and reaction
law of additiv
law of additive pressures
law of averages
law of conservation of charge
law of conservation of energy
law of conservation of mass
law of contradiction
law of cosines
law of definite composition
law of definite proportions
law of equivalent retaliation
law of excluded middle
law of exponents
law of general application
law of gravitation
law of identity
law of large numbers
law of mass action
law of moses
law of motion
law of multiple proportion
law of multiple proportions
law of nations
law of nature
law of parity
law of parsimony
law of partial pressures
law of reflection
law of refraction
law of retaliation
law of sines
law of succession
law of the domicile
law of the forum
law of the jungle
law of the land
law of the mean
law of the place
law of thermodynamics
law of thought
law of trichotomy
law of universal gravitation
law office
law officer
law sakes
law school
law stationer
law term
law, the
law-abiding
law-abidingness
law-beaten
law-book
law-borrow
law-breaker
law-bred
law-condemned
law-day
law-fettered
law-hand
law-honest
law-learned
law-learnedness
law-loving
law-magnifying
law-maker
law-merchant
law-reckoning
law-revering
law-ridden
law-stationer
law-worthy
lawful authority
lawful possession
lawless person
lawn billiards
lawn bowling
lawn cart
lawn chair
lawn grass
lawn green
lawn meet
lawn mower
lawn party
lawn pennywort
lawn sleeves
lawn tennis
lawn-roller
lawn-sleeved
lawn-tennis
lawn-tractor
lawyer bush
lawyer cane
lawyer palm
lawyer reference
lawyer vine
lax stewardship
lax-flowered
lay a course
lay a course for
lay a duty on
lay a false scent
lay a fart
lay a hand on
lay a heavy hand on
lay a plot
lay a trap for
lay a wager
lay a wet blanket on
lay abbot
lay aboard
lay about
lay about one
lay aloft
lay an egg
lay an embargo on
lay analyst
lay anchor
lay aside
lay at
lay at the door of
lay at your door
lay at your feet
lay away
lay away from
lay baptism
lay bare
lay before
lay before the public
lay blame upon
lay board
lay boat
lay brother
lay by
lay by the heels
lay chalice
lay charges
lay claim to
lay clerk
lay close
lay day
lay days
lay down
lay down a plan
lay down the law
lay down your arms
lay down your tools
lay eggs
lay elder
lay emphasis upon
lay eyes on
lay fee
lay figure
lay flat
lay for
lay forward etc
lay ghosts
lay hands on
lay heads together
lay hold of
lay in
lay in a stock
lay in a store
lay in a supply
lay in provisions
lay in ruins
lay in store
lay in the earth
lay in the grave
lay in the lap of the gods
lay in the scales
lay intermediary
lay into
lay it on
lay it on the line
lay it on thick
lay it on with a trowel
lay judge
lay level
lay level with the ground
lay lord
lay low
lay me down to sleep
lay money on
lay of the land
lay of the land, the
lay off
lay off from
lay on
lay on a color
lay on color
lay on one
lay on the line
lay on the rack
lay on the table
lay one's hand on
lay open
lay out
lay out a course
lay out money
lay out on
lay over
lay plans
lay reader
lay shaft
lay siege to
lay sister
lay stress upon
lay the ax to the root of
lay the blame on
lay the dust
lay the first stone
lay the foundation
lay the groundwork
lay the land
lay to
lay to heart
lay to rest
lay to the oars
lay to your charge
lay to your door
lay together
lay under an interdict
lay under an interdiction
lay under restraint
lay under the sod
lay up
lay up a store
lay up for
lay upon
lay vicar
lay violent hands on
lay wait
lay wait for
lay waste
lay your cards on the table
lay your course for
lay your finger on
lay your fingers on
lay your hands on
lay your money down
lay your shoulder to the wheel
lay yourself open
lay yourself open to
lay yourself out
lay-by
lay-day
lay-down
lay-fee
lay-land
lay-man
lay-minded
lay-off
lay-on
lay-out
lay-over
lay-shaft
lay-up
layaway plan
layer board
layer cake
layer tint
layer-on
layer-out
layer-over
layer-up
layers-out
laying bare
laying duck
laying of charges
laying on
laying on of hands
laying open
laying over
laying press
laying top
laying waste
layout chart
lazar house
lazar-house
lazuli bunting
lazy Susan
lazy bar
lazy crab
lazy daisy stitch
lazy eight
lazy eye
lazy guy
lazy halyard
lazy jack
lazy painter
lazy person
lazy stream
lazy susan
lazy tack
lazy tongs
lb ap
lb av
lb t
le dernier cri
le drapeau tricolore
le genre humain
le pas
le premier pas
le roi est mort vive le roi
le roi le veut
le sport
le style c'est l'homme
le tout ensemble
lea oak
lea rig
lea-land
lea-rig
lead a charmed life
lead a cloistered life
lead a dog's life
lead a retired life
lead acetate
lead acid cell
lead an easy life
lead arming
lead arsenate
lead ash
lead astray
lead azide
lead back
lead block
lead bullion
lead by the nose
lead captive
lead carbonate
lead chloride
lead chromate
lead colic
lead color
lead curve
lead dioxide
lead foil
lead glass
lead glaze
lead gray
lead into captivity
lead item
lead line
lead mill
lead mining
lead monoxide
lead nitrate
lead ocher
lead off
lead on
lead one a dance
lead one a merry chase
lead out
lead oxide
lead oxychloride
lead palsy
lead pencil
lead peroxide
lead pilot
lead pipe cinch
lead poisoning
lead rammer
lead role
lead runner
lead screw
lead sheet
lead singer
lead soap
lead someone a chase
lead spar
lead sulphate
lead sulphide
lead tetraethyl
lead the dance
lead the mind astray
lead the way
lead time
lead to
lead to believe
lead to the altar
lead tolerance
lead track
lead tree
lead up
lead up the garden path
lead up to
lead vinegar
lead vitriol
lead weed
lead white
lead you a chase
lead you a pretty dance
lead you to
lead you to expect
lead you to gather
lead you up the garden path
lead-acid battery
lead-blue
lead-burn
lead-burned
lead-burner
lead-burning
lead-chamber process
lead-clad
lead-coated
lead-colored
lead-covered
lead-encased
lead-filled
lead-free gas
lead-gray
lead-hardening
lead-headed
lead-in
lead-in wire
lead-lapped
lead-lead
lead-lined
lead-melting
lead-off
lead-pipe cinch
lead-pulverizing
lead-ruled
lead-sheathed
lead-smelting
lead-tempering
lead-up
leaded bronze
leaded glass
leaden flycatcher
leaden-blue
leaden-colored
leaden-eyed
leaden-footed
leaden-headed
leaden-heeled
leaden-hued
leaden-natured
leaden-paced
leaden-skulled
leaden-soled
leaden-souled
leaden-spirited
leaden-thoughted
leaden-weighted
leaden-willed
leaden-winged
leaden-witted
leader block
leader cable
leader head
leader of fashion
leader of men
leader of the opposition
leader pipe
leader writer
leading aircraftman
leading article
leading bar
leading block
leading card
leading coefficient
leading edge
leading her mother
leading idea
leading lady
leading light
leading man
leading mark
leading note
leading question
leading reins
leading strings
leading to
leading tone
leading wheel
leading wind
leading wire
leading woman
leadpipe cinch
leaf beet
leaf beetle
leaf bite
leaf blade
leaf blender
leaf blight
leaf blotch
leaf bud
leaf bug
leaf coral
leaf curl
leaf cutting
leaf fall
leaf fat
leaf gold
leaf green
leaf insect
leaf lard
leaf lettuce
leaf metal
leaf metals
leaf miner
leaf mold
leaf monkey
leaf mould
leaf mustard
leaf out
leaf picker
leaf roll
leaf roller
leaf rust
leaf scald
leaf sight
leaf sorter
leaf spot
leaf spring
leaf stripper
leaf through
leaf warbler
leaf-bearing
leaf-clad
leaf-climber
leaf-climbing
leaf-curl fungus
leaf-cutter
leaf-cutting ant
leaf-cutting bee
leaf-eared
leaf-eating
leaf-footed
leaf-forming
leaf-fringed
leaf-gold
leaf-hopper
leaf-laden
leaf-lard
leaf-nose
leaf-nosed
leaf-nosed bat
leaf-shaded
leaf-shaped
leaf-sheltered
leaf-strewn
leafcutter ant
leafcutter bee
leafy-stemmed
league together
league with
leaguer lass
leak away
leak in
leak out
leakage coefficient
leakage conductance
leakage conductor
leakage flux
leaking purse
leaky wave-guide antenna
lean and hungry look
lean as a rake
lean limbed
lean on
lean on a broken reed
lean on it
lean over
lean over backward
lean over backwards
lean toward
lean towards
lean upon
lean-cheeked
lean-eared
lean-face
lean-faced
lean-fleshed
lean-headed
lean-horned
lean-jawed
lean-limbed
lean-looking
lean-minded
lean-necked
lean-ribbed
lean-souled
lean-to
lean-to roof
lean-to tent
lean-tos
lean-witted
leaning thread
leaning toward
leaning tower
leap before you look
leap day
leap in the dark
leap into the breach
leap like a startled gazelle
leap over
leap over the wall
leap to the eye
leap up
leap year
leap-frog
leaping head
leaping spider
leaping weir
lear board
learn a lesson
learn about
learn all about
learn by doing
learn by experience
learn by heart
learn by rote
learn from
learn the ins and outs
learn the ropes
learn to live in your own skin
learn verbatim
learn word for word
learned clerk
learned man
learned profession
learner's permit
learning by heart
lease and release
lease out
lease rod
lease system
lease-back
lease-lend
lease-pardle
lease-purchase
leasehold insurance
leasehold mortgage
least bittern
least common denominator
least common multiple
least flycatcher
least killifish
least of all
least sandpiper
least shrew
least significant digit
least squares
least upper bound
least weasel
leather beetle
leather brown
leather carp
leather cloth
leather dresser
leather enameler
leather fern
leather goods
leather goods store
leather jack
leather maker
leather paper
leather star
leather-backed
leather-bound
leather-colored
leather-covered
leather-cushioned
leather-cutting
leather-faced
leather-hard
leather-headed
leather-jacket
leather-lined
leather-lunged
leather-necked
leather-winged
leatherback turtle
leathery turtle
leave a loose thread
leave alone
leave an aching void
leave be
leave behind
leave flat
leave flatfooted
leave go
leave half-done
leave holding the bag
leave home
leave in
leave in the dark
leave in the lurch
leave it to one
leave it to you
leave looking
leave loose ends
leave no avenue unexplored
leave no chance
leave no escape
leave no loose ends
leave no option
leave no room for error
leave no stone unturned
leave no trace
leave no void
leave not a rack behind
leave nothing hanging
leave nothing to chance
leave nothing to say
leave nothing undone
leave of absence
leave off
leave out
leave out in the cold
leave out nothing
leave out of account
leave out of your calculation
leave over
leave remaining
leave standing
leave taking
leave the atmosphere
leave the beaten path
leave the country
leave the door open
leave the earth behind
leave the ground
leave the nest
leave the scene
leave the stage
leave the straight and narrow
leave the way open
leave things as they are
leave to chance
leave to luck
leave to your own devices
leave to yourself
leave unavenged
leave undone
leave unsatisfied
leave well enough alone
leave word
leave you cold
leave you to gather
leave your card
leave your mark
leave yourself wide open
leave-taking
leaving aside
leaving life
leaving much to chance
leaving no room for error
leaving no stone unturned
leaving out
leaving out nothing
leaving the earth behind
leaving the ground
lebbek tree
lechosos opal
lecture hall
lecture room
lecture-demonstration
led astray
led by the nose
led captain
led farm
ledge stone
ledged door
ledgement table
ledger bait
ledger bark
ledger beam
ledger blade
ledger board
ledger line
ledger paper
ledger plate
ledger strip
ledger tackle
ledger-book
ledger camphor
lee anchor
lee gauge
lee helm
lee sheet
lee shore
lee side
lee tack
lee tide
lee wave
lee wheel
lee wheelsman
lee's birthday
lee-board
lee-bow
lee-way
leech line
leech rope
leech worm
leech-book
leek green
leek-green
leer at
leering look
leeward tide
left a mile behind
left bank
left bower
left field
left fielder
left five degrees rudder
left full rudder
left half rudder
left hand
left handsomely
left heart
left of center
left out
left out in the cold
left pedro
left rudder
left side
left stage
left standard rudder
left ten degrees rudder
left undone
left wing
left winger
left-bank
left-brained
left-eyed
left-eyed flounder
left-eyedness
left-foot
left-footed
left-footedness
left-footer
left-hand
left-hand buoy
left-hand dagger
left-hand engine
left-hand side
left-handed
left-handed compliment
left-handed marriage
left-handedly
left-handedness
left-hander
left-handiness
left-laid
left-lay
left-legged
left-leggedness
left-luggage office
left-off
left-over
left-sided
left-wing
left-wing extremism
left-wing extremist
left-winger
left-wingish
left-wingism
lefteye flounder
leg armor
leg art
leg bail
leg band
leg before
leg before wicket
leg boot
leg break
leg bye
leg drop
leg hit
leg iron
leg it
leg man
leg of lamb
leg of mutton
leg show
leg stump
leg to stand on
leg trap
leg up
leg viol
leg-bail
leg-break
leg-breaker
leg-harness
leg-iron
leg-o'-mutton
leg-of-mutton
leg-of-mutton sail
leg-of-mutton spanker
leg-pull
leg-puller
leg-weary
legacy duty
legal action
legal adviser
legal age
legal agreement
legal aid
legal aid association
legal separation
legal statement
legal summons
legal system
legal tender
legal tribunal
legal weight
legal-size paper
legal-tender note
legalis homo
legally separated
leger line
leighorn straw
legion of honor
legion of merit
legionary ant
legislative assembly
legislative bill
legislative body
legislative caucus
legislative chamber
legislative clause
legislative council
legislative immunity
legislative investigation
legislative lobby
legislative motion
legislative procedure
legislative veto
legitimate drama
legitimate portion
legitimate stage
legitimate succession
legitimate theater
lego-literary
lei day
leio-
leip-
leisure class
leisure suit
leisurely gait
lekai salmon
lem-
lemming mouse
lemon balm
lemon cheese
lemon chrome
lemon cucumber
lemon day lily
lemon drop
lemon geranium
lemon grass
lemon kali
lemon lily
lemon mint
lemon oil
lemon scurvy grass
lemon sole
lemon squash
lemon squeezer
lemon verbena
lemon vine
lemon yellow
lemon-color
lemon-colored
lemon-faced
lemon-flavored
lemon-grass oil
lemon-green
lemon-scented
lemon-scented gum
lemon-tinted
lemon-yellow
lemonade sumac
lend a color to
lend a hand
lend a helping hand
lend a willing ear
lend an ear
lend an ear to
lend one aid
lend substance to
lend support
lend wings to
lend your backing to
lend your countenance to
lend your favor to
lend your name to
lend your offices
lend your support to
lend yourself to
lend-lease
lend-leased
lend-leasing
lending at interest
lending institution
lending library
length and breadth
length between perpendiculars
length of time
length over all
lengthen out
leni-lenape
leno brocade
leno weave
lens cell
lens cover
lens hood
lens maker
lens making
lens opening
lens screen
lens turret
lens-mount
lens-shaped
lent lily
lenticular cloud
lenticular nucleus
lenticular process
lenticular truss
lenticulo-optic
lentil cut
lentil tare
lentil weevil
leonine partnership
leonine rhyme
leontiasis ossea
leopard cat
leopard flower
leopard frog
leopard lily
leopard lionne
leopard lizard
leopard moth
leopard seal
leopard's bane
leopard's spots
leopard's-bane
leopard-man
leper house
lepid-
lepido-
lepra arabum
lepto-
lepto-form
lepto-type
lepton number
lerp insects
lese majesty
lese-majesty
less advanced
less and less
less semitone
less than
less than no time
lesser Bairam
lesser Ionic
lesser anteater
lesser bear
lesser celandine
lesser dog
lesser doxology
lesser litany
lesser multangular bone
lesser nobility
lesser omentum
lesser panda
lesser star grass
lesser weever
lesser wintergreen
lesser yellowlegs
let 'em have it
let a fart
let alone
let be
let blood
let bygones be bygones
let dangle
let daylight in
let down
let down easy
let down your defenses
let down your guard
let down your side
let drive
let drive at
let drop
let fall
let fall into desuetude
let fall into disuse
let fall the shadow of mine eyes
let flow through your fingers
let slip through your fingers
let someone have it
let take its course
let the air out of
let the cat out of the bag
let the devil take the hindmost
let the matter stand
let the mind lie fallow
let the portcullis down
let the wound heal
let things take their course
let tomorrow take care of itself
let up
let up on
let well enough alone
let wind
let you go at will
let you have his head
let you have your own way
let you off easy
let you off this time
let your angry passions rise
let your attention wander
let your breath out
let your hair down
let your imagination riot
let your imagination run riot
let your imagination run wild
let your light shine
let your mind wander
let your thoughts wander
let your voice be heard
let your wits go bird's nesting
let yourself go
let yourself in for
let-alone
let-alone doctrine
let-alone policy
let-alone principle
let-off
let-out
let-pass
let-up
lethal blow
lethal chamber
lethal dose
lethal factor
lethal gene
lethargic encephalitis
lethargic hypnosis
letter avocatory
letter bag
letter board
letter bomb
letter book
letter box
letter card
letter carrier
letter carver
letter caster
letter cutter
letter drop
letter engraver
letter file
letter founding
letter foundry
letter from Uncle Sam
letter hand
letter learning
letter lichen
letter messenger
letter missive
letter name
letter of advice
letter of credence
letter of credit
letter of delegation
letter of introduction
letter of marque
letter of marque and reprisal
letter paper
letter plant
letter porter
letter post
letter press
letter scales
letter sheet
letter sorter
letter stamper
letter stock
letter telegram
letter weigher
letter writer
letter writing
letter-bound
letter-card
letter-copying
letter-duplicating
letter-erasing
letter-fed
letter-folding
letter-high
letter-learned
letter-opener
letter-perfect
letter-press
letter-winged
lettering pen
letterpress photoengraving
letters credential
letters dimissory
letters missive
letters of administration
letters of credence
letters of marque
letters of marque and reprisal
letters of request
letters of the alphabet
letters overt
letters pacifical
letters patent
letters rogatory
letters testamentary
letterwinged kite
letting down
letting go
letting out
lettre de cachet
lettre de change
lettre de creance
lettres de cachet
lettres de change
lettuce bird
lettuce green
lettuce mildew
lettuce opium
lettuce saxifrage
leuc-
leucite basalt
leucite-basanite
leucite-tephrite
leuco base
leuco-
leucoturic acid
leukemic reticuloendotheliosis
leuko-
leukocyto-
leuca saltpeter
lev-
leva facies
leve en masse
level as a plain
level at
level crossing
level curve
level curves
level head
level instrument
level land
level landing
level line
level of stress
level off
level pegging
level plane
level premium
level staff
level surfaces
level with
level-coil
level-headed
level-headedness
level-jawed
level-off
level-wind
leveling head
leveling instrument
leveling rod
leveling screw
leveling stand
leveling support
levelling screw
levels of meaning
lever action
lever engine
lever escapement
lever pilot
lever safety valve
lever scales
lever shears
lever tumbler
lever watch
lever-action
lever-action rifle
levin bolt
levin brand
levo camphor
levo-
levo-pinene
levulonic acid
levy a distress
levy blackmail
levy court
levy en masse
levy in mass
levy war on
lew-warm
lewis bolt
lewis gun
lewis iron
lex domiciliii
lex fori
lex generalis
lex loci
lex mercatoria
lex mercatorum
lex non scripta
lex scripta
lex situs
lex talionis
lex terrae
lexical form
lexical insertion
lexical item
lexical meaning
lexigraphic character
lexigraphic symbol
ley line
ley pewter
leyden jar
leze majesty
liability insurance
liability limit
liability to error
liable to
liable to error
liaise with
liaison plane
liar of the first magnitude
liber cell
liberal arts
liberal education
liberal studies
liberal-arts college
liberal-minded
liberal-mindedness
liberty abused
liberty boat
liberty bodice
liberty cap
liberty green
liberty hall
liberty horse
liberty in tranquillity
liberty of speech
liberty of the press
liberty pole
liberty ship
liberty tea
liberty tree
libidinal energy
libido arrest
libido fixation
libra mayor
library binding
library card
library case
library catalog
library director
library edition
library paste
library school
library science
library steps
library table
libration in latitude
libration in longitude
libration of the moon
libretto-writing
license bond
license fee
license plate
license tax
licensed pilot
licensed practical nurse
licensed victualer
lich bird
lich fowl
lich gate
lich owl
lich path
lich stone
lich-gate
lich-house
lich-owl
lichen fungus
lichen green
lichen islandicus
lichen primus
lichen tropicus
lichen-clad
lichen-crusted
lichen-grown
lichen-laden
lichenic acid
lick into shape
lick of work
lick one's shoes
lick the dust
lick the feet of
lick the plate
lick the platter
lick to a frazzle
lick your ass
lick your boots
lick your chops
lick your shoes
lick your wounds
lick-dish
lick-finger
lick-foot
lick-ladle
lick-platter
lick-spigot
lick-spittle
licker-in
lickety-brindle
lickety-cut
lickety-split
licking disease
licking stone
licorice fern
licorice powder
licorice root
licorice stick
licorice sugar
licorice vetch
licorice vine
licorice weed
lid cell
lid slit
lidless eye
lidless vigil
lie a course
lie across
lie ahead
lie ahull
lie along
lie along the shore
lie around
lie at the heart
lie at the root of
lie at your door
lie athwart
lie back on your record
lie beam on to the seas
lie beneath
lie by
lie close
lie close to the wind
lie detector
lie doggo
lie dormant
lie down
lie down and roll over for
lie down on the job
lie fallow
lie flat
lie flatly
lie hard upon
lie heavy
lie heavy upon
lie hid
lie hidden
lie idle
lie in
lie in Abraham's bosom
lie in ambush
lie in state
lie in the grave
lie in wait
lie in wait for
lie in your course
lie in your power
lie in your throat
lie like a trooper
lie limply
lie low
lie near the wind
lie of the land
lie off
lie off the land
lie on
lie on a level
lie on a level with
lie on the shelf
lie on the surface
lie on your back
lie on your face
lie on your head
lie opposite
lie out of
lie over
lie prone
lie prostrate
lie snug
lie still
lie supine
lie through your teeth
lie to
lie under
lie under a necessity
lie under an obligation
lie under the surface
lie up
lie upon
lie upon your oars
lie with
lie-abed
lie-by
lie-bys
lie-down
lied form
lieder singer
liege lord
liege man
liege poustie
liege subject
liege woman
liege-manship
lieno-
lieu commun
lieutenant marine
lieutenant colonel
lieutenant commander
lieutenant general
lieutenant governor
lieutenant junior grade
lieutenant-colonelcy
lieutenant-general
lieutenant-governorship
life after death
life and letters
life annuity
life arrow
life assurance
life belt
life beyond the grave
life breath
life buoy
life car
life cast
life cycle
life essence
life estate
life expectancy
life float
life force
life guard
life hangs by a thread
life history
life instinct
life insurance
life interest
life jacket
life line
life mask
life member
life net
life of Riley
life of Riley, the
life of ease
life of riley
life of the party
life peer
life plant
life preserver
life principle
life process
life raft
life records
life ring
life rocket
life savings
life science
life seen through a temperament
life sentence
life size
life space
life span
life story
life style
life table
life to come
life upon the larger scale
life vest
life zone
life's duration
life's guide
life's work
life-abhorrning
life-and-death
life-and-death struggle
life-bearing
life-beaten
life-begetting
life-bereft
life-blood
life-breathing
life-bringing
life-consuming
life-creating
life-crowded
life-deserted
life-destroying
life-devouring
life-diffusing
life-ending
life-enriching
life-force
life-giver
life-giving
life-guard
life-guardsman
life-hugging
life-infatuate
life-infusing
life-invigorating
lift direction
lift force
lift gate
lift hammer
lift off
lift pump
lift ram
lift ratio
lift span
lift temporarily
lift tenter
lift the curtain on
lift the hat
lift the veil
lift truck
lift up
lift up the eyes
lift up the heart
lift up the voice
lift valve
lift van
lift wall
lift wire
lift your hand against
lift your voice
lift-drag ratio
lift-off
lift-off hinge
lift-slab
lifter rod
lifting body
lifting bolt
lifting bridge
lifting day
lifting eye
lifting foot
lifting head
lifting irons
lifting jack
lifting plan
lifting plate
lifting pump
lifting sail
lig-by
ligamentum nuchae
light adaptation
light air
light and shade
light and shade surface
light artillery
light as a feather
light as air
light as any wind that blows
light as day
light as gossamer
light baffle
light battery
light beer
light bob
light bomber
light box
light bread
light breeze
light bridge
light bulb
light colonel
light comedian
light comedy
light cream
light cruiser
light curve
light displacement
light draft
light dragoon
light engine
light equation
light face
light filter
light fingers
light fixture
light flyweight
light globe
light gunmetal
light harmony
light harness
light headed
light heart
light heavyweight
light holder
light holders
light horse
light horseman
light housekeeping
light infantryman
light into
light line
light load line
light lock
light lunch
light machine gun
light magnesia
light meal
light measure
light meat
light metals
light meter
light middleweight
light mineral
light mineral oil
light music
light of day
light of heel
light of love
light of your eye
light of your life
light oil
light on
light opera
light out
light pen
light plot
light purse
light quantum
light railroad
light reaction
light red
light repast
light shield
light show
light sleep
light socket
light source
light texture
light the fuse
light the way
light touch
light tower
light transport
light trap
light treatment
light unit
light up
light upon
light valve
light verse
light weight
light welterweight
light whiskey
light wind
light wine
light year
light-adapted
light-armed
light-beam telephone
light-bearded
light-bellied
light-blue
light-bluish
light-bob
light-bodied
light-borne
light-bounding
light-brained
light-built
light-causing
light-century
light-charged
light-cheap
light-clad
light-colored
light-complexioned
light-creating
light-diffusing
light-disposed
light-draft
light-embroidered
light-faced
light-fast
light-fingered
light-fingered gentry
light-fingeredness
light-foot
light-footed
light-footedly
light-footedness
light-gilded
light-giving
light-grasp
light-grasping
light-gray
light-green
light-haired
light-handed
light-handedly
light-handedness
light-harnessed
light-hating
light-headed
light-headedly
light-headedness
light-hearted
light-heartedly
light-heartenedness
light-heeled
light-horseman
light-horsemen
light-hued
light-intensity control
light-intensity indicator
light-leaved
light-legged
light-limbed
light-loaded
light-locked
light-marching
light-minded
light-mindlessly
light-mindedness
light-o'-love
light-o'love
light-of-love
light-pervious
light-poised
light-producing
light-proof
light-reactive
light-refracting
light-refractive
light-robed
light-rooted
light-rootedness
light-scattering
light-sensitive
light-skinned
light-skirts
light-spirited
light-spread
light-struck
light-thoughted
light-timbered
light-tongued
light-treaded
light-veined
light-waved
light-weight
light-winged
light-witted
light-year
light-years
light-yellow
lighten one of
lightening hole
lighter discharger
lighter staff
lighter than air
lighter than vanity
lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air aviation
lighter-than-air craft
lighthouse clock
lighthouse coffeepot
lighthouse keeper
lighthouse tube
lighting off
lighting up
lighting-up time
lightish-blue
lightly touching
lightning arrester
lightning attack
lightning beetle
lightning bug
lightning conductor
lightning discharge
lightning express
lightning file
lightning gods
lightning pains
lightning protector
lightning rod
lightning saw
lightning speed
lightning stone
lightning switch
lightning tooth
lightning tube
lightning war
lightning-like
lights out
lights-out
lign-
lign-aloes
lignaloe oil
ligni-
ligninsulphonic acid
lignite wax
ligno-
lignosulphonic acid
lignum aloes
lignum vitae
ligulate-flowered
liguli-
like Niobe
like Swiss cheese
like a bat out of hell
like a blue streak
like a bolt from the blue
like a book
like a bulldog
like a coward
like a drowned rat
like a fish out of water
like a flash
like a furnace
like a horse in a mill
like a house afire
like a lamb
like a leech
like a lord
like a man
like a prune
like a scared rabbit
like a shot
like a shot out of hell
like a soldier
like a streak
like a streak of lightning
like a thief in the night
like a thunderbolt
like a thunderclap
like a trooper
like all creation
like all forty
like all get-out
like an oven
like anything
like as not
like best
like better
like blazes
like buckets in a well
like cats and dogs
like clockwork
like crazy
like dough
like enough
like figures
like for like
like fun
like fury
like grains of sand
like greased lightning
like hell I will
like it is
like lightning
like mad
like new
like no other
like nothing
like one possessed
like parchment
like putty
like putty in your hands
like sardines in a can
like shooting fish in a barrel
like sin
like sixty
like so
like sweet bells jangled
like taking candy from a baby
like that
like the rock of Gibraltar
like this
like to
like two drops of water
like water
like wax
like wildfire
like---but oh how different
like-eyed
like-fashioned
like-featured
like-looking
like-made
like-minded
like-mindedly
like-mindedness
like-natured
like-persuaded
like-sex
like-shaped
like-sized
liked to
likely lad
likely story
likely to
liken to
likes of
lilac gray
lilac mildew
lilac-banded
lilac-blue
lilac-colored
lilac-flowered
lilac-headed
lilac-mauve
lilac-pink
lilac-purple
lilac-tinted
lilac-violet
lilies of the valley
lilly-low
lilly-pilly
lily bell
lily bellflower
lily bind
lily family
lily flower
lily grass
lily green
lily iron
lily leek
lily liver
lily of the valley
lily pad
lily palm
lily pink
lily thorn
lily-cheeked
lily-clear
lily-cradled
lily-crowned
lily-fingered
lily-flower
lily-liver
lily-livered
lily-liveredness
lily-paved
lily-pot
lily-robed
lily-shaped
lily-shining
lily-tongued
lily-trotter
lily-white
lily-whiteness
lily-wristed
lima bean
limb-meal
limber as a dishrag
limber board
limber chest
limber hole
limber pine
limber rope
limber up
limber-neck
limber-twig pine
limbic lobe
limbic system
limbo patrum
limbs of Satan
lime anthracnose
lime boil
lime buffer
lime burner
lime epidote
lime feldspar
lime glass
lime grass
lime green
lime harmotome
lime hydrate
lime juice
lime liniment
lime mesotype
lime nitrogen
lime pit
lime plant
lime soap
lime sulfur
lime tree
lime twig
lime uranite
lime-ash
lime-boiled
lime-burner
lime-juicer
lime-kiln
lime-pit
lime-rod
lime-soda mesotype
lime-sulphur
lime-twige
lime-water
lime-white
limette oil
limit condition
limit control
limit gauge
limit man
limit of patience
limit of proportionality
limit of resolution
limit of vision
limit point
limit switch
limit system
limit yourself
limit, the
limit-setting
limited company
limited divorce
limited edition
limited fee simple
limited liability
limited monarchy
limited negative
limited nuclear weapons
limited number
limited owner
limited partner
limited partnership
limited payment insurance
limited policy
limited veto
limited war
limited-liability company
limiting adjective
limiting condition
limiting factor
limiting point
limousine-landaulet
limp as a dishrag
limp-cover book
limpet mine
limping meters
limping standard
limu-eleele
limu-kohu
lin ft
lin tree
lin-lan-lone
linalyl acetate
linch-pin
linden borer
linden family
linden green
linden inchworm
linden leaf beetle
linden yellow
lindy hop
line ahead
line block
line breaker
line breeding
line buck
line caster
line chief
line co-ordinates
line copy
line cut
line displacement
line drawing
line drive
line drop
line engraver
line engraving
line equation
line gale
line gauge
line geometry
line hunter
line integral
line letter
line loss
line microphone
line of action
line of apsides
line of battle
line of business
line of circumvallation
line of credit
line of defense
line of demarcation
line of departure
line of descent
line of direction
line of duty
line of endeavor
line of fire
line of flight
line of force
line of goods
line of induction
line of march
line of position
line of scrimmage
line of sight
line of sighting
line of site
line of succession
line of thrust
line of type
line of vision
line of work
line officer
line out
line printer
line radio
line relay
line riding
line space
line spectrum
line squall
line storm
line switch
line symmetry
line test
line up
line up with
line vector
line voltage
line your pockets
line-bred
line-breed
line-bucker
line-casting
line-engraving
line-firing
line-haul
line-hunting
line-of-battle ship
line-out
line-roll conveyer
line-sequential
line-sequential color television
line-throwing rocket
line-up
lineal measure
lineal promotion
lineal rank
lineal relation
linear accelerator
linear algebra
linear calibrations
linear chromatism
linear chromatist
linear coefficient
linear combination
linear complex
linear content
linear dependence
linear differential equation
linear differential form
linear equation
linear fractional transformation
linear function
linear functional
linear graph
linear independence
linear lead
linear manifold
linear measure
linear measures
linear micrometer
linear motor
linear operation
linear operator
linear perspective
linear polarization
lingoa wood
lingu-
lingua crioula
lingua franca
lingua francas
lingua geral
lingua rustica
lingua vulgaris
linguae francae
lingual artery
lingual bone
lingual delirium
lingual gyrus
lingual hemorrhoid
lingual nerve
lingual protrusion lisp
lingual ribbon
lingual titubation
linguistic act
linguistic ambience
linguistic analysis
linguistic area
linguistic atlas
linguistic behavior
linguistic borrowing
linguistic community
linguistic finesse
linguistic form
linguistic geographer
linguistic geography
linguistic intercourse
linguistic island
linguistic scholar
linguistic science
linguistic scientist
linguistic stock
linguistic structure
linguistic tact
linguo-
lining cloth
lining sight
lining stitcher
lining-out
lining-up
link block
link motion
link polygon
link up
link verb
link with
link-boy
link-up
linkage formula
linkage group
linkage groups
linked rhyme
linked to
linked verse
linking r
linking verb
linnet hole
lino tile
lino-typist
linoleic acid
linolenic acid
linoleum block
linoleum knife
linoleum-block print
linoleum-block printing
linolic acid
linotype operator
linseed cake
linseed meal
linseed oil
linseed tea
linsey-woolsey
linsey-woolseys
lint bells
lint bow
lint index
lint-white
lion ant
lion dollar
lion dragon
lion leopard
lion lizard
lion monkey
lion poisson
lion tamer
lion's share
lion-bold
lion-color
lion-drunk
lion-footed
lion-guarded
lion-haunted
lion-headed
lion-heart
lion-hearted
lion-hided
lion-hued
lion-like
lion-maned
lion-mettled
lion-tailed
lion-tailed macaque
lion-tailed monkey
lion-tawny
lion-thoughted
lion-toothed
lip bit
lip comfort
lip comforter
lip devotion
lip fern
lip homage
lip labor
lip loyalty
lip microphone
lip molding
lip plug
lip praise
lip reader
lip reading
lip reverence
lip rouge
lip server
lip service
lip stop
lip strike
lip wisdom
lip worship
lip worshiper
lip-
lip-back
lip-bearded
lip-blushing
lip-born
lip-deep
lip-good
lip-labour
lip-learned
lip-licking
lip-open
lip-read
lip-reading
lip-red
lip-round
lip-rounding
lip-smacking
lip-spreading
lip-teeth
lipid histiocytosis
lipo-
lipoid pneumonia
liquefied petroleum gas
liqueur glass
liquid absolute
liquid air
liquid apiol
liquid assets
liquid assets ratio
liquid coal
liquid compass
liquid conduction
liquid crystal
liquid crystal display
liquid extract
liquid fire
liquid fuel
liquid glass
liquid gold
liquid helium
liquid measure
liquid nitrogen
liquid oxygen
liquid paraffin
liquid petrolatum
liquid pint
liquid quart
liquid soap
liquid storax
liquid-fuel rocket
liquid-level control
liquid-level indicator
liquid-level sensor
liquidating dividend
liquidity preference
liquidity ratio
liquidus curve
liquor dealer
liquor maker
liquor merchant
liquor store
liquor store owner
liquor tax
liquor up
liquor-drinking
liquor-loving
liquorice allsorts
lira da braccio
liras da braccio
lire da braccio
lis pendens
lisle hose
lisle thread
lisp in numbers
list of
list of agenda
list pot
list price
list system
listed building
listed securities
listen at
listen in
listen to
listen to reason
listen with both ears
listener-in
listening cam
listening in
listening post
lister cultivator
lister drill
lister planter
lister plough
lister plow
listing machine
lit de justice
lit to the gills
lit up
litany stool
litchi nut
literacy test
literae humaniores
literae scriptae
literal error
literal meaning
literal translation
literal-minded
literalists of the imagination
literary agent
literary artefact
literary artifact
literary artisan
literary artist
literary artistry
literary composition
literary craftsman
literary critic
literary criticism
literary elegance
literary flair
literary hack
literary inelegance
literary journeyman
literary language
literary man
literary piracy
literary pirate
literary power
literary production
literary remains
literary style
literary talent
literature of the field
lith-
lithia emerald
lithia mica
lithia water
lithic acid
lithium aluminum hydride
lithium chloride
lithium fluoride
lithium oxide
lithium stearate
litho purple
litho-
lithographic stone
litis contestatio
litmus milk
litmus paper
litmus test
litter lout
litter-bearer
litterae humaniores
little Joe
little Mary
little Miss Fixit
little angel
little auk
little bear
little bit
little bite
little black ant
little blue heron
little bluestem
little boys' room
little brain
little brother
little brown jug
little bugger
little businessman
little by little
little casino
little chance
little cherub
little darling
little devil
little doll
little egret
little end
little expectation
little fellow
little finger
little game
little girls' room
little good
little grebe
little green man
little gull
little guy
little guys
little hours
little house
little innocent
little kids
little known
little leaf
little magazine
little man
little master
little millet
little missy
little monkey
little office
little one
little ones
little opportunity
little owl
little people
little people, the
little person
little pitcher with big ears
little problem
little quaking grass
little rascal
little recall
little red schoolhouse
little retentivity
little shaver
little slam
little smack
little spotted cat
little squirt
little summer of St
little tad
little talk
little terror
little theater
little theatre
little thing
little toe
little tot
little voice
little ways
little while
little white lie
little woman
little, a
little-able
little-bitsy
little-bitty
little-boukit
little-branched
little-by-little
little-ease
little-footed
little-girlish
little-girlishness
little-go
little-hained
little-headed
little-known
little-loved
little-minded
little-mindedness
little-prized
little-read
little-regarded
little-statured
little-trained
little-traveled
little-used
little-worth
littleneck clam
littoral zone
liturgical east
liturgical east
liturgical garments
liturgical music
liturgical north
liturgical south
liturgical west
litz wire
live a cat-and-dog life
live a life of ease
live again
live alone
live and breathe
live and learn
live and let live
live apart
live as man and wife
live at
live beyond your means
live by your wits
live center
live centre
live circuit
live coal
live down
live fast
live for the day
live forever
live from hand to mouth
live frugally
live hard
live high
live high off the hog
live high on the hog
live in
live in a glass house
live in clover
live in hopes
live in peace
live in retirement
live in your memory
live it up
live like a pig
live like cat and dog
live like the grasshopper
live load
live matter
live oak
live off of
live off the fat of the land
live on
live on the fat of the land
live on velvet
live one
live or die
live outside the law
live parking
live peaceably with all men
live plainly
live show
live simply
live spindle
live steam
live stock
live temperately
live the life of Riley
live through
live through it
live to a ripe old age
live to eat
live to fight another day
live together
live trap
live up
live up to
live upon
live upon nothing
live well
live wire
live with
live with it
live within your income
live-bearer
live-bearing
live-box
live-ever
live-forever
live-front switchboard
live-in maid
live-in-idleness
live-oak
live-out maid
live-sawed
live-virus vaccine
lived-in
lively imagination
lively interest
lively market
lively pace
liven vivificate
liver and lights
liver and onions
liver balsam
liver brown
liver chestnut
liver death
liver disease
liver extract
liver fluke
liver fluke disease
liver fungus
liver lily
liver maroon
liver of sulfur
liver of sulphur
liver rot
liver salts
liver sausage
liver sausage tree
liver shark
liver spots
liver-brown
liver-colored
liver-hued
liver-moss
liver-rot
liver-white
liveried servant
liverwort lettuce
livery colors
livery company
livery cupboard
livery servant
livery stable
livery-man
livery-stable
livestock insurance
livid brown
livid pink
livid purple
livid violet
livid with rage
livid-brown
living being
living death
living force
living fossil
living hall
living image
living in
living issue
living language
living machine
living matter
living nature
living picture
living pledge
living quarters
living rock
living room
living sapphires
living soul
living space
living thing
living trust
living wage
livre jaune
livre parisis
livre tournois
lizard bronze
lizard fish
lizard flower
lizard green
lizard seeker
lizard's-tail
lizards-tail
lizardtail grass
llama hair
lm-hr
loan god
loan office
loan officer
loan shark
loan translation
loan value
loan word
loan-office
loan-shark
loan-sharking
loaned stock
loaves and fishes
lob's pound
lob-
lob-worm
lobar pneumonia
lobato-
lobato-digitate
lobato-divided
lobato-foliaceous
lobato-partite
lobato-ramulose
lobby pine
lobby through
lobed-leaved
lobelia blue
lobelia family
lobelia violet
loblolly bay
loblolly boy
loblolly pine
loblolly sweetwood
loblolly tree
lobster Newburg
lobster Newburgh
lobster Thermidor
lobster caterpillar
lobster crab
lobster flower
lobster moth
lobster newburg
lobster pot
lobster roll
lobster shift
lobster thermidor
lobster tour
lobster trap
lobster trick
lock gate
lock horns
lock hospital
lock in
lock nut
lock off
lock on
lock on to
lock out
lock plate
lock rail
lock saw
lock seam
lock seat
lock step
lock stitch
lock the door
lock turtle
lock up
lock washer
lock, stock, and barrel
lock-a-daisy
lock-grained
lock-hair fern
lock-jaw
lock-out
lock-up
locked in
locked jaw
locked up
locked-up page
locked-wire rope
locker box
locker paper
locker plant
locker room
locking face
locking gauntlet
locking in
locking on
locking pallet
locking piece
locking plate
locking ring
locking signals
locking up
locking wheel
lockup safety valve
lodh bark
loft-dried
lofting iron
lofty affectations
lofty airs
lofty ambition
lofty mountains
lofty peak
lofty-browed
lofty-headed
lofty-humored
lofty-looking
lofty-minded
lofty-notioned
lofty-peaked
lofty-plumed
lofty-roofed
lofty-sounding
log bunk
log cabin
log canoe
log carriage
log chip
log deck
log dog
log drive
log driver
log driving
log fixer
log frame
log glass
log jack
log jam
log kicker
log line
log loader
log measure
log peeler
log perch
log reel
log rule
log run
log runner
log scale
log scaler
log ship
log slate
log tooth
log turner
log-
log-book
log-log
log-roll
log-roller
log-rolling
logan apple
logan stone
logan-stone
loganberry wine
logarithmic curve
logarithmic function
loggan stone
loggerhead shrike
loggerhead sponge
loggerhead turtle
logging car
logging locomotive
logging sled
logging stone
logging wheels
logic circuit
logic-chopper
logic-chopping
logical analysis
logical circle
logical construction
logical discussion
logical empiricism
logical empiricist
logical fallacy
logical impossibility
logical operation
logical order
logical outcome
logical positivism
logical positivist
logical presumption
logical sequence
logical sum
logical syntax
logical thought
logically impossible
logico-metaphysical
logistic curve
logistic line
logo-
logographic character
logographic symbol
logos Christology
logos theology
logothete-
logwood black
logwood blue
logwood paper
loin end
loiter about
loiter around
loiter away the time
loiter behind
loiter out the time
loll around
loll shraub
loll-shraub
lollop around
lolly water
lombard street
lombard-street
lomi-lomi
london pride
lone hand
lone pair
lone wolf
lone woman
lonely end
lonely heart
lonesome end
long accent
long account
long ago
long arm
long ballot
long bill
long bob
long bone
long card
long chair
long chalk
long clam
long cloth
long coat
long cross
long distance
long division
long dozen
long drink of water
long duration
long ess
long face
long fake
long for
long gallery
long game
long green
long haul
long home
long hop
long horn
long horse
long house
long hundred
long hundredweight
long in the tooth
long interest
long iron
long jenny
long johns
long jump
long life
long life to
long mane
long mark
long market
long measure
long metre
long mordent
long moss
long odds
long on looks
long pants
long pennant
long pig
long play
long pooper
long primer
long pull
long purse
long range
long range aid to navigation
long rifle
long road
long robe
long rod
long rope
long run
long shanks
long shot
long side
long sight
long since
long splice
long standing
long step
long stock
long sufferance
long suit
long sweetening
long sword
long tether
long time
long tin
long to
long tom
long ton
long tongue
long topgallant mast
long trail
long trousers
long underwear
long vacation
long view
long vowel
long wave
long way
long while
long word
long-
long-accustomed
long-acre
long-agitated
long-ago
long-and-short work
long-arm
long-arm balance
long-armed
long-awaited
long-awned
long-axed
long-backed
long-barreled
long-beaked
long-bearded
long-bellied
long-berried
long-billed
long-boat
long-bodied
long-borne
long-bow
long-bracted
long-branched
long-breathed
long-buried
long-celled
long-chained
long-clawed
long-coated
long-coats
long-contended
long-continued
long-continuing
long-coupled
long-crested
long-cycle
long-cycled
long-dated
long-day
long-dead
long-delayed
long-descending
long-deserted
long-desired
long-destroying
long-distance
long-distance call
long-docked
long-drawn
long-drawn-out
long-eared
long-eared owl
long-enduring
long-established
long-extended
long-experienced
long-expected
long-experienced
long-faced
long-faded
long-favored
long-fed
long-fiber
long-fibered
long-fin tunny
long-fingered
long-finned
long-flaked coil
long-fleeced
long-flowered
long-footed
long-forgotten
long-fronted
long-fruited
long-gown
long-gowned
long-grassd
long-hair
long-haired
long-haired griffon
long-hand
long-handed
long-handled
long-head
long-headed
long-headedness
long-heeled
long-hid
long-horned
long-horned beetle
long-horned grasshopper
long-jawed
long-jointed
long-journey
long-kept
long-lacked
long-lasting
long-lastingness
long-leaved
long-leaved bent
long-leaved pine
long-leg
long-legged
long-limbed
long-line
long-lined
long-liner
long-lining
long-lived
long-livedness
long-living
long-locked
long-lost
long-lunged
long-memoried
long-nebbed
long-neck clam
long-necked
long-nosed
long-off
long-on
long-parted
long-past
long-pasterned
long-pending
long-period variable
long-planned
long-playing
long-plumed
long-pod
long-podded
long-possessed
long-projected
long-protrated
long-quartered
long-range
long-range attack aircraft
long-range bomber
long-range forecasting
long-range heavy bomber
long-range medium bomber
long-range patrol bomber
long-range plan
long-range planning
long-range radar
long-range rocket
long-reaching
long-resounding
long-ribbed
long-ridged
long-robed
long-roofed
long-rooted
long-saved
long-settled
long-shaded
long-shadowed
long-shafted
long-shanked
long-shaped
long-shore
long-shut
long-sighted
long-sightedness
long-skulled
long-sleeved
long-snouted
long-sought
long-span
long-spine
long-spined
long-spun
long-spurred
long-staffed
long-stalked
long-standing
long-staple
long-staple isinglass
long-stapled
long-stemmed
long-stocked
long-streaming
long-stretched
long-stroke
longstyled
long-succeeding
long-sufferance
long-suffered
long-suffering
long-sufferingly
long-sundered
long-tail
long-tailed
long-tailed chat
long-tailed tit
long-term
long-term bond
long-term loan
long-term memory
long-termer
long-thinking
long-threatened
long-time
long-timed
long-toed
long-toed stint
long-tongue
long-tongued
long-toothed
long-traveled
long-visaged
long-waisted
long-wandered
long-wandering
long-wave
long-wedded
long-winded
long-windedly
long-windedness
long-winged
long-wire aerial
long-wire antenna
long-wished
long-withdrawing
long-withheld
long-wooled
long-worded
longcase clock
longed-for
longhair music
longi-
longicorn beetle
longing eye
longing for the past
longitude by account
longitude in arc
longitude in time
longitudinal axis
longitudinal coefficient
longitudinal framing
longitudinal magnification
longitudinal section
longitudinal stability
longitudinal wave
longleaf pine
longleaf yellow pine
longschat pine
longshore drift
longways dance
loo mask
look a fright
look a gift horse in the mouth
look a mess
look a sight
look about for
look about one
look after
look after your fences
look after your own interests
look aghast
look agog
look ahead
look alive
look all over
look all over hell
look another way
look around
look around for
look as if you had seen a ghost
look aside
look askance
look askance at
look askant
look asquint
look at
look at in the light of
look at it
look away
look back
look back on
look back upon things past
look bad
look beautiful
look before you leap
look beyond
look big
look black
look black as thunder
look black upon
look bleak
look blue
look closely at
look coldly upon
look cool upon
look daggers
look daggers at
look dark
look down
look down on
look down over
look down upon
look down your nose
look down your nose at
look everywhere
look fit to kill
look foolish
look for
look for a needle in a haystack
look for time
look for trouble
look forth
look forward to
look full in the face
look good
look green about the gills
look guilty
look here
look high and low
look in
look in on
look in the face
look in your eyes
look into
look into every hole and corner
look into the future
look kindly upon
look like
look like a million
look like hell
look like the devil
look lively
look on
look on the bright side
look on the dark side
look on with the evil eye
look out
look out for
look out for number one
look out upon
look over
look right through
look round
look serious
look sharp
look silly
look slippy
look something terrible
look straight in the eye
look straight in the eyes
look sullen
look sweet upon
look the other way
look threatening
look through
look to
look to be
look to your laurels
look toward
look up
look up and down
look up to
look upon
look upon as
look upstairs and downstairs
look with scorn upon
look with your own eyes
look you
look you in the eye
look you in the face
look you up
look-alike
look-alikes
look-down
look-in
look-over
look-see
look-through
look-up
looked-for
looker-on
lookers-on
looking ahead
looking back
looking fit to kill
looking for
looking forward to
looking glass
looking out the window
looking up
looking-glass
looking-glass bush
lookout man
loom joiner
loom large
loom of the land
loom oiler
loom tenter
loom turner
loom weaver
loom-state
looming in the distance
looming in the future
loony bin
loop aerial
loop antenna
loop back
loop in
loop knot
loop line
loop of Henle
loop stitch
loop the loop
loop winding
loop window
loop-hole
loop-the-loop
loophole frame
looping mill
looping the loop
loose bowels
loose change
loose construction
loose cover
loose end
loose ends
loose for sea
loose formation
loose memory
loose morals
loose order
loose purse strings
loose sentence
loose smut
loose thread
loose tongue
loose translation
loose woman
loose-barbed
loose-bodied
loose-coupled
loose-curved
loose-driving
loose-enrobed
loose-fibered
loose-fitting
loose-fleshed
loose-floating
loose-flowered
loose-flowing
loose-footed
loose-footed sail
loose-girdled
loose-gowned
loose-handed
loose-hanging
loose-hipped
loose-hung
loose-joint hinge
loose-jointed
loose-kneed
loose-leaf
loose-leaf notebook
loose-limbed
loose-lipped
loose-lived
loose-living
loose-locked
loose-lying
loose-mannered
loose-moraled
loose-necked
loose-packed
loose-panicled
loose-principled
loose-robbed
loose-skinned
loose-spiked
loose-thinking
loose-tongued
loose-topped
loose-wadded
loose-wived
loose-woven
loose-writ
loosen the purse strings
loosen up
looseness of the bowels
lop-ear
lop-eared
lop-sided
lopho-
loppered milk
lord and master
lord bird
lord chancellor
lord it over
lord lieutenant
lord mayor
lord of creation
lord of misrule
lord of the bedchamber
lord of the manor
lord paramount
lord spiritual
lord temporal
lord trier
lord's day
lord's prayer
lord's supper
lord's table
lord-in-waiting
lord-lieutenancy
lord-lieutenant
lords and ladies
lords of creation
lords temporal and spiritual
lords-and-ladies
lords-in-waiting
lorraine cross
lose altitude
lose blood
lose caste
lose color
lose countenance
lose courage
lose credit
lose currency
lose distinctness
lose face
lose flesh
lose ground
lose heart
lose heat
lose hope
lose momentum
lose no time
lose novelty
lose one
lose one's cookies
lose out
lose patience
lose power
lose resolution
lose self-control
lose sharpness
lose sight of
lose speed
lose strength
lose the chance
lose the day
lose the opportunity
lose the will to live
lose time
lose track of
lose weight
lose your good name
lose your grip
lose your head
lose your hearing
lose your heart
lose your heart to
lose your life
lose your nerve
lose your reason
lose your senses
lose your shirt
lose your sight
lose your temper
lose your tongue
lose your vision
lose your way
lose your wits
lose yourself in
lose-out
losh hide
losh leather
losing game
losing hazard
losing streak
losing your touch
loss leader
loss of contact with reality
loss of ground
loss of hearing
loss of honor
loss of innocence
loss of life
loss of memory
loss of mind
loss of name
loss of reason
loss of repute
loss of speech
loss of tone
loss of touch with reality
loss of voice
loss of your illusions
loss ratio
lost cause
lost in
lost in amazement
lost in thought
lost in wonder
lost lamb
lost language
lost motion
lost river
lost sheep
lost soul
lost souls
lost to
lost to all sense of honor
lost to shame
lost to sight
lost to view
lost tribes
lost-wax process
lot on
lot out
lot, a
lot, the
lote bush
lots of laughs
lotus grass
lotus land
lotus position
lotus-eater
lotus-eating
loud and clear
loud color
loud noise
loud pedal
loud sound
loud-acclaiming
loud-applauding
loud-bellowing
loud-blustering
loud-calling
loud-clamoring
loud-cursing
loud-hailer
loud-laughing
loud-mouth
loud-mouthed
loud-mouths
loud-ringing
loud-roared
loud-roaring
loud-screaming
loud-singing
loud-sounding
loud-speaker
loud-speaking
loud-spoken
loud-squeaking
loud-thundering
loud-ticking
loud-voiced
loudspeaker van
louder-da
lough diver
louis d'or
louis quatorze
louis quinze
louis seize
louis treize
lounge around
lounge bar
lounge car
lounge chair
lounge lizard
lounge suit
lounging jacket
lounging pajamas
lounging robe
loup cervier
loup-cervier
loup-garou
louping ill
loups-garous
louse herb
louse up
louse-up
loused up
lousy knave
lousy rich
lousy with
louver board
louver boards
louver window
love God
love affair
love apple
love arrows
love charm
love chest
love child
love deities
love ditty
love feast
love game
love god
love goddess
love grass
love interest
love knot
love letter
love match
love nest
love of God
love of country
love of mankind
love potion
love seat
love set
love song
love story
love the sound of your own voice
love to
love to distraction
love vine
love-anguished
love-apple
love-begot
love-begotten
love-bird
love-bitten
love-born
love-breathing
love-crossed
love-darting
love-delighted
love-devouring
love-drury
love-entangle
love-entangled
love-enthralled
love-feast
love-illumined
love-in-a-mist
love-in-idleness
love-inspired
love-inspiring
love-knot
love-lacking
love-laden
love-learned
love-lies-bleeding
love-lilt
love-lorn
love-mad
love-madness
love-maker
love-making
love-mourning
love-performing
love-sick
love-smitten
love-spent
love-starved
love-stricken
love-touched
love-whispering
love-worthiness
love-worthy
love-wounded
loved one
lovely as the day
lovely build
lovely time
lovely to behold
lover of beauty
lover of learning
lover of wisdom
lover's knot
lover's leap
lover-boy
lovers' lane
love-y-dovey
loving care
loving couple
loving cup
loving kindness
loving-kindness
low IQ
low area
low beam
low blood pressure
low brass
low bunt
low camp
low charge
low church
low class
low comedian
low comedy
low cunning
low down
low estimation
low explosive
low fellow
low frequency
low fulham
low german
low grade
low green tent
low ground
low grounds
low growth rate
low house
low hurdles
low in the pecking order
low latin
low man on the totem pole
low mass
low milling
low opinion
low order of importance
low order of probability
low pitch
low price
low price tag
low prices
low priority
low profile
low quality
low relief
low rumbling
low sodium diet
low spear grass
low spirits
low sunday
low tariff
low taste
low temperature
low tide
low visibility
low voice
low water
low wine
low wines
low-altitude bombing
low-arched
low-backed
low-bellowing
low-bended
low-blast
low-blooded
low-bodied
low-boiling
low-born
low-boughed
low-bowed
low-breasted
low-bred
low-brow
low-browed
low-built
low-calorie diet
low-camp
low-capacitance probe
low-carbohydrate diet
low-caste
low-ceiled
low-ceilinged
low-charge
low-churchman
low-class
low-conceited
low-conditioned
low-consumption
low-cost
low-country
low-crested
low-crowned
low-current
low-cut
cut
low-deep
depth
low-down
don
low-down dirty shame
don
low-downer
low-downness
low-ebbed
low-ebbed
low-energy fission
low
low-filleted
low
low-flighted
low
low-fortuned
low-frequency
low-frequency current
low-frequency speaker
low-frequency wave
low-gage
low-ga
low
low-geared
low-grade
low-heeled
low-heeled
low-hung
low
low-intensity
low-key
low-keyed
low-keyed
low-lead gas
low-level
low-level language
low-leveled
low-lipped
low
low
low-lived
low-living
low
low-low
low
low-lying
low
low-masted
low-melting
low
low-minded
low
low-mindedly
low
low-mindedness
low-murmuring
low-muttered
low-necked
low-paneled
low-pass filter
low-pitched
low-power
low-pressure
low-pressure area
low-pressure cylinder
low-pressure salesmanship
low-priced
low-principled
low-priority
low-profile
low-purposed
low-quality
low-quartered
low-rate
low-rented
low-resistance
low- rimmed
low-rise
low-roofed
low-salt diet
low-set
low-sized
low-sounding
low-spirited
low-spiritedly
low-spiritedness
low-spoken
low-statured
low-temperature
low-tension
low-test
low-thoughted
low-toned
low-tongued
low-tread
low-uttered
low-voiced
low-voltage
low-voltage protection
low-voltage release
low-waisted
low-water
low-water mark
low-wattage
low-wheeled
low-wing monoplane
low-withered
low-witted
low-yield nuclear weapons
lowbush blueberry
lowdown, the
lower apsis
lower atmosphere
lower berth
lower bo
lower boom
lower bound
lower case
lower chamber
lower class
lower classes
lower criticism
lower deck
lower frequencies
lower fungus
lower hold
lower house
lower limit
lower mast
lower middle class
lower mizzen-topsail yard
lower mordent
lower oneself
lower orders
lower ranks
lower regions
lower sail
lower school
lower semi-continuous function
lower semicontinuous function
lower side
lower status
lower strata
lower studding sail
lower the boom
lower the spirits
lower world
lower your colors
lower your flag
lower your guard
lower your note
lower your tone
lower yourself
lower-boom topping lift
lower-case
lower-case alphabet
lower-cased
lower-casing
lower-income housing
lowering yourself
lowest common denominator
lowest common multiple
lowest layer
lowest level
lowest point
lowest stratum
lowest terms
lowland fir
lowland plover
lowland white fir
lowness of spirit
lowside window
loxa bark
loyal friendship
loyal opposition
loyalty oath
lozenge perforation
lozenge-shaped
lpW
lt-yr
lubber fend
lubber fiend
lubber grasshopper
lubber line
lubber's hole
lubber's knot
lubber's line
lubber's mark
lubber's point
lubber-hole
lube oil
lubricating agent
lubricating oil
lucid interval
lucid stillness
lucifer match
luck of the draw
luck penny
lucken gowan
lucky bean
lucky break
lucky dip
lucky dog
lucky person
lucky piece
lucky shot
lucky strike
lucky-bag
lucrative interest
lucus a non lucendo
ludicro-
lufbery circle
luff on luff
luff tackle
luff up
luff upon luff
lug foresail
lug hook
lug in
lug in by the heels
lug nut
lug pad
lug screw
lug sill
lug topsail
lug wrench
lug-rigged
lug-worm
luggage shop
luggage tan
luggage train
luggage van
lugger topsail
lukewarm piety
lukewarm support
lull before the storm
lull to sleep
lullaby vt
lumb-
lumbar puncture
lumbar region
lumbar rheumatism
lumber jacket
lumber kiln
lumber room
lumber-pie
lumbering pace
lumberman's saw
lumbo-
lumbo-abdominal
lumbo-aortic
lumbo-iliac
lumbo-inguinal
lumbo-ovarian
lumen meter
lumen-hour
lumin-
luminosity curve
luminous efficacy
luminous efficiency
luminous emittance
luminous energy
luminous exitance
luminous flux
luminous flux density
luminous intensity
luminous paint
luminous power
luminous range
lump coal
lump it
lump of sugar
lump sucker
lump sum
lump together
lump-fish
lumpen proletariat
lumpy jaw
luna cornea
luna moth
lunar base
lunar caustic
lunar city
lunar colony
lunar corona
lunar cycle
lunar day
lunar distance
lunar eclipse
lunar excursion module
lunar halo
lunar insertion
lunar landscape
lunar mare
lunar module
lunar month
lunar orbit
lunar rainbow
lunar rill
lunar rille
lunar tide
lunar waste
lunar year
lunar-diurnal
lunatic asylum
lunatic fringe
lunch break
lunch counter
lunch hour
lunch time
lunch wagon
luncheon bar
luncheon meat
luncheon voucher
lung book
lung cancer
lung fever
lung fish
lung fluke
lung plaque
lung sickness
lunge at
lungworm disease
lunisolar precession
lunitidal interval
lupus erythematosus
lupus vulgaris
lurid imagination
lurking hole
lurking place
lush up
lust after
lust for
lust for knowledge
lust for learning
lust-born
lust-burned
lust-burning
lust-engendered
lust-stained
lust-tempting
luster pottery
luster wool
lustful leer
lusters of the flesh
lusus naturae
lute maker
lute player
lute stern
lute tablature
lute-
lute-backed
lute-fashion
lute-playing
lute-string
lute-voiced
luteinizing hormone
luteo-
lutine bell
luting paste
luxuriate in
luxuriate on
luxury liner
luxury price
luxury tax
luxury-loving
luxury-proof
lyam-hound
lych gate
lych-gate
lychee nut
lycoperdon nut
lycopodium powder
lye boil
lygaeid bug
lygus bug
lying ahull
lying down
lying hid
lying in ambush
lying in wait
lying low
lying press
lying pretension
lying to
lying wall
lying-in
lying-in hospital
lying-ins
lyings-in
lyke-wake
lyme grass
lyme-grass
lyme-hound
lymph cell
lymph corpuscle
lymph gland
lymph heart
lymph node
lymph nodule
lymph-
lymph-vascular
lymphatic gland
lymphatic leukemia
lymphatic system
lympho-
lympho-adenoma
lymphogenous leukemia
lymphogranuloma inguinale
lymphogranuloma venereum
lymphoid cell
lymphoid leukemia
lynch law
lynx cat
lynx flower
lynx-eyed
lyo-
lyra viol
lyrate-lobed
lyre back
lyre bat
lyre pheasant
lyre snake
lyre tree
lyre turtle
lyre-form sofa
lyre-guitar
lyre-leaved
lyre-shaped
lyre-tailed
lyre-tailed nightjar
lyric bass
lyric cantata
lyric drama
lyric poet
lyric poetry
lyric soprano
lyric stage
lyric tenor
lyric theater
lyric-writing
lyrical abstraction
lyrical abstractionist
lyrico-dramatic
lyrico-epic
lys-
lysergic acid
lysergic acid diethylamide
lyso-
mb
m d
m-l
m-RNA
m-day
m-hum
m-ple point
mA
mAN
mC
mCi
mF
mGal
mH
mL
mM
mR
mRNA
mV
mW
ma chere
ma-jong
mabi bark
macaco worm
macadamia nut
macaranga gum
macaroni and cheese
macaroni cheese
macaroni salad
macaroni wheat
macaronic verse
macaw fat
macaw palm
mace butter
mace oil
mace-bearer
mach number
machina versatilis
machinations of the devil
machine binder
machine bolt
machine composition
machine computation
machine cutter
machine dresser
machine drill
machine feeder
machine gun
machine gunner
machine knife
machine knitter
machine language
machine lapper
machine nailer
machine pistol
machine politician
machine politics
machine readable
machine rifle
machine ruler
machine screw
machine shop
machine stamper
machine steel
machine stitch
machine stitcher
machine stitching
machine tool
machine word
machine-breaking
machine-broken
machine-cut
machine-drilled
machine-driven
machine-finished
machine-forged
machine-gun
machine-gun fire
machine-gunned
machine-gunning
machine-hour
machine-knitted
machine-made
machine-mixed
machine-sewed
machine-stitch
machine-stitched
machine-switching office
machine-tooled
machine-woven
machine-wrought
machinery steel
machinist's hammer
machinist's mate
mackay bean
mackerel bait
mackerel bird
mackerel breeze
mackerel gull
mackerel shark
mackerel sky
mackinaw coat
macnab cypress
macrame cord
macrame knot
macro-
macro-axis
macrobiotic diet
macrocytic anemia
macula lutea
mad about
mad apple
mad as a March hare
mad as a hatter
mad as a hornet
mad as a wet hen
mad dog
mad for
mad itch
mad money
mad on
mad round
mad staggers
mad with lust
mad-apple
mad-brained
mad-bred
mad-doctor
mad-dog skullcap
mad-headed
madder bleach
madder bloom
madder blue
madder brown
madder carmine
madder crimson
madder extract
madder lake
madder orange
madder pink
madder purple
madder red
madder rose
madder scarlet
madder violet
madder yellow
made dish
made eye
made flesh
made for
made mast
made of
made of iron
made of money
made out of
made out of whole cloth
made public
made rug
made sure
made to grovel
made to order
made up
made up of
made-beaver
made-over
made-to-measure
made-to-order
made-up
madia oil
madonna lily
madre-perl
madreporic glass
madreporic marble
madreporic body
madreporic plate
madreporic tubercle
mae west
maestro di cappella
mafura tallow
mag tape
magazine camera
magazine clothing
magazine publishing
magazine section
magazine writer
magellanic cloud
magen david
maggot in one's brain
maggot in the brain
maggot snipe
maggot therapy
maggot-pie
magic act
magic belt
magic bullets
magic carpet
magic circle
magic eye
magic formula
magic lantern
magic lily
magic number
magic realism
magic realist
magic ring
magic show
magic spectacles
magic spell
magic square
magic wand
magic words
magico-religious
magico-sympathetic
maginot line
magistral line
magistrates' court
magma basalt
magnatic stoping
magna charta
magna cum laude
magne-
magnesia magma
magnesium carbonate
magnesium chloride
magnesium citrate
magnesium dioxide
magnesium flare
magnesium hydroxide
magnesium light
magnesium oxide
magnesium peroxide
magnesium sulfate
magnesium trisilicate
magnet forger
magnet keeper
magnet school
magnet-
magnetic amplifier
magnetic attraction
magnetic axis
magnetic battery
magnetic bearing
magnetic bottle
magnetic bubble
magnetic cartridge
magnetic character reader
magnetic chart
magnetic circuit
magnetic coefficient
magnetic compass
magnetic concentration
magnetic conductivity
magnetic constant
magnetic core
magnetic course
magnetic creeping
magnetic curves
magnetic declination
magnetic deviation
magnetic dip
magnetic dipole moment
magnetic disk
magnetic domain
magnetic drum
magnetic drum recorder
magnetic electricity
magnetic elements
magnetic equator
magnetic field
magnetic field of currents
magnetic figures
magnetic flux
magnetic flux density
magnetic force
magnetic friction
magnetic heading
magnetic hysteresis
magnetic inclination
magnetic induction
magnetic ink
magnetic intensity
magnetic lag
magnetic lens
magnetic memory
magnetic meridian
magnetic mine
magnetic moment
magnetic needle
magnetic north
magnetic permeability
magnetic pickup
magnetic pole
magnetic potential
magnetic pulley
magnetic quantum number
magnetic recorder
magnetic recording
magnetic relay
magnetic reluctance
magnetic remanence
magnetic repulsion
magnetic resistance
magnetic retardation
magnetic retentiveness
magnetic rotation
magnetic scalar potential
magnetic storm
magnetic tape
magnetic tape recorder
magnetic tape unit
magnetic tube of force
magnetic variation
magnetic viscosity
magnetic wire
magnetic wire recorder
magnetico-
magnetite arc
magnetite arc lamp
magnetite-basalt
magnetite-olivinite
magnetite-spinellite
magnetizing current
magnetizing force
magneto assembler
magneto-
magneto-electric
magneto-electricity
magneto-optical effect
magnetocaloric effect
magnetoelectric generator
magnetoelectric machine
magnetomotive force
magnetostriction microphone
magnificent rifle bird
magnifying glass
magnifying power
magnolia warbler
magnum bonum
magnum opus
magnus hitch
magpie diver
magpie finch
magpie goose
mah jong
mah-jongg
mahala mat
mahaleb cherry
mahali disease
maharao raja
mahogany birch
mahogany brown
mahogany family
mahogany-brown
mahua butter
maid marian
maid of all work
maid of honor
maid of honour
maid-in-waiting
maiden cane
maiden lady
maiden name
maiden over
maiden pink
maiden speech
maiden state
maiden voyage
maiden's blush
maiden's-tears
maiden's-wreath
maiden's-wreaths
maidenhair fern
maidenhair spleenwort
maidenhair tree
maidenhair-tree
maidenhair-vine
maids-hair
maids-in-waiting
mail boat
mail car
mail carrier
mail catcher
mail coach
mail drop
mail flag
mail order
mail orderly
mail packet
mail phaeton
mail pouch
mail steamer
mail train
mail truck
mail van
mail-cheeked
mail-coach
mail-order buying
mail-order goods
mail-order house
mail-order selling
mailed fist
mailed fist, the
mailed-cheeked
mailing list
mailing machine
mailing tube
main body
main brace
main chance
main clause
main course
main current
main deck
main diagonal
main dish
main drag
main feature
main features
main force
main gaff-topsail
main gauche
main idea
main interest
main lift
main line
main office
main plane
main plant
main point
main road
main rocket
main royal
main sea
main sequence
main sequence star
main skysail
main staysail
main stem
main store
main street
main strength
main thing
main yard
main-brace
main-brace bumpkin
main-course
main-de-fer
main-deck
main-frame computer
main-guard
main-royal brace
main-royal lift
main-royal mast
main-royal stay
main-royal staysail
main-royal studding sail
main-royal yard
main-royal-studding-sail boom
main-sheet
main-skysail brace
main-skysail lift
main-skysail mast
main-skysail stay
main-skysail yard
main-top
main-topgallant
main-topgallant brace
main-topgallant lift
main-topgallant mast
main-topgallant sail
main-topgallant stay
main-topgallant studding sail
main-topgallant yard
main-topgallantmast
main-topmast
main-topmast stay
main-topmast staysail
main-topmast studding sail
main-topmast-studding-sail boom
main-topsail
main-topsail lift
main-topsail schooner
main-topsail yard
main-trysail gaff
main-trysail peak halyard
main-trysail rig
main-trysail vang
main-yard
main-yardman
mainstream jazz
maintain a household
maintain clearance
maintain connection
maintain continuity
maintain distance
maintain position
maintain the heading
maintain the highest standards
maintain with your last breath
maintain your perspective
maintained school
maintaining power
maintenance and cure
maintenance bond
maintenance man
maintenance of membership
maintenance of your good name
mais oui
maison de sante
maison-dieu
maître d'
maître d'hôtel
maître de ballet
maître d'hotel
maize mildew
maize oil
maize smut
maize yellow
maize-eater
majo bitters
majolica dipper
majolica painter
major agglutinins
major axis
major basilica
major chord
major element
major form class
major general
major in
major interval
major key
major league
major medical insurance
major mode
major operation
major operations
major order
major orders
major part
major party
major penalty
major piece
major planet
major poet
major premise
major premiss
major scale
major second
major seminary
major seventh chord
major suit
major surgery
major tenace
major term
major third
major triad
major-domo
major-domos
major-domoship
major-general
major-generalcy
major-generalship
major-league
major-leaguer
majority carrier
majority leader
majority rule
majuscule script
make a North River jibe
make a U-turn
make a bargain
make a bed
make a beeline
make a beginning
make a bequest
make a bet
make a bid
make a bid for
make a blind bargain
make a blooper
make a blunder
make a board
make a boast of
make a bold push
make a boner
make a boo-boo
make a break for
make a break for it
make a breakthrough
make a brolly-hop
make a burst of speed
make a buy
make a call
make a cash payment
make a cat's-paw of
make a cautious move
make a chattel of
make a circuit
make a clamor
make a clean breast
make a clean breast of
make a clean sweep
make a close study of
make a comeback
make a commotion
make a comparison
make a compromise
make a critical revision
make a cross-reference
make a dash
make a dash at
make a dash for
make a date
make a dead set against
make a dead set at
make a dead-stick landing
make a deal
make a deal for
make a decision
make a demand
make a dent in
make a determined resistance
make a detour
make a dicker
make a distinction
make a doormat of oneself
make a doormat of yourself
make a face
make a fair copy
make a false step
make a faux pas
make a federal case
make a federal case of
make a figure
make a fine distinction
make a flight
make a fool of
make a fool of yourself
make a fortune
make a fresh start
make a funny
make a fuss
make a fuss about
make a fuss over
make a generalization
make a getaway
make a go of it
make a good board
make a good end
make a good thing of
make a grab for
make a half board
make a hash of
make a hit
make a hit with
make a hog of yourself
make a hole in
make a household word of
make a journey
make a killing
make a landfall
make a laughingstock of
make a leg
make a light
make a lip
make a liquid sound
make a living
make a long face
make a long story short
make a low bow
make a lucky strike
make a man of
make a mark
make a match
make a memorandum
make a mess of
make a miscue
make a misstep
make a mistake
make a mockery of
make a monkey of
make a monkey of yourself
make a monkey out of
make a motion
make a moue
make a mouth
make a move
make a mow
make a new beginning
make a new man of
make a nice distinction
make a noise
make a noise in the world
make a nose dive
make a note
make a parachute jump
make a party to
make a pass
make a pass at
make a passage
make a patsy of
make a pawn of
make a peace offering
make a personal appearance
make a pig of yourself
make a pilgrimage
make a pinch
make a pitch for
make a play for
make a plaything of
make a plea
make a point of
make a practice of
make a precipitate departure
make a prediction
make a present of
make a pretense
make a pretext of
make a production of
make a prognosis
make a projection
make a promise
make a proof
make a prophecy
make a puppet of
make a purchase
make a quick exit
make a racket
make a radical change
make a raid
make a rebuttal
make a recension
make a reconnaissance
make a regulation
make a report
make a request
make a requisition
make a resolute stand
make a resolution
make a reverence
make a round trip
make a row
make a run
make a run for
make a rush at
make a sacrifice
make a sale
make a scene
make a scoop
make a selection
make a set at
make a short sale
make a show
make a show of
make a sign
make a signal
make a slow start
make a sound
make a sounding
make a space
make a special effort
make a spectacle of yourself
make a speech
make a spinnaker run
make a splash
make a splurge
make a sport of
make a spurt
make a stab at
make a stand
make a stand against
make a statement
make a stir about
make a strategic withdrawal
make a strong bid for
make a study of
make a subtle distinction
make a success
make a sucker of
make a survey
make a syllabus
make a tentative move
make a thrust at
make a tilt at
make a to-do
make a to-do over
make a touch
make a train
make a trial of
make a trip
make a try
make a virtue of necessity
make a visit
make a whole
make a will
make a wrong step
make a wry face
make a wry face at
make a wry mouth
make accounts square
make acknowledgment
make acknowledgments of
make acquaintance with
make acquainted
make acute
make advances
make after
make agree
make all clear for
make all square
make allocations
make allowance
make allowance for
make allowances for
make amends
make an adaptation
make an adjustment
make an ado
make an ado about
make an allusion to
make an announcement
make an appearance
make an approximation
make an arrangement
make an arrest
make an ass of
make an ass of yourself
make an assignment
make an attempt
make an auspicious beginning
make an edition
make an effort
make an end of
make an entrance
make an entry
make an estimation
make an example of
make an exit
make an expedition
make an experiment
make an idol of
make an impact upon
make an impression
make an improvement
make an incursion
make an inroad
make an intrusion
make an investment
make an irruption into
make an obeisance
make an offer
make an opening
make an outcry
make an overture
make an uproar
make and break
make angry
make answer
make anxious
make apology for
make application
make arrangements
make arrangements for
make as if
make as though
make assignments
make assurance double sure
make at
make attentive
make available
make available to all
make away
make away with
make bad weather
make believe
make better
make bite the dust
make black
make blind
make blood flow freely
make blue
make bold
make bold to
make bold to ask
make bold with
make bones about
make bones of
make book
make both ends meet
make bricks without straw
make businesslike
make capital of
make capital out of
make ceramics
make certain
make choice of
make clear
make cold
make comfortable
make common cause
make common cause with
make compensation
make complex
make concave
make concessions
make conditional
make confession
make conform
make connection
make contact with
make contingent
make conversation
make court to
make delivery
make dependent
make dispositions for
make dissimilar
make distinctions
make do
make do with
make doubt
make drunk
make ducks and drakes of
make due provision for
make dutiable
make economies
make elastic
make electric
make ends meet
make every effort
make expiation
make explosive noise
make eyes at
make fair promise
make fair weather
make false pretenses
make fast
make for
make for health
make foul water
make four
make free
make free of
make free with
make friends with
make fun
make fun of
make game of
make go
make goo-goo eyes at
make good
make good time
make good use of
make good weather
make good your escape
make good your promise
make good your word
make grandiloquent
make graphics
make grieve
make grow
make happy
make haste
make haste slowly
make hay
make hay of
make hay while the sun shines
make head
make head against
make headway
make heavy weather
make heavy weather of it
make her number
make holiday
make hopeless
make hot
make hot under the collar
make human
make ill-humored
make immortal verse
make imperative
make impossible
make incumbent
make innovations
make inquiry
make inquisition
make it
make it a condition
make it clear
make it felt
make it hot for
make it quick
make it snappy
make it so
make it tough for
make it up
make it up to
make it with
make it your business
make its appearance
make justice prevail
make knots
make known
make land
make larger
make late
make laws
make leeway
make legal
make legal and binding
make legendary
make lie down and roll over
make lie down and turn over
make light
make light of
make lighter
make like
make likely
make liquor
make little of
make love
make mad
make magnetic
make mandatory
make matters up
make mention of
make merry
make merry with
make mincemeat of
make money
make money by
make more acute
make more likely
make more than one
make more than you
make mountains out of molehills
make much ado about
make much ado about nothing
make much of
make music
make nervous
make no bones about
make no bones about it
make no doubt
make no mistake
make no provision
make no scruple of
make no sign
make nothing of
make obeisance
make obligatory
make of
make off
make off with
make one
make one easy
make one tremble
make one's blood run cold
make one's flesh creep
make one's hair stand on end
make one's teeth chatter
make oneself heard
make out
make out a case
make out a report
make out like
make out with
make over
make overtures
make parallel
make parts
make pay through the nose
make peace
make perfect
make place
make plain
make plates
make pleasant
make pliant
make plumb
make port
make possible
make precise
make preparations
make prints
make probable
make profit
make progress
make progress against
make propitiation
make proud
make provision for
make public
make purple
make putty of
make quits
make rapid strides
make ready
make red
make redundant
make reference to
make reparation
make reprisal
make requisition
make requital
make reservations
make restitution
make retribution
make right
make right prevail
make room
make round
make sacrifice to
make sad
make sad work of
make safe
make sail
make sea room
make secure
make semitransparent
make sense
make sensitive
make shift
make short work of
make sit up and beg
make small
make smell like roses
make so bold as to
make soft
make someone see stars
make sore
make space
make special
make staccato sounds
make sternway
make strides
make suit to
make supplication
make sure
make sure against
make sure of
make talk
make terms
make the air blue
make the best of
make the best of a bad bargain
make the best of it
make the best of your time
make the best of your way
make the butt of your humor
make the chips fly
make the dust fly
make the eagle scream
make the eyes water
make the flesh crawl
make the flesh creep
make the fur fly
make the grade
make the mind a blank
make the most of
make the most of it
make the most of your time
make the mouth water
make the round of
make the rules
make the scene
make the sign of the cross
make the sign of the cross over
make the sign of the cross upon
make the sparks fly
make the supreme sacrifice
make the welkin ring
make the worst of
make things hum
make threads
make time
make time stand still
make tired
make too much of
make tough
make toward
make toxic
make tracks
make tributary
make trouble
make uncertain
make unfeeling
make uniform
make unintelligible
make unique
make up
make up accounts
make up for
make up for lost time
make up leeway
make up to
make up your mind
make use of
make vertical
make viscid
make void
make war
make war on
make water
make waves
make way
make way for
make way into
make welcome
make whoopee
make with
make worse
make you a
make you a compliment
make you fed-up
make you feel at home
make you feel welcome
make you jump out of his skin
make you puke
make you retch
make you say 'uncle'
make you see
make you see double
make you shit your pants
make you shudder
make you sick
make you sick in the stomach
make you sick to the stomach
make you sing small
make you sit up and take notice
make you stare
make you tiddly
make you tired
make you tremble
make you vomit
make young
make your adieus
make your appearance
make your bed
make your bed and lie on it
make your blood boil
make your blood run
make your blood run cold
make your bow
make your business
make your case
make your cause your own
make your choice
make your compliments to
make your debut
make your escape
make your exit
make your field
make your flesh creep
make your fortune
make your hair stand on end
make your head reel
make your head revolve
make your head spin
make your head swim
make your head whirl
make your heart bleed
make your home
make your keep
make your mark
make your mouth water
make your move
make your nerves tingle
make your oath
make your own
make your own way
make your peace
make your pile
make your point
make your rounds
make your salutations
make your skin crawl
make your teeth chatter
make your voice heard
make your way
make your way to
make yourself acquainted with
make yourself at home
make yourself comfortable
make yourself conspicuous
make yourself easy about
make yourself easy on that score
make yourself felt
make yourself heard
make yourself master of
make yourself part of
make yourself scarce
make yourself understood
make-
make-ado
make-belief
make-believe
make-do
make-faith
make-falcon
make-fire
make-fray
make-game
make-hawk
make-king
make-law
make-mirth
make-or-break
make-out artist
make-peace
make-ready
make-shame
make-sport
make-talk
make-up
make-way
make-weight
make-work
maker's mark
maker-off
maker-up
makes of
makes you shiver
makeup artist
makeup man
making a clean breast
making a leg
making a part of
making again
making amends
making an end
making blind
making certain
making distinctions
making do
making foolish
making good
making iron
making it with
making light
making no bones about it
making once more
making over
making ready
making right
making scenes
making soft
making up
making way
making yourself scarce
making-up
making-up day
making-up price
mako shark
mal a propos
mal de mer
mal de pinto
mal du pays
mal-
mal-entendu
mal-observation
mala fide
mala fides
malac-
malacca cane
malachite green
malaco-
malade imaginaire
maladie du pays
maladjusted personality
malar bone
malarial fever
malayo-
male alto
male animal
male bamboo
male being
male cat
male chauvinism
male chauvinist
male chauvinist pig
male fern
male gamete
male line
male organs
male person
male rhyme
male servant
male sex
male turkey
male-
male-sterile
maleic acid
maleic hydrazide
malevolent influence
malgre soi
malic acid
malice aforethought
malice prepense
malicious defamation
malicious gossip
malicious mischief
malicious parody
malignant catarrh
malignant catarrhal fever
malignant granuloma
malignant growth
malignant hypertension
malignant lymphoma
malignant pustule
malignant tumor
malleable cast iron
malleable iron
mallee bird
mallee fowl
mallee root
malleh bug
mallow family
mallow pink
mallow rose
mallow rust
mallow tree
malm rock
malonic acid
malonic ester
malonyl group
malonyl radical
maloo climber
malpighian layer
malpighian tube
malpractice insurance
malt extract
malt house
malt liquor
malt sugar
malt vinegar
malt whiskey
malt whisky
malt-dust
malt-horse
malt-house
malt-worm
malta fever
malted milk
maltese cat
maltese cross
malum in se
mama's boy
mamma's boy
mammary gland
mammato-cumulus
mammee apple
mammee colorado
mammee sapota
mammoth tree
mammy coot
mammy wagon
mamori katana
man Friday
man about town
man after your own heart
man alive
man and boy
man and wife
man and woman
man ape
man engine
man fish
man friday
man from Mars
man fungus
man higher up
man hunt
man hunter
man in the moon
man in the street
man jack
man lock
man midwife
man mountain
man of God
man of action
man of all work
man of commerce
man of courage
man of deeds
man of experience
man of few words
man of genius
man of good will
man of his word
man of honor
man of influence
man of intellect
man of iron
man of learning
man of letters
man of mark
man of means
man of men
man of mettle
man of note
man of old
man of parts
man of property
man of science
man of straw
man of substance
man of taste
man of the cloth
man of the house
man of the people
man of the world
man of wealth
man of wisdom
man on the flying trapeze
man on the make
man overboard
man power
man the garrison
man tiger
man with hair on his chest
man without a country
man's best friend
man's estate
man-abhorrning
man-about-town
man-at-arms
man-back
man-bearing
man-begot
man-bodied
man-born
man-brute
man-carrying
man-catching
man-centered
man-changed
man-child
man-compelling
man-created
man-day
man-days
man-degrading
man-destroying
man-devised
man-devouring
man-eater
man-eating
man-eating shark
man-enchanting
man-enslaved
man-fashion
man-fearing
man-for-man defense
man-forked
man-god
man-grown
man-handle
man-hater
man-hating
man-headed
man-high
man-hole
man-hour
man-hunter
man-keen
man-killer
man-killing
man-made
man-maiming
man-making
man-midwife
man-midwifery
man-miller
man-mimicking
man-minded
man-minute
man-o'-war
man-o’-war bird
man-of-the-earths
man-of-war
man-of-war bird
man-of-war fish
man-of-war's man
man-orchis
man-pleasing
man-record chart
man-ridden
man-servant
man-shaped
man-size
man-sized
man-sized job
man-sized meal
man-stalking
man-subduing
man-supporting
man-tailored
man-taught
man-to-man
man-to-man defense
man-trap
man-woman
man-worshiping
man-worthiness
man-worthy
man-year
manage somehow
manage the price of
manage to
manage with
manage yourself
manageable price
managed currency
managed price
managed prices
management accounting
management consultant
management consulting
management engineering
management information system
management share
management theory
management trust
managing director
managing editor
mancona bark
mandarin duck
mandarin orange
mandated territory
mandatory injunction
mandatory primary
mandatory referendum
mandelic acid
mandibulo-
mandibulo-auricularis
mando-bass
mando-cello
mandrel lathe
mandrel press
maned wolf
manettia vine
maneuver tactics
maneuvering room
maneuvering space
mangabeira rubber
mangan-
manganese bronze
manganese brown
manganese dioxide
manganese epidote
manganese heptoxide
manganese oxide
manganese sesquioxide
manganese spar
manganese steel
manganese sulfate
manganese tetroxide
manganese velvet brown
manganese violet
manganic acid
manganeseous sulfate
mange mite
mange-mange
mangel-wurzel
manger board
manger son ble en herbe
mangle operator
mangle rack
mangle wheel
mango anthracnose
mango bird
mango fish
mango ginger
mango melon
mango-squash
mangold fly
mangold-wurzel
mangrove catechu
mangrove cuckoo
mangrove family
mangrove mullet
mangrove skipper
mangrove snapper
mangum terrace
manhood suffrage
mania a potu
maniatical excitement
manic condition
manic state
manic-depressive
manic-depressive psychosis
manicoba rubber
maniere criblee
manifest content
manifest destiny
manifest itself
manifest yourself
manifold paper
manifold pressure gauge
manila grass
manila hemp
manila paper
manipulate the market
manipulated market
manipulated variable
manipulative surgery
manlike types
manly art of self-defense
manly vigor
mann tree
mann-
manna ash
manna from heaven
manna grass
manna gum
manna in the wilderness
manna insect
manna lichen
manna sugar
manna-croup
manned rocket
manned station
manner of articulation
manner of being composed
manner of speaking
manner of working
manners of cooking
mannish bob
mannish female
mannish wavy shingle
mannitol hexanitrate
manometer pressure
manor farm
manor house
manor manege
manor-house
manrope knot
mansard roof
mansion house
mansion-house
mansions in the sky
manstopping bullet
manta ray
mantel shelf
mantel-tree
mantis crab
mantis shrimp
mantle cavity
mantle of snow
mantle rock
mantle yourself with
mantle-rock
mantled in darkness
mantoux test
manual alphabet
manual art
manual arts school
manual control
manual labor
manual of instruction
manual training
manubial column
manufactured gas
manufacturer's agent
manufacturing center
manufacturing lathe
manufacturing plant
manufacturing quarter
manufacturing town
manure pile
manx cat
many a time
many a time and oft
many and various
many irons in the fire
many thanks
many times
many times over
many-
many-acre
many-angled
many-armed
many-banded
many-beaming
many-belled
many-bleating
many-blossomed
many-blossoming
many-branched
many-breasted
many-celled
many-chambered
many-cobwebbed
many-colored
many-coltered
many-cornered
many-eared
many-eyed
many-faced
many-facedness
many-faceted
many-flowered
many-folded
many-formed
many-fountained
many-gifted
many-handed
many-headed
many-headed multitude
many-headedness
many-horned
many-hued
many-jointed
many-knotted
many-languaged
many-lay
many-leaved
many-legged
many-lived
many-lobed
many-meaning
many-millioned
many-minded
many-mingled
many-mingling
many-mouthed
many-named
many-nationed
many-nerved
many-one
many-parted
many-peopled
many-petaled
many-pigeonholed
many-pillared
many-pointed
many-ranked
many-rayed
many-ribbed
many-rooted
many-rowed
many-seated
many-seatedness
many-seeded
many-sided
many-sidedness
many-sounding
many-spangled
many-spotted
many-steepled
many-stemmed
many-storied
many-stringed
many-syllabled
many-tailed
many-tinted
many-toned
many-tongued
many-towered
many-tribed
many-tubed
many-twinkling
many-valued
many-valued logic
many-valved
many-veined
many-voiced
many-wandering
many-weathered
many-winding
many-windowed
many-wintered
many-yeared
map lichen
map maker
map making
map out
map projection
map reader
map reading
map turtle
maple ash
maple borer
maple eye
maple family
maple scale
maple sirup
maple sugar
maple syrup
maple syrup urine disease
maple worm
maple-faced
maple-leaved
mar-
mar-hawk
marabou stork
maraging steel
marang nut
maraschino cherries
maraschino cherry
marathon race
marble cake
marble cork
marble flower
marble thrush
marble-arched
marble-breasted
marble-calm
marble-checkered
marble-colored
marble-constant
marble-covered
marble-faced
marble-grinding
marble-hard
marble-imaged
marble-looking
marble-minded
marble-mindedness
marble-pale
marble-paved
marble-piled
marble-pillared
marble-polishing
marble-quarrying
marble-ribbed
marble-sculptured
marble-topped
marble-white
marbled paper
marc de Burgogone
marcel wave
march against
march away
march in double-quick time
march in quick time
march of events
march of time
march off
march on
march out
march out of step
march past
march stone
march tempo
march under the banner of
march up to the cannon's mouth
march upon
march with
march-land
march-man
march-past
marche aux puces
marching orders
marchioness-ship
marconi rig
mardi gras
mare clausum
mare liberum
mare nostrum
mare's nest
mare's tail
mare's-nest
mare's-tail
mare-rode
marechal niel
mares of Diomedes
margaric acid
margin draft
margin line
margin of lift
margin of power
margin purchaser
margin up
marginal affair
marginal land
marginal man
marginal matter
marginal note
marginal sea
marginal utility
margined securities
maria theresa dollar
mariage de convenance
marigold finch
marigold window
marigold yellow
marijuana cigarette
marijuana smoker
marine animal
marine animals
marine barometer
marine belt
marine biology
marine blue
marine chronometer
marine corps
marine engine
marine engineer
marine engineering
marine glue
marine green
marine insurance
marine ivy
marine league
marine painter
marine painting
marine railway
marine shell
marine soap
marine store
marine superintendent
marine travel
marine-finish
mariner's chart
mariner's compass
mariposa lily
marital affinity
marital faithfulness
marital fidelity
marital relations
maritime belt
maritime law
maritime reconnaissance plane
marjoram oil
mark boundaries
mark degree
mark down
mark lodge
mark of Cain
mark of office
mark of signature
mark off
mark out
mark out a course
mark out for
mark paid
mark the interface
mark the periphery
mark the time
mark time
mark tooth
mark up
mark with a red letter
mark-on
mark-up
marked down
marked resemblance
marked with the crow's foot
marker beacon
marker buoy
marker-down
marker-off
marker-out
markers-off
market analysis
market analyst
market bleach
market boat
market crab
market cross
market expansion
market garden
market gardener
market gardening
market hunter
market index
market keeper
market letter
market mammy
market order
market overt
market penny
market place
market pot
market price
market research
market town
market value
market, the
market-ripe
marketable securities
marketing research
marking caliper
marking cotton
marking gage
marking gauge
marking hammer
marking hatchet
marking ink
marking iron
marking knife
marking nut
marking stitch
marking the occasion
marl grass
marl-pit
marlin swordfish
marline-spike
marlinespike fish
marlinespike hitch
marlinespike seamanship
marling hitch
marmalade box
marmalade plum
marmalade tree
marmoreal repose
marmot squirrel
marnean epoch
maroon red
marquise rose
marquoise scale
marram grass
marriage act
marriage bed
marriage brokage
marriage broker
marriage ceremony
marriage chest
marriage connection
marriage contract
marriage counselor
marriage deities
marriage encounter
marriage flight
marriage god
marriage goddess
marriage guidance
marriage license
marriage of convenience
marriage portion
marriage proposal
marriage relationship
marriage sacrament
marriage settlement
marriage song
marriage vow
marriage-bed
married couple
married love
married man
married name
married print
married state
married status
married woman
marron glace
marrons glac
marrow bean
marrow cabbage
marrow pea
marrow squash
marry into
marry off
marsh andromeda
marsh bent
marsh blackbird
marsh bluebill
marsh buck
marsh cress
marsh crocodile
marsh deer
marsh elder
marsh fern
marsh fever
marsh five-finger
marsh foxtail
marsh gas
marsh grass
marsh harrier
marsh hawk
marsh hen
marsh mallow
marsh marigold
marsh parsley
marsh pea
marsh peep
marsh pennywort
marsh pine
marsh pink
marsh plover
marsh purslane
marsh quail
marsh rabbit
marsh robin
marsh rosemary
marsh samphire
marsh shield fern
marsh speedwell
marsh spike grass
marsh spot
marsh stitchwort
marsh tea
marsh tern
marsh tit
marsh titmouse
marsh treader
marsh trefoil
marsh turnip
marsh vetchling
marsh violet
marsh warbler
marsh watercress
masquerade ball
masquerade party
mass action
mass attack
mass card
mass defect
mass destruction
mass energy
mass in
mass leave
mass man
mass market
mass media
mass meeting
mass movement
mass murder
mass noun
mass number
mass observation
mass observer
mass of the presanctified
mass production
mass ratio
mass reflex
mass spectrograph
mass spectrography
mass spectrometer
mass spectrometry
mass spectroscopy
mass spectrum
mass suicide
mass unit
mass-book
mass-energy
mass-energy equation
mass-fiber
mass-house
mass-luminosity law
mass-minded
mass-mindedness
mass-monger
mass-penny
mass-priest
mass-produce
mass-produced
mass-word
masses of
massor mass
massy-proof
mast ball
mast band
mast brown
mast cell
mast clamp
mast cloth
mast cover
mast funnel
mast hasp
mast hoop
mast house
mast lining
mast partner
mast ring
mast track
mast tree
mast-fed
mast-head
master alloy
master bedroom
master builder
master carpenter
master chief petty officer
master chord
master clock
master compass
master control desk
master controller
master craftsman
master cylinder
master film
master gauge
master gunner
master hand
master key
master leaf
master map
master mariner
master mason
master matrix
master mechanic
master of
master of ceremonies
master of foxhounds
master of style
master of the house
master of the revels
master of the rolls
master of the situation
master plan
master race
master rod
master screw
master sergeant
master shifter
master spirit
master spirit of the age
master spring
master stroke
master switch
master tap
master touch
master wheel
master workman
master your feelings
master yourself
master's degree
master's degree candidate
master's gown
master's oral
master-at-arms
master-builder
master-hand
master-key
master-mason
master-singer
master-slave manipulator
master-stroke
master-vein
master-work
masters-at-arms
mastery of skills
masthead angle
masthead compass
mastic tree
mastiff bat
masting house
masto-
mastodon locomotive
mastoid cell
mastoid process
mat bean
mat burn
mat cane
mat finish
mat of hair
mat rush
mat-covered
mat-forming
mat-ridden
mat-roofed
mata-mata
matc-maker
match coins
match cord
match data
match findings
match frame
match game
match hook
match in the powder barrel
match joint
match lining
match pipe
match plane
match plate
match play
match point
match race
match rifling
match rope
match stamp
match tub
match up with
match wheel
match yourself against
match-board
match-lined
matchbox bean
matched order
matching machine
matching pair
matching plane
matching set
matchless discordant
mate gourd
mateo-
mater dolorosa
mater lectionis
mater of fact
materia medica
matr-
matre d'hôtel
matre d'hôtel butter
matricaria camphor
matrimonial agency
matrimonial agent
matrimonial bureau
matrimonial union
matrimony vine
matrix algebra
matrix mechanics
matrix paper
matrix sentence
matron of honor
matron of honour
matron-like
matt weave
matte shot
matted hair
matter in deed
matter in hand
matter informalism
matter informalist
matter little
matter of chance
matter of concern
matter of course
matter of fact
matter of ignorance
matter of importance
matter of indifference
matter of interest
matter of law
matter of life and death
matter of life or death
matter of necessity
matter of no consequence
matter of no importance
matter of record
matter painting
matter waves
matter-of
matter-of-course
matter-of-fact
matter-of-factly
matter-of-factness
matters in hand
matters of importance
mattress type
matura diamond
mature age
mature belief
mature judgment
mature man
mature thought
mature woman
matutinal epilepsy
matzo ball soup
matzo balls
matzo meal
matzoth baker
maundy thursday
mauvais quart d'heure
mauvais sujet
mauvaise honte
mauve blush
mauve decade
maxillo-
maximal ideal
maximum dissemination
maximum likelihood
maximum modulus principle
maximum speed
maximum thermometer
maximum-security prison
may I
may day
may duke
may it please you
may queen
may tree
may-apple
may-bug
may-bush
may-butter
may-day
may-dew
may-flowering tulip
may-fly
may-game
may-lady
may-lord
may-woon
mayfair tan
mayor-elect
mazal tov
maze-gane
mazel tov
mazer tree
mcm1io n9p8y9r lilglhut
me-too
me-tooism
me-ward
mea culpa
meadow anemone
meadow barley
meadow beauty
meadow bell
meadow bird
meadow brook
meadow brown
meadow cabbage
meadow campion
meadow chicken
meadow chickweed
meadow clover
meadow crake
meadow cress
meadow crocus
meadow crowfoot
meadow cup
meadow death camass
meadow fern
meadow fescue
meadow foxtail
meadow gowan
meadow grass
meadow grasshopper
meadow green
meadow hen
meadow land
meadow lark
meadow lily
meadow moor
meadow mouse
meadow mushroom
meadow mussel
meadow nematode
meadow nuts
meadow nymph
meadow orchis
meadow ore
meadow parsnip
meadow pea
meadow peat
meadow pine
meadow pink
meadow pipit
meadow queen
meadow reed grass
meadow rice grass
meadow rue
meadow saffron
meadow sage
meadow salsify
meadow saxifrage
meadow scabish
meadow snipe
meadow soft grass
meadow sorrel
meadow spear grass
meadow titling
meadow vetchling
meadow vole
meadow-beauty family
meadow-brown
meadow-sweet
meadows and pastures
meager diet
meaking iron
meal beetle
meal moth
meal offering
meal pennant
meal plum
meal snout moth
meal ticket
meal worm
mealie meal
mealy bellwort
mealy bug
mealy-back
mealy-mouthed
mealy-mouthedness
mean anomaly
mean business
mean calorie
mean deviation
mean deviation from the mean
mean distance
mean free path
mean latitude
mean life
mean line
mean mind
mean much
mean noon
mean nothing
mean planet
mean sea level
mean semitone
mean solar day
mean solar time
mean square
mean square deviation
mean sun
mean time
mean to
mean to imply
mean to say
mean to suggest
mean value
mean value theorem
mean well
mean what you say
mean while
mean wretch
mean-acting
mean-conditioned
mean-dressed
mean-looking
mean-minded
mean-souled
mean-souled
mean-spirited
mean-spiritedly
mean-spiritedness
mean-square error
mean-time clock
mean-tone tuning
mean-witted
meander belt
meander line
meandering stream
means of access
means of carrying
means of conveyance
means of dealing
means of production
means of transporting
means test
means to an end
meantone system
measles vaccine
measure against
measure depth
measure for measure
measure line
measure of my days
measure off
measure out
measure signature
measure swords
measure swords with
measure time
measure up
measure up to
measure your length
measure zero
measurement cargo
measurement of variables
measurement ton
measuring cup
measuring device
measuring glass
measuring machine
measuring rod
measuring stick
measuring wheel
measuring worm
meat ax
meat block
meat breakfast
meat by-product
meat chopper
meat cleaner
meat eater
meat fly
meat grinder
meat loaf
meat market
meat offering
meat packer
meat pie
meat preserver
meat saw
meat slicer
meat stew
medi-
media campaign
medial condyle
medial strip
median strip
mediastino-pericardial
mediastino-pericarditis
mediastinum testis
mediated generalization
medical Greek
medical aid
medical and surgical instruments
medical attendant
medical attention
medical care
medical center
medical certificate
medical corps
medical diagnosis
medical diathermy
medical dressing
medical ethics
medical examination
medical examiner
medical history
medical instrument
medical jurisprudence
medical jury
medical man
medical practice
medical practitioner
medical prognosis
medical school
medical treatment
medicinal herbs
medicinal leech
medicinal oil
medicine animal
medicine bag
medicine ball
medicine case
medicine chest
medicine dance
medicine dropper
medicine glass
medicine lodge
medicine man
medicine monger
medicine shop
medicine show
medicine tree
medicine wolf
medico-
medico-legal medicine
medieval latin
medieval literature
medieval mode
medio-
medio-passive
meditate over
meditate upon
mediterranean flour moth
mediterranean fruit fly
medium artillery
medium bomber
medium frequency
medium of exchange
medium of transportation
medium quarto
medium shot
medium wave
medium-dated
medium-rare
medium-sized
medley cloth
medley of colors
medley race
medley relay
medulla oblongata
medulla oblongatas
medullae oblongatae
medullary ray
medullary sheath
medusa bud
medusa's head
meed of praise
meek soul
meek-browed
meek-eyed
meek-eyed Morn
meek-minded
meek-spirited
meerschaum enameler
meet a bet
meet adversity
meet an obligation
meet and right
meet around the conference table
meet boldly
meet eyeball to eyeball
meet face to face
meet halfway
meet hand-to-hand
meet head-on
meet her
meet one's end
meet requirements
meet squarely
meet the expense of
meet the eye
meet the gaze
meet up with
meet with
meet with a loss
meet with approval
meet with attention
meet with foul play
meet with success
meet you at every turn
meet your Maker
meet your Waterloo
meet your commitments
meet your death
meet your fate
meet your obligations
meet your wishes
meeting house
meeting of minds
meeting place
meeting rail
meeting-house
meeting-place
meetone's end
meetyour end
mega-
megal-
megalithic tomb
megalo-
megaloblastic anaemia
megavolt-ampere
megawatt-hour
mein Herr
meiwa kumquat
melamine resin
melan-
melancholia attonita
melancholia hypochondriaca
melancholia religiosa
melano-
melanocyte-stimulating hormone
melba toast
melegueta pepper
melic grass
melic poetry
melilite-basalt
mell-doll
mell-supper
mellow wisdom
mellow-breathing
mellow-colored
mellow-deep
mellow-eyed
mellow-flavored
mellow-lighted
mellow-looking
mellow-mouthed
mellow-ripe
mellow-tasted
mellow-tempered
mellow-toned
melodic interval
melodic line
melodic minor
melodic minor scale
melody part
melon aphid
melon apple
melon beetle
melon cactus
melon caterpillar
melon fly
melon foot
melon loco
melon louse
melon moth
melon pear
melon seed
melon shell
melon shrub
melon thistle
melon tree
melon worm
melon-bulb
melon-faced
melon-formed
melon-laden
melon-leaved
melon-shaped
melon-yellow
melt away
melt down
melt in tears
melt in the air
melt into
melt into one
melt like snow
melt the heart
melting mood
melting point
melting pot
melton cloth
mem-sahib
member bank
member in good standing
member of the bar
member of the human race
member of the intelligentsia
members in Christ
members of the bar
membrana propria
membrana serosa
membrana tympana
membrane bone
membranous labyrinth
membranous labyrinth
memento mori
memo book
memorandum book
memorandum head
memoria in aeterna
memoria technica
memorial arch
memorial column
memorial day
memorial park
memorial record
memorial rose
memorial statue
memorial stone
memorial tablet
memory bank
memory book
memory circuit
memory gap
memory like a sieve
memory obstruction
memory root
memory span
memory trace
memory training
memory tubes
memory verse
memory-trace
men's chorus
men's clothing
men's lounge
men's magazine
men's room
men's wear
men's-wear shop
men-
men-at-arms
men-children
men-folk
men-of-the-earth
men-of-war
menace to health
menage a trois
menage man
mend sail
mend the furl
mend your fences
mend your manners
mend your ways
mendel's law
mendicant friar
mendicant order
mendoza beaver
menhaden boat
menhaden oil
mening-
meningo-
meningo-osteophlebitis
meno mosso
meno-
menopausal arthritis
mens rea
mens sana in corpore sano
menstrual discharge
menstrual epact
menstrual epilepsy
menstrual equation
menstrual flow
menstrual flux
mensural music
mensural notation
mental acquisitiveness
mental act
mental age
mental alertness
mental alienation
mental association
mental attitude
mental balance
mental blankness
mental blindness
mental block
mental body
mental capacity
mental case
mental chemistry
mental climate
mental composure
mental confusion
mental cruelty
mental cultivation
mental culture
mental defectiveness
mental deficiency
mental derangement
mental disease
mental disorder
mental dissociation
mental distress
mental disturbance
mental effort
mental equilibrium
mental exercise
mental faculty
mental fatigue
mental genius
mental giant
mental grasp
mental handicap
mental healer
mental healing
mental health
mental home
mental hospital
mental hygiene
mental illness
mental image
mental impression
mental instability
mental institution
mental labor
mental linking
mental object
mental outlook
mental philosophy
mental picture
mental poise
mental presentation
mental process
mental prominence
mental ratio
mental representation
mental reservation
mental retardation
mental set
mental shock
mental sickness
mental strain
mental subnormality
mental symptom
mental telepathist
mental telepathy
mental test
mental topography
mental void
mental weakness
mentally blind
mentally defective
mentally defective personality
mentally deficient
mentally handicapped
mentally ill
mentally retarded
mentally sick
mentally sound
menteur a triple etage
menthane group
mention confidentially
mention in passing
mention privately
mention to
mentioned in dispatches
mento-
menue viande
meperidine hydrochloride
mer-
mercantile agency
mercantile business
mercantile economy
mercantile law
mercantile marine
mercantile paper
mercantile system
mercapto group
mercapto radical
mercator projection
merchant adventurer
merchant bank
merchant banker
merchant flag
merchant fleet
merchant guild
merchant marine
merchant navy
merchant prince
merchant ship
merchant venturer
merchant-adventurer
merchant-tailor
merchant-venturer
merci beaucoup
mercur-
mercurial barometer
mercurial mind
mercurial ointment
mercurial telescope
mercuric chloride
mercuric oxide
mercuric subsulfate
mercuric sulfide
mercuric sulphide
mercurous chloride
mercury arc
mercury barometer
mercury bath
mercury bichloride
mercury boiler
mercury cell
mercury chloride
mercury cyanide
mercury dichloride
mercury fulminate
mercury iodide
mercury lamp
mercury mass
mercury oxide
mercury perchloride
mercury poisoning
mercury subchloride
mercury sulfide
mercury sulphide
mercury switch
mercury thiocyanate
mercury weed
mercury-arc lamp
mercury-arc rectifier
mercury-discharge lamp
mercury-vapor detector
mercury-vapor lamp
mercury-vapor tube
mercury-vapor turbine
mercury-vapour lamp
mercy flight
mercy killer
mercy killing
mercy seat
mercy stroke
mercy-seat
mere caricature
mere chance
mere child
mere child's play
mere counterfeit
mere existence
mere externals
mere facade
mere farce
mere few
mere hint
mere noise
mere nothing
mere notion
mere rhetoric
mere scratch
mere shadow
mere show
mere skin and bones
mere subsistence
mere talk
mere theory
mere things
mere tropism
mere wreck
merely exist
merely glimpsed
merely nominal
merely surface
merge in
merge into
meridian angle
meridian circle
meridian of life
meridian section
merit badge
merit rate
merit system
merit-monger
mermaid weed
mermaid's purse
mero cabrilla
mero-
merocrine gland
meromorphic function
merry as a cricket
merry as a grig
merry chase
merry dancers
merry man
merry men
merry-andrew
merry-andrewism
merry-andrewize
merry-eyed
merry-faced
merry-go-round
merry-hearted
merry-make
merry-making
merry-meeting
merry-minded
merry-singing
merry-smiling
merry-totter
mes-
mescal bean
mescal button
mescal buttons
mescal maguey
mesh bag
mesh connection
mesh knot
meshing-spur gear
mesityl oxide
mesmeric sleep
mesne lord
meso-
mesoxalyl-urea
mesquite grass
mesquite gum
mess about
mess about with
mess around
mess around with
mess beef
mess call
mess gear
mess hall
mess in
mess jacket
mess kit
mess pork
mess sergeant
mess steward
mess up
mess with
mess-john
mess-up
message carrier
message stick
message-bearer
 messed up
messsed-up
messenger RNA
messenger bird
messenger cable
messenger of God
messenger wire
messiah religion
messing around
meta-
meta-toluidine
metabolic disease
metabolic diseases
metabolic heat
metabolic pathway
metabolic psychosis
metacentric stability
metacresol purple
metagalactic space
metal age
metal breaker
metal carbonyl
metal casting
metal cloth
metal coloring
metal cut
metal detector
metal foil
metal fouling
metal lath
metal lather
metal leaf
metal paste-up
metal sculpture
metal spraying
metal wood
metal-bearing
metal-bending
metal-boring
metal-bound
metal-broaching
metal-bushed
metal-clad
metal-clasped
metal-cleaning
metal-coated
metal-covered
metal-cutting
metal-decorated
metal-drilling
metal-drying
metal-edged
metal-embossed
metal-forged
metal-framed
metal-free phthalocyanine
metal-grinding
metal-jacketed
metal-lined
metal-lithography
metal-melting
metal-perforating
metal-piercing
metal-shaping
metal-sheathed
metal-slitting
metal-slotting
metal-studded
metal-testing
metal-tipped
metal-trimming
metallic bond
metallic conduction
metallic luster
metallic soap
metallic thermometer
metallic wood-boring beetle
metallo-
metallo-organic
metallurgical chemistry
metallurgical engineer
metallurgical engineering
metallurgical microscope
metamict substance
metamorphic cycle
metamorphic rock
metanil yellow
metaphorical meaning
metaphorical sense
metaphosphoric acid
metaphysical idealism
metaphysical poetry
metaphysico-
metastable state
metastatic inflammation
metastatic tumor
mete out
mete out to
meteor crater
meteor dust
meteor dust impacts
meteor shower
meteor swarm
meteor trail
meteor train
meteoric particles
meteoric shower
meteoric success
meteorological instrument
meteorological reconnaissance
meteorological tower
meter angle
meter fixer
meter maid
meter rate
meter relay
meter-ampere
meter-candle
meter-candle-second
meter-kilogram
meter-kilogram-second
meter-millimeter
meter-reading
metered mail
metes and bounds
meth-
methacrylate resin
methacrylic acid
methamphetamine hydrochloride
methane series
methanol alcohol
methodical signs
methoxy DDT
methoxy group
methoxy radical
methyl acetate
methyl alcohol
methyl aldehyde
methyl benzene
methyl blue
methyl bromide
methyl cellulose
methyl chloride
methyl chlorocarbonate
methyl chloroformate
methyl cyanide
methyl ester
methyl ether
methyl ethyl ketone
methyl green
methyl group
methyl isobutyl ketone
methyl methacrylate
methyl methane
methyl oleate
methyl orange
methyl phenol
methyl phenyl ether
methyl propyl ketone
methyl radical
methyl red
methyl rubber
methyl salicylate
methyl styryl ketone
methyl sulfate
methyl violet
methyl yellow
methylacetic acid
methylated spirit
methylated spirits
methylenethylene azure
methylenethylene blue
methylenethylene chloride
methylenethylene dichloride
methylenethylene group
methylenethylene iodide
methylenethylene radical
methylenethylene group
methylenethylene radical
methylenethylene isobutenyl ketone
methylenethylene phenylcarbinyl acetate
methylenethylene rosaniline chloride
methylenethylene thionine chloride
methylenethylene tri-nitrobenzene
meticulous attention
meting out
metopon hydrochloride
metre-
metre-candle
metre-kilogram-second
metric carat
metric centner
metric grain
metric hundredweight
metric space
metric system
metric ton
metric topology
metrical accent
metrical foot
metrical form
metrical group
metrical pattern
metrical psalm
metrical unit
metro-
metronome mark
metronomic mark
metropolitan area
metropolitan county
metropolitan district
meum et tuum
mew gull
mew up
mewling infant
mexican hairless
mexican spanish
mezankorrie moth
mezereon family
mezza voce
mezzamine floor
mezzanine floor
mezzanine story
mezzo forte
mezzo piano
mezzo staccato
mezzo-mezzo
mezzo-relievo
mezzo-relievos
mezzo-rilievi
mezzo-rilievo
mezzo-soprano
mezzo-soprano clef
mi-
mia mia
mica condenser
mica diorite
mica schist
mice pea
mice pink
michaelmas daisy
miching malicho
mickey finn
mickey mouse
mickle-mouthed
micn1n o9p8y9r iilglhutm
micr-
micro biology
micro-
micro-aerophile
micro-aerophilic
micro-audiphone
micro-form
micro-instrumentation
micro-movie
micro-needle
micro-stress
microcosmic salt
microcytic anemia
microfilm plotter
microfilm reader
microfilm viewer
micrometer caliper
micrometer calliper
micrometer drum
micrometer gauge
micrometer head
micrometer screw
micrometrically precise
microscopic distinction
microwave diathermy
microwave diathermy machine
microwave height finder
microwave linear accelerator
microwave link
microwave mixer
microwave oven
microwave radar
microwave relay station
microwave spectroscope
microwave spectroscopy
microwave spectrum
mid air
mid gear
mid leg
mid mashie
mid off
mid position
mid spoon
mid wicket off
mid wicket on
mid-
mid-Victorian
mid-act
mid-age
mid-aged
mid-air
mid-arctic
mid-back
mid-block
mid-body
mid-breast
mid-career
mid-carpal
mid-central
mid-century
mid-channel
mid-chest
mid-continent
mid-course
mid-court
mid-crowd
mid-current
mid-diastolic
mid-dish
mid-distance
mid-earth
mid-eighteenth
mid-feather
mid-field
mid-flight
mid-forty
mid-front
mid-gray
mid-gut
mid-heaven
mid-hour
mid-ice
mid-incisor
mid-kidney
mid-lake
mid-length
mid-lent
mid-life
mid-line
mid-link
mid-lobe
mid-mixed
mid-mouth
mid-movement
mid-nineteenth
mid-ocean
mid-oestral
mid-off
mid-on
mid-orbital
mid-part
mid-period
mid-periphery
mid-pillar
mid-point
mid-position
mid-refrain
mid-region
mid-river
mid-road
mid-sea
mid-season
mid-side
mid-sky
mid-slope
mid-sole
mid-span
mid-stride
mid-styled
mid-sun
mid-swing
mid-tarsal
mid-term
mid-thigh
mid-thoracic
mid-tide
mid-time
mid-totality
mid-tow
mid-town
mid-travel
mid-value
mid-ventral
mid-volley
mid-walk
mid-wall
mid-wall column
mid-water
mid-week
mid-wicket
mid-workings
mid-world
mid-zone
midair collision
midas fly
midday flower
midday sun
midden mavis
middle C
middle Paleolithic
middle age
middle ages
middle body
middle buster
middle c
middle class
middle common room
middle course
middle deck
middle distance
middle ear
middle earth
middle eight
middle english
middle finger
middle french
middle game
middle greek
middle ground
middle high german
middle irish
middle lamella
middle latitude
middle life
middle low german
middle mast
middle name
middle of the road
middle oil
middle order
middle orders
middle passage
middle path
middle plane
middle point
middle position
middle sailing
middle school
middle scots
middle state
middle staysail
middle stone
middle stump
middle term
middle voice
middle watch
middle way
middle welsh
middle white
middle-aged
middle-agedly
middle-agedness
middle-burst
middle-class
middle-class type
middle-classdom
middle-classism
middle-classness
middle-colored
middle-cut file
middle-distance
middle-earth
middle-growthed
middle-horned
middle-of-the-road
middle-of-the-roader
middle-rate
middle-road
middle-shot wheel
middle-sized
middle-sizedness
middle-statured
middle-temperature error
middle-tone
middle-witted
middle-wooled
middling meat
middling well
middy blouse
midget golf
midget racer
midnight blue
midnight line
midnight sun
midrange speaker
midship oar
midshipman's hitch
midst of
midsummer daisy
midsummer day
midsummer madness
midsummer-men
midwall column
midwall shaft
midwife frog
midwife toad
midwing monoplane
might and main
might be
might of arms
might-be
might-have-been
mighty effort
mighty in battle
mighty like
mighty-brained
mighty-handed
mighty-minded
mighty-mouthed
mighty-spirited
mignonette family
mignonette green
mignonette lace
mignonette-vine
migrant laborer
migrant shrike
migrant worker
migration of ions
migration velocity
migratory bird
migratory laborer
migratory locust
migratory worker
mikado brown
mikado locomotive
mikado orange
mikado yellow
mike fright
mil-foot
mila a landi
milch cow
milch glass
milch-cow
mild alkali
mild as milk
mild as milk and water
mild as mother's milk
mild blushing goddess
mild mercurous chloride
mild mosaic
mild process
mild radical
mild silver protein
mild steel
mild-aired
mild-aspected
mild-blowing
mild-brewed
mild-cured
mild-eyed
mild-faced
mild-flavored
mild-looking
mild-mannered
mild-mooned
mild-savored
mild-scented
mild-seeming
mild-spirited
mild-spoken
mild-tempered
mild-tongued
mild-worded
mildew-proof
mildly radical
mile-ohm
mile-pound
mile-ton
mileage book
mileage ticket
miles glorious
miles per hour
military fever
miliary tuberculosis
military academy
military aircraft
military attache
military band
military camp
military campaign
military chaplain
military cloak
military court
military dictatorship
military engineer
military engineering
military establishment
military flight
military government
military governor
military honours
military insignia
military intelligence
military judge
military law
military man
military march
military mast
military medal
military medicine
military music
military obligation
military officer
military operation
military operations
military orchid
military pace
military pilot
military police
military police corps
military policeman
military reserves
military rocket
military school
military science
military service
military spirit
military step
military subdivision
military tactics
military top
military training
military transport
military unit
military-intelligence man
military-minded
militate against
milk a he-goat into a sieve
milk a scene
milk and honey
milk and water
milk bar
milk bench
milk brother
milk can
milk cart
milk checker
milk chocolate
milk cow
milk fever
milk float
milk glass
milk leg
milk of almonds
milk of bismuth
milk of human kindness
milk of magnesia
milk pail
milk powder
milk products
milk pudding
milk punch
milk purslane
milk route
milk run
milk shake
milk sherry
milk sickness
milk snake
milk stout
milk sugar
milk tester
milk the ram
milk thistle
milk toast
milk tooth
milk train
milk vetch
milk willow-herb
milk-and-water
milk-and-wateriness
milk-and-waterish
milk-and-waterism
milk-and-watery
milk-bearing
milk-blended
milk-borne
milk-breeding
milk-condensing
milk-cooling
milk-curdling
milk-drying
milk-faced
milk-fed
milk-giving
milk-hued
milk-livered
milk-punch
milk-tested
milk-testing
milk-toast
milk-tooth
milk-warm
milk-washed
milk-white
milk-yielding
milking machine
milking stool
milkweed butterfly
milkweed family
milkweed tortoise beetle
milkwort family
milky disease
milky way
milky way galaxy
mill agent
mill around
mill beetle
mill bill
mill cake
mill chisel
mill cinder
mill construction
mill end
mill engineer
mill engineering
mill fever
mill hole
mill outlet
mill run
mill saw
mill store
mill town
mill wheel
mill work
mill-dam
mill-headed
mill-ink
mill-lead
mill-leat
mill-pond
mill-post
mill-race
mill-rind
mill-round
mill-run
mill-sixpence
mill-type motor
mill-wheel
mille marin
milled soap
miller's thumb
miller's-thumb
millet disease
millet grass
millet seed
millet-seed rash
milli-
milligram-hour
milline rate
milling cutter
milling machine
millionth comparator
millstone around your neck
millstone bridge
millwright chisel
milo disease
milo maize
milo root rot
milori blue
milori green
milpa system
mime artist
mimeograph copy
mimic thrush
miminy-piminy
mimosa bark
mimosa family
mimosa-leaved
min min
mince it
mince pie
mince the truth
mince words
mince-pie
minced meat
minced pie
minced-pie
mincing horse
mincing steps
mind blindness
mind body
mind cure
mind deafness
mind like a blotter
mind like a sieve
mind of your own
mind out
mind overthrown
mind reader
mind reading
mind the store
mind unhinged
mind what you are about
mind what you are doing
mind your P's and Q's
mind your business
mind your manners
mind your own business
mind's core
mind's eye
mind-altering drug
mind-blind
mind-blindness
mind-blowing
mind-blowing drug
mind-body
mind-body problem
mind-boggler
mind-boggling
mind-changer
mind-changing
mind-curist
mind-expanding
mind-expanding drug
mind-expansion
mind-healer
mind-healing
mind-infected
mind-matter theory
mind-perplexing
mind-ravishing
mind-reader
mind-set
mind-sick
mind-stricken
mind-stuff theory
mind-torturing
mind-wrecking
mind-your-own-business
minded to
mindful of
mindful of others
mindless of
mine detector
mine examiner
mine host
mine layer
mine of information
mine of wealth
mine pig
mine ship
mine sweeper
mine thrower
mine work
mine-run
miner’s anemia
miner’s asthma
miner's consumption
miner's dial
miner's inch
miner's lamp
miner's lettuce
miner's lung
miner's phthisis
mineral acid
mineral black
mineral blue
mineral brown
mineral charcoal
mineral coal
mineral deposit
mineral dressing
mineral jelly
mineral kingdom
mineral oil
mineral pigment
mineral pitch
mineral processing
mineral resources
mineral salt
mineral science
mineral seal oil
mineral sperm oil
mineral spirits
mineral spring
mineral tallow
mineral tar
mineral water
mineral waters
mineral wax
mineral wool
mineral world
mineral-bearing material
mineralogical chemistry
ming tree
mingle with
mingle-mangle
mingle-mangleness
mingle-mangler
mini-
mini-specs
miniature camera
miniature golf
miniature painting
miniature photography
miniature pinscher
miniature poodle
miniature schnauzer
minie ball
minimal art
minimal pair
minimax theorem
minimum access programming
minimum flying speed
minimum free form
minimum lending rate
minimum thermometer
minimum wage
minimum-security prison
minimum-wage law
mining claim
mining engineer
mining engineering
mining geology
minion of the law
minister of music
minister of state
minister of the Gospel
minister plenipotentiary
minister resident
minister to
minister without portfolio
minister-general
ministering angel
ministering spirits
ministers resident
ministers without portfolios
mink frog
mink-ranching
minny bass
mino bird
minole-mangle
minor axis
minor basilica
minor canon
minor chord
minor coin
minor criticism
minor detail
minor details
minor element
minor in
minor interval
minor key
minor league
minor matter
minor mode
minor operation
minor operations
minor order
minor orders
minor party
minor penalty
minor piece
minor planet
minor poet
minor premise
minor premiss
minor role
minor scale
minor second
minor seminary
minor seventh chord
minor suit
minor surgery
minor tenace
minor term
minor triad
minor wrong
minor-league
minor-leaguer
minority carrier
minority group
minority interests
minority leader
minority opinion
minority position
minority prejudice
minority voice
minstrel show
minstrel song
mint bush
mint camphor
mint condition
mint family
mint geranium
mint julep
mint leaves
mint of money
mint sauce
mint stamp
minus acceleration
minus sight
minus sign
minus some buttons
minuscule script
minute attention
minute bell
minute book
minute drops
minute glass
minute gun
minute hand
minute man
minute mark
minute of arc
minute quantity
minute steak
minute thing
minute things
minuteness of detail
mio-
mirabile dictu
miracle drug
miracle drugs
miracle man
miracle play
miracle player
miracle wheat
miracle-breeding
miracle-proof
miracle-worker
miracle-working
mire down
mire dromble
mire duck
miriti palm
mirror carp
mirror image
mirror image, the
mirror of the mind
mirror symmetry
mirror writer
mirror writing
mirror-faced
mirror-writing
mirth-inspiring
mirth-loving
mirth-making
mirth-marring
mirth-moving
mirth-provoking
mismis-aver
mism-censure
mism-center
mism-citation
mism-cite
mism-con
mism-copy
mism-cue
mism-eat
mism-enter
mism-entry
mism-event
mism-hallowed
mism-hear
mism-hearer
mism-heed
mism-hit
mism-hold
mism-humility
mism-lie
mism-mark
mism-meet
mism-pen
mism-rely
mism-say
mism-season
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mis-seat
mis-see
mis-seek
mis-seem
mis-send
mis-sense
mis-serve
mis-set
mis-shape
mis-shapen
mis-sheathed
mis-ship
mis-shod
mis-sing
mis-solution
mis-sort
mis-sound
mis-space
mis-speak
mis-speak
mis-spell
mis-spend
mis-start
mis-state
mis-steer
mis-step
mis-stitch
mis-stop
mis-strike
mis-stroke
mis-style
mis-succeeding
mis-sue
mis-suit
mis-sway
mis-swear
mis-sworn
mis-tilled
mis-tune
mis-union
mis-word
misbehave yourself
miscarriage of justice
miscellaneous drugs
misch metal
mischief-loving
mischief-maker
mischief-making
mischief-working
mischio marble
misconduct yourself
misdemean yourself
mise en sc
mise-en-scene
mise-enscene
miserable lot
misery in the head
misfortune- difficulty
misfortune-proof
mish-mash
miso soup
miso-
misoshiru soup
misplaced modifier
misprision of felony
misprision of treason
misread the case
misread the situation
miss a cue
miss an opportunity
miss by a mile
miss fire
miss nothing
miss on the low side
miss out
miss stays
miss the boat
miss the bus
miss the chance
miss the mark
miss the market
miss the truth
miss your aim
miss your footing
miss your mooring
miss-fire
missa cantata
missal letter
missal stand
misset bird
misset thrush
misset tree
misset-bird
misset-thrush
missile engineer
missile engineering
missile guidance
missile man
missile program
missile project
missile research
missile science
missile technology
missile testing
missile warfare
missing link
mission accomplished
mission furniture
mission grass
missionaries apostolic
missionary alphabet
missionary apostolic
missionary position
missionary rector
missionary salesman
missionary weed
misspeak yourself
mist blue
mist concentrate sprayer
mist gray
mist-blotted
mist-blurred
mist-clad
mist-covered
mist-enshrouded
mist-exhaling
mist-impelling
mist-laden
mist-shrouded
mist-wet
mist-wreathen
mistle thrush
mistletoe bird
mistletoe cactus
mistress-piece
mistress-ship
misty rain
misty-eyed
misty-moisty
misunderstand one another
misuse of words
mitch board
mitch-board
miter box
miter box saw
miter cap
miter clamp
miter gear
miter jib
miter joint
miter saw
miter square
miter-clamped
miter-jointed
mitered jib
mitered sail
mithridate mustard
mitigating circumstances
mitis casting
mitis metal
mitral incompetence
mitral insufficiency
mitral stenosis
mitral valve
mitre block
mitre box
mitre joint
mitre square
mitre-jointed
mitre-wort
mitten money
mix Up
mix it up
mix it up with
mix up
mix with
mix yourself up with
mix-hellene
mix-up
mixed acid
mixed bag
mixed blessing
mixed bud
mixed cadence
mixed chorus
mixed crystal
mixed decimal
mixed doubles
mixed drink
mixed drinks
mixed economy
mixed farming
mixed foursome
mixed grill
mixed language
mixed larceny
mixed marriage
mixed metaphor
mixed nerve
mixed number
mixed race
mixed times
mixed up
mixed-blood
mixed-up
mixer tube
mixing faucet
mixing ratio
mixing room
mixing valve
mixo-
mixolydian mode
mixture curve
mixture stop
mixy-maxy
mizen-mast
mizzen royal
mizzen sail
mizzen skysail
mizzen stay
mizzen staysail
mizzen-royal brace
mizzen-royal lift
mizzen-royal mast
mizzen-royal stay
mizzen-royal staysail
mizzen-royal yard
mizzen-skysail brace
mizzen-skysail lift
mizzen-skysail mast
mizzen-skysail stay
mizzen-skysail yard
mizzen-topgallant brace
mizzen-topgallant lift
mizzen-topgallant mast
mizzen-topgallant sail
mizzen-topgallant stay
mizzen-topgallant staysail
mizzen-topgallant yard
mizzen-topmast
mizzen-topmast stay
mizzen-topmast staysail
mizzen-topsail lift
mizzen-topsail yard
mks units
mmHg
mnemonic device
mob law
mob rule
mob tactics
mob, the
mob-cap
mob-minded
mobile antenna
mobile call
mobile camera
mobile command post
mobile home
mobile library
mobile militia
mobile radio
mobile tactics
mobile trailer unit
mobile transmitter
mobile unit
mobile vulgus
mobile warfare
moccasin flower
moccasin plant
moccasin telegraph
mocha stone
mochi wood
mock chicken
mock court
mock danger
mock epic
mock mold
mock moon
mock orange
mock pendulum
mock pennyroyal
mock sun
mock turtle
mock turtle soup
mock up
mock-beggar
mock-bird
mock-heroic
mock-heroic poetry
mock-heroical
mock-heroically
mock-up
mockernut hickory
mockery of justice
mockery-proof
mocking-bird
mocking-stock
mod cons
mod suit
modacrylic fiber
modal auxiliary
modal logic
mode Logic
mode beige
mode of expression
mode of operation
mode of procedure
mode of succession
mode of worship
model after
model child
model maker
model school
modeling clay
modeling tool
moderate breeze
moderate gale
moderate position
moderate price
moderator lamp
modern ballet
modern dance
modern dancer
modern generation
modern greats
modern hebrew
modern jazz
modern language
modern logic
modern man
modern-bred
modern-built
modern-looking
modern-made
modern-practiced
modern-sounding
moderne cut
modernist verse
modest price
modest violet
modi operandi
modi vivendi
modock wool
modular arithmetic
modular assembly
modular production
modulation monitor
modulus of elasticity
modulus of rigidity
modulus of volume elasticity
modus operandi
modus ponens
modus tollens
modus vivendi
moeso-goth
mogul base
mogul locomotive
mohair rug
mohawk weed
mohs' scale
moire pattern
moist gangrene
moisten your whistle
moisture equivalent
moisture meter
moisture-absorbent
moisture-resisting
moko-moko
mol wt
molar conductance
molar conductivity
molar tooth
molar volume
molar weight
molasses grass
mold fungus
mold loft
mold of perfection
moldboard plow
molded base line
molded breadth
molded depth
molded displacement
molded draft
molded form
molded line
molded plastic
molded salad
molding board
molding book
molding compounds
molding edge
molding plane
moldy nose
mole catcher
mole crab
mole cricket
mole drain
mole drainage
mole drainer
mole fraction
mole gray
mole plow
mole rat
mole trap
mole-blind
mole-blindedly
mole-catching
mole-eyed
mole-head
mole-hill
mole-sighted
mole-sighted
molecular beam
molecular biology
molecular distillation
molecular film
molecular formula
molecular heat
molecular mass
molecular physics
molecular ray
molecular sieve
molecular volume
molecular weight
moll hern
molluscum contagiosum
molluscum epitheliate
mollweide protection
molly maguire
molly washdish
molly-coddle
molotov cocktail
molybdenum steel
money teller
money to burn
money wages
money's worth
money's-worth
money-bag
money-bloated
money-bound
money-box
money-breeding
money-changer
money-earning
money-getting
money-grasping
money-grub
money-grubbing
money-hungry
money-lender
money-loving
money-mad
money-maker
money-making
money-raising
money-saving
money-spelled
money-spinner
money-wort
moneyed capital
moneyed corporation
moneyed man
mong corn
mongolian idiot
mongoloid idiocy
mongoloid idiot
mongoose plant
monilia disease
monistic idealism
monitor bug
monitor chuck
monitor room
monitor screen
monitoring booth
monitory letter
monk bat
monk parrot
monk saki
monk's cloth
monk's pepper tree
monk's robe
monk's-hood
monk-fish
monkey apple
monkey around
monkey bag
monkey block
monkey bread
monkey bread tree
monkey bridge
monkey business
monkey dog
monkey fist
monkey flower
monkey forecastle
monkey foresail
monkey jacket
monkey link
monkey nut
monkey paw
monkey pinscher
monkey pole
monkey poop
monkey puzzle
monkey rail
monkey suit
monkey tail
monkey tricks
monkey with
monkey wrench
monkey's fist
monkey-ball
monkey-face
monkey-faced
monkey-faced owl
monkey-god
monkey-pot
monkey-rigged
monkey-tail valve
monkey-tailed
monkeying around
mono carpellary
mono carpic
mono carpous
mono cephalous
mono ceros
mono chord
mono clinal
mono clinic
mono clinous
mono cyclic
mono-
mono-ideic
mono-ideism
mono-ideistic
mono-iodo
mono-iodohydrin
mono-iodomethane
mono-ion
monoamine oxidase
monobasic sodium phosphate
monochloro-
monochloroacetic acid
monochromatic film
monochromatic illuminator
monoclinic system
monocytic leukemia
monoenergetic neutron
monophonic system
monopolistic competition
monopolize the conversation
monopolize the thoughts
monopolize your attention
monopoly value
monorange speaker
monosodium glutamate
monostable circuit
monoxy-
monroe doctrine
mons pubis
mons veneris
monsoon low
monster-bearing
monster-breeding
monster-eating
monster-guarded
monster-taming
monster-teeming
monstrous lie
mont-de-piete
mont-de-pit
montan wax
montani semper liberi
monte bank
monte-jus
montes veneris
month after month
month in month out
month of Sundays
month's mind
monthly epact
monthly investment plan
monthly meeting
monthly payments
monument plant
monumental mason
monumental record
monumental sculpture
mooch around
mooch off
mood music
mood phrase
mood swing
moon around
moon base
moon blindness
moon daisy
moon dog
moon goddess
moon goddesses
moon jelly
moon jellyfish
moon knife
moon letter
moon orbit
moon pillar
moon rat
moon ray
moon ship
moon station
moon-blanced
moon-blasted
moon-blasting
moon-blind
moon-born
moon-bright
moon-browed
moon-calf
moon-charmed
moon-crowned
moon-culminating
moon-dial
moon-eye
moon-eyed
moon-faced
moon-fern
moon-fish
moon-flower
moon-gathered
moon-gazing
moon-glittering
moon-god
moon-gray
moon-led
moon-loved
moon-mad
moon-made
moon-man
moon-raised
moon-shaped
moon-stricken
moon-struck
moon-taught
moon-tipped
moon-touched
moon-trodden
moon-white
moon-whitened
mooneye cisco
moonlight blue
moonlight flit
moonlight requisition
moonlight school
moonseed family
moor besom
moor blackbird
moor buzzard
moor cock
moor grass
moor hen
moor myrtle
moor-bred
moor-cock
moor-fowl
moor-hen
moor-pout
mooring buoy
mooring chock
mooring harness
mooring line
mooring mast
mooring pendant
mooring pennant
mooring rack
mooring screw
mooring shackle
mooring swivel
mooring telegraph
mooring tower
moose call
moose elm
moose fly
moose-ear
moose-misse
moot case
moot court
moot hall
moot point
moot-hill
moot-house
moot-stow
mootchie wood
mop and mow
mop bucket
mop pail
mop up
mop up the floor with
mop-up
mope-eyed
mopped up
mopper-up
moppers-up
mopping up
mopping-up
mopstick rail
mora hair
morainal drift
moral badness
moral censor
moral certainty
moral climate
moral code
moral courage
moral delinquency
moral excellence
moral faculty
moral fiber
moral flaw
moral goodness
moral hazard
moral insanity
moral lesson
moral obligation
moral of the story
moral philosophy
moral pollutedness
moral pollution
moral precept
moral principles
moral rectitude
moral rightness
moral sense
moral strength
moral support
moral theology
moral turpitude
moral victory
moral virtue
moral weakness
morality play
moralize upon
morally corrupt
morally polluted
morass ore
moray eel
morbid anatomy
morbid anxiety
morbid curiosity
morbid drive
morbid excitability
morbid growth
morbid psychology
morbid sensibility
morbidity rate
morbidly curious
morbidly sensitive
morbus Gallicus
mordant dye
mordant rouge
more and more
more dead than alive
more desirable
more dict
more distant
more frightened than hurt
more heat than light
more in sorrow than in anger
more or less
more sol
more suo
more than a match for
more than doubtful
more than enough
more than ever
more than expected
more than half
more than meets the ear
more than meets the eye
more than one
more than you bargained for
more than you can afford
more than you can tell
more truth than poetry
morgan le fay
morganatic marriage
moriche palm
morn star
morning after
morning campion
morning coat
morning devotions
morning dress
morning glory
morning glory seeds
morning loan
morning prayer
morning prayers
morning services
morning sickness
morning star
morning time
morning twilight
morning watch
morning-breathing
morning-bright
morning-colored
morning-gift
morning-glory
morning-glory family
morning-glory sphinx
morning-tide
morning-watch
morning-winged
mornings after
morocco leather
mororation in composition
mortgaged to the hilt
mortgagee clause
mortification of the flesh
mortification root
mortify the flesh
mortify your flesh
mortify yourself
mortise and tenon joint
mortise block
mortise chisel
mortise gauge
mortise gear
mortise joint
mortise lock
mortise-and-tenon joint
mortuary roll
mortuum vadium
mosaic binding
mosaic bold
mosaic disease
mosaic dwarf
mosaic gold
mosaic work
mosaic-drawn
mosaic-floored
mosaic-paved
moschatel family
mosey along
mosey off
mosque swallow
mosquito bar
mosquito bee
mosquito boat
mosquito fleet
mosquito hawk
mosquito net
mosquito netting
mosquito-bitten
mosquito-bred
mosquito-free
moss agate
moss animal
moss campion
moss fern
moss green
moss pink
moss rose
moss stitch
moss-back
moss-backed
moss-begrown
moss-bordered
moss-bound
moss-brown
moss-clad
moss-covered
moss-crowned
moss-gray
moss-green
moss-grown
moss-hag
moss-inwoven
moss-lined
moss-trooper
moss-woven
mossy-backed
most admired disorder
most assuredly
most certainly
most distant
most frequently
most important
most likely
most often
most recent
most reverend
most significant digit
most unkindest cut of all
most, the
most-favored-nation clause
mot d'ordre
mot juste
mote nut
mote spoon
mote-hill
moth and rust
moth ball
moth bean
moth blight
moth mullein
moth-balled
moth-eat
moth-eaten
mother carey's chicken
mother cask
mother cell
mother complex
mother country
mother earth
mother figure
mother fixation
mother goose
mother hubbard
mother language
mother liquor
mother lode
mother love
mother naked
mother of coal
mother of dews
mother of pearl
mother of the Muses
mother of thyme
mother of vinegar
mother ship
mother spleenwort
mother superior
mother superiors
mother surrogate
mother symbol
mother tongue
mother wit
mother yaw
mother's boy
mother's darling
mother's day
mother's milk
mother's son
mother-church
mother-in-law
mother-in-law plant
mother-naked
mother-of-pearl
mother-of-pearl cloud
mother-of-pearl glass
mother-of-thousands
mother-of-thyme
mother-of-thymes
mother-sick
mother-spot
mothers superior
mothers-in-law
motion backwards
motion block
motion downward
motion forwards
motion from
motion in general
motion photomicrograph
motion picture
motion pictures
motion short of
motion sickness
motion study
motion to
motion to and fro
motion towards
motion upwards
motion work
motion-picture
motion-picture actor
motion-picture camera
motion-picture fan
motion-picture film
motion-picture photography
motion-picture projector
motion-picture show
motion-picture theater
motionless torrents
motivating force
motivation research
motivational research
motive column
motive force
motive power
motive-monger
motive-mongering
motley color
motley fool
motley-minded
motmot blue
motmot green
moto-
motor abreaction
motor ambulance
motor aphasia
motor assembler
motor builder
motor bus
motor car
motor caravan
motor coach
motor corps
motor court
motor drive
motor generator
motor hotel
motor impulse
motor inn
motor launch
motor lodge
motor lorry
motor neuron
motor oil
motor paralysis
motor park
motor pool
motor scooter
motor ship
motor torpedo boat
motor truck
motor unit
motor van
motor vehicle
motor vessel
motor-camper
motor-camping
motor-driven
motor-generator
motor-generator servo
motor-man
motor-minded
motor-mindedness
motor-ship
motor-speed control system
motorcycle race
motorcycle saddle
motorized vehicle
motorized warfare
mots justes
mottle-leaf
mottle-leaf mosaic
mottled enamel
mottled-top disease
motto kiss
motu proprio
motuca fly
moubata bug
moudy-warp
mould-board
mountain gorilla
mountain gun
mountain heath
mountain hollow
mountain holly fern
mountain laurel
mountain lilac
mountain lion
mountain mahogany
mountain maker
mountain making
mountain man
mountain maple
mountain nymph
mountain oyster
mountain parsley
mountain range
mountain redtop
mountain rice
mountain rose
mountain rosebay
mountain sage
mountain sandwort
mountain sheep
mountain sickness
mountain spleenwort
mountain starwort
mountain tent
mountain time
mountain timothy
mountain viscacha
mountain wave
mountain whitefish
mountain wind
mountain wine
mountain-built
mountain-dwelling
mountain-girdled
mountain-green
mountain-high
mountain-loving
mountain-sick
mountain-walled
mounted infantryman
mounted police
mounted policeman
mounting medium
mounting-block
mourners' bench
mourning band
mourning cloak
mourning cloak butterfly
mourning dove
mourning garment
mourning iris
mourning ring
mourning warbler
mouse barley
mouse bloodwort
mouse deer
mouse grass
mouse gray
mouse opossum
mouse out
mouse pox
mouse-brown
mouse-color
mouse-colored
mouse-colour
mouse-deer
mouse-dun
mouse-ear
mouse-ear chickweed
mouse-ear cress
mouse-ear hawkweed
mouse-eared
mouse-eaten
mouse-gray
mouse-hole
mouse-hunt
mouse-killing
mouse-pea
mouse-still
mousetail grass
mousetrap switch
mousing hook
mousquetaire gloves
mousseline de laine
mousseline de soie
mousseline sauce
moustache cup
mouth bow
mouth breathing
mouth footed
mouth glue
mouth harp
mouth hole
mouth honor
mouth organ
mouth piece
mouth-filling
mouth-made
mouth-organ
mouth-to-mouth
mouth-to-mouth method
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
mouth-watering
movable feast
movable type
movable-do system
move along
move apart
move around
move aside
move away
move back
move behind
move for
move forward
move heaven and earth
move in
move in a circle
move in a groove
move in a rut
move into
move off
move on
move out
move over
move quickly
move to action
move to the side
move with the times
move you to
move your fanny
move your tail
moveable feast
movement of air
movie actor
movie camera
movie film
movie house
movie star
movie theater
movie-goer
movie-minded
movies, the
moving apart
moving average
moving cause
moving cluster
moving picture
moving road
moving spirit
moving staircase
moving stairway
moving target indicator
moving toward
moving van
moving-coil galvanometer
moving-coil meter
moving-coil microphone
moving-coil speaker
moving-conductor microphone
moving-iron meter
moving-picture show
moving-picture theater
mow down
mow-burnt
mowing grass
mowing machine
mowrah butter
mowrah fat
mowrah oil
mowrah-seed oil
moyen-age
mrs grundy
mu meson
mu-meson
muc-
much acclaimed
much ado about nothing
much as
much at one
much cry and little wool
much esteemed
much obliged
much of a muchness
much the same
much to be desired
much to be regretted
much-admired
mud flat
mud heap
mud hen
mud house
mud lump
mud map
mud pie
mud pilot
mud pot
mud puddle
mud puppy
mud turtle
mud-bespattered
mud-built
mud-color
mud-colored
mud-exhausted
mud-fish
mud-lost
mud-roofed
mud-shot
mud-slinging
mud-splashed
mud-walled
muddle along
muddle away
muddle through
muddle-headed
muddle-minded
muddy-complexioned
muddy-mettled
mudslinging campaign
muermo family
muff coupling
muff your cue
muffin cap
muffin man
muffin pan
muffin turner
muffle color
muffle furnace
muffle kiln
muffle up
muffle-jaw
muffle-shaped
muffed drum
muffed drums
muffled tone
mug shot
mug up
mug-house
mug-up
mug-wet
muga moth
muga silk
muggy weather
mugho pine
muhammadan calendar
mui-tsai
muir ill
muir poot
mulatto jack
mulatto-wood
mulberry bird
mulberry family
mulberry wine
mulberry-faced
mulct law
mule armadillo
mule chair
mule chest
mule deer
mule skinner
mule spinning
mule train
mule-fat
mule-foot
mule-headed
mule-jenny
muley axle
muley cow
muley head
muley saw
mulga grass
mulier puisne
mulier younger
mull muslin
mull over
mullein dock
mullein foxglove
mullein pink
mullet hawk
mulligan stew
multi-
multi-colour
multi-jet
multi-ply
multi-prop
multi-scene control board
multiaxial joint
multiband antenna
multichannel analyser
multiflora rose
multigrid tube
multilateral symmetry
multilateral trade
multilinear form
multipath transmission
multiphase current
multiple algebra
multiple alleles
multiple allelism
multiple allelomorph
multiple circuit
multiple connection
multiple drill
multiple factor
multiple factors
multiple fission
multiple fruit
multiple image
multiple integr
multiple integral
multiple messages
multiple myeloma
multiple neuritis
multiple party system
multiple personality
multiple projector
multiple sclerosis
multiple series
multiple shop
multiple star
multiple store
multiple telegraph
multiple thread
multiple voting
multiple warhead
multiple-beam interferometer
multiple-choice
multiple-clutch
multiple-die
multiple-disk
multiple-disk clutch
multiple-dome
multiple-drill
multiple-feed closed loop
multiple-line
multiple-missile warhead
multiple-pass
multiple-series
multiple-speed
multiple-threaded
multiple-toothed
multiple-tuned
multiple-unit car
multiple-valued
multiplex circuit
multiplex receiver
multiplex telegraphy
multiplex transmission
multiplex tube
multiplication sign
multiplication table
multiplicative axiom
multiplicative group
multiplicative identity
multiplicative inverse
multiplier channels
multiplier phototube
multiply and replenish the earth
multiply by four
multiply by three
multiply by two
multiplying-glass
multipurpose plane
multipurpose tube
multistage flight
multistage rocket
multistep hydroplane
multivalent vaccine
multum in parvo
mum's the word
mumble-the-peg
mumblety-peg
mumbly-peg
mumbo jumbo
mumbo jumbos
mumbo-jumbo
mummy apple
mummy brown
mummy case
mummy chamber
mummy wheat
mummy-brown
mummy-cloth
mumping day
mumps meningitis
mundane astrology
mundane house
mung bean
municipal bond
municipal building
municipal corporation
municipal engineer
municipal securities
munition armor
munitions of war
munitions plant
mural coronet
mural crown
mural painting
murder en masse
murder the King's English
murder the Queen's English
murder wholesale
murder will out
murderous frenzy
murderous insanity
murexide reaction
murexide test
muriatic acid
murillo bark
murine opossum
murmur diphthong
murphy bed
murphy button
murrhine glass
mus b
muscae volitantes
muscle beach
muscle cell
muscle column
muscle fiber
muscle fibre
muscle in
muscle maker
muscle making
muscle man
muscle plasma
muscle power
muscle sense
muscle tissue
muscle-bound
muscle-bound between the ears
muscle-building
muscle-celled
muscle-kneading
muscle-tired
muscovy duck
muscul-
muscular disease
muscular dystrophy
musculo-
musculocutaneous nerve
muse on
muse on other things
muse over
muse upon
musette bag
museum beetle
museum piece
mush rot
mush through
mush up
mush-kinu
mushroom anchor
mushroom cloud
mushroom sauce
mushroom system
mushroom-colored
mushroom-grown
mushroom-shaped
music Muses
music arrangement
music box
music buff
music centre
music critic
music director
music division
music drama
music fan
music festival
music form
music hall
music in space
music lover
music lyre
music maker
music notation
music of the spheres
music paper
music passage
music patron
music patrons
music performance
music piece
music program
music roll
music room
music school
music score
music speech
music stand
music style
music theme
music theory
music wire
music-copying
music-drawing
music-flowing
music-footed
music-like
music-loving
music-mad
music-making
music-panting
music-stirring
music-tongued
musica falsa
musica ficta
musica mensurata
musical accent
musical box
musical chairs
musical comedy
musical copy
musical ear
musical flair
musical glasses
musical instrument
musical notation
musical note
musical ornament
musical part
musical passage
musical performance
musical phrase
musical piece
musical program
musical quality
musical revue
musical saw
musical scale
musical score
musical sense
musical sentence
musical sound
musical stage
musical suite
musical talent
musical theater
musical thought
musically inclined
musicogenic epilepsy
musing on the past
musique concr
musk ambrette
musk bag
musk deer
musk duck
musk hog
musk mallow
musk melon
musk orchid
musk ox
musk parrot
musk plant
musk rose
musk turtle
musk-cat
musk-cod
musk-deer
musk-duck
musk-ox
musk-rat
musk-root
musk-tree
musk-wood
muskeg moss
musket arrow
muskrat weed
muskus grass
muslin clipper
muslin delaine
musquash root
muss up
mussaenda coffee
musserd up
mussel bill
mussel crab
mussel-shell
must item
mustache cup
mustache monkey
mustang grape
mustard and cress
mustard beetle
mustard family
mustard gas
mustard greens
mustard oil
mustard plaster
mustard sauce
mustard seed
mustard-seed coal
muster courage
muster in
muster on
muster out
muster roll
muster up
muster your resources
muster-out
mustering out
mut dash
mutamur in illis
mutated form
mutation fox
mutation mink
mutation pressure
mutation stop
mutatis mutandis
mutato nomine
mute swan
mute witness
muted ecstasy
muth-labben
muto-
mutton bird
mutton cane
mutton chop
mutton chops
mutton grass
mutton snapper
mutton spanker
mutton tallow
mutton-chop
mutton-fish
mutton-head
mutton-legger
muttonchop whiskers
mutual admiration
mutual affinity
mutual agreement
mutual aid
mutual approach
mutual assistance
mutual attraction
mutual company
mutual concession
mutual fund
mutual impedance
mutual inductance
mutual induction
mutual insurance
mutual regard
mutual replacement
mutual repulsion
mutual savings bank
mutual support
mutual supportiveness
mutual transfer
mutual understanding
mutual-defense treaty
mutually approaching
muu-muu
muzzle ring
muzzle velocity
muzzle yourself
muzzle-loader
muzzle-loading
muzzy speech
my Angel-infancy
my Father's house
my boys
my burning youth
my craft and sullen art
my goodness
my green age
my humble self
my love
my nearest and dearest enemy
my stars
my word
my-
myall wood
myasthenia gravis
myc-
myceto-
myco-
mycobacterium paratuberculosis
mydas fly
myel-
myelin sheath
myelo-
myelogenous leukemia
myeloid leukemia
myna bird
mynad-minded
myo-
myocardial infarction
myocardial insufficiency
myoclonous epilepsy
myogen fibrin
myosin fibrin
myosotis blue
myovascular insufficiency
myrcia oil
myria-
myriad-leaf
myriad-leaves
myriad-minded
myricyl alcohol
myrio-
myristic acid
myrmec-
myrmeco-
myrobalan family
myrrh-tree
myrtle berry
myrtle bird
myrtle grass
myrtle green
myrtle-berry
myrtle-leaved
nail enamel
nail file
nail filer
nail filing
nail fold
nail hole
nail maker
nail making
nail molder
nail polish
nail puller
nail set
nail up
nail varnish
nail violin
nail water
nail your colors to the mast
nail-bearing
nail-biting
nail-clipping
nail-cutting
nail-head
nail-headed
nail-paring
nail-pierced
nail-shaped
nail-sick
nail-studded
nail-tailed
nailed down
nailer joist
nailhead rust
nailhead spar
nailhead spot
naive realism
nake-footed
naked as a jaybird
naked as a needle
naked as a worm
naked as my nail
naked as the day one was born
naked as the day you were born
naked eye
naked fact
naked floor
naked force
naked ladies
naked oat
naked singularity
naked smut
naked steel
naked to
naked-armed
naked-bladed
naked-eared
naked-eye
naked-eyed
naked-flowered
naked-fruitied
naked-seeded
naked-stalked
naked-tailed
nalidixic acid
namas kar
namby-pambical
namby-pambics
namby-pambies
namby-pambiness
namby-pamby
namby-pambyish
namby-pambyism
namby-pambyness
name and address
name day
name for office
name names
name of the game
name over
name part
name plate
name tape
name to conjure with
namecaller
name-calling
name-child
name-day
name-drop
name-dropped
name-dropper
name-dropping
names of
namma hole
nand pearl
nankeen bird
nankeen lily
nanny goat
nanny plum
nanny-goat
nano-
nap hand
napa leather
naphth-
naphtha distiller
naphtha launch
naphthene-base oil
naphthol black
naphthol blue black
naphthol yellow
naphthyl group
naphthyl methyl ketone
naphthyl radical
naphthylamine black
napier's bones
napkin pattern
napkin ring
narcissus fly
narco-
narcotic injection
narcotic shot
narcotic stupor
narcotic trance
narcotico-acrid
narcotico-irritant
narcotics addict
narcotics agent
narcotics pusher
narcotics smuggling
narcotics traffic
nark it
narkul grass
narra amarilla
narra blanca
narra encarnada
narrative poem
narrative poetry
narrow boat
narrow brush
narrow down
narrow escape
narrow gauge
narrow house
narrow margin
narrow means
narrow place
narrow seas
narrow squeak
narrow sympathies
narrow the gap
narrow views
narrow-backed
narrow-billed
narrow-bladed
narrow-brained
narrow-breasted
narrow-celled
narrow-chested
narrow-crested
narrow-ended
narrow-eyed
narrow-faced
narrow-fisted
narrow-gage
narrow-gauge
narrow-gauged
narrow-guage
narrow-guaged
narrow-headed
narrow-hearted
narrow-hipped
narrow-jointed
narrow-laced
narrow-leaved
narrow-leaved oat grass
narrow-meshed
narrow-minded
narrow-mindedly
narrow-mindedness
narrow-mouthed
narrow-mouthed toad
narrow-necked
narrow-nosed
narrow-petaled
narrow-rimmed
narrow-seeded
narrow-shouldered
narrow-shouldred
narrow-skulled
narrow-souled
narrow-spirited
narrow-spiritedness
narrow-streeted
narrow-throated
narrow-toed
narrow-visioned
narrow-waisted
narrowing gap
narly one
nasal accent
nasal bone
nasal cavity
nasal concha
nasal discharge
nasal gleet
nasal index
nasal tone
nasal twang
nascent condition
nascent state
nash-gab
nasolacrimal duct
nastic movement
nasturtium family
nasturtium red
nasturtium yellow
nasty blow
nasty crack
nasty look
natal day
natch-bone
nation hood
nation-state
national accounting
national anthem
national assembly
national assistance
national bank
national bank note
national blue
national cemetery
national chairman
national church
national code
national convention
national debt
national economy
national emergency
national flag
national forest
national guard
national holiday
national honor
national income
national insurance
national language
national leader
national leadership
national literature
national militia
national monument
national newspaper
national park
national product
national school
national service
national socialism
national style
native Australian
native bear
native cleverness
native companion
native dextran
native environment
native land
native language
native metals
native millet
native mineral
native oak
native peach
native soil
native speaker
native speech
native tendency
native timothy
native to
native to the heath
native to the place
native to the soil
native tongue
native wit
native-born
native-born citizenship
native-bornness
natura non facit saltum
natural affection
natural aids
natural astrology
natural child
natural childbirth
natural classification
natural color
natural death
natural development
natural dye
natural dyestuff
natural endowment
natural fiber
natural gas
natural gender
natural geometry
natural gift
natural growth
natural harbor
natural hierarchy
natural history
natural idiot
natural immunity
natural impulse
natural instinct
natural language
natural law
natural levee
natural logarithm
natural magic
natural man
natural mineral
natural minor
natural number
natural person
natural philosopher
natural philosophy
natural politeness
natural radioactivity
natural realism
natural realist
natural religion
natural resources
natural right
natural rights
natural rubber
natural science
natural scientist
natural selection
natural state
natural tendency
natural theology
natural to
natural varnish
natural virtue
natural virtues
natural wit
natural world
natural-born
natural-born fool
naturalis possessio
naturalistic description
naturalistic fallacy
naturalistic humanism
naturalized citizen
naturalized citizenship
nature book
nature cure
nature deity
nature in the raw
nature myth
nature philosopher
nature philosophy
nature printing
nature spirit
nature strip
nature study
nature trail
nature worship
nature worshiper
nature's nobleman
nature-print
nature-printing
naughty child
naughty pack
naughty word
nautch dance
nautch girl
nautical chain
nautical day
nautical mile
naval academy
naval air station
naval aircraft
naval architecture
naval auxiliary
naval bomber
naval brass
naval cadet
naval college
naval combat
naval crown
naval engineer
naval fighter
naval forces
naval intelligence
naval interceptor
naval medicine
naval militia
naval mine
naval officer
naval operations
naval pilot
naval pipe
naval reserve
naval school
naval stores
naval vessel
naval vessels
naval warfare
naval-intelligence man
navel ill
navel orange
navel pipe
navel point
navel-shaped
navigable airspace
navigable river
navigable semicircle
navigate in space
navigating bridge
navigating bridge deck
navigating officer
navigation act
navigation and ranging
navigation light
navigation lights
navigation of empty space
navigation radius
navigation weir
navigational satellite
navigator's bubble
navigator-bombardier trainer
navy agent
navy bean
navy bill
navy blue
navy board
navy cross
navy cut
navy green
navy league
navy leaguer
navy man
navy plug
navy unit
navy yard
nay rather
nay-say
naya paisa
naye paise
ne exeat
ne plus ultra
ne'er a
ne'er a one
ne'er-do-well
ne'er-dos
ne-
neanderthal man
neap tide
near and far
near as the bark on a tree
near at hand
near beer
near by
near death
near duplicate
near east
near enough to
near future
near go
near hand
near likeness
near miss
near point
near relation
near rhyme
near side
near squeak
near the ground
near the limen of hearing
near the mark
near the surface
near the threshold of hearing
near the wind
near thing
near to
near upon
near your end
near your heart
near-acquainted
near-adjoining
near-at-hand
near-blindness
near-bordering
near-by
near-colored
near-coming
near-dwelling
near-fighting
near-following
near-growing
near-guessed
near-hand
near-legged
near-miss
near-point
near-related
near-resenting
near-sight
near-sighted
near-silk
near-smiling
near-stored
near-threatening
near-touching
near-ushering
near-white
nearly die laughing
nearly duplicate
nearly duplicated
nearly replicate
nearly replicated
nearly reproduce
nearly reproduced
nearly the same
neat as a button
neat as a pin
neat as wax
neat house
neat line
neat price
neat profit
neat soap
neat weight
neat's foot
neat's leather
neat's tongue
neat's-foot oil
neat-ankled
neat-dressed
neat-faced
neat-fingered
neat-folded
neat-footed
neat-handed
neat-handedly
neat-handedness
neat-house
neat-limbed
neat-looking
neb-neb
nebula of Lyra
nebula of Orion
nebular hypothesis
nebulous stars
necessary condition
necessary stool
necessity money
necessity's sharp pinch
neck and crop
neck and heels
neck and neck
neck canal cell
neck cell
neck cord
neck deep
neck handkerchief
neck journal
neck molding
neck of the woods
neck or nothing
neck rot
neck strap
neck sweetbread
neck verse
neck yoke
neck-and-neck race
neck-band
neck-beef
neck-bone
neck-break
neck-breaking
neck-cracking
neck-deep
neck-fast
neck-high
neck-hole
neck-piece
neck-rein
neck-stretching
neck-tie
neck-verse
necklace orchid
necklace poplar
necklace tree
necktie party
necktie sociable
necr-
necro-
necrotic enteritis
necrotic inflammation
necrotic tissue
nectar bird
nectar of the gods
nectar-bearing
nectar-breathing
nectar-dropping
nectar-loving
nectar-secretion
nectar-seeking
nectar-spouting
nectar-streaming
nectar-tongued
need clarification
need doing
need explanation
need for
need must
need no explanation
need no prodding
need to
need translation
need-be
need-not
needle bath
needle beam
needle bearing
needle blight
needle bug
needle bush
needle cast
needle chervil
needle dam
needle diatom
needle file
needle fir
needle furze
needle girder
needle gorse
needle grass
needle grinder
needle grinding
needle gun
needle holder
needle ironstone
needle juniper
needle lace
needle loom
needle maker
needle ore
needle palm
needle point
needle pointer
needle scar
needle spar
needle spike rush
needle telegraph
needle time
needle tooth
needle trade
needle valve
needle weir
needle whin
needle-and-ball indicator
needle-and-thread
needle-bar
needle-billed
needle-fish
needle-form
needle-gun
needle-leaved
needle-made
needle-nosed
needle-point
needle-point lace
needle-pointed
needle-scarred
needle-shaped
needle-sharp
needle-witted
needlenose pliers
needs must
needs-be
needy, the
neel-bhunder
neer-do-well
negation-proof
negative acceleration
negative answer
negative attitude
negative catalyst
negative electricity
negative feedback
negative flag
negative geotropism
negative glow
negative hallucination
negative income tax
negative ion
negative lens
negative misprision
negative polarity
negative pole
negative reinforcement
negative resistance
negative sign
negative tax
negative taxes
negative transfer
negative transference
negative tropism
negative valence
negative-pole
negative-raising
neglect the opportunity
neglected-looking
negotiable bond
negotiable instrument
negotiable instruments
negotiable note
negotiable paper
negotiable securities
negotiate a loan
negotiate a peace
negro corn
negro-head
negrohead beech
neiges d'antan
neighborhood house
neighborhood newspaper
neither fish
neither fish nor fowl
neither here nor there
neither hide nor hair
neither hot nor cold
neither more nor less
neither nobility nor clergy
neither one thing nor the other
nem con
nemat-
nematode worm
nemean lion
nemine contradicente
nemine dissentiente
nemo me impune lacessit
neo-
neo-Catholic
neo-Celtic
neo-Christianity
neo-Darwinian
neo-Darwinism
neo-Darwinist
neo-Gothic
neo-Greek
neo-Hippocratic medicine
neo-Plasticism
neo-Platonician
neo-Roman
neo-Sanskrit
neo-Sanskritic
neo-Scholastic
neo-Scholasticism
neo-Sogdian
neo-Sumerian
neo-Syriac
neo-Thomism
neo-classic
neo-classicist
neo-darwinian
nerve ring
nerve sheath
nerve stretching
nerve trunk
nerve yourself
nerve-ache
nerve-celled
nerve-cutting
nerve-deaf
nerve-deafness
nerve-destroying
nerve-irritating
nerve-jangling
nerve-racked
nerve-ranging
nerve-ridden
nerve-shaken
nerve-shaking
nerve-shattering
nerve-stretching
nerve-tingling
nerve-trying
nerve-winged
nerve-wracking
nerves of steel
nerves on edge
nervous as a cat
nervous breakdown
nervous disorder
nervous exhaustion
nervous nellie
nervous prostration
nervous stomach
nervous strain
nervous system
nervous tension
nervous wreck
nest box
nest egg
nest fungus
nest of drawers
nest-building
nest-egg
nestle-cock
net area
net assets
net blotch
net domestic product
net earnings
net fixer
net income
net interest
net line
net national product
net necrosis
net pay
net plankton
net price
net profit
net receipts
net register ton
net register tonnage
net silk
net tare
net ton
net tonnage
net tracery
net valuation
net value
net wages
net weaver
net weight
net worth
net-fashion
net-tender
net-veined
net-winged
nether cheeks
nether regions
nether side
nether vert
nether world
nether world diety
nethermost layer
nethermost level
nethermost stratum
neti neti
netted melon
netted-veined
nettie-wife
netting knot
nettle butterfly
nettle cell
nettle cloth
nettle creeper
nettle family
nettle geranium
nettle hemp
nettle potato
nettle rash
nettle tree
nettle-cloth
nettle-leaved
nettle-rough
nettle-stung
nettle-tree
nettling cell
network affiliations
network pulser
network show
network stations
neufchatel cheese
neur-
neural arch
neural axis
neural canal
neural cavity
neural crest fold
neural gland
neural groove
neural lamina
neural plate
neural process
neural shield
neural spine
neural tube
neural tube
neuraminic acid
neuro-
neurocirculatory asthenia
neurogenic shock
neurological disease
neuromotor apparatus
neuron doctrine
neurotic disorder
neurotic personality
neurotic-depressive reaction
neuter passive
neuter verb
neutral acriflavine
neutral atom
neutral axis
neutral color
neutral corner
neutral ground
neutral monist
neutral point
neutral position
neutral red
neutral spirits
neutral territory
neutral tint
neutral zone
neutral-tinted
neutralist nation
neutro-
neutron bomb
neutron factory
neutron number
neutron reaction
neutron star
never a one
never be forgotten
never cease
never die
never end
never fear
never feel better
never finish
never forget
never free from
never hear the last of
never idle
never in all your born days
never in my life
never in the world
never let go
never let on
never mind
never nod
never on earth
never on time
never otherwise
never pass
never say die
never sleep
never so
never stoop
never to be erased from the mind
never to be forgotten
never to return
never touch
never-ceasing
never-ceasingly
never-certain
never-changing
never-conquered
never-constant
never-daunted
never-dead
never-dietree
never-dying
never-ended
never-ending
never-endingly
never-endingness
never-fading
never-failing
never-lasting
never-needed
never-never
never-never country
never-never land
never-quenching
never-ready
never-resting
never-resting thing called Time
never-satisfied
never-say-die
never-setting
never-shaken
never-silent
never-sleeping
never-smiling
never-stable
never-strike
never-swerving
never-tamed
never-tiring
never-to-be-equaled
never-trodden
never-twinkling
never-vacant
never-varied
never-varying
never-waning
never-wearied
never-winking
never-withering
new arrival
new beginning
new birth
new blue
new boy
new broom
new brutalism
new catholic edition
new church
new covenant
new critic
new criticism
new deal
new departure
new englander
new english bible
new ethical movement
new generation
new greek
new halfpenny
new hampshire
new hebrew
new high
new humanism
new issue
new latin
new lease on life
new life
new light
new look
new man
new math
new mathematics
new maths
new meaning
new mintage
new moon
new moon bob
new morality
new pence
new penny
new penny Brit
new phase
new philharmonic pitch
new planets
new realism
new sense
new slant
new style
ew term
ew testament
ew theology
ew thought
ew to
ew town
ew twist
ew wave
ew wine
ew wine in old bottles
ew wool
ew word
ew world
ew wrinkle
ew year
ew year's day
ew yorker
ew zealander
ew-admitted
ew-apparel
ew-array
ew-awaked
ew-begotten
ew-bladed
ew-bloomed
ew-blowed
ew-born
ew-built
ew-coined
ew-come
ew-create
ew-cut
ew-day
ew-fallen
ew-fashion
ew-fashioned
ew-fire method
ew-fledged
ew-found
ew-front
ew-furbish
ew-furnish
ew-grown
ew-laid
ew-light
ew-looking
ew-made
new-mint
new-minted
new-mintedness
new-model
new-modeler
new-mown
new-name
new-people
new-rich
new-rigged
new-risen
new-set
new-shaped
new-sprung
new-spun
new-written
new-wrought
new-year
newborn babe
newcastle disease
newel post
newel stair
newel-post
newest of the new
newfangled contraption
newfangled device
newfangled expression
newly come
newly-rich
newness to
news agency
news agent
news analyst
news bell
news case
news channel
news commentator
news conference
news dealer
news editor
news flash
news item
news kiosk
news media
news medium
news peg
news release
news report
news room
news service
news stall
news stirring
news story
news ticker
news vendor
news writer
news-greedy
news-letter
news-making
news-man
news-seeking
news-sheet
news-writer
newspaper of record
newspaper post
newspaper syndicate
newton-meter
next best
next best thing
next door
next door to
next friend
next in line
next life
next of kin
next to
next to nothing
next ways
next world
next-beside
next-door
next-door neighbor
nexus of cause and effect
nez perce
ngai camphor
ni-hard iron
ni-resist iron
nibbing plank
nibble at
nibble away
nibby-jibby
nice Nelly
nice body
nice distinction
nice ear
nice going
nice guy
nice nellie
nice piece of work
nice predicament
nice-Nellie
nice-Nellyism
nice-nelly
nice-nellyism
nicene creed
niceness of distinction
niche in the hall of fame
nicht wahr
nick of time
nick-eared
nick-nack
nickel acetate
nickel bloom
nickel bronze
nickel calciner
nickel carbonyl
nickel glance
nickel gray
nickel green
nickel gymnite
nickel monoxide
nickel ocher
nickel oxide
nickel plate
nickel protoxid
nickel sesquioxide
nickel silver
nickel steel
nickel tetracarbonyl
nickel-cadmium battery
nickel-iron accumulator
nickel-plate
nickel-plated
nickelic oxide
nickelous oxide
nicker nut
nicker tree
nicker-tree
nicotine addict
nicotine addiction
nicotine sulphate
nicotinic acid
nicotinic acid amide
nictitating membrane
night dial
night editor
night effect
night emerald
night fighter
night fire
night flower
night green
night heron
night jasmine
night jessamine
night kaka
night key
night lamp
night latch
night letter
night life
night light
night line
night lizard
night monkey
night office
night operations
night owl
night palsy
night parrot
night partridge
night pennant
night piece
night prayer
night rail
night raven
night rider
night robe
night rocket
night school
night sergeant
night shift
night singer
night snake
night soil
night song
night sparrow
night spell
night spot
night steed
night stick
night sweat
night table
night terror
night vision
night warbler
night watch
night watcher
night watches
night watching
night watchman
night willow herb
night-bird
night-black
night-blind
night-blindness
night-blooming
night-blooming cereus
night-blowing
night-born
night-bringing
night-cap
night-cellar
night-cheering
night-clad
night-cloaked
night-clothes
night-club
night-clubbed
night-clubbing
night-contending
night-cradled
night-crow
night-dark
night-decking
night-dispersing
night-dress
night-enshrouded
night-eyed
night-fallen
night-faring
night-feeding
night-filled
night-flowering
night-fly
night-flying
night-folded
night-founded
night-gaping
night-glass
nightshade family
nighty-night
nigrosine spirit-soluble
nigrosine water-soluble
nigrospora cob rot
nihil ad rem
nihil album
nihil debet
nihil dicit
nihil ex nihilo
nihil habet
nihil obstat
nihilistic delusion
niku-bori
nil admirari
nil desperandum
nil nisi bonum
nil sine numine
nile green
nilly-willy
nilpotent algebra
nim tree
nimble mind
nimble will
nimble wit
nimble-eyed
nimble-feathered
nimble-fingered
nimble-footed
nimble-headed
nimble-heeled
nimble-jointed
nimble-mouthed
nimble-moving
nimble-pinioned
nimble-shifting
nimble-spirited
nimble-stepping
nimble-tongued
nimble-toothed
nimble-winged
nimble-witted
nimble-wittedness
nimbus cloud
niminy-pimininess
niminy-piminy
niminy-piminyism
nimmy-pimmy
nimonic alloy
nine days' wonder
nine o'clock
nine points of the law
nine-banded
nine-banded armadillo
nine-circled
nine-cornered
nine-day
nine-eyed
nine-eyed eel
nine-eyes
nine-foot
nine-hole
nine-holes
nine-hour
nine-inch
nine-jointed
nine-killer
nine-knot
nine-lived
nine-mile
nine-part
nine-part measure
nine-part time
nine-ply
nine-point
nine-point circle
nine-pound
nine-pounder
nine-power
nine-share
nine-shilling
nine-spined
nine-spined stickleback
nine-spot
nine-spotted
nine-syllabled
nine-tailed
nine-tenths
nine-voiced
nine-word
nine-year
ninepenny morris
ninepin block
nineteenth hole
nineteenth man
ninety-acre
ninety-day
ninety-day wonder
ninety-eight
ninety-eighth
ninety-fifth
ninety-first
ninety-five
ninety-four
ninety-fourth
ninety-hour
ninety-mile
ninety-nine
ninety-ninth
ninety-one
ninety-second
ninety-seven
ninety-seventh
ninety-six
ninety-sixth
ninety-third
ninety-three
ninety-ton
ninety-two
ninety-word
ninny-hammer
ninth chord
ninth cranial nerve
ninth-born
ninth-built
ninth-class
ninth-formed
ninth-hand
ninth-known
ninth-mentioned
ninth-rate
ninth-told
niobic acid
nip and tuck
nip at the heels of
nip in the bud
nip in the head
nip off
nip through
nip up
nip-up
nipa alcohol
nipa sugar
nipped at
nipped waist
nipper crab
nipperty-tippery
nipping wind
nipple cactus
nippy wind
nirvana principle
nisi prius
nisi prius court
nisi-prius
nissen hut
nissuee trout
nit grass
nit-grass
nit-picking
niter cake
niter-blue
nit-
nitramino group
nitramino radical
nitric acid
nitric bacteria
nitric bacterium
nitric ether
nitric oxide
nitride process
nitriding steel
nitrile base
nitrile rubber
nitro compound
nitro group
nitro powder
nitro radical
nitro-
nitro-cellulose
nitro-cotton
nitro-hydro-carbon
nitrogen balance
nitrogen chloride
nitrogen cycle
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen equilibrium
nitrogen family
nitrogen fixation
nitrogen fixer
nitrogen iodide
nitrogen monoxide
nitrogen mustard
nitrogen narcosis
nitrogen oxide
nitrogen pentoxide
nitrogen peroxide
nitrogen tetroxide
nitrogen trioxide
nitrogen-fixing
nitrogen-free
nitrohydrochloric acid
nitro-
nitroso group
nitroso radical
nitroso-
nitrosyl chloride
nitrosylsulfuric acid
nitrous acid
nitrous bacteria
nitrous bacterium
nitrous ether
nitrous oxide
nitroxanthic acid
nitta tree
nitty-gritty
nitty-gritty, the
njave butter
njave oil
no alternative
no ball
no beauty
no better than she should be
no better than you should be
no buts about it
no catch
no chance
no charge
no chicken
no choice
no claim
no conjuror
no contest
no credit to
no depth
no dice
no difference
no doubt
no dumbbell
no ear
no end
no end of
no end of a fellow
no end to
no exit
no expectation
no fear
no few
no fine print
no fine print at the bottom
no flies on
no go
no great matter
no great shakes
no holds barred
no hope
no ifs
no ifs, ands, or buts
no joke
no joker
no joker in the deck
no kicker
no laughing matter
no less
no less than
no longer among us
no longer present
no longer with us
no love lost
no ma'am
no man
no man's land
no matter
no matter how
no matter what
no matter when
no matter which
no matter who
no mean
no mo
no modest violet
no more
no more and no less
no more beyond
no nearer
no nerves
no one
no onenobody
no other
no picnic
no place higher
no prize
no room for error
no room to swing a cat
no say
no scholar
no sir
no sirree
no skin off your back
no skin off your elbow
no skin off your nose
no slouch
no small print
no soap
no sooner said than done
no stranger to
no strings
no strings attached
no such a thing
no such thing
no sweat
no time
no time at all
no time to be lost
no title
no two ways about it
no use
no water
no way
no way out
no whit
no-account
no-ball
no-being
no-bottom sounding
no-claim bonus
no-claims bonus
no-count
no-deposit
no-deposit-no-return
no-eye pea
no-fault
no-fault insurance
no-go
no-go area
no-go gauge
no-good
no-hit
no-hitter
no-hoper
no-load fund
no-man's-land
no-no
no-nonsense
no-one
no-par
no-par stock
no-par-value
no-place
no-rent land
no-show
no-side
no-surrender
no-system
no-thoroughfare
no-tillage
no-trump
no-trumper
noan's ark
nobel prize
nobiliary particle
noble ambition
noble art
noble art of self-defense
noble birth
noble experiment
noble fir
noble gas
noble metal
noble metals
noble opal
noble rank
noble rank or birth
noble savage
noble-born
noble-couraged
noble-featured
noble-fronted
noble-looking
noble-minded
noble-mindedly
noble-mindedness
noble-natured
noble-spirited
noble-tempered
noble-visaged
oblesse d'epee
oblesse de robe
oblesse oblige
nobody home
nobody knows
nobody on earth
nobody one knows
nobody present
nobody special
nobody the wiser
nobody under the sun
nobody's fool
nobody's patsy
nobody's sucker
nocking point
noct-
nocti-
nocturnal arc
nocturnal epilepsy
nod assent
nod of assent
nod off
nod to
nod to its fall
nod to your fall
nodal point
nodding acceptance
nodding acquaintance
nodding cap
nodding lilac
nodding to its fall
nodding trillium
noddy tern
node house
node longitude
node of Ranvier
nodi-
nodical month
nodule disease
noise about
noise abroad
noise and shouting
noise factor
noise field intensity
noise figure
noise interference
noise limiter
noise pollution
noise suppressor
noise-canceling microphone
noiseless foot of Time
noisette brown
nol pros
nol-pros
nol-prossed
nol-prossing
nolens volens
noli me tangere
noli-me-tangere
noll-kholl
nolle prosequi
nolo contendere
nom de guerre
nom de plume
nom de theatre
nombril point
nomen nudum
nominal charge
nominal damages
nominal head
nominal partner
nominal price
nominal rate
nominal value
nominal wages
nominating convention
nomination borough
nomination in the race
nominative absolute
nominative of address
nomo-
noms de guerre
non avenu
non compos
non compos mentis
non est
non est inventus
non licet
non liquet
non nobis
non obst
non obstante
non placet
non plus
non plus ultra
non possumus
non pros
non prosequitur
non rep
non repetatur
non seq
non sequitur
non troppo
non ultra
non-
non-African
non-Alexandrian
non-American
non-Anglican
non-Arab
non-Arabic
non-Aryan
non-Asian
non-Asiatic
non-Attic
non-Bantu
non-Baptist
non-Biblical
non-Biblically
non-Bolshevik
non-Bolshevism
non-Bolshevist
non-Bolshevistic
non-Brahmanic
non-Brahmanical
non-Brahminic
non-Brahminical
non-British
non-Buddhist
non-Buddhistic
non-Calvinist
non-Calvinistic
non-Calvinistical
non-Catholic
non-Caucasian
non-Caucasic
non-Caucasoid
non-Celtic
non-Chaucerian
non-Chinese
non-Christian
non-Congregational
non-Congressional
non-Cymric
non-Czech
non-Czechoslovakian
non-Danish
non-Darwinian
non-Druid
non-Egyptian
non-English
non-Episcopalian
non-Euclidean
non-Euclidean geometry
non-European
non-Flemish
non-French
non-Gaelic
non-German
non-Germanic
non-Gothic
non-Gothically
non-Greek
non-Gypsies
non-Gypsy
non-Hamitic
non-Hebraic
non-Hebraically
non-Hebrew
non-Hellenic
non-Hibernian
non-Hindu
non-Homeric
non-Indian
non-Ionic
non-Irish
non-Islamic
non-Islamitic
non-Israelite
non-Israelitic
non-Israelitish
non-Italian
non-Italic
non-Japanese
non-Jew
non-Jewish
non-Kaffir
non-Latin
non-Lutheran
non-Magyar
non-Malay
non-Malayan
non-Malthusian
non-Mediterranean
non-Mendelian
non-Methodist
non-Methodistic
non-Mohammedan
non-Mongol
non-Mongolian
non-Mormon
non-Moslem
non-Moslems
non-Muhammadan
non-Muhammedan
non-Muslem
non-Muslems
non-Muslim
non-Muslims
non-Negritic
non-Negro
non-Negroes
non-Newtonian
non-Nicene
non-Nordic
non-Norman
non-Norse
non-Oscan
non-Parisian
non-Peruvian
non-Polish
non-Portuguese
non-Presbyterian
non-Protestant
non-Prussian
non-Quaker
non-Quakerish
non-Roman
non-Russian
non-Sabbatic
non-Sabbatical
non-Sabbatically
non-Sanskritic
non-Saxon
non-Scandinavian
non-Semite
non-Semitic
non-Shakespearean
non-Shakespearian
non-Slavic
non-Spanish
non-Spartan
non-Stoic
non-Swedish
non-Swiss
non-Syrian
non-Tartar
non-Teuton
non-Teutonic
non-Trinitarian
non-Turk
non-Turkic
non-Turkish
non-Tuscan
non-U
non-Ukrainian
non-Umbrian
non-Unitarian
non-Uralian
non-Vedic
non-Venetian
non-Virginian
non-Welsh
non-White
non-Zionist
non-ability
non-access
non-appearance
non-arcking
non-assumpsit
non-attendance
non-claim
non-co-operate
non-co-operation
non-co-operationist
non-co-operative
non-co-operator
non-co-ordination
non-coll
non-collegiate
non-com
non-combatant
non-commissioned
non-committal
non-communicant
non-compounder
non-con
non-condensing
non-conductor
non-contagion
non-content
non-contradiction
non-effective
non-efficient
non-ego
non-elect
non-electric
non-ens
non-essential
non-euclidean
non-existence
non-existent
non-feasance
non-gremial
non-importation
non-intercourse
non-interference
non-intervention
non-intrusion
non-iron
non-joinder
non-jurant
non-juring
non-juror
non-jury
non-literate
non-member
non-metal
non-moral
non-natty
non-natural
non-necessity
non-noble
non-obedience
non-payment
non-performance
non-placet
non-proficiency
non-profit-making
non-pros
non-prosequitur
non-prossed
non-prossing
non-recoiling
non-reduction
non-regent
non-regulation
non-residence
non-resident
non-residential
non-resistance
non-resistant
non-society
non-striker
non-subscriber
non-substantial
non-tenure
non-term
non-union
non-user
non-vascular
nona-
nonaction calligraphist
nonaction calligraphy
nonaggression pact
nonalcoholic beverage
nonaligned nation
nonanoic acid
nonapparent easement
nonapparent servitude
nonassessable mutual
nonassessable stock
noncallable bond
noncallable securities
noncanonical writings
nonce word
nonce, the
nonchord tone
nonco-operation
nonco-operationist
nonco-operator
noncommissioned officer
noncommutative algebra
noncondensing engine
noncontingent existence
noncontingent free will
noncritical mass
nondestructive testing
nondirectional antenna
nondirectional microphone
nondirective therapy
nondischarge of debts
nondrying oil
none else
none of your business
none other
none to spare
none too soon
none-so-pretties
none-so-pretty
nonfat dry milk
nonfat milk
nonfiction prose
nonfiction writer
nonfilterable virus
nonforfeiture benefit
nonforfeiture law
nonforfeiture value
nonfunctional addition
nongraded school
nonharmonic tone
nonionic detergent
nonlinear calibrations
nonlinear system
nonliving matter
nonmalignant tumor
nonmaterial culture
nonmedical therapist
nonmedical therapy
nonmember bank
nonnative citizen
nonnegotiable bond
nonnegotiable demand
nonnuclear weapons
nonny-nonny
nonordained persons
nonorganic matter
nonpartisan ballot
nonpartisan election
nonpartisan primary
nonprescription drug
nonprone to disease
nonproneness to disease
nonprovided school
nonre-eligibility
nonre-eligible
nonrestrictive clause
nonreversible reaction
nonsanctioned behavior
nonscheduled airline
nonself-governing
nonsense talk
nonsense verse
nonsex-linked
nonsinusoidal circuit
nonskid tire
nonspecific immunity
nonspecific therapy
nonspore-forming
nonstandard language
nonstandard speech
nonsusceptibility to disease
nonsusceptible to disease
nontransferable vote
nontuple time
nonunion shop
nonvalue bill
nonverbal communication
nonvintage wine
nonviolent change
nonviolent protest
nonviolent resistance
nonvolatile oil
nonvoting stock
nonyl alcohol
noodle-head
noogoora bur
nook shaft
nook-shotten
noon-light
noonday light
noonday night
noontide light
nor flesh
nor good red herring
nor nee
nor yet
nor'-west
nor'-wester
nor-
nor-noreast
norfolk howard
norfolk jacket
norm of perfection
normal atom
normal axis
normal barrage
normal curve
normal distribution
normal divisor
normal equivalent deviate
normal landing
normal load
normal loop
normal magnification
normal matrix
normal orthogonal
normal pentane
normal pitch
normal saline solution
normal school
normal series
normal spin
normal tax
normal unemployment
normalized text
norman architecture
norman-french
normative system
normed conjugate
normed space
north about
north briton
north by east
north by west
north celestial pole
north country
north germanic
north mark
north pole
north sea
north shore
north side
north star
north wind
north-countriness
north-countryman
north-east
north-easter
north-easterly
north-eastern
north-eastward
north-end
north-following
north-light
north-north-east
north-north-west
north-northeast
north-northeastward
north-northeastwardly
north-northeastwards
north-northwest
north-northwestward
north-northwestwardly
north-northwestwards
north-polar
north-preceding
north-seeking
north-sider
north-west
north-wester
north-westerly
north-western
north-westward
northeast by east
northeast by north
northeast storm
northern canoe
northern cross
northern crown
northern harvestfish
northern hemisphere
northern kingfish
northern lights
northern mammoth
northern pike
northern porgy
northern red currant
northern redtop
northern sennet
northern studfish
northwest by north
northwest by west
norwegian elkhound
nos-
nosce te ipsum
nose ape
nose around
nose around for
nose bag
nose bit
nose cone
nose count
nose dive
nose down
nose drops
nose ender
nose flute
nose glasses
nose guard
nose hitch
nose into
nose iron
nose key
nose leaf
nose out
nose over
nose peg
nose pipe
nose radiator
nose rag
nose ring
nose stiffener
nose to nose
nose to nose with
nose turret
nose up
nose wheel
nose-bag
nose-band
nose-belled
nose-bleed
nose-dive
nose-dived
nose-diving
nose-dove
nose-grown
nose-heavy
nose-high
nose-leafed
nose-led
nose-nippers
nose-piece
nose-piercing
nose-pipe
nose-pulled
nose-ring
nose-shy
nose-smart
nose-thirl
nose-thumbing
nose-tickling
nose-up
nose-wise
nosee-um
nosegay tree
nosewheel undercarriage
nosey Parker
nosh-up
noso-
nostalgia for the past
nosy Parker
nosy parker
not a Chinaman's chance
not a bad idea
not a bit
not a bit alike
not a bit of difference
not a bit of it
not a blessed one
not a blessed soul
not a breath of air
not a chance
not a dream
not a few
not a hint
not a jot
not a jot or tittle
not a leaf stirring
not a lick
not a lick or smell
not a little
not a mite
not a one
not a particle
not a patch on
not a pin to choose
not a prayer
not a scrap
not a shadow of a suspicion
not a single one
not a single person
not a smidgen
not a smitch
not a snowball's chance in hell
not a soul
not a speck
not a stitch
not a stitch to your back
not a stitch to your name
not a suspicion
not a trace
not a whit
not abide
not absolutely
not accept
not accept compromise
not accept defeat
not accomplish
not accord with
not add up
not admit
not affordable
not agree
not all there
not allow
not allow yourself to believe
not allowed
not amiss
not amount to a damn
not amount to a hill of beans
not amount to anything
not an illusion
not an iota
not another peep out of you
not another word
not answer
not anticipate
not anticipated
not any
not appreciate
not approach
not approve
not as young as you used to be
not at all
not at any price
not at issue
not attend
not back down
not bad
not bargain for
not bat an eye
not bat an eyelash
not be a bit surprised
not be able
not be able to abide
not be able to account for
not be able to bear
not be able to dispense with
not be able to do without
not be able to down
not be able to endure
not be able to say much for
not be able to sit down
not be able to stand still
not be able to swallow
not be able to abide
not be affected by
not be all there
not be at home to
not be behindhand
not be born yesterday
not be caught flatfooted
not be content with
not be entitled to
not be found
not be good for
not be in existence
not be in it
not be in pigtails
not be in your right mind
not be likely
not be met with
not be on speakers
not be on speaking terms
not be on time
not be ready
not be right in the head
not be surprised
not be taken in by
not be too visible
not be up to
not be versed
not be with it
not bear
not bear inspection
not bear with
not beat about the bush
not believe
not believe your ears
not believe your eyes
not believe your senses
not believed
not blink an eye
not boggle at anything
not born yesterday
not breathe
not breathe a word
not bright
not brook
not budge
not budge an inch
not butt in
not buy
not by a damn sight
not by a darn sight
not by a long chalk
not by a long shot
not by a long sight
not by any means
not care
not care a damn
not care a straw about
not care for
not care if you do
not care much for
not care to
not catching
not change
not charmed
not choke on
not come
not come amiss
not come near
not come off
not come to grips with
not come to the point
not come up to
not come up to expectation
not come up to par
not come up to scratch
not come up to the mark
not coming
not comparable
not comparable to
not compare
not compare with
not comply
not comprehensively
not concern
not condone
not conform
not connect with
not consent
not consider
not considerate
not considered
not convey anything
not cost anything
not count
not count the cost
not countenance
not counting
not crack a smile
not cricket
not cry over spilled milk
not cut it
not cut out for
not cut the mustard
not dare to show your face
not deep
not deep enough to float a match
not deny
not deserving belief
not destroy
not do
not do by halves
not do justice to
not done
not dry behind the ears
not easy
not eat
not either
not endanger
not endure
not enough
not enough to count
not enough to matter
not enter your head
not enter your mind
not equal to
not ever
not exhaustively
not exist
not expect
not expend
not expose yourself
not face up to
not fail
not fair
not fall for
not far
not far from
not far off
not fast
not feel like
not feel like anything
not figure
not fill the bill
not find it in your heart to
not find your way to first base
not firm
not fit for man or beast
not fit for mixed company
not fit to be seen
not fit to drink
not fit to eat
not flag
not flinch from
not following
not for attribution
not for love or money
not for publication
not for release
not for the life of me
not for the record
not for the world
not foresee
not forget
not found
not gag on
not get all choked up over
not get along
not get involved
not get involved in
not get off base
not get out of line
not get to first base
not give
not give a damn
not give a damn about
not give a dime a dozen for
not give a hoot
not give a hoot for
not give a shit
not give a shit for
not give a thought to
not give away
not give it a second thought
not give it another thought
not give two hoots for
not give up
not give up the ship
not go along with
not go for
not go off the deep end
not go on all fours with
not go out on a limb
not go too far
not good enough
not guesswork
not guilty
not hack it
not half
not half a chance
not half bad
not half of
not hard
not hard to look at
not hardly
not harken
not have
not have a Chinaman's chance
not have a chance
not have a dry thread
not have a leg to stand on
not have a moment to spare
not have a penny
not have a prayer
not have a sou
not have a word to say
not have all your buttons
not have all your marbles
not have any part of
not have anything to do with
not have idea one
not have it
not have it in one
not have the first idea
not have the foggiest
not have the heart
not have the heart to
not have the knack
not have the least idea
not have the remotest idea
not have the stomach for
not have the stomach to
not have time
not having all one's marbles
not having any
not hear a word
not hear of
not heed
not held against one
not held against you
not here
not hesitate
not hesitate to
not hold a candle to
not hold back
not hold it against one
not hold it against you
not hold together
not hold up
not hold up in the wash
not hold water
not hold with
not hold your breath
not if I can help it
not if I know it
not if you can help it
not implicate
not imply
not in donkey's years
not in error
not in it
not in keeping with
not in residence
not in the habit of
not in the least
not in the mood
not in the picture
not in the same street with
not in your right mind
not included
not infrequently
not interfere
not involve
not involve yourself
not keep
not keep faith with
not kid yourself
not know
not know any better
not know any of the answers
not know beans
not know chalk from cheese
not know from A to B
not know from Adam
not know how
not know someone from Adam
not know the first thing about
not know the half of it
not know the score
not know the time of day
not know the way home
not know up from down
not know what it is all about
not know what o'clock it is
not know what to make of
not know what you are about
not know what's what
not know when to stop
not know when you are beaten
not know where you stand
not know which way is up
not know which way to turn
not know your interest
not know your own mind
not known
not kosher
not leave a leg to stand on
not let a word escape one
not let a word escape you
not let go
not let it get you down
not let it go further
not let out a peep
not lift a finger
not lift a hand
not like
not likely
not listen
not live to eat
not live up to expectation
not long ago
not look back
not look backward
not look for
not look like
not lose a moment
not lose sight of
not lying down
not make an issue of
not make any difference
not make head or tail of
not make heads or tails of
not make it
not make out
not make sense
not make static
not make the course
not make the grade
not make waves
not many
not matter
not matter to
not mean a thing
not measure up
not measure up to expectation
not measuring up
not meddle
not meddle with
not meriting belief
not mince words
not mind
not mind if you do
not mind your business
not miss a trick
not move a foot
not moving
not much
not much for looks
not much of a bargain
not much to boast of
not much to look at
not nearly
not new
not notice
not observe
not occur
not of the earth
not of this world
not often
not on speaking terms
not on the job
not on your life
not one
not open your mouth
not opinion
not oppose
not outstanding
not overlook a bet
not pass
not pass muster
not pay
not penetrate
not perfect
not permit
not permitted
not play fair
not possible
not present
not pretend to say
not proceed with
not proved
not proven
not pull fair
not pull your punches
not pursue with
not put a foot wrong
not put it past
not put up with
not qualify
not quite
not quite right
not rare
not reach
not reach to
not real
not realize your expectations
not really
not receive
not refuse
not register
not relate to
not relax
not relax your concern
not remember
not resemble
not resist
not respect
not respectable
not rest
not right
not right in the head
not rightly know
not ring any bells
not ring true
not rock the boat
not say 'boo'
not say a word
not see
not see an inch beyond your nose
not see beyond your nose
not see the wood for the trees
not seldom
not show up
not shrink from
not shut your eyes
not signify
not singular
not slacken
not sleep a wink
not so
not so bad
not so dumb
not so many
not so much
not so you could tell it
not spare the horses
not speak well of
not square
not square with
not stand a chance
not stand for
not stand on ceremony
not stand up
not standard
not stick your neck out
not stir
not stir a step
not stomach
not stop to think
not stretch
not strike your colors
not subject to call
not submit
not suffer
not suffice
not surprised
not swallow
not sweat it
not take
not take 'no' for an answer
not take care of
not take it as a joke
not take kindly to
not take lying down
not take upon yourself to say
not tamper
not tell
not tell apart
not tell one from the other
not that sort
not that you know
not that you would know it
not the half of
not the same
not the same thing at all
not the thing
not the type
not there
not think
not think much of
not think of
not to be believed
not to be borne
not to be changed
not to be compared
not to be compared with
not to be deflected
not to be depended on
not to be depended upon
not to be despised
not to be distinguished
not to be endured
not to be expected
not to be had
not to be had at any price
not to be had for love or money
not to be handled without gloves
not to be improved
not to be minuted
not to be mistaken
not to be moved
not to be overlooked
not to be quoted
not to be recommended
not to be relied on
not to be relied upon
not to be shaken
not to be sneezed at
not to be thought of
not to be trifled with
not to be trusted
not to get a thing out of
not to lift a hand
not to mention
not to mince the matter
not to mince words
not to the purpose
not to your taste
not tolerate
not too bad
not touch
not touch with a ten-foot pole
not trouble your head about
not trouble your head with
not trouble yourself with
not true
not true to
not turn a hair
not turn the other cheek
not turning over
not understand
not unlike
not up to
not up to expectation
not up to sample
not up to scratch
not up to snuff
not up to specification
not up to standard
not up to your hopes
not use
not use up
not used
not utter a word
not vital
not wait for an invitation
not wait to be asked
not want any part of
not war
not wash
not waste
not weaken
not well-founded
not what it is cracked up to be
not what you used to be
not willing to hear of
not with it
not within the memory of man
not words but action
not work
not worth a continental
not worth a damn
not worth a rap
not worth a thought
not worth a whoop
not worth having
not worth mentioning
not worth saving
not worth speaking of
not worth the candle
not worth the pains
not worth the powder and shot
not worthwhile
not write off
not yield an inch
not your cup of tea
not your sort
not yourself
not-
not-being
not-delivery
not-ephemeral
not-good
not-living
not-out
not-self
not-soul
not-under-command lights
nota bene
notaries public
notarized statement
notary public
notch block
notch-lobed
notched-leaved
note broker
note discounting
note down
note of alarm
note of explanation
note of hand
note paper
note row
note shaver
note shaving
note value
note well
note-blind
note-blindness
note-book
note-holder
note-paper
note-perfect
notes inegales
notes of a scale
nothing at all
nothing doing
nothing else
nothing else but
nothing if not critical
nothing in excess
nothing in particular
nothing like
nothing loath
nothing more
nothing of the kind
nothing of the sort
nothing off
nothing on earth
nothing special
nothing to boast of
nothing to brag about
nothing to do with
nothing to do with the case
nothing to hide
nothing to it
nothing to say about
nothing to signify
nothing to speak of
nothing to the left
nothing to the right
nothing to think twice about
nothing to write home about
nothing under the sun
nothing whatever
nothing worth speaking of
notice board
notions counter
noto-
nought beside
noughts and crosses
noughts-and-crosses
noun clause
noun determiner
noun equivalent
noun phrase
nourish in your bosom
nouveau riche
nouveau roman
nouveau roturier
nouveau-riche
nouvelle cuisine
nouvelle vague
nouvelles vagues
novel idea
novel maker
novel of character
novel of ideas
novel of incident
novel of manners
novel of sensibility
novel of the soil
novel reader
novel writer
novel-crazed
novel-making
novel-purchasing
novel-reading
novel-sick
novel-writing
novelty shop
novelty siding
novice point
novus homo
novus ordo seclorum
now and again
now and forever
now and then
now as previously
now or never
now that
now you're talking
now-a-day
now-a-days
now-accumulated
now-being
now-big
now-borne
now-dead
now-existing
now-fallen
now-full
now-known
now-lost
now-neglected
now-waning
nowhere near
nowhere to be found
nowhere to turn
nowhere-dense
noxious stench
ns-a-vis
nt wt
nth degree
nth power
nu-value
nub yarn
nubbin disease
nubecula major
nubecula minor
nuci-
nucle-
nuclear artillery
nuclear atom
nuclear bomb
nuclear chemistry
nuclear cross section
nuclear electron
nuclear energy
nuclear engineer
nuclear envelope
nuclear explosive
nuclear family
nuclear fission
nuclear force
nuclear fuel
nuclear furnace
nuclear fusion
nuclear isomer
nuclear isomerism
nuclear magnetic resonance
nuclear magneton
nuclear particle
nuclear physicist
nuclear physics
nuclear power
nuclear power plant
nuclear radiation
nuclear rays
nuclear reaction
nuclear reactor
nuclear resonance
number three wood
number two
number two iron
number two wood
number work
numbered with the dead
numbers game
numbers pool
numbers racket
numbers runner
numdah rug
numeric data
numerical analysis
numerical aperture
numerical control
numerical forecasting
numerical weather prediction
numerous as the sands
numerous as the stars
nummulitic limestone
nun buoy
nun moth
nun's cloth
nun's fiddle
nun's veiling
nun-bird
nun-buoy
nunc dimittis
nuncupative will
nunny bag
nuptial apartment
nuptial bond
nuptial knot
nuptial mass
nuptial plumage
nuptial song
nuptial tie
nurse an idea
nurse balloon
nurse cell
nurse child
nurse crop
nurse frog
nurse mother
nurse resentment
nurse shark
nurse tree
nurse your revenge
nurse's aide
nurse-child
nurse-father
nurse-mother
nurse-tree
nursery cannon
nursery rhyme
nursery school
nursery school child
nursery slopes
nursery stakes
nursery stock
nursery tale
nurses' station
nursing bottle
nursing father
nursing foot
nursing home
nursing mother
nursing sister
nurture a belief
nurture a feeling
nurture an idea
nurture the hope
nut bone
nut bread
nut brown
nut buoy
nut coal
nut crab
nut dash
nut grass
nut margarine
nut oil
nut palm
nut pine
nut quad
nut rush
nut sedge
nut to crack
nut weevil
nut-brown
nut-crack
nut-cracker
nut-cracking
nut-gall
nut-gathering
nut-grass
nut-hook
nut-oil
nut-shaped
nut-shelling
nut-sweet
nut-tapper
nut-toasting
nut-tree
nut-weevil
nutgall oak
nutmeg apple
nutmeg bird
nutmeg butter
nutmeg family
nutmeg flower
nutmeg geranium
nutmeg grater
nutmeg hickory
nutmeg liver
nutmeg melon
nutmeg oil
nutmeg pigeon
nutrient ratio
nutritional disease
nutritive ratio
nutritive value
nuts about
nuts and bolts
nuts on
nuts over
nutty as a fruitcake
nutty-brown
nutty-flavored
nutty-looking
nux vomica
nycti-
nycto-
nylon carpeting
nylon string
nymph pink
o-gauge
o-k
o-
o-o
o-o-a-a
o-os
oak apple
oak bark
oak beauty
oak blight
oak brown
oak button
oak canker
oak chestnut
oak family
oak fern
oak fly
oak fungus
oak gall
oak green
oak leaf
oak leaf cluster
oak leather
oak moss
oak nut
oak of Dodona
oak pruner
oak tag
oak thistle
oak toad
oak tree
oak veneer
oak wart
oak wilt
oak-apple
oak-beamed
oak-boarded
oak-clad
oak-cleaving thunderbolts
oak-covered
oak-crested
oak-crowned
oak-leaf brown
oak-leaf cluster
oak-leaved
oak-paneled
oak-tanned
oak-timbered
oak-tree
oak-tree money
oak-wainscoted
oar feather
oar-footed
oast house
oast-house
oast-houses
oat bread
oat cleaner
oat field
oat flour
oat grass
oat grinder
oat huller
oat kiln
oat mill
oat sheller
oat thistle
oat thresher
oat-bearing
oat-cake
oat-crushing
oat-fed
oat-growing
oat-producing
oat-shaped
oaten reed
oath breaker
oath breaking
oath helper
oath of allegiance
oath of office
oath of secrecy
oath purgatory
oath suppletory
oath-bound
oath-breaking
oath-despising
oath-detesting
oath-making
oatlike bent grass
oatlike grass
oatmeal cookie
oatseed bird
ob-
obeah doctor
obesity diet
obey the rules
obey your impulse
obispo pine
obiter dicta
obiter dictum
object ball
object case
object glass
object in mind
object language
object lens
object lesson
object libido
object matter
object of art
object of compassion
object of note
object of pity
object of your affections
object program
object space
object speculum
object staff
object teaching
object to
object-glass
object-matter
objectionable person
objective behavior
objective case
objective complement
objective correlative
objective existence
objective genitive
objective idealism
objective point
objective predicate
objective prism
objective relativism
objective relativist
objective spirit
objective truth
objectively true
objectivn objectless preposition
objet d'art
objet d-art
objet trouv
objets d'art
oblate spheroid
oblation cloth
obligate yourself
obliged to
oblique angle
oblique case
oblique circular cone
oblique circular cylinder
oblique coordinates
oblique figure
oblique line
oblique motion
oblique narration
oblique sailing
oblique section
oblique speech
oblique-angled
oblique-fire
obliquity of the ecliptic
obliterative inflammation
oblong-acuminate
oblong-cordate
oblong-cylindric
oblong-elliptic
oblong-elliptical
oblong-falcate
oblong-hastate
oblong-lanceolate
oblong-leaved
oblong-linear
oblong-ovate
oblong-ovoid
oblong-spatulate
oblong-triangular
oblong-wedgeshaped
obnoxious person
oboe d'amore
oboe da caccia
obscene language
obscene literature
obscure darkness
obscurum per obscurius
obsequent stream
observable behavior
observation balloon
observation car
observation flight
observation kite
observation mine
observation plane
observation platform
observation point
observation post
observation squadron
observation tower
observation train
observatory on the moon
observatory outlook
observe etiquette
observe protocol
observe the
observe the Golden Rule
observe the formalities
observe the proprieties
observe with a fine-toothed comb
obsess the mind
obsessed by
obsessional neurosis
obsessive compulsion
obsessive-compulsive neurosis
obsessive-compulsive reaction
obsidional coin
obsolete securities
obstacle course
obstacle race
obstacle racer
obstinate person
obstinate pride
obstruction light
obstruction to vision
obtain a divorce
obtain a return
obtain by fair means or foul
obtain under false pretenses
obtaining by deception
obtrude on
obtrude upon
obturator artery
obturator canal
obturator fascia
obturator membrane
obturator nerve
obturator vein
obtuse angle
obtuse bisectrix
obtuse triangle
obtuse-angled
obtuse-angled triangle
obtuse-angular
obtusi-
obvious clue
occasional cause
occasional chair
occasional licence
occasional poet
occasional table
occasional verse
occasioned by
occipital bone
occipital lobe
occipito-
occluded front
occult balance
occult meaning
occult phenomena
occult, the
occulting light
occulting screen
occupation bridge
occupation force
occupation franchise
occupation layer
occupation neurosis
occupation stamp
occupational disease
occupational hazard
occupational neurosis
occupational psychology
occupational school
occupational therapy
occupy a certain position
occupy a post
occupy the attention
occupy the chair
occupy the mind
occupy the mind with
occupy the thoughts
occupy the thoughts with
occupy time
occupy your time
occupy yourself
occupy yourself with
occur often
occur periodically
occur to
occur to your mind
ocean basin
ocean bed
ocean bottom
ocean breeze
ocean bug
ocean depths
ocean floor  
ocean front  
ocean green  
ocean greyhound  
ocean lane  
ocean liner  
ocean main  
ocean marine insurance  
ocean nymph  
ocean of emptiness  
ocean perch  
ocean pout  
ocean racer  
ocean sea  
ocean spray  
ocean sunfish  
ocean trade  
ocean tramp  
ocean travel  
ocean trip  
ocean zone  
ocean-born  
ocean-borne  
ocean-carrying  
ocean-compassed  
ocean-flooded  
ocean-girdled  
ocean-going  
ocean-going tug  
ocean-guarded  
ocean-rocked  
ocean-severed  
ocean-skirted  
ocean-smelling  
ocean-spanning  
ocean-sundered  
ocean-wide  
oceanic island  
oceanographic research ship  
ocellated turkey  
ocell-  
ocher brown  
ocher orange  
ocher red  
ocher-brown  
ocher-colored  
ocher-red  
ocher-yellow
ochr-el-guerche
ochro-
oct-
octa-
octadecanoic acid
octagon scale
octahedron group
octal base
octal notation
octal system
octane number
octane rating
octanedioic acid
octave coupler
octave flute
octave scale
octave species
octet theory
octo-
octyl alcohol
octyl phenol
ocuba wax
ocul-
ocular inspection
ocular spectroscopy
ocular spectrum
ocular spot
oculo-
oculomotor nerve
odd and even
odd fellow
odd fish
odd job
odd lot
odd man
odd man out
odd moments
odd number
odd or even
odd permutation
odd person
odd thing
odd-bell system
odd-come-short
odd-come-shortly
odd-even check
odd-fangled
odd-humored
odd-jobber
odd-jobman
odd-looking
odd-lot
odd-lot dealer
odd-mannered
odd-me-dod
odd-numbered
odd-pinnate
odd-shaped
odd-sounding
odd-thinking
odd-toed
odds and ends
odds and sods
odds or evens
odds-on
odds-on chance
odium theologicum
odont-
odontoid process
odor of sanctity
odour of sanctity
odylic force
oedipus complex
oeil-de-boeuf
oeils-de-boeuf
oenanthic ester
oenanthic ether
oen-
oesophago-
oestrous cycle
of Nassau
of Preston
of a certain age
of a certainty
of a kind
of a low order of importance
of a mind to
of a piece
of a place
of a size
of a sort
of a sudden
of a truth
of age
of all descriptions
of all kinds
of all manner of colors
of all misery
of all shapes
of all sorts
of all the colors of the rainbow
of all things
of all types
of all work
of another sort
of any description
of any kind
of any sort
of bad faith
of behavior
of choice
of cleanly habits
of common ancestry
of common descent
of common occurrence
of common source
of common stock
of concern
of concernment
of consequence
of consummate art
of counsel
of course
of design
of different orders
of doubt
of easy virtue
of evil portent
of fatal omen
of feeling
of few words
of fiction
of full age
of general application
of general utility
of gentle blood
of good breed
of good cheer
of good comfort
of good credit
of good hope
of good omen
of good physique
of gourmet quality
of great cost
of great price
of happy portent
of heart
of help
of ill omen
of importance
of interest
of itself
of kin
of language
of late
of like mind
of little brain
of little consequence
of little importance
of long duration
of long standing
of loose morals
of many words
of mark
of marriageable age
of moment
of necessity
of no account
of no avail
of no concern
of no consequence
of no earthly use
of no effect
of no force
of no great importance
of no importance
of no matter
of no purpose
of no significance
of no use
of note
of old
of one accord
of one mind
of one piece
of opposite polarity
of other times
of powerful physique
of preference
of promise
of quality
of rank
of record
of ripe age
of sentiment
of service
of set purpose
of significance
of small importance
of small number
of sorts
of soul
of sound mind
of that ilk
of that kind
of that sort
of the best
of the best sort
of the blood
of the clock
of the cloth
of the dead
of the deepest
do the deepest dye
of the earth
of the essence
of the faith
of the first magnitude
of the first rank
of the first water
of the folk
of the highest type
of the old school
of the same hue
of the same kidney
of the same mind
of the same stripe
of the true faith
of the war party
of two minds
of unsound mind
of use
of value
of vital importance
of weight
of yesterday
of yore
of your own
of your own accord
of your own choice
of your own free will
of your own volition
of-
of-door
of-fact
of-the-moment
off Broadway
off and on
off base
off chance
off colour
off cut
off day
off duty
off guard
off in the clouds
off in the upper story
off in your reckoning
off key
off limits
off line
off market
off note
off of
off on
off pat
off plumb
off season
off side
off soundings
off stage
off stump
off the air
off the beam
off the beaten track
off the course
off the cuff
off the field
off the ground
off the heading
off the hinges
off the hip
off the hook
off the old block
off the rails
off the record
off the reel
off the shelf
off the subject
off the top of the head
off the top of your head
off the track
off the trolley
off the vertical
off the wall
off the wind
off white
off with
off with you
off work
off year
off you go
off your beat
off your chump
off your feed
off your guard
off your hands
off your head
off your nut
off your rocker
off your trolley
off-
off-Broadway
off-balance
off-base
off-bear
off-bearer
off-bitten
off-board
off-break
off-cast
off-center
off-centered
off-centre
off-chance
off-color
off-colored
off-corn
off-cutting
off-drive
off-fall
off-falling
off-flavor
off-flow
off-glide
offend against the law
offend the ear
offend the eye
offend the nostrils
offense to the nostrils
offensive lineman
offensive load
offensive odor
offensive strategy
offensive to ears polite
offensive to gentle ears
offensive warfare
offer a good prospect
offer a prayer
offer a resolution
offer as a plea
offer at a bargain
offer bait to
offer excuse for
offer for sale
offer in defense
offer in exchange
offer itself
offer of marriage
offer of parley
offer price
offer resistance
offer sacrifice
offer thanks
offer the expectation
offer to buy
offer to the public
offer up
offer up an oblation
offer your compliments
offer your congratulations
offer your felicitations
offer yourself
offered price
offering no delight
offering price
offertory hymn
offertory sentence
offertory veil
offhand position
offhand shot
official residence
office bearer
office block
office boy
office building
office copy
office fixture
office force
office found
office furniture
office girl
office hours
office hunter
office lawyer
office lock
office manager
office practice
office premium
office seeker
office temporary
office worker
office-bearer
office-block ballot
office-boy
office-seeking
officer of arms
officer of the court
officer of the day
officer of the deck
officer of the guard
officer of the watch
officer plant
officer tree
officers' country
official count
official document
official jargon
official journal
official language
official oath
official scorer
official secrecy
official spokesman
officious will
offscourings of society
offscum of society
offset line
offset lithography
offset lithography press
offset sheet
oil gilding
oil gland
oil green
oil groove
oil gun
oil heat
oil heater
oil heating
oil lamp
oil land
oil meal
oil mill
oil milling
oil mold
oil nut
oil of almonds
oil of ben
oil of cade
oil of catechumens
oil of mirbane
oil of myrbane
oil of palms
oil of the sick
oil of turpentine
oil of vitriol
oil of wintergreen
oil omphacine
oil paint
oil painter
oil painting
oil paints
oil palm
oil pan
oil plant
oil press
oil pulp
oil refiner
oil refinery
oil rig
oil ring
oil rock
oil sand
oil shale
oil shark
oil sheet
oil silk
oil slick
oil spot
oil stove
oil switch
oil tanker
oil tanning
oil tar
oil the tongue
oil tree
oil tube
oil varnish
oil well
oil whetstone
oil yellow
oil-bag
oil-base paint
oil-bearing
oil-break switch
oil-bright
oil-burning
oil-carrying
oil-colorist
oil-colour
oil-containing
oil-cooled
oil-dispensing
oil-distributing
oil-driven
oil-electric
oil-fed
oil-filled
oil-finding
oil-finished
oil-fired
oil-forming
oil-fueled
oil-gas tar
oil-gilding
oil-harden
oil-hardened steel
oil-hardening
oil-heat
oil-heated
oil-insulated
oil-laden
oil-lit
oil-mill
oil-nut
oil-plant
oil-producing
oil-pumping
oil-refining
oil-regulating
oil-saving
oil-seal
oil-secreting
oil-seed
oil-smelling
oil-soaked
oil-temper
oil-tempered
oil-testing
oil-thickening
oil-tongued
oil-tree
oil-yielding
oilcloth knife
oiled silk
oilspot glaze
oily calm
oily-brown
oily-looking
oily-smooth
oily-tongued
oino-
oiticica oil
oka cheese
okey-doke
okle-dokle
old Adam
old age
old age pension
old amethyst
old as Adam
old as Methuselah
old as history
old as the hills
old as time
old bach
old bachelor
old bag
old battle-ax
old believer
old bird
old blue
old boy
old boy network
old bulgarian
old campaigner
old catholic
old cedar
old chap
old chat
old christmas
old church slavonic
old clothes
old clothes man
old clothing
old codger
old country
old country, the
old covenant
old crock
old crony
old dame
old days
old dodo
old dog
old duffer
old english
old english sheepdog
old enough to know better
old face
old fart
old fellow
old field
old fogey
old fogy
old folks' home
old french
old fud
old fustic
old geezer
old gent
old gentleman
old girl
old glory
old goat
old gold
old granny
old guard
old hand
old hat
old hen
old high german
old ionic
old ivory
old joke
old lady
old liner
old maid
old man
old man's beard
old master
old moon
old nick
old nobility
old norse
old order
old paper
old party
old person
old poop
old pro
old prussian
old red
old river
old rose
old salt
old saw
old saxon
old school
old school tie
old sea dog
old sledge
old soldier
old soldiers' home
old song
old squaw
old stager
old story
old style
old talk
old testament
old times
old trot
old turkey
old welsh
old wheeze
old wife
old witch grass
old wives' tale
old woman
old world
old-age
old-age and survivors insurance
old-age assistance
old-age insurance
old-age pension
old-age pensioner
old-aged
old-bachelorish
old-bachelorship
old-boyish
old-clothesman
old-country
old-established
old-faced
old-fangled
old-farrand
old-farrandlike
old-fashionable
old-fashionably
old-fashionedness
old-field birch
old-field dove
old-field lark
old-field pine
old-fogeydom
old-fogeyish
old-fogy
old-fogydom
old-fogyish
old-fogyishness
old-fogeyism
old-gathered
old-gentlemanly
old-gold
old-growing
old-ivory
old-ladyhood
old-line
old-line company
old-liner
old-looking
old-maid
old-maidenish
old-maidish
old-maidishness
old-maidism
old-man cactus
old-man fern
old-man's-beard
old-new
old-rose
old-school
old-sighted
old-sightedness
old-squaw
old-standing
old-style
old-time
old-time country music
old-time religion
old-timer
old-timey
old-timey music
old-timiness
old-tiny
old-wifely
old-wifish
old-womanish
old-womanishness
old-womanism
old-womanly
old-world
old-worldish
old-worldism
old-worldliness
old-worldly
old-young
olde-worlde
olden times
oldest profession
ole-
oleander fern
oleander scale
oleaster family
olefiant gas
olefin series
oleic acid
oleo gear
oleo leg
oleo oil
oleo strut
oleo-
oleoyl group
oleoyl radical
oleyl alcohol
olfactory area
olfactory bulb
olfactory cell
olfactory nerve
olfactory nerves
olfactory organ
olfactory pit
olfactory sense
olfactory tract
olig-
oligo-
olinda bug
olivaceo-
olive acanthus
olive bark
olive berry
olive branch
olive brown
olive crown
olive drab
olive drabs
olive dun
olive family
olive fly
olive gnat
olive gray
olive green
olive gum
olive knot
olive mangrove
olive nut
olive oil
olive ore
olive plant
olive plum
olive quill
olive scab
olive scale
olive shell
olive tubercle
olive yellow
olive-backed
olive-backed thrush
olive-bordered
olive-branch
olive-brown
olive-cheeked
olive-clad
olive-colored
olive-complexioned
olive-drab
olive-drab shirt
olive-green
olive-greenish
olive-growing
olive-kernel oil
olive-oil castile soap
olive-pale
olive-shadowed
olive-shadowed
olive-sided
olive-sided flycatcher
olive-skinned
olive-tree agaric
olive-wood
olivine-andesite
olivine-basalt
olla podrida
olla-podrida
olympian games
olympic games
om mani padme hum
omander wood
ombres chinoises
ombro-
ome next
omega minus
omega particle
omni mane
omni-
omni-ignorant
omnia vincit amor
omnibus bill
omnibus box
omnibus clause
omnibus driver
omnibus train
omnibus volume
omnibus-driving
omnibus-fashion
omnibus-riding
omnidirectional antenna
omnidirectional microphone
omnidirectional range
omnipotent ruler
omnium gatherum
omnium-gatherum
omnium-gatherums
omo-hyoid
omphalo-
on Easy Street
on Queer Street
on a beam
on a beat
on a bed of roses
on a bowline
on a broad reach
on a cloud
on a declining scale
on a first-name basis
on a footing
on a good footing
on a large scale
on a leash
on a lee shore
on a level
on a line
on a minuscule scale
on a par
on a reach
on a rock
on a slant
on a small scale
on a stretch
on a string
on a sudden
on a sudden impulse
on a treadmill
on account
on account of
on account of this
on account of what
on account of which
on all accounts
on all counts
on all fours
on all fours with
on all hands
on all sides
on all tongues
on amicable terms
on an easy bowline
on an even keel
on an infinitesimal scale
on and off
on and on
on approval
on bad terms
on bail
on balance
on base
on bedrock
on behalf of
on bended knee
on board
on board ship
on budget terms
on call
on center
on chosen
on cloud nine
on condition
on condition that
on consignment
on credit
on deck
on demand
on deposit
on dit
on divers occasions
on draft
on dry land
on duty
on eagle's wings
on earth
on easy terms
on edge
on end
on equal terms
on even ground
on even terms
on every hand
on every side
on everyone's lips
on everyone's tongue
on faith
on familiar terms
on file
on fire
on foot
on footback
on friendly terms
on furlough
on good terms
on guard
on hand
on hands and knees
on her beam-ends
on her own bottom
on high
on hire
on holiday
on horseback
on ice
on impulse
on instinct
on intimate terms
on its beam-ends
on its side
on key
on land
on leash
on leave
on line
on live
on loan
on no account
on no condition
on no occasion
on occasion
on offer
on one
on one occasion
on one side
on one's beam-ends
on one's hands and knees
on one's last legs
on one's uppers
on order
on pain of
on paper
on parole
on passage
on penalty of
on pension
on pins and needles
on principle
on probation
on purpose
on reconsideration
on record
on relief
on route to
on sabbatical leave
on schedule
on second thought
on security
on shank’s mare
on shank’s pony
on shipboard
on ships
on short commons
on short notice
on side
on sight
on slippery ground
on solid ground
on soundings
on speaking terms
on stilts
on stream
on sufferance
on sure ground
on tap
on tenterhooks
on terms
on terms of equality
on terra firma
on that account
on that ground
on that occasion
on the
on the Book
on the agenda
on the air
on the alert
on the anvil
on the anxious bench
on the anxious seat
on the assumption that
on the attack
on the average
on the back of
on the ball
on the bare possibility
on the barricades
on the bash
on the beach
on the beam
on the beam's ends
on the beam-ends
on the beat
on the beaten track
on the bench
on the berth
on the bias
on the blink
on the block
on the boards
on the books
on the borderline
on the bounce
on the brain
on the brink
on the brink of
on the bum
on the button
on the calendar
on the cards
on the carpet
on the chance
on the cheap
on the coattails of
on the confines of
on the contrary
on the course
on the crest
on the crest of the wave
on the critical list
on the cuff
on the decline
on the defensive
on the descendant
on the docket
on the dole
on the dot
on the double
on the double-quick
on the downgrade
on the downward track
on the earth
on the edge
on the edge of
on the edge of tears
on the eve of
on the evidence
on the face of
on the face of it
on the face of the earth
on the face of the globe
on the fence
on the fire
on the flank of
on the floor
on the fly
on the fritz
on the gad
on the go
on the good side of
on the ground
on the heading
on the heel and toe
on the high road
on the high road to
on the high seas
on the high side
on the hip
on the hoof
on the hook
on the hop
on the horizon
on the horns of a dilemma
on the house
on the in with
on the increase
on the instant
on the jar
on the job
on the jump
on the knees of the gods
on the knocker
on the lam
on the lap of the gods
on the left
on the level
on the lift
on the lines of
on the lookout
on the lookout for
on the loose
on the low side
on the make
on the march
on the mark
on the market
on the mend
on the minute
on the model of
on the money
on the move
on the nail
on the nod
on the nose
on the off chance
on the offensive
on the order of
on the other hand
on the outs
on the outs with
on the outside
on the pad
on the parish
on the part of
on the peak
on the pinnacle
on the point
on the point of
on the present occasion
on the qt
on the quiet
on the rack
on the ragged edge
on the razor's edge
on the rebound
on the receiving end
on the return
on the right
on the right scent
on the right side of
on the right track
on the rise
on the road
on the road to
on the rocks
on the run
on the safe side
on the same footing
on the same level
on the same old round
on the same plane
on the scent of
on the score of
on the shady side
on the shady side of
on the shelf
on the shelves
on the shoulders of
on the sick list
on the side
on the skids
on the skirts of
on the sly
on the spot
on the spur of the moment
on the square
on the stage
on the stick
on the stocks
on the straight
on the streets
on the strength of
on the subject of
on the summit
on the supposition that
on the surface
on the table
on the take
on the tapis
on the throne
on the tip of your tongue
on the top
on the town
on the track of
on the trail of
on the tramp
on the turn
on the up-and-up
on the upbeat
on the upgrade
on the upswing
on the verge
on the verge of
on the wagon
on the wane
on the watch
on the watch for
on the water cart
on the water wagon
on the way
on the way to
on the whole
on the wind
on the wing
on the wrong
on the wrong tack
on thin ice
on this account
on this side of the grave
on tick
on time
on tippytoe
on tiptoe
on to
on top
on top of
on top of the heap
on top of the roost
on top of the world
on tour
on trial
on trust
on vacation
on velvet
on view
on visiting terms
on welfare
on what account
on what occasion
on wheels
on which
on which occasion
on your
on your back
on your beam-ends
on your belly
on your bended knees
on your coattails
on your deathbed
on your feet
on your guard
on your hands
on your head
on your high horse
on your hind legs
on your hunkers
on your knees
on your last legs
on your legs
on your mark
on your marrowbones
on your mettle
on your mind
on your nose
on your own
on your own account
on your own ground
on your own hook
on your own initiative
on your own responsibility
on your own say-so
on your own time
on your shitlist
on your toes
on your travels
on your uppers
on your way
on your word
on your word of honor
on-
on-again-off-again
on-board
on-coming
on-ding
on-dit
on-drive
on-glaze
on-glide
on-go
on-going
on-hit
on-limits
on-line
on-off switch
on-stage
on-stream
on-the-job training
once again
once and again
once and for all
once and for always
once and no more
once for all
once in a blue moon
once in a coon's age
once in a thousand years
once in a while
once more
once or twice
once over lightly
once pinnate
once removed
once upon a time
once-accented
once-born
once-over
once-run
onco-
ondes Martenot
one C
one accord
one after the other
one all over
one and all
one and indivisible
one and only
one and the same
one another
one at a time
one bone and one flesh
one by one
one can assume
one cheer more
one day
one dem'd horrid grind
one fifth
one fine day
one fine morning
one flesh
one for all
one for the book
one for the road
one fourth
one half
one hoss shay
one hundred thousand
one in a million
one in a thousand
one in a way
one in ten thousand
one leg
one man
one mind
one o'clock
one of the people
one of these days
one of us
one old cat
one or two
one small difficulty
one thing leads to another
one thing nor the other
one thing to another
one time
one touch of nature
one up
one up on
one voice
one vote
one's adieu
one's all
one's ancestors
one's best
one's best effort
one's best endeavor
one's betters
one's blind side
one's crowd
one's damndest
one's damnest
one's days are numbered
one's disposal
one's doom is sealed
one's due
one's fathers
one's heels
one's hour is come
one's level best
one's mouth
one's move
one's native ground
one's native heath
one's native place
one's number is up
one's own choice
one's own discretion
one's own initiative
one's own man
one's own sweet time
one's own will
one's race is run
one's say
one's set
one's turn
one's two cents' worth
one's utmost
one's worth
one-a-cat
one-act
one-acter
one-and-a-half
one-armed
one-armed bandit
one-base hit
one-berry
one-blade
one-bladed
one-buttoned
one-by-one
one-celled
one-chambered
one-class
one-classer
one-colored
one-crop
one-cusped
one-day
one-decker
one-dimensional
one-dimensional wave
one-dollar
one-eared
one-egg
one-eighty
one-eyed
one-eyedness
one-finned
one-flowered
one-foot
one-footed
one-fourth
one-grained
one-hand
one-handed
one-handedness
one-hearted
one-hoofed
one-horned
one-horse
one-horse town
one-humped
one-hundred-fifty
one-sepaled
one-septate
one-shot
one-sided
one-sidedly
one-sidedness
one-spot
one-star general
one-step
one-step rocket
one-storied
one-story
one-striper
one-term
one-third
one-time
one-to-one
one-toed
one-track
one-track mind
one-two
one-two punch
one-up
one-upmanship
one-valued
one-way
one-way communication
one-way ticket
one-way trip
one-windowed
one-winged
one-word
one-year
oneiro-
one self
onga-onga
onglette file
onion couch
onion dome
onion flute
onion fly
onion foot
onion louse
onion maggot
onion mildew
onion red
onion roll
onion salt
onion sauce
onion set
onion smudge
onion smut
onion structure
onion twitch
onion-eyed
onionskin pink
oniro-
onium compound
onization potential
only a few
only a step
only choice
only have eyes for
only human
only if
only just
only not
only now and then
only occasionally
only once
only think
only too
only when necessary
only when the spirit moves
only yesterday
only-begotten
onomato-
onomatopoeic word
onshore breeze
ont-
ton-
ontological argument
ontological proof
ontrary to expectation
onus probandi
onward and upward
onward course
onyx marble
oo-
oo-la-la
ooblastema filament
oop cit
ooze leather
ooze out
op art
op artist
op cit
op-
opal blue
opal glass
opal gray
opal matrix
opal-tinted
opaline green
opaque color
opaque context
opaque projector
open Pandora's box
open a can of worms
open a show
open a show cold
open account
open aerial
open air
open an account with
open an offensive
open and aboveboard
open arms
open as day
open book
open chain
open circuit
open city
open classroom school
open cluster
open communion
open conflict
open country
open couplet
open court
open cut
open day
open discussion
open door
open enemy
open enrollment
open field
open fire
open for discussion
open forum
open game
open hand
open hand knot
open heart
open her up
open hostilities
open house
open housing
open into
open juncture
open letter
open mandate
open market
open market operations
open mind
open one's mouth
open order
open policy
open position
open primary
open quarrel
open question
open road, the
open rupture
open secret
open sentence
open sequence
open sesame
open shop
open sight
open space
open sphere
open stock
open string
open syllable
open system
open the
open the door to
open the draft
open the eyes
open the eyes to
open the floodgates
open the light
open the lock
open the mind
open the possibility of
open the purse
open the sluices
open the throttle
open the way
open the way for
open throttle
open time
open to
open to all
open to criticism
open to doubt
open to error
open to question
open to reproach
open to solution
open to suspicion
open to the public
open to view
open trailer
open union
open up
open up on
open up the possibility of
open verdict
open waggon
open war
open warfare
open wound
open your big fat mouth
open your big mouth
open your eyes
open your eyes to
open your lips
open your mind to
open your mouth
open-air
open-air theater
open-airish
open-airishness
open-airism
open-airness
open-and-shut
open-and-shut case
open-armed
open-armedly
open-back
open-back press
open-backed
open-bill
open-bladed
open-breasted
open-caisson
open-chested
open-circuit
open-coil
open-countenanced
open-crib
open-cribbed
open-door
open-door policy
open-doored
open-eared
open-end
open-end bond
open-end fund
open-end investment company
open-end wrench
open-ended
open-endedness
open-eyed
open-eyedly
open-face
open-face sandwich
open-faced
open-field
open-fire
open-flowered
open-frame girder
open-front
open-fronted
open-frontedness
open-gaited
open-grained
open-handed
open-handedly
open-headed
open-heart surgery
open-hearted
open-heartedly
open-heartedness
open-hearth
open-hearth furnace
open-hearth process
open-hearthed
open-housed
open-housedness
open-housing
open-joint
open-jointed
open-kettle
open-kneed
open-letter
open-letter proof
open-lined
open-market
open-minded
open-mindedly
open-mindedness
open-mouthed
open-mouthedly
open-mouthedness
open-newel
open-newel stair
open-pan
open-patterned
open-phase
open-phase relay
open-pit
open-pitted
open-plan
open-pollinated
open-reel
open-roofed
open-rounded
open-sand
open-sequence system
open-shelf
open-shelter-deck vessel
open-shelved
open-shop
open-sided
open-sidedly
open-sidedness
open-sleeved
open-spaced
open-spacedly
open-spacedness
open-spoken
open-spokenly
open-spokenness
open-tank
open-tide
open-timber
open-timber roof
open-timbered
open-timbre
open-top
open-topped
open-view
open-visaged
operate at a loss
operate on
operatic overture
operatic singing
operating budget
operating company
operating cost
operating costs
operating expense
operating expenses
operating room
operating speed
operating table
operating theatre
operational gain
operational purpose
operational research
operations research
operations room
operative dentist
operative dentistry
operative surgeon
operative surgery
operator gene
operculi-
opere buffe
opere citato
opere serie
ophio-
ophthalm-
ophthalmia neonatorum
ophthalmo-
ophthalmo-reaction
opiate addiction
opinion poll
opinion sampling
opinion survey
opinion-sampler
opistho-
opium den
opium drinker
opium eater
opium poisoning
opium poppy
opium smoker
opium taker
opium-drinking
opium-drowsed
opium-eating
opium-shattered
opium-smoking
opium-taking
opossum mouse
opossum shrimp
opossum tree
opossum wood
opponent colors theory
opportunity cost
oppose change
opposed to
opposed to change
opposed-piston engine
opposing party
opposite as black and white
opposite as day and night
opposite as fire and water
opposite as light and darkness
opposite as the poles
opposite camp
opposite number
opposite poles
opposite prompt
opposite prompt side
opposite sex
opposite side
opposite tide
opposite to
opposite-leaved
oppositi-
opposition party
opposition to change
opposition voice
oppression of spirit
opera bouffe
opera comique
opsonic immunity
opsonic index
opsonic therapy
opsonocytophagic test
opt for
opt out
opt out of society
optic axis
optic chiasm
optic disc
optic disk
optic nerve
optic neuritis
optic thalamus
optical activity
optical air mass
optical altimeter
optical bench
optical character reader
optical crown
optical density
optical double star
optical flint
optical glass
optical illusion
optical instrument
optical instruments
optical isomer
optical isomerism
optical maser
optical microscope
optical path
optical physics
optical pyrometer
optical rotation
optical scanning
optical telescope
optical tooling
optically active
optically inactive
optico-
optimum capacity
optimum programming
optional bond
optional dividend
optional primary
optional referendum
opto-
opus araneum
opus consutum
opus incertum
opus isodomum
opus pectineum
opus pseudoisodomum
opus reticulatum
or Harry
or buts
or circuit
or else
or ever
or not
or steal
or the instrument evidencing
or-
ora pro nobis
oracle of Dodona
oral cavity
oral communication
oral contraceptive
oral evidence
oral examination
oral groove
oral history
oral interpretation
oral method
oral poetry
oral society
oral surgery
oral-genital stimulation
orang-outang
orang-utan
orange III
orange aphid
orange aurora
orange basketworm
orange berry
orange blossom
orange chipper
orange chrome yellow
orange chromide
orange coneflower
orange daisy
orange flower water
orange grower
orange gum
orange hawkweed
orange juice
orange lead
orange leaf rust
orange lily
orange madder
orange maggot
orange marmalade
orange melon
orange milkweed
orange milkwort
orange mineral
orange ocher
orange orchard
orange peel
orange peel reflector
orange peeler
orange pekoe
orange quince
orange quit
orange rust
orange scab
orange scale
orange spoon
orange stick
orange sulfur
orange sulphur
orange sunflower
orange swallowwort
orange tip
orange vermilion
orange water
orange wife
orange wine
orange-blossom
orange-colored
orange-crowned
orange-eared
orange-eye butterfly bush
orange-fleshed
orange-flower
orange-flowered
orange-headed
orange-hued
orange-leaf
orange-leaf beetle
orange-peel bucket
orange-red
orange-rufous
orange-shaped
orange-sized
orange-striped
orange-tailed
orange-tawny
orange-throated
orange-tip
orange-tipped
orange-tree
orange-winged
orange-yellow
orate fratres
oratio obliqua
oratio recta
oratorio society
orb of day
orb of night
orb weaver
orbiculato-
orbit sweeper
orbit the earth
orbit the moon
orbital angular momentum
orbital electron
orbital index
orbital quantum number
orbital velocity
orbiting geophysical observatory
orbiting observatory
orbiting solar observatory
orbito-
orchard bush
orchard fruit
orchard grass
orchard heater
orchard heating
orchard house
orchard oriole
orchard valve
orchella weed
orchestra bells
orchestra circle
orchestra leader
orchestra pit
orchestral bells
orchestral horn
orchestral musician
orchestral score
orchid family
orchid fly
orchid peat
orchid pink
orchid rose
orchid tree
orchido-
orchiella weed
ordeal bark
ordeal bean
ordeal by battle
ordeal by fire
ordeal by lots
ordeal by water
ordeal root
ordeal tree
order about
order arms
order around
order bill of lading
order blank
order in council
order of battle
order of being
order of business
order of magnitude
order of nature
order of succession
order of the day
order of worship
order paper
order port
order up
order-book
ordered around
ordered field
ordered pair
orderly bin
orderly book
orderly officer
orderly room
orderly sergeant
ordinal number
ordinary Joe
ordinary algebra
ordinary differential equation
ordinary jubilee
ordinary life insurance
ordinary man
ordinary people
ordinary point
ordinary ray
ordinary run
ordinary run of things
ordinary seaman
ordinary share
ordinary shares
ordinary stock
ordinary wave
ordinary, the
ordinary-language philosophy
ordinato-punctate
ordnance corps
ordnance datum
ordnance engineer
ordnance engineering
ordnance map
ordnance officer
ordnance rocket
ordnance sergeant
ore bed
ore body
ore bridge
ore car
ore charger
ore chute
ore digger
ore dressing
ore handler
ore hearth
ore mill
ore miner
ore process
ore rotundo
ore shoot
ore smelter
ore weigher
ore-bearing
ore-buying
ore-crushing
ore-extracting
ore-forming
ore-handling
ore-hoisting
ore-milling
ore-mining
ore-roasting
ore-smelting
ore-washing
ore-weed
oregon grape
orey-eyed
organ beater
organ blower
organ builder
organ building
organ cactus
organ coral
organ desk
organ erector
organ fish
organ gallery
organ grinder
organ gun
organ harmonium
organ loft
organ maker
organ manual
organ of Corti
organ of taste
organ of thought
organ of vision
organ pipe
organ player
organ point
organ screen
organ stop
organ swell
organ transplant
organ transplantation
organ whistle
organ-
organ-blowing
organ-grinder
organ-piano
organ-pipe
organ-pipe cactus
organ-pipe coral
organic being
organic chemical
organic chemist
organic chemistry
organic chlorine
organic disease
organic electricity
organic fertilizer
organic matter
organic mechanism
organic mechanist
organic nature
organic phosphate insecticide
organic psychosis
organic remains
organic structure
organic unity
organization insignia
organization man
organized crime
organized ferment
organized labor
organized matter
organized militia
organized reserves
organo-
orgone box
orgone energy
orgone theory
orgone-energy accumulator
ori-ellipse
oriel window
orient blue
orient pink
orient red
orient the chart
orient the map
orient yellow
orient yourself
oriental beetle
oriental cockroach
oriental poppy
oriental roach
oriental rug
orientate yourself
orientation course
orifice meter
origanum oil
original condition
original jurisdiction
original sin
original title
originate from
originate in
orl fly
orlop deck
ormolu varnish
ornamental composition
ornamental garden
ornamental glass
ornamental grass
ornamental motif
ornamental style
ornamental theme
ornaments rubric
ornith-
oritho-
or-
orographic cloud
orographic precipitation
orphan chamber
orphans’ court
orphreyed miter
orpiment orange
orpiment red
orpiment yellow
orpine family
orra man
orris oil
orth-
ortho-
ortho-cousin
ortho-orsellinic
ortho-toluidine
ortho-xylene
orthoboric acid
orthochromatic film
orthoclase-basalt
orthoclase-gabbro
orthodox Christian
orthodox judaism
orthoformic acid
orthogonal matrix
orthogonal projection
orthogonal trajectory
orthographic projection
orthomorphic projection
orthopedic surgery
orthophosphoric acid
orthophosphorous acid
orthoptic exercises
ortolan bunting
orycto-
os magnum
osage orange
oscheo-
oscillating current
oscillating engine
oscillating universe theory
oscillation circuit
oscillation constant
oscillation engine
oscillation number
oscillation transformer
oscillation-cylinder engine
oscillator relay actuator
oscillator relay control
oscillatory behavior
oscillatory discharge
oscillograph data
oscillograph recorder
oscilloscope tube
oscine bird
osco-umbrian
osculating circle
osculating plane
osier cornel
osier willow
osier-bordered
osier-fringed
osier-like
osier-woven
osmi-iridium
osmio-
osmium lamp
osmium oxide
osmium tetroxide
osmo-
osmotic pressure
osmotic shock
osmund brake
osmund furnace
osmund iron
oso-berry
osseo-
osseous rheumatism
osso bucco
osso buco
oste-
osteitis deformans
ostensible motive
ostensible partner
ostentatious complexity
ostentatious devotion
ostentatious profundity
osteo-
osteopathic hospital
ostraco-
ostrei-
ostich fern
ostrich-egg
ostrich-feather
ostrich-feather grass
ostrich-plume
oswego tea
ot-
otaheite apple
other continuums
other face
other fish to fry
other from
other half
other self
other side
other side of the coin
other side of the picture
other some
other than
other things being equal
other world
other-directed
other-directedness
other-direction
other-group
other-self
otic vesicle
otitis externa
otitis interna
otitis media
otium cum dignitate
oto-
ottava alta
ottava bassa
ottava rima
otter board
otter brown
otter canoe
otter gear
otter hound
otter raft
otter sheep
otter shell
otter shrew
otter trawl
ouabe oil
oufs a la coque
oufs brouilles
oufs poches
oufs sur le plat
ought to
ouija board
ounce apothecaries'
ounce avoirdupois
ounce metal
ounce troy
our account of ourselves
our father
our times
ourang-outang
ourano-
ouster le main
ouster-le-main
out ahead
out and away
out at elbows
out at heels
out at the elbows
out at the heels
out board
out cold
out for
out for bear
out from under
out front
out guide
out in front
out in left field
out in the cold
out in the open
out in your reckoning
out loud
out of
out of a clear blue sky
out of a clear sky
out of a job
out of accord
out of action
out of all bounds
out of all proportion
out of all reason
out of bounds
out of breath
out of character
out of commission
out of conceit with
out of condition
out of contact
out of control
out of countenance
out of court
out of danger
out of date
out of debt
out of doors
out of earreach
out of earshot
out of employ
out of fashion
out of favor
out of focus
out of form
out of funds
out of gear
out of hand
out of harm's reach
out of harm's way
out of harness
out of hearing
out of humor
out of it
out of its element
out of joint
out of keeping
out of kilter
out of line
out of line with
out of luck
out of measure
out of order
out of phase
out of pitch
out of place
out of play
out of plumb
out of pocket
out of practice
out of print
out of proportion
out of question
out of range
out of reach
out of repair
out of season
out of shape
out of sight
out of sight out of mind
out of sorts
out of soundings
out of spirits
out of square
out of step
out of stock
out of style
out of sympathy
out of temper
out of the battle
out of the blue
out of the common
out of the habit of
out of the meshes
out of the mind
out of the ordinary
out of the pale
out of the perpendicular
out of the picture
out of the question
out of the running
out of the sphere of
out of the toils
out of the way
out of the woods
out of the world
out of this
out of this world
out of time
out of tone
out of touch
out of training
out of trim
out of true
out of tune
out of tune and harsh
out of turn
out of use
out of whack
out of whole cloth
out of wind
out of work
out of working order
out of your bearings
out of your control
out of your depth
out of your element
out of your hands
out of your head
out of your league
out of your mind
out of your mind with fear
out of your misery
out of your power
out of your reckoning
out of your senses
out of your skull
out of your teens
out of your wits
out on a limb
out on a rail
out on strike
out sister
out the window
out to
out tray
out with
out with it
out-
out-Herod
out-and-out
out-and-out lie
out-and-outer
out-argue
out-ask
out-babble
out-boarder
out-bound
out-bowed
out-brag
out-building
out-burn
out-by
out-cargo
out-clearer
out-clearing
out-college
out-country
out-craft
out-door
out-field
out-fielder
out-group
out-guard
out-room
out-sentry
out-settlement
out-soul
out-station
out-street
out-take
out-throw
out-thrust
out-top
out-travel
out-voter
out-wall
out-worker
outa sight
outboard cruiser
outboard motor
outboard motorboat
outboard profile
outburst of anger
outburst of laughter
outcast of society
outcrop mine
outdoor theater
outer atmosphere
outer automorphism
outer bar
outer barrister
outer ear
outer face
outer garments
outer jib
outer layer
outer planet
outer product
outer side
outer skin
outer space
outer station
outer-directed
outermost reaches of space
outfit car
outing flannel
outlaw strike
outlet box
outlet plate
outline stitch
outlook over
outlying picket
outpatient clinic
outpost of advancing day
outpost province
output conductance
output current
output data
output indicator
output lag
output measurement
output oscillation
output pulse
output quantity
output resistance
output signal
output transformer
output tube
output voltage
outrigger canoe
outrigger torpedo
outs with
outside broadcast
outside broker
outside caliper
outside chance
outside clinch
outside finish
outside form
outside home
outside hope
outside in
outside jaunting car
outside lap
outside lead
outside left
outside loop
outside market
outside of
outside pickup
outside right
outside roll
outside securities
outside the gates
outside the pale
outside work
outsmart yourself
outstanding accounts
outstanding debt
outstanding feature
outstanding securities
outstretched hand
outstrip the wind
outward appearance
outward show
outward-bound
outward-bounder
outward-facing
outward-flow turbine
ov-
oval chuck
oval compass
oval file
oval kumquat
oval window
oval-arched
oval-berried
oval-bodied
oval-bored
oval-faced
oval-figured
oval-headed
oval-lanceolate
oval-leaved
oval-shaped
oval-truncate
oval-visaged
ovals of Cassini
ovario-
ovate-acuminate
ovate-cordate
ovate-cuneate
ovate-cylindraceous
ovate-cylindrical
ovate-deltoid
ovate-ellipsoidal
ovate-elliptic
ovate-lanceolate
ovate-leaved
ovate-oblung
ovate-orbicicular
ovate-rotundate
ovate-serrate
ovate-serrated
ovate-subulate
ovate-triangular
ovato-
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oven builder
oven furnace
oven thermometer
oven tit
oven wood
oven-bake
oven-baked
oven-bird
oven-dried
oven-dry
oven-ready
oven-shaped
over a barrel
over again
over against
over and above
over and over
over and over again
over head and ears
over head and ears in
over head and ears in love
over my dead body
over the board
over the counter
over the hill
over the hills and far away
over the hump
over the side
over the top
over the water
over there
over your head
over-
over-abound
over-age
over-all
over-and-over stitch
over-anxious
over-arm
over-bold
over-capitalize
over-caution
over-cautious
over-confident
over-correct
over-counter
over-credulous
over-curious
over-dear
over-deck
over-delicate
over-develop
over-discharge
over-eager
over-earnest
over-estimate
over-excite
over-exert
over-expose
over-feed
over-gear
over-greedy
over-hard
over-hasty
over-indulge
over-inform
over-issue
over-king
over-labour
over-liberal
over-lip
over-long
over-measure
over-modest
over-nice
over-people
over-persuade
over-please
over-populate
over-print
over-produce
over-proof
over-proportion
over-read
over-reckon
over-refine
over-rent
over-riding
over-round
over-rule
over-scrupulous
over-sell
over-shoe
over-size
over-soul
over-subscribe
over-supply
over-the-counter
over-the-counter drug
over-the-counter market
over-the-counter securities
over-train
over-trouble
over-trust
over-under
over-value
over-weight
over-wet
over-wise
over-zeal
overall length
overbearing pride
overcast stitch
overcome your resistance
overcome yourself
overcorrection of error
overcurrent relay
overdo it
overdose of
overdraft kiln
overdraw your account
overdrawn account
overextend yourself
overflow bug
overflow pipe
overflow with
overflow with energy
overflow with gratitude
overflowing eyes
overhand knot
overhead camshaft
overhead door
overhead lighting
overhead price
overhead railway
overhead-valve engine
overheated economy
overland stage
overlap fault
overlap radar
overlay glass
overload breaker
overload circuit
overload circuit breaker
overload relay
overload starter
overload switch
overlook distinctions
overlook no possibility
overlook nothing
overlooking no possibility
overly permissive
overmonopo-lizing
overnight bag
overnight sensation
overnight telegram
overopenness to conviction
overopenness to persuasion
overplay your hand
overreach yourself
overreact to
overseas bar
overseas cap
overseas operations
overseas telegram
overshoot the field
overshoot the mark
overshot wheel
oversstay the market
overstep the bounds
overstep your bounds
overstep your prerogatives
overstep your rights
overstuffed chair
overt act
overthrow your mind
overthrow your reason
overthrust fault
overtime pay
overture and beginners
overweening pride
overwhelming defeat
ovi-
ovo-
ovo-testis
ovo-viviparous
owala oil
owala tree
owe a grudge
owe it to
owe it to yourself
owe you no thanks
owing to
owl butterfly
owl car
owl fly
owl midge
owl monkey
owl moth
owl parrot
owl swallow
owl's light
owl's-crown
owl-eyed
owl-faced
owl-glass
owl-haunted
owl-headed
owl-light
owl-sighted
owl-wide
owl-winged
owlet moth
owlet nightjar
own accord
own account
own authority
own choice
own correspondent
own discretion
own free will
own hands
own hook
own initiative
own power
own responsibility
own say-so
own sweet way
own up
own volition
own way
own yourself in the wrong
own-form
own-root
own-rooted
owning up
ox antelope
ox ball
ox balm
ox bile
ox bot
ox daisy
ox dance
ox feather
ox fence
ox heart
ox louse
ox rail
ox ray
ox sole
ox team
ox warble
ox-
ox-bird
ox-bow
ox-eye
ox-eyed
ox-eyed arch
ox-foot
ox-harrow
ox-head
ox-headed
ox-horn
ox-stall
ox-tail
ox-tongue
ox-tongue partisan
oxa-
oxal-
oxalic acid
oxalo-
oxbow chest
oxbow front
oxbow lake
oxeye bean
oxeye camomile
oxeye daisy
oxeye molding
oxford cloth
oxford down
oxford movement
oxi-
oxidation number
oxidation potential
oxidation state
oxidation-reduction
oxide blue
oxide brown
oxide purple
oxide red
oxide yellow
oxidizing agent
oxidizing flame
oxime group
oxo process
oxo reaction
oxo-
oxonium compound
oxtail soup
oxter plate
oxy acid
oxy-
oxo-acetylene
oxy-calcium
oxy-salt
oxyacetylene blowpipe
oxyacetylene cutting
oxyacetylene torch
oxyacetylene welder
oxyacetylene welding
oxycalcium light
oxychlor-
oxodiacetic acid
oxygen acid
oxygen effect
oxygen lance
oxygen mask
oxygen ratio
oxygen recorder
oxygen tank
oxygen tent
oxygen therapy
oxygen-acetylene
oxygen-acetylene cutting
oxygen-acetylene welding
oxygen-hydrogen welding
oxyhydrogen blowpipe
oxyhydrogen light
oxyhydrogen microscope
oxyquinoline sulphate
oyer and terminer
oyster agaric
oyster bank
oyster bar
oyster bay
oyster bed
oyster canoe
oyster catcher
oyster crab
oyster cracker
oyster culture
oyster dredge
oyster drill
oyster farmer
oyster fork
oyster fungus
oyster grass
oyster gray
oyster knife
oyster mine
oyster mushroom
oyster park
oyster pink
oyster plant
oyster plover
oyster rake
oyster rock
oyster scale
oyster schooner
oyster scow
oyster shell
oyster sloop
oyster stew
oyster tongs
oyster tree
oyster white
oyster-catcher
oyster-culturist
oyster-shaped
oyster-shell bark louse
oyster-shell scale
oysters in the half shell
oysters on the half shell
oystershell scale
oz ap
oz av
oz t
ozaena-
ozon-
ozone layer
ozone paper
ozonic ether
p & p
p's and q's
p-n junction
p-type
p/e ratio
pF
pH
pH meter
pW
pa system
paca-rana
pace egg
pace off
pachy-
pacific time
pack a punch
pack animal
pack away
pack bearer
pack carrier
pack drill
pack driver
pack duck
pack hoister
pack horse
pack ice
pack in
pack mule
pack needle
pack of cigarettes
pack of dogs
pack of lies
pack of nonsense
pack of troubles
pack off
pack on
pack on sail
pack puller
pack rat
pack road
pack rolling
pack sack
pack sheet
pack tent
pack the deal
pack train
pack twine
pack up
pack wall
pack-bearing
pack-horse
pack-laden
pack-needle
pack-saddle
package advertising
package bargaining
package conveyer
package deal
package price
package store
package tour
packaged goods
packaged house
packaged tour
packed caucus
packed cell volume
packed deal
packed jury
packed like herrings
packed like sardines
packed out
packed-up
packet boat
packet day
packet folio
packet ship
packet-boat
packing box
packing case
packing fraction
packing house
packing nut
packing plant
packing ring
pad crimp
pad eye
pad foot
pad groom
pad hook
pad horse
pad saddle
pad saw
pad stone
padded cell
paddle beam
paddle board
paddle boat
paddle box
paddle hole
paddle plate
paddle shaft
paddle staff
paddle steamer
paddle tennis
paddle tumbler
paddle wheel
paddle wing
paddle your own canoe
paddle-shaped
paddle-wheel
paddock pipe
paddy blast
paddy field
paddy lucern
paddy wagon
paddy-bird
paddywhack almanac
padge owl
padlock injunction
padlock law
padouk wood
padparadschah sapphire
paean of cheers
paed-
paedo-
pagan deity
pagan divinity
pagan priest
pagano-Christian
pagano-Christianism
page boy
page chair
page cord
page gauge
page numbering
page proof
page rest
page through
page-boy
pagoda sleeve
pagoda stone
pagoda tree
pagoda-tree
pai-hua
pai-loo
pai-loos
paid holiday
paid in full
paid vacation
paid-
paid-in
paille finne
pain in the ass
pain in the neck
pain killer
pain pill
pain spot
pain-afflicted
pain-assuaging
pain-bearing
pain-bought
pain-chastened
pain-dispelling
pain-distorted
pain-drawn
pain-fearing
pain-free
pain-giving
pain-inflicting
pain-killer
pain-killing
pain-producing
pain-racked
pain-stricken
pain-worn
pain-wrought
pain-wrung
pains and punishments
painstakingly match
paint a picture
paint binder
paint bridge
paint brusher
paint cleaner
paint drier
paint finish
paint frame
paint grinder
paint horse
paint hose
paint in bright colors
paint in glowing colors
paint in its true colors
paint keg
paint locker
paint mixer
paint pony
paint pot
paint pretty pictures of
paint primer
paint process
paint remover
paint roller
paint room
paint strake
paint the lily
paint the town red
paint thinner
paint work
paint yourself into a corner
paint-beplastered
paint-filler
paint-filling
paint-mixing
paint-removing
paint-splashed
paint-spotted
paint-spraying
paint-stained
paint-washing
paint-worn
painting beauty
painting bunting
painting cup
painting grass
painting greenling
painting lady
painting pony
painting snipe
painting tongue
painting trillium
painting turtle
painting woman
painter etcher
painter etching
painter graver
painter graving
painter stainer
painter's colic
painter's cream
painter-stainer
painting with the gift of speech
pair annihilation
pair case
pair of bellows
pair of binoculars
pair of compasses
pair of glasses
pair of pincers
pair of scales
pair of scissors
pair of spectacles
pair of suspenders
pair of tongs
pair of trousers
pair of tweezers
pair of twins
pair of virginals
pair of winks
pair off
pair production
pair royal
pair-horse
pair-oar
pair-oared
pair-royal
paired with
paisley print
pajama party
pak-choi
pak-choi cabbage
pak-chois
pakpak-lauin
pal around with
pal up
pal up with
pal with
palace car
palace court
palace guard
palace revolution
palaeo-
palais de danse
palais glide
palas kino
palate bone
palatal residence
palatine tonsil
palato-
pale as a corpse
pale as a forpined ghost
pale as a ghost
pale as death
pale as his shirt
pale bark
pale blue chip
pale brandy
pale broomrape
pale catechu
pale color
pale corydalis
pale elder
pale horse
pale laurel
pale rider
pale-
pale-blooded
pale-blue
pale-bright
pale-cheeked
pale-colored
pale-complexioned
pale-dried
pale-eared
pale-eyed
pale-face
pale-faced
pale-gray
pale-green
pale-hued
pale-leaved
pale-livered
pale-looking
pale-red
pale-reddish
pale-refined
pale-souled
pale-spirited
pale-spotted
pale-striped
pale-tinted
pale-visaged
pale-yellow
paleo-
paleolithic man
paleontological geology
pales weevil
palette knife
paling board
palisade cell
palisade crown
palisade parenchyma
palisade worm
palkee gharry
pall-like
pall-mall
palladium red
palladium sponge
pallet board
pallet box
pallet eye
pallet knife
pallet leather
pallet stone
pallet tail
pallial sinus
palliative operation
palliative treatment
pallid-faced
pallid-fuliginous
pallid-gray
pallid-looking
pallid-ochraceous
pallid-tomentose
pallio-
pallisado crown
pally walsy
palm beetle
palm branch
palm butter
palm cabbage
palm capital
palm cat
palm chat
palm civet
palm cockatoo
palm crab
palm dove
palm family
palm fern
palm for
palm grass
palm grease
palm greaser
palm greasing
palm green
pan gravy
pan head
pan ice
pan out
pan shot
pan supari
pan-
pan-Latin
pan-Saxon
pan-american
pan-americanism
pan-anglican
pan-broil
pan-broiled
pan-broiling
pan-fired
pan-fried
pan-fry
pan-frying
pan-headed
pan-leaf
pan-loaf
pan-pipe
pan-sexualism
pan-shaped
pancake bell
pancake engine
pancake ice
pancake landing
pancake plant
panchen lama
panchromatic film
pancreas ptyalin
pancreat-
pancreatic digestion
pancreatic duct
pancreatic fibrosis
pancreatic juice
pancuronium bromide
panda car
pandemic disease
pander to
pandora shell
panel beater
panel bed
panel board
panel body
panel den
panel discussion
panel heating
panel house
panel length
panel lighting
panel patch
panel photograph
panel pin
panel plane
panel point
panel saw
panel show
panel strip
panel switching
panel system
panel thief
panel truck
panel van
panel wall
panel wheel
pangs of conscience
panic bar
panic bent
panic bolt
panic fear
panic grass
panic party
panic terror
panic-driven
panic-pale
panic-prone
panic-proof
panic-stricken
panic-strike
panic-struck
panic-stunned
panne velvet
pannier pack
pannikin boss
panoramic radar
panoramic shot
panoramic sight
panoramic telescope
pansy orchid
pansy purple
pansy violet
pansy-colored
pansy-growing
pansy-purple
pansy-violet
pansy-yellow
pant after
pant for
pant suit
pant-
panta-
pantechnicon van
panther cat
panther cowrie
panther lily
panther piss
pantie girdle
pantile lath
pantile roof
panting stringer
panto-
pantograph snaffle
pantograph trolley
pantomime dame
pantothenic acid
pants suit
panty girdle
panty hose
panty-hose
panzer division
panzer warfare
papa rock
papal brief
papal cross
papal infallibility
papanicolaou test
papaw family
paper baler
paper birch
paper blockade
paper book
paper boy
paper bush
paper carrier
paper chase
paper chaser
paper chromatography
paper clip
paper cloth
paper coal
paper colorer
paper credit
paper cutter
paper doll
paper dolls
paper flower
paper foot
paper grass
paper hanger
paper hanging
paper holder
paper hornet
paper house
paper hunt
paper jogger
paper joint
paper knife
paper lapper
paper machine
paper mill
paper money
paper mulberry
paper muslin
paper nautilus
paper nautilus
paper office
paper on the wall
paper over
paper plant
paper profit
paper profits
paper pulp
paper pulper
paper rack
paper rate
paper sculpture
paper seller
paper shale
paper sorter
paper stainer
paper standard
paper surplus
paper tape
paper tiger
paper title
paper towel
paper toweling
paper tree
paper varnisher
paper war
paper wasp
paper work
paper works
paper-backed
paper-baling
paper-bound
paper-capped
paper-chasing
paper-clothed
paper-coated
paper-coating
paper-collared
paper-covered
paper-cutter
paper-cutting
paper-drilling
paper-embossing
paper-faced
paper-filled
paper-folding
paper-footed
paper-hangings
paper-lined
paper-mended
paper-palisaded
paper-paneled
paper-patched
paper-saving
paper-selling
paper-shell
paper-shelled
paper-shuttered
paper-slitting
paper-sparing
paper-stainer
paper-stamping
paper-testing
paper-thick
paper-thin
paper-using
paper-varnishing
paper-waxing
paper-white
paper-whiteness
paper-windowed
paperbark maple
papery-skinned
papier coll
papier colle
papier mache
papier-mache
papier-mch
papoose board
papoose-root
paprika sauce
papular rash
papulo-
papyro-
papyrus capital
papyrus column
par avance
par avion
par bond
par collection
par cour
par excellence
par exemple
par parenthese
par value
par-
par-three
para red
para rubber
para-
para-agglutinin
para-aminobenzoic acid
para-aminophenol
para-analgesia
para-anesthesia
para-appendicitis
para-cymene
para-nitrophenol
para-phenetidine
para-rescue
para-ski
para-toluidine
parabolic aerial
parabolic antenna
parabolic reflector
parabolic-reflector microphone
parachute approach
parachute badge
parachute brake
parachute drogue
parachute flare
parachute jump
parachute jumper
parachute light
parachute light ball
parachute rigger
parachute spinnaker
parachute troops
paracoto bark
parade armor
parade bed
parade ground
parade rest
parade your wares
paradental pyorrhea
paradigm case
paradise apple
paradise bird
paradise duck
paradise finch
paradise fish
paradise flower
paradise flycatcher
paradise gallery
paradise grackle
paradise green
paradise grosbeak
paradise nut
paradise plant
paradise seed
paradise stock
paradise tree
paradox gun
paradoxical sleep
paraffin distillate
paraffin hydrocarbon
paraffin oil
paraffin paper
paraffin scale
paraffin series
paraffin wax
paraffin xylol
paraffin-base
paraffin-base oil
paraglyph printing
paragonite schist
parainfluenza virus
paralinguistic communication
parallel axiom
parallel bar
parallel bars
parallel column
parallel cousin
parallel cousin marriage
parallel dash
parallel fifths
parallel file
parallel forces
parallel intervals
parallel line
parallel middle body
parallel motion
parallel octaves
parallel of altitude
parallel of latitude
parallel operation
parallel postulate
parallel projection
parallel rule
parallel ruler
parallel rulers
parallel rules
parallel sailing
parallel series
parallel top
parallel trench
parallel turn
parallel vector
parallel-flow turbine
parallel-line scanning
parallel-veined
parallelogram law
parallelogram of forces
parallelogram rule
paralysis agitams
paralysis agitans
paralysis of authority
paralytic dementia
paralytic rabies
paralytic stroke
parametric amplifier
paramine brown
paramount estate
paranitraniline red
paranoiac psychosis
paranoid delusion
paranoid personality
paranoid psychosis
paranoid schizophrenia
paraphase amplifier
parasite drag
parasite resistance
parasitic drag
parasitic plant
parasitic suppressor
parasitic vowel
parasol ant
parasol fern
parasol mushroom
parasol pine
parasol skirt
parasol wing
parasol-shaped
parasympathetic nervous system
parathyroid extract
parathyroid gland
parathyroid hormone
parathyroid tetany
paratoid gland
paratroop tactics
paratrooper boots
paratyphoid bacillus
paratyphoid fever
parce que
parcel carrier
parcel checker
parcel delivery
parcel gilding
parcel of land
parcel out
parcel paper
parcel post
parcel-blind
parcel-carrying
parcel-deaf
parcel-divine
parcel-drunk
parcel-gilder
parcel-gilding
parcel-gilt
parcel-guilty
parcel-learned
parcel-mad
parcel-packing
parcel-plate
parcel-popish
parcel-post stamp
parcel-stupid
parcel-terrestrial
parcel-tying
parchment bark
parchment lace
parchment paper
parchment worm
parchment-colored
parchment-covered
parchment-faced
parchment-maker
parchment-skinned
parchment-spread
pardon bowl
pardon chair
pardon me
pardon screen
pardonable pride
pare down expenses
pareira brava
parent company
parent complex
parent compound
parent element
parent fixation
parent language
parent metal
parent-in-law
parental generation
parental home
parental love
parental school
parenthetical remark
parfait amour
parheliacal ring
parhelic circle
parhelic ring
pari passu
pari-
pari-mutuel
pari-mutuel machine
pariah dog
pariah kite
parian ware
parietal bone
parietal cell
parliamentary agent
parliamentary government
parliamentary law
parliamentary private secretary
parliamentary secretary
parliamentary train
parlor Bolshevik
parlor boarder
parlor car
parlor grand
parlor house
parlor pink
parlour car
parlour game
parlous straits
parochial church council
parochial council
parochial school
parol arrest
parol contract
parole femme
parole law
paroquet auklet
paroquet bur
parotid duct
parotid gland
paroxysmal tachycardia
parquet circle
parquet floor
parrel truck
parrot bullfinch
parrot cry
parrot disease
parrot fever
parrot fish
parrot green
parrot mouth
parrot's-bill
parrot's-feather
parrot-beak
parrot-beaked
parrot-billed
parrot-coal
parrot-fashion
parrot-fish
parrot-gray
parrot-learned
parrot-mouthed
parrot-nosed
parrot-red
parrot-toed
pars intermedia
parsley bed
parsley crown
parsley fern
parsley pie
parsley piert
parsley wreath
parsley-flavored
parsley-leaved
parsnip wine
parson bird
parson's nose
parson-bird
part and parcel
part by part
part company
part exchange
part from
part gate
part music
part of speech
part of writing
part owner
part singing
part song
part time
part with
part work
part-created
part-done
part-earned
part-finished
part-heard
part-off
part-opened
part-owner
part-score
part-song
part-time
part-time worker
part-timer
part-writing
partake in
partake of
partake of the Lord's Supper
parted and fretty
parted from
parted per tierce
parterre box
parterre boxes
parti pris
parti-color
parti-colored
parti-coloured
parti-decorated
parti-mortgage
parti-named
parti-striped
partial amnesia
partial blindness
partial darkness
partial denture
partial derivative
partial differential
partial differential equation
partial eclipse
partial fraction
partial fractions
partial hold deck
partial ordering
partial pressure
partial product
partial score
partial sum
partial to
partial tone
partial vacuum
partially ordered
partially ordered set
particeps criminis
participant observation
participant observer
participate in
participating bond
participating insurance
participating mortgage
participating preferred
participating preferred stock
participatory democracy
particle accelerator
particle counter
particle of difference
particle physics
particle separation
particle velocity
particular affirmative
particular average
particular choice
particular estate
particular lien
particular negative
particular quantifier
particular solution
particulate inheritance
parties litigant
partin of wood
parting bead
parting chisel
parting cup
parting gate
parting of the ways
parting shard
parting shot
parting strip
parting tool
parting words
partisan election
partisan politics
partisan spirit
partition bulkhead
partition law
partition line
partner in crime
partner plate
partnered with
partners with
partners' desk
partridge cane
partridge dove
partridge pea
partridge pigeon
partridge-berry
partridge-wood
parts list
parts of
parts of ships
party boss
party chairman
party chieftain
party circle
party doctrine
party dress
party emblem
party faithful
party girl
party hack
party in power
party leader
party line
party liner
party machine
party man
party member
party per fess
party per tierce
party philosophy
party platform
party politics
party pooper
party principle
party spirit
party to a suit
party wall
party wheelhorse
party whip
party wire
party-colored
party-column ballot
party-giving
party-making
party-man
party-political
party-spirited
party-wall
party-walled
party-zealous
parula blue
parula warbler
parvi-
pas d'action
pas de basque
pas de chat
pas de cheval
pas de deux
pas de trois
pas du tout
pas seul
pasch egg
pasch-egg
paschal candle
paschal controversy
paschal flower
paschal lamb
paschal letter
paso doble
pasque-flower
pass all bounds
pass along
pass an opinion
pass and repass
pass around
pass as
pass away
pass band
pass belief
pass boat
pass box
pass by
pass by in silence
pass check
pass comprehension
pass counterfeit money
pass course
pass current
pass degree
pass door
pass for
pass from mouth to mouth
pass holder
pass in review
pass in the dark
pass in the mind
pass in the thoughts
pass in your checks
pass in your chips
pass into
pass into your hands
pass judgment
pass key
pass law
pass master
pass muster
pass off
pass off on
pass on
pass out
pass out cold
pass out of sight
pass out of the picture
pass over
pass over Jordan
pass over lightly
pass point
pass sentence
pass sentence on
pass the Rubicon
pass the buck
pass the eyes over
pass the fingers over
pass the hat
pass the queer
pass the time
pass the time of day
pass through
pass through your head
pass through your mind
pass time
pass to the order of the day
pass under review
pass under the name of
pass understanding
pass up
pass upon
pass water
pass with flying colors
pass you by
pass your lips
pass your time in
pass your word
pass-
pass-book
pass-by
pass-by
pass-guard
pass-key
pass-man
pass-out
passage at arms
passage bed
passage bird
passage board
passage boat
passage d'arms
passage grave
passage hawk
duration money
passage of arms
passage of time
passage penny
passage work
passage-boat
passage-free
passage-making
passage-work
passaree boom
passe-partout
courage-work
passe-partouts
passe-temps
passed away
passed ball
passed by
passed master
passed on
passed out
passed over
passed up
passed-master
passenger agent
passenger capacity
passenger car
passenger density
passenger falcon
passenger list
passenger locomotive
passenger manager
passenger mile
passenger mileage
passenger pigeon
passenger plane
passenger steamer
passenger train
passenger-mile
passenger-pigeon
passer-by
passerine bird
passers-by
passing around
passing away
passing belief
passing bell
passing by
passing fancy
passing note
passing over
passing shot
passing spring
passing strake
passing strange
passing the buck
passing through
passing up
passing word
passing-note
passion cross
passion flower
passion fruit
passion nail
passion play
passion sunday
passion week
passion-blazing
passion-breathing
passion-colored
passion-distracted
passion-driven
passion-feeding
passion-filled
passion-flower
passion-fraught
passion-frenzied
passion-guided
passion-kindled
passion-kindling
passion-led
passion-proud
passion-ridden
passion-shaken
passion-smitten
passion-stirred
passion-stung
passion-swayed
passion-thrilled
passion-thrilling
passion-torn
passion-tossed
passion-wasted
passion-winged
passion-worn
passive algolagnia
passive immunity
passive noun
passive obedience
passive reason
passive resistance
passive resister
passive self-annihilation
passive voice
passive-aggressive reaction
passive-dependence reaction
passive-minded
passy-measures
past and gone
past bearing
past comprehension
past danger
past dispute
past due
past expectation
past experience
past history
past hope
past master
past mistress
past one's head
past participle
past perfect
past perfect tense
past praying for
past progressive tense
past recall
past recollection
past tense
past time
past times
past use
past your prime
past-due
past-master
paste grain
paste mold
paste on
paste wash
paste water
paste-egg
paste-up
pastel blue
pastel color
pastel gray
pastel orange
pastel painting
pastel-tinted
pasteur treatment
pasteurized milk
pastor-elect
pastoral care
pastoral counseling
pastoral drama
pastoral elegy
pastoral epistle
pastoral letter
pastoral poet
pastoral poetry
pastoral prayer
pastoral staff
pastoral theology
pastrami sandwich
pastry bag
pastry chef
pastry cook
pastry cream
pastry custard
pastry flour
pastry shell
pastry tube
pasture bird
pasture grass
pasture land
pasture on
pasture rose
pasture thistle
pasty-faced
pasty-footed
pat hand
pat on the back
pat on the cheek
pat on the head
pat pend
pat yourself on the back
pat-a-cake
pat-pat
patch board
patch bolt
patch box
patch pocket
patch test
patch things up
patch together
patch up
patch up a friendship
patch up a quarrel
patch-box
patching plaster
patchouli oil
patchwork quilt
pate d'amande
pate de foie gras
patellar reflex
patent anchor
patent block
patent flour
patent hammer
patent leather
patent light
patent log
patent medicine
patent note
patent office
patent right
patent slip
patent space
patent still
patent-cut jib
pater patratus
paternal ancestor
paternal domicile
paternal love
paternal roof
paternity suit
paternoster line
path of least resistance
path-
pathetic fallacy
patho-
pathologic anatomy
pathological chemistry
pathological condition
pathological drinker
pathological drunkenness
pathological indecisiveness
pathological intoxication
pathological liar
pathological lying
pathological type
patience dock
patience of Job
patience-dock
patient as Job
patient man
patient of
patina green
patio process
pat-
patres conscripti
patri-
patria potestas
patriarchal basilica
patriarchal cross
patriarchate of Alexandria
patriarchate of Antioch
patriarchate of Constantinople
patriarchate of Jerusalem
patriots' day
patristic philosophy
patristic theology
patrol boat
patrol bomber
patrol car
patrol plane
patrol torpedo boat
patrol wagon
patron of drama
patron saint
patronal festival
patronizing attitude
patten maker
patter song
pattern after
pattern bargaining
pattern bombing
pattern box
pattern card
pattern designer
pattern maker
pattern of perfection
pattern reader
pattern wheel
pattern-bomb
patte de mouche
patty shell
patty-cake
patty-shell
pauci-
paucis verbis
paul bunyan
paulo-post-future
paunch mat
pauper costs
pauper-born
pauper-bred
pauper-breeding
pauper-fed
pauper-feeding
pauper-making
pause for station identification
pauvre diable
pave the way
pave the way to
paved road
pavement ant
pavement artist
pavement epithelium
pavement light
paver of the way
pavilion hospital
pavilion roof
paving brick
paving material
paving roller
paving stone
paving tile
pavor nocturnus
paw print
paw-paw
paw-pawness
pawed-over
pawl bitt
pawl head
pawl post
pawl rim
pawn ticket
pax in bello
pax tecum
pax vobiscum
pay COD
pay a compliment
pay a visit
pay addresses to
pay after deductions
pay after taxes
pay and allowances
pay as you go
pay at sight
pay attention
pay attention to
pay attentions to
pay back
pay back in full measure
pay bed
pay by installments
pay cash
pay cash down
pay cash on delivery
pay cash on the barrelhead
pay clerk
pay close attention
pay conscience money
pay court to
pay damages
pay dearly
pay dirt
pay divine honors to
pay down
pay envelope
pay exorbitantly
pay for
pay heed
pay heed to
pay homage to
pay honor to
pay in
pay in advance
pay in full
pay in kind
pay load
pay mind to
pay more than it's worth
pay no attention
pay no attention to
pay no mind
pay no regard to
pay off
pay off old scores
pay off the head
pay old debts
pay on
pay one in his own coin
pay out
pay over
pay phone
pay raise
pay regard to
pay reparation
pay reparations
pay respect to
pay roll
pay scot and lot
pay someone back in his own coin
pay spot cash
pay station
pay strict attention
pay suit to
pay the bill
pay the bills
pay the costs
pay the debt of nature
pay the debt to nature
pay the forfeit
pay the penalty
pay the piper
pay the shot
pay through the nose
pay to the tune of
pay too much
pay tribute
pay tribute to
pay up
pay you in your own coin
pay you in your own currency
pay your
pay your addresses to
pay your court to
pay your dues
pay your respects to
pay your share
pay your way
pay-
pay-TV
pay-all
pay-as-you-go
pay-day
pay-off
pay-rent
pay-roller
paying back
paying guest
paying off
paying out
paying the bills
paying up
paymaster general
paymaster-generalship
payment bill
payment in kind
payno regard to
payroll deduction insurance
payroll padding
pe-tsai cabbage
pea bean
pea beetle
pea blight
pea coal
pea comb
pea crab
pea flower
pea green
pea grit
pea huller
pea in the shoe
pea jacket
pea measle
pea mildew
pea moth
pea ore
pea rifle
pea sheller
pea shrub
pea soup
pea souper
pea tree
pea vetchling
pea vine
pea weevil
pea-brained
pea-chick
pea-coat
pea-combed
pea-flower
pea-flowered
pea-jacket
pea-picking
pea-shoot
pea-sized
pea-soup
pea-soup fog
peak crest
peak factor
peak load
peak out
peaked cap
peaking circuit
peaky-faced
peal of applause
peal of laughter
peal of thunder
peal ringing
peanut bar
peanut brittle
peanut butter
peanut butter and jelly sandwich
peanut flour
peanut gallery
peanut oil
peanut politician
peanut politics
peanut tube
peanut worm
pear blight
pear blight beetle
pear borer
pear brandy
pear gauge
pear haw
pear midge
pear scale
pear shell
pear slug
pear squash
pear thorn
pear thrips
pear-leaved
pear-shaped
pearl ash
pearl barley
pearl blue
pearl bluish
pearl blush
pearl coating
pearl cotton
pearl danio
pearl diabase
pearl disease
pearl diver
pearl diving
pearl edge
pearl essence
pearl eye
pearl filler
pearl fisher
pearl fishing
pearl grain
pearl gray
pearl grey
pearl harbor
pearl hardening
pearl hen
pearl millet
pearl molding
pearl mussel
pearl oyster
pearl shell
pearl sheller
pearl shelling
pearl sinter
pearl spar
pearl spurry
pearl tapioca
pearl white
pearl-ash
pearl-barley
pearl-bearing
pearl-besprinkled
pearl-bordered
pearl-bush
pearl-coated
pearl-colored
pearl-crowned
pearl-encrusted
pearl-eyed
pearl-fishery
pearl-gemmed
pearl-gray
pearl-handled
pearl-headed
pearl-hued
pearl-like
pearl-lined
pearl-lipped
pearl-oyster
pearl-pale
pearl-pure
pebble leather
pebble mill
pebble powder
pebble vetch
pebble-covered
pebble-dashed
pebble-paved
pebble-paven
pebble-shaped
pebble-stone
pebble-strewn
pecan brown
peccant humor
peche melba
peck at
peck horn
peck of troubles
peck order
peckerwood mill
pecking order
pecky cypress
pectic acid
pectin sugar
pectini-
pectoral arch
pectoral cross
pectoral fin
pectoral girdle
pectoral muscle
pectoral sandpiper
peculiar expression
peculiar institution
peculiar people
peculiar thing
peculiar trait
pecuniary advantage
pecuniary aid
pecuniary resources
ped-
pedal board
pedal brake
pedal cords
pedal coupler
pedal curve
pedal extremity
pedal ganglion
pedal key
pedal keyboard
pedal note
pedal organ
pedal piano
pedal point
pedal polygon
pedal pushers
pedal surface
pedal wheel
pedal-pushers
pedately cleft
pedately veined
pedat-
peddler's cart
pede cloth
pede window
pedestal box
pedestal mount
pedestal pile
pedestal rock
pedestal table
pedestrian crossing
pedi-
pedigree clause
pedo-
pedunculate oak
pee your pants laughing
pee-pee
peek in
peek-bo
peel end
peel off
peel tower
peeled eye
peelie-wally
peeling disease
peen hammer
peen-to
peening rammer
peep frog
peep hawk
peep into the future
peep nap
peep of day
peep out
peep plate
peep show
peep sight
peep-bo
peep-hole
peep-show
peeping tom
peer at
peer group
peer into
peer of the realm
peer out
peers of the realm
peevish person
peg along
peg at
peg away
peg down
peg drum
peg float
peg leg
peg on
peg out
peg pants
peg the market
peg to hang on
peg tooth
peg top
peg-a-lantern
peg-tooth harrow
peg-top
pegged market
pegging awl
peking man
pelagic zone
pelargonic acid
pelargonium oil
pelican crossing
pelican fish
pelican flower
pelican hook
pell mell
pell-mell
pellagra-preventive factor
pellet bow
pellet molding
pellitory bark
pelo-
pelorus card
pelt rot
pelt wool
pelti-
pelting rain
pelvi-
pelvic arch
pelvic fin
pelvic girdle
pembroke table
pen and ink
pen cancellation
pen driver
pen driving
pen feather
pen friend
pen in
pen keeping
pen machine
pen maker
pen mating
pen name
pen nib
pen pal
pen palsy
pen picture
pen point
pen portrait
pen portraiture
pen pot
pen pusher
pen pushing
pen sketch
pen up
pen yan
pen-
pen-and-ink
pen-bearing
pen-cancel
pen-clerk
pen-driver
pen-feather
pen-feathered
pen-fish
pen-pusher
pen-shaped
pen-tailed
pen-written
penal code
penal colony
penal institution
penal interest
penal law
penal retribution
penal servitude
penal settlement
penalty area
penalty bench
penalty box
penalty clause
penalty double
penalty envelope
penalty goal
penalty kick
penalty killer
penalty rates
penalty stroke
penang lawyer
penang nut
penang-lawyer
pencil beam
pencil blue
pencil box
pencil case
pencil cedar
pencil compass
pencil diamond
pencil drawing
pencil driver
pencil driving
pencil flower
pencil gate
pencil gating
pencil holder
pencil maker
pencil pusher
pencil pushing
pencil rod
pencil sharpener
pencil sharpening
pencil stone
pencil-beam antenna
pencil-case
pencil-formed
pencil-mark
pencil-shaped
pendant bow
pendant cloud
pendant post
pendant switch
pendant tackle
pendant-shaped
pendant-winding
pendent post
pendente lite
pendulum bob
pendulum clock
pendulum level
pendulum motion
pendulum press
pendulum pump
pendulum watch
pendulum wheel
pene-
penetrate into the mind
penetrated with
penetrating eye
penetrating look
penguin duck
penguin grass
peninsula pine
penis envy
penitent form
penitential Psalm
penitential act
penitential exercise
penitentiary book
pennant fish
pennant hoist
pennant-winged
pennat-i-
penner-up
penni-
penniless man
pennsylvania dutch
penny ante
penny arcade
penny bank
penny black
penny bridal
penny cake
penny dreadful
penny gaff
penny grass
penny hat
penny horrible
penny loaf
penny pies
penny pincher
penny post
penny rent
penny stock
penny stocks
penny tree
penny wedding
penny wheep
penny whistle
penny wisdom
penny-a-line
penny-a-liner
penny-cress
penny-dreadful
penny-farthing
penny-gaff
penny-grass
penny-pinch
penny-pincher
penny-pinching
penny-plain
penny-stone
penny-whistle
penny-wise
penny-wise and pound-foolish
pension off
pensionable age
pensioned off
pensioning off
pent road
pent roof
pent-roof
pent-up
pent-up in the memory
penta-
penta-acetate
pentaerythritol tetranitrate
pentagon dodecahedron
pentagonal dodecahedron
pentane lamp
pentanoic acid
pentatonic scale
penteconta-
penthouse roof
pentobarbitone sodium
pentose nucleic acid
pentose sugar
pentyl acetate
pentyl alcohol
pentyl group
peony dahlia
peony-flowered
people at large
people in general
people of fashion
people's democracy
people's front
people's republic
people's war
people-blinding
people-born
people-devouring
people-king
people-loving
people-pestered
people-pleasing
pep pill
pep rally
pep talk
pep up
pepped up
pepper bush
pepper caster
pepper game
pepper mill
pepper oil
pepper plant
pepper pod
pepper pot
pepper red
pepper sauce
pepper spot
pepper tree
pepper turnip
pepper vine
pepper wheat
pepper-and-salt
pepper-and-salt rope
pepper-box
pepper-castor
pepper-pot
pepper-tree
peppercorn rent
peppered moth
peppermint camphor
peppermint geranium
peppermint gum
peppermint oil
peppermint stringbark
peppermint tree
peptic digestion
peptic ulcer
peptide bond
per an
per annum
per ascensum
per bend
per capita
per caput
per cent
per centum
per chevron
per compound
per contra
per descensum
per diem
per head
per mensem
per mil
per mill
per pais
per pale
per pro
per procuration
per procurationem
per saltire
per saltum
per se
per second per second
per simpliciter
per stirpes
per-
perboric acid
perceived noise decibel
percentage composition
percentage error
percentage tare
perception deafness
perceptual defence
perch pole
perching bird
perchlor-
perchloric acid
perchromic acid
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>percolate in</td>
<td>percolate into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion bullet</td>
<td>percussion cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion drilling</td>
<td>percussion figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion fire</td>
<td>percussion fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion hammer</td>
<td>percussion instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion lock</td>
<td>percussion section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion stop</td>
<td>percussion table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion-proof</td>
<td>percussive welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peregrine falcon</td>
<td>pereira bark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peremptory challenge</td>
<td>peremptory plea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peremptory refusal</td>
<td>perennial pea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perennial phlox</td>
<td>perennial ryegrass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perennial treatment</td>
<td>perennial-rooted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect binding</td>
<td>perfect body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect cadence</td>
<td>perfect competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect contrition</td>
<td>perfect flower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect fool</td>
<td>perfect gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect game</td>
<td>perfect gentleman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect lady</td>
<td>perfect likeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect number</td>
<td>perfect participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect pitch</td>
<td>perfect radiator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect ream</td>
<td>perfect rhyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect square</td>
<td>perfect tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect type</td>
<td>perfect usufruct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
perfect year
perfecting press
perfecting touch
perfective aspect
perfectly sure
perfector press
perfide Albion
perforated tape
perforated tracery
perforation gauge
perform a
perform a part
perform a part in
perform a rite
perform a role
perform action
perform aerobatics
perform as
perform divine service
perform music
perform on
perform rites
perform service
perform the act of love
perform the duties of
perform the functions of
perform the marriage act
perform the office of
perform your duty
performance test
performing area
performing arts
pergelisol table
peri-
peri-insular
periarteritis nodosa
pericline twinning
peridental membrane
peridot of Ceylon
perigean tide
perigean tides
peril point
peril-laden
perilla oil
perineo-
period of duty
period of existence
period of revolution
period of rotation
period piece
period style
periodic acid
periodic function
periodic law
periodic motion
periodic sentence
periodic system
periodic table
periodic wave
periodical cicada
periodical index
periodicity factor
periodontal membrane
periodontal tissue
periost-
periosteo-edema
peripatetic exercise
peripatetic journey
peripheral device
peripheral field
peripheral nervous system
peripheral neuritis
peripheral speed
peripheral vision
periscope lens
perish the thought
perish with cold
perishing with hunger
periton-
periwig chair
periwinkle blue
perjure yourself
perjury-proof
perk up
perle cotton
permafrost table
permanent magnet
permanent magnet speaker
permanent magnetism
permanent press
permanent tooth
permanent wave
permanent way
permanent white
permanent yellow
permanent-press fabric
permanganic acid
permeate by nature
permission to enter
permissions editor
permit all
permit anything
permit bond
permonosulfuric acid
permutation lock
pernicious anaemia
pernicious anemia
pernicious weed
pernyi silkworm
peroxide blond
peroxide-blond
peroxy group
peroxy radical
peroxy-
peroxymonosulfuric acid
peroxysulfuric acid
peroxysulphuric acid
perpend stone
perpend wall
perpendicular distance
perpendicular hand
perpetual adoration
perpetual bond
perpetual calendar
perpetual motion
perplexed question
persecution complex
persian cat
persian lamb
persist in
persistence of vision
persistent cruelty
persistent lactation
person in charge
person of consequence
person of fashion
person of importance
person of note
person of renown
person to be reckoned with
person-to-person
person-to-person call
persona grata
persona non grata
personae gratae
personae non gratae
personal adviser
personal aims
personal ambition
personal appearance
personal choice
personal column
personal conflict
personal correspondence
personal desires
personal effects
personal eq his essays
personal equation
personal file
personal idealism
personal identity
personal initiative
personal judgment
personal letter
personal liberty
personal matter
personal name
personal pronoun
personal property
personal property tax
personal remark
personal responsibility
personal shopper
personal sonar
personal staff
personal style
personal usage
personality bob
personality conflict
personality disintegration
personality disorder
personality disorganization
personality inventory
personality tendency
personality test
personality type
personnel director
personnel manager
persons of the drama
perspiration odor
persuade yourself
persuasion-proof
persulfuric acid
persulphuric acid
pertain to
pertaining to
pertinent to
peruvian bark
pervading attitude
pervading attitudes
pervasive fool
pervasive personality
pervasive-notioned
perverted image
pest pear
pest-house
pest-ridden
pestilence-proof
pestle and mortar
pestle-shaped
pet cock
pet expression
pet food
pet lamb
pet name
pet peeve
pet subject
pet-cock
petal pink
pete blower
pete man
peter boat
peter gunner
peter out
peter pan
peter's pence
peter-boat
peter-penny
petit bleu
petit bourgeois
petit dejeuner
petit feu
petit four
petit juror
petit jury
petit larceny
petit mal
petit point
petit serjeanty
petit souper
petit treason
petit-bourgeois
petit-juror
petit-juryman
petit-maftre
petit-maitre
petit-maltre
petit-mattre
petit-negre
petit-noir
petite bourgeoisie
petite marmite
petite noblesse
petite perception
petites perceptions
petitio principii
petition nomination
petition-proof
petits bourgeois
petits fours
petr-
petrarchan sonnet
petri dish
petrified forest
petrified wood
petro-
petro-occipital
petrol engine
petrol station
petroleum asphalt
petroleum benzine
petroleum coke
petroleum engine
petroleum engineer
petroleum engineering
petroleum ether
petroleum grease
petroleum jelly
petroleum naphtha
petroleum spirit
petticoat breeches
petticoat government
petticoat insulator
petticoat narcissus
petticoat pipe
petty bourgeois
petty bourgeoisie
phantom larva
phantom limb
phantom minnow
phantom of the mind
phantom orchid
phantom picture
phantom red
phantom tumor
phantom wire
phantom-fair
phantom-white
pharaoh ant
pharmaceutical chemist
pharmac-o-
pharmac-o-ryctology
pharyng-o-
pharyngeal cavity
pharyngeal tonsil
pharyng-o-
pharyngo-oesophageal
pharyngo-oral
phase adjustment
phase advance
phase angle
phase contrast microscope
phase control
phase converter
phase difference
phase discriminator
phase in
phase inverter
phase microscope
phase modulation
phase out
phase rule
phase space
phase splitter
phase splitting
phase transformer
phase velocity
phase-contrast
phase-discriminating amplifier
phase-rotation relay
phase-shift microphone
phase-wound
phase-wound rotor motor
phases of the moon
phatic communion
pheasant cuckoo
pheasant duck
pheasant under glass
pheasant's eye
pheasant's-eye
pheasant's-eyes
pheasant-eyed
pheasant-plumed
pheasant-shell
pheasant-tailed
phello-
phen-
phenacyl chloride
phenarsazine chloride
phenethyl alcohol
pheno-
phenobarbital sodium
phenol alcohol
phenol aldehyde
phenol coefficient
phenol red
phenol-phthalein
phenolic resin
phenolic urea
phenomenological psychology
phenomenological theology
phenyl acetate
phenyl alcohol
phenyl cyanide
phenyl ether
phenyl ethyl ether
phenyl group
phenyl iodide
phenyl isocyanate
phenyl mercaptan
phenyl methyl ketone
phenyl salicylate
phenyl valerate
phenylaminopropionic acid
phenylene blue
phenylene group
phenylethyl alcohol
phenylethylbarbituric acid
phenylformic acid
phenylic acid
phenylmethylcarbinyl acetate
phenylpropyl acetate
phenylpyruvic oligophrenia
phi-meson
phi-phenomena
phi-phenomenon
phil-
philenor butterfly
philharmonic pitch
philo-
philosopher king
philosopher's stone
philosopher's wool
philosophers' stone
philosophic composure
philosophic doctrine
philosophic system
philosophic theory
philosophical anthropology
philosophical existentialism
philosophical existentialism
philosophical existentialist
philosophical idealism
philosophical induction
philosophical inquiry
philosophical investigation
philosophical optimism
philosophical optimist
philosophical pitch
philosophical proposition
philosophical speculation
philosophical theology
philosophical unitarianism
philosophico-
philosophy learned from examples
philosophy of being
philosophy of organism
philosophy of signs
philosophy of the Academy
philosophy of the Garden
philosophy of the Lyceum
philosophy of the Porch
philosophy of the Stoa
phleb-
phlebo-
phloem fiber
phloem necrosis
phloem parenchyma
phloem ray
phloro-
phobic reaction
phoebe bird
phoenix fowl
phon-
phone book
phone call
phone number
phone-in
phonemic alphabet
phonetic alphabet
phonetic character
phonetic law
phonetic spelling
phonetic symbol
phono-
phonograph record
phony disease
phony dividend
phony money
phony peach
phony war
phoo-phoo
phos-
phosph-
phosphate rock
phosphine oxide
phospho-
phosphonium iodide
phosphor bronze
phosphor copper
phosphoric acid
phosphoric anhydride
phosphoro-
phosphorous acid
phosphorous anhy-
dride
phosphorus chloride
phosphorus disease
phosphorus necrosis
phosphorus oxide
phosphorus oxychloride
phosphorus pentachloride
phosphorus pentoxide
phosphorus sesquisulfide
phosphorus sulphide
phosphorus trichloride
phosphoryl chloride
phosphoryl group
phosphoryl radical
phossy jaw
phot-
photo finish
photo base
photo finish
photo layout
photo relief
photo spread
photo-
photo-electric
photo-engraving
photo-finish
photo-galvanography
photo-mount
photo-offset
photo-reconnaissance
photo-reconnaissance plane
photo-retouch
photo-set
photo-setting
photochemical process
photoconductor cell
photoelectric cathode
photoelectric cell
photoelectric cell meter
photoelectric cells
photoelectric colorimeter
photoelectric counter
photoelectric current
photoelectric detector
photoelectric device
photoelectric effect
photoelectric emission
photoelectric image converter
photoelectric inspection machine
photoelectric intrusion detector
photoelectric meter
photoelectric multiplier tube
photoelectric photometer
photoelectric pickup
photoelectric pinhole detector
photoelectric recorder
photoelectric sorter
photoelectric threshold
photoelectric timer
photoelectric tube
photoelectric tubes and cells
photoflash bulb
photoflash lamp
photoflash photography
photoflash synchronizer
photoflood lamp
photogelatin process
photograph album
photographer's model
photographic equipment
photographic magnitude
photographic memory
photographic paper
photographic realism
photographic reproduction
photographic telescope
photomicrographic camera
photomultiplier tube
photosensitive device
photosensitive devices
photosensitive glass
photostatic copy
phototypesetting machine
photovoltaic cell
photovoltaic effect
phrasal idiom
phrasal verb
phrase book
phrase mark
phrase marker
phrase structure
phrase-structure grammar
phrase-structure rule
phren-
phreno-
phthalic acid
phthalic anhydride
phthalocyanine blue
phthalocyanine green
phyco-
phyl-
phyll-
phylllo-
phylo-
physi-
physic nut
physic-nut
physical anthropology
physical body
physical charm
physical checkup
physical chemistry
physical condition
physical culture
physical culturist
physical dependence
physical diagnosis
physical double star
physical education
physical examination
physical fitness
physical force
physical geography
physical geology
physical jerks
physical love
physical map
physical medicine
physical metallurgy
physical meteorology
physical optics
physical pendulum
physical pleasure
physical presence
physical science
physical sensibility
physical suffering
physical therapist
physical therapy
physical unfeeling
physical world
physician in ordinary
physico-
physico-theology
physio-
physiographic geology
physiologic epilepsy
physiological atmosphere
physiological botany
physiological chemistry
physiological individual
physiological phonetics
physiological psychology
physiological saline
physiological salt soluti
physiological salt solution
physiologically addictive
physio-
phyt-
phytic acid
phyto-
phytogenic infection
pi a form
pi meson
pi-jaw
pi-meson
pia mater
pia-arachnitis
pia-arachnoid
pia-matral
piacular offering
piano accordion
piano action
piano deal
piano duet
piano keys
piano lamp
piano nobile
piano organ
piano player
piano player roll
piano quartet
piano quintet
piano roll
piano score
piano stool
piano subito
piano trio
piano wire
piano-organ
piano-player roll
piano-violin
pica em
picaresque novel
picayune critic
piccolopasso red
pick a bone with
pick a hole
pick a quarrel
pick and choose
pick apart
pick at
pick clean
pick clock
pick dressing
pick eye
pick glass
pick hammer
pick holes
pick nits
pick off
pick on
pick out
pick over
pick rake
pick the bones of
pick the brains of
pick the lock
pick to pieces
pick tongs
pick up
pick up an acquaintance with
pick up information
pick up speed
pick up the check
pick up the mooring
pick up the tab
pick your brains
pick your pockets
pick your steps
pick your way
pick-
pick-a-back
pick-bearing
pick-me-up
pick-nosed
pick-off
pick-up
pick-up arm
pick-up sticks
pick-up-sticks
pickaback plane
pickax team
picke-devant
picked dogfish
picked on
picked up
picked-hatch
picker-up
pickerel frog
pickerel-weed
picket fence
picket fort
picket guard
picket line
picket patrol plane
picket pin
picket ship
picket tail
picking and choosing
picking out
picking up
picking up the check
picking up the tab
pickle grass
pickle green
pickle moth
pickle-cured
pickle-herring
pickup arm
pickup camera
pickup current
pickup service
pickup tube
pickup unit man
picnic basket
picnic ham
picnic races
picnic shoulder
pico-
picot edge
picot stitch
pier-
pieramic acid
picric acid
picro-
pictographic character
pictographic symbol
picture book
picture bride
picture card
picture cards
picture carrier
picture channel
picture control
picture detector
picture frame
picture gallery
picture hat
picture hook
picture house
picture in your mind
picture layout
picture marriage
picture mirror
picture mold
picture molding
picture monitor
picture noise
picture of health
picture ore
picture palace
picture plane
picture play
picture playwright
picture post card
picture postcard
picture rail
picture sash
picture shifts
picture show
picture spread
picture to yourself
picture tube
picture tubes
picture window
picture wire
picture writing
picture, the
picture-borrowing
picture-broidered
picture-buying
picture-dealing
picture-hanging
picture-hung
picture-painting
picture-pasted
picture-seeking
picture-taking
picture-writing
pictures, the
piddling few
piddling number
pidgin English
pie baker
pie board
pie chart
pie dish
pie eater
pie filler
pie filling
pie in the sky
pie knife
pie maker
pie making
pie meat
pie piece
pie plate
pie rack
pie tin
pie vendor
pie wagon
pie wool
pie-baking
pie-eater
pie-eyed
pie-faced
pie-gow
pie-stuffed
piebald skin
piece accent
piece bien faite
piece brace
piece broker
piece by piece
piece de resistance
piece goods
piece justificative
piece mold
piece of advice
piece of ass
piece of cake
piece of eight
piece of evidence
piece of exchange
piece of gold
piece of good luck
piece of gossip
piece of guesswork
piece of land
piece of meat
piece of money
piece of news
piece of sharp practice
piece of silver
piece of virtu
piece of work
piece of writing
piece of your mind
piece out
piece price
piece price system
piece rate
piece together
piece wage
piece-dye
piece-dyed
piecing together
piecrust table
pied blackbird
pied goose
pied noir
pied wagtail
pied-
pied-a-terre
pied-billed
pied-billed grebe
pied-coated
pied-colored
pied-de-biche
pied-faced
pied-piping
pied-winged
piedmont glacier
pieds de cochon
pien check
pier arch
pier buttress
pier dam
pier glass
pier table
pier-head
pierce the ears
pierce the heart
pierce to the depths
pierced dollar
piercing eye
piercing look
piercing pain
piercing wind
pierian spring
pierre-perdu
pierrot show
piezo oscillator
piezo resonator
piezo-
piezoelectric crystal
piezoelectric effect
piezoelectric microphone
piff-paff
pig Latin
pig bed
pig boiling
pig breaker
pig cart
pig dealer
pig deer
pig hutch
pig in a poke
pig in clover
pig iron
pig lead
pig man
pig metal
pig tub
pig typhoid
pig wife
pig yoke
pig's ear
pig's wash
pig-back
pig-backed
pig-bed
pig-bellied
pig-breeding
pig-bribed
pig-chested
pig-dealing
pig-driving
pig-eating
pig-eyed
pig-faced
pig-farming
pig-fat
pig-footed
pig-haired
pig-haunted
pig-headed
pig-iron
pig-jaw
pig-jawed
pig-jump
pig-jumper
pig-keeping
pig-metal
pig-nut
pig-proof
pig-tailed
pig-tight
pigeon English
pigeon blood
pigeon breast
pigeon clock
pigeon flyer
pigeon grape
pigeon grass
pigeon hawk
pigeon hole
pigeon house
pigeon loft
pigeon pea
pigeon post
pigeon pox
pigeon timer
pigeon's milk
pigeon's-neck
pigeon-berry
pigeon-breast
pigeon-breasted
pigeon-breastedness
pigeon-hawk
pigeon-hearted
pigeon-hole
pigeon-house
pigeon-livered
pigeon-pea
pigeon-plum
pigeon-tailed
pigeon-toe
pigeon-toed
pigeon-wood
piggy bank
piggy-wiggy
piggyback car
piggyback control
piggyback rocket
pigment cell
pignus judiciale
pignus legale
pigs in blankets
pigs' feet
pigs' knuckles
pigsty bulwark
pigtail hook
pikaba hemp
pike hammer
pike perch
pike pole
pike sauce
pike squirrel
pike whale
pike-eyed
pike-gray
pike-snouted
piked dogfish
pi-pler
pilaster mass
pilaster strip
pile Pelion on Ossa
pile bent
pile bridge
pile builder
pile building
pile cap
pile drawer
pile drive
pile driver
pile dweller
pile dwelling
pile fender
pile hammer
pile house
pile in
pile it on
pile on
pile out
pile shoe
pile up
pile weave
pile weaving
pile wire
pile-built
pile-driven
pile-driver
pile-driving
pile-woven
pileated woodpecker
pilferage hazard
pilgrim bottle
pilgrim brown
pilgrim ring
pilose bent grass
pilot balloon
pilot bird
pilot biscuit
pilot boat
pilot bread
pilot burner
pilot cell
pilot chart
pilot chute
pilot cloth
pilot driver
pilot engine
pilot film
pilot fish
pilot flag
pilot flame
pilot house
pilot jack
pilot jacket
pilot ladder
pilot lamp
pilot light
pilot method
pilot model
pilot motor
pilot nut
pilot officer
pilot pin
pilot plan
pilot plane
pilot plant
pilot plow
pilot program
pilot raise
pilot signal
pilot skiff
pilot station
pilot trainee
pilot training
pilot tunnel
pilot valve
pilot waters
pilot whale
pilot wheel
pilot-bird
pilot-boat
pilot-fish
pilotless aircraft
pilsner glass
piltdown man
pima cotton
pimento cheese
pimento grass
pimiento cheese
pimpernel root
pimple copper
pimple metal
pin a medal on
pin basket
pin bit
pin block
pin borer
pin boy
pin bridge
pin buttock
pin cherry
pin clover
pin curl
pin down
pin fallow
pin gear
pin grass
pin horse
pin in
pin knot
pin mark
pin mill
pin money
pin oak
pin on
pin pallet
pin pallet escapement
pin point
pin pool
pin prod
pin rack
pin rail
pin rod
pin seal
pin setter
pin something on someone
pin stripe
pin the tail on the donkey
pin tooth
pin tuck
pin tumbler
pin up
pin valve
pin vise
pin wheel
pin wire
pin wrench
pin your ears back
pin your faith to
pin your hope upon
pin yourself upon
pin-brained
pin-buttocked
pin-curl
pin-eyed
pin-feather
pin-fire
pin-head
pin-hole
pin-lever escapement
pin-money
pin-pallet escapement
pin-prick
pin-spotted
pin-striped
pin-tailed
pin-tailed sand grouse
pin-toed
pin-up
pin-wheel
pin-wing
pina cloth
pinacone pinacolin
pinafore dress
pinball machine
pinbone steak
pinc-pinc
pince-nez
pincer movement
pincer-shaped
pincers movement
pincers-shaped
pinch bar
pinch effect
pinch hit
pinch hitter
pinch of snuff
pinch out
pinch pennies
pinch phenomenon
pinch point
pinch runner
pinch running
pinch-faced
pinch-hit
pinch-hit for
pinch-hitting
pinch-run
pinch-spotted
pinched with hunger
pinched-in
pinchgut money
pincushion distortion
pincushion-flower
pindo palm
pindova palm
pine away
pine bark
pine bark aphid
pine barren
pine barrens
pine borer
pine bullfinch
pine cone
pine end
pine finch
pine for
pine grass
pine grosbeak
pine marten
pine mouse
pine needle
pine nut
pine oil
pine resins
pine sawfly
pine sawyer
pine siskin
pine snake
pine tag
pine tar
pine tree
pine warbler
pine wool
pine worm
pine-apple
pine-barren
pine-bearng
pine-bordered
pine-built
pine-capped
pine-clad
pine-cone fish
pine-covered
pine-crested
pine-crowned
pine-dotted
pine-encircled
pine-fringed
pine-leaf scale
pine-needle oil
pine-sequestered
pine-shaded
pine-shipping
pine-tar oil
pine-tip moth
pine-tree
pine-tree flag
pine-wood
pineal apparatus
pineal body
pineal eye
pineal gland
pineapple cactus
pineapple disease
pineapple fiber
pineapple fungus
pineapple juice
pineapple oil
pineapple weed
piney dammar
piney tallow
piney woods
pinfall Wrestling
ping pong
ping-pong
pinhole camera
pinhole decay
pinhole pupil
pinion focusing microscope
pink bollworm
pink calla lily
pink champagne
pink coat
pink colors and pigments
pink corydalis
pink disease
pink elephant
pink elephants
pink eye
pink gin
pink grass
pink in
pink lady
pink locust
pink of perfection
pink poplar
pink rhododendron
pink salmon
pink salt
pink slip
pink spiders
pink spray
pink squirrel
pink stern
pink tea
pink vine
pink wine
pink-blossomed
pink-bound
pink-breasted
pink-checked
pink-cheeked
pink-coated
pink-colored
pink-eared
pink-eye
pink-eyed
pink-faced
pink-fleshed
pink-flowered
pink-foot
pink-footed
pink-hi
pink-leaved
pink-lipped
pink-ribbed
pink-shaded
pink-shelled
pink-skinned
pink-sterned
pink-striped
pink-tinted
pink-veined
pink-violet
pink-white
pinking iron
pinking shears
pinkster flower
pinnate-leaved
pinnate-ribbed
pinnate-veined
pinnati-
pinnatifid-lobed
pinned down
pinni-
pinning down
pinochle rummy
pinon grass
pinon pine
pinpoint bombing
pinpoint precision
pins and needles
pint pot
pint-pot
pint-size
pint-sized
pintado petrel
pintle boss
pintle chain
pintle hook
pinto bean
pintsch gas
pinup girl
pinwheel roll
pinxster flower
pinxter flower
pioneer day
pioneer tunnel
pious fiction
pious fraud
pip card
pip emma
pip, the
pip-pip
pip-squeak
pipe amygdules
pipe batten
pipe beetle
pipe berth
pipe binder
pipe bomb
pipe box
pipe clay
pipe cleaner
pipe coupling
pipe cutter
pipe die
pipe down
pipe dream
pipe dreamer
pipe dreaming
pipe fitter
pipe fitting
pipe founder
pipe isinglass
pipe line
pipe major
pipe maker
pipe metal
pipe of peace
pipe off
pipe organ
pipe rack
pipe roll
pipe stop
pipe thimble
pipe thread
pipe threader
pipe tongs
pipe tool
pipe up
pipe up a song
pipe vine
pipe welder
pipe wrench
pipe your eye
pipe-bending
pipe-boring
pipe-caulk
pipe-clay
pipe-clayey
pipe-clayish
pipe-cleaning
pipe-cutting
pipe-drawn
pipe-dream
pipe-dreaming
pipe-drilling
pipe-fish
pipe-joint cement
pipe-layer
pipe-line
pipe-necked
pipe-playing
pipe-puffed
pipe-roll
pipe-shaped
pipe-smoker
pipe-stone
pipe-tapping
pipe-thawing
pipe-threading
piperonyl alcohol
piperonyl aldehyde
piperonyl butoxide
pipes of Pan
piping cord
piping hot
piping time of peace
piping times
pippin file
pippin-faced
pippin-hearted
piptostegia root
pique your interest
pique yourself
pirate bird
pirate perch
pirate stream
pis aller
pisang wax
pisci-
pish-pash
pismo clam
piss about
piss and vinegar
piss artist
piss away
piss off
piss pot
piss you off
pissed off
pissed-off
pissy-eyed
pistacia galls
pistachio green
pistachio nut
pistacia gall
pistol carbine
pistol fire
pistol grip
pistol plant
pistol shot
pistol-handle knife
pistol-shaped
pistol whip
pistol-whipping
piston displacement
piston drill
piston engine
piston motion
piston pin
piston plane
piston power
piston pump
piston ring
piston rod
piston spring
piston valve
piston-valve engine
pit against
pit against one another
pit bank
pit boss
pit brink
pit coal
pit craneman
pit dwelling
pit grave
pit hand
pit head
pit house
pit man
pit of Acheron
pit of your stomach
pit prop
pit sample
pit saw
pit sawing
pit sawyer
pit tomb
pit viper
pit-a-pat
pit-black
pit-blackness
pit-coal
pit-eyed
pit-head frame
pit-headed
pit-hole
pit-marked
pit-pat
pit-patter
pit-rotted
pit-specked
pit-working
pita fiber
pita fibre
pita flax
pita floja
pitch accent
pitch and plunge
pitch and toss
pitch apple
pitch black
pitch board
pitch box
pitch camp
pitch chain
pitch chisel
pitch circle
pitch coal
pitch cone
pitch cylinder
pitch discharger
pitch factor
pitch in
pitch indicator
pitch into
pitch kettle
pitch line
pitch on
pitch opal
pitch pine
pitch pipe
pitch point
pitch pot
pitch ratio
pitch shot
pitch speed
pitch surface
pitch upon
pitch your tent
pitch-and-putt
pitch-and-run
pitch-and-run shot
pitch-and-toss
pitch-black
pitch-blackened
pitch-blackness
pitch-blende
pitch-brand
pitch-brown
pitch-colored
pitch-dark
pitch-darkness
pitch-diameter
pitch-faced
pitch-farthing
pitch-lined
pitch-marked
pitch-ore
pitch-pine
pitch-pipe
pitch-stained
pitched battle
pitched roof
pitcher house
pitcher mold
pitcher molding
pitcher plant
pitcher-plant
pitcher-shaped
pitchfork grass
pitching indicator
pitching niblick
pitching piece
pitching tool
pitchy darkness
pith ball
pith hat
pith helmet
pith knot
pithy saying
pitot tube
pitot-static tube
pits, the
pitter-patter
pituitary body
pituitary extract
pituitary gland
pity-bound
pity-moving
pity-worthy
pivotal point
pivot about
pivot bearing
pivot blow
pivot bridge
pivot joint
pivot man
pivot on
pivot pier
pivot span
pivot stand
pivot tooth
pix-jury
pixy ring
pixy stool
pixy-led
pizza pie
place a value on
place after
place against
place an order
place at your disposal
place before
place bill
place brick
place card
place confidence in
place emphasis on
place hitter
place holder
place hunter
place in
place in difficulty
place in office
place in the foreground
place in the sun
place in your way
place isomerism
place itself
place kick
place kicker
place-seeking
placebo effect
placement examination
placement kick
placement test
placer claim
placer deposit
placer gravel
placer miner
placer mining
placery boom
placid-featured
placid-mannered
placing-out
placita coronae
placket hole
placo-
plagal cadence
plagal mode
plagio-
plagioclase-basalt
plagioclase-granite
plagioclase-porphyrite
plagioclase-porphyry
plagioclase-rhyolite
plague grasshopper
plague mark
plague one
plague spot
plague-beleaguered
plague-free
plague-haunted
plague-infected
plague-infested
plague-ridden
plague-smitten
plague-spot
plague-spotted
plague-stricken
plain English
plain Jane
plain aerial
plain as a pikestaff
plain as day
plain as the nose on your face
plain bearing
plain chant
plain chocolate
plain clothes
plain dealer
plain dealing
plain folks
plain knit
plain lap
plain living
plain people
plain rail
plain sail
plain sailing
plain sense
plain sewing
plain song
plain speaking
plain speech
plain style
plain stylist
plain suit
plain text
plain to be seen
plain tripe
plain wanderer
plain weave
plain words
plain-bodied
plain-bred
plain-clothed
plain-clothes man
plain-darn
plain-dressing
plain-edged
plain-faced
plain-featured
plain-garbed
plain-headed
plain-hearted
plain-laid
plain-looking
plain-mannered
plain-pranked
plain-soled
plain-speaking
plain-spoken
plain-spokenly
plain-spokenness
plain-work
plainclothes man
plan ahead
plan expenditures
plan of action
plan on
plan out
plan position indicator
plan-
planar process
planching nail
plane angle
plane chart
plane curve
plane figure
plane geometry
plane handlers
plane iron
plane of incidence
plane polarization
plane sailing
plane surveying
plane table
plane tree
plane trigonometry
plane-faced
plane-parallel
plane-polarized
plane-shear
plane-sheer
plane-table
plane-tabler
plane-tree
planer center
planer head
planer knife
planer saw
planer tree
planet differential
planet gear
planet wheel
planet-stricken
planet-struck
planetary colony
planetary electrons
planetary house
planetary mansion
planetary nebula
planetary precession
planetary shell
planetesimal hypothesis
plani-
planing hull
planing machine
planing mill
plank buttress
plank down
plank plating
plank road
plank scraper
plank-sheer
planked steak
plankton net
planktonic algae
planned economy
planned parenthood
planning blight
planning board
planning function
planning hull
plano-
plano-concave
plano-convex
planographic printing
planomilling machine
plant a mine
plant anatomy
plant and animal life
plant beard
plant breeder
plant bug
plant cane
plant cell
plant cutter
plant disease
plant factor
plant families
plant feeder
plant fibrin
plant food
plant formation
plant gapseseed
plant geographer
plant geography
plant hair
plant hemp
plant hormone
plant house
plant insulin
plant kingdom
plant life
plant louse
plant part
plant pathology
plant physiology
plant root
plant seed
plant stem
plant thermal efficiency
plant worship
plant worshiper
plant yourself
plant-animal
plant-cutter
plant-eater
plant-eating
plantain lily
plantain squirrel
plantain tree
plantain-eater
plantain-leaved
plantar ligament
plantar nerves
plantar reflex
plantar veins
plantation acre
plantation rubber
planter's punch
planting stick
plantlike flagellate
plash wheel
plasm-
plasma body
plasma cell
plasma cell leukemia
plasma engine
plasma jet
plasma membrane
plasma substitute
plasma thromboplastic component
plasma torch
plasma transfusion
plasma-jet propulsion
plasmo-
plaster baker
plaster bond
plaster burner
plaster cast
plaster casting
plaster chopper
plaster down
plaster jacket
plaster of Paris
plaster of paris
plaster spreader
plastering trowel
plastic art
plastic bandage
plastic binding
plastic bomb
plastic explosive
plastic flow
plastic glass
plastic operation
plastic paint
plastic person
plastic plate
plastic plywood
plastic surgeon
plastic surgery
plastic tape
plastic wrap
plat du jour
plat-eye
plat-footed
plate armor
plate armour
plate battery
plate beam
plate bender
plate bone
plate calender
plate circuit
plate clutch
plate column
plate conductance
plate coupling
plate culture
plate current
plate cutter
plate cylinder
plate driller
plate engraving
plate fulcrum scale
plate gear
plate girder
plate glass
plate glazing
plate heater
plate horse
plate jig
plate keel
plate machine
plate maker
plate mark
plate modulation
plate money
plate oven
plate pail
plate paper
plate piece
plate press
plate printer
plate proof
plate race
plate rail
plate resistance
plate shop
plate tectonics
plate tower
plate tracery
plate-bending
plate-carrier
plate-collecting
plate-cutting
plate-dog
plate-drilling
plate-glass
plate-glazed
plate-incased
plate-layer
plate-mark
plate-mounting
plate-punching
plate-roll
plate-rolling
plate-scarfing
plate-shaped
plate-shearing
plate-tossing
plated stem
platen press
plates of meat
platform balance
platform car
platform deck
platform elevator
platform frame
platform harvester
platform orator
platform oratory
platform rocker
platform scale
platform speaker
platform speaking
platform spring
platform ticket
platform wagon
platin-
platina yellow
platinic chloride
platino-
platinocyanic acid
platinoso-
platinum ammine
platinum black
platinum blond
platinum blonde
platinum lamp
platinum metal
platinum paper
platinum process
platinum sponge
platinum thermometer
platinum-blond
platitudinous ponderosity
platonic love
platoon fire
platoon school
platoon sergeant
platoon system
plats du jour
platted stem
platter-faced
platy-
play God
play Russian roulette
play a bunco game
play a deep game
play a desperate game
play a double game
play a double role
play a joke on
play a lone hand
play a part
play a part in
play a practical joke
play a practical joke upon
play a role
play a role in
play a scene
play a trick on
play a waiting game
play acting
play actor
play actorism
play actress
play against
play agent
play along
play around
play around with
play at
play at cross-purposes
play at dice
play at fast and loose with
play at hide and seek
play back
play backer
play ball
play bopeep
play by ear
play by the rules
play cat and mouse with
play construction
play debt
play dirty pool
play doctor
play down
play drum
play ducks and drakes with
play dumb
play d
play fair
play fast and loose
play fast and loose with
play favorites
play first fiddle
play fixer
play footsie with
play for
play for a sucker
play for time
play games
play group
play havoc with
play hell
play hell with
play hide and seek
play hob
play hob with
play hooky
play into the hands of
play it by ear
play it just right
play it like a master
play jazz
play merry hell with
play mischief with
play music
play of color
play of colors
play of fancy
play of light
play of wit
play off
play on
play on the feelings
play on words
play one false
play opposite
play out
play peekaboo
play pipe
play politics
play possum
play pranks
play right
play safe
play script
play second fiddle
play someone false
play the badger game
play the buffoon
play the deuce
play the deuce with
play the devil
play the devil with
play the drums
play the field
play the fool
play the game
play the hell with
play the hypocrite
play the lead
play the market
play the merry hell with
play the mischief with
play the part of
play the ponies
play the pontiff
play the same broken record
play the same old record
play the same old song
play the same old tune
play the spy
play the violin
play therapy
play to the galleries
play to the gallery
play tricks
play truant
play up
play up to
play upon
play violin
play with
play with fire
play with marked cards
play with yourself
play you off against another
play your cards
play your cards well
play your part
play your proper role
play-act
play-bill
play-book
play-by-play
play-day
play-down
play-judging
play-loving
play-off
play-prettY
play-producing
play-reading
playback machine
played out
player piano
playful as a kitten
playground ball
playing God
playing area
playing around
playing by ear
playing card
playing cards
playing engagement
playing field
playing lightly over
playing possum
playing suit
playing trick
playing with fire
playing with yourself
plaza de toros
plea bargaining
plead for
plead guilty
plead ignorance
plead with
plead your case
plead your cause
pleasant company
pleasant journey
pleasant reception
pleasant stimulation
pleasant time
pleasant-eyed
pleasant-faced
pleasant-featured
pleasant-looking
pleasant-mannered
pleasant-minded
pleasant-natured
pleasant-sounding
pleasant-spirited
pleasant-spoken
pleasant-tasted
pleasant-tasting
pleasant-tongued
pleasant-voiced
pleasant-witted
please reply
please the crowd
please the nostrils
please yourself
pleased as Punch
pleased with
pleased with a rattle
pleased with yourself
pleasing style
pleasing to the eye
pleasure dome
pleasure dome of Kubla Khan
pleasure garden
pleasure giver
pleasure ground
pleasure lover
pleasure principle
pleasure seeker
pleasure taker
pleasure trip
pleasure-bent
pleasure-bound
pleasure-giving
pleasure-greedy
pleasure-loving
pleasure-pain
pleasure-seeker
pleasure-seeking
pleasure-shunning
pleasure-tempted
pleasure-tired
pleasure-wasted
pleasure-weary
pleasures of the mind
pledge keeper
pledge of secrecy
pledge taker
pledge the health of
pledge your honor
pledge your word
pledge-bound
pledge-free
plein air
plein jeu
plein-air
plein-air school
plein-airist
pleio-
plenary council
plenary indulgence
plenary inspiration
plenipotentiary power
pleno jure
plenty as blackberries
plenty good enough
plenty of notice
plenty to do
plenum system
pleo-
pleroma violet
plesio-
pleur-
pleurisy root
pleuro-
pleuro-peritoneum
pleuro-pneumonia
pleuropneumonia-like organism
pliant-bodied
pliant-necked
plica polonica
plicato-
plight your faith
plight your honor
plight your troth
plighted bride
plighted faith
plighted love
plighted troth
plimsoll mark
plinth block
plinth course
pio-
plisse crepe
plod along
plop down
plot a course
plot line
plot lines
plot of ground
plot of land
plot out
plot survey
plotage increment
plottage value
plotting board
plotting paper
plough back
plough-boy
plough-head
plough-land
plough-monday
plough-staff
plough-tail
ploughman's spikenard
plover egg
plover page
plover quail
plover-billed
plover-page
plow alms
plow anchor
plow back
plow back into
plow drill
plow hand
plow horse
plow iron
plow out
plow paddle
plow press
plow sole
plow steel
plow team
plow the deep
plow tree
plow truck
plow under
plow up
plow-bred
plow-cloven
plow-shaped
plow-torn
plowshare bone
pluck a crow with
pluck by the beard
pluck out
pluck the beard
pluck up
pluck up by the roots
pluck up heart
pluck up your spirits
pluck with someone
pluck-buffet
plug along
plug and feathers
plug at
plug away
plug bib
plug cap
plug casing
plug cock
plug drill
plug frame
plug hat
plug in
plug rod
plug switch
plug the same theme
plug tobacco
plug up
plug-hatted
plug-ugly
plugged up
plum bladder
plum blotch
plum brandy
plum broth
plum curculio
plum duff
plum fir
plum gouger
plum granite
plum grape
plum pocket
plum pudding
plum purple
plum scab
plum thrips
plum tree
plum violet
plum weevil
plum wine
plum yew
plum-blue
plum-brown
plum-cake
plum-colored
plum-duff
plum-green
plum-pie
plum-porridge
plum-purple
plum-shaped
plum-sized
plum-tinted
plum-tree
plumb bob
plumb bond
plumb joint
plumb level
plumb line
plumb rule
plumb the depths
plumb-
plumb-bob
plumb-line
plumb-rule
plumbago blue
plumbago gray
plumbago slate
plumber block
plumber's snake
plumber-block
plumbo-
plumbous oxide
plume feather
plume grass
plume moss
plume moth
plume nutmeg
plume of smoke
plume polypody
plume poppy
plume stick
plume yourself on
plume-crowned
plume-decked
plume-dressed
plume-embroidered
plume-fronted
plume-gay
plume-like
plume-plucked
plume-plucking
plume-soft
plume-striped
plumed tussock grass
plummer block
plummer-block
plummet line
plump as a dumpling
plump as a partridge
plump down
plump fact
plump for
plump in the middle
plump upon
plumpy coconut
plunge bath
plunge battery
plunge headlong
plunge in
plunge in water
plunge into
plunge into debt
plunge into difficulties
plunge into dissipation
plunge rod
plunge the world into war
plunge you into despair
plunge you into sorrow
plunged in debt
plunged in grief
plunger bucket
plunger elevator
plunger magnet
plunger piston
plunger pump
plunging fire
plunging neckline
plunk down
plunk down the money
plunk for
plural number
plural system
plural vote
plural voting
pluralistic idealism
pluri-
plus c'est la meme chose
plus ca change
plus fours
plus head
plus lens
plus ou moins
pock-arred
pock-frecken
pock-fretten
pock-marked
pock-pit
pocket battleship
pocket billiards
pocket bird
pocket bladder
pocket book
pocket boom
pocket borough
pocket burner
pocket chisel
pocket chronometer
pocket edition
pocket fiddle
pocket flap
pocket flask
pocket gopher
pocket lighter
pocket money
pocket mouse
pocket notebook
pocket picking
pocket piece
pocket plum
pocket print
pocket radio
pocket rat
pocket sheriff
pocket the affront
pocket trumpet
pocket veto
pocket watch
pocket-book
pocket-eyed
pocket-handkerchief
pocket-knife
pocket-money
pocket-size
pocket-sized
poco a poco
poco-curante
pod auger
pod borer
pod corn
pod fern
pod gimlet
pod rot
pod shrimp
pod-shaped
pddy-dodger
podo-
podophyllin resin
poe-bird
poecilo-
poet laureate
poet's narcissus
poet-artist
poet-dramatist
poet-farmer
poet-historian
poet-humorist
poet-in-residence
poet-king
poet-laureateship
poet-musician
poet-novelist
poet-painter
poet-patriot
poet-pilgrim
poet-playwright
poet-plowman
poet-preacher
poet-priest
poet-princess
poet-saint
poet-satirist
poet-seer
poet-thinker
poet-warrior
poetic division
poetic genius
poetic image
poetic imagery
poetic imagination
poetic inspiration
poetic justice
poetic kineticist
poetic kinetics
poetic language
poetic licence
poetic license
poetic prose
poetic realism
poetic realist
poetic source
poetic tachism
poetic tachist
poetic works
poetico-
poetico-antiquarian
poetico-architectural
poetico-grotesque
poetico-mystical
poetico-mythological
poetico-philosophic
poetry Muses
poetry image
poetry-proof
poets laureate
pogo stick
pogo-stick
poikilo-
point a moral
point alphabet
point at
point at issue
point bar
point blanket
point boat
point champain
point charge
point chisel
point co-ordinate
point count
point d'Angleterre
point d'appui
point d'esprit
point de Hongrie
point de gaze
point defect
point draftsman
point duchesse
point duty
point fuse
point group
point handle
point hole
point in question
point indirectly to
point lace
point of a pin
point-laced
point-on
point-particle
point-ring sight
point-set
point-set topology
point-to-point
point-to-point navigation
point-to-point race
pointed arch
pointed fox
pointed projection
pointing bone
pointing chisel
pointing doors
pointing mark
pointing out
pointing to
pointing tool
pointing trowel
points d'appui
points of the compass
poised against one another
poison bean
poison bush
poison dogwood
poison elder
poison gas
poison haw
poison hemlock
poison injector
poison ivy
poison mask
poison oak
poison parsley
poison pen
poison rye grass
poison sumac
poison sumach
poison tobacco
poison-laden
poison-pen
poison-pen letter
poison-pen writer
poison-sprinkled
poison-tainted
poison-tipped
poison-toothed
poisonous plant
poisonous plants
poitrine d'agneau
poitrine de veau
poke along
poke around
poke at
poke bonnet
poke brim
poke check
poke full of holes
poke fun at
poke in
poke into
poke out
poke the fire
poke your nose in
poke your nose into something
poke-bonnet
poke-bonneted
poke-brimmed
poke-cheeked
poke-easy
poke-pudding
poker dice
poker face
poker machine
poker work
poker-faced
poker-work
poky bonnet
polacca rig
polacca-rigged
poland china
polar axis
polar bear
polar body
polar circle
polar coordinate
polar coordinates
polar data
polar distance
polar easterlies
polar equation
polar fox
polar front
polar lights
polar opposites
polar opposition
polar ray
polar seal
polar sequence
polar star
polar valence
polari-
polarity cap
polarity of opinion
polarized-relay armature
polarizing angle
polarizing filter
polarizing microscope
pole bean
pole chain
pole changer
pole compass
pole effect
pole flounder
pole hammer
pole horse
pole jump
pole jumper
pole lathe
pole mast
pole of cold
pole piece
pole pitch
pole plate
pole screen
pole star
pole strap
pole topgallant mast
pole trawl
pole vault
pole vaulter
pole vaulting
pole-armed
pole-axe
pole-dried
pole-jump
pole-masted
pole-shaped
pole-stack
pole-trap
pole-vault
pole-vaulter
poles apart
poles asunder
polewood stage
poli-sci
police action
police alarm
police badge
police band
police baton
police blotter
police boat
police captain
police car
police chief
police club
police commissioner
police constable
police court
police detective
police dog
police force
police headquarters
police inquiry
police inspector
police interrogation
police investigation
police judge
police jury
police justice
police lantern
police lieutenant
police magistrate
police matron
police office
police officer
police power
police reporter
police sergeant
police state
police station
police up
police van
police wagon
police whistle
police-up
policeman bird
policeman's helmet
policemanice station
policy loan
policy maker
policy racket
policy science
policy shop
policy year
policy-holder
polio vaccine
polish off
polish the apple
polish the platter
polish up
polished rice
polissoir wheel
polite act
polite behavior
polite commendation
polite deportment
polite literature
polite society
political activism
political activist
political affairs
political animal
political arithmetic
political ballot
political behavior
political belief
political campaign
political canard
political candidate
political caucus
political commissar
political conservatism
political convention
political corruption
political dabbler
political doubletalk
political economist
political economy
political election
political faith
political front
political geography
political government
political hack
political henchman
political hopeful
political influence
political intrigue
political intriguier
political jargon
political leader
political leadership
political liberty
political machine
political map
political movement
political nomination
political organization
political party
political patronage
political philosophy
political platform
political police
political policy
political principle
political principles
political prisoner
political program
political question
political realist
political referendum
political science
political scientist
political theory
political worker
political-minded
politician-proof
politico-
politico-arithmetical
politico-commercial
politico-diplomatic
politico-ecclesiastical
politico-economical
politico-ethical
politico-geographical
politico-judicial
politico-military
politico-moral
politico-orthodox
politico-peripatetic
politico-religious
politico-sacerdotal
politico-scientific
politico-social
politico-theological
politics with bloodshed
dot
polka mazurka
dot
dotted
dot booth
degree
dot end
dot evil
dot parrot
dot pick
dot tax
dot watcher
dot-deed
dot-parrot
dot-parroty
dot analysis
basket
brush
catarrh
chamber
count
mass
plate
cSac
tube
covered
dusted
sprinkled
verso
polling booth
place
station
mountain
fox
parrot
ball
cart
coat
ground
neck
pony
shirt
foot
mountain
polyarthritis rheumatism
pommes blanches
pomp and circumstance
pompadour green
pompano shell
pompous person
pompous prolixity
pompous word
ponceau red
pond apple
pond crow
pond cypress
pond duck
pond lily
pond pine
pond scum
pond smelt
pond-apple
pond-scum parasite
pond-skater
ponder over
ponderosa pine
pondosa pine
pondus medicinale
pone bread
pons Varolli
pons asinorum
pont l’èveque
pont-levis
pontes Varolli
pontiff purple
pontoon bridge
pontoon dock
pontoon hull
pontoon lifeboat
pony engine
pony express
pony grass
pony shaft
pony trekking
pony truck
pony truss
pony up
poodle dog
pooh bah
pooh pooh
pooh-bah
pooh-pooh
pooh-pooh theory
pooh-pooh-er
pool bottle
pool hall
pool hole
pool seller
pool table
pool your interests
pool your interests with
pooling of resources
poon up
poonga-oil
poop cabin
poop deck
poop out
poop royal
poop staff
pooped out
poor White
poor as Job
poor as Job's turkey
poor as a church mouse
poor behavior
poor bet
poor box
poor boy
poor boy sweater
poor clare
poor creature
poor cuckoldy knave
poor custody
poor debtor
poor devil
poor diction
poor excuse
poor farm
poor fist
poor gas
poor guardianship
poor health
poor husbandry
poor imitation
poor in spirit
poor john
poor judgment
poor law
poor lookout
poor man
poor man's gout
poor oat
poor opinion
poor outlook
poor person
poor possibility
poor prognosis
poor prospect
poor relation
poor relief
poor reputation
poor stewardship
poor taste
poor timing
poor tool
poor unfortunate
poor white
poor white trash
poor, the
poor-blooded
poor-box
poor-charactered
poor-clad
poor-debtor law
poor-do
poor-feeding
poor-folksy
poor-law
poor-minded
poor-rate
poor-sighted
poor-spirited
poor-spiritedly
poor-spiritedness
poor-will
poorly argued
poorly off
pop art
pop artist
pop ash
pop at
pop concert
pop culture
pop fly
pop foul
pop hero
pop in
pop into your head
pop literature
pop music
pop off
pop out
pop safety valve
pop the question
pop up
pop upon
pop valve
pop wine
pop your cherry
pop-
pop-corn
pop-gun
pop-off
pop-shop
pop-up
popcorn balls
popcorn flower
pope joan
pope's eye
pope's head
pope's nose
pope-holy
popeye catalufa
popinjay green
poplar birch
poplar borer
poplar box
poplar hawk
poplar worm
poplar-covered
poplar-crowned
poplar-flanked
poplar-leaved
poplar-lined
poplar-planted
popliteal space
popper cake
poppet head
poppet leg
poppet valve
poppet-head
popping crease
popping-crease
poppy anemone
poppy ash
poppy bee
poppy mallow
poppy oil
poppy seed
poppy-bordered
poppy-colored
poppy-crimson
poppy-crowned
poppy-flowered
poppy-haunted
poppy-head
poppy-pink
poppy-red
poppy-seed
poppy-sprinkled
poppyseed oil
pops concert
optical art
optical artist
popular air
popular belief
popular concert
popular etymology
popular front
popular hero
popular idol
popular literature
popular music
popular prices
popular psychology
popular regard
popular singer
popular song
popular sovereignty
popular taste
popular tune
popular vote
popular-priced
population explosion
population parameter
population pressure
population pyramid
porbeagle shark
porcelain clay
porcelain enamel
porcelain glass
porcelain green
porcelain maker
porcelain making
porcelain shell
porcelain tower
porch chair
porch climber
porch hammock
porch lamp
porch railing
porch rocker
porch screen
porch seat
porch settee
porch swing
porcupine anteater
porcupine balls
porcupine beater
porcupine boiler
porcupine crab
porcupine disease
porcupine fish
porcupine grass
porcupine man
porcupine rat
pore fungus
pore over
pork and beans
pork barrel
pork butcher
pork chop
pork eater
pork packer
pork pie
pork pig
pork store
pork tapeworm
pork-barrel legislation
pork-barrel politician
pork-barrel politics
pork-barreling
porkpie hat
porno film
pornographic art
pornographic film
pornographic literature
pornographic novel
porphyr-
porphyry chamber
porphyry copper
porphyry shell
porpoise oil
porpoise whale
port anchor
port authority
port bar
port captain
port charge
port differential
port duty
port engine
port engine ahead
port engineer
port in a storm
port of call
port of embarkation
port of entry
port risk insurance
port royalist
port superintendent
port tack
port-caustic
port-crayon
port-hole
port-mouthed
port-royal
port-sale
port-vent
port-wine
port-wine mark
port-wine stain
port-winy
portable TV set
portable drill
portable engine
portable field unit
portable radio
portable saw
portable television set
portal frame
portal vein
portal-to-portal
portal-to-portal pay
portative organ
portcullis money
porte cochere
porte-
porte-cochere
porte-monnaie
porte-monnaies
porteous roll
porter aux nues
porter chair
porter's lodge
porter-house
porterhouse steak
porthole die
portia tree
portion off
portion or point of time
portion out
portioned out
portland cement
portmanteau word
portrait bust
portrait camera
portrait flask
portrait lens
portrait painter
portrait painting
portrait sculpture
portrait statue
portraying in the mind
portuguese man-of-war
portulan chart
pose a question
pose against
pose as
pose for effect
pose over against
posigrade rocket
posing against
posing over against
position artillery
position buoy
position co-ordinate
position code converter
position coder
position data transmitter
position effect
position finder
position indicator
position isomer
position isomerism
position light
position line
position paper
position target
position tracker
position warfare
positional error
positional notation
positioning mechanism
positive column
positive declaration
positive definiteness
positive direction of pitch
positive direction of roll
positive direction of yaw
positive electricity
positive electron
positive fact
positive feedback
positive geotropism
positive ion
positive law
positive lens
positive lift axis
positive misprision
positive organ
positive philosophy
positive polarity
positive pole
positive ray
positive reinforcement
positive statement
positive transference
positive valence
positive-ion accelerator
positively right
poss stick
poss tub
posse comitatus
possess authority
possess incriminating evidence
possess nine lives
possess one of the facts
possess sexually
possess your soul in patience
possess yourself
possess yourself of
possessed of
possessed with a demon
possessed with a devil
possessive adjective
possessive case
post-Adamic
post-Advent
post-Alexandrine
post-Aristotelian
post-Augustan
post-Augustinian
post-Aztec
post-Babylonian
post-Biblical
post-Caesarean
post-Cambrian
post-Carboniferous
post-Carolingian
post-Cartesian
post-Cesarean
post-Chaucerian
post-Christian
post-Christmas
post-Columbian
post-Confucian
post-Constantinian
post-Copernican
post-Crusade
post-Darwinian
post-Davidic
post-Devonian
post-Diocletian
post-Easter
post-Elizabethan
post-Eocene
post-Galilean
post-Gothic
post-Hittite
post-Homeric
post-Ibsen
post-Impressionist
post-Johnsonian
post-Jurassic
post-Justinian
post-Jutland
post-Kansan
post-Kantian
post-Leibnitzian
post-Leibnizian
post-Lent
post-Linnean
post-Marxian
post-Mendelian
post-Mesozoic
post-Miocene
post-Mishnaic
post-Mishnic
post-Mishnical
post-Mosaic
post-Mycenean
post-Napoleonic
post-Newtonian
post-Nicene Fathers
post-Oligocene
post-Ordovician
post-Paleozoic
post-Pauline
post-Pentecostal
post-Perman
post-Petrine
post-Phidian
post-Platonic
post-Pleistocene
post-Pliocene
post-Pythagorean
post-Reformation
post-Renaissance
post-Restoration
post-Revolutionary
post-Roman
post-Romantic
post-Shakespearean
post-Shakespearian
post-Silurian
post-Socratic
post-Talmudic
post-Talmudical
post-Tertiary
post-Transcendental
post-Triassic
post-Tridentine
post-Vedic
post-Victorian
post-Volstead
post-audit
post-bag
post-bellum
post-boat
post-boy
post-captain
post-chaise
post-classical
post-communion
post-cyclic
post-date
post-diluvial
post-diluvian
post-factum
post-fine
post-free
post-glacial
post-graduate
post-haste
post-horn
post-horse
post-house
post-impressionism
post-impressionistic
post-juvenal
post-kantian
post-mortem
post-mortem clot
post-mortem examination
post-oak grape
post-obit
post-obit bond
post-obituary
post-office address
post-office box
post-office car
post-office order
post-officer
post-ordinar
post-partum
post-pliocene
post-remogeniture
post-road
post-signer
post-tension
post-tertiary
post-town
postage currency
postage due stamp
postage envelope
postage label
postage meter
postage stamp
postage-due stamp
postal card
postal clerk
postal currency
postal delivery zone
postal meter
postal note
postal order
postal service
postal system
postal union
postal zone
postcard bander
poste restante
poster bed
poster color
poster paint
poster painting
posterio-occlusion
postern door
postern gate
postero-
postgraduate education
postgraduate school
posthole auger
posthole spade
posthumous fame
posthypnotic suggestion
posting house
postlapsarian nature
postlapsarian state
postmaster general
postmaster-generalship
postmasters general
postmistress-ship
postmortem diagnosis
postmortem examination
postnasal drip
postoperative shock
postpainterly abstraction
postpainterly abstractionist
posture maker
posture making
posture-maker
pot ale
pot arch
pot barley
pot bottom
pot cheese
pot companion
pot culture
pot derby
pot earth
pot fisher
pot fisherman
pot furnace
pot garden
pot hat
pot kiln
pot lace
pot layering
pot lead
pot liquor
pot maker
pot marigold
pot marjoram
pot metal
pot plant
pot roast
pot shot
pot spinning
pot still
pot valve
pot wheel
pot-au-feu
pot-bellied
pot-belly
pot-boiler
pot-bound
pot-boy
pot-clay
pot-color
pot-earth
pot-gun
pot-gutted
pot-herb
pot-hole
pot-hook
pot-house
pot-hunter
pot-lead
pot-lid
pot-liquor
pot-luck
pot-metal
pot-pie
pot-pourri
pot-rustler
pot-shaped
pot-shot
pot-sick
pot-valiance
pot-valiancy
pot-valiant
pot-valiantly
pot-valiantry
pot-valiance
pot-valor
pot-valorous
pot-wabbler
pot-walloper
pot-walloping
pot-wobbler
potage a la julienne
potage a la tete de veau
potage a la tortue
potage au tomate
potage aux herbes
potage volaille a la reine
potash alum
potash feldspar
potash granite
potash hunger
potash niter
potash soap
potassio-
potassium acetate
potassium acid carbonate
potassium acid oxala
potassium acid oxalate
potassium acid sulphate
potassium acid tartrate
potassium alum
potassium amide
potassium antimonate
potassium antimonyl
potassium antimonyl tartrate
potassium argon dating
potassium biaurate
potassium bicarbonate
potassium bichromate
potassium binoxalate
potassium bisulphate
potassium bisulphate
potassium bitartrate
potassium bromide
potassium carbonate
potassium chlorate
potassium chloride
potassium chromate
potassium chrome alum
potassium chromic sulfate
potassium cobaltinitrite
potassium cyanide
potassium dichromate
potassium ethyl xanthogenate
potassium ferricyanide
potassium ferrocyanide
potassium fluoride
potassium hydrate
potassium hydrogen tartrate
potassium hydroxide
potassium hypoantimonate
potassium hypochlorite
potassium iodide
potassium manganate
potassium myronate
potassium nitrate
potassium oxalate
potassium permanganate
potassium persulphate
potassium rhodanide
potassium sodium tartrate
potassium sulfate
potassium sulphate
potassium tetroxalate
potassium thiocyanate
potassium xanthate
potassium-argon dating
potato aphid
potato apple
potato ball
potato bean
potato beetle
potato blight
potato bug
potato cake
potato canker
potato cellar
potato chip
potato chips
potato crisp
potato fern
potato flour
potato fork
potato fungus
potato hook
potato masher
potato mosaic
potato moth
potato mottle
potato murain
potato onion
potato peeler
potato race
potato salad
potato scab
potato set
potato soup
potato tree
potato vine
potato wart
potato weevil
potato whisky
potato worm
potato-sick
potbellied stove
potcher engine
potcher man
potent cross
potent-counterpotent
potential cautery
potential difference
potential divider
potential energy
potential gradient
potentiometric titration
pothooks and hangers
pott octavo
pott quarto
pott's disease
potter away
potter bee
potter wasp
potter's clay
potter's earth
potter's field
potter's wheel
pottern ore
pottery tissue
pottery tree
potting shed
pottle pot
pottle-bellied
pottle-bodied
pottle-crowned
pottle-deep
potty-chair
pou de ciel
pou sto
pouch bone
pouch-shaped
pouched mole
pouched rat
poulard wheat
poulette sauce
poult-de-soie
poulter's measure
poultry breeder
poultry breeding
poultry buyer
poultry buyer
poultry car
poultry car
poultry culture
poultry dealer
poultry dresser
poultry dressing
poultry fancier
poultry fancying
poultry farm
poultry farmer
poultry farming
poultry feed
poultry grower
poultry house
poultry husbandry
poultry judging
poultry keeper
poultry keeping
poultry raiser
poultry raising
poultry rearing
poultry shop
poultry show
poultry stall
poultry tick
poultry wire
poultry yard
pounce bag
pounce box
pounce on
pounce paper
pounce tree
pounce upon
pouncet box
pouncet-box
pouncing paper
pound Scots
pound apothecaries'
pound avoirdupois
pound away
pound boat
pound brush
pound cake
pound degree
pound in
pound lock
pound mile
pound net
pound of flesh
pound out
pound sovereign
pound sterling
pound the ear
pound troy
pound-cake
pound-folly
pound-foolish
pound-foolishness
pound-foot
pound-force
pound-trap
pound-weight
pounds in after trim
pounds of thrust
pour a broadside into
pour balm into
pour balm on
pour balm upon
pour down
pour down the drain
pour down the rathole
pour forth
pour in
pour it on
pour money into
pour oil on
powder house
crushed powder
powder keg
powder magazine
powder maker
powder metallurgy
powder mill
powder monkey
powder paper
powder pimperlimpimp
powder post
powder puff
powder room
powder ship
powder snow
powder train
powder-black
powder-blue
powder-charged
powder-down
powder-flask
powder-gray
powder-horn
powder-laden
powder-marked
powder-monkey
powder-post beetle
powder-posted
powder-puff
powder-scorched
powder-tinged
powdered milk
powdered soap
powdered sugar
powdery mildew
power amplifier
power base
power behind the throne
power brake
power brakes
power broker
power cab
power cable
power chain
power cruiser
power cut
power dive
power drill
power duster
power elite
power engineer
power engineering
power factor
power for good
power gas
power grab
power jack
power line
power load
power loading
power loom
power meter
power microscope
power mower
power of appointment
power of attorney
power of expression
power of mind
power of mind over matter
power of money
power of reason
power of sight
power of suggestion
power of the keys
power of thought
power off
power pack
power plant
power play
power plug
power point
power politics
power press
power pump
power punch
power rail
power reactor
power relay
power sander
power saw
power sawyer
power series
power servo
power set
power shaft
power shears
power shovel
power source
power spin
power sprayer
power station
power steering
power stroke
power structure
power struggle
power supply
power take-off
power to act
power tool
power train
power transformer
power tube
power vacuum
power vessel
power weaver
power wheel
power-assisted steering
power-breeder reactor
power-directional relay
power-dive
power-dived
power-diving
power-dove
power-driven
power-elated
power-hunger
power-hungry
power-loom
power-operate
power-operated
power-packed
power-plant engineer
power-plant engineering
power-political
power-riveting
power-saw
power-sawed
power-sawing
power-sawn
power-seeking
power-supply engineer
powered flight
powerful like
powers of darkness
powers that be
powers that be, the
pox-marked
practical ability
practical art
practical consequence
practical joke
practical joker
practical knowledge
practical mechanics
practical mind
practical nurse
practical person
practical piece
practical politics
practical prop
practical reason
practical scientist
practical skill
practical test
practical theology
practical utility
practical wisdom
practical-minded
practical-mindedness
practice a profession
practice at the bar
practice curve
practice domesticity
practice fraud upon
practice landing
practice law
practice medicine
practice nonviolence
practice of medicine
practice on your credulity
practice philosophy
practice self-control
practice self-denial
practice sorcery
practice spiritualism
practice teacher
practice teaching
practice the golden rule
practice upon
practice-teach
practiced hand
prae-
praedium dominans
praedium serviens
praemunientes clause
praemunientes writ
praetorian guard
pragmatic logic
pragmatic sanction
pragmatic theory
pragmatic theory of truth
prairie acacia
prairie artichoke
prairie aster
prairie breaker
prairie button snakeroot
prairie chicken
prairie clover
prairie coneflower
prairie crab apple
prairie dock
prairie dog
prairie falcon
prairie fire
prairie fowl
prairie fox
prairie goose
prairie grouse
prairie hen
prairie itch
prairie june grass
prairie larkspur
prairie lily
prairie mallow
prairie marmot
prairie owl
prairie oyster
prairie phlox
prairie pine
prairie pointer
prairie poppy
prairie rattlesnake
prairie rocket
prairie rose
prairie sage
prairie schooner
prairie smoke
prairie soil
prairie squirrel
prairie turnip
prairie violet
prairie wakerobin
prairie warbler
prairie wolf
praise Father
praise God
praise and glorify God
praise meeting
praise the Lord
praise to excess
praise to the skies
praise ye Him all His hosts
praise ye the Lord
praise-begging
praise-deserving
praise-fed
praise-giving
praise-spoiled
praise-winning
pram bow
prank up
praso-
pray God that
pray do
pray for quarter
pray over
prayer bead
prayer beads
prayer book
prayer carpet
prayer flag
prayer machine
prayer mat
prayer meeting
prayer mill
prayer of thanks
prayer paper
prayer rug
prayer scarf
prayer service
prayer shawl
prayer tower
prayer wheel
prayer-answering
prayer-book
prayer-clenched
prayer-granting
prayer-hearing
prayer-lisping
prayer-loving
prayer-repeating
prayerful hope
praying cylinder
praying mantis
pre-
pre-Achaean
pre-Alfredian
pre-American
pre-Ammonite
pre-Ammonitish
pre-Armistice
pre-Arthurian
pre-Aryan
pre-Assyrian
pre-Augustan
pre-Augustine
pre-Babylonian
pre-Baconian
pre-British
pre-Buddhist
pre-Byzantine
pre-Cambrian
pre-Cambridge
pre-Canaanite
pre-Canaanitic
pre-Carboniferous
pre-Carolingian
pre-Catholic
pre-Celtic
pre-Centennial
pre-Chaucerian
pre-Chellean
pre-Chinese
pre-Christian
pre-Christianic
pre-Christmas
pre-Columbian
pre-Columbian art
pre-Congregationalist
pre-Congress
pre-Conquest
pre-Copernican
pre-Copernicanism
pre-Crusade
pre-Dantean
pre-Darwinian
pre-Darwinianism
pre-Dickensian
pre-Dorian
pre-Doric
pre-Dravidian
pre-Dravidic
pre-Dutch
pre-Easter
pre-Elizabethan
pre-Empire
pre-English
pre-French
pre-Georgian
pre-German
pre-Germanic
pre-Gothic
pre-Greek
pre-Han
pre-Hebrew
pre-Hellenic
pre-Hieronymian
pre-Hinduized
pre-Hispanic
pre-Homeric
pre-Inca
pre-Incan
pre-Incarial
pre-Indian
pre-Irish
pre-Islam
pre-Islamic
pre-Islamite
pre-Islamitic
pre-Israelite
pre-Israelitish
pre-Jewish
pre-Johannine
pre-Johnsonian
pre-Justinian
pre-Kantian
pre-Koranic
pre-Latin
pre-Laurentian
pre-Linnaean
pre-Linnean
pre-Luciferian
pre-Lutheran
pre-Malay
pre-Malayan
pre-Malaysian
pre-Marxian
pre-Mendelian
pre-Messianic
pre-Methodist
pre-Mohammedian
pre-Mongolian
pre-Mosaic
pre-Moslem
pre-Muslim
pre-Mycenaean
pre-Napoleonic
pre-Newtonian
pre-Noachian
pre-Norman
pre-Norse
pre-Osmanli
pre-Palaeozoic
pre-Paleozoic
pre-Patrician
pre-Pauline
pre-Permian
pre-Persian
pre-Petrine
pre-Pharaonic
pre-Phidian
pre-Polish
pre-Pueblo
pre-Puebloan
pre-Raphael
pre-Raphaelism
pre-Raphaelite
pre-Raphaelitic
pre-Raphaelitish
pre-Raphaelitism
pre-Reconstruction
pre-Reformation
pre-Renaissance
pre-Restoration
pre-Revolution
pre-Roman
pre-Sargonic
pre-Saxon
pre-Semitic
pre-Shakespeare
pre-Shakespearean
pre-Shakespearian
pre-Silurian
pre-Socratic
pre-Solomonic
pre-Solonian
pre-Spanish
pre-Sumerian
pre-Syriac
pre-Syrian
pre-Tertiary
pre-Thanksgiving
pre-Tridentine
pre-Tudor
pre-Victorian
pre-Virgilian
pre-Volstead
pre-adamite
pre-amp
pre-audit
pre-axial
pre-chellean
pre-christian
pre-conquestal
pre-contract
pre-distortion
pre-earthly
pre-earthquake
pre-eclampsia
pre-eclamptic
pre-economic
pre-economical
pre-edit
pre-edition
pre-editor
pre-editorial
pre-editorially
pre-educate
pre-education
pre-educational
pre-educationally
pre-effect
pre-effective
pre-effectively
pre-effectual
pre-efficiency
pre-efficient
pre-efficiently
pre-effort
pre-elect
pre-election
pre-elective
pre-electric
pre-electrical
pre-electrically
pre-elemental
pre-elementary
pre-eligibility
pre-eligible
pre-eliminate
pre-elimination
pre-eliminator
pre-emancipation
pre-emarrass
pre-emarrassment
pre-embodiment
pre-embody
pre-emergency
pre-eminence
pre-eminency
pre-eminent
pre-eminently
pre-eminentness
pre-emotion
pre-emotional
pre-emperor
pre-employ
pre-employee
pre-employer
pre-employment
pre-empt
pre-emptible
pre-emption
pre-emption right
pre-emptioner
pre-emptive
pre-emptively
pre-emptor
pre-emptory
pre-enable
pre-enact
pre-enaction
pre-enclose
pre-enclosure
pre-encounter
pre-encourage
pre-encouragement
pre-endeavor
pre-endorse
pre-endorsement
pre-endorser
pre-energetic
pre-energy
pre-enforce
pre-enforcement
pre-engage
pre-engagement
pre-engineering
pre-enjoy
pre-enjoyable
pre-enjoyment
pre-enlarge
pre-enlargement
pre-enlighten
pre-enlightener
pre-enlightening
pre-enlightenment
pre-enlist
pre-enlistment
pre-enroll
pre-enrollment
pre-entail
pre-entailment
pre-enter
pre-entertain
pre-entertainer
pre-entertainment
pre-enthusiasm
pre-enthusiastic
pre-entitle
pre-entrance
pre-entry
pre-enumerate
pre-enumeration
pre-envelop
pre-envelopment
pre-environmental
pre-epic
pre-epidemic
pre-epochal
pre-equalization
pre-equip
pre-equipment
pre-equity
pre-erect
pre-erection
pre-erupt
pre-eruption
pre-eruptive
pre-escape
pre-escort
pre-esophageal
pre-essay
pre-essential
pre-establish
pre-established
pre-establisher
pre-establishment
pre-esteem
pre-estimate
pre-estimation
pre-estival
pre-eter
pre-eternal
pre-evoke
pre-evaporate
pre-evaporation
pre-evaporator
pre-evasion
pre-evidence
pre-evident
pre-evidently
pre-evite
pre-evolutional
pre-evolutionary
pre-evolutionist
pre-exact
pre-exaction
pre-examination
pre-examine
pre-examiner
pre-excel
pre-excellence
pre-excellency
pre-excellent
pre-except
pre-exception
pre-exceptional
pre-exceptionally
pre-exchange
pre-excitation
pre-excite
pre-excitement
pre-exclude
pre-exclusion
pre-exclusive
pre-exclusively
pre-exursion
pre-excuse
pre-execute
pre-execution
pre-executor
pre-exempt
pre-exemption
pre-exhaust
pre-exhaustion
pre-exhibit
pre-exhibition
pre-exhibitor
pre-exile
pre-exilian
pre-exilic
pre-exist
pre-existence
pre-existent
pre-existentiary
pre-existentism
pre-expand
pre-expansion
pre-expect
pre-expectant
pre-expectation
pre-expedition
pre-expeditionary
pre-expend
pre-expenditure
pre-expense
pre-experience
pre-experiment
pre-experimental
pre-expiration
pre-explain
pre-explanation
pre-explanatory
pre-expode
pre-explosion
pre-expose
pre-exposition
pre-exposure
pre-expound
pre-expounder
pre-express
pre-expression
pre-expressive
pre-extend
pre-extensive
pre-extensively
pre-extent
pre-extinction
pre-extinguish
pre-extinguishment
pre-extract
pre-extraction
pre-fabulous
pre-glacial
pre-ignition
pre-judicial
pre-judiciary
pre-man
pre-operculum
pre-option
pre-orbital
pre-ordain
pre-ordinate
pre-preference
pre-raphael
pre-raphaelite
pre-raphaelitism
pre-shrunk
pre-socratic
pre-sternum
pre-teens
preach to the winds
preacher bird
preaching brother
preaching friar
preaching-house
prealternate molt
prebasic molt
prebendal stall
precedent condition
precession of the equinoxes
precinct captain
precinct house
precinct leader
precious coral
precious heart
precious little
precious metal
precious metals
precious moonstone
precious opal
precious rascal
precious stone
precipitable water
precipitate yourself
precipitation hardening
precision balance
precision barometer
precision block
precision bomber
precision bombing
precision caliper
precision camera
precision casting
precision clock
precision focusing
precision gauge
precision gauge block
precision grinding
precision instrument
precision lathe
precision lens
precision meter
precision punch
precision scale
precision screw
precision tool
precision weight
precision-production control
preclinical medicine
precombustion engine
precordial anxiety
precordial pain
precordial region
predaceous diving beetle
predation pressure
predicate adjective
predicate calculus
predicate nominative
predicate noun
predicate objective
predicated on
predictable error
predictable response
predictable within limits
predisposed to
predominance of Aquarius
pee the mouth of
preen gland
preen yourself
prefabricated house
prefect apostolic
prefects apostolic
prefecture apostolic
prefectures apostolic
prefer a claim
prefer a petition
prefer charges
prefer to
prefer your own company
preference for the best
preference primary
preference share
preference shares
preference stock
preferential shop
preferential system
preferential treatment
preferential voting
preference bond
preference freight
preferred lie
preferred position
preferred stock
preferred trade
prefrontal leucotomy
prefrontal lobotomy
pregenital fixation
pregnant imagination
pregnant moment
pregnant of good
pregnant with meaning
prehensile tail
prehistoric animal
prehistoric animals
prehistoric anthropology
prehistoric archaeology
prehistoric man
prehistoric races
prejudice against
prejudice the issue
prejudice-proof
prelapsarian state
prelate nullius
preliminary act
preliminary approach
preliminary convention
preliminary examination
preliminary measure
preliminary sign
preliminary signal
preliminary step
preliminary study
premarital relations
premarital sex
premature acceptation
premature baby
premature beat
premature contraction
premature judgment
premier danseur
premier performance
premiere danseuse
premiers danseurs
premium bond
premium bonds
premium gas
premium note
premium system
premonitory chill
premonitory plague
premonitory shiver
premonitory sign
premonitory symptom
prenatal Informal
prendre la balle au bond
prep school
prep schooler
preparatory act
preparatory instruction
preparatory measure
preparatory school
preparatory step
preparatory study
prepare against
prepare food
prepare for
prepare for burial
prepare for the evil day
prepare the ground
prepare the way
prepare to
prepare yourself
prepared and ready
prepared for
prepared for either course
prepared piano
prepared speech
prepared text
prepay station
prepositional phrase
prerogative court
prerogative instance
prerogative office
prerogative writ
presby-
preschool child
prescribe for
prescribed form
prescription drug
prescriptive grammar
preseasonal treatment
presence chamber
presence of God
presence of mind
presence room
presence-chamber
presenile dementia
present a bold front
present a petition
present a position paper
present a true bill
present arms
present difficulties
present itself
present itself to the mind
present itself to the thoughts
present no difficulties
present participle
present perfect
present tense
present the appearance of
present to
present to the eye
present to the eyes
present to the mind
present value
present your case
present yourself
present yourself to view
present-age
present-day
present-minded
present-time
presentation copy
presentation of the case
presentation time
presentative realism
presenting arms
preservative medium
preserve a balance
preserve a middle course
preserve an even course
preserve from oblivion
preserve your dignity
preserve your honor
preset board
preset control board
preside at the board
preside over
president general
president pro tempore
president-elect
presidential election
presidential government
presidential palace
presidential papers
presidential preference primary
presidential primary
presidential timber
presiding judge
presiding officer
press agency
press agent
press association
press bed
press boava
press box
press boy
press brake
press bundler
press bureau
press cake
press camera
press card
press charges
press clipper
press clipping
press cloth
press conference
press copy
press corrector
press correspondent
press cupboard
press down
press drill
press fastener
press feeder
press fit
press fitter
press forward
press gallery
press gang
press hard upon
press heavy on
press her
press in
press into service
press iron
press money
press notice
press objections
press of business
press of canvas
press of sail
press on
press onward
press operator
press out
press proof
press release
press roll
press section
press stud
press tender
press the attack
press time
press to the bosom
press to the ground
press upon
press your hand
press your suit
press, the
press-agent
press-agentry
press-bed
pressure hull
pressure ice
pressure indicator
pressure microphone
pressure mine
pressure neuropathy
pressure nozzle
pressure point
pressure producer
pressure pump
pressure recorder
pressure register
pressure regulator
pressure ridge
pressure saucepan
pressure sense
pressure siphon
pressure spot
pressure spring
pressure stage
pressure suit
pressure syllable
pressure tank
pressure transducer
pressure transmitter
pressure tube
pressure valve
pressure warrant
pressure welding
pressure wire
pressure-cook
pressure-fixing
pressure-group politics
pressure-reciprocating
pressure-reducing
pressure-regulating
pressure-relief ring
pressure-relieving
pressure-testing
pressure-vacuum valve
pressureless space
pressurized suit
pressyou hard
prest money
prest-money
prestation money
prester john
prestige dialect
presto change
presto chango
prestressed concrete
presume on
presume upon
presumption of fact
presumption of innocence
presumptive evidence
presumptive heir
presumptive right
pretend not to see
pretend to
pretend to be
preter-
preterit-present
preterite-present
preterito-present
preterito-presential
pretium puellae
pretty as a picture
pretty damned quick
pretty good
pretty kettle of fish
pretty lies
pretty much
pretty much the same
pretty near
pretty pass
pretty penny
pretty pickle
pretty piece of business
pretty predicament
pretty up
pretty well
pretty wit
pretty-behaved
pretty-by-night
pretty-face
pretty-faced
pretty-footed
pretty-humored
pretty-looking
pretty-mannered
pretty-pretty
pretty-spoken
pretty-toned
pretty-witted
prevail on
prevail over
prevail upon
prevail with
prevailing belief
prevailing sentiment
prevailing taste
prevailing westerlies
prevailing wind
prevenient grace
preventer backstay
preventer plate
preventer stay
prevention-proof
preventive custody
preventive dentist
preventive dentistry
preventive detention
preventive law
preventive measure
preventive medicine
preventive treatment
preventive war
previous question
previous time
previous to
prey on
prey on the mind
prey to blind fear
prey to malaise
prey upon
pribble-prabble
price ceiling
price control
price controls
price current
price cut
price determination
price discrimination
price fall
price fixing
price freeze
price index
price level
price list
price of money
price out of the market
price range
price reduction
price ring
price support
price supports
price tag
price war
price-cut
price-cutter
price-cutting
price-deciding
price-enhancing
price-fixing
price-lowering
price-raising
price-reducing
price-ruling
price-stabilizing
prices current
prick ear
prick mark
prick post
prick punch
prick shaft
prick shooting
prick song
prick the bubble
prick up
prick up the ears
prick up your ears
prick wheel
prick your balloon
prick-ear
prick-earned
prick-madam
prick-post
prick-seam
prick-song
prick-timber
pricking of conscience
pricking of heart
pricking wheel
pricking-up
prickle cell
prickle grass
prickle-back
prickle-cone pine
prickley heat
prickly ash
prickly glasswort
prickly grass
prickly heat
prickly lettuce
prickly pear
prickly phlox
prickly poppy
prickly shield fern
prickly thrift
prickly-finned
prickly-fruited
prickly-lobed
prickly-margined
prickly-seeded
prickly-toothed
pride and joy
pride of China
pride of India
pride of bearing
pride of place
pride of the morning
pride yourself
pride-blind
pride-blinded
pride-bloated
pride-fed
pride-inflamed
pride-inspiring
pride-of-India
pride-ridden
pride-sick
pride-swollen
prie-dieu
priest hole
priest vicar
priest-astronomer
priest-baiting
priest-catching
priest-doctor
priest-dynast
priest-educated
priest-guarded
priest-harboring
priest-hating
priest-hermit
priest-hole
priest-knight
priest-led
priest-monk
priest-noble
priest-philosopher
priest-poet
priest-prince
priest-prompted
priest-ridden
priest-riddenness
priest-ruler
priest-statesman
priest-surgeon
priest-wrought
prim up
prim-behaving
prim-lipped
prim-looking
prim-mannered
prim-mouthed
prim-notioned
prim-seeming
prima ballerina
prima donna
prima facie
prima facie case
prima facie evidence
prima inter pares
prima materia
prima vista
prima-facie evidence
primal chaos
primal ignorance
primal stupidity
primal therapy
primary accent
primary anemia
primary atypical pneumonia
primary battery
primary burial
primary cell
primary coil
primary color
primary colour
primary contact
primary derivative
primary digestion
primary education
primary election
primary electron
primary evidence
primary form
primary group
primary highway
primary infection
primary intention
primary oocyte
primary optical area
primary phloem
primary pigment
primary processes
primary quality
primary road
primary scholar
primary school
primary schooler
primary sex character
primary sex characteristic
primary spermatocyte
primary stress
primary syphilis
primary trainer
primary type
primary wave
prime coat
prime cost
prime field
prime focus
prime hours
prime ideal
prime interest rate
prime interval
prime investment
prime issue
prime meridian
prime minister
prime ministry
prime mover
prime number
prime number theorem
prime of life
prime of the morning
prime of the year
prime rate
prime song
prime the pump
prime time
prime tone
prime vertical
prime-ministerial
prime-ministership
prime-ministry
primed for
primeval forest
priming boiler
priming charge
primitive Indo-European
primitive arch
primitive art
primitive church
primitive faith
primitive polynomial
primitive self
primitive settler
primo tenore
primp up
primrose green
primrose path
primrose peerless
primrose tree
primrose willow
primrose yellow
primrose-colored
primrose-decked
primrose-dotted
primrose-haunted
primrose-leaved
primrose-scented
primrose-spangled
primrose-starred
primrose-sweet
primrose-tinted
primrose-yellow
primuline color
primuline yellow
primum mobile
primus inter pares
primus stove
prince albert
prince charming
prince consort
prince elector
prince of wales
prince regent
prince royal
prince's feather
principle of desire
principle of equivalence
principle of faith
principle of government
principle of indeterminacy
principle of least action
principle of relativity
principle of superposition
principle of virtual work
print out
print up
print cloth
print cutter
print media
print medium
print out
print shop
print trimmer
print-out
print-out paper
printed antenna
printed circuit
printed matter
printed paper
printer's copy
printer's devil
printer's error
printer's imprint
printer's ink
printer's mark
printer's reader
printer's ream
printing calculator
printing equipment
printing frame
printing ink
printing machine
printing office
printing paper
printing plate
printing press
printing surface
printing telegraph
printing-house
printing-in
printing-out
printing-out paper
printing-press
prior consultation
prior right of purchase
prior to
prism binocular
prism binoculars
prism diopter
prism glass
prism level
prism spectrometer
prism spectroscopy
prism telescope
prismatic coefficient
prismatic compass
prismatic layer
prismatic telescope
prison base
prison bird
prison breach
prison camp
prison fever
prison guard
prison house
prison pallor
prison psychosis
prison term
prison ward
prison-bound
prison-bred
prison-bursting
prison-caused
prison-escaping
prison-free
prison-house
prison-made
prison-making
prison-taught
prisoner of war
prisoner's base
prisoner-of-war camp
prisoner-of-war stockade
prisoners' bars
prisse papyrus
pristine ignorance
prittle-prattle
private aims
private attorney
private aviation
private bill
private branch exchange
private business exchange
private checker
private company
private conference
private desires
private detective
private enterprise
private eye
private first class
private flying
private hospital
private hotel
private income
private information
private instructor
private international law
private investigator
private judgment
private knowledge
private law
private line
private matter
private means
private member
private ownership
private parts
private patient
private pilot
private plane
private practice
private press
private road
private room
private school
private secretary
private sector
private teaching
private treaty
private-duty nurse
private-enterprise
private-enterprise economy
private-line car
privation-proof
privet adelia
privet andromeda
privet hawk
privet honeysuckle
privilege from
privileged communication
privileged question
privy chamber
privy council
privy councilor
privy counsellor
privy parts
privy purse
privy seal
privy to
privy-councilship
prix fixe
prix fixes
prize court
prize crew
prize fight
prize fighter
prize fighting
prize flag
prize money
prize open
prize out
prize ring
prize sap
prize winner
prize-fight
prize-fighter
prize-giving
prize-playing
prize-ring
prize-taking
prize-winning
pro and con
pro bono publico
pro forma
pro forma balance sheet
pro memoria
pro patria
pro patria mori
pro rata
pro tanto
pro tanto
pro tempore
pro-
pro-Abyssinian
pro-Alabaman
pro-Alaskan
pro-Algerian
pro-Alsatian
pro-American
pro-Americanism
pro-Anglican
pro-Arab
pro-Arabian
pro-Arabic
pro-Argentine
pro-Arian
pro-Aristotelian
pro-Armenian
pro-Asian
pro-Asiatic
pro-Athenian
pro-Australian
pro-Austrian
pro-Baconian
pro-Baptist
pro-Belgian
pro-Bessarabian
pro-Biblical
pro-Bohemian
pro-Bolivian
pro-Bolshevik
pro-Bolshevism
pro-Bolshevist
pro-Brazilian
pro-British
pro-Buddhist
pro-Bulgarian
pro-Burman
pro-Cambodia
pro-Cameroun
pro-Canadian
pro-Catholic
pro-Catholicism
pro-Ceylon
pro-Chilean
pro-Chinese
pro-Colombian
pro-Confederate
pro-Congolese
pro-Congressional
pro-Cuban
pro-Cyprus
pro-Czech
pro-Czechoslovakian
pro-Danish
pro-Darwin
pro-Darwinian
pro-Darwinism
pro-Denmark
pro-Dominican
pro-East
pro-Eastern
pro-Ecuador
pro-Egyptian
pro-Elizabethan
pro-Emersonian
pro-English
pro-Eskimo
pro-Ethiopian
pro-European
pro-Finnish
pro-Florentine
pro-France
pro-French
pro-Freud
pro-Freudian
pro-Gaelic
pro-Gentile
pro-German
pro-Ghana
pro-Gothic
pro-Grecian
pro-Greek
pro-Guatemalan
pro-Haitian
pro-Hawaiian
pro-Hellenic
pro-Hindu
pro-Hitler
pro-Honduran
pro-Hungarian
pro-Icelandic
pro-Indian
pro-Indonesian
pro-Iranian
pro-Iraq
pro-Iraqi
pro-Irish
pro-Israel
pro-Israeli
pro-Italian
pro-Jacobean
pro-Japanese
pro-Jeffersonian
pro-Jewish
pro-Jordan
pro-Korean
pro-Koweit
pro-Kuwait
pro-Laotian
pro-Latin
pro-Lebanese
pro-Liberian
pro-Lybian
pro-Madagascarian
pro-Malayan
pro-Malaysian
pro-Methodist
pro-Mexican
pro-Monaco
pro-Moroccan
pro-Moslem
pro-Muslem
pro-Muslim
pro-Negro
pro-Nigerian
pro-Nordic
pro-North
pro-Northern
pro-Norwegian
pro-Oriental
pro-Panama
pro-Panamanian
pro-Paraguay
pro-Paraguayan
pro-Peruvian
pro-Philippine
pro-Polish
pro-Portuguese
pro-Presbyterian
pro-Protestant
pro-Prussian
pro-Quaker
pro-Renaissance
pro-Rumanian
pro-Russian
pro-Scandinavian
pro-Scriptural
pro-Scripture
pro-Somalia
pro-South
pro-Southern
pro-Soviet
pro-Spain
pro-Spanish
pro-Sudanese
pro-Sweden
pro-Swedish
pro-Swiss
pro-Switzerland
pro-Syrian
pro-Tunisian
pro-Turkey
pro-Turkish
pro-Unitarian
pro-United States
pro-Uruguayan
pro-Venezuelan
pro-Vietnamese
pro-West
pro-Western
pro-Westerner
pro-Whig
pro-Yugoslav
pro-Yugoslavian
pro-Zionism
pro-Zionist
pro-am
pro-art
pro-budgeting
pro-bus
pro-cathedral
pro-city
pro-co-operation
pro-form
pro-government
pro-immigrationist
pro-infinitive
pro-man
pro-modern
pro-observance
pro-oceanic
pro-ode
pro-oestrous
pro-oestrum
pro-oestrus
pro-oestrys
pro-opera
pro-operation
pro-opic
pro-opium
pro-orthodox
pro-orthodoxical
pro-orthodoxy
pro-ostracal
pro-ostracum
pro-otic
pro-pre-existentiary
pro-proctor
pro-rata
pro-rate
pro-rector
pro-rex
pro-skin
pro-state
pro-strike
pro-vice-chancellor
proAfrican
proactive inhibition
probability curve
probability density function
probability distribution
probability function
probability theory
probable cause
probable error
probate bond
probate court
probate duty
probate judge
probation officer
probatum est
probe scissors
probe-pointed
probirth-control
problem drinker
problem drinking
problem novel
problem play
problems in living
problon is a probability
proboscis monkey
procaine amide
procaryotic cell
proceed from
proceed out in the open
proceed to
proceed with
proces verbal
proces-verbal
proces-verbaux
process butter
process cheese
process control
process costing
process lag
process loop
process milling
process of time
process photos
process plate
process printer
process printing
process server
process shot
process variable
process-control system
process-server
processed cheese
processing solution
processing tax
procession flower
processional march
processionary moth
prochain ami
prochein ami
prochein amy
proclaim at Charing Cross
proclaim at the crossroads
proclaim at the market cross
proclaim from
procrustean bed
procto-
procuration fee
procurator fiscal
procurator-fiscal
procurator-general
procure materials
procurement editor
prodigal returned
prodigal son
produce an instance
produce conviction
produce race
producer gas
producer goods
producing again
producing once more
producing over
product engineer
production control
production curve
production editor
production goods
production line
production manager
production number
productive capacity
productive imagination
profane language
profane oath
profane swearing
profane, the
profanity-proof
profanum vulgus
profession of belief
profession of faith
professional athlete
professional consultant
professional education
professional ethics
professional killer
professional mourner
professional musician
professional name
professional politician
professional soldiers
professional standing
professional status
professor emeritus
professor ordinarius
proffer aid
proffer yourself
proficiency badge
proficient in
profile board
profile cutter
profile drag
profile line
profile machine
profile map
profile microscope
profile paper
profile plan
profiling machine
profit and loss
profit and loss account
profit by
profit sharing
profit system
profit taking
profit-and-loss
profit-building
profit-making
profit-producing
profit-seeking
profit-sharing
profit-taking
profit-yielding
profound idiocy
profound knowledge
profound secret
profound sense
profound sleep
profound thought
prognostic chart
program clock
program director
program discriminator
program feed
program music
program of action
program of music
program of operation
program picture
programme music
programmed instruction
programmed learning
programming language
progress chart
progress clerk
progress of time
progressive conservative
progressive jazz
progressive proof
progressive school
progressive sorites
progressive tax
progressive taxation
progressive tense
progressive trials
prohibition-proof
prohibitory injunction
project over
projected window
projectile anchor
projectile lathe
projectile rocket
projecting microscope
projection booth
projection fiber
projection machine
projection print
projection printing
projection room
projection tube
projective geometry
projective property
projective test
projector lamp
projector tube
prolate spheroid
proletarian novel
proliferative arthritis
prolong the agony
prolonge knot
prolonged narcosis
promenade concert
promenade deck
promenade tile
promethea moth
prominent belly
promise in marriage
promise of harm
promise-bound
promise-breach
promise-breaking
promise-crammed
promise-fed
promise-fulfilling
promise-keeping
promise-led
promise-making
promise-performing
promised land
promissory note
promoter of the faith
promotional material
prompt dower
prompt note
prompt side
prompt the mind
prompter's box
prone before
prone float
prone pressure method
prone to
prong box
prong budding
prong chuck
prong die
prong hoe
prong key
prong-horned
pronghorn antelope
pronounce judgment
pronounce on
pronounce sentence
prony brake
proof against
proof armor
proof before letter
proof charge
proof coin
proof correction
proof leaf
proof paper
proof plane
proof planer
proof press
proof sheet
proof spirit
proof stress
proof-correct
proof-proof
proof-spirit
prop joint
prop man
prop root
prop up
prop word
prop-
prop-wash
propaganda novel
propaganda-proof
propanoic acid
propeller horsepower
propeller plane
propeller post
propeller race
propeller shaft
propeller thrust
propeller torque
propeller wash
propeller-drive gas turbine
propeller-jet engine
propelling charge
propelling nozzle
propelling pencil
propenyl alcohol
propenyl group
propenyl radical
proper adjective
proper claim
proper fraction
proper function
proper motion
proper name
proper noun
proper occasion
proper piloting
proper subalgebra
proper subset
proper task
proper thing
proper time
proper to
proper value
propertied person
property damage insurance
property insurance
property line
property man
property master
property owner
property right
property rights
property roll
property tax
property transfer
property-increment tax
property-owning
prophet flower
prophet of doom
prophet-bard
prophet-flower
prophet-king
prophet-painter
prophet-poet
prophet-preacher
prophet-statesman
prophetico-historical
prophylactic psychiatry
prophylactic psychology
propio-
propionic acid
propitiatory gift
projet engine
proportional band
proportional control
proportional counter
proportional ionization chamber
proportional limit
proportional parts
proportional representation
proportional tax
proportioning lever
proposal bond
propose a question
propose to
proposed explanation
propositional calculus
propositional function
propound a question
proprietary colony
proprietary drug
proprietary hospital
proprietary medicine
proprietary name
proprietary rights
proprio motu
props from under one
props from under you
propter hoc
propulsion charge
propulsive duct
propulsive efficiency
propyl alcohol
propyl aldehyde
propylene glycol
propylphenyl acetate
pros and cons
pros-
proscenium arch
proscenium box
proscenium boxes
proscenium stage
prose fiction
prose poem
prose poet
prose poetry
prose rhythm
prose run mad
prose style
prose writer
prosecute a suit against
prosecute at law
prosecute to a conclusion
prosecuting attorney
prosecution-proof
prosodic form
prosodic pattern
prospect glass
prospective glass
prospective-glass
prosperity-proof
prosperous issue
prostate gland
prostatic fluid
prosthetic dentistry
prosthetic group
prostrate before
prostrate yourself
prostrate yourself before
prot-
prote-
protean actor
protected anchorage
protected cruiser
protection forest
protection racket
protective clothing
protective coloration
protective covering
protective custody
protective deck
protective mimicry
protective slope
protective stock
protective system
protective tariff
protective umbrella
protector paravane
protein crystal
protein deficiency
protein factor
protein fever
protein fibers
protein milk
protein plastic
protein shock
protein therapy
protein-free
proteolytic enzyme
protero-
protest against
protest demonstration
protest flag
protest too much
protested bill
proteus animalcule
prothetic vowel
prothonotary apostolic
prothonotary warbler
proto-
protocol sentence
protocol statement
proton gun
proton number
proton reaction
proton-synchrotron
protoxide of nitrogen
protozoan disease
protracted meeting
protruding belly
proud as Lucifer
proud as a peacock
proud bearing
proud flesh
proud-blind
proud-blooded
proud-crested
proud-exulting
proud-glancing
proud-hearted
proud-looking
proud-minded
proud-mindedness
proud-paced
proud-pillared
proud-prancing
proud-quivered
proud-spirited
proud-stomached
provable fact
provascular tissue
prove false
prove out
prove the contrary
prove to be
prove true
prove up
prove your point
proved fact
proverbial saying
provice-chancellor
provide a hedge
provide a rationale
provide against
provide against a rainy day
provide capital for
provide for
provide for a rainy day
provide money for
provide the wherewithal
provide with a roof
provided always
provided for
provided school
provided that
provident care
provident club
provident society
provincial court
provincial legislature
provincial parliament
provincial police
provincial tax
proving ground
proving out
provision account
provision of capital
provision tree
provisional government
provisionally accept
provisionally admit
provolone cheese
provost court
provost guard
provost marshal
provost-guard
prow on
prowl after
prowl car
proximal convoluted tubule
proximate analysis
proximate cause
proxime accessit
proximity fuse
proximity fuze
proximity meter
proxy marriage
proxy statement
proxy voting
prudent administration
prudential administration
prune purple
prune tree
prunes and prisms
pruning hook
pruning saw
pruning shears
prurient interest
prussian blue
prussic acid
pry around
pry into
pry into the future
pry loose from
pry open
pry out
pry pole
psalm book
psalm singer
psalm tone
psalm tune
psammo-
pseud-
pseudo abolitionist
pseudo abstainer
pseudo academy
pseudo acceptance
pseudo accident
pseudo acid
pseudo acquaintance
pseudo actor
pseudo actress
pseudo aesthete
pseudo aestheticism
pseudo affection
pseudo agent
pseudo alliance
pseudo ally
pseudo almona
pseudo alumnus
pseudo amateur
pseudo analogy
pseudo ancestor
pseudo angel
pseudo animal
pseudo animalism
pseudo announcement
pseudo apology
pseudo applicant
pseudo application
pseudo appointment
pseudo appreciation
pseudo aristocrat
pseudo arrest
pseudo art
pseudo artist
pseudo asceticism
pseudo assertion
pseudo association
pseudo astonishment
pseudo aunt
pseudo author
pseudo authoress
pseudo authorization
pseudo bacillus
pseudo banker
pseudo bankruptcy
pseudo baptism
pseudo bard
pseudo base
pseudo benefactor
pseudo benefactress
pseudo benevolence
pseudo bible
pseudo biographer
pseudo biography
pseudo biology
pseudo bird
pseudo bishop
pseudo boa
pseudo bookcase
pseudo boy
pseudo bride
pseudo broker
pseudo brokerage
pseudo brother
pseudo cancellation
pseudo candidacy
pseudo candidate
pseudo candor
pseudo captive
pseudo capture
pseudo catholic
pseudo catholicism
pseudo census
pseudo champion
pseudo championship
pseudo charity
pseudo chemist
pseudo chemistry
pseudo citizen
pseudo citizenship
pseudo clergy
pseudo clergyman
pseudo clerk
pseudo client
pseudo club
pseudo college
pseudo competitor
pseudo conclusion
pseudo cone
pseudo confession
pseudo confessional
pseudo confirmation
pseudo conflict
pseudo connection
pseudo consent
pseudo conservator
pseudo conversion
pseudo cook
pseudo cordiality
pseudo corporation
pseudo count
pseudo courtesy
pseudo courtier
pseudo cousin
pseudo creditor
pseudo crisis
pseudo critic
pseudo criticism
pseudo crystal
pseudo cult
pseudo cultivation
pseudo culture
pseudo date
pseudo death
pseudo declaration
pseudo deficit
pseudo delegate
pseudo delegation
pseudo democracy
pseudo deputation
pseudo deputy
pseudo devotee
pseudo devotion
pseudo dike
pseudo diplomacy
pseudo diplomat
pseudo distance
pseudo distribution
pseudo distributor
pseudo divination
pseudo divine
pseudo divinity
pseudo doctor
pseudo donation
pseudo donor
pseudo drama
pseudo dramatist
pseudo duke
pseudo earl
pseudo economics
pseudo economy
pseudo editor
pseudo editorial
pseudo education
pseudo educator
pseudo election
pseudo electorate
pseudo emotion
pseudo endeavor
pseudo enthusiasm
pseudo enthusiast
pseudo episcopacy
pseudo equality
pseudo ethics
pseudo etymologist
pseudo etymology
pseudo evangelist
pseudo example
pseudo exemplar
pseudo experiment
pseudo expert
pseudo exposure
pseudo fabric
pseudo failure
pseudo faith
pseudo fame
pseudo farmer
pseudo farming
pseudo father
pseudo femininity
pseudo feminism
pseudo feminist
pseudo fertilization
pseudo finality
pseudo flatterer
pseudo flattery
pseudo form
pseudo fruit
pseudo generosity
pseudo geniality
pseudo genius
pseudo gentility
pseudo gentleman
pseudo geyser
pseudo ghost
pseudo healer
pseudo heart
pseudo heathen
pseudo hero
pseudo humanism
pseudo humanist
pseudo humanitarian
pseudo husband
pseudo identity
pseudo impartiality
pseudo independence
pseudo information
pseudo insanity
pseudo inspiration
pseudo internationalism
pseudo internationalist
pseudo invalid
pseudo invalidism
pseudo island
pseudo isle
pseudo jaundice
pseudo judge
pseudo judgment
pseudo justice
pseudo knight
pseudo label
pseudo learning
pseudo legality
pseudo legend
pseudo legislation
pseudo legislator
pseudo liberalism
pseudo liberality
pseudo liquidation
pseudo literature
pseudo loan
pseudo lord
pseudo mahogany
pseudo marble
pseudo marquis
pseudo marriage
pseudo martyr
pseudo martyrdom
pseudo masculinism
pseudo masculinity
pseudo masterpiece
pseudo medievalism
pseudo meditation
pseudo member
pseudo membership
pseudo memory
pseudo messenger
pseudo militarism
pseudo minister
pseudo ministry
pseudo miracle
pseudo modesty
pseudo monastery
pseudo monk
pseudo moralist
pseudo morality
pseudo myth
pseudo narcotism
pseudo nationalism
pseudo nobility
pseudo noble
pseudo nymph
pseudo occidentalism
pseudo occupation
pseudo official
pseudo officialism
pseudo orientalism
pseudo owner
pseudo pagan
pseudo parallel
pseudo parasite
pseudo parent
pseudo parson
pseudo participation
pseudo partner
pseudo partnership
pseudo pastor
pseudo pastorate
pseudo patriot
pseudo patriotism
pseudo patron
pseudo patronage
pseudo payment
pseudo peasant
pseudo peasantry
pseudo philanthropist
pseudo philanthropy
pseudo philologist
pseudo philology
pseudo philosopher
pseudo philosophy
pseudo physician
pseudo piety
pseudo pigmentation
pseudo poet
pseudo poetess
pseudo poetry
pseudo politician
pseudo politics
pseudo popularity
pseudo possession
pseudo possessor
pseudo poverty
pseudo precedent
pseudo prescription
dummy presentiment
pseudo priest
pseudo priesthood
pseudo prince
pseudo principality
pseudo profession
pseudo professor
pseudo prohibition
pseudo prohibitionist
pseudo prophecy
pseudo prophet
pseudo prophetess
pseudo prosperity
pseudo psychologist
pseudo psychology
pseudo purity
pseudo ray
pseudo realism
pseudo recognition
pseudo recollection
pseudo reconciliation
pseudo reform
pseudo reformation
pseudo reformatory
pseudo reformer
pseudo registration
pseudo relation
pseudo relationship
pseudo relative
pseudo religion
pseudo republic
pseudo residence
pseudo resident
pseudo resignation
pseudo reversal
pseudo rheumatism
pseudo romanticism
pseudo royal
pseudo royalty
pseudo sacrilege
pseudo saint
pseudo saintliness
pseudo sanctity
pseudo sanctuary
pseudo satire
pseudo satirist
pseudo scholar
pseudo scholarship
pseudo science
pseudo scientist
pseudo sensation
pseudo sense
pseudo sensibility
pseudo servility
pseudo servitor
pseudo servitude
pseudo signature
pseudo siphon
pseudo slavery
pseudo socialism
pseudo socialist
pseudo specialist
pseudo specialty
pseudo specter
pseudo spirit
pseudo spirituality
pseudo statement
pseudo stem
pseudo student
pseudo subtlety
pseudo suicide
pseudo symptom
pseudo temperance
pseudo theft
pseudo tribe
pseudo tribulation
pseudo tribute
pseudo university
pseudo virgin
pseudo witness
pseudo worship
pseudo zeal
pseudo-African
pseudo-American
pseudo-Argentinean
pseudo-Argentinian
pseudo-Aristotelian
pseudo-Aryan
pseudo-Assyrian
pseudo-Australian
pseudo-Austrian
pseudo-Babylonian
pseudo-Baptist
pseudo-Belgian
pseudo-Bohemian
pseudo-Bolivian
pseudo-Brahman
pseudo-Brazilian
pseudo-Buddhist
pseudo-Bulgarian
pseudo-Canadian
pseudo-Carthaginian
pseudo-Catholic
pseudo-Chilean
pseudo-Chinese
pseudo-Christian
pseudo-Ciceronian
pseudo-Dantesque
pseudo-Democratic
pseudo-Dutch
pseudo-East Indian
pseudo-Egyptian
pseudo-Elizabethan
pseudo-English
pseudo-Episcopalian
pseudo-European
pseudo-French
pseudo-Georgian
pseudo-German
pseudo-Germanic
pseudo-Gothic
pseudo-Grecian
pseudo-Greek
pseudo-Hindu
pseudo-Homeric
pseudo-Hungarian
pseudo-Incan
pseudo-Indian
pseudo-Iranian
pseudo-Irish
pseudo-Italian
pseudo-Japanese
pseudo-Mayan
pseudo-Messianic
pseudo-Methodist
pseudo-Mexican
pseudo-Milonic
pseudo-Mohammedan
pseudo-Mohammedanism
pseudo-Mongolian
pseudo-Moslem
pseudo-Muslem
pseudo-Muslim
pseudo-Norwegian
pseudo-Panamanian
pseudo-Persian
pseudo-Polish
pseudo-Presbyterian
pseudo-Republican
pseudo-Roman
pseudo-Russian
pseudo-Semitic
pseudo-Serbian
pseudo-Shakespearean
pseudo-Shakespearian
pseudo-Socratic
pseudo-Spanish
pseudo-Swedish
pseudo-Turkish
pseudo-Vergilian
pseudo-Victorian
pseudo-Virgilian
pseudo-carp
pseudo-catholic
pseudo-christ
pseudo-code
pseudo-hieroglyphic
pseudo-intransitive
pseudo-ionone
pseudo-isometric
pseudo-occidental
pseudo-orthorhombic
pseudo-osteomalacia
pseudo-papal
pseudo-uniseptate
pseudo-urate
pseudo-urea
pseudo-uric
pseudoaortic insufficiency
pseudologia phantastica
pseudometric space
pseudonymous literature
psi particle
psilo-
psych out
psych-
psychasthenic reaction
psyche knot
psyched up
psychedelic drug
psychedelic show
psychiatric evaluation
psychiatric ward
psychic apparatus
psychic bid
psychic blindness
psychic determinism
psychic energizer
psychic energy
psychic epilepsy
psychic income
psychic monism
psychic phenomena
psychic research
psychical phenomena
psychically research
psycho-
psycho-asthenics
psycho-physic
psycho-physical
psycho-therapeutic
psychoactive drug
psychoactive drugs
psychoanalytic method
psychoanalytic theory
psychoanalytic therapy
psychogenic disease
psychological block
psychological complex
psychological conditioning
psychological counseling
psychological defenses
psychological dependence
psychological dictionary
psychological evaluation
psychological fixation
psychological hedonism
psychological logic
psychological medicine
psychological moment
psychological novel
psychological primary
psychological profile
psychological screening
psychological stress
psychological support
psychological surrogate
psychological symbol
psychological test
psychological time
psychological warfare
psychologically addictive
psychology of depths
psychomotor disturbance
psychomotor epilepsy
psychoneurotic disorder
psychopathia martialis
psychopathia sexualis
psychopathic case
psychopathic condition
psychopathic hospital
psychopathic personality
psychopathic ward
psychophysical parallelism
psychosexual disorder
psychosocial medicine
psychosomatic disease
psychosomatic medicine
psychosomatic symptom
psychotic personality
psychro-
psychrometric chart
psyllium seed
pterid-
pterido-
ptero-
pteroic acid
pteroylglutamic acid
pteroylmonoglutamic acid
pterygo-
pterygoid bone
pterygoid process
ptilo-
pтолемаic system
ptomaine poisoning
pub crawler
pub-crawl
pubertal gland
puberty gland
pubic hair
public acclaim
public accountant
public act
public address
public administration
public assistance
public bar
public baths
public belief
public bill
public charge
public company
public consciousness
public convenience
public corporation
public crib
public debt
public defender
public dishonor
public domain
public enemy
public enterprise
public entertainer
public eye
public figure
public gallery
public health
public health doctor
public health medicine
public health nurse
public health physician
public hospital
public house
public image
public international law
public knowledge
public law
public lending right
public librarian
public library
public man
public motive
public notice
public nuisance
public official
public opinion
public orator
public ownership
public park
public policy
public press
public print
public prosecutor
public records
public relations
public relations man
public relations officer
public report
public sale
public school
public servant
public service
public speaker
public speaking
public speech
public spirit
public square
public statute
public telephone
public television
public till
public tit
public tranquillity
public treasury
public trough
public utilities
public utility
public walk
public welfare
public works
public worship
public-address system
public-liability insurance
public-minded
public-mindedness
public-official bond
public-opinion poll
public-school
public-service corporation
public-spirited
public-spiritedly
public-spiritedness
public-utility
public-voiced
publicity agent
publicity law
publicity man
publicity manager
publicity story
publicity-proof
publish a manifesto
publish the banns
publisher's catalog
publisher's list
publishing house
publishing industry
pubo-
puce oxide
puck-carrier
pucker up
pudding bag
pudding boom
pudding club
pudding face
pudding grass
pudding sleeve
pudding spar
pudding stone
pudding time
pudding-faced
pudding-pie
pudding-pipe tree
pudding-shaped
puddle ball
puddle bar
puddle duck
puddle rolls
puddle wall
puddling furnace
pudendal ulcer
puerperal fever
puerperal psychosis
puff adder
puff and blow
puff box
puff like a grampus
puff of air
puff of smoke
puff of wind
puff paste
puff pastry
puff pipe
puff shark
puff sleeve
puff up
puff-adder
puff-ball
puff-bird
puff-fish
puff-leg
puff-paste
puff-puff
puffed rice
puffed up
puffed wheat
puffer pipe
puffing up
pug dog
pug head
pug knife
pug mill
pug moth
pug nose
pug piling
pug-faced
pug-nosed
pug-pile
puisne judge
puisne justice
puke-stocking
pukka sahib
puling infant
pull a blooper
pull a bluff
pull a boner
pull a boo-boo
pull a face
pull a fast one
pull a fast one on
pull a gun on
pull a lone oar
pull a long face
pull a proof
pull about
pull about your ears
pull an oar
pull apart
pull around
pull at the heartstrings
pull at the leash
pull away
pull back
pull box
pull broach
pull by the sleeve
pull clear
pull date
pull different ways
pull down
pull fo
pull for
pull in
pull in pieces
pull in your horns
pull lamp holder
pull off
pull on
pull out
pull out all the stops
pull out of it
pull over
pull pin
pull punches
pull rank
pull ropes
pull round
pull station
pull strap
pull strings
pull switch
pull the forelock
pull the strings
pull the wires
pull the wool over your eyes
pull through
pull to pieces
pull together
pull towards
pull up
pull up by the roots
pull up short
pull up stakes
pull wires
pull you up short
pull your leg
pull your own weight
pull your rank
pull your teeth
pull your weight
pull your wits together
pull yourself together
pull-
pull-back
pull-down
pull-drive
pull-in
pull-in torque
pull-off
pull-on
pull-on sweater
pull-out
pull-out torque
pull-over
pull-through
pull-through torque
pull-up
pull-up chair
pullboat logging
puller-in
puller-out
pullet disease
pulley block
pulley chain
pulley frame
pulley lathe
pulley oiler
pulley stile
pulley tackle
pulley tap
pulley-shaped
pulling boat
pulling down
pulling out
pulling power
pulling together
pulling-out
pullorum disease
pullulate with
pully-haul
pully-hauly
pulmo-
pulmonary artery
pulmonary emphysema
pulmonary insufficiency
pulmonary phthisis
pulmonary stenosis
pulmonary tuberculosis
pulmonary valve
pulmonary vein
pulmoni-
pulmono-
pulp canal
pulp canal therapy
pulp canal treatment
pulp cavity
pulp chamber
pulp engine
pulp lead
pulp machine
pulp magazine
pulp nodule
pulp plaster
pulpilyl galaxy
pulpit cloth
pulpit cross
pulpit rock
pulsating direct current
pulsating star
pulsating universe
pulsating universe theory
pulsation pump
pulsation theory
pulse analyzer
pulse deficit
pulse family
pulse generator
pulse glass
pulse height analyser
pulse ionization chamber
pulse jet
pulse jet helicopter
pulse modulation
pulse pressure
pulse radar
pulse rate
pulse transformer
pulse wave
pulse-jet
pulse-jet engine
pulse-jet propulsion
pulse-modulated radar
pulse-time modulation
pulsejet engine
pulsion diverticulum
pulsus alternans
pulvering day
pulverizer harrow
pumice soap
pumice stone
pumice-stone
pump bilge
pump bob
pump box
pump brake
pump cylinder
pump doctor
pump drill
pump for information
pump full of lead
pump gun
pump handle
pump house
pump out
pump priming
pump rod
pump room
pump sole
pump spear
pump staff
pump up
pump well
pump-action
pump-back method
pump-handle
pump-handler
pump-priming
pump-room
pump-well
pumping engine
pumping plan
pumping-back method
pumpkin ash
pumpkin head
pumpkin pine
pumpkin seed
pumpkin tree
pumpkin-colored
pumpkin-headed
pumpkin-seed
pumpkin-seed oil
puna grass
punch barrel
punch bowl
punch card
punch cards
punch cattle
punch cutter
punch full of holes
punch holder
punch house
punch in
punch ladle
punch lifter
punch line
punch mark
punch mat
punch out
punch pliers
punch press
punch spoon
punch the clock
punch-and-judy show
punch-ball
punch-bowl
punch-card data
punch-drunk
punch-hole
punch-marked
punch-up
punched card
punched cards
punched tape
punching bag
punching machine
punching press
punctuation mark
punctuation marks
puncture vine
puncture voltage
puncture your balloon
pungent meadow grass
pungle up
punish yourself
punishment of Tantalus
punishment that fits the crime
punishment-proof
punitive damages
punitive sanction
punk kid
punk oak
punk rock
punk tree
punkah wallah
punner bar
punt formation
punt gun
punt shooter
punt shooting
punto reverso
pup tent
pupa shell
pupa-shaped
pupil hour
pupil load
pupil teacher
pupil teachery
pupil-teacherdom
pupil-teachership
puppet government
puppet play
puppet player
puppet regime
puppet show
puppet valve
puppet-play
puppet-show
puppet-valve
puppy drum
puppy fat
puppy love
puppy-dog
pur sang
pur-
purchase book
purchase journal
purchase ledger
purchase money
purchase money bond
purchase record
purchase shears
purchase tax
purchase-money
purchasing agent
purchasing power
purchasing public
pure and simple
pure chemistry
pure color
pure culture
pure cussedness
pure democracy
pure form
pure imaginary
pure imaginary number
pure in heart
pure line
pure mathematics
pure mechanics
pure science
pure white
pure-blooded
pure-bosomed
pure-dye
pure-eyed
pure-food law
pure-heartedness
pure-minded
purebred horse
pureness of heart
purgatory hammer
purge away
purge yourself
purging nut
purification flower
purified cotton
purine base
purity rubric
purl stitch
purlieu-man
purlin plate
puro-
purple and fine linen
purple beard grass
purple bent
purple boneset
purple cestrum
purple chokeberry
purple color
purple daisy
purple finch
purple fish
purple fishery
purple foxglove
purple gallinule
purple heart
purple heron
purple lake
purple loosestrife
purple martin
purple medic
purple melick grass
purple mombin
purple mullein
purple oat
purple of Cassius
purple pall
purple passage
purple passages
purple patch
purple patches
purple rock cress
purple sage
purple sandpiper
purple shore crab
purple trillium
purple willow herb
purple wood grass
purple wood sorrel
purple wreath
purple-awned
purple-awned oat grass
purple-backed
purple-beaming
purple-berried
purple-black
purple-blue
purple-brown
purple-clad
purple-coated
purple-colored
purple-crimson
purple-dawning
purple-dyeing
purple-eyed
purple-faced
purple-flowered
purple-fringed
purple-fringed orchid
purple-glowing
purple-green
purple-headed
purple-hued
purple-leaved
purple-nosed
purple-red
purple-robed
purple-rose
purple-skirted
purple-spiked
purple-spotted
purple-staining
purple-stemmed
purple-streaked
purple-streaming
purple-tailed
purple-tipped
purple-top
purple-topped
purple-veined
purple-vested
purple-yellow
purpose clause
purpose of
purpose to yourself
purpose-built
purpura hemorrhagica
purpureo-
purre maw
purse atomizer
purse bearer
purse boat
purse crab
purse cutter
purse cutting
purse isinglass
purse line
purse maker
purse net
purse pride
purse race
purse ring
purse rope
purse seine
purse seiner
purse silk
purse snatcher
purse snatching
purse spider
purse string
purse strings
purse weight
purse-bearer
purse-eyed
purse-lined
purse-lipped
purse-mad
purse-pinched
purse-pride
purse-proud
purse-shaped
purse-snatching
purse-string
purse-string suture
purse-swollen
purslane speedwell
purslane tree
pursuant to
pursue a policy of
pursue a strategy
pursue an inquiry
pursue the arts of peace
pursue your education
pursuit airplane
pursuit pendulum
pursuit plane
pursuit squadron
pus basin
pus cell
pus pan
push about
push along
push around
push aside
push back
push bicycle
push bolt
push broach
push broom
push button
push car
push cycle
push down
push drill
push fit
push forward
push from your thoughts
push hoe
push in
push moraine
push off
push on
push onward
push out
push out of place
push shot
push the panic button
push the pen
push the pencil
push through
push to one side
push to the wall
push up daisies
push upon
push your luck
push your way
push-
push-bike
push-button
push-button control
push-button plant
push-button telephone
push-button warfare
push-down
push-off
push-out chuck
push-pin
push-pull
push-pull microphone
push-start
push-up
pusher airplane
pusher grade
pusher plane
pusher propeller
pushing down
pushing under
pushing up daisies
puss clover
puss in the corner
puss moth
puss-cat
puss-moth
pussle-gutted
pussy clover
pussy wants a corner
pussy willow
pussy's toe
pussy's toes
pussy-foot
pustula maligna
put a bold face on
put a bold face upon
put a bridle on your tongue
put a bug in your ear
put a construction on
put a crimp in
put a curse on
put a duty on
put a false appearance upon
put a false construction on
put a false construction upon
put a figure on
put a flea in your ear
put a gloss upon
put a good face upon
put a half nelson on
put a hex on
put a juju on
put a mark on
put a penalty on
put a period to
put a question to
put a spoke in your wheel
put a spoke in your wheels
put a stop to
put a tuck in your tail
put about
put across
put all your eggs in one basket
put all your strength into
put an embargo on
put an end to
put an end to yourself
put and call
put apart
put aside
put asunder
put at a disadvantage
put at ease
put at your disposal
put away
put away for
put away thought
put back
put beef into it
put before
put behind one
put between
put beyond the pale
put by
put down
put down to
put faith in
put for
put forth
put forth buds
put forth leaves
put forth your strength
put forward
put heads together
put hep
put hip
put in
put in a call
put in a false light
put in a good word for
put in a hole
put in a new light
put in a nutshell
put in a spot
put in a trance
put in a word
put in a word for
put in an appearance
put in an order
put in an order for
put in black and white
put in bodily fear
put in commission
put in condition
put in danger
put in fear
put in for
put in force
put in good humor
put in hock
put in irons
put in jeopardy
put in mind
put in mothballs
put in motion
put in operation
put in opposition
put in order
put in pawn
put in phase
put in place
put in plain English
put in plain words
put in practice
put in proper fore-and-aft trim
put in remembrance
put in repair
put in requisition
put in shape
put in suit
put in the bag
put in the foreground
put in the minutes
put in the place of
put in the right
put in time
put in trim
put in tune
put in words
put in words of one syllable
put in working order
put in writing
put in your bad books
put in your black books
put in your head
put in your oar
put in your two cents
put in your two cents worth
put into
put into a flutter
put into a gas
put into effect
put into execution
put into port
put into practice
put into requisition
put into shape
put into the hands of
put into the picture
put into your head
put it
put it all behind one
put it all behind you
put it away
put it in few words
put it out of your thoughts
put it to
put it up to
put life into
put money in
put new life into
put next to
put obeah on
put off
give the put off mortality
give the put off the track
give the put on
give the put on a bold face
give the put on a burst of speed
give the put on a business basis
give the put on a business footing
give the put on a drive for
give the put on a false front
give the put on a false scent
give the put on a front
give the put on a harbor furl
give the put on a high
give the put on a pedestal
give the put on a show
give the put on airs
give the put on an act
give the put on an allowance
give the put on an even keel
give the put on blinders
give the put on edge
give the put on ice
give the put on immortality
give the put on long pants
give the put on long trousers
give the put on more sail
give the put on more speed
give the put on mourning
give the put on paper
give the put on parole
give the put on report
give the put on sail
give the put on side
give the put on steam
give the put on tape
give the put on the Index
give the put on the acid
give the put on the agenda
give the put on the air
give the put on the alert
give the put on the back burner
give the put on the block
give the put on the brakes
give the put on the dog
give the put on the drag
give the put on the feed bag
give the put on the gloves with
put on the grill
got on the map
got on the market
got on the new man
got on the rack
got on the record
got on the retired list
got on the right track
got on the ritz
got on the scales
got on the shelf
got on the soft pedal
got on the spot
got on the stage
got on the stand
got on the style
got on the track
got on to
got on to something hot
got on trial
got on weight
got on your considering cap
got on your feet
got on your guard
got on your thinking cap
got one on
got one on guard
got one's heart in one's mouth
got option
got out
got out a feeler
got out at interest
got out bag and baggage
got out buds
got out leaves
got out of action
got out of breath
got out of business
got out of commission
got out of countenance
got out of court
got out of existence
got out of face
got out of gear
got out of joint
got out of mind
got out of order
got out of place
put out of reach
put out of sight
put out of the way
put out of your head
put out of your mind
put out of your misery
put out of your thoughts
put out the welcome mat
put out to grass
put out to pasture
put out to sea
put over
put over against
put paid to
put pep into it
put pressure on
put price
put queries
put right
put six feet under
put somebody in his or her place
put someone on
put something across
put something aside
put something in the pot
put something over
put stock in
put straight
put teeth in
put the bee on
put the best color on
put the best face upon
put the bite on
put the blame on
put the cart before the horse
put the damper on
put the evil eye on
put the fear of God into
put the finger on
put the finisher on
put the finishing strokes on
put the finishing touches on
put the helm hard over
put the helm to leeward
put the helm up
put the jinx on
put the kibosh on
put the lid on
put the lid on it
put the pressure on
put the right foot forward
put the rudder amidships
put the rudder hard left
put the rudder hard over
put the rudder hard right
put the screw on
put the screw to
put the screws on
put the screws to
put the settler on
put the shot
put the skids to
put the skids under
put the touch on
put the worst face upon
put through
put through a deal
put through channels
put through the grind
put through the mill
put through the third degree
put to
put to advantage
put to bed
put to choice
put to death
put to flight
put to inconvenience
put to it
put to music
put to one side
put to press
put to rights
put to rout
put to school
put to sea
put to shame
put to silence
put to sleep
put to the blush
put to the proof
put to the question
put to the rack
put to the sword
put to the test
put to torture
put to trial
put to trouble
put to use
put to vote
put to your last shifts
put to your oath
put to your shifts
put to your wit's end
put together
put trust in
put two and two together
put under
put under a spell
put under an injunction
put under an interdict
put under an interdiction
put under an obligation
put under arrest
put under lock and key
put under oath
put under restraint
put under surveillance
put under the ban
put under the yoke
put up
put up a bluff
put up a bold front
put up a false front
put up a fight
put up a front
put up a howl
put up a job
put up a squawk
put up a struggle
put up an argument
put up as collateral
put up at
put up for auction
put up for sale
put up no barriers
put up the money
put up the shutters
put up the spout
put up to
put up with
put up with it
put up your hair
put upon
put upon oath
put upon record
put upon your mettle
put violently
put way upon
put with
put words in your mouth
put you in mind of
put you in the picture
put you in your place
put you on cloud nine
put you on top of the world
put you out
put you out of your misery
put you through your paces
put your Irish up
put your John Hancock on
put your arms around
put your back into
put your back into it
put your back to
put your back to the wall
put your back up
put your best foot forward
put your bristles up
put your cards on the table
put your cross on
put your dander up
put your eyes out
put your finger on
put your foot down
put your foot down on
put your foot in it
put your foot in your mouth
put your fur up
put your good name in jeopardy
put your hair up
put your hand to
put your hand to the plow
put your hands in your pockets
put your hands on
put your head in a lion's mouth
put your heart into
put your life on the line
put your mark on
put your mind at rest on
put your mind to
put your money on the line
put your monkey up
put your nose out of joint
put your pride in your pocket
put your shoulder to the wheel
put your teeth on edge
put your trust in
put your trust in God
put your two cents in
put your veto upon
put your weight in the scale
put your whole soul in
put yourself between disputants
put yourself down
put yourself down for
put yourself forward
put yourself in a spot
put yourself in another's shoes
put yourself in the hands of
put yourself out
put yourself out of court
put yourself out of the way
put yourself outside of
put yourself upon the
put zip into it
put-and-take
put-down
put-off
put-on
put-out
put-put
put-putter
put-up
put-up job
put-up market
put-upon
putative marriage
putrid matter
putt-putt
putter-forth
putter-in
putter-off
putter-on
putter-out
putter-through
putter-up
putting away
putting cleek
putting down
putting green
putting in
putting in order
putting on
putting on airs
putting out
putting out the eyes
putting stone
putting the best color on
putting together
putting two and two together
putting yourself between
putting-off
putting-stone
putty coat
putty eye
putty gloss
putty in your hands
putty knife
putty powder
putty-colored
putty-faced
putty-jointed
putty-looking
putty-powdered
putty-stopped
puzzle box
puzzle canon
puzzle lock
puzzle out
puzzle over
puzzle-brain
puzzle-cap
puzzle-headed
puzzle-monkey
puzzle-wit
puzzling problem
py-
pycno-
pye-dog
pygmy glider
pygmy weasel
pygmy-minded
pygo-
pyloro-
pyo-
pyogenic infection
pyorrhea alveolaris
pyrrhoea alveolaris
pyr-
pyramid flower
pyramid plant
pyramid selling
pyramid shell
pyramid-shaped
pyramidal number
pyramidal peak
pyramidal roof
pyramidal tent
pyrethrin I
pyrethrin II
pyrethrum yellow
pyreto-
pyrimidine base
pyrite type
pyrite yellow
pyrito-
pyritohedral group
pyro-
pyro-acid
pyrogallic acid
pyrogallol monoacetate
pyroligneous acid
pyroligneous alcohol
pyroligneous spirit
pyrometer cone
pyrometric bead
pyrometric cone
pyromucic aldehyde
pyrophosphoric acid
pyroracemic acid
pyrosulfuric acid
pyrosulphuric acid
pyrotechnic sponge
pyroxene group
pyroxylin plastic
pyrrhic victory
pyrrole red
pyruvic acid
pyruvic acid
pyruvic aldehyde
pyx chest
pyx cloth
pyx veil
pyx-jury
q fever
q v
q-boat
qua-bird
quack doctor
quack grass
quack remedy
quack-quack
quad crown
quad demy
quad large
quad line
quad royal
quad small
quadrant compass
quadrant electrometer
quadrant plate
quadraphonic sound system
quadrate cross
quadratic equation
quadratic form
quadratic formula
quadratic residue
quadrato-
quadrature component
quadrature of the circle
quadrennial circus
quadri-
quadr-invariant
quadric surface
quadrilateral spinnaker
quadrille ruling
quadrimenum merum
quadru-
quadruple counterpoint
quadruple fugue
quadruple time
quadruple-expansion
quadruplex telegraphy
quaff the bitter cup
quai d’orsay
quail brush
quail call
quail dove
quail hawk
quail pipe
quail snipe
quail-brush
quaint-costumed
quantum chromodynamics
quantum electronics
quantum field theory
quantum liquid
quantum mechanics
quantum number
quantum optics
quantum statistics
quantum sufficient
quantum theory
quantum-mechanical
quarantine anchorage
quarantine flag
quarantine period
quare impedit
quarrel over
quarry bed
quarry face
quarry light
quarry miner
quarry out
quarry tile
quarry-faced
quarry-rid
quarrystone bond
quart major
quart minor
quart pot
quart-pot
quartal harmony
quarter ail
quarter at
quarter badge
quarter bar
quarter belt
quarter bend
quarter berth
quarter bill
quarter binding
quarter blanket
quarter block
quarter board
quarter boards
quarter boot
quarter box
quarter butt
quarter cask
quarter crack
quarter day
quarter deck
quarter dollar
quarter eagle
quarter evil
quarter face
quarter fast
quarter gallery
quarter galley
quarter grain
quarter hollow
quarter horse
quarter hour
quarter ill
quarter iron
quarter ladder
quarter lift
quarter light
quarter line
quarter miler
quarter nelson
quarter note
quarter of a century
quarter of a hundred
quarter pillar
quarter pitch
quarter plate
quarter point
quarter points
quarter rail
quarter rest
quarter round
quarter rudder
quarter screw
quarter section
quarter semitone
quarter sessions
quarter step
quarter stock
quarter tie
quarter tone
quarter watch
quarter-bound
quarter-breed
quarter-cast
quarter-cleft
quarter-cut
quarter-day
quarter-deck
quarter-decker
quarter-dollar
quarter-faced
quarter-final
quarter-finalist
quarter-foot
quarter-gallery
quarter-hollow
quarter-hoop
quarter-horse race
quarter-hour
quarter-inch
quarter-left
quarter-mile
quarter-miler
quarter-minute
quarter-month
quarter-moon
quarter-phase
quarter-pierced
quarter-pint
quarter-pound
quarter-right
quarter-run
quarter-second
quarter-sessions
quarter-sheet
quarter-size
quarter-turn stair
quarter-vine
quarter-wave
quarter-witted
quarter-yard
quarter-year
quarter-yearly
quarterback sneak
quarterly meeting
quarterly payments
quartermaster corps
quartermaster sergeant
quartern loaf
quartet table
quarto-centenary
quartz battery
quartz crystal
quartz flint
quartz glass
quartz lamp
quartz mill
quartz mining
quartz plate
quartz porphyry
quartz rock
quartz sand
quartz schist
quartz vein
quartz wedge
quartz-basalt
quartz-crystal clock
quartz-diorite
quartz-free
quartz-iodine lamp
quartz-light therapy
quartz-monzonite
quartz-syenite
quash the charge
quash the indictment
quashing of the charge
quashing of the indictment
quasi accident
quasi acquaintance
quasi actor
quasi adjective
quasi adjustment
quasi admiration
quasi adoption
quasi advantage
quasi adverb
quasi advice
quasi advocate
quasi affection
quasi agreement
quasi alarm
quasi alliance
quasi alumnus
quasi amateur
quasi amendment
quasi amusement
quasi angel
quasi animal
quasi answer
quasi apology
quasi appeal
quasi application
quasi appointment
quasi appreciation
quasi approval
quasi architect
quasi argument
quasi aristocracy
quasi aristocrat
quasi army
quasi arrangement
quasi art
quasi artist
quasi aspiration
quasi asset
quasi assignment
quasi assistance
quasi assurance
quasi asylum
quasi athlete
quasi attachment
quasi attack
quasi attainment
quasi attempt
quasi attendant
quasi attention
quasi attorney
quasi auditor
quasi author
quasi authority
quasi baby
quasi ballot
quasi bank
quasi banker
quasi bankruptcy
quasi banquet
quasi baptism
quasi bargain
quasi basis
quasi battle
quasi beginner
quasi belief
quasi beneficiary
quasi benevolence
quasi biography
quasi bird
quasi blessing
quasi blockade
quasi blunder
quasi body
quasi broker
quasi brother
quasi calamity
quasi caller
quasi cancellation
quasi candidate
quasi candor
quasi captain
quasi cause
quasi celebration
quasi certificate
quasi champion
quasi charity
quasi cheer
quasi chemistry
quasi circulation
quasi citizen
quasi civilization
quasi clairvoyance
quasi client
quasi climax
quasi club
quasi co-operation
quasi collapse
quasi collateral
quasi collection
quasi collector
quasi college
quasi colloquial
quasi combat
quasi comedy
quasi comfort
quasi command
quasi compact
quasi competition
quasi competitor
quasi compliance
quasi compliment
quasi comprehension
quasi compromise
quasi concern
quasi concession
quasi conclusion
quasi conference
quasi confession
quasi confinement
quasi confirmation
quasi conflict
quasi conformance
quasi congratulation
quasi congress
quasi conjunction
quasi connection
quasi conquest
quasi conscience
quasi consent
quasi consequence
quasi consideration
quasi consignment
quasi consolation
quasi consolidation
quasi constitution
quasi construction
quasi consultation
quasi consumption
quasi contempt
quasi contest
quasi continent
quasi continuation
quasi contract
quasi contrast
quasi contribution
quasi control
quasi convenience
quasi convention
quasi conversation
quasi conveyance
quasi conviction
quasi cook
quasi copula
quasi corporateness
quasi corporation
quasi correction
quasi council
quasi coupon
quasi court
quasi courtesy
quasi cousin
quasi craft
quasi creation
quasi credit
quasi creditor
quasi crime
quasi crisis
quasi criticism
quasi cultivation
quasi culture
quasi currency
quasi customer
quasi damage
quasi debt
quasi decision
quasi declaration
quasi decoration
quasi dedication
quasi default
quasi defeat
quasi defiance
quasi deficit
quasi definition
quasi dejection
quasi delegate
quasi delict
quasi demand
quasi democrat
quasi deposit
quasi depreciation
quasi depression
quasi deputy
quasi despair
quasi destination
quasi destruction
quasi detention
quasi development
quasi devil
quasi devotion
quasi diamond
quasi difference
quasi dinner
quasi diplomacy
quasi disadvantage
quasi disappeance
quasi disaster
quasi discipline
quasi discovery
quasi discrimination
quasi disgrace
quasi disgust
quasi dismissal
quasi distress
quasi distribution
quasi diversion
quasi division
quasi dominion
quasi donation
quasi doubt
quasi drama
quasi earnings
quasi easement
quasi economy
quasi education
quasi election
quasi emperor
quasi emphasis
quasi employment
quasi endorsement
quasi enemy
quasi enforcement
quasi engagement
quasi enrollment
quasi entertainment
quasi enthusiasm
quasi envy
quasi error
quasi escape
quasi estimation
quasi evidence
quasi exchange
quasi exclusion
quasi excuse
quasi executive
quasi exertion
quasi exile
quasi expectation
quasi expenditure
quasi expense
quasi experience
quasi expert
quasi explanation
quasi export
quasi exposure
quasi expression
quasi fact
quasi factor
quasi factory
quasi faculty
quasi failure
quasi faith
quasi farewell
quasi farmer
quasi fascination
quasi favor
quasi fee
quasi fiction
quasi flight
quasi force
quasi friend
quasi fulfillment
quasi gem
quasi genius
quasi gentleman
quasi gift
quasi glory
quasi graduate
quasi grief
quasi growth
quasi guarantee
quasi guest
quasi guilt
quasi handicap
quasi hardship
quasi harm
quasi health
quasi heir
quasi help
quasi hero
quasi hesitation
quasi historian
quasi history
quasi holiday
quasi honor
quasi horror
quasi identification
quasi ignorance
quasi illness
quasi import
quasi improvement
quasi incentive
quasi inclination
quasi increase
quasi indifference
quasi inducement
quasi indulgence
quasi inference
quasi information
quasi inheritance
quasi initiation
quasi injury
quasi injustice
quasi innocence
quasi inquiry
quasi member
quasi memory
quasi mercy
quasi merit
quasi message
quasi method
quasi millionaire
quasi minimum
quasi minister
quasi miracle
quasi misery
quasi mishap
quasi missionary
quasi monopoly
quasi mystery
quasi navy
quasi need
quasi neglect
quasi negligence
quasi neighbor
quasi neutrality
quasi news
quasi nobleman
quasi nomination
quasi notice
quasi novel
quasi obedience
quasi objection
quasi objective
quasi obligation
quasi observance
quasi observation
quasi obstacle
quasi occupation
quasi offense
quasi offer
quasi official
quasi omission
quasi opponent
quasi opposition
quasi optimist
quasi orator
quasi outrage
quasi owner
quasi ownership
quasi painter
quasi panic
quasi paradise
quasi pardon
quasi participation
quasi partisan
quasi partner
quasi patron
quasi payment
quasi penalty
quasi perfection
quasi person
quasi perusal
quasi philosopher
quasi pity
quasi plea
quasi pleasure
quasi pledge
quasi plenty
quasi poem
quasi policy
quasi politician
quasi possession
quasi poverty
quasi power
quasi praise
quasi preference
quasi prejudice
quasi preparation
quasi prepositional
quasi pressure
quasi prestige
quasi prevention
quasi principal
quasi principle
quasi prisoner
quasi privilege
quasi problem
quasi product
quasi profit
quasi progress
quasi prohibition
quasi promise
quasi prophecy
quasi proposal
quasi prosecution
quasi prosperity
quasi protection
quasi provocation
quasi punishment
quasi pupil
quasi purchase
quasi purity
quasi pursuit
quasi qualification
quasi quarantine
quasi quarrel
quasi quotation
quasi reality
quasi realization
quasi reason
quasi rebellion
quasi receipt
quasi recognition
quasi recollection
quasi reconciliation
quasi record
quasi recreation
quasi reduction
quasi reference
quasi refinement
quasi reform
quasi refusal
quasi registration
quasi rejection
quasi relief
quasi religion
quasi remedy
quasi reminder
quasi remittance
quasi remorse
quasi renewal
quasi rent
quasi repair
quasi replacement
quasi reply
quasi report
quasi representative
quasi request
quasi requirement
quasi rescue
quasi residence
quasi resident
quasi resistance
quasi response
quasi restoration
quasi result
quasi retirement
quasi revolution
quasi reward
quasi rival
quasi romance
quasi safety
quasi sagacity
quasi saint
quasi sale
quasi salvation
quasi sanction
quasi sarcasm
quasi satisfaction
quasi savings
quasi scarcity
quasi scholar
quasi science
quasi search
quasi sentence
quasi sentiment
quasi seriousness
quasi service
quasi settlement
quasi severalty
quasi shortage
quasi signature
quasi sincerity
quasi skill
quasi slander
quasi socialist
quasi soldier
quasi solution
quasi sonnet
quasi sovereign
quasi space
quasi specialist
quasi sphere
quasi spirit
quasi sport
quasi standard
quasi starvation
quasi statesman
quasi strike
quasi student
quasi subject
quasi submission
quasi success
quasi suggestion
quasi supervision
quasi support
quasi suppression
quasi sympathy
quasi system
quasi teacher
quasi temperance
quasi testimony
quasi thanks
quasi threat
quasi toleration
quasi tradition
quasi tragedy
quasi translation
quasi trial
quasi triumph
quasi trustee
quasi truth
quasi tyranny
quasi union
quasi unity
quasi university
quasi usufruct
quasi utility
quasi vacation
quasi valuation
quasi value
quasi verdict
quasi victim
quasi victory
quasi vigilance
quasi violation
quasi violence
quasi virtue
quasi vocation
quasi volunteer
quasi wager
quasi war
quasi warrant
quasi weakling
quasi wealth
quasi whisper
quasi wisdom
quasi witness
quasi wonder
quasi worship
quasi zeal
quasi- 
quasi-American
quasi-Americanized
quasi-English
quasi-French
quasi-German
quasi-Grecian
quasi-Greek
quasi-Jacobean
quasi-Japanese
quasi-Latin
quasi-Spanish
quasi-absolute
quasi-absolutely
quasi-academic
quasi-academically
quasi-acceptance
quasi-accepted
quasi-accidental
quasi-accidentally
quasi-acquainted
quasi-active
quasi-actively
quasi-adequate
quasi-adequately
quasi-adjusted
quasi-admire
quasi-admired
quasi-admiring
quasi-adopt
quasi-adopted
quasi-adult
quasi-advantageous
quasi-advantageously
quasi-affectionate
quasi-affectionately
quasi-affirmative
quasi-affirmatively
quasi-alternating
quasi-alternatingly
quasi-alternative
quasi-alternatively
quasi-amateurish
quasi-amateurishly
quasi-amiable
quasi-amiably
quasi-amusing
quasi-amusingly
quasi-ancient
quasi-anciently
quasi-angelic
quasi-compulsive
quasi-compulsively
quasi-compulsorily
quasi-compulsory
quasi-confident
quasi-confidential
quasi-confidentially
quasi-confidently
quasi-confining
quasi-conforming
quasi-congenial
quasi-congenially
quasi-congratulatory
quasi-connective
quasi-connectively
quasi-conscientious
quasi-conscientiously
quasi-conscious
quasi-consciously
quasi-consequential
quasi-consequentially
quasi-conservative
quasi-conservatively
quasi-considerate
quasi-considerately
quasi-consistent
quasi-consistently
quasi-consolidated
quasi-constant
quasi-constantly
quasi-constitutional
quasi-constitutionally
quasi-constructed
quasi-constructive
quasi-constructively
quasi-consuming
quasi-content
quasi-contented
quasi-contentedly
quasi-continual
quasi-continually
quasi-continuous
quasi-continuously
quasi-contolled
quasi-contract
quasi-contrarily
quasi-contrary
quasi-contrasted
quasi-controlling
quasi-convenient
quasi-conveniently
quasi-conventional
quasi-conventionally
quasi-converted
quasi-conveyed
quasi-convinced
quasi-cordial
quasi-cordially
quasi-correct
quasi-correctly
quasi-courteous
quasi-courteously
quasi-craftily
quasi-crafty
quasi-criminal
quasi-criminally
quasi-critical
quasi-critically
quasi-cultivated
quasi-cunning
quasi-cunningly
quasi-cynical
quasi-cynically
quasi-damaged
quasi-dangerous
quasi-dangerously
quasi-daring
quasi-daringly
quasi-deaf
quasi-deafening
quasi-deafly
quasi-decorated
quasi-defeated
quasi-defiant
quasi-defiantly
quasi-definite
quasi-definitely
quasi-deify
quasi-dejected
quasi-dejectedly
quasi-deliberate
quasi-deliberately
quasi-delicate
quasi-delicately
quasi-delighted
quasi-delightedly
quasi-demanding
quasi-demandingly
quasi-democratic
quasi-democratically
quasi-dependence
quasi-dependent
quasi-dependently
quasi-depressed
quasi-desolate
quasi-desolately
quasi-desperate
quasi-desperately
quasi-despondent
quasi-despondently
quasi-determine
quasi-devoted
quasi-devotedly
quasi-difficult
quasi-difficultly
quasi-dignified
quasi-dignifying
quasi-diplomatic
quasi-diplomatically
quasi-disadvantageous
quasi-disadvantageously
quasi-disastrous
quasi-disastrously
quasi-discreet
quasi-discreetly
quasi-discriminating
quasi-discriminatingly
quasi-disgraced
quasi-disgusted
quasi-disgustedly
quasi-distant
quasi-distantly
quasi-distressed
quasi-diverse
quasi-diversely
quasi-diversified
quasi-divided
quasi-dividedly
quasi-double
quasi-doubly
quasi-doubtful
quasi-doubtfully
quasi-dramatic
quasi-dramatically
quasi-dreadful
quasi-dreadfully
quasi-dumb
quasi-dumbly
quasi-duplicate
quasi-dutiful
quasi-dutifully
quasi-dying
quasi-eager
quasi-eagerly
quasi-economic
quasi-economical
quasi-economically
quasi-educated
quasi-educational
quasi-educationally
quasi-effective
quasi-effectively
quasi-efficient
quasi-efficiently
quasi-elaborate
quasi-elaborately
quasi-elementary
quasi-eligible
quasi-eligibly
quasi-eloquent
quasi-eloquently
quasi-eminent
quasi-eminently
quasi-emotional
quasi-emotionally
quasi-empty
quasi-endless
quasi-endlessly
quasi-energetic
quasi-energetically
quasi-enforced
quasi-engaging
quasi-engagingly
quasi-entertaining
quasi-enthused
quasi-enthusiastic
quasi-enthusiastically
quasi-envious
quasi-enviously
quasi-episcopal
quasi-episcopally
quasi-equal
quasi-equally
quasi-equitable
quasi-equitably
quasi-equivalent
quasi-equivalently
quasi-erotic
quasi-erotically
quasi-essential
quasi-essentially
quasi-established
quasi-eternal
quasi-eternally
quasi-ethical
quasi-everlasting
quasi-everlastingly
quasi-evil
quasi-evilly
quasi-exact
quasi-exactly
quasi-exceptional
quasi-exceptionally
quasi-excessive
quasi-excessively
quasi-exempt
quasi-exiled
quasi-existent
quasi-expectant
quasi-expectantly
quasi-expedient
quasi-expeditely
quasi-expensive
quasi-expensively
quasi-experienced
quasi-experimental
quasi-experimentally
quasi-explicit
quasi-explicitly
quasi-exposed
quasi-expressed
quasi-external
quasi-externally
quasi-exterritorial
quasi-extraterritorial
quasi-extraterritorially
quasi-extreme
quasi-fabricated
quasi-fair
quasi-fairly
quasi-frankly
quasi-fraternal
quasi-fraternally
quasi-free
quasi-freely
quasi-fulfilling
quasi-full
quasi-fully
quasi-gallant
quasi-gallantly
quasi-gaseous
quasi-gay
quasi-generous
quasi-generously
quasi-genteel
quasi-genteelly
quasi-gentlemanly
quasi-genuine
quasi-genuinely
quasi-glad
quasi-gladly
quasi-glorious
quasi-gloriously
quasi-good
quasi-gracious
quasi-graciously
quasi-grateful
quasi-gratefully
quasi-grave
quasi-gravely
quasi-great
quasi-greatly
quasi-guaranteed
quasi-guiltily
quasi-guilty
quasi-habitual
quasi-habitually
quasi-happy
quasi-harmful
quasi-harmfully
quasi-healthful
quasi-healthfully
quasi-heartily
quasi-hearty
quasi-helpful
quasi-helpfully
quasi-hereditary
quasi-heroic
quasi-heroically
quasi-historic
quasi-historical
quasi-historically
quasi-honest
quasi-honestly
quasi-honorable
quasi-honorably
quasi-human
quasi-humanistic
quasi-humanly
quasi-humble
quasi-humbly
quasi-humorous
quasi-humorously
quasi-ideal
quasi-idealistic
quasi-idealistically
quasi-ideally
quasi-identical
quasi-identically
quasi-ignorant
quasi-ignorantly
quasi-immediate
quasi-immediately
quasi-immortal
quasi-immortally
quasi-impartial
quasi-impartially
quasi-important
quasi-importantly
quasi-improved
quasi-inclined
quasi-inclusively
quasi-inclusively
quasi-increased
quasi-independent
quasi-independently
quasi-indifferent
quasi-indifferently
quasi-induced
quasi-indulged
quasi-industrial
quasi-industrially
quasi-inevitable
quasi-inevitably
quasi-inferior
quasi-inferred
quasi-infinite
quasi-infinitely
quasi-influential
quasi-influentially
quasi-informal
quasi-informally
quasi-inherited
quasi-initiated
quasi-injured
quasi-injurious
quasi-injuriously
quasi-innocent
quasi-innocently
quasi-innumerable
quasi-innumerably
quasi-insistent
quasi-insistently
quasi-inspected
quasi-inspirational
quasi-installed
quasi-instructed
quasi-insulted
quasi-intellectual
quasi-intellectually
quasi-intelligent
quasi-intelligently
quasi-intended
quasi-interested
quasi-interestedly
quasi-internal
quasi-internalized
quasi-internally
quasi-international
quasi-internationalistic
quasi-internationally
quasi-interviewed
quasi-intimate
quasi-intimated
quasi-intimately
quasi-intolerable
quasi-intolerably
quasi-intolerant
quasi-intolerantly
quasi-introduced
quasi-intuitive
quasi-intuitively
quasi-invaded
quasi-investigated
quasi-invisible
quasi-invisibly
quasi-invited
quasi-irregular
quasi-irregularly
quasi-jocose
quasi-jocosely
quasi-jocund
quasi-jocundly
quasi-jointly
quasi-judicial
quasi-kind
quasi-kindly
quasi-knowledgeable
quasi-knowledgeably
quasi-laborious
quasi-laboriously
quasi-lamented
quasi-lawful
quasi-lawfully
quasi-legal
quasi-legally
quasi-legendary
quasi-legislated
quasi-legislative
quasi-legislatively
quasi-legitimate
quasi-legitimately
quasi-liberal
quasi-liberally
quasi-literary
quasi-living
quasi-logical
quasi-logically
quasi-loyal
quasi-loyally
quasi-luxurious
quasi-luxuriously
quasi-mad
quasi-madly
quasi-magic
quasi-magical
quasi-magically
quasi-malicious
quasi-maliciously
quasi-managed
quasi-managerial
quasi-managerially
quasi-marble
quasi-material
quasi-materially
quasi-maternal
quasi-maternally
quasi-mechanical
quasi-mechanically
quasi-medical
quasi-medically
quasi-military
quasi-militarily
quasi-mercantile
quasi-metaphysical
quasi-metaphysically
quasi-methodical
quasi-methodically
quasi-mighty
quasi-militaristic
quasi-militaristically
quasi-ministerial
quasi-miraculous
quasi-miraculously
quasi-miserable
quasi-miserably
quasi-modern
quasi-modest
quasi-modestly
quasi-moral
quasi-moralistic
quasi-moralistically
quasi-morally
quasi-mourning
quasi-municipal
quasi-municipally
quasi-musical
quasi-musically
quasi-mutual
quasi-mutually
quasi-mysterious
quasi-mysteriously
quasi-mythical
quasi-mythically
quasi-nameless
quasi-national
quasi-nationalistic
quasi-nationally
quasi-native
quasi-natural
quasi-naturally
quasi-nebulous
quasi-nebulously
quasi-necessary
quasi-negative
quasi-negatively
quasi-neglected
quasi-negligent
quasi-negligible
quasi-negligibly
quasi-neutral
quasi-neutrally
quasi-new
quasi-newly
quasi-normal
quasi-normally
quasi-notarial
quasi-nuptial
quasi-obedient
quasi-obediently
quasi-objective
quasi-objectively
quasi-obligated
quasi-observed
quasi-offensive
quasi-offensively
quasi-official
quasi-officially
quasi-opposed
quasi-ordinary
quasi-organic
quasi-organically
quasi-oriental
quasi-orientally
quasi-original
quasi-originally
quasi-partisan
quasi-passive
quasi-passively
quasi-pathetic
quasi-pathetically
quasi-patient
quasi-patiently
quasi-patriarchal
quasi-patriotic
quasi-patriotically
quasi-patronizing
quasi-patronizingly
quasi-peaceful
quasi-peacefully
quasi-perfect
quasi-perfectly
quasi-periodic
quasi-periodically
quasi-permanent
quasi-permanently
quasi-perpetual
quasi-perpetually
quasi-personable
quasi-personably
quasi-personal
quasi-personally
quasi-perusable
quasi-philosophical
quasi-philosophically
quasi-physical
quasi-physically
quasi-pious
quasi-piously
quasi-plausible
quasi-pleasurable
quasi-pleasurably
quasi-pledge
quasi-pledged
quasi-pledging
quasi-plentiful
quasi-plentifully
quasi-poetic
quasi-poetical
quasi-poetically
quasi-politic
quasi-political
quasi-politically
quasi-poor
quasi-poorly
quasi-popular
quasi-popularly
quasi-positive
quasi-positively
quasi-powerful
quasi-powerfully
quasi-practical
quasi-practically
quasi-precedent
quasi-preferential
quasi-preferentially
quasi-prejudiced
quasi-prepositional
quasi-prepositionally
quasi-prevented
quasi-private
quasi-privately
quasi-privileged
quasi-probable
quasi-probably
quasi-problematic
quasi-productive
quasi-productively
quasi-progressive
quasi-progressively
quasi-promised
quasi-prompt
quasi-promptly
quasi-proof
quasi-prophetic
quasi-prophetical
quasi-prophetically
quasi-prosecuted
quasi-prosperous
quasi-prosperously
quasi-protected
quasi-proud
quasi-proudly
quasi-provincial
quasi-principally
quasi-provocative
quasi-provocatively
quasi-public
quasi-publicly
quasi-punished
quasi-pupillary
quasi-purchased
quasi-qualified
quasi-radical
quasi-radically
quasi-rational
quasi-rationally
quasi-realistic
quasi-realistically
quasi-reasonable
quasi-reasonably
quasi-rebellious
quasi-rebelliously
quasi-recent
quasi-recently
quasi-recognized
quasi-reconciled
quasi-reduced
quasi-refined
quasi-reformed
quasi-refused
quasi-registered
quasi-regular
quasi-regularly
quasi-regulated
quasi-rejected
quasi-reliable
quasi-reliably
quasi-relieved
quasi-religious
quasi-religiously
quasi-remarkable
quasi-remarkably
quasi-renewed
quasi-repaired
quasi-replaced
quasi-reported
quasi-represented
quasi-republican
quasi-required
quasi-rescued
quasi-residential
quasi-residentially
quasi-resisted
quasi-respectable
quasi-respectably
quasi-respected
quasi-respectful
quasi-respectfully
quasi-responsible
quasi-responsibly
quasi-responsive
quasi-responsively
quasi-restored
quasi-retired
quasi-revolutionized
quasi-rewarding
quasi-ridiculous
quasi-ridiculously
quasi-righteous
quasi-righteously
quasi-romantic
quasi-romantically
quasi-royal
quasi-royally
quasi-rural
quasi-rurally
quasi-sad
quasi-sadly
quasi-safe
quasi-safely
quasi-sagacious
quasi-sagaciously
quasi-saintly
quasi-sanctioned
quasi-sanguine
quasi-sanguinely
quasi-sarcastic
quasi-sarcastically
quasi-satirical
quasi-satirically
quasi-satisfied
quasi-savage
quasi-savagely
quasi-scholarly
quasi-scholastic
quasi-scholastically
quasi-scientific
quasi-scientifically
quasi-secret
quasi-secretive
quasi-secretively
quasi-secretly
quasi-secure
quasi-securely
quasi-sentimental
quasi-sentimentally
quasi-serious
quasi-seriously
quasi-settled
quasi-similar
quasi-similarly
quasi-sincere
quasi-sincerely
quasi-single
quasi-singly
quasi-skillful
quasi-skillfully
quasi-slanderous
quasi-slanderously
quasi-sober
quasi-soberly
quasi-socialistic
quasi-socialistically
quasi-sovereign
quasi-spatial
quasi-spatially
quasi-spatially
quasi-spherical
quasi-spherically
quasi-spirited
quasi-spiritedly
quasi-spiritual
quasi-spiritually
quasi-standardized
quasi-stationary
quasi-stellar object
quasi-stellar radio source
quasi-strenuous
quasi-strenuously
quasi-studious
quasi-studiously
quasi-stylish
quasi-stylishly
quasi-subjective
quasi-subjectively
quasi-submissive
quasi-submissively
quasi-successful
quasi-successfully
quasi-sufficient
quasi-sufficiently
quasi-superficial
quasi-superficially
quasi-superior
quasi-supervised
quasi-supported
quasi-suppressed
quasi-sympathetic
quasi-sympathetically
quasi-systematic
quasi-systematically
quasi-systematized
quasi-tangent
quasi-tangible
quasi-tangibly
quasi-technical
quasi-technically
quasi-temporal
quasi-temporally
quasi-territorial
quasi-territorially
quasi-testamentary
quasi-theatrical
quasi-theatrically
quasi-thorough
quasi-thoroughly
quasi-tolerant
quasi-tolerantly
quasi-total
quasi-totally
quasi-traditional
quasi-traditionally
quasi-tragic
quasi-tragically
quasi-tribal
quasi-tribally
quasi-truthful
quasi-truthfully
quasi-typical
quasi-typically
quasi-tyrannical
quasi-tyrannically
quasi-ultimate
quasi-unanimous
quasi-unanimously
quasi-unconscious
quasi-unconsciously
quasi-unified
quasi-universal
quasi-universally
quasi-uplift
quasi-utilized
quasi-valid
quasi-validly
quasi-valued
quasi-venerable
quasi-venerably
quasi-victorious
quasi-victoriously
quasi-violated
quasi-violent
quasi-violently
quasi-virtuous
quasi-virtuously
quasi-vital
quasi-vitaly
quasi-vocational
quasi-vocationally
quasi-warfare
quasi-warranted
quasi-wealthy
quasi-whispered
quasi-wicked
quasi-wickedly
quasi-willing
quasi-willingly
quasi-wrong
quasi-young
quasi-zealous
quasi-zealously
quater-centenary
quaternary ammonium compound
quaternary ammonium salt
quaternionian algebra
quaternion algebra
quaternion unit
quatre point
quatre premiers
quay punt
que sera sera
quean-cat
queen anne
queen anne's lace
queen bee
queen blue
queen bolt
queen butterfly
queen cactus
queen cage
queen cat
queen cattleya
queen cell
queen closer
queen conch
queen consort
queen dowager
queen excluder
queen fritter
queen gold
queen mother
queen note
queen of heaven
queen of night
queen of puddings
queen of the meadow
queen of the prairie
queen olive
queen palm
queen post
queen regent
queen regnant
queen rod
queen shell
queen snake
queen staysail
queen stitch
queen substance
queen truss
queen's English
queen's birthday
queen's counsel
queen's evidence
queen's highway
queen's scout
queen's shilling
queen's ware
queen's wreath
queen-mother
queen-of-the-meadow
queen-of-the-prairie
queen-post
queen-post truss
queen-size bed
queens-ware
queer cuffin
queer duck
queer fish
queer in the head
queer potato
queer specimen
queer street
queer the works
queer-bashing
queer-eyed
queer-faced
queer-headed
queer-legged
queer-looking
queer-made
queer-notioned
queer-shaped
queer-spirited
queer-tempered
queerqueer cuffin
queez-madam
quelque chose
quench hook
quenching bath
quenouille training
quercitron lake
quercitron oak
querulous person
query mark
quest after
question at issue
question before the house
question in your mind
question mark
question master
question of fact
question of law
question stop
question time
question-and-answer session
question-begging
question-mark
quetzal bird
queue up
queueing theory
qui s'excuse s'accuse
qui tam
qui transtulit sustinet
qui vive
qui-hi
qui-hy
quia-quia
quick as a wink
quick as lightning
quick as thought
quick assets
quick bread
quick ear
quick exit
quick fire
quick freezing
quick grass
quick hunch
quick inspection
quick kick
quick look
quick march
quick on the draw
quick on the trigger
quick on the uptake
quick one
quick parts
quick pull
quick sight
quick sighted
quick step
quick stick
quick temper
quick thinking
quick time
quick to take offense
quick trick
quick water
quick wit
quick-acting
quick-break switch
quick-burning
quick-change
quick-change artist
quick-coming
quick-compounded
quick-conceiving
quick-decaying
quick-designing
quick-devouring
quick-drawn
quick-eared
quick-fading
quick-falling
quick-fire
quick-firer
quick-firing
quick-flowing
quick-freeze
quick-freezer
quick-freezing
quick-froze
quick-frozen
quick-glancing
quick-gone
quick-growing
quick-guiding
quick-gushing
quick-handed
quick-laboring
quick-lunch
quick-lunch counter
quick-minded
quick-moving
quick-nosed
quick-paced
quick-piercing
quick-questioning
quick-raised
quick-returning
quick-rolling
quick-running
quick-saver
quick-scented
quick-scenting
quick-selling
quick-setting
quick-shifting
quick-shutting
quick-sighted
quick-sightedness
quick-speaking
quick-spirited
quick-spouting
quick-stepping
quick-talking
quick-tempered
quick-thinking
quick-thoughted
quick-thriving
quick-voiced
quick-winged
quick-witted
quick-wittedly
quick-wittedness
quick-wrought
quicken tree
quicken your pace
quickening grass
quickie strike
quickness to take offense
quickset hedge
quicksilver weed
quickstep march
quicumque vult
quid pro quo
quid pro quos
quids pro quo
quiet as a mouse
quiet as a street at night
quiet day
quiet death
quiet down
quiet ecstasy
quiet end
quiet good manners
quiet hour
quiet life
quiet mind
quiet please
quiet pleasure
quiet spell
quiet taste
quiet-colored
quiet-dispositioned
quiet-eyed
quiet-going
quiet-living
quiet-looking
quiet-mannered
quiet-minded
quiet-moving
quiet-patterned
quiet-seeming
quiet-spoken
quiet-tempered
quietistic painting
quill bark
quill bit
quill drive
quill driver
quill driving
quill fern
quill fly
quill gear
quill nib
quill pen
quill pig
quill worts
quill-less
quill-like
quill-tailed
quillai bark
quillback carpsucker
quilting bee
quilting cotton
quin-
quince curculio
quince wine
quince yellow
quince-seed gum
quince-seed mucilage
quinhydrone electrode
quinic acid
quinine bush
quinine cherry
quinine flower
quinine herb
quinine plant
quinine tree
quinine water
quinnat salmon
quino-
quinoline dye
quinoline yellow
quinone diazide
quinone diimine
quinone oxime
quinova bitter
quinque-
quinque-angle
quinque-angled
quinque-angular
quinque-annulate
quinque-articulate
quinsy woodruff
quinseal major
quinseal minor
quin-
quinti-
quintuple counterpoint
quintuple point
quintuple time
quintuple-nerved
quintuple-ribbed
quip at
quips and cranks
quirk bead
quirk molding
quit cold
quit of
quit the field
quit this world
quit yourself
quit-rent
quitch grass
quitclaim deed
quite a
quite a few
quite a little
quite a thing
quite another thing
quite rather
quite so
quite some
quite the contrary
quite the lady
quitter bone
quiver along the spine
quiver leg
quiver like a rabbit
quiver of terror
quiver tree
quixotic ideal
quiz kid
quiz show
quizzing glass
quizzing-glass
quo warranto
quoad hoc
quobosque-weed
quod erat demonstrandum
quod erat faciendum
quod vide
quoddy boat
quoin post
quota immigrant
quota system
quotation board
quotation book
quotation mark
quotation marks
quotation noun
quote a price
quote chapter and verse
quote mark
quote out of context
quote yourself
quoted price
quotient group
quotient ring
quotient space
quotient verdict
r color
r-RNA
r-colour
r-less
rKET
rabbet draft
rabbet joint
rabbet plane
rabbet plank
rabbet-shaped
rabinic hebrew
rabbit bandicoot
rabbit berry
rabbit breeder
rabbit brush
rabbit cat
rabbit ears
rabbit fev
rabbit fever
rabbit fish
rabbit flower
rabbit foot
rabbit louse
rabbit moth
rabbit punch
rabbit squirrel
rabbit stick
rabbit tick
rabbit tobacco
rabbit warren
rabbit's foot
rabbit's-foot
rabbit's-foot clover
rabbit-backed
rabbit-chasing
rabbit-ear
rabbit-ear faucet
rabbit-eared
rabbit-faced
rabbit-foot
rabbit-foot clover
rabbit-foot grass
rabbit-meat
rabbit-mouthed
rabbit-proof fence
rabbit-shouldered
rabbit-tail grass
rabbitskin glue
rabbler rout
rabbler-charming
rabbler-chosen
rabbler-courting
rabbler-curbing
rabbler-rouse
rabbler-roused
rabbler-rouser
rabbler-rousing
raccoon dog
raccoon dog
raccoon fox
raccoon grape
raccoon oyster
raccoon perch
race against time
race board
race boat
race car
race card
race cloth
race cup
race extermination
race glass
race ground
race hatred
race horse
race horses
race knife
race meeting
race memory
race of man
race off
race plate
race prejudice
race problem
race psychology
race relations
race riot
race rotation
race runner
race snobbery
race stand
race suicide
race through the mind
race tool
race track
race week
race with
race with time
race your motor
race-begotten
race-course
race-horse
race-maintaining
race-murder
race-riding
race-running
race-track
race-wide
race-winning
racehorse grass
racemic acid
racemo-
racemose gland
rachi-
racial discrimination
racial immunity
racial memory
racial segregation
racial unconscious
racing car
racing crab
racing flag
racing form
racing gig
racing glass
racing iron
racing plate
racing saddle
racing shell
racing skate
racing skiff
racing stream
racing yacht
rack back
rack bar
rack block
rack car
rack clock
rack comb
rack locomotive
rack pillar
rack pin
rack punch
rack rail
rack railway
rack rent
rack saw
rack the rents
rack up
rack up the rents
rack wheel
rack your brains
rack-and-pinion
rack-and-pinion railroad
rack-and-pinion railway
rack-rent
rack-renter
rack-stick
racket court
racket press
racket wheel
racket-tail
rackets, the
racomo-oxalic
radar antenna
radar application
radar astronomer
radar astronomy
radar beacon
radar beacon buoy
radar bombsight
radar controls
radar countermeasure
radar defenses
radar dome
radar engineer
radar fence
radar highway patrol
radar interference
radar marked beacon
radar nacelle
radar navigation
radar nose
radar operation
radar parts
radar picket plane
radar pulse
radar reflector
radar scanner
radar screen
radar signal
radar speed meter
radar station
radar technician
radar telescope
radar tracking station
radar trap
radar-telephone relay
radial engine
radial motion
radial saw
radial symmetry
radial tire
radial triangulation
radial tyre
radial velocity
radial-flow turbine
radial-ply
radiant efficiency
radiant emittance
radiant energy
radiant exitance
radiant flux
radiant heat
radiant heater
radiant heating
radiant intensity
radiant point
radiant splendor
radiant-heat brooder
radiate cheer
radiate heat
radiate-veined
radiation atom
radiation belt
radiation counter
radiation counters and chambers
radiation fog
radiation pattern
radiation physicist
radiation physics
radiation potential
radiation pressure
radiation pyrometer
radiation sickness
radiation therapy
radiato-
radiato-undulate
radiator cap
radiator casing
radiator compound
radiator core
radiator foot
radiator gauge
radiator grille
radiator maker
radiator making
radiator tank
radiator valve
radical axis
radical change
radical chic
radical empiricism
radical empiricist
radical expression
radical operation
radical reform
radical right
radical rightism
radical sign
radical therapy
radici-
radio aerial
radio altimeter
radio amateur
radio antenna
radio astronomer
radio astronomy
radio audience
radio beacon
radio beam
radio bearing
radio broadcast
radio broadcasting
radio car
radio channel
radio circuit
radio communication
radio compass
radio compass station
radio control
radio detection and ranging
radio direction finder
radio drama
radio electrician
radio electronics
radio engineer
radio engineering
radio fare
radio field intensity
radio frequency
radio horizon
radio interference
radio interferometer
radio knife
radio link
radio links
radio listener
radio marker
radio mast
radio mirror
radio navigation
radio observatory
radio operator
radio play
radio program
radio proximity fuze
radio range
radio range beacon
radio range station
radio receiver
radio reception
radio relay station
radio room
radio set
radio shack
radio show
radio signal
radio source
radio spectator
radio spectrum
radio star
radio station
radio technician
radio telescope
radio transmission
radio transmitter
radio tube
radio tubes
radio units
radio valve
radio wave
radio window
radio-
radio-active
radio-controlled lifeboat
radio-frequency
radio-frequency amplification
radio-frequency amplifier
radio-frequency circuit
radio-frequency echoes
radio-frequency heater
radio-frequency pulse
radio-frequency signal
radio-frequency stage
radio-frequency tube
radio-iodine
radio-navigational trainer
radio-phonograph
radio-phonograph combination
radio-record player
radio-ulna
radio-ulnar
radioactive decay
radioactive dust
radioactive element
radioactive elements
radioactive emanation
radioactive fallout
radioactive isotope
radioactive particle
radioactive radiation
radioactive series
radioactive substance
radioactive unit
radioactive units
radioactive waste
radiocarbon dating
radiological physics
radiosonde balloon
radiotelephone transmitter
radiotherapeutic substance
radiotherapeutic treatment
radish tree
radium B
radium bath
radium dial
radium emanation
radium lead
radium miner
radium paint
radium therapy
radium vermilion
radium-proof
radius bar
radius gauge
radius of action
radius of convergence
radius of curvature
radius of gyration
radius rod
radius trowel
radius vector
radius vectors
radix graminis
radix point
radon seed
raffia palm
raffle off
raffle wheel
raft body
raft dog
raft duck
raft ice
raft of money
raft port
rafted ice
rafter dam
rafter table
rag baby
rag bag
rag beater
rag bleacher
rag board
rag bolt
rag bush
rag carpet
rag chopper
rag dealer
rag doll
rag engine
rag fair
rag felt
rag gourd
rag lining
rag money
rag mop
rag offering
rag out
rag paper
rag peddler
rag pulp
rag rug
rag shop
rag stock
rag trade
rag tree
rag up
rag well
rag wheel
rag wool
rag work
rag-and-bone man
rag-and-chain pump
rag-bag
rag-bailing
rag-beating
rag-boiling
rag-bolt
rag-burn
rag-chew
rag-cutting
rag-fair
rag-made
rag-tag
rag-threshing
rag-time
rag-wheel
rage-crazed
rage-filled
rage-infuriate
rage-subduing
rage-swelling
rage-transported
ragged edge
ragged robin
ragged school
ragged staff
raggle block
raggle-taggle
raging fire
raging passion
raglan sleeve
ragman roll
ragman rolls
ragsorter's disease
ragtag and bobtail
ragtime band
ragtime music
ragweed family
rah-rah
raid the market
rail at
rail bead
rail car
rail chair
rail clip
rail dumper
rail ender
rail fence
rail filler
rail fork
rail guard
rail in
rail line
rail lock
rail maker
rail making
rail plate
rail setter
rail straightener
rail tongs
rail track
rail train
rail-bearing
rail-bending
rail-bonding
rail-borne
rail-cutting
rail-laying
rail-ocean
rail-ridden
rail-sawing
rail-splitter
rail-splitting
railroad center
railroad chair
railroad engineer
railroad engineering
railroad euchre
railroad flat
railroad furniture
railroad jack
railroad lantern
railroad line
railroad man
railroad pen
railroad radio
railroad scale
railroad sickness
railroad station
railroad telegraphy
railroad through
railroad train
railroad truck
railroad tunnel
railroad worm
railway car
railway express
railway guard
railway line
railway mail car
railway maker
railway making
railway man
railway spine
railway stitch
railway-borne
rain area
rain barrel
rain belt
rain bullfrogs
rain cats and dogs
rain chamber
rain check
rain cloud
rain course
rain dance
rain doctor
rain dogs and polecats
rain down
rain forest
rain gauge
rain glass
rain god
rain gods
rain insurance
rain leader
rain lily
rain maker
rain making
rain or shine
rain out
rain pie
rain pipe
rain pitchforks
rain print
rain rot
rain shadow
rain shower
rain spot
rain suit
rain tadpoles
rain tree
rain water
rain wind rose
rain-awakened
rain-bearing
rain-beat
rain-beaten
rain-bird
rain-bitten
rain-bleared
rain-blue
rain-bright
rain-damped
rain-drenched
rain-driven
rain-dropping
rain-fowl
rain-fraught
rain-god
rain-gutted
rain-scented
rain-soaked
rain-sodden
rain-soft
rain-streaked
rain-swept
rain-threatening
rain-washed
rain-water
rain-water fish
rainbow bird
rainbow cactus
rainbow chaser
rainbow chasing
rainbow cordial
rainbow darter
rainbow fish
rainbow herring
rainbow moss
rainbow parrotfish
rainbow perch
rainbow runner
rainbow seaperch
rainbow snake
rainbow trout
rainbow-arched
rainbow-clad
rainbow-colored
rainbow-edged
rainbow-girded
rainbow-hued
rainbow-large
rainbow-painted
rainbow-sided
rainbow-skirted
rainbow-tinted
rainbow-winged
rainette green
rainwater pipe
rainy day
rainy season
rainy weather
raise Cain
raise Ned
raise a clamor
raise a cry
raise a din
raise a hand against
raise a howl
raise a hue and cry
raise a hue and cry against
raise a hullabaloo
raise a laugh
raise a question
raise a ruckus
raise a rumpus
raise a siege
raise a smile
raise a storm
raise aloft
raise an alarm
raise animals
raise apprehensions
raise expectation
raise expectations
raise from the dead
raise ghosts
raise hell
raise hob
raise hob with
raise hope
raise merry hell
raise money
raise objections
raise sand
raise the curtain
raise the deuce
raise the devil
raise the dickens
raise the drawbridge
raise the elbow
raise the hue and cry
raise the hunt
raise the roof
raise the spirits
raise the temperature
raise to a fever heat
raise to a fever pitch
raise to more than one
raise up
raise up the voice
raise your choler
raise your dander
raise your eyebrows
raise your gorge
raise your hackles
raise your hand against
raise your hopes
raise your pay
raise your voice
raise your voice against
raised beach
raised doughnut
raised girt
raised in a barn
raised quarter-deck
raisin black
raisin bread
raisin grape
raisin purple
raisin tree
raisin wine
raisin-colored
raising bee
raising hammer
raising of temperature
raising plate
raising-piece
raison d'etat
raison d'etre
raison d'tre
raj-kumari
rake in
rake out
rake over the coals
rake up
rake up the past
rake vein
rake-hell
rake-off
rake-teeth
raked bow
raker tooth
raking bond
raking cornice
raking course
raking fire
raking over the coals
raking shore
raking-down
raking-over
ralli-car
rally around
rally round
rallying cry
rallying device
rallying point
rallying theme
ram bow
ram cat
ram down
ram down your throat
ram effect
ram in
ram leather
ram pressure
ram rocket
ram schooner
ram's horn
ram's-head lady's-slipper
ram's-horn
ram-air turbine
ram-cat
ram-headed
ram-jam
ram-jet engine
ram-jet propulsion
ram-line
ram-rod
ramage hawk
ramble on
ramble-scramble
ramjet engine
rammed earth
ramp along
ramp valley
rampant arch
rampant will
ramper eel
ramrod-stiff
ran-tan
ranch company
ranch country
ranch economics
ranch hand
ranch house
ranch life
ranch owner
ranch rider
ranch wagon
rand machine
randall grass
random access
random access memory
random bond
random data
random line
random motion
random point
random sample
random sampling
random shot
random-jointed
range angle
range finder
range finding
range grass
range horse
range itself
range light
range line
range mark
range marker
range masonry
range of accommodation
range of meaning
range of view
range of vision
range out
range over
range paralysis
range pole
range rake
range rider
range stove
range table
range the coast
range the world
range through
range with
range wool
range yourself on the side of
range yourself with
range-bred
range-marker generator
range-sweep amplifier
range-sweep generator
ranging pole
rank and file
rank beneath
rank first
rank high
rank low
rank out
rank under
rank-and-filer
rank-brained
rank-feeding
rank-growing
rank-grown
rank-minded
rank-out
rank-scented
rank-scenting
rank-smelling
rapt away
rapt full
rapt in wonder
rapture-bound
rapture-breathing
rapture-bursting
rapture-giving
rapture-moving
rapture-ravished
rapture-rising
rapture-smitten
rapture-speaking
rapture-touched
rapture-trembling
rapture-wrought
rara avis
rare bird
rare book
rare earth
rare gas
rare good humor
rare metals
rare-bred
rare-earth element
rare-earth elements
rare-earth metal
rare-earth metals
rare-featured
rare-felt
rare-gifted
rare-painted
rare-qualified
rare-ripe
rare-seen
rare-shaped
raree show
raree-show
rarin' to go
raring to
rascally knave
rash conviction
rash impulse
rash-brain
rash-brained
rash-conceived
rash-embraced
rash-headed
rash-hearted
rash-levied
rash-minded
rash-pledged
rash-running
rash-spoken
rash-thoughted
rasher of bacon
rasing iron
rasing knife
rasp grass
rasp house
rasp palm
rasp pod
raspberry apple
raspberry beetle
raspberry bug
raspberry curl
raspberry mosaic
raspberry red
raspberry root borer
raspberry root rot
raspberry sawfly
raspberry wine
raspberry yellows
raspberry-jam
rasphead rockfish
rat cheese
rat claw foot
rat flea
rat goose
rat hare
rat kangaroo
rat mite
rat mole
rat pineapple
rat poison
rat race
rat rhyme
rat snake
rat stop
rat tail
rat terrier
rat unit
rat's nest
rat's-tail
rat-a-tat
rat-bite fever
rat-catcher
rat-colored
rat-deserted
rat-eyed
rat-faced
rat-gnawn
rat-infested
rat-inhabited
rat-kangaroo
rat-kangaroos
rat-killing
rat-lin
rat-ridden
rat-riddled
rat-skin
rat- stripper
rat-tail
rat-tail cactus
rat-tail file
rat-tail spoon
rat-tailed
rat-tailed maggot
rat-tat
rat-tat-tat
rat-tattle
rat-tight
rat-trap
ratable value
ratafia biscuit
ratatat-tat
ratbite disease
ratbite fever
ratchet brace
ratchet chain
ratchet clock
ratchet coupling
ratchet crank
ratchet drill
ratchet jack
ratchet stop
ratchet thread
ratchet tooth
ratchet wheel
ratchet-toothed
rate action
rate base
rate cap
rate determination
rate highly
rate low
rate maker
rate making
rate of exchange
rate of interest
rate-aided
rate-cutting
rate-fixing
rate-of-climb indicator
rate-raising
rate-setting
rated load
rathe-ripe
rather than
rating badge
rating flume
rating nut
ratio arm
ratio cognoscendi
ratio test
ration out
rational animal
rational calorie
rational faculty
rational form
rational function
rational ground
rational horizon
rational mechanics
rational number
rational psychology
rational theology
rational treatment
rational-emotive therapy
ratline down
ratline stuff
rato unit
rattail cactus
rattail comb
rattail fescue
rattail file
rattan vine
rattle around
rattle barrel
rattle grass
rattle on
rattle the windows
rattle-bush
rattle-head
rattle-pate
rattle-top
rattlesnake bean
rattlesnake fern
rattlesnake flag
rattlesnake grass
rattlesnake leaf
rattlesnake master
rattlesnake plantain
rattlesnake root
rattlesnake weed
rattlesnake-bite
rattlety-bang
rattling pace
rattrap pedal
raucous happiness
raus mit dir
ravage with fire and sword
ravaged with age
ravages of time
rave about
rave against
rave hook
rave-up
ravel bread
ravel out
raven black
raven cockatoo
raven gray
raven standard
raven-black
raven-colored
raven-feathered
raven-haired
raven-plumed
raven-toned
raven-torn
raven-tressed
ravigote sauce
ravine deer
raving beauty
raving lunatic
raving mad
ravished away
ravison oil
raw comedy
raw data
raw deal
raw fibers
raw glaze
raw material
raw milk
raw nerve
raw nerves
raw recruit
raw score
raw sienna
raw silk
raw umber
raw vegetables
raw weather
raw wind
raw, the
raw-bone
raw-boned
raw-colored
raw-devouring
raw-edged
raw-faced
raw-handed
raw-head
raw-headed
raw-looking
raw-mouthed
raw-nosed
raw-pack method
raw-ribbed
raw-striped
raw-wool
ray filter
ray floret
ray flower
ray fungus
ray grass
ray gun
ray of hope
ray of light
ray of sunshine
ray pod
ray therapy
ray-fringed
ray-gilt
ray-girt
ray-grass
ray-illuminated
ray-lit
ray-strewn
rayless goldenrod
rayon casheen
rayon stockings
raze to the dust
raze to the ground
razee plane
razon bomb
razor blade
razor clam
razor fish
razor grass
razor saw
razor shell
razor stone
razor strap
razor temper
razor-back
razor-backed
razor-bill
razor-billed
razor-billed auk
razor-bladed
razor-bowed
razor-cut
razor-edge
razor-edged
razor-fish
razor-grinder
razor-keen
razor-leaved
razor-shaped
razor-sharp
razor-sharpening
razor-shell
razor-tongued
razor-weaponed
razor-witted
razzle-dazzle
re-
re-act
re-ally
re-book
re-buff
re-cede
re-claim
re-co-operate
re-co-operation
re-cognition
re-cognitional
re-coil
re-coilre-collect
re-collect
re-collection
re-commend
re-cord
re-count
re-cover
re-create
re-created
re-creating
re-creation
re-creative
re-creator
re-derive
re-desert
re-do
re-dress
re-earn
re-ebullient
re-echo
re-edicificate
re-edicificaiton
re- edifier
re- edify
re-edit
re-educate
re-education
re-educative
re-effeminate
re-egg
re-ejaculate
re-eject
re-ejection
re-ejectment
re-elaborate
re-elaboration
re-elect
re-election
re-elevate
re-elevation
re-eligibility
re-eligible
re-eliminate
re-elimination
re-endow
re-endowment
re-energize
re-enfeoff
re-enfeoffment
re-enforce
re-enforcement
re-enforcer
re-enfranchise
re-enfranchisement
re-engage
re-engagement
re-engender
re-engenderer
re-engine
re-engraft
re-engrave
re-engraving
re-engross
re-enhearten
re-enjoin
re-enjoy
re-enjoyment
re-enkindle
re-enlarge
re-enlargement
re-enlighten
re-enlightenment
re-enlist
re-enlister
re-enlistment
re-enliven
re-ennoble
re-enroll
re-enrollment
re-enshrine
re-enslave
re-enslavement
re-ensphere
re-enter
re-entering
re-entering angle
re-entertain
re-entertainment
re-enthral
re-enthrone
re-enthronement
re-enthronize
re-examination
re-examine
re-examiner
re-excavate
re-excavation
re-excel
re-exchange
re-excitement
re-excite
re-exclude
re-exclusion
re-execute
re-execution
re-exempt
re-exemption
re-exercise
re-exert
re-exertion
re-exhale
re-exhaust
re-exhibit
re-exhibition
re-exhilarate
re-exhilaration
re-exist
re-existence
re-existent
re-expand
re-expansion
re-expect
re-expectation
re-expedite
re-expedition
re-expel
re-experience
re-experiment
re-explain
re-explanation
re-export
re-exportation
re-exporter
re-expose
re-exposure
re-expound
re-express
re-expression
re-expulsion
re-extend
re-extension
re-extent
re-extract
re-extraction
re-form
re-formation
re-formative
re-former
re-fund
re-genesis
re-ice
re-ink
re-laid
re-lay
re-laying
re-lease
re-leased
re-leasing
re-mark
re-pose
re-posed
re-posing
re-present
re-presentation
re-presentment
re-press
re-proof
re-prove
re-proved
re-proven
re-proving
re-reaction
re-rebel
re-receive
re-reception
re-recital
re-recite
re-reckon
re-recognition
re-recognize
re-recollect
re-recollection
re-recommend
re-recommendation
re-reconcile
re-reconciliation
re-record
re-recover
re-rectification
re-rectify
re-reduce
re-reduction
re-refer
re-refine
re-reflect
re-reflection
re-reform
re-reformation
re-refusal
re-refuse
re-regenerate
re-regeneration
re-rehearsal
re-rehearse
re-reiterate
re-reiteration
re-reject
re-rejection
re-rejoinder
re-relate
re-relation
re-release
re-relish
re-rely
re-remember
re-remind
re-remit
re-removal
re-remove
re-rendition
re-repair
re-repeat
re-repent
re-replevin
re-reply
re-report
re-represent
re-representation
re-reproach
re-request
re-require
re-requirement
re-rescue
re-resent
re-resentment
re-reservation
re-reserve
re-reside
re-residence
re-resign
re-resignation
re-resolution
re-resolve
re-respond
re-response
re-restitution
re-restoration
re-restore
re-restrain
re-restraint
re-restrict
re-restriction
re-retire
re-retirement
re-return
re-reveal
re-revealation
re-revenge
re-reversal
re-reverse
re-revise
re-revision
re-search
re-serve
re-sign
re-soluble
re-solution
re-sort
re-sorter
re-sound
re-store
re-strain
re-trace
re-traced
re-tracing
re-tread
re-treader
re-treat
re-treatment
re-trench
re-try
re-turn
re-up
re-use
reach a better land
reach a better life
reach a better place
reach a better world
reach a compromise
reach a new low
reach a parting of the ways
reach boat
reach boiling point
reach its season
reach land
reach manhood
reach maturity
reach of mind
reach orgasm
reach out
reach perfection
reach rod
reach safety
reach the age of consent
reach the breaking point
reach the depths
reach the ear
reach the ear of
reach the snapping point
reach to
reach twenty-one
reach voting age
reach womanhood
reach your destination
reach your ears
reach your goal
reach your majority
reach your nostrils
reach-me-down
reach-me-downs
reacher-in
reaching foresail
reaching high
reaching jib
reaching post
react chemically
reactance coil
reactance drop
reaction border
reaction engine
reaction formation
reaction locus
reaction machine
reaction motor
reaction propulsion
reaction rim
reaction ring
reaction time
reaction turbine
reaction wheel
reaction-proof
reactive current
reactive inflammation
reactive neurosis
reactive psychosis
reactor engine
reactor pile
read a lecture
read a lecture to
read a lesson
read a lesson to
read a sermon
read between the lines
read copy
read easily
read for
read in
read in view of
read into
read law
read out
read out of
read palms
read tea leaves
read the future
read the meter
read the riot act
read up
read up on
read with
read your hand
read your lines
read yourself in
read-write head
reader-off
readiness of feeling
readiness of speech
reading book
reading chair
reading desk
reading distance
reading glass
reading glasses
reading hook
reading in
reading lamp
reading man
reading matter
reading notice
reading pew
reading room
reading, writing, and arithmetic
reading-in machine
ready about
ready and willing
ready at hand
ready box
ready for
ready for anything
ready for bed
ready money
ready pen
ready reckoner
ready reply
ready retort
ready roofing
ready room
ready to
ready to believe
ready to burst
ready to burst forth
ready to cry
ready to drop
ready up
ready wit
ready yourself
ready yourself to
ready-armed
ready-beaten
ready-bent
ready-braced
ready-built
ready-coined
ready-cooked
ready-cut
ready-dressed
ready-for-wear
ready-formed
ready-furnished
ready-grown
ready-handed
ready-made
ready-mades
ready-mix
ready-mixed
ready-mounted
ready-penned
ready-prepared
ready-reference
ready-sanded
ready-sensitized
ready-shapen
ready-starched
ready-to-wear
ready-tongued
ready-typed
ready-winged
ready-witted
ready-wittedly
ready-wittedness
ready-worded
ready-written
reagent bottle
real McCoy, the
real axis
real estate
real estate agent
real estate broker
real income
real issue
real lady
real man
real meaning
real number
real part
real presence
real property
real scholar
real school
real tennis
real thing, the
real variable
real wages
real woman
real-estate trust
real-hearted
rear projection
rear sight
rear up
rear vault
rear-
rear-admiral
rear-arch
rear-cut
rear-directed
rear-driven
rear-driving
rear-end
rear-guard
rear-horse
rear-steering
rear-vassal
rear-vault
rear-view mirror
rear-vision mirror
rearguard action
rearing bit
rearview mirror
reason about
reason behind
reason for
reason for being
reason ill
reason in a circle
reason out
reason speciously
reason that
reason the point
reason to believe
reason why
reason with
reasonable charge
reasonable ground
reasonable hope
reasonable presumption
reasonable price
reasoning faculty
reasoning power
rebate plane
rebel clover
rebel yell
rebound clip
rebound leaf
rebus sic stantibus
rec room
recalescence point
recall dose
recall knowledge of
recall of ambassadors
recall to life
recall to mind
recapitulation theory
recapture clause
receipt book
receipt in full
receipt in full of all demands
receive Christ
receive a false impression
receive absolution
receive an impression
receive credit
receive instruction
receive pleasure from
receive the Sacrament
receive with open arms
received meaning
receiver of stolen goods
receiver part
receiver parts
receiver-general
receiving antenna
receiving blanket
receiving line
receiving note
receiving order
receiving pallet
receiving set
receiving ship
receiving station
receiving tube
recent past
receptaculum seminis
reception hall
reception room
receptive mood
recess appointment
recess bed
recess committee
recess of the memory
recesses of the heart
recession from one another
recessional hymn
recessional march
recessive character
recharge your batteries
rechargeable-battery radio
reciprocal exchange
reciprocal insurance
reciprocal leveling
reciprocal ohm
reciprocal or mutual relation
reciprocal pronoun
reciprocal trade
reciprocal transfusion
reciprocating engine
reciprocity failure
reciprocity law
recitation room
recitativi accompagnati
recitativi secchi
recitativo accompagnato
recitativo secco
recitativo stromentato
recite the rosary
reciting note
reciting the rosary
reck-less
reckless expenditure
reckless person
reckless spending
reckon among
reckon in
reckon on
reckon up
reckon up to
reckon with
reckon without your host
reclaimed rubber
reclamation district
recline on
reclining chair
reclining lounge chair
recognition mark
recoil atom
recoil cylinder
recoil electron
recoil escapement
recoil wave
recoilless rifle
recommend itself
recommended price
reconcile yourself to
reconnaissance car
reconnaissance mission
reconnaissance plane
reconnaissance rocket
reconnaissance ship
reconstructive operation
reconstructive surgery
record book
record changer
record clerk
record hop
record keeping
record player
record ribbon
record time
record vote
record-bearing
record-beating
record-breaking
record-changer
record-making
record-player
record-seeking
record-setting
recorded delivery
recording altimeter
recording analyzer
recording anemometer
recording angel
recording barometer
recording hygrometer
recording instrument
recording instruments
recording meter
recording potentiometer
recording pyrometer
recording secretary
records-pulse generator
recover health
recover knowledge of
recover one's equilibrium
recover your balance
recover your equilibrium
recover your sanity
recovery coke
recovery oven
recovery peg
recovery room
recreation ground
recreation room
recreational therapy
recruit your strength
recruiting ground
rect-
rectangular coordinate
rectangular coordinates
rectangular data
rectangular hyperbola
rectangular number
recti-
rectifier circuit
rectifier instrument
rectifier tube
rectilinear number
recto-
recto-urethral
recto-uterine
rectovesical fascia
rectus abdominus
rectus femoris
recumbent anticline
recuperative furnace
recur to
recur to the mind
recurrence formula
recurrent fever
recurring action
recurring decimal
recursion formula
recurvo-
red admiral
red alder
red alert
red alga
red algae
red ant
red as a beet
red as a hot coal
red as a live coal
red as a lobster
red as a turkey-cock
red as blood
red as fire
red bag
red bark
red bay
red biddy
red birch
red blindness
red blood
red blood cell
red blood corpuscle
red book
red brass
red breast
red brush
red bryony
red bug
red cabbage
red calla lily
red cap
red carpet
red cedar
red cent
red chalk
red chokeberry
red clay
red clover
red cluster pepper
red coat
red colors and pigments
red coral
red corpuscle
red count
red cross
red currant
red dead nettle
red deer
red devil
red dogwood
red drum
red duster
red dwarf
red earth
red elm
red ensign
red false mallow
red feed
red fescue
red fir
red fire
red fish
red flag
red flash
red flour beetle
red fox
red giant
red giant star
red grouse
red gum
red hand
red hands
red hat
red heat
red herring
red hind
red horse
red horse chestnut
red in the face
red indian
red jasmine
red jungle fowl
red kauri
red kowhai
red label
red larkspur
red lattice
red lead
red leaf
red letter
red light
red line
red liquor
red maids
red man
red maple
red mass
red meat
red mercuric oxide
red mercuric sulfide
red mombin
red mulberry
red mullet
red oak
red ocher
red ochre
red orpiment
red osier
red packet
red pepper
red periwinkle
red pine
red pink
red poll
red prussiate of potash
red pucoon
red race
red rag
red rag to a bull
red rat snake
red ribbon
red robin
red roncador
red rose
red rot
red rover
red rust
red sable
red sage
red salmon
red sand
red setter
red shank
red shanks
red shift
red sindhi
red siskin
red snapper
red snow
red spider
red squill
red squirrel
red stuff
red tai
red tape
red tide
red tipped moss
red trillium
red turtlehead
red valerian
red water
red whortleberry
red wine
red worm
red zinc ore
red, white, and blue
red-alder
red-armed
red-backed
red-backed sandpiper
red-backed shrike
red-bait
red-baiting
red-banded
red-bar
red-barked
red-beaded
red-beaked
red-beamed
red-bearded
red-bellied
red-bellied turtle
red-belted
red-berried
red-billed
red-black
red-blind
red-blooded
red-bloodedness
red-bodied
red-boled
red-bonnet
red-bound
red-branched
red-branching
red-breasted
red-brick
red-brick university
red-brown
red-burning
red-buttoned
red-carpet
red-cheeked
red-cheested
red-ciled
red-ciling
red-cilled
red-cilling
red-clad
red-clay
red-cloaked
red-clocked
red-coat
red-coated
red-cockaded
red-collared
red-colored
red-combed
red-complexioned
red-crested
red-crowned
red-curtained
red-dabbled
red-dog
red-dogged
red-dogger
red-dogging
red-dyed
red-eared
red-edged
red-eye
red-eyed
red-eyed vireo
red-faced
red-facedly
red-facedness
red-feathered
red-figure
red-figured
red-finned
red-flag
red-flag law
red-flagger
red-flaggery
red-flanked
red-flecked
red-fleshed
red-flowered
red-flowering
red-footed
red-fronted
red-fruitied
red-gemmed
red-gilled
red-girdled
red-gleaming
red-gold
red-gowned
red-gowned-red-green blind
red-green blind
red-green blindness
red-haired
red-hand
red-handed
red-handedly
red-handedness
red-hard
red-harden
red-hardness
red-hat
red-hatted
red-head
red-headed
red-headed woodpecker
red-heeled
red-herring prospectus
red-hipped
red-hissing
red-hooded
red-horned
red-hot
red-hot poker
red-hued
red-humped
red-ink
red-jerseyed
red-kneed
red-knobbed
red-lead
red-lead ore
red-lead putty
red-leader
red-leaf
red-leather
red-leaved
red-legged
red-legged partridge
red-legs
red-letter
red-letter day
red-lettered
red-lidded
red-light
red-light district
red-lined
red-lipped
red-listed
red-lit
red-litten
red-looking
red-making
red-minded
red-mouthed
red-naped
red-neck
red-necked
red-nosed
red-orange
red-out
red-painted
red-pencil
red-plowed
red-plumed
red-polled
red-purple
red-ribbed
red-rimmed
red-ripening
red-roan
red-roofed
red-rooted
red-rose
red-rumped
red-rusted
red-scaled
red-scarlet
red-shafted
red-shank
red-shirted
red-short
red-shortness
red-shouldered
red-shouldered hawk
red-sided
red-silk
red-skinned
red-snooded
red-specked
red-speckled
red-spotted
red-spotted purple
red-stalked
red-streak
red-streaked
red-streaming
red-swelling
red-tailed
red-tailed hawk
red-tape
red-taped
red-tapedom
red-tapeism
red-taper
red-tapery
red-tapey
red-tapish
red-tapism
red-tapist
red-tempered
red-thighed
red-throat
red-throated
red-tiled
red-tinted
red-tipped
red-tongued
red-top
red-topped
red-topped buffalo grass
red-trouserered
red-tufted
red-twagged
red-up
red-upholstered
red-veined
red-vented
red-vested
red-violet
red-walled
red-wat
red-water
red-wattled
red-waved
red-white
red-winged
red-winged blackbird
red-wooded
red-written
red-yellow
redback spider
redbelly dace
redbrick university
redd-up
reddish brown
reddish brown colors
reddish-amber
reddish-bay
reddish-bellied
reddish-black
reddish-blue
reddish-brown
reddish-colored
reddish-gray
reddish-green
reddish-haired
reddish-headed
reddish-looking
reddish-orange
reddish-purple
reddish-white
reddish-yellow
redear sunfish
redeem your pledge
redeem your pledges
redeemable bond
redeemed soul
redemption center
redemption fund
redevelopment area
redevelopment company
redhead-grass
redheart hickory
redhorse sucker
redirect examination
rediscount rate
redmouth buffalo fish
redouble your efforts
redound to
redound to the honor of
redound to your honor
redox potential
redpoll linnet
redpoll warbler
redrawing press
redrawing punch
redress a wrong
redress an injustice
reduce sail
reduce the temperature
reduce to
reduce to ashes
reduce to dust
reduce to elements
reduce to essentials
reduce to order
reduce to powder
reduce to rubble
reduce to silence
reduce to unity
reduce to writing
reduce weight
reduced circumstances
reduced hemoglobin
reduced in health
reduced level
reduced mass
reduced paid-up insurance
reduced price
reduced rates
reduced sail
reduced sight
reduced to a skeleton
reduced to dire straits
reduced to jelly
reduced to powder
reduced vowel
reducer sleeve
reducible algebra
reducing agent
reducing diet
reducing furnace
reducing glass
reducing press
reducing valve
reducing wheels
reductase test
reductio ad absurdum
reduction division
reduction formula
reduction of armaments
reduction of expenses
reduction of government spending
reduction of spending
reduction of temperature
reduction potential
reduction to ashes
reduction to dust
reduction to elements
reduction to parts
reduction to powder
reduction works
reduction-improbation
redundant check
redundant verb
redwing blackbird
reed basket
reed bent
reed bunting
reed canary grass
reed fescue
reed grass
reed green
reed instrument
reed mace
reed mark
reed meadow grass
reed organ
reed pipe
reed plane
reed stop
reed thrush
reed warbler
reed wren
reed yellow
reed-back
reed-blade
reed-bordered
reed-clad
reed- compacted
reed-crowned
reed-grown
reed-mace
reed-rond
reed-roofed
reed-rustling
reed-shaped
reed-thatched
reed-warbler
reef band
reef cringle
reef down
reef earring
reef goose
reef hook
reef jig
reef jigger
reef knot
reef pendant
reef point
reef tackle
reef your sails
reef-knoll
reef-knot
reefed sail
reefing bowsprit
reefing jacket
reek of piety
reel and bead
reel back
reel borer
reel foot
reel in
reel man
reel off
reel oven
reel-fed
reel-fitted
reel-footed
reel-to-reel
reeled silk
reeling hammer
reeming beetle
reeming iron
reentering angle
reentering polygon
reeving-line bend
refectory table
refer to
reference book
reference editor
reference electrode
reference frame
reference gauge
reference group
reference librarian
reference library
reference mark
reference marks
reference peg
reference quantity
reference system
reference to
reference-voltage generator
referendum dollar
referred pain
referred to
referring to
refine a distinction
refine upon
refined discrimination
refined palate
refined sense of hearing
refined taste
refining engine
refining equipment
refining heat
refining place
reflect discredit upon
reflect honor on
reflect over
reflect upon
reflected light
reflected light meter
reflected plan
reflected signal
reflecting telescope
reflection density
reflection factor
reflection plane
reflector mirror
reflex act
reflex action
reflex angle
reflex arc
reflex camera
reflex epilepsy
reflex klystron
reflex zenith tube
reflexive pronoun
reflux condenser
reflux value
reform Jew
reform judaism
reform politician
reform politics
reform school
reform yourself
reformation-proof
reformed spelling
refracting telescope
refraction circle
refractive index
refractory brick
refractory clay
refractory ware
refrain from
refresh the inner man
regardless of consequences
regardless of cost
regenerated cellulose
regenerative cooling
regenerative furnace
regenerative receiver
regenerative wave-meter
regent bird
regent house
regie-book
regimental tie
regional accent
regional dialect
regional enteritis
regional governor
regional novel
regional school
regions of
register a complaint
register breadth
register length
register of deaths
register of wills
register office
register point
register regulator
register thermometer
register ton
register tonnage
register with
registered Democrat
registered Republican
registered bond
registered breadth
registered certificate
registered depth
registered length
registered lobbyist
registered mail
registered nurse
registered post
registered representative
registered securities
registered trademark
registered voter
registering rocket
registrar-general
registration area
registration county
registration number
registry office
regius professor
regression coefficient
regression neurosis
regression therapy
regressive sorites
regressive tax
regressive taxation
regular army
regular as clockwork
regular bevel
regular buyer
regular canoness
regular customer
regular dividend
regular gas
regular lay
regular ode
regular old fogy
regular payments
regular play
regular solid
regular tertiaries
regular wave motion
regular year
regular-bred
regular-built
regular-featured
regular-growing
regular-lay rope
regular-shaped
regular-sized
regulate by
regulating box
regulating button
regulation-proof
regulative first principle
regulator gene
regulator pin
rehearse a play
rehearse in extenso
reheat the ashes
reheating furnace
rei persecutoria
rei-ntrant
reign of Saturn
reign of St
reign of terror
reigning beauty
reim-kennar
rein in
rein orchis
reindeer flower
reindeer lichen
reindeer moss
reindeer pest
reinforced bow
reinforced concrete
reins of government
reinsurance fund
reisner work
reject authority
reject back
rejection slip
rejoice in
rejoice in a seller's market
rejoice in the name of
rejoice the heart
rejoice with
relapsing fever
relate at large
relate in extenso
relate to
relate to emotionally
related by blood
related word
relating to
relation word
relative aperture
relative atomic mass
relative bearing
relative by marriage
relative clause
relative complement
relative density
relative dispersion
relative electron affinity
relative frequency
relative heading
relative humidit
relative humidity
relative incidence
relative magnitude
relative major
relative majority
relative maximum
relative minimum
relative minor
relative molecular mass
relative permeability
relative permittivity
relative pitch
relative pronoun
relative to
relative topology
relative wind
relative-in-law
relatively prime numbers
relatives-in-law
relativistic quantum mechanics
relativity doublet
relativity shift
relax conditions
relax the condition
relax your grip
relax your hold
relaxation of tension
relay broadcast
relay fast
relay governor
relay hunger strike
relay links
relay race
relay receiver
relay register
relay station
relay stations
relay transmitters
relayer rail
release copy
release date
release therapy
released time
relegate to a place
relevant fact
relevant instance
reliability coefficient
reliance in
reliance on
relic area
relic of the past
relic-covered
relic-vending
relief etching
relief frame
relief map
relief method
relief motion
relief pallet
relief payments
relief pitcher
relief printing
relief ship
relief tube
relief valve
relief well
relief-carving
relieve the mind of
relieve you of
relieve your mind
relieve yourself
relieving arch
relieving tackle
religio-
religio-educational
religio-magical
religio-military
religio-philosophical
religio-political
religio-scientific
religions and sects
religious belief
religious believer
religious ceremony
religious discourse
religious education
religious faith
religious founder
religious house
religious humbug
religious hypocrite
religious leader
religious order
religious prophets
religious rites
religious school
religious truth
religious war
religious-minded
religious-mindedness
religiously exact
relinquish your life
relocation camp
reluctance amplifier
rely on
rely on fortune
rely upon
remain anonymous
remain at a distance
remain at peace
remain firm
remain in the shade
remain in your memory
remain incommunicado
remain motionless
remain neutral
remain on your hands
remain seated
remain stable
remain unmoved
remain valid
remainder theorem
remand home
remand school
remanent magnetism
remark upon
remarkably like
remarque proof
remedial measure
remedial of
remedy an injustice
remedy-proof
remembrance day
remind one of
remind you of
remission of sin
remit the penalty of
remittance man
remitent fever
remontoir escapement
remorse of conscience
remote age
remote cause
remote control
remote distance
remote future
remote handling
remote past
remote pickup
remote possibility
remote region
remote resemblance
remote time
remote-control
remote-controlled
remote-pickup unit
remotely like
remotely related
remotest corner of the world
remoulade sauce
remount cavalry
removal cutting
removal to Abraham's bosom
removal to heaven
remove all doubt
remove all restrictions
remove friction
remove from life
remove from office
removed from the record
removing the veil
remuneratory sanction
renal calculus
renal hematuria
renal pelvis
renal splanchnic nerve
rend asunder
rend from
rend the air
rend the eardrums
rend the ears
rend the firmament
rend the heart
rend the skies
render a service
render assistance
render blind
render credit
render honor to
render insensible
render lip service
render powerless
render recognition
render service to
render thanks
render up
rendering coat
rendering works
renew your strength
reni-
rennet bag
rennet casein
rennet ferment
renounce the throne
rent charge
rent charger
rent control
rent gouger
rent insurance
rent money
rent out
rent party
rent resolute
rent seck
rent service
rent-charge
rent-collecting
rent-free
rent-paying
rent-producing
rent-raising
rent-reducing
rent-roll
rent-seck
rent-service
rental car
rental color income
rental library
rents seck
renunciation of the world
rep show
repair run
repair ship
repair shop
repair to
reparative surgery
repay in kind
repeat again
repeat by heart
repeat by rote
repeat like a broken record
repeat like a parrot
repeat order
repeat performance
repeat verbatim
repeat word for word
repeat yourself
repeated figure
repeated sounds
repeating decimal
repeating firearm
repeating theodolite
repeating watch
repent in sackcloth and ashes
repertory company
repertory drama
repertory show
repertory theater
repetition for effect
repetition for emphasis
replacement cost
replacement therapy
replacement transfusion
replacement vein
replica grating
reply by return mail
reply card
reply coupon
reply to
report card
report for duty
report out
report stage
reported speech
reporting pay
repose confidence in
repose in
repose on
repose on your laurels
repose upon
represent yourself to be
representative art
representative democracy
representative fraction
representative government
representative of the press
representative realism
representative town meeting
representative-elect
representing in the mind
repress a smile
repress your desires
repro proof
reproach yourself
reproduce after your kind
reproduce in kind
reproducing element
reproduction cost
reproduction proof
reproductive cell
reproductive imagination
reproductive organs
reproving look
reptilian age
republic of letters
request note
request stop
request the presence of
requiem mass
requiem shark
requiescent in pace
requiescat in pace
require an answer
required visit
requisition form
rere-
rere-brace
rere-dorter
rere-supper
res adjudicata
res gestae
res ipsa loquitur
res judicata
res publica
resale price maintenance
rescue device
rescue grass
rescue helicopter
rescue mission
rescue plane
research and development
research center
research engineer
research engineering
research establishment
research facility
research installation
research laboratory
research library
research material
research monograph
research paper
research plane
research professor
research rocket
research satellite
research station
research study
research worker
reserve account
reserve bank
reserve buoyancy
reserve city
reserve currency
reserve forces
reserve fund
reserve militia
reserve officer
reserve price
reserve ratio
reserve ration
reserve supply
reserve yourself
reserved list
reserved occupation
reserved power
reset action
reside in
resident commissioner
resident maid
resident physician
residential district
residual clay
residual magnetism
residual power
residual stress
residuary devisee
residuary legatee
resign from
resign your being
resign your life
resign yourself
resign yourself to
resignation bond
resigned-looking
resin alcohol
resin bee
resin canal
resin cerate
resin distiller
resin gnat
resin jack
resin oil
resin opal
resin plant
resin plastic
resin soap
resin spirit
resino-
resist believing
resist entreaty
resist persuasion
resist printing
resistance box
resistance butt welding
resistance capacitance
resistance coil
resistance coupling
resistance derivative
resistance drop
resistance fighter
resistance fighting
resistance frame
resistance furnace
resistance pyrometer
resistance thermometer
resistance to belief
resistance to change
resistance welding
resisting medium
resisting moment
resistive conductor
resistive coupling
resistiveness to belief
resojet engine
resojet propulsion
resolutory condition
resolve into
resolve itself into
resolve to
resolved upon
resolving power
resonace box
resonace potential
resonance cavity
resonance curve
resonance duct jet engine
c resonance energy
c resonance form
c resonance frequency
c resonance frequency control
c resonance hybrid
c resonance indicator
c resonance jet engine
c resonance neutron
c resonance pipe
c resonance radiation
c resonance spectrum
c resonance wave coil
c resonance-coil antenna
c resonant cavity
c resonant chamber
c resonant frequency
c resonant-jet engine
c resorcin acetate
c resorcin brown
c resorcin dark brown
c resorcinol monoacetate
c resorption border
c resort to
c resort to arms
c resound in the ears
c resound the praises of
c resounding triumph
c respect your duty
c respectable citizen
c respeian composer
c respiration calorimeter
c respirato-
c respiratory center
c respiratory disease
c respiratory leaf
c respiratory nerve
c respiratory pigment
c respiratory plate
c respiratory quotient
c respiratory system
c respiratory tree
c respiratory trumpet
c resplendent trogon
c resplendently beautiful
c respond to
c respond to stimuli
c responding note
responsory report
response generalization
response time
response to stimuli
responsible for
responsible person
responsory report
rest and be thankful
rest assured
rest cure
rest day
rest easy
rest energy
rest from your labors
rest hard upon
rest home
rest house
rest in
rest in confidence
rest in peace
rest in the arms of Morpheus
rest mass
rest on
rest on the shoulders of
rest on your laurels
rest on your oars
rest room
rest satisfied
rest stop
rest treatment
rest up
rest upon
rest upon your oars
rest with
rest your case
rest-balk
rest-cure
rest-cured
rest-giving
rest-harrow
rest-home
rest-ordained
rest-refreshed
rest-seeking
rest-taking
restaurant car
restful sleep
resting easy
resting in peace
resting of the case
resting place
resting point
restless cavy
restore harmony
restore self-respect
restore to health
restoring spring
restrain yourself
restraining hand
restraining order
restraint of trade
restrict to
restrict yourself
restricted class
restricted information
restricted practice
restricted propellant
restricted theory of relativity
restriction of intake
restrictive clause
restrictive covenants
restrictive practice
result clause
result from
result on
resultant force
resultant tone
resulting from
resurrection bolly
resurrection fern
resurrection gate
resurrection man
resurrection pie
resurrection plant
resurrection woman
retail dealer
retail gossip
retail merchant
retail seller
retail store
retain in the thoughts
retain the memory of
retained earnings
retained income
retained object
retained objective complement
retaining fee
retaining wall
retardation method
retentive memory
retentive mind
retia mirabilia
reticular system
reticulate python
reticulated tracery
reticulated vessel
reticulato-
reticulo-
reticuloendothelial system
reticulum cell
reticulum cell sarcoma
retin-
retinal rod
retinitis pigmentosa
retino-
retire from office
retire from sight
retire from the world
retire into the shade
retire into your shell
retired list
retired professor
retirement benefits
retirement from office
retirement income insurance
retiring disposition
retold story
retonation wave
retort an accusation
retort drawer
retort stand
retrace your steps
retractable landing gear
retreaded tire
retreat into your mind
retreat into your shell
retreat into your thoughts
retreat to immaturity
retreating market
retributive justice
retro rocket
retro-
retro-float light
retro-ocular
retro-omental
retro-operative
retro-oral
retro-rocket
retro-unbilical
retro-uterine
retroactive inhibition
retroanterograde amnesia
retrograde amnesia
rets currach
return a true bill
return a verdict
return a verdict of not guilty
return address
return answer
return ball
return bead
return beam
return bend
return blow for blow
return card
return crease
return day
return evil for evil
return for answer
return game
return like for like
return match
return of evil for evil
return piece
return receipt
return shock
return signal
return thanks
return the compliment
return the like
return ticket
return to
return to dust
return to life
return to mind
return to reality
return to the earth
return to the fold
return to the soil
return to the starting point
return trap
return wall
return-cocked
return-day
return-flue boiler
return-tubular boiler
returning board
returning officer
rev counter
reveal a secret
reveal yourself
revealed religion
revealed truth
revel in
revel master
revel-rout
revenge in kind
revenge tragedy
revenue account
revenue bond
revenue cutter
revenue expenditure
revenue stamp
revenue tariff
reverberatory furnace
reverberation chamber
reverberation time
reverberatory furnace
reverberatory kiln
reverend sir
reverential regard
reversal film
reversal plate
reversal process
reverse bar
reverse bevel
reverse bid
reverse discard
reverse discrimination
reverse of fortune
reverse plate
reverse shot
reverse split
reverse transcriptase
reverse transfer resistance
reverse turn
reverse your field
reverse yourself
reverse-angle shot
reverse-charge
reverse-phase relay
reversed collar
reversed feedback
reversible reaction
reversible-disk plow
reversing light
reversing prism
reversing switch
reversing thermometer
reversion duty
reversion pendulum
reversion spectroscope
reversionary annuity
revert to
review copy
review in retrospect
review of things past
revise your thoughts
revised edition
revised standard version
revised version
revival meeting
revolt at
revolting with
revolting with endured
revolution control
revolutionary calendar
revolutionary junta
revolutionary war
revolutions per minute
revolve in the mind
revolve on
revolve upon
revolving bookcase
revolving bookstand
revolving credit
revolving door
revolving fund
revolving lever
revolving on
revolving stage
revolving-jaw box chuck
revolving-jaw chuck
rewa-rewa
reward claim
reworked wool
rewrite man
rewrite rule
rex begonia
rez-de-chaussee
rh factor
rh-negative
rh-positive
rhabdo-
rhaeto-romanic
rheims version
rhein-berry
rheo-
rhesus baby
rhesus factor
rhesus monkey
rhetorical accent
rhetorical question
rhetorical stress
rheumatic disease
rheumatic fever
rheumatic heart disease
rheumatism of the heart
rheumatism root
rheumatism weed
rheumatism-root
rheumato-
rheumatoid arthritis
rhin-
rhine wine
rhino-
rhinoceros auklet
rhinoceros beetle
rhinoceros bird
rhinoceros bush
rhinoceros hide
rhinoceros hornbill
rhinoceros viper
rhinoceros-shaped
rhinolalia aperta
rhinolalia clausa
rhiz-
rhizo-
rhizoctonia disease
rhizosphere effect
rho particle
rhod-
rhode island bent
rhode island red
rhode island white
rhodes grass
rhodes scholar
rhodesian man
rhodium oil
rhodium wood
rhodo-
rhodonite pink
rhomb spar
rhomb-
rhomb-leaved
rhombic aerial
rhombic antenna
rhombo-
rhomboid-ovate
rhubarb wine
rhumb line
rhumbline sailing
rhus dermatitis
rhus glabra
rhyme or reason
rhyme royal
rhyme scheme
rhyme word
rhyme-beginning
rhyme-composing
rhyme-fettered
rhyme-forming
rhyme-free
rhyme-inspiring
rhyme-tagged
rhyming dictionary
rhyming slang
rhyolite-porphyry
rhythm band
rhythm method
rhythm section
rhythm stick
rhythm-and-blues
rhythmic pattern
rhythmic phrase
rhythmic play
rhythical accent
rhythical accentuation
rhythical stress
rib cage
rib cut
rib grass
rib lath
rib meristem
rib rifling
rib roast
rib steak
rib stitch
rib tickler
rib-bearing
rib-breaking
rib-faced
rib-grass
rib-grated
rib-mauled
rib-nosed
rib-pointed
rib-poking
rib-roast
rib-sticking
rib-striped
rib-supported
rib-welting
riband-shaped
riband-wreathed
riband carvel
riband lines
ribbed and smoked sheet
ribbed toad
ribble-rabble
ribbon brake
ribbon building
ribbon bush
ribbon candy
ribbon conveyer
ribbon copy
ribbon development
ribbon fern
ribbon grass
ribbon gum
ribbon isinglass
ribbon jasper
ribbon lightning
ribbon maker
ribbon microphone
ribbon movement
ribbon of light
ribbon park
ribbon rock
ribbon saw
ribbon snake
ribbon strip
ribbon tree
ribbon winder
ribbon wire
ribbon worm
ribbon-bedizened
ribbon-bordering
ribbon-bound
ribbon-fish
ribbon-grass
ribbon-marked
ribbon-shaped
ribonucleic acid
ribose nucleic acid
ribosomal RNA
rice body
rice boiler
rice bowl
rice bran
rice bug
rice christian
rice cleaner
rice coal
rice cousin
rice cut-grass
rice drier
rice dust
rice eater
rice field
rice flour
rice flower
rice glue
rice grader
rice grass
rice grinder
rice grower
rice hen
rice huller
rice milk
rice mill
rice miller
rice mouse
rice paddy
rice paper
rice planter
rice polish
rice polisher
rice polishings
rice powder
rice rat
rice shell
rice tenrec
rice water
rice weevil
rice wine
rice-bird
rice-cleaning
rice-clipping
rice-eating
rice-field eel
rice-grading
rice-grain decoration
rice-grinding
rice-growing
rice-hulling
rice-paper
rice-paper tree
rice-planting
rice-polishing
rice-pounding
rice-root grass
rice-seed body
rice-water
rich as Croesus
rich harvest
rich hat
rich imagination
rich lode
rich man
rich man's panic
rich ore
rich rhyme
rich soil
rich source
rich uncle
rich vein
rich, the
rich-appareled
rich-attired
rich-bedight
rich-bound
rich-built
rich-burning
rich-clad
rich-colored
rich-conceited
rich-distilled
rich-embroidered
rich-figured
rich-flavored
rich-fleeced
rich-fleshed
rich-glittering
rich-haired
rich-jeweled
rich-laden
rich-looking
rich-minded
rich-ored
rich-robed
rich-set
rich-soiled
rich-tasting
rich-toned
rich-voiced
rich-weed
rich-wrought
richard roe
richel bird
richly deserve
richly deserved
richness of meaning
ricinoleic acid
ricinus oil
rick carrier
rick-barton
rick-burton
rick-yard
rickettsial disease
ricochet fire
rictal bristle
rid of
rid yourself of
riddle ballad
riddle cake
riddle canon
riddle of the Sphinx
ride a broomstick
ride a hobby
ride a hobbyhorse
ride a storm
ride and tie
ride at anchor
riding grass
riding plow
ridicule-proof
ridiculously like
riding academy
riding at anchor
riding boot
riding boots
riding breeches
riding crop
riding habit
riding hood
riding horse
riding lamp
riding light
riding master
riding on cloud nine
riding pants
riding rhyme
riding saddle
riding sail
riding school
riding-coat
riding-habit
riding-hood
rie grass
riemannian geometry
rien du tout
rien ne va plus
riff through
riff-raff
riffle bar
riffle block
riffle file
riffle through
rifle assembler
rifle ball
rifle bar
rifle bird
rifle bomb
rifle corps
rifle fire
rifle frock
rifle green
rifle grenade
rifle gun
rifle pit
rifle range
rifle salute
rifle shot
rifle tie
rifle-bird
rifle-range
rifle-shot
rifled slug
rift board
rift saw
rift valley
rift-sawed
rift-sawing
rift-sawn
rifty-tufty
rig down
rig for diving
rig out
rig shenanigan
rig the market
rig tree
rig up
rig-out
rig-up
rig-veda
rigged jury
rigged market
rigged oar
rigged out
rigger's knife
rigging angle of incidence
rigging loft
rigging plan
rigging screw
right about
right about face
right along
right along there with
right amount
right and left
right and proper
right angle
right as rain
right ascension
right away
right belief
right bower
right boys
right center
right circular cone
right circular cylinder
right conduct
right cylinder
right doctrine
right face
right field
right fielder
right five degrees rudder
right full rudder
right half rudder
right hand
right handsomely
right in the head
right itself
right line
right mind
right mood
right now
right of angry
right of asylum
right of center
right of common
right of eminent domain
right of emption
right of entry
right of preemption
right of put and call
right of search
right of sole emption
right of use
right of way
right off
right off the bat
right off the reel
right on
right on end
right people
right reverend
right rudder
right section
right side
right side of the tracks
right side of, the
right smart
right smart spell
right sort
right stage
right standard rudder	right taste	right ten degrees rudder	right thing, the	right thinking	right to vote	right triangle	right whale	right wing	right with	right you are	right-about	right-about-face	right-aiming	right-angle	right-angled	right-angled triangle	right-angledness	right-angular	right-angularity	right-away	right-bank	right-believed	right-believing	right-born	right-bout	right-brained	right-bred	right-center	right-central	right-down	right-drawn	right-eared	right-eyed	right-eyedness	right-footed	right-footer	right-forward	right-framed	right-hand	right-hand man	right-hand side	right-hand tool	right-handed	right-handedly	right-handedness	right-hander	right-handwise
right-ho
right-laid
right-lay
right-left handed
right-lined
right-made
right-meaning
right-minded
right-mindedly
right-mindedness
right-of-way
right-of-way signal
right-oh
right-onward
right-principled
right-running
right-shaped
right-shapen
right-side
right-sided
right-sidedly
right-sidedness
right-thinking
right-to-work law
right-turn
right-up
right-walking
right-wheel
right-wing
right-winger
right-wingish
right-wingism
rightabout-face
righteous indignation
righteous, the
righteye flounder
rightful authority
rightful succession
righting lever
righting moment
rights issue
rights of man
rights of women
rights-of-way
rigid airship
rigid control
rigid discipline
rigid frame
rigid motion
rigid supports
rigid-body
rigid-frame
rigid-nerved
rigid-seeming
rigor mortis
riled up
rilievi schiacciati
rilievo schiacciato
rilievo stiacciato
rill stope
rill-like
rim ash
rim blight
rim clutch
rim lighting
rim lock
rim man
rim of the horizon
rim pulley
rim ram ruf
rim saw
rim shaft
rim wheel
rim-bearing
rim-bending
rim-bound
rim-cut
rim-deep
rim-fire
rimble-ramble
rime frost
rime ice
rime riche
rime suffisante
rime-covered
rime-damp
rime-frost
rime-frosted
rime-laden
rimes riches
rimes suffisantes
riming stool
rince pichon
rind disease
rind fungus
rind gall
ring out
ring ouzel
ring peals
ring pin
ring road
ring rope
ring rot
ring screw
ring seizing
ring shake
ring shout
ring snake
ring spinner
ring spinning
ring spot
ring stone
ring taw
ring the bell
ring the changes
ring the tocsin
ring traveler
ring true
ring up
ring up the curtain
ring winding
ring with the praises of
ring your praises
ring-a-lievio
ring-a-rosy
ring-adorned
ring-around
ring-banded
ring-bark
ring-billed
ring-billed duck
ring-billed gull
ring-bone
ring-bored
ring-bound
ring-chain isomerism
ring-chain tautomerism
ring-dove
ring-dyke
ring-eyed
ring-fence
ring-finger
ring-formed
ring-handled
ring-in
ring-legged
ring-man
ring-neck
ring-necked
ring-necked duck
ring-necked pheasant
ring-off
ring-oil
ring-porous
ring-ridden
ring-shaped
ring-shout
ring-small
ring-spinning frame
ring-straked
ring-streaked
ring-tailed
ring-tailed cat
ring-up
ringed about
ringed plain
ringed plover
ringed snake
ringing spindrift
ringing tone
ringside seat
ringtail topsail
ringworm bush
rink polo
rinka fadda
rinse out
riot act
riot away
riot gun
riot in
riot of color
riot of colors
riot police
riot squad
riotous living
rip apart
rip cord
rip current
rip from
rip hook
rip into
rip off
rip open
rip out
rip out an oath
rip panel
rip tide
rip to pieces
rip up
rip van winkle
rip-off
rip-rap
rip-roaring
rip-roaring drunk
rip-roarious
rip-saw
riparian right
ripe age
ripe for instruction
ripe idea
ripe old age
ripe rot
ripe stump
ripe wisdom
ripe-aged
ripe-bending
ripe-cheeked
ripe-colored
ripe-eared
ripe-faced
ripe-grown
ripe-looking
ripe-picked
ripe-red
ripe-tongued
ripe-witted
ripen into
riper years
ripper act
ripping bar
ripping chisel
ripping iron
ripping out
ripping panel
ripping punch
ripping size
ripple cloth
ripple current
ripple effect
ripple grass
ripple mark
ripple of applause
ripple of laughter
ripple plantain
ripple voltage
ripple weld
ripple-grass
rippling kame
ris de veau
rise above
rise again
rise against
rise and fall
rise and shine
rise from
rise from the grave
rise in the mind
rise in the world
rise of bottom
rise of floor
rise of the tide
rise on in the world
rise on the hind legs
rise to
rise to a point of order
rise to mind
rise to the fly
rise to the occasion
rise up
rise up in arms
risen from the ranks
rising action
rising diphthong
rising floor
rising generation
rising ground
rising hinge
rising line
rising market
rising of the curtain
rising prices
rising rhythm
rising terminal
rising trot
rising vote
risk assuming
risk capital
risk premium
risk stating
risk your life
risus sardonicus
rite de passage
rite of confession
rite of intensification
rite of passage
ritual contamination
ritual impurity
ritual killing
ritual murder
ritual observance
ritual suicide
ritual uncleanness
ritualistic article
ritualistic book
ritualistic manual
ritually clean
ritually contaminated
ritually immerse
ritually impure
ritually pure
ritually unclean
ritz it
rivage green
river ash
river bank
river basin
river bass
river bed
river birch
river boulder
river bulrush
river carpsucker
river craft
river deer
river dolphin
river driver
river front
river grass
river gunboat
river horse
river jack
river lamprey
river locust
river maple
river mussel
river novel
river oak
river of Hades
river of death
river of oblivion
river pilot
river rat
river road
river shrew
river sunflower
river wattle
river-blanced
river-borne
river-bottom
river-caught
river-drift
river-fish
river-formed
river-given
river-god
river-goddess
river-horse
river-sundered
river-water
river-watered
river-worn
riverbank grape
rivet buster
rivet carrier
rivet catcher
rivet forge
rivet heater
rivet hole
rivet in the memory
rivet knob
rivet pitch
rivet set
rivet snap
rivet steel
rivet the eyes upon
rivet the mind on
rivet the thoughts on
rivet weld
rivet wheat
rivet your attention
riveting hammer
riveting knob
riveting stake
riving knife
riving machine
rix-dollar
rk-up
roach back
roach paste
roach powder
roach-back
roach-backed
roach-bellied
roach-bent
road agent
road binder
road book
road builder
road building
road cart
road compound
road contractor
road donkey
road drag
road fettler
road gang
road grader
road guard
road harrow
road hog
road horse
road layer
road maker
road making
road map
road mender
road metal
road monkey
road oil
road pen
road plow
road race
road racer
road racing
road rash
road repairer
road roller
road runner
road scraper
road show
road sign
road tar
road test
road train
road wagon
road wheel
road works
road-bike
road-faring
road-fund licence
road-grading
road-hoggish
road-hoggism
road-maker
road-oiling
road-ready
road-test
road-testing
road-train
road-weary
road-wise
roan-tree
roar like a bull
roar of laughter
roar up
roar with laughter
roaring drunk
roaring fire
roaring forties
roaring mad
roaring success
roaring trade
roast beef
roast meat
roast sintering
roast-beef plant
roasting ear
roasting hot
roasting jack
rob Peter to pay Paul
rob roy
rob the cradle
rob you of ease
rob you of rest
rob you of sleep
rob you of your illusions
robbed of
robbed of illusion
robber bee
robber crab
robber fly
robber frog
robbers' roost
robbery insurance
robe de chambre
robe of royalty
robe of state
robe-de-chambre
robes-de-chambre
robber accentor
robber chat
robber dipper
robber goodfellow
robber hood
robber redbreast
robber runaway
robber sandpiper
robber snipe
robber's-egg blue
robbing room
robinson crusoe
robot bomb
robot control
robot factory
robot pilot
robot plane
robot satellite
robot specialist
robot submarine
robot system
robot-control
robust health
roche alum
roche lime
roche moutonn
roche moutonnee
rochelle powders
rochelle salt
roching cask
rock 'n' roll
rock alyssum
rock and roll
rock and rye
rock barnacle
rock basin
rock bass
rock beauty
rock blenny
rock music
rock oak
rock oil
rock oyster
rock painting
rock phosphate
rock pigeon
rock pile
rock plant
rock pressure
rock rabbit
rock salmon
rock salt
rock samphire
rock saw
rock saxifrage
rock seal
rock shelter
rock singer
rock snake
rock sparrow
rock spleenwort
rock spray
rock squirrel
rock the boat
rock the sky
rock thrush
rock to sleep
rock tripe
rock trout
rock violet
rock vole
rock wallaby
rock whiting
rock wool
rock wren
rock'n roll
rock-'n'-roll
rock-and-roll
rock-and-roll group
rock-and-roll singer
rock-based
rock-basin
rock-battering
rock-bed
rock-begirdled
rock-bestudded
rock-bethreatened
rock-boring
rock-bottom
rock-bottom prices
rock-bound
rock-breaking
rock-built
rock-cistus
rock-clad
rock-cleft
rock-climb
rock-climber
rock-climbing
rock-concealed
rock-covered
rock-crested
rock-crushing
rock-cut
rock-drilling
rock-dusted
rock-dwelling
rock-eel
rock-embosomed
rock-encircled
rock-encumbered
rock-enthroned
rock-faced
rock-fallen
rock-fast
rock-fill
rock-fill dam
rock-firm
rock-firmed
rock-fish
rock-forming
rock-free
rock-frequenting
rock-girded
rock-girt
rock-hard
rock-hewn
rock-inhabiting
rock-loving
rock-melting
rock-piercing
rock-pigeon
rock-piled
rock-plant
rock-pulverizing
rock-raising
rock-reared
rock-ribbed
rock-roofed
rock-rooted
rock-rose
rock-rushing
rock-salt
rock-scarped
rock-shaft
rock-sheltered
rock-steady
rock-strewn
rock-studded
rock-throned
rock-thwarted
rock-torn
rock-weed
rock-wombed
rock-work
rock-worked
rockbound coast
rocker arm
rocker bent
rocker cam
rocker panel
rocket airplane
rocket and missile names
rocket apparatus
rocket assist
rocket boat
rocket bomb
rocket car
rocket engine
rocket engineer
rocket engineering
rocket exhaust
rocket fire
rocket firing
rocket fuel
rocket glider
rocket gun
rocket harpoon
rocket laboratory
rocket larkspur
rocket launcher
rocket launching
rocket man
rocket motor
rocket pilot
rocket plane
rocket power
rocket program
rocket project
rocket propulsion
rocket research
rocket salad
rocket science
rocket scientist
rocket ship
rocket sled
rocket society
rocket technician
rocket technology
rocket testing
rocket to the moon
rocket torpedo
rocket-borne
rocket-firing plane
rocket-propelled
rocketing up
rocking bed
rocking chair
rocking horse
rocking rhythm
rocking stone
rocking valve
rocks ahead
rockweed bird
rocky mountain sheep
rocky mountain spotted fever
rod adaptation
rod and reel
rod bayonet
rod bolt
rod breaker
rod epithelium
rod fiber
rod granule
rod mill
rod of empire
rod of office
rod peeler
rod rigging
rod vision
rod-bending
rod-boring
rod-caught
rod-cone theory
rod-drawing
rod-healing
rod-pointing
rod-polishing
rod-shaped
rodded joint
rode goose
rodent operative
rodent ulcer
roe deer
roe-deer
roebuck berry
roentgen equivalent man
roentgen ray
roentgen ray therapy
roentgen-ray cancer
roentgeno-
rotation day
roger de coverley
rogue elephant
rogue's badge
rogue's march
rogue's yarn
rogues' gallery
rohr flute
roister-doister
roister-doisterly
role-player
role-playing
roll about
roll and fillet molding
roll around
roll back
roll call
roll cloud
roll film
roll flat
roll in
roll in the dust
roll in the lap of luxury
roll in wealth
roll into one
roll lathe
roll logs
roll of coins
roll of honour
roll of the dead
roll of the wheel
roll on
roll on the ground
roll on the tongue
roll out
roll over
roll over and play dead
roll scale
roll the stone of Sisyphus
roll top
roll train
roll under the tongue
roll up
roll up into a ball
roll up your sleeves
roll welding
roll with the punches
roll-about
roll-away bed
roll-call
roll-collar
roll-cumulus
roll-leaf
roll-on/roll-off
roll-out
roll-over
roll-top
roll-top desk
roll-turning lathe
rolled flat
rolled glass
rolled gold
rolled into one
rolled oats
rolled roast
rolled-steel joist
roller bandage
roller bar
roller bearing
roller blind
roller bowl
roller chain
roller chock
roller coaster
roller dam
roller derby
roller fairlead
roller gate
roller gear
roller gin
roller grinder
roller jewel
roller mill
roller nest
roller press
roller shade
roller skate
roller skater
roller skates
roller skating
roller stock
roller towel
roller-backer
roller-blind shutter
roller-carrying
roller-grinding
roller-made
roller-milled
roller-milling
roller-reefing gear
roller-skate
roller-skated
roller-skating
roller-top
rolling barrage
rolling bunt
rolling chock
rolling country
rolling crest dam
rolling fire
rolling friction
rolling hitch
rolling hitches
rolling in money
rolling in wealth
rolling kitchen
rolling machine
rolling mill
rolling on
rolling pin
rolling press
rolling rope
rolling stock
rolling stone
rolling-contact bearing
rolling-element bearing
rolling-key clutch
rolling-mill
rolling-pin
rolling-press
rolltop desk
roly-poliness
roly-poly
roly-poly grass
romaine lettuce
roman a clef
roman architecture
roman calendar
roman candle
roman catholic
roman collar
roman numeral
roman-fleuve
romance stanza
romance-empurpled
romance-hallowed
romance-inspiring
romance-making
romance-writing
romano-
romantic bond
romantic comedy
romantic melancholy
romantic tie
romantic tragedy
romantico-heroic
romantico-robustious
rome-penny
rome-scot
romp home
romp through
rond de jambe
rondeau redouble
rondo form
ronds de jambe
rood altar
rood arch
rood beam
rood cloth
rood goose
rood ladder
rood loft
rood screen
rood spire
rood stair
rood stairs
rood steeple
rood tower
rood-day
roof beam
roof board
roof bracket
roof cover
roof covering
roof dome
roof door
roof fixer
roof garden
roof gardener
roof guard
roof high
roof in
roof iris
roof line
roof nucleus
roof over
roof over your head
roof plate
roof prism
roof rack
roof rat
roof ridge
roof thatch
roof tile
roof truss
roof-blockaded
roof-building
roof-climbing
roof-deck
roof-draining
roof-dwelling
roof-gardening
roof-haunting
roof-reaching
roof-shaped
roof-tree
roofed-in
roofed-over
roofing nail
roofing paper
roofing tile
rook-coated
rocketty-coo
room and board
room clerk
room decoration
room decorator
room divider
room service
room temperature
room to spare
room to swing a cat
room trader
room-and-pillar
room-mate
room-ridden
room-temperature
rooming house
roost cock
roosting place
root and branch
root beer
root beer float
root borer
root canal
root canal therapy
root canal treatment
root cap
root cell
root cellar
root chord
root climber
root crop
root cutting
root determinative
root disease
root division
root field
root for
root gall
root graft
root grafting
root hair
root in
root knot
root mean square
root nodule
root of all evil
root on
root out
root parasite
root position
root pressure
root rot
root sheath
root test
root tip
root up
root vole
root weevil
root-bound
root-bruising
root-built
root-devouring
root-digging
root-eating
root-feeding
root-hardy
root-inwoven
root-mean-square
root-neck
root-parasitic
root-parasitism
root-prune
root-pruned
root-stock
root-torn
rooted belief
rooting out
rope belting
rope brake
rope bridge
rope brown
rope dancer
rope enough to hang yourself
rope greaser
rope house
rope in
rope ladder
rope machine
rope maker
rope molding
rope of sand
rope off
rope race
rope railway
rope shoes
rope socket
rope spinner
rope stitch
rope twine
rope yarn
rope's end
rope-band
rope-bound
rope-closing
rope-dancer
rope-driven
rope-driving
rope-end
rope-fastened
rope-girt
rope-laying
rope-muscled
rope-pulling
rope-reeved
rope-shod
rope-sight
rope-spinning
rope-stock
rope-strooped
rope-work
rope-yarn
rope-yarn knot
roped off
roping horse
roping palm
ropy lava
rory-cum-tory
rory-tory
ros solis
rosa solis
rosa solises
rosary pea
rosary plant
rosary ring
rosary shell
rose acacia
rose aphid
rose apple
rose beetle
rose beige
rose bengale
rose blush
rose wine
rose worm
rose-a-ruby
rose-apple
rose-back
rose-bay
rose-bellied
rose-blue
rose-breasted
rose-breasted grosbeak
rose-bright
rose-bush
rose-campion
rose-carved
rose-chafer
rose-cheeked
rose-clad
rose-color
rose-colored
rose-colored glasses
rose-colored spectacles
rose-colorist
rose-colour
rose-coloured
rose-combed
rose-covered
rose-crowned
rose-cut
rose-diamond
rose-diffusing
rose-drop
rose-eared
rose-engine
rose-ensanguined
rose-faced
rose-fingered
rose-flowered
rose-fresh
rose-gathering
rose-geranium oil
rose-growing
rose-headed
rose-hedged
rose-hued
rose-leaf
rose-leaved
rose-lipped
rose-lit
rose-loving
rose-nail
rose-petty
rose-pink
rose-podded
rose-red
rose-ringed
rose-root
rose-scented
rose-shell reamer
rose-slug
rose-sweet
rose-tinged
rose-tinted
rose-tree
rose-warm
rose-water
rose-window
rose-wreathed
rosemary oil
roseo-
rosetta stone
rosetta wood
rosetta-wood
rosette plate
rosewood oil
rosh hashanah
rosin grease
rosin jack
rosin oil
rosin plant
rosin rose
rosin soap
rosin spirit
rosso antico
rostral column
rosy era
rosy expectation
rosy finch
rosy outlook
rosy pastor
rosy-armed
rosy-blushing
rosy-bosomed
rosy-cheeked
rosy-colored
rosy-crimson
rosy-dancing
rosy-eared
rosy-faced
rosy-finger'd morn
rosy-fingered
rosy-hued
rosy-lipped
rosy-purple
rosy-red
rosy-tinted
rosy-tipped
rosy-toed
rosy-warm
rot grass
rot-gut
rot-steep
rotary cultivator
rotary current
rotary drill
rotary engine
rotary gap
rotary hoe
rotary photogravure
rotary plough
rotary plow
rotary press
rotary pump
rotary shutter
rotary storm
rotary tiller
rotary wing
rotary-beam antenna
rotary-cut
rotary-piston engine
rotary-wing aircraft
rotating prism
rotating spit
rotation axis
rotation band
rotation of axes
rotation pool
rotation-inversion axis
rotational motion
rote learning
rote memory
rote song
rother nail
roto section
rotogravure press
rotor cloud
rotor motor
rotor plane
rotor ship
rott goose
rotten at
rotten at the core
rotten borough
rotten break
rotten egg
rotten humor
rotten ice
rotten luck
rotten row
rotten smell
rotten stop
rotten to the core
rotten-dry
rotten-egg
rotten-hearted
rotten-heartedly
rotten-heartedness
rotten-minded
rotten-planked
rotten-red
rotten-rich
rotten-ripe
rotten-stone
rotten-throated
rotten-timbered
rotundi-
rotundo-
rotundo-ovate
rouge et noir
rouge plant
rough air
rough bent
rough bluegrass
rough breathing
rough cast
rough copy
rough corners
rough diamond
rough draft
rough edges
rough fish
rough go
rough guess
rough in
rough it
rough leaf
rough loader
rough log
rough measure
rough out
rough outline
rough passage
rough puff pastry
rough sea
rough sketch
rough spot
rough stuff
rough surface
rough trade
rough turner
rough up
rough usage
rough water
rough weather
rough wine
rough woodbine
rough-and-readiness
rough-and-ready
rough-and-tumble
rough-backed
rough-barked
rough-bearded
rough-bedded
rough-billed
rough-blustering
rough-board
rough-bordered
rough-cast
rough-cheeked
rough-clad
rough-clanking
rough-coat
rough-coated
rough-cut
rough-draw
rough-dried
rough-dry
rough-drying
rough-edge
rough-edged
rough-enter
rough-face
rough-faced
rough-feathered
rough-finned
rough-foliaged
rough-footed
rough-form
rough-fruitied
rough-furrowed
rough-grained
rough-grind
rough-grinder
rough-grown
rough-hackle
rough-hackled
rough-haired
rough-handed
rough-handedness
rough-headed
rough-hew
rough-hew them how we will
rough-hewed
rough-hewing
rough-hewn
rough-hob
rough-hobbled
rough-hull
rough-jacketed
rough-keeled
rough-leaved
rough-legged
rough-legged buzzard
rough-legged hawk
rough-level
rough-lipped
rough-living
rough-looking
rough-mannered
rough-necked
rough-paved
rough-plain
rough-plane
rough-plastered
rough-plow
rough-plumed
rough-podded
rough-point
rough-ream
rough-reddened
rough-rider
rough-ridged
rough-roll
rough-sawn
rough-scaled
rough-seeded
rough-shape
rough-sketch
rough-skinned
rough-spirited
rough-spoken
rough-square
rough-stalked
rough-stemmed
rough-stone
rough-stringed
rough-surfaced
rough-swelling
rough-tailed
rough-tanned
rough-tasted
rough-textured
rough-thicketed
rough-toned
rough-tongued
rough-toothed
rough-tree
rough-tree rail
rough-turn
rough-turned
rough-voiced
rough-walled
rough-weather
rough-winged
rough-winged swallow
rough-write
rougher-down
rougher-out
rougher-up
roughing mill
roughing roll
roughing stone
roughing-in
roughly speaking
roulette table
roulette wheel
round a bend
round a corner
round a point
round about
round and round
round angle
round arch
round as a ball
round clam
round dance
round dancing
round down
round hand
round heart
round herring
round in
round kumquat
round lot
round number
round of applause
round of beef
round of drinks
round of pleasure
round of pleasures
round of visits
round off
round on
round out
round pace
round robin
round scale
round seizing
round shot
round steak
round sum
round table
round the bend
round the clock
round to
round top
round tower
round trade
round transaction
round trip
round turn
round turn and half hitch
round turn in the hawse
round up
round whitefish
round window
round-about-face
round-arch
round-arched
round-arm
round-arm blow
round-armed
round-backed
round-barreled
round-bellied
round-beset
round-billed
round-blazing
round-bodied
round-boned
round-bottomed
round-bowed
round-bowled
round-built
round-cell sarcoma
round-celled
round-cornered
round-crested
round-dancer
round-eared
round-edge
round-edged
round-end
round-eyed
round-faced
round-fenced
round-footed
round-fruited
round-furrowed
round-hand
round-handed
round-headed
round-heart
round-hoofed
round-horned
round-house
round-leaved
round-leaved dogwood
round-limbed
round-lipped
round-lobed
round-made
round-mouthed
round-nosed
round-podded
round-pointed
round-ribbed
round-rolling
round-rooted
round-seeded
round-shapen
round-shouldered
round-shouldred
round-sided
round-skirted
round-spun
round-stalked
round-table
round-table conference
round-tailed
round-the-clock
round-toed
round-topped
round-trip
round-trip ticket
round-tripper
round-trussed
round-turning
round-up
round-visaged
round-winged
round-wombed
round-worm
roundabout chair
roundabout system
roundabout way
rounded out
rounded out
roundheaded apple tree borer
roundhouse curve
rounding adz
rounding off
rounding out
rounding-out
roundish-deltoid
roundish-faced
roundish-featured
roundish-leaved
roundish-ovate
roundish-oval
roundish-ovate
roundish-shaped
roundnose chisel
rouse out
rout cake
rout chair
rout out
rout seat
route army
route march
route marker
route nationale
route order
route step
route survey
router patch
router plane
routin plane
rove beetle
rove iron
rove punch
rove-beetle
rove-over
rover ball
roving commission
roving iron
row away
row crop
row culture
row dry
row galley
row house
row of buttons
row of pins
row over
row vector
row-barge
row-boat
row-de-dow
row-dow-dow
row-off
row-port
rowan tree
rowan-tree
rowdy-dowdy
rowed of all
rowing boat
rowing crew
rowing machine
rowling port
rowlock arch
royal Canadian
royal antler
royal assent
royal authority
royal blue
royal coachman
royal colony
royal crown
royal duke
royal fern
royal fizz
royal flush
royal grant
royal icing
royal insignia
royal jelly
royal lily
royal marriage
royal mast
royal oak
royal palm
royal pendulum
royal personage
royal pink
royal poinciana
royal prerogative
royal purple
royal quarto
royal red
royal road
royal seat
royal stag
royal standard
royal tennis
royal warrant
royal water lily
royal-born
royal-chartered
royal-hearted
royal-rich
royal-souled
royal-spirited
royal-towered
royston crow
ruat caelum
rub against
rub against the grain
rub along
rub away
rub down
rub elbows with
rub in
rub iron
rub it in
rub noses
rub off
rub off corners
rub on
rub out
rub salt in the wound
rub the lamp
rub the picture off a nickel
rub the print off a dollar bill
rub the right way
rub the ring
rub the wrong way
rub up
rub your eyes
rub your hands
rub-a-dub
rub-dub
rubaiyat stanza
rubarth's disease
rubber ball
rubber band
rubber bandage
rubber cement
rubber check
rubber cheque
rubber cloth
rubber dinghy
rubber gloves
rubber goods
rubber hydrocarbon
rubber knife
rubber latex
rubber mallet
rubber oil
rubber plant
rubber plate
rubber shoes
rubber snake
rubber spreader
rubber stamp
rubber tissue
rubber tree
rubber varnisher
rubber vine
rubber-base paint
rubber-block print
rubber-coated
rubber-collecting
rubber-cored
rubber-covered
rubber-cutting
rubber-down
rubber-faced
rubber-growing
rubber-headed
rubber-lined
rubber-mixing
rubber-off
rubber-producing
rubber-proofed
rubber-reclaiming
rubber-set
rubber-slitting
rubber-soled
rubber-spreading
rubber-stamp
rubber-testing
rubber-tired
rubber-varnishing
rubber-yielding
rubberneck tour
rubbing alcohol
rubbing away
rubbing block
rubbing off
rubbing out
rubbing stone
rubbing varnish
rubbing-stone
rubbish bin
rubbish heap
rubbish unloader
rubble car
rubble masonry
rubble-work
rube faction
rube town
rubella vaccine
rubicon bezique
rubicon piquet
rubidium-strontium dating
ruby blende
ruby copper
ruby fly
ruby glass
ruby grass
ruby pin
ruby port
ruby red
ruby roller
ruby silver
ruby spaniel
ruby spinel
ruby sulphur
ruby wood
ruby zinc
ruby-berried
ruby-budded
ruby-circled
ruby-colored
ruby-crested
ruby-crowned
ruby-crowned kinglet
ruby-eyed
ruby-faced
ruby-headed
ruby-hued
ruby-lipped
ruby-lustered
ruby-necked
ruby-red
ruby-set
ruby-studded
ruby-throated
ruby-throated hummingbird
ruby-tinctured
ruby-tinted
ruby-toned
ruby-visaged
ruck up
rudder amidships
rudder angle
rudder band
rudder bar
rudder brake
rudder chain
rudder coat
rudder crosshead
rudder fish
rudder horn
rudder pedals
rudder pendant
rudder snug
rudder tackle
rudder torque
rudder-fish
ruddy duck
ruddy-bright
ruddy-brown
ruddy-cheeked
ruddy-colored
ruddy-complexioned
ruddy-faced
ruddy-gold
ruddy-haired
ruddy-headed
ruddy-leaved
ruddy-purple
ruddy-spotted
rude awakening
rude health
rude justice
rude reproach
rude-carved
rude-ensculptured
rude-fanged
rude-fashioned
rude-featured
rude-growing
rude-hewn
rude-looking
rude-made
rude-mannered
rude-spoken
rude-spokenrude-spun
rude-spun
rude-thoughted
rude-tongued
rude-washed
rudge wash
rue anemone
rue bargain
rue fern
rue oil
rue spleenwort
rue the day
ruff-coat
ruff-necked
ruff-tree
ruffed grouse
ruffian-like
ruffle your feathers
ruffle-
ruffle-headed
ruffled feelings
ruffy-tuffy
rufi-
rufo-
rufous-backed
rufous-banded
rufous-bellied
rufous-billed
rufous-breasted
rufous-brown
rufous-buff
rufous-chinned
rufous-colored
rufous-crowned
rufous-edged
rufous-haired
rufous-headed
rufous-hooded
rufous-naped
rufous-necked
rufous-rumped
rufous-spotted
rufous-tailed
rufous-tinged
rufous-toed
rufous-vented
rufous-winged
rufous-yellow
rufter hood
rufter-hood
rufty-tufty
rug designer
rug gown
rug maker
rug-cutter
rug-cutting
rug-gowned
rugby league
rugby union
rugged health
rugged individualism
rugged individualist
rugosa rose
rugose-leaved
rugose-punctate
ruhmkorff coil
ruin agate
ruin marble
ruin-breathing
ruin-crowned
ruin-heaped
ruin-hurled
ruin-loving
rule against
rule by terror
rule joint
rule nisi
rule of action
rule of conduct
rule of deduction
rule of eleven
rule of might
rule of nature
rule of the road
rule of the sword
rule of three
rule of thumb
rule off
rule out
rule over
rule the roost
rule with a rod of iron
rule with an iron fist
rule with an iron hand
rule-joint
rulebook slowdown
ruled out
ruled surface
ruled-out
ruler of th' inverted year
ruler-straight
rules committee
rules of conduct
rules of language
rules of war
ruling circle
ruling circles
ruling class
ruling classes
ruling elder
ruling engine
ruling machine
ruling out
ruling passion
ruly English
rum barge
rum blossom
rum cherry
rum essence
rum hound
rum mill
rum one
rum punch
rum ram ruf
rum shrub
rum sucker
rum truffle
rum-bred
rum-crazed
rum-drinking
rum-dum
rum-fired
rum-flavored
rum-hole
rum-mill
rum-nosed
rum-producing
rum-selling
rum-smelling
rumble seat
rumble-bumble
rumble-tumble
ruminate over
rummage out
rummage sale
rumored about
rump bone
rump roast
rump steak
rump-fed
rumped feathers
rumpus room
run a chance
run a comparison
run a deficit
run a good chance
run a race
run a sample
run a specimen
run a temperature
run a tight ship
run a tilt
run a tilt at
run about
run abreast
run across
run afoul of
run after
run against
run aground
run along
run amok
run amuck
run an experiment
run around
run around with
run at
run at flank speed
run away
run away from
run away with
run back
run before
run before the wind
run before you can walk
run broadside on
run by
run circles around
run counter to
run down
run down the latitude
run down the wind
run dry
run end on
run for
run for it
run for office
run for your life
run for your money
run foul of
run from
run head and head
run head on
run in
run in couples
run in opposition to
run in pursuit of
run in the blood
run in the family
run in the head
run in with
run interference for
run into
run into a brick wall
run into a corner
run into danger
run into debt
run into money
run into port
run into the ground
run its course
run like a scared rabbit
run like mad
run low
run mad
run mad after
run neck and neck
run of luck
run of the cards
run of the mill
run of things
run off
run off at the mouth
run off with
run on
run on in a groove
run on like a mill race
run on the rocks
run out
run out a rope
run out a warp
run out of
run out of patience
run out of steam
run out of time
run out of town
run out on
run over
run parallel
run parallel to
run prow on
run ragged
run rings around
run riot
run scared
run short
run short of
run smack into
run smoothly
run the chance
run the eye over
run the eye through
run the fingers over
run the gauntlet
run the hazard
run the risk
run the show
run through
run to
run to earth
run to seed
run to waste
run together
run true to form
run true to type
run under bare poles
run up
run up a bill
run up a score
run up against
run up an account
run upon
run upon a bank
run wide open
run wild
run with
run with the pack
run with the wind
run with the wind quartering
run you hard
run your eye over
run your head against
run-about
run-around
run-down
run-down neighborhood
run-in
run-of-mill
run-of-mine
run-of-paper
run-of-the-mill
run-of-the-mine
run-on
run-on sentence
run-out
run-over
run-through
run-up
runaround, the
runaway ship
runaway shop
runaway victory
runcible spoon
rune-bearing
rune-inscribed
rune-staff
rune-stave
rune-stone
rung of the ladder
runic alphabet
runic character
runic symbol
runic verse
runner and tackle
runner bean
runner foot
runner peanut
runner stick
runner tackle
runner-up
runners-up
running English
running account
running away
running board
running bond
running bowline
running bowspriet
running broad jump
running commentary
running dive
running dog
running down
running engagement
running fight
running fire
running fit
running for office
running free
running gaff
running gate
running gear
running hand
running head
running high jump
running in
running in the blood
running in the race
running in the strain
running jump
running knot
running light
running livestock
running mad
running martingale
running mate
running myrtle
running noose
running out of time
running over
running pine
running rhythm
running rigging
running sore
running start
running stitch
running story
running text
running title
running track
running water
running wild
running-birch
running-down clause
running-out fire
running-out of the sands
runo-
runoff election
runoff primary
runway light
runway lights
rupert's drop
rupture yourself
ruptured duck
rural dean
rural deanery
rural delivery
rural district
rural economics
rural economy
rural free delivery
rural idiocy
rural market
rural route
rural science
rus in urbe
rush about
rush ahead
rush along
rush around
rush at
rush basket
rush bearing
rush broom
rush candle
rush daffodil
rush garlic
rush grass
rush hour
rush in
rush into
rush light
rush lily
rush marsh grass
rush of emotion
rush off
rush order
rush ring
rush through
rush to the assistance of
rush up on one
rush up on you
rush wheat
rush-bearer
rush-bearing
rush-bordered
rush-bottomed
rush-candle
rush-floored
rush-fringed
rush-girt
rush-grown
rush-hour
rush-leaved
rush-like
rush-margined
rush-ring
rush-seated
rush-stemmed
rush-strewn
rush-wove
rush-woven
russel cord
russell's viper
russet coat
russet-backed
russet-bearded
russet-brown
russet-coated
russet-colored
russet-golden
russet-green
russet-pated
russet-robed
russet-roofed
russia leather
russian blue
russian olive
russian thistle
russian wolfhound
russo-
rust brown
rust bucket
rust cement
rust coat
rust fungus
rust joint
rust mite
rust of antiquity
rust together
rust-cankered
rust-colored
rust-complexioned
rust-eaten
rust-preventing
rust-proofed
rust-red
rust-removing
rust-resisting
rust-stained
rust-worn
rust-yellow
rustic region
rustic style
rustic work
rustle up
rusts smuts
rusty black
rusty blackbird
rusty dab
rusty gum
rusty-branched
rusty-brown
rusty-coated
rusty-collared
rusty-colored
rusty-crowned
rusty-dusty
rusty-fusty
rusty-leaved
rusty-looking
rusty-red
rusty-rested
rusty-spotted
rusty-throated
ruthenium oxide
ruthenium red
rutherford atom
rye bread
rye grass
rye rust
rye smut
rye whiskey
rye whisky
rye-bread
rye-brome
rye-grass
s ap
s os
s t
s'il vous pla
s'il vous plait
sa sa
sab-cat
sabai grass
sabbath school
sabbath-day
sabbatical leave
sabbatical year
saber bean
saber fish
saber knot
saber rattling
saber shin
saber-legged
saber-rattling
saber-shaped
saber-toothed
saber-toothed cat
saber-toothed tiger
sabicu wood
sable antelope
sable iron
sable night
sable-bordered
sable-cinctured
sable-cloaked
sable-colored
sable-hooded
sable-lettered
sable-robed
sable-spotted
sable-stoled
sable-suited
sable-vested
sable-vested Night
sable-visaged
sabre-toothed tiger
sac de nuit
sac fungus
sac-a-lait
sac-wrist
sacchar-
saccharic acid
saccharifying enzyme
saccharin insoluble
saccharin sodium
saccharine sorghum
saccharo-
saccharolactic acid
sacer vates
sachet powder
sack baler
sack baling
sack beater
sack borer
sack carrier
sack checker
sack cleaner
sack cloud
sack coal
sack coat
sack collector
sack cutter
sack doubler
sack dress
sack duty
sack elevator
sack emptier
sack examiner
sack hand
sack hoist
sack holder
sack lifter
sack machinist
sack maker
sack mender
sack moth
sack out
sack packer
sack printer
sack race
sack racer
sack racing
sack repairer
sack running
sack searcher
sack sewer
sack shaker
sack shoot
sack sorter
sack store
sack suit
sack superintendent
sack tackle
sack the
sack time
sack tree
sack up
sack weight
sack-bearer
sack-coated
sack-formed
sack-sailed
sack-shaped
sack-winged
sackcloth and ashes
sacking needle
sac-
sacra peregrina
sacrament chapel
sacrament cloth
sacrament house
sacrament of matrimony
sacramental anointment
sacramental offering
sacramental wine
sacred Nine
sacred anchor
sacred article
sacred baboon
sacred bamboo
sacred calling
sacred canon
sacred cow
sacred ibis
sacred lotus
sacred mushroom
sacred music
sacred orders
sacred quality
sacred relics
sacred thread
sacred unction
sacred writings
sacred, the
sacred-bean family
sacrifice bunt
sacrifice fly
sacrifice hit
sacrifice yourself for
sacrificial anode
sacring bell
sacring-bell
sacro-
sacro-uterine
sad cake
sad case
sad disappointment
sad of heart
sad person
sad sack
sad sack of shit
sad times
sad tree
sad work
sad-a-vised
sad-colored
sad-eyed
sad-faced
sad-iron
sad-looking
sad-natured
sad-paced
sad-seeming
sad-tuned
sad-voiced
saddle band
saddle bar
saddle blanket
saddle block
saddle boiler
saddle bracket
saddle carpenter
saddle case
saddle chimes
saddle clip
saddle crutch
saddle currier
saddle cutter
saddle feathers
saddle fitter
saddle flange
saddle flap
saddle fungus
saddle gall
saddle girth
saddle glacier
saddle grafting
saddle gun
saddle hackle
saddle hand
saddle hip
saddle horn
saddle horse
saddle house
saddle hub
saddle iron
saddle joint
saddle key
saddle lap
saddle lashing
saddle leather
saddle maker
saddle making
saddle mat
saddle nail
saddle of mutton
saddle on
saddle ox
saddle oxford
saddle oyster
saddle pad
saddle pile
saddle piling
saddle pin
saddle pistol
saddle plant
saddle plate
saddle pocket
saddle point
saddle pommel
saddle press
saddle rack
saddle reef
saddle rock
saddle roof
saddle room
saddle rug
saddle seam
saddle seamer
saddle seat
saddle shell
saddle shoe
saddle skirt
saddle soap
saddle sore
saddle spot
saddle spring
saddle staple
saddle stirrup
saddle stitch
saddle stitcher
saddle stitching
saddle stone
saddle strap
saddle tank
saddle trunk
safe-borne
safe-breaker
safe-conduct
safe-cracker
safe-deposit
safe-deposit box
safe-deposit vault
safe-edge file
safe-hidden
safe-hold
safe-keeping
safe-marching
safe-moored
safe-sequestered
safe-time
safeguarding duty
safety arch
safety belt
safety bicycle
safety bolt
safety buoy
safety cage
safety car
safety catch
safety chain
safety clause
safety control
safety curtain
safety disk
safety dog
safety edge
safety equipment
safety explosive
safety factor
safety film
safety first
safety funnel tube
safety fuse
safety fuze
safety glass
safety hanger
safety hoist
safety hook
safety island
safety isle
safety lamp
safety lift
safety link
safety lintel
safety lock
safety loop
safety man
safety match
safety nut
safety paper
safety pin
safety pinion
safety plug
safety rail
safety razor
safety roller
safety setscrew
safety shoes
safety spring
safety squeeze
safety squeeze play
safety stop
safety switch
safety switchboard
safety tire
safety tube
safety valve
safety wire
safety zone
safety-deposit
safety-deposit box
safety-deposit vault
safety-fund system
safety-pin
safety-valve
safflower carmine
safflower oil
safflower red
saffron cake
saffron cordial
saffron crocus
saffron gatherer
saffron kiln
saffron oil
saffron plum
saffron robe
saffron thistle
saffron veil
saffron yellow
saffron-colored
saffron-hued
sail by the wind
sail canvas
sail carrier
sail close to the wind
sail close-hauled
sail closer to the wind
sail coast-wise
sail down the wind
sail drill
sail duck
sail fine
sail fluke
sail for
sail free
sail full and by
sail furler
sail gang
sail grommet
sail ho
sail hook
sail hoop
sail in the teeth of the wind
sail in the wind's eye
sail into
sail into the wind's eye
sail keeper
sail lizard
sail loft
sail model
sail near the wind
sail needle
sail netting
sail off the wind
sail on the wind
sail packet
sail part
sail plan
sail pulley
sail room
sail rope
sail round
sail sewer
sail sewing
sail the ocean blue
sail the sea
sail thimble
sail thread
sail to the windward of
sail to windward
sail too close to the wind
sail too near the wind
sail trimmer
sail twine
sail under false colors
sail with the wind
sail with the wind aft
sail with the wind quartering
sail yard
sail-bearing
sail-borne
sail-broad
sail-carrying
sail-dotted
sail-filling
sail-over
sail-propelled
sail-stretched
sail-winged
sailfin sculpin
sailing aid
sailing auxiliary
sailing barge
sailing boat
sailing canoe
sailing car
sailing cruiser
sailing day
sailing dinghy
sailing instructions
sailing launch
sailing master
sailing match
sailing orders
sailing packet
sailing ship
sailing sucker
sailing trawler
sailing trim
sailing vessel
sailing vessels
sailing yacht
sailmaker's needle
sailmaker's palm
sailor blue
sailor boy
sailor cap
sailor fish
sailor gang
sailor hat
sailor helmsman
sailor laborer
sailor lad
sailor phrase
sailor plant
sailor suit
sailor tie
sailor's breastplate
sailor's choice
sailor's knot
sailor's-choice
sailor-fashion
sailor-fisherman
sailor-looking
sailor-mind
sailor-poet
sailor-soul
sailor-train
sailors' snug harbor
saint agnes's eve
saint andrew's cross
saint anthony's cross
saint anthony's fire
saint bernard
saint elmo's fire
saint louis encephalitis
saint maker
saint making
saint martin's summer
saint valentine's day
saint's day
saint's legend
saint-errant
saint-errantry
saint-john's-wort
saker falcon
sal alembroth
sal ammoniac
sal armoniac
sal soda
sal tartari
sal tree
sal volatile
sal-ammoniac
sal-prunella
salaam aleikum
salad bowl
salad burnet
salad course
salad days
salad dish
salad dressing
salad fork
salad herb
salad nicoise
salad oil
salad plate
salad rocket
salad server
salad spoon
salad tree
salai tree
salamander stove
salaried worker
salary deduction
salary savings insurance
sale and leaseback
sale at auction
sale block
sale by auction
sale note
sale price
sale to the highest bidder
sale-over
saleratus weed
sales account
sales agency
sales agent
sales book
sales campaign
sales check
sales engineer
sales floor
sales force
sales journal
sales ledger
sales manager
sales note
sales personnel
sales pitch
sales promotion
sales register
sales resistance
sales talk
sales tax
salfern stoneseed
sali-
salic law
salicyl alcohol glucoside
salicylic acid
salicylic aldehyde
salient angle
salient fact
salient point
salino-
salisbury steak
salivary digestion
salivary gland
salivary glands
salivary secretion
salk vaccine
salle a manger
salle d'armes
salle d'attente
salle de danse
sallee-man
sallow-cheeked
sallow-colored
sallow-complexioned
sallow-faced
sallow-looking
sallow-visaged
sally forth
sally lunn
sally picker
sally port
salmon brick
salmon cloud
salmon color
salmon disease
salmon family
salmon fisher
salmon fisherman
salmon fishery
salmon fishing
salmon fly
salmon hatchery
salmon herring
salmon ladder
salmon loaf
salmon oil
salmon peal
salmon pink
salmon river
salmon rod
salmon smelt
salmon spear
salmon spearing
salmon steak
salmon tail
salmon trout
salmon wheel
salmon-breeding
salmon-colored
salmon-haunted
salmon-pink
salmon-rearing
salmon-red
salmon-tinted
salmon-trout
salon de beaute
salon music
saloon bar
saloon car
saloon carriage
saloon deck
saloon keeper
saloon pistol
salping-
salpingo-
salpingo-oophorectomy
salpingo-oophoritis
salpingo-ovariotomy
salpingo-ovaritis
salpingo-ureterostomy
salt a mine
salt acid
salt and pepper beard
salt and pepper hair
salt away
salt barrel
salt bed
salt beef
salt block
salt bottom
salt box
salt brig
salt cake
salt cedar
salt chrome
salt coffer
salt conveyer
salt crusher
salt crystal
salt dome
salt down
salt drawer
salt dryer
salt duty
salt eel
salt elevator
salt evaporator
salt filler
salt filter
salt fireman
salt firm
salt fish
salt flat
salt furnace
salt garden
salt gauge
salt glaze
salt glazing
salt grainer
salt grape
salt grass
salt grinder
salt hay
salt heaver
salt holder
salt horse
salt in the wound
salt junk
salt kettle
salt lake
salt lick
salt loader
salt lump
salt maker
salt marsh
salt master
salt millman
salt mine
salt miner
salt of phosphorus
salt of sorrel
salt of the earth
salt out
salt pack
salt pan
salt pansmith
salt pit
salt plug
salt pocket
salt pond
salt pork
salt prairie
salt press
salt rammer
salt reed grass
salt refiner
salt rheum
salt room
salt screen
salt sea
salt seller
salt shaker
salt shop
salt shovel
salt soda
salt something away
salt spoon
salt spring
salt stain
salt stick
salt tax
salt tree
salt trimmer
salt trough
salt vase
salt washer
salt water
salt well
salt yard
salt-and-pepper
salt-box
salt-box house
salt-cat
salt-cellar
salt-cured
salt-edged
salt-free diet
salt-glazed
salt-glazed ware
salt-green
salt-hard
salt-incrusted
salt-laden
salt-loving
salt-marsh aster
salt-marsh caterpillar
salt-marsh fleabane
salt-marsh gerardia
salt-marsh goldenrod
salt-marsh grass
salt-marsh hen
salt-marsh mosquito
salt-marsh moth
salt-marsh terrapin
salt-meadow grass
salt-pan
salt-rheum weed
salt-rising
salt-rising bread
salt-spilling
salt-watery
salt-white
salted peanuts
salting bath
salting box
salting house
salting kit
salting pan
salting press
salting room
salting trough
salting tub
salt peter paper
salt peter rot
saltwater sailor
saltwater taffy
saltwort family
salus populi suprema lex esto
salutatory address
salute with
saluto dor
saluto doro
salvage corps
salvage man
salvation army
salve bug
salve mull
salver-shaped
salvia blue
salvinia family
salvo point
sam browne
sam browne belt
sam-sodden
samadera bark
same but different
same here
same mind
same old story
same, the
same-colored
same-featured
same-minded
same-seeming
same-sized
same-sounding
sample ballot
sample book
sample bottle
sample box
sample boy
sample cabinet
sample card
sample carrier
sample case
sample catcher
sample cutter
sample drawer
sample driller
sample envelope
sample holder
sample maker
sample making
sample ore
sample passer
sample phial
sample picker
sample point
sample porter
sample roll
sample room
sample space
sample tester
sample trunk
sample vial
sampling inspection
sampling shovel
samson post
samson's post
san benito
san jacinto day
san jose scale
san-gaku
sancho panza
sancho pedro
sancte bell
sanctimonious fraud
sanction mark
sanctioned behavior
sanctioned conduct
sanctuary knocker
sanctuary ring
sanctum sanctorum
sanctus bell
sanctus turret
sand anchor
sand badger
sand bar
sand bath
sand bear
sand bellows
sand belt
sand binder
sand bird
sand blackberry
sand blaster
sand blindness
sand block
sand blower
sand bluestem
sand boil
sand brier
sand buffer
sand bug
sand bunker
sand burner
sand calciner
sand car
sand caster
sand casting
sand castle
sand cherry
sand chute
sand clam
sand clock
sand cloth
sand clover
sand cock
sand collar
sand column
sand cone
sand conveyer
sand corn
sand crab
sand crack
sand crater
sand cricket
sand cusk
sand dab
sand darter
sand digger
sand disease
sand diver
sand dollar
sand dredge
sand dropseed
sand drown
sand dune
sand eel
sand finish
sand flag
sand flask
sand flat
sand flea
sand flotation
sand flounder
sand fluke
sand fly
sand fox
sand gall
sand grape
sand grass
sand grouse
sand hill
sand hog
sand hoist
sand hole
sand hopper
sand hornet
sand in the eyes
sand jack
sand jet
sand lance
sand lark
sand launce
sand leek
sand lily
sand line
sand lizard
sand lob
sand lotter
sand martin
sand mason
sand mist
sand mixer
sand mold
sand molding
sand mole
sand monitor
sand mouse
sand mullet
sand myrtle
sand nettle
sand oat
sand pail
sand painter
sand painting
sand partridge
sand pear
sand phlox
sand pig
sand pigeon
sand pike
sand pile
sand pillar
sand pine
sand pipe
sand pit
sand plain
sand plover
sand plum
sand prey
sand pride
sand pump
sand rat
sand reed
sand reef
sand reel
sand rocket
sand roll
sand roller
sand runner
sand saucer
sand scoop
sand screw
sand sedge
sand shark
sand shell
sand shoe
sand skink
sand skipper
sand smelt
sand snake
sand snipe
sand spout
sand spurry
sand squeteague
sand star
sand stargazer
sand strake
sand sucker
sand swallow
sand table
sand tester
sand tiger
sand trap
sand trout
sand tube
sand verbena
sand vetch
sand vine
sand violet
sand viper
sand walk
sand wasp
sand whiting
sand widgeon
sand yacht
sand-bag
sand-bar willow
sand-belt machine
sand-blight
sand-blind
sand-blindness
sand-blown
sand-bottomed
sand-box
sand-built
sand-buried
sand-burned
sand-cast
sand-cloth
sand-colored
sand-etched
sand-faced
sand-finished
sand-float finish
sand-floated
sand-fly bush
sand-fly fever
sand-glass
sand-groper
sand-hemmed
sand-hill
sand-hill bloom
sand-hill crane
sand-hill rose
sand-hill rosemary
sand-hiller
sand-lime
sand-lime brick
sand-lot
sand-paper
sand-red
sand-strewn
sand-struck
sand-warped
sandal brick
sandal tree
sandalwood family
sandalwood oil
sandalwood tan
sandarac tree
sandbeach grape
sandbox tree
sanders blue
sandhill crane
sanding machine
sandpaper fig
sandpaper starwort
sandpaper tree
sands of the sea
sands of time
sandwich batten
sandwich beam
sandwich board
sandwich boy
sandwich cake
sandwich coin
sandwich compound
sandwich course
sandwich girder
sandwich man
sandwich shop
sandwich tern
sandy blight
sandy loam
sandy-bearded
sandy-bottomed
sandy-colored
sandy-flaxen
sandy-haired
sandy-pated
sandy-red
sandy-rufous
sane-minded
sang de bouf
sang-de-boeuf
sang-dragon
sang-froid
sanga-sanga
sanguinary ant
sanguine expectation
sanguine humor
sanguine-complexioned
sanitary belt
sanitary cordon
sanitary engineer
sanitary engineering
sanitary napkin
sanitary towel
sanitation-proof
sans appel
sans ceremonie
sans doute
sans facon
sans pareil
sans peur et sans reproche
sans reproche
sans serif
sans souci
sans-culotte
sans-culotterie
sans-culottic
sapro-
sapta-matri
sapucaia nut
sapucaia-nut family
sapwood rot
saratoga trunk
sar-
sarco-
sarcoptic mange
sardine box
sardine can
sardine factory
sardine fishery
sardine oil
sardine shears
sardine tongs
sardonic grin
sargasso weed
sargassum crab
sargassum fish
sargassum pipefish
sargassum shell
sarsen stone
saru-gaku
sarus crane
sash bar
sash chain
sash cord
sash curtain
sash fast
sash fillister
sash holder
sash house
sash line
sash lock
sash maker
sash making
sash plane
sash pocket
sash ribbon
sash saw
sash ventilation
sash weight
sash window
sash-window
sashay along
sashay off
sassa gum
sassafras laurel
sassafras medulla
sassafras nut
sassafras oil
sassafras pith
sassafras tea
sassy bark
satan monkey
satanic cunning
satchel charge
satellite DNA
satellite relay
satellite sphinx
satellite status
satem language
satin bird
satin bowerbird
satin cloth
satin glass
satin grass
satin moth
satin sheeting
satin spar
satin sparrow
satin stitch
satin stone
satin sultan
satin walnut
satin weave
satin white
satin-backed
satin-faced
satin-finished
satin-flower
satin-leaved
satin-lidded
satin-lined
satin-shining
satin-smooth
satin-striped
satin-worked
satiric humor
satiric wit
satirical novel
satirical poetry
satisfaction piece
satisfactory amount
satisfy requirements
satisfy your obligations
satisfy yourself
satisfy yourself on that point
saturated fat
saturated liquid
saturated vapor
saturating oil
saturation bombing
saturation current
saturation curve
saturation factor
saturation level
saturation point
saturation pressure
saturation raid
saturnalia of blood
satyr butterfly
satyr orchid
satyr play
sauba ant
sauce boat
sauce espagnole
sauce-alone
sauce-boat
sauce-crayon
saucer dome
saucer eye
saucer eyes
saucer lake
saucer-eyed
saucer-shaped
sauna bath
saunce bell
saunders blue
sauro-
sausage balloon
sausage bassoon
sausage curl
sausage dog
sausage filler
sausage maker
sausage making
sausage meat
sausage poisoning
sausage roll
sausage tree
sausage turning
sausage-fingered
sausage-shaped
saussurite gabbro
saut de basque
sauter aux yeux
sauts de basque
sauva ant
sauve qui peut
sauve-qui-peut
sauvignon blanc
savage-featured
savage-fierce
savage-hearted
savage-looking
savage-spoken
savage-wild
savanilla rhatany
savanna blackbird
savanna flower
savanna forest
savanna sparrow
savanna wattle
savanna woodland
savate expert
save and except
save as you earn
save face
save for a rainy day
save the necessity
save to fall back on
save to fall back upon
save up
save your bacon
save your breath
save your face
save your neck
save your skin
save yourself
save-all
saved by the bell
saved soul
savin oil
savin-leaved
saving clause
saving grace
saving your reverence
savings account
savings and loan association
savings bank
savings bank life insurance
savings bond
savings insurance
savings stamp
savoir faire
savoir vivre
savoir-faire
savoir-vivre
savor of
savor of wit
savoring of
savory-leaved
savory-leaved aster
savoy cabbage
saw arbor
saw bearing
saw bench
saw bill
saw brier
saw cabbage palm
saw carriage
saw clamp
saw cut
saw driver
saw fern
saw file
saw file temper
saw filer
saw filing
saw gate
saw gin
saw grass
saw grinder
saw guard
saw guide
saw handle
saw jointer
saw kerf
saw knife
saw log
saw logs
saw machine
saw machinery
saw maker
saw palmetto
saw palmetto berry
saw pit
saw set
saw setting
saw shark
saw sharpener
saw steel
saw straightener
saw swage
saw table
saw teeth
saw the air
saw tooth
saw tree
saw vise
saw wedge
saw wood
saw wrack
saw wrest
saw-billed
saw-edged
saw-fly
saw-handled
saw-leaved
saw-pierce
saw-pit
saw-shaped
saw-tooth wave
saw-toothed
saw-whet
saw-whet owl
saw-wort
sawara cypress
sawarra nut
sawbuck table
sawdust trail
sawed-off
sawed-off shotgun
sawing block
sawing stop
sawn-off
sawtooth roof
sawyer beetle
sax-horn
saxe blue
saxicava sand
saxifrage family
saxifrage pink
say 'amen' to
say 'ditto' to
say 'no'
say 'yes' to
say a good word for
say a word to the wise
say again
say amen to
say aside
say aye
say by the way
say cast
say farewell
say good-bye
say goodbye to
say grace
say hello
say in defense
say in reply
say nay
say neither yes nor no
say no
say no to
say nothing
say one's say
say out
say over
say over again
say over and over
say something nice about
say that all is for the best
say the word
say to yourself
say uncle
say what comes uppermost
say what you think
say yes
say your lesson
say your prayers
say your say
say-nothing
say-so
scab mite
scab over
scabbard fish
scabby mouth
scabby-head
scaffold net
scaffold-raft
scale the heights
scale the walls
scale wax
scale worm
scale-bearing
scale-board
scale-bright
scale-down
scale-tailed
scale-up
scaled partridge
scaled quail
scaled-down
scalene triangle
scalenus anterior
scalenus medius
scalenus posterior
scales of justice
scaling circuit
scaling down
scaling ladder
scaling-ladder
scallop budding
scallop-shell
scallop-shell moth
scalloped-edged
scalp dance
scalp lock
scalping boots
scalping iron
scalping-knife
scaly anteater
scaly mistletoe
scaly spleenwort
scaly tetter
scaly-bark
scaly-barked
scaly-finned
scaly-leg mite
scaly-stemmed
scaly-winged
scamper off
scan conversion
scan converter
scandal sheet
scandal-bearer
scandal-bearing
scandal-mongering
scandalous rumor
scandalum magnatum
scanning beam
scanning disk
scanning electron microscope
scanning line
scanning pattern
scanning speech
scansorial barbet
scant of
scant sufficiency
scantling number
scantling-draft vessel
scap net
scape grace
scape wheel
scape-bearing
scapho-
scapolite group
scapolite-gabbro
scapular medal
scapular-shaped
scapulo-
scar end
scar tissue
scar-bearer
scar-bearing
scar-clad
scar-faced
scar-seamed
scarab beetle
scarb-tree
scarce as hen's teeth
scarce-closed
scarce-cold
scarce-covered
scarce-discerned
scarce-found
scarce-heard
scarce-met
scarce-moving
scarce-parted
scarce-seen
scarce-told
scarce-warped
scarcey any
scarcey anything
scarcey ever
scarcely heard
scarcely like
scarcely to be anticipated
scarcely to be expected
scarcer than hen's teeth
scarcity price
scare away
scare bullfinch
scare goose
scare hell out of
scare off
scare one spitless
scare one stiff
scare shitless
scare stiff
scare the life out of
scare the pants off of
scare the shit out of
scare to death
scare up
scare-bear
scare-beggar
scare-bird
scare-devil
scare-fire
scare-fish
scare-fly
scare-hawk
scare-hog
scare-mouse
scare-peddler
scare-robin
scare-sheep
scare-sinner
scare-sleep
scare-thief
scare-vermin
scared rabbit
scared shitless
scared stiff
scared to death
scaredy-cat
scarf cloud
scarf joint
scarf maker
scarf making
scarf weld
scarf-skin
scarfed joint
scaring off
scarlet bugler
scarlet clematis
scarlet eggplant
scarlet fever
scarlet hat
scarlet larkspur
scarlet letter
scarlet lightning
scarlet lobelia
scarlet lychnis
scarlet madder
scarlet monkey flower
scarlet ocher
scarlet pimpernel
scarlet plume
scarlet runner
scarlet runners
scarlet sage
scarlet tanager
scarlet woman
scarlet-ariled
scarlet-barred
scarlet-berried
scarlet-blossomed
scarlet-breasted
scarlet-circled
scarlet-clad
scarlet-coated
scarlet-colored
scarlet-crested
scarlet-day
scarlet-faced
scarlet-flowered
scarlet-fruited
scarlet-gowned
scarlet-haired
scarlet-lined
scarlet-lipped
scarlet-red
scarlet-robed
scarlet-tipped
scarlet-vermillion
scarp wall
scarph joint
scat singing
scat-
scato-
scatological literature
scatter diagram
scatter pin
scatter pins
scatter rug
scatter seed
scatter shot
scatter to the winds
scatter-brain
scatter-brained
scatter-gun
scaup duck
scaup-duck
scavenger beetle
scavenger hunt
scavenger's daughter
scenario writer
scene cloth
scene dock
scene master
scene of action
scene pack
scene painter
scene painting
scene plot
scene-stealer
scenery wagon
scenic artist
scenic railway
scenic view
scent article
scent bag
scent ball
scent bottle
scent box
scent from afar
scent gland
scent out
scent scale
scented fern
scented grass
scented oak fern
scented tea
scented verbena
scentless camomile
schappe silk
schedule of operation
schedule rate
scheduled airline
scheduled castes
scheduled territories
scheme arch
scheme of arrangement
scheme out
schenk beer
schick test
schiller spar
schist oil
schistosome dermatitis
schiz-
schizo-
schizoid personality
schizothymic personality
schlieren effect
schlieren method
schlieren photography
schlock house
schlock rock
schlock shop
schmidt system
schola cantorum
scholae cantorum
scholarly edition
scholastic institution
scholastic theology
school account
school age
school agent
school airship
school aptitude
school argument
school author
school badge
school bass
school bell
school bench
school board
school brush
school building
school bus
school case
school chalk
school chapel
school chart
school child
school chum
school clamp
school clerk
school clock
school commissioner
school committee
school companion
school crayon
school day
school desk
school dictionary
school district
school divine
school divinity
school doctor
school door
school drilling
school edition
school emblem
school equipment
school ethics
school exercise
school fee
school for the handicapped
school friendship
school furniture
school garden
school globe
school grade
school grammar
school hour
school inspector
school kid
school lad
school land
school language
school library
school life
school locker
school logic
school manager
school manner
school map
school matter
school medicine
school model
school moralist
school morality
school name
school nurse
school of architecture
school of art
school of arts and crafts
school of communications
school of continuing education
school of design
school of drama
school of dramatic arts
school of education
school of fine arts
school of graphic arts
school of philosophy
school of the performing arts
school of thought
school officer
school omnibus
school opinion
school organ
school pad
school paper
school pedantry
school pence
school philosopher
school philosophy
school phrase
school playground
school porter
school prank
school principal
school prize
school publication
school publisher
school question
school quiddity
school railing
school ranking
school rating
school register
school ring
school roof
school rule
school savings bank
school scale
school schnapper
school scissors
school seat
school seating
school section
school shark
school ship
school sign
school signal
school slate
school snapper
school strap
school subtlety
school superintendent
school supervisor
school survey
school syllogism
school table
school tablet
school tax
school team
school term
school testing
school theology
school tie
school trick
school vacation
school ventilator
school vise
school wage
school wagon
school warden
school wardrobe
school welfare officer
school without walls
school year
school-age
school-bred
school-house
school-leaving
school-made
school-magisterial
school-taught
school-trained
schools and movements
schools of
schooner bark
schooner ketch
schooner rig
schooner-rigged
schorl-granite
schorl-rock
schreiner finish
sci-fi
sciara army worm
sciatic artery
sciatic foramen
sciatic neuritis
science dictionary
science fiction
science in the flesh
science of being
science of discursive thought
science of human behavior
science of language
science of man
science of mind
science of the mind
science of war
science-fiction novel
scientia est potentia
scientia scientiarum
scientific education
scientific exactness
scientific humanism
scientific management
scientific method
scientific name
scientific socialism
scientifically exact
scimitar foot
scimitar-shaped
scintillation counter
scintillation spectrometer
scire facias
scissor blade
scissor case
scissor chain
scissor kick
scissor maker
scissor making
scissor screw
scissor sharpener
scissor tooth
scissor-fashion
scissor-grinder
scissor-legs
scissor-tailed
scissor-winged
scissors blade
scissors case
scissors chain
scissors chair
scissors fault
scissors hardener
scissors kick
scissors maker
scissors making
scissors pipe
scissors sharpener
scissors truss
scissors worker
scissors-fashion
scissors-grinder
scissors-shaped
scissors-smith
scler-
sclero-
sclero-oophoritis
sclero-optic
sclerosing inflammation
sclerotium disease
scoff at
scoinson arch
scold's bridle
scolding bridle
scolding stool
scolding winds
sconcheon arch
scone cap
scoop bonnet
scoop driver
scoop neck
scoop neckline
scoop net
scoop out
scoop seat
scoop shovel
scoop the market
scoop wheel
scoop, the
scoop-net
scope of mind
scope of vision
scopol-
scops owl
scorched earth
scorched earth policy
scorched-earth tactics
scorching hot
score a breakthrough
score a bull's eye
score a success
score card
score off
score playing
score sheet
score up
scorn to accept
scorn to receive
scornful laugh
scornful smile
scorpion broom
scorpion bug
scorpion fish
scorpion fly
scorpion grass
scorpion iris
scorpion lobster
scorpion mouse
scorpion oil
scorpion plant
scorpion senna
scorpion shell
scorpion spider
scorpion thorn
scot and lot
scot-free
scotch broth
scotch cap
scotch roman
scotch terrier
scotch verdict
scotch whisky
scotch woodcock
scotch your wheel
scotch-hopper
scotch-irish
scotch-tape
scotch-taped
scotch-taping
scotland yard
scoto-
scottish gaelic
scottish rite
scottish terrier
scour out
scour the country
scourge top
scouring ball
scouring barrel
scouring cinder
scouring out
scouring pad
scouring rush
scouring stock
scout around
scout at
scout badge
scout boat
scout camp
scout car
scout commissioner
scout cruiser
scout executive
scout law
scout motto
scout oath
scout out
scout patrol
scout plane
scout salute
scout ship
scout sign
scout staff
scout training
scout vessel
scouting plane
scove kiln
scr-
scrabble up
scrabble your way up
scrag end
scrag whale
scram hand
scram-handed
scramble for
scramble up
scrambled eggs
scrap basket
scrap box
scrap heap
scrap iron
scratch the surface
scratch together or up
scratch wig
scratch brush
scratch coated
scratch pad
scratch penny
scratch ing post
scratch ing shed
scratchy horse
scream defiance
scream therapy
screaming color
screaming meemies, the
screaming meemies
screech hawk
screech mart in
screech owl
screech owl
screener
screen boy
screen door
screen facade
screen gate
screen grid
screen maker
screen making
screen memory
screen out
screen pass
screen plate
screen process
screen test
screen, the
screen faced
screen grid tube
screen grid voltage
screen plate process
screen test
screen wall counter
screen wiper
screening constant
screening effect
screw alley
screw anchor
screw arbor
screw around
screw auger
screw axis
screw back
screw bean
screw bell
screw blower
screw bolt
screw box
screw bunter
screw cap
screw chain
screw collar
screw conveyer
screw conveyor
screw coupling
screw driver
screw eye
screw fern
screw gear
screw gearing
screw hook
screw jack
screw joint
screw key
screw machine
screw machinery
screw maker
screw making
screw mill
screw mooring
screw mouth
screw nail
screw nut
screw palm
screw peg
screw pile
screw piling
screw pine
screw plate
screw plug
screw pod
screw post
screw press
screw propeller
screw pump
screw punch
screw rivet
screw shell
screw shot
screw smile
screw spanner
screw spike
screw stair
screw stake
screw stay
screw steamer
screw stock
screw stone
screw stud
screw surface
screw tap
screw thread
screw tool
screw tree
screw up
screw up the eyes
screw up the works
screw up your courage
screw up your face
screw up your nerve
screw wedge
screw wheel
screw wrench
screw-back
screw-bound
screw-capped
screw-chasing
screw-clamped
screw-cutting
screw-cutting lathe
screw-down
screw-driven
screw-eyed
screw-geared
screw-lifted
screw-piled
screw-pin
screw-pine
screw-pine family
screw-pitch
screw-pitch gauge
screw-pod mesquite
screw-propelled
screw-shaped
screw-slotting
screw-stoppered
screw-thread fit
screw-thread tolerance
screw-threaded
screw-topped
screw-torn
screw-turned
screw-turning
screw-up
screwed up
screwed-up
screwing around
screwing machine
scribble-scrabble
scribbling block
scribbling lark
scribe saw
scribes and Pharisees
scribing block
scribing compass
scribing gouge
scribing iron
scrieve board
scrimmage line
scrimp rail
scrimping bar
scrip certificate
scrip dividend
scrip issue
scrip-scrap
script girl
script lichen
script reader
script-writer
scritch-owl
scritch-scratch
scritch-scratching
scrive board
scrofula plant
scrolar line
scroll casing
scroll chuck
scroll creeper
scroll foot
scroll front
scroll gear
scroll lathe
scroll pediment
scroll saw
scroll step
scroll wheel
scroll-cut
scroll-like
scroll-shaped
scrooch down
scrooch down
scrouch down
scrounge around
scrub birch
scrub bird
scrub brush
scrub bush
scrub chestnut oak
scrub fowl
scrub hickory
scrub juniper
scrub myrtle
scrub nurse
scrub oak
scrub out
scrub pine
scrub pine
scrub plane
scrub robin
scrub round
scrub sandalwood
scrub shrub
scrub turkey
scrub typhus
scrub up
scrub vine
scrub wren
scrub-bird
scrub-up
scrubbing board
scrubbing brush
scrubbing out
scrubbing up
scrubbing-brush
scrum half
scrutinize comparatively
scrutiny-proof
scuba diver
scuba diving
scuff plate
scuffle hoe
scullery maid
sculling oar
sculpting tool
sculptor's wax
sculptured glass
sculptured piece
scum of society
scum of the earth
scupper pipe
scupper shoot
scurvy grass
scurvy trick
scut work
scutch cane
scutch grass
scutching tow
scutellum rot
scuttle butt
scyphi-
scypho-
scythe maker
scythe making
scythe of Death
scythe of Time
scythe-armed
scythe-bearing
scythe-leaved
scythe-shaped
se defendendo
se tenant
se-
se-baptism
se-baptist
sea acorn
sea adder
sea air
sea anchor
sea anemone
sea anemones
sea ape
sea apple
sea apron
sea arrow grass
sea ash
sea aster
sea bag
sea bank
sea basket
sea bass
sea bat
sea bean
sea bear
sea beef
sea beet
sea bells
sea belt
sea bent
sea bindweed
sea bird
sea biscuit
sea bladder
sea blite
sea bloom
sea blossom
sea blubber
sea blue
sea boat
sea boots
sea bottle
sea boy
sea brant
sea breach
sea bread
sea bream
sea breeze
sea brief
sea buckthorn
sea bugloss
sea burdock
sea bush
sea butterfly
sea cabbage
sea cabin
sea calf
sea campion
sea captain
sea card
sea carp
sea cat
sea catfish
sea catgut
sea cauliflower
sea celandine
sea change
sea chest
sea chickweed
sea chub
sea clam
sea cliff
sea cloth
sea club rush
sea clutter
sea coal
sea cob
sea cock
sea coco
sea coconut
sea colander
sea cole
sea colewort
sea combat
sea compass
sea connection
sea coot
sea corn
sea cow
sea cradle
sea crawfish
sea crayfish
sea creature
sea cress
sea crow
sea cucumber
sea cudweed
sea cushion
sea daffodil
sea dahlia
sea daisy
sea date
sea day
sea devil
sea dock
sea dog
sea dotterel
sea dove
sea dragon
sea drake
sea duck
sea dust
sea duty
sea eagle
sea ear
sea eel
sea egg
sea elephant
sea endive
sea fan
sea feather
sea fee
sea fennel
sea fern
sea fig
sea fight
sea fir
sea fire
sea fish
sea fisher
sea fisherman
sea fishery
sea fishing
sea flea
sea foalfoot
sea foam
sea fog
sea food
sea fox
sea fret
sea front
sea frontage
sea froth
sea furbelow
sea gasket
sea gate
sea gauge
sea gillyflower
sea girdle
sea god
sea gods
sea goose
sea gooseberry
sea goosefoot
sea gown
sea grape
sea grass
sea grass wrack
sea green
sea gromwell
sea gudgeon
sea gull
sea gypsy
sea hanger
sea hare
sea hawk
sea hay
sea heath
sea hedgehog
sea hen
sea herdsman
sea herring
sea hog
sea holly
sea hollyhock
sea holm
sea horse
sea hulver
sea ice
sea island
sea island cotton
sea kale
sea kelps
sea kidney
sea king
sea kittie
sea lace
sea ladder
sea lamprey
sea lane
sea language
sea lark
sea laurel
sea lavender
sea law
sea lawyer
sea league
sea leather
sea legs
sea lemon
sea lentil
sea leopard
sea letter
sea lettuce
sea level
sea light
sea lily
sea line
sea lion
sea lizard
sea loach
sea louse
sea lovage
sea luce
sea lungs
sea lungwort
sea lyme grass
sea magpie
sea mail
sea mallow
sea mantis
sea margin
sea marigold
sea mat
sea matweed
sea meadow
sea membrane
sea mew
sea mile
sea milkwort
sea mink
sea mist
sea monk
sea monster
sea moss
sea moth
sea mouse
sea mud
sea mugwort
sea mulberry
sea mule
sea mullet
sea necklace
sea nettle
sea nymph
sea oak
sea oat
sea of flames
sea of grass
sea of troubles
sea officer
sea onion
sea ooze
sea orach
sea orange
sea ore
sea otter
sea owl
sea oxeye
sea palm
sea panther
sea park
sea parrot
sea parsley
sea parsnip
sea partridge
sea pass
sea pay
sea pea
sea peach
sea pear
sea peat
sea pen
sea perch
sea perils
sea pheasant
sea pie
sea piet
sea pig
sea pigeon
sea pike
sea pimpernel
sea pincushion
sea pine
sea pink
sea plain
sea plantain
sea plume
sea poacher
sea poker
sea poppy
sea porcupine
sea post
sea post office
sea potato
sea power
sea preacher
sea pumpkin
sea purse
sea purslane
sea puss
sea quail
sea radish
sea ragweed
sea ragwort
sea ranger
sea rat
sea raven
sea reach
sea reed
sea rim
sea risk
sea risks
sea road
sea robber
sea robin
sea rocket
sea rod
sea room
sea rosemary
sea rover
sea ruffle
sea salmon
sea salt
sea sand
sea sand grass
sea sand reed
sea sandpiper
sea sands
sea sandwort
sea scallop
sea scorpion
sea scout
sea scouting
sea sedge
sea serpent
sea service
sea shell
sea shrub
sea silk
sea sled
sea slope
sea slug
sea smoke
sea snail
sea snake
sea snipe
sea soldier
sea soldiers
sea spear grass
sea spider
sea spirit
sea spleenwort
sea squill
sea squirt
sea stack
sea staff
sea staghorn
sea star
sea starwort
sea steps
sea stickleback
sea stores
sea sulphurweed
sea surgeon
sea swallow
sea swine
sea tangle
sea term
sea thief
sea thong
sea thrift
sea time
sea titling
sea toad
sea tortoise
sea town
sea train
sea travel
sea tree
sea trip
sea trout
sea trumpet
sea turn
sea turnip
sea turtle
sea twine
sea unicorn
sea urchin
sea valve
sea vampire
sea wall
sea walnut
sea wand
sea warfare
sea water
sea wax
sea wheat
sea whip
sea whipcord
sea whiplash
sea whistle
sea widgeon
sea willow
sea withwind
sea wolf
sea woodcock
sea worm
sea wormwood
sea wrack
sea-bank
sea-bathed
sea-bean
sea-beast
sea-beat
sea-beaten
sea-bird
sea-boat
sea-born
sea-borne
sea-bounded
sea-bounding
sea-bred
sea-breeze
sea-broke
sea-built
sea-calf
sea-captain
sea-card
sea-circled
sea-cliff
sea-coal
sea-coast
sea-cock
sea-compelling
sea-convulsing
sea-cow
sea-cut
sea-deep
sea-deserted
sea-devil
sea-divided
sea-dog
sea-dragon
sea-driven
sea-eagle
sea-ear
sea-elephant
sea-encircled
sea-faring
sea-fern
sea-fight
sea-fighter
sea-fish
sea-flower
sea-foam
sea-food
sea-form
sea-fowl
sea-framing
sea-front
sea-gait
sea-gate
sea-girt
sea-god
sea-goddess
sea-going
sea-grape
sea-grass
sea-gray
sea-green
sea-gull
sea-heath
sea-heath family
sea-hedgehog
sea-hen
sea-holly
sea-holm
sea-horse
sea-island
sea-island cotton
sea-kale
sea-kale beet
sea-kindliness
sea-kindly
sea-king
sea-lane
sea-lawyer
sea-legs
sea-level
sea-level pressure
sea-line
sea-lion
sea-lost
sea-louse
sea-loving
sea-maid
sea-maiden
sea-mark
sea-monk
sea-monster
sea-mouse
sea-nymph
sea-otter
sea-otter's-cabbage
sea-packed
sea-parrot
sea-pie
sea-piece
sea-pike
sea-pink
sea-plane
sea-poacher
sea-potent
sea-purse
sea-quake
sea-racing
sea-raven
sea-robin
sea-room
sea-rounded
sea-rover
sea-roving
sea-run
sea-running
sea-sailing
sea-salt
sea-sand
sea-saw
sea-scape
sea-scented
sea-scourged
sea-serpent
sea-service
sea-shell
sea-shore
sea-shouldering
sea-sick
sea-side
sea-slug
sea-snail
sea-snake
sea-snipe
sea-spider
sea-star
sea-surrounded
sea-swallow
sea-swallowed
sea-torn
sea-tossed
sea-tost
sea-traveling
sea-trout
sea-urchin
sea-wall
sea-walled
sea-wandering
sea-ware
sea-washed
sea-water
sea-water green
sea-way
sea-weary
sea-wide
sea-wildered
sea-wolf
sea-wrack
sea-wrecked
seabeach morning-glory
seabeach sandwort
seacoast angelica
seacoast laburnum
seafaring man
seakale beet
seal brown
seal character
seal coat
seal cutter
seal cutting
seal cylinder
seal fisher
seal fisherman
seal fishery
seal fishing
seal hole
seal lock
seal maker
seal making
seal of approval
seal of confession
seal of secrecy
seal off
seal oil
seal point
seal press
seal ring
seal the doom of
seal up
seal your infamy
seal your lips
seal-brown
seal-point
sealed book
sealed move
sealed off
sealed orders
sealed-beam
sealing hole
sealing nut
sealing off
sealing tape
sealing wax
sealing-wax
sealyham terrier
seam blasting
seam face
seam lace
seam presser
seam roller
seam set
seam stitch
seam strip
seam weld
seam welding
seam-rent
seam-ripped
seam-ript
seaman apprentice
seaman branch
seaman gunner
seaman recruit
seaming dies
seaming lace
seamless stockings
seamy-sided
seaplane carrier
sear pin
search coil
search ephemeris
search for
search high heaven
search into
search lamp
search me
search mission
search out
search party
search plane
search radar
search room
search thoroughly
search through
search warrant
search your motives
search your soul
search-and-destroy mission
search-and-destroy operation
searching investigation
searchlight lantern
seared conscience
seashell pink
seashore heliotrope
seashore pea
seaside alder
seaside arrowgrass
seaside aster
seaside balsam
seaside bean
seaside bent
seaside brome grass
seaside crowfoot
seaside daisy
seaside finch
seaside gerardia
seaside goldenrod
seaside grape
seaside heliotrope
seaside knotweed
seaside laurel
seaside millet
seaside morning-glory
seaside oat
seaside oxeye
seaside painted-cup
seaside pea
seaside pimpernel
seaside pine
seaside plantain
seaside plantain
seaside plum
seaside poppy
seaside radish
seaside sandwort
seaside sparrow
seaside spurge
season check
season crack
season of the year
season ticket
seasonal unemployment
seasoned hand
seasoned professional
seasoned salt
seasoned stock
seasoned understanding
seasoned veteran
seat angle
seat arm
seat back
seat bath
seat belt
seat board
seat bone
seat clip
seat cover
seat coverer
seat cushion
seat designer
seat maker
seat making
seat of affections
seat of authority
seat of government
seat of justice
seat of life
seat of power
seat of state
seat of thought
seat of war
seat owner
seat worm
seat yourself
seat-mile
seaweed fern
seaweed glue
seaweed green
seaweed isinglass
seaweed marquetry
sebaceous cyst
sebaceous gland
sebaceous glands
sebacic acid
sebi-
seborrheic dermatitis
secale cornutum
seclude yourself
exclusive personality
secobarbital sodium
second axiom of countability
second ballot
second banana
second base
second baseman
second best
second birth
second blessing
second carbon
second category
second chamber
second childhood
second class
second coming
second cousin
second crop
second derivative
second detector
second draft
second edition
second empire
second estate
second fiddle
second floor
second growth
second hand
second helping
second in command
second intention
second job
second law of motion
second law of thermodynamics
second lieutenant
second line of defense
second look
second man
second mate
second mortgage
second mortgage bond
second nature
second officer
second paper
second papers
second person
second philosophy
second position
second prize
second rank
second reader
second reading
second self
second sex
second sight
second stomach
second story
second string
second stringer
second team
second thought
second thoughts
second to none
second wind
second youth
second-best
second-class
second-class mail
second-cut
second-cut file
second-degree
second-degree burn
second-drawer
second-feet
second-first
second-floor
second-foot
second-growth
second-guess
second-guesser
second-hand
second-handedness
second-in-command
second-line battleship
second-line destroyer
second-order reaction
second-rate
second-rateness
second-rater
second-sighted
second-sightedness
second-story
second-story man
second-story thief
second-story work
second-story worker
second-touch
secondary accent
secondary articulation
secondary battery
secondary burial
secondary cell
secondary color
secondary colour
secondary con
secondary condition
secondary contact
secondary diagonal
secondary digestion
secondary disease
secondary eardrum
secondary education
secondary electron
secondary emission
secondary evidence
secondary group
secondary infection
secondary intention
secondary issue
secondary modern school
secondary oocyte
secondary ordinary
secondary phloem
secondary planet
secondary plot
secondary processes
secondary propyl alcohol
secondary quality
secondary radiation
secondary road
secondary school
secondary schooler
secondary sense
secondary sex character
secondary sex characteristic
secondary sexual characteristic
secondary shock
secondary spermatocyte
secondary stress
secondary syphilis
secondary wave
secondary xylem
secondary-emission tube
secondhand clothes
secondhand shop
secondhand store
seconds pendulum
secret agent
secret ballot
secret block
secret caucus
secret exit
secret grip
secret heart
secret ink
secret language
secret nailing
secret name
secret order
secret partner
secret passage
secret place
secret places
secret police
secret recesses of the heart
secret service
secret society
secret staircase
secret thoughts
secret writing
secret-false
secret-service
secretarial school
secretaries-general
secretary bird
secretary bookcase
secretary of legation
secretary of state
secretary-general
secretary-treasurer
secreto-inhibitory
section bar
section boss
section crew
section cutter
section eight
section gang
section hand
section line
section man
section mark
section mill
section modulus
section paper
section plane
sector disk
sector gear
sector wheel
secular canoness
secular humanism
secular humanist
secular tertiaries
secular vicar
secure place in history
secure the engines
secure the main induction
secure your object
secured bond
secured loan
securi-
securities issue
security agreement
security analyst
security blanket
security clearance
security council
security force
security guard
security risk
sed-festival
sedan chair
sedan clock
sedan cruiser
sedan delivery truck
sedan landaulet
sedan limousine
sedative salt
sedge bird
sedge cane
sedge family
sedge fly
sedge grass
sedge hen
sedge root
sedge warbler
sedge wren
sediment bulb
sediment yeast
sedimentary clay
sedimentary rock
sedimentation coefficient
sedimentation test
sedition-proof
seduction-proof
see about
see action
see active duty
see after
see ahead
see as it really is
see at a glance
see badly
see beforehand
see both sides
see both sides of the question
see but one side of the question
see combat
see daylight
see double
see eye to eye
see fit
see how the cat jumps
see how the cookie crumbles
see how the land lies
see how the wind blows
see if one can do
see in a special light
see in its true colors
see in one's mind
see in perspective
see in retrospect
see in the crystal ball
see into
see it out
see it through
see justice done
see life
see nothing
see nuances of difference
see of
see off
see only the good points of
see out
see over
see poorly
see red
see shades of difference
see that
see the cloven hoof
see the difference
see the future
see the inside of
see the light
see the light of day
see the lions
see the sights
see the special circumstances
see through
see through a glass
see through rose-colored glasses
see through the press
see to
see to it
see to the bottom of
see visions and dream dreams
see what can be done
see what you can do
see which way the cat jumps
see which way the land lies
see which way the wind blows
see with half an eye
see with your own eyes
see you
see you alone
see you later
see you redressed
see you righted
see you through
see your way
see your way clear
see-bright
see-er
see-ho
see-through
seed ball
seed beetle
seed capsule
seed coat
seed coral
seed corn
seed cotton
seed crown
seed down
seed feed cup
seed fern
seed fish
seed hair
seed leaf
seed mesquite
seed money
seed oil cake
seed oyster
seed pearl
seed plant
seed planter
seed plants
seed plat
seed plate
seed plot
seed plow
seed pod
seed potato
seed screener
seed snipe
seed stitch
seed stock
seed tick
seed treatment
seed tree
seed vessel
seed weevil
seed-cake
seed-corn
seed-corn maggot
seed-eating bird
seed-lac
seed-lip
seed-pearl
seed-snipe
seed-time
seeding plow
seedtime of life
seeing as how
seeing distinctions
seeing double
seeing eye
seeing glass
seeing that
seek for
seek gapeseed
seek in law
seek justice
seek legal redress
seek out
seek peace
seek refuge
seek the company of
seek to
seek-sorrow
seem like
seem likely
seem to be
seem true
seenie bean
seep in
seer-fish
segment gear
segment rack
segmental arch
segmental phoneme
segmental saw
segmentation cavity
segmentation nucleus
segmentation sphere
sego lily
sei whale
seidlitz powders
seif dune
seine gang
seir-fish
seis-ing
seismic wave
seismo-
seize on
seize one of the facts
seize power
seize quartiers
seize the crown
seize the day
seize the mantle
seize the meaning
seize the mind
seize the present hour
seize the throne
seize upon
seize your mind
seized of
seized with
seizing stuff
seizing truck
seizure of power
sejant-erect
self-abhorrence
self-abhorring
self-ability
self-abnegating
self-abnegation
self-abnegatory
self-abominating
self-abomination
self-absorbed
self-absorption
self-abuse
self-abuser
self-accorded
self-accusation
self-accusative
self-accusatory
self-accused
self-accuser
self-accusing
self-acknowledged
self-acquaintance
self-acquainter
self-acquired
self-acquisition
self-acquitted
self-acted
self-acting
self-action
self-active
self-activity
self-actor
self-actualization
self-actualizing
self-actuating
self-adapting
self-adaptive
self-addiction
self-addressed
self-adhesion
self-adhesive
self-adjoint
self-adjustable
self-adjusting
self-adjustment
self-administer
self-administered
self-administering
self-admiration
self-admired
self-admirer
self-admiring
self-admission
self-adorer
self-adorned
self-adorning
self-adornment
self-adulation
self-advanced
self-advancement
self-advancer
self-advancing
self-advantage
self-advantageous
self-advertise
self-advertisement
self-advertiser
self-advertising
self-affair
self-affected
self-affecting
self-affectionate
self-affirmation
self-afflicting
self-affliction
self-afflictive
self-affrighted
self-agency
self-aggrandized
self-aggrandizement
self-aggrandizing
self-aid
self-aim
self-aligning
self-aligning
self-alignment
self-alinement
self-alining
self-amendment
self-amplifier
self-amputation
self-amusement
self-analysis
self-analytical
self-analyzed
self-anatomy
self-angry
self-annealing
self-annihilated
self-annihilation
self-annulling
self-answering
self-antithesis
self-apparent
self-applauding
self-applause
self-applausive
self-application
self-applied
self-applying
self-appointed
self-appointment
self-appreciating
self-appreciation
self-approval
self-approved
self-approver
self-approving
self-arched
self-arching
self-arising
self-asserting
self-assertingly
self-assertion
self-assertive
self-assertively
self-assertiveness
self-assertory
self-assigned
self-assumed
self-assuming
self-assumption
self-assurance
self-assured
self-assuredness
self-attachment
self-attracting
self-attraction
self-attractive
self-attribution
self-auscultation
self-authority
self-authorized
self-authorizing
self-aware
self-awareness
self-bailing
self-balanced
self-banished
self-banishment
self-baptizer
self-basting
self-beautiful
self-beauty
self-bedizenment
self-befooled
self-begetter
self-begotten
self-beguiled
self-being
self-belief
self-benefit
self-benefiting
self-besot
self-betrayal
self-betrayed
self-betraying
self-betrothed
self-bias
self-binder
self-binding
self-black
self-blame
self-blamed
self-blessed
self-blind
self-blinded
self-blinding
self-blood
self-boarding
self-boasted
self-boasting
self-boiled
self-bored
self-born
self-buried
self-burning
self-called
self-cancelled
self-cancelled
self-canting
self-capacity
self-captivity
self-care
self-castigating
self-castigation
self-catalysis
self-catalyst
self-catering
self-causation
self-caused
self-center
self-centered
self-centered self-contained
self-centeredly
self-centeredness
self-centering
self-centerment
self-centralization
self-centration
self-centred
self-centredly
self-centredness
self-chain
self-changed
self-changing
self-charging
self-charity
self-chastise
self-chastised
self-chastisement
self-chastising
self-cheatery
self-checking
self-chosen
self-christened
self-clamp
self-cleaning
self-clearance
self-closed
self-closing
self-cocker
self-cocking
self-cognition
self-cognizably
self-cognizance
self-coherence
self-coiling
self-collected
self-collectedness
self-collection
self-color
self-colored
self-colour
self-coloured
self-combating
self-combustion
self-command
self-commande
self-commendation
self-comment
self-commissioned
self-commitment
self-committal
self-committing
self-commune
self-communed
self-communication
self-communicative
self-communing
self-communion
self-comparison
self-compassion
self-compatible
self-compensation
self-competition
self-complacence
self-complacency
self-complacent
self-complacential
self-complacently
self-complaisance
self-completion
self-composed
self-composedly
self-composedness
self-comprehending
self-comprised
self-conceit
self-conceited
self-conceitedly
self-conceitedness
self-conceived
self-concentered
self-concentrated
self-concentration
self-concept
self-concern
self-concerned
self-concerning
self-concernment
self-condemnable
self-condemnant
self-condemnation
self-condemnatory
self-condemned
self-condemnedly
self-condemning
self-condemningly
self-conditioned
self-conditioning
self-conduct
self-confessed
self-confession
self-confidence
self-confident
self-confidently
self-confiding
self-confinement
self-confining
self-conflict
self-conflicting
self-conformance
self-confounding
self-confuted
self-congratulating
self-congratulation
self-congratulatory
self-conjugate
self-conjugately
self-conjugation
self-conquest
self-conscious
self-consciously
self-consciousness
self-consecration
self-consequence
self-consequent
self-conservation
self-conservative
self-conserving
self-consideration
self-considerative
self-considering
self-consistency
self-consistent
self-counsel
self-coupler
self-covered
self-cozening
self-created
self-creating
self-creation
self-creative
self-credit
self-credulity
self-cremation
self-critical
self-critically
self-criticism
self-cruel
self-cruelty
self-cultivation
self-culture
self-culturist
self-cure
self-cutting
self-damnation
self-danger
self-deaf
self-debasement
self-debasement
self-debasing
self-debate
self-deceit
self-deceitful
self-deceitfulness
self-deceived
self-deceiver
self-deceiving
self-deception
self-deceptious
self-deceptive
self-declared
self-declaredly
self-dedicated
self-dedication
self-defeated
self-defeating
self-defence
self-defensive
self-defensed
self-defense
self-defensory
self-defining
self-definition
self-deflated
self-deflation
self-degradation
self-deifying
self-dejection
self-delation
self-delight
self-delighting
self-deliverer
self-delivery
self-deluded
self-deluder
self-deluding
self-delusion
self-demagnetizing
self-denial
self-denied
self-deniedly
self-denier
self-denying
self-denyingly
self-dependence
self-dependency
self-dependent
self-dependently
self-depending
self-depraved
self-deprecating
self-deprecatingly
self-deprecation
self-depreciating
self-deprecation
self-depreciative
self-deprivation
self-deprived
self-depriving
self-derived
self-desertion
self-deserving
self-design
self-designer
self-desirable
self-desire
self-despair
self-destadv
self-destroyed
self-destroyer
self-destroying
self-destruction
self-destructive
self-destructive urge
self-destructively
self-detaching
self-determination
self-determined
self-determining
self-determinism
self-detraction
self-developing
self-development
self-devised
self-devoted
self-devotedly
self-devotedness
self-devotement
self-devoting
self-devotion
self-devotional
self-devouring
self-dialog
self-dialogue
self-differentiating
self-differentiation
self-diffidence
self-diffident
self-diffusion
self-diffusive
self-diffusively
self-diffusiveness
self-digestion
self-dilated
self-dilation
self-diminishment
self-direct
self-directed
self-directing
self-direction
self-directive
self-director
self-diremption
self-disapprobation
self-disapproval
self-discernment
self-discharging
self-discipline
self-disciplined
self-disclosed
self-disclosing
self-disclosure
self-discoloration
self-discontented
self-discovered
self-discovery
self-discrepant
self-discrepantly
self-discrimination
self-disdain
self-disengaging
self-disgrace
self-disgraced
self-disgracing
self-disgust
self-dislike
self-disliked
self-disparagement
self-disparaging
self-dispatch
self-display
self-displeased
self-displicency
self-disposal
self-dispraise
self-disquieting
self-dissatisfaction
self-dissatisfied
self-dissecting
self-dissection
self-disservice
self-disserving
self-dissociation
self-dissolution
self-dissolved
self-distinguishing
self-distributing
self-distrust
self-distrustful
self-distrusting
self-disunity
self-divided
self-division
self-doctrine
self-dominance
self-domination
self-dominion
self-donation
self-doomed
self-dosage
self-doubt
self-doubting
self-dramatization
self-dramatizing
self-drawing
self-drinking
self-drive
self-driven
self-dropping
self-drown
self-dual
self-dualistic
self-dubbed
self-dumping
self-duplicating
self-duplication
self-ease
self-easing
self-eating
self-educated
self-education
self-effacement
self-effacing
self-effacingly
self-effacingness
self-effacive
self-effort
self-elaborated
self-elaboration
self-elation
self-elect
self-elected
self-election
self-elective
self-emitted
self-emolument
self-employed
self-employed person
self-employer
self-employment
self-emptiness
self-emptying
self-enamored
self-enamoured
close
self-enclosed
self-endeared
self-endearing
self-endeartment
self-energizing
self-energizing brake
self-energy
self-enforcing
self-engrossed
self-engrossment
self-enjoyment
self-enforcing
self-enriching
self-enrichment
self-entertaining
self-entertainment
self-entity
self-erected
self-escape
self-essence
self-essentiated
self-esteem
self-esteeming
self-esteemingly
self-estimate
self-estimation
self-estrangement
self-eternity
self-evacuation
self-evaluation
self-evidence
self-evidencing
self-evidencingly
self-evident
self-evident fact
self-evident truth
self-evidential
self-evidentism
self-evidently
self-evidentness
self-evolution
self-evolved
self-evolving
self-exaggerated
self-exaggeration
self-exaltation
self-exaltative
self-exalted
self-exalting
self-examinant
self-examination
self-examiner
self-examining
self-example
self-excellency
self-excitation
self-excite
self-excited
self-excitement
self-example
self-excellency
self-excitation
self-excite
self-excited
self-exciter
self-exciting
self-exclusion
self-exculpation
self-excel
self-excused
self-excused
self-excusing
self-executing
self-exertion
self-exhibited
self-exhibition
self-exile
self-exiled
self-exist
self-existence
self-existent
self-existing
self-expanded
self-expanding
self-expansion
self-expatriation
self-experience
self-experienced
self-explained
self-explaining
self-explanation
self-explanatory
self-explication
self-exploited
self-exploiting
self-exposed
self-exposing
self-exposure
self-expression
self-expressive
self-expressiveness
self-extermination
self-extolled
self-exultation
self-exulting
self-faced
self-fame
self-farming
self-fearing
self-fed
self-feed
self-feeder
self-feeding
self-feeling
self-felicitative
self-felony
self-fermentation
self-fertile
self-fertility
self-fertilization
self-fertilize
self-fertilized
self-fertilizer
self-figure
self-figured
self-filler
self-filling
self-fitting
self-flagellating
self-flagellation
self-flattered
self-flatterer
self-flattering
self-flattery
self-flowing
self-fluxing
self-focused
self-focusing
self-focussed
self-focussing
self-folding
self-fondest
self-fondness
self-forbidden
self-forgetful
self-forgetfully
self-forgetfulness
self-forgetting
self-forgettingly
self-formation
self-formed
self-forsaken
self-fountain
self-friction
self-frighted
self-fruitful
self-fruition
self-fulfilling
self-fulfillment
self-furnished
self-furring
self-gaging
self-gain
self-gathered
self-gauging
self-generated
self-generating
self-generation
self-generative
self-given
self-giving
self-glazed
self-glazing
self-glorification
self-glorified
self-glorifying
self-glorious
self-glory
self-glorying
self-good
self-gotten
self-govern
self-governed
self-governing
self-governing dominion
self-government
self-gracious
self-gratification
self-gratulating
self-gratulatingly
self-gratulation
self-gratulatory
self-guard
self-guarded
self-guidance
self-guiltiness
self-guiltless
self-guilty
self-gullery
self-hammered
self-hang
self-hardened
self-hardening
self-harming
self-hate
self-hating
self-hatred
self-heal
self-healing
self-heating
self-help
self-helpful
self-helpfulness
self-helping
self-helpless
self-heterodyne
self-hid
self-hidden
self-hitting
self-holiness
self-homicide
self-honored
self-honoured
self-hood
self-hope
self-humbling
self-humiliating
self-humiliation
self-hypnosis
self-hypnotic
self-hypnotism
self-hypnotization
self-hypnotized
self-idea
self-identical
self-identification
self-identity
self-idolater
self-idolatry
self-idolized
self-idolizing
self-ignite
self-ignited
self-igniting
self-ignition
self-ignorance
self-ignorant
self-ill
self-illuminated
self-illustrative
self-image
self-imitation
self-immolating
self-immolation
self-immunity
self-immurement
self-immuring
self-impairable
self-impairing
self-impertinent
self-impertinently
self-imposed
self-imposed duty
self-imposture
self-impotent
self-impregnated
self-impregnating
self-impregnation
self-impregnator
self-improvable
self-improvement
self-improver
self-improving
self-impulsion
self-inclosed
self-inclusive
self-inconsistency
self-inconsistent
self-incriminating
self-incrimination
self-incurred
self-indignation
self-induced
self-inductance
self-induction
self-inductive
self-indulged
self-indulgence
self-indulgent
self-indulgently
self-indulger
self-indulging
self-infatuated
self-infatuation
self-infection
self-inflation
self-inflicted
self-infliction
self-initiated
self-initiative
self-injuries
self-injurious
self-injury
self-inker
self-inking
self-inoculated
self-inoculation
self-insignificance
self-inspected
self-inspection
self-instructed
self-instructing
self-instruction
self-instructional
self-instructor
self-insufficiency
self-insurance
self-insured
self-insurer
self-integrating
self-integration
self-intelligible
self-intensified
self-intensifying
self-intent
self-interest
self-interested
self-interestedness
self-interpretative
self-interpreted
self-interpreting
self-interpretive
self-interrogation
self-interrupting
self-intersecting
self-intoxication
self-introduction
self-intruder
self-invented
self-invention
self-invited
self-involution
self-involved
self-ionization
self-ironies
self-irony
self-irrecoverable
self-irrecoverableness
self-irreformable
self-issued
self-issuing
self-jealous
self-jealousing
self-jealousy
self-judged
self-judgement
self-judging
self-judgment
self-justification
self-justified
self-justifier
self-justifying
self-killed
self-killer
self-killing
self-kindled
self-kindness
self-knowing
self-knowledge
self-known
self-lacerating
self-laceration
self-lashing
self-laudation
self-laudatory
self-lauding
self-learn
self-left
self-leveler
self-leveling
self-leveller
self-levelling
self-levied
self-levitation
self-life
self-light
self-lighting
self-liking
self-limitation
self-limited
self-limiting
self-liquidating
self-liquidating loan
self-lived
self-loader
self-loading
self-loading dam
self-loathing
self-locating
self-locking
self-lost
self-love
self-lover
self-loving
self-lubricated
self-lubricating
self-lubrication
self-luminescence
self-luminescent
self-luminosity
self-luminous
self-maceration
self-mad
self-made
self-mailer
self-mailing
self-maimed
self-maintained
self-maintaining
self-maintenance
self-making
self-manifest
self-manifestation
self-mapped
self-martyrdom
self-mastered
self-mastering
self-mastery
self-mate
self-matured
self-measurement
self-mediating
self-merit
self-minded
self-mistrust
self-misused
self-mortification
self-mortified
self-motion
self-motive
self-moved
self-movement
self-mover
self-moving
self-multiplied
self-multiplying
self-murder
self-murdered
self-murderer
self-mutilation
self-named
self-naughting
self-neglect
self-neglectful
self-neglectfulness
self-neglecting
self-nourished
self-nourishing
self-nourishment
self-objectification
self-oblivion
self-oblivious
self-observation
self-observed
self-obsessed
self-obsession
self-occupation
self-occupied
self-offence
self-offense
self-offered
self-offering
self-oiling
self-opened
self-opener
self-opening
self-operating
self-operative
self-operator
self-opiniated
self-opiniatedly
self-opiniative
self-opiniativeness
self-opinion
self-opinionated
self-opinionately
self-opinionatedness
self-opinionative
self-opinionatively
self-opinionativeness
self-opinioned
self-opinionedness
self-opposed
self-opposition
self-oppression
self-oppressive
self-oppressor
self-ordained
self-ordainer
self-organization
self-originated
self-originating
self-origination
self-ostentation
self-outlaw
self-outlawed
self-ownership
self-oxidation
self-paid
self-painter
self-pampered
self-pampering
self-panegyric
self-parasitism
self-parricide
self-partiality
self-paying
self-peace
self-penetrability
self-penetration
self-perceiving
self-perception
self-perceptive
self-perfect
self-perfectibility
self-perfecting
self-perfectionment
self-performed
self-permission
self-perpetuated
self-perpetuating
self-perpetuation
self-perplexed
self-persuasion
self-physicking
self-pictured
self-pious
self-piquer
self-pitiful
self-pitifulness
self-pity
self-pitying
self-pityingly
self-planet
self-player
self-playing
self-pleached
self-pleased
self-pleaser
self-pleasing
self-pointed
self-poise
self-poised
self-poisedness
self-poisoner
self-polar triangle
self-policing
self-policy
self-politician
self-pollinate
self-pollinated
self-pollination
self-polluter
self-pollution
self-portrait
self-portraitist
self-posed
self-posited
self-positing
self-possessed
self-possessedly
self-possessing
self-possession
self-posting
self-postponement
self-potence
self-potential method
self-powered
self-praise
self-praising
self-precipitation
self-preference
self-preoccupation
self-preparation
self-prepared
self-prescribed
self-presentation
self-presented
self-preservation
self-preservative
self-preserving
self-preservingly
self-pretended
self-pride
self-primed
self-primer
self-priming
self-prizing
self-proclaimant
self-proclaimed
self-proclaiming
self-procured
self-procurement
self-procuring
self-proditoriously
self-produced
self-production
self-professed
self-profit
self-projection
self-pronouncing
self-propagated
self-propagating
self-propagation
self-propelled
self-propelled barge
self-propellent
self-propeller
self-propelling
self-propulsion
self-protecting
self-protection
self-protective
self-proving
self-provision
self-pruning
self-puffery
self-punished
self-punisher
self-punishing
self-punishment
self-punitive
self-purification
self-purifying
self-purity
self-quenched counter
self-question
self-questioned
self-questioning
self-quotatation
self-raised
self-raising
self-rake
self-rating
self-reacting
self-reading
self-realization
self-realizationism
self-realizationist
self-realizing
self-reciprocal
self-reckoning
self-recollection
self-recollective
self-reconstruction
self-recording
self-recrimination
self-rectifying
self-reduction
self-reduplication
self-reference
self-refinement
self-refining
self-reflection
self-reflective
self-reflexive
self-reform
self-reformation
self-refuted
self-refuting
self-regard
self-regardant
self-regarding
self-regardless

self-regardlessness
self-regulating
self-registering
self-registering barometer
self-registering thermometer
self-registration
self-regulate
self-regulated
self-regulating
self-regulating market
self-regulation
self-regulative
self-regulatory
self-relation
self-reliance
self-reliant
self-reliantly
self-relish
self-relying
self-renounced
self-renunciation
self-renunciatory
self-repeating
self-repellency
self-repellent
self-repelling
self-repetition
self-repose
self-representation
self-repressed
self-repressing
self-repression
self-reproach
self-reproached
self-reproachful
self-reproachfulness
self-reproaching
self-reproachingly
self-reproachingness
self-reproducing
self-reproduction
self-reproof
self-reproval
self-reproved
self-reproving
self-reprovingly
self-repugnance
self-repugnancy
self-repugnant
self-repulsive
self-reputation
self-rescuer
self-resentment
self-resigned
self-resourceful
self-resourcefulness
self-respect
self-respectful
self-respectfulness
self-respecting
self-respectingly
self-resplendent
self-responsibility
self-restoring
self-restrained
self-restraining
self-restraint
self-restricted
self-restriction
self-retired
self-revealed
self-revealing
self-revealment
self-revelation
self-revelative
self-revelatory
self-reverence
self-reverent
self-reward
self-rewarded
self-rewarding
self-right
self-righteous
self-righteously
self-righteousness
self-righter
self-righting
self-rigorous
self-rising
self-rolled
self-roofed
self-ruin
self-ruined
self-rule
self-sheltered
self-shine
self-shining
self-shooter
self-shot
self-significance
self-similar
self-sinking
self-slain
self-slaughter
self-slaughtered
self-slayer
self-society
self-sold
self-solicitude
self-soothed
self-soothing
self-sophistication
self-sought
self-sounding
self-sovereignty
self-sow
self-sowed
self-sown
self-spaced
self-spacing
self-speech
self-spitted
self-sprung
self-stability
self-stabilized
self-stabilizing
self-starter
self-starting
self-starved
self-steered
self-sterile
self-sterility
self-stimulated
self-stimulating
self-stimulation
self-stowing
self-strength
self-stripper
self-strong
self-stuck
self-study
self-styled
self-styled lawyer
self-subdual
self-subdued
self-subjection
self-subjugating
self-subjugation
self-subordained
self-subordinating
self-subordination
self-subsidation
self-subsistence
self-subsistency
self-subsistent
self-subsisting
self-substantial
self-subversive
self-sufficed
self-sufficiency
self-sufficed
self-sufficiency
self-sufficient
self-sufficiently
self-sufficiency
self-sufficiently
self-sufficiency
self-sufficing
self-sufficingly
self-sufficingness
self-suggested
self-suggester
self-suggestion
self-suggestive
self-suppletive
self-support
self-supported
self-supportedness
self-supporting
self-supportingly
self-supportless
self-suppressing
self-suppression
self-suppressive
self-sure
self-surrender
self-surrendering
self-survey
self-surveyed
self-surviving
self-survivor
self-suspended
self-suspicion
self-suspicious
self-sustained
self-sustaining
self-sustainably
self-sustainment
self-sustenance
self-sustentation
self-sway
self-tapping
self-tapping screw
self-taught
self-taught man
self-taught person
self-taxation
self-taxed
self-teacher
self-teaching
self-tempted
self-tenderness
self-terminating
self-terminative
self-testing
self-thinking
self-thinning
self-thought
self-threading
self-tightening
self-timer
self-tipping
self-tire
self-tired
self-tiring
self-tolerant
self-tolerantly
self-toning
self-torment
self-tormented
self-tormenter
self-tormenting
self-tormentingly
self-tormentor
self-torture
self-tortured
self-torturing
self-trained
self-training
self-transformation
self-transformed
self-treated
self-treatment
self-trial
self-triturating
self-troubled
self-troubling
self-trust
self-trusting
self-tuition
self-uncertain
self-unconscious
self-understand
self-understanding
self-understood
self-undoing
self-unfruitful
self-uniform
self-union
self-unity
self-unloader
self-unloading
self-unscabbarded
self-unveiling
self-unworthiness
self-upbraiding
self-usurp
self-validating
self-valuation
self-valued
self-valuing
self-variance
self-variation
self-varying
self-vaunted
self-vaulting
self-vendition
self-ventilated
self-vexation
self-view
self-vindicated
self-vindicating
self-vindication
self-violence
self-violent
self-vivacious
self-vivisector
self-vulcanizing
self-want
self-wardness
self-warranting
self-watchfulness
self-weariness
self-weary
self-weight
self-weighted
self-whipper
self-whipping
self-whole
self-widowered
self-will
self-willed
self-willedly
self-willedness
self-winding
self-wine
self-wisdom
self-wise
self-witness
self-witnessed
self-working
self-worn
self-worship
self-worshiper
self-worshipping
self-worshipper
self-worshipping
self-worth
self-worthiness
self-wounded
self-wounding
self-writing
self-written
self-wrong
self-wrongly
self-wrought
selfish person
self-liquidating loan
sell a pig in a poke
sell at a loss
sell at a sacrifice
sell at auction
sell by auction
sell down the river
sell for
sell foreign
sell gold bricks
sell in futures
sell off
sell on consignment
sell on credit
sell one on
sell out
sell over
sell over the counter
sell retail
sell short
sell stocks
sell to the highest bidder
sell under the counter
sell up
sell wholesale
sell you a bill of goods
sell your life dearly
sell yourself
sell-off
sellenger's round
seller four
seller's market
sellers' market
selling account
selling agent
selling point
selling price
selling race
selling-plater
seltzer water
semantic cluster
semantic field
semantic history
semantic tone
semantic unit
semaphore flag
semaphore plant
semaphore telegraph
semasiological unit
semei-
semen cinae
semen contra
semester hour
semi-
semi-Augustinianism
semi-abstract
semi-abstraction
semi-annual
semi-arian
semi-aridity
semi-armor-piercing
semi-chorus
semi-circle
semi-cubical
semi-demi-
semi-detached
semi-diesel
semi-diurnal
semi-double
semi-form
semi-idiocy
semi-idiotic
semi-idleness
semi-ignorance
semi-illiteracy
semi-illiterate
semi-illiterately
semi-illiterateness
semi-illuminated
semi-imbricated
semi-immersed
semi-impressionistic
semi-incandescent
semi-independence
semi-independent
semi-independently
semi-indirect
semi-indirectly
semi-indirectness
semi-inductive
semi-indurate
semi-indurated
semi-industrial
semi-industrialized
semi-industrially
semi-inertness
semi-infidel
semi-infinite
semi-inhibited
semi-inhibition
semi-insoluble
semi-instinctive
semi-instinctively
semi-instinctiveness
semi-insular
semi-intellectual
semi-intellectualized
semi-intellectually
semi-intelligent
semi-intelligently
semi-intercostal
semi-internal
semi-internalized
semi-internally
semi-interosseous
semi-intoxication
semi-intrados
semi-invalid
semi-inverse
semi-ironic
semi-ironical
semi-ironically
semi-isolated
semi-learning
semi-lune
semi-mat
semi-matte
semi-metal
semi-nocturnal
semi-opal
semi-ped
semi-pelagian
semi-private room
semi-saxon
semi-unabridged dictionary
semi-uncial
semi-Russian
semiair-cooled
semiautomatic control
semiautomatic rifle
semibreve rest
semicircular canal
semicircular canals
semiclassical music
semico-operative
semicolon butterfly
semiconductor circuit
semiconductor device
semiconductor physics
semidrying oil
semilatus rectum
semilunar valve
semimajor axis
semiminor axis
seminal duct
seminal fluid
seminal imagination
seminal principle
semiotic unit
semipalmated plover
semipalmated sandpiper
semiprecious stone
semirigid airship
semisimple algebra
semiwate gas
semor sem
semper eadem
semper et ubique
semper fidelis
semper idem
semper paratus
semper-
sen robber
senate house
senate-house
senator-elect
senatorial courtesy
senatorial district
senatus consult
senatus consultum
send a letter to
send a note
send a statement
send a wire
send about your business
send abroad
send after
send away
send back
send down
send flying
send for
send forth
send headlong
send in
send in your papers
send mad
send off
send on a fool’s errand
send on a mission
send out
send out of your mind
send out rays
send packing
send round
send scuttling
send sprawling
send to Coventry
send to Davy Jones's locker
send to glory
send to hell
send to jail
send to kingdom come
send to school
send to sleep
send to the bottom
send to the gas chamber
send to the right-about
send to the showers
send to your last account
send up
send up a prayer
send up a trial balloon
send up the river
send word
send you spinning
send your compliments
send your condolences
send your regards
send-off
send-out
sending abroad
sending back
sending set
sending station
sending to Coventry
seneca oil
seneca snakeroot
senega root
senega snakeroot
seneka root
seneka snakeroot
sengreen saxifrage
senile debility
senile dementia
senile psychosis
senile weakness
senility necrosis
senior checker
senior chief petty officer
senior citizen
senior citizenship
senior common room
senior high
senior high school
senior master sergeant
senior officer
senior securities
seniority rule
senna family
senna tree
sensation level
sensation-proof
sensational play
sense datum
sense faculty
sense finder
sense form
sense group
sense impression
sense of duty
sense of hearing
sense of humor
sense of humour
sense of indebtedness
sense of language
sense of mystery
sense of obligation
sense of relief
sense of rhythm
sense of right and wrong
sense of sight
sense of smell
sense of taste
sense of the meeting
sense of touch
sense of wonder
sense organ
sense perception
sense pleasure
sense stress
sense survival
sense-bereaving
sense-bound
sense-confounding
sense-confusing
sense-data
sense-datum
sept chord
septal cartilage
septal neck
septem-
septi-
septic poisoning
septic sore throat
septic tank
septicemic plag
septicemic plague
septifragal dehiscence
septo-
septuple time
sequence flasher
sequence flashers
sequence of ideas
sequence of phonemes
sequence of tenses
sequence of thought
sequence switch
sequential access
sequential system
sequentially compact set
sequester yourself
sequoia pitch moth
serbo-
serbo-croatian
sergeant armorer
sergeant at arms
sergeant at law
sergeant bugler
sergeant clerk
sergeant cook
sergeant drummer
sergeant first class
sergeant fish
sergeant footman
sergeant instructor
sergeant major
sergeant painter
sergeant porter
sergeant saddler
sergeant schoolmaster
sergeant tailor
sergeant trumpet
sergeant trumpeter
sergeant-at-arms
sergeant-at-law
sergeant-major
sergeant-majorship
sergeants major
serial bond
serial correlation
serial epilepsy
serial number
serial operation
serial order
serial polygamy
serial right
serial technique
sericin gum
sericite gneiss
sericite schist
series dynamo
series motor
series multiple
series parallel
series resonance
series spectra
series turn
series winding
series-wound
serin finch
serio-
serio-comic
serious drinker
serious drinking
serious literature
serious music
serious operation
serious-minded
serious-mindedly
serious-mindedness
serjeant at arms
serjeant at law
serjeant-at-law
sermon bell
sermon on the mount
sero-
seroplastic inflammation
serous fluid
serous gland
serous inflammation
serous membrane
serpent cucumber
serpent cult
serpent eagle
serpent eater
serpent fern
serpent fish
serpent gourd
serpent grass
serpent melon
serpent moss
serpent radish
serpent star
serpent stone
serpent-god
serpent-goddess
serpent-shaped
serpent-stone
serpentine front
serpentine green
serpentine marble
serpentine stretcher
serran imperial
serrana hispana
serrate-ciliate
serrate-dentate
serrato-
serre-papier
serri-
serum albumin
serum anaphylaxis
serum death
serum disease
serum gamma globulin
serum globulin
serum hepatitis
serum jaundice
serum prothrombin accelerator
serum shock
serum sickness
serum therapy
serum transfusion
servant girl
servant of God
servant of the servants of God
serve Mammon
serve an apprenticeship
serve as
serve in the capacity of
serve in the office of
serve in your stead
service squadron
service stair
service station
service stripe
service switch
service tree
service troop
service uniform
service wall
servient tenement
servile work
serving cart
serving girl
serving hatch
serving knife
serving mallet
serving man
serving pantry
serving stuff
serving table
servo amplifier
servo brake
servo control
servo engineer
servo engineering
servo instrumentation
servo laboratory
servo regulator
servo system
servo tab
servo valve
servo-
servo-control
servo-controlled
servo-motor
servo-pilot
sesame grass
sesame oil
sesame seeds
sesamoid bones
sesqui-
sesquipedalian word
sessile oak
sessile-eyed
sessile-flowered
sessile-fruited
 sessile-leaved
 sessional indemnity
set a course
set a limit
set a new mark
set a price on
set a question
set a stopping place
set a task
set a trap for
set a value on
set above
set abroach
set afloat
set against
set against one another
set agoing
set an anchor watch
set an arbitrary price on
set an end point
set an examination
set an example
set apart
set aside
set astir
set at
set at defiance
set at each other's throat
set at ease
set at hazard
set at intervals
set at large
set at liberty
set at naught
set at odds
set at rest
set at variance
set at your throat
set attention to
set back
set bar
set before
set before yourself
set book
set by
set by the ears
set chisel
set conditions
set designer
set down
classified as
set down for
set down in
set eyes on
set fast
set fire to
set foot in
set foot on
set foot on dry land
set for
set form
set forth
set forward
set free
set function
set gauge
set going
set gun
set hammer
set her down
set hook
set hurdles
set in
set in contrast
set in motion
set in opposition
set in order
set in print
set in the tablets of memory
set in towards
set in your ways
set iron
set limits
set little by
set mind
set naught by
set no store by
set nut
set of conditions
set of postulates
set of rooms
set of teeth
set of the current
set of three
set of two
set off
set off against
set off for
set off to advantage
set off to good advantage
set on
set on edge
set on fire
set on foot
set on its base
set on its beam ends
set on its feet
set on its legs
set on your feet
set on your legs
set one back
set one's face against
set out
set out for
set over against
set over against one another
set phrase
set piece
set pin
set point
set pot
set purpose
set right
set sail
set shot
set side by side
set someone on his feet
set speech
set square
set store by
set straight
set task
set temper
set term
set terms
set the Thames on fire
set the brain to work
set the date
set the echoes ringing
set the fashion
set the law at defiance
set the law at naught
set the limit
set the mind to
set the mood
set the pace
set the price tag too high
set the river on fire
set the stage
set the style
set the table on a roar
set the teeth on edge
set the time
set the tone
set the wits to work
set the world on fire
set theory
set to
set to music
set to one side
set to rights
set to sleep
set to the account of
set to work
set toward
set tub
set type
set up
set up for
set up housekeeping
set up in business
set up shop
set upon
set upon on all sides
set width
set with thorns
set your back against the wall
set your cap at
set your cap for
set your compass for
set your course for
set your dignity aside
set your dignity to one side
set your face against
set your foot down
set your foot down on
set your hand and seal
set your hand to
set your heart against
set your heart at rest
set your heart on
set your heart upon
set your house in order
set your jaw
set your mind at ease
set your mind at rest
set your mind upon
set your seal
set your shoulder to the wheel
set your sights on
set your teeth
set your teeth on edge
set your thoughts on
set your wits to work
set yourself against
set-
set-aside
set-back
set-down
set-fair
set-hands
set-in
set-in sleeve
set-off
set-out
set-stitched
set-to
set-up
set-up board
set-upness
seti-
setoff sheet
sett beater
settee bed
settee rig
setter-forth
setter-in
setter-on
setter-out
setter-to
setter-up
setting apart
setting aside
setting at liberty
setting block
setting board
setting circle
setting coat
setting day
setting dog
setting free
setting gauge
setting hen
setting in motion
setting lotion
setting node
setting point
setting pole
setting punch
setting rule
setting stake
setting stick
setting sun
setting-free
setting-out
setting-to
setting-up
setting-up exercise
setting-up exercises
settle a score
settle accounts
settle accounts with
settle at
settle bed
settle differences
settle down
settle for
settle in
settle into
settle it
settle on
settle preliminaries
settle the land
settle the matter
settle the score
settle to rest
settle to sleep
settle upon
settle with
settle your differences
settle your hash
settle your mind
settle- abide
settle-bench
settle-brain
settle-down
settled belief
settled in habit
seven-league
seven-league boots
seven-leaved
seven-line
seven-masted
seven-mouthed
seven-nerved
seven-ounce
seven-part
seven-part time
seven-piled
seven-ply
seven-point
seven-point circle
seven-poled
seven-pronged
seven-quired
seven-sealed
seven-shilling
seven-shooter
seven-sided
seven-sisters
seven-spot
seven-spotted
seven-syllabled
seven-thirties
seven-thirty
seven-thorned
seven-tined
seven-toned
seven-twined
seven-twisted
seven-up
seven-year
seven-year itch
seventeen-hundreds
seventeen-year
seventeen-year locust
seventh chord
seventh day
seventh heaven
seventh nerve
seventh-day
seventy-day
seventy-dollar
seventy-eighth
seventy-fifth
sewing circle
sewing class
sewing cotton
sewing machine
sewing needle
sewing press
sewing room
sewing school
sewing silk
sewing society
sewing table
sewing teacher
sewing thread
sewing tray
sewing twine
sewing wire
sewing woman
sewing work
sewing-machine needle
sex act
sex appeal
sex behavior
sex cell
sex characteristic
sex chromosome
sex crime
sex criminal
sex deviant
sex deviate
sex discrimination
sex drive
sex fiend
sex goddess
sex hormone
sex hygiene
sex kitten
sex linkage
sex object
sex organ
sex organs
sex pervert
sex queen
sex ratio
sex-
sex-intergrade
sex-limited
sex-linkage
sex-linked
sex-starved
sexagesimal scale
sexagesimal system
sexagesimo-quarto
sexed-up
sexi-
sextant altitude
sexto-decimo
sexton beetle
sextuple press
sextuple time
sexual abnormality
sexual abstinence
sexual advance
sexual approach
sexual assault
sexual attraction
sexual attractiveness
sexual climax
sexual commerce
sexual congress
sexual customs
sexual desire
sexual deviance
sexual deviant
sexual deviate
sexual deviation
sexual excitement
sexual freedom
sexual generation
sexual infantilism
sexual innocence
sexual instinct
sexual intercourse
sexual inversion
sexual invitation
sexual longing
sexual love
sexual magnetism
sexual morality
sexual mores
sexual normality
sexual overture
sexual passion
sexual pathology
sexual perversion
sexual pervert
sexual pleasure
sexual possession
sexual power
sexual practices
sexual precocity
sexual preference
sexual psychopath
sexual psychopathy
sexual relations
sexual reproduction
sexual revolution
sexual selection
sexual union
sexual urge
sexually abstinent
sexually excited
sexually innocent
sexy body
sh-sh
shab-rag
shabby-genteel
shabby-gentility
shack bait
shack up
shackle bar
shackle bolt
shackle insulator
shackle joint
shad fly
shad frog
shad scale
shad spirit
shad tree
shad-bellied
shad-belly
shad-blow
shade deck
shade into
shade of difference
shade off
shade pine
shade plant
shade tree
shade-bearing
shade-enduring
shade-giving
shade-grown
shade-loving
shade-seeking
shades and shadows
shades below
shades of death
shading amplifier
shading coil
shadow band
shadow bird
shadow box
shadow cabinet
shadow compass
shadow cone
shadow dance
shadow fight
shadow figure
shadow forth
shadow line
shadow mask
shadow nucleus
shadow of death
shadow of doubt
shadow pantomime
shadow pin
shadow play
shadow show
shadow skirt
shadow stitch
shadow stop
shadow test
shadow-box
shadow-mask kinescope
shadowed forth
shadows numberless
shady dealings
shady reputation
shaft alley
shaft efficiency
shaft eye
shaft feather
shaft furnace
shaft governor
shaft grave
shaft grave tomb
shaft head
shaft horse
shaft horsepower
shaft house
shaft key
shaft sinker
shaft tackle
shaft tug
shaft tunnel
shaft-rubber
shaft-straightener
shaftfoot man
shafting lathe
shag ass
shag rug
shag-haired
shag-rag
shagbark hickory
shaggy cap
shaggy dog story
shaggy-barked
shaggy-bearded
shaggy-bodied
shaggy-coated
shaggy-dog story
shaggy-fleeced
shaggy-footed
shaggy-haired
shaggy-leaved
shaggy-mane
shaggy-mane mushroom
shaggy-maned
shake a leg
shake all over
shake bolt
shake culture
shake down
shake hands
shake hands and kiss babies
shake hands on
shake hands with
shake hands with yourself
shake in your boots
shake in your shoes
shake it up
shake like an aspen leaf
shake like jelly
shake off
shake off the yoke
shake on it
shake the dust from your feet
shake the head
shake the windows
shake up
shake with laughter
shake your faith
shake your fist at
shake your hand
shake your head
shake your head at
shake-bag
shake-cabin
shake-down
shake-hands
shake-out
shake-rag
shake-up
shakebag club
shakebag match
shakedown artist
shakedown cruise
shaken up
shaking of hands
shaking palsy
shaking prairie
shaking pudding
shaking table
shaky health
shalach manosh
shale green
shale naphtha
shale oil
shale spirit
shallot sauce
shallow structure
shallow water
shallow-bottomed
shallow-brained
shallow-draft
shallow-footed
shallow-forced
shallow-headed
shallow-hulled
shallow-minded
shallow-mindedness
shallow-pated
shallow-read
shallow-rooted
shallow-rooting
shallow-sea
shallow-searching
shallow-sighted
shallow-soiled
shallow-thoughted
shallow-toothed
shallow-waisted
shallow-water
shallow-witted
shallow-wittedness
shalom aleicheh
shalom alekhem
shalosh seudos
shalosh seudoth
sham object
sham subject
shama millet
shamalo grass
shame brier
shame child
shame vine
shame-burnt
shame-crushed
shame-eaten
shame-shrunk
shame-stricken
shame-swollen
shameless falsehood
shammy leather
shamrock green
shamrock pea
shamrock-pea
shangri-la
shank bone
shank cutter
shank grass
shank mill
shank of the afternoon
shank of the evening
shank painter
shank's mare
shank's pony
shank-painter
shanks' mare
shanks' pony
shanks's pony
shanty boat
shanty boy
shanty-boater
shape a course
shape note
shape out a course
shape shifting
shape target
shape the hair
shape up
shape your course for
shape-knife
shape-shifting
shape-up
shaped charge
shaped note
shaping dies
shaping imagination
shaping planer
shard beetle
shard-born
shard-borne
share and share alike
share around
share beam
share certificate
share crop
share head
share in
share ledger
share out
share premium
share register
share tenant
share with
share your bed and board
share your grief
share your sorrow
share-out
shared pair
sharing of grief
sharing of sorrow
sharing out
shark barrow
shark bell
shark moth
shark net
shark oil
shark patrol
shark pilot
shark ray
shark siren
shark sucker
shark-liver
shark-liver oil
sharkskin pahoehoe
sharp air
sharp as a needle
sharp as a razor
sharp as a tack
sharp as a two-edged sword
sharp as broken glass
sharp cash
sharp cedar
sharp dock
sharp ear
sharp edge
sharp eye
sharp freezing
sharp frost
sharp iron
sharp look
sharp mixture
sharp pain
sharp practice
sharp sand
sharp sight
sharp wind
sharp words
sharp-angled
sharp-ankled
sharp-back
sharp-back shark
sharp-backed
sharp-beaked
sharp-bellied
sharp-billed
sharp-biting
sharp-bottomed
sharp-breasted
sharp-clawed
sharp-cornered
sharp-cut
sharp-cutting
sharp-eared
sharp-edged
sharp-elbowed
sharp-eye
sharp-eyed
sharp-eyes
sharp-faced
sharp-fanged
sharp-featured
sharp-flavored
sharp-freeze
sharp-freezer
sharp-freezing
sharp-froze
sharp-frozen
sharp-fruited
sharp-gritted
sharp-ground
sharp-headed
sharp-heeled
sharp-horned
sharp-keeled
sharp-leaved
sharp-looking
sharp-minded
sharp-neebed
sharp-nosed
sharp-nosed shark
sharp-nosedly
sharp-nosedness
sharp-odorred
sharp-petaled
sharp-piercing
sharp-piled
sharp-pointed
sharp-quilled
sharp-ridged
sharp-set
sharp-setness
sharp-shinned
sharp-shinned hawk
sharp-sighted
sharp-sightedly
sharp-sightedness
sharp-smelling
sharp-smitten
sharp-snouted
sharp-staked
sharp-staring
sharp-tailed
sharp-tailed grouse
sharp-tailed sparrow
sharp-tasted
sharp-tasting
sharp-tempered
sharp-toed
sharp-tongued
sharp-toothed
sharp-toothed unkindness
sharp-topped
sharp-visaged
sharp-whetted
sharp-winged
sharp-witted
sharp-wittedly
sharp-wittedness
sharpen a distinction
sharpen the wits
sharpen your tools
sharper than a serpent's tooth
sharptail mola
shatter your hopes
shattered mind
shattered nerves
shave away
shave grass
shave hook
shave off
shave rush
shaving basin
shaving board
shaving box
shaving brush
shaving case
shaving cream
shaving cup
shaving dies
shaving glass
shaving horse
shaving mill
shaving mirror
shaving mug
shaving paper
shaving paste
shaving powder
shaving set
shaving soap
shaving stand
shaving stick
shaving strop
shaving towel
shaving water
shawl collar
sheath knife
sheath moth
sheath pieffield
sheath pile
sheath-fish
sheath-winged
sheathe the sword
sheathing board
sheathing copper
sheathing felt
sheathing lead
sheathing lumber
sheathing nail
sheathing paper
sheave hole
shed a luster on
shed blood
shed burn
shed dormer
shed fresh light upon
shed hand
shed ink
shed light upon
shed luster on
shed new light upon
shed of
shed roof
shed tears
shed-builder ant
sheeling hill
sheep bar
sheep barn
sheep bell
sheep bot
sheep botfly
sheep boy
sheep breeder
sheep breeding
sheep bur
sheep clipper
sheep clipping
sheep dip
sheep dipper
sheep dipping
sheep dog
sheep fair
sheep farm
sheep farmer
sheep farming
sheep fescue
sheep fescue grass
sheep flake
sheep fly
sheep gadfly
sheep hound
sheep husbandry
sheep ked
sheep killer
sheep killing
sheep land
sheep laurel
sheep louse
sheep measles
sheep oat grass
sheep owner
sheep owning
sheep parsley
sheep pelt
sheep pest
sheep plant
sheep poison
sheep pox
sheep rack
sheep raiser
sheep raising
sheep ranch
sheep range
sheep reeve
sheep rot
sheep run
sheep scab
sheep scabious
sheep shears
sheep silver
sheep sorrel
sheep station
sheep tansy
sheep tick
sheep wash
sheep washer
sheep's eye
sheep's eyes
sheep's fescue
sheep's head
sheep's sorrel
sheep's-bit
sheep-biter
sheep-dip
sheep-grazing
sheep-hued
sheep-kneed
sheep-lice
sheep-root
sheep-shearer
sheep-shearing
sheep-sick
sheep-spirited
sheep-tick
sheep-white
sheep-witted
sheepdog trial
sheepshead minnow
sheepshead porgy
sheepswool sponge
sheer batten
sheer boom
sheer chemistry
sheer draft
sheer drawing
sheer hook
sheer leg
sheer legs
sheer line
sheer off
sheer plan
sheer pole
sheer ratline
sheer stockings
sheer strake
sheer thursday
sheer-built
sheer-hulk
sheer-off
sheet anchor
sheet bend
sheet bundler
sheet cable
sheet chain
sheet down
sheet erosion
sheet film
sheet glass
sheet home
sheet iron
sheet lightning
sheet metal
sheet mill
sheet mold
sheet music
sheet of fire
sheet of rain
sheet pavement
sheet pile
sheet piling
sheet steel
sheet tin
sheet watermark
sheet writer
sheet-anchor
sheet-block
sheet-fed
sheet-fed press
sheeting pile
sheld-duck
shelf bracket
shelf catalogue
shelf fungus
shelf ice
shelf ladder
shelf life
shelf list
shelf mark
shelf plate
shelf rest
shelf warmer
shelf-room
shell auger
shell back
shell bark
shell bean
shell bit
shell boiler
shell button
shell carver
shell cast
shell chuck
shell construction
shell couching
shell crest
shell cut
shell dove
shell down
shell drill
shell edging
shell expansion
shell eye
shell feed
shell fire
shell game
shell gland
shell gray
shell heap
shell hole
shell hooks
shell ibis
shell ice
shell jacket
shell limestone
shell marble
shell money
shell mound
shell out
shell parakeet
shell pear
shell pink
shell plating
shell pump
shell quail
shell reamer
shell reducer
shell road
shell room
shell ruching
shell sac
shell shock
shell snail
shell socket
shell steak
shell stitch
shell strake
shell transformer
shell turtle
shell-carving
shell-fish
shell-leaf
shell-less
shell-like
shell-shaped
shell-shock
shell-shocked
shell-worker
shelly pahoehoe
shelter belt
shelter cabin
shelter deck
shelter half
shelter pit
shelter tent
shelter trench
shelter under
shelter-deck vessel
sheltering trust
shelterwood method
shelving beach
shenk beer
shepherd dog
shepherd god
shepherd king
shepherd spider
shepherd's check
shepherd's dial
shepherd's dog
shepherd's needle
shepherd's pie
shepherd's pipe
shepherd's plaid
shepherd's purse
shepherd's staff
shepherd's weatherglass
shepherd's-purse
shepherd's-scabious
shepherds-staff
sherbet powder
shere khan
sheriff court
sheriff depute
sheriff substitute
sheriff-pink
sherry brown
sherry cobbler
shetland pony
shetland sheepdog
shetland wool
shibuichi-doshi
shick-shack
shield shack
shield arm
shield back
shield bearer
shield bud
shield budding
shield bug
shield cell
shield fern
shield fungus
shield grid
shield roots
shield wall
shield-back
shield-bearer
shield-bearing
shield-breaking
shield-fern
shield-headed
shield-leaved
shield-maiden
shield-scale fungus
shield-shaped
shield-tailed snake
shiffle-shuffle
shift about
shift ballast
shift bid
shift boss
shift for yourself
shift into
shift joint
shift key
shift lock
shift marriage
shift of structure
shift of tense
shift off
shift place
shift the blame
shift the control
shift the responsibility
shift the rudder
shift the scene
shift with
shift your ground
shifter fork
shifting course
shifting cultivation
shifting path
shifting pedal
shifting sands
ship's husband
ship's log
ship's officer
ship's papers
ship's ropes
ship's service
ship's tailor
ship's watch
ship's writer
ship-chandler
ship-holder
ship-load
ship-minded
ship-mindedly
ship-mindedness
ship-money
ship-of-war
ship-rigged
ship-shape
ship-shaped
ship-to-shore
ship-to-shore radio
shipboard interceptor
shipboard plane
shiplapped lumber
shipper fork
shipping articles
shipping center
shipping clerk
shipping commissioner
shipping fever
shipping mark
shipping master
shipping note
shipping office
shipping order
shipping pneumonia
shipping room
shipping ton
shipping-dry
shipplane carrier
shipshape and Bristol fashion
shire borough
shire day
shire ground
shire horse
shire knight
shire moot
shire reeve
shire town
shire-moot
shirley poppy
shirred eggs
shirt board
shirt dresser
shirt frame
shirt frill
shirt front
shirt ironer
shirt sleeve
shirt-dress
shirt-sleeve
shirt-sleeve diplomacy
shirt-sleeved
shirt-tail
shirtwaist dress
shirtwaist suit
shish kebab
shit in your pants
shit-headed
shittah tree
shittim wood
shive wheel
shiver my timbers
shiver spar
shoal duck
shoal water
shock absorber
shock action
shock battalion
shock bump
shock cord
shock corps
shock dog
shock force
shock pad
shock reaction
shock soldier
shock tactics
shock therapy
shock treatment
shock troops
shock tube
shock wave
shock-bucker
shock-dog
shoestring fern
shoestring fungus
shoestring lily
shoestring margin
shoestring potato
shoestring weed
shoggy-shoo
shoo-fly pie
shoo-in
shoofly finger
shoofly pie
shook swarming
shook up
shook-up
shoot ahead
shoot ahead of
shoot apex
shoot at
shoot back
shoot ballast
shoot craps
shoot down
shoot down in flames
shoot for
shoot full of holes
shoot into space
shoot it out with
shoot off at an angle
shoot off your face
shoot off your mouth
shoot out
shoot out rays
shoot questions at
shoot straight
shoot straight with
shoot the breeze
shoot the bull
shoot the chutes
shoot the shit
shoot the sun
shoot the works
shoot through
shoot to death
shoot up
shoot your bolt
shoot your cookies
shoot-'em-up
shoot-off
shoot-out
shoot-root ratio
shoot-the-chutes
shooting board
shooting box
shooting brake
shooting coat
shooting fish
shooting gallery
shooting glove
shooting iron
shooting jacket
shooting lodge
shooting match
shooting pain
shooting range
shooting script
shooting star
shooting stick
shooting up
shooting war
shop around
shop assistant
shop at
shop bill
shop chairman
shop clerk
shop committee
shop complex
shop deputy
shop drawing
shop fitter
shop floor
shop lumber
shop paper
shop right
shop rivet
shop steward
shop-board
shop-made
shop-soiled
shop-window
shopping cart
shopping center
shopping centre
shopping complex
shopping goods
shopping mall
shopping plaza
shopping precinct
shopping spree
shore bird
shore boat
shore boulder
shore cod
shore cover
shore crab
shore dinner
shore fast
shore grape
shore grass
shore lark
shore leave
shore line
shore onion
shore party
shore patrol
shore pay
shore pine
shore pipit
shore snipe
shore spurge
shore terrace
shore up
shore whiting
shore-going
shored up
shorn of
short account
short allowance
short and
short and sweet
short answer
short ballot
short bill
short bob
short circuit
short column
short commons
short covering
short cross
short cut
short demi
short distance
short division
short duration
short end
short extension
short field
short fuse pepperiness
short game
short haul
short hundredweight
short interest
short iron
short jenny
short leet
short leg
short line
short list
short loin
short measure
short memory
short memory span
short odds
short of
short of breath
short of cash
short of funds
short of luck
short of money
short of wind
short on looks
short order
short out
short pants
short particular meter
short period
short piece
short plate
short position
short range aid to navigation
short rations
short rib
short ribs
short sale
short score
short seller
short session
short short story
short shorts
short shift
short side
short sight
short snorter
short spell
short splice
short step
short stock
short story
short subject
short suit
short supply
short sweetening
short temper
short time
short title
short ton
short up
short version
short vowel
short wave
short way
short weight
short wool
short-arm
short-arm balance
short-arm blow
short-armed
short-awned
short-barred
short-barreled
short-beaked
short-bearded
short-billed
short-bitten
short-bladed
short-bobbed
short-bodied
short-branched
short-bread
short-breasted
short-breathed
short-breathing
short-cake
short-celled
short-change
short-changed
short-changer
short-changing
short-chinned
short-circuit
short-circuiter
short-clawed
short-cloaked
short-commons
short-coupled
short-crested
short-cropped
short-crowned
short-cut
short-cycle
short-cycled
short-dated
short-day
short-distance
short-docked
short-drawn
short-eared
short-eared owl
short-extend
short-eyed
short-faced
short-fed
short-fingered
short-finned
short-footed
short-fruited
short-grained
short-growing
short-hair
short-hair plume grass
short-haired
short-handed
short-handled
short-haul
short-headed
short-headedness
short-heeled
short-hop airline
short-horned
short-horned grasshopper
short-jointed
short-keeled
short-laid
short-landed
short-lasting
short-leaf
short-leaved
short-legged
short-limbed
short-lined
short-list
short-lived
short-livedness
short-living
short-long
short-lunged
short-made
short-manned
short-measured
short-mouthing
short-nailed
short-napped
short-necked
short-nighted
short-nosed
short-order
short-order cook
short-period comet
short-period variable
short-pitch
short-pitch winding
short-podded
short-pointed
short-quartered
short-range
short-run
short-running
short-set
short-shafted
short-shanked
short-shelled
short-shipped
short-short
short-shouldered
short-shucks
short-sighted
short-sightedness
short-skirted
short-sleeved
short-sleeved shirt
short-sloped
short-snouted
short-span
short-spined
short-spined sea scorpion
short-spired
short-spoken
short-spurred
short-staffed
short-stalked
short-staple
short-staple isinglass
short-statured
short-stemmed
short-stepped
short-stop
short-stop bath
short-story
short-story writer
short-story writing
short-styled
short-suiter
short-sword
short-tailed
short-tailed shrew
short-tempered
short-term
short-term bond
short-term loan
short-term memory
short-term note
short-termed
short-time
short-time rating
short-toed
short-tongued
short-toothed
short-trunked
short-trussed
short-twisted
short-waisted
short-wall machine
short-weight
short-weighter
short-winded
short-windedly
short-windedness
short-winged
short-witted
short-wool
short-wooled
short-wristed
shorten sail
shortened version
shortest way
shortfin corvina
shorthand typist
shortleaf pine
shortleaf yellow pine
shortness of breath
shortstop bath
shortwave antenna
shortwave band
shortwave broadcasting
shortwave diathermy
shortwave diathermy machine
shortwave radio
shortwave receiver
shortwave signal
shortwave station
shortwave transmitter
shot borer
shot bort
shot cartridge
shot corn
shot crossbow
shot drill
shot effect
shot garland
shot glass
shot hoist
shot hole
shot holing
shot hooks
shot in the arm
shot in the dark
shot in the locker
shot lighter
shot line
shot locker
shot metal
shot noise
shot plant
shot put
shot rope
shot samples
shot silk
shot through
shot to pieces
shot tongs
shot tower
shot-blasting
shot-clog
shot-free
shot-gun
shot-hole borer
shot-log
shot-peen
shot-put
shot-putter
shot-putting
shot-silk
shot-stified
shotgun marriage
shotgun microphone
shotgun pattern
shotgun wedding
shotten down
should want
should-be
shoulder a gun
shoulder angle
shoulder arm
shoulder arms
shoulder bag
shoulder bar
shoulder belt
shoulder blade
shoulder block
shoulder board
shoulder bone
shoulder brace
shoulder clod
shoulder flash
shoulder girdle
shoulder gun
shoulder knot
shoulder loop
shoulder mark
shoulder note
shoulder pad
shoulder patch
shoulder point
shoulder screw
shoulder sleeve insignia
shoulder slip
shoulder strap
shoulder to shoulder
shoulder tuft
shoulder weapon
shoulder-blade
shoulder-bone
shoulder-clap
shoulder-clapper
shoulder-high
shoulder-hitter
shoulder-knot
shoulder-piece
shoulder-shotten
shoulder-strap
shouldered arch
shout at the top of your voice
shout defiance
shout down
shout from the housetops
shout hallelujah
shout hosanna
shout of laughter
shout out
shout song
shouting distance
shove aside
shove away
shove in your oar
shove off
shove the queer
shove-groat
shove-ha'penny
shove-halfpenny
shove-hapenny
shoved joint
shovel cultivator
shovel hat
shovel plow
shovel-beaked
shovel-bladed
shovel-board
shovel-footed
shovel-handed
shovel-hatted
shovel-headed
shovel-mouthed
shovel-nose
shovel-nosed
shovel-nosed duck
shovel-nosed ray
shovel-nosed shark
shovel-nosed sturgeon
shovel-shaped
shovelhead catfish
shovelhead shark
shovelnose sturgeon
shoving match
show a bold front
show a clean pair of heels
show a deficit
show a direction
show a lack of respect for
show a leg
show a light pair of heels
show a proper spirit
show a set
show a tendency
show a trend
show aptitude for
show bill
show biz
show box
show business
show card
show consideration
show copy
show dahlia
show disrespect for
show distaste for
show dog
show end
show expertise
show fight
show forth
show fragility
show geranium
show girl
show glass
show how
show improvement
show in the best colors
show its colors
show its face
show kindness to
show marks of age
show mercy
show no amazement
show no appetite
show no mercy
show of hands
show of joy
show off
show one's cards
show one's face
show place
show pipe
show pity
show preference
show resentment
show respect
show respect for
show ring
show sensitivity
show signs of
show signs of life
show someone the door
show stone
show stopper
show sufficient grounds for
show tact
show talent for
show the door
show the gate
show the heels
show the way
show the white feather
show the white flag
show through
show trial
show up
show up late
show what you have
show window
show you your place
show your age
show your authority
show your cards
show your colors
show your face
show your hand
show your heels to
show your mind
show your teeth
show your true colors
show yourself
show-bread
show-me
show-off
show-offish
show-offy
show-through
show-worthy
shower bath
shower bouquet
shower curtain
shower down
shower down upon
shower head
shower room
shower stall
shower-bath
showing for all to see
showing forth
showing up
showing-off
shown up
showy crab apple
showy gaillardia
showy mentzelia
showy milkweed
showy orchis
showy portulaca
showy primrose
showy sunflower
showy-flowered
showy-leaved
shred of comfort
shred-pie
shrew mole
shrewd-brained
shrewd-headed
shrewd-looking
shrewd-pated
shrewd-tongued
shrewd-witted
shriek owl
shriek-owl
shrift-father
shrike thrush
shrike tit
shrill sound
shrill-edged
shrill-gorged
shrill-toned
shrill-tongued
shrill-voiced
shrimp catcher
shrimp pink
shrimp red
shrink back
shrink fit
shrink from
shrink link
shrink rule
shrink-wrap
shrinkage fit
shrinkage rule
shrinkage stope
shrinking fit
shrinking head
shrinking violet
shrive yourself
shrive up
shriveled up
shroud knot
shroud line
shroud lines
shroud plate
shroud-laid
shrouded in darkness
shrouded in mystery
shrouded spirit
shrove monday
shrove sunday
shrove tuesday
shrove-tide
shroving time
shrub cinquefoil
shrub mallow
shrub oak
shrub steppe
shrub willow
shrub yellowroot
shrubby cinquefoil
shrug away
shrug it off
shrug off
shrug the shoulders
shrug your shoulders at
shuck off
shuck spray
shuck-bottom
shudder at
shudder of the flesh
shuffle along
shuffle off
shuffle off this mortal coil
shuffle on
shuffle out of
shuffle scale
shuffle the cards
shuffle-board
shun companionship
shun-pike
shunt circuit
shunt dynamo
shunt excitation
shunt field
shunt lamp
shunt lead
shunt motor
shunt valve
shunt winding
shunt-wound
shunting engine
shunting off
shut down
shut down on
shut fast
shut in
shut it down
shut mind
shut my mouth
shut of
shut of day
shut off
shut out
shut the door
shut the door in your face
shut the door to
shut the door upon
shut the eyes of your mind
shut the eyes to
shut tight
shut up
shut up shop
shut your bazoo
shut your doors
shut your ears
shut your eyes
shut your eyes to
shut your face
shut your mouth
shut your trap
shut yourself up
shut-away
shut-eye
shut-in
shut-in personality
shut-mouthed
shut-off
shut-out
shut-out bid
shut-up
shutter box
shutter dam
shutter speed
shutter weir
shutting post
shutting stile
shutting up
shutting-in
shuttle armature
shuttle bombing
shuttle bone
shuttle box
shuttle diplomacy
shuttle flights
shuttle loading
shuttle race
shuttle raid
shuttle rocket
shuttle service
shuttle shell
shuttle train
shuttle trip
shuttle winding
shuttle-core
shuttle-core magneto
shuttle-witted
shuttle-wound
shuttlecock-flower
shutur sowar
shy at
shy away
shy of
shy of belief
shy off
shy on
shy person
si quaeris peninsulam amo
si quis
siamese cat
siamese connection
siamese joint
siamese twin
sibber sauce
sibby bean
siberian brown
siberian husky
sic at
sic on
sic passim
sic semper tyrannis
sic transit gloria mundi
sicca rupee
sick abed
sick and tired of
sick as a dog
sick at heart
sick at the stomach
sick bay
sick berth
sick call
sick fancy
sick flag
sick headache
sick humor
sick in the head
sick joke
sick leave
sick list
sick market
sick mind
sick nurse
sick of
sick on each other
sick pay
sick person
sick to the stomach
sick to your stomach
sick unto death
sick up
sick-abed
sick-bed
sick-brained
sick-fallen
sick-feathered
sick-in
sick-list
sick-nurse
sick-nursish
sick-out
sick-pale
sick-thoughted
sicken at
sicken for
sicken of
sicken with
sickle bar
sickle bender
sickle cell
sickle cell anaemia
sickle cell anemia
sickle cell disease
sickle feather
sickle ham
sickle herb
sickle hock
sickle medick
sickle of Death
sickle senna
sickle thorn
sickle-billed
sickle-billed curlew
sickle-billed thrasher
sickle-cell
sickle-cell anemia
sickle-cell disease
sickle-grass
sickle-hammed
sickle-hocked
sickle-leaved
sickle-like
sickle-shaped
sickle-tailed
sickly hue
sickly-born
sickly-colored
sickly-looking
sickly-seeming
sickly-sweet
sickly-sweetness
sickness benefit
sickness insurance
sicut patribus sit Deus nobis
side action
side aisle
side arm
side arms
side ax
side band
side bar
side beam
side bench
side bet
side box
side boy
side brake
side by side
side cap
side car
side card
side chain
side chair
side chapel
side check
side chisel
side circuit
side cut
side cutting
side delivery
side dish
side door
side drum
side effect
side face
side frequency
side hatchet
side horse
side interest
side issue
side jointer
side keelson
side ladder
side lamp
side light
side line
side meat
side mirror
side oats
side of bacon
side of controversy
side partner
side-looker
side-lying
side-necked
side-on
side-post
side-saddle
side-seen
side-show
side-skip
side-slip
side-splitting
side-step
side-stepped
side-stepper
side-stepping
side-stick
side-stitched
side-table
side-taking
side-track
side-valve engine
side-view
side-walk
side-wall
side-wheel
side-wheeler
side-whiskered
side-whiskers
side-wind
side-winded
side-winder
sidearm heater
sidelight castle
sidelight tower
sidelong look
sider-
siderating plague
sidereal clock
sidereal day
sidereal hour
sidereal hour angle
sidereal minute
sidereal month
sidereal second
sidereal time
sidereal universe
sidereal year
siderin yellow
sidero-
sidesaddle flower
sideslip landing
sidewalk artist
sidewalk bike
sidewalk door
sidewalk elevator
sidewalk salesman
sidewalk superintendent
sideward motion
siding tool
siding track
sidle up to
siege artillery
siege cannon
siege carriage
siege engine
siege gun
siege howitzer
siege mortar
siege perilous
siege piece
siege train
siege wagon
siege warfare
siegfried line
sierra brownbark pine
sierra juniper
sierra plum
sierra redbark pine
sieva bean
sieve cell
sieve disk
sieve maker
sieve making
sieve out
sieve pit
sieve plate
sieve pore
sieve tissue
sieve tube
sieve vessel
sift out
sifting out
sigh for
sigh of relief
sigh-born
sighed-for
sight bill
sight draft
sight edge
sight for sore eyes
sight gag
sight land
sight line
sight on
sight point
sight reader
sight reading
sight rhyme
sight rule
sight screen
sight seeing trip
sight setter
sight unseen
sight vane
sight-feed
sight-hole
sight-read
sight-reader
sight-reading
sight-saver type
sight-see
sight-seeing
sight-seer
sight-shot
sight-unseen transaction
sighting angle
sighting hood
sighting shot
sightless eyes
sigma finite set
sigma particle
sigma-ring
sigmoid flexure
sign a petition
sign and seal
sign away
sign factor
sign for
sign in
sign language
sign manual
sign of aggregation
sign of the cross
sign of the three balls
sign of the times
sign of the zodiac
sign off
sign on
sign on the dotted line
sign out
sign over
sign painter
sign painting
sign up
sign up for
sign your death warrant
sign your note
sign-board
sign-manual
sign-off
sign-post
signal alarm
signal beacon
signal bell
signal board
signal box
signal corps
signal display
signal fades
signal fire
signal flag
signal flare
signal generator
signal gong
signal gun
signal halyard
signal lamp
signal lantern
signal light
signal lights
signal mast
signal modulation
signal multiplier
signal noise ratio
signal of distress
signal oil
signal post
signal red
signal relay
signal rocket
signal separator
signal service
signal shot
signal siren
signal squirter
signal tower
signal whistle
signal wire
signal-noise ratio
signal-to-noise ratio
signature loan
signature mark
signature tune
signed and sealed
signet ring
signet-ring
significance level
significant fact
significant figures
significant form
significate form
signify nothing
signifying nothing
signing on
signs manual
signs of the zodiac
silage cutter
silence cloth
silence of the grave
silence of the tomb
silent area
silent as a post
silent as a stone
silent as the grave
silent as the shadows
silent as the tomb
silent barter
silent butler
silent cataracts
silent chain
silent consent
silent discharge
silent film
silent majority
silent partner
silent poetry
silent prayer
silent service
silent trade
silent treatment
silic-
silica brick
silica gel
silica glass
silica ware
silicate cotton
silicate paint
silicated soap
siliceo-
silici-
silicic acid
silicified wood
silicium bronze
silico-
silicon bronze
silicon carbide
silicon controlled rectifier
silicon copper
silicon dioxide
silicon fluoride
silicon hydride
silicon nitrimide
silicon spiegel
silicon star
silicon steel
silicon tetrachloride
silicon tetraethyl
silicon tetrafluoride
silicone resin
silicone rubber
silk cotton
silk coverer
silk discharger
silk floss
silk fowl
silk gelatin
silk gland
silk glue
silk gown
silk grass
silk green
silk gum
silk hat
silk louse
silk mercer
silk mill
silk moth
silk muslin
silk oak
silk paper
silk plant
silk serge
silk snapper
silk spider
silk spinner
silk stocking
silk stockings
silk stretcher
silk tartan
silk tester
silk thrower
silk throwster
silk tree
silk vine
silk weaver
silk wire
silk-bark
silk-bark oak
silk-cotton
silk-cotton family
silk-cotton tree
silk-family
silk-gownsman
silk-hatted
silk-robed
silk-screen
silk-screen artist
silk-screen printing
silk-screen process
silk-skirted
silk-soft
silk-stocking
silk-stocking district
silk-stocking politics
silk-stocking ward
silk-stockinged
silk-tail
silk-tassel tree
silk-winder
silken repose
silken-coated
silken-fastened
silken-leafed
silken-sailed
silken-sandaled
silken-shining
silken-soft
silken-threaded
silken-winged
silking machine
silkscreen process
silkworm gut
silkworm jaundice
silkworm moth
silkworm rot
silkworm seed
silky anteater
silky camellia
silky cornel
silky grass
silky oak
silky swallowwort
silky terrier
silky-barked
silky-black
silky-haired
silky-leaved
silky-looking
silky-smooth
silky-soft
silky-textured
silky-voiced
sill cock
sill course
sill floor
sill-like
silly Billy
silly about
silly ass
silly grin
silly over
silly season
silly smilesilly-billy
silly-faced
silly-facedly
silly-shally
silo filler
silt grass
silt up
siluro-
silver age
silver bass
silver beard grass
silver bell
silver birch
silver bromide
silver cat
silver certificate
silver chloride
silver citrate
silver cord
silver cyanide
silver dollar
silver fir
silver fish
silver fizz
silver fluoride
silver foil
silver fox
silver frost
silver fulminate
silver gilt
silver grain
silver grass
silver gray
silver green
silver hair
silver hake
silver iodate
silver iodide
silver jenny
silver jubilee
silver king
silver kings
silver lace
silver lactate
silver lead
silver leaf
silver lining
silver maple
silver medal
silver mill
silver mine
silver miner
silver mining
silver morning-glory
silver nitrate
silver ore
silver oxide
silver paper
silver perch
silver plate
silver plater
silver plating
silver point
silver polish
silver powder
silver protein
silver queen
silver sage
silver salmon
silver salt
silver screen
silver smelter
silver spoon
silver standard
silver star medal
silver storm
silver thaw
silver threads among the gold
silver tin
silver tongue
silver vine
silver vitellin
silver wattle
silver wedding
silver wedding anniversary
silver white
silver-backed
silver-bar
silver-bar fish
silver-barked
silver-barred
silver-bearded
silver-bearing
silver-bell
silver-bell tree
silver-black
silver-bordered
silver-bright
silver-buskined
silver-chased
silver-chiming
silver-clasped
silver-clear
silver-coated
silver-colored
silver-coloured
silver-copper
silver-corded
silver-cupped
silver-eddied
silver-embroidered
silver-eye
silver-eyed
silver-eyes
silver-feathered
silver-fleeced
silver-flowing
silver-footed
silver-fork
silver-fronted
silver-glittering
silver-golden
silver-grained
silver-gray
silver-grey
silver-hafted
silver-haired
silver-handled
silver-headed
silver-lace vine
silver-laced
silver-lead
silver-leafed
silver-leaved
silver-leaved linden
silver-leaved nightshade
silver-lined
silver-mail
silver-melting
silver-mounted
silver-penciled
silver-plate
silver-plated
silver-plating
silver-print drawing
silver-producing
silver-rag
silver-rimmed
silver-shafted
silver-shedding
silver-shining
silver-smitten
silver-sounded
silver-sounding
silver-spangled
silver-spoon
simple algebra
simple algebraic extension
simple arc
simple as ABC
simple assault
simple chancre
simple circularity
simple closed curve
simple contract
simple diet
simple enumeration
simple equation
simple extension
simple fact
simple fraction
simple fracture
simple fruit
simple harmonic motion
simple honors
simple idea
simple inflammation
simple interest
simple interval
simple larceny
simple machine
simple majority
simple measure
simple microscope
simple motion
simple pole
simple protein
simple radical
simple reflex
simple sentence
simple soul
simple syrup
simple tense
simple time
simple transcendental extension
simple twist of the wrist
simple variable
simple vow
simple-armed
simple-faced
simple-headed
simple-hearted
simple-leaved
simple-life
simple-lifer
simple-mannered
simple-minded
simple-mindedly
simple-mindedness
simple-rooted
simple-seeming
simple-speaking
simple-stemmed
simple-toned
simple-tuned
simple-witted
simple-wittedness
simplex method
simplex telegraphy
simply and solely
simply connected
simply ordered
simply ordered set
simply-connected
simulated rank
simultaneous equations
sin against the Holy Ghost
sin eater
sin eating
sin money
sin of Adam
sin of commission
sin of omission
sin of pride
sin offering
sin rent
sin-absolved
sin-absolving
sin-afflicting
sin-black
sin-born
sin-bred
sin-burdened
sin-burthened
sin-chastising
sin-clouded
sin-concealing
sin-condemned
sin-consuming
sin-crushed
sin-drowned
sin-guilty
sin-indulging
sin-laden
sin-loving
sin-mortifying
sin-offering
sin-proud
sin-revenging
sin-sick
sin-sickness
sin-soiling
sin-sowed
sin-thralled
sin-washing
sin-wounded
sinay bean
since God knows when
since Hector was a pup
since days of yore
since long ago
since the world was made
since the world was young
since the year one
since time began
sincere friendship
sindbad the sailor
sine bar
sine curve
sine die
sine galvanometer
sine law
sine mechanism
sine prole
sine qua non
sine wave
sine-qua-nonical
sine-qua-noniness
sine-wave
sinew-backed
sinew-grown
sinew-shrunk
sinful act
sing a different tune
sing a familiar tune
sing deathless songs
sing in chorus
sing in the shrouds
sing out
sing praises
sing small
sing the blues
sing the praise of
sing the praises of
sing the same old song
sing the same old tune
sing your own praises
sing your praises
sing-in
sing-sing
sing-song
singhara nut
singing bird
singing book
singing bread
singing club
singing lesson
singing master
singing part
singing psalm
singing school
singing society
singing teacher
singing voice
single Spanish burton
single bed
single blessedness
single block
single bond
single combat
single condition
single crochet
single cut
single doubler
single entry
single file
single girl
single knot
single man
single messages
single microscope
single mordent
single out
single person
single purchase
single quotation marks
single quotes
single reed
single rhyme
single sap
single sculls
single shell
single sideband
single sideband transmission
single space
single standard
single state
single step rocket
single stitch
single system
single tackle
single tape
single tax
single taxer
single ticket
single transfer
single transferrable vote
single voice
single vote
single voting
single whip
single wicket
single wing
single wingback formation
single woman
single-acting
single-acting engine
single-action
single-action engine
single-bank
single-banked
single-barrel
single-barreled
single-barrelled
single-beat
single-bitted
single-blind
single-blossomed
single-bodied
single-branch
single-breasted
single-breasted jacket
single-breasted suit
single-button carbon microphone
single-caped
single-cell
single-celled
single-chamber
single-colored
single-combed
single-crested
single-crop
single-cross
single-current telegraphy
single-cut
single-cutting
single-cylinder
single-deck
single-decker
single-disk
single-dotted
single-driver
single-edged
single-end
single-ended
single-entry
single-entry accounting
single-entry bookkeeping
single-eyed
single-file
single-filed
single-finned
single-fire
single-flowered
single-foot
single-footer
single-framed
single-fringed
single-gear
single-grown
single-handed
single-handedly
single-handedness
single-hander
single-headed
single-hearted
single-heartedly
single-heartenedness
single-hoofed
single-hooked
single-horned
single-horsed
single-hung
single-jet
single-layer
single-layered
single-leaded
single-leaf
single-leaf ash
single-leaved
single-lens reflex
single-letter
single-lever
single-light
single-line
single-living
single-loader
single-masted
single-measure
single-member
single-member constituency
single-member district
single-minded
single-mindedly
single-mindedness
single-motored
single-mouthed
single-name
single-name paper
single-nerved
single-pass
single-pen
single-phase
single-phase alternating current
single-phase motor
single-phaser
single-piece
single-pitched
single-plated
single-ply
single-pointed
single-pole
single-prop
single-punch
single-rail
single-reed
single-reed instrument
single-reefed
single-rivet
single-riveted
single-row
single-screw
single-seated
single-seater
single-seed
single-seed cucumber
single-seeded
single-shear
single-sheaved
single-shooting
single-shot
single-soled
single-space
single-speech
single-stage
single-stage rocket
single-step
single-stepped
single-stick
single-stitch
single-strand
single-strength
single-stroke
single-surfaced
single-swing
single-swing joint
single-tap
single-tax
single-thoughted
single-threaded
single-throw
single-throw switch
single-tongue
single-tonguing
single-track
single-tree
single-trip
single-trunked
single-twist
single-twisted
single-valued
single-walled
single-wheel
single-wheeled
single-whip
single-whip tackle
single-wicket
single-wire
single-wired
singled out
singed-out
singleness of heart
singleness of purpose
singles court
singular point
singular proposition
sinister influence
sinister-handed
sinistro-
sink away
sink back
sink boat
sink box
sink down
sink in
sink in the mind
sink into despair
sink into oblivion
sink into the mind
sink like lead
sink money in
sink of corruption
sink of iniquity
sink or swim
sink or swim with
sink your soul
sink-hole
sink-stone
sinker bar
sinker boat
sinker drill
sinker wood
sinkhole drainage
sinking bowl
sinking fund
sinking head
sinking heart
sinking speed
sinking stomach
sinking-fund
sinking-fund bond
sinking-fund payment
sinn fein
sino-
sino-tibetan
sinoatrial node
sinuate-leaved
sinuato-
sinumbra lamp
sinuoso-
sinus arrhythmia
sinus band
sinus node
sinusoidal circuit
sinusoidal projection
siphon alga
siphon barometer
siphon bottle
siphon condenser
siphon cup
siphon gauge
siphon off
siphon recorder
siphon slide
siphon spillway
siphono-
sir-reverence
sirdar bearer
sire-found
siren song
sirloin steak
sirup sorghum
sisal hemp
siskin parrot
sissy-pants
sister block
sister cell
sister fold
sister hook
sister keelson
sister rib
sister ship
sister-german
sister-in-law
sister-wife
sisters under the skin
sit around
sit at
sit at the feet of
sit back
sit bolt upright
sit by
sit down
sit down at the bargaining table
sit down on
sit down together
sit down with
sit in
sit in for
sit in judgment
sit in on
sit it out
sit on
sit on a barrel of gunpowder
sit on the dais
sit on the fence
sit on the sidelines
sit on the tail of
sit on the throne
sit on your ass
sit on your butt
sit on your duff
sit on your hands
sit out
sit over
sit pretty
sit shibah
sit tight
sit under
sit up
sit up and take notice
sit up for
sit upon
sit upon thorns
sit well with one
sit well with you
sit-down
sit-down strike
sit-downer
sit-fast
sit-in
sit-up
sit-upon
sitdown striker
site development
site land
sitio-
sitka spruce
sito-
sitter-by
sitter-in
sitter-out
sitting day
sitting duck
sitting height
sitting place
sitting room
sitting shot
sitting tenant
sitting trot
situation comedy
situation ethics
situational neurosis
situational psychosis
situs inversus
sitz bath
siva snake
siva-siva
siwash sweater
six and two threes
six feet above contradiction
six feet under
six o'clock
six point
six ways from Sunday
six-acre
six-angled
six-arched
six-banded
six-bar
six-barred
six-barreled
six-bottle
six-by-six
six-canted
six-cent
six-chambered
six-colored
six-cornered
six-coupled
six-course
six-cut
six-cylinder
six-cylindered
six-day
six-dollar
six- eared
six-edged
six-eight
six-eight time
six-ell
six-eyed
six-faced
six-figure income
six-figured
six-fingered
six-flowered
six-foiled
six-foot
six-footed
six-footer
six-gallon
six-gated
six-gilled
six-gilled shark
six-grain
six-gram
six-gun
six-headed
six-hoofed
six-horse
six-hour
six-inch
six-jointed
six-leaved
six-legged
six-letter
six-lettered
six-lined
six-lobed
six-masted
six-master
six-mile
six-minute
six-mouth
six-o-six
six-oared
six-o’clock
six-ounce
six-pack
six-part time
six-petaled
six-phase
six-plumed
six-ply
six-pointed
six-pointed star
six-pot
six-pound
six-pounder
six-ranked
six-rayed
six-ribbed
six-room
six-roomed
six-rowed
six-second
six-shafted
six-shared
six-shilling
six-shooter
six-sided
six-spined
six-spot
six-spotted
six-storied
six-story
six-stringed
six-striped
six-syllable
six-three-three
six-time
six-ton
six-week
six-weeks grass
six-wheel
six-wheeled
six-wheeler
six-winged
six-yard
six-yard area
six-yard line
six-year
six-year-old
sixpenny bit
sixteen-foot
sixteen-foot stop
sixteen-pounder
sixteenth note
sixteenth rest
sixth chord
sixth column
sixth form
sixth nerve
sixth sense
sixth-floor
sixth-form
sixth-grade
sixth-rate
sixty per cent
sixty-eight
sixty-eighth
sixty-fifth
sixty-first
sixty-five
sixty-four
sixty-four-dollar question
sixty-fourmo
sixty-fourmos
sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth note
sixty-fourth rest
sixty-nine
sixty-ninth
sixty-one
sixty-second
sixty-seven
sixty-seventh
sixty-six
sixty-sixth
sixty-third
sixty-three
sixty-two
size bone
size roll
size stick
size up
size up your measure
sizer die
sizer tap
sizing tool
sizing up
sizzling heat
sizzling hot
skate on thin ice
skate over
skate sailing
skating rink
skean dhu
skee-ball
skeel duck
skeel goose
skeeling goose
skeen arch
skeet shooting
skeleto-
skeleton at the feast
skeleton clock
skeleton company
skeleton construction
skeleton dance
skeleton drill
skeleton girder
skeleton in the closet
skeleton in the cupboard
skeleton key
skeleton leaf
skeleton movement
skeleton pattern
skeleton proof
skeleton regiment
skeleton shrimp
skeleton suit
skelic index
skelpie-limmer
skene arch
skene dhu
sketch book
sketch map
sketch out
sketch plan
sketch plate
sketch-book
skew arch
skew chisel
skew distribution
skew field
skew polygon
skew putt
skew table
skew-back
skew-gee
skew-jawed
skew-symmetric
skewed judgment
skewer-up
ski boot
ski boots
ski bum
ski jacket
ski jump
ski landing gear
ski lift
ski pants
skimmer cake
skimmer gate
skimmer scoop
skimming back
skimming dish
skimming gate
skimming-dish
skimmington ride
skimper-scamper
skin alive
skin and bones
skin beetle
skin boat
skin book
skin cancer
skin coat
skin color
skin coloring
skin disease
skin dive
skin diver
skin diving
skin effect
skin eruption
skin flick
skin food
skin friction
skin friction drag
skin game
skin graft
skin grafting
skin layer
skin man
skin mark
skin nose
skin out
skin planing
skin resistance
skin spot
skin test
skin tone
skin wool
skin-breaking
skin-built
skin-clad
skin-clipping
skin-deep
skin-devouring
skin-dive
skin-dived
skin-diver
skin-diving
skin-dove
skin-peeled
skin-piercing
skin-plastering
skin-pop
skin-popping
skin-shifter
skin-spread
skin-testing
skin-tight
skinned alive
skinning alive
skinning knife
skinning loam
skinny as a lath
skinny as a rail
skinny dip
skinny dipper
skinny-dip
skinny-dipped
skinny-dipper
skinny-dipping
skinny-dipt
skinny-necked
skip bail
skip bomb
skip bridge
skip car
skip distance
skip elevator
skip for joy
skip hoist
skip it
skip numbering
skip off
skip out
skip over
skip rope
skip straight
skip through
skip tracer
skip zone
skip-bomb
skip-bombing
skip-kennel
skipjack pike
skipjack tuna
skipping rope
skipping-ropes
skirmish drill
skirmish line
skirt cassock
skirt chaser
skirt dance
skirt dancer
skirt marker
skirt of tasses
skirt the shore
skirt-dancer
skirting board
skirting table
skirting-board
skittle alley
skittle ball
skittle out
skittle pool
skittle pot
skittle-shaped
skivvy shirt
skookum-house
skrim shander
skua gull
skulk away
skull and crossbones
skull cracker
skull practice
skull session
skull-built
skull-cap
skull-covered
skull-crowned
skull-dividing
skull-hunting
skull-less
skull-like
skull-lined
skullcap speedwell
skunk bear
skunk bird
skunk blackbird
skunk cabbage
skunk currant
skunk grape
skunk mushroom
skunk plant
skunk porpoise
skunk spruce
skunk turtle
skunk-drunk
skunk-headed
skunkhead coot
sky advertising
sky an oar
sky atlas
sky blue
sky compass
sky cover
sky dive
sky diver
sky diving
sky drain
sky farmer
sky gazer
sky gray
sky hooker
sky iron
sky line
sky map
sky marker
sky parlor
sky pilot
sky pipit
sky screen
sky shade
sky sign
sky train
sky truck
sky wave
sky-aspiring
sky-blasted
sky-blue
sky-blue pink
sky-born
sky-bred
sky-capped
sky-cast
sky-clad
sky-clear
sky-cleaving
sky-climbing
sky-color
sky-colored
sky-dive
sky-diving
sky-dome
sky-dyed
sky-elephant
sky-engendered
sky-facer
sky-falling
sky-gazer
sky-god
sky-high
sky-kissing
sky-line
sky-line logging
sky-measuring
sky-planted
sky-reaching
sky-rending
sky-resembling
sky-rocket
sky-ruling
sky-sail
sky-scaling
sky-scraper
sky-sign
sky-throned
sky-tinctured
sky-touching
sky-worn
skye terrier
skyhook balloon
skysail mast
skysail pole
skysail yard
skysail-yarder
slab bridge
slab dashing
slab house
slab line
slab mill
slab pahoehoe
slab plastering
slab reef
slab tie
slab top
slab-sided
slab-sidedly
slab-sidedness
slabbing cutter
slabbing machine
slabbing mill
slack back
slack barrel
slack coal
slack cooperage
slack filling
slack jaw
slack off
slack purse strings
slack suit
slack up
slack water
slack-bake
slack-baked
slack-filled
slack-jawed
slack-laid
slack-off
slack-rope
slack-rope artist
slack-salted
slack-spined
slack-twisted
slack-up
slack-water
slag cement
slag concrete
slag down
slag furnace
slag heap
slag hearth
slag sand
slag wool
slag-hearth
slag-lead
slag-tap furnace
slagging furnace
slagging hole
slake trough
slake your thirst
slaked lime
slam bidding
slam into
slam the door in your face
slam-bang
slamming stile
slang dictionary
slang-whang
slang-whanger
slanging match
slant across
slant culture
slant dam
slant front
slant height
slant of wind
slant rhyme
slant-eye
slant-eyed
slant-top
slanting hand
slap a tax on
slap around
slap at
slap dashing
slap down
slap in the face
slap in the middle
slap of the glove
slap on
slap on paint
slap on the wrist
slap plastering
slap the face
slap the lid on
slap up
slap you in the face
slap your face
slap-bang
slap-bang shop
slap-dab
slap-dash
slap-sided
slap-slap
slap-up
slapstick comedian
slapstick comedy
slapstick humor
slapstick quality
slash across
slash bar
slash mark
slave broker
slave clock
slave cylinder
slave dealer
slave dealing
slave driver
slave fork
slave hunt
slave hunter
slave hunting
slave labor
slave labor camp
slave maker
slave market
slave ship
slave song
slave state
slave trade
slave trader
slave trading
slave-carrying
slave-collecting
slave-cultured
slave-deserted
slave-drive
slave-driver
slave-enlarging
slave-got
slave-grown
slave-labor
slave-making
slave-making ant
slave-merchant
slave-owning
slave-peopled
slave-trade
slaver over
slavo-
slay en masse
sleave silk
sleave-silk
sled cultivator
sled dog
sled harvester
sled knife
sled lister cultivator
sled marker
sled part
sled-log
sledge chair
sledge dog
sledge hammer
sledge-hammer
sleek stone
sleek-browed
sleek-faced
sleek-haired
sleek-headed
sleek-leaf
sleek-looking
sleek-skinned
sleek-up
sleep around
sleep at your post
sleep drink
sleep in
sleep it off
sleep like a log
sleep like a top
sleep like the dead
sleep movement
sleep movements
sleep of the just
sleep off
sleep on
sleep on a volcano
sleep out
sleep soundly
sleep talker
sleep talking
sleep together
sleep treatment
sleep upon
sleep with
sleep with one eye open
sleep with the Lord
sleep with your ancestors
sleep with your fathers
sleep-at-noon
sleep-bedeafened
sleep-bringer
sleep-bringing
sleep-causing
sleep-compelling
sleep-created
sleep-desiring
sleep-dewed
sleep-dispelling
sleep-disturbing
sleep-drowned
sleep-drunk
sleep-enthralled
sleep-fatted
sleep-fearing
sleep-filled
sleep-heavy
sleep-in
sleep-inducer
sleep-inducing
sleep-inviting
sleep-loving
sleep-procuring
sleep-producer
sleep-producing
sleep-provoker
sleep-provoking
sleep-resisting
sleep-soothing
sleep-stuff
sleep-swollen
sleep-tempting
sleep-walker
sleeper goby
sleeper shark
sleeping around
sleeping bag
sleeping beauty
sleeping car
sleeping carriage
sleeping chair
sleeping disease
sleeping draught
sleeping fire
sleeping partner
sleeping pill
sleeping place
sleeping policeman
sleeping porch
sleeping rent
sleeping room
sleeping sickness
sleeping suit
sleeping table
sleeping together
sleeping with
sleepless eye
sleepy Dick
sleepy disease
sleepy sickness
sleepy-acting
sleepy-eyed
sleepy-eyes
sleepy-headed
sleepy-headedness
sleepy-looking
sleepy-souled
sleepy-sounding
sleepy-voiced
sleet wheel
sleeve axle
sleeve board
sleeve brick
sleeve button
sleeve dog
sleeve link
sleeve links
sleeve nut
sleeve target
sleeve valve
sleeve waistcoat
sleeve-defended
sleeve-hidden
sleigh bed
sleigh bell
sleigh bells
sleigh cutter
sleight of hand
sleight-of-hand
sleight-of-hand artist
sleight-of-hand performer
sleight-of-hand trick
slender as a thread
slender blind snake
slender blue flag
slender loris
slender means
slender-ankled
slender-armed
slender-beaked
slender-billed
slender-bladed
slender-bodied
slender-branched
slender-fingered
slender-finned
slender-flanked
slender-flowered
slender-footed
slender-hipped
slender-jawed
slender-jointed
slender-leaved
slender-legged
slender-limbed
slender-looking
slender-muzzled
slender-nosed
slender-podded
slender-shafted
slender-shouldered
slender-spiked
slender-stalked
slender-stemmed
slender-striped
slender-tailed
slender-toed
slender-trunked
slender-waisted
slender-witted
slenderness ratio
sleuth-hound
slew rope
slew-eyed
slibber-sauce
slice bar
slice galley
slice of life
slice the melon
slice the pie
slice up
slick as a whistle
slick chick
slick citizen
slick down
slick magazine
slick on
slick stone
slick up
slick-ear
slick-faced
slick-haired
slick-looking
slick-spoken
slick-talking
slick-tongued
sli
d up
slicker hat
slide back
slide bar
slide block
slide box
slide bridge
slide caliper
slide
down
slide fastener
slide film
slide into
slide knot
slide lathe
slide off
slide out of
slide over
slide pole
slide projector
slide rail
slide rest
slide rod
slide rule
slide shaft
slide stacker
slide tongs
slide tool
slide trombone
slide valve
slide viewer
slide-
slide-action
slide-
slide-easy
slide-groat
slide-rest
slide-rest lathe
slide-rock
slide-rule
slide-rule warfare
slide-valve
slide-valve engine
slide-
slide-wire
slide-wire bridge
slider crank
slider-crank chain
sliding board
sliding fit
sliding friction
sliding keel
sliding scale
sliding seat
sliding vector
sliding way
sliding-gear
sliding-scale
sliding-scale premium
slight knowledge
slight over
slight stretching
slight wrong
slight-billed
slight-bottomed
slight-built
slight-esteemed
slight-informed
slight-limbed
slight-looking
slight-made
slight-natured
slight-seeming
slight-shaded
slight-timbered
slim chance
slim down
slim pickings
slim-ankled
slim-built
slim-jim
slim-leaved
slim-limbed
slim-shanked
slim-spired
slim-trunked
slim-waisted
slime eel
slime flux
slime fungus
slime mold
slime mould
slime pit
slime table
slime thickening
slime-begotten
slime-browned
slime-coated
slime-filled
slime-secreting
slime-washed
slimy-backed
sling at
sling cart
sling chair
sling dog
sling hash
sling off
sling psychrometer
sling pump
sling rope
sling stay
sling strap
sling the lead
sling thermometer
sling trot
sling unloader
sling-
slinger ring
slink butcher
slink in
slink lamb
slink off
slip 'twixt cup and lip
slip a cog
slip away
slip back
slip by
slip carriage
slip cheese
slip cloth
slip clutch
slip coach
slip coupling
slip cover
slip curd
slip dock
slip down
slip friction
slip friction clutch
slip gauge
slip glaze
slip grab
slip hook
slip in
slip indicator
slip into
slip jaw
slip joint
slip key
slip kiln
slip knot
slip line
slip mortise
slip noose
slip of the pen
slip of the tongue
slip off
slip on
slip one over on
slip out
slip out of
slip over
slip panel
slip proof
slip rail
slip regulator
slip ring
slip road
slip rope
slip seat
slip shackle
slip share
slip sheet
slip sill
slip skid
slip something over on
slip spring
slip stem
slip stitch
slip stopper
slip stream
slip switch
slip tap
slip the
slip the cable
slip the collar
slip the memory
slip through
slip through your fingers
slip through your hands
slip tongue
slip up
slip ware
slip washer
slip wool
slip you a Mickey
slip you a Mickey Finn
slip your cable
slip your mind
slip-
slip-along
slip-knot
slip-on
slip-rail
slip-ring
slip-sheet
slip-shelled
slip-shoe
slip-skin
slip-slop
slip-stitch
slip-string
slip-tongue wheel
slip-top
slip-up
slip-way
slipcoat cheese
slipe wool
slipped disc
slipped disk
slipped tendon
slipped wing
slipper animalcule
slipper animalcules
slipper bath
slipper block
slipper boat
slipper brake
slipper chair
slipper drag
slipper foot
slipper limpet
slipper orchid
slipper piston
slipper plant
slipper satin
slipper shell
slipper sock
slipper-foxed
slipper-root
slipper-shaped
slippered ease
slippery as an eel
slippery dip
slippery elm
slippery-bellied
slippery-breeched
slippery-looking
slippery-shod
slippery-sleek
slippery-tongued
slipping away
slipping back
slipshod construction
slit band
slit deal
slit lamp
slit pocket
slit skirt
slit tapestry
slit trench
slit-drum
slit-eared
slit-eyed
slit-footed
slit-nosed
slit-shaped
slither off
slitting file
slitting machine
slitting saw
slitting shears
sliver box
slob ice
slob land
slobber over
slobber-chops
slocking stone
sloe gin
sloe plum
sloe thorn
sloe-black
sloe-blue
sloe-colored
sloe-eyed
slog away
slog on
sloop of war
sloop rig
sloop yacht
sloop-rigged
slop around
slop basin
slop book
slop bowl
slop chest
slop chute
slop cloth
slop dealer
slop frock
slop hand
slop jar
slop man
slop merchant
slop molding
slop on paint
slop out
slop over
slop padding
slop pail
slop room
slop sink
slop-built
slop-molded
slop-over
slop-seller
slop-shop
slop-work
slope arms
slope culture
slope form
slope up
slope-
slope-browed
slope-eared
slope-edged
slope-faced
slope-lettered
slope-roofed
slope-sided
slope-toothed
slope-walled
sloping downward
sloping upward
sloppy Joe
sloppy joe
slosh wheel
slot and filler
slot burner
slot conveyer
slot driller
slot file
slot machine
slot man
slot mortise
slot rail
slot washer
slot winding
slot-boring
slot-drill
slot-drilling
slot-drilling machine
slot-headed
slot-spike
sloth animalcule
sloth bear
sloth monkey
sloth tree
slotting auger
slotting drill
slotting end mill
slotting file
slotting machine
slouch around
slouch hat
slough bass
slough grass
slough ice
slough of despond
slough off
slough over
slovenly performance
slow ahead
slow and careful steps
slow as death
slow as molasses
slow as slow
slow astern
slow burn
slow coach
slow down
slow goer
slow handclap
slow loris
slow march
slow market
slow match
slow motion
slow neutron
slow off the mark
slow person
slow pile
slow starter
slow time
slow to
slow to act
slow to commit yourself
slow to make your move
slow up
slow-back
slow-belly
slow-blooded
slow-breathed
slow-breathing
slow-breeding
slow-burning
slow-circling
slow-coach
slow-combustion
slow-conceited
slow-consuming age
slow-contact
slow-crawling
slow-creeping
slow-developed
slow-drawing
slow-drawn
slow-driving
slow-ebbing
slow-endeavoring
slow-extinguished
slow-eyed
slow-fingered
slow-foot
slow-footed
slow-gaited
slow-going
slow-growing
slow-legged
slow-march
slow-mettled
slow-motion
slow-moving
slow-paced
slow-poky
slow-run
slow-running
slow-sailing
slow-speaking
slow-speeched
slow-spirited
slow-spoken
slow-stepped
slow-sudden
slow-sure
slow-thinking
slow-time
slow-tongued
slow-tuned
slow-up
slow-winged
slow-witted
slow-wittedness
slow-worm
slowed down
slower than the seven-year itch
slowing down
slowness to act
slubber de gullion
slubber over
slubbing billy
slubbing machine
sludge acid
slue rope
slue-footed
slug caterpillar
slug horn
slug snail
slug worm
slug-a-bed
slug-abed
slug-horn
slug-worm
slugging average
slugging machine
slugging match
slugging percentage
sluice box
sluice gate
sluice out
sluice valve
slum clearance
slum-dwellers
slumber party
slumber-bound
slumber-bringing
slumber-closing
slumber-loving
slumber-seeking
slumber-wrapt
slump cone
slump down
slump test
slung shot
slur over
slurp up
slush casting
slush fund
slush lamp
slush-cast
slushing oil
slut's wool
sly dog
sly grog
sly look
sly suggestion
sly-boots
sly-eyed
sly-goose
sly-grog
sly-looking
sly-tongued
sma-boukit
smack boat
smack in the middle
smack into
smack of
smack the lips
smack your lips
smack-dab
smack-dab in the middle
smacking of
small ale
small amount
small arm
small arms
small beer
small boat
small bond
small bower
small boy
small burgh
small business
small businessman
small calorie
small cane
small cap
small capital
small chance
small change
small chop
small circle
small claims court
small clothes
small coal
small cranberry
small debt
small end
small fry
small game
small goods
small ham
small honeysuckle
small hope
small hours
small intestine
small letter
small matter
small number
small octave
small pastern bone
small pica
small place
small potato
small potatoes
small price tag
small print
small royal
small screen
small share
small signal hybrid open circuit
small signal open circuit
small signal short circuit
small slam
small space
small stores
small stuff
small talk
small time
small tradesmen
small voice
small woodbine
small years
small-acred
small-ankled
small-arm
small-armed
small-arms
small-beer
small-billed
small-boat
small-bodied
small-boned
small-bore
small-boyhood
small-boyish
small-brained
small-caliber
small-celled
small-claims court
small-clawed
small-clothes
small-college
small-colleger
small-cornered
small-craft warning
small-crowned
small-debts court
small-diameter
small-drink
small-eared
small-eyed
small-faced
small-feed
small-finned
small-flowered
small-footed
small-framed
small-fruited
small-fry
small-grain
small-grained
small-habited
small-handed
small-headed
small-hipped
small-horned
small-jointed
small-leaved
small-letter
small-lettered
small-limbed
small-looking
small-lunged
small-minded
small-mindedly
small-mindedness
small-nailed
small-natured
small-paneled
small-paper
small-part
small-pattern
small-petaled
small-pored
small-preferred
small-reasoned
small-scale
small-scaled
small-shelled
small-size
small-sized
small-souled
small-spaced
small-spotted
small-sword
small-tailed
small-talk
small-threaded
small-timbered
small-time
small-timer
small-tired
small-toned
small-tooth
small-toothed
small-topped
small-town
small-towner
small-trunked
small-type
small-visaged
small-visioned
small-ware
small-wheeled
small-windowed
smallmouth bass
smallpox plant
smallpox-proof
small green
small-blue
smart aleck
smart as a whip
smart ass
smart crack
smart money
smart operator
smart pace
smart saying
smart set
smart-aleck
smart-aleckiness
smart-alecky
smart-ass
smart-built
smart-cocked
smart-dressing
smart-looking
smart-money
smart-spoken
smart-stinging
smart-talking
smart-tongued
smart-witted
smarten up
smarty-pants
smash all opposition
smash hit
smash in
smash into
smash piecer
smash the atom
smash up
smash-and-grab
smash-up
smashboard signal
smasher hammer
smasher hat
smashing defeat
smashing machine
smattering of ignorance
smattering of knowledge
smear campaign
smear culture
smear dab
smear dock
smear on
smear test
smear ware
smear word
smear-dab
smear-sheet
smegma bacillus
smell a rat
smell around
smell bad
smell good
smell in the wind
smell of
smell of decay
smell of the lamp
smell out
smell sweet
smell to heaven
smell to high heaven
smell up
smell-feast
smell-less
smell-lessness
smell-smock
smeller-out
smelling bottle
smelling salts
smelling-stick
smelt-
smick-smack
smick-smock
smiddy-leaves
smilax family
smile at
smile brightly
smile of recognition
smile upon
smile-covering
smile-frowning
smile-tuned
smile-wreathed
smileage book
smiled-out
smiles of fortune
smiling reception
smiling sleep
smiling wakerobin
smite hip and thigh
smithing coal
smithy coal
smiting line
smitten with
smitten with death
smock frock
smock marriage
smock mill
smock windmill
smock-faced
smock-frock
smock-frocked
smoke agent
smoke arch
smoke ball
smoke blue
smoke bomb
smoke cat
smoke chamber
smoke curtain
smoke dome
smoke explosion
smoke gray
smoke grenade
smoke helmet
smoke hole
smoke jumper
smoke kiln
smoke like a chimney
smoke like a furnace
smoke out
smoke passage
smoke pipe
smoke plant
smoke pot
smoke proof
smoke quartz
smoke rocket
smoke room
smoke sail
smoke screen
smoke shelf
smoke shop
smoke stop
smoke talk
smoke the pipe of peace
smoke tree
smoke washer
smoke-ball
smoke-begotten
smoke-black
smoke-bleared
smoke-blinded
smoke-blue
smoke-bound
smoke-brown
smoke-burning
smoke-colored
smoke-condensing
smoke-consuming
smoke-consumptive
smoke-cure
smoke-curing
smoke-dried
smoke-dry
smoke-drying
smoke-dyed
smoke-eater
smoke-eating
smoke-enrolled
smoke-exhaling
smoke-filled
smoke-filled room
smoke-gray
smoke-grimed
smoke-hole
smoke-jack
smoke-laden
smoke-oh
smoke-paint
smoke-pennoned
smoke-preventing
smoke-preventive
smoke-selling
smoke-smothered
smoke-sodden
smoke-stack
smoke-stained
smoke-torn
smoke-vomiting
smoke-wreathed
smoke-yellow
smoked glass
smoked glasses
smoked herring
smoked rubber
smokeless powder
smokeless powder rocket
smokeless zone
smoking bean
smoking car
smoking compartment
smoking concert
smoking duck
smoking habit
smoking hot
smoking jacket
smoking lamp
smoking opium
smoking room
smoking stand
smoking tobacco
smoking-concert
smoking-room
smoky quartz
smoky topaz
smoky-bearded
smoky-blue
smoky-colored
smoky-flavored
smoky-looking
smoky-smelling
smoky-tinted
smoky-waving
smoldering fire
smoot hole
smooth as a baby's ass
smooth as a billiard ball
smooth as glass
smooth bore
smooth breathing
smooth citizen
smooth coat
smooth down
smooth flounder
smooth hound
smooth it over
smooth muscle
smooth out
smooth over
smooth plane
smooth road
smooth sailing
smooth snake
smooth sumac
smooth surface
smooth talker
smooth temper
smooth the path
smooth the road
smooth the ruffled brow of care
smooth the way
smooth the way for
smooth wine
smooth winterberry
smooth your feathers
smooth your ruffled
smooth-ankled
smooth-barked
smooth-bedded
smooth-bellied
smooth-billed
smooth-bodied
smooth-browed
smooth-cast
smooth-cheeked
smooth-chinned
smooth-clouded
smooth-coated
smooth-coil
smooth-combed
smooth-core
smooth-crested
smooth-cut
smooth-dittied
smooth-edged
smooth-face
smooth-faced
smooth-famed
smooth-fibered
smooth-finned
smooth-flowing
smooth-foreheaded
smooth-fronted
smooth-fruited
smooth-gliding
smooth-going
smooth-grained
smooth-haired
smooth-handed
smooth-headed
smooth-hewn
smooth-leaved
smooth-legged
smooth-limbed
smooth-looking
smooth-necked
smooth-nosed
smooth-paced
smooth-plastered
smooth-podded
smooth-polished
smooth-riding
smooth-rimmed
smooth-rinded
smooth-rubbed
smooth-running
smooth-sculptured
smooth-shaven
smooth-sided
smooth-skinned
smooth-sliding
smooth-soothing
smooth-sounding
smooth-speaking
smooth-spoken
smooth-stalked
smooth-stemmed
smooth-surfaced
smooth-tailed
smooth-taper
smooth-taper drift
smooth-tempered
smooth-textured
smooth-tined
smooth-tired
smooth-tongued
smooth-voiced
smooth-walled
smooth-winding
smooth-winged
smooth-working
smooth-woven
smooth-writing
smooth-wrought
smoothback flounder
smoothbore gun
smoothbore weapon
smoothed out
smoother-over
smoothhound shark
smoothing box
smoothing iron
smoothing mill
smoothing of the way
smoothing plane
smother crop
smother fire
smother fly
smother-kiln
smothered mate
smudge fire
smudge pot
smug-faced
smug-looking
smug-skinned
smuggle in
smuggled goods
smut ball
smut fungus
smut gall
smut grass
smut mill
smut-free
smutty-faced
smutty-nosed
smutty-yellow
snack bar
snack stool
snack table
snaffle bit
snaffle-bridled
snaffle-mouthed
snaffle-reined
snag boat
snag tooth
snag tree
snaggle-toothed
snail bore
snail borer
snail cloud
snail clover
snail countersink
snail fever
snail horn
snail medic
snail plant
snail shell
snail trefoil
snail wheel
snail's pace
snail-horned
snail-like
snail-likeness
snail-paced
snail-seed
snail-shell
snail-slow
snake bearer
snake bite
snake blenny
snake boat
snake buzzard
snake cactus
snake cane
snake charmer
snake crane
snake cucumber
snake dance
snake doctor
snake eel
snake eggplant
snake eyes
snake feeder
snake fence
snake fern
snake fly
snake foot
snake gentian
snake gourd
snake guide
snake hole
snake idol
snake in the grass
snake juice
snake killer
snake leaf
snakes and ladders
snakes in the boots
snaky-eyed
snaky-haired
snaky-handed
snaky-headed
snaky-paced
snaky-sparkling
snaky-tailed
snaky-wreathed
snap at
snap back
snap bean
snap beetle
snap brim
snap bug
snap cap
snap catch
snap clutch
snap decision
snap fastener
snap flask
snap gauge
snap header
snap hook
snap judgment
snap link
snap lock
snap machine
snap molder
snap molding
snap out
snap out of it
snap point
snap ring
snap roll
snap shooter
snap shooting
snap shot
snap switch
snap table
snap the thread
snap the whip
snap to it
snap tool
snap turtle
snap up
snap vote
snap willow
snap your fingers
snap your fingers at
snap your head off
snap your nose off
snap-
snap-apple
snap-brim
snap-brim hat
snap-brimmed
snap-finger
snap-hook
snap-on
snap-rivet
snap-roll
snap-shot
snap-top
snap-top table
snaphead rivet
snapper up
snapper-back
snapper-up
snapping beetle
snapping point
snapping tool
snapping turtle
snappy comeback
snappy pace
snare drum
snare strainer
snarl defiance
snarl up
snarl-up
snarled up
snarling iron
snatch at
snatch block
snatch from
snatch from the jaws of death
snatch hitch
snatch team
snatch-
snaw-broo
sneak attack
sneak boat
sneak box
sneak current
sneak in
sneak off
sneak out
sneak out of
sneak preview
sneak shooting
sneak thief
sneak thievery
sneak through
sneak-
sneak-cup
sneak-up
sneaking suspicion
sneaky pete
sneck band
sneck drawer
sneck harling
sneck hook
sneck posset
sneck-drawer
sneer at
sneeshing box
sneeshing mill
sneeshing mull
sneeze at
sneeze gas
sneeze weed
sneezewort tansy
sneezewort yarrow
sneezing gas
snick and snee
snick drawer
snick-a-snee
snick-and-snee
snick-and-snee knife
snick-snarl
snicker at
sniff at
sniff out
sniffle valve
saffles, the
snifter valve
snifting valve
snigger at
snip-snap
snip-snap-snorum
snip-snappy
snipe at
snipe eel
snipe fly
snipe hawk
snipe hunt
snipe-bill
snipe-nosed
sniper-scope
snipnose mullet
snipper-snapper
snitch on
sno-cat
snob appeal
snooker pool
snore hole
snore piece
snorkel diver
snorkel diving
snorkel pen
snort at
snot-rag
snottose kid
snotty-nosed
snout beetle
snout butterfly
snout machine
snout mite
snout moth
snow apple
snow banner
snow bear
snow bed
snow blanket
snow blast
snow blindness
snow board
snow boot
snow bunting
snow buttercup
snow chains
snow chukor
snow cock
snow cover
snow crust
snow cup
snow devil
snow dust
snow eater
snow eyes
snow fence
snow field
snow finch
snow flea
snow flurry
snow fly
snow gem
snow glare
snow glory
snow gnat
snow goggles
snow goose
snow grains
snow grass
snow ground
snow grouse
snow guard
snow gum
snow hut
snow ice
snow in
snow insect
snow job
snow knife
snow leopard
snow light
snow lily
snow limit
snow line
snow mold
snow mosquito
snow mouse
snow one under
snow owl
snow panther
snow partridge
snow pea
snow peak
snow pear
snow pellets
snow pheasant
snow pigeon
snow plant
snow plume
snow poppy
snow pudding
snow quail
snow rack
snow roller
snow-deep
snow-drifted
snow-driven
snow-dropping
snow-drowned
snow-encircled
snow-fair
snow-feathered
snow-fed
snow-haired
snow-hung
snow-in-summer
snow-laden
snow-limbed
snow-line
snow-lined
snow-loaded
snow-man
snow-mantled
snow-melting
snow-molded
snow-nodding
snow-on-the-mountain
snow-plough
snow-pure
snow-resembled
snow-rigged
snow-robed
snow-rubbing
snow-scarred
snow-slip
snow-soft
snow-sprinkled
snow-still
snow-swathe
snow-sweeping
snow-thrower
snow-tipped
snow-topped
snow-white
snow-whitened
snow-whiteness
snow-winged
snow-wrought
snowball bush
snowball tree
snowclad peak
snowdrop anemone
snowdrop tree
snowdrop windflower
snowed-in
snowflower tree
snows of yesteryear
snowshoe hare
snowshoe rabbit
snowy egret
snowy owl
snowy-banded
snowy-bosomed
snowy-capped
snowy-countenanced
snowy-fleeced
snowy-flowered
snowy-headed
snowy-vested
snowy-winged
snub line
snub post
snub-
snub-nosed
snubbing post
snuff bottle
snuff brown
snuff brush
snuff color
snuff dipper
snuff dipping
snuff in
snuff it
snuff maker
snuff mill
snuff mull
snuff out
snuff paper
snuff shop
snuff stick
snuff swab
snuff up
snuff-box
snuff-clad
snuff-colored
snuff-headed
snuff-stained
snuff-taking
snuff-using
snuffbox bean
snuffbox fern
snuffling out
snug as a bug in a rug
snug down
snug harbor
snug together
snug up
snuggle up to
so as
so as to
so be it
so big
so bold
so cold you could spit ice cubes
so far
so far as
so far as you can
so far so good
so forget yourself
so help me
so is it
so it is
so long
so long as
so long as it's red
so many
so mote it be
so much
so much as
so much for that
so shall it be
so so
so that
so to say
so to speak
so very much
so what
so what else is new
so-and-so
so-and-sos
so-called
so-caused
so-conditioned
so-considered
so-designated
so-fa syllables
so-formed
so-forth
soap-fast
soap-maker
soapbark tree
soapberry family
soapberry tree
soapbox derby
soapbox orator
soapwort gentian
soar falcon
soar hawk
soaring costs
soaring heights
soaring plane
soaring prices
sob sister
sob story
sob stuff
sobe it
sober as a judge
sober down
sober fact
sober off
sober reality
sober senses
sober up
sober-blooded
sober-clad
sober-disposed
sober-eyed
sober-headed
sober-headedness
sober-minded
sober-mindedly
sober-mindedness
sober-sad
sober-spirited
sober-suited
sober-tinted
soccer ball
soccer field
sociable coach
sociable person
social Darwinism
social Darwinist
social accounting
social activity
social affair
social anthropologist
social anthropology
social assistance
social barrier
social bee
social call
social circle
social class
social climber
social climbing
social code
social compact
social conduct
social conscience
social consciousness
social contract
social control
social convention
social critic
social dancer
social dancing
social democracy
social democrat
social differentiation
social director
social discrimination
social disease
social disorganization
social distance
social drinker
social drinking
social environment
social ethics
social evolution
social full-dress uniform
social gathering
social gospel
social grace
social graces
social grouping
social heritage
social incompatibility
social insurance
social interaction
social intercourse
social isolation
social lion
social lubricant
social maladjustment
social organization
social outcast
social parasite
social pathology
social pressure
social procedures
social process
social psychiatry
social psychology
social realism
social realist
social register
social relations
social round
social science
social scientist
social season
social secretary
social security
social service
social services
social set
social settlement
social studies
social usage
social wasp
social welfare
social whirl
social work
social worker
social-climbing
social-minded
social-mindedly
social-mindedness
social-service
socialist economy
socialistic economy
socialized medicine
socially incompatible
socially prominent
society evil
society goods
society queen
society screw
society verse
socio-
socio-economic
socio-official
sociological adjutant reactions
sociological novel
socius criminis
sock away
sock in
sock lamb
sock lining
sock suspender
sock suspenders
socket basket
socket chisel
socket eye
socket pole
socket punch
socket screw
socket spanner
socket washer
socket wrench
sockeye salmon
sod cloth
sod culture
sod grass
sod house
sod mulch
sod off
sod oil
sod plow
sod webworm
sod-bound
sod-build
sod-cutting
sod-forming
sod-roofed
soda alum
soda ash
soda ball
soda biscuit
soda bread
soda cracker
soda crystals
soda feldspar
soda fountain
soda jerk
soda lake
soda lime
soda lye
soda mesolite
soda mica
soda niter
soda nitre
soda plant
soda pop
soda pulp
soda saleratus
soda siphon
soda soap
soda waste
soda water
soda-granite
soda-lime
soda-lime feldspar
soda-potash
soda-potash feldspar
sodalite-syenite
sodden-faced
sodden-headed
sodden-minded
sodden-witted
sodio-
sodium acetate
sodium acid car
sodium acid carbonate
sodium alum
sodium aluminate
sodium amide
sodium ammonium phosphate
sodium arsenate
sodium arsenite
sodium arsphenamine
sodium barbital
sodium benzoate
sodium biborate
sodium bicarbonate
sodium bichromate
sodium bisulphate
sodium bisulphite
sodium borate
sodium bromide
sodium carbonate
sodium carbonite
sodium chlorate
sodium chloride
sodium citrate
sodium cyanide
sodium cyclamate
sodium cyclohexylsulfamate
sodium dicarbonate
sodium dichromate
sodium dioxide
sodium dithionate
sodium dithionite
sodium ethoxide
sodium ethylate
sodium fluoride
sodium fluoroacetate
sodium glutamate
sodium hydrate
sodium hydrosulfite
sodium hydrosulphide
sodium hydrosulphite
sodium hydroxide
sodium hypochlorite
sodium hyposulfite
sodium hyposulfite
sodium hyposulphite
sodium iodide
sodium lamp
sodium light
sodium meta-arsenite
sodium methoxide
sodium methylate
sodium monoxide
sodium nitrate
sodium nitrite
sodium nitroprusside
sodium oxide
sodium pentothal
sodium perborate
sodium peroxide
sodium phosphate
sodium polysulfide
sodium propionate
sodium pump
sodium pyroborate
sodium salicylate
sodium silicate
sodium stearate
sodium suing agent
sodium sulfate
sodium sulfide
sodium sulfite
sodium sulphate
sodium sulphite
sodium sulphide
sodium sulphate
sodium tetabor
sodium tetaborate
sodium thiocyanate
sodium thiopental
sodium thiosulfate
sodium thiosulphate
sodium tungstate
sodium-vapor
sodium-vapor lamp
sodium-vapour lamp
sofa bed
sofa bedstead
sofa corner
sofa cover
sofa cushion
sofa maker
sofa pillow
sofa seat
sofa table
sofa-bed
sofa-ridden
soffit brick
soft armor
soft as a kiss
soft as a sigh
soft as clay
soft as dough
soft as putty
soft as silk
soft binding
soft chancre
soft clam
soft coal
soft color
soft currency
soft diet
soft drink
soft focus
soft furnishings
soft goods
soft ground
soft hail
soft hat
soft ice cream
soft in the head
soft landing
soft market
soft nose stem
soft on
soft palate
soft paste
soft patch
soft pedal
soft phototube
soft phrases
soft place in your heart
soft ray
soft roe
soft roll
soft rot
soft scale
soft sell
soft shoulder
soft sign
soft sleep
soft soap
soft solder
soft spot
soft spot in your heart
soft tick
soft tongue
soft touch
soft tube
soft voice
soft water
soft wheat
soft wood
soft words
soft-armed
soft-backed
soft-bedded
soft-bellied
soft-billed
soft-blowing
soft-board
soft-bodied
soft-boil
soft-boiled
soft-bone
soft-bosomed
soft-bound book
soft-breathed
soft-bright
soft-brushing
soft-centred
soft-circling
soft-coal
soft-coated
soft-colored
soft-conched
soft-conscienced
soft-core pornography
soft-cored
soft-couched
soft-cover
soft-dressed
soft-ebbing
soft-embodied
soft-extended
soft-eyed
soft-feathered
soft-feeling
soft-fingered
soft-finished
soft-finned
soft-flecked
soft-fleshed
soft-flowing
soft-focus
soft-foliaged
soft-footed
soft-footedly
soft-glazed
soft-going
soft-ground
soft-ground etching
soft-haired
soft-handed
soft-head
soft-headed
soft-headedness
soft-hearted
soft-heartedly
soft-heartedness
soft-hued
soft-laid
soft-leaved
soft-lucent
soft-mannered
soft-mettled
soft-minded
soft-murmuring
soft-natured
soft-nosed
soft-paced
soft-pale
soft-palmed
soft-paste
soft-paste porcelain
soft-pated
soft-pedal
soft-pedaled
soft-pedaling
soft-pedalled
soft-pedalling
soft-rayed
soft-roasted
soft-rock geology
soft-sawder
soft-sawderer
soft-sealed
soft-shell
soft-shell clam
soft-shell crab
soft-shelled
soft-shelled turtle
soft-shining
soft-shoe
soft-shoe dancing
soft-shouldered
soft-sighing
soft-silken
soft-skinned
soft-sleeping
soft-sliding
soft-slow
soft-smiling
soft-soap
soft-soaper
soft-soaping
soft-solder
soft-soothing
soft-sounding
soft-speaking
soft-spirited
soft-spleened
soft-spoken
soft-spread
soft-spun
soft-steel
soft-swelling
soft-tailed
soft-tanned
soft-tempered
soft-throbbing
soft-timbered
soft-tinted
soft-toned
soft-tongued
soft-treading
soft-voiced
soft-wafted
soft-warbling
soft-water
soft-whispering
soft-winged
soft-witted
soft-wooded
soft-yielding
soft-blowing wind
soften the blow
soften up
softening of the brain
softening point
softening-up
softer sex
softwood tree
soi-disant
soil bank
soil binder
soil cap
soil cement
soil chemistry
soil conditioner
soil conservation
soil mechanics
soil miller
soil mulch
soil pipe
soil profile
soil rot
soil science
soil scientist
soil sickness
soil stack
soil stain
soil survey
soil-bank
solar rays
solar spectrum
solar still
solar system
solar telegraph
solar therapy
solar tide
solar time
solar ultraviolet detector
solar wind
solar year
solari-
sold on
solder nipple
soldering bolt
soldering copper
soldering gun
soldering iron
soldering nipple
soldering paste
soldering torch
soldering union
soldering wig
soldier ant
soldier beetle
soldier bug
soldier course
soldier crab
soldier fly
soldier of fortune
soldier on
soldier orchid
soldier orchis
soldier palmer
soldier sprag
soldier suit
soldier turtle
soldier's heart
soldier's medal
soldier-crab
soldier-fashion
soldier-mad
soldierly quality
soldierly virtues
soldiers' home
sole blocker
sole corporation
sole cutter
sole sewer
sole sorter
sole stamper
sole tile
sole trader
sole tree
sole-beating
sole-begotten
sole-beloved
sole-bound
sole-channeling
sole-commissioned
sole-cutting
sole-deep
sole-finishing
sole-happy
sole-justifying
sole-leather
sole-leather kelp
sole-living
sole-lying
sole-ruling
sole-saving
sole-seated
sole-shaped
sole-stitching
sole-sufficient
sole-thoughted
sole-walking
solemn affirmation
solemn declaration
solemn form
solemn mass
solemn mockery
solemn oath
solemn observance
solemn secret
solemn silence
solemn vow
solemn word
solemn-breathing
solemn-browed
solemn-cadenced
solemn-eyed
solemn-garbed
solemn-looking
solemn-mannered
solemn-measured
solemn-proud
solemn-seeming
solemn-shaded
solemn-sounding
solemn-thoughted
solemn-toned
solemn-visaged
solemnly mark
solenoid brake
solent goose
solera sherry
solferino red
soli-deo
solicit advice
solicit attention
solicit votes
solicitor general
solicitors general
solid angle
solid as a rock
solid body
solid bottom
solid comfort
solid fuel
solid geometry
solid ground
solid injection
solid of revolution
solid propellant
solid rock
solid solution
solid-billed
solid-bronze
solid-browed
solid-color
solid-colored
solid-drawn
solid-fronted
solid-fuel rocket
solid-full
solid-gold
solid-headed
solid-hoofed
solid-horned
solid-injection
solid-ink
solid-ivory
solid-looking
solid-ported
solid-seeming
solid-set
solid-silver
solid-state
solid-state device
solid-state physics
solid-tired
solidus curve
solitary bee
solitary confinement
solitary person
solitary sandpiper
solitary vireo
solitary wasp
solo dancer
solo dancing
solo flight
solo grand
solo organ
solo part
solo stop
solo whist
solomon's seal
solomon-gundy
solstitial colure
solubility product
soluble RNA
soluble glass
solution plane
solution pressure
solution set
solution tension
solution-proof
solvate theory
solvay process
solvent naphtha
soma plant
somat-
somatic cell
somatic death
somatization reaction
somato-
somber-clad
somber-colored
somber-looking
somber-minded
somber-seeming
somber-toned
some fine day
some fine morning
some five or six
some hope
some of these days
some one
some such way
some sweet day
some time ago
some time back
some time since
some way
somehow or another
somehow or other
someplace or other
something awful
something between
something between the lines
something comfortable
something else
something else again
something extra
something fierce
something for good measure
something for something
something in hand
something in reserve
something in return
something like
something missing
something of value
something or other
something out of your system
something special
something terrible
something to be desired
something to brag about
something to chew on
something to fall back on
something to get your teeth into
something to shout about
something to spare
something to write home about
 sometime or other
sometimes and sometimes not
somewhere about
somewhere else
somewhere near
somn-
somnambul-
somnambulistic hypnosis
somni-
son and heir
son et lumiere
son of Adam
son of God
son of a bitch
son of a gun
son of the sable night
son of the soil
son-in-law
son-in-lawship
sonata allegro
sonata form
sonata-allegro
sonder yacht
song and dance
song and dance man
song box
song cycle
song form
song hit
song leader
song maker
song making
song of the Sirens
song sparrow
song thrush
song writer
song writing
song-and-dance
song-and-dance act
song-bird
song-book
song-fraught
song-play
song-school
song-singing
song-smith
song-timed
song-tuned
song-worthy
sonic barrier
sonic boom
sonic depth finder
sonic depth sounder
sonic mine
sonic speed
sonic wall
sonnet sequence
sonny boy
sonority syllable
sons of Belial
sons of Martha
sons of guns
sons of men
sons of the devil
sons-in-law
soogee-moogee
soola clover
soon enough
soon-believing
soon-choked
soon-clad
soon-consoled
soon-contented
soon-descending
soon-done
soon-drying
soon-ended
soon-fading
soon-known
soon-mended
soon-monied
soon-parted
soon-quenched
soon-repeated
soon-repenting
soon-rotting
soon-said
soon-sated
soon-speeding
soon-tired
soon-wearied
sooner or later
sooner than
soot black
soot bodies
soot brown
soot dew
soot-bespeckled
soot-black
soot-bleared
soot-colored
soot-dark
soot-fall
soot-grimed
soot-smutched
soot-sowing
soothing syrup
soothing words
sooty black
sooty blotch
sooty mold
sooty mould
sooty tern
sooty-faced
sooty-mouthed
sooty-planed
sop to Cerberus
sop up
sophistic syllogism
sophistical reasoning
sopping wet
soprano clef
soprano part
sops-in-wine
sora rail
sorb apple
sorb tree
sorb-apple
sorbic acid
sorbo rubber
sore beset
sore disappointment
sore head
sore mouth
sore point
sore pressed
sore shin
sore spot
sore throat
sore-backed
sore-beset
sore-dreaded
sore-eyed
sore-footed
sore-head
sore-pressed
sore-pressedsore-taxed
sore-taxed
sore-toed
sore-tried
sore-vexed
sore-wearied
sore-won
sore-worn
soredi-
sorely disappointed
sorely pressed
sorghum brown
sorghum midge
sorghum smut
sorority girl
sorority house
sorority woman
sorrel dock
sorrel family
sorrel salt
sorrel tree
sorrel vine
sorrow for
sorrow over
sorrow with
sorrow-beaten
sorrow-blinded
sorrow-bound
sorrow-breathing
sorrow-breeding
sorrow-bringing
sorrow-burdened
sorrow-ceasing
sorrow-closed
sorrow-clouded
sorrow-daunted
sorrow-furrowed
sorrow-healing
sorrow-laden
sorrow-melted
sorrow-parted
sorrow-ripening
sorrow-seasoned
sorrow-seeing
sorrow-sharing
sorrow-shot
sorrow-shrunken
sorrow-sick
sorrow-sighing
sorrow-sobbing
sorrow-streaming
sorrow-stricken
sorrow-struck
sorrow-tired
sorrow-torn
sorrow-wasted
sorrow-worn
sorrow-wounded
sorrow-wreathen
sorrowful tree
sorry for yourself
sorry lot
sorry plight
sorry-flowered
sorry-looking
sort of
sort out
sort with
sorter-out
sortes Biblicae
sortes Homericae
sortes Praenestinae
sortes Vergilianae
sorting boom
sorting jack
sorting out
sorting tracks
sorting yard
sostenuto pedal
sostinente pianoforte
sot on
sot-weed
sothic cycle
sotto voce
sou markee
sou marqu
sou'-west
sou-sou
sou-southerly
souari nut
souari-nut
souari-nut family
soubise sauce
soufriere bird
sought-after
soul bell
soul blindness
soul body
soul cake
soul curer
soul deafness
soul food
soul house
soul in glory
soul kiss
soul mate
soul mates
soul of kindness
soul of the dead
soul scat
soul scot
soul shot
soul silver
soul sleep
soul sleeper
soul-adorning
soul-amazing
soul-benumbed
soul-blind
soul-blinded
soul-blindness
soul-boiling
soul-born
soul-burdened
soul-charming
soul-choking
soul-cloying
soul-conceived
soul-confirming
soul-confounding
soul-converting
soul-corrupting
soul-damning
soul-deep
soul-delighting
soul-destroying
soul-devouring
soul-diseased
soul-dissolving
soul-driver
soul-enchanting
soul-ennobling
soul-enthralling
soul-fatting
soul-fearing
soul-felt
soul-forsaken
soul-fostered
soul-frighting
soul-galled
soul-gnawing
soul-harrowing
soul-humbling
soul-illumined
soul-imitating
soul-infused
soul-killing
soul-kiss
soul-loving
soul-mass
soul-moving
soul-murdering
soul-numbing
soul-pained
soul-piercing
soul-pleasing
soul-racking
soul-raising
soul-ravishing
soul-rending
soul-reviving
soul-sapping
soul-satisfying
soul-saving
soul-scot
soul-searching
soul-shaking
soul-shot
soul-sick
soul-sickening
soul-sickness
soul-sinking
soul-slaying
soul-stirring
soul-subduing
soul-sunk
soul-sure
soul-sweet
soul-tainting
soul-thralling
soul-tiring
soul-tormenting
soul-vexed
soul-wise
soul-wounded
soul-wounding
souls in hell
sound a fanfare
sound a knell
sound a retreat
sound a sour note
sound a tattoo
sound an alarm
sound and fury
sound area
sound as a dollar
sound asleep
sound barrier
sound block
sound boarding
sound bone
sound booth
sound bow
sound box
sound cage
sound camera
sound carrier
sound change
sound channel
sound chest
sound compensation
sound control
sound critical judgment
sound director
sound economy
sound effect
sound effects
sound evidence
sound field
sound figures
sound film
sound frequency
sound gate
sound harshly
sound head
sound hole
sound in the ear
sound in tune
sound in wind and limb
sound intensity
sound intensity level
sound judgment
sound knot
sound law
sound lens
sound like
sound limiter
sound line
sound man
sound mind
sound mixer
sound money
sound monitor
sound motion picture
sound of mind and body
sound of trumpets
sound off
sound out
sound pendulum
sound perimeter
sound picture
sound post
sound pressure
sound projector
sound proof
sound propagation
sound ranging
sound reasoning
sound recorder
sound recording
sound reproduction system
sound screen
sound sense
sound shadow
sound shift
sound shifting
sound shrill
sound similar
sound sleep
sound slidefilm
sound spectrogram
sound spectrograph
sound stage
sound taps
sound the alarm
sound the death knell of
sound the horn
sound the keynote
sound the note of preparation
sound the praises of
sound the tocsin
sound the trumpet
sound together
sound track
sound truck
sound true
sound understanding
sound units
sound wave
sound wormy
sound-absorbing
sound-absorbing material
sound-board
sound-conducting
sound-effects man
sound-exulting
sound-group
sound-hole
sound-judging
sound-level data
sound-making
sound-minded
sound-mindedness
sound-on-film
sound-post
sound-powered telephone
sound-producing
sound-ranging altimeter
sound-sensed
sound-set
sound-sleeping
sound-stated
sound-stilling
sound-sweet
sound-thinking
sound-winded
sound-witted
sounding balloon
sounding block
sounding board
sounding bottle
sounding harsh
sounding lead
sounding line
sounding machine
sounding out
sounding post
sounding rocket
sounding rod
sounding stop
sounding tube
sounding-board
sounding-lead
sounding-line
soundness of doctrine
soundness of judgment
soundness of mind
soundproofing insulation
soup bowl
soup cup
soup house
soup kitchen
soup maigre
soup plate
soup shop
soup stock
soup up
soup's on
soup-and-fish
soup-fin shark
soup-strainer
souple silk
sour as vinegar
sour ball
sour balls
sour cherry
sour cream
sour gourd
sour grapes
sour gum
sour mash
sour milk
sour note
sour orange
sour pickle
sour salt
sour thing
sour-blooded
sour-breathed
sour-complexioned
sour-dough
sour-eyed
sour-faced
sour-featured
sour-headed
sour-looked
sour-looking
sour-natured
sour-sap
sour-sap disease
sour-smelling
sour-sop
sour-sweet
sour-tasted
sour-tasting
sour-tempered
sour-tongued
sour-visaged
source book
source material
source of aesthetic delight
source of aesthetic pleasure
source of light
source of supply
source program
sourdough bread
soured cream
sous-
sous-lieutenant
sous-prefect
south about
south african
south by east
south by west
south country
south pole
south sea
south wind
south-
south-blowing
south-borne
south-east
south-easterly
south-eastern
south-eastward
south-facing
south-following
south-preceding
south-seaman
south-seeking
south-side
south-south-east
south-south-west
south-southeast
south-southeasterly
south-southeastward
south-southerly
south-southwest
south-southwesterly
south-southwestward
south-southwestwardly
south-west
south-wester
south-westerly
south-western
south-westward
south-westwardly
southeast by east
southeast by south
southerly burster
southerly buster
southern cane
southern crab apple
southern cross
southern crown
southern cypress
southern dewberry
southern english
southern hemisphere
southern lights
southern magnolia
southern right whale
southern studfish
southern toad
southwest by south
southwest by west
soutien-gorge
souvenir book
souvenir day
souvenir hunter
souvenir sheet
souvenir spoon
sovereign contempt
sovereign nation
sovereign nationhood
sovereign pontiff
sovereign princess
sovereign queen
sovereign remedy
sovereign state
sovereign statehood
sow block
sow broadcast
sow bug
sow chaos
sow disorder
sow dissension
sow fennel
sow gapesseed
sow grass
sow the sand
sow the seed
sow the seeds of
sow thistle
sow your wild oats
sow-back
sow-bread
sow-bug
sow-gelder
sow-metal
sow-pig
sow-thistle
sow-tit
sower type
sowing with salt
soy flour
soy frame
soy pea
soy sauce
soya bean
soya sauce
soya-bean oil
soybean fibers
soybean oil
soyez le bienvenu
sp gr
sp ht
spa-water
space age
space airport
space bar
space between
space bullets
space capsule
space centrodde
space charge
space crew
space curvature
space curve
space dock
space docking
space doctor
space engineering
space error
space exploration
space factor
space fiction
space flight
space formula
space frame
space group
space hazard
space heater
space heating
space helmet
space island
space isomerism
space key
space laboratory
space lat
space lattice
space line
space linkage
space man
space mark
space medicine
space mirror
space motion
space navigation
space observatory
space opera
space out
space perception
space platform
space probe
space probes
space quadrature
space rate
space ratio
space research
space rocket
space rule
space satellite
space science
space shuttle
space stage
space station
space suit
space technology
space telegraphy
space telephony
space terminal
space travel
space traveler
space variation
space velocity
space walk
space washer
space writer
space-bar
space-charge effect
space-crammed
space-embosomed
space-filling
space-lattice
space-occupying
space-penetrating
space-pervading
space-piercing
space-polar
space-saving
space-spread
space-thick
space-time
space-time continuum
space-traveling
space-world
spaced out
spaced-antenna direction finder
spaced-loop direction finder
spaced-out
spaceport station
spacing Telegraphy
spacious mind
spacious of mind
spackling compound
spade bayonet
spade beard
spade cassino
spade convention
spade face
spade foot
spade graft
spade grass
spade guinea
spade handle
spade iron
spade lug
spade maker
spade money
spade press
spade rudder
spade-beard
spade-bearded
spade-cut
spade-deep
spade-dug
spade-footed
spade-fronted
spade-shaped
spade-trenched
spadefoot toad
spadici-
spading fork
spading harrow
spae-man
spaghetti Western
spaghetti and meat balls
spaghetti western
spall off
spalling hammer
span blocks
span dog
span iron
span loading
span of apprehension
span of attention
span of meaning
span roof
span shackle
span-
span-counter
span-farthing
span-hapenny
span-long
span-new
span-roof
spandrel frame
spandrel step
spandrel wall
spang-new
spangle-baby
spangled glass
spanish american
guardian
spanish bayonet
guardian
spanish broom
guardian
spanish fly
guardian
spanish heel
guardian
spanish influenza
guardian
spanish mackerel
guardian
spanish moss
guardian
spanish needles
guardian
spanish omelet
guardian
spanish paprika
guardian
spanish rice
guardian
spank along
guardian
spanker boom
guardian
spanker gaff
guardian
spanker peak halyard
guardian
spanker sheet
guardian
spanker vang
guardian
spanking new
guardian
spanking pace
guardian
spanking wind
guardian
spanking-new
guardian
spanner wrench
guardian
spanner-tight
guardian
spar bridge
guardian
spar buoy
guardian
spar ceiling
guardian
spar deck
guardian
spar down
guardian
spar torpedo
guardian
spar tree
guardian
spar varnish
guardian
spar-deck vessel
guardian
spar-decked
guardian
spar-decker
guardian
spare a thought for
guardian
spare diet
guardian
spare no effort
guardian
spare no expense
guardian
spare no pains
guardian
spare nothing
guardian
spare room
guardian
spare the price
guardian
spare the rod
guardian
spare time
guardian
spare tire
guardian
spare tyre
guardian
spare-bodied
spare-built
spare-fed
spare-handed
spare-handedly
spare-looking
spare-rib
spare-set
spare-time
spare-time activity
sparge pipe
sparing of words
sparingness of words
spark advance
spark arrester
spark chamber
spark coil
spark condenser
spark discharge
spark frequency
spark gap
spark generator
spark instant
spark knock
spark lead
spark lever
spark micrometer
spark of life
spark off
spark plug
spark potential
spark spectrum
spark transmission
spark transmitter
spark-over
spark-plug
spark-plug wrench
sparked-back
sparking lamp
sparking plug
sparking points
sparking voltage
sparkle metal
sparkle-blazing
sparkle-drifting
sparkle-eyed
sparkling Burgundy
sparkling synchysis
sparkling water
sparkling wine
sparking fowl
sparring mate
sparring partner
sparrow dust
sparrow hawk
sparrow owl
sparrow pecking
sparrow-bill
sparrow-billed
sparrow-blasting
sparrow-colored
sparrow-footed
sparrow-hawk
sparrow-tail
sparrow-tailed
sparrow-witted
sparse-flowered
spart grass
spasm band
spasm of terror
spastic colon
spastic paralysis
spatch-cock
spate of words
spatial extension
spatling poppy
spatter cone
spatter dash
spatter pipe
spatting stick
spatulate-leaved
spawn brick
spawn fungus
speak about
speak at length
speak before you think
speak by the book
speak by the card
speak drunkenly
speak faintly
speak fair
speak falsely
speak for
speak for Buncombe
speak for itself
speak highly of
speak ill of
speak ill of behind your back
speak imperfectly
speak in high terms of
speak in privacy
speak in riddles
speak in tongues
speak incoherently
speak inopportune
speak one's mind
speak one's piece
speak out
speak plainly
speak poorly
speak slightly of
speak soothing words
speak the truth
speak thickly
speak through your nose
speak to
speak to the winds
speak too late
speak too soon
speak true
speak up
speak up for
speak volumes
speak warmly of
speak well for
speak well of
speak with
speak with forked tongue
speak words of wisdom
speak your mind
speak your piece
speak-easy
speaker hole
speaker key
speaker system
speaker unit
speaker's platform
speaker's stand
speaking arc
speaking clock
speaking generally
speaking in tongues
speaking of
speaking part
speaking pipe
speaking rod
speaking stop
speaking terms
speaking trumpet
speaking tube
speaking type
speaking up for
speaking-to
speaking-trumpet
speaking-tube
spear bed
spear crowfoot
spear foot
spear grass
spear gun
spear hand
spear hook
spear javelin
spear kin
spear lily
spear plate
spear play
spear point
spear pyrites
spear rest
spear rod
spear side
spear thistle
spear thrower
spear widgeon
spear-bearing
spear-bill
spear-billed
spear-bound
spear-brandishing
spear-breaking
spear-carrier
spear-fallen
spear-famed
spear-grass
spear-head
spear-head spoon
spear-headed
spear-high
spear-nosed
spear-pierced
spear-pointed
spear-shaking
spear-shaped
spear-skilled
spear-splintering
spear-swept
spear-thrower
spear-throwing
spear-wielding
spearmint oil
special act
special affinity
special agent
special area
special article
special assessment
special case
special circumstance
special committee
special consideration
special constable
special contract
special correspondent
special court-martial
special delivery
special demurrer
special dividend
special drawing rights
special edition
special effect
special effects
special electronic
special favor
special full-dress uniform
special handling
special hospital
special interest
special interests
special jury
special knowledge
special library
special licence
special map
special order
special orders
special partner
special partnership
special permission
special pleader
special pleading
special police
special privilege
special providence
special relativity
special rule
special school
special session
special sessions
special situation stock
special sort
special staff
special term
special theory of relativity
special treatment
special troops
special-delivery
special-interest group
special-interest lobby
special-interest pressure
special-process
special-purpose tubes
specialité de la maison
specialize in
specialized dictionary
specialized kinds
specialized knowledge
specialized stones
specialty contract
specialty shop
specialty stock
specie payment
specie point
species pectorales
specific activity
specific character
specific charge
specific conductance
specific duty
specific epithet
specific gravity
specific heat
specific heat capacity
specific humidity
specific immunity
specific impulse
specific inductive capacity
specific inflammation
specific performance
specific reluctance
specific remedy
specific resistance
specific therapy
specific treatment
specific viscosity
specific volume
specific-gravity
specific-gravity balance
specific-gravity bottle
specific-gravity bulbs
specifica requirements
specifically provide
specimen bottle
specimen plant
specio-
specious appearance
specious argument
specious present
specious reasoning
speck block
speckle loon
speckle perch
speckle trout
speckle-backed
speckle-bellied
speckle-billed
speckle-breasted
speckle-coated
speckle-faced
speckle-marked
speckle-skinned
speckle-starred
speckled Sussex
speckled trout
spectacle case
spectacle clew
spectacle coot
spectacle frame
spectacle furnace
spectacle iron
spectacle stone
spectacled cobra
spectator sport
specter bat
specter candle
specter crab
specter lemur
specter shrimp
specter-fighting
specter-haunted
specter-looking
specter-mongering
specter-pallid
specter-staring
specter-thin
specter-wan
spectra yellow
spectral classification
spectral color
spectral ghost
spectral line
spectral luminous efficiency
spectral series
spectral type
spectro-
spectroscopic analysis
spectroscopic binary
spectroscopic camera
spectrum analysis
spectrum color
spectrum locus
spectrum-luminosity diagram
speculate in stocks
speculative geometry
speculative philosophy
speculative securities
speculative stock
speculum metal
speech abnormality
speech accent
speech act
speech area
speech center
speech choir
speech circuit
speech clinic
speech community
speech correction
speech curve
speech day
speech defect
speech form
speech from the throne
speech house
speech impediment
speech island
speech map
speech melody
speech organ
speech pathology
speech reading
speech rhythm
speech room
speech situation
speech sound
speech sounds
speech tune
speech-bereaving
speech-bereft
speech-bound
speech-famed
speech-flooded
speech-maker
speech-reading
speech-reporting
speech-shunning
speech-writing
speed along
speed away
speed boss
speed box
speed comparisons
speed cone
speed cones
speed control
speed controller
speed cop
speed counter
speed demon
speed flag
speed frame
speed freak
speed gauge
speed gear
speed indicator
speed lamp
speed lathe
speed light
speed limit
speed maniac
speed merchant
speed meter
speed of sound
speed on
speed on its way
speed over the bottom
speed over the ground
speed pulley
speed record
speed recorder
speed reducer
speed regulator
speed rigger
speed road
speed sheet
speed sight
speed skate
speed sprayer
speed test
speed the parting guest
speed tool
speed trap
speed truck
speed up
speed-length ratio
speed-up
speeding-place
speedway race
spek-boom
spell backward
spell down
spell of nerves
spell of rain
spell of work
spell off
spell out
spell-banned
spell-bind
spell-bound
spell-casting
spell-caught
spell-free
spell-invoking
spell-like
spell-raised
spell-riveted
spell-set
spell-sprung
spell-stopped
spell-struck
spell-weaving
spelling bee
spelling book
spelling match
spelling pronunciation
spelling reform
spelling reformer
spelter calciner
spelter chills
spelter solder
spencer mast
spend a penny
spend as if money grew on trees
spend like a drunken sailor
spend money like water
spend more than you have
spend the time
spend time
spend what you haven't got
spend your time in
spend yourself
spend yourself for
spend-all
spend-good
spending money
spending-money
spendthrift of your tongue
spendthrift trust
spenserian sonnet
spenserian stanza
spent-gnat
spent-gnat fly
sperm aster
sperm candle
sperm cell
sperm center
sperm nucleus
sperm oil
sperm receptor
sperm sac
sperm whale
sperm whaler
sperm whaling
sperm-
sperm-whale porpoise
sperm-at-
spermathecal gland
spermatic cord
spermatic fluid
spermatic plexus
spermatic veins
spermato-
spermatophore sac
sperm-
spermicidal jelly
spermo-
spew out
spewing sickness
spey cast
spheae-ropsidaceous
sphaero-
sphagnum bog
sphagnum frog
sphagnum moss
spheno-
spheno-occipital
sphenoid bone
sphere circle
sphere crystals
sphere fungus
sphere gap
sphere geometry
sphere of influence
sphere of work
sphere tracks
sphere-born
sphere-descended
sphere-filled
sphere-found
sphere-headed
sphere-shaped
sphere-tuned
spheres of influence
spherical aberration
spherical angle
spherical coordinate
spherical coordinates
spherical excess
spherical geometry
spherical polygon
spherical sailing
spherical triangle
spherical trigonometry
spherico-
sphero-
spheroidal galaxy
spherometer caliper
sphinx baboon
sphinx caterpillar
sphinx moth
sphinxes without secrets
sphygmo-
spice ball
spice birch
spice box
spice cake
spice currant
spice grinder
spice mill
spice nut
spice of wit
spice plate
spice shop
spice store
spice trade
spice tree
spice-bearing
spice-box
spice-breathing
spice-burnt
spice-cake
spice-fraught
spice-laden
spice-warmed
spice-wood
spicebush silk moth
spicebush swallowtail
spici-
spick and span
spick and span new
spick-and-span
spick-and-spandy
spick-and-spanness
spick-span-new
spiculi-
spicy fleabane
spider ant
spider band
spider beetle
spider bug
spider cart
spider catcher
spider cell
spider crab
spider diver
spider eater
spider fern
spider fly
spider grass
spider hoop
spider hunter
spider leg
spider lily
spider line
spider mite
spider monkey
spider nevus
spider orchid
spider orchis
spider phaeton
spider plant
spider shell
spider stitch
spider wagon
spider wasp
spider web
spider wheel
spider's web
spider-catcher
spider-crab
spider-fingered
spider-hunting wasp
spider-leg
spider-leg table
spider-legged
spider-leggy
spider-like
spider-limbed
spider-line
spider-shanked
spider-spun
spider-web
spider-webby
spiderwort family
spiegel charger
spiegel iron
spiff up
spiffed up
spigot joint
spike bit
spike bowsprit
spike buck
spike disease
spike grass
spike heath
spike heel
spike knot
spike lavender
spike nail
spike oil
spike rush
spike shell
spike team
spike tub
spike your guns
spike-billed
spike-horned
spike-kill
spike-lavender oil
spike-leaved
spike-nail
spike-pitch
spike-pitcher
spike-rush
spike-tailed
spike-tooth
spike-tooth harrow
spiked alder
spikenard tree
spiketail coat
spiketail family
spiking piece
spile driver
spilling batten
spill blood
spill box
spill ink
spill it
spill light
spill out
spill over
spill stream
spill the beans
spill your guts
spill-
spill-over
spillet fishing
spilling line
spilt milk
spin a long yarn
spin bowler
spin casting
spin fisherman
spin fishing
spin house
spin in
spin like a teetotum
spin like a top
spin off
spin out
spin quantum number
spin rocks
spin stabilization
spin the bottle
spin the plate
spin the platter
spin wave
spin-dried
spin-drier
spin-dry
spin-dryer
spin-drying
spin-house
spin-off
spin-stabilized rocket
spin-text
spina bifida
spinach beet
spinach blight
spinach dock
spinach flea beetle
spinach green
spinach yellows
spinach-colored
spinach-rhubarb
spinal accessory nerve
spinal anaesthesia
spinal anesthesia
spinal canal
spinal column
spinal cord
spinal meningitis
spinal tap
spindle bander
spindle fiber
spindle fibers
spindle file
spindle kin
spindle oil
spindle pointer
spindle sander
spindle shell
spindle side
spindle sprout
spindle step
spindle stone
spindle stretcher
spindle stromb
spindle temper
spindle tree
spindle tuber
spindle whorl
spindle-cell
spindle-cell sarcoma
spindle-celled
spindle-formed
spindle-legged
spindle-pointed
spindle-rooted
spindle-shanked
spindle-shaped
spindle-shinned
spindle-side
spindle-tree
spindling sprout
spine cell
spine-ache
spine-bashing
spine-breaking
spine-broken
spine-chiller
spine-chilling
spine-clad
spine-covered
spine-finned
spine-headed
spine-pointed
spine-protected
spine-rayed
spine-tail
spine-tailed
spine-tailed swift
spine-tipped
spinel group
spinel pink
spinel ruby
spinel-red
spinet desk
spini-
spinnaker boom
spinnaker pole
spinnaker staysail
spinner of yarns
spinner play
spinning axis
spinning box
spinning electrons
spinning frame
spinning gland
spinning head
spinning house
spinning jenny
spinning lathe
spinning machine
spinning mammilla
spinning mite
spinning mule
spinning out
spinning pot
spinning top
spinning tube
spinning wheel
spinning-house
spinning-jenny
spinning-out
spinning-wheel
spino-
spino-olivary
spino-olivary tract
spinocerebellar tract
spinous process
spinous-branched
spinous-finned
spinous-foliaged
spinous-leaved
spinous-pointed
spinous-serrate
spinous-tailed
spinous-tipped
spinous-toothed
spinuli-
spiny anteater
spiny bur
spiny cocklebur
spiny dogfish
spiny lizard
spiny lobster
spiny ray
spiny-backed
spiny-coated
spiny-crested
spiny-finned
spiny-footed
spiny-fruiting
spiny-haired
spiny-leaved
spiny-legged
spiny-margined
spiny-pointed
spiny-rayed
spiny-ribbed
spiny-skinned
spiny-tailed
spiny-tipped
spiny-toothed
spiral balance
spiral bevel gear
spiral binding
spiral casing
spiral galaxy
spiral gear
spiral loop
spiral nebula
spiral notebook
spiral of Archimedes
spiral shell end mill
spiral spring
spiral staircase
spiral stairs
spiral upward
spiral-bound
spiral-coated
spiral-gereed
spiral-grooved
spiral-horned
spiral-nebula
spiral-nebula hypothesis
spiral-pointed
spiral-spring
spiral-vane
spiraling prices
spiraling up
spire light
spire-bearer
spire-shaped
spire-steeple
spiric body
spirit away
spirit blue
spirit butterfly
spirit compass
spirit control
spirit duck
spirit duplicator
spirit gum
spirit lamp
spirit level
spirit leveling
spirit manifestation
spirit of hartshorn
spirit of nitrous ether
spirit of the age
spirit of the sea
spirit of the time
spirit of turpentine
spirit rapper
spirit rapping
spirit up
spirit varnish
spirit vinegar
spirit world
spirit writing
spirit-awing
spirit-boiling
spirit-born
spirit-bowed
spirit-bribing
spirit-broken
spirit-cheering
spirit-chilling
spirit-crushed
spirit-crushing
spirit-drinking
spirit-fallen
spirit-freezing
spirit-froze
spirit-guided
spirit-haunted
spirit-healing
spirit-inspiring
spirit-lifting
spirit-marring
spirit-numb
spirit-piercing
spirit-possessed
spirit-prompted
spirit-pure
spirit-quelling
spirit-rapper
spirit-rapping
spirit-refreshing
spirit-rousing
spirit-sinking
spirit-small
spirit-soothing
spirit-speaking
spirit-stirring
spirit-stricken
spirit-thrilling
spirit-torn
spirit-troubling
spirit-walking
spirit-wearing
spirit-wise
spirits of ammonia
spirits of camphor
spirits of hartshorn
spirits of salt
spirits of the air
spirits of turpentine
spirits of wine
spiritual being
spiritual blindness
spiritual body
spiritual bouquet
spiritual cleansing
spiritual climate
spiritual death
spiritual director
spiritual father
spiritual healer
spiritual healing
spiritual humbug
spiritual incest
spiritual leader
spiritual love
spiritual presence
spiritual purification
spiritual void
spiritual wife
spiritual-minded
spiritual-mindedly
spiritual-mindedness
spiritually blind
spiritually cleansed
spiritually purified
spirituous tincture
spiritus asper
spiritus camphorae
spiritus frumenti
spiritus lenis
spiritus mundi
spirketing plate
spiro compound
spiro-
spit and image
spit and polish
spit bug
spit curl
spit image
spit in the ocean
spit it out
spit on your hands
spit up
spit upon
spit-and-polish
spit-ball
spite fence
spite of
spite wall
spite work
spitfire jib
spitting cobra
spitting distance
spitting image
spitting snake
spittle bug
spittle fly
spittle insect
spitz dog
spitz flute
splanchno-
splash back
splash dam
splash feed
splash guard
splash lubrication
splash of rain
splash out
splash system
splash zone
splash-
splash-down
splash-lubricate
splash-tight
splat-back
splatter-faced
splay-edged
splay-footed
splay-kneed
splay-legged
splay-mouthed
splay-toed
spleen amaranth
spleen stone
spleen-born
spleen-devoured
spleen-pained
spleen-piercing
spleen-shaped
spleen-sick
spleen-struck
spleen-swollen
spleenwort bush
splen-
splendid isolation
splenic fever
spleno-
splice bar
splice box
splice graftage
splice grafting
splice the main brace
splicing chamber
splicing hammer
spline broach
spline clutch
spline joint
spline milling machine
spline shaft
spline weight
splint armor
splint bar
splint basket
splint bone
splint coal
splint peeler
splint seat
splint-bottom
splint-bottomed
splinter bar
splinter bulkhead
splinter deck
splinter group
splinter party
splinter-bar
splinter-proof
splish-splash
split 'S'
split T formation
split balance
split decision
split flap
split hairs
split in two
split infinitive
split nut
split open
split pea
split personality
split rail
split run
split schedule
split screen
split second
split shift
split shot
split shovel
split spindle
split sprit
split stroke
split the atom
split the difference
split the ear
split the eardrums
split the ears
split the lungs
split the throat
split ticket
split tin
split turning
split up
split upon a rock
split wheel
split wing
split with laughter
split your head
split your sides
split-bottom
split-eared
split-edge
split-face
split-level
split-lift
split-mouth
split-nosed
split-oak
split-off
split-phase
split-phase motor
split-screen technique
split-second watch
split-timber
split-tongued
split-up
splitmouth sucker
splitting chisel
splitting factor
splitting field
splitting gun
splitting headache
splitting in two
splitting plate
splitting the atom
splitworm moth
spodo-
spoil bank
spoil for
spoil ground
spoil paper
spoil-
spoil-mold
spoil-paper
spoiled brat
spoiled child
spoiled darling
spoiled rotten
spoiling for
spoils of office
spoils system
spoke auger
spoke in your wheel
spoke stitch
spoke-dog
spoken language
spoken word, the
spolia opima
spon-image
spondylitis deformans
sponge bag
sponge bath
sponge cake
sponge cloth
sponge cucumber
sponge diver
sponge down
sponge drop
sponge finger
sponge fisher
sponge fisherman
sponge gourd
sponge grafting
sponge hook
sponge iron
sponge mop
sponge off
sponge on
sponge out
sponge pudding
sponge rubber
sponge tree
sponge up
sponge-bearing
sponge-cake
sponge-colored
sponge-diving
sponge-fishing
sponge-footed
sponge-leaved
sponge-painted
sponge-shaped
spongi-
sponging house
sponging-house
spongio-
spongio-
spongy-flowered
spongy-footed
spongy-looking
spongy-rooted
spongy-wet
spongy-wooded
spontaneous combustion
spontaneous generation
spontaneous recovery
spontaneous response
spool bed
spool turner
spool turning
spool winder
spool-shaped
spooling bracket
spoon bait
spoon bit
spoon bow
spoon brake
spoon bread
spoon chisel
spoon end
spoon food
spoon gouge
spoon hook
spoon iron
spoon lever
spoon meat
spoon nail
spoon net
spoon oar
spoon out
spoon tool
spoon victual
spoon victuals
spoon-back
spoon-beaked
spoon-billed
spoon-bowed
spoon-fashion
spoon-fashioned
spoon-fed
spoon-feed
spoon-feeding
spoon-formed
spoon-meat
spoon-shaped
spoonbill cat
spoonwood ivy
spoony over
spor-
sporadic E layer
sporadic cholera
spore ball
spore case
spore cell
spore fruit
spore mother cell
spore print
spore sac
sporo-
sport car
sport clothes
sport coat
sport fish
sport jacket
sport plane
sport shirt
sport your oak
sport-affording
sport-giving
sport-hindering
sport-loving
sport-making
sport-starved
sporting blood
sporting book
sporting chance
sporting dog
sporting editor
sporting girl
sporting goods
sporting goods store
sporting house
sporting lady
sporting man
sporting page
sporting section
sporting-wise
sports car
sports clothes
sports day
sports editor
sports jacket
sports page
sports parachutist
sports plane
sports section
sports shirt
sports suit
spot announcement
spot ball
spot blotch
spot board
spot card
spot cards
spot cash
spot check
spot cotton
spot dyeing
spot grain
spot height
spot illustration
spot lamp
spot lens
spot lighting
spot line
spot map
spot news
spot of lunch
spot of sleep
spot pass
spot pawn
spot pickup
spot plate
spot price
spot rot
spot sale
spot stroke
spot test
spot weld
spot welder
spot welding
spot white
spot zone
spot-barred
spot-billed
spot-check
spot-drill
spot-eared
spot-face
spot-grind
spot-leaved
spot-lipped
spot-mill
spot-on
spot-soiled
spot-weld
spot-winged
spotted adder
spotted calla lily
spotted cavy
spotted crake
spotted crane's-bill
spotted dick
spotted fever
spotted flycatcher
spotted hemlock
spotted hyena
spotted joe-pye weed
spotted sandpiper
spotted spurge
spotted sunfish
spotted wilt
spotted wintergreen
spotted-beaked
spotted-bellied
spotted-billed
spotted-breasted
spotted-eared
spotted-fever tick
spotted-finned
spotted-leaved
spotted-necked
spotted-tailed
spotted-winged
spotter plane
spotting machine
spotting motion
spotting scope
spotty market
spouse-breach
spout adz
spout cup
spout fish
spout hole
spout off
spout out
spout shell
spout-hole
spouting horn
spraddle-legged
spread-eagling
spread-out
spread-over
spread-set
spreader beam
spreader car
spreading abroad
spreading board
spreading dogbane
spreading factor
spreading like a cancer
spreading like wildfire
spreading machine
spreading out
spreading too thin
sprig bolt
sprig budding
sprig-bit
sprig-tailed
sprightly wit
spring a leak
spring a mine under
spring a surprise
spring apart
spring azure
spring back
spring balance
spring barley
spring base
spring beam
spring beauty
spring bed
spring beetle
spring bell
spring binder
spring block
spring bolt
spring bows
spring brass
spring caliper
spring calipers
spring cankerworm
spring catarrh
spring catch
spring chair
spring chicken
spring clip
spring collet
spring corn
spring cotter
spring cowslip
spring cress
spring detent
spring die
spring dividers
spring draft gear
spring faucet
spring fever
spring flood
spring fly
spring frog
spring from
spring governor
spring grain aphid
spring grass
spring green
spring gun
spring hammer
spring harrow
spring heath
spring heel
spring herring
spring hoe
spring hook
spring iris
spring key
spring lamb
spring latch
spring leaf
spring ligament
spring lily
spring line
spring lock
spring mattress
spring molding
spring mushroom
spring needle
spring nut
spring oats
spring onion
spring open
spring orange
spring orchid
spring pad
spring padlock
spring peeper
spring perch
spring pin
spring plate
spring pole
spring rail
spring rains
spring ring
spring rye
spring safety valve
spring sage
spring saxifrage
spring scale
spring scorpion grass
spring seat
spring snow
spring snowflake
spring starflower
spring stay
spring steel
spring stripper
spring switch
spring temper
spring the eye
spring tide
spring to your feet
spring tool
spring tooth
spring training
spring up
spring upon
spring valve
spring vetch
spring vetchling
spring vise
spring wagon
spring washer
spring water
spring weir
spring wheat
spring wheel
spring-
spring-beam
spring-blooming
spring-blossoming
spring-board
spring-born
spring-budding
spring-clean
spring-cleaner
spring-cleaning
spring-driven
spring-flood
spring-flowering
spring-framed
spring-gathered
spring-grown
spring-habited
spring-head
spring-headed
spring-heeled
spring-jointed
spring-loaded
spring-lock
spring-made
spring-peering
spring-planted
spring-plow
spring-rail frog
spring-raised
spring-seated
spring-set
spring-snecked
spring-sowed
spring-sown
spring-spawning
spring-stricken
spring-tail
spring-taught
spring-tempered
spring-tide
spring-tight
spring-tooth harrow
spring-touched
spring-trip
spring-trip hoe
spring-well
spring-wood
springer spaniel
springing cow
springing line
springing point
springing wall
springtide of life
springtime of life
sprinkler head
sprinkler system
sprinkling can
sprinkling system
sprint car
sprint medley
sprint race
sprite crab
spritsail topmast
spritsail yard
sproat hook
sprocket wheel
sprout cell
sprout forest
sprout from
sprout up
sprout wings
sprouted oats
spruce bark beetle
spruce beer
spruce budworm
spruce fir
spruce grouse
spruce pine
spruce sawfly
spruce up
spruce yellow
spruced up
sprung molding
sprung rhythm
spud casing
spud in
spud-bashing
spudding bar
spule-bane
spun glass
spun hay
spun out
spun rayon
spun silk
spun sugar
spun yarn
spun-out
spunk up
spur bit
spur blight
spur bunting
spur chuck
spur dike
spur forger
spur fowl
spur gall
spur gear
spur gear wheel
spur gearing
spur grass
spur mortise gear
spur on
spur pepper
spur pinion
spur pruning
spur royal
spur ryal
spur shell
spur shore
spur stone
spur timber
spur track
spur tree
spur valerian
spur whang
spur wheel
spur-bearing
spur-clad
spur-driven
spur-finned
spur-gall
spur-galled
spur-geared
spur-gilled
spur-heeled
spur-jingling
spur-leather
spur-of-the-moment
spur-of-the-moment response
spur-off-the-moment
spur-rowel
spur-royal
spur-shaped
spur-tailed
spur-toed
spur-wing
spur-winged
spurge daphne
spurge family
spurge flax
spurge ipecac
spurge laurel
spurge moth
spurge nettle
spurge olive
spurge thyme
spurge-wort
spurious wing
spurling line
spurling pipe
spurry sandwort
spurt of rain
sputter and stop
sputum cup
spy glass
spy on
spy out
spy plane
spy ship
spy upon
spy-
spy-catcher
spy-glass
squab broiler
squab pie
squab-pie
squabble over
squad car
squad leader
squad room
squadron leader
squadrons-left
squadrons-right
squall cloud
squall line
squam duck
squam-
squamo-
squamoso-occipital
squamoso-
squamous epithelium
squander in dribs and drabs
squander-squash
square accounts
square accounts with
square and rabbet
square away
square bit
square body
square bracket
square cap
square centimeter
square contingency
square dance
square dancing
square deal
square dealing
square file
square foot
square frame
square inch
square it
square joint
square kilometer
square knot
square leg
square mark
square matrix
square meal
square measure
square meter
square mile
square millimeter
square number
square odds
square of opposition
square off
square one
square peg in a round hole
square piano
square rig
square root
square root planimeter
square sail
square serif
square set
square shake
square shooter
square shooting
square splice
square the circle
square the yards
square things
square tin
square up
square wave
square with
square with the evidence
square with the facts
square yourself with
square-John
square-barred
square-based
square-bashing
square-bladed
square-bodied
square-bottomed
square-browed
square-built
square-butted
square-cheeked
square-chinned
square-countered
square-cut
square-dancer
square-dealing
square-draw
square-drill
square-eared
square-edged
square-elbowed
square-faced
square-figured
square-fronted
square-headed
square-hewn
square-jawed
square-jointed
square-leg
square-lipped
square-looking
square-made
square-marked
square-meshed
square-mouthed
square-necked
square-nosed
square-rigged
square-rigger
square-root flowmeter
square-rumped
square-set
square-set stoping
square-shafted
square-shaped
square-shooting
square-shouldered
square-skirted
square-stalked
square-stem
square-stemmed
square-sterned
square-tailed
square-threaded
square-tipped
square-toed
square-toedness
square-toes
square-topped
square-towered
square-wave generator
squared circle
squared off
squared paper
squared ring
squared splice
squaring lathe
squaring the circle
squarroso-
squarroso-dentate
squarroso-laciniate
squarroso-pinnatipartite
squarroso-pinnatisect
squash beetle
squash bite
squash borer
squash bug
squash court
squash flea beetle
squash ladybird
squash rackets
squash racquets
squash tennis
squash vine borer
squash-
squash-vine borer
squashed flat
squat board
squat on
squat tag
squat-bodied
squat-built
squat-hatted
squatter sovereignty
squatter's right
squam carpet
squam corn
squam duck
squam huckleberry
squam man
squam mint
squam vine
squam waterweed
squam winter
squam-drops
squawk box
squeak by
squeak through
squeal on
squeegee roller
squeeze bottle
squeeze box
squeeze in
squeeze joint
squeeze out
squeeze out a living
squeeze play
squeeze shut
squeeze your hand
squeeze-box
squeeze-up
squeezed joint
squeezed shut
squeezing out
squelch circuit
squelette clock
squid hound
squid-jigger
squid-jigging
squill blue
squill-like
squinancy berry
squinch arch
squinch-eyed
squint brick
squint eyes
squint the eye
squint-eye
squint-eyed
squint-eyedness
squinting construction
squire snapper
squirm out of
squirm with embarrassment
squirm with self-consciousness
squirrel away
squirrel cage
squirrel cage rotor motor
squirrel corn
squirrel cup
squirrel food
squirrel frog
squirrel grass
squirrel hake
squirrel hawk
squirrel monkey
squirrel mouse
squirrel phalanger
squirrel plague
squirrel rifle
squirrel shrew
squirrel something away
squirrel tail
squirrel tail grass
squirrel's-ear
squirrel's-foot fern
squirrel-cage motor
squirrel-colored
squirrel-eyed
squirrel-headed
squirrel-limbed
squirrel-minded
squirrel-tail
squirrel-tail grass
squirrel-trimmed
squirrels-foot fern
squirreltail grass
squirter can
squirter gun
squirter-fire
squirting cucumber
squish-squash
squitch grass
stab at
stab culture
stab in the back
stab kick
stab pass
stab to death
stab wages
stab wound
stabat mater
stabbing pain
stabilization fund
stable color
stable door
stable equation
stable equilibrium
stable fly
stable oscillation
stable police
stable state
stable-born
stable-stand
staccato mark
staccato sound
stack against
stack of bones
stack process
stack room
stack the cards
stack the deck
stack up
stack up with
stack-garth
stacked deck
stacking band
stacking belt
stacking swivel
stadia hair
stadia rod
stadia wire
staff angle
staff bead
staff captain
staff car
staff college
staff commander
staff corps
staff degree
staff department
staff notation
staff nurse
staff of Aesculapius
staff of life
staff of office
staff officer
staff ride
staff rush
staff section
staff sergeant
staff sling
staff surgeon
staff system
staff tree
staff vine
staff walk
staff work
staff-herd
staff-tree family
staffordshire terrier
stag beetle
stag bush
stag dance
stag film
stag gang
stag moss
stag party
stag sumac
stag the market
stag tick
stag’s-horn coral
stag-beetle
stag-evil
stag-eyed
stag-hafted
stag-handled
stag-headed
stag-headedness
stag-horn
stag-horned
stag-necked
stag-sure
stage boat
stage box
stage brace
stage business
stage carriage
stage cloth
stage coachman
stage direction
stage directions
stage director
stage door
stage effect
stage fright
stage left
stage lighting
stage management
stage manager
stage managership
stage micrometer
stage name
stage peg
stage performance
stage performer
stage play
stage player
stage playing
stage pocket
stage presence
stage presentation
stage property
stage right
stage scenery
stage screw
stage set
stage setter
stage setting
stage show
stage technician
stage wagon
stage wait
stage whisper
stage world
stage, the
stage-blanks
stage-bleed
stage-coach
stage-frighten
stage-manage
stage-managed
stage-manager
stage-managing
stage-set
stage-struck
stagger along
stagger belief
stagger grass
stagger head
stagger on
stagger spokes
stagger wire
stagger wires
staggered head
staggering belief
staggering blow
staggering bob
staggering drunk
staghorn coral
staghorn fern
staghorn moss
staghorn sumac
staging area
staging nail
stagnant market
stagnant water
stagnant-blooded
stagnant-minded
stagnant-souled
stagnation mastitis
staight-bred
stain paper
stained glass
stained glass window
stainless steel
stainless-steel ware
stair horse
stair rail
stair rod
stair tower
stair turret
stair well
stair wire
stair-foot
stair-head
stair-step
stair-stepper
staircase curve
staircase shell
stake boat
stake body
stake down
stake driver
stake horse
stake net
stake out
stake race
stake truck
stake your claim
stake-boat
stakes race
staking your claim
stalactite vault
stalactite work
stalagmite marble
stale repetition
stale-drunk
stale-grown
stale-mouthed
stale-worn
stalk borer
stalk disease
stalk smut
stalk-eyed
stalking-horse
stall angle
stall angle of attack
stall around
stall for time
stall landing
stall net
stall off
stall plate
stall reader
stall-fed
stall-feed
stall-feeding
stall-like
stall-master
stalling angle
stalling angle of attack
stalling speed
stallion plague
stamin-
stamp and go
stamp battery
stamp book
stamp booklet
stamp copper
stamp dealer
stamp duty
stamp hammer
stamp in the memory
stamp licker
stamp mill
stamp note
stamp of approval
stamp on
stamp out
stamp pad
stamp rock
stamp tax
stamp upon
stamp your foot
stamp-licking
stamped on the memory
stamped securities
stamping ground
stamping mill
stance fatigue
stanch friendship
stanchion gun
stand a chance
stand a good chance
stand aghast
stand agog
stand alone
stand aloof
stand aloof from
stand and be counted against
stand apart
stand around
stand aside
stand at attention
stand at bay
stand at ease
stand at parade rest
stand at the head
stand away
stand back
stand back of
stand bail for
stand behind
stand by
stand by the main sheet
stand by the side of
stand by to weigh anchor
stand clear of
stand condemned
stand down
stand drinks
stand easy
stand erect
stand fair to
stand fast
stand fire
stand firm
stand first
stand for
stand for office
stand forth
stand from
stand guard
stand guard over
stand hawk
stand high
stand house
stand in
stand in a white sheet
stand in awe of
stand in dread of
stand in for
stand in for the land
stand in front
stand in good stead
stand in need of
stand in the place of
stand in the stead of
stand in the way
stand in the way of
stand in with
stand in your own light
stand like a post
stand method
stand mute
stand neuter
stand no nonsense
stand of arms
stand of timber
stand off
stand off and on
stand oil
stand on
stand on a course
stand on a straight course
stand on a volcano
stand on ancient ways
stand on ceremony
stand on end
stand on tiptoe
stand on tiptoes
stand on your own
stand on your own feet
stand on your own legs
stand on your own two feet
stand on your rights
stand one in hand
stand opposed
stand opposite
stand or fall with
stand out
stand out from the shore
stand over
stand over against
stand pat
stand ready
stand responsible for
stand rest
stand revealed
stand sentinel
stand shoulder to shoulder
stand shoulder to shoulder with
stand sponsor for
stand still
stand the costs
stand the gaff
stand the hazard of the die
stand the test
stand to
stand to attention
stand to gain
stand to lose
stand to reason
stand to your engagement
stand together
stand treat
stand under
stand up
stand up against
stand up and be counted
stand up for
stand up for Jesus
stand up straight
stand up to
stand up with
stand upon
stand upon a course
stand upon your rights
stand upright
stand vis-a-vis
stand with arms akimbo
stand you in good stead
stand you in stead
stand your ground
stand your trick
stand your watch
stand-by
stand-bys
stand-down
stand-easy
stand-in
stand-off
stand-off half
stand-offish
stand-offishly
stand-offishness
stand-on vessel
stand-patter
stand-pipe
stand-to
stand-up
stand-up comedian
stand-up comedy
stand-up comedy act
stand-up comic
stand-up fight
standard article
standard atmosphere
standard band
standard behavior
standard broadcasting
standard candle
standard cell
standard coke
standard compass
standard cost
standard deviation
standard dialect
standard dollar
standard error
standard gauge
standard language
standard lining
standard microphone
standard money
standard of comfort
standard of life
standard of living
standard of perfection
standard of value
standard operating procedure
standard page
standard phrase
standard pitch
standard position
standard refraction
standard stock
standard time
standard transmission
standard usage
standard work
standard-bearer
standard-bearership
standard-bred
standard-gage
standard-gaged
standard-gauge
standard-gauged
standard-sized
standard-wing
standardized test
stander-by
standing against
standing apart
standing army
standing at attention
standing barrage
standing broad jump
standing committee
standing custom
standing for office
standing gaff
standing high jump
standing jump
standing lug
standing martingale
standing matter
standing on end
standing on its base
standing on its feet
standing on its legs
standing order
standing orders
standing ovation
standing place
standing rigging
standing room
standing room only
standing salt
standing stone
standing to
standing treat
standing up
standing upright
standing vise
standing water
standing wave
standing way
standing-place
standing-wave indicator
standoff coat
standoff half
stanford-binet test
stank hen
stann-
stannel hawk
stannic acid
stannic oxide
stannic sulfide
stannic sulphide
stanno-
stannoso-
staphylo-
staple fiber
staple fur
staple item
staple punch
staple right
staple-fasion
staple-headed
staple-shaped
stapling machine
star acacia
star anise
star anise oil
star aniseed
star antimony
star apple
star belt
star bomb
star buzzard
star capsicum
star catalog
star catalogue
star chart
star check
star chickweed
star cloud
star cluster
star colors
star connection
star coral
star count
star cucumber
star cut
star density
star disk
star drift
star drill
star dust
star facet
star feed
star fern
star finch
star finder
star fort
star gauge
star gear
star ghost
star gooseberry
star grass
star hummingbird
star hyacinth
star image
star in the firmament
star ipomoea
star jasmine
star jelly
star lily
star lot
star map
star metal
star motion
star network
star of David
star of bethlehem
star of david
star pagoda
star pepper
star phlox
star pine
star place
star plate
star plum
star point
star polygon
star position
star quartz
star ratio
star reed
star route
star ruby
star sapphire
star saxifrage
star scout
star shake
star shell
star shifter
star shower
star skunk
star slough
star spectroscope
star spray
star stream
star streaming
star system
star thistle
star time
star trail
star tulip
star turn
star violet
star wheel
star winding
star worship
star worshiper
star-apple
star-aspiring
star-bearing
star-bedecked
star-bedizened
star-bespotted
star-bestudded
star-blasting
star-born
star-bright
star-broidered
star-chamber
star-climbing
star-connected
star-crossed
star-crossed life
star-decked
star-directed
star-distant
star-dogged
star-dust
star-embroidered
star-eyed
star-fashion
star-fed
star-flower
star-flowered
star-gaze
star-gazer
star-gazing
star-grass
star-inwrought
star-leaved
star-led
star-like
star-mouthed
star-nosed
star-nosed mole
star-of-Bethlehem
star-of-Jerusalem
star-of-bethlehem
star-paved
star-peopled
star-pointed
star-proof
star-ribbed
star-scattered
star-shaped
star-shot
star-skilled
star-spangled
star-spangled banner
star-staring
star-stone
star-studded
star-surveying
star-sweet
star-taught
star-thistle
star-throated
star-watching
star-wearing
star-wise
star-ypointing
starboard anchor
starboard engine
starboard engine ahead
starboard tack
starch blue
starch cellulose
starch corn
starch gum
starch hyacinth
starch layer
starch paste
starch room
starch sheath
starch sirup
starch star
starch syrup
starch tree
starch-digesting
starch-producing
starch-reduced
starch-sized
stare at
stare decisis
stare down
stare hard
stare openmouthed
stare out
stare out of countenance
stare you in the face
stare-about
starfish flower
stark blind
stark dead
stark naught
stark upright
stark-awake
stark-becalmed
stark-blind
stark-calm
stark-dead
stark-drunk
stark-dumb
stark-false
stark-mad
stark-naked
stark-naught
stark-new
stark-raving
stark-raving mad
stark-spoiled
stark-staring
stark-staring mad
stark-stiff
stark-wild
stark-wood
starling stone
starnose mole
starring role
starry campion
starry grasswort
starry heaven
starry heavens
starry host
starry orbs
starry-bright
starry-eyed
starry-eyed over
starry-flowered
starry-golden
starry-headed
starry-nebulous
stars and bars
stars and stripes
stars-of-Bethlehem
stars-of-Jerusalem
start all over
start aside
start back
start going
start in
start music
start off
start on
start out
start the ball rolling
start up
start-naked
start-off
start-stop switch
start-up
starter-off
starting block
starting box
starting friction
starting gate
starting grid
starting handle
starting line
starting note
starting place
starting point
starting post
starting price
starting punch
starting stalls
starting step
starting torque
starting-hole
startle the echoes
startling resemblance
starvation diet
starvation treatment
starvation wages
starved-looking
stash away
stat mi
state a grievance
state aid
state assembly
state attorney
state bank
state bond
state capitalism
state chairman
state chamber
state church
state college
state convention
state coordinate system
state flower
state forest
state guard
state highway
state hospital
state legislature
state medicine
state mutual
state note
state of affairs
state of being
state of being one
state of expectancy
state of grace
state of mind
state of nature
state of nerves
state of suspense
state of the exchequer
state of the market
state of things
state of war
state ownership
state paper
state police
state prayers
state prison
state religion
state rights
state school
state senator
state services
state socialism
state socialist
state tax
state trial
state trooper
state university
state your case
state's attorney
state's evidence
state-aided
state-caused
state-changing
state-educated
state-enforced
state-fed
state-house
state-making
state-mending
state-monger
state-of-the-art
state-owned
state-paid
state-pensioned
state-provided
state-provisioned
state-prying
state-ridden
state-room
state-ruling
state-socialist
state-taxed
state-wide
state-wielding
stated cause
stated clerk
stated value
stateless person
stately home
stately-beauteous
stately-grave
stately-paced
stately-sailing
stately-storied
stately-written
statement covering the evidence
statement covering the facts
statement of belief
statement of claim
statement of defense
statement of facts
statement of principles
statement under oath
states general
states' righter
states' rights
states-people
static ceiling
static electricity
static field
static firing
static friction
static line
static propeller thrust
static stability
static tube
static water
station agent
station break
station day
station error
station hospital
station house
station hut
station identification
station interference
station jack
station keeping
station mark
station point
station pointer
station pole
station selector
station wagon
station-house
station-to-station
station-to-station call
stationary dive
stationary engine
stationary engineer
stationary engineering
stationary front
stationary orbit
stationary point
stationary state
stationary wave
stationery store
stations for diving
stations of the Cross
stations of the cross
statistical communication
statistical independence
statistical mechanics
statistical prediction
statistical probability
statistical survey
statistically probable
stato-
statu quo ante
statuary bronze
statuary marble
statue maker
statue making
statue of liberty
statue-blind
statue-bordered
statue-turning
statuelike repose
statues personal
status emphaticus
status in quo
status quo
status quo ante
status seeker
status symbol
status-seeking
statute book
statute fair
statute labor
statute law
statute merchant
statute mile
statute of limitations
statute roll
statute staple
statute-barred
statute-book
statutes mixed
statutory crime
statutory declaration
statutory law
statutory lien
statutory next of kin
statutory offense
statutory rape
statutory referendum
staunch belief
staunch friend
staunch friendship
stauro-
stave basket
stave in
stave oak
stave off
stave pipe
stave rhyme
stay alert
stay alive
stay aloof
stay at
stay at home
stay awake
stay away
stay away in droves
stay bar
stay boom
stay briefed
stay busk
stay chain
stay detached from
stay employed
stay for
stay foresail
stay girder
stay hole
stay in hiding
stay in line
stay in shape
stay in soundings
stay in the background
stay in the shade
stay inshore
stay it out
stay late
stay law
stay near
stay of execution
stay on
stay on the beam
stay on the treadmill
stay on your heels
stay on your tail
stay out
stay over
stay pin
stay plow
stay put
stay stitching
stay tackle
stay tap
stay the distance
stay tube
stay up
stay up for
stay up into the small hours
stay up late
stay with it
stay young
stay your hand
stay-a-while
stay-at-home
stay-bearer
stay-bolt
stay-in
stay-in strike
stay-log
stay-ship
stay-tape
staying over
staying power
staysail schooner
steadfast faith
steady market
steady nerves
steady pin
steady rest
steady so
steady state
steady state theory
steady temper
steady-eyed
steady-footed
steady-going
steady-handed
steady-handedness
steady-headed
steady-hearted
steady-looking
steady-minded
steady-nerved
steady-state theory
steady-state universe
steady-stream
steady as you go
steak and kidney pie
steak hammer
steak knife
steak raid
steak set
steak tartar
steak tartare
steal a march
steal a march on
steal a march upon
steal along
steal away
steal in
steal on the ear
steal the show
steal up on
steal your stuff
steal your thunder
steam at flank speed
steam bath
steam beer
steam blow
steam blower
steam boiler
steam boiler insurance
steam box
steam cabinet
steam carriage
steam case
steam chest
steam cleaner
steam cleaning
steam coal
steam cock
steam coil
steam color
steam condenser
steam cure
steam cylinder
steam digger
steam distillation
steam dome
steam dredger
steam drop
steam drop hammer
steam engine
steam engineer
steam engineering
steam excavator
steam feed
steam filature
steam fire engine
steam fit
steam fitter
steam fitting
steam fog
steam frigate
steam gas
steam gauge
steam gun
steam hammer
steam harvester
steam heat
steam heater
steam heating
steam in line
steam in line of bearing
steam injector
steam iron
steam jacket
steam jammer
steam joint
steam knife
steam lance
steam lap
steam launch
steam lead
steam line
steam locomotive
steam loop
steam mason
steam metal
steam molder
steam navvy
steam nigger
steam nozzle
steam organ
steam owner
steam packing
steam piano
steam pipe
steam piping
steam plow
steam point
steam port
steam power
steam press
steam printing
steam propulsion
steam pump
steam radiator
steam radio
steam ram
steam road
steam roller
steam room
steam schooner
steam shovel
steam sizes
steam sloop
steam stamp
steam still
steam table
steam tackle
steam thresher
steam trap
steam tug
steam turbine
steam twill
steam up
steam valve
steam vessel
steam whistle
steam yacht
steam-boiler
steam-chest
steam-clean
steam-cleaned
steam-cooked
steam-cut
steam-distill
steam-dredge
steam-dried
steam-driven
steam-eating
steam-engine
steam-filled
steam-going
steam-heat
steam-heated
steam-lance
steam-lanced
steam-lancing
steam-laundered
steam-pocket
steam-processed
steam-propelled
steam-ridden
steam-roll
steam-roller
steam-shovel
steam-treated
steam-turbine
steam-turbine locomotive
steam-type
steam-wrought
steamboat Gothic
steamboat coal
steamboat gothic
steamboat ratchet
steamed pudding
steamed up
steamed up about
steamer anchorage
steamer basket
steamer captain
steamer chair
steamer clam
steamer contract
steamer crew
steamer cruise
steamer dock
steamer duck
steamer freight
steamer funnel
steamer hull
steamer landing
steamer lane
steamer line
steamer passenger
steamer port
steamer road
steamer route
steamer rug
steamer sailing
steamer service
steamer siren
steamer smoke
steamer smokestack
steamer subsidy
steamer ticket
steamer track
steamer traffic
steamer travel
steamer trunk
steamer voyage
steamer wharf
steamer whistle
steamer-borne
steaming up
steamroller methods
steamroller through
steamship coal
steamship company
steamship freight
steamship lane
steamship line
steamship mail
steamship office
steamship route
steamship service
steamship ticket
steamship traffic
steamship travel
steamship voyage
stearic acid
stearo-
stearoyl group
stearoyl radical
steat-
steato-
steel band
steel bar
steel baron
steel blue
steel bronze
steel company
steel concrete
steel construction
steel drawer
steel dresser
steel electrotypist
steel emery
steel engraver
steel engraving
steel factory
steel fiber
steel glass
steel gray
steel grey
steel guitar
steel hand
steel lumber
steel magnate
steel man
steel manufacturer
steel manufacturing
steel master
steel measurer
steel merchant
steel mill
steel mirror
steel orchestra
steel pen
steel plate
steel presser
steel share
steel spring
steel square
steel string
steel town
steel trap
steel wire gauge
steel wool
steel yourself
steel-black
steel-blue
steel-bound
steel-bow
steel-bright
steel-cage
steel-cage construction
steel-capped
steel-cased
steel-clad
steel-clenched
steel-cold
steel-colored
steel-covered
steel-cut
steel-die printing
steel-digesting
steel-edged
steel-faced
steel-framed
steel-grained
steel-graven
steel-gray
steel-green
steel-hard
steel-hardened
steel-head
steel-headed
steel-hilted
steel-lined
steel-nerved
steel-pen
steel-plated
steel-pointed
steel-rimmed
steel-riveted
steel-shafted
steel-sharp
steel-shod
steel-strong
steel-studded
steel-tempered
steel-tipped
steel-tired
steel-topped
steel-trap
steeled against
steelhead trout
steep price
steep slope
steep-ascending
steep-backed
steep-bending
steep-descending
steep-down
steep-faced
steep-gabled
steep-hanging
steep-pitched
steep-pointed
steep-rising
steep-roofed
steep-scarped
steep-sided
steep-streeted
steep-to
steep-up
steep-walled
steep-yawning
steeped in iniquity
steeped in vice
steeple bellflower
steeple cup
steeple engine
steeple hat
steeple headdress
steeple hunt
steeple hunter
steeple hunting
steeple jack
steeple race
steeple racer
steeple racing
steeple skull
steeple-crown
steeple-crowned
steeple-head
steeple-high
steeple-house
steeple-jacking
steeple-loving
steeple-roofed
steeple-shadowed
steeple-shaped
steeple-studded
steeple-topped
steer a middle course
steer a straight course
steer an even course
steer away from
steer clear of
steer for
steer oar
steer toward
steerage passenger
steering arm
steering axle
steering box
steering bridge
steering column
steering committee
steering crutch
steering engine
steering fan
steering fork
steering gear
steering handle
steering head
steering joint
steering knuckle
steering lever
steering light
steering line
steering lock
steering oar
steering pillar
steering wheel
stego-
stellar cosmogony
stellar magnitude
stellar photometry
stellate-crystal
stellate-crystal fungus
stellate-pubescent
stem anchor
stem blight
stem borer
stem break
stem canker
stem cell
stem climber
stem cutting
stem duchy
stem eelworm
stem end
stem father
stem from
stem ginger
stem girdler
stem leaf
stem length
stem mother
stem rot
stem rust
stem sapper
stem sawfly
stem sickness
stem smut
stem stitch
stem the current
stem the flood
stem the tide
stem turn
stem work
stem-bearing
stem-bud
stem-clasping
stem-end rot
stem-sick
stem-wind
stem-winder
stem-winding
stem-winding watch
sten-
stench bomb
stench of decay
stench trap
stencil cutter
stencil cutting
stencil machine
stencil painting
stencil paper
stencil pen
stencil printing
steneo saurys
steno-
stenographing machine
stent net
stent roll
step along
step aside
step backward
step bearing
step-back
step-back relay
step-by-step
step-by-step switching
step-cline
step-cone
step-cone pulley
step-cut
step-down
step-down transformer
step-in
step-ins
step-ladder
step-log
step-off
step-on
step-parent
step-up
step-up transformer
steppe cat
steppe disease
steppe murrain
steppe rue
stepped line
stepped-up
stepping in
stepping line
stepping pace
stepping stone
stepping-off
stepping-off place
stepping-out
stepping-stone
stepping-stones
steps and measures
stercoral ulcer
sterculia gum
stere-
stereo camera
stereo formula
stereo microphone
stereo-
stereophonic sound system
stereophonic system
stereoscopic microscope
stereospecific catalyst
stereospecific polymer
stereotyped behavior
stereotyped saying
sterling area
sterling bloc
sterling silver
stern anchor
stern board
stern boat
stern chase
stern chaser
stern fast
stern frame
stern gallery
stern gun
stern hatch
stern hatchway
stern hook
stern knee
stern ladder
stern line
stern race
stern rail
stern sea
stern sheets
stern staysail
stern timber
stern tube
stern walk
stern wave
stern wheel
stern window
stern-bearer
stern-board
stern-born
stern-browed
stern-chase
stern-chaser
stern-eyed
stern-faced
stern-fast
stern-featured
stern-gated
stern-issuing
stern-lipped
stern-looking
stern-minded
stern-mouthed
stern-post
stern-set
stern-sheet
stern-sounding
stern-spoken
stern-visaged
stern-wheel
stern-wheeler
sterno-
sterro metal
sterro-metal
stetho-
stevedore knot
stevedore's knot
stew in your own juice
stew over
steward's department
stewing chicken
sthula sharira
stib-
stibio-
stick around
stick around or about
stick at
stick at nothing
stick bean
stick bug
stick by
stick caterpillar
stick chair
stick close
stick closer than a brother
stick control
stick down
stick fast
stick figure
stick for
stick in
stick in the mud
stick in your craw
stick in your crop
stick in your gizzard
stick in your throat
stick insect
stick it
stick it out
stick lac
stick licorice
stick like a barnacle
stick like a leech
stick like a limpet
stick like a wet shirt
stick like glue
stick like the shadow of
stick like wax
stick of wood
stick out
stick out a mile
stick out like a sore thumb
stick out over
stick pin
stick rider
stick salve
stick shift
stick to
stick to it
stick to like a barnacle
stick to the
stick to the facts
stick to your colors
stick to your guns
stick to your knitting
stick to your last
stick together
stick up
stick up for
stick with
stick with it
stick your head in the sand
stick your long nose into
stick your neck out
stick your nose in
stick-at-it
stick-at-it-ive
stick-at-itive
stick-at-itness
stick-at-nothing
stick-back
stick-button
stick-candy
stick-dice
stick-ear
stick-in-the-mud
stick-jaw
stick-lac
stick-leg
stick-legged
stick-out
stick-ride
stick-to-it-iveness
stick-to-itive
stick-to-itively
stick-to-itiveness
stick-up
sticker-in
sticker-on
sticker-up
sticking out
sticking piece
sticking place
sticking plaster
sticking point
sticking power
sticking salve
sticking tommy
stickle for
sticks and stones
sticks, the
sticktight flea
stickup job
stickup man
sticky dog
sticky end
sticky fingers
sticky mess
sticky tape
sticky weather
sticky wicket
sticky willie
sticky-eyed
sticky-fingered
stiff as a poker
stiff as buckram
stiff aster
stiff bit
stiff breeze
stiff climb
stiff collar
stiff gentian
stiff market
stiff neck
stiff price
stiff temper
stiff wind
stiff-arm
stiff-armed
stiff-backed
stiff-bearded
stiff-bent
stiff-billed
stiff-bodied
stiff-bolting
stiff-boned
stiff-bosomed
stiff-branched
stiff-built
stiff-clay
stiff-collared
stiff-docked
stiff-dressed
stiff-eared
stiff-grown
stiff-haired
stiff-horned
stiff-ironed
stiff-jointed
stiff-jointedness
stiff-kneed
stiff-lamb disease
stiff-land
stiff-leathered
stiff-leaved
stiff-legged
stiff-limbed
stiff-lipped
stiff-minded
stiff-mud
stiff-neck
stiff-necked
stiff-necked pride
stiff-neckedly
stiff-neckedness
stiff-plate
stiff-pointed
stiff-rimmed
stiff-rumped
stiff-rusting
stiff-shanked
stiff-skirted
stiff-starched
stiff-stretched
stiff-swathed
stiff-tailed
stiff-uddered
stiff-veined
stiff-winged
stiff-witted
stiffen your backbone
stiffening bar
stiffening order
stiffening truss
stiffleg derrick
stifle bone
stifle joint
stifle shoe
stifle-out
stigma disk
stigmal vein
stigmatic grating spectrograph
stil-de-grain yellow
stilbene dye
stilbene color
stiletto fly
stiletto heel
stiletto-proof
stiletto-shaped
still alarm
still and all
still as a mouse
still as a statue
still as death
still box
still camera
still head
still hunt
still life
still lifes
still liquor
still more
still photograph
still return
still room
still small voice
still small voice within
still trailer
still watcher
still water
still wine
still-admired
still-birth
still-born
still-burn
stimulus generalization
stimulus threshold
stimulus word
stimulus-response
stimulus-response psychology
sting bladder
sting moth
sting nettle
sting of conscience
sting ray
sting to the quick
sting winkle
stinging capsule
stinging cell
stinging defeat
stinging hair
stinging nettle
stingless bee
stink ball
stink bell
stink bomb
stink brand
stink bug
stink cat
stink fly
stink gland
stink grass
stink in the nostrils
stink out
stink trap
stink up
stink-horn
stink-pot
stinking badger
stinking cedar
stinking clover
stinking drunk
stinking iris
stinking mayweed
stinking roger
stinking smut
stinky pinkie
stipple board
stipple engraving
stipple paper
stipple streak
stipulate for
stir about
stir bird
stir feelings
stir of air
stir one's blood
stir the blood
stir the embers
stir the feelings
stir the fire
stir up
stir up a hornet's nest
stir up trouble
stir your bile
stir your stumps
stir-fry
stir-up
stirred up
stirring up
stirring-up
stirrup bar
stirrup bone
stirrup cover
stirrup cup
stirrup dram
stirrup glass
stirrup iron
stirrup jar
stirrup leather
stirrup oil
stirrup pump
stirrup strap
stirrup-vase
stitch in the side
stitch of work
stitch rivet
stitch watermark
stitch wheel
stitching horse
stochastic independence
stochastic matrix
stock account
stock assessment
stock beer
stock beet
stock block
stock board
stock book
stock buckle
stock car
stock card
stock cattle
stock certificate
stock certificate
stock change
stock clerk
stock company
stock dealer
stock dealing
stock dividend
stock dove
stock duck
stock eagle
stock exchange
stock family
stock farm
stock farmer
stock farming
stock feeder
stock fire
stock footage
stock gillyflower
stock gold
stock guard
stock hawk
stock horse
stock in trade
stock insurance company
stock issue
stock ledger
stock list
stock lock
stock manipulation
stock margin
stock market
stock market quotations
stock note
stock of words
stock option
stock owl
stock pass
stock pigeon
stock pile
stock power
stock price
stock price index
stock prices
stock pump
stock purse
stock rail
stock raiser
stock raising
stock rate
stock receipt
stock record
stock room
stock saddle
stock saying
stock shot
stock soap
stock solution
stock speculation
stock speculator
stock split
stock station
stock still
stock tackle
stock the mind
stock ticker
stock type
stock up
stock vaccine
stock whaap
stock whip
stock-blind
stock-broker
stock-car
stock-car race
stock-dove
stock-dumb
stock-exchange broker
stock-fish
stock-gillyflower
stock-in-trade
stock-job
stock-jobber
stock-jobbing
stock-route
stock-still
stock-taking
stock-work
stockbroker belt
stockholder of record
stocking board
stocking cap
stocking cutter
stomach-ache
stomach-achy
stomach-filling
stomach-formed
stomach-hating
stomach-healing
stomach-qualmed
stomach-shaped
stomach-sick
stomach-soothing
stomach-tight
stomach-turning
stomach-twitched
stomach-weary
stomach-whetted
stomach-worn
stomat-
stomato-
stomodaeal food
stone age
stone ax
stone axe
stone bag
stone basil
stone bass
stone blue
stone boiling
stone bolt
stone borer
stone brake
stone bramble
stone breaker
stone breaking
stone brick
stone bruise
stone butter
stone canal
stone carver
stone cat
stone cell
stone china
stone circle
stone clover
stone coal
stone collar
stone color
stone contractor
stone coral
stone crab
stone crayfish
stone cricket
stone crusher
stone curlew
stone devil
stone dresser
stone dressing
stone falcon
stone fence
stone fern
stone fly
stone fox
stone fruit
stone grape
stone gray
stone green
stone grig
stone hammer
stone harmonicon
stone hawk
stone in your path
stone jug
stone leek
stone lichen
stone lifter
stone lily
stone lime
stone lugger
stone marten
stone mill
stone mint
stone money
stone oak
stone ocher
stone oil
stone orpine
stone owl
stone parsley
stone perch
stone picker
stone pine
stone pit
stone pitch
stone plover
stone proof
stone rag
stone roller
stone rue
stone run
stone runner
stone saw
stone sclerenchyma
stone sculpture
stone shifter
stone snipe
stone sucker
stone thrush
stone to death
stone toter
stone wall
stone wine
stone wire
stone writing
stone yellow
stone's throw
stone-arched
stone-asleep
stone-axe
stone-bladed
stone-blind
stone-blindness
stone-bow
stone-broke
stone-brown
stone-bruised
stone-buff
stone-built
stone-cleaving
stone-coated
stone-cold
stone-colored
stone-covered
stone-cutter
stone-cutting
stone-darting
stone-dead
stone-deaf
stone-deafness
stone-dumb
stone-dust
stone-eared
stone-eating
stone-edged
stone-eyed
stone-faced
stone-floored
stone-fruit
stone-ground
stone-hand
stone-hard
stone-headed
stone-horse
stone-lily
stone-lined
stone-living
stone-milled
stone-moving
stone-parsley
stone-paved
stone-pillared
stone-pine
stone-ribbed
stone-rolling
stone-roofed
stone-silent
stone-smickle
stone-still
stone-throwing
stone-using
stone-vaulted
stone-wall
stone-walled
stone-walling
stoned-horse
stoner-out
stoney gate
stony coral
stony heart
stony pit
stony-blind
stony-broke
stony-eyed
stony-faced
stony-hearted
stony-heartedly
stony-heartedness
stony-jointed
stony-pitiless
stony-toed
stony-winged
stooge around
stool ball
stool end
stool land
stool pigeon
stool-ball
stoop-gallant
stoop-shouldered
stooping from your high place
stop at nothing
stop bath
stop bead
stop blowing
stop breathing
stop by
stop chorus
stop clause
stop clock
stop cold
stop consonant
stop dead
stop dead in your tracks
stop down
stop drill
stop finger
stop for breath
stop gauge
stop in
stop in or stop by
stop it
stop key
stop knob
stop light
stop list
stop log
stop looking
stop motion
stop needle
stop net
stop number
stop nut
stop odor
stop off
stop on
stop on a dime
stop order
stop out
stop over
stop payment
stop pin
stop plank
stop plate
stop press
stop rod
stop screw
stop seine
stop short
stop shot
stop spine
stop street
stop stroke
stop tester
stop the breath
stop the clock
stop the mouth of
stop thief
stop thrust
stop time
stop to consider
stop up
stop valve
stop volley
stop watch
stop wheel
stop work
stop your ears
stop your mouth
stop-and-go light
stop-cylinder press
stop-gap
stop-go
stop-loss
stop-loss order
stop-off
stop-open
stop-watch
stope drill
stopen bottle
stopped diapason
stopped flute
stopped up
stopper bolt
stopper hole
stopper knot
stopper's knot
stopping condenser
stopping knife
stopping out of time
stopping place
stopping train
storage battery
storage bellows
storage capacity
storage cell
storage device
storage disease
storage egg
storage heater
storage life
storage place
storage rot
storage space
storage spot
storage system
storage unit
storage wall
storax benzoin
storax family
store away
store card
store cheese
store clerk
store clothes
store detective
store dresser
store in the mind
store manager
store of knowledge
store order
store pay
store pig
store sign
store teeth
store the mind
store types
store up
store-bought
store-bought clothes
store-bought wear
store-boughten
store-room
store-ship
storefront school
storehouse of the mind
storehouse of words
stores ledger
storey house
storing the mind
stork's bill
stork's-bill
stork, the
stork-billed
stork-fashion
storm along
storm and stress
storm axis
storm bell
storm belt
storm boat
storm boot
storm breeder
storm cave
storm cellar
storm center
storm centre
storm cloud
storm clouds
storm coat
storm collar
storm cone
storm current
storm door
storm drain
storm drum
storm finch
storm flag
storm glass
storm gray
storm in
storm in a teacup
storm in a teapot
storm jib
storm kite
storm lane
storm lantern
storm mizzen
storm pennant
storm petrel
storm porch
storm rubber
storm sail
storm sash
storm serge
storm sewer
storm signal
storm stay
storm surge
storm thrush
storm track
storm tracking
storm trooper
storm troops
storm trysail
storm warning
storm wind
storm window
storm-armed
storm-beat
storm-beaten
storm-boding
storm-breathing
storm-cock
storm-drenched
storm-encompassed
storm-felled
storm-god
storm-laden
storm-lit
storm-portending
storm-presaging
storm-rent
storm-stayed
storm-swept
storm-tight
storm-tossed
storm-trooper
storm-washed
storm-wise
storm-worn
storm-wrecked
storming party
stormy petrel
stormy weather
stormy winds
story element
story hour
story line
story post
story rod
story writer
story-teller
story-writing
story-wrought
stout fellow
stout heart
stout-armed
stout-billed
stout-bodied
stout-girdled
stout-hearted
stout-heartedly
stout-heartedness
stout-legged
stout-limbed
stout-looking
stout-minded
stout-ribbed
stout-sided
stout-soled
stout-stalked
stout-stomached
stout-winged
stout-worded
stove black
stove bolt
stove coal
stove distillate
stove enamel
stove glass
stove heating
stove in
stove length
stove lifter
stove oil
stove plant
stove poker
stove polish
stove-dried
stove-heated
stove-pipe
stove-warmed
stoved salt
stovepipe hat
stow away
stow down
stow it
stow net
stow-blade
stow-boating
straddle carrier
straddle mill
straddle pipe
straddle the fence
straddle truck
straddle-face
straddle-fashion
straddle-legged
straggle tooth
straggle-brained
stragling money
straight accent
straight across
straight ahead
straight and narrow
straight and narrow, the
straight angle
straight arch
straight arm lift
straight as a ruler
straight as an arrow
straight as an edge
straight away
straight bat
straight bill of lading
straight chain
straight chair
straight coil
straight course
straight deck
straight drama
straight face
straight fight
straight flush
straight forth
straight forward
straight from the shoulder
straight grain
straight hair shingle
straight jacket
straight joint
straight life insurance
straight line
straight man
straight matter
straight off
straight part
straight poker
straight razor
straight sailing
straight shooter
straight stall
straight stretch
straight thinking
straight ticket
straight time
straight to the mark
straight up
straight up and down
straight up-and-downness
straight whiskey
straight-arm
straight-backed
straight-barred
straight-barreled
straight-billed
straight-bitted
straight-bodied
straight-body
straight-cut
straight-drawn
straight-edge
straight-edged
straight-faced
straight-falling
straight-fibered
straight-flung
straight-flute
straight-fluted
straight-from-the-shoulder
straight-front
straight-going
straight-grained
straight-growing
straight-grown
straight-haired
straight-hairedness
straight-hemmed
straight-horned
straight-jointed
straight-laced
straight-lacedly
straight-leaved
straight-legged
straight-limbed
straight-line
straight-line-frequency
straight-lined
straight-made
straight-minded
straight-necked
straight-nosed
straight-out
straight-pull
straight-ribbed
straight-shaped
straight-shooting
straight-side
straight-sided
straight-sliding
straight-spoken
straight-stemmed
straight-stocked
straight-tail dog
straight-tailed
straight-thinking
straight-trunked
straight-tusked
straight-up
straight-up-and-down
straight-veined
straight-winged
straighten out
straighten up
straighten yourself out
straightway drill
strain at
strain band
strain diagram
strain ellipsoid
strain every nerve
strain every nerve and sinew
strain for
strain gauge
strain hardening
strain insulator
strain normal
strain sheet
strain the meaning
strain the muscles
strain the sense
strain the throat
strain the truth
strain the voice
strain theory
strain your attention
strain your credulity
strain your ears
strain your eyes
strain your invention
strained relations
strainer arch
strainer core
strainer gate
strainer vine
straining arch
straining beam
straining frame
straining piece
straining sill
strainslip cleavage
strait jacket
strait waistcoat
strait-besieged
strait-bodied
strait-braced
strait-breasted
strait-breeched
strait-chested
strait-clothed
strait-coated
strait-embraced
strait-jacket
strait-knotted
strait-lace
strait-laced
strait-lacedly
strait-lacedness
strait-lacer
strait-lacing
strait-necked
strait-sleeved
strait-tied
strait-toothed
strait-waistcoat
strait-waisted
straitened circumstances
straitens dollar
strand fishery
strand flat
strand former
strand line
strand plover
strand rat
strand snipe
strand wolf
strange duck
strange particle
strange thing
strange to
strange to say
strange woman
strange-achieved
strange-clad
strange-colored
strange-composed
strange-disposed
strange-fashioned
strange-favored
strange-garbed
strange-looking
strange-met
strange-plumaged
strange-sounding
strange-tongued
strange-voiced
strange-wayed
stranger's gallery
strangers' gallery
strangle hold
strangled blade
strangler tree
strangulated hernia
strap bolt
strap brake
strap drill
strap fern
strap game
strap hammer
strap hinge
strap iron
strap joint
strap key
strap oil
strap oyster
strap rail
strap railroad
strap railway
strap watch
strap work
strap-hinge
strap-laid
strap-leaved
strap-oil
strap-shaped
strapping motion
strapping plate
strategic air force
strategic bombing
strategic line
strategic materials
strategic plan
strategic point
stratificational grammar
stratified charge engine
stratified discharge
stratigraphic geology
strato-
strato-cirrus
strato-cumulus
stratocumulus castellanus
stratocumulus castellatus
stratocumulus floccus
stratocumulus lenticularis
stratosphere balloon
stratus cloud
stratus cumuliformis
stratus fractus
stratus maculosus
stratus nebulosus
straw bail
straw ballot
straw basher
straw bass
straw bid
straw bidder
straw bond
straw boss
straw cat
straw color
straw death
straw drain
straw fiddle
straw hat
straw in the wind
straw man
straw needle
straw oil
straw plait
straw ride
straw sedge
straw splitter
straw stem
straw to show the wind
straw vote
straw wedding
straw wine
straw yellow
straw-barreled
straw-boss
straw-breadth
straw-built
straw-capped
straw-colored
straw-crowned
straw-cutting
straw-dried
straw-emboeved
straw-hatted
straw-laid
straw-necked
straw-plaiter
straw-plaiting
straw-roofed
straw-shoe
straw-splitting
straw-stuffed
straw-thatched
strawberry bass
strawberry blite
strawberry blond
strawberry blonde
strawberry borer
strawberry bush
strawberry cactus
strawberry clover
strawberry comb
strawberry crab
strawberry crown borer
strawberry crown moth
strawberry dish
strawberry fern
strawberry finch
strawberry fleabedle
strawberry fly
strawberry geranium
strawberry guava
strawberry leaf
strawberry leaf blight
strawberry leaf roller
strawberry leaf spot
strawberry mark
strawberry moth
strawberry nettle
strawberry pear
strawberry perch
strawberry pink
strawberry raspberry
strawberry roan
strawberry root aphid
strawberry root borer
strawberry root weevil
strawberry rootworm
strawberry rust
strawberry sawfly
strawberry saxifrage
strawberry shrub
strawberry spinach
strawberry sunburn
strawberry tassel
strawberry tomato
strawberry tongue
strawberry tree
strawberry vine
strawberry weevil
strawberry-blond
strawberry-raspberry
strawberry-shrub family
strawhat circuit
strawhat theater
stray capacitance
stray current
stray energy
stray line
stray-line
streak culture
streak lightning
streak of lightning
streak of luck
streak plate
streaked-back
stream action
stream anchor
stream and dogs
stream bed
stream cable
stream capture
stream conservation
stream driver
stream forth
stream function
stream gold
stream ice
stream jam
stream of air
stream of consciousness
stream of fashion
stream of light
stream of time
stream piracy
stream the log
stream tin
stream wheel
stream-bordering
stream-drive
stream-embroidered
stream-illumed
stream-line
stream-of-consciousness
stream-of-consciousness novel
streamer aurora
streamer fly
streaming light
streaming potential
streamline flow
streams of rain
streams of sweat
street Arab
street academy
street arab
street band
street broker
street certificate
street cleaner
street coach
street cry
street door
street dress
street elbow
street fight
street floor
street game
street girl
street market
street name
street of fallen women
street orderly
street organ
street people
street piano
street plate
street price
street railway
street singer
street sweeper
street urchin
street virus
street-bred
street-cleaning
street-door
street-pacing
street-raking
street-sold
street-sprinkling
street-sweeping
street-walker
streetcar line
strength change
strength deck
strength of mind
strength of purpose
strength of will
strength-bringing
strength-conferring
strength-decaying
strength-giving
strength-increasing
strength-inspiring
strength-restoring
strength-sustaining
strength-testing
strengthening lead
strengthening card
strept throat
strepto-
streptococcus tonsilitis
stress accent
stress and strain
stress arsis
stress diagram
stress group
stress of life
stress pattern
stress reaction
stress sheet
stress-strain
stress-strain curve
stress-verse
stressed skin
stretch away to
stretch fabric
stretch forth a helping hand
stretch forth your hand
stretch mill
stretch modulus
stretch of the imagination
stretch of time
stretch out
stretch pants
stretch stockings
stretch the legs
stretch the meaning
stretch the sense
stretch the truth
stretch to
stretch your legs
stretch your luck
stretch yourself
stretch-out
stretched out
stretched tight
stretched-out
stretcher bar
stretcher bond
stretcher-bearer
stretching course
stretching everywhere
stretching of the truth
stretching out
stretching piece
stretching your luck
stretching-out
striato-
stricken dumb
stricken in years
stricken with amnesia
stricken with years
strickle bar
strict attention
strict construction
strict constructionism
strict constructionist
strict discipline
strict interpretation
strict law
strict minded
strict neutrality
strict settlement
strictly between us
strictly cash
strictly decreasing function
strictly increasing function
strictly speaking
stride-legged
strident-voiced
striding compass
striding level
strife-breeding
strife-healing
strife-stirring
strike a balance
strike a bargain
strike a blow
strike a light
strike a pose
strike a responsive chord
strike a rich vein
strike against
strike all of a heap
strike an attitude
strike at
strike at the root of
strike back
strike benefit
strike bill
strike blind
strike block
strike board
strike camp
strike dead
strike down
strike dumb
strike enforcer
strike fault
strike figure
strike fire
strike hands
strike hard
strike home
strike in
strike in with
strike insurance
strike it lucky
strike it rich
strike joint
strike knife
strike me dead
strike measure
strike mute
strike note
strike off
strike off the roll
strike off the rolls
strike oil
strike out
strike out at
strike out for
strike out for yourself
strike pan
strike pay
strike plane
strike plate
strike radar scanner
strike root
strike root in
strike shift
strike slip
strike tent
strike terror into
strike the death knell of
strike the eye
strike the first blow
strike the flag
strike the mind
strike through
strike up
strike up a friendship
strike up a tune
strike up the band
strike upon
strike valley
strike while the iron is hot
strike with awe
strike with wonder
strike you
strike you as
strike you right
strike your colors
strike your fancy
strike your flag
strike zone
strike-a-light
strike-anywhere match
strike-out
striker boat
striker of poses
striker plate
striker-out
striker-up
striking alteration
striking angle
striking bag
striking base
striking board
striking circle
striking distance
striking hammer
striking out
striking pin
striking plate
striking reed
striking resemblance
striking solution
striking stile
striking success
striking train
striking-out machine
strikingly like
string along
string along with
string alphabet
string band
string bass
string bead
string bean
string block
string choir
string correspondent
string course
string development
string diapason
string figure
string galvanometer
string instrument
string insulator
string lead
string leaf
string line
string musician
string orchestra
string organ
string out
string pea
string plate
string player
string pottery
string proof
string pump
string quartet
string section
string stop
string telephone
string tie
string together
string tone
string trio
string up
string-binding
string-colored
string-soled
string-tailed
string-toned
stringed instrument
stringer bar
stringer lode
stringer plate
stringer strake
stringing course
stringing out
stringy kelp
stringy sap
stringy-bark
stringybark pine
stringing-out
strip artist
strip away
strip bare
strip cartoon
strip clean
strip club
strip count
strip cropping
strip down
strip farm
strip farming
strip for action
strip lighting
strip line
strip map
strip method
strip mill
strip mine
strip mining
strip of office
strip of rank
strip off
strip out
strip pit
strip planting
strip poker
strip printing
strip survey
strip tease
strip template
strip to the buff
strip you of your illusions
strip-crop
strip-cropping
strip-teaser
stripe blight
stripe canker
stripe rust
stripe smut
striped bass
striped grass
striped hyena
striped maple
striped marlin
striped snake
striped spermophile
striped squirrel
striped-leaved
striped atom
stripped bare
stripped down
stripped of
stripped of illusion
stripped to the buff
strong hand
strong in
strong interaction
strong language
strong man
strong market
strong meat
strong nerves
strong point
strong pull
strong relief
strong right hand
strong room
strong suit
strong water
strong waters
strong wind
strong-ankled
strong-arm
strong-arm man
strong-arm tactics
strong-armed
strong-armer
strong-backed
strong-bodied
strong-boned
strong-box
strong-breathed
strong-decked
strong-elbowed
strong-featured
strong-fibered
strong-fisted
strong-flavored
strong-handed
strong-headed
strong-jawed
strong-jointed
strong-limbed
strong-looking
strong-lunged
strong-man
strong-minded
strong-mindedly
strong-mindedness
strong-nerved
strong-pointed
strong-quartered
strong-ribbed
strong-scented
strong-seated
strong-set
strong-sided
strong-smelling
strong-stapled
strong-stomached
strong-tasted
strong-tasting
strong-tempered
strong-tested
strong-trunked
strong-voiced
strong-weak
strong-willed
strong-winged
strong-wristed
strongbox security
strontia digger
strontia process
strontian white
strontian yellow
strontium 90
strontium hydroxide
strontium monoxide
strontium nitrate
strontium oxide
strontium process
strontium salicylate
strontium unit
strontium white
strontium yellow
struck all of a heap
struck jury
struck measure
struck up
struck with
struck with surprise
structural botany
structural drag
structural engineer
structural engineering
structural fatigue
structural formula
structural gene
structural geology
structural grammar
stubble mulch
stubble plow
stubble pulverizer
stubble quail
stubble rake
stubble shaver
stubble spurge
stubble-fed
stubble-loving
stubble-mulch farming
stubborn as a mule
stubborn fact
stubborn-chaste
stubborn-hard
stubborn-minded
stubborn-shafted
stubborn-stout
stubby-fingered
stucco pointer
stucco-adorned
stucco-fronted
stucco-molded
stucco-walled
stuck fast
stuck on
stuck on yourself
stuck-up
stuck-upness
stuck-upper
stuck-uppish
stuck-uppishness
stuck-uppy
stud block
stud bolt
stud book
stud box
stud chain
stud driver
stud fee
stud link
stud mating
stud poker
stud print
stud rivet
stud scab
stud screw
stud wall
stud wheel
stud-horse
stud-mare
stud-pink
stud-sail
studded tire
studding bolt
studding sail
studding-sail
studding-sail halyard bend
student adviser
student assistant
student council
student glider
student government
student hour
student lamp
student nurse
student pastor
student teacher
student teaching
student union
student volunteer
studhorse poker
studio apartment
studio couch
studio plant
study for
study group
study hall
study in still life
study to
study to be
study up
study up on
study with
study your part
study-bearing
study-bred
study-given
study-loving
study-racked
study-worn
stuff and nonsense
stuff chest
stuff engine
stuff gown
stuff hat
stuff in
stuff the mind
stuff the mind with
stuff up
stuff with knowledge
stuff yourself
stuff-chest
stuff-gownsman
stuff-over
stuffed cabbage
stuffed derma
stuffed eggs
stuffed grape leaves
stuffed peppers
stuffed shirt
stuffed to the gills
stuffed tomatoes
stuffed up
stuffed-over
stuffing and stripping
stuffing box
stuffing nut
stuffing-box recess
stuffy weather
stultify yourself
stumble on
stumble upon
stumbling block
stumbling stone
stumbling-block
stump bed
stump burning
stump da
stump excursion
stump extractor
stump foot
stump it
stump joint
stump jumper
stump mast
stump mortise
stump orator
stump puller
stump ranch
stump rot
stump speaker
stump speaking
stump speech
stump spud
stump sucker
stump tail
stump tenon
stump the country
stump topmast
stump tracery
stump tree
stump up
stump wood
stump work
stump-fingered
stump-footed
stump-jump
stump-jump plow
stump-jumping plow
stump-legged
stump-nosed
stump-rooted
stump-tail
stump-tailed
stump-tailed lizard
stumping tour
stunner hitch
stunt flier
stunt flying
stunt girl
stunt man
stunt woman
stupefied with boredom
stupefyingly boring
stupid ass
stupid grin
stupid thing
stupid work
stupid-acting
stupid-headed
stupid-honest
stupid-looking
stupid-sure
stuporous melancholia
stuporous with boredom
sturdy as an ox
sturdy-chested
sturdy-legged
sturdy-limbed
sturm und drang
styl-
style branch
style galant
style of writing
style pen
style sheet
style the hair
style-conscious
style-consciousness
styles of
stylistic analysis
stylo-
stylograph pen
stylographic pen
styloid process
styour throw
styptic pencil
styrally acetate
styrene resin
suan pan
suarrow nut
suave-looking
suave-mannered
suave-spoken
sub arid
sub for
sub judice
sub post office
sub rosa
sub specie aeternitatis
sub verbo
sub voce
sub-
sub-Andean
sub-Atlantic
sub-Carpathian
sub-Christian
sub-Himalayan
sub-Pontine
sub-Pyrenean
sub-agent
sub-arch
sub-assembly
sub-base
sub-constable
sub-district
sub-edit
sub-editor
sub-head
sub-human
sub-jugate
sub-lease
sub-let
sub-level
sub-lieutenant
sub-machine-gun
sub-man
sub-officer
sub-prefect
sub-rosa
sub-title
sub-treasurer
sub-treasury
sub-war
sub-zero
subacute rheumatism
subaerial deposit
subaltern genus
subarctic current
subassembly plant
subatomic particle
subatomic particles
subclavian artery
subclavian groove
subclavian vein
subclinical infection
subcloud car
subconscious drive
subconscious knowledge
subconscious mind
subconscious perception
subconscious self
subconscious urge
suberic acid
subero-
subhymenial layer
subject case
subject catalog
subject catalogue
subject for thought
subject index
subject matter
subject of thought
subject substantive
subject term
subject to
subject to a duty
subject to a fee
subject to a tax
subject to call
subject to close scrutiny
subject to death
subject yourself
subject-matter
subject-object
subject-objectivity
subject-raising
subjective certainty
subjective complement
subjective idealism
subjective idealist
subjective inspection
subjective speculation
subjective spirit
subjectivo-
subjectivo-objective
subjunct adjective
subjunct word
sublimation pressure
sublimation vein
sublime tobacco
subliminal advertising
subliminal perception
subliminal self
sublimity summit
submachine gun
submarine badge
submarine chaser
submarine killer
submarine mine
submarine patrol boat
submarine sandwich
submarine sentry
submarine telegraphy
submarine tender
submarine torpedo
submarine warfare
submaxillary gland
submerged coast
submerged in
submerged mind
submerged-tube boiler
subminiature camera
submit to
submit to indignity
submit with a good grace
suboctave coupler
subordinate clause
subordinate conjunction
subordinate ordinary
subordinate role
subordinate to
subordinate yourself
subordinating conjunction
subornation of perjury
subpoena ad testificandum
subpoena duces tecum
subscribe to
subscriber trunk dialling
subscription book
subscription concert
subscription edition
subscription library
subscription list
subscription television
subsequent to
subsidiary coin
subsidiary company
subsidiary sense
subsidy citizen
subsidy man
subsist in
subsistence agriculture
subsistence allowance
subsistence department
subsistence farming
subsistence level
subsistence money
subsistence stores
subsistent form
subsoil plough
subsoil plow
subsonic flight
subsonic jet
subsonic speed
subspace topology
substance of life
substandard language
substandard speech
substandard usage
substantial meal
substantiality theory
substantially true
substantive basis
substantive law
substantive point
substantive rank
substantive right
substitute for
substitution cipher
substitution deposit
substitution group
substitution tables
substitution therapy
substitution vein
subsurface tillage
subtarget machine
subtense bar
subterranean river
subtle body
subtle color
subtle distinction
subtle influence
subtle odor
subtle wit
subtle-brained
subtle-cadenced
subtle-fingered
subtle-headed
subtle-looking
subtle-meshed
subtle-minded
subtle-nosed
subtle-paced
subtle-scented
subtle-shadowed
subtle-souled
subtle-thoughted
subtle-tongued
subtle-witted
subtraction logarithm
subtraction mark
subtraction sign
subtractive color
subtractive primary
subtractive process
subtropical anticyclone
subtropical high
suburban market
subvalent electrons
subzero weather
succade gourd
succeed in
succeed to
succeed to the throne
succeed with
succes d'estime
succes de scandale
success fou
success story
successful advocate
successful defender
successful person
succession duty
succession of ideas
succession of thought
succession of time
succession state
succin-
succinic acid
succino-
succory blue
succumb to
such and such
such as
such being the case
such stuff as dreams are made on
such stuff as dreams are made on
such-and-such
such-like
suck dry
suck fly
suck in
suck into
suck off
suck out
suck the blood from
suck the blood of
suck up
suck up to
suck your blood
suck your breath
suck your wind
suck-
suck-bottle
suck-egg
suck-in
sucked dry
sucked into
sucker bait
sucker foot
sucker for
sucker list
sucker rod
sucker fork
sucking louse
sucking pig
sucking-fish
sucking-pig
sucking-pump
suckling pig
sucro-
suction anemometer
suction chamber
suction cleaner
suction cup
suction dredge
suction flask
suction hose
suction machine
suction pipe
suction primer
suction producer
suction pump
suction root
suction stop
suction stroke
suction sweeper
suction valve
sudan grass
sudden and quick in quarrel
sudden attack
sudden change
sudden death
sudden development
sudden impulse
sudden infant death syndrome
sudden or radical change
sudden pull
sudden thought
sudden turn
sudden-beaming
sudden-starting
sudden-whelming
sue at law
sue for
sue for divorce
sue out
sue to
suede cloth
suede gloves
suet pudding
suet refiner
suffer a misfortune
suffer an eclipse
suffer anguish
suffer for
suffer hanging
suffer hearing impairment
suffer hearing loss
suffer loss
suffer pain
suffer pangs of jealousy
suffer the consequences
suffer the penalty
sufferance wharf
suffering angst
suffering dread
suffering from amnesia
suffering nausea
suffice to yourself
sufficient condition
sufficient for
sufficient to
sufficient unto
suffused with light
sugar almond
sugar ant
sugar apple
sugar ash
sugar bag
sugar baker
sugar bakery
sugar basin
sugar bean
sugar beet
sugar bird
sugar bowl
sugar brake
sugar bush
sugar cake
sugar camp
sugar candy
sugar cane
sugar cookie
sugar corn
sugar daddy
sugar diabetes
sugar engineering
sugar fish
sugar glider
sugar grape
sugar grass
sugar grove
sugar gum
sugar jack
sugar jack process
sugar loaf
sugar maker
sugar making
sugar maple
sugar mill
sugar mite
sugar mule
sugar nippers
sugar of lead
sugar of milk
sugar off
sugar orchard
sugar over
sugar palm
sugar pea
sugar pear
sugar pine
sugar planter
sugar planting
sugar pumpkin
sugar puncture
sugar refiner
sugar refinery
sugar refining
sugar shell
sugar sifter
sugar sorghum
sugar spoon
sugar squirrel
sugar tongs
sugar tree
sugar vinegar
sugar wrack
sugar-beet webworm
sugar-bird
sugar-boiling
sugar-bush
sugar-candy
sugar-cane
sugar-cane beetle
sugar-cane borer
sugar-cane gummosis
sugar-cane mosaic
sugar-cane root disease
sugar-cane smut
sugar-chopped
sugar-chopper
sugar-coat
sugar-coated
sugar-coating
sugar-colored
sugar-cured
sugar-destroying
sugar-growing
sugar-laden
sugar-lipped
sugar-loaded
sugar-loaf
sugar-loafed
sugar-loving
sugar-making
sugar-maple
sugar-maple borer
sugar-mouthed
sugar-plum
sugar-producing
sugar-sop
sugar-sweet
sugar-teat
sugar-tit
sugar-topped
sugar-water
sugar-yielding
sugared almond
sugarhouse molasses
sugaring off
suggest itself
suggest the earmarks of
suggestio falsi
suggestion therapy
suggestive of
sui generis
sui juris
suicidal despair
suicide clause
suicide club
suicide pact
suicide pilot
suicide plane
suicide squeeze
suicide squeeze play
suit and service
suit at law
suit case
suit court
suit down to the ground
suit in law
suit of armor
suit of clothes
suit service
suit the action to the word
suit the occasion
suit the season
suit the time
suit yourself
suit-dress
suitable for
suitable occasion
suitable time
suite of dances
suite of rooms
sujee-mujee
suji-muji
sulcato-
sulf-
sulfa drug
sulfa drugs
sulfanilic acid
sulfanilyl radical
sulfate paper
sulfate process
sulfate pulp
sulfide dye
sulfinyl group
sulfinyl radical
sulfite paper
sulfite process
sulfite pulp
sulfo group
sulfo radical
sulfon-
sulfonic acid
sulfonyl chloride
sulfur black
sulfur butterfly
sulfur dioxide
sulfur dye
sulfur trioxide
sulfur-bottom
sulfur-bottom whale
sulfur-colored
sulfur-flower
sulfur-yellow
sulfurated potash
sulfureted hydrogen
sulfuric acid
sulfuric anhydride
sulfuric ether
sulfurous acid
sulfurated potash
sulfuryl chloride
sulfuryl group
sulfuryl radical
sulky lister
sulky plow
sulky-shaped
sulla clover
sullage head
sullen looks
sullen rabies
sullen-browed
sullen-eyed
sullen-looking
sullen-natured
sullen-seeming
sullen-sour
sullen-visaged
sullen-wise
sulph-
sulpha drug
sulphanilic acid
sulphate green
sulphate paper
sulphate process
sulphate pulp
sulphate ultramarine
sulphato-
sulphide color
sulphide dye
sulphide toning
sulphindigotic acid
sulphine color
sulphine yellow
sulphite brown
sulphite pulp
sulpho salt
sulpho-
sulpho-acid
sulpho-salt
sulphocarbon oil
sulphon cyanine
sulphon cyanine black
sulphonic acid
sulphonium compound
sulphur acid
sulphur alcohol
sulphur bacteria
sulphur black
sulphur butterfly
sulphur candle
sulphur chloride
sulphur color
sulphur dioxide
sulphur dye
sulphur ether
sulphur family
sulphur granule
sulphur lime
sulphur match
sulphur monochloride
sulphur oil
sulphur olive oil
sulphur ore
sulphur paste
sulphur plant
sulphur rain
sulphur rose
sulphur shower
sulphur subchloride
sulphur toning
sulphur trioxide
sulphur vivum
sulphur water
sulphur whale
sulphur yellow
sulphur-bearing
sulphur-bellied
sulphur-bottom
sulphur-bottom whale
sulphur-breasted
sulphur-colored
sulphur-containing
sulphur-crested
sulphur-flower
sulphur-hued
sulphur-impregnated
sulphur-scented
sulphur-smoking
sulphur-tinted
sulphur-tipped
sulphureo-
sulphureo-aerial
sulphuretted hydrogen
sulphuric acid
sulphurous acid
sultan flower
sultan red
sultana bird
sultana roll
sultry weather
sum and substance
sum of money
sum of things
sum to
sum total
sum und substance
sum up
sum up your case
sum-total
sum-up
sumac family
sumac wax
summa cum laude
summary court-martial
summary judgment
summary justice
summary negative
summary offence
summary proceeding
summation curve
summation method
summation tone
summer aster
summer barley
summer camp
summer cholera
summer complaint
summer coot
summer crookneck
summer cypress
summer day
summer dew grass
summer diarrhea
summer disease
summer duck
summer egg
summer ermine
summer fallow
summer finch
summer flounder
summer forest
summer grape
summer hail
summer haw
summer heat
summer heliotrope
summer herring
summer house
summer hyacinth
summer kitchen
summer lightning
summer lilac
summer oil
summer parlor
summer pudding
summer queenin
summer rape
summer rash
summer redbird
summer resort
summer sausage
summer savory
summer school
summer sheldrake
summer snipe
summer snowflake
summer soldier
summer solstice
summer sore
summer spore
summer squash
summer stock
summer stone
summer suit
summer sweet
summer tanager
summer teal
summer theater
summer time
summer tree
summer truffle
summer wagtail
summer warbler
summer wheat
summer yellowbird
summer yellowlegs
summer's day
summer-bird
summer-blanced
summer-breathing
summer-brewed
summer-bright
summer-cloud
summer-dried
summer-fallow
summer-fed
summer-felled
summer-flowering
summer-grazed
summer-house
summer-leaping
summer-like
summer-lived
summer-loving
summer-made
summer-ripening
summer-seeming
summer-shrunk
summer-staying
summer-stir
summer-stricken
summer-sweet
summer-swelling
summer-threshed
summer-tide
summer-tilled
summer-time
summer-up
summer-weight
summing register
summing up
summing-up
summit canal
summit conference
summit level
summit yard
summit-level canal
summon forth
summon spirits
summon up
summon up courage
summons case
summons of death
summons-proof
summum bonum
summum genus
summum jus
sump cut
sump fuse
sump pit
sump pump
sump shot
sump winze
sumping cut
sumping shot
sumpter horse
sumpter mule
sumptuary law
sumptuary laws
sumptuary ordinances
sums total
sun animalcule
sun arc
sun bark
sun bath
sun bather
sun bear
sun bittern
sun blind
sun blindness
sun burner
sun clock
sun compass
sun crack
sun cult
sun cure
sun dance
sun date
sun deck
sun disc
sun disk
sun dog
sun fern
sun fever
sun flag
sun fruit
sun gall
sun gear
sun gem
sun god
sun gods
sun grass
sun grebe
sun hat
sun helmet
sun hemp
sun in glory
sun in splendor
sun lamp
sun letter
sun letters
sun lounge
sun moss
sun pan
sun parlor
sun perch
sun picture
sun pillar
sun plane
sun plant
sun porch
sun power
sun print
sun printing
sun rose
sun shower
sun side
sun snake
sun spark
sun spider
sun spot
sun spurge
sun star
sun suit
sun tan
sun temperature
sun time
sun trap
sun tree
sun trout
sun valve
sun view
sun visor
sun watch
sun wheel
sun worship
sun worshiper
sun worshiping
sun yourself
sun-affronting
sun-arrayed
sun-awakened
sun-baked
sun-bathe
sun-bathed
sun-beat
sun-beaten
sun-begotten
sun-blackened
sun-blanch
sun-blind
sun-blistere
sun-blown
sun-born
sun-bred
sun-bright
sun-bringing
sun-broad
sun-bronzed
sun-brown
sun-browned
sun-clear
sun-confronting
sun-courting
sun-cracked
sun-crowned
sun-cure
sun-cured
sun-dazzling
sun-delighting
sun-descended
sun-dial
sun-drawn
sun-dried
sun-dry
sun-eclipsing
sun-excluding
sun-expelling
sun-exposed
sun-eyed
sun-faced
sun-feathered
sun-filled
sun-fish
sun-flagged
sun-flaring
sun-flooded
sun-fringed
sun-gazed
sun-gazing
sun-gilt
sun-god
sun-graced
sun-graze
sun-grazer
sun-grebe
sun-grown
sun-heated
sun-illumined
sun-kissed
sun-loved
sun-loving
sun-made
sun-marked
sun-melted
sun-nursed
sun-outshining
sun-pain
sun-painted
sun-paled
sun-praising
sun-printed
sun-projected
sun-ray
sun-red
sun-resembling
sun-scorched
sun-scorching
sun-shading
sun-shot
sun-shunning
sun-sodden
sun-specs
sun-spot
sun-staining
sun-steeped
sun-struck
sun-swart
sun-swept
sun-tanned
sun-tight
sun-up
sun-warm
sun-warmed
sun-withered
sunburst plaiting
sunburst pleats
sunday punch
sunday school
sunday-go-to-meeting
sunday-school
sunder tree
sundew family
sundra tree
sundry shop
sundry-colored
sundry-patterned
sundry-shaped
sunflower chest
sunflower oil
sunflower oil cake
sunflower tree
sunflower yellow
sung mass
sunk fence
sunk garden
sunk in iniquity
sunk in oblivion
sunk key
sunk relief
sunken garden
sunken part
sunken place
sunlight burner
sunn hemp
sunny side
sunny weather
sunny-clear
sunny-colored
sunny-faced
sunny-haired
sunny-looking
sunny-natured
sunny-red
sunny-side up
sunny-spirited
sunny-sweet
sunny-warm
sunray pleats
sunrise service
sunrise wall
sunrise watch
sunset brown
sunset clam
sunset glow
sunset gun
sunset of your days
sunset shell
sunset wall
sunset-blue
sunset-flushed
sunset-lighted
sunset-purpled
sunset-red
sunset-ripened
sunshine roof
sunshine-showery
sunshiny weather
sunspot cycle
sunspot numbers
sunspot period
sunspot zone
sunt tree
suo jure
suo loco
sup off
sup up
super cool
super royal
super royal octavo
super royal quarto
super-
super-acid
super-cooling
super-decompound
super-duper
super-pumper
super-royal
super-smooth
super-tanker
supercharged engine
supercilious superior
supercompression engine
superdense theory
superficial extension
superficial soundness
superficially sound
supergiant star
superheated air
superheterodyne circuit
superheterodyne receiver
superhigh frequency
superintendent engineer
superintendent general
superior conjunction
superior court
superior courts of Westminster
superior general
superior goods
superior planet
superior-general
superiority complex
superiors general
superiors-general
supernatural being
supernatural virtue
supernatural virtues
supernatural, the
supero-
supero-occipital
superposition principle
supersonic aerodynamics
supersonic combat plane
supersonic flight
supersonic flow detection
supersonic jet
supersonic research plane
supersonic rocket
supersonic speed
supersonic transport
supersonic wings
superstition-proof
superstructure deck
supervisory control
supper club
supple-jack
supple-kneed
supple-limbed
supple-minded
supple-mouth
supple-sinewed
supple-sliding
supple-visaged
supple-working
supple-wristed
supplemental plumage
supplementary angle
supplementary angles
supplementary benefit
supplementary reserves
supplementary story
supply base
supply bond
supply clergy
supply depot
supply minister
supply of short-term funds
supply on hand
supply preacher
supply price
supply services
supply ship
supply support
supplying electricity
support for
support life
support line
support mission
support politically
support proper
support trench
support yourself
supporting actor
supporting cast
supporting character
supporting distance
supporting evidence
supporting instrumentalist
supporting player
supporting role
supporting treatment
supportive relationship
supportive therapy
supposing that
suppressed desire
suppressio veri
suppressor grid
suppurative arthritis
suppurative inflammation
supra-
supra-abdominal
supra-acromial
supra-aerial
supra-anal
supra-angular
supra-arytenoid
supra-auditory
supra-auricular
supra-axillary
supra-esophageal
supra-esophagial
supra-ethmoid
supra-intestinal
supracardinal vein
supralinear punctuation
supranational government
suprapartisan leadership
suprarational automatism
suprarational automatist
suprarenal gland
suprasegmental phoneme
suprasternal notch
supratrochlear nerve
supreme being
supreme commander
supreme court
supreme principle
supreme principle of pure reason
supreme sacrifice
supreme sauce
supreme soul
sur le tapis
sur-
sur-royal
suranal plate
surbased arch
surdo-mute
sure as can be
sure as death
sure as death and taxes
sure as fate
sure as hell
sure as shooting
sure as the devil
sure bet
sure card
sure crop
sure enough
sure loser
sure of yourself
sure sign
sure success
sure thing
sure winner
sure-aimed
sure-enough
sure-fire
sure-footed
sure-footedly
sure-footedness
sure-founded
sure-grounded
sure-nosed
sure-presaging
sure-refuged
sure-seeing
sure-set
sure-settled
sure-slow
sure-steeled
surest thing you know
surety bond
surf bum
surf caster
surf casting
surf clam
surf coot
surf duck
surf fish
surf line
surf plant
surf scoter
surf shiner
surf smelt
surf snipe
surf whiting
surf-battered
surf-beaten
surf-bound
surf-riding
surf-showered
surf-sunk
surf-swept
surf-tormented
surf-vexed
surf-washed
surf-wasted
surf-white
surf-worn
surface analyzer
surface anatomy
surface appearance
surface board
surface boundary layer
surface carburetor
surface card
surface color
surface condenser
surface cooler
surface density
surface energy
surface extension
surface fire
surface friction
surface friction drag
surface gauge
surface gravity
surface integral
surface layer
surface mail
surface measure
surface microscope
surface noise
surface of light and shade
surface of revolution
surface paper
surface plate
surface printing
surface quality
surface radar
surface railway
surface resistance
surface resistivity
surface rib
surface show
surface strain
surface structure
surface switch
surface tension
surface texture
surface wave
surface yeast
surface-active
surface-active agent
surface-bent
surface-bound electron
surface-coated
surface-damaged
surface-deposited
surface-dressed
surface-dry
surface-dwelling
surface-feeding
surface-hold
surface-printing
surface-scratched
surface-scratching
surface-to-air
surface-to-surface
surface-to-underwater
surfacing machine
surfeit water
surfeit-gorged
surfeit-slain
surfeit-swelled
surfeit-swollen
surfeit-taking
surge back
surge chamber
surge gap
surge of emotion
surge of sound
surge tank
surgeon apothecary
surgeon bird
surgeon commander
surgeon dentist
surgeon general
surgeon major
surgeon's knot
surgeon's saw
surgeons general
surgical anatomy
surgical boot
surgical dentistry
surgical diathermy
surgical hospital
surgical instrument
surgical intervention
surgical knife
surgical measure
surgical needle
surgical nurse
surgical operation
surgical shock
surgical spirit
surgical technique
surgical treatment
surmounted arch
surplice fee
surplus state
surplus value
surplus-age
surprise attack
surprise ending
surprise package
surprise party
surrealist tachism
surrealist tachist
surrender charge
surrender one's colors
surrender value
surrender your life
surround verge
sursum corda
surveillance radar
survey course
surveying sextant
surveyor general
surveyor's arrow
surveyor's chain
surveyor's compass
surveyor's dial
surveyor's level
surveyor's measure
survival of the fittest
survival rate
survival value
survive or perish
survivorship annuity
sus per coll
susceptible to
susceptive to
suspend judgment
suspend operations
suspended animation
suspended cadence
suspended sentence
suspender belt
suspense account
suspense drama
suspense ledger
suspense story
suspension bridge
suspension colloid
suspension insulator
suspension of civil rights
suspension of disbelief
suspension of hostilities
suspension periods
suspension point
suspension points
suspensive veto
suspensory ligament
suspensory veto
susicion-proof
sussex spaniel
sustain a part
sustain someone's side
sustained action
sustained activity
sustained note
sustaining pedal
sustaining program
sustentation fund
suture needle
suum cuique
suwarrow nut
svarabhakti vowel
swab stick
swaddling bands
swaddling clothes
swaddling-band
swaddling-clothes
swaddling-clouts
swag belly
swag-bellied
swage block
swage bolt
swage-set
swagger coat
swagger stick
swagger-
swago bass
swallow an insult
swallow anything
swallow dive
swallow fish
swallow flycatcher
swallow hawk
swallow hole
swallow hook
swallow it
swallow plover
swallow roller
swallow shrike
swallow stone
swallow the bitter pill
swallow the pill
swallow thorn
swallow up
swallow warbler
swallow whole
swallow your dust
swallow your pride
swallow your words
swallow-fork
swallow-hole
swallow-tail
swallow-tailed
swallow-tailed coat
swallow-tailed kite
swallow-wing
swami house
swamp andromeda
swamp angel
swamp apple
swamp ash
swamp azalea
swamp bay
swamp beggar-tick
swamp birch
swamp black gum
swamp blackberry
swamp blackbird
swamp blueberry
swamp boat
swamp brake
swamp broom
swamp buggy
swamp buttercup
swamp buttonwood
swamp cabbage
swamp cedar
swamp chess
swamp chestnut oak
swamp cottonwood
swamp crake
swamp cypress
swamp deer
swamp dewberry
swamp dock
swamp dogwood
swamp elm
swamp evergreen
swamp fern
swamp fever
swamp globeflower
swamp gooseberry
swamp grape
swamp gum
swamp hare
swamp harrier
swamp hawk
swamp hellebore
swamp hen
swamp hickory
swamp holly
swamp honeysuckle
swamp hook
swamp hornbeam
swamp itch
swamp laurel
swamp lily
swamp locust
swamp loosestrife
swamp lover
swamp magnolia
swamp mahogany
swamp mallow
swamp maple
swamp milkweed
swamp moss
swamp oak
swamp ore
swamp owl
swamp partridge
swamp pheasant
swamp pine
swamp pink
swamp poplar
swamp post oak
swamp potato
swamp privet
swamp quail
swamp rabbit
swamp red bay
swamp robin
swamp rose
swamp rose mallow
swamp sassafras
swamp saxifrage
swamp silkweed
swamp sparrow
swamp spleenwort
swamp spruce
swamp squawweed
swamp sumac
swamp sunflower
swamp tea
swamp thistle
swamp tickseed
swamp tupelo
swamp turnip
swamp warbler
swamp white cedar
swamp white oak
swamp willow
swamp willow herb
swamp wire grass
swamp-dwelling
swamp-growing
swamp-loving
swamp-oak
swamping resistance
swan animalcule
swan boat
swan dive
swan goose
swan knight
swan maiden
swan mussel
swan neck
swan neck pediment
swan orchid
swan pan
swan potato
swan shift
swan shot
swan song
swan's down
swan's neck
swan's neck pediment
swan's-down
swan-bosomed
swan-clad
swan-drawn
swan-eating
swan-fashion
swan-hopper
swan-hopping
swan-like
swan-mark
swan-neck
swan-pan
swan-plumed
swan-poor
swan-proud
swan-sweet
swan-tuned
swan-upper
swan-upping
swan-white
swan-winged
swanking stick
swanskin calico
swap hook
swap horses
swap places with
sward-cut
sward-cutter
swarm cell
swarm over
swarm spore
swarm up
swarm with
swart star
swartkranz ape-man
swash bulkhead
swash channel
swash letter
swash plate
swathing band
swathing clothes
sway bar
sway boat
sway brace
sway bracing
sway pole
sway-
sway-back
sway-backed
swear and affirm
swear at
swear by
swear by bell
swear falsely
swear in
swear like a sailor
swear like a trooper
swear off
swear on the Bible
swear out
swear the truth
swear to
swear to God
swear to a belief
swear to goodness
swear-word
swearer-in
swearing off
sweat and slave
sweat and stew
sweat bath
sweat bee
sweat blood
sweat gland
sweat it
sweat it out
sweat leather
sweat like a horse
sweat like a trooper
sweat lodge
sweat of your brow
sweat off
sweat out
sweat over
sweat pad
sweat pants
sweat room
sweat shirt
sweat shop
sweat socks
sweet almond
sweet almond oil
sweet alyssum
sweet and pungent
sweet and sour
sweet as a nut
sweet as a rose
sweet as honey
sweet as sugar
sweet basil
sweet bay
sweet birch oil
sweet calamus
sweet cassava
sweet cherry
sweet chestnut
sweet chocolate
sweet cicely
sweet cider
sweet clover
sweet coltsfoot
sweet corn
sweet crab apple
sweet false camomile
sweet father of soft rest
sweet fern
sweet flag
sweet gale
sweet grass
sweet gum
sweet marjoram
sweet marten
sweet mock orange
sweet nature
sweet nothings
sweet oil
sweet oleander
sweet on
sweet orange
sweet patootie
sweet pea
sweet pepper
sweet pepper bush
sweet pepperbush
sweet pitahaya
sweet potato
sweet reason
sweet reasonableness
sweet reed
sweet reed grass
sweet revenge
sweet savor
sweet scabious
sweet shop
sweet singer
sweet sixteen
sweet sleep
sweet smell
sweet sorghum
sweet spire
sweet spirit of nitre
sweet stand
sweet stuff
sweet sucker
sweet sultan
sweet talk
sweet talker
sweet temper
sweet tongue
sweet tooth
sweet upon
sweet vernal grass
sweet viburnum
sweet water
sweet william
sweet william catchfly
sweet wine
sweet woodruff
sweet words
sweet wormwood
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tap drill
tap extractor
tap funnel
tap gauge
tap grinder
.tap holder
.tap hose
.tap line
.tap out the rhythm
.tap rate
.tap reamer
.tap rivet
.tap screw
.tap shoe
.tap tool
.tap water
.tap wrench
.tap-dance
.tap-danced
.tap-dancer
.tap-dancing
.tap-hole
.tap-house
.tap-lash
.tap-off
.tap-pickle
.tap-room
.tap-root
.tap-tap
.tap-tap-tap
.tapa cloth
.tape cartridge
.tape cassette
.tape deck
.tape fern
.tape grass
.tape machine
.tape measure
.tape memory
.tape needle
.tape player
.tape price
.tape reader
.tape reading
.tape recorder
.tape recording
.tape sizer
.tape sizing
.tape thermometer
.tape-bound
.tape-grass family
.tape-printing
tape-record
tape-slashing
tape-tied
tape-tying
taped program
taped show	
taper drill
taper file
taper gauge
taper jack
taper mandrel
taper off
taper pin
taper pipe thread
taper reamer
taper reducer sleeve
taper tap
taper to a point
taper tool
taper-bored
taper-fashion
taper-fashion arrow
taper-grown
taper-headed
taper-lighted
taper-limbed
taper-molded
taper-pointed	
tapered-in
tapestry Brussels
tapestry beetle
tapestry carpet
tapestry glass
tapestry maker
tapestry making
tapestry moth
tapestry needle
tapestry painting
tapestry stitch
tapestry weaver
tapestry weaving
tapestry work
tapestry-covered
tapestry-worked
tapestry-woven
tapeworm plant	
taping arrow
taping pin
tapioca plant
tapioca pudding
tapioca snow
tapioca-plant
tapir mouth
tapis vert
tapped joint
tapper tap
tapper-out
tappet motion
tappet rod
tappet wrench
tapping chuck
tapping clay
tapping drill
tapping hole
tapping key
tapping screw
tappit hen
tappit-hen	apsal-teerie	apsie-teerie	ar acid	ar and feather	ar baby	ar base	ar boy	ar bucket	ar camphor	ar cancer	ar concrete	ar distillate	ar distiller	ar drum	ar kettle	ar macadam	ar number	ar oil	ar on	ar paper	ar pavior	ar pool	ar putty	ar sand	ar soap	ar spot	ar sprayer	ar still
tar water
tar well
tar-and-feathering
tar-barrel
tar-bedaubed
tar-bind
tar-black
tar-boiling
tar-brand
tar-brush
tar-burning
tar-clotted
tar-coal
tar-dipped
tar-heating
tar-laid
tar-paint
tar-paved
tar-removing
tar-roofed
tar-scented
tar-sealed
tar-soaked
tar-spray
tar-water
tara fern
tarage table
tarantula hawk
tardive dyskinesia
tardy epilepsy
tardy-gaited
tardy-moving
tardy-rising
tare an ages
tare anouns
tare anounty
tare grass
tare room
tare vetch
target arrow
target bass
target boat
target date
target day
target frame
target image
target lamp
target language
target man
target meeting
target missile
target planet
target practice
target range
target rifle
target rod
target shaft
target spot
target values
target-shy
target-tower
target-tug
tariff duty
tariff law
tariff maker
tariff making
tariff reform
tariff reformer
tariff treaty
tariff wall
tariff-born
tariff-bound
tariff-fed
tariff-protected
tariff-raised
tariff-raising
tariff-reform
tariff-regulating
tariff-ridden
tariff-tinkering
tariff-wise
tarn-brown				tarpaulin muster			
tarpaulin-covered
tarpaulin-lined
tarragon oil
tarragon vinegar							
tarred with the same brush
tarry for
tarry-breeks
tarry-fingered
tarry-jacket										
tarrying irons
tarso-
tarso-metatarsal
tarso-metatarsus
tarso-orbital
tart up
tartan velvet
tartan-purry
tartar emetic
tartar sauce
tartar steak
tartar yeast
tartare sauce
tartare steak
tartaric acid
tartro-
task force
task group
task the mind with
task time
task wage
task with
task-work
tasmanian devil
tasmanian wolf	
tassel bush
tassel flower
tassel grass
tassel hand
tassel hyacinth	
tassel mold
tassel plant
tassel pondweed
tassel stitch
tassel tree
tassel weaver
tassel-hung
taste beaker
taste blood
taste bud
taste bulb
taste cell
taste cup
taste goblet
taste good
taste hair
taste in the mouth
taste like
taste like ashes in the mouth
taste of
taste paper
taste-maker
tat tvam asi
tat-tat
tat-tat-tat
tatou peba
tattie bogle
tattie lifting
tattle on
tattletale gray
tattoo mark
tatty-peelin
tau cross
tau staff
tau-meson
tau-saghyz
tau-tonned
taunt ship
taunt with
taunt-masted
taunt-rigged
taupe brown
taupe-rose
tauro-
taurocholic acid
taut as a bowstring
taut-
tauto-
tavern car
tavern table
tavern token
tavern-gotten
tavern-hunting
tavern-tainted
taw line
tawdry lace	awed leather	awny owl	awny port	awny-brown	awny-coated	awny-colored	awny-faced	awny-gold	awny-gray	awny-green	awny-haired	awny-moor	awny-olive	awny-skinned
tawny-tanned
tawny-visaged
tawny-whiskered
tawny-yellow
tax anticipation note
tax assessor
tax avoidance
tax base
tax benefit
tax bond
tax book
tax cart
tax certificate
tax collecting
tax collector
tax collectors
tax credit
tax deduction
tax deed
tax dodger
tax dodging
tax evader
tax evasion
tax exemption
tax farmer
tax haven
tax layer
tax levy
tax lien
tax list
tax money
tax rate
tax receiver
tax return
tax roll
tax sale
tax shelter
tax stamp
tax stamp n
tax structure
tax taker
tax the memory
tax title
tax with
tax withholding
tax write-off
tax your energies
tax yourself
tax-
tax-born
tax-bought
tax-burdened
tax-cart
tax-deductible
tax-dodging
tax-exempt
tax-exempt bond
tax-exempt status
tax-free
tax-free bond
tax-gatherer
tax-laden
tax-levying
tax-ridden
tax-supported
taxable goods
taxable income
taxable land
taxable property
taxi dancer
taxi driver
taxi horn
taxi radar
taxi strip
taxi truck
taxi-bordered
taxi-cab
taximeter cab
tch tch	check out
te deum
te igitur
te-hee
te-heed
te-heing	tea bag
tea ball
tea bell
tea biscuit
tea blender
tea blight
tea borer
tea bread
tea break
tea broom
tea caddy
tea cake
tea can
tea canister
tea cart
tea ceremony
tea checker
tea chest
tea clipper
tea cloth
tea cooper
tea cosy
tea cozy
tea dance
tea drinker
tea drunkard
tea egg
tea family
tea fight
tea fighting
tea garden
tea gardener
tea girl
tea gown
tea green
tea hound
tea hour
tea house
tea infuser
tea kettle broth
tea kitchen
tea lead
tea leaf
tea maid
tea maker
tea meeting
tea mite
tea mixer
tea mosquito
tea oil
tea oil tree
tea olive
tea packer
tea party
tea percolator
tea plant
tea planter
tea planting
tea plate
tea rose
tea sampler
tea scrub
tea service
tea set
tea shop
teasifter
teastrainer
teatable
teatasting
teatowel
eatray
tee tree
tea trolley
tea urn
tea wagon
teaweigher
teablending
teacheast
teaclepper
teacolored
teacovered
teacup
teagarden
teagardened
teagrowing
teainspired
tealeaf
tealeaved
tealeaves
tealoving
teamaker
teamixing
teaoftheaven
teapacking
teaparty
teaplan
teaplanter
teapot
teaproducing
tearose
tearosepink
tea-scented
tea-seed oil
teasodden
teaspoon
teaswilling
teatable
tea-table talk
tea-tabular
tea-taster
tea-things
tea-tray
tea-tree
teach a lesson
teach an old dog new tricks
teach fishes to swim
teach in
teach the elements
teach the rudiments
teach-in
teach-ins
teacher bird
teacher clerk
teacher edition
teacher of rhetoric
teacher training
teacher's aide
teacher's pet
teachers college
teachers' college
teaching aid
teaching assistant
teaching elder
teaching fellow
teaching fellowship
teaching hospital
teaching institution
teaching intern
teaching machine
teaching staff
teacher post
teak-brown
teak-built
teak-complexioned
teak-lined
teak-producing
teal blue
teal duck
teal flock
team boat
team play
team spirit
team teaching
team up
team up with
team with
team-mate
tear along
tear apart
tear around
tear ass
tear away
tear bag
tear bomb
tear bottle
tear down
tear duct
tear from
tear gas
tear gland
tear grass
tear grenade
tear into
tear limb from limb
tear loose
tear off
tear off the mask
tear open
tear out
tear sheet
tear shell
tear streak
tear strip
tear tape
tear to pieces
tear to rags
tear to shreds
tear to tatters
tear up
tear up the earth
tear up the road
tear up the track
tear up your mortgage
tear your hair
tear your hair out
tear yourself away
tear-
tear-acknowledged
tear-affected
tear-angry
tear-arresting
tear-attested
tear-baptized
tear-bedabbled
tear-bedewed
tear-besprinkled
tear-blinded
tear-bottle
tear-bright
tear-commixed
tear-compelling
tear-composed
tear-creating
tear-damped
tear-derived
tear-dewed
tear-dimmed
tear-distained
tear-distilling
tear-dropped
tear-drowned
tear-eased
tear-embarrassed
tear-expressed
tear-falling
tear-filled
tear-forced
tear-fraught
tear-freshened
tear-gas
tear-gas bomb
tear-gas grenade
tear-gas gun
tear-gassed
tear-gassing
tear-glistening
tear-imaged
tear-jerker
tear-jerking
tear-kissed
tear-lamenting
tear-lined
tear-marked
tear-melted
tear-mirrored
tear-misty
tear-mocking
tear-moist
tear-mourned
tear-off
tear-out
tear-owned
 tear-pale
 tear-pardoning
 tear-paying
 tear-persuaded
 tear-phrased
 tear-pictured
 tear-pitying
 tear-plagued
 tear-pouring
 tear-practiced
 tear-procured
 tear-protested
 tear-provoking
 tear-purchased
 tear-quick
 tear-raining
 tear-reconciled
 tear-regretted
 tear-resented
 tear-revealed
 tear-reviving
 tear-salt
 tear-scomning
 tear-sealed
 tear-shaped
 tear-shedding
 tear-shot
 tear-stained
 tear-stubbed
 tear-swollen
 tear-thirsty
 tear-washed
 tear-wet
 tear-wiping
 tear-worn
 tear-wrung
 tearful eyes
 tearing down
 tearing out
 tearing passion
 tearing up root and branch
 tease out
 tease tenon
 tease up
 teasel clipper
 teasel cutter
 teasel family
teasel frame
teasel gourd
teasel grower
teasel merchant
teasel packer
teasel sorter
teaser artist
teaser curtain
teat cup
tease tenon
technical adviser
technical brilliance
technical college
technical education
technical expert
technical flaw
technical jargon
technical knockout
technical know-how
technical knowledge
technical mastery
technical oil
technical school
technical sergeant
technical skill
technical term
technical training institute
technical writer
technical writing
technically superb

- techno-
- tecno-
tectorial membrane
teddy bear
teddy boy
teddy girl
teddy-bear
tedious work
tedium-proof

- tee bar
- tee beam
- tee burial
tee iron
tee joint
tee off
tee plate
tee rail
tee shirt
tee slot
tee square
tee-bulb
tee-hee
tee-hole
tee-name
tee-shirt
peed off
teeing ground
teel oil
tee over
tee with
teeing imagination
teeing loins
teeing rain
teeing womb
teen age
teen-age
teen-aged
teen-ager
teenie-weenie
teenie-weenie
teeny-weeny
teetery-bender
tee teeth ridge
tee teeth-chattering
tee teeth-grinding
tee teething ring
tee teething troubles
tee teil tree
teind boll
tel-
tele-
tele-action
tele-iconograph
telechron clock
telegraph agency
telegraph bar
telegraph block
telegraph blue
telegraph board
telegraph box
telegraph bracket
telegraph bug
telegraph buoy
telegraph cable
telegraph clerk
telegraph clock
telegraph coil
telegraph connector
telegraph editor
telegraph form
telegraph hook
telegraph inspector
telegraph instrument
telegraph insulator
telegraph jack
telegraph key
telegraph laborer
telegraph line
telegraph lineman
telegraph mechanic
telegraph messenger
telegraph operator
telegraph plant
telegraph pole
telegraph protector
telegraph recorder
telegraph recorders
telegraph relay
telegraph repeater
telegraph rope
telegraph sounder
telegraph superintendent
telegraph switchboard
telegraph tape
telegraph transmitter
telegraph tubing
telegraph wire
telegraph wireman
teleo-
teleological argument
teleological proof
telepathic dream
telepathic hallucination
telepathic transmission
telephone amplifier
telephone area
telephone arm
telephone attendant
telephone bell
telephone book
telephone booth
telephone box
telephone cabinet
telephone cable
telephone call
telephone case
telephone cell
telephone closet
telephone coil
telephone condenser
telephone connector
telephone cord
telephone counter
telephone desk
telephone directory
telephone engineer
telephone engineering
telephone exchange
telephone extension
telephone faultsman
telephone fitter
telephone fuse
telephone generator
telephone holder
telephone instrument
telephone insulation
telephone insulator
telephone jack
telephone kiosk
telephone knob
telephone laborer
telephone line
telephone lineman
telephone magneto
telephone man
telephone market
telephone mechanic
telephone mechanics
telephone mouthpiece
television audience
television broadcast
television camera
television channel
television drama
television engineer
television mast
television play
television radar air navigation
television receiver
television receiver parts
television reception
television relay
television set
television show
television station
television studio
television technician
television transmission
television transmitter
television transmitter parts
television tube
television-viewer
tell a good story
tell a lie
tell a story
tell a thing or two
tell all
tell apart
tell confidentially
tell for your ears only
tell fortunes
tell how
tell idle tales
tell in advance
tell in glowing terms
tell it like it is
tell it not in Gath
tell it to the judge
tell its own story
tell its own tale
tell more than you want to know
tell off
tell on
tell once and for all
tell one thing from another
tell secrets
tell tales
tell tales out of school
tell the future
tell the meaning of
tell the news
tell the truth
tell true
tell where to get off
tell you a secret
tell you to your face
tell your beads
tell your fortune
tell yourself
tell-tale
tell-truth	
teller of tales
teller's check
teller-out
telling of beads
telltale compass
telltale sign
tellur-
telluric acid
tellurium glance
telo-
telome theory
telpher carrier
telpher line
telpher railway
telpher ropeway
temper color
temper pin
temper screw
temper tantrum
temper-spoiling
temper-trying
temper-wearing
tempera painting
temperance drink
temperance hotel
temperance movement
temperantia salver
temperantia tray
temperate zone
temperature coefficient
temperature control
temperature curve
temperature gradient
temperature relay
temperature sensation
temperature sense
temperature sensor
temperature signal
temperature spot
temperature wind rose
temperature-humidity index
tempered glass
tempered safety glass
tempered semitone
tempest in a teacup
tempest in a teapot
tempest-bearing
tempest-beaten
tempest-blown
tempest-born
tempest-clear
tempest-driven
tempest-flung
tempest-gripped
tempest-harrowed
tempest-loving
tempest-proof
tempest-rent
tempest-rocked
tempest-scattered
tempest-scoffing
tempest-shattered
tempest-sundered
tempest-swept
tempest-threatened
tempest-torn
tempest-tossed
tempest-tost
tempest-troubled
tempest-walking
tempest-winged
tempest-worn
tempestuous rage
tempestuous wind
template excavator
template jig
temple axis
temple flower
temple mound
temple name
temple of the Holy Ghost
temple prostitute
ten-cent
ten-cent store
ten-coupled
ten-course
ten-cylindred
ten-day
ten-day fern
ten-dollar
ten-dollar bill
ten-dollar gold piece
ten-e eighty
ten-fingered
ten-footed
ten-forties
ten-gallon hat
ten-gauge
ten-grain
ten-guinea
ten-headed
ten-horned
ten-horsepower
ten-hour
ten-inch
ten-jointed
ten-keyed
ten-knotter
ten-league
ten-mile
ten-minute
ten-month
ten-oared
ten-parted
ten-peaked
ten-percenter
ten-pins
ten-ply
ten-point
ten-pound
ten-pounder
ten-rayed
ten-ribbed
ten-roomed
ten-second
ten-share unit stock
ten-shilling
ten-spined
ten-spot
ten-strike
ten-striker
ten-stringed
ten-syllable
ten-syllabled
ten-talented
ten-thousandaire
ten-to-one shot
ten-ton
ten-tongued
ten-toothed
ten-twenty-thirty
ten-weeks stock
ten-wheeled
ten-wheeled locomotive
ten-year
tenacious of life
tenaille line
tenant at sufferance
tenant at will
tenant farmer
tenant for life
tenant for years
tenant from year to year
tenant in capite
tenant in chief
tenant right
tenant righter
tenant-in-chief
tenant-right
tend animals
tend on
tend to
tend to a point
tend to go
tend to show
tend toward
tend towards
tendency chord
tendency play
tendency theory
tendency tone
tendency writing
tender age
tender annual
tender conscience
tender feeling
tender heart
tender loving care
tender mercies
tender passion
tender perennial
tender rocket
tender spot
tender susceptibilities
tender thanks
tender your compliments
tender your congratulations
tender your felicitations
tender your resignation
tender-bearded
tender-bladed
tender-bodied
tender-boweled
tender-colored
tender-conscienced
tender-dying
tender-eared
tender-eyed
tender-faced
tender-footed
tender-footedness
tender-foreheaded
tender-handed
tender-hearted
tender-heartedly
tender-hefted
tender-hoofed
tender-hued
tender-looking
tender-mind ed
tender-mouthed
tender-natured
tender-nosed
tender-personed
tender-rooted
tender-shelled
tender-sided
tender-skinned
tender-souled
tender-taken
tender-tempered
tender-witted
tenderloin steak
tending to
tendinous arch
tendon reflex
tendon sense
tendril climber
tendril-climbing
tene-bricose
tenement building
tenement district
tenement house
tenement of clay
tennessee walking horse
tennis ball
tennis bum
tennis court
tennis elbow
tennis marker
tennis play
tennis player
tennis playing
tennis racket
tennis shoe
tennis shoes
tennis-ball
tennis-court
tennis-play
teno-
tenon auger
tenon saw
tenon tooth
tenonto-
tenor behind
tenor clef
tenor covering
tenor drum
tenor horn
tenor octave
tenor tuba
tenor viol
tenor violin
tenpenny nail
tenpin bowling	
tense auxiliary
tense logic
tense phrase
tense readiness
tense-drawn
tense-eyed
tense-fibered	
tensile strength	
tension carriage
tension element
tension fatigue
tension line
tension pulley
tension rod
tension roller
tension zone
tent bed
tent caterpillar
tent dress
tent fly
tent meeting
tent pegger
tent pegging
tent pin
tent pole
tent show
tent stake
tent stitch
tent stripe
tent tree
tent worm
tent-clad
tent-dotted
tent-dwelling
tent-fashion
tent-fly
tent-peg
tent-shaped
tent-sheltered
tent-stitch
tentaculi-
tentative approach
tentative contact
tentative examination
tentative explanation
tentative method
tentative poke
tentatively suggest
tented field
tenter-hook
tenterhook willey
tenth muse
tenth's place
tenth-rate
tenui-
tenure by free alms
tenure in chivalry
tenure in free alms
tenure in office
tenure of office
teo-nong
tepary bean
ter-
ter-equivalent
ter-sacred
ter-sanctus
tera-
teraí hat
terat-
terbium metal
terbium oxide
tercel gentle
tercel-gentle
terebic acid
terebinic acid
terebinth tree
terephthalic acid
tereti-
tergo-
term attendant
term day
term fee
term hour
term insurance
term loan
term of imprisonment
term paper
term policy
term rate
term settlement
term-time
terminable annuity
terminal case
terminal date
terminal figure
terminal leave
terminal market
terminal moraine
terminal point
terminal speed
terminal velocity
terminate the account
terminating decimal
terminating plan
terminus a quo
terminus ad quem
termite-proof
terms of trade
tern schooner
tern-plate
ternary form
ternate-pinnate
terne metal
terne plate
terpane group
terpene alcohol
terpene hydrate
terpin hydrate
terra a terra
terra alba
terra cariosa
terra catechu
terra cotta
terra damnata
terra firma
terra foliata
terra incognita
terra japonica
terra mirifica
terra muriatica
terra orellana
terra pinguis
terra ponderosa
terra porcellanea
terra pozzuoli
terra putura
terra rosa
terra rossa
terra salitrosa
terra sienna
terra sigillata
terra umbra
terra verde
terra-cotta
terra-cotta lumber
terrace maker
terrace-banked
terrace-fashion
terrace-mantling
terrace-steepled
terraced house
terae filii
terae filius
terrain clearance indicator
terrain cure
terrain map
terramara culture
terrapin paws
terrapin scale
terrassee green
terre verte
terre-a-terreishly
terre-tenant
terre-verte
terrestrial globe
terrestrial guidance
terrestrial kingdom
terrestrial planet
terrestrial telescope
terrible thing
territorial court
territorial defense army
territorial division
territorial militia
territorial reserves
territorial system
territorial waters
territory wool
terror tactics
terror-bearing
terror-breathing
terror-breeding
terror brought
terror-driven
terror-fleet
terror-fraught
terror-giving
terror-haunted
terror-inspiring
terror-lessening
terror-mingled
terror-preaching
terror-ridden
terror-riven
terror-shaken
terror-smitten
terror-stirring
terror-striking
terror-stricken
terror-struck
terror-threatened
terror-troubled
terror-wakened
terror-warned
terror-weakened
terroristic tactics
terry cloth
tersy-versy
tertia tone
tertiary college
tertiary color
tertiary stress
tertiary syphilis
tertium quid
teru-tero
terza rima
tesla coil
tessara-
test act
test animal
test ban
test bar
test blank
test bow
test boy
test case
test clerk
test cutter
test driver
test flight
test frame
test furnace
test game
test glass
test height
test hop
test house
test indicator
test instrument vehicle
test kitchen
test lead
test man
test marker
test match
test meal
test nail
test oath
test object
test one another
test out
test paper
test pattern
test pilot
test pit
test rocket
test room
test run
test solution
test tube
test tubing
test type
test-ban
test-bed
test-tube
test-tube baby
test-tubeful
testaceo-
testament dative
tester bed
testify against
testimonial banquet
testimonial dinner
testimony meeting
testing area
testing device
testing engineer
testing engineering
testing equipment
testing ground
testing sample
testing terminal
tetano-
tetanus bacillus
tetanus toxin
tetanus toxoid
tetarto-
tetbrothalein sodium
tete a tete
tete de veau
tete-a-tete
tete-beche	ether-devil
tether-devil
tetiothalein sodium
tetra-
tetra-icosane
tetrad difference
tetradecyl alcohol
tetraethyl lead
tetraethyl pyrophosphate
tetraethylthiuram disulfide
tetragonal system
tetragonal trisoctahedron
tetrahedral kite
tetrahedrite type
tetrahydrol cannabino
tetrahydroxyadipic acid
tetraakis-hexahedron
tetralogy of Fallot
tetramethyl base
tetrode transistor
tetter berry
tetter-berry
teu-tew iron
texas deck
texas fever
texas independence day
texas leaguer
texas ranger
texas tower
text blindness
text edition
text hand
text letter
text pen
text title
text writer
text-book
text-hand
text-letter
text-writer
textbook editor
textile designer
textile engineer
textile engineering
textile fabric
textile soap
textual critic
textual criticism
textus receptus
th-thalamo-
thalamo-olivary
thalass-
thale-cress
thall-
thallium oxysulfide
thallium sulfate
thalloid shoot
thallous sulfate
thalofide cell
thanato-
thank God
thank offering
thank you
thank you kindly
thank your stars
thank-offering
thank-you
thank-you-ma'am
thank-you-maam
thanks be to God
thanks to
thanksgiving day
that bald sexton Time
that be
that being so
that being the case
that buttons it up
that dreamless sleep
that fell sergeant
that flattering unction
that goes without saying
that good night
that grim ferryman
that inward eye
that is
that is evident
that is so
that is to be
that is to say
that leaps to the eye
that old bald cheater
that old common arbitrator
that one
that or nothing
that or the other
that orbed continent
that orbed maiden
that time
that unwritten law
that wants discourse of reason
that way
that will be
that's final
that's for sure
that's it
that's just it
that's just the thing
that's right
that's that
that's the end of the matter
that's the idea
that's the thing
that's the ticket
that's the very thing
that's the way the ball bounces
that's your lookout
that's your pigeon
that's your tough luck
that-a-way
that-away
thatch cloak
thatch grass
thatch palm
thatch peg
thatch pin
thatch rake
thatch rod
thatch tree
thatch-browed
thatch-headed
thatch-roofed
thatched roof
thaumato-
thaw out
thaw-drop
the Abbey
the Absolute
the Absolute Being
the Absolute Idea
the Academy
the Acropolis
the Adjutant General
the Admiralty
the Adversary
the Advocate
the Air Pump
the All-father
the All-holy
the All-knowing
the All-merciful
the All-powerful
the All-wise
the Almighty
the Altar
the Americas
the Anointed
the Antarctic
the Apocalypse
the Arch-fiend
the Archer
the Archipelago
the Arctic
the Argentine
the Arrow
the Ascension
the Assumption
the Author of Evil
the Axis
the Bab
the Balance
the Balkans
the Baptist
the Big Board
the Bird of Paradise
the Blessed One
the Blessed Virgin
the Bluegrass
the Book
the Book of Books
the Bowery
the Bread of Life
the Bride of the Lamb
the Bull
the Canaanite
the Cape
the Carolinas
the Cascades
the Catacombs
the Caucasus
the Centaur
the Chained Lady
the Chameleon
the Charioteer
the Christ
the Christ Child
the Church
the City
the Clock
the Coalsack
the Coast
the Colonies
the Colophonian
the Comforter
the Common Enemy
the Commonwealth
the Commonwealth of Nations
the Commune
the Compasses
the Confederacy
the Confederation
the Confessor
the Conquest
the Consoler
the Continent
the Crab
the Crane
the Creation
the Creator
the Cross
the Crow
the Crown
the Cup
the Cyprian
the DT's
the Dakotas
the Dales
the Decalogue
the Deity
the Deluge
the Demon
the Demon Rum
the Depression
the Destinies
the Destroyer
the Deuce
the Devil
the Devil Incarnate
the Devil's pitchfork
the Dickens
the Digest
the Dirae
the Directory
the Divine
the Divine Liturgy
the Divinity
the Dog Star
the Dolphin
the Dominion
the Door
the Dorado Fish
the Dove
the Doxology
the Dragon
the Eagle
the East
the Eddas
the Eight
the Elevation
the Enemy
the Enlightenment
the Erinyes
the Essence of the Universe
the Establishment
the Eternal
the Eternal Being
the Eucharist
the Eumenides
the Everlasting
the Everlasting Father
the Evil One
the Evil Spirit
the Exchange
the Exile
the Exodus
the Fall
the Father
the Father of Evil
the Father of Lies
the Fathers
the Fens
the Fiend
the First Cause
the Fishes
the Fleet
the Flood
the Fly
the Flying Fish
the Foal
the Forerunner
the Forum
the Foul Fiend
the Four Freedoms
the Four Hundred
the Fund
the Furies
the Furnace
the Galilean
the Garter
the Giant Hunter
the Giraffe
the Gironde
the Goat
the Good Book
the Good Shepherd
the Gospel
the Gracchi
the Graces
the Grange
the Great Bear
the Great Depression
the Great Divide
the Great Dog
the Great Spirit
the Guardian of Mankind
the Hare
the Hebrides
the Herdsman
the Hill
the Holocaust
the Holy Father
the Holy Ghost
the Holy Sacrament
the Holy See
the Holy Spirit
the Honorable
the Horn
the Horned Goat
the Hours
the Hub
the Hunting Dogs
the Hypostatic Union
the I
the Incarnation
the Indian
the Indies
the Infant Jesus
the Infinite
the Infinite Being
the Infinite Spirit
the Inquisition
the Intercessor
the Jewish Law
the Judge
the Judgment
the Keel
the King of Light
the King's English
the King's evil
the Kirk
the Kremlin
the Lady in the Chair
the Lady of the Lake
the Lamb
the Larger Dog
the Last Day
the Law
the Left
the Legion
the Lesser Bear
the Lesser Dog
the Lesser Lion
the Life
the Light of the World
the Lion
the Litany
the Little Dog
the Little Fox
the Liturgy
the Lizard
the Loop
the Lord Buddha
the Lord of Wisdom
the Lord's Prayer
the Lowlands
the Lynx
the Lyre
the Mafia
the Maker
the Man
the Man of Sorrows
the Mast
the Master
the McCoy
the Mediator
the Method
the Microscope
the Monarch
the Mosaic Law
the Most Excellent
the Most Honorable
the Most Noble
the Most Reverend
the Most Worshipful
the Most Worthy
the Mountain
the Muses
the Nativity
the Nazarene
the Net
the Nine
the Noble
the North Star
the Northern Crown
the Northwest
the Now Generation
the Octant
the Old Adam
the Old Enemy
the Old Gentleman
the Old Man
the Old Serpent
the Olympics
the Omnipotent
the Omniscient
the Only-Begotten
the Orient
the Painter
the Pale Horse
the Paphian
the Peacock
the Peninsula
the Pentagon
the Phoenix
the Plain
the Pole Star
the Porch
the Potteries
the Preparation
the Preserver
the Prince of Darkness
the Prince of the Devils
the Prince of this world
the Promised Land
the Prophet
the Prophets
the Psalmist
the Psalms
the Psalter
the Psaltery
the Queen's English
the Ram
the Rand
the Reaper
the Red Planet
the Reef
the Regenerator
the Reproaches
the Restoration
the Rev Dr Dryasdust
the Reverend
the Right Honorable
the Right Reverend
the Risen
the River Po
the Roman Emperor
the Rule
the Rump
the Sacrament
the Sails
the Salon
the Scales
the Scandinavian Peninsula
the Scorpion
the Scriptures
the Sculptor
the Sculptor's Tool
the Sea Serpent
the Self-determined
the Serpent
the Serpent Bearer
the Seventy
the Sextant
the Shepherd
the Shield
the Ship Argo
the Shires
the Slump
the Snowies
the Snowy
the Son
the Sorrowful Mother
the South Seas
the Southern Crown
the Southern Fish
the Southern Triangle
the Spirit
the Spirit of God
the Spirit of Truth
the Stagirite
the Star-Spangled Banner
the States
the Stern
the Street
the Sudeten
the Sun of Righteousness
the Supreme Being
the Supreme Soul
the Swan
the Taal
the Table
the Teacher
the Telescope
the Tempter
the Thousand and One Nights
the Toucan
the Triangle
the True Vine
the Truth
the Twelve
the Twins
the Ukraine
the Unicorn
the Union
the Universal Ego
the Universal Self
the Unmoved Mover
the VIP's
the Vatican
the Vedas
the Very Reverend
the Vine
the Virgin
the Virgin Mary
the Virgin Mother
the Wandering Jew
the Water Bearer
the Water Carrier
the Water Snake
the Way
the Whale
the Wicked One
the Wigwam
the Winged Horse
the Wise Lord
the Wise One
the Wolf
the Wooden Horse
the Word
the Word Made Flesh
the Word of God
the Wreath
the Writings
the Yukon
the abroad
the absolute truth
the abstract
the absurd
the abyss
the administration
the affirmative
the affluent life
the air
the almighty dollar
the alphabet
the altogether
the always wind-obeying deep
the amount
the ancient and honourable
the angel of the bottomless pit
the anouilh
the ape of wisdom
the arch of heaven
the archenemy
the arms of Morpheus
the art of conversation
the art of hoping
the art of the possible
the article
the arts
the assured
the atmosphere of Soul
the attainable
the author of authors
the authorities
the avarice of power
the ax
the back of beyond
the backs
the bad
the battle of life
the be-all and the end-all
the beast
the beast with many heads
the beasts of the field
the beaten path
the beaten track
the beautiful
the beezie-weezies
the believing
the bends
the best
the best ever
the best people
the best words in the best order
the best you can
the best you know how
the beyond
the big battalions
the big idea
the big lie
the big picture
the big smoke
the big stick
the big time
the big top
the bird
the biter bit
the black art
the blahs
the blaze of noon
the blessed
the blind
the blind leading the blind
the block
the blood of life
the bludgeon
the blue
the blue planet
the blue serene
the blues
the boards
the book
the boondocks
the boot
the boot in the face
the border
the bosom of our rest
the bottle
the bottom line
the bottomless pit
the bounce
the bounding main
the boyhood of the year
the brandy of the damned
the brass
the brave
the breaks
the brine
the briny
the briny deep
the brush
the bubble reputation
the buff
the bum's rush
the bunch
the burning tapers of the sky
the bush
the business of barbarians
the business world
the campus
the case
the cat's meow
the cat's pajamas
the chair
the chances are
the chase
the children of God
the children of light
the choir invisible
the chosen
the chuck
the church
the church universal
the cinema
the circumcision
the citizenry
the clash of creeds
the classes
the classics
the clear hyaline
the clinches
the clocksetter
the cloth
the cloven hoof
the club
the coast is clear
the cold shoulder
the comic
the common
the common herd
the commonplace
the community
the compleat
the compleat angler
the complete
the concrete
the condition being such
the confessional
the confessionary
the conn
the conscious
the contrary
the conventions
the cool of the evening
the cops
the corpus
the corridors of power
the couch
the count
the country
the courage of your convictions
the course of events
the courts
the cradle
the creed
the creeps
the cricket no relief
the crippled
the crowd
the crown
the crown of life
the cud
the cunning of the serpent
the cup
the cup that cheers
the curse
the curse of Eve
the daily round
the damned
the dance
the danger is past
the dangerous age
the dansant
the dark
the dark sanctuary of incapacity
data
dawn of day
dawn's early light
day after tomorrow
days of our years
days that are no more
dead
dead Summer's soul
defaf
deal is off
deceased
deep
deep blue sea
deep sea
deeps
defensive
defunct
departed
depths
desk
details
deuce you say
devil and all
devil and the deep blue sea
devil to pay
devil you say
devourer of things
die is cast
dim past
direct opposite
disadvantaged
dismal science
dismals
dispossessed
distance
distressed
dizzy rounds
doldrums
dolefuls
domain of the impossible
domain of the possible
dome of Thought
dominion of absurdity
dope
down-and-out
downward path
downward slope
the dragon
the dream of those that wake
the dress of thoughts
the drill
the duration
the earth
the elect
the elements
the empyrean
the enclosed
the end of the line
the end of the rainbow
the ends of the earth
the enemy of creativeness
the ensemble
the entirety
the eternal feminine
the eternal fitness of things
the evil
the evil one
the evil shadow of aspiration
the exact truth
the executive
the expiring day
the exterior
the eye
the fact of the matter
the facts
the facts of the case
the facts of the matter
the fair thing
the faith
the faithful
the family way
the fancy
the far side of
the fat is in the fire
the fat of the land
the feasible
the feast of vultures
the felon winds
the female of the human species
the few
the field
the fights
the first of painters
the first philosophy
the first theology
the flesh
the fleshly
the flip side
the flowing bowl
the following
the footlights
the fore
the forgotten man
the fount whence honour springs
the four corners of the earth
the four elements
the fourth estate
the fowl of the air
the front
the full count
the funny side
the fur fly
the future
the fuzz
the gallows
the gantlet
the gapes
the gas chamber
the gate
the gate of life
the gen
the general drift
the general public
the general tendency
the genuine article
the glad
the glad hand
the glad season of life
the glassy sea
the glorious lamp of Heav’n
the go-ahead
the go-by
the goat god
the god of my idolatry
the gods
the golden touch
the golden years
the good
the good folk
the good hereafter
the good life
the good people
the good side of
the goods
the governess of floods
the government
the grades
the grand style
the grape
the grave
the gray-hooded Ev'n
the great
the great beyond
the great hereafter
the great majority
the great out-of-doors
the great unknown
the great unnumbered
the great unwashed
the great white throne
the great world of light
the greater gods
the greater number
the greatest
the greatest innovator
the greatest number
the green light
the grill
the ground of being
the groves of Academe
the guillotine
the halls of learning
the halt
the handicapped
the handsome thing
the happy land
the hard truth
the hard way
the hard-of-hearing
the harmonious voice of creation
the have-nots
the haves
the hawk
the hay
the health of the soul
the hearing of deaf actions
the heebie-jeebies
the height of your ambition
the helm
the help
the herd
the hereafter
the hills
the hoi polloi
the hole
the holy
the holy of holies
the honest truth
the honest-to-God truth
the honey-heavy dew of slumber
the horde
the horrors
the hot seat
the how
the humanities
the hump
the hunted
the hurdles
the idea
the illimitable
the image of life
the immortals
the impossible
the in thing
the incalculable
the individual
the ineffable
the inenarrable
the inexpressible
the infirm
the information
the ingroup
the inner circle
the ins
the intelligent
the intense inane
the interests
the intrinsic truth
the invisible
the iron entering the soul
the irrevocable Past
the jackboot
the jaundice of the soul
the jerks
the jig is up
the jimjams
the journey's end
the jumps
the kibosh on
the king of terrors
the knife
the know
the knowing
the koine
the lam
the lambent easy light
the lame
the last extremity
the last refuge of a scoundrel
the last straw
the last thing civilized by man
the last thing you expect
the last word
the latest
the latest thing
the latest wrinkle
the latter end
the law
the law of the jungle
the lay of the land
the lead
the legitimate
the lesser gods
the letter
the life of Riley
the light fantastic
the lightning's gleaming rod
the like
the like of
the likes of
the limit
the limit of your patience
the line
the little O
the little men
the little people
the livelong day
the living
the living and breathing
the logic of the heart
the long and short of
the long and the short of
the long green
the lord's Supper
the lost
the lot
the loved one
the low'ring element
the lowdown
the lower cut
the loyal opposition
the luscious liquor
the mailed fist
the main course
the major deities
the majority
the majors
the man in the White House
the man in the street
the many
the market
the marketplace
the mass of the people
the masses
the matter is ended
the measure of all things
the measure of the year
the melting pot
the microscope of the judgment
the middle of nowhere
the middle years
the mighty
the military
the millennium
the million
the mind's immodesty
the ministry
the minor deities
the minority
the minors
the mirror image
the mirror of all courtesy
the mirror of the soul
the mob
the moon
the moon personified
the more it changes
the more it's the same thing
the mores
the morn
the morrow
the mosaic of the Air
the most
the mother of devotion
the mother of prejudice
the movies
the multitude
the mundane
the music of the soul
the music of the spheres
the mystic wine of Night
the mystical jewels of God
the naked ape
the naked truth
the native hue of resolution
the nature of the beast
the nature of things
the necessary
the neck up
the needful
the needle
the needy
the negative
the new look
the new music
the nitty-gritty
the nod
the nonce
the noose
the normal
the normal order of things
the not ourselves
the now
the nth degree
the nude
the numbers
the numbers game
the numinous
the nursery
the nuts
the observed of all observers
the occult
the odds are
the offending Adam
the old Adam
the old college spirit
the old college try
the old country
the old heave-ho
the old man
the old man of the sea
the old one-two
the old woman
the olden time
the only animal that blushes
the only son of Mary
the only universal tongue
the open
the open air
the open road
the opening eyelids of the morn
the opposite extreme
the opposition
the ordinary
the orthodox
the other
the other America
the other day
the other extreme
the other half
the other side
the other side of
the other side of the coin
the other side of the picture
the other side of the tracks
the other way around
the out-of-doors
the painter of the soul
the palace of the Soul
the pale child
the pale populace of Heaven
the palpable obscure
the particular
the particulars
the past
the past again
the people
the people in the front office
the people upstairs
the perfection of nature
the petrifaction of feelings
the physic of the field
the pick
the picture
the pictures
the pill
the pip
the pit
the pits
the plain style
the plain truth
the planet
de the plate
de the plaything of fortune
de the pledge
de the plumeless genus of bipeds
de the plural
de the point
de the polar opposite
de the poor
de the poor man's Parnassus
de the populace
de the population
de the possible
de the power elite
de the power structure
de the powerless
de the powers that be
de the present
de the present age
de the present day
de the present hour
de the present juncture
de the present moment
de the present occasion
de the present time
de the press
de the prime work of God
de the principality
de the printing press of all ages
de the profane
de the profession
de the proof of the pudding
de the proper thing
de the proper thing to do
de the proprieties
de the prosecution
de the proud
de the provinces
de the prudent
de the public
de the pulpit
de the purple
de the quick
de the quick and the dead
de the quiet-voiced elders
de the rabble
de the rack
de the rackets
the radiant sun
the rage
the rat race
the raw
the ready
the real McCoy
the real Simon Pure
the real thing
the realized ideal
the realm of possibility
the realm of the impossible
the record
the red sweet wine of youth
the reign of Spirit
the religious
the remembrance of things past
the reprobate
the rest is silence
the reverend mother
the reverse image
the rhythmic
the rich
the right Reverend
the right of the strong
the right side of
the right thing
the right thing to do
the right things
the right to live as we wish
the righteous
the ring
the road
the road to ruin
the rope
the rough
the round
the rounds
the ruddy cup
the rule and pattern of speech
the rulers
the ruling spirit of all things
the run of
the runaround
the runs
the sack
the sacred
the salt of the earth
the same
the same damn thing
the same difference
the same old thing
the same way
the saved
the say
the say-so
the scenes
the scoop
the score
the screaming meemies
the screen
the sea-mouth of mortality
the season
the season's look
the second soul of the unhappy
the secular
the seed of Chaos
the seemly
the seen
the self
the sensible
the sere
the serpent
the seven seas
the shades
the shadow of a shade
the shady side
the shakes
the shape of things
the shining ones
the ship
the shoe is on the other foot
the sick
the sightless
the silver livery of advised age
the silver screen
the simple truth
the sincerest form of flattery
the sinews of affairs
the sinews of war
the size of it
the skids
the sleep of the dead
the sleeping partner of life
the slip
the slums
the small hours
the sniffles
the snuffles
the sober truth
the social evil
the soft down of manhood
the soft underbelly of Europe
the soil
the son of Mary
the soul of the world
the soul of wit
the special
the specific
the specifics
the speech of angels
the spit and image of
the spoken word
the sport of fortune
the sport of kings
the squirrel cage
the stage
the stake
the state of affairs
the status quo
the stern truth
the sticks
the still
the stork
the storm blown over
the storm has blown over
the story
the straight and narrow
the straight of it
the straight truth
the strange
the string
the strong
the strong arm
the stuff
the subject is closed
the sublime
the sublime style
the suit of night
the summer of your youth
the summit
the supernatural
the supersensible
the supreme fiction
the suspicion of a suspicion
the sweat of your brow
the sweet by-and-by
the sweeter banquet of the mind
the sword
the syndicate
the tag-rag people
the temporal
the theater
the thing
the third dimension
the third estate
the thirtieth of February
the throne
the thunder
the time
the time being
the time of the singing of birds
the times
the tongue of vanity
the tooth of time
the top
the top of your bent
the tops
the touch
the toy of fortune
the trade of kings
the tragic
the transgression of the law
the treadmill
the treasury of everlasting joy
the tribute due unto nature
the tropics
the trots
the true
the true church
the truth
the truth of the matter
the tullies
the turf
the two
the unalloyed truth
the unconscious
the undead
the underground
the underprivileged
the undersigned
the understanding
the underworld
the unemployable
the unemployed
the unfamiliar
the unforeseen
the unholy
the unique
the universal sovereign
the unknowable
the unknown
the unlooked-for
the unqualified truth
the unrighteous
the unrolled scroll of prophecy
the unseeing
the unseen
the unspeakable
the unutterable
the unvarnished truth
the unwritten law
the urban poor
the usual
the vanquished
the various turns of chance
the vasty deep
the veil
the veriest
the very May-morn of his youth
the very Reverend
the very acme and pitch
the very best
the very model
the very pineapple of politeness
the very pink of courtesy
the very thing
the very witching time of night
the very words
the visible
the void
the void above
the vote
the vulgar herd
the wakey nights
the wandering Moon
the warder of the brain
the wa'ry star
the wavy waste
the way it is
the way it looks
the way it shapes up
the way of
the way of it
the way of the world
the way of things
the way the ball bounces
the way the cards fall
the way the cookie crumbles
the way the wind blows
the way things are
the way things fall
the way things go
the way you are
the way you feel
the way you think
the ways of the world
the wealthy
the weary round
the weather
the weed
the well to do
the whatfor
the wheel
the wheels of justice
the wherefore
the wherewith
the wherewithal
the while
the white radiance of eternity
the whitening shower
the whites
the whole
the whole bit
the whole night
the whole range
the whole spectrum
the whole story
the whole truth
the whole way to
the why
the why and wherefore
the whyfor
the wicked
the wild
the wind personified
the winds
the wine of life
the wine-dark sea
the wings of the wind
the wink
the wink of an eye
the wire
the wise
the womb of time
the wooded mountains
the word 'go'
the works
the world
the world above
the world of commerce
the world of trade
the world of waters wild
the world over
the worldly
the worse for
the worse for liquor
the worse for wear
the worst
the worst of all evils
the worst way
the wretched of the earth
the written word
the wrong side of forty
the wrong way
the years that are past
the yellow leaf
the-
theater lighting
theater man
theater of cruelty
theater of operations
theater of the absurd
theater of war
theater part
theater world
theater, the
theater-craft
theater-in-the-round
theatre of cruelty
theatre of the absurd
theatre stall
theatre-in-the-round
theatrical agent
theatrical makeup
theatrical performance
theatrical season
theory of games
theory of history
theory of knowledge
theory of probability
theory of relativity
theory-blind
theory-blinded
theory-building
theory-making
theory-spinning
therapeutic abortion
therapeutic index
there and then
there is no help for it
there is no helping it
there is no question
there is not a shadow of doubt
there is nothing more to be said
there is reason to believe
there's no place like home
there's no two ways about it
therefore because of this
therefore on account of this
therio-
therm-
thermal ammeter
thermal barrier
thermal conductivity
thermal cracking
thermal detector
thermal detectors
thermal diffusion
thermal efficiency
thermal engine
thermal equator
thermal equilibrium
thermal neutron
thermal radiation
thermal reactor
thermal shock
thermal spring
thermal timing relay
thermal unit
thermic fever
thermionic cathode
thermionic current
thermionic emission
thermionic grid emission
thick as flies
thick as hail
thick as thieves
thick darkness
thick hide
thick of hearing
thick of things
thick register
thick shade
thick shake
thick shell
thick skin
thick soup
thick space
thick squall
thick with
thick-ankled
thick-barked
thick-barred
thick-beating
thick-bedded
thick-billed
thick-blooded
thick-blown
thick-bodied
thick-bosomed
thick-bottomed
thick-brained
thick-breathed
thick-cheeked
thick-clouded
thick-coated
thick-coming
thick-coming fancies
thick-cut
thick-decked
thick-descending
thick-drawn
thick-eared
thick-fingered
thick-flaming
thick-flanked
thick-flashing
thick-fleeced
thick-fleshed
thick-flowing
thick-foliaged
thick-footed
thick-girthed
thick-growing
thick-grown
thick-haired
thick-head
thick-headed
thick-headedness
thick-hided
thick-hidedness
thick-jawed
thick-jeweled
thick-knee
thick-kneed
thick-knobbed
thick-laid
thick-leaved
thick-legged
thick-lined
thick-lipped
thick-looking
thick-maned
thick-necked
thick-packed
thick-pated
thick-peopled
thick-piled
thick-pleached
thick-plied
thick-ribbed
thick-rinded
thick-rooted
thick-rusting
thick-set
thick-shadowed
thick-shafted
thick-shelled
thick-sided
thick-sighted
thick-skinned
thick-skulled
thick-soled
thick-sown
thick-spaced
thick-spread
thick-sprawling
thick-spreading
thick-sprung
thick-stalked
thick-starred
thick-stemmed
thick-streaming
thick-swarming
thick-tailed
thick-tailed ray
thick-thronged
thick-toed
thick-tongued
thick-toothed
thick-topped
thick-voiced
thick-walled
thick-warbled
thick-winded
thick-witted
thick-wittedly
thick-wittedness
thick-wooded
thick-woven
thick-wristed
thick-wrought
thickness gauge
thickness of speech
thickness piece
thief ant
thief glass
thief tube
thief-resisting
thief-taker
thieves' cross
thigh boot
thigh boots
thigh puff
thigma-
thill horse
thill-horse
thimble lily
thimble skein
thimble-crowned
thimble-eye
thimble-eyed
thimble-pie
thimble-shaped
thimble-sized
thin air
thin as a lath
thin as a rail
thin away
thin down
thin end of the wedge
thin ice
thin margin
thin off
thin out
thin person
thin register
thin skin
thin soup
thin space
thin wine
thin-ankled
thin-armed
thin-barked
thin-bedded
thin-bellied
thin-belly
thin-bladed
thin-blooded
thin-blown
thin-bodied
thin-bottomed
thin-brained
thin-cheeked
thin-clad
thin-coated
thin-cut
thin-descending
thin-eared
thin-faced
thin-featured
thin-film
thin-flanked
thin-fleshed
thin-flowing
thin-frozen
thin-fruited
thin-grown
thin-haired
thin-headed
thin-hipped
thin-laid
thin-leaved
thin-legged
thin-lined
thin-lipped
thin-lippedly
thin-lippedness
thin-necked
thin-officered
thin-peopled
thin-pervading
thin-rinded
thin-set
thin-shelled
thin-shot
thin-skinned
thin-skinnedness
thin-soled
thin-sown
thin-spread
thin-spun
thin-stalked
thin-stemmed
thin-veiled
thin-voiced
thin-walled
thin-worn
thin-woven
thin-wristed
thin-wrought
thing added
thing copied
thing desired
thing done
thing given as a pledge
thing imagined
thing of beauty
thing of interest
thing of naught
thing, the
thing-in-itself
thing-it-self
thing-word
things going against one
things going against you
things to be done
things to do
things-in-themselves
think about
think affirmatively
think aloud
think back
think best
think better of
think better of it
think dependable
think downbeat
think factory
think fit
think good
think hard
think highly of
think ill of
think improbable
think it over
think likely
think little of
think much of
think negatively
think no more of
think no more of it
think nothing of
think of
think one is it
think only of others
think out
think out loud
think over
think piece
think positively
think probable
think proper
think reliable
think tank
think that way about
think the best of
think the world of
think the worst of
think through
think too much of
think twice
think twice about
think unlikely
think up
think well of
think well of yourself
think worlds of
think your head off
think your shit doesn't stink
think-so
think-tank
thinking aloud
thinking cap
thinking machine
thinking of it later
thinking out
thinking over
thinking power
thinking shop
thinking through
thinned-out
thinning agent
thio acid
thio ether
thio salt
thio-
thio-ether
thioacetic acid
thioallyl ether
thioantimonic acid
thioarsenic acid
thioarsenious acid
thiocyan group
thiocyanic acid
thiocyanato group
thiocyanato radical
thioethyl alcohol
thioindigo red B
thioindigo red b
thiol-
thion-
thionic acid
thiopental sodium
thiopentone sodium
thiophosphoric acid
thiosulfuric acid
thiosulphuric acid
third astute
third base
third baseman
third best
third class
third degree
third dimension
third ear
third estate
third estate, the
third eyelid
third force
third hand
third house
third law of motion
third law of thermodynamics
third man
third market
third mate
third mortgage
third officer
third order
third part
third party
third party procedure
third person
third position
third rail
third rank
third reading
third sex
third stomach
third stream
third string
third stringer
third ventricle
third world
third-class
third-class mail
third-degree
third-degree burn
third-degreed
third-degreing
third-estate
third-force
third-hand
third-order
third-rail
third-rate
third-rateness
third-rater
third-string
third-world
thirst after
thirst country
thirst for
thirst for knowledge
thirst quencher
thirst-abating
thirst-allaying
thirst-creating
thirst-inducing
thirst-maddened
thirst-quenching
thirst-raising
thirst-scorched
thirst-tormented
thirsty for knowledge
thirsty soul
thirteen-day
thirteen-inch
thirteen-lined
thirteen-lined gopher
thirteen-pence halfpenny
thirteen-ringfed
thirteen-square
thirteen-stone
thirteen-story
thirteenth chord
thirty-acre
thirty-day
thirty-eight
thirty-eighth
thirty-fifth
thirty-first
thirty-five
thirty-foot
thirty-four
thirty-fourth
thirty-gunner
thirty-hour
thirty-inch
thirty-knot
thirty-mile
thirty-nine
thirty-ninth
thirty-one
thirty-pound
thirty-second
thirty-second note
thirty-second rest
thirty-seven
thirty-seventh
thirty-six
thirty-sixth
thirty-third
thirty-thirty
thirty-three
thirty-ton
thirty-two
thirty-twomo
thirty-twomos
thirty-word
thirty-yard
thirty-year
this AM
this PM
this aft
this afternoon
this and no other
this and that
this bank and shoal of time
this being so
this big
this day
this day and age
this goodly frame
this hour
this instant
this man's army
this minute
this moment
this morning
this night
this one
this pendent world
this point
this quintessence of dust
this scepter'd isle
this seat of Mars
this second
this single
this size
this stage
this very minute
this way
this world
this-a-way
this-way-ward
this-worldian
this-worldliness
this-worldly
this-worldness
thistle ball
thistle beard
thistle butterfly
thistle cock
thistle crown
thistle dollar
thistle family
thistle finch
thistle funnel
thistle noble
thistle poppy
thistle saffron
thistle sage
thistle tube
thistle-down
thistle-finch
thiuram disulphide
thompson submachine gun
thomsen's disease
thong leather
thong seal
thoraci-
thoracic duct
thoracic surgery
thoraco-
thoracolumbar nervous system
thorium dioxide
thorium emanation
thorium nitrate
thorium oxide
thorium series
thorn apple
thorn broom
thorn crown
thorn devil
thorn forest
thorn hedge
thorn in the flesh
thorn in the side
thorn in your flesh
thorn letter
thorn locust
thorn oyster
thorn palm
thorn plum
thorn poppy
thorn tree
thorn-apple
thorn-bearing
thorn-bound
thorn-bush
thorn-covered
thorn-crowned
thorn-encompassed
thorn-headed
thorn-hedge
thorn-hedged
thorn-marked
thorn-pricked
thorn-resisting
thorn-set
thorn-strewn
thorn-tree
thorn-wounded
thorn-wreathed
thornback ray
thornbill warbler
thorny problem
thorny-backed
thorny-edged
thorny-handed
thorny-pointed
thorny-pricking
thorny-thin
thorny-twinning
thoro-
thorough bass
thorough brace
thorough light
thorough stone
thorough-
thorough-bind
thorough-bore
thorough-cleanse
thorough-dress
thorough-dry
thorough-felt
thorough-fought
thorough-humble
thorough-light
thorough-lighted
thorough-line
thorough-made
thorough-paced
thorough-pin
thorough-ripe
thorough-shot
thorough-stain
thorough-stitch
thou breath of Autumn's being
thou deep and dark blue ocean
thou scarlet sin
thou unrelenting past
thou weed
thou-shalt-not
though the heavens may fall
thought control
thought disorder
thought disturbance
thought reader
thought reading
thought transference
thought writing
thought-abhorring
thought-bewildered
thought-burdened
thought-challenging
thought-concealing
thought-conjuring
thought-depressed
thought-exceeding
thought-executing
thought-fed
thought-fixed
thought-free
thought-giving
thought-hating
thought-haunted
thought-heavy
thought-heeding
thought-hounded
thought-humbled
thought-imaged
thought-inspiring
thought-instructed
thought-involving
thought-jaded
thought-kindled
thought-laden
thought-lighted
thought-mad
thought-mastered
thought-meriting
thought-moving
thought-numb
thought-out
thought-outraging
thought-pained
thought-peoped
thought-poisoned
thought-pressed
thought-provoking
thought-read
thought-reading
thought-reviving
thought-ridden
thought-saving
thought-set
thought-shaming
thought-sounding
thought-stirring
thought-straining
thought-swift
thought-tight
thought-tinted
thought-tracing
thought-unsounded
thought-winged
thought-working
thought-worn
thought-worthy
thousand dollars
thousand island dressing
thousand million
thousand-acre
thousand-dollar
thousand-dollar bill
thousand-eyed
thousand-footed
thousand-guinea
thousand-handed
thousand-headed
thousand-headed kale
thousand-hued
thousand-jacket
thousand-leaf
thousand-legged
thousand-legger
thousand-legs
thousand-mile
thousand-pound
thousand-round
thousand-sided
thousand-souled
thousand-voiced
thousand-year
thousandth’s place
thraco-phrygian
thrall-less
thrall-like
thrall-likethrallborn
trash about
trash out
trash over
trash soundly
thrasher shark
thrasher whale
thrashing-floor
thrashing-machine
thrashing-mill
thread angle
thread bar
thread blight
thread board
thread cabinet
thread cell
thread count
thread counter
thread cutter
thread drawer
thread drawing
thread dresser
thread eel
thread escutcheon
thread fungus
thread gauge
thread generator
thread herring
thread insert
thread lace
thread lubricator
thread maker
thread mark
thread miller
thread moss
thread paper
thread protector
thread roller
thread spinner
thread splicer
thread spooler
thread tangle
thread winder
thread your way
thread-cutting
thread-leaved
thread-legged
thread-legged bug
thread-lettered
thread-line fishing
thread-marked
thread-measuring
thread-mercerizing
thread-milling
thread-needle
thread-paper
thread-shaped
thread-the-needle
thread-waisted
thread-winding
thread-worn
threaded glass
threader-up
threading lathe
threading machine
threading tool
threadneedle street
threat to health
threatening course
three R’s
three Rs
three balls
three birds
three estates
three hours
three hundred
three o’ cat
three o’clock
three of a kind
three old cat
three parts
three percent
three r’s
three sheets in
three sheets to the wind
three times
three-D
three-a-cat
three-accent
three-acre
three-act
three-aged
three-aisled
three-alarm fire
three-and-a-halfpenny
three-angled
three-arched
three-arm
three-arm protractor
three-arm ed
three-awned
three-bagger
three-ball
three-ballmatch
three-banded
three-bar
three-base hit
three-basehit
three-bearded
three-bid
three-blade
three-bladed
three-bodied
three-bolted
three-bottle
three-bottom
three-bottom plow
three-bout
three-branch
three-branched
three-bushel
three-by-four
three-capsuled
three-card
three-card lant
three-card loo
three-card monte
three-card trick
three-celled
three-centered arch
three-charge
three-charge rate
three-chinned
three-circle
three-circuit
three-circuit switch
three-class
three-class system
three-clause
three-cleft
three-coat
three-cocked
three-color
three-color photography
three-color printing
three-color process
three-color theory
three-colored
three-colour
three-component
three-coned
three-corded
three-corner
three-cornered
three-cornered hat
three-cornered needle
three-corneredness
three-course
three-crank
three-crowned
three-cup
three-cylinder
three-day
three-day fever
three-day measles
three-dayed
three-deck
three-deck vessel
three-decked
three-decker
three-deep
three-dimensional
three-dimensional chess
three-dimensional display
three-dimensional photography
three-dimensional war
three-dimensional wave
three-dimensionalness
three-dip
three-dropped
three-eared
three-echo
three-edged
three-effect
three-electrode
three-em space
three-eyed
three-faced
three-farthing
three-farthings
three-fathom
three-fibered
three-field
three-figure
three-fingered
three-floored
three-flowered
three-fold
three-foot
three-footed
three-forked
three-formed
three-four time
three-fourths
three-fruited
three-gaited
three-grained
three-groined
three-groove
three-grooved
three-guinea
three-halfpence
three-halfpenny
three-halfpennyworth
three-hand
three-handed
three-headed
three-high
three-hinged
three-hooped
three-horned
three-horse
three-hour
three-in-hand
three-in-one
three-inch
three-index
three-iron
three-island ship
three-jointed
three-layered
three-leaf
three-leafed
three-leaved
three-legged
three-legged race
three-letter
three-lettered
three-life
three-light
three-line
three-lined
three-lipped
three-lobed
three-man
three-mast
three-masted
three-master
three-mile
three-mile limit
three-minute
three-minute glass
three-month
three-monthly
three-mouthed
three-move
three-mover
three-name
three-necked
three-nerved
three-ounce
three-out
three-ovuled
three-pair
three-part
three-part harmony
three-part time
three-parted
three-pass
three-peaked
three-petaled
three-phase
three-phase alternating current
three-phase alternator
three-phase motor
three-phase resistance welder
three-phased
three-phaser
three-piece
three-piece suit
three-pile
three-piled
three-piler
three-pint
three-plait
three-ply
three-point
three-point landing
three-point perspective
three-point problem
three-point switch
three-point turn
three-pointed
three-pointing
three-position
three-poster
three-pound
three-pound piece
three-pounder
three-power receiver
three-pronged
three-quality
three-quart
three-quarter
three-quarter back
three-quarter bed
three-quarter binding
three-quarter nelson
three-quarter time
three-quarter tone
three-quarter turn stair
three-quarter vamp
three-quarter-bred
three-quarters nelson
three-rail
three-ranked
three-reel
three-ribbed
three-ridge
three-ring
three-ring circus
three-ringed
three-ringed circus
three-roll
three-room
three-roomed
three-row
three-rowed
three-sail
three-salt
three-scene
three-second
three-seeded
three-shanked
three-shaped
three-shilling
three-sided
three-sidedness
three-sixty
three-soled
three-space
three-span
three-speed
three-spined
three-spored
three-spot
three-spread
three-square
three-square file
three-stage rocket
three-star
three-star general
three-step
three-step rocket
three-sticker
three-storied
three-story
three-strand
three-stranded
three-stringed
three-striped
three-striper
three-styled
three-suited
three-syllable
three-syllable law
three-syllabled
three-tailed
three-thorned
three-thorned acacia
three-thread
three-throw
three-tie
three-tie joint
three-tier
three-tiered
three-time
three-tined
three-toed
three-toed woodpecker
three-toes
three-ton
three-tongued
three-toothed
two-toothed cinquefoil
two-toothed cinquefoil
two-torqued
two-tripod
two-up
two-valued
two-valved
three-volume
two-way
two-way receiver
two-way spread
two-way switch
two-wayed
two-week
two-weekly
two-wheeled
two-wheeler
two-winged
two-wire
two-wire cable
two-wire generator
two-wire system
two-wire
two-woods
two-wormed
two-year
two-year-old
two-years
two-fold block
two-fold purchase
two-fold tackle
three-cent bit
three-cent piece
three-score and ten
three-score years and ten
thresh out
thresh over
thresher shark
thresher whale
threshing floor
threshing machine
threshold exposure
threshold frequency
threshold of sensation
thrice and four times blessed
thrice happy
thrice-accented
thrice-blessed
thrice-boiled
thrice-crowned
thrice-famed
thrice-great
thrice-happy
thrice-honorable
thrice-noble
thrice-sold
thrice-told
thrice-venerable
thrice-worthy
thrift shop
thrift society
thrift stamp
thrifty person
thrill killer
thrill of fear
thrill seeker
thrill to
thrill-crazed
thrill-exciting
thrill-less
thrill-pursuing
thrill-sated
thrill-seeking
thriller-diller
thrilling all over
thriving condition
throat brail
throat cavity
throat halyards
throat microphone
throat mike
throat plate
throat seizing
throat sheet
throat sweetbread
throat track
throat-clearing
throat-clutching
throat-cracking
throat-full
throat-latch
throat-slitting
throat-swollen
throbbing pain
throes of death
throgmorton street
thromb-
thrombo-
throne of God
throne room
throne-born
throne-capable
throne-shattering
throne-worthy
throned on highest bliss
throng in
throng with
throstle cock
throstle-cock
throttle down
throttle lever
throttle valve
throttling bar
throttling governor
through and through
through bass
through bolt
through bond
through bridge
through check
through cut
through fire and water
through message
through rate
through retort
through road
through shake
through stane
through stone
through street
through switch
through the agency of
through the good offices of
through the instrumentality of
through the medium of
through the mill
through the night
through thick and thin
through way
through with
through with a fine-tooth comb
through-
through-and-through
through-blow
through-carve
through-cast
through-composed
through-drainage
through-drive
through-formed
through-galled
through-ether
through-joint
through-key
through-lance
through-mortise
through-nail
through-other
through-passage
through-pierce
through-rod
through-shoot
through-splint
through-stone
through-swim
through-thrill
through-toll
through-tube
through-tube boiler
throughout the ages
throughout the course of
throughout the world
throw a curve
throw a curve ball
throw a fight
throw a fit
throw a game
throw a lot of weight
throw a party
throw a pass
throw a pot
throw a scare into
throw a sop to
throw a stone at
throw a wet blanket on
throw a whammy
throw a wrench in the machinery
throw about
throw at
throw away
throw away the opportunity
throw away the prepared text
throw away the scabbard
throw away the speech
throw back
throw blind fear into
throw cold water on
throw doubt upon
throw down
throw down the gage
throw down the gauntlet
throw down the glove
throw down your arms
throw downstairs
throw dust in your eyes
throw forth
throw good money after bad
throw in
throw in prison
throw in the face of
throw in the sponge
throw in the towel
throw in together
throw in with
throw in your teeth
throw into a snit
throw into a stew
throw into a swivet
throw into a tizzy
throw into confusion
throw into disorder
throw into jail
throw into the shade
throw lathe
throw light on
throw light upon
throw line
throw money around
throw mud at
throw of dice
throw of the dice
throw off
throw off all disguise
throw off balance
throw off the scent
throw off your guard
throw on
throw on one's beam end
throw on paper
throw on the junk heap
throw on the market
throw on your beam ends
throw open
throw open to
throw out
throw out a feeler
throw out a hint
throw out a smoke screen
throw out of gear
throw out of joint
throw out of order
throw out on your ear
throw out the window
throw out your chest
throw over
throw overboard
throw rug
throw stick
throw stones at
throw the book at
throw the bull
throw the first stone
throw the spotlight on
throw to the dogs
throw together
throw under the jailhouse
throw up
throw up the cards
throw up your hands
throw your arms around
throw your back at
throw your hat in the ring
throw your money away
throw your weight around
throw your weight into the scale
throw yourself at the feet of
throw yourself at the head of
throw yourself into
throw yourself into the arms of
throw yourself on
throw yourself on your knees
throw-
throw-back
throw-crook
throw-forward
throw-in
throw-off
throw-on
throw-over
throw-stick
throwing away
throwing downstairs
throwing engine
throwing iron
throwing knife
throwing net
throwing open
throwing out
throwing overboard
throwing power
throwing stick
throwing your hat in the ring
throwing-in
throwing-stick
thrown away
thrown for a loss
thrown into the shade
thrown over
thrown silk
thrown together
thrum-eyed
thrush blackbird
thrush brown
thrush fungus
thrush lichen
thrush nightingale
thrush tit
thrush-breast heart
thrust and parry
thrust aside
thrust at
thrust augmentation
thrust augmenter
thrust back
thrust bearing
thrust coefficient
thrust deduction
thrust down
thrust fault
thrust hoe
thrust in
thrust in the face of
thrust out
thrust over
thrust plane
thrust shaft
thrust to one side
thrust upon
thrust yourself forward
thrust yourself upon
thrusting under
thuja oil
thulium oxide
thumb a ride
thumb ball
thumb bottle
thumb box
thumb cleat
thumb down
thumb flint
thumb glass
thumb hole
thumb holing
thumb index
thumb knot
thumb lancet
thumb lock
thumb loose
thumb notch
thumb nut
thumb one's nose at
thumb over
thumb pad
thumb pin
thumb piston
thumb plane
thumb pot
thumb ring
thumb rule
thumb through
thumb turn
thumb your nose
thumb your nose at
thumb your way
thumb-and-finger
thumb-fingered
thumb-index
thumb-kissing
thumb-made
thumb-mark
thumb-marked
thumb-nail
thumb-ring
thumb-rod
thumb-screw
thumb-shaped
thumb-stall
thumb-sucker
thumb-sucking
thumb-worn
thumbing a ride
thumbnail sketch
thumbs down
thumbs up
thumbs-down
thumbs-up
thump in
thump the tub for
thump-cushion
thumped-in landing
thunder against
thunder along
thunder and lightning
thunder at the top of your voice
thunder ax
thunder forth
thunder god
thunder gods
thunder mug
thunder of applause
thunder planet
thunder plant
thunder pumper
thunder rod
thunder snake
thunder spirit
thunder tube
thunder armed
thunder-baffled
thunder-bearer
thunder-blast
thunder-breathing
thunder-charged
thunder-clap
thunder-cloud
thunder-darting
thunder-delighting
thunder-dirt
thunder-fearless
thunder-footed
thunder-forging
thunder-fraught
thunder-free
thunder-girt
thunder-god
thunder-guiding
thunder-gust
thunder-hid
thunder-laden
thunder-maned
thunder-rejoicing
thunder-riven
thunder-ruling
thunder-scarred
thunder-scathed
thunder-shod
thunder-slain
thunder-smitten
thunder-splintered
thunder-split
thunder-splitten
thunder-stone
thunder-storm
thunder-teeming
thunder-throwing
thunder-thwarted
thunder-tipped
thunder-tongued
thunder-voiced
thunder-wielding
thunderstorm cirrus
thus and so
thus and thus
thus far
thus far and no farther
thwacking frame
thwacking horse
thwacking knife
thwacking stool
thwaite shad
thwart motion
thwart-marks
thwart-ship
thwartwise motion
thy name is woman
thy nature's weakness
thyine wood
thym-
thyme camphor
thyme dodder
thyme oil
thyme-capped
thyme-fed
thyme-flavored
thyme-grown
thyme-leaved
thyme-scented
thymic acid
thymo-
thymol blue
thymonucleic acid
thymus death
thymus gland
thymus histone
thyr-
thyrd-
thyro-
thyroid gland
thyroid-stimulating hormone
ti palm
ti tree
tib-cat
tibetan terrier
tibeto-burman
tibio-
tic douloureux
tic-polonga
tic-tac-toe
tick bird
tick clover
tick doleru
tick farcy
tick fever
tick off
tick over
tick paralysis
tick trefoil
tick-a-tick
tick-bird
tick-borne typhus
tick-tack
tick-tack-toe
tick-tack-too
tick-tick
ticked off
ticker market
ticker tape
ticker-tape parade
ticket agency
ticket agent
ticket booth
ticket chopper
ticket clerk
ticket collector
ticket day
ticket gate
ticket holder
ticket maker
ticket night
ticket of admission
ticket of leave
ticket office
ticket porter
ticket printer
ticket punch
ticket rack
ticket scalper
ticket taker
ticket varnisher
ticket window
ticket writer
ticket-canceling
ticket-counting
ticket-dating
ticket-making
ticket-of-leave
ticket-of-leave man
ticket-of-leaver
ticket-porter
ticket-printing
ticket-registering
ticket-selling
ticket-vending
tickets of leave
tickety-boo
ticking work
tickle grass
tickle in the palm
tickle pink
tickle the fancy
tickle the palate
tickle the palm
tickle to death
tickle your fancy
tickle-footed
tickle-headed
tickle-heeled
tickle-toby
tickle-tongued
tickled pink
tickled to death
tickled with a straw
tickler coil
tickler file
ticklish business
ticklish issue
ticklish spot
tickly-benders
tickseed sunflower
ticktack man
tidal amplitude
tidal basin
tidal bench mark
tidal bore
tidal current
tidal current chart
tidal datum
tidal flat
tidal flats
tidal flood
tidal flow
tidal light
tidal pond
tidal pool
tidal range
tidal stream
tidal wave
tide boat
tide chart
tide crack
tide day
tide gage
tide gate
tide gauge
tide hole
tide lock
tide mill
tide of time
tide over
tide pole
tide pool
tide predictor
tide race
tide register
tide rip
tide staff
tide table
tide wave
tide way
tide wheel
tide work
tide-beaten
tide-beset
tide-bound
tide-caught
tide-covered
tide-driven
tide-flooded
tide-forsaken
tide-free
tide-gauge
tide-generating
tide-locked
tide-mark
tide-marked
tide-mill
tide-predicting
tide-producing
tide-ribbed
tide-rip
tide-rode
tide-swept
tide-taking
tide-tossed
tide-trapped
tide-waiter
tide-washed
tide-water
tide-worn
tideland spruce
tidewater cypress
tidewater glacier	
tidy step
tidy sum
tidy up
tidy-kept
tidy-looking
tidy-minded
tidy-up
tie band
tie bar
tie beam
tie bolt
tie breaker
tie clasp
tie clip
tie conductor
tie cord
tie down
tie dyeing
tie feeder
tie hand and foot
tie in
tie in a reef
tie in with
tie knot
tie line
tie mill
tie off
tie one on
tie periwig
tie plate
tie point
tie post
tie rod
tie rope
tie silk
tie stay
tie strap
tie tack
tie the hands of
tie the knot
tie the nuptial knot
tie the wedding knot
tie up
tie up with
tie up with red tape
tie up your money in
tie wall
tie your hands
tie-
tie-and-dye
tie-down
tie-dyeing
tie-in
tie-in sale
tie-off rail
tie-on
tie-out
tie-plater
tie-tie
tie-up
tie-wig
tied down
tied house
tied image
tied letters
tied score
tied to your apron strings
tied up
tied up in
tier building
tier ranger
tier shot
tier table
tierce de Picardie
tierce major
tierce minor
tierce point
tierce rhyme	
tiers etat
tiers-argent
ties of affection
ties of blood
tiger beetle
tiger bittern
tiger cat
tiger chop
tiger cocoa
tiger cowrie
tiger finch
tiger fish
tiger frog
tiger grass
tiger heart
tiger lily
tiger milk
tiger mosquito
tiger moth
tiger python
tiger salamander
tiger shark
tiger shell
tiger snake
tiger swallowtail
tiger wolf
tiger's milk
tiger's-eye
tiger-cat
tiger-footed
tiger-lily heart
tiger-looking
tiger-marked
tiger-minded
tiger-mouth
tiger-passioned
tiger-spotted
tiger-striped
tight cooper
tight discipline
tight fit
tight grip
tight hand
tight joint
tight money
tight purse strings
tight rein
tight rope
tight ship
tight spot
tight squeeze
tight-ankled
tight-belted
tight-bodied
tight-booted
tight-bound
tight-clap
tight-clenched
tight-closed
tight-draped
tight-drawn
tight-fisted
tight-fitting
tight-gartered
tight-hosed
tight-knit
tight-laced
tight-limbed
tight-lipped
tight-looking
tight-made
tight-mouthed
tight-necked
tight-packed
tight-pressed
tight-reining
tight-rooted
tight-set
tight-shut
tight-skinned
tight-skirted
tight-sleeved
tight-stretched
tight-tie
tight-valved
tight-waisted
tight-wound
tight-woven
tight-wristed
tighten the purse strings
tighten your belt
tightening pulley	
tightrope walker
tiglic acid
til oil
til seed
til tree	
tile drain
tile hook
tile kiln
tile maker
tile ore
tile painter
tile pin

tile pipe
tile red

tile roof
tile setter's hammer
tile-clad
tile-covered
tile-fish
tile-pin
tile-red
tile-roofed	
till alarm
till basket
till death
till death do us part
till doomsday
till hell freezes over
till money
till now
till shrimps learn to whistle
till the cows come home
till the end of time
till the soil
till then
till time runs out
till time stops
till you are blue in the face
till you're blue in the face	
tiller bow
tiller chains
tiller lines
tiller of the soil
tiller rope
tilleul green	
tilly-fally
tilly-vally	
tilt angle
tilt at
tilt at windmills
tilt boat	
tilt bonnet
tilt hammer
tilt mill
tilt roof
tilt steel
tilt with
tilt-boat	
tilt-hammer
tilt-top table	
tilt-up
tilt-yard	
tilting chest
tilting conveyor
tilting fillet
tilting ground
tilting hammer
tilting helmet
tilting level
tilting yard	
tim-whiskey	
timbale case	
timbale iron
timber bamboo
timber bar	
timber beetle	
timber borer
timber-hitch
timber-laden
timber-line
timber-lined
timber-producing
timber-propped
timber-skeletoned
timber-strewn
timber-toed
timber-tree
timber-wood
timber-work
timber-yard
timbrel arch
timbrel vault
time about
time after time
time ahead
time allotment
time allowance
time and a half
time and again
time and motion
time and motion study
time and time again
time at bat
time at your command
time at your disposal
time azimuth
time ball
time bargain
time belt
time bill
time bomb
time book
time capsule
time card
time chart
time charter
time charter party
time clerk
time clock
time constant
time constants
time control
time copy
time delay
time deposit
time derivative
time detector
time discount
time draft
time drawing on
time enough
time error
time exposure
time fire
time flies
time fuse
time globe
time gun
time hanging on your hands
time hit
time immemorial
time in
time interval
time just ahead
time killer
time lag
time lamp
time lead
time limit
time loan
time lock
time machine
time marches on
time measurement
time money
time note
time of day
time of life
time of year
time of your life
time off
time on your hands
time out
time out of mind
time out of time
time pattern
time policy
time quadrature
time rating
time recorder
time runs out
time scale
time schedule
time selling
time sense
time series
time service
time sharing
time sheet
time shrapnel
time sight
time signal
time signature
time space
time spirit
time stamp
time star
time study
time switch
time thrust
time ticket
time to burn
time to catch your breath
time to come
time to kill
time to spare
time train
time trial
time triangle
time value
time was
time waster
time without end
time zone
time's caravan
time's forelock
time-authorized
time-ball
time-bargain
time-barred
time-battered
time-beguiling
time-bent
time-bettering
time-bewasted
time-binding
time-blackened
time-blanchèd
time-born
time-bound
time-breaking
time-cancelled
time-changed
time-cleft
time-consuming
time-delay relay
time-deluding
time-discolored
time-eaten
time-economizing
time-enduring
time-expired
time-exposure
time-fused
time-gnawn
time-halting
time-hastening
time-honored
time-honored practice
time-honoured
time-interval meter
time-keeper
time-killing
time-lag
time-lapse
time-lapse photography
time-lasting
time-limit
time-marked
time-measuring
time-mellowed
time-motion study
time-noting
time-out
time-pressed
time-rent
time-rusty
time-saver
time-saving
time-scarred
time-served
time-server
time-serving
time-sharing
time-shrouded
time-space
time-spirit
time-table
time-taught
time-temperature
time-temperature curve
time-tested
time-tried
time-wasted
time-wasting
time-wearied
time-white
time-withered
time-worn
time Danaos et dona ferentes
times of old
times of yore
times past
times without number
times, the
timing chain
timing gears
timing pulse
timing screw
timing unit
timing valve
 timothy grass
 tin ash
 tin bronze
 tin calciner
 tin can
 tin chloride
 tin cow
 tin cry
 tin crystal
 tin cup
 tin dichloride
 tin dioxide
 tin disease
 tin ear
 tin fish
 tin foil
 tin frame
 tin glaze
 tin god
 tin hare
 tin hat
 tin kettle
 tin liquor
 tin lizzie
 tin loaf
 tin monoxide
tin opener
tin ore
tin oxide
tin pail
tin pan alley
tin pest
tin plague
tin plate
tin plater
tin pot
tin pulp
tin putty
tin pyrite
tin pyrites
tin salt
tin shop
tin smelter
tin snips
tin soldier
tin spirit
tin spirits
tin spot
tin stream
tin streamer
tin streaming
tin tack
tin tetrachloride
tin wash
tin washing
tin wedding
tin whistle
tin-bearing
tin-bottomed
tin-bound
tin-bounder
tin-capped
tin-colored
tin-covered
tin-eared
tin-edged
tin-filled
tin-foil
tin-foil paper
tin-foiler
tin-glass
tin-glazed
tin-handled
tin-kettle
tin-kettler
tin-lined
tin-mailed
tin-opener
tin-pan
tin-pan alley
tin-plate
tin-plate worker
tin-plated
tin-plating
tin-pot
tin-pottery
tin-pottiness
tin-potty
tin-roofed
tin-stone
tin-tabled
tin-tack
tin-type
tin-whistle
tin-white
tina process
tincture of iodine
tincture of opium
tincture press	
tinder fungus
tinder-cloaked
tinder-dry
tinea barbae
ting ware
ting-a-ling
tingle with excitement
tinhorn gambler
tink-a-tink
tinker mackerel
tinker up
tinker's dam
tinker's damn
tinker's damn, a
tinker's weed
tinkle-tankle
tinkle-tankling
tinned dog
tinned goods
tinning stack
tinsel-bright
tinsel-clad
tinsel-covered
tinsel-embroidered
tinsel-paneled
tinsel-slippered	
tint block
tint for tant
tint meter
tint photometer
tint tool	
tiny bit	
tip and run	
tip cap		
tip car	
tip cheese	
tip crane	
tip in	
tip off	
tip over	
tip plant	
tip roast	
tip roll	
tip sled	
tip slide	
tip speed	
tip table	
tip the hat to	
tip the scale	
tip the scales	
tip truck	
tip van	
tip wagon	
tip worm	
tip your hand	
tip-
tip-and-run	
tip-cat	
tip-crowning	
tip-curl	
tip-curl	
tip-eared	
tip-finger	
tip-in	
tip-off	
tip-on	
tip-tap	
tip-tilted	
tip-top	
tip-top table	
tip-up	
tip-up table
tire pump
tire rack
tire remover
tire repairman
tire retreader
tire roller
tire setter
tire shaper
tire shoe
tire shrinker
tire stamper
tire tape
tire to death
tire tool
tire tread
tire tube
tire turner
tire upsetter
tire valve
tire vulcanizer
tire-bending
tire-changing
tire-filling
tire-heating
tire-inflating
tire-mile
tire-woman
tired and weary-laden
tired cliche
tired market
tired of
tired of living
tired out
tired to death
tired-armed
tired-eyed
tired-faced
tired-headed
tired-looking
tired-winged
tiresome work
tiring house
tiring irons
tiring maid
tiring room
tiring woman
tiring-house
tiring-irons
tiring-room
tirlie-wirlie
tirling pin
tirly-toy
tirra-lirra	
tishah-b'ab
tissue culture
tissue fibrinogen
tissue fluid
tissue paper
tissue-building
tissue-changing
tissue-destroying
tissue-forming
tissue-paper
tissue-producing
tissue-secreting	
tisty-tosty	
tit babbler
tit drill
tit for tat	
tit in the wringer	
tit screw
tit-bit
tit-tat-toe
tit-up	
tita root
titading or caption
titan crane
titan-
titanic acid
titanic anhydride
titanic iron ore
titanic oxide
titanium dioxide
titanium oxide
titanium white
titano-
titer test	
tithe barn
tithe collector
tithe gatherer	
tithe man	
tithe pig	
tithe proctor	
tithe-collecting	
tithe-free	
tithe-paying
tithing-man

title bearer

title border

title catalog

title catalogue

title deed

title deeds and papers

title essay

title hero

title insurance

title letter

title lining

title of honor

title page

title role

title space

title type

title-bearing

title-deed

title-holding

title-hunting

title-mad

title-page

title-seeking

title-winning

titter-totter

tittle-tattle

tittle-tattled

tittle-tattler

tittle-tattling

titular bishop

tityre-tu

tiz-woz

to a T

to a certain extent

to a certainty

to a degree

to a draw

to a fare-thee-well

to a fare-ye-well

to a fare-you-well

to a fault

to a finish

to a frazzle

to a great degree

to a great extent

to a hair

to a large extent
to a man
to a nicety
to a small degree
to a small extent
to a standoff
to a tee
to a tie
to a tittle
to a turn
to advantage
to all appearances
to all intents and purposes
to all seeming
to an extent
to an inch
to and fro
to any end
to atone for
to be brief
to be counted on
to be counted on your fingers
to be depended upon
to be desired
to be exact
to be expected
to be fair
to be had
to be on the road
to be precise
to be preferred
to be reckoned on
to be relied upon
to be seen
to be specific
to be sure
to be trusted
to beat the Dutch
to beat the band
to beat the deuce
to beat the devil
to bits
to blame
to boot
to cite an instance
to come
to come to the point
to completion
to crown all
to cut the matter short
to date
to death
to do
to everywhere
to excess
to explain
to extremes
to fit the pocketbook
to gain some private ends
to gild refined gold
to go
to good account
to good effect
to good purpose
to good use
to grin like a Cheshire cat
to guess
to hand
to have and to hold
to have sex
to hawse
to heel
to hell and back
to his executors and assigns
to his heirs
to his heirs and assigns
to illustrate
to infinity
to judge by appearances
to kalon
to keep
to landward
to lease
to leeward
to let
to little purpose
to make a dent
to make a guess
to make a long story short
to name an instance
to no extent
to no purpose
to nourish a viper in your bosom
to one side
to order
to paint the lily
to perfection
to pieces
to post on a diagonal
to profit
to prove the point
to relieve yourself
to retain
to rights
to say nothing of
to sell
to shards
to shreds
to smithereens
to some degree
to some extent
to some purpose
to spare
to speak of
to speak truthfully
to splinters
to state the fact
to state the truth
to such an extent
to tatters
to tell the truth
to that place
to the account of
to the amount of
to the backbone
to the bad
to the best of your ability
to the best of your belief
to the best of your knowledge
to the bitter end
to the brim
to the contrary
to the core of
to the crack of doom
to the credit of
to the death
to the edge of doom
to the end
to the end of time
to the end that
to the extreme
to the eye
to the fore
to the four corners of the earth
to the four winds
to the front
to the full
to the good
to the heart of
to the heirs of his body
to the highest degree
to the hilt
to the king's taste
to the last gasp
to the last trumpet
to the left
to the letter
to the life
to the limit
to the manner born
to the marrow
to the memory of
to the minute
to the nth degree
to the nth power
to the past
to the point
to the point of exhaustion
to the purpose
to the queen's taste
to the rear
to the right
to the same degree
to the second
to the side
to the skies
to the sky
to the teeth
to the top of your bent
to the tune of
to the utmost
to the wind
to the windward
to the wise
to the zenith
to this day
to this place
to throw a perfume on the violet
to what extent
to what place
to which place
to windward
to wit
to year and day

to your account

to your amazement

to your astonishment

to your cost

to your credit

to your delight

to your disgust

to your displeasure

to your face

to your fancy

to your fingertips

to your great glee

to your great surprise

to your health

to your heart's content

to your knowledge

to your liking

to your mind

to your satisfaction

to your shame

to your shame be it spoken

to your surprise

to your taste

to your utmost

to your way of thinking

to-

to-and-fro

to-and-fros

to-and-ko

to-arrive

to-be

to-break

to-burst

to-day

to-do

to-dos

to-draw

to-drive

to-fall

to-morn

to-morrow

to-name

to-night

to-rend

to-rights

to-side

to-tear
to-year
toad bug
toad grass
toad lily
toad orchis
toad rush
toad snatcher
toad spit
toad spittle
toad spot
toad stabber
toad sticker
toad's-mouth
toad-bellied
toad-blind
toad-eat
toad-eater
toad-fish
toad-flax
toad-frog
toad-green
toad-hating
toad-housing
toad-in-the-hole
toad-legged
toad-shaped
toad-spotted
toad-swollen
toadstool disease
toady to
toast color
toast list
toast rack
toast water
toast-brown
toasted cheese sandwich
toasting fork
toasting iron
tobacco addiction
tobacco bagger
tobacco barn
tobacco beetle
tobacco belt
tobacco box
tobacco brown
tobacco bug
tobacco camphor
tobacco carton
tobacco case
tobacco chewing
tobacco cloth
tobacco cultivator
tobacco cutter
tobacco dryer
tobacco dust
tobacco fertilizer
tobacco flea beetle
tobacco granulator
tobacco grater
tobacco hawk moth
tobacco heart
tobacco hornworm
tobacco juice
tobacco lath
tobacco leaf miner
tobacco liquor
tobacco liquorer
tobacco machine
tobacco machinery
tobacco mildew
tobacco molder
tobacco mosaic
tobacco mosaic virus
tobacco panner
tobacco pipe
tobacco pouch
tobacco press
tobacco rack
tobacco retainer
tobacco road
tobacco roller
tobacco shaver
tobacco shed
tobacco shop
tobacco smoker
tobacco smoking
tobacco sprayer
tobacco spreader
tobacco stick
tobacco stopper
tobacco store
tobacco stripper
tobacco thrips
tobacco tongs
tobacco twister
tobacco user
tobacco water
tobacco wilt
tobacco worm
tobacco-abusing
tobacco-box
tobacco-box skate
tobacco-breathed
tobacco-growing
tobacco-pipe
tobacco-pipe clay
tobacco-plant
tobacco-sick
tobacco-smoking
tobacco-stained
tobacco-stemming	obin's tube
tobira family	toboggan cap	toboggan slide
tobosa grass	toby jug
toc-toc	toccata form
tocharian a
tocharian b	tocher band
tocher good
toco-
tod stove
toddle along
toddy bird
toddy blossom
toddy cat
toddy ladle
toddy palm
toddy stick
toddy table
toddy tree
toe and heel
toe biter
toe box
toe calc
toe cap
toe clip
toe crack
toe dance
toe dancer
toe distance
toe dog
toe hardy
toe hold
toe kisser
toe kissing
toe pilling
toe rail
toe ring
toe the line
toe the mark
toe upon
toe wall
toe weight
toe-dance
toe-danced
toe-dancing
toe-drop
toe-in
toe-mark
toe-punch
toffee dipper
toffee-apple
toffee-nosed
tog out
tog up
toga virilis
together on
together with
toggle bolt
toggle chain
toggle harpoon
toggle hook
toggle iron
toggle joint
toggle motion
toggle press
toggle rail
toggle riveter
toggle switch
toggle-joint press
toggle-jointed
togt-rider
togt-riding
tohu-bohu
toil and moil
toil and trouble
toil-assuaging
toil-beaten
toil-bent
toil-exhausted
toil-hardened
toil-marred
toil-oppressed
toil-stained
toil-stricken
toil-tried
toil-weary
toil-won
toil-worn
voie de Jouy
voie de jouy
toilet article
etoilet atomizer
toilet bottle
toilet bowl
toilet brush
toilet cabinet
toilet case
toilet cloth
toilet cup
toilet glass
toilet goods
toilet hardware
toilet mirror
toilet paper
toilet powder
toilet room
toilet seat
toilet service
toilet set
toilet soap
toilet sponge
toilet table
toilet tissue
toilet training
toilet water
toiling class
toison d'or
tok-tokkie
token book
token coin
token gesture
token money
token of esteem
token of remembrance
token payment
token punishment
token ring
token sheet
token silver
token strike
token vote
token-money
tol de rol
tol-
tol-de-rol
tol-lol
tol-lol-de-rol
tol-lol-ish
tolerance limits
toll agent
toll bait
toll bar
toll board
toll bridge
toll call
toll clerk
toll collector
toll corn
toll dish
toll farmer
toll highway
toll inspector
toll line
toll road
toll thorough
toll traverse
toll turn
toll-book
toll-dish
toll-free
toll-gatherer
toll-house
tollhouse cooky
tolling dog
tolling of the knell
tolosa wood
tolu balsam
tolu resin
tolu tree
tolu-
toluene trichloride
toluene trifluoride
toluic acid
toluidine blue
toluidine red
toluric acid
toluyl radical
tolyl group
tolyl radical
tom and jerry
tom collins
tom hurry
tom pudding
tom tailor
tom thumb
tom tiddler's ground
tom turkey
tom-ax
tom-cod
tom-fool
tom-noddy
tom-tit
tom-toe
tom-tom
tom-trot
tomato aspic
tomato black rot
tomato blight
tomato bouillon
tomato can
tomato curly top
tomato eggplant
tomato fern
tomato fruitworm
tomato gall
tomato hamper
tomato hawk moth
tomato hornworm
tomato juice
tomato ketchup
tomato leaf blight
tomato leaf mold
tomato mosaic
tomato packer
tomato paste
tomato pulp
tomato puree
tomato red
tomato sauce
tomato scald
tomato soup
tomato sphinx
tomato streak
tomato stripe
tomato transplanter
tomato trellis
tomato wilt
tomato worm
tomato yellows
tomato-colored
tomato-growing
tomato-leaf
tomato-washing
tomb bat
tomb house
tomb maker
tomb tower
tomb-bat
tomb-black
tomb-breaker
tomb-dwelling
tomb-making
tomb-paved
tomb-robbing
tomb-strewn
tomblike silence
tombstone marking
tomcat around
tomkin post
tommy bar
tommy book
tommy day
tommy gun
tommy hole
tommy master
tommy noddy
tommy shop
tommy system
tommy-axe
tommy-gun
ton-foot
ton-force
ton-kilometer
ton-mile
ton-mileage
ton-up
tonal gap
tonal island
tone accent
tone arm
tone cluster
tone color
tone colour
tone control
tone deafness
tone down
tone gap
tone grammar
tone island
tone language
tone long
tone measurer
tone of voice
tone of your voice
tone painting
tone pattern
tone picture
tone poem
tone poet
tone poetry
tone quality
tone row
tone syllable
tone tester
tone up
tone wheel
tone with
tone-deaf
tone-full
tone-producing
tone-setter
tone-up
toned down
tong borer
tongue and groove
tongue bar
tongue bird
tongue bit
tongue blade
tongue bone
tongue compressor
tongue cover
tongue depressor
tongue fern
tongue fish
tongue graft
tongue grafting
tongue grass
tongue hero
tongue in cheek
tongue joint
tongue pipe
tongue shell
tongue sole
tongue swallowing
tongue tree
tongue truck
tongue twister
tongue work
tongue worm
tongue-and-groove joint
tongue-back
tongue-baited
tongue-hang
tongue-bitten
tongue-blade
tongue-bound
tongue-dumb
tongue-flowered
tongue-free
tongue-front
tongue-garbled
tongue-gilt
tongue-graft
tongue-halted
tongue-hammer
tongue-jangling
tongue-kill
tongue-lash
tongue-lashing
tongue-leaved
tongue-lolling
tongue-murdering
tongue-pad
tongue-point
tongue-puissant
tongue-shaped
tongue-tack
tongue-taming
tongue-taw
tongue-tie
tongue-tied
tongue-tier
tongue-valiant
tongue-wagging
tongue-walk
tongue-wanton
tonguing plane
tonguing-and-grooving plane
tonic accent
tonic chord
tonic epilepsy
tonic key
tonic major
tonic minor
tonic motion
tonic section
tonic sol-fa
tonic sol-faist
tonic spasm
tonic treatment
tonic triad
tonic water
tonka bean
tonka bean camphor
tonka-bean camphor
tonka-bean wood
tonnage coefficient
tonnage deck
tonnage displacement
tonnage duty
tonnage length
tonnage opening
tonnage pool
tonnage train
tonnage well
tonneau cover
tonneau lamp
tonneau windshield
tono-
tonsill-
tonsured cleric
too bad
too big
too big for your britches
too big for your shoes
too clever by half
too deep for
too early
too far
too frugal
too funny for words
too killing for words
too late
too little
too many cooks
too many irons in the fire
too much
too much at once
too much for
too much of a good thing
too much with us
too precious for words
too soon
too soon off the mark
too-aged
too-anxious
too-big
too-bigness
too-bold
too-celebrated
too-confident
too-coy
too-dainty
too-devoted
too-early
too-earnest
too-familiar
too-fervent
too-forced
too-good
too-hectic
too-large
too-late
too-lateness
too-laudatory
too-long
too-much
too-muchness
too-near
too-old
too-patient
too-piercing
too-proud
too-ripe
too-short
too-soon
too-soonness
too-timely
too-too
too-trusting
too-willing
too-wise
too-young
toodle-oo
tool angle
tool apron
tool bag
tool belt
tool boy
tool cabinet
tool car
tool carriage
tool carrier
tool cart
tool case
tool chest
tool coupling
tool demagnetizer
tool engineer
tool engineering
tool examiner
tool fasher
tool fettler
tool filer
tool finder
tool fitter
tool forge
tool forger
tool gauge
tool glazer
tool grinder
tool grinding
tool handle
tool heater
tool house
tool kit
tool lubricant
tool miller
tool oil
tool plane
tool post
tool press
tool rack
tool reclamer
tool regrinding
tool repairer
tool rest
tool roll
tool set
tool sharpener
tool shed
tool shop
tool socket
tool spindle
tool Stamper
tool stand
tool steel
tool storekeeper
tool subject
tool table
tool temper
tool tray
tool treating
tool truck
tool turner
tool wagon
tool whetter
tool-and-die maker
tool-cleaning
tool-cutting
tool-dresser
tool-dressing
tool-maker
tool-sharpening
tool-using
tooling up
toolroom lathe
tools and machinery
toot plant
toot your own horn
tooth and nail
tooth ax
tooth caliper
tooth chisel
tooth cleaner
tooth cough
tooth cress
tooth decay
tooth doctor
tooth edge
tooth fever
tooth filling
tooth for tooth
tooth forceps
tooth fungus
tooth gauge
tooth key
tooth mark
tooth ornament
tooth paste
tooth plane
tooth plugger
tooth powder
tooth puller
tooth pulp
tooth rail
tooth rash
tooth relic
tooth sac
tooth shell
tooth violet
tooth wheel
tooth wound
tooth-billed
tooth-bred
tooth-brush
tooth-chattering
tooth-drawer
tooth-extracting
tooth-leaved
tooth-marked
tooth-pulling
tooth-rounding
tooth-set
tooth-setting
tooth-shaped
tooth-shell
tooth-tempering
tooth-winged
toothache grass
toothache tree
toothbrush tree
toothed whale
toothed-billed
toothful grin
tothing plane
toothy-peg	
tootle bug
tootsy-wootsies
tootsy-wootsy
top banana
top beam
top billing
top block
top boot
top boots
top brass
top burton
top cinder
top cleaner
top cow
top deck
top dog
top drawer
top dresser
top dressing
top executive
top flight
top floor
top gallery
top grafting
top hamper
top hat
top horse
top lift
top light
top line
top liner
top milk
top notch
top of house
top of the world
top off
top out
top part
top people
top price
top priority
top round
top secret
top sergeant
top shape
top side
top slice
top slicing
top speed
top spin
top spot
top the
top timber
top up
top yeast
top-
top-armor
top-boot
top-cap
top-castle
top-coated
top-cross
top-cutter
top-dog
top-drain
top-drawer
top-dress
top-dressing
top-flight
top-full
top-graft
top-hamper
top-hampered
top-hand
top-hat
top-hatted
top-heavily
top-heaviness
top-heavy
top-heavy market
top-hole
top-level
top-lit
top-notch
top-over-tail
top-piece
top-rank
top-ranking
top-road bridge
top-sawyer
top-secret
top-set
top-sew
top-shaped
top-shell
top-stone
top-timber
top-work
topaz quartz
topaz rock
topaz-colored
topaz-green
torch dance
torch flower
torch holder
torch light
torch lily
torch pine
torch race
torch singer
torch singing
torch song
torch staff
torch thistle
torch tree
torch-bearer
torch-fish
torch-light
torch-tree family
torch-wood
torchon board
torchon lace
torchon paper
torchwood family
toreador pants
 toric lens
torio crab apple
torrent of Tantalus
tormentor wing
torn-down
tornado belt
tornado cellar
tornado cloud
tornado insurance
tornado lamp
tornado lantern
tornado-breeding
tornado-haunted
tornado-swept
toro bravo
tororo-konbu
tororo-kubu
torpedo battery
torpedo boat
torpedo body
torpedo bomber
torpedo boom
torpedo catcher
torpedo director
torpedo fish
torpedo mine
torpedo net
torpedo ram
torpedo rocket
torpedo room
torpedo sand
torpedo school
torpedo spar
torpedo station
torpedo stern
torpedo strike aircraft
torpedo tube
torpedo-boat
torpedo-boat catcher
torpedo-boat destroyer
torpedo-shaped
torque arm
torque converter
torque tube
torque wrench
torrent bow
torrent duck
torrent of rain
torrent-bitten
torrent-borne
torrent-braving
torrent-flooded
torrent-mad
torrent-swept
torrid heat
torrid zone
torsion angle
torsion axis
torsion balance
torsion bar
torsion basin
torsion curve
torsion galvanometer
torsion group
torsion head
torsion meter
torsion pendulum
torsion scale
torsion screw
torsion spasm
torsion spring
torsion-free group
torsional stress
torso murder
tort-feasor
tortoise beetle
tortoise flower
tortoise plant
tortoise shell
tortoise that supports the earth
tortoise's pace
tortoise-core
tortoise-footed
tortoise-headed
tortoise-paced
tortoise-rimmed
tortoise-roofed
tortoise-shaped
tortoise-shell
tortoise-shell butterfly
tortoise-shell cat
tortoise-shell turtle
tortoiseshell turtle
torture the law to your own ends
torus palatinus
tory democracy
tory-rory
tosh nailing
tosh-up
toss and tumble
toss and turn
toss around
toss at
toss down
toss off
toss out
toss overboard
toss the head
toss together
toss up
toss your cookies
toss your drink
toss your hat in the ring
toss-up
tossed salad
tossing and turning
tossing-in
tot system
tot to
tot up
tot up to
total abstinence
total agreement
total approach
total attention
total bases
total blindness
total change
total commitment
total compensation
total darkness
total defeat
total depravity
total differential
total eclipse
total effect
total environment
total heat
total immersion
total impression
total impulse
total internal reflection
total loss
total loss only policy
total memory
total quantum number
total recall
total reflection
total self-assurance
total serialism
total situation
total skepticism
total theater
total up
total up to
total utility
total victory
total war
totalitarian government
totalitarian regime
totalitarian threat
totality of associations
totality of being
totality of references
totality of relations
totally absorbed
totally committed
totally ordered set
totally self-assured
tote bag
tote board
tote box
tote road
tote sack
tote shop
tote to
tote up
tote up to
totem animal
totem badge
totem kin
totem pole
toti-
totidem verbis
toties quoties	
toto caelo

toto-
totter along
totter on the brink
totter to your fall	
tottery in years
totty-headed
touch a chord
touch a nerve
touch a nerve ending
touch a raw nerve
touch a soft spot
touch a sore spot
touch a sympathetic chord
touch a tender spot
touch and go
touch body
touch bottom
touch cerate
touch down
touch elbows with
touch football
touch judge
touch lightly
touch mark
touch method
touch needle
touch of conscience
touch off
touch on
touch on the raw
touch paper
touch reader
touch shoulders with
touch spot
touch system
touch the cap
touch the hat
touch the wind
touch to the quick
touch typewriter
touch typewriting
touch up
touch upon
touch upon in passing
touch upon lightly
touch where it hurts
touch writer
touch writing
touch your heart
touch-
touch-and-go
touch-box
touch-hole
touch-in goal
touch-in-goal
touch-in-goal line
touch-line
touch-me-not
touch-me-not-ish
touch-paper
touch-piece
touch-powder
touch-tackle
touch-type
touch-up	touched in the head	touched in the wind
touching down	tough as leather	tough break	tough cake	tough grind	tough guy	tough it out	tough job	tough lineup to buck	tough luck	tough nut to crack	tough out
tough pitch
tough pitch copper
tough policy
tough proposition
tough shit
tough tenacity of purpose
tough titty
tough-backed
tough-fibered
tough-fisted
tough-handed
tough-lived
tough-looking
tough-metaled
tough-minded
tough-mindedly
tough-mindedness
tough-muscled
tough-shelled
tough-sinewed
tough-skinned
tough-thonged
toujours perdrix
tour billion
tour conductor
tour de force
tour director
tour en l'air
tour guide
tour jete
tour of duty
toura grass
touring car
touring coupe
tourist car
tourist card
tourist center
tourist class
tourist court
tourist home
tourist trap
tourist-crammed
tourist-haunted
tourist-infested
tourist-laden
tourist-ridden
tourist-trodden
tourmaline pink
tourmaline tongs
tours en l'air
tous-les-mois
tousled hair
tout a fait
tout a l'heure
tout au contraire
tout court
tout de suite
tout ensemble
tout le monde
tow boy
tow car
tow carder
tow carrier
tow cloth
tow hook
tow iron
tow mixer
tow post
tow sack
tow team
tow truck
tow wheel
tow-colored
tow-coloured
tow-feeder
tow-haired
tow-headed
tow-line	
tow-made
tow-net
tow-netter
tow-netting
tow-path
tow-pung
tow-rope
tow-row
tow-spinning
towel gourd
towel horse
towel rack
towel rail
tower above
tower away
tower bastion
tower bolt
tower cap
tower chime
tower clock
tower cress
tower hill
tower house
tower light
tower mustard
tower of Pisa
tower of silence
tower of strength
tower over
tower owl
tower pound
tower projector
tower shell
tower stamp
tower telescope
tower wagon
tower-bearing
tower-capped
tower-crested
tower-crowned
tower-dwelling
tower-encircled
tower-flanked
tower-high
tower-mill
tower-razing
tower-shaped
tower-studded
tower-supported
tower-tearing
towering alps
towering heights
towering passion
towering rage
towing basin
towing bridle
towing lights
towing net
towing path
towing post
towing spar
town adjutant
town ball
town book
town boomer
town bridge
town bushel
town car
town church
town clerk
town clerkship
town council
town councilor
town cress
town crier
town dweller
town economy
town end
town foot
town forest
town gas
town guard
town hall
town head
town house
town jail
town life
town lot
town manager
town meeting
town mouse
town mutual
town officer
town park
town people
town place
town plan
town planner
town planning
town reeve
town row
town sickness
town soviet
town talk
town tallow
town top
town traveler
town wall
town way
town woman
town yard
town-absorbing
town-and-country suit
town-born
town-bound
town-bred
town-clerk
town-cress
town-dotted
town-dwelling
town-end
town-flanked
town-frequenting
town-girdled
town-goer
town-going
town-house
town-imprisoned
town-keeping
town-killed
town-living
town-looking
town-loving
town-made
town-major
town-meeting
town-pent
town-planning
town-sick
town-talk
town-tied
town-trained
town-weary
townhall clock
township line
township road
towrope horsepower
tox-
toxic goiter
toxic inflammation
toxic psychosis
toxic shock syndrome
toxic-
toxico-
toxin-anatoxin
toxin-antitoxin
toxin-antitoxin immunity
toxin-antitoxin immunization
toxo-
toxophore group
toy dog
toy manchester
toy poodle
toy shop
toy soldier
toy spaniel
toy terrier
toy with
toy-loving
toy-shop
toy-sized
tr-ties
tra-la
tra-la-la
trace buckle
trace chain
trace connector
trace down
trace element
trace fastener
trace holder
trace hook
trace horse
trace of an idea
trace out
trace over
trace spring
trace the derivation of
trace the origin of
trace to
trace-bearer
trace-galled
trace-high
tracer atom
tracer bullet
tracer element
tracer investigation
trache-
trachelo-
trachelo-occipital
tracheo-
trachio branchia
trachy-
tracing braid
tracing cloth
tracing paper
tracing thread
tracing wheel
track and field
track boat
track bolt
track brake
track chisel
track cleaner
track clip
track down
track drill
track edge
track gauge
track guard
track harness
track indicator
track inspector
track instrument
track jack
track level
track leveler
track lifter
track liner
track map
track mark
track meet
track of
track oven
track punch
track race
track record
track road
track rod
track roller
track scale
track shim
track shoe
track shot
track spike
track sports
track sprocket
track suit
track switch
track tank
track tool
track wrench
track-
track-and-field
track-clearing
track-laying
track-mile
trade gap
trade goods
trade guild
trade hall
trade in
trade journal
trade language
trade magazine
trade name
trade off
trade officer
trade on
trade on margin
trade paper
trade plate
trade practice
trade price
trade rat
trade reference
trade rights
trade road
trade route
trade sale
trade school
trade secret
trade sight unseen
trade test
trade tomahawk
trade union
trade unionism
trade unionist
trade up
trade warranty
trade wind
trade winds
trade with
trade work
trade-bound
trade-destroying
trade-facilitating
trade-fallen
trade-gild
trade-in
trade-laden
trade-last
trade-made
trade-mark
trade-mark infringement
trade-mark name
trade-marker
trade-off
trade-seeking
trade-union
trade-unionism
trade-unionist
trade-wind
trade-wind rig
trademark name
trades board
trades council
trades hall
trades-union
trades-unionism
trades-unionist
trading account
trading estate
trading market
trading post
trading stamp
tradition-bound
tradition-fed
tradition-following
tradition-making
tradition-nourished
tradition-ridden
traditional grammar
traditional logic
traditor battery
traffic beacon
traffic circle
traffic constable
traffic control
traffic control signal
traffic cop
traffic court
traffic density
traffic director
traffic engineering
traffic in
traffic in women
traffic island
traffic jam
traffic law
traffic light
traffic manager
traffic of the stage
traffic officer
traffic pattern
traffic policeman
traffic post
traffic regulator
traffic sheet
traffic shifter
traffic signal
traffic squad
traffic tower
traffic warden
traffic with
traffic-bearing
traffic-choked
traffic-congested
traffic-furrowed
traffic-laden
traffic-mile
traffic-regulating
traffic-thronged
tragedy-proof
tragi-
tragi-comedy
tragi-comic
tragic drama
tragic flaw
tragic irony
tragic muse
tragic-comedy
trail after
trail along
trail angle
trail arms
trail away
trail bar
trail behind
trail bike
trail blazer
trail blazing
trail board
trail boss
trail breaker
trail bridge
trail car
trail cart
trail ferry
trail handspike
trail herd
trail net
trail of
trail plank
trail plate
trail rope
trail sight
trail spade
trail spur
trail-eye
trail-marked
trail-weary
trail-wise
trailer camp
trailer car
trailer court
trailer park
trailer truck
trailing arbutus
trailing edge
trailing evergreen
trailing fuchsia
trailing myrtle
trailing phlox
trailing vortex drag
trailing-point
trailing-point switch
train butcher
train caller
train conductor
train crew
train dispatcher
train flagman
train foreman
train guard
train hand
train indicator
train inspector
train jumper
train legs
train line
train mileage
train of thought
train off
train oil
train pipe
train recorder
train reporter
train robber
train room
train rope
train schedule
train service
train shed
train sheet
train sickness
train signal
train spotter
train staff
train starter
train stop
train tackle
train ticket
train trip
train upon
train wrecker
train-dispatching
train-giddy
train-lighting
train-mile
trained nurse
trainer-bomber
trainer-fighter
training aid
training bank
training college
training day
training group
training level
training missile
training mission
training pants
training rocket
training school
training ship
training table
training tackle
training wall
trait of character
trait-complex
trajectory missile
tram crane
tram greaser
tram guard
tram load
tram plate
tram rail
trans-Carpathian
trans-Caspian
trans-Congo
trans-Cordilleran
trans-Danubian
trans-Egyptian
trans-Euphrates
trans-Germanic
trans-Grampian
trans-Himalayan
trans-Hispanic
trans-Iberian
trans-Indian
trans-Indus
trans-Iranian
trans-Iraq
trans-Jovian
trans-Liberian
trans-Libyan
trans-Manchurian
trans-Martian
trans-Mediterranean
trans-Mississippi
trans-Mississippian
trans-Mongolian
trans-Neptunian
trans-Niger
trans-Panamanian
trans-Paraguayan
trans-Persian
trans-Pyrenean
trans-Rhenish
trans-Sahara
trans-Saharan
trans-Saturnian
trans-Severn
trans-Siberian
trans-Stygian
trans-Tiber
trans-Tibetan
trans-Ural
trans-Uralian
trans-Volga
trans-border
trans-continental
trans-etherian
trans-frontier
trans-oceanic
trans-Pacific
trans-shape
trans-shift
trans-sonic
trans-subjective
transact business
transact business with
transactional analysis
transcendent essence
transcendent idea
transcendent universal
transcendent wonder
transcendental aesthetic
transcendental analytic
transcendental dialectic
transcendental idealism
transcendental logic
transcendental meditation
transcendental number
transcendental object
transcendental philosophy
transcription turntable
transfer RNA
transfer agent
transfer book
transfer box
transfer caliper
transfer case
transfer company
transfer conductance
transfer day
transfer fee
transfer ink
transfer list
transfer of property
transfer of right
transfer of training
transfer paper
transfer payment
transfer picture
transfer printing
transfer property
transfer resistance
transfer right
transfer stamp
transfer table
transferable vote
transference neurosis
transmitter receiver
transmitter signal
transmitter truck
transmitting antenna
transmitting set
transmitting station
transoceanic rocket
transom adjuster
tansom bar
tansom butt
tansom catch
tansom center
tansom chain
tansom eye
tansom frame
tansom knee
tansom lift
tansom light
tansom operator
tansom plate
tansom stern
tansom window
tansom-stered
transonic barrier
transparent color
transparent item
transparent substance
transparent things
transpartisan leadership
transpersonal therapy
transphysical science
transpiration current
transport caf
transport number
transport rider
transport riding
transport ship
transport vessel
transportation corps
transportation engineer
transportation insurance
transportation map
transporter bridge
transposed conjug
transposed conjugate
transposed matrix
transposing instrument
transposition cipher
transposition method
transsonic speed
transverse colon
transverse flute
transverse magnification
transverse presentation
transverse process
transverse section
transverse vibrations
transverse wave
trap bat
trap bat and ball
trap brilliant
trap bushing
trap car
trap clamp
trap cleaner
trap cover
trap crop
trap cut
trap door
trap driver
trap drummer
trap fisher
trap hatch
trap lever
trap line
trap match
trap nest
trap net
trap on the ropes
trap play
trap screw
trap shot
trap stair
trap tree
trap tuff
trap vent
trap weir
trap window
trap-ball
trap-cut
trap-door
trap-door spider
trap-nester
trapeze artist
trapeze dress
trapezoid ligament
trapezoidal rule
trash bag
trash barrel
trash can
trash farming
trash gatherer
trash ice
trash pile
trash shield
trash turner
traumatic epilepsy
traumatic fever
traumatic inflammation
traumatic memory
traumatic neurosis
traumatic shock
traumatic trace
traumato-
travail and bring forth
travel agency
travel agent
travel book
travel bureau
travel by air
travel by airline
travel by water
travel in a groove
travel in a rut
travel in space
travel literature
travel over
travel ration
travel shot
travel sickness
travel the open road
travel through
travel time
travel with
travel-bent
travel-broken
travel-changed
travel-disordered
travel-enjoying
travel-famous
travel-formed
travel-gifted
travel-infected
travel-jaded
travel-loving
travel-mad
travel-met
travel-opposing
travel-parted
travel-planning
travel-sated
travel-sick
travel-soiled
travel-spent
travel-stained
travel-tainted
travel-tattered
travel-tired
travel-toiled
travel-weary
travel-worn
traveler crane
traveler iron
traveler's check
traveler's-joy
traveler's-tree
traveling agent
traveling bag
traveling block
traveling carriage
traveling case
traveling clock
traveling crab
traveling derrick
traveling elevator
traveling examiner
traveling fellowship
traveling grate
traveling hoist
traveling inspector
traveling man
traveling salesman
traveling tinker
traveling trunk
traveling woman
traveling-head shaper
traveling-wave tube
traveller's cheque
traveller's joy
travelling salesman
travelling wave
traverse a yard
traverse board
traverse circle
traverse drill
traverse feed
traverse flute
traverse jury
traverse rail
traverse rod
traverse sailing
traverse shaper
traverse survey
traverse table
traverse track
traverse wind
traverse-table
traversing bridge
traversing circle
traversing crane
traversing gear
traversing jack
traversing mandrel
travois road
trawl board
trawl line
trawl net
trawl-net
tray agriculture
tray boy
tray cloth
tray conveyer
tray elevator
tray emptier
tray filler
tray frame
tray handle
tray maker
tray table
tray-shaped
tray-top table	
treacle mold
treacle molding
treacle mustard
treacle sleep
treacle water
treacle wormseed
tread close upon
tread down
tread on
tread on air
tread on eggs
tread on the heels of
tread on your heels
tread on your toes
tread the boards
tread under foot
tread underfoot
tread upon
tread upon eggs
tread water
tread-softly
tread-wheel
treading down
treading mill
treading water
treads and risers	
treason felony
treason-breeding
treason-canting
treason-hatching	
treason-haunted
treason-sowing
treasure box
treasure chamber
treasure chest
treasure city
treasure house
treasure hunt
treasure hunter
treasure hunting
treasure quest
treasure room
treasure seeker
treasure ship
treasure trove
treasure up
treasure up in the heart
treasure up in the memory	
treasure-baited
treasure-bearing
treasure-filled
treasure-house	
treasure-houses
treasure-laden
treasure-seeking
treasure-trove
treasurer general
treasury agent
treasury bench
treasury bill
treasury bond
treasury certificate
treasury check
treasury letter
treasury note
treasury of information
treasury of merits
treasury of the Church
treasury of words
treasury stock
treasury warrant	
treat as routine
treat for sore eyes
treat gently
treat lightly
treat like dirt under your feet
treat of
treat to
treat unequally
treat well
treat with
treat with contempt
treat with disrespect
treat with indignity
treat with reserve
treatment room
treaty maker
treaty making
treaty of peace
treaty port
treaty reinsurance
treaty-bound
treaty-breaking
treaty-favoring
treaty-sealed
treaty-secured
treble best
treble block
treble bob
treble chance
treble clef
treble gear
treble purchase
treble staff
treble viol
tree huckleberry
tree hyrax
tree insulator
tree ipomoea
tree kangaroo
tree lark
tree lawn
tree lily
tree line
tree looker
tree lotus
tree lucern
tree lungwort
tree lupine
tree mallow
tree marking
tree marten
tree martin
tree medic
tree mildew
tree milk
tree molasses
tree moss
tree mouse
tree myrtle
tree nymph
tree of Jesse
tree of heaven
tree of knowledge
tree of life
tree of sadness
tree onion
tree orchis
tree partridge
tree peony
tree pie
tree pigeon
tree pipit
tree planter
tree planting
tree poke
tree poppy
tree porcupine
tree primrose
tree protector
tree pruner
tree root rot
tree rune
tree runner
tree scribe
tree shrew
tree snake
tree sorrel
tree sparrow
tree spirit
tree squirrel
tree steppe
tree stool
tree sugar
tree surgeon
tree surgery
tree swallow
tree swift
tree tag
tree tiger
tree toad
tree tobacco
tree tomato
tree trimmer
tree trunk
tree veld
tree violet
tree viper
tree wax
tree wool
tree wormwood
tree worship
tree worshiper
tree yucca
tree-banding
tree-bordered
tree-boring
tree-clad
tree-climbing
tree-covered
tree-creeper
tree-crowned
tree-dotted
tree-dwelling
tree-embowered
tree-feeding
tree-fern
tree-form frame
tree-fringed
tree-garnished
tree-girt
tree-god
tree-goddess
tree-goose
tree-great
tree-haunting
tree-hewing
tree-inhabiting
tree-lined
tree-living
tree-locked
tree-loving
tree-marked
tree-moss
tree-planted
tree-pruning
tree-ripe
tree-run
tree-runner
tree-sawing
tree-shaded
tree-shaped
tree-skirted
tree-sparrow
tree-spraying
tree-surgeon
tree-toad
tree-top
trefoil cross
trefoil arch
trefoil knot
trefoil-shaped
trek ox
trek wagon
trellis-bordered
trellis-covered
trellis-framed
trellis-shaded
trellis-sheltered
trellis-work
trellis-woven	
tremble in the balance
tremble in your boots	
tremble in your shoes
tremble like an aspen leaf
tremble on the verge
tremble to its fall
tremble to your fall
trembleusement cup
trembling in the balance
trembling poplar
trembling prairie
tremor disk
tremor of excitement	
trench albuminuria
trench artillery
trench back
trench bomb
trench cart
trench cavalier
trench coat
trench digger
trench disease
trench fever
trench foot
trench gun
trench knife
trench mortar	
trench mouth
trench nephritis	
trench plow
trench sickness
trench silo
trench warfare
trench-plough
trencher attendant
trencher cap
trencher companion
trencher critic
trencher friend	
trencher knight
trencher philosopher
trencher plate
trencher poetry
trencher rascal
trencher slave
trencher time
trencher-cap
trencher-fed
trencher-man
trenching plane
trenching spade
trend downward
trend of the times
trend upwards	
trend-setter
trente et quarante
trial glasses
trial heat
trial horse
trial impression
trial judge advocate
trial jury
trial lawyer
trial lenses
trial marriage
trial order
trial package
trial piece
trial print
trial proof
trial run
trial sample
trial square
trial trip
trial-and-error
trials and tribulations
triammonium phosphate
triangle inequality
triangle of forces
triangle spider
triangle winding
triangle-leaved
triangle-shaped
triangular bandage
triangular matrix
triangular-shaped
triangulation stations
triangulato-ovate
triaryl methane dye
triatic stay
triaxial cable
triaxial speaker
tribasic sodium phosphate
tribo-
tribrom-
tribromoethyl alcohol
tribute money
tribute pitch
tric-trac
trice up
triceps surae
trich-
trichlor-
trichloroacetic acid
trichloroacetic acid aldeh
trichloroacetic acid aldehyde
trichloromethyl chloroformate
trichlorophenoxyacetic acid
trichlorophenoxyacetic acid
tricho-
trick knee
trick of behavior
trick of eyesight
trick off
trick or treat
trick out
trick rider
trick score
trick up
trick valve
trick wheel
trick work
trick-o-the-loop
trick-or-treat
trick-or-treater
tricked out
trickle away
trickle charge
trickle charger
trickle-down theory
tricks of the trade
tricky spot
tricolor camera
tricot stitch
tricuspid insufficiency
tricuspid stenosis
tricuspid valve
tricyan acid
tridarn cupboard
trident bat
trident-shaped
tridymite-trachyte
tried and true
tried-and-trueness
triethyl orthoformate
 trifacial neuralgia
trifid foot
trifle away
trifle away time
trifle with
trifle with the truth
trifles light as air
trifling amount
trifling matter
trifoliate orange
trig loop
trig up
trigeminal nerve
trigeminal neuralgia
trigesimo-secundo
trigger a mine
trigger circuit
trigger finger
trigger guard
trigger hair
trigger man
trigger mechanism
trigger plant
trigger pulse
trigger tube
trigger-happy
trigger-men
triggering pulse
triggering signals
trigonal trisoctahedron
trigono-
trigonometric equation
trigonometric function
trihydric alcohol
trilateral symmetry
trilby hat
trillium family
trim angle
trim by the head
trim by the stern
trim controls
trim rail
trim sail
trim ship
trim size
trim tab
trim tabs
trim to
trim up
trim your sails to the breeze
trim-ankled
trim-bearded
trim-bodiced
trim-bodied
trim-cut
triple-arched
triple-awned
triple-barbed
triple-barred
triple-bearded
triple-bodied
triple-bolted
triple-branched
triple-check
triple-chorded
triple-colored
triple-crested
triple-crowned
triple-cylinder
triple-deck
triple-decked
triple-decker
triple-dyed
triple-edged
triple-entry
triple-expansion
triple-expansion engine
triple-formed
triple-gemmed
triple-hatted
triple-headed
triple-header
triple-hearth
triple-ingrain
triple-line
triple-lived
triple-lock
triple-nerved
triple-piled
triple-pole
triple-rayed
triple-ribbed
triple-rivet
triple-roofed
triple-space
triple-stranded
triple-tailed
triple-terraced
triple-thread
triple-throated
triple-throw
triple-tiered
triple-tongue
triple-tongued
triple-tonguing
triple-toothed
triple-towered
triple-turned
triple-turreted
triple-veined
triple-wick
triplet lily
triplicate-pinnate
triplicate-ternate
triplo-
tripod camera
tripod of the Pythia
tripod puller
tripod table
tripped out
tripped up
tripping coil
tripping line
tripping link
tripping relay
tripping transformer
trippingly on the tongue
trismus cynicus
trisodium phosphate
tristimulus computer
tristimulus values
trit-trot
trite expression
trite joke
trite saying
trito-
triumph over
triumphal arch
trivalent carbon
trivet table
trivial affair
trivial name
trobar clus
trocar-shaped
trochlear nerve
trocho-
trodden flat
troilus butterfly
trois point
trojan horse
trojan war
troll plate
troll-drum
troll-madam	
trolley attendant
trolley block
trolley bracket
trolley bus
trolley car
trolley carrier
trolley catcher
trolley clip
trolley coach
trolley cord
trolley fork
trolley frog
trolley gong
trolley guard
trolley harp
trolley hoist
trolley insulator
trolley lace
trolley line
trolley locomotive
trolley maker
trolley pole
trolley rail
trolley retriever
trolley road
trolley shoe
trolley spring
trolley track
trolley tracking
trolley wagon
trolley wheel
trolley wire	
tromba marina
trombe marine	
trombone coil
trompe l'oeil
tron weight
trone weight
troop carrier
troop duck
troop leader
troop school
troop train
troop transport
troop-lined
troop-thronged
troops of the line
troostite-martensite
troosto-martensite
trop-
tropaeolin D
trope of comparison
tropeolin D
troph-
trophic level
tropho-
trophy cress
trophy money
trophy room
trophy tax
tropic bird
tropic of
tropic of Cancer
tropic of cancer
tropical aquarium
tropical bubo
tropical cycl
tropical cyclone
tropical fish
tropical heat
tropical medicine
tropical storm
tropical suit
tropical year	tropo-
trot along
trot out
troth ring
troth-contracted
troth-keeping
troth-plight
troth-telling	trotter cases	trotting race
trou madame
trou-de-coup
trou-de-loup
troubadour fiddle
troubadour poem	trouble maker
trouble man
trouble shooter
trouble shooting
trouble spot
trouble you for
trouble your head about
trouble yourself
trouble-bringing
trouble-free
trouble-giving
trouble-haunted
trouble-house
trouble-mirth
trouble-saving
trouble-shooter
trouble-tossed
trouble-worn
troubled mind
troubled thought
troubled waters
trough battery
trough conveyor
trough gutter
trough iron
trough keel
trough line
trough roof
trough room
trough shape
trough-shaped
trouser press
trouser presser
trouser suit
trouser-press
trouse bass
trouse brook
trouse fishing
trouse fly
trouse lily
trouse perch
trouse shad
trouse stream
trouse-colored
trouse-famous
trouse-haunted
trouse-perch
trowel bayonet
trowel-shaped
troy ounce
troy pound
troy weight
truant officer
truant school
truce flag
truce-hating
truce-seeking
truck box
truck car
truck crop
truck driver
truck farm
truck farmer
truck farming
truck garden
truck gardener
truck gardening
truck horse
truck house
truck jobber
truck shot
truck system
truck tractor
truck trailer
trucking house
trucking shot
truckle bed
truckle to
truckle-bed
truckman's knot
trudgen crawl
trudgen stroke
true Christian
true air speed
true anomaly
true as gospel
true bearing
true being
true believer
true bill
true blue
true bug
true course
true faith
true fly
true fresco
true grit
true heading
true horizon
true inwardness
true jade
ture laurel
ture level
ture lover's knot
ture meaning
ture north
ture rib
ture skin
ture time
ture to form
ture to life
ture to nature
ture to reality
ture to the facts
ture to the letter
ture to the spirit
ture to type
ture to your colors
true up
true vocal cord
true vocal cords
true-aimed
true-based
true-begotten
true-believing
true-blooded
true-blue
true-born
true-breasted
true-bred
true-dealing
true-derived
true-devoted
true-disposing
true-divining
true-eyed
true-false
true-false test
true-felt
true-grained
true-hearted
true-heartedness
true-heroic
true-life
true-love
true-love knot
true-lover's knot
true-made
true-mannered
true-meaning
true-meant
true-noble
true-paced
true-ringing
true-run
true-seeming
true-souled
true-speaking
true-spelling
true-spirited
true-spoken
true-stamped
true-strung
true-sublime
true-sweet
true-thought
true-to-lifeness
true-toned
true-tongued
truelove knot
trump and solemn heraldry
trump card
trump of doom
trump signal
trump up
trump up a charge
trump-poor
trumped-up
trumped-up charge
trumped-up story
trumpet animalcule
trumpet arch
trumpet ash
trumpet blare
trumpet blast
trumpet call
trumpet conch
trumpet creeper
trumpet daffodil
trumpet fish
trumpet flower
trumpet fly
trumpet forth
trumpet honey suckle
trumpet honeysuckle
trumpet hypha
trumpet lily
trumpet major
trumpet marine
trumpet milkweed
trumpet narcissus
trumpet of doom
trumpet plant
trumpet reed
trumpet seaweed
trumpet shell
trumpet sound
trumpet tree
trumpet turning
trumpet vine
trumpet-blowing
trumpet-creeper family
trumpet-hung
trumpet-leaf
trumpet-leaves
trumpet-loud
trumpet-shaped
trumpet-toned
trumpet-tongued
trumpet-tree
trumpet-voiced
trumpeter fish
trumpeter muscle
trumpeter perch
trumpeter swan
trumpeter whiting
truncated pyramid
trundle bed
trundle-bed
trundle-tail
trunk breeches
trunk buoy
trunk cabin
trunk call
trunk curl
trunk deck
trunk dial
trunk engine
trunk hatch
trunk hatchway
trunk hose
trunk line
trunk piston
trunk road
trunk room
trunk scald
trunk steamer
trunk turtle
trunk whale
trunk-breeches
trunk-decked vessel
trunk-fish
trunk-hose
trunk-maker
trunnion band
trunnion carriage
trunnion chain
trunnion cradle
trunnion hoop
trunnion jig
trunnion plate
truss beam
truss bow
truss bridge
truss hoop
truss rod
truss up
truss-bound
truss-galled
truss-hoop
trussed beam
trussed joist
trussing bed
trussing machine
trust account
trust agreement
trust beneficiary
trust buster
trust busting
trust certificate
trust company
trust corporation
trust deed
trust fund
trust implicitly
trust in
trust in God
trust indenture
trust institution
trust maker
trust mortgage
trust officer
trust receipt
trust territory
trust to
trust to chance
trust to luck
trust unto
trust upon
trust your word
trust-bolstering
trust-breaking
trust-controlled
trust-controlling
trust-ingly
trust-regulating
trust-ridden
trust-winning
trusted friend
trustee account
trustee bank
trustee in bankruptcy
trustee mortgage bond
trustee process
trustee savings bank
trustee security
trustee stock
trusting soul
trusty friend
trusty sword
truth claim
truth drug
truth in action
truth lover
truth or consequences
truth seeker
truth serum
truth set
truth speaker
truth table
truth to life
truth to nature
truth to the letter
truth-armed
truth-bearing
truth-cloaking
truth-cowed
truth-declaring
truth-denying
truth-desiring
truth-destroying
truth-dictated
truth-filled
truth-functional
truth-functionally
truth-guarding
truth-instructed
truth-led
truth-loving
truth-mocking
truth-passing
truth-perplexing
truth-revealing
truth-seeking
truth-shod
truth-speaking
truth-telling
truth-tried
truth-value
truth-writ
try a case
try again
try and
try and make me
try and try
try and try again
try anything once
try cock
try conclusions
try conclusions with
try for
try for a miracle
try for point
try gun
try hard
try hole
try in all its phases
try it
try it for size
try it on
try on
try on for size
try one
try one another
try out
try out for
try plane
try square
try the chance
try the patience
try to
try to be in two places at once
try to bribe
try to catch the wind in a net
try to fetch water in a sieve
try to find
try to gather grapes from thorns
try to get blood from a turnip
try to get figs from thistles
try to make bricks from straw
try to make cheese of chalk
try to reach
try to recall
try to weave a rope of sand
try up
try you out
try your best
try your damndest
try your darndest
try your fortune
try your hand
try your luck
try your strength
try your utmost
try-
try-on
try-pot
tryer-out
trying for
trying plane
trypaflavine neut
trypan blue
trypan red
trysail gaff
trysail mast
trysting day
trysting place
tsetchem leshalom
tsetse fly
tsetse fly disease
tsutsugamushi disease
tsutsugamushi mite
tu quoque
tu-chung
tu-chung bark
tu-whit
tu-whit tu-whoo
tu-whoo
tuan muda
tub boat
tub butter
tub chair
tub desk
tub drubber
tub front
tub maker
tub of lard
tub preacher
tub preaching
tub thumper
tub thumping
tub wheel
tub-brained
tub-coopering
tub-fast
tub-keeping
tub-preach
tub-preacher
tub-shaped
tub-size
tub-sized
tub-t
tub-thump
tub-thumper	ubal pregnancy
tube brazier
tube casts
tube coral
tube counter
tube culture
tube door
tube drawer
tube foot
tube generator
tube mill	ube of electric force	ube of force
tube plate
tube railway
tube saw
tube set
tube sheet
tube shutter
tube spinner
tube transmitter
tube weaver
tube well
tube worm
tube wrench
tube-bearing
tube-curing
tube-drawing
tube-drilling
tube-eye
tube-eyed
tube-eyes
tube-fed
tube-filling
tube-nosed
tube-rolling
tube-scraping
tube-shaped
tube-straightening
tube-weaving
tubeless tire
tubeless tyre	uber aster	uber fern	uber indexing	uber moth	uber root	ubercle bacillus	ubercul-
tuberculin test	ubercul-
tuberculosis cutis	uberculosis luposa	uberculosis of the intestines	uberculosis of the larynx	uberculous arthritis	uberculous meningitis	uberculous rheumatism	uberous root	uberous-rooted	ubi-
tubo-
tubo-uterine	ubular bells	ubular floret	ubular girder	ubular goods
tubular skate
tubular-flowered
tubular-pneumatic organ
tubuli-
tuck away
tuck box
tuck in
tuck in a reef
tuck net
tuck plate
tuck pointer
tuck pointing
tuck seine
tuck shop
tuck your tail
tuck-in
tuck-net
tuck-out
tuck-point
tuck-pointed
tuck-pointer
tuck-shop
tuckaway table	ucked up
tucker bag
tucker out
tucker-bag
tucker-box
tucker-in	 Tuckered out	ucky lily
tuco tuco
tuco-tuco
tuco-tucos	ucu tucu	udor arch	uft tree	uft-hunter	ufted duck	ufted hair grass	ufted titmouse	ufted-eared	ufted-necked	 tug at the heart	 tug at the heartstrings	 tug chain	 tug iron	 tug of war
tug the heartstrings
tug-of-war
tug-of-warring
tula metal
tule chicken
tule goose
tule hen
tule mint
tule perch
tule potato
tule root
tule wren
tulema arrow-root
tulip bed
tulip blight
tulip ear
tulip fancier
tulip fire
tulip grower
tulip mold
tulip oak
tulip orchid
tulip poplar
tulip poppy
tulip root
tulip shell
tulip tree
tulip-eared
tulip-fancier
tulip-grass
tulip-growing
tulip-shaped
tulip-tree
tulip-wood
tum out
tum-ti-tum
tum-tum
tumble car
tumble cart
tumble drier
tumble for
tumble grass
tumble home
tumble mustard
tumble on
tumble through the mind
tumble to
tumble-
tumble-down
tumbledown shack
tumbler bearing
tumbler cart
tumbler cup
tumbler drier
tumbler gear
tumbler gearing
tumbler pigeon
tumbler switch
tumbler-shaped
tumbling barrel
tumbling bay
tumbling box
tumbling rod
tumbling shaft
tumbling verse
tumbling-
tumbu fly
tump-line
tumulus scab
tun of flesh
tun pail
tun shell
tun-bellied
tun-dish
tuna cheese
tuna clipper
tuna fish
tuna fish salad
tuna oil
tuna salad sandwich
tune down
tune in
tune off
tune out
tune up
tune your lyre
tune-skilled
tune-up
tuned antenna
tuneful Nine
tuner-inner	ung oil	tung tree	tung-oil
tung-oil tree	tungst-
tungsten lamp
tungsten ocher
tungsten steel
tungsten trioxide
tungstic acid
tunic flower
tunica palmata
tuning bar
tuning capacitor
tuning coil
tuning condenser
tuning cone
tuning fork
tuning hammer
tuning hole
tuning horn
tuning key
tuning lever
tuning peg
tuning pin
tuning pipe
tuning slide
tuning wrench
tunking fit
tunna smjors
tunnel anemia
tunnel diode
tunnel disease
tunnel effect
tunnel head
tunnel kiln
tunnel miner
tunnel net
tunnel of love
tunnel of time
tunnel pit
tunnel right
tunnel shaft
tunnel sickness
tunnel stern
tunnel vault
tunnel vision
tunnel weaver
tunnel worm
tunnel-boring
tunnel-shaped
tunny oil
tuno gum
tup lamb
tup-headed
tupelo gum
tupi-guarani
tupi-guaranian
tupenny-hapenny
turban buttercup
turban lily
turban sheep
turban squash
turban stone
turban toque
turban-crested
turban-crowned
turban-shaped
turbary hog	
turbidity current
turbine centrifugal pump
turbine interrupter
turbine nozzle
turbine steamer
turbine ventilator
turbine-driven
turbine-engined
turbine-propelled
turbo-
turbo-electric
turbo-prop
turbo-propeller engine
turbo-propeller plane
turbo-ram-jet engine
turbo-ramjet engine	
turbojet engine
turbojet propulsion	
turboprop engine	
turboprop-jet
turboprop-jet engine	
turboram-jet
turboramjet engine	
turbulent flow	
turco-
turf accountant	
turf ant	
turf cake	
turf hog	
turf moss	
turf out	
turf webworm
turkey-foot
turkey-hen
turkey-trot
turkey-trotted
turkey-trotting
turkey-worked
turkish bath
turkish coffee
turkish delight
turkish tobacco
turkish towel
turmeric paper
turmeric root
turmeric tree
turn a blind eye
turn a blind eye to
turn a cold shoulder to
turn a cold shoulder upon
turn a corner
turn a deaf ear
turn a deaf ear to
turn a hair
turn a hand
turn a penny
turn a pirouette
turn a pot
turn a somersault
turn a willing ear
turn about
turn acid
turn against
turn an honest penny
turn and turn about
turn around
turn around your little finger
turn aside
turn aside from
turn aside provocation
turn ass over elbows
turn attention to
turn away
turn away from
turn awry
turn back
turn back the clock
turn bench
turn blue in the face
turn bolt
turn bottom side up
turn bridge
turn button
turn cloak
turn color
turn down
turn file
turn for
turn from
turn gray
turn green
turn head over heels
turn in
turn in an alarm
turn in your badge
turn in your uniform
turn indicator
turn informer
turn inside out
turn into
turn into money
turn into the opposite
turn inward
turn it off
turn king's evidence
turn loose
turn meter
turn of events
turn of expression
turn of mind
turn of phrase
turn of the cards
turn of the screw
turn of the table
turn of the tide
turn of the wheel
turn of thought
turn of work
turn off
turn off the juice
turn off the light
turn on
turn on a dime
turn on her heel
turn on the juice
turn on the light
turn on the offensive
turn on the tap
turn on to
turn on your heel
turn one's back on
turn one's back upon
turn out
turn out bag and baggage
turn out doors
turn out of doors
turn out of house and home
turn out that way
turn out to be
turn out well
turn over
turn over a new leaf
turn over in the mind
turn over the leaves
turn over your knees
turn pale
turn queen's
turn queen's evidence
turn red
turn round
turn sign
turn sour
turn state's evidence
turn stitch
turn swords into plowshares
turn tail
turn the back upon
turn the balance
turn the corner
turn the edge of
turn the eyes
turn the mind to
turn the other cheek
turn the point of
turn the scale
turn the scales
turn the shoulder
turn the stomach
turn the tables
turn the tables on
turn the tables upon
turn the thoughts to
turn the tide
turn the trick
turn thumbs down on
turn to
turn to a lake
turn to a sea
turn to account
turn to good account
turn to naught
turn to nothing
turn to profit
turn to stone
turn to the right-about
turn to the side
turn to use
turn to your advantage
turn topsy-turvy
turn traitor
turn turtle
turn under
turn up
turn up missing
turn up one's face
turn up trumps
turn up your nose at
turn up your toes
turn upon
turn upon your heel
turn upside down
turn west
turn white
turn yellow
turn you away
turn you on
turn your attention from
turn your back on
turn your back upon
turn your coat
turn your face to the wall
turn your hand to
turn your head
turn your stomach
turn your tail upon
turn your tracks to
turn-
turn-and-bank indicato
turn-and-bank indicator
turn-and-slip indicator
turn-buckle
turn-crowned
turn-down
turn-furrow
turn-hall
turn-in
turn-key
turn-key job
turn-out
turn-over
turn-penny
turn-round
turn-server
turn-serving
turn-sick
turn-sickness
turn-table
turn-to
turn-tree
turn-under
turn-up
turned around
turned comma
tumed on
tumed period
tumed-back
tumed-down
tumed-in
turned-off
tumed-on
tumed-out
turned-over
turned-up
turner hall
turner harp
turner hood
turner-off
turning arbor
turning around
turning away
turning back
turning backwards
turning basin
turning chisel
turning circle
turning down
turning engine
turning front to back
turning gouge
turning head over heels
turning inside out
turning into
turning inward
turning movement
turning on
turning out
turning over
turning over in the mind
turning pendant
turning piece
turning plow
turning point
turning rest
turning saw
turning side to side
turning spur
turning square
turning traitor
turning upside down
turning upside-down
turning value
turnip aphid
turnip bean
turnip cabbage
turnip flea
turnip flea beetle
turnip fly
turnip foot
turnip grass
turnip jack
turnip leaf miner
turnip louse
turnip maggot
turnip nigger
turnip parsnip
turnip radish
turnip sawfly
turnip shell
turnip tops
turnip-bearing
turnip-eating
turnip-fed
turnip-growing
turnip-headed
turnip-leaved
turnip-pate
turnip-pointed
turnip-rooted
turnip-rooted celery
turnip-shaped
turnip-sick
turnip-stemmed
turnip-tailed
turnip-yielding
turnover door
turnover hinge
turnover tax
turnpike bond
turnpike geranium
turnpike man
turnpike road
turntable ladder
turnup bed
turnup card
turpentine beetle
turpentine camphor
turpentine gum
turpentine moth
turpentine oil
turpentine orchard
turpentine pine
turpentine plant
turpentine shrub
turpentine substitute
turpentine sunflower
turpentine tree
turpeth mineral
turquoise blue
turquoise green
turquoise-blue
turquoise-colored
turquoise-encrusted
turquoise-hued
turquoise-studded
turquoise-tinted
turret angle-rack tool
turret captain
turret clock
turret crew
turret cutter
turret deck
turret drier
turret drill
turret gun
turret lathe
turret ship
turret slide tool
turret spider
turret steamer
turret taper tool
turret-deck vessel
turret-decked vessel
turret-shaped
turret-topped
turret-turning
turtle cowrie
turtle crawl
turtle deck
turtle grass
turtle green
turtle heart
turtle peg
turtle pegger
turtle pegging
turtle plate
turtle shell
turtle soup
turtle stone
turtle-back
turtle-back shooting
turtle-billing
turtle-dove
turtle-footed
turtle-haunted
turtle-mouthed
turtle-neck
turtle-winged
turtleback scale
turtleneck sweater	usk shell
tusk tenon	ussah silk	ussock grass	ussock moth	ussock sedge	ussock-grass	ut money	ut-mouthed	ut-tut	ut-tutted	ut-tutting	utelar genius	utelar god	utelar spirit	utelary genius	utelary god
twelve-dram
twelve-feet
twelve-foot
twelve-footed
twelve-fruited
twelve-gated
twelve-gauge
twelve-gemmed
twelve-handed
twelve-hole
twelve-horsepower
twelve-hour
twelve-inch
twelve-labor
twelve-legged
twelve-line
twelve-mile
twelve-mile limit
twelve-minute
twelve-monthly
twelve-note row
twelve-o’clock
twelve-oared
twelve-ounce
twelve-part
twelve-pint
twelve-point
twelve-point sphere
twelve-pound
twelve-pounder
twelve-rayed
twelve-seated
twelve-shilling
twelve-sided
twelve-spoke
twelve-spotted
twelve-starred
twelve-stone
twelve-stranded
twelve-thread
twelve-tone
twelve-tone row
twelve-tone technique
twelve-towered
twelve-verse
twelve-wired
twelve-word
twelve-year
twelve-year-old
twelveth man
twentieth man
twentieth-century
twenty questions
twenty-acre
twenty-carat
twenty-centimeter
twenty-cubit
twenty-day
twenty-dollar
twenty-dollar bill
twenty-dollar gold piece
twenty-eight
twenty-eighth
twenty-fifth
twenty-first
twenty-five
twenty-five cents
twenty-five percent
twenty-foot
twenty-four
twenty-four carat
twenty-four-hour
twenty-fourmo
twenty-fourmos
twenty-fourth
twenty-gauge
twenty-grain
twenty-gun
twenty-hour
twenty-inch
twenty-knot
twenty-line
twenty-man
twenty-mark
twenty-mesh
twenty-meter
twenty-mile
twenty-minute
twenty-nigger
twenty-nine
twenty-ninth
twenty-one
twenty-one point cassino
twenty-ounce
twenty-payment
twenty-penny
twenty-plume
twenty-pound
twenty-round
twenty-second
twenty-seven
twenty-seventh
twenty-shilling
twenty-six
twenty-sixth
twenty-third
twenty-thread
twenty-three
twenty-ton
twenty-twenty
twenty-two
twenty-wood
twenty-word
twenty-yard
twenty-year
twi-
twi-banked
twi-circle
twi-colored
twi-form
twi-formed
twi-minded
twi-night
twi-nighter
twice as much
twice over
twice-abandoned
twice-abolished
twice-absent
twice-accented
twice-accepted
twice-accomplished
twice-accorded
twice-accused
twice-achieved
twice-acknowledged
twice-acquired
twice-acted
twice-adapted
twice-adjourned
twice-adjusted
twice-admitted
twice-adopted
twice-affirmed
twice-agreed
twice-alarmed
twice-alleged
twice-allied
twice-altered
twice-amended
twice-angered
twice-announced
twice-answered
twice-anticipated
twice-appealed
twice-appointed
twice-appropriated
twice-approved
twice-arbitrated
twice-arranged
twice-assaulted
twice-asserted
twice-assessed
twice-assigned
twice-associated
twice-assured
twice-attained
twice-attempted
twice-attested
twice-audited
twice-authorized
twice-avoided
twice-baked
twice-balanced
twice-bankrupt
twice-baptized
twice-barred
twice-bearing
twice-beaten
twice-begged
twice-begun
twice-beheld
twice-beloved
twice-bent
twice-bereaved
twice-bereft
twice-bestowed
twice-betrayed
twice-bid
twice-bit
twice-blamed
twice-blessed
twice-blooming
twice-blowing
twice-boiled
twice-born
twice-borrowed
twice-bought
twice-branded
twice-broken
twice-brought
twice-buried
twice-called
twice-cancelled
twice-canvassed
twice-captured
twice-carried
twice-caught
twice-censured
twice-challenged
twice-changed
twice-charged
twice-cheated
twice-chosen
twice-cited
twice-claimed
twice-collected
twice-commenced
twice-commended
twice-committed
twice-competing
twice-completed
twice-compromised
twice-concealed
twice-conceded
twice-condemned
twice-conferrred
twice-confessed
twice-confirmed
twice-conquered
twice-consenting
twice-considered
twice-consulted
twice-contested
twice-continued
twice-converted
twice-convicted
twice-copyrighted
twice-corrected
twice-dyed
twice-earned
twice-effected
twice-elected
twice-enacted
twice-encountered
twice-endorsed
twice-engaged
twice-enlarged
twice-ennobled
twice-essayed
twice-evaded
twice-examined
twice-excelled
twice-excused
twice-exempted
twice-exiled
twice-exposed
twice-expressed
twice-extended
twice-fallen
twice-false
twice-favored
twice-felt
twice-filmed
twice-fined
twice-folded
twice-fooled
twice-forgiven
twice-forgotten
twice-forsaken
twice-fought
twice-foul
twice-fulfilled
twice-gained
twice-garbed
twice-given
twice-granted
twice-grieved
twice-guilty
twice-handicapped
twice-hazarded
twice-healed
twice-heard
twice-helped
twice-hidden
twice-hit
twice-honored
twice-humbled
twice-hurt
twice-identified
twice-ignored
twice-imposed
twice-improved
twice-incensed
twice-increased
twice-indulged
twice-infected
twice-injured
twice-insulted
twice-insured
twice-invented
twice-invited
twice-issued
twice-jailed
twice-judged
twice-kidnapped
twice-knighted
twice-laid
twice-lamented
twice-leagued
twice-learned
twice-left
twice-lengthened
twice-levied
twice-liable
twice-listed
twice-loaned
twice-lost
twice-mad
twice-maintained
twice-marketed
twice-married
twice-mastered
twice-mated
twice-measured
twice-menaced
twice-mended
twice-mentioned
twice-merited
twice-met
twice-missed
twice-mistaken
twice-modified
twice-mortal
twice-mourned
twice-named
twice-necessitated
twice-needed
twice-negligent
twice-negotiated
twice-nominated
twice-noted
twice-notified
twice-numbered
twice-objected
twice-obligated
twice-occasoned
twice-occupied
twice-offended
twice-offered
twice-offset
twice-omitted
twice-opened
twice-opposed
twice-ordered
twice-originated
twice-orphaned
twice-overdue
twice-overtaken
twice-overthrown
twice-owned
twice-paid
twice-painted
twice-pardoned
twice-parted
twice-partitioned
twice-patched
twice-pensioned
twice-permitted
twice-persuaded
twice-perused
twice-petitioned
twice-pinnate
twice-placed
twice-planned
twice-pleased
twice-pledged
twice-poisoned
twice-pondered
twice-posed
twice-postponed
twice-praised
twice-predicted
twice-preferred
twice-prepaid
twice-prepared
twice-prescribed
twice-presented
twice-preserved
twice-pretended
twice-prevailing
twice-prevented
twice-printed
twice-procured
twice-professed
twice-prohibited
twice-promised
twice-promoted
twice-proposed
twice-prosecuted
twice-protected
twice-proven
twice-provided
twice-provoked
twice-published
twice-punished
twice-pursued
twice-qualified
twice-questioned
twice-quoted
twice-raided
twice-re-elected
twice-read
twice-realized
twice-rebuilt
twice-recognized
twice-reconciled
twice-reconsidered
twice-recovered
twice-redeemed
twice-refined
twice-reformed
twice-refused
twice-regained
twice-regretted
twice-rehearsed
twice-reimbursed
twice-reinstated
twice-rejected
twice-released
twice-seen
twice-seized
twice-selected
twice-sensed
twice-sent
twice-sentenced
twice-separated
twice-served
twice-set
twice-settled
twice-severed
twice-shamed
twice-shared
twice-shelled
twice-shelved
twice-shielded
twice-shot
twice-shown
twice-sick
twice-silenced
twice-sketched
twice-soiled
twice-sold
twice-soled
twice-solicited
twice-solved
twice-sought
twice-sounded
twice-spared
twice-specified
twice-spent
twice-sprung
twice-stabbed
twice-staged
twice-stated
twice-stolen
twice-stopped
twice-straightened
twice-stress
twice-stretched
twice-stricken
twice-struck
twice-subdued
twice-subjected
twice-subscribed
twice-substituted
twice-sued
twice-suffered
twice-sufficient
twice-suggested
twice-summoned
twice-suppressed
twice-surprised
twice-surrendered
twice-suspected
twice-suspended
twice-sustained
twice-sworn
twice-tabled
twice-taken
twice-tamed
twice-taped
twice-tardy
twice-taught
twice-tempted
twice-tendered
twice-terminated
twice-tested
twice-thanked
twice-thought
twice-threatened
twice-thrown
twice-tied
twice-told
twice-told tale
twice-torn
twice-touched
twice-trained
twice-transferred
twice-translated
twice-transported
twice-treated
twice-tricked
twice-tried
twice-trusted
twice-turned
twice-undertaken
twice-undone
twice-united
twice-unpaid
twice-upset
twice-used
twice-uttered
twice-vacant
twice-vamped
twice-varnished
twice-ventured
twice-verified
twice-vetoed
twice-victimized
twice-violated
twice-visited
twice-voted
twice-waged
twice-waived
twice-wanted
twice-warned
twice-wasted
twice-weaned
twice-welcomed
twice-whipped
twice-widowed
twice-wished
twice-withdrawn
twice-witnessed
twice-won
twice-worn
twice-wounded
twice-yielded
twiddle your thumbs
twiddle-twaddle
twiddling line
twig beetle
twig blight
twig borer
twig caterpillar
twig drop
twig gall
twig girdler
twig insect
twig pruner
twig rush
twig-formed
twig-green
twig-lined
twig-suspended
twig-wrought	wilight arch	wilight blue	wilight home	wilight of the gods	wilight of your days	wilight parallel
twilight sleep
twilight state
twilight vision
twilight war
twilight zone
twilight-enfolded
twilight-hidden
twilight-hushed
twilight-loving
twilight-seeming
twilight-tinctured
twill weave
twin-leaf
twin-leaved
twin-leaves
twin-lens
twin-lens camera
twin-lens reflex
twin-lens reflex camera
twin-light
twin-motor
twin-motored
twin-named
twin-peaked
twin-power
twin-prop
twin-roller
twin-screw
twin-set
twin-sister
twin-six
twin-spiked
twin-spired
twin-spot
twin-striped
twin-tailboom jet
twin-towered
twin-towned
twin-tractor
twin-wheeled
twin-wire
twine around
twine binder
twine braider
twine cutter
twine holder
twine polisher
twine reeler
twine spinner
twine-binding
twine-bound
twine-colored
twine-spinning
twine-toned
twine-twisting
twinge of conscience
twilge-twangle
twinkle of an eye
twinkling of an eye
twinning axis
two shakes of a lamb’s tail
two times
two weeks
two whoops and a holler
two-a-cat
two-alarm fire
two-along
two-and-a-half stripes
two-and-one-half striper
two-angle
two-arched
two-armed
two-aspect
two-barred
two-barreled
two-base
two-base hit
two-beat
two-bedded
two-bid
two-bill
two-bit
two-bit politician
two-blade
two-bladed
two-block
two-blocks
two-bodied
two-bodies
two-bodies problem
two-bond
two-bottle
two-bottom plow
two-branched
two-bristled
two-bushel
two-by-four
two-capsuled
two-celled
two-cent
two-centered
two-chamber
two-chambered
two-charge
two-charge rate
two-circle
two-circuit
two-circuit switch
two-cleft
two-coat
two-color
two-color press
two-color printing
two-colored
two-compartment vessel
two-component
two-course system
two-cycle
two-cylinder
two-day
two-deck
two-deck vessel
two-decker
two-dimensional
two-dimensional wave
two-dimensionality
two-dimensionally
two-dimensioned
two-dollar
two-dollar bill
two-dollar broker
two-dollar word
two-eared
two-edged
two-em
two-em dash
two-ended
two-eye
two-eyed
two-eyes
two-face
two-faced
two-facedly
two-facedness
two-factor
two-family
two-family house
two-feeder
two-field system
two-figure
two-fingered
two-fisted
two-fisted man
two-floor
two-flowered
two-fluid
two-fold
two-foot
two-foot octave
two-footed
two-for-a-cent
two-for-a-penny
two-forked
two-formed
two-four
two-four time
two-gallon
two-grained
two-groove
two-grooved
two-guinea
two-gun
two-hand
two-handed
two-handed saw
two-handedly
two-handedness
two-handled
two-headed
two-high
two-hinged
two-horned
two-horse
two-horsepower
two-hour
two-humped
two-inch
two-leaf
two-leaved
two-legged
two-level
two-life
two-light
two-line
two-line octave
two-lined
two-lipped
two-lobed
two-lunged
two-man
two-man tent
two-mast
two-masted
two-master
two-membered
two-mile
two-minded
two-minute
two-minute gun
two-monthly
two-name
two-name paper
two-named
two-necked
two-needle
two-nerved
two-oar
two-oared
two-ounce
two-pair
two-part
two-part harmony
two-part time
two-parted
two-party
two-party system
two-pass
two-peaked
two-petaled
two-phase
two-phaser
two-piece
two-piece bow
two-piece suit
two-pile
two-piled
two-pin escapement
two-pipe
two-place
two-platoon
two-platoon system
two-plowed
two-ply
two-point
two-point landing
two-pointic
two-pole
two-position
two-pot screamer
two-pound
two-principle
two-pronged
two-quart
two-rail
two-ranked
two-rate
two-rayed
two-revolution
two-roomed
two-row
two-rowed
two-seated
two-seater
two-seeded
two-shafted
two-shanked
two-shaped
two-sheave
two-shilling
two-shillingly
two-shillingness
two-shot
two-sided
two-sidedness
two-soused
two-speed
two-spined
two-spored
two-spot
two-spotted
two-stage rocket
two-stall
two-stalled
two-star
two-star general
two-step
two-step rocket
two-stepped
two-stepping
two-sticker
two-storied
two-story
two-stream
two-stringed
two-stripped
two-striper
two-stroke
two-stroke cycle engine
two-stroke-cycle
two-suit
two-suiter
two-syllable
two-tailed test
two-teeth
two-third
two-thirds
two-three
two-throw
two-time
two-time loser
two-timed
two-timer
two-timing
two-tined
two-toed
two-toed anteater
two-tone
two-toned
two-tongued
two-toothed
two-topped
two-topsail schooner
two-track
two-tusked
two-twisted
two-unit
two-up
two-valved
two-volume
two-way
two-way communication
two-way radio
two-wheel
two-wheeled
two-wheeler
two-wicked
two-winged
two-winged fly
two-woods
two-word
two-year
two-year college
two-year-old
twofold tackle
twopenny grass
twopenny-halfpenny
twyhynde man
tye block
tying up
tylo-
ymp stick
tympan frame
tympan sheet
tympanic bone
tympanic cavity
tympanic membrane
tympano-
type A
type AB
type B
type O
type bar
type block
type body
type cabinet
type case
type caster
type characteristic
type class
type cutter
type cutting
type face
type founder
type founding
type foundry
type gauge
type genus
type lice
type locality
type matter
type measure
type metal
type mold
type object
page
page
page
page
page
type page
type part
type plate
type rack
type shank
type size
type sizes
type slug
type species
type specimen
type station
type stem
type style
type styles
type theory
type wash
type wheel
type-blackened
type-cast
type-caster
type-casting
type-cutting
type-distributing
type-dressing
type-high
types of
types of containers
types of languages
types of marks
types of photography
typesetting machine
typesetting machines
typewriter brush
typewriter cabinet
typewriter case
typewriter cover
typewriter desk
typewriter eraser
typewriter holder
typewriter key
typewriter mat
typewriter oil
typewriter pad
typewriter paper
typewriter ribbon
typewriter roller
typewriter stand
typewriter table
typewriter type
typewriting telegraph
typh fever
typhlo-
typhlo-ureterostomy
typho-
typhoid bacillus
typhoid carrier
typhoid fever
typhoid spine
 typhus fever
typical case
typical example
typical man
typing machine
typing paper
typist's error
typo-
typographical error
tyrrannize over
tyrranny of the majority
tyrrant bird
tyrrant flycatcher
tyrrant sparing none
tyrrant wren
tyrrant-bought
tyrrant-hating
tyrrant-quelling
tyrrant-ridden
tyrrant-scourging
tyrian purple
tyrolean hat
tyroliite green
tyrosine hydroxylase
tzetze fly
u hlan
u-boat
u-mm
u-o umlaut
ua mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono
uberrima fides
ubi supra
ubussu palm
ucinate epilepsy
ugli fruit
ugly as hell
ugly as sin
ugly as the wrath of God
ugly customer
ugly duckling
ugly person
ugly thing
ugly wind
ugly-clowed
ugly-conditioned
ugly-eyed
ugly-faced
ugly-headed
ugly-looking
ugly-omened
ugly-tempered
ugly-visaged
uh-huh
ujamaa village
uki fly
ukiyo-e
ulcer diet
ulcerative colitis
ule tree
ulla grass
ullage rocket
ulnar nerve
ulnocondylar foramen
ulterior motive
ultima Thule
ultima ratio
ultima ratio regum
ultima thule
ultimate aim
ultimate analysis
ultimate cause
ultimate concern
ultimate constituent
ultimate load
ultimate purpose
ultimate strength
ultimate stress
ultimate truth
ultra vires
ultra-
ultra-Protestantism
ultra-abolitionism
ultra-abstract
ultra-academic
ultra-affected
ultra-aggressive
ultra-ambitious
ultra-angelic
ultra-apologetic
ultra-arbitrary
ultra-argumentative
ultra-atomic
ultra-auspicious
ultra-slow
ultra-ultra
ultrahigh frequency
ultrahigh-frequency
ultrahigh-frequency station
ultramannish bob
ultrashortwave diathermy
ultrasonic detector
ultrasonic diathermy
ultrasonic flow detection
ultrasonic flow detector
ultrasonic inspector
ultrasonic spectacles
ultrasonic speed
ultrasonic therapy
ultraviolet heat
ultraviolet lamp
ultraviolet light
ultraviolet microscope
ultraviolet ray
ultraviolet therapy
um suff
um-
um-hum
um-yum
umber bird
umber-black
umber-brown
umber-colored
umber-rufous
umbilical cord
umbilical hernia
umble pie
umbra tree
umbrella ant
umbrella bird
umbrella bush
umbrella catalpa
umbrella fern
umbrella fir
umbrella grass
umbrella leaf
umbrella maker
umbrella making
umbrella man
umbrella palm
umbrella pine
umbrella plant
umbrella pulley
umbrella sedge
umbrella shell
umbrella stand
umbrella step
umbrella tent
umbrella tree
umbrella-shaped
umbrella-topped
umbro-
umbu-rana
umpire assay
un w
un-
un-American
un-Americanism
un-Australian
un-Austrian
un-Brahminical
un-Christianise
un-Christianised
un-Christianising
un-Christianize
un-Christianized
un-Christianizing
un-Christianlike
un-Christianly
un-Christliness
un-Christly
un-Christmaslike
un-English
un-Eucharistic
un-Eucharistical
un-Eucharistically
un-European
un-French
un-German
un-Jesuitic
un-Jesuitical
un-Jesuitically
un-Latinised
un-Latinized
un-Negro
un-Scripturality
un-Victorian
un-american
un-co-operating
un-co-operative
un-co-ordinate
un-co-ordinated
un-come-at-able
un-come-at-ableness
un-come-at-ably
un-english
un-first-class
un-free-trade
un-frenchify
un-get-at-able
un-get-at-ableness
un-hunh
un-numbed
un-panic-stricken
un-preempted
un-reembodied
un-thought-of
una corda
una corda pedal
una voce
unable to
unable to believe your eyes
unable to believe your senses
unable to forget
unable to make ends meet
unable to meet your obligations
unable to pay your creditors
unable to say 'boo' to a goose
unable to say 'no'
unable to show your face
unabridged dictionary
unacceptable person
unaccommodated man
unaccounted-for
unaccustomed to
unacquaintance with evil
unacquainted with
unacquainted with evil
unadorned meaning
unadorned style
unaided eye
unalienable rights
unaligned nation
unalloyed happiness
unanalyzed mass
unanimously elected
unarmored scale
unasked-for
unassisted eye
unattended to
unauthorized absence
unavailable energy
unavoidable casualty
unaware of
unbalanced mind
unbiased observer
unblessed with
unblinking eye
unbloody sacrifice
unblush mg
unbosom yourself
unbroken chord
unbroken sleep
unbuckle your belt
unburden your conscience
unburden your heart
unburden your mind
unburdening yourself
unbuttoned ease
uncalled for
uncalled-for
uncared-for
uncertainty principle
uncertainty relation
unchaste man
unchaste person
unchaste woman
unchecked will
unciform process
uncinate process
uncle sam
unclean spirit
unco guid
uncollected accounts
uncome-at-able
uncommitted amplifier
uncommitted person
uncommitted voter
uncommonly like
uncommunicative person
uncomplimentary remark
unconditional convergence
unconditioned free will
unconditioned reflex
unconditioned response
unconfirmed report
unconscionable price
unconscious drive
unconscious knowledge
unconscious memory
unconscious mind
unconscious of
unconscious urge
uncontrolled growth
uncontrolled spin
unconversant with
uncover yourself
uncreated being
uncritical acceptance
uncross-examined
und so weiter
unda maris
undec-
undecided issue
undecided voter
undeclared war
undecylenic acid
undeniable fact
under a charm
under a cloud
under a spell
under a strain
under active consideration
under advisement
under an eclipse
under an error
under any other name
under arms
under arrest
under attack
under bare poles
under bevel
under canvas
under close arrest
under coercion
under compulsion
under consideration
under construction
under control
under cover
under cover of
under damping
under detention
under discipline
under dominant
under easy sail
under examination
under false colors
under fire
under forced draft
under full steam
under hand and seal
under handicap
under heaven
under house arrest
under investigation
under lock and key
under mediant
under nine
under no circumstances
under oath
under obligation
under one's breath
under one's wing
under pain of
under par
under part
under penalty of
under power
under press of
under press of canvas
under press of sail
under press of sail and steam
under press of steam
under pressure
under privilege
under probation
under protest
under restraint
under revision
under sail
under secretary
under security
under security restrictions
under siege
under steam
under surveillance
under suspicion
under the aegis of
under the auspices of
under the ban
under the ban of secrecy
under the breath
under the circumstances
under the cloak of
under the counter
under the eyes of
under the garb of
under the hammer
under the harrow
under the heel
under the heel of
under the impression
under the influence
under the knife
under the lash
under the lee
under the nose of
under the pretext of
under the protection of
under the rose
under the seal of secrecy
under the shadow of your wing
under the shield of
under the stars
under the sun
under the surface
under the table
under the weather
under the wind
under the wing of
under the wire
under tow
under way
under weigh
under wraps
under your belt
under your breath
under your care
under your command
under your control
under your eyes
under your hand
under your hat
under your jurisdiction
under your nose
under your orders
under your own power
under your thumb
under your very nose
under your wing
under-
under-action
under-body
under-breath
under-carriage
under-chap
under-covert
under-deck
under-dip
under-earth
under-estimate
under-frame
under-garment
under-glaze
under-jaw
under-king
under-mentioned
under-petticoat
under-round
under-runner
under-secretary
under-sized
under-skirt
under-steward
under-surface
under-the-counter
under-the-table
under-time
under-treasurer
undercover activity
undercover man
undercurrent relay
underdeck tonnage
underdeveloped nation
underfrequency relay
undergo a change
undergo an eclipse
undergo deprivation
undergo privation
undergo schooling
undergo treatment
underground activity
underground cable
underground fighter
underground film
underground literature
underground movie
underground railroad
underground railway
underground river
underground route
underground trolley
underground warfare
underhand bundler
underhand dealing
underhand stope
underheat brooder
underhung rudder
underload starter
underload switch
underlying level
underlying meaning
underlying reason
underlying structure
undermine your faith
undermine your reason
underpitch vault
underpower relay
underprivileged, the
undershot wheel
understand by
understand one another
understudy for
undertake operations
undertaker's establishment
undervaluing of self
underwater archaeologist
underwater archaeology
underwater craft
undesirable discharge
undesirable person
undigested securities
undistributed costs
undistributed middle
undivided attention
undivided profits
undreamed-of
undress uniform
undue excitability
undue liberty
undulant fever
undulatory theory
unduly neglected
undying fame
undying friendship
unearned income
unearned increment
uneducated speech
unemployed, the
unemployment benefit
unemployment compensation
unemployment insurance
unequal to
unequal treatment
unequal-lengthed
unequal-limbed
unequal-lobed
unequal-sided
unequal-tempered
unequal-valved
uneven-aged
uneven-carriaged
uneven-handed
uneven-numbered
uneven-priced
uneven-roofed
unexcused absence
unexempt from
unexpended balance
unexplored ground
unexplored territory
unfair competition
unfair discrimination
unfair list
unfair practice
unfairly neglected
unfallen state
unfamiliar with
unfathomed deeps
unfavorable balance of payments
unfavorable wind
unfeel mg
unfinished worsted
unfit for human consumption
unfit to live in
unfold a tale
unforeseen attack
unforgivable sin
unfortunate time
unfortunate woman
unfrozen hydrometeor
unfulfilled pledge
unfunded debt
unfurl a banner
unfurl a flag
unfurl an ensign
unfurl sail
unfurnished uninhabited
uniformly continuous function
unilateral trade
unimportant person
uninhabited region
uninitiated in
uninterrupted course
uninterrupted sequence
unintoxicated state
uninvited guest
unio-
union black
union blue
union bow
union card
union catalog
union catalogue
union color
union contract
union cord
union district
union down
union dye
union elbow
union flag
union grass
union house
union jack
union jet burner
union joint
union label
union language
union list
union local
union member
union nut
union officer
union orange
union organizer
union pipes
union school
union shop
union station
union suit
union tannage
union tee
union territory
union-made
unipolar transistor
unique factorization domain
unique factorization theorem
uniqueness theorem
unisex clothing
unison interval
unissued capital stock
unit banking
unit carrier
unit cell
unit character
unit cost
unit element
unit factor
unit fraction
unit insignia
unit investm
unit investment trust
unit line
unit lock
unit magnetic pole
unit matrix
unit of account
unit of being
unit of energy
unit of flux
unit of force
unit of light
unit of meaning
unit of measurement
unit of weight
unit operation
unit organ
unit plane
unit point
unit price
unit pricing
unit prism
unit process
unit pyramid
unit quantity
unit rule
unit stress
unit switch
unit tare
unit trust
unit vector
unit watermark
unit's place
unit-set
unitary government
unitary matrix
unite efforts
unite in
unite in holy wedlock
unite in marriage
unite in sexual intercourse
unite with
united action
united front
united nations day
united states
unitive life
units of force
units of mass
units of weight
unity of interest
unity stress
univalent chromosome
univalent vaccine
universal accord
universal affirmative
universal agreement
universal algebra
universal antenna
universal church
universal class
universal concept
universal conception
universal coupling
universal donor
universal ego
universal essence
universal gas constant
universal geometry
universal head
universal joint
universal language
universal law
universal life force
universal military training
universal motor
universal negative
universal plane
universal plate
universal quantifier
universal remedy
universal ruin
universal self
universal solvent
universal stage
universal suffrage
universal symbol
universal time
universal truth
universalistic hedonism
universally admitted
universally recognized
universe of discourse
universe vine
university college
university extension
university settlement
university-bred
university-conferrred
university-going
university-sponsored
university-taught
university-trained
unjust legal disability
unjust representation
unknown depths
unknown quantity
unknown soldier
unknown, the
unlapsed state
unlawful assembly
unlawful entry
unlearned capacity
unleash destruction
unleash the hurricane
unleavened bread
unless that
unlicked cub
unlisted securities
unlonged-for
unlooked for
unlooked-for
unlucky day
unlucky hour
unlucky person
unmade-up
unmanned satellite
unmarried person
unmeasured in your praise
unmediated perception
unmindful of
unmistakable sign
unmoth-eaten
unmoved mover
unnarrow-minded
unnarrow-mindedly
unnarrow-mindedness
unnecessary repetition
unnumbered bank account
uno saltu
unobstructed vision
unofficial wife
unorganized data
unorganized ferment
unorganized matter
unpaid accounts
unpaid-for
unpaid-letter
unpaid-letter stamp
unpardonable sin
unparliamentary language
unpath'd waters
unplanned t
unpleasant taste
unpolished rice
unpossessed of
unpracticed in
unprepared for
unprovoked assault
unquestioning belief
unreal hope
unreasonable behaviour
unreasoning impulse
unrefined flour
unrefined mineral
unregistered bank account
unregistered securities
unrelenting attention
unrepeatable expressions
unrestricted propellant
unrhymed poetry
unripe acceptance
unsanctioned behavior
unsaturated fat
unsavory reputation
unsecured bond
unsecured loan
unself-assertive
unself-centered
unself-centred
unself-changing
unself-confident
unself-conscious
unself-consciously
unself-consciousness
unself-denying
unself-determined
unself-evident
unself-indulgent
unself-knowing
unself-opinionated
unself-possessed
unself-reflecting
unself-righteous
unself-righteously
unself-righteousness
unself-sacrificial
unself-sacrifically
unself-sacrificing
unself-sufficiency
unself-sufficient
unself-sufficiently
unself-supported
unself-valuing
unself-willed
unself-willedness
unsent-for
unshakable nerves
unshaken confidence
unsheathe your weapon
unsighed-for
unskilled in
unskilled labor
unskilled laborer
unskillful person
unslaked lime
unsorted mass
unsound mind
unsoundness of mind
unsparing of self
unspoken accusation
unspoken consent
unstable as water
unsteady market
unstopper your ears
unsuccesful person
unsuitable time
unsupported by evidence
unsure of yourself
unswerving attention
unsymmetrical loading
untalked-of
unthinking response
unthought-of
unthought-on
unthought-out
untie the knot
untie the purse strings
untie your hands
until now
until the conclusion of
until then
until this time
until tomorrow
until we meet again
untimely end
unto the ends of the earth
unto yourself
untongue-tied
untouched by evil
untreated mineral
unup-braided
unused to
unutterable sin
unverified report
unverified supposition
unversed in
unwanted person
unwarranted demand
unwed condition
unwed state
unwedded to an opinion
unwelcome guest
unwell-intentioned
unwholesome joy
unwilling to accept
unwilling to forgive and forget
unwinking eye
unwise step
unwished-for
unwitting disclosure
unworm-eaten
unworthy of belief
unworthy of consideration
unworthy of one
unworthy of regard
unworthy person
unwritten constitution
unwritten law
up a stump
up a tree
up against
up against it
up ahead
up and about
up and around
up and at ‘em
up and coming
up and die
up and do
up and doing
up and down
up and go
up attic
up for
up for discussion
up for grabs
up for hearing
up for investigation
up for sale
up helm
up in arms
up in the air
up in the world
up left
up north
up oars
up on
up on end
up quark
up right
up steps
up the creek
up the river
up the spout
up the wind
up till
up to
up to date
up to expectation
up to grade
up to now
up to par
up to scratch
up to snuff
up to standard
up to the ears
up to the elbows
up to the eyes
up to the hilt
up to the mark
up to the minute
up to the notch
up to the present
up to the time of
up to this time
up to your ears
up to your ears in
up to your ears in debt
up to your elbows
up to your elbows in
up to your neck in
up town
up your alley
up your pay
up your sleeve
up your street
up-
up-a-daisy
up-anchor
up-and
up-and-coming
up-and-comingness
up-and-doing
up-and-down
up-and-down dial
up-and-down indicator
up-and-downish
up-and-downishness
up-and-downness
up-and-downy
up-and-over
up-and-under
up-and-up
up-bow
up-bow sign
up-chuck
up-country
up-end
up-grade
up-market
up-over
up-page
up-patient
up-put
up-putting
up-see-daisy
up-sky
up-stream
up-stroke
up-to-date
up-to-dately
up-to-dateness
up-to-datish
up-to-datishness
up-to-the-minute
up-trending
up-wind
upas tree
upfeed system
uphill going
uphill work
upholsterer bee
upholsterer's needle
upland cotton
upland hickory
upland plover
uplift brassiere
upmost height
upon condition that
upon even terms
upon oath
upon pain of
upon presentation
upon shares
upon sight
upon something
upon the heels of
upon the hip
upon the point of
upon the whole
upon this bank and shoal of time
upon trust
upon which
upon your hands
upon your honor
upper air
upper arm
upper atmosphere
upper berth
upper bo
upper bound
upper bracket
upper case
upper chamber
upper circles
upper class
upper classes
upper classman
upper crust
upper cut
upper deck
upper extremity
upper frequencies
upper hand
upper house
upper leather
upper limit
upper middle class
upper mordent
upper partial tone
upper regions
upper school
upper semicontinuous function
upper side
upper spanker
upper story
upper ten
upper ten thousand
upper works
upper-case
upper-cased
upper-casing
upper-circle
upper-class
upper-cruster
upper-form
upper-grade
upper-school
uppermost height
uppers and lowers
upright drill
upright piano
upright shave
upright-growing
upright-grown
upright-hearted
upright-heartened
upright-heartenedness
upright-minded
upright-standing
upright-walking
ups and downs
ups and downs of life
upset one's applecart
upset price
upset stomach
upset the
upset the boat
upset your applecart
upsetting lever
upsetting moment
upsetting thermometer
upside down
upside downward
upside-down
upside-down cake
upside-down flag
upside-downism
upside-downness
upside-downwards
upsilon particle
upstairs and downstairs
upstairs maid
upswept hairdo
upsy-daisy
upsy-freesy
upsy-turvy
upward looking
upward mobility
upward mordent
upward motion
upward strabismus
upward system
upward-borne
upward-bound
upward-gazing
upward-looking
upward-pointed
upward-rushing
upward-shooting
upward-stirring
upward-striving
upward-turning
ureido group
ureido radical
ureo-
uretero-
uretero-ureterostomy
uretero-uterine
urethr-
urethral arthritis
urethral fever
urethro-
ureylene group
ureylene radical
urge along
urge as a motive
urge on
urge on the mind
urge reasons for
urge upon
urgent need
uric acid
uric-acid
urim and thummim
urin-
urinal fever
urinalysis kit
urinary bladder
urinary calculus
urine analysis
uriniferous tubule
urino-
urinogenital disease
urinogenital ridge
urinogenital sinus
urn burial
urn field
urn moss
urn schemata
urn-buried
urn-cornered
urn-enclosing
urn-shaped
urn-topped
uro-
urogenital disease
urogenital system
urological surgery
uropygial gland
urradhus law
ursa major
ursa minor
ursine dasyure
ursine howler
urucu-rama
urucuri iba
usara grass
usara root
use a light hand
use a light rein
use advisedly
use an experimental sample
use as a doormat
use as a meal ticket
use badly
use district
use faulty grammar
use for your own ends
use force
use force upon
use hindsight
use ill
use inadmissible grammar
use inappropriate grammar
use informal speech
use informal style
use inheritance
use language
use loosely
use materials
use money
use of words
use one's head
use radar
use reason
use tax
use terror tactics
use terroristic tactics
use the gray matter
use the mails
use the mind
use the occasion
use the old bean
use time
use to advantage
use to the full
use tobacco
use unadvisedly
use up
use violence
use your endeavor
use your fine Italian hand
use your good offices
use your head
use your influence
use your option
use your palate
use your wits
use-money
used to
used to keep two parts separated
used up
used with the
used-car lot
used-up
useful consciousness
useful lift
useful load
usher in
usher into the world
usher-in
using up
using-ground
usque ad aras
usual, the
usurp the crown
usurp the mantle
usurp the throne
usus loquendi
ut infra
ut supra
uterine brother
uterine kin
uterine sister
utero-
uti possidetis
utile dulci
utility man
utility plane
utility player
utility pole
utility room
utility sash
utmost extent
utmost height
uto-aztecan
utopian socialism
utopian socialist
utter a caveat
utter a judgment
utter a mot
utter bar
utter barrister
utter darkness
utter defeat
utter rout
utter threats against
utterance string
utterly attentive
utterly detest
uva grass
uva-ursi
uvi yam
uviol glass
uviol lamp
uzara root
v aux
v sign
v-day
v-eight
v-engine
v-particle
vCechy
vCeskd
vCeskoslovensko
va’ via
va-et-vien
va-t’-en
vacancy clause
vacant possession
vacant post
vacant-brained
vacant-eyed
vacant-headed
vacant-looking
vacant-minded
vacant-mindedness
vacant-seeming
vacation barrister
vacation church school
vacation school
vaccinal fever
vaccine lymph
vaccine point
vaccine rash
vaccine therapy
vaccino-syphilis
vachette clasp
vacuum boiler
vacuum bottle
vacuum brake
vacuum breaker
vacuum bulb
vacuum can
vacuum cleaner
vacuum cleaning
vacuum coffee maker
vacuum concrete
vacuum condenser
vacuum crystallizer
vacuum desiccator
vacuum distillation
vacuum drier
vacuum engine
vacuum evaporating
vacuum fan
vacuum filter
vacuum flask
vacuum gauge
vacuum hammer
vacuum induction furnace
vacuum jar
vacuum kettle
vacuum line
vacuum machine
vacuum oven
vacuum pack
vacuum pan
vacuum phototube
vacuum pump
vacuum separator
vacuum shunt
vacuum still
vacuum strainer
vacuum sweeper
vacuum tank
vacuum tar
vacuum tester
vacuum trap
vacuum tube
vacuum tube components
vacuum tube rectifier
vacuum valve
vacuum ventilation
vacuum vessel
vacuum-clean
vacuum-packed
vacuum-tube circuit
vacuum-tube electrometer
vacuum-tube hearing aid
vacuum-tube voltmeter
vade in pace
vade mecum
vade mecums
vade-mecum
vadium mortuum
vadium vivum
vae victis
vag-
vagabond green
vagino-
vagrant impulse
vague appearance
vague feeling
vague idea
vague memory
vague notion
vague supposition
vague-eyed
vague-ideaed
vague-looking
vague-menacing
vague-minded
vague-phrased
vague-shining
vague-worded
vain attempt
vain expectation
vain person
vain pretensions
vain show
vair en point
vale of tears
vale of years
valedictory address
valence electron
valence electrons
valence formula
valence isomerism
valence number
valence shell
valency electron
valent atoms and radicals
valentine day
valeric acid
valero-
valet de chambre
valet de pied
valet-de-chambre
valet-de-place
valiant knight
valid contract
vallary crown
vallate papilla
vallecular canal
valley board
valley breeze
valley flat
valley lily
valley mahogany
valley oak
valley of the shadow of death
valley partridge
valley quail
valley rafter
valley roof
valley tile
valley train
valley white oak
valley wind
valonia oak
valuable consideration
valuation account
valuation survey
value added
value added tax
value date
value judgment
value received
value stress
value system
value theory
value-added tax
valued at
valued policy
valued-policy law
valval view
valve body
van boy
van builder
van de graaff generator
van der Rohe
van der Waals equation
van der Waals forces
van der Waals' forces
van der Weyden
van driver
van load
van loader
van owner
van't Hoff
van-courier
van-foss
van-john
van-winged hawk
vanadic acid
vanadium bronze
vanadium family
vanadium oxide
vanadium steel
vanadosus oxide
vandyke brown
vanilla bean
vanilla chica
vanilla extract
vanilla grass
vanilla leaf
vanilla plant
vanilla pudding
vanille ice
vanillyl alcohol
vanish from sight
vanish into thin air
vanish like a dream
vanishing cream
vanishing fraction
vanishing line
vanishing point
vanishing trace
vanity bag
vanity box
vanity case
vanity fair
vanity lamp
vanity plate
vanity press
vanity unit
vanity-proof
vant-
vantage game
vantage ground
vantage point
vantage post
vantage-ground
vapor bath
vapor bathing
vapor burner
vapor cabinet
vapor cloud
vapor condenser
vapor density
vapor engine
vapor heating
vapor inhaler
vapor jacket
vapor lamp
vapor lock
vapor plane
vapor pressure
vapor regulator
vapor stove
vapor tension
vapor trail
vapor treatment
vapor tube
vapor valve
vapor volume
vapor-belted
vapor-braided
vapor-burdened
vapor-clouded
vapor-filled
vapor-headed
vapor-producing
vapor-sandalcd
vaporer moth
vapour density
vapour lock
vapour pressure
vapour trail
vapour-bath
vare widgeon
vari-
vari-coloured
varia lectio
variable annuity
variable capacitor
variable condenser
variable cost
variable density system
variable error
variable field
variable star
variable time fuze
variable-mu tube
variable-reluctance microphone
variable-speed gear
variable-speed motor
variable-time fuse
variae lectiones
variance analysis
variant reading
variation chart
variation compass
variation factor
variation of parameters
variation range
varico-
varicose aneurysm
varicose vein
varicose veins
varied robin
varied thrush
variegated pattern
variegated-leaved
variety hybrid
variety meat
variety shop
variety show
variety store
varifocal lens
vario-
variola porcina
various-blossomed
various-colored
various-formed
various-leaved
variscite green
varix lymphaticus
varnish brush
varnish cleaner
varnish dryer
varnish filler
varnish gum
varnish maker
varnish remover
varnish renovator
varnish resins
varnish sumac
varnish thinner
varnish tree
varnish-drying
varnish-making
varnish-treated
varnish-treating
varnishishing day
varsity socks
varsity student
varve-count
varying duty
varying hare
varying-speed motor
vas deferens
vas-
vasa deferentia
vasa murrhina
vasa parrot
vascular bundle
vascular cylinder
vascular hemophilia
vascular plant
vascular ray
vascular tissue
vase clock
vase painter
vase painting
vase rug
vase-shaped
vase-vine
vaso-
vaso-motor
vassal state
vast knowledge
vast-dimensioned
vast-rolling
vast-skirted
vastus intermedius
vastus lateralis
vastus medialis
vat builder
vat color
vat dye
vat keeper
vat liquor
vat setter
vat waste
vat-dyed
vat-net
vates sacer
vau consecutive
vau converive
vaudeville circuit
vaudeville show
vaudeville theater
vault light
vault mount
vault of heaven
vault rib
vault up
vaulting ambition
vaulting capital
vaulting cell
vaulting course
vaulting horse
vaulting pillar
vaulting shaft
vaulting shoe
vaulting tile
vaunt-
vaunt-courier
vaya con Dios
veal Parmigiana
veal bird
veal calf
veal chop
veal cutlet
veal scallopini
vector addition
vector algebra
vector analysis
vector area
vector field
vector for
vector line
vector point function
vector potential
vector product
vector quantity
vector space
vector sum
vedette boat
vedette post
vee tail
veer around
veer off
veer short
veering wind
vegetable albumin
vegetable alkali
vegetable anatomy
vegetable bezoar
vegetable black
vegetable brimstone
vegetable butter
vegetable calomel
vegetable cheese
vegetable dye
vegetable earth
vegetable egg
vegetable ethiops
vegetable existence
vegetable fibrin
vegetable flannel
vegetable garden
vegetable gelatin
vegetable glue
vegetable gold
vegetable hair
vegetable ivory
vegetable jelly
vegetable kingdom
vegetable lamb
vegetable life
vegetable market
vegetable marrow
vegetable mold
vegetable naphtha
vegetable oil
vegetable oils
vegetable orange
vegetable oyster
vegetable parchment
vegetable pathology
vegetable physiology
vegetable plate
vegetable red
vegetable remedies
vegetable resins
vegetable satyr
vegetable sheep
vegetable silk
vegetable soup
vegetable spermaceti
vegetable sponge
vegetable stock
vegetable store
vegetable tallow
vegetable tanning
vegetable wax
vegetable wool
vegetable-eating
vegetable-feeding
vegetable-growing
vegetable-tallow tree
vegetal pole
vegetation daemon
vegetation daimon
vegetation demon
vegetation spirit
vegetation-proof
vegeto-
vehement action
vehicle tank
vehicular tunnel
veil of secrecy
veil-hid
veil-wearing
veiled accusation
veiled in darkness
veiled threat
veiled voice
vein claim
vein dike
vein islet
vein quartz
vein-bearing
vein-healing
vein-mining
vein-streaked
veining tool
velar-pharyngeal
veld cornet
veld sickness
veld sore
velvet moss
velvet osier
velvet paper
velvet plant
velvet rug
velvet runner
velvet scoter
velvet sponge
velvet stout
velvet tree
velvet violet
velvet-banded
velvet-bearded
velvet-black
velvet-caped
velvet-clad
velvet-leaved
velvet-pile
velvet-suited
ven-
vena cava
vena contracta
venae contractae
vending machine
veneer grafting
veneer moth
venerable sir
venerable-looking
venereal appetite
venereal desire
venereal disease
venetian blind
venetian blind reflector
venetian glass
venetian red
venga lo que venga
vengeance-crying
vengeance-prompting
vengeance-sated
vengeance-scathed
vengeance-seeking
vengeance-taking
veni-
venial sin
venire de novo
venire facias
venire facias de novo
venom maker
venom-breathing
venom-breeding
venom-cold
venom-fanged
venom-hating
venom-mouthed
venom-spotted
venom-sputtering
venom-venting
venomous-hearted
venomous-looking
venomous-minded
venous blood
venous transfusion
vent drill
vent feather
vent punch
vent stack
vent tank
vent wire
vent your anger
vent your choler
vent your rancor
vent your spleen
vent-hole
vent-peg
ventilate inboard
ventilating apparatus
ventilating blower
ventilating brick
ventilating column
ventilating engineer
ventilating fan
ventilating grate
ventilating jack
ventilating millstone
ventilating shaft
ventilating skylight
ventilating system
ventilation engineer
ventr-
ventral airdome
ventral fin
ventral radome
ventri-
ventricular fibrillation
ventro-
venture a guess
venture capital
venture on
venture to
venture to say
venture upon
venturi tube
venus's-flytrap
veratr-
veratric acid
verb complex
verb phrase
verb sap
verbal adjective
verbal agreement
verbal amnesia
verbal auxiliary
verbal contest
verbal diarrhea
verbal engagement
verbal fallacy
verbal intercourse
verbal noun
verbal response
verbal thrust
verbal translation
verbatim et litteratim
verbena family
verbena oil
verbena violet
verbum sap
verbum sapienti
verbum sat
verd antique
verd gay
verd russe
verd-antique
verdant green
verde antico
verde antique
verdict of acquittal
verdict of guilty
verdict of not guilty
verdigris green
verditer blue
verditer green
verge escapement
verge on
verge paper
verge upon
verge watch
verge-board
verging on
verging upon
vermeil-cheeked
vermeil-dyed
vermeil-rimmed
vermeil-tinctured
vermeil-tinted
vermeil-veined
vermiciform appendix
vermiciform process
vermilion rockfish
vermilion-colored
vermilion-dyed
vermilion-red
vermilion-spotted
vermilion-tawny
vermilion-veined
vermin-covered
vermin-destroying
vermin-eaten
vermin-footed
vermin-haunted
vermin-infested
vermin-ridden
vermin-spoiled
vermin-tenanted
vermouth cassis
vernacular language
vernacular speech
vernal equinox
vernal grass
vernal point
vernal-bearded
vernal-blooming
vernal-flowering
vernal-seeming
vernal-tinctured
verner's law
vernier caliper
vernier dial
vernier engine
vernier micrometer
vernier rocket
vernier scale
vertical saw
vertical stabilizer
vertical synchronizer
vertical synchronizing pulse
vertical union
vertical-grained
vertical-lift mower
vervain family
vervain hummingbird
vervain mallow
vervain sage
vervain thoroughwort
very beginning
very best
very good
very high frequency
very image
very important person
very light
very like
very likely
very low frequency
very many
very model
very much
very much alive
very picture
very pistol
very reverend
very same
very seldom
very thing
very top
very truth
very well
very-high-frequency
vesica piscis
vesicatory gas
vesico-
vesico-umbilical
vesico-urachal
vesico-ureteral
vesico-urethral
vesico-uterine
vesicular exanthema
vesicular stomatitis
vesper bird
vesper mouse
vesper sparrow
vest in
vest with
vest-pocket
vest-pocket camera
vestal virgin
vested authority
vested estate
vested interest
vested interests
vested right
vestibule car
vestibule latch
vestibule of Day
vestibule school
vestibule train
vestibulo-urethral
vestigial transmission
vesting order
vestry board
vestry room
vesuvian jade
vesuvianite jade
vetch-leaved
veteran car
veterans day
veterans hospital
veterans' preference
veterinary corps
veterinary medicine
veterinary science
veterinary surgeon
veterinary surgery
vetiver green
vetivert oil
veto message
veto power
vexation of spirit
vexed question
vi apple
vi et armis
via media
via-medialism
vials of hate
vials of wrath
viande de boucherie
vibration and stress analyzer
vibration massage
vice-caliph
vice-cancellarian
vice-chair
vice-chairman
vice-chairmen
vice-chamberlain
vice-chancellor
vice-chancellorship
vice-collector
vice-commodore
vice-constable
vice-consul
vice-consular
vice-consulate
vice-consulship
vice-corrupted
vice-county
vice-created
vice-dean
vice-deity
vice-detesting
vice-dictator
vice-director
vice-emperor
vice-freed
vice-general
vice-government
vice-governor
vice-governorship
vice-guilty
vice-haunted
vice-headmaster
vice-imperial
vice-king
vice-kingdom
vice-laden
vice-legate
vice-legateship
vice-librarian
vice-lieutenant
vice-loathing
vice-marred
vice-marshal
vice-master
vice-ministerial
vice-nature
vice-palatine
vice-papacy
vice-patron
vice-patronage
vice-polluted
vice-pope
vice-porter
vice-postulator
vice-prefect
vice-premier
vice-pres
vice-presidency
vice-president
vice-presidential
vice-presidency
vice-priest
vice-principal
vice-principalship
vice-prior
vice-prone
vice-protector
vice-provost
vice-provostship
vice-punishing
vice-queen
vice-rebuking
vice-rector
vice-rectorship
vice-regal
vice-regalize
vice-regency
vice-regent
vice-reign
vice-residency
vice-resident
vice-secretary
vice-sheriff
vice-sick
vice-squandered
vice-stadtholder
vice-steward
vice-sultan
vice-taming
vice-tenace
vice-throne
vice-treasurer
vice-treasurership
vice-trustee
vice-upbraiding
vice-verger
vienna sausage
view angle
view as
view camera
view finder
view halloa
view halloo
view in a new light
view in all its phases
view mark
view together
view with a jaundiced eye
view with a scornful eye
view with disfavor
view with favor
view with indulgence
view with the mind's eye
view-halloo
view-point
viewing audience
vigesimal
vigesimal-quarto
vigesimal-quartos
vigil light
vigilance committee
vigilance man
vigogne yarn
vile language
vile-born
vile-bred
vile-concluded
vile-fashioned
vile-looking
vile-natured
vile-proportioned
vile-smelling
vile-spirited
vile-spoken
vile-tasting
villa-dotted
villa-dwelling
villa-haunted
village cart
village college
village community
village economy
village green
village of the dead
village reserve
village soviet
town soviet
village-born
town-born
town-dwelling
village-lit
town-lit
town-dwelling
villain-d
villainous-looking
town-born
villanous saltpetre
town socage
town du pays
town mousseux
town ordinaire
town rose
town rouge
town-
town jaune
town vinaigrette sauce
town vincent's angina
town vincent's infection
town vincit omnia veritas
town vinculum matrimoni
vindicate a claim to
town vindicate a right to
town vindicate a title to
town vine bamboo
town vine bark louse
town vine beetle
town vine black
town vine borer
town vine bower
town vine cactus
town vine chafer
town vine forester
town vine fretter
town vine hawk moth
town vine hopper
town vine leaf
town vine leaf folder
town vine leek
town vine louse
town vine maple
town vine mesquite
town vine mildew
town vine misquite
town vine moth
town vine peach
town vine pest
town vine sawfly
vine scale
vine slug
vine snake
vine sorrel
vine sphinx
vine tie
vine turner
vine webworm
vine weevil
vine wilt
vine-bearing
vine-bordered
vine-clad
vine-covered
vine-crowned
vine-decked
vine-dresser
vine-encircled
vine-fed
vine-garlanded
vine-growing
vine-hung
vine-laced
vine-leafed
vine-leaved
vine-mantled
vine-planted
vine-producing
vine-robed
vine-shadowed
vine-sheltered
vine-wreathed
vinegar aspect
vinegar eel
vinegar essence
vinegar fly
vinegar lamp
vinegar maker
vinegar making
vinegar mother
vinegar plant
vinegar rot
vinegar tree
vinegar worm
vinegar-faced
vinegar-flavored
vinegar-generating
vinegar-hearted
vinegar-tart
vineyard plow
vingt-et-un
vinho verde
vini-
vino de pasto
vino-
vins ordinaires
vintage car
vintage wine
vintage year
vinyl acetate
vinyl alcohol
vinyl chloride
vinyl ether
vinyl group
vinyl plastic
vinyl polymer
vinyl radical
vinyl resin
vinyldene chloride
vinyldene group
vinyldene radical
vinyldene resin
viol block
viol d'amore
viol d'orchestre
viol da braccio
viol da gamba
viol da spalla
viol di bordone
viol di fagotto
viol family
viola alta
viola bastarda
viola clef
viola d'amore
viola d'amores
viola da braccio
viola da braccios
viola da gamba
viola da gambas
viola da spalla
viola damore
viola di bordone
viola di fagotto
viola pomposa
violate grammar
violate the law
violation of law
violet damour
violent blow
violent change
violent death
violent exercise
violent flow
violent person
violet carmine
violet cress
violet family
violet iris
violet prairie clover
violet ray
violet root
violet root rot
violet sage
violet shell
violet shift
violet tip
violet water
violet wood
violet wood sorrel
violet-black
violet-blind
violet-blindness
violet-bloom
violet-blue
violet-brown
violet-colored
violet-coloured
violet-crimson
violet-crowned
violet-dyed
violet-ear
violet- eared
violet-embroidered
violet-flowered
violet-garlanded
violet-gray
violet-green
violet-green swallow
violet-headed
violet-horned
violet-hued
violet-inwoven
violet-purple
violet-rayed
violet-red
violet-ringred
violet-scented
violet-shrouded
violet-stoled
violet-striped
violet-sweet
violet-tailed
violet-throated
violin bow
violin case
violin clef
violin diapason
violin piano
violin string
violin-shaped
violin piccolo
violoncello piccolo
viper broth
viper gourd
viper grass
viper lozenge
viper wine
viper's bugloss
viper's grass
viper-bit
viper-curved
viper-haunted
viper-headed
viper-mouthed
viper-nourished
vir et uxor
viral dysentery
virgin birth
virgin bower
virgin dip
virgin forest
virgin honey
virgin knot
virgin land
virgin mary
virgin moth
virgin parchment
virgin rosin
virgin scammony
virgin soil
virgin spawn
virgin state
virgin territory
virgin tree
virgin wax
virgin widow
virgin wool
virgin's bower
virgin's milk
virgin's-bower
virgin-born
virgin-eyed
virgin-minded
virgin-vested
virginia cowslip
virginia creeper
virginia fence
virginia reel
virginibus puerisque
virgo intacta
viridine green
viridine yellow
virola tallow
virtual focus
virtual image
virtual storage
virtue-armed
virtue-binding
virtue-loving
virtue-tempting
virtue-wise
virtute et armis
virus disease
virus pneumonia
virus warfare
vis comica
vis inertiae
vis major
vis mortua
vis vitae
vis vitalis
vis viva
vis-a-ns
vis-a-vis
vis-a-visness
viscera itch
visceral leishmaniasis
visceral rheumatism
viscero-
vise cap
vise chuck
vise coupling
visibility curve
visibility meter
visibility unlimited
visibility zero
visible balance
visible horizon
visible radiation
visible spectrum
visible speech
visible-speech data
vision-directed
vision-filled
vision-haunted
vision-seeing
vision-struck
visit at
visit upon
visit with
visitations of providence
visiting book
visiting card
visiting day
visiting fireman
visiting list
visiting nurse
visiting patrol
visiting professor
visiting teacher
visiting ticket
visitor-general
vista of time
visual acuity
visual aid
visual aids
visual arts
visual binary
visual display unit
visual examination
visual field
visual flight
visual flight rules
visual flying
visual humor
visual image
visual joke
visual magnitude
visual memory
visual organ
visual purple
visual range
visual sense
visual tracking station
visual violet
visual yellow
visual-aural radio range
visual-aural range
vita contemplativa
vita glass
vital body
vital capacity
vital center
vital concern
vital energy
vital flame
vital fluid
vital force
vital function
vital impulse
vital interest
vital principle
vital soul
vital spark
vital spirit
vital staining
vital statistics
vitam impendere vero
vitamin A
vitamin A1
vitamin A2
vitamin B
vitamin B complex
vitamin B1
vitamin B12
vitamin B2
vitamin B6
vitamin Bc
vitamin C
vitamin D
vitamin D2
vitamin D3
vitamin E
vitamin G
vitamin H
vitro-di-trina
vitular apoplexy
viva voce
viva voce examination
viva-voce
vivaciousness vivacity
vivacity of imagination
vive l'amour
vive la bagatelle
vive valeque
viverrine cat
viverrine otter
vivi-
vivid description
vivid image
vivid imagination
vizard maker
vizard making
vizard mask
vizard-faced
vizard-hid
vizard-mask
vizard-wearing
voa vanga
vocabulary entry
vocabulary test
vocal band
vocal bands
vocal chink
vocal cord
vocal cords
vocal fold
vocal folds
vocal fremitus
vocal lip
vocal minority
vocal music
vocal organ
vocal process
vocal processes
vocal resonance
vocal sac
vocal score
vocalic alliteration
vocational advisor
vocational council
vocational counselor
vocational director
vocational education
vocational guidance
vocational school
vocational therapy
vocational training
voce di petto
voce di testa
voce velata
vodka martini
vogue la galere
vogue word
voice box
voice coil
voice glide
voice glottis
voice key
voice leading
voice of conscience
voice of the tempter
voice part
voice placing
voice qualifier
voice quality
voice stop
voice tube
voice vote
voice-leading
voice-over
voiced breath
voiced sound
voiceless glide
voiceless sound
void end
void of
void of truth
void space
voided cross
voided lozenge
voir dire
voir en couleur de rose
voix celeste
voix cleste
vol-au-vent
volant piece
volar accessory ligament
volar carpal ligament
volatile alkali
volatile liniment
volatile oil
volatile salt
volcanic ash
volcanic bomb
volcanic cloud
volcanic cone
volcanic dust
volcanic glass
volcanic lake
volcanic pipe
volcanic plug
volcanic rock
volcanic tuff
volcanic water
volcanic wind
volcano fish
volitional tremor
volley fire
volt box
volt-ammeter
volt-ampere
volt-ampere-hour meter
volt-coulomb
volt-ohm meter
volt-ohm-milliammeter
volt-second
volta's pile
volta-
voltage amplification
voltage changer
voltage coil
voltage divider
voltage gradient
voltage indicator
voltage pulse
voltage ratio
voltage regulator
voltage relay
voltage saturation
voltage stabilizer
voltage transformer
voltage-reference tube
voltage-regulator tube
voltaic battery
voltaic cell
voltaic circuit
voltaic couple
voltaic current
voltaic electricity
voltaic pile
voltameter law
volte-face
voltmeter-milliammeter
voluble-tongued
volume color
volume control
volume density
volume displacement
volume engineer
volume indicator
volume integral
volume measure
volume measures
volume production
volume resistance
volume table
volume velocity
volume-produce
volume-produced
volumetric analysis
volumetric flask
volumetric solution
volumetric strain
voluntary affidavit
voluntary association
voluntary bankruptcy
voluntary conveyance
voluntary escape
voluntary hospital
voluntary improvement
voluntary inaction
voluntary jurisdiction
voluntary manslaughter
voluntary muscle
voluntary muscles
voluntary oath
voluntary poverty
voluntary resignation
voluntary school
voluntary waste
volunteer army
volunteer fireman
volunteer militia
volunteer navy
volunteer soldier
volunteers of america
volute centrifugal pump
volute compass
volute pump
volute spring
volutin granule
vomerine cartilage
vomic nut
vomit forth
vomit nut
vomit out
vomiting center
vomiting gas
vomito negro
von Braun
von Neumann
von Sternberg
vortex atom
vortex filament
vortex fringe
vortex line
vortex plate
vortex ring
vortex sheet
vortex theory
vortex tube
vortex wheel
vortical motion
votary candle
vote affirmatively
vote against
vote aye
vote checking
vote counter
vote down
vote for
vote in
vote in the negative
vote nay
vote negatively
vote-bringing
vote-buying
vote-casting
vote-catching
voter-preference survey
voting age
voting bond
voting booth
voting machine
voting paper
voting right
voting stock
voting trust
voting-right certificate
votive candle
votive mass
votive medal
votive offering
votive office
vouch for
vouched for
voucher check
voucher register
voucher system
vouchers payable
vousoir-shaped
vow-bound
vow-breaking
vow-keeping
vow-pledged
vowel flame
vowel gradation
vowel harmony
vowel mutation
vowel point
vowel quantity
vowel rhyme
vowel system
vows of poverty
vox angelica
vox barbara
vox caelestis
vox et praeterea nihil
vox humana
vox pop
vox populi
vox populi vox Dei
voyage policy
vrai reseau
vt fuze
vulcanite grinding wheel
vulcanite pavement
vulcanized fiber
vulcanized rubber
vulgar era
vulgar establishment
vulgar fellow
wafer stamp
wafer tong
wafer-sealed
wafer-thin
wafer-torn
waffle cloth
waffle ingot
waffle iron
waft on the ear
wag the tongue
wag-on-the-wall
wag-tongue
wage board
wage capital
wage contract
wage control
wage earner
wage earning
wage fixing
wage freeze
wage fund
wage labor
wage level
wage paying
wage peace
wage rate
wage reduction
wage rollback
wage scale
wage slave
wage slavery
wage system
wage war
wage-fund theory
wage-plug
wager policy
wagering contract
wages after deductions
wages after taxes
wages fund
wages plus fringe benefits
wages-man
waggish trick
waggon-headed
wagh down
waging board
wagon bed
wagon boiler
wagon boss
wagon box
wagon breast
wagon ceiling
wagon filler
wagon greaser
wagon gun
wagon hammer
wagon jobber
wagon lock
wagon master
wagon road
wagon roof
wagon seat
wagon shed
wagon shoe
wagon soldier
wagon table
wagon tent
wagon tongue
wagon top
wagon track
wagon trail
wagon train
wagon tree
wagon truck
wagon vault
wagon wheel
wagon yard
wagon-headed
wagon-lit
wagon-roofed
wagon-shaped
wagon-spring clock
wagon-vaulted
wagtail flycatcher
waifs and strays
waika chewstick
wail of woe
wailing wall
wainscot chair
wainscot oak
wainscot-faced
wainscot-joined
wainscot-paneled
waist anchor
waist belt
waist board
waist boat
waist boater
waist gun blister
waist strap
waist tree
waist-deep
waist-high
waist-pressing
waist-slip
wait a minute
wait a second
wait and see
wait and see policy
wait fee
wait for
wait for something to turn up
wait impatiently
wait it out
wait on
wait on hand and foot
wait out the market
wait service
wait table
wait to see how the cat jumps
wait to see how the wind blows
wait up
wait up for
wait upon
wait with bated breath
wait-a-bit
wait-awhile
waiter on Providence
waiter-on
waiting concealed
waiting for
waiting game
waiting it out
waiting list
waiting maid
waiting man
waiting period
waiting room
waiting woman
waiver of premium
wake current
wake dirge
wake up
wake-robin
wake-up
wakeless sleep
waking dream
waking time
waldorf salad
wale knot
wale shore
walk a middle path
walk all over
walk away
walk away with
walk clerk
walk hand in hand with
walk humbly with your God
walk in darkness
walk in the shoes of
walk in your sleep
walk into
walk of life
walk off
walk off with
walk off with the game
walk on air
walk on eggshells
walk on hot coals
walk out
walk out on
walk over
walk over the course
walk the earth
walk the plank
walk the straight path
walk the tracks
walk the waters
walk up
walk-around
walk-down
walk-in
walk-in apartment
walk-in closet
walk-on
walk-over
walk-through
walk-up
walker-on
walkie-lookie
walkie-talkie
walking bass
walking beam
walking boat
walking crane
walking dead man
walking delegate
walking encyclopedia
walking engine
walking excursion
walking fern
walking fish
walking gentleman
walking lady
walking leaf
walking line
walking mort
walking papers
walking part
walking phallus
walking pipe
walking plow
walking scow
walking skeleton
walking staff
walking stick
walking straw
walking sword
walking toad
walking tour
walking twig
walking tyrant
walking wheel
walking-out
walking-stick
walking-stick palm
walking-sticked
walky-talkies
walky-talky
wall anchor
wall arcade
wall barley
wall bars
wall bearing
wall bed
wall bee
wall box
wall bracket
wall bugloss
wall cabbage
wall cabinet
wall card
wall clamp
wall crane
wall creeper
wall cress
wall engine
wall fern
wall frame
wall fruit
wall garden
wall goose
wall germander
wall gillyflower
wall grass
wall green
wall grenade
wall hanging
wall hawkweed
wall hold
wall hook
wall in
wall iron
wall knot
wall link
wall lizard
wall molding
wall mustard
wall of secrecy
wall off
wall painting
wall pass
wall pellitory
wall penny grass
wall pennywort
wall pepper
wall pie
wall plate
wall plug
wall pocket
wall rock
wall rocket
wall rue
wall rue spleenwort
wall salt peter
wall socket
wall speedwell
wall spleenwort
wall street
wall telephone
wall tent
wall tower
wall up
wall wasp
wall-bound
wall-cheeked
wall-climbing
wall-defended
wall-drilling
wall-encircled
wall-eyed
wall-fed
wall-fight
wall-girt
wall-hanging
wall-inhabiting
wall-knot
wall-less
wall-like
wall-loving
wall-piece
wall-piercing
wall-plat
wall-scaling
wall-shaking
wall-sided
wall-to-wall
wall-to-wall carpet
wallaby acacia
wallaby bush
wallaby grass
wallaby-proof
walled plain
walled-in
walled-up
walleye pollack
walleye pollock
walleyed pike
wallflower brown
walling crib
walling wax
walling-in
wallow in
wallow in ignorance
wallow in the mire
wallow in wealth
wallowing in wealth
walnut blight
walnut borer
walnut brown
walnut case-bearer
walnut caterpillar
walnut curculio
walnut family
walnut juice
walnut moth
walnut oil
walnut scale
walnut shell
walnut spanworm
walnut sphinx
walnut tree
walnut weevil
walnut worm
walnut-brown
walnut-finished
walnut-framed
walnut-inlaid
walnut-paneled
walnut-shell
walnut-stained
walnut-trimmed
walpurgis night
walrus bird
walrus moustache
walrus mustache
waltz Matilda
waltz measure
waltz off with
waltz song
waltz time
waltzing Matilda
waltzing mouse
wamble-cropped
wamper-jawed
wampum belt
wampum snake
wan-
wan-cheeked
wan-colored
wan-worn
wand bearer
wand of office
wand shoot
wand shooting
wand shot
wand-bearing
wand-shaped
wand-waving
wander from
wander from the subject
wander termite
wander-year
wandering Jew
wandering albatross
wandering ant
wandering cell
wandering course
wandering dervish
wandering dune
wandering electron
wandering jenny
wandering jew
wandering minstrel
wandering path
wandering scholar
wandering soul
wandering star
wandering tattler
wane cloud
wangle into
wangle out of
waning crescent moon
waning moon
wankel engine
want ad
want doing
want in
want in the worst way
want list
want to
want to know
want with all your heart
want-wit
wantage rod
wanted-right-hand
wanting to fly in the air
wanton cruelty
wanton ringlets wav’d
wanton-cruel
wanton-eyed
wanton-mad
wanton-sick
wanton-tongued
wanton-winged
wapper-eyed
wapper-jawed
war baby
war bag
war bird
war bond
war bonnet
war book
war boom
war boomerang
war bow
war bride
war cabinet
war cart
war cheat
war chest
war cloud
war clouds
war club
war college
war correspondent
war crime
war crimes
war criminal
war cross
war cry
war dance
war debt
war dog
war drum
war eagle
war economy
war flame
war footing
war galley
war game
war gas
war god
war goddess
war gods
war guilt
war hammer
war hat
war hawk
war head
war horse
war hound
war lord
war machine
war medal
war memorial
war neurosis
war of attrition
war of independence
war of movement
war of national liberation
war of nerves
war of position
war of the elements
war of words
war office
war paint
war party
war plans
war power
war proof
war rebel
war risk
war risk insurance
war rocket
war scare
war school
war scythe
war service chevron
war song
war spirit
war stamp
war surplus
war to end war
war traitor
war vessel
war whoop
war zone
war-appareled
war-blasted
war-breathing
war-breeding
war-broken
war-denouncing
war-dight
war-disabled
war-dreading
war-fain
war-famed
war-god
war-goddess
war-hawk
war-horse
war-savings certificate
war-savings stamp
war-tax stamp
war-time
war-weary
war-whoop
war-wolf
warble fly
warbler green
warbling vireo
ward heeler
ward hill
ward of the state
ward off
ward politics
ward-walk
warden court
warden pie
wardian case
warding file
wardmote court
wardmote quest
wardour-street
wardrobe bed
wardrobe case
wardrobe dealer
wardrobe trunk
ware cleaner
ware goose
ware grinder
ware sorter
warehouse bond
warehouse boy
warehouse clerk
warehouse foreman
warehouse receipt
warehouse sorter
warehouse truck
warlike spirit
warm as toast
warm assent
warm body
warm color
warm friend
warm friendship
warm front
warm heart
warm imagination
warm man
warm over
warm sector
warm spot
warm spring
warm temper
warm the bency
warm the blood
warm the cockles of the heart
warm the spirits
warm up
warm weather
warm welcome
warm work
warm-backed
warm-blooded
warm-breathed
warm-clad
warm-colored
warm-complexioned
warm-contested
warm-glowing
warm-headed
warm-hearted
warm-kept
warm-lying
warm-reeking
warm-sheltered
warm-tempered
warm-tinted
warm-up
warm-working
warm-wrapped
warmed over
warmed up
warmed-over
warmed-over cabbage
warmed-up
warming house
warming pad
warming pan
warming-pan
warming-up
warminster broom
warmth of color
warmth of feeling
warmth of heart
warn against
warning coloration
warning lever
warning piece
warning sign
warning signal
warp and weft
warp and woof
warp beam
warp frame
warp knit
warp knitting
warp lace
warp land
warp net
warp roll
warp sizer
warp stitch
warp tier
warp-knit
warp-knitted
warp-net frame
warp-proof
warped conception
warped judgment
warping bank
warping bridge
warping chock
warping hook
warping-frame
warple way
warrant of arrest
warrant of attorney
warrant officer
warrant trying
warrants off
warrants on
warranty deed
warrior ant
warrior bush
warsaw grouper
wart cress
wart disease
wart grass
wart hog
wart snake
wart spurge
warted gourd
warted grass
warted spurge
wartime footing
warts and all
warty egg
warty-faced honey eater
wary-eyed
wary-footed
wary-looking
wash and wear
wash ball
wash barrel
wash bear
wash boiler
wash boring
wash coat
wash down
wash drawing
wash gilding
wash goods
wash leather
wash mill
wash miller
wash oil
wash out
wash pitcher
wash sale
wash sales
wash strake
wash up
wash water
wash your dirty linen in public
wash your hands of
wash your sins away
wash-and-wear
wash-and-wear fabric
wash-bear
wash-colored
wash-hand
wash-house
wash-in
wash-leather
wash-mouth
wash-out
wash-pot
wash-up
washable paint
washboard road
washed metal
washed out
washed sale
washed up
washed-out
washed-up
washing bear
washing bottle
washing crystal
washing engine
washing equipment
washing machine
washing maid
washing out
washing pot
washing powder
washing soda
washing tub
washing up
washing-up
washington pie
washington's birthday
washout process
washrag gourd
wasp ant
wasp bee
wasp beetle
wasp fly
wasp nest
wasp spider
wasp waist
wasp's nest
wasp-barbed
wasp-minded
wasp-stung
wasp-waisted
wasp-waistedness
wassail bowl
wassail cup
wassermann reaction
wassermann test
waste away
waste baling
waste bank
waste bin
waste book
waste box
waste boy
waste breaker
waste bundler
waste heat
waste leaf
waste lot
waste matter
waste mold
waste no words
waste nut
waste of breath
waste of labor
waste of time
waste pallet
waste pipe
waste product
waste the opportunity
waste the precious hours
waste time
waste time in regret
waste waste
waste well
waste your breath
waste-cleaning
waste-dwelling
waste-heat boiler
waste-heat drier
waste-paper
waste-thrift
waste-wax process
wasted away
wasted loins
wastepaper basket
wastes of outer space
wasting asset
wasting away
wasting disease
wasting palsy
watch adjuster
watch and wait
watch and ward
watch bell
watch bracelet
watch cap
watch chain
water bear
water bearer
water bed
water beetle
water bench
water bewitched
water bird
water biscuit
water blister
water bloom
water blue
water boat
water boatman
water bog rush
water bomb
water bottle
water bouget
water boy
water brash
water breather
water budget
water buffalo
water bug
water butt
water caltrop
water cannon
water carrier
water channel
water chestnut
water chinquapin
water clock
water closet
water color
water conservation
water cooler
water crake
water cress
water crowfoot
water cure
water cycle
water diviner
water dog
water down
water dropwort
water farmer
water fern
water fever
water flag
water flea
group of water flows
water fountain
water foxtail
water frame
water frontage
water furrow
water gap
water gas
water gate
water gauge
water gilder
water gilding
water glass
water god
water gods
water grass
water gum
water gun
water hair grass
water hammer
water hawthorn
water heater
water hemlock
water hen
water hole
water holly
water horehound
water hyacinth
water ice
water jacket
water jump
water kelpie
water leaf
water lemon
water lettuce
water level
water light
water lily
water lily tulip
water line
water locust
water loss
water main
water marigold
water meadow
water meadow grass
water meter
water milfoil
water mill
water mink
water mint
water moccasin
water mold
water motor
water nymph
water oak
water oat
water oats
water of ayr
water of crystallization
water of hydration
water of life
water off a duck's back
water oleander
water opossum
water ouzel
water oven
water ox
water paint
water parting
water pepper
water pimpernel
water pipe
water pipit
water pistol
water plantain
water platter
water plug
water poa
water pocket
water polo
water poppy
water power
water pox
water pump
water pumper
water purslane
water rail
water rat
water reed
water rice
water right
water sapphire
water scorpion
water set
water shield
water shrew
water skater
water ski
water sky
water slide
water smoke
water snail
water snake
water snowflake
water softener
water soldier
water sound
water spaniel
water spider
water spirit
water spot
water sprite
water sprout
water starwort
water strider
water supply
water system
water table
water tare grass
water target
water telescope
water thrush
water ton
water tortoise
water torture
water tower
water trap
water travel
water treatment
water vapor
water vapour
water vole
water wagon
water wagtail
water wave
water wheel
water willow
water wings
water witch
water witcher
water witching
water works
water-bag
water-bailage
water-bailiff
water-base paint
water-bath
water-bearer
water-bearing
water-beaten
water-bed
water-bind
water-borne
water-bound
water-brain
water-break
water-breathing
water-broken
water-buck
water-butt
water-can
water-carriage
water-carrier
water-cart
water-caster
water-clock
water-closet
water-color
water-colored
water-colorist
water-colour
water-commanding
water-consolidated
water-cool
water-cooled
water-cress
water-cressy
water-cure
water-dog
water-drinker
water-drinking
water-drop
water-dwelling
water-engine
water-fast
water-fennel oil
water-finished
water-flood
water-flowing
water-free
water-pipe
water-plantain family
water-pot
water-power engineering
water-pumping
water-purpie
water-quenched
water-rat
water-repellant
water-repellent
water-resistant
water-ret
water-rolled
water-rot
water-seal
water-sealed
water-season
water-shield family
water-shot
water-sick
water-ski
water-skied
water-skiing
water-slaked lime
water-smoke
water-soak
water-soaked
water-soluble
water-souchy
water-spout
water-spring
water-standing
water-starwort family
water-stream
water-struck
water-supply
water-supply engineer
water-supply engineering
water-sweet
water-table
water-tube boiler
water-vascular
water-vascular system
water-wagtail
water-washed
water-wave
water-waved
water-waving
water-way
water-weed
water-wheel
water-white
water-witch
waterborne infection
watered fabric
watered silk
watered steel
watered stock
watered-down
waterglass painting
watering can
watering hole
watering place
watering pot
watering-place
watering-pot
watering-pot shell
waterless cooker
waterproofing salt
waters of Lethe
waters of bitterness
waters of oblivion
watertight integrity
watertube boiler
watery grave
watery-colored
watery-eyed
watery-headed
watt current
watt-hour
watt-hour meter
watt-second
wattle and dab
wattle and daub
wattle bark
wattle crow
wattled bee eater
wattled crow
wattled honey eater
wattled lapwing
wattled stare
wattless current
wave a flag
wave a wand
wave antenna
wave band
wave changer
wave cyclone
wave down
wave drag
wave equation
wave form
wave front
wave function
wave guide
wave mechanics
wave molding
wave motion
wave number
wave phenomenon
wave scroll
wave surface
wave system
wave telegraphy
wave telephony
wave the arms
wave the bloody shirt
wave the hand
wave the white flag
wave theory
wave top
wave train
wave trap
wave wheel
wave winding
wave-cut
wave-cut platform
wave-encircled
wave-form
wave-form theory
wave-green
wave-haired
wave-hollowed
wave-lashed
wave-laved
wave-like
wave-line
wave-making
wave-moist
wavering flame
wavering light
waving of the bloody shirt
wavy-coated
wavy-edged
wax-lighted
wax-polished
wax-producing
wax-red
wax-rubbed
wax-secretion
wax-shot
wax-stitched
wax-tipped
wax-topped
wax-white
wax-yellow
waxed paper
waxed tablet
waxing crescent moon
waxing moon
way back
way baggage
way beam
way bennet
way bent
way car
way chain
way enough
way freight
way in
way of dealing
way of escape
way of holding yourself
way of life
way of looking at things
way of putting
way of saying
way of seeing
way of speaking
way of the cross
way of thinking
way of understanding
way of walking
way off
way out
way passenger
way point
way shaft
way station
way thistle
way ticket
way train
way wire
way-beguiling
way-bill
way-clearing
way-down
way-god
way-haunting
way-off
way-out
way-up
way-weary
way-wise
way-wiser
way-worn
wayfaring tree
wayfaring-tree
waygoing crop
wayleave rent
ways and means
ways of the fathers
wayside cross
we happy few
we’ll see you
we-all
we-group
we-ship
we-uns
weak accumulation poi
weak as a baby
weak as a chicken
weak as a child
weak as a drink of water
weak as a kitten
weak as a mouse
weak as a rained-on bee
weak as milk and water
weak as water
weak derived set
weak ego
weak ending
weak in the upper story
weak interaction
weak knees
weak link
weak market
weak personality
weak point
weak side
weak sister
weak soul
weak stress
weak tool
weak will
weak-ankled
weak-armed
weak-backed
weak-bodied
weak-built
weak-chested
weak-chined
weak-chinned
weak-eyed
weak-fibered
weak-headed
weak-headedly
weak-headedness
weak-hinged
weak-jawed
weak-kneed
weak-kneedly
weak-kneedness
weak-legged
weak-limbed
weak-lunged
weak-minded
weak-mindedly
weak-mindedness
weak-nerved
weak-pated
weak-spirited
weak-spiritedly
weak-spiritedness
weak-stemmed
weak-stomached
weak-toned
weak-voiced
weak-willed
weak-winged
weakengrow weak
weaker sex
weaker vessel
weakness comparisons
weakness of the flesh
wealth tax
wealth-encumbered
wealth-fraught
wealth-getting
wealth-yielding
wealthy man
wean from
wean your thoughts from
wean yourself from
weaning brash
weapons of mass destruction
wear a hairshirt
wear a mask
wear an earnest frown
wear and tear
wear away
wear back
wear blinkers
wear down
wear horns
wear iron
wear land
wear limit gauge
wear mourning
wear off
wear on
wear out
wear out your welcome
wear ragged
wear sackcloth
wear sackcloth and ashes
wear ship
wear short
wear the cloth
wear the crown
wear the horn
wear the look of
wear the pants
wear the uniform
wear thin
wear upon
wear upon one
wear well
wear you down
wear your heart on your sleeve
wear your heart upon your sleeve
wear-out
wearer of the cap and bells
weariness of life
wearing a hairshirt
wearing a sackcloth
wearing a sackcloth and ashes
wearing apparel
wearing arms
wearing away
wearing course
wearing down
wearisome sameness
wearisome trip
weary for
weary of life
weary to death
weary unto death
weary waste
weary-foot
weary-footed
weary-laden
weary-looking
weary-winged
weary-worn
weasel cat
weasel coot
weasel lemur
weasel out
weasel spider
weasel word
weasel words
weasel-faced
weasel-worded
weather anchor
weather back
weather balloon
weather bow
weather box
weather breeder
weather bureau
weather cast
weather caster
weather chart
weather cloth
weather deck
weather eye
weather forecast
weather forecaster
weather front
weather gall
weather gauge
weather helm
weather house
weather instrument
weather joint
weather map
weather out
weather prophet
weather rail
weather reconnaissance
weather reconnaissance plane
weather report
weather roll
weather satellite
weather science
weather scientist
weather sheet
weather ship
weather side
weather signal
weather slating
weather stain
weather station
weather strip
weather stripping
weather tack
weather the storm
weather tide
weather vane
weather wheel
weather wisdom
weather-battered
weather-beaten
weather-bitt
weather-bitten
weather-bound
weather-breeding
weather-driven
weather-eaten
weather-eye
weather-fagged
weather-fast
weather-fend
weather-free
weather-glass
weather-going tide
weather-guard
weather-hardened
weather-headed
weather-reporting network
weather-scarred
weather-slated
weather-stayed
weather-strip
weather-stripped
weather-stripping
weather-tanned
weather-wasted
weather-wise
weatherboard house
weathered joint
weathered oak
weave bead
weave peace between
weave your way
weaver finch
weaver shell
weaver's hitch
weaver's knot
weazen-faced
web foot
web frame
web glazing
web lead
web maker
web member
web of intrigue
web perfecting press
web press
web printing
web saw
web spinner
web stiffener
web wheel
web-beam
web-fed
web-fed press
web-fingered
web-foot
web-footed
web-footedness
web-glazed
web-perfecting
web-toed
web-winged
web-worked
webbing moth
weber turn
wedded bliss
wedded pair
wedded state
wedded status
wedded to
wedded to poverty
wedded wife
wedding anniversary
wedding attendant
wedding breakfast
wedding cake
wedding canopy
wedding chest
wedding clothes
wedding day
wedding dinner
wedding flower
wedding gown
wedding guest
wedding journey
wedding knot
wedding march
wedding party
wedding ring
wedding sheet
wedding song
wedding veil
wedge bone
wedge character
wedge gauge
wedge gearing
wedge heel
wedge in
wedge-bearing
wedge-billed
wedge-form
wedge-formed
wedge-shaped
wedge-tailed
wedge-tailed dove
wedge-tailed eagle
wedge-tailed gull
wedge-tailed shearwater
wedged-tailed
wedging crib
wee bit
wee doch-an-dorrach
wee folk
wee tot
wee-wee
weed killer
weed out
weed tree
weed-choked
weed-cutting
weed-entwined
weed-fringed
weed-grown
weed-hidden
weed-hook
weed-hung
weed-killer
weed-killing
weed-ridden
weed-spoiled
weed-ed out
weeder clips
weeder hoe
weedy-bearded
weedy-haired
weedy-looking
week work
week-end
week-long
week-old
week-work
weekend bag
weekly newspaper
weekly payments
weeny-bopper
weep for
weep hole
weep over
weep with
weep with them that weep
weeping and gnashing of teeth
weeping ash
weeping beech
weeping cross
weeping eczema
weeping golden bell
weeping honey locust
weeping lantana
weeping myall
weeping pea tree
weeping willow
weeping-ripe
weese-allan
weet-weet
weft fork
weft knitting
weft sorter
weft-knit
weft-knitted
weigh against
weigh anchor
weigh beam
weigh down
weigh heavy
weigh heavy on
weigh heavy upon
weigh in
weigh in the balance
weigh lightly
weigh on
weigh one thing against another
weigh out
weigh scales
weigh upon
weigh with
weigh you down
weigh your words
weigh-bridge
weigh-in
weigh-out
weigh-scale
weighbar shaft
weighed down
weighed upon
weighing down
weighing instrument
weighing instruments
weighing machine
weighing-in
weighing-out
weight cloth
weight control
weight density
weight down
weight down with
weight down with ornament
weight lifter
weight lifting
weight playing
weight voltameter
weight watcher
weight-bearing
weight-carrying
weight-lifting
weight-measuring
weight-raising
weight-resisting
weight-watch
weight-watching
weighted down
weighting down
weir basin
weir box
weird sisters
weird-fixed
weird-looking
weird-set
weiss beer
welch plug
welcome as the roses in May
welcome mat
welcome release
welcome wagon
weld metal
welder's mask
welding blowpipe
welding engineer
welding powder
welding rod
welding torch
welfare aid
welfare capitalism
welfare cases
welfare client
welfare clients
welfare families
welfare payments
welfare program
welfare rolls
welfare state
welfare stater
welfare statism
welfare statist
welfare work
welfare worker
welkin eye
welkin-high
well I never
well I never!
well afford
well and good
well boat
well borer
well casing
well cress
well decker
well done
well driller
well drilling
well enough
well fern
well house
well in
well in hand
well log
well met
well off
well out
well out of
well over
well provided for
well rig
well room
well shrimp
well sinker
well smack
well staircase
well sweep
well to do in the world
well to live
well to pass
well tomb
well trap
well turned-out
well up on
well vessel
well water
well worship
well worth the money
well-able
well-abolished
well-abounding
well-absorbed
well-abused
well-accented
well-accentuated
well-accepted
well-accommodated
well-accompanied
well-accomplished
well-accorded
well-according
well-accounted
well-accredited
well-accumulated
well-accompanied
well-accomplished
well-acknowledged
well-acquainted
well-acquired
well-acted
well-adapted
well-addicted
well-addressed
well-adjusted
well-administered
well-admitted
well-adopted
well-adorned
well-advanced
well-adventured
well-advertised
well-advertized
well-advised
well-advocated
well-affected
well-affectedness
well-affectioned
well-affirmed
well-afforded
well-aged
well-agreed
well-agreeing
well-aimed
well-aired
well-alleged
well-allied
well-allotted
well-allowed
well-alphabetized
well-altered
well-amended
well-amused
well-analysed
well-analyzed
well-ancestord
well-anchored
well-anear
well-ankled
well-annealed
well-annotated
well-announced
well-anointed
well-answered
well-anticipated
well-apparelled
well-apparenting
well-applauded
well-appointed
well-appointedly
well-appointedness
well-appreciated
well-approached
well-appropriated
well-approved
well-arbitrated
well-arched
well-argued
well-armed
well-armed
well-armoured
well-aroused
well-arranged
well-arrayed
well-articulated
well-ascertained
well-assembled
well-asserted
well-assessed
well-assigned
well-assimilated
well-assisted
well-associated
well-assorted
well-assumed
well-asserted
well-attached
well-attained
well-attempered
well-attempted
well-attended
well-attending
well-attested
well-attired
well-attributed
well-audited
well-authenticated
well-authorized
well-averaged
well-avoided
well-awakened
well-awarded
well-aware
well-baby clinic
well-backed
well-baked
well-balanced
well-balanced mind
well-baled
well-bandaged
well-bang
well-banked
well-barbered
well-bargained
well-base rim
well-based
well-bathed
well-batted
well-bearing
well-beaten
well-becoming
well-bedded
well-befitting
well-begotten
well-begun
well-behated
well-behaved
well-being
well-beknown
well-believed
well-believing
well-beloved
well-beneficed
well-bent
well-besemingly
well-bespoken
well-bested
well-bestowed
well-blacked
well-blended
well-blent
well-blessed
well-blooded
well-blown
well-bodied
well-boding
well-boiled
well-bonded
well-boned
well-booted
well-bored
well-boring
well-born
well-borne
well-bottled
well-bottomed
well-bought
well-bound
well-bowled
well-boxed
well-braced
well-braided
well-branched
well-branded
well-brawned
well-breasted
well-breathed
well-bred
well-bredness
well-brewed
well-bricked
well-bridged
well-broken
well-brooked
well-brought-up
well-browed
well-browned
well-brushed
well-built
well-buried
well-burned
well-burnished
well-burnt
well-bushed
well-busied
well-buttoned
well-caked
well-calculated
well-calculating
well-calked
well-called
well-calved
well-camouflaged
well-caned
well-canned
well-canvassed
well-cared-for
well-carpeted
well-carved
well-cased
well-cast
well-caught
well-cautioned
well-celebrated
well-cemented
well-censured
well-centered
well-centred
well-certified
well-chained
well-changed
well-chaperoned
well-characterized
well-charged
well-charted
well-chauffeured
well-checked
well-cheered
well-cherished
well-chested
well-chewed
well-chilled
well-choosing
well-chopped
well-chosen
well-chosen moment
well-churned
well-circularized
well-circulated
well-circumstanced
well-civilized
well-clad
well-classed
well-classified
well-consenting
well-conserved
well-considered
well-consoled
well-consorted
well-constituted
well-constricted
well-constructed
well-construed
well-contained
well-content
well-contented
well-contested
well-continued
well-contracted
well-contrasted
well-contrived
well-controlled
well-conveyed
well-convinced
well-cooked
well-cooled
well-coordinated
well-copied
well-corked
well-corrected
well-corseted
well-costumed
well-couched
well-counselled
well-counseled
well-counted
well-counterfeited
well-coupled
well-courted
well-covered
well-cowed
well-crammed
well-crated
well-credited
well-cress
well-crested
well-criticized
well-crocheted
well-cropped
well-crossed
well-crushed
well-cultivated
well-cultured
well-curbed
well-cured
well-curled
well-curried
well-curved
well-cushioned
well-cut
well-cutting
well-damped
well-danced
well-darkened
well-darned
well-dealing
well-dealt
well-debated
well-deceived
well-decided
well-deck
well-decked
well-declaimed
well-decorated
well-decreed
well-deeded
well-deemed
well-defended
well-deferred
well-defined
well-delayed
well-deliberated
well-delineated
well-delivered
well-demeaned
well-demonstrated
well-denied
well-depicted
well-derived
well-descended
well-described
well-deserved
well-deserved punishment
well-deservedly
well-deserver
well-deserving
well-deservingness
well-designated
well-designed
well-designing
well-desired
well-destroyed
well-developed
well-devised
well-diagnosed
well-diffused
well-digested
well-directed
well-disbursed
well-disciplined
well-discounted
well-discussed
well-disguised
well-dish
well-dispersed
well-displayed
well-disposed
well-disposedly
well-disposedness
well-dispositioned
well-disputed
well-dissected
well-dissembled
well-dissipated
well-distanced
well-distinguished
well-distributed
well-diversified
well-divided
well-divined
well-documentated
well-doer
well-doing
well-domesticated
well-dominated
well-done
well-dosed
well-drafted
well-drain
well-drained
well-dramatized
well-drawn
well-dressed
well-dried
well-drilled
well-driven
well-drugged
well-dunged
well-dusted
well-dying
well-eared
well-earned
well-earthed
well-eased
well-economized
well-edited
well-educated
well-effect
well-elaborated
well-elevated
well-eliminated
well-embodied
well-emphasized
well-employed
well-enacted
well-enchanting
well-encountered
well-encouraged
well-ended
well-endorsed
well-endowed
well-enforced
well-engineered
well-engraved
well-enlightened
well-entered
well-entertained
well-entitled
well-enumerated
well-enveloped
well-equipped
well-erected
well-escorted
well-essay
well-established
well-esteemed
well-estimated
well-evidence
well-evidenced
well-examined
well-executed
well-exemplified
well-exercised
well-exerted
well-exhibited
well-expended
well-experienced
well-explained
well-explicated
well-exploded
well-exposed
well-expressed
well-fabricated
well-faced
well-faded
well-famed
well-fancied
well-farmed
well-fashionable
well-fastened
well-fatted
well-favored
well-favorably
well-favoredness
well-favoured
well-favouredness
well-feasted
well-feathered
well-featured
well-fed
well-feed
well-feigned
well-felt
well-fenced
well-fended
well-fermented
well-fielded
well-filed
well-filled
well-filmed
well-filtered
well-financed
well-fined
well-finished
well-fitted
well-fitting
well-fixed
well-flanked
well-flattered
well-flavored
well-flavoured
well-flighted
well-flighted
well-fledged
well-fledged
well-fledged
well-fleeced
well-fleshed
well-flooded
well-floored
well-floured
well-flowered
well-flowering
well-focused
well-focussed
well-folded
well-followed
well-fooled
well-foreseen
well-forested
well-forewarned
well-forewarning
well-forged
well-forgotten
well-formed
well-formulated
well-fortified
well-fought
well-found
well-founded
well-foundedly
well-foundedness
well-framed
well-fraught
well-freckled
well-freighted
well-frequented
well-fried
well-friended
well-frightened
well-fruited
well-fueled
well-fuelled
well-functioning
well-furnished
well-furnishedness
well-furred
well-furred
well-gained
well-gaited
well-gardened
well-garmented
well-garnished
well-gathered
well-gearled
well-generalized
well-gifted
well-girt
well-glossed
well-gloved
well-glued
well-going
well-gotten
well-governed
well-gowned
well-graced
well-graded
well-grained
well-grassed
well-gratified
well-graveled
well-gravelled
well-graven
well-greased
well-greaved
well-greeted
well-groomed
well-groomedness
well-grounded
well-grounded hope
well-grouped
well-grown
well-guaranteed
well-guarded
well-guessed
well-guided
well-guiding
well-guyed
well-hained
well-haired
well-hallowed
well-hammered
well-handicapped
well-handled
well-hardened
well-harnessed
well-hatched
well-havened
well-hazarded
well-head
well-headed
well-healed
well-heard
well-hearted
well-heated
well-instanced
well-instituted
well-instructed
well-insulated
well-insured
well-integrated
well-intended
well-intentioned
well-interpreted
well-interviewed
well-introduced
well-invented
well-invested
well-investigated
well-ironed
well-irrigated
well-itemized
well-joined
well-jointed
well-judged
well-judging
well-judgingly
well-justified
well-kempt
well-kenned
well-kent
well-kept
well-kindled
well-knit
well-knitted
well-knotted
well-knowing
well-knowledged
well-known
well-known fact
well-labeled
well-labored
well-laboring
well-laboured
well-laced
well-laden
well-laid
well-languaged
well-larded
well-launched
well-laundered
well-leaded
well-learned
well-leased
well-leaved
well-led
well-left
well-lent
well-less
well-lettered
well-leveled
well-levelled
well-leveled
well-levied
well-lighted
well-like
well-liked
well-liking
well-limbed
well-limited
well-limned
well-lined
well-lined purse
well-linked
well-lit
well-liveried
well-living
well-loaded
well-located
well-locked
well-lodged
well-lofted
welllooked
well-looking
well-lost
well-loved
well-lunged
well-made
well-made play
well-maintained
well-managed
well-manned
well-mannered
well-manufactured
well-manured
well-mapped
well-marked
well-marketeted
well-married
well-marshalled
well-masked
well-mastered
well-matched
well-mated
well-matured
well-meanner
well-meaning
well-meaningly
well-meaningness
well-meant
well-measured
well-membered
well-mended
well-merited
well-met
well-metalled
well-methodized
well-mettled
well-milked
well-mingled
well-minted
well-mixed
well-modeled
well-modified
well-modulated
well-moduled
well-moned
well-moralized
well-motivated
well-motived
well-moulded
well-mounted
well-mouthed
well-named
well-narrated
well-natured
well-naturedness
well-navigated
well-near
well-necked
well-needed
well-negotiated
well-neighbored
well-nicknamed
well-nigh
well-nosed
well-noted
well-nourished
well-nursed
well-nurtured
well-oared
well-obeyed
well-observed
well-occupied
well-off
well-officered
well-oiled
well-omened
well-omitted
well-operated
well-opinioned
well-ordered
well-ordered set
well-ordering theorem
well-organised
well-organized
well-oriented
well-ornamented
well-ossified
well-outlined
well-overseen
well-packed
well-paid
well-painted
well-paired
well-paneled
well-paragraphed
well-parceled
well-parked
well-past
well-patched
well-patrolled
well-patronised
well-patronized
well-paved
well-paying
well-penned
well-pensioned
well-peopled
well-perceived
well-perfected
well-performed
well-persuaded
well-philosophized
well-photographed
well-picked
well-pictured
well-piloted
well-pitched
well-placed
well-planned
well-planted
well-played
well-plead
well-pleaded
well-pleased
well-pleasedly
well-pleasedness
well-pleasing
well-pleasingness
well-plenished
well-plotted
well-plowed
well-plucked
well-plumaged
well-plumed
well-pointed
well-policed
well-policied
well-polished
well-pollled
well-pondered
well-posed
well-positioned
well-possessed
well-posted
well-postponed
well-practiced
well-predicted
well-prepared
well-preserved
well-pressed
well-pretended
well-priced
well-primed
well-principled
well-printed
well-prized
well-professed
well-prolonged
well-pronounced
well-prophesied
well-proportioned
well-prosecuted
well-protected
well-proved
well-replaced
well-replenished
well-reported
well-represented
well-reprinted
well-reputed
well-requited
well-resolved
well-resounding
well-respected
well-rested
well-restored
well-revenged
well-reviewed
well-revised
well-rewarded
well-rhymed
well-ribbed
well-ridden
well-rigged
well-ringed
well-ripened
well-risen
well-risked
well-roasted
well-rode
well-rolled
well-roofed
well-rooted
well-roped
well-rotted
well-rounded
well-rounded periods
well-routed
well-rowed
well-rubbed
well-rulled
well-ruling
well-run
well-running
well-sacrificed
well-saffroned
well-sailing
well-salted
well-sanctioned
well-sanded
well-satisfied
well.saved
well-savoring
well-saying
well-scared
well-scattered
well-scented
well-scheduled
well-schemed
well-schooled
well-scolded
well-scorched
well-scored
well-screened
well-scrubbed
well-sealed
well-searched
well-seasoned
well-seated
well-secluded
well-secured
well-seeded
well-seeing
well-seeming
well-seen
well-selected
well-selling
well-sensed
well-separated
well-served
well-set
well-set-up
well-settled
well-sewn
well-shaded
well-shading
well-shafted
well-shaken
well-shaped
well-shapen
well-sharpened
well-shaved
well-shaven
well-sheltered
well-shod
well-shot
well-showered
well-shown
well-sifted
well-sighted
well-simulated
well-sinewed
well-sinking
well-situated
well-sized
well-sketched
well-skilled
well-skinned
well-smelling
well-smoked
well-soaked
well-sold
well-soled
well-solved
well-sorted
well-sounding
well-spaced
well-speaking
well-sped
well-spent
well-spiced
well-splitting
well-spoken
well-sprayed
well-spread
well-spring
well-spun
well-spurred
well-squared
well-stabilized
well-stacked
well-staffed
well-staged
well-stained
well-stamped
well-starred
well-stated
well-stationed
well-steered
well-stirred
well-stitched
well-stocked
well-stopped
well-stored
well-straightened
well-strained
well-strapped
well-stressed
well-stretched
well-striven
well-stroked
well-strung
well-studied
well-stuffed
wellstyled
well-subscribed
well-succeeding
well-sufficing
well-sugared
well-suggested
well-suited
well-summared
well-summared
well-sunburned
well-sung
well-superintended
well-supervised
well-supplemented
well-supplied
well-supported
well-suppressed
well-sustained
well-swelled
well-swollen
well-systematised
well-systematized
well-tailored
well-taken
well-tamed
well-tanned
well-tasted
well-taught
well-taxxed
well-tempered
well-tenanted
well-tended
well-terraced
well-tested
well-thewed
well-thought
well-thought-of
well-thought-out
well-thrashed
well-thriven
well-thrown
well-thumbed
well-tied
well-tilled
well-timbered
well-timed
well-timed opportunity
well-tinted
well-to-do
well-toasted
well-told
well-toned
well-tongued
well-toothed
well-tossed
well-traced
well-traded
well-trained
well-translated
well-trapped
well-traveled
well-travelled
well-treated
well-tricked
well-tried
well-trimmed
well-trod
well-trodden
well-trunked
well-trussed
well-trusted
well-tuned
well-turned
well-turned periods
well-turned-out
well-tutored
well-twisted
well-typed
well-umpired
well-understood
well-uniformed
well-united
well-upholstered
well-urged
well-used
well-utilized
well-valeted
well-varied
well-varnished
well-veiled
well-ventilated
well-ventured
well-verified
well-versed
well-visualised
well-visualized
well-voiced
well-vouched
well-walled
well-wared
well-warmed
well-warmed
well-warranted
well-washed
well-watched
well-watered
well-weaponed
well-wearing
well-weaved
well-weaving
well-wedded
well-weighed
well-weighing
well-whipped
well-wigged
well-willed
well-willer
well-willing
well-winded
well-windowed
well-winged
well-winnowed
well-wired
well-wish
well-wisher
well-wishing
well-witnessed
well-witted
well-won
well-wooded
well-wooing
well-wooled
well-worded
well-worked
well-worked-out
well-worn
well-worn groove
well-woven
well-wreathed
well-written
well-wrought
well-yoked
wellington boot
welsh corgi
welsh harp
welsh hook
welsh rabbit
welsh rarebit
welsh springer spaniel
welsh terrier
welt seam
welter in your own blood
welter weight
wen-li
wend your way
were it not
were it not that
were-
were-animal
were-animals
were-ass
west Greenland current
west by north
west by south
west coast fir
west coast hemlock
west country
west end
west germanic
west highland
west india
west indian
west indies
west saxon
west wind
west wind drift
west-by
west-central
west-ender
west-endism
west-edy
west-faced
west-facing
west-going
west-india man
west-north-west
west-northwest
west-northwesterly
west-northwestward
west-south-west
west-southwest
west-southwesterly
west-southwestward
west-southwestwardly
west-turning
west-winded
west-windy
western diamondback rattlesnake
western frame
western hemisphere
western hemlock
western juniper
western mountain ash
western omelet
western paper birch
western red cedar
western roll
western sandwich
western swing
western tanager
western wool
western yellow pine
westphalian ham
westward-looking
wet behind the ears
wet blanket
wet bulb
wet cell
wet chinook
wet cleaner
wet compass
wet contact
wet cooperator
wet dock
wet down
wet dream
wet fly
wet look
wet moon
wet nurse
wet pack
wet pleurisy
wet puddling
wet rot
wet season
wet snow
wet squib
wet strength
wet suit
wet to the skin
wet wash
wet weather
wet weathers
wet with sweat
wet your whistle
wet-air
wet-air pump
wet-and-dry-bulb thermometer
wet-blanket
wet-blanketing
wet-bulb
wet-bulb thermometer
wet-cell
wet-cheeked
wet-clean
wet-eyed
wet-footed
wet-lipped
wet-my-lip
wet-nurse
wet-nursed
wet-nursing
wet-pipe
wet-pipe system
wet-plate
wet-plate process
wet-process machine
wet-salt
wet-season
wet-shod
wet-worked
wether wool
wetlands conservation
wetness fraction
wetter-off
wetting agent
wetting down
wetting-out agent
wh-movement
whack down
whack off
whack up
whale barnacle
whale catcher
whale feed
whale fin
whale fisher
whale fisherman
whale fishery
whale fishing
whale food
whale iron
whale line
whale louse
whale of a difference
whale oil
whale shark
whale-backed
whale-built
whale-gig
whale-headed
whale-hunting
whale-mouthed
whale-tailed
whalebone tree
whalebone whale
whaling fleet
whaling gun
whaling master
whaling port
whaling rocket
whare-kura
whare-puni
whare-wananga
wharf boat
wharf dues
wharf duty
wharf end
wharf fee
wharf fish
wharf hand
wharf laborer
wharf lumper
wharf monkey
wharf owner
wharf rat
wharf spike
wharf worker
what a life
what are the odds
what bodes
what boots it
what can be done
what can be seen
what can never be
what cannot be
what cannot happen
what do I care
what do you know
what do you know about that
what does it matter
what else is new
what for
what goes up must come down
what happens
what have you
what if
what in the world
what is coming to one
what is coming to you
what is comprised
what is condign
what is contained
what is destined
what is done
what is doomed
what is due
what is fated
what is in the books
what is included
what is merited
what is owing
what is possible
what is proper
what is revealed
what is right
what is to be
what is to come
what it is about
what it takes
what looms
what makes it tick
what makes you tick
what matter
what may be
what might be
what must not be
what of it
what on earth
what ought not be
what ought to be
what ought to be done
what should be
what should not be
what the hell
what time
what will be will be
what you are about
what you are doing
what you are responsible for
what you are worth
what you can call your own
what you can do
what you have coming
what you have earned
what you have to your name
what you may fairly call
what you may fitly call
what you may properly call
what you may well call
what you merit
what you will
what's happening
what's in
what's in it for one
what's it to you
what's its name
what's the diff
what's the difference
what's the odds
what's what
what's-her-name
what's-his-face
what's-his-name
what's-its-name
what-d'ye-call'-em
what-d'ye-call-it
what-d'you-call-it
what-do-you-call-it
what-eer
what-for
what-is-it
what-like
what-you-call-it
what-you-may call-it
what-you-may--call-it
what-you-may-call-'em
whatever comes
whatever may happen
whatever the cost
whats-her-name
whats-his-name
whats-it
whats-its-name
wheaf take-all
wheaf-head
wheat aphid
wheat aphis
wheat beetle
wheat belt
wheat berry
wheat bread
wheat bug
wheat bulb fly
wheat bulb worm
wheat cake
wheat chafer
wheat cutworm
wheat duck
wheat eel
wheat eelworm
wheat farmer
wheat field
wheat fly
wheat from the chaff
wheat gallfly
wheat germ
wheat grass
wheat jointworm
wheat louse
wheat maggot
wheat meal
wheat midge
wheat mildew
wheat mite
wheat mosaic
wheat moth
wheat pest
wheat pit
wheat plant louse
wheat rosette
wheat rust
wheat sawfly
wheat scab
wheat seed
wheat sheaf
wheat smut
wheat stem
wheat stem rust
wheat thief
wheat thrips
wheat weevil
wheat weigher
wheat-blossoming
wheat-colored
wheat-fed
wheat-growing
wheat-head army worm
wheat-hid
wheat-producing
wheat-raising
wheat-rich
wheat-stem maggot
wheat-stem sawfly
wheat-straw
wheatcock cox
wheatsel bird
wheatstone bridge
wheel about
wheel and axle
wheel and deal
wheel animal
wheel animalcule
wheel around
wheel back
wheel barometer
wheel base
wheel bearer
wheel bug
wheel case
wheel chain
wheel chair
wheel colter
wheel control
wheel cowlings
wheel cross
wheel cultivator
wheel excavator
wheel fitter
wheel governor
wheel hoe
wheel horse
wheel lathe
wheel load
wheel load weigher
wheel lock
wheel maker
wheel man
wheel map
wheel money
wheel of chance
wheel of fortune
wheel ore
wheel organ
wheel parts
wheel pen
wheel pit
wheel plate
wheel plow
wheel rod
wheel rope
wheel scraper
wheel static
wheel stitch
wheel tracery
wheel trap
wheel tree
wheel trolley
wheel welder
wheel window
wheel-backed
wheel-barrower
wheel-broad
wheel-cut
wheel-cutting
wheel-footed
wheel-going
wheel-made
wheel-marked
wheel-mounted
wheel-resembling
wheel-shaped
wheel-smashed
wheel-spun
wheel-supported
wheel-track
wheel-turned
wheel-turning
wheel-worn
wheelbarrow race
wheeler and dealer
wheeler-dealer
wheeling and dealing
wheels within wheels
whelk tingle
whelk-shaped
when all is said and done
when as
when day is done
when hell freezes over
when in Rome do as the Romans do
when issued
when it is handy
when the chips are down
when the mood strikes
when the spirit moves
when you get around to it
when you have a minute to spare
when you have the time
when your ship comes in
when-issued
whenever you like
whenever you wish
where it's at
where the earth meets the sky
where the shoe pinches
where the sun beats
where the sun rises
where you are
where you live
where you reside
where you sit
where you stand
wherefore, the
wherever it may be
wherever you look
wherever you turn
whet slate
whet the appetite
whet the knife
whet the sword
whet your interest
whether or no
whether you will or not
whetstone slate
whetstone-shaped
whettle-bone
whew duck
whey bird
whey butter
whey cure
whey whig
whey-bearded
whey-blooded
whey-brained
whey-colored
whey-face
whey-faced
whi-Zbang
which is Not we
which is in us and all around us
which see
which way the wind blows
whidah bird
whidah finch
whiff of grapeshot
whiffle ball
while airborne
while away
while away the time
while life endures
while on the subject
while you draw breath
whim berry
whim gin
whim-proof
whim-wham
whim-whams
whin sparrow
whin-wrack
whing-ding
whip along
whip and spur
whip antenna
whip away
whip bird
whip crane
whip crop
whip gin
whip graft
whip graftage
whip grass
whip hand
whip handle
whip hoist
whip horse
whip in
whip into shape
whip line
whip maker
whip off
whip on
whip purchase
whip ray
whip rod
whip roll
whip row
whip scorpion
whip snake
whip stall
whip thread
whip top
whip up
whip yarn
whip yourself
whip-
whip-bearing
whip-corrected
whip-cracker
whip-cracking
whip-ended
whip-grafting
whip-hand
whip-jack
whip-lash
whip-marked
whip-poor-will
whip-round
whip-saw
whip-shaped
whip-stick
whip-stitch
whip-tailed
whip-tom-kelly
whip-tongue
whip-up
whip-wielding
whipbelly vengeance
whipcord willow
whiplash injury
whipped cream
whipped up
whipper-in
whipper-snapper
whippers-in
whippet tank
whipping boy
whipping cream
whipping girl
whipping post
whipping top
whipping up
whipping-boy
whipping-snapping
whipping-up
whipsy-derry
whiptail shark
whirl drill
whirl gate
whirl like a dervish
whirl the mind
whirl-
whirl-blast
whirl-shaped
whirligig beetle
whirligig mullet
whirligig of time
whirling dervish
whirling table
whirlpool bath
whirlpool nebula
whirlwinds of tempestuous fire
whirly-
whisk broom
whisk tail
whisk-tailed
whisker boom
whisker jumper
whisker pole
whiskey jack
whiskey smash
whiskey sour
whisky cherry
whisky drinker
whisky jack
whisky john
whisky liver
whisky mac
whisky poker
whisky sour
whisky-drinking
whisky-frisky
whisky-jack
whisky-sodden
whisper glide
whisper glottis
whisper in the ear
whisper sweet nothings
whisper-soft
whispered about
whispering campaign
whispering dome
whispering gallery
whispering office
whispering pectoriloquy
whispering voice
whist drive
whistle at
whistle duck
whistle for
whistle punk
whistle stop
whistle-blower
whistle-pig
whistle-stop
whistle-stop campaign
whistle-stopper
whistle-stopping
whistlebelly vengeance
whistling buoy
whistling duck
whistling jar
whistling swan
whit sunday
white Leghorn
white Mariposa
white Orpington
white Plymouth Rock
white Wyandotte
white acid
white admiral
white alert
white alkali
white ant
white area
white arsenic
white as a lily
white as a sheet
white as snow
white ash
white ash herb
white bass
white bay
white bear
white beet
white belt
white birch
white blood cell
white blood corpuscle
white book
white boy
white bread
white bronze
white bryony
white cake
white campion
white cast iron
white cedar
white chip
white clover
white coal
white comparisons
white cooper
white corpuscle
white crab
white crappie
white cross
white currant
white daisy
white damp
white dew
white dutch clover
white dwarf
white dwarf star
white eardrop
white elephant
white elephant sale
white ensign
white feather
white flag
white flax
white flint
white fox
white friar
white frost
white gas
white gasoline
white globe lily
white gold
white goldenrod
white goods
white gourd
white grape
white grease
white gum
white hairs
white hake
white heat
white hole
white hope
white horde
white horehound
white horse
white horses
white house
white hunter
white iron
white iron pyrites
white lead
white lead ore
white leather
white leg
white lie
white light
white lightning
white lime
white line
white liquor
white list
white liver
white livered
white lotus
white lupine
white magic
white mahogany
white man
white man's burden
white marlin
white matter
white meat
white melilot
white metal
white moss
white mulberry
white mule
white sturgeon
white supremacist
white supremacy
white swamp azalea
white tassel flower
white tie
white tie and tails
white titi
white turnip
white upland aster
white vitriol
white walnut
white water
white water lily
white wax
white way
white whale
white wine
white with age
white wolf
white wood aster
white-acre
white-alder
white-alder family
white-ankled
white-ant
white-anted
white-armed
white-ash
white-backed
white-barked
white-barred
white-beaked
white-bearded
white-bellied
white-berried
white-billed
white-blood
white-blooded
white-blue
white-bodied
white-bone
white-boned
white-bordered
white-bosomed
white-breasted
white-brick
white-browed
white-brown
white-burning
white-capped
white-cell
white-cell blood
white-cheeked
white-chinned
white-churned
white-clad
white-clothed
white-coated
white-collar
white-collar intellectual
white-collar thief
white-collar worker
white-colored
white-cotton
white-cotton tree
white-crested
white-cross
white-cross diatom
white-crossed
white-crowned
white-crowned sparrow
white-domed
white-dotted
white-dough
white-ear
white-ear ed
white-eye
white-eyed
white-eyed vireo
white-eyelid
white-eyelid monkey
white-eyes
white-faced
white-faced hornet
white-favored
white-feathered
white-featherism
white-felled
white-flanneled
white-flecked
white-fleshed
white-flower
white-flowered
white-flowing
white-foot
white-footed
white-footed mouse
white-frilled
white-fringed
white-frocked
white-fronted
white-fronted goose
white-fruited
white-girdled
white-glittering
white-gloved
white-gray
white-green
white-ground
white-haired
white-hairy
white-handed
white-hard
white-hatted
white-headed
white-heart
white-heart hickory
white-hoofed
white-hooved
white-horned
white-horsed
white-hot
white-jacketed
white-laced
white-leaf
white-leaved
white-legged
white-lie
white-lined
white-linen
white-lipped
white-list
white-listed
white-livered
white-liveredly
white-liveredness
white-loaf
white-looking
white-maned
white-mantled
white-marked
white-mooned
white-mottled
white-tailed
deer
kit
kite
sea eagle
thighed
throated
sparrow	
tinned
tipped
tomentose
tongued
tooth
toothed	
topped
tufted
tusked
uniformed
veiled
veined
vented
waistcoated
walled	
dated	
dated	
dated
whiskered
wig
wigged
winged
coot
dove
coter
woolly
wristed
zoned
bark
sepulcher
sepulchre
tone
etail
tailed
tall	
tall
tall
bark
	
tall
box
whiting brush
whiting can
whiting dabber
whiting filler
whiting furnace
whiting kit
whiting loader
whiting maker
whiting mill
whiting packer
whiting paste
whiting pollack
whiting pout
whiting powder
whiting sponge
whiting time
whiting tin
whitish-blue
whitish-brown
whitish-cream
whitish-flowered
whitish-green
whitish-lavender
whitish-red
whitish-tailed
whitish-yellow
whitley council
whitlow grass
whitlowwort family
whitten tree
whitty-tree
whity-brown
whity-gray
whity-green
whity-yellow
whiz about
whiz kid
whiz off
whiz-bang
whizz-bang
whizzing stick
who cares
who feel great truths
who knows
who would have thought it
who's who
who-does-what
who-whoop
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>whole amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole ball of wax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole bunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole caboodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole gale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole hog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole kit and caboodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole kit and kaboodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole life insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole megillah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole mess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole schmear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole shebang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole shooting match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole shtick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole slew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole story, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole wheat bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole wheat flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole wide world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-and-half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-and-half compass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-backed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-bodied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-colored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-eared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-eyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whole-feathered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whole-footed
whole-headed
whole-hearted
whole-hog
whole-hogger
whole-hoofed
whole-leaved
whole-length
whole-minded
whole-mouthed
whole-or-none
whole-sail
whole-seas
whole-skinned
whole-souled
whole-souledly
whole-souledness
whole-spirited
whole-step
whole-timer
whole-tone scale
whole-wheat
whole-witted
wholesale dealer
wholesale house
wholesale murder
wholesale price
whomp up
whoop and a holler
whoop it up
whoop it up about
whoop-de-do
whoop-de-doo
whoop-de-dos
whoop-up
whooppee cup
whooper swan
whooping cough
whooping crane
whooping-cough
whore's bird
whorl foot
why yes
why-not
whydah bird
wi-wi
wibble-wabble
wibble-wobble
wicked imitation
wicked, the
wicked-acting
wicked-eyed
wicked-looking
wicked-minded
wicked-speaking
wicked-tongued
wicker basket
wicker-woven
wicket dam
wicket door
wicket gate
wicket maiden
within pear tree
wide apart
wide as a church door
wide awake
wide away
wide berth
wide gauge
wide knowledge
wide margin
wide of the mark
wide open
wide place in the road
wide ration
wide reading
wide world
wide-a-wake
wide-abounding
wide-accepted
wide-angle
wide-angle lens
wide-arched
wide-armed
wide-awake
wide-awake hat
wide-awakeness
wide-banked
wide-bottomed
wide-branched
wide-branching
wide-breasted
wide-brimmed
wide-cast
wide-chapped
wide-circling
wide-climbing
wide-consuming
wide-crested
wide-distant
wide-doored
wide-eared
wide-echoing
wide-elbowed
wide-expanded
wide-expanding
wide-extended
wide-extending
wide-eyed
wide-faced
wide-flung
wide-framed
wide-gaping
wide-gated
wide-girdled
wide-handed
wide-hipped
wide-honored
wide-imperial
wide-jointed
wide-kneed
wide-lamented
wide-leafed
wide-leaved
wide-lipped
wide-met
wide-minded
wide-mindedness
wide-mouthed
wide-necked
wide-nosed
wide-open
wide-open spaces
wide-open speed
wide-opened
wide-openly
wide-openness
wide-palmed
wide-patched
wide-permitted
wide-petaled
wide-pledged
wide-ranging
wide-reaching
wide-realmed
wide-resounding
wide-ribbed
wide-rimmed
wide-rolling
wide-roving
wide-row
wide-said
wide-sanctioned
wide-screen
wide-seen
wide-set
wide-shaped
wide-shown
wide-skirted
wide-sleeved
wide-sold
wide-soled
wide-sought
wide-spaced
wide-spanned
wide-spread
wide-spreading
wide-straddling
wide-streeted
wide-stretched
wide-stretching
wide-throated
wide-toed
wide-toothed
wide-tracked
wide-veined
wide-wasting
wide-watered
wide-wayed
wide-where
wide-winding
wide-winged
wide-yawning
widely apart
widely known
widely read
widen the distance
widest dissemination
widgeon coot
widgeon grass
widow bird
widow duck
widow finch
widow fish
widow flower
widow lady
widow monkey
widow right
widow woman
widow's benefit
widow's cruse
widow's dower
widow's mite
widow's peak
widow's walk
widow's weeds
widow's-cross
widow-bench
widow-bird
widow-maker
widow-wail
widow-wail family
wie geht's
wield authority
wield the baton
wield the scepter
wield the sword
wiener roast
wiener schnitzel
wienie roast
wife in all but name
wife in name only
wife of your bosom
wife swapping
wife-awed
wife-beating
wife-bound
wife-hunting
wife-ridden
wife-to-be
wife-worn
wig block
wig sumac
wig tree
wig-wag
wiggen tree
wiggle nail
wiggle out of
wiggle the finger at
wiggle-tail
wiggle-tail cultivator
wiggle-waggle
wiggle-woggle
wiggly-waggly
wig wag flag
wig wag signal
wilcolored flowers
wild West
wild about
wild allspice
wild and woolly
wild animal
wild animals
wild ass
wild basil
wild bean
wild beast
wild beasts
wild bergamot
wild bleeding-heart
wild boar
wild brier
wild calla
wild carrot
wild cat
wild celery
wild cherry
wild chervil
wild clove
wild corn
wild date
wild deer
wild dog
wild duck
wild fig
wild flax
wild flower
wild for
wild fowl
wild geranium
wild ginger
wild goat
wild goose
wild goose chase
wild growth
wild guess
wild hollyhock
wild honeysuckle
wild horse
wild hyacinth
wild hyacinth
wild hydrangea
wild imagination
wild indigo
wild ipecac
wild land
wild lettuce
wild lily-of-the-valley
wild madder
wild man
wild marjoram
wild mulberry
wild mustard
wild oat
wild oats
wild oleander
wild oleraster
wild olive
wild orange
wild ox
wild pansy
wild parsley
wild parsnip
wild passion flower
wild pennyroyal
wild pink
wild pitch
wild potato
wild pumpkin
wild radish
wild rice
wild rose
wild rosemary
wild rubber
wild rye
wild sage
wild sarsaparilla
wild senna
wild service tree
wild sheep
wild shot
wild silk
wild spikenard
wild sunflower
wild sweet pea
wild sweet potato
wild sweet william
wild thyme
wild to
wild track
wild type
wild vanilla
wild west
wild wormwood
wild-acting
wild-aimed
wild-and-woolly
wild-ass
wild-billowing
wild-blooded
wild-booming
wild-born
wild-brained
wild-bred
wild-chosen
wild-eyed
wild-fire
wild-flying
wild-fought
wild-fowl
wild-fowler
wild-fowling
wild-goose
wild-goose chase
wild-goose plum
wild-grown
wild-haired
wild-headed
wild-headedness
wild-looking
wild-made
wild-notioned
wild-oat
wild-oat kicker
wild-phrased
wild-spirited
wild-staring
wild-warbling
wild-warring
wild-williams
wild-winged
wild-witted
wild-woven
wildcat bank
wildcat strike
wildcat well
wilderness area
wilderness preserve
wildest dream
wildest dreams
wildlife conservation
wildlife preserve
wile away
will and bequeath
will and pleasure
will and will not
will contest
will for power
will of Heaven
will of iron
will of your own
will power
will to
will to believe
will to power
will turn
will wonders never cease
will you
will-call
will-commanding
will-fraught
will-less
will-lessly
will-lessness
will-o’-the-wisp
will-o-the-wisp
will-strong
will-willet
will-with-the-wisp
will-worship
will-worshiper
willful disobedience
willful misconception
william tell
willie gow
willie hawkie
willie wagtail
willie wicket
willie-waucht
willie-waught
willing ear
willing heart
willing humor
willing mind
willing or unwilling
willingness to believe
willo'-the-wispish
willo'-the-wispy
willow acacia
willow amsonia
willow apple
willow beauty
willow beetle
willow borer
willow buffer
willow cactus
willow cat
willow catfish
willow chafer
willow charcoal
willow cottonwood
willow family
willow fly
willow gall
willow goldfinch
willow green
willow grouse
willow herb
willow lark
willow leaf
willow leaf beetle
willow louse
willow moth
willow myrtle
willow oak
willow pattern
willow peeler
willow poplar
willow ptarmigan
willow sawfly
willow shoot
willow slug
willow slug caterpillar
willow sparrow
willow thorn
willow thrush
willow tit
willow tree
willow wand
willow warbler
willow wren
willow-bordered
willow-colored
willow-cone
willow-cone gall
willow-fringed
willow-grown
willow-herb
willow-leaved
willow-leaved jasmine
willow-shaded
willow-skirted
willow-tree money
willow-tufted
willow-veiled
willow-wielder
willow-wood
willow-wort
willy wagtail
willy-mufty
willy-nilly
willy-waa
willy-wagtail
willy-waw
willy-wicket
willy-willies
willy-willy
wilt disease
wilting coefficient
wilting percentage
wilting point
wily device
win away
win back
win by a fluke
win by a neck
win easily
win freedom
win friends
win friends and influence people
win going away
win hands down
win in a canter
win in a walk
win in a waltz
win out
win over
win the affections of
win the battle
win the bays
win the day
win the laurels
win the love of
win the palm
win the prize
win the regard of
win the start
win through
win your heart
win your spurs
wince pit
wince pot
winch driver
wincing machine
wind and weather permitting
wind around your little finger
wind arrow
wind band
wind beam
wind belt
wind blast
wind box
wind brace
wind burn
wind catcher
wind chest
wind cloud
wind colic
wind component table
wind cone
wind contusion
wind cripple
wind cutter
wind direction
wind down
wind drift
wind dropsy
wind eddy
wind egg
wind engine
wind erosion
wind flapper
wind force
wind furnace
wind gap
wind gauge
wind god
wind gods
wind guard
wind gun
wind gust
wind harp
wind hawk
wind herb
wind house
wind in
wind in and out
wind indicator
wind instrument
wind load
wind machine
wind mantle
wind marker
wind motor
wind music
wind musician
wind part
wind plant
wind poppy
wind porch
wind power
wind propulsion
wind pump
wind resistance
wind ripple
wind rose
wind sail
wind scale
wind scoop
wind scorpion
wind shaft
wind shake
wind sheet
wind shelf
wind side
wind signal
wind slash
wind sleeve
wind sock
wind sound
wind sprint
wind stack
wind stacker
wind star
wind stop
wind sucking
wind supply
wind tee
wind the horn
wind throw
wind thrush
wind tie
wind trunk
wind tunnel
wind up
wind valley
wind vane
wind wheel
wind zone
wind-bag
wind-balanced
wind-balancing
wind-beaten
wind-bell
wind-bells
wind-blazing
wind-blown
wind-borne
wind-bound
wind-broken
wind-built
wind-changing
wind-chapped
wind-clipped
wind-cutter
wind-delayed
wind-dispersed
wind-dried
wind-driven
wind-egg
wind-equator
wind-exposed
wind-fanned
wind-fast
wind-fertilization
wind-fertilized
wind-flower
wind-flowing
wind-footed
wind-force
wind-gall
wind-god
wind-grass
wind-guage
wind-gun
wind-hungry
wind-instrument
wind-instrumental
wind-instrumentalist
wind-laid
wind-lashed
wind-making
wind-nodding
wind-obeying
wind-outspeeding
wind-parted
wind-pollinated
wind-pollination
wind-propelled
wind-puff
wind-puffed
wind-raising
wind-rent
wind-rode
wind-scattered
wind-screen
wind-shake
wind-shaken
wind-shift
wind-shift line
wind-speed indicator
wind-struck
wind-stuffed
wind-sucking
wind-swept
wind-swift
wind-swung
wind-taut
wind-toned
wind-up
wind-wandering
wind-waved
wind-waving
wind-whipped
wind-wing
wind-winged
wind-worn
windblown bob
winder rod
winder-on
windfall money
windfall profit
windflower gentian
winding engine
winding frame
winding number
winding pendant
winding sheet
winding staircase
winding stick
winding strip
winding tackle
winding-sheet
windlass bitt
windmill grass
windmill orchid
windmill palm
windmill pink
windmill plane
windmill plant
windmill tower
windmill-like
window back
window bar
window bay
window board
window bole
window box
window card
window case
window catch
window cleaner
window curtain
window decoration
window decorator
window display
window dresser
window dressing
window envelope
window fixture
window fly
window frame
window furniture
window gardening
window glass
window head
window lead
windward flood
windward side
windward tide
windy-aisled
windy-blowing
windy-clear
windy-footed
windy-headed
windy-looking
windy-mouthed
windy-voiced
windy-worded
wine acid
wine and dine
wine apple
wine bag
wine bar
wine biscuit
wine black
wine bush
wine butt
wine card
wine cask
wine cellar
wine cooler
wine cooper
wine ferment
wine flask
wine fly
wine fountain
wine gallon
wine garden
wine grape
wine lees
wine maker
wine making
wine measure
wine merchant
wine palm
wine party
wine plant
wine press
wine presser
wine purple
wine red
wine seller
wine shop
wine steward
wine stone
wine table
wine taster
wine tester
wine thrush
wine tun
wine vault
wine vinegar
wine whey
wine yeast
wine yellow
wine-bright
wine-cask borer
wine-colored
wine-cooler
wine-crowned
wine-cup
wine-dark
wine-drabbed
wine-drinking
wine-driven
wine-drunken
wine-hardy
wine-heated
wine-house
wine-inspired
wine-laden
wine-merry
wine-press
wine-producing
wine-red
wine-selling
wine-shaken
wine-soaked
wine-stained
wine-stuffed
wine-swilling
wine-tinged
wine-wise
wine-yielding
wing and wing
wing axis
wing back formation
wing band
wing bar
wing bay
wing bearing
wing bit
wing bolt
wing bone
wing bow
wing car
wing case
wing cell
wing chair
wing clipper
wing clipping
wing collar
wing commander
wing compass
wing cover
wing covert
wing coverts
wing dam
wing deck
wing divider
wing dividers
wing drag
wing elm
wing feather
wing flap
wing flat
wing formation
wing game
wing gap
wing gudgeon
wing it
wing jam
wing load
wing loading
wing net
wing nut
wing out ballast
wing over
wing pad
wing passage
wing petal
wing plow
wing power
wing quill
wing radiator
wing rail
wing resistance
wing rib
wing root air intake
wing roots
wing sac
wing screw
wing sheath
wing shell
wing shooting
wing shot
wing skid
wing snail
wing stopper
wing tie
wing tip
wing top
wing tract
wing transom
wing truss
wing valve
wing wale
wing wall
wing your way
wing-borne
wing-broken
wing-case
wing-clipped
wing-ding
wing-footed
wing-hoofed
wing-leafed
wing-leaved
wing-limed
wing-loose
wing-maimed
wing-margined
wing-shaped
wing-slot
wing-swift
wing-tip
wing-tip flare
wing-tip float
wing-tipped
wing-wearily
wing-weariness
wing-weary
wing-wide
wingback formation
winged chair
winged elm
winged rocket
winged spindle tree
winged-footed
winged-heeled
winged-leaved
wink at
wink of sleep
winker braces
winking cartilage
winking muscle
winkle out
winkle-pickers
winner's circle
winning gallery
winning hazard
winning opening
winning post
winning streak
winning ways
winnow cloth
winnow out
winnow sheet
winnow the chaff from the wheat
winnow-corb
winnowed out
winnowing basket
winnowing fan
winnowing machine
winter aconite
winter annual
winter apple
winter barley
winter beer
winter blight
winter bonnet
winter brake
winter bud
winter bunting
winter cherry
winter clover
winter count
winter cress
winter crookneck
winter crop
winter daffodil
winter day
winter duck
winter egg
winter fallow
winter fat
winter sports
winter squash
winter strawberry
winter sucker
winter sunscald
winter sweet
winter teal
winter tire
winter vetch
winter wagtail
winter wheat
winter wind
winter wolfsbane
winter wren
winter yellowlegs
winter's bark
winter-beaten
winter-blasted
winter-blooming
winter-boding
winter-bound
winter-chilled
winter-clad
winter-damaged
winter-fattened
winter-fed
winter-felled
winter-flowering
winter-gladdening
winter-gray
winter-ground
winter-grown
winter-habited
winter-hardened
winter-hardy
winter-house
winter-kill
winter-long
winter-love
winter-loving
winter-made
winter-old
winter-proof
winter-proud
winter-pruned
winter-quarter
winter-reared
winter-rig
winter-ripening
winter-seeming
winter-shaken
winter-sown
winter-standing
winter-starved
winter-swollen
winter-thin
winter-verging
winter-visaged
winter-wasted
winter-withered
winter-worn
wintergreen barberry
wintergreen family
wintergreen oil
wintry weather
wintry wind
wipe away the tears
wipe away your tears
wipe break
wipe breaker
wipe joint
wipe off
wipe off old scores
wipe off the map
wipe out
wipe the floor with
wipe the slate clean
wipe the smile off your face
wipe up
wipe up the floor with
wipe-off
wiped away
wiped out
wiper shaft
wiper wheel
wiping contact
wiping out
wiping rod
wiping up
wire agency
wire basket
wire bender
wire bent
wire birch
wire bridge
wire brush
wire cartridge
wire chief
wire chisel
wire cloth
wire coat
wire communication
wire coverer
wire cutter
wire cutting
wire drawer
wire drawing
wire edge
wire entanglement
wire former
wire galvanizer
wire gauge
wire gauze
wire glass
wire grama
wire grass
wire grating
wire grub
wire gun
wire house
wire lath
wire line
wire ling
wire loop binding
wire mark
wire micrometer
wire money
wire nail
wire netting
wire nut
wire pack
wire plant
wire press
wire radio
wire recorder
wire recording
wire reducer
wire road
wire rod
wire roller
wire room
wire rope
wire ropeway
wire rush
wire saw
wire sculpture
wire service
wire sewer
wire side
wire silver
wire spooler
wire stem
wire stitch
wire stitcher
wire stitching
wire straightener
wire stranger
wire tapper
wire tapping
wire tester
wire tightener
wire tinner
wire vine
wire walker
wire wave communication
wire weaver
wire welder
wire wheel
wire winder
wire wool
wire-bending
wire-blocking
wire-borne
wire-bound
wire-brushing
wire-caged
wire-cloth
wire-coiling
wire-crimping
wire-cut
wire-draw
wire-drawer
wire-drawn
wire-edged
wire-feed
wire-feeding
wire-flattening
wire-galvanizing
wire-gauge
wire-grass
wire-guarded
wire-haired
wire-haired pointing griffon
wire-haired terrier
wire-hung
wire-insulating
wire-measuring
wire-mended
wire-netted
wire-pointing
wire-pull
wire-puller
wire-pulling
wire-record
wire-rolling
wire-safed
wire-sewed
wire-sewn
wire-shafted
wire-spun
wire-stitched
wire-straightening
wire-stranding
wire-stretching
wire-stringed
wire-strung
wire-tailed
wire-testing
wire-tightening
wire-tinning
wire-toothed
wire-wheeled
wire-winding
wire-worker
wire-wound
wire-wound resistor
wire-wove
wire-woven
wired glass
wired radio
wired television
wired wireless
wirehaired pointing griffon
wirehaired terrier
wireless apparatus
wireless beacon
wireless circuit
wireless communication
wireless compass
wireless operator
wireless set
wireless telegraph
wireless telegrapher
wireless telegraphist
wireless telegraphy
wireless telephone
wireless telephony
wirewound resistor
wiring die
wiring machine
wiring press
wiring punch
wiry-brown
wiry-coated
wiry-haired
wiry-leaved
wiry-looking
wiry-stemmed
wiry-voiced
wisdom literature
wisdom tooth
wisdom-bred
wisdom-given
wisdom-giving
wisdom-led
wisdom-loving
wisdom-seasoned
wisdom-seeking
wisdom-teaching
wisdom-working
wise as Solomon
wise as a serpent
wise as an owl
wise beyond your years
wise crack
wise expression
wise fool
wise guy
wise in the ways of the world
wise in your generation
wise in your own conceit
wise man
wise man of Chelm
wise man of Gotham
wise old man
wise passiveness
wise saying
wise to
wise up
wise up to
wise-ass
wise-bold
wise-framed
wise-hardy
wise-headed
wise-heart
wise-judging
wise-lipped
wise-reflecting
wise-said
wise-spoken
wise-valiant
wise-worded
wiser head
wish for
wish fulfillment
wish fulfilment
wish on
wish to
wish to goodness
wish upon
wish very much
wish well
wish you joy
wish you luck
wish-bringer
wish-fulfilling
wish-fulfillment
wish-fulfillment fantasy
wish-giver
wish-maiden
wish-wash
wish-washy
wishbone bush
wishbone gaff
wishbone rig
wished-for
wishful belief
wishful thinker
wishful thinking
wishing bone
wishing cap
wishing stone
wishing well
wishy-washily
wishy-washiness
witch grass
witch hazel
witch hobble
witch hopple
witch hunt
witch hunter
witch knot
witch light
witch lock
witch mania
witch mark
witch master
witch meal
witch moth
witch of Agnesi
witch of Endor
witch sabbath
witch stick
witch stitch
witch tree
witch's mark
witch-charmed
witch-doctor
witch-elm
witch-finder
witch-finding
witch-hazel family
witch-held
witch-hunt
witch-hunter
witch-hunting
witch-ridden
witch-stricken
witch-struck
witch-woman
witches' Sabbath
witches' chorus
witches' coven
witches' meeting
witches' sabbath
witches'-besom
witches'-broom
witchetty grub
witching hour
witching hour of the night
witching stick
with a bad grace
with a bellyful
with a bump for
with a catch to it
with a cheerful heart
with a clear conscience
with a collar on
with a difference
with a firm hand
with a flair
with a free hand
with a good grace
with a grain of salt
with a guilty conscience
with a handful of thumbs
with a head on
with a heavy hand
with a heavy heart
with a high hand
with a joker to it
with a kick
with a kicker to it
with a liking for
with a long face
with a loud voice
with a memory like a sieve
with a mind like a sieve
with a new to
with a nose for
with a poker face
with a reservation
with a right to
with a rush
with a skinful
with a sneer
with a snootful
with a sparing hand
with a stiff neck
with a straight face
with a string to it
with a strong hand
with a tight hand
with a touch of genius
with a vengeance
with a view to
with a weather eye open
with a whole skin
with a whoop and a hurrah
with a will
with a yellow streak
with abandon
with advantage
with affection
with agonizing slowness
with alacrity
with all due respect for
with all due respect to
with all haste
with all my heart
with all respect
with all speed
with all your heart
with all your love
with all your might
with an ear for
with an ear for music
with an exception
with an eye for
with an eye to
with an ill grace
with an interval
with an iron hand
with an unsparing hand
with arms akimbo
with attention
with authority
with bad grace
with bad intent
with bated breath
with bats in the belfry
with beat of drum
with beating heart
with bedroom eyes
with bells on
with both eyes closed
with both feet on the ground
with both hands
with breathless expectation
with brimming eyes
with care
with caution
with chattering teeth
with child
with clarity
with clean hands
with confidence
with constancy
with consummate skill
with contempt
with crossed bayonets
with crow's feet
with crystal clarity
with curling lip
with deliberation
with difficulty
with dignity
with dispatch
with distinction
with downcast eyes
with dragging feet
with dry eyes
with due deference
with due respect
with ears pricked up
with ears strained
with ease
with effort
with elan
with emphasis
with enough of
with enthusiasm
with everything against one
with everything against you
with everything that is in one
with everything that is in you
with exactitude
with eyes strained
with eyes suffused
with faith
with faltering steps
with fear and trembling
with feeling
with finesse
with flourish of trumpet
with flying colors
with folded hands
with foresight
with forethought
with full intent
with gaping mouth
with genius
with giant strides
with glistening eyes
with good cheer
with good faith
with good grace
with good right
with good will
with great care
with great haste
with great nicety
with gusto
with half a mind to
with halting steps
with haste
with head erect
with head held high
with heart beating high
with heart going pitapat
with heart going pitter-patter
with heart in mouth
with honor
with impunity
with indifference
with intent
with intent to deceive
with interest
with intervals
with it
with joined hands
with leaping heart
with life and spirit
with love
with low resistance
with malice aforethought
with malice prepense
with many a flirt and flutter
with many others
with might and main
with much ado
with muscles tense
with news value
with no heart
with no nonsense
with no stomach
with no time to spare
with nose in air
with nose turned up
with nothing inside
with nothing on
with one accord
with one another
with one consent
with one foot in the grave
with one voice
with one wild yell
with open arms
with open eyes
with open hands
with over-measure
with overflowing eyes
with pep
with permission
with pleasure
with precision
with premeditation
with pride
with purpose
with qualifications
with rapid strides
with rapt attention
with reason
with reference to
with regard to
with relation to
with relish
with reservations
with resignation
with respect to
with right good will
with safety
with sails spread
with satisfaction
with set jaw
with skill
with some allowance
with speed
with steerageway
with sullen mouth
with swimming eyes
with taste
with tearful eyes
with tears in eyes
with tears in your eyes
with telling effect
with that
with the Lord
with the addition of
with the assistance of
with the beat
with the best
with the exception of
with the exception that
with the help of
with the intent that
with the lark
with the saints
with the speed of light
with the stipulation
with the strong arm
with the sun
with the understanding
with the view of
with the wind
with the wind abaft the beam
with the wind aft
with this
with this proviso
with time to spare
with tongue in cheek
with total dedication
with truth
with undivided attention
with us
with utter indifference
with verve
with vim
with voice
with voice and vote
with vote
with watery eyes
with way on
with wind abeam
with young
with your back to the wall
with your eyes open
with your eyes peeled
with your family
with your fill of
with your head in the clouds
with your own petard
with your permission
with your tail between your legs
with your tongue in your cheek
with zest
with zip
with-
with-drawn
with-it
withdraw from
withdraw from the field
withdraw the charge
withdraw your support
withdrawal of attention
withdrawal sickness
withdrawal symptom
withdrawal symptoms
withdrawing room
withe rod
wither away
wither-wrung
withered loins
withdraw assent
withholding tax
within a stone's throw
within a styour throw
within a whoop and a holler
within an ace of
within an inch
within an inch of
within bounds
within call
within compass
within earreach
within earshot
within hail
within hearing
within means
within range
within range of
within reach
within reason
within reasonable limitations
within sight
within the bounds of possibility
within the bounds of reason
within the domain of possibility
within the frame of reference
within the framework
within the law
within the limits of reason
within the range of possibility
within the realm of possibility
within the reference system
within the scope of the law
within the universe of discourse
within these four walls
within two whoops and a holler
within your grasp
within-bound
within-door
within-named
without a break
without a change of menu
without a change of pace
without a change of scenery
without a clue
without a dissenting voice
without a minute to spare
without a name
without a nerve in your body
without a shadow of turning
without a sou
without a stitch
without a stitch on
without a stitch to one's name
without a stitch to your back
without a stitch to your name
without a tremor
without a will of your own
without any qualms
without any scruples
without any weight
without appeal
without basis
without being
without benefit of clergy
without body
without book
without bottom
without bound
without break
without care
without cease
without ceasing
without ceremony
without charge
without choice
without coercion
without compulsion
without compunction
without connection
without content
without contradiction
without date
without delay
without demur
without design
without difference
without difficulty
without distinction
without distraction
without door
without doors
without doubt
without end
without equal
without equivocation
without exception
without fail
without faith
without fear of contradiction
without fear or favor
without foundation
without further delay
without grounds
without hesitation
without hope
without intermission
without intimidation
without issue
without letup
without life
without limit
without looking back
without measure
without mercy
without nerves
without notice
without number
without omission
without parallel
without prejudice
without premeditation
without pressure
without price
without reason
without reference
without regard
without regard to
without regard to persons
without regret
without reluctance
without remorse
without reproach
without reserve
without respect to
without respect to persons
without restraint
without rhyme or reason
without shame
without sound basis
without stint
without stopping
without striking a blow
without strings
without success
without suspicion
without term
without the least delay
without the least doubt
without turning a hair
without unspotted
without vital functions
without warning
without wasting words
without willing
withy-bound
withy-woody
witloof chicory
witness box
witness corner
witness mark
witness stand
witness-box
witney nap
witty reply
witty retort
witty-brained
witty-conceited
witty-feigned
witty-pated
witty-pretty
witty-worded
wizard-woven
wizen-faced
wizen-hearted
woad vat
woad-leaved
woad-painted
wobble board
wobble pump
wobble saw
wobbling disk
woe is me
woe-begetting
woe-begone
woe-beseen
woe-bested
woe-betrothed
woe-boding
woe-dejected
woe-delighted
woe-denouncing
woe-destined
woe-embroidered
woe-enwrapped
woe-exhausted
woe-foreboding
woe-fraught
woe-grim
woe-humbled
woe-illumed
woe-infirmed
woe-laden
woe-maddened
woe-revolving
woe-scorning
woe-sprung
woe-stricken
woe-struck
woe-surcharged
woe-threatened
woe-tied
woe-wearied
woe-weary
woe-wedded
woe-whelmed
woe-wrinkled
woeful-wan
wold mouse
wolf at the door
wolf call
wolf cub
wolf dog
wolf down
wolf eel
wolf fish
wolf fruit
wolf grape
wolf herring
wolf in sheep's clothing
wolf in the stomach
wolf madness
wolf moth
wolf note
wolf pack
wolf snake
wolf spider
wolf tooth
wolf tree
wolf willow
wolf's-bane
wolf's-head
wolf-begotten
wolf-boy
wolf-child
wolf-children
wolf-colored
wolf-dog
wolf-eel
wolf-eyed
wolf-gray
wolf-haunted
wolf-headed
wolf-hound
wolf-hunting
wolf-man
wolf-moved
wolf-scaring
wolf-shaped
wolf-slaying
wolf-suckled
wolfian body
wolfram lamp
wolfram ocher
wolfram steel
woman chaser
woman child
woman movement
woman of easy virtue
woman of her word
woman of honor
woman of the house
woman of the street
woman of the streets
woman of the town
woman of the world
woman suffrage
woman's editor
woman's intuition
woman's rights
woman-bearing
woman-born
woman-bred
woman-built
woman-child
woman-churching
woman-conquered
woman-daunted
woman-degrading
woman-despising
woman-easy
woman-faced
woman-fair
woman-fashion
woman-flogging
woman-governed
woman-grown
woman-hater
woman-hating
woman-headed
woman-loving
woman-mad
woman-made
woman-man
woman-murdering
woman-proud
woman-ridden
woman-servant
woman-shy
woman-suffrage
woman-suffragist
woman-tended
woman-vested
woman-wary
womb-enclosed
womb-lodged
womb-to-tomb security
women's clothing
women's hairdos
women's lib
women's libber
women's liberation
women's liberation activist
women's liberation adherent
women's liberation advocate
women's liberation movement
women's liberationist
women's magazine
women's rightist
women's rights
women's room
women's suffrage
womens' chorus
won ton
won ton soup
wonder about
wonder drug
wonder drugs
wonder whether
wonder-beaming
wonder-bearing
wonder-charmed
wonder-dumb
wonder-exciting
wonder-fed
wonder-hiding
wonder-loving
wonder-mocking
wonder-promising
wonder-raising
wonder-seeking
wonder-sharing
wonder-smit
wonder-smitten
wonder-stirring
wonder-stricken
wonder-striking
wonder-struck
wonder-teeming
wonder-waiting
wonder-work
wonder-worker
wonder-working
wonder-wounded
wonder-writing
wonderful thing
wonders of the world
wondrous strange
wonga-wonga
wont-believer
wont-learn
wont-wait
wont-work
wood acid
wood alcohol
wood almond
wood anemone
wood ant
wood apple
wood aster
wood avens
wood awl
wood baboon
wood barker
wood bass
wood bedstraw
wood bender
wood betony
wood bison
wood block
wood boiler
wood borer
wood broom
wood brown
wood buffalo
wood bundle
wood calamint
wood calker
wood carpet
wood carver
wood carving
wood cell
wood cement
wood checker
wood chess
wood chopper
wood clamp
wood cleaner
wood cleaver
wood cloth
wood coal
wood coker
wood collier
wood copper
wood corn
wood cudweed
wood culver
wood daffodil
wood distiller
wood dove
wood draftsman
wood drake
wood drawing
wood dresser
wood driller
wood duck
wood duster
wood dyer
wood enameler
wood engraver
wood engraving
wood evil
wood facer
wood fagoter
wood feller
wood fern
wood fiber
wood file
wood filler
wood finisher
wood flour
wood flower
wood fretter
wood fringe
wood frog
wood gas
wood gatherer
wood germander
wood grass
wood groundsel
wood grouse
wood grower
wood grubber
wood gum
wood hair grass
wood hen
wood hewer
wood honey
wood hoopoe
wood hyacinth
wood ibis
wood instrument
wood ipecac
wood keeper
wood kingfisher
wood laborer
wood lark
wood laurel
wood leopard
wood leopard moth
wood lily
wood loader
wood lock
wood lot
wood louse
wood machine
wood machinist
wood meadow grass
wood meal
wood measurer
wood milling machine
wood mite
wood model
wood molder
wood mouse
wood naphtha
wood nettle
wood nightshade
wood nut
wood nymph
wood offering
wood oil
wood oil tree
wood opal
wood owl
wood packing
wood painting
wood paper
wood parenchyma
wood partridge
wood pavior
wood pea
wood peat
wood pegger
wood pennyroyal
wood pewee
wood pie
wood pigeon
wood pimpernel
wood pitch
wood planer
wood plant
wood polisher
wood port
wood pulp
wood pussy
wood quail
wood quartet
wood quintet
wood rabbit
wood range
wood rat
wood ray
wood reed
wood reed grass
wood render
wood robin
wood rose
wood rosin
wood rot
wood rush
wood sage
wood sandpiper
wood saw
wood sawyer
wood scale
wood screw
wood sheldrake
wood shock
wood shrike
wood slave
wood snail
wood snipe
wood sorrel
wood spack
wood spear grass
wood spirit
wood splitter
wood spurge
wood stain
wood stainer
wood stamp
wood star
wood stork
wood stove
wood strawberry
wood sugar
wood swallow
wood tapper
wood tar
wood tenoner
wood terrapin
wood thrush
wood tick
wood tin
wood titmouse
wood tortoise
wood trimmer
wood turner
wood turning
wood turpentine
wood vetch
wood vetchling
wood vine
wood vinegar
wood violet
wood warbler
wood wasp
wood widgeon
wood willower
wood wind
wood wool
wood wren
wood-and-water joey
wood-apple gum
wood-block
wood-block printing
wood-boring
wood-born
wood-bred
wood-built
wood-carver
wood-cased
wood-crowned
wood-cutter
wood-dried
wood-dwelling
wood-eating
wood-embosomed
wood-embossing
wood-encumbered
wood-faced
wood-fibered
wood-fringed
wood-girt
wood-hen
wood-hewing
wood-hooped
wood-kern
wood-keyed
wood-lined
wood-louse
wood-mat
wood-nep
wood-note
wood-nymph
wood-oil-tree family
wood-paneled
wood-paved
wood-pigeon
wood-planing
wood-quest
wood-quest
wood-ray parenchyma
wood-rip
wood-roofed
wood-sear
wood-sheathed
wood-skirted
wood-sorrel family
wood-sour
wood-spirit
wood-stock
wood-swallow
wood-tar pitch
wood-turning
wood-turning lathe
wood-walled
wood-wind instrument
wood-wind quartet
wood-wind quintet
woodbine green
woodbine-clad
woodbine-covered
woodbine-wrought
woodchat shrike
woodchuck day
woodcock owl
woodcock pilot
woodcock shell
woodcock snipe
woodcock soil
wooden Indian
wooden basket
wooden horse
wooden indian
wooden kimono
wooden nickel
wooden overcoat
wooden shoe
wooden shoes
wooden spoon
wooden spoonist
wooden tongue
wooden wedge
wooden-barred
wooden-bottom
wooden-faced
wooden-featured
wooden-headed
wooden-headedness
wooden-hooped
wooden-hulled
wooden-legged
wooden-lined
wooden-pinned
wooden-posted
wooden-seated
wooden-shoed
wooden-sided
wooden-soled
wooden-tined
wooden-walled
wooden-wheeled
woodgate rust
woodland brown
woodland caribou
woodland goldenrod
woodland primrose
woodland star
woodland sunflower
woods and fields
woods colt
woods cranberry
woods phlox
woods run
woodwind choir
woodwind instrument
woodwind quartet
woodwind section
woodworking chisel
woodworking lathe
woody nightshade
woody-stemmed
wooer-bab
wool breaker
wool burler
wool card
wool carder
wool carding
wool classer
wool classing
wool clip
wool comb
wool comber
wool combing
wool crepe
wool driver
wool extract
wool extractor
wool fast dye
wool fat
wool feeder
wool fell
wool fiber
wool former
wool grade
wool grader
wool grading
wool grass
wool grease
wool green
wool hall
wool hardener
wool mill
wool moth
wool needle
wool oil
wool oiler
wool packer
wool powder
wool sampler
wool scour
wool spinner
wool spinning
wool sponge
wool staple
wool stapler
wool stripper
wool table
wool thistle
wool tree
wool waste
wool wax
wool-backed
wool-bearing
wool-bundling
wool-burring
wool-cleaning
wool-clipper
wool-coming
wool-drying
wool-dyed
wool-eating
wool-flock
wool-fringed
wool-gather
wool-gathering
wool-growing
wool-hetchel
wool-laden
wool-lined
wool-oerburdened
wool-pack
wool-packing
wool-pated
wool-picking
wool-producing
wool-rearing
wool-sorter's disease
wool-staple
wool-stapling
wool-white
wool-witted
wool-woofed
wool-work
woolen draper
woolen drapery
woolen mill
woolen-clad
woolen-frocked
woolen-stockinged
woollen-draper
woolly aphid
woolly bear
woolly beard grass
woolly foot
woolly mammoth
woolly manzanita
woolly worm
woolly-butted
woolly-coated
woolly-haired
woolly-haried
word painting
word picture
word processing
word processor
word salad
word sign
word square
word stress
word study
word symbol
word time
word to the wise
word value
word-beat
word-blind
word-book
word-bound
word-breaking
word-catcher
word-catching
word-charged
word-clad
word-coiner
word-compelling
word-conjuring
word-deaf
word-dearthing
word-driven
word-for-word
word-for-word translation
word-formation
word-group
word-hoard
word-jobber
word-juggling
word-keeping
word-lore
word-of
word-of-mouth
word-of-mouth evidence
word-of-mouth success
word-paint
word-painting
word-perfect
word-pity
word-seller
word-selling
word-slinger
word-slinging
word-splitting
word-stock
word-wounded
words in their best order
words of wisdom
work a change
work a cure
work against
work against time
work as
work as a team
work at
work away
work back
work basket
work both sides of the street
work camp
work clothes
work cure
work curve
work day and night
work double hours
work double tides
work evil
work farm
work for
work for wages
work force
work function
work hard
work horse
work in
work into
work late
work lead
work like a Trojan
work like a cart horse
work like a coal heaver
work like a dog
work like a galley slave
work like a horse
work like a horse to
work like a machine
work like a slave
work load
work of Penelope
work of a master
work of a past master
work of an artist
work of art
work of fiction
work of reference
work off
work on
work out
work out a deal
work out beforehand
work over
work overtime
work release
work roller
work school
work sheet
work shift
work shoe
work shoes
work site
work socks
work song
work space
work spreading
work stock
work stone
work stoppage
work ticket
work to windward
work to your advantage
work to your will
work together
work toward
work train
work under pressure
work up
work up into a lather
work up into a passion
work up to
work upon
work week
work well
work wonders
work your fingers to the bone
work your head off
work your head to the bone
work your shift
work your way
work your way up
work yourself into a lather
work yourself into a stew
work yourself into a sweat
work yourself up
work-and-tumble
work-and-turn
work-and-twist
work-and-whirl
work-day
work-harden
work-hardened
work-hour
work-master
work-producing
work-seeking
work-shy
work-shyness
work-stained
work-stopper
work-study
work-study-play plan
work-study-play school
work-up
work-wan
work-weary
work-worn
worked out
worked up
worked up into a lather
worked-up
worker cell
worker comb
worker major
worker minor
worker of evil
worker of ill
worker-correspondent
worker-guard
worker-priest
workhouse sheeting
workhouse test
working asset
working beam
working capital
working card
working class
working day
working dog
working drawing
working face
working fit
working fluid
working force
working gauge
working girl
working hypothesis
working into a lather
working jib
working line
working load
working on
working order
working out a deal
working papers
working party
working pattern
working people
working person
working pit
working plan
working point
working principle
working proposition
working rail
working rod
working rule
working space
working stiff
working strength
working stress
working substance
working toward
working tube
working up
working week
working-capital fund
working-class
working-day
working-man
working-out
workings of the mind
workmen's compensation
workmen's compensation insurance
works committee
works council
works manager
works, the
world ash
world at large
world belt
world beyond the grave
world champion
world communion sunday
world concept
world day of prayer
world economy
world federalism
world federalist
world government
world ground
world island
world language
world line
world myth
world of fashion
world of finance
world of good
world of the dead
world point
world politics
world pound
world power
world premiere
world principle
world process
world series
world soul
world speech
world spirit
world state
world to come
world travel
world tree
world view
world war
world without end
world’s oldest profession
world-abhorring
world-abiding
world-abstracted
world-accepted
world-acknowledged
world-adored
world-adorning
world-advancing
world-advertised
world-affecting
world-agitating
world-alarming
world-altering
world-amazing
world-amusing
world-animating
world-anticipated
world-applauded
world-appreciated
world-apprehended
world-approved
world-argued
world-arousing
world-arresting
world-assuring
world-astonishing
world-authorized
world-awed
world-barred
world-beater
world-beating
world-beheld
world-beloved
world-beset
world-borne
world-bound
world-braving
world-broken
world-bruised
world-building
world-burdened
world-busied
world-canvassed
world-captivating
world-celebrated
world-censored
world-censured
world-challenging
world-changing
world-charming
world-cheering
world-choking
world-chosen
world-circling
world-detached
world-detesting
world-devouring
world-diminishing
world-directing
world-disappointing
world-discovering
world-discussed
world-disgracing
world-dissolving
world-distributed
world-disturbing
world-divided
world-dividing
world-dominating
world-dreaded
world-dwelling
world-echoed
world-educating
world-embracing
world- eminent
world-encircling
world-ending
world-enlarging
world- enlightening
world-entangled
world-enveloping
world-envied
world-esteemed
world-excelling
world-exciting
world-famed
world-familiar
world-famous
world-favored
world-fearing
world-felt
world-forgetting
world-forgotten
world-forming
world-forsaken
world-forsaking
world-fretted
world-girdling
world-gladdening
world-governing
world-grasping
world-great
world-grieving
world-hailed
world-hardened
world-hating
world-heating
world-helping
world-honored
world-horrifying
world-humiliating
world-imagining
world-improving
world-infected
world-informing
world-involving
world-jaded
world-jeweled
world-joining
world-kindling
world-knowing
world-known
world-lamented
world-lasting
world-leading
world-leveling
world-lighting
world-line
world-linking
world-long
world-loving
world-mad
world-made
world-marked
world-mastering
world-melting
world-menacing
world-missed
world-mocking
world-mourned
world-moving
world-naming
world-needed
world-neglected
world-nigh
world-noised
world-noted
world-obligating
world-observed
world-occupying
world-offending
world-old
world-opposing
world-oppressing
world-ordering
world-organizing
world-outraging
world-overcoming
world-overthrowing
world-owned
world-paralyzing
world-pardoned
world-patriotic
world-peopling
world-perfecting
world-pestering
world-picked
world-pitted
world-plaguing
world-pleasing
world-poisoned
world-pondered
world-populating
world-portioning
world-possessing
world-power
world-practiced
world-preserving
world-prevalent
world-prized
world-producing
world-prohibited
world-protected
world-raising
world-rare
world-read
world-recognized
world-record holder
world-redeeming
world-reflected
world-regulating
world-rejected
world-rejoicing
world-relieving
world-remembered
world-renewing
world-renowned
world-resented
world-respected
world-restoring
world-revealing
world-reviving
world-revolving
world-ridden
world-round
world-rousing
world-roving
world-ruling
world-sacred
world-sacrificing
world-sanctioned
world-sated
world-saving
world-scarce
world-scattered
world-schooled
world-scouring
world-seasoned
world-self
world-serving
world-settling
world-shaking
world-sharing
world-shocking
world-sick
world-simplifying
world-sized
world-slandered
world-sobered
world-soiled
world-spoiled
world-spread
world-stained
world-startling
world-staying
world-stirring
world-strange
world-studded
world-subduing
world-sufficing
world-supplying
world-supporting
world-surrounding
world-surveying
world-sustaining
world-swallowing
world-taking
world-taming
world-taught
world-tempted
world-tested
world-thrilling
world-tired
world-tolerated
world-tossing
world-traveler
world-troubling
world-turning
world-uniting
world-used
world-valid
world-valued
world-venerated
world-view
world-waited
world-wandering
world-wanted
world-wasting
world-watched
world-wearied
world-wearily
world-weariness
world-weary
world-welcome
world-wept
world-wide
world-wide
world-widely
world-wideness
world-winning
world-wise
world-without-end
world-witnessed
world-worn
world-wrecking
worldly minded
worldly wisdom
worldly-minded
worldly-mindedly
worldly-mindedness
worldly-wise
worlds apart
worlds of
worlds-high
worm abscess
worm along
worm aneurysm
worm bark
worm brood
worm burrow
worm capsule
worm cast
worm conveyer
worm disease
worm drive
worm fence
worm fever
worm gear
worm gearing
worm grass
worm gut
worm in
worm in the apple
worm in the rose
worm lizard
worm medicine
worm moss
worm oil
worm out
worm out of
worm powder
worm punch
worm shell
worm snake
worm tea
worm thread
worm tincture
worm tube
worm wheel
worm wire
worm your way
worm yourself in
worm yourself into
worm's eye view
worm-breeding
worm-cankered
worm-consumed
worm-destroying
worm-driven
worm-eat
worm-eaten
worm-eatenness
worm-eater
worm-eating
worm-gear elevator
worm-geared
worm-gnawed
worm-gnawn
worm-killing
worm-nest
worm-pierced
worm-resembling
worm-reserved
worm-riddled
worm-ripe
worm-shaped
worm-spun
worm-tongued
worm-wheel
worm-wheel hob thread
worm-worn
worm-wrought
wormseed mustard
wormseed oil
wormwood oil
wormwood sage
worn away
worn clothes
worn down
worn out
worn ragged
worn thin
worn to a frazzle
worn to a shadow
worn to rags
worn to the bone
worn to the bones
worn to the stump
worn to threads
worn-down
worn-out
worn-outness
worried sick
worried stiff
worried to a frazzle
worries and cares
worry along
worry beads
worry shoe
worry your head about
worry yourself
worry yourself sick
worry-carl
worse and worse
worse off
worse-affected
worse-applied
worse-bodied
worse-born
worse-bred
worse-calculated
worse-conditioned
worse-disposed
worse-dispositioned
worse-executed
worse-faring
worse-governed
worse-handled
worse-informed
worse-lighted
worse-mannered
worse-mated
worse-named
worse-natured
worse-opinionated
worse-ordered
worse-paid
worse-performed
worse-printed
worse-rated
worse-ruled
worse-satisfied
worse-served
worse-satisfied
worse-paid
worse-succeeding
worse-taught
worse-tempered
worse-thoughted
worse-timed
worse-treated
worse-typed
worse-utilized
worse-wanted
worse-wrought
worship great store by
worship idols
worship mammon
worship the golden calf
worship the ground you walk on
worship-paying
worst-affected
worst-bred
worst-cast
worst-damaged
worst-deserving
worst-disposed
worst-fashionable
worst-formed
worst-governed
worst-informed
worst-managed
worst-manned
worst-paid
worst-printed
worst-ruled
worst-served
worst-taught
worst-timed
worst-treated
worst-used
worst-wanted
worsted-stocking knave
worth a great deal
worth a king's ransom
worth a pretty penny
worth having
worth its weight in gold
worth the money
worth your salt
worth your while
worth-while
worth-whileness
worthless as tits on a boar
worthless fellow
worthy of
worthy of faith
wot not of
wot of
wou-wou
would as leave
would as lief
would as lief as not
would be glad of
would fain do
would fain have
would rather not
would-be
would-be gentleman
would-have-been
wound chevron
wound cork
wound fever
wound fungus
wound gall
wound parasite
wound rocket
wound shock
wound string
wound to the quick
wound up
wound-dressing
wound-fevered
wound-free
wound-inflicting
wound-marked
wound-plowed
wound-producing
wound-scarred
wound-secreted
wound-up
wound-worn
wounded pride
wounds immedicable
wove paper
woven-wire
wow-wow
wowie zowie
wr-
wrack and ruin
wrack grass
wrack the nerves
wrack up
wracked with age
wrangle over
wrap about
wrap around
wrap up
wrap yourself in
wrap-
wrap-around
wrap-rascal
wrap-round
wrap-up
wrapped in
wrapped in clouds
wrapped in mystery
wrapped in thought
wrapped in wonder
wrapped up
wrapped up in
wrapped up in yourself
wrapping paper
wrapping-gown
wrath-allaying
wrath-bewildered
wrath-consumed
wrath-faced
wrath-kindled
wrath-kindling
wrath-provoking
wrath-swollen
wrath-wreaking
wrathful-eyed
wreak havoc
wreak havoc on
wreak your vengeance
wreath goldenrod
wreath shell
wreath-crowned
wreath-drifted
wreath-festooned
wreath-wrought
wreathe around
wreathed column
wreck buoy
wreck gun
wreck master
wreck of your former self
wreck-bestrewn
wreck-causing
wreck-devoted
wreck-free
wreck-raising
wreck-strewn
wreck-threatening
wrecking bar
wrecking car
wrecking crane
wrecking frog
wrecking pump
wren babbler
wren tit
wren warbler
wren-thrush
wren-tit
wrench fit
wrench forger
wrench from
wrench hammer
wrench head
wrest block
wrest from
wrest out
wrest pin
wrest plank
wresting out
wrestle with
wrestling hold
wrestling match
wrestling meet
wrestling ring
wrestling school
wretched lot
wretched of the earth
wretched-fated
wretched-looking
wretched-witched
wriggle out of
wriggle yourself into
wring from
wring out
wring the heart
wring your hands
wring washer
wringing fit
wringing machine
wringing wet
wringing-wet
wrinkle-coated
wrinkle-faced
wrinkle-fronted
wrinkle-furrowed
wrinkle-making
wrinkle-scaled
wrinkled like a prune
wrinkled-browed
wrinkled-cheeked
wrinkled-leaved
wrinkled-old
wrinkled-shelled
wrinkled-visaged
writer's palsy
writer's spasm
writer-in-residence
writing board
writing brush
writing cabinet
writing case
writing desk
writing exercise
writing expert
writing fluid
writing frame
writing ink
writing lesson
writing machine
writing machines
writing master
writing material
writing materials
writing on the wall
writing pad
writing paper
writing reed
writing room
writing set
writing stamps
writing style
writing system
writing systems
writing table
writing tablet
writing telegraph
writing-table
writining paper
written character
written communication
written constitution
written down
written examination
written hand
written language
written law
written matter
written music
wrong conduct
wrong construction
wrong font
wrong foot
wrong fount
wrong impression
wrong linking
wrong move
wrong name
wrong number
wrong side
wrong side of your face
wrong side out
wrong step
wrong time
wrong use
wrong-directed
wrong-doer
wrong-ended
wrong-endedness
wrong-feigned
wrong-foot
wrong-gotten
wrong-grounded
wrong-headed
wrong-headedly
wrong-headedness
wrong-jawed
wrong-minded
wrong-mindedly
wrong-mindedness
wrong-ordered
wrong-principled
wrong-screwed
wrong-thinking
wrong-timed
wrong-voting
wrong-way
wrong-way around
wroth money
wroth penny
wroth silver
wrought iron
wrought iron casting
wrought out
wrought up
wrought up by
wrought-iron
wrought-up
wry face
wry mouth
wry-armed
wry-billed
wry-blown
wry-eyed
wry-faced
wry-formed
wry-guided
wry-legged
wry-looked
wry-mouthed
wry-necked
wry-neckedness
wry-nosed
wry-set
wry-tailed
wry-toothed
wu-su
wu-wei
wung-out
wych elm
wych-elm
wych-hazel
wye level
x chromosome
x height
x in
x number
x out
x ray
x rays
x-axis
x-disease
x-ed
x-height
x-high
x-ing
x-line
x-out
x-radiation
x-ray
x-ray astronomy
x-ray crystallography
x-ray photograph
x-ray photography
x-ray star
x-ray therapy
x-ray tube
x-shaped
x-stretcher
x-unit
xanth-
xanthd-
xanthene dye
xanthic acid
xantho-
xanthoproteic acid
xaverian brother
xen-
xenic acid
xeno-
xenon hexafluoride
xenon tetrafluoride
xer-
xero-
xeroderma pigmentosum
xi-particle
xiphi-
xiphoid process
xyl-
xylem parenchyma
xylem ray
xylene blue
xylic acid
xylite oil
xylo-
xyloglyphic artist
xylonic acid
y chromosome
y tile
y-
y-axes
y-axis
y-bake
y-blend
y-blennies
y-bleny
y-blent
y-cast
y-clept
y-end
y-painted
y-pointing
y-rapt
y-scalded
y-seed
y-warn
ya-ta-ta
yaba bark
yacca gum
yacht berth
yacht builder
yacht chair
yacht club
yacht decorator
yacht designer
yacht engineer
yacht ensign
yacht gear
yacht propeller
yacht race
yacht rigging
yacht rope
yacht squadron
yacht-built
yachtman's anchor
yackety-yack
yackety-yak
yackety-yakked
yackety-yakking
yak-yak
yakety-yak
yakety-yakked
yakety-yakking
yakity-yak
yakkety-yak
yam bean
yam family
yam potato
yam stick
yam tree
yam-root
yammer yawp
yang-kin
yankee-doodle
yap at
yapp binding
yard boy
yard cleaner
yard donkey
yard engineer
yard foreman
yard goods
yard grass
yard inspector
yard laborer
yard locomotive
yard lumber
yard of ale
yard porter
yard regulator
yard rope
yard rush
yard scavenger
yard signalman
yard slings
yard sweeper
yard tackle
yard trader
yard up
yard-arm
yard-broad
yard-deep
yard-long
yard-long bean
yard-measure
yard-of-ale
yard-square
yard-thick
yard-wand
yard-wide
yardarm to yardarm
yarding engine
yarn baller
yarn bleacher
yarn boiler
yarn buncher
yarn bundler
yarn carrier
yarn conditioner
yarn croft
yarn dresser
yarn dryer
yarn dyer
yarn finisher
yarn inspector
yarn packer
yarn printer
yarn reel
yarn reeler
yarn remover
yarn sizer
yarn sorter
yarn spinner
yarn spinning
yarn spreader
yarn stretcher
yarn stripper
yarn tester
yarn twister
yarn warper
yarn washer
yarn waste
yarn weigher
yarn winder
yarn-boiling
yarn-cleaning
yarn-dye
yarn-dyed
yarn-measuring
yarn-mercerizing
yarn-spinning
yarn-testing
yate tree
yaw off
yaw shrub
yaw-haw
yaw-sighted
yaw-ways
yaw-yaw
yawl boat
yawl-rigged
yawning abyss
yawning chasm
yawning depths
yay big
ye do
ye-makimono
yea sayer
yea vote
yea-and-nay
yea-and-nayish
yea-nay
yea-sayer
yea-saying
yeah-yeah
year after year
year count
year hour
year in
year in and year out
year in year out
year letter
year of grace
year out
year's mind
year-around
year-book
year-born
year-counted
year-daimon
year-demon
year-end
year-long
year-marked
year-old
year-round
yearly meeting
yearn for
yearning for the past
years ago
years of discretion
years old
years on end
yeas and nays
yeast bee
yeast cake
yeast cell
yeast fungus
yeast nucleic acid
yeast plant
yeast powder
yeast spot
yeast-bitten
yeddo hawthorn
yell at
yell bloody murder
yell out
yell to high heaven
yell yourself hoarse
yellow Chartreuse
yellow alert
yellow bell
yellow belly
yellow bile
yellow birch
yellow blindness
yellow book
yellow brass
yellow bush
yellow cake
yellow calla lily
yellow camomile
yellow carmine
yellow cedar
yellow complexion
yellow copper ore
yellow cypress
yellow daisy
yellow dog
yellow enzyme
yellow fever
yellow flag
yellow foxglove
yellow gentian
yellow goatfish
yellow gold
yellow granadilla
yellow grass
yellow grease
yellow honeysuckle
yellow jack
yellow jacket
yellow jasmine
yellow jaundice
yellow jessamine
yellow journal
yellow journalism
yellow journalist
yellow lady's-slipper
yellow lead ore
yellow light
yellow line
yellow locust
yellow loosestrife
yellow madder
yellow man
yellow mandarin
yellow medick
yellow melilot
yellow mercuric oxide
yellow metal
yellow mombin
yellow ocher
yellow pages
yellow perch
yellow peril
yellow perilla
yellow pikeperch
yellow pine
yellow pitcher plant
yellow poplar
yellow prussiate of potash
yellow pucoon
yellow race
yellow rust
yellow skin
yellow spot
yellow star
yellow stonecrop
yellow streak
yellow stuff
yellow trillium
yellow tuft
yellow warbler
yellow water lily
yellow-aproned
yellow-armed
yellow-backed
yellow-banded
yellow-bark
yellow-bark oak
yellow-barked
yellow-barred
yellow-beaked
yellow-bearded
yellow-bellied
yellow-bellied sapsucker
yellow-bellied woodpecker
yellow-belly
yellow-billed
yellow-billed cuckoo
yellow-billed magpie
yellow-black
yellow-blossomed
yellow-blotched
yellow-bodied
yellow-breasted
yellow-breasted chat
yellow-browed
yellow-brown
yellow-capped
yellow-centered
yellow-checked
yellow-cheeked
yellow-chinned
yellow-collared
yellow-colored
yellow-complexioned
yellow-covered
yellow-crested
yellow-cross
yellow-cross liquid
yellow-crowned
yellow-crowned night heron
yellow-daisy
yellow-dog
yellow-dog contract
yellow-dotted
yellow-dun
yellow-dye
yellow-dye tree
yellow-dyed
yellow-eared
yellow-earth
yellow-eye
yellow-eyed
yellow-eyed grass
yellow-eyed-grass family
yellow-faced
yellow-feathered
yellow-fever
yellow-fever fly
yellow-fever mosquito
yellow-fin
yellow-fingered
yellow-finned
yellow-flagged
yellow-fleeced
yellow-fleshed
yellow-flowered
yellow-flowering
yellow-footed
yellow-fringed
yellow-fronted
yellow-fruitd
yellow-funneled
yellow-girted
yellow-gloved
yellow-green
yellow-green alga
yellow-haired
yellow-hammer
yellow-handed
yellow-headed
yellow-headed blackbird
yellow-hilted
yellow-horned
yellow-hosed
yellow-jerkin
yellow-labeled
yellow-leaved
yellow-legged
yellow-legger
yellow-legginged
yellow-lettered
yellow-lit
yellow-locked
yellow-lustered
yellow-maned
yellow-marked
yellow-necked
yellow-nosed
yellow-olive
yellow-orange
yellow-painted
yellow-papered
yellow-pinioned
yellow-pyed
yellow-rayed
yellow-red
yellow-ring
yellow-ringleted
yellow-ringlet
yellow-ripe
yellow-robed
yellow-rooted
yellow-rumped
yellow-sallow
yellow-seal
yellow-sealed
yellow-shafted
yellow-shafted flicker
yellow-shanked
yellow-shouldered
yellow-skinned
yellow-skirted
yellow-speckled
yellow-splotched
yellow-spotted
yellow-sprinkled
yellow-stained
yellow-starched
yellow-striped
yellow-tailed
yellow-throated
yellow-throated vireo
yellow-tinged
yellow-tinging
yellow-tinted
yellow-tipped
yellow-toed
yellow-tressed
yellow-tufted
yellow-vented
yellow-washed
yellow-white
yellow-winged
yellowfin tuna
yellowish-amber
yellowish-brown
yellowish-colored
yellowish-gold
yellowish-gray
yellowish-green
yellowish-green-yellow
yellowish-haired
yellowish-orange
yellowish-pink
yellowish-red
yellowish-red-yellow
yellowish-rose
yellowish-skinned
yellowish-tan
yellowish-white
yelly-hoo
yelly-hooing
yelp at
yen for
yeoman of the guard
yeoman service
yeoman's service
yeomen of the guard
yerba buena
yerba mansa
yerba mate
yerba reuma
yerba sagrada
yerba santa
yerba-mate
yerk out
yes indeed
yes indeedy
yes ma'am
yes man
yes sir
yes sirree
yes-and-no answer
yes-man
yes-no
yes-noer
yes-noism
yeshiva bocher
yester-
yester-year
yesterday and today and forever
yet again
yew berry
yew family
yew green
yew pine
yew tree
yew-besprinkled
yew-crested
yew-hedged
yew-leaved
yew-roofed
yew-shaded
yew-treed
yi tsing ware
yield a profit
yield again to
yield an aroma
yield an odor
yield assent
yield hope
yield point
yield strength
yield stress
yield the floor
yield the ghost
yield the palm
yield the spirit
yield to
yield to despair
yield to maturity
yield value
yield your breath
yielding a return
yielding prop
yill-caup
ylang-ylang
yo-heave-ho
yo-ho
yo-ho-ho
yo-kyoku
yo-yo
yoga trance
yohimbe bark
yoke bone
yoke devil
yoke elm
yoke front
yoke method
yoke riveter
yoke with
yoke-footed
yoke-toed
yolk bag
yolk boil
yolk cord
yolk duct
yolk gland
yolk nucleus
yolk plate
yolk plug
yolk sac
yolk stalk
yolk yellow
yom kippur
yom tob
yom tobs
yom tov
yom tovs
yomin tovim
yoo-hoo
york rite
yorkshire pudding
yorkshire terrier
you and me
you are mistaken
you are right
you are wrong
you bet
you bet your boots
you bet your life
you better believe it
you can bank on it
you can bet on it
you can bet your bottom dollar
you can just bet
you can make book on it
you can say that again
you can't go wrong
you don't say
you have another guess coming
you name it
you said a mouthful
you said it
you should live so long
you speak truly
you too
you're all wet
you're darn tootin'
you're not kidding
you're telling me
you're way off
you've got it
you've got me
you've got something there
you-all
you-be-damned
you-be-damnedness
you-know-what
you-know-who
you-uns
young animal
young bird
young blood
young buck
young cat
young chicken
young cow
young creature
young deer
young devil
young dog
young duck
young frog
young fry
young fustic
young generation
young goat
young goose
young hopeful
young horse
young hyson
young insect
young lady
young man
young one
young people
young person
young pig
young sheep
young thing
young turk
young whippersnapper
young woman
young-bladed
young-chinned
young-conscienced
young-counseled
young-eyed
young-headed
young-ladydom
young-ladyfied
young-ladyhood
young-ladyish
young-ladyism
young-ladylike
young-ladyship
young-looking
young-manhood
young-manlike
young-manliness
young-manly
young-mannish
young-mannishness
young-manship
young-old
young-winged
young-womanhood
young-womanish
young-womanishness
young-womanlike
young-womanly
young-womanship
young-yeared
younger generation
youngest-born
your adieus
your all
your ancestors
your applecart
your best
your best effort
your best endeavor
your betters
your blind side
your blood
your crowd
your cup of tea
your days are numbered
your doom is sealed
your due
your fathers
your grain
your head off
your hour
your hour is come
your last hour
your level best
your native ground
your native heath
your native place
your number is up
your own choice
your own discretion
your own initiative
your own level
your own man
your own will
your race is run
your ribs
your say
your set
your turn
your utmost
your worth
yours truly
youth club
youth group
youth hood
youth hostel
youth hosteler
youth market
youth offender
youth-bold
youth-consuming
youthful offender
youthful spirits
ytterbium metal
ytterbium oxide
yttrium metal
yttrium oxide
ytro-
yuan dollar
yucca borer
yucca cactus
yucca fertilizer
yucca moth
yucca palm
yucca pollenizer
yuk-yuk
yukon time
yule block
yule clog
yule log
yum-yum
z iron
z term
z-axes
z-axis
zB
zZt
za-zen
zacate limon
zanona palm
zante fustic
zapota gum
zeal-blind
zeal-consuming
zeal-inflamed
zeal-inspiring
zeal-pretending
zeal-quenching
zeal-scoffing
zeal-transported
zeal-worthy
zebra antelope
zebra bird
zebra caterpillar
zebra crossing
zebra finch
zebra fish
zebra grass
zebra opossum
zebra parakeet
zebra plant
zebra poison
zebra shark
zebra spider
zebra swallowtail
zebra wolf
zebra-back
zebra-plant
zebra-tailed
zebra-tailed lizard
zebrwood family
zebu cattle
zee bar
zeeman effect
zenaida dove
zend-avesta
zenith blue
zenith collimator
zenith distance
zenith point
zenith sector
zenith star
zenith telescope
zenith tube
zenith-pole
zenith-pole arc
zenith-star arc
zenithal projection
zephyr worsted
zephyr cloth
zephyr flower
zephyr lily
zephyr shawl
zephyr shirting
zephyr worsted
zephyr yarn
zephyr-fanned
zephyr-haunted
zephyr-kissed
zero ablaut grade
zero algebra
zero beat
zero day
zero element
zero fleck
zero grade
zero gravity
zero grazing
zero group
zero hour
zero in
zero in on
zero magnet
zero mark
zero matrix
zero method
zero oil
zero point
zero post
zero potential
zero set
zero stage
zero stem
zero thrust pitch
zero tone
zero torque pitch
zero vector
zero weather
zero-dimensional
zero-divisor
zero-lift
zero-lift angle
zero-point energy
zero-rated
zero-thrust pitch
zero-zero
zeroth law of thermodynamics
zeta function
zetetic philosophy
zig and zag
zigzag course
zigzag fence
zigzag path
zigzag rule
zigzag-fashion
zigzag-lined
zigzag-shaped
zila parishad
zimocca sponge
zinc alkyl
zinc amide
zinc blende
zinc bloom
zinc bromide
zirconium oxide
zo-
zodiacal constellation
zodiacal light
zona pellucida
zonae pellucidae
zonal soil
zone axis
zone catalogue
zone fire
zone line
zone melting
zone of communications
zone of fire
zone of interior
zone of no signal
zone phenomenon
zone plate
zone refining
zone system
zone tariff
zone time
zone-confounding
zone-marked
zone-tailed
zoning act
zoning commission
zoning law
zoning laws
zoning ordinance
zoned out
zono-
zoo-
zoo-ecologist
zoo-ecology
zoogenic infection
zoological garden
zoom binoculars
zoom in
zoom lens
zoom shot
zoot suit
zoot-suiter
zwiter ion
zyg-
zygo-
zygomatic arch
zygomatic bone
zygomatic process
zym-
zymo-
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'mid
'midst
'mongst
'prentice
're
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'sblood
'sbodikins
'sdeath
'sfoot
'sheart
'shun
'slid
'slife
'slight
'snails
'strewth
't
'til
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abastard</th>
<th>abastralize</th>
<th>abatable</th>
<th>abatage</th>
<th>abate</th>
<th>abated</th>
<th>abatement</th>
<th>abatements</th>
<th>abater</th>
<th>abaters</th>
<th>abates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abatic</td>
<td>abating</td>
<td>abatis</td>
<td>abatised</td>
<td>abatise</td>
<td>abatise</td>
<td>abatjour</td>
<td>abatjours</td>
<td>abaton</td>
<td>abator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abattage</td>
<td>abattis</td>
<td>abattised</td>
<td>abattises</td>
<td>abattoir</td>
<td>abattoirs</td>
<td>abattu</td>
<td>abattue</td>
<td>abature</td>
<td>abaue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abave</td>
<td>abaxial</td>
<td>abaxile</td>
<td>abay</td>
<td>abayah</td>
<td>abaze</td>
<td>abb</td>
<td>abba</td>
<td>abbas</td>
<td>abbasid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abbasii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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abbeyaabbey
aberrance
aberrancies
aberrancy
aberrant
aberrantly
aberrants
aberrate
aberrated
aberrating
aberration
aberrational
aberrations
aberrative
aberrator
aberrometer
aberroscope
aberruncate
aberruncator
abesse
abessive
abet
abetment
abetments
abets
abettal
abettals
abetted
abetter
abetters
abetting
abettor
abettors
abevacuation
abey
abeyance
abeyances
abeyancies
abeyancy
abeyant
abfarad
abfarads
abhenries
abhenry
abhenrys
abhinaya
abhiseka
abhominable
abhorr
abhorrered
abhorrrence
abhorrrences
abhorrency
abhorrrent
abhorrrently
abhorrer
abhorrers
abhorrrible
abhorriring
abhors
abib
abichite
abidal
abidance
abidances
abidden
abide
abided
abider
abiders
abides
abidi
abiding
abidingly
abidingness
abiegh
abience
abient
abietate
abietene
abietic
abietin
abietineous
abietinic
abietite
abigail
abigails
abigailship
abigeat
abigei
abigeus
abilao
abilene
abiliment
abilitable
abilities
ability
ability's
abilla
abilo
abime
abitestate
abiogeneseses
abiogenesis
abiogenesist
abiogenetic
abiogenetical
abiogenetically
abiogenist
abiogenous
abiogeny
abiological
abiologically
abiology
abioses
abiosis
abiotic
abiotical
abiotically
abiotrophic
abiotrophy
abir
abirritant
abirritate
abirritated
abirritating
abirritation
abirritative
abiston
abit
abiuret
abject
abjectedness
abjection
abjections
abjective
abjectly
abjectness
abjoint
abjudge
abjudged
abjudging
abjudicate
abjudicated
ablegate
ablegates
ablegation
ablend
ableness
ablepharia
ablepharon
ablepharous
ablepsia
ablepsy
ableptical
ableptically
abler
ables
ablesse
ablest
ablet
ablewhackets
ablings
ablins
ablock
abloom
ablow
ablude
abluent
abluentes
ablush
ablute
abluted
ablution
ablutionary
ablutions
abluvion
ably
abmho
abmhos
abmodalities
abmodality
abn
abnegate
abnegated
abnegates
abnegating
abnegation
abnegations
abnegative
abnegator
abnegators
abolish
abolishable
abolished
abolisher
abolishers
abolishes
abolishing
abolishment
abolishment's
abolishments
abolition
abolitionary
abolitionise
abolitionised
abolitionising
abolitionism
abolitionist
abolitionists
abolitionize
abolitionized
abolitionizing
abolla
abollae
aboma
abomas
abomasa
abomasal
aboması
abomasum
abomasus
abomasusi
abominability
abominable
abominableness
abominably
abominate
abominated
abominates
abominating
abomination
abominations
abominator
abominators
abomine
abondance
abonne
abonnement
aboön
abounding
aboundingly
abounds
about
abouts
above
aboveboard
abovedeck
aboveground
abovementioned
aboveproof
aboves
abovesaid
abovestairs
abow
abox
abp
abr
abracadabra
abrachia
abrachias
abradable
abradant
abradants
abraade
abraded
abrader
abraders
abrades
abranding
abraham
abraid
abranchial
abranchialism
abranchian
abranchiate
abranchious
abrasax
abrase
abrased
abraser
abrash
abrasing
abrasiometer
abrasion
abrasion's
abrasions
abrasive
absciss
abscissa
abscissa's
abscissae
abscissas
abscisse
abscissin
abscission
abscissions
absconce
abscond
absconded
abscondedly
abscondence
absconder
absconders
absconding
absconds
absconsa
absconsa
abscoulomb
abscound
absee
abseil
abseiled
abseiling
abseils
absence
absence's
absences
absent
absentation
absented
absentee
absentee's
absenteism
absentees
absenteeship
absenter
absenters
absentia
absenting
absently
absentment
absentminded
absentmindedly
absentmindedness
absentness
absents
absey
absfarad
abshenry
absinth
absinthe
absinthes
absinthial
absinthian
absinthiate
absinthiated
absinthiating
absinthic
absinthiin
absinthin
absinthine
absinthism
absinthismic
absinthium
absinthol
absinetho
absinths
absis
absist
absistos
absit
absmho
absohm
absoil
absolent
absolute
absolutely
absoluteness
absoluter
absolutes
absolustest
absolution
absolutions
absolutism
absolutist
absolutista
absolutistic
absolutistically
absolutists
absolutive
absolutization
absolutize
absolutory
absolvable
absolvatory
absole
absolved
absolvent
absolver
absolvers
absolves
absolving
absolvitor
absolvitory
absonant
absonous
absorb
absorbability
absorbable
absorbance
absorbancy
absorbant
absorbed
absorbedly
absorbedness
absorbefacient
absorbencies
absorbency
absorbent
absorbsents
absorber
absorbers
absorbing
absorbingly
absorbtion
absorbs
absorbtion
absorpt
absorptance
absorptiometer
absorptiometric
absorption
absorption's
absorptional
absorptions
absorptive
absorptively
absorptiveness
absorptivity
absquatulate
absquatulation
abstain
acampsia
acana
acanaceous
acanonical
acanth
acantha
acanthaceous
acanthad
acanthi
acanthial
acanthin
acanthine
acanthion
acanthite
acanthocarpous
acanthocephalan
acanthocephalous
acanthoclados
acanthodean
acanthodian
acanthoid
acanthological
acanthology
acantholysis
acanthoma
acanthomas
acanthon
acanthophorous
acanthopod
acanthopodous
acanthopomatous
acanthopore
acanthopteran
acanthopterous
acanthopterygian
acanthoses
acanthosis
acanthotic
acanthous
acanthus
acanthuses
acanthuthi
acapnia
acapnial
acapnias
acappella
acapsular
acapu
acapulco
acara
acarari
acardia
acardiac
acardite
acari
acarian
acariasis
acariatre
acaricidal
acaricide
acarid
acaridae
acaridan
acaridans
acaridean
acaridomateria
acaridomatum
acarids
acariform
acarine
acarines
acarinosis
acarocedicia
acarocedidium
acarodermatitis
acaroid
acarol
acarologist
acarology
acarophilous
acarophobia
acarotoxic
acarpellous
acarpelous
acarpous
acarus
acast
acatalectic
acatalepsia
acatalepsy
acataleptic
acatalactic
acatamathesia
acataphasia
acataposis
acatastasia
acatastatic
acate
acategorical
acater
acatery
acates
acatharsia
acatharsy
acatholic
acaudal
acaudate
acaudelescent
acaulescence
acaulescent
acauline
acaulous
acc
acca
accable
accademia
accadian
acce
accede
acceded
accedence
acceder
acceders
accedes
acceding
accel
accelerable
accelerando
accelerant
accelerate
accelerated
acceleratedly
accelerates
accelerating
acceleratingly
acceleration
accelerations
accelerative
accelerator
acceleratorh
accelerators
acceleratory
accelerograph
accelerometer
accelerometer's
accelerometers
accend
accendibility
accendible
accensed
accension
accensor
accent
accented
accenting
accentless
accentor
accentors
accents
accentuable
accentual
accentuality
accentually
accentuate
accentuated
accentuates
accentuating
accentuation
accentuator
accentus
accept
acceptability
acceptable
acceptableness
acceptably
acceptance
acceptance's
acceptances
acceptancies
acceptancy
acceptant
acceptation
acceptavit
accepted
acceptedly
acceptee
acceptees
accepter
accepters
acceptilate
acceptilated
accountancy
accountant
accountant's
accountants
accountantship
accounted
accouter
accouterer
accoutering
accouterment
accouterments
accouter
accoutered
accoutering
accouterment
accouterments
accouters
accoutre
accoutred
accoutrement
accouterments
accouters
accourting
accoy
accoyed
accoying
acera
accrease
accredit
accreditable
accreditate
accreditation
accreditations
accredited
acreditee
acrediting
accrediment
acredits
accrementitial
accrementition
acresce
accrecence
accrescendi
acetaminol
acetaminophen
acetanilid
acetanilide
acetanion
acetaniside
acetanisidide
acetanisidine
acetannin
acetarious
acetars
acetarsone
acetary
acetate
acetated
acetates
acetation
acetazolamide
acetbromamide
acetenyl
acethyldrazide
acetiam
acetic
acetification
acetified
acetifier
acetifies
acetify
acetifying
acetimeter
acetimetric
acetimetry
acetin
acetine
acetins
acetite
acetize
acetla
acetmethylanilide
acetonaphthalide
acetoacetanilide
acetoacetate
acetoacetic
acetoamidophenol
acetoarsenite
acetobacter
acetobenzoic
acetobromanilide
acetochloral
acetocinnamene
acetoin
acetol
acetolysis
acetolytic
acetometer
acetometric
acetometrical
acetometrically
acetometry
acetomorphin
acetonaemine
acetonaemic
acetonaphthone
acetonate
acetonation
acetone
acetonemia
acetonomic
acetones
acetic
acetonitrile
acetonization
acetonize
acetonuria
acetonurometer
acetyln
acetylacetone
acetylidene
acetophenetide
acetophenetidin
acetophenetidine
acetophenin
acetophenine
acetophenone
acetopiperone
acetopyrin
acetopyrine
acetosalicylic
acetose
acetosity
acetosoluble
acetostearin
acetothienone
acetotoluid
acetotoluide
acetotoluidine
acetous
acetoveratrone
acetoxim
acetoxime
acetoxyl
acetoxyls
acetoxylphthalide
acetphenetid
acetphenetidin
acetract
acettoluide
acetum
aceturic
acetyl
acetylacetonates
acetylaceton
acetylamine
acetylanisidine
acetylaniline
acetylasalicylic
acetylate
acetylated
acetylation
acetylate
acetylation
acetylating
acetylator
acetylbenzene
acetylbenzoate
acetylbenzoic
acetylbioct
acetylaniline
acetylaniline
acetylanuric
acetylcyanide
acetylenation
acetylene
acetylenediurein
acetylenic
acetylenogen
acetylfluoride
acetylglycin
acetylglycine
acetylhydrazine
acetylic
acetylid
acetylide
acetyliodide
acetylizable
acetyлизация
acetylize
acetylized
acetylizer
acetylizing
acetylmethylcarbinol
acetylperoxide
acetylphenol
acetylphenylhydrazine
acetylosanidine
acetyls
acetylsalicylate
acetylsaliclyc
acetylsalol
acetyltaannin
acetyltaphomol
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acetylttannine
acetyltropeine
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achingly
achiote
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achirite
achkan
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achlamydeous
achlorhydria
achlorhydric
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achluophobia
achoke
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acholic
acholous
acholuria
acholuric
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achondritic
achondroplasia
achondroplastic
achoo
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achras
achree
achroacyte
achrodextrin
achrodextrinase
achroglobin
achroiocytthaemia
achroiocytthemia
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achromacyte
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achromat
achromate
achromatic
achromatically
achromaticity
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achromatisation
achromatise
achromatised
achromatising
achromatism
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achromatization
achromatize
achromatized
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achromatosis
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achronic
achromobacter
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acichloride
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aciccular
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aciculate
aciculated
aciculum
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acid
acidaemia
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acidemia
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acider
acidhead
acidheads
acidic
acidiferous
acidifiable
acidifiant
acidific
acidification
acidified
acidifier
acidifiers
acidifies
acidify
acidifying
acidimeter
acidimetric
acidimetrical
acidimetrically
acidimetry
acidite
acidities
acidity
acidize
acidized
acidizing
acidly
acidness
acidinesses
acidogenic
acidoid
acidology
acidolysis
acidometer
acidometry
acidophil
acidophile
acidophilic
acidophilous
acidophilus
acidoproteolytic
acidoses
acidosis
acidosteophyte
acidotic
acidproof
acids
acidulant
acidulate
acidulated
acidulates
acidulating
acidulation
acidulent
acidulous
acidulously
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aciduria
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aciduric
acidy
acidyl
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acierates
acierating
acieration
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acidness
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acridonium
acridophagus
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acrimonies
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acromicria
acromimia
acromioclavicular
acromiocoracoid
acromiodeltoid
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acromiothoracic
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acromyodian
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acronically
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acrose
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actuate
actuated
actuates
actuating
actuation
actuator
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actuators
actuose
acture
acturrence
actus
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acuæsthësia
acuate
acuating
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acuclosure
acuductor
acuerdo
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acuæsthesia
acuities
acuity
aculea
aculeae
aculeate
aculeated
aculei
aculeiform
aculeolate
aculeolus
aculeus
acumble
acumen
acumens
acuminate
acuminated
acuminating
acumination
acuminose
acuminous
acuminulate
acupress
acupressure
acupuncture
acupuncture
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acupuncturator
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acyclic
acyclically
acysis
acyastic
acyl
acylal
acylamido
acylamidobenzene
acylamin
acylase
adambulacral
adamellite
adamine
adamite
adams
adamsite
adamsites
adance
adangle
adansonia
adapid
adapt
adaptability
adaptable
adaptableness
adaptably
adaptation
adaptation's
adaptational
adaptationally
adaptations
adaptative
adapted
adaptedness
adapter
adapters
adapting
adaptation
adaption
adaptional
adaptionism
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adaptitude
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adaptively
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adaptivity
adaptometer
adaptor
adaptorial
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adar
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adat
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add
adda
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addax
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addedly
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addend
addenda
addends
addendum
addendums
adder
adderbolt
adderfish
adders
adderspit
adderwort
addibility
addible
addice
addicent
addict
addicted
addictedness
addicting
addiction
addiction's
addictions
adelante
adelarthromatous
adelaster
adeling
adelite
adelocerous
adelocodonc
adelomorphic
adelomorphous
adelopod
adelphic
adelphogamy
adelpholite
adelphophagy
adelphous
ademonist
adempt
adempted
ademption
aden
adenalgia
adenalgy
adenase
adenasthenia
adendric
adendritic
adenectomies
adenectomy
adenectopia
adenectopic
adenemphractic
adenemphraxis
adenia
adeniform
adenin
adenine
adenines
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allophanamide
allophanate
allophanates
allophane
allophanic
allophite
allophone
allophones
allophonic
allophonically
allophore
allophyte
allophylian
allophylic
allophytoid
alloplasm
alloplasmatic
alloplasmic
alloplast
alloplastic
alloplasty
alloploidy
allopolyploid
allopolyploidy
allopolyplody
allopurinol
alloquial
alloquialism
alloquy
allorhythmia
allorhythmic
allosaur
allose
allosematic
alsome
alosteric
alostERICally
alosynthesis
alosyndetic
allot
alloted
allotee
allotelluric
allotheism
allotheist
allotheistic
allothigene
allothigenetic
allothigenetically
allothigenic
allothigenous
allothimorph
allothimorphic
allothogenic
allothigenous
allothimorphism
allothiophagia
allothiophagy

alloplasmic
alloplast
alloplastic
alloplasty
alloploidy
allopolyploid
allopolyploidy
allopolyplody
allopurinol
alloquial
alloquialism
alloquy
allorhythmia
allorhythmic
allosaur
allose
allosematic
alsome
alosteric
alostERICally
alosynthesis
alosyndetic
allot
alloted
allotee
allotelluric
allotheism
allotheist
allotheistic
allothigene
allothigenetic
allothigenetically
allothigenic
allothigenous
allothimorph
allothimorphic
allothogenic
allothigenous
allothimorphism
allothiophagia
allothiophagy
allotriuria
allotrope
allotropes
allotrophic
allotropic
allotropical
allotropically
allotropicity
allotropies
allotropism
allotropize
allotropous
allotropy
allotrylic
allots
allottable
allotted
allottee
allotees
aller
allotter
allotters
allottery
allotting
allotype
allotypes
allotypic
allotypical
allotypically
allotypies
allotypy
allover
allovers
allow
allowable
allowableness
allowably
allowance
allowance's
allowanced
allowances
allowancing
allowed
allowedly
allower
allowing
allows
alloxan
alloxanate
alloxanic
alloxans
alloxantin
alloxuraemia
alloxuremia
alloxuric
alloxy
alloxyproteic
alloy
alloy's
alloyage
alloyed
alloying
alloys
allozoooid
allround
alls
allseed
allseeds
allspice
allspices
allthing
allthorn
altud
allude
alluded
alludes
alluding
allumette
allumine
alluminor
allurance
allure
allured
allurement
allurements
allurer
allurers
allures
alluring
alluringly
alluringness
allusion
allusion's
allusions
allusive
allusively
allusiveness
almander
almandine
almandines
almandite
almanner
almas
alme
almeh
almehs
almeidina
almemar
almemars
almemor
almendro
almendron
almeries
almeriite
almery
almes
almice
almicore
almight
almightily
almightiness
almighty
almique
almirah
almistry
almner
almners
almochoden
almocrebe
almogavar
almohad
almoign
almoin
almon
almonage
almond
almond’s
almondlike
almonds
almondy
almoner
almoners
almonership
almoning
almonries
almonry
almose
almost
almous
alms
almsdeed
almsfolk
almsful
almsgiver
almsgiving
almshouse
almshouses
almsman
almsmen
almsmoney
almswoman
almswomen
almucantar
almuce
almuces
almud
almude
almudes
almuds
almuerzo
almug
almugs
almurry
almuten
aln
alnage
alnager
alnagership
alnath
alnein
alnico
alnicos
alniresinol
alniviridol
alnoite
alnuin
alnus
alo
alocasia
alochia
alod
aloddia
alodia
alongside
alongst
aloof
aloofe
aloofly
aloofness
aloose
alop
alopathic
alopecia
alopecias
alopecic
alopecist
alopecoid
alopekaí
alopeke
alophas
alorcinic
alose
alouatte
 aloud
alouette
alouettes
 alout
alow
alowe
aloyau
aloysia
alp
alpaca
alpacas
alpargata
alpasotes
alpax
alpeen
 alpen
alpenglow
alpenhorn
alpenhorns
alpenstock
alpenstocker
alpenstocks
alpestral
alpestrian
alpestrine
alpha
alphabet
alphabet's
alphabetarian
alphabetary
alphabeted
alphabetetic
alphabetical
alphabetically
alphabetics
alphabetiform
alphabeting
alphabetisation
alphabetise
alphabetised
alphabetiser
alphabetising
alphabetism
alphabetist
alphabetization
alphabetize
alphabetized
alphabetizer
alphabetizers
alphabetizes
alphabetizing
alphabetology
alphabets
alphameric
alphamerical
alphamerically
alphanumeric
alphanumerical
alphanumerically
alphanumerics
alphas
alphatoluic
alphenic
alpheus
alphin
alphitomancy
alphitomorphous
alphol
alphonsin
alphonsine
alphorns
alphorn
alphos
alphosis
alphosises
alphyl
alphyls
alphyn
alpieu
alpigene
alpine
alpinely
alpinery
alpines
alpinesque
alpinia
alpinism
alpinisms
alpinist
alpinists
alpist
alpiste
alps
alqueire
alquier
alquifou
alraun
alreadiness
already
alright
already
alroot
alruna
alrune
als
alsatia
alsatian
alsbachite
alsfilm
alsike
alsikes
alsinaceous
alsmekill
also
alsoon
alstonidine
alstonine
alstonite
alswell
alswith
alt
altaian
altaic
altair
altigraph
altilik
altiloquence
altiloquent
altimeter
altimeters
altimetrical
altimetrical
altimetry
altimetrical
altin
altincar
altigenous
altinck
altiplanicie
altiplano
altiscope
altisonant
altisonous
altissimo
altitonant
altitude
altitudes
altitudinal
altitudinarian
altitudinous
alto
alto's
altocumulus
altogether
altogether
altoist
altimeter
altos
altostratus
altoun
alrices
altricial
altropathy
altrose
altruism
altruisms
altruist
altruistic
altruistically
altruists
alts
altschin
aluminothermy
aluminotype
aluminous
alumins
aluminum
aluminums
aluminy
alumish
alumite
aluminium
alumna
alumna's
alumnae
alumnal
alumni
alumniate
alumnus
alumohydrocalcite
alumroot
alumroots
alums
alumstone
alundum
aluniferous
alunite
alunites
alunogen
alupag
alure
alurgite
alushite
aluta
alutaceous
alvar
alvearies
alvearium
alveary
alveated
alvelos
alveloz
alveola
alveolae
alveolar
alveolariform
alveolarly
alveolars
alveolary
alveolate
amacrine
amadan
amadavat
amadavats
amadelphous
amadou
amadous
amaga
amah
amahs
amain
amaine
amaist
amaister
amakebe
amal
amala
amalaita
amalaka
amalekite
amalett
amalg
amalgam
amalgam's
amalgamable
amalgamate
amalgamated
amalgamater
amalgamates
amalgamating
amalgamation
amalgamationist
amalgamations
amalgamative
amalgamatize
amalgamator
amalgamators
amalgamist
amalgamization
amalgamize
amalgams
amalic
amaltas
amamau
amande
amandin
amandine
amang
amani
amania
amanita
amanitas
amanitin
amanitine
amanitins
amanori
amanous
aman
amantadine
amante
amanillo
amanuenses
amanuensis
amapa
amar
amaracus
amarant
amarantaceous
amaranth
amaranthaceous
amaranthine
amaranthoid
amaranths
amarantine
amarantite
amarelle
amarelles
amarettos
amarevole
amargosa
amargoso
amargosos
amarillo
amarillos
amarin
amarine
amaritude
amarity
amarna
amaroid
amaroidal
amarthritis
amarvel
amaryllid
amaryllidaceous
amaryllideous
amaryllis
amaryllises
amas
amasesis
amass
amassable
amassed
amasser
amassers
amasses
amassette
amassing
amassment
amassments
amasthenic
amastia
amasty
amate
amated
amaterialistic
amateur
amateur's
amateurish
amateurishly
amateurishness
amateurism
amateurs
amateurship
amathophobia
amati
amating
amatito
amative
amatively
amativeness
amatol
amatols
amatorial
amatorially
amatorian
amatories
amatorio
amatorious
amatory
amatrice
amatungula
amaurosis
amaurotic
ambigenal
ambient
ambigu
ambiguities
ambiguity
ambiguity's
ambiguous
ambiguously
ambiguousness
bimbaevous
ambilateral
ambilateralaterally
ambilaterality
ambilaterally
ambilevous
ambilian
ambilogy
ambiopia
ambiparous
ambisextrous
ambisexual
ambisexualities
ambisexualy
ambisinister
ambisinistrous
ambisporangiate
ambisyllabic
ambit
ambital
ambitendencies
ambitendency
ambitendent
ambition
ambition's
ambitioned
ambitioning
ambitionist
ambitionless
ambitionlessly
ambitions
ambitious
ambitiously
ambitiousness
ambits
ambitty
ambitus
ambivalence
ambivalencey
ambivalent
ambivalently
ambiversion
ambiversive
ambivert
ambiverts
amble
amble
ambled
ambleocarpus
ambler
amblers
ambles
ambling
amblingly
amblosion
ambiotic
amblyacousia
amblyaphia
amblyochromatic
amblygeusia
amblygon
amblygonal
amblygonite
amblyocarpous
amblyope
amblyopia
amblyopic
amblyoscope
amblypod
amblypodous
amblystegite
ambo
amboceptoid
amboceptor
ambodexter
amboina
amboinas
ambolic
ambomalalleal
ambon
ambones
ambonite
ambos
ambosexous
ambosexual
amboyna
amboynas
ambracan
ambrain
ambreat
ambreic
ambrein
ambrette
ambrettolide
ambries
ambrite
ambroid
ambroids
ambrology
ambrose
ambrosia
ambrosiac
ambrosiaceous
ambrosial
ambrosi ally
ambrosian
ambrosias
ambrosiate
ambrosin
ambrosine
ambrosterol
ambrotype
ambry
amb sace
amb saces
ambulacra
ambulacral
ambulacriform
ambulacr um
ambulance
ambulance's
ambulanced
ambulancer
ambulances
ambulancing
ambulant
ambulante
ambulantes
ambulate
ambulated
ambulates
ambulating
ambulatio
ambulation
ambulative
ambulator
ambulatoria
ambulatorial
ambulatories
ambulatorily
ambulatorium
ambulatoriums
ambulators
ambulatory
ambulia
ambuling
ambulomancy
amburbial
ambury
ambuscade
ambuscaded
ambuscader
ambuscades
ambuscading
ambuscado
ambuscadoed
ambuscados
ambush
ambushed
ambusher
ambushers
ambushes
ambushing
ambushlike
ambushment
ambustion
amchoor
amdahl
amd
ame
ameba
amebae
ameban
amebas
amebean
amebian
amebiasis
amebic
amebicidal
amebicide
amebid
amebiform
amebobacter
amebocyte
ameboid
ameboidism
amebous
amebula
ameed
ameen
ameer
ameerate
ameerates
ameers
ameiosis
ameiotic
amel
amelanchier
ameland
amelcorn
amelcorns
amelet
amelia
amelification
ameliorable
ameliorableness
ameliorant
ameliorate
ameliorated
ameliorates
ameliorating
amelioration
ameliorations
ameliorativ
ameliorative
amelioratively
ameliorator
amelioratory
amellus
ameloblast
ameloblastic
amelu
amelus
amen
amenability
amenable
amenableness
amenably
amenage
amenance
amend
amendable
amendableness
amendatory
amende
amended
amender
amenders
amending
amendment
amendment's
amendments
amends
amene
amenia
amenities
amenity
amenorrhea
amenorrheal
amenorrheic
amenorrhho
amenorrhoea
amenorrhoeal
amenorrhoeic
amens
ament
amenta
amentaceous
amental
amentia
amentias
amentiferous
amentiform
aments
amentula
amentulum
amentum
amency
amenuse
amerce
amerceable
amerced
amercement
amercements
amercer
amercers
amerces
amerceanable
amerckianent
amercing
ametrope
ametropia
ametropic
ametrous
amex
amgarn
amhar
amharic
amherstite
amhran
ami
amia
amiability
amiable
amiableness
amiably
amiant
amianth
amianthiform
amianthine
amianthoid
amianthoidal
amianthus
amiantus
amiantuses
amias
amic
amicabilities
amicability
amicable
amicableness
amicably
amical
amice
amiced
amices
amici
amicicide
amicous
amicrobie
amicron
amicronucleate
amictus
amicus
amid
amidase
amidases
amidate
amidated
amidating
amidation
amide
amides
amidic
amidid
amidine
amidine
amidins
amidmost
amido
amidoacetal
amidoacetic
amidoacetophenone
amidoaldehyde
amidoazo
amidoazobenzene
amidoazobenzol
amidocaffeine
amidocapric
amidocyanogen
amidoform
amidoformulide
amidoguaiacol
amidoglucose
amidoketone
amidol
amidols
amidomyelin
amidon
amidone
amidophenol
amidophosphoric
amidoplastic
amidoplasticid
amidopyrine
amidosalicin
amidosulphonal
amidothiazole
amidothiazol
amidothiazole
amidothiazole
amidothiazol
amidothiazole
amidoxime
amidoxy
amidoxyl
amidrazone
amids
amidship
amidships
amidst
amidstream
amidulin
amidward
amie
amies
amiga
amigas
amigo
amigos
amil
amildar
amimia
amimide
amin
aminase
aminate
aminated
aminating
amination
aminded
amine
amines
amini
aminic
aminish
aminities
aminity
aminization
aminize
amino
aminoacetal
aminoacetanilide
aminoacetic
aminoacetone
aminoacetophenetidine
aminoacetophenone
aminoacidemia
aminoaciduria
aminoanthraquinone
aminoanthraquinone
aminoazo
aminoazobenzene
aminobarbituric
aminobenzaldehyde
aminobenzamide
aminobenzene
aminobenzine
aminobenzoic
aminocaproic
aminodiphenyl
aminoethionic
aminoformic
aminogen
aminoglutaric
aminoguanidine
aminoid
aminoketone
aminolipin
aminolysis
aminolytic
aminomalonic
aminomyelin
aminopeptidase
aminophenol
aminopherase
aminophylline
aminoplast
aminoplastic
aminopolypeptidase
aminopropionic
aminopurine
aminopyrine
aminoquin
aminquinoline
aminosis
aminosuccinamic
aminosulphonic
aminothiophen
aminotransferase
aminotriazole
aminovaleric
aminoxylol
amins
amir
amiral
amirate
amirates
amiray
amire
amirs
amirship
amis
amish
amiss
amissibility
amissible
amissing
amission
amissness
amit
amitate
amitie
amities
amitoses
amitosis
amitotic
amitotically
amitriptyline
amitrole
amitroles
amitular
amity
amixia
amlacra
amlet
amli
amlilar
amlong
amma
anman
ammelide
ammelin
ammeline
ammeos
ammer
ammeter
ammeters
ammi
ammiaceous
ammis
ammine
ammines
ammino
amminochloride
amminolysis
amminolytic
ammiolite
ammiral
ammites
ammo
ammobium
ammocete
ammoniuria
ammonization
ammono
ammonobasic
ammonocarbonic
ammonocarbonous
ammonoid
ammonoidean
ammonoids
ammonolitic
ammonolyzes
ammonolysis
ammonolytic
ammonolyze
ammonolyzed
ammonolyzing
ammophilous
ammoresinol
ammoreslinol
ammos
ammotherapy
ammu
ammunition
ann't
annemonic
amnesia
amnesiac
amnesiacs
amnesias
amnesic
amnesics
amnestic
amnestied
amnesties
amnesty
amnestying
amnia
amniac
amniatic
amnic
amninia
amminions
amnioallantoic
amniocentesis
amnionic
amnioclepsis
amniomancy
amnion
amollish
amomal
amomum
among
amongst
amontillado
amontillados
amor
amora
amorado
amoraic
amora'im
amoral
amoralism
amoralist
amorality
amoralize
amorally
amoret
amoretti
amoretto
amorettos
amorini
amorino
amorism
amorist
amoristic
amorists
amorite
amornings
amorosa
amorosity
amoroso
amorous
amorously
amorousness
amorph
amorpha
amorphi
amorphia
amorphic
amorphinism
amorphism
amorphophyte
amorphotae
amorphous
amorphously
amorphousness
ampelidaceous
ampetideous
ampelite
ampelitic
ampelographist
ampelography
ampelograpny
ampelopsidin
ampelopsin
ampelopsis
ampelotherapy
amper
amperage
amperages
ampere
amperemeter
amperes
amperometer
amperometric
ampersand
ampersand's
ampersands
ampery
amphanthia
amphanthium
amphereclesis
ampherotokous
ampherotoky
amphetamine
amphetamines
amphi
amphiarthrodial
amphiarthrobes
amphiartrosis
amphiaster
amphib
amphibali
amphibalus
amphibia
amphibial
amphibian
amphibian's
amphibians
amphiwichnite
amphibiety
amphibiological
amphibiology
amphibion
amphibiotic
amphibious
amphibiously
amphibiousness
amphibium
amphiblastic
amphiblastula
amphiblestritis
amphibole
amphiboles
amphibolia
amphibolic
amphibolies
amphiboliferous
amphiboline
amphibolite
amphibolitic
amphibological
amphibologically
amphibologies
amphibologism
amphibology
amphibolostylos
amphibolous
amphiboly
amphibrach
amphibrachic
amphibryous
amphicarpia
amphicarpic
amphicarpium
amphicarpogenous
amphicarpous
amphicarpaceous
amphicarps
amphicentric
amphichroic
amphichrom
amphichromatic
amphichrome
amphichromy
amphicoelian
amphicoelous
amphicome
amphicondylos
amphicrania
amphicreatinine
amphicribal
amphictyon
amphictyonian
amphictyonic
amphictyonies
amphictyons
amphictyony
amphicyrtic
amphicyrtous
amphicytula
amphid
amphide
amphidesmous
amphidetic
amphidiarthrosis
amphidiploid
amphidiploidy
amphidisc
amphidiscophoran
amphidisk
amphidromia
amphidromic
amphierotic
amphierotism
amphigaean
amphigam
amphigamous
amphigastria
amphigastrium
amphigastrula
amphigean
amphigen
amphigene
amphigeneosis
amphigenetic
amphigenous
amphigenously
amphigonia
amphigonic
amphigionum
amphigonous
amphigony
amphigoric
amphigories
amphigory
amphigouri
amphigouris
amphikaryon
amphikaryotic
amphilogism
amphiology
amphimacer
amphimictic
amphimictical
amphimictically
amphimixes
amphimixis
amphimorula
amphimorulae
amphineurous
amphineucleus
amphion
amphioxi
amphioxis
amphioxus
amphioxuses
amphipeptone
amphiphythra
amphiphoic
amphiplatyan
amphiploid
amphiploidy
amphipneust
amphipneustic
amphipod
amphipoda
amphipodal
amphipodan
amphipodiform
amphipodous
amphipods
amphiprostyle
amphiprotic
amphipyrenin
amphirhinal
amphirhine
amphisarca
amphisbaena
amphisbaenae
amphisbaenas
amphisbaenian
amphisbaenic
amphisbaenid
amphisbaenoid
amphisbaenous
amphisicians
amphiscii
amphispermous
amphisporangiate
amphispore
amphistomatic
amphistome
amphistomoid
amphistomous
amphistylar
amphistylic
amphistyly
amphitene
amphithalami
amphithalamus
amphithalmi
amphitheater
amphitheater's
amphitheatered
amphitheaters
amphitheatral
amphitheatre
amphitheatric
amphitheatrical
amphitheatrically
amphitheccia
amphithecia
amphithecial
amphithecium
amphithect
amphithere
amphithura
amphithuron
amphithurons
amphithurthura
amphithyra
amphithyron
amphithyrons
amphitokal
amphitokous
amphitoky
amphitriaene
amphitricha
amphitrichate
amphitrichous
amphitrite
amphiton
amphitropal
amphitropous
amphitryon
amphiuma
amphivasal
amphivorous
amphodarch
amphodelite
amphodiplopia
amphogenic
amphogenous
amphogeny
ampholyte
ampholytic
amphopeptone
amphophil
amphophile
amphophilic
amphophilous
amphora
amphorae
amphoral
amphoras
amphore
amphorette
amphoric
amphoricity
amphoriloquy
amphoriskoi
amphoriskos
amphorphony
amphorous
amphoteric
amphotericin
ampicillin
ampitheater
ample
amplect
amplectant
ampleness
ampler
amplest
amplex
amplexation
amplexicaudate
amplexicaul
amplexicauline
amplexifoliate
amplexus
amplexuses
ampuls
amputate
amputated
amputates
amputating
amputation
amputational
amputations
amputative
amputator
amputee
amputees
ampyces
ampyx
ampyxes
amra
amreeta
amreetas
amrelle
amrit
amrita
amritas
amsath
amsel
amsonia
amsterdam
amt
amtman
amtmen
amtrac
amtrack
amtracks
amtracs
amtrak
amu
amuck
amucks
amugis
amuguis
amula
amulae
amulas
amulet
amuletic
amulets
amulla
amunam
amurca
amurcosity
amurcous
amus
amusable
amuse
amused
amusedly
amusee
amusement
amusement's
amusements
amuser
amusers
amuses
amusette
amusia
amusias
amusing
amusingly
amusingness
amusive
amusively
amusiveness
amutter
amuyon
amuyong
amuze
amuzzle
amvis
amy
amyatonic
amyctic
amydon
amyelencephalia
amyelencephalic
amyelencephalous
amyelia
amyelic
amyelinc
amyelonic
amyelotrophy
amyelous
amygdal
amygdala
amygdalaceous
amygdalae
amygdalase
amygdalate
amygdale
amygdialectomy
amygdales
amygdalic
amygdaliferous
amygdaliform
amygdalin
amygdaline
amygdalinic
amygdalitis
amygdaloid
amygdaloidal
amygdalolith
amygdaloncus
amygdalopathy
amygdalothripsis
amygdalotome
amygdalotomy
amygdonitrile
amygdophenin
amygdule
amygdules
amyl
amylaceous
amylamine
amylan
amylase
amylases
amylate
amylemia
amyline
amylenes
amylenol
amylic
amylidene
amylicherous
amylin
amylo
amylocellulose
amyloclastic
amylocoagulase
amylodextrin
amylohydrospepsia
amylogen
amylogenesis
amylogenic
amylogens
amylohydrolysis
amylohydrolytic
amyloid
amyloidal
amyloidoses
amyloidosis
amyloids
amyloleucite
amyloyis
amyloleptic
amyлом
amylobe
amyloberometer
amylon
amylopectin
amylophagia
amylophosphate
amylophosphoric
amyloplast
amyloplastic
amyloplastid
amylopsase
amylopsin
amylose
amyloses
amylosis
amylosynthesis
amyls
amyllum
amylums
amylluria
amynodont
amyosthenia
amyosthenic
amyotaxia
amyotonia
amyotrophia
amyotrophic
amyotrophy
amyous
amyrin
amyris
amyrol
amyroot
amyxorrhea
amyxorrhoea
amzel
an
an’a
an’t
ana
anabaena
anabaenae
anabantid
anabaptism
anabaptist
anabaptist’s
anabaptists
anabaptize
anabaptized
anabaptizing
anabas
anabases
anabasin
anabasine
anabasis
anabasse
anabata
anabathmoi
anabathmos
anabathrum
anabatic
anaberoga
anabia
anabibazon
anabiosis
anabiotic
anableps
anablepses
anabo
anabohitsite
anabolic
anabolin
anabolism
anabolite
anabolitic
anabolize
anaboly
anabong
anabanch
anabrosis
anabrotic
anacahuita
anacahuite
anacalyopsis
anacampsis
anacamptic
anacamptically
anacamptics
anacamptometer
anacanth
anacanthine
anacanthous
anacara
anacard
anacardiaceous
anacardic
anacatadidymus
anacatharsis
anacathartic
anacephalaecosis
anacephalize
anacharis
anachoret
anachorism
anachromasis
anachronic
anachronical
anachronically
anachronism
anachronism's
anachronismatical
anachronisms
anachronist
anachronistic
anachronistical
anachronistically
anachronize
anachronous
anachronously
anachueta
anacid
anacidity
anack
anaclasis
anaclastic
anaclastics
anaclete
anacletica
anacleticum
anaclinal
anaclisis
anaclitic
anacoonoses
anacoonosis
anacolutha
anacoluthia
anacoluthic
anacoluthically
anacoluthon
anacoluthons
anacoluttha
anaconda
anacondas
anacoustic
anacreontic
anacrisis
anacrogynae
anacrogynous
anacromyodiant
anacrotic
anacrotism
anacruses
anacrusis
anacrustic
anacrustically
anaculture
anacusia
anacusic
anacusis
anadem
anadems
anadenia
anadesm
anadicrotic
anadicrotism
anadidymus
anadiplosis
anadipsia
anadipsic
anadrom
anadromous
anaematosis
anaemia
anaemias
anaemic
anaemotropy
anaeretic
anaerobation
anaerobe
anaerobes
anaerobia
anaerobian
anaerobic
anaerobically
anaerobies
anaerobion
anaerobiont
anaerobiosis
anaerobiotic
anaerobiically
anaerobious
anaerobism
anaerobium
anaerophyte
anaeroplastic
anaeroplasty
anaesthetic
anaesthesia
anaesthesiant
anaesthesiologist
anaesthesiology
anaesthesia
anaesthetic
anaesthetically
anaesthetics
anaesthetist
anaesthetization
anaesthetize
anaesthetized
anaesthetizer
anaesthetizing
anaesthyl
anaetiological
anagalactic
anagap
anagenesis
anagenetic
anagenetical
anagennessis
anagep
anagignoskomena
anaglyph
anaglyphic
anaglyphical
anaglyphics
anaglyphoscope
anaglyphs
anaglyphy
anaglypta
anaglyptic
anaglyptical
anaglyptics
anaglyptograph
anaglyptographic
anaglyptography
anaglypton
anagnorises
anagnorisis
anagnost
anagnostes
anagoge
anagoges
anagogic
anagogical
anagogically
anagogics
anagogies
anagogy
anagram
anagram's
anagrammatic
anagrammatical
anagrammatically
anagrammatise
anagrammatised
anagrammatising
anagrammatism
anagrammatist
anagrammatization
anagrammatize
anagrammatized
anagrammatizing
anagrammed
anagramming
anagrams
anagraph
anagua
anagyrin
anagyrine
anahao
anahau
anaheim
anakinesis
anakinetic
anakinetomer
anakineteromic
anakoluthia
anakrousis
anaktoron
anal
analabos
analagous
analav
analcime
analcimes
analcimic
analcimite
analcite
analcites
analcitite
analecta
analectic
analects
analemma
analemmas
analemmata
analemmatic
analepses
analepsis
analepsy
analeptic
analeptical
analgen
analgene
analgesia
analgesic
analgesics
analgesis
analgesist
analgetic
analgetic
analgtia
analgtias
analgie
analgic
analgize
analties
anality
analkalinity
anallagmatic
anallagmatic
anallagmatic
anallantoic
anallantoideal
anallergic
anally
analog
analog
analog
analyt
analytic
analytical
analytically
analyticities
analyticity
analytics
analytique
analyze
analyzability
analyzable
analysis
analyze
analyzed
analyzer
analyzers
analyzer
analyzing
anam
anama
anamesite
anametadromous
anamirtin
anamite
anammonid
anammonide
anamneses
anamnese
anamnestic
anamnestically
anamnionic
anamniote
anamniotic
anamorphic
anamorphism
anamorphoscope
anamorphose
anamorphoses
anamorphosis
anamorphote
anamorphous
anan
anana
ananaplas
ananaples
ananas
ananda
anandrarious
anandria
anaphylactogen
anaphylactogenic
anaphylactoid
anaphylatoxin
anaphylaxis
anaphyte
anaplasia
anaplasis
anaplasm
anaplasmoses
anaplasmosis
anaplastic
anaplasty
anapleroses
anaplerosis
anaplerotic
anapnea
anapneic
anapnoeic
anapnograph
anapnoic
anapnometer
anapodeictic
anapophyses
anapophysial
anapophysis
anapsid
anapsidan
anapterygote
anapterygotism
anapterygotos
anaptotic
anaptychi
anaptychus
anaptyctic
anaptyctical
anaptyxes
anaptyxis
anaqua
anarcestean
anarch
anarchal
anarchial
anarchic
anarchical
anarchically
anarchies
anarchism
anarchist
anarchist's
anarchistic
anarchists
anarchize
anarcho
anarchindividualist
anarchosocialist
anarchosyndicalism
anarchosyndicalist
anarchs
anarchy
anarctic
anaretan
anaretical
anargyrion
anargyrous
anarthism
anarithmia
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anarthism
anartheis
anastigmatic
anastomos
anastomose
anastomosed
anastomoses
anastomosing
anastomosis
anastomotic
anastrophe
anastrophy
anat
anatabine
anatase
anatases
anatexes
anatexis
anathem
anathema
anathemas
anathemata
anathematic
anathematical
anathematically
anathematisation
anathematise
anathematised
anathematiser
anathematising
anathematism
anathematization
anathematize
anathematized
anathematizer
anathematizes
anathematizing
anatheme
anathemize
anatif a
anatifa
anatifae
anatifer
anatiferous
anatine
anatira
anatman
anatocism
anatolian
anatomic
anatomical
anatomically
anatomicals
anatomicobiological
anatomicochirurgical
anatomicomedical
anatomicopathologic
anatomicopathological
anatomicophysiogetic
anatomicophysiological
anatomicosurgical
anatomies
anatomiless
anatomisable
anatomisation
anatomise
anatomised
anatomiser
anatomising
anatomism
anatomist
anatomists
anatomizable
anatomization
anatomize
anatomized
anatomizer
anatomizes
anatomizing
anatomopathologic
anatomopathological
anatomy
anatopism
anatosaurus
anatox
anatoxin
anatoxins
anatreptic
anatripsis
anatripsology
anatriptic
anatron
anatropal
anatropia
anatropous
anatta
anatto
anattos
anaudia
ancile
ancilia
ancilla
ancillae
ancillaries
ancillary
ancillas
ancille
ancipital
ancipitous
ancistrocladaceous
ancistrodon
ancistroid
anle
ancodont
ancoly
ancome
ancon
ancona
anconad
anconagra
anconal
anconas
ancone
anconeal
anconei
anconeous
ancones
anconeus
anconitis
anconoid
ancony
ancor
ancora
ancoral
ancaipa
ancaiphobia
ancre
anress
ancreses
ancypod
ancylose
ancylostome
ancylostomiad
ancyroid
and
and/or
anda
andabata
andabatarian
andabatism
andalusite
andamenta
andamento
andamentos
andante
andantes
andantini
andantino
andantinos
andean
anders
anderson
anderun
andes
andesine
andesinite
andesite
andesites
andesitic
andesyte
andesytes
andia
anding
andirin
andirine
andiroba
andiron
andirons
andor
andorite
andoroba
andorra
andouille
andouillette
andradite
andragogy
andranatomy
andrarchy
andre
andrena
andrenid
andrew
andrewartha
andrewsite
andric
andrite
androcentric
androcephalous
androcephalum
androclclinia
androcles
androclinia
androclinium
androclus
androconia
androconium
androcracy
androcratic
androcyte
androdioecious
androdioecism
androdynamic
androecia
androecia
androecial
androecium
androgametangium
androgametophore
androgamone
androgen
androgenesis
androgenetic
androgenic
androgenous
androgens
androginous
androgone
androgonia
androgonial
androgonidium
androgonium
andrographolide
androgyne
androgyneical
androgyneary
androgyneyte
androgyneia
androgyneic
androgyneies
androgyneyism
androgyneous
androgyneus
androgyne
android
androidal
androides
androids
androkinin
androl
androlepsia
androlepsy
andromache
andromania
andromed
andromeda
andromedotoxin
andromonoecious
andromonoecism
andromorphous
andron
andronitis
andropetalar
andropetalous
androphagous
androphobia
androphonomania
androphore
androphorous
androphorum
androphyll
androseme
androsin
androsphinges
androsphinx
androsphinxes
androsporangium
androspore
androsterone
androtauric
androtomy
ands
andvari
ane
anear
aneared
anearing
anears
aneath
anecdota
anecdotage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anemology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometer's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometrically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometrograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometrographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometrographically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemonin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemonol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemophilous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemophily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemoscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemotactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemotaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemotropic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anemotropism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephalotrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephalous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anencephaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anenergia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anenst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anenterous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anepia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anepigraphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anepigraphous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anepiploic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anepithymia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anerethisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aneretic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anergia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anergias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
angeleyes
angelfish
angelfishes
angelhood
angelic
angelica
angelical
angelically
angelicalness
angelicas
angelicic
angelicize
angelicness
angelico
angelim
angelin
angelina
angeline
angelinformal
angelique
angelito
angelize
angelized
angelizing
angellike
anglocracy
angelographer
angelolater
angelolatry
angelologic
angelological
angelology
angelmachy
angelon
angelophanic
angelophany
angelot
angels
angelship
angelus
angeluses
anger
angered
angering
angerless
angerly
angers
angevin
angiographic
angiography
angiohemophilia
angiohyalinosis
angiohydrotomy
angiohypertonia
angiohypotonia
angiod
angiokeratoma
angiokinesis
angiokinetic
angioleucitis
angiolipoma
angiolith
angiology
angiolymphitis
angiolymphoma
angioma
angiomalacia
angiomas
angiomata
angiomatosis
angiomatous
angiomegaly
angiometer
angiomyocardiac
angiomyoma
angiomyosarcoma
angioneoplasm
angioneurosis
angioneurotic
angionoma
angionosis
angioparalysis
angioparalytic
angioparesis
angiopathy
angiophorous
angioplasty
angioplerosis
angiopoietic
angiopressure
angiorrhagia
angiorrhaphy
angiorrhea
angiorrhexis
angiosarcoma
angiosclerosis
angiosclerotic
angioscope
angiosis
angiospasm
angiospastic
angiosperm
angiospermal
angiospermatous
angiospermic
angiospernum
angiosperms
angiosporous
angioseptagosis
angiostenoisis
angiostозnosis
angiostomize
angiostomy
angiostrophy
angiovascular
angioxyphysis
angiotasis
angiotectasia
angiotenosis
angiotensin
angiotensinase
angiothlipsis
angiotome
angiotomy
angiotonase
angiotonic
angiotonin
angiotribe
angiotripsy
angiotrophic
angiotrophic
angiptor
angkhak
anglaise
angle
angleberry
angled
angledog
angledozer
anglehook
anglemeter
anglepod
anglepods
angler
anglers
angles
angle site
angle smith
angle touch
angle witch
angle wing
angle wise
angle worm
angle worms
angliae
anglian
anglians
anglican
anglicanism
anglicanisms
anglicans
angle ce
anglicisation
anglicism
anglicisms
anglicist
anglicization
anglicize
anglicized
anglicizes
anglicizing
anglify
anglimaniac
angling
anglings
anglish
anglo
angloid
angloman
anglomania
anglophil
anglophile
anglophiles
anglophilia
anglophiliac
anglophilic
anglophilism
anglophily
anglophobe
anglophobes
anglophobia
anglophobic
anglos
anhedonic
anhedral
anhedron
anhelation
anhele
anhelose
anhelous
anhematopoiesis
anhematosis
anhemitonic
anhemolytic
anhidrosis
anhidrotic
anhima
anhiba
anthingas
anhistic
anhistous
anhungered
anhungry
anhyd
anhydroaemia
anhydroaemic
anhydrate
anhydrated
anhydrating
anhydration
anhydremia
anhydremic
anhydric
anhydride
anhydrides
anhydridization
anhydridize
anhydrite
anhydrization
anhydrize
anhydroglocose
anhydromyelia
anhydrosis
anhydrotic
anhydrous
anhydrously
anhydroxime
anhysteretic
ani
anicca
aniconic
aniconism
anicular
anicut
anidian
anidiomatic
anidiomatical
anidrosis
aniente
anientise
anigh
anight
anights
anil
anilao
anilau
anile
anileness
anilic
anilid
anilide
anilidic
anilidoxime
aniliid
anilin
anilinctus
aniline
anilines
anilingus
anilinism
anilino
anilinophile
anilinophilous
anils
anilities
anility
anilla
anilopyrin
anilopyrine
anils
anim
anima
animability
animable
animableness
animacule
animadversal
animadversion
animadversional
animas
animastic
animastical
animate
animated
animatedly
animately
animateness
animater
animaters
animates
animating
animatingly
animation
animations
animatism
animatist
animatistic
animative
animato
animatograph
animator
animator's
animators
anime
animes
animetta
animi
animikite
animine
animis
animism
animisms
animist
animistic
animists
animize
animized
animo
animose
animoseness
animosities
animosity
animoso
animothelism
animous
animus
anisocytosis
anisodactyl
anisodactyle
anisodactylic
anisodactylous
anisodont
anisogamete
anisogametes
anisogametic
anisogamic
anisogamous
anisogamy
anisogenous
anisogeny
anisognathism
anisognathous
anisogynous
anisogynia
anisoin
anisokonia
anisol
anisole
anisoles
anisoleucocytosis
anisomelia
anisomelus
anisomeric
anisomerous
anisometric
anisometrope
anisometropia
anisometropic
anisomyarian
anisomyodian
anisomyodous
anisopetalous
anisophyllous
anisopetalous
anisophyllous
anisophylly
anisopia
anisopleural
anisopleurous
anisopod
anisopodal
anisopodous
anisopogonous
anisopteran
anisopterous
anisosepalous
anisospore
anisostaminous
anisostemonous
anisosthenic
anisostichous
anisostomous
anisotonic
anisotropical
anisotropically
anisotropies
anisotropism
anisotropous
anisotropy
anisoyl
anisum
anisuria
anisyl
anisylidene
anither
anitinstitutionalism
anitos
anitrogenous
anjan
ankara
ankaramite
ankaratrite
ankee
anker
ankerhold
ankerite
ankerites
ankh
ankan
ankhs
ankle
ankle's
anklebone
anklebones
anklejack
ankles
anklet
anklets
anklong
anklung
ankus
ankuses
annale
annalia
annaline
annalism
annalist
annalistic
annalistically
annalists
annalize
annals
annaly
annamese
annapolis
annary
annas
annat
annates
annats
annatto
annattos
anne
anneal
annealed
annealer
annealers
annealing
anneals
annect
annectant
annectent
annection
annelid
annelida
annelidan
annelidian
annelidous
annelids
annelism
anneloid
annerodite
annerre
annet
annex
annexa
annexable
annexal
annexation
annexational
annualize
annualized
annually
annuals
annuary
annuation
annueler
annueller
annuent
annuisance
annuitant
annuitants
annuities
annuity
annul
annular
annularity
annularly
annulary
annulary
annulata
annulate
annulated
annulet
annulately
annulation
annulations
annule
annuler
annulet
annulets
annulettée
annuli
annulism
annullable
annulate
annullation
annulled
annuller
annulli
annulling
annulment
annulment's
annulments
annuloid
annuloida
annulosa
annulosan
annulose
annuls
anoegenetic
anoesia
anoesis
anoestrous
anoestrum
anoestrus
anogetic
anogenic
anogenital
anoia
anoil
anoine
anoint
anointed
anointer
anointers
anointing
anoointment
anointentments
anoints
anole
anoles
anoli
anolian
anolyte
anolytes
anomal
anomalies
anomaliflorous
anomaliped
anomalipod
anomalism
anomalist
anomalistic
anomalistical
anomalistically
anomalophalatus
anomalophalous
anomalophalous
anomalous
anomalously
anomalousness
anomalure
anomaly
anomaly's
anomer
anomia
anomic
anomie
anomies
anomite
anomocarpous
anomodont
anomoeomery
anomophyllous
anomorphomboid
anomorphomboidal
anomouran
anomphalous
anomural
anomuran
anomurous
anomy
anon
anonaceous
anonad
anonang
anoncillo
anonol
anonychia
anonym
anonyma
anonyme
anonymities
anonymity
anonymous
anonymously
anonymousness
anonyms
anonymuncule
anoopsis
anoopsias
anoperineal
anophele
anopheles
anopheline
anophilia
anophthalmia
anophthalmos
anophyte
anopia
anopias
anopisthograph
anopisthographic
anopisthographically
anoplocephalic
anoploneermertean
anoplothere
anoplotheriid
anoplotheroid
anopluriform
anopsia
anopsias
anopsy
anopubic
anorak
anoraks
anorchi
anorchia
anorchism
anorchous
anorchus
anorectal
anoretic
anorectous
anoretic
anorexia
anorexiast
anorexiastas
anorexic
anorexics
anorexies
anorexigenic
anorexy
anorgana
anorganic
anorganism
anorganology
anormal
anormality
anorn
anorogenic
anorth
anorthic
anorthite
anorthitic
anorthitite
anorthoclase
anorthographic
anorthographical
anorthography
anorthophyre
anorthopia
anorthoscope
anorthose
anorthosite
anoscope
anoscopy
anosmatic
anosmia
anosmias
anosmic
anosognosia
anosphrasisa
anosphresia
anospinal
anostosis
anoterite
another
another's
another'sguess
anotherkins
anotia
anotropia
anotta
anotto
anotus
anounou
anour
anoura
anoure
anourous
anova
anovesical
anovulant
anovular
anovulatory
anoxaemia
anoxaemic
anoxemia
anoxemias
anoxemic
anoxia
anoxias
anoxic
anoxidative
anoxybiosis
anoxybiotic
anoxyscope
anquera
anre
ans
ansa
ansaee
ansar
ansarian
ansate
ansated
ansation
anschauung
anschluss
anserated
anserin
anserine
anserines
anserous
ansi
anspessade
anstoss
anstosse
ansu
ansulate
answer
answerability
answerable
answerableness
answerably
answered
answerer
answerers
answering
answeringly
answeringless
answeringlessly
answers
ant
ant's
anta
antacid
antacids
antacrid
antadiform
anta
antaean
antaeus
antagonisable
antagonisation  
antagonise  
antagonised  
antagonising  
antagonism  
antagonisms  
antagonist  
antagonist's  
antagonistic  
antagonistical  
antagonistically  
antagonists  
antagonizable  
antagonization  
antagonize  
antagonized  
antagonizer  
antagonizes  
antagonizing  
antagonising  
antagony  
antal  
antalgesic  
antalgic  
antalgics  
antalgol  
antalkali  
antalkalies  
antalkaline  
antalkalis  
antambulacral  
antanacathartic  
antanaclasis  
antanagoge  
antanemic  
antapex  
antapexes  
antaphrodisiac  
antaphroditic  
antapices  
antapocha  
antapodosis  
antapology  
antapoplectic  
antarala  
antaranga  
antarchism  
antarchist  
antarchistic
antarchistical
antarchy
antarctic
antarctica
antarctical
antarctically
antares
antarctic
antas
antasphyctic
antasthenic
antasthmatic
antatrophic
antbird
antdom
ante
anteact
anteal
anteambulate
anteambulation
anteater
anteater's
anteaters
antebaptismal
antebath
antebellum
antebrachia
antebrachial
antebrachium
antebridal
antecabinet
antecaecal
antecardium
antecavern
antecedal
antecedaneous
antecedaneously
antecede
anteceded
antecedence
antecedency
antecedent
antecedent's
antecedental
antecedently
antecedents
antecedes
anteceding
antecell
antecensor
antechamber
antechambers
antechapel
antechoir
antechoirs
antechurch
anteclassical
antecloset
antecolic
antecommunion
antec consonantal
antecornu
antecourt
antecoxal
antecubital
antecurvature
anted
antedate
antedated
antedates
antedating
antedawn
antediluvian
antediluvially
antediluvian
antedonian
antedorsal
anteed
antefact
antefebrile
antefix
antefixa
antefixal
antefixes
anteflected
anteflexed
anteflexion
antefurca
antefurcae
antefurcal
antefuture
antegarden
antegrade
antehall
antehistoric
antehuman
antehypophysis
anteing
anteinitial
antejentacular
antejudiciary
antejuramentum
antelabium
antelation
antelegal
antelocation
antelope
antelope's
antelopes
antelopian
antelopeine
antelucan
antelude
anteluminary
antemarginal
antemarital
antemask
antemedial
antemeridian
antemetallic
antemetic
antemillennial
antemingent
antemortal
antemortem
antemundane
antemural
antenarial
antenatal
antenatalitial
antenati
antenatus
antenave
antenna
antenna's
antennae
antennal
antennariid
antennary
antennas
antennate
antennifer
antenniferous
antenniform
antepretonic
anteprohibition
anteprostate
anteprostatic
antepyretic
antequalm
antereformation
antereformational
anteresurrection
anteretic
anterevolutional
anterevolutionary
antergic
anteri
anteriad
anterin
anterior
anteriority
anteriorly
anteriorness
anteriors
anterioyancer
anteroclusion
anterodorsal
anteroexternal
anterofixation
anteroflexion
anterofrontal
anterograde
anteroinferior
anterointerior
anterointernal
anterolateral
anterolaterally
anteromedial
anteromedian
anteroom
anterooms
anteroparietal
anteroposterior
anteroposteriorly
anteropygal
anterospinal
anterosuperior
anteroventral
anteroventrally
antes
antescript
antesignani
antesignanus
antespring
antestature
antesternal
antesternum
antesunrise
antesuperior
antetemple
antethem
antetype
antetypes
antevenient
anteversion
antevert
anteverted
anteverting
anteverts
antevocalic
antewar
anthdia
anthecological
anthecologist
anthecology
anthela
anthelae
anthelia
anthelices
anthelion
anthelions
anthelix
anthelmintic
anthelmintic
anthem
anthem's
anthema
anthemas
anthemata
anthemed
anthemene
anthemia
antheming
anthemion
anthemis
anthems
anthemwise
anthemy
anther
antheral
antherid
antheridia
antheridial
antheridiophore
antheridium
antherids
antheriferous
antheriform
antherine
antherless
antherogenous
antheroid
antherozoid
antherozoidal
antherozooid
antherozooidal
anthers
antheses
anthesis
anthesterin
anthersterol
antheximeter
anthill
anths
anthine
anthobian
anthobiology
anthocarp
anthocarpous
anthocephalous
anthocerote
anthochlor
anthochlorine
anthoclinium
anthocyan
anthocyanidin
anthocyanin
anthodia
anthodium
anthoeological
anthoeconomist
anthoeconomy
anthogenesis
anthogenetic
anthogenous
anthography
anthoid
anthozoon
anthracæmia
anthracemia
anthracene
anthraceniferous
anthraces
anthrachrysone
anthracia
anthracic
anthraciferous
anthracin
anthracite
anthracitic
anthracitiferous
anthracitious
anthracitism
anthracitization
anthracitous
anthracnose
anthracnosis
anthracocide
anthracoid
anthracolithic
anthracomancy
anthracomartian
anthracometer
anthracometric
anthraconecrosis
anthraconite
anthracosilicosis
anthracosis
anthracothere
anthracotic
anthracoxen
anthracyl
anthradiol
anthradiquinone
anthraflavic
anthragallol
anthrahydroquinone
anthralin
anthramin
anthramine
anthranil
anthranilate
anthranilic
anthranol
anthranone
anthranoyl
anthranyl
anthraphenone
anthrapurpurin
anthrapyridine
anthraquinol
anthraquinone
anthraquinonyl
anthrarufin
anthrasilicosis
anthratetrol
anthrathiophene
anthratriol
anthrax
anthraxolite
anthraxylon
anthribid
anthrohopobiological
anthroic
anthrol
anthrone
anthrop
anthrophore
anthropic
anthropical
anthropobiologist
anthropobiology
anthropocentric
anthropocentrically
anthropocentricity
anthropocentrism
anthropoclimatologist
anthropoclimatology
anthropocosmic
anthropodeoxycholic
anthropogenesis
anthropogenetic
anthropogenic
anthropogenist
anthropogenous
anthropogeny
anthropogeographer
anthropogeographic
anthropogeographical
anthropogeography
anthropoglott
anthropogony
anthropographic
anthropography
anthropoid
anthropoidal
anthropoidea
anthropoidean
anthropoids
anthropol
anthropolater
anthropolatric
anthropolatry
anthropolite
anthropolith
anthropolithic
anthropologic
anthropological
anthropologically
anthropologies
anthropologist
anthropologist's
anthropologists
anthropology
anthropomancy
anthropomantic
anthropomantist
anthropometer
anthropometric
anthropometrical
anthropometrically
anthropometrist
anthropometry
anthropomophitism
anthropomorph
anthropomorphic
anthropomorphical
anthropomorphically
anthropomorphisation
anthropomorphise
anthropomorphised
anthropomorphising
anthropomorphism
anthropomorphisms
anthropomorphist
anthropomorphite
anthropomorphitic
anthropomorphitical
anthropomorphitism
anthropomorphization
anthropomorphize
anthropomorphized
anthropomorphizing
anthropomorphological
anthropomorphologically
anthropomorphology
anthropomorphosis
anthropomorphotheist
anthropomorphous
anthropomorphously
anthroponomical
anthroponomics
anthroponomist
anthroponomy
anthroponym
anthropopathia
anthropopathic
anthropopathically
anthropopathism
anthropopathite
anthropopathy
anthropophagi
anthropophagic
anthropophagical
anthropophaginian
anthropophagism
anthropophagist
anthropophagistic
anthropophagit
anthropophagite
anthropophagize
anthropophagous
anthropophagously
anthropophagus
anthropophagy
anthropophilous
anthropophobia
anthropophuism
anthropophuistic
anthropophysiography
anthropophysite
anthropopsychic
anthropopsychism
anthroposcopy
anthroposociologist
anthroposociology
anthroposomatology
anthroposophic
anthroposophical
anthroposophist
anthroposophy
anthropoteleology
anthropoteleological
anthropotheism
anthropotheist
anthropotheistic
anthropotomical
anthropotomist
anthropotomy
anthropotoxin
anthropozoic
anthropurgic
anthroropolith
anthroxan
anthroxanic
anthryl
anthrylene
anththeridean
anthurium
anthypnotic
anthypophora
anthypophoretic
anti
antiabolitionist
antiabortion
antiabrasion
antiabrin
antiabsolutist
antiacid
antiadiaphorist
antiaditis
antiadministration
antiae
antiesthetic
antiager
antiagglutinant
antiagglutinating
antiagglutination
antiagglutinative
antiagglutinin
antiaggression
antiaggressionist
antiaggressive
antiaggressively
antiaggressiveness
antiaircraft
antialbumid
antialbumin
antialbumose
antialcoholic
antialcoholism
antialcoholist
antialdoxime
antialexin
antialien
antiamboceptor
antiamusement
antiamylase
antianaphylactogen
antianaphylaxis
antianarchic
antianarchist
antiangular
antiannexation
antiannexationist
antianopheline
antianthrax
antianthropocentric
antianthropomorphism
antiantibody
antiantidote
antiantienzyme
antiantitoxin
antianxiety
antiaphrodisiac
antiaphthic
antiapoplectic
antiapostle
antiaquatic
antiar
antiarin
antiarins
antiaristocracies
antiaristocracy
antiaristocrat
antiaristocratic
antiaristocratical
antiaristocratically
antiarrhythmic
antiars
antiarthritic
antiascetic
antiasthmatic
antiastronomical
antbridal
antbromic
antibubonic
antibug
antiburgher
antibusing
antic
antic's
antica
anticachetic
antical
anticalcimine
anticalculous
anticalligraphic
antically
anticamera
anticancer
anticancerous
anticapital
anticapitalism
anticapitalist
anticapitalistic
anticapitalistically
anticapitalists
anticar
anticardiac
anticardium
anticarious
anticarnivorous
anticastr
anticaltase
anticaltast
anticaltastly
anticaltastically
anticaltastizer
anticaltarrhal
anticaltthesis
anticaltode
anticalwholic
anticausotic
anticaustic
anticaustorial
anticausorios
anticausoriosly
anticausoriosness
anticausorship
anticalenkins
anticalenlist
anticalenlish
anticentralization
anticephalalgic
anticeremonial
anticeremonialism
anticeremonialist
anticeremonially
anticeremonious
anticeremoniously
anticeremoniousness
antichamber
antichance
anticheater
antichlor
antichlorine
antichloristic
antichlorotic
anticholagogue
anticholinergic
anticholinesterase
antichoromanic
antichorus
antichreses
antichresis
antichretic
antichrist
antichristian
antichristianism
antichristianity
antichristianly
antichrists
antichrome
antichronical
antichronically
antichronism
antichthon
antichthones
antichurch
antichurchian
antichymosin
anticipant
anticipatable
anticipate
anticipated
anticipates
anticipating
anticipatingly
anticipation
anticipations
anticipative
anticipatively
anticipator
anticipatorily
anticipators
anticipatory
anticity
anticivic
anticivil
anticivilian
anticivism
anticize
antick
anticked
anticker
anticking
ants
antikt
anticlastic
anticlassical
anticlassicalism
anticlassicalist
anticlassically
anticlassicalness
anticlassicism
anticlassicist
anticlastic
anticlergy
anticlerical
anticlericalism
anticlericalist
anticlimactic
anticlimactical
anticlimactically
anticlimax
anticlimaxes
anticlinal
anticline
anticlines
anticlinoria
anticlinorium
anticlnoria
anticlockwise
anticlogging
anticly
anticnemion
anticness
anticoagulan
anticreeping
anticrepuscular
anticrepuscule
anticrisis
anticritic
anticritical
anticritically
anticriticalness
anticritique
anticrochet
anticrotalic
anticroptic
anticroptically
antics
anticularia
anticult
anticum
anticus
anticyclic
anticyclical
anticyclically
anticyclogenesis
anticyclolysis
anticyclone
anticyclones
anticyclonic
anticyclonically
anticynic
anticynical
anticynically
anticynicism
anticytolysin
anticytotoxin
antidactyl
antidancing
antidecalogue
antideflation
antidemocracies
antidemocracy
antidemocrat
antidemocratic
antidemocratically
antidemoniac
antidepressant
antidepressants
antidepressive
antiderivative
antidumping
antidynamic
antidynastic
antidynastical
antidynastically
antidynasty
antidyscratic
antidysenteric
antidysuric
antiecclesiastic
antiecclesiastical
antiecclesiastically
antiecclesiasticism
antiedemic
antieducation
antieducational
antieducationalist
antieducationally
antieducationist
antiegoism
antiegoist
antiegoistic
antiegoistical
antiegoistically
antegotism
antegotist
antegotistic
antegotistical
antegotistically
antiejaculation
antielectron
antielectrons
antiemetic
antiemperor
antiempriric
antiempirical
antiempirically
antiempiricism
antiempiricist
antiendotoxin
antiendowment
antienergetic
antient
antienthusiasm
antienthusiast
antienthusiastic
antienthusiastically
antienvironmentalism
antienvironmentalist
antienvironmentalists
antienzymatic
antienzyme
antienzymic
antiepicenter
antiepileptic
antiepiscopal
antiepiscopist
antiepithelial
antierosion
antierosive
antierosipelas
antiestablishment
antiethnic
antieugenic
antievangelical
antievolution
antievolutional
antievolutionally
antievolutionary
antievolutionist
antievolutionistic
antiexpansion
antiexpansionism
antiexpansionist
antiexporting
antiexpressionism
antiexpressionist
antiexpressionistic
antiexpressive
antiexpressively
antiexpressiveness
antiextreme
antieyestrain
antiface
antifaction
antifame
antifanatic
antifascism
antifascist
antifascists
antifat
antifatigue
antifebrile
antifebrin
antifederal
antifederalism
antifederalist
antifelon
antifelony
antifeminism
antifeminist
antifeministic
antiferment
antifermentative
antiferroelectric
antiferromagnet
antiferromagnetic
antiferromagnetism
antifertility
antifertilizer
antifeudal
antifeudalism
antifeudalist
antifeudalistic
antifeudalization
antifibrinolysin
antifibrinolysis
antifideism
antifire
antiflash
antiflattering
antiflatulent
antiflux
antifoam
antifoaming
antifoggant
antifogmatic
antiforeign
antiforeignism
antiformant
antiformin
antifouler
antifouling
antifowl
antifreeze
antifreezes
antifreezing
antifriction
antifrictional
antifrost
antifundamentalism
antifundamentalist
antifungal
antifungin
antigalactagogue
antigalactic
antigambling
antiganting
antigay
antigen
antigen's
antigene
antigens
antigenic
antigenically
antigenicity
antigens
antighostism
antigigmanic
antiglare
antiglobulin
antiglyoxalase
antignostic
antignostical
antigod
antigone
antigonococcic
antigonorrhelic
antigorite
antigovernment
antigovernmental
antigovernmentally
antigraft
antigrammatical
antigrammatically
antigrammaticalness
antigraph
antigraphy
antigravitate
antigravitation
antigravitational
antigravitationally
antigravity
antigropelos
antigrowth
antiguggler
antigun
antigyrus
antihalation
antiharmonist
antihectic
antihelices
antihelix
antihelixes
antihelminthic
antihemagglutinin
antihemispheric
antihemoglobin
antihemolysin
antihemolytic
antihemophilic
antihemorrhagic
antihemorrhoidal
antihero
antiheroes
antiheroic
antiheroism
antiheterolysin
antihidrotic
antihierarchal
antihierarchic
antihierarchical
antihierarchically
antihierarchies
antihierarchism
antihierarchist
antihierarchy
antihistamine
antihistamines
antihistaminic
antihistorical
antiholiday
antihormone
antihuff
antihum
antihuman
antihumanism
antihumanist
antihumanistic
antihumbuggist
antihunting
antihydrophobic
antihydropic
antihydropin
antihygienic
antihygienically
antihylist
antihypertensive
antihypertensives
antihypnotic
antihypnotically
antihypochondriac
antihypophora
antihysteric
antiinflammatories
antiinflammatory
antiinstitutionalist
antiinstitutionalists
antiinsurrectionally
antiinsurrectionists
antijam
antikathode
antikenotoxin
antiketogen
antiketogenesis
antiketogenic
antikinase
antiking
antikings
antiknock
antiknocks
antilabor
antilaborist
antilacrosse
antilacrosser
antilactase
antilapsarian
antilapse
antileague
antileak
antileft
antilegalist
antilegomena
antilemic
antilens
antilepsis
antileptic
antilepton
antilethargic
antileukemic
antileveling
antilevelling
antiliberal
antiliberalism
antiliberalist
antiliberalistic
antiliberally
antiliberalness
antiliberals
antilibration
antilife
antilift
antilipase
antilipoid
antilithic
antilitter
antiliturgic
antiliturgical
antiliturgically
antiliturgist
antiliturgy
antilles
antilobium
antiloemic
antilog
antilogarithm
antilogarithmic
antilogarithms
antilogic
antilogical
antilogies
antilogism
antilogistic
antilogistically
antilogous
antilogs
antilogy
antiloimic
antilopine
antiloquy
antilottery
antiluetic
antiluetin
antilynching
antilysin
antilysis
antilyssic
antilytic
antimacassar
antimacassars
antimachination
antimachine
antimachinery
antimagistratical
antimagnetic
antimodernization
antimodernly
antimodernness
antimonarch
antimonarchal
antimonarchally
antimonarchial
antimonarchic
antimonarchical
antimonarchically
antimonarchicalness
antimonarchism
antimonarchist
antimonarchistic
antimonarchists
antimonarchy
antimonate
antimonial
antimoniate
antimoniated
antimonic
antimonid
antimonide
antimonies
antimoniferous
antimonious
antimonite
antimonium
antimoniuret
antimoniureted
antimoniuretted
antimonopolism
antimonopolist
antimonopolistic
antimonopolization
antimonopoly
antimonous
antimonsoon
antimony
antimonyl
antimoral
antimoralism
antimoralist
antimoralistic
antimorality
antimosquito
antimusical
antimusically
antimusicalness
antimycotic
antimystic
antimystical
antimystically
antimysticalness
antimysticism
antimythic
antimythical
antinarcotic
antinarcotics
antinarrative
antinational
antinationalism
antinationalist
antinationalistic
antinationalistically
antinationalists
antinationalization
antinationally
antinatural
antinaturalism
antinaturalist
antinaturalistic
antinaturally
antinaturalness
antinegro
antinegroism
antineologian
antineoplastic
antinephritic
antinepotic
antineuralgic
antineuritic
antineurotoxin
antineutral
antineutralism
antineutrality
antineutrally
antineutrino
antineutrinos
antineutron
antineutrons
anting
antinganting
antings
antinial
antinicotine
antinihilism
antinihilist
antinihilistic
antinion
antinodal
antinode
antinodes
antinoise
antinome
antinomian
antinomianism
antinomians
antinomic
antinomical
antinomies
antinomist
antinomy
antinoness
antinormal
antinormality
antinormalness
antinosarian
antinovel
antinovelist
antinovels
antinucleon
antinucleons
antinuke
antiodont
antiodontalgic
antiopelmous
antiophthalmic
antiopium
antiopiumist
antiopiumite
antioptimism
antioptimist
antioptimistic
antioptimistical
antioptimistically
antioptionist
antiorgastic
antiorthodox
antiorthodoxly
antiorthodoxy
antioxidant
antioxidants
antioxidase
antioxidizer
antioxidizing
antioxygen
antioxygenating
antioxygenation
antioxygenator
antioxygenic
antiozonant
antipacifism
antipacifist
antipacificistic
antipacificists
antipapacy
antipapal
antipapalist
antipapism
antipapist
antipapistic
antipapistical
antipasabema
antipasabemata
antiparagraphapher
antiparagraphic
antiparallel
antiparallelogram
antiparalytic
antiparalytical
antiparasitic
antiparasitical
antiparasitically
antiparastatites
antiparliament
antiparliamental
antiparliamentarian
antiparliamentarians
antiparliamentarist
antiparliamentary
antiparliamenteer
antipart
antiparticle
antiparticles
antipass
antipasti
antipastic
antipasto
antipastos
antipatharian
antipathetic
antipathetical
antipathetically
antipatheticalness
antipathic
antipathies
antipathist
antipathize
antipathogen
antipathogene
antipathogenic
antipathy
antipatriarch
antipatriarchal
antipatriarchally
antipatriarchy
antipatriot
antipatriotic
antipatriotically
antipatriotism
antipedal
antipeduncular
antipellagric
antipendium
antipepsin
antipeptone
antiperiodic
antiperistalsis
antiperistaltic
antiperistasis
antiperistatic
antiperistatical
antiperistatically
antiperistatically
antipersonnel
antiperspirant
antiperspirants
antiperthite
antipestilence
antipestilent
antipestilential
antipestilently
antipetalous
antipetally
antiphagocytic
antipharisaic
antipharmaic
antiphase
antiphilosophic
antiphilosophical
antiphilosophically
antiphilosophies
antiphilosophism
antiphilosophy
antiphlogistian
antiphlogistic
antiphlogistine
antiphon
antiphona
antiphonal
antiphonally
antiphonaries
antiphonary
antiphoner
antiphonetic
antiphonic
antiphonical
antiphonically
antiphonies
antiphonon
antiphons
antiphony
antiphrases
antiphrasis
antiphrastic
antiphrastical
antiphrastically
antiphthisic
antiphthisical
antiphylloxeric
antiphysic
antiphysical
antiphysically
antiphysicalness
antiphysician
antipill
antiplague
antiplanet
antiplastic
antiplatelet
antipleion
antiplenist
antiplethoric
antipleuritic
antiplurality
antipneumococcic
antipodagric
antipodagron
antipodal
antipode
antipode's
antipodean
antipodeans
antipodes
antipodic
antipodism
antipodist
antipoetic
antipoetical
antipoetically
antipoles
antipolar
antipole
antipolemist
antipoles
antipolitical
antipolitically
antipolitics
antipollution
antipolo
antipolygamy
antipolyneuritic
antipool
antipooling
antipope
antipopery
antipopes
antipopular
antipopularization
antipopulationist
antipopulism
antiportable
antiposition
antipot
antipoverty
antipragnostic
antipragmatic
antipragmatical
antipragmatically
antipragmaticism
antipragmatism
antipragmatist
antiprecipitin
antipredeterminant
antiprelate
antiprelatic
antiprelatism
antiprelatist
antipreparedness
antiprestidigitation
antipriest
antipriestcraft
antipriesthood
antiprime
antiprimer
antipriming
antiprinciple
antiprism
antiproductionist
antiproducive
antiproducively
antiproduciveness
antiproducivity
antiprofiteering
antiprogressive
antiprohibition
antiprohibitionist
antiprojectivity
antiprophet
antiprostate
antiprostatic
antiprotease
antiproteolysis
antiproton
antiprotons
antiprotozoal
antiprudential
antipruritic
antipsalmist
antipsoric
antipsychiatry
antipsychotic
antiptosis
antipudic
antipuritan
antiputrefaction
antiputrefactive
antiputrescent
antiputrid
antipyic
antipyics
antipyonin
antipyretic
antipyretics
antipyrin
antipyrine
antipyrotic
antipyryl
antiq
antiqua
antiquarian
antiquarian's
antiquarianism
antiquarianize
antiquarianly
antiquarians
antiquaries
antiquarism
antiquarium
antiquartan
antiquary
antiquate
antiquated
antiquatedness
antiquates
antiquating
antiquation
antique
antique's
antiqued
antiquely
antiqueness
antiquer
antiquers
antiques
antiquing
antiquist
antiquitarian
antiquities
antiquity
antiquum
antirabic
antirabies
antiracemate
antiracer
antirachitic
antirachitically
antiracial
antiracially
antiracing
antiracism
antiradiant
antiradiating
antiradiation
antiradical
antiradicalism
antiradically
antiradicals
antirailwayist
antirape
antirational
antirationalism
antirationalist
antirationalistic
antirationality
antirationally
antirattler
antireacting
antireaction
antireactionaries
antireactionary
antireactive
antirealism
antirealist
antirealistic
antirealistically
antireality
antirebating
antirecruiting
antired
antiredeposition
antireducer
antireducing
antireduction
antireductive
antireflexive
antireform
antireformer
antireforming
antireformist
antireligion
antireligionist
antireligiosity
antireligious
antireligiously
antiremonstrant
antirennet
antirennin
antirent
antirenter
antirentism
antirepublican
antirepublicanism
antireservationist
antiresonance
antiresonator
antirestoration
antireticular
antirevisionist
antirevolution
antirevolutionaries
antirevolutionary
antirevolutionist
antirheumatic
antiricin
antirickets
antiriot
antiritual
antiritualism
antiritualist
antiritualistic
antirobin
antiroll
antiromance
antiromantic
antiromanticism
antiromanticist
antiroyal
antiroyalism
antiroyalist
antirhinitis
antirhino
antirun
antirust
antirusts
antis
antisabbatarian
antisacerdotal
antisacerdotalist
antisag
antisaloon
antisalooner
antisavage
antiscabious
antiscale
antisepctic
antisceptical
antiscepticism
antischolastic
antischolastically
antischolasticism
antischool
antiscia
antiscians
antiscience
antiscientific
antiscientifically
antiscii
antiscion
antiscolic
antiscorbutic
antiscorbutical
antiscrptural
antiscrpturism
antiscrofulous
antiseismic
antiselene
antisemite
antisemitic
antisemitism
antisensitivity
antisensitizer
antisensitizing
antisensuality
antisensuous
antisensuously
antisensuousness
antisepalous
antisepsin
antisepsis
antiseptic
antiseptical
antiseptically
antisepticise
antisepticised
antisepticising
antisepticism
antisepticist
antisepticize
antisepticized
antisepticizing
antiseptics
antiseption
antiseptize
antisera
antiserum
antiserums
antiserumsera
antisex
antisexist
antiship
antishipping
antisialagogue
antisialic
antisiccative
antisideric
antisilverite
antisimoniacal
antisine
antisiphon
antisiphonal
antiskeptic
antiskeptical
antiskepticism
antiskid
antiskidding
antislavery
antislaveryism
antislickens
antislip
antismog
antismoking
antismut
antisnapper
antisnob
antisocial
antisocialist
antisocialistic
antisocialistically
antisociality
antisocially
antisolar
antisophism
antisophist
antisophistic
antisophistication
antisophistry
antisoporific
antispace
antispadix
antispasis
antispasmodic
antispasmodics
antispast
antispastic
antispectroscopic
antispeculation
antispermotoxin
antispiritual
antispiritualism
antispiritualist
antispiritualistic
antispiritually
antispirochetic
antisplasher
antisplenetic
antisplitting
antispreader
antispreading
antisquama
antisquatting
antistadholder
antistadholderian
antistalling
antistaphylococcic
antistat
antistate
antistater
antistatic
antistatism
antistatist
antisteapsin
antisterility
antistes
antistimulant
antistimulation
antistock
antistreptococcal
antistreptococcic
antistreptococcin
antistreptococcus
antistrike
antistriker
antistrophal
antistrophe
antistrophic
antistrophically
antistrophize
antistrophon
antistrumatic
antistrumous
antisubmarine
antisubstance
antisudoral
antisudorific
antisuffrage
antisuffragist
antisun
antisupernatural
antisupernaturalism
antisupernaturalist
antisupernaturalistic
antisurplician
antisymmetric
antisymmetrical
antisymmetry
antisyndicalism
antisyndicalist
antisyndication
antisynod
antisyphilitic
antitabetic
antitabloid
antitangent
antitank
antitarnish
antitarnishing
antitartaric
antitax
antitaxation
antiteetotalism
antitegula
antitemperance
antitetanic
antitetanolysin
antithalian
antitheft
antitheism
antitheist
antitheistic
antitheistical
antitheistically
antithenar
antitheologian
antitheological
antitheologizing
antitheology
antithermic
antithermin
antitheses
antithesis
antithesism
antithesize
antithet
antithetic
antithetical
antithetically
antithetics
antithrombic
antithrombin
antithyroid
antitintinnabularian
antitobacco
antitobacconal
antitobacconist
antitonic
antitorpedo
antitoxic
antitoxin
antitoxin's
antitoxine
antitoxins
antitride
antitrades
antitradition
antitrads
antitraditional
antitraditionalist
antitraditionally
antitragal
antitragi
antitragic
antitragicus
antitragus
antitrinitarian
antitrismus
antitrochanter
antitropl
antitrope
antitropic
antitropical
antitropous
antitropy
antitrust
antitruster
antitryptsin
antitryptic
antitubercular
antituberculin
antituberculosis
antituberculotic
antituberculous
antitumor
antitumoral
antiturnpikeism
antitussive
antitwilght
antitypal
antitype
antitypes
antityphoid
antitypic
antityypical
antitypically
antitypous
antityppy
antityrosinase
antiuating
antiuinion
antiuinionist
antiuratic
antiurease
antiusurious
antiutilitarian
antiutilitarianism
antivaccination
antivaccinationist
antivaccinator
antivaccinist
antivariolous
antivenefic
antivenene
antivenereal
antivenin
antivennine
antivenins
antivenom
antivenonomous
antivermicular
antivibrating
antivibrator
antivibratory
antivice
antiviral
antivirotic
antivirus
antivitalist
antivitalistic
antivitamin
antivivisection
antivivisectionist
antivivisectionists
antivolition
antiwar
antiwarlike
antiwaste
antiwear
antiewge
antiewed
antiewhite
antiewhitism
antiwit
antiwovldism
antixerophthalmic
anizealot
antizoea
antizymic
antizymotic
antjar
antler
antlered
antlerite
antlerless
antlers
antlia
antliate
antlike
antling
antlion
antlions
antlophobia
antluetic
antocular
antodontalgic
antoeci
antoecian
antoecians
antoinette
antoniniani
antoninianus
antonio
antonomasia
antonomastic
antonomastically
antwerp
antwise
anubin
anubing
anucleate
anucleated
anukabiet
anuloma
anunder
anura
anural
anuran
anurans
anureses
anuresis
anuretic
anuria
anurias
anuric
anurous
anury
anus
anuses
anusim
anusvara
anutraminosa
anvasser
anvil
anvil's
anviled
anvinging
anvilled
anvilling
anvils
anvilsmith
anviltop
anviltops
anxieties
anxietude
anxiety
anxiolytic
anxious
anxiously
anxiousness
any
anybodies
anybody
anybody'd
aortoiliac
aortalith
aortomalacia
aortomalaxis
aortopathy
aortoptosia
aortoptosis
aortorrhaphy
aortosclerosis
aortostenosis
aortotomy
aosmic
aouad
aouads
aoudad
aoudads
ap
apa
apabhramsa
apace
apache
apaches
apachism
apachite
apadana
apaesthesia
apaesthetic
apaesthetize
apaesthetically
apagoge
apagges
apagogic
apagogical
apagogically
apagogue
apaid
apair
apaise
apalit
apanage
apanaged
apanages
apanaging
apandry
apanthropia
apanthropy
apar
aparaphysate
apeirophobia
apelet
apelike
apeling
apelles
apellous
apeman
apennines
apenteric
apepsia
apepsinia
apepsy
apeptic
aper
aperch
apercu
apercus
aperea
aperient
aperients
aperies
aperiodic
aperiodically
aperiodicity
aperispermic
aperistalsis
aperitif
aperitifs
aperitive
apers
apersee
apert
apertion
apertly
apertness
apertometer
apertum
apertural
aperture
apertured
apertures
aperu
aperulosid
apery
apes
apesthesia
aesthetic
aesthetize
apetalies
apetaloid
apetalose
apetalous
apetalousness
apetalous
apetaly
apex
apexed
apexes
apexing
aph
aphacia
aphacial
aphacic
aphaeosis
aphaeretic
aphagia
aphagias
aphakia
aphakial
aphakic
aphanesite
aphaniptera
aphanipterous
aphanisia
aphanisis
aphanite
aphanites
aphanitic
aphanitism
aphanophyre
aphanozygous
aphasia
aphasiac
aphasiacs
aphasias
aphasic
aphasics
aphastology
aphelia
aphelian
aphelilia
aphelilians
aphelion
apheliotropic
apheliotropically
apheliotropism
aphemia
aphemic
aphengoscope
aphengoscope
aphenoscope
apheresis
apheretic
apheses
aphesis
apheta
aphetic
aphetically
aphetism
aphetize
aphicidal
aphicide
aphid
aphid's
aphides
aphidian
aphidians
aphidicide
aphidicolous
aphidid
aphidious
aphidivorous
aphidlion
aphidolysin
aphidophagous
aphidozer
aphids
aphilanthropy
aphis
aphislion
aphizog
aphlaston
aphlebia
aphlogistic
aphnology
aphodal
aphodi
aphodian
aphodus
apholate
apholates
aphonia
aphonias
aphonic
aphonics
aphronia
aphronitre
aphrosiderite
aphtha
aphthae
aphthic
aphthitalite
aphthoid
aphthong
aphthongal
aphthongia
aphthonite
aphthous
aphydotropic
aphydotropism
aphyllies
aphyllose
aphyllous
aphyllly
aphyric
aphyric
apiaceous
apian
apiararies
apiarian
apiarians
apiaries
apiarist
apiarists
apiary
apiator
apicad
apical
apically
apices
apical
apician
apicifixed
apicilar
apicillary
apicitis
apickaback
apickback
apickpack
apicoectomy
apicoectomy
apicolysis
apicoly
apicula
apicular
apiculate
aplacental
aplacophoran
aplacophorous
aplanat
aplanatic
aplanatically
aplanatism
aplanogamete
aplanospore
aplasia
aplasia
aplastic
aplenty
aplite
aplites
aplitic
aplobasalt
aplodiorite
aplobasalt
aplobasalt
aplobasalt
aplomb
aplombs
aplome
aploperistomatous
aplostemonous
aplotaxene
aplotomy
aplustra
aplustre
aplustria
apnea
apneal
apneas
apneic
apneumatic
apneumatosis
apneumonous
apneusis
apneustic
apnoea
apneal
apnoeas
apnoeic
apoaconitine
apoapsides
apoapsis
apoatropine
apobiotic
apoblast
apocaffeine
apocryphalness
apocryphate
apocryphon
apocynaceous
apocyneous
apocynthion
apocynthions
apocyte
apod
apodal
apodan
apodedeipna
apodeictic
apodeictical
apodeictically
apodeipna
apodeipnon
apodeixis
apodema
apodemal
apodemas
apodemata
apodematal
apodeme
apodia
apodiabolosis
apodictic
apodictical
apodictically
apodictive
apodixis
apodixis
apodoses
apodosis
apodous
apods
apodyteria
apodyterium
apoembryony
apoenzyme
apofenchene
apoferritin
apogaic
apogaic
apogamically
apogamically
apogamous
apogamously
apogamy
apogeal
apogean
apogee
apogees
apogeic
apogenous
apogeny
apogeotropic
apogeotropically
apogeotropism
apogonid
apograph
apographal
apographic
apographical
apoharmine
apohyal
apoikia
apoious
apoise
apojove
apokatastasis
apokatastatic
apokrea
apokreos
apolar
apolarity
apolaustic
apolegamic
apolitical
apolitically
apollinarian
apollinian
apollo
apollonian
apollonicon
apollos
apollyon
apolog
apologal
apologer
apologete
apologetic
apologetical
apologetically
aponeuroses
aponeurosis
aponeurosisis
aponeurotic
aponeurotome
aponeurotomy
aponia
aponic
aponogetonaceous
apoop
apopemptic
apopenptic
apopetalous
apoplastic
apophatic
apophasis
apophatic
apophlegm
apophageatic
apophageatism
apophonia
apophonic
apophonies
apophony
apophorometer
apophthegm
apophthegmatic
apophthegmatical
apophthegmatist
apophyeal
apophyege
apophyges
apophylactic
apophylaxis
apophyllite
apophyllous
apophysary
apophysate
apophyeal
apophysal
apophysis
apophysial
apophysis
apophysitis
apoplasmodial
apoplastogamous
apoplectic
apoplectic
apoplectical
apoplectically
apoplectiform
apoplectoid
apoplex
apoplexies
apoplexious
apoplexy
apopyle
apoquinamine
apoquinine
aporetic
aporetical
aporhyolite
aporia
aporiae
aporias
aporobranchian
aporose
aporphin
aporphine
aporrhaid
aporrheda
aporrhæma
aporrhæigma
aporrhægma
aporrhæoza
aport
aportlast
aportoise
aposafranine
aposaturn
aposaturnium
aposelene
aposematic
aposematically
aposepalous
aposia
aposiopeses
aposiopesis
aposiopestic
aposiopetic
apositia
apositic
aposoro
aposporic
apospories
aposporogony
aposporous
aposporoy
apostacies
apostacize
apostacy
apostasies
apostasis
apostasy
apostate
apostates
apostatic
apostatically
apostatise
apostatised
apostatising
apostatism
apostatize
apostatized
apostatizes
apostatizing
apostaxis
apostem
apostemate
apostematic
apostemation
apostematous
aposteme
aposteriori
aposthia
aposthume
apostil
apostille
apostils
apostle
apostle's
apostlehood
apostles
apostleship
apostleships
apostoile
apostolate
apostoless
apostoli
apostolian
apostolic
apostolic
apostolical
apostolically
apostolicalness
apostolicism
apostolicity
apostolize
apostrophal
apostrophation
apostrophe
apostrophes
apostrophi
apostrophic
apostrophied
apostrophise
apostrophised
apostrophising
apostrophize
apostrophized
apostrophizes
apostrophizing
apostrophus
apostume
apotactite
apotalesm
apotalesmatic
apotalesmatical
apotec
apotecal
apotecarcaries
apotecaries
apotecary
apotecaryship
apoteece
apoteces
apotecia
apotecial
apotecium
apotegm
apotegmatic
apotegmatical
apotegmatically
apotegmatist
apotegmatize
apotegms
apotem
apotems
apotheose
apotheoses
apotheosis
apotheosise
apotheosised
apotheosising
apotheosize
apotheosized
appendage
append
appendage
appendage's
appendaged
appendages
appendalgia
appendance
appendancy
appendant
appendectomies
appendectomy
appended
appendence
appendency
appendent
appender
appenders
appendical
appendicalgia
appendicate
appendice
appendiceal
appendicectomy
appendices
appendical
appendicious
appendicitis
appendicle
appendicocaecostomy
appendicostomy
appendicular
appendicularian
appendiculate
appendiculated
appending
appenditious
appendix
appendix's
appendixed
appendixes
appendixing
appendorontgenography
appendotome
append
appendage
appoggiature
appoint
appointable
appointe
appointed
appointee
appointee's
appointees
apointer
appointers
appointing
appointive
appointively
appointment
appointment's
appointments
appointor
appoints
appomattox
aport
apportion
apportionable
apportionate
apportioned
apportioner
apportioning
apportionment
apportionments
aportions
apposability
apposable
appose
apposed
apposer
apposers
apposes
apposing
apposiopeptic
apposite
appositely
appositeness
apposition
appositional
appositionally
appositions
appositive
appositively
appetible
appraisable
appraisal
appraisal's
appraisals
appraise
appraised
appraisement
appraiser
appraisers
appraises
appraising
appraisingly
appraisive
appricate
appreciable
appreciably
appreciant
appreciate
appreciated
appreciates
appreciating
appreciatingly
appreciation
appreciational
appreciations
appreciativ
appreciative
appreciatively
appreciativness
appreciator
appreciatorily
appreciators
appreciatory
appredicate
apprehend
apprehendable
apprehended
apprehender
apprehending
apprehendingly
apprehends
apprehensibility
apprehensible
apprehensibly
apprehension
apprehension's
apprehensions
apprehensive
apprehensively
apprehensiveness
apprend
apprene
apprentice
apprenticed
apprenticehood
apprenticement
apprentices
apprenticeship
apprenticeships
apprenticing
appress
appressed
appressor
appressoria
appressorial
appressorium
apprest
appreteur
appreve
apprise
apprised
appriser
apprisers
apprises
apprising
apprizal
apprize
apprized
apprizement
apprizer
apprizers
apprizes
apprizing
appro
approach
approachability
approachable
approachableness
approached
approacher
approachers
approaches
approaching
approachless
approachment
approbate
approbated
approbating
approbation
approbations
approbative
approbativeness
approbator
approbatory
approbation
approbations
approbate
approbated
approbating
approbation
approbations
approbative
approbativeness
approbator
approbatory
approbation
approbations
approbate
approbated
approbating
approbation
approbations
approbative
approbativeness
approbator
approbatory
aquatint
aquatinted
aquatinter
aquatinting
aquatintist
aquatints
aquation
aquativeness
aquatone
aquatoness
aquatones
aquavalent
aquavit
aquavits
aqueduct
aqueduct's
aqueducts
aqueity
aquech
aqueoglacial
aqueoigneous
aqueomercurial
aqueous
aqueously
aqueousness
aqueurine
aquicleude
aquicolous
aquicultural
aquiculture
aquiculturist
aquifer
aquiferous
aquifers
aquifoliaceous
aquiform
aquifuge
aquila
aquilawood
aquilege
aquilegia
aquilia
aquiline
aquiliney
aquilino
aquilon
aquinas
aquincubital
aquincubitalism
aquantocubital
aquantocubitalism
aquiparous
aquiver
aquo
aquocapsulitis
aquocarbonic
aquocellulitis
aquopentamminecobaltic
aquose
aquosity
aquotization
aquotize
ar
ar'n't
ara
arab
arab's
araba
araban
arabana
arabesk
arabesks
arabesque
arabesquely
arabesquerie
arabesques
arabia
arabian
arabians
arabic
arabica
arabicide
arability
arabin
arabine
arabinic
arabinose
arabinosic
arabinoside
arabis
arabist
arabit
arabite
arabitol
arabiyeh
arabize
arabized
arabizes
arabizing
arable
arables
arabs
araby
araca
aracanga
aracari
arace
araceous
arach
arache
arachic
arachide
arachidic
arachidonic
arachin
arachis
arachnactis
arachne
arachnean
arachnephobia
arachnid
arachnids
arachnid
arachnidae
arachnoid
arachnoidal
arachnoid
arachnological
arachnologist
arachnology
arachnophagous
arachnopia
arad
aradid
arado
araeometer
araeostyle
araeosystyle
araeotic
arage
aragonite
aragonitic
aragonspath
araguane
araguato
araignee
arain
araire
araise
arak
arakawaite
arake
arak
aralia
araliaceous
araliad
aralie
aralkyl
aralkylated
aramaean
aramaic
aramayoite
aramid
aramids
aramina
araneid
araneidal
araneidan
araneids
araneiform
aranein
araneologist
araneology
araneose
araneous
aranga
arango
arangoes
arank
aranzada
arapahite
arapaho
arapahos
arapaima
arapaimas
araphorostic
araphostic
araponga
arapunga
arar
arara
araracanga
ararao
ararauna
arariba
araroba
ararobas
araru
arase
arati
aratinga
aration
aratory
araucanian
araucaria
araucarian
arawak
arawakan
arayne
arb
arba
arbacia
arbacin
arbalest
arbalester
arbalestre
arbalestrier
arbalests
arbalist
arbalister
arbalis
arbalo
arbalos
arber
arbinose
arbiter
arbiter's
arbiters
arbith
arbitrable
arbitrage
arbitrager
arbitrages
archeography
archaeohippus
archaeol
archaeolater
archaeolatry
archaeolith
archaeolithic
archaeologer
archaeologist
archaeologist's
archaeologists
archaeology
archaeomagnetism
archaeopteryx
archaeornis
archaeostoma
archaeostomatous
archaeotherium
archaeus
archagitator
archai
archaic
archaical
archaically
archaicism
archaicness
archaise
archaised
archaiser
archaises
archaising
archaism
archaisms
archaist
archaistic
archaists
archaize
archaized
archaizer
archaizes
archaizing
archangel
archangel's
archangelic
archangelical
archangels
archangelship
archantagonist
archanthropine
archantiqury
archapostate
archapostle
archarchitect
archarios
archartist
archbanc
archbancs
archband
archbeacon
archbeadle
archbishop
archbishopess
archbishopric
archbishoprics
archbishopry
archbishops
archbotcher
archboutefeu
archbuffoon
archbuilder
archchampion
archchaplain
archcharlatan
archcheater
archcheemic
archchief
archchronicler
archcity
archconfraternities
archconfraternity
archconsoler
archconspirator
archcorrupter
archcorsair
archcount
archcozener
archcriminal
archcritic
archerical
archerriminal
archeronic
archerown
archcupbearer
archd
archdapifer
archdapiership
archdeacon
archdeaconcate
archdeaconess
archdeaconries
archdeaconry
archdeacons
archdeaonship
archdean
archdeanery
archdeceiever
archdefender
archdemon
archdepredator
archdespot
archdetective
archdevil
archdiocesan
archdiocese
archdioceses
archdiplomatist
archdissembler
archdisturber
archdivine
archdogmatist
archdolt
archdruid
archducal
archduchess
archduchesses
archduchies
archduchy
archduke
archdukedom
archdukes
archduxe
arche
archeal
archean
archearl
archebanc
archebancs
archebiosis
archeclesiastic
archecentric
arched
archegay
archegone
archegonia
archegonial
archegoniate
archegoniophore
archegonium
archegony
archeion
archelogy
archelon
archemistry
archemperor
archencephalic
archenemies
archenemy
archengineer
archenia
archenteric
archenteron
archeocyte
archeol
archeolithic
archeologist
archeogonial
archeologic
archeological
archeologically
archeologist
archeology
archeopteryx
archeostome
archeozoic
archer
archeress
archerfish
archerfishes
archeries
archers
archership
archery
arches
archesporal
archesporal
archesporial
archesporial
archesporial
archesporium
archespsporia
archest
archetto
archettos
archicerebrum
archichlamydeous
archicleistogamous
archicleistogamy
archicoele
archicontinent
archicyte
archicytula
archidiaconal
archidiaconate
archididascalian
archididascalos
archidome
archidoxis
archie
archiepiscopacy
archiepiscopal
archiepiscopality
archiepiscopally
archiepiscopate
archiereus
archigaster
archigastrula
archigenesis
archigonic
archigonocyte
archigony
archiheretical
archikaryon
archil
archilithic
archilla
archilochian
archilowe
archils
archilute
archimage
archimagus
archimandrite
archimandrites
archimedean
archimedes
archimime
archimorphic
archimorula
archimperial
archimperialism
archimperialist
architecture
architis
architral
architral
architrave
architraves
architricle
architypographer
archival
archivault
archive
archived
archiver
archivers
archives
archiving
archivist
archivists
archivolt
archizoic
archjockey
archking
archknave
archleader
archlecher
archlet
archleveler
archlexicographer
archliar
archlute
archly
archmachine
archmagician
archmagirist
archmarshal
archmediocrity
archmessenger
archmilitarist
archmime
archminister
archmock
archmocker
archmockey
archmonarch
archmonarchist
archmonarchy
archmugwump
archmurderer
archpresbyter
archpresbyterate
archpresbytery
archpretender
archpriest
archpriesthood
archpriestship
archpriimate
archprimate
archprophet
archprotopope
archprototype
archpublican
archpuritan
archradical
archrascal
archreactionary
archrebel
archregent
archrepresentative
archrobber
archrogue
archruler
archsacricificator
archsacricifer
archsaint
archsatrap
archscondrel
archseducer
archsee
archsewer
archshepherd
archsin
archsnob
archspirit
archsly
archsteward
archswindler
archsynagogue
arch
archtempter
archthief
archtraitor
archtreasurer
archtreasurership
archturncoat
archtyrant
archurger
archvagabond
archvampire
archvestryman
archvillain
archvillainy
archvisitor
archwag
archway
archways
archwench
archwife
archwise
archworker
archworkmaster
archy
arciferous
arcifinious
arciform
arcing
arcked
arcking
arclength
arclike
arco
arco-centric
arco-centrum
arcograph
arcose
arcosolia
arcosoliulia
arcosolium
ares
arcsin
arcsine
arcsines
arctan
arctangent
arctation
arctian
arctic
arctically
arctician
arcticize
arcticized
arcticizing
arcticologist
arcticology
arctics
arcticward
arcticwards
arctiid
arctitude
arctogaenal
arctoid
arctoidean
arcturus
arcual
arcuale
arcualia
arcuate
arcuated
arcuately
arcuation
arcubalist
arcubalister
arcubos
arcula
arculite
arcus
arcuses
ardass
ardassine
ardeb
ardebs
ardeid
ardelio
ardella
ardellae
ardencies
ardency
ardennite
ardent
ardently
ardentness
arder
ardilla
ardish
ardisia
arditi
ardito
ardoise
ardor
ardors
ardour
ardours
ardri
aren
aren't
arena
aren's
arenaceous
arenæ
arenaria
arenariae
arenarious
arenas
arenation
arend
arendalite
arendator
areng
arenicole
arenicolite
arenicolor
arenicolous
arenilitic
arenite
arenites
arenoid
arenose
arenosity
arenous
arent
arenulous
areocentric
areographer
areographic
areographical
areographically
areography
areola
areolae
areolar
areolas
areolate
areolated
areolation
areole
areoles
areolet
areologic
areological
areologically
areologies
argenol
argent
argentals
argentamid
argentamide
argentamin
argentamine
argentan
argentarii
argentarius
argentate
argentation
argenteous
argenter
argenteum
argentic
argenticyanide
argentide
argentiferous
argentín
argentina
argentine
argentineraninges
argentines
argentinitrate
argentina
argentition
argentite
argentojarosite
argentol
argentometer
argentometric
argentometrically
argentometry
argenton
argentoproteinum
argentose
argentous
argentry
argents
argentum
argentums
argh
arghan
arghel
arghool
arghoul
argyrite
argyrocephalous
argyroditite
argyrode
argyrode
argyrosis
argyrythrose
arhar
arhat
arhats
arhatship
arhythmia
arhythmic
arhythmical
arhythmically
aria
ariadne
arian
arianism
arianist
arianists
arias
aribin
aribine
ariboflavinosis
aricin
aricine
arid
arider
aridest
aridge
aridian
aridities
aridity
aridly
aridness
aridnesses
ariegate
ariel
ariels
arienzo
aries
arietate
arietation
arietinous
arietta
ariettas
ariette
ariettes
aristocracies
aristocracy
aristocrat
aristocrat's
aristocratic
aristocratical
aristocratically
aristocraticalness
aristocraticism
aristocraticness
aristocratism
aristocrats
aristodemocracies
aristodemocracy
aristodemocratical
aristogenesis
aristogenetic
aristogenic
aristogenics
aristoi
aristolochia
aristolochiaceous
aristolochin
aristolochine
aristological
aristologist
aristology
aristomonarchy
aristorepublicanism
aristos
aristotelean
aristotelian
aristotle
aristotype
aristulate
arte
arith
arithmancy
arithmetic
arithmetical
arithmetically
arithmetician
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autoantibody
autoanticomplement
autoantitoxin
autoasphyxiation
autoaspiration
autoassimilation
autobahn
autobahnen
autobahns
autobasidia
carbosidiomycetous
autobasidium
autobiographal
autobiographer
autobiographers
autobiographic
autobiographical
autobiographically
autobiographies
autobiographist
autobiography
autobiography’s
autobiology
autoblast
autoboat
autoboating
autobolide
autobus
autobuses
autobusses
autocab
autocade
autocades
autocall
autocamp
autocamper
autocamping
autocar
autocarist
autocarp
autocarpian
autocarpic
autocarpous
autocatalepsy
autocatalyses
autocatalysis
autocatalytic
autocatalytically
autocatalyze
autocatharsis
autocatheterism
autocephalia
autocephalic
autocephality
autocephalous
autocephaly
autoceptive
autochanger
autochemical
autocholecystectomy
autochrome
autochromy
autochronograph
autochthon
autochthonal
autochthones
autochthonic
autochthonous
autochthonously
autochthonousness
autochthons
autochthony
autochton
autocide
autocinesis
autoclasis
autoclastic
autoclave
autoclaved
autoclaves
autoclaving
autocoder
autocoenobium
autocoherer
autocoid
autocoids
autocollimate
autocollimation
autocollimator
autocollimators
autocolony
autocombustible
autocombustion
autocomplexes
autocondensation
autoconduction
autoconvection
autoconverter
autocopist
autocoprophagous
autocorrelate
autocorrelation
autocorrosion
autocosm
autocracies
autocracy
autocrat
autocrat's
autocratic
autocratical
autocratically
autocraticalness
autocrator
autocraticor
autocraticorical
autocratrix
autocrats
autocratship
autocremation
autocriticism
autocross
autocue
autocycle
autocystoplasty
autocytolysis
autocytolytic
autodecomposition
autodecrement
autodecremented
autodecrements
autodepolymerization
autodermic
autodestruction
autodetector
autodiagnosis
autodiagnostic
autodiagrammatic
autodial
autodialed
autodialer
autodialers
autodialing
autodialled
autodialling
autodials
autodidact
autodidactic
autodidactically
autodidactis
autodifferentiation
autodiffusion
autodigestion
autodigestive
autodrainage
autodrome
autodynamic
autodyne
autodynes
autoecholalia
autoecic
autoecious
autoeciously
autoeciousness
autoecism
autoecous
autoecy
autoed
autoeducation
autoeducative
autoelectrolysis
autoelectrolytic
autoelectronic
autoelevation
autoepigraph
autoepilation
autoerotic
autoerotically
autoeroticism
autoerotism
autoette
autoexcitation
autofecundation
autofermentation
autofluorescence
autoformation
autofrettage
autogamic
autogamies
autogamous
autogamy
autogauge
autogeneal
autogeneses
autogenesis
autogenetic
autogenetically
autogenic
autogenies
autogenous
autogenously
autogenous
autogeny
autogiro
autogiros
autognosis
autognostic
autograft
autografting
autogram
autograph
autographal
autographed
autographer
autographic
autographical
autographically
autographing
autographism
autographist
autographometer
autographs
autography
autogravure
autogyro
autogyros
autoharp
autoheader
autohemic
autohemolysin
autohemolysis
autohemolytic
autohemorrhage
autohemotherapy
autoheterodyne
autoheterosis
autohexaploid
autohybridization
autohypnosis
autohypnotic
autohypnotically
autohypnotism
autohypnotization
autoicos
autoignition
autoimmune
autoimmunities
autoimmunity
autoimmunization
autoimmunize
autoimmunized
autoimmunizing
autoincrement
autoincremented
autoincrements
autoindex
autoindexing
autoinduction
autoinductive
autoinfection
autoinfusion
autoing
autoinhibited
autoinoculable
autoinoculation
autointellectual
autointoxicant
autointoxicication
autoionization
autoirrigation
autoist
autojigger
autojuggernaut
autokinesis
autokinessy
autokinetic
autokrator
autolaryngoscope
autolaryngoscopic
autolaryngoscopy
autolater
autolatry
autolavage
autolesion
autolimnetic
autolith
autolithograph
autolithographer
autolithographic
autolithography
autoloader
autoloaders
autoloading
autological
autologist
autologous
autology
automats
automechanical
automechanism
automelon
automen
autometamorphosis
autometric
autometry
automobile
automobile's
automobicled
automobiles
automobiling
automobilism
automobilist
automobilistic
automobilists
automobility
automolite
automonstration
automorph
automorphic
automorphically
automorphism
automotive
automotor
automower
autompne
automysophobia
autonavigator
autonavigator's
autonavigators
autonegation
autonephrectomy
autonephrotoxin
autonetics
autoneurotoxin
autonitridation
autoneptic
autonomic
autonomies
autonomical
autonomically
autonomies
autonomist
autonomize
autonomous
autonomously
autonomousness
autonomy
autonym
autooxidation
autoparasitism
autopathic
autopathography
autopathy
autopelagic
autopepsia
autophage
autophagia
autophagous
autophagy
autophobia
autophoby
autophon
autophone
autophonoscope
autophonous
autophony
autophotoelectric
autophotograph
autophotometry
autophthalmoscope
autophylogeny
autophyte
autophytic
autophytically
autophytograph
autophytography
autopilot
autopilot's
autopilots
autopista
autoplagiarism
autoplasmotherapy
autoplast
autoplasic
autoplastically
autoplasties
autoplasty
autopneumatic
autopoint
autopoisonous
autopolar
autopolo
autopoloist
autopolyploid
autopolyploidy
autopore
autoportrait
autoportraiture
autopositive
autopotamic
autopotent
autoprogressive
autoproteolysis
autoprothesis
autopic
autopsical
autopsied
autopsies
autopsist
autopsy
autopsychic
autopsychoanalysis
autopsychoLOGY
autopsychoRhythmia
autopsychoSIS
autopsyring
autoptic
autoptical
autoptically
autopticity
autoput
autopyotherapy
autor
autoracemization
autoradiogram
autoradiograph
autoradiographic
autoradiography
autorig	
autoreduction
autoreflection
autoregeneractor
autoregressive
autoregulation
autoregulative
autoregulatory
autoreinfusion
autoretardation
autorhymnic
autorhythmos
autoriser
autostylic
autostylist
autostyly
autosuggest
autosuggestibility
autosuggestible
autosuggestion
autosuggestionist
autosuggestions
autosuggestive
autosuppression
autosymbiotic
autosymbolic
autosymbolical
autosymbolically
autosymnoia
autosyn
autosyndesis
autota
autotelegraph
autotelic
autotelism
autotetraploid
autotetraploidy
autothaumaturgist
autotheater
autotheism
autotheist
autotherapeutic
autotherapy
autothermy
autotimer
autotomic
autotomies
autotomise
autotomised
autotomising
autotomize
autotomized
autotomizing
autotomous
autotomy
autotoxaemia
autotoxemia
autotoxic
autotoxication
autotoxicity
autotoxicosis
autotoxin
autotoxis
autotractor
autotransformer
autotransfusion
autotransplant
autotransplantation
autotrepanation
autotriploid
autotriploidy
autotroph
autotrophic
autotrophically
autotrophy
autotropic
autotropically
autotropism
autotrick
autotuberculin
autoturning
autotype
autotypes
autotyphization
autotypic
autotypies
autotypography
autotypy
autourine
autovaccination
autovaccine
autovaler
autovalve
autovivisection
autoxen
autoxidation
autoxidator
autoxidizability
autoxidizable
autoxidize
autoxidizer
autozoooid
autre
autrefois
autumn
autumn’s
autumnal
autumnally
autumnian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>autumnity</th>
<th>autums</th>
<th>autunite</th>
<th>autunites</th>
<th>auturgy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aux</td>
<td>auxamylase</td>
<td>auxanogram</td>
<td>auxanology</td>
<td>auxanometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxeses</td>
<td>auxesis</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetical</td>
<td>auxetically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxergy</td>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxeses</td>
<td>auxesimal</td>
<td>auxesimals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxesis</td>
<td>auxetl</td>
<td>auxetlies</td>
<td>auxeticality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetly</td>
<td>auxetlyes</td>
<td>auxetlyesal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxes</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
<td>auxetlytic</td>
<td>auxetlytics</td>
<td>auxetic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
auxology
auxometer
auxospore
auxosubstance
auxotonic
auxotox
auxotroph
auxotrophic
auxotrophy
av
ava
avadana
avadavat
avadavats
avadhuta
avahi
avail
availabile
availabilities
availability
available
availableness
availably
availed
availer
availers
availing
availingly
availment
avails
aval
avalanche
avalanched
avalanches
avalanching
avale
avalent
avalon
avalvular
avance
avania
avانيous
avant
avantage
avanters
avantgarde
avantlay
avanturine
avanyu
avaram
avarethemo
avarice
avarices
avaricious
avariciously
avariciousness
avaritia
avascular
avast
avatar
avatara
avatars
avaunt
avdp
ave
avell
avellan
avellane
avellaneous
avellano
avelonge
aveloz
avenaceous
avenage
avenalin
avenant
avenary
avener
avenery
avenge
avenged
avengeful
avengement
avenger
avengeress
avengers
avenges
avenging
avengingly
avenida
aveniform
avenin
avenine
avenolith
avenous
avens
avenses
aventail
aventails
aventayle
aventine
avenue
avenue's
avenues
aveny
aver
average
averaged
averagely
averageness
averager
averages
averaging
averah
averia
averil
averin
averish
averment
averments
avern
avernal
avernus
averrable
averral
averred
averrer
averring
averroist
averruncate
averruncate
averruncation
averruncator
avers
aversant
aversation
averse
aversely
averseness
aversion
aviators
aviatory
aviatress
aviatrice
aviatrix
aviatrixes
avichi
avicide
avick
avicolous
avicular
avicentral
avicentralia
avicentralian
avicentralium
avicenture
avicentralist
avid
avidin
avidins
avidious
avidiously
avidities
avidity
avidly
avidness
avidnesses
avidous
avidya
avie
aview
avifauna
avifauna
avifaunan
avifaunally
avifaunas
avifaunistic
avigate
avigation
avigator
avigators
avija
avilaria
avile
avilement
avilion
avine
aviolite
avion
avionic
avionics
avions
avirulence
avirulent
avis
avision
aviso
avisos
avital
avitaminoses
avitaminosis
avitaminotic
avitic
avives
avizandum
avn
avo
avocado
avocados
avocat
avocate
avocation
avocation's
avocational
avocationally
avocations
avocative
avocatory
avocet
avocets
avodire
avodires
avogadrite
avogadro
avogram
avoid
avoidable
avoidably
avoidance
avoidances
avoidant
avoided
avoider
avoiders
avoiding
avoidless
avoidment
avoids
avoir
avoiddupois
avoke
avolate
avolation
avolitional
avondbloem
avos
avoset
avosets
avouch
avouchable
avouched
avoucher
avouchers
avouches
avouching
avouchment
avoue
avour
avoure
avourneen
avouter
avoutry
avow
avowable
avowableness
avowably
avowal
avowals
avowance
avowant
avowe
avowed
avowedly
avowedness
avower
avowers
avowing
avowries
avowry
avows
avowter
avoy
avoyer
axiferous
axiform
axifugal
axil
axile
axilemma
axilemmas
axilemmata
axilla
axillae
axillant
axillar
axillaries
axillars
axillary
axillas
axils
axin
axine
axing
axiniform
axinite
axinomancy
axiolite
axiolitic
axiological
axiologically
axiologies
axiologist
axiology
axiom
axiom's
axiomatic
axiomatical
axiometrically
axiomatization
axiomatization's
axiomatizations
axiomatize
axiomatized
axiomatizes
axiomatizing
axioms
axion
axiopisty
axis
axised
axises
axonophorous
axonost
axons
axopetal
axophyte
axoplasm
axoplasmic
axoplasms
axopodia
axopodium
axosphermons
axostyle
axotomous
axseed
axseeds
axstone
axtree
axunge
axweed
axwise
axwort
ay
ayacahuite
ayah
ayahausca
ayahs
ayahuasca
ayapan
ayatollah
ayatollahs
aye
ayegreen
ayelp
ayen
ayenbite
ayens
ayenst
ayes
ayield
ayin
ayins
ayless
aylet
ayllu
aymara
ayme
ayne
ayond
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ayont
ayous
ayre
ayrshire
ays
ayu
ayudante
ayuntamiento
ayuntamientos
ayurveda
ayurvedas
ayuyu
aywhere
az
azadirachta
azadrachta
azafran
azafrin
azalea
azalea's
azaleamum
azaleas
azan
azans
azarole
azaserine
azathioprine
azazel
azedarac
azedarach
azelaic
azelate
azeotrope
azeotropic
azeotropism
azeotropy
azide
azides
azido
azithane
azilut
azimene
azimethylene
azimide
azimin
azimine
azimino
aziminobenzene
azimuth
azimuth's
azimuthal
azimuthally
azimuths
azine
azines
azinphosmethyl
aziola
azlactone
azlon
azlons
azo
azobacter
azobenzene
azobenzil
azobenzoic
azobenzol
azoback
azoch
azocochineal
azocoralline
azocorinth
azocyanide
azocyclic
azodicarboxylic
azodiphenyl
azodisulphonic
azoeosin
azoerythrin
azofication
azofier
azoflavine
azofomamide
azofomeric
azo
azofy
azogallein
azogreen
azogrenadine
azohumic
azoic
azoidime
azoisobutyronitrile
azole
azoles
azolitmin
azomethine
azon
azonal
azonaphthalene
azonic
azonium
azons
azology
azoospermia
azoparaaffin
azophen
azophenole
azophenine
azophenol
azophenyl
azophenylene
azophosphin
azophosphate
azophosphate
azoprotein
azores
azorite
azorubine
azosulphine
azosulphonic
azotaemia
azotate
azote
azotea
azoted
azotemia
azotemia
azotemic
azotemia
azotenes
azotes
azotetrazole
azoth
azothionium
azoths
azotic
azotin
azotine
azotise
azotised
azotises
azotising
azotite
azotize
azotized
azotizes
azotizing
azotobacter
azotoluene
azotometer
azotorrhea
azotorrhoea
azotous
azoturia
azoturias
azovernine
azox
azoxazole
azoxime
azoxine
azoxonium
azoxy
azoxyanisole
azoxybenzene
azoxybenzoic
azoxynaphthalene
azoxyphenetole
azoxytoluidine
azrael
aztec
azteca
aztecan
aztecs
azthionium
azulejo
azulejos
azulene
azuline
azulite
azulmic
azumbre
azure
azurean
azured
azureness
azureeous
azures
azurine
azurite
azurites
azurmalachite
azurious
azury
azygobranchiate
azygomatous
babirussa
babis
babish
babished
babishly
babishness
babka
bakas
bahlah
bale
bahlo
baboen
baboo
babodom
babooism
babool
babools
baboon
baboonery
baboonish
baboonroot
baboons
baboo
baboosh
baboot
babouche
babracot
babroot
babu
babudom
babuina
babuism
babul
babuls
baburd
babus
babushka
babushkas
baby
babydom
babyfied
babyhood
babyhoods
babyhouse
babying
babyish
babyishly
babyishness
bacchant
bacchante
bacchantes
bacchantic
bacchants
bacchar
baccharis
baccharoid
baccheion
bacchiac
bacchian
bacchic
bacchii
bacchiuchii
bacchius
bacchus
baccies
bacciferous
bacciform
baccilla
baccilli
baccilla
baccillum
bacciverous
baccy
bach
bach's
bacharach
bache
bached
bachel
bachelor
bachelor's
bachelordom
bachelorette
bachelorhood
bachelorism
bachelorize
bachelorlike
bachelorly
bachelors
bachelorship
bachelorse
bachelery
baches
baching
bacilary
bacile
bacillar
bacillariaceous
bacillary
bacillemia
bacilli
bacillian
bacillicidal
bacillicide
bacillicidic
bacilliculture
bacilliform
bacilligenic
bacilliparous
bacillite
bacillogenic
bacillogenous
bacilophobia
bacillosis
bacilluria
bacillus
bacin
bacitracin
back
backache
backache's
backaches
backaching
backachy
backadation
backage
backare
backarrow
backarrows
backband
backbar
backbear
backbearing
backbeat
backbeats
backbencher
backbenchers
backbend
backbend's
backbends
backberand
backberend
backbit
backbite
backings
backjaw
backjoint
backland
backlands
backlash
backlashed
backclaimer
backclashes
backlash
backless
backlet
backliding
backlighting
backlings
backlins
backlist
backlists
backlit
backlog
backlog's
backlogged
backlogging
backlogs
backlotter
backmost
backoff
backorder
backout
backouts
backpack
backpack's
backpacked
backpacker
backpackers
backpacking
backpacks
backpedal
backpedaled
backpedaling
backpiece
backplane
backplane's
backplanes
backplate
backpointer
backpointer's
backpointers
backrest
backrests
backrope
backropes
backrun
backrush
backrushes
backs
backsaw
backsaws
backscatter
backscattered
backscattering
backscatters
backscraper
backscratcher
backscratching
backseat
backseats
backset
backsets
backsetting
backsettler
backsey
backsheesh
backshift
backshish
backside
backsides
backsight
backsighte
backslap
backslapped
backslapper
backslappers
backslapping
backslaps
backslash
backslashes
backslid
backslidden
backslide
backslid
ded
backslider
backsiders
backsides
backsliding
backslidingness
backstroke
backstroked
backstrokes
backstroking
backstromite
backswept
backswimmer
backswing
backsword
backsworing
backswordman
backswordmen
backswordsman
backtack
backtalk
backtender
backtenter
backtrace
backtrack
backtracked
backtracker
backtrackers
backtracking
backtracks
backtrail
backtrick
backup
backups
backus
backveld
backvelder
backwall
backward
backwardation
backwardly
backwardness
backwards
backwash
backwashed
backwasher
backwashes
backwashing
backwater
backwater's
backwatered
backwaters
backway
backwind
backwinded
backwinding
backwood
backwoods
backwoodser
backwoodsiness
backwoodsman
backwoodsmen
backwoodsya
backword
backworm
backwort
backwrap
backwraps
backy
backyard
backyard's
backyarder
backyards
baclava
baclin
bacon
baconer
baconian
baconize
bacons
baconweed
bacony
bacquet
bact
bacteraemia
bacteremia
bacteremic
bacteria
bacteriaceous
bacteriaemia
bacterial
bacterially
bacterian
bacteric
bactericholia
bactericidal
bactericidally
bactericide
bactericides
bactericidin
bacterid
bacteriemia
bacteriform
bacterin
bacterins
bacterioagglutinin
bacterioblast
bacteriochlorophyll
bacteriocidal
bacteriocin
bacteriocyte
bacteriadiagnosis
bacteriofluorescin
bacteriogenic
bacteriogenous
bacteriohemolysin
bacterioid
bacterioidal
bacteriol
bacteriologic
bacteriological
bacteriologically
bacteriologies
bacteriologist
bacteriologists
bacteriology
bacteriolytic
bacteriolyze
bacteriopathology
bacteriophage
bacteriophages
bacteriophagia
bacteriophagic
bacteriophagous
bacteriophagy
bacteriophobia
bacterioprecipitin
bacterioprotein
bacteriopsionic
bacteriopsonin
bacteriopurpurin
bacteriorhodopsin
bacterioscopic
bacterioscopical
bacterioscopically
bacterioscopist
bacterioscopy
bacteriosis
bacteriosolvent
bacteriostasis
bacteriostat
bacteriostatic
bacteriostatically
bacteriotherapeutic
bacteriotherapy
bacteriotoxic
bacteriotoxin
bacteriotropic
bacteriotropin
bacteriotrypsin
bacterious
bacteririum
bacteritic
bacterium
bacteriuria
bacterization
bacterize
bacterized
bacterizing
bacteroid
bacteroidal
bacteroides
bactetiophage
bactriticone
bactritoid
bacubert
bacula
bacule
baculere
baculi
baculiferous
baculiform
baculine
baculite
baculitic
baculiticone
baculoid
baculum
baculums
baculus
bacury
bad
badan
badarrah
badass
badassed
badasses
badaud
badaxe
badchan
baddeleyite
badder
badderlocks
baddest
baddie
baddies
baddish
baddishly
baddishness
baddock
baddy
bade
badenite
badge
badged
badgeless
badgeman
badgemen
badger
badger's
badgerbrush
badgered
badgerer
badgering
badgeringly
badgerlike
badgerly
badgers
badgerweed
badges
badging
badgir
badhan
badiaga
badian
badigeon
badinage
badinaged
badinages
badinaging
badiner
badinerie
badineur
badious
baftah
bag
bag's
baga
bagani
bagass
bagasse
bagasses
bagataway
bagatelle
bagatelle's
bagatelles
bagatine
bagattini
bagattino
bagel
bagel's
bagels
bagful
bagfuls
baggage
baggageman
baggagemaster
baggager
baggages
baggala
bagganet
bagge
bagged
bagger
bagger's
baggers
baggie
baggier
baggies
baggiest
baggily
bagginess
bagging
baggings
baggit
baggy
baggyrinkle
baggywrinkle
bagh
baghdad
baghla
baghouse
bagie
bagio
bagios
bagle
bagleaves
baglike
bagmaker
bagmaking
bagman
bagmen
bagne
bagnes
bagnet
bagnet
bagnette
bagnio
bagnios
bagnut
bago
bagonet
bagong
bagoong
bagpipe
bagpipe's
bagpiped
bagpiper
bagpipers
bagpipes
bagpiping
bagplant
bagpod
bagpudding
bagrationite
barger
bagreef
bagroom
bags
bagsful
bagtikan
baguet
baguets
baguette
baguettes
baguio
baguios
bagwash
bagwig
bagwigged
bagwigs
bagwoman
bagwomen
bagwork
bagworm
bagworms
bagwyn
bah
bahada
bahadur
bahadurs
bahai
bahamas
bahamian
bahamians
bahan
bahar
bahawder
bahay
bahera
bahiaite
bahisti
bahnung
baho
bahoe
bahoo
baht
bahts
bahur
bahut
bahuts
bahuvrihi
bahuvrihis
bai
baidak
baidar
baidarka
baidarkas
baiginet
baign
baignet
baigneuse
baigneuses
baignoire
baikalite
baikerinite
baikerite
baikie
bail
bailable
bailage
baile
bailed
bailee
bailees
bailer
bailers
bailey
baileys
bailiaries
bailiary
bailie
bailieries
bailiery
bailies
bailieship
bailiff
bailiff’s
bailiffry
bailiffs
bailiffship
bailiffwick
bailing
bailiwick
baliwick
bailli
bailliage
baillie
baillone
bailment
bailments
bailo
bailor
bailors
bailout
bailouts
bailpiece
bails
bailsman
bailsmen
bailwood
bain
bainie
bainite
baic
baiocchi
baiocco
bairagi
bairam
bairdi
bairn
bairnie
barnish
barnishness
barnlier
barnliest
barnliness
barnly
barns
barnteam
barnteam
barntime
barnwort
baisemain
baister
bait
baited
baiter
baiters
baitfish
baith
baiting
baits
baittle
baitylos
baiza
baizas
baize
baized
baizes
baizing
baja
bajada
bajan
bajarigar
bajocaco
bajochi
bajoire
bajonado
bajra
bajree
bajri
bajulate
bajury
baka
balconette
balconied
balconies
balcony
balcony’s
bald
baldacchini
baldacchino
baldachin
baldachined
baldachini
baldachino
baldachinos
baldachins
baldakin
baldaquin
baldberry
baldcrown
balded
balden
balder
balderdash
baldest
baldfaced
baldhead
baldheaded
baldheads
baldicoot
balding
baldish
baldling
baldly
baldmoney
baldmoneys
baldness
baldnesses
baldoquin
baldpate
baldpated
baldpatedness
baldpates
baldrib
baldric
baldrick
baldricked
baldricks
baldrics
baldricewise
balds
balducta
balductum
baldy
bale
baleare
balebos
baled
baleen
baleens
balefire
balefires
baleful
balefully
balefulness
balei
baleise
baleless
baler
balers
bales
balestra
balete
balewort
baleys
bali
balian
balibago
balibuntal
balibuntl
balimbing
baline
balinese
baling
balinger
balinghasay
balisaur
balisaurs
balisier
balistarii
balistarius
balister
balistid
balistraria
balita
balitao
baliti
balize
balk
balkan
balkanization
balkanize
balkanized
balkanizing
balkans
balked
balker
balkers
balkier
balkiest
balkily
balkiness
balking
balkingly
balkish
balkline
balklines
balks
balky
ball
ballad
ballad's
ballade
balladeer
balladeers
ballader
balladeroyal
ballades
balladic
balladical
balladier
balladise
balladised
balladising
balladism
balladist
balladize
balladized
balladizing
balladlike
balladling
balladmonger
balladmongering
balladries
balladromic
balladry
ballgown's
ballgowns
ballhawk
ballhawks
ballhooter
balli
balliage
ballies
balling
ballised
ballism
ballismus
ballist
ballista
ballistae
ballistic
ballistically
ballistician
ballisticians
ballistics
ballistite
ballistocardiogram
ballistocardiograph
ballistocardiographic
ballistocardiography
ballistophobia
ballium
ballmine
ballo
ballock
ballocks
balloen
ballogan
ballon
ballone
ballones
ballonet
ballonets
ballonette
ballonne
ballonnes
ballons
balloon
balloonation
ballooned
ballooner
ballooners
balloonery
balloonet
balloonfish
balloonfishes
balloonflower
balloonful
ballooning
balloonish
balloonist
balloonlike
balloons
ballot
ballot's
ballotade
ballottage
ballote
balloted
balloter
balloters
balloting
ballotist
ballots
ballottable
ballottement
ballottine
ballottines
ballow
ballpark
ballpark's
ballparks
ballplayer
ballplayer's
ballplayers
ballpoint
ballpoints
ballproof
ballroom
ballroom's
ballrooms
balls
ballsier
ballsiest
ballstock
ballsy
ballup
ballute
ballutes
ballweed
bally
baloo
balopticon
balotade
balourdishe
balow
balr
bals
balsa
balsam
balsamaceous
balsamation
balsameaceous
balsamed
balsamer
balsamic
balsamical
balsamically
balsamiferous
balsamina
balsaminaceous
balsamine
balsaming
balsamitic
balsamiticness
balsamize
balsamo
balsamous
balsamroot
balsams
balsamum
balsamweed
balsamy
balsas
balsawood
baltei
balter
baltetei
balteus
baltheus
baltic
baltimore
baltimore
baltimorite
balu
baluchi
baluchithere
baluchitheria
baluchitherium
balun
banalities
banality
banalize
banally
banalness
banana
banana's
bananaquit
bananas
bananist
bananivorous
banat
banate
banatite
banausic
banbury
banc
banca
bancal
bancales
bancha
banchi
banco
bancos
bancus
band
banda
bandage
bandaged
bandager
bandagers
bandages
bandaging
bandagist
bandaid
bandaite
bandaka
bandala
bandalore
bandana
bandanaed
bandanas
bandanna
bandannaed
bandannas
bandar
bandarlog
bandarbox
banding
bandit
bandit's
banditism
banditries
banditry
bandits
banditti
bandle
bandleader
bandless
bandlessly
bandlessness
bandlet
bandlimit
bandlimited
bandlimiting
bandlimits
bandman
bandmaster
bandmasters
bando
bandobust
bandog
bandogs
bandoleer
bandoleered
bandoleers
bandolerismo
bandolero
bandoleros
bandolier
bandoliered
bandoline
bandon
bandonion
bandora
bandoras
bandore
bandores
bandos
bandpass
bandrol
bands
bandsaw
bandsawed
bandsawing
bandsawn
bararite
barasingha
barat
barathea
baratheas
barathra
barathron
barathrum
barato
baratte
barauna
baraza
barb
barba
barbacan
barbacou
barbadoes
barbados
barbal
barbaloin
barbar
barbara
barbaralalia
barbaresque
barbarian
barbarian's
barbarianism
barbarianize
barbarianized
barbarianizing
barbarians
barbaric
barbarical
barbarically
barbarious
barbariousness
barbarisation
barbarise
barbarised
barbarising
barbarism
barbarisms
barbarities
barbarity
barbarization
barbarize
barbarized
barbarizes
barbarizing
barbarous
barbarously
barbarousness
barbary
barbas
barbasco
barbascoes
barbascos
barbastel
barbastelle
barbate
barbated
barbatimao
barbe
barbeau
barbecue
barbecued
barbecueing
barbecuer
barbecues
barbecuing
barbed
barbedness
barbeiro
barbel
barbeled
barbell
barbell's
barbellate
barbells
barbellula
barbellulae
barbellulate
barbels
barbeque
barbequed
barbequing
barber
barbera
barbered
barberess
barberfish
barbering
barberish
barberite
barbermonger
barbero
barberies
barberry
barbers
barbershop
barbershops
barbery
barbes
barbet
barbets
barbette
barbettes
barbicane
barbicanage
barbicans
barbicel
barbicels
barbierite
barbigeros
barbing
barbion
barbita
barbital
barbitalism
barbitals
barbiton
barbitone
barbitos
barbituism
barbiturate
barbiturates
barbituric
barbiturism
barble
barbless
barblet
barbola
barbone
barbotine
barbotte
barbourillage
barboy
barbre
barbs
barbu
barbudo
barbudos
barbula
barbulate
bardolater
bardolatry
bards
bardship
bardy
bare
bareback
barebacked
bareboat
bareboats
barebone
bareboned
barebones
bareca
bared
barefaced
barefacedly
barefacedness
barefisted
barefisted
barefit
barefoot
barefooted
barege
bareges
barehanded
barehead
bareheaded
bareheadedness
bareka
bareknuckle
bareknuckled
barelegged
barely
barenecked
bareness
barenesses
barer
bares
baresark
baresarks
baresma
barest
baresthesia
baret
baretta
barf
barfed
barff
barmen
barmfel
barmie
barmier
barmiest
barming
barnkin
barmote
barms
barnskin
barny
barnybrained
barn
barn's
barnabas
barnabite
barnaby
barnacle
barnacled
barnacles
barnacling
barnage
barnard
barnbrack
barndoor
barney
barneys
barnful
barnhardtite
barnier
barniest
barnlike
barnman
barnmen
barns
barnstorm
barnstormed
barnstormer
barnstormers
barnstorming
barnstorms
barnumize
bany
barnyard
barnyard's
barnyards
barocco
baro clinicity
baroxyton
barpost
barquantine
barque
barquentine
barques
barquest
barquette
barr
barra
barrabkie
barrable
barrabora
barracan
barrace
barrack
barracked
barracker
barracking
barracks
barracade
barracoon
barracouta
barracoutas
barracuda
barracudas
barracudina
barrad
barragan
barrage
barrage's
barraged
barrages
barraging
barragon
barramunda
barramundas
barramundi
barramundies
barramundis
barranca
barrancas
barranco
barrancos
barrandite
barras
barrat
barrater
barraters
barrator
barrators
barratries
barratrous
barratrously
barratry
barre
barred
barrel
barrel's
barrelage
barreled
barreler
barrelet
barreleye
barreleyes
barrelfish
barrelfishes
barrelful
barrelfuls
barrelhead
barrelhouse
barrelhouses
barreling
barrelled
barrelling
barrelmaker
barrelmaking
barrels
barrelful
barrelwise
barren
barrener
barrenest
barrenly
barrenness
barrens
barrenwort
barrer
barrera
barres
barret
barretor
barretors
barretries
barretry
barrets
basalts
basaltware
basan
basanite
basaree
basat
bascinet
basculation
bascule
bascules
bascuman
base
baseball
baseball's
baseballdom
baseballer
baseballs
baseband
baseboard
baseboard's
baseboards
baseborn
basebred
baseburner
basecoat
basecourt
based
basehearted
baseheartedness
baselard
baseless
baselessly
baselessness
baselevel
baselike
baseline
baseline's
baseliner
baselines
basella
basellaceous
basely
baseman
basemen
basement
basement's
basementless
basements
basementward
basename
baseness
basenesses
basenet
basenji
basenjis
baseplate
baseplug
basepoint
baser
baserunning
bases
basest
bash
bashalick
bashara
bashaw
bashawdom
bashawism
bashaws
bashawship
bashed
bashers
bashful
bashfully
bashfulness
bashibazouk
bashing
bashless
bashlik
bashlyk
bashlyks
bashment
bashyle
basial
basialveolar
basiarachnitis
basiarachnoiditis
basiate
basiated
basiating
basiation
basibranchial
basibranchiate
basibregmatic
basic
basic's
basically
basicerite
basichromatic
basichromatin
basichromatinic
basichromiole
basicities
basicity
basicranial
basics
basicytoparaplastin
basidia
basidial
basidigital
basidigitale
basidigitalia
basidiocarp
basidiogenetic
basidiolichen
basidiomycete
basidiomycetes
basidiomycetous
basidiophore
basidiospore
basidiosporous
basidium
basidorsal
basifacial
basification
basified
basifier
basifiers
basifies
basifixed
basifugal
basify
basifying
basigamous
basigamy
basigenic
basigenous
basiglandular
basigynium
basihyal
basihyoid
basil
basketweaving
basketwoman
basketwood
basketwork
basketworm
basking
basks
basnat
basnet
basocyte
basoid
basommatophorous
bason
basophil
basophile
basophilia
basophilic
basophilous
basophils
basophobia
basos
basote
basotho
basque
basqued
basques
basquine
bass
bass's
bassan
bassanello
bassanite
bassara
bassarid
bassarisk
basses
basset
basseted
basseting
bassetite
bassets
bassetta
bassette
bassetted
bassetting
bassi
bassia
bassie
bataleur
batamote
batara
batarde
batardeau
batata
batatilla
batavian
batboy
batboys
batch
batched
batcher
batchers
batches
batching
bate
batea
bateau
bateaux
bated
bateful
batel
bateleur
batell
bateman
batement
bater
bates
batete
batfish
batfishes
batfowl
batfowled
batfowler
batfowling
batfowls
batful
bath
bathe
batheable
bathed
bather
bathers
bathes
bathetic
bathetically
bathflower
bathhouse
bathhouses
bathic
bathinette
bathing
bathkol
bathless
bathman
bathmat
bathmats
bathmic
bathmism
bathmotropic
bathmotropism
bathochromatic
bathochromatism
bathochrome
bathochromatic
bathochromy
bathoflore
bathofloric
batholite
batholith
batholithic
batholiths
batholitic
bathomania
bathometer
bathometry
bathool
bathophobia
bathorse
bathos
bathoses
bathrobe
bathrobe's
bathrobes
bathroom
bathroom's
bathroomed
bathrooms
bathroot
baths
bathtub
bathtub's
bathtubful
bathtubs
bathukolpian
batiking
batiks
bating
batino
batiste
batistes
batitinan
batlan
batler
batlet
batiike
batling
batlon
batman
batmen
batoid
baton
baton's
batoneer
batonist
batonistic
batonne
batonnier
batons
batoon
batophobia
batrachia
batrachian
batrachians
batrachiate
batrachite
batrachoid
batrachophagous
batrachophobia
batrachoplasty
batrachotoxin
bats
batsman
batsmanship
batsmen
batster
batswing
batt
batta
battable
battailant
battailous
battalia
battle
battled
battledore
battledored
battledores
battledoring
battlefield
battlefield's
battlefields
battlefront
battlefront's
battlefronts
battleful
battleground
battleground's
battlegrounds
battlement
battlement's
battlemented
battlements
bATTLEPIECE
bATTLEPLANE
battler
battlers
battles
battleship
battleship's
battleships
battlesome
battestead
battewagon
battleward
battlewise
battling
battological
battologise
battologised
battologising
battologist
battologize
battologized
battologizing
battology
batton
batts
battu
battue
battues
baygall
bayhead
baying
bayish
bayldonite
baylet
baylike
bayman
baymen
bayness
bayok
bayonet
bayonet's
bayoneted
bayonenteer
bayonetging
bayonets
bayonetted
bayonetting
bayong
bayou
bayou's
bayous
bays
baysmelt
baysmelt's
baysmelts
baywood
baywoods
bayz
bazaar
bazaar's
bazaars
bazar
bazars
baze
bazoo
bazooka
bazookaman
bazookamen
bazookas
bazoos
bazzite
bb
bbl
bbls
bbs
bcd
bcf
beacon's
beaconage
beaconed
beaconing
beaconless
beacons
beaconwise
bead
beaded
beader
beadeye
beadeyes
beadflush
beadhouse
beadhouses
beadier
beadiest
beadily
beadiness
beading
beadings
beadle
beadle's
beadledom
beadlehood
beadleism
beadlery
beadles
beadleship
beadlet
beadlike
beadman
beadmen
beadroll
beadrolls
beadrow
beads
beadsman
beadsmen
beadswoman
beadswomen
beadwork
beadworks
beady
beagle
beagle's
beagles
beagling
beak
beaked
beaker
beakerful
beakerman
beakermen
beakers
beakful
beakhead
beakier
beakiest
beakiron
beakless
beaklike
beaks
beaky
beal
beala
bealach
bealing
beallach
bealtared
beam
beamage
beambird
beamed
beamer
beamers
beamfilling
beamful
beamhouse
beamier
beamiest
beamily
beaminess
beaming
beamingly
beamish
beamishly
beamless
beamlet
beamlike
beamman
beamroom
beams
beamsman
beamsmen
beamster
beamwork
beamy
bean
beanbag
beanbags
beanball
beanballs
beancod
beaned
beaner
beaneries
beaners
beanery
beanfeast
beanfeaster
beanfest
beanfield
beanie
beanier
beanies
beaniest
beaning
beanlike
beano
beanos
beanpole
beanpoles
beans
beansetter
beanshooter
beanstalk
beanstalks
beant
beanweed
beany
beaproned
bear
bearability
bearable
bearableness
bearably
bearance
bearbaiter
bearbaiting
bearbane
bearberries
bearberry
bearbind
becafico
becall
becalm
becalmed
becalming
bealmment
bealms
became
becap
becapped
becapping
becaps
becard
becarpet
becarpeted
becarpeting
becarpets
becarve
becasse
becassine
becassocked
becater
because
beccabunga
beccaccia
beccafico
beccaficoes
beccaficos
becchi
becco
becense
bechained
bechalk
bechalked
bechalking
bechalks
bechamel
bechamels
bechance
bechanced
bechances
bechancing
becharm
becharmed
becharming
becharms
bechase
bechatter
bechauffeur
beche
becheck
becher
bechern
bechic
bechignon
bechirp
becircled
becivet
beck
becked
beckelite
becker
becket
beckett
becking
beckiron
beckon
beckoned
beckoner
beckoners
beckoning
beckoningly
beckons
becks
beclad
beclamor
beclamored
beclamoring
beclamors
beclamour
beclang
beclap
beclart
beclasp
beclasped
beclasping
beclasps
beclatter
beclaw
beclip
becloak
becloaked
becloaking
becloaks
beclog
bedevilment
bedevils
bedew
bedewed
bedewer
bedewing
bedewoman
bedews
bedfast
bedfellow
bedfellows
bedfellowship
bedflower
bedfoot
bedfordshire
bedframe
bedframes
bedgery
bedgoer
bedgown
bedgowns
bediademmed
bediamonded
bediaper
bediapered
bediapering
bediapers
bedight
bedighted
bedighting
bedights
bedikah
bedim
bedimmed
bedimming
bedimple
bedimpled
bedimples
bedimplies
bedimpling
bedims
bedin
bedip
bedirt
bedirter
bedirtied
bedirties
bedirty
bedpan
bedpans
bedplate
bedplates
bedpost
bedpost's
bedposts
bedquilt
bedquilts
bedrabble
bedrabbled
bedrabbling
bedraggle
bedraggled
bedraggement
bedraggles
bedraggling
bedrail
bedrails
bedral
bedrape
bedraped
bedrapes
bedraping
bedravel
bedread
bedrel
bedrench
bedrenched
bedrenches
bedrenching
bedress
bedribble
bedrid
bedridden
bedriddenness
bedrift
bedright
bedrip
bedrite
bedrivel
bedriveled
bedriveling
bedrivelled
bedrivelling
bedrivels
bedrizzle
bedrock
bedrock's
bedrocks
bedroll
bedrolls
bedroom
bedroom's
bedrooms
bedrop
bedrown
bedrowse
bedrug
bedrugged
bedrugging
bedrugs
beds
bedscrew
bedsheet
bedsheets
bedsick
bedside
bedsides
bedsit
bedsite
bedsitter
bedsock
bedsonia
bedsonias
bedsore
bedsores
bedspread
bedspread's
bedspreads
bedspring
bedspring's
bedsprings
bedstaff
bedstand
bedstands
bedstaves
bedstead
bedstead's
bedsteads
bedstock
bedstraw
bedstraws
bedstring
bedswerver
bedtick
beechiest
beechnut
beechnuts
beechwood
beechwoods
beechy
beedged
beedi
beedom
beef
beefalo
beefaloes
beefalos
beefburger
beefburgers
beefcake
beefcakes
beefeater
beefeaters
beefed
beefer
beefers
beefhead
beefheaded
beefier
beefiest
beefily
beefin
beefiness
beefing
beefish
beefishness
beefless
beeflower
beefs
beefsteak
beefsteaks
beeftongue
beefwood
beefwoods
beefy
beegerite
beehed
beecapped
deecapped
beeherd
beehive
beehive's
beehives
beehouse
beech
beehish
beek
beekeeper
beekeepers
beekeeping
beekite
beelbow
beele
beelike
beeline
beelines
beelol
beelzebub
beeman
beemaster
beemen
been
beennut
beent
beento
beep
beeped
beeper
beepers
beeping
beeps
beer
beerage
beerbachite
beerbelly
beerbibber
beerregar
beerhouse
beerhouses
beerier
beeriest
beerily
beeriness
beerish
beerishly
beermaker
beermaking
beermonger
beerocracy
beerpull
beers
beery
bees
beest
beesting
beestings
beestride
beeswax
beeswaxes
beeswing
beeswinged
beeswings
beet
beet's
beetewk
beetfly
beeth
beethoven
beetiest
beetle
beetle's
beetled
beetlehead
beetleheaded
beetleheadedness
beetler
beetlers
beetles
beetlestock
beetlestone
beetleweed
beetlike
beetling
beetmister
beetrave
beetroot
beetroots
beetroots
beetroty
beets
beety
beeve
beeves
beevish
beeware
beeway
beeweed
beewinged
beewiseful
beewort
beflap
beflatter
beflea
befleaed
befleaing
befleas
befleck
beflecked
beflecking
beflecks
beflounce
beflour
beflout
beflower
beflowered
beflowering
beflowers
beflum
befluster
befoam
befog
befogged
befogging
befogs
befool
befoolable
befooled
befooling
befoolment
befools
befop
before
beforehand
beforehandedness
beforementioned
beforeness
beforesaid
beforest
beforesting
beforesting
beforetimes
befortune
befoul
befouled
befouler
befoulers
befoulier
befouling
befoulment
befouls
befountained
befraught
befreckle
befreeze
befreight
befret
befrets
befretted
befretting
befriend
befriendeed
befriender
befriendings
befriendment
befriends
befrill
befrilled
befringe
befringed
befringes
befringing
befriz
befrocked
befrogged
befrounce
befrumple
befuddle
befuddled
befuddlement
befuddlements
befuddler
befuddlers
befuddles
befuddling
befume
befur
befurbelowed
befurred
beg
begabled
begad
begall
begalled
begalling
begalls
began
begani
beglooming
beglooms
begloze
begluc
beglue
begnaw
begnawed
begnawn
bego
begob
begobs
begod
begoggled
begohm
begone
begonia
begoniaceous
begonias
begorah
begorra
begorrah
begorry
begot
begotten
begonneness
begoud
begowk
begowned
begrace
begrain
begrave
begray
begrease
begreen
begrett
begrerm
begrime
begrimed
begrimer
begrimes
begriming
begrimmed
begrimming
begrims
begripe
begroan
begroaned
begroaning
begroans
begrown
begrudge
begrudged
begruder
begrudges
begrudging
begrudgingly
begruntle
begrutch
begrutten
begrungs
begs
beguard
beguess
beguile
benguiled
benguileful
benguilement
benguilements
benguiler
benguilers
benguiles
benguiling
benguilingly
benguilingness
benguin
benguine
benguines
begulf
benguelfed
benguelfing
benguelfs
benguem
benguemmed
benguemming
benguems
begun
begunk
begut
behale
behalf
behallow
behalves
behammer
behang
behap
behatted
belle
belle's
belled
belledom
belleek
belleeks
bellehood
belleric
bellerophon
belles
belleter
belletrist
belletristic
belletrists
bellevue
bellflower
bellhanger
bellhanging
bellhop
bellhop's
bellhops
bellhouse
belli
bellibone
bellic
bellical
bellicism
bellicist
bellicose
bellicosely
bellicoseness
bellicosities
bellicosity
bellied
bellies
belliferous
belligerence
belligerencies
belligerency
belligerent
belligerent's
belligerently
belligerents
belling
bellipotent
bellite
bellmaker
bellmaking
bellman
bellmanship
bellmaster
bellmen
bellmouth
bellmouthed
bello
belle
bellona
bellonion
belloot
bellota
bellote
bellow
bellowed
bellower
bellowers
bellowing
bellows
bellowsful
bellowslike
bellowsmaker
bellowsmaking
bellowsman
bellpull
bellpulls
bellrags
bells
belltail
belltopper
belltopperdom
belluine
bellum
bellware
bellwaver
bellweather
bellweed
bellwether
bellwether's
bellwethers
bellwind
bellwine
bellwood
bellwort
bellworts
belly
belly's
bellyache
bellyached
bellyacher
bellyaches
bellyaching
bellyband
bellybutton
bellybuttons
bellyer
bellyfish
bellyflaught
bellyful
bellyfull
bellyfulls
bellyfuls
bellying
bellyland
bellylike
bellyman
bellypiece
bellypinch
beloam
belock
beloeilite
beloid
belomancy
belonephobia
belonesite
belong
belonged
belonger
belonging
belongings
belongs
belonid
belonite
belonoid
belonosphaerite
belook
belord
belorussian
belotte
belouke
belout
belove
beloved
beloveds
below
belowdecks
belowground
belows
belowstairs
belozenged
bels
belshazzar
belsire
belswagger
belt
beltane
beltcourse
belted
beter
beltie
beltine
belting
beltings
beltless
beltline
beltlines
beltmaker
beltmaking
beltman
beltmen
belton
belts
beltway
beltways
beltwise
belue
beluga
belugas
belugite
belute
belve
belvedere
belvedered
belvederes
belvidere
bely
belying
belyingly
belzebub
belzebuth
bema
bemad
bemadam
bemadamed
bemadaming
bemadams
bemadden
bemaddened
bemaddening
bemaddens
bemail
bemaint
bemajesty
beman
bemangle
bemantle
bemar
bemartyr
bemas
bemask
bemaster
bemat
bemata
bemaul
bemazed
beme
bemeal
bemean
bemeaned
bemeaning
bemeans
bemedaled
bemedalled
bemeet
bementite
bemercy
bemete
bemingle
bemingled
bemingles
bemingling
beminstrel
bemire
bemired
bemirement
bemires
bemiring
bemirror
bemirrorment
bemist
bemisted
bemisting
bemistress
bemists
bemitered
bemitred
bemix
bemixed
bemixes
bemixing
bemixt
bemoan
bemoanable
bemoaned
bemoaner
bemoaning
bemoaningly
bemoans
bemoat
bemock
bemocked
bemocking
bemocks
bemol
bemoisten
bemol
bemole
bemolt
bemonster
bemoon
bemotto
bemoult
bemourn
bemouth
bemuck
bemud
bemuddle
bemuddled
bemuddlement
bemuddles
bemuddling
bemuddy
bemuffle
bemurmur
bemurmur
bemurmure
bemurmured
bemurmuring
bemurmurs
bemuse
bemused
benefact
benefaction
benefactions
benefactive
benefactor
benefactor's
benefactors
benefactorship
benefactory
benefactress
benefactresses
benefactrices
benefactrix
benefactrices
benefic
benefice
beneficed
beneficeless
beneficence
beneficences
beneficency
beneficient
beneficent
beneficial
beneficially
beneficialness
beneficiaries
beneficiary
beneficiaryship
beneficiate
beneficiated
beneficiating
beneficiation
beneficence
beneficient
beneficing
beneficium
benefit
benefited
benefiter
benefitting
benefits
benefitted
benefitting
benegro
beneighbored
beneme
benempt
benempted
 beneplacit
beneplacito
beneplacity
benes
benet
benetted
benetting
benettle
beneurous
benevolence
benevolences
benevolency
benevolent
benevolently
benevolentness
benevolentist
beng
bengal
bengali
bengaline
bengals
beni
benic
benight
benighted
benightedly
benightedness
benighten
benighter
benighting
benightmare
benightment
benign
benignancies
benignancy
benignant
benignantly
benignities
benignity
benignly
benignness
benin
beniseed
benison
benisons
benitier
benitoite
benj
benjamin
benjaminite
benjamins
benjoin
benjy
benmost
benn
benne
bennel
bennes
bennet
bennets
bennetitaceous
bennetweed
benni
bennies
bennis
benniseed
benny
beno
benomyl
benomyls
benorth
benote
bens
bensail
bensall
bensel
bensell
bensh
benshea
benshee
benshi
bensil
bent
bentang
bentgrass
benthal
benthamism
benthic
benthon
benthonic
benthopelagic
benthos
benthoscope
benthoses
bentinck
bentiness
benting
bentlet
bentonite
bentonitic
bents
bentstar
bentwood
bentwoods
benty
benumb
benumbed
benumbedness
benumbment
benumbs
benvenuto
benward
benweed
benzacridine
benzal
benzalacetone
benzalacetophenone
benzalaniline
benzalazine
benzalcohol
benzalcyanhydrin
benzaldehyde
benzaldiphenyl
benzaldoxime
benzaethylamine
benzalhydrazine
benzalphenylhydrazone
benzalphthalide
benzamide
benzamido
benzamine
benzaminic
benzamino
benzanalgen
benzaniilde
benzanthracene
benzanthrone
benzofuroquinoxaline
benzofuryl
benzoglycolic
benzoglyoxaline
benzohydrol
benzoic
benzoid
benzoin
benzoinated
benzoins
benzoiodohydrin
benzol
benzolate
benzole
benzoles
benzoline
benzolize
benzols
benzomorpholine
benzonaphthol
benzonitrile
benzonitrol
benzoperoxide
benzophenanthrazine
benzophenanthroline
benzophenazine
benzophenol
benzophenone
benzophenothiazine
benzophenoxazine
benzophosphinic
benzophthalazine
benzopinacone
benzopyran
benzopyranyl
benzopyrazolone
benzopyrene
benzopyrylium
benzoquinoline
benzoquinone
benzoquinoxaline
benzosulfimide
benzosulphimide
benzotetrazine
benzotetrazole
benzothiazine
benzothiazole
benzothiazoline
benzothiodiazole
benzothiofurane
benzothiophene
benzothiopyran
benzotoluide
benzotriazene
benzotriazole
benzotrichloride
benzotrifluoride
benzotrifuran
benzoxyte
benzoxy
benzoxyacetic
benzoxyacophor
benzoxyphenanthrene
benzoyl
benzoylate
benzoylated
benzoylating
benzoylation
benzoylformic
benzoylglycine
benzoyls
benzopinacone
benzopyrene
benzthiophene
benztrioxazine
benzyl
benzylamine
benzylic
benzylidene
benzylpencillin
benzyls
beode
beowulf
bepaid
bepaint
bepainted
bepainting
bepaints
bepale
bepaper
beparch
beparody
beparse
bepart
bepaste
bepastured
bepat
bepatched
bepaw
bepearl
bepelt
bepen
bepepper
beperiwigged
bepester
bepewed
bephilter
bephrase
bepicture
bepiece
bepierce
bepile
bepill
bepillared
bepimple
bepimpled
bepimples
bepimpling
bepinch
bepistoled
bepity
beplague
bemplaided
beplaster
bemplumed
bepommel
bepowder
bepraise
bepraisement
bepraiser
beprank
bepranked
bepray
bepreach
bepress
bepretty
bepride
beprose
bepuddle
bepuff
bepuffed
bepun
bepurple
berberis
berberry
berbers
berbery
berceau
berceau
bert
bered
berelith
berelith
bergamasca
bergamasche
bergamask
bergamiol
bergamot
bergamots
bergander
bergaptene
berrichon
berrichonne
berried
berrier
berries
berrigan
berrugate
berry
berry's
berrybush
berrying
berryless
berrylike
berrymen
berrypicker
berrypicking
bersaghiere
bersaglieri
berseem
berseems
berserk
berserker
berserks
bersim
berskin
berstel
berth
bertha
berthage
berthas
berthed
berther
berthierite
berthing
berths
bertillonage
bertin
bertram
bertrandite
bertrum
beruffed
beruffled
berun
berust
bervie
berwick
beryced
beryceform
berycine
bercyoid
berycoidean
beryl
berylate
beryline
beryllate
beryllia
berylline
berylliosis
beryllium
berylloid
beryllonate
beryllonite
beryllosis
beryls
beryx
berzelianite
berzeliiite
bes
besa
besagne
besague
besaie1
besaile
besaint
besan
besanctify
besand
besant
besauce
besayle
bescab
bescarf
bescatter
bescent
bescorch
bescorched
bescorches
bescorching
bescorn
bescoundrel
bescour
bescoured
bescourge
bescouring
bescours
bescramble
beshag
beshake
beshame
beshamed
beshames
beshaming
beshawled
beshear
beshell
beshield
beshine
beshiver
beshivered
beshivering
beshivers
beshlik
beshod
beshout
beshouted
beshouting
beshouts
beshow
beshower
beshrew
beshrewed
beshrewing
beshrews
beshrick
beshrivel
beshroud
beshrouded
beshrouding
beshrouds
besicrometer
beside
besides
besiege
besieged
besiegement
besieger
besiegers
besieges
besieging
besiegingly
besigh
besilver
besin
besing
besiren
besit
beslab
beslabber
beslap
beslash
beslave
beslaved
beslaver
besleeve
beslime
beslimed
beslimer
beslimes
besliming
beslings
beslipper
beslobber
beslow
besubber
besluit
beslur
beslushed
besmear
besmeared
besmearer
besmearing
besmears
besmell
besmile
besmiled
besmiles
besmiling
besmirch
besmirched
besmircher
besmirchers
besmirches
besmirching
besmirchment
besmoke
besmoked
besmokes
besmoking
bessmooth
besmoothed
besmoothing
besmooths
besour
besouth
bespake
bespangle
bespangled
bespangles
bespangling
bespate
bespatter
bespattered
bespatterer
bespattering
bespatterment
bespatters
bespawl
bespeak
bespeakable
bespeaker
bespeaking
bespeaks
bespecked
bespeckle
bespeckled
bespecklement
bespectacled
besped
bespeech
bespeed
bespell
bespelled
bespend
bespete
bespew
bespice
bespill
bespin
bespirit
bespit
besplash
besplatter
besplitter
bespoke
bespoken
bespot
bespotted
bespottedness
bespotting
bespouse
besteal
bested
besteer
bestench
bester
bestial
bestialise
bestialised
bestialising
bestialism
bestialist
bestialities
bestiality
bestialize
bestialized
bestializes
bestializing
bestially
bestials
bestian
bestiar
bestiarism
bestiarism
bestiaries
bestiarist
bestiary
bestick
besticking
bestill
besting
bestink
bestir
bestirred
bestirring
bestirs
bestness
bestock
bestore
bestorm
bestove
bestow
bestowable
bestowage
bestowal
bestowals
bestowed
bestower
bestowing
bestowment
beswarmed
beswarming
beswarms
besweatered
besweeten
beswelter
beswim
beswinge
beswink
beswitch
bet
bet's
beta
betacaine
betacism
betacismus
betafite
betag
betail
betailor
betain
betaine
betaines
betainogen
betake
betaken
betakes
betaking
betalk
betallow
betanaphthol
betangle
betanglement
betas
betask
betassel
betatron
betatrons
betatter
betattered
betattering
betatters
betaxed
bete
beteach
betear
beteela
beteem
betime
betimes
betinge
betipple
betire
betis
betise
betises
betitle
betocsin
betoil
betoken
betokened
betokener
betokening
betokenment
betokens
beton
betone
betongue
betonica
betonies
betons
betony
betook
betorcin
betorcinol
betorn
betoss
betowel
betowered
betra'yting
betrace
betrail
betraise
betrample
betrap
betravel
betray
betrayal
betrayals
betrayed
betrayer
betrayers
betraying
betrayment
betrays
betread
bevined
bevoiled
bevomit
bevomited
bevomiting
bevomits
bevor
bevors
bevue
bevv
bevy
bewail
bewailable
bewailed
bewailer
bewailers
bewailing
bewailingly
bewailment
bewails
bewaitered
bewake
bewall
beware
bewared
bewares
bewaring
bewary
bewash
bewaste
bewater
bewearied
bewearies
beweary
bewearying
beweep
beweeper
beweeping
beweeps
bewelcome
bewelter
bewend
bewept
bewest
bewet
bewhig
bewhisker
bewhiskered
bewhisper
bewhistle
bewhite
bewhiten
bewhore
bewidow
bewield
bewig
bewigged
bewigging
bewigs
bewilder
bewildered
bewilderedly
bewilderedness
bewildering
bewilderingly
bewilderment
bewilders
bewimple
bewinged
bewinter
bewired
bewit
bewitch
bewitched
bewitchedness
bewitcher
bewitchery
bewitches
bewitchful
bewitching
bewitchingly
bewitchingness
bewitchment
bewitchments
bewith
bewizard
bewonder
bework
beworm
bewormed
beworming
beworms
beworn
beworried
bewories
beworry
bheesty
bhikhari
bhikku
bhikshu
bhindi
bhishiti
bhisti
bhistie
bhisties
bhokra
bhoosa
bhoot
bhoots
bhoy
bhp
bhumidar
bhunder
bhungi
bhungini
bhu
bhutan
bhutanese
bhutatathata
bhuts
bi
biabo
biacetyl
biacetylene
biacetylvs
biacid
biacromial
biacuminate
biacuru
biajaiba
bialate
biali
bialis
bialyl
bialveolar
bialy
bialys
bialystoker
bianchite
bianco
biangular
biangulate
biangulated
biangulous
bianisidine
biannual
biannually
biannulate
biarchy
biarcuate
biarcuated
biarticular
biarticulate
biarticulated
bias
biased
biasedly
biases
biasing
biasness
biasnesses
biassed
biassedly
biasses
biasing
biastic
biasways
biaswise
biathlon
biathlons
biatomic
biaural
biauricular
biauriculate
biaxal
biaxial
biaxiality
biaxially
biaxillary
bib
bib's
bibacious
bibaciousness
bibacity
bibasic
bibation
bibb
bibbed
bibber
bibberies
bibbers
bibbery
biblioklept
bibliokleptomania
bibliokleptomaniac
bibliolater
bibliolatrist
bibliolatrous
bibliolatry
bibliological
bibliologies
bibliologist
bibliology
bibliomancy
bibliomane
bibliomania
bibliomaniac
bibliomaniacal
bibliomanian
bibliomanianism
bibliomanism
bibliomanist
bibliopegeic
bibliopegically
bibliopegist
bibliopegistic
bibliopegistical
bibliopegy
bibliophage
bibliophagic
bibliophagist
bibliophagous
bibliophil
bibliophile
bibliophiles
bibliophilic
bibliophilism
bibliophilist
bibliophilistic
bibliophily
bibliophobe
bibliophobia
bibliopolar
bibliopole
bibliopolery
bibliopolic
bibliopolical
bibliopolically
bibliopolism
bibliopolist
bicarbide
bicarbonate
bicarbonates
bicarbs
bicarbureted
bicarburetted
bicarinate
bicarpellary
bicarpellate
bicaudal
bicaudate
bicched
bice
bicellular
bicentenaries
bicentenarnaries
bicentenary
bicentennial
bicentennially
bicentennials
bicentral
bicentric
bicentrically
bicentricity
bicep
bicep's
bicephalic
bicephalous
biceps
bicepses
bices
bicetyl
bichir
bichloride
bichlorides
bichord
bichos
bichromate
bichromated
bichromatic
bichromatize
bichrome
bichromic
bichy
biciliate
biciliated
bicipital
bicipitous
bicorporal
bicorporate
bicorporeal
bicostate
bicrenate
bicrescentic
bicrofarad
bicron
bicons
bicrural
bicuculline
bicursal
bicural
bicuralism
bicursal
bicusp
bicuspidal
bicuspitate
bicuspids
bicyanide
bicycle
bicyced
bicycler
bicyclers
bicycles
bicyclic
bicyclical
bicycling
bicyclism
bicyclist
bicyclists
bicyclo
bicycloheptane
bicycular
bicylindric
bid
bid's
bidactyl
bidactyle
bidactylovous
bidar
bidarka
bidarkas
bidarkee
bidarkees
bidcock
biddability
biddable
biddableness
bielbrief
bielby
bield
bielded
bielding
bields
bieldy
bielectrolysis
bielenite
bien
bienly
biennale
biennales
bienne
bienness
biennia
biennial
biennially
biennials
biennium
bienniums
biens
bienseance
bientt
bienvenu
bienvenue
bier
bierbalk
bierkeller
biers
bierstube
bierstuben
bierstubes
biestings
biethnic
bietle
biface
bifaces
bifacial
bifanged
bifara
bifarious
bifariously
bifer
biferous
biff
biffed
biffies
biffin
biffing
biffins
biffs
biffy
bifid
bifidate
bifidated
bifidities
bifidity
bifidly
bifilar
bifilarly
bifistular
biflabellate
biflagellate
biflagnode
biflected
biflex
biflorate
biflorous
bifluorid
bifluoride
bifocal
bifocals
bifoil
bifold
bifolia
bifoliate
bifoliolate
bifolium
bifollicular
biforate
biforin
biforine
biforked
biforking
biform
biformed
biformity
biforous
bifront
bifrontal
bifronted
bifrost
bifteck
bifunctional
biggah
bigged
biggen
biggened
biggening
bigger
biggest
biggety
biggie
biggies
biggin
bigging
biggings
biggins
biggish
biggishness
biggity
biggonet
biggy
bigha
bighead
bigheaded
bigheads
bighearted
bigheartedly
bigheartedness
bighorn
bighorns
bight
bight's
bighted
bighting
bights
biglandular
biglenoid
biglot
bigly
bigmitt
bigmouth
bigmouthed
bigmouths
bigness
bignesses
bignonia
bignoniaceous
bignoniad
bignonias
bignou
bilbos
bilby
bilch
bilcock
bildar
bilder
bilders
bile
bilection
biletinned
biles
bilestone
bileve
bilewhit
bilge
bilge's
bilged
bilges
bilgewater
bilgeway
bilgier
bilgiest
bilging
bilgy
bilharzia
bilharzial
bilharziasis
bilharzic
bilharziosis
biliaric
biliary
bilate
biliation
bilic
bilicyanin
bilification
biliferous
bilification
bilifuscin
bilify
bilihumin
bilimi
bilimbi
bilimbing
bilimbis
biliment
bilinear
bilineate
bilineated
bilingual
bilingualism
bilinguality
bilingually
bilingual
bilingualist
bilingrin
bilinite
bilio
bilious
biliously
biliousness
biliprasin
bilipurpurin
bilipyrrhin
bilirubin
bilirubinemia
bilirubinic
bilirubinuria
biliteral
biliteralism
bilith
bilithon
biliverdic
biliverdin
bilixanthin
bilk
bilked
bilker
bilkers
bilking
bilkis
bilks
bill
billa
billable
billabong
billage
billard
billback
billbeetle
billbergia
billboard
billboard's
billboards
billbroking
billbug
billbugs
billot
billow
billowed
billowier
billowiest
billowness
billowing
billows
billowy
billposter
billposting
bills
billsticker
billsticking
billtong
billy
billyboy
billycan
billycans
billycock
billyer
billyhood
billyo
billywix
bilo
bilobate
bilobated
bilobe
bilobed
bilobiate
bilobular
bilocation
bilocellate
bilocular
biloculate
biloculine
bilocodont
biloquist
bilos
bilsh
bilsted
bilsteds
biltong
biltongs
biltongue
bim
bima
bimaculate
bimaculated
bimah
bimahs
bimalar
bimana
bimanal
bimane
bimanous
bimanual
bimanually
bimarginate
bimarine
bimas
bimastic
bimastism
bimastoid
bimasty
bimaxillary
bimbashi
bimbil
bimbo
bimboes
bimbos
bimeby
bimedial
bimensal
bimester
bimesters
bimestrial
bimetal
bimetalic
bimetalism
bimetallic
bimetallism
bimetallist
bimetallistic
bimetallists
bimets
bimethyl
bimethyils
bimillenary
bimillenial
bimillenium
bimillennia
bimillennium
bimillenniums
bimillionaire
bimillennia
binoculars
binoculate
binodal
binode
binodose
binodous
binomen
binomenclature
binominal
binomialism
binomially
binomials
binominal
binominated
binominous
binomy
binormal
binotic
binotonous
binous
binoxalate
binoxide
bins
bint
bintangor
bints
binturong
binuclear
binucleate
binucleated
binucleolate
binukau
bio
bioaccumulation
bioacoustics
bioactivities
bioactivity
bioassay
bioassayed
bioassaying
bioassays
bioastronautical
bioastronautics
bioavailability
biobibliographer
biobibliographic
biobibliographical
biobibliographies
biodynamics
biodyne
bioecologic
bioecological
bioecologically
bioecologies
bioecologist
bioecology
bioelectric
bioelectrical
bioelectricities
bioelectricity
bioelectrogenesis
bioelectrogenetic
bioelectrogenetically
bioelectronics
bioenergetics
bioengineering
bioenvironmental
bioenvironmental
bioethic
bioethics
biofeedback
bioflavinoid
bioflavonoid
biofog
biog
biogas
biogases
biogasses
biogen
biogenase
biogenesis
biogenesist
biogenetic
biogenetical
biogenetically
biogenetics
biogenic
biogenies
biogenous
biogens
biogeny
biogeochemical
biogeochemistry
biogeographer
biogeographers
biogeographic
biogeographical
biogeographically
biogeography
biognosis
biograph
biographee
biographer
biographer's
biographers
biographic
biographical
biographically
biographies
biographist
biographize
biography
biography's
biohazard
bioherm
bioherms
bioinstrument
bioinstrumentation
biokinetics
biol
biolinguistics
biolite
biolith
biologese
biologic
biological
biologically
biologicohumanistic
biologics
biologies
biologism
biologist
biologist's
biologicistic
biologists
biologize
biology
bioluminescence
bioluminescent
biolyses
biolysis
biolytic
biomagnetic
biomagnetism
biomass
biomasses
biomaterial
biomathematics
biome
biomechanical
biomechanics
biomedical
biomedicine
biomes
biometeorology
biometer
biometric
biometrical
biometrically
biometrician
biometricist
biometrics
biomeries
biometrist
biometry
biomicroscope
biomicroscopies
biomicroscopy
biomorphic
bion
bional
bionenergy
bionic
bionics
bionomic
bionomical
bionomically
bionomics
bionomies
bionomist
bionomy
biont
biontic
bionts
biophage
biophagism
biophagous
biophagy
biophilous
biophor
biophore
biophotometer
biophotophone
biotelemetric
biotelemetries
biotelemetry
biotherapy
biotic
biotical
biotically
biotics
biotin
biotins
biotite
biotites
biotitic
biotope
biotopes
biotoxin
biotoxins
biotransformation
biotron
biotrons
biotype
biotypes
biotypic
biotypology
biovular
biovulate
bioxalate
bioxide
biozone
bipack
bipacks
bipaleolate
bipalmate
biparasitic
biparental
biparentally
biparietal
biparous
biparted
bipartible
bipartient
bipartile
bipartisan
bipartisanism
bipartianship
bipartite
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bipolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipolarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipolarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipolarize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biporose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biporous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipotentialities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipotentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biprism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biprong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipropellant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipunctal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipunctate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipunctual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipupillate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipyramidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipyridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bipyridyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquadrantal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquadrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquintile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biracial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biracialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biradial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biradiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biradiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biramose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biramous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchbark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bircher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birchwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birdbander</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bisection's
bisectional
bisectionally
bisections
bisector
bisector's
bisectors
bisectrices
bisectrix
bisects
bisegment
bisellia
bisellium
bisectate
biserial
biserially
biseriate
biseriately
biserrate
bises
biset
bisetose
bisetous
bisexed
bisext
bisexual
bisexualism
bisexuality
bisexually
bisexuals
bisexuals
bisexual
bisexualism
bisexual
bisexuality
bisexually
bisexuals
bisexual
bisexualism
bigslyoxaline
bish
bishop
bishop's
bishopbird
bishopdom
bishoped
bishopess
bishopful
bishophood
bishoping
bishopless
bishoplet
bishopslike
bishopling
bishopric
bishoprics
bishops
bishopscap
bishopship
bishopstool
bishopweed
bishydroxycoumarin
bisie
bisilic
bisilicate
bisiliqueous
bisimine
bisinuate
bisinuation
bisischadi
c
bisischeatic
bisk
biskop
bisks
bislings
bismanol
bismar
bismarck
bismarine
bismark
bisme
bismer
bismerpund
bismethyl
bismillah
bismite
bismuth
bismuthal
bismuthate
bismuthic
bismuthide
bismuthiferous
bismuthine
bismuthinite
bismuthite
bismuthous
bismuths
bismuthyl
bismutite
bismutoplagionite
bismutosmaltite
bismutosphaerite
bisnaga
bisnagas
bisognio
bison
bison's
bisonant
bisons
bisontine
bisphenoid
bispinose
bispinous
bispore
bisperous
bisque
bisques
bisquette
bissabol
bissellia
bisext
bisextile
bissextus
bisso
bisson
bissonata
bist
bistable
bistate
bistephanic
bister
bistered
bisters
bistetrazole
bisti
bistipular
bistipulate
bistipuled
bistort
bistorts
bistouries
bistournage
bistoury
bistratal
bistratose
bistre
bistred
bistres
bistriate
bistriazole
bistro
bistroic
bistros
bisubstituted
bisubstitution
bisulc
bisulcate
bisulculated
bisulfate
bisulfid
bisulfide
bisulfite
bisulphate
bisulphide
bisulphite
bisyllabic
bisyllabism
bisymmetric
bisymmetrical
bisymmetrically
bisymmetry
bisync
bit
bit's
bitable
bitake
bitangent
bitangential
bitanhol
bitartrate
bitbrace
bitch
bitch's
bitched
bitcheries
bitchery
bitches
bitchier
bitchiest
bitchily
bitchiness
bitching
bitchy
bite
biteable
bitech
bited
biteless
bitemporal
bitentaculate
biter
bitemate
bitemately
biters
bites
bitesheep
bitewing
bitewings
bitheism
biti
biting
bitingly
bitingness
bitless
bitmap
bitmapped
bitnet
bito
bitolyl
bitonal
bitonalities
bitonality
bitore
bitreadle
bitripartite
bitripinnatifid
bitriseptate
bitrochanteric
bits
bitser
bitstalk
bitstock
bitstocks
bitstone
bisy
bilt
bittacle
bitte
bitted
bitten
bitter
bitterbark
bitterblain
bitterbloom
bitterbrush
bitterbump
bitterbur
bitterbush
bituminiferous
bituminisation
bituminise
bituminised
bituminising
bituminization
bituminize
bituminized
bituminizing
bituminoid
bituminosis
bituminous
bitwise
bityte
bitypic
biune
biunial
biunique
biuniquely
biuniqueness
biunity
biunivocal
biurate
biurea
biuret
bivalence
bivalencies
bivalency
bivalent
bivalents
bivalve
bivalve's
bivalved
bivalves
bivalvian
bivalvous
bivalvular
bivane
bivariant
bivariate
bivascular
bivaulted
bivaulted
bivector
biventer
biventral
biverb
biverbal
bivial
bivinyl
bivinyls
bivious
bivittate
bivium
bivocal
bivocalized
bivoltine
bivoluminous
bivouac
bivouaced
bivouacked
bivouacking
bivouacks
bivouacs
bivvy
biwa
biweeklies
biweekly
biwinter
bixa
bixaceous
bixbyte
bixin
biyearly
biz
bizant
bizardite
bizarre
bizarrely
bizarreness
bizzarrerie
bizarres
bizcacha
bize
bizel
bizes
bizet
biznaga
biznagas
bizonal
bizeone
bizones
bizygomatic
bizz
bizzarro
bk
bkbndr
blamability
blamable
blamableness
blamably
blame
blameable
blameableness
blameably
blamed
blameful
blamefully
blamefulness
blameless
blamelessly
blamelessness
blamer
blamers
blames
blameworthiness
blameworthy
blaming
blamingly
blams
blan
blanc
blanca
blancard
blanch
blanche
blanched
blancher
blanchers
blanches
blanchi
blanchimeter
blanching
blanchingly
blancmange
blancmanger
blancmanges
blanco
blancs
bland
blanda
blandation
blander
blandest
blandiloquence
blastophyllum
blastoporal
blastopore
blastoporic
blastoporphyritic
blastosphere
blastospheric
blastostyar
blastostyle
blastozooid
blastplate
blasts
blastula
blastulae
blastular
blastulas
blastulation
blastule
blasty
blat
blatancies
blatancy
blatant
blatantly
blatch
blatchang
blate
blately
blateness
blateration
blateroon
blather
blathered
blatherer
blathering
blathers
blatherskite
blatherskites
blathery
blatiform
blatjang
blats
blatta
blatted
blatter
blatterer
blattering
blepharism
blepharitic
blepharitis
blepharoadenitis
blepharoadenoma
blepharoatheroma
blepharoblennorhrea
blepharocarcinoma
blepharochalasis
blepharochromidrosis
blepharoclonus
blepharocoloboma
blepharoconjunctivitis
blepharodiastasis
blepharodyschroia
blepharohepatidrosis
blepharolithiasis
blepharomelasma
blepharoncisis
blepharoncus
blepharophimosis
blepharophryoplasty
blepharophthalmia
blepharophyma
blepharooplast
blepharoplastcic
blepharoplasty
blepharoplegia
blepharoptosis
blepharopyorrhea
blepharorrhaphy
blepharospasm
blepharospath
blepharosphincterectomy
blepharostat
blepharostenosis
blepharosynthesis
blepharosyndesmitis
blepharosynechia
blepharotomy
blepharydatis
blerere
blesbok
blesboks
blesbuck
blesbucks
blesmol
blesss
blites
blithe
blithebread
blitheful
blithefully
blithehearted
blithelike
blithely
blithemeat
blithen
blitheness
blither
blithered
blithering
blithers
blithesome
blithesomely
blithesomeness
blithest
blitter
blitz
blitz's
blitzbuggy
blitzed
blitzes
blitzing
blitzkrieg
blitzkrieged
blitzkrieging
blitzkriegs
blizz
blizzard
blizzard's
blizzardly
blizzardous
blizzards
blizzardy
blk
blksize
blo
bloat
bloated
bloatedness
bloater
bloaters
bloating
bloats
blob
bloodspilling
bloodstain
bloodstain's
bloodstained
bloodstainedness
bloodstains
bloodstanch
bloodstock
bloodstone
bloodstones
bloodstream
bloodstreams
bloodstroke
bloodsuck
bloodsucker
bloodsuckers
bloodsucking
bloodtest
bloodthirst
bloodthirster
bloodthirstier
bloodthirstieth
bloodthirstily
bloodthirstiness
bloodthirsting
bloodthirsty
bloodweed
bloodwit
bloodwite
bloodwood
bloodworm
bloodwort
bloodworthy
bloody
bloodybones
bloodying
blooey
blooie
bloom
bloomage
bloomed
bloomer
bloomeries
bloomerism
bloomers
bloomery
bloomfell
bloomier
bloomiest
blooming
bloomingly
bloomingness
bloomkin
bloomless
blooms
bloomy
bloop
blooped
blooper
bloopers
blooping
bloops
blooth
blore
blosmy
blossom
blossombill
blossomed
blossomhead
blossoming
blossomless
blossonry
blossoms
blossomtime
blossomy
blot
blot's
blotch
blotched
blotches
blotchier
blotchiest
blotchily
blotchiness
blotching
blotchy
blote
blotless
blotlessness
blots
blotted
blotter
blotters
blottesque
blottesquely
blottier
blubber
blubbered
blubberer
blubberers
blubberhead
blubbering
blubberingly
blubberman
blubberous
blubbers
blubbery
blubbing
blucher
bluchers
bludge
bludged
bludgeon
bludgeoned
bludgeoneer
bludgeoner
bludgeoning
bludgeons
bludger
bludging
blue
blueback
blueball
blueballs
bluebead
bluebeard
bluebell
bluebelled
bluebells
blueberries
blueberry
blueberry's
bluebill
bluebills
bluebird
bluebird's
bluebirds
blueblack
blueblaw
blueblood
blueblossom
blueblossom
bluebonnet
bluebonnet's
bluebonnets
bluntie
blunting
bluntish
bluntishness
bluntly
bluntness
blunts
blup
blur
blur's
blurb
blurbist
blurbs
blurping
blurred
blurredly
blurredness
blurrer
blurrier
blurriest
blurrily
blurriness
blurring
blurringly
blurry
blurs
blurt
blurted
blurter
blurters
blurting
blurtts
blush
blushed
blusher
blushter
blushers
blushes
blushet
blushful
blushfully
blushfulness
blushiness
blushing
blushingly
blushless
blusht
blushwort
blushy
bluster
blusteringation
blustered
blusterer
blusterers
blustering
blusteringingly
blusterous
blusterously
blusters
blustery
blutwurst
blvd
blype
blypes
bm
bn
bnf
bo
bo's'n
boa
boagane
boanergean
boanerges
boanergism
boanthropy
boar
boarcite
board
boardable
boardbill
boarded
boarder
boarders
boarding
boardinghouse
boardinghouse's
boardinghouses
boardings
boardlike
boardly
boardman
boardmanship
boardmen
boardroom
boards
boardsmanship
boardwalk
bobs
bobsled
bobsledded
bobsledder
bobsleders
bobsledding
bobsledded
bobsleeding
bobsleds
bobsleigh
bobstay
bobstays
bobtail
bobtailed
bobtailing
bobtails
bobwhite
bobwhite's
bobwhites
bobwood
boc
boca
bocaccio
bocaccios
bocage
bocal
bocard
bocasin
bocasine
bocca
bocaccio
boccale
boccarella
boccaro
bocce
bocces
boci
boccia
boccias
boccie
boccies
boccis
bocconia
boce
bocedization
boche
bocher
boches
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bodied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bodier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodieron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodikin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodiless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodilessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodiliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodilize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodkinwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodleian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodonid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodrage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodstick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybuild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybuilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybuilder's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybuilders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodybuilding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodycheck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyguard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyguard's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyguards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodykins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodymaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodymaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodyshirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodysuit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bodysuits
bodysurf
bodysurfed
bodysurfer
bodysurfing
bodysurfs
bodywear
bodyweight
bodywise
bodywood
bodywork
bodyworks
boe
boehmenism
boehmite
boehmites
boeing
boeotarch
boeotia
boeotian
boer
boers
boettner
boff
boffin
boffins
boffo
boffola
boffolas
boffos
boffs
bog
bog's
boga
bogach
bogan
bogans
bogard
bogart
bogatyr
bogbean
bogbeans
bogberries
bogberry
boget
bogey
bogeyed
bogeying
boilermakers
boilermaking
boilerman
boilerplate
boilers
boilersmith
boilerworks
boilery
boiling
boilinglike
boilingly
boiloff
boiloffs
boilover
boils
boily
boing
boise
boiserie
boiseries
boisseau
boisseaux
boist
boisterous
boisterously
boisterousness
boistous
boistously
boistousness
boite
boites
boithrin
bojite
bojo
bokadam
bokard
bokark
boke
bokmakierie
boko
bokom
bokos
bol
bola
bolar
bolas
bolases
bolbanac
bolita
bolivar
bolivares
bolivarite
bolivars
bolivia
bolivian
boliviano
bolivianos
bolivians
bolivias
bolk
boll
bollandist
bollard
bollards
bolled
bollen
boller
bollies
bolling
bollito
bollix
bollixed
bollixes
bollixing
bollock
bollocks
bollox
bolloxed
bolloxes
bolloxing
bolls
bollworm
bollworms
bolly
bolo
boloball
boloed
bologna
bolognas
bolograph
bolographic
bolographically
bologna
boloing
boloism
boloman
boltings
bolttess
boltlike
boltemaker
boltemaking
boltonia
boltonias
boltonite
boltrope
boltopes
bolts
boltsmith
boltspreet
boltstrake
boltuprightness
boltwork
bolty
bolus
boluses
bom
boma
bomb
bombable
bombacaceous
bombace
bombard
bombarde
bombarded
bombardelle
bombarder
bombardier
bombardiers
bombarding
bombardman
bombardmen
bombardment
bombardments
bombardo
bombardon
bombards
bombasine
bombast
bombaster
bombastic
bombastical
bombastically
bombasticness
bombastry
bombasts
bombax
bombay
bombazeen
bombazet
bombazette
bombazine
bombe
bombed
bomber
bombernickel
bombers
bombes
bombesin
bombesins
bombic
bombiccite
bombilate
bombilation
bombilla
bombillas
bombinate
bombinating
bombination
bombing
bombings
bomble
bombline
bombload
bombloads
bombo
bombola
bombonne
bombora
bombous
bombproof
bombs
bombshell
bombshells
bombssight
bombssights
bombus
bombycid
bombycids
bombyciform
bombycine
bombycinous
bombylious
bombyx
bombyxes
bomi
bomos
bon
bona
bonace
bonaci
bonacis
bonagh
bonaght
bonailie
bonair
bonaire
bonairly
bonairness
bonally
bonamano
bonang
bonanza
bonanza's
bonanzas
bonapartism
bonapartist
bonassus
bonasus
bonaught
bonaventure
bonavist
bonbon
bonbonniere
bonbonnieres
bonbons
bonce
bonchief
bond
bondable
bondage
bondager
bondages
bondar
bonded
bonder
bonderize
bonderman
bonders
bondfolk
bonelessness
bonelet
bonelike
boner
boners
bones
boneset
bonesets
bonesetter
bonesetting
boneshaker
boneshave
boneshaw
bonetail
bonete
bonetta
bonewood
bonework
bonewort
boney
boneyard
boneyards
bonfire
bonfire's
bonfires
bong
bongar
bonged
bonging
bongo
bongoes
bongoist
bongoists
bongos
bongrace
bongs
bonhomie
bonhomies
bonhomme
bonhommie
bonhomous
bonhomously
boniata
bonier
boniest
boniface
bonifaces
bonification
boniform
bonify
bonilass
boniness
boninesses
boning
boninite
bonism
bonita
bonitarian
bonitary
bonitas
bonito
bonitoes
bonitos
bonity
bonjour
bonk
bonked
bonkers
bonking
bonks
bonnaz
bonne
bonnering
bonnes
bonnet
bonneted
bonneter
bonnethead
bonnetiere
bonnetieres
bonneting
bonnetless
bonnetlike
bonnetman
bonnetmen
bonnets
bonnibel
bonnie
bonnier
bonniest
bonnily
bonniness
bonnive
bonnne
bonnnes
bonnock
boobos
boobs
booby
boobyalla
boobyish
boobyism
bood
boodh
boodie
boodle
boodled
boodledom
boodleism
boodleize
boodler
boodlers
boodles
boodling
boody
booed
boof
boogaloo
booger
boogerman
boogers
boogeyman
boogeymen
boogie
boogies
boogiewoogie
boogum
boogyman
boogymen
boohoo
boohooed
boohooing
boohoos
booking
boojum
book
bookable
bookbind
bookbinder
bookbinderies
bookbinders
bookbindery
bookbinding
bookboard
bookcase
bookcase's
bookcases
bookcraft
bookdealer
bookdom
booked
bookend
bookends
booker
bookers
bookery
bookfair
bookfold
bookful
bookholder
bookhood
bookie
bookie's
bookies
bookiness
booking
bookings
bookish
bookishly
bookishness
bookism
bookit
bookkeep
bookkeeper
bookkeeper's
bookkeepers
bookkeeping
bookkeeps
bookland
booklear
bookless
booklet
booklet's
booklets
booklice
booklift
booklike
bookling
booklists
booklore
booklores
booklouse
booklover
bookmaker
bookmakers
bookmaking
bookman
bookmark
bookmark
bookmarker
bookmarks
bookmate
bookmen
bookmobile
bookmobiles
bookmonger
bookplate
bookplates
bookpress
bookrack
bookracks
bookrest
bookrests
bookroom
books
bookseller
bookseller's
booksellerish
booksellerism
booksellers
bookselling
bookshelf
bookshelf's
bookshelves
bookshop
bookshops
bookstack
bookstall
bookstand
bookstore
bookstore's
bookstores
booksy
bookward
bookwards
bookways
bookwise
bookwork
bookworm
bookworms
bookwright
booth
boothage
boothale
boothel
boother
boothes
boothite
bootholder
boothose
booths
bootie
bootied
booties
bootikin
bootikins
booting
bootjack
bootjacks
bootlace
bootlaces
bootle
bootleg
bootleger
bootlegged
bootlegger
bootlegger's
bootleggers
bootlegging
bootlegs
bootless
bootlessly
bootlessness
bootlick
bootlicked
bootlicker
bootlickers
bootlicking
bootlicks
bootloader
bootmaker
bootmaking
bootman
bootprint
boots
bootstrap
bootstrap's
bootstrapped
bootstrapping
bootstraps
boottop
boottopping
booty
bootyless
booze
boozed
boozehound
boozier
boozers
boozes
boozer
boozy
bop
bopeep
bopped
bopper
boppers
bopping
boppist
bops
bopster
bopyrid
bopyridian
bor
bora
borable
boraces
borachio
boracic
boraciferous
boracite
boracites
boracium
boracous
borage
borages
boragineous
boragineous
borak
boral
borane
boranes
boras
borasca
borasco
borasque
borasqueborate
borassus
borate
borated
borates
borating
borax
boraxes
borazon
borazons
borborygm
borborygmatic
borborygmi
borborygmic
borborygmies
borborygmus
bord
bordage
bordar
bordarius
bordeaux
bordel
bordelaise
bordello
bordello's
bordellos
bordels
border
bordereau
bordereaux
bordered
borderer
borderers
bordering
borderings
borderism
borderland
borderland's
borderlander
borderlands
borderless
borderlight
borderline
borderlines
boride
borides
borine
boring
boringly
boringness
borings
borish
borism
borith
borities
bority
borize
borlase
borley
born
bornan
bornane
borne
borneo
borneol
borneols
borning
bornite
bornites
bornitic
bornyl
boro
borocalcite
borocarbide
borocitrate
borofluohydric
borofluoric
borofluoride
borofluorin
boroglycerate
boroglyceride
boroglycerine
borohydride
borolanite
boron
boronatrocalkite
boronia
boronic
borons
borophenol
borophenylic
borosalicylate
bos
bos'n
boscage
boscages
bosch
boschbok
boschboks
boschvark
boschveld
bose
boser
bosey
bosh
boshbok
boshboks
bosher
boshes
boshvark
boshvarks
bosjesman
bosk
boskage
boskages
bosker
bosket
boskets
boskier
boskiest
boskiness
boskopoid
bosks
bosky
bosn
bosom
bosom's
bosomed
bosomer
bosominess
bosoming
bosoms
bosomy
boson
bosonic
bosons
bosporus
bosque
bosques
bosquet
bouchette
bouchon
bouchons
boucl
boucle
boucles
boud
bouderie
boudeuse
boudin
boudoir
boudoiresque
boudoirs
bouet
bouffage
bouffancy
bouffant
bouffante
bouffants
bouffe
bouffes
bouffon
bougainvillae
bougainvillaeas
bougainvillea
bougar
bouge
bougee
bougeron
bouget
bough
bough's
boughed
boughless
boughpot
boughpots
boughs
bought
boughten
boughy
bougie
bogies
bouillabaisse
bouilli
bouillon
bouillone
bouillons
bouk
boukit
boul
boulanger
boulangerite
boulder
boulder's
bouldered
boulderhead
bouldering
boulders
bouldery
boule
boules
bouleteria
bouleuterion
boulevard
boulevard's
boulevardier
boulevardiens
boulevardize
boulevards
bouleverse
bouleversement
boulework
boulimia
boulimy
boulle
boulles
boullework
boult
boultel
boultell
boulter
boulterer
boun
bounce
bounceable
bounceably
bounceback
bounced
bouncer
bouncers
bounces
bouncier
bounciest
bouncily
bounciness
bouncing
bouse
boused
bouser
bouses
bousing
bousouki
bousoukia
bousoukis
boussingaultite
boustrophedon
boustrophedonic
bousy
bout
bout's
boutade
boutefeu
boutel
boutell
bouteria
bouteselle
boutique
boutiques
buto
bouton
boutonniere
boutonnières
boutons
boutré
bouts
boutylka
bouvardia
bouvier
bouviers
bouw
bouzouki
bouzoukia
bouzoukis
bovarism
bovarist
bovaristic
bovarysm
bovate
bove
bovenland
bovey
bovicide
boviculture
bovid
boyism
boyla
boylas
boylike
boylikeness
boyo
boyology
boyos
boys
boysenberries
boysenberry
boyship
boyuna
boza
bozal
bozine
bozo
bozos
bozze
bozzetto
bp
bpi
bps
bpt
br
br'er
bra
bra's
braata
brab
brabagious
brabant
brabble
brabbled
brabblement
brabbler
brabblers
brabbles
brabbling
brabblingly
braca
bracae
braccae
braccate
braccia
bracciale
braccianite
braccio
brace
braced
bracelet
bracelet's
braceleted
bracelets
bracer
bracero
bracers
bracery
braces
brach
brache
brachelytrous
bracherer
brachering
braches
brachet
brachets
brachia
brachial
brachialgia
brachialis
brachials
brachiate
brachiated
brachiating
brachiation
brachiator
brachiferous
brachigerous
brachiocephalic
brachiocrural
brachiocubital
brachiocyllosis
brachiofacial
brachiofaciolingual
brachioganoid
brachiolaria
brachiolarian
brachiopod
brachiopode
brachiopodist
brachiopodus
brachioradial
brachioradialis
brachiorrhachidian
brachiorrheuma
brachiosaur
brachiosaurus
brachiostrophosis
brachiotomy
brachistocephali
brachistocephalic
brachistocephalous
brachistocephaly
brachistochrone
brachistochronic
brachistochronous
brachium
brachman
brachtmema
brachyaxis
brachycardia
brachycatalectic
brachycephal
brachycephales
brachycephali
brachycephalic
brachycephalies
brachycephalism
brachycephalization
brachycephalize
brachycephalous
brachycephaly
brachyceral
brachyceric
brachycerous
brachychronic
brachycnemic
brachycranial
brachycranic
brachycrany
brachydactyl
brachydactyli
brachydactylic
brachydactylism
brachydactyious
brachydactyly
brachydodrome
brachydromous
brachydomatic
brachydome
brachydont
brachydontism
brachyfacial
brachyglossal
brachynathia
brachynathism
brachynathous
brachygrapher
brachygraphic
brachygraphical
brachygraphy
brachyhieric
brachylogies
brachylogy
brachymetropia
brachymetropic
brachyphalangia
brachypleural
brachypleural
brachyneu
brachypodine
brachypodous
brachyprism
brachyprosopic
brachypterous
brachyprismatic
brachyrrhinia
brachysclereid
brachyskeletal
brachysmatic
brachystaphylia
brachystaphylial
brachystichon
brachystichous
brachyuric
brachyuric
bracing
bracingly
bracingness
bracings
braciola
bradysot
bradyacousia
bradyauxesis
bradyauxetic
bradyauxetically
bradycardia
bradycardic
bradyc痬ma
bradycinesia
bradycrotic
bradydactylyia
bradyesthesia
bradyglossia
bradykinesia
bradykinesis
bradykinetic
bradykinin
bradylalia
bradylexia
bradylogia
bradyenosus
bradypepsia
bradypepsy
bradypeptic
bradypaghia
bradyphasia
bradypHEMA
bradypHRAH
bradypneumia
bradypnea
bradypnoea
bradypod
bradypode
bradypodoid
bradysseism
bradysseismal
bradysseismic
bradysseismical
bradysseismism
bradyspermatism
bradysphygmia
bradystalsis
bradyteleocinesia
bradyteleokinesis
bradytelic
bradytelty
bradytocia
bradytrophic
brainiest
brainily
braininess
braining
brainish
brainless
brainlessly
brainlessness
brainlike
brainpan
brainpans
brainpower
brains
brainsick
brainsickly
brainsickness
brainstem
brainstem's
brainstems
brainstone
brainstorm
brainstorm's
brainstormer
brainstorming
brainstorms
brainteaser
brainteasers
brainward
brainwash
brainwashed
brainwasher
brainwashers
brainwashes
brainwashing
brainwashjing
brainwater
brainwave
brainwood
brainwork
brainworker
brainy
braird
brairded
brairding
braireau
brairo
braise
braised
branchedness
brancher
branchery
branches
branchful
branchi
branchia
branchiae
branchial
branchiate
branchicolous
branchier
branchiest
branchiferous
branchiform
branchihyal
branchiness
branching
branchings
branchiocardiacean
branchiogenous
branchiomere
branchiomeric
branchiomerism
branchiopallial
branchiopneustic
branchiopod
branchiopodan
branchiopodous
branchiopoo
branchiopulmonate
branchiosaur
branchiosaurian
branchiostegai
branchiostegan
branchiostege
branchiostegite
branchiostegous
branchiostomid
branchiostomous
branchireme
branchiurous
branchless
branchlet
branchlike
branchling
branchman
branchstand
branky
branle
branles
branned
branner
brannerite
branners
brannier
branniest
brannigan
branniness
branning
branny
brans
bransle
bransles
bransolder
brant
brantail
brantails
brantcorn
brantle
brantness
brants
branular
braquemard
brarow
bras
brasen
brasero
braseros
brash
brasher
brashes
brashest
brashier
brashiest
brashiness
brashly
brashness
brashy
brasier
brasiers
brasil
brasilein
brasilete
brasiletto
brasilia
brat's
bratchet
bratina
bratling
brats
bratstva
bratstvo
brattach
brattice
bratticed
bratticer
brattices
bratticing
brattie
brattier
brattiest
brattiness
brattish
brattishing
brattle
brattled
brattles
brattling
bratty
bratwurst
braula
brauna
braunite
braunites
braunschweiger
brava
bravade
bravado
bravadoed
bravadoes
bravadoing
bravadoism
bravados
bravas
brave
braved
bravehearted
bravely
braveness
braver
braveries
bravers
bravery
brayed
brayer
brayera
brayerin
brayers
brayette
braying
brays
braystone
braza
brazas
braze
brazed
brazee
brazen
brazened
brazenface
brazenfaced
brazenfacedly
brazenfacedness
brazening
brazenly
brazenness
brazens
brazer
brazera
brazers
brazes
brazier
brazier's
braziers
braziery
brazil
brazilin
brazillet
brazilette
braziletto
brazilian
brazilianite
brazilians
brazilin
brazilins
brazilite
brazils
brazilwood
brazing
breach
breached
breacher
breaghe
break
breakability
breakable
breakableness
breakables
breakably
breakage
breakages
breakaway
breakax
breakaxe
breakback
breakbone
breakbones
breakdown
breakdown's
breakdowns
breaker
breakerman
breakermen
breakers
breakfast
breakfasted
breakfaster
breakfasters
breakfasting
breakfastless
breakfasts
breakfront
breakfronts
breaking
breakings
breakless
breaklist
breakneck
breakoff
breakout
breakouts
breakover
breakpoint
breakpoint's
breakpoints
breaks
breakshugh
breakstone
breakthrough
breakthrough's
breakthroughs
breakthroughs
breakup
breakups
breakwater
breakwater's
breakwaters
breakweather
breakwind
bream
breamed
breaming
breams
breeards
breast
breastband
breastbeam
breastbone
breastbones
breasted
breaster
breastfast
breastfeeding
breastful
breastheight
breasthook
breastie
breasting
breastless
breastmark
breastpiece
breastpin
breastplate
breastplates
breastplough
breastplow
breastrail
breastrope
breasts
breaststroke
breaststroker
breaststrokes
breastsummer
breastweed
breastwise
breastwood
breastwork
breastwork's
breastworks
breath
breathability
breathable
breathableness
breathalyse
breathe
breatheableness
breathed
breather
breathers
breathes
breathful
breathier
breathiest
breathily
breathiness
breathing
breathingly
breathless
breathlessly
breathlessness
breaths
breathseller
breathtaking
breathtakingly
breathy
breba
breccia
breccial
breccias
brecciate
brecciated
brecciating
brecciation
brecham
brechams
brechan
brechans
brecht
brechtian
brecia
breck
brecken
bred
bredbergite
brede
bredes
breeziness
breezing
breezy
bregma
bregmata
bregmate
bregmatic
brehon
brehonia
brehonship
brei
breird
breislakite
breithauptite
brekkle
brekky
brelan
brelaw
breloque
brember
breme
bremely
bremeness
bremsstrahlung
bren
brended
brendice
brennage
brennschluss
brens
brent
brents
brephic
brerd
brere
bressomer
bressummer
brest
bret
bretelle
bretesse
breth
brethel
brethren
brethrenism
breton
bretons
brett
brettice
bretwalda
breunnerite
brev
breva
breve
breves
brevet
breveties
brevetcy
brevete
brevetted
breveting
brevets
brevetted
brevetting
brevi
breviaries
breviary
breviate
breviature
brevicauda
brevicaudate
brevicipitid
brevicomis
brevionic
brevier
breviers
brevifoliate
breviger
brevilingual
breviloquence
breviloquent
breviped
brevipen
brevipenmate
breviradiate
brevirostral
brevirostrate
brevis
brevit
brevities
brevity
brew
brewage
brewages
brewed
brewer
bricole
bricoles
brid
bridal
bridale
bridaler
bridally
bridals
bridalty
bride
bride's
bridebed
bridebowl
bridecake
bridechamber
bridecup
bridegod
bridegroom
bridegrooms
bridegroomship
bridehead
bridehood
bridehouse
brideknot
bridelace
brideless
bridelike
bridelope
bridely
bridemaid
bridedamid
bridedamiden
bridedamidship
brideman
brides
brideship
bridesmaid
bridesmaid's
bridesmaiding
bridesmaids
bridesman
bridesmen
bridgetake
bridewain
brideweek
bridewell
bridewort
bridge
bridgeable
bright
brighten
brightened
brightener
brighteners
brightening
brightens
brighter
brightest
brighteyes
brightish
brightly
brightness
brights
brightsmith
brightsome
brightsomeness
brightwork
brigous
brigs
brigail
brigue
brigued
briguer
briguine
brike
brill
brillante
brilliance
briliances
briliancy
brilliandeer
brilliant
brilliantine
briliantined
briliantly
briliantness
brilliants
briliantwise
briloiollette
brillolette
brills
brim
brimborion
brimborium
brimful
brimfull
brimfullness
brinies
briniest
brininess
brining
brinish
brinishness
brinjal
brinjaree
brinjarries
brinjarry
brinjaul
brink
brinkless
brinkmanship
brinks
brinksmanship
brinny
brins
brinsell
brinston
briny
brio
brioche
brioches
briulet
briollette
briollettes
brionies
brionine
briony
brios
brique
briquet
briquets
briquette
briquettied
briquettes
briquetting
brisa
brisance
brisances
brisant
brisbane
briscola
brise
briseis
brisement
brises
brisk
brisked
brisken
briskened
briskening
brisker
briskest
brisket
briskets
brisking
briskish
briskly
briskness
brisks
brisky
brisling
brislings
brisque
briss
brisses
brist
bristle
bristlebird
bristlecone
bristled
bristleless
bristlelike
bristlemouth
bristlemouths
bristler
bristles
bristletail
bristlewort
bristlier
bristliest
bristliness
bristling
bristly
bristol
bristols
brisure
brit
britain
britannia
britannic
britannica
britany
britchel
broadswords
broadtail
broadthroat
broadway
broadways
broadwife
broadwise
broadwives
brob
brobdingnag
brobdingnagian
brocade
brocaded
brocades
brocading
brocage
brocard
brocardic
brocatel
brocatelle
brocatello
brocatels
broccoli
broccolis
broch
brochan
brochant
brochantite
broche
brochette
brochettes
brochidodromous
brocho
brochophony
brocht
brochure
brochure's
brochures
brock
brockage
brockages
brocked
brocket
brockets
brockish
brockle
brocks
brocoli
brocolis
brod
brodder
broddle
brodee
brodeglass
brodekin
brodequin
broderer
broderie
brodie
brodyaga
brodyagi
broeboe
brog
brogan
brogans
brogger
broggerite
broggle
brogh
brogue
brogued
brogueful
brogueneer
broguer
brogueries
broguery
brogues
broguing
broguish
broid
broiden
broider
broidered
broiderer
broideress
broideries
broidering
broiders
broidery
broigne
broil
broiled
broiler
broilers
broilery
broiling
broilingly
troils
brokage
brokages
broke
broken
brokenhearted
brokenheartedly
brokenheartedness
brokenly
brokenness
broker
brokerage
brokerages
brokeress
brokerly
brokers
brokership
brokery
brokes
broking
broletti
broletto
brolda
broll
brollies
brolly
broma
bromacetalnilide
bromacetate
bromacetic
bromacetone
bromal
bromalbumin
bromals
bromamide
bromargyrite
bromate
bromated
bromates
bromating
bromatium
bromatology
bromaurate
bromauric
brombenzamide
brombenzene
brombenzyl
bromcamphor
bromcresol
brome
bromegrass
bromeigon
bromeikon
bromeliaceous
bromeliad
bromelin
bromelins
bromellite
bromeosin
bromes
bromethyl
bromethylene
bromgelatin
bromhidrosis
bromhydrate
bromhydric
bromic
bromid
bromide
bromide's
bromides
bromidic
bromidically
bromidrosiphobia
bromidrosis
bromids
bromin
brominate
brominated
brominating
bromination
bromindigo
bromine
bromines
brominism
brominize
bromins
bromiodide
bromisation
bromise
bromised
bromising
bromism
bromisms
bromite
bromization
bromize
bromized
bromizer
bromizes
bromizing
bromlite
bromo
bromoacetone
bromoaurate
bromoaurates
bromoauric
bromobenzene
bromobenzyl
bromocamphor
bromochloromethane
bromochlorophenol
bromocresol
bromocyanid
bromocyanidation
bromocyanide
bromocyanogen
bromodeoxyuridine
bromoethylene
bromoform
bromogelatin
bromohydrate
bromohydrin
bromoil
bromoiotid
bromoiophor
bromoiodicism
bromoiotidized
bromoketone
bromol
bromomania
bromomenorrhea
bromomethane
bromometric
bromometrical
bromometrically
bromometry
bromonaphthalene
bromophenol
bromopicrin
bromopicrin
bromopnea
bromoprotein
bronchodilator
bronchoegophony
bronchoesophagoscopy
bronchogenic
bronchographic
bronchography
bronchohemorrhagia
broncholemmitis
broncholith
broncholithiasis
bronchomotor
bronchomucormycosis
bronchomycosis
bronchopathy
bronchophonic
bronchophony
bronchophtisis
bronchoplasty
bronchoplegia
bronchopleurisy
bronchopneumonia
bronchopneumonic
bronchopulmonary
bronchorrhagia
bronchorrhaphy
bronchorrhea
bronchos
bronchoscope
bronchoscopic
bronchoscopically
bronchoscopist
bronchscopy
bronchospasm
bronchostenosis
bronchostomies
bronchostomy
bronchotetany
bronchotome
bronchotomist
bronchotomy
bronchotracheal
bronchotyphoid
bronchotyphus
bronchovesicular
bronchus
bronco
broncobuster
broncobusters
broncobusting
brons
bronzes
brongniardite
brons
brontophobias
bronteum
bronted
brontides
brontogram
brontograph
brontolite
brontolith
brontology
brontometer
brontophobia
brontops
brontosaur
brontosauri
brontosaurus
brontosaurs
brontosaurus
brontosaurus
brontosaurus
brontosaurus
brontoscopy
brontothere
bronzes
broo
brooch
brooch's
brooched
brooches
brooching
brood
brooded
brooder
brooders
broodier
broodiest
broodily
broodiness
brooding
broodingly
broodless
broodlet
broodling
broodmare
broods
broodsac
broody
brook
brookable
brooked
brookflower
brookie
brookier
brookiest
brooking
brookite
brookites
brookless
brooklet
brooklets
brooklike
brooklime
brooklyn
brooks
brookside
brookweed
brooky
brool
broom
broom's
broomball
broomballer
broombush
broomcorn
broomed
brothered
brotherhood
brothering
brotherless
brotherlike
brotherliness
brotherly
brotherred
brothers
brothership
brotherwort
brothier
brothiest
broths
brothy
brotocrystal
brott
brotula
brotulid
brotuliform
brouette
brough
brougham
broughams
brought
broughta
broughtas
brouhaha
brouhahas
brouille
brouillon
brouze
brow
brow's
browache
browallia
browband
browbands
browbeat
browbeaten
browbeater
browbeating
browbeats
browbound
browd
browden
browed
browet
browis
browless
browman
brown
brownback
browned
browner
brownest
brownian
brownie
brownie's
brownier
brownies
browniest
browniness
browning
brownish
brownishness
brownism
brownly
brownness
brownnose
brownnoser
browntout
browntouts
brownprint
browns
brownshirt
brownstone
brownstones
browntail
browntop
brownweed
browntort
browny
brownpiece
browpost
brows
browsability
browsage
browse
browsed
browser
browsers
browses
browsick
browsing
browst
brunswick
brunt
brunts
bruscha
bruscus
brush
brushability
brushable
brushback
brushball
brushbird
brushbush
brushcut
brushed
brusher
brushers
brushes
brushet
brushfire
brushfire's
brushfires
brushful
brushier
brushiest
brushiness
brushing
brushite
brushland
brushless
brushlessness
brushlet
brushlike
brushmaker
brushmaking
brushman
brushmen
brushoff
brushoffs
brushopper
brushproof
brushup
brushups
brushwood
brushwork
brushy
brusk
brusker
bruskest
brusky
brusknness
brusque
brusquely
brusqueness
brusquer
brusquerie
brusquest
brussel
brussels
brustle
brustled
brustling
brusure
brut
brutage
brutal
brutalisation
brutalise
brutalised
brutalising
brutalism
brutalist
brutalitarian
brutalitarianism
brutalities
brutality
brutalization
brutalize
brutalized
brutalizes
brutalizing
brutally
brutalness
brute
brute's
bruted
brutedom
brutelike
brutely
bruteness
brutes
brutification
brutified
brutifies
brutify
brutifying
bruting
bubukle
bucare
bucayo
bucca
buccal
buccally
buccan
buccaned
buccaneer
buccaneering
buccaneerish
buccaneers
buccaning
buccanned
buccanning
buccaro
buccate
bucchero
buccheros
buccin
buccina
buccinae
buccinal
buccinator
buccinatory
bucciniform
buccinoid
buccinum
buccobranchial
buccocervical
buccogingival
buccolabial
buccolinguial
bucconasal
buccopharyngeal
buccula
bucculae
buccellas
bucentaur
bucentur
bucephalus
buchanan
bucharest
buchite
buchnerite
buchonite
buchu
buck
buckaroo
buckaroos
buckass
buckayro
buckayros
buckbean
buckbeans
buckberry
buckboard
buckboard's
buckboards
buckbrush
buckbush
bucked
buckeer
buckeens
bucker
buckeroo
buckeroos
buckers
bucket
bucket's
bucketed
bucketeer
bucketer
bucketful
bucketfull
bucketfuls
bucketing
bucketmaker
bucketmaking
bucketman
buckets
bucketsful
bucketshop
bucketty
buckeye
buckeyed
buckeyes
buckhorn
buckhound
buckhounds
buckie
bucking
buckish
buckishly
buckishness
buckism
budger
budgeree
budgereegah
budgerigah
budgerigar
budgerigars
budgero
budgerow
budgers
budgerygah
budges
budget
budgetary
budgeted
budgeteer
budgeter
budgeters
budgetful
budgeting
budgets
budgie
budgies
budging
budgy
budless
budlet
budlike
budling
budmash
buds
budtime
budwood
budworm
budzart
budzat
buenas
bueno
buenos
bufagin
buff
buff's
buffa
buffability
buffable
buffalo
buffaloback
buffaloed
buffaloes
buffy
bufidin
bufo
bufonid
bufonite
bufotalin
bufotenin
bufotene
bufotoxin
bug
bug's
bugaboo
bugaboos
bugala
bugan
bugara
bugbane
bugbanes
bugbear
bugbeardom
bugbearish
bugbears
bugbite
bugdom
bugeye
bugeye
bugeyes
bugfish
buggane
bugged
bugger
bugger's
buggered
buggeries
buggering
buggers
buggery
buggess
buggier
buggies
buggiest
bugginess
bugging
buggy
buggy's
buggymen
buggyman
bughead
bughouse
bughouses
bught
bugle
bugled
bugler
buglers
bugles
buglet
bugleweed
buglewort
bugling
bugloss
buglosses
bugologist
bugology
bugong
bugout
bugproof
bugre
bugs
bugseed
bugseeds
bugsha
bugshas
bugweed
bugwort
buhl
buhlbuhl
buhls
buhlwork
buhlworks
buhr
buhrmill
buhrs
buhrstone
buibui
buick
buicks
build
buildable
builded
builder
builders
building
buildingless
buildings
buildress
bulkish
bulks
bulky
bull
bulla
bullace
bullaces
bullae
bullalaria
bullamacow
bullan
bullaria
bullaries
bullarium
bullary
bullate
bullated
bullation
bullback
bullbaiting
bullbat
bullbats
bullbeggar
bullberry
bullbird
bullboat
bullcart
bullcomber
bulldog
bulldog's
bulldogged
bulldoggedness
bulldogger
bulldogging
bulldoggish
bulldoggishly
bulldoggishness
bulldoggy
bulldogism
bulldogs
bulldoze
bulldozed
bulldozer
bulldozers
bulldozes
bulldozing
bulldust
bulled
buller
bullescene
bullet
bullet's
bulleted
bulethead
buletheaded
buletheadedness
bulletin
bulletin's
bulletined
bulleting
bulletining
bulletins
bulletless
bulletlike
bulletmaker
bulletmaking
bulletproof
bulletproofed
bulletproofing
bulletproofs
bullets
bulletwood
bulley
bullfeast
bullfice
bullfight
bullfighter
bullfighters
bullfighting
bullfights
bullfinch
bullfinches
bullfist
bullflower
bullfoot
bullfrog
bullfrogs
bullgine
bullhead
bullheaded
bullheadedly
bullheadedness
bullheads
bullhide
bullhoof
bullhorn
bullhorns
bullied
bullier
bullies
bulliest
bulliform
bullimong
bulling
bullion
bullionism
bullionist
bullionless
bullions
bullish
bullishly
bullishness
bullism
bullit
bullition
bulllike
bullneck
bullnecked
bullnecks
bullnose
bullnoses
bullnut
bullock
bullocker
bullockman
bullocks
bullocky
bullose
bullous
bullpates
bullpen
bullpens
bullpoll
bullpout
bullpouts
bullpup
bullragged
bullragging
bullring
bullrings
bullroarer
bullrush
bullrushes
bulls
bult
bulltell
bulten
bulter
bultey
bultong
bultow
bulwand
bulwark
bulwarked
bulwarking
bulwarks
bum
bum's
bumaloe
bumaree
bumbailiff
bumbailiffship
bumbard
bumbarge
bumbass
bumbaste
bumbaze
bumbee
bumbelo
bumbershoot
bumble
bumblebee
bumblebee's
bumblebeefish
bumblebeefishes
bumblebees
bumbleberry
bumblebomb
bumbled
bumbledom
bumblefoot
bumblekite
bumblepuppy
bumbler
bumblers
bumbles
bumbling
bumblingly
bumblingness
bumblings
bumbo
bumboat
bundlerooted
bundlers
bundles
bundlet
bundling
bundlings
bundobust
bundoc
bundocks
bundook
bunds
bun
d
bundts
bundu
bundweed
bundy
bunemost
bung
bungaloid
bungalow
bungalow's
bungalows
bungarum
bunged
bungee
bunger
bungerly
bungey
bungfu
bungfull
bunghole
bungholes
bunging
bungle
bungled
bungler
bunglers
bungles
bunglesome
bungling
bunglingly
bunglings
bungmaker
bungo
bungos
bungs
bungstarter
bungtown
bunsen
bunsenite
bunt
buntal
bunted
bunter
buters
buntine
bunting
buntins
buntline
buntlines
bunton
bunts
bunty
bunuelo
bunya
bunyah
bunyan
bunyas
bunyip
buonamani
buonamano
buoy
buoyage
buoyages
buoyance
buoyances
buoyancies
buoyancy
buoyant
buoyantly
buoyantness
buoyed
buoying
buoys
buphthalmia
buphthalmic
buphthalmos
bupleurol
buplever
buprestid
buprestidan
buprestis
buqsha
buqshas
bur
bura
bureaucracy’s
bureaucrat
bureaucrat’s
bureaucratese
bureaucratic
bureaucratically
bureaucratism
bureaucratist
bureaucratization
bureaucratize
bureaucratized
bureaucratizes
bureaucratizing
bureaucrats
bureaus
bureaux
burel
burelage
burele
burelle
burelly
burely
buret
burets
burette
burettes
burez
burfish
burg
burga
burgage
burgages
burgality
burgall
burgamot
burganet
burgau
burgaudine
burge
burgee
burgees
burgensic
burgeon
burgeoned
burgeoning
burgeons
burger
burgers
burgess
burgess's
burgessdom
burgesses
burggrave
burgh
burghal
burghalpenny
burghbote
burghemot
burgher
burgher's
burgherage
burgherdom
burghress
burgherhood
burgheristh
burghermaster
burghers
burghership
burghmaster
burghmoot
burghmote
burghs
burglar
burglar's
burglaries
burglarious
burglariously
burglarise
burglarised
burglarising
burglarize
burglarized
burglarizes
burglarizing
burglarproof
burglarproofed
burglarproofing
burglarproofs
burglars
burglary
burglary's
burgle
burgled
burgles
burgling
burr
burr's
burrah
burratine
burrawang
burrbark
burred
burree
burrel
burrer
burrers
burrfish
burrfishes
burgrailer
burrhead
burrheaded
burrheadedness
burrhel
burrier
burriest
burring
burrio
burrish
burrito
burritos
burknot
burro
burro's
burrobrush
burrock
burros
burroughs
burrow
burrowed
burrowed
burrowed
burrower
burrowers
burrowing
burrows
burrowstown
burrs
burrstone
burry
burs
bursa
bursae
bursal
bursar
bursarial
bursaries
bursars
bursarship
bursary
bursas
bursate
bursati
bursattee
bursautee
bursch
burse
bursectomy
burseed
burseeds
bursera
burseraceous
burses
bursicle
bursiculate
bursiform
bursitis
bursitises
bursitos
burst
bursted
burster
bursters
burstiness
bursting
burstone
burstones
bursts
burstwort
bursty
bursula
burt
burthen
burthened
burthening
burthenman
burthens
burthensome
burton
burtonization
burtonize
burtons
burtree
bushels
bushelwoman
busher
bushers
bushes
bushet
bushfighter
bushfighting
bushfire
bushfires
bushful
bushgoat
bushgoats
bushgrass
bushhammer
bushi
bushido
bushidos
bushie
bushier
bushiest
bushily
bushiness
bushing
bushings
bushland
bushlands
bushless
bushlet
bushlike
bushmaker
bushmaking
bushman
bushmanship
bushmaster
bushmasters
bushmen
bushment
bushpig
bushranger
bushranging
bushrope
bushtit
bushtits
bushveld
bushwa
bushwack
bushwah
busyness
busynesses
busywork
busyworks
but
butacaine
butadiene
butadiyne
butanal
butane
butanes
butanoic
butanol
butanolid
butanolide
butanols
butanone
butanones
butat
butch
butcha
butcher
butcher's
butcherbird
butcherbroom
butcherdom
butchered
butcherer
butcheress
butcheries
butchering
butcherless
butcherliness
butcherly
butcherous
butchers
butchery
butches
butein
butene
butenes
butenyl
buteo
buteonine
buteos
butic
butin
butine
butle
butled
butler
butler’s
butlerage
butlerdom
butleress
butleries
butlerism
butlerlike
butlers
butlership
butlery
butles
butling
butment
butolism
butomaceous
butoxy
butoxyl
buts
butsudan
butt
butt’s
buttal
buttals
butte
butted
butter
butteraceous
butterback
butterball
butterbill
butterbird
butterbough
butterbox
butterbump
butterbur
butterburr
butterbush
buttercup
buttercups
buttered
butterer
butterers
butterfat
butterfingered
butterfingers
buttinski
buttinskies
buttinsky
buttle
butttled
butttling
butttcock
butttcock's
butttcocked
butttocker
butttocks
butttton
buttttonball
buttttonbur
buttttonbush
buttttoned
buttttoner
buttttoners
buttttonhold
buttttonholder
buttttonhole
buttttonhole's
buttttonholed
buttttonholer
buttttonholes
buttttonholing
buttttonhook
buttttoning
buttttonless
buttttonlike
buttttonmold
buttttonmould
butttton buttons
buttttonweed
buttttonwood
buttttony
butttress
butttressed
butttresses
butttressing
butttressless
butttresslike
butts
butttstock
butttstrap
butttstrapped
butttstrapping
butttwoman
buttwomen
butwood
butty
buttyman
butut
bututs
butyl
butylamine
butylate
butylated
butylates
butylating
butylation
butylene
butylenes
butylic
butyls
butyne
butyr
butyraceous
butyrmal
butyraldehyde
butyraldehydes
butylrates
butyric
butyratively
butyrid
butyrids
butyrolactone
butyrolactones
butyrometer
butyrometric
butyrone
butyrinous
butyrinousness
butyryl
butyryls
butyryls
buxaceous
buxaceous
buxeries
buxerry
buxine
buxom
buxomer
buxomest
buxomly
buxomness
buy
buyable
buyback
buybacks
buyer
buyer's
buyers
buying
buyout
buyouts
buys
buz
buzane
buzuki
buzukia
buzukis
buzzylene
buzz
buzzard
buzzard's
buzzardlike
buzzardly
buzzards
buzzbomb
buzzed
buzzer
buzzerphone
buzzers
buzzes
buzzgloak
buzzier
buzzies
buzziest
buzzing
buzzingly
buzzle
buzzsaw
buzzwig
buzzwigs
buzzword
buzzword's
buzzwords
buzzy
bv
bvt
bwana
cabers
cabestro
cabestros
cabezon
cabezone
cabezones
cabezons
cahful
cabiai
cabildo
cabildos
cabilliau
cabin
cabin's
cabined
cabinet
cabinet's
cabineted
cabineting
cabinetmake
cabinetmaker
cabinetmakers
cabinetmaking
cabinetry
cabinets
cabinetted
cabinetwork
cabinetworker
cabinetworking
cabining
cabinlike
cabin
cabio
cable
cablecast
cabled
cablegram
cablegrams
cablelaid
cableless
cablelike
cableman
cablemen
cabler
cables
cablese
cablet
cablets
cabriolet
cabriolets
cabrit
cabrito
cabs
cabstand
cabstands
cabuja
cabulla
cabureiba
caburn
cabuya
cabuyas
caca
cacaesthesia
cacafuego
cacafugo
cacam
cacanapa
cacanthrax
cacao
cacaos
cacas
cacaxte
caccagogue
caccia
caccias
cacciatora
cacciatore
cace
cacei
cacemphaton
caesthesia
cacesthesis
cachaca
cachaea
nicaechemic
cachalot
cachalote
cachalots
cachaza
cache
cache's
cachectic
cachetical
cached
cachemia
cachemic
cackerel
cacking
cackle
cackled
cackler
cacklers
cackles
cackling
cacks
cacocholia
cacochroia
cacochylia
cacochymia
cacochymie
cacochymical
cacochymy
cacocnemia
cacodaemon
cacodaemoniac
cacodaemonial
cacodaemonic
cacodemon
cacodemonia
cacodemoniac
cacodemonial
cacodemonic
cacodemonize
cacodemonomania
cacodontia
cacodorous
cacodoxian
cacodoxical
cacodoxy
cacodyl
cacodylate
cacodylic
cacodyls
cacoecomomy
cacoenthes
cacoepist
cacoepistic
cacoepy
cacoethes
cacoethic
cacogalactia
cacogastric
cacogenesis
cacogenic
cacogenics
cacogeusia
cacoglossia
cacographer
cacographic
cacographical
cacography
cacolet
cacolike
cacological
cacology
cacomagician
cacomelia
cacomistel
cacomix1
cacomixle
cacomixl5
cacomorphia
cacomorphosis
caconychia
caconym
caconymic
cacon
cacopathy
cacopharyngia
cacophonia
cacophonie
cacophonical
cacophonically
cacophonies
cacophonist
cacophonists
cacophonize
cacophonous
cacophonously
cacophony
cacophthalmia
cacoplasia
cacoplastic
cacoproctia
cacorhythmic
cacorrhachis
cacorrhinia
cacosmia
cacospermia
cacosplanchnia
cacostomia
cacothansia
cacothelin
cacotheline
icagothes
icagothesis
icagothymia
icagotopia
cicagochichia
icagothropia
cicagothetic
icagothropy
icagoype
icagoxene
icagoxenite
icagozeal
icagozealous
icagozyme
icagozytheuse
icagozyteuses
icagoxious
icagoaceous
icagoal
cacti
icagoform
icagoid
icago
icagouses
icagouslike
icagoemen
icagoeminal
icagoeminate
icagoemination
icagoeminos
icagourious
icago
cadalene
icagoamba
icagoaster
icagoasters
icagostral
icagostrally
icagostration
icagostrae
icagoastres
icagoaver
icagoaveric
icagoaverin
icagoaverine
icagoaverize
icagoaverous
cadaverously
cadaverousness
cadavers
cadbait
cadbit
cadbote
cadded
caddesse
caddice
caddiced
caddicefly
caddices
caddie
caddied
caddies
caddying
cadding
caddis
caddised
caddises
caddisflies
caddisfly
caddish
caddishly
caddishness
caddisworm
caddle
caddow
caddy
caddying
cade
cadeau
cadee
cadelle
cadelles
cadence
cadenced
cadences
cadencies
cadencing
cadency
cadenette
cadent
 cadential
 cadenza
 cadenzas
 cader
caderas
caduac
caduca
caducary
caducean
caducecaducean
caducceci
caducei
caduceus
caduciaries
caduciary
caducibranch
caducibranchiate
caducicorn
caducities
caducity
caducous
caduke
cadus
cadweed
cadwell
cady
cadying
caeca
caecal
caecally
caecectomy
caecias
caeciform
caecilian
caecitis
caecity
caecocolic
caecostomy
caecotomy
caecum
caelometer
caelum
caeogenesis
caeogenic
caegenetically
caenostylic
caenostyly
caenozoic
caeoma
caeomas
caeeroniarius
caesalpiniaceous
ceasar
caesarean
caesareans
caesarian
caesarism
caesarists
cesaropapacy
cesaropapism
cesaropapist
cesaropopism
caesious
cesium
cesiums
caespitose
caespitosexly
caestus
cestuses
cesura
cesurae
cesural
cesuras
cesuric
caf
cafard
cafardise
cafe
cafe's
cafeneh
cafenet
cafes
cafetal
cafeteria
cafeterias
cafetiere
cafetorium
caff
caffa
caffeate
caffeic
caffein
caffeina
caffeine
caffeines
caffeinic
caffeinism
caffeins
caffeism
caffeol
caffeone
caffetannic
caffetannin
caffiaceous
caffiso
caffle
caffled
caffling
caffoline
caffoy
caffre
cafh
cafila
cafiz
cafoy
cafan
cafaned
cafants
cafuso
cag
cagayan
cagayans
cage
caged
cageful
cagefuls
cageless
cagelike
cageling
cagelings
cageman
cageot
cager
cagers
cages
cagester
cagework
cagey
cageyness
caggy
cagier
cagiest
cagily
caginess
caginesses
caging
cagit
cagmag
cagot
calashes
calastic
calathea
calathi
calathian
calathidia
calathidium
calathiform
calathisci
calathiscus
calathos
calaththi
calathus
calavance
calaverite
calbroben
calc
calcaemia
calcaire
calcanea
calcanéal
calcanean
calcanei
calcaneoastragalar
calcaneoastragaloid
calcanecuboid
calcanefibular
calcanenavicicular
calcanoeplantar
calcanescaphoid
calcanetibial
calcanenum
calcanesus
calcannea
calcannei
calcar
calcarate
calcarated
calcareoargillaceous
calcareobituminous
calcareocorneous
calcareosiliceous
calcareosulphurous
calcareous
calcareously
calcareousness
calcaria
calcariferous
calcinator
calcinatory
calcine
calcined
calciner
calcines
calcining
calcinize
calcino
calcinosis
calcibiobitite
calciocarnotite
calcioferrite
calciocarboellite
calciocarborthite
calciexy
calciophile
calciophilia
calciophilic
calciophilous
calciophobe
calciophobic
calciophobous
calciophylactic
calciophylactically
calciophylaxis
calciophyre
calcioprivic
calcioponite
calcite
calcites
calcitestaceous
calcitic
calcitonin
calcitrant
calcitrate
calcitration
calcitretion
calcium
calciums
calcivorous
calcigrapher
calcigraphic
calcigraphy
calcomp
calcrete
calcsinter
calcspar
calepin
calesa
calesas
calescence
calescent
calesero
calesin
calf
calfbound
calfdozer
calfhood
calfish
calfkill
calfless
calphlike
calfling
calfret
calfs
calfskin
calfskins
calgary
calgon
caliban
caliber
calibered
calibers
calibogus
calibrate
calibrated
calibrater
calibrates
calibrating
calibration
calibrations
calibrator
calibrators
calibre
calibred
calibres
caliburn
calic
calicate
calices
caliche
caliches
caliciform
calicle
calicles
calico
calicoback
calicoad
calicoes
calicos
calicular
caliculate
caliculi
calculus
calid
calidity
caliduct
calif
califate
califates
california
californian
californiana
californians
californicus
californite
californium
califs
caliga
caligate
caligated
caligation
caliginosity
caliginous
caliginously
caliginousness
caligo
caligrapher
caligraphy
caligulism
calili
calimanco
calimancos
calin
calina
calinda
calindas
caline
calinit
caliological
caliologist
caliology
calipash
callate
callback
callbacks
callboy
callboys
called
caller
callers
calles
callet
callets
calli
callid
callidity
callidness
calligram
calligraph
calligrapha
calligrapher
calligraphers
calligraphic
calligraphical
calligraphically
calligraphist
calligraphy
calling
callings
calliope
calliopean
calliopes
calliophone
calliopsis
callipash
callipee
callipees
calliper
callipered
calliperer
callipering
callipers
calliphorid
calliphorine
callippic
callipygian
callipygous
callisection
callisteia
callisthenic
callisthenics
callisto
callithrix
callithump
calonthumpian
callitrichaceous
callitriche
callitype
callityped
callityping
callo
calloo
callop
callosal
callose
calloses
callosities
callosity
callosomarginal
callosum
callot
callous
calloused
callouses
callousing
callously
callousness
callout
callow
caller
callowest
callowman
callowness
calls
callum
callus
callused
calluses
callusing
calm
calmant
calmative
calmato
calmecac
calmed
calmer
calmest
calmier
calumniates
calumniating
calumniation
calumniations
calumniative
calumniator
calumniators
calumniatory
calumnies
calumnious
calumniously
calumniousness
calumny
caluptra
calusar
calutron
calutrons
calvados
calvadoses
calvaire
calvaria
calvarial
calvarias
calvaries
calvarium
calvary
calve
calved
calver
calves
calvin
calving
calvinian
calvinism
calvinist
calvinistic
calvinists
calvinize
calvish
calvities
calvity
calvous
calvus
calx
calxes
calybite
calycanth
calycanthaceous
calycanthemous
calycanthy

calycanthin
calycanthine
calycanthus
calycate
calyceal
calyceraceous
calyces
calyciferous
calycifloral
calyciflorate
calyciflorous
calyciform
calyccinal
calyccine
calyccle
calyccled
calyccles
calycki
calycoind
calycoideous
calyccophoran
calycozoan
calycozoic
calycozoon
calycular
calyculate
calyculated
calyccule
calyculi
calyculus
calyymma
calyon
calyphyomy

calypsist
calyppo

calypsoes
calypsonian

calypos

calypter
calypters

calyptoblastic
calyptra
calyptras
calyptrate
calypttriform
calyptprimorphous
calyptro
calyptrogen
calyx
calyxes
calzada
calzone
calzoneras
calzones
calzoons
cam
camaca
camacey
camachile
camagon
camaieu
camail
camaile
camailed
camails
camaka
camaldolite
camalíg
camalote
caman
camanay
camanchaca
camansi
camara
camarada
camarade
camaraderie
camarasaurus
camarera
camarilla
camarillas
camarin
camarine
camaron
camas
camases
camass
cammasses
camata
camatina
camauro
camauros
camay
camb
cambaye
camber
cambered
cambered
cambering
cammers
cambia
cambial
cambiata
cambibia
cambiform
cambio
cambiogenetic
cambion
cambism
cambisms
cambist
cambistry
cambists
cambium
cambiums
camblet
cambodia
cambodian
cambodians
camboge
cambogia
cambogias
camboose
cambouis
cambrel
cambresine
cambrian
cambric
cambricleaf
cambrics
cambridge
cambuca
camden
came
cameist
camel
camel's
camelback
cameleer
cameleers
cameleon
camelhair
camelia
camerlingo
camerlingos
cameronian
cameronians
cameroon
cameronian
cameronian
camery
cames
camestres
camias
camiknickers
camilla
camillus
camino
camion
camions
camis
camisa
camisade
camisades
camisado
camisadoes
camisados
camisard
camisas
camiscia
camise
camises
camisia
camisias
camisole
camisoles
camister
camize
camla
camlet
camleted
camleteen
camletine
camletting
camlets
camletted
camletting
cammas
cammed
cammock
cammocky
camoca
camogie
camois
camomile
camomiles
camooch
camoodi
camoodie
camorra
camorras
camorrism
camorrista
camorristi
camote
camoudie
camouflage
camouflageable
camouflaged
camouflager
camouflagers
camouflages
camouflagic
camouflaging
camouflet
camoufleur
camoufleurs
camp
campagi
campagna
campagne
campagnol
campagnols
campagus
campaign
campaigned
campaigner
campaigners
campaigning
campaigns
campal
campana
campane
campanela
campanero
campania
campaniform
campanile
campaniles
campanili
campaniliform
campanilla
campanini
campanist
campanistic
campanologer
campanological
campanologically
campanologist
campanologists
campanology
campanula
campanulaceous
campanular
campanularian
campanulate
campanulated
campanulous
campbell
campbellism
campbellisms
campbellite
campbellites
campcraft
campeche
camped
campement
campephagine
camper
campers
campership
campesino
campesinos
campestral
campestrian
campfight
campfire
campfires
campground
campgrounds
camphane
camphanic
camphanone
camphanyl
camphene
camphenes
camphine
camphines
camphire
camphires
campho
camphocarboxylic
camphoid
camphol
campholic
campholide
camphols
campholytic
camphor
camphoraceous
camphorate
camphorated
camphorates
camphorating
camphoric
camphorize
camphorone
camphoronic
camphoroxy
camphorophorone
camphors
camphorweed
camphorwood
camphory
camphoryl
camphylene
campi
campier
campiest
campilan
campily
campimeter
campimetical
campimetry
campiness
camping
campings
campion
campions
campit
cample
campman
campmaster
campo
campodean
canaliculization
canalculus
canaliferous
canaliform
canaling
canalis
canalisation
canalise
canalised
canalises
canalising
canalization
canalizations
canalize
canalized
canalizes
canalizing
canalla
canalled
canaller
canallers
canalling
canalman
canals
canalside
canamo
canap
canape
canapes
canapina
canard
canards
canari
canaries
canarin
canarine
canary
canary's
canasta
canastas
canaster
canaut
canavalin
canberra
canc
cancan
cancans
cancells
cancel
cancelability
cancelable
cancellation
canceled
canceler
cancelers
cancelier
canceling
cancellability
cancellable
cancellarian
cancellarius
cancellate
cancellated
cancellation
cancellation's
cancellations
cancelled
canceller
cancelli
cancelling
cancellous
cancellus
cancelment
cancels
cancer
cancer's
cancerate
cancerated
cancerating
canceration
cancerdrops
cancered
cancerigenic
cancerin
cancerism
cancerite
cancerization
cancerogenic
cancerophobe
cancerophobia
cancerous
cancerously
cancerousness
cancerphobia
cancerroot
canelos
caneology
caneophor
canephora
canephorae
canephore
canephori
canephoroe
canephoroi
canephoros
canephors
canephorus
canephroi
canepin
caner
caners
canes
canescence
canesene
canescent
caneton
canette
caneva
caneware
canewares
canewise
canework
canezou
canfield
canfieldite
canfields
canful
canfuls
cangan
cangenet
cangia
cangle
cangler
cangue
cangues
cangy
canham
canhoop
canicide
canicola
canicula
canicular
canicule
canid
canids
canikin
canikins
canille
caninal
canine
canines
caning
caniniform
caninities
caninity
caninus
canion
canioned
canions
canistel
canister
canisters
canities
canjac
cank
canker
cankerberry
cankerbird
cankereat
cankerred
cankeredly
cankeredness
cankerflower
cankerfret
cankering
cankerous
cankerroot
cankers
cankerweed
cankerworm
cankerworms
cankerwort
cankery
canli
canmaker
canmaking
canman
cann
canna
cannabin
cannabidiol
cannibalizing
cannibally
cannibals
cannie
cannier
canniest
cannikin
cannikins
cannily
canniness
canning
cannings
cannister
cannister's
cannisters
cannoli
cannon
cannon's
cannonade
cannonaded
cannonades
cannonading
cannonarchy
cannonball
cannonballed
cannonballing
cannonballs
cannoned
cannoneer
cannoneering
cannoneers
cannonier
cannoning
cannonism
cannonproof
cannonries
cannonry
cannons
cannophori
cannot
cannula
cannulae
cannular
cannulas
cannulate
cannulated
cannulating
cannulation
canonizes
canonizing
canonlike
canonries
canonry
cans
canons
canonship
canoodle
canoodled
canoodler
canoodles
canoodling
canopic
canopied
canopies
canopus
canopy
canopying
canorous
canoriously
canorousness
canos
canotier
canreply
canroy
canroyer
cans
cansful
canso
cansos
canst
canstick
cant
cantab
cantabank
cantabile
cantabrigian
cantador
cantala
cantalas
cantalever
cantalite
cantaliver
cantaloup
cantaloupe
cantaloupes
cantando
cantankerous
cantankerously
cantankerousness
cantar
cantara
cantare
cantaro
cantata
cantatas
cantate
cantation
cantative
cantator
cantatory
cantatrice
cantatrices
cantatri
cantatrici
cantboard
cantdog
cantdogs
canted
canteen
canteens
cantefable
cantel
canter
canterburian
canterburies
canterbury
cantered
canterelle
canterer
cantering
canters
canthal
canthari
canharic
cantharial
cantharidate
cantharidated
cantharidating
cantharidean
cantharides
cantharidian
cantharidin
cantharidism
cantharidize
cantharidized
cantharidizing
cantharis
cantharophilous
cantharus
canthathari
canthectomy
canthi
canthitis
cantholysis
canthoplasmy
canthorrhaphy
canthotony
canthus
canthuthi
cantic
canticle
canticles
cantico
cantiga
cantil
cantilated
cantilating
cantilena
cantilene
cantilenes
cantilever
cantilevered
cantilevering
cantilevers
cantillate
cantillated
cantillating
cantillation
cantily
cantina
cantinas
cantiness
canting
cantingly
cantingness
cantinier
cantino
cantion
cantish
cantle
cantles
cantlet
cantline
cantling
canto
canton
canton's
cantonal
cantonalism
cantoned
cantor
cantonese
cantoning
cantonize
cantonment
cantonments
cantons
cantoon
cantor
cantor's
cantoral
cantoria
cantorial
cantoris
cantorous
cantors
cantorship
cantos
cantraip
cantraips
cantrap
cantraps
cantred
cantref
cantrip
cantrips
cants
cantus
cantut
cantuta
cantwise
canty
canuck
canula
canulae
canular
canulas
canulate
canulated
canulates
canulating
canun
canvas
canvas's
canvasasado
canvasback
canvasbacks
canvased
canvaser
canvasers
canvases
canvasing
canvaslike
canvasman
canvas
canvassed
canvasser
canvasers
canvases
canvasing
canvasy
cany
canyon
canyon's
canyons
canyonside
canzo
canzon
canzona
canzonas
canzone
canzones
canzonet
canzonets
canzonet
canzoni
canzos
cao
caoine
canon
caoutchin
caoutchouc
caoutchoucin
cap
cap's
capa
capabilities
capability
capability's
capitulations
capitulator
capitulatory
capituliform
capitulum
capiturlary
capivi
capkin
caplan
capless
caplet
caplets
caplin
capling
caplins
caplock
capmaker
capmakers
capmaking
capman
capmint
capnomancy
capnomor
capo
capoc
capocchia
capoche
capomo
capon
caponata
caponatas
capone
caponette
caponier
caponiere
caponiers
caponisation
caponise
caponised
caponiser
caponising
caponization
caponize
caponized
caponizer
caponizes
caponizing
caponniere
capon
caporal
caporals
capos
capot
capotasto
capotastos
capote
capotes
capouch
capouches
cappadine
cappadochio
cappae
cappagh
capparid
capparidaceous
capped
cappelenite
cappella
cappelletti
capper
cappers
cappie
cappier
cappiest
capping
cappings
capple
cappuccino
cappy
caprate
caprelline
capreol
capreolar
capreolary
capreolate
capreoline
capreomycin
capretto
capric
capriccetto
capriccetos
capricci
capriccio
capriccios
capriccioso
caprice
caprices
capricious
capriciously
capriciousness
capricorn
capricorns
caprid
caprificate
caprification
caprificator
caprifig
caprifigs
caprifoil
caprifole
caprifoliaceous
caprifolium
capriform
caprigenous
caprimulgine
caprin
caprine
caprinic
capriole
caprioled
caprioles
caprioling
caprioped
capripede
capris
caprizant
caproate
caprock
caprocks
caproic
caproin
capron
caprone
capronic
capronyl
caproyl
capryl
caprylate
caprylene
caprylic
caprylin
caprylone
caprylyl
caps
capsa
capsaicin
capsheaf
capshore
capsian
capsicin
capsicins
capsicum
capsicums
capsid
capsidal
capsids
capsizable
capsizal
capsize
capsized
capsizes
capsizing
capsomer
capsomere
capsomers
capstan
capstans
capstone
capstones
capsula
capsulae
capsular
capsulate
capsulated
capsulation
capsule
capsulectomy
capsuled
capsuler
capsules
capsuliferous
capsuliform
capsuligerous
capsuling
capsulitis
capsulize
capsulized
capsulizing
capsulociliary
capsulogenous
capsulolenticular
capsulopupillary
capsulorrhaphy
capsulotome
capsulotomy
capsumin
captacula
captaculum
captain
captainties
captaincy
captained
captainess
captaining
captainly
captainries
captainry
captains
captainship
captainships
captan
captance
captandum
captans
captate
captation
caption
caption's
captioned
captioning
captionless
captions
captious
captiously
captiousness
captivance
captivate
captivated
captivately
captivates
captivating
captivatingly
captivation
captivative
captivator
captivators
captivatrix
captive
captive's
captived
captives
captivating
captivities
captivity
captor
captor's
captors
captress
capturable
capture
captured
capturer
capturers
captures
capturing
capuche
capuched
capuches
capuchin
capuchins
capucine
capulet
capuli
capulin
caput
caputium
capybara
capybaras
caque
caquet
caquterie
caqueteuse
caqueteuses
caquetoire
caquetoires
car
car's
carabao
carabaos
carabeen
carabid
carabidan
carabideous
carabidoid
carabids
carabin
carabine
carabineer
carabiner
carabinero
carabineros
carabines
carabinier
carabiniere
carabinieri
carabins
caraba
ncaraband
ncarabus
caracal
caracals
caracara
ncaracaras
caracas
carack
caracks
caraco
caracoa
caracol
caracole
caracoled
caracoler
caracoles
caracoli
caracoling
caracolite
caracolled
caracoller
caracolling
caracols
caracora
caracore
caract
caracter
caracul
caraculs
carafe
carafes
carafon
caragana
caraganas
carageen
carageens
caragheen
caraguata
caraibe
caraípe
caraipi
carajo
carajura
caramba
carambola
carambole
caramboled
caramboling
caramel
caramelan
caramelen
caramelin
caramelisation
caramelise
caramelised
caramelising
caramelization
caramelize
caramelized
caramelizes
caramelizing
caramels
caramoussal
carancha
carancho
caranda
caranday
carane
carangid
carangids
carangin
carangoid
caranna
caranx
carap
carapa
carapace
carapaced
carapaces
carapacial
carapacic
carapato
carapax
carapaxes
carapine
carapo
carassow
carbaryl
carbaryls
carbasus
carbazic
carbazide
carbazin
carbazine
carbazole
carbazylic
carbeen
car bene
carberry
carbothoxyl
carbothoxy
car bide
carbides
carbimide
carbin
carbine
carbineer
carbineers
carbines
carinol
carinols
carvinyl
carbo
carboazotine
carbocer
carbocincheronic
carbocyclic
carbodiimide
carbodynamite
carbogelatin
carbohemoglobin
carbohydrase
carbohydrate
carbohydrates
carbohydraturia
carbo hydrazide
carbohydride
carbohydrogen
carbolate
carbolated
carbolating
carbolfuchs in
carbolic
carbolics
carboline
carboxypeptidase
carboy
carboyed
carboys
carbro
carbromal
carbolder
carbulcule
carbuncled
carbuncles
carbuncular
carbunculation
carbungi
carburan
carburant
carburate
carburated
carburating
carburation
carburator
carbrue
carburet
carburetant
carbureted
carbureter
carburetest
carbureting
carburetion
carburetor
carburetors
carburets
carburetted
carburetter
carburettant
carburettor
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carburation
carbura
carby
carcinomata
carcinomatoid
carcinomatosis
carcinomatous
carcinomorphic
carcinophagous
carcinophobia
carcinopolypus
carcinosarcoma
carcinosarcomas
carcinosarcomata
carcinosis
carcinus
carcoon
card
cardaissin
cardamine
cardamom
cardamoms
cardamon
cardamons
cardamum
cardamums
cardanol
cardboard
cardcase
cardcases
cardcastle
cardecu
carded
cardel
carder
carders
cardholder
cardholders
cardhouse
cardia
cardiac
cardiacaal
cardiacean
cardiacle
cardiacs
cardiae
cardiagra
cardiagram
cardiagraph
cardiagraphy
cardial
cardialgia  
cardialgic  
cardialgy  
cardiometer  
cardiamorpha  
cardianesthesia  
cardianeuria  
cardiant  
cardiaplegia  
cardiactia  
cardias  
cardiasthenia  
cardiasthma  
cardiaxia  
cardiometry  
cardiatrophia  
cardiauxe  
cardicentesis  
cardiectasis  
cardiectomize  
cardiectomy  
cardielcosis  
cardiemphraxia  
cardiform  
cardigan  
cardigans  
cardin  
cardinal  
cardinalate  
cardinalated  
cardinalates  
cardinalfish  
cardinalfishes  
cardinalic  
cardinalism  
cardinalist  
cardinalitial  
cardinalitian  
cardinalities  
cardinality  
cardinality's  
cardinally  
cardinals  
cardinalship  
cardines  
carding  
cardings  
cardioaccelerator
cardioarterial
cardioblast
cardiocarpum
cardiocele
cardiocentesis
cardiocirrhosis
cardioclasia
cardioclasis
cardiodynia
cardiodysesthesia
cardiodynamics
cardiogenesis
cardiogenic
cardiogram
cardiograms
cardiograph
 cardiographer
 cardiographic
 cardiographies
cardiographs
cardiography
cardiopathic
cardioid
cardioids
cardiokinetic
cardiolith
cardiologic
cardiological
cardiologies
cardiologist
cardiologists
cardiology
cardiolysis
cardiomalacia
cardiomegalia
cardiomegaly
cardiomelanosia
cardiometer
cardiometric
cardiometry
cardiomotility
cardiomyoliposis
cardiomyomalacia
cardiomyopathy
cardioncus
cardioneckrosis
cardinephric
cardineural
cardineurosis
cardinosus
cardioparplasis
cardiopath
cardiopathic
cardiopathy
cardioperocarditis
cardiophobe
cardiophobia
cardiophrenia
cardioplasty
cardioplegia
cardiopneumatic
cardiopneumograph
cardioprosis
cardiopulmonary
cardiopuncture
cardioplyoric
cardioprenal
cardiopreparator
cardiorrhaphy
cardiorrheuma
cardiorrheaxis
cardioschisis
cardiosclerosis
cardioscope
cardiospasm
cardiosphygmogram
cardiosphygmograph
cardiosymphysis
 cardiotherapies
 cardiotheraphy
 cardiotomy
 cardiotoxic
 cardiopathy
 cardioproctomy
 cardiovascular
 cardiovisceral
 cardipaludism
 cardiperocarditis
 cardiophysiological
 cardita
carditic
carditis
carfuffle
carfuffled
carfuffling
carful
carfuls
carga
cargador
cargadores
cargason
cargo
cargoes
cargoose
cargos
cargued
carhop
carhops
carhouse
cariacine
cariama
carib
cariban
caribbean
caribbeans
caribe
caribed
caribes
caribing
caribou
caribous
caricaceous
caricatura
caricaturable
caricatural
caricature
caricatured
caricatures
caricaturing
caricaturist
caricaturists
carices
caricetum
caricographer
caricography
caricologist
caricology
caricous
carid
caridean
carl
carlage
carle
carles
carless
carlet
carli
carlie
carlin
carlina
carline
carlines
carling
carlings
carlino
carlins
carlisht
ecarlishness
carlist
carlo
carload
carloading
carloadings
carloads
carlock
carlot
carlockingian
carls
carlyism
carmagnole
carmagnoles
carmaker
carmakers
carmalum
carman
carmel
carmele
carmellite
carmeloite
carmen
carmetta
carmenate
carminative
carminatives
carmine
carmines
carminette
carminic
carminite
carminophilous
carmoisin
carmot
carn
carnac
carnage
carnaged
carnages
carnal
carnalism
carnalite
carnalities
carnality
carnalize
carnalized
carnalizing
carnallite
carnally
carnalness
carnaptious
carnary
carnassial
carnate
carnation
carnationed
carnationist
carnations
carnauba
carnaubas
carnaubic
carnaubyl
carne
carneau
carnegie
carnel
carnelian
carnelians
carneol
carneole
carneous
carnet
carnets
carney
carneyed
carneys
carnic
carnie
carned
carnies
carniferous
carniferrin
carnifex
carnifexes
carnification
carnifices
carnificial
carnified
carnifies
carniform
carnify
carnifying
carnitine
carnival
carnival's
carnivaler
carnivalesque
carnivaller
carnivallike
carnivals
carnivora
carnivoracity
carnivoral
carnivore
carnivores
carnivorism
carnivority
carnivorous
carnivorously
carnivorousness
carnose
carnosin
carnosine
carnosities
carnosity
carnotite
carnous
carns
carny
caroa
caroach
caroaches
carob
caroba
carobs
carpers
carpet
carpetbag
carpetbagged
carpetbagger
carpetbaggers
carpetbaggery
carpetbagging
carpetbaggism
carpetbagism
carpetbags

carpetbags


carpetbeater
carpeted
carpeting
carpetlayer
carpetless
carpetmaker
carpetmaking
carpetmonger
carpet

carpetweb
carpetweed
carpetwork
carpetwoven
carpholite
carphology
carphosiderite
carpi
carpid
carpidium
carpincho
carping
carpingly
carpings
carpintero
carpitis
carpium
carpocace
carpocarpal
carpocephala
carpocephalum
carpocterite
carpoceval
carpocratian
carpogam
carpogamy
carpogenic
carpogenous
carpogonia
carpogone
carpogonia
carpogonial
carpogonium
carpolite
carpolith
carpological
carpologically
carpologist
carpology
carpomania
carpometacarpal
carpometacarpi
carpometacarpus
carpompi
carpool
carpools
carpedal
carphagous
carphalangeal
carphore
carphy

carphyll
carpodite
carpoditic
carpothatia
carpotosis
carport
carports
carpos
carposperm
carposporangia
carposporangial
carposporangium
carpospore
carposporic
carposporous
carpostome
carps
carpsucker
carpus
carpuspi
carquaise
carr
carrack
carracks
carroll
carrollite
carrom
carromata
carromatas
carromed
carroming
carroms
carronade
caroon
carrosserie
carrot
carrot’s
carrotage
carroter
carrotier
carrotiest
carrotin
carrotiness
carrotting
carrotins
carrots
carrottop
carrotweed
carrotwood
caroty
carousel
carrousels
carrow
carozza
cars
carrus
carry
carryable
carryall
carryalls
carrycot
carryed
carrying
carryings
carryke
carryon
carryons
carryout
carryouts
carryover
carryovers
carrys
cartilaginification
cartilaginoid
cartilaginous
carting
cartisane
cartload
cartloads
cartmaker
cartmaking
cartman
cartobibliography
cartogram
cartograph
cartographer
cartographers
cartographic
cartographical
cartographically
cartographies
cartography
cartomancies
cartomancy
carton
carton's
cartoned
cartoner
cartonful
cartoning
cartonnage
cartonnier
cartonniers
cartons
cartoon
cartoon's
cartooned
cartooning
cartoonist
cartoonists
cartoons
cartop
cartopper
cartouch
cartouche
cartouches
cartridge
cartridge's
cartridges
carts
carvol
carvomenthe

carvone
carvy
carvyl
carwash
carwashes
carwitchet
caryatic
caryatid
caryatidal
caryatidean
caryatides
caryatidic
caryatids
caryl
caryocaraceous
caryophyllaceous
caryophyllene
caryophylleous
caryophyllin
caryophyllous
caryopilate
caryopses
caryopsides
caryopsis
caryotin
caryotins
carzey
casa
casaba
casabas
casabe
casablanca
casal
casalty
casanova
casanovas
casaque
casaques
casaquin
casas
casate
casaun
casava
casavas
casave
casavi
casha
cashable
cashableness
cashaw
cashaws
cashbook
cashbooks
cashbox
cashboxes
cashboy
cashcuttee
cashdrawer
cashed
casheen
cashel
casher
cashers
cashes
cashew
cashews
cashgirl
cashier
cashier's
cashiered
cashierer
cashiering
cashierment
cashiers
cashing
cashkeeper
cashless
cashment
cashmere
cashmeres
cashmerette
cashoo
cashoos
cashou
casimere
casimeres
casimire
casimires
casina
casinet
casing
casings
casino
casinos
castigable
castigate
castigated
castigates
castigating
castigation
castigations
castigative
castigator
castigators
castigatory
castile
castilian
castillo
casting
castings
castle
castled
castlelike
castlery
castles
castlet
castleward
castlewards
castlewise
castling
castock
castoff
castoffs
caster
castoreum
castorial
castorin
castorite
castorized
castors
castory
castra
castral
castrametation
castrate
castrated
castrater
castrates
castrati
castrating
castration
castrations
castrato
castrator
castrators
castratory
castrensial
castrenesian
castro
castrum
casts
castuli
casual
casualism
casualist
casuality
casually
casualness
casuals
casualties
casualty
casualty's
casuarina
casuarinaceous
casuary
casuist
casuistess
casuistic
casuistical
casuistically
casuistries
casuistry
casuists
casula
casule
casus
casusistry
caswellite
cat
cat's
catabaptist
catabases
catabasion
catabasis
catabatic
catabibazon
catabiotic
catabolic
catabolically
catabolin
catabolism
catabolite
catabolize
catabolized
catabolizing
catacaustic
catchreses
catchresis
catchresti
catchrestrial
catchrestically
catchthonian
catchthonic
cataclasis
cataclasm
cataclastic
cataclastic
cataclysm
cataclysmal
cataclysmatic
cataclysmatist
cataclysmic
cataclysmically
cataclysmist
cataclysms
catacomb
catacombic
catacombs
catacorner
catacorolla
catacoustics
catacromyodian
catacrotic
catacrotism
catacumba
catacumbal
catacrotic
catacrotism
cataadioptric
cataadioptrical
cataadioptrics
cataadrome
cataadromous
cataadupe
catafalco
catafalque
catafalques
catagenesis
catagenetic
catagmatic
catagories
cataian
catakinesis
catakinetic
catakinetomer
cataklinomeric
catalan
catalase
catalases
catalatic
catalecta
catalectic
catalecticant
catalecs
catalepsies
catalepsis
catalepsy
cataleptic
cataleptically
cataleptics
cataleptiform
cataleptize
cataleptoid
catalexes
catalexis
catalin
catalina
catalineta
catalinite
catalactic
catalactically
catalactics
catallium
catalo
cataloes
catalog
cataloged
cataloger
catalogers
catalogia
catalogic
catalogical
cataloging
cataractine
cataractous
cataracts
cataractwise
cataria
catarinite
catarrh
catatral

catatrally

catarrhed

catatrhine

catarrhinian

catarrhous

catarrhs
catasarka
catasprilite
catata
catastaltic
catastases
catastasis
catastate
catastatic
catasterism
catastrophical
catastrophe
catastrophes
catastrophic
catastrophical
catastrophically
catastrophism
catastrophist
catathymic
catatonia
catatonic
catatonic

catatonias
catatonic
catatonics

catatony
catawampous
catawampously
catawanptious
catawanptiously
catawanpus
catawba
catawbas
cathberry
cathbird
cathbirds
catechumens
catechumenship
catechus
catechutannic
categorem
categorematic
categorematical
categorematically
categorial
categoric
categorical
categorically
categoricalness
categories
categorisation
categorise
categorised
categorising
categorist
categorization
categorizations
categorize
categorized
categorizer
categorizers
categorizes
categorizing
category
category's
catel
catelectrode
catelectrotonic
catelectrotonus
catella
catena
catenae
catenane
catenarian
catenaries
cenary
catenas
catenate
catenated
catenates
catenating
catenation
catenative
catenoid
catguts
cath
cathar
catharan
catharine
catharist
catharization
catharize
catharized
catharizing
catharses
catharsis
cathartic
cathartical
cathartically
catharticalness
cathartics
cathartin
cathead
catheads
cathect
cathected
cathectic
cathecting
cathection
cathects
cathedra
cathedrae
cathedral
cathedral's
cathedrale
cathedraled
cathedralesque
cathedralic
cathedrallike
cathedrals
cathedralwise
cathedras
cathedrated
cathedratic
cathedratica
cathedrational
cathedratically
cathedraticum
cathepsin
catheptic
catheretic
catherine
cathern
catholicate
catholic

catholicisation
catholicise
catholicised
catholiciser
catholicising
catholicism
catholicist
catholicity
catholicization
catholicize
catholicized
catholicizer
catholicizing
catholicly
catholicness
catholicoi
catholicon
catholicos
catholicoses
catholics
catholicus
catholyte
cathood
cathop
cathouse
cathouses
cathro
cathud
cathy
catiline
cating
cation
cationic
cationically
cations
cativo
catjang
catkin
catkinate
catkins
catlap
catlike
catlin
catline
catling
catlings
catlinite
catlins
catmalison
catmint
catmints
catmache
catnap
catnaper
catnapers
catnapped
catnapper
catnapping
catnaps
catnep
catnip
catnips
catoblepas
catocalid
catocarthartic
catocathartic
catoculus
catoctin
catodont
catogene
catogenic
catonian
catoptric
catoptrical
catoptrically
catoptrics
catoptrite
catoptromancy
catoptromantic
catostomoid
catostomoid
catouse
catpiece
catpipe
catproof
catrigged
cats
catskill
catskin
catskinner
catslide
catso
catsos
catspaw
caspers
catstane
catstep
catstick
catstitch
catstitcher
catstone
catsup
catsups
cattabu
cattail
cattails
cattalo
cattaloes
cattalos
cattan
catted
catter
catteries
cattery
cattie
cattier
catties
cattiest
cattily
cattimandoo
cattiness
cattling
cattish
cattishly
cattishness
cattle
cattlebush
cattlefold
cattlegate
cattlehide
cattleless
cattleman
cattlemen
cattleship
cattleya
cattleyak
cattleyas
catty
cattycorner
cattycornered
cattyman
cattyphoid
caudillo
caudillos
caudle
caudles
caudocephalad
caudodorsal
caudofemoral
caudolateral
caudotibial
caudotibialis
cauf
caufle
caught
cauk
cauked
cauking
caul
cauld
cauldrife
cauldrifeness
cauldron
cauldrons
caulds
caulerpaceous
caules
caulescent
cauli
caulicle
caulicles
caulicole
caulicolous
caulicule
cauliculi
cauliculus
cauliferous
cauliflower
cauliflory
cauliflower
cauliflory
cauliflowers
cauliform
cauligenous
caulinar
caulinary
cauline
caulis
caulivorous
caulk
caulked
caulkers
caulkings
caulks
caulocarpic
caulocarpous
caulome
caulomer
caulomic
caulophylline
caulopteris
caulosarc
caulotaxis
caulotaxy
caulote
cauls
caum
cama
camatic
caunch
canter
cap
capo
caponate
caponation
capones
caponize
caurale
caus
causa
causability
causable
causae
causal
causalalgia
causalities
causality
causally
causals
causans
causata
causate
causation
causation's
causational
causationism
causationist
causations
causative
causatively
causativeness
causativity
causator
causatum
cause
casted
causeful
causeless
causelessly
causelessness
caucer
cauerie
caueries
cauers
causes
causeur
causeuse
causeuses
causeway
causeway's
causewayed
causewaying
causewayman
causeways
causey
causeys
causidical
causing
causingness
causon
causse
causson
caucetic
caucistical
caucistically
cauceticiser
cauceticism
caucetcity
cauceticization
caucetize
caucetized
caucetizer
caucetizing
cauceticy
cauceticness
caustics
caustification
caustified
caustify
caustifying
cautel
cautela
cautelous
cautelously
cautelousness
cauter
cauterant
cauteries
cauterisation
cauterise
cauterised
cauterising
cauterism
cauterization
cauterize
cautered
cauterizer
cauterizes
cauterizing
cautery
catio
cation
cautionaries
caticanary
cautioned
cationer
cationers
cautions
cauioning
cautionings
cationny
cautions
cautious
cautiously
cautiousness
cativo
cav
cava
cavae
cavaedia
cavaedium
caval
cavalcade
cavefishes
cavekeeper
cavel
cavelet
cavelike
caveman
cavemen
cavendish
caver
cavern
cavern's
cavernal
caverned
cavernicolous
caverning
cavernitis
cavernlike
cavernoma
cavernous
cavernously
caverns
cavernulous
cavers
caves
cavesson
cavetti
cavetto
cavettos
cavey
caviar
caviare
caviares
caviars
cavicorn
cavie
cavies
cavil
caviled
caviler
cavilers
caviling
cavilingly
cavilingness
cavillation
cavillatory
cavilled
caviller
cavillers
cavilling
cavillingly
cavillingness
cavillous
cavils
cavin
caving
cavings
cavish
cavitary
cavitate
cavitated
cavitates
cavitating
cavitation
cavitations
caviteno
cavitied
cavities
cavity
cavity's
caviya
cavort
cavorted
cavorter
cavorters
cavorting
cavorts
cavu
cavum
cavus
cavy
cavyyard
caw
cawed
cawing
cawk
cawker
cawky
cawl
cawney
cawnie
cawny
cawquaw
caws
caxiri
caxon
caxton
cay
cayenne
cayenned
cayennes
cayleyan
cayman
caymans
caynard
cayos
cays
cayuca
cayuco
cayuga
cayugas
cayuse
cayuses
caza
cazibi
cazimi
cazique
caziques
cb
c
ccesser
cchaddoorck
ccid
ccitt
cckw
ccm
ccw
ccws
cd
cdf
cdg
cdr
ce
ceanothus
cearin
cease
ceased
ceaseless
ceaselessly
ceaselessness
ceases
ceasing
ceasmic
cebell
cebian
cebid
cebids
cebil
cebine
ceboid
ceboids
cebollite
cebur
cebus
ceca
cecal
cecally
ceca
cechine
cecidiologist
cecidiology
cecidium
cecidogenous
cecidologist
cecidology
cecidomyian
cecidomyiid
cecidomyiidous
cecil
cecilite
cecils
cecitis
cecity
cecograph
cecomorphic
cecopexy
cecostomy
cecotomy
cecopia
cecum
cecums
cecutiency
cedar
cedarbird
cedared
cedarn
cedars
cedarware
cedarwood
cedary
cede
ceded
cedens
cedent
ceder
ceders
cedes
cedi
cedilla
cedillas
ceding
cedis
cedrat
cedrate
cedre
cedrela
cedrene
cedrin
cedrine
cedrir
cedrilet
cedrium
cedrol
cedron
cedry
cedula
cedulas
cedule
ceduous
cee
ceennacuelum
cees
ceiba
ceibas
ceibo
ceibos
ceil
ceile
ceiled
ceiler
ceilers
ceilidh
ceilidhe
ceiling
ceiling's
ceilinged
ceilings
ceilingward
ceilingwards
ceilometer
ceils
ceint
celeries
celerities
celerity
celery
celesta
celestas
celeste
celestes
celestial
celestiality
celestalize
celestialized
celestially
celestialness
clestify
celestina
celestine
celestite
celestitude
celeusma
celiac
celiadelphus
celiagram
celialgia
celibacies
celibacy
celibataire
celibataire
celibatarian
celibate
celibates
celibatic
celibatist
celibatory
celidographer
celidography
celiectasia
celiectomy
celiemia
celiitis
celiocele
celiocentesis
celiocolpotomy
celiocyesis
celiodynia
celioelytrotomy
celioenterotomy
celio gastrotomy
celiohysterotomy
celiolympth
celiomyalgia
celiomyodynia
celiomyectomy
celiomyomotomy
celiomyositis
celioncus
celioparacentesis
celiopyosis
celiorrhaphy
celiorrhea
celiosalpingectomy
celiosalpingotomy
celioschisis
celioscope
celioscopy
celiotomies
celiotomy
celte
cell
cella
cellae
cellager
cellar
cellar's
cellarage
cellared
cellarer
cellarers
cellaress
cellaret
cellarets
cellarette
cellaring
cellarless
cellarman
cellarmen
cellarous
cellars
cellarway
cellarwoman
cellated
cellblock
cellblocks
celled
cellepore
celli
celliferous
celliform
cellifugal
cell ing
cellipetal
cellist
cellist's
cellists
cell mate
cell mates
cello
cellobiose
cellocut
cel loid
celloidin
celloist
cellophane
cellos
cellose
cells
cellular
cellular ity
cellularly
cellulase
cellul ate
cell ulated
cellulating
cellulation
cellule
cellules
cellulicidal
celluliferous
cellulifugal
cellulifugally
cellulin
cellulipetal
cellulipetally
cellulitis
cellulocutaneous
cellulofibrous
celluloid
celluloided
cellulolytic
cellulose
cellulosed
cellulos es
cellulosic
cellulosing
cellulosities
cellulosity
cellulotoxic
cellulous
celom
celomata
celoms
celoscope
celosia
celosias
celotomies
celotomy
celsian
celsitude
celsius
celt
celtic
celticist
celtiform
celium
celts
celtuce
celure
cembali
cembalist
cembalo
cembalon
cembalos
cement
cementa
cemental
cementation
cementatory
cemented
cementer
cementers
cementification
cementing
cementite
cementitious
cementless
cementlike
cementmaker
cementmaking
cementoblast
cementoma
cements
cementum
cementwork
cenote
 cenotes
 cenozoic
 cenozoology
 cense
 censed
 censer
 censerless
 censers
 censes
 censing
 censitaire
 censive
 censor
 censorable
 censorate
 censored
 censorial
 censorian
 censoring
 censorious
 censoriously
 censoriousness
 censors
 censorship
 censual
 censurability
 censurable
 censurableness
 censurably
 censure
 censured
 censureless
 censurer
 censurers
 censures
 censureship
 censuring
 census
 census's
 censused
 censuses
 censusing
 cent
 centage
 centai
 cental
 centals
centralizes
centralizing
centrally
centralness
centrals
centranth
centrarchid
centrarchoid
centration
centrationial
centre
centreboard
centred
centref
centrefold
centreless
centremost
centrepiece
center
centres
centrev
centrex
centric
centrical
centrically
centricality
centrically
centricalness
centricipital
centricput
centricity
centrifed
centrifugal
centrifugalisation
centrifugalise
centrifugalization
centrifugalize
centrifugalized
centrifugalizing
centrifugaller
centrifugally
centrifugate
centrifugation
centrifuge
centrifuged
centrifugence
centrifuges
centrifuging
centing
centums
centumvir
centumviral
centumvirate
centuple
centupled
centuples
centuplicate
centuplicating
centuplication
centupling
centuply
centure
centuria
centurial
centuriate
centuriation
centuriator
centuried
centuries
centurion
centurions
centurist
century
century's
ceonocyte
ceorl
ceorlish
ceorls
ccep
cepa
cepaceous
ccope
cepes
ccephadia
ccephaline
ccephala
ccephalad
ccephalagra
ccephalalgia
ccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nnccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgic
ccephalalgia
nccephalalgie
ccee
cephalemia
cephaletron
cephalexin
cephalthematoma
cephythydrocele
cephylic
cephalyically
cephylin
cephyline
cephylains
cephylism
cephyritis
cephyralization
cephyaloauricular
cephylob
cephylobranchiate
cephylocathartic
cephylocaudal
cephylocele
cephylocentesis
cephylocerval
cephylochord
cephylochordal
cephylochordate
cephyloclasia
cephyloclast
cephylocone
cephyloconic
cephylocyst
cephylodia
cephylodiscid
cephylodium
cephylodysmia
cephylodysmus
cephyloydinia
cephylofacial
cephylogeneses
cephylogram
cephylograph
cephylothumeral
cephylothumeralis
cephyloid
cephylogy
cephylom
cephylomancy
cephylomant
cephylomelus
cephylomenia
cephalomeningitis
ccephalomere
ccephalometer
ccephalometric
ccephalometry
ccephalomotor
ccephalomyitis
ccephalon
ccephalonasal
ccephalopagus
ccephalopathy
ccephalopharyngeal
ccephalophine
ccephalophorous
ccephalophyma
ccephaloplegia
ccephaloplectic
ccephalopod
ccephalopoda
ccephalopodan
ccephalopodic
ccephalopodous
ccephalorachidian
ccephalorachidian
ccephaloridine
ccephalosome
ccephalospinal
ccephalosporin
ccephalostyle
ccephalotaceous
ccephalotheca
ccephalothecal
ccephalothoraces
ccephalothoracic
ccephalothoracopagus
ccephalothorax
ccephalothoraxes
ccephalotome
ccephalotomy
ccephalotractor
ccephalotribe
ccephalotripsy
ccephalotrocha
ccephalous
cceheid
cceheids
ccephen
ccepheus
ceratobranchial
ceratoerisoid
ceratocystis
ceratodus
ceratoduses
ceratofibrous
ceratoglossal
ceratoglossus
ceratohyal
ceratohyoid
ceratoid
ceratomandibular
ceratomyobia


ceratophyllaceous
ceratophyte
ceratopsian
ceratopsid
ceratopteridaceous
ceratorhine
ceratosaurus
ceratospongiian
ceratotheca
ceratothecae
ceratothecal
ceraunia
ceraunics
ceraunite
ceraunogram
ceraunograph
ceraunomancy
ceraunophone
ceraunoscope
ceraunoscopy
cerberean
cerberus
cercal
cercaria
cercariae
cercarial
cercarian
cercarias
cercariform
cercelee
cerci
cercis
cercises
cercle
cercodonad
cercopid
cercopithecid
cercopithecoid
cercopithecus
cercopod
cercus
cere
cereal
cereal's
cerealian
cerealin
cerealism
cerealist
cerealose
cereals
cerebbella
cerebella
cerebellar
cerebellifugal
cerebellipetal
cerebellitis
cerebellocortex
cerebellopontile
cerebellopontine
cerebellorubral
cerebellospinal
cerebellum
cerebellums
cerebra
cerebral
cerebralgia
cerebralism
cerebralist
cerebralization
cerebralize
cerebrally
cerebrals
cerebrasthenia
cerebrasthenic
cerebrate
cerebrated
cerebrates
cerebrating
cerebration
cerebrational
cerebrations
cerebri
cerebric
cerebricity
cerebriform
cerebriformly
cerebrifugal
cerebrin
cerebripetal
cerebritis
cerebrize
cerebrocardiac
cerebrogalactose
cerebroganglion
cerebroganglionic
cerebroid
cerebrology
cerebroma
cerebromalacia
cerebromedullary
cerebromeningeal
cerebromeningitis
cerebrometer
cerebron
cerebronic
cerebroparietal
cerebropathy
cerebropedal
cerebrophysiology
cerebropontile
cerebropsychosis
cerebrorachidian
cerebrosclerosis
cerebroscope
cerebroscopy
cerebrose
cerebrosensorial
cerebroside
cerebrosis
cerebrospinal
cerebrospinant
cerebrosuria
cerebrotomy
cerebrotonia
cerebrotonic
cerebrovascular
cerebrovisceral
cerebrum
cerebrums
cerecloth
cerecloths
ceriops
ceriph
cerips
cerises
cerite
cerites
cerithioid
cerium
ceriums
cermet
cermets
cern
cerned
cerning
cerniture
cernuous
cero
cerograph
cerographer
cerographic
cerographical
cerographies
cerographist
cerography
ceroid
ceroline
cerolite
ceroma
ceromancy
ceromez
ceroon
cerophilous
ceroplast
ceroplastic
ceroplastics
ceroplasty
ceros
cerosin
cerotate
cerote
cerotene
cerotic
cerotin
cerotype
cerotypes
cerous
ceroxyle
cerulein
ceruleite
ceruleolactite
ceruleous
cerulescent
ceruleum
cerulific
cerulignol
cerulignone
ceruloplasmin
cerumen
cerumens
ceruminal
ceruminiferous
ceruminous
cerumniparous
ceruse
ceruses
cerusite
cerusites
cerussite
cervalet
cervantes
cervantic
cervantite
cervelas
cervelases
cervelat
cervelats
cerveliere
cervelliere
cervical
cervicaprine
cervicectomy
cervices
cervicocardiac
cervicide
cerviciplex
cervicispinal
cervicitis
cervicoauricular
cervicoaxillary
cervicobasilar
cervicobrachial
cervicobregmatic
cervicobuccal
cervicodorsal
cervicodynia
cervicofacial
cervicohumeral
cervicolabial
cervicolingual
cervicolumbar
cervicomuscular
cerviconasal
cervicorn
cervicospinal
cervicothoracic
cervicovaginal
cervicovesical
cervid
cervine
cervisia
cervisial
cervix
cervixes
cervoid
cervuline
ceryl
cesar
cesare
cesarean
cesareans
cesarevitch
cesarian
cesarolite
cesious
cesium
cesiums
cespititious
cespititious
cespite
cespitose
cespitously
cespitulose
cess
cessant
cessantly
cessation
cessation's
cessations
cessative
cessavit
cessed
cesser
cesses
chaffingly
caffless
cafflike
caffman
caffron
caffs
caffseed
caffwax
caffweed
caffy
caiing
cai
caied
cainer
caines
cainette
caining
cainless
cainlet
cainlike
cainmaker
cainmaking
cainman
cainmen
cainmatic
cainon
cainplate
chakazi
chakdar
chakobu
chakra
chakram
chakras
chakravartin
chaksi
chal
chalaco
chalah
chalahs
chalana
chalastic
chalaza
chalazae
chalazal
chalazas
chalaze
chalazia
chalazian
chalaziferous
chalazion
chalazium
chalazogam
chalazogamic
chalazogamy
chalazoidite
chalazoin
chalcanth
chalcanthite
chalcedonian
chalcedonic
chalcedonies
chalcedonous
chalcedony
chalcedonyx
chalchihuithl
chalchuite
chalcid
chalcidian
chalcidica
chalcidicum
chalcidid
chalcidiform
chalcidoid
chalcdids
chalcdites
chalcocite
chalcogen
chalcogenide
chalcograph
chalcographer
chalcographic
chalcographical
chalcographist
chalcography
chalcolite
chalcolithic
chalcomancy
chalcomenite
chalcon
chalcone
chalcoholic
chalcopyrite
chalcosiderite
chalcocene
chalcostibite
chalcotrichite
chalcotript
chalcosine
chalcopyrite
chalcosiderite
chalcophile
chalcophyllite
chalcophanite
chalcophycoid
chalcolithic
chalcomancy
chalcomenite
chalcon
chalcone
chalcopyrite
chalcosiderite
chalcocene
chalcostibite
chalcotrichite
chalcotript
chalcosine
chalcopyrite
chalcosiderite
chalcophile
chalcophyllite
chalcophanite
chalcophytic
chalcophytic
chalinine
chalk
chalkboard
chalkboards
chambray
chambrays
chambre
chambrel
chambul
chamecephalic
chamecephalous
chamecephalus
chamecephaly
chameleon
chameleonic
chameleonize
chameleonlike
chameleons
chametz
chamfer
chamfered
chamferer
chamfering
chamfers
chamfrain
chamfron
chamfrons
chamisal
chamise
chamises
chamiso
chamisos
chamite
chamlet
chamm
chamma
chammied
chammies
chammy
chammying
chamois
chamoised
chamoises
chamoising
chamoisite
chamoix
chamoline
chamomile
chamosite
chamotte
champ
champac
characterism
characterist
characteristic
characteristic's
characteristical
characteristically
characteristicalness
characteristicness
characteristics
characterizable
characterization
characterization's
characterizations
characterize
characterized
characterizer
characterizers
characterizes
characterizing
characterless
characterlessness
characterological
characterologically
characterologist
characterology
characters
characterstring
charactery
charactonym
charade
charades
charadriiform
charadrine
charadrioid
charango
charangos
chararas
charas
charases
charbocle
charbon
charbonnier
charbroil
charbroiled
charbroiling
charbroils
charcia
charco
charcoal
charcoaled
charcoaling
charcoalist
charcoals
charcoaly
charcuterie
charcuteries
charcutier
charcutiers
chard
chardock
chards
chare
chared
charely
charer
chares
charet
chareter
charette
chargable
charge
chargeability
chargeable
chargeableness
chargeably
chargeant
charged
chargedness
chargee
chargeful
chargehouse
chargeless
chargeling
chargeman
charger
chargers
charges
chargeship
chargfaires
charging
charier
chariest
charily
chariness
charing
chariot
chartings
chartism
chartist
chartists
chartless
chartlet
chartographer
chartographic
chartographical
chartographically
chartographist
chartography
chartology
chartometer
chartophylacia
chartophylacium
chartophylax
chartophylaxes
chartreuse
chartreux
chartroom
charts
chartula
chartulae
chartularies
chartulary
chartulas
charuk
charvet
charwoman
charwomen
chary
charybdis
chasable
chase
chaseable
chased
chaser
chasers
chases
chashitsu
chasid
chasing
chasings
chasm
chasm's
chasma
chasmal
chasty
chasuble
chasubled
chasubles
chat
chataka
chatchka
chatchkas
chatchke
chatchkes
chateau
chateau's
chateaubriand
chateauugray
chateaus
chateaux
chatelain
chatelaine
chatelaines
chatelainry
chatelains
chatelet
chattelany
chateus
chathamite
chathamites
chati
chaton
chatons
chatoyance
chatoyancy
chatoyant
chats
chatsome
chatta
chattable
chattack
chattah
chattanooga
chattanooga
chattation
chatted
chattel
chattelhood
chattelism
chattelization
chattelize
chattelize
chattelizing
chattels
chattelship
chatter
chatteration
chatterbag
chatterbox
chatterboxes
chattered
chatterer
chatterers
chattererz
chattering
chatteringly
chattermag
chattermagging
chatters
chattery
chattier
chatties
chattiest
chattily
chattiness
chatting
chattingly
chatty
chatwood
chaucer
chaucerian
chaudfroid
chaudron
chaucer
chaufers
chauffage
chauffer
chauffers
chauffeur
chauffeured
chauffeuring
chauffeurs
chauffeurship
chauffeuse
chauffeuses
chaunk
chaukidari
chauldron
chaule
chaulmaugra
chaulmoogra
checkrowing
checkrows
checks
checkstone
checkstrap
checkstring
checksum
checksum's
checksummed
checksumming
checksums
checkup
checkups
checkweigher
checkweighman
checkweighmen
checkwork
checkwriter
checky
chedar
cheddar
cheddaring
cheddars
cheddite
cheddites
cheder
cheders
chedite
chedites
chedlock
chedreux
chee
cheecha
cheechaco
cheechako
cheechakos
cheeful
cheefuller
cheefullest
cheek
cheek's
cheekbone
cheekbones
cheeked
cheeker
cheekful
cheekfuls
cheekier
chelys
chem
chemasthenia
chemawinite
chemesthesia
chemiatric
chemiatrist
chemiatry
chemic
chemical
chemicalization
chemicalize
chemically
chemicals
chemick
chemicked
chemicker
chemicking
chemicoastrological
chemicobiologic
chemicobiological
chemicobiology
chemicocautery
chemicodynamic
chemicoengineering
chemicoluminescence
chemicoluminescent
chemicomechanical
chemicomineralogical
chemicopharmaceutical
chemicophysical
chemicophysics
chemicophysiological
chemicovital
chemics
chemiculture
chemigraph
chemigrapher
chemigraphic
chemigraphically
chemigraphy
chemiloon
chemiluminescence
chemiluminescent
chemin
cheminee
chemins
chemiotactic
chemiotaxic
chemiotaxis
chemiotropic
chemiotropism
chemiphotic
chemis
chemise
chemises
chemisette
chemism
chemisms
chemisorb
chemisorption
chemisorptive
chemist
chemist's
chemistries
chemistry
chemists
chemitype
chemitypies
chemitypy
chemizo
chemmy
chemoautotrophic
chemoautotrophically
chemoautotrophy
chemoceptor
chemokinesis
chemokinetic
chemolysis
chemolytic
chemolyze
chemonite
chemopallidectomies
chemopallidectomy
chemopause
chemophysiological
chemophysiology
chemoprophylaetic
chemoprophylactic
chemoprophylaxis
chemoreception
chemoreceptive
chemoreceptivities
chemoreceptivity
chemoreceptor
chemoreflex
chemoresistance
chemosensitive
chemosensitivities
chemosensitivity
chemoserotherapy
chemoses
chemosis
chemosmoic
chemosmoses
chemosmosis
chemosmotic
chemosorb
chemosorption
chemosorptive
chemosphere
chemospheric
chemostat
chemosterilant
chemosterilants
chemosurgery
chemosurgical
chemosynthesis
chemosynthetic
chemosynthetically
chemotactic
chemotactically
chemotaxis
chemotaxonomic
chemotaxonomically
chemotaxonist
chemotaxonomy
chemotaxy
chemotherapeutic
chemotherapeutical
chemotherapeutically
chemotherapeuticness
chemotherapeutics
chemotherapies
chemotherapist
chemotherapists
chemotherapy
chemotic
chemotroph
chemotrophic
chemotropic
chemotropically
chemotropicism
chemepaduk
chemurgic
chemurgical
chemurgically
chemurgies
chemurgy
chena
chenar
chende
cheneau
cheneaus
cheneaux
chenet
chenevixite
chenfish
cheng
ch enlargal
chenica
chenier
chenille
cheniller
chenilles
chenopod
chenopodiaceous
chenopods
cheongsam
cheoplastic
chepster
cheque
chequebook
chequeen
chequer
chequerboard
chequered
chequering
chequers
chequerwise
chequerwork
cheques
chequin
chequinn
chequy
cher
cherchez
chercock
chere
cherely
cherem
cherenkov
chesterlite
chestful
chestfuls
chestier
chestiest
chestily
chestiness
chestnut
chestnut's
chestnuts
chestnutty
chests
chesty
chetah
chetahs
cheth
cheths
chetif
chetive
chetopod
chetrum
chetrum's
chettrums
chettk
chyth
cotre
chetverik
chetvert
chung
chevachee
chevachie
chevage
cheval
chevalet
chevalets
chevalier
chevaliers
chevaline
chevance
chevaux
cheve
chevee
chevelure
cheven
chevener
cheventayn
cheverel
cheveret
cheveril
cheveron
chewinks
chews
cheatstick
chey
cheyenne
cheyennes
cheyney
cheyneys
chez
ch
cchatri
chi
chian
chiant
chias
ti
chiasma
chiasmal
chiasmas
chiasmata
chiasmatic
chiasmatype
chiasmatyp
chiasmi
chiasmic
chiasmodontid
chiasms
chiasmus
chiastic
chiastolite
chiastoneural
chiastoneurous
chiastoneury
chiaus
chiauses
chiave
chiavetta
chiba
chibcha
chickaree
chickasaw
chickasaws
chickee
chickees
cchickell
cchicken
cchickenberry
cchickenbill
cchickenbreasted
cchickened
cchickenhearted
cchickenheartedly
cchickenheartedness
cchickenhood
cchickening
cchickenpox
cchickens
cchickenshit
cchickenweed
cchickenwort
cchcker
cchickery
cchickhood
cchickies
cchickling
cchickories
cchickory
cchickpea
cchickpeas
cchicks
cchickstone
cchickweed
cchickweeds
cchickwit
cchicky
cchicle
cchiclero
cchicles
cchily
cchinness
cchinneses
cchico
cchicories
cchicory
cchicos
cchicot
cchicote
childbear
childbearing
childbed
childbeds
childbirth
childbirths
childcrowing
child
childed
childerma
childes
childhood
childhoods
childing
childish
childishly
childishness
childkind
childless
childlessness
childl
childliest
childlike
childlikeness
childly
childminder
childness
childproof
childre
children
children's
childrenite
childridden
childship
childward
childwife
childwite
chile
chilean
chileans
chilectropion
chilenite
chiles
chili
chiliad
chiliadal
chiliadic
chiliadron
chiliads
chiliaedron
chiliagon
chiliahedron
chiliarch
chiliarchia
chiliarchy
chiliasm
chiliasms
chiliast
chiliastic
chiliasts
chilicote
chilicothe
chilidium
chilidog
chilidogs
chilies
chilindre
chiliomb
chilipepper
chilitis
chill
chilla
chillagite
chilled
chiller
chillers
chilliest
chilli
chillier
chillies
chiliest
chillily
chilliness
chilling
chillingly
chillis
chillish
chillness
chillo
chilloes
chillroom
chills
chillsome
chillum
chillumchecche
chillums
chilly
chilodon
chilognath
chilognathan
chilognathous
chilogrammo
chiloma
chilomata
chiloncus
chiloplasty
chilopod
chilopodan
chilopodous
chilopods
chilostomatous
chilostome
chilotomies
chilotomy
chilte
chiltern
chilver
chimachima
chimaera
chimaeras
chimaerid
chimaeroid
chimango
chimar
chimars
chimb
chimbe
chimble
chimbley
chimbleys
chimblies
chimbly
chimbs
chime
chime's
chimed
chimer
chimera
chimeral
chimeras
chimere
chimeres
chimeric
chimerical
chinked
chinker
chinkerinchee
chinkers
chinkier
chinkiest
chinking
chinkle
chinks
chinky
chinles
chinless
chinnam
chinned
chinner
chinners
chinnier
chinniest
chinning
chinny
chino
chinoa
chinoidin
chinoidine
chinois
chinoisserie
chinol
chinoeleine
chinoline
chinologist
chinone
chinones
chinook
chinookan
chinooks
chinos
chinotoxine
chinotti
chinotto
chinovnik
chinpiece
chinquapin
chins
chinse
chinsed
chinsing
chint
chints
chintses
chintz
chintze
chintzes
chintzier
chintziest
chintziness
chintzy
chinwag
chinwood
chiococcine
chiolite
chionablepsia
chionodoxa
chionophobia
chiopin
chiotilla
chip
chip's
chipboard
chipchap
chipchop
chiplet
chipling
chipmuck
chipmucks
chipmunk
chipmunk's
chipmunks
chipolata
chippable
chippage
chipped
chippendale
chipper
chippered
chippering
chippers
chippewa
chippewas
chippie
chippier
chippies
chippiest
chipping
chippings
chipproof
chippy
chips
chipwood
chipyard
chiquero
chiquest
chiragra
chiragrical
chiral
chiralgia
chirality
chirapsia
chirarthritis
chirata
chirayta
chirimen
chirimia
chirimoya
chirimoyer
chirinola
chiripa
chirivita
chirk
chirked
chirker
chirkest
chirking
chirks
chirl
chirm
chirmed
chirming
chirms
chiro
chirocosmetics
chirogale
chirognomic
chirognomically
chirognomist
chirognomy
chirognostic
chirograph
chirographary
chirographer
chirographers
chirographic
chirographical
chirography
chirogymnast
chirolas
chirological
chirologically
chirologies
chirologist
chirology
chiromance
chiromancer
chiromancist
chiromancy
chiromant
chiromantic
chiromantical
chiromegaly
chirometer
chironomic
chironomid
chironomy
chironym
chiropratagium
chiroplasty
chiroprad
chiropradial
chiropradic
chiropradical
chiropradist
chiropradistry
chiropradists
chiropradous
chiroprad
chiropradophy
chiropractic
chiropractic
chiropractor
chiropractors
chiropraxis
chiropter
chiropteran
chiropterite
chiropteralphilous
chiropterous
chiropterygian
chiropterygious
chiropterygium
chiros
chirosophist
chirospasm
chirothroatian
chirothesia
chirotonsor
chirotonsory
chirotony
chirotype
chirp
chirped
chirper
chirpers
chirpier
chirpiest
chirply
chirpiness
chirping
chirpingly
chirpling
chirps
chirpy
chirr
chirre
chirred
chirres
chirring
chirrs
chirrup
chirruped
chirruper
chirruping
chirrupper
chirrups
chirrupy
chirt
chiru
chirurgeon
chirurgeonly
chirurgery
chirurgic
chirurgical
chirurgy
chis
chisel
chiseled
chiseler
chiselers
chiseling
chiselled
chiseller
chisellers
chisellike
chiselling
chiselly
chiselmouth
chisels
chisled
chistera
chistka
chit
chitak
chital
chitarra
chitarrino
chitarrone
chitarroni
chitchat
chitchats
chitchatted
chitchatting
chitchatty
chithe
chitin
chitinization
chitinized
chitinocalcareous
chitinogenous
chitinoid
chitinous
chitins
chitlin
chitling
chitlings
chitlins
chiton
chitons
chitosamine
chitosan
chitosans
chitose
chitra
chits
chittack
chittak
chittamwood
chitted
chitter
chittered
chittering
chitterling
chitterlings
chitters
chitties
chitting
chitty
chiule
chiurm
chiv
chivachee
chivage
chivalresque
chivalric
chivalries
chivalrous
chivalrously
chivalrousness
chivalry
chivaree
chivareed
chivareeing
chivarees
chivareing
chivari
chivared
chivariing
chivaring
chivaris
chivarra
chivarras
chivarro
chive
chiver
chiveret
chives
chivey
chiviatite
chivied
chivies
chivved
chivvied
chivvies
chivvy
chivvying
chivw
chivy
chivyng
chizz
chizzel
chkalik
chloranil
chloranthaceous
chloranthus
chloranthy
chlorapatite
chlorargyrite
chlorastrolite
chlorate
chlorates
chlorazide
chlorcosane
chlordan
chlordane
chlordans
chlordiazepoxide
chlore
chlored
chlorella
chlorellaceous
chloremia
chloremic
chlorenchyma
chloroguanide
chlorhexidine
chlorhydrate
chlorhydric
chloriamb
chloriambus
chloric
chlorid
chloridate
chloridated
chloridation
chloride
chlorider
chlorides
chloridic
chloridize
chloridized
chloridizing
chlorids
chlorimeter
chlorimetric
chlorimetry
chlorin
chlorinate
chlorinated
chlorinates
chlorinating
chlorination
chlorinator
chlorinators
chlorine
chlorines
chlorinity
chlorinize
chlorinous
chlorins
chloriodide
chlorite
chlorites
chloritic
chloritization
chloritize
chloritoid
chlorize
chlormethane
chlormethyl
chlornal
chloro
chloroacetate
chloroacetic
chloroacetone
chloroacetophenone
chloroamide
chloroamine
chloroanaemia
chloroanemia
chloroaurate
chloroauric
chloroaurite
chlorobenzene
chlorobromide
chlorobromomethane
chlorocalcite
chlorocarbon
chlorocarbonate
chlorochromates
chlorochromic
chlorochrous
chlorocresol
chlorocruroin
chlorodize
chlorodized
chlorodizing
chlorodyne
chloroethene
chloroethylene
chlorofluorocarbon
chlorofluoromethane
chloroform
chloroformate
chloroformed
chloroformic
chloroforming
chloroformism
chloroformist
chloroformization
chloroformize
chloroforms
chlorogenic
chlorogenine
chloroguanide
chlorohydrin
chlorohydrocarbon
chlorohydroquinone
chloroid
chloroiodide
chloroleucite
chloroma
chloromata
chloromelanite
chlorometer
chloromethane
chlorometric
chlorometry
chloromycetin
chloronaphthalene
chloronitrate
chloropal
chloropalladates
chloropalladic
chlorophaeite
chlorophane
chlorophenol
chlorophenothane
chlorophenicite
chlorophyceous
chlorophyl
chlorophyll
chlorophyllaceous
chlorophyllan
chlorophyllase
chlorophyllian
chlorophyllide
chlorophylliferous
chlorophylligenous
chlorophylligerous
chlorophyllin
chlorophyllite
chlorophyllloid
chlorophylllose
chlorophyllous
chloropia
chloropicrin
chloroplast
chloroplast's
chloroplastic
chloroplastid
chloroplasts
chloroplastinate
chloroplatinic
chloroplatinite
chloroplatinous
chloroprene
chloropsia
chloroquine
chlorosilicate
chlorosis
chlorospinel
chlorosulphonic
chlorothiazide
chlorotic
chlorotically
chlorotrifluoroethylene
chlorotrifluoromethane
chlorous
chlorozincate
chlorpheniramine
chlorphenol
chlorpicrin
chlorpikrin
chlorpromazine
chlorpropamide
chlorprophenpyridamine
cholversalol
chloretetracycline
chloryl
chm
chmn
chn
cho
cholecystogastrostomy
cholecystogram
cholecystography
cholecystoileostomy
cholecystojejunostomy
cholecystokinin
cholecystolithiasis
cholecystolithotripsy
cholecystonephrostomy
cholecystopexy
cholecystorrhapby
cholecystostomies
cholecystostomy
cholecystotomies
cholecystotomy
choledoch
choledochal
choledochectomy
choledochitis
choledochoduodenostomy
choledochoenterostomy
choledocholithiasis
choledocholithotomy
choledocholithotripsy
choledochoplasty
choledochorrhapby
choledochostomies
choledochostomy
choledochotomies
choledochotomy
choledography
cholee
cholehematin
cholec
choleine
choleinie
cholelith
cholelithiasis
cholelithic
cholelithotomy
cholelithotripsy
cholelithotrity
cholemia
choleot
choleotens
choleokinase
cholepoietic
choler
cholera
coleraic
coleras
coleric
colercialy
colericiness
colericiform
colerigenous
coleree

coleroind

coleromania

colerophobia

colerrhagia

colers

colestane

colestanol

colesteatoma

colesteatomatous

colestene

colesterate

colesteremia

colesteric

colesterin

colesterinemia

colesterinic

colesterinuria

colesterol

colesterolemia

colesteroluria

colesterolosis

colesteryl

coleletelin

coletherapy

coleuria

coli

coliamb

coliambic

coliambist

colic

colick

coline

colnergic

colines

colinesterase

colinic

colinaolytic

colla
chondriocent
chondrioma
chondriome
chondriomere
chondriomite
chondriosomal
chondriosome
chondriosomes
chondriosphere
chondrite
chondrites
chondritic
chondritis
chondroadenoma
chondroalbuminoid
chondroangioma
chondroarthritis
chondroblast
chondroblastoma
chondrocacinoma
chondrocele
chondroclasis
chondroclast
chondrocoracid
chondrocostal
chondrocranial
chondrocranium
chondrocyte
chondrodite
chondroditic
chondrodynia
chondrodystrophia
chondrodystrophy
chondroendothelioma
chondroepiphysis
chondrofetal
chondrofibroma
chondrofibromatous
chondrogen
chondrogenesis
chondrogenetic
chondrogenous
chondrogeny
chondroglossal
chondroglossus
chondrography
chondroid
chondroitic
chondroitin
cchondrolipoma
chondrology
chondroma
chondromalacia
chondromas
chondromata
chondromatous
chondromucoid
chondromyoma
chondromyxoma
chondromyxosarcoma
chondropharyngeal
chondropharyngeus
chondrophore
chondrophyte
chondroplast
chondroplastic
chondroplasty
chondroprotein
chondropterygian
chondropterygious
chondrosamine
chondrosarcoma
chondrosarcomas
chondrosarcomata
chondrosarcomatous
chondroseptum
chondrobin
chondrosis
chondroskeleton
chondrostean
chondrosteoma
chondrosteous
chondrosternal
chondrotome
chondrotomy
chondroxiaphoid
chondrule
chondrules
chondrus
chonicrite
chonk
chonolith
chonta
chontawood
choochoo
chook
chookie
chookies
chooky
choom
choop
choora
choosable
choosableness
choose
chooseable
chooser
choosers
chooses
choosey
chosier
choosiest
choosiness
choosing
choosingly
choosy
chop
chopa
chopas
chopboat
chopdar
chopfallen
chophouse
chophouses
chopin
chopine
chopines
chopins
choplogic
choplogical
chopped
chopper
chopper's
choppered
choppers
choppier
choppiest
choppily
choppin
choppiness
chopping
choppy
chops
chopstick
chorizo
chorizont
chorizontal
chorizontes
chorizonic
chorizontist
chorizos
chorobates
chorogi
chorograph
chorographer
chorographic
chorographical
chorographically
chorographies
chorography
choroid
choroidal
choroidea
choroiditis
choroidocyclitis
choroidoiritis
choroidoretinitis
choroids
chorological
chorologist
chorology
choromania
choromanic
chorometry
chorook
chorous
chort
choriten
chortle
chortled
chortler
chortlers
chortles
chortling
chortsterol
chorus
chorused
choruser
choruses
chorusing
choruslike
chorusmaster
chorussed
chorusses
chorussing
choryos
chose
chosen
chooses
choising
chott
chotts
chou
chouan
choucroute
chouette
choufleur
chough
choughs
chouka
choule
choultries
choultry
chounce
choup
choupic
chouquette
chous
chouse
choused
chouser
chousers
chouses
choush
chouses
chousing
chousingha
chout
choux
chow
chowchow
chowchows
chowder
chowdered
chowderhead
chowderheaded
chowderheadedness
chowdering
chowders
chowed
chowhound
chowing
chowk
chowries
chowry
chows
chowse
chowsed
chowses
chowsing
chowtime
chowtimes
choy
choya
choyaroot
choyroot
chrematheism
chrematist
chrematistic
chrematistics
chremsel
chremzel
chremzlach
chreotechnics
chresard
chresards
chresmology
chrestomathic
chrestomathics
chrestomathies
chrestomathy
chia
chrimsel
chrisn
chrisma
chrisma
chrismale
chrismary
chrismatine
chrisnation
chrismatite
chrismatize
chrismatories
chismatory
chismon
chismons
chisms
chisom
chromatophorous
chromatoplasm
chromatopsia
chromatoptometer
chromatoptometry
chromatoscope
chromatoscopy
chromatosis
chromatosphere
chromatospheric
chromatrobe
chromaturia
chromatype
chromazurine
chromodiagnosis
chrome
chromed
chromene
chromeplate
chromeplated
chromeplating
chromes
chromesthesia
chrometophobia
chronhidrosis
chronic
chronicize
chronicizing
chromid
chromide
chromides
chromidial
chromidiogamy
chromidiosome
chromidium
chronidrosis
chroniferous
chrominance
chroming
chromiole
chroism
chromite
chromites
chromitite
chromium
chromiums
chromize
chromized
chromizes
chromizing
chromo
chromoblast
chromocenter
chromocentral
chromochalco graphic
chromochalcopy
chromocollograph
chromocollographic
chromocollography
chromocolloïd
chromocolloïtypy
chromocratic
chromocyte
chromocytometer
chromodermatosis
chromodiascope
chromogen
chromogene
chromogenesis
chromogenetic
chromogenic
chromogenous
chromogram
chromograph
chromoisomer
chromoisomeric
chromoisomeric
chromoisomericism
chromoleucite
chromolipoid
chromolith
chromolithic
chromolithograph
chromolithographer
chromolithographic
chromolithography
chromolysis
chromomere
chromomeric
chromometer
chromone
chromonema
chromonemal
chromonemata
chromonematous
chromonematic
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chromotropy
chromotype
chromotypic
chromotypographic
chromotypography
chromotypy
chromous
chromoxylograph
chromoxylography
chromule
chromy
chromyl
chron
chronal
chronanagram
chronaxia
chronaxie
chronaxies
chronaxy
chronometer
chronic
chronica
chronical
chronically
chronicity
chronicle
chronicled
chronicler
chroniclers
chronicles
chronicling
chronicon
chronics
chronique
chronisotherm
chronist
chronobarometer
chronobiology
chronocarator
chronocinematography
chronocrator
chronocyclegraph
chronodeik
chronogeneous
chronogenesis
chronogenetic
chronogram
chronogrammatic
chronothermometer
chronotropic
chronotropic
chronotropism
chroococcaceous
chroococcoid
chrotta
chry
chrysal
chrysalid
chrysalida
chrysalidal
chrysalides
chrysalidian
chrysaline
chrysalis
chrysalises
chrysaloid
chrysamine
chrysammic
chrysamminic
chrysanilin
chrysaniline
chrysanisic
chrysanthenin
chrysanthemum
chrysanthemums
chrysanthous
chrysarobin
chrysotropic
chrysazin
chrysazol
chryseis
chryselectrum
chryselephantine
chrysene
chrysenic
chrysid
chrysidid
chrysin
chrysler
chryslers
chryoaristocracy
chrysoberyl
chrysobull
chrysocale
chrysocarpous
chrysochloric
chrysochlorous
chrysochrous
chrysocolla
chrysocracy
chrysoeriol
chrysogen
chrysograph
chrysographer
chrysography
chrysohermidin
chrysoidine
chrysolite
chrysolic
chrysology
chrysome
chrysomelid
chrysomonad
chrysomonadine
chrysopal
chrysoppee
chrysophan
chrysophane
chrysophanic
chrysophenin
chrysophenine
chrysophilist
chrysophilite
chrysophyll
chrysophyte
chrysopid
chrysopoeia
chrysopoetic
chrysopoetics
chrysoprase
chrysoprasus
chrysorin
chrysosperm
chrysostomic
chrysotherapy
chrysotherapeutic
chrysotherapeutic
chrysotherapeutic
chrysotherapy
chrysolite
chrysocrene
chs
chateau
chthonian
chthonic
chthonophagia
chthonophagy
chuana
chub
chubasco
chubascos
chubb
chubbed
chubbedness
chubbier
chubbiest
chubbily
chubbiness
chubby
chubs
chubsucker
chuck
chuck's
chuckawalla
chucked
chucker
chuckfarthing
chuckfull
chuckhole
chuckholes
chuckie
chuckies
chucking
chuckingly
chuckle
chuckled
chucklehead
chuckleheaded
chuckleheadedness
chuckler
chucklers
chuckles
chucklesome
chuckling
chucklingly
chuckram
chuckrum
chucks
chuckstone
chuckwalla
chucky
chuddah
chuddahs
chuddar
chuddars
chudder
chudders
churchwardenism  
churchwardenize  
churchwardens  
churchwardenship  
churchwards  
churchway  
churchwise  
churchwoman  
churchwomen  
churchy  
churchyard  
churchyard's  
churchyards  
churel  
churidars  
churinga  
churingas  
churl  
churled  
churlhood  
churlier  
churliest  
churlish  
churlishly  
churlishness  
churls  
churly  
churm  
churn  
churnability  
churnable  
churned  
churner  
churners  
churnful  
churning  
churnings  
churnmilk  
churns  
churnstaff  
churr  
churrasco  
churred  
churriqueresco  
churriqueresque  
churring  
churrip  
churro
chylified
chyliform
chylify
chylifying
chylocaulous
chylocaulously
chylocauly
chyocele
chyo cyst
chyo id
chylomicron
chylopericardium
chyl phyllous
chyl phyllously
chyl phyll y
ch ylo poetic
ch ylop oiesis
ch ylo poietic
ch y losis
ch ylothorax
ch y los
ch y luria
ch yma queous
ch y ma se
ch yme
ch ymes
ch y mia
ch ymic
ch ymics
ch y mip herous
ch ymification
ch ym ified
ch y m ify
ch y m ifying
ch y m is t
ch y m is try
ch y m is ts
ch y mos in
ch y mos inogen
ch y mos ins
ch y motrypsin
ch y motrypsinogen
ch y mous
ch ymometer
ch ypre
ch ytra
ch y trid
ch y tria di aceous
chytridial
cytridiose
cytridiosis
cia
cia
cibaria
cibarial
cibarian
cibaries
cibarious
cibarium
cibation
cibbria
ciborbia
cibol
cibolero
cibols
cibophobia
cibophobiafood
ciboria
ciborium
cibory
ciboule
ciboules
cicad
cicada
cicadae
cicadas
cicadid
cicala
cicalas
cicale
cicatrice
cicatricees
cicatricial
cicatrice
cicatricose
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cigar
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cilantro
cilantro
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cilantro
cilantro
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cistophoric
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citadel
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citator
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citatory
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cite
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citer
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cites
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citharas
citharist
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citharoedi
citharoedic
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cithren
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citriculture
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citrination
citrine
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citrinin
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citrinous
citrins
citrocola
citrometer
citron
citronade
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citronelle
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citronin
citronize
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citonwood
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citybuster
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citydom
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civilization
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civilizational
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civilized
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clabbering
clabbers
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clach
clachan
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clack
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clacker
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clackety
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clad
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cladautoicous
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clade
cladine
cladistic
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cladode
cladodes
cladodial
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cladogenesis
cladogenetic
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cladonioid
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cladus
claes
clag
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clamatory
clamb
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clambered
clamberer
clambering
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clame
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clamflat
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clamjamfry
clamjamphrie
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clammer
clammersome
clammier
clammiest
clammily
clamminess
clamming
clammish
clammy
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clamor
clamored
clamorer
clamorers
clamoring
clamorist
clamorous
clamorously
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clamors
clamorsome
clamour
clamoured
clamourer
clamouring
clamourist
clamourous
clamours
clamoursome
clamp
clampdown
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clamper
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clamping
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clams
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clan
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clandestine
clandestinely
clandestineness
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clang
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clanger
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clangingly
clangor
clangored
clangoring
clangorous
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clangorousness
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clangour
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clank
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clankety
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clankingly
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clankum
clanless
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clannishly
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clansmen
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clap
clapboard
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clap
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clappercaw
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claps
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clap
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clarion
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clarionet
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claroes
claros
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clart
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clash
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clasher
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clap
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classiness
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claustrum
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claut
clava
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claw
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clawk
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claws
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clay
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clearminded
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cleave
cleaved
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cleeky
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cleidomancy
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cleidosternal
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cloak
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cloaking
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cloam
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clobber
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coaptate
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coaarsen
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coaarssing
coaarsens
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cocaine
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cocainize
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cocainomania
cocainomaniac
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cocash
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coccagee
coccal
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coccerin
cocci
coccic
coccid
coccidia
coccidial
coccidian
coccidioidal
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coccidiosis
coccidium
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coccids
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coccolith
coccolithophorid
coccosphere
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coccothraustine
coccous
coccul
cocculiferous
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coccus
coccydynia
coccygalgia
coccygeal
coccygean
coccyectomy
coccygerector
coccyges
coccygeus
coccygine
coccygodynia
coccygomorph
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coccygotomy
coccyodynia
coccyx
coccyxes
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coch
cochair
couched
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cochairman
cochairmanship
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cochairs
cochal
cocher
cochero
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cochin
cochineal
cochins
cochlea
cochlea
cochlear
cochlear
cochlearifoliate
cochleariform
cochleary
cochleas
cochleate
cochleated
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cochleitis
cochleleae
cochleleas
cochleous
cochlidiid
cochliodont
cochlite
cochlitis
cochlospermaceous
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cochromatography
cochurchwarden
cochylis
cocillana
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cocinera
cocineras
cocinero
cocircular
cocircularity
cocitizen
cocitizenship
cock
cockabondy
cockade
cockaded
cockades
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cockal
cockalan
cockaleekie
cockalorum
cockamamie
cockamamy
cockamaroo
cockandy
cockapoo
cockapoos
cockard
cockarouse
cockateel
cockatiel
cockatoo
cockatoos
cockatrice
cockatrices
cockawee
cockbell
cockbill
cockbilled
cockbilling
cockbils
cockbird
cockboat
cockboats
cockbrain
cockchafer
cockcrow
cockcrower
cockcrowwing
cockcrows
cocked
cocker
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cockerel
cockerels
cockerie
cockering
cockermeg
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cockernony
cockerouse
cockeruse
cockers
cocket
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cocketing
cockeye
cockeyed
cockeyedly
cockeyedness
cockeyes
cockfight
cockfighter
cockfighting
cockfights
cockhead
cockhorse
cockhorses
cockie
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cockier
cockies
cockiest
cockily
cockiness
cocking
cockish
cockishly
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cockle
cockleboat
cocklebur
cockled
cockler
cockles
cockleshell
cockleshells
cocklet
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cocklight
cocklike
cocking
cockloche
cockloft
cocklofts
cockly
cockmaster
cockmatch
cockmate
cockneian
cockneity
cockney
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cockneyese
cockneyess
cockneyfication
cockneyfied
cockneyfy
cockneyfying
cockneyish
cockneyishly
cockneyism
cockneyize
cockneyland
cockneylike
cockneys
cockneyship
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cockpit
cockpits
cockroach
cockroaches
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cockscomb
cockscombed
cockscombs
cocksfoot
cockshead
cockshies
cockshoot
cockshot
cockshut
cockshuts
cockshy
cockshying
cocksparrow
cockspur
cockspurs
cockstone
cocksure
cocksuredom
cocksureism
cocksurely
cocksureness
cocksurety
cockswain
cocksy
cocktail
cocroroot
cocos
cocotte
cocottes
cocovenantor
cocowood
cocowort
cocyam
cocozelle
cocrate
cocreated
cocreates
cocreating
cocreator
cocreatorship
cocreditor
cocrucify
coct
coctile
coction
coctoantigen
coctoprecipitin
cocuisa
cocuiza
cocullo
cocurator
cocurrent
cocurricular
cocus
cocuswood
cocuyo
cocytus
cod
coda
codable
codal
codamin
codamine
codas
codbank
codded
codder
codders
coddling
coddle
coddled
coddler
coddlers
coddles
coddling
coddy
code
codebook
codebooks
codebreak
codebreaker
codebtor
codebtors
codec
codeclination
codecree
codecs
coded
codefendant
codefendants
codeia
codeias
codein
codeina
codeinas
codeine
codeines
codeins
codeless
codelight
codelinquency
codelinquent
coden
codenization
codens
codeposit
coder
coderive
coderived
coderives
coderiving
coders
codes
codescendant
codesign
codesigned
codesigning
codesigns
codespairer
codetermination
codetermine
codirects
codiscoverer
codisjunct
codist
codivine
codlin
codline
codling
codlings
collins
codman
codo
codol
codomain
codomestication
codominant
codon
codons
codpiece
codpieces
codpitchings
cods
codshead
codswallop
codworm
coe
coeal
coealum
coed
coedit
coedited
coediting
coeditor
coeditors
coeditorship
coedits
coeds
coeducate
coeducation
coeducational
coeducationalism
coeducationalize
coeducationally
coeff
coeff
coeffect
coeffects
cofficacy
coefficient
coefficient's
coefficiently
coefficients
coeffluent
coeffluential
coehorn
coelecanth
coelecanthid
coelecanthine
coelecanthoid
coelecanthous
coelecanyglyphic
coele
coelearium
coeelastraceous
coeelder
coeeldership
coelect
coelection
coelector
coelectron
coelelminth
coelelminthic
coelelentera
coelelenterata
coelelenterate
coelelenterates
coelelenteric
coelelenteron
coelestial
coelestine
coelevate
coeelho
coealia
coeeliac
coeelalgia
coeelian
coeeligenous
coeelin
coeeline
coeelomyalgia
coeelorrhea
coeelorrhoea
coeelioscopy
coeeliotomy
coeeloblastic
coeeloblastula
coenoby
coenocentrum
coenocyte
coenocytic
coenodioecism
coenoecial
coenoecic
coenoecium
coenogamete
coenogenesis
coenogenetic
coenomonoecism
coenosarc
coenosarcal
coenosarcous
coenosite
coenospecies
coenospecific
coenospecifically
coenosteal
coenosteum
coenotrope
coenotype
coenotypic
coenthrone
coenunuri
coenure
coenures
coenuri
coenurus
coenzymatic
coenzymatically
coenzyme
coenzymes
coequal
coequality
coequalize
coequally
coequalness
coequals
coequate
coequated
coequates
coequating
coequation
coerce
coerceable
coerced
coercement
coercend
coercends
coercer
coercers
coerces
coercibility
coercible
coercibleness
coercibly
coercing
coercion
coercionary
coercionist
coercions
coercitive
coercive
coercively
coerciveness
coercivity
coerect
coerected
coerecting
coerects
coeruleolactite
coes
coesite
coesites
coessential
coessentiality
coessentially
coessentialness
coestablishment
coestate
coe tanean
coe taneity
coe taneous
coe taneously
coe taneousness
coeternal
coe ternally
coe ternity
coe tus
coe val
coe vality
coe vally
coe valneity
coe valness
coevals
coevolution
coevolutionary
coevolve
coevolved
coevolving
coeexchangeable
coeexclusive
coeexecutant
coeexecutor
coeexecutrices
coeexecutrix
coexert
coexerted
coexerting
coexertion
coexerts
coexist
coexisted
coexistence
coexistency
coexistent
coexisting
coexists
coexpand
coexpanded
coexperiencer
coexpire
coeexplosion
coeextend
coeextended
coeextending
coeextends
coeextension
coeextensive
coeextensively
coeextensiveness
coeextent
cofactor
cofactors
cofaster
cofather
cofathership
cofeature
cofeatures
cofeoffee
coferment
cofermentation
cogitant

cogitantly

cogitate

cogitated

cogitates

cogitating

cogitatingly

cognition

cogitations

cogitative

cogitatively

cogitativeness

cogitativity

cogitator

cogitators

cogito

cogitos

coglorify

coglourious

cogman

cogmen

cognac

cognacs

cognate

cognately

cognateness

cognates

cognati

cognatic

cognatical

cognation

cognatus

cognisability

cognisable

cognisableness

cognisably

cognisance

cognisant

cognise

cognised

cogniser

cognises

cognising

cognition

cognitional

cognitive

cognitively

cognitives
cognitivity
cognitum
cognizability
cognizable
cognizableness
cognizably
cognizance
cognizant
cognize
cognized
cognizee
cognizer
cognizers
cognizes
cognizing
cognizor
cognomen
cognomens
cognomina
cognominal
cognominally
cognominate
cognominated
cognomination
cognosce
cognoscent
cognoscente
cognoscenti
cognoscibility
cognoscible
cognoscing
cognoscitive
cognoscitively
cognovit
cognovits
cogon
cogonal
cogons
cogovernment
cogovernor
cogracious
cograil
cogrediency
cogredient
cogroad
cogs
coguarantor
coguardian
cogue
cogware
cogway
cogways
cogweel
cogweels
cogwheel
cogwheels
cogwood
cohabit
cohabitancy
cohabitant
cohabitate
cohabitation
cohabitations
cohabited
cohabiter
cohabiting
cohabits
cohanim
cohanims
coharmonious
coharmoniously
coharmonize
chead
cheaded
cheading
cheads
cheartedness
cheir
cheiress
cheirs
cheirship
chelper
chelpership
chen
cohenite
cohens
coherald
cohere
cohered
cohereance
cohereancy
cohereent
cohereently
coherer
coherers
coheres
coins
coinspire
coinstantaneity
coinstantaneous
coinstantaneously
coinstantaneousness
coinsurable
coinsurance
coinsure
coinsured
coinsurer
coinsures
coinsuring
cointense
cointension
cointensity
cointer
cointerest
cointerred
cointerring
cointers
cointersecting
cointise
coinventor
coinvolve
coiny
coir
coirs
coislander
coisns
coistrel
coistrels
coistril
coistriels
coit
coit
coitally
coitian
coitianal
coitians
coitophobia
coiture
coitus
coituses
cojoin
cojones
cojudge
cojudices
cojuror
cojusticiar
coke
coked
cokelike
cokeman
cokeney
coker
cokemut

cokers
cokery
cokes
cokewold
cokewold

cokewold

cokewold
col
cola
colaborer

colaborer
colacobioses
colacobiosis

colacobiotic
colage

colalgia

colament

colander

colanders

colane

colaphize

colarin
colas

colascione

colasciones

colascioni
colat

colate

colation

colatitude

colatorium

colature

colauxe

colazione

colback

colberter

colbertine
colcannon
colchicia
colchicin
colchicine
colchicum
colchyte
colcothar
cold
coldblood
coldblooded
coldbloodedness
coldcock
colder
coldest
coldfinch
coldhearted
coldheartedly
coldheartedness
coldish
coldly
coldness
coldnesses
coldong
coldproof
colds
coldslaw
coldturkey
cole
coleader
colecannon
colecistomies
colecistomy
colegatee
colegislator
colemanite
colemouse
colen
colent
coleochaetaceous
coleopter
coleoptera
coleopteral
coleopteran
coleopterist
coleopteroid
coleopterological
coleopterology
coleopteron
coleopterous
coleoptile
coleoptilum
coleoptera
coleorrhiza
coleorrhizae
coleplant
colera
coles
coleseed
coleseeds
coleslaw
coleslaws
colessee
colessees
coressor
coessors
colet
colletit
coleur
coleus
coleuses
colewort
coleworts
coley
colfox
coli
coliander
colibacillosis
colibacterin
colibert
colibertus
colibri
colic
colical
colichemarde
colicin
colicine
colicines
colicins
colicker
colicky
colicolitis
colicroot
colics
colicweed
colicwort
colicystitis
collectivistically
collectivists
collectivities
collectivity
collectivization
collectivize
collectivized
collectivizes
collectivizing
collectivum
collector
collector's
collectorate
collectors
collectorship
collectress
collects
coleen
colleens
collegatary
college
college's
colleges
collegers
collectors
collegese
collegia
collegial
collegialism
collegiality
collegially
collegian
collegianer
collegians
collegiate
collegiately
collegiateness
collegiation
collegiugia
collegium
collegiums
collembo
collembolan
collembole
collembolic
collembolous
collen
collenchyma
collenchymatic
collenchantous
collenchyme
collencytal
collencyte
collery
collet
colletarium
colleted
colleter
colletterial
colletterium
colletic
colleting
collets
colleteside
colley
collibert
collice
colliculate
colliculus
collide
collided
collides
collidin
collidine
colliding
collie
collied
collielike
collier
colliers
colliers
colliery
collies
collieshangie
colliflower
colliform
colligance
colligate
colligated
colligating
colligation
colligative
colligible
collimate
collimated
collimates
collimating
collimation
collimator
collimators
collin
collinal
colline
collinear
collinearity
collinearly
collinate
collineation
colling
collingly
collingual
colls
collines
collinsia
collinite
colliquable
colliquament
colligate
colligation
colliquative
colliquativeness
colliquation

collis
collision
collision's
collisional
collisions
collisive
colloblast
collobrierite
collocal
collocate
collocated
collocates
collocating
collocation
collocationable
collocational
collocations
collocative
collocatory
collochemistry
collochromate
collock
collocution
collocutor
colloctory
collodiochloride
collodion
collodionization
collodionize
collodiotype
collodium
collogen
collogue
collogued
collogues
colloguing
colloid
colloidal
colloidality
colloidally
colloider
colloidize
colloidochemical
colloids
collomia
collop
colloped
collophane
collophanite
collophore
collops
colloq
coloque
colloquia
colloquial
colloquialism
colloquialisms
colloquialist
colloquiality
colloquialize
colloquializer
colloquially
colloquialness
colloquies
colloquiquia
colloquiquiums
colloquist
colloquium
colloquiums
colloquize
colloquized
collyrie
collyrite
collyrium
collyriums
collywest
collyweston
collywobbles
colmar
colmars
colmose
colnaria
colob
colobin
colobium
coloboma
colobus
colocate
colocated
colocates
colocating
colocentesis
colocephalous
coloctasis
colocola
colocolic
colocolo
colocynth
colocynthin
colodyspepsia
coloenteritis
colog
cologarithm
cologne
cologned
colognes
cologs
colola
cololite
colomb
colombia
colombian
colombians
colombier
colombin
colombo
colometric
colometrically
colometry
colonizability
colonizable
colonization
colonizationist
colonizations
colonize
colonized
colonizer
colonizers
colonizes
colonizing
colonnade
colonnaded
colonnades
colonnette
colonopathy
colonopexy
colonoscope
colonoscopy
colons
colonus
colony
colony's
colopexia
colopexotomy
colopexy
colophan
colophane
colophany
colophene
colophenic
colophon
colophonate
colophonie
colophonist
colophonite
colophonium
colophons
colophony
coloplication
coloppe
coloproctitis
coloptosis
colopuncture
coloquies
coloquintid
coloquintida
color
colorability
colorable
colorableness
colorably
coloradan
coloradans
colorado
coloradoite
colorant
colorants
colorate
coloration
colorational
colorationally
colorations
colorative
coloratura
coloraturas
colorature
colorbearer
colorblind
colorblindness
colorbreed
colorcast
colorcasted
colorcaster
colorcasting
colorcasts
colorectitis
colorectostomy
colored
coloreds
colorer
colorers
colorfast
colorfastness
colorful
colorfully
colorfulness
colorific
colorifics
colorimeter
colorimetric
colorimetrical
colorimetrically
colorimetrics
colorimetrist
colorimetry
colourable
colourableness
colourably
colouration
colourational
colourationally
colourative
coloured
colourer
colourers
colourfast
colourful
colourfully
colourfulness
colourific
colourifics
colouring
colourist
colouristic
colourize
colourless
colourlessly
colourlessness
colourman
colours
colourtype
coloury
colove
colp
colpenchyma
colpeo
colpeurynter
colpeurysis
colpheg
colpindach
colpitis
colpiteses
colpocele
colpocystocele
colphohyperplasia
colphohysterotomy
colpoperineoplasty
colpoperineorrhaphy
colpoplastic
colpoplasty
colpoptosis
colporrhagia
colporrhaphy
combinant
combinantive
combinate
combination
combination's
combinational
combinations
combinative
combinator
combinator's
combinatorial
combinatorially
combinatoric
combinatorics
combinators
combinatory
combind
combine
combined
combinedly
combinedness
combinement
combiner
combiners
combines
combing
combings
combining
combite
combe
comble
combless
comblessness
comblike
combmaker
combmaking
combo
comboio
combos
comboy
combre
combretaceous
combs
combure
comburendo
comburent
comburgess
comburimeter
comburimetry
comburivorous
combust
combusted
combustibilities
combustibility
combustible
combustibleness
combustibles
combustibly
combusting
combustion
combustious
combustive
combustively
combustor
combusts
combwise
combwright
comby
cond
comdg
comdia
comdr
comdt
come
comeatable
comeback
comebacker
comebacks
comeddle
comedia
comedial
comedian
comedian's
comedians
comedianant
comedic
comedical
comedically
comedienne
comediennes
comedies
comeditta
comedittas
comeditte
comedist
comedo
comedones
comfiture
doit
comfort
comfortabilities
comfortability
comfortable
comfortableness
comfortably
comfortation
comfortative
comforted
comforter
comforters
comfortful
comforting
comfortingly
comfortless
comfortlessly
comfortlessness
comfortress
comfortroot
comforts
comfrey
comfrey's
comfy
comic
comic's
comical
comicality
comically
comicalness
comices
comicocratic
comicocynical
comicodidactic
comicography
comicoprosaic
comicotragedy
comicotragic
comicotragical
comicy
comics
comida
comiferous
cominformist
cominformists
coming
comingle
comings
comino
comintern
comique
conisn
comitadj
comitai
comitant
comitatensis
comitative
comitatus
comite
comites
comitia
comitai
comitai
comities
comitiva
comite
comitje
comitragedy
comity
coml
comm
comma
comma's
commas
commaing
command
command's
commandable
commandant
commandant's
commandants
commandatory
commanded
commandedness
commandeer
commandeered
commandeering
commandeers
commander
commanderies
commanders
commandership
commandery
commanding
commandingly
commandingness
commandite
commandless
commandment
commandment's
commandments
commando
commando's
commandoes
commandoman
commandos
commandress
commandrie
commandries
commandry
commands
commark
commas
commassation
commassee
commata
commaterial
commatic
commation
commatism
comme
commeasurable
commeasure
commeasured
commeasuring
commeddle
commelinaceous
commem
commemorable
commemorate
commemorated
commemorates
commemorating
commemoration
commemorational
commemorations
commemorative
commemoratively
commemorativeness
commemorator
commemorators
commemoratory
commemorize
commemorized
commemorizing
commence
commenceable
commenced
commencement
commencement's
commencements
commencer
commences
commencing
commend
commenda
commendable
commendableness
commendably
commendador
commendam
commendatory
commendation
commendation's
commendations
commendator
commendatories
commendatorily
commendatory
commended
commender
commending
commendingly
commendment
commends
commensal
commensalism
commensalist
commensalistic
commensality
commensally
commensals
commensurability
commensurable
commensurableness
commensurably
commensurate
commensurated
commensurately
commensurateness
commensurating
commensuration
commensurations
comment
commentable
commentarial
commentarialism
commentaries
commentary
commentary's
commentate
commentated
commentating
commentation
commentative
commentator
commentator's
commentatorial
commentatorially
commentators
commentatorship
commented
commenter
commenting
commentitious
comments
commerce
commerced
commerceless
commercer
commerces
commercia
commerciable
commercial
commercialisation
commercialise
commercialised
commercialising
commercialism
commercialist
commercialistic
commercialists
commerciality
commercialization
commercializations
commercialize
commercialized
commercializes
commercializing
commercially
commercialness
 commercials
commercing
commercium
commerge
commers
commesso
commie
commies
commigration
commilitant
comminate
comminated
comminating
commination
comminative
comminator
comminatory
commingle
commingled
comminglement
commingler
commingles
commingling
commisister
communiate
communute
communuted
communating
communution
communutor
commis
commisce
commise
commiserable
commiserate
commiserated
commiserates
commiserating
commiseratingly
commiseration
commiserations
commiserative
commiseratively
commiserator
commissar
commissarial
commissariat
commissariats
commissaries
commissars
| communiques | communis |
| communişation | communise |
| communised | communising |
| communism | communist |
| communist's | communisteries |
| communistry | communistic |
| communistical | communistically |
| communists | communal |
| communistal | communitarian |
| communitarianism | communitary |
| communities | communitive |
| communitiorium | community |
| community's | communitywide |
| communication | communize |
| communized | communizing |
| commutability | commutable |
| commutableness | commutant |
| commutate | commutated |
| commutating | commutation |
| commutations | commutative |
| commutatively | commutativity |
| commutator | commutators |
| commute | commuted |
| commuter | commuters |
| commutes | |
compendency
compendent
compendia
compendiary
compendiate
compendious
compendiously
compendiousness
compendium
compendiums
compe
compe
comperes
compering
compert
compesce
compester
competer
competence
competencies
competency
competent
competently
competentness
competes
competible
competing
competingly
competition
competition's
competitioner
competitions
competitive
competitively
competitiveness
competitor
competitor's
competitors
competitorship
competitory
competitress
competitrix
compilable
compilation
compilation's
compilations
compilator
compilatory
compile
compileable
compiled
complement
compiler
compiler's
compilers
compiles
compiling
comping
compinge
compitual
compitum
complacence
complacencies
complacency
complacent
complacential
complacentially
complacently
complain
complainable
complaintant
complainants
complained
complainer
complainers
complaining
complainingly
complainingness
complains
complaint
complaint's
complaintful
complaintive
complaintiveness
complaints
complaisance
complaisant
complaisantly
complaisantness
complanar
complanate
complanation
complant
compleat
compleated
complect
comlected
compecting
completion
complects
complement
complemental
complementally
complementalness
complementaries
complementarily
complementariness
complementarism
complementarity
complementation
complementative
complemented
complemener
complemeters
complementing
complementizer
complementoid
complements
completable
complete
compliances
compliancies
compliancy
compliant
compliantly
compliances
complicity
complicate
complicated
complicatedly
complicatedness
complicates
complicating
complication
complications
complicative
complicator
complicator's
complicators
complie
complices
complicities
complicitous
complicity
complied
complier
compliers
complies
compliment
complimentable
complimental
complimentally
complimentalness
complimentarily
complimentariness
complimentarity
complimentary
complimentation
complimentative
complimented
complimenter
complimenter's
complimenter's
complimenting
complimentingly
compliments
complin
compline
compressively
compressometer
compressor
compressors
compressure
comprest
compriest
comprint
comprisable
comprisal
comprise
comprised
comprises
comprising
comprizable
comprizal
comprize
comprized
comprizes
comprizing
comprobate
comprobation
comproduce
compromis
compromisable
compromise
compromised
compromiser
compromisers
compromises
compromising
compromisingly
compromissary
compromission
compromissorial
compromit
compromitment
compromitted
compromitting
comprovincial
comps
compsognathus
compt
compte
compted
compter
comptible
comptie
computation
computation's
computational
computationally
computations
computative
computatively
computativeness
compute
computed
computer
computer's
computerese
computerise
computerite
computerizable
computerization
computerize
computerized
computerizes
computerizing
computerlike
computernik
computers
computes
computing
computist
computus
comr
comrade
comradeliness
comradely
comradery
comrades
comradeship
comrado
comrogue
coms
comsat
comstock
comstockeries
comstockery
comte
comtes
comtesse
comtesses
comtian
comunidad
comurmurer
comus
comvia
con
conable
conacaste
conacre
conal
conalbumin
conamarin
conamed
conand
conarial
conarium
conation
conational
conationalistic
conations
conative
conatural
conatus
conaxial
conbinas
conc
concatenated
concamerate
concamerated
concameration
concanavalin
concaptive
concarnation
concassation
concatenary
concatenate
concatenated
concatenates
concatenating
concatenation
concatenations
concatenator
concatervate
concaulescence
concausal
concause
concavation
concave
concaved
concavelly
concelebrations
conent
concenter
concentered
concentering
concentive
concento
concentrization
concentrate
concentrated
concentrates
concentrating
concentration
concentrations
concentrative
concentraviveness
concentrator
concentrators
concentre
concentred
concentric
concentrical
concentrically
concentricate
concentricity
concentring
concents
concentual
concentus
concept
concept's
conceptacle
conceptacular
conceptaculum
conceptible
conception
conception's
conceptional
conceptionist
conceptions
conceptism
conceptive
conceptiveviveness
concepts
conceptual
conceptualisation
conceptualise
conched
concher
conches
conchfish
conchfishes
conchie
conchies
conchiferous
conchiform
conchinin
conchinine
conchiolin
conchite
conchitic
conchitis
concho
conchoid
conchoidal
conchoidally
conchoids
conchol
conchological
conchologically
conchologist
conchologize
conchology
conchometer
conchometry
conchospiral
conchotome
conchs
conchuela
conchy
conchyle
conchylia
conchyliated
conchyliferous
conchylium
conciator
concierge
concierges
concile
conciliable
conciliabule
conciliabulum
conciliar
conciliarism
conciliarly
conciliate
conciliated
conciliates
conciliating
conciliatingly
conciliation
conciliationist
conciliations
conciliative
conciliator
conciliatorily
conciliatoriness
conciliators
conciliatory
concilium
concinnate
concinnated
concinnating
concinnities
concinnity
concinnous
concinnously
concio
concion
concional
concionary
concionate
concionator
concionatory
conciousness
concipiency
concipient
concise
concisely
conciseness
conciser
concisest
concision
concitation
concite
concitizen
conclamant
conclamnation
conclave
conclaves
conclavist
concludable
conclude
concordably
concordal
concordance
concordancer
concordances
concordancy
concordant
concordantial
concordantly
concordat
concordatary
concordats
concordatum
conorder
conordial
conordist
conordity
conordly
conords
conorporate
conorporated
conorporating
conorporation
concours
concourse
concourses
concreate
concredit
concremation
concrement
concr ease
concr easece
concr easeces
concr eascent
concr easeible
concr easeive
concrete
concreted
concretely
concreteness
concreter
concretes
concreting
concretion
concretionial
concretionary
concretions
concretism
condones
condoning
condor
condores
condors
condos
condottiere
condottieri
conduce
conduceability
conducted
conducement
conduent
conducer
conducers
conduces
conducible
conducibleness
conducibly
conducing
conducingly
conducive
conduciveness
conduct
conducta
conductance
conductances
conducted
conductibility
conducible
conductility
conductimeter
conductimetric
conducting
conductio
conduction
conductional
conduititious
conductive
conductively
conductivities
conductivity
conductometer
conductometric
conductor
conductor's
conductorial
conductorless
conductors
conductorship
conductory
conductress
conducts
conductus
condu
coduct
conduits
conduplicate
conduplicated
conduplication
condurangin
condurango
condurrite
condylar
condylarthrosis
condylarthrous
condyle
condyles
condyion
condyloid
condyloma
condylomas
condylomata
condylomatous
condylome
condylopod
condylopodous
condylos
condylotomy
condylura
condylure
cone
cone's
coned
coneen
coneflower
conehead
conehoboring
coneine
conelet
conelike
conelrad
conelrads
conemaker
conemaking
conenchyma
conenose
conenoses
conepate
conepates
conepatl
conepatls
coner
cones
conessine
conestoga
coney
coneys
conf
confab
confabbed
confabbing
confabs
confabular
confabulate
confabulated
confabulates
confabulating
confabulation
confabulations
confabulator
confabulatory
confact
confarreate
confarreated
confarreation
confated
confect
confected
confecting
confection
confectionaries
confectionary
confectioner
confectioneries
confectioners
confectionery
confections
confectory
confects
confecture
confirmational
confirmations
confirmative
confirmatively
confirmatorily
confirmatory
confirmed
confirmedly
confirmedness
confirmer
confirming
confirmingly
confirmity
confirmment
confirms
confiscable
confiscatable
confiscate
confiscated
confiscates
confiscating
confiscation
confiscations
confiscator
confiscators
confiscatory
confiserie
confisk
confisticating
confit
confident
confiteor
confiture
confix
confixed
confixing
conflab
conflagrant
conflagrate
conflagrated
conflagrating
conflagration
conflagrations
conflagrative
conflagrator
conflagratory
conformingly
conformism
conformist
conformists
conformities
conformity
conforms
confort
confound
confounded
confoundedly
confoundedness
confounder
confounders
confounding
confoundingly
confoundment
confr
confract
confracion
confragos
confrater
confraternal
confraternities
confraternity
confraternization
confrere
confreres
confrerie
confrier
confricamenta
confricamentum
confrication
confront
confrontal
confrontation
confrontation's
confrontational
confrontationism
confrontationist
confrontations
confrante
confronted
confroner
confroners
confronting
congealedness
congealer
congealing
congealment
congeals
conged
congee
conged
congeing
congees
congeing
congelation
congelative
congelifract
congelifraction
congeliturbrate
congeliturbation
congenator
congener
congeneracy
congeneric
congenerical
congenerous
congenerousness
congeners
congenetic
congenial
congeniality
congenialize
congenially
congenialness
congenital
congenitally
congenitalness
congenite
congeon
conger
congereee
congerie
congeries
congers
congery
conges
concession
congest
congested
congestedness
congestible
congesting
congestion
congestions
congestive
congests
congestus
congiaries
congiary
congii
congius
conglace
conglactate
conglactate
conglactately
conglactating
conglactation
conglacte
conglacted
conglactes
conglacting
conglactulate
conglactrate
conglactrated
conglactrates
conglactratic
conglactrating
conglactration
conglactrations
conglactrative
conglactreator
conglactreric
conglutin
conglutinant
conglutinate
conglutinated
conglutinating
conglutination
conglutinative
conglutination
congo
congoes
congolese
congoni
congos
congou
congos
congrats
congratulable
congratulant
congratulate
congratulated
congratulates
congratulating
congratulation
congratualional
congratualations
congratulator
congratulatory
congreed
congreet
congregable
conreganist
conregant
conregants
conregate
conregated
conregates
conregating
congregation
congregational
congregationalism
congregationalist
congregationalists
congregationalize
congregationally
congregationist
congregations
congregative
congregativeness
congregator
congress
congress’s
congressed
congresser
congresses
congressing
congressional
congressionalist
congressionally
congressionist
conressist
congressive
congressman
congressmen
congresswoman
congresswomen
congreve
congrid
congrio
congroid
congrue
congruence
congruences
congruencies
congruency
congruent
congruential
congruently
congruism
congruist
congruistic
congruities
congruity
congruous
congruously
congruousness
congustable
conhydrin
conhydrine
coni
conia
conic
conical
conicality
conically
conicalness
conicein
coniceine
conichalcite
conicine
conicities
conicity
conicle
conicoid
conicopoly
conics
conidia
conidial
conidian
conidiiferous
conidioid
conidiophore
conidiophorous
conidiospore
conidium
conies
conifer
coniferin
coniferophyte
coniferous
conifers
conification
coniform
coniine
coniines
conima
conimene
conin
conine
conines
coning
coninidia
conins
coniology
coniomyces
coniosis
conioplastic
coniosity
conisance
conite
conium
coniums
conj
conj ect
conj ective
conj ecturable
conj ecturableness
conj ecturably
conj ectural
conj ecturalist
conj ecturality
conj ecturally
conj ecture
conj ectured
conj ecturer
conj ectures
conj ecturing
conje
conjegates
conjobble
conjunctive
conjunctively
conjunctiveness
conjunctives
conjunctivitis
conjunctly
conjuncts
conjunctur
conjunctural
conjuncture
conjunctures
conjuration
conjurations
conjurator
conjure
conjured
conjurement
conjurer
conjurers
conjurership
conjures
conjuring
conjurison
conjuror
conjurors
conjury
conk
conkanee
conked
conker
conkers
conking
conks
conky
conli
conn
connach
connaissance
connaraceous
connarite
connascent
connascency
connascence
connatal
connate
connately
connativeness
connation
connatural
connatural
connaturalize
connaturally
connaturalness
connature
connaught
connect
connectable
connectant
connected
connectedly
connectedness
connector
connecters
connectibility
connectible
connectibly
connecticut
connecting
connection
connection's
connectional
connectionism
connectionless
connections
connectival
connective
connective's
connectively
connectives
connectivity
connector
connector's
connectors
connects
conned
connellite
conner
conners
connex
connexes
connexion
connexional
connexionalism
connexities
connexity
connexiva
connexive
conquest's
conquests
conquian
conquians
conquinamine
conquinine
conquisition
conquistador
conquistadores
conquistadors
conrail
corrector
correctorship
conred
conrey
cons
consacre
consanguine
consanguineal
consanguinean
consanguineous
consanguineously
consanguinities
consanguinity
consarcinate
consarn
consarned
conscience
conscience’s
conscienceless
consciencelessly
consciencelessness
consciences
consciencewise
conscient
conscientious
conscientiously
conscientiousness
conscionable
conscionableness
conscionably
conscious
consciously
consciousness
conscive
conscribe
conscribed
conscribing
conscript
conscripted
conscripting
conscription
conscriptional
conscriptionist
conscriptions
conscriptive
conscripts
conscripttion
consderations
consecrate
consecrated
consecratedness
consecrater
consecrates
consecrating
consecration
consecrations
consecrative
consecrator
consecratory
consectary
consecute
consecution
consecutive
consecutively
consecutiveness
consecutives
consence
consenescence
consenescency
consension
consensual
consensually
consensus
consenses
consent
consentable
consentaneity
consentaneous
consentaneously
consentaneousness
consentant
consented
consenter
consenters
consentful
conservator
conservatorial
conservatories
conservatorio
conservatorium
conservators
conservatorship
conservatory
conservatrix
conserves
conserving
consider
considerability
considerable
considerableness
considerably
considerance
considerate
considerately
considerateness
consideration
considerations
considerative
consideratively
considerativeness
considereator
considered
considerer
considering
consideringly
considers
consign
consignable
consignataries
consignatory
consignation
consignatory
consigne
consigned
consignee
consignees
consigneeship
consigner
consignificant
consonantalized
consonantalizing
consonantally
consonantic
consonantise
consonantised
consonantising
consonantism
consonantize
consonantized
consonantizing
consonantly
consonantness
consonants
consonate
consonous
consopite
consort
consortable
consorted
consorter
consortia
consortial
consorting
consortion
consortism
consortitia
consortium
consortiums
consorts
consortship
consoude
consound
conspecies
conspecific
conspecifics
conspect
conspception
conspectuity
conspectus
conspectuses
consperg
consperse
conspersion
conspicuiuty
conspicuous
conspicuously
conspicuousness
conspiracies
conspiracy
conspiracy's
conspirant
conspiration
conspirational
conspirative
conspirator
conspirator's
conspiratorial
conspiratorially
conspirators
conspiratory
conspiratress
conspire
conspired
conspirer
conspirers
conspires
conspiring
conspiringly
conspissate
consue
conspurcate
const
constable
constable's
constablery
constables
constableship
constableness
constablewick
constabular
constabularies
constabulary
constance
constances
constancy
constant
constantan
constantinian
constantinople
constantinopolitan
constantly
constantness
constants
constat
constatation
consuming
consumingly
consumingness
consummate
consummated
consummately
consummates
consummating
consummation
consummations
consummative
consummatively
consummattiveness
consummator
consummatory
consumo
consumpt
consumpted
consumptible
consumption
consumption's
consumptional
consumptions
consumptive
consumptively
consumptiveness
consumptives
consumptivity
consute
consy
cont
contabescence
contabescent
contact
contactant
contacted
contactile
contacting
contaction
contactor
contacts
contactual
contactually
contadino
contaggia
contagia
contagion
contagioned
contemporary
contemporise
contemporised
contemporising
contemporize
contemporized
contemporizing
contempt
contemptful
contemptibility
contemptible
contemptibleness
contemptibly
contempts
contemptuous
contemptuously
contemptuousness
contend
contended
contendent
contender
contendere
contenders
contending
contendingly
contendress
contends
contentement
content
contentable
contentionation
contented
contentedly
contentedness
contentful
contenting
contention
contention's
contentional
contentions
contentious
contentiously
contentiousness
contentless
contently
contentment
contentness
contents
contortionists
contortions
contortive
contortively
contorts
contortuplicate
contos
contour
contour’s
contoured
contouring
contourne
contours
contr
contra
contraband
contrabandage
contrabandery
contrabandism
contrabandist
contrabandista
contrabass
contrabassist
contrabasso
contrabassoon
contrabassoonist
contracapitalist
contraception
contraceptionist
contraceptive
contraceptives
contracivil
contraclockwise
contract
contractable
contractant
contractation
contracted
contractedly
contractedness
contractee
contracter
contractibility
contractible
contractibleness
contractibly
contractile
contractility
contracting
contraction
contraction's
contractional
contractionist
contractions
contractive
contractively
contractiveness
contractly
contractor
contractor's
contractors
contracts
contractual
contractually
contracture
contractured
contractus
contracyclical
contrada
contradance
contrade
contradebt
contradict
contradictable
contradicted
contradictedness
contradicter
contradicting
contradiction
contradiction's
contradictional
contradictions
contradictious
contradictiously
contradictiousness
contradictive
contradictively
contradictiveness
contradictor
contradictories
contradictorily
contradictoriness
contradictory
contradicts
contradiscriminate
contradistinct
contradistinction
contradistinctions
contradistinctive
contradistinctively
contradistinctly
contradistinguish
contradivide
contrafacture
contrafagotto
contrafissura
contrafissure
contraflexure
contraflow
contrafocal
contragredience
contragredient
contrahent
contrail
contrails
contraindicant
contraindicate
contraindicated
contraindicates
contraindicating
contraindication
contraindications
contraindicative
contrair
contraire
contralateral
contralti
contralto
contraltos
contramarque
contramasure
contranatural
contrantiscion
contraoctave
contraorbital
contraorbitally
contraparallelogram
contrapletal
contraplete
contraplex
contrapolarization
contrapone
contraponend
contrasted
contrastedly
contraster
contrasters
contrastimulant
contrastimulation
contrastimulus
contrast
contrastingly
contrastive
contrastively
contrastiveness
contrastment
contrasts
contrasty
contrasuggestible
contratabular
conrate
contratempo
contratenor
contratulations
contravalence
contravallation
contravariant
contravene
contravened
contravener
contravenes
contravening
contravention
contraversion
contravindicate
contravindication
contrawise
contrayerva
contrecoup
contrectation
contredanse
contredanses
contreface
contrefort
contrepartie
contretemps
contrib
contributable
contributary
contribute
contributed
controlless
controlling
controllingly
controloement
controls
controversal
controverse
controversed
controversial
controversialism
controversialist
controversialists
controversialize
controversially
controversies
controversion
controversional
controversionalism
controversionalist
controversy
controversy's
controvert
controverted
controverter
controvertibility
controvertible
controvertibly
controverting
controvertist
controverts
contrude
continua
contubernal
contubernial
contubernium
contumacies
contumacious
contumaciously
contumaciousness
contumacities
contumacity
contumacy
contumax
contumelies
contumelious
contumeliously
contumeliousness
contumely
contund
contune
conturb
conturbation
contuse
contused
contuses
contusing
contusion
contusioned
contusions
contusive
conubium
conule
conumerary
conumerous
conundrum
conundrum's
conundrumize
conundrums
conurbation
conurbations
conure
conus
conusable
conusance
conusant
conusee
conuses
conusor
conutrition
conuzee
conuzor
conv
covalesce
covalesced
covalescence
covalescency
covalescent
covalescently
covalescents
covalesces
covalescing
covallamarin
covallariaceous
covallarin
covally
convect
conventionalised
conventionalising
conventionalism
conventionalist
conventionalities
conventionality
conventionalization
conventionalize
conventionalized
conventionalizes
conventionalizing
conventionally
conventionary
conventioneer
conventioneers
conventioner
conventionism
conventionist
conventionize
conventions
convento
convents
convetual
convetually
converge
converged
convergement
convergence
convergences
convergency
convergent
convergently
converges
convergescence
converginerved
converging
conversable
conversableness
conversably
conversance
conversancy
conversant
conversantly
conversation
conversation's
conversationable
conversational
conversationalism
convokes
convoking
convolute
convoluted
convolutedly
convolutedness
convolutely
convoluting
convolution
convolutional
convolutionary
convolutions
convolutive
convolve
convolved
convolvement
convolves
convolving
convolvulaceous
convolvulad
convolvuli
convolvulic
convolvulin
convolvulinic
convolvulinolic
convolvulus
convolvuluses
convoy
convoyed
convoying
convoyos
convulsant
convulse
convulsed
convulsedly
convulses
convulsibility
convulsible
convulsing
convulsion
convulsion's
convulsional
convulsionaries
convulsionary
convulsionism
convulsionist
convulsions
convulsive
cooperates
cooperating
cooperatingly
cooperation
cooperationist
cooperations
cooperative
cooperatively
cooperativeness
cooperatives
cooperator
cooperator's
cooperators
coopered
cooperies
coopering
cooperite
coopers
coopering
cooping
coops
coopt
cooptate
cooptation
cooptative
coopted
coopting
cooption
cooptions
cooptive
coopts
coordain
coordinal
coordinate
coordinated
coordinately
coordinateness
coordinates
coordinating
coordination
coordinations
coordinative
coordinator
coordinator's
coordinators
coordinatory
cooree
coorie
coparenary
coparent
coparents
copart
copartaker
copartment
copartner
copartners
copartnership
copartnery
coparty
copasetic
copassionate
copastor
copastorate
copastors
copatain
copataine
copatentee
copatriot
copatron
copatroness
copatrons
cope
copeck
copecks
coped
copei
copeia
copelate
copelidine
copellidine
copeman
copemate
copemates
copen
copending
copenetrate
copenhagen
copens
copepod
copepodan
copepodous
copepods
coper
coperception
coperiodic
copernican
coprodaeum
coproduce
coproducer
coproduct
coproduction
coprote
coprojector
coprolagnia
coprolagnist
coprolalia
coprolalic
coprolite
coprolith
coprolitic
coprology
copromisor
copromoter
coprophagan
coprophagia
coprophagist
coprophagous
coprophagy
coprophilia
coprophiliac
coprophilic
coprophilism
coprophilous
coprophobia
coprophobic
coprophyte
coproprietor
coproprietorship
coprose
coprosma
coprostanol
coprostasia
coprostasis
coprostasophobia
coprosterol
coprozoic
cops
copse
copses
copsewood
copsewooded
copsing
copsole
copsy
copt
copter
copters
coptic
coptine
copula
copulable
copulae
copular
copularium
copulas
copulate
copulated
copulates
copulating
copulation
copulations
copulative
copulatively
copulatory
copunctal
copurchaser
copus
copy
copybook
copybooks
copyboy
copyboys
copycat
copycats
copycatted
copycatting
copycutter
copydesk
copydesks
copyfitter
copyfitting
copygraph
copygraphed
copyhold
copyholder
copyholders
copyholding
copyholds
copying
copyism
copyist
copyists
copyman
copyread
copyreader
copyreaders
copyreading
copyright
copyright's
copyrightable
copyrighted
copyrighter
copyrighting
copyrights
copywise
copywriter
copywriters
copywriting
coque
coquecigrue
coquelicot
coqueluche
coquet
coquetoon
coqueries
coquetry
coquets
coquette
coquettled
coquettes
coquetting
coquettish
coquettishly
coquettishness
coquicken
coquilla
coquillage
coquille
coquilles
coquimbite
coquin
coquina
coquinas
coquita
cquito
cquito
coquis
cor
cora
corach
coracial
coraciiform
coracine
coracle
coracler
coracles
coracoacromial
coracobrachial
coracobrachialis
coracoclavicular
coracocostal
coracohumeral
coracohyoid
coracoid
coracoidal
coracoids
coracomandibular
coracomorph
coracomorphic
coracopeptoral
coracoprococacoid
coracoradialis
coracoscapular
coracosteon
coracovertebral
coradical
coradicate
corage
coraggio
coragio
corah
coraise
coraji
coral
coralbells
coralberries
coralberry
coralbush
coraled
coralene
coralflower
coralist
coralita
coralla
corallet
corallic
corallidomous
coraliferous
coralliform
coralligenous
coralligerous
corallike
corallin
corallinaceous
coralline
corallita
corallite
corallloid
coralloidal
corallum
coralroot
corals
coralwort
coram
coran
corance
coranoch
coranto
corantoes
corantos
coraveca
corban
corbons
corbe
corbeau
corbed
corbeil
corbeille
corbeilles
corbeils
corbel
corbeled
corbeling
corbelled
corbeling
corbel
corbet
corbicula
corbiculae
corbiculate
corbiculum
corbie
corbies
corbies
corbiestep
corbina
corbinas
corbleu
ciner
coer
coresidence
coresign
coresort
coresspect
coresidency
coresident
coresidents
coretomy
corevaler
coreveller
corevolve
corf
corge
corgi
corgis
coria
coraceous
corial
coriaceous
coiramous
coriards
coridands
coridrol
coriariaceous
coriaus
corin
coriodon
coring
corinne
corinth
corinthes
corinthiac
corinthian
corinthians
coriparian
corita
corium
cork
corkage
corkages
corkboard
corke
corked
corker
cornerways
cornerwise
cornet
corneties
cornety
corneter
cornetfish
cornetishes
cornetist
cornetists
cornets
cornett
cornette
corneter
cornetti
cornettino
cornettist
cornetto
corneule
corneum
cornfactor
cornfed
cornfield
cornfield's
cornfields
cornflag
cornflakes
cornfloor
cornflour
cornflower
cornflowers
corngrower
cornhole
cornhouse
cornhusk
cornhusker
cornhusking
cornhusks
cornic
cornice
corniced
cornices
corniche
corniches
cornichon
cornicing
cornicle
cornicles
cornicular
corniculate
corniculer
corniculum
cornier
corniest
corniferous
cornific
cornification
cornified
corniform
cornify
cornigenous
cornigerous
cornily
cornin
corniness
corning
corniplume
cornish
cornishman
cornix
cornland
cornless
cornloft
cornmaster
cornmeal
cornmeals
cornmonger
cornmuse
corno
cornepean
cornipe
cornrick
cornroot
cornrow
cornrows
corns
cornsack
cornstalk
cornstalks
cornstarch
cornstone
cornstook
cornu
cornua
cornual
cornuate
cornuated
cornubianite
cornucopia
cornucopian
cornucopias
cornucopiate
cornule
cornulite
cornupete
cornus
cornuses
cornute
cornuted
cornutin
cornutine
cornuting
cornuto
cornutos
cornutus
cornwall
cornwallis
cornwallises
cornwallite
corny
coroa
corocleisis
corodiary
corodiastasis
corodiastole
corodies
corody
corojo
corol
corolitic
coroll
corolla
corollaceous
corollarial
corollaria
corollarily
corollaries
corollary
corollary's
corollas
corollate
corollated
corollet
corolliferous
corollifloral
corolliform
corollike
corolline
corollitie
coromandel
coromell
corometer
corona
coronach
coronachs
coronad
coronadite
coronado
coronados
coronae
coronagraph
coronagraphic
coronal
coronale
coronaled
coronalled
coronally
coronals
coronamen
coronaries
coronary
coronas
cororate
coronated
coronation
coronations
coronatorial
coronavirus
corone
coronel
coronels
coronene
coroner
coroners
coronership
coronet
coronet's
coroneted
coronetlike
coronets
coronetted
coronettee
coronetty
coroniform
coronillin
coronillo
coronion
coronis
coronitis
coronium
coronize
coronobasilar
coronofacial
coronofrontal
coronograph
coronographic
coronoid
coronule
coroparelcysis
coro plast
coro plast a
coro plast ae
coro plast ic
coro plast y
coroscopy
cor os i f
corotate
corotated
corotates
corotating
corotation
corotomy
coroun
coroutine
coroutine's
coroutines
coro zo
coro zos
corp
corpl
corp n
corpora
corporacies
corporacy
corporal
corporal's
corporalcy
corporale
corporales
corporalism
corporalities
corrections
correctitude
corrective
correctively
correctiveness
correctives
correctly
correctness
corrector
correctorship
correctory
correctress
correctrice
corrects
corregidor
corregidores
corregidors
corregimiento
corregimientos
correl
correlatable
correlate
correlated
correlates
correlating
correlation
correlational
correlations
correlative
correlatively
correlativeness
correlatives
correlativism
correlativity
correlationist
correllated
correllation
correllations
corrente
correio
correction
corresol
corresp
correspond
corresponded
correspondence
correspondence's
correspondences
corticoefferent
corticoid
corticole
corticoline
corticolous
corticopeduncular
corticose
corticospinal
corticosterone
corticostriate
corticotrophin
corticotropic
corticous
cortile
cortin
cortina
cortinace
cortinarius
cortinate
cortine
cortins
cortisol
cortisols
cortisone
cortlandtite
coruco
coruler
corundophilite
corundum
corundums
corupay
coruscant
coruscate
coruscated
coruscates
coruscating
coruscation
coruscations
coruscative
corv
corve
corved
corvee
corvees
corven
corver
coseismm
coseismal

coseismic

cosen

cosenator
cosenintency
cosentient
coservant
coses

cosession
coset
cosets
cosettler
cosey
coseys
cosh
cosharer
cosheath
coshed
cosher
coshered
cosherer
cosheries
coshering
coshers
coshery
coshes
coshing
cosie
cosier
cosies
cosiest
cosign
cosignatories
cosignatory

cosigned
cosigner
cosigners
cosignificative
cosigning
cosignitary
cosigns
cosily
cosin
cosinage
cosine
cosines
cosiness
cosmogony
cosmographer
cosmographic
cosmographical
cosmographically
cosmographies
cosmographist
cosmography
cosmoid
cosmolabe
cosmolatry
cosmoline
cosmolined
cosmolining
cosmologic
cosmological
cosmologically
cosmologies
cosmologist
cosmologists
cosmology
cosmologygy
cosmometry
cosmonaut
cosmonautic
cosmonautical
cosmonautically
cosmonautics
cosmonauts
cosmopathic
cosmoplastic
cosmopoietic
cosmopolicy
cosmopolis
cosmopolises
cosmopolitan
cosmopolitanism
cosmopolitanisation
cosmopolitanise
cosmopolitanised
cosmopolitanising
cosmopolitanly
cosmopolitans
cosmopolite
cosmopolitic
cosmopolitical
cosmopolitics
cosmopolitism
cosmorama
cosmoramic
cosmorganic
cosmos
cosmoscope
cosmoses
cosmosophy
cosmosphere
cosmotellurian
cosmotheism
cosmotheist
cosmotheistic
cosmothetic
cosmotron
cosmozoan
cosmozoans
cosmozoic
cosmozoism
cosonant
cosounding
cosovereign
cosovereignty
cospecies
cospecific
cosphered
cosplendor
cosplendour
cospompon
cosponsored
cosponsoring
cosponsors
cosponsorship
cosponsorships
coss
cossack
cossacks
cossas
cosse
cosset
cosseted
cosseting
cossets
cossette
cossetted
costlessly
costlessness
costlew
costlier
costliest
costliness
costly
costmaries
costmary
costoabdominal
costoapical
costocentral
costochondral
costoclavicular
costocolic
costocoracoid
costodiaphragmatic
costogenic
costoinferior
costophrenic
costopleural
costopneumopexy
costopulmonary
costoscapular
costosternal
costosceleral
costothoracic
costotome
costotomies
costotomy
costotrhachelian
costotransversal
costotransverse
costovertebral
costoxiphoid
costraight
costrel
costrels
costs
costula
costulation
costume
costumed
costumer
costumers
costumery
costumes
costumey
costumic
costumier
costumiere
costumiers
costuming
costumire
costumist
costusroot
cosubject
cosubordinate
cosuffer
cosufferer
cosuggestion
cosuitor
cosurety
cosuretyship
cosustain
coswearer
cos
cosymmedian
cot
cot's
cotabulate
cotan
cotangent
cotangential
cotangents
cotans
cotarius
cotarnin
cotarnine
cotbetty
cotch
cote
coteau
coteaux
coted
coteen
coteful
cotefhardie
cotele
coteline
coteller
cotemporane
cotemporanean
cotemporaneous
cotemporaneously
cotemporaries
cotemporarily
cotemporary
cotenancy
cotenant
cotenants
cotenure
coterell
coterie
coteries
coterminal
coterminal

coterminous
coterminously
coterminousness
cotery
cotes
cotesian
coth
cotham
cothamore
cote
cothere
cothish
cothon
cothous
cothurn
cothurnal
cothurnate
cothurned
cothurni
cothurnian
cothurnni
cothurns
cothurnus
cothy
cotice
coticed
coticing
cothicural
cotidal
cotillage
cotillion
coting

cotillons
cotillons

cotingid
cotingoid
cotter
cottered
cottered
cotterel
cottering
cotterite
cotters
cotterway
cottid
cottier
cottierism
cottiers
cottiest
cottiform
cottise
cottoid
cotton
cottonade
cottonbush
cottoned
cottonee
cottoneer
cottoner
cottoning
cottonization
cottonize
cottonless
cottonmouth
cottonmouths
cottonocracy
cottonopolis
cottonpickin'
cottonpicking
cotons
cottonseed
cottonseeds
cotontail
cotontails
cottontop
cottonweed
cottonwick
cottonwood
cottonwoods
cotony
cottrel
cotty
cotuit
cotula
cotunnite
cotutor
cotwal
cotwin
cotwinned
cotwist
cotyla
cotylar
cotyle
cotyledon
cotyledon's
cotyledonal
cotyledonar
cotyledonary
cotyledonoid
cotyledonous
cotyledons
cotyliform
cotyligerous
cotyliscus
cotyloid
cotyloidal
cotylophorous
cotylopublic
cotylosacral
cotylosaur
cotylosaurian
cotype
cotypes
couac
coucal
couch
couchancy
couchant
couchantly
couche
couched
couchee
coucher
couchers
couches
couchette
couching
couchings
couchmaker
couchmaking
couchmate
couchy
coud
coulters
coulthard
coulure
couma
coumalic
coumalin
coumaphos
coumara
coumaran
coumarane
coumarate
coumaric
coumarilic
coumarin
coumarinic
coumarins
coumarone
coumarou
coumarous
coumbite
council
council's
councilist
councillary
councillor
councillor's
councillors
councillorship
councilman
councilmanic
councilmen
councilor
councilors
councilorship
councils
councilwoman
councilwomen
counderstand
counite
couniversal
counsel
counselable
counseled
counselee
counselful
counseling
counsellable
counsellled
counteraffirmation
counteragency
counteragent
counteragitate
counteragitation
counteralliance
counterambush
counterannouncement
counteranswer
counterappeal
counterappellant
counterapproach
counterapse
counterarch
counterargue
counterargument
counterartillery
counterassertion
counterassociation
counterassurance
counterattack
counterattacked
counterattacker
counterattacking
counterattacks
counterattestation
counterattired
counterattraction
counterattractive
counterattractively
counteravertment
counteravouch
counteravouchment
counterbalance
counterbalanced
counterbalances
counterbalancing
counterband
counterbarrage
counterbase
counterbattery
counterbeating
counterbend
counterbewitch
counterbid
counterblast
counterblow
counterbond
counterborder
counterbore
counterbored
counterborer
counterboring
counterboulle
counterboycott
counterbrace
counterbracing
counterbranch
counterbrand
counterbreastwork
counterbuff
counterbuilding
countercampaign
countercarte
countercathexis
countercase
countercchange
countercchanged
countercchanging
counterccharge
counterccharged
counterccharging
counterccharm
counterccheck
counterccheer
countercclaim
countercclaimant
countercclaimed
countercclaiming
countercclaims
countercclassification
countercclassifications
counterclockwise
countercolored
counterccommand
counterccompany
counterccompetition
counterccomplaint
counterccompany
counterccondemnation
countercconditioning
countercconquest
countercconversion
counterccouchant
countercoup
countercoupe
counterformula
counterfort
counterfugue
countergabble
countergabion
countergage
countergager
countergambit
countergarrison
countergauge
countergauger
countergift
countergirded
counterglow
counterguard
counterguerilla
counterguerrilla
counterhaft
counterhammering
counterhypothesis
counteridea
counterideal
counterimagination
counterimitate
counterimitation
counterimpulse
counterindentation
counterindented
counterindicate
counterindication
counterindoctrinate
counterindoctrination
counterinfluence
countering
counterinsult
counterinsurgencies
counterinsurgency
counterinsurgent
counterinsurgents
counterintelligence
counterinterest
counterinterpretation
counterintrigue
counterintuitive
counterinvective
counterinvestment
counterion
counterirritant
countermotion
countermount
countermove
countermoved
countermovement
countermoving
countermure
countermutiny
counternaiant
counternarrative
counternatural
counternecromancy
counternoise
counternotice
counterobjection
counterobligation
counteroffensive
counteroffensives
counteroffer
counteropening
counteropponent
counteropposite
counterorator
counterorder
counterorganization
counterpace
counterpaled
counterpaly
counterpane
counterpaned
counterpanes
counterparadox
counterparallel
counterparole
counterparry
counterpart
counterpart's
counterparts
counterpassant
counterpassion
counterpenalty
counterpendent
counterpetition
counterphobic
counterpicture
counterpillar
counterplan
counterplay
counterplayer
counterplea
counterplead
counterpleading
counterplease
counterplot
counterplotted
counterplotter
counterplotting
counterpoint
counterpointe
counterpointed
counterpointing
counterpoints
counterpoise
counterpoised
counterpoises
counterpoising
counterpoison
counterpole
counterpoles
counterponderate
counterpose
counterposition
counterposting
counterpotence
counterpotency
counterpotent
counterpractice
counterpray
counterpreach
counterpreparation
counterpressure
counterprick
counterprinciple
counterprocess
counterproductive
counterproductively
counterproductiveness
counterproductivity
counterprogramming
counterproject
counterpronunciamento
counterproof
counterpropaganda
counterpropagandize
counterprophet
counterproposal
counterproposition
counterprotection
counterprotest
counterprove
counterpull
counterpunch
counterpuncher
counterpuncture
counterpush
counterquartered
counterquarterly
counterquery
counterquestion
counterquip
counterradiation
counterraider
counterraising
counterrampant
counterrate
counterreaction
countereason
counterrекoning
counterecoil
countereconnaissance
counterrerenter
counterrеflected
counterrerеform
counterrerеformation
counterrereligion
counterrеmonstrant
counterrеplied
counterrеplies
counterrеply
counterrеplying
counterrеprisal
counterrеsolution
counterrеstoratation
counterrеtreat
counterrевolution
counterrевolutionaries
counterrевolutionary
counterrевolutionist
counterrевolutionize
counterrевolutions
counterrеpости
counterrеll
counterrеtating
counterrеround
counterruin
counters
countersale
countersalient
countersank
counterscale
counterscalloped
counterscarp
counterscoff
countersconce
counterscrutiny
countersea
counterseal
countersecure
countersecurity
counterselection
countersense
counterservice
countershade
countershading
countershaft
countershafting
countershear
countershine
countershock
countershout
counterside
countersiege
countersign
countersignal
countersignature
countersignatures
countersigned
countersigning
countersigns
countersink
countersinking
countersinks
countersleight
counterslope
countersmile
countersnaarl
counterspies
counterspy
counterspying
counterstain
counterstamp
counterstand
counterstatant
counterstatement
counterstatute
counterstep
counterstimulate
counterstimulation
counterstimulus
counterstock
counterstratagelm
counterstream
counterstrike
counterstroke
counterstruggle
countersubject
countersuggestion
countersuit
countersun
countersunk
countersunken
countersurprise
countersway
counterswing
countersworn
countersympathy
countersynod
countertack
countertail
countertally
countertaste
countertechnicality
countertendencies
countertendency
countertenor
countertenors
counterterm
counterterror
counterterrorism
counterterrorist
countertheme
countertheory
counterthought
counterthreat
counterthrust
counterthwarting
countertierce
countertime
countertouch
countertraction
counterwitness
counterword
counterwork
counterworker
counterworking
counterwrite
countess
countesses
countfish
countian
countians
counties
counting
countinghouse
countless
countlessly
countlessness
countor
countour
countree
countreeman
countrie
countrieman
countries
countrification
countrified
countrifiedness
countrify
country
country's
countryfied
countryfiedness
countryfolk
countryish
countryman
countrymen
countrypeople
countryseat
countryside
countryward
countrywide
countrywoman
countrywomen
counts
countship
county
county's
countys
countywide
coup
coupage
coupe
couped
coupee
coupelet
couper
coupes
couping
couple
coupled
couplement
coupler
coupleress
couplers
couples
couplet
coupleteer
couplets
coupling
couplings
coupon
coupon's
couponed
couponless
coupons
coups
coupstick
coupure
courage
courageous
courageously
courageousness
courager
courages
courant
courante
courantes
couranto
courantoes
courantos
courants
courap
couratari
courb
courbache
courbaril
coverless
coverlet
coverlet's
coverlets
coverlid
coverlids
covers
coversed
coverside
coversine
coverslip
coverslut
cover
covertical
covertly
covertness
covers
coverture
coverup
coverups
coves
covet
covetable
coveted
coveter
coveters
coveting
covetingly
covetise
covetiveness
covetous
covetously
covetousness
covets
covey
coveys
covibrate
covibration
covid
covido
covillager
covin
covine
coving
covings
covinous
covinously
covisit
covisitor
covite
covolume
covotary
cow
cowage
cowages
cowal
cowan
coward
cowardice
cowardish
cowardliness
cowardly
cowardness
cowards
cowardy
cowbane
cowbanes
cowbarn
cowbell
cowbells
cowberries
cowberry
cowbind
cowbinds
cowbird
cowbirds
cowboy
cowboy's
cowboys
cowbrute
cowbye
cowcatcher
cowcatchers
cowdie
cowed
cowedly
coween
cower
cowered
cowerer
cowerers
cowering
coweringly
cowers
cowfish
cowfishes
cowgate
cowgirl
cowgirls
cowgram
cowgrass
cowhage
cowhages
cowhand
cowhands
cowheart
cowhearted
cowheel
cowherb
cowherbs
cowherd
cowherds
cowhide
cowhided
cowhides
cowhiding
cowhorn
cowhouse
cowier
cowiest
cowing
cowinner
cowinners
cowish
cowishness
cowitch
cowk
cowkeeper
cowkine
cowl
cowle
cowled
cowleech
cowleeching
cowlick
cowlcks
cowlke
cowling
cowlings
cows
cowlstaff
cowman
cowmen
coworker
craber
crabfish
crabgrass
crabhole
crabier
crabit
crablet
crablike
crabman
crabmeat
crabmill
crabs
crabsidle
crabstick
crabut
crabweed
crabwise
crabwood
craccus
crachoir
crack
crackability
crackable
crackableness
crackajack
crackback
crackbrain
crackbrained
crackbrainedness
crackdown
crackdowns
cracked
crackedness
cracker
crackerberries
crackerberry
crackerjack
crackerjacks
crackers
cracket
crackhemp
crackiness
cracking
crackings
crackjaw
crackle
crackled
crackles
crackless
crackleware
cracklier
crackliest
crackling
cracklings
crackly
crackmans
cracknel
cracknels
crackpot
crackpotism
crackpots
crackpottedness
crackrope
cracks
crackskull
cracksman
cracksmen
crackup
crackups
cracky
cracovienne
cracowe
craddy
cradge
cradle
cradleboard
cradlechild
cradled
cradlefellow
cradleland
cradlelike
cradlemaker
cradlemaking
cradleman
cradlemate
cradlemen
cradler
cradlers
cradles
cradleside
cradlesong
cradlesongs
cradletime
cradling
craft
crafted
craniniums
craniocele
craniocerebral
cranioclasis
cranioclasm
cranioclast
cranioclasty
craniodidymus
craniofacial
cranognomic
cranognomy
cranognosy
cranigraph
cranigrapher
cranigraphy
craniod
craniol
craniological
cranio logically
craniologist
craniology
craniom
craniomalacia
craniomaxillary
cranimeter
cranimetric
cranimetrical
cranimetrically
cranimetrist
cranimetry
craniopagus
craniopathic
craniopathy
craniopharyngeal
craniopharyngioma
craniphore
craniplasty
cranipuncture
craniorhachischisis
craniosacral
cranioschisis
cranioscopical
cranioscopist
cranioscopy
craniospinal
craniostenosis
craniostosis
cranio
craniotabes
craniotome
craniotomies
craniotomy
craniotopography
craniotympanic
craniovertebral
cranium
craniums
crank
crankbird
crankcase
crankcases
crankdisk
cranked
cranker
crankery
crankest
crankier
crankiest
crankily
crankiness
cranking
crankish
crankism
crackle
crankled
crankles
crankless
crankling
crankly
crankman
crankness
crankous
crankpin
crankpins
crankplate
cranks
crankshaft
crankshafts
crankum
cranky
crannage
crannel
crannequin
crannia
crannied
crannies
crannock
crannog
crannoge
crannoger
crannoges
crannogs
cranny
cranny
transier
crannara
crants
crany
crap
crapaud
crapaudine
crape
craped
crapefish
crapehanger
crapelike
crapes
crapette
craping
crapon
crapped
crapper
crappers
crappie
crappier
crappies
crappiest
crappin
crappiness
crapping
crapple
crappy
craps
crapshooter
crapshooters
crapshooting
crapula
crapulate
crapulence
crapulency
crapulent
crapulous
crapulously
crapulousness
crapwa
crapy
craquelure
craquelures
crare
crases
 crash
 crashed
 crasher
 crashers
 crashes
 crashing
 crashingly
 crashproof
 crashworthiness
 crashworthy
 crasis
 craspedal
 craspedodromous
 craspedon
 craspedotal
 craspedote
 craspedum
 crass
 crassament
 crassamentum
 crasser
 crassesest
 crassier
 crassilingual
 crassis
 crassities
 crassitude
 crassly
 crassness
 crassula
 crassulaceous
 cratch
cratchens
 cratches
 cratchins
 crate
 crated
 crateful
 cratemaker
 cratemaking
crayons
crayonstone
craythur
craze
crazed
crazedly
crazedness
crazes
crazier
crazies
craziest
crazily
craziness
crazing
crazingmill
crazy
crazycat
crazyweed
crc
crcao
crche
cre
crea
creach
creagy
cread
creagh
creaght
creak
creaked
creaker
creakier
creakiest
creakily
creakiness
creaking
creakingly
creaks
creaky
cream
creambush
creamcake
creamcup
creamcups
creamed
creamer
creameries
creamers
creatinine
creatininemia
creatins
creatininuric
creation
creational
creationary
creationism
creationist
creationistic
creations
creative
creatively
creativeness
creativity
creatophagous
creator
creator's
creatorhood
creatorrhea
creators
creatorship
creatotoxism
creatress
creatural
creature
creature's
creaturehood
creatureless
creatureliness
creatureling
creaturely
creatures
creatureship
creaturize
creaze
crebicostate
crebrisulcate
crebrity
crebrous
creche
creches
creda
credal
creddock
credence
credences
creepy
crees
creese
creeses
creesh
creeshed
creeshes
creeshie
creeshing
creeshy
creigist
cremaillere
cremans
cremant
cremaster
cremasterial
cremasteric
cremate
cremated
cremates
cremating
cremation
cremationism
cremationist
cremations
cremator
crematoria
crematorial
crematories
crematoriria
crematoririums
crematorium
crematoriums
cremators
crematory
crembalum
creme
cremerie
cremes
cremnophobia
cremocarp
cremometer
cremona
cremone
cremor
cremorne
cremosin
cremule
crena
crenae
crenallation
crenate
crenated
crenately
crenation
crenature
crenel
crenelate
crenelated
crenelates
crenelating
crenelation
crenelations
crenele
creneled
crenelee
crenelet
creneling
crenellate
crenellated
crenellating
crenellation
crenelle
crenelled
crenelles
crenelling
crenels
crengle
crenic
crenitic
crenology
crenotheraphy
crenula
crenulate
crenulated
crenulation
creodont
creodonts
creole
creoleize
creoles
creolian
creolism
creolite
creolization
creolize
creolized
creolizing
creophagia
creophagism
creophagist
creophagous
creophagy
cresol
cresols
creosote
creosoted
creosoter
creosotes
creosotic
creosoting
crepance
crepe
creped
crepehanger
crepeier
crepeiest
crepes
crepey
crepidoma
crepidomata
crepier
crepiest
crepine
crepiness
creping
crepis
crepitacula
crepitaculum
crepitant
crepitate
crepitated
crepitating
crepitation
crepitous
crepy
crepon
crept
crepuscle
crepuscular
crepuscle
crepusculine
crepusculum
cressida
cressier
cressiest
cresson
cressweed
cresswort
cressy
crest
crestal
crested
crestfallen
crestfallenly
crestfallenness
crestfish
cresting
crestings
crestless
crestline
crestmoreite
crests
cresyl
cresylate
cresylene
cresylic
cresyliche
cresylite
cresyls
creta
cretaceous
cretaceously
crete
cretefaction
cretic
creticism
cretics
cretification
cretify
cretin
cretinic
cretinism
cretinistic
cretinization
cretinize
cretinized
cretinizing
cretinoid
cretinous
cretins
cretion
cretionary
cretize
cretone
cretonnes
cretoria
creutzer
crevalle
crevalles
crevass
crevasse
crevassed
crevasses
crevassing
crevet
crevette
crevice
crevice's
crevided
crevices
crevis
crew
crewcut
crewe
crewed
crewel
crewelist
crewellery
crewels
crewelwork
crewer
crewet
crewing
crewless
crewman
crewmanship
crewmen
crewneck
crews
criance
criant
crib
crib's
cribbage
cribbages
cribbed
cribber
cribbers
cribbing
crimine
crimini
criminis
criminogenesis
criminogenic
criminol
criminologic
criminological
criminologically
criminologies
criminologist
criminologists
criminology
criminosis
criminous
criminously
criminousness
crimison
crimmer
crimmers
crimmy
crimogenic
crimp
crimpage
crimped
crimper
crimpers
crimpier
crimpie
crimpest
crimpiness
crimping
crimple
crimpled
crimples
crimpling
crimpness
crimpings
crimps
crimpy
crimson
crimsoned
crimsoning
crimsonly
crimsonness
crimsons
crimsony
crin
crinal
crinanite
crinate
crinated
crinatory
crinch
crine
crined
crinel
crinet
cringe
cringed
cringeling
cringer
cringers
cringes
cringing
cringingly
cringingness
cringle
cringles
crinicultural
criniculture
crinid
criniere
criniferous
crinigerous
crinion
criniparous
crinital
crinite
crinites
crinitory
crinivorous
crink
crinkle
crinkled
crinkleroot
crinkles
crinklier
crinkliest
crinkliness
crinkling
crinkly
crinkum
crinogenic
crinoid
crinoidal
crinoidean
crinoids
crithomancy
criic
criic's
criical
criicality
criicallly
criicallness
criicaster
criicasterism
criicastry
criicisable
criicise
criicised
criiciser
criicises
criicising
criicisingly
criicism
criicism's
criicticisms
criicticist
criicizable
criicize
criicized
criicizer
criicizers
criicizes
criicizing
criicizingly
criickin
criicics
criicship
criicism
criicule
criicque
criiqued
criiques
criiquing
criism
criizte
criizling
critter
critteria
critters
crittur
critturs
crivetz
crizzel
crockery
crockeryware
crochet
crocketed
crocketing
crochets
crocking
crocko
crocks
crocky
crocodile
crocodilian
crocodiles
crocodilian
crocodilene
crocodilite
crocodilely
crocodiloid
crocoisite
crocoite
crocoites
croconate
croconic
crocus
crocused
crocuses
crocuta
croft
crofter
crofterization
crofterize
crofters
crofting
croftland
crofts
croh
croighle
croiik
crois
croisad
croisade
croisard
croise
croisee
croises
croisette
croissant
croissante
croissants
crojack
crojik
crojiks
croker
cromaltite
crombec
crome
cromfordite
cromlech
cromlechs
cromme
crommel
cromorna
cromorne
cromster
cromwell
cromwellian
crone
croneberry
cronel
crones
cronet
cronian
cronie
cronied
cronies
cronish
cronk
cronkness
cronstedite
cronus
crony
cronying
cronyism
cronyisms
crooch
crood
croode
crooisite
crook
crookback
crookbacked
crookbill
crookbilled
crooked
crookedbacked
crookeder
crops
cropshin
cropsick
cropsickness
cropweed
croquet
croqueted
croqueting
croquets
croquette
croquettes
croquignole
croquis
crore
crores
crosa
crosby
crose
crosed
croset
crosette
croshabell
crosier
crosiered
crosiers
croslet
crosne
crosnes
cross
crossability
crossable
crossarm
crossarms
crossband
crossbanded
crossbanding
crossbar
crossbars
crossbarred
crossbarred's
crossbarring
crossbarrings
crossbred
crossbeak
crossbeam
crossbeams
crossbearer
crossbelt
crossbench
crossbencher
crossbill
crossbirth
crossbite
crossbolt
crossbolted
crossbones
crossbow
crossbowman
crossbowmen
crossbows
crossbred
crossbreds
crossbreed
crossbreeding
crossbreeds
crosscheck
crosscourt
crosscroslet
crosscurrent
crosscurrented
crosscurrents
crosscut
crosscuts
crosscutter
crosscutting
crosse
crossed
crosser
crossers
crosses
crossest
croset
crossette
crossfall
crossfertilizable
crossfire
crossfired
crossfiring
crossfish
crossflow
crossflower
crossfoot
crossgrainedness
crosshackle
crosshair
crosshairs
crosshand
crosshatch
crosshatched
crossties
crosstoes
crosstown
crosstrack
crosstree
crosstrees
crosswalk
crosswalks
crossway
crossways
crossweb
crossweed
crosswind
crosswise
crosswiseness
crossword
crossword's
crossworder
crosswords
crosswort
crost
crostarie
crotal
crotalaria
crotalic
crotalid
crotaliform
crotalin
crotaline
crotalism
crotalo
crotaloid
crotalum
crotalus
crotaphic
crotaphion
crotaphite
crotaphitic
crotch
crotcheted
crotcheter
crotchety

crotcheted
crotchetteer
crotchetines

crotcheting

crotchets

crotchety
cruder
crudes
crudest
crudites
crudities
crudity
crude
cruds
crudwort
crudy
crue
crueler
cruelst
cruelhearted
cruelize
crueller
cruellest
cruelly
cruelness
cruels
cruelties
cruelty
cruent
cruentate
cruentation
cruentous
cruet
cruets
cruety
cruise
cruised
cruiser
cruisers
cruiserweight
cruises
cruiseway
cruising
cruisingly
cruiskeen
cruisken
cruive
crull
cruller
crullers
crum
crumb
crumbable
crumcloth
crumply
crumps
crumpy
crumster
crunch
crunchable
crunched
cruncher
crunchers
crunches
crunchier
crunchiest
crunchily
crunchiness
crunching
crunchingly
crunchingness
crunchweed
crunchy
crunk
crunkle
crunodal
crunode
crunodes
crunt
cruor
cruorin
cruors
crup
cruppen
crupper
cruppered
cruppering
croppers
cruta
crural
crureus
crurogenital
cruroinguinal
crurotarsal
crus
crusade
crusaded
crusader
crusaders
crusades
crusading
crusado
crustification
crustily
crustiness
crusting
crustless
crustose
crustosis
crusts
crusty
crut
crutch
crutch's
crutched
crutcher
crutches
crutching
crutchlike
cruth
crutter
crux
crux's
cruxes
cruzado
cruzadoes
cruzados
cruzeiro
cruzeiros
cruziero
cruzieros
crwd
crwdth
crwths
cry
cryable
cryaesthesia
cryal
cryalgesia
cryanesthesia
crybabies
crybaby
cryesthesia
crying
cryingly
crymoanesthesia
crymodynia
cryotherapy
cryobiological
cryobiologically
cryobiologist
cryobiology
cryocauter
cryochore
cryochoric
cryoconite
cryogen
cryogenic
cryogenically
cryogenics
cryogenies
cryogens
cryogeny
cryohydrate
cryohydric
cryolite
cryolites
cryological
cryology
cryometer
cryometry
cryonic
crynics
cryopathy
cryophile
cryophilic
cryophoric
cryophorus
cryophyllite
cryophyte
cryoplankton
cryoprobe
cryoprotective
cryoscope
cryoscopic
cryoscopies
cryoscopy
cryosel
cryosphere
cryospheric
cryostase
cryostat
cryostats
cryosurgeon
cryosurgery
cryosurgical
cryotherapies
cryotherapy
cryptococcus
cryptocommercial
cryptocrystalline
cryptocrystallization
cryptodeist
cryptodiran
cryptodire
cryptodirous
cryptodouble
cryptodynamic
cryptogam
cryptogame
cryptogamia
cryptogamian
cryptogamic
cryptogamical
cryptogamist
cryptogamous
cryptogamy
cryptogenetic
cryptogenic
cryptogenous
cryptoglioma
cryptogram
cryptogrammatic
cryptogrammatical
cryptogrammatist
cryptogrammic
cryptograms
cryptograph
cryptographal
cryptographer
cryptographers
cryptographic
cryptographical
cryptographically
cryptographerist
cryptography
cryptoheresy
cryptotheretic
cryptoinflationist
cryptolite
cryptolith
cryptologic
cryptological
cryptologist
cryptology
cryptolunatic
cryptomere
cryptomeria
cryptomerous
cryptometer
cryptomnesia
cryptomnesic
cryptomonad
cryptonema
cryptoneurous
cryptonym
cryptonymic
cryptonymous
cryptopapist
cryptoperthite
cryptophthalamos
cryptophyte
cryptophytic
cryptopin
cryptopine
cryptoporicus
cryptoproselyte
cryptoproselytism
cryptopyic
cryptopyrrole
cryptorchid
cryptorchidism
cryptorchis
cryptorchism
cryptorrhesis
cryptorrhetic
cryptos
cryptoscope
cryptoscopy
cryptosplenic
cryptostoma
cryptostomate
cryptostome
cryptous
cryptovalence
cryptovalency
cryptovolcanic
cryptovolcanism
cryptoxanthin
cryptozoic
cryptozoite
cryptozonate
cryptozygosity
cryptozygous
cryptozygy
crypts
cryst
crystal
crystal's
crystalized
crystalizing
crystalitic
crystallize
crystall
crystalled
crystallic
crystalliferous
crystalliform
crystalligerous
crystallike
crystallin
crystalline
crystalling
crystallinity
crystallisability
crystallisable
crystallisation
crystallise
crystallised
crystallising
crystallite
crystallites
crystallitic
crystallitic
crystallizability
crystallizable
crystallization
crystallize
crystallized
crystallizer
crystallizes
crystallizing
crystalloblastic
crystallochemical
crystallochemistry
crystallod
crystallogenesis
crystallogeneric
crystallogenic
crystallogenical
crystallogeny
crystallogram
crystallograph
crystallographer
crystallographers
crystallographic
crystallographical
crystallographically
crystallography
crystallogy
crystalloid
crystalloidal
crystalloology
crystaloluminescence
crystalomagnetic
crystalomancy
crystalomometric
crystalometry
crystalophobia
crystalophyllian
crystallose
crystallurgy
crystals
crystalwort
cryste
crystic
crystograph
crystoleum
crystophene
crzette
cs
csardas
csc
csch
csect
cseets
csi
csk
csmp
csnet
csp
cst
csw
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
cteniform
ctenii
teninidia
tenizid
tenocyst
tenodactyl
tenodont
tenoid
tenoidian
tenoidian
tenodium
tenophora
tenophoral
tenophoran
tenophore
tenophoric
tenophorous
tenostomatous
tenostome
tetetology
tef
tg
tge
timo
tn
to
trl
tes
cu
cuadra
cuadrilla
cuadrillas
cuadrillero
cuamuchil
cuapinole
cuarenta
cuarta
cuartel
cuarteron
cuartilla
cuartillo
cuartino
cuarto
cub
cub's
cuba
cubage
cubicovariant
cubics
cubicula
cubicular
cubiculary
cubiculum
cubiform
cubing
cubism
cubisms
cubist
cubistic
cubistically
cubists
cubit
cubital
cubitale
cubitalia
cubited
cubiti
cubitiere
cubito
cubitocarpal
cubitocutaneous
cubitodigital
cubitometacarpal
cubitopalmar
cubitoplantar
cubitoradial
cubits
cubitus
cubla
cubmaster
cubocalcaneal
cuboctahedron
cubocube
cubocuneiform
cubododecahedral
cuboid
cuboidal
cuboides
cuboids
cubomancy
cubomedusan
cubometatarsal
cubonavicular
cubs
cubti
cuca
cucaracha
cuchia
cuck
cuckhold
cucking
cuckold
cuckolders
cuckolding
cuckoldize
cuckoldly
cuckoldom
cuckoldry
cuckolds
cuckoldy
cuckoo
cuckoo's
cuckooed
cuckooflower
cuckooing
cuckoomaid
cuckoomaiden
cuckoomate
cuckoopint
cuckoopintle
cukoos
cuckquean
cuckstool
cucoline
cucularis
cucule
cuculiform
cuculine
cuculla
cucularis
cuculate
cucullated
cucullately
cuculle
cuculliform
cucullus
cuculoid
cucumber
cucumber's
cucumbers
cucumiform
cucupha
cued
cueing
cueist
cueman
cuemanship
cuemens
cuerda
cuerpo
cues
cuesta
cuestas
cuff
cuff’s
cuffed
cuffer
cuffin
cuffing
cuffle
cuffless
cufflink
cufflinks
cuffs
cuffy
cuffyism
cufic
cuggermugger
cuichunchulli
cuidado
cuirjo
cuirjos
cuif
cuifs
cuinage
cuinfo
cuing
cuir
cuirass
cuirassed
cuirasses
cuirassier
cuirassing
cuirie
cuish
cuishes
cuisinary
cuisines
cuisinier
cuissard
cuissart
cuisse
cuisse
cuissen
cuisses
cuisten
cuit
cuitle
cuitled
cuitling
cuittkin
cuittle
cuittled
cuittles
cuittling
cuj
cuke
cukes
cul
culation
culbert
culbut
culbute
culbuter
culch
culches
culdee
culebra
culerage
culet
culets
culett
culeus
culex
culgee
culices
culicid
culicidal
culicide
culicids
culiciform
culicifugal
culicifuge
culicine
culicines
culilawan
culinarian
culinary
culinary
cull
culla
cullage
cullas
cullay
cullays
culled
cullender
culler
cullers
cullet
cullets
cullibility
cullible
cullied
cullies
culling
cullion
cullionly
cullionry
cullions
cullis
cullisance
cullises
culls
cully
cullying
culm
culmed
culmen
culmicolous
culmiferous
culmigenous
culminal
culminant
culminate
culminated
culminates
culminating
culmination
culminations
culminative
culming
culms
culmy
culot
culotte
culottes
culotic
culottism
culp
culpa
culpabilis
culpability
culpable
culpableness
culpably
culpae
culpas
culpate
culpatory
culpeo
culpon
culpose
culpit
culprit's
culprits
culrage
culsdesac
cult
cult's
cultch
cultches
cultellation
cultelli
cultellus
culter
culteranismo
culti
cultic
cultigen
cultigens
cultirostral
cultish
cultism
cultismo
cultisms
cultist
cultistic
cultists
cultivability
cultivable
cultivably
cultivar
cultivars
cultivatability
cultivatable
cultivate
cultivated
cultivates
cultivating
cultivation
cultivations
cultivative
cultivator
cultivator's
cultivators
cultive
cultrate
cultrated
cultriform
cultrirostral
cults
culttelli
cultural
culturable
cultural
culturalist
culturally
culture
cultured
cultureless
cultures
culturine
culturing
culturist
culturization
culturize
culturological
culturologically
culturologist
culturology
cultus
cultuses
culver
culverfoot
culverhouse
culverin
culverineer
culveriner
culverins
culverkey
culverkeys
cumulophyric
 cumulose
 cumulostratus
 cumulous
 cumulus
 cumyl
 cun
 cunabula
 cunabular
 cunctation
 cunctatious
 cunctative
 cunctator
 cunctatorship
 cunctatory
 cunctatury
 cunctipotent
 cund
 cundeamor
 cundite
 cundum
 cundums
 cundurango
 cundy
 cunea
 cuneal
 cuneate
 cuneated
 cuneately
 cuneatic
 cuneator
 cunei
 cuneiform
 cuneiformist
 cunenei
 cuneocuboid
 cuneonavicicular
 cuneoscaphoid
 cunette
 cuneus
 cungeboi
 cungevoi
 cunicular
 cuniculi
 cuniculus
 cuniform
 cuniforms
 cuniila
cupful
cupfulfuls
cupfuls
cuphead
cupholder
cupid
cupidinous
cupidities
cupidity
cupidon
cupidone
cupids
cupiuba
cupless
cuplike
cupmaker
cupmaking
cupman
cupmate
cupola
cupolaed
cupolaing
cupolaman
cupolar
cupolas
cupolated
cuppa
cuppas
cupped
cuppen
cupper
cuppers
cuppier
cuppiest
cuppin
cupping
cupplings
cuppy
cuprammonia
cuprammonium
cuprate
cuprein
cupreine
cuprene
cupreous
cupressineous
cupric
cupride
cupriferous
cuprite
cuprites
cuproanmonium
cuprobismutite
cuprocyanide
cuprodescloizite
cuproid
cupriotodargyrite
cupromanganese
cupronickel
cuproplumbite
cuproscheelite
cuprose
cuprosilicon
cuprotungstite
cuprous
cuprum
cuprums
cups
cupseed
cupsful
cupstone
cupula
cupulae
cupular
cupulate
cupule
cupules
cupuliferous
cupuliform
cur
cura
curability
curable
curableness
curably
curacao
curacaos
curace
curacies
curacoa
curacoas
curacy
curage
curagh
curaghs
curara
curaras
cu re
curares
curari
curarine
curarines
curaris
curarization
curarize
curarized
curarizes
curarizing
curassow
curassows
curat
curatage
curate
curatel
curates
curateship
curatess
curatial
curatic
curatical
curation
curative
curatively
curativeness
curatives
curatize
curatolatry
curator
curatorial
curatorium
curators
curatorship
curatory
curatrices
curatix
curb
curbable
curbash
curbed
cuber
curers
curbing
curbings
curbless
curvet
curved
curveting
curvets
curvette
curvetted
curvetting
curvey
curvicaudate
curvicostate
curvidentate
curvier
curviest
curvfoliolate
curviform
curvilinеad
curvilinear
curvilinear
curvilineararity
curvilinearly
curvimeter
curvinerve
curvinerved
curviness
curving
curvirostral
curviserial
curvital
curvities
curvity
curvel
curvograph
curvometer
curved
curvous
curvulate
curvy
curwhibble
curwillett
cury
curying
cuscohygrin
cuscohygrine
cusconin
cusconine
cuscus
cuscuses
cuscuteaceous
cusec
cutlash
cutlass
cutlasses
cutlassfish
cutlassfishes
cutler
cutleress
cutleriaceous
cutleries
cutlers
cutlery
cutlet
cutlets
cutline
cutlines
cutting
cutlings
cutlips
cutocellulose
cutoff
cutoffs
cutose
cutout
cutouts
cutover
cutpurse
cutpurses
cuts
cutset
cutable
cuttage
cuttages
cuttail
cuttanee
cutted
cutter
cutter's
cutterhead
cuterman
cutters
cutthroat
cutthroats
cutties
cuttikin
cutting
cuttingly
cuttingness
cuttings
cyanacetic
cyanamid
cyanamide
cyanamids
cyananthrol
cyanate
cyanates
cyanaurate
cyanauric
cyanbenzyl
cyancarbonic
cyanea
cyanean
cyanemia
cyaneous
cyanephidrosis
cyanformate
cyanformic
cyanhidrosis
cyanhydrate
cyanhydric
cyanhydrin
cyanic
cyanicide
cyanid
cyanidation
cyanide
cyanided
cyanides
cyanidin
cyanidine
cyaniding
cyanidrosis
cyanids
cyanimide
cyanin
cyanine
cyanines
cyanins
cyanite
cyanites
cyanitic
cyanize
cyanized
cyanizing
cyanmethemoglobin
cyano
cyanoacetate
cyanoacetic
cyanoacrylate
cyanoaurate
cyanoauric
cyanobenzene
cyanocarbonic
cyanochlorous
cyanochroia
cyanochroic
cyanocobalamin
cyanocobalamine
cyanocrystallin
cyanoderma
cyanoethyle
cyanoethylation
cyanogen
cyanogenamide
cyanogenesis
cyanogenetic
cyanogenic
cyanogens
cyanoguanidine
cyanohemidin
cyanohydrin
cyanol
cyanole
cyanomaclurin
cyanometer
cyanomethaemoglobin
cyanomethemoglobin
cyanometric
cyanometries
cyanometry
cyanopathic
cyanopathy
cyanophil
cyanophile
cyanophilous
cyanophoric
cyanophose
cyanophycean
cyanophyceous
cyanophycin
cyanopia
cyanoplastid
cyanoplantinite
cyanoplannous
cyanopsia
cyanose
cyanosed
cyanoses
cyanosis
cyanosite
cyanotic
cyanotrichite
cyanotype
cyans
cyanuramide
cyanurate
cyanuret
cyanuric
cyanurin
cyanurine
cyanus
cyaphenine
cyath
cyatheaceous
cyathi
cyathia
cyathiform
cyathium
cyathoid
cyatholith
cyathophylline
cyathophylloid
cyathos
cyathozooid
cyathus
cybele
cybercultural
cyberculture
cybermate
cybernated
cybernating
cybernation
cybernetic
cybernetical
cybernetically
cybernetician
cyberneticist
cyberneticists
cybernetics
cybernion
cybore
cyborgs
cyc
cycad
ofi c e c y c ad aceous
cycadean
cy c ade oid
cy c ade ous
cy c adiform
cy c adite
cy c adlike
cy c adofilicale
cy c adofilicales
cy c adofilicinean
cy c adophyte
cy c ads
cycas
cy c as es
cy casin
cy c as ins
cycl
cy clades
cy clamate
cy clamates
cy clamen
cy clamens
cy clamin
cy clamine
cy clamonium
cy clane
cy clanthaceous
cy elar
cy clarthrodial
cy clarthrosis
cy clarthrisis
cy clas
cy clase
cy clases
cy clazocine
cy cle
cy clecar
cy clecars
cy cled
cy cledom
cy clene
cy cler
cy clers
cy cle
cy cles
cy clesmith
cy clian
cy clic
cyclic
$cyclic$ality
$cyclically$
$cyclical$ness
$cyclicism$
cyclic
$cyclic$ity
cyclic
$cycli$c
$cycli$de
cyclindroid
cycl$ing$
cyclings
cyclism
cyclist
cyclistic
cyclists
cyclitic
cyclitis
cyclitol
cyclitols
cyclization
cyclize
cyclized
cyclizes
cyclizing
cyclo
cycloacetylene
cycloaddition
cycloaliphatic
cycloalkane
cyclobutane
cyclocephaly
cyclocoelic
cyclocoelous
cyclo$de$
cyclo$diene$
cyclo$diolen$
cyclo$diol$en$fine
cycloganoid
cyclogenesis
cyclogram
cyclograph
cyclographer
cyclo$heptane$
cyclo$heptanone$
cyclo$hexadienyl$
cyclo$hexane$
cyclo$hexanol$
cyclo$hexanone
cyclohexatriene
cyclohexene
cycloheximide
cyclohexyl
cyclohexylamine
cycloid
cycloid's
cycloidal
cycloidally
cycloidean
cycloidian
cycloidotrope
cycloids
cyclolith
cyclolysis
cyclomania
cyclometer
cyclometers
cyclometric
cyclometrical
cyclometries
cyclometry
cyclomyarian
cyclonal
cyclone
cyclone's
cyclones
cyclonic
cyclonical
cyclonically
cyclonist
cyclonite
cyclonologist
cyclonology
cyclonometer
cyclonoscope
cycloolefin
cycloolefine
cycloolefinic
cyclop
cyclopaedia
cyclopaedias
cyclopaedic
cyclopaedically
cyclopaedist
cycloparaffin
cyclope
cyclopean
cyclopedia
cyclopedias
cyclopedic
cyclopedical
cyclopedically
cyclopedist
cyclopentadiene
cyclopentane
cyclopentanone
cyclopentene
cyclopes
cyclophoria
cyclophoric
cyclophosphamide
cyclophrenia
cyclopia
cyclopic
cyclopism
cyclopite
cycloplegia
cycloplegic
cyclopoid
cyclopropane
cyclops
cyclopteroid
cyclopterous
cyclopy
cyclorama
cycloramas
cycloramic
cyclorrhaphous
cyclos
cycloscope
cyclose
cycloserine
cycloses
cyclosilicate
cyclosis
cyclosperrnous
cyclospondylic
cyclospondylosous
cyclosporous
cyclostomate
cyclostomatous
cyclostome
cyclostomous
cyclostrophic
cyclostylar
cyclostyle
cyclothem
cyclothure
cyclothurine
cyclothyme
cyclothymia
cyclothymiac
cyclothymic
cyclotome
cyclotomic
cyclotomies
cyclotomy
cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
cyclotron
cyclotrons
cyclovertebral
cyclus
cyder
cyders
cydivpe
cydivpian
cydivpid
cydon
cydonium
cyeses
eyesiology
cyesis
cyetic
cygneous
cygnet
cygnets
cygnine
cygnus
cyke
cyl
cyllices
cylinder
cylinder's
cylindered
cylinderer
cylindering
cylinderedlike
cylinders
cylindraceous
cylindrarthritis
cylindrelloid
cylindrenchema
cylindrenchyma
cylindric
cylindrical
cylindricality
cylindrically
cylindricalness
cylindricity
cylindricule
cylindriform
cylindrite
cylindrocellular
cylindrocephalic
cylindroconical
cylindroconoidal
cylindrocylindric
cylindrodendrite
cylindrograph
cylindroid
cylindroidal
cylindroma
cylindromata
cylindromatous
cylindrometric
cylindroogival
cylindruria
cylix
cylloses
cylrosis
cyma
cymae
cymagraphe
cymaise
cymaphen
cymaphyte
cymaphytic
cymaphytism
cymar
cymarin
cymarose
cymars
cymas
cymatia
cymation
cymatium
cymba
cymbaeform
cymbal
cymbal's
cymbaled
cypridinoid
cyprine
cyprinid
cyprinids
cypriniform
cyprinin
cyprinine
cyprinodont
cyprinodontoid
cyprinoid
cyprinoidean
cypriot
cypriote
cypriotes
cypriots
cypriopedin
cypriopedium
cypris
cyproheptadine
cyproterone
cyprus
cypruses
cypsela
cypselae
cypseliform
cypseline
cypseldoid
cypselomorphic
cypselomorph
cypselomorphic
cypselous
cryptozoic
cyrenaic
cyrillaceous
cyrillic
cyriologic
cyriological
cyrtoceracone
cyrtoceratite
cyrtoceratitic
cyrtograph
cyrtolite
cyrtometer
cyrtopia
cyrtosis
cyrtostyle
cyrus
cyst
cystadenoma
cystadenosarcoma
cystal
cystalgia
cystamine
cystaster
cystathionine
cystatrophia
cystatrophy
cysteamine
cystectasia
cystectasy
cystectomies
cystectomy
cysted
cystein
cysteine
cysteines
cysteinic
cysteins
cystelcosis
cystenchyma
cystenchymatous
cystenchyme
cystencyte
cysterethism
cystic
cysticarpic
cysticarpium
cysticercerci
cysticerci
cysticercoid
cysticercoidal
cysticercosis
cysticercus
cysticerus
cysticle
cysticolous
cystid
cystidean
cystidia
cystidicolous
cystidium
cystidiums
cystiferous
cystiform
cystigerous
cystignathine
cystin
cystine

cystines

cystinosis

cystinuria

cystirrhea

cystis

cystitides

cystitis

cystitome

cystoadenoma

cystocarcinoma

cystocarp

cystocarpic

cystocele

cystocolostomy

cystocyte

cystodynia

cystoelytroplasty

cystoenterocele

cystoepilepcele

cystoepithelioma

cystofibroma

cystoflagellate

cystogenesis

cystogenous

cystogram

cystoid

cystoidean

cystoids

cystolith

cystolithectomy

cystolithiasis

cystolithic

cystoma

cystomas

cystomata

cystomatous

cystometer

cystomorphous

cystomyoma

cystomyxoma

cystonecrotous

cystonephrosis

cystoneuralgia

cystoparalysis

cystophore

cystophotography

cystophthisis
cystoplasty
cystoplegia
cystoproctostomy
cystoptosis
cystopyelitis
cystopyelography
cystopyelonephritis
cystoradiography
cystorrhagia
cystorrhaphy
cystorrhea
cystosarcoma
cystoschisis
cystoscope
cystoscopic
cystoscopies
cystoscopy
cystose
cystospasm
cystospastic
cystospore
cystostomies
cystostomy
cystosyrinx
cystotome
cystotomies
cystotomy
cystotrachelotomy
cystoureteritis
cystourethritis
cystourethrography
cystous
cysts
cytase
cytasic
cytaster
cytasters
cythera
cytherea
cytherean
cytidine
cytidines
cytinaceous
cytioderm
cytioderma
cytisine
cytisus
cytitis
cytoanalyzer
cytoarchitectural
cytoarchitecturally
cytoarchitecture
cytoblast
cytoblastema
cytoblastemal
cytoblastematous
cytoblastemic
cytoblastemous
cytocentrum
cytochalasin
cytochemical
cytochemistry
cytochrome
cytochylema
cytocide
cytoclasis
cytoclasmic
cytococci
cytococcus
cytocyst
cytode
cytodendrite
cytoderm
cytodiagnosis
cytodieresis
cytodieretic
cytodifferentiation
cytocoeology
cytogamy
cytogene
cytogenesis
cytogenetic
cytogenetical
cytogenetically
cytogeneticist
cytogenetics
cytogenic
cytogenies
cytogenous
cytogeny
cytoglobin
cytoglobinul
 cytohyaloplasm
cytoid
cytokinesis
cytokinetic
cytokinin
cytol
cytolist
cytologic
cytological
cytologically
cytologies
cytologist
cytologists
cytology
cytolymph
cytolysin
cytolysis
cytolytic
cytoma
cytome
cytomegalic
cytomegalovirus
cytomere
cytometer
cytomicrosome
cytomitome
cytomorphological
cytomorphology
cytomorphosis
cyton
cytone
cytons
cytophagous
cytoparaplastin
cytopathic
cytopathogenic
cytopathogenicity
cytopathologic
cytopathological
cytopathologically
cytopathology
cytopenia
cytophagic
cytophagous
cytophagy
cytopharynges
cytopharynx
cytopharynxes
cytophil
cytophilic
cytophysics
cytophysiology
cytoplasm
cytoplasmic
cytoplasmically
cytoplasmic
cytoplast
cytoplasm
cytoproct
cytophyge
cytoreticulum
cytoryctes
cytosin
cytosine
cytosines
cytosome
cytospectrophotometry
cytost
cytostatic
cytostatically
cytostomal
cytostome
cytostroma
cytostromatic
cytotactic
cytotaxis
cytotaxonomic
cytotaxonomically
cytotaxonomy
cytotechnologist
cytotechnology
cytotoxic
cytotoxicity
cytotoxin
cytotrophoblast
cytotrophoblastic
cytotrophy
cytotropic
cytotropism
cytovin
cytozoa
cytozoic
cytozoon
cytozymase
cytozyme
cytozoa
cytula
cytulae
cyul
cywydd
cyzicine
dacrycystalgia
dacryd
dacryelcosis
dacryoadenalgia
dacryoadenitis
dacryoblenorrhea
dacryocele
dacryocyst
dacryocystalgia
dacryocystitis
dacryocystoblenorrhea
dacryocystocele
dacryocystoptosis
dacryocystorrhinostomy
dacryocystosyringotomy
dacryocystotome
dacryocystotomy
dacryohelcosis
dacryohemorrhea
dacryolin
dacryolite
dacryolith
dacryolithiasis
dacryoma
dacryon
dacryops
dacryopyorrhea
dacryopyosis
dacryorrhea
dacryosolenitis
dacryostenosis
dacryosyrinx
dacryuria
dactyl
dactylar
dactylate
dactyi
dactylic
dactylically
dactylics
dactyioglyph
dactyioglyphic
dactyioglyphist
dactyioglyphtic
dactyioglyphy
dactyiographer
dactyiographic
dactyiography
dactyliology
dactyliomancy
dactxlion
dactxliotheca
dactxlist
dactxлитic
dactxлитis
dactxlogram
dactxlograph
dactxlographer
dactxlographic
dactxlography
dactxloid
dactxlologies
dactxlogy
dactxlomegaly
dactxlonomy
dactxlopatagium
dactxlopodite
dactxlopore
dactxlorhiza
dactxloscopic
dactxloscopy
dactxlose
dactxlosternal
dactxlosymphysis
dactxlothecha
dactxlous
dactxlozooid
dactxls
dactxlus
dactxorrhea
dad
dad's
dada
dadaism
dadaism
daist
daistic
daistically
daists
daap
dadas
dadburned
dadder
daddies
dadding
daddle
daffery
dafler
dafllest
dafliness
dafling
daflsh
daflle
daflled
daflling
daflodil
daflodi's
daflodillies
daflodilly
daflodils
daflodowndillies
daflodowndilly
dafls
daflfy
daflfydownndilly
daft
daftar
daftardar
daftberry
dafter
daftest
daftlike
daftly
daftness
daftinesses
dag
dagaba
dagame
dagassa
dagesh
dagga
daggar
dagged
dagger
daggerboard
daggerbush
daggered
daggering
daggerlike
daggerproof
daggers
dagging
daggle
daggled
daggles
daggletail
daggletailed
daggling
daggly
daggy
daghesh
daglock
daglocks
dago
dagoba
dagobas
dagoes
dagon
dagos
dags
dagswain
daguerreotype
daguerreotyped
daguerreotyper
daguerreotypes
daguerreotypic
daguerreotyping
daguerreotypist
daguerreotypy
daguilla
dah
dahabeah
dahabeahs
dahabeeyah
dahabiah
dahabiahs
dahabieh
dahabiehs
dahabiya
dahabiyas
dahabiye
dahlia
dahlias
dahlin
dahlsten
dahms
dahomey
dahoon
dahoons
dahs
daidle
daidled
daira
dairi
dairies
dairous
dairt
dairy
dairying
dairylings
dairemaid
dairemaids
daireman
dairemen
dairewoman
dairewomen
daip
daised
daisee
daises
daishiki
daishikis
daised
daisses
daising
daissy
daissy's
daissybush
daissycutter
daiya
daiva
da
dak
daker
dakerhen
dakerhens
dahma
daikir
daikot
daikoities
daikots
daikoty
daikota
daikotan
daikotans
daikotas
daiks
daiktylon
daiktylos
dal
dalaga
dalton
daltonian
daltonic
daltonism
dam
dam's
dama
damage
damageability
damageable
damageableness
damageably
damaged
damagement
damageous
damager
damagers
damages
damaging
damagingly
damalic
daman
damans
damar
damars
damas
damascene
damascened
damascener
damascenes
damascenine
damascening
damascus
damask
damasked
damaskeen
damaskeening
damaskin
damaskine
damasking
damasks
damasse
damassin
damboard
dambonite
dambonitol
dambose
dambrod
dame
damenization
dames
damewort
dameworts
damfool
damfoolish
damiana
damie
damier
damine
damkjernite
damlike
dammar
dammara
dammaret
dammars
damme
dammed
dammer
dammers
damming
dammish
dammit
damn
dannabilties
dannability
dannable
dannableness
dannably
dannation
dannatory
damnedest
damnedests
dammed
dammeder
dammedest
damner
dammers
dammification
dammificatus
dannified
dannifies
dammify
dammifying
damning
damningly
damningness
damsel's
damselselfish
damselfishes
damselflies
damselfly
damselhood
damsels
damsite
damson
damsons
damyankanee
dan
dana
danae
danaid
danaide
danaine
danaite
danalite
danaro
danburite
dancialite
dance
danceability
danceable
danced
dancer
danceress
dancers
dancery
dances
dancette
dancetee
dancetty
dancing
dancingly
dancy
dand
danda
dandelion
dandelion's
dandelions
dander
dandered
dandering
danders
dandiacal
dandiacally
dandically
dandie
dandier
dandies
dandiest
dandification
dandified
dandifies
dandify
dandifying
dandilly
dandily
dandiprat
dandis
dandisette
dandizette
dandle
dandled
dandler
dandlers
dandles
dandling
dandlingly
dandriff
dandriffs
dandriffy
dandruff
dandruffs
dandruffy
dandy
dandydom
dandyish
dandyishly
dandyishy
dandyism
dandyisms
dandyize
dandyling
dandyprat
dane
danebrog
danegeld
danegelds
danegelt
danelaw
danes
daneweed
daneweeds
danewort
daneworts
dang
danged
danger
danger's
dangered
dangerful
dangerfully
dangering
dangerless
dangerous
dangerously
dangerousness
dangers
dangersome
danging
dangle
dangleberries
dangleberry
dangled
danglement
dangler
danglers
dangles
danglin
dangling
danglingly
dangs
danic
danicism
daniel
danio
danios
danish
danism
dank
danke
danker
dankest
dankish
dankishness
dankly
dankness
danknesses
danli
dannebrog
dannemorite
daric
darics
darii
daring
daringly
daringness
darings
dariole
darioles
darjeeling
dark
darked
darken
darkened
darkener
darkeners
darkening
darkens
darker
darkest
darkey
darkeys
darkful
darkhaired
darkhearted
darkheartedness
darkie
darkies
darking
darkish
darkishness
darkle
darkled
darkles
darklier
darkliest
darkling
darklings
darkly
darkmans
darkness
darknesses
darkroom
darkrooms
darks
darkskin
darksome
darksomeness
darksum
darktown
darky
darring
darling’s
darlingly
darlingness
darlings
darn
darnation
damdest
damdests
darned
dameder
damedest
dannel
danels
damder
damders
danex
darning
darnings
danix
dams
daroga
darogah
darogha
darloo
darr
daraign
darrein
darshan
darshana
darst
dart
dartars
dartboard
darted
darter
darters
darting
dartingly
dartingness
dartle
dartled
dartles
dartlike
dartling
datives
dativogerundial
dato
datolite
datolitic
datos
datsun
datsuns
datw
datto
dattock
dattos
datum
datums
datura
daturas
daturic
daturism
da
daub
daube
daubed
dauber
dauberies
daubers
daubery
daubes
daubier
daubiest
daubing
daubingly
daubreeite
daubreeelite
daubreite
daubries
daubry
daubs
dauberster
daubys
daud
dauded
dauding
daudit
dauerlauf
dauerschlaf
daughter
daughterhood
daughterkin
daughterless
daughterlike
daughterliness
daughterling
daughterly
daughters
daughtership
dauk
dauke
daukin
dault
daun
daunch
dauncy
daunder
daundered
daundering
daunders
dauner
daunomycin
daunt
daunted
daunter
daunters
daunting
dauntingly
dauntingness
dauntless
dauntlessly
dauntlessness
daunton
daunts
dauphin
dauphine
dauphines
dauphiness
dauphins
daurna
daut
daunted
dautie
dauties
daunting
dauts
dauw
davach
davainea
dave
dawpate
daws
dawsoniaceous
dawsonite
dawt
dawted
dawtet
dawtie
dawties
dawting
dawtit
dawts
dawut
day
day's
dayabhaga
dayak
dayal
dayan
dyanim
daybeacon
daybeam
daybed
daybeds
dayberry
daybill
dayblush
daybook
daybooks
dayboy
daybreak
daybreaks
daydawn
daydream
daydreamed
daydreamer
daydreamers
daydreaming
daydreamlike
daydreams
daydreamt
daydreamy
daydrudge
dayflies
dayflower
dayflowers
dayfly
dayglow
deadishness
deadlatch
deadlier
deadliest
deadlight
deadline
deadly
deadline's
deadlines
deadliness
deadlock
deadlocked
deadlocking
deadlocks
deadly
deadman
deadmelt
deadmen
deadness
deadliness
deadpan
deadpanned
deadpanner
deadpanning
deadpans
deadpay
deadrise
deadrize
deads
deadtongue
deadweight
deadwood
deadwoods
deadwork
deadworks
deadwort
deady
deaerate
deaerated
deaerates
deaerating
deaeration
deaerator
deaf
deafen
defafened
defaenening
deafeningly
deafens
deaffer
deafforest
deafforestation
deafish
deafly
deafmuteness
deafness
deafnesses
deair
deaired
deairing
deairs
deal
dealable
dealate
dealated
dealates
dealation
dealbate
dealbation
dealbuminize
dealcoholist
dealcoholization
dealcoholize
dealer
dealerdom
dealers
dealership
dealerships
dealfish
dealfishes
dealing
dealings
dealkalize
dealkylate
dealkylation
deallocate
deallocated
deallocates
deallocating
deallocating
deallocation
deallocations
deals
dealt
deambulate
deathroot
deaths
deathshot
deathsman
deaths men
deathtime
deathtrap
deathtraps
deathward
deathwards
deathwatch
deathwatches
deathweed
deathworm
deathy
deaurate
deave
deaved
deavely
deaves
deaving
deb
debacchate
debacle
debacles
debadge
debag
debagged
debagging
debamboozle
debar
debarbarization
debarbarize
debark
debarkation
debarkations
debarked
debarking
debarkment
debarks
debarment
debarrass
debarrance
debarrass
debarration
debarred
debarring
dehars
debase
debased
debasedness
debasement
debaser
debasers
debases
debasing
debasingly
debat
debatable
debatably
debate
debatable
debated
debateful
debatefully
debatement
debater
debaters
debates
debating
debatingly
debatter
debauch
debauched
debauchedly
debauchedness
debauchee
debauchees
debaucher
debaucheries
debauchery
debauches
debauching
debauchment
debbie
debbies
debby
debcle
dede
debeak
debeaker
debeige
debel
debelil
debellate
debellation
debellator
deben
debenture
debentured
debentureholder
debentures
debenzolize
debile
debilissima
debilitant
debilitate
debilitated
debilitates
debilitating
debilitation
debilitations
debilitative
debilities
debility
debind
debit
debitable
debite
debited
debiteuse
debiting
debitor
debitrix
debits
debitum
debitumenize
debituminization
debituminize
deblai
deblaterate
deblateration
deblock
deblocked
deblocking
deboise
deboist
deboistly
deboistness
deboite
deboites
debonair
debonair
deboaire
deboaire
debonairity
debonairly
debtor
debtors
debtorship
debts
debug
debugged
debugger
debugger's
debuggers
debugging
debugs
debullition
debunk
debunked
debugger
debuggers
debugging
debugs
debunk
debunked
debugger
debuggers
debugging
debugs
debunks
deburr
deburse
debus
debused
debusing
debussed
debussing
debussy
debut
debut
debud
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debuter
debutes
debuted
debut

decade's
decadence
decadency
decadent
decadentism
decadently
decadents
decadenza
decades
decadescent
decadi
decadianome
decadic
decadist
decadrachm
decadrachma
decadrachmae
decaedron
decaesarize
decaffeinate
decaffeinated
decaffeinates
decaffeinating
decaffeinize
decafid
decagon
decagonal
decagonally
decagons
decagram
decagramme
decagrams
decagnous
decahedra
decahedral
decahedrodra
decahedron
decahedrons
decahydrate
decahydrated
decahydonaphthalene
decal
decalage
decalification
decalified
decalifier
decalifies
decalify
decaleifying
decalcomania
decalcomaniac
decalcomanias
decalescence
decalescent
decaliter
decaliters
decalitre
decalobate
decalog
decalogue
decalomania
decals
decalvant
decalvation
decameral
decameron
decamerous
decameter
decameters
decamethonium
decametre
decametric
decamp
decamped
decamping
decampment
decamps
decan
decanal
decanally
decanate
decancellate
decancellated
decancellating
decancellation
decandently
decandria
decandrous
decane
decanery
decanes
decangular
decani
decanically
decannulation
decanol
decarbonize
decarbonized
decarbonizer
decarbonizing
decarbonylate
decarbonylated
decarbonylating
decarbonylation
decarboxylase
decarboxylate
decarboxylated
decarboxylating
decarboxylation
decarboxylization
decarboxylize
decarburisation
decarburisation
decarburise
decarburised
decarburising
decarburization
decarburize
decarburized
decarburizing
decarch
decarchies
decarchy
decard
decardinalize
decare
decares
decarhinus
decarnate
decarnated
decart
decartelization
decartelize
decartelized
decartelizing
decasemic
decasepalous
decaspermal
decaspermous
decast
decastellate
decastere
decastich
decastylar
decentred
decentres
decentring
decenyl
deccephalization
deccephalize
decceptibility
decceptive
decception
decception's
decional
decceptions
decptious
decptiously
decptitious
decptive
decptively
decptiveness
decptivity
decptory
decerebrate
decerebrated
decerebrating
decerebration
decerebrize
decn
decerned
decerning
decniture
decnment
decnrs
decerp
decertation
decertification
decertificaton
decertified
decertify
decertifying
decess
decession
decessit
decessor
decharm
dechemicalization
dechemicalize
dechenite
dechlore
dechloridation
dechloridize
dehloridized
dehloridizing
dehlorinate
dehlorinated
dehlorinating
dehlorination
dechoralize
dechristianization
dechristianize
deciare
deciare
deciatine
decibar
decibel
decibels
deciceronize
decidability
decidable
decide
decided
decidedly
decidedness
decidement
decidence
decidendi
decident
decider
deciders
decides
deciding
decidingly
decidua
deciduae
decidual
deciduary
deciduas
deciduata
deciduate
deciduitis
deciduity
deciduoma
deciduous
deciduously
deciduousness
decigram
decigramme
decigrams
decil
decile
deciles
deciliter
deciliters
decilitre
decillion
decillionth
decima
decimal
decimalisation
decimalise
decimalised
decimalising
decimalism
decimalist
decimalization
decimalize
decimalized
decimalizes
decimalizing
decimally
decimals
decimate
decimated
decimates
decimating
decimation
decimator
decime
decimestrial
decimeter
decimeters
decimetre
decimetres
decimolar
decimole
decimosexto
decimus
decine
decinormal
decipher
decipherability
decipherable
decipherably
deciphered
decipherer
deciphering
declinable
declinal
declinate
declination
declination's
declinational
declinations
declinor
declinatory
declinorship
decline
declined
declinedness
decliner
decliners
declines
declining
declinograph
declinometer
declivate
declive
declivish
declivities
declivious
declivitously
declivity
declivous
declutch
decent

deco
decoagulate
decoagulated
decoagulation
dec-oat
decocainize
decocot
decocted
decoctic
decoctible
decocting
decoction
decoctive
decocts
decoctum
decodable
decode
decoded
decoder
decoders
decodes
decoding
decodings
decoherer
decoherence
decohesion
decoic
decoke
decoll
decollate
decollated
decollating
decollation
decollator
decolletage
decollete
decollimate
decolonisation
decolonise
decolonised
decolonising
decolonization
decolonize
decolonized
decolonizes
decolonizing
decolor
decolorant
decolorate
decoloration
decolored
decolorimeter
decoloring
decolorisation
decolorise
decolorised
decoloriser
decolorising
decolorization
decolorize
decolorized
decolorizer
decolorizing
decolors
decolour
decolouration
decoloured
decompressing
de compression
de compressions
de compressive
de concatenate
de concentrate
de concentrated
de concentrating
de concentration
de concentrator
de condition
de congest
de congestant
de congestants
de congested
de congesting
de congestion
de congestive
de congests
de consecrate
de consecrated
de consecrating
de consecration
de consider
de consideration
de contaminate
de contaminated
de contaminates
de contaminating
de contamination
de contaminations
de contaminative
de contaminator
de contaminators
de control
de controlled
de controlling
de controls
de conventionalize
de convolution
de convolve
de copperizerization
de copperize
decor
decorability
decorable
decorably
decorament
decorate
decorated
decorates
decorating
decoration
decorationist
decorations
decorative
decoratively
decorativeness
decorator
decorators
decoratory
decore
decorement
decorist
decorous
decorously
decorousness
decorrugative
decors
decorticate
decorticated
decorticating
decortication
decorticator
decorticosis
decortization
decorum
decorums
decostate
decoupage
decouple
decoupled
decouples
decoupling
decourse
decourt
decousu
decoy
decoy’s
decoyed
decoyer
decoyers
decoying
decoymen
decoys
decretion
decretist
decretive
decretively
decretorial
decretorian
decretorily
decretory
decretum
decrew
decrial
decrials
decried
decrier
decriers
decries
decriminalization
decriminalize
decriminalized
decriminalizes
decriminalizing
decrown
decrowned
decrowning
decrows
decrudescent
decrustation
decry
decrying
decrypt
decrypted
decrypting
decryption
decryptions
decryptograph
decrypts
decrystallization
decubation
decubital
decubiti
decubitus
decultivate
deculturate
decuman
decumana
decumani
decumanus
decumary
decumbence
decumbency
decumbent
decumbently
decumbiture
decuple
decupled
decuples
decuplet
decupling
decuria
decuries
decurion
decurionate
decurions
decurrence
decurrences
decurrencies
decurrency
decurrent
decurrently
decurring
decursion
decursive
decursively
decurt
decurtate
decurvation
decurvature
decurve
decurved
decurves
decurving
decury
decus
decuss
decussate
decussated
decussately
decussating
decussation
decussatively
decussion
decussis
decussoria
decussorium
decwriter
decyl
deedless
deeds
deedy
deejay
deejays
deek
deem
deemed
deemer
deemie
deeming
deemphasis
deemphasize
deemphasized
deemphasizes
deemphasizing
deems
deemster
deemsters
deemstership
deener
deeny
deep
depen
depenened
depener
depeners
depening
depeningingly
depens
deeper
deepest
depfreeze
depfreezed
depfreezing
depfroze
depfrozen
deegoing
deeing
deeish
deeplier
deeply
deepest
deepest
deepmouthed
deepness
deepnesses
deeps
depsome
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deepest

deepestwater

deepestwaterman

deepestwatermen
deer
deerberry
deerdog
deerdrive
deerflies
deerfly
deerflys
deerfood
deergrass
deerhair
deerherd
deerhorn
deerhound
deerkill
deerlet
deerlike
deermeat
deers
deerskin
deerskins
deerstalker
deerstalkers
deerstalking
deerstand
deerstealer
deerstongue
deervetche
deerweed
deerweeds
deerwood
deeryard
deeryards
dees
deescale
deescalate
deescalated
deescalates
deescalating
deescalation
deescalations
deeses
deesis
dee
dee
dee
dee
dee
deewans
def
deface
defaceable
defaced
defacement
defacements
defacer
defacers
defaces
defacing
defacingly
defacto
defade
defaecate
defail
defailance
defaillance
defailment
defaisance
defaitisme
defaitiste
defalcate
defalcated
defalcates
defalcating
defalcation
defalcations
defalcator
defalk
defamation
defamations
defamatory
defame
defamed
defamer
defamers
defames
defaming
defamingly
defamous
defamy
defang
defassa
defat
defatigable
defatigate
defatigate
defatigated
defatigation
defats
defatted
defatting
default
defaultant
defaulted
defaulter
defaulters
defaulting
defaultless
defaults
defaulture
defeasance
defeasanced
defease
defeasibility
defeasible
defeasibleness
defeasive
defeat
defeated
defeatee
defeater
defeaters
defeating
defeatism
defeatist
defeatists
defeatment
defeats
defeature
defecant
defecate
defecated
defecates
defecating
defecation
defecator
defect
defected
defector
defectors

defectibility

defectible

defecting

defection
defection's
defectionist
defections
defectious
defective
defectively
defectiveness
defectless
defectlessness
defectology
defector
defectors
defectoscope
defects
defectum
defectuous
defedation
defeise
defeit
defeminisation
defeminise
defeminised
defeminising
defeminization
defeminize
defeminized
defeminizing
defeminizing
defence
defenceable
defenceless
defencelessly
defencelessness
defences
defencive
defend
defendable
defendant
defendant's
defendants
defended
defender
defenders
defending
defendress
defends
defenestrate
defenestrated
defenestrates
defenestrating
defenestration
defensative
defense
defensed
defenseless
defenselessly
defenselessness
defenseman
defensemen
defenser
defenses
defensibility
defensible
defensibleness
defensibly
defensing
defension
defensive
defensively
defensiveness
defensor
defensorship
defensory
defer
deferable
deferecne
deferecns
deferent
deferentectomy
deferential
deferentiality
deferentially
deferentitis
deferents
deferment
deferment's
deferments
deferrable
deferral
deferrals
defereed
deferrer
deferrer's
deferrers
deferring
deferriztion
deferrize
deferrized
defile
defiled
defiledness
defilement
defilements
defiler
defilers
defiles
defiliation
defiling
defilingly
definability
definable
definably
define
defined
definedly
definement
definer
definers
defines
definienda
definiendum
definiens
definientia
defining
definish
definite
definitely
definiteness
definition
definition's
definitional
definitiones
definitions
definitise
definitised
definitising
definitive
definitively
definitiveness
definitization
definitize
definitized
definitizing
definitor
definitude
defis
defix
deflagrability
deflagrable
deflagrate
deflagrated
deflagrates
deflagrating
deflagration
deflagrations
deflagrator
deflate
deflated
deflater
deflates
deflating
deflation
deflationary
deflationist
deflations
deflator
deflators
deflea
defleaed
defleaing
defleas
deflect
deflectable
deflected
deflecting
deflection
deflectional
deflectionization
deflectionize
deflections
deflective
deflectometer
deflector
deflectors
deflects
deflesh
deflex
deflexed
deflexibility
deflexible
deflexing
deflexion
deflexionize
deflexure
deflocculant
deflocculate
deflocculated
deflocculating
deflocculation
deflocculator
deflocculent
deflorate
defloration
deflorations
deflore
deflorescence
deflourish
deflow
deflower
deflowered
deflowerer
deflowering
deflowerment
deflowers
defluent
defluorous
defluvium
deflux
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deocontractually
deocontracture
deocontractural
deocontracturalness
deoxidization
deoxygenate
deoxygenated
deoxygenating
deoxygenation
deoxygenization
deoxygenize
deoxygenized
deoxygenizing
deoxygenation
deoxygenize
deoxygenator
dep
depa
depaganize
depaint
depainted
depainting
depaints
depair
depancreatization
depancreatize
depardieu
depark
deparliment
depart
departed
departement
departements
departer
departing
departisanize
departition
department
department's
departmental
departmentalisation
departmentalise
departmentalised
departmentalising
departmentalism
departmentalization
departmentalize
departmentalized
departmentalizes
departmentalizing
departmentally
departmentization
departmentize
departments
departs
departure
departure's
departures
depas
depascent
depass
depasturable
depasturage
depasturation
depasture
depastured
depasturing
depatriate
depauperate
depauperation
depauperization
depauperize
depauperized
depayse
depaysee
depe
depeach
depeche
depectible
depeculate
deperinct
depel
depencil
depend
dependabilities
dependability
dependable
dependableness
dephlegmated
dephlegmation
dephlegmatize
dephlegmator
dephlegmatory
dephlegmedness
dephlogisticate
dephlogisticated
dephlogisticsation
dephosphorization
dephosphorize
dephyerceral
dephysicalization
dephysicalize
depickle
depict
depicted
depicter
depicters
depicting
depiction
depictions
depictive
depictment
depictor
depictors
depicts
depicture
depicted
depicturing
depiedmontize
depigment
depigmentate
depigmentation
depigmentize
depilate
depilated
depilates
depilating
depilation
depilator
depilatories
depilatory
depilant
depilous
depit
deplace
demplaceable
deplume
depumed
depumes
depuming
deplump
depoetize
depoh
depolarisation
depolarise
depolarised
depolariser
depolarising
depolarization
depolarize
depolarized
depolarizer
depolarizers
depolarizes
depolarizing
depolish
depolished
depolishes
depolishing
depoliticize
depoliticized
depoliticizes
depoliticizing
depolymerization
depolymerize
depolymerized
depolymerizing
depone
deponed
deponent
deponents
deponer
depones
deponing
depopularize
depopulate
depopulated
depopulates
depopulating
depopulation
depopulations
depopulative
depopulator
depopulators
depotentiate
depotentiation
depots
depr
depravate
depravation
deprave
depraved
depravedly
depravedness
depravement
depraver
depravers
depraves
deprasing
deprasingly
depravities
depravity
deprecable
deprecate
deprecated
deprecates
deprecating
deprecatingly
deprecation
deprecations
deprecative
deprecatively
deprecator
deprecatorily
deprecatoriness
deprecators
deprecatory
depreciable
depreciant
depreciate
depreciated
depreciates
depreciating
depreciatingly
depreciation
depreciations
depreciative
depreciatively
depreciator
depreciatoriness
depreciators
depreciatory
depredable
depredate
depredated
depredating
depredation
depredationist
depredations
depredator
depredatory
depredicate
deprehend
deprehensible
deprehension
depress
depressant
depressanth
depressants
depressed
depresses
depressibilities
depressibility
depressible
depressing
depressingly
depressingness
depression
depression's
depressional
depressionary
depressions
depressive
depressively
depressiveness
depressives
depressomotor
depressor
depressors
depression
depressurize
deprest
depreter
deprevation
depriment
deprint
depriorize
deprisure
deprivable
deprival
deprivals
deprivate
deprivation
deprivation's
deprivations
deprivative
deprive
deprived
deprivement
depriver
deprivers
deprives
depriving
deprocedured
.dep

deprogram

deprogrammed

deprogrammer

deprogrammers

deprogramming

deprogrammings

deprograms

deprome

deprostrate
deprotestantize

deprovincialize
depsid
depside
depsid
depth

depthen
depthing
depthless
depthlessness

depthometer
depths

depthways

depthwise

depucel

depudorate
depullulation

depulse

depurant

depurate

depurated

depurates

depurating
deparation
depurative
depurator
depuratory
depure
depurge
depurged
depurging
depurition
depurbation
deputable
deputation
deputational
deputationist
deputationize
deputations
deputative
deputatively
deputator
depute
deputed
deputes
deputies
deputing
deputise
deputised
deputising
deputization
deputize
deputized
deputizes
deputizing
deputy
deputy's
deputyship
dequantitate
dequen
dequene
dequenues
dequenuing
der
derabbinize
deracialize
deracinate
deracinated
deracinating
deracination
dermad
dermahemia
dermal
dermalgia
dermalith
dermamycosis
dermamyiasis
dermanaplasty
dermapostasis
dermaptera
dermapteran
dermapterous
dermas
dermaskeleton
dermasurgery
dermatagra
dermatalgia
dermataneuria
dermatatrophia
dermatauxe
dermathemia
dermatherm
dermatic
dermatine
dermatitis
dermatitises
dermatocele
dermatocellulitis
dermatocnosis
dermatocoptic
dermatocyst
dermatodynia
dermatogen
dermatoglyphic
dermatoglyphics
dermatograph
dermatographia
dermatographic
dermatographism
dermatography
dermatoheteroplasty
dermatoid
dermatologic
dermatological
dermatologies
dermatologist
dermatologists
dermatology
dermatolysis
dermatoma
dermatome
dermatomere
dermatomic
dermatomuscular
dermatomyces
dermatomycosis
dermatomyoma
dermatoneural
dermatoneurology
dermatoneurosis
dermanonosus
dermatopathia
dermatopathic
dermatopathology
dermatopathophobia
dermatophobia
dermatophone
dermatophony
dermatophyte
dermatophytic
dermatophytosis
dermatoplasm
dermatoplast
dermatoplasic
dermatoplasty
dermatopnagic
dermatopsy
dermatoptic
dermatorrhagia
dermatorrhea
dermatorrhoea
dermatosclerosis
dermatoscopy
dermatoses
dermatosiophobia
dermatosis
dermatoskeleton
dermatotherapy
dermatotome
dermatotomy
dermatotropic
dermatoxerasia
dermatozoan
dermatozoanosis
dermatozoa
dermatrophia
dermatrophy
dermatropic
dermenchysis
dermeses
dermestid
dermestoid
dermic
dermis
dermises
dermitis
dermititis
dermoblast
dermobranchiata
dermobranchiate
dermochrome
dermococcus
dermogastric
dermographia
dermographic
dermographism
dermography
dermohemal
dermohemia
dermohumeral
dermoid
dermoidal
dermoidectomy
dermol
dermolysis
dermomuscular
dermomycosis
dermonecrotic
dermoneural
dermoneurosis
dermonosology
dermoosseous
dermoossification
dermopathic
dermopathy
dermophilebitis
dermophile
dermophyte
dermophytic
dermoplasty
dermopteran
dermopterous
dermoreaction
dermorhynchous
dermosclerite
dermoskeletal
dermoskeleton
dermostenosis
dermostosis
dermosynovitis
dermotherm
dermotropic
dermovaccine
derms
dermutation
dern
derned
derner
dernful
dernier
derning
dernly
dero
derobe
derodidymus
derog
derogate
derogated
derogately
derogates
derogating
derogation
derogations
derogative
derogatively
derogator
derogatorily
derogatoriness
derogatory
deromanticize
derotremate
derotrematous
derotreme
derout
derri
derri
derri
derderrick
derricking
derrickman
derickmen
dericks
derrid
derride
derriere
derrieres
derries
derringer
derringers
derrire
derris
derrises
derry
derth
dertra
dertrotheca
dertrum
deruinate
deruralize
derust
derv
derve
dervish
dervishes
dervishhood
dervishism
dervishlike
des
desaccharification
desacralization
desacralize
desagrement
desalinate
desalinated
desalinates
desalinating
desalination
desalinator
desalinization
desalinize
desalinized
desalinizes
desalinizing
desalt
desalted
desalter
desalters
desalting
desalts
desamidase
desamidization
desaminase
desand
desanded
desanding
desands
desaturate
desaturation
desaurin
desaurine
desc
descale
descaled
descaling
descamisado
descamisados
descant
descanted
descanter
descanting
descantist
descants
descartes
descend
descendability
descendable
descendance
descendant
descendant's
descendants
descended
descendence
descendent
descendental
descendentalism
descendentalist
descendentalistic
descendants
descender
descenders
descendibility
descendible
descending
descendingly
descends
descension
descensional
descensionist
descensive
descensors
desecrates
desecrating
desecration
desecrations
desecrator
desectionalize
deseed
desegmentation
desegmented
desegregate
desegregated
desegregates
desegregating
desegregation
deselect
deselected
deselectioning
deselects
desemer
desensitization
desensitizations
desensitize
desensitized
desensitizer
desensitizers
desensitizes
desensitizing
desentimentalize
deseret
desert
deserted
desertedly
desertedness
deserter
deserters
desertful
desertfully
desertic
deserticolous
desertification
deserting
desertion
desertions
desertism
desertless
desertlessly
desertlike
desertness
desiderative
desideratum
desiderium
desiderta
desidiose
desidious
desight
desightment
design
designable
designado
designate
designated
designates
designing
designation
designations
designative
designator
designator's
designators
designatory
designatum
designed
designedly
designedness
designee
designees
designer
designer's
designers
designful
designfully
designfulness
designing
designingly
designless
designlessly
designlessness
designment
designs
desilicate
desilicated
desilicating
desilicification
desilicified
desilicify
desiliconization
desiliconize
desilt
desilver
desilvered
desilvering
desilverization
desilverize
desilverized
desilverizer
desilverizing
desilvers
desinence
desinent
desinential
desiodothyroxine
desipience
desipieny
desipient
desipramine
desirability
desirable
desirableness
desirably
desire
desireable
desired
desiredly
desiredness
desireful
desirefulness
desireless
desirelessness
desirer
desirers
desires
desiring
desiringly
desirous
desirously
desirousness
desist
desistance
desisted
desistence
desisting
desistive
desists
desition
desitive
desize
desk
desk's
deskbound
deskill
desklke
deskman
deskmen
desks
desktop
deslime
desma
desmacyte
desman
desmans
desmarestiaceous
desmectasia
desmepithelium
desmic
desmid
desmidiaceous
desmidian
desmidologist
desmidiology
desmids
desmine
desmitis
desmocyte
desmocytoma
desmodont
desmodynia
desmogen
desmogenous
desmognathism
desmognathous
desmography
desmohemoblast
desmoid
desmoids
desmolase
desmology
desmoma
desmon
desmoneme
desmoneoplasm
desmonosology
desmopathologist
desmopathology
desmopathy
desmopelrous
desmopexia
desmopyknosis
desmorhhexis
desmose
desmosis
desmosite
desmosome
desmotomy
desmotrope
desmotropic
desmotropism
desmotropy
desobligant
desocialization
desocialize
desoeuvre
desolate
desolated
desolately
desolateness
desolater
desolates
desolating
desolatingly
desolation
desolations
desolative
desolator
desole
desonation
desosophisticate
desosophistication
desorb
desorbed
desorbing
desorbs
desorption
desoxalate
desoxalic
desoxyanisoin
desoxybenzoin
desoxycinchonine
desoxycorticosterone
desoxyephedrine
desoxymorphine
desoxyribonuclease
desoxyribonucleic
desoxyribonucleoprotein
desoxyribose
despair
despaired
despairer
despairful
despairfully
despairfulness
despairing
despairingly
despairingness
despairs
despars
espère
desparch
desparched
desparcher
desparchers
desparches
desparching
desparch

despecialization
despecialize
despecific

despecification
despect
despectant
despeed
despand
desperacy
desperado
desperadoes
desperadoism
desperados
desperance
desperate
desperately
desperateness
desperation
despert
despicability
despicable
despicable
despicableness
despically
despiciency
destained
destaining
destains
destalinization
destalinize
destandardize
destemper
desterilization
desterilize
desterilized
desterilizing
destigmatization
destigmatize
destigmatizing
destin
destinal
destinate
destination
destination's
destinations
destine
destined
destines
destinezite
destinies
destining
destinism
destinist
destiny
destiny's
destituent
destitute
destituted
destitutely
destituteness
destituting
destitution
desto
destool
destoolment
destour
destrer
destress
destressed
destrier
destriers
destroy
destroyable
desulfurated
desulfurating
desulfuration
desulfured
desulfuring
desulfurisation
desulfurise
desulfurised
desulfuriser
desulfurising
desulfurization
desulfurize
desulfurized
desulfurizer
desulfurizing
desulfurs
desulphur
desulphurate
desulphurated
desulphurating
desulphuration
desulphuret
desulphurise
desulphurised
desulphurising
desulphurization
desulphurize
desulphurized
desulphurizer
desulphurizing
desultor
desultorily
desultoriness
desultorious
desultory
desume
desuperheater
desuvre
desyatin
desyl
desynapsis
desynaptic
desynchronize
desynchronizing
desynonymization
desynonymize
det
detach
detectably
detectaphone
detected
detector
detecters
detectible
detecting
detection
detection's
detections
detective
detectives
detectivism
detector
detector's
detectors
detects
detenant
detenebrate
detent
detente
detentes
detention
detentive
detents
detenu
detene
detenues
detenues
detenus
deter
degrate
deterged
detergence
detergency
detergent
detergents
deterger
detergers
deterges
detergible
deterging
detering
deteriorate
deteriorated
deteriorates
deteriorating
deterioration
deteriorationist
deteriorations
deteriorative
deteriorator
deteriorism
deteriority
detern
determiner
determinations
determinability
determinable
determinableness
determinably
determinacy
determinant
determinant's
determinantal
determinants
determinate
determined
determinately
determinateness
determinating
determination
determinations
determinative
determinatively
determinativeness
determinator
determine
determined
determinedly
determinedness
determiner
determiners
determines
determining
determinism
determinist
deterministic
deterministically
determinists
determininoid
deterrability
deterrable
deterration
deterrred
deterrrence
deterrent
deterrently
deterrents
deterrer
deterrers
deterring
deters
detersion
detersive
detensively
detertiveness
detest
detestability
detestable
detestableness
detestably
detestation
detestations
detested
detester
detesters
detesting
dets
dethronable
dethrone
dethroned
dethronement
dethronements
dethroner
dethrones
dethroning
dethyroidism
deti
detick
deticked
deticker
detickers
deticking
deticks
detin
detinet
detinue
detinues
detinuit
detin

detonability
detonalbe
detonatability
detonatable
detonate
detonated
detonates
detonating
detonation
detonational
detonations
detonative
detonator
detonators
detonize
detorsion
detort
detour
detoured
detouring
detournement
detours
detoxicant
detoxicate
detoxicated
detoxicating
detoxication
detoxicator
detoxification
detoxified
detoxifier
detoxifies
detoxify
detoxifying
detract
detracted
detracter
detracting
detractingly
detraction
detractions
detractive
detractively
detractiveness
detractor
detractor's
detractors
detractory
detractress
detracts
detrain
detrained
detraining
detrainment
detrains
detraque
detray
detrect
detrench
detribalization
detribalize
detribalized
detribalizing
detriment
detrimental
detrimentality
detrimentally
detrimentalness
detriments
detrital
detrited
detrition
detritivorous
detritus
detrivorous
detroit
detruck
detrude
detruded
detrudes
detruding
detruncate
detruncated
detruncating
detruncation
detrusion
detrusive
detrusor
detruss
dette
detubation
detumescence
detumescent
detune
detuned
detuning
detur
deturb
deturn
deturpate
deuclion
duce
duced
ducedly
duces
ducing
deu
deunam
deuuniting
deurbanize
deurwaarder
deus
deusian
deutencephalic
deutencephalon
deuteragonist
deuteranomal
deuteranomalous
deuteranomaly
deuteranope
deuteranopia
deuteranopic
deuterate
deuteration
deuteric
deuteride
deuterium
deuteroalbumose
deuterecanonical
deutero casease
deuterocone
deuteroconid
deutero dome
deuteroelastose
deuterofibrinose
deutero gamist
deutero gamy
deutero gelatose
deutero genesis
deutergenic
deuterglobulose
deutermorphic
deutermysinose
deuteron
deuteronomic
deuteronomic
deuteronomy
deuterons
deuteropathic
deuteropathy
deuteroplasm
deuteroprism
deuteroproteose
deuteroscopic
deuteroscopy
deuterostoma
deuterostomatous
deuterostome
deuterosy
deuterotokous
deuterotoky
deuterotype
deuterovitellose
deuterozooid
deutobromide
deutocarbonate
deutochloride
deutomala
deutomalal
deutomalar
deutomerite
deuton
deutonephron
deutonymph
deutonymphal
deutoplasm
deutoplasmic
deutoplastic
deutoscolex
deutovum
deutoxide
deutsche
deutschemark
deutschland
deutzia
deutzias
deux
deuzan
dev
deva
devachan
devadasi
deval
deval
devaloka
devilship
deviltries
deviltry
devilward
devilwise
devilwood
devily
devinct
devious
deviously
deviousness
devirginate
devirgination
devirginator
devirilize
devisability
devisable
devisal
devisals
deviserate
deviseration
device
devised
devisee
devisees
deviser
devisers
devises
devising
devisings
devisor
devisors
devitallisation
devitallise
devitallised
devitallising
devitallization
devitallize
devitallized
devitallizes
devitallizing
devitaminize
devation
devitrifiable
devitrification
devitrified
devitrify
devitrifying
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dextrines
dextrinize
dextrinous
dextrins
dextro
dextroamphetamine
dextroaural
dextrocardia
dextrocardial
dextrocerebral
dextrocular
dextrocularity
dextroduction
dextroglucose
dextrogyrate
dextrogyration
dextrogyratory
dextrogyre
dextrogyrous
dextrolactic
dextrolimonene
dextromanual
dextropedal
dextropinene
dextrorotary
dextrorotatary
dextrorotation
dextrorotatory
dextrosal
dextrose
dextrosely
dextrosazone
dextrose
dextroses
dextrosinistral
dextrosinistrally
dextrosuria
dextrotartaric
dextrotropic
dextrotropous
dextrous
dextrously
dextrousness
dextroversion
dey
deyhouse
deynt
deyns
diabantite
diabase
diabases
diabasic
diabaterial
diabetes
diabetic
diabetical
diabetics
diabetogenic
diabetogenous
diabetometer
diabetophobia
diable
diablene
diablerie
diableries
diableries
diablo
diablotin
diabolarch
diabolarchy
diabolatry
diabolepsy
diaboletic
diabolic
diabolical
diabolically
diabolicalness
diabolification
diabolifuge
diabolify
diabolisation
diabolise
diabolised
diabolising
diabolism
diabolist
diabolization
diabolize
diabolized
diabolizing
diabolo
diabolo
diabolo
diabolical
diabolicalness
diabolification
diabolifuge
diabolify
diabolise
diabolised
diabolising
diabolism
diabolist
diabolization
diabolize
diabolized
diabolizing
diabolo
diabolo
diabolo
diabolical
diabolicalness
diabolification
diabolifuge
diabolify
diabolise
diabolised
diabolising
diabolism
diabolist
diabolization
diabolize
diabolized
diabolizing
diabolo
diabolo
diabolical
diabolicalness
diabolification
diabolifuge
diabolify
diabolise
diabolised
diabolising
diabolism
diabolist
diabolization
diabolize
diabolized
diabolizing
diabolo
diabolo
diabolus
diabrosis
diabrotic
diacanthous
diacatholic
diacaustic
diacetamide
diacetate
diacetic
diacetin
diacetine
diacetondiuria
diaceturia
diacetyl
diacetylene
diacetylmorphine
diacetyls
diachaeinum
diachoresis
diachoretic
diachronic
diachronically
diachronicness
diachrony
diachylon
diachylum
diachyma
diacid
diacidic
diacids
diacipiperazine
diaclase
diaclasis
diaclasite
diaclastic
diacone
diaclinal
diacoca
diacodion
diacodium
diacoele
diacoelia
diacoelosis
diaconal
diaconate
diaconia
diaconica
diaconicon
diaconicum
diaconus
diacope
diacoitics
diacrannerian
diacranneric
diacrisis
diachronic
diachronical
diachronically
diachronics
diachronyodian
diact
diactin
diactinal
diactine
diactinic
diactinism
diaculum
diadelphian
diadelphian
diadelphic
diadelphous
diadem
diademed
diademing
diadem
diaderm
diadermic
diadic
diadokinesis
diadoche
diadochian
diadochic
diadochite
diadochokinesia
diadochokinesia
diadochokinetic
diadochy
diadochokinesis
diadochomenos
diadrom
diadrome
diadromous
diadumenus
diaene
diaereses
diaeresis
diaeretic
diaetetae
diag
diagenesis
diagenetic
diagenetically
diageotropic
diageotropism
diageotropy
diaglyph
diaglyphic
diaglyptic
diagnosable
diagnose
diagnoseable
diagnosed
diagnoses
diagnosing
diagnosis
diagnostic
diagnostic's
diagnostical
diagnostically
diagnosticate
diagnosticated
diagnostinating
diagnostication
diagnostician
diagnosticians
diagnostics
diagometer
diagonal
diagonality
diagonalizable
diagonalization
diagonalize
diagonally
diagonals
diagonalwise
diagonal
diagon
diagram
diagram's
diagramed
diagraming
diagrammable
diagrammatic
diagrammatical
dialectology
dialector
dialects
dialed
dialer
dialers
dialin
dialiness
dialing
dialings
dialist
dialists
dialkyl
dialkylamine
dialkylic
diallage
diallages
diallogic
diallagite
diallagoid
dialled
diallel
diallela
dialleli
diallelon
diallelus
dialler
diallers
dialling
diallings
diallist
diallists
diallyl
dialog
dialog’s
dialoger
dialogers
dialogged
dialogging
dialogic
dialogical
dialogically
dialogised
dialogising
dialogism
dialogist
dialogistic
dialogistical
dialogistically
dialogite
dialogize
dialogized
dialogizing
dialogs
dialogue
dialogue's
dialogued
dialoguer
dialogues
dialoguing
dials
dialup
dialuric
dialycarpous
dialypetalous
diallyphyllous
dialysability
dialysable
dialysate
dialysation
dialyse
dialysed
dialysepalous
diaryser
diarysers
diaryses
diarysing
diarysis
dialystaminous
dialystelic
dialystely
dialytic
dialytically
dialyzability
dialyzable
dialyzate
dialyzation
dialyzator
dialyze
dialyzed
dialyzer
dialyzers
dialyzes
dialyzing
diam
diamagnet
diamagnetic
diamagnetically
diamagnetism
diamagnetize
diamagnetometer
diamant
diamante
diamantiferous
diamantine
diamantoid
diamat
diamb
diamber
diambic
diamegnetism
diamesogamous
diameter
diameter's
diameters
diametral
diametrally
diametric
diametrical
diametrically
diamicton
damide
damides
damido
damidogen
damin
damine
damines
daminogen
daminogene
damins
diammine
diaminobromide
diamminonitrate
diammonium
diamond
diamond's
diamondback
diamondbacked
diamondbacks
diamonded
diamondiferous
diamonding
diamondize
diamondized
diamondizing
diamondlike
diamonds
diamondwise
diamondwork
diamorphosis
diamyl
diamylene
diamylose
dian
diana
diander
diandria
diandrian
diandrous
diane
dianetics
dianilid
dianilide
dianisidin
dianisidine
dianite
dianodal
dianoetic
dianoetical
dianoetically
dianoia
dianoiology
dianthus
dianthuses
diantre
diapalma
diapase
diapasm
diapason
diapasonal
diapasons
diapause
diapaised
diapauses
diapausing
diapedeses
diapedesis
diapedetic
diapedensiaceous
diapente
diaper
diap er's
diapered
diapering
diapers
diapery
diaphane
diaphaneity
diaphanie
diaphanometer
diaphanometric
diaphanometry
diaphanoscope
diaphanoscopy
diaphanotype
diaphanous
diaphanously
diaphanousness
diaphany
diaphemetric
diaphone
diaphones
diaphonia
diaphonic
diaphonical
diaphonical
diaphonies
diaphony
diaphorate
diaphoreses
diaphoresis
diaphoretic
diaphoretical
diaphoretics
diaphorite
diaphote
diaphototropic
diaphototropism
diaphragm
diaphragm's
diaphragmal
diaphragmatic
diaphragmatically
diaphragmed
diaphragming
diaphragms
diaphtherin
diaphysceal
diaphyses
diaphysial
diaphysis
diapir
diapiric
diapirs
diaplases
diaplasis
diaplasma
diaplex
diaplexal
diaplexus
diapnoe
diapnoic
diapnotic
diapophyses
diapophysial
diapophysis
diaporesis
diapositive
diapsid
diapsidan
diapyesis
diapyetic
diarch
diarchial
diarchic
diarchies
diarchy
diarthemia
diarial
diarian
diaries
diarist
diaristic
diarists
diarize
diarrhea
diarrheal
diarrheas
diarrheic
diarrhetic
diarrhoea
diarrhoeal
diarrhoeic
diarrhoetic
diarsenide
diarthric
diarthrodial
diarthroses
diarthrosis
diarticular
diary
diary's
dias
diaschisis
diaschisma
diaschistic
diascope
diascopy
diascord
diascordium
diasene
diaskeuasis
diaskeuast
diasper
diaspidine
diaspine
diaspirin
diaspora
diasporas
diaspore
diaspores
diastalses
diastalsis
diastaltic
diastase
diastases
diastastic
diastasimetry
diastasis
diastataxic
diastataxy
diastatic
diastatically
diastem
diastema
diastemata
diastematic
diastematomyelia
diaster
diasteroisomer
diastereoisomeric
diastereoisomerism
diastereomer
diasters
diastimeter
diastole
diastoles
diastolic
diastomatic
diastral
diastrophe
diastrophic
diastrophically
diastrophism
diastrophy
diastyle
diasynthesis
diasyrm
diasystem
diatessaron
diatesseron
diathermacy
diathermal
diathermance
diathermancy
diathermaneity
diathermanous
diathermia
diathermic
diathermies
diathermize
diathermometer
diathermotherapy
diathermous
diathermy
diatheses
diathetic
diatom
diatomaceous
diatomaceous
diatomacean
diatomaceoid
diatomaceous
diatomean
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
diatin
diatomic
diatomicity
diatomiferous
di
diatonic
diatonical
diatonically
diatonicism
diatonous
diatric
diatreme
diatribal
diatribes
diatribist
diatropic
diatropism
diatryma
diauli
diaulic
diaulos
diavolo
diaxial
diaxon
diaxone
diaxonic
diazenithal
diazepam
diazepams
diazective
diazetic
diazexis
diazid
diazide
diazin
diazine
diazines
diazins
diaz
diazoalkane
diazoamin
diazoamine
diazoamino
diazoaminobenzene
diazoanhydride
diazoate
diazo benzene
diazo hydroxide
diazoic
diazoimide
diazoimido
diazo
diazoles
diazoma
diazomethane
diazonium
diazo
diazotizable
diazotizable
diazotization
diazotize
diazotized
diazotizing
diazotype
dib
dibase
dibasic
dibasicity
dibatag
dibbed
dibber
dibbers
dibbing
dibble
dibbled
dibbler
dibblers
dibbles
dibbling
dibuk
dibukim
dibuks
dibenzophenazine
dibenzopyrrole
dibenzoyl
dibenzyl
dibhole
diblastula
diborate
dibrach
dibran

dibranchiate
dibranchious
dibrom

dibromid
dibromide
dibromoacetaldehyde
dibromobenzene
dibs
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dibstone
dibstones
dibucaine
dibutyl
dibutyrate
dibutylin
dicacity
dicacodyl
dicaeology
dicaleic
dicalcium
dicarbonate
dicarboxylic
dicarboxylic
dicarboxylate
dicarbonic
dicarboxylate
dicelendylic
dicarpellary
dicaryon
dicaryophase
dicaryophyte
dicaryotic
dicart
dicasteries
dicastery
dicastic
dicasts
dicatalectic
dicatalexis
dice
diceboard
dicebox
diccup
diced
dicellate
diceman
dicentra
dicentras
dicentrin
dicentrine
dicephalism
dicephalous
dicephalus
diceplay
dicer
dicerion
dicerous
dicers
dices
dicetyl
dicey
dich
dichas
dichasia
dichasial
dichasium
dichastasis
dichastic
dichlameyeous
dichlone
dichloramin
dichloramine
dichlorhydrin
dichloride
dichloroacetic
dichlorobenzene
dichlorodifluoromethane
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
dichlorohydrin
dichloromethane
dichlorvos
dichocarpism
dichocarpous
dichogamic
dichogamous
dichogamy
dichondra
dichopodial
dichoptic
dichord
dichoree
dichotic
dichotically
dichotomal
dichotomic
dichotomically
dichotomies
dichotomisation
dichotomise
dichotomised
dichotomising
dichotomist
dichotomistic
dichotomization
dichotomize
dichotomized
dichotomizing
dichotomous
dichotomously 
dichotomousness 
dichotomy 
dichotriaene 
dichroic 
dichroiscope 
dichroiscopic 
dichroism 
dichroite 
dichroitic 
dichromasia 
dichromasy 
dichromat 
dichromate 
dichromatic 
dichromaticism 
dichromatism 
dichromatopsia 
dichromic 
dichromism 
dichronous 
dichroscope 
dichrooscopic 
dichroous 
dichroscope 
dichroscopic 
dicht 
dicier 
diciest 
dicing 
dick 
dickcissel 
dickens 
dickenses 
dickensian 
dicker 
dickered 
dickering 
dickers 
dickey 
dickeybird 
dickeys 
dickie 
dickies 
dickinsonite 
dickite 
dicks 
dickty
dictational
dictations
dictative
dictator
dictator's
dictatorial
dictatorialism
dictatorially
dictatorialness
dictators
dictatorship
dictatorships
dictionary
dictation
dictatorial
dictatorialism
dictatorially
dictatorialness
dictators
dictatorship
dictatorships
dictary
dictatrix
dictature
dictory
dictic
diction
dictional
dictionary
dictions
dictional
dictionaries
dictum
dictum's
dictums
dicty
dictynid
dictyoceratine
dictyodromous
dictyogen
dictyogenous
dictyoid
dictyonine
dictyopteran
dictyosiphonaceous
dictyosome
dictyosteole
dictyostelic
dictyotaceous
dictyotic
dicyan
dicyandiamide
diddles
diddling
diddy
didelph
didelphian
didelphic
didelphid
didelphine
didelphoid
didelphous
didepsid
didepside
didest
didgeridoo
didico
didie
didies
didine
didle
didler
didn
didn't
didna
didnt
dido
didodecahedral
didodecahedron
didoes
didonia
didos
didrachm
didrachma
didrachmal
didrachmas
didric
didromies
didromy
didst
didue
diduced
diducing
diduction
diductively
diductor
didy
didym
didymate
didymia
didymis
didymitis
didymium
didymiums
didymoid
didymolite
didymous
didymus
didynamia
didynamian
didynamic
didynamies
didynamous
didynamy
die
dieb
dieback
diebacks
diecase
diecius
dieciusly
diectasis
died
diedral
diedric
diegesis
diego
diehard
diehards
dieing
diel
dieldrin
dieldrins
dielec
dielectric
dielectric's
dieelectrical
dielectrically
dielectrics
dielike
diem
diemaker
diemakers
diemaking
diencephala
diencephalic
diencephalon
diencephalons
diethylaminoethanol
diethylenediamine
diethylethanolamine
diethylmalonylurea
diethylstilbestrol
diethylstilboestrol
diethyltryptamine
dietic
dietical
dietician
dieticians
dietics
dieties
dietine
dieting
dietist
dietitian
dietitian's
dietitians
dietotherapeutics
dietotherapy
dietotoxic
dietotoxicity
dietrichite
diets
dietted
diety
dietzeite
dieugard
diwise
diezeugmenon
dif
diferrion
diff
diffame
diffareation
diffarreation
diffeomorphic
diffeomorphism
differ
differed
differen
difference
difference's
differenced
differences
differencing
differencingly
diffluent
difform
difforme
difformed
difformity
diffract
diffracted
diffracting
diffraction
diffractional
diffractions
diffractive
diffractively
diffractiveness
diffractometer
diffracts
diffranchise
diffrangibility
diffrangible
difugient
diffund
diffusate
diffuse
diffused
diffusedly
diffusedness
diffusely
diffuseness
diffuser
diffusers
diffuses
diffusibility
diffusible
diffusibleness
diffusibly
diffusimeter
diffusing
diffusiometer
diffusion
diffusional
diffusionism
diffusionist
diffusions
diffusive
diffusively
diffusiveness
diffusivity
diffusor
digitizer
digitizes
digitizing
digitogenin
digitonin
digitoplantar
digitorium
digitoxigenin
digitoxin
digitoxose
digitron
digits
digitule
digitus
digladiate
digladiated
digladiating
digladiation
digladiator
diglossia
diglot
diglots
diglottic
diglottism
diglottist
diglucoside
diglyceride
diglyph
diglyphic
digmeat
dignation
digne
dignification
dignified
dignifiedly
dignifiedness
dignifies
dignify
dignifying
dignitarian
dignitarian
dignitaries
dignitary
dignitas
dignities
dignity
dignosce
dignosle
dignotion
digonal
digoneutic
digoneutism
digonoporuous
digonous
digoxin
digoxins
digram
digraph
digraphic
digraphically
digraphs
digreidence
digrediency
digredient
digress
digressed
digresser
digresses
digressing
digressingly
digression
digression's
digressional
digressionary
digressions
digressive
digressively
digressiveness
digressory
digs
diguanide
digue
digynia
digynian
digynous
dihalid
dihalide
dihalo
dihalogen
dihdroxycholecalciferol
dihedral
dihedrals
dihedron
dihedrons
dihelios
dihelium
dihely
dihexagonal
dihexahedral
dihexahedron
dihybrid
dihybridism
dihybrids
dihydrate
dihydrated
dihydrazone
dihydric
dihydride
dihydrite
dihydrochloride
dihydrocupreine
dihydrocuprin
dihydroergotamine
dihydrogen
dihydrol
dihydromorphinone
dihydronaphthalene
dihydronicotine
dihydrospingosine
dihydrostreptomycin
dihydrotachysterol
dihydroxy
dihydroxyacetone
dihydroxyacetic
dihydroxybutyric
dihydroxyoleic
dihydroxytoluene
dihysteria
diamb
diambus
diodid
diodide
diodo
diodoform
diodotyrosine
diiodides
diisatogen
dijudicant
dijudicate
dijudicated
dijudicating
dijudication
dika
dikage
dikamali
dikamalli
dilatability
dilatable
dilatableness
dilatably
dilatancy
dilatant
dilatants
dilatate
dilatation
dilatational
dilatations
dilatative
dilatator
dilatatory
dilate
dilated
dilatedly
dilatedness
dilatement
dilater
dilaters
dilates
dilating
dilatingly
dilation
dilations
dilative
dilatometer
dilatometric
dilatometrically
dilatometry
dilator
dilatorily
dilatoriness
dilators
dilatory
dildo
dildoe
dildoes
dildos
dilection
dilection
dilemma
dilemma's
dilemmas
dilemmatic
dilemmatically
dilemmatic
diletant
dilettanist
dilettant
dilettante
dilettanteish
dilettanteism
dilettantes
dilettantship
dilettanteish
dilettanteism
dilettantist
dilettantish
dilettantism
dilettantship
diligence
diligences
diligency
diligent
diligentia
diligently
diligentness
dilis
dilker
dill
dillenia
dilleniaceous
dilleniad
dillesk
dilli
diller
dillies
dilligrout
diling
dillis
dillisk
dills
dillseed
dillue
dilluer
dillweed
dilly
dillydallied
dillydallier
dillydallies
dillydally
dillydallying
dillyman
dillymen
dilo
dime
dime's
dimedon
dimedone
dimenhydrinate
dimensible
dimension
dimensional
dimensionality
dimensionally
dimensioned
dimensioning
dimensionless
dimensions
dimensive
dimensum
dimensuration
dimer
dimeran
dimeric
dimerous
dimers
dimes
dimetallic
dimeter
dimeters
dimethoate
dimethoxy
dimethoxymethane
dimethyl
dimethyamine
dimethylamino
dimethylaniline
dimethylanthranilate
dimethylbenzene
dimethylcarbinol
dimethyldiketone
dimethylhydrazine
dimethylketol
dimethylketone
dimethylmethane
dimethylnitrosamine
dimethyls
dimethylsulfoxide
dimethylsulphoxide
dimethyltryptamine
dimetient
dimetria
dimetric
dimetrodon
dimication
dimidate
dimidiated
dimidiating
dimidiation
dimin
diminish
diminishable
diminishableness
diminished
diminisher
diminishes
diminishing
diminishingly
diminishingturns
diminishment
diminishments
diminue
diminuedo
diminuedoed
diminuendoes
diminuendos
diminuent
diminutal
diminate
diminated
diminately
diminuting
diminution
diminutional
diminutions
diminutival
diminutive
dimply
dimps
dimpsy
dims
dimuence
dimwit
dimwits
dimwitted
dimwittedly
dimwittedness
dimyarian
dimyaric
dimyary
din
dinamode
dinanderie
dinaphthyl
dinar
dinarchies
dinarchy
dinars
dinder
dindle
dindled
dindles
dindling
dindon
dine
dined
diner
dinergate
dineric
dinero
dineros
diners
dines
dinetic
dinette
dinettes
dineuric
dineutron
ding
dingar
dingbat
dingbats
dingdong
dingdonged
dingdonging
dingdongs
dinge
dinged
dingee
dingeing
dinger
dingey
dingey's
dinghee
dinghies
dinghy
dingier
dingies
dingiest
dingily
dinginess
dinging
dingle
dingleberry
dinglebird
dingled
dingedangle
dingles
dingling
dingly
dingman
dingmaul
dingo
dingoes
dings
dingthrift
dingus
dinguses
dingwall
dingy
dinheiro
dinic
dinical
dinichthyid
dining
dinitrate
dinitril
dinitriile
dinitro
dinitrobenzene
dinitrocellulose
dinitrophenol
dinitrophenylhydrazine
dinitrotoluene
dink
dinked
dinkey
dinkeys
dinkier
dinkies
dinkiest
dinking
dinkly
dinks
dinkum
dinky
dinman
dinmont
dinned
dinner
dinner's
dinnerless
dinnerly
dinners
dinnertime
dinnerware
dinnery
dinning
dinoceras
dinoceratan
dinoceratid
dinoflagellate
dinomic
dinornis
dinornithic
dinornithid
dinornithine
dinornithoid
dinos
dinosaur
dinosaurian
dinosaurs
dinothere
dinotherian
dins
dinsome
dint
dinted
dinting
dintless
dints
dinucleotide
dinumeration
dinus
diobely
diobol
diobolon
diobolons
diobols
dioc
diocesan
diocesans
diocese
dioceses
diocesan
dioce
dioctahedral
diode
diode's
diodes
diodon
diodont
dioecia
dioecian
dioeciodimorphous
dioeciopolygamous
dioecious
dioeciously
dioeciousness
dioecism
dioecisms
dioecy
dioestrous
dioestrum
dioestrus
diogenes
diogenite
dioicous
dioicously
dioiciousness
diol
diolefin
diolefin
diolefinic
diolefins
diols
diomate
diomedes
dionaea
dionise
dionize
dionym
dionymal
dionysia
dionysiac
dionysian
dionysus
diophantine
diophysite
diopside
diopsides
diopsidic
diopsimeter
diopthase
diopthases
dioptr
dioptrers
diophtograph
diophtometer
diophtometry
diophtomiter
diophtoscopy
diopta
dioptral
dioptrate
dioptre
dioptries
dioptric
dioptrical
dioptrically
dioptrics
diophtrometer
diophtometry
diophtoscopy
dioptry
diorama
dioramas
dioramic
diodinal
diorism
diorite
diorites
dioritic
diorthoses
diorthosis
diorthotic
dioscoreaceous
dioscorein
dioscorine
dioscuri
diose
diosgenin
diosmin
diosmose
diosmosed
diosmosing
diosmosis
diosmotic
diosphenol
diospyraceous
diota
diothelism
dioti
diotic
diotrephes
diovular
dioxan
dioxane
dioxanes
dioxid
dioxide
dioxides
dioxids
dioxime
dioxin
dioxindole
dioxy
dip
diparentum
dipartite
dipartition
dipaschal
dipchick
dipcoat
dipentene
dipentine
dipeptid
dipeptidase
dipeptide
dipetalous
dipetto
diphase
diphaser
diphasic
diphthongise
diphthongised
diphthongising
diphthongization
diphthongize
diphthongized
diphthongizing
diphthongous
diphthongs
diphycercal
diphycercy
diphysis
diphygenic
diphyletic
diphyllous
diphyodont
diphyzooid
diphysite
diphyzooid
dipicrate
dipicrylamin
dipicrylamine
dipl
diplacuses
diplacusis
diplanar
diplanetic
diplanetism
diplantidian
diplarthrism
diplarthrous
diplasiasmus
diplastic
diplasion
diple
diplegia
diplegias
diplegic
dipleidoscope
dipleiodoscope
dipleura
dipleural
dipleuric
dipleurobranchiate
dipleurogenesis
dipleurogenetic
dipleurula
dipleurulas
dipleurule
diplex
diplexer
diplobacillus
diplobacterium
diploblastic
diplocardia
diplocardiac
diplocaulescent
diplocephalous
diplocephalus
diplocephaly
diplochlamydeous
diplococcal
diplococcemia
diplococci
diplococcic
diplococcocci
diplococcoid
diplococcus
diploconical
diplocoria
diplodocus
diplodocuses
diploes
diploes
diploetic
diplogangliate
diplogenesis
diplogenetic
diplogenic
diploglossate
diplograph
diplographic
diplographical
diplography
diplohedral
diplohedron
diploic
diploid
diploidic
diploidies
diploidion
diploidize
diploids
diploidy
diplois
diplokaryon
diploma
diploma's
diplomacies
diplomacy
diplomaed
diplomaing
diplomas
diplomat
diplomat's
diplomata
diplomate
diplomates
diplomatic
diplomatical
diplomatically
diplomatics
diplomatique
diplomatism
diplomatist
diplomatists
diplomatize
diplomatized
diplomatology
diplomats
diplomyelia
diplonema
diplonephridia
diploneural
diplont
diplontic
diplonts
diploperistomic
diplophase
diplophonia
diplophonic
diplophyte
diptopia
diplopiaphobia
diplopias
diptopic
diploplacula
diploplacular
diploplaculate
diplopod
diplopodic
diplopodous
diplopods
diplopterous
diplopy
diploses
diplosis
diplosome
diplosphenal
diplosphene
diplospondylic
diplospondylism
diplostemonous
diplostemony
diplostichous
diplotegia
diplotene
diplozoon
diplumbic
dipmeter
dipneedle
dipneumonous
dipneust
dipneustal
dipnoan
dipnoans
dipnoid
dipnoous
dipode
dipodic
dipodid
dipodies
dipody
dipolar
dipolarization
dipolarize
dipole
dipoles
dipolsphene
diporpa
dipotassic
dipotassium
dippable
dipped
dipper
dipper's
dipperful
dippers
dippier
dippiest
dipping
dippings
dipppier
dipppiest
dipppy
dippy
dipprimary
diprismatic
diproprargyl
dipropeellant
dipropyl
diprotic
diprotodan
diprotodont
dips
dipsacaceous
dipsaceous
dipsades
dipsadine
dipsas
dipsetic
dipsey
dipsie
dipso
dipsomania
dipsomaniac
dipsomaniacal
dipsomaniacs
dipsopathy
dipso

dipsosis
dipstick
dipsticks
dipsy
dipt
dipter
diptera
dipteraceous
dipterad
dipteral
dipteran
dipterans
dipterist
dipterocarp
dipterocarpaceous
dipterocarpous
dipterococcidium
dipteroi
dipterological
dipterologist
dipterology
dipteron
dipteros
dipterous
dipterus
dipterygian
diptote
diptyca
diptycas
diptych
diptychon
diptychs
dipus
dipware
dipygi
dipygus
dipylon
dipyramidal
dipyramid
dipyramidal
dipyre
dipyrenous
dipyridyl
diquat
diquats
dir
dirradiation
dircaeae
dird
dirdum
dirdums
dire
directly
direct
directable
directcarving
directdiscourse
directed
directer
directest
directeur
directexamination
directing
direction
direction's
directional
directional
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directionize
directionless
directions
directitude
directive
directive's
directively
directiveness
directives
directivity
directly
directness
directoire
director
director's
directoral
directorate
directorates
directorial
directorially
directories
directors
directorship
directorships
directory
directory's
directress
directrices
directrix
directrixes
directs
direful
direfully
direfulness
direly
dirempt
diremption
direnness
dirennesses
direption
direr
direst
direx
direxit
dirge
dirge's
dirged
dirgeful
disagreed
disagreeing
disagreement
disagreement's
disagreements
disagreer
disagrees
disagreeing
disalicylride
disalign
disaligned
disaligning
disalignment
disalike
dissalliege
disallow
disallowable
disallowableness
disallowance
disallowances
disallowed
disallowing
disallows
disally
disaltern
disambiguate
disambiguated
disambiguates
disambiguating
disambiguation
disambiguations
disamenity
disamis
disagrammatize
disanalyalogous
disanaology
disanchor
disangelical
disangularize
disanimal
disanimate
disanimated
disanimating
disanimation
disannex
disannexion
disanny
disannul
disarchbishop
disard
disarm
disarmament
disarmature
disarmed
disarmer
disarmers
disarming
disarmingly
disarms
disarrange
disarranged
disarrangement
disarrangements
disarranger
disarranges
disarranging
disarray
disarrayed
disarraying
disarrays
disarrest
disarticulate
disarticulated
disarticulating
disarticulation
disarticulator
disasinate
disasinate
disassemble
disassembled
disassembler
disassembles
disassembling
disassembly
disassent
disassiduity
disassimilate
disassimilated
disassimilating
disassimilation
disassimilative
disassociable
disassociate
disassociated
disassociates
disassociating
disassociation
disaster
disaster's
disasterly
disasters
disastimeter
disastrous
disastrously
disastrousness
disattaint
disattire
disattune
disaugment
disauthenticate
disauthorize
disavail
disavance
disavouch
disavow
disavowable
disavowal
disavowals
disavowance
disavowed
disavowedly
disavower
disavowing
disavowment
disavows
disawa
disazo
disbalance
disbalancement
disband
disbanded
disbanding
disbandment
disbandments
disbands
disbar
disbark
disbarment
disbarments
disbarred
disbarring
disbars
disbase
disbecome
disbelief
disbeliefs
disbelieve
disbelieved
disbeliever
disbelievers
disbelieves
disbelieving
disbelievingly
disbench
disbenched
disbenching
disbenchment
disbend
disbind
disblame
disbloom
disboard
disbodied
disbody
disbogue
disboscation
disbosom
disbosomed
disbosoming
disbosoms
disbound
disbowel
disboweled
disboweling
disbowelled
disbowelling
disbowels
disbrain
disbranch
disbranched
disbranching
disbud
disbuddered
disbudding
disbuds
disburden
disburdened
disburdening
disburdenment
disburdens
discatter
disced
discede
discept
disceptation
disceptator
discepted
discepting
discepts
discern
discernable
discernableness
discernably
discerned
discerner
discerners
discernibility
discernible
discernibleness
discernibly
discerning
discerningly
discernment
discerns
discerp
discerped
discerpibility
discerpible
discerpibleness
discerping
discerptibility
discerptible
discerptibleness
discerption
discerptive
discession
discharacter
discharge
dischargeable
discharged
dischargee
discharger
dischargers
discharges
discharging
disharity
disharm
dishase
dischevel
dischurch
disci
discide
disciferous
discifloral
disciflorous
disciform
discigerous
discinct
discard
discing
discinoid
disciple
disciple's
discipler
disciplerlike
disciples
discipleship
disciplinability
disciplinable
disciplinableness
disciplinal
disciplinant
disciplinarian
disciplinarianism
disciplinarians
disciplarily
disciplinarity
disciplinary
discipline
disciplined
discipliner
discipliners
disciplines
discipling
disciplining
discipular
discircumspection
discission
discitis


disclaim
disclaimant
disclaimed
disclaimer
discography
discoherent
discohexaster
discoid
discoidal
discoids
discolichen
discolith
discolor
discolorate
discolorated
discoloration
discolorations
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
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disco
disco
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disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
discography
discoherent
discohexaster
discoid
discoidal
discoids
discolichen
discolith
discolor
discolorate
discolorated
discoloration
discolorations
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
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disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disco
disko
discontinual
discontinuance
discontinuances
discontinuation
discontinuations
discontinue
discontinued
discontinuee
discontinuer
continues
continuing
continuities
continuity
continuity's
continuor
continuous
continuously
continuouslyness
disconula
disconvenience
disconvenient
disconventicle
discophile
discophoran
discophore
discorphorous
discoplacenta
discoplacental
discoplacentalian
discoplasm
discopodous
discord
discordable
discordance
discordancies
discordancy
discordant
discordantly
discordantness
discorded
discorder
discordful
discording
discordous
discords
discorporate
discorrespondency
discorrespondent
discrepating
discrepation
discrepencies
discrested
discrete
discretely
discreteness
discretion
discretional
discretionally
discretionarily
discretionary
discrete

discretively

discretiveness
discriminability
discriminable
discriminably
discriminal
discriminant
discriminantal
discriminate
discriminated
discriminately
discriminateness
discriminates
discriminating
discriminatingly
discriminatingness
discrimination
discriminational
discriminations
discriminative
discriminatively
discriminativeness
discriminator
discriminatorily
discriminators
discriminatory
discriminoid
discriminous
discrive
discrown
discrowned
discrowning
discrowning
discrowns
discriuciate
disdained
disdainer
disdainful
disdainfully
disdainfulness
disdaining
disdainly
disdainous
disdains
disdar
disdeceive
disdeify
disdein
disdenomination
alize
disdiaclasis
disdiaclast
disdiaclastic
disdiapason
disdiazo
disdiplo
matize
disdodecahedroid
disdub
disease
diseased
diseasedly
diseasedness
diseaseful
diseasefulness
diseases
diseasing
diseasy
disecon
diseconomy
disedge
disedification
disedify
diseducate
disegno
diselder
dis
detricification
dis
dify
diselenid
diselenide
disematism
disembalm
disembargo
disembargoed
disembargoin
disembark
disembarkation
disembarkations
disembarked
disembarking
disembarkment
disembarks
disembarrass
disembarrassed
disembarrassment
disembattle
disembay
disembed
disembellish
disembitter
disembocation
disembodied
disembodies
disembodiment
disembodiments
disembody
disembodying
disembogue
disembogued
disembogue
ment
disemboguing
disembosom
disembowel
disemboweled
disemboweling
disembowelled
disembowelling
disembowelment
isembowelments
disembowels
disembower
disembrace
disembrangle
disembrangle

disemburden
diseme
disemic
disemplane
disemplaned
disemply
isemployed
isemploying
disemployment
disemploys
disempower
disemprison
disenable
disenabled
disenablement
disenabling
disenact
disenactment
disenamor
disenamour
disenchain
disenchant
disenchanted
disenchanter
disenchanting
disenchantingly
disenchantment
disenchantments
disenchantress
disenchants
disencharm
disenclose
disencourage
disencourage

disencumber
disencumbered
disencumbering
disencumberment
disencumbers
disencumbrance
disendow
disendowed
disendower
disendowing

disendowment
disendows
disenfranchise
disenfranchised
disenfranchisement
disenfranchisements
disenfranchises
disenfranchising
disengage

disengaged
disengagedness
disengagement
disengagements
disengages
disengaging
disengirdle
disenjoy
disenjoyment
disenmesh
disennable
disennui
disenorm
disenrol
disenroll
disensanct
disenshroud
disenslave
disensoul
disensure
disentail
disentailment
disentangle
disentangled
disentanglement
disentanglements
disentangler
disentangles
disentangling
disenter
disenthral
disenthral
disenthralled
disenthralling
disenthralment
disenthralls
disenthralment
disenthroner
disenthroned
disenthronement
disenthroning
disentitle
disentitled
disentitlement
disentitlement
disentitling
disentomb
disentombment
disentraced
disentrace
disentrail
disentrain
disentrainment
disentrammel
disentrance
disentranced
disentrancement
disentwining
disentranced
disentrancing
disentwine
disentwined
disentwining
disenvolve
disepalous
disequality
disqualification
disqualify
disqualifier
disqualify

disentwine
disentwined
disentwining
disenvolve
disepalous
disequality
disqualification
disqualify
disqualifier
disqualify

disentwining
disentwine
disentwined
disentwining
disenvolve
disepalous
disequality
disqualification
disqualify
disqualifier
disqualify

disentrancing
disentranced
disentrancement
disentwining
disentwined
disentwining
disenvolve
disepalous
disequality
disqualification
disqualify
disqualifier
disqualify

disentwined
disentwining
disenvolve
disepalous
disequality
disqualification
disqualify
disqualifier
disqualify
disfavoring
disfavors
disfavour
disfavourable
disfavoured
disfavourer
disfavouring
disfeature
disfeatured
disfeaturement
disfeaturing
disfellowship
disfen
disfiguration
disfigurative
disfigure
disfigured
disfigurement
disfigurements
disfigurer
disfigures
disfiguring
disfiguringly
disflesh
disfoliage
disfoliaged
disforest
disforestation
disform
disformity
disfortune
disframe
disfranchise
disfranchised
disfranchisement
disfranchisements
disfranchiser
disfranchisers
disfranchises
disfranchising
disfrancnise
disfrequent
disfriar
disfrock
disfrocked
disfrocking
disfrocks
disfunction
disfunctions
disfurnish
disfurnished
disfurnishment
disfurniture
disgage
disgallant
disgarland
disgarnish
disgarrison
disgavel
disgaveled
disgaveling
disgavelled
disgavelling
disgeneric
disgenic
disgenius
disgig
disglorify
disglory
disglut
disgood
disgorge
disgorged
disgorgement
disgorger
disgorges
disgorging
disgospel
disgospelize
disgout
disgown
disgrace
disgraced
disgraceful
disgracefully
disgracefulness
disgracement
disgracer
disgracers
disgraces
disgracia
disgracing
disgracious
disgracive
disgradation
disgrade
dishabituating
dishable
dishallow
dishallucination
disharmonic
disharmonical
disharmonies
disharmonious
disharmonise
disharmonised
disharmonising
disharmonism
disharmonize
disharmonized
disharmonizing
disharmony
dishaunt
dishboard
dishcloth
dishcloths
dishclout
dishcross
disheart
dishearten
disheartened
disheartenedly
disheartener
disheartening
dishearteningly
disheartenment
disheartens
disheathing
disheaven
dished
disheir
dishellenize
dishelm
dishelled
dishelmed
dishelming
dishelms
disher
disherent
disherison
disherit
disherited
disheriting
disheritment
disheritor
disherits
dishes
dishevel
disheveled
disheveling
dishevelled
dishevellling
dishevellment
dishevelments
dishevels
dishevely
dishexecontahedroid
dishful
dishfuls
dishier
dishiest
dishing
dishlike
dishling
dishmaker
dishmaking
dishmonger
dishmop
dishome
dishonest
dishonesties
dishonestly
dishonesty
dishonor
dishonorable
dishonorableness
dishonorably
dishonorary
dishonored
dishonorier
dishonoring
dishonors
dishonour
dishonourable
dishonourableness
dishonourably
dishonourary
dishonoured
dishonourer
dishonouring
dishorn
dishomer
dishorse
dishouse
dishpan
dishpanful
dishpans
dishrag
dishrags
dishtowel
dishtowels
dishhumanize
dishumor
dishumour
dishware
dishwares
dishwash
dishwasher
dishwashers
dishwashing
dishwashings
dishwater
dishwatery
dishwiper
dishwiping
dishy
disidentify
disilane
disilicane
disilicate
disilicic
disilicid
disilicide
disillude
disilluded
disilluminate
disillusion
disillusionary
disillusioned
disillusioning
disillusionise
disillusionised
disillusioniser
disillusionising
disillusionist
disillusionize
disillusionized
disillusionizer
disillusioning
disillusionment
disillusionment's
disillusionments
disillusions
disillusvie
disimagine
disinbitter
disiminate
disimitation
disimmune
disimpark
disimpassioned
disimprison
disimprisonment
disimprove
disimprovement
disincarcerate
disincarceration
disincarnate
disincarnation
disincentive
disinclination
disinclinations
disincline
disinclined
disinclines
disinclining
disinclose
disincorporate
disincorporated
disincorporating
disincorporation
disincrease
disincrust
disincrustant
disincrustation
disindividualize
disinfact
disinfactant
disinfactants
disinfect
disinfectant
disinfectants
disinfect
disinfectant
disinfecter
disinfecting
disinfection
disinfections
disinfective
disinfecting
disinfectant
disinfects
disinfect
disinfectant
disinfectation
disinfeudation
disinflame
disinflate
disinflated
disinflating
disinflation
disinflationary
disinformation
disingenious
disingenuity
disingenuous
disingenuously
disingenuousness
disinhabit
disinherison
disinherit
disinheritable
disinheritance
disinheritances
disinherited
disinheriting
disinherits
disinhibition
disinhumed
disinhuming
disinsection
disinsectization
disinsulation
disinsure
disintegrable
disintegrant
disintegrate
disintegrated
disintegrates
disintegrating
disintegration
disintegrationist
disintegrations
disintegrative
disintegrator
disintegrators
disintegratory
disintegrity
disintegrous
disintensify
disinter
disjointure
disjudication
disjunct
disjunction
disjunctions
disjunctive
disjunctively
disjunctor
disjunctors
disjuncture
disjune
disk
disk's
disked
diskelion
disker
diskery
diskette
diskettes
diskindness
disking
diskless
disklike
disknow
diskography
diskophile
diskos
disks
dislade
dislady
dislaurel
disleaf
disleafed
disleafing
disleal
disleave
disleaved
disleaving
dislegitimate
dislevelment
disli
dislicense
dislikable
dislike
dislikeable
disliked
dislikeful
dislikelihood
dislustering

dismail

dismain

dismal

dismaler

dismalest

dismalities

dismality

dismalize

dismally

dismalness

dismals

disman

dismantle

dismantled

dismantlement

dismantler

dismantles

dismantling

dismarble

dismarch

dismark

dismarket

dismarketed

dismarketing

dismarry

dismarshall

dismask

dismast

dismasted

dismasting

dismastingment

dismasts

dismaw

dismay

dismayable

dismayed

dismayedness

dismayful

dismayfully

dismaying

dismayingly

dismayingness

dismays

disme

dismeasurable

dismeasured

dismember
dismembered
dismemberer
dismembering
dismemberment
dismemberments
dismembers
dismembrate
dismembrated
dismembrator
dismerit
disms
dismettled
disminion
disminister
dismiss
dissizable
dissizable's
dississals
dississed
dississer
dississers
dississes
dississible
dississing
dississingly
dissission
dississive
dississory
dismit
dismoded
dismortgage
dismortgaged
dismortgaging
dismount
dismountable
dismounted
dismounting
dismounts
dismutation
disna
disnatural
disnaturalization
disnaturalize
disnature
disnatured
disnaturing
disnest
disordained
disordeine
disorder
disordered
disorderedly
disorderedness
disorderer
disordering
disorderliness
disorderly
disorders
disordinance
disordinate
disordinated
disordination
disorganic
disorganise
disorganised
disorganiser
disorganising
disorganization
disorganize
disorganized
disorganizer
disorganizers
disorganizes
disorganizing
disorient
disorientate
disorientated
disorientates
disorientating
disorientation
disoriented
disorienting
disorients
disour
disown
disownable
disowned
disowning
disownment
disowns
disoxidate
disoxynenate
disoxynenation
disozonize
disp
dispace
dispaint
dispair
dispand
dispensive
dispapelize
dispardisparage
disparageable
disparaged
disparagement
disparagments
disparager
disparages
disparaging
disparagingly
disparate
disparately
disparateness
disparation
disparatum
disparish
disparison
disparities
disparition
disparity
disparity's
disparke
disspark
dissparkle
disparple
disparpled
disparpling
dispart
disparted
disparting
dispartment
disparts
dispassion
dispassionate
dispassionately
dispassionateness
dispassioned
dispatch
dispatched
dispatcher
dispatchers
dispatches
displease
displeased
displeasedly
displeaser
displeases
displeasing
displeasingly
displeasingness
displeasurable
displeasurably
displeasure
displeasureable
displeasureably
displeased
displeasurement
displeasures
displeasuring
displenish
dislicence
dislicency
displode
disploded
displodes
disploding
displlosion
displume
displumed
displumes
displuming
displuviate
dispoint
dispond
dispondaic
dispondee
dispone
disponed
disponee
disponent
disperser
disposing
dispope
dispopularize
disperous
disport
disported
disporting
disportive
dispreads
disprejudice
disprepare
dispress
disprince
disprison
disprivacied
disprivilege
disprize
disprized
disprizes
disprizing
disprobabilization
disprobabilize
disprobative
disprofess
disprofit
disprofitable
dispromise
disproof
disproofs
disproperty
disproportion
disproportionable
disproportionableness
disproportionably
disproportional
disproportionality
disproportionally
disproportionalness
disproportionate
disproportionately
disproportionateness
disproportionates
disproportionation
disproportions
dispropriate
disprovable
disproval
disprove
disproved
disprovement
disproven
disprover
disproves
disprovide
disproving
dispulp
disrelated
disrelation
disrelish
disrelishable
disremember
disrepair
disreport
disreputability
disreputable
disreputableness
disreputably
disreputation
disrepute
disreputed
disrespect
disrespectability
disrespectable
disrespeccter
disrespective
disrespectful
disrespectfully
disrespectfulness
disrespective
disrespondency
disrest
disrestore
disreverence
disring
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disrobed
disrobe
disroded
disrudy
disrump
disrupt
disruptability
disruptable
dissensious
dissensualize
dissent
dissentaneous
dissentaneousness
dissertation
dissented
disserter
disserterism
dissenters
dissentiate
dissentience
dissentiency
dissentient
dissentiently
dissentients
dissenting
dissentingly
dissention
dissentious
dissentiously
dissentism
dissentive
dissentment
dissents
disepiment
disepimental
dissert
dissertate
dissertated
dissertating
dissertation
dissertation's
dissertational
dissertationist
dissertations
dissertative
dissertator
disserted
disserting
disserts
disserve
diserved
disserves
disservice
disserviceable
disserviceableness
disserviceably
disservices
disserving
dissettle
dissettlement
dissoever
dissoeverance
dissoeveration
dissovered
dissovering
dissoverment
dissovers
disshadow
dissheathe
dissheathed
dish

dishhiver
dishhoud
dissidence
dissident
dissident's
dissidently
dissidents
dissight
dissightly
dissilience
dissilience

dissilency
dissilent
dissilation
dissilition
dissimilar
dissimilarities
dissimilarity
dissimilarity's
dissimilarly
dissimilars
dissimilate
dissimilated
dissimilating
dissimilation
dissimilative
dissimilatory
dissimile
dissimilitude
dissimulate
dissimulated
dissimulates
dissimulating
dissimulation
dissimulations
dissimulative
dissimulator
dissimulators
dissimule
dissimuler
dissinew
dissipable
dissipate
dissipated
dissipatedly
dissipatedness
dissipater
dissipaters
dissipates
dissipating
dissipation
dissipations
dissipative
dissipativity
dissipator
dissipators
disite
disslander
dissociability
dissociable
dissociableness
dissociably
dissocial
dissociality
dissociate
dissociate
dissociate
dissociation
dissociations
dissociative
disoconch
dissogeny
dissogony
dissolubility
dissoluble
dissolubleness
dissolute
dissolutely
dissoluteness
dissolution
dissolution's
dissolutional
dissolutionism
dissolutionist
dissolutions
dissolutive
dissolvability
dissolvable
dissolubleness
dissolvative
dissolve
dissolveability
dissolved
dissolvent
dissolver
dissolves
dissolving
dissolvingly
dissonance
dissonances
dissonancies
dissonancy
dissonant
dissonantly
dissonate
dissonous
dissoul
disour
disspirit
disspread
disspreading
disstate
dissuadable
dissuade
dissuaded
dissuader
dissuades
dissuading
dissuasion
dissuasions
dissuasive
dissuasively
dissuasiveness
dissuasory
dissue
dissuit
dissuitable
dissuited
distastes
distasting
distater
distaves
distelfink
distemmonous
distemper
distemperance
distemperate
distemperature
distempered
distemperedly
distemperedness
distemperer
distempering
distemperment
distemperoid
distemperure
distenant
distend
distended
distendedly
distendedness
distender
distending
distends
distensibilities
distensibility
distensible
distensile
distension
distensions
distensive
distent
distention
distentions
dister
disterminate
disterr
disthene
disthral
disthro
disthroned
disthroning
distich
distichal
distichi
distichous
distributions
distributival
distributive
distributively
distributiveness
distributivity
distributor
distributor's
distributors
distributorship
distributress
distributution
district
district's
districted
districting
distriction
districtly
districts
distringas
distribute
distributed
distributes
distributing
distrito
distritos
distrix
distrouble
distrouser
distruss
distrust
distrusted
distruster
distrustful
distrustfully
distrustfulness
distrusting
distrustingly
distrusts
distune
disturb
disturbance
disturbance's
disturbances
disturbant
disturbation
disturbative
disturbed
disturbedly
disturber
disturbers
disturbing
disturbingly
disturbor
disturbs
disturn
disturnpike
disty
distyler
distyle
disubstituted
disubstitution
disulfate
disulfid
disulfide
disulfids
disulfiram
disulfonic
disulfoton
disulfoxid
disulfoxide
disulfuret
disulfuric
disulphate
disulphid
disulphide
disulphonate
disulphone
disulphonic
disulphoxid
disulphoxide
disulphuret
disulphuric
disunified
disuniform
disuniformity
disunify
disunifying
disunion
disunionism
disunionist
disunions
disunite
disunited
disuniter
disuniters
disyoked
disyokes
disyoking
dit
dita
dital
ditali
ditalini
ditas
ditation
ditch
ditch's
ditchbank
ditchbur
ditchdigger
ditchdigging
ditchdown
ditched
ditcher
ditchers
ditches
ditching
ditchless
ditchside
ditchwater
dite
diter
diterpene
ditertiary
dites
ditetragonal
ditetrahedral
dithalous
dithecaldithecous
ditheism
ditheisms
ditheist
ditheistic
ditheistical
ditheists
dithematic
dither
dithered
ditherer
dithering
dithers
dithery
dithiobenzoic
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dithioic
dithiol
dithion
dithionate
dithionic
dithionite
dithionous
dithymol
dithyramb
dithyrambic
dithyrambically
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diting
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ditkous
ditolyl
ditone
ditrematous
ditremid
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ditriglyph
ditriglyphic
ditrigonal
ditrigonally
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ditrochee
ditrochous
ditroite
dits
ditt
dittamy
dittander
dittanies
dittany
dittay
ditted
dittied
ditties
ditting
ditto
dittoed
dittoes
ditogram
dittograph
dittographic
dittography
divaricated
divaricately
divaricating
divaricatingly
divarication
divaricator
divas
divast
divata
dive
divebomb
dived
divekeeper
divel
divell
divelled
divelent
divelicate
divelling
diver
diverb
diverberate
diverge
divered
divergament
divergence
divergence's
divergences
divergencies
divergencey
divergencey
divergent
divergently
divers
diversity
diversely
diverseness
diversicolored
diversifiability
diversifiable
diversification
diversifications
diversified
diversifier
diversifies
diversiflorate
diversiflorous
diversifoliate
diversifolious
diversiform
diversify
diversifying
dersion
dersional
dersionary
dersionist
dersions
diversipedate
diversisporous
diversities
diversity
dersly
dersory
dvert
dverted
dvertedly
diverter
dverters
dvertibility
dvertible
dverticle
dverticula
dverticular
dverticulate
dverticultitis
dverticulosis
dverticulum
dvertila
dvertimenti
dvertimento
dvertimentos
dverting
dvertingly
dvertingness
dvertise
dvertisement
dvertissant
dvertissant
dvertissement
dvertissements
dvertive
dvertor
dverts
dives
diviner
divineress
diviners
divines
divinesse
divinest
diving
divinified
divinify
divinifying
divining
diviningly
divinisation
divinise
divinised
divinis

divining
divingly
divinised
divinises
divinising
divinister
divinist

divinistery
divinities
divinity
divinity's
divinityship
divinization
divinize
diviniz

divinizing
divinyl
divisa
divise
divisi

divisibilities
divisibility
divisible

divisibleness

divisibly

division
division's
divisional
divisionally

divisionary
divisionism
divisionist
divisionistic
divisions
divisive
divisively
divisiveness
divisor
divisor's
divisorial
divisors
divisory
divisural
divorce
divorceable
divorced
divorcee
divorcees
divorcement
divorcements
divorcer
divorcers
divorces
divorceuse
divorcible
divorcing
divorcive
divort
divot
divoto
divots
divulgate
divulgated
divulgater
divulgating
divulgation
divulgator
divulgatory
divulge
divulged
divulgement
divulgence
divulgences
divulger
divulgers
divulges
divulging
divulse
divulsed
divulsing
divulsion
divulsive
divulser
divus
divvied
divvies
divvy
divvying
diwan
diwani
diwans
diwata
dix
dixain
dixenite
dixie
dixiecrat
dixieland
dixies
dixit
dixits
dixy
dizain
dizaine
dizdar
dizen
dizened
dizening
dizenment
dizens
dizoic
dizygotic
dizygous
dizz
dizzard
dizzardly
dizzen
dizzed
dizzier
dizzies
dizziest
dizzily
dizziness
dizzy
dizzying
dizzyingly
dj
djagoong
djakarta
djalmaite
djasakid
djave
dobbed
dobber
dobbers
dobbie
dobbies
dobin
dobbing
dobbins
dobby
dobchick
dobe
doberman
doermans
dobie
dobies
dobl
dobla
doblas
doblon
doblones
doblons
dobos
dobra
dobrao
dobras
dobroes
dobson
dobsonflies
dobsonfly
dobsons
dobule
doby
dobzhansky
doc
docent
docents
docentship
docetae
docetic
docetism
dochmiac
dochmiacal
dochmiasis
dochmii
dochmius
dochter
docibility
docible
docibleness
docile
docilely
docilities
docility
docimasia
docimasies
docimastic
docimastical
docimasy
docimology
docious
docity
dock
dockage
dockages
docked
doken
docker
dockers
docket
docketed
docketing
dockets
dockhand
dockhands
dockhead
dockhouse
docking
dockization
dockize
dockland
docklands
dockmackie
dockman
dockmaster
docks
dockside
docksides
dockworker
dockyard
dockyardman
dockyards
docmac
docoglossan
docoglossate
docosane
docosanoic
dodecagon
dodecagonal
dodecaheddra
dodecahedra
dodecahedral
dodecahedric
dodecahedron
dodecahedrons
dodecahydrate
dodecahydrated
dodecamerous
dodecanal
dodecane
dodecanoic
dodecant
dodecapartite
dodecapetalous
dodecaphonic
dodecaphonically
dodecaphonism
dodecaphonist
dodecaphony
dodecarch
dodecarchy
dodecasemric
dodecastylar
dodecastyle
dodecastyllos
dodecasyllabic
dodecasyllable
dodecatemory
dodecatoic
dodecatyl
dodecatylic
dodecuplet
dodecyl
dodecylene
dodecyclic
dodecylphenol
dodgasted
dodge
dodged
dodgeful
dodger
dodgeries
dodgers
dodgery
dodges
dogal
dogana
dogaressa
dogate
dogbane
dogbanes
dogberries
dogberry
dogbite
dogbow
dogboat
dogbodies
dogbody
dogbolt
dogbush
dogcart
dogcarts
dogcatcher
dogcatchers
dogdom
dogdoms
doge
dogear
dogeaned
dogears
dogedom
dogedoms
dogeless
doges
dogeship
dogeships
dogey
dogey's
dogface
dogfaces
dogfall
dogfennel
dogfight
dogfighting
dogfights
dogfish
dogfishes
dogfoot
dogfought
dogged
doggedly
doggedness
dogger
doggerel
doggereled
doggereler
doggerelism
doggerelists
doggerelize
doggerelizer
doggerelizing
doggerelled
doggerelling
doggerels
doggeries
doggers
doggery
doggess
dogget
doggie
doggier
doggies
doggiest
dogging
doggish
doggishly
doggishness
doggle
doggo
doggone
doggoned
doggoneder
doggonedest
doggoner
doggones
doggonest
doggoning
doggrel
doggrelize
doggrels
doggy
doghead
doghearted
doghole
doghood
doghouse
doghouses
dogie
dogies
dogleg
doglegged
dolichocephali
dolichocephalic
dolichocephalism
dolichocephalize
dolichocephalous
dolichocephaly
dolichocercic
dolichocnemic
dolichocranial
dolichocranic
dolichocrany
dolichofacial
dolichohieric
dolichopellic
dolichopodous
dolichoprosopic
dolichos
dolichosaur
dolichosaurus
dolichostylosous
dolichotmema
dolichuric
dolichurus
dolina
doline
doling
dolioform
dolisie
dolite
dolittle
dolium
doll
doll's
dollar
dollarbird
dollardee
dollardom
dollarfish
dollarfishes
dollarleaf
dollars
dollarwise
dollbeer
dolldom
dolled
dolley
dollface
dollfaced
dollfish
dollhood
dollhouse
dollhouses
dollia
dollie
dollied
dollier
dollies
dollin
dolliness
dolling
dollish
dollishly
dollishness
dollmaker
dollmaking
dollop
dollops
dolls
dollship
dolly
dolly’s
dollying
dollyman
dollymen
dollyway
dolman
dolmans
dolmas
dolmen
dolmenic
dolmens
dolomite
dolomites
dolomitic
dolomitise
dolomitised
dolomitising
dolomitization
dolomitize
dolomitized
dolomitizing
dolomization
dolomize
dolor
dolores
doloriferous
dolorific
dolorifuge
dolorimeter
dolorimetric
dolorimetrically
dolorimetry
dolorogenic
doloroso
dolorous
dolorously
dolorousness
dolors
dolos
dolose
dolour
dolours
dolous
dolphin
dolphin's
dolphinfish
dolphinfishes
dolphinlike
dolphins
dols
dolt
dolthead
doltish
doltishly
doltishness
dolts
dolus
dolven
dom
domable
domage
domain
domain's
domainal
domains
domajig
domajigger
domal
domanial
domatium
domatophobia
domba
domboc
domdaniel
dome
domed
domelike
doment
domer
domes
domesday
domesdays
domestic
domesticability
domesticable
domesticality
domestically
domesticate
domesticated
domesticates
domesticating
domestication
domestications
domesticative
domesticator
domesticities
domesticity
domesticize
domesticized
domestics
domett
domeykite
domic
domical
domically
domicil
domicile
domiciled
domicilement
domiciles
domiciliar
domiciliary
domiciliate
domiciliated
domiciliating
domiciliation
domiciliii
domiciling
domicils
domiculture
domification
donify
donatress
donax
doncella
doncy
dondaine
dondine
done
donec
donee
donees
doneness
domenesses
donet
doney
dong
donga
donging
dongola
dongolas
dongon
dongs
don
donicker
donis
donjon
donjons
donk
donkey
donkey's
donkeyback
donkeyish
donkeyism
donkeyman
donkeymen
donkeys
donkeywork
donna
donnard
donnas
don

donned

donnee

donnees
donnerd
donnered

donnered

donert
donnick
donning
donnish
donnishly
donnishness
donnism
donnock
donnot
donny
donnybrook
donnybrooks
donor
donors
donorship
donought
donovan
dons
donship
donsie
donsky
donsy
dont
donum
donut
donuts
donzel
donzella
donzels
doo
doob
doocot
doodab
doodad
doodads
doodah

doode

doodebug

doodel

doodeler

doodelers

doodelers

doodelles

doodellesack

doodeling

doedskop

doohickey

doohickeys

doohickus

doohinkey

doohinkus

dooj
dook
dooket
dookit
dool
doolie
doolies
dooley
doolfu
dooli
doolie
doolies
dooly
doom
doomage
doombook
doomed
doomer
doomful
doomfully
doomfulness
dooming
doomlike
dooms
doomsayer
doomsday
doomsdays
doomsman
doomstead
doomster
doomsters
doomwatcher
doon
dooputty
doort
doort's
doortba
doortbell
doortbells
doortboy
doortbrand
doortcase
doortcheek
doored
doortframe
doorthawk
doorthead
doorting
doortjamb
doorjambs
doorkeep
doorkeeper
doorknob
doorknobs
doorless
doorlike
doormaid
doormaker
doormaking
doorman
doormat
doormats
doormen
doornail
doornails
doornboom
doorpiece
doorplate
doorplates
doorpost
doorposts
doors
doorsill
doorsills
doorstead
doorstep
doorstep's
doorsteps
doorstone
doorstop
doorstops
doorward
doorway
doorway's
doorways
doorweed
doorwise
dooryard
dooryards
doover
dooxidize
doozer
doozers
doozies
doozy
dop
dopa
dopamelanin
dopamine
dopaminergic
dopamines
dopant
dopants
dopaoxidase
dopas
dopatta
dopchick
dope
dopebook
doped
dopehead
doper
dopers
dopes
dopesheet
dopester
dopesters
dopey
dopier
dopiest
dopiness
dopinesses
doping
dopped
doppelganger
doppelkummel
dopper
dopperbird
doppia
dopping
doppio
doppler
dopplerite
dopster
dopy
dor
dora
dorab
dorad
doradilla
dorado
dorados
doralium
doraphobia
doray
dorms
dorny
dorn
dorneck
dornecks
dornic
dornick
dornicks
dornock
dornocks
doronicum
dorosacral
doroscentral
dorosternal
dorothy
dorp
dorper
dorpers
dorps
dorr
dorbeetle
dors
dorsa
dorsabdominal
dorsabdominally
dorsad
dorsal
dorsale
dorsales
dorsalgia
dorsalis
dorsally
dorsalmost
dorsals
dorsalward
dorsalwards
dorse
dorsel
dorser
dorsers
dorsi
dorsibranch
dorsibranchiate
dorsicollar
dorsicolumn
dorsicommissure
dorsicornu
dorsiduct
dorsiferous
dorsifixed
dorsiflex
dorsiflexion
dorsiflexor
dorsigerous
dorsigrade
dorsilateral
dorsilumbar
dorsimedian
dorsimesal
dorsimeson
dorsiparous
dorsipinal
dorsispinal
dorsiventral
dorsiventrality
dorsiventrally
dorsoabdominal
dorsoanterior
dorsoapical
dorsocaudad
dorsocaudal
dorsocentral
dorsocervical
dorsocervically
dorsodynia
dorsoepitrochlear
dorsointercostal
dorsointestinal
dorsolateral
dorsolum
dorsolumbar
dorsomedial
dorsomedian
dorsomesal
dorsonasal
dorsonuchal
dorsopleural
dorsopteriad
dorsoposterior
dorsoradial
dorsosacral
dorsoscapular
dorsosternal
dorsothoracic
dorsoventrad
dorsoventral
dorsoventrality
dorsoventrally
dorsula
dorsulum
dorsum
dorsumbonal
dort
dorter
dortiness
dortiship
dortour
dorts
dorty
doruck
dory
doryline
doryman
dorymen
doryphoros
doryphorus
dos
dosa
dosadh
dosage
dosages
dosain
dose
dosed
doser
dosers
doses
dosimeter
dosimeters
dosimetric
dosimetrician
dosimetries
dosimetrist
dosimetry
dosing
dosiology
dosis
dosology
doss
dossal
dossals
dossed
dossel
dossels
dossennus
dosser
dosseret
dosserets
dossers
dosses
dossety
dosshouse
dossier
dossiere
dossiers
dossil
dossils
dossing
dossman
dossmen
dosssy
dost
dostoevsky
dot
dot's
dotage
dotages
dotal
dotant
dotard
dotardism
dotardly
dotards
dotardy
dotarie
dotate
dotation
dotations
dotch

dote
doted
doter
doters
dotes
doth
dother
dothideaceous
dothienenteritis
dotier
dotiest
dotiness
doting
dotingly
dotingness
dotish
dotishness
dotkin
dotless
dotlet
dotlike
dotriaccontane
dots
dottard
dotted
dottedness
dottel
dottels
dotter
dotterel
dotterels
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dottier
dottiest
dottily
dottiness
dotting
dottle
dottedd
dottler
dottles
dotting
dottrel
dottrels
dotty
doty
douane
douanes
douanie
douar
doub
double
doubled
doubledamn
doubleganger
doublegear
doublehanded
doublehandedly
doubting
doubtingly
doubtingness
doubtless
doubtlessly
doubtlessness
doubtmonger
doubtous
doubts
doubtsome
doubty
douc
douce
doucely
douceness
doucepere
doucet
douceur
douceurs
douche
douched
douches
douching
doucin
doucin
doucker
doudle
dough
doughbellies
doughbelly
doughbird
doughboy
doughboys
doughface
doughfaceism
doughfeet
doughfoot
doughfoots
doughhead
doughier
doughiest
doughiness
doughlike
doughmaker
doughmaking
doughman
doughmen
doughnut
downbeats
downbend
downbent
downby
downbye
downcast
downcastly
downcastness
downcasts
downcome
downcomer
downcomes
downcoming
downcourt
downcried
downcry
downcrying
downcurve
downcurved
downcut
downdale
downdraft
downdraught
downed
downer
downers
downface
downfall
downfallen
downfalling
downfalls
downfeed
downfield
downflow
downfold
downfolded
downtake
downgoing
downgone
downgrade
downgraded
downgrades
downgrading
downgrowth
downgyved
downhanging
downhaul
downhauls
downheaded
downhearted
downheartedly
downheartedness
downhill
downhills
downier
downiest
downily
downiness
downing
downland
downless
dowlie
downlier
downligging
downlike
downline
downlink
downlinked
downlinking
downlinks
download
downloadable
downloadable
downloaded
downloading
downloads
downlooked
downlooker
downlying
downmost
downness
downpipe
downplay
downplayed
downplaying
downplays
downpour
downpouring
downpours
downrange
downright
downrightly
downrightness
downriver
downrush
downrushing
downs
downset
downshare
downshift
downshifted
downshifting
downshifts
downshore
downside
downsinking
downsitting
downsize
downsized
downsizes
downsizing
downslide
downsliding
downslip
downslope
downsman
downsome
downsput
downstage
downstair
downstairs
downstate
downstater
downsteepy
downstream
downstreet
downstroke
downstrokes
downswing
downswings
downtake
downtake
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downtrodden
downtroddenness
downturn
downturned
downturns
downward
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
downwardly
downwardness
downwards
drabbish
drable
drabbled
drabbler
drabbles
drabbletail
drabbletailed
drabbling
drabby
drabler
drably
drabness
drabnesses
drabs
dracaena
dracaenas
drachen
drachm
drachma
drachmae
drachmai
drachmal
drachmas
drachms
dracin
dracma
draco
dracone
draconian
draconic
draconically
draconin
draconites
draconitic
dracontian
dracontiasis
dracontic
dracontine
dracontites
dracunculus
drad
dradge
draegerman
draegermen
draff
draffier
draffiest
draffish
draggingly
draggle
draggled
draggles
draggetail
draggetailed
draggetaileedly
draggetailedness
draggling
draggly
draggy
draghound
dragline
draglines
dragman
dragnet
dragnets
drago
dragoman
dragomanate
dragomanic
dragomanish
dragomans
dragomen
dragon
dragon's
dragonade
dragonesque
dragoness
dragonet
dragonets
dragonfish
dragonfishes
dragonflies
dragonfly
dragonhead
dragonhood
dragonish
dragonism
dragonize
dragonkind
dragonlike
dragonnade
dragonne
dragonroot
dragons
dragonetail
dragontail
dragonwort
drammed
drammer
dramming
drammock
drammocks
drams
dramsells
dramshop
dramshops
drang
drank
drant
drapability
drapeable
drape
drapeability
drapeable
draped
draper
draperess
draperied
draperies
drapers
drapery
drapery's
draper's
drapes
drapet
drapetomania
draping
drapping
drassid
drastic
drastically
drat
dratchell
drate
drats
dratted
dratting
draught
draught's
draughtboard
draughted
draughter
draughthouse
draughtier
draughtiest
draughtily
drawfiling
drawgate
drawgear
drawglove
drawhead
drawhorse
drawings
drawk

drawknife
drawknives
drawknot
drawl

drawlatch
drawled
drawer
drawlers
drawlier
drawliest
drawling
drawlingly
drawlingness
drawlink
drawloom
drawls
drawly
drawn
drawnnet
drawnly
drawnness
drawnwork
drawoff
drawout
drawplate
drawpoint
drawrod
draws
drawshave
drawsheet
drawspan
drawspring
drawstop
drawstring
drawstrings

drawtongs
drawtub
drawtubes

dray
drayage
drayages
drayed
drayhorse
draying
drayman
draymen
drays
drazel
drch
dread
dreadable
dreaded
dreader
dreadful
dreadfully
dreadfulness
dreadfuls
dreading
dreadingly
dreadless
dreadlessly
dreadlessness
dreadlocks
dreadly
dreadnaught
dreadness
dreadnought
dreadnoughts
dreads
dream
dreamage
dreamboat
dreamed
dreamer
dreamers
dreamery
dreamful
dreamfully
dreamfulness
dreamhole
dreamier
dreamiest
dreamily
dreaminess
dreaming
dreamingful
dreamingly
dreamish
dreamland
dreamless
dreamlessly
dreamlessness
dreamlet
dreamlike
dreamlikeness
dreamlit
dreamlore
dreams
dreamscape
dreamsily
dreamsiness
dreamsy
dreamt
dreamtide
dreamtime
dreamwhile
dreamwise
dreamworld
dreamy
drear
drearfully
drearier
drearies
drearliest
drearliestly
drearliestness
drearing
dreaming
dreamingness
dreamingly
dreamisome
dreamisomely
dreamisomeness
dreamisome

dreamer

dreamerly

dreamerness

dreary

dreact

dreck

drecks

dredge

dredged

dredgeful

dredger

dredgers

dredges

dredging
dredgings
dree
dreed
dreegh
dreeing
dreek
dreep
dreepiness
dreepy
drees
dreg
dreggier
dreggiest
dreggily
dregginess
dreggish
dreggy
dregless
dregs
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exoterically
exotericism
exoterics
exotery
exotheca
exothecal
exothecate
exothecium
exothermal
exothermally
exothermic
exothermically
exothermicity
exothermous
exotic
exotica
exotically
exoticalness
exoticism
exoticist
exoticity
exoticness
exotics
exotism
exotisms
exotospore
exotoxic
exotoxin
exotoxins
exotropia
exotropic
exotropism
exp
expalpate
expand
expandability
expandable
expanded
expandedly
expandedness
expander
expander's
expanders
expandibility
expandible
expanding
expandingly
expands
expanse
expanses
expansibility
expansible
expansibility
expansibly
expansile
expansion
expansional
expansionary
expansionism
expansionist
expansionistic
expansionists
expansions
expansive
expansively
expansiveness
expansivity
expansive
expansively
expansiveness
expansivity
expansometer
expansum
expansure
expatiate
expatiated
expatiater
expatiates
expatiating
expatiatingly
expatiation
expatiations
expatiative
expatiator
expatiators
expatiatory
expatriate
expatriated
expatriates
expatriating
expatriation
expatriations
expatriationism
expapt
expect
expectable
expectably
expectance
expectancies
expectancy
expenseless
expenselessness
expenses
expensilation
expensing
expensive
expensively
expensiveness
expenthesis
expergefacient
expergefaction
experience
experienceable
experienced
experienceless
experincer
experiences
experiencible
experiencing
experient
experiential
experientialism
experientialist
experientialistic
experientially
experiment
experimental
experimentalism
experimentalist
experimentalists
experimentalize
experimentally
experimentarian
experimentation
experimentation's
experimentations
experimentative
experimentator
experimented
experimentee
experimenter
experimenters
experimenting
experimentist
experimentize
experimently
experimentor
experiments
expressivism
expressivity
expressless
expressly
expressman
expressmen
expressness
expresso
expressor
expressure
expressway
expressways
exprimable
exprobate
exprobate
exprobation
exprobatory
expromission
expromissor
expropriable
expropriate
expropriated
expropriates
expropriating
expropriation
expropriations
expropriator
expropriatory
expt
exptl
expugn
expugnable
expulsion
expulsatory
expulse
expulsed
expulser
expulses
expulsing
expulsion
expulsionist
expulsions
expulsive
expulsory
expunction
expunge
expungeable
expunged
exscript
exscriptural
exsculp
exsculptate
exscutellate
exsec
exsecant
exsecants
exsect
exsected
exsectile
exsecting
exsection
exsector
exsects
exsequatur
exsert
exserted
exsertile
exserting
exsertion
exserts
exsheath
exship
exsibilate
exsibilation
exsiccant
exsiccatae
exsiccate
exsiccated
exsiccating
exsiccation
exsiccative
exsiccatographer
exsiliency
exsolution
exsolve
exsolved
exsolving
exsomatic
exspoliation
exspuition
exsputory
exstemporal
exstemporaneous
exstill
exstimulate
exstipulate
extrophy
exstruct
exsuccous
exsuction
exsudate
exsufflate
exsufflation
exsufflicate
exsuperance
exsuperate
exsurge
exsurgent
exsuscitate
ext
exta
extacie
extance
extancy
extant
extatic
extbook
extemoral
extemporally
extemoralness
extemporaneity
extemporaneous
extemporaneously
extemporaneousness
extemporarily
extemporariness
extemporary
extemore
extemporisation
extemporise
extemporised
extemporiser
extemporising
extemporization
extemporize
extemporized
extemporizer
extemporizes
extemporizing
extempory
extend
extendability
extendable
extended
externalize
eexternalized
externalizes
externalizing
externally
externalness
externals
externat
exterminate
extermination
externe
externes
externity
externation
externals
externat
externa
externation
externes
externity
externization
external
externalize
externomedian
externs
externship
externum
exteroceptist
exteroceptive
exteroceptor
exterous
exterraneous
exterrestrial
exterritorial
exterritoriality
exterritorialize
exterritorially
extersive
extg
extill
extima
extime
extimulate
extinct
extincted
extincteur
extincting
extinction
extinctionist
extinctions
extinctive
extinctor
extincts
extine
extinguised
extinguish
extinguishable
extinguishant
extinguished
extinguisher
extinguishers
extinguishes
extinguishing
extinguishment
extipulate
extirp
extirpate
extirpated
extirpateo
extirpates
extirpating
extirpation
extirpationist
extirpations
extirpative
extirpator
extirpatory
extispex
extispices
extispicious
extispicy
extogenous
extol
extoled
extoling
extoll
extollation
extolled
extoller
extollers
extolling
extollingly
extollment
extolls
extolment
extols
extoolitic
extortion
extorsive
extorsively
extort
extorted
extorter
extorters
extorting
extortion
extortionary
extortionate
extortionately
extortionateness
extortioner
extortioners
extortionist
extortionists
extortions
extortive
extorts
extra
extrabold
extraboldface
extrabranchial
extrabronchial
extrabuccal
extrabulbar
extrabureau
extraburghal
extracalendar
extralicular
extracanonical
extracapsular
extracardial
extracarpal
extracathedral
extracellular
extracellularly
extracerebral
extrachromosomal
extracivic
extracivically
extraclassroom
extraclustral
extracloacal
extracollegiate
extracolumella
extracondensed
extraconscious
extraconstellated
extraconstitutional
extracorporeal
extracorporeally
extracorpuscular
extracosmic
extracosmical
extracostal
extracranial
extract
extractability
extractable
extractant
extracted
extractibility
extractible
extractiform
extracting
extraction
extraction's
extractions
extractive
extractively
extractor
extractor's
extractors
extractorship
extracts
extracultural
extracurial
extracurricular
extracurriculum
extracutaneous
extracystic
extradecretal
extradiialectal
extradict
extradictable
extradicted
extradicting
extradictionary
extraditable
extradite
extradited
extradites
extraditing
extradition
extraditions
extradomestic
extrados
extradosed
extradoses
extradotal
extraduction
extradural
extraembryonal
extraembryonic
extraenteric
extraepiphyseal
extraequilibrium
extraessential
extraessentially
extrafascicular
extrafine
extrafloral
extrafocal
extrafoliaceous
extraforaneous
extraformal
extragalactic
extra gastric
extrahazardous
extrahepatic
extrait
extrajudicial
extrajudicially
extralateral
extralegal
extralegally
extraliminal
extraliminal
extralinguistic
extralinguistically
extralite
extrality
extramarginal
extramarital
extramatrical
extramedullary
extramental
extrameridian
extrameridional
extrametaphysical
extrametrical
extrametropolitan
extramission
extramodal
extramolecular
extramorainal
extramorainic
extramoral
extramoralist
extramundane
extramural
extramurally
extramusical
extranational
extranatural
extranean
extraneity
extraneous
extraneously
extraneousness
extranidal
extranormal
extranuclear
extraocular
extraofficial
extraoral
extraorbital
extraorbitally
extraordinaries
extraordinarily
extraordinariness
extraordinary
extraorganismal
extraovate
extraovular
extraparenchymal
extraparental
extraparietal
extraparliamentary
extraparochial
extraparochially
extrapatriarchal
extrapelvic
extraperineal
extraperiodic
extraperiosteal
extraperitoneal
extraphenomenal
extraphysical
extraphysiological
extrapituitary
extraplacental
extraplanetary
extrapleural
extrapoetical
extrapolar
extrapolate
extrasyphilitic
extrasystole
extrasystolic
extratabular
extratarsal
extratellurian
extratelluric
extratemporal
extratension
extratensive
extraterrene
extraterrestrial
extraterrestrially
extraterrestrials
extraterritorial
extraterritoriality
extraterritorially
extraterritorials
extrathecal
extratheistic
extrathermodynamic
extrathoracic
extratorrid
extratracheal
extratribal
extratropical
extratubal
extratympanic
extraught
extrauterine
extravagance
extravagances
extravagancies
extravagancy
extravagant
extravagantly
extravagantness
extravaganza
extravaganzas
extravagate
extravagated
extravagating
extravagation
extravagence
extravaginal
extravasate
extravasated
extravasating
extravasation
extrascular
extravehicular
extravenous
extraventricular
extraversion
extraversive
extraversively
extravert
extraverted
extravertish
extravertive
extravertively
extravillar
extraviolet
extravisceral
extrazodiacal
extreat
extrema
extremal
extreme
extremeless
extremely
extremeness
extremer
extremes
extremest
extremis
extremism
extremist
extremist's
extremistic
extremists
extremital
extremities
extremity
extremity's
extremum
extremuma
extricable
extricably
extricate
extricated
extricates
extricating
extrication
extrications
extrinsic
extrinsical
extrinsicality
extrinsically
extrinsicalness
extrinsicate
extrinsication
extrotive
extromit
extropical
extrorsal
extrorse
extrorsely
extrospect
extrospection
extrospective
extroversion
extroversive
extroversively
extrovert
extroverted
extrovertedness
extrovertish
extroversive
extroversively
extroverts
extract
extradability
extradable
extrude
extruded
extruder
extruders
extrudes
extruding
extrusable
extrusile
extrusion
extrusions
extrusive
extrusory
extubate
extubation
extubercance
extubercant
extuberate
extumescence
extund
exturb
extusion
extypal
exuberance
exuberancy
exuberant
exuberantly
exuberantness
exuberate
exuberated
exuberating
exuberation
exuccous
exucontian
exudate
exudates
exudation
exudations
exudative
exudatory
exude
exuded
exudence
exudes
exuding
exul
exulate
exulcerate
exulcerated
exulcerating
exulceration
exulcerative
exulceratory
exulding
exult
exultance
exultancy
exultant
exultantly
exultation
exulted
exultet
exulting
exultingly
exults
exululate
exumberal
exumberlar
eyewaiter
eyewash
eyewashes
eyewater
eyewaters
eyewear
eyewink
eyewinker
eyewinks
eyewitness
eyewitness's
eyewitnesses
eyewort
eyey
eyght
eying
eyl
eyliad
eyn
eyne
eyot
eyoty
eyr
eyra
eyrant
eyrar
eyrar
eyres
eyre
eyren
eyrer
eyrer
eyres
eyrie
eyries
eyrir
eyry
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs
eyrs

ezba
ezba

ezekiel

ezod

ezra
f
f's
fa
faade
faailk
fab
fabaceous
facework
facia
facial
facially
facials
facias
faciata
faciation
facie
faciend
faciends
faciendum
facient
facier
facies
faciest
facile
facilely
facileness
facilitate
facilitated
facilitates
facilitating
facilitation
facilitations
facilitative
facilitator
facilities
facility
facility's
facily
facing
facingly
facings
facinorous
facinorousness
faciobrachial
faciocervical
faciolingual
facioplegia
facioscapulohumeral
facit
fack
fackeltanz
fackings
fackins
facks
faconde
factorable
factorage
factordom
factored
factoress
factorial
factorially
factorials
factories
factoring
factorist
factorization
factorization's
factorizations
factorize
factorized
factorizing
factors
factorship
factory
factory's
factorylike
factoryship
factotum
factotums
factrix
facts
factual
factualism
factualist
factualistic
factuality
factually
factualness
factum
facture
factures
facty
facula
faculae
facular
faculative
faculous
facultate
facultative
facultatively
facultied
faculties
facultize
faculty
faculty's
facund
facundity
facy
fad
fadable
fadaise
faddier
faddiest
faddiness
fadding
faddish
faddishly
faddishness
faddism
faddisms
faddist
faddists
faddle
faddy
fade
fadeaway
fadeaways
faded
fadedly
fadedness
fadednyess
fadeless
fadelessly
faden
fadeout
fader
faders
fades
fade
fadged
fadges
fadging
fading
fadingly
fadingness
fadings
fadlike
fadme
fadmonger
fadmongering
fairing
fairings
fairish
fairishly
fairishness
fairkeeper
fairlead
fairleader
fairleads
fairlike
fairling
fairly
fairm
fairness
fairnesses
fairs
fairship
fairsome
fairstead
fairtime
fairwater
fairway
fairways
fairy
fairy's
fairydom
fairyfloss
fairyfolk
fairyhood
fairyish
fairyism
fairyisms
fairyland
fairylands
fairylike
fairyologist
fairyology
fairyship
faisan
faisceau
fait
faity
faith
faithbreak
faithbreaker
faithed
faithful
faithfully
faithfulness
faithfuls
faithing
faithless
faithlessly
faithlessness
faiths
faithwise
faithworthiness
faithworthy
faitor
faitour
faitours
faits
fake
faked
fakeer
fakeers
fakement
faker
fakeries
fakers
fakery
fakes
faki
fakiness
faking
fakir
fakirism
fakirs
faky
fala
falafel
falanaka
falangist
falbala
falbalas
falbelo
falcade
falcate
falcated
falcation
falcer
falces
falchion
falchions
falcial
falcidian
falciform
falciparum
falcon
falconbill
falconelle
falconer
falconers
falconet
falconets
falconiform
falconine
falconlike
falconoid
falconoid
defalconries
defalconry
defalcons
defalcopern
defacula
defcular
defulate
defalda
defaldage
defalderal
defalderais
defalerol
defalerols
defaldetta
defaldfee
defalding
faldistory
faldstool
faldworth
falex
falementian
falk
fall
falla
fallace
fallacia
fallacies
fallacious
fallacial
fallaciousshness
fallacy
fallacy's
fallage
fallal
fallalery
fallalishly
fallals
fallation
fallaway
fallback
fallbacks
fallocate
fallen
fallency
fallenness
faller
fallers
fallfish
fallfishes
fallibilism
fallibilist
fallibility
fallible
fallibleness
fallibly
falling
fallings
falloff
falloffs
fallopian
fallopianism
fallopianism
fallotomy
fallout
fallouts
fallow
fallowed
fallowing
fallowist
fallowness
fallows
falls
falltime
fallway
fally
falsary
false
falsedad
falseface
falsehearted
falseheartedly
falseheartedness
falsehood
famicide
famatinite
famble
fame
famed
fameflower
fameful
fameless
famelessly
famelessness
famelic
fames
fameworthy
familiarity
familia
familial
familiar
familiarisation
familiarise
familiarised
familiariser
familiarising
familiarisingly
familiarism
familiarities
familiarity
familiarization
familiarizations
familiarize
familiarized
familiarizer
familiarizes
familiarizing
familiarizingly
familiarly
familarness
familiars
familiar
familic
families
familism
familist
familistere
familistery
familistic
familistical
famille
family
fantigue
fantoccini
fantocine
fantod
fantoddish
fantods
fantom
fantoms
fanum
fanums
fanweed
fanwise
fanwork
fanwort
fanworts
fanwright
fanzine
fanzines
faon
fapesmo
faq
faqir
faqirs
faqir
faquirs
far
farad
faradaic
faraday
faradays
faradic
faradisation
faradise
faradised
faradiser
faradises
faradising
faradism
faradisms
faradization
faradize
faradized
faradizer
faradizes
faradizing
faradimeter
faradocontractility
faradomuscular
farish
farkleberries
farkleberry
farl
farle
farles
farleu
farley
farls
farm
farmable
farmage
farmed
farmer
farmeress
farmerette
farmeries
farmerish
farmerlike
farmerly
farmers
farmership
farmery
farmhand
farmhands
farmhold
farmhouse
farmhouse's
farmhouses
farmhousey
farming
farmings
farmland
farmlands
farmost
farmout
farmplace
farms
farmescape
farmstead
farmsteading
farmsteads
farmtown
farmwife
famy
farmyard
farmyard's
farmyards
fascinate
fascinated
fascinatedly
fascinates
fascinating
fascinatingly
fascination
fascinations
fascinative
fascinator
fascinatress
fascine
fascinery
fascines
fascintatingly
fasciodesis
fasciola
fasciolae
fasciolar
fasciole
fasciolet
fascioliasis
fascioloid
fascioplasty
fasciotomy
fascis
fascism
fascisms
fascist
fascista
fascistic
fascistically
fascisticization
fascisticize
fascistization
fascistize
fascists
fasels
fash
fashed
fasher
fasherie
fashery
fashes
fashing
fashion
fashionability
fashionable
fashionableness
fashionably
fashional
fashionative
fashioned
fashioner
fashioners
fashioning
fashionist
fashionize
fashionless
fashionmonger
fashionmonging
fashions
fashionous
fashionousness
fasibitikite
fasinite
fasacht
fasola
fass
fassaithe
fassalite
fast
fastback
fastbacks
fastball
fastballs
fasted
fasten
fastened
fastener
fasteners
fastening
fastenings
fastens
faster
fastest
fastgoing
fasthold
fasti
fastidiocrisy
fastidious
fastidiously
fastidiousness
fastidium
fastigate
fastigated
fastigia
fastigiate
fastigiated
fastigiately
fastigious
fastigium
fastigiums
fastiiia
fasting
fastingly
fastings
fastish
fastland
fastly
fastnacht
fastness
fastnesses
fasts
fastuous
fastuously
fastuousness
fastus
fastwalk
fat
fatal
fatale
fatales
fatalism
fatalisms
fatalist
fatalistic
fatalistically
fatalists
fatalities
fatality
fatality's
fatalize
fatally
fatalness
fatals
fatback
fatbacks
fatbird
fatbirds
fatbrained
fatcake
fate
fated
fatiferous
fatigability
fatigable
fatigableness
fatigate
fatigated
fatigating
fatigation
fatiguabilities
fatiguability
fatiguable
fatigue
fatigued
fatiguing
fatiguingly
fatiha
fatihah
fatil
fatiloquent
fating
fatiscence
fatiscence
fatless
fatlike
fatling
fatlings
fatly
fatness
fatnesses
fator
fats
fatshedera
fatsia
fatso
fatsoes
fatsos
fatstock
fatstocks
fattable
fatted
fatten
fattenable
fattened
fattener
fatteners
fattening
fattens
fatter
fattest
fattier
fatties
fattiest
fattily
fattiness
fattening
fattish
fattiness
fattrels
fatty
fatuate
fatuism
fatuities
fatuous
fatuousness
fatuity
fatuoid
fatuous
fatuously
fatuousness
fatuous
fatwa
fatwood
faubourg
faubourgs
faucal
faucalize
faucals
faucers
faucet
faucets
fauchard
fauchards
faucial
faucitis
fauconnier
faucre
faulfel
faugh
faujasite
faujdar
fauld
fauld
faulkner
faussebraie
faussebraye
faussebrayed
faust
fauster
faustian
faut
faute
fauterer
fauteuil
fauteuils
fautor
fautorship
fauve
fauvess
fauvette
fauvism
fauvisms
fauvist
fauvists
faux
fauxbourdon
favaginous
favel
favela
fvelas
favelidium
favella
favellae
favellidia
favellidium
favellilidia
favellloid
faveolate
faveoli
faveoluli
faveolus
faverel
faverole
favi
faviform
favilla
favillae
favillious
favism
favissa
favissae
favn
feastful
feastfully
feasting
feastless
feastly
feastraw
feasts
feat
feat's
feateous
feater
featest
feather
featherback
featherbed
featherbedded
featherbedding
featherbird
featherbone
featherbrain
featherbrained
feathercut
featherdom
feathered
featheredge
featheredged
featheredges
featherer
featherers
featherfew
featherfoil
featherhead
featherheaded
featherier
featheriest
featheriness
feathering
featherleaf
featherless
featherlessness
featherlet
featherlight
featherlike
featherman
feathermonger
featherpate
featherpated
feathers
featherstitch
featherstitching
feathertop
featherway
featherweed
featherweight
featherweights
featherwing
featherwise
featherwood
featherwork
featherworker
feathery
feitish
feitishly
feitishness
feitless
feitlier
feitliest
feitliness
fealty
feitness
feitous
feats
featural
featurally
feature
featured
featureful
featureless
featurelessness
featureliness
featurely
features
featurette
featuring
featurish
featy
feaze
feazed
feazes
feazings
febres
febricant
febricide
febricitant
febricitation
fecundation
fecundations
fecundative
fecundator
fecundatory
fecundify
fecundities
fecundity
fecundize
fed
fedarie
fedayee
fedayeen
feddan
feddans
fedelini
fedellini
federacies
federacy
federal
federalese
federalisation
federalise
federalised
federalising
federalism
federalist
federalistic
federalists
federalization
federalizations
federalize
federalized
federalizes
federalizing
federally
federalness
federals
federarie
federary
federate
federated
federates
federating
federation
federational
federationist
federations
federatist
federative
federatively
federator
fedifragous
fedity
fedn
fedora
fedoras
feds
fee
feeable
feeb
feeble
feeblebrained
feeblehearted
feebleheartedly
feebleheartedness
feebleminded
feeblemindedly
feeblemindedness
feebleness
feebler
feebless
feeblest
feebling
feeblish
feebly
feed
feedable
feedback
feedbacks
feedbag
feedbags
feedbin
feedboard
feedbox
feedboxes
feeded
feeder
feeders
feedhead
feeding
feedings
feedingstuff
feedlot
feedlots
feedman
feeds
feedsman
feedstock
feedstuff
feedstuffs
feedwater
feedway
feedy
feeing
feel
feelable
feeler
feelers
feelless
feelies
feeling
feelingful
feelingless
feelinglessly
feelingly
feelingness
feelings
feels
feely
feer
feere
feerie
feering
fees
feest
feet
feitage
feetfirst
feetless
feeze
feezed
feezes
feezing
feff
fefnicute
fegary
fegs
feh
fei
feif
feigher
feign
feigned
feignedly
feignedness
feigner
feigners
feigning
feigningly
feigns
feijoa
feil
feinschmecker
feinschmeckers
feint
feinted
feinter
feinting
feints
feirie
feis
feiseanna
feist
feistier
feistiest
feists
feisty
felafel
felaheen
felahin
felanders
felapton
feldsher
feldspar
feldsparphyre
feldspars
feldspath
feldspathic
feldspathization
feldspathoid
feldspathoidal
feldspathose
fele
felicide
felicific
felicify
felicitate
felicitated
felicitates
felicitating
felicitation
felicitations
felicitator
felicitators
felicitities
felicitous
felicitously
felicitousness
felicity
felid
felids
feliform
feline
felinely
felineness
felines
felinites
felinity
felinophile
felinophobe
felis
felix
fell
fella
fellable
fellage
fellagha
fellah
fellahen
fellahin
fellahs
fellas
fellata
fellate
fellated
fellatee
fellating
fellatio
fellation
fellations
fellations
fellator
fellatory
fellatrice
fellatrices
fellatrix
fellatrixes
felled
fellen
feller
fellers
fellest
fellfare
fellic
felliducous
fellies
fellifluous
felling
fellingbird
fellinic
fellmonger
fellmongered
fellmongering
fellmongery
fellness
fellinesses
felloe
felloes
fellow
fellow's
fellowcraft
fellowed
fellowess
fellowheirship
fellowing
fellowless
fellowlike
fellowly
fellowman
fellowmen
fellowred
fellows
fellowship
fellowship's
fellowshiped
fellowshiping
fellowshipped
fellowshipping
fellowships
fells
fellside
fellsman
felly
feloid
felon
felones
felucca
feluccas
felwort
felworts
fem
female
female's
famely
femaleness
females
femalist
femality
femalize
femcee
feme
femereil
femerell
femes
femic
femicide
feminacies
feminacy
feminal
feminality
feminate
femineity
feminie
feminility
feminin
feminine
femininely
feminineness
feminines
femininism
femininity
feminisation
feminise
feminised
feminises
feminising
feminism
feminisms
feminist
feministic
feministics
feminists
feminities
feminity
fencible
fencibles
fencing
fencings
fend
fendable
fended
fender
fendered
fendering
fenderless
fenders
fendillate
fendillation
fending
fends
fendy
fenerate
feneration
fenestella
fenestellae
fenestellid
fenester
fenestra
fenestrae
fenestral
fenestrate
fenestrated
fenestration
fenestrato
fenestrone
fenestrule
fenetre
fengite
fenian
fenite
fenks
fenland
fenlander
fenman
fenmen
fennec
fennecs
fennel
fennelflower
fennels
fenner
fennici
fernless
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ferns
fermseed
fermshaw
fermsick
ferntickle
ferntickled
fernticle
fernwort
fermy
fernyear
feroce
ferocious
ferociously
ferociousness
ferocities
ferocity
feroher
ferous
ferox
ferr
ferrado
ferrament
ferrandin
ferrara
ferrary
ferrash
ferrate
ferrated
ferrateen
ferrates
ferratin
ferrean
ferredoxin
ferreiro
ferrel
ferreled
ferreling
ferrelled
ferrelling
ferrels
ferren
ferreous
ferrer
ferret
ferreter
ferreters
fereting
ferrets
ferretto
ferrety
ferri
ferriage
ferriages
ferric
ferrichloride
ferricyanate
ferricyanhydric
ferricyanic
ferricyanide
ferricyanogen
ferried
ferrier
ferries
ferriferous
ferrithemoglobin
ferrithydrocyanic
ferrimagnet
ferrimagnetic
ferrimagnetically
ferrimagnetism
ferring
ferriprussiate
ferriprussic
ferris
ferrite
ferrites
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ferritin
ferritins
ferritization
ferritungstite
ferrivorous
ferroalloy
ferroaluminum
ferroboron
ferrocalcite
ferrocene
ferrocerium
ferrochrome
ferrochromium
ferroconcrete
ferroconcretor
ferrocyanate
ferrocyanhydric
ferrocyanic
ferrocyanide
ferrocyanogen
ferroelectric
ferroelectrically
ferroelectricity
ferroglass
ferrogoslarite
ferrohydrocyanic
ferroinclave
ferromagnesian
ferromagnet
ferromagnetic
ferromagnetism
ferromagnetism
ferromanganese
ferrometer
ferromolybdenum
ferronatrite
ferronickel
ferrophosphorus
ferroprint
ferroprussiate
ferroprussic
ferrosilicon
ferrotitanium
ferrotungsten
ferrotype
ferrotyped
ferrotyper
ferrotypes
ferrotying
ferrous
ferrovanadium
ferrozirconium
ferruginate
ferruginated
ferruginating
ferrugination
ferruginean
ferrugineous
ferruginous
ferrugo
ferrule
ferruled
ferruler
ferrules
ferruling
ferrum
ferruminate
ferruminated
ferruminating
ferrumination
ferrums
ferry
ferryage
ferryboat
ferryboats
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ferrying
ferryman
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ferryway
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ferter
ferth
ferther
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fertilisability
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fertilising
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fertilizable
fertilization
fertilizational
fertilizations
fertilize
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fertilizer
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fertilizes
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ferular
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ferules
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fetcher
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fetchingly
fete
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fetal
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fetich
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feud
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feudalise
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feudalize
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feudally
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frothiest
frothily
frothiness
frothing
frothless
froths
frothsome
frothy
frottage
frottages
frotted
frotteur
frotteurs
frotting
frottola
frottole
froton
froufrou
froufrous
frough
froughy
frounce
frounced
frounceless
frounces
frouncing
frouser
frousiest
froust
frousty
frousy
frouze
frouzier
frouziest
frouzy
frow
froward
frowardly
frowardness
frower
fowl
frown
frowned
frowned
frowners
frownful
frowning
frowningly
frownless
frowns
frowny
frows
frowsier
frowsiest
frowsily
frowsiness
frowst
frowstier
frowstiest
frowstily
frowstiness
frowsty
frowsy
frowy
frowze
frowzier
frowziest
frowzily
frowziness
frowzled
frowzly
frowzy
froze
frozen
frozenhearted
frozenly
frozenness
frs
frsiket
frsikets
fr
frubbish
fruchtschiefer
fructed
fructescence
fructescent
fructiculose
fructicultural
fructiculture
fructidor
fructiferous
fructiferously
fructiferousness
fructification
fructificative
fructified
fructifier
fructifies
fructiform
fructify
fructifying
fructiparous
fructivorous
fructokinase
fructosan
fructose
fructoses
fructoside
fructarius
fructuary
fructuate
fructuose
fructuosity
fructuous
fructuously
fructuousness
fructose
fructuous
frug
frugal
frugalism
frugalist
frugalities
frugality
frugally
frugalness
fruggan
frugged
fruggin
fruggin
frugiferous
frugiferousness
frugivorous
frugs
fruit
fruit's
fruitade
fruitage
fruitages
fruitarian
fruitarianism
fruitbearing
fruitcake
fruitcakes
fruitcakey
fruited
fruiter
fruiterer
fruiterers
fruiteress
fruiteries
fruiters
fruiter
fruiter
fruitly
fruitful
fruitfuller
fruitfullest
fruitfulness
fruitfully
fruitfulness
fruitgrower
fruitgrowing
fruitier
fruitiest
fruitiness
fruiting
fruition
fruitions
fruitist
fruitive
fruitless
fruitlessly
fruitlessness
fruitlessness
fruitlet
fruitlets
fruitlike
fruitling
fruits
fruitstalk
fruittime
fruitwise
fruitwoman
fruitwomen
fruitwood
fruitworm
fruity
frumaryl
frument
frumentaceous
frumentarius
frumentation
frumeties
frumentum
frumenty
frumety
frump
frumperies
frumpery
frumpier
frumpiest
frumpily
frumpiness
frumpish
frumpishly
frumpishness
frumple
frumpled
frumpling
frumps
frumpy
frundel
frush
frusla
frust
frusta
frustrable
frustraneous
frustrate
frustrated
frustrately
frustrater
frustrates
frustrating
frustratingly
frustration
frustrations
frustrative
frustratory
frustula
frustule
frustulent
frustules
frustulose
frustulum
frustum
frustums
frutage
frutescence
frutescent
frutex
fruticant
fruticeous
frutices
fuchsite
fuchsone
fuci
fucinita
fuciphagous
fucivorous
fuck
fucked
fucker
fucking
fucks
fuckwit
fucoid
fucoidal
fucoidin
fucoids
fucosan
fucose
fucoses
fucous
fucoxanthin
fucoxanthine
fucus
fucused
fucuses
fud
fudder
fuddle
fuddlebrained
fuddled
fuddledness
fuddlement
fuddler
fuddles
fuddling
fuder
fudge
fudged
fudger
fudges
fudging
fudgy
fuds
fuegian
fuehrer
fuehrrers
fuel
fueled
fulled
fuller
fullerboard
fullered
fulleries
fullering
fullers
fullery
fullest
fullface
fullfaces
fullfil
fullgrownness
fullhearted
fulling
fullish
fullmouth
fullmouthed
fullmouthedly
fullness
fullnesses
fullom
fulls
fullterm
fulltime
fullword
fullwords
fully
fullymart
fulmar
fulmars
fulmen
fulmicotton
fulmina
fulminancy
fulminant
fulminate
fulminated
fulminates
fulminating
fulmination
fulminations
fulminator
fulminatory
fulmine
fulmined
fulmineous
fulmines
fulminic
fulmining
fulminous
fulminurate
fulminuric
fulness
fulnesses
fulsamic
fulsome
fulsomely
fulsomeness
fulth
fultz
fulvene
fulvescent
fulvid
fulvidness
fulvous
fulwa
fulye
fulzie
fum
fumacious
fumade
fumado
fumados
fumage
fumagine
fumant
fumarase
fumarases
fumarate
fumarates
fumaria
fumariaceous
fumaric
fumarin
fumarine
fumarium
fumaroid
fumaroidal
fumarole
fumaroles
fumarolic
fumaryl
fumatorium
fumatories
fumatorium
fumatoriums
fumatory
fumattoria
fumble
fumbled
fumbler
fumblers
fumbles
fumbling
fumblingly
fumblingness
fumbulator
fume
fumed
fumeless
fumelike
fumer
fumerel
fumeroott
fumers
fumes
fumet
fumets
fumette
fumettes
fumeuse
fumeuses
fumewort
fumid
fumidity
fumiduct
fumier
fumiest
fumiferana
fumiferous
fumify
fumigator
fumigators
functionally
functionals
functionaries
functionarism
functionary
functionate
functionated
functionating
functionation
functioned
functioning
functionize
functionless
functionlessness
functionnaire
functions
functor
functor's
functorial
functors
functus
fund
fundable
fundal
fundament
fundamental
fundamentalism
fundamentalist
fundamentalistic
fundamentalists
fundamentality
fundamentally
fundamentalness
fundamentals
fundatorial
fundatrices
fundatrix
funded
funder
funders
fundholder
fundi
fundic
fundiform
funding
funditor
funditores
fundless
fundmonger
fundmongering
fundraise
fundraising
funds
funduck
funduline
fundungi
fundus
funebre
funebrial
funebrious
funebrous
funeral
funeral's
funerealize
funerally
funerals
funerary
funerate
funeration
funereal
funereality
funereally
funerealness
funest
funestal
funfair
funfairs
funfest
fungaceous
fungal
fungals
fungate
fungated
fungating
fungation
funge
fungi
fungian
fungibility
fungible
fungibles
fungic
fungicidal
fungicidally
fungicide
fungicides
fungicolous
fungid
fungiferous
fungiform
fungify
fungilliform
fungillus
fungin
fungistat
fungistatic
fungistatically
fungite
fungitoxic
fungitoxicity
fungivorous
fungo
fungoes
fungoid
fungoidal
fungoids
fungological
fungologist
fungology
fungose
fungosities
fungosity
fungous
fungus
fungusted
funguses
funguslike
fungusy
funic
funicle
funicles
funicular
funiculars
funiculate
funicule
funiculi
funiculitis
funiculus
funiform
funiliform
funipendulous
funis
funk
funked
furfural
furfuralcohol
furfuraledehyde
furfurals
furfuramid
furfuramide
furfuran
furfurans
furfuration
furfures
furfurine
furfuroid
furfurol
furfur ole
fur furous
fur furyl
fur furylidene
furai al
furiant
furibund
furicane
furied
fur ies
furify
furil
fur ile
fur ilic
furiosa
furiosis ty
furioso
furious
fur iouser
fur iousity
furiously
fur iousness
furison
furivae
furl
furl able
furlana
furlanas
furlane
fur led
fur l er
fur lers
fur less
fur ling
fur long
furor
furore
furores
furors
furosemide
furphy
furred
furrier
furriered
furrieries
furriers
furriery
furriest
furriily
furriiner
furriiners
furriiness
furring
furriings
furrow
furrowed
furrower
furrowers
furrowing
furrowless
furrowlike
furrows
furrowy
furrure
furry
furs
fursemide
furstone
further
furtherance
furtherances
furthered
furtherer
furtherest
furthering
furtherly
furthermore
furthermost
furthers
furthersome
furthest
furthy
furtive
furtively
furtiveness
furtum
furuncle
furuncles
furuncular
furunculoid
furunculosis
furunculous
furunculus
fury
fury's
furyl
furze
furzechat
furzed
furzeling
furzery
furzes
furzetop
furzier
furziest
furzy
fusain
fusains
fusarial
fusarioscose
fusariosis
fusarole
fusate
fusc
fuscenefit
fuscin
fuscohyaline
fuscomous
fuse
fuseau
fuseboard
fused
fusee
fusees
fusel
fuselage
fuselages
fuselless
fuselike
fusels
fuseplug
fussification
fussify
fussily
fussiness
fussing
fussle
fussock
fusspot
fusspots
fussy
fust
fustanella
fustanelle
fustee
fuster
fusteric
fustet
fustian
fustianish
fustianist
fustianize
fustians
fustic
fustics
fustie
fustier
fustiest
fustigate
fustigated
fustigating
fustigation
fustigator
fustigatory
fustilarian
fustilugs
fustily
fustin
fustinella
fustiness
fustle
fustoc
fusty
fusula
fusulae
fusulas
fusuma
fusure
fut
gagsters
gagtooth
gagwriter
gahnite
gahnites
gaiassa
gaieties
gaiety
gail
gaillard
gaillardia
gaily
gain
gainable
gainage
gainbirth
gaincall
gaincome
gaincope
gaine
gained
gainer
gainers
gainful
gainfully
gainfulness
gaising
gaining
gainings
gainless
gainlessness
gainlier
gainliest
gainliness
gainly
gainor
gainpain
gains
gainsaid
gainsay
gainsayer
gainsayers
gainsaying
gainsays
gainset
gainsome
gainspeaker
gainspeaking
gainst
gainstand
gainstrive
gainturn
gaintwist
gainward
gainyield
gair
gairfish
gairfowl
gaisling
gaist
gait
gaited
gaiter
gaiterless
gaiters
gaiting
gaits
gaitt
gaius
gaize
gaj
gal
gala
galabeh
galabia
galabieh
galabiya
galactagog
galactagogue
galactagoguic
galactan
galactase
galactemia
galacthidrosis
galactic
galactically
galactidrosis
galactin
galactite
galactocele
galactodendron
galactodensimeter
galactogenetic
galactogogue
galactohemia
galactoid
galactolipide
galactolipin
galactolysis
galactolytic
galactoma
galactometer
galactometry
galactonic
galactopathy
galactophagist
galactophagous
galactophlebitis
galactophlysis
galactophore
galactopheritis
galactophorous
galactophthysis
galactophygous
galactopoiesis
galactopoietic
galactopyra
galactorrhea
galactorrhoea
galactosamine
galactosan
galactoscope
galactose
galactosemia
galactosemic
galactosidase
galactoside
galactosis
galactostasis
galactosuria
galactosyl
galactotherapy
galactotrophy
galacturia
galagala
galago
galagos
galah
galahad
galahads
galahs
galanas
galanga
galangal
galangals
galangin
galant
galante
galantine
galantuomo
galany
galapago
galapee
galas
galatea
galateas
galatians
galatine
galatotrophic
galavant
galavanted
galavanting
galavants
galax
galaxes
galaxian
galaxies
galaxy
galaxy's
galban
galbanum
galbanums
galbe
galbraithian
galbulus
gale
galea
galeae
galeage
galeas
galeass
galeate
galeated
galeche
galee
galeenies
galeeny
galegine
galeid
galeiform
galempong
galempung
galen
galena
galenas
galenic
galenical
galenism
galenist
galenite
galenites
galenobismutite
galenoid
galeod
galeoid
galeopithecus
galeproof
galera
galere
galeres
galericulate
galerie
galerite
galerum
galerus
gales
galesaur
galet
galette
galewort
galey
galgal
gali
galianes
galilean
galilee
galilees
galilei
galileo
galimatias
galinaceous
galingale
galiongee
galionji
galiot
galiots
galipidine
galipine
galipoidin
galipoidine
gallerygoer
gallerying
galleryite
gallerylike
gallet
galleta
galletas
galleting
galley
galley's
galleylike
galleyman
galleypot
galleys
galleyworm
gallflies
gallflower
gallfly
galliambic
galliambus
gallian
galliard
galliardise
galliardize
galliardly
galliardliness
galliards
galliass
galliasses
gallic
gallican
gallicanism
gallicism
gallicisms
gallicization
gallicize
gallicizer
galicola
galicole
galicolous
gallied
gallies
galliferous
gallification
galliform
galligaskin
galligaskins
gallimatia
gallimaufries
gallimaufry
gallinacean
gallinaceous
gallinaginous
gallinazo
galline
galliney
galling
gallingly
gallingness
gallinipper
gallinule
gallinulelike
gallinules
gallinule
galliot
galliots
gallipot
gallipots
gallish
gallisin
gallium
galliums
gallivant
gallivanted
gallivanter
gallivanters
gallivanting
gallivants
gallivat
gallivorous
galliwasp
gallize
gallnut
gallnuts
gallocyanin
gallocyanine
galloflavin
galloflavine
galloglass
gallon
gallon's
gallonage
galloner
gallons
galloon
gallooned
galloons
galoot
galloots
gallop
gallopade
galloped
galloper
gallopers
gallophile
galloping
gallops
galloptious
gallotannate
gallotannic
gallotannin
gallous
gallow
galloway
gallowglass
gallows
gallowses
gallowsmaker
gallowsness
gallowsward
galls
gallstone
gallstones
galluot
gallup
galluptious
gallus
gallused
galluses
gallweed
gallwort
gally
gallybagger
gallybeggar
gallycrow
gallygaskins
gallying
gallywasp
galo
galoo
galoots
galop
galopade
galopades
galoped
galopin
galoping
galops
galore
galores
galosh
galoshe
galoshed
galoshes
galoubet
galp
galravage
galravitch
gals
galt
galtrap
galuchat
galumph
galumphed
galumphing
galumphs
galumptious
galut
galuth
galv
galvanic
galvanical
galvanically
galvanisation
galvanise
galvanised
galvaniser
galvanising
galvanism
galvanist
galvanization
galvanizations
galvanize
galvanized
galvanizer
galvanizers
galvanizes
galvanizing
galvanocauteries
galvanocauterization
galvanocautery
galvanocontractility
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gamboge
gamboges
gambogian
gambogic
gamboided
gambol
gamboled
gamboler
gamboling
gambolled
gamboller
gambolling
gambols
gambone
gambrel
gembrled
gembrelled
gembrels
gambroon
gamb
gambusia
gambusias
gamdeboo
gamdia
game
gamebag
gameball
gamecock
gamecocks
gamecraft
gamed
gameful
gamekeeper
gamekeepers
gamekeeping
gamelan
gamelang
gamelans
gameless
gamelike
gamelin
gamelote
gamelotte
gamely
gamene
gameness
gamenesses
gamer
gamophagy
gamophyllous
gamori
gamosepalous
gamostele
gamostelic
gamostely
gamotropic
gamotropism
gamp
gamphrel
gamps
gams
gamut
gamuts
gamy
gan
ganam
ganancial
ganancials
ganancias
ganch
ganched
ganching
ganda
gander
gandered
ganderess
gandergoose
gandering
gandermooner
ganders
ganderteeth
gandertmeeth
gandhi
gandhian
gandoura
gandul
gandum
gandurah
gane
ganef
ganefs
ganey
ganevs
gang
gang's
ganga
gangan
gangava
gangbang
gangboard
gangbuster
gangdom
gange
ganged
ganger
gangerel
gangers
ganges
gangetic
gangflower
ganggang
ganging
gangion
gangism
gangland
ganglander
ganglands
ganglia
gangliac
ganglial
gangliar
gangliasthenia
gangliate
gangliated
gangliectomy
ganglier
gangliest
gangliform
ganggliaglia
ganggliaglions
ganggliitis
gangling
ganglioblast
gangliocyte
ganglioflora
ganglioid
ganglioma
gangliomas
gangliomata
ganglion
ganglionary
ganglionate
ganglionated
ganglionectomies
garment
garment's
garmented
garmenting
garmentless
garmentmaker
garments
garmenture
garmentworker
garn
garnel
garnet
garnerage
garnered
garnering
garners
garnet
garnetberry
garneter
garnetiferous
garnetlike
garnets
garnett
garnetter
garnetwork
garnetz
garni
garnice
garniec
garnierite
garnish
garnishable
garnished
garnishee
garnisheed
garnisheeing
garnisheement
garnishees
garnisheing
garnisher
garnishes
garnishing
garnishment
garnishments
garnishry
garnison
garniture
garnitures
gaslike
gaslit
gaslock
gasmaker
gasman
gasmen
gasmetophytic
gasogen
gasogene
gasogenes
gasogenic
gasohol
gasolene
gasolenes
gasolier
gasoliers
gasoliery
gasoline
gasolineless
gasoliner
gasolines
gasolinic
gasometer
gasometric
gasometrical
gasometrically
gasometry
gasoscope
gasp
gasparillo
gapsed
gasper
gaspereau
gaspereaus
gaspergou
gasperguson
gaspers
gaspiness
gasping
gaspingly
gasproof
gasps
gaspy
gassed
gassendist
gasser
gasserian
gassers
gastratrophia
gastrea
gastreas
gastrectasia
gastrectasis
gastrectomies
gastroctomy
gastrelcosis
gastric
gastricism
gastrilegous
gastriloquial
gastriloquism
gastriloquist
gastriloquous
gastriloquy
gastrimargy
gastrin
gastrins
gastritic
gastritis
gastroadenitis
gastrodynamic
gastroalbuminorrhea
gastroanastomosis
gastroarthritus
gastroatonia
gastroatrophia
gastroblennorrhea
gastrocatarrhal
gastrocele
gastrocentrous
gastrocnemial
gastrocnemian
gastrocnemii
gastrocnenmier
gastrocnenius
gastrocoel
gastrocoele
gastrocolic
gastrocoloptosis
gastrocolostomy
gastrocolotomy
gastrocolopotomy
gastrocystic
gastrocystis
gastrodermal
gastrodermis
gastrodialysis
gastrodiaphanoscopy
gastrodidymus
gastrodisc
gastrodisk
gastroduodenal
gastroduodenitis
gastroduodenoscopy
gastroduodenostomies
gastroduodenostomy
gastroduodenotomy
gastrodynia
gastroelytrotomy
gastroenteralgia
gastroenteric
gastroenteritic
gastroenteritis
gastroenteroanastomosis
gastroenterocolitis
gastroenterocolostomy
gastroenterologic
gastroenterological
gastroenterologically
gastroenterologist
gastroenterologists
gastroenterology
gastroenteroptosis
gastroenterostomies
gastroenterostomy
gastroenterotomy
gastroepiploic
gastroesophageal
gastroesophagostomy
gastrogastrotomy
gastrogenic
gastrogenital
gastrogenous
gastrograph
gastrohelcosis
gastrohepatic
gastrohepatitis
gastrohydrorrhea
gastrohyperneuria
gastrohypertonic
gastrohysterectomy
gastrohysteropexy
gastrohysterorrhaphy
gastrohysterotomy
gastroid
gastrointestinal
gastrojejunal
gastrojejunostomies
gastrojejunostomy
gastrolater
gastrolatrous
gastrolavage
gastrolienal
gastrolith
gastrologer
gastrological
gastrologically
gastrologist
gastrologists
gastrology
gastrolysis
gastrolytic
gastromalacia
gastromancy
gastromelus
gastromenia
gastromycoses
gastromycosis
gastromyxorrhea
gastronephritis
gastronomer
gastronomes
gastronomic
gastronomical
gastronomically
gastronomics
gastronomist
gastronomy
gastronosus
gastropancreatic
gastropancreatitis
gastroparalysis
gastroparesis
gastroparietal
gastropathic
gastropathy
gastroperiodyenia
gastropexy
gastrophile
gastrophilism
gastrophilist
gastrophilite
gastrophrenic
gastrophthisis
gastroplasty
gastroplenic
gastropleuritis
gastroplication
gastropneumatic
gastropneumonic
gastropod
gastropodian
gastropodous
gastropods
gastropore
gastropotia
gastroposis
gastropulmonary
gastropulmonic
gastropyloric
gastrorrhagia
gastrorrhaphy
gastrorrhrea
gastroschisis
gastroscope
gastroscopic
gastroscopies
gastroscopist
gastroscopy
gastrosoph
gastrosopher
gastroscopy
gastrosophy
gastrosparm
gastroplenic
gastrostaxis
gastrostegale
gastrosesta
gastrostenosis
gastrostomies
gastrostomize
gastrostomy
gastrostomchiria
gastrostaxis
gastrotheca
gastrotheal
gastrotope
gastrotheal
gastrotonic
gastrotomies
gastrotony
gastrotrich
gastrotichan
gastrotubotomy
gastrotympanites
gastrovascular
gastroxynsis
gastrozooid
gastrula
gastrulae
gastrular
gastrulas
gastrulate
gastrulated
gastrulating
gastrulation
gastruran
gasts
gasworker
gasworks
gat
gata
gatch
gatchwork
gate
gateado
gateage
gateau
gateaux
gatecrasher
gatecrashers
gated
gatefold
gatefolds
gatehouse
gatehouses
gatekeep
gatekeeper
gatekeepers
gateless
gatelike
gatemaker
gateman
gatemen
gatepost
gateposts
gater
gates
gatetender
gateward
gaults
gaum
gauumed
gauuming
gauamish
gaumless
gaumlike
gaums
gaumy
gaun
gaunch
gaunt
gaunted
gaunter
gauntest
gaunlet
gaunfleted
gaunfleting
gaunleteds
gaunfly
gauntness
gauntree
gauntries
gauntry
gaunty
gaup
gauping
gaupus
gaur
gaur
gauric
gaurie
gaurie
gaus
gauss
gaussage
gaussbergite
gausses
gaussmeter
gauster
gausterer
gaut
gautite
gauze
gauzelike
gauzes
gauzewing
gauzier
gawkies
gaviest
gawkihood
gawkily
gawkiness
gawking
gawkish
gawkishly
gawkishness
gawks
gawky
gawm
gawn
gawney
gawp
gawsie
gawsy
gay
gayal
gayals
gayatri
gaybine
gaycat
gaydiang
gayer
gayest
gayeties
gayety
gayish
gaylies
gaylussite
gayly
gayment
gayness
gaynnesses
gays
gaysome
gayway
gaywing
gaywings
gayyou
gaz
gazabo
gazaboes
gazabos
gazangabin
gaze
gazebo
gdinfo
gds
ge
geadephagous
geal
gean
geaniclingal
geanicline
gear
gearbox
gearboxes
gearcase
gearcases
geread
gearing
gearings
gearksutite
gearless
gearman
gears
gearset
gearshift
gearshifts
gearwheel
gearwheels
gease
gseason
geast
geat
geb
gebang
gebanga
gebbie
gebur
gecarcinian
gec
geced
gecding
geko
gekoes
gekoid
gekos
gekotian
gekotid
gekotoid
geks
ged
gedackt
gehlenite
geic
geiger
geikielite
gein
geir
geira
geisa
geisha
geishas
geison
geisotherm
geisothermal
geissospermin
geissospermine
ggeist
geistlich
geitjie
geitonogamous
geitonogamy
gekkonid
gekkonoid
gel
gel's
gelable
gelada
gelandesprung
gelant
gelants
gelastic
gelate
gelated
gelates
gelatia
gelatification
gelatigenous
gelatin
gelatinate
gelatinated
gelatinating
gelatination
gelatine
gelatined
gelatines
gelating
gelniginate
gelilah
gelinotte
gell
gellant
gellants
gelled
gelling
gelly
geldesprung
gelofer
gelofre
gelogenic
gelong
geloscopy
gelose
gelosie
gelosin
gelosine
gelotherapy
gelotometer
gelotoscopy
gelototherapy
gels
gelsemia
gelsemic
gelsemin
gelsemine
gelseminic
gelseminine
gelsemium
gelsemiumia
gelsemiums
gelt
gelts
gem
gem's
gemara
gematria
gematrical
gematriot
gemauve
gemeinde
gemeinschaft
gemeinschaften
gemel
gemeled
gemelled
generation
generational
generationism
generations
generative
generatively
generativeness
generator
generator's
generators
generatrices
generatrix
generic
generical
generically
genericalness
genericness
generics
generification
generis
generosities
generosity
generosity's
generous
generously
generousness
genes
geneserin
geneserine
geneses
genesimal
genetic
geneticism
genetics
geneticsology
genesis
genesiurgic
genet
genethliac
genethliacal
genethliacally
genethliacism
genethliacon
genethliacs
genethliologic
genethliological
genethlialogy
genethliatic
genethlic
-genetic
genioplasty
genip
genipa
genipap
genipapada
genipaps
genips
genisaro
genista
genistein
genistin
genit
genital
genitalia
genitalial
genitalic
genitally
genitals
geniting
genitival
genitivally
genitive
genitives
genitocrural
genitofemoral
genitor
genitorial
genitors
genitory
genitourinary
geniture
genitures
genius
genius's
geniuses
genizah
genizer
genl
genoa
genoas
genoblast
genoblastic
genocidal
genocide
genocides
genoese
genoise
genom
genome
genomes
genomic
genoms
genonema
genophobia
genos
genospecies
genotype
genotypes
genotypic
genotypical
genotypically
genotypicity
genouillere
genovino
genre
genre's
genres
genro
genros
gens
genseng
gensengs
genson
gent
gentamicin
genteel
genteeler
genteelest
genteelish
genteelism
genteelize
genteelly
genteelness
gentes
genthite
gentian
gentianaceous
gentianal
gentianella
gentianic
gentianin
gentianose
gentians
gentianwort
gentiin
gentil
geobiont
geobios
geoblast
geobotanic
geobotanical
geobotanically
geobotanist
geobotany
geocarpic
geocentric
geocentrical
geocentrically
geocentricism
geocerite
geochemical
geochemically
geochemist
geochemistry
geochemists
ggeochronic
geochronologic
geochronological
geochronologically
geochronologist
geochronology
geochronometric
gEOchronometry
geochrony
geocline
geocoronium
geocratic
geocrinite
geocyclic
gEOd
geodaesia
geodal
geode
geodes
gEOdesia
geodesic
geodesical
gEOdesics
geodesies
gEOdesist
gEOdesists
geodesy
gEOdete
gEOdetic
geography
geohydrologic
geohydrologist
geohydrology
gem
gemial
gemals
gemalsm
gemalism
gemalistic
geoids
geoisotherm
geol
genatry
gelinguistics
genologer
genologers
genologian
genologic
genological
genologically
genlogician
genologies
genologise
genologised
genologising
genologist
genologist's
genologists
genologize
genologized
genologizing
genology
genom
gemagnetc
geomagnetically
gemagnetcian
gemagnetics
gemagnetism
gemagnetist
gemalic
gemalism
gemalism
gemomance
gemomancer
gemomancies
gemomancy
gemomant
gemomantic
gemomantical
gemomantically
gemom mechanics
geophagous
geophagy
geophilid
geophilous
geophone
geophones
geophysical
gephysically
gephysicist
gephysicists
gephysics
gephyte
gephytes
gephytic
gephytic
goplagiotropism
gopolar
gopolitic
gopolitical
gopolitically
gopolitician
gopolitics
gopolitist
geponic
geponical
geponics
gepony
gepositive
gependent
geporana
gorde
gorge
gorgette
gorgia
gorlesiadesite
gorrian
gorrians
goronic
goronical
goronic
goronic
goronic
goronic
goronic
goronic
goronic
geoscience
goscientist
goscientists
goscopic
goscopy
goselenic
gosid
goside
geosphere
geostatic
geostatics
geostationary
geostrategic
geostrategist
geostrategy
geostrophic
geostrophically
geosynchronous
geosynclinal
geosyncline
geosynclines
geotactic
geotactically
geotaxes
geotaxis
geotax
geotechnic
geotechnics
geotectology
geotectonic
geotectonically
geotectonics
geotherm
geothermal
geothermally
geothermic
geothermometer
geotic
geotical
geotilla
geotonic
geotonus
geotropic
geotropically
geotropism
geotropy
geoty
gephyrean
gephyrocercal
gephyrocercy
gephyrophobia
gepoun
ger
gereraera
gerah
gerahs
gerontine
gerontism
geronto
gerontocracies
gerontocracy
gerontocrat
gerontocratic
gerontogeous
gerontologic
gerontological
gerontologies
gerontologist
gerontologists
gerontology
gerontomorphosis
gerontophilia
gerontotherapies
gerontotherapy
gerontoxon
geropiga
gerousia
gerrhosaurid
gerrymander
gerrymandered
gerrymanderer
gerrymandering
gerrymanders
gers
gersdorfite
gersum
gertrude
gerund
gerundial
gerundially
gerundival
gerundive
gerundively
gerunds
gerusia
gervais
gervao
gery
gerygone
geryon
geryonid
gesellschaft
gesellschaften
gesith
gesticulates
gesticulating
gesticulation
gesticulations
gesticulative
gesticulatively
gesticulator
gesticulatory
gesto
gestion
gestning
gestonie
gestor
gests
gestura
gestural
gesture
gestured
gestureless
gesturer
gesturers
gestures
gesturing
gesturist
gesundheit
geswarp
get
geta
getable
getah
getas
getatability
getatable
getatableness
getaway
getaways
getfd
gether
gethsemane
gethsemanic
getid
geting
getmesost
getmilkost
getpenny
gets
getspa
getspace
ghettoization
ghettoize
ghettoized
ghettoizes
ghettoizing
ghettos
ghi
ghibelline
ghibellinism
ghibli
ghiblis
ghillie
ghillies
ghis
ghizite
ghole
ghoom
ghorkhar
ghost
ghostcraft
ghostdom
ghosted
ghoster
ghostess
ghostfish
ghostfishes
ghostflower
ghosthood
ghostier
ghostiest
ghostified
ghostily
ghosting
ghostish
ghostism
ghostland
ghostless
ghostlet
ghostlier
ghostliest
ghostlify
ghostlike
ghostlikeness
ghostlily
ghostliness
ghostly
ghostmonger
ghostology
ghosts
ghostship
ghostweed
ghostwrite
ghostwriter
ghostwriters
ghostwrites
ghostwriting
ghostwritten
ghostwrote
ghosty
ghoul
ghoulery
ghoulie
ghoulish
ghoulishly
ghoulishness
ghouls
ghrush
ghurry
ghyll
ghylls
gi
giallolino
giambeux
giansar
giant
giant's
giantesque
giantess
giantesses
gianthood
giantish
giantism
giantisms
giantize
giantkind
giantlike
giantlikeness
giantly
giantry
giants
giantship
giantsize
giaour
giaoures
giardia
giardiasis
gilds
gildship
gildsman
gildsmen
gile
gilenyer
gilenyie
giles
gilet
gilgai
gilgames
gilgamesh
gilgie
gilgul
gilgulim
gilguy
gilia
giliak
gilim
gill
gill's
gillar
gillaroo
gillbird
gilled
giller
gillers
gillflirt
gilhooter
gillian
gillie
gillied
gillies
gilliflirt
gilliflower
gilling
gillion
gilliver
gillin
gillnets
gillnetted
gillinetter
gillot
gillotage
gillotype
gills
gillstoup
gilly
gimmaled
gimmals
gimme
gimmer
gimmeringly
gimmerpet
gimmick
gimmick's
gimmicked
gimmickery
gimmicking
gimmickry
gimmicks
gimmicky
gimmor
gimp
gimped
gimper
gimpiar
gimpiest
gimping
gimps
gimpy
gin
gin's
ginep
ginete
ging
gingal
gingall
gingalls
gingals
gingeley
gingeleys
gingeli
gingelies
gingelis
gingellies
gingelly
gingely
ginger
gingerade
gingeberry
gingerbread
gingerbreadly
ginged
gingering
gingerleaf
gingerline
gingerliness
gingerly
gingerness
gingernut
gingerol
gingerous
gingerroot
gingers
gingersnap
gingersnaps
gingerspice
gingerwork
gingerwort
gingery
gingham
ginghamed
ginghamns
gingili
gingilis
gingiva
gingivae
gingival
gingivalgia
gingivectomy
gingivitis
gingivoglossitis
gingivolabial
gingko
gingkoes
gingle
gingles
ginglymi
ginglyform
ginglymi
ginglymoarthrodia
ginglymoarthrodial
ginglymodian
ginglymoid
ginglymoidal
ginglymostomoid
ginglymus
ginglyni
gingras
ginhound
ginhouse
gink
ginkgo
glabrate
glabreity
glabrescent
glabriety
glabrous
glabrousness
glace
glaceed
glaceing
glaces
glaciable
glacial
glacialism
glacialist
glaciliate
glacially
glacaria
glacarium
glaciate
glaciated
glaciates
glaciating
glaciation
glacier
glacier's
glaciered
glaciert
glacierist
glaciers
glacification
glacify
glacioaqueous
glaciolacustrine
glaciologic
glaciological
glaciologist
glaciologists
glaciology
glaciomarine
glaciometer
glacionatant
glacious
glacis
glacises
glack
glacon
glad
gladatorial
gladrags
glads
gladship
gladsome
gladsomely
gladsomeness
gladsomer
gladsomest
gladstone
gladstonian
gladwin
gladly
glaga
glagah
glaieul
glaik
glaiket
glaiketness
glaikit
glaikitness
glaiks
glair
glaire
glaired
glaireous
glaires
glairier
glairest
glairin
glairiness
glairing
glairs
glairy
glaister
glaistig
glaive
glaived
glaives
glaizie
glaked
glaky
glali
glam
glamberry
glamor
glamorization
glamorizations
glamorize
glanduliferous

glanduliform

glanduligerous

glandulose

glandulosity

glandulous

glandulousness

glanis

glans

glar

glare

glared

glareless

glareole

glareous

glareproof

glares

glareworm

glarier

glariest

glarily

glariness

glaring

glaringly

glaringness

glarry

glary

glarer

glarier

glasserite

glasgow

glashan

glass

glassblower

glassblowers

glassblowing

glassed

glassen

glasser

glasses

glasseye

glassfish

glassful

glassfuls

glasshouse

glasshouses

glassie

glassier

glassies

glassiest
glassily
glassin
glassine
glassines
glassiness
glassing
glassite
glassless
glasslike
glasslikeness
glassmaker
glassmaking
glassman
glassmen
glassophone
glassrope
glasssteel
glassware
glassweed
glasswork
glassworker
glassworkers
glassworking
glassworks
glassworm
glasswort
glassy
glastonbury
glauber
glauberite
glaucescence
glaucic
glaucin
glaucine
glaucochroite
glaucodot
glaucodote
glaucolite
glaucoma
glaucomas
glaucomatous
glauciferous
glaucnite
glaucnitic
glaucnitzation
glaucophane
glaucophane
glidder
glidderly
glide
glide
glideme
gliderness
glider
gliderport
gliders
glides
glidewort
gliding
glidingly
gliff
gliffing
gliffs
gliffy
glike
glim
glim
glimed
glimes
gliming
glimmer
glimmered
glimmering
glimmeringly
glimmerings
glimmerite
glimmerous
glimmers
glimmery
glimpse
glimpsed
glimpser
glimpsers
glimpses
glimpsing
glims
glink
glince
glint
glinted
glinting
glints
gliocyte
glioma
gliomas
gloating
gloatingly
gloats
glob
global
globalism
globalist
globalists
globality
globalization
globalize
globalized
globalizing
globally
globate
globated
globe
globe's
globed
globefish
globefishes
globeflower
globeholder
globelet
globelike
globes
globetrotter
globetrotters
globetrotting
globical
globiferous
globigerina
globigerinae
globigerinas
globigerine
globin
globing
globins
globoid
globoids
globose
globoscely
globoseness
globosite
globosities
globosity
globospherite
globous
gloggs
glom
glome
glomeli
glomera
glomerate
glomeration
glomeroporphyrhetic
glomerular
glomerulate
glomerule
glomeruli
glomerulitis
glomerulonephritic
glomerulose
glomerulus
glomi
glommed
glomming
glommox
gloms
glomus
glonoin
glonoine
glood
gloom
gloomed
gloomful
gloomfully
gloomier
gloomiest
gloomily
gloominess
glooming
gloomingly
gloomings
gloomless
glooms
gloomth
gloomy
glop
glopnen
gloppen
glippy
glops
glor
glore
gloria
gloriam
glorias
gloriation
gloried
glories
gloriette
glorifiable
glorification
glorifications
glorified
glorifier
glorifiers
glorifies
glorify
glorifying
gloriole
glorioles
gloriosity
glorioso
glorious
gloriously
gloriousness
glory
gloryful
glorying
gloryingly
gloryless
glos
gloss
glossa
glossae
glossagra
glossal
glossalgia
glossalgy
glossanthrax
glossarial
glossarily
glossarian
glossaries
glossarist
glossarize
glossary
glossary's
glossas
glossate
glossator
glossatorial
glossectomies
glossectomy
glossed
glossem
glossematic
glossematics
glosseme
glossemes
glossemic
glosser
glossers
glosses
glossic
glossier
glossies
glossiest
glossily
glossina
glossinas
glossiness
glossing
glossingly
glossist
glossitic
glossitis
glossless
glossmeter
glossocarcinoma
glsooccele
glossocoma
glossocomium
glossocomon
glossodynamometer
glossodynia
glossoepiglottic
glossoepiglottidean
glossograph
glossographer
glossographical
glossography
glossohyal
glossoid
glossokinesthetic
glossolabial
glossolabiolaryngeal
glossolabiofaryngeal
glossolalia
glossolalist
glucosaemia
glucosamine
glucosan
glucosane
glucosazone
glucose
glucosemia
glucoses
glucosic
glucosid
glucosidal
glucosidase
glucoside
glucosidic
glucosidically
glucosin
glucosine
glucosone
glucosulfone
glucosuria
glucosuric
glucuronic
glucuronidase
glucuronide
glue
glued
glueing
gluelike
gluelikeness
gluemaker
gluemaking
glueman
gluapot
gluer
gluers
glues
gluey
glueyness
lug
luglug
luhwein
luier
luiest
luily
luiness
luing
luish
luishness
glutelin
glutelins
gluten
glutelin

glutenous

glutens

gluteofemoral

gluceinguinal

gluceoperineal

glutetei

glutethimide

gluteus

glutimate

glutin

glutinant

glutinate

glutination

glutinative

glutinize

glutinose

glutinosity

glutinous

glutinously

glutinousness

glutition

glutoid

glutose

gluts

gluted

gluttei

glutter

gluttery

glutting

gluttingly

glutton

gluttoness

gluttonies

gluttonise

gluttonised

gluttonish

gluttonising

gluttonism

gluttonize

gluttonized

gluttonizing

gluttonous

gluttonously

gluttonousness
gluttons
gluttony
glyc
glycaemia
glycaemic
glycan
glycans
glycemia
glycemic
glyceral
glyceraldehyde
glycerate
glyceric
glyceride
glyceridic
glycerin
glycerinate
glycerinated
glycerinating
glycerination
glycerine
glycerinize
glycerins
glycerite
glycerize
glycerizin
glycerizine
glycerogel
glycerogelatin
glycerol
glycerolate
glycerole
glycerolize
glycerols
glycerolyses
glycerolysis
glycerophosphate
glycerophosphoric
glycerose
glyceroxide
glyceryl
glyceryls
glycic
glycid
glycide
glycidic
glycidol
glycin
glycine
glycines
glycinin
glycins
glycocholate
glycocholic
glycocin
glycocoll
glycogelatin
glycogen
glycogenase
glycogenesis
glycogenic

glycogenetic

glycogenicize

glycogenolysis

glycogenolytic

glycogenesis

glycogenous

glycogens

glycogeny

glycohaemia

glycohemia

glycol

glycolaldehyde

glycolate

glycolic

glycolide

glycolipid

glycolipide

glycolipin

glycolipine

glycollate

glycollic

glycollide

glycols

glycoluric

glycoluril

glycolyl

glycolylurea

glycolysis

glycolytic

glycolytically

glyconean

glyconeogenesis

glyconeogenetic

glyconic

glyconics
glyconin
glycopeptide
glycopexia
glycopexis
glycoproteid
glycoprotein
glycosaemia
glycose
glycosemea
glycosidase
glycoside
glycosides
glycosidic
glycosidically
glycosin
glycosine
glycosuria
glycosuric
glycosyl
glycosyls
glycuresis
glycuronic
glycuronid
glycuronide
glycyl
glycyls
glycophyllin
glycyrize
glycyrrhizin
glykopectic
glykopexic
glyn
glyoxal
glyoxalase
glyoxalic
glyoxalin
glyoxaline
glyoxilin
glyoxim
glyoxime
glyoxyxl
glyoxylic
glyph
glyphic
glyphograph
glyphographer
glyphographic
glyphography
gnatcatcher
gnateater
gnatflower
gnathal
gnathalgia
gnathic
gnathidium
gnathion
gnathions
gnathism
gnathite
gnathites
gnathitis
gnatho
gnathobase
gnathobasic
gnathometer
gnathonic
gnathonical
gnathonically
gnathonism
gnathonize
gnathophorous
gnathoplasty
gnathopod
gnathopodite
gnathopodous
gnathostegite
gnathostomatous
gnathostome
gnathostomous
gnathotheca
gnatlike
gnatling
gnatoo
gnatproof
gnats
gnatsnap
gnatsnapper
gnatter
gnattier
gnattiest
gnatty
gnatworm
gnaw
gnawable
gnawed
gnawer
gnosis
gnostic
gnostical
gnostically
gnosticism
gnosticity
gnosticize
gnosticizer
gnostology
gnotobiologies
gnotobiology
gnotobiosis
gnotobiote
gnotobiotic
gnotobiologically
gnotobiotics
gnow
gns
gnu
gnus
go
goa
goad
goaded
goading
goalike
goads
goadsman
goadster
goaf
goal
goal's
goalage
goaled
goalee
goaler
goalers
goalie
goalies
goaling
goalkeeper
goalkeepers
goalkeeping
goalless
goalmouth
goalpost
goalposts
goals
goaltender
goaltenders
goaltending
goanna
goar
goas
goat
goat's
goatbeard
goatbrush
goatbush
goatee
goatee's
goateed
goatees
goatfish
goatfishes
goatherd
goatherdess
goatherdess
goatherds
goatish
goatishly
goatishness
goatland
goatlike
goatling
goatly
goatpox
goatroot
goats
goatsbane
goatsbeard
goatsfoot
goatskin
goatskins
goatstone
goatsucker
goatweed
goaty
goave
goaves
gob
goback
goban
gobang
gobangs
gobans
gobbe
godheads
godhood
godhoods
godiva
godkin
godless
godlessly
godlessness
godlet
godlier
godliest
godlike
godlikeness
godlily
godliness
godling
godlings
godly
godmaker
godmaking
godmamma
godmother
godmother's
godmotherhood
godmothers
godmothership
godown
godowns
godpapa
godparent
godparents
godroon
godroons
gods
godsend
godsends
godsent
godship
godships
godsib
godson
godsons
godsonship
godspeed
godward
godwit
godwits
goebbels
goeduck
goel
goelism
goen
goer
goers
goes
goethe
goethian
goethite
goethites
goetia
goetic
goetical
goety
gofer
gofers
goff
goffer
goffered
gofferer
goffering
goffers

gog
gogging
gogga

goggan
goggle

gogglebox

goggled

goggler
goggles

gogglers

gogglier

gogglies

good

gogmagog

gogo

gogos

go

goabada

godel

godelic

going
goldenknop
goldenlocks
goldenly
goldenmouthed
goldenness
goldenpert
goldenrod
goldenrods
goldenseal
goldentop
goldenwing
golder
goldest
goldeye
goldeyes
goldfield
goldfielder
goldfields
goldfinch
goldfinches
goldfinnies
goldfinny
goldfish
goldfishes
goldflower
goldhammer
goldhead
goldie
goldilocks
goldin
golding
goldish
goldless
goldlike
goldminer
goldmist
goldney
golds
goldseed
goldsinny
goldsmit
ngoldsmith
goldsmithery
goldsmithing
goldsmithry
goldsmiths
goldspink
goldstone
goldtail
gollywobbler
gollywog
goloch
goloe
goloka
golosh
goloshes
golp
golpe
golundauze
goluptious
gomari
gomarist
gomart
gomasha
gomasta
gomavel
gombay
gombeen
gombeenism
gombo
gombos
gombroon
gombroons
gome
gom
gomeral
gomerals
gomerec
gomerel
gomerels
gomeril
gomerils
gomlah
gommelin
gommier
gomorrah
gomorrean
gomphiasis
gomphodont
gomphoses
gomphosis
gomukhi
gomuti
gomutis
gon
gonad
gonadal
gonadectomies
gonadectomized
gonadectomizing
gonadectomy
gonadal
gonadic
gonadotope
gonadotrophic
gonadotrophin
gonadotropic
gonadotropin
gonads
gonaduct
gonagia
gonagra
gonake
gonakie
gonal
gonalgia
gonangia
gonangial
gonangium
gonangiums
gonapod
gonapophysal
gonapophysial
gonapophysis
gonarthritis
goncalo
gond
gondang
gondi
gondite
gondola
gondolas
gondolet
gondoletta
gondolier
gondoliere
gondoliers
gone
goneness
gonenesses
goneoclinic
goneopoiesis
goneopoietic
goner
goners
gonesome
goney
gonfalcon
gonfalon
gonfalonier
gonfalonierate
gonfaloniership
gonfalons
gonfanon
gonfanons
gong
gong’s
gonged
gonging
gonglike
gongman
gongorism
gongoristic
gongs
gonia
gonia
gonial
goniale
goniatile
goniatitic
goniatitid
goniatitoid
gonid
gонидангийум
gonidia
gonidial
gonidic
gonidiferous
gonidiogenous
gonidioid
gonidiophore
gonidiose
gonidiospore
gonidium
gonif
gonifs
gonimic
goninium
gonimoblast
gonimolobe
gonimus
goninidia
goniocraniometry
goniometer
goniometric
goniometrical
goniometrically
goniometry
gonion
gonionia
goniostat
goniotheca
goniotropic
gonit
gonius
goniums
goniunia
gonk
gonna
gonnardite
gonne
gonoblast
gonoblastic
gonoblastidial
gonoblastidium
gonocalycine
gonocalyx
gonoche
gonochorismal
gonochorismus
gonochorismic
gonococcal
gonococci
gonococcie
gonococcoci
gonococcoid
gonococcus
gonocoel
gonocoele
gonocyte
gonocytes
gonoe
gnof
gonofs
gonogenesi
gonomere
gonomery
gonoph
gonophore
gonophoric
gonophorous
gonophs
gonoplasm
gonopod
gonopodia
gonopodial
gonopodium
gonopodpodia
gonopoietic
gonopore
gonopores
gonorrhea
gonorrhreal
gonorrhiec
gonorrhoea
gonorrhoeal
gonorrhoeic
gonosomal
gonosome
gonosphere
gonostyle
gonotheca
gonothecae
gonothecal
gonotocont
gonotokont
gonotome
gonotyl
gonotype
gonozooid
gony
gonyalgia
gonyaulax
gonycampsis
gonydeal
gonydial
gonyocele
gonyoncus
gony
gonystylaceous
gonytheca
gonzalo
gonzo
googoober
goobers
good
goodby
goosing
goosish
goosishly
goosishness
goosy
gootee
goosle
goopak
gooper
gopher
gopherberries
gopherberry
gopherman
gopherroot
gophers
gopherwood
gopura
gor
gora
goracco
goral
goralog
gorals
goran
gorb
gorbal
gorbellied
gorbellies
gorbelly
gorbet
gorbit
gorble
gorblimey
gorblimy
gorblin
gorce
gorcock
gorcocks
gorcrow
gordiacean
gordaceous
gordian
gordiid
gordioid
gordolobo
gordunite
gore
gorebill
gored
gourdhead
gourdiness
gourding
gourdlike
gourds
gourdworm
gourdy
gourmand
gourmander
gourmanderie
gourmandise
gourmandism
gourmandize
gourmandizer
gourmands
gourmet
gourmetism
gourmets
gournard
gourounut
gourney
goustie
goustrous
gousty
gout
gouter
goutier
goutiest
goutify
goutil

goutiness
goutish
gouts
goutte
goutweed
goutwort
gouty
gouvernante
gouvernantes

gov
gove
govern
governability
governable
governableness
governably
governail
governance
governante
governed
governeress
governess
governessdom
governesses
governesshood
governessy
governing
governingly
governless
government
government's
governmental
governmentalism
governmentalist
governmentalize
governmentally
governmentish
governments
governor
governor's
governorate
governors
governorship
governorships
govens
govt
gowan
gowaned
gowans
gowany
gowd
gowdie
gowdnie
gowdnook
gowds
gowdy
gowf
gowfer
gowiddie
gowk
gowked
gowkedly
gowkedness
gowkit
gowks
gowl
gowlan
gowland
gown
gowned
gowning
gownlet
gowns
gownsman
gownsman
gownpen
gowpin
go
goxes
goy
goyazite
goyim
goyin
goyish
goyle
goy
goys
gozell
gozi
gozzan
gozzard
gp
gpad
gpcd
gpd
gph
gpm
gps
gpss
gr
gra
graafian
graal
graals
grab
grabbable
grabbled
grabber
grabber's
grabbers
grabbier
grabbie
grabbings
grabble
graduand
graduands
graduate
graduated
graduates
graduateship
graduatical
graduating
graduation
graduations
graduator
graduators
gradus
graduses
graeae
graecian
graecism
graecize
graecized
graecizes
graecizing
graecomania
graecophil
graf
graff
graffage
graffer
graffiti
graffito
grafship
graft
graftage
graftages
graftdom
grafted
grafter
grafters
grafting
graftonite
graftproof
grafts
grager
gragers
graham
graham's
grahamism
grahamite
grahams
grail
grailer
grailing
graille
grails
grain
grainage
graine
gained
gainedness
gainer
gainering
gainers
gainery
grainfield
grainier
grainiest
graininess
gaining
grainland
grainless
grainman
gains
gain
gainsick
gainsickness
gainsman
gainsmen
gainways
grainy
grai
grais
graith
graithly
graale
grallatorial
grallatory
grallic
gralline
gralloch
gram
grama
gramaphone
gramaries
gramary
gramar
gramarye
gramaryes
gramas
gramash
grandly
grandma
grandmama
grandmamma
grandmammy
grandmas
grandmaster
grandmaternal
grandmother
grandmother's
grandmotherhood
grandmotherism
grandmotherliness
grandmotherly
grandmothers
grandnephew
grandnephews
grandness
grandniece
grandnieces
grando
grandpa
grandpap
grandpapa
grandpappy
grandparent
grandparentage
grandparental
grandparenthood
grandparents
grandpas
grandpaternal
grandrelle
grands
grandsir
grandsire
grandsirs
grandson
grandson's
grandsons
grandsonship
grandstand
grandstanded
grandstander
grandstanding
grandstands
grandtotal
granduncle
grannies
grannom
granny
grannybush
grannyknot
gano
granoblastic
granodiorite
granodioritic
granogabbro
granola
granolite
granolith
granolithic
granomerite
granophyre
granophyric
granose
granospherite
grant
grantable
granted
grantedly
grantee
grantees
grantor
grantors
grants
grantsman
grantmanship
grantsmen
granula
granular
granularity
granularly
granulary
granulate
granulated
granulater
granulates
granulating
granulation
granulations
granulative
granulator
granulators
granule
granules
granulet
granuliferous
granuliform
granulite
granulitic
granulitis
granulitization
granulitize
granulization
granulize
granuloadipose
granuloblast
granuloblastic
granulocyte
granulocytic
granulocytopoiesis
granuloma
granulomas
granulomata
granulomatosis
granulomatous
granulometric
granulosa
granulose
granulosis
granulous
granum
granza
granzita
grape
grape's
graped
grapeflower
grapefruit
grapefruits
grapeful
grapeless
grapelet
grapelike
grapeline
grapenuts
graperies
graperoott
grapery
graphologist
graphologists
graphology
graphomania
graphomaniac
graphomaniacal
graphometer
graphometric
graphometrical
graphometrist
graphometry
graphomotor
graphonomy
graphophobia
graphophone
graphophonic
graphorrhea
graphoscope
graphospasm
graphostatic
graphostatical
graphostatics
graphotype
graphotypic
graphs
graphy
grapier
grapiest
graping
graplin
grapline
 graplines
graplins
grapnel
grapnels
grappa
grappas
grapple
grappled
grapplement
grappler
grapplers
grapples
grappling
grapsoid
graptolite
graptolitic
graptomancy
greatish
greatly
greatmouthed
greatness
greats
greave
greaved
greaves
grebe
grebes
grecale
greece
grecian
grecianize
grecians
grecing
grecism
grecize
grecized
grecizes
grecizing
greco
grecoeu
grecque
gree
greece
greed
greedier
greediest
greedily
grediness
greedless
greeds
greedsome
greedy
greedygut
greedyguts
greegree
greegrees
greeing
greek
greek's
greekish
greekize
greekling
greeks
green
greenable
greening
greenings
greenish
greenishness
greenkeeper
greenkeeping
greenland
greenlandite
greenleaf
greenleek
greenless
greenlet
greenlets
greenling
greenly
greenness
greenockite
greenovite
greenroom
greenrooms
greens
greensand
greensauce
greenshank
greensick
greensickness
greenside
greenskeeper
greenslade
greenstick
greenstone
greenstuff
greensward
greenswarded
greentail
greenth
greenth

greenthumbed
greenuk
greenware
greenwax
greenweed
greenwich
greenwing
greenwithe
greenwood
greenwoods
greenwort
greeny
greenyard
grees
greesagh
greese
greeshoch
greet
greeted
greeter
greeters
greeting
greetingless
greetingly
greetings
greets
greeve
greffe
greffier
greffotome
gregal
gregale
gregaloid
gregarian
gregarianism
gregarine
gregarinian
gregarinidal
gregariform
gregarinosis
gregarinous
gregariously
gregariousness
gregaritic
gregatim
gregau
grege
greggle
greggriffin
grego
gregor
gregorian
gregorianist
gregory
gregos
greige
greiges
greillade
grillwork
grilly
grilse
grilses
grim
grimace
grimaced
grimacer
grimacers
grimaces
grimacier
grimacing
grimacingly
grimalkin
grime
grimed
grimes
grimful
grimgriber
grimier
grimiest
grimily
grimines
griminess
griming
grimliness
grimly
grim
grimme
grimmer
grimnest
grimmiaceous
grimmish
grimness
griminesses
grimoire
grimp
grimsir
grimsire
grimy
grin
grinagog
grinch
grincome
grind
grindable
grindal
grinded
grindelia
grinder
grinderies
grinderman
grinders
grindery
grinding
grindingly
grindings
grindle
grinds
grindstone
grindstone's
grindstones
gringo
gringole
gringolee
gringophobia
gringos
grinned
grinner
grinners
grinnie
grinning
grinningly
grinny
grins
grint
grinter
grintern
griot
giots
giotte
grip
gripe
giped
gipeful
giper
gipers
gipes
gipey
gripgrass
griph
griphe
griphite
griphus
gripiert
gripiest
griliness
grisy
grison
grisons
grisounite
grisoutine
grisping
grissen
grissens
grisset
grisson
grist
gristbite
grist
gristle
gristles
gristlier
gristliest
gristliness
gristy
gristly
gristmill
grismiller
gristmillling
grists
gristy
grit
grit's
grith
grithbreach
grithman
griths
gritless
gritrock
grits
gritstone
gritted
gritten
gritter
grittle
grittier
grittiest
grittily
grittiness
gritting
grittle
gritty
grivation
grivet
groomsmen
groomy
groop
grooper
goose
groot
grooty
groove
grooved
grooveless
groovelike
groover
grooverhead
groovers
grooves
groovier
grooviest
grooviness
grooving
groovy
grow
grope
groped
groper
gropers
gropes
groping
gropingly
gropple
grooilite
grorudite
gros
grosbeak
grosbeaks
groschen
groser
groset
grosgain
grosgained
grosgrains
gross
grossart
grosse
grossed
grossen
grosser
grossers
grosses
grouchiness
grouch
groundable
groundably
groundage
groundbreaker
ground
grounded
groundedly
groundedness
grounden
groundenell
grouder
gounders
groundflower
groundhog
grounding
groundkeeper
groundless
groundlessly
groundlessness
groundline
groundliness
groundling
groundlings
groundly
groundman
groundmass
groundneedle
groundnut
groundout
groundplot
grounds
groundsel
groundsheets
groundsill
groundskeep
groundskeeping
groundsman
groundspeed
groundswell
groundswells
groundwall
groundward
groundwards
groundwater
groundwave
groundway
groundwood
groundwork
groundy
group
groupable
groupage
groupageness
grouped
 grouper
 groupers
 groupie
 groupies
 grouping
 groupings
 groupist
 grouplet
 groupment
 groupoid
 groupoids
 groups
 groupthink
 groupwise
 grouse
grouseberry
groused
 grouseless
 grouselike
grouser
 groupers
 grouses
 grouseward
 grousewards
 grousing
 grousy
 grout
 grouted
 grouter
 grouters
 grouthead
 groutier
 groutiest
grubworms
grucche
grudge
grudge's
grudged
grudgeful
grudgefully
grudgefulness
grudgekin
grudgelss
grudgeons
grudger
grudgers
grudgery
grudges
grudging
grudgingly
grudgingness
grudgment
grue
gruel
grueled
grueler
gruelers
grueling
gruelingly
gruelings
gruelled
grueller
gruellers
gruelling
gruellings
gruelly
gruels
gruesome
gruesomely
gruesomeness
gruesomer
gruesomest
gruf
gruff
gruffed
gruffer
gruffest
gruffier
gruffiest
gruffily
gruffiness
grumpiness
grumping
grumpish
grumpishness
grumps
grumpy
gran
grunch
grundel
grundsil
grundy
grunerite
gruneritization
grunger
grungiest
grungy
grunion
grunions
grunswel
grunt
grunted
grunter
grunters
grunting
gruntingly
grumble
gruntled
gruntles
gruntling
grunts
grunzie
gruppetto
gruppo
grush
grushie
gruss
grutch
grutched
grutches
grutching
grutten
gruyere
gruys
grx
gry
gryde
grylle
grylli
guardfish
guardful
guardfully
guardhouse
guardhouses
guardian
guardian’s
guardiancy
guardianess
guardianless
guardianly
guardians
guardianship
guardianships
guarding
guardingly
guardless
guardlike
guardo
guardrail
guardrails
guardroom
guards
guardship
guardsman
guardsmen
guardstone
 guariba
guarico
 guarinite
 guarish
 guarneri
 guarnerius
 guarri
 guars
 guary
 guasa
 guatambu
 guatemala
 guatemalan
 guatemalans
 guatibero
 guativerere
 guava
 guavaberry
 guavas
 guavina
 guaxima
guayaba
guayabera
guayaber as
guayabi
guayabo
guayac an
guayule
guayules
guaza
guazuti
guazzo
gubat
gubbertush
gubb in
gubbings
gubbins
gubbo
guberla
gubernacula
gubernacular
gubernaculum
gubernance
gubernation
gubernative
gubernator
gubernatorial
gubernatrix
gubernia
guberniya
guck
gucked
gucki
gucks
gud
gudame
gudde
gudd le
guddled
guddler
guddling
gude
gudebrother
gudefather
gudemother
gudes
gudesake
gudesakes
gud esake
gud es are
guerrillaism
guerrillas
guerrillaship
guess
guessable
guessed
gesser
guessers
guesses
guessing
guessingly
guessive
guesstimate
guesstimated
guesstimates
guesstimating
guesswork
guessworker
guest
guest's
guestchamber
guested
guesten
guester
guesthouse
guesthouses
guestimate
guestimated
guestimating
guesting
guestive
guestless
guestling
guestmaster
guests
guestship
guestwise
guetre
gufa
guff
guffaw
guffawed
guffawing
guffaws
guffer
guffin
guffs
guffy
gufought
gugal
guggle
guggled
guggles
gugglet
guggling
guglet
guglets
guglia
guglio
gugu
guhr
guiac
guiana
guib
guiba
guichet
guid
guidable
guidage
guidance
guidances
guide
guideboard
guidebook
guidebook's
guidebookish
guidebooks
guidebooky
guidecraft
guided
guideless
guideline
guideline's
guidelines
guidepost
guideposts
guider
guideress
guiders
guidership
guides
guideship
guideway
guiding
guidingly
guidman
gullah
gulled
guller
gulleries
gallery
gullet
gulleting
gullets
gulley
gulleys
gullibility
gullible
gullibly
gullied
gullies
gulling
gullion
gullish
gullishly
gullishness
gulliver
gulllike
gulls
gully
gully's
gullygut
gullyhole
gulying
gulmohar
gulo
gulonic
gulose
gulosities
gulosity
gulp
gulped
gulper
gulpers
gulph
gulpier
gulpiest
gulpin
gulping
gulpingly
gulps
gulpy
gulravage
guls
gulsach
gult
guly
gum
gum's
gumbo
gumboil
gumboils
gumbolike
gumboots
gumbos
gumbotil
gumbotils
gunby
gunchewer
gumdigger
gumdigging
gumdrop
gumdrops
gumfield
gumflower
gumhar
gumi
gumihan
gumlah
gumless
gumlike
gumlikeness
gumly
gumma
gummage
gummaker
gummaking
gummas
gummata
gummatus
gummed
gummer
gummers
gummic
gummier
gummierest
gumniferous
gumniness
gumming
gummite
gummites
gummose
gummoses
gummosis
gummiosity
gummous
gummy
gump
gumpedone
gumphion
gumption
gumptionless
gumptions
gumptious
gumpus
gums
gumshield
gumshoe
gumshoed
gumshoing
gumshoes
gumshoing
gumtree
gumtrees
gumweed
gumweeds
gumwood
gumwoods
gun
gun's
guna
gunarchy
gunate
gunate
gunating
gunation
gunbarrel
gunbearer
gunboat
gunboats
gunbright
gunbuilder
guncotton
gunda
gundalow
gundeck
gundelet
gundelow
gundi
gundie
gunsmithery
gunsmithing
gunsmiths
gunster
gunstick
gunstock
gunstocker
gunstocking
gunstocks
gunstone
gunter
gunther
guntub
gunung
gunwale
gunwales
gunwhale
gunyah
gunyang
gunyeh
gup
guppies
guppy
guptavidya
gur
gurdish
gurdle
gurdwara
gurdy
gurge
gurged
gurgeon
gurgeons
gurges
gurging
gurgitation
gurgle
gurgled
gurgles
gurglet
gurglets
gurgling
gurglingly
gurgly
gurgoyl
gurgoyle
gurgulation
gurgulio
guywire
guz
guze
guzerat
guzmania
guzzle
guzzled
guzzledom
guzzler
guzzlers
guzzles
guzzling
gv
gwag
gwantus
gweduc
gweduck
gweduks
gweducs
gweed
gweon
gwely
gwerziou
gwine
gwiniad
gwyniad
gyal
gyascutus
gyassa
gybe
gybed
gybes
gybings
gye
gyle
gym
gymel
gymkhana
gymkhanas
gymmal
gymnanthous
gymnasia
gymnasial
gymnasiarch
gymnasiarchy
gymnasiast
gymnastic
gymnasiemia
gymnostomous
gymnotid
gymnotokous
gymnotus
gymnure
gymnurine
gympie
gyms
gymsia
gymslip
gyn
gynaecaea
gynaeceous
gynaecia
gynaecian
gynaecic
gynaecium
gynaecocoenic
gynaecocracies
gynaecocracy
gynaecocrat
gynaecocratic
gynaecoid
gynaecol
gynaecologic
gynaecological
gynaecologist
gynaecology
gynaecomastia
gynaecomasty
gynaecomorphous
gynaconitis
gynaecocracy
gynaeeolater
gynaeeolatry
gynander
gynandrarchic
gynandrarchy
gynandria
gynandrian
gynandries
gynandrisn

gynandroid
gynandromorph
gynandromorphic
gynandromorphism
gynandromorphous
gynandromorphy
gynandrophone
gynandrosporous
gynandrous
gynandry
gynantheros
gynarchic
gynarchies
gynarchy
gyne
gyneccia
gynecia
gynecic
gynecigynecidal
gynecidal
gynecide
gynecium
gynecocentric
gynecocracies
gynecocracy
gynecocrat
gynecocratic
gynecocratical
gynecoid
gynecol
gynecolatry
gynecologic
gynecological
gynecologies
gynecologist
gynecologists
gynecology
gynecomania
gynecomaniac
gynecomaniacal
gynecomastia
gynecomastism
gynecomasty
gynecomazia
gynecomorphous
gyneconitis
gynecopathic
gynecopathy
gynecophore
gynecophoric
gynecophorous
gynecotelic
gynecratic
gyneocracy
gyneolatry
gynephobia
gynethusia
gynotype
gyniatrics
gyniatries
gyniatry
gynic
gynics
gyniolatry
gynobase
gynobaseous
gynobasic
gynocardia
gynocardic
gynocracy
gynocratic
gynodioecious
gynodioeciously
gynodioecism
gynoeia
gynoeicum
gynoeiciumcia
gynogenesis
gynogenetic
gynomonecious
gynomonoecious
gynomonoeciously
gynomonoecism
gynopara
gynophagite
gynophore
gynophoric
gynosporangium
gynospoore
gynostegia
gynostegigia
gynostegium
gynostemia
gynostemium
gynostemiumia
gyokuro
gyp
gype
gyper
gypped
gypper
gyppers
gyppery
gyping
gyps
gypsein
gypseous
gypseed
gypsies
gypsiferous
gypsite
gypsography
gypsologist
gysite
gypsography
gypsologist
gysology
gypsophila
gysophilous
gysophilous
gysophily
gysoplast
gysous
gypter
gypsum
gysumed
gysuming
gypsoms
gypsy
gypsy's
gysydom
gysydoms
gysyesque
gysyfy
gysyhead
gysyhood
gysying
gysyish
gysyism
gysysisms
gysylke
gysyry
gysyweed
gysywse
gysywsort
gyr
gyral
gyrally
gyrant
gyrate
gyrated
gyrates
gyrating
gyration
gyrational
gyrations
gyrator
gyrators
gyratory
gyre
gyrectomies
gyrectomy
gyred
gyrencephalate
gyrencephalic
gyrencephalous
gyrene
gyrenes
gyres
gyrfalcon
gyrfalcons
gyri
gyric
gyring
gyrinid
gyro
gyrocar
gyroceracone
gyroceran
gyrochrome
gyrocompass
gyrocompasses
gyrodyne
gyrofrequencies
gyrofrequency
gyrogonite
gyrograph
gyrohorizon
gyroidal
gyroidally
gyrolite
gyrolith
gyroma
gyromagnetic
gyromancy
gyromele
gyrometer
gyon
gyronny
gyrons
gyrophoric
gyropigeon
gyropilot
gyroplane
gyros
gyroscope
gyroscope's
gyroscopes
gyroscopic
gyroscopically
gyroscopics
gyrose
gyrostabilized
gyrostabilizer
gyrostat
gyrostatic
gyrostatically
gyrostatics
gyrostats
gyrosyn
gyrous
gyrovagi
gyrovague
gyrovagues
gyrowheel
gyrus
gyse
gyte
gytling
gytrash
gyttja
gyve
gyved
gyves
gyving
h
h'm
h's
ha
ha'
ha'nt
ha'p'orth
ha'pennies
ha'penny
haab
haaf
haafs
haak
haar
habitability
habitable
habitableness
habitably
habitacle
habitacle
habitually
habitan
habitance
habitancies
habitancy
habitans
habitant
habitants
habitat
habitat's
habitatal
habitate
habitatio
habitation
habitation's
habitational
habitations
habitative
habitator
habitats
habited
habiting
habits
habitual
habituality
habitualize
habitually
habitualness
habituate
habituated
habituates
habituating
habitation
habitation's
habitations
habitude
habitudes
habitudinal
habitue
habitures
habiture
habitus
hable
habnab
haboob
haboub
habronemiasis
habronemic
habrowne
habsburg
habu
habub
habuka
habus
habutae
habutai
habutaye
haccucal
hacek
haceks
hacendado
hache
hachis
hachment
hacht
hachure
hachured
hachures
hachuring
hacienda
haciendado
haciendas
hack
hackamatak
hackamore
hackbarrow
hackberries
hackberry
hackbolt
hackbush
hackbut
hackbuteer
hackbuts
hackbutter
hackdriver
hacked
hackee
hackeem
hackees
hacker
hackeries
haem
haemachrome
haemacytometer
haemad
haemagglutinate
haemagglutinated
haemagglutinating
haemagglutination
haemagglutinative
haemagglutinin
haemagogue
haemal
haemangioma
haemangiomas
haemangiomata
haemangiomatosis
haemapophysis
haemaspectroscope
haematal
haematein
haematemesis
haematherm
haemathermal
haemathermous
haematic
haematics
haematid
haematin
haematinic
haematinin
haematins
haematinum
haematite
haematitic
haematoblast
haematobranchiate
haematocoele
haematocrit
haematocryal
haematocyst
haematocystis
haematocyte
haematogenesis
haematogenous
haematoid
haematoidin
haematoin
haematologic
hairbrush
hairbrushes
haircap
haircaps
haircloth
haircloths
haircut
haircut's
haircuts
haircutter
haircutting
hairdo
hairdodos
hairdos
hairdress
hairdresser
hairdressers
hairdressing
hairdryer
hairdryer's
hairdryers
haire
haired
hairen
hairgrass
hairgrip
hairhoof
hairhound
hairier
hairiest
hairif
hairiness
hairlace
hairless
hairlessness
hairlet
hairlike
hairline
hairlines
hairlock
hairlocks
hairmeal
hairmoneering
hairmonger
hairnet
hairof
hairpiece
hairpieces
hairpin
hairpins
hairs
hairsbreadth
hairsbreadths
hairse
hairsplitter
hairsplitters
hairsplitting
hairspray
hairsprays
hairspring
hairsprings
hainst
hairstane
hairstone
hainstreak
hairstyle
hairstyles
hainstyling
hainstylist
hairstylists
hairtail
hairup
hairweave
hairweaver
hairweavers
hairweaving
hairweed
hairwood
hainwork
hainworks
hainworm
hainworms
hainry
hainrychested
haint
hainti
haitian
haitians
haitisai
haiver
hain
hainje
hainjes
hainji
hainjib
hainjilij
halliards
halliblash
hallicet
hallidome
hallier
halling
hallion
hallman
hallmark
hallmark's
hallmarked
hallmarker
hallmarking
hallmarks
hallmoot
hallmote
hallo
halloa
halloaed
halloaing
halloas
hallock
halloed
halloes
halloing
halloo
halloed
hallooing
halloos
hallopodous
hallos
hallot
halloth
hallow
hallowd
hallowed
hallowedly
hallowedness
halloween
halloweens
hallower
hallowers
hallowing
hallowmas
hallows
halloysite
hallroom
halls
halogeton
halohydrin
haloid
haloids
haloing
halolike
halolimnic
halomancy
halometer
halomorphic
halomorphism
haloperidol
halophile
halophilic
halophilism
halophilous
halophyte
halophytic
halophytism
haloragidaceous
halos
haloscope
halosere
halothane
halotrichite
haloxene
haloxylin
halp
halpace
halper
hals
halse
halsen
halser
halsfang
halt
halte
halted
halter
halterbreak
haltere
haltered
halteres
haltering
halterlike
halterproof
halters
halting
haltingly
haltingness
haltless
halts
halucket
halukkah
halurgist
halurgy
halutz
halutzim
halva
halvah
halvahs
halvaner
halvans
halvas
halve
halved
halvelings
halver
halvers
halves
halving
halwe
halyard
halyards
ham
ham's
hamacritic
hamada
hamadryad
hamadryades
hamadryads
hamadryas
hamai
hamald
hamals
hamamelidaceous
hamamelidin
hamamelin
haman
hamantasch
hamantaschen
hamantash
hamantashen
hamartia
hamartias
hamartiologist
hamartiology
hamartite
hamartophobia
hamata
hamate
hamated
hamates
hamatum
hamaul
hamauls
hamber
hambergite
hamble
hambone
hambro
hambroline
hamburg
hamburger
hamburger's
hamburgers
hamburgs
hamdmaid
hame
hameil
hamel
hamelt
hames
hamesoken
hamesucken
hametugs
hametz
hamewith
hamfare
hamfat
hamfatter
hamhung
hami
hamiform
hamilt
hamilton
hamiltonian
hamiltonianism
hamingja
haminoea
hamirostrate
hamite
hamitic
hamlah
hamminess
hamming
hammochrysos
hammock
hammock's
hammocklike
hammocks
hammy
hamose
hamotzi
hamous
hamper
hampered
hamperedly
hamperedness
hamperer
hamperers
hampering
hamperman
hampers
hampshire
hampshireman
hampshiremen
hampshireite
hampshireites
hamrongite
hams
hamsa
hamshackle
hamster
hamsters
hamstring
hamstranged
hamstringing
hamstrings
hamstrung
hamular
hamulate
hamule
hamuli
hamulose
hamulous
hamulus
hamus
hamza
hamzah
hamzahs
hamzas
han
han’t
hanahill
hanap
hanaper
hanapers
hanaster
hanbury
hance
hanced
hances
hanch
hancockite
hand
handarm
handbag
handbag’s
handbags
handball
handballer
handballs
handbank
handbanker
handbarrow
handbarrows
handbell
handbells
handbill
handbills
handblow
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hepaticologist
hepaticology
hepaticopulmonary
hepaticostomy
hepaticotomy
hepatics
hepatisation
hepatise
hepatised
hepatising
hepatite
hepatitis
hepatization
hepatize
hepatized
hepatizes
hepatizing
hepatocele
hepatocellular
hepatocirrhosis
hepatocolic
hepatocystic
hepatocyte
hepatoduodenal
hepatoduodenostomy
hepatodynia
hepatodysentery
hepatoenteric
hepatoflavin
hepatogastric
hepatogenic
hepatogenous
hepatography
hepatoid
hepatolenticular
hepatolith
hepatolithiasis
hepatolithic
hepatological
hepatologist
hepatology
hepatolysis
hepatolytic
hepatoma
hepatomalacia
hepatomas
hepatomata
hepatomegaly
hepatomegalia
hepatomelanos
hepatonephric
hepatopancreas
hepatopathy
hepatoperitonitis
hepatopexia
hepatopexy
hepatophlebitis
hepatophlebotomy
hepatophyma
hepatopneumonic
hepatopoportal
hepatoptosis
hepatoptosis
hepatopulmonary
hepatorenal
hepatorrhagia
hepatorrhaphy
hepatorrhea
hepatorrhexis
hepatorrhoea
hepatoscopies
hepatoscopy
hepatostomy
hepatotherapy
hepatotomy
hepatotoxemia
hepatotoxic
hepatotoxicity
hepatotoxin
hepatoumbilical
hepburn
hepcat
hepcats
hephaestus
hephthemimer
hephthemimeral
hepialid
hepialid
heppen
hepper
hepplewhite
heptacapsular
heptace
heptachlor
heptachord
heptachronous
heptacolic
heptacosane
heptad
heptadecane
heptadecyl
heptadic
heptads
heptaglot
heptagon
heptagonal
heptagons
heptagrid
heptagynia
heptagninous
heptahedra
heptahedral
heptahedrda
heptahedral
heptahedrical
heptahedron
heptahedrons
heptahexahedral
heptahydrate
heptahydrated
heptahydric
heptahydroxy
heptal
heptameride
heptamerous
heptameter
heptameters
heptamethylene
heptametrical
heptanaphthene
heptandria
heptandrous
heptane
heptanes
heptangular
heptanoic
heptanone
heptapetalous
heptaphyllous
heptaploid
heptaploidy
heptapodic
heptapody
heptarch
heptarchal
heptarchic
heptarchical
heptarchies
heptarchist
heptarchs
heptarchy
heptasemic
heptasepalous
heptaspermos
heptastich
heptastrophic
heptastylar
heptastyle
heptastylos
heptasulphide
heptasyllabic
heptasyllable
heptateuch
heptatonic
heptatonic
heptavalent
heptene
hepteris
heptine
heptite
heptitol
heptode
heptonic
heptorite
heptose
heptoses
heptoxide
heptyl
heptylene
heptylic
heptyne
her
her'n
hera
heraclean
heracleid
heracleonite
heraclitean
heriots
erisson
heritabilities
heritability
heritable
heritably
heritage
heritages
heritance
heritor
heritors
heritress
heritrices
heritrix
heritrixes
herl
herling
herls
herm
herma
hermae
hermaean
hermai
hermaic
herman
hermandad
hermaphrodeity
hermaphroditism
hermaphrodite
hermaphrodites
hermaphroditic
hermaphroditical
hermaphroditically
hermaphroditish
hermaphroditism
hermaphroditize
hermaphroditus
hermatypic
hermele
hermeneut
hermeneutic
hermeneutic"
hermetically
hermeticism
hermetics
hermetism
hermetist
hermi
hermidin
hermit
hermit's
hermitage
hermitages
hermitary
hermitess
hermitian
hermitic
hermitical
hermitically
hermitish
hermitism
hermitize
hermitlike
hermitries
hermitry
h assembled
hern
hernandiaceous
hernanesell
hernani
hernant
herne
hernia
herniae
hernial
herniarin
herniary
hernias
herniate
herniated
herniates
hetaerio
hetaerism
hetaerist
hetaeristic
hetaerocracy
hetaerolite
hetaery
hetaira
hetairai
hetairias
hetairia
hetairic
hetairism
hetairist
hetairistic
hetairy
hetchel
hete
heteradenia
heteradenic
heterakid
heterandrous
heterandy
heteratomic
heterauxesis
heteraxial
heterecious
heteric
heterically
hetericism
hetericist
heterism
heterization
heterize
hetero
heteragglutinin
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heteroaromatic
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heteroauxin
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heteroblastically
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heterophil
heterophile
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heterophobia
heterophonic
heterophony
heterophoric
heterophylesis
heterophyletic
heterophyllous
heterophyllly
heterophylly
heterophyte
heterophytic
heteroplasia
heteroplasm
heteroplastic
heteroplasties
heteroplasty
heteroploid
heteroploidy
heteropod
heteropoda
heteropodal
heteropodous
heteropolar
heteropolarity
heteropoly
heteropolysaccharide
heteroproteide
heteroproteose
heteropter
heteroptera
heteropterous
heteroptics
heteropycnosis
heteros
heteroscedasticity
heterosclerotic
heterosclerotic
heteroscope
heteroscopy
heteroses
heterosex
heterosexual
heterosexual
heterosexually
heterosexuals  
heteroside  
heterosis  
heterosomatous  
heterosome  
heterosomous  
heterosphere  
heterosporic  
heterosporous  
heterospory  
heterostatic  
heterostemonous  
heterostracan  
heterostrophic  
heterostrophous  
heterostrophy  
heterostructure  
heterostyled  
heterostylism  
heterostylosus  
heterostyly  
heterosuggestion  
heterosyllabic  
heterotactic  
heterotactous  
heterotaxia  
heterotaxic  
heterotaxis  
heterotaxy  
heterotelic  
heterotelism  
heterothallic  
heterothallism  
heterothermal  
heterothermic  
heterotic  
heterotopia  
heterotopic  
heterotopism  
heterotopous  
heterotopy  
hetero transplant  
hetero transplantation  
heterotrich  
heterotrichosis  
heterotrichous  
heterotropal  
heterotroph
heterotrophic
heterotrophically
heterotrophy
heterotropia
heterotropic
heterotropous
heterotype
heterotypic
heterotypical
heteroxanthine
heteroxenous
heterozetesis
heterozygosis
heterozygosity
heterozygote
heterozygotes
heterozygotic
heterozygous
heterozygousness
heth
hethen
hething
heths
hetman
hetmanate
hetmans
hetmanship
hetter
hetterly
heuau
heuch
heuchs
heugh
heugh
heugh
heuk
heulandite
heumite
heureka
heuretic
heuristic
heuristic's
heuristically
heuristics
heuvel
hevea
heved
hevi
hew
hexadactyle
hexadactylic
hexadactylism
hexadactylos
hexadactyly
hexadd
hexade
hexadecahedroid
hexadecane
hexadecanoic
hexadecene
hexadecimal
hexadecyl
hexades
hexadic
hexadiene
hexadiene
hexadiyne
hexads
hexaemeric
hexaemeron
hexafluoride
hexafoil
hexaglot
hexagon
hexagonal
hexagonally
hexagonal
hexagonical
hexagonous
hexagons
hexagram
hexagrammoid
hexagrams
hexagyn
hexagynia
hexagynian
hexagynous
hexahedra
hexahedral
hexahedron
hexahedrons
hexahemeric
hexahemeron
hexahydrate
hexahydrated
hexahydrate
hexahydride
hexahydrite
hexahydrobenzene
hexahydrothymol
hexahydroxy
hexahydroxycyclohexane
hexakisoctahedron
hexakistetrahedron
hexamer
hexameral
hexameric
hexamerism
hexameron
hexameros
hexameter
hexameters
hexamethonium
hexamethylenamine
hexamethylene
hexamethylenetetramine
hexametral
hexametric
hexametrical
hexametrist
hexametrize
hexametrographer
hexamine
hexamines
hexamitiasis
hexammin
hexammine
hexammino
hexanal
hexanaphthene
hexandria
hexandric
hexandrous
hexandry
hexane
hexanedione
hexanes
hexangle
hexangular
hexangularly
hexanitrate
hexanitrodiphenylamine
hexapartite
hexaped
hexapetaloid
hexapetaloidious
hexapetalous
hexaphyllous
hexapla
hexaplar
hexaplarian
hexaplaric
hexaplas
hexaploid
hexaploidy
hexapod
hexapodal
hexapodan
hexapodic
hexapodies
hexapodous
hexapods
hexapody
hexapterous
hexaradial
hexarch
hexarchies
hexarchy
hexascha
hexaseme
hexasemic
hexasepalous
hexaspermous
hexastemonous
hexaster
hexastich
hexasticha
hexastichic
hexastichon
hexastichous
hexastichy
hexastigm
hexastyilar
hexastyyle
hexastylos
hexasulphide
hexasyllabic
hexasyllable
hexatetrahedron
hexateuch
hexathlon
hexatomic
hexatriacontane
hexatriose
hexavalent
hexaxon
hexdra
hexecontane
hexed
hexenbesen
hexene
hexer
hexerei
hexereis
hexeris
hexers
hexes
hexestrol
hexicological
hexicology
hexine
hexing
hexiological
hexiology
hexis
hexitol
hexobarbital
hexobiose
hexoctahedral
hexoctahedron
hexode
hexoestrol
hexogen
hexoic
hexokinase
hexone
hexones
hexonic
hexosamine
hexosaminic
hexosan
hexosans
hexose
hexosediphosphoric
hexosemonophosphoric
hexosephosphatase
hexosephosphoric
hexoses
hexoylene
hexpartite
hexs
hexsub
hexyl
hexylene
hexylic
hexylresorcinol
hexyls
hexyne
hey
heyday
heydays
heydeguy
heydey
heydeys
heyduck
heygh
heynne
heypen
heyrat
hezekiah
hf
hg
hgrotine
hgt
hgw
hhd
hi
hia
hiant
hiatal
hiate
hiation
hiatus
hiatuses
hiawatha
hibachi
hibachis
hibbin
hibernacle
hibernacula
hibernacular
hibernaculum
hibernal
hibernate
hibernated
hibermates
hibernating
hibernation
hibernator
hielmite
hiemal
hiemate
hiemation
hiems
hiera
hieracite
hieracium
hieracosphinges
hieracosphinx
hieracosphinxes
hierapicra
hierarch
hierarchal
hierarchial
hierarchic
hierarchical
hierarchically
hierarchies
hierarchise
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hierarchism
hierarchist
hierarchize
hierarchized
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hierarchy
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hieratic
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hieratical
hieratically
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hieratite
hierocracies
hierocracy
hierocratic
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hierodeacon
hierodule
hierodulic
hierogamy
hieroglyph
hieroglypher
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hieroglyphically
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hieroglyphist
hieroglyphize
hieroglyphologist
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hierogram
hierogrammat
hierogrammate
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hierogrammatic
hierogrammatical
hierogrammatist
hierograph
hierographer
hierographic
hierographical
hierography
hierolatry
hierologic
hierological
hierologist
hierology
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hieromancy
hieromartyr
hieromnemon
hieromonach
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hieron
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hieropathic
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hierophant
hierophantes
hierophantic
hierophantically
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hierophants
hierophobia
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hieroscopy
hierosolymitan
hierurgical
hierurgical
hierurgies
hierurgy
hillbilly
hillbird
hillcrest
hillculture
hillebrandite
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hillfort
hillier
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hilliness
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hillman
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hilloa
hilloaed
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hillock
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hillsale
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hillside
hillsides
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hilltop
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hilltopper
hilltopping
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hillward
hillwoman
hillwort
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hilsa
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hilt
hilt's
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hifting
hiltless
hilts
hilum
hilus
him
himalayan
himalayas
himamatia
himantopus
himati
himatia
himation
himations
himene
himming
himne
himp
himple
himself
himward
himwards
himyarite
himyaritic
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hinch
hind
hindberry
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hindcast
hinddeck
hinder
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hindered
hinderer
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hinderest
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hinderfully
hindering
hinderingly
hinderlands
hinderlings
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hindermost
hinders
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hindmost
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hindrance
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hindsight
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hindustan
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hiney
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hingeflower
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hingelike
hinger
hingers
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hinging
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hinnies
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hinoid
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hinoki
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hint
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hintedly
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hinterlands
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hinting
hintingly
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hip's
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hipmold
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huchen
hucho
huck
huckaback
huckle
huckleback
hucklebacked
huckleberries
huckleberry
hucklebone
huckles
huckmuck
hucks
huckster
hucksterage
huckstered
hucksterer
hucksteress
huckstering
hucksterism
hucksterize
hucksters
huckstery
huckstress
hud
hudderon
huddle
huddled
huddledom
humates
humation
humbird
humble
humblebee
humbled
humblehearted
humblemouthed
humbleness
humbler
humblers
humbles
humblesse
humbless
humblest
humblie
humbling
humblingly
humbly
humbo
humboldttilite
humboldtine
humboldtite
hunbug
humbugability
humbugable
humbugged
humbugger
humbuggers
humbuggery
humbugging
humbuggism
humbugs
humbuzz
humdinger
humdingers
humdrum
humdrumminess
humdrumnish
humdrumnishness
humdrumness
humdrums
humdudgeon
humect
humectant
humectate
humectation
humective
humorific
humoring
humorism
humorist
humoristic
humoristical
humorists
humorize
humorless
humorlessly
humorlessness
humorology
humorous
humorously
humorousness
humoproof
humors
humosome
humorsomely
humorsomeness
humour
humoural
humoured
humourful
humouring
humourist
humourize
humourless
humourlessness
humours
humoursome
humous
hump
humpback
humpbacked
humpbacks
humped
humph
humphed
humphing
humphs
humpier
humpies
humpiest
humpiness
humping
humpless
humps
huntsmen
huntswoman
hup
hupaithic
huppah
huppahs
huppot
huppoth
hura
hurcheon
hurden
hurdies
hurdis
hurdle
hurdled
hurdleman
hurdler
hurdlers
hurdles
hurdlewise
hurdling
hurds
hure
hureaulite
hureek
hurgila
hurkaru
hurkle
hurl
hurlbarrow
hurlbat
hurled
hurlement
hurler
hurlers
hurley
hurleyhacket
hurleyhouse
hurleys
hurlies
hurling
hurlings
hurllock
hurlpit
hurls
hurlwind
hurly
huron
huronian
hurr
hurrah
hurrahed
hurrahing
hurrahs
hurray
hurrayed
hurraying
hurrays
hurrer
hurricane
hurricane's
hurricanes
hurricanize
hurricano
hurridly
hurried
hurriedly
hurriedness
hurrier
hurriers
hurries
hurrisome
hurrock
hurroo
hurroosh
hurry
hurrygraph
hurrying
hurryingly
hurryproof
hursinghar
hurst
hurt
hurttable
hurted
hurter
hurters
hurtful
hurtfully
hurtfulness
hurting
hurtingest
hurtle
hurtleberries
hurtleberry
hurtled
hurtles
hurtless
hurtlessly
hurtlessness
hurting
hurtlingly
hurts
hurtsome
hury
husband
husband’s
husbandable
husbandage
husbanded
husbander
husbandfield
husbandhood
husbanding
husbandland
husbandless
husbandlike
husbandliness
husbandly
husbandman
husbandmen
husbandress
husbandry
husbands
husbandship
huscarl
huse
hush
hushable
hushaby
hushcloth
hushed
hushedly
husheen
hushel
husher
hushes
hushful
hushfully
hushing
hushingly
hushion
hushl sost
husho
hut
hut's
hutch
hutched
hutcher
hutches
hutchet
hutchie
hutching
hutchinsonian
hutchinsonite
huthold
hutholder
hutia
hutkeeper
hutlet
hutlike
hutment
hutments
hutre
huts
hutted
hutting
huttonian
huttoning
huttonweed
hutukhtu
hutuktu
hutung
hutzpa
hutzpah
hutzpahs
hutzpas
huurder
huvelyk
huxter
huyghenian
huzoor
huzz
huzza
huzzaed
huzzah
huzzahed
huzzahing
huzzahs
huzzaing
huzzard
huzzas
hybridizers
hybridizes
hybridizing
hybridous
hybrids
hybris
hybris
hybristic
hyd
hydage
hydantoate
hydantoic
hydantoin
hydathode
hydatic
hydatid
hydatidiform
hydatidinous
hydatidocele
hydatids
hydatiform
hydatigenous
hydatogenesis
hydatogenic
hydatogenous
hydatoid
hydatomorphic
hydatomorphism
hydatopneumatic
hydatopneumatolytic
hydatopyrogenic
hydatoscopy
hyde
hydnaceous
hydnocarpate
hydnocarpic
hydnoid
hydnoraceous
hydra
hydracetin
hydrachnid
hydrachnid
hydracid
hydracids
hydracoral
hydracrylate
hydracrylic
hydractinian
hydradeiphagan
hydrauli
hydraulic
hydraulically
hydraulician
hydraulicity
hydraulicked
hydraulicking
hydraulicon
hydraulics
hydraulis
hydraulist
hydraulus
hydrauluses
hydrazide
hydrazidine
hydrazimethylene
hydrazin
hydrazine
hydrazino
hydrazo
hydrazoate
hydrazobenzene
hydrazoic
hydrazone
hydrazyl
hydremia
hydremic
hydrencephalocele
hydrencephaloid
hydrencephalus
hydria
hydriad
hydriae
hydriatric
hydriatrist
hydriatry
hydric
hydrically
hydrid
hydride
hydrides
hydrids
hydriiform
hydriodene
hydriodate
hydriodic
hydriodide
hydron
hydriotaphia
hydro
hydroa
hydroacoustic
hydrodipsia
hydroaeric
hydroairplane
hydroalcoholic
hydroaromatic
hydroatmospheric
hydroaviation
hydrobarometer
hydrobenzoin
hydrobilirubin
hydrobiological
hydrobiologist
hydrobiology
hydrobiosis
hydrobiplane
hydrobomb
hydroboracite
hydroborofluoric
hydrobranchiate
hydrobromate
hydrobromic
hydrobromid
hydrobromide
hydrocarbide
hydrocarbon
hydrocarbonaceous
hydrocarbonate
hydrocarbonic
hydrocarbonous
hydrocarbons
hydrocarbostyril
hydrocarburet
hydrocardia
hydrocaryaceous
hydrocatalysis
hydrocauline
hydrocaulus
hydrocele
hydrocellulose
hydrocephali
hydrocephalic
hydrocephalies
hydrocephalocele
hydrocephaloid
hydrocephalous
hydrocephalus
hydrocephaly
hydroceramic
hydrocerussite
hydrocharidaceous
hydrocharitaceous
hydrochemical
hydrochemistry
hydrochlorate
hydrochlorauric
hydrochloric
hydrochlorid
hydrochloride
hydrochlorothiazide
hydrochlorplatinic
hydrochlorplatinous
hydrocholecystis
hydrocinchonine
hydrocinnamaldehyde
hydrocinnamic
hydrocinnamoyl
hydrocinnamyl
hydrocirsocele
hydrocladium
hydroclastic
hydroclimate
hydrocobalticyanic
hydrocoele
hydrocollidine
hydrocolloid
hydrocolloidal
hydroconion
hydrocoral
hydrocoralline
hydrocorisan
hydrocortisone
hydrocotarnine
hydrocoumaric
hydrocrack
hydrocracking
hydrocupreine
hydrocyanate
hydrocyanide
hydrocycle
hydrocyclic
hydrocyclist
hydrocyst
hydrocystic
hydrodesulfurization
hydrodesulphurization
hydrodrome
hydrodromican
hydrodynamic
hydrodynamical
hydrodynamically
hydrodynamicist
hydrodynamics
hydrodynamometer
hydroeconomics
hydroelectric
hydroelectrically
hydroelectricity
hydroelectrization
hydroergotinine
hydroextract
hydroextractor
hydroferricyanic
hydroferrocyananate
hydroferrocyanic
hydrofluorate
hydrofluoboric
hydrofluoric
hydrofluorid
hydrofluoride
hydrofluosilicate
hydrofluosilicic
hydrofluozirconic
hydrofoil
hydrofoils
hydroformer
hydroforming
hydroformylation
hydrofranklinite
hydrofuge
hydrogalvanic
hydrogasification
hydrogel
hydrogels
hydrogen
hydrogen's
hydrogenase
hydrogenate
hydrogenated
hydrogenates
hydrogenating
hydrogenation
hydrogenations
hydrogenator
hydrogenic
hydrogenide
hydrogenisation
hydrogenise
hydrogenised
hydrogenising
hydrogenium
hydrogenization
hydrogenize
hydrogenized
hydrogenizing
hydrogenolyses
hydrogenolysis
hydrogenous
hydrogens
hydrogeologic
hydrogeological
hydrogeologist
hydrogeology
hydroglider
hydrognosy
hydrogode
hydrograph
hydrographer
hydrographers
hydrographic
hydrographical
hydrographically
hydrography
hydroguret
hydrogymnastics
hydrohalide
hydrohematite
hydrohemotherax
hydroid
hydroidean
hydroids
hydroiodic
hydrokineter
hydrokinetic
hydrokinetical
hydrokinetics
hydrdol
hydrdolant
hydrolase
hydrolatry
hydrolize
hydrologic
hydrological
hydrologically
hydrologist
hydrologists
hydrology
hydrolysable
hydrolysate
hydrolysation
hydrolyse
hydrolysed
hydrolyser
hydrolyses
hydrolysing
hydrolysis
hydrolyst
hydrolyte
hydrolytic
hydrolytically
hydrolyzable
hydrolyzate
hydrolyzation
hydrolyze
hydrolyzed
hydrolyzer
hydrolyzing
hydromagnesite
hydromagnetic
hydromagnetics
hydromancer
hydromancy
hydromania
hydromaniac
hydromantic
hydromantical
hydromantically
hydromassage
hydrome
hydromechanic
hydromechanical
hydromechanics
hydromedusa
hydromedusae
hydromedusan
hydromedusoid
hydromel
hydromels
hydromeningitis
hydromeningocele
hydrometallurgical
hydrometallurgically
hydrometallurgy
hydrometamorphism
hydrometeor
hydrometeorologic
hydrometeorological
hydrometeorologist
hydrometeorology
hydrometer
hydrometers
hydrometra
hydrometric
hydrometrical
hydrometrid
hydrometry
hydromica
hydromicaceous
hydromonoplane
hydromorph
hydromorphic
hydromorphous
hydromorphy
hydromotor
hydromyelia
hydromyelocele
hydromyoma
hydronaut
hydrate
hydronegative
hydronephelite
hydronephrosis
hydronephrotic
hydronic
hydronically
hydronitric
hydronitrogen
hydrinitroprussic
hydrinitrous
hydronium
hydropac
hydroparacoumaric
hydropath
hydropathic
hydropathical
hydropathically
hydropathist
hydropathy
hydropericarditis
hydropericardium
hydroperiod
hydroperitoneum
hydroperitonitis
hydroperoxide
hydrophane
hydrophanous
hydrophid
hydrophil
hydrophile
hydrophilic
hydrophilicity
hydrophilid
hydrophilism
hydrophilite
hydrophiloid
hydrophilous
hydrophily
hydrophobe
hydrophobia
hydrophobic
hydrophobical
hydrophobicity
hydrophobist
hydrophobophobia
hydrophobous
hydrophoby
hydrophoid
hydrophone
hydrophones
hydrophoran
hydrophore
hydrophoria
hydrophorous
hydrophthalmia
hydrophthalmos
hydrophthalmus
hydrophyllacium
hydrophyll
hydrophyllaceous
hydrophyllaceous
hydrophyllium
hydrophysometra
hydrophyte
hydrophytic
hydrophytism
hydrophyton
hydrophytous
hydropic
hydropical
hydropically
hydropigenous
hydroplane
hydroplaned
hydroplaner
hydroplanes
hydroplaning
hydroplanula
hydroplatinocyanic
hydroplutonic
hydropneumatic
hydropneumatization
hydropneumatosis
hydropneumopericardium
hydropneumothorax
hydropolyt
hydroponic
hydroponically
hydroponicist
hydroponics
hydroponist
hydropositive
hydropot
hydropower
hydropropulsion
hydrops
hydropses
hydropsies
hydropsy
hydropic
hydropult
hydropultic
hydroquine
hydroquinol
hydroquinoline
hydroquinone
hydorachis
hydorhiza
hydorhizae
hydorhizal
hydorrhachis
hydrosulphate
hydrosulphide
hydrosulphite
hydrosulphocyanic
hydrosulphurated
hydrosulphuret
hydrosulphureted
hydrosulphuric
hydrosulphurous
hydrosulphuryl
hydrotachymeter
hydrotactic
hydrotalcite
hydrotasimeter
hydrotaxis
hydrotechnic
hydrotechnical
hydrotechnologist
hydrotechny
hydroterpene
hydrotheca
hydrotheca
hydrothecal
hydrotherapeutic
hydrotherapeutical
hydrotherapeutically
hydrotherapeutician
hydrotherapeuticians
hydrotherapeutics
hydrotherapies
hydrotherapist
hydrotherapy
hydrothermal
hydrothermally
hydrothoracic
hydrothorax
hydrotic
hydrotical
hydrotimeter
hydrotimetric
hydrotimetry
hydrotomy
hydrotropic
hydrotropically
hydrotropism
hydroturbine
hydrotypes
hydrous
hydrovane
hydroxamic
hydroxamino
hydroxide
hydroxides
hydroximic
hydroxy
hydroxyacetic
hydroxyanthraquinone
hydroxyapatite
hydroxyazobenzene
hydroxybenzene
hydroxybutyricacid
hydroxycorticosterone
hydroxydehydrocorticosterone
hydroxydesoxyxycorticosterone
hydroxyketone
hydroxyl
hydroxylactone
hydroxylamine
hydroxylase
hydroxylate
hydroxylation
hydroxylic
hydroxylation
hydroxylize
hydroxyls
hydroxyproline
hydroxytryptamine
hydroxurea
hydroxyzine
hydrozincite
hydrozoa
hydrozoal
hydrozoan
hydrozoic
hydrozooon
hydrula
hydruret
hydrus
hydurilate
hydurilic
hye
hyemal
hyena
hyenadog
hyenanchin
hyenas
hyenia
hyenic
hyeniform
hyenine
hyenoid
hyetal
hyetograph
hyetographic
hyetographical
hyetographically
hyetography
hyetological
hyetologist
hyetology
hyetometer
hyetometric
hyetometerograph
hyetometerographic
hygeen
hygeia
hygeian
hygeiolatry
hygeist
hygeistic
hygeists
hygenics
hygeology
hygiantic
hygiantics
hygiastic
hygiastics
hygieist
hygieists
hygienal
hygiene
hygiennes
hygienic
hygienical
hygienically
hygienics
hygienist
hygienists
hygienization
hygienize
hygiologist
hygiology
hygric
hygrin
hygrine
hygristor
hygroblepharic
hygrodeik
hygroexpansivity
hyrogram
hygrograph
hyrology
hygroma
hygromatous
hygrometer
hygrometers
hygrometric
hygrometrical
hygrometrically
hygrometries
hygrometry
hygropaneity
hygrophanous
hygrophilous
hygrophobia
hygrophalnic
hygrophyte
hygrophytic
hygroplasm
hygroplasma
hygroscope
hygroscopic
hygroskopical
hygroskopically
hygrosopicity
hygroscopy
hygrostat
hygrostatics
hygrostomia
hygrothermal
hygrothermograph
hying
hyingly
hyke
hyla
hylactic
hylactism
hylaeosaurus
hylarchic
hylarchical
hylas
hylasmus
hyle
hylean
hyleg
hylegiacal
hyli
hylic
hylicism
hylicist
hylidae
hylids
hylism
hylist
hylobatian
hylobatic
hylobatine
hylodens
hylogenesis
hylogeny
hyloid
hyloist
hylology
hylomorphic
hylomorphical
hylomorphism
hylomorphist
hylomorphic
hylomorphous
hylopathism
hylopathist
hylopathy
hylophagous
hylotheism
hylotheist
hylotheistic
hylotheistical
hylotomous
hylotropic
hylozoic
hylozoism
hylozoist
hylozoistic
hylozoistically
hymen
hymenaic
hymenal
hymeneal
hymeneally
hymeneals
hymenean
hymnists
hymnless
hymnlike
hymnode
hymnodical
hymnodies
hymnodist
hymnody
hymnograher
hymnographer
hymnography
hymnologic
hymnological
hymnologically
hymnologist
hymnology
hymns
hymnwise
hynd
hynde
hynder
hyne
hyobranchial
hyocholalic
hyocholic
hyoepiglottic
hyoepiglottidean
hyoglossal
hyoglossi
hyoglossus
hyoglycocholic
hyoid
hyoidal
hyoidan
hyoideal
hyoidean
hyoides
hyoids
hyolithid
hyolithoid
hyomandibula
hyomandibular
hyomental
hyoplastral
hyoplastron
hyoscapular
hyoscine
hyoscines
hyoscyamine
hyoscyamus
hyosternal
hyosternum
hyostylic
hyostyly
hyothere
hyothyreoid
hyothyroid
hyp
hypabyssal
hypabyssally
hypacusia
hypacusis
hypaesthesia
hypaesthesis
hypaethral
hypaethron
hypaethros
hypaethrum
hypalgesia
hypalgesic
hypalgia
hypalgic
hypallactic
hypallage
hypanthia
hypanthial
hypanthium
hypapanthium
hypapophysial
hypapophysis
hypapophyseal
hypapplied
hypastrephic
hypaste
hypaton
hypautomorphic
hypaxial
hype
hyped
hypegiaphobia
hyper
hyperabelian
hyperabsorption
hyperaccuracy
hyperaccurate
hyperaccurately
hyperaccurateness
hyperbrachycephalic
hyperbrachycephaly
hyperbrachycranial
hyperbrachyskelic
hyperbranchia
hyperbranchial
hyperbrutal
hyperbrutally
hyperbulia
hypercalcaemia
hypercalcemia
hypercalcemic
hypercalcinaemia
hypercalcinemia
hypercalcinuria
hypercalciuria
hypercalcuria
hypercapnia
hypercapnic
hypercarbamidemia
hypercarbia
hypercarbureted
hypercarburetted
hypercarnal
hypercarnally
hypercatabolism
hypercatalectic
hypercatalexis
hypercatharsis
hypercathartic
hypercathectic
hypercathenosis
hypercenosis
hyperchamaerrhine
hypercharge
hyperchloraemia
hyperchlorexia
hyperchlorhydria
hyperchloric
hyperchlorination
hypercholesteremia
hypercholesteremic
hypercholesterinemia
hypercholesterolemia
hypercholesterolomic
hypercholesteraemia
hypercholia
hypercivialization
hypercivialized
hypercyanotic
hypercycle
hypercylinder
hypercythemia
hypercytosis
hyperdactyl
hyperdactylia
hyperdactylism
hyperdactyly
hyperdeification
hyperdeified
hyperdeify
hyperdeifying
hyperdelicacy
hyperdelicate
hyperdelicately
hyperdelicateness
hyperdelicious
hyperdeliciously
hyperdeliciousness
hyperdelness
hyperdemocracy
hyperdemocratic
hyperdeterminant
hyperdiabolical
hyperdiabolically
hyperdiabolicalness
hyperdialectism
hyperdiapason
hyperdiapente
hyperdiastole
hyperdiastolic
hyperdiatessaron
hyperdiazeuxis
hyperdicrotic
hyperdicrotism
hyperdicrotous
hyperdimensional
hyperdimensionality
hyperdiploid
hyperdissyllable
hyperdistention
hyperditone
hyperdivision
hyperdolicocephal
hyperdolicocephalic
hyperdolicocephaly
hyperdolicocranial
hypercitability
hypercitable
hypercitableness
hypercitably
hypercitement
hypercursive
hypercursively
hypercursivelyness
hypercitophoria
hypercitend
hypercitension
hypercitidious
hypercitidiously
hypercitidiousness
hyperfederalist
hyperfine
hyperfelicibility
hyperflexible
hyperflebleness
hyperfleblibly
hyperflection
hyperfocal
hyperform
hyperfuction
hyperfunctional
hyperfuctionally
hyperfuctioning
hyergactia
hyergactosaia
hyergactosis
hyergamous
hyergamy
hyergenesis
hyergenetic
hyergenetical
hyergenetically
hyergeneticalness
hyergometric
hyergometrical
hyergometry
hyergoesthesia
hyergo sia
hyergoestia
hyerglobulia
hyerglobulism
hyerglobulism
hyerglycaemia
hyerglycaemic
hyerglycemia
hyperglycemic
hyperglycistia
hyperglycorrhachia
hyperglycosuria
hypergoddess
hypergol
hypergolic
hypergolically
hypergols
hypergrammatical
hypergrammatically
hypergrammaticalness
hyperhedonia
hyperhemoglobinemia
hyperhepatia
hyperhidrosis
hyperhidrotic
hyperhilarious
hyperhilariously
hyperhilariousness
hyperhypocrisy
hyperidrosis
hypericaceous
hypericin
hypericism
hypericum
hyperidealistic
hyperidealistically
hyperideation
hyperidrosis
hyperimmune
hyperimmunity
hyperimmunization
hyperimmunize
hyperimmunized
hyperimmunizing
hyperin
hyperinflation
hyperingenuity
hyperinosis
hyperinotic
hyperinsulinism
hyperinsulinization
hyperinsulinize
hyperintellectual
hyperintellectually
hyperintellectualness
hyperintelligence
hyperintelligent
hypermetamorphism
hypermetamorphoses
hypermetamorphosis
hypermetamorphic
hypermetaphoric
hypermetaphorical
hypermetaphysical
hypermetaplasia
hypermeter
hypermetric
hypermetrical
hypermetron
hypermetrope
hypermetropia
hypermetropic
hypermetropical
hypermetry
hypermicron
hypermiliar
hypermicrosoma
hypermiraculous
hypermiraculously
hypermiraculousness
hypermixolydian
hypermnnesia
hypermnnesic
hypermnnesia
hypermnnesis
hypermnestic
hypermodest
hypermodestly
hypermodestness
hypermonosyllable
hypermoral
hypermorally
hypermorph
hypermorphic
hypermorphism
hypermorphosis
hypermotile
hypermotility
hypermyotonia
hypermyotrophy
hypermyriorama
hypermyrtical
hypermyrtically
hypermyrticalness
hypernatremia
hypernatronemia
hypernatural
hypernaturally
hyperovaria
hyperovarianism
hyperovarism
hyperoxemia
hyperoxidation
hyperoxide
hyperoxygnenate
hyperoxygnenating
hyperoxygnenation
hyperoxygnize
hyperoxygnenized
hyperoxygnenizing
hyperoxymuriate
hyperoxymuriatic
hyperpanegyric
hyperparasite
hyperparasitic
hyperparasitism
hyperparasitize
hyperparathyroidism
hyperparoxyysm
hyperpathetic
hyperpathetical
hyperpathetically
hyperpathia
hyperpathic
hyperpatriotic
hyperpatriotically
hyperpatriotism
hyperpencil
hyperpepsinia
hyperper
hyperperfection
hyperperistalsis
hyperperistaltic
hyperpersonal
hyperpersonally
hyperphagia
hyperphagic
hyperphalangeal
hyperphalangism
hyperpharyngeal
hyperphenomena
hyperphoria
hyperphorich
hyperphosphatemia
hyperphospheremia
hyperphosphorescence
hyperphysical
hyperphysically
hyperphysics
hyperpiesia
hyperpiesis
hyperpietic
hyperpietist
hyperpigmentation
hyperpigmented
hyperpinealism
hyperpituitarism
hyperpituitary
hyperplagiariism
hyperplane
hyperplasia
hyperplastic
hyperplastic
hyperplatyrrhine
hyperploid
hyperploidy
hyperpnea
hyperpneic
hyperpnoea
hyperpolarization
hyperpolarize
hyperpolysyllabic
hyperpolysyllabically
hyperpotassemia
hyperpotassemic
hyperpredator
hyperprism
hyperproduction
hyperprognathous
hyperprophetic
hyperprophetical
hyperprophetically
hyperprosexia
hyperpulmonary
hyperpure
hyperpurist
hyperpyramid
hyperpyretic
hyperpyrexia
hyperpyrexial
hyperquadric
hyperrational
hyperrationally
hyperractive
hyperrealize
hyperrealized
hyperrealizing
hyperresonance
hyperresonant
hyperreverential
hyperrhythmical
hyperridiculous
hyperridiculously
hyperridiculousness
hyperritualism
hyperritualistic
hyperromantic
hyperromantically
hyperromanticism
hypersacerdotal
hypersaintly
hypersalivation
hypersceptical
hyperscholastic
hyperscholastically
hyperscrupulousity
hyperscrupulous
hypersecretion
hypersensibility
hypersensitisation
hypersensitise
hypersensitised
hypersensitising
hypersensitive
hypersensitiveness
hypersensitivities
hypersensitivity
hypersensitization
hypersensitize
hypersensitized
hypersensitizing
hypersensual
hypersensualism
hypersensually
hypersensualness
hypersensuous
hypersensuously
hypersensuousness
hypersentimental
hypersentimentally
hypersexual
hypersexualities
hypersexuality
hypersolid
hypersomnia
hypersonic
hypersonically
hypersonics
hypersophisticated
hypersophistication
hyperspace
hyperspatial
hyperspeculative
hyperspeculatively
hyperspeculativeness
hypersphere
hyperspherical
hyperspiritualizing
hypersplenia
hypersplenism
hyperstatic
hypersthene
hyperstenia
hypersthenic
hyperstenite
hyperstoic
hyperstoical
hyperstrophic
hypersubtle
hypersubtlety
hypersuggestibility
hypersuggestible
hypersuggestibleness
hypersuggestibly
hypersuperlative
hypersurface
hypersusceptibility
hypersusceptible
hypersystole
hypersystolic
hypertechnical
hypertechnically
hypertechnicalness
hypertelic
hypertely
hypertense
hypertensely
hypertenseness
hypertensin
hypertensinase
hypertypic
hypertypical
hyperurbanism
hyperureasis
hyperuricemia
hypervascular
hypervascularity
hypervelocity
hypervenosity
hyperventilate
hyperventilation
hypervigilant
hypervigilantly
hypervigilantness
hyperviscosity
hyperviscous
hypervitalization
hypervitalize
hypervitalized
hypervitalizing
hypervitaminosis
hypervolume
hypervoluminous
hyperwrought
hypes
hypesthesia
hypesthesic
hypethral
hypha
hyphae
hyphaeresis
hyphal
hyphantria
hyphedonia
hyphema
hyphemia
hyphemias
hyphen
hyphen's
hyphenate
hyphenated
hyphenates
hyphenating
hyphenation
hyphenations
hyphened
hyphenic
hyphenening
hyphenisation
hyphenise
hyphenised
hyphenising
hyphenism
hyphenization
hyphenize
hyphenized
hyphenizing
hyphenless
hyphens
hypho
hyphodrome
hyphomycete
hyphomycetic
hyphomycetous
hyphomycosis
hyphopodia
hyphopodia
hyphopodium
hypidiomorphic
hypidiomorphically
hyping
hypnosis
hypinotic
hypnaceous
hypnagogic
hypnale
hypnesthesia
hypnesthetic
hypnic
hypnoanalyses
hypnoanalysis
hypnoanalytic
hypnobate
hypnocyst
hypnody
hypnoetic
hypnogenesis
hypnogenetic
hypnogenetically
hypnogia
hypnogogic
hypnograph
hypnoid
hypnoidal
hypnoidization
hypnoidize
hypnologic
hypnological
hypnologist
hypnology
hypnone
hypnopædia
hypnophobia
hypnophobia
hypnophobias
hypnophobic
hypnophobic
hypnopompic
hypnosises
hypnosis
hypnospERM
hypnosporangia
hypnosporangium
hypnospore
hypnosporic
hypnotherapist
hypnotherapy
hypnotic
hypnotically
hypnotics
hypnotisability
hypnotisable
hypnotisation
hypnotise
hypnotised
hypnotiser
hypnotising
hypnotism
hypnotist
hypnotistic
hypnotists
hypnotizability
hypnotizable
hypnotization
hypnotize
hypnotized
hypnotizer
hypnotizes
hypnotizing
hypnotoid
hypnotoxin
hypnum
hypo
hypoacid
hypoacidity
hypoactive
hypoactivity
hypoacusia
hypoacussis
hypoadenia
hypoadrenia
hypoaolian
hypoaesolium
hypoaalbuminemia
hypoaalimentation
hypoaalkaline
hypoaalkalinity
hypoaalonemia
hypaoaminoacidemia
hypoaantimonate
hypoaazoturia
hypobatic
hypobaric
hypobarism
hypobaropathy
hypobasal
hypobases
hypobasis
hypobatholithic
hypobenthonic
hypobenthos
hypoblast
hypoblastic
hypobole
hypobranchial
hypobranchiate
hypobromite
hypobromites
hypobromous
hypobulia
hypobulic
hypocalcemia
hypocalcemic
hypocarp
hypocarpium
hypocarpogeian
hypocatharsis
hypocathartic
hypocathexis
hypocaust
hypocenter
hypocenters
hypocentral
hypocentre
hypocentrum
hypocephalus
hypochelilia
hypochdria
hypochil
hypochilia
hypochilium
hypochilemnia
hypochloremic
hypochlorhydria
hypochlorhydic
hypochloric
hypochloridemia
hypochlorite
hypochlorous
hypochloruria
hypochnose
hypcholesteremia
hypcholesterinemia
hypcholesterolemia
hypchonder
hypochondria
hypochondriac
hypochondriacal
hypochondriacally
hypochondriacism
hypochondriacs
hypochondrial
hypochondriasis
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interpalatine
interpale
interpalpebral
interpapillary
interpaprychymal
interpapetal
interpapietal
interpapietale
interparliament
interparliamentary
interparoxysmal
interparty
interpass
interpause
interpave
interpaved
interpaving
interpeal
interpectoratal
interpeduncular
interpel
interpellant
interpellate
interpellated
interpellating
interpellation
interpellator
interpelled
interpelling
interpendent
interpenetrable
interpenetrant
interpenetrate
interpenetrated
interpenetrating
interpenetration
interpenetrative
interpenetratively
interpermeate
interpermeated
interpermeating
interpersonal
interpersonally
interpervade
interpervaded
interpervading
interpervasive
interpervasively
interpervasiveness
interpetaloid
interpetalous
interpetiolar
interpetiolary
interphalangeal
interphase
interphone
interphones
interpiece
interpilaster
interpilastering
interplace
interplacental
interplait
interplanetary
interplant
interplanting
interplay
interplaying
interplays
interplea
interplead
interpleaded
interpleader
interpleading
interpleads
interpled
interpledge
interpledged
interpledging
interpleural
interplical
interplicate
interplication
interplicht
interpoin
interpolar
interpolarly
interpolate
interpolated
interpolator
interpolater
interpolates
interpolating
interpolation
interpolations
interpolative
interpolatively
interpolator
interpolators
interpolatory
interpole
interpolish
interpolitical
interpology
interpollinate
interpollinated
interpollinating
interpolymer
interpone
interportal
interposable
interposals
interpose
interposed
interposer
interposers
interposes
interposing
interposingly
interposition
interpositions
interposure
interpour
interppled
interpolishes
interprater
interpressure
interpret
interpretability
interpretable
interpretableness
interpretably
interpretament
interpretate
interpretation
interpretation's
interpretational
interpretations
interpretative
interpretable
interpretable
interpreted
interpreter
interpreters
interpretership
interpreting
interpretive
interpretively
interpretorial
interpretress
interprets
interprismatic
interprocess
interproduce
interproduced
interproducing
interprofessional
interprofessionally
interproglottidal
interproportional
interprotoplasmic
interprovincial
interproximal
interproximate
interpterygoid
interpubic
interpulmonary
interpunct
interpunction
interpunctuate
interpunctuation
interpupillary
interquarrel
interquarreled
interquarreling
interquarter
interrace
interracial
interracialism
interradial
interradially
interradiate
interradiated
interradiating
interradiation
interradii
interradium
interradius
interrailway
interramal
interramicorn
interramification
interran
interreact
interreceive
interreceived
interreceiving
interrecord
interred
interreflect
interreflection
interregal
interregency
interregent
interreges
interregimental
interregional
interregionally
interregna
interregnal
interregnun
interregnums
interregnuns
interreign
interrelate
interrelated
interrelatedly
interrelatedness
interrelates
interrelating
interrelation
interrelations
interrelationship
interrelationship's
interrelationships
interreligious
interreligiously
interrena
interrenal
interrenalism
interrepellent
interrepuison
interrer
interresist
interresistance
interresistibility
interresponsibility
interresponsible
interresponsive
interreticular
interreticulation
interrex
interrhyme
interrhymed
interrhyming
interright
interring
interriven
interroad
interrobang
interrog
interrogability
interrogable
interrogant
interrogate
interrogated
interrogatedness
interrogatee
interrogates
interrogating
interrogatingly
interrogation
interrogational
interrogations
interrogative
interrogatively
interrogator
interrogatories
interrogatorily
interrogators
interrogatory
interrogatrix
interrogee
interroom
interrule
interruled
interruling
interrun
interrunning
interrupt
interruptable
interrupted
interruptedly
interruptedness
interrupter
interrupters
interruptible
interrupting
interruptingly
interruption
interruption's
interruptions
interruptive
interruptively
interruptor
interruptory
interrupts
inters
intersale
intersalute
intersaluted
intersaluting
interscapilium
interscapular
interscapulum
interscendent
interscene
interscholastic
interschool
interscience
interscribe
interscribed
interscribing
interscription
interseaboard
interseam
interseamed
intersecant
intersect
intersectant
intersected
intersecting
intersection
intersection's
intersectional
intersections
intersector
intersects
intersegmental
interseminal
interseminate
interseminated
interseminating
intersentimental
interseptal
interseptum
intersert
intersertal
interservice
intersesamoid
intersession
intersessional
intersessions
interset
intersetting
intersex
intersexes
intersexual
intersexualism
intersexualities
intersexuality
intersexually
intershade
intershaded
intershading
intershifting
intershock
intershoot
intershooting
intershop
intershot
intersidereal
intersituate
intersituated
intersituating
intersocial
intersocietal
intersociety
intersoil
intersole
intersoled
intersoling
intersolubility
intersoluble
intersomnial
intersomniuous
intersonant
intersow
interspace
interspaced
interspacing
interspatial
interspatially
interspeaker
interspecial
interspecies
interspecific
interspeech
interspersal
intersperse
interspersed
interspersedly
intersperses
interspersing
interspersion
interspersions
interspheral
intersphere
interspicular
interspinal
interspinalis
interspinous
interspiral
interspiration
interspire
intersporal
intersprinkle
intersprinkled
intersprinkled
intersprinkling
intersqueeze
intersqueezed
intersqueezing
intersshot
interstade
interstadal
interstage
interstaminal
interstapedial
interstate
interstates
interstation
interstellar
interstellary
intersterile
intersterility
intersternal
intersticed
interstices
intersticial
interstimulate
interstimulated
interstimulating
interstimulation
interstinctive
interstitial
interstitially
interstition
interstitious
interstitium
interstratification
interstratified
interstratify
interstratifying
interstreak
interstream
interstreet
interstrial
interstriatation
interstrive
interstriven
interstriving
interstrove
interstructure
intersubjective
intersubjectively
intersubjectivity
intersubsistence
intersubstitution
intersuperciliary
intersusceptation
intersystem
intersystematic
intersystematical
intersystematically
intertalk
intertangle
intertangled
intertanglement
intertangles
intertangling
intertarsal
intertask
interteam
intertear
intertentacular
intertegular
intertegmental
interterminal
interterritorial
intertessellation
intertestimonial
intertex
intertexture
interthing
interthread
interthreaded
interthreading
interthronging
intertidal
intertidally
intertie
intertied
intertieing
interties
intertill
intertillage
intertinge
interinged
intertinging
intertissue
intertissued
intertoll
intertone
intertongue
intertonic
intertouch
intertown
intertrabecular
intertrace
intertaced
intertacing
intertrade
intertraded
intertrading
intertraffic
intertrafficked
intertrafficking
intertragian
intertransformability
intertransformable
intertransmissible
intertransmission
intertransspicious
intertransversal
intertransversalis
intertransversary
intertransverse
intertrappean
intertree
intertribal
intertriginous
intertriglyph
intertrigo
intertrinitarian
intertrochanteric
intertrochlear
intertropic
intertropical
intertropics
intertrude
intertuberel
intertubercular
intertubular
intertwin
intertwine
intertwined
intertwinement
intertwinements
intertwines
intertwining
intertwiningly
intertwist
intertwisted
intertwisting
intertwistingly
interungular
interungulate
interunion
interuniversity
interurban
interureteric
intervaginal
interval
interval's
intervale
intervaled
intervalic
intervaling
intervalled
intervally
intervalic
intervalling
intervallum
intervalometer
intervals
intervalvular
intervariation
intervared
intervarietal
intervarsity
intervary
intervarying
intervascular
intervein
interveinal
interveined
interveining
interveinous
intervenant
intervene
intervened
intervener
interveners
intervenes
intervenience
interveniency
intervenient
intervening
intervenium
intervenor
intervent
intervention
intervention's
interventional
interventionism
interventionist
interventionists
interventions
interventive
interventor
interventral
interventralia
interventricular
intervenue
intervenular
interverbal
interversion
intervert
intervertebra
intervertebral
intervertebrally
interverting
intervesicular
interview
interviewable
interviewed
interviewee
interviewees
interviewer
interviewers
interviewing
interviews
intervillos
intervisibility
intervisible
intervisit
intervisitation
intervital
intervocal
intervocalic
intervocalically
intervolute
intervolution
intervolve
intervolved
intervolving
interwar
interwarred
interwarring
interweave
interweaved
interweavement
interweaver
interweaves
interweaving
intestinovesical
intexine
intext
intextine
intexture
inthral
inthral
inthralled
inthralling
inthrallment
inthralls
inthralment
inthrals
inthrone
inthroned
inthrones
inthrong
inthroning
inthronistic
inthronizate
inthronization
inthronize
inthrow
inthrust
intially
intice
intil
intill
intima
intimacies
intimacy
intimado
intimados
intimae
intimal
intimas
intimate
intimated
intimately
intimateness
intimater
intimaters
intimates
intimating
intimation
intimations
intime
intimidate
intombing
intombment
intombs
intonable
intonaci
intonaco
intonacos
intonate
intonated
intonates
intonating
intonation
intonation's
intonational
intonations
intonator
intone
intoned
intonement
intoner
intoners
intones
intoning
intoothed
intorsion
intort
intorted
intortillage
intorting
intortion
intorts
intortus
intourist
intower
intown
intoxation
intoxicable
intoxicant
intoxicantly
intoxicants
intoxicate
intoxicated
intoxicatedly
intoxicatedness
intoxicates
intoxicating
intoxicatingly
intoxication
intoxications
intoxicative
intoxicatively
intoxicator
intoxicators
intr
intra
intraabdominal
intraarterial
intraarterially
inrabiontic
inrabranial
intrabred
intrabronchial
intrabuccal
intracalicular
intracanalicular
intracanalional
intracapsular
intracardiac
intracardial
intracardially
intracarpal
intracarpellary
intracartilaginous
intracellular
intracellularly
intracepahlic
intracerebellar
intracerebral
intracerebrally
intracervical
intrachordal
intracistern
intracity
intracittelline
intracloacal
intracoastal
intracoelomic
intracolic
intracollegiate
intracommunication
intracompany
intracontinental
intracorporeal
intracorpuscular
intracortical
intracosmic
intracosmical
intracosmically
intracostal
intracranial
intracranially
intractability
intractable
intractableness
intractably
intractile
intractaneous
intractaneously
intractercystic
intrada
intradepartment
intradepartmental
intradermal
intradermally
intradermic
intradermically
intradermo
intradistrict
intradivisional
intrado
intrados
intradoses
intradoss
intraduodenal
intradural
intraecclesiastical
intraepiphyseal
intraepithelial
intrafactory
intrafascicular
intrafissural
intrafistular
intrafoliaceous
intraformational
intrafusal
intragalactic
intragasantes
intragastic
intragemmal
intraglacial
intraglandular
intraglobular
intragroup
intragroupal
intragyral
intrahepatic
intrahyoid
intrail
intraimperial
intrait
intragular
intralamellar
intraparotidal
intralaryngeal
intralaryngeally
intraleukocytic
intraligamentary
intraligamentous
intraliminal
intraline
intralingual
intralobar
intralobular
intralocular
intralogical
intralumbar
intramachine
intramammary
intramarginal
intramastoid
intramatrical
intramurally
intramedullary
intramembranous
intrameningeal
intramental
intrametropolitan
intramolecular
intramolecularly
intramontane
intramorainic
intramundane
intramural
intramuralism
intramuraously
intramuscular
intramuscularly
intramyocardial
intranarial
intranasal
intraneous
intranet
intranetwork
intraneural
intraneidal
intranquil
intranquillity
intrans
intranscalency
intranscalent
intransferrable
intransferrable
intransformable
intrans fusible
intransgressible
intransient
intransigeance
intransigeancy
intransigeant
intransigeantly
intransigence
intransigency
intransigent
intransigentism
intransigentist
intransigently
intransigents
intransitable
intransitive
intransitively
intransitiveness
intransitives
intransitivity
intransitu
intranslatable
intransmissible
intransmutability
intransmutable
intransparency
intransparent
intrant
intrants
intranuclear
intraoctave
intraocular
intraoffice
intraoral
intraorbital
intraorganization
intraossal
intraosseous
intraosteal
intraovarian
intrap
intrapair
intraparenchymatous
intraparietal
intraparochial
intraparty
intrapelvic
intrapericardiac
intrapericardial
intraperineal
intraperiosteal
intraperitoneal
intraperitoneally
intrapersonal
intrapotial
intraplacental
intraplant
intrapleural
intrapolar
intrapontine
intrapopulation
intraprocess
intraprocessor
intraprostatic
intraprotoplasmic
intrapsychic
intrapsychical
intrapsychically
intrapulmonary
intrapyretic
intrarachidian
intrarectal
intrarelation
intrarenal
intraretinal
intrarhachidian
intraschol
intrascrotal
intrasegmental
intrasélection
intraseellar
intraseminal
intraseptal
intraserous
intrashop
intraspecies
intraspecific
intraspecifically
intraspinal
intraspinally
intrasstate
intrastomal
intrususception
intrasynovial
intratarsal
intrate
intratelluric
intraterritorial
intratesticular
intrathecal
intrathoracic
intrathyroid
intratomic
intratonsillar
intratrabecular
intratracheal
intratracheally
intratropical
intratubal
intratubular
intratympanic
intraterine
intravaginal
intravalvular
intravasation
intravascular
intravascularly
intravenous
intravenously
intraventricular
intraverbal
intraversible
intravertebral
intravertebrally
intravesical
intravitil
intravitally
intravitam
intravitelline
intravitreous
intraxylary
intrazonal
intreasure
intreat
intreatable
intreated
intreating
intreats
intrench
intrrenchant
intrrenched
intrrencher
intrrenches
intrrenching
intrrenchment
intrepid
intrepidity
intrepidly
intrepidness
intricable
intricacies
intricacy
intricate
intricately
intricateness
intrication
intrigant
intrigante
intrigantes
intrigants
intrigaunt
intrigo
intriguant
intriguante
intrigue
intrigued
intrigueproof
intriguer
intriguers
intriguery
intrigues
intriguess
intriguing
intriguingly
intrince
intrine
inrinse
intrinsic
intrinsical
intrinsicality
intrinsically
intrinsicalness
intrinsicate
intro
introactive
introceptive
introconversion
introconvertibility
introconvertible
introd
introdden
introduce
introduced
introducee
introducemnt
introducer
introducers
introduces
introducible
introducing
introduct
introduction
introduction's
introductions
introductive
introductively
introductor
introductorily
introductoriness
introductory
introductress
introfaction
introfied
introfier
introfies
introflex
introflexion
introfy
introfying
introgressant
introgression
introgressive
introinflection
introit
introits
introitus
introject
introjection
introjective
intromissibility
intromissible
intromission
intromissive
intromit
intromits
intromitted
intromittence
intromittent
intromitter
intromitting
intropriession
intropulsive
intropunitive
intoreception
introrsal
introrse
introrsely
intros
introscope
introsensible
introsentient
introspect
introspectable
introspected
introspectible
introspecting
introspection
introspectional
introspectionism
introspectionist
introspectionistic
introspections
introspective
introspectively
introspectiveness
introspectivism
introspectivist
introspector
introsuction
introsume
introsuscept
introsusception
introthoracic
introtraction
introvenient
introverse
introversibility
introversible
introversion
introversions
introversive
introversively
introvert
introverted
introvertedness
introverting
introvertive
introverts
introvision
introvolution
intrulance
intrude
intruded
intruder
intruder's
intruders
intrudes
intruding
intrudingly
intrudress
intrunk
intrus
intruse
intrusion
intrusion's
intrusional
intrusionism
intrusionist
intrusions
intrusive
intrusively
intrusiveness
intruso
intrust
intrusted
intrusting
intrusts
intsv
intubate
intubated
intubates
intubating
intubation
intubationist
intubator
intubating
intube
intue
intuent
intuicity
intuit
intuitable
intuited
intuiting
intuition
intuition's
intuitional
intuitionalism
intuitionalist
intuitionally
intuitionism
intuitionist
intuitionistic
intuitionless
intuitions
intuitive
intuitively
intuitiveness
intuitivism
intuitivist
intuito
intuits
intumesce
intumesced
intumescence
intumescent
intumescing
intumulate
intune
inturbidate
inturgescence
inturn
inturned
inturning
inturns
intuse
intussuscept
intussusception
intussusceptive
intwine
intwined
intwinement
intwines
intwining
intwist
intwisted
intwisting
intwists
inukshuk
inula
inulaceous
inulase
inulases
inulin
inulins
inuloid
inumbrate
inumbration
inunct
inunction
inunctum
inunctuosity
inunctuous
inundable
inundant
inundate
inundated
inundates
inundating
inundation
inundations
inundator
inundatory
inunderstandable
inunderstanding
inurbane
inurbanely
inurbaneness
inurbancy
inure
inured
inuredness
inurement
inurements
inures
inuring
inurn
inurned
inurning
inurnment
inurns
inuritate
inurativeness
inuration
inust
inustion
inutil
inutily
inutilities
inutility
inutilized
inutterable
inv
invaccinate
invaccination
invadable
inade
invaded
invader
invaders
invades
invading
invaginable
invaginate
invaginated
invaginating
invagination
invalence
invaludinary
invalid
invalidate
invalidated
invalidates
invalidating
invalidation
invalidations
invalidator
invalidcy
invalided
invalidhood
invaliding
invalidish
invalidism
invalidities
invalidity
invalidly
invertebrate
inverisimilitude
inverities
inverity
inverminate
invermination
invermacular
inverness
invernesses
inversable
inversatile
inverse
inversed
inversedly
inversely
inverses
inversing
inversion
inversionist
inversions
inversive
inversor
invert
invertant
invertase
invertebracy
invertebral
invertebrata
invertebrate
invertebrate's
invertebrated
invertebrateness
invertebrates
inverted
invertedly
invertedly
inverter
inverter
inverters
invertibility
invertible
invertile
inverting
invertive
invertor
invertors
inverts
invest
investable
invidiousness
invigilance
invigilancy
invigilate
invigilated
invigilating
invigilation
invigilator
invigor
invigorate
invigorated
invigorates
invigorating
invigoratingly
invigoratingness
invigoration
invigorations
invigorative
invigoratively
invigorator
invigour
invile
invillage
invinate
invination
invincibility
invincible
invincibleness
invincibly
inviolability
inviolable
inviolableness
inviolably
inviolacy
inviolate
inviolated
inviolately
inviolateness
invious
inviousness
invirile
invirility
invirtuate
inviscate
inviscation
inviscerate
inviscid
invoked
invoker
invokers
invokes
invoking
involatile
involatility
involucel
involucelate
involucelated
involucellate
involucellated
involucra
involucral
involucrate
involucre
involucred
involucres
involucriform
involucrum
involuntarily
involuntariness
involuntary
involute
involuted
involuteedly
involutely
involutes
involuting
involution
involutional
involutionary
involutions
involutorial
involutory
involve
involved
involvedly
involvedness
invlement
invlement's
invlemements
involvent
involver
involvers
involves
involving
invoy
iodized
iodizer
iodizers
iodizes
iodizing
iodo
iodobehenate
iodobenzene
iodobromite
iodocasein
iodochlorid
iodochloride
iodochromate
iodocresol
iododerma
iodoethane
iodoform
iodoforms
iodogallicin
iodohydrate
iodohydric
iodohydrin
iodol
iodols
iodomercurate
iodomercuri ate
iodomethane
iodometric
iodometrical
iodometrically
iodometry
iodonium
iodophor
iodophors
iodoprotein
iodopsin
iodopsins
iodoso
iodosobenzene
iodospongin
iodotannic
iodotherapy
iodothyrin
iodous
iodoxy
iodoxybenzene
iodyrite
iof
iridauxesis
iridectome
iridectomies
iridectomise
iridectomised
iridectomising
iridectomize
iridectomized
iridectomizing
iridectomy
iridectropium
iridemia
iridencleisis
iridentropium
irideous
irideremia
irides
iridesce
iridescence
iridescences
iridescency
iridescent
iridescently
iridial
iridian
iridiate
iridic
iridical
iridin
iridine
iridocyte
iridiophore
iridioplatinum
iridious
iridite
iridium
iridiums
iridization
iridize
iridized
iridizing
irido
iridoavulsion
iridocapsulitis
iridocele
iridoceratitic
iridochoroiditis
iridocoloboma
iridoconstrictor
iridocyclitis
iridocyte
iridodesis
iridodiagnosis
iridodialysis
iridodonesis
iridokinesia
iridoline
iridomalacia
iridomotor
iridoncus
iridoparalysis
iridophore
iridoplegia
iridoptosis
iridopupillary
iridorhexis
iridosclerotomy
iridosmine
iridosmium
iridotasis
iridotome
iridotomies
iridotomy
iridous
iring
iris
irisate
irisated
irisation
iriscope
irised
irises
irish
irishism
irishman
irishmen
irishry
irishwoman
irishwomen
irisin
irising
irislike
irisroot
iritic
iritis
iritises
irk
irked
irking
irks
irksome
irksomely
irksomeness
irok
iroko
iron
ironback
ironbark
ironbarks
ironbound
ironbush
ironclad
ironclads
irone
ironed
ironer
ironers
irones
ironfisted
ironflower
ironhanded
ironhandedly
ironhandedness
ironhard
ironhead
ironheaded
ironheads
ironhearted
ironheartedly
ironheartedness
ironic
ironical
ironically
ironicalness
ironice
ironies
ironing
ironings
ironiously
ironish
ironism
ironist
ironists
ironize
ironless
ironlike
ironly
ironmaker
ironmaking
ironman
ironmaster
ironmen
ironmonger
ironmongeries
ironmongering
ironmongery
ironness
ironnesses
irons
ironshod
ironshot
ironside
ironsided
ironsides
ironsmith
ironstone
ironstones
ironware
ironwares
ironweed
ironweeds
ironwood
ironwoods
ironwork
ironworked
ironworker
ironworkers
ironworking
ironworks
ironwort
irony
iroquoian
iroquoians
iroquois
irous
irpe
irradiance
irradiancy
irradiant
irradiate
irradiated
irradiates
irradiating
irradiatingly
irradiation
irradiations
irradiative
irradiator
irradiable
irradiantly
irradiate
irradiated
irradiation
irradiations
irradiative
irradiator
irradicable
irradicably
irradicate
irradicated
irarefiable
irate
irrationability
irrational
irrationably
irrational
irrationalise
irrationalised
irrationalising
irrationalism
irrationalist
irrationalistic
irrationalities
irrationality
irrationalize
irrationalized
irrationalizing
irrationally
irrationalness
irrationals
irreal
irreality
irrealizable
irrebuttable
irreceptive
irreceptivity
irreciprocal
irreciprocity
irreclaimability
irreclaimable
irreclaimableness
irreclaimably
irreclaimed
irrecognition
irrecognizability
irrecognizable
irrecognizably
irrecognizant
irrecollection
irreconcilability
irreconcilable
irreconcilableness
irreconciliably
irreconcile
irreconciled
irreconcilement
irreconciliability
irreconciliable
irreconciliableness
irreconciliably
irreconciliation
irrecordable
irrecoverable
irrecoverableness
irrecoverably
irrecuperable
irrecurable
irrecusable
irrecusably
irred
irredeemability
irredeemable
irredeemableness
irredeemably
irredeemed
irredenta
irredential
irredentism
irredentist
irredentists
irredressibility
irredressible
irredressibly
irreducibilities
irreducibility
irreducible
irreducible
irreducible
irreducible
irreducible
irreductibly
irreductibility
irreductible
irreduction
irreferable
irreflection
irreflective
irreflectively
irreflectiveness
irreflexive
irreformability
irreformable
irrefragability
irrefragable
irrefragableness
irrefragably
irrefrangibility
irrefrangible
irrefrangibleness
irrefrangibly
irrefusable
irrefutability
irrefutable
irrefutableness
irrefutably
irreg
irregardless
irregeneracy
irregenerate
irregeneration
irregular
irregularism
irregularist
irregularities
irregularity
irregularize
irregularly
irregularness
irregulars
irregulate
irregulated
irregulation
irregulous
irrejectable
irrelapsable
irrelate
irrelated
irrelation
irrelative
irrelatively
irrelativeness
irrelevance
irrelevances
irrelevancies
irrelevancy
irrelevant
irrelevantly
irreliability
irrelievable
irreligion
irreligionism
irreligionist
irreligionize
irreligiosity
irreligious
irreligiously
irreligiousness
irreluctant
irremeable
irremeably
irremediable
irremediableness
irremediably
irremediless
irrememberable
irremissibility
irremissible
irremissibleness
irremissibly
irremission
irremissive
irremittable
irremovability
irremovable
irremovableness
irremovably
irremunerable
irrenderable
irrenewable
irrenowned
irrenunciable
irrepair
irrepairable
irreparability
irreparable
irreparableness
irreparably
irrepassable
irrepatriable
irrepealability
irrepealable
irrepealableness
irrepealably
irrepentance
irrepentant
irrepentantly
irrepetant
irreplacable
irreplacably
irreplaceability
irreplaceable
irreplaceableness
irreplaceably
irreplaceable
irreplaceably
irrepleviable
irreportable
irpreprehensibility
irreprehensible
irreprehensibleness
irreprehensibly
irrepresentable
irrepresentableness
irrepresentable
irrepresentibly
irrepressible
irrepressible
irrepressibly
irrepressive
irreproachability
irreproachable
irreproachable
irreproachably
irreproducibility
irreproducible
irreproductive
irreprovable
irreprovable
irreprovableness
irreprovably
irreption
irreptitious
irrepublican
irreputable
irresilience
irresiliency
irresilient
irresistable
irresistably
irresistance
irresistibility
irresistible
irresistibleness
irresistibly
irresistless
irresolubility
irresoluble
irresolubleness
irresolute
irresolutely
irresoluteness
irresolution
irresolvability
irresolvable
irresolvableness
irresolved
irresolvedly
irresonance
irresonant
irrespectability
irrespectable
irrespectful
irrespective
irrespectively
irrespirable
irrespondence
irresponsibilities
irresponsibility
irresponsible
irresponsibleness
irresponsibly
irresponsible
irresponsiveness
irrestrainable
irrestrainably
irrestrictive
irresultive
irresuscitable
irresuscitably
irretention
irretentive
irretentiveness
irreticence
irreticent
irretraceable
irretraceably
irretractable
irretractile
irretrievability
irretrievable
irretrievableness
irretrievably
irreturnable
irrevealable
irrevelably
irreverence
irreverences
irreverend
irreverendly
irrevent
irreverential
irreverentialism
irreverentially
irreverently
irreversibility
irreversible
irreversibleness
irreversibly
irrevertible
irreviewable
irrevisable
irrevocability
irrevocable
irrevocableness
irrevocably
irrevoluible
irration
irride
irridenta
irrigable
irrigably
irrigant
irrigate
irrigated
irrigates
irrigating
irrigation
irrigational
irrigationist
irrigations
irrigative
irrigator
irrigatorial
irrigators
irrigatory
irriguous
irriguousness
irrisible
irraison
irrisor
irrisory
irritabilities
irritability
irritable
irritableness
irritably
irritament
irritancies
irritancy
irritant
irritants
irritate
irritated
irritatedly
irritates
irritating
irritatingly
irritation
irritations
irritative
irritativeness
irritator
irritatory
irrite
irritomotile
irritomotility
irrogate
irorate
irorated
iroration
irrotational
irrotationally
irrubrical
irrugate
irrumation
irrupt
irrupted
irruptible
irrupting
irruption
irruptions
irruptive
irruptively
irrupts
irs
irvingite
is
isaac
isabel
isabelina
islandman
islandmen
islandologist
islandology
islandress
islandry
islands
islandy
islay
isle
isle's
isled
isleless
isleman
isles
isleman
isleman
islemen
islet
islet's
isleted
islets
isleward
isling
isolat
isls
ism
ismaelian
ismaelite
ismal
ismatic
ismatical
ismaticalness
ismdom
isms
ismy
isn
isn't
isnad
isnt
isnt
iso
isoabnormal
isoagglutination
isoagglutinative
isoagglutinin
isoagglutininogen
isoalantolactone
isoalloxazine
isoallyl
isoamine
isoamid
isoamide
isoamyl
isoamylamine
isoamylene
isoamylethyl
isoamylidene
isoantibody
isoantigen
isoantigenic
isoantigenicity
isoapiole
isoasparagine
isoauore
isobar
isobarbaloin
isobarbituric
isobare
isobares
isobaric
isobarism
isobarometric
isobars
isobase
isobath
isobathic
isobaths
isobathytherm
isobathythermal
isobathythermic
isobenzofuran
isobilateral
isobilianic
isobiogenetic
isoborneol
isobornyl
isobront
isobronton
isobutane
isobutene
isobutyl
isobutylene
isobutyraldehyde
isobutyrate
isobutyric
isobutyryl
isocamphor
isocamphoric
isocaproic
isocarbostyril
isocarpic
isocarpous
isocellular
isoechaphalic
isoecephalism
isoecephalous
isoecephaly
isocereal
isoececy
isochasm
isochasmic
isoeheim
isoeheimal
isoeheimenal
isoeheimic
isoeheimonal
isoeheims
isoechela
isoechimal
isoechime
isoechimenal
isoechimes
isoechlor
isoechlorophyll
isoechlorophyllin
isoecholanic
isoecholesterin
isoecholesterol
isoechor
isoechore
isoechores
isoechoric
isoechors
isoeochromatic
isoechron
isoechronal
isoechronally
isoechrone
isoechronic
isoechronical
isoechronism
isoechronize
isoechronized
isoechronizing
isochronon
isochronous
isochronously
isochrons
isochrony
isochroous
isocinchoheronic
isocinchonine
isocitric
isoclasite
isoclimatic
isoclinal
isoclinally
isocline
isoclines
isoclinic
isoclinically
isocodeine
isocola
isolicic
isocolon
isocoria
isocyrbulbin
isocorybulbine
isocorydine
isocoumarin
isocracies
isocracy
isocrat
isocratic
isocreosol
isocrotonic
isocrymal
isocryme
isocrymic
isocryme
isocyclic
isocymene
isocytic
isodactylism
isodactyalous
isodef
isodiabatic
isodialuric
isodiametric
isodiametrical
isodiaphere
isodiazo
isodiazotate
isodimorphic
isodimorphism
isodimorphous
isodomic
isodomon
isodomous
isodomum
isodont
isodontous
isodose
isodrin
isodrome
isodrosotherm
isodulcite
isodurene
isodynamia
isodynamic
isodynamical
isodynamous
isoelastic
isoelectric
isoelectrically
isoelectronic
isoelectronically
isoelastic
isoelastin
isoeugenol
isoflavone
isoflor
isogam
isogametic
isogametism
isogamic
isogamies
isogamous
isogamy
isogen
isogeneic
isogenesis
isogenetic
isogenic
isogenies
isogenotype
isogenotypic
isogenous
isogeny
isogeotherm
isogeothermal
isogeothermic
isogloss
isoglossal
isoglosses
isognathism
isognathous
isogon
isogonal
isogonality
isogonally
isogonals
isogone
isogones
isogonic
isogonics
isogonies
isogoniostat
isogonism
isogons
isogony
isogradient
isograft
isogram
isograms
isograph
isographic
isographical
isographically
isographs
isography
isogriv
isogrivs
isogynous
isogyre
isohaline
isohalsine
isohel
isohels
isohemolysis
isohemopyrrole
isohexane
isohesperidin
isohexyl
isohume
isohydric
isohydrocyanic
isohydrosorbic
isohyet
isohyetal
isohyets
isoimmune
isoimmunity
isoimmunization
isoimmunize
isoindazole
isoindigotin
isoindole
isoionone
isokeraunic
isokeraunographic
isokeraunophonic
isokontan
isokurtic
isolability
isolable
isolapachol
isolatable
isolate
isolated
isolatedly
isolates
isolating
isolation
isolationalism
isolationalist
isolationalists
isolationism
isolationist
isolationists
isolations
isometries
isometrograph
isometropia
isometry
isomorph
isomorphic
isomorphically
isomorphism
isomorphism's
isomorphisms
isomorphous
isomorphs
isomyarian
isoneph
isonephelic
isonergic
isoniazid
isonicotinic
isonitramine
isonitril
isonitrile
isonitro
isonitroso
isonomic
isonomies
isonomous
isonomy
isonuclear
isonym
isonymic
isonymy
isooctane
isooleic
isoosmosis
isopach
isopachous
isopag
isoparaffin
isopathy
isopectic
isopedin
isopedine
isopelletierin
isopelletierine
isopentane
isopentyl
isoperimeter
isoperimetric
isoperimetal
isoperimetry
isopetalous
isopanle
isophane
isophasal
isophene
isophenomenal
isophone
isophoria
isophorone
isophotal
isophote
isophotes
isophtalic
isophtalyl
isophtyalous
isophtyll
isopicratic
isopicric
isopietastic
isopietastically
isopilocarpine
isopile
isopleth
isoplethic
isopleths
isopleural
isopleuran
isopleure
isopleurous
isopod
isopodan
isopodans
isopodiform
isopodimorphous
isopodous
isopods
isopogonous
isopolite
isopolitical
isopility
isopoly
isopor
isoporic
isoprenaline
isoprene
isoprenes
isoprenoid
isopropanol
isopropenyl
isopropyl
isopropylacetic
isopropylamine
isopropylideneacetone
isoproterenol
isopsephic
isopsephism
isopterous
isoptic
isopulegone
isopurpurin
isopycnal
isopycnic
isopyre
isopyromucic
isopyrrole
isouercitrin
isoquinine
isoquinoline
isorcinol
isorhamnose
isorhodeose
isorhythm
isorhythmic
isorhythmically
isorithm
isorosindone
isorrhythmic
isorropic
isort
isosaccharic
isosaccharin
isoscele
isosceles
isoscope
isosseismal
isosseismic
isosseimical
isoseist
isosine
isosmotic
isosmotically
isospin
isospins
isospondylos
isospor
isosporic
isosporias
isosporous
isospory
isostacy
isostasies
isostasist
isostasy
isostatic
isostatically
isostemonous
isostemony
isoster
isostere
isosteric
isosterism
isostructural
isostrychnine
isosuccinic
isosulphide
isosulphocyanate
isosulphocyanic
isosultam
isotac
isotach
isotachs
isotactic
isoteles
isotely
isoteniscope
isotere
isoteric
isotheral
isothere
isotheres
isotherm
isothermal
isothermally
isothermic
isothermical
isothermobath
isothermobathic
isothermobaths
isothermous
isotherms
isotherombrose
isothiocyanates
isothiocyanic
isothiocyanate
isothujone
isotimal
isotimic
isotome
isotomous
isotone
isotones
isotonia
isotonic
isotonically
isotonicity
isotony
isotope
isotope's
isotopes
isotopic
isotopically
isotopies
isotopism
isotopy
isotrehalose
isotrimorphic
isotrimorphism
isotrimorphous
isotron
isotronic
isotrope
isotropic
isotropies
isotropil
isotropism
isotropous
isotropy
isotype
isotypes
isotypic
isotypical
isovalerate
isovalerianate
isovalerianic
isovaleric
isovalerone
isovaline
isovanillic
isovoluminal
isoxanthine
isthmics
isthmist
isthmistic
isthmistical
isthmistics
isthmoid
isthmus
isthmuses
istiophorid
istle
istes
istoke
isuret
isuretine
isuroid
isz
it
it""Il
it'd
it'll
it's
ita
itabirite
itacism
itacist
itacistic
itacolumite
itaconate
itaconic
itai
ital
italian
italian's
italianate
italianiron
italianism
italianization
italianize
italians
italic
italicism
italicization
italicize
italicized
italicizes
italicizing
italics
italiot
jabberingly
jabberment
jabbernowl
jabbers
jabberwockian
jabberwocky
jabbing
jabbingly
jabble
jabers
jabia
jabiru
jabirus
jaborandi
jaborandis
jaborin
jaborine
jabot
jaboticaba
jabots
jabs
jabul
jabules
jaburan
jacal
jacaless
jacals
jacamar
jacamars
jacameropine
jacami
jacamin
jacana
jacanas
jacaranda
jacarandas
jacarandi
jacare
jacate
jacatoo
jacchus
jacconet
jacconot
jacens
jacent
jacht
jacinth
jacinthe
jackhammer
jackhammers
jackhead
jackie
jackies
jacking
jackknife
jackknifed
jackknifes
jackknifing
jackknives
jackleg
jacklegs
jacklight
jacklighter
jackman
jackmen
jacknifed
jacknifying
jacknives
jacko
jackpile
jackpiling
jackplane
jackpot
jackpots
jackpudding
jackpuddinghood
jackrabbit
jackrod
jackroll
jackrolled
jackrolling
jackrolls
jacks
jacksaw
jackscrew
jackscrews
jackshaft
jacksheay
jackshea
jacksnipe
jacksnipes
jacksnipe
jackson
jactitating
jactitation
jactivus
jactura
jacture
jactus
jacu
jacuaru
jaculate
jaculated
jaculates
jaculating
jaculation
jaculative
jaculator
jaculatorial
jaculatory
jaculiferous
jacutinga
jad
jadded
jadder
jadding
jade
jaded
jadedly
jadedness
jadeite
jadeites
jadelike
jadery
jades
jadesheen
jadeship
jadestone
jading
jadish
jadishly
jadishness
jaditic
jady
jaegars
jaeger
jaegers
jag
jaga
jagamohan
jagannath
jahannan
jahveh
jahvism
jai
jail
jailage
jailbait
jailbird
jailbirds
jailbreak
jailbreaker
jailbreaks
jaildom
jailed
jailer
jaileress
jailering
jailers
jailership
jailhouse
jailhouses
jailing
jailish
jailkeeper
jailless
jaillike
jailmate
jailor
jailoring
jailors
jaits
jailward
jailyard
jain
jainism
jajman
jak
jakarta
jake
jakes
jakey
jakfruit
jako
jakos
jalap
jalapa
jalapeno
jalapenos
jalapic
jalapin
jalapins
jalaps
jalee
jalet
jalkar
jalloped
jalop
jalopies
jalloppies
jaloppy
jalops
jalopy
jalar
jalouse
jaloused
jalousie
jalousied
jalousies
jalousing
jalpaite
jalur
jam
jama
jamadar
jamaica
jamaican
jamaicans
jaman
jamb
jambalaya
jambart
jambarts
jambe
jambeau
jambeaux
jambed
jambee
jamber
jambes
jambing
jambiya
jambo
jambolan
jambolana
jambon
jambone
japanization
japanize
japanized
japanizes
japanizing
japanned
japanner
japanners
japannery
japanning
japans
jape
japed
japer
japeries
japers
japery
japes
japheth
japhetic
japing
japingly
japish
japishly
japishness
japonaiserie
japonic
japonica
japonicas
japygid
japygoid
jaquette
jaquima
jar
jar’s
jara
jarabe
jaragua
jarana
jararaca
jararacussu
jarbird
jarble
jarbot
jarde
jardin
jardini
jardiniere
jejunectomy
jejunely
jejuneness
jejunities
jejunitis
jejunity
jejunoduodenal
jejunoileitis
jejunostomies
jejunostomy
jejunotomy
jejenum
jejenum
jejenum
jejyll
jelab
jelerang
jelib
jelick
jell
jellab
jellaba
jellabas
jelled
jellib
jellica
jellico
jellied
jelliedness
jellies
jellification
jellified
jellifies
jellify
jellifying
jellily
jelling
jello
jelloid
jells
jelly
jelly's
jellybean
jellybeans
jellydom
jellyfish
jellyfishes
jellying
jellyleaf
jerksome
jerkwater
jerky
jerl
jerm
jermonal
jermoonal
jernie
jeroboam
jeroboams
jeronymite
jeropiga
jerque
jerqued
jerquer
jerquing
jerreed
jerreeds
jerrican
jerricans
jerrid
jerrids
jerries
jerry
jerrybuild
jerrybuilding
jerrybuilt
jerrycan
jerrycans
jerryism
jersey
jersey's
jerseyed
jerseyite
jerseyites
jerseys
jert
jerusalem
jervia
jervin
jervina
jervine
jess
jessakeed
jessamies
jessamine
jessamy
jessant
jewelless
jewellike
jewelling
jewelly
jewelries
jewelry
jewels
jewelsmith
jewelweed
jewelweeds
jewely
jewess
jewfish
jewfishes
jewing
jewis
jewish
jewishness
jewism
jewry
jews
jews'harp
jezail
jezails
jezebel
jezebels
jezekite
jeziah
jg
jger
jharal
jheel
jhool
jhow
jvh
jiao
jib
jibb
jibba
jibbah
jibbed
jibbeh
jibber
jibbers
jibbing
jibbings
jibbons
jibboom
jirkinet
jism
jisms
jisson
jiti
jitneur
jitneuse
jitney
jitneyed
jitneying
jitneyman
jitneys
jitro
jitter
jitterbug
jitterbugged
jitterbugger
jitterbugging
jitterbugs
jittered
jitteriness
jittering
jitters
jittery
jiujitsu
jiujitsus
jiujitsu
jiujutsus
jiva
jivatma
jive
jiveass
jived
jives
jiving
jixie
jizya
jizyah
jizzen
jms
jnana
jnanamarga
jnana
jnanashakti
jnanayoga
jnanendriya
jnud
jnt
joke
jokebook
joked
jokeless
jokelet
jokeproof
joker
jokers
jokes
jokesmith
jokesome
jokesomeness
jokester
jokesters
jokey
jokier
jokiest
joking
jokingly
jokish
jokist
joktaleg
jokul
joky
jole
joles
joll
jolleyman
jollied
jollier
jollies
jolliest
jollification
jollifications
jollified
jollifies
jollify
jollifying
jollily
jolliment
jolliness
jollities
jollity
jollity
jollop
joloped
jolly
jollyer
jollyhead
jollying
jollytail
jolt
jolted
jolter
jolterhead
jolterheaded
jolterheadedness
jolters
jolthead
joltheaded
joltier
jolliest
joltily
joltilness
jolting
joltingly
joldtless
joltproof
jolts
jolty
jomon
jonah
jonahs
jonathan
jondla
jones
joneses
jonglem
jonglery
jongleur
jongleurs
jonnick
jonnock
jonque
jonquil
jonquille
jonquils
jonsonian
jonvalization
jonvalize
jook
jookerie
joola
jool
joom
joram
jorams
jotisaru
jotisi
jots
jotted
jotter
jotters
jotting
jottings
jotty
jotunn
jotunnheim
joual
jouals
joubarb
joug
jough
jougs
jouisance
jouissance
jouk
jouked
joukery
joukerypawkery
jouking
jouks
joul
joule
joulean
joulemeter
joules
jounce
jounced
jounces
jouncier
jounciest
jouncing
jouncy
jour
journ
journal
journal's
journalary
journaled
journalese
journaling
journalise
journalised
journalish
journalising
journalism
journalist
journalist's
journalistic
journalistically
journalists
journalization
journalize
journalized
journalizer
journalizes
journalizing
journalled
journalling
journals
journey
journeycake
journeyed
journeyer
journeyers
journeying
journeyings
journeyman
journeymen
journeys
journeywoman
journeywomen
journeywork
journeyworker
jorno
jours
joust
jousted
jouster
jousters
jousting
jousts
joutes
jove
jovial
jovialist
jovialistic
joviality
jovialize
jovialized
jovializing
jovially
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>jubilant</th>
<th>jubilantly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jubilar</td>
<td>jubilarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilate</td>
<td>jubilated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilates</td>
<td>jubilating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilatio</td>
<td>jubilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilations</td>
<td>jubilatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubile</td>
<td>jubileal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilean</td>
<td>jubilee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilees</td>
<td>jubiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubili</td>
<td>jubilist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilization</td>
<td>jubilize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jubilus</td>
<td>jubus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juchart</td>
<td>juck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juckies</td>
<td>jucundity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud</td>
<td>judah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judaic</td>
<td>judaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judaical</td>
<td>judaiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judaism</td>
<td>judaist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judaistic</td>
<td>judaization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judaise</td>
<td>judaizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judas</td>
<td>judases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judcock</td>
<td>judder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juddered</td>
<td>juddering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judders</td>
<td>juddock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
judicializing
judicially
judicialness
judiciaries
judiciarily
judiciary
judicious
judiciously
judiciousness
judicium
judith
judo
judoist
judoists
judoka
judokas
judophobia
judos
judy
jueces
juffer
jufti
jufts
jug
jug’s
juga
jugal
jugale
jugate
jugated
jugation
juger
jugerum
jugful
jugfuls
jugged
jugger
juggernaut
juggernauts
juggling
juggins
jugginses
juggle
juggled
jugglement
juggler
juggleries
jugglers
jugglery
juggles
juggling
juggingly
jugglings
jughead
jugheads
juglandaceous
juglandin
juglar
juglane
jugoslav
jugs
jugsful
jugula
jugular
jugulars
jugulary
jugulate
jugulated
jugulates
jugulating
jugulation
jugulum
jugum
jugums
juice
juice's
juiced
juiceful
juicehead
juiceless
juicelessness
juicer
juicers
juices
juicier
juiciest
juicily
juiciness
juicing
juicy
juise
jujitsu
jujitsus
juju
jujube
juncagineous
juncat
junciform
juncite
junco
juncoes
juncos
juncous
junction
junction's
junctional
junctions
junctive
junctly
junctor
junctural
juncture
juncture's
junctures
juncus
jundie
jundied
jundies
jundy
jundying
june
juneating
juneau
juneberry
junectomy
junefish
jungermanniaceous
jungian
jungle
jungle's
jungled
junglegym
jungles
jungleside
junglewards
junglewood
jungli
junglier
jungliest
jungly
jungiata
junior
junior's
jupons
jura
jural
jurally
jurament
juramenta
juramentado
juramentados
juramental
juramentally
juramentum
jurant
jurants
jurara
jurare
jurassic
jurat
jurata
juration
jurative
jurator
juratorial
juratory
jurats
jure
jurel
jurels
juridic
juridical
juridically
juridical
juridicus
juries
juring
juris
jurisconsult
jurisdiction
jurisdiction's
jurisdictional
jurisdictionalism
jurisdictionally
jurisdictions
jurisdictive
jurisp
jurisprude
jurisprudence
jurisprudent
jurisprudential
justo
justs
jut
jute
jutelike
jutes
jutka
juts
jutted
juttied
jutties
jutting
juttingly
jutty
juttying
juv
juvenal
juvenals
juvenate
juvenescence
juvenescent
juvenile
juvenile's
juveniliey
juvenileness
juveniles
juvenilia
juvenilify
juvenilism
juvenilities
juvenility
juvenilize
juvenocracy
juvenolatry
juvent
juventude
jivia
juvite
juwise
juxta
juxtalittoral
juxtamarine
juxtapose
juxtaposed
juxtaposes
juxtaposing
juxtaposit
juxtaposition
juxtapositional
juxtapositions
juxtapositive
juxtapyloric
juxtaspinal
juxtaterrestrial
juxtatropical
jymold
jyngine
jynx
k
k's
ka
kaaba
kaama
kaas
kaataplectic
kab
kabab
kababs
kabaka
kabakas
kabala
kabalas
kabar
kabaragoya
kabars
kabassou
kabaya
kabayas
kabbala
kabbalah
kabbalahs
kabbalas
kabel
kabeljou
kabeljous
kaberu
kabiet
kabiki
kabikis
kabob
kabobs
kabs
kabuki
kabukis
kabuzuchi
kabyle
kaisership
kaitaka
kaivalya
kaiwhiria
kaiwi
kajawah
kajeput
kajeputs
kajugaru
kaka
kakapo
kakapos
kakar
kakarali
kakaralli
kakariki
kakas
kakawahie
kakemono
kakemonos
kaki
kakidrosis
kakis
kakistocracies
kakistocracy
kakistocratical
kakkak
kakke
kakogenic
kakorrhaphiaphobia
kakortokite
kakotopia
kal
kala
kalaazar
kalach
kaladana
kalam
kalamalo
kalamansanai
kalamkari
kalams
kalan
kalanchoe
kalasie
kalathoi
kalathos
kale
kaleege
kaleidoscope
kaleidophon
kaleidophone
kaleidoscope
kaleidoscopes
kaleidoscopic
kaleidoscopical
kaleidoscopically
kalema
kalend
kalender
kalendarial
kalends
kales
kalewife
kalewives
kaleyard
kaleyards
 kali
kalian
kaliants
kaliborite
kalidium
kalif
kalifate
kalifates
kaliform
kalifs
kaligenous
kalimba
kalimbas
kalinite
kaliophilitite
kalipaya
kaliph
kaliphs
kalis
kalium
kaliums
kalkvis
kallah
kallege
kallidin
kallidins
kalliliite
kallitype
kalmia
kantars
kantela
kantele
kanteles
kanteletar
kanten
kantharoi
kantharos
kantian
kantians
kantia
kantry
kanuka
kanyaw
kanzu
kaoliang
kaoliangs
kaolin
kaolina
kaoline
kaolines
kaolinic
kaolinisation
kaolinise
kaolinised
kaolinising
kaolinite
kaolinization
kaolinize
kaolinized
kaolinizing
kaolins
kaon
kaons
kapa
kapai
kapas
kapeika
kapelle
kapellmeister
kaph
kaphs
kapok
kapoks
kapote
kapp
kappa
kapparah
karmouth
karn
karns
karo
karoo
karooos
karos
kaross
karosses
karou
karpas
karree
karren
karri
karroo
karroos
karrusel
karsha
karst
karstenite
karstic
karsts
kart
kartel
karting
kartings
kartometer
kartos
karts
karuna
karval
karvar
karwar
karyaster
karyatid
karyenchyma
karyochrome
karyochylema
karyocyte
karyogamic
karyogamy
karyokinesis
karyokinetic
karyolitic
karyologic
karyological
karyologically
karyology
kashruth
kashruths
ekashruts
ekashubian
kasida
kasm
kasolite
kassabah
kassu
kastura
kat
katabases
katabasis
katabatic
katabella
katabolic
katabolically
katabolism
katabolite
katabolize
katabothra
katabothron
katachromasis
katacrotic
katacrotism
katagelophobia
katagenesis
katagenetic
katakana
katakanas
katakinesis
katakines
katakinetic
katakinetomer
katakinetomeric
katakiribori
katalase
katalyses
katalysis
katalyst
katalytic
katalyze
katalyzed
katalyzer
katalyzing
katamorphic
katamorphism
katana
kataphoresis
kededged
kedger
kedgereee
kedgereees
kedges
kedging
kedgy
kedjave
kedlock
kedushah
keech
keef
keefs
keek
keeked
keeker
keekers
keeking
keeks
keel
keelage
keelages
keelback
keelbill
keelbird
keelblock
keelboat
keelboatman
keelboatmen
keelboats
keeldrag
keeled
keeler
keelfat
keelhale
keelhaled
keelhales
keelhaling
keelhaul
keelhauled
keelhauling
keelhauls
keelie
keeling
keelivine
keelless
keelman
keelrake
kempt
kemptken
kempts
kempy
ken
kenaf
kenafs
kenareh
kench
kenches
kend
kendal
kendir
kendirna
kendo
kendoist
kendos
kendy
kendyr
kenema
kenlore
kenmark
kenmpy
kennabecker
kennebunker
kenned
kennedy
kennel
kennel's
kenneled
kenneling
kennell
kennelled
kennelling
kennelly
kennelman
kennels
kenner
kennet
kenning
kennings
kenningwort
kenno
kenny
keno
kenogenesis
kenogenetic
kenogenetically
kenogeny
kenophobia
kenos
kenosis
kenosises
kenotic
kenoticism
kenoticist
kenotism
kenotist
kenotoxin
kenotron
kenotrons
kens
kenscoff
kensington
kenspac
kenspeck
kenspeckle
kenspeckled
kent
kentallenite
kente
kentia
kentish
kentle
kentledge
kentrogon
kentrolite
kentuckian
kentuckians
kentucky
kenya
kenyan
kenyans
kenyte
keogenesis
keout
kep
kephalin
kephalins
kephir
kepi
kepis
kepped
keppen
kepping
keps
kernes
kernetty
kerning
kernish
kernite
kernites
kernoi
kernos
kerns
kero
kerogen
kerogens
kerolite
keros
kerosene
kerosenes
kerosine
kerosines
kerplunk
kerria
kerrias
kerrie
kerries
kerrikeri
kerril
kerrite
kerry
kers
kersanne
kersantite
kersey
kerseymere
kerseynette
kerseys
kerslam
kerslosh
kersmash
kerugma
kerugmata
keruing
kerve
kerwham
kerygma
kerygmata
kerygmatic
kerykeion
kerystic
kerystics
keys
keyseat
keyseater
keyserlick
keyset
keysets
keyslot
keysmith
keyster
keysters
keystone
keystoned
keystones
keystroke
keystroke's
keystrokes
keyway
keyways
keywd
keyword
keyword's
keywords
keywrd
kg
kgf
kgr
kha
khaddar
khaddars
khadi
khadis
khafajeh
khagiarite
khahoon
khai
khair
khaja
khajur
khakanship
khakham
khaki
khakied
khakilike
khakis
khalal
khalat
khalif
khalifa
killeen
killer
killers
killese
killick
killickinnic
killickinnick
killicks
killifish
killifishes
killig
killikinic
killikinick
killing
killingly
killingness
killings
killinite
killjoy
killjoys
killoch
killock
killocks
killogie
killow
kills
killweed
killwort
killy
kiln
kilned
kilneye
kilnhole
kilning
kilnman
kilarrib
kils
kilnstick
kilntree
kilo
kiloampere
kilobar
kilobars
kilobit
kilobits
kiloblock
kilobuck
kilobyte
kinematographical
kinematographically
kinematography
kinemometer
kineplasty
kinepox
kines
kinesalgia
kinescope
kinescoped
kinescopes
kinescoping
kineses
kinesiatric
kinesiatics
kinesic
kinesically
kinesics
kinesimeter
kinesiologic
kinesiological
kinesiologies
kinesiology
kinesiometer
kinesipathy
kinesis
kinesitherapy
kinesodic
kinesestheses
kinesthesia
kinesthesias
kinesthesis
kinesthetic
kinesthetically
kinetic
kinetical
kinetically
kineticism
kineticist
kinetics
kinetin
kinetins
kinetochore
kinetogenesis
kinetogenetic
kinetogenetically
kinetogenic
kinetogram
knives
knivey
knob
knob’s
knobbed
knobber
knobbier
knobbliest
knobbiness
knobbing
knobble
knobbled
knobbler
knobblier
knobbliest
knobbling
knobbly
knobby
knobkerrie
knobkerry
knoblike
knobs
knobstick
knobstone
knobular
knobweed
knobwood
knock
knockabout
knockaway
knockdown
knockdowns
knocked
knockemdown
knocker
knockers
knocking
knockings
knockless
knockoff
knockoffs
knockout
knockouts
knocks
knockstone
knockup
knockwurst
knockwursts
knoit
knoll
knoll's
knolled
knoller
knollers
knolling
knolls
knolly
knop
knopite
knopped
knopper
knoppie
knoppy
knops
knopweed
knorhaan
knorhmn
knorr
knosp
knosped
knospes
knot
knot's
knotberry
knotgrass
knothead
knothole
knotholes
knothorn
knotless
knotlike
knotroot
knots
knotted
knotter
knotters
kottier
kouttiest
kottiily
kottomess
kotting
kooty
knotweed
knotweeds
knotwork
knotwort
knout
knouted
knouting
knouts
know
knowability
knowable
knowableness
knowe
knower
knowers
knoweth
knowhow
knowhows
knowing
knowinger
knowingest
knowingly
knowingness
knowings
knowledgable
knowledgableness
knowledgably
knowledge
knowledgeability
knowledgeable
knowledgeableness
knowledgeably
knowledged
knowledgeless
knowledgement
knowledging
known
knownothingism
knowns
knowperts
knows
knox
knoxville
knoxvillite
knub
knubbier
knubbiest
knubbly
knubby
knublet
knuckle
knuckleball
knuckleballer
knucklebone
knucklebones
knuckled
knucklehead
knuckleheaded
knuckleheadedness
knuckleheads
knuckler
knucklers
knuckles
knucklesome
knucklier
knuckliest
knuckling
knuckly
knucks
knucklesome
knuffe
knulling
knur
knurl
knurled
knurlier
knurliest
knurlin
knurling
knurls
knurly
knurry
knurs
knut
knuth
knutty
knyaz
knyazi
knysna
ko
koa
koae
koala
koalas
koali
koan
koans
koas
kob
koban
kobang
kobellite
kobi
kobird
kobold
kobolds
kobong
kobu
kochia
kochliarion
koda
kodak
kodaked
kodaker
kodaking
kodakist
kodakked
kodakking
kodakry
kodiak
kodkod
kodogu
kodro
kodurite
koeberliniaceous
koechlinite
koel
koels
koenenite
koff
koft
kofta
koftgar
koftgari
kogai
kogasin
koggelmanetje
kohekohe
kohemp
kohen
kohens
kohl
kohlrabi
kohlrabies
kohls
kohua
koi
koil
kolea
koleroga
kolhoz
kolhozes
kolhozy
kolinski
kolinskies
kolinsky
kolkhos
kolkhoses
kolkhosy
kolkhoz
kolkhozes
kolkhoznik
kolkhozy
kolkoz
kolkozes
kolkozy
kollast
kollaster
koller
kollergang
komogorov
kolo
kolobia
kolobion
kolobus
kolokolo
kolo
kolskite
kolsun
koltunna
koltunnor
komarch
komatik
komatiks
kombu
kominator
komitadjji
komitaji
kommandatura
kommetje
kommos
komondor
komondoroc
komondorock
komondorok
komondors
koonti
koopbrief
koorajong
koorhmn
koorka
koosin
kootcha
kootchar
kop
kopec
kopeck
kopecks
kopek
kopeks
kopfring
koph
kophs
kopi
kopis
kopje
kopjes
kopophobia
koppa
koppas
kopen
koppie
koppies
koppite
kops
kor
kora
koradji
korai
korait
korakan
koran
korari
kordax
kore
korea
korean
koreans
korec
koreci
korero
korfball
korhmn
kori
korimako
korin
korma
kornerupine
kornsheppa
kornsheppur
kornonde
kornonder
kornunna
kornunnur
koromika
koromiko
korona
korova
korrel
korrigan
korriganum
kors
korsakoff
korsakow
korumburra
korun
koruna
korunas
koruny
korymboi
korymbos
korzecc
kos
kosha
koshare
kosher
koshered
koshering
koshers
kosin
kosmokrator
koso
kosong
kosos
kosotoxin
koss
koswite
kotal
koto
kotoite
kotos
kotow
krohnkite
krome
kromeski
kromesky
kromogram
kromskop
krona
krone
kronen
kroner
kronor
kronos
kronur
kroo
kroon
krooni
kroons
krosa
krouchka
kroushka
krs
krubi
krubis
krubut
krubuts
krueller
kruellers
krumhorn
krummholz
krummhorn
kryokonite
kryolite
kryolites
kryolith
kryoliths
krypsis
kryptic
krypticism
kryptocyanine
kryptol
kryptomere
krypton
kryptonite
kryptons
ksar
kshatriya
ksi
kt
kulm
kulmet
kultur
kulturbünd
kulturkampf
kulturs
kumara
kumari
kumbaloi
kumbi
kumbuk
kunhar
kumis
kumiss
kumisses
kumkum
kummel
kummels
kummerbund
kumminost
kumquat
kumquats
kumrah
kumshaw
kumys
kumyse
kunai
kundalini
kung
kunk
kunkur
kunmiut
kunwar
kunzite
kunzites
kupfernickel
kupfferite
kuphar
kupper
kurajong
kurbash
kurbashed
kurbashes
kurbasing
kurchatovium
kurchicine
kurchine
kurd
kurdish
labelers
debelers
labeling
debel ling
labella
debell a
labellate
debell ate
labelled
debelled
labeller
debell er
labellers
debell ers
labelling
debell ing
labelloid
debell oid
labellum
debell um
labels
debel s
labia
debel a
labial
debial
labialisation
debial isation
labialise
debial ise
labialised
debial ised
labialising
debial ising
labialism
debial ism
labialismus
debial ismus
labiality
debial ity
labialization
debial ization
labialize
debial ize
labialized
debial ized
labializing
debial izing
labially
debially
labials
debials
labiate
debiate
labiated
debiated
labiates
debiates
labiatiflorous
debiatiflorous
labibia
debibia
labidometer
debidometer
labidophorous
debidophorous
labiella
debiella
labile
debile
labilities
debilities
lability
debility
labilization
debilization
labilize
debil ize
labilized
debil ized
labilizing
debil izing
labioalveolar
debioalveolar
labiocervical
debiocervical
labiodendal
debiodendal
labiodental
debiodental
labioglossal
debioglossal
labioglossolaryngeal
debioglossolaryngeal
labioglossopharyngeal
debioglossopharyngeal
laboring
laboringly
laborings
laborious
laboriously
laboriousness
laborism
laborist
laboristic
laborite
laborites
laborius
laborless
laborous
laborously
laborousness
labors
laborsaving
laborsome
laborsomely
laborsomeness
laboulbeniaceous
labour
labourage
laboured
labouredly
labouredness
labourer
labourers
labouress
labouring
labouringly
labourism
labourist
labourite
labourless
labours
laboursaving
laboursome
laboursomely
labra
labrador
labradorite
labradoritic
labral
labras
labredt
labret
lace
lacebark
laced
lacedaemonian
laceflower
laceier
laceiest
laceleaf
laceless
lacelike
lacemaker
lacemaking
laceman
lacemen
lacepiece
lacepod
lacer
lacerability
lacerable
lacerant
lacerate
lacerated
lacerately
lacerates
lacerating
laceration
lacerations
lacerative
lacerna
lacernae
lacernas
lacers
lacert
lacertian
lacertid
lacertids
lacertiform
lacertilian
lacertiloid
lacertine
lacertoid
lacertose
lacer
laces
lacet
lacetilian
lacewing
lacewings
lacewoman
lacewomen
lacewood
lacewoods
lacework
laceworker
laceworks
lacey
laceybark
lache
laches
lachesis
lachryma
lachrymable
lachrymae
lachrymaeform
lachrymal
lachrymally
lachrymalness
lachrymary
lachrymation
lachrymator
lachrymatories
lachrymatory
lachrymiform
lachrymist
lachrymogenic
lachrymonasal
lachrymosal
lachrymose
lachrymosely
lachrymosity
lachrymous
lachsa
lacier
laciest
lacily
laciness
lacinesses
lacing
lacings
lacinia
lacinate
laciniated
laciniation
laciniform
laciniola
laciniolate
laciniouse
laciniouss
lacinula
lacinulas
lacinulate
lacinulose
lacis
lack
lackadaisic
lackadaisical
lackadaisicality
lackadaisically
lackadaisicalness
lackadaisy
lackaday
lackbrained
lackbrainedness
lacked
lacker
lackered
lackerer
lackering
lackers
lackey
lackeydom
lackeyed
lackeying
lackeyism
lackeys
lackeyship
lackies
lacking
lackland
lackluster
lacklusterness
lacklustre
lacklustrous
lacks
lacksense
lackwit
lackwitted
lackwittedly
lackwittedness
lacmoid
lacmus
lacoca
lacolith
laconian
laconic
laconica
laconical
laconically
laconicalness
laconicism
laconicness
laconics
laconicum
laconism
laconisms
laconize
laconized
laconizer
laconizing
lacquer
lacquered
lacquerer
lacquerers
lacquering
lacquerist
lacquers
lacquerwork
lacquey
lacqueyed
lacqueying
lacqueys
lacrimal
lacrimals
lacrimation
lacrimator
lacrimatories
lacrimatory
lacroixite
lacrosse
lacrosser
lacrosses
lacrym
lacs
lactagogue
lactalbumin
lactam
lactamide
lactams
lactant
lactarene
lactarine
lactarious
lactarium
lactary
lactase
lactases
lactate
lactated
lactates
lactating
lactation
lactational
lactationally
lactations
lacteal
lacteally
lacteals
lactean
lactenin
lacteous
lactesce
lactescence
lactescency
lactescenle
lactescense
lactescent
lactic
lacticinia
lactid
lactide
lactiferous
lactiferousness
lactific
lactifical
lactification
lactified
lactiflorous
lactifluous
lactiform
lactifuge
lactify
lactifying
lactigenic
lactigenous
lactigerous
lactim
lactimide
lactinate
lactivorous
lacto
lactobacilli
lactobacilli
lactobacillus
lactobutyrometer
lactocele
lactochrome
lactocitrate
lactodensimeter
lactoflavin
lactogen
lactogenic
lactoglobulin
lactoid
lactol
lactometer
lactone
lactones
lactonic
lactonization
lactonize
lactonized
lactonizing
lactophosphate
lactoproteid
lactoprotein
lactoscope
lactose
lactoses
lactosid
lactoside
lactosuria
lactothermometer
lactotoxin
lactovegetarian
lactucarium
lactucerin
lactucin
lactucol
lactucon
lactyl
lacuna
lacunae
lacunal
lacunar
lacunaria
lacunaris
lacunars
lacunary
lacunas
lacunate
lacune
lacunes
lacunome
lacunose
lacunosis
lacunosity
lacunule
lacunulose
lacuscular
lacustral
lacustrian
lacustrine
lacwork
lacy
lad
ladakin
ladang
ladanigerous
ladanum
ladanums
ladder
laddered
ladderling
ladderless
ladderlike
ladderman
laddermen
ladders
ladderway
ladderwise
laddery
laddess
laddie
laddies
laddikie
laddish
laddock
lade
laded
lademan
laden
ladened
ladening
ladens
lader
laders
ladyishly
ladyishness
ladyism
ladykiller
ladykin
ladykind
ladykins
ladyless
ladylike
ladylikely
ladylikeness
ladyling
ladylintywhite
ladylove
ladyloves
ladyly
ladypalm
ladypalms
ladysfinger
ladyship
ladyships
ladyslipper
ladysnow
laemodipod
laemodipodan
laemodipodiform
laemodipodous
laemoparalysis
laemostenosis
laen
laender
laetotropic
laetotropism
laetropous
laertes
laet
laetation
laeti
laetic
laetrie
laevigate
laevo
laevoduction
laevogyrate
laevogyre
laevogyrous
laevolactic
laevorotation
laevorotatory
laevotartaric
laevoversion
laevulin
laevulose
lafayette
laft
lag
lagan
lagans
lagarto
lagen
lagna
lagenae
lagend
lagends
lagentian
lageniform
lageniporm
lager
lagered
lagering
lagers
lagerspetze
lagetto
laggar
laggard
laggardism
laggardly
laggardness
laggards
lagged
laggen
lagger
lagers
laggin
lagging
laggingly
laggings
laggins
laglast
lagly
lagna
lagnappe
lagnappes
lagniappe
lagniappes
lagomorph
lagomorphic
lagomorphous
lagomorph
lagonite
lagoon
lagoon's
lagoonal
lagoons
lagoonside
lagophthalmos
lagophthalmus
lagopode
lagopodous
lagopous
lagopus
lagostoma
lagrangiian
lags
laguna
lagunas
lagune
lagunes
lagwort
lah
lahar
lahnda
lahore
lai
laic
laical
laicality
laically
laich
laichs
laicisation
laicise
laicised
laicises
laicising
laicism
laicisms
laicity
laicization
laicize
laicized
laicizer
laicizes
laicizing
lakefront
lakeland
lakelander
lakeless
lakelet
lakelike
lakemanship
lakeport
lakeports
laker
lakers
lakes
lakeshore
lakeside
lakesides
lakeward
lakeweed
lakey
lakh
lakhs
lakie
lakier
lakiest
lakin
laking
lakings
lakish
lakishness
lakism
lakist
lakte
lakmus
laksa
laky
lalang
lalapalooza
lalaqui
laliophobia
lall
lallan
lalland
lallands
lallans
lallapalooza
lallation
lalled
lalling
lalls
lally
lallygag
lallygagged
lallygagging
lallygags
lalo
laloneurosis
lalopathies
lalopathy
lalophobia
laloplegia
lam
lama
lamaic
lamaism
lamantin
lamany
lamareckian
lamarkism
lamas
lamasary
lamaseries
lamasery
lamastery
lamb
lamb's
lamba
lamback
lambale
lambast
lambaste
lambasted
lambastes
lambasting
lambasts
lambda
lambdacism
lambdas
lambdiod
lambdoid
lambdoidal
lambeau
lambed
lambencies
lambency
lambent
lambently
lamber
lamellas
lamellate
lamellated
lamellately
lamellation
lamellibranch
lamellibranchiate
lamellicorn
lamellicornate
lamellicornous
lamelliferous
lamelliform
lamellirostral
lamellirostrate
lamelloid
lamellose
lamellosity
lamellule
lamely
lameness
lamenesses
lament
lamentable
lamentability
lamentable
lamentableness
lamentably
lamentation
lamentation's
lamentational
lamentations
lamentatory
lamented
lamentedly
lamenter
lamenters
lamentful
lamenting
lamentingly
lamentive
lamentory
laments
lamer
lames
lamest
lamester
lamestery
lameter
lametta
lamia
lamiaceous
lamiae
lamias
lamiger
lamiid
lamin
lamina
laminability
laminable
laminae
laminal
laminar
laminaria
laminariaceous
laminarian
laminarin
laminarioid
laminarite
laminary
laminas
lamine
laminated
laminates
laminating
lamination
laminator
laminboard
laminecctomy
laming
lamington
laminiferous
laminiform
laminiplantar
laminiplantation
laminitis
laminose
laminous
lamish
lamister
lamisters
lamer
lamm
lammas
lammed
lammer
lammergeier
lancinating
lancination
lancing
land
landage
landamman
landammann
landau
landaulet
landaulette
landaus
landblink
landbook
landdrost
landdrosten
lande
landed
lander
landers
landesite
landfall
landfalls
landfang
landfast
landfill
landfills
landflood
landfolk
landform
landforms
landgafol
landgate
landgates
landgravate
landgrave
landgraveship
landgravess
landgraviate
landgravine
landhold
landholder
landholders
landholdership
landholding
landholdings
landimere
landing
landings
languors
langur
langurs
laniard
laniards
laniaries
laniariform
laniary
laniate
lanier
laniferous
lanific
lanifice
laniflorous
laniform
lanigerous
laniiform
lanoid
lanista
lanistae
lanital
lanitals
lank
lanker
lankest
lanket
lankier
lankiest
lankily
lankiness
lankish
lankly
lankness
lanknesses
lanky
lanner
lanneret
lannerets
lanners
lanolated
lanolin
lanoline
lanolines
lanolins
lanose
lanosities
lanosity
lansa
laparothoracoscopy
laparotome
laparotomies
laparotomist
laparotomize
laparotomized
laparotomizing
laparotomy
laparotrachelotomy
lapb
lapboard
lapboards
lapcock
lapdog
lapdogs
lapel
lapel's
lapeler
lapelled
lapels
lapful
lapfuls
lapicide
lapidarian
lapidaries
lapidarist
lapidary
lapidate
lapidated
lapidates
lapidating
lapidation
lapidator
lapideon
lapideous
lapides
lapidescence
lapidescent
lapidicolous
lapidific
lapidifical
lapidification
lapidified
lapidifies
lapidify
lapidifying
lapidist
lapidists
larcinry
lard
lardaceous
larded
larder
larderellite
larderer
larderful
larderie
larderlike
larders
lardier
lardiest
lardiform
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laryngean
laryngeating
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laryngectomies
laryngectomize
laryngectomized
laryngectomizing
laryngectomy
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laryngendoscope
larynges
laryngic
laryngismal
laryngismus
laryngitic
laryngitis
laryngitus
laryngocele
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laryngofission
laryngofissure
laryngograph
laryngography
laryngologic
laryngological
laryngologist
laryngology
laryngometry
laryngoparalysis
laryngopathy
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laryngopharynges
laryngopharyngitis
laryngopharynx
laryngopharynxes
laryngophony
laryngophthisis
laryngoplasty
laryngoplegia
laryngorrhagia
laryngorrhea
laryngoscleroma
laryngoscope
laryngoscopic
laryngoscopical
laryngoscopically
laryngoscopies
laryngoscopist
laryngoscopy
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laryngostomy
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laryngotomies
laryngotomy
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lasciviously
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lavaliere
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lea
leach
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leachable
leachate
leachates
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leacher
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leachman
leachmen
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leadable
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leadage
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leaden
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leadenly
leadeness
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leaderess
leaderette
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leadership
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leadiness
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leadingly
leadings
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leadline
leadman
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leadout
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leads
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leadway
leadwood
leadwork
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leafboy
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leafdom
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leakproof
leaks
leaky
leal
lealand
leally
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lealties
lealty
leam
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lean
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leaner
leanest
leangle
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leanings
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leanness
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leant
leany
leap
leapable
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leapfrog
leapfrogged
leapfrogger
leapfrogging
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leapful
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leapingly
leaps
leapt
lear
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learnable
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leathercraft
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leatherer
leatherette
leatherfish
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leatherhead
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leatheriness
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leatherize
leatherjacket
leatherleaf
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leathermaker
leathermaking
leathern
leatherneck
leathernecks
leatheroid
leatherroot
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leatherside
leatherware
leatherwing
leatherwood
leatherwork
leatherworker
leatherworking
leathery
leathwake
leatman
leatmen
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leaveless
leavelooker
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leavened
leavening
leavenish
leavenless
leavenous
leavens
lecturee
lectureproof
lecturer
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lectures
lectureship
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lecturess
lecturette
lecturing
lecturn
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lecythid
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lecythoi
lecythoid
lecythus
led
leda
lede
leden
lederhosen
lederite
ledge
ledged
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ledgeman
ledgement
ledger
ledgerdom
ledgered
ledgering
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ledges
ledget
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ledging
ledgment
ledgy
ledol
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legendarily
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legendist
legendize
legendized
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legendless
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leger
legerdemain
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legerity
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leges
legge
legged
legger
leggiadrous
leggier
leggiero
leggiest
leggin
legginess
legging
leggined
leggings
leggins
leggy
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legibilities
legibility
legible
legibleness
legibly
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lench
lencheon
lend
lendable
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lende
lender
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lending
lends
lene
lenes
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lenger
lengest
length
lengthen
lengthened
lengthener
lengtheners
lengthening
lengthens
lengther
lengthful
lengthier
lengthiest
lengthily
lengthiness
lengthly
lengthman
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lengthsman
lengthsmen
lengthsome
lengthsomeness
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lengthwise
lengthy
leniate
lenience
leniences
leniencies
leniency
lenient
leniently
lenientness
lenify
lenin
leningrad
leninism
leninist
leninists
lenis
lenitic
lenities
lenition
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lenitively
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lenitives
lenitude
lenity
lennilite
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lennow
leno
lenocinant
lenos
len
lens's
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lenses
lensless
lenslike
lensman
lensmen
lent
lentamente
lentando
lenten
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lenthways
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lentic
lenticel
lenticellate
lenticels
lenticle
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lenticula
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lenticulare
lenticularis
lenticularly
lenticulas
lenticulate
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lenticulating
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lenticule
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lenticulothalamic
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lentigerous
lentigines
lentiginose
lentiginous
lentigo
lentil
lentil's
lentile
lentils
lentiner
lentisc
lentiscine
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lentiscus
lentisk
lentisks
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lentos
lentous
lenvoi
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leo
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leon
leonard
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leonardo
leoncito
leone
leones
leonhardite
leonid
leonine
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lepidoporphyrin
lepidopter
lepidoptera
lepidopteral
lepidopteran
lepidopterid
lepidopterist
lepidopterological
lepidopterologist
lepidopterology
lepidopteron
lepidopterous
lepidosaurian
lepides
lepidosiren
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lepidosis
lepidosteoid
lepidote
lepidotic
lepismoid
lepcytia
lepocyte
leporicide
leporid
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leporide
leporids
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leporine
lepospondylous
lepothrix
leppy
lepra
lepralian
lepre
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leprine
leproid
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leprologist
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leproma
lepromatous
leprosaria
leprosarium
leprosariums
leprose
leprosed
leproseries
leprosery
leprosied
leprosies
leprosis
leprosity
leprosy
leprotic
lepros
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lepy
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lepta
leptandra
leptandrin
leptene
leptera
leptid
leptiform
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leptite
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leptocardian
leptocentric
leptocephalan
leptocephali
leptocephalia
leptocephalic
leptocephalid
leptocephaloid
leptocephalous
leptocephalus
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leptocercal
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leptochroa
leptochrous
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leptodactyl
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leptodermatous
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lesion
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lessee
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lesseeship
lesen
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lessener
lessening
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lesses
lessest
lessive
lessn
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lesson
lesson's
lessoned
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lest
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leucin
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leucotactic
leucotaxin
leucotaxine
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leucotome
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lexia
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lexicalic
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liability
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liberally
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liberates
liberating
liberation
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liberator
liberator's
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liberatress
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lifelessly
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lifelet
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lifelikeness
lifeline
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lifen
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liferent
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lifesaver
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lifesomeness
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lifetime
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lift
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liftoffs
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ligamenta
ligamental
ligamentary
ligamentous
ligamentously
ligaments
ligamentta
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ligan
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ligands
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ligas
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ligate
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ligates
ligating
ligation
ligations
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ligatory
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ligatures
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ligeance
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lightable
lightage
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lighten
lightened
lightener
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lightening
lightens
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lightfast
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lightful
lightfully
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lighthead
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lightheartedly
lightheartedness
lighthouse
lighthouse's
lighthouseman
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lighting
lightings
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lightkeeper
lightless
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lightman
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lignify
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lignitiferous
lignitize
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limacines
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limation
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limbate
limbation
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limberer
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limbie
limbier
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limbo
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limitably
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limitlessly
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limnobiologically
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limnological
limnologically
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limnology
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limonite
limonites
limonitic
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limos
limose
limous
limousin
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limped
limper
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limpets
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limpin
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limping
limpingly
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limpkin
limpkins
limply
limpness
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limps
limpsey
limpsy
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limpy
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limuli
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limuloid
limuloids
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limurite
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lindane
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lineally
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linearization
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linearizing
linearly
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lineate
lineated
lineation
lineatum
lineature
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linebred
linebreed
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linefeed
linefeeds
lineiform
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linge
lingel
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lingence
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lingered
lingerer
lingerers
lingerie
lingeries
lingering
lingeringly
lingers
linget
lingier
lingiest
lingism
lingle
lingo
lingoe
lingoes
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lingonberry
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lingster
lingtow
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lingua
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linguadental
linguae
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lingual
linguale
lingualis
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lingualize
lingually
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linguatuline
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linguet
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linguine
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linguini
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linguist
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linguistically
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lingula
lingulae
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lingulid
linguliferous
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linguloid
linguodental
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linguogingival
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lingwort
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linie
linier
liniest
liniment
liniments
linin
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linings
linins
limitis
liniya
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linje
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linty
linum
linums
linwood
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liomyoma
lion
lion's
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lionel
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lioness
lioness's
lionesses
lionet
lionfish
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lionheartedly
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lionisation
lionise
lionised
lioniser
lionisers
lionises
lionising
lionism
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lionization
lionize
lionized
lionizer
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lionizing
lionlike
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lionproof
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lip
lip's
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lipaemia
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liparid
liparite
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liparomphalus
liparous
lipase
lipases
lipectomies
lipectomy
lipemia
lipemic
lipic
lipid
lipide
lipides
lipidic
lipids
lipin
lipins
lipless
liplet
liplike
lipoblast
lipoblastoma
lipocaic
lipocardiac
lipocele
lipoceratous
lipocere
lipochondroma
lipochrome
lipochromic
lipochromogen
lipoclasis
lipoclastic
lipocyte
lipocytes
lipodystrophia
lipodystrophy
lipoferous
lipofibroma
lipogenesis
lipogenetic
lipogenic
lipogenous
lipogram
lipogrammatic
lipogrammatism
lipogrammatist
lipographic
lipography
lipohemia
lipoid
lipoidaemia
lipoidal
lipoidemia
lipoidic
lipoids
lipolitic
lipolyses
lipolysis
lipolytic
lipoma
lipomas
lipomata
lipomatosis
lipomatous
lipometabolic
lipometabolism
lipomorph
lipomyoma
lipomyxoma
lipopectic
lipopexia
lipophagic
lipophilic
lipophore
lipopod
lipopolysaccharide
lipoprotein
liposarcoma
liposis
liposoluble
liposome
lipostomy
lipothymia
lipothymial
lipothymic
lipothymy
lipotrophic
lipotrophy
lipotropic
lipotropin
lipotropism
lipotropy
lipotype
lipovaccine
lipoxenous
lipoxeny
lipoxidase
lipped
lippen
lippened
lippening
lippens
lipper
lippered
lippering
lipperings
lippers
lippie
lippier
lippiest
lippiness
lipping
lippings
lippitude
lippitudo
lippy
lipread
lipreading
lips
lipsalve
lipsanographer
lipsanotheca
lipse
lipstick
lipsticks
lipuria
lipwork
liq
listen
listenable
listened
listener
listeners
listenership
listening
listenings
listens
lister
listerelloses
listerellosis
listeria
listerian
listeriases
listeriasis
listerioses
listeriosis
listers
listful
listing
listing's
listings
listless
listlessly
listlessness
listred
lists
listwork
listy
liszt
lit
litai
litanecutical
litanies
litan
litany
litanywise
litarge
litas
litation
litatu
litch
litchi
litchis
lite
liter
literacies
literacy
lithobiod
lithocenosis
lithochemistry
lithochromatic
lithochromatics
lithochromatographic
lithochromatography
lithochromic
lithochromography
lithochromy
lithoclase
lithoclast
lithoclastic
lithoclasty
lithoculture
lithocyst
lithocystotomy
lithodesma
lithodialysis
lithodid
lithodomous
lithoed
lithofellic
lithofellinic
lithofracteur
lithofractor
lithog
lithogenesis
lithogenesy
lithogenetic
lithogenous
lithogeny
lithoglyph
lithoglypher
lithoglyphic
lithoglyptic
lithoglyptics
lithograph
lithographed
lithographer
lithographers
lithographic
lithographical
lithographically
lithographing
lithographize
lithographs
lithography
lithogravure
lithoid
lithoidal
lithoidite
lithoing
lithol
litholabe
litholapaxy
litholatrous
litholatry
lithologic
lithological
lithologically
lithologist
lithology
litholysis
litholyte
litholytic
lithomancy
lithomarge
lithometeor
lithometer
lithonephria
lithonephritis
lithonephrotomies
lithonephrotomy
lithontriptic
lithontriptist
lithontriptor
lithopaedion
lithopaedium
lithopedion
lithopedium
lithophagous
lithophage
lithophanic
lithophany
lithophile
lithophilous
lithophone
lithophotography
lithophotogravure
lithophthisis
lithophyl
lithophyll
lithophyllous
lithophysa
lithophysae
lithophysal
lithophyte
lithophytic
lithophytous
lithopone
lithoprint
lithoprinter
lithos
lithoscope
lithosere
lithosian
lithosiid
lithosis
lithosol
lithosols
lithosperm
lithospermon
lithospermous
lithosphere
lithospheric
lithotint
lithotome
lithotomic
lithotomical
lithotomies
lithotomist
lithotomize
lithotomous
lithotomy
lithotony
lithotresis
lithotripsy
lithotriptor
lithotrite
lithotritic
lithotrities
lithotritist
lithotritor
lithotritry
lithotype
lithotyped
lithotypic
lithotyping
lithotypy
lithous
lithoxyl
lithoxyle
lithoxylite
lithsman
lithuania
lithuanian
lithuans
lithuresis
lithuria
lathy
iti
liticestation
litigable
litigant
litigants
litigate
litigated
litigates
litigating
litigation
litigationist
litigations
litigator
litigators
litigatory
litigiousness
litigiously
litigiousness
litiscontest
litiscontestation
litiscontestational
litmus
litmuses
litoral
litorinoid
litotes
litra
litre
litres
lits
litster
litten
litter
litterateur
litterateurs
litteratim
litterbag
litterbug
litterbugs
littered
litus
lituus
litz
livability
livable
livableness
livably
live
liveability
liveable
liveableness
livebearer
liveborn
lived
livedo
livelier
liveliest
livelihead
livelihood
livelihoods
livelily
liveliness
livelong
lively
liven
livened
livener
liveners
liveness
livenesses
livening
livens
liver
liverance
liverberries
liverberry
livered
liverhearted
liverheartedness
liveried
liveries
livering
liverish
liverishness
liverleaf
liverleaves
liverless
liverpool
lixivial
lixiviate
lixiviated
lixiviating
lixiviation
lixiviator
lixivious
lixivium
lixiviums
liza
lizard
lizard's
lizardfish
lizardfishes
lizardlike
lizards
lizardtail
lizary
lizzie
ll
llama
llamas
llanero
llano
llanos
llareta
llautu
llb
ller
lloyd's
llyn
lm
lm/ft
lm/m
ln
lnrd
lnr
lo
loa
loach
loaches
load
loadable
loadage
loaded
loadedness
loadeden
loader
loaders
loadinfo
loading
loadings
loadless
loadpenny
loads
loadsome
loadspecs
loadstar
loadstars
loadstone
loadstones
loadum
loaf
loafed
loafer
loaferdom
loaferish
loafers
loafing
loafingly
loaflet
loafs
loaghtan
loaiaisis
loam
loamed
loamier
loamiest
loamily
loaminess
loaming
loamless
loams
loamy
loan
loanable
loanblend
loaned
loaner
loaners
loange
loanin
loaning
loanings
loanmonger
loans
locomotives
locomotivity
locomotor
locomotory
locomutation
locos
locoweed
locoweeds
loculament
loculamentose
loculamentous
locular
loculate
loculated
loculation
locule
loculed
locules
loculi
loculicidal
loculicidally
loculose
loculous
loculus
locum
locums
locuplete
locupletely
locus
locusca
locust
locust's
locusta
locustae
locustal
locustberry
locustelle
locustid
locusting
locustlike
locusts
locution
locutionary
locutions
locutor
locutoria
locutories
locutorium
lollies
lolling
lollingite
lollingly
lollipop
lollipops
lollipop
lollop
lolloped
lolloping
lollips
lollopy
lolls
lollup
lolly
lollygag
lollygagged
lollygagging
lollygags
lollypop
lollypops
loma
lomastome
lomata
lomatine
lomatinous
lombard
lombardic
lomboy
loment
lomenta
lomentaceous
lomentariaceous
lomentlike
lomens
lomentum
lomentums
lomilomi
lomita
lommock
lomonite
lomta
lond
london
londoner
londoners
lone
loneful
lonelier
longfin
longful
longhair
longhaired
longhairs
longhand
longhands
longhead
longheaded
longheadedly
longheadedness
longheads
longhorn
longhorns
longhouse
longicaudal
longicaudate
longicone
longicorn
longies
longilateral
longiliingual
longiloquence
longiloquent
longimanous
longimetric
longimetry
longing
longingly
longingness
longings
longinquity
longipennate
longipennine
longirostral
longirostrate
longirostrine
longisection
longish
longitude
longitude's
longitudes
longitudianl
longitudinal
longitudinally
longjaw
longjaws
longleaf
lophobranchiate
lophocalthrops
lophocercal
lophodont
lophophoral
lophophore
lophophorine
lophophytosis
lophostea
lophosteon
lophosteons
lophotriaene
lophotrichic
lophotrichous
loping
lopolith
loppard
lopped
lopper
loppered
loppering
loppers
lopet
loppier
loppiest
lopping
loppy
lops
loptide
loptide
loptidedly
loptidedness
loptic
loptic stick
loptic sticks
loq
loquacious
loquaciously
loquaciousness
loquacities
loquacity
loquat
loquats
loquence
loquency
loquent
loquently
loquitur
lor
loveableness
loveably
lovebird
lovebirds
loved
loveday
lovee
loveflower
loveful
lovegrass
lovehood
lovelass
loveless
lovelessly
lovelessness
lovelier
lovelies
loveliest
lovelihead
lovelily
loveliness
loveling
lovelock
lovelocks
lovelorn
lovelornness
lovely
lovemaking
loveman
lovemans
lovemate
lovemonger
lovepot
loveproof
lover
loverdom
lovered
loverhood
lovering
loverless
loverlike
loverliness
lovery
lovers
lovership
loverwise
loveriness
loves
lovesick
lovesickness
lovesome
lovesomely
lovesomeness
lovevine
lovevines
loveworth
loveworthy
lovey
lovier
loviers
loving
lovingkindness
lovingly
lovingness
low
lowa
lowable
lowan
lowance
lowball
lowbell
lowborn
lowboy
lowboys
lowbred
lowbrow
lowbrowism
lowbrows
lowdah
lowder
lowdown
lowdowns
lowe
lowed
loweite
lower
lowerable
lowercase
lowerclassman
lowerclassmen
lowered
lowerer
lowering
loweringly
loweringness
lowermost
lumbocolotomy
lumbocostal
lumbodorsal
lumbodynia
lumbosacral
lumbovertebral
lumbrical
lumbricales
lumbricales
lumbricid
lumbriciform
lumbricine
lumbricoid
lumbricosis
lumbricus
lumbrous
lumbus
lumen
lumenal
lumens
lumeter
lumina
luminaire
luminal
luminance
luminant
luminare
luminaria
luminaries
luminarious
luminarism
luminarist
luminary
luminate
lumination
luminative
luminator
lumine
lumined
luminesce
luminesced
luminescence
luminescent
luminesces
luminescing
luminiferous
luminificent
lumining
luminism
luminist
luministe
luminists
luminodynamism
luminodynamist
luminologist
luminometer
luminophor
luminophore
luminosities
luminosity
luminous
luminously
luminousness
lumisterol
lumme
lummox
lummoxes
lummy
lump
lumpectomy
lumped
lumpen
lumpenproletariat
lumpens
lumper
lumpers
lumpet
lumpfish
lumpishes
lumpier
lumpiest
lumpily
lumpiness
lumping
lumpingly
lumpish
lumpishly
lumpishness
lumpkin
lumpman
lumpmen
lumps
lumpsucker
lumpy
lums
lumut
luna
lunacies
lunacy
lunambulism
lunar
lunare
lunaria
lunarian
lunarians
lunarist
lunarism
lunars
lunary
lunas
lunata
lunate
lunate
lunated
lunatellus
lunately
lunatic
lunatical
lunatically
lunatics
lunation
lunations
lunatize
lunatum
lunch
lunched
luncheon
luncheon's
luncheoner
luncheonette
luncheonettes
luncheonless
luncheons
luncher
lunchers
lunches
lunchhook
lunching
lunchless
lunchroom
lunchrooms
lunchtime
lundress
lundyfoot
lune
lunel
lunes
lunet
lunets
lunette
lunettes
lung
lungan
lungans
lunge
lunged
lungee
lungees
lungeous
lunger
lungers
lnges
lungfish
lungfishes
lungflower
lungful
lunig
lunigie
lunging
lungis
lungless
lungmotor
lungoer
lungs
lungisick
lungworm
lungworms
lungwort
lungworts
lungy
lungyi
lungyis
lunicurrent
lunier
lunies
luniest
luniform
lunisolar
lunistice
lunistitial
lunitidal
lunk
lunker
lunkers
lunkhead
lunkheaded
lunkheads
lunks
lunn
lunoid
lunt
lunted
lunting
lunts
lunula
lunulae
lunular
lunulate
lunulated
lunule
lunules
lunulet
lunulite
luny
lunyie
lupanar
lupanarian
lupanars
lupanin
lupanine
lupe
lupeol
lupeose
lupercal
lupercalia
lupetidin
lupetidine
lupicide
lupiform
lupin
lupinaster
lupine
lupines
lupinin
lupinine
lupinosis
lupinous
lupins
lupis
lupoid
lupoma
lurked
lurker
lurkers
lurking
lurkingly
lurkingness
lurks
lurky
lurrier
lurries
lurry
luscious
lusciously
lusciousness
luser
lush
lushburg
lushed
lusher
lushes
lushest
lushier
lushiest
lushing
lushly
lushness
lushnesses
lushy
lusitanian
lusk
lusky
lusory
lust
lusted
luster
lustered
lusterer
lustering
lusterless
lusterlessness
lusters
lusterware
lustful
lustfully
lustfulness
lustick
lustier
lustiest
luteal
lutecia
lutecium
luteciums
luted
luteic
lutein
luteinization
luteinize
luteinized
luteinizing
luteins
lutelet
lutemaker
lutemaking
lutenist
lutenists
luteo
luteocobaltic
luteofulvous
luteofuscescent
luteofuscous
luteolin
luteolins
luteolous
luteoma
luteorufescent
luteotrophic
luteotrophin
luteotropic
luteotropin
luteous
luteovirescent
luter
lutes
lutescent
luestring
lutetium
lutetiums
lutetium
luteway
lutefisk
luther
lutheran
lutheranism
lutherans
lutherism
luthern
lutherns
luthier
lutianid
lutianoid
lutidin
lutidine
lutidinic
luting
lutings
lutist
lutists
lutose
lutrin
lutrine
lutulence
lutulent
lux
luxate
luxated
luxates
luxating
luxation
luxations
luxe
luxembourg
luxemburg
luxe
luxive
luxulianite
luxullianite
luxuria
luxuriance
luxuriance
luxuriant
luxuriantly
luxuriantness
luxuriate
luxuriated
luxuriates
luxuriating
luxuriation
luxurient
luxuries
luxuriety
luxurious
luxuriously
luxuriousness
luxurist
lymphadenosis
lyphaemia
lymphagogue
lymphangeitis
lymphangial
lymphangiectasis
lymphangiectatic
lymphangiectodes
lymphangiitis
lymphangioendothelioma
lymphangiofibroma
lymphangiology
lymphangioma
lymphangiomas
lymphangiomata
lymphangiomatous
lymphangioplasty
lymphangiosarcoma
lymphangiotomy
lymphangitic
lymphangitides
lymphangitis
lymphatic
lymphatical
lymphatically
lymphation
lymphatism
lymphatitis
lymphatolysin
lymphatolysis
lymphatolytic
lymphectasia
lymphedema
lymphemia
lymphenteritis
lymphoadenoma
lymphoblast
lymphoblastic
lymphoblastoma
lymphoblastosis
lymphocele
lymphocyst
lymphocystosis
lymphocyte
lymphocytes
lymphocythemia
lymphocytic
lymphocytoma
lymphocytomatosis
lymphocytosis
lymphocytic
lymphocytotoxic
lymphocytotoxin
lymphodermia
lymphoduct
lymphoedema
lymphogenic
lymphogenous
lymphoglandula
lymphogranuloma
lymphogranulomas
lymphogranulomata
lymphogranulomatosis
lymphogranulomatous
lymphographic
lymphography
lymphoid
lymphoidectomy
lymphoidocyte
lymphology
lymphoma
lymphomas
lymphomata
lymphomatoid
lymphomatosis
lymphomatosus
lymphomonocyte
lymphomyxoma
lymphopathy
lymphopenia
lymphopenial
lymphopoieses
lymphopoiesis
lymphopoietic
lymphoprotease
lymphorrhage
lymphorrhagia
lymphorrhagic
lymphorrhea
lymphosarcoma
lymphosarcomas
lymphosarcomatosis
lymphosarcomatous
lymphosporidiosis
lymphostasis
lymphotaxis
lymphotome
lymphotomy
lymphotoxemia
lymphotoxin
lymphotrophic
lymphotrophy
lymphous
lymphs
lymphuria
lymphy
lyn
lyncean
lynch
lynchable
lynched
lyncher
lynchers
lynches
lynchet
lynching
lynchings
lyncine
lynn
lynnhaven
lyn
lynx's
lynxes
lynxlike
lyocratic
lyolysis
lyolytic
lyomerous
lyon
lyonetiid
lyonnaise
lyonnesse
lyophil
lyophile
lyophiled
lyophilic
lyophilization
lyophilize
lyophilized
lyophilizer
lyophilizing
lyophobe
lyophobic
lyopomatous
lyotrope
lyotropic
lypemania
lypohymia
lyra
lyraid
lyrate
lyrated
lyrately
lyraway
lyre
lyrebird
lyrebirds
lyreffen
lyreman
lyres
lyretail
lyric
lyrical
lyrically
lyricalness
lyrichord
lyricisation
lyricise
lyricised
lyricises
lyricising
lyricism
lyricisms
lyricist
lyricists
lyricization
lyricize
lyricized
lyricizes
lyricizing
lyricked
lyricking
lyrics
lyrid
lyriform
lyrism
lyrisms
lyrist
lyrists
lys
lysate
lysates
lyse
lysed
lysenkoism
lysergic
lyses
lysidin
lysidine
lysigenic
lysigenous
lysigenously
lysimeter
lysimetric
lysin
lysine
lysines
lysing
lysins
lysis
lysogen
lysogenesis
lysogenetic
lysogenic
lysogenicity
lysogenies
lysogenization
lysogenize
lysogens
lysogeny
lysol
lysolecithin
lysosomal
lysosomally
lysosome
lysosomes
lysozyme
lysozymes
lyssa
lyssas
lyssic
lyssophobia
lyterian
lythe
lythraceous
lytic
lytically
lytta
lyttae
lyttas
lyxose
macellum
maceman
macer
macerable
macerate
macerated
macerater
maceraters
macerates
macerating
maceration
macerative
macerator
macerators
macers
maces
macfarlane
mach
machair
machaira
machairodont
machan
machaon
machar
machecoled
macheer
machera
machete
machetes
machi
machiavel
machiavelian
machiavellian
machiavellianism
machiavellians
machiavellist
machicolate
machicolated
machicolating
machicolation
machicolations
machicoulis
machila
machin
machina
machinability
machinable
machinal
macrandrous
macrauchene
macraucheniiid
macraucheniiiform
macraucheniioid
macrencephalic
macrencephalous
macrencephaly
macrli
macro
macro's
macroaggregate
macroaggregated
macroanalysis
macroanalyst
macroanalytical
macrobacterium
macrobian
macrobiosis
macrobionte
macrobiotic
macrobiontically
macrobiontics
macroblast
macrobrachia
macrocarpous
macrocephali
macrocephalia
macrocephalic
macrocephalism
macrocephalous
macrocephalus
macrocephaly
macrochaeta
macrochaetae
macrocheilia
macrochemical
macrochemically
macrochemistry
macrochiran
macrochiria
macrochiropteran
macrocladous
macroclimate
macroclimatic
macroclimatically
macroclimatology
macrococcus
macrocoly
macroconidial
macroconidium
macroconjugant
macrocornea
macrocosm
macrocosmic
macrocosmical
macrocosmically
macrocosmology
macrocosmos
macrocosms
macrocrystalline
macrocyst
macrocYTE
macrocythemia
macrocYTIC
macrocytosis
macrodactyl
macrodactyliA
macrodactylic
macrodactylism
macrodactyloUS
macrodactyly
macrodiagonal
macrodomatic
macrodome
macrodont
macrodontia
macrodontic
macrodontism
macroeconomic
macroeconomics
macroelement
macroergate
macroevolution
macroevolutionary
macrofarad
macrofossil
macrogamete
macrogametocyte
macrogamy
macrogastria
macroglobulin
macroglobulinemia
macroglobulinemic
macroglossate
macroglossia
macroganthic
macroganthism
macroganathous
macroganondium
macrogaph
macrogaphic
macrogaphy
macroinstruction
macrolecithal
macrolepidoptera
macrolepidopterous
macrolinguistic
macrolinguistically
macrolinguistics
macrolith
macrology
macromandibular
macromania
macromastia
macromazia
macromelia
macromeral
macromere
macromeric
macromerite
macromericite
macromesentery
macrometeorological
macrometeorology
macrometer
macromethod
macromole
macromolecular
macromolecule
macromolecule's
macromolecules
macromyelon
macromyelonal
macron
macrons
macronuclear
macronucleate
macronucleus
macronutrient
macropetalous
macrophage
macrophagic
macrophagocyte
macrophagus
macrophotograph
macrophotography
macrophyllous
macrophysics
macrophyte
macrophytic
macropa
macropinacoid
macropinacoidal
macroplankton
macroplasia
macroplastia
macroleural
macropod
macropodia
macropodian
macropodine
macropodous
macropism
macroprocessor
macroprosopia
macropsia
macropsy
macropteran
macropterous
macroptery
macroptic
macropyramid
macroreaction
macrorhinia
macros
macroscale
macroscelia
macroscian
macroscopic
macroscopical
macroscopically
macrosegment
macroseism
macroseismic
macroseismograph
macrosepalous
macroseptum
macrosmatic
macrosomatia
macrosomatous
macrosonia
maculation
maculations
macule
maculed
macules
maculicolous
maculiferous
maculing
maculocerebral
maculopapular
maculose
macumba
macupa
macupi
macushla
macuta
macute
mad
madafu
madagascar
madagass
madam
madame
madames
madams
madapolam
madapolan
madapollam
madarosis
madarotic
madbrain
madbrained
madcap
madcaply
madcaps
madded
madden
maddened
maddening
maddeningly
maddeningness
maddens
madder
madderish
madders
madderwort
maddest
madding
maddingly
maddish
maddle
maddled
maddock
made
madefaction
madefy
madeira
madeiras
madeleine
madeline
mademoiselle
mademoiselles
madescent
madge
madhab
madhouse
madhouses
madhuca
madia
madid
madidans
madison
madisterium
madling
madly
madman
madmen
madnep
madness
madnesses
mado
madonna
madonnas
madoqua
madrague
madras
madrasah
madrasases
madrassah
madrasseh
madre
madreline
madreperl
madreporacean
madreporal
madreporarian
madrepore
madreporian
madreporic
madreporiform
madreporite
madreporitic
madres
madrid
madrier
madrigal
madrigaler
madrigalesque
madrigaletto
madrigalian
madrigalist
madrigals
madrih
madril
madrilene
madroa
madrona
madronas
madrone
madrones
madrono
madronos
mads
madship
madstone
madtom
maduro
maduros
madweed
madwoman
madwomen
madwort
madworts
madzoon
madzoons
mae
maeander
maeandrine
maeandriniform
maeandrinoid
maeandroid
maecenas
maed
magician
magician's
magicians
magicianship
magicked
magicking
magics
magilp
magilps
magiric
magirics
magirist
magiristic
magirological
magirologist
magirology
magism
magister
magisterial
magisteriality
magisterially
magisterialness
magisteries
magisterium
magisters
magistry
magistracies
magistracy
magistral
magistrality
magistrally
magistrand
magistrant
magistrate
magistrate's
magistrates
magistrateship
magistratic
magistratical
magistratically
magistrative
magistrature
magistratus
magma
magnas
magnata
magmatic
magmatism
magna
magnale
magnality
magnalium
magnanerie
magnanime
magnanimities
magnanimity
magnanimous
magnanimously
magnanimousness
magnascope
magnascopic
magnate
magnates
magnateship
magnecrystallic
magnelectric
magneoptic
magnes
magnesia
magnesimal
magnesian
magnesias
magnesic
magnesioferrite
magnesite
magnesium
magnet
magnetia
magnetic
magnetical
magnetically
magneticalness
magnetics
magnetiferous
magnetification
magnetify
magnetimeter
magnetisation
magnetise
magnetised
magnetiser
magnetising
magnetism
magnetism's
magnetisms
magnetist
magnetite
magnetitic
magnetizability
magnetizable
magnetization
magnetize
magnetized
magnetizer
magnetizers
magnetizes
magnetizing
magneto
magnetobell
magnetochemical
magnetochemistry
magnetod
magnetodynamo
magnetoelectric
magnetoelectrical
magnetoelectricity
magnetofluiddynamic
magnetofluiddynamics
magnetofluidmechanic
magnetofluidmechanics
magnetogasdynamic
magnetogasdynamics
magnetogenerator
magnetogram
magnetograph
magnetographic
magnetohydrodynamic
magnetohydrodynamically
magnetohydrodynamics
magnetoid
magnetolysis
magnetomachine
magnetometer
magnetometers
magnetometric
magnetometrical
magnetometrically
magnetometry
magnetomotive
magnetomotivity
magnetomotor
magneton
magnetons
magnetooptic
magnetooptical
magnetooptically
magnetooptics
magnetopause
magnetophone
magnetophonograph
magnetoplasmadynamic
magnetoplasmadynamics
magnetoplumbite
magnetoprinter
magnetoresistance
magnetos
magnetoscope
magnetosphere
magnetospheric
magnetostatic
magnetostriction
magnetostrictive
magnetostrictively
magnetotelegraph
magnetotelephone
magnetotelephonic
magnetotherapy
magnetothermoelectricity
magnetotransmitter
magnetron
magnets
magnicaudate
magnicaudatous
magnifiable
magnific
magnificable
magnifically
magnificat
magnificate
magnification
magnifications
magnificative
magnific
magnificence
magnificent
magnificently
magnificentness
magnifico
magnificoes
magnificos
magnified
mahalla
mahaly
mahant
mahar
maharaj
maharaja
maharajah
maharajahs
maharajas
maharajrana
maharana
maharanee
maharanees
maharani
maharanis
maharao
maharawal
maharawat
maharishi
maharishis
maharmah
maharshi
mahat
mahatma
mahatmaism
mahatmas
mahayana
mahayanist
mabhub
mahdi
mahdism
mahewu
mahican
mahimahi
mahjong
mahjongg
mahjonggs
mahjongos
mahlstick
mahmal
mahmudi
mahoe
mahoes
mahoganies
mahoganize
mahogany
mahogonies
mahogony
mahoitre
maholi
maholtine
mahomet
mahometan
mahometry
mahone
mahonia
mahonias
mahound
mahout
mahouts
mahratta
mahseer
mahsir
mahsur
mahu
mahua
mahuang
mahuangs
mahwa
mahzor
mahzorim
mahzors
maid
maidan
maidchild
maiden
maidenchild
maidenhair
maidenhairs
maidenhairytree
maidenhead
maidenheads
maidenhood
maidenish
maidenism
maidenlike
maidenliness
maidenly
maidens
maidenship
maidenweed
maidhead
maidhood
maidhoods
maidin
maidish
maidishness
maidism
maidkin
maidlike
maiding
maidly
maids
maidservant
maidservants
maidy
maiefic
maieutic
maeutical
maeutics
maigre
maihem
maihem
maihe
maiid
mail
mailability
mailable
mailbag
mailbags
mailbox
mailbox's
mailboxes
mailcatcher
mailclad
mailcoach
maile
mailed
mailer
mailers
mailes
mailguard
mailie
mailing
mailings
maill
maille
mailechert
mailless
maillot
maillots
mails
mailman
mailmen
mailplane
mailpouch
mails
mailsack
mailwoman
mailwomen
maim
maimed
maimedly
maimedness
mainer
mainers
maiming
maimon
mains
maimul
main
mainbrace
maine
mainerre
mainframe
mainframe's
mainframes
mainland
mainlander
mainlanders
mainlands
mainline
mainlined
mainliner
mainliners
mainlines
mainlining
mainly
mainmast
mainmasts
mainmortable
mainor
mainour
mainpast
mainpernable
mainpernor
mainpin
mainport
mainpost
mainprise
mainprised
mainrising
mainprisor
majorem
majorette
majorettes
majoring
majoritarian
majoritarianism
majorities
majority
majority's
majorize
majors
majorship
majors
majusculae
majuscular
majuscule
majuscules
makable
makadoo
makahiki
makale
makar
makara
makars
makatea
make
makeable
makebate
makebates
makedom
makefast
makefasts
makefile
makeless
maker
makeready
makeress
makers
makership
makes
makeshift
makeshiftiness
makeshiftness
makeshifts
makeshifty
makeup
makeups
makeweight
makework
makhorka
makhzan
makhzen
maki
makimono
makimonos
making
makings
makluk
mako
makomako
makopa
makos
makoua
makran
makroskelic
maksoorah
makuk
makuta
makutas
makutu
mal
mala
malaanonang
malabar
malabathrum
malabsorption
malacanthid
malacanthine
malacaton
malacca
malaccident
malaceous
malachi
malachite
malacia
malacoderm
malacodermatous
malacodermous
malacoid
malacolite
malacologic
malacological
malacologist
malacology
malacon
malacone
malacophilous
malacophonous
malacophyllous
malacopod
malacopodous
malacopterygian
malacopterygious
malacostracan
malacostracology
malacostracous
malacotic
malactic
maladapt
maladaptation
maladapted
maladaptive
maladdress
malade
maladies
maladive
maladjust
maladjusted
maladjustive
maladjustment
maladjustments
maladmi
maladministration
maladministrative
maladministrator
maladventure
malady
malady's
malaga
malagash
malagasy
malagma
malaguea
malaguena
malaguena
malagueetas
malahack
malaise
malaises
malakin
malakon
malalignment
malam
malambo
malamute
malamutes
malander
malandered
malanders
malandrous
malanga
malapaho
malapert
malapertly
malapertness
malaperts
malapi
malapplication
malappointment
malapportioned
malapportionment
malappropriate
malappropriation
malaprop
malapropian
malapropish
malapropism
malapropisms
malapropoism
malapropos
malaprops
malar
malaria
malarial
malarian
malariaproof
malarials
malarin
malaroid
malarialogist
malariology
malariatherapy
malarious
malarkey
malarkeys
malcontentment
malcontents
malconvenience
malcreated
malcultivation
maldeveloped
maldevelopment
maldigestion
maldirection
maldistribute
maldistribution
maldocchio
maldonite
malduck
male
male's
maleability
malease
maleate
maleates
maleberry
maledicent
maledict
maledicted
maledicting
malediction
maledictions
maledictive
maledictory
maledicts
maleducation
malee
malefaction
malefactions
malefactor
malefactor's
malefactors
malefactory
malefactress
malefactresses
malefeazance
malefic
malefical
malefically
malefice
maleficence
maleficent
maleficiently
malgovernment
malgr
malgrace
malgrado
malgre
malguzar
malguzarí
malheur
malhonest
malhygiene
mali
malic
malice
maliceful
maliceproof
malices
malícho
malicious
maliciously
maliciousness
malicorium
malidentification
malie
maliferous
maliform
malign
malignance
malignancies
malignancy
malignant
malignantly
malignation
maligned
maligner
maligners
malignified
malignify
malignifying
maligning
malignities
malignity
malignly
malignment
maligns
malihini
malihinis
malik
malikadna
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>malpractioner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>malpractitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malpraxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malpresentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malproportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malproportioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malpropriety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malpublication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malreasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malrotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malshapen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malsworn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malteds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthusian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malthusianism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltiest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltobiose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltodextrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltodextrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltolte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltreat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltreated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltreating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maltreatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
maltreatments
maltreater
maltreats
malt
maltster
maltsters
maltworm
malty
malum
malunion
malurine
malvaceous
malval
malvasia
malvasian
malvasias
malversation
malverse
malvin
malvoisie
malvolition
malwa
mam
mama
mamaguy
mamaloï
mamamouchi
mamamu
mamas
mamba
mambas
mambo
mamboed
mamboes
mamboing
mambos
mambu
mameliere
mamelon
mamelonation
mameluco
mameluke
mamelukes
mamey
mameyes
mameys
mamie
mamies
mamilla
mamillary
mamillate
mamillated
mamillation
mamlatdar
mamluk
mamluks
mamlutdar
mamma
mamma's
mammæ
mammal
mammal's
mammalgia
mammalia
mammalian
mammalians
mammaliferous
mammality
mammalogical
mammalogist
mammalogists
mammalogy
mammals
mammary
mammas
mammate
mammati
mammatocumulus
mammatus
mammectomy
mammee
mammees
mammer
mammered
mammering
mammers
mammet
mammets
mammey
mammeys
mammie
mammies
mammifer
mammiferous
mammiform  
mammilate  
mammilated  
mammilla  
mammillae  
mammillaplasty  
mammillar  
mammillary  
mammillate  
mammillated  
mammillation  
mammilliform  
mammilloid  
mammilloplasty  
mammin  
mammitides  
mammitis  
mammock  
mammocked  
mammocks  
mammodi  
mammogen  
mammogenic  
mammogenically  
mammogram  
mammographic  
mammographies  
mammography  
mammon  
mammondom  
mammoni  
mammoniacal  
mammonish  
mammonism  
mammonist  
mammonistic  
mammonite  
mammonitish  
mammonization  
mammonize  
mammonolatry  
mammons  
mammose  
mammoth  
mammothrept  
mammoths  
mammotomy  
mammotropin
mammula
mammulae
mammular
mammy
mamo
mamona
mamoncillo
mamoncillos
mamoty
mampalon
mampara
mampus
mamry
mamsell
mamushi
mamzer
man
man's
mana
manace
manacing
manacle
manacled
manacles
manacling
manada
manage
manageability
manageable
manageableness
manageably
managed
managee
manageless
management
management's
managemental
managements
manager
manager's
managerdom
manageress
managerial
managerially
managers
managership
managery
manages
mandation
mandative
mandator
mandatories
mandatorily
mandatoriness
mandators
mandatory
mandats
mandatum
mandelate
mandelic
manderelle
mandi
mandible
mandibles
mandibula
mandibular
mandibulary
mandibulate
mandibulated
mandibuliform
mandibulohyoid
mandibulomaxillary
mandibulopharyngeal
mandibulouspensorial
mandil
mandilion
mandingo
mandioca
mandiocas
mandir
mandlen
mandment
mandoer
mandola
mandolas
mandolin
mandoline
mandolinist
mandolinists
mandolins
mandolute
mandom
mandora
mandore
mandorla
mandorlas
mandorle
mandra
mandragora
mandragon
mandrake
mandrakes
mandrel
mandrels
mandriarch
mandril
mandrill
mandrills
mandrils
mandrin
mandritta
mandruka
mands
mandua
manducable
manducate
manducated
manducating
manducation
manducatory
mandyai
mandyas
mandyases
mandyi
mane
mane's
maned
manege
maneges
maneh
manei
maneless
manent
manequin
manerial
manes
manesheet
maness
manet
maneuver
maneuverability
maneuverable
maneuvered
maneuverer
maneuvering
maneuvers
maneuvrability
maneuvrable
maneuvre
maneuved
maneuvering
maney
manfish
manful
manfully
manfulness
mang
manga
mangabeira
mangabev
mangabey
mangabeys
mangabies
mangaby
mangal
mangana
manganapatite
manganate
manganblende
manganbrucite
manganeisen
manganese
manganesian
manganeseic
manganetic
manganhedenbergite
manganic
manganiferous
manganite
manganium
manganize
manganocalcite
manganocolumbite
manganophyllite
manganosiderite
manganosite
manganostibiite
manganotantalite
manganous
manganpectolite
mange
mangeao
manhandle
manhandled
manhandler
manhandles
manhandling
manhattan
manhattans
manhead
manhole
manholes
manhood
manhoods
manhours
manhunt
manhunter
manhunting
manhunts
man
mania
maniable
maniac
maniac's
maniacal
maniacally
maniacs
maniapobia
manias
manic
manically
manicate
manichaean
manichee
manichord
manichordon
manicole
manicone
manicord
manicotti
manics
maniculatus
manicure
manicured
manicures
manicuring
manicurist
manicurists
manid
manie
mannerly
manners
mannersome
manness
mannet
mannide
mannie
manniferous
mannified
mannify
mannikin
mannikinism
mannikins
manning
mannire
mannish
mannishly
mannishness
mannitan
mannite
mannites
mannitic
mannitol
mannitols
mannitose
mannoheptite
mannoheptitol
mannoheptose
mannoheptose
mannoketoheptose
mannonic
mannopus
mannosan
mannose
mannoses
manny
mano
manoc
manoeuver
manoeuvered
manoeuvering
manoeuvre
manoeuvred
manoeuvreing
manoeuvrer
manoeuvring
manograph
manoir
manometer
manometer's
manometers
manometric
manometrical
manometrically
manometries
manometry
manomin
manor
manor's
manorial
manorialism
manorialize
manors
manorship
manos
manoscope
manostat
manostatic
manpack
manpower
manpowers
manqu
manque
manquee
manqueller
manred
manrent
manroot
manrope
manropes
mans
mansard
mansarded
mansards
manscape
manse
manser
manservant
manses
manship
mansion
mansion's
mansional
mansionary
mansioned
mansioneer
mansionry
mantically
manticism
manticora
manticore
mantid
mantids
mantilla
mantillas
mantis
mantises
mantispid
mantissa
mantissa's
mantissas
mantistic
mantle
mantle's
mantled
mantlepiece
mantlepieces
mantlerock
mantles
mantlet
mantletree
mantlets
mantling
mantlings
manto
mantoid
mantologist
mantology
manton
mantra
mantram
mantrap
mantraps
mantras
mantric
mantua
mantuamaker
mantuamaking
mantuan
mantuas
manty
manual
manual's
manualii
manualism
manyplies
manyroot
manysidedness
manyways
manywhere
manywise
manzana
manzanilla
manzanillo
manzanita
manzil
mao
maoism
maoist
maoists
maomao
maori
maoris
maormor
map
map's
mapach
mapache
mapau
maphrian
mapland
maple
maple's
maplebush
mapleface
maplelike
maples
mapmaker
mapmakers
mapmaking
mapo
mappable
mapped
mappemonde
mappen
mapper
mappers
mapping
mapping's
mappings
mappist
mappy
maps
mapwise
maquahuitl
maquereau
maquette
maquettes
maqui
maquillage
maquis
maquisard
mar
mara
marabotin
marabou
marabous
marabout
maraboutism
marabouts
marabunta
marabuto
maraca
maracan
maracas
maracock
marae
marage
maraged
maraging
marah
marais
marajuana
marakapas
maral
maranao
maranatha
marang
maranon
maranta
marantaceous
marantas
marantic
marara
mararie
maras
marasca
marascas
maraschino
maraschinos
marasmic
marasmoid
marasmous
marasmus
marasmuses
maratha
marathi
marathon
marathoner
marathons
marattiacous
maraud
marauded
marauder
marauders
marauding
marauds
maravedi
maravedis
maray
marbelization
marbelize
marbelized
marbelizing
marble
marbled
marblehead
marbleheader
marblehearted
marbleization
marbleize
marbleized
marbleizer
marbeлизs
marbleizing
marbelike
marbleness
marbler
marblers
marbles
marblewood
marblier
marbliest
marbling
marblings
marblish
marbly
marbrinus
marc
marconigraph
marconigraphy
marcor
marcosian
marcot
marcottage
marcs
mardi
mardy
mare
mare's
mareblob
marechal
marechale
marekanite
maremma
maremmatic
maremme
maremmese
marengo
marennin
mareograph
mares
mareschal
marezzo
marfire
marg
marga
margarate
margaret
margaric
margarin
margarine
margarins
margarita
margaritaceous
margaritae
margarite
margaritic
margaritiferous
margaritomancy
margarodid
margarodite
margarosanite
margaux
margay
margays
marge
marianne
marica
maricolous
mariculture
marid
marie
mariengroschen
maries
mariet
marigenous
marigold
marigolds
marigram
marigraph
marigraphic
marihuana
marijuana
marikina
marilyn
marimba
marimbaist
marimbas
marimonda
marina
marinade
marinaded
marinades
marinading
marinal
marinara
marinaras
marinas
marinate
marinated
marinates
marinating
marination
marine
marined
mariner
mariners
marinership
marines
marinheiro
marinist
marinorama
mariola
mariolatry
mariology
marionet
marionette
marionettes
mariposa
mariposas
mariposite
maris
marish
marishes
marishness
marishy
marist
marita
maritage
maritagium
marital
maritally
mariti
mariticidal
mariticide
maritimal
maritime
maritimes
maritorious
mariopolite
marjoram
marjorams
marjorie
mark
marka
markable
markaz
markazes
markdown
markdowns
marked
markedly
markedness
marker
markers
markery
market
marketability
marketable
marketableness
marlacouss
marlberry
marled
marler
marlet
marli
marlier
marliest
marlin
marline
marlines
marlinespike
marlinespikes
marling
marlings
marlingspike
marlins
marlinspike
marlinsucker
marlite
marlites
marlitic
marlike
marlock
marlpit
marls
marly
marm
marmalade
marmalades
marmalady
marmaritin
marmarization
marmarize
marmarized
marmarizing
marmarosis
marmatite
marmelos
marmennill
marmink
marmion
marmit
marmite
marmites
marmolite
marmor
marmoraceous
marquisess
marquisette
marquisettes
marquisina
marquisotte
marquissip
marquito
marquis
marraine
marram
marrams
marranism
marranize
marrano
marred
marree
marrer
marrers
marriable
marriage
marriage's
marriageability
marriageable
marriageableness
marriageproof
marriages
married
marriedly
marrieds
marrier
marriers
marries
marring
marrock
marron
marrons
marrot
marrow
marrowbone
marrowbones
marrowed
marrowfat
marrowing
marrowish
marrowless
marrowlike
marrors
marrows
marrowsky
martyr
martyr's
martyrdom
martyrdoms
martyred
martyrer
martyress
martyria
martyries
martyring
martyrisation
martyrise
martyrised
martyrish
martyrising
martyrium
martyrization
martyrize
martyrized
martyrizer
martyrizing
martyrlike
martyrly
martyrolatry
martyrologe
martyrologic
martyrological
martyrologist
martyrologistic
martyrologium
martyrology
martyrs
martyrship
martyrtyria
martyry
maru
marvel
marveled
marveling
marvelled
marvelling
marvellous
marvellously
marvellousness
marvelment
marvelous
marvelously
marvellousness
marvelry
marvels
marver
marvy
marwer
marx
marxian
marxism
marxist
marxists
mary
marybud
maryknoll
maryland
marylander
marylanders
marys
marysole
marzipan
marzipans
mas
masa
masai
masais
masarid
masaridid
masc
mascagnine
mascagnite
mascally
mascara
mascaras
mascaron
maschera
mascle
mascledd
mascleless
mascon
mascons
mascot
mascotism
mascotry
mascots
mascotte
mascularity
masculate
masculation
masculine
masseter
masseteric
masseterine
masseters
masseur
masseurs
masseuse
masseuses
massicot
massicotite
massicots
massier
massiest
massif
massifs
massig
massily
massiness
massing
massive
massively
massiveness
massivity
masskanne
massless
masslessness
masslike
massoola
massotherapist
massotherapy
massoy
massula
massy
massymore
mast
mastaba
mastabah
mastabahs
mastabas
mastadenitis
mastadenoma
mastage
mastalgia
mastatrophia
mastatrophy
mastauxe
mastax
mastectomies
mastectomy
masted
master
master’s
masterable
masterate
masterdom
mastered
masterer
masterfast
masterful
masterfully
masterfulness
masterhood
masteries
mastering
masterings
masterless
masterlessness
masterlike
masterlily
masterliness
masterling
masterly
masterman
mastermen
mastermind
masterminded
masterminding
masterminds
masterous
masterpiece
masterpiece’s
masterpieces
masterproof
masters
mastership
mastersinger
mastersingers
masterstroke
masterwork
masterworks
masterwort
mastery
mastful
masthead
mastheaded
mastheading
mastheads
masthelcosis
mastic
masticability
masticable
masticate
masticated
mastics
masticating
mastication
mastications
masticator
masticatories
masticatory
mastiche
mastics
masticurious
mastiff
mastiffs
mastigate
mastigia
mastigium
mastigobranchia
mastigobranchial
mastigoneme
mastigophobias
mastigophorans
mastigophore
mastigophoric
mastigophorous
mastigopod
mastigopodous
mastigote
mastigure
masting
mastitic
mastitides
mastitis
mastix
mastixes
mastless
mastlike
mastman
mastmen
mastocarcinoma
mastocarcinomas
mastocarcinomata
mastoccipital
mastochondroma
mastochondrosis
mastodon
mastodontic
mastodons
mastodonsaurian
mastodont
mastodontic
mastodontine
mastodontoid
mastodynia
mastoid
mastoidal
mastoidale
mastoideal
mastoidean
mastoidectomies
mastoidectomy
mastoideocentesis
mastoideosquamous
mastoiditis
mastoidohumeral
mastoidohumeralis
mastoidotomy
mastoids
mastological
mastologist
mastoology
mastomenia
mastoncus
mastooccipital
mastoparietal
mastopathies
mastopathy
mastopexy
mastoplastia
mastorrhagia
mastoscirrhus
mastosquamous
mastotomy
mastotympanic
mastras
masts
masturbate
masturbated
masturbates
masturbatic
masturbating
masturbation
masturbational
masturbator
masturbators
masturbatory
mastwood
masty
masu
masurium
masuriums
mat
mat's
matachin
matachina
matachinas
mataco
matadero
matador
matadors
mataeological
mataeologue
mataeology
mataeotechny
matagasse
matagory
matagouri
matai
matajuelo
matalan
matamata
matambala
matamoro
matanza
matapan
matapi
matara
matasano
matax
matboard
match
matchable
matchableness
matchably
matchboard
matchboarding
matchbook
matchbooks
matchbox
matchboxes
matchcloth
matchcoat
matched
matcher
matchers
matches
matchet
matching
matchings
matchless
matchlessly
matchlessness
matchlock
matchlocks
matchmake
matchmaker
matchmakers
matchmaking
matchmark
matchsafe
matchstalk
matchstick
matchwood
matchy
mate
mate's
mated
mategriffon
matehood
matelass
matelasse
mateless
matelessness
mateley
matellasse
matelot
matelotage
matelote
matelotes
matelotte
matelow
mately
matemilk
mater
mating
matings
matins
matipo
matka
matkah
matless
matlo
matlockite
matlow
matmaker
matmaking
matman
matoke
matra
matrace
matrah
matral
matranee
matrass
matrasses
matreed
matres
matriarch
matriarchal
matriarchalism
matriarchate
matriarchic
matriarchical
matriarchies
matriarchist
matriarchs
matriarchy
matric
matrical
matrice
matrices
matricidal
matricide
matricides
matriclan
matriclinous
matricula
matriculable
matriculae
matriculant
matriculants
matricular
matriculate
matriculated
matriculates
matriculating
matriculation
matriculations
matriculator
matriculatory
matriculation
matriculator
matriherital
matrilateral
matrilaterally
matriline
matrilineage
matrilineal
matrilineally
matrilinear
matrilinearism
matrilinearily
matrilinaries
matriliny
matrilocal
matrilocality
matrimonial
matrimonially
matrimonies
matrimonii
matrimonious
matrimoniously
matrimony
matriotism
matripotestal
matris
matrisib
matrix
matrixes
matrixing
matroclinal
matroclinic
matroclinious
matrocliny
matroid
matron
matronage
matronal
matronhood
matronism
matronize
mattress
mattress's
mattresses
matts
mattulla
maturable
maturant
maturate
maturated
maturates
maturating
maturation
maturational
maturations
maturative
mature
matured
maturely
maturement
matureness
maturer
matures
maturescence
maturescent
maturest
maturing
maturish
maturities
maturity
matutinal
matutinally
matutinary
matutine
matutinely
matweed
maty
matza
matzah
matzahs
matzas
matzo
matzoh
matzohs
matzoon
matzoons
matzos
matzot
matzoth
mau
mauby
maucaco
maucauco
maucherite
maud
maudeline
maudle
maudlin
maudlinism
maudlinize
maudlinly
maudlinness
maudlinwort
mauger
maugh
maught
maugrabe
maugre
maukin
maul
maulana
mauled
mauler
maulers
mauley
mauling
mauls
maulstick
maulvi
maumet
maumetries
maumetry
maumets
maun
maunch
maunchen
maund
maunder
maundered
maunderer
maunderers
maundering
maunders
maundful
maundies
maunds
maundy
maunna
maupassant
mauquahog
mauresque
mauricio
maurist
mauritania
mauritanian
mauritanians
mauser
mausole
mausolea
mausoleal
mausolean
mausoleum
mausoleums
maut
mauther
mauts
mauve
mauvein
mauveine
mauves
mauvette
mauvine
maux
maven
mavens
maverick
mavericks
mavie
mavies
mavin
mavins
mavis
mavises
mavourneen
mavournin
mavrodaphne
maw
mawali
mawbound
mawed
mawger
mawing
mawk
mawkin
mawkingly
mawkish
mawkishly
mawkishness
mawks
mawky
mawmish
mawn
mawp
maws
mawseed
mawsie
mawworm
max
maxi
maxicoat
maxicoats
maxilla
maxillae
maxillar
maxillaries
maxillary
maxillas
maxilliferous
maxilliform
maxiliped
maxilipedary
maxilipede
maxilodental
maxillofacial
maxillojugal
maxillolabial
maxillomandibular
maxillopatalal
maxillopataline
maxillopharyngeal
maxillopemaxillary
maxilloturbinal
maxillozygomatic
maxim
maxim's
maxima
maximal
maximalist
maximally
maximals
maximate
mayed
mayence
mayest
mayfish
mayfishes
mayflies
mayflower
mayflowers
mayfly
mayhap
mayhappen
mayhaps
mayhem
mayhemmed
mayhemming
mayhems
maying
mayings
mayn't
maynt
mayo
mayonnaise
mayor
mayor's
mayoral
mayorality
mayoralities
mayoralty
mayoress
mayoresses
mayors
mayorship
mayorships
maypole
maypoles
maypop
maypops
mays
maysin
mayst
mayten
maythe
maythes
maytide
mayvin
mayvins
mayweed
mayweeds
meadowy
meads
meadsman
meadsweet
meadwort
meager
meagerly
meagerness
meagre
meagrely
meagreness
meak
meaking
meal
meal's
mealable
mealberry
mealed
mealer
mealie
mealier
mealies
mealiest
mealily
mealiness
mealing
mealless
mealman
mealmen
mealmonger
mealmouth
mealmouthed
mealmouthed
mealmouthed
mealock
mealproof
meals
mealtide
mealtimes
mealworm
mealworms
mealy
mealybug
mealybugs
mealymouth
mealymouthed
mealymouthedly
mealymouthedness
mealwing
mean
meander
meandered
meanderer
meanderers
meandering
meanderingly
meanders
meandrine
meandriniform
meandrite
meandrous
meandrously
meaned
meaner
meaners
meanest
meanie
meanies
meaning
meaning's
meaningful
meaningfully
meaningfulness
meaningless
meaninglessly
meaninglessness
meaningly
meaningness
meanings
meanish
meanless
meanly
meanness
meannesses
means
meanspirited
meanspiritedly
meanspiritedness
meant
meantime
meantimes
meantone
meanwhile
meany
mear
mearstone
meas
mease
measle
measled
measledness
measles
measlesproof
measlier
measiest
measly
measondue
measurability
measurable
measurableness
measurably
measurage
measuration
measure
measured
measuredly
measuredness
measureless
measurelessly
measurelessness
measurely
measurement
measurement's
measurements
measurer
measurers
measures
measuring
measuringworm
meat
meat's
meatal
meatball
meatballs
meatbird
meatcutter
meated
meath
meathe
meathead
meateheads
meathook
meathooks
meatic
meatier
mediate
mediated
mediately
mediateness
mediates
mediating
mediatingly
mediation
mediational
mediations
mediatisation
mediatise
mediatised
mediatising
mediative
mediatization
mediatize
mediated
mediatizing
mediator
mediatorial
mediatorialism
mediatorially
mediatorious
mediators
mediatorship
mediatory
mediatress
mediatrice
mediatrices
mediatrix
mediatrixes
medic
medic’s
medica
medicable
medicably
medicaid
medicaids
medical
medicalese
medically
medicals
medicament
medicamental
medicamentally
medicamentary
medicamentation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mediopalatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediopalatine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediopassive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediopectoral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medioperforate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediopontine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medioposterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediosilicic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediostapedial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediotarsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medioventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medisance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medisect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medisection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditabund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditatedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditatingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditatio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditationist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditateness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediterrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediterranean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediterraneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medithorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meditullium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
medius
medize
medjidie
medjidieh
medlar
medlars
medle
medley
medleyed
medleying
medleys
medlied
medoc
medregal
medrick
medrinacks
medrinacles
medrinaque
medscheat
medula
medulla
medullae
medullar
medullary
medullas
medullate
medullated
medullation
medullispinal
medullitis
medullization
medulloose
medullous
medusa
medusae
medusal
medusalike
medusan
medusans
medusas
medusiferous
medusiform
medusoid
medusoids
mee
meebos
meece
meech
meecher
meeching
meed
meedful
meedless
meeds
meek
meeken
meeker
meekest
meekhearted
meekheartedness
meekling
meekly
meekness
meeknesses
meer
meered
meerkat
meerschaum
meerschaums
meese
meet
meetable
meeten
meeter
meeterly
meeters
meeth
meethelp
meethelper
meeting
meetinger
meetinghouse
meetings
meetly
meetness
meetnesses
meets
meg
megaara
megabar
megabars
megabaud
megabit
megabits
megabuck
megabucks
megaloblastic
megalocardia
megalocarpous
megalocephalia
megaloecephalic
megaloecephalous
megaloecephaly
megalochirous
megalocornea
megalocyte
megalocytosis
megalodactyia
megalodactylism
megalodactylous
megalodont
megalodontia
megaloenenteron
megalogastria
megaloglossia
megalograph
megalography
megalohepatia
megalokaryocyte
megalomania
megalomaniac
megalomaniacal
megalomaniacally
megalomaniacs
megalomanic
megalomelia
megalopa
megalopenis
megalophonic
megalophonous
megalophthalmus
megalopia
megalopic
megalopine
megaloplastocyte
megalopolis
megalopolises
megalopolistic
megalopolitan
megalopolitanism
megalopore
megalops
megalopsia
megalopsyche
megalopteran
megalopterous
megalosaur
megalosaurian
megalosauroïd
megalosaurus
megaloscope
megaloscopy
megalosphere
megalospheric
megalosplenia
megalosyndactyly
megaloureter
megamasticitoral
megamere
megameter
megametre
megampere
meganucleus
megaparsec
megaphone
megaphoned
megaphones
megaphonic
megaphonically
megaphoning
megaphotographic
megaphotography
megaphyllous
megapod
megapode
megapodes
megapolis
megapolitan
megaprosopous
megapterine
megara
megarad
megarian
megaron
megarons
megasclere
megasclerotic
megasclerous
megasclerum
megascope
megascopic
megascopical

melancholish
melancholist
melancholize
melancholomaniac
melancholy
melancholyish
melanchthonian
melanconiaceous
melanemia
melanemic
melanesia
melanesian
melanesians
melange
melanger
melanges
melangeur
melanian
melanic
melanics
melaniferous
melanin
melaniline
melanin
melanins
melanism
melanisms
melanist
melanistic
melanists
melanite
melanites
melanitic
melanization
melanize
melanized
melanizes
melanizing
melano
melanoblast
melanoblastic
melanoblastoma
melanocarcinoma
melanocerite
melanochroi
melanochroic
melanochroite
melanochroous
melanocomous
melanocrate
melanocratic
melanocyte
melanoderm
melanoderma
melanoderma
melanodermic
melanogen
melanogenesis
melanoi
melanoid
melanoidin
melanoids
melanoma
melanomas
melanomata
melanopathia
melanopathy
melanophore
melanoplakia
melanorrhagia
melanorrhea
melanosarcoma
melanosarcomatosis
melanoscope
melanose
melanosed
melanosis
melanosity
melanosome
melanospermous
melanotekite
melanotic
melanotrichous
melanotype
melanous
melanterite
melanthaceous
melanthy
melanure
melanurenic
melanuresis
melanuria
melanuric
melaphyre
melasma
melasmic
melasses
melassigenic
melastomaceous
melastomad
melastome
melatonin
melatope
melaxuma
melba
melbourne
melch
melchite
melchizedek
meld
melded
melder
melders
meling
meldometer
meldrop
melds
mele
meleager
meleagrine
meleboise
melee
melees
melena
melene
melenic
meletin
melezitase
melezitose
meliaceous
melianthaceous
meliatin
melibiose
melic
melicera
melliceric
meliceris
melicerous
melichrous
melicitose
melicoton
melicrate
melicraton
melicratory
melittologist
melittology
melituria
melituric
melkhout
mell
mellaginous
mellah
mellate
mellay
melled
melleous
meller
mellic
melliferous
mellific
mellificate
mellification
mellifluate
mellifluence
mellifluent
mellifluently
mellifluous
mellifluously
mellifluousness
mellilita
mellilot
mellimide
melling
mellisonant
mellisugent
mellit
mellita
mellitate
mellite
mellitic
mellitum
mellitus
mellivorous
mellon
mellone
mellonides
mellophone
mellow
mellowed
mellower
mellowest
mellowing
mellowly
mellowness
mellowphone
mellows
mellowy
mells
mellsman
melocoton
melocotoon
melodeon
melodeons
melodia
melodial
melodially
melodias
melodic
melodica
melodical
melodically
melodicon
melodics
melodied
melodies
melodigraph
melodion
melodious
melodiously
melodiousness
melodise
melodised
melodises
melodising
melodism
melodist
melodists
melodium
melodize
melodized
melodizer
melodizes
melodizing
melodractically
melodrama
melodrama's
melodramas
melodramatic
melodramatical
meloplasties
meloplasty
melopoeia
melopoeic
melos
melosa
melote
melotragedy
melotragic
melotrope
melpell
melpomene
mels
melt
meltability
meltable
meltage
meltages
meltdown
meltdowns
melted
meltedness
melteigite
melter
melters
melteth
melting
meltingly
meltingness
meltith
melton
meltons
melts
meltwater
melungeon
melvie
mem
member
member's
membered
memberless
members
membership
membership's
memberships
membracid
membracine
membral
membrally
membrana
membranaceous
membranaceously
membranal
membranate
membrane
membraned
membraneless
membranelike
membranella
membranelle
membraneous
membranes
membraniferous
membraniform
membranin
membranocalcareous
membranocartilaginous
membranocoriaceous
membranocorneous
membranogenic
membranoid
membranology
membranonervous
membranophone
membranophonie
membranosis
membranous
membranously
membranula
membranule
membrette
membretto
memento
mementoes
mementos
minna
memnon
memnonian
memo
memo's
memoir
memoire
memoirism
memoirist
memoirs
memorabile
memorylessness
memos
memphian
memphis
mems
memsahib
memsahibs
men
men's
menaccanite
menaccanitic
menace
menaceable
menaced
menaceful
menacement
menacer
menacers
menaces
menacing
menacingly
menacme
menad
menadic
menadione
menads
menage
menagerie
menageries
menagerist
menages
menald
menaquinone
menarche
menarcheal
menarches
menarchial
menat
mend
mendable
mendacious
mendaciously
mendaciousness
mendacities
mendacity
mended
mendee
mendel
mendelevium
mendelian
mendelianism
mendelianist
mendelism
mendelists
mendelize
mendelsohn
mendelyeevite
mender
menders
mendiant
mendicancies
mendicancy
mendicant
mendicantism
mendicants
mendicate
mendicated
mendicating
mendication
mendicity
mendigo
mendigos
mending
mendings
mendipite
mendiment
mendole
mendozite
mends
mendy
mene
meneghinite
meneghine
menelos
menelous
menevian
menfolk
menfolks
meng
menhaden
menhadens
menhir
menhirs
menial
menialism
meniality
menially
menialness
menials
menialty
menilite
meningeal
meninges
meningic
meningina
meningioma
meningism
meningismus
meningitic
meningitides
meningitis
meningitophobia
meningocele
meningocephalitis
meningocerebritis
meningococcal
meningococcemia
meningococci
meningococcic
meningococcos
meningococcus
meningocortical
meningoencephalitic
meningoencephalitis
meningoencephalocele
meningomalacia
meningomycotic
meningomyelitis
meningomyelocele
meningomyelorrhaphy
meningorachidian
meningoradicular
meningorachidian
meningorrhagia
meningorrhea
meningorrheoa
meningosis
meningospinal
meningotyphoid
meninting
meninx
meniscal
meniscate
meniscectomy
menisci
menisciform
meniscitis
meniscocytosis
meniscoid
meniscoidal
meniscus
meniscuses
menise
menison
menisperm
menispermaceous
menispermin
menispermine
meniver
menkind
mennom
mennon
mennonist
mennonite
mennonites
mennuet
meno
menognath
menognathous
menologies
menologium
menology
menologyes
menometastasis
menominee
menopausal
menopause
menopausie
menophania
menoplania
menorah
menorahs
menorrhynchous
menorrhagia
menorrhagic
menorrhagy
menorrhea
menorrheic
menorrhoea
menorrhoeic
menoschesis
menoschetic
menosepsis
mensurably
mensural
mensuralist
mensurate
mensuration
mensurational
mensurative
menswear
menswears
ment
menta
mentagra
mental
mentalis
mentalism
mentalist
mentalistic
mentalistically
mentalists
mentalities
mentality
mentalization
mentalize
mentally
mentary
mentation
mentery
menthaceous
menthadiene
menthan
menthane
menthe
menthene
menthenes
menthenol
menthenone
menthol
mentholated
menthols
menthone
menthyl
menticide
menticultural
menticulture
mentiferous
mentiform
mentigerous
mentimeter
mephitically
mephitine
mephitis
mephitisises
mephitism
meprobamate
meq
mer
meralgia
meraline
merbaby
merbromin
merc
mercal
mercantile
mercantilely
mercantilism
mercantilist
mercantilistic
mercantilists
mercantility
mercaptal
mercaptan
mercaptide
mercaptides
mercaptids
mercapto
mercaptol
mercaptole
mercaptapurine
merc
mercatoria
mercatorial
mercature
merce
mercement
mercenarian
mercenaries
merenarily
mercenariness
mercenary
mercenary's
mercer
merceress
merceries
mercerization
mercerize
mercerized
mercifulness
mercify
merciless
mercilessly
mercilessness
merciment
mercurate
mercuration
mercurial
mercurialisation
mercurialise
mercurialised
mercurialising
mercurialism
mercurialist
mercuriality
mercurialization
mercurialize
mercurialized
mercurializing
mercurially
mercurialness
mercuriamines
mercuriammonium
mercuriate
mercuric
mercurid
mercuride
mercuries
mercurification
mercurified
mercurify
mercurifying
mercurization
mercurize
mercurized
mercurizing
mercuochrome
mercurophe
mercurous
mercury
mercy
mercyproof
merd
merdivorous
merdurinous
mere
mered
merel
merels
merely
merenchyma
merenchymatous
merengue
merengued
merengues
merenguing
merer
meres
meresman
meresmen
merest
merestone
mereswine
meretrices
meretricious
meretriciously
meretriciousness
meretrix
merfold
merfolk
merganser
mergansers
merge
merged
mergence
mergences
 merger
mergers
merges
mergh
merging
meriah
mericarp
merice
merida
meridian
meridians
meridie
meridiem
meridienne
meridional
meridionality
meridionally
meril
meringue
meringued
meringues
meringuing
merino
merinos
meriquinoid
meriquinoidal
meriquinone
meriquinonic
meriquinonoid
merises
merisis
merism
merismatic
merismoid
merist
meristele
meristelic
meristem
meristematic
meristematically
meristems
meristic
meristically
meristogenous
merit
meritable
merited
meritedly
meritedness
meriter
meritful
meriting
meritless
meritlessness
meritmonger
meritmongering
meritmongery
meritocracies
meritocracy
meritocrat
meritocratic
meritorious
meritoriously
meritoriousness
meritory
merits
merk
merrymakers
merrymaking
merryman
merrymeeting
merrymen
merrythought
merrytrotter
merrywing
merse
mersion
merthiolate
merton
meruit
meruline
meruloid
merv
mervail
mervail
merveilleux
merveilleux
merwinite
merwoman
merychippus
merycism
merycismus
merycoidodon
merycopotamus
mesa
mesabite
mesaconate
mesaconic
mesad
mesadenia
mesail
mesal
mesalike
mesalliance
mesalliances
mesally
mesameboid
mesange
mesaortitis
mesaraic
mesaraical
mesarch
mesarteritic
mesarteritis
mesas
mesaticephal
mesenteries
mesenteriform
mesenteriolum
mesenteritic
mesenteritis
mesenterium
mesenteric
mesentery
mesentoderm
mesepimeral
mesepimeron
mesepisternal
mesepisternum
mesepithelial
mesepithelium
meseracic
mesethmoid
mesethmoidal
mesh
meshed
meshes
meshier
meshiest
meshing
meshrabiye
meshrebeeyeh
meshuga
meshugaas
meshugana
meshugga
meshuggaas
meshuggah
meshuggana
meshuggenah
meshummad
meshwork
meshworks
meshy
mesiad
mesial
mesially
mesian
mesic
mesically
mesilla
mesiobuccal
mesiocervical
mesioclusion
mesiodistal
mesiodistally
mesiogingival
mesioincisal
mesiolabial
mesiolingual
mesion
mesioocclusal
mesiopulpal
mesioversion
mesitine
mesitite
mesityl
mesitylene
mesitylenic
mesivta
mesked
meslen
mesmerian
mesmeric
mesmerical
mesmerically
mesmerisation
mesmerise
mesmeriser
mesmerism
mesmerist
mesmerists
mesmerite
mesmerizability
mesmerizable
mesmerization
mesmerize
mesmerized
mesmerizee
mesmerizer
mesmerizers
mesmerizes
mesmerizing
mesmeromania
mesmeromaniac
mesnage
mesnality
mesnalities
mesnalty
mesne
meso
mesoappendiceal
mesoappendicitis
mesoappendix
mesoarial
mesoarium
mesobar
mesobenthal
mesoblast
mesoblastem
mesoblastema
mesoblastemic
mesoblastic
mesobranchial
mesobregmate
mesocadia
mesocaecal
mesocaecum
mesocardia
mesocardium
mesocarp
mesocarpic
mesocaps
mesocentrous
mesocephal
mesocephalic
mesocephalism
mesocephalon
mesocephalous
mesocephaly
mesochilium
mesochondrium
mesochroic
mesocele
mesocoeliea
mesocoelian
mesocoelic
mesocela
mesocolic
mesocolon
mesocolons
mesocoracoid
mesocranial
mesocratic
mesocratic
mesocuneiform
mesode
mesoderm
mesodermal
mesodermic
mesoderms
mesodic
mesodisilicic
mesodont
mesodontic
mesodontism
mesofurca
mesofurcal
mesogaster
mesogastral
mesogastric
mesogastrium
mesoglea
mesogleal
mesogleas
mesogloea
mesogloean
mesognathic
mesognathion
mesognathism
mesognathous
mesognathy
mesogyrate
mesohepar
mesohippus
mesokurtic
mesolabe
mesole
mesolecithal
mesolimnion
mesolite
mesolithic
mesologic
mesological
mesology
mesomere
mesomeres
mesomeric
mesomerism
mesometeorological
mesometeorology
mesometral
mesometric
mesometrium
mesomitosis
mesomorph
mesomorphic
mesomorphism
mesomorphous
mesomorphy
mesomyodian
mesomyodous
meson
mesonasal
mesonephric
mesonephridium
mesonephritic
mesonephroi
mesonephros
mesonic
mesonotal
mesonotum
mesons
mesoparapteral
mesoparapteron
mesopause
mesopeak
mesopectus
mesopelagic
mesoperiodic
mesopetalum
mesophil
mesophile
mesophilic
mesophilous
mesophragm
mesophragma
mesophragmal
mesophryon
mesophyl
mesophyll
mesophyllic
mesophyllous
mesophyllum
mesophylls
mesophyte
mesophytic
mesophytism
mesopic
mesoplankton
mesoplanktonic
mesoplast
mesoplastic
mesoplastra
mesoplastral
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mesoplastron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopleura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopleural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopleuron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoplodont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopodial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopodiale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopodialia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopodium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopotamia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopotamian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopotamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoprescutal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoprescutum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoprosopic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopterygial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopterygium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesopterygoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorchial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorchium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorecta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorectal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorectta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorectum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorectums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhinian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhinism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorhinium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesorrhinium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesosalpinx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesosaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscapula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscapular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscutal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscutellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesoscutellum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mesoscutum
mesoseismal
mesoseme
mesosiderite
mesosigmoid
mesoskelic
mesosoma
mesosomata
mesosomatic
mesosome
mesosomes
mesosperm
mesosphere
mesospheric
mesospore
mesospheric
mesosphorite
mesosporic
mesosporion
mesost
mesostasis
mesosterna
mesosternal
mesosternbra
mesosternal
mesosternum
mesostethium
mesostomid
mesostyle
mesostylous
mesosuchian
mesotarsal
mesotartaric
mesothelia
mesothelial
mesothelioma
mesothelium
mesotherm
mesothermal
mesothesis
mesothen
mesothetic
mesothetical
mesothoraces
mesothoracic
mesothoracotheca
mesothorax
mesothoraxes
mesothorium
mesotonic
messengers
messengership
messer
messes
messet
messiah
messiahs
messiahship
messianic
messianically
messianism
messias
messidor
messier
messiest
messieurs
messily
messin
messiness
messing
messire
messkit
messman
messmate
messmates
messmen
messor
messroom
messrs
messtin
messuage
messuages
messy
mest
mestee
mestees
mesteno
mester
mesteso
mesteses
mestesos
mestfull
mestino
mestinoes
mestinos
mestiza
mestizas
mestizo
mestizoes 
mestizos 
mestlen 
mestome 
mestranol 
mesynmion 
met 
meta 
metabases 
metabasis 
metabasite 
metabatic 
metabiological 
metabolism 
metabolite 
metabolites 
metabolizability 
metabolizable 
metabolize 
metabolized 
metabolizes 
metabolizing 
metabolon 
metabolous 
metaboly 
metaborate 
metaboric 
metabranchial 
metabrushite 
metabular
metacapi
metacarpal
metacarpale
metacarpals
metacarpi
metacarpophalangeal
metacarpus
metacenter
metacentral
metacentre
metacentric
metacentricity
metacercaria
metacercarial
metacetone
metachemic
metachemical
metachemistry
metachlamydeous
metachromasia
metachromatic
metachromatin
metachromatinic
metachromatism
metachrome
metachronal
metachronism
metachronistic
metachrosis
metacinnabar
metacinnabarite
metacircular
metacircularity
metacism
metacismus
metaclase
metacneme
metacoele
metacoelia
metaconal
metacone
metaconid
metaconule
metacoracoid
metacrasis
metacresol
metacromial
metacromion
metainfective
metairie
metakinesis
metakinetic
metal
metal's
metalammonium
metalanguage
metalaw
metalbearing
metalalbumin
metalcraft
metaldehyde
metaled
metalepses
metalepsis
metaletic
metaleptical
metaleptically
metaler
metaline
metalined
metaling
metalinguistic
metalinguistically
metalinguistics
metalise
metalised
metalises
metalising
metalism
metalist
metalists
metalization
metalize
metalized
metalizes
metalizing
metall
metallary
metalled
metallicity
metallic
metalical
metalically
metallicize
metallicly
metallics
metallide
metallifacture
metalliferous
metallification
metalliform
metallify
metallik
metallike
metalline
metalling
metallisation
metallise
metallised
metallish
metallising
metallism
metallist
metallization
metallizations
metallize
metallized
metallizing
metallocene
metallochrome
metallochromy
metalloenzyme
metallogenetic
metallogenic
metallogeny
metallograph
metallographer
metallographic
metallographical
metallographically
metallographist
metallography
metalloid
metalloidal
metallometer
metallophobia
metallophone
metalloplastic
metallogenic
metalotherapeutic
metallotherapy
metallurgic
metaperiodic
metaph
metaphase
metaphenomenal
metaphenomenon
metaphylenylene
metaphenylenediamin
metaphenylenediamine
metaphloem
metaphonical
metaphonize
metaphony
metaphor
metaphor's
metaphoric
metaphorical
metaphorically
metaphoricalness
metaphorist
metaphorize
metaphors
metaphosphate
metaphosphated
metaphosphating
metaphosphoric
metaphosphorous
metaphragm
metaphragma
metaphragmal
metaphrase
metaphrased
metaphrasing
metaphrasis
metaphrast
metaphrastic
metaphrastical
metaphrastically
metaphys
metaphyseal
metaphysic
metaphysical
metaphysically
metaphysician
metaphysicianism
metaphysicians
metaphysicist
metaphysicize
metaphysicous
metaphysics
metaphysis
metaphyte
metaphytic
metaphyton
metaplasia
metaplasia
metaplasm
metaplasmic
metaplast
metaplastic
metapleur
metapleura
metapleural
metapleure
metapleuron
metaplumbate
metaplumbic
metapneumonic
metapneustic
metapodia
metapodial
metapodial
metapodium
metapolitic
metapolitical
metapolitician
metapolitics
metapophyseal
metapophysial
metapophysis
metapore
metapostscutellar
metapostscutellum
metaprescutal
metaprescutum
metaprotein
metapsychic
metapsychical
metapsychics
metapsychism
metapsychist
metapsychological
metapsychology
metapsychosis
metapterygial
metapterygium
metapterygoid
metarabic
metargon
metarhyolite
metarossite
metarsenic
metarsenious
metarsenite
metarule
metarules
metas
metasaccharinic
metascope
metascutal
metascutellar
metascutellum
metascutum
metasedimentary
metasequoia
metasilicate
metasilicic
metasoma
metasomal
metasomatis
metasomatic
metasomatically
metasomatism
metasomatosis
metasome
metasperm
metaspermic
metaspermous
metastability
metastable
metastably
metastannate
metastannic
metastases
metastasis
metastasize
metastasized
metastasizes
metastasizing
metastatic
metastatical
metastatically
metasternal
metasternum
metasthenic
metastibnite
metastigmatic
metastoma
metastomata
metastome
metastrophe
metastrophic
metastylic
metasymbol
metasynaptic
metatantalic
metatarsal
metatarsal
metatarsally
metatarsal
metatarsi
metatarsophalangeal
metatarsus
metatarsus
metatatic
metatactical
metatatically
metataxic
metataxis
metate
metates
metathalamus
metatheology
metatheory
metatheria
metatherian
metatheses
metathesis
metathesise
metathesize
metathetic
metathetical
metathetically
metathoraces
metathoracic
metathorax
metathoraxes
metatitanate
metatitanic
metatoluic
metatoluidine
metatracheal
metatroph
metatrophic
metatrophy
metatungstic
metatype
metatypic
metavanadate
metavanadic
metavariable
metavauxite
metavoltine
metaxenia
metaxite
metaxylem
metaxyleno
metayage
metayer
metazoan
metazoal
metazoan
metazoans
metazoea
metazoic
metazona
mete
metecorn
meted
metegritics
metel
metely
metempiric
metempirical
metempirically
metempiricism
metempiricist
metempirics
metempsychic
metempsychosal
metempsychose
metempsychoses
metempsychosic
metempsychosical
metempsychosis
metempsychosize
metemptosis
metencephala
metencephalic
metencephalla
metencephalon
metencephalons
metensarcosis
metensomatosis
metenteron
metenteronic
meteogram
meteograph
meteor
meteor's
meteorograph
meteoric
meteorical
meteorically
meteoris
meteorism
meteorist
meteoristic
meteorital
meteorite
meteorites
meteoritic
meteoritical
meteoritics
meteorization
meteorize
meteorlike
meteorogram
meteorograph
meteorographic
meteorography
meteoroid
meteoroidal
meteoroids
meteorol
meteorolite
meteorolitic
meteorologic
meteorological
meteorologically
meteorologist
meteorologists
meteorology
meteoromancy
meteorometer
meteoropathologic
meteoroscope
meteoroscopy
meteorous
methylmalonic
methylnaphthalene
methylol
methylolurea
methylosis
methylotic
methylparaben
methylpentose
methylpentoses
methylphenidate
methylpropane
methyls
methylsulfanol
methyltrinitrobenzene
methyprylon
methysergide
metic
meticulosity
meticulous
meticulously
meticulousness
metier
metiers
metif
meting
metis
metisse
metisses
metochous
metochy
metoestrous
metoestrum
metoestrus
metol
metonic
metonym
metonymic
metonymical
metonymically
metonymies
metonymous
metonymously
metonyms
metonomy
metopae
metope
metopes
metopic
metopion
metopism
metopomancy
metopon
metopons
metoposcopic
metoposcopical
metoposcopist
metoposcopy
metorganism
metosteal
metosteon
metostylos
metoxazine
metoxenous
metoxeny
metra
metralgia
metran
metranate
metranemia
metratonia
metrazol
metre
metrectasia
metrectatic
metrectomy
metrectopia
metrectopic
metrectopy
metrectotomy
metred
metregram
metreless
metreme
metres
metreship
metreta
metrete
metretes
metreza
metria
metric
metric's
metrical
metrically
metricate
metricated
metroliners
metrological
metrologically
metrologies
metrologist
metrologue
metrology
metrolymphangitis
metromalacia
metromalacoma
metromalacosis
metromania
metromaniac
metromaniacal
metrometer
metron
metroneuria
metronidazole
metronome
metronomes
metronomic
metronomical
metronomically
metronym
metronymic
metronymy
metroparalysis
metropathia
metropathic
metropathy
metroperitonitis
metrophlebitis
metrophotography
metropole
metropoleis
metropic
metropolis
metropolis
metropolises
metropolitan
metropolitanate
metropolitancy
metropolitanism
metropolitanize
metropolitanized
metropolitanship
metropolite
metropolitic
metropolitical
mezzotinting
mezzotinto
mf
mfd
mfg
mfr
mg
mgal
mgd
mgr
mgt
mh
mhg
nho
mhomometer
mhor
nhos
mhz
mi
mia
miacis
miae
miami
miamia
mian
miaou
miaoued
miaouing
miaous
miaow
miaowed
miaower
miaowing
miaows
miargyrite
miarolitic
mias
miascite
miaskite
miasm
miasma
miasmal
miasmas
miasmata
miasmatic
miasmatically
miasmatize
microampere
microanalyses
microanalysis
microanalyst
microanalytic
microanalytical
microanatomical
microanatomy
microangstrom
microapparatus
microarchitects
microarchitecture
microarchitectures
microbacteria
microbacterium
microbacteriota
microbal
microbalance
microbar
microbarogram
microbarograph
microbars
microbattery
microbe
microbeam
microbeless
microbeproof
microbes
microbial
microbian
microbic
microbicidal
microbicide
microbiologic
microbiological
microbiologically
microbiologies
microbiologist
microbiologists
microbiology
microbian
microbiophobia
microbiosis
microbiota
microbiotic
microbious
microbism
microbium
microblast
microblepharia
microblepharism
microblephary
microbody
microbrachia
microbrachius
microburet
microburette
microburner
microbus
microbuses
microbusses
microcaltrop
microcamera
microcapsule
microcard
microcardia
microcardius
microcards
microcarpous
microcellular
microcentrosome
microcentrum
microcephal
microcephali
microcephalia
microcephalic
microcephalism
microcephalous
microcephalus
microcephaly
microceratous
microchaeta
microchaetae
microcharacter
microcheilia
microcheiria
microcheiria
microchemic
microchemical
microchemically
microchemistry
microchip
microchiria
microchiria
microchiropteran
microchiropterous
microchromosome
microchronometer
microcinema
microcinematograph
microcinematographic
microcinematography
microcircuit
microcircuitry
microcirculation
microcirculatory
microelastic
microclimate
microclimates
microclimatic
microclimatically
microclimatologic
microclimatological
microclimatologist
microclimatology
microcline
microcnemia
microcoat
micrococal
micrococc
micrococcic
micrococcici
micrococcus
microcode
microcoded
microcodes
microcoding
microcoleoptera
microcolon
microcolorimeter
microcolorimetric
microcolorimetrically
microcolorimetry
microcolumnar
microcombustion
microcomputer
microcomputer's
microcomputers
microconidial
microconidium
microconjugant
microconstituent
microcopied
microcopies
microcopy
microcopying
microcoria
microcos
microcosm
microcosmal
microcosmian
microcosmic
microcosmical
microcosmically
microcosmography
microcosmology
microcosmos
microcosms
microcosmus
microcoulomb
microcranous
microcrith
microcryptocrystalline
microcrystal
microcrystalline
microcrystallinity
microcrystallogeny
microcrystallography
microcrystalloscopy
microcultural
microculture
microcurie
microcycle
microcycles
microcyst
microcyte
microcythemia
microcytic
microcytosis
microdactylia
microdactylism
microdactylous
microdensitometer
microdensitometric
microdensitometry
microdentism
microdentous
microdetection
microdetector
microdetermination
microdiactine
microdimensions
microdissection
microdistillation
micrographical
micrographically
micrographist
micrographs
micrography
micrograver
microgravimetric
microgroove
microgrooves
microgyne
microgyria
microhabitat
microhardness
microhenries
microhenry
microhenrys
microhepatia
microhistochemical
microhistology
microhm
microhmmeter
microhms
microhymenopteron
microimage
microinch
microinjection
microinstruction
microinstruction's
microinstructions
microjoule
microjump
microjumps
microlambert
microlecithal
microlepidopter
microlepidoptera
microlepidopteran
microlepidopterist
microlepidopteron
microlepidopterous
microleukoblast
microlevel
microlite
microliter
microlith
microlithic
microlitic
micrologic
micropaleontologist
micropaleontology
micropantograph
microparasite
microparasitic
micropathological
micropathologies
micropathologist
micropathology
micropegmatite
micropegmatitic
micropenis
micropertite
micropertithic
micropetalous
micropetrography
micropetrologist
micropetrology
microphage
microphagocyte
microphagous
microphagy
microphakia
microphallus
microphobia
microphone
microphones
microphonic
microphonics
microphoning
microphonism
microphonograph
microphot
microphotograph
microphotographed
microphotographer
microphotographic
microphotographing
microphotographs
microphotography
microphotometer
microphotometric
microphotometrically
microphotometry
microscope
microscopy
microphthalmia
microphthalmic
microphthalmos
microprojector
micropsia
micropsy
micropterism
micropterous
micropterygid
micropterygious
microptic
micropublisher
micropublishing
micropulsation
micropuncture
micropylar
micropyle
micropyrometer
microradiograph
microradiographic
microradiographical
microradiographically
microradiography
microradiometer
microreaction
microreader
microrefractometer
microreproduction
microrhabdus
microrheometer
microrheometric
microrheometrical
micros
microsaurian
microscale
microsclere
microsclerous
microsclerum
microscopal
microscope
microscope's
microscopes
microscopial
microscopic
microscopical
microscopically
microscopics
microscopies
microscopist
microscopize
microscopopy
microscopy
microsec
microsecond
microsecond's
microseconds
microsection
microsegment
microseism
microseismic
microseismical
microseismicity
microseismograph
microseismology
microseismometer
microseismometrograph
microseismometry
microsome
microseptum
microsiemens
microskirt
microsmatic
microsmatism
microsoftware
microsoma
microsomal
microsomatous
microsome
microsomia
microsomial
microsomtic
microsomite
microspace
microspacing
microspecies
microspectrophotometer
microspectrophotometric
microspectrophotometrical
microspectrophotometrically
microspectrophotometry
microspectroscope
microspectroscopic
microspectroscopy
microspermous
microsphaeric
microsphere
microspheric
microspherical
microspherulitic
microsplanchnic
microsplenia
microsplenic
microsporangae
microsporangia
microsporangiate
microsporangium
microspore
microsporiasis
microsporic
microsporidian
microsporocyte
microsporogenesis
microsporophore
microsporophyll
microsporosis
microsporous
microstat
microstate
microstates
microstethoscope
microsthene
microstenic
microstomatous
microstome
microstomia
microstomous
microstore
microstress
microstructural
microstructure
microstylospore
microstylosous
microsublimation
microsurgeon
microsurgeons
microsurgeries
microsurgery
microsurgical
microswitch
microsystems
microtasimeter
microtechnic
microtechnique
microtektite
microtelephone
microtelephonic
microtheos
microtherm
microthermic
microthorax
microtia
microtine
microtines
microtitration
microtome
microtomic
microtomical
microtomist
microtomy
microtonal
microtonality
microtonally
microtone
microtubular
microtubule
microtus
microtypal
microtype
microtypical
microvasculature
microvax
microvaxes
microvillar
microvillus
microvillous
microvolt
microvolume
microvolumetric
microwatt
microwave
microwaves
microweber
microword
microwords
microzaa
microzoal
microzoan
microzoaria
microzoarian
microzoary
microzoic
microzone
microzooid
microzoology
microzoon
microzoospore
microzyma
microzyme
microzymian
micrurgic
micrurgical
micrurgies
micrurgist
micurgy
miction
micturate
micturated
micturating
micturation
micturition
mid
midafternoon
midair
midairs
midas
midautumn
midaxillary
midband
midbody
midbrain
midbrains
midcarpal
midchannel
midcourse
midday
middays
midden
middens
middenstead
middles
middest
middles
middle
middlebreaker
middlebrow
middlebrowism
middlebrows
middlebuster
middleclass
middled
middlehand
middleland
midribs
midriff
midriffs
mids
midscale
midseason
midsection
midsemester
midsentence
midship
midshipman
midshipmanship
midshipmen
midshipmite
midships
midspace
midspaces
midspan
midst
midstead
midstories
midstory
midstout
midstream
midstreet
midstroke
midsts
midstyled
midsummer
midsummerish
midsummers
midsummery
midtap
midtarsal
midterm
midterms
midtown
midtowns
midvein
midventral
midverse
midward
midwatch
midwatches
midway
midways
midweek
midweekly
mightless
mightly
mightn't
mightnt
mights
mighty
mightyhearted
mightyship
miglio
migmatite
migniard
migniardise
migniardize
mignon
mignonette
mignonettes
mignonne
mignonness
mignons
migraine
migraines
migrainoid
migrainous
migrans
migrant
migrants
migrate
migrated
migrates
migrating
migration
migrational
migrationist
migrations
migrative
migrator
migratorial
migrators
migratory
migs
miharaite
mihrab
mijakite
mijl
mijnheer
mijnheerl
mijnheers
mikado
mildewproof
mildews
mildewy
mildful
mildfulness
mildhearted
mildheartedness
mildish
mildly
mildness
mildnesses
mildred
mile
mile's
mileage
mileages
mileometer
milepost
mileposts
miler
milers
miles
milesian
milesima
milesimo
milesimos
milestone
milestone's
milestones
mileway
milfoil
milfoils
milha
milia
miliaceous
miliarenses
miliarensis
miliaria
miliarial
miliarias
miliarium
miliary
milice
milieu
milieus
milieux
miliola
milioliform
milker
milkeress
milkers
milkfish
milkfishes
milkgrass
milkhouse
milkier
milkiest
milky
milkiness
milking
milkless
milklike
milkmaid
milkmaid's
milkmaids
milkman
milkmen
milkness
miiko
milks
milkshake
milkshed
milkshop
milksick
milksop
milksopism
milksoppery
milksoppiness
milksopping
milksoppish
milksoppishness
milksoppy
milksops
milkstone
milktoast
milkwagon
milkweed
milkweeds
milkwood
milkwoods
milkwort
milkworts
milky
mill
milla
millable
millage
millages
millanare
millard
millboard
millcake
millclapper
millcourse
mildam
mildams
mildoll
mile
milled
millefeuille
millefiore
millefiori
millefleur
millefleurs
milleflorous
millefoliate
millenarian
millenarianism
millenaries
millenarist
millenary
millenia
millenist
millenium
millennia
millennial
millennialism
millennialist
millennialistic
millennially
millennian
millenniarism
millenniary
millennium
millenniums
millepede
millepeds
millepore
milleporiform
milleporine
milleporite
milleporous
millepunctate
miller
milleress
milleri
millering
millerite
millerole
millers
milles
millesimal
millesimally
millet
millets
millfeed
millful
millhouse
milliad
milliammeter
milliamp
milliampere
milliamperemeter
milliamperes
milliangstrom
milliard
milliardaire
milliards
milliare
milliares
milliarium
milliary
millibar
millibarn
millibars
millicron
millicurie
millicdegree
millieme
milliemes
milliequivalent
millier
milliers
millifarad
millifold
milliform
milligal
milligals
milligrade
milligram
milligramage
milligramme
milligrams
millihenries
millihenry
millihenrys
millijoule
millilambert
milliile
milliliter
milliliters
millilitre
milliluces
millilux
milliluxes
millime
millimes
millimeter
millimeters
millimethmhos
millimetre
millimetres
millimetric
millimho
millimhos
millimicra
millimicra
millimicron
millimicrons
millimol
millimolar
millimole
millincost
milline
milliner
millinerial
millinering
milliners
millinery
millines
milling
millings
millinormal
millinormality
millioctave
millioersted
milliohm
milliohms
million
millionaire
millionaire's
millionairedom
millionaires
millionairess
millionairish
millionairism
millionary
millioned
millioner
millionfold
millionism
millionist
millionize
millionnaire
millionocracy
millions
millionth
millionths
milliped
millipede
millipede's
millipedes
millipeds
milliphot
millipoise
milliradian
millirem
millirems
milliroentgen
millisec
millisecond
milliseconds
millisiemens
millistere
millithrum
millivolt
millivoltmeter
millivolts
milliwatt
milliweber
milliken
millman
millmen
millnia
millocracy
millocrat
millocratism
mimp
mimsey
mimsy
minzy
min
mina
minable
minacious
minaciously
minaciousness
minacities
minacity
minae
minah
minar
minaret
minareted
minarets
minargent
minas
minasragrite
minatnrial
minatorial
minatorially
minatories
minatorily
minatory
minaunderie
minaway
minbar
minbu
mince
minced
mincemeat
mincer
mincers
minces
minchah
minchen
minchery
minchiate
mincier
minciers
minciest
mincing
mincingly
mincingness
mincio
mineralogist
mineralogists
mineralogize
mineralogy
mineraloid
minerals
minerologist
minerology
miners
minerva
minerval
minery
mines
minestra
minestrone
minesweeper
minesweepers
minesweeping
minette
minever
mineworker
ming
minge
mingelen
mingie
mingier
mingiest
minginess
mingle
 mingleable
 mingled
 mingedly
 minglement
 mingler
 minglers
 mingle
 mingling
 minglingly
 minguetite
 mingwort
 mingy
 minhag
 minhagic
 minhagim
 minhah
 mini
 miniaceous
 miniard
miniate
miniated
miniating
miniator
miniatous
miniature
miniature's
miniatured
miniatureness
miniatures
miniaturing
miniaturist
miniaturistic
miniaturists
miniaturization
miniaturizations
miniaturize
miniaturized
miniaturizes
miniaturizing
minibike
minibikes
minibus
minibuses
minibusses
minicab
minicabs
minicam
minicamera
minicar
minicars
minicomputer
minicomputer's
minicomputers
minidisk
minidisks
minidress
minie
minienize
minification
minified
minifies
minifloppies
minifloppy
minify
minifying
miniken
minikin
minikinly
minikins
minilanguage
minim
minima
minimacids
minimal
minimalism
minimalist
minimalists
minimalkaline
minimally
minimals
minimax
minimaxes
miniment
minimetric
minimi
minimifidian
minimifidianism
minimis
minimisation
minimise
minimised
minimiser
minimises
minimising
minimism
minimistic
minimitude
minimization
minimization's
minimizations
minimize
minimized
minimizer
minimizers
minimizes
minimizing
minims
minimum
minimums
minimus
minimuscule
mining
minings
minion
minionette
minionism
minionly
minions
minionship
minious
minipill
minis
miniscule
miniseries
minish
minished
minisher
minishes
minishing
minishment
miniskirt
miniskirted
miniskirts
ministate
ministates
minister
minister's
ministered
ministeriable
ministerial
ministerialism
ministerialist
ministeriality
ministerially
ministerialness
ministering
ministerium
ministers
ministanship
ministrable
ministral
ministrant
ministrants
ministrate
ministration
ministrations
ministrative
ministrator
ministrer
ministress
ministries
ministry
ministry's
minorities
minority
minority's
minors
minorship
minos
minot
minotaur
minow
mins
minsitive
minister
minsters
minsteryard
minstrel
minstrel's
minstreeless
minstrels
minstrelship
minstrelsy
mint
mintage
mintages
mintbush
minted
minter
minters
mintier
mintiest
minting
mintmaker
mintmaking
mintman
mintmark
mintmaster
mints
mintweed
minty
minuend
minuends
minuet
minuetic
minuetsish
minuets
minum
minunet
minus
minuscular
miquelets
mir
mirabelle
mirabile
mirabilia
mirabilian
mirabilis
mirabilite
mirable
mirach
miracicidia
miracidia
miracidiad
miracidium
miracle
miracle's
miracled
miraclemonger
miraclemongering
miracles
miracler
miraclist
miracular
miraculist
miraculize
miraculosity
miraculous
miraculously
miraculousness
mirador
miradors
mirage
mirages
miragy
mirandous
mirate
mirbane
mircobicidal
mird
mirdaha
mirdha
mire
mired
mirepois
mirepoix
miere
miereps
mirex
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>misapprehending</td>
<td>misapprehendingly</td>
<td>misapprehends</td>
<td>misapprehensible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misapprehension</td>
<td>misapprehensions</td>
<td>misapprehensive</td>
<td>misapprehensively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misapprehensiveness</td>
<td>misappropriate</td>
<td>misappropriated</td>
<td>misappropriately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misappropriates</td>
<td>misappropriating</td>
<td>misappropriation</td>
<td>misappropriations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misarchism</td>
<td>misarchist</td>
<td>misarrange</td>
<td>misarranged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misarrangement</td>
<td>misarrangements</td>
<td>misarranges</td>
<td>misarranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misarray</td>
<td>misarticulate</td>
<td>misarticulated</td>
<td>misarticulating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misarticulation</td>
<td>misascribe</td>
<td>misascription</td>
<td>misasperse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misascribe</td>
<td>misascription</td>
<td>misasserter</td>
<td>misassay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misassayed</td>
<td>misassaying</td>
<td>misassays</td>
<td>misassents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misassent</td>
<td>misassert</td>
<td>misassertion</td>
<td>misassign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misassignment</td>
<td>misassignment</td>
<td>misassociate</td>
<td>misate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misassociate</td>
<td>misassociation</td>
<td>misatone</td>
<td>misatoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misatone</td>
<td>misatones</td>
<td>misatoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
misattend
misattribute
misattribution
misaunter
misauthorization
misauthorize
misauthorized
misauthorizing
misaventuer
misaver
misaverred
misaverring
misavers
misaward
misawarded
misawarding
misawards
misbandage
misbaptize
misbear
misbecame
misbecome
misbecoming
misbecomingly
misbecomingness
misbede
misbefall
misbefallen
misbefitting
misbegan
misbegot
misbegetting
misbegin
misbeginning
misbegins
misbegot
misbegotten
misbegun
misbehave
misbehaved
misbehaver
misbehavers
misbehaves
misbehaving
misbehavior
misbehaviour
misbelong
misbelonged
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelonger
misbelongers
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
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misbelongednesses
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misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
misbelongednesses
misbelonging
misbelongings
misbelongedness
miscalculates
miscalculating
miscalculation
miscalculation's
miscalculations
miscalculator
miscall
miscalled
miscaller
miscalling
miscalculations
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
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miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscalculations
miscalculating
miscellany
miscensure
miscensured
miscensuring
mischallenge
mischance
mischanceful
mischances
mischancy
mischanter
mischaracterization
mischaracterize
mischaracterized
mischaracterizing
mischarge
mischarged
mischarges
mischarging
mischief
mischiefful
mischiefs
mischeve
mischievous
mischievously
mischievousness
mischio
mischoice
mischoose
mischooing
mischose
mischosen
mischristen
miscibilities
miscibility
miscible
miscipher
miscitation
miscite
miscited
miscites
misciting
misclaim
misclaimed
misclaiming
misclaims
miscalss
miscalssed
miscalsses
miscalssing
miscalssure
miscalssured
miscalssuring
miscalssuringful
miscalssures
miscalssancy
miscalssanter
miscalssharacterization
miscalssharacterize
miscalssharacterized
miscalssharacterizing
miscalsscharge
miscalsscharged
miscalsscharges
miscalsscharging
miscalsschief
miscalsschiefful
miscalsschiefs
miscalssheve
miscalssievous
miscalssievously
miscalssievousness
miscalssio
miscalssoice
miscalssoose
miscalssoeing
miscalssose
miscalssosen
miscalssristen
miscalssibilities
miscalssibility
miscalssible
miscalssipher
miscalssitation
miscalssite
miscalssited
miscalssites
miscalssiting
miscalssaim
miscalssaimed
miscalssaiming
miscalssaims
miscalsslass
miscalsslassed
miscalsslasses
miscalsslassing
misclassification
misclassifications
misclassified
misclassifies
misclassify
misclassifying
misclassing
miscognizable
miscognizant
miscognize
miscognition
miscoid
miscoiding
miscoids
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
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miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocation
miscollocations
miscollocation
miscollocation
mis
miscondition
misconduct
misconducted
misconducting
misconfer
misconfidence
misconfident
misconfiguration
misconjecture
misconjectured
misconjecturing
misconjugate
misconjugated
misconjugating
misconjugation
misconnection
misconsecrate
misconsecrated
misconsequence
misconstitutional
misconstruable
misconstrual
misconstruct
misconstruction
misconstructions
misconstructive
misconstrue
misconstrued
misconstruer
misconstrues
misconstruing
miscontent
miscontinuance
misconvenient
misconvey
miscook
miscooked
miscookery
miscooking
miscooks
miscooped
miscoopies
miscopy
miscopying
miscorrect
miscorrected
miscorrecting
misdrove
mise
misease
miseased
miseases
miseat
miseating
miseats
misecclesiastic
misedit
misedited
misediting
misedits
miseducate
miseducated
miseducates
miseducating
miseducation
miseducative
miseffect
misemphasis
misemphasize
misemphasized
misemphasizing
misemploy
misemployed
misemploying
misemployment
misemploys
misencourage
misendeavor
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monoplastid
monoplegia
monoplegic
monoplasmatic
monoplasmic
monoplasric
monoplast
monoplegia
monoplegic
monoploid
monopneumonian
monopneumonious
monopode
monopodes
monopodia
monopodial
monopodially
monopodic
monopodies
monopodium
monopodous
monopody
monopolar
monopolaric
monopolarity
monopole
monopoles
monopoles
monopolies
monopolisation
monopolise
monopolised
monopoliser
monopolising
monopolism
monopolist
monopolistic
monopolistically
monopolists
monopolitical
monopolizable
monopolization
monopolize
monopolized
monopolizer
monopolizes
monopolizing
monopoloid
monopolous
monopoly
monopoly's
monopolylogist
monopolylogue
monopotassium
monoprionid
monoprionidian
monoprogrammed
monoprogramming
monopropellant
monoprotic
monopsonistic
monopsyony
monopsychism
monoptera
monopteral
monopteroi
monopteroid
monopteron
monopteros
monopterous
monoptic
monoptical
monoptote
monoptotic
monoptera
monopylean
monopyrenous
monorail
monorailroad
monorails
monorailway
monorchid
monorchidism
monorchis
monorchism
monorganic
monorhinal
monorhine
monorhinous
monorhyme
monorhymed
monorhythmic
monorime
monos
monosaccharide
monosaccharose
monoschismic
monoscope
monose
monosemic
monosemy
monosepalous
monoservice
monosexualities
monosexuality
monosilane
monosilicate
monosilicic
monosiphonic
monosiphonous
monoski
monosodium
monosomatic
monosomatous
monosome
monosomes
monosomic
monospace
monosperm
monospermal
monospermic
monospermous
monospermy
monospherical
monospondylic
monosporangium
monospore
monospored
monosporiferous
monosporous
monostable
monostele
monostelic
monostelous
monostely
monostich
monostichic
monostichous
monostomatous
monostome
monostomous
monostromatic
monostrophe
monostrophic
monostrophics
monostylyous
monosubstituted
monosubstitution
monosulfone
monosulfonic
monosulphide
monosulphone
monosulphonic
monosyllabic
monosyllabical
monosyllabically
monosyllabicity
monosyllabism
monosyllabize
monosyllable
monosyllables
monosyllogism
monosymmetric
monosymmetrical
monosymmetrically
monosymmetry
monosymptomatic
monosynaptic
monosynaptically
monosynthetic
monotelephone
monotelephonic
monotelurite
monotessaron
monothalamian
monothalamic
monothalamous
monothalamic
monothecal
monoteleism
monotheist
monotheistic
monotheistical
monotheistically
monotheists
monothelete
monotheelious
monotheelism
monothelit
monothetic
monotic
monotint
monotints
monotocardiac
monotocardian
monotocous
monotomous
monotonal
monotone
monotones
monotonic
monotonical
monotonically
monotonicity
monotonies
monotonist
monotonize
monotonous
monotonously
monotonousness
monotony
monotremal
monotremata
monotremate
monotrematous
monotreme
monotremous
monotrichate
monotrichic
monotrichous
monotriglyph
monotriglyphic
monotrochal
monotrochan
monotrochous
monotron
monotropaceous
monotrophic
monotropic
monotropically
monotropies
monotropy
monotypal
monotype
monotypes
monotypic
monotypical
monotypous
monoureide
monovalence
monovalency
monovalent
monovariant
monoverticillate
monovoltine
monovular
monoxenous
monoxide
monoxides
monoxime
monoxyla
monoxyle
monoxylic
monoxylon
monoxylous
monozoan
monozoic
monozygotic
monozygous
monroe
monroeism
monrolite
mons
monseigneur
monseignevr
monsia
monsieur
monsieurs
monsieurship
monsignor
monsignore
monsignori
monsignorial
monsignors
monsoon
monsoonal
monsoonish
monsoonishly
monsoons
monospermy
monster
monster's
monsterhood
monsterlike
montero
monteros
montes
montessori
montessorian
montevideo
montezuma
montgolfier
montgolfiers
montgomery
montgomeryshire
month
month's
monthlies
monthlong
monthly
monthon
months
montia
monticellite
monticle
monticola
monticolae
monticoline
monticulate
monticule
monticuline
monticuliporidean
monticuliporoid
monticulose
monticulous
monticulus
montiform
montogeneous
montilla
montjoy
montjoye
montmartrite
montmorillonite
montmorillonitic
montmorillonite
monton
montpelier
montre
montreal
montross
montroydite
monture
moonseed
moonseeds
moonset
moonsets
moonshade
moonshady
moonshine
moonshined
moonshiner
moonshiners
moonshining
moonshiny
moonshot
moonshots
moonsick
moonsickness
moonsif
moonstone
moonstones
moonstricken
moonstruck
moontide
moonwalk
moonwalker
moonwalking
moonwalks
moonward
moonwards
moonway
moonwort
moonworts
moony
moop
moor
moorage
moorages
moorball
moorband
moorberries
moorberry
moorbird
moorburn
moorburner
moorburning
moorcok
moore
moored
moress
mootch
mooted
mooter
mooters
moth
mooting
mootman
mootmen
mootness
moots
mootstead
mootsuddy
mootworthy
mop
mopane
mopani
mopboard
mopboards
mope
moped
mopeder
mopeders
mopeds
mopehawk
mopeier
mopeiest
moper
mopers
mopery
mopes
mopey
moph
mophead
mopheaded
mopheadedness
mopier
mopiest
moping
mopingly
mopish
mopishly
mopishness
mopla
moplasth
mopoke
mopokes
mopped
mopper
moralizing
moralizingly
moraller
morallless
moral
moralness
morals
moras
morass
morasses
morassic
morassweed
morassy
morat
morate
moration
moratoria
moratorium
moratoriums
moratory
morattoria
moravian
moravite
moray
morays
morbid
morbidezza
morbidities
morbidity
morbidize
morbidly
morbidness
morbiferal
morbiferous
morbific
morbifical
morbifically
morbify
morbility
morbillary
morbilli
morbilliform
morbillous
morbleu
morbose
morbus
morceau
morceaux
morcellate
morcellated
morcellating
morcellation
morcellement
morcha
mord
mordacious
mordaciously
mordacity
mordancies
mordancy
mordant
mordanted
mordanting
mordantly
mordants
mordecai
mordellid
mordelloid
mordenite
mordent
mordents
mordicant
mordicate
mordication
mordicative
mordieu
mordisheen
mordore
mordu
more
moreen
moreens
morefold
moreish
morel
morella
morelle
morelles
morello
morellos
morels
morena
morencite
morendo
moreness
morenita
moringa
moringaceous
moringad
moringuid
moringuoid
morion
morions
morisco
morish
morkin
morling
morlop
mormaer
mormal
mormaor
mormaordom
mormaorship
mormo
mormon
mormonism
mormons
mormorando
mormyr
mormyre
mormyrian
mormyrid
mormyroid
morn
mornay
morne
morned
mornette
morning
morningless
morningly
mornings
morningstar
morningtide
morningward
mornless
mornlike
morns
morntime
mornward
moro
moroc
morocain
moroccan
moroccans
morocco
moroccos
morocota
morological
morologically
morologist
morology
moromancy
moron
moroncy
morone
morones
morong
moronic
moronically
moronism
moronisms
moronities
moronity
morony
morons
moror
morosaurian
morosauroid
morose
morosely
moroseness
morosis
morosities
morosity
morosoph
moroxite
morph
morphactin
morphallaxes
morphallaxis
morphea
morpheme
morphemes
morphemic
morphemically
morphemics
morphetic
morpheus
morphew
morphgan
morphia
morphias
morphiate
morphic
morphically
morphin
morphinate
morphine
morphines
morphinic
morphinism
morphinist
morphinization
morphinize
morphinomania
morphinomaniac
morphins
morphiomania
morphiomaniac
morphism
morphisms
morphized
morphizing
morpho
morphogeneses
morphogenesis
morphogenetic
morphogenetically
morphogenic
morphogeny
morphographer
morphographic
morphographical
morphographist
morphography
morphol
morpholin
morpholine
morphologic
morphological
morphologically
morphologies
morphologist
morphologists
morphology
morpholoical
morphometrical
morphometric
morphometrically
morphometry
morphon
morphoneme
morphonemic
morphonemics
morphonomic
morphonomy
morphophoneme
morphophonemic
morphophonemically
morphophonemics
morphophony
morphoplasm
morphoplasmic
morphos
morphoses
morphosis
morphotic
morphotonemic
morphotonemics
morphotropic
morphotropism
morphotropy
morphous
morphrey
morphs
morpion
morpunkee
morra
morral
morrhuate
morrhuin
morrhuine
morrice
morricer
morrion
morrions
morris
morrises
morro
morros
morrow
morrowing
morrowless
morrowmass
morrors
morrorspeech
morrowtide
mors
morsal
morse
morsel
morsel's
morseled
morseling
morselization
morselize
morselled
morselling
morsels
morsing
morsure
mort
mortacious
mortadella
mortal
mortalism
mortalist
mortalities
mortality
mortalize
mortalized
mortalizing
mortally
mortalness
mortals
mortality
mortality
mortancery
mortar
mortarboard
mortarboards
mortared
mortaring
mortarize
mortarless
mortarlike
mortars
mortarware
mortary
mortbell
mortcloth
mortem
mortersheen
mortgage
mortgage's
moseyed
moseying
moseys
moshav
moshavim
mosk
moskeneer
mosker
mosks
moslem
moslems
moslings
mosocca
mosocecum
mosque
mosquelet
mosques
mosquish
mosquital
mosquito
mosquitobill
mosquitocidal
mosquitocide
mosquitoes
mosquitoey
mosquitos
mosquitoey
moss
moss's
mossbank
mossbanked
mossbanks
mossbanker
mossberry
mossbunker
mossed
mosser
mossers
mossery
mosses
mossful
mosshead
mosshorn
mossie
mothballing
mothballs
mothed
mother
mother's
motherboard
mothercraft
motherdom
mothered
motherer
motherers
motherfucker
mothergate
motherhood
motherhouse
motheriness
mothering
motherkin
motherkins
motherland
motherlands
motherless
motherlessness
motherlike
motherliness
motherling
motherly
mothers
mothership
mothersome
motherward
motherwise
motherwort
mothery
mothier
mothiest
mothless
mothlike
mothproof
mothproofed
mothproofer
mothproofing
moths
mothworm
mothy
motif
motif's
motific
motifs
motile
motiles
motilities
motility
motion
motionable
motional
motioned
motioner
motioners
motioning
motionless
motionlessly
motionlessness
motions
motitation
motivate
motivated
motivates
motivating
motivation
motivational
motivationally
motivations
motivative
motivator
motive
motived
motiveless
motivelessly
motivelessness
motiveness
motives
motivic
motiving
motivities
motivity
motive
motivo
motley
motleyer
motleyest
motleyness
motleys
motlier
motliest
motmot
motmots
mountaineers
mountainer
mountainet
mountainette
mountainless
mountainlike
mountainously
mountainousness
mountains
mountainside
mountainsides
mountaintop
mountaintops
mountainward
mountainwards
mountainy
mountance
mountant
mountebank
mountebanked
mountebankeries
mountebankery
mountebankish
mountebankism
mountebankly
mountebanks
mounted
mountee
mounter
mounters
mountie
mounties
mounting
mountingly
mountings
mountlet
mounts
mounture
mounty
moup
mourn
moure
mourned
mourner
mourneress
mourners
mourful
mubarat
mucago
mucaro
mucate
mucedin
mucedinaceous
mucedine
mucedineous
mucedinous
much
muchacha
muchacho
muchachos
muchel
muches
muchfold
muchly
muchness
muchnesses
muchwhat
mucic
mucid
mucidities
mucidity
mucidness
muciferous
mucific
muciform
mucigen
mucigenous
mucilage
mucilages
mucilaginous
mucilaginously
mucilaginousness
mucin
mucinogen
mucinoid
mucinolytic
mucinous
mucins
muciparous
mucivore
mucivorous
muck
muckamuck
mucked
muckender
mucoids
mucolytic
mucomembranous
muconic
mucopolysaccharide
mucoprotein
mucopurulent
mucopus
mucor
mucoraceous
mucorine
mucoroid
mucormycosis
mucorrhea
mucorrhoea
mucors
mucosa
mucosae
mucosal
mucosanguineous
mucosas
mucose
mucoserous
mucosities
mucosity
mucosocalcareous
mucosogranular
mucosopurulent
mucososaccharine
mucous
mucousness
mucoviscidosis
mucoviscoidosis
mucro
mucronate
mucronated
mucronately
mucronation
mucrones
mucroniferous
mucroniform
mucronulate
mucronulatous
muculent
mucus
mucuses
mucusin
mud
mudar
mudbank
mudcap
mudcapped
mudcapping
mudcaps
mudcat
mudd
mudde
mudded
mudden
mudder
mudders
muddied
muddier
muddies
muddiest
muddify
muddily
muddiness
mudding
muddish
muddle
muddlebrained
muddled
muddledness
muddledom
muddlehead
muddleheaded
muddleheadedness
muddlement
muddleproof
muddler
muddlers
muddles
mudllesome
muddling
muddlingly
muddy
muddybrained
muddybreast
muddyheaded
muddying
mudee
mudfat
mudfish
mudfishes
mudflow
muesli
muette
muezzin
muezzins
mufasal
muff
muff's
muffed
muffer
muffet
muffetee
muffin
muffin's
muffineer
muffling
muffins
muffish
muffishness
muffle
muffled
muffledly
mufleman
mufflemen
muffler
mufflers
muffles
mufflin
muffling
muffs
muffy
mufti
muftis
mufty
mug
mug's
muga
mugearite
mugful
mugg
muggar
muggars
mugged
mugger
muggered
muggering
muggers
muggery
mugget
multibirth  
multibit  
multiblade  
multibladed  
multiblock  
multibranched  
multibranchiate  
multibreak  
multibus  
multibyte  
multicamerate  
multicapitate  
multicapsular  
multicarinate  
multicarinated  
multicast  
multicasting  
multicasts  
multicelled  
multicellular  
multicellularity  
multicentral  
multicentrally  
multicentric  
multichannel  
multichanneled  
multichannelled  
multicharge  
multichord  
multichrome  
multicide  
multiciliate  
multiciliated  
multicipital  
multicircuit  
multicircuited  
multicoccous  
multicoil  
multicollinearity  
multicolor  
multicolored  
multicolorous  
multicoloured  
multicomponent  
multicomputer  
multiconductor  
multiconstant  
multicordate
multicore
multicorneal
multicostate
multicourse
multicrystalline
multics
multicultural
multicurie
multicuspid
multicuspidate
multicuspidated
multicycle
multicylinder
multicylindered
multidentate
multidenticate
multidenticate
multidenticated
multidestination
multidigitate
multidimensional
multidimensionality
multidirectional
multidisciplinary
multidiscipline
multidisperse
multidrop
multiengine
multiengined
multiethnic
multiexhaust
multifaced
multifaceted
multifactor
multifactorial
multifactorially
multifamilial
multifamily
multifarious
multifariously
multifariousness
multiferous
multifetation
multifibered
multifibrous
multifid
multifidly
multifidous
multifidus
multifil
multifilament
multifistular
multifistulous
multiflagellate
multiflagellated
multiflash
multiflora
multiflorae
multifloras
multiflorous
multiflow
multiflue
multifocal
multifoil
multifoiled
multifold
multifoldness
multifoliate
multifoliolate
multifont
multiform
multiformed
multiformity
multiframe
multifunction
multifurcate
multiganglionic
multigap
multigerm
multigranular
multigranulate
multigranulated
multigraph
multigrapher
multigravida
multiguttulate
multigyrate
multihead
multihearth
multihop
multihued
multihull
multiinfection
multijet
multijugate
multijugous
multilaciniate
multilamellar
multilamellate
multilamellous
multilaminar
multilaminate
multilaminated
multilane
multilaned
multilateral
multilaterality
multilaterally
multilayer
multilayered
multileaving
multilevel
multileveled
multilighted
multilineal
multilinear
multilingual
multilingualism
multilingually
multilingualist
multilirate
multilateral
multilith
multilobar
multilobate
multilobe
multilobed
multilobar
multilobular
multilobulate
multilobulated
multilocation
multilocular
multiloculate
multiloculated
multiloquence
multiloquent
multiloquious
multiloquous
multiloquy
multimachine
multimaculare
multimanmate
multimarble
multimascular
multimedia
multimedial
multimegaton
multimetalic
multimetallic
multimetallism
multimetallist
multimeter
multimicrocomputer
multimillion
multimillionaire
multimillionaires
multimodal
multimodality
multimode
multimolecular
multimotor
multimotored
multinational
multinationals
multinervate
multinervose
multinodal
multinodate
multinode
multinodous
multinodular
multinominal
multinominous
multinuclear
multinucleate
multinucleated
multinucleolar
multinucleolate
multinucleolated
multiovular
multiovulate
multiovulated
multipacket
multipara
multiparae
multipariennt
multiparity
multiparous
multipartisan
multipartite
multiparty
multipass
multipath
multiped
multipede
multipeds
multiperforate
multiperforated
multipersonal
multiphase
multiphaser
multiphasic
multiphotography
multipinnate
multiplan
multiplane
multiplated
multiple
multiple's
multiplepoining
multiples
multiplet
multiplex
multiplexed
multiplexer
multiplexers
multiplexes
multiplexing
multiplexor
multiplexor's
multiplexors
multipliable
multipliableness
multiplicability
multiplicable
multiplicand
multiplicand's
multiplicands
multiplicate
multiplication
multiplicational
multiplications
multiplicative
multiplicatively
multiplicatives
multiplicator
multiplicious
multiplicities
multiplicity
multiplied
multiseated
multisect
multisection
multisector
multisegmental
multisegmentate
multisegmented
multisense
multisensory
multisensual
multiseptate
multiserial
multiserially
multiserver
multishot
multisiliquous
multisonant
multisonic
multisonorous
multisonorously
multisonorousness
multisonous
multispecies
multispeed
multispermous
multispicular
multispiculate
multispindle
multispindled
multispinous
multispiral
multispired
multistage
multistaminate
multistate
multistep
multistorey
multistoried
multistory
multistratified
multistratous
multistriate
multisulcate
multisulcated
multisyllabic
multisyllability
multisyllable
multisystem
multitagged
multititarian
multitask
multitasking
multitentaclled
multitentaculate
multitester
multitheism
multitheist
multithread
multithreaded
multititular
multitoed
multitoned
multitube
multituberculate
multituberculated
multituberculism
multituberculy
multitubular
multitude
multitude's
multitudes
multitudinal
multitudinary
multitudinism
multitudinist
multitudinistic
multitudinosity
multitudinous
multitudinously
multitudinousness
multiturn
multiuser
multivagant
multivalence
multivalency
multivalent
multivalued
multivalve
multivalved
multivalvular
multivane
multivariant
multivariate
multivariates
multivarious
multiversant
multiverse
multiversion
multiversities
multiversity
multivibrator
multiview
multiviewing
multivincular
multivious
multivitamin
multivitamins
multivocal
multivocality
multivocalness
multivoiced
multiviolent
multivoline
multivolume
multivolumed
multivorous
multiwall
multiway
multiword
multiwords
multo
multocular
multum
multungulate
multure
multurer
multures
mulvel
mum
mumble
mumblebee
mumbled
mumblement
mumbler
mumblers
mumbles
mumbletypeg
mumbling
mumblingly
mumblings
mumbo
mumbudget
mumchance
mume
mumhouse
mumjuma
mumm
mummed
mummer
mummeries
mummers
mummetry
mummia
mummichog
mummick
mummied
mummies
mummification
mummified
mummifies
mummiform
mummify
mummifying
mumming
mums
mummy
mummy's
mummydom
mummyhood
mummying
mummylike
mumness
mump
mumped
umper
mumpers
mumphead
mumping
mumpish
mumpishly
mumpishness
mumps
mumpsimus
mumruffin
mums
mumsy
mun
munch
munchausen
munched
munchee
muncheel
muncher
munchers
munches
munchet
munchies
munching
munchy
muncupate
mund
mundal
mundane
mundanely
mundaneness
mundanism
mundanity
mundation
mundatory
mundic
mundificant
mundification
mundified
mundifier
mundify
mundifying
mundil
mundivagant
mundle
mundungo
mundungos
mundungus
mundunugu
mung
munga
mungcorn
munge
munger
mungey
mungo
mungofa
mungoos
mungoose
mungooses
mungos
mungrel
munguba
mungy
munic
munich
municipal
municipalise
municipalism
municipalist
municipalities
municipality
municipality's
municipalization
municipalize
municipalized
municipalizer
municipalizing
municipally
municipio
municipium
munific
munificence
munificency
munificent
munificently
munificentness
munifience
munify
muniment
muniments
munite
munitied
muniting
munition
munitionary
munitioned
munitioneer
munitioner
munitioning
munitions
munity
munj
munjeet
munjistin
munnion
munnions
muns
munshi
munsif
munsiff
munster
munsters
munt
muntin
munting
muntings
muntins
muntjac
muntjacs
muntjak
muntjaks
muntz
muon
muonic
muonium
muons
mura
muraena
muraenid
muraenids
muraenoid
murage
mural
muraled
muralist
muralists
murally
murals
murarium
muras
murasakite
murchy
murciana
murdabad
murder
murdered
murderee
murderees
murderer
murderers
murderess
murderesses
murdering
murderingly
murderish
murderment
murderous
murderously
murderousness
murders
murdrum
mure
mured
murein
mureins
murenger
mures
murex
murexan
murexes
murexid
murexide
murga
murgavi
murgeon
muriate
muriated
muriates
muriatic
muricate
muricated
murices
muricid
muriciform
muricine
muricoid
muriculate
murid
muridism
murids
muriform
muriformly
murine
murines
muring
murinus
murionitric
muriti
murium
murk
murker
murkest
murkier
murkiest
murkily
murkiness
murkish
murkly
murkness
murks
murksome
murky
murlack
murlain
murlemewes
murlin
murlock
mury
murmur
murmuration
murmurator
murmured
murmurer
murmurers
murmuring
murmuringly
murmurish
murmurless
murmurlessly
murmurous
murmurously
murmurs
murnival
muoid
muromontite
murphied
murphies
murphy
murphying
murr
murra
murrah
murrain
murrains
murral
murraro
murras
murray
murre
murrelet
murrelets
murrees
murrey
murreys
murrha
murrhas
musculature
musculatures
muscle
musculi
musculin
musculoarterial
musculocellular
musculocutaneous
musculodermic
musculoelastic
musculofibrous
musculointestinal
musculoligamentous
musculomembranous
musculopallial
musculophrenic
musculoskeletal
musculospinal
musculospiral
musculotegumentary
musculotendinous
muscular
musculus
muse
mused
museful
musefully
musefulness
museist
museless
muselessness
muselike
museographer
museographist
museography
museologist
museology
muser
musers
musery
muses
muset
musette
musettes
museum
museum's
museumize
museums
mush
musha
mushaa
mushed
musher
mushers
mushes
mushhead
mushheaded
mushheadedness
musher
mushiest
mushily
mushiness
mushing
mushla
mushmelon
mushrebiyeh
mushroom
mushroomed
mushroomer
mushroomic
mushrooming
mushroomlike
mushrooms
mushroomy
mushru
mushrump
mushy
music
musica
musical
musicale
musicales
musicality
musicalization
musicalize
musically
musicalness
musicals
musicate
musician
musiciana
musicianer
musicianly
musicians
musicianship
musicker
musicless
musiclike
musicmonger
musico
musicartistic
musicodramatic
musicofanatic
musicographer
musicography
musicological
musicologically
musicologies
musicologist
musicologists
musicologue
musicology
musicomania
musicomechanical
musicophile
musicophilosophical
musicophobia
musicophysical
musicopoetic
musicoartistic
musicotherapies
musicotheraphy
musicproof
musicry
musics
musie
musily
musimon
musing
musingly
musings
musion
musit
musive
musjil
musjids
musk
muskadel
muskallonge
muskallunge
muskat
musked
muskeg
muskeggy
muskegs
mustaches
mustachial
mustachio
mustachioed
mustachios
mustafina
mustafuz
mustang
mustanger
mustangs
mustard
mustarder
mustards
musted
mustee
mustees
mustelid
mustelin
musteline
mustelinous
musteloid
muster
musterable
musterdevillers
mustered
musterer
musterial
mustering
mustermaster
musters
musth
musths
mustier
musties
mustiest
mustify
mustily
mustiness
musting
mustn't
mustnt
musts
mustulent
musty
musumee
mut
muta
mutability
mutable
mutableness
mutably
mutafacient
mutage
mutagen
mutagenesis
mutagenetic
mutagenic
mutagenically
mutagenicities
mutagenicity
mutagens
mutandis
mutant
mutants
mutarotate
mutarotation
mutase
mutases
mutate
mutated
mutates
mutating
mutation
mutational
mutationally
mutationism
mutationist
mutations
mutatis
mutative
mutator
mutatory
mutawalli
mutawallis
mutch
mutches
mutchkin
mutchkins
mute
muted
mutedly
mutedness
mutely
muteness
mutenesses
muter
mutes
mutesarif
mutescence
mutessarif
mutessarifat
mutest
muth
muthmannite
muthmassel
mutic
muticate
muticous
 mutilate
 mutilated
 mutilates
 mutilating
 mutilation
 mutilations
 mutilative
 mutilator
 mutilators
 mutilatory
 mutillid
 mutilous
 mutinado
 mutine
 mutined
 mutineer
 mutineered
 mutineering
 mutineers
 mutines
 muting
 mutinied
 mutinies
 mutining
 mutinize
 mutinous
 mutinously
 mutinousness
 mutiny
 mutiny's
 mutinying
 mutism
 mutisms
 mutist
 mutistic
 mutive
mutivity
mutoscope
mutoscopic
muts
mutsje
mutsuddy
mutt
mutten
mutter
muttered
mutterer
mutterers
muttering
mutteringly
mutters
mutton
muttonbird
muttonchop
muttonchops
muttonfish
muttonfishes
muttonhead
muttonheaded
muttonheadedness
muttonhood
muttonmonger
muttons
muttonwood
muttony
mutts
mutual
mutualisation
mutualise
mutualised
mutualising
mutualism
mutualist
mutualistic
mutualities
mutuality
mutualization
mutualize
mutualized
mutualizing
mutually
mutualness
mutuals
mutuant
myalia
myalism
myall
myarian
myases
myasis
myasthenia
myasthenic
myatonia
myatonic
myatony
myatrophy
myc
mycele
myceles
mycelia
mycelial
mycelian
mycelioid
mycelium
myceloid
mycenaean
mycetes
mycetism
mycetocyte
mycetogenesis
mycetogenetic
mycetogenic
mycetogenous
mycetoid
mycetological
mycetology
mycetoma
mycetomas
mycetomata
mycetomatous
mycetome
mycetophagous
mycetophilid
mycetous
mycetozoan
mycetozoan
mycobacteria
mycobacterial
mycobacterium
mycocecidium
mycocYTE
mycODERM
mycosterol
mycosymbiosis
mycotic
mycotoxic
mycotoxin
mycotrophic
mycteria
mycetrical
mycterism
myctophid
mydaleine
mydotoxine
mydine
mydriasine
mydriasis
mydriatic
mydriatine
myectomize
myectomy
myectomy
myelalgia
myelapoplexy
myelasthenia
myelatrophy
myelauxe
myelemia
myelencephala
myelencephalic
myelencephalon
myelencephalons
myelencephalous
myelic
myelin
myelinate
myelinated
myelination
myeline
myelines
myelinic
myelinization
myelinogenesis
myelinogenetic
myelinogeny
myelins
myelitic
myelitides
myelitis
myeloblast
myeloblastic
myelobrachium
myelocele
myelocerebellar
myelocoele
myelocyst
myelocystic
myelocystocele
myelocyte
myelocythaemia
myelocythemia
myelocytic
myelocytosis
myelodiastasis
myeloencephalitis
myelofibrosis
myelofibrotic
myeloganglitis
myelogenesis
myelogenetic
myelogenic
myelogenous
myelognomon
myelographic
myelographically
myelography
myeloic
myeloid
myelolymphangioma
myelolymphocyte
myeloma
myelomalacia
myelomas
myelomata
myelomatoid
myelomatosis
myelomatous
myelomena
myelomeningitis
myelomeningocele
myelomere
myelon
myelonal
myeloneuritis
myelonic
myeloparalysis
myoma
myomalacia
myomancy
myomantic
myomas
myomata
myomatous
myomectomies
myomectomy
myomelanosiscy
myomere
myometritis
myometrium
myomohysterectomy
myomorph
myomorphic
myomotomy
myonema
myoneme
myoneural
myoneuralgia
myoneurasthenia
myoneure
myoneuroma
myoneurosis
myonosus
myopachynsis
myoparalysis
myoparesis
myopathia
myopathic
myopathies
myopathy
myope
myoperitonitis
myopes
myophan
myophore
myophorous
myophysical
myophysics
myopia
myopias
myopic
myopical
myopically
myopies
myoplasm
myoplastic
myoplasty
myopolar
myoporous
myoporad
myoprotein
myoprotease
myops
myopy
myorrhaphy
myorrhesis
myosalpingitis
myosarcoma
myosarcomatous
myosclerosis
myoscope
myoscopes
myoseptum
myoses
myosin
myosinogen
myosinose
myosins
myosis
myositic
myositis
myosote
myosotes
myosotis
myosotises
myospasm
myospasmia
myosuture
myosynizesis
myotacismus
myotaxis
myotenotomy
myothermic
myotic
myotics
myotome
myotomes
myotomic
myotomies
myotomy
myotonia
myotonias
myotonic
myotonus
myotony
myotrophy
myowun
myoxine
myrabalanus
myrabolam
myrcene
myrcia
myriacanthous
myriacoulomb
myriad
myriaded
myriadfold
myriadly
myriads
myriadth
myriagram
myriagramme
myrialiter
myrialitre
myriameter
myriametre
myriapod
myriapodan
myriapodous
myriapods
myriarch
myriarchy
myriare
myrica
myricaceous
myricas
myricetin
myricin
myricyl
myricyclic
myrina
myringectomy
myringectomies
myringitis
myringodectomy
myringodermatitis
myringomycosis
myringoplasty
myringotome
myringotomy
myriological
myriologist
myriologue
myriophyllite
myriophyllous
myriopod
myriopodous
myriopods
myriorama
myrioscope
myriosporous
myriotheism
myriotheist
myriotrichiaceous
myristate
myristic
myristica
myristiceous
myristicivorous
myristin
myristone
myrmecobiine
myrmecobine
myrmecochorous
myrmecochory
myrmecoid
myrmecoidy
myrmecological
myrmecologist
myrmecology
myrmecophagine
myrmecophagoid
myrmecophagous
myrmecophile
myrmecophilism
myrmecophilous
myrmecophily
myrmecophobic
myrmecophyte
myrmecophytic
myrmekite
myrmicid
myrmicine
myrmicoid
myrmidon
myrmidons
myrmotherine
myrobalan
myron
myronate
myronic
myropolist
myrosin
myrosinase
myrothamnaceous
myrrh
myrrhed
myrrhic
myrrhine
myrrhol
myrrhophore
myrrhs
myrrhy
myrsinaceous
myrsinad
myrt
myrtleaceous
myrtal
myrtiform
myrtle
myrtleberry
myrtlelike
myrtles
myrtol
mysel
myself
mysell
mysid
mysidean
mysogynism
mysoid
mysophilia
mysophobia
mysosophist
mysost
mysosts
myst
mystacal
mystacial
mystacine
mystacinous
mystagog
mystagogic
mystagogical
mystagogically
mystagogos
mystagogue
mythologic
mythological
mythologically
mythologies
mythologise
mythologist
mythologists
mythologization
mythologize
mythologized
mythologizer
mythologizing
mythologue
mythology
mythology's
mythomania
mythomaniac
mythometer
mythonomy
mythopastoral
mythopeic
mythopeist
mythopoeia
mythopoeic
mythopoeism
mythopoeist
mythopoem
mythopoiesis
mythopoesy
mythopoet
mythopoetic
mythopoetical
mythopoetise
mythopoetised
mythopoetising
mythopoetize
mythopoetized
mythopoetizing
mythopoetry
mythos
myths
mythus
mytilacean
mytilaceous
mytilid
mytiliform
mytiloid
mytilotoxine
mytilus
myxa
myxadenitis
myxadenoma
myxaemia
myxamoeba
myxangitis
myxasthenia
myxedema
myxedemas
myxedematoid
myxedematous
myxedemic
myxemia
myxinoid
myxo
myxobacteriaceous
myxoblastoma
myxochondroma
myxochondrosarcoma
myxocystoma
myxocyte
myxocytes
myxoedema
myxoedemic
my xoenchondroma
myxoenchondroma
myxofibroma
myxofibrosarcoma
myxoflagellate
myxogaster
myxogastric
myxogastrous
myxogioma
myxoid
myxoinoma
myxolipoma
myxoma
myxomas
myxomata
myxomatosis
myxomatous
myxomycete
myxomycetous
myxomyoma
myxoneuroma
myxopapilloma
myxophobia
myxophycean
myxopod
myxopodan
myxopodia
myxopodium
myxopodous
myxopoiesis
myxorrhea
myxosarcoma
myxospongian
myxospore
myxosporidian
myxosporous
myxotheca
myxoviral
myxovirus
myzodendraceous
myzont
myzostoma
myzostomatous
myzostome
myzostomid
myzostomidan
myzostomous
mzee
mzungu
n
n’gana
n’importe
n’s
n/a
n/f
na
naa
naam
nab
nabak
nabal
nabbed
nabber
nabbing
nabbuk
nabby
nabcheat
nabis
nabk
nabla
nablas
nable
naebody
naegait
naegate
naegates
nael
naemorhedine
naether
naething
naethings
naevi
naevoid
naevus
naf
nag
nag's
naga
nagaika
nagami
nagana
naganas
nagara
nagari
nagasaki
nagatelte
nagel
naggar
nagged
nagger
naggers
naggier
naggiest
naggin
nagging
naggingly
naggingness
naggish
naggle
naggly
naggy
naght
naging
nagkassar
nagmaal
nagman
nagnag
nagnail
nagor
nags
nailsickness
nailsmith
nailwort
naily
nain
nainsel
nainsell
nainsook
nainsooks
naio
naipkin
naique
naira
nairobi
nairy
nais
naish
naiskoi
naiskos
naissance
naissant
naither
naity
naive
naively
naiveness
naiver
naives
naivest
naivete
naiveté
naivety
naivite
naja
nak
nake
naked
nakeder
nakedest
nakedish
nakedize
nakedly
nakedness
nakedweed
nakedwood
naker
nammad
nammo
nan
nana
nanako
nanander
nanas
nanawood
nance
nances
nancy
nandi
nandin
nandina
nadine
nandins
nandow
nandu
nanduti
nane
nanes
nanga
nangca
nanger
nangka
nanigo
nanism
nanisms
nanitic
nanization
nankeen
nankeens
nankin
nanking
nankins
nanmu
nannander
nannandrium
nannandrous
nannie
nannies
nanninose
nannofossil
nannoplankton
nannoplanktonic
nanny
nannyberries
nannyberry
napa
napaea
napal
napalm
napalmed
napalming
napalms
nape
napead
napecrest
napellus
naperer
naperies
napery
napes
naphtali
naphtha
naphthacene
naphthalate
naphthalene
naphthaleneacetic
naphthalenesulphonic
naphthalenic
naphthalenoid
naphthalic
naphthalidine
naphthalin
naphthaline
naphthalise
naphthalised
naphthalising
naphthalization
naphthalize
naphthalized
naphthalizing
naphthalol
naphthamine
naphthantracene
naphthas
naphthene
naphthenic
naphthinduline
naphthonate
naphtho
naphthoic
naphthol
naphtholate
naphtholize
naphthols
naphtholsulphonate
naphtholsulphonic
naphthoquinone
naphthoresorcinol
naphthosalol
naphthous
naphthoxide
naphthyl
naphthylamine
naphthylaminesulphonic
naphthylene
naphthylic
naphtol
naphtols
napier
napierian
napiform
napkin
napkin's
napkined
napkining
napkins
naples
napless
naplessness
napoleon
napoleonic
napoleonite
napoleons
napoo
napooh
nappa
nappe
napped
napper
nappers
nappes
nappie
nappier
nappies
nappiest
nappiness
napping
nappishness
nappy
naprapath
naprapathy
narcosis
narcostimulant
narcosynthesis
narcotherapies
narcotherapist
narcotherapy
narcotia
narcotic
narcotical
narcotically
narcoticalness
narcoticism
narcoticness
narcotics
narcotin
narcotina
narcotine
narcotinic
narcotisation
narcotise
narcotised
narcotising
narcotism
narcotist
narcotization
narcotize
narcotized
narcotizes
narcotizing
narcous
narc
nard
nardine
nardo
nards
ardu
nardus
nare
nares
narghile
narghiles
nargil
nargile
nargileh
nargilehs
nargiles
narial
naric
narica
naricorn
nariform
narine
naringenin
naringin
naris
nark
narked
narking
narks
narky
narr
narra
narrante
narras
narratable
narrate
narrated
narrater
narraters
narrates
narrating
narratio
narration
narrational
narrations
narrative
narrative’s
narratively
narratives
narrator
narrators
narratory
narratress
narratrix
narrawood
narrishkeit
narrow
narrowcast
narrowed
narrower
narrowest
narrowhearted
narrowheartedness
narrowing
narrowingness
narrowish
naseberries
naseberry
nasethmoid
nash
nashgab
nashgob
nashville
nasi
nasial
nasicorn
nasicornous
nasiform
nasilabial
nasillate
nasillation
nasioalveolar
nasiobregmatic
nasioinial
nasiomental
nasion
nasions
nasitis
naso
nasoalveola
nasoantral
nasobasilar
nasobronchial
naso Buccal
nasso cipital
nasociliary
nasoethmoidal
nasofrontal
nasolabial
nasolachrymal
nasolarcral
nasological
nasologist
nasology
nasomalar
nasomaxillary
nasonite
nasoorbital
nasopalatal
nasopalatine
nosopharyngeal
nosopharyngeal
nosopharyngitis
nosopharynx
nasopharynxes
nasoprognathic
nasoprognathism
nasorostral
nasoscope
nasoseptal
nasosinuitis
nasosinusitis
nasosubnasal
nasoturbinal
nasol
nassellarian
nassology
nast
nastaliq
nastic
nastier
nastiest
nastika
nastily
nastiness
nasturtion
nasturtium
nasturtiums
nasty
nasus
nateau
nauteness
nasutiform
nasutus
nat
natability
nataka
natal
natale
natalism
natalist
natalitial
natalities
natality
natally
nataloin
natails
natant
natantily
natation
natational
natations
nationless
nations
nationwide
native
natively
nativeness
natives
nativism
nativisms
nativist
nativistic
nativists
nativities
nativity
nativus
natl
nato
natr
natricine
natrium
natriums
natriuresis
natriuretic
natrochalcite
natrojarosite
natrolite
natron
natrons
natter
nattered
natterred
natterredness
nattering
natterjack
natters
nattier
nattiest
nattily
nattiness
nattle
natteck
nattoria
natty
natu
natuar
natuar
natural
naturale
naucracy
naufrage
naufragous
naugahyde
nauger
naught
naughtier
naughtiest
naughtily
naughtiness
naughts
naughty
naujaite
naukrar
naulage
naulum
naumacay
naumachia
naumachiae
naumachias
naumachies
naumachy
naumannite
naumk
naumkeag
naumkeager
naunt
nauntle
naupathia
naupial
naupliform
nauplii
naupliiform
nauplioid
nauplius
naupplii
naur
nauropometer
nauscopy
nausea
nauseam
nauseant
nauseants
nauseaproof
nauseas
nauseate
nauseated
nauseates
nauseating
nauseatingly
nauseation
nauseous
nauseously
nauseousness
nauseum
nausity
naut
nautch
nautches
nauther
nautic
nautica
nautical
nauticality
nautically
nauticals
nautics
nautiform
nautilacean
nautili
nautilicone
nautiliform
nautilite
nautiloid
nautiloidean
nautilus
nautiluses
nautophone
nav
navagium
navaho
navahoes
navahos
navaid
navaids
navajo
navajos
naval
navalese
navalism
navalist
navalistic
navalistically
navally
navar
navarch
navarchy
navarho
navarin
navars
nave
navel
naveled
navellike
navels
navelwort
navely
naveness
naves
navet
naveta
navete
navette
navettes
navety
navew
navi
navicella
navicert
navicerts
navicula
naviculaeform
navicular
naviculare
naviculoid
navies
naviform
navig
navigability
navigable
navigableness
navigably
navigant
navigate
navigated
navigates
navigating
navigation
navigational
navigationally
navigator
navigator's
navigators
navigatorous
navipendular
navipendulum
navis
navite
navvies
navvy
navy
navy's
naw
nawab
nawabs
nawabship
nawies
nawle
nawob
nawt
nay
nayaur
nays
naysay
naysayer
naysaying
nayward
nayword
nazard
nazarene
nazarenes
nazareth
nazarite
nazdrowie
naze
nazeranna
nazi
nazi's
nazification
nazified
nazifies
nazify
nazifying
naziism
nazim
nazir
nazirite
nazis
nazism
nb
nbg
nco
neat
neaten
neatened
neatening
neatens
neater
neatest
neath
neatherd
neatherdess
neatherds
neathmost
neatify
neatly
neatness
neatnesses
neats
neavil
neb
neback
nebalian
nebalioid
nebed
neblish
nебbish
nебbishes
nебbuck
nебbuk
nebby
nебel
nебelist
nебenkern
nебraska
nебraskan
nебraskans
nебris
nебrodи
nэbs
nебuchadnezzar
nебula
nебulae
nебular
nебularization
nебularize
nебulas
nебulated
nебulation
nебule
nебulescent
necessities
necessitous
necessitously
necessitousness
necessitude
necessitudo
necessity
nectia
neck
neckar
neckatee
neckband
neckbands
neckcloth
necked
neckenger
necker
neckercher
neckerchief
neckerchiefs
neckerchieves
neckful
neckguard
necking
neckinger
neckings
necklace
necklace's
necklaced
necklaces
necklaceweed
neckless
necklet
necklike
neckline
necklines
neckmold
neckmould
neckpiece
necks
neckstock
necktie
necktie's
necktieless
neckties
neckward
neckwear
neckwears
neckweed
neckyoke
necraemia
necrectomy
necremia
necro
necrobacillary
necrobacillosis
necrobiosis
necrobiotic
necrogenic
necrogenous
necrographer
necrolatry
necrologic
necrological
necrologically
necrologies
necrologist
necrologue
necrology
necromancer
necromancers
necromancing
necromancy
necromania
necromantic
necromantical
necromantically
necromimesis
necromorphous
necronite
necropathy
necrophagan
necrophagia
necrophagous
necrophagy
necrophil
necrophile
necrophilia
necrophiliac
necrophilic
necrophilism
necrophilistic
necrophilous
necrophily
necrophobia
necrophobic
necropoleis
necropoles
necropoli
necropolis
necropolises
necropolitan
necropsied
necropsies
necropsy
necropsying
necroscopic
necroscopical
necroscopy
necrose
necrosed
necroses
necrosing
necrosis
necrotic
necrotically
necrotise
necrotised
necrotising
necrotization
necrotize
necrotized
necrotizing
necrotomic
necrotomies
necrotomist
necrotomy
necrotic
necrotic
nectar
nectareal
nectarean
nectared
necteareous
necteareously
necteareousness
nectarial
nectarian
nectaried
nectaries
nectariferous
nectarin
nectarine
nectarines
nectarious
nectarise
nectarised
nectarising
nectarium
nectarivorous
nectarize
nectarized
nectarizing
nectarlike
nectarous
nectars
nectary
nectiferous
nectocalyces
nectocalycine
nectocalyx
necton
nectophore
nectopod
nectriaceous
nectron
nedder
neddies
neddy
nee
neebor
neebour
need
needed
needer
needers
needfire
needful
needfully
needfulness
needfuls
needgates
needham
needier
neediest
needily
neediness
needling
needle
needlebill
needlebook
needlebush
neighborer
neoboress
neighborhood
neighborhood's
neighborhoods
neighboring
neighborless
neighborlike
neighborlikeness
neighborliness
neighborly
neighbors
neighborship
neighborstained
neighbour
neighboured
neighbourer
neighbouress
neighbourhood
neighbouring
neighbourless
neighbourlike
neighbourliness
neighbourly
neighbours
neighbourhood
neighed
neigher
neighing
neighs
neilah
nein
neiper
neisseria
neist
neither
nek
nekton
nektonic
nektons
nelly
nelson
nelsonite
nelsons
nelumbian
nelumbium
nelumbo
nelumbos
nema
nemaline
nemalite
nemas
nematelminth
nemathece
nemathecia
nemathecial
nemathecium
nemathelminth
nematic
nematicidal
nematicide
nematoblast
nematoblastic
nematoceran
nematocerous
nematocidal
nematocide
nematocyst
nematocystic
nematode
nematodes
nematodiasis
nematogen
nematogene
nematogenic
nematogenous
nematognath
nematognathous
nematogone
nematogonous
nematoid
nematoidean
nematological
nematologist
nematology
nematophyton
nematozooid
nembutal
nembutsu
nemean
nemertean
nemertian
nemertid
nemertine
nemertinean
nemertoid
nemeses
nnesia
nemesic
nemesis
nemine
nemo
nemoceran
nemocerous
nemphila
nemphilist
nemophilous
nemphily
nemoral
nemorico
e
nemoridine
nemoricole
nemoricon
nemoriculous
nemos
nempne
nenarche
nene
neses
nenta
nenuphar
neo
neoacademic
neoanthropic
neoarsphenamine
neoblastic
neobotanist
neobotany
neocene
neocerotic
neochristianity
neoclassic
neoclassical
neoclassically
neoclassicism
neoclassicist
neoclassicists
neocolonial
neocolonialism
neocolonialist
neocolonialists
neocolonially
neocomian
neoconcretist
neoconservative
neoconstructivism
neoconstructivist
neocortex
neocortical
neocosmic
neocracy
neocriticism
neocubism
neocubist
neocyamine
neocyte
neocytosis
neodadaism
neodadaist
neodamode
neodidymium
neodiprion
neodymium
neoeexpressionism
neoeexpressionist
neofascism
neofetal
neofetus
neoforestation
neoforative
neogamous
neogamy
neogenesis
neogenetic
neognathic
neognathous
neogrammarian
neogrammatical
neographic
neohexane
neoholmia
neoholmium
neoimpressionism
neoimpressionist
neolalia
neolatry
neolater
neolatry
neolith
neolithic
neoliths
neologist
neologistianism
neologic
neological
neoparaffin
neophilism
neophilological
neophilologist
neophobia
neophobic
neophrastic
neophyte
neophytes
neophytic
neophytych
neophytyism
neopine
neoplasia
neoplasm
neoplasma
neoplasmatas
neoplasms
neoplastic
neoplasticism
neoplasticist
neoplasticities
neoplasty
neoplastic
neoplasticism
neoprene
neoprenes
neorama
neorealism
neornithic
neossin
neossine
neossology
neossoptile
neostigmine
neostriatum
neostyle
neostyled
neostyling
neoteinia
neoteinic
neotenia
neotenic
neotenias
neotenous
neoteny
neoteric
neoterical
nepheloscope
nephesh
nephew
nephew's
nephews
nephewship
nephilim
nephionic
nephogram
nephograph
nephological
nephologist
nephology
nephometer
nephophobia
nephoscope
nephphridia
nephredenoma
nephralgia
nephralgic
nephrapostasis
nephratonia
nephaux
nephrectasia
nephrectasis
nephrectomies
nephrectomise
nephrectomised
nephrectomising
nephrectomize
nephrectomized
nephrectomizing
nephrectomy
nephrelcosis
nephremia
nephremphraxis
nephria
nephric
nephridia
nephridial
nephridiopore
nephridium
nephrism
nephrisms
nephrite
nephrites
nephritic
nephritical
nephritides
nephritis
nephritises
nephroabdominal
nephrocardiac
nephrocele
nephrocoele
nephrocolic
nephrocolopexy
nephrocoloptosis
nephrocystitis
nephrocystosis
nephrocyte
nephrodinic
nephroerysipelas
nephrogastric
nephrogenetic
nephrogenous
nephrogenous
nephrogonaduct
nephrohydrosis
nephrohypertrophy
nephroid
nephrolith
nephrolithic
nephrolithosis
nephrolithotomies
nephrolithotomy
nephrologist
nephrology
nephrolysin
nephrolysis
nephrolytic
nephromalacia
nephromegaly
nephromere
nephron
nephroncus
nephrons
nephroparalysis
nephropathic
nephropathy
nephropexy
nephrophthisis
nephropore
nephroptosia
nephroptosis
nephropyelitis
nephropyeloplasty
nephropyosis
nephorrhagia
nephorrhaphy
nephros
nephrosclerosis
nephrosis
nephrostoma
nephrostome
nephrostomial
nephrostomous
nephrostomy
nephrotic
nephrotome
nephrotomies
nephrotomise
nephrotomize
nephrotomy
nephrotoxic
nephrotoxicity
nephrotoxin
nephrotuberculosis
nephrotuberculosis
nephrotyphoid
nephrotyphus
nephrozymosis
nepionic
nepit
nepman
nepmen
nepotal
nepote
nepotic
nepotious
nepotism
nepotisms
nepotist
nepotistic
nepotistical
nepotistically
nepotists
nepouite
nepquite
neptune
neptunian
neptunism
neptunist
neptunium
neral
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neuratropy
neuraxial
neuraxis
neuraxisis
neuraxitis
neuraxon
neuraxone
neuraxons
neurectasia
neurectasis
neurectasy
neurectome
neurectomic
neurectomy
neurectopia
neurectopy
neurenteric
neurepithelium
neurergic
neurexairesis
neurhypnology
neurhypnotist
neuriatry
neuric
neuridine
neurilema
neurilematic
neurilemma
neurilemmal
neurilemmatic
neurilemmatous
neurilemmitis
neurility
neurin
neurine
neurinoma
neurinomas
neurinomata
neurism
neuristor
neurite
neuritic
neuritics
neuritides
neuritis
neuritisles
neuroactive
neuroanatomic
neuroanatomical
neuroanatomist
neuroanatomy
neuroanotomy
neurobiological
neurobiologist
neurobiology
neurobiotactic
neurobiotaxis
neuroblast
neuroblastic
neuroblastoma
neurocanal
neurocardiac
neurocele
neurocelian
neurocental
neurocentral
neurocentrum
neurochemical
neurochemist
neurochemistry
neurochitin
neurochondrite
neurochord
neurochorioretinitis
neurocirculator
neurocirculatory
neurocity
neuroclonic
neurocoel
neurocoele
neurocoelian
neurocrine
neurocrinism
neurocyte
neurocytoma
neurodegenerative
neurodendrite
neurodendron
neurodermatitis
neurodermatosis
neurodermitis
neurodiagnosis
neurodynamic
neurodynamia
neuroelectricity
neuroembryological
neuroembryology
neuroendocrine
neuroendocrinology
neuroepidermal
neuroepithelial
neuroepithelium
neurofibril
neurofibrilla
neurofibrillae
neurofibrillar
neurofibrillary
neurofibroma
neurofibromatosis
neurofil
neuroganglion
neurogastralgia
neurogastric
neurogenesis
neurogenetic
neurogenic
neurogenically
neurogenous
neuroglandular
neuroglia
neurogliac
neuroglial
neurogliar
neuroglic
neuroglioma
neurogliosis
neurogram
neurogrammic
neurographic
neurography
neurohistology
neurohormonal
neurohormone
neurohumor
neurohumoral
neurohypnology
neurohypnotic
neurohypnotism
neurohypophyseal
neurohypophysial
neurohypophysis
neuroid
neurokeratin
neurokyme
neurol
neurolemma
neuroleptanalgesia
neuroleptanalgesic
neuroleptic
neuroleptoanalgesia
neurolite
neurologic
neurological
neurologically
neurologies
neurologist
neurologists
neurologize
neurologized
neurology
neurolymph
neurolysis
neurolytic
neuroma
neuromalacia
neuromalakia
neuromas
neuromast
neuromastic
neuromata
neuromatosis
neuromatous
neuromere
neuromerism
neuromerous
neuromimesis
neuromimetic
neuromotor
neuromuscular
neuromusculature
neuromyelitis
neuromyetic
neuron
neuron's
neuronal
neurone
neurones
neuronic
neuronism
neuronist
neuronophagia
neuronophagy
neurons
neuronym
neuronymy
neuroparalysis
neuroparalytic
neuropath
neuropathic
neuropathical
neuropathically
neuropathist
neuropathological
neuropathologist
neuropathology
neuropathy
neurophagy
neuropharmacologic
neuropharmacological
neuropharmacologist
neuropharmacology
neurophil
neurophile
neurophilic
neurophysiologic
neurophysiological
neurophysiologically
neurophysiologist
neurophysiology
neuropil
neuropile
neurolasm
neurolasmatic
neurolasmic
neurolasty
neuroplexus
neuropod
neuropodial
neuropodium
neuropodous
neuropore
neuropsychiatric
neuropsychiatically
neuropsychiatrist
neuropsychiatry
neuropsychic
neuropsychical
neuropsychological
neuropsychologist
neuropsychology
neuropsychopathic
neuropsychopathy
neuropsychosis
neuropter
neuroptera
neuropteran
neuropterist
neuropteroid
neuropterological
neuropterology
neuropteron
neuropterous
neuretinitis
neurorrhaphy
neurorthopteran
neurorthopterous
neurosal
neurosarcoma
neuroscience
neuroscientist
neurosclerosis
neurosecretion
neurosecretory
neurosensory
neuroses
neurosis
neuroskeletal
neuroskeleton
neurosome
neurospasm
neurospast
neurospungium
neurospora
neurothlenia
neurosurgeon
neurosurgeries
neurosurgery
neurosurgical
neurosuture
neurosynapase
neurosyphilis
neurotendonous
neurotension
neurotherapeutics
neurotherapist
neurotherapy
neurothlipsis
neurotic
neurotically
neuroticism
neuroticize
neurotics
neurotization
neurotome
neurotomical
neurotomist
neurotomize
neurotomy
neurotonic
neurotoxia
neurotoxic
neurotoxicity
neurotoxin
neurotransmission
neurotransmitter
neurotransmitters
neurotripsy
neurotrophic
neurotrophypathy
neurotropic
neurotropism
neurotropy
neurovaccination
neurovaccine
neurovascular
neurovisceral
neurual
neurula
neurypnological
neurypnologist
neurypnology
neustic
neuston
neustonic
neustons
neut
neuter
neutercane
neuterdom
neutered
neutering
neuterlike
neuterly
neuterness
neuters
neutral
neutralise
neutralism
neutralist
neutralistic
neutralists
neutralities
neutrality
neutralization
neutralizations
neutralize
neutralized
neutralizer
neutralizers
neutralizes
neutralizing
neutrally
neutralness
neutrals
neutretto
neutrettos
neutria
neutrino
neutrino's
neutrinos
neuroceptive
neuroceptor
neuroclusion
neutrodyne
neurologistic
neutron
neutrons
neutropassive
neutropenia
neutrophil
neutrophile
neutrophilia
neutrophilic
neutrophilous
neutrophils
neutrosphere
nevada
nevadan
nevadans
nevadians
nevadite
nevatile
neve
nevel
nevell
newletters
newsmagazine
newsman
newsmanmen
newsman
newsmonger
newsmongering
newsmongery
newspaper
newspaper's
newspaperdom
newspaperese
newspaperish
newspaperized
newspaperman
newspapermen
newspapers
newspaperwoman
newspaperwomen
newspapery
newspeak
newspeaks
newsprint
newsreader
newsreel
newsreels
newsroom
newsrooms
newsheet
newsstand
newsstands
newstand
newstands
newsteller
newsvendor
newsweek
newswoman
newswomen
newsworthiness
newsworthy
newswriter
newswriting
newsy
newt
newtake
newton
newtonian
newtonite
nickelised
nickelising
nickelization
nickelize
nickelized
nickelizing
nickelled
nickellike
nickelling
nickelodeon
nickelodeons
nickelous
nickels
nickeltile
nicker
nickered
nickering
nickerpecker
nickers
nickery
nickey
nickeys
nicking
nickle
nickles
nicknack
nicknacks
nickname
nicknameable
nicknamed
nicknamee
nicknameless
nicknamer
nicknames
nickpoint
nickpot
nicks
nickstick
nickum
nicky
nicol
nicolaitan
nicolayite
nicolo
nics
nicotia
nicotian
niggardness
niggards
nigged
nigger
niggerdom
niggered
niggerfish
niggerfishes
niggergoose
niggerhead
niggerish
niggerism
niggerling
niggers
niggertoe
niggerweed
niggery
nigget
nigging
niggle
niggled
niggler
nigglers
niggles
niggling
nigglingly
nigglings
niggly
niggot
niggra
niggun
nigh
nighed
nigher
nighest
nighhand
nighing
nighish
nighly
nighness
nighnesses
nighs
night
nightcap
nightcapped
nightcaps
nightchurr
nightclothes
nightmen
nightrider
nightriders
nightriding
nights
nightshade
nightshades
nightshine
nightshirt
nightshirts
nightside
nightspot
nightspots
nightstand
nightstands
nightstick
nightstock
nightstool
nighttide
nighttime
nighttimes
nightwake
nightwalk
nightwalker
nightwalkers
nightwalking
nightward
nightwards
nightwear
nightwork
nightworker
nighty
nignay
nignye
nigori
nigranilin
nigraniline
nigre
nigrescence
nigrescent
nigrescoeous
nigrescite
nigricant
nigrification
nigrified
nigrifies
nigrify
nigrifying
nigrine
nigritian
nigrities
nigritude
nigritudinous
nigromancer
nigrosin
nigrosine
nigrosins
nigrous
nigua
nihil
nihilianism
nihilianistic
nihilification
nihilify
nihilism
nihilisms
nihilist
nihilistic
nihilistically
nihilists
nihilitic
nihilities
nihility
nihilobstat
nihils
nihilum
nijholt
nijinsky
nikau
nike
nikeno
nikethamide
nikkud
nikkudim
niklesite
nikon
nil
nile
nilgai
nilgais
nilgau
nilgaus
nilghai
nilghais
nilghau
nilghaus
nill
nilled
nilling
nills
nilometer
nilot
nilotic
nilpotent
nls
nim
nimb
nimbated
nimbed
nimbi
nimbiferous
nimbification
nimble
nimblebrained
nimbleness
nimbler
nimblest
nimblewit
nimbly
nimbose
nimbosity
nimbostratus
nimbus
nimbused
nimbuses
nimieties
nimiety
niminy
nimious
nimmed
nimmer
nimming
nimrod
nimrods
nims
nimshi
nincom
nincompoop
nincompoopery
nincompoophood
nincompoopish
nincompoops
nincum
nine
nitratine
nitrating
nitration
nitrator
nitrators
nitre
nitred
nitures
nitratories
nitiary
nitric
nitrid
nitridation
nitrile
nritides
nitriding
nitridization
nitridize
nitrids
nitrifaction
nitriferous
nitrifiable
nitrification
nitrified
nitrifier
nitrifies
nitrify
nitrifying
nitril
nitrile
nitriles
nitrils
nitriry
nitrite
nitrates
nitrates
nitritoid
nitro
nitroalizarin
nitroamine
nitroanilin
nitroaniline
nitrobacteria
nitrobacterium
nitrobarite
nitrobenzene
nitrobenzol
nitrobenzole
nitrocalcite
nitroprusside
nitros
nitrosamin
nitrosamine
nitrosate
nitrosification
nitrosify
nitrosite
nitroso
nitrosoamine
nitrosobacteria
nitrosobacterium
nitrosochloride
nitrososulphuric
nitrostarch
nitrosulphate
nitrosulphonic
nitrosulphuric
nitrosyl
nitrolys
nitrolysulfuric
nitrolysulphuric
nitrotoluene
nitrotoluol
nitrotrichloromethane
nitrous
nitroxyll
nitrill
nits
nitta
nitter
nittier
nittiest
nitty
nitwit
nitwits
nitwitted
nival
nivation
niveau
nivellate
nivellation
nivellator
nivellization
nivenite
niveous
nivernaise
nivicolous
nociceptive
nociceptor
nociperception
nociperceptive
nocive
nock
nocked
nockerl
nocket
nocking
nocks
nocktat
noconfirm
noctambulant
noctambulate
noctambulation
noctambule
noctambulism
noctambulist
noctambulistic
noctambulous
noctidial
noctidiurnal
noctiferous
noctiflorous
noctiluca
noctilucae
noctilucal
noctilucan
noctilucence
noctilucent
noctilucin
noctilucine
noctilucous
noctiluminous
noctiluscence
noctimania
nocticpotent
noctis
noctivagant
noctivagation
noctivagous
noctograph
noctovision
noctua
noctuid
noctuideous
noctuidous
noctuids
noctuiform
noctule
noctules
noctuoid
nocturia
nocturn
nocturnal
nocturnality
nocturnally
nocturne
nocturnes
nocturns
nocuity
nocument
nocumentum
nocuous
nocuously
nocuousness
nod
nod's
nodal
nodalities
nodality
nodally
nodated
nodded
nodder
nodders
noddle
noddies
noddling
noddingly
noddlebone
noddled
noddles
noddling
noddly
node
node's
noded
nodes
nodi
nodiak
nodical
nodicorn
nodiferous
noisome
noisomely
noisomeness
noisy
noix
nokta
nol
nold
nolition
noll
nolle
nolleity
nollepros
nolo
nolos
nolt
nom
noma
nomad
nomade
nomades
nomadian
nomadic
nomadical
nomadically
nomadise
nomadism
nomadisms
nomadization
nomadize
nomads
nomancy
nomap
nomarch
nomarchies
nomarchs
nomarchy
nomarthral
nomas
nombles
nombril
nombrils
nome
nomen
nomenclate
nomenclative
nomenclator
nomenclatorial
nomenclatorship
nomenclatory
nomenclatural
nomenclature
nomenclatures
nomenclaturist
nomes
nomeus
nomial
nomic
nomina
nominable
nominal
nominalism
nominalist
nominalistic
nominalistical
nominalistically
nominality
nominalize
nominalized
nominalizing
nominally
nominalness
nominals
nominate
nominated
nominately
nominates
nominating
nomination
nominations
nominatival
nominative
nominatively
nominatives
nominator
nominators
nominatrix
nominature
nomine
nominee
nomineism
nominees
nominy
nomism
nomisma
nomismata
nomisms
nomistic
nomnem
nomocanon
nomocracy
nomogenist
nomogenous
nomogeny
nomogram
nomograms
nomograph
nomographer
nomographic
nomographical
nomographically
nomographies
nomography
nomoi
nomological
nomologies
nomologist
nomology
nomopelmous
nomophylax
nomophyllous
nomos
nomotheism
nomothete
nomothetes
nomothetic
nomothetical
noms
non
nona
nonabandonment
nonabatable
nonabdication
nonabdicative
nonabiding
nonabidingly
nonabidingness
nonability
nonabjuration
nonabjuratory
nonabjurer
nonabolition
nonabortive
nonabortively
nonabortiveness
nonabrasive
nonabrasively
nonabrasiveness
nonabridgable
nonabridgment
nonabrogable
nonabstention
nonabsolute
nonabsolutely
nonabsoluteness
nonabsolution
nonabsolutist
nonabsolutistic
nonabsolutistically
nonabsorbability
nonabsorbable
nonabsorbency
nonabsorbent
nonabsorbents
nonabsorbing
nonabsorption
nonabsorptive
nonabstainer
nonabstainers
nonabstaining
nonabstemious
nonabstemiously
nonabstemiousness
nonabstention
nonabstract
nonabstracted
nonabstractedly
nonabstractedness
nonabstractly
nonabstractness
nonabusive
nonabusively
nonabusiveness
nonacademic
nonacademical
nonacademically
nonacademicalness
nonacademics
nonaccedence
nonacceding
nonacceleration
nonaccelerative
nonacceleratory
nonaccent
nonaccented
nonaccenting
nonaccentual
nonaccentually
nonacceptance
nonacceptant
nonacceptation
nonaccepted
nonaccess
nonaccession
nonaccessories
nonaccessory
nonaccidental
nonaccidentally
nonaccidentalness
nonaccommodable
nonaccommodably
nonaccommodating
nonaccommodatingly
nonaccommodatingness
nonaccompaniment
nonaccompanying
nonaccomplishment
nonaccord
nonaccordant
nonaccordantly
nonaccredited
nonaccretion
nonaccretive
nonaccrued
nonaccruing
nonacculturated
nonaccumulating
nonaccumulation
nonaccumulative
nonaccumulatively
nonaccumulative
nonaccumulative
nonaccusation
nonachievement
nonacid
nonacidic
nonacidity
nonacids
nonacknowledgment
nonacoustic
nonacoustical
nonacoustically
nonacquaintance
nonacquaintanceship
nonacquiescence
nonacquiscent
nonacquiscently
nonacquisencing
nonacquisitive
nonacquisitively
nonacquisitiveness
nonacquittal
nonact
nonactinic
nonactinically
nonaction
nonactionable
nonactionably
nonactivation
nonactivator
nonactive
nonactives
nonactivities
nonactivity
nonactual
nonactualities
nonactuality
nonactualness
nonacuity
nonaculeate
nonaculeated
nonacute
nonacutely
nonacuteness
nonadaptability
nonadaptable
nonadaptableness
nonadaptableness
nonadaptableness
nonadaptableness
nonadaptational
nonadapter
nonadapting
nonadaptive
nonadaptor
nonaddict
nonaddicted
nonaddicting
nonaddictive
nonadmissible
nonadmitted
nonadmittedly
nonadoptable
nonadopter
nonadoption
nonadorner
nonadorning
nonadornment
nonadult
nonadults
nonadvancement
nonadvantageous
nonadvantageously
nonadvantageousness
nonadventitious
nonadventitiously
nonadventitiousness
nonadventurous
nonadventurously
nonadventurousness
nonadverbial
nonadverbially
nonadvertence
nonadverty
nonadvocacy
nonadvocate
nonaerated
nonaerating
nonaerobic
nonaesthetic
nonaesthetical
nonaesthetically
nonaffectation
nonaffecting
nonaffectingly
nonaftection
nonaffective
nonaaffiliated
nonaaffiliating
nonaifiliation
nonaaffiliated
nonaaffinities
nonaaffinitive
nonaaffinity
nonaaffirmance
nonaaffirmation
nonage
nonalliterative
nonalliteratively
nonalliterativeness
nonallotment
nonalluvial
nonalphabetic
nonalphabetical
nonalphabetically
nonalternating
nonaltruistic
nonaltruistically
nonaluminous
nonamalgamable
nonamazedness
nonamazement
nonambiguities
nonambiguity
nonambiguous
nonambitious
nonambitiously
nonambitiousness
nonambulacies
nonambulatory
nonamenability
nonamenable
nonamenableness
nonamenably
nonamendable
nonamendment
nonamino
nonamorous
nonamorously
nonamorousness
nonamotion
nonamphibian
nonamphibious
nonamphibiously
nonamphibiousness
nonamputation
nonanachronistic
nonanachronistically
nonanachronous
nonanachronously
nonanaemic
nonanalogic
nonanalogical
nonanalogically
nonanalogicalness
nonanalogous
nonanalogously
nonanalogousness
nonanalogy
nonanalytic
nonanalytical
nonanalytically
nonanalyzable
nonanalyzed
nonanaphoric
nonanaphthene
nonanarchic
nonanarchical
nonanarchically
nonanarchistic
nonanatomic
nonanatomical
nonanatomically
nonancestral
nonancestrally
nonane
nonanemic
nonanesthetic
nonanesthetized
nonangelic
nonangling
nonanguished
nonanimal
nonanimality
nonanimate
nonanimated
nonanimating
nonanimatingly
nonanimation
nonannexable
nonannexation
nonannihilability
nonannihilable
nonannouncement
nonannuitant
nonannulment
nonanoic
nonanonymity
nonanonymousness
nonanswer
nonantagonistic
nonantagonistically
nonanticipation
nonanticipative
cnonanticipatively
cnonanticipatorily
cnonanticipatory
cnonantigenic
cnonaphasiac
cnonaphasic
cnonaphetic
cnonaphoristic
cnonaphoristically
cnonapologetic
cnonapologetical
cnonapologetically
cnonapostatizing
cnonapostolic
cnonapostolical
cnonapostolically
cnonapparent
cnonapparently
cnonapparentness
cnonapparitional
cnonappealability
cnonappealable
cnonappealing
cnonappealingly
cnonappealingness
cnonappearance
cnonappearances
cnon appearer
ncnonappearing
cnonappeasability
cnonappeasable
cnonappeasing
cnonappellate
cnonappendance
cnonappendant
cnonappendence
cnonappendent
cnonappendicular
cnonapplicability
cnonapplicable
cnonapplicableness
cnonapplicableness
cnonapplication
cnonapplicative
cnonapplicatory
cnonapply
cnonappointive
nonappointment
nonapportionable
nonapportionment
nonapposable
nonappraisal
nonappreciation
nonappreciative
nonappreciatively
nonappreciatives
nonapprehensibility
nonapprehensible
nonapprehension
nonapprehensive
nonapproachability
nonapproachable
nonapproachableness
nonapproachableness
nonappropriable
nonappropriation
nonappropriative
nonapproval
nonaquatic
nonaqueous
nonarbitrable
nonarbitrarily
nonarbitrariness
nonarbitrary
nonarchitectonic
nonarchitectural
nonarchitecturally
nonarcing
nonarcking
nonargentiferous
nonarguable
nonargumentative
nonargumentatively
nonargumentativeness
nonaries
nonaristocratic
nonaristocratical
nonaristocratically
nonarithmetical
nonarithmetically
nonarmament
nonarmigerous
nonaromatic
nonaromatically
nonarraignement
nonarresting
nonarrival
nonarrogance
nonarrogancy
nonarsenic
nonarsenical
nonarterial
nonartesian
nonarticulate
nonarticulated
nonarticulately
nonarticulateness
nonarticulation
nonarticulative
nonartistic
nonartistical
nonartistically
nonary
onas
nonasbestine
nonascendance
nonascendancy
nonascendant
nonascendantly
nonascendence
nonascendency
nonascendent
nonascendently
nonascertainable
nonascertainableness
nonascertainably
nonascertaining
nonascertainment
nonascetic
nonasctical
nonascetically
nonasceticism
nonascription
nonaseptic
nonaseptically
nonaspersion
nonasphalt
nonaspirate
nonaspirated
nonaspirating
nonaspiratory
nonaspiring
nonassault
nonassent
nonassentation
nonassented
nonassenting
nonassertion
nonassertive
nonassertively
nonassertiveness
nonassessability
nonassessable
nonassessment
nonassignability
nonassignability
nonassignable
nonassignably
nonassigned
nonassignment
nonassimilability
nonassimilable
nonassimilating
nonassimilation
nonassimilative
nonassimilatory
nonassistance
nonassistant
nonassister
nonassistive
nonassociability
nonassociable
nonassociation
nonassociational
nonassociative
nonassociatively
nonassonance
nonassonant
nonassortment
nonassumed
nonassumption
nonassumptive
nonassurance
nonasthmatic
nonasthmatically
nonastonishment
nonastral
nonastringency
nonastringent
nonastrigently
nonastronomic
nonastronomical
nonastronomically
nonatheistic
nonatheistical
nonathestically
nonathlete
nonathletic
nonathletically
nonatmospheric
nonatmospherical
nonatmospherically
nonatomic
nonatomical
nonatomically
nonatonement
nonatrophic
nonatrophied
nonattached
nonattachment
nonattacking
nonattainability
nonattainable
nonattainment
nonattendance
nonattendant
nonattention
nonattestation
nonattribution
nonattributive
nonattributively
nonattributiveness
nonaudibility
nonaudible
nonaudibleness
nonaudibly
nonaugmentative
nonauricular
nonauriferous
nonauthentic
nonauthentical
nonauthenticated
nonauthentication
nonauthenticity
nonauthoritative
nonauthoritatively
nonauthoritativeness
nonautobiographical
nonautobiographically
nonautomated
nonautomatic
nonautomatically
nonautomotive
nonautonomous
nonautonomously
nonautonomouslyness
nonavailability
nonavoidable
nonavoidableness
nonavoidably
nonavoidance
nonaxiomatic
nonaxiomatical
nonaxiomatically
nonazotized
nonbachelor
nonbacterial
nonbacterially
nonbailable
nonballoting
nonbanishment
nonbank
nonbankable
nonbarbarian
nonbarbaric
nonbarbarous
nonbarbarously
nonbarbarousness
nonbaronial
nonbase
nonbasement
nonbasic
nonbasing
nonbathing
nonbearded
nonbearing
nonbeatific
nonbeatifically
nonbeauties
nonbeauty
nonbeing
nonbeings
nonbelief
nonbeliever
nonbelievers
nonblameless
nonblank
nonblasphemies
nonblasphemous
nonblasphemously
nonblasphemousness
nonblasphemy
nonbleach
nonbleeding
nonblended
nonblending
nonblinding
nonblindingly
nonblockaded
nonblocking
nonblooded
nonblooming
nonblundering
nonblunderingly
nonboaster
nonboasting
nonboastingly
nonbodily
nonboding
nonbodingly
nonboiling
nonbook
nonbookish
nonbookishly
nonbookishness
nonbooks
nonborrower
nonborrowing
nonbotanic
nonbotanical
nonbotanically
nonbourgeois
nonbranded
nonbreach
nonbreaching
nonbreakable
nonbreeder
nonbreeding
nonbristled
nonbromidic
nonbroodiness
nonbrooding
nonbroody
nonbrowser
nonbrowsing
nonbrutal
nonbrutally
nonbudding
nonbulsaceous
nonbulbar
nonbulbiferous
nonbulbous
nonbulkhead
nonbuoyancy
nonbuoyant
nonbuoyantly
nonburdensome
nonburdensomely
nonburdensomeness
nonbureaucratic
nonbureaucratically
nonburgage
nonburgess
nonburnable
nonburning
nonbursting
nonbusily
nonbusiness
nonbusy
nonbusyness
nonbuttressed
nonbuying
noncabinet
noncadenced
noncadent
noncaffeine
noncaffeinic
noncaking
noncalcareous
noncalcified
noncalculable
noncalculably
noncalculating
noncalculative
noncallability
noncallable
noncaloric
noncalumniating
noncalumnious
noncancelable
noncancellable
noncancellation
noncancerous
noncandescence
noncandescent
noncandescently
noncandidate
noncannibalistic
noncannibalistically
noncannonical
noncanonical
noncanonization
noncanvassing
noncapillaries
noncapillarity
noncapillary
noncapital
noncapitalist
noncapitalistic
noncapitalistically
noncapitalized
noncapitalulation
noncapricious
noncapriciously
noncapriciousness
noncapsizable
noncaptious
noncaptiously
noncaptiousness
noncapture
noncarbohydrate
noncarbolic
noncarbon
noncarbonate
noncarbonated
noncareer
noncarnivorous
noncarnivorously
noncarnivorousness
noncarrier
noncartelized
noncash
noncaste
noncastigating
noncastigation
noncasual
noncasuistic
noncasuistical
noncasuistically
noncataclysmal
noncataclysmic
noncataloguer
noncatalytic
noncatalytically
noncatarrhal
noncatastrophic
noncatechistic
noncatechistical
noncatechizable
noncategorical
noncategorically
noncategoricalness
noncathartic
noncathartical
noncathedral
noncatholicity
noncausable
noncausal
noncausality
noncausally
noncausation
noncausative
noncausatively
noncausativeness
noncaustic
noncaustically
nonce
noncelebration
noncelestial
noncelestially
noncellular
noncellulosic
noncellulous
noncensored
noncensorious
noncensoriously
noncensoriousness
noncensurable
noncensurableness
noncensurably
noncensus
noncentral
noncentrally
noncereal
noncerebral
nonceremonial
nonceremonially
nonceremonious
nonceremoniously
nonceremoniousness
noncertain
noncertainties
noncertainty
noncertification
noncertified
noncertitude
nonces
nonchafing
nonchalance
nonchalant
nonchalantly
nonchalantness
nonchaky
nonchallenger
nonchallenging
nonchampion
nonchangeable
nonchangeableness
nonchangeably
nonchanging
nonchanneled
nonchannelized
nonchaotic
nonchaotically
noncharacteristic
noncharacteristically
noncharacterized
nonchargeable
noncharismatic
noncharitable
noncharitably
noncharitable
noncharitable
noncharitably
noncharitable
noncharitably
nonchemically
nonchemist
nonchimeric
nonchimerical
nonchimerically
nonchivalric
nonchivalrous
nonchivalrously
nonchivalrousness
nonchokable
nonchokebore
noncholeric
nonchromatic
nonchromatically
nonchromosomal
nonchronic
nonchronical
nonchronically
nonchronological
nonchurch
nonchurched
nonchurchgoer
nonchurchgoing
nonciliate
noncililated
noncircuit
noncircuital
noncircuited
noncircuitous
noncircuitously
noncircuitousness
noncircular
noncircularly
noncirculating
noncirculation
noncirculatory
noncircumscribed
noncircumscriptive
noncircumspect
noncircumspectly
noncircumspectness
noncircumstantial
noncircumstantially
noncircumvallated
noncitable
noncitation
nonciteable
noncitizen
noncivilian
noncivilizable
noncivilized
nonclaim
nonclaimable
nonclamorous
nonclamorously
nonclarifiable
nonclarification
nonclarified
nonclassable
nonclassic
nonclassical
nonclassicality
nonclassically
nonclassifiable
nonclassification
nonclassified
nonelastic
nonclearance
noncleistogamic
noncleistogamous
nonclergyable
nonclerical
nonclerically
nonclerics
nonclimactic
nonclimactical
nonclimbable
nonclimbing
nonclinging
nonclinical
nonclinically
noncloistered
nonclose
nonclosely
nonclosure
nonclotting
noncoagulability
noncoagulable
noncoagulating
noncoagulation
noncoagulative
noncoalescence
noncoalescent
noncoalescing
noncock
noncodified
noncoercible
noncoercion
noncoercive
noncoercively
noncoerciveness
noncogency
noncogent
noncogently
noncognate
noncognition
noncognitive
noncognizable
noncognizably
noncognizance
noncognizant
noncognizantly
noncohabitation
noncoherence
noncoherency
noncoherent
noncoherently
noncohesion
noncohesive
noncohesively
noncohesiveness
noncoinage
noncoincidence
noncoincident
noncoincidental
noncoincidentally
noncoking
noncollaboration
noncollaborative
noncollapsible
noncollapsibility
noncollapsible
noncollectable
noncollectible
noncollection
noncollective
noncollectively
noncollectivistic
noncollegiate
noncollinear
noncolloid
noncolloidal
noncollusion
noncollusive
noncollusively
noncollusiveness
noncolonial
noncolonially
noncolorability
noncolorable
noncolorableness
noncolorably
noncoloring
noncom
noncombat
noncombatant
noncombatants
noncombative
noncombination
noncombinative
noncombining
noncombustibility
noncombustible
noncombustibles
noncombustion
noncombustive
noncome
noncomic
noncomical
noncomicality
noncomically
noncomicalness
noncoming
noncommemoration
noncommemorational
noncommemorative
noncommemoratively
noncommemoratory
noncommencement
noncommendable
noncommendableness
noncommendably
noncommendatory
noncommensurable
noncommercial
noncommerciality
noncommercially
noncommiseration
noncommiserative
noncommiseratively
noncommissioned
noncommittally
noncommitment
noncommittal
noncommittalism
noncommittally
noncommittalness
noncommitted
noncommodious
noncommodiously
noncommodiousness
noncommonable
noncommonancy
nonconciliating
nonconciliatory
nonconcision
nonconclusendency
nonconcludent
nonconcluding
nonconclusion
nonconclusive
nonconclusively
nonconclusiveness
nonconcordant
nonconcordantly
nonconcur
nonconcurred
nonconcurrence
nonconcurrency
nonconcurrent
nonconcurrently
nonconcurring
noncondemnation
noncondensable
noncondensation
noncondensed
noncondensibility
noncondensible
noncondensing
noncondescending
noncondescendingly
noncondescendingness
noncondescension
noncondiment
noncondimental
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nonconditioned
noncondonation
nonconduciness
nonconducive
nonconduciveness
nonconductibility
nonconductible
nonconducting
nonconduction
nonconductive
nonconductor
nonconductors
nonconfederate
nonconfederation
nonconferrable
nonconfession
nonconfident
nonconfidence
nonconfident
nonconfidential
nonconfidentiality
nonconfidentially
nonconfidentialness
nonconfidently
nonconfiding
nonconfined
nonconfinement
nonconfining
nonconfirmation
nonconfirmative
nonconfirmatory
nonconfirming
nonconfiscable
nonconfiscation
nonconfiscatory
nonconfident
nonconflicting
nonconflictive
nonconform
nonconformability
nonconformable
nonconformably
nonconformance
nonconformer
nonconformest
nonconforming
nonconformism
nonconformist
nonconformistical
nonconformistically
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nonconformitant
nonconformity
nonconfrontation
nonconfutation
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noncongenital
noncongestion
noncongestive
noncongratulatory
noncongregative
noncongruence
noncongruency
nonconsequentialness
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nonconservative
nonconserving
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nonconsistorial
nonconsolable
nonconsolidation
nonconsoling
nonconsolingly
nonconsonance
nonconsonant
nonconsorting
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nonconspiratorial
nonconspiring
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nonconstituent
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nonconstitutional
nonconstraining
nonconstraint
nonconstricted
nonconstricting
nonconstrictive
nonconstruability
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nonconstructive
nonconstructively
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nonconsultative
nonconsultatory
nonconsumable
nonconsuming
nonconsummation
nonconsumption
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nonconsumptively
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noncontagion
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noncontagious
noncontagiously
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noncontaminable
noncontamination
noncontaminative
noncontemplative
noncontemplatively
noncontemplativeness
noncontemporaneous
noncontemporaneously
noncontemporaneousness
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noncontemporary
noncontemptibility
noncontemptible
noncontemptibleness
noncontemptibly
noncontemptuous
noncontemptuously
noncontemptuousness
noncontending
noncontent
noncontention
noncontentious
noncontentiously
noncontterminal
nonconterminous
nonconterminously
noncontestable
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noncontiguity
noncontiguous
noncontiguously
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noncontingency
noncontingent
noncontingently
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noncontinuably
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noncontinuity
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noncontinuousness
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noncontradiction
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noncontradictory
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noncontributeable
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noncontributeor
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noncontrollable
noncontrollably
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noncontrolled
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noncontroversial
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noncontumaciously
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nonconvergent
nonconvergently
nonconverging
nonconversable
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nonconversant
nonconversantly
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nonconversationally
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nonconveyance
nonconviction
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nonconvivially
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noncooperation
noncooperationist
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noncoplanar
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noncorporative
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noncorpuscular
noncorrection
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noncorrelating
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noncorrespondence
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noncorrespondingly
noncorroborating
noncorroboration
noncorroborative
noncorroboratively
noncorroboratory
noncorrodible
noncorroding
noncorrosive
noncorrosively
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noncorrupter
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noncorruptible
noncorruptibleness
noncorruptibly
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noncorruptive
noncorruptly
noncorruptness
noncortical
noncortically
noncosmic
noncosmically
noncosmopolitan
noncosmopolitanism
noncosmopolite
noncosmopolitism
noncostraight
noncottager
noncotyledonal
noncotyledonary
noncotyledonous
noncounteractive
noncounterfeit
noncounty
noncovetous
noncovetously
noncovetousness
noncranking
noncreation
noncreative
noncreatively
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noncredence
noncredent
noncredibility
noncredible
noncredibleness
noncredibly
noncredit
noncreditable
noncreditableness
noncreditably
noncreditor
noncredulous
noncredulously
noncredulousness
noncreeping
noncrenate
noncrenated
noncretaceous
noncriminal
noncriminality
noncriminally
noncrinoid
noncritical
noncritically
noncriticalness
noncriticizing
noncrossover
noncrucial
noncrucially
noncruciform
noncruciformly
noncrusading
noncrushability
noncrushable
noncrustaceous
noncryptic
noncryptical
noncryptically
noncrystalline
noncrystallizable
noncrystallized
noncrystallizing
nonculminating
nonculmination
nonculpability
nonculpable
nonculpableness
nonculpably
noncultivability
noncultivable
noncultivatable
noncultivated
noncultivation
noncultural
nonculturally
nonculture
noncultured
noncumbrous
noncumbrously
noncumbrousness
noncumulative
noncumulatively
noncurantist
noncurative
noncuratively
noncurativeness
noncurdling
noncuriosity
noncurious
noncuriously
noncuriousness
noncurling
noncurrency
noncurrent
noncurrently
noncursive
noncursively
noncurtailing
noncurtailment
noncuspidate
noncuspidated
noncustodial
noncustomarily
noncustomary
noncutting
noncyclic
noncyclical
noncyclically
nonda
nondairy
nondamageable
nondamaging
nondamagingly
nondamnation
nondancer
nondangerous
nondangerously
nondangerousness
nondark
nondatival
nondeadly
nondeaf
nondeafened
nondeafening
nondeafeningly
dondeafly
nondeafness
nondealer
nondebatable
nondebater
nondebating
nondebilitating
nondebilitation
nondebilitative
nondebtor
nondecadence
nondecadency
nondecadent
nondecalcification
nondecalcified
nondecane
nondecasyllabic
nondecasyllable
nondecanoic
nondecayed
nondecaying
nondeceit
nondeceivable
nondeceiving
nondeceleration
nondeception
nondeceptive
nondeceptively
nondeceptiveness
nondeciduate
nondeciduous
nondeciduously
nondeciduousness
nondecision
nondecisive
nondecisively
nondecisiveness
nondeclamatory
nondeclarant
nondeclaration
nondeclarative
nondeclaratively
nondeclaratory
nondeclarer
nondeclivitous
nondecomposition
nondecorated
nondecoration
nondecorative
nondecorous
nondecorously
nondecorousness
nondecreasing
nondedication
nondedictive
nondedictory
nondeducible
nondeductibility
nondeductible
nondeduction
nondeductive
nondeductively
nondeep
nondemalcation
nondemamatory
nondefaulting
nondfeasance
nondfeasibility
nondfeasible
nondfeasibleness
nondfeasibleness
nondefeat
nondetecting
nondetection
nondective
nondectively
nondectiveness
nondector
nondendant
nondense
nondensibility
nondensible
nondensibleness
nondensibly
nondensive
nondensivelly
nondensiveness
nondierable
nondierence
nondierent
nondierental
nondierentially
nondierable
nondiefance
nondiefiant
nondelegable
nondelegate
nondelegation
nondeleterious
nondeleteriously
nondeleteriousness
nondeliberate
nondeliberately
nondeliberateness
nondeliberation
nondelicate
nondelicately
nondelicateness
nondelination
nondelinateive
nondelinquency
nondeliquescence
nondeliquescent
nondelirious
nondeliriously
nondeliriousness
nondeliverance
nondeliveries
nondelivery
nondeluded
nondeluding
nondelusive
nondemand
nondemanding
nondemise
nondemobilization
nondemocracies
nondemocracy
nondemocratic
nondemocratical
nondemocratically
nondemolition
nondemonstrability
nondemonstrable
nondemonstrableness
nondemonstrably
nondemonstration
nondemonstrative
nondemonstratively
nondemonstrativeness
nondendroid
nondendroidal
nondenial
nondenominational
nondenominationalism
nondenominationally
nondenotative
nondenotatively
nondense
nondenseness
nondensity
nondenumerable
nondenunciation
nondenunciative
nondenunciatory
nondeodorant
nondeodorizing
nondepartmental
nondepartmentally
nondeparture
nondependability
nondependable
nondependableness
nondependably
nondependance
nondependancies
nondependancy
nondependence
nondependencies
nondependency
nondependent
nondepletion
nondepletive
nondepletory
nondeportation
nondeported
nondeposition
nondepositor
nondepravation
nondepraved
nondepravities
nondepravity
nondeprecating
nondeprecatingly
nondeprecative
nondeprecatively
nondeprecatory
nondeprecatorily
nondeprecatory
nondepreciable
nondepreciating
nondepreciation
nondepreciative
nondepreciatively
nondepreciatory
nondepressed
nondepressing
nondepressingly
nondepression
nondepressive
nondepressively
nondeprive
nondeprivation
nonderelict
nonderisible
nonderisive
nonderivability
nonderivable
nonderivative
nonderivatively
nonderogation
nonderogative
nonderogatively
nonderogatorily
nonderogatoriness
nonderogatory
nonderescible
nonderescriptive
nonderescriptively
nonderescriptiveness
nonderescriptly
nonderesecration
nonderesignate
nonderesignative
nonderesigned
nonderesire
nonderesious
nonderesistance
nonderesistence
nonderesisting
nonderespotic
nonderespotically
nonderesquamative
nonderesstruction
nonderesstractive
nonderestractively
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nondexterousness
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nondiabetic
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nondiabolical
nondiabolically
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nonebullience
nonebulliency
nonebulliant
nonebulliantly
noneccentric
nonecentrically
noneclesiastic
noneclesiastical
noneclesiastically
nonechoic
noneclectic
noneclectically
noneclipsed
noneclipsing
nonecliptic
nonecliptical
nonecliptically
nonecliptical
nonecompense
noneconomic
noneconomical
noneconomically
noneconomies
noneconomy
nonestatic
nonestatically
nonecumenic
nonecumenical
nondenibility
nondenible
nondenibleness
nondenibness
nondenified
nondenitor
nondenitorial
nondenitorially
nondenecable
nondenecated
nonelective
nonelectively
nonelectiveness
nonelector
nonelectric
nonelectrical
nonelectrically
nonelectrification
nonelectrified
nonelectrized
nonelectrocution
nonelectrolyte
nonelectrolytic
noneleemosynary
nonelemental
nonelementally
nonelementary
nonelevating
nonelevation
nonelicited
noneligibility
noneligible
noneligibly
nonelimination
noneliminative
noneliminatory
nonelite
nonelliptic
nonelliptical
nonelliptically
nonelongation
nonelopement
noneloquence
noneloquent
noneloquently
nonelucidating
nonelucidation
nonelucidative
nonelusive
nonelusively
nonelusiveness
nonemanant
nonemanating
nonemancipation
nonemancipative
nonembarkation
nonembellished
nonembellishing
nonembellishment
nonembezzlement
nonembryonal
nonembryonic
nonembryonically
nonemendable
nonemendation
nonemergence
nonemergent
nonemigrant
nonemigration
nonemission
nonemotional
nonemotionalism
nonemotionally
nonemotive
nonemotively
nonemotiveness
nonempathic
nonempathically
nonemphatic
nonemphatical
nonempiric
nonempirical
nonempirically
nonempiricism
nonemploying
nonemployment
nonempty
nonemulation
nonemulative
nonemulous
nonemulously
nonemulousness
nonenactment
nonenclosure
nonencroachment
nonencyclopaedic
nonencyclopedic
nonencyclopedical
nonendemic
nonendorsement
nonendowment
nonendurable
nonendurance
nonenduring
nonene
nonenemies
nonenemy
donenergetic
nonnullenergetically
nonnullenergetic
nonnullenergic
nonnullenervating
nonnullenforceability
nonnullenforceable
nonnullenforced
nonnullenforcedly
nonnullenforcement
nonnullenforcing
nonnullengagement
nonnullengineering
nonnullengrossing
nonnullengrossingly
nonnullenigmatic
nonnullenigmatical
nonnullenigmatically
nonnullenlightened
nonnullenlightening
nonnullenrolled
nonnullent
nonnullentailed
nonnullenteric
nonnullenterprising
nonnullentertaining
nonnullentertainment
nonnullenthusiastic
nonnullenthusiastically
nonnullenticing
nonnullenticingly
nonnullentitative
nonnullenties
nonnullentitive
nonnullentitize
nonnullentity
nonnullentity
nonnullentity
nonnullenomologic
nonnullenomological
nonnullentomological
nonnullentomological
nonnullentratant
nonnullentreating
nonnullentreatingly
nonnullentres
nonnullentresse
nonnullentries
nonnullentry
nonnullenumerated
nonnullenumerative
nonenunciation
nonenunciative
nonenunciatory
nonenviable
nonenviableness
nonenviably
nonenvious
nonenviously
nonenviousness
nonenvironmental
nonenvironmentally
nonenzymic
nonephemeral
nonephemera
tly
nonepic
nonepical
nonepically
nonepicurean
nonepigrammatic
nonepigrammatically
nonepileptic
nonepiscopai
nonepiscopalian
nonepiscopally
nonepisodic
nonepisdical
nonepisdically
nonepithelial
nonepochal
nonequability
nonequable
nonequableness
nonequably
nonequal
nonequalization
nonequalized
nonequalizing
nonequals
nonequation
nonequatorial
nonequatorially
nonequestrian
nonequilateral
nonequilaterally
nonequilibrium
nonequitable
nonequitably
nonequivalence
nonequivalency
nonequivalent
nonequivalently
nonequivalents
nonequivocal
nonequivocally
nonequivocating
noneradicable
noneradicative
nonerasure
nonerection
noneroded
nonerodent
noneroding
nonerosive
nonerotic
nonerotically
nonerrant
nonerrantly
nonerratic
nonerratically
nonerroneous
nonerroneously
nonerroneousness
nonerudite
noneruditely
noneruditeness
nonerudition
noneruption
noneruptive
nones
nonescape
nonesoteric
nonesoterically
nonespionage
nonespousal
nonessential
nonessentials
nonestablishment
nonsense
nonsensical
nonsensically
nonsensibil
nonsensibility
nonsensicalness
nonsensicalness
nonsensibleness
nonsensibly
nonsuch
nonesuches
nonevasiveness
nonevent
nonevents
noneviction
nonevident
nonevidential
nonevil
nonevilly
nonevilness
nonevincible
nonevincive
nonevocative
nonevolutional
nonevolutionally
nonevolutionary
nonevolutionist
nonevolving
nonexactable
nonexacting
nonexactingly
nonexactingness
nonexaction
nonexaggerated
nonexaggeratedly
nonexaggerating
nonexaggeration
nonexaggerative
nonexaggeratory
nonexamination
nonexcavation
nonexcepted
nonexcepting
nonexceptional
nonexceptionally
nonexcerptible
nonexcessive
nonexcessively
nonexcessiveness
nonexchangeability
nonexchangeable
nonexcitable
nonexcitableness
nonexcitably
nonexcitative
nonexcitatory
nonexciting
nonexclamatory
nonexclusion
nonexclusive
nonexcommunicable
nonexculpable
nonexculpation
nonexculpatory
nonexusable
nonexusableness
nonexusably
nonexecutable
nonexecution
nonexecutive
nonexemplary
nonexemplification
nonexemplification
nonexempt
nonexemption
nonexercisable
nonexercise
nonexerciser
nonexertion
nonexertive
nonexhausted
nonexhaustible
nonexhaustive
nonexhaustively
nonexhaustiveness
nonexhibition
nonexhibitionism
nonexhibitionistic
nonexhibitive
nonexhortation
nonexhortative
nonexhortatory
nonexigent
nonexigently
nonexistence
nonexistent
nonexistential
nonexistentialism
nonexistentially
nonexisting
nonexoneration
nonexotic
nonexotically
nonexpanded
nonexpanding
nonexpansibility
nonexpansible
nonexpansile
nonexpansion
nonexpansive
nonexpansively
nonexpansiveness
nonexpectant
nonexpectantly
nonexpectation
nonexpedience
nonexpediency
nonexpedient
nonexpediential
nonexpeditently
nonexpeditious
nonexpeditiously
nonexpeditiousness
nonexpendable
nonexperience
nonexperienced
nonexperiential
nonexperientially
nonexperimental
nonexperimentally
nonexpert
nonexpiable
nonexpiation
nonexpiatory
nonexpiration
nonexpiries
nonexpiring
nonexpiry
nonexplainable
nonexplanative
nonexplanatory
nonexplicable
nonexplicative
nonexploitation
nonexplorative
nonexploratory
nonexplosive
nonexplosively
nonexplosiveness
nonexplosives
nonexponential
nonexponentially
nonexplicable
nonexplicable
nonexportable
nonexportable
nonexportation
nonexposure
nonexpressionistic
nonexpressive
nonexpressively
nonexpressiveness
nonexpulsion
nonexpulsive
nonextant
nonextempore
nonextended
nonextendible
nonextendibleness
nonextensibility
nonextensible
nonextensibleness
nonextensibness
nonextensile
nonextension
nonextensional
nonextensive
nonextensively
nonextensiveness
nonextenuating
nonextenuatingly
nonextenuative
nonextenuatory
nonexteriority
nonextermination
nonexterminative
nonexterminatory
nonexternal
nonexternality
nonexternaled
nonexternally
nonextinct
nonextinction
nonextinguishable
nonextinguished
nonextortion
nonextortive
nonextractable
nonextracted
nonextractible
nonextraction
nonextractive
nonextraditable
nonextradition
nonextraneous
nonextraneously
nonextraneousness
nonextreme
nonextricable
nonextricably
nonextrication
nonextrinsic
nonextrinsical
nonextrinsically
nonextricable
nonexuberance
nonexuberancy
nonexuding
nonexultant
nonexultantly
nonexultation
nonfabulous
nonfacetious
nonfacetiously
nonfacetiousness
nonfacial
nonfacility
nonfacing
nonfact
nonfactious
nonfactiously
nonfactiousness
nonfactitious
nonfactitiously
nonfactitiouslyness
nonfactory
nonfactual
nonfactually
nonfacultative
nonfaculty
nonfaddist
nonfading
nonfailure
nonfallacious
nonfallaciously
nonfallaciousness
nonfalse
nonfaltering
nonfalteringly
nonfamilial
nonfamiliar
nonfamiliarly
nonfamilies
nonfamily
nonfamous
nonfanatic
nonfanatical
nonfanatically
nonfanciful
nonfantasies
nonfantasy
nonfarcical
nonfarcicality
nonfarcically
nonfarcicalness
nonfarm
nonfascist
nonfascists
nonfashionable
nonfashionableness
nonfashionably
nonfastidious
nonfastidiously
nonfastidiousness
nonfat
nonfatal
nonfatalistic
nonfatalities
nonfatality
nonfally
nonfatalness
nonfatigable
nonfatty
nonfaulty
nonfavorable
nonfavorableness
nonfavorably
nonfavored
nonfavorite
nonfeasities
nonfealty
nonfeasance
nonfeasibility
nonfeasible
nonfeasibleness
nonfeasibly
nonfeasor
nonfeatured
nonfebrile
nonfecund
nonfecundity
nonfederal
nonfederated
nonfeeble
nonfeebleness
nonfeeably
nonfeeding
nonfeeling
nonfeelingly
nonfeldspathic
nonfelicitous
nonfelicitously
nonfelicitousness
nonfelicity
nonfelonious
nonfeloniously
nonfeloniousness
nonfelony
nonfenestrated
nonfermentability
nonfermentable
nonfermentation
nonfermentative
nonfermented
nonfermenting
nonferocious
nonferociously
nonferociousness
nonferocity
nonferrous
nonfertile
nonfertility
nonfervent
nonfervently
nonferventness
nonfervid
nonfervidly
nonfervidness
nonfesty
nonfestively
nonfestiveness
nonfeudal
nonfeudally
nonfeverish
nonfeverishly
nonfeverishness
nonfeverous
nonfeverously
nonfibrous
nonfiction
nonfictional
nonfictionally
nonfictitious
nonfictitiously
nonfictitiousness
nonfictive
nonfictively
nonfidelity
nonfiduciaries
nonfiduciary
nonfighter
nonfigurative
nonfiguratively
nonfigurativeness
nonfilamentous
nonfilial
nonfilter
nonfilterable
nonfimbriate
nonfimbriated
nonfinancial
nonfinancially
nonfinding
nonfinishing
nonfinite
nonfinitely
nonfiniteness
nonfireproof
nonfiscal
nonfiscally
nonfisherman
nonfishermen
nonfissile
nonfissility
nonfissionable
nonfixation
nonflagellate
nonflagellated
nonflagitious
nonflagitiously
nonflagitiousness
nonflagrance
nonflagrancy
nonflagrant
nonflagrantly
nonflakily
nonflakiness
nonflaky
nonflammability
nonflammable
nonflammaratory
nonflatulence
nonflatulency
nonflatulent
nonflatulently
nonflawed
nonflexibility
nonflexible
nonflexibleness
nonflexibly
nonflirtatious
nonflirtatiously
nonflirtatiousness
nonfloatation
nonfloating
nonfloatingly
nonfloriferous
nonflowering
nonflowing
nonfluctuating
nonfluctuation
nonfluency
nonfluent
nonfluently
nonfluentness
nonfluid
nonfluidic
nonfluidity
nonfluidly
nonfluids
nonfluorescence
nonfluorescent
nonflux
nonflyable
nonflying
nonfocal
nonfollowing
nonfood
nonforbearance
nonforbearing
nonforbearingly
nonforeclosing
nonforeclosure
nonforeign
nonforeigness
nonforeignness
nonforeknowledge
nonforensic
nonforensically
nonforest
nonforested
nonforfeitable
nonforfeiting
nonforfeiture
nonforfeitures
nonforgiving
nonform
nonformal
nonformalism
nonformalistic
nonformally
nonformalness
nonformation
nonformative
nonformatively
nonformidability
nonformidable
nonformidableness
nonformidably
nonforming
nonformulation
nonfortifiable
nonfortification
nonfortifying
nonfortuitous
nonfortuitously
nonfortuitousness
nonfossiliferous
nonfouling
nonfragile
nonfragilely
nonfragileness
nonfragility
nonfragmented
nonfragrant
nonfrangibility
nonfrangible
nonfrat
nonfraternal
nonfraternally
nonfraternity
nonfrauder
nonfraudulence
nonfraudulence
nonfraudulent
nonfraudulently
nonfreedom
nonfreeman
nonfreemen
nonfreezable
nonfreeze
nonfreezing
nonfrenetic
nonfrenetically
nonfrequency
nonfrequent
nonfrequently
nonfricative
nonfriction
nonfrigid
nonfrigidity
nonfrigidly
nonfrigidness
nonfrosted
nonfrosting
nonfrugal
nonfrugality
nonfrugally
nonfrugalness
nonfruition
nonfrustration
nonfugitive
nonfugitively
nonfugitiveness
nonfulfillment
nonfulminating
nonfunctional
nonfunctionally
nonfunctioning
nonfundable
nonfundamental
nonfundamentalist
nonfundamentally
nonfunded
nonfungible
nonfuroid
nonfused
nonfusibility
nonfusible
nonfusion
nonfutile
nonfuturistic
nonfuturition
nonfuturity
nong
nongalactic
nongalvanized
nongame
nonganglionic
nongangrenous
nongarrulity
nongarrulous
nongarrulously
nongarrulosity
nongas
nongaseness
nongaseous
nongaseousness
nongasses
nongassy
nongelatinizing
nongelatinous
nongelatinously
nongelatinousness
nongelling
nongenealogic
nongenealogical
nongenealogically
nongeneralized
nongenerating
nongenerative
nongeneric
nongenerical
nongenerically
nongenetic
nongenetical
nongenetically
nongentile
nongenuine
nongenuinely
nongenuineness
nongeographic
nongeographical
nongeographically
nongeologic
nongeological
nongeo logically
nongeometric
nongeometrical
nongeometrically
nongermane
nongerminal
nongerminating
nongermination
nongerminative
nongerundial
nongerundive
nongerundively
nongestic
nongestical
nongilded
nongildsman
nongilled
nongipsy
nonglacial
nonglacially
nongladered
nonglandular
nonglandulous
nonglare
nonglazed
nonglobular
nonglobularly
nonglucose
nonglicosidal
nonglucosidic
nonglutinous
nongod
nongold
nongolfer
nongospel
nongovernance
nongovernment
nongovernmental
nongraceful
nongracefully
nongracefulness
nongracious
nongraciously
nongraciousness
nongradaute
nongraduated
nongraduation
nongrain
nongrained
nongrammatical
nongranular
nongranulated
nongraphic
nongraphical
nongraphically
nongraphicalness
nongraphitic
nongrass
nongratification
nongratifying
nongratifyingly
nongratuitous
nongratuitously
nongratuitousness
nongraven
nongravitation
nongravitational
nongravitationally
nongravitative
nongravities
nongravity
nongray
nongreasy
nongreen
nongregarious
nongregariously
nongregariousness
nongremial
nongrey
nongrieved
nongrieving
nongrievous
nongrieviously
nongrievousness
nongrooming
nongrounded
nongrounding
nonguarantee
nonguaranties
nonguaranty
nonguard
nonguidable
nonguidance
nonguilt
nonguils
nonguttural
nongutturally
nongutturalness
nongymnast
nongypsy
nonhabitability
nonhabitable
nonhabitableness
nonhabitably
nonhabitation
nonhabitual
nonhabitually
nonhabitualness
nonhabituating
nonhackneyed
nonhalation
nonhallucinated
nonhallucination
nonhallucinatory
nonhandicap
nonhardenable
nonhardy
nonharmonic
nonharmonies
nonharmonious
nonharmoniously
nonharmoniousness
nonharmony
nonhazardous
nonhazardously
nonhazardousness
nonheading
nonhearer
nonheathen
nonheathens
nonhectic
nonhectically
nonhedonic
nonhedonically
nonhedonistic
nonhedonistically
nonheinous
nonheinously
nonheinousness
nonhematic
nonhemophilic
nonhepatic
nonhereditability
nonhereditable
nonhereditably
nonhereditarily
nonhereditariness
nonhereditary
nonheretical
nonhereditably
nonheritor
nonhero
nonheroes
nonheroic
nonheroical
nonheroically
nonheroicalness
nonheroicness
nonhesitant
nonhesitantly
nonheuristic
nonhierarchic
nonhierarchical
nonhierarchically
nonhieratic
nonhieratical
nonhieratically
nonhistone
nonhistoric
nonhistorical
nonhistorically
nonhistoricalness
nonhistrionic
nonhistrionical
nonhistrionically
nonhistrionicalness
nonhomaloidal
nonhomiletic
nonhomogeneity
nonhomogeneous
nonhomogeneously
nonhomogeneousness
nonhomogenous
nonhomologous
nonhostile
nonhostilely
nonhostility
nonhouseholder
nonhousekeeping
nonhubristic
nonhuman
nonhumaness
nonhumanist
nonhumanistic
nonhumanized
nonhumanness
nonhumorous
nonhumorously
nonhumorousness
nonhumus
nonhunting
nonhydrated
nonhydraulic
nonhydrogenous
nonhydrolyzable
nonhydrophobic
nonhygrometric
nonhygroscopic
nonhygroscopically
nonhyperbolic
nonhyperbolical
nonhyperbolically
nonhypnotic
nonhypnotically
nonhypostatic
nonhypostatical
nonhypostatically
nonic
noniconoclastic
noniconoclastically
nonideal
nonidealistic
nonidealistically
nonideational
nonideationally
nonidempotent
nonidentical
nonidentification
nonidentities
nonidentity
nonideologic
nonideological
nonideologically
nonidiomatic
nonidiomatical
nonidiomatically
nonidiomaticalness
nonidolatrous
nonidolatrously
nonidolatrousness
nonidylic
nonidyличально
nonigneous
nonignitability
nonignitable
nonignitibility
nonignitable
nonignominious
nonignominiously
nonignominiousness
nonignorant
nonignorantly
nonillative
nonillatively
nonillion
nonillionth
nonilluminant
nonilluminating
nonilluminatingly
nonillumination
nonilluminative
nonillusional
nonillusiveness
nonillusively
nonillusiveness
nonillustration
nonillustrative
nonillustratively
nonimaginarily
nonimaginarialness
nonimaginary
nonimaginational
nonimbricate
nonimbricated
nonimbricately
nonimbricating
nonimbricative
nonimitability
nonimitable
nonimitating
nonimitation
nonimitational
nonimitative
nonimitatively
nonimitativeness
nonimmanence
nonimmanency
nonimmanent
nonimmanently
nonimmateriality
nonimmersion
nonimmigrant
nonimmigration
nonimmune
nonimmunities
nonimmunity
nonimmunization
nonimmunized
nonimpact
nonimpacted
nonimpairment
nonimpartment
nonimpatience
nonimpeachability
nonimpeachable
nonimpeachment
nonimpedimental
nonimpedimentary
nonimperative
nonimperatively
nonimperativeness
nonimperial
nonimperialistic
nonimperialistically
nonimperially
nonimperialness
nonimperious
nonimperiously
nonimperiousness
nonimplement
nonimplemental
nonimplication
nonimplicative
nonimplicatively
nonimportation
nonimporting
nonimposition
nonimpregnated
nonimpressionability
nonimpressionable
nonimpressionableness
nonimpressionableness
nonimpressionist
nonimpressionistic
nonimprovement
nonimpulsive
nonimpulsively
nonimpulsiveness
nonimputability
nonimputable
nonimputableness
nonimputably
nonimputation
nonimputative
nonimputatively
nonimputativeness
nonincandescence
nonincandescent
nonincandescently
nonincarnate
nonincarnated
nonincestuous
nonincestuously
nonincestuousness
nonincident
nonincidental
nonincidentally
nonincitement
noninclinable
noninclination
noninclinational
noninclinatory
noninclusion
noninclusive
noninclusively
noninclusiveness
nonincorporated
nonincorporative
nonincreasable
nonincrease
nonincreasing
nonincriminating
nonincrimination
nonincriminatory
nonincrusting
nonindependent
nonindependently
nonindexed
nonindictable
nonindictment
nonindigenous
nonindividual
nonindividualistic
nonindividualities
nonindividuality
noninduced
noninducible
noninductive
noninductively
noninductivity
nonindulgence
nonindulgent
nonindulgently
nonindurated
nonindurative
nonindustrial
nonindustrialization
nonindustrially
nonindustrial
nonindustriously
nonindustriousness
noninert
noninertial
noninertly
noninertness
noninfallibilist
noninfallibility
noninfallible
noninfallibleness
noninfallibly
noninfantry
noninfected
noninfecting
noninfection
noninfectious
noninfectiously
noninfectiousness
noninferable
noninferably
noninferential
noninferentially
noninfinitesimal
noninfinite
noninfinitely
noninfiniteness
noninflammability
noninflammable
noninflammableness
noninflammably
noninflammatory
noninflation
noninflationary
noninflected
noninflectional
noninflectionally
noninfluence
noninfluential
noninfluentially
noninformational
noninformative
noninformatively
noninformativeness
noninfraction
noninfusibility
noninfusible
noninfusibleness
noninfusibness
noninhabitability
noninhabitable
noninhabitation
noninhabitancies
noninhabitancy
noninhabitant
noninherence
noninherent
noninherently
noninheritability
noninheritable
noninheritableness
noninheritabness
noninherited
noninhibitive
noninhibitory
noninitial
noninitially
noninjuries
noninjurious
noninjuriously
noninjuriousness
noninjury
noninoculation
noninoculative
noninquiring
noninquiringly
noninsect
noninsertion
noninsistence
noninsistencies
noninsistency
noninsistent
noninspissating
noninstinctive
noninstinctively
noninstinctual
noninstinctually
noninstitution
noninstitutional
noninstitutionally
noninstruction
noninstructional
noninstructionally
noninstructive
noninstructively
noninstructiveness
noninstructress
noninstrumental
noninstrumentalistic
noninstrumentally
noninsular
noninsularity
noninsurance
nonintegrable
nonintegration
nonintegrity
nonintellectual
nonintellectually
nonintellectualness
nonintellectuals
nonintelligence
nonintelligent
nonintelligently
nonintent
nonintention
noninteracting
noninteractive
nonintercepting
noninterceptive
noninterchangeability
noninterchangeable
noninterchangeableness
noninterchangeably
nonintercourse
noninterdependence
noninterdependency
noninterdependent
noninterdependently
noninterfaced
noninterference
noninterferer
noninterfering
noninterferingly
noninterleaved
nonintermission
nonintermitten
cnonintermittently
cnonintermittentness
noninternational
noninternationally
noninterpolating
noninterpolation
noninterpolative
noninterposition
noninterpretability
noninterpretable
noninterpretational
noninterpretative
noninterpretively
noninterpretiveness
noninterrupted
noninterruptedly
noninterruptedness
noninterruption
noninterruptive
nonintersecting
nonintersectional
nonintersector
nonintervention
noninterventional
noninterventionalist
noninterventionist
noninterventionists
nonintimidation
nonintoxicant
nonintoxicants
nonintoxicating
nonintoxicatingly
nonintoxicative
nonintrospective
nonintrospectively
nonintrospectiveness
nonintroversive
nonintroversively
nonirrigable
nonirrigated
nonirrigating
nonirrigation
nonirritability
nonirritable
nonirritableness
nonirritably
nonirritancy
nonirritant
nonirritating
nonisobaric
nonisoelastic
nonisolable
nonisotropic
nonisotropous
nonissuable
nonissuably
nonius
nonjoinder
nonjournalistic
nonjournalistically
nonjudgmental
nonjudicable
nonjudicative
nonjudicators
nonjudicatory
nonjudiciable
nonjudicial
nonjudicially
nonjurable
nonjurancy
nonjurant
nonjurantism
nonjuress
nonjuridic
nonjuridical
nonjuridically
nonjuries
nonjuring
nonjurist
nonjuristic
nonjuristical
nonjuristically
nonjuror
nonjurorism
nonjurors
nonjury
nonjurying
nonkinetic
nonknowledge
nonknowledgeable
nonkoshert
nonlabeling
nonlabelling
nonlacteal
nonlacteally
nonlacteous
nonlactescent
nonlactic
nonlaminable
nonlaminated
nonlaminating
nonlaminative
nonlanguage
nonlarcenous
nonlawyer
nonlayered
nonlaying
nonleaded
nonleaking
nonlegal
nonlegato
nonlegislative
nonlegislatively
nonlegitimacy
nonlegitimate
nonlegume
nonleguminous
nonlepidopteral
nonlepidopteran
nonlepidopterous
nonleptous
nonleptously
nonlethal
nonlethally
nonlethargic
nonlethargical
nonlethargically
nonlevel
nonleviable
nonlevulose
nonliabilities
nonliability
nonliable
nonlibelous
nonlibelously
nonliberal
nonliberalism
nonliberation
nonlibidinous
nonlibidinously
nonlibidinousness
nonlicensable
nonlicensed
nonlicentiate
nonlicitious
nonlicitiously
nonlicitiousness
nonlicet
nonlicit
nonlicking
nonlife
nonlimitation
nonlimitative
nonlimiting
nonlineal
nonlinear
nonlinearities
nonlinearity
nonlinearity's
nonlinearly
nonlinguistic
nonlinkage
nonlipoidal
nonliquefiable
nonliquefying
nonliquid
nonliquidating
nonliquidation
nonliquidly
nonlister
nonlisting
nonliteracy
nonliteral
nonliterality
nonliterally
nonliteralness
nonliterarily
nonliterariness
nonliterary
nonliterate
nonlitigated
nonlitigation
nonluguubriousness
nonluminescence
nonluminescent
nonluminosity
nonluminous
nonluminously
nonluminousness
nonluster
nonlustrous
nonlustrously
nonlustrousness
nonly
nonlymphatic
nonlyric
nonlyrical
nonlyrically
nonlyricalness
nonlyricism
nonmagnetic
nonmagnetical
nonmagnetically
nonmagnetizable
nonmagnetized
nonmailable
nonmaintenance
nonmajorities
nonmajority
nonmakeup
nonmalarial
nonmalarian
nonmalarious
nonmalicious
nonmaliciously
nonmaliciousness
nonmalignance
nonmalignancy
nonmalignant
nonmalignantly
nonmalignity
nonmalleability
nonmalleable
nonmalleableness
nonmalleableness
nonmammalian
nonman
nonmanagement
nonmandatories
nonmandatory
nonmathematical
nonmathematically
nonmathematician
nonmatrimonial
nonmatrimony
nonmatter
nonmaturational
nonmaturative
nonmature
nonmaturely
nonmatureness
nonmaturity
nonmeasurability
nonmeasurable
nonmeasurableness
nonmeasurably
nonmechanical
nonmechanically
nonmechanicalness
nonmechanistic
nonmediation
nonmediative
nonmedicable
nonmedical
nonmedically
nonmedicative
nonmedicinal
nonmedically
nonmedicinically
nonmeditative
nonmeditatively
nonmeditiveness
nonmedullated
nonmelodic
nonmelodically
nonmelodious
nonmelodiously
nonmelodiousness
nonmelodramatic
nonmelodramatically
nonmelting
nonmember
nonmembers
nonmembership
nonmen
nonmenacing
nonmendicancy
nonmendicant
nonmenial
nonmenially
nonmental
nonmentally
nonmercantile
nonmercearies
nonmercenaries
nonmerchantable
nonmercerary
nonmeritorious
nonmetal
nonmetallic
nonmetalliferous
nonmetallurgic
nonmetallurgical
nonmetallurgically
nonmetals
nonmetamorphic
nonmetamorphoses
nonmetamorphosis
nonmetamorphous
nonmetaphoric
nonmetaphorical
nonmetaphorically
nonmetaphysical
nonmetaphysically
nonmeteoric
nonmeteorically
nonmeteorologic
nonmeteorological
nonmeteorologically
nonmethodic
nonmethodical
nonmethodically
nonmethodicalness
nonmetric
nonmetrical
nonmetrically
nonmetropolitan
nonmicrobic
nonmicroprogrammed
nonmicroscopic
nonmicroscopical
nonmicroscopically
nonmigrant
nonmigrating
nonmigration
nonmigratory
nonmilitancy
nonmilitant
nonmilitantly
nonmilitants
nonmilitarily
nonmilitary
nonmillionaire
nonmimetic
nonmimetically
nonmineral
nonmineralogical
nonmineralogically
nonminimal
nonministerial
nonministerially
nonministration
nonmiraculous
nonmiraculously
nonmiraculousness
nonmischievous
nonmischievously
nonmischievousness
nonmiscibility
nonmiscible
nonmissionaries
nonmissionary
nonmitigation
nonmitigative
nonmitigatory
nonmobile
nonmobility
nonmodal
nonmodally
nonmoderate
nonmoderately
nonmoderateness
nonmodern
nonmodernistic
nonmodernly
nonmodernness
nonmodificative
nonmodificatory
nonmodifying
nномolar
nonmolecular
nonmomentariness
nonmomentary
nonmonarchal
nonmonarchally
nonmonarchial
nonmonarchic
nonmonarchical
nonmonarchically
nonmonarchist
nonmonarchistic
nonmonastic
nonmonastically
nonmonetary
nonmoney
nonmonist
nonnonistic
nonmonistically
nonmonogamous
nonmonogamously
nonmonopolistic
nonmonotheistic
nonmorainic
nonmoral
nonmorality
nonmortal
nonmortally
nonmotile
nonmotility
nonmotion
nonmotivated
nonmotivation
nonmotivational
nonmotoring
nonmotorist
nonmountainous
nonmountainously
nonmoveability
nonmoveable
nonmoveableness
nonmoveably
nonmucilaginous
nonmucous
nonmulched
nonmultiple
nonmultiplication
nonmultiplicational
nonmultiplicative
nonmultiplicatively
nonmunicipal
nonmunicipally
nonmuscular
nonmuscularly
nonmusical
nonmusically
nonmusicalness
nonmussable
nonmutability
nonmutable
nonmutableness
nonmutably
nonmutational
nonmutationally
nonmutative
nonmutinous
nonmutinously
nonmutinousness
nonmutual
nonmutuality
nonmutually
nonmyopic
nonmyopically
nonmystic
nonmystical
nonmystically
nonmysticalness
nonmysticism
nonmythical
nonmythically
nonmythologic
nonmythological
nonmythologically
nonnant
nonnarcism
nonnarcissism
nonnarcissistic
nonnarcotic
nonnarration
nonnarrative
nonnasal
nonnasality
nonnasally
nonnat
nonnational
nonnationalism
nonnationalistic
nonnationalistically
nonnationalization
nonnationally
nonnative
nonnatively
nonnatives
nonnativelike
nonnativelikeness
nonnatty
nonnatural
nonnaturalism
nonnaturalist
nonnaturalistic
nonnaturality
nonnaturally
nonnaturalness
nonnaturals
nonnautical
nonnautically
nonnaval
nonnavigability
nonnavigable
nonnavigableness
nonnavigably
nonnavigation
nonnebular
nonnebulous
nonnebulously
nonnebulosity
nonnecessary
nonnecessaries
nonnecessitous
nonnecessitously
nonnecessitousness
nonnecessity
nonnegation
nonnegative
nonnegativism
nonnegativistic
nonnegativity
nonnegligence
nonnegligent
nonnegligently
nonnegligibility
nonnegligible
nonnegligibleness
nonnegligibly
nonnegotiability
nonnegotiable
nonnegotiation
nonnephritic
nonnervous
nonnervously
nonnervousness
nonnescience
nonnescient
nonneural
nonneurotic
nonneutral
nonneutrality
nonneutrally
nonnicotinic
nonnihilism
nonnihilist
nonnihilistic
nonnitric
nonnitrogenized
nonnitrogenous
nonnitrous
nonnoble
nonnomad
nonnomadic
nonnomadically
nonnominalistic
nonnomination
nonnormal
nonnormality
nonnormally
nonnormalness
nonnotable
nonnotableness
nonnotably
nonnotational
nonnotification
nonnotional
nonnotumential
nonnotumentially
nonnourishing
nonnourishment
nonnuclear
nonnucleated
nonnullification
nonnumeral
nonnumeric
nonnumerical
nonnutrient
nonnutriment
nonnutritious
nonnutritiously
nonnutritiousness
nonnutritive
nonnutritively
nonnutritiveness
nonny
nonobedience
nonobedient
nonobediently
nonobese
nonobjectification
nonobjection
nonobjective
nonobjectivism
nonobjectivist
nonobjectivistic
nonobjectivity
nonobligated
nonobligatorily
nonobligatory
nonobscurities
nonobscurity
nonobservable
nonobservably
nonobservance
nonobservant
nonobservantly
nonobservation
nonobservational
nonobserving
nonobservingly
nonobsession
nonobsessional
nonobsessive
nonobsessively
nonobsessiveness
nonobstetric
nonobstetrical
nonobstetrically
nonobstructive
nonobstructively
nonobstructiveness
nonobvious
nonobviously
nonobviousness
nonoccidental
nonoccidentally
nonoperational
nonoperative
nonopinionaness
nonopinionated
nonopinionatedness
nonopinionative
nonopinionatively
nonopinionativeness
nonopposable
nonopposant
nonopposing
nonopposition
nonoppression
nonoppressive
nonoppressively
nonoppressiveness
nonopprobrious
nonopprobriously
nonopprobriousness
nonoptic
nonoptical
nonoptically
nonoptimistic
nonoptimistical
nonoptimistically
nonoptional
nonoptionally
nonoral
nonorally
nonorchestral
nonorchestrally
nonordained
nonordered
nonordination
nonorganic
nonorganically
nonorganization
nonorientable
nonoriental
nonorientation
nonoriginal
nonoriginally
nonornamental
nonornamentality
nonornamentally
nonorthodox
nonorthodoxly
nonorthogonal
nonorthogonality
nonorthographic
nonorthographical
nonorthographically
nonoscine
nonosmotic
nonosmotically
nonostensible
nonostensibly
nonostensive
nonostensively
nonostentation
nonoutlawries
nonoutlawry
nonoutrage
nonoverhead
nonoverlapping
nonowner
nonowners
nonowning
nonoxidating
nonoxidation
nonoxidative
nonoxidizable
nonoxidization
nonoxidizing
nonoxygenated
nonoxygenous
nonpacifiable
nonpacific
nonpacificical
nonpacifically
nonpacification
nonpacificatory
nonpacifist
nonpacifistic
nonpagan
nonpaganish
nonpagans
nonpaid
nonpainter
nonpalatability
nonpalatable
nonpalatableness
nonpalatably
nonpalatal
nonpalatalization
nonpalliation
nonpalliative
nonpalliatively
nonpalpability
nonpalpable
nonpalpably
nonpantheistic
nonpantheistical
nonpantheistically
nonpapal
nonpapist
nonpapistic
nonpapistical
nonpar
nonparabolic
nonparabolical
nonparabolically
nonparadoxical
nonparadoxically
nonparadoxicalness
nonparallel
nonparallelism
nonparalyses
nonparalysis
nonparalytic
nonparametric
nonparasitic
nonparasitical
nonparasitically
nonparasitism
nonpardonning
nonpareil
nonpareils
nonparent
nonparental
nonparentally
nonpariello
nonparishioner
nonparity
nonparliamentary
nonparlor
nonparochial
nonparochially
nonparous
nonpartial
nonpartialities
nonpartiality
nonpartially
nonpartible
nonparticipant
nonparticipating
nonparticipation
nonpartisan
nonpartisanism
nonpartisans
nonpartisanship
nonpartizan
nonpartner
nonparty
nonpassenger
nonpasserine
nonpassible
nonpassionate
nonpassionately
nonpassateness
nonpastoral
nonpastorally
nonpatentability
nonpatentable
nonpatented
nonpatently
nonpaternal
nonpaternally
nonpathogenic
nonpathologic
nonpathological
nonpathologically
nonpatriotic
nonpatriotically
nonpatterned
nonpause
nonpayer
nonpaying
nonpayment
nonpeak
nonpeaked
nonpearlitic
nonpecuniary
nonpedagogic
nonpedagogical
nonpedagogically
nonpedestrian
nonpedigree
nonpedigreed
nonpejorative
nonpejoratively
nonpelagic
nonpeltast
nonpenal
nonpenalized
nonpendant
nonpendency
nonpendent
nonpendently
nonpending
nonpenetrability
nonpenetrable
nonpenetrably
nonpenetrating
nonpenetration
nonpenitent
nonpensionable
nonpensioner
nonperceivable
nonperceivably
nonperceiving
nonperceptibility
nonperceptible
nonperceptiblesness
nonperceptibly
nonperception
nonperceptional
nonperceptive
nonperceptively
nonperceptiveness
nonperceptivity
nonperceptual
nonpercipience
nonpercipiency
nonpercipient
nonpercussive
nonperfected
nonperfectibility
nonperfectible
nonperfectible
nonperfection
nonperforate
nonperforated
nonperforating
nonperformance
nonperformer
nonperforming
nonperilous
nonperilously
nonperiodic
nonperiodical
nonperiodically
nonperishable
nonperishables
nonperishing
nonperjured
nonperjuries
nonperjury
nonpermanence
nonpermanency
nonpermanent
nonpermanently
nonpermeability
nonpermeable
nonpermeation
nonpermeative
nonpermissibility
nonpermissible
nonpermissibly
nonpermission
nonpermissive
nonpermissively
nonpermissiveness
nonpermitted
nonperpendicular
nonperpendicularity
nonperpendicularly
nonperpetration
nonperpetual
nonperpetually
nonperpetuance
nonperpetuation
nonperpetuities
nonperpetuity
nonpersecuting
nonpersecution
nonpersecutive
nonpersecutory
nonperseverance
nonperseverant
nonpersevering
nonpersistence
nonpersistencey
nonpersistent
nonpersistently
nonpersisting
nonperson
nonpersonal
nonpersonally
nonpersonification
nonperspective
nonpersuadable
nonpersuasible
nonpersuasive
nonpersuasively
nonpersuasiveness
nonpertinence
nonpertinency
nonpertinent
nonpertinently
nonperturbable
nonperturbing
nonperversion
nonperversion
nonperversity
nonperversion
nonperversity
nonperversive
nonperverted
nonpervertedly
nonpervertible
nonpessimistic
nonpessimistically
nonpestilent
nonpestential
nonpestilently
nonphagocytic
nonpharmaceutic
nonpharmaceutical
nonpharmaceutically
nonphenolic
nonphenomenal
nonphenomenally
nonphilanthropic
nonphilanthropical
nonphilologic
nonphilological
nonphilosophic
nonphilosophical
nonphilosophically
nonphilosophies
nonphilosophy
nonphobic
nonphonemic
nonphonemically
nonphonetic
nonphonetical
nonphonetically
nonphosphatic
nonphosphorized
nonphosphorous
nonphotobiotic
nonphotographic
nonphotographical
nonphotographically
nonphrenetic
nonphrenetically
nonphysical
nonphysically
nonphysiologic
nonphysiological
nonphysiologically
nonpickable
nonpictorial
nonpictorially
nonpigmented
nonpinaceous
nonplacental
nonplacenta
nonplanar
nonplane
nonplanetary
nonplantowning
nonplastic
nonplasticity
nonplate
nonplated
nonplatitude
nonplatitude
nonplausibility
nonplausible
nonplausibles
nonplausibly
nonpleadable
nonpleading
nonpleadingly
nonpliability
nonpliable
nonpliable
nonpliable
nonpliability
nonpliancy
nonpliant
nonpliantly
nonpliantness
nonpluralistic
nonpluralities
nonplurality
nonplus
nonplussation
nonplused
nonpluses
nonplushed
nonplusing
nonplusssation
nonplussed
nonplusses
nonplussing
nonplutocratic
nonplutocratical
nonpneumatic
nonpneumatically
nonpoet
nonpoetic
nonpoisonous
nonpoisonously
nonpoisonousness
nonpolar
nonpolarity
nonpolarizable
nonpolarizing
nonpolemic
nonpolemically
nonpolitical
nonpolitically
nonpolluted
nonpolluting
nonponderability
nonponderable
nonponderosity
nonponderous
nonponderously
nonponderousness
nonpopery
nonpopular
nonpopularity
nonpopularly
nonpopulous
nonpopulously
nonpopulousness
nonporness
nonpornographic
nonporous
nonporousness
nonporphyritic
nonport
nonportability
nonportable
nonportentous
nonportentously
nonportentiousness
nonportrayable
nonportrayal
nonpositive
nonpositivistic
nonpossessed
nonpossession
nonpossessive
nonpossessively
nonpossessiveness
nonpossessor
nonpossible
nonpossibly
nonposthumous
nonpostponement
nonpotable
nonpotential
nonpower
nonpracticability
nonpracticable
nonpracticableness
nonpractically
nonpractical
nonpracticality
nonpractically
nonpracticalness
nonpractice
nonpracticed
nonpraedial
nonpragmatic
nonpragmatical
nonpragmatically
nonpreaching
nonprecedent
nonprecedential
nonprecious
nonpreciously
nonpreciousness
nonprecipitation
nonprecipitative
nonpataloaderily
nonpataloaderiness
nonpadoratory
nonpredestination
nonpredicative
nonpredicatively
nonpredictable
nonpredictive
nonpreferability
nonpreferable
nonpreferableness
nonpreferably
nonpreference
nonpreferential
nonpreferentialism
nonpreferentially
nonpreformed
nonpregnant
nonprehensile
nonprejudiced
nonprejudical
nonprejudicially
nonrelatic
nonrelatical
nonpremium
nonpreparation
nonpreparative
nonpreparatory
nonpreparedness
nonprepayment
nonprepositional
nonprepositionally
nonpresbyter
nonprescient
nonpresciently
nonprescribed
nonprescriber
nonprescription
nonprescriptive
nonpresence
nonpresentability
nonpresentable
nonpresentableness
nonpresentably
nonpresentation
nonpresentational
nonpreservable
nonpreservation
nonpreservative
nonpresidential
nonpress
nonpressing
nonpressure
nonpresumptive
nonpresumptively
nonprevalence
nonprevalent
nonprevalently
nonpreventable
nonpreventible
nonprevention
nonpreventive
nonpreventively
nonpreventiveness
nonpriestly
nonprimitive
nonprimarily
nonprimitively
nonprimitiveness
nonprincipiate
nonprincipled
nonprintable
nonprinting
nonprivileged
nonprivities
nonprivity
nonprobabilities
nonprobability
nonprobable
nonprobably
nonprobation
nonprobative
nonprobatory
nonproblematic
nonproblematical
nonproblematically
nonprocedural
nonprocedurally
nonprocessional
nonprocreation
nonprocreative
nonprocuring
nonprocuration
nonprocurement
nonproducer
nonproducible
nonproducing
nonproduction
nonproductive
nonproductively
nonproductiveness
nonproductivity
nonprofane
nonprofanely
nonprofaneness
nonprofanities
nonprofanity
nonprofessed
nonprofession
nonprofessional
nonprofessionalism
nonprofessionally
nonprofessorial
nonprofessorially
nonproficience
nonproficiency
nonproficient
nonprofit
nonprofitability
nonprofitable
nonprofitably
nonprofitableness
nonprofititeering
nonprognostication
nonprognosticative
nonprogrammable
nonprogrammer
nonprogressive
nonprogressively
nonprogressiveness
nonprohibitible
nonprohibition
nonprohibitive
nonprohibitively
nonprohibitorily
nonprohibitory
nonprojecting
nonprojection
nonprojective
nonprojectively
nonproletarian
nonproletariat
nonproliferation
nonproliferous
nonprolific
nonprolificacy
nonprolically
nonprolificness
nonprolifiness
nonprolix
nonprolixity
nonprolixly
nonprolixness
nonprolongation
nonprominence
nonprominent
nonprominently
nonpromiscuous
nonpromiscuously
nonpromiscuousness
nonpromissory
nonpromotion
nonpromotive
nonpromulgation
nonpronunciation
nonpropagable
nonpropagandist
nonpropagandistic
nonpropagation
nonpropagative
nonpropellent
nonprophetic
nonprophetical
nonprophetically
nonprofitable
nonpropitiative
nonpropitiative
nonproportionable
nonproportional
nonproportionally
nonproportionate
nonproportionately
nonproportionateness
nonproportioned
nonproprieties
nonproprietary
nonproprieto
nonpropriety
nonprorogation
nonpros
nonprosaic
nonprosaically
nonprosaiceness
nonproscription
nonproscriptive
nonproscriptively
nonprosecution
nonprospect
nonprosperity
nonprosperous
nonprosperously
nonprosperousness
nonprossed
nonprosses
nonprossing
nonprotecting
nonprotection
nonprotective
nonprotectively
nonproteid
nonprotein
nonproteinaceous
nonprotestation
nonprotesting
nonprotractile
nonprotractility
nonprotraction
nonprotrusion
nonprotrusive
nonprotrusively
nonprotrusiveness
nonprotuberance
nonprotuberancies
nonprotuberancy
nonprotuberant
nonprotuberantly
nonprovable
nonproven
nonprovided
nonprovident
nonprovidential
nonprovidentially
nonprovider
nonprovincially
nonprovincial
nonprovisional
nonprovisionally
nonprovisionary
nonprovocation
nonprovocative
nonprovocatively
nonprovocativeness
nonproximity
nonprudence
nonprudent
nonprudential
nonprudentially
nonprudently
nonpsychiatric
nonpsychic
nonpsychical
nonpsychically
nonpsychoanalytic
nonpsychoanalytical
nonpsychoanalytically
nonpsychologic
nonpsychological
nonpsychologically
nonpsychopathic
nonpsychopathically
nonpsychotic
nonpublic
nonpublication
nonpublicity
nonpublishable
nonpueblo
nonpuerile
nonpuerilely
nonpuerilities
nonpuerility
nonpulmonary
nonpulsating
nonpulsation
nonpulsative
nonpumpable
nonpunctual
nonpunctually
nonpunctualness
nonpunctuating
nonpunctuation
nonpuncturable
nonpungency
nonpungent
nonpungently
nonpunishable
nonpunishing
nonpunishment
nonpunitive
nonradiation
nonradiative
nonradical
nonradically
nonradicalness
nonradicness
nonradioactive
nonrailroader
nonraisable
nonraiseable
nonraised
nonrandom
nonrandomly
nonrandomness
nonranging
nonrapport
nonratability
nonratable
nonratableness
nonratably
nonrateability
nonrateable
nonrateableness
nonrateably
nonrated
nonratification
nonratifying
nonrational
nonrationalism
nonrationalist
nonrationalistic
nonrationalistical
nonrationalistically
nonrationality
nonrationalization
nonrationalized
nonrationally
nonrationalness
nonrayed
nonreaction
nonreactionaries
nonreactionary
nonreactive
nonreactor
nonreadability
nonreadable
nonreadableness
nonreadably
nonrecitation
nonrecitative
nonreclaimable
nonreclamation
nonrecline
nonreclusive
nonrecognition
nonrecognized
nonrecoil
nonrecoiling
nonrecolection
nonrecollective
nonrecombinant
nonrecommendation
nonreconciliability
nonreconcilable
nonreconcilableness
nonreconcilably
nonreconciliation
nonrecourse
nonrecoverable
nonrecovery
nonrectangular
nonrectangularity
nonrectangularly
nonrectifiable
nonrectified
nonrecuperatiness
nonrecuperation
nonrecuperative
nonrecuperativeness
nonrecuperatory
nonrecurrent
nonrecurrently
nonrecurrent
nonrecurring
nonredeemable
nonredemptible
nonredemption
nonredemptive
nonredressing
nonreduced
nonreducibility
nonreducible
nonreducibly
nonreducing
nonreduction
nonreductional
nonreductive
nonreference
nonrefillable
nonrefined
nonrefinement
nonreflected
nonreflecting
nonreflection
nonreflective
nonreflectively
nonreflectiveness
nonreflector
nonreformation
nonreformational
nonrefracting
nonrefraction
nonfractional
nonrefractive
nonrefractively
nonrefractiveness
nonrefrigerant
nonrefueling
nonfuelling
nonrefundable
nonrefutal
nonrefutation
nonregardance
nonregarding
nonregenerate
nonregenerating
nonregeneration
nonregenerative
nonregeneratively
nonregent
nonregimental
nonregimented
nonregistered
nonregistrability
nonregistrable
nonregistration
nonregression
nonregressive
nonregressively
nonregulation
nonregulative
nonregulatory
nonrehabilitation
nonreigning
nonreimbursement
nonreinforcement
nonreinstatement
nonrejection
nonrejoinder
nonrelapsed
nonrelated
nonrelativeness
nonrelation
nonrelational
nonrelative
nonrelatively
nonrelativeness
nonrelativistic
nonrelativistically
nonrelativity
nonrelaxation
nonrelease
nonrelenting
nonreliability
nonreliable
nonreliableness
nonreliably
nonreliance
nonrelieving
nonreligion
nonreligious
nonreligiously
nonreligiousness
nonrelinquishment
nonremanie
nonremediability
nonremediable
nonremediably
nonremedial
nonremediably
nonremedies
nonremedy
nonremembrance
nonremissible
nonremission
nonremittable
nonremittably
nonremittal
nonremonstrance
nonremonstrant
nonremovable
nonremuneration
nonremunerative
nonremuneratively
nonrendition
nonrenewable
nonrenewal
nonrenouncing
nonrenunciation
nonrepair
nonrepairable
nonrepairable
nonreparation
nonrepatriable
nonrepatriation
nonrepayable
nonrepaying
nonrepealable
nonrepealing
nonrepeat
nonrepeated
nonrepeater
nonrepellence
nonrepellency
nonrepellent
nonrepeller
nonrepentance
nonrepentant
nonrepentantly
nonrepetition
nonrepetitious
nonrepetitiously
nonrepetitiousness
nonrepetitive
nonrepetitively
nonreplaceable
nonreplacement
nonreplicate
nonreplicated
nonreplication
nonreportable
nonprehensibility
nonprehensible
nonprehensibleness
nonprehensibly
nonrepresentable
nonrepresentation
nonrepresentational
nonrepresentationalism
nonrepresentationist
nonrepresentative
nonrepresentatively
nonrepresentativeness
nonrepressed
nonrepressible
nonrepressibleness
nonrepressibly
nonrepression
nonrepressive
nonreprisal
nonreproducible
nonreproduction
nonreproductive
nonreproductively
nonreproductiveness
nonrepublican
nonrepudiable
nonrepudiation
nonrepudiative
nonreputable
nonreputably
nonrequireable
nonrequirement
nonrequisite
nonrequisitely
nonrequisiteness
nonrequisition
nonrequtil
nonrescissible
nonrescission
nonrescissory
nonrescue
nonresemblance
nonreservable
nonreservation
nonreserve
nonresidence
nonresidency
nonresident
nonresidential
nonresidenter
nonresidential
nonresidential
nonresidential
nonresidential
nonresidentor
nonresidents
nonresidual
nonresignation
nonresilience
nonresurrectional
nonresuscitable
nonresuscitation
nonresuscitative
nonretail
nonretainable
nonretainment
nonretaliating
nonretardation
nonretardative
nonretardatory
nonretarded
nonretardment
nonretention
nonretentive
nonretentively
nonretentiveness
nonreticence
nonreticent
nonreticently
nonretinal
nonretired
nonretirement
nonretiring
nonretraceable
nonretractation
nonretractile
nonretractility
nonretraction
nonrenchment
nonretroactive
nonretroactively
nonretroactivity
nonreturn
nonreturnable
nonrevaluation
nonrevealing
nonrevelation
nonrevenge
nonrevenger
nonrevenue
nonreverence
nonreverent
nonreverential
nonreverentially
nonreverently
nonreverse
nonreversed
nonreversibility
nonreversible
nonreversibleness
nonreversibly
nonreversing
nonreversion
nonrevertible
nonrevertive
nonreviewable
nonrevision
nonrevival
nonrevivalist
nonrevocability
nonrevocable
nonrevocably
nonrevocation
nonrevokable
nonrevolting
nonrevoltingly
nonrevolution
nonrevolutionaries
nonrevolutionary
nonrevolving
nonrhetorical
nonrhetorically
nonrheumatic
nonrhyme
nonrhymed
nonrhyming
nonrhythm
nonrhythmic
nonrhythmical
nonrhythmically
nonriding
nonrigid
nonrigidity
nonrioter
nonriot
nonriotous
nonripping
nonriparian
nonritualistic
nonritualistically
nonrival
nonrivals
nonromantic
nonromantically
nonromanticism
nonrotatable
nonrotating
nonrotation
nonrotational
nonrotative
nonround
nonrousing
nonroutine
nonroyal
nonroyalist
nonroyally
nonroyalty
nonrubber
nonrudimental
nonrudimentarily
nonrudimentariness
nonrudimentary
nonruinable
nonruinous
nonruinously
nonruinousness
nonruling
nonruminant
nonruminating
nonruminatingly
nonrumination
nonruminative
nonrun
nonrupturable
nonrupture
nonrural
nonrurally
nonrustable
nonrustic
nonrustically
nonsabbatic
nonsaccharin
nonsaccharine
nonsaccharinity
nonsacerdotal
nonsacerdotally
nonsacramental
nonsacred
nonsacredly
nonsacredness
nonsacrifice
nonsacrificial
nonsacrificing
nonsacrilegious
nonsacrilegiously
nonsacrilegiousness
nonsailor
nonsalability
nonsalable
nonsalably
nonsalaried
nonsale
nonsaleability
nonsaleable
nonsaleably
nonsaline
nonsalinity
nonsalubrious
nonsalubriously
nonsalubriousness
nonsalutarily
nonsalutariness
nonsalutary
nonsaluation
nonsalvageable
nonsalvation
nonsanative
nonsancties
nonsanctification
nonsanctimonious
nonsanctimoniously
nonsanctimoniousness
nonsanctimony
nonsanction
nonsanctities
nonsanctity
nonsane
nonsanely
nonsaneness
nonsanguine
nonsanguinely
nonsanguineness
nonsanity
nonsaponifiable
nonsaponification
nonsaporific
nonsatiability
nonsatiable
nonsatiation
nonsatire
nonsatiric
nonsatirically
nonsecession
nonsecessional
nonsecluded
nonsecludedly
nonsecludedness
nonseclusion
nonexclusive
nonexclusively
nonexclusiveness
nonsecrecies
nonsecrecy
nonsecret
nonsecretarial
nonsecretion
nonsecretionary
nonsecretive
nonsecretively
nonsecretly
nonsecretor
nonsecretories
nonsecretory
nonsectarian
nonsectional
nonsectionally
nonsectorial
nonsecular
nonsecurities
nonsecurity
nonsedentarily
nonsedentariness
nonsedentary
nonsedimentable
nonseditious
nonseditiously
nonseditiousness
nonsegmental
nonsegmentally
nonsegmentary
nonsegmentation
nonsegmented
nonsegregable
nonsegregated
nonsegregation
nonsegregative
nonseismic
nonseize
nonselected
nonselection
nonselective
nonself
nonselfregarding
nonselling
nonsemantic
nonsemantically
nonseminal
nonsenatorial
nonsensate
nonsensation
nonsensationalistic
nonsense
nonsenses
nonsensibility
nonsensible
nonsensibleness
nonsensibly
nonsensic
nonsensical
nonsensicality
nonsensically
nonsensicalness
nonsensification
nonsensify
nonsensitive
nonsensitively
nonsensitiveness
nonsensitivities
nonsensitivitiy
nonsensitization
nonsensitized
nonsensitizing
nonsensorial
nonsensory
nonsensual
nonsensualistic
nonsensuality
nonsensually
nonsensuous
nonsensuously
nonsensuousness
nonsentence
nonsententious
nonsententiously
nonsententiousness
nonsentience
nonsentiency
nonsentient
nonsentiently
nonseparability
nonseparable
nonseparablness
nonseparably
nonseparating
nonseparation
nonseparatist
nonseparative
nonseptate
nonseptic
nonsequacious
nonsequaciously
nonsequaciousness
nonsequacity
nonsequent
nonsequential
nonsequentially
nonsequestered
nonsequestration
nonseraphic
nonseraphical
nonseraphically
nonserial
nonseriality
nonserially
nonseriate
nonseriately
nonserif
nonserious
nonseriously
nonseriousness
nonserous
nonserviceability
nonserviceable
nonserviceableness
nonserviceably
nonserviential
nonservile
nonservily
nonservileness
nonsetter
nonsetting
nonsettlement
nonseverable
nonseverance
nonseverities
nonseverity
nonsexist
nonsexists
nonsexlinked
nonsexual
nonsexually
nonshaft
nonsharing
nonshatter
nonshattering
nonshedder
nonshedding
nonshipper
nonshipping
nonshredding
nonshrinkable
nonshrinking
nonshrinkingly
nonsibilance
nonsibilancy
nonsibilant
nonsibilantly
nonsiccative
nonsidereal
nonsignable
nonsignatories
nonsignatory
nonsignature
nonsignificance
nonsignificancy
nonsignificant
nonsignificantly
nonsignification
nonsignificative
nonsilicate
nonsilicated
nonsiliceous
nonsilicious
nonsilver
nonsimilar
nonsimilarity
nonsimilarly
nonsimilitude
nonsimplicity
nonsimplification
nonsimular
nonsimulate
nonsimulation
nonsimulative
nonsine
nonsinging
nonsingle
nonsingleness
nonsingular
nonsingularities
nonsingularity
nonsinkable
nonsinusoidal
nonsiphonage
nonsister
nonsitter
nonsitting
nonsked
nonskeds
nonskeletal
nonskeletally
nonskeptic
nonskeptical
nonskid
nonskidding
nonskier
nonskiers
nonskilled
nonskipping
nonslanderous
nonslaveholding
nonslip
nonslippery
nonslipping
nonsludging
nonsmoker
nonsmokers
nonsmoking
nonsmutting
nonsober
nonsobering
nonsoberly
nonsoberness
nonsobriety
nonsociability
nonsociable
nonsociableness
nonsociably
nonsocial
nonsocialist
nonsocialistic
nonsociality
nonsocially
nonsocialness
nonsocietal
nonsociety
nonsociological
nonsolar
nonsoldier
nonsolicitation
nonsolicitous
nonsolicitously
nonsolicitousness
nonsolid
nonsolidarity
nonsolidification
nonsolidified
nonsolidifying
nonsolidly
nonsolids
nonsoluble
nonsoluble
nonsolubleness
nonsolubly
nonsolution
nonsolvability
nonsolvable
nonsolvableness
nonsolvency
nonsolvent
nonsonant
nonsophistic
nonsophistical
nonsophistically
nonsophisticalness
nonsoporific
nonsovereign
nonsovereignly
nonspacious
nonspaciousness
nonspalling
nonsparing
nonsparking
nonsparkling
nonspatial
nonspatiality
nonspatially
nonspeaker
nonspeaking
nonspecial
nonspecialist
nonspecialist's
nonspecialists
nonspecialized
nonspecializing
nonspecially
nonspecie
nonspecifiable
nonspecific
nonspecifically
nonspecification
nonspecificity
nonspecified
nonspecious
nonspeciously
nonspeciousness
nonspectacular
nonspectacularly
nonspectral
nonspectrality
nonspectrally
nonspeculation
nonspeculative
nonspeculatively
nonspeculativeness
nonspeculatory
nonspherical
nonspheric
nonspherical
nonsphericality
nonspherically
nonspill
nonspillable
nonspinal
nonspinning
nonspinose
nonspinosely
nonspinosity
nonspiny
nonspiral
nonspirit
nonspirited
nonspiritedly
nonspiritedness
nonspiritedly
nonspiritual
nonspirituality
nonspiritually
nonspiritualness
nonspirituness
nonspirituous
nonspirituousness
nonspontaneous
nonspontaneously
nonspontaneousness
nonspored
nonsporeformer
nonsporeforming
nonsporting
nonsportingly
nonspottable
nonsprouting
nonspurious
nonspuriously
nonspuriousness
nontabile
nontabil
nontable
nontableness
nontably
nontainable
nontainer
nontaining
nontampable
nontandard
nontandardization
nontandardized
nontanzaic
nontaple
nontarch
nontarter
nontarting
nontatement
nontastic
nontationaries
nontationary
nontastistic
nontastistical
nontastistically
nontative
nontatable
nontatory
nontellar
nontereotyped
nontereotypic
nonstereotypical
nonsterile
nonsterilely
nonsterility
nonsterilization
nonsteroid
nonsteroidal
nonstick
nonsticky
nonstimulable
nonstimulant
nonstimulating
nonstimulation
nonstimulative
nonstipticity
nonstipation
nonstock
nonstoical
nonstoically
nonstoicalness
nonstooping
nonstop
nonstorable
nonstorage
nonstowed
nonstrategic
nonstrategical
nonstrategically
nonstratified
nonstress
nonstretchable
nonstretchy
nonstriated
nonstrictness
nonstrictured
nonstriker
nonstrikers
nonstriking
nonstringent
nonstriped
nonstrophic
nonstructural
nonstructurally
nonstructure
nonstructured
nonstudent
nonstudied
nonstudious
nonstudiously
nonstudiousness
nonstudy
nonstultification
nonstylization
nonstylized
nonstypic
nonsubconscious
nonsubconsciously
nonsubject
nonsubjected
nonsubjectification
nonsubjection
nonsubjective
nonsubjectively
nonsubjectiveness
nonsubjectivity
nonsubjugable
nonsubjugation
nonsublimation
nonsubliminal
nonsubliminally
nonsubmerged
nonsubmergence
nonsubmergibility
nonsubmergible
nonsubmersible
nonsubmissible
nonsubmission
nonsubmissive
nonsubmissively
nonsubmissiveness
nonsubordinate
nonsubordinating
nonsubordination
nonsubscriber
nonsubscribers
nonsubscribing
nonscripted
nonsubscription
nonsubsidiaries
nonsubsidiary
nonsubsidiedies
nonsubsidies
nonsubsiding
nonsubsidy
nonsuch
nonsuches
nonsuction
nonsuctorail
nonsudsing
nonsufferable
nonsufferableness
nonsufferably
nonsufferance
nonsuffrage
nonsugar
nonsugars
nonsuggestible
nonsuggestion
nonsuggestive
nonsuggestively
nonsuggestiveness
nonsuit
nonsuited
nonsuiting
nonsuits
nonsulfurous
nonsulphurous
nonsummons
nonsupervision
nonsupplemental
nonsupplementally
nonsupplementary
nonsupplicating
nonsupplication
nonsupport
nonsupportability
nonsupportable
nonsupportableness
nonsupportably
nonsupperter
nonsupporting
nonsupposed
nonsupposing
nonsuppositional
nonsuppositionally
nonsuppositive
nonsupositively
nonsuppressed
nonsuppression
nonsuppressive
nonsuppressively
nonsuppressiveness
nonsuppurative
nonsuppression
nonsurface
nonsurgical
nonsurgically
nonsurrealistic
nonsurrealistically
nonsurrender
nonsurvival
nonsurvivor
nonsusceptibility
nonsusceptible
nonsusceptibleness
nonsusceptibly
nonsusceptiness
nonsusceptive
nonsusceptiveness
nonsusceptivity
nonsuspect
nonsuspended
nonsuspension
nonsuspensive
nonsuspensively
nonsuspensiveness
nonsustainable
nonsustained
nonsustaining
nonsustenance
nonsinner
nonswearing
nonsweating
nonswimmer
nonswimming
nonsyllabic
nonsyllabicness
nonsyllogistic
nonsyllogistical
nonsyllogistically
nonsyllogizing
nonsymbiotic
nonsymbiotic
nonsymbiotically
nonsymbolic
nonsymbolical
nonsymbolically
nonsymbolicalness
nonsymmetrical
nonsymmetries
nonsystematic
nonsystematical
nonsystematically
nontabular
nontabularly
nontabulated
nontactic
nontactical
nontactically
nontactile
nontactility
nontalented
nontalkative
nontalkatively
nontalkativeness
nontan
nontangental
nontangential
nontangentially
nontangible
nontangibleness
nontangibly
nontannic
nontannin
nontanning
nontarget
nontariff
nontarnishable
nontarnished
nontarnishing
nontarred
nontautological
nontautologically
nontautomeric
nontautomerizable
nontax
nontaxability
nontaxable
nontaxableness
nontaxably
nontaxation
nontaxer
nontaxes
nontaxonomic
nontaxonomical
nontaxonomically
nonteachability
nonteachable
nonteachableness
nonteachably
nonteacher
nonteaching
nontechnical
nontechnically
nontechnicalness
nontechnologic
nontechnological
nontechnologically
nontectotaler
nontectotalist
nontelegraphic
nontelegraphical
nontelegraphically
nonteleological
nonteleologically
nontelepathic
nontelepathically
nontelephonic
nontelephonically
nontelescopic
nontelescoping
nontelic
nontemperable
nontemperamental
nontemperamentally
nontemperate
nontemperately
nontemperateness
nontempered
nontemporal
nontemporally
nontemporarily
nontemporariness
nontemporary
nontemporizing
nontemporizingly
nontemptation
nontenability
nontenable
nontenableness
nontenably
nontenant
nontenantable
nontensile
nontensility
nontentative
nontranslocation
nontranslucency
nontranslucent
nontransmission
nontransmittal
nontransmittance
nontransmittible
nontransparency
nontransparence
nontransparent
nontransparently
nontransparentness
nontransportability
nontransportable
nontransportation
nontransposable
nontransposing
nontransposition
nontraveler
nontraveling
nontraveller
nontravelling
nontransversable
nontreasonable
nontreasonableness
nontreasonably
nontreatable
nontreated
nontreaties
nontreatment
nontreaty
nontrespass
nontrial
nontribal
nontribally
nontribesman
nontribesmen
nontributary
nontrier
nontrigonometric
nontrigonometrical
nontrigonometrically
nontivial
nontiviality
nontronite
nontropic
nontropical
nontropically
nontroubling
nontruancy
nontruant
nontrump
nontrunked
nontrust
nontrusting
nontruth
nontruths
nontubercular
nontubercularly
nontuberculous
nontubular
nontumorous
nontumultuous
nontumultuously
nontumultuousness
nontuned
nonturbinate
nonturbinated
nontutorial
nontutorially
nontyphoidal
nontypical
nontypically
nontypicalness
nontypographic
nontypographical
nontypographically
nontyrannic
nontyrannical
nontyrannically
nontyrannicalness
nontyrannous
nontyrannously
nontyrannousness
nonubiquitary
nonubiquitous
nonubiquitously
nonubiquitousness
nonulcerous
nonulcerously
nonulcerousness
nonultrafilterable
nonumbilical
nonumbilicate
nonumbrellaed
nonunanimous
nonurban
nonurbanite
nonurgent
nonurgently
nonusable
nonusage
nonuse
nonuseable
nonuser
nonusers
nonuses
nonusing
nonusurious
nonusuriously
nonusuriousness
nonusurping
nonusurpingly
nonuterine
nonutile
nonutilitarian
nonutilities
nonutility
nonutilization
nonutilized
nonutterance
nonvacancies
nonvacancy
nonvacant
nonvacantly
nonvaccination
nonvacillating
nonvacillation
nonvacua
nonvacuous
nonvacuously
nonvacuousness
nonvacuum
nonvacuums
nonvaginal
nonvagrancies
nonvagrancy
nonvagrant
nonvagrantly
nonvagrantness
nonvalent
nonvalid
nonvalidation
nonvalidities
nonvalidity
nonvalidly
nonvalidness
nonvalorous
nonvalorously
nonvalorousness
nonvaluable
nonvaluation
nonvalue
nonvalued
nonvalve
nonvanishing
nonvaporosity
nonvaporous
nonvaporously
nonvaporousness
nonvariability
nonvariable
nonvariableness
nonvariably
nonvariance
nonvariant
nonvariation
nonvaried
nonvarieties
nonvariety
nonvarious
nonvariously
nonvariousness
nonvascular
nonvascularly
nonvasculose
nonvasculous
nonvassal
nonvector
nonvegetable
nonvegetation
nonvegetative
nonvegetatively
nonvegetativeness
nonvegetive
nonvehement
nonvehemently
nonvenal
nonvenally
nonvendibility
nonvendible
nonvendibleness
nonvendibly
nonvenereal
nonvenomous
nonvenomously
nonvenomousness
nonvenous
nonvenously
nonvenousness
nonventilation
nonventilative
nonveracious
nonveraciously
nonveraciousness
nonveracity
nonverbal
nonverbalized
nonverbally
nonverbosity
nonverdict
nonverifiable
nonverification
nonverifiable
nonveritableness
nonveritably
nonverminous
nonverminously
nonverminousness
nonvernacular
nonversatility
nonvertebral
nonvertebrate
nonvertical
nonverticality
nonvertically
nonverticalness
nonvesicular
nonvesicularly
nonvesting
nonvesture
nonveteran
nonveterinaries
nonveterinary
nonvexatious
nonvexatiously
nonvexatiousness
nonviability
nonviable
nonvibratile
nonviscidness
nonviscous
nonviscously
nonviscousness
nonvisibilities
nonvisibility
nonvisible
nonvisibly
nonvisional
nonvisionary
nonvisitation
nonvisiting
nonvisual
nonvisualized
nonvisually
nonvital
nonvitality
nonvitalized
nonvitally
nonvitalness
nonvitation
nonvitreous
nonvitrified
nonvitiolic
nonvituperative
nonvituperatively
nonviviparity
nonviviparous
nonviviparously
nonviviparousness
nonvocable
nonvocal
nonvocalic
nonvocality
nonvocalization
nonvocally
nonvocalness
nonvocational
nonvocationally
nonvoice
nonvoid
nonvoidable
nonvolant
nonvolatile
nonvolatileness
nonvolatility
nonvolatilizable
nonvolatilized
nonvolatiness
nonvolcanic
nonvolition
nonvolitional
nonvolubility
nonvoluble
nonvolubleness
nonvolubly
nonvoluntary
nonvortical
nonvortically
nonvoter
nonvoters
nonvoting
nonvulcanizable
nonvulcanized
nonvulgarities
nonvulgarity
nonvulval
nonvulvar
nonvacua
nonwaiver
nonwalking
nonwar
nonwarrantable
nonwarrantly
nonwarranted
nonwashable
nonwasting
nonwatertight
nonwavering
nonwaxing
nonweakness
nonwelcome
nonwelcoming
nonwestern
nonwetted
nonwhite
nonwhites
nonwinged
nonwithering
nonwonder
nonwondering
nonwoody
nonworker
nonworkers
nonworking
nonworship
noon
noonday
noondays
nooned
noonflower
nooning
noonings
noonish
noonlight
noonlit
noonmeat
noons
noonstead
noontide
noontides
noontime
noontimes
noonwards
noop
nooscopic
noose
noosed
nooser
noosers
nooses
noosing
noosphere
nopal
nopalry
nopals
nope
nopinene
nor
nor'
nor'east
nor'easter
nor'west
nor'wester
noradrenalin
noradrenaline
noradrenergic
norard
norate
noration
norbergite
norbertine
norcamphane
nordcaper
normalize
normalized
normalizer
normalizes
normalizing
normally
normalness
normals
norman
normandy
normans
normated
normative
normatively
normativeness
normed
normless
normoblast
normoblastic
normocyte
normocytic
normotensive
normothermia
normothermic
norms
norn
norna
nornicotine
nororwest
noropianic
norpinic
norroy
norry
norse
norsel
norseled
norseler
norseling
norselled
norselling
norseman
norsemen
norsk
nortelry
north
north'ard
northbound
northcountryman
northwesterner
northwestward
northwestwardly
northwestwards
nortriptyline
norward
norwards
norway
norwegian
norwegians
norwest
norwester
norwestward
norwegian
nos
norwegian
nose
nosean
noseanite
nosebag
nosebags
noseband
nosebanded
nosebands
nosebleed
nosebleeds
nosebone
noseburn
nosed
nosedive
nosegay
nosegaylike
nosegays
noseherb
nosehole
noseless
noselessly
noselessness
noselike
noselite
noseover
nosepiece
nosepinch
noser
noses
nosesmart
nosethirl
nosetiology
nosewards
nosewheel
nosewing
nosewise
nosewort
nosey
nosh
noshed
noshed
noshers
noshes
noshing
nosier
noisiest
nosig
nosily
nosine
nosiness
nosines
nosinesses
nosing
nosings
nosism
nosite
nosochthonography
nosocomial
nosocomium
nosogenesis
nosogenetic
nosogenic
nosogeny
nosogeographic
nosogeographical
nosogeography
nosographer
nosographic
nosographical
nosographically
nosographies
nosography
nosohemia
nosohemia
nosologic
nosological
nosologically
nosologies
nosologist
nosology
nosomania
nosomycosis
nosonomy
nosophobias
nosophyte
nosopoetic
nosopoietic
nosotaxy
nosotrophy
nossel
nostalgia
nostalgic
nostalgically
nostalgies
nostalgy
noster
nostic
nostoc
nostocaceous
nostochine
nostocs
nostologic
nostology
nostomania
nostomanic
nostradamus
nostrificate
nostrification
nostril
nostril's
nostriled
nostrility
nostrilled
nostrils
nostrilsome
nostrum
nostrummonger
nostrummongership
nostrummongery
nostrums
nosy
not
nota
notabene
notabilia
notabilities
notability
notable
notableness
notables
notably
notacanthid
notacanthoid
notacanthous
notaeal
notaeum
notal
notalgia
notalgic
notalia
notan
notanduda
notandum
notandums
notanencephalia
notarial
notarially
notariate
notaries
notarikon
notarization
notarizations
notarize
notarized
notarizes
notarizing
notary
notaryship
notate
notated
notates
notating
notation
notation's
notational
notations
notative
notator
notaulix
notch
notchback
notchboard
notched
notchel
notcher
notchers
notches
notchful
notching
notchweed
notchwing
notchwort
notchy
note
notebook
notebook's
notebooks
notecase
notecases
noted
notedly
notedness
notehead
noteholder
notekin
noteless
notelessly
notelessness
notelet
noteman
notemigge
notemugge
notencephalocele
notencephalus
notepad
notepads
notepaper
noter
noters
noterse
notes
notewise
noteworthy
noteworthiness
noteworthy
nothal
notharctid
nother
nothing
nothingarian
nothingarianism
nothingism
nothingist
nothingize
nothingless
notist
notitia
notition
notocentrous
notocentrum
notochord
notochordal
notocord
notodontian
notodontid
notodontoid
notogaea
notoire
notommatid
notonectal
notonectid
notopodial
notopodium
notopterid
notopteroid
notorhizal
notorieties
notoriety
notorious
notoriously
notoriousness
notornis
notothere
nototherium
nototribe
notoungulate
notour
notourly
notre
nats
notself
notturni
notturno
notum
notungulate
notus
notwithstanding
nouche
nougat
nougatine
nougats
nought
noughtily
noughtiness
noughtly
noughts
noughty
nouille
nouilles
nould
noumea
noumeaite
noumeite
noumena
noumenal
noumenalism
noumenalist
noumenality
noumenalize
noumenally
noumenism
noumenon
noumenona
noummos
noun
noun's
nounal
nounally
nounize
nounless
nouns
noup
nourice
nourish
nourishable
nourished
nourisher
nourishers
nourishes
nourishing
nourishingly
nourishment
nourishments
nouriture
nous
nousel
nouses
nouther
nouveau
nouveaute
nouveautes
nouveaux
nouvelle
nouvelles
nov
nova
novaculite
novae
novale
novalia
novalike
novantique
novarsenobenzene
novas
novate
novatian
novation
novations
novative
novator
novatory
novatrix
novcic
noveboracensis
novel
novel's
novela
novelant
novelcraft
noveldom
novelese
novelesque
novelet
noveletist
novelette
noveletter
novelettes
novelettish
novelettist
noveletty
novelisation
novelise
novelised
novelises
novelish
novelising
novelism
novelist
novelist's
novelistic	novelistically	novelists
novelivelle
novelization
novelizations
novelize
novelized
novelizes
novelizing
novella
novellae
novellas
novelle
novelless
novellike
novelly
novelmongering
noveliness
novelty
novels
novelties
novelty's
novelwright
novem
novemarticulate
november
november's
novembers
novemcostate
novemdecillion
novemdecillionth
novemdigitate
novemfid
novemlobate
novemnervate
novemperfoliate
novena
novenae
novenary
novenas
novendial
novene
novennial
novenial
novercal
noverify
noverint
nubbiness
nubbins
nubble
nubbled
nubbles
nubblier
nubbliest
nubbliness
nubbling
nubbly
nubby
nubecula
nubeculae
nubia
nubian
nubias
nubiferous
nubiform
nubigenous
nubilate
nubilation
nubile
nubilities
nubility
nubilose
nubilous
nubs
nucal
nucament
nucamentaceous
nucellar
nucelli
nucellus
nucha
nuchae
nuchal
nuchale
nuchalgia
nuchals
nuciculture
nuciferous
nuciform
nucin
nucivorous
nucleal
nucleant
nuclear
nucleary
nuclease
nucleases
nucleate
nucleated
nucleates
nucleating
nucleation
nucleations
nucleator
nucleators
nucleclei
nuclei
nucleic
nucleiferous
nucleiform
nuclein
nucleinase
nucleins
nucleization
nucleize
nuclei
nucleoalbumin
nucleoalbuminuria
nucleocapsid
nucleofugal
nucleohistone
nucleohyaloplasm
nucleohyaloplasma
nucleoid
nucleoidioplasma
nucleolar
nucleolate
nucleolated
nucleole
nucleoles
nucleoli
nucleolini
nucleolinus
nucleolocentrosome
nucleoloid
nucleolus
nucleolysis
nucleomicrosome
nucleon
nucleone
nucleonic
nucleonics
nucleons
null
nullable
nullah
nullahs
nullary
nullbiety
nulled
nullibility
nullibiety
nullibiquitous
nullibist
nullification
nullificationist
nullifications
nullificator
nullifidian
nullifidianism
nullified
nullifier
nullifiers
nullifies
nullify
nullifying
nulling
nullipara
nulliparae
nulliparity
nulliparous
nullipennate
nulliplex
nullipore
nulliporous
nullism
nullisome
nullisomic
nullities
nullity
nulliverse
nullo
nullos
nulls
nullum
nullus
num
numac
numb
nunbat
nurseling
nursemaid
nursemaids
nurser
nurseries
nurses
nursery
nursery's
nurserydom
nurseryful
nurserymaid
nurserymaids
nurseryman
nurserymen
nurses
nursestender
nursing
nursingly
nursings
nurse
nursling
nurslings
nursy
nurturable
nurtural
nurturance
nurturant
nurture
nurtured
nurtureless
nurturer
nurturers
nurture
nurtureship
nurturing
nus
nusfiah
nut
nut's
nutant
nutarian
nutate
nutated
nutates
nutating
nutation
nutational
nutations
nutbreaker
nutbrown
nutcake
nutcase
nutcrack
nutcracker
nutcrackers
nutcrackery
nutgall
nutgalls
nutgrass
nutgrasses
nuthatch
nuthatches
nuthook
nuthouse
nuthouses
nutjobber
nutlet
nutlets
nutlike
nutmeat
nutmeats
nutmeg
nutmegged
nutmeggy
nutmegs
nutpecker
nutpick
nutpicks
nutramin
nutria
nutrias
nutrice
nutricial
nutricism
nutriculture
nutrient
nutrients
nutrify
nutrilite
nutriment
nutritional
nutritional
nutrition
nutritionally
obarne
obarni
obb
obbligati
obbligato
obbligatos
obclavate
obclude
obcompressed
obconic
obconical
obcordate
obcordiform
obcuneate
obdeltoid
obdiplostemonous
obdiplostemony
obdormition
obdt
obduce
obduction
obduracies
obduracy
obdurate
obdurated
obdurately
obdurateness
obdurating
obduration
obdure
obe
obeah
obeahism
obeahisms
obeahs
obeche
obedience
obediences
obediency
obedient
obediential
obedientially
obedientialness
obedientiar
obedientiaries
obedientiary
obediently
obeisance
objurgations
objurgative
objurgatively
objurgator
objurgatorily
objurgatory
objurgatrix
oblanceolate
oblast
oblasti
oblasts
oblat
obleta
oblate
oblated
oblately
oblateness
oblates
oblating
oblatio
oblation
oblational
oblationary
oblations
oblatory
oblectate
oblectation
oble
obl
oblique
obligability
obligable
obligancy
obligant
obligate
obligated
obligately
obligates
obligati
obligating
obligation
obligation's
obligational
obligationary
obligations
obligative
obligativeness
obolary
obole
obolet
oboli
obolos
obols
obolus
obomegoid
oboormition
obouracy
oboval
obovate
obovoid
obpyramidal
obpyriform
obreption
obreptitious
obreptitiously
obrien
obrize
obrogate
obrogated
obrogating
obrogation
obrotund
obs
obscene
obscenely
obsceneness
obschner
obscenest
obscenities
obskenity
obscura
obscurancy
obscurant
obscurant
obscurantistic
obscuranticism
obscurantism
obscurantist
obscurantists
obscuras
obscuration
obscurative
obscuratory
obscurer
obsured
observation
observation's
observational
observationalism
observationally
observations
observative
observator
observatorial
observatories
observatory
observe
observed
observedly
observer
observers
observership
observes
observing
observingly
obsess
obsessed
obsesses
obsessing
obsessingly
obsession
obsession's
obsessional
obsessionally
obsessionist
obsessions
obsessive
obsessively
obsessiveness
obsessor
obsessors
obside
obsidian
obsidianite
obsidians
obsidional
obsidionary
obsidious
obsign
obsignate
obsignation
obsignatory
obsolesc
obtuse
obtusely
obtuseness
obtuser
obtusest
obtusifid
obtusifolious
obtusilingual
obtusilobous
obtusion
obtusipennate
obtusirostrate
obtusish
obtusity
obumbrant
obumbrate
obumbrated
obumbrating
obumbration
obus
obv
obvallate
obvelation
obvention
obversant
obverse
obversely
obverses
obversion
obvert
obverted
obvertend
obvertling
obverts
obviable
obviate
obviated
obviates
obviating
obviation
obviations
obviative
obviator
obviators
obvious
obviously
obviousness
obvolute
obvoluted
obvolution
obvolutive
obvolve
obvolvent
oc
oca
ocarina
ocarinas
ocas
occamist
occamy
occus
occasion
occasionable
occasional
occasionalism
occasionalist
occasionalistic
occasionality
occasionally
occasionalness
occasionary
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ornithomorph
ornithomorphic
ornithomyzous
ornithon
ornithophile
ornithophilist
ornithophilite
ornithophilous
ornithophilic
ornithophobia
ornithopod
ornithopter
ornithorrhynchous
ornithorrhynchus
ornithosaur
ornithosaurian
ornithoscelidan
ornithoscopic
ornithoscopist
ornithoscopy
ornithoses
ornithosis
ornithotic
ornithotomical
ornithotomist
ornithotomy
ornithotrophy
ornithuric
ornithurous
ornithurous
ornoite
oroanal
orobanchaceous
orobancheous
orobathymetric
orocentral
orocratic
orodagnosis
orogen
orogenesis
orogenesy
orogenetic
orogenic
orogenies
orogeny
orographical
orograph
orographic
orographical
orographically
orography
oroheliograph
orohippus
orohydrographic
orohydrographical
orohydrography
oroide
oroides
orolinguat
orologial
orologies
orologist
orology
orometer
orometers
orometric
orometry
oronasal
oronasally
oronoco
oronooko
oropharyngeal
oropharynges
oropharynx
oropharynxes
orotherapy
orotund
orotundity
orotunds
orphan
orphanage
orphanages
orphancy
orphandom
orphaned
orphange
orphanship
orpharion
orphean
orpheon
orpheonist
orpheum
orpheus
orphic
orphical
orphically
orphism
orphrey
orphreyed
orphreys
orpiment
orpiments
orpin
orpinc
orpine
orpines
orpington
orthobiosis
orthoborate
orthobrachycephalic
orthocarbonic
orthocarpous
orthocenter
orthocentre
orthocentric
orthocephalic
orthocephalous
orthocephaly
orthoceracone
orthoceras
orthoceratite
orthoceratitic
orthoceratoid
orthochlorite
orthochromatic
orthochromatize
orthoclase
orthoclaseite
orthoclastic
orthocoumaric
orthocresol
orthocym
orthocymene
orthodiaene
orthodiagonal
orthodiagram
orthodiagraph
orthodiagraphic
orthodiagraphy
orthodiazin
orthodiazone
orthodolichocephalic
orthodomatic
orthodome
orthodontia
orthodontic
orthodontics
orthodontist
orthodontists
orthodox
orthodoxal
orthodoxality
orthodoxally
orthodoxes
orthodoxian
orthodoxical
orthodoxically
orthodoxicalness
orthodoxies
orthodoxism
orthodoxist
orthodoxly
orthodoxness
orthodoxy
orthodromic
orthodromics
orthodromy
orthoeptic
orthoeptical
orthoeptically
orthoepties
orthoeplist
orthoepticist
orthoeptists
orthoepty
orthoformic
orthogamous
orthogamy
orthogonal
orthogenesis
orthogenetic
orthogenetically
orthogenic
orthognathic
orthognathism
orthognathous
orthognathus
orthognathy
orthogneiss
orthogonal
orthogonality
orthogonalization
orthogonalize
orthogonalized
orthogonalizing
orthogonally
orthogonial
orthogoniality
orthogonalization
orthogonalizer
orthogonalize
orthographic
orthographer
orthographical
orthographically
orthographies
orthographise
orthographised
orthographising
orthographist
orthographize
orthographized
orthographizing
orthography
orthohydrogen
orthologer
orthologian
orthological
orthology
orthometopic
orthometric
orthometry
orthomolecular
orthomorphic
orthonitroaniline
orthonormal
orthonormality
orthopaedia
orthopaedic
orthopaedically
orthopaedics
orthopaedist
orthopaedy
orthopath
orthopathic
orthopathically
orthopathy
orthopedia
orthopedic
orthopedical
orthopedically
orthopedics
orthopedist
orthopedists
orthopedy
orthophenylene
orthophonic
orthophony
orthophoria
orthophoric
orthophosphate
orthophosphoric
orthophyre
orthophyric
orthopinacoid
orthopinacoidal
orthoplastic
orthoplasy
orthoplumbate
orthopnea
orthopneic
orthopnoea
orthopnoeic
orthopod
orthopraxia
orthopraxis
orthopraxy
orthoprism
orthopsychiatric
orthopsychiatrical
orthopsychiatrist
orthopsychiatry
orthopter
orthoptera
orthopteral
orthopteran
orthopterist
orthopteroid
orthopterological
orthopterologist
orthopterology
orthopteron
orthopterous
orthoptetera
orthoptic
orthoptics
orthopyramid
orthopyroxene
orthoquinone
orthorhombic
orthorrhaphous
orthorrhaphy
orthoscope
orthoscopic
orthose
orthoselection
orthosemidin
orthosemidine
orthosilicate
orthosilicic
orthosis
orthosite
orthosomatic
orthospermous
orthostat
orthostatai
orthostates
orthostati
orthostatic
orthostichies
orthostichous
orthostichy
orthostyle
orthosubstituted
orthosymmetric
orthosymmetrical
orthosymmetrically
orthosymmetry
orthotactic
orthotectic
orthotic
orthotics
orthotist
orthotolidin
orthotolidine
orthotoluic
orthotoluidin
orthotoluidine
orthotomic
orthotomous
orthotone
orthotonesis
orthotonic
orthotonus
orthotropal
orthotropic
orthotropically
orthotropism
orthotropous
orthotropy
orthotype
orthotypous
orthovanadate
orthovanadic
orthoveratraldehyde
orthoveratic
orthoxazin
orthoxazine
oscheal
oscheitis
oscheocarcinoma
oscheocele
oscheolith
oscheoma
oscheonecus
oscheoplasty
oscillance
oscillancy
oscillant
oscillariaceous
oscillate
oscillated
oscillates
oscillating
oscillation
oscillation's
oscillational
oscillations
oscillative
oscillatively
oscillator
oscillator's
oscillatoria
oscillatoriaceous
oscillatorian
oscillators
oscillatory
oscillogram
oscillograph
oscillographic
oscillographically
oscillographies
oscillography
oscillometer
oscillometric
oscillometries
oscillometry
oscilloscope
oscilloscope's
oscilloscopes
oscilloscopic
oscilloscopically
oscin
oscline
oscines
oscinian
oslo
osmanli
osmate
osmateria
osmaterium
osmatic
osmatism
osmazomatic
osmazomatous
osmazome
osmesis
osmeteria
osmeterium
osmetic
osmiamic
osmic
osmics
osmidrosis
osmin
osmina
osmious
osmiridium
osmite
osmium
osmiums
osmodyssphoria
osmogene
osmograph
osmol
osmolagnia
osmolal
osmolality
osmolar
osmolarity
osmology
osmols
osmometer
osmometric
osmometrically
osmometry
osmond
osmondite
osmophobia
osmophore
osmoregulation
osmoregulatory
osmoscope
osmose
osmosed
osmoses
osmosing
osmosis
osmotactic
osmotaxis
osmotherapy
osmotic
osmotically
osmous
osmund
osmunda
osmundaceous
osmudas
osmundine
osmunds
osnaburg
osnaburgs
osoberries
osoberry
osone
osophies
osophone
osophy
osotriazine
osotriazole
ospERM
ospHERE
ospHradea
ospHradial
ospHradium
ospHresiolagnia
ospHresiologic
ospHresiologist
ospHresiology
ospHresiometer
ospHresiometry
ospHresiophilia
ospHresis
ospHretic
ospHyalgia
ospHyalgic
ospHyarthritis
ospHYitis
ospHYoceae
ospHYomelitis
ospore
osprey
ospreys
ossa
ossal
ossarium
ossature
osse
ossea
ossein
osseins
osselet
ossements
osseoalbuminoid
osseoponeurotic
osseocartilaginous
osseofibrous
osseomucoid
osseous
osseously
osset
osseter
ossetic
ossia
ossianic
ossicle
ossicles
ossicula
ossicular
ossiculate
ossiculated
ossicule
ossiculectomy
ossiculotomy
ossiculum
ossiferous
ossific
ossification
ossifications
ossificatory
ossified
ossifier
ossifiers
ossifies
ossifluence
ossifluent
ossiform
ossifrage
ossifrangent
ossify
ossifying
ossivorous
ossuaries
ossuarium
ossuary
ossypite
ostalgia
ostariophysan
ostariophysial
ostariophysous
ostarthritis
osteal
ostealgia
osteaneabrosis
osteaneagenesis
ostearthritis
ostearthrotomy
ostectomies
ostectomy
osteeectomies
osteectomy
osteectopia
osteectopy
ostein
osteitic
osteitides
osteitis
ostemia
ostemyphesis
ostend
ostensibilities
ostensibility
ostensible
ostensibly
ostension
ostensive
ostensively
ostensoria
ostensorsories
ostensorium
ostensorsoria
ostensory
ostent
ostentate
ostentation
ostentatious
ostentatiously
ostentatiousness
ostentive
ostentous
osteoaneurysm
osteoarthritic
osteoarthritis
osteoarthropathy
osteoarthrotomy
osteoblast
osteoblastic
osteoblastoma
osteocachetic
osteocarcinoma
osteocartilaginous
osteocele
ostecephaloma
osteochondritis
osteochondrofibroma
osteochondroma
osteochondromatous
osteochondropathy
osteochondrophyte
osteochondrosarcoma
osteochondrous
osteoclasis
osteoclasis
osteoclast
osteoclastic
osteoclasy
osteocolla
osteocomma
osteocranium
osteocystoma
osteocyte
osteodentin
osteodental
osteodentine
osteoderm
osteodermal
osteodermatous
osteodermia
osteodermis
osteodermous
osteodiastasis
osteodynia
osteodystrophy
osteoencephaloma
osteoenchondroma
osteoepiphysis
osteofibroma
osteofibrous
osteogangrene
osteogen
osteogenesis
osteogenetic
osteogenic
osteogenist
osteogenous
osteogeny
osteoglossid
osteoglossoid
osteographer
osteography
osteohalisteresis
osteoid
osteoids
osteolite
osteologer
osteologic
osteological
osteologically
osteologies
osteologist
osteology
osteolysis
osteolytic
osteoma
osteomalacia
osteomalacial
osteomalacic
osteomancy
osteomanty
osteomas
osteomata
osteomatoid
osteome
osteomere
osteometric
osteometrical
osteometry
osteomyelitis
osteoncus
osteonecrosis
osteoneuralgia
osteopaedion
osteopath
osteopathic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ostracode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracoderm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracodous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracophileous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostraïte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreaceous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreicultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreiculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreiculturist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreiform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreodynamometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreophage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreophagist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostreophagous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostrich's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostriches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostrichlike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostrogoth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostsises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oswego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otacoustic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otacousticon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otacust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otalgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otalgias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otalgic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otalgies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otalgy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otarioid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
otidia
otidiform
otidine
otidium
otiorhynchid
otiose
otiosely
otioseness
otiosities
otiosity
otitic
otitides
otitis
otium
otkon
otoantritis
otoblemorrhea
otocariasis
otocephalic
otocephaly
otocerebritis
otocleisis
otoconia
otoconial
otoconite
otoconium
otocrine
otocranial
otocranic
otocranium
otocyst
otocystic
otocysts
otodynia
otodynic
otoencephalitis
otogenic
otogenous
otographical
otography
otohemineurasthenia
otolaryngologic
otolaryngological
otolaryngologies
otolaryngologist
otolaryngologists
otolaryngology
otolite
ototoxic
ottajanite
ottar
ottars
ottava
ottavarima
ottavas
ottave
ottavino
ottawa
ottawas
otter
otter's
otterer
otterhound
otters
ottetto
ottinger
ottingkar
otto
ottoman
ottomans
ottomite
ottos
ottrelife
ottrelite
ottroye
oturia
otxi
ouabain
ouabains
ouabaio
ouabe
ouachitite
ouakari
ouananiche
ouanga
oubliance
oubliet
oubliette
oubliettes
ouch
ouches
oud
oudenarde
oudenodont
ouds
ouenite
outbid
outbidden
outbidder
outbidding
outbids
outbirth
outblacken
outblaze
outblazed
outblazes
outblazing
outbleat
outbleated
outbleating
outbleats
outbled
outbleed
outbleeding
outbless
outblessed
outblesses
outblessing
outblew
outbloom
outbloomed
outbloomoming
outbloomoms
outblossom
outblot
outblotted
outblotting
outblow
outblowing
outblown
outbluff
outbluffed
outbluffing
outbluffs
outblunder
outblush
outblushed
outblushes
outblushing
outbluster
outboard
outboards
outboast
outboasted
outboasting
outboasts
outbolting
outbond
outbook
outbore
outborn
outborne
outborough
outbound
outboundaries
outbounds
outbow
outbowed
outbowl
outbox
outboxed
outboxes
outboxing
outbrag
outbragged
outbragging
outbrags
outbraid
outbranch
outbranching
outbrave
outbraved
outbraves
outbraving
outbray
outbrazen
outbreak
outbreak's
outbreaker
outbreaking
outbreaks
outbreath
outbreathe
outbreathed
outbreather
outbreathing
outbred
outbreed
outbreeding
outbreeds
outtribe
outtribed
outcaroling
outcarry
outcase
outcast
outcast's
outcaster
outcasted
outcastes
outcasting
outcastness
outcasts
outcatch
outcatches
outcatching
outcaught
outcaval
outcaved
outcaveling
outcavilled
outcavilling
outcavils
outcept
outchamber
outcharm
outcharmed
outcharming
outcharms
outchase
outchased
outcatching
outcatcher
outcheat
outcheated
outcheating
outcheats
outchid
outchidden
outchide
outchided
outchides
outchiding
outcities
outcity
outclamor
outclass
outclassed
outclasses
outclassing
outcry
outcrying
outcull
outcure
outcured
outcuring
outcurse
outcursed
outcurses
outcursing
outcurve
outcurved
outcurves
outcurving
outcut
outcutting
outdaciousness
outdance
outdanced
outdances
outdancing
outdare
outdared
outdares
outdaring
outdate
outdated
outdatedness
outdates
outdating
outdazzle
outdazzled
outdazzling
outdespatch
outdevil
outdeviled
outdeviling
outdid
outdispatch
outdistance
outdistanced
outdistances
outdistancing
outdistrict
outdo
outdodge
outdodged
outdodges
outdodging
outdoer
outdoers
outdoes
outdoing
outdone
outdoor
outdoorness
outdoors
outdoorsman
outdoorismanship
outdoorsmen
outdoorsy
outdraft
outdragon
outdrank
outdraught
outdraw
outdrawing
outdrawn
outdraws
outdream
outdreamed
outdreaming
outdreams
outdreamant
outdress
outdressed
outdresses
outdressing
outdrew
outdrink
outdrinking
outdrinks
outdrive
outdriven
outdrives
outdriving
outdrop
outdropped
outdropping
outdrops
outdrove
outdrunk
outdure
outdwell
outdweller
outdwelling
outdwelt
outeat
outeate
outeaten
outeating
outeats
outecho
outechoed
outechoes
outechoing
outechos
outed
outedge
outedged
outedging
outen
outequivocate
outequivocated
outequivocating
outer
outercoat
outerly
outermost
outerness
outers
outerwear
outeye
outeyed
outfable
outfabled
outfables
outfabling
outface
outfaced
outfaces
outfacing
outfall
outfalls
outfame
outfamed
outfaming
outfangthief
outfast
outfasted
outfasting
outfasts
outfawn
outfawned
outfawning
outfawns
outfeast
outfeasted
outfeasting
outfeasts
outfeat
outfed
outfeed
outfeeding
outfeel
outfeeling
outfeels
outfelt
outfence
outfenced
outfencing
outferret
outffed
outfiction
outfield
outfielded
outfielder
outfielders
outfielding
outfields
outfieldsman
outfieldsmen
outfight
outfighter
outfighting
outfights
outfigure
outfigured
outfiguring
outfind
outfinding
outfinds
outfire
outfired
outfires
outfiring
outfish
outfit
outfit’s
outfits
outfitted
outfitter
outgives
outgiving
outglad
outglare
outglared
outglares
outglaring
outgleam
outglitter
outgloom
outglow
outglowed
outglowing
outglows
outgnaw
outgnawed
outgnawing
outgnawn
outgnaws
outgo
outgoer
outgoes
outgoing
outgoingness
outgoings
outgone
outgreen
outgrew
outgrin
outgrinned
outgrinning
outgrins
outground
outgroup
outgroups
outgrow
outgrowing
outgrown
outgrows
outgrowth
outgrowths
outguard
outguess
outguessed
outguesses
outguessing
outguide
outguided
outhyperbolize
outhyperbolized
outhyperbolizing
outimage
outing
outings
outinvent
outish
outissue
outissued
outissuing
outjazz
outjest
outjet
outjetted
outjetting
outjinx
outjinxed
outjinxes
outjinxing
outjockey
outjourney
outjourneyed
outjourneying
outjuggle
outjuggled
outjuggling
outjump
outjumped
outjumping
outjumps
outjut
outjuts
outjutted
outjutting
outkeep
outkeeper
outkeeping
outkeepers
outkept
outkick
outkicked
outkicking
outkicks
outkill
outking
outkiss
outkissed
outkisses
outkissing
outkitchen
outknave
outknee
outlabor
outlaid
outlain
outlance
outlanced
outlancing
outland
outlander
outlandish
outlandishly
outlandishness
outlands
outlash
outlast
outlasted
outlasting
outlasts
outlaugh
outlaughed
outlaughing
outlaughs
outlaunch
outlaw
outlawed
outlawing
outlawries
outlawry
outlaws
outlay
outlay's
outlaying
outlays
outlead
outleading
outlean
outleap
outleaped
outleaping
outleaps
outleapt
outlearn
outlearned
outlearning
outlearns
outlearnt
outled
outlegend
outlength
outlengthen
outler
outlet
outlet's
outlets
outlie
outlier
outliers
outlies
outligger
outlighten
outlimb
outlimn
outline
outlinear
outlined
outlineless
outliner
outlines
outligner
outlining
outlip
outlipped
outlipping
outlive
outlived
outliver
outlivers
outlives
outliving
outlled
outlodging
outlook
outlooker
outlooks
outlope
outlord
outlot
outlove
outloved
outloves
outloving
outlung
outluster
outly
outlying
outmagic
outmalaprop
outmalaproped
outmalaproping
outman
outmaneuver
outmaneuvered
outmaneuvering
outmaneuvers
outmanned
outmanning
outmanoeuvred
outmanoeuvring
outmanoeuvre
outmans
outmantle
outmarch
outmarched
outmarches
outmarching
outmarriage
outmarried
outmarr
outmarring
outmaster
outmatch
outmatched
outmatches
outmatching
outmate
outmated
outmating
outmeasure
outmeasured
outmeasuring
outmen
outmerchant
outmiracle
outmode
outmoded
outmodes
outmoding
outmost
outmount
outpromised
outpromising
outpry
outprying
outpull
outpulled
outpulling
outpulls
outpupil
outpurl
outpurse
outpursue
outpursued
outpursuing
outpush
outpushed
outpushes
outpushing
output
output's
outputs
outputted
outputter
outputting
outquaff
outquarters
outqueen
outqueried
outquery
outquerying
outquestion
outquibble
outquibbled
outquibbling
outquibled
outquibling
outquote
outquoted
outquotes
outquoting
outr
outrace
outraced
outraces
outracing
outrage
outraged
outragely
outrageous
outrageously
outrageousness
outrageproof
outrager
outrages
outraging
outrail
outraise
outraised
outraises
outraising
outrake
outran
outrance
outrances
outrang
outrange
outranged
outranges
outranging
outrank
outranked
outranking
outranks
outrant
outrap
outrapped
outrapping
outrate
outrated
outrating
outraught
outrave
outraved
outraves
outraving
outray
outraze
outre
oureach
outreached
outreaches
outreaching
outread
outreading
outreads
outreason
outsatisfying
outsavor
outsavored
outsavoring
outsavors
outsaw
outsay
outsaying
outscape
outscent
outscold
outscolded
outscoiling
outscoils
outscoiling
outscoils
outscore
outscored
outscores
outscooping
outscooped
outscooping
outscooped
outscoon
outscooned
outscooning
outscoons
outscoor
outscooring
outscoout
outscream
outsea
outsream
outssearch
outsee
outseeing
outseek
outseeking
outseen
outsees
outsells
outselling
outsells
outselling
outsend
outsentinel
outsentries
outsentry
outsert
outserts
outservant
outservant
outserved
outserves
outserving
outset
outsets
outsetting
outsettlement
outsettler
outshadow
outshake
outshame
outshamed
outshames
outshaming
outshape
outshaped
outshaping
outsharp
outsharpen
outsheathe
outshift
outshifts
outshine
outshined
outshiner
outshines
outshining
outshone
outshoot
outshooting
outshoots
outshot
outshoulder
outshout
outshouted
outshouting
outshouts
outshove
outshoved
outshoving
outshow
outshowed
outshower
outshown
outshriek
outshriill
outshut
outside
outsided
outsidedness
outsideness
outsider
outsider's
outsiderness
outsiders
outsides
outsift
outsigh
outsight
outsights
outsin
outsing
outsinging
outsings
outsinned
outsinning
outsins
outsit
outsits
outsitting
outsize
outsized
outsizes
outskill
outskip
outskipped
outskipping
outskirmish
outskirmisher
outskirt
outskirter
outskirts
outslander
outslang
outsleep
outsleeping
outsleeps
outslept
outslick
outslid
outslide
outsling
outslink
outslip
outsmart
outsmarted
outsmarting
outsmarts
outswagger
outswam
outware
outswarm
outwear
outswearing
outswears
outswEEP
outswEEPING
outswEEPings
outsweeten
outwell
outswift
outswim
outswiMMing
outswims
outswindle
outswindled
outswindling
outswing
outswinger
outswinging
outswirl
outswore
outsworn
outswum
outswung
outtake
outtaken
outtakes
outtalent
outtalk
outtalked
outtalking
outtalks
outtask
outtasked
outtalking
outtasks
outtaste
outtear
outtearing
outtease
outteased
outteasing
outtell
outtelling
outtells
outthank
outthanked
outthanking
outthanks
outthieve
outthieved
outthieving
outthink
outthinking
outthinks
outthought
outthreaten
outthrew
outthrob
outthrobbed
outthrobbing
outthrobs
outthrough
outthrow
outthrowing
outthrown
outthrows
outthrust
outthruster
outthrusting
outhunder
outhwack
outtinkle
outtinkled
outtinkling
outtire
outtired
outtiring
outtoil
outtold
outtongue
outtongued
outtonguing
outtop
outtopped
outtopping
outtore
outtorn
outtower
outtowered
outtowering
outtowers
outtrade
outwatches
outwatching
outwater
outwave
outwaved
outwaving
outway
outwealth
outweapon
outweaponed
outwear
outwearing
outwearied
outwearies
outwearing
outwears
outweary
outwearying
outweave
outweaving
outweed
outweep
outweeping
outweeps
outweigh
outweighed
outweighing
outweighs
outweight
outwell
outwent
outwept
outwhirl
outwhirled
outwhirling
outwhirls
outwick
outwiggle
outwiggled
outwiggling
outwile
outwiled
outwiles
outwiling
outwill
outwilled
outwilling
outwills
outwin
outwind
outwinded
outwinding
outwindow
outwinds
outwing
outwish
outwished
outwishes
outwishing
outwit
outwith
outwits
outwittal
outwitted
outwitter
outwitting
outwoe
outwoman
outwood
outword
outwore
outwork
outworked
outworker
outworkers
outworking
outworks
outworld
outworn
outworth
outwove
outwoven
outwrangle
outwrangled
outwrangling
outwrench
outwrest
outwrestle
outwrestled
outwrestling
outwriggle
outwriggled
outwriggling
outwring
outwringing
outwrit
outwrite
outwrites
outwriting
outwritten
outwrote
outwrought
outwrung
outwwept
outwwove
outwwoven
outyard
outyell
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overnear
overnear
overnear
overne
overoptimist
overoptimistic
overoptimistically
overorder
overorganization
overorganize
overorganized
overorganizing
overornament
overornamental
overornamentality
overornamentally
overornamentation
overornamented
overoxidization
overoxidize
overoxidized
overoxidizing
overpack
overpaid
overpained
overpainful
overpainfully
overpainfulness
overpaint
overpamper
overpark
overpart
overparted
overpartial
overpartiality
overpartially
overpartialness
overparticular
overparticularity
overparticularly
overparticularness
overparty
overpass
overpassed
overpasses
overpassing
overpassionate
overpassionately
overpassionateness
overpast
overpatient
overpatriotic
overpatriotically
overpatriotism
overpay
overpaying
overpayment
overpays
overpeer
overpenalization
overpenalize
overpenalized
overpenalizing
overpending
overpensive
overpensively
overpensiveness
overpeople
overpeopled
overpeopling
overpepper
overperemptorily
overperemptoriness
overperemptory
overpermissive
overpermissiveness
overpersecute
overpersecuted
overpersecuting
overpersuade
overpersuaded
overpersuading
overpersuasion
overpert
overpessimism
overpessimistic
overpessimistically
overpet
overphilosophize
overphilosophized
overphilosophizing
overphysic
overpick
overpictorialize
overpictorialized
overpictorializing
overpicture
overpinching
overpious
overpiousness
overpitch
overpitched
overpiteous
overpiteously
overpiteousness
overplace
overplaced
overplacement
overplain
overplainly
overplainness
overplant
overplausible
overplausibleness
overplausibly
overplay
overplayed
overplaying
overplays
overplease
overpleased
overpleasing
overplentitude
overplenteous
overplenteously
overplenteousness
overplentiful
overplentifully
overplentifulness
overplenty
overplied
overplies
overplot
overplow
overplumb
overplume
overplump
overplumpness
overplus
overpluses
overply
overplying
overpoeticize
overpoeticized
overpoeticizing
overpointed
overpoise
overpole
overpractice
overpracticed
overpracticing
overpraise
overpraised
overpraises
overpraising
overpratice
overpraticed
overpraticing
overpray
overpreach
overprecise
overprecisely
overpreciseness
overprecision
overpreface
overpregnant
overpreoccupation
overpreoccupied
overpreoccupy
overpreoccupying
overpress
overpressure
overpresumption
overpresumptive
overpresumptively
overpresumptiveness
overpresumptuous
overpresumptuously
overpresumptuousness
overprice
overpriced
overprices
overpricing
overprick
overpride
overprint
overprinted
overprinting
overprints
overprize
overprized
overprizer
overprizing
overprocrastination
overproduce
overproduced
overproduces
overproducing
overproduction
overproductive
overproficiency
overproficient
overproficiently
overprofusion
overprolific
overprolifically
overprolificness
overprolix
overprolixity
overprolixly
overprolixness
overprominence
overprominent
overprominently
overprominentness
overpromise
overpromised
overpromising
overprompt
overpromptly
overpromptness
overprone
overproneness
overproness
overpronounce
overpronounced
overpronouncing
overpronunciation
overproof
overproportion
overproportionate
overproportionated
overproportionately
overproportioned
overprosperity
overprosperous
overprosperously
overprosperousness
overprotect
overprotected
overprotecting
overprotection
overprotective
overprotects
overquickly
overquiet
overquietly
overquietness
overrace
overrack
overrake
overraked
overraking
overran
overraness
overrange
overrank
overrankness
overrapture
overrapturize
overrash
overrashly
overrashness
overrate
overrated
overrates
overrating
overrational
overrationalization
overrationalize
overrationalized
overrationalizing
overrationally
overraught
overravish
overreach
overreached
overreacher
overreachers
overreaches
overreaching
overreachingly
overreachingness
overreact
overreacted
overreacting
overreaction
overreactions
overreactive
overreacts
overread
overreader
overreadily
overreadiness
overreading
overready
overrealism
overrealistic
overrealistically
overreckon
overreckoning
overrecord
overreduce
overreduced
overreducing
overreduction
overrefine
overrefined
overrefinement
overrefines
overrefining
overreflection
overreflective
overreflectively
overreflectiveness
overregiment
overregimentation
overregister
overregistration
overregular
overregularity
overregularly
overregulate
overregulated
overregulating
overregulation
overrelax
overreliance
overreliant
overreligion
overreligiosity
overreligious
overreligiously
overreligiousness
overremiss
overremissly
overremissness
overrennet
overrent
overreplete
overrepletion
overrepresent
overrepresentation
overrepresentative
overrepresentatively
overrepresentativeness
overrepresented
overrepress
overreprimand
overreserved
overreservedly
overreservedness
overresist
overresolute
overresolutely
overresoluteness
overrestore
overrestrain
overrestraint
overrestrict
overrestriction
overretention
overreward
overrich
overriches
overrichly
overrichness
overrid
overridden
override
override
overrides
overriding
overrife
overrigged
overright
overrighteous
overrighteously
overrighteousness
overrigid
overrigidity
overrigidly
overrigidness
overrigorous
overrigorously
overrigorousness
overrim
overriot
overseing
oversell
overselling
oversells
oversend
oversensitivity
oversensible
oversensibleness
oversensibly
oversensitive
oversensitively
oversensitiveness
oversensitivity
oversensitize
oversensitized
oversensitizing
oversententious
oversentimental
oversentimentalism
oversentimentality
oversentimentalize
oversentimentalized
oversentimentalizing
oversentimentally
overserene
overserenerely
overserenity
overserious
overseriously
overseriously
overseriousness
overservice
overservile
overservilely
overservileness
overservility
overset
oversets
oversetter
oversetting
oversettle
oversettled
oversettlement
oversettling
oversevere
overseverely
oversevereness
overseverity
oversew
oversewed
oversewing
oversewn
oversews
oversexed
overshad
overshade
overshaded
overshading
overshadow
overshadowed
overshadower
overshadowing
overshadowingly
overshadowment
overshadows
overshake
overshar
oversharpen
oversharpness
overshaver
oversheet
overshelving
overshepherd
overshine
overshined
overshining
overshirt
overshoe
overshoes
overshone
overshoot
overshooting
overshoots
overshort
overshorten
overshortly
overshortness
overshot
overshots
overshoulder
overshowered
overshrink
overshroud
oversick
overside
oversides
oversight
oversight's
oversights
oversigned
oversile
oversilence
oversilent
oversilently
oversilentness
oversilver
oversimple
oversimpleness
oversimplicity
oversimplification
oversimplifications
oversimplified
oversimplifies
oversimplify
oversimplifying
oversimply
oversize
oversized
oversizes
oversizing
overskeptical
overskeptically
overskepticalness
overskepticism
overskim
overskip
overskipper
overskirt
overslack
oversland
overslaught
overslaughed
overslaughing
overslavish
overslavishly
overslavishness
oversleep
oversleeping
oversleeps
oversleeve
overslept
overslid
overslidden
overslide
oversliding
overslight
overslip
overslipped
overslippering
overslips
overslipt
overslop
overslope
overslow
overslowly
overslowness
overslur
oversmall
oversman
oversmite
oversmitten
oversmoke
oversmooth
oversmoothly
oversmoothness
oversness
oversnow
oversoak
oversoaked
oversoaking
oversoaks
oversoap
oversoar
oversocial
oversocialize
oversocialized
oversocializing
oversocially
oversock
oversoft
oversoften
oversoftly
oversoftness
oversold
oversolemn
oversolemnity
oversolemnly
oversolemnness
oversolicitous
oversolicitously
oversolicitousness
oversolidification
oversolidified
oversolidify
oversolidifying
overspeed
overspeedily
overspeediness
overspeedy
overspend
overspender
overspending
overspends
overspent
overspice
overspiced
overspicing
overspill
overspilled
overspilling
overspilt
overspin
overspins
oversplash
overspoke
overspoken
overspread
overspreading
overspreads
overspring
oversprinkle
oversprung
overspun
oversqueak
oversqueamish
oversqueamishly
oversqueamishness
overshot
overstaff
overstaid
overstain
overstale
overstalely
overstaleness
overstalled
overstand
overstanding
overstarch
overstaring
overstated
overstatedly
overstatement
overstatement's
overstatements
overstates
overstating
overstay
overstayal
overstayed
overstaying
overstays
oversteadfast
oversteadfastly
oversteadfastness
oversteadily
oversteadiness
oversteady
oversteer
overstep
overstepped
overstepping
oversteps
overstiff
overstiffen
overstiffly
overstiffness
overstifle
overstimulate
overstimulated
overstimulates
overstimulating
overstimulation
overstimulative
overstimulatively
overstimulativeness
overstir
overstirred
overstirring
overstirs
overstitch
overstock
overstocked
overstocking
overstocks
overstood
overstoop
overstoping
overstore
overstored
overstoring
overstory
overstout
overstoutly
overstoutness
overstowage
overstowed
overstraight
overstraighten
overstraightly
overstraightness
overstrain
overstrained
overstraining
overstrait
overstraiten
overstraitly
overstraitness
overstream
overstrength
overstrengthen
overstress
overstressed
overstretch
overstretched
overstretches
overstretching
overstrew
overstrewed
overstrewing
overstrewn
overstricken
overstrict
overstrictly
overstrictness
overstridden
overstride
overstridence
overstridency
overstrident
overstridently
overstridentness
overstriding
overstrike
overstrikes
overstriking
overstring
overstringing
overstrive
overstriven
overstriving
overstrode
overstrong
overstrongly
overstrongness
overstrove
overstruck
overstrung
overstud
overstudied
overstudious
overstudiously
overstudiousness
overstudy
overstudying
overstuff
overstuffed
oversublime
oversubscribe
oversubscribed
oversubscriber
oversubscribes
oversubscribing
oversubscription
oversubtle
oversubtle
oversubtleties
oversubtlety
oversubtly
oversufficiency
oversufficient
oversufficiently
oversum
oversup
oversuperstitious
oversuperstitiously
oversuperstitiousness
oversupped
oversupping
oversupplied
oversupplies
oversupply
oversupplying
oversups
oversure
oversured
oversurely
oversureness
oversurety
oversurge
oversuring
oversurviving
oversusceptibility
oversusceptible
oversusceptibleness
oversusceptibly
oversuspicious
oversuspiciously
oversuspiciousness
overswarm
overswarming
overswarth
oversway
oversweated
oversweep
oversweet
oversweeten
oversweetly
oversweetness
overswell
overswellded
overswelling
overswift
overswim
overswimmer
overswing
overswinging
overswirling
overswollen
oversystematic
oversystematically
oversystematicalness
oversystematize
oversystematized
oversystematizing
overt
overtakable
overtake
overtaken
overtaker
overtakers
overtakes
overtaking
overtalk
overtalkative
overtalkatively
overtalkativeness
overtalker
overtame
overtamely
overtameness
overtapped
overtare
overtariff
overtarry
overtart
overtartly
overtartness
overtask
overtasked
overtasking
overtasks
overtaught
overtax
overtaxation
overtaxed
overtaxes
overtaxing
overteach
overteaching
overtechnical
overtechnically
overtechnicality
overtechnically
overtedious
overtediously
overtediousness
overteneem
overtell
overtelling
overtempt
overtenacious
overtenaciously
overtenaciousness
overtenacity
overtender
overtenderly
overtenderness
overtense
overtensely
overtenseness
overtension
overtterrible
overtest
overtimes
overtimid
overtimidity
overtimidly
overtimidness
overtiming
overtimorous
overtimorously
overtimorousness
overtinsel
overtinseled
overtinseling
overtint
overtip
overtipple
overtippled
overtippling
overtire
overtired
overtiredness
overtires
overtiring
overtitle
overtly
overtness
overtoe
overtoil
overtoiled
overtoiiling
overtois
overtoise
overtold
overtolerance
overtolerant
overtolerantly
overtone
overtone's
overtones
overtongued
overtook
overtop
overtopped
overtopping
overtopple
overtops
overtorture
overtortured
overtorturing
overtower
overtrace
overtrack
overtrade
overtraded
overtrader
overtrading
overtrailed
overtrain
overtrained
overtraining
overtrains
overtrample
overtravel
overtravels
overtravelling
overtravelling
overtravels
overtravelling
overtruthful
overtrustful
overtrustfully
overtrustfulness
overtruthfully
overtruthfulness
overtumble
overture
overture's
overtured
overtures
overturing
overt
overturable
overtured
overveil
overventilate
overventilated
overventilating
overventilation
overventuresome
overventurous
overventurously
overventurousness
overview
overview's
overviews
overvigorous
overvigorously
overvigorosity
overviolent
overviolently
overviolentness
overvoltage
overvote
overvoted
overvotes
overvoting
overwade
overwages
overwakes
overwalk
overwander
overward
overwarily
overwariness
overwarm
overwarmed
overwarming
overwarms
overwart
overwary
overwash
overwasted
overwatch
overwatcher
overwater
overwave
overway
overweak
overweakly
overweakness
overwealth
overwealthy
overweaponed
overwear
overwearing
overwears
overwary
overwearying
overweather
overweave
overweb
overween
overweened
overweener
overweening
overweeningly
overweeningness
overweenens
overweep
overweigh
overweighed
overweighing
overweighs
overweight
overweightage
overweighted
overweighting
overwell
overwelt
overwend
overwent
overwet
overwetness
overwets
overwetted
overwetting
overwheel
overwhelm
overwhelmed
overwhelmer
overwhelming
overwhelmingly
overwhelmingness
overwhelms
overwhip
overwhipped
overwhipping
overwhirl
overwhisper
overwide
overwidely
overwideness
overwild
overwildly
overwildness
overwilily
overwilling
overwillingly
overwillingness
overwily
overwin
overwind
overwinding
overwinds
overwing
overwinning
overwintertime
overwintered
overwintering
overwiped
overwisdom
overwise
overwisely
overwithered
overwoman
overwomanize
overwomanly
overwon
overwood
overwooded
overwoody
overword
overwords
overwore
overwork
overworked
overworking
overworks
overworld
overworn
overworry
overworship
overwound
overwove
overwoven
overwrap
ovigenous
oviger
ovigerm
ovigerous
ovile
ovine
ovines
ovinia
ovipara
oviparal
oviparity
oviparous
oviparously
oviparousness
oviposit
oviposited
ovipositing
oviposition
ovipositional
ovipositor
oviposits
ovisac
ovisaclike
ovisacs
oviscapt
ovism
ovispermary
ovispermiduct
ovist
ovistic
ovivorous
ovocyte
ovoelliptic
ovoflavin
ovogenesis
ovogenetic
ovogenous
ovoglobulin
ovogonium
ovoid
ovoidal
ovoids
ovolemma
ovoli
ovolo
ovological
ovologist
ovology
ovolos
ovolytic
ovomucoid
ovonic
ovonics
ovoplasm
ovoplasmic
ovopyriform
ovorhomboid
ovorhomoidal
ovotesticular
ovotestis
ovovitellin
ovoviviparism
ovoviviparity
ovoviviparous
ovoviviparously
ovoviviparousness
ovular
ovularian
ovulary
ovulate
ovulated
ovulates
ovulating
ovulation
ovulations
ovulatory
ovule
ovules
ovuliferous
ovuligerous
ovulist
ovulite
ovulum
ovum
ow
owd
owe
owed
owely
owenian
ower
owerance
owerby
owercome
owergang
owerloup
owyheeite
ox
oxacid
oxacillin
oxadiazole
oxalacetate
oxalacetic
oxalaemia
oxalaldehyde
oxalamid
oxalamide
oxalan
oxalate
oxalated
oxalates
oxalating
oxalato
oxaldehyde
oxalemia
oxalic
oxalidaceous
oxalis
oxalisces
oxalite
oxaloacetate
oxaloacetic
oxalodiacetic
oxalonitril
oxalonitrile
oxaluramid
oxaluramide
oxalurate
oxaluria
oxaluric
oxalyl
oxalylurea
oxamate
oxamethane
oxamic
oxamid
oxamide
oxamidin
oxamidine
oxammite
oxan
oxanate
oxane
oxanic
oxanilate
oxanilic
oxanilide
oxazin
oxazine
oxazines
oxazole
oxbane
oxberries
oxberry
oxbird
oxbiter
oxblood
oxbloods
oxbow
oxbows
oxboy
oxbrake
oxcart
oxcarts
oxcheek
oxdiacetic
oxdiazole
oxea
oxeate
oxen
oxeote
oxer
oxes
oxetone
oxeye
oxeyes
oxfly
oxford
oxfords
oxgall
oxgang
oxgate
oxgoad
oxgarrow
oxhead
oxheal
oxheart
oxhearts
oxherd
oxhide
oxhoft
oxhorn
oximate
oximation
oxime
oximes
oximeter
oximetric
oximetry
oxims
oxindole
oxland
oxlike
oxlip
oxlips
oxman
oxmanship
oxoindoline
oxonian
oxonic
oxonium
oxozone
oxozonide
oxozonides
oxpecker
oxpeckers
oxphony
oxreim
oxshoe
oxskin
oxtail
oxtails
oxter
oxters
oxtongue
oxtongues
oxwort
oxy
oxyacanthin
oxyacanthine
oxyacanthous
oxyacetylene
oxyacid
oxyacids
oxyaldehyde
oxyamine
oxyanthracene
oxyantraquinone
oxyaphia
oxyaster
oxyazo
oxybapha
oxybaphon
oxybenzaldehyde
oxybenzene
oxybenzoic
oxybenzyl
oxyberberine
oxyblemnia
oxybromide
oxybutyria
oxybutyric
oxycalcium
oxycalorimeter
oxycamphor
oxycaproic
oxycarbonate
oxycellulose
oxycerephalic
oxycerephalism
oxycerephalous
oxycerephaly
oxycerechlorate
oxycerechloric
oxycerechlorid
oxycerechloride
oxycerechlorine
oxycerecholesterol
oxycerechromatic
oxycerechromatin
oxycerechromatinic
oxycerecinnamic
oxycerecorktammine
oxycerecopalvic
oxycerecoumarin
oxycerecrate
oxycerecyanide
oxycerecactyl
oxycerease
oxycereasitic
oxycereation
oxycereact
oxycereacte
oxycereacthesia
oxycereather
oxycereethyl
oxycerefatty
oxycerefluoride
oxyceregas
oxygen
oxygenant
oxygenase
oxygenate
oxygenated
oxygenates
oxygenating
oxygenation
oxygenator
oxygenator
oxygenic
oxygenicity
oxygenium
oxygenizable
oxygenization
oxygenize
oxygenized
oxygenizement
oxygenizer
oxygenizing
oxygenless
oxygenous
oxygens
oxygeusia
oxygnathous
oxygon
oxygonal
oxygonial
oxyhaematin
oxyhaemoglobin
oxyhalide
oxyhaloid
oxyhematin
oxyhemocyanin
oxyhemoglobin
oxyhexactine
oxyhexaster
oxyhydrate
oxyhydric
oxyhydrogen
oxyiodide
oxyketone
oxyl
oxyluciferin
oxyluminescence
oxyluminescent
oxymandelic
oxymel
oxymethylene
oxymomora
oxymora
oxymoron
oxymoronic
oxymuriate
oxymuriatic
oxynaphthoic
oxynaphtoquinone
oxynarcotine
oxyneurin
oxyneurine
oxynitrate
oxynitic
oxynophilic
oxypia
oxypo
oxysphresia
oxypetalous
oxYPHENol
oxYPHENyl
oxYPHil
oxYPHile
oxYPHiles
oxYPHilic
oxYPHilous
oxYPHils
oxYPHonia
oxYPHony
oxYPHosphate
oxYPHthalic
oxYPHYlous
oxYPHYte
oxYPicric
oxYProlinc
oxYPromic
oxYPurinc
oxYPyrcnos
oxYPyrcnos
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oxYPyrinc
oysterbird
oystercatcher
oystered
oysterer
oysterers
oysterfish
oysterishes
oystergreen
oysterhood
oysterhouse
oysteries
oystering
oysterish
oysterishness
oysterlike
oysterling
oysterman
oystermen
oysterous
oysterroot
oysters
oysterseed
oystershell
oysterwife
oysterwoman
oysterwomen
oz
ozaena
ozarkite
ozena
ozobrome
ozocerite
ozoena
ozokerit
ozokerite
ozonate
ozonation
ozonator
ozone
ozoned
ozoner
ozones
ozonic
ozonid
ozonide
ozonides
ozoniferous
ozonification
ozonify
ozonise
ozonised
ozonisces
ozonising
ozonization
ozonize
ozonized
ozonizer
ozonizers
ozonizes
ozonizing
ozonolysis
ozonometer
ozonometry
ozonoscope
ozonoscopic
ozonosphere
ozonospheric
ozonous
ozophen
ozophene
ozostomia
ozotype
ozs
p
p's
pa
paal
paaneleinrg
paar
paaraphimosis
paas
paauw
paawkier
paba
pabulum
pabble
pablo
pablum
pabouch
pabular
pabulary
pabulation
pabulatory
pabulous
pabulum
pabulums
pac
paca
pacable
pacane
pacas
pacate
pacately
pacation
pacative
pacay
pacaya
paccha
pacchionian
paccioli
pace
paceboard
paced
pacemake
pacemaker
pacemakers
pacemaking
pacer
pacers
paces
pacesetter
pacesetters
pacesetting
paceway
pacha
pachadom
pachadoms
pachak
pachalic
pachalics
pachanga
pachas
pachinko
pachisi
pachisis
pachnolite
pachometer
pachouli
pachoulis
pachuco
pachucos
pachyacria
pachyaemia
pachyblepharon
pachycarpous
pachycephal
pachycephalia
pachycephalic
pachycephalous
pachycephaly
pachychilia
pachycholia
pachychymia
pachycladous
pachydactyl
pachydactylous
pachydactyly
pachyderm
pachyderma
pachydermal
pachydermata
pachydermateous
pachydermatocèle
pachydermatoid
pachydermatosis
pachydermatous
pachydermatously
pachydermia
pachydermial
pachydermic
pachydermoid
pachydermous
pachyderms
pachyemia
pachyglossal
pachyglossate
pachyglossia
pachyglossous
pachyhaemia
pachyhaemic
pachyhaemous
pachyhematous
pachyhemia
pachyhydramenia
pachyhydramenic
pachyhydramen
pachyhydramenia
pachyhydramenial
pachyhydrammic
pachyhydrammoid
pachyhydramous
pachyhydromatous
pachyhydromatously
pachyhydrome
pachyhydrometocele
pachyhydrometocele.
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pachynathous
pachynema
pachynsis
pachyntic
pachyodont
pachyotia
pachyotous
pachyperitonitis
pachyphyllous
pachypleuritic
pachypod
pachypodous
pachypterous
pachyrhynchous
pachysalpingitis
pachysandra
pachysandras
pachysaurian
pachysomia
pachysomous
pachystichous
pachytene
pachytrichous
pachyvaginitis
pacifiable
pacific
pacifica
pacificical
pacifically
pacificate
pacificated
pacificating
pacification
pacificator
pacificatory
pacificism
pacificist
pacificistic
pacificistically
pacificity
pacifico
pacificos
pacified
pacifier
pacifiers
pacifies
pacifism
pacifisms
pacifist
pacifistic
pacifistically
pacifists
pacify
pacifying
pacifyingly
pacing
pacinian
pacinko
pack
packability
packable
package
packaged
packager
packagers
packages
packaging
packagings
packall
packboard
packbuilder
packcloth
packed
packer
packeries
packers
packery
packet
packet's
packeted
packeting
packets
packhorse
packhorses
packhouse
packing
packinghouse
packings
packless
packly
packmaker
packmaking
packman
packmanship
packmen
packness
paedeutics
paediatric
paediatrician
paediatrics
paediatry
paedobaptism
paedobaptist
paedogenesis
paedogenetic
paedogenic
paedological
paedologist
paedology
paedometer
paedometrical
paedomorphic
paedomorphism
paedomorphosis
paedonymic
paedonymy
paedophilia
paedopsychologist
paedotribe
paedotrophic
paedotrophist
paedotrophy
paegel
paegle
paella
paellas
paenula
paenulae
paenulas
pacon
paconic
paconin
pacons
pacony
paconulae
paepae
paesano
paetrick
paga
pagador
pagan
pagan's
pagandom
pagandoms
pageship
pagesize
paggle
pagina
paginae
paginal
paginary
paginate
paginated
paginates
paginating
pagination
page
paging
pagiopod
pagne
pagnes
pagod
pagoda
pagodalike
pagodas
pagodite
pagods
pagoscope
pagrus
pagurian
pagurians
pagurid
pagurids
pagurine
paguroid
pagus
pah
paha
pahachroma
pahautea
pahi
pahlavi
pahlavis
pahlevi
pahmi
paho
pahoehoe
pahos
pahutan
paiche
paid
paideia
paideutic
paideutics
paidle
paidological
paidologist
paidology
paidonosology
paigle
paijama
paik
paiked
paiker
paiking
paiks
pail
pail's
paillette
pailful
pailfuls
paillard
paillasse
pailles
paillette
pailletted
paillettes
paillon
paillons
pailolo
pailoo
pailou
pailow
pails
pailsful
paimaneh
pain
painch
painches
paindemaine
paine
pained
painful
painfuller
painfullest
painfully
painfulness
paining
painingly
painkiller
pair
paired
pairedness
pairer
pairial
pairing
pairings
pairle
pairmasts
pairment
pairs
pairt
pairwise
pais
paisa
paisan
paisanite
paisano
paisanos
paisans
paisas
paise
paisley
paisesys
paiute
paiwari
paized
paizing
pajahuello
pajama
pajamaed
pajamahs
pajamas
pajarillo
pajero
pajock
pakchoi
pakeha
pakistan
pakistani
pakistanis
paktong
pal
pal's
pala
palabra
palabras
palace
palaeocosmology
palaeocrystal
palaeocrystallic
palaeocrystalline
palaeocrystic
palaeocyclic
palaeodendrologic
palaeodendrological
palaeodendrologically
palaeodendrologist
palaeodendrology
palaeodictyopteran
palaeodictyopteron
palaeodictyopterous
palaeoecologic
palaeoecological
palaeoecologist
palaeoecology
palaeencephala
palaeencephalon
palaeoentomologic
palaeoentomological
palaeoentomologist
daentomology
palaeoeremology
palaeoethnic
palaeoethnobotany
palaeoethnologic
palaeoethnological
palaeoethnologist
palaeoethnology
palaeofauna
palaeogene
palaeogenesis
palaeogenetic
palaeogeographic
palaeogeographical
palaeogeographically
palaeogeography
palaeoglaciology
palaeoglyph
palaeognathic
palaeognathous
palaeograph
palaeographer
palaeographic
palaeographical
palaeographically
palaeographist
palaeography
palaeoherpetologist
palaeoherpetology
palaeohistology
palaeohydrography
palaelatry
palaeolimnology
palaeolith
palaeolithic
palaeolithic
palaeolithist
palaeolithoid
palaeolithy
palaeological
palaeologist
palaeology
paleomagnetism
palaeomastodon
palaeometallic
palaeometeoro logical
palaeometeorology
palaeonemertean
palaeonemertine
palaeoniscid
palaeoniscoid
palaeontographic
palaeontographical
palaeontology
palaeontol
palaeontologic
palaeontological
palaeontologically
palaeontologies
palaeontologist
palaeontology
palaeopathology
palaeopedology
palaeophile
palaeophilist
palaeophis
palaeophysiology
palaeophyti
palaeophytological
palaeophytologist
palaeophytology
palaeoplain
palaeopotamology
palaeopsychic
palaeopsychological
palaeopsychology
palaeoptychology
palaeornithine
palaeornithological
palaeornithology
palaeosaur
palaeosophy
palaeopondylus
palaeostracan
palaeostriatal
palaeostriatum
palaeostylic
palaeostyly
palaeotechnic
palaeothalamus
palaeother
palaeotherian
palaeotheriodont
palaeotheriod phy
palaeotheriod dental
palaeotheriodont
palaeotheriodont
palaeotropical
palaeotype
palaeotypic
palaeotypical
palaeotypically
palaeotypographic
palaeotypographical
palaeotypographist
palaeotypography
palaeovolcanic
palaeozoic
palaeozoologic
palaeozoological
palaeozoologist
palaeozoology
palaestra
palaestrae
palaestral
palaestras
palaestrian
palaestric
palaestrics
palaetiological
palaetiological
palaetiology
palafitte
palagonite
palagonitic
palaiotype
palais
palaiste
palaite
palaka
palala
palama
palamae
palamate
palame
palamedean
palampore
palander
palank
palanka
palankeen
palankeened
palankeener
palankeening
palankeeningly
palanquin
palanquined
palanquiner
palanquining
palanquiningly
palanquins
palapala
palapalai
palar
palas
palatability
palatable
palatableness
palatably
palatal
palatalism
palatality
palatalization
palatalize
palatalized
palatally
palatals
palate
palate's
palated
palateful
palatefulness
palateless
palatelike
palates
palatia
palatial
palatially
palatialness
palatian
palatic
palatinal
palatinate
palatinates
palatine
palatines
palatineship
palatinite
palation
palatist
palatitis
palatium
palative
palatization
palatize
palatoalveolar
palatodental
palatoglossal
palatoglossus
palatognathous
palatogram
palatograph
palatography
palatomaxillary
palatometer
palatonasal
palatopharyngeal
palatopharyngeus
palatoplasty
palatoplegia
palatopterygoid
palatoquadrate
palatorrhaphy
palatoschisis
palaver
palavered
palaverer
palavering
palaverist
palaverment
palaverous
palavers
palay
palayan
palazzi
palazzo
palberry
palch
pale
palea
paleaceous
paleae
paleal
paleanthropic
paleate
palebelly
palebreast
palebuck
palechinoid
paled
paledness
paleencephala
paleencephalon
paleencephalons
paleentomology
paleethnographer
paleethnologic
paleethnological
paleethnologist
paleethnology
paleface
palefaces
palegold
palehearted
paleichthyologic
paleichthyologist
paleichthyology
paleiform
paley
paleness
palenesses
paleoalchemical
paleoandesite
paleoanthropic
paleoanthropography
paleoanthropological
paleoethnological
paleoethnologist
paleoethnology
paleofauna
paleog
paleogenesis
paleogenetic
paleogeographic
paleogeographical
paleogeographically
paleogeography
paleogeologic
paleoglaciologist
paleoglaciology
paleoglyph
paleograph
paleographer
paleographers
paleographic
paleographical
paleographically
paleographist
paleography
paleoherpetologist
paleoherpetology
paleohistology
paleohydrography
paleoichthyology
paleokinetic
paleola
paleolate
paleolatry
paleolimnology
paleolith
paleolithic
paleolithical
paleolithist
paleolithoid
paleolithy
paleological
paleologist
paleology
paleomagnetic
paleomagnetically
paleomagnetism
paleomagnetist
paleomammalogy
paleomammologist
paleomammology
paleometallic
paleometeorological
paleometeorologist
paleometeorology
paleon
paleontographic
paleontographical
paleontology
paleontol
paleontologic
paleontological
paleontologically
paleontologies
paleontologist
paleontologists
paleontology
paleopathologic
paleopathological
paleopathologist
paleopathology
paleopedology
paleophysiology
paleophysiologist
paleophysiology
paleophytic
paleophytological
paleophytologist
paleophytology
paleopicrite
paleoplain
paleopotamology
paleopotamoloy
paleopsychic
paleopsychological
paleopsychology
paleornithological
paleornithologist
paleornithology
paleostriatal
paleostriatum
paleostylic
paleostyly
paleotechnic
paleotechnical
paleothalamus
paleothermal
paleothermic
paleovolcanic
palila
palilalia
palillogia
palilogetic
palilogy
palimbacchic
palimbacchius
palimony
palimpsest
palimpsestic
palimpsests
palimpsest
palinal
palindrome
palindromes
palindromic
palindromical
palindromically
palindromist
paling
palingenesia
palingenesian
palingenesis
palingenesist
palingenesy
palingenetic
palingenetically
palingenic
palingenist
palingeny
palings
palinode
palinoded
palinodes
palinodial
palinodic
palinodist
palinody
palinopic
palinurid
palinuroid
paliphrasis
palirrhoea
palis
palisade
palisaded
palisades
palisading
palisado
doe
palisadoes
does
palisadoing
ing
palisander
ander
palisfy
fy
palish
ish
palisse
isse
palistrophia
phia
palkee
kee
palki
ki
pall
all
palla
alla
palladammin
adammin
palladammine
an
palladia
dia
palladian
adian
palladic
adic
palladiferous
iferous
palladinize
ize
palladinized
ized
palladinizing
izing
palladion
ion
palladious
ious
palladium
adium
palladini
ini
palladiumize
imize
palladiumized
ized
palladiumizing
izing
palladiums
s
palladize
ize
palladized
ized
palladizing
izing
palladodiammine
odiammine
palladosammine
ammine
palladous
ous
pallae
ae
pallah
ah
pallall
all
pallonesthesia
esthesia
pallar
ar
pallas
as
pallasite
ite
pallbearer
bearer
pallbearers
ers
palled
led
pallescence
escence
pallescent
cent
pallesthesia
esia
pallet
palleting
palletization
palletize
palletized
palletizer
palletizing
pallets
pallette
pallettes
pallholder
palli
pallia
pallial
palliament
palliard
palliasse
palliata
palliate
palliated
palliates
palliating
palliation
palliations
palliative
palliatively
palliator
palliatory
pallid
pallidiflorous
pallidipalpate
palliditarsate
pallidity
pallidiventrate
pallidly
pallidness
pallier
pallies
palliest
palliness
palling
palliobranchiate
palliocardiac
pallioessexite
pallion
palliopedal
palliostratus
palliser
pallium
palliums
pallograph
pallographic
pallometric
pallone
pallor
pallors
palls
pallwise
pally
palm
palma
palmaceous
palmad
palmanesthesia
palmar
palmarian
palmaris
palmary
palmate
palmated
palmately
palmatifid
palmatiform
palmatiflobate
palmatiflobed
palmation
palmatifparted
palmatifpartite
palmatisect
palmatisected
palmature
palmchrist
palmcrist
palmed
palmellaceous
palmellloid
palmer
palmeries
palmerin
palmerite
palmers
palmerworm
palmery
palmesthesia
palmette
palmettes
palmetto
dalmettoes
dalmettos
dalmetum
dalmful
dalmic
dalnicoleus
dalnicoles
dalnicoles
dalniscle
palniers
dalniest
dalniferous
dalnification
dalniform
dalnigrade
dalnila
palmiloe
dalpilo
dalpilobate
dalpilobated
dalpilobed
dalpin
palmin
dalminervate
dalminerved
palming
dalnipped
palnipes
palmira
palmin
palmister
dalnistr
dalnistry
dalnists
palmitate
palmente
dalmitic
dalmitin
palmitine
palmitinic
palmitins
palmito
palmitoleic
palmitone
palmitos
palmiteved
palmitorous
palmlike
palmo
dalmodic
dalmoscopy
palmospasmus
palms
palmula
palmus
palmwise
palmwood
palmyn
palmyra
palmyras
palolo
palolos
paloma
palombino
palometa
palomino
palominos
palooka
palookas
palosapis
palour
palouser
paloverde
palp
palpability
palpable
palpableness
palpably
palpacle
palpal
palpate
palpated
palpates
palpating
palpation
palpations
palpator
palpators
palpatory
palpebra
palpebrae
palpebral
palpebrate
palpebration
palpebritis
palped
palpi
palpicorn
palpifer
paludal
paludament
paludamenta
paludamentum
palude
paludial
paludian
paludic
paludicole
paludicoline
paludicolous
paludiferous
paludina
paludinal
paludine
paludinous
paludism
paludisms
paludose
paludous
paludrin
paludrine
palule
paluli
palulus
palus
palustral
palustrian
palustrine
paly
palynologic
palynological
palynologically
palynologist
palynology
palynomorph
pam
pamaceous
pamaquin
pamaquine
pambanmanche
pament
pameroon
pamhy
pamment
pampa
pampanito
pampas
pampean
pampeans
pamper
pampered
pamperedly
pamperedness
pamperer
pamperers
pampering
pamperize
pampero
pamperos
pampers
pamphagous
pamphramacon
pamphlet
pamphlet's
pamphletage
pamphletary
pamphleteer
pamphleteers
pamphleter
pamphletful
pamphletic
pamphletical
pamphletize
pamphletized
pamphletizing
pamphlets
pamphletwise
pamphrey
pamphysic
pamphysical
pamphysicism
pampilion
pammination
pampiniform
pampinocele
pamplegia
pampootee
pampootie
pampre
pamproductyl
pamproductylism
pamproductyloous
pampyschism
pampyschist
pams
pan
pan's
panabase
panace
panacea
panacea's
panacean
panaceas
panaceist
panache
panached
panaches
panachure
panada
panadas
panade
panaesthesia
panaesthetic
panagia
panagiarion
panama
panamanian
panamanians
panamas
panapospory
panarchic
panarchy
panaris
panaritium
panarteritis
panarthritis
panary
panatela
panatelas
panatella
panatellas
panathenaea
panatrope
panatrophic
panatrophy
panautomorphic
panax
panbabylonian
panbabylonism
pancake
pancake's
pancaked
pancakes
panckaking
pancarditis
panchama
panchart
panchax
panchaxes
panchayat
panchayet
pancheon
panchion
panchreston
panchromatic
panchromatism
panchromatization
panchromatize
panchway
panelastic
panelastite
panconciliatory
pancosmic
pancosmism
pancosmist
pancratia
pancratian
pancratiast
pancratiastic
pancratic
pancratical
pancratically
pancration
pancratism
pancratist
pancratium
pancreas
pancreases
pancreatalgia
pancreatectomize
pancreatectomized
pancreatectomy
pancreatemphraxis
pancreathelcosis
pancreatic
pancreaticoduodenal
pancreateicoduodenostomy
pancreaticogastrostomy
pancreateicosplenic
pancreatin
pancreatism
pancreatitic
pancreatitis
pancreatization
pancreate
panreatodudodenectomy
pancreateoenterostomy
panreatogenic
panreatogenous
panreatoid
panreatolipase
panreatolith
panreatomaly
panreatoncus
panreatopathy
panreatorrhagia
panreatotomies
panreatotomy
panrectectomy
panreozymin
panctia
pancyclopedic
pand
panda
pandal
pandan
pandanaceous
pandani
pandanus
pandanuses
pandar
pandaram
pandaric
pandarus
pandas
pandation
pandava
pandean
pandect
pandects
pandemia
pandemian
pandemic
pandemicity
pandemics
pandemoniac
pandemoniacal
pandemonian
pandemonic
pandyng
pane
pane's
paneclesiastical
paned
panegoism
panegoist
panegyre
panegyric
panegyrica
panegyrical
panegyrically
panegyricize
panegyricon
panegyrics
panegyricum
panegyris
panegyrist
panegyrists
panegyrise
panegyrized
panegyrizer
panegyrizes
panegyrizing
panegyry
paneity
panel
panela
panelation
panelboard
paneled
paneler
paneless
paneling
panelings
panelist
panelist's
panelists
panellation
panelled
panelling
panellist
panels
panelwise
panelwork
panentheism
panes
panesthesia
panesthetic
panetela
panetelas
panetella
panetiere
panettone
panettones
panettoni
paneulogism
panfil
panfish
panfishes
panfry
panful
panfuls
pang
pang's
panga
pangamic
pangamous
pangamously
pangamy
pangane
pangara
pangas
pangasi
panged
pangen
pangene
pangenesis
pangenetic
pangenetically
pangenic
pangens
pangerang
pangful
pangi
panging
pangless
panglelessly
panglima
pangolin
pangolins
pangrammatist
pangs
panguingue
panguingui
pangyrical
panhandle
panhandled
panhandler
panhandlers
panhandles
panhandling
panharmonic
panharmonicon
panhas
panhead
panheaded
panhellenic
panhematopenia
panhidrosis
panhuman
panhygrous
panhyperemia
panhypopituitarism
panhysterectomy
panic
panic's
panical
panically
panicful
panichthyophagous
panicked
panickier
panickiest
paniciness
panicking
panicvy
panicle
panicled
panicles
paniclike
panicmonger
panicmongering
paniconomograph
paniconomographic
paniconomography
panics
paniculate
paniculated
panicunately
paniculitis
panicum
panicums
panidiomorphic
panidrosis
panier
paniers
panification
panime
panimmunity
panini
paniolo
panion
panisc
panisca
paniscus
panisic
panisk
panivorous
panjabi
panjandrum
panjandrums
pank
pankin
pankration
panleucopenia
panleukopenia
panlogical
panlogism
panlogist
panlogistic
panlogical
panlogistically
panman
panmelodicon
panmelodion
panmerism
panmeristic
panmixia
panmixias
panmixy
panmnnesia
panmug
panmyelophthisis
pannade
pannag
pannage
pannam
pannationalism
panne
panned
pannel
pannellation
panner
pannery
pannes
panneuritic
panneuritis
pannicle
pannicular
panniculitis
panniculus
pannier
panniered
pannierman
panners
pannikin
pannikins
panning
pannose
pannosely
pannum
pannus
pannuscorium
panocha
panochas
panoche
panoches
panococo
panoistic
panomphaean
panomphaic
panomphean
panomphic
panophobia
panophthalmia
panophthalmitis
panoplied
panoplies
panoplist
panoply
panoplying
panoptic
panoptical
panopticon
panoram
panorama
panoramas
panoramic
panoramical
panoramically
panoramist
panornithic
panorpa
panorpijan
panorpid
panosteitis
panostitis
panotitis
panotype
panouchi
panowie
panpathy
panpharmacon
panphenomenalism
panophobia
panpipe
panpipes
panplegia
panpneumatism
panpolism
panpsychic
panpsychism
panpsychist
panpsychistic
pans
panscientist
pansciolism
pansciolist
pansclerosis
pansclerotic
panse
pansexism
pansexual
pansexualism
pansexualist
pansexuality
pansexualize
panshard
panside
pansideman
pansied
pansiere
pansies
pansified
pansinuitis
pansinusitis
pansit
pantherine
pantherish
pantherlike
panthers
pantherwood
pantheum
pantie
panties
pantihose
pantile
pantiled
pantiles
pantiling
pantine
panting
pantingly
pantisocracy
pantisocrat
pantisocratic
pantisocratical
pantisocratist
pantle
pantler
panto
pantochrome
pantochromatic
pantochromism
pantochronometer
pantod
pantoffle
pantofle
pantofles
pantoganglitis
pantogonal
pantoglossical
pantoglot
pantoglossial
pantograph
pantographer
pantographic
pantographical
pantographically
pantography
pantoiatrical
pantologic
pantological
pantologist
pantology
pantomancer
pantomania
pantometer
pantometric
pantometrical
pantometry
pantomime
pantomimed
pantomimes
pantomimic
pantomimical
pantomimically
pantomimicry
pantomiming
pantomimish
pantomimist
pantomiminists
pantomimus
pantomnesia
pantomnesic
pantomorph
pantomorpha
pantomorphic
panton
pantonal
pantonality
pantoon
pantopelagian
pantophagic
pantophagist
pantophagous
pantophagy
pantophile
pantophobia
pantophobic
pantophobia
pantopod
pantopodera
pantopodera
pantopogon
pantopragmatic
pantopterous
pantos
pantoscope
pantoscopic
pantosophy
pantostomate
pantostomatous
pantostome
pantotactic
pantothen
pantothenate
pantothenic
pantothere
pantotherian
pantotype
pantoun
pantoums
pantries
pantropic
pantropical
pantropically
pantry
pantry's
pantryman
pantrymen
pantrywoman
pants
pantsuit
pantsuits
pantun
panty
pantyhose
pantywaist
pantywaists
panuelo
panuelos
panung
panure
panurge
panurgic
panurgy
panus
panyar
panzer
panzers
panzoism
panzootia
panzootic
panzooty
paolo
paon
paopao
pap
papa
papability
papable
papabot
papilionaceous
papilionid
papilionine
papilionoid
papilla
papillae
papillar
papillary
papillate
papillated
papillectomy
papilledema
papilliferous
papilliform
papillitis
papilloadenocystoma
papillocarcinoma
papilloedema
papilloma
papillomas
papillomata
papillomatosis
papillomatous
papillon
papillons
papilloretinitis
papillosarcoma
papillose
papillosity
papillote
papillous
papillulate
papillule
papingo
papion
papiopio
papish
papisher
papism
papist
papistic
papistical
papistically
papistlike
papistly
papistries
papistry
papists
papize
papless
paplike
papmeat
papolater
papolatrous
papolatry
papoose
papooseroot
papooses
papoosh
papoula
papovavirus
pappain
pappenheimer
pappescent
patti
pappier
pappies
pappiest
pappiferous
pappiform
pappoose
pappooses
pappose
pappous
pappox
pappus
pappy
pappyri
papreg
paprica
papricas
paprika
paprikas
papriks
paps
papua
papuan
papuans
papula
papulae
papulan
papular
papulate
papulated
papulation
papule
papules
papuliferous
papuloerythematous
papulopustular
papulopustule
papulose
papulosquamous
papulous
papulovesicular
papyr
papyraceous
papyral
papyrean
papyri
papyrian
papyrin
papyrine
papyritious
papyrocracy
papyrograph
papyrographer
papyrographic
papyrography
papyrological
papyrologist
papyrology
papyrophobia
papyroplastics
papyrotamia
papyrotint
papyrotype
papyrus
papyruses
paquet
par
para
paraaminobenzoic
parabanate
parabanic
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parabaptization
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parabasis
parabema
parabemata
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paracelsian
paracenteses
paracentesis
paracentral
paracentric
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paracerebellar
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paracetamol
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pararek
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paraschematic
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parasitically
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parasitized
parasitizes
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parasitogenic
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parasitological
parasitologies
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parasitosis
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paraspotter
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parasubstituted
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parathyroidectomize  
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paratomium  
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parcidenta
parcidentate
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parclose
parcook
pard
pardah
pardahs
pardal
pardale
pardalote
pardao
pardaos
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pardee
pardesi
pardhan
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pardie
pardieu
pardine
pardner
pardoners
pardonomastic
pardo
pardon
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pardoned
pardonee
pardoner
pardoners
pardonning
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pardons
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pardy
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pareciously
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parecism
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paregorical
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pareil
pareira
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pareja
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parelle
parellic
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parencephalon
parenchym
parenchyma
parenchymal
parenchymatic
parenchymatitis
parenchymatous
parenchymatously
parenchyme
parenchymous
parenesis
parenesize
parenetic
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parent
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parentage
parental
parentalism
parentality
parentally
parentate
parentation
parentdom
parented
parentela
parentele
parentelic
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parenterally
parentheses
parenthesis
parenthesize
parenthesized
parenthesizes
parenthesizing
parenthetic
parenthetical
parentheticality
parenthetically
parentheticalness
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parenticide
parenting
parentis
parentless
parentlike
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parepididymis
parepigastric
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parerethesis
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pareses
paresis
paresthesia
paresthesia
paresthetic
parethmoid
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pareus
pareve
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paridrosis
paries
pariet
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parietes
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parietomastoid
parietoquadrade
parietosphenoid
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parietosplanchnic
parietosquamosal
parietotemporal
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parify
parigenin
pariglin
parilla
parillin
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parimutuels
parine
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parings
paripinnate
paris
parises
parish
parish's
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parishen
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parishional
parishionally
parishionate
parishioner
parishioners
parishionership
parishwide
parisia
parisian
parisians
parisienne
parisis
parisite
parisology
parison
parisonic
paristhmic
paristhmion
parisyllabic
parisyllabical
parities
paritor
parity
parivincular
park
parka
parkas
parked
parkee
parker
parkers
parkin
parking
parkings
parkinson
parkinsonian
parkinsonism
parkish
parkland
parklands
parkleaves
parklike
parks
parkward
parkway
parkways
parky
parl
parlamento
parlance
parlanes
parlando
parlante
parlatory
parlay
parlayed
parlayer
parlayers
parlaying
parlays
parle
parled
parlement
parles
parlesie
parley
parleyed
parleyer
parleyers
parleying
parleys
parleyvoo
parli
parlia
parliament
parliament's
parliamental
parliamentarian
parliamentarianism
parliamentarians
parliamentarily
parliamentariness
parliamentarism
parliamentarization
parliamentarize
parliamentary
parliamenteer
parliamenteering
parliaments
parling
parlish
parlor
parlor's
parlorish
parlormaid
parlors
parlour
parlourish
parlours
parlous
parlously
parlousness
parly
parma
parmacety
parmack
parmak
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parmeliioid
parmentier
parmesan
parmigiana
parmigiano
parnas
parnassiaceous
parnassian
parnassus
parnel
parnellism
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paroarion
paroarium
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paroch
parochial
parochialic
parochialis
parochialise
parochialised
parochialising
parochialism
parochialist
parochiality
parochialization
parochialize
parochially
parochialness
parochian
parochin
parochine
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parode
parodi
parodial
parodial
parodic
parodical
parodied
parodies
parodinia
parodist
parodistic
parodistically
parodists
parodize
parodoi
parodontia
parodontitias
parodontitis
parodontium
parodos
parodus
parody
parodying
parodyproof
paroecious
paroeciously
paroeciousness
paroecism
paroecy
paroemia
paroemiac
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paroemigraphy
paroemiologist
paroemiology
paroecious
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parolable
parole
paroled
parolee
parolees
paroler
parolers
paroles
parolfactory
paroli
paroling
parolist
parols
paromoeon
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paromologia
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paronomasia
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paronomasiastic
paronomastic
paronomastical
paronomastically
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paronychial
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paronym
paronymic
paronymization
paronymize
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paronymy
paroophoric
paroophoritis
paroophoron
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parorchis
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parosmia
parosmic
parosteal
parosteitis
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parostosis
parostotic
parostotis
parotic
parotid
parotidean
parotidectomy
parotiditus
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parotis
parotitic
parotitis
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parotooids
parous
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parousiamania
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parriches
parrock
parrocket
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parroque
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parrot
parrothead
parrotheak
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parroted
parroter
parroters
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parrothood
parroting
parrotism
parrotize
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parrotry
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parry
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parsetensite
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parsifal
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parsley
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pavilion
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pavisers
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pavisse
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pawaw
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pawer
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pawing
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payer's
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peaceful
peacefuller
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peacefully
peacefulness
peacekeeper
peacekeepers
peacekeeping
peaceless
peacelessness
peacelike
peacemake
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peacemakers
peacemaking
peaceman
peacemonger
peacemongering
peacenik
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peacetime
peach
peach’s
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peachblow
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peachen
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peachick
peachier
peachiest
peachify
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peacoat
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peacock
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peacocked
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peal
pealed
pealer
pealike
pealing
peals
peamouth
peamouths
pean
peans
peanut
peanut's
peanuts
peapod
pear
pearce
pearceite
pearch
pearl
pearl's
pearlash
pearlashes
pearberry
pearbird
pearbush
pearled
pearler
pearlers
pearleliness
pearlescence
pearlescent
pearlet
pearleye
pearleyed
pearleys
pearlfish
pearlfishes
pearlfruit
pearlier
pearliest
pearlike
pearlin
pearliness
pearling
pearlings
pearlish
pearlite
peastick
peasticking
peastone
peasy
peat
peatery
peathouse
peatier
peatiest
peatman
peatmen
peats
peatship
peatstack
peatweed
peatwood
peaty
peauder
peavey
peaveys
peavie
peavies
peavine
peavy
peba
pebble
pebble's
pebbled
pebblehearted
pebbles
pebblestone
pebbleware
peblier
pebliest
pebbling
pebbly
pebrine
pebrinous
pecan
pecans
peccability
peccable
peccadillo
peccadilloes
peccadillos
peccancies
peccancy
peccant
peccantly
peccantness
peccaries
peccary
peccation
peccatophobia
peccatophobia
peccavi
peccavis
pech
pechan
pechans
pechay
peched
pechili
peching
pechs
pecht
pechys
pecify
pecite
peck
peckage
pecked
pecker
peckers
peckerwood
pecket
peckful
peckhamite
peckier
peckiest
peckiness
pecking
peckish
peckishly
peckishness
peckle
peckled
peckly
pecks
pecksniff
pecksniffery
pecksniffian
pecky
pecopteroid
pecorino
pectase
pectases
pectate
pectates
pecten
pectens
pectic
pectin
pectinaceous
pectinal
pectinase
pectinate
pectinated
pectinatella
pectinately
pectination
pectinatodenticulate
pectinatofimbriate
pectinatopinnate
pectineal
pectines
pectinesterase
pectineus
pectinibranch
pectinibranchian
pectinibranchiate
pectinic
pectinid
pectiniferous
pectiniform
pectinirostrate
pectinite
pectinogen
pectinoid
pectinose
pectinous
pectins
pectizable
pectization
pectize
pectized
pectizes
pectizing
pectocellulose
pectolite
pectora
pectoral
pectorales
pectoralgia
pectoralis
pectoralist
pectorally
pectorals
pectoriloque
pectoriloquial
pectoriloquism
pectoriloquous
pectoriloquy
pectoris
pectosase
pectose
pectoxic
pectosinase
pectous
pectron
pectunculate
pectus
peculate
peculated
peculates
peculating
peculation
peculations
peculator
peculators
peculia
peculiar
peculiarise
peculiarised
peculiarising
peculiarism
peculiarities
pecularity
pecularity's
peculiarization
peculiarize
peculiarized
peculiarizing
peculiarly
peculiarness
peculiars
peculiarsome
peculium
pecunia
pecunial
pecuniarily
pecuniary
pecuniosity
pecunious
ped
peda
pedage
pedagese
pedagog
pedagogal
pedagogery
pedagogic
pedagogical
pedagogically
pedagogics
pedagogies
pedagogish
pedagogism
pedagogist
pedagogs
pedagogue
pedagoguery
pedagogues
pedagoguish
pedagoguism
pedagogy
pedagogyled
pedagogying
pedal
pedaled
pedaler
pedalfer
pedalferic
pedalfers
pedaliaceous
pedalian
pedalier
pedaliers
pedaling
pedalism
pedalist
pedaliter
pedality
pedalled
pedaller
pedallling
pedalo
pedals
pedanalysis
pedant
pedante
pedantesque
pedantess
pedanthood
pedantic
pedantical
pedantically
pedanticalness
pedanticism
pedanticly
pedanticness
pedantics
pedantism
pedantize
pedantocracy
pedantocrat
pedantocratic
pedantries
pedantry
pedants
pedarian
pedary
pedate
pedated
pedately
pedatifid
pedatiform
pedatilobate
pedatilobed
pedatinerved
pedatipartite
pedatisect
pedatisected
pedatrophia
pedatrophy
pedder
peddlar
peddle
peddled
peddler
peddler's
peddleress
peddleries
peddlerism
peddlers
peddlery
peddles
pedicab
pedicabs
pedicel
pediceled
pedicellar
pedicellaria
pedicellate
pedicellated
pedicellation
pedicelled
pedicelliform
pedicellus
pedicels
pedicle
pedicled
pedicles
pedicular
pediculate
pediculated
pediculation
pedicule
pediculicidal
pediculicide
pediculid
pediculine
pediculofrontal
pediculoid
pediculoparietal
pediculophobia
pediculosis
pediculous
pedicure
pedicured
pedicures
pedicuring
pedicurism
pedicurist
pedicurists
pediferous
pediform
pedigerous
pedigraic
pedigree
pedigreed
pedigreeless
pedigrees
pediluvium
pedimane
pedimanous
pediment
pedimental
pedimented
pediments
pedimentum
pediococci
pediococcoci
pediococcus
pedion
pedionomite
pedipalp
pedipalpal
pedipalpate
pedipalpous
pedipalps
pedipalpus
pedipulate
pedipulation
pedipulator
pediwak
pedlar
pedlaries
pedlars
pedlary
pedler
pedleries
pedlers
pedlery
pedobaptism
pedobaptist
pedocal
pedocalcic
pedocalic
pedocals
pedodontia
pedodontic
pedodontist
pedodontology
pedogenesis
pedogenetic
pedogenic
pedograph
pedologic
pedological
pedologies
pedologist
pedologicalist
pedologistically
pedology
pedomancy
pedomania
pedometer
pedometers
pedometric
pedometrical
pedometrically
pedometrician
pedometrist
pedomorphic
pedomorphism
pedomotive
pedomotor
pedophile
pedophilia
pedophiliac
pedophilic
pedophobia
pedosphere
pedospheric
pedotribe
pedotrophic
pedotrophist
pedotrophy
pedrail
pedregal
pedrero
pedro
pedros
peds
pedule
pedum
peduncle
pedunced
peduncles
peduncular
pedunculate
pedunculated
pedunculation
pedunculi
pedunculus
pee
peebeen
peebeens
peebles
peed
pegasus
pegboard
pegboards
pegbox
pegboxes
pegged
pegger
pegging
peggle
peggy
peggymast
pegh
peglegged
pegless
peglet
peglike
pegma
pegman
pegmatite
pegmatitic
pegmatization
pegmatize
pegmatoid
pegmatophyre
pegmen
pegology
pegomancy
pegoxyl
pegroots
pegs
pegtops
pegwood
peh
pehlevi
peho
peignoir
peignoirs
peiktha
pein
peine
peined
peining
peins
peiping
peirameter
peirastic
peirastically
peisage
pelargonidin
pelargonin
pelargonium
pelagian
pelagic
pele
pelean
pelecan
pelecoid
pelecypod
pelecypodous
pelelith
peleliu
peleng
plerin
plerine
plerines
peles
peletre
pelf
pelfs
pelham
pelias
pelican
pelicanry
pelicans
pelick
pelicometer
pelikai
pelike
peliom
pelioma
peliosis
pelisse
pelisses
pelite
pelites
pelitic
pell
pellage
pellagra
pellagragenic
pellagras
pellagric
pellagrin
pellagroid
pellagrose
pellagrous
pelting
peltingly
peltish
peltless
peltmonger
pelttries
peltry
pelts
pelu
peludo
pelure
pelveoperitonitis
pelves
pelvic
pelvics
pelviform
pelvigraph
pelvigraphy
pelvimeter
pelvimetric
pelvimetry
pelviolithotomy
pelvioperitonitis
pelvioplasty
pelvioradiography
pelviscopy
pelviotomy
pelviperitonitis
pelvirectal
pelvis
pelvisacral
pelvises
pelvisternal
pelvisternum
pelycogram
pelycography
pelycology
pelycometer
pelycometry
pelycosaur
pelycosaurian
pembina
pembinas
pembroke
pemican
pemicans
pemmican
pemmicanization
pennatipartite
pennatisect
pennatisected
pennatulacean
pennatulaceous
pennatularian
pennatulid
pennatuloid
penned
penneech
penneeck
penner
penners
pennet
penney
penni
pennia
pennied
pennies
pennierous
penniform
pennigerous
penniless
pennilessly
pennilessness
pennill
pennine
penninervate
penninerved
pennines
penning
penninite
penninert
pennis
penniveined
pennon
pennoncel
pennoncelle
pennoned
pennons
pennopluma
pennoplume
pennorth
pennsylvania
pennsylvanian
pennsylvanians
pennsylvanicus
pennuckle
penny
penny's
pennybird
pennycress
pennyearth
pennyflower
pennyhole
pennyland
pennyleaf
pennyrot
pennyroyal
pennyroyals
pennysiller
pennystone
pennyweight
pennyweights
pennywhistle
pennywinkle
pennywise
pennywort
pennyworth
pennyworths
penobscot
penoche
penoches
penochi
penologic
penological
penologies
penologist
penologists
penology
penoncel
penoncels
penorcon
penoun
penpoint
penpoints
penpusher
penrack
penroseite
pens
penscript
pense
pensee
pensees
penseful
pensefulness
penseroso
penship
pensil
pensile
pensileness
pensility
pensils
pension
pensionable
pensionably
pensionaries
pensionary
pensionat
pensione
pensioned
pensioner
pensioners
pensionership
pensiones
pensioning
pensionless
pensionnaire
pensionnat
pensionry
pensions
pensive
pensived
pensively
pensiveness
penstemon
penster
pensters
penstick
penstock
penstocks
pensum
pensy
pent
penta
pentabasic
pentabromide
pentacapsular
pentacarbon
pentacarbonyl
pentacarpellary
pentace
pentacetate
pentachenium
pentachloride
pentachlorophenol
pentachord
pentachromatic
pentacid
pentacle
pentacles
pentacoccos
pentacontane
pentacosane
pentacrin
pentacrinoid
pentacron
pentacrostic
pentactinal
pentactine
pentacural
pentacyanic
pentacyclic
pentad
pentadactyl
pentadactylate
pentadactyle
pentadactylism
pentadactyloid
pentadecagon
pentadecahydrate
pentadecahydrated
pentadecane
pentadecatoic
pentadecoic
pentadecyl
pentadecylic
pentadelphous
pentadic
pentadicity
pentadiene
pentadodecahedron
pentadrachm
pentadachrama
pentads
pentaerythrite
pentaerythritol
pentafid
pentafluoride
pentagamist
pentaglossal
pentaglossal
pentaglot
pentaglottical
pentagon
pentagon's
pentagonal
pentagonally
pentagonohedron
pentagonoid
pentagonon
pentagons
pentagram
pentagrammatic
pentagrid
pentagyn
pentagynian
pentagynous
pentahalide
pentahedra
pentahedral
pentahedrical
pentahedroid
pentahedron
pentahedrous
pentahexahedral
pentahexahedron
pentahydrate
pentahydrated
pentahydric
pentahydroxy
pentail
pentaiodide
pentalobate
pentalogies
pentalogue
pentalogy
pentalpha
pentameral
pentameran
pentamerid
pentamerism
pentameroid
pentamerous
pentamery
pentameter
pentameters
pentamethylene
pentamethylenediamine
pentametrist
pentametrize
pentander
pentandrian
pentandrous
pentane
pentamedione
pentanes
pentangle
pentangular
pentanitrate
pentanoic
pentanolide
pentanone
pentapeptide
pentapetalous
pentaphylaceous
pentaphyllous
pentaploid
pentaploidic
pentaploidy
pentapodic
pentapodies
pentapody
pentapolis
pentapolitan
pentaprism
pentapterous
pentaptote
pentaptych
pentaquin
pentaquine
pentarch
pentarchical
pentarchies
pentarchs
pentarchy
pentasepalous
pentasilicate
pentaspermous
pentaspheric
pentaspherical
pentastich
pentastichous
pentastichy
pentastom
pentastome
pentastomoid
pentastomous
pentastyle
pentastylos
pentasulphide
pentasyllabic
pentasyllabism
pentasyllable
pentateuch
pentateuchal
pentathlonate
pentathionic
pentathlete
pentathlon
pentathlons
pentathlos
pentatomic
pentatomid
pentatone
pentatonic
pentatriacontane
pentatron
pentavalence
pentavality
pentavalent
pentazocine
pentecoster
pentecostal
pentecostalism
pentecostalist
pentecostals
pentecostarion
pentecoster
pentecostys
pentelic
pentene
penteteric
penthemimer
penthemimeral
penthemimeris
pentiophen
pentiophene
penthouse
penthouesd
penthoueslike
penthouses
penthoueing
penthrit
penthrite
pentice
penticle
pentimenti
pentimento
pentine
pentiodide
pentit
pentite
pentitol
pentlandite
pentobarbital
pentobarbitone
pentode
pentoci
pentol
pentolite
pentomic
pentosan
pentosane
pentosans
pentose
pentoses
pentosid
pentoside
pentosuria
pentothal
pentoxide
pentremital
pentremite
pentrit
pentrite
pentrough
pentstemon
pentstok
penttail
pentyl
pentylene
pentylenetetrazol
pentylic
pentylidene
pentyls
pentyne
penuche
penuches
penuchii
penuchis
penuchle
penuchles
penuckle
penuckles
penult
penultim
penultima
penultimate
penultimately
penultimatum
penults
penumbra
penumbrae
penumbral
penumbrae
penumbrous
penup
penuries
penurious
penuriously
penuriousness
penury
penwiper
penwoman
penwomanship
penwomen
penworker
penwright
peon
peonage
peonages
peones
peonies
peonism
peonisms
peonize
peons
peony
people
people's
peopled
peopledom
peoplehood
peopleize
peopleless
peoplement
peolor
peoples
peoplet
peptization
peptize
peptized
peptizer
peptizers
peptizes
peptizing
peptogaster
peptogen
peptogenic
peptogenous
peptogeny
peptohydrochloric
peptolysis
peptolytic
peptonaemia
peptonate
peptone
peptonelike
peptonemia
peptones
peptonic
peptonisation
peptonise
peptonised
peptoniser
peptonising
peptonization
peptonize
peptonized
peptonizer
peptonizing
peptonoid
peptonuria
peptotoxin
peptotoxine
pequot
per
peracephalus
peracetate
peracetic
peracid
peracidite
peracidity
peracids
peract
peracute
peradventure
peragrate
peragration
perai
peramble
perambulant
perambulate
perambulated
perambulates
perambulating
perambulation
perambulations
perambulator
perambulators
perambulatory
perameles
perameline
perameloid
perau
perbend
perborate
perborax
perbromide
perca
percale
percales
percaline
percarbide
percarbonate
percarbonic
percase
perceant
perceivability
perceivable
perceivableness
perceivably
perceivance
perceivancy
perceive
perceived
perceivedly
perceivedness
perceiver
perceivers
perceives
perceiving
perceivingness
percent
percentable
perchlorinating
perchlorination
perchloroethane
perchloroethylene
perchloromethane
perchromate
perchromic
percid
perciform
perci
percipience
perciosity
percient
percvale
perclose
percsome
percoct
percoid
percoideal
percoids
percolable
percolate
percolated
percolates
percolating
percolation
percolative
percolator
percolators
percomorph
percomorphous
percompound
percontation
percontatorial
percribrate
percribration
percrystallization
percusion
percusive
percur
percurrature
percurrent
percursory
percuss
percussed
percusses
percussing
percussion
peregrinate
peregrinated
peregrination
peregrinations
peregrinative
peregrinator
peregrinatory
peregrine
peregrinism
peregrinity
peregrinoid
peregrins
peregrinus
pereia
pereion
pereiopod
pereira
pereirine
perejonet
perempt
peremption
peremptorily
peremptoriness
peremptory
perendinant
perendinate
perendination
perendure
perennate
perennation
perennial
perenniality
perennialize
perennially
perennialness
perennials
perennibranch
perennibranchiate
perennity
perequitate
pererrate
pererration
peres
pereundem
perezone
perf
perfay
perfect
perfectuation
perfervent
perfervid
perfervidity
perfervidly
perfervidness
perfervor
perfavour
perficient
perfidies
perfidious
perfidiously
perfidiousness
perfidy
perfilograph
perfin
perfins
prefix
perflable
perflate
perflation
perfluent
perfoliate
perfoliation
perforable
perforant
perforate
perforated
perforates
perforating
perforation
perforationproof
perforations
perforative
perforator
perforatorium
perforators
perforatory
perforce
perforcedly
perform
performability
performable
performance
performance's
performances
performant
performative
periblastula
periblem
periblems
periboli
periboloi
peribolos
peribolus
peribronchial
peribronchial
peribronchiolar
peribronchiolitis
peribronchitis
peribulbar
peribursal
pericaecal
pericaecitis
pericanalicular
pericapsular
pericardia
pericardiac
pericardiacophrenic
pericardial
pericardian
pericardicentesis
pericardiectomy
pericardiocentesis
pericardiolyis
pericardiomediastinitis
pericardiophrenic
pericardiopleural
pericardiorrhaphy
pericardiosymphysis
pericardiotomy
pericarditic
pericarditis
pericardium
pericardotomy
pericarp
pericarpial
pericarpic
pericarpium
pericarpoidal
pericarps
pericecal
pericecitis
pericellular
pericemental
pericementitis
pericope
pericopes
pericopic
pericorneal
pericowperitis
pericoxitis
pericrania
pericranial
pericranitis
pericranium
pericristate
periculant
periculos
periculum
pericycle
pericyclic
pericycloid
pericyclone
pericyclonic
pericythalmic
pericystic
pericystitis
pericystium
pericytial
peridendritic
peridental
peridentium
peridentoclasia
periderm
peridermal
peridermic
peridermis
periderms
peridesm
peridesmic
peridesmitis
peridesmium
peridia
peridial
peridiastole
peridiastolic
perididymis
perididymitis
peridiiform
peridila
peridiniaceous
peridinial
peridinian
peridinid
peridiola
peridiola
peridiole
peridiolum
peridium
peridot
peridotric
peridotite
peridotitic
peridots
peridrome
peridromoi
peridromos
periductal
periegesis
periegetic
perieleisis
periencephalitis
perierteric
perierteritis
perierteron
periependymal
periergy
periesophageal
periesophagitis
perifistular
perifoliary
perifollicular
perifolliculitis
perigangliitis
periganglonic
perigastric
perigastritis
perigastrula
perigastrular
perigastrulation
perigeal
perigean
perigeer
perigees
perigemmal
perigenesis
perigenital
perigeum
periglacial
periglandular
periglial
perigloea
periglottic
periglottis
perignathic
perigon
perigonadal
perigonial
perigonal
perigone
perigonia
perigonal
perigon
perigonium
perigonnia
perigons
perigord
perigraph
perigraphic
perigynial
perigynies
perigynium
perigynous
perigyn
perigelia
perihelia
perihelial
perihelian
perihelion
perihelium
periheloin
perihaptic
perihaptic
perihernial
perihernial
perihysteric
perijejunitis
perijove
perikarya
perikaryal
perikaryon
perikronion
peril
peril's
perilabryinth
perilabynithitis
perilaryngeal
perilaryngitis
periled
perilenticular
periligamentous
periling
perilla
perineorrhaphy
perineoscrotal
perineostomy
perineosynthesis
perineotomy
perineovaginal
perineovulvar
perinephral
perinephria
perinephrial
perinephric
perinephritic
perinephritis
perinephrium
perineptunium
perineum
perineural
perineuria
perineurial
perineurical
perineuritis
perineurium
perinum
perinuclear
periocular
period
period’s
periodate
periodic
periodical
periodicalism
periodicalist
periodicalize
periodically
periodicalness
periodicals
periodicity
periodid
periodide
periodids
periodization
periodize
periodogram
periodograph
periodology
periodontal
periodontally
periodontia
periosteorrhaphy
periosteotome
periosteotomy
periosteous
periosteum
periostitic
periostitis
periostoma
periostosis
periostotomy
periostroca
periostrocal
periostrocam
periotic
periovular
peripachymeningitis
peripancreatic
peripancreatitis
peripapillary
peripatetian
peripatetic
peripatetical
peripatetically
peripateticate
peripateticism
peripatetics
peripatize
peripatoid
peripatus
peripenial
peripericarditis
peripetalous
peripetasma
peripetetea
peripetia
peripeties
peripety
periphacitis
peripharyngeal
periphasis
peripherad
peripheral
peripherallies
peripherally
peripherals
peripherical
peripheric
peripherical
peripherally
peripheries
peripherocentral
peripheroceptor
peripheromittor
peripheroneural
peripherophose
periphery
periphery's
periphlebitic
periphlebitis
periphrastic
periphrase
periphrased
periphrases
periphrasing
periphrasis
periphrastic
periphrastical
periphrastically
periphraxy
periphyllum
periphyse
periphysis
periphytic
periphyton
periplasm
periplast
periplastic
periplegmatic
peripleural
peripleuritis
periplus
peripneumonia
peripneumonic
peripneumony
peripneustic
peripolar
peripolygonal
periproctal
periproct
periproctitis
periproctous
periprostatic
periprostatitis
peripter
perishingly
perishless
perishment
perisigmoiditis
perisinuitis
perisinuous
perisinusitis
perisoma
perisomal
perisomatic
perisome
perisomial
perisperm
perispermal
perispermatitis
perispermic
perisphere
perispheric
perispherical
perisphinctean
perisphinctoid
perisplanchnic
perisplanchnitis
perisplenetic
perisplenic
perisplenitis
perispome
perispomena
perispomenon
perispondylar
perispondylitis
perispore
perisporiaceous
perissad
perissodactyl
perissodactylate
perissodactyle
perissodactylar
perissodactylism
perissodactylous
perissologic
perissological
perissology
perissosyllabic
peristalith
peristalses
peristalsis
peristaltic
peristaltically
peristaphyline
peristaphyritis
peristele
peristerite
peristeromorph
peristeromorphous
peristeronic
peristerophily
peristeropod
peristeropodan
peristeropode
peristeropodous
peristethium
peristole
peristoma
peristomal
peristomatic
peristome
peristomial
peristomium
peristrephic
peristrephical
peristrumitis
peristrumous
peristyler
peristyle
peristyles
peristylium
peristylos
peristylum
perisynovial
perisystole
perisystolic
perit
peritcia
perite
peritectic
peritendineum
peritenon
perithece
perithecia
perithecial
perithecium
perithelia
perithelial
perithelioma
perithelium
perithoracic
perithyroiditis
perithyroiditis
peritilia
peritomize
peritomous
peritory
peritonaeal
peritonaeal
peritoneal
peritoneal
peritonealize
peritonealized
peritonealizing
peritoneally
peritoneocentesis
peritoneoclysis
peritoneomuscular
peritoneopathy
peritoneopericardial
peritoneopexy
peritoneoplasty
peritoneoscope
peritoneoscopy
peritoneotomy
peritoneum
peritoneums
peritonism
peritonial
peritonitic
peritonitis
peritonsillar
peritonsillitis
peritracheal
peritrack
peritrema
peritrema
tous
peritrete
peritrich
peritricha
peritrichan
peritrichate
peritrichic
peritrichous
peritrichously
perlustrator
perm
permafrost
permalloy
permanence
permanencies
permanency
permanent
permanently
permanentness
permanents
permanganate
permanganic
permansion
permansive
permatron
permeability
permeable
permeableness
permeably
permeameter
permeance
permeant
permease
permeases
permeate
permeated
permeates
permeating
permeation
permeations
permeative
permeator
permian
permillage
perminvar
permirific
permiss
permissable
permissibility
permissible
permissibleness
permissibility
permissibly
permission
permissioned
permissions
permissive
pernasal
pernavigate
pernea
pernel
pernephria
pernicion
pernicious
perniciously
perniciousness
pernicketiness
pernicketty
pernickety
pernicketiness
pernicketty
pernickety
pernine
pernio
pernitrate
pernitric
pernoctate
pernoctation
pernod
pernor
pernychia
pernyi
peroba
perobrachius
perocephalus
perochirus
perodactylus
perofskite
peroliary
peromelous
peromelus
peromyscus
peronate
perone
peroneal
peronei
peroneocalcaneal
peroneotarsal
peroneotibial
peroneus
peronial
peronium
peronnei
peronospora
peronosporaceous
peropod
peropodous
peropus
peroral
perorally
perorate
perorated
perorates
perorating
peroration
perorational
perorations
perorative
perorator
peroratorical
peroratorically
peroratory
peroses
perosis
perosmate
perosmic
perosomus
perotic
perovskite
peroxid
peroxidase
peroxidate
peroxidation
peroxide
peroxidated
peroxides
peroxidic
peroxidicperoxidation
peroxidizing
peroxidize
peroxidized
peroxidizement
peroxidizing
peroxids
peroxisomal
peroxisome
peroxy
peroxyacid
peroxyborate
peroxyl
perozonid
perozonide
perp
perpend
perpended
perpetuum
perphenazine
perplantar
perplex
perplexable
perplexed
perplexedly
perplexedness
perplexer
perplexes
perplexing
perplexingly
perplexities
perplexity
perplexment
perplication
perquadrat
perqueer
perqueerly
perqueir
perquest
perquisite
perquisites
perquisition
perquisitor
perradial
perradially
perradiate
perradius
perreia
perridicus
perrudiculous
perrie
perrier
perries
perron
perrons
perroquet
perruche
perrukery
perruque
perruquier
perruquiers
perruthenate
perruthenic
perry
perryman
pers
persalt
persicary
persico
persicot
persienne
persiennes
persiflage
persiflate
persifleur
persilicic
persillade
persimmon
persimmons
persis
persio
persist
persistance
persisted
persistance
persistent
persistently
persister
persisters
persisting
persistingly
persistive
persistively
persistiveness
persists
persnicketiness
persnickety
persolve
person
person's
persona
personable
personableness
personably
personae
personage
personage's
personages
personal
personalia
personalis
personalisation
personalism
personalist
perspectived
perspectiveless
perspectively
perspectives
perspectivism
perspectivist
perspectivity
perspectograph
perspectometer
perspicable
perspicacious
perspicaciously
perspicaciousness
perspicacity
perspicil
perspicous
perspicuity
perspicuous
perspicuously
perspicuousness
perspirability
perspirable
perspirant
perspirate
perspiration
perspirative
perspiratory
perspire
perspired
perspires
perspiring
perspiringly
perspiry
perstand
perstringe
perstringement
persuadability
persuadable
persuadableness
persuadably
persuade
persuaded
persuadedly
persuadedness
persuader
persuaders
persuades
persuading
perula
perulate
perule
perusable
perusal
perusals
peruse
perused
peruser
perusers
peruses
perusing
peruvian
peruvians
perv
pervade
pervaded
pervadence
pervader
pervaders
pervades
pervading
pervadingly
pervadingness
pervagate
pervagation
pervalvar
pervasion
pervasive
pervasively
pervasiveness
pervenche
pervere
perversely
perverseness
perversion
perversions
perversite
perversities
perversity
perversive
pervert
perverted
pervertedly
pervertedness
perverter
pervertibility
pervertible
pervertibly
perverting
pervertive
perverts
pervestigate
perviability
perviable
pervial
pervicacious
pervicaciously
pervicaciousness
pervicacity
pervigilium
pervious
perviously
perviousness
pervulgate
pervulgation
perwick
perwitsky
pes
pesa
pesach
pesade
pesades
pesage
pesante
pescod
peseta
pesetas
pesewa
pesewsas
peshito
peshkar
peshkash
peshwa
peshwaship
peskier
peskiest
peskily
peskiness
pesky
peso
pesos
pess
pessaries
pessary
pessimal
pessimism
pessimist
pessimistic
pessimistically
pessimists
pessimize
pessimum
pessomancy
pessoner
pessular
pessulus
pest
pestalozzian
peste
pester
pestered
pesterer
pesterers
pestering
pesteringly
pesterment
pesterous
pesters
pestersome
pestful
pesthole
pestholes
pesthouse
pesticidal
pesticide
pesticides
pestiduct
pestiferous
pestiferously
pestiferousness
pestiferousness
pestifugous
pestify
pestilence
pestilences
pestilenceweed
pestilencewort
pestilent
pestential
pestientially
pestientialness
pestiently
pestis
peste
pestled
pestles
pestling
pestological
pestologist
pestology
pestproof
pests
pet
apetal
apetal's
petalage
petaled
petaliferous
petaliform
petaline
petaling
petalism
petalite
petalled
petalless
petallike
petalling
petalocerous
petalodic
petalodies
petalodont
petalodontid
petalodontoid
petalody
petaloid
petaloidal
petaloideal
petaloideous
petalomania
petalon
petalostichous
petalous
petals
petalwise
petaly
petara
petard
petardeer
petardier
petarding
petards
petary
petasma
petrified
petrifier
petrifies
petrify
petrifying
petrine
petrissage
petro
petrobrusian
petrochemical
petrochemicals
petrochemistry
petrodollar
petrodollars
petrog
petrogenesis
petrogenetic
petrogenic
petrogeny
petroglyph
petroglyphic
petroglyphy
petrogram
petrograph
petrographer
petrographers
petrographic
petrographical
petrographically
petrography
petrohyoid
petrol
petrolage
petrolatum
petrolean
petroleum
petroleous
petroleum
petroleur
petroleuse
petrolic
petroliferous
petrolific
petrolin
petrolist
petrolithic
petrolization
petrolize
petrolized
petrolizing
petrolled
petrolging
petrologic
petrological
petrologically
petrologist
petrologists
petrology
petrols
petromastoid
petromyzont
petromyzontoid
petronel
petronella
petronellier
petronels
petropharyngeal
petrophilous
petrosa
petrosal
petrosilex
petrosiliceous
petrosilicious
petrosphenoid
petrosphenoidal
petosphere
petrosquamosal
petrosquamous
petrostearin
petrostearine
petrosum
petrotympanic
petrous
petroxolin
pets
pettable
pettah
petted
pettedly
pettedness
petter
petter's
petters
petti
pettiagua
pettichaps
petticoat
petticoat's
petticoated
petticoaterie
petticoatery
petticoating
petticoatism
petticoatless
petticoats
petticoaty
pettier
pettiest
pettifog
pettifogged
pettifogger
pettifoggers
pettifoggery
pettifogging
pettifogs
pettifogulize
pettifogulizer
pетили
pетинеса
петинг
петильно
петиш
петишь
петишьше
петишьшне
петишькр
петито
петтле
петтелд
петтле
петтлинг
петто
петти
петтифог
петтигод
петулансо
петулансоис
петулансо
петулант
петуланть
петум
петун
петунис
петунис
петунис
peziza
pezizaceous
pezizaeform
peziziform
pezizoid
pezograph
pf
pfc
ptd
pfeffernuss
pfennig
pfennige
pfennigs
pfg
pflag
pfui
pfund
pfunde
pfx
pg
pgntt
pgnttrp
ph
phacelite
phacella
phacellite
phacellus
phacitis
phacoanaphylaxis
phacocele
phacochere
phacocherine
phacochoere
phacochoerid
phacochoerine
phacochoeroid
phacocyst
phacocystectomy
phacocystitis
phacoglaucoma
phacoid
phacoidal
phacoidoscope
phacolite
phacolith
phacolysis
phacomalacia
phacometer
phages
phagocytal
phagocyte
phagocyter
phagocytic
phagocytism
phagocytize
phagocytized
phagocytizing
phagocytoblast
phagocytolysis
phagocytolytic
phagocytose
phagocytosed
phagocytosing
phagocytosis
phagocytotic
phagodynamometer
phagolysis
phagolytic
phagomania
phagophobia
phagosome
phainolion
phalacrocoracine
phalacrosis
phalaenopsid
phalangal
phalange
phalangeal
phalangean
phalanger
phalangerine
phalanges
phalangette
phalangian
phalangic
phalangid
phalangidan
phalangidean
phalangiform
phalangigrađe
phalangigrady
phalangiid
phalangist
phalangistine
phalangite
phalangitic
phalangitis
phalangologist
phalangology
phalansterial
phalansterian
phalansterianism
phalansteric
phalansteries
phalansterism
phalansterist
phalansterey
phalanx
phalanxed
phalanxes
phalarica
phalarope
phalaropes
phalera
phalerae
phalerate
phalerated
phaleucian
phallaceous
phallalgia
phallaneurysm
phallephoric
phalli
phallic
phallical
phallically
phallicism
phallicist
phallics
phallin
phallis
phallism
phallisms
phallist
phallists
phallitis
phallocryptsis
phallodynia
phalloid
phalloncus
phalloplasty
phallorrhagia
phallus
phalluses
phanatron
phane
phaneric
phanerite
phanerocephalous
phanerocodonic
phanerocryst
phanerocrystalline
phanerogam
phanerogamia
phanerogamian
phanerogamic
phanerogamous
phanerogamy
phanerogentic
phanerogenic
phaneroglossal
phaneroglossate
phaneromania
phaneromere
phaneromerous
phanerophyte
phaneroscope
phanerosis
phanerozoic
phanerozonate
phanic
phano
phanos
phanotron
phansigar
phantascope
phantasia
phantasiast
phantasied
phantasies
phantasist
phantasize
phantasm
phantasma
phantasmag
phantasmagoria
phantasmagorial
phantasmagorially
phantasmagorian
phantasmagorianly
phantasmagorias
pharmacol
pharmacolite
pharmacologia
pharmacologic
pharmacological
pharmacologically
pharmacologies
pharmacologist
pharmacologists
pharmacology
pharmacomania
pharmacomaniac
pharmacomaniacal
pharmacometer
pharmacon
pharmacopedia
pharmacopedic
pharmacopedics
pharmacopeia
pharmacopeial
pharmacopeian
pharmacopeias
pharmacophobia
pharmacopoeia
pharmacopoeial
pharmacopoeian
pharmacopoeias
pharmacopoeic
pharmacopoeist
pharmacopolist
pharmacopsia
pharmacopsychology
pharmacopsychosis
pharmacosiderite
pharmacotherapy
pharmacy
pharmakoi
pharmakos
pharmic
pharmuthi
pharo
pharology
pharos
pharoses
pharyngal
pharyngalgia
pharyngalgic
pharyngeal
pharyngealization
pharyngealized
pharyngectomies
pharyngectomy
pharyngemphraxis
pharynges
pharyngic
pharyngismus
pharyngitic
pharyngitis
pharyngomygdalitis
pharyngobranch
pharyngobranchial
pharyngobranchiate
pharyngocele
pharyngoceratosis
pharyngodynia
pharyngoepiglottic
pharyngoepiglottidean
pharyngoesophageal
pharyngoglossal
pharyngoglossus
pharyngognath
pharyngognathous
pharyngographic
pharyngography
pharyngokeratosis
pharyngolaryngeal
pharyngolaryngitis
pharyngolith
pharyngological
pharyngology
pharyngomaxillary
pharyngomycosis
pharyngonasal
pharyngopalatine
pharyngopalatinus
pharyngoparalysis
pharyngopathy
pharyngoplasty
pharyngoplegia
pharyngoplegic
pharyngoplegic
pharyngopleural
pharyngopneustal
pharyngorhinitis
pharyngorrhinology
pharyngoscleroma
pharyngoscope
pharyngoscopy
pharyngospasm
pharyngotherapy
pharyngotome
pharyngotomy
pharyngotonsillitis
pharyngotyphoid
pharyngoxerotic
pharyngotome
pharynx
pharynxes
phascaceous
phascolome
phase
phaseal
phased
phaseless
phaselin
phasemeter
phasemy
phaseolin
phaseolous
phaseolunatin
phaseometer
phaseout
phasers
phases
phasen
phasianic
phasianid
phasianine
phasianoid
phasis
phasering
phasitron
phasm
phasma
phasmajector
phasmatid
phasmatoid
phasmatrope
phasmid
phasmids
phasmoid
phasmophobia
phasogeneous
phasor
phasotropy
phat
phatic
phatically
pheal
pharse
pheasant
pheasant's
pheasantry
pheasants
pheasantwood
pheal
phellandrene
phellem
phelms
phelloderm
phellodermal
phellogen
phellogenetic
phelogenic
phellonic
phelloplastic
phelloplastics
phellum
phelonia
phelonion
phelononia
phelonions
phemic
phenacaine
phenacetin
phenacetine
phenaceturic
phenacite
phenacyl
phenakism
phenakistoscope
phenakite
phenanthraquinone
phenanthrene
phenanthrenequinone
phenanthridine
phenanthridone
phenanthrol
phenanthroline
phenomenon
phenomenona
phenomenons
phenoms
phenoplast
phenoplastic
phenoquinone
phenosafranine
phenosal
phenose
phenosol
phenospermic
phenospermy
phenothiazine
phenotype
phenotypes
phenotypic
phenotypical
phenotypically
phenoxazine
phenoxid
phenoxide
phenoxybenzamine
phenozygous
phentolamine
phenyl
phenylacetaldehyde
phenylacetamide
phenylacetic
phenylacetaldehyde
phenylalanine
phenylamide
phenylamine
phenylate
phenylated
phenylation
phenylbenzene
phenylboric
phenylbutazone
phenylcarbamic
phenylcarbimide
phenylcarbinol
phenyldiethanolamine
phenylene
phenylenediamine
phenylephrine
phenylephrine
phenylethylene
phenylethylmalonylure
phenylethylmalonylurea
phenylglycine
phenylglycolic
phenylglyoxylic
phenylhydrazine
phenylhydrazone
phenylic
phenylketonuria
phenylketonuric
phenylmethane
phenylic
phenylthiocarbamide
phenylthiourea
pheochromocytoma
pheon
pheophyl
pheophyll
pheophytin
pheretrer
pheromonal
pheromone
pheromones
phew
phi
phial
phialae
phialai
phiale
phialed
phialful
phialide
phialine
phialing
phialled
phiallike
phialling
phialophore
phialospore
phials
phies
phil
philabeg
philabegs
philadelphia
philadelphian
philadelphians
philadelphite
philadelphus
philadelphy
philaethist
philmot
philand
phlander
phlandered
phlanderer
phlanderers
philandering
philanders
philanthid
philanthrope
philanthropian
philanthropic
philanthropical
philanthropically
philanthropies
philanthropine
philanthropinism
philanthropinist
philanthropise
philanthropised
philanthropising
philanthropism
philanthropist
philanthropistic
philanthropists
philanthropize
philanthropized
philanthropizing
philanthropy
philantomba
philarchaist
philaristocracy
philatelic
philatelical
philatelically
philatelism
philatelist
philatelic
philatelicists
philately
philathletic
philauty
philematology
philemon
philharmonic
philharmonics
philhellene
philhellenic
philhellenism
philhellenist
philhippic
philhymnic
philia
philater
philibeg
philibegs
philic
philine
philip
philippians
philippic
philippicize
philippics
philippina
philippine
philippines
philippize
philippizer
philippus
philister
philistra
philistine
philistines
philistinism
phillilew
philliloo
phillepeener
phillippi
phillipsine
phillsite
phillis
phillumenist
phillyrea
philiryn
philobiblian
philobiblic
philobiblical
philobiblist
philobotanic
philobotanist
philobrutish
philocalic
philocalist
philocaly
philocathartic
philocatholic
philocomal
philocubist
philocynic
philocynical
philocynicism
philocyny
philodemic
philodendra
philodendron
philodendrons
philodespot
philodestructiveness
philodox
philodoxer
philodoxical
philodramatic
philodramatist
philofelist
philofelon
philogarlic
philogastric
philogeant
philogenitive
philogenitiveness
philograph
philographic
philogynaecic
philogynist
philogynous
philogyny
philohellenian
philokleptic
philol
philoleucosis
philologaster
philologastry
philologer
philologian
philologic
philological
philologically
philologist
philologistic
philologists
philologize
philologue
philology
philomath
philomathematic
philomathematical
philomathic
philomathical
philomathy
philome
philomel
philomela
philomelanist
philomelian
philomels
philomuse
philomusical
philomystic
philomythia
philomythic
philonatural
philoneism
philonian
philonist
philonium
philonoist
philopagan
philopater
philopatrian
philopena
philophilosophos
philopig
philoplutonic
philopoet
philopogon
philopolemic
philopolemical
philopornist
philoprogeneminy
philoprogenitive
philoprogenitiveness
philopterid
philopublican
philoradical
philorchidaceous
philornithic
philorthodox
philos
philosoph
philosophaster
philosophastering
philosophastry
philosophe
philosophedom
philosopheme
philosopher
philosopher's
philosopheress
philosophers
philosophership
philosophes
philosophess
philosophic
philosophical
philosophically
philosophicalness
philosophicide
philosophicohistorical
philosophicojuristic
philosophicolegal
philosophicopsychological
philosophicoreligious
philosophicotheological
philosophies
philosophilous
philosophisation
philosophise
philosophised
philosophiser
philosophising
philosophism
philosophist
philosophister
philosophistic
philosophistical
philosophization
philosophize
philosophized
philosopherizer
philosopherizers
philosopherizes
philosopherizing
philosopherling
philosophobia
philosophocracy
philosophuncule
philosophunculist
philosophy
philosophy's
philotadpole
philotechnic
philotechnical
philotechnist
philothaumaturgic
philotheism
philotheist
philotheistic
philotheosophical
philoitherian
philoitherianism
philoxygenous
philozoic
philozoist
philozooonist
philter
philtered
philterer
philtering
philterproof
philters
phitra
phltre
philtred
philtres
philtring
philtrum
philydraceous
phimosed
phimoses
phimosis
phimotic
phippe
phis
phit
phitones
phiz
phizes
phizog
phlebalgia
phlebangioma
phlebarteriectasia
phlebarteriodialysis
phlebecstasy
phlebecstasy
phlebecstasia
phlebecstomy
phlebecstopia
phlebectomy
phlebemphraxis
phlebenteric
phlebenterism
phlebitic
phlebitis
phlebogram
phlebograph
phlebographic
phlebographical
phlebography
phleboid
phleboidal
phlebolite
phlebolith
phlebolithiasis
phlebolithic
phlebolitic
phlebological
phlebology
phlebometritis
phlebopexy
phleboplasty
phleborrhage
phleborrhagia
phleborrhaphy
phleborrhexitis
phlebosclerosis
phlebosclerotic
phlebostasia
phlebostasis
phlebostenosis
phlebostrepsis
phlebothrombosis
phlebotome
phlebotomic
phlebotomical
phlebotomically
phlebotomies
phlebotomisation
phlebotomise
phlebotomised
phlebotomising
phlebotomist
phlebotomization
phlebotomize
phlebotomus
phlebotomy
phlegethon
phlegm
phlegma
phlegmagogue
phlegmasia
phlegmatic
phlegmatical
phlegmatically
phlegmaticalness
phlegmaticly
phlegmaticness
phlegmatism
phlegmatist
phlegmatized
phlegmatous
phlegmier
phlegmiest
phlegmless
phlegmon
phlegmonic
phlegmonoid
phlegmonous
phlegms
phlegmy
phlobaphene
phlobatannin
phloem
phloems
phloeophagous
phloeoterma
phloeum
phlogisma
phlogistian
phlogistic
phlogistical
phlogisticate
phlogistication
phlogiston
phlogistonism
phlogistonist
phlogogenetic
phlogogenic
phlogogenous
phlogopite
phlogosed
phlogosin
phlogosis
phlogotic
phloreptic
phloretin
phlorhizin
phloridzin
phlorina
phlorizin
phloroglucic
phloroglucin
phloroglucinol
phlorol
phlorone
phlorrhizin
phlox
phloxes
phloxin
phlyctaena
phlyctaenae
phlyctaenula
phlyctena
phlyctenae
phlyctenoid
phlyctenula
phlyctenule
phlyzacious
phlyzacium
pho
phobia
phobiac
phobias
phobic
phobies
phobism
phobist
phobophobia
phoby
phoca
phocacean
phocaceous
phocaenine
phocal
phocenate
phocenic
phocenin
phocid
phociiform
phocine
phocodont
phocodontic
phocoid
phocomeli
phocomelia
phocomelous
phocomelus
phoebads
phoebe
phoebe
phoebus
phoeniceous
phoenicean
phoenicia
phoenician
phoenicians
phoenicite
phoenicochroite
phoenicopterus
phoenicopteroïd
phoenicopterous
phoenicurus
phoenigm
phoenix
phoenixes
phoenixity
phoenixlike
phóh
phokomelia
pholad
pholadian
pholadid
pholadoid
pholas
pholcid
pholcoid
pholido
pholidolite
pholidosis
pholidote
phon
phonal
phonasthenia
phonate
phonated
phonates
phonating
phonation
phonatory
phonautogram
phonograph
phonographic
phonographically
phone
phoned
phoneidoscope
phoneidoscopic
phoneier
phoneiest
phonematic
phonematics
phoneme
phoneme's
phonemes
phonemic
phonemically
phonemicist
phonemicize
phonemicized
phonemicizing
phonemics
phonendoscope
phoner
phones
phonesis
phonestheme
phonesthemic
phonet
phonetic
phonetical
phonetically
phonetician
phoneticians
phoneticism
phoneticist
phoneticization
phoneticize
phoneticogrammatical
phoneticohieroglyphic
phonetics
phonetism
phonetist
phonetization
phonetize
phoney
phoneys
phonghi
phoniatric
phorminx
phormium
phorology
phorometer
phorometric
phorometry
phorone
phoronic
phoronic
phoronomia
phoronomic
phoronomically
phoronomics
phoronomy
phroscope
phrozoid
phrrhea
phos
phose
phosgene
phosgenes
phosgenic
phosgenite
phasis
phosphagen
phospham
phosphamic
phosphamide
phosphamido
phosphammonium
phosphatase
phosphate
phosphate's
phosphated
phosphatemia
phosphates
phosphatese
phosphatic
phosphatide
phosphatidic
phosphatidyl
phosphatidylcholine
phosphation
phosphatisation
phosphatise
phosphatised
phosphatising
phosphatization
phoshatize
phosphatized
phosphatizing
phosphaturia
phosphaturic
phosphene
phosphenyld
phoshid
phoshide
phosphids
phosphin
phosphinate
phosphate
phosphine
phosphinic
phosphins
phosphite
phospho
phosphoaminolipide
phosphocarnic
phosphocreatine
phosphodiesterase
phosphoenolpyruvate
phosphoferrite
phosphofructokinase
phosphoglucomutase
phosphoglyceraldehyde
phosphoglycerate
phosphoglyceric
phosphoglycoprotein
phosphokinase
phospholipase
phospholipid
phospholipide
phospholipin
phosphomolybdate
phosphomolybdic
phosphomonoesterase
phosphonate
phosphonic
phosphonium
phosphonuclease
phosphophor
phosphophyllite
phosphoprotein
phosphor
phosphorate
phosphorated
phosphorating
phosphore
phosphoreal
phosphorent
phosphoreous
phosphoresce
phosphoresced
phosphorescence
phosphorescent
phosphorescently
phosphorescing
phosphoreted
phosphoreted
phosphorhidrosis
phosphori
phosphoric
phosphorical
phosphoriferous
phosphorisation
phosphorise
phosphorised
phosphorising
phosphorism
phosphorite
phosphoritic
phosphorize
phosphorizing
phosphorogen
phosphorogene
phosphorogenic
phosphorograph
phosphorographic
phosphorography
phosphorolysis
phosphorolytic
phosphorescope
phosphorous
phosphors
phosphoruria
phosphorus
phosphoryl
phosphorylase
phosphorylate
phosphorylated
phosphorylating
phosphorylation
phosphorylative
phosphosilicate
phosphotartaric
phosphotungstate
phosphotungstic
phosphowolframic
phosphuranylite
phosphuret
phosphuria
phosphyl
phoss
phossy
phot
photaesthesia
photaesthesia
photaesthetic
photal
photalgia
photechy
photelectrograph
photeolic
poterythrous
photesthesis
photic
photically
photics
photinia
photism
photistic
photo
photo's
photoactinic
photoactivate
photoactivation
photoactive
photoactivity
photoaesthetic
photoalbum
photoalgraphy
photoanamorphosis
photoaquatint
photoautotrophic
photoautotrophically
photobathic
photobiography
photobiologic
photobiological
photobiologist
photobiology
photobiotic
photobromide
photocampsis
photocatalysis
photocatalyst
photocatalytic
photocatalyzer
photocathode
photocell
photocells
photocellulose
photocaptor
photoceramic
photoceramics
photoceramist
photochemic
photochemical
photochemically
photochemigraphy
photochemist
photochemistry
photochloride
photochlorination
photochromascope
photochromatic
photochrome
photochromic
photochromism
photochromography
photochromolithograph
photochromoscope
photochromotype
photochromotypy
photochromy
photochronograph
photochronographic
photochronographical
photochronographically
photochronography
photocinesis
photocoagulation
photocollograph
photocollographic
photocollography
photocolloctype
photocombustion
photocompose
photocomposed
photocomposer
photoelectricity
photoelectron
photoelectronic
photoelectronics
photoelectrotypes
photoemission
photoemissive
photoeng
photoengrave
photoengraved
photoengraver
photoengravers
photoengraves
photoengraving
photoengravings
photoepinastic
photoepinastically
photoepinasty
photoesthesia
photoesthetic
photoetch
photoetched
photoetcher
photoetching
photofilm
photofinish
photofinisher
photofinishing
photofission
photoflash
photoflight
photoflood
photofloodlamp
photofluorogram
photofluorograph
photofluorographic
photofluorography
photog
photogalvanograph
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plagiophyre
plagiostomatous
plagiostome
plagiostomous
plagiotropic
plagiotropically
plagiotropism
plagiotropous
plagium
plagose
plagosity
plague
plagued
plagueful
plagueless
plagueproof
plaguer
plaguers
plagues
plaguesome
plaguesomeness
plaguey
plaguily
plaguing
plagula
plaguy
plaice
plaices
plaid
plaid's
plaided
plaidie
plaiding
plaidman
plaidoyer
plais
plaidy
plain
plainback
plainbacks
plainchant
plainclothes
plainclothesman
plainclothesmen
plained
plainer
plainest
plainfield
plainful
plainhearted
plaining
plainish
plainly
plainness
plains
plainscraft
plainsfolk
plainsman
plainsmen
plainsoled
plainsoled
plainspoken
plainspokenness
planariform
planarioid
planarity
planarj
planate
planation
planceer
plancer
planch
planche
plancheite
plancher
planches
planchet
planchets
planchette
planching
planchment
plancier
plancius
plandok
plane
plane's
planed
planeload
planeness
planer
planers
planes
planeshear
planet
planet's
planeta
planetable
planetabler
planetal
planetaria
planetarian
planetaries
planetarily
planetarium
planetariums
planetary
planeted
planetesimal
planetesimals
planetfall
planetic
planeticose
planeting
planetist
planetkin
planetless
planetlike
planetogeny
planetography
planetoid
planetoidal
planetoids
planetologic
planetological
planetologist
planetologists
planetology
planets
planettaria
planetule
planform
planforms
planful
planfully
planfulness
plang
plangency
plangent
plangently
plangents
plangi
plangor
plangorous
planicaudate
planicipital
planidorsate
planifolious
planiform
planigram
planigraph
planigraphy
planilla
planimeter
planimetric
planimetrical
planimetry
planimeter
planing
planipennate
planipennine
planipetalous
planiphyllyous
planirostal
planirostral
planirostrate
planiscope
planiscopic
planish
planished
planisher
planishes
planishing
planispherical
planisphere
planispheric
planispherical
planispiral
planity
plank
plankage
plankbuilt
planked
planker
planking
plankings
plankless
planklike
planks
planksheer
plankter
plankters
planktologist
planktology
plankton
planktonic
planktons
planktont
plankways
plankwise
planky
planless
planlessly
planlessness
planned
planner
planner's
planners
planning
plannings
planoblast
planoblastic
planoconcave
planoconical
planoconvex
planocylindric
planoferrite
planogamete
planograph
planographic
planographically
planographer
planography
planohorizontal
planolindrical
planometer
planometry
planomiller
planont
planoorbicular
planoorbiform
planorbine
planorbis
planorboid
planorotund
planosol
planosols
planosome
planospiral
planospore
planosubulate
plans
plansheer
plant
planta
plantable
plantad
plantage
plantagenet
plantaginaceous
plantagineous
plantain
plantains
plantal
plantano
plantar
plantarism
plantarium
plantation
plantation’s
plantation-like
plantations
plantator
plantdom
planted
planter
planterdom
planterly
planters
plantership
plantigrade
plantigrady
planting
plantings
plantivorous
plantless
plantlet
plantlike
plantling
plantocracy
plants
plantsman
plantula
plantulae
plantular
plantule
planula
planulae
planulan
planular
planulate
planuliform
planuloid
planum
planuria
planury
planxty
plap
plappert
plaque
plaques
plaquette
plash
plashed
platens
pler
plerer
pleresque
platers
plater
plates
platesful
plateway
platework
plateworker
platform
platform's
platformally
platformed
platformer
platformish
platformism
platformist
platformistic
platformless
platforms
platformy
plathelminth
platic
platicly
platie
platier
platies
platiest
platilla
platina
platinamin
platinamine
platinammin
platinammine
platinas
platinate
platinated
platinating
platine
plating
platings
platinic
platinichloric
platinichloride
platiniferous
platiniridium
platinisation
platinise
platinised
platinising
platinite
platinization
platinize
platinized
platinizing
platinochloric
platinochloride
platinocyanic
platinocyanide
platinode
platinoid
platinotron
platinotype
platinous
platinum
platinums
platinumsmith
platitude
platiitudes
platitudinal
platitudinarian
platitudinarianism
platitudinisation
platitudinise
platitudinised
platitudiniser
platitudinising
platitudinism
platitudinist
platitudinization
platitudinize
platitudinized
platitudinizer
platitudinizing
platitudinous
platitudinously
platitudinousness
platly
plato
platode
platoid
platonesque
platonic
platonically
platonism
platonist
platonize
platoon
platooned
platooning
platoons
platonic
platosamine
platosammine
plats
plattdeutsch
platted
platteland
platten
platter
platter's
platterface
platterful
platters
plating
plattnerite
platty
platusorous
platy
platybasic
platybrachycephalic
platybrachycephalous
platybregmatic
platycarpous
platycelian
platycelous
platycephalic
platycephalism
platycephaloid
platycephalous
platycephaly
platycercine
platycheiria
platycnemia
platycnemic
platycoelian
platycoelous
platycoria
platycrania
platycranial
platycyrtean
platydactyl
platydactyle
platydactyous
platydolichocephalic
platydolichocephalous
platyfish
platyglossal
platyglossate
platyglossia
platyhelminth
platyhelminthic
platyhieric
platykurtic
platykurtosis
platylobe
platymere
platymeric
platymery
platymesaticephalic
platymesoscephalic
platymeter
platymyoid
platynite
platynotal
platyodont
platyope
platypia
platypic
platypelic
platypetalous
platypyllous
platypi
platypod
platypodia
platypodous
platypus
platypuses
platypygous
platyrhynchous
platyrrhin
platyrrhine
platyrrhinian
platyrrhinic
platyrrhininism
platyrrhiny
platys
platysma
platysmamyoides
platysmas
platysmata
platsomid
platsymphine
platsyntcephalia
platsyntcephalic
platsyntcephalism
platsyntcephaly
platsynternal
platsyntomous
platsyntrope
platsyntropy
plaud
plaudation
plaudit
plaudite
plauditor
plauditory
plaudits
plauenite
plausibility
plausible
plausibleness
plausibly
plausible
plausal
plautine
play
playa
playability
playable
playact
playacted
playacting
playactor
playacts
playas
playback
playbacks
playbill
playbills
playbook
playbooks
playbox
playboy
playboyism
playboys
playbroker
playclothes
playcraft
playcraftsman
playday
playdays
playdown
playdowns
played
player
player's
playerdom
playeress
players
playfellow
playfellows
playfellowship
playfere
playfield
playfolk
playful
playfully
playfulness
playgirl
playgirls
playgoer
playgoers
playgoing
playground
playground's
playgrounds
playhouse
playhouses
playing
playingly
playland
playlands
playless
playlet
playlets
playlike
playmaker
playmaking
playman
playmare
playmate
playmate's
playmates
playmonger
playmongering
pleaching
plead
pleadable
pleadableness
pleaded
pleader
pleaders
pleading
pleadingly
pleadingness
pleadings
pleads
pleaproof
pleas
pleasable
pleasableness
pleasance
pleasant
pleasantable
pleasanter
pleasantest
pleasantish
pleasantly
pleasantness
pleasantries
pleasantry
pleasantsome
pleasaunce
please
pleased
pleasedly
pleasedness
pleaseman
pleasemen
pleaser
pleasers
pleases
pleaship
pleasing
pleasingly
pleasingness
pleasurability
pleasurable
pleasurableness
pleasurably
pleasure
pleased
pleasureful
pleometric
pleomorph
pleomorphic
pleomorphism
pleomorphist
pleomorphous
pleomorphy
pleon
pleonal
pleonasm
pleonasms
pleonast
pleonaste
pleonastic
pleonastical
pleonastically
pleonectic
pleonexia
pleonic
pleophagous
pleophyletic
pleopod
pleopodite
pleopods
plerergate
plerocercoid
pleroma
pleromatic
plerome
pleromorph
plerophoric
plerophory
plerosis
plerotic
plesance
plesiobiosis
plesiobiotic
plesiomorphic
plesiomorphism
plesiomorphic
plesiosaur
plesiosaurian
plesiosauroid
plesiosaurus
plesiotype
plessigraph
plessimeter
plessimetric
plessimetry
pessor
pessors
plethodontid
plethora
plethoras
plethoretic
plethoretical
plethoric
plethorical
plethorically
plethorous
plethory
plethron
plethrum
plethysmogram
plethysmograph
plethysmographic
plethysmographically
plethysmography
pleura
pleuracanthoid
pleurae
pleural
pleuralgia
pleuralgic
pleurapophysial
pleurapophysis
pleuras
pleurectomy
pleurencyma
pleurenchymatous
pleuric
pleurisepate
pleurisies
pleurisy
pleurite
pleuritic
pleuritical
pleuritically
pleuritis
pleurobranch
pleurobranchia
pleurobranchial
pleurobranchiate
pleurobronchitis
pleurocapsaceous
pleurocarp
pleurocarpous
pleurocele
pleurocentesis
pleurocentral
pleurocentrum
pleurocerebral
pleuroceroid
pleurococcaceous
pleurodiran
pleurodire
pleurodirous
pleurodiscous
pleurodont
pleurodynia
pleurodynic
pleurogenic
pleurogenous
pleurohepatitis
pleuroid
pleurolith
pleurolysis
pleuron
pleuronect
pleuronectid
pleuronectoid
pleuropedal
pleuropericardial
pleuropericarditis
pleuroperitoneal
pleuroperitoneum
pleuropneumonia
pleuropneumonic
pleuropodium
pleuropterygian
pleuropulmonary
pleurorrhæa
pleurospasm
pleurosteal
pleurostict
pleurothotonic
pleurothotonos
pleurothotonus
pleurotomarioid
pleurotomid
pleurotomies
pleurotomine
pleurotomoid
plinther
plinthiform
plinthless
plinthlike
plinths
pliocene
pliofilm
pliosaur
pliosaurian
pliosaurus
pliothermic
pliotron
pliskie
pliskies
plisky
pliss
plisse
plisses
plitch
ploat
ploce
ploceiform
plock
plod
plodded
plodder
plodderly
plodders
plodding
ploddingly
ploddingness
plodge
plods
ploesti
ploidies
ploidy
ploimate
plomb
plonk
plonked
plonking
plonko
plonks
plook
plop
plopped
plopping
plops
plowline
plowmaker
plowmaking
plowman
plowmanship
plowmell
plowmen
plowpoint
plows
plowshare
plowshares
plowshoe
plowstaff
plowstilt
plowtail
plowter
plowwise
plowwoman
plowwright
ploy
ploy's
ployed
ploying
ployment
ploy's
plhano
plu
pluck
pluckage
plucked
pluckedness
plucker
pluckers
pluckier
pluckiest
pluckily
pluckiness
plucking
pluckless
plucklessly
plucklessness
plucks
plucky
plud
pluff
pluffer
pluffy
plug
plug's
plugboard
plugdrawer
pluggable
plugged
plugger
pluggers
plugging
pluggingly
pluggy
plughole
pluglees
plugless
pluglike
plugman
plugmen
plugs
plugtray
plugtree
pluguglies
plugugly
plum
plum's
pluma
plumaceous
plumach
plumade
plumage
plumaged
plumagery
plumages
plumasite
plumassier
plumate
plumatellid
plumatelloid
plumb
plumb's
plumbable
plumbage
plumbagin
plumbaginous
plumbagine
plumbaginaceous
plumbago
plumbagos
plumbate
plumbean
plumbed
plumbeous
plumber
plumberies
plumbers
plumbership
plumbery
plumbet
plumbic
plumbicon
plumbiferous
plumbing
plumbings
plumbism
plumbisms
plumbisovendent
plumbite
plumbless
plumblessness
plumbness
plumbog
plumbojarosite
plumboniobate
plumbosolvency
plumbosolvent
plumbous
plumbs
plumbum
plumbums
plumcot
plumdamas
plumdanis
plume
plumed
plumeless
plumelet
plumelets
plumelike
plumemaker
plumemaking
plumeopicean
plumeous
plumer
plumery
plumes
plumat
plumete
plumetis
plumps
plumpy
plumrock
plums
plumula
plumulaceous
plumular
plumularia
plumularian
plumulate
plumule
plumules
plumuliform
plumulose
plumy
plunder
plunderable
plunderage
plunderbund
plundered
plunderer
plunderers
plunderess
plundering
plunderingly
plunderless
plunderous
plunderproof
plunders
plunge
plunged
plungeon
plunger
plungers
plunges
plunging
plungingly
plungingness
plungy
plunk
plunked
plunker
plunkers
plunking
plunks
plunther
plup
plupatriotic
plurify
pluriglandular
pluriguttulate
plurilateral
plurilingual
plurilingualism
plurilingualist
pluriliteral
plurilocular
plurimammate
plurinominal
plurinucleate
pluripara
pluriparity
pluriparous
pluripartite
pluripetalous
pluripotence
pluripotent
pluripresence
plurisepctate
pluriserial
pluriseriate
pluriseriated
plurisetose
plurispiral
plurisporous
plurisy
plurisyllabic
plurisyllable
plurisyllable
plurivalent
plurivalent
plurivalex
plurivorous
plurivory
plus
pluses
plush
plushed
plusher
plushes
plushest
plushette
plushier
plushiest
plushily
plushiness
plushlike
plushly
plushness
plushy
plusquam
plusquamperfect
plussage
plussages
plusses
plutarch
plutarchy
pluteal
plutean
plutei
pluteiform
pluteus
pluteuses
pluteutei
pluto
plutocracies
plutocracy
plutocrat
plutocratic
plutocratical
plutocratically
plutocrats
plutolatry
plutological
plutologist
plutology
plutomania
pluton
plutonian
plutonic
plutonism
plutonist
plutonite
plutonium
plutonometamorphism
plutonomic
plutonomist
plutonomy
plutons
plutter
plutos
pluvial
pluvialiform
pluvialine
pluvially
pluvials
pluvian
pluvine
pluviograph
pluviographic
pluviographical
pluviography
pluviometer
pluviometric
pluviometrical
pluviometrically
pluviometry
pluvioscope
pluvioscopic
pluviose
pluviosity
pluvian
ply
plyboard
plyer
plyers
plygain
plying
plyingly
plymouth
plymouths
plyscore
plywood
plywoods
pm
pmk
pmsg
pmt
pnce
pneodynamics
pneograph
pneomanometer
pneometer
pneometry
pneophore
pneoscope
pneudraulic
pneum
pneuma
pneumarthrosis
pneumas
pneumathæmia
pneumatic
pneumatical
pneumatically
pneumaticity
pneumaticness
pneumatics
pneumatism
pneumatist
pneumatize
pneumatized
pneumatocardi
pneumatoce
pneumatocele
pneumatochemical
pneumatochemistry
pneumatocyst
pneumatocystic
pneumatode
pneumatogenic
pneumatogenous
pneumatogram
pneumatograph
pneumatographer
pneumatographic
pneumatography
pneumatolitic
pneumatologic
pneumatological
pneumatologist
pneumatology
pneumatolysis
pneumatolytic
pneumatomachian
pneumatometer
pneumatometry
pneumatomorph
pneumatomy
pneumatophanic
pneumatophany
pneumatophilsophy
pneumatophobias
pneumatophonic
pneumatophony
pneumatophile
pneumatophoric
pneumatophorous
pneumatorrhachis
pneumatoscope
pneumatotic
pneumatosis
pneumatostatics
pneumatotactic
pneumatotherapeutics
pneumatotherapy
pneumaturia
pneume
pneumectomies
pneumectomy
pneumobacillus
pneumocele
pneumocentesis
pneumochirurgia
pneumococcal
pneumococcemia
pneumococci
pneumococcic
pneumococcosi
pneumococcus
pneumoconiosis
pneumoderma
pneumodynamic
pneumodynamics
pneumoencephalitis
pneumoencephalogram
pneumoenteritis
pneumogastric
pneumogram
pneumograph
pneumographic
pneumography
pneumohemothorax
pneumohydropericardium
pneumohydrothorax
pneumolith
pneumolithiasis
pneumological
pneumology
pneumolysis
pneumomalacia
pneumomassage
pneumomycosis
pneumonalgia
pneumonectasia
pneumonectomies
pneumonecctomy
pneumonedema
pneumonia
pneumonic
pneumonitic
pneumonitis
pneumonocace
pneumonocarcinoma
pneumonocele
pneumonocentesis
pneumonocirrhosis
pneumonoconiosis
pneumonodynia
pneumonoenteritis
pneumonoerysipelas
pneumonographic
pneumonography
pneumonokoniosis
pneumonolith
pneumonolithiasis
pneumonolysis
pneumonomelanosisc
pneumonometer
pneumonomycosis
pneumonoparesis
pneumonopathy
pneumonopexy
pneumonophorous
pneumonophthisis
pneumonopleuritis
pneumonorrhagia
pneumonorrhaphy
pneumonosis
pneumonotherapy
pneumonotony
pneumony
pneumopericardium
pneumoperitoneum
pneumoperitonitis
pneumopexy
pneumopleuritis
pneumopyothorax
pneumorrhachis
pneumorrhachis
pneumorrhagia
pneumotactic
pneumotherapeutics
pneumotherapy
pneumothorax
pneumotomy
pneumotoxin
pneumotropic
pneumotropism
pneumotyphoid
pneumotyphus
pneumoventriculography
pnigerophobia
pnigophobia
pnix
pnyx
po
poa
poaceous
poach
poachable
poachard
poachards
poached
poacher
poachers
poaches
poachier
poachiest
poachiness
poaching
poachy
poalike
pob
pobbies
pobby
pobody
poblacion
pobs
pocan
pochade
pochades
pochaise
pochard
pochards
pochay
poche
pochette
pochettino
pochismo
pochoir
pochote
pocill
pocilliform
pock
poked  
pocket  
pocketable  
pocketableness  
pocketbook  
pocketbook's  
pocketbooks  
pocketcase  
pocketed  
pocketer  
pocketers  
pocketful  
pocketfuls  
pocketing  
pocketknife  
pocketknives  
pocketless  
pocketlike  
pockets  
pocketsful  
pockey  
pockhouse  
pockier  
pokiest  
pockily  
pockiness  
pocking  
pockmanky  
pockmanteau  
pockmantie  
pockmark  
pockmarked  
pockmarking  
pockmarks  
pocks  
pockweed  
pockwood  
pocky  
poco  
pococurante  
pococuranteism  
pococurantic  
pococurantish  
pococurantism  
pococurantist  
pocosen  
pocosin  
pocosins
pocoson
pocul
poculary
poculation
poculent
poculiform
pocus
pod
pod's
podagra
podagral
podagras
podagric
podagrical
podagrous
podagry
podal
podalgia
podalic
podanger
podargine
podargue
podarthral
podarthritis
podarthrum
podatus
podaxonal
podded
podder
poddia
poddidge
poddies
poddige
poddling
poddish
poddle
poddock
poddly
podelcoma
podeon
podesta
podestras
podesterate
podetia
podetiiform
podetium
podex
podge
podger
podgier
podgiest
podgily
podginess
podgy
podia
podial
podiatric
podiatries
podiatrist
podiatrists
podiatry
podical
podices
podilegous
podite
podites
poditic
poditti
podium
podiums
podler
podley
podlike
podobranch
podobranchia
podobranchial
podobranchiate
podocarp
podocarpous
podocephalous
pododerm
pododynia
podogyn
podogyne
podogynium
podolite
podology
podomancy
podomere
podomeres
podometer
podometry
podophthalmate
podophthalmatous
podophthalmian
podophthalmic
podophthalmite
podophthalmitic
podophthalmous
podophyllar
podophyllin
podophyllotoxin
podophyllous
podophyllum
podos
podoscaph
podoscapher
podoscopy
podosomatous
podosperm
podostemaceous
podostemad
podostemonaceous
podostomatous
podotheca
podothecal
pods
podsol
podsolic
podsolization
podsolize
podsolized
podsolizing
podsols
podtia
podunk
podura
poduran
podurid
podware
podzol
podzolic
podzolization
podzolize
podzolized
podzolizing
podzols
poe
poebird
poechore
poechores
poechoric
poecile
poecilite
poecilitic
poecilocyttarous
poecilogonous
poecilogony
poecilomere
poecilonym
poecilonymic
poecilonymy
poecilopod
poecilopodous
poem
poem's
poematic
poemet
poemlet
poems
poenitentiae
poenology
poephagos
poesie
poesies
poesiless
poesis
poesy
poet
poet's
poetaster
poetastering
poetasterism
poetasters
poetastery
poetastress
poetastric
poetastrical
poetastry
poetcraft
poedom
poetesque
poetess
poetesses
poethood
poetic
poetical
poeticality
poetically
poeticalness
poeticise
poeticised
pogoniasis
pogoniate
pogonion
pogonip
pogonis
pogoniris
pogonite
pogonological
pogonologist
pogonology
pogonophobia
pogonophoran
pogonotomy
pogonotrophy
pogrom
pogromed
pogroming
pogromist
pogromize
pogroms
pogy
poh
poha
pohickory
pohna
pohutukawa
poi
poiesis
poietic
poignado
poignance
poignancies
poignancy
poignant
poignantly
poignard
poignet
poikile
poikilie
poikilitic
poikiloblast
poikiloblastic
poikilocyte
poikilocythemia
poikilocytosis
poikilotherm
poikilothermal
poikilothermic
poikilothermism
poikilothermy
poil
poilu
poilus
poimenic
poimenics
poinado
poinard
poinciana
poincianas
poin
poinable
poinched
poinder
poinding
poinds
poinephobia
poinsettia
poinsettias
point
pointable
pointage
pointal
pointblank
pointe
pointed
pointedly
pointedness
pointel
pointer
pointers
pointes
pointful
pointfully
pointfulness
pointier
pointiest
pointillage
pointille
pointillism
pointillist
pointilliste
pointillistic
pointillists
pointing
pointingly
pointless
poisonwood
poissarde
poisson
poister
poisire
poitail
poitrel
poitrels
poitrinaire
poivrade
pokable
poke
pokeberries
pokeberry
poked
pokeful
pokelogan
pokeloken
pokeout
poker
pokerface
pokerish
pokerishly
pokerishness
pokerlike
pokeroot
pokeroots
pokers
pokes
pokeweed
pokeweeds
pokey
pokeys
pokie
pokier
pokies
pokiest
pokily
pokiness
pokinesses
poking
pokingly
pokomoo
pokunt
poky
pol
polacca
polack
polarography
polaroid
polaroids
polaron
polarons
polars
polarward
polary
polatouche
polaxis
poldavis
poldavy
polder
polderboy
polderland
polderman
polders
poldoody
poldron
pole
polearm
poleax
poleaxe
poleaxed
poleaxer
poleaxes
poleaxing
poleburn
polecat
polecats
poled
polehead
poleis
polejumper
poleless
poleman
polemarch
polemic
polemical
polemically
polemician
polemicist
polemicists
polemicize
polemics
polemist
polemists
polemize
polemized
polemizes
polemizing
polemoniaceous
polemonium
polemoscope
polenta
polentas
poler
polers
poles
polesaw
polesetter
polesman
polestar
polestas
poleward
polewards
polewig
poley
poleyn
poleyne
poleynes
poliad
poliadic
polianite
police
police's
policed
policedom
policeless
policeman
policemanish
policemanism
policemanlike
policemanship
policemen
polices
policewoman
policewomen
polical
policies
policing
policize
policizer
policlinic
policy
policy's
policyholder
policyholders
policymaker
policymaking
poliencephalitis
poliencephalomyelitis
polies
poligar
poligarship
poligraphical
polilla
polimetrum
poling
polio
polioencephalitis
polioencephalomyelitis
poliomyelitic
poliomyelitis
poliomyelopathy
polioneuromere
polionotus
poliorcetic
poliorcetics
polios
poliosis
poliovirus
polis
polish
polishable
polished
polishedly
polishedness
polisher
polishers
polishes
polishing
polishings
polishment
polisman
polissoir
polista
polit
politarch
politarchic
politburo
polite
politeful
politei
politeia
politely
politeness
politer
politesse
politest
politic
political
politicalism
politicalization
politicalize
politicalized
politicalizing
politically
politcaster
politician
politician's
politicians
politicious
politicide
politiced
politicer
politicer's
politicking
politicks
politically
politico
politicoca
politicominia
politicophobia
politics
politied
polities
politique
politist
politize
politure
polleras
pollers
pollet
polleten
pollette
pollex
pollical
pollicar
pollicate
pollices
pollicitation
pollinar
pollinarian
pollinate
pollinated
pollinates
pollinating
pollination
pollinator
pollinators
pollinctor
pollincture
polling
pollinia
pollinic
pollinical
polliniferous
pollinigerous
pollinium
pollinivorous
pollinization
pollinize
pollinized
pollinizer
pollinizing
pollinodial
pollinodium
pollinoid
pollinose
pollinosis
pollist
pollists
polliwig
polliwog
polliwogs
pollock
pollocks
polloi
polybrids
polybromid
polybromide
polybunous
polybuny
polybutene
polybuttoned
polybutylene
polycarbonate
polycarboxylic
polycarpellary
polycarpic
polycarpous
polycarpy
polycellular
polycentral
polycentric
polycentrism
polycentrist
polycephalic
polycephalous
polycephaly
polychaetal
polychaetan
polychaete
polychaetous
polychasian
polychasial
polychasium
polychloride
polychoerany
polychord
polychotomous
polychotomy
polychrest
polychrestic
polychrestical
polychresty
polychroic
polychroism
polychroite
polychromasia
polychromate
polychromatic
polychromatism
polychromatist
polychromatize
polychromatophil
polychromatophile
polychromatophilia
polychromatophilic
polychrome
polychromia
polychromic
polychromism
polychromist
polychromize
polychromous
polychromy
polychronicon
polychronious
polychsia
polycliiate
polycistronic
polycitral
polyclad
polycladine
polycladose
polycladal
polyclady
polyclinic
polyclinics
polyclona
polycoccous
polycondensation
polyconic
polycormic
polycot
polycots
polycotyl
polycotyledon
polycotyledonary
polycotyledonous
polycotyledony
polycotyloous
polycotyly
polycracy
polycrase
polycratic
polycratic
polycrotic
polycrotism
polycrystal
polycrystalline
polycytend
polycyttarian
polyculture
polycyanide
polycyclic
polycyclly
polycytesis
polycystic
polycythaeemia
polycythaeemic
polycythemia
polycythemic
polydactyl
polydactyle
polydactylyes
polydactylism
polydactylous
polydactyly
polydaemoniac
polydaemonism
polydaemonist
polydaemonistic
polydemic
polydaemonism
polydaemonist
polydenominational
polydental
polydermous
polydermy
polydigital
polydimensional
polydipsia
polydipsic
polydisperse
polydispersity
polydomous
polydontia
polydymite
polydynamic
polyedral
polyeidic
polyeidism
polyelectrolyte
polyembryonate
polyembryonic
polyembryony
polyemia
polyemic
polyene
polyenes
polyenic
polyenzymatic
dopolyric
dopolyester
dopolyesterification
dopolyesters
dopolyesthesia
dopolyesthetic
dopolyestrous
dopolyethnic
dopolyethylene
dopolyfenestral
dopolyflorous
dopolyfoil

dopolyfold
dopolygala
dopolygalaceous
dopolygalas
dopolygalic
dopolygalin

dopolygam

dopolygania

dopolygamian
dopolygamic
dopolygamical
dopolygamically
dopolygamins

dopolygamist
dopolygamistic
dopolygamists

dopolygamize
dopolygamodioecious
dopolygamous
dopolygamosly

dopolygamy

dopolyganglionic

dopolygar

dopolygarchy

dopolygastric

dopolygene

dopolygenes

dopolygenesic

dopolygenesic

dopolygenesis

dopolygenesist

dopolygenetic

dopolygenetically

dopolygenic

dopolygenism

dopolygenist
polygenistic
polygenous
polygenouss
polygeny
polyglandular
polyglobulia
polyglobulism
polyglossary
polyglot
polyglotism
polyglotry
polyglots
polyglottal
polyglottally
polyglotted
polyglotter
polyglottery
polyglottic
polyglottically
polyglotting
polyglottism
polyglottist
polyglottonic
polyglottous
polyglottwise
polyglycerol
polygon
polygonaceous
polygonal
polygonally
polygoneutic
polygoneutism
polygonic
polygonically
polygones
polygonoid
polygonometry
polygonous
polygons
polygonum
polygony
polygram
polygrammatic
polygraph
polygrapher
polygraphic
polygraphically
polygraphist
polygraphs
polygraphy
polygroove
polygrooved
polygyn
polygynaiky
polygynia
polygynian
polygynic
polygynies
polygynious
polygynist
polygynoeial
polygynous
polygyny
polygyral
polygyria
polyhaemia
polyhaemic
polyhalide
polyhalite
polyhalogen
polyharmonic
polyharmony
polyhedra
polyhedral
polyhedrals
polyhedralic
polyhedralical
polyhedroid
polyhedron
polyhedrons
polyhedrosis
polyhedrous
polyhemia
polyhemic
polyhidrosis
polyhistor
polyhistorian
polyhistoric
polyhistory
polyhybrid
polyhydric
polyhydroxy
polyhymnia
polyideic
polyideism
polyidrosis
polymerizing  
polymerous  
polymers  
polymery  
polymetallism  
polymetameric  
polymer  
polyethylene  
polymetochia  
polymetochic  
polymicrian  
polymicrobial  
polymicrobic  
polymicroscope  
polymignite  
polymixiid  
polynite  
polymny  
polymolecular  
polymolybdate  
polymorph  
polymorphhean  
polymorphic  
polymorphically  
polymorphism  
polymorphisms  
polymorphistic  
polymorphonuclear  
polymorphonucleate  
polymorphosis  
polymorphous  
polymorphously  
polymorphy  
polymyarian  
polymyodian  
polymyodous  
polymyoid  
polymyositis  
polymythic  
polymythy  
polymyxin  
polynaphthene  
polynee  
polynemid  
polynemoid  
polynesia  
polynesian  
polynesians  
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polynesic
polyneural
polyneuric
polyneuritic
polyneuritis
polyneuropathy
polynia
polynices
polynodal
polyloid
polynome
polynomial
polynomial's
polynomialism
polynomialist
polynomials
polynomic
polynucleal
polynuclear
polynucleate
polynucleated
polynucleolar
polynucleosis
polynucleotidase
polynucleotide
polinya
polnyas
polyodon
polyodont
polyodontal
polyodontia
polyodontoid
polyoecious
polyoeciously
polyoeciousness
polyoecism
polyoeocy
polyoicous
polyol
polyommatous
polyonomous
polyonomy
polyonychia
polyonym
polyonymal
polyonymic
polyonymist
polyonymous
polyonymy
polyophthalmic
polyopia
polyopic
polyopsia
polyopsy
polyorama
polyorchidism
polyorchism
polyorganic
polyose
polyoxide
polyoxymethylene
polyp
polypage
polypaged
polypapilloma
polyparasitic
polyparasitism
polyparesis
polyparia
polyparian
polyparies
polyparium
polyparous
polypary
polypean
polyped
polypeptide
polypeptidic
polypetal
polypetalous
polypetaly
polyphage
polyphagia
polyphagian
polyphagic
polyphagist
polyphagous
polyphagy
polyphalangism
polypharmacal
polypharmacist
polypharmacon
polypharmacy
polypharmic
polyphasal
polyphase
polyphaser
polyphasic
polypheme
polyphemian
polyphemic
polyphemous
polyphemus
polyphenol
polyphenolic
polyphloesboean
polyphloisbioism
polyphloisbioism
polyphobia
polyphobic
polyphone
polyphoned
polyphonia
polyphonic
polyphonical
polyphonically
polyphonies
polyphonism
polyphonist
polyphonium
polyphonus
polyphonously
polyphony
polyphore
polyphosphoric
polyphotal
polyphote
polyphylesis
polyphyletic
polyphyletically
polyphyleticism
polyphylety
polyphylline
polyphyllous
polyphylly
polyphylogeny
polyphyly
polyphyodont
polypi
polypian
polypide
polypides
polypidom
polypier
polypifer
polypiferous
polypigeroius
polypinnate
polypite
polyplacophoran
polyplacophore
polyplacophorous
polyplastic
polypegia
polypseic
polyploid
polyploidic
polyploidy
polypnea
polypneas
polypneic
polypnoea
polypneic
polypneic
polypod
polypodia
polypodiaceous
polypodies
polypodium
polypodous
polypods
polypody
polypoid
polypoidal
polypomorphic
polyporaceous
polypore
polypores
polyporite
polyporoid
polyporous
polypose
polyposis
polypotome
polypous
polypragmacny
polyp pragmatic
polypragmatical
polypragmatically
polypragmatism
polypragmatist
polypragmaty
polypragmist
polypragmon
polypragmonic
polypragmonist
polyprene
polyprism
polyprismatic
polypropylene
polyprothetic
polyprotic
polyprotodont
polyps
polypseuonymous
polypsyche
polypsycheal
polypsycheism
polypterid
polypteroid
polyptote
polypton
polyptych
polypus
polypuses
polyrhizal
polyrhizous
polyrhythm
polyrhythmic
polyrhythmical
polyrhythmically
polyribonucleotide
polyribosomal
polyribosome
polys
polysaccharide
polysaccharose
polysalicylide
polysaprobic
polysarcia
polysarcous
polyschematic
polyschematist
polyscope
polyscopic
polysemant
polysemantic
polysemeia
polysemia
polysemies
polysemous
polysemousness
polysemic
polysensuous
polysensuousness
polysepalous
polyseptate
polyserositis
polysided
polysidedness
polysilicate
polysilicic
polysiphonic
polysiphonous
polysomatic
polysomatous
polysomaty
polysome
polysomes
polysomnia
polysomic
polysomitic
polysomous
polysomy
polysorbate
polyspast
polyspaston
polyspermal
polyspermatous
polysperma
polyspermic
polyspermous
polyspermy
polyspondylic
polyspondylous
polyspondyly
polysporangium
polysporal
polyspored
polysporic
polysporous
polystachyous
polystaurion
polystele
polystelic
polystellic
polystemonous
polystichoid
polystichous
polystomatous
polystome
polystomium
polystylar
polystyle
polystylous
polystyrene
polysulfide
polysulfonate
polysulphid
polysulphide
polysulphonate
polysulphuration
polysulphurization
polysuspensoid
polysyllabic
polysyllabical
polysyllabically
polysyllabicism
polysyllabicity
polysyllabism
polysyllable
polysyllables
polysyllogism
polysyllogistic
polysymmetrical
polysymmetrically
polysymmetry
polysynaptic
polysynthetically
polysyndetic
polysynthetically
polysyndetically
polysyndeton
polysynthesis
polysynthetic
polysynthetical
polysynthetically
polysyntheticism
polysynthetism
polysynthetize
polytechnic
polytechnical
polytechnics
polytechnist
polytene
polytenies
polyteny
polyterpene
polytetrafluoroethylene
polythalamian
polythalamic
polythalamous
polythecial
polytheism
polytheist
polytheistic
polytheistical
polytheistically
polytheists
polytheize
polythelia
polytheilism
polythely
polythene
polythionic
polytitanic
polytocous
polytokous
polytoky
polytomies
polytomous
polytomy
polytonal
polytonalism
polytonality
polytonally
polytone
polytonic
polytony
polytote
polytopic
polytopical
polytopical
polytrichaceous
polytrichia
polytrichous
polytrochal
polytrochal
polytrochoous
polytrope
polytrophic
polytropic
polytungstate
polytungstic
polytype
polytyped
polytypes
polytypic
polytypical
polytyping
polytypism
polytypy
polyunsaturate
polyunsaturated
polyuresis
polyurethan
polyurethane
polyuria
polyurias
polyuric
polyvalence
polyvalency
polyvalent
polyve
polyvinyl
polyvinylidene
polyvinylpyrrolidone
polyvirulent
polyvoltaire
polywater
polyzoa
polyzoal
polyzoan
polyzoans
polyzoaria
polyzoarial
polyzoarium
polyzoary
polyzoic
polyzoism
polyzonal
polyzoooid
polyzoon
polyzenite
pom
pomace
pomacentrid
pomacentroid
pomaceous
pomaces
pomada
pomade
pomaded
pomades
pomading
ponderosapine
ponderosity
ponderous
ponderously
ponderousness
ponders
pondfish
pondfishes
pondful
pondgrass
pondlet
pondlike
pondman
pondok
pondokkie
ponds
pondside
pondus
pondweed
pondweeds
pondwort
pondy
pone
ponent
ponerid
ponerine
poneroid
ponerology
pones
poney
pong
ponga
pongee
pongees
pongid
pongids
pongo
ponhaws
poniard
poniarded
poniarding
poniard
ponicards
ponica
ponied
ponier
ponies
ponja
ponograph
pons
pont
pontage
pontal
pontedeliraceous
pontee
pontes
pontiac
pontiacs
pontianac
pontianak
pontic
ponticello
ponticellos
ponticular
ponticus
pontifex
pontiff
pontiffs
pontific
pontifical
pontificalia
pontificalibus
pontificality
pontifically
pontificals
pontificate
pontificated
pontificates
pontificating
pontification
pontificator
pontifice
pontifices
pontificial
pontificially
pontificious
pontify
pontil
pontile
pontils
pontin
pontine
pontist
pontius
pontlevis
ponto
pooler
poolhall
poolhalls
pooli
pooling
poolroom
poolrooms
poolroot
pools
poolside
poolwort
pooly
poon
poonac
poonah
poonce
poonga
poongee
poonghee
poonghie
poons
poop
pooped
poophyte
poophytic
pooping
poops
poopsie
poor
poorer
poorest
poorga
poorhouse
poorhouses
poori
pooris
poorish
poorliness
poorling
poorly
poorlyish
poormaster
poorness
poornesses
poort
poortith
poortiths
poorweed
poorwill
poot
poother
pooty
poove
pop
pop’s
popadam
popal
popcorn
popcorns
popdock
pop
popedom
popedoms
popeholy
popehood
popeism
popeler
popeless
popelike
popeline
popeling
popely
poperies
popery
popes
popeship
popess
popeye
popeyed
popeyes
popglove
popgun
popgunner
pogunnery
poguns
popian
popie
popify
popinac
popinjay
popinjays
popish
popishly
popishness
popjoy
poplar
poplared
poplars
popleman
poplesie
poplet
poplin
poplinette
poplins
poplitaetal
poplitetal
poplitie
poplitieus
poplitic
poplitolly
popode
popodium
popolis
popomastic
popover
popovers
poppa
poppability
poppable
poppadom
poppas
poppean
popped
poppel
popper
poppers
poppet
poppethead
poppets
poppied
poppies
poppin
popping
pipple
poppled
popples
poppling
popply
poppy
poppy’s
poppycock
poppycockish
poppyfish
poppyfishes
poppyhead
popyllike
poppywort
pops
popshop
popsicle
popsy
populace
populaces
populacy
popular
populares
popularisation
popularise
popularised
populariser
popularising
popularism
popularity
popularization
popularizations
popularize
popularized
popularizer
popularizes
popularizing
popularly
popularness
populate
populated
populates
populating
population
populational
populationist
populationistic
populationless
populations
populaton
populator
populeon
populi
populicide
populin
populism
populisms
populist
populistic
populists
populous
populously
populousness
populum
popweed
por
porail
poral
porbeagle
porc
porcate
porcated
porcelain
porcelainization
porcelainize
porcelainized
porcelainizing
porcelainlike
porcelainous
porcelains
porcelaneous
porcelanic
porcelanite
porcelanous
porcellaneous
porcellaneous
porcellanian
porcellanic
porcellanid
porcellanite
porcellanize
porcellanous
porch
porch's
porched
porches
porching
porchless
porchlike
porcine
porcupine
porcupine's
porcupines
porcupinish
pore
pered
porelike
porencephalia
porkfishes
porkier
porkies
porkiest
porkin
porkiness
porkish
porkless
porkling
porkman
porkolt
porkpen
porkpie
porkpies
porks
porkwood
porkwoods
porky
porn
pornerastic
porno
pornocracy
pornocrat
pornograph
pornographer
pornographic
pornographically
pornographies
pornographist
pornographomania
pornography
pornological
pornos
porns
porodine
porodite
porogam
porogamic
porogamous
porogamy
porokaiwhiria
porokeratosis
poroma
poromas
poromata
poromeric
porometer
porophyllous
poroplastic
poroporo
pororoca
poros
poroscope
poroscopic
poroscopy
porose
poroseness
porosimeter
porosis
porositities
porosity
porotic
porotype
porous
porously
porousness
porpentine
porphine
porphyraceous
porphyratin
porphyria
porphyrian
porphyrines
porphyrin
porphyrine
porphyrinuria
porphyro
porphyron
porphyrisation
porphyrite
porphyritic
porphyrization
porphyrize
porphyrrized
porphyrrizing
porphyroblast
porphyroblastic
porphyrogenic
porphyrogenite
porphyrogenitic
porphyrogenitism
porphyrogeniture
porphyrogenitus
porphyroid
porphyrophore
porphyropsin
porphyrous
porphyry
porpitoid
porpoise
porpoiselike
porpoises
porpoising
porporate
porr
porraceous
correct
porrection
porrectus
porret
porridge
porridge-like
porridges
porridgy
porriginous
porrigo
porringer
porringers
porriwiggle
porry
port
porta
portability
portable
portableness
portables
portably
portage
portaged
portages
portaging
portague
portahepatis
portail
portal
portal's
portaled
portalled
portalless
portals
portamenti
portamento
portamentos
portance
portmanmote
portmantle
portmantologism
portment
portmoot
portmote
porto
portoise
portolan
portolani
portolano
portolanos
portpayne
portrait
portrait's
portaitist
portaitists
portaitlike
portraits
portraiture
portray
portrayable
portrayal
portrayals
portrayed
portrayer
portraying
portrayist
portrayment
portrays
portreeve
portreeveship
portress
portresses
ports
portsale
portside
portsider
portsman
portsoken
portsuary
portugais
portugal
portugese
portuguese
possie
possies
possisdendi
possodie
possum
possum's
possumhaw
possums
possumwood
possy
post
postabdomen
postabdominal
postable
postabortal
postacetabular
postact
postadjunct
postage
postages
postal
postallantoic
postally
postals
postalveolar
postament
postamniotic
postanal
postanesthetic
postantennal
postaortic
postapoplectic
postapostolic
postapostolical
postappendicular
postarmistice
postarterial
postarthritic
postarticular
postarytenoid
postaspirate
postaspirated
postasthmatic
postatrial
postauditory
postauricular
postaxiad
postaxial
postaxially
postaxillary
postbag
postbags
postbaptismal
postbellum
postbook
postbox
postboxes
postboy
postboys
postbrachial
postbrachium
postbranchial
postbreakfast
postbreeding
postbronchial
postbuccal
postbulbar
postbursal
postcaecal
postcalcaneal
postcalcarine
postcanonical
postcard
postcardiac
postcardinal
postcards
postcarnate
postcarotid
postcart
postcartilaginous
postcatarrhal
postcaudal
postcava
postcavae
postcaval
postcecal
postcenal
postcentral
postcentrum
postcephalic
postcerebellar
postcerebral
postcesarean
postcibal
postclassic
postclassical
postclassicism
postclavicle
postclavicula
postclaviclar
postclimax
postclitellian
postclival
postcode
postcoenal
postcoital
postcolon
postcolonial
postcolumellar
postcomitial
postcommissural
postcommissure
postcommunicant
postcommunion
postconceptive
postconcretism
postconcretist
postcondition
postcondylar
postconfinement
postconubial
postconquest
postconsonantal
postcontact
postcontract
postconvalescent
postconvalescents
postconvulsive
postcordial
postcornu
postcosmic
postcostal
postcoxal
postcretaceous
postcribrate
postcritical
postcruciate
postcrural
postcubital
postdate
postdated
postdates
postdating
postdental
postdepressive
postdetermined
postdevelopmental
postdiagnostic
postdiaphragmatic
postdiastolic
postdicrotic
postdigestive
postdigital
postdiluvial
postdiluvian
postdiphtherial
postdiphtheric
postdiphtheritic
postdisapproved
postdiscoidal
postdisseizin
postdisseizor
postdoctoral
postdoctorate
postdural
postdysenteric
postea
posted
posteen
posteens
postel
postelection
postelemental
postelementary
postembryonal
postembryonic
postemergence
posttemporal
postencephalitic
postencephalon
postenteral
postentries
postentry
postepileptic
poster
posterette
posteriad
posterial
posterior
posteriori
posterioric
posterically
posterioristic
posterioristically
posteriority
posteriorly
posteriormost
posteriors
posteriors
posterish
posterishness
posterist
posterities
posterity
posterization
posterize
postern
posterns
posteroclusion
posterodorsad
posterodorsal
posterodorsally
posteroexternal
posteroinferior
posterointernal
posterolateral
posteromedial
posteromedian
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesial
posteroparietal
posterolateral
posteromesia
postfactor
postfebrile
postfemoral
postfetal
postfix
postfixal
postfixation
postfixed
postfixes
postfixial
postfixing
postflexion
postfoetal
postform
postformed
postforming
postforms
postfoveal
postfrontal
postfurca
postfurcal
postganglionic
postgangrenal
postgastric
postgeminum
postgenial
postgenital
postgeniture
postglacial
postglenoid
postglenoidal
postgonorrheic
postgracile
postgraduate
postgraduates
postgrippal
posthabit
postharvest
posthaste
postheat
posthemiplegic
posthemorrhagic
posthepatic
posthetomist
posthetomy
posthexaplar
posthexaplaric
posthippocampal
postitis
posthoc
postholder
posthole
postholes
posthouse
posthuma
posthume
posthumeral
posthumous
posthumously
posthumousness
posthumus
posthyoid
posthypnotic
posthypnotically
posthypophyseal
posthypophysis
posthysterical
postic
postical
postically
postiche
postiches
posticous
posticteric
posticum
posticus
postie
postil
postiler
postilion
postillion
postillioned
postilions
postillate
postillation
postillator
postiller
postillion
postillioned
postils
postimpressionism
postimpressionist
postimpressionistic
postin
postincarnation
postinfective
postinfluenzal
posting
postingly
postings
postins
postintestinal
postique
postiques
postirradiation
postischial
postjacent
postjugular
postlabial
postlabially
postlachrymal
postlapsarian
postlarval
postlaryngal
postlaryngeal
postlegal
postlegitimation
postlenticular
postless
postlicentiate
postlike
postliminary
postlimini
postliminiary
postliminious
postliminium
postliminous
postliminy
postliterate
postlotic
postlormal
postlude
postludes
postludium
postluetic
postmalarial
postmamillary
postmammary
postmammillary
postman
postmandibular
postmaniacal
postmarital
postmark
postmarked
postmarking
postmarks
postmarriage
postmaster
postmaster's
postmasterlike
postmasters
postmastership
postmastoid
postmaturity
postmaxillary
postmaximal
postmeatal
postmedia
postmediaeval
postmedial
postmedian
postmediastinal
postmediastinum
postmedieval
postmedullary
postmeiotic
postmen
postmeningeal
postmenopausal
postmenstrual
postmental
postmeridian
postmeridional
postmesenteric
postmillenarian
postmillenarianism
postmillennial
postmillennialism
postmillennialist
postmillennian
postmineral
postmistress
postmistresses
postmortal
postmortem
postmortems
postmortuary
postmultiplied
postmultiply
postmultiplying
postmundane
postpalatine
postpalpebral
postpaludal
postparalytic
postparietal
postparotid
postparotitic
postparoxysmal
postpartal
postpartum
postparturient
postparturition
postpatellar
postpathologic
postpathological
postpectoral
postpeduncular
postperforated
postpericardial
postpharyngal
postpharyngeal
postphlogistic
postphragma
postphrenic
postphthisic
postphthisic
postpituitary
postplace
postplegic
postpneumonic
postponable
postpone
postponed
postponement
postponements
postponence
postponer
postpones
postponing
postpontile
postpose
postposit
postposited
postposition
postpositional
postpositionally
postpositive
postpositively
postprandial
postprandially
postpredicament
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
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postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor
postprocess
postprocessing
postprocessor

postscarlatinoid  
postsclerotic  
postscholastic  
postschool  
postschorbutic  
postscribe  
postscript  
postscript's  
postscripts  
postscriptum  
postscutella  
postscutellar  
postscutellum  
postscutellum  
postseason  
postseasonal  
postsigmoid  
postsigmoidal  
postsign  
postsigner  
postspasmodic  
postsphenoid  
postsphenoidal  
postsphygmic  
postspinous  
postsplenial  
postsplenic  
poststernal  
poststertorous  
postsuppurative  
postsurgical  
postsymphysial  
postsynaptic  
postsynaptically  
postsynsacral  
postsyphilitic  
postsystolic  
postsyptomatic  
posttarsal  
posttemporal  
posttension  
posttest  
posttests  
posttetanic  
postthalamic  
postthoracic  
postthyroidal  
posttibial
posttonic
posttoxic
posttracheal
posttrapezoid
posttraumatic
posttreatment
posttreaty
posttubercular
posttussive
posttympanic
posttyphoid
postulance
postulancy
postulant
postulants
postulantship
postulata
postulate
postulated
postulates
postulating
postulation
postulational
postulations
postulator
postulatory
postulatum
postulinar
postumbilical
postumbonal
postural
posture
posture's
postured
posturer
posturers
postures
postureteral
postureteric
posturing
posturise
posturised
posturising
posturist
posturize
posturized
posturizing
postuterine
postvaccinal
postvaricellar
postvarioloid
postvelar
postvenereal
postvenous
postventral
postverbal
postvertebral
postvesical
postvide
postvocalic
postvocally
postwar
postward
postwise
postwoman
postwomen
postxiphoid
postxyphoid
postyard
postzygapophyseal
postzygapophysial
postzygapophysis
posy
pot
pot's
potability
potable
potableness
potables
potage
potager
potagere
potagerie
potagery
potages
potail
potamian
potamic
potamogale
potamogetonaceous
potamological
potamologist
potamology
potamometer
potamophilous
potamophobia
potamoplankton
potance
potash
potashery
potashes
potass
potassa
potassamid
potassic
potassiferous
potassium
potate
potation
potations
potative
potato
potatoes
potator
potatory
potbank
potbellied
potbellies
potbelly
potboil
potboiled
potboiler
potboilers
potboiling
potboils
potboy
potboydom
potboys
potch
potcher
potcherman
potchermen
potcrook
potdar
pote
potecary
poteen
poteens
potence
potences
potencies
potency
potent
potentacy
potlucks
potmaker
potmaking
potman
potmen
potomac
potomania
potomato
potometer
potong
potoo
potoos
potophobia
potoroo
potoroos
potpie
potpies
potpourri
potpourris
potrack
potrero
pots
potshard
potshards
potshaw
potsherd
potsherds
potshoot
potshooter
potshot
potshots
potshooting
potsie
potsies
potstick
potstone
potstones
potsy
pott
pottage
pottages
pottagy
pottah
pottaro
potted
potteen
potteens
potter
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poynell
poynill
poyou
poyous
poz
pozzolan
pozzolana
pozzolanic
pozzolans
pozzuolana
pozzuolanic
pozzy
pp
ppa
ppb
ppd
pph
ppi
ppi
ppm
ppr
pps
ppt
pptn
pq
pr
praam
praams
prabble
prabhu
pracharak
practic
practicabilities
practicability
practicable
practicableness
practically
practical
practicalism
practicalist
practicality
practicalization
practicalize
practicalized
practicalizer
practically
practicalness
practicant
praefect
praefectorial
praefects
praefectus
praefervid
praefloration
praefoliation
praehallux
praelabrum
praelect
praelelected
praelelecting
praeelection
praeelectionis
praeelector
praeelectorship
praeelectress
praeelects
praeludium
praemaxilla
praemolar
praemunientes
praemunire
praenarial
praeneural
praenomen
praenomens
praenomina
praenominal
praenominal
praeperculum
praepositor
praepositure
praepositus
praeposter
praepostor
praepostorial
praepubis
praepuce
praescutum
praesens
praesenti
praesertim
praeses
praesidia
praesidium
praesphenoid
praesternal
praesternum
preacquaintance
preacquire
preacquired
preacquiring
preacquisition
preacquisitive
preacquisitively
preacquisitiveness
preacquit
preacquittal
preacquitted
preacquiring
preact
preacted
preacting
preaction
preactive
preactively
preactivenss
preactivity
preacts
preacute
preacutely
preacuteness
preadamic
preadamite
preadamitic
preadamitical
preadamitism
preadapt
preadaptable
preadaptation
preadapted
preadapting
preadaptive
preadapts
preaddition
preadditioal
preaddress
preadequacy
preadequate
preadequately
preadequateness
preadhere
preadhered
preadherence
preadherent
preadherently
preadhering
preadjectiveval
preadjectivally
preadjective
preadjourn
preadjournment
preadjunct
preadjust
preadjustable
preadjusted
preadjusting
preadjustment
preadjustments
preadjusts
preadministration
preadministrative
preadministrator
preadmire
preadmired
preadmirer
preadmiring
preadmission
preadmit
preadmits
preadmitted
preadmitting
preadmonish
preadmonition
preadolescence
preadolescent
preadolescents
preadopt
preadopted
preadopting
preadoption
preadopts
preadoration
preadore
preadorn
preadornment
preadult
preadulthood
preadults
preadvance
preadvancement
preadventure
preadvertency
preadvertent
preagonal
preagony
preagree
preagreed
preagreeing
preagreement
preagricultural
preagriculture
prealarm
prealcohol
prealcoholic
prealgebra
prealgebraic
prealkalic
preallable
preallably
preallegation
preallege
prealleged
prealleging
prealliance
preallied
preallies
preallocate
preallocated
preallocating
preallot
preallotment
preallots
preallocted
preallocting
preallow
preallowable
preallowably
preallowance
preallude
prealluded
prealluding
preallusion
preally
preallying
prealphabet
prealphabetical
prealphabetically
prealtar
prealter
prealteration
prealveolar
preamalgamation
preambassadorial
preambition
preambitious
preambitiously
preamble
preambled
preambles
preambling
preambular
preambulary
preambulate
preambulation
preambulatory
preamp
preamplifier
preamplifiers
preamps
preanal
preanaphoral
preanesthetic
preanimism
preannex
preannounce
preannounced
preannouncement
preannouncements
preannouncer
preannounces
preannouncing
preantepenult
preantepenultimate
preanterior
preanticipate
preanticipated
preanticipating
preantiquity
preantiseptic
preaortic
preappearance
preappearances
preapperception
preapplication
preapplications
preapplied
preapply
preapplying
preappoint
preappointed
preappointing
preappointment
preappoints
preapprrehend
preapprrehension
preapprprise
preapprised
preapprrising
preapprprise
preapprprize
preapprprized
preapprprizing
preapprprobation
preapprprobation
preapprrove
preapprroved
preapprroving
preapprroide
prearm
prearmed
prearming
prearms
prearrange
prearranged
prearrangement
prearranges
prearranging
prearrest
prearrestment
prearticulate
preartistic
preascertain
preascertained
preascertaining
preascertainment
preascerts
preascetetic
preascetic
preaseptic
preassemble
preassembled
preassembles
preassembling
preassembly
preassert
preassign
preassigned
preassigning
preassigns
preassume
preassumed
preassuming
preassumption
preassurance
preassure
preassured
preassuring
preataxic
preatomic
preattachment
preattune
preattuned
preattuning
preaudience
preauditory
preauricular
preaver
preaverred
preaverring
preavers
preavowal
preaxiad
preaxial
preaxially
prebachelor
prebacillary
prebade
prebake
prebalance
prebalanced
prebalancing
preballot
preballoted
preballoting
prebankruptcy
prebaptismal
prebaptize
prebarbaric
prebarbarically
prebarbarous
prebarbarously
prebarbarousness
prebargain
prebasal
prebasilar
prebble
precandidature
precanning
precanonical
precant
precantation
precanvass
precapillary
precapitalist
precapitalistic
precaptivity
precapture
precaptured
precapturing
precarcinomatous
precardiac
precaria
precarious
precariously
precariosness
precarium
precarnival
precartilage
precartilaginous
precary
precast
precasting
precasts
precation
precative
precatively
precatory
precaudal
precausation
precaution
precaution's
precautional
precautionary
precautioning
precautions
precautious
precautiously
precautiousness
precava
precavae
precaval
prechase
precchosen
precedable
precedaneous
precede
preceded
precedence
precedence's
precedences
precedencies
precedency
precedent
precedentable
precedentary
precedented
precedential
precedentless
precedently
precedes
precedes
precedes
preceding
precedence
preceding
precel
precelebrant
precelebrate
precelebrated
precelebrating
precelebration
precelebrations
precensor
precensure
precensured
precensuring
precensus
precent
precented
precentennial
precenting
precentless
precentor
precentorial
precentors
precentorship
precentory
precentral
precentress
precentrix
precentrum
precents
precharted
precheck
prechecked
prechecking
prechecks
prechemical
precherish
prechildhood
prechill
prechilled
prechilling
prechills
prechloric
prechloroform
prechoice
prechoose
prechoosing
prechordal
prechoroid
prechose
prechosen
preciation
precide
precieuse
precieux
precinct
precinct’s
precinction
precinctive
precincts
preciosities
preciosity
precious
preciouses
preciously
preciousness
precipe
precipes
precipice
precipiced
precipices
precipitability
precipitable
precipitance
precipitancies
precipitancy
precipitant
precipitantly
precipitance
precipitate
precipitated
precipitatedly
precipitately
precipitateness
precipitates
precipitating
precipitation
precipitations
precipitative
precipitator
precipitatousness
precipitin
precipitinogen
precipitinogenic
precipitous
precipitously
precipitousness
precirculate
precirculated
precirculating
precirculation
precis
precise
precised
precisely
preciseness
preciser
precises
precisest
precisian
precisianism
precisianist
precisianistic
precisians
precising
precision
precisional
precisioner
precisionism
precisionist
precisionistic
precisionize
precisions
precise
preciso
precitation
precite
precited
preciting
precivilization
preclaim
preclaimer
preclaimant
preclaimer
preclare
preclassic
preclassical
preclassically
preclassification
preclassified
preclassify
preclassifying
preclean
precleaned
precleaner
precleaning
precleans
preclerical
preclimax
preclinical
preclival
precloacal
preclose
preclosed
preclosing
preclosure
preclothe
preclothed
preclothing
precludable
preclude
precluded
precludes
precluding
preclusion
preclusive
preclusively
precoagulation
preoccipital
preoccipital
preocular
preocular
precocious
precociously
precociousness
precocity
precogitate
precogitated
precogitating
precogitation
precognition
precognitions
precognitive
precognizable
precognizant
precognize
precognized
precognizing
precognosis
precoil
precoiler
precoincidence
precoincident
precoincidently
precoapsible
precolapse
precollapsed
precollapsibility
precollapsible
precollapsing
precollect
precollectable
precollection
precollector
precollege
precollegiate
precollude
precolluded
precolluding
precollusion
precollusive
precolonial
precolor
precolorable
precoloration
precoloring
precolour
precolourable
precolouration
precombat
precombatant
precombated
precombating
precombination
precombine
precombined
precombining
precombustion
precommand
precommend
precommit
precommitted
precommitting
precommune
precommuned
precommunicate
precommunicated
precommunicating
precommunication
precommuning
precommunion
precompare
precompared
precomparing
precomparison
precompass
precompel
precompelled
precompelling
precompensate
precompensated
precompensating
precompensation
precompilation
precompile
precompiled
precompiler
precompiling
precompleteness
precompletion
precompliance
precompliant
precomplicate
precomplicated
precomplicating
precomplication
precompose
precomposition
preconfining
preconfirm
preconfirmation
preconflict
preconform
preconformity
preconfound
preconfuse
preconfused
preconfusedly
preconfusing
preconfusion
precongenial
precongested
precongestion
precongestive
precongratulate
precongratulated
precongratulating
precongratulation
precongressional
preconise
preconizance
preconization
preconize
preconized
preconizer
preconizing
preconjecture
preconjectured
preconjecturing
preconnection
preconnective
preconubial
preconquer
preconquest
preconquestal
preconquestual
preconscious
preconsciously
preconsciousness
preconsecrated
preconsecrating
preconsecrate
preconsecrated
preconsecrating
preconsecration
preconsent
preconsider
preconsideration
preconsiderations
preconsidered
preconsign
preconsolidate
preconsolation
preconsole
preconsolidate
preconsolidated
preconsolidating
preconsolidation
preconsonantal
preconspiracies
preconspiracy
preconspirator
preconspire
preconspired
preconspiring
preconstituent
preconstitute
preconstituted
preconstituting
preconstruct
preconstructed
preconstructing
preconstruction
preconstructs
preconsult
preconsultation
preconsultations
preconsultor
preconsume
preconsumed
preconsumer
preconsuming
preconsumption
precontact
precontain
precontained
precontemn
precontemplate
precontemplated
precontemplating
precontemplation
precontemporaneity
precontemporaneous
precontemporaneously
precooler
precooling
precools
precopied
precopulatory
precopy
precopying
precoracoid
precordia
precordial
precordiality
precordially
precordium
precorneal
precornu
precoronation
precorrect
precorrection
precorrectly
precorrectness
precorrespond
precorrespondence
precorrespondent
precorridor
precorrupt
precorruption
precorruptive
precorruptly
precorruptness
precorruptness
precosmic
precosmical
precosmically
precostal
precounsel
precounseled
precounseling
precounsellor
precourse
precover
precovering
precox
precranial
precranially
precreate
precreation
precreative
precredit
precreditor
prereed
precritical
precriticism
precriticize
precriticized
precriticizing
precrucial
precrural
precrystalline
precue
precultivate
precultivated
precultivating
precultivation
precultural
preculturally
preculture
precuneal
precuneate
precuneus
precure
precured
precures
precuring
precurrent
precruiser
precurricula
precurricular
precurriculum
precurriculums
precurusal
precurse
precursisive
precursor
precursor's
precursors
precursory
precurtain
precut
precyclone
precyclonic
precynical
precyst
precystic
pred
predable
predacean
predaceous
predaceousness
predacious
predaciousness
predacity
predamage
predamaged
predamaging
predamn
predamnation
predark
predarkness
predata
predate
predated
predates
predating
predation
predations
predatism
predative
predator
predatorial
predatorily
predatoriness
predators
predatory
predawn
predawns
preday
predaylight
predaytime
predazzite
predealer
predealing
predeath
predeathly
predebate
predebater
predebit
predebtor
predecay
predecease
predeceased
predeceaser
predeceases
predeceasing
predeceive
predenial
predenied
predental
predentary
predentate
predeny
predenying
predepart
predepartmental
predeparture
predependable
predependence
predependent
predeplete
predepleted
predepleting
predepletion
predeposit
predepository
predepreciate
predepreciated
predepreciating
predepreciation
predepression
predeprivation
predeprive
predeprived
predepriving
prederivation
prederive
prederived
prederiving
predescend
predescent
predescribe
predescribed
predescribing
predescription
predesert
predeserter
predesertion
predeserve
predeserved
predeserving
predesign
predesignate
predesignated
predesignates
predesignating
predesignation
predesignatory
predesirous
predesirously
predesolate
predesolation
predespair
predesperate
predespicable
predespise
predespond
predespondency
predesponderent
predestinable
predestinarian
predestinarianism
predestinate
predestinated
predestinately
predestinates
predestinating
predestination
predestinational
predestinationism
predestinationist
predestinative
predestinator
predestine
predestined
predestines
predestining
predestiny
predestitute
predestitution
predestroy
predestruction
predetach
predetachment
predetail
predetain
predetainer
predetect
predetection
predetention
predeterminability
predeterminable
predeterminant
predeterminate
predeterminately
predetermination
predeterminations
predeterminative
predetermine
predetermined
predeterminer
predetermines
predetermining
predeterminism
predeterministic
predetest
predetestation
predetrimental
predevelop
predevelopment
predevise
predevised
predevising
predevote
predevotion
predevour
prediabetic
prediabetic
prediabetes
prediabets
prediagnoses
prediagnosis
prediagnostic
prediagnostic
predial
predialist
prediality
prediastolic
prediasty
predicability
predicable
predicable
predicableness
predicably
predicament
predicamental
predicamentally
predicaments
predicant
predicate
predicated
predicates
predicating
predication
predicational
predications
predicative
predicatively
predicator
predicatory
predicrotic
predict
predictability
predictable
predictably
predictate
predicted
predicting
prediction
prediction's
predictional
predictions
predictive
predictively
predictiveness
predictor
predictors
predictory
predicts
predict
predietary
predifferent
predifficulty
predigest
predigested
predigesting
predigestion
predigests
predigital
predikant
predilect
predilected
predilection
predilections
prediligent
prediligently
prediluvial
prediluvian
prediminish
prediminishment
prediminution
predine
predined
predining
predinner
prediphtheritic
prediploma
prediplomacy
prediplomatic
predirect
predirection
predirector
predisability
predisable
predisadvantage
predisadvantageous
predisadvantageously
predisagree
predisagreeable
predisagreed
predisagreeing
predisagreement
predisappointment
predisaster
predisastrous
predisastrously
prediscreen
prediscreenment
predischarge
predischarged
predischarging
predisclimate
predisclimated
predisclimating
predisclose
predisclosed
predisclosing
predisclosure
prediscontent
prediscontented
prediscontentment
predisdiscontinuance
predisdiscontinuance
prediscontinue
prediscount
prediscountable
predisdiscourage
predisdiscouraged
predisposedly
predisposedness
predisposes
predisposing
predisposition
predispositional
predispositions
predisputant
predisputation
predispute
predisputed
predisputing
predisregard
predisrupt
predisruption
predissatisfaction
predissolution
predissolve
predissolved
predissolving
predissuade
predissuaded
predissuading
predistinct
predistinction
predistinguish
predistortion
predistress
predistribute
predistributed
predistributing
predistribution
predistributor
predistrict
predistrust
predistrustful
predisturb
predisturbance
prediversion
predivert
predivide
predivided
predividend
predivider
predividing
predivinable
predivinity
predivision
preelects
preelemental
preelementary
preeligibility
preeligible
preeligibleness
preeligibly
preeliminate
preeliminated
preeliminating
preelimination
preeliminator
preemancipation
preembarrass
preembarrassment
preembodied
preembodiment
preembody
preembodying
preemergence
preemergencies
preemergency
preemergent
preemie
preemies
preeminence
preeminent
preeminently
preemotion
preemotional
preemotionally
preemperor
preemphasis
preemploy
preemployee
preemployer
preemployment
preempt
preempted
preempting
preemption
preemptions
preemptive
preemptively
preemptor
preemptory
preempts
preen
preenable
preenabled
preenabling
preenact
preenacted
preenacting
preenaction
preenacts
preenclose
preenclosed
preenclosing
preenclosure
preencounter
preencourage
preencouragement
preendeavor
preendorse
preendorsed
preendorsement
preendorser
preendorsing
preened
preener
preeners
preenforce
preenforced
preenforcement
preenforcing
preengage
preengaged
preengagement
preengages
preengaging
preengineering
preening
preenjoy
preenjoyable
preenjoyment
preenlarge
preenlarged
preenlargement
preenlarge
preenlarging
preenlighten
preenlightener
preenlightenment
preenlist
preenlistment
preenlistments
preenroll
preenrollment
preens
preentail
preentailment
preenter
preentertain
preentertainer
preentertainment
preenthusiasm
preentitle
preentitled
preentitling
preentrance
preentry
preenumerate
preenumerated
preenumerating
preenumeration
preenvelop
preenvelopment
preenvironmental
preepidemic
preepochal
preequalization
preequip
preequipment
preequipped
preequipping
preequity
preerect
preerection
preerupt
preeruption
preeruptive
preeruptively
prees
preescape
preescaped
preescaping
preesophageal
preessay
preessential
preessentially
preestablish
preestablished
preestablishes
preestablishing
preesteem
preestimate
preestimated
preestimates
preestimating
preestimation
prestival
preternal
preternity
preevade
preevaded
preevading
preevaporate
preevaporated
preevaporating
preevaporation
preevaporator
prevasion
preevidence
preevident
preevidently
preevolutional
preevolutionary
preevolutionist
preexact
preexaction
preexamination
preexaminations
preexamine
preexamined
preexaminer
preexamines
preexamineing
preexcept
preexception
preexceptional
preexceptionally
preexchange
preexchanged
preexchanging
preexcitation
preexcite
preexcited
preexciting
preexclude
preexcluded
preexcluding
preexclusion
preexplosion
preexpose
preexposed
preexposes
preexposing
preexposition
preexposure
preexposures
preexpound
preexpounder
preexpress
preexpression
preexpressive
preextend
preextensive
preextensively
preextent
preextinction
preextinguish
preextinguishment
preextract
preextraction
preeze
pref
prefab
prefabbed
prefabbing
prefabricate
prefabricated
prefabricates
prefabricating
prefabrication
prefabricator
prefabs
preface
prefaceable
prefaced
prefacer
prefacers
prefaces
prefacial
prefacing
prefacist
prefactor
prefactory
prefamiliar
prefamiliarity
prefamiliarly
prefamous
prefamously
prefashion
prefashioned
prefatial
prefator
prefatorial
prefatorially
prefatorily
prefatory
prefavor
preferable
preferably
preferor
prefavorable
prefavorably
prefavorite
prefearful
prefearfully
prefeast
prefect
prefectly
prefectoral
prefectorial
prefectorially
prefectorian
prefects
prefectship
prefectual
prefectural
prefecture
prefectures
prefecundation
prefecundatory
prefederal
prefelic
prefer
preferability
preferable
preferableness
preferably
prefered
preferee
preference
preference's
preferences
preferent
preferential
preferentialism
preferentialist
preferentially
preferment
prefermentation
preferments
preferral
preferred
preferredly
preferredness
preferrer
preferrers
preferring
preferrous
prefers
prefertile
prefertility
prefertilization
prefertilize
prefertilized
prefertilizing
prefervid
prefestival
prefet
prefeudal
prefeudalic
prefeudalism
prefroze
prefrozen
prefiction
prefictional
prefigurate
prefiguration
prefigurative
prefiguratively
prefigurativeness
prefigure
prefigured
prefigurement
prefigurer
prefigures
prefiguring
prefill
prefiller
prefills
prefilter
prefinal
prefinance
prefinanced
prefinancial
prefinancing
pregraded
pregrading
pregraduation
pregranite
pregranitic
pregratification
pregratified
pregratify
pregratifying
pregreet
pregreeting
pregrievance
pregrowth
preguarantee
preguaranteed
preguaranteeing
preguarantor
preguard
preguess
preguidance
preguide
preguided
preguiding
preguilt
preguiltiness
preguilty
pregust
pregustant
pregustation
pregustator
pregustic
prehallux
prehalter
prehalteres
prehandicap
prehandicapped
prehandicapping
prehandle
prehandled
prehandling
prehaps
preharden
prehardened
prehardener
prehardening
prehardens
preharmionious
preharmioniously
preharmoaniousness
preharmony
preharrsh
preharrshness
preharrvest
preharrted
preharrnt
preharrnted
preharrstorium
preharrard
preharrdardous
preharr
preharrning
preharr
preharrted
preharrter
preharrting
preharrts
preharrmplegic
preharrnd
preharrnded
preharrnsibility
preharrnsible
preharrnile
preharrnility
preharrnsion
preharrnsive
preharrnsiveness
preharrnsor
preharrnsorial
preharrnsory
preharrpic
preharrpicus
preharrric
preharrstancy
preharrstate
preharrstated
preharrstating
preharrstatton
preharrxameral
preharrtorian
preharrtoric
preharrtorical
preharrtorically
preharrtorics
preharrtories
preharrstory
preharrnite
prehinitic
preholder
preholding
preholiday
prehominid
prehorizon
prehorror
prehostile
prehostility
prehuman
prehumans
prehumiliate
prehumiliation
prehumor
prehunger
prehydration
prehypophysis
preidea
preidentification
preidentified
preidentify
preidentifying
preignition
preilium
preilluminate
preillumination
preillustrate
preillustrated
preillustrating
preillustration
preimage
preimaginary
preimagination
preimagine
preimagined
preimagining
preimbibe
preimbibed
preimbibing
preimbue
preimbued
preimbuing
preimitate
preimitated
preimitating
preimitation
preimitative
preimmigration
preimpair
preimpairment
preimpart
preimperial
preimport
preimportance
preimportant
preimportantly
preimportation
preimposal
preimpose
preimposed
preimposing
preimposition
preimpress
preimpression
preimpressionism
preimpressionist
preimpressive
preimprove
preimproved
preimprovement
preimproving
preinaugural
preinaugurate
preinaugurated
preinaugurating
preincarnate
preincentive
preincarnation
preinclination
preinclined
preinclining
preinclude
preincluded
preincluding
preinclusion
preincorporate
preincorporated
preincorporating
preincorporation
preincrease
preincreased
preincreasing
preindebted
preindebtedly
preindebtedness
preinhered
preinhering
preinherit
preinheritance
preinitial
preinitialize
preinitialized
preinitializes
preinitializing
preinitiate
preinitiated
preinitiating
preinitiation
preinjure
preinjurious
preinjury
preinquision
preinscribe
preinscribed
preinscribing
preinscription
preinsert
preinserted
preinserting
preinsertion
preinserts
preinsinuate
preinsimulated
preinsinuating
preinsinuatingly
preinsinuation
preinsinuative
preinspect
preinspection
preinspector
preinspire
preinspired
preinspiring
preinspiring
preinstall
preinstallation
preinstill
preinstillation
preinstruct
preinstructed
preinstructing
preinstructive
preinstructing
preinstructual
preinstructual
preinstructs
preinsula
preinsular
preinsulate
preinsulated
preinsulating
preinsulation
preinsult
preinsurance
preinsured
preinsuring
preintellectual
preintellectually
preintelligence
preintelligent
preintelligently
preintend
preintention
preintercede
preinterceded
preinterceding
preintercession
preinterchange
preintercourse
preinterest
preinterfere
preinterference
preinterpret
preinterpretation
preinterpretative
preinterrupt
preinterview
preintimate
preintimated
preintimately
preintimating
preintimation
preintone
preinvasive
preinvent
preinvention
preinventive
preinventories
preinventory
preinvest
preinvestigate
preinvestigated
preinvestigating
preinvestigation
preinvestigator
preinvestment
preinvitation
preinvite
preinvited
preinviting
preinvocation
preinvolve
preinvolved
preinvolvement
preinvoking
preiotization
preiotize
preirrigation
preirrigational
preissuance
preissue
preissued
preissuing
prejacent
prejournalistic
prejudge
prejudged
prejudgement
prejudger
prejudges
prejudging
prejudgment
prejudgments
prejudicate
prejudication
prejudicative
prejudicator
prejudice
prejudiced
prejudicedly
prejudiceless
prejudices
prejudicable
prejudicial
prejudicially
prejudicialness
prejudicing
prejudicious
prejudiciously
prejunior
prejurisdiction
prejustification
prejustified
prejustify
prejustifying
prejuvenile
prekindergarten
prekindergartens
prekindle
prekindled
prekindling
preknew
preknit
preknow
preknowing
preknowledge
preknown
prela
prelabel
prelabial
prelabor
prelabrum
prelachrymal
prelacies
prelacrimal
prelacteal
prelacy
prelanguage
prelapsarian
prelaryngoscopic
prelate
prelatehood
prelateity
prelates
prelateship
prelatess
prelatial
prelatic
prelatical
prelatically
prelaticalness
prelation
prelatish
prelatism
prelatist
prelatize
prelatry
prelature
prelimited
prelimitating
prelimitation
prelimited
prelimiting
prelimits
prelims
prelingual
prelingually
prelinguistic
prelinpinpin
preliquidate
preliquidated
preliquidating
preliquidation
preliteral
preliterally
preliteralness
preliterary
preliterate
preliterature
prelithic
prelitigation
preloaded
preloan
prelocalization
prelocate
prelocated
prelocating
prelogic
prelogical
preloral
preloreal
preloss
prelude
prelude's
preluded
preluder
preluders
preludes
preludial
preluding
preludio
preludious
preludiously
preludium
preludize
prelumbar
prematurities
prematurity
premaxilla
premaxillae
premaxillary
premeasure
premeasured
premeasurement
premeasuring
premechanical
premed
premedia
premedial
premedian
premedic
premedications
premedication
premedics
premedieval
premedievalism
premeditate
premeditated
premeditatedly
premeditatedness
premeditates
premeditating
premeditatingly
premeditation
premeditative
premediator
premediators
premeds
premegalithic
premeiotic
prememoda
prememoranda
prememorandum
prememorandums
premen
premenace
premenaced
premenacing
premenstrual
premenstrually
premention
premeridian
premerit
premetallic
premethodical
premia
premial
premiant
premiate
premiated
premiating
premidnight
premidssummer
premie
premier
premier's
premieral
premiere
premiered
premieres
premieress
premiering
premierjus
premiers
premiership
premierships
premies
premilitary
premillenarian
premillenarianism
premillenial
premillennial
premillennialise
premillennialised
premillennialising
premillennialism
premillennialist
premillennialize
premillennialized
premillennializing
premillennially
premillennian
preminister
preministries
preministry
premio
premious
premisal
premise
premonopolized
premonopolizing
premonopoly
premonstrant
premonstratensian
premonstratensis
premonstration
premonumental
premoral
premorality
premorally
premorbid
premorbidly
premorbidness
premorning
premorse
premortal
premortally
premortification
premortified
premortify
premortifying
premortuary
premorula
premosaic
premotion
premourn
premove
premovement
premover
premuddle
premuddled
premuddling
premultiplication
premultiplier
premultiply
premultiplying
premundane
premune
premunicipal
premunition
premunitory
premusical
premusically
premuster
premutative
premutinied
premutinies
premutiny
premutinying
premycotic
premyelocyte
premythical
prenames
prenarcotic
prenaes
prenarial
prenaris
prenasal
prenatal
prenatalist
prenatally
prenational
prenative
prenatural
prenaval
prender
prendre
prenbular
prenecessitate
prenecessitated
prenecessitating
preneglect
preneglectful
prenegligence
prenegligent
prenegotiate
prenegotiated
prenegotiating
prenegotiation
prenelithic
prenephritic
prenear
prenearal
prenearlgic
prenight
prenoble
prenodal
prenomen
prenomens
prenomina
prenominal
prenominate
prenominated
prenominating
prenomination
prenominical
prenotation
prenote
prenoted
prenotice
prenotification
prenotified
prenotify
prenotifying
prenoting
prenotion
prentice
prenticed
prentices
prenticeship
prenticing
prenumber
prenumbering
pronunciation
pronunciate
prenuptial
prenurseries
prenursery
prenzie
preobedience
preobedient
preobediently
preobject
preobjection
preobjective
preobligate
preobligated
preobligating
preobligation
preoblige
preobliged
preobliging
preoblongata
preobservance
preobservation
preobservational
preobserve
preobserved
preobserving
preobstruct
preobstruction
preobtain
preobtainable
preobtrude
preobtruded
preobtruding
preobtrusion
preobtrusive
preobvi ate
preobvi ated
preobvi ating
preobvious
preobviously
preobviousness
preoccasion ed
preoccipital
preocclusion
preoccultation
preoccupancy
preoccupant
preoccupate
preoccupation
preoccupations
preoccupative
preoccupied
preoccupiedly
preoccupiedness
preoccipiter
preoccupies
preoccupy
preoccurred
preoccurrence
preoccurring
preoceanic
preocular
preodorous
preoesophageal
preoffend
preoffense
preoffensive
preoffensively
preoffensiveness
preoffer
preoffering
preofficial
preofficially
preominate
preomission
preomit
preomitted
preomitting
preopen
preopening
preoperate
preoperated
preoperating
preoperation
preoperative
preoperatively
preoperator
preopercle
preopercular
preoperculum
preopinion
preopinionated
preoppose
preopposed
preopposing
preopposition
preoppress
preoppression
preoppressor
preoptic
preoptimistic
preoption
preoral
preorally
preorbital
preordain
preordained
preordaining
preordainment
preords
preorder
preordered
preordering
preordinance
preordination
preorganic
preorganically
preorganization
preorganize
preorganized
preorganizing
preoriginal
preoriginally
preornamental
preotic
pre outfit
pre outfitted
pre outfitting
pre outline
pre outlined
pre outlining
pre overthrow
pre overthrowing
pre overthrown
preoviposition
preovulatory
prep
prepack
prepackage
prepackaged
prepackages
prepackaging
prepacked
pre packing
pre packs
pre paging
pre paid
pre painful
prepalaeolithic
prepalatal
prepalatine
prepaleolithic
prepanic
pre preparable
pre preparateur
pre preparation
pre preparation's
pre preparationist
pre preparations
pre preparative
pre preparative's
pre preparatively
pre preparations
pre preparator
pre preparatorily
pre preparatory
pre pardon
prepare
prepared
preparedly
prepeople
preperceive
preperception
preperceptive
preperfect
preperitoneal
prepersuade
prepersuaded
prepersuading
prepersuasion
prepersuasive
preperusal
preperuse
preperused
preperusing
prepetition
prepg
prephragma
prephthisical
prepigmental
prepineal
prepink
prepious
prepiously
prepituitary
preplace
preplaced
preplacement
preplacental
preplaces
preplacing
preplan
preplanned
preplanning
preplans
preplant
preplanting
prepledge
prepledged
prepledging
preplot
preplotted
preplotting
prepn
prepoetic
prepoetical
repoison
prepolice
prepolish
prepolitic
prepolitical
prepolitically
prepollence
prepollency
prepollent
prepollex
prepollices
preponder
preponderance
preponderancy
preponderant
preponderantly
preponderate
preponderated
preponderately
preponderates
preponderating
preponderatingly
preponderation
preponderous
preponderously
prepontile
prepontine
preportray
preportrayal
prepose
preposed
preposing
preposition
preposition's
prepositional
prepositionally
prepositions
prepositive
prepositively
prepositor
prepositorial
prepositionure
prepossess
prepossessed
prepossesses
prepossessing
prepossessingly
prepossessingness
prepossession
prepossessionary
prepossessions
prepossessor
preposter
preposterous
preposterously
preposterousness
prepostor
prepostorship
prepotence
prepotency
prepotent
prepotential
prepotently
prepped
preppie
preppies
prepping
preppy
prepractical
prepractice
prepracticed
prepracticing
prepractise
prepractised
prepractising
preprandial
prepreference
prepreparation
preprice
prepriced
prepricing
preprimary
preprimer
preprimitive
preprint
preprinted
preprinting
preprints
preprocess
preprocessed
preprocessing
preprocessor
preprocessors
preproduction
preprofess
preprofessional
preprogram
preprogrammed
prepunctual
prepunish
prepunishment
prepupa
prepupal
prepurchase
prepurchased
prepurchaser
prepurchasing
prepurpose
prepurposed
prepurposing
prepurposive
preputial
preputium
prepyloric
prepyramidal
prequalification
prequalified
prequalify
prequalifying
prequarantine
prequarantined
prequarantining
prequel
prequestion
prequotation
prequote
prequoted
prequoting
preracing
preradio
prerrailroad
prerrailroadite
prerrailway
preramus
prerational
prereadiness
preready
prerealization
prerealize
prerealized
prerealizing
prerebellion
prereceipt
prereceive
prereceived
prereceiver
prereceiving
prerecital
prerecite
prerecited
prereciting
prereckon
prereckoning
prercognition
prercognize
prercognized
prercognizing
prerecommend
prerecommendation
prereconcile
prereconciled
prereconciliation
prereconciling
prerecord
prerecorded
prerecording
prerecords
prerectal
preredeem
preredemption
prereduction
prerefer
prereference
prereferred
prereferring
prerefine
prerefined
prerefinement
prerefining
prereform
prereformation
prereformatory
prerefusal
prerefuse
prerefused
prerefusing
preregal
preregister
preregistered
preregistering
preregisters
preregistration
preregnant
preregulate
preregulated
preregulating
preregulation
prereject
prerejection
prerejoice
prerejoiced
prerejoicing
prerelate
prerelated
prerelating
prerelation
prerelationship
prerelease
prereligious
prereluctance
prereluctation
preremit
preremittance
preremitted
preremitting
preremorse
preremote
preremoval
preremove
preremoved
preremoving
preremunerate
preremunerated
preremunerating
preremuneration
prerenal
prerent
prerental
prereport
prerepresent
prerepresentation
prereproductive
prereption
prerepublican
prerequest
prerequire
prerequired
prerequirement
prerequiring
prerequisite
prerequisite’s
prerequisites
prerequisite
preresemblance
preresemble
preresembling
preresembling
preresolution
preresolve
preresolved
preresolving
preresort
prerespectability
prerespectable
prerespiration
prerespire
preresponsibility
preresponsible
prerestoration
prerestrain
prerestrain
prerestrict
prerestriciton
prereturn
prereveal
prerevelation
prerevenge
prerevenged
prerevenging
prereversal
prereverse
prereversed
prereversing
prereview
prerevise
prerevised
prerevising
prerevision
prerevival
prerevolutionary
prerheumatic
prerich
prerighteous
prerighteously
prerighteousness
prerogatival
prerogative
prerogative's
prerogatived
prerogatively
prerogatives
prerogativity
prerolandic
preromantic
preromanticism
preroute
prerouted
preroutine
prerouting
preroyal
preroyally
preroyalty
prerupt
preruption
pres
presa
presacral
presacrifice
presacrificed
presacrificial
presacrificing
presage
presaged
presageful
presagefully
presagefulness
presagement
presager
presagers
presages
presagient
presaging
presagingly
presaid
presalvation
presanctification
presanctified
presanctify
presanctifying
presanguine
presanitary
presartorial
presatisfaction
presatisfactory
presatisfied
presatisfy
presatisfying
presavage
presavagery
presaw
presay
presaying
presbyacousia
presbyacusia
presbycusis
presbycusis
presbyope
presbyophrenia
presbyophrenic
presbyopia
presbyopic
presbyopy
presbyte
presbyter
presbyteral
presbyterate
presbyterated
presbytere
presbyteress
presbyteria
presbyterial
presbyterially
presbyterian
presbyterianism
presbyterianize
presbyterians
presbyteries
presbyterium
presbyters
presbytership
presbytery
presbytia
presbytic
presbytism
prescan
prescapula
prescapular
prescapularis
prescholastic
preschool
preschooler
preschoolers
prescience
prescient
prescientific
presciently
prescind
prescinded
prescindent
prescinding
prescinds
prescission
prescore
prescored
prescores
prescoring
prescout
prescribable
prescribe
prescribed
prescriber
prescribes
prescribing
prescript
prescriptibility
prescriptible
prescription
prescription's
prescriptionist
prescriptions
prescriptive
prescriptively
prescriptiveness
prescriptivism
prescriptivist
prescriptorial
prescripts
prescribe
prescutal
prescutum
prese
preseal
presearch
preseason
preseasonal
presecular
presecure
presecured
presecuring
presedentary
presee
preseeing
preseen
preselect
preselected
preselecting
preselection
preselector
preselects
presell
preselling
presells
presemilunar
preseminal
presemiary
presence
presence's
presenced
presenceless
presences
presenile
presenility
presensation
presension
present
presentability
presentable
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psychonomic
psychonomics
psychonomy
psychony
psychoorganic
psychopannychian
psychopannychism
psychopannychist
psychopannychistic
psychopannychy
psychopannychite
psychopath
psychopathia
psychopathic
psychopathically
psychopathies
psychopathist
psychopathologic
psychopathological
psychopathologically
psychopathologist
psychopathology
psychopath
psychopathy
psychopetal
psychopharmacologic
psychopharmacological
psychopharmacology
psychophobia
psychophonasthenia
psychophysic
psychophysical
psychophysically
psychophysicist
psychophysics
psychophysiologic
psychophysiological
psychophysically
psychophysiologist
psychophysiology
psychoplasm
psychopomp
psychopompos
psychoprophylactic
psychoprophylaxis
psychoquackeries
psychorealism
psychorealistic
psychoreflex
psychorhythm
psychorhythmia
psychorhythmic
psychorhythmical
psychorhythmically
psychorrhagic
psychorrhagy
psychos
psychosarcous
psychosensorial
psychosensory
psychoses
psychosexual
psychosexuality
psychosexually
psychosis
psychosocial
psychosocially
psychosociology
psychosomatic
psychosomatics
psychosome
psychosophy
psychostasy
psychostatic
psychostatical
psychostatically
psychostatics
psychosurgeon
psychosurgery
psychosyntheses
psychosynthesis
psychosynthetic
psychotaxis
psychotechnical
psychotechnician
psychotechnics
psychotechnological
psychotechnologist
psychotechnology
psychotheism
psychotheist
psychotherapeutic
psychotherapeutical
psycotherapeutically
psychotherapeutics
psychotherapeutist
psychotherapies
psychotherapist
psychotherapists
psychotherapy
psychotic
psychotically
psychotics
psychotogen
psychotogenic
psychotomimetic
psychotoxic
psychotrine
psychotropic
psychovital
psychoesthesia
psychograph
psychrometer
psychrometric
psychrometrical
psychrometry
psychrophile
psychrophilic
psychrophobia
psychrophore
psychrophyte
psychotherapies
psychs
psychurgy
psycter
psykter
psykers
psylla
psyllas
psyllid
psyllids
psyllium
psywar
pt
pta
ptarmic
ptarmical
ptarmigan
ptarmigans
pte
ptenoglossate
pteronodon
pteronodont
pteraspid
ptereal
pterergate
pteric
pterichthys
pterideous
pteridium
pteridography
pteridoid
pteridological
pteridologist
pteridology
pteridophilism
pteridophilist
pteridophilistic
pteridophyte
pteridophytes
pteridophytic
pteridophytous
pteridosperm
pteridospermaphytic
pteridospermous
pterin
pterins
pterion
pterna
pterobranchiate
pterocarpous
pterocllomorphic
pterodactyl
pterodactylian
pterodactylic
pterodactylid
pterodactyloid
pterodactylous
pterodactyls
pterographer
pterographic
ptosis
ptotic
ptp
pts
ptt
ptts
pty
ptyalagogic
ptyalagogue
ptyalectases
ptyalectasis
ptyalin
ptyalins
ptyalism
ptyalisms
ptyalize
ptyalized
ptyalizing
ptyalocele
ptyalogenic
ptyalolith
ptyalolithiasis
ptyalorrhea
ptychoparid
ptychopariid
ptychopterygial
ptychopterygium
ptysmagogue
ptyxis
pu
puu
puan
pub
pub's
pubal
pubble
puberal
pubertal
pubertic
puberties
puberty
puberulent
puberulous
pubes
pubescence
pubescency
pubescent
pubian
pudgily
pudginess
pudgy
pudiano
pudibund
pudibundity
pudic
pudical
pudicitia
pudicity
puds
pudsey
pudsy
pdu
pueblito
pueblo
puebloization
puebloize
pueblos
pueraria
puerer
puericulture
puerile
puerilely
puerileness
puerilism
puerilities
puerility
puerman
puerpera
puerperae
puerperal
puerperalism
puerperant
puerperia
puerperium
puerperous
puerpery
puerto
puff
puffback
puffball
puffballs
puffbird
puffed
puffer
pufferies
puffers
puffery
puffier
puffiest
puffily
puffin
puffiness
puffinet
puffing
puffingly
puffins
pufflet
puffs
pufftn
puffwig
puffy
pug
pugaree
pugarees
pugdog
pugenello
puget
puggaree
puggarees
pugged
pugger
puggi
puggier
puggiest
pugginess
pugging
puggish
puggle
puggree
puggrees
puggries
puggry
puggy
pugh
pugil
pugilant
pugilism
pugilisms
pugilist
pugilistic
pugilistical
pugilistically
pugilists
puglianite
pugman
pugmark
pugmarks
pugmill
pugmiller
pugnacious
pugnaciously
pugnaciousness
pugnacity
pugree
pugrees
pugs
pair
puarness
puirtith
puisne
puisnes
puisny
puissance
puissant
puissantly
puissantness
puist
puistie
puja
pujari
puka
pukatea
pukateine
puke
puked
pukeka
pukeko
puker
pukes
pukeweed
puking
pukish
pukishness
pukka
pukras
puku
puky
pul
pulahan
pulahanes
pulahanism
pulajan
pullboat
puldevii
pulldoo
pulldown
pulldrive
pulled
pullen
puller
pulleries
pullers
pullery
pullet
pullets
pulley
pulley's
pullerless
puleys
pulli
pullicat
pullicate
pulling
pullings
pullissee
pullman
pullmans
pullock
pullorum
pullout
pullouts
pullover
pulovers
pul
pullshovel
pullulant
pullulate
pullulated
pullulating
pullulation
pullulative
pullus
pulment
pulmobranchia
pulmobranchial
pulmobranchiate
pulmocardiac
pulmocutaneous
pulmogastric
pulmometer
pulmometry
pulmonal
pulmonar
pulmonaria
pulmonarian
pulmonary
pulmonate
pulmonated
pulmonectomies
pulmonectomy
pulmonic
pulmonical
pulmonifer
pulmoniferous
pulmonitis
pulmator
pulmotors
pulmotracheal
pulmotracheary
pulmotracheate
pulp
pulpaceous
pupal
pulpalgia
pulpally
pulpamenta
pulpar
pulpatone
pulpatoon
pulpboard
pulpectomy
pulped
pulpfaction
pulper
pulperia
pulpers
pulpier
pulpiest
pulpification
pulpified
pulpifier
pulpify
pulpifying
pulpily
pulpiness
pulping
pulpit
pulpit’s
pulpital
pulpitarian
pulpiteer
pulpiter
pulpitful
pulpitic
pulpitical
pulpitically
pulpitis
pulpitish
pulpitism
pulpitize
pulpitless
pulpitly
pulpitolatry
pulpitry
pulpits
pulpitum
pulpless
pulplike
pulpotom
pulpous
pulpousness
puls
pulpstone
pulpwood
pulpwoods
pulpy
pulque
pulques
puls
pulsant
pulsar
pulsars
pulsatance
pulsate
pulsated
pulsates
pulsatile
pulsatility
pulsatilla
pulsating
pulsation
pulsational
pulsations
pulsative
pulsatively
pulsator
pulsators
pulsatory
pulse
pulsebeat
pulsed
pulsejet
pulsejets
pulseless
pulselessly
pulselessness
pulselike
pulselum
pulser
pulsers
pulses
pulsidge
pulsific
pulsimeter
pulsing
pulsion
pulsions
pulsive
pulsojet
pulsojets
pulsometer
pulsus
pultaceous
pulton
pultost
pultun
pulture
pulu
pulv
pulverable
pulverableness
pulveraceous
pulverant
pulverate
pulverated
pulverating
pulveration
pulvereous
pulverescent
pulverin
pulverine
pulverisable
pulverisation
pulverise
pulverised
pulveriser
pulverising
pulverizable
pulverizate
pulverization
pulverizator
pulverize
pulverized
pulverizer
pulverizes
pulverizing
pulverous
pulverulence
pulverulent
pulverently
pulvic
pulvīl
pulvilio
pulvillar
pulvilli
pulvilliform
pulvillus
pulvinar
pulvinarian
pulvinate
pulvinated
pulvinately
pulvation
pulvīni
pulvinic
pulviniform
pulvinni
pulvino
pulvinule
pulvinulus
pulvīnus
pulviplume
pulwar
puly
puma
pumas
pumelo
pumelos
pumex
pumicate
pumicated
pumicating
puno's
puna
punaise
punalua
punaluan
punamu
punas
punateo
puncate
punch
punchable
punchayet
punchball
punchboard
punchbowl
punched
puncheon
puncheons
puncher
punchers
punches
punchier
punchiest
punchinello
punchiness
punching
punchless
punchlike
punchproof
punchy
punct
punctal
punctate
punctated
punctatim
punctuation
punctator
puncticular
puncticulate
puncticulose
punctiform
punctiliar
punctilio
punctiliomonger
punctilios
punctiliosity
punctilious
punctiliously
punitively
punitiveness
punitory
punitur
punjabi
punjum
punk
punta
punkah
punkahs
punkas
punker
punkest
punketto
punkey
pункkeys
punkie
punkier
punkies
punkiest
punkin
punkiness
punkins
punkish
punkling
punks
punkt
punkwood
punky
punless
punlet
punnable
punnage
punned
punner
punners
punnet
punnic
punnical
punnier
punniest
punnigram
punning
punningly
punnology
punny
punproof
puns
punster
punsters
punstress
punt
punta
puntabout
puntal
punted
puntel
puntello
punter
punters
punti
punties
puntil
puntilla
puntillas
puntillero
punting
puntist
punto
puntos
puntout
punts
puntsman
punty
puny
punyish
punyism
punyship
pup
pup's
pupa
pupae
pupahood
pupal
puparia
puparial
puparium
pupas
pupate
pupated
pupates
pupating
pupation
pupations
pupelo
pupfish
pupfishes
pupiferous
pupiform
pupigenous
pupigerous
pupil
pupil's
pupilability
pupilage
pupilages
pupilar
pupilarity
pupilary
pupilate
pupildom
pupiled
pupilize
pupillage
pupillar
pupillarity
pupillary
pupillate
pupilled
pupilless
pupillize
pupillometer
pupillometrics
pupillometry
pupillonian
pupilloscope
pupilloscopic
pupilloscopy
pupilmonger
pupils
pupipara
pupiparous
pupivora
pupivore
pupivorous
puplike
pupoid
pupped
puppet
puppet's
puppetdom
puppeteer
puppeteers
puppethead
purged
purger
purgers
purgery
purges
purging
purgings
puri
purificant
purification
purifications
purificative
purificator
purificatory
purified
purifier
purifiers
purifies
puriform
purify
purifying
purim
purin
purine
purines
purins
puriri
puris
purism
purisms
purist
puristic
puristical
puristically
purists
puritan
puritandom
puritanic
puritanical
puritanically
puritanicalness
puritanism
puritanize
puritanlike
puritano
puritans
purities
purity
purplishness
purly
purport
purported
purportedly
purporter
purporters
purportes
purporting
purportively
purportless
purports
purpose
purposed
purposedly
purposeful
purposefully
purposefulness
purposeless
purposelessly
purposelessness
purposelike
purposely
purposer
purposes
purposing
purposive
purposively
purposiveness
purposivism
purposivist
purposivistic
purpresture
purprise
purprision
purpura
purpuraceous
purpurases
purpurate
purpure
purpureal
purpurean
purpureous
purpures
purpurescent
purpuric
purpuriferous
purpuriform
purpurigenous
purpurin
purpurine
purpurins
purpuriparous
purpurite
purpurize
purpurogallin
purpurogenous
purpuroid
purpuroxanthin
purr
purrah
purre
purred
purree
purreic
purrel
purrer
purring
purringly
purrone
purr
purry
purs
purse
pursed
purseful
purseless
purselike
purser
pursers
pursership
purses
purset
pursier
pursiest
pursily
pursiness
pursing
pulsive
pursole
purslanes
purslet
pursley
pursuable
pursual
pursuance
putrilaginous
putrilagiously
puts
putsch
putsches
putschism
putschist
put
puttan
putted
puttee
puttees
putter
puttered
putterer
putterers
puttering
putteringly
putters
putti
puttie
puttiied
puttier
puttiers
putties
putting
putto
puttock
puttoo
puts
putty
puttyblower
puttyhead
puttyhearted
puttying
puttylike
puttyroot
puttywork
puture
putz
puxy
puy
puya
puzzle
puzzleation
puzzled
puzzledly
puzzledness
puzzledom
puzzlehead
puzzleheaded
puzzleheadedly
puzzleheadedness
puzzleman
puzzlement
puzzlegate
puzzlegateed
puzzlegateedness
puzzler
puzzlers
puzzles
puzzling
puzzlingly
puzzlingness
puzzlings
puzzolan
puzzolana
pvt
pwca
pwr
pwt
pya
pyaemia
pyaemias
pyaemic
pyal
pyalla
pyarthrosis
pyas
pyche
pyenia
pycnial
pycnic
pycnid
pycnidia
pycnidial
pycnidiophore
pycnidiospore
pycnidium
pycninidia
pycniospore
pycnite
pycnium
pycnocnidium
pycnodont
pycnodontoid
pycnogonid
pycnogonidium
pycnogonoid
pycnometer
pycnometochia
pycnometochic
pycnomorphic
pycnomorphous
pycnonotine
pycnosis
pycnospore
pycnosporic
pycnostyle
pycnotic
pye
pyelectasis
pyelic
pyelitic
pyelitis
pyelitises
pyelocystitis
pyelogram
pyelograph
pyelographic
pyelography
pyelolithotomy
pyelometry
pyelonephritic
pyelonephritis
pyelonephrosis
pyeloplasty
pyeloscopy
pyelotomy
pyeloureterogram
pyemesis
pyemia
pyemias
pyemic
pyengadu
pyes
pygal
pygalgia
pygarg
pygargus
pygidia
pygidial
pygidid
pygidium
pygigidia
pygmaean
pygmalion
pygmalionism
pygmean
pygmies
pygmoid
pygmy
pygmy's
pygmydom
pygmyhood
pygmyish
pygmyism
pygmyisms
pygmyship
pygmyweed
pygobranchiate
pygofer
pygopagus
pygopod
pygopodine
pygopodous
pygostyle
pygostyled
pygostyloous
pyic
pyin
pyins
pyjama
pyjamaed
pyjamas
pyke
pyknatom
pyknic
pyknics
pyknotic
pyla
pylagore
pylangial
pylangium
pylar
pylephlebitic
pylephlebitis
pylethrombophlebitis
pylethrombosis
pylic
pylon
pylons
pyometritis
pyonephritis
pyonephrosis
pyonephrotic
pyongyang
pyopericarditis
pyopericardium
pyoperitoneum
pyoperitonitis
pyophobia
pyophthalmia
pyophthalmitis
pyophylactic
pyoplania
pyopneumocholecystitis
pyopneumocyst
pyopneumopericardium
pyopneumoperitoneum
pyopneumoperitonitis
pyopneumothorax
pyopoiesis
pyopoietic
pyoptysis
pyorrhea
pyorrheal
pyorrheas
pyorrheic
pyorrhoea
pyorrhoeal
pyorrhoeic
pyosalpingitis
pyosalpinx
pyosepticemia
pyosepticemic
pyoses
pyosis
pyospermia
pyotherapy
pyothorax
pyotoxinemia
pyoureter
pyovesiculosis
pyoxanthose
pyr
pyracanth
pyracantha
pyracene
pyragravure
pyral
pyralid
pyralidan
pyralidid
pyralidiform
pyralids
pyralis
pyraloid
pyramid
pyramid's
pyramidtaire
pyramidal
pyramidale
pyramidalis
pyramidally
pyramidate
pyramided
pyramidellid
pyramider
pyramids
pyramidia
pyramidal
pyramidical
pyramidically
pyramidicalness
pyramiding
pyramidion
pyramidize
pyramidlike
pyramidoattenuate
pyramidoid
pyramidoidal
pyramidologist
pyramidon
pyramidoprismatic
pyramids
pyramidwise
pyramimidia
pyramoid
pyramoidal
pyramus
pyran
pyranoid
pyranometer
pyranose
pyranoses
pyranoside
pyrans
pyranyl
pyrargyrite
pyrazin
pyrazine
pyrazole
pyrazoline
pyrazolone
pyrazolyl
pyre
pyrectic
pyrena
pyrene
pyrenean
pyreenees
pyrenematous
pyrenes
pyrenic
pyrenin
pyrenocarp
pyrenocarpic
pyrenocarpous
pyrenodean
pyrenodeine
pyrenodeous
pyrenoid
pyrenoids
pyrenolichen
pyrenomycete
pyrenomycetous
pyres
pyrethrin
pyrethrine
pyrethroid
pyrethrum
pyretic
pyreticosis
pyretogenesis
pyretogenetic
pyretogenic
pyretogenous
pyretography
pyretologist
pyretology
pyretolysis
pyretotherapy
pyrewinkes
pyrex
pyrexia
pyrexial
pyrexias
pyrexic
pyrexical
pyrgeometer
pyrgocephalic
pyrgocephaly
pyrgoidal
pyrgologist
pyrgom
pyrhiometer
pyrhiometric
pyrhiometry
pyrhiophor
pyribole
pyric
pyridazine
pyridic
pyridine
pyridines
pyridinium
pyridinize
pyridone
pyridoxal
pyridoxamine
pyridoxin
pyridoxine
pyridyl
pyriform
pyriformis
pyrimethamine
pyrimidin
pyrimidine
pyrimidyl
pyritaceous
pyrite
pyrites
pyritic
pyritical
pyritiferous
pyritization
pyritize
pyritohedral
pyritohedron
pyritoid
pyritology
pyritous
pyro
pyroacetic
pyroacid
pyroantimonate
pyroantimonic
pyroarsenate
pyroarsenic
pyroarsenious
pyroarsenite
pyroballogy
pyrobelonite
pyrobi
pyrobitumen
pyrobituminous
pyroborate
pyroboric
pyrocatechin
pyrocatechnol
pyrocatechol
pyrocatechuic
pyrocellulose
pyrochemical
pyrochemically
pyrochlore
pyrochromate
pyrochromic
pyrocinchonic
pyrocitric
pyroclastic
pyrocoll
pyrocollodion
pyrocomenic
pyrocondensation
pyroconductivity
pyrocotton
pyrocrytalline
pyroelectric
pyroelectricity
pyrogallate
pyrogallic
pyrogallol
pyrogen
pyrogenation
pyrogenesia
pyrogenesis
pyrogenetic
pyrogenetically
pyrogenic
pyrogenicity
pyrogenous
pyrogens
pyrogentic
pyroglazer
pyroglutamic
pyrognomic
pyrognostic
pyrognostics
pyrograph
pyrographer
pyrographic
pyrographies
pyrography
pyrogravure
pyroguaicin
pyroheliometer
pyroid
pyrola
pyrolaceous
pyrolas
pyrolater
pyrolatry
pyroligneous
pyrolignic
pyrolignite
pyrolignous
pyrolin
pyrolite
pyrollogiacal
pyrollogiacal
pyrollogies
pyrologist
pyrology
pyrolusite
pyrolysate
pyrolyse
pyrolysis
pyrolytic
pyrolytically
pyrolyzable
pyrolyzate
pyrolyze
pyrolyzed
pyrolyzer
pyrolyzes
pyrolyzing
pyromachy
pyromagnetic
pyrophosphatic
pyrophosphoric
pyrophosphorous
pyrophotograph
pyrophotography
pyrophotometer
pyrophyllite
pyrophysalite
pyropuncture
pyropus
pyroracemate
pyroracemic
pyroscope
pyroscopy
pyrosis
pyrosises
pyrosmalite
pyrosome
pyrosomoid
pyrosphere
pyrostat
pyrostats
pyrostereotype
pyrostilpnite
pyrosulfate
pyrosulfuric
pyrosulphate
pyrosulphite
pyrosulphuric
pyrosulphuryl
pyrotantalate
pyrotartraric
pyrotartrate
pyrotechnian
pyrotechnic
pyrotechnical
pyrotechnically
pyrotechnician
pyrotechnics
pyrotechnist
pyrotechny
pyrotic
pyrotoxin
pyrotritaric
pyrotitartric
pyrouric
pyrovanadate
pyrovanadic
pyroxanthin
pyroxene
pyroxenes
pyroxenic
pyroxenite
pyroxenitic
pyroxenoid
pyroxmangite
pyroxonium
pyroxyle
pyroxylene
pyroxylic
pyroxylin
pyroxyline
pyrrha
pyrrhic
pyrrhichian
pyrrhichius
pyrrhicist
pyrrhics
pyrrhonian
pyrrhonic
pyrrhonism
pyrrhotine
pyrrhotism
pyrrhotist
pyrrhotite
pyrrhous
pyrrhuloxia
pyrrhus
pyrrodiazole
pyrrol
pyrrole
pyrroles
pyrrolic
pyrrolidine
pyrrolidone
pyrrolidyl
pyrroline
pyrrolyl
pyrrolylene
pyrrophyllin
pyrroporphyrin
pyrrotiazole
pyrroyl
pyrryl
pyxidia
pyxidium
pyxie
pyxies
pyxis
q
q's
qabbala
qabbalah
qadarite
qadi
qaf
qaid
qaid
qais
qaimaqam
qanat
qanats
qantar
qasida
qasidas
qt
qatar
qats
qe
qed
qere
qeri
qh
qi'ana
qibla
qid
qindar
qindarka
qindars
qintar
qintars
qiviut
qiviuts
qi'yas
ql
qm
qn
qoph
qophs
qp
qqv
qr
qrs
quadragesimal
quadragintesimal
quadral
quadrangle
quadrangled
quadrangles
quadrangular
quadrangularly
quadrangularness
quadrangulate
quadrangled
quadrants
quadrant
quadrant's
quadrantal
quadrantes
quadrantile
quadrantlike
quadrantly
quadrants
quadraphonic
quadraphonics
quadrat
quadrate
quadrated
quadrateness
quadrates
quadratic
quadratical
quadratically
quadratics
quadratiferous
quadrating
quadratojugal
quadratomandibular
quadror
quadroscuamosal
quadriatrix
quadrats
quadratum
quadrature
quadrature's
quadratures
quadratus
quadrauricular
quadrel
quadrella
quadrennia
quadrennial
quadrennially
quadrennials
quadrennium
quadrenniums
quadriad
quadrialate
quadriannulate
quadriarticulate
quadriarticulated
quadribasic
quadric
quadricapsular
quadricapsulate
quadricarinate
quadricellular
quadricentennial
quadricentennials
quadriceps
quadricepses
quadrichord
quadriciliate
quadricinium
quadricipital
quadricone
quadricorn
quadricornous
quadricostate
quadricotyledonous
quadricovariant
quadricrescentic
quadricrescentoid
quadrics
quadricuspid
quadricuspidal
quadricuspidate
quadricycle
quadricycler
quadricyclist
quadridentate
quadridentated
quadridervative
quadridigitate
quadriennial
quadriennium
quadrienniumutile
quadrifarious
quadrifarius
quadrifariusly
quadrilobed
quadrilocular
quadriloculate
quadrilogue
quadrilogy
quadrimembral
quadrimetallic
quadrimolecular
quadrumum
quadrin
quadrine
quadrinodal
quadrinomial
quadrinomical
quadrinominal
quadrinucleate
quadrioxalate
quadriparous
quadripartite
quadripartitely
quadripartition
quadripennate
quadriphonic
quadriphosphate
quadriphyllous
quadripinnate
quadriplanar
quadriplegia
quadriplegic
quadriplicate
quadriplicated
quadripolar
quadripole
quadriportico
quadriporticus
quadripulmonary
quadriquadric
quadriradiate
quadrireme
quadrisect
quadrisected
quadrisection
quadrisectate
quadriserial
quadrisetose
quadrispiral
quadristearate
quadrisulcate
quadrisulcated
quadrisulphide
quadrisyllabic
quadrisyllabical
quadrisyllable
quadrisyllabous
quadriternate
quadriti
quadritubercular
quadrituberculate
quadriurate
quadivalence
quadrivalence
quadrivacency
quadrivalent
quadrivantly
quadriavalve
quadriavalvular
quadrivia
quadrivial
quadrivious
quadrivium
quadrivoltine
quadroon
quadroons
quadrophonics
quadrual
quadrum
quadrumana
quadrumanal
quadrumane
quadrumanous
quadrumvir
quadrumviral
quadrupe
quadrupedal
quadrupedan
quadrupedant
quadrupedantic
quadrupedantical
quadrapedate
quadrapedation
quadrapedism
quadrapedous
quadrapeds
quadraplane
quadraplate
quadraplator
quadraple
quadrupled
quadrupleness
quadruples
quadruplet
quadruplets
quadruplex
quadruplicate
quadruplicatived
quadruplicates
quadruplicating
quadruplication
quadruplications
quadruplicature
quadruplicity
quadrupling
quadruply
quadrupole
quads
quae
quaedam
quaere
quaeres
quaesita
quaesitum
quaestio
quaestiones
quaestor
quaestorial
quaestorian
quaestors
quaestorship
quaestuary
quaff
quaffed
quaffer
quaffers
quaffing
quaffingly
quaffs
quag
quagga
quaggas
quaggier
quaggiest
quagginess
quaggle
quaggy
quagmire
quarreler
quarrelers
quarrelet
quarreling
quarrelingly
quarrelled
quarreller
quarrellers
quarrelling
quarrellingly
quarrellous
quarrelously
quarrelproof
quarrels
quarrelsome
quarrelsomely
quarrelsomeness
quarriable
quarrian
quarried
quarrier
quarriers
quarries
quarrion
quarrome
quarry
quarry's
quarryable
quarrying
quarryman
quarrymen
quarrystone
quarsome
quart
quarta
quartan
quartane
quartano
quartans
quartation
quartaut
quarte
quartenylic
quarter
quaterage
quarterback
quarterbacks
quarterdeck
quarterdeckish
quarterdecks
quartered
quarterer
quarterfinal
quarterfinalist
quarterfoil
quartering
quarterings
quarterization
quarterland
quarterlies
quarterlight
quarterly
quarterman
quartermaster
quartermasterlike
quartermasters
quartermastership
quartermen
quartern
quarternight
quaternion
quarterns
quarteron
quarterpace
quarters
quartersaw
quartersawed
quartersawing
quartersawn
quarterspace
quarterstaff
quarterstaves
quarterstetch
quartes
quartet
quartet's
quartets
quartette
quartetto
quartful
quartic
quartics
quartile
quartiles
quartin
quartine
quartinho
quartiparous
quarto
quartodecimanism
quartole
quartos
quarts
quartus
quartz
quartzes
quartzic
quartziferous
quartzite
quartzitic
quartzless
quartzoid
quartzose
quartzous
quartzy
quasar
quasars
quash
quashed
quashee
quasher
quashers
quashes
quashey
quashing
quashy
quasi
quasicontinuous
quasijudicial
quasimodo
quasiorder
quasiparticle
quasiperiodic
quasistationary
quaskies
quasky
quasiquicentennial
quass
quassation
quassative
quasses
quassia
quassias
quasiin
quassin
quassins
quat
quata
quatch
quate
quatenus
quatercentenary
quaterion
quatern
quaternal
quaternarian
quaternaries
quaternarius
quaternary
quaternate
quaternion
quaternionic
quaternionist
quaternitarian
quaternities
quaternity
quateron
quaters
quatertenses
quatorzain
quatorze
quatorzes
quatrain
quatrails
quatral
quatrayle
quatre
quatreble
quatrefeuille
quatrefoil
quatrefoiled
quatrefoils
quatrefoliated
quatres
quatrible
quatrin
quatrino
quatrocentism
quatrocentist
quatrocento
quattie
queensberry
queenship
queensware
queenweed
queenwood
queer
queered
queerer
queerest
queering
queerish
queerishness
queerity
queerly
queerness
queers
queersome
query
queest
queesting
quet
queue
quegh
quei
queing
queintise
quelch
quelte
quell
quellable
quelled
queller
quellers
quelling
quellio
quells
quelling
quelme
quelme
quelquechose
quelt
quem
quemado
queme
quemeful
quemefully
quemely
quench
quenchable
querimonies
querimonious
querimoniously
querimoniousness
querimony
querist
querists
querken
querl
quern
quernal
querns
quernstone
querre
quersprung
querulant
querulation
querulent
querulential
querulist
querulity
querulosity
querulous
querulously
querulousness
query
querying
queryingly
queryist
ques
quesal
quesited
quesitive
quest
quested
quester
questers
questeur
questful
questhouse
questing
questingly
question
questionability
questionable
questionableness
questionably
questionaries
quezals
qui
quia
quiapo
quiaquia
quib
quibble
quibbled
quibbleproof
quibbler
quibblers
quibbles
quibbling
quibblingly
quiblet
quibus
quica
quiche
quiches
quick
quickbeam
quickborn
quicked
quicken
quickenance
quickenbeam
quickened
quickener
quickening
quickens
quicker
quickest
quickfoot
quickhatch
quickhearted
quickie
quickies
quicking
quicklime
quickly
quickness
quicks
quicksand
quicksands
quicksandy
quickset
quicksets
quickside
quilling
quility
quillon
quills
quilltail
quillwork
quillwort
quilly
quilt
quilted
quilter
quilters
quilting
quiltings
quilts
quim
quin
quina
quinacrine
quinaldic
quinaldin
quinaldine
quinaldinic
quinaldinium
quinaldyl
quinamicin
quinamicine
quinamidin
quinamidine
quinamin
quinamine
quinanarii
quinanisole
quinquaquina
quinarian
qumaries
quinarii
quinarius
quinary
quinas
quinate
quinatxoin
quinatoxine
quinazolin
quinazoline
quinazolyl
quince
quincenetary
quincentennial
quinces
quincewort
quinch
quincies
quincubital
quincubitalism
quincuncial
quincuncially
quincunx
quincunxes
quincunxial
quincy
quindecad
quindecagon
quindecangle
quindecaplet
quindecasyllabic
quindecemvir
quindecemvirate
quindecemviri
quindecennial
quindecillion
quindecialionth
quindecem
quindecima
quindecemvir
quindecylic
quindene
quinela
quinelas
quinella
quinellas
quinet
quinetum
quingentenary
quinhydrone
quinia
quinible
quinic
quinicin
quinicine
quinidia
quinidin
quinidine
quinieala
quinielas
quinin
quinones
quinonic
quinonimine
quinonimine
quinonization
quinonize
quinonoid
quinonyl
quinopyrin
quinotannic
quinotoxine
quinova
quinovatannic
quinovate
quinovic
quinovin
quinovose
quinoxalin
quinoxaline
quinoxalyl
quinoyl
quinquagenarian
quinquagenaries
quinquagenary
quinquagesima
quinquagesimal
quinquangle
quinquarticular
quinquecapsular
quinquecentenary
quinquecostate
quinquedentate
quinquedentated
quinquefarious
quinquefid
quinquefoil
quinquefoliate
quinquefoliated
quinquefoliolate
quinquegrade
quinquejugous
quinquelateral
quinquilateral
quinquelobate
quinquelobated
quinquelobed
quinquelocular
quinqueloculine
quinquenary
quinquenerval
quinquenerved
quinquennalia
quinquennia
quinquenniad
quinquennial
quinquennialist
quinquennially
quinquennium
quinquenniums
quinquepartite
quinquepartition
quinquepedal
quinquepedalian
quinquepetaloid
quinquepunctal
quinquepunctate
quinqueradial
quinqueradiate
quinquereme
quinquertia
quinquesect
quinquesection
quinqueseptate
quinqueseriate
quinquesyllabic
quinquesyllable
quinquetubercular
quinquetuberculate
quinquevalence
quinquevalency
quinquevalent
quinquevalve
quinquevalvous
quinquevalvular
quinqueverbal
quinqueverbial
quinquevir
quinquevirate
quinquevirs
quinquilateral
quinquina
quinquino
quinquivalent
quins
quinse
quinsied
quinsies
quinsy
quinsyberries
quinsyberry
quinsywort
quint
quinta
quintad
quintadena
quintadene
quintain
quintains
quntal
quntals
quntan
quntans
quntant
quntar
quntars
quntary
quntatien
qunttato
quinte
quintefoil
quintelement
quintennial
quinternion
quinteron
quinteroon
quintes
quintescence
quintessence
quintessential
quintessentiality
quintessentially
quintessentiate
quinet
quintets
quintette
quintetto
quintfoil
quintic
quintics
quintile
quintiles
quintillion
quintillions
quintillionth
quintillionths
quintin
quintins
quintiped
quinto
quintocubital
quintocubitalism
quintole
quinton
quintons
quintroon
quints
quintuple
quintupled
quintuples
quintuplet
quintuplets
quintuplicate
quintuplicating
quintuplication
quintupliribbed
quintupling
quintus
quimua
quinuclidine
quinyle
quinyl
quinzaine
quinze
quinzieme
quip
quipful
quipo
quippe
quipped
quipper
quipping
quippish
quippishness
quippu
quippus
quippy
quips
quipsome
quipsomeness
quipster
quipsters
quipu
quipus
quira
quircal
quire
quired
quires
quirewise
quirinal
quirinca
quiring
quiritarian
quiritary
quirk
quirked
quirkier
quirkiest
quirkily
quirkiness
quirking
quirkish
quirks
quirksey
quirksome
quirky
quirl
quirquincho
quirt
quirted
quirting
quirts
quis
quisby
quiscos
quisle
quisler
quisling
quislingism
quislingistic
quislings
quisqueite
quisquilian
quisquiliary
quisquilious
quisquous
rabbanim
rabbanist
rabbanite
rabbet
rabbeted
rabbetted
rabbeting
rabbets
rabei
rabbies
rabin
rabbinate
rabbinate
rabbindom
rabbinic
rabbirical
rabbirically
rabbirism
rabbirist
rabbiristic
rabbiristical
rabbirite
rabbiritic
rabbirize
rabbins
rabbirship
rabbis
rabbish
rabbiship
rabbit
rabbit's
rabbitberries
rabbitberry
rabbited
rabbiter
rabbiter
rabbiteye
rabbitfish
rabbitfishes
rabbithearted
rabbiting
rabbitlike
rabbitmouth
rabbitoh
rabbitproof
rabbitries
rabbitroot
rabbitry
rabbits
rabbitskin
rabbitweed
rabbitwise
rabbitwood
rabbity
rabbler
rabble
rabbled
rabbblelike
rabblement
rabbleproof
rabbler
rabblers
rabbles
rabblesome
rabbling
rabboni
rabbonim
rabbonis
rabdomancy
rabelais
rabelaisian
rabfak
rabi
rabiator
rabic
rabid
rabidities
rabidity
rabidly
rabidness
rabies
rabietic
rabific
rabiform
rabigenic
rabinet
rabious
rabirubia
rabitic
rablin
rabot
rabulist
rabulous
racahout
racallable
racche
raccoon
raccoon’s
raccoonberry
raccoons
raccroc
race
raceabout
racebrood
racecard
racecourse
racecourses
raced
racegoer
racegoing
racehorse
racehorses
raclelike
raceline
racemase
racemate
racemates
racemation
raceme
racemed
racemes
racemic
racemiferous
racemiform
racemism
racemisms
racemization
racemize
racemized
racemizes
racemizing
racemocarbonate
racemocarbonic
racemoid
racemomethylate
racemose
racemosely
racemous
racemously
racemule
racemulose
raceplate
racer
racers
racerunner
races
rachitomy
racial
racialism
racialist
racialistic
racialists
raciality
racialization
racialize
racially
racier
raciест
racyly
racinage
raciness
racinesses
racing
racinglike
racings
racion
racism
racisms
rasic
racists
rack
rackabones
rackan
rackapee
rackateer
rackateering
rackboard
rackbone
racked
racker
rackers
racket
racket's
racketed
racketeer
racketeering
racketeers
racketer
racketier
racketiest
racketiness
racketing
racketlike
racketproof
racketry
rackets
rackett
rackettail
rackety
rackful
racking
rackingly
rackle
rackless
rackman
rackmaster
racknumber
rackproof
rackrentable
racks
rackway
rackwork
rackworks
raclette
raclettes
racloir
racon
racons
raconteur
raconteurs
raconteuses
racoon
racoons
racoyian
racquet
racquetball
racquets
racy
rad
rada
radar
radar's
radarman
radarmen
radars
radarscope
radarscopes
radded
radding
raddle
raddled
raddleman
radiculitis
radiculose
radidii
radiectomy
radient
radiescent
radiesthesiasa
radiiferous
radii
radio
radioacoustics
radioactinium
radioactivate
radioactivated
radioactivating
radioactive
radioactively
radioactivities
radioactivity
radioamplifier
radioanaphylaxis
radioastronomy
radioautograph
radioautographic
radioautography
radiobicipital
radiobiologic
radiobiological
radiobiologically
radiobiologist
radiobiology
radiobroadcast
radiobroadcasted
radiobroadcaster
radiobroadcasters
radiobroadcasting
radiobroadcaster
radiocalcium
radiocarbon
radiocarpal
radiocast
radiocaster
radiocasting
radiochemical
radiochemically
radiochemist
radiochemistry
radiocinematograph
radiolite
radiolic
radiolocation
radiolocator
radiolocators
radiologic
radiological
radiologically
radiologies
radiologist
radiologists
radiology
radiolucence
radiolucencies
radiolucency
radiolucent
radioluminescence
radioluminescent
radiolysis
radiolytic
radioman
radiomedical
radiomen
radiometallography
radiometric
radiometrically
radiometries
radiometry
radiomicrometer
radiomicrophone
radiomimetic
radiomobile
radiomovies
radiomuscular
radion
radionecrosis
radioneuritis
radionic
radionics
radionuclide
radiopacity
radiopalmar
radiopaque
radioparent
radiopathology
radiotelemetric
radiotelemetries
radiotelemetry
radiotelephone
radiotelephoned
radiotelephones
radiotelephonic
radiotelephoning
radiotelephony
radioteletype
radioteria
radiothallium
radiotherapeutic
radiotherapeutics
radiotherapeutist
radiotherapies
radiotherapist
radiotherapists
radiotherapy
radiothermy
radiothorium
radiotoxemia
radiotoxic
radiotracer
radiotransparency
radiotransparent
radiotrician
radiotropic
radiotropism
radius
radiov
radiovision
radish
radish's
radishes
radishlike
radium
radiumization
radiumize
radiumlike
radiumproof
radiums
radiumtherapy
radius
radiuses
radix
radixes
radknight
radly
radman
radome
radomes
radon
radons
rads
radimir
radula
radulae
radular
radulas
radulate
raduliferous
raduliform
radzimir
rafale
raff
raffaelesque
raffe
raffee
raffery
raffia
raffias
raffinase
raffinate
raffing
raffinose
raffish
raffishly
raffishness
raffle
raffled
raffler
rafflers
raffles
rafflesia
rafflesiacous
raffling
raffman
raffs
rafraichissoir
raft
raftage
rafted
rafter
rafters
raftiness
rafting
raftlike
raftman
rafts
raftsman
raftsmen
rafty
rag
rag's
raga
ragabash
ragabash
ragamuffin
ragamuffinism
ragamuffinely
ragamuffins
ragas
ragazze
ragbag
ragbags
ragbolt
rage
raged
ragee
ragees
rageful
ragefully
rageless
rageous
rageously
rageousness
rageproof
rager
ragery
rages
ragesome
ragfish
ragfishes
ragged
raggeder
raggedest
raggedly
raggedness
raggedy
raggee
ragger
raggery
raggety
railway's
railway'dom
railwayed
railwayless
railwayman
railways
raiment
raimented
raimentless
raiments
rain
rainband
rainbands
rainbird
rainbirds
rainbound
rainbow
rainbowlike
rainbows
rainbowweed
rainbowy
rainburst
raincheck
raincoat
raincoat's
raincoats
raindrop
raindrop's
raindrops
rained
rainer
raines
rainfall
rainfalls
rainforest
rainfowl
rainful
rainier
rainiest
rainily
raininess
raining
rainless
rainlessness
rainlight
rainmaker
rainmakers
rainmaking
ramiparous
ramisection
ramisectomy
ramism
ramist
ramjet
ramjets
ramlike
ramline
rammack
rammage
rammass
rammed
rammel
rammelsbergite
rammer
rammerman
rammermen
rammers
rammi
rammier
rammiest
ramming
ramnish
ramnishly
ramnishness
rammy
ramon
ramoneur
ramoon
ramose
ramosely
ramosities
ramosity
ramosopalmate
ramosopinnate
ramososubdivided
ramous
ramp
ramp's
rampacious
rampaciously
rampage
rampaged
rampageous
rampageously
rampageousness
rampager
rampagers
rampages
rampaging
rampagious
rampallion
rampancies
rampancy
rampant
rampantly
rampantness
rampart
ramparted
ramparting
ramparts
ramped
ramper
rampick
rampier
rampike
rampikes
ramping
rampingly
rampion
rampions
rampire
rampish
rampler
ramplor
rampole
rampoled
rampoles
ramping
ramps
rampsman
ramrace
ramrod
ramroddy
ramrodlike
ramrods
rams
ramscallion
ramsch
ramshackle
ramshackled
ramshackleness
ramshackly
ramshorn
ramshorns
ramson
ramsons
ramstam
ramstead
ramta
ramtil
ramtils
ramular
ramule
ramuliferous
ramulose
ramulous
ramulus
ramus
ramuscule
ramverse
ran
rana
ranal
ranaria
ranarian
ranarium
rance
rancel
rancellor
rancelman
rancelmen
rancer
rances
rancescent
ranch
ranche
ranched
rancher
rancheria
rancherie
ranchero
rancheros
ranchers
ranches
ranching
ranchless
ranchlike
ranchman
ranchmen
rancho
ranchos
ranchwoman
rancid
rancidification
rancidified
rancidify
rancidifying
rancidities
rancidity
rancidly
rancidness
rancio
rancor
rancored
rancorous
rancorously
rancorousness
rancorproof
rancors
rancour
rancours
rand
randall
randan
randannite
randans
randem
rander
randers
randie
randier
randies
randiest
randiness
randing
randir
randle
randn
random
randomish
randomization
randomize
randomized
randomizer
randomizes
randomizing
randomly
randomness
randoms
randomwise
randon
randori
rands
randy
rane
ranee
ranees
ranforce
rang
rangale
rangatira
rangdoodles
range
ranged
rangefinder
rangeheads
rangeland
rangelands
rangeless
rangeman
rangemen
ranger
rangers
rangership
ranges
rangework
rangey
rangier
rangiest
rangiferine
ranginess
ranging
rangle
rangler
rangoon
rangpur
rangy
rani
ranid
ranids
raniferous
raniform
ranine
raninian
ranis
ranivorous
rank
ranked
ransomer
ransomers
ransomfree
ransoming
ransomless
ransoms
ranstead
rant
rantan
rantankerous
ranted
rantepole
ranter
rantes
ranting
rantingly
rantipole
rantism
rantize
rantock
rantoon
rantree
rants
ranty
ranula
ranular
ranulas
ranunculaceous
ranunculi
ranunculus
ranunculuses
raob
rap
rap's
rapaceus
rapacious
rapaciously
rapaciousness
rapacities
rapacity
rapakivi
rapateaceous
rape
raped
rapeful
rapely
rapeoil
raper
rapturize
rapturous
rapturously
rapturousness
raptury
raptus
raquet
raquette
rara
rare
rarebit
rarebits
rarefaction
rarefactional
rarefactive
rarefiable
rarefaction
rarefied
rarefier
rarefiers
rarefies
rarefy
rarefying
rarely
rareness
rarenesses
rarer
rareripe
rareripes
rarest
rareties
rarety
rarety's
rariconstant
rarity
rarified
rarifies
rarify
rarifying
raring
rariora
rarish
rarities
rarity
ras
rasa
rasamala
rasant
ratite
ratites
ratitous
ratinicle
ratiike
ratlin
ratline
ratliner
ratlins
ratls
rato
ratoon
ratooned
ratooner
ratooners
ratooning
ratoons
ratos
ratproof
rats
ratsbane
ratsbanes
ratskeller
rattage
rattail
rattails
rattan
rattans
rattaree
rattattoo
ratted
ratteen
ratteens
rattel
ratten
rattened
rattener
ratteners
rattening
rattens
ratter
ratters
rattery
ratti
rattier
rattiest
rattinet
rattinet
rattingly
rattish
rattle
rattlebag
rattlebones
rattlebox
rattlebrain
rattlebrained
rattlebrains
rattlebush
rattled
rattlehead
rattleheaded
rattlejack
rattlemouse
rattlenut
rattlepate
rattlepated
rattlepod
rattleproof
rattler
rattleran
rattleroot
rattlers
rattlertree
rattles
rattleskull
rattleskulled
rattlesnake
rattlesnake's
rattlesnakes
rattlesome
rattletrap
rattletraps
rattleybang
rattleweed
rattlewort
rattling
rattlingly
rattlingness
rattlings
ratty
rattoon
rattoner
rattons
rattoon
rattooned
rattooning
reabsorbing
reabsorbs
reabsorption
reabuse
reaccede
reacceded
reaccedes
reacceding
reaccelerate
reaccelerated
reaccelerating
reaccent
reaccented
reaccenting
reaccents
reaccentuate
reaccentuated
reaccentuating
reaccep
reacception
reaccepted
reaccepting
reaccepts
reaccess
reaccession
reacclaim
reacclimate
reacclimated
reacclimates
reacclimating
reacclimatization
reacclimatize
reacclimatized
reacclimatizing
reaccommodate
reaccommodated
reaccommodates
reaccommodating
reaccommodated
reaccompanied
reaccompanies
reaccompany
reaccompanying
reaccomplish
reaccomplishment
reaccord
reaccost
reaccount
reaccredit
reaccredited
reaccrediting
reaccredits
reaccre
reaccumulate
reaccumulated
reaccumulating
reaccumulation
reaccusation
reaccuse
reaccused
reaccuses
reaccusing
reaccustom
reaccustomed
reaccustoming
reaccustoms
reacetylation
reach
reachability
reachable
reachableness
reachably
reached
reacher
reachers
reaches
reachieve
reachievement
reaching
reachless
reachy
reacidification
reacidified
reacidify
reacidifying
reacknowledge
reacknowledged
reacknowledging
reacknowledgment
reacquaint
reacquaintance
reacquainted
reacquainting
reacquaints
reacquire
reacquired
readableness
readably
readapt
readaptability
readaptable
readaptation
readapted
readaptiness
readapting
readaptive
readaptiveness
readapts
readd
readded
readdict
readdicted
readdicting
readdicts
readding
readdress
readdressed
readdresses
readdressing
readds
readept
reader
readerdom
readers
readership
readerships
readhere
readhesion
readied
readier
readies
readiest
readily
readiness
reading
readingdom
readings
readjourn
readjourned
readjourning
readjournment
readjournments
readjourns
readvertized
readvertizing
readvise
readvised
readvising
readvocate
readvocated
readvocating
readvocation
ready
readying
readymade
reaeration
reaffect
reaffectation
reaffiliate
reaffiliated
reaffiliating
reaffiliation
reaffirm
reaffirmance
reaffirmation
reaffirmations
reaffirmed
reaffirmer
reaffirming
reaffirms
reaffix
reaffixed
reaffixes
reaffecting
reaffect
reaft
reafted
reafting
reaggregate
reaggregated
reaggregating
reaggregation
reals
realter
realterable
realterableness
realterably
realteration
realerted
realtering
realters
realties
realtor
realtors
realty
ream
reamage
reamalgamate
reamalgamated
reamalgamating
reamalgamation
reamass
reamassment
reambitious
reamed
reamend
reamendment
reamer
reamerer
reamers
reaminess
reaming
reamputation
reams
reamuse
reamy
reanalyses
reanalysis
reanalyzeable
reanalyze
reanalyzed
reanalyzely
reanalyzes
reanalyzing
reanchor
reanimalize
reanimate
reanimated
reanimates
reanimating
reanimation
reanimations
reanneal
reannex
reannexation
reannexed
reannexes
reannexing
reannotate
reannotated
reannotating
reannotation
reannounce
reannounced
reannouncements
reannouncing
reannoy
reannoyance
reanoint
reanointed
reanointing
reanointment
reanoints
reanswer
reantagonize
reantagonized
reantagonizing
reanvil
reanxiety
reap
reapable
reapdole
reaped
reaper
reapers
reaphook
reaphooks
reaping
reapologies
reapologize
reapologized
reapologizing
reapology
reapprarel
reapprarition
reappeal
reappear
reappearance
reappearances
reappeared
reappearing
reappears
reappease
reapplaud
reapplause
reappliance
reapplicant
reapplication
reapplied
reapplier
reapplies
reapply
reapplying
reappoint
reappointed
reappointing
reappointment
reappointments
reappoints
reapportion
reapportioned
reapportioning
reapportionment
reapportionments
reapportions
reapportion
reappraisal
reappraisal
reappraisals
reappraise
reappraised
reappraisement
reappraiser
reappraises
reappraising
reappreciate
reappreciation
reprehend
reprehension
reapproach
reapproachable
reapprobation
reappropriate
reappropriated
reappropriating
reappropriation
reapproval
reattachments
reatack
reatacked
reatattacking
reattacks
reattain
reattained
reattaining
reattainment
reattains
reattempt
reattempted
reattempting
reattempts
reatend
reatendance
reatention
reattentive
reattest
reattire
reattired
reattiring
reattract
reattraction
reattribute
reattribution
reatus
reaudit
reaudition
reaumur
reaute
reauthenticate
reauthenticated
reauthenticating
reauthentication
reauthorization
reauthorize
reauthorized
reauthorizing
reavail
reavailable
reave
reaved
reaver
reavers
reavery
reaves
reaving
reavoid
reavoidance
reavouch
reavow
reavowal
reavowed
reavowing
reavows
reawait
reawake
reawaked
reawaken
reawakened
reawakening
reawakenings
reawakenment
reawakens
reawakes
reawaking
reaward
reaware
reawoke
reawoken
reb
rebab
reback
rebag
rebait
rebaited
rebaiting
rebaited
rebake
rebaked
rebaking
rebalance
rebalanced
rebalancing
rebale
rebaled
rebaling
reballast
reballot
reballoted
reballoting
reban
rebandage
rebandaged
rebandaging
rebanish
rebanishment
rebank
rebankrupt
rebankruptcy
rebaptism
rebaptismal
rebaptization
rebaptize
rebaptized
rebaptizer
rebaptizes
rebaptizing
rebar
rebarbarization
rebarbarize
rebarbative
rebarbatively
rebarbativeness
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shandy
shandydan
shandygaff
shangan
shanghai
shanghaied
shanghaier
shanghaing
shanghai
shan
can
shan't
shanachi
shanachie
shanachus
shandean
shandies
shandite
shandy
shandydan
shandygaff
shangan
shanghai
shanghaied
shanghaier
shanghaing
shanghai
shan
shan
can
shan't
shanachi
shanachie
shanachus
shandean
shandies
shandite
shandy
shandydan
shandygaff
shangan
shanghai
shanghaied
shanghaier
shanghaing
shanghai
shan
shan
can
shan't
shark
shark's
sharked
sharker
sharkers
sharkful
sharki
sharking
sharkish
sharkishly
sharkishness
sharklet
sharklike
sharks
sharkship
sharkskin
sharkskins
sharksucker
sharky
sharn
sharnbud
sharnbug
sharns
sharny
sharon
sharp
sharpbill
sharped
sharpen
sharpened
sharpeners
sharpeners
sharpening
sharps
sharpen
sharper
sharper
sharpest
sharpie
sharpies
sharping
sharpish
sharpish
sharpish
sharpiss
sharping
sharply
sharpness
sharps
sharpsaw
sharpshin
sharpshod
sharpshoot
sharpshooter
sharpshooters
sharpshooting
sharpster
sharptail
sharpware
sharp
sharry
shashlick
shashlik
shashliks
shaslick
shaslik
shasliks
shastaite
shaster
shastra
shastracara
shastraik
shastras
shastri
shastrik
shat
shatan
shathamont
shatter
shatterable
shatterbrain
shatterbrained
shattered
shatterer
shatterheaded
shattering
shatteringly
shatterment
shatterpated
shatterproof
shatters
shatterwit
shattery
shattuckite
shauchle
shaugh
shaughs
shaul
sheath
sheathbill
sheathe
sheathed
sheather
sheathers
sheathery
sheathes
sheathier
sheathiest
sheathing
sheathless
sheathlike
sheaths
sheathy
sheave
sheaved
sheaveless
sheaveman
sheaves
sheaving
shebang
shebangs
shebar
shebat
shebean
shebeans
shebeen
shebeener
shebeening
shebeen
shechita
shechitah
shed
shedable
sheddable
shedded
shedd
shadders
shedding
sheder
shedhand
shedm
shedlike
shedman
sheds
shedu
shedwise
sheeling
sheen
sheened
sheeney
sheenests
sheening
sheenless
sheenly
sheens
sheeny
sheep
sheepback
sheepbacks
sheepbell
sheepberries
sheepberry
sheepbine
sheepbiter
sheepbiting
sheepcot
sheepcote
sheepcooks
sheepcooking
sheepdip
sheepdog
sheepdogs
sheepfaced
sheepfacedly
sheepfacedness
sheepfold
sheepfolds
sheepfoot
sheepfoots
sheepgate
sheephead
sheepheaded
sheepheads
sheephearted
sheepherder
sheepherding
sheephook
sheephouse
sheepified
sheepify
sheepifying
sheepish
sheepishly
sheepishness
sheepkeeper
sheepkeeping
sheepkill
sheepless
sheeplet
sheeplike
sheepling
sheepman
sheepmaster
sheepmen
sheepmint
sheepmonger
sheepnose
sheepnut
sheepen
sheepshank
sheepshead
sheepsheadism
sheepsheads
sheepshear
sheepshearer
sheepshearing
sheepshed
sheepskin
sheepskins
sheepsplit
sheepsteal
sheepstealer
sheepstealing
sheepwalk
sheepwalker
sheepweed
sheepy
sheer
sheered
sheerer
sheerest
sheering
sheerlegs
sheerly
sheerness
sheers
sheet
sheetage
sheeted
sheeter
sheeters
sheetfed
sheetflood
sheetful
sheeting
sheetings
sheetless
sheetlet
sheetlike
sheetling
sheetrock
sheets
sheetwash
sheetways
sheetwise
sheetwork
sheetwriting
sheety
sheeve
sheeves
sheffield
shegets
shegetz
shehita
shehitah
sheik
sheikdom
sheikdoms
sheikh
sheikhdom
sheikhlike
sheikhly
sheikhs
sheiklike
sheikly
sheiks
sheila
sheiling
sheitan
sheitans
sheitel
shellers
shelley
shelleyan
shelleyesque
shellfire
shellfish
shellfisheries
shellfishery
shellfishes
shellflower
shellful
shellhead
shellier
shelliest
shelliness
shelling
shellman
shellmen
shellmonger
shellpad
shellpot
shellproof
shells
shellshake
shellshocked
shellum
shellwork
shellworker
shelly
shellycoat
shelta
shelter
shelterage
shelterbelt
sheltered
shelterer
sheltering
shelteringly
shelterless
shelterlessness
shelters
shelterwood
sheltery
sheltie
shelties
sheltron
shelty
shelve
shelved
shelver
shelvers
shelves
shelvier
shelviest
shelving
shelvingly
shelvingness
shelvings
shelvy
shem
shema
shemaal
sheminith
shemite
shemozzle
shenanigan
shenanigans
shend
shendful
shending
shends
sheng
shent
sheogue
sheol
sheolic
sheols
shepherd
shepherd's
shepherdage
shepherddom
shepherded
shepherdess
shepherdesses
shepherdhood
shepherdling
shepherdly
shepherdry
shepherds
shepherdy
shiftiest
shiftily
shiftiness
shifting
shiftingly
shiftingness
shiftless
shiftlessly
shiftlessness
shiftman
shifts
shifty
shigella
shigellae
shigellas
shiggaion
shigionoth
shigram
shih
shiism
shiite
shikar
shikara
shikaree
shikarees
shikargah
shikari
shikaris
shikarred
shikarring
shikars
shikasta
shikii
shikimi
shikimic
shikimol
shikimole
shikimotoxin
shikken
shikker
shiko
shikra
shiksa
shiksas
shikse
shikses
shilf
shilfa
shilingi
shill
shilla
shillaber
shillala
shillalah
shillalas
shilled
shillelagh
shillelaghs
shillelah
shiller
shillet
shilley
shillhouse
shillibeer
shilling
shillingless
shillings
shillingsworth
shiloo
shills
shilluk
shilly
shillyshally
shillyshallyer
shilpit
shilpits
shily
shim
shimal
shimmed
shimmer
shimmered
shimmering
shimmeringly
shimmers
shimmery
shimmey
shimmied
shimmies
shimming
shimmy
shimmying
shimose
shimose
shimper
shims
shin
shipmaster
shipmate
shipmates
shipmatish
shipmen
shipment
shipment's
shipments
shipowner
shipowning
shippable
shippage
shipped
shipped
shippens
shipper
shipper's
shippers
shipping
shippings
shiplane
shippo
shippon
shippons
shippound
shippy
shiprade
ships
shipshape
shipshapely
shipside
shipsides
shipsmith
shipt
shipward
shipwards
shipway
shipways
shipwork
shipworm
shipworms
shipwreck
shipwrecked
shipwrecking
shipwrecks
shipwrecky
shipwright
shipwrightery
shipwrights
shipwrighty
shipyard
shipyards
shirakashi
shiralee
shirallee
shiraz
shire
shirehouse
shireman
shiremen
shires
shrewick
shirk
shirked
shirker
shirkers
shirking
shirks
shirky
shirl
shirlcock
shirley
shirpit
shirr
shirra
shirred
shirrel
shirring
shirrings
shirrs
shirt
shirtband
shirtdress
shirtfront
shirtier
shirtiest
shirtiness
shirting
shirtings
shirtless
shirtlessness
shirtlike
shirtmake
shirtmaker
shirtmaking
shirtman
shiveringly
shiverproof
shiversome
shiverweed
shivery
shives
shivey
shivoo
shivoos
shivs
shivvy
shivy
shivzoku
shizoku
shkotzim
shlemiehl
shlemiel
shlemiels
shlemozzle
shlep
shlimazel
shlimazl
shlock
shlocks
shmaltz
shmaltzier
shmaltziest
shmaltzy
shmo
shmoes
shnaps
shnook
sho
shoad
shoader
shoal
shoal’s
shoalbrain
shoaled
shoaler
shoalest
shoaler
shoaliest
shoaliness
shoaling
shoalness
shoals
shoalwise
shoaly
shoat
shoats
shochet
shochetim
shochets
shock
shockability
shockable
shocked
shockedness
shocker
shockers
shockhead
shockheaded
shockheadedness
shocking
shockingly
shockingness
shocklike
shockproof
shocks
shockstall
shockwave
shod
shdden
shoddied
shoddier
shoddies
shoddiest
shoddily
shoddiness
shoddy
shoddydom
shoddyding
shoddyism
shoddyite
shoddylike
shoddyward
shoddywards
shode
shoder
shoe
shoebill
shoebills
shoebinder
shoggie
shoggling
shoggle
shoggly
shogi
shogs
shogun
shogunal
shogunate
shoguns
shohet
shohji
shohjis
shoji
shojis
shola
shole
sholom
shonde
shone
shoneen
shoneens
shonkinite
shoo
shood
shooed
shoofa
shooflies
shoofly
shoogle
shooi
shooing
shook
shooks
shool
shooldarry
shooled
shooler
shooling
shools
shoon
shoop
shoopiltie
shoort
shoos
shoot
shootable
shootboard
shootee
shooter
shooters
shooter
shooting
shootings
shootist
shootman
shootout
shootouts
shoots
shop
shop's
shopboard
shopbook
shopboy
shopboys
shopbreaker
shopbreaking
shope
shopfolk
shopful
shopfuls
shopgirl
shopgirlish
shopgirls
shophar
shophars
shophroth
shopkeep
shopkeeper
shopkeeper's
shopkeeperess
shopkeeperish
shopkeeperism
shopkeepers
shopkeepery
shopkeeping
shopland
shoplet
shoplift
shoplifted
shoplifter
shoplifters
shoplifting
shoplifts
shoplike
shopmaid
shoved
shovegroat
shovel
shovelard
shovelbill
shovelboard
shoveled
shoveler
shovelers
shovelfish
shovelful
shovelfuls
shovelhead
shoveling
shovelled
shoveller
shovelling
shovelmaker
shovelman
shovelnose
shovels
shovelsful
shovelweed
shover
shovers
shoves
shoving
show
showable
showance
showbird
showboard
showboat
showboater
showboating
showboats
showbread
showcase
showcased
showcases
showcasing
showd
showdom
showdown
showdowns
showed
shower
showered
showerer
showerful
showerhead
showerier
showeriest
showeriness
showering
showerless
showerlike
showerproof
showers
showery
showfolk
showful
showgirl
showgirls
showier
showiest
showily
showiness
showing
showings
showish
showjumping
showless
showman
showmanism
showmanly
showmanry
showmanship
showmen
shown
showoff
showoffishness
showoffs
showpiece
showpieces
showplace
showplaces
showroom
showrooms
shows
showshop
showstopper
showup
showworthy
showy
showyard
shoya
shoyu
shp
shpt
shr
shrab
shradd
shraddha
shradh
shraf
shrag
shram
shrame
shrammed
shrank
shrap
shrape
shrapnel
shrale
shrave
sh ravey
shreadhead
shreading
shred
shred's
shrecock
shredded
shredder
shredders
shredding
shreedy
shredless
shrelike
shreeds
shree
shreeve
shreem
shreepoer
shreew
shreew's
shrewwd
shrewwder
shrewwdest
shrewwdie
shrewwdish
shrewwdry
shrewwdness
shrewwdom
shrewwdy
shrewed
shrewing
shrewish
shrewishly
shrewishness
shrewlike
shrewly
shrewmmice
shrewmouse
shrews
shrewsbur
shrewstruck
shri
shride
shriek
shrieked
shrieker
shriekers
shriekery
shriekier
shriekiest
shriekily
shriekiness
shrieking
shriekingly
shriekproof
shrieks
shrieky
shrieval
shrievalties
shrievalty
shriève
shrièved
shrièves
shrièving
shrift
shriftless
shriftlessness
shriêts
shrike
shrikes
shril
shrilled
shriller
shrillest
shrilling
shrillish
shrilliness
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shriveled
shriveling
shrivelled
shrivelling
shrivels
shriven
shriver
shivers
shrives
shriving
shroff
shroffed
shroffing
shroffs
shrog
shrogs
shropshire
shroud
shrouded
shrouding
shroudless
shroudlike
shrouds
shroudy
shrove
shroved
shrover
shrovetide
shroving
shrovy
shrinkng
shrub
shrub's
shrubbed
shrubberies
shrubbery
shubbier
shubbiest
shubbiness
shubbish
shubbby
shrubland
shrubless
shrublet
shrublike
shrubs
shrubwood
shruff
shrug
shrugged
shrugging
shruggingly
shrugs
shrunk
shrunken
shrups
shruti
sht
shtchee
shtetel
shtetl
shtetlach
shtg
shtick
shticks
shtreimel
shuba
shubunkin
shuck
shucked
shucker
shuckers
shucking
shuckings
shuckins
shuckpen
shucks
shudder
shuddered
shudderful
shudderiness
shuddering
shudderingly
shudders
shuddersome
shuddery
shudna
shuff
shuffle
shuffleboard
shufflecap
shuffled
shuffler
shufflers
shuffles
shufflewing
shuffling
shufflingly
shufty
shug
shuggy
shul
shuler
shuln
shuls
shulwar
shulwaurs
shumac
shumal
shun
shune
shunless
shunnable
shunned
shunner
shunners
shunning
shunpike
shunpiked
shunpiker
shunpikers
shunpikes
shunpiking
shuns
shunt
shunted
shunter
shunters
shunting
shunts
shuntwinding
shure
shurf
shurgee
shush
shushed
shusher
shushes
shushing
shut
shutdown
shutdown's
shutdowns
shute
sicarii
sicarious
sicarius
sicc
sicca
siccan
siccaneous
siccant
siccari
siccate
siccated
siccating
siccation
siccative
sicked
siccimeter
sicking
siccity
sice
sicer
sices
sich
sicht
sicilian
siciliana
siciliano
sicilianos
sicilians
sicilica
sicilicum
sicilienne
sicily
sicinnian
sick
sickbay
sickbays
sickbed
sickbeds
sicked
sicken
sickened
sickener
sickeners
sickening
sickeningly
sickens
sicker
sickerly
sickerness
sickest
sicket
sickhearted
sickie
sicking
sickish
sickishly
sickishness
sickle
sicklebill
sickled
sicklelike
sickleman
sicklemen
sicklemia
sicklemic
sicklepod
sickler
sicklerite
sickles
sickless
sickleweed
sicklewise
sicklewort
sickled
sicklier
sicklies
sickliest
sicklily
sickliness
sickling
sickly
sicklying
sickness
sickness's
sicknesses
sicknessproof
sickout
sickouts
sickroom
sickrooms
sicks
sicle
siclike
sics
sicsac
sicula
sicular
sida
siddar
siddow
siddur
siddurim
siddurs
side
sideage
sidearm
sidearms
sideband
sidebands
sidebar
sideboard
sideboard's
sideboards
sidebone
sidebones
sidebox
sideburn
sideburn's
sideburned
sideburns
sidecar
sidecarist
sidecars
sidechair
sidechairs
sidecheck
sidecutters
sided
sidedness
sidedress
sideflash
sidehead
sidehill
sidehills
sidehold
sidekick
sidekicker
sidekicks
sidelang
sideless
sidelight
sidelight's
sidelights
sideline
sidelined
sideliner
sidelines
sideling
sidelings
sidelingwise
sidelining
sidelins
sidelock
sidelong
sideman
sidemen
sideness
sidenote
sidepiece
sidepieces
sider
sideral
siderate
siderated
sideration
sidereal
siderealize
sidereally
siderean
siderin
siderism
siderite
siderites
sideritic
siderocyte
siderognost
siderographer
siderographic
siderographical
siderographist
siderography
siderolite
siderology
sideroma
sideromagnetic
sideromancy
sideromelane
sideronatrite
sideronym
siderophilin
siderophobia
sideroscope
siderose
siderosilicosis
siderosis
siderostat
siderostatic
siderotechny
siderotic
siderous
sidership
siderurgical
siderurgy
sides
sidesaddle
sidesaddles
sideshake
sideshow
sideshows
sideslip
sideslipped
sideslipping
sideslips
sidesman
sidesmen
sidespin
sidespins
sidesplitter
sidesplitting
sidesplittingly
sidendest
sidestep
sidestepped
sidestepper
sidesteppers
sidestepping
sidesteps
sidestick
sidestroke
sidestrokes
sideway
sideswipe
sideswiped
sideswiper
sideswipers
sideswipes
sideswiping
sidetrack
sidetracked
sidetracking
siegfried
siegling
siemens
siena
sienese
sienite
sienites
sienitic
sienna
siennas
sier
siering
sierozem
sierozems
sierra
sierran
sierras
siest
siesta
siestaland
siestas
sieur
sieurs
sieve
sieve's
siveed
sieveful
sievelike
sievelikeness
siever
sieves
sieving
sievings
sievy
sifac
sifaka
sife
siffilate
siffle
sifflement
sifflet
siffleur
siffleurs
siffleuse
siffleuses
sifflot
sift
siftage
sigmoidal
sigmoidally
sigmoidectomy
sigmoiditis
sigmoidopexy
sigmoidoproctostomy
sigmoidorectostomy
sigmoidoscope
sigmoidoscopy
sigmoidostomy
sigmoidoids
sign
signa
signable
signacle
signal
signaled
signalee
signaler
signalers
signalese
signaletic
signaletics
signaling
signalise
signalised
signalising
signalism
signalist
signalities
signality
signalization
signalize
signalized
signalizes
signalizing
signalled
signaller
signalling
signally
signalman
signalmen
signalment
signals
signance
signary
signatary
signate
signation
signator
signatories
signatory
signatural
signature
signature's
signed
signature's
signatures
signaturing
signaturist
signboard
signboards
signed
signee
signer
signers
signet
signeted
signeting
signets
signetur
signetwise
signeur
signeury
signifer
signifiable
significant
signific
significal
significance
significancies
significancy
significand
significant
significantly
significantness
significants
significate
signification
significations
significatist
significative
significatively
significativeness
significator
significatory
significatrix
significatum
significature
significavit
significian
signifecs
signifie
signified
signifier
signifies
signify
signifying
signing
signior
signiori
signiories
signiors
signiorship
signiory
signist
signitor
signless
signlike
signman
signoff
signoi
signon
signons
signor
signora
signoras
ignore
signori
signoria
signorial
signories
signorina
signorinas
signorine
signorini
signorino
signorinos
signorize
signors
signorship
signory
signpost
signposted
signposting
signposts
signs
signum
signwriter
sigrim
sigurd
sijill
sika
sikar
sikara
sikatch
sike
siker
sikerly
sikerness
sikes
siket
sikh
sikhara
sikhism
sikhra
sikhs
sikimi
sikkim
sikra
siksika
sil
silage
silages
silaginoid
silane
silanes
silanga
silbergroschen
silcrete
silcrete
sild
silds
sile
silen
silenaceous
silence
silenced
silencer
silencers
silences
silencing
silency
silene
sileni
silenic
silent
silenter
silentest
silential
silentary
silentio
silentious
silentish
silentium
silently
silentness
silents
silenus
silesia
silesias
silex
silexes
silexite
silgreen
silhouetted
silhouetteds
silhouetting
silhouettist
silhouettograph
silica
silicam
silicane
silicas
silicate
silicates
silication
silicatization
silicean
siliceocalcareous
siliceofelspathic
siliceofluoric
siliceous
silicic
silicalcareous
silicialcolous
silicidize
silicide
silicides
siliciferous
siloxane
siloxanes
silphid
silphium
silt
siltage
siltation
silted
siltier
siltiest
siltier
siltlike
siltlike
siltstone
silty
silundum
silure
silures
silurian
silurid
silurids
siluroid
siluroids
silurus
silva
silvae
silvan
silvanity
silvanry
silvans
silvas
silvendy
silver
silverback
silverbeater
silverbelly
silverberries
silverberry
silverbiddy
silverbill
silverboom
silverbush
silvered
silverer
silverers
silvereye
silverfin
silverfish
silverfishes
silverhead
silverier
silveriest
silverily
silveriness
silvering
silverise
silverised
silverish
silverising
silverite
silverize
silverized
silverizer
silverizing
silverleaf
silverleaves
silverless
silverlike
silverling
silverly
silvern
silverness
silverpoint
silverrod
silvers
silverside
silversides
silverskin
silversmith
silversmithing
silversmiths
silverspot
silvertail
silvertip
silvertop
silvervine
silverware
silverweed
silverwing
silverwood
silverwork
silverworker
silvery
silvester
silvex
silvical
silvicolous
silvics
silvicultural
silviculturally
silviculture
silviculturist
silyl
sim
sima
simagre
simal
simar
simara
simarouba
simaroubaceous
simarre
simars
simaruba
simarubaceous
simarubas
simas
simazine
simazines
simba
simball
simbil
simblin
simbling
simblot
simcon
sime
simeon
simeonite
simia
simiad
simial
simian
simianity
simians
simiesque
simiid
similar
similarly
similarities
similarity
similarize
similarly
similary
similate
similative
simile
similes
similimum
similiter
similitive
similitude
similitudinize
simility
similize
similor
simiod
simious
simiousness
simitar
simitars
simity
simkin
simlin
simling
simlins
simmer
simmered
simmering
simmeringly
simmers
simmon
simmons
simnel
sinnels
simmelwise
simoleon
simoleons
simon
simoniac
simoniacal
simoniacally
simoniacs
simonial
simonian
simonies
simonious
simonism
simonist
simonists
simonize
simonized
simonizes
simonizing
simony
simool
simoom
simooms
simoon
simoons
simous
simp
simpai
simpatico
simper
simpered
simperer
simperers
simpering
simperingingly
simpers
simple
simplectic
simpaled
simplehearted
simpleheartedly
simpleheartedness
simpleminded
simplemindedly
simplemindedness
simpleness
simpler
simples
simplesse
simplest
simpleton
simpletonian
simpletonianism
simpletonic
simpletonish
simpletonism
simpletons
simplex
simplexed
simplexes
simplexity
simplices
simplicia
simplicial
simplicially
simplicident
simplicidentate
simplicit
simplicitarian
simpliciter
simplicities
simplicity
simplicity's
simplicize
simplification
simplifications
simplificative
simplificator
simplified
simplifiedly
simplifier
simplifiers
simplifies
simplify
simplifying
simpling
simplism
simplisms
simplist
simplistic
simplistically
simplum
simply
sims
simpson
simpstico
simpula
simpulum
simpullum
simpullumla
sims
simsim
simson
simul
simula
simulacra
simulacral
simulacrcra
simulacre
simulacrize
simulacrum
simulacrums
simulance
simulant
simulants
similar
simulars
simulate
simulated
simulates
simulating
simulation
simulations
simulative
simulatively
simulator
simulator's
simulators
simulatory
simulcast
simulcasting
simulcasts
simule
simuler
simuliid
simulioid
simulize
simultaneity
simultaneous
simultaneously
simultaneousness
simulty
simurg
simurgh
sin
sin's
sina
sinaean
sinaic
sinaite
sinatic
sinal
sinalbin
sinamay
sinamin
sinamine
sinanthropus
sinapate
sinapic
sinapin
sinapine
sinapinic
sinapis
sinapisine
sinapism
sinapisms
sinapize
sinapoline
sinarchism
sinarchist
sinarquism
sinarquist
sinarquista
sinatra
sinawa
sincaline
sincamas
since
sincere
sincerely
sincereness
sincerer
sincerest
sincerities
sincerity
sincipita
sincipital
sinciput
sinciputs
sind
sinder
sindhi
sindle
sindoc
sindon
sindry
sine
sinebada
sinecular
sinecure
sinecured
sinecures
sinecureship
sinecuring
sinecurism
sinecurist
sines
sinesian
sinew
sinew's
sinewed
sinewiness
sinewing
sinewless
sinewous
sinews
sinewy
sinfonia
sinfonie
sinfonietta
sinful
sinfully
sinfulness
sing
singability
singable
singableness
singally
singapore
singarip
singe
singed
singeing
singeingly
singer
singeress
singerie
singers
singes
singey
singfest
singh
singhalese
singillatim
singing
singingfish
singingfishes
singingly
singkamas
single
singlebar
singled
singlehanded
singlehandedly
singlehandedness
singlehearted
singleheartedly
singleheartedness
sinical
sinicism
sinicize
sinicized
sinicizes
sinicizing
sinify
sinigrin
sinigrinase
sinigrosid
sinigroside
sinister
sinisterly
sinisterness
sinisterwise
sinistra
sinistrad
sinistral
sinistrality
sinistrally
sinistration
sinistrin
sinistrocerebral
sinistrocular
sinistrocularity
sinistrodextral
sinistrogyrate
sinistrogyration
sinistrogyric
sinistromanual
sinistrorsal
sinistrorsally
sinistrorse
sinistrorsely
sinistrous
sinistrously
sinistruous
sinitic
sinjer
sink
sinkable
sinkage
sinkages
sinkboat
sinkbox
sinker
sinkerless
sinople
sinorespiratory
sinproof
sins
sinsion
sinsring
sinsyne
sinter
sinterability
sintered
sintering
sinters
sintoc
sinuate
sinuated
sinuatedentate
sinuately
sinuates
sinuating
sinuation
sinuatocontorted
sinuatocontorted
dentate
sinuatocontorted
dentated
sinuatocontorted
serrated
sinuatocontorted
undulate
sinuatrial
sinuauricular
sinuitis
sinuose
sinuosely
sinuosities
sinuosity
sinuous
sinuously
sinuousness
sinupallial
sinupalliate
sinus
sinusal
sinuses
sinusitis
sinuslike
sinusoid
sinusoidal
sinusoidally
sinusoids
sinuventricular
sinward
sinzer
siol
sion
sioning
siouan
sioux
sip
sipage
sipapu
sipe
siped
siper
sipers
sipes
siphac
siphoid
siphon
siphonaceous
siphonage
siphonal
siphonapterous
siphonaria
siphonariid
siphonate
siphonated
siphoned
siphoneous
siphonet
siphonia
siphonial
siphonic
siphoniferous
siphoniform
siphoning
siphonium
siphonless
siphonlike
siphonobranchiate
siphonogam
siphonogamic
siphonogamous
siphonogamy
siphonoglyph
siphonoglyphe
siphonognathid
siphonognathous
siphonophoran
siphonophore
siphonophorous
siphonoptax
siphonopore
siphonorhinal
siphonorhine
siphonosome
siphonostele
siphonostelic
siphonestely
siphonostomatous
siphonostome
siphonostomous
siphonozoid
siphons
siphonula
siphorhinal
siphorhinian
siphosome
siphuncle
siphuncled
siphuncular
siphunculate
siphunculated
siphunculus
sipid
sipidity
siping
sipling
sipped
sipper
sippers
sippet
sippets
sipping
sippingly
sippio
sipple
sippy
sips
sipunculacean
sipunculid
sipunculoid
sipunculus
sipylite
sir
sircar
sirdar
sirdars
sir darship
sire
sired
siredon
siree
sirees
sireless
siren
sirene
sirenian
sirenians
sirenic
sirenical
sirenically
sireneng
sirenize
sirenlike
sirenoid
sirenomelus
sirens
sirenry
sires
sireship
siress
sirex
sirgang
sirian
siriasis
siricid
sirih
siring
siriometer
siris
sirius
sirkar
sirkeer
sirkki
sirky
sirloin
sirloins
sirloiny
sirmark
siroc
sirocco
siroccoish
siroccoishly
siroccos
sirop
siros
sirpea
sirple
sirpoon
sirra
sirrah
sirrahs
sirras
sirree
sirrees
sirs
sirship
siruaballli
siruelas
sirup
siruped
siruper
sirups
sirupy
sirvent
sirvente
sirventes
sis
sisal
sisalana
sisals
siscowet
sise
sisel
siserara
siserary
siserskite
sises
sish
sisham
sisi
sisith
siskin
siskins
sislowet
sismotherapy
siss
sissier
sissies
sissiest
sissification
sissified
sissify
sissiness
sissing
sissone
sissonne
sissonnes
sissoo
sisu
sissy
sissyish
sisseyism
sist
sisten
sistence
sistency
sistent
sister
sistered
sisterhood
sisterhoods
sistering
sisterize
sisterless
sisterlike
sisterliness
sisterly
sistern
sisters
sistership
sistine
sisting
sistle
sistomensin
sista
sistren
sistroid
sistrum
sistrums
sisyphean
sisyphus
sisyrichium
sit
sitao
sitar
sitarist
sitarists
sitar
sitatunga
skeeing
skeel
skeeling
skeely
skeen
skeens
skeenye
skeer
skeered
skeery
skees
skeesicks
skeet
skeeter
skeeters
skeets
skeezicks
skeezix
skeg
skegger
skegs
skeich
skeif
skeigh
skeighish
skeily
skein
skeined
skeiner
skeining
skeins
skeipp
skel
skelder
skelderdrake
skeldock
skeldraik
skeldrake
skelet
skeletal
skeletally
skeletin
skeletogenous
skeletogeny
skeletonomuscular
skeleton
skeleton's
skeletonlian
skeletonic
skeletonise
skeletonised
skeletonising
skeletonization
skeletonize
skeletonized
skeletonizer
skeletonizing
skeletonless
skeletonlike
skeletons
skeletonweed
skeletony
skelf
skeloose
skelic
skell
skellat
skeller
skelloch
skellum
skellums
skelly
skelp
skelped
skelpet
skelpin
skelping
skelpit
skelps
skelter
skeltered
skeltering
skelters
skeltonic
skeltonics
skelvy
skemmel
skemp
sken
skenai
skene
skenes
skeo
skeough
skep
skepful
skulls
skully
skulp
skun
skunk
skunk's
skunkbill
skunkbush
skunkdom
skunked
skunkery
skunkhead
skunking
skunkish
skunklet
skunks
skunktop
skunkweed
skunky
skupshftina
skurry
skuse
skutterudite
sky
sky's
skybal
skybald
skyborne
skycap
skycaps
skycoach
skyraft
skydive
skydived
skydiver
skydivers
skydives
skydiving
skydove
skye
skyled
skyey
skyfte
skyful
skyhook
skyhooks
skyhoot
skying
skyscrapers
skyscraping
skyshine
skystone
skysweeper
skye
skyugle
skyward
skywards
skywave
skyway
skyways
skywrite
skywriter
skywriters
skywrites
skywriting
skywritten
skywrote
sl
sla
slab
slabbed
slabber
slabbered
slabberer
slabbering
slabbers
slabbery
slabbiness
slabbing
slabby
slabline
slabman
slabness
slabs
slabstone
slabwood
slack
slackage
slacked
slacken
slackened
slackener
slackening
slackens
slacker
slackerism
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>slalomed</th>
<th>slaloming</th>
<th>slaloms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slam</td>
<td>slambang</td>
<td>slammakin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slammed</td>
<td>slammer</td>
<td>slammerkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slamming</td>
<td>slammock</td>
<td>slammocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slammocky</td>
<td>slamp</td>
<td>slampamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slampant</td>
<td>slams</td>
<td>slander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slandered</td>
<td>slanderer</td>
<td>slanderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slanderful</td>
<td>slanderfully</td>
<td>slandering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slanderingly</td>
<td>slanderous</td>
<td>slanderously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slanderingly</td>
<td>slanderousness</td>
<td>slanderproof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slanders</td>
<td>slang</td>
<td>slanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slangier</td>
<td>slangiest</td>
<td>slangily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slanginess</td>
<td>slanging</td>
<td>slangish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slangishly</td>
<td>slangism</td>
<td>slangkop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slangous</td>
<td>slangrell</td>
<td>slangre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slangs</td>
<td>slangster</td>
<td>slanguage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slangular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
slangwhang
slangy
slank
slant
slanted
slanter
slantindicular
slantindiculary
slanting
slantingly
slantingways
slantly
slants
slantways
slantwise
slap
slapdab
slapdash
slapdasherlies
slapdashery
slapdashashes
slape
slaphappier
slaphappiest
slaphappy
slapjack
slapjacks
slapped
slapper
slappers
slapping
slappy
slaps
slapshot
slapstick
slapsticks
slapsticky
slare
slart
slarth
slash
slashed
slasher
slashers
slashes
slashing
slashingly
slashings
slavishness
slavocracies
slavocracy
slavocrat
slavocratic
slavonian
slavonic
slavophile
slavophilism
slavs
slaw
slawbank
slaws
slay
slayable
slayed
slayer
slayers
slaying
slays
std
sleathy
sleave
sleaved
sleaves
sleaving
sleazier
sleziest
sleazily
sleaziness
sleazy
sleck
sled
sled's
sledded
sledder
sledders
sledding
sleddings
sleddful
sledge
sledge's
sledged
sledgehammer
sledgehammering
sledgehammers
sledgeless
sledgemeter
sleeps
sleepwaker
sleepwaking
sleepwalk
sleepwalker
sleepwalkers
sleepwalking
sleepward
sleepwear
sleepwort
sleepy
sleepyhead
sleepyheads
sleeer
sleet
sleeted
sleetier
sleetiest
sleetiness
sleeting
sleetproof
sleets
sleety
sleeve
sleeve's
sleeveband
sleeveboard
sleeved
sleeveen
sleevefish
sleeveful
sleeveless
sleevelessness
sleevelet
sleevelike
sleeever
sleeves
sleeving
sleezy
sleided
sleigh
sleighed
sleigher
sleighers
sleighing
sleighs
sleight
sleightful
sleightness
sleights
sleighty
slendang
slender
slenderer
slenderest
slenderish
slenderization
slenderize
slenderized
slenderizes
slenderizing
slenderly
slenderness
slent
sleppez
slept
slete
sleuth
sleuthdog
sleuthed
sleuthful
sleuthhound
sleuthing
sleuthlike
sleuths
slew
slewed
slewer
slewing
slewingslews
slews
sleuth
sley
sleyed
sleyer
sleying
sleys
slibbersauce
slice
sliceable
sliced
slicer
slicers
slices
slich
slicht
slicing
slicingly
slick
slicked
slicken
slickens
slickenside
slickensided
slicker
slickered
slickers
slickery
slickest
slicing
slickly
slickness
slickpaper
slicks
slickstone
slid
slidable
slidableness
slidably
slidage
slidden
slider
slidderness
slidder
sliddry
slide
slideable
slideableness
slideably
slided
slidefilm
slidegroat
slidehead
slideknot
slideman
slideproof
slider
sliders
slides
slideway
slideways
sliding
slidingly
slidingness
slipcovers
slipe
sliped
slipes
slipform
slipformed
slipforming
slipforms
slipgibbet
sliphalter
sliphorn
sliphouse
sliping
slipknot
slipknots
slipless
slipman
slipnoose
slipout
slipouts
slipover
slipovers
slippage
slippages
slipped
slipper
slipper's
slippered
slipperflower
slipperier
slipperiest
slipperily
slipperiness
slipperlike
slippers
slipperweed
slipperwort
slippery
slipperyback
slipperyroot
slippier
slippiest
slippiness
slipping
slippingly
slipproof
slippy
sliprail
sloes
sloetree
slog
slogan
slogan's
sloganeer
sloganize
slogans
slogged
slogger
sloggers
slogging
sloggingly
slogs
slogwood
sloid
sloids
slojd
slojds
sloka
sloke
sloked
sloken
sloking
slommack
slommacky
slommock
slon
stone
slonk
sloo
sloom
sloomy
sloop
sloopman
sloopmen
sloops
sloosh
sloot
slop
slopdash
slope
sloped
sloply
slopeness
sloper
slopers
slopes
slothound
sloths
slotman
slots
slotted
slotten
slotter
slottery
slotting
slotwise
sloubbie
slouch
slouched
sloucher
slouchers
slouches
slouchier
slouchiest
slouchily
slouchiness
slouching
slouchingly
slouchy
slough
sloughed
sloughier
sloughiest
sloughiness
sloughing
sloughs
sloughy
slounge
slounger
slour
sloush
slovak
slovaks
sloven
slovene
slovenian
slovenlier
slovenliest
slovenlike
slovenliness
slovenly
slovenry
slovens
slovenwood
slow
slowback
slowbellied
slowbellies
slowbelly
slowcoach
slowdown
slowdowns
slowed
slower
slowest
slowful
slowgoing
slowheaded
slowhearted
slowheartedness
slowhound
slowing
slowish
slowly
slowmouthed
slowness
slownesses
slowpoke
slowpokes
slowrie
slows
slowup
slowwitted
slowwittedly
slowworm
slowworms
sloyd
sloyds
slt
slub
slubbed
slubber
slubberdegullion
slubbered
slubberer
slubbering
slubberingly
slubberly
slubbers
slubbery
slubbing
slubbings
slubby
slubs
slud
sludder
sluddery
sludge
sludged
sluder
sludges
sludgier
sludgiest
sludginess
sludging
sludgy
slue
slued
sluer
slues
sluff
sluffed
sluffing
sluffs
slug
slugabed
slugabeds
slugfest
slugfests
 sluggard
sluggarding
sluggardize
sluggardliness
sluggardly
sluggardness
sluggardry
sluggards
sluggardy
slugged
slugger
sluggers
slugging
sluggingly
sluggish
sluggishly
sluggishness
sluggy
sluglike
slughorn
slugs
slugwood
sluice
sluiced
sluicegate
sluicelike
sluicer
sluices
sluiceway
sluicing
sluicy
slug
sluing
sluit
slum
slum's
slumber
slumbered
slumberer
slumberers
slumberful
slumbering
slumberingly
slumberland
slumberless
slumberous
slumberously
slumberousness
slumberproof
slumbers
slumberous
slumdom
slumbery
slumbrous
slumgullion
slumgum
slumgums
slumland
slumlike
slumlord
slumlords
slummage
slummed
slummer
slummers
slummiest
slumminess
slumming
slummock
slummocky
slummy
slump
slumped
slumping
slumpproof
slumpproof
slumps
slumpwork
slumpy
slums
slumward
slumwise
slung
slungbodies
slungbody
slunge
slungshot
slunk
slunken
slup
slur
slur's
slurb
slurban
slurbow
slurbs
slurp
slurped
slurping
slurps
slurred
slurried
slurries
slurring
slurryingly
slurry
slurrying
slurs
slurvian
slush
slushed
slusher
slushes
slushier
slushiest
slushily
slushiness
slushing
slushpit
slushy
slut
slutch
slucky
slusher
sluthood
sluts
slutted
slutter
sluttered
sluttering
sluttery
sluttikin
slutting
sluttish
sluttishly
sluttishness
slutty
sly
slyboots
slyer
slyest
slyish
slyly
slyness
slynesses
slype
slypes
sm
sma
smachrie
smack
smacked
smackee
smacker
smackeroo
smackeroos
smackers
smackful
smacking
smackingly
smacks
smacksman
smacksmen
smaik
small
smallage
smallages
smallboy
smallclothes
smallcoal
smallen
smaller
smallest
smallhearted
smallholder
smallholding
smalling
smallish
smallishness
smallmouth
smallmouthed
smallness
smallnesses
smallpox
smallpoxes
smalls
smallsword
smalltime
smallware
smally
smalm
smalmed
smalming
smalt
smalter
smalti
smaltine
smaltines
smaltite
smaltites
smalto
smaltos
smaltost
smalts
smaltz
smaragd
smaragde
smaragdes
smaragdine
smaragdite
smaragds
smaragdus
smelling
smellproof
smells
smellsome
smelly
smelt
smelted
smelter
smelteries
smelterman
smelters
smeltery
smelting
smeltman
smelts
smerk
smerked
smerking
smerks
smervy
smeth
smethe
smeuse
smeuth
smew
smews
smich
smicker
smicket
smickly
smiddle
smiddum
smiddy
smidge
smidgen
smidgens
smidgeon
smidgeons
smidgin
smidgins
smiercase
smifligate
smifligation
smift
smiggins
smilaceous
smilacaceous
smilacin
smoggy
smogless
smogs
smokable
smokables
smoke
smokeable
smokebox
smokebush
smokechaser
smoked
smokefarthings
smokeho
smokehole
smokehouse
smokehouses
smokejack
smokejumper
smokeless
smokelessly
smokelessness
smokelike
smokepot
smokepots
smokeproof
smoker
smokers
smokery
smokes
smokescreen
smokeshash
smokestack
smokestacks
smokestone
smoketight
smokewood
smokey
smokier
smokies
smokiest
smokily
smokiness
smoking
smokings
smokish
smoko
smokos
smoky
smutting
smutty
smyrna
smyrniote
smyth
smytrie
sn
snab
snabbie
snabble
snabby
snack
snacked
snackette
snacking
snackle
snackman
snacks
snacky
snaff
snaffle
snafflebit
snaffled
snaffles
snaffling
snafu
snafued
snafuing
snafus
snag
snagbush
snagged
snagger
snaggier
snaggiest
snagging
snagle
snagged
snaggle
snaggleteeth
snaggletooth
snaggletoothed
snaggy
snaglike
snagline
snagrel
snags
snail
snail's
snail eater
snailed
snailery
snailfish
snailfishes
snailflower
snailflower
snailing
snailish
snailishly
snail like
snails
snail y
snail th
snake
snake bark
snake berry
snake bird
snake bite
snake blennies
snake blenny
snaked
snake fish
snake fishes
snake flies
snake flower
snake fly
snake head
snake holing
snake leaf
snake less
snake let
snake like
snake lin ing
snake mouth
snake mouth s
snake neck
snakeology
snake phobia
snake piece
snake pipe
snake proof
snake r
snake root
snakery
snakes
snake ship
snakeskin
snake stone
snakeweed
snakewise
snakewood
snakeworm
snakewort
snakey
snakier
snakiest
snakily
snakiness
snaking
snakish
snaky
snap
snapback
snapbacks
snapbag
snapberry
snapdragon
snapdragons
sne
snaper
snaphaan
snaphance
snaphound
snapholder
snaphjack
snapless
snapline
snapout
snappable
snappage
snappe
snapped
snapper
snapper's
snapperback
snappers
snappier
snappiest
snappily
snappiness
snapping
snappingly
snappish
snappishly
snappiness
snapps
snappy
snaps
snapsack
snapshare
snapshoot
snapshooter
snapshot
snapshot's
snapshots
snapshotted
snapshotter
snapshotting
snapweed
snapweeds
snapwood
snapwort
snay
snare
snared
snareless
snarer
snarers
snares
snaring
snaringly
snark
snarks
snarl
snarled
snarler
snarlers
snarleyow
snarleyyow
snarlier
snarliest
snarling
snarlingly
snarlish
snarls
snarly
snary
snash
snashes
snast
snaste
snasty
snatch
snatchable
sneap
tsneaped
tsneaping
tsneaps
tsneath
tsneathe
tsneb
tsneck
tsneckdraw
tsneckdrawing
tsneckdrawn
tsnecked
tsnecker
tsnecket
tsnecking
tsnecks
tsned
tsnedded
tsnedding
tsnedds
tsnees
tsnee
tsneer
tsneered
tsneerer
tsneerers
tsneerful
tsneerfulness
tsneering
tsneeringly
tsneerless
tsneers
tsneery
tsneesh
tsneeshes
tsneeshing
tsneest
tsneesty
tsneeze
tsneezed
tsneezelss
tsneezeproof
tsneezer
tsneezers
tsneezes
tsneezeweeds
tsneezewood
tsneezewort
tsneezier
sneeziest
sneezing
sneezy
snell
sneller
snellest
snells
snelly
snerp
snew
snib
snibbed
snibbing
snibble
snibbled
snibbler
snibel
snibs
snicher
snick
snickdraw
snickdrawing
snicked
snicker
snickered
snickerer
snickering
snickeringly
snickers
snickersnee
snickery
snicket
snickey
snicking
snickle
snicks
sniddle
snide
snidely
snideness
snider
snidery
snidest
snies
sniff
sniffable
sniffed
sniffer
sniffers
sniffer
sniffiest
sniffily
sniffiness
sniffing
sniffingly
sniffish
sniffishly
sniffishness
sniffle
sniffled
sniffler
snifflers
sniffles
sniffling
sniffly
sniffs
sniffy
snift
snifted
snifter
snifters
snifting
snifty
snig
snigged
snigger
sniggered
sniggerer
sniggering
sniggeringly
sniggers
snigging
sniggle
snigged
snigler
sniggers
snigglers
sniggles
sniggling
sniggoringly
snight
snigs
snip
snipe
snipe'sbill
snipebill
sniped
snipefish
snipefishes
snipelike
sniper
snipers
sniperscope
snipes
snipesbill
sniping
snipish
snipjack
snipnose
snipocracy
snipped
snipper
snipperado
snippers
snipersnapper
snippety
snippet
snippetier
snippetiest
snippetiness
snippets
snippety
snippier
snippiest
snippily
snappiness
snipping
snippish
snippy
snips
snipsnapsnorum
sniptious
snipy
snirl
snirt
snirtle
snit
snitch
snitched
snitcher
snitchers
snitches
snitchier
snitchiest
snitching
snitchy
snite
snithe
snithy
snits
snittle
snitz
snivel
sniveled
snivelers
sniveling
snivelled
sniveller
snivelling
snivelly
snivels
snively
snivey
snivy
snob
snobber
snobberies
snobbers
snobbery
snobess
snobbier
snobbiest
snobbily
snobbiness
snobbing
snobbish
snobbishly
snobbishness
snobbism
snobbisms
snobby
snobdom
snobism
snobling
snobocracy
snobocrat
snobographer
snobography
snobol
snобologist
snобономer
snobs
snobscat
snocat
snocher
snocker
snod
snodly
snoek
snoeking
sno
snoga
snoke
snollygoster
snood
snooded
snooding
snoods
snook
snooked
snooker
snookered
snookers
snooking
snooks
snookums
snool
snooled
snooling
snools
snoop
snooped
snooper
snoopers
snooperscope
snoopier
snoopiest
snoopily
snooping
snoops
snoopy
snoose
snoot
snooted
snootful
snootfuls
snoottier
snoottiest
snoottily
snoothing
snootness
snooting
snoots
snooty
snoove
snooze
snoozed
snoozer
snoozers
snoozes
snoozer
snoozers
snoozes
snoozier
snooziest
snooziness
snoozing
snoozle
snoozled
snoozles
snoozling
snoozy
snop
snore
snored
snoreless
snorer
snorers
snores
snoring
snoringly
snork
snorkel
snorkeled
snorkeler
snorkeling
snorkels
snorker
snort
snorted
snorter
snorters
snorting
snortingly
snortle
snorts
snorty
snot
snots
snotter
snottery
societas
societe
societeit
societies
societified
societism
societist
societologist
societology
society
society's
societyese
societyish
societyless
socii
socinian
sociobiological
sociobiology
sociocentric
sociocentricity
sociocentrism
sociocracy
sociocrat
sociocratic
sociocultural
socioculturally
sociodrama
sociodramatic
socioeconomic
socioeconomically
socioeducational
sociogenesis
sociogenetic
sociogenic
sociogeny
sociogram
sociography
socio
sociolatry
sociolegal
sociolinguistic
sociolinguistics
sociologese
sociologian
sociologic
sociological
sociologically
sociologies
sockhead
socking
sockless
socklessness
sockmaker
sockmaking
sockman
sockmen
socko
socks
socky
socle
socles
socman
socmanry
socmen
soco
socotrine
socrates
socratic
sod
sod's
soda
sodaclase
sodaic
sodaless
sodalist
sodalist
sodalite
sodalites
sodalithite
sodalities
sodality
sodamid
sodamide
sodamides
sodas
sodawater
sodbuster
sodded
sodden
soddened
soddening
soddely
soddenness
soddens
soddier
soddiest
soddies
sog
sogdian
soger
soget
soggarth
sogged
soggendalite
soggier
soggiest
soggily
sogginess
sogging
soggy
soh
soho
soiesette
soign
soigne
soignee
soil
soilage
soilages
soilborne
soiled
soiledness
soilier
soiliest
soiling
soilless
soilproof
soils
soilure
soilures
soily
soir
soiree
soirees
soixantine
soja
sojas
sojourn
sojourned
sojourner
sojourners
sojourney
sojournig
sojournment
sojourns
sok
soka
soke
sokeman
sokemanemot
sokemanries
sokemanry
sokemen
soken
sokes
soko
sol
sola
solace
solaced
solaceful
solacement
solaceproof
solacer
solacers
solaces
solach
solacing
solacious
solaciously
solaciousness
solan
solanaceous
solanal
soland
solander
solanders
solandra
solands
solanein
solaneine
solaneous
solania
solanicine
solanidin
solanidine
solanin
solanine
solanines
solanins
solano
solanoid
solanos
solans
solanum
solanums
solar
solaria
solariego
solaria
solarimeter
solarise
solarised
solarises
solarising
solarism
solarisms
solarist
solaristic
solaristically
solaristics
solarium
solariums
solarization
solarize
solarized
solarizes
solarizing
solarometer
solary
solate
solated
solates
solatia
solating
solution
solutions
solatium
solattia
solay
solazzi
sold
soldado
soldadoes
soldados
soldan
soldanel
soldanelia
soldanelle
soldanrie
soldans
solenogaster
solenoglyph
solenoglyphic
solenoid
solenoidal
solenoidally
solenoids
solenosteole
solenostelic
solenostomid
solenostomoid
solenostomous
solent
solentine
solepiece
soleplate
soleprint
soler
solera
soleret
solerets
solert
soles
soleus
soleyn
soleyne
solia
solfatara
solfataric
solfège
solfeges
solfeggi
solfeggiare
solfeggio
solfeggiar
solfeggios
solférino
solfge
solgel
soli
soliative
solicit
solicitant
solicitation
solicitationism
solicitations
solicited
solicitee
soliciter
solidist
solidistic
solidities
solidity
solidly
solidness
solido
solidomind
solids
solidudi
solidum
solidungular
solidungulate
solidus
solfidian
solifidianism
solifluction
solifluctional
soliform
solifuge
solifugean
solifugid
solifugous
soliloquacious
soliloquies
soliloquise
soliloquised
soliloquier
soliloquising
soliloquisingly
soliloquist
soliloquium
soliloquize
soliloquized
soliloquizer
soliloquizes
soliloquizing
soliloquizingly
soliloquy
solilunar
soling
solo
solion
solions
soliped
solipedal
solipedous
solipsism
somali
somalia
somalo
somaplasm
somas
somasthenia
somata
somatasthenia
somaten
somatenes
somatic
somatically
somaticosplanchnic
somaticovisceral
somatics
somatism
somatist
somatization
somatochrome
somatocyst
somatocystic
somatoderm
somatogenetic
somatogenic
somatognosis
somatognostic
somatologic
somatological
somatologically
somatologist
somatology
somatome
somatomic
somatophyte
somatophytic
somatoplasm
somatoplastic
somatopleural
somatopleure
somatopleuric
somatopsychic
somatosensory
somatosplanchnic
somatotonia
somatotonic
somatotrophic
somatotropic
sones
song
song's
songbag
songbird
songbirds
songbook
songbooks
songcraft
songer
songfest
songfests
songful
songfully
songfulness
songish
songkok
songland
songle
songless
songlessly
songlessness
songlet
songlike
songman
songs
songsmith
songster
songsters
songstress
songstresses
songworthy
songwright
songwriter
songwriters
songwriting
songy
sonhood
sonic
sonica
sonically
sonicate
sonicated
sonicates
sonicating
sonication
sonicato
sonics
soniferous
sonification
soning
soniou
sonk
sonless
sonlike
sonlikeness
sonly
sonneratiaceous
sonnet
sonnet's
sonnetary
sonneted
sonneteer
sonneteeress
sonnetic
sonneting
sonnetisation
sonnetise
sonnetised
sonnetish
sonnetising
sonnetist
sonnetization
sonnetize
sonnetized
sonnetizing
sonnetlike
sonnery
sonnets
sonneted
sonnetting
sonnetwise
sonnies
sonnikins
sonnoubouy
sonny
sonnoubouy
sonogram
sonography
sonometer
sonorant
sonorants
sonores
sonorescence
sonorescent
sonoric
sootproof
soots
sooty
sootyng
sootylike
sop
sope
soph
sophe
sophene
sopher
sopherim
sophia
sophic
sophical
sophically
sophies
sophiologic
sophiology
sophism
sophisms
sophist
sophister
sophistic
sophistical
sophistically
sophisticalness
sophisticant
sophisticate
sophisticated
sophistically
sophisticatedly
sophisticates
sophisticating
sophistication
sophisticative
sophisticator
sophisticism
sophistress
sophistries
sophistry
sophists
sophoclean
sophocles
sophomore
sophomore's
sophomores
sophomoric
sophomorical
sophomorically
sophora
sophoria
sophronize
sophronized
sophronizing
sophrosyne
sophs
sophta
sophy
sopite
sopited
sopites
sopiting
sopition
sopor
soporate
soporiferous
soporiferously
soporiferousness
soporific
soporifical
soporifically
soporifics
soporifousness
soporose
soporous
sopors
sopped
sopper
soppier
soppiest
soppiness
sopping
soppy
soprani
sopranino
sopranist
soprano
sopranos
sops
sora
sorabian
sorage
soral
soralium
sorance
soras
sorb
sorbability
sorbable
sorbate
sorbates
sorbed
sorbefacient
sorbent
sorbents
sorbet
sorbets
sorbic
sorbile
sorbin
sorbing
sorbinose
sorbitan
sorbite
sorbitic
sorbitize
sorbitol
sorbitols
sorbol
sorbonist
sorbose
sorbose
sorbosid
sorboside
sors
sorbus
sorcer
sorcerer
sorcerer's
sorcerers
sorceress
sorceresses
sorceries
sorcering
sorcererize
sorcerous
sorcerously
sorcery
sorchin
sord
sorda
sordamente
sordavalite
sordawalite
sottage
sotted
sottedness
sotter
sottery
sottie
sotting
sottise
sottish
sottishly
sottishness
sotweed
sou
sou'easter
sou'wester
souagga
souamosa
souamula
souari
souaris
soubise
soubises
soubresaut
soubresauts
soubrette
soubrettes
soubrettish
soubriquet
soucar
soucars
souchet
souchie
souchong
souchongs
souchy
soud
soudagur
soudan
soudans
soude
soudgy
soueak
souef
souege
souffl
souffle
souffleed
souffleing
soupled
soupless
souplike
souppling
soupmeat
soupon
soups
soupspoon
soupy
sour
sourball
sourballs
sourbellies
sourbelly
sourberries
sourberry
sourbread
sourbush
sourcake
source
source's
sourceful
sourcefulness
sourceless
sources
sourcroat
sourd
sourdeline
sourdine
sourdines
sourdock
sourdook
sourdough
sourdoughs
sourdre
soured
souredness
souren
sourer
sourest
sourhearted
souring
sourish
sourishly
sourishness
sourjack
sourling
sourly
sourness
sournesses
sourrock
sourpuss
sourpudded
sourpuddles
sours
soursope
soursope
sourtop
sourveld
sourweed
sourwood
sourwoods
soury
sous
sousaphone
sousaphonist
souse
soused
souer
souses
sousewife
soushy
sousing
souslik
soutache
soutaches
soutage
soutane
soutanes
soutar
souteneur
soutenu
souter
souterly
souterrain
souters
south
southard
southward
southbound
southcottian
southdown
southeast
southeast	
southeast
southeastern
spacial
spaciality
spacially
spaciness
spacing
spacings
spaciousness
spaciotemporal
spacious
spaciously
spaciousness
spacistor
spack
spackle
spackled
spackling
spacy
spad
spadaite
spadassins
spaddle
spade
spadebone
spaded
spadefish
spadefoot
spadeful
spadefuls
spadelike
spademan
spademen
spader
spaders
spades
spadesman
spadewise
spadework
spadger
spadiard
spadiceous
spadices
spadicifloral
spadiciflorous
spadiciform
spadicose
spadilla
spadille
spadilles
spantoon
spanule
spanworm
spanworms
spar
sparable
sparables
sparada
sparadrak
sparage
sparagrag
sparagus
sparassodont
sparaxis
sparch
spar
sparable
spared
spareful
spareless
sparely
sparenness
sparer
sparerib
spareribs
sparers
spares
sparesome
sparest
sparganium
sparganosis
sparganum
sparge
sparged
spargefication
sparger
spargers
sparges
sparging
spargosis
sparhawk
sparid
sparids
sparily
sparing
sparingly
sparingness
spark
spasm
spasmatic
spasmatical
spasmatomancy
spasmed
spasmic
spasmodic
spasmodical
spasmodically
spasmodicalness
spasmodism
spasmodist
spasmolysant
spasmolysis
spasmolytic
spasmolytically
spasmophile
spasmophilia
spasmophilic
spasmatin
spasmotoxin
spasmotoxine
spasmous
spasms
spasmus
spastic
spastically
spasticities
spasticity
spastics
spat
spatalamancy
spatangoid
spatangoidean
spatchcock
spate
spate's
spated
spates
spath
spatha
spathaceous
spathae
spathal
spathe
spathed
spatheful
spathes
spatula
spatulamancy
spatular
spatulas
spatulate
spatulation
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous
spatule
spatuliform
spatulose
spatulous

spearwood
spearwort
speary
speave
spec
specchie
spece
special
specialer
specialist
specialisation
specialise
specialised
specialising
specialism
specialist's
specialistic
specialists
specialities
speciality
specialization
specialization's
specializations
specialize
specialized
specializer
specializes
specializing
specially
specialness
specials
specialties
specialty
specialty's
speciate
speciated
speciates
speciating
speciation
speciational
specie
species
speciesism
speciestaler
specif
specifiable
specific
specter's
spectered
specterlike
specters
specting
spector
spectra
spectral
spectralism
spectrality
spectrally
spectralness
spectre
spectred
spectres
spectrobolograph
spectrobolographic
spectrobolometer
spectrobolometric
spectrochemical
spectrochemistry
spectrocolorimetry
spectrocomparator
spectroelectric
spectrofluorimeter
spectrofluorometer
spectrofluorometric
spectrofluorometry
spectrogram
spectrogram's
spectrograms
spectograph
spectrographer
spectrographic
spectrographically
spectrographies
spectrographs
spectrography
spectroheliogram
spectroheliograph
spectroheliographic
spectroheliography
spectrohelioscope
spectrohelioscopic
spectrological
spectrologically
spectrology
spectrometer
speculation
speculations
speculatist
speculative
speculatively
speculativeness
speculativism
speculator
speculator's
speculators
speculatory
speculatrices
speculatrix
speculist
speculum
speculums
specus
sped
speece
speech
speech's
speechcraft
speecher
speeches
speechful
speechfulness
speechification
speechified
speechifier
speechify
speechifying
speeching
speechless
speechlessly
speechlessness
speechlore
speechmaker
speechmaking
speechment
speechway
speed
speedaway
speedball
speedboat
speedboater
speedboating
speedboatman
speedboats
spelling
speils
speir
speired
speiring
speirs
speise
speises
speiskobalt
speiss
speisscobalt
speisses
spekboom
spekt
spelaean
spelaeology
spellbinding
spellbound
spelder
spelding
speldring
speldron
spelean
speleological
speleologist
speleologists
speleology
spelk
spell
spellable
spellbind
spellbinder
spellbinders
spellbinding
spellbinds
spellbound
spellcasting
spellcraft
spelldown
spelldowns
spelled
speller
spellers
spellful
spellican
spelling
spellingdown
spellingly
spellings
spellken
spellmonger
spellproof
spells
spellword
spellwork
spelman
spelt
spelter
spelterman
speltermen
spelters
speltoid
spelts
speltz
speltzes
speluncar
speluncean
spelunk
spelunked
spelunker
spelunkers
spelunking
spelunks
spence
spencer
spencerian
spencerianism
spencerite
spencers
spences
spencie
spency
spend
spendable
spender
spenders
spendful
spendible
spending
spendings
spendless
spends
spendthrift
spendthriftiness
spendthriftiness
spendthrifts
spendthrift
spenglerian
spense
spenserian
spent
speos
sperable
sperage
speramtozoon
sperate
spere
spergillum
sperity
sperket
sperling
sperm
sperma
spermaceti
spermacetilike
spermaduct
spermagonia
spermagonium
spermalist
spermania
spermaphyte
spermaphytic
spermsaries
spermarium
spermary
spermashion
spermata
spermatangium
spermatheca
spermathecae
spermathecal
spermatia
spermatial
spermatic
spermatically
spermaticid
spermatiferous
spermatin
spermaticogenous
spermation
spermatiophore
spermatism
spermatist
spermatitis
spermatium
spermatize
spermatoblast
spermatoblastic
spermatocyte
spermatocytic
spermatocyst
spermatocystitis
spermatocystal
spermatocyte
spermatogemma
spermatogene
spermatogenesis
spermatogenetic
spermatogenic
spermatogenous
spermatogeny
spermatogonia
spermatogonial
spermatogonium
spermatoid
spermatolysis
spermatolytic
spermatophobia
spermatophoral
spermatophore
spermatophorous
spermatophyte
spermatophytic
spermatoplasm
spermatoplasmic
spermatoplast
spermatorrhea
spermatorrhoea
spermatozoon
spermatozoal
spermatozoan
spermatozoic
spermatozoid
spermatozoio
spermatozoon
spermatozoa
spermaturia
spermic
spermicidal
spermicide
spermidin
spermidine
spermiducal
spermiduct
spermigerous
spermin
spermine
spermines
spermiogenesis
spermism
spermist
spermoblast
spermoblastic
spermocarp
spermocenter
spermderm
spermoduct
spermogenesis
spermogenous
spermogone
spermogonia
spermogoniferous
spermogonium
spermogonnia
spermogonous
spermologer
spermological
spermologist
spermology
spermolysis
spermolytic
spermophile
spermophilene
spermophobia
spermophore
spermophorum
spermophyte
spermophytic
spermosphere
spermotheca
spermotoxin
spermous
spermoviduct
sperms
spermule
spermy
speron
speronara
speronaras
speronares
speronaro
speronaroes
speronaros
sperone
sperple
sperrylite
sperse
spessartine
spessartite
spet
spetch
spetches
spete
spetrophoby
spettle
speuchan
spew
spewed
spewer
spewers
spewier
spewiest
spewiness
spewing
spews
spewy
spex
speyeria
sphacel
sphacelariaceous
sphacelate
sphacelated
sphacelating
sphacelation
sphacelia
sphacelial
sphacelism
sphaceloderma
sphacelotoxin
sphacelous
sphacelus
sphaeraphides
sphaerenchyma
sphaeriaceous
sphaeridia
sphaeridial
sphaeridium
sphaeripium
sphaeristeria
sphaeristerium
sphaerite
sphaeroblast
sphaerocobaltite
sphaerococcaceous
sphaerolite
sphaerolitic
sphaerosiderite
sphaerosome
sphaerospore
sphagia
sphagion
sphagnaceous
sphagnicolous
sphagnologist
sphagnology
sphagnous
sphagnnum
sphagnums
sphalerite
sphalm
sphalma
sphecid
sphecious
sphecid
spheges
spheid
spheadone
spene
sphenes
sphenethmoid
sphenethmoidal
sphenic
sphenion
spheniscan
spheniscine
spheniscomorph
spheniscomorphic
sphenobasilar
sphenobasilic
sphenocephalia
sphenocephalic
sphenocephalous
sphenocephaly
sphenodon
sphenodont
sphenoethmoid
sphenoethmoidal
sphenofrontal
sphenogram
sphenographer
sphenographic
sphenographist
sphenography
sphenoid
sphenoidal
sphenoiditis
sphenoids
sphenolith
sphenomalar
sphenomandibular
sphenomaxillary
sphenopalatine
sphenoparietal
sphenopetrosal
sphenophyllaceous
sphenopsid
sphenosquamosal
sphenotemporal
sphenotic
sphenotribe
sphenotripsy
sphenoturbinal
sphenovomerine
sphenozygomatic
spherable
spheradian
spheral
spherality
spheraster
spheration
sphere
sphere's
sphered
sphereless
spherelike
spheres
spheric
spherical
sphericality
spherically
sphericalness
sphericist
sphericities
sphericity
sphericle
sphericocylindrical
sphericotetrahedral
sphericotriangular
spheric
spherier
sphericest
spheriform
spherify
sphering
spheroconic
spherocrystal
spherograph
spheroid
spheroidal
spheroidally
spheroidic
spheroidical
spheroidically
spheroidicity
spheroidism
spheroidity
spheroidize
spheroids
spherome
spheromere
spherometer
spheroplast
spheroquartic
spheresome
spherula
spherular
spherulate
sphere
spheres
spherulite
spherulitic
spherulitize
sphery
spheterize
sphex
sphexide
sphincter
sphincteral
sphincteralgia
sphincterate
sphincterectomy
sphincterial
sphincteric
sphincterismus
sphincteroscope
sphincteroscopy
sphincterotomy
sphincters
sphindid
sphingal
sphinges
sphingid
sphingids
sphingiform
sphingine
sphingoid
sphingometer
sphingomyelin
sphingosin
sphingosine
sphinx
sphinxes
sphinxian
sphinxianness
sphinixine
sphinxlike
phragide
phragistic
phragistics
sphygmia
sphygmic
sphygmochronograph
sphygmodic
sphygmogram
sphygmograph
sphygmographic
sphygmographies
sphygmography
sphygmo
sphygmomanometer
sphygmomanometers
sphygmomanometric
spicily
spiciness
spicing
spick
spicket
spickle
spicknel
spicks
spicose
spicosity
spicous
spicousness
spics
spicula
spiculae
spicular
spiculate
spiculated
spiculation
spicule
spicules
spiculiferous
spiculiform
spiculigenous
spiculigerous
spiculofiber
spiculose
spiculous
spiculum
spiculumamoris
spicy
spider
spider's
spidered
spiderflower
spiderhunter
spiderier
spideriest
spiderish
spiderless
spiderlet
spiderlike
spiderling
spiderly
spiderman
spidermonkey
spiders
spiderweb
spindleworm
spindlier
spindliest
spindliness
spindling
spindly
spindrift
spine
spinebill
spinebone
spined
spinefringed
spinel
spineless
spinelessly
spinelessness
spinelet
spinelike
spinelle
spinelles
spinels
spines
spinescence
spinescent
spinet
spinetail
spinets
spingel
spinibulbar
spinicarpous
spinicerebellar
spinidentate
spinier
spiniest
spiniferous
spinifex
spinifexes
spiniform
spinifugal
spinigerous
spinigrade
spininess
spinipetal
spinitis
spinituberculate
spink
spineless
spinnability
spinousness
spinout
spinouts
spinozism
spinozist
spinproof
spins
spinner
spinnerdom
spinnerhood
spinnerial
spinnerish
spinnerishly
spinnerism
spinnerlike
spinnerly
spinnerous
spinsters
spinstership
spinstress
spinstry
spintext
spinthariscopic
spinthariscoscope
spintharism
spintry
spinturnix
spinula
spinulae
spinulate
spinulated
spinulation
spinule
spinules
spinulescent
spinuliferous
spinuliform
spinulose
spinulosely
spinuloscilitate
spinulosodontate
spinulosodonticulate
spinulosogranulate
spinulososerrate
spinulous
spiny
spionid
spira
spirable
spiracle
spiracles
spiracula
spiracular
spiraculate
spiraculiferous
spiraculiform
spiraculum
spirae
spiraea
spiraeas
spiral
spirale
spiraled
spiraliform
spiraling
spiralism
spirality
spiralization
spiralyze
spiralled
spiralling
spirally
spiraloïd
spirals
spiraltail
spirawise
spiran
spirane
spirant
spirantal
spiranthic
spiranthy
spirantic
spirantism
spirantization
spirantize
spirantized
spirantizing
spirants
spiraster
spirate
spirated
spiration
spire
spire's
spirea
spireas
spired
spiregrass
spireless
spirelet
spirem
spireme
spiremes
spirems
spirepole
spires
spireward
spirewise
spiricle
spirifer
spiriferid
spiriferoid
spiriferous
spiriform
spirignath
spirignathous
spirilla
spirillaceous
spirillar
spirillolysis
spirillosis
spirillotropic
spirillotropism
spirillum
spiring
spirit
spirital
spiritally
spiridom
spirited
spiritedly
spiritedness
spiriter
spiriful
spiriftully
spiritfulness
spirithood
spiriting
spiritism
spiritist
spiritistic
spiritize
spiritlamp
spiritland
spiritleaf
spiritless
spiritlessly
spiritlessness
spiritlevel
spiritlike
spiritmonger
spiritoso
spiritous
spiritrompe
spirits
spiritsome
spiritual
spiritualisation
spiritualise
spiritualiser
spiritualism
spiritualist
spiritualistic
spiritually
spiritualists
spiritualities
spirituality
spiritualization
spiritualize
spiritualized
spiritualizer
spiritualizes
spiritualizing
spiritually
spiritualness
spiritals
spiritualship
spiritualties
spiritually
spirituel
spirituelle
spirituosity
spirituous
spirituously
spirituousness
spiritus
spiritweed
spirity
spiritvalve
spirket
spirketing
splanchnographical
splanchnography
splanchnolith
splanchnologic
splanchnological
splanchnologist
splanchnology
splanchnomegalia
splanchnomegaly
splanchnopathy
splanchnopleural
splanchnopleure
splanchnopleuric
splanchnoptosia
splanchnoptosis
splanchnosclerosis
splanchnoscopy
splanchnoskeletal
splanchnoskeleton
splanchnosomatic
splanchnotomical
splanchnotomy
splanchnotribae
splash
splashback
splashboard
splashdown
splashdowns
splashed
splasher
splashers
splashes
splashier
splashiest
splashily
splashiness
splashing
splashingly
splashproof
splashes
splashwing
splashy
splat
splat
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
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splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splatcer
splats
splatter
splatterdash
splatterdock
splattered
splatterer
splatterfaced
splattering
splatters
splatterwork
splay
splayed
splayer
splayfeet
splayfoot
splayfooted
splaying
splaymouth
splaymouthed
splaymouths
splays
spleen
spleened
spleenful
spleenfully
spleenier
spleeniest
spleening
spleenish
spleenishly
spleenishness
spleenless
spleens
spleenwort
spleeny
spleet
spleetnew
splenadenoma
splenalgia
splenalgic
splenalgy
splenative
splenatrophia
splenatrophy
splenauxe
splenculi
splenculus
splendaceous
splendacious
splendaciously
splendaciousness
splendatious
splendent
splendently
splender
splendescent
splendid
splendidier
splendidest
splendidious
splendidly
splendidness
splendiferous
splendiferously
splendiferousness
splendor
splendorous
splendrously
splendorousness
splendorproof
splendors
splendour
splendourproof
splendous
splendously
splendrousness
splenectama
splenectasis
splenectomies
splenectomist
splenectomize
splenectomized
splenectomizing
splenectomy
splenectopia
splenectomy
splenecnosis
splenemia
splenemphraxis
spleneolus
splenepatitis
splenetic
splenetical
splenetically
splenetive
splenia
splenial
splenic
splenical
spleniciterus
splenification
spleniform
splenii
spleninii
spleniti
splenitis
splenitises
splenitive
splenium
splenius
splenization
splenoblast
slenocele
splenoceratosis
splenocleisis
splenocolic
splenocyte
splenodiagnosis
splenodynia
splenography
splenoemia
splenoid
splenolaparotomy
splenology
splenolymph
splenolymphatic
splenolysin
splenolysis
splenoma
splenomalacia
splenomedullary
splenomegala
splenomegalic
splenomegaly
splenomyelogenous
splenoncus
splenonephric
splenopancreatic
splenoparectama
splenoparectasis
splenopathy
splenopexia
splenopexis
splenopexy
splenophrenic
splenopneumonia
splenoptosia
splenoptosis
splenorrhagia
splenorrhaphy
splenotomy
splenoxin
splenoyphoid
splent
splents
splenulus
splenunculus
splet
spleuchan
spleughan
spice
spiceable
spiced
splicer
splicers
splices
splicings
splinder
spline
spline’s
splined
splines
splineway
splining
splint
splintage
splintbone
splinted
splinter
splinterd
splintered
splintering
splinterize
splinterless
splinternew
splinterproof
splinters
splintery
splinting
splints
splintwood
splinty
split
split's
splitbeak
split
splitting
splitfinger
splitfruit
splitmouth
splitnew
splitnut
splits
splitsaw
splittable
splittail
splitted
splitten
splitter
splitter's
splitterman
splitters
splitting
splittings
splitworm
splodge
splodgy
sploit
splore
splores
splosh
sploshed
sploshes
sploshing
sploshy
splotch
splotched
splotches
splotchier
splotchiest
splotchily
splotchiness
splotching
splotchy
splother
splunge
splunt
splurge
splurged
splurges
spongewood
spongi
gicolous
spongiculture
spongi
test
sponger
spongiest
spongerferous
spongiform
spongeflies
spongefly
spongillid
spongilline
spongily
spongin
spongiblast
spongiblastic
sponginess
sponging
spongingly
spongins
spongoblast
spongoblastic
spongoblastoma
spongiocyte
spongiole
spongion
go
do
spongiplasm
spongioplasmic
spongiose
spongiosity
spongious
spongiousness
spongiozoon
spongoblast
spongoblastic
spongocoel
spongoid
spongology
spongophore
spongy
sponsal
sponsalia
sponsibility
sponsible
sponsing
sponsion
sponsional
sponsions
sponson
sponsons
sponsor
sponsored
sponsorship
sponsorships
sponsorees
spontaneities
spontaneity
spontaneous
spontaneously
spontaneousness
sponton
spontoons
spoon
spoof
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spoofed
spook
spookery
spookery
spookies
spookiest
spookily
spookiness
spooking
spookish
spookism
spookist
spookological
spookologist
spookology
spook
spooky
spool
spooled
spooler
spoolers
spoolful
spooling
spoollike
spools
spoolwood
spoon
spoonback
spoonbait
spoonbill
spoonbills
spoonbread
spoondrift
spooned
spooner
spoonerism
spoonerisms
spooney
spoonyism
spoonely
spoonyness
spoones
spoonflower
spoonful
spoonfuls
spoonholder
spoonhutch
spoonier
spoonies
spooniest
spoonily
spooniness
spooning
spoonism
spoonless
spoonlike
spoonmaker
spoonmaking
spoons
spoonsful
spoonways
spoonwise
spoonwood
spoonwort
spoony
sporid
sporidesm
sporidia
sporidial
sporidiferous
sporidiiferous
sporidiole
sporidiolum
sporidium
sporiferous
sporification
sporing
sporiparity
sporiparous
sporoblast
sporocarp
sporocarpia
sporocarpium
sporocyst
sporocystic
sporocystid
sporocyte
sporoderm
sporodochia
sporodochium
sporoduct
sporogen
sporogenesis
sporogenic
sporogenous
sporogeny
sporogone
sporogonia
sporogonial
sporogonic
sporogonium
sporogonous
sporogony
sporoid
sporologist
sporomycosis
sporonia
sporont
sporophore
sporophoric
sporophorous
sporophyllum
sporophyl
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sporophyll</td>
<td>sporophyllary</td>
<td>sporophyllum</td>
<td>sporophyte</td>
<td>sporophytic</td>
<td>sporoplasm</td>
<td>sporopollenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sporosac</td>
<td>sporostegium</td>
<td>sporostrote</td>
<td>sporotrichosis</td>
<td>sporotrichotic</td>
<td>sporous</td>
<td>sporozoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sporozoal</td>
<td>sporozoan</td>
<td>sporozoan</td>
<td>sporozoic</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozoite</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozooid</td>
<td>sporozoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sporran</td>
<td>sporrans</td>
<td>sport</td>
<td>sportability</td>
<td>sportable</td>
<td>sported</td>
<td>sporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sporters</td>
<td>sportfisherman</td>
<td>sportfishing</td>
<td>sportful</td>
<td>sportfully</td>
<td>sportfulness</td>
<td>sportier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sportiest</td>
<td>sportily</td>
<td>sportiness</td>
<td>sporting</td>
<td>sportingly</td>
<td>sportive</td>
<td>sportively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sportiveness</td>
<td>sportiveness</td>
<td>sportless</td>
<td>sportling</td>
<td>sportly</td>
<td>sports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sportscast
sportscaster
sportscasters
sportscasts
sportsman
sportsmanlike
sportsmanlikeness
sportsmanliness
sportsmanly
sportsmanship
sportsmen
sportsome
sportswear
sportswoman
sportswomanly
sportswomanship
sportswomen
sportswrite
sportswriter
sportswriters
sportswriting
sportula
sportulae
sporty
sporular
sporulate
sporulated
sporulating
sporulation
sporulative
sporule
sporules
sporuliferous
sporuloid
sposh
sposhy
spot
spot’s
spotless
spotlessly
spotlessness
spotlight
spotlighter
spotlights
spotlike
spotrump
spots
spotsman
sprackly
sprackness
sprad
spraddle
spraddled
spraddles
spraddling
sprag
spragged
spragger
spragging
spraggly
spragman
sprags
spraich
sprain
sprained
spraing
spraining
sprains
spraint
spraints
spraith
sprang
sprangle
sprangled
sprangling
sprangly
sprank
sprat
sprats
spratted
spratter
spratting
sprattle
sprattled
sprattles
sprattling
spratty
sprauhle
sprauhled
sprauhling
sprawl
sprawled
sprawler
sprawlers
sprawlier
sprawliest
spunklessness
spunks
spunky
spunnies
spunny
spunware
spunyarn
spur
spur’s
spurdie
spurdog
spurflower
spurgall
spurgalled
spurgalling
spurgalls
spurge
sparges
spurgewort
spuria
spuriae
spuries
spuriosity
spurious
spuriously
spuriousness
spurl
spurless
spurlet
spurlike
spurling
spurluous
spurmaker
spurmoney
spurn
spurned
spurner
spurners
spurning
spurnpoint
spurns
spurnwater
spurproof
spurred
spurreies
spurreer
spurrers
spurrey
squadrons
squads
squall
squaler
squalis
squalene
squalenes
squalid
squalider
squalidest
squalidity
squalidly
squalidness
squaliform
squall
squall's
squalled
squaller
squallers
squallery
squallier
squalliest
squalling
squallish
squalls
squally
squalm
squalodon
squalodont
squaloid
squalor
squalors
squalus
squam
squama
squamaceous
squamae
squamate
squamated
squamatine
squamation
squamatogranulous
squamatotuberculate
squame
squamella
squamellae
squamellate
squamelliferous
squashiest
squashily
squashiness
squashing
squashs
squashy
squassation
squat
squatarole
squaterole
squatina
squatinid
squatinoid
squatly
squatment
squatmore
squatness
squats
squattage
squatted
squatter
squatterarchy
squatterdom
squattered
squattering
squatterism
squatterproof
squatters
squattest
squattier
squattiest
squattily
squattiness
squatting
squattingly
squattish
squattle
squattocracy
squattocratic
squatty
squatwise
squaw
squawberries
squawberry
squawbush
squawdom
squawfish
squawfishes
squawflower
squawk
squawked
squawker
squawkers
squawkie
squawkier
squawkiest
squawking
squawkingly
squawks
squawky
squawl
squawler
squawroot
squaws
squawweed
squdge
squadgy
squeak
squeaked
squeaker
squeakers
squeakery
squeakier
squeakiest
squeakily
squeakiness
squeaking
squeakingly
squeaklet
squeakproof
squeaks
squeaky
squeakyish
squeal
squeald
squealed
squealer
squealers
squealing
squeals
squeam
squeamish
squeamishly
squeamishness
squeamous
squeamy
stable
stableboy
stabled
stableful
stablekeeper
stablelike
stableman
stablemate
stablemeal
stablemen
stableness
stabler
stablers
stables
stallest
stablestand
stableward
stablewards
stabling
stablish
stablishing
stablishment
stably
staboy
stabproof
stabs
stabulate
stabulation
stabwort
stacc
staccado
staccati
staccato
staccatos
stacher
stachering
stachydrin
stachydrine
stachyose
stachys
stachyuraceous
stack
stack's
stackable
stackage
stageworthy
stagewright
stagey
stagflation
staggard
staggards
staggart
staggarth
staggarts
stagged
stagger
staggerbush
staggered
staggerer
staggerers
staggering
staggeringly
stagggers
staggerweed
staggerwort
staggery
staggie
staggier
staggies
staggliest
staggging
stagggy
staghead
staghorn
staghound
staghunt
staghunter
staghunting
stagiary
stagier
stagiest
stagily
staginess
staging
stagings
stagion
stagirite
staglike
stagnometer
stagnance
stagnancy
stagnant
stagnantly
stagnantness
stagnate
stagnated
stagnates
stagnating
stagnation
stagnatory
stagnature
stagne
stagnicolous
stagnize
stagnum
stags
stagskin
stagworm
stagy
stagyrite
stahlhelm
stahlian
staia
staid
staider
staidest
staidly
staidness
staig
staigs
stail
stain
stainabilities
stainability
stainable
stainableness
stainably
stained
stainer
stainers
stainful
stainierite
staining
stainless
stainlessly
stainlessness
stainproof
stains
staio
stair
stair's
stalactitied
stalactitiform
stalactitious
stalag
stalagma
stalagmite
stalagmites
stalagmitic
stalagmitical
stalagmitically
stalagrometer
stalagmometric
stalagmometry
stalags
stalder
stale
staled
staley
stalemate
stalemated
stalemates
stalemating
staleness
staler
stales
stalest
stalin
staling
stalingrad
stalinism
stalinist
stalinists
stalk
stalkable
stalked
stalker
stalkers
stalkier
stalkiest
stalkily
stalkiness
stalking
stalkingly
stalkless
stalklet
stalklike
stalko
stalkoes
stalks
stalky
stall
stallage
stallard
stallar
stallary
stallboard
stallboat
stalled
stallenger
staller
stallership
stalling
stallinger
stallingken
stallings
stallion
stallionize
stallions
stallkeeper
stallman
stallmen
stallment
stallon
stalls
stalwart
stalwartism
stalwartize
stalwartly
stalwartness
stalwarts
stalworth
stalworthly
stalworthness
stam
stamba
stambha
stambouline
stamen
stamen's
stamened
stamens
stamin
stamina
staminal
staminas
stamate
standel
standelwelks
standelwort
stander
standergrass
standers
standerwort
standeth
standfast
standi
standing
standings
standish
standishes
standoff
standoffish
standoffishly
standoffishness
standoffs
standout
standouts
standpat
standpatism
standpatter
standpattism
standpipe
standpipes
standpoint
standpoint's
standpoints
standpost
stands
standstill
standup
stane
stanechat
staned
stanek
stanes
stanford
stang
stanged
stanging
stangs
stanhope
stanhopes
staniel
stanine
stapedius
stapelia
stapelias
stapes
staph
staphisagria
staphs
staphyle
staphyleaceous
staphylectomy
staphyledema
staphylematoma
staphylic
staphylane
staphylinic
staphylinid
staphylinidous
staphylieron
staphylitis
staphyloangina
staphylococcal
staphylococcemia
staphylococemiac
staphylococci
staphylococcic
staphylococcici
staphylococcus
staphylodermatitis
staphyloedema
staphyloedema
staphyloemia
staphyloemia
staphyloesin
staphyloma
staphylomatic
staphylomatous
staphylomycosis
staphylouncus
staphyloplastic
staphyloplasty
staphyloptosis
staphyloptosis
staphyloptotic
staphyloraphic
staphylorrhaphic
staphylorrhaphies
staphylorrhaphy
staphylorhaphies
staphylorhaphy
staphylorhaphies
staphyloschisis
staphylosis
staphylotome
stardust
stardusts
stare
stared
staree
starer
starers
stares
starets
starfish
starishes
starflower
starfruit
staful
stargaze
stargazed
stargazer
stargazers
stargazes
stargazing
starik
staring
staringly
stark
starken
starker
starkest
starkle
starkly
starkness
starky
starless
starlessly
starlessness
starlet
starlets
starlight
starlighted
starlights
starlike
starling
starlings
starlit
starlite
starlitten
starmonger
starn
starnel
starlishness
startly
starter
starts
startsy
startup
startup's
startups
starty
starvation
starve
starveacre
starved
starvedly
starveling
starvelings
starven
starver
starvers
starves
starving
starvy
starw
starward
starwise
starworm
starwort
starworts
stary
stases
stash
stashed
stashes
stashie
stashing
stasidia
stasidion
stasima
stasimetric
stasimon
stasimorphy
stasiphobia
stasis
stasisidia
stasophobia
stassfurttite
stat
statable
steadily
steadiment
steadiness
steading
steadings
steadite
steadman
steads
steady
steadying
steadingly
steadyish
steak
steak's
steakhouse
steakhouses
steaks
steal
stealability
stealable
stealage
stealages
sealed
stealer
stealers
stealing
stealingly
stealings
steals
stealth
stealthful
stealthfully
stealthier
stealthiest
stealthily
stealthiness
stealthless
stealthlike
stealths
stealthwise
stealthy
stealy
steam
steamboat
steamboat's
steamboating
steamboatman
steamboatmen
steermanship
steers
steersman
steersmate
steersmen
steerswoman
steery
steeve
steeved
steevely
steever
steeves
steeving
steevings
steg
steganogram
steganographical
steganographist
steganography
steganophthalmate
steganophthalmatous
steganopod
steganopodan
steganopodous
stegh
stegnosis
stegnosisstegnotic
stegnotic
stegocarpous
stegocephalian
stegocephalous
stegodon
stegodons
stegodont
stegotomine
stegomyia
stegosaur
stegosauri
stegosaurian
stegosauroid
stegosaurus
steid
steigh
stein
steinbock
steinbok
steinboks
stema
stembok
stemform
stemhead
stemless
stemlet
stemlike
stemma
stemmas
stemmata
stemmatiform
stemmatous
stemmed
stemmer
stemmeries
stemmers
stemmery
stemmier
stemmiest
stemming
stemmy
stemonaceous
stempel
stemple
stempost
stems
stemson
stemsons
stemwards
stemware
stemwares
sten
stener
stench
stench's
stencil
stanches
stenchful
stenchier
stenchiest
stenching
stenchion
stenchy
stencil
stencil's
stenciled
stenciler
stenciling
stencilize
stencilled
stenciler
stencilling
stencilmaker
stencilmaking
stencils
stend
steng
stengah
stengahs
stenia
stenion
steno
stenobathic
stenobenthic
stenobragmatic
stenobregma
stenocardia
stenocardiac
stencephalia
stencephalic
stencephalous
stencephaly
stenochoria
stenochoric
stenochrome
stenochromy
stenochoria
stenocoria
stenocranial
stenocrotaphia
stenog
stenogastric
stenogastric
stenogastry
stenograph
stenographed
stenographer
stenographer's
stenographers
stenographic
stenographical
stenographically
stenographing
stenographist
stenography
stenohaline
stenometer
stenopaedic
stenopaic
stenopeic
stenopetalous
stenophagous
stenophile
stenophyllous
stenorrhynous
stenos
stenosed
stenosepalous
stenoses
stenosis
stenosphere
stenostomatous
stenostomia
stenotelegraphy
stenotherm
stenothermal
stenothermophilic
stenothermy
stenotherax
stenotic
stenotopic
stenotropic
stenotype
stenotypic
stenotypist
stenotypy
stent
stenter
stenterer
stenting
stentmaster
stenton
stentor
stentoraphonic
stentorian
stentorianly
stentorine
stentorious
stentoriously
stentoriousness
stentoronic
stentorophonic
stentorphone
stentors
stentrel
step
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stercorean
stercoremia
stercoreous
stercoricolous
stercorin
stercorite
stercorol
stercorous
stercovorous
sterculia
sterculiaceous
sterculiad
stere
stereagnosis
stereid
sterelminthic
sterelminthous
sterelminthus
stereo
stereo's
stereobate
stereobatic
stereoblastula
stereocamera
stereocampimeter
stereochemic
stereochemical
stereochemically
stereochemistry
stereochromatic
stereochromatically
stereochrome
stereochromic
stereochromically
stereoichromy
stereocomparator
stereocomparator
stereoed
stereoelectric
stereofluoroscopic
stereofluoroscopy
stereogastrula
stereognosis
stereognostic
stereogoniometer
stereogram
stereograph
stereographer
stereographic
stereographical
stereographically
stereography
stereoing
stereoisomer
stereoisomeric
stereoisomerical
stereoisomeride
stereoisomerism
stereological
stereologically
stereology
stereom
stereomatrix
stereome
stereomer
stereomeric
stereomerical
stereomerism
stereometer
stereometric
stereometrical
stereometrically
stereometry
stereomicrometer
stereomicroscope
stereomicroscopic
stereomicroscopically
stereomicroscopy
stereomonoscope
stereoneural
stereopair
stereophantascope
stereophone
stereophonic
stereophonically
stereophony
stereophotogrammetry
stereophotograph
stereophotographic
stereophotography
stereophotomicrograph
stereophotomicrography
stereophysics
stereopicture
stereoplanigraph
stereoplanula
stereoplasm
stereoplasma
stereoplasmic
stereopsis
stereopter
stereoptician
stereopticon
stereoradiograph
stereoradiography
stereoregular
stereoregularity
stereornithic
stereoroentgenogram
stereoroentgenography
stereos
stereoscope
stereoscopes
stereoscopic
stereoscopical
stereoscopically
stereoscopies
stereoscopy
stereospecific
stereospecifically
stereospecificity
stereospondylos
stereostatic
stereostatics
stereotactic
stereotactically
stereotape
stereotapes
stereotaxic
stereotaxically
stereotaxis
stereotaxy
stereotelemeter
stereotelescope
stereotomic
stereotomical
stereotomist
stereotomy
stereotropic
stereotropism
stereotypable
stereotype
stereotyped
stereotyper
stereotypers
stereotypery
stereotypes
stereotypic
stereotypical
stereotypically
stereotypies
stereotyping
stereotypist
stereotypographer
stereotypography
stereotypy
stereovision
stereos
sterhydraulic
steli
steral
sterically
sterics
sterid
steride
sterigma
sterigmas
sterigmata
sterigmatic
sterilant
sterile
sterilely
sterileness
sterilisability
sterilisable
sterilise
sterilised
steriliser
sterilising
sterilities
sterility
sterilizability
sterilizable
sterilization
sterilization's
sterilizations
sterilize
sternofacial
sternofacialis
sternoglossal
sternohumeral
sternohyoid
sternohyoidean
sternomancy
sternomastoid
sternomaxillary
sternonuchal
sternopericardiac
sternopericardial
sternoscapular
sternothere
sternothyroid
sternotracheal
sternotribe
sternovertebral
sternoxiphoid
sternpost
sterns
sternson
sternsons
sternum
sternums
sternutaries
sternutate
sternutation
sternutative
sternutator
sternutatory
sternward
sternwards
sternway
sternways
sternwheel
sternwheeler
sternworks
stero
steroid
steroidal
steroidogenesis
steroidogenic
steroids
sterol
sterols
sterrinck
stert
stibiconite
stibine
stibines
stibious
stibium
stibiums
stibnite
stibnites
stibonium
stibophen
sticcado
stich
stichado
sticharia
sticharion
stichcharia
stichel
sticheron
stichic
stichically
stichid
stichidia
stichidium
stichocrome
stichoi
stichomancy
stichometric
stichometrical
stichometrically
stichometry
stichomythia
stichomythic
stichomythy
stichos
stichs
stichwort
stick
stickability
stickable
stickadore
stickadove
stickage
stickball
stickboat
sticked
stickel
sticken
sticker
null
stingingly
stinginess
stingless
stingo
stingos
stingproof
stingray
stingrays
stings
stingtail
stingy
stink
stinkard
stinkardly
stinkards
stinkaroo
stinkball
stinkberries
stinkberry
stinkbird
stinkbug
stinkbugs
stinkbush
stinkdamp
stinker
stinkeroo
stinkeroos
stinkers
stinkhorn
stinkibus
stinkier
stinkiest
stinking
stinkingly
stinkingness
stinko
stinkpot
stinkpots
stinks
stinkstone
stinkweed
stinkwood
stinkwort
stinky
stinkyfoot
stint
stinted
stintedly
stirrupless
stirruplike
stirrups
stirrupwise
stirs
stitch
stitchbird
stitchdown
stitched
stitcher
stitchers
stitchery
stitches
stitching
stitchlike
stitchwhile
stitchwork
stitchwort
stite
stith
stithe
stithied
stithies
stithly
stithy
stithying
stituted
stive
stiver
stivers
stivy
stk
stlg
stm
stoa
stoach
stoae
stoai
stoas
stoat
stoater
stoating
stoats
stob
stobball
stobbed
stobbing
stobs
stocah
stoccado
stoccados
stoccata
stoccatas
stochastic
stochastical
stochastically
stock
stockade
stockade's
stockaded
stockades
stockading
stockado
stockage
stockannet
stockateer
stockbow
stockbreeder
stockbreeding
stockbroker
stockbrokerage
stockbrokers
stockbroking
stockcar
stockcars
stocked
stocker
stockers
stockfather
stockfish
stockfishes
stockholder
stockholder's
stockholders
stockholding
stockholdings
stockholm
stockhorn
stockhouse
stockier
stockiest
stockily
stockiness
stockinet
stockinets
stockinette
stomachaches
stomachachy
stomachal
stomached
stomacher
stomachers
stomaches
stomachful
stomachfully
stomachfulness
stomachic
stomachical
stomachically
stomachicness
stomaching
stomachless
stomachlessness
stomachous
stomachs
stomachy
stomack
stomal
stomapod
stomapodiform
stomapodous
stomas
stomata
stomatal
stomatalgia
stomate
stomates
stomatic
stomatiferous
stomatitic
stomatitidis
stomatitidis
stomatocace
stomatodaeal
stomatodaeum
stomatode
stomatodeum
stomatodynia
stomatogastric
stomatograph
stomatography
stomatolalia
stomatologic
stomatological
stomatologist
stomatology
stomatomalacia
stomatomenia
stomatomy
stomatomy
stomatophorous
stomatoplastic
stomatoplasty
stomatopod
stomatopodous
stomatorrhagia
stomatoscope
stomatoscopy
stomatose
stomatosepsis
stomatotomies
stomatotomy
stomatophyton
stomatous
stomenorrhagia
stomion
stomium
stomodaea
stomodaeal
stomodaeuda
stomodaeum
stomodaeums
stomode
stomodea
stomodeal
stomodeum
stomodeumdea
stomodeums
stomoxys
stomp
stomped
stomper
stompers
stomping
stompingly
stomps
stonable
stonage
stond
stone
stoneable
stonebass
stonebird
stonebiter
stoneblindness
stoneboat
stonebow
stonebrash
stonebreak
stonebrood
stonecast
stonecat
stonechat
stonecraft
stonecrop
stonecutter
stonecutting
stoned
stonedamp
stonefish
stonefishes
stoneflies
stonefly
stonegale
stonegall
stoneground
stonehand
stonehatch
stonehead
stonehearted
stonehenge
stoneite
stonelayer
stonelaying
stoneless
stonelessness
stonelike
stoneman
stonemason
stonemasonry
stonemasons
stonemen
stonemint
sten
stonepecker
stoneput
stoner
stoneroller
stoneroot
stoners
stones
stoneseed
stonesfield
stoneshot
stonesmatch
stonesmith
stonesmich
stonesmitch
stonesmith
stonewall
stonewalled
stonewaller
stonewalling
stonewalls
stonewally
stoneware
stoneweed
stonewise
stonewood
stonework
stoneworker
stoneworks
stonewort
stoney
stoneyard
stong
stonied
stonier
stoniest
stonifiable
stonify
stonily
stoniness
stoning
stonish
stonished
stonishes
stonishing
stonishment
stonk
stonker
stonkered
stony
stonyhearted
stonyheartedly
stonyheartedness
stood
stope
stoped
stopen
stoper
stopers
stopes
stopgap
stopgaps
stophound
stoping
stopless
stoplessness
stoplight
stoplights
stopover
stopovers
stoppability
stoppable
stoppableness
stoppably
stoppage
stoppages
stopped
stoppel
stopper
stopper's
stoppered
stoppering
stopperless
stoppers
stoppeur
stopping
stoppit
stopple
stopped
stoppled
stopples
stoppling
stops
stopship
sto
t
stopwatch
stopwatches
stopwater
stopway
stopwork
stor
storability
storable
storiology
stork
stork's
storken
storkish
storklike
storkling
storks
storksbill
storkwise
storm
stormable
stormbelt
stormbird
stormbound
stormcock
stormed
stomer
stormful
stormfully
stormfulness
stormier
stormiest
stormily
storminess
storming
stormingly
stormish
stormless
stormlessly
stormlessness
stormlike
stormproof
storms
stormtide
stormtight
stormward
stormwind
stormwise
stormy
stornelli
stornello
storthing
story
storyboard
storybook
storybooks
storying
stouter
stoutest
stouth
stouthearted
stoutheartedly
stoutheartedness
stouthrief
stoutish
stoutly
stoutness
stouts
stoutwood
stouty
stovaine
stove
stove’s
stovebrush
stoved
stoveful
stovehouse
stoveless
stovemaker
stovemaking
stoveman
stovemen
stoven
stovepipe
stovepipes
stover
stovers
stoves
stovewood
stovies
stoving
stow
stowable
stowage
stowages
stowaway
stowaways
stowball
stowboard
stowbord
stowbordman
stowbordmen
stowce
stowdown
stowed
straitly
straitness
straits
straitsman
straitsmen
straitwork
strake
straked
strakes
straky
stralet
stram
stramash
stramashes
stramazon
stramineous
stramineously
strammel
strammer
stramonies
stramonium
stramony
stramp
strand
strandage
stranded
strandedness
strander
stranders
stranding
strandless
strandline
strandlooper
strands
strandward
strang
strange
strangeling
strangely
strangeness
stranger
strangerdom
strangered
strangerhood
strangering
strangerlike
strangers
strangership
strangerwise
strangest
strangle
strangleable
strangled
stranglehold
stranglement
strangler
stranglers
strangles
strangletare
strangleweed
strangling
strangingly
stranglings
strangulable
strangulate
strangulated
strangulates
strangulating
strangulation
strangulation's
strangulations
strangulative
strangulatory
strangullion
strangurious
strangury
stranner
strany
strap
strap’s
straphang
straphanger
straphanging
straphead
strapless
straplike
strapontin
strappable
strappado
strappadoes
strappan
strapped
strapper
strappers
strapping
strapple
straps
strapwork
strapwort
strasburg
strass
strasses
strata
stratagem
stratagem's
stratagematic
stratagematical
stratagetically
stratagematist
stratagemical
stratagemically
stratagems
stratal
stratameter
stratas
strate
stratege
strategetic
strategetical
strategetics
strategi
strategean
strategic
strategical
strategically
strategics
strategies
strategist
strategists
strategize
strategeoi
strategos
strategus
strategy
strategy's
strath
straths
strathspey
strathspeys
strati
stratic
straticulate
straticulation
stratification
stratifications
stratified
stratifies
stratiform
stratiformis
stratify
stratifying
stratig
stratigrapher
stratigraphic
stratigraphical
stratigraphically
stratigraphist
stratigraphy
stratiote
stratlin
stratochamber
stratocracies
stratocracy
stratocrat
stratocratic
stratocumuli
stratocumulus
stratofreighter
stratographic
stratographical
stratigraphically
stratography
stratojet
stratonic
stratopause
stratopedarch
stratoplane
stratose
stratosphere
stratospheric
stratospherical
stratotrainer
stratous
stratovision
stratum
stratums
stratus
straucht
strauchten
straught
strauss
stravagant
strengite
strength
strengthed
strengthen
strengthened
strengthener
strengtheners
strengthening
strengtheningly
strengthenens
strengthful
strengthfulness
strengthily
strengthless
strengthlessly
strengthlessness
strengths
strengthy
strent
strenth
strenuity
strenuosity
strenuous
strenuously
strenuousness
strep
strepen
strepent
strepera
streperous
strephonade
strephosymbolia
strepitant
strepitantly
strepitation
strepitoso
strepitous
strepor
streps
strepsiceros
strepsinema
strepsipteral
strepsipteran
strepsipteron
strepsipterous
strepsis
strepsitene
streptaster
stretchneck
stretchpants
stretchproof
stretchy
stretman
stretmen
stretta
strettas
strette
stretti
stretto
strettos
streusel
streuselkuchen
streusels
strew
strewage
strewed
strewer
strewers
strewing
strewment
strewn
strews
strewth
strey
streyne
stria
striae
trial
striatal
striate
striated
striates
striating
striation
striations
striatum
striature
strich
striche
strick
stricken
strickenly
strickenness
stricker
strickle
strickled
stridulously
stridulousness
strife
strifeful
strifeloss
strifemaker
strifemaking
strifemonger
strifeproof
strifes
striffen
strift
strig
striga
strigae
strigal
strigate
striges
striggle
straight
strigiform
strigil
strigilate
strigilation
strigilator
strigiles
strigilis
strigillose
strigilous
strigils
strigine
strigose
strigous
strigovite
strigulose
strike
strikeboard
strikeboat
strikebound
strikebreak
strikebreaker
strikebreakers
strikebreaking
striked
strikeless
striken
strikeout
strikeouts
strinkle
striola
striolae
striolate
striolated
striolet
strip
strip's
stripe
striped
stripeless
striper
stripers
stripes
stripfilm
stripier
stripiest
striping
stripings
striplet
striplight
stripling
striplings
strippable
strippage
striped
stripper
stripper's
stripers
stripping
strippit
striplight
stripper
stripper's
stripers
stripping
strippit
striplight
striping
strippable
strippage
striped
stripper
stripper's
stripers
stripping
strippit
striplight
striping
strippable
strippage
strophanthus
strophe
strophes
strophic
strophical
strophically
strophiolate
strophiolated
strophiole
strophoid
strophomenid
strophomenoid
strophosis
strophotaxis
strophulus
stropped
stropper
stropping
stroppings
stroppy
strops
strosser
stroth
strother
stroud
strouding
strouds
strouge
stroup
strout
strouthiocamel
strouthiocamelian
strouthocamelian
strove
strow
strowd
strowed
strowing
strown
strows
stroy
stroyed
stroyer
stroyers
stroygood
stroying
stroys
strub
stubs
stubwort
stucco
stuccoed
stuccoer
stuccoers
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stuccoing
stuccos
stuccowork
stuccoworker
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stuck
stucken
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stuckling
structurelessness
stud
stud's
studbook
studbooks
studded
studdler
studdery
studdie
studdies
studding
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stade
student
student's
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studentless
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studentry
students
studentship
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studfish
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studhorse
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studia
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stupendous
stupendly
stupendous
stupendously
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stupent
stupeous
stupes
stupex
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stupider
stupidest
stupidhead
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stupidities
stupidity
stupidly
stupidness
stupids
stuping
stupor
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stuporose
stuporous
stupors
stupose
stupp
stuprate
stuprated
stuprating
stupration
stuprum
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sturble
sturdied
sturdier
sturdiersturdies
sturdiest
sturdily
sturdiness
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sturdyhearted
sturgeon
sturgeons
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sturine
styled
styledom
styleless
stylelessness
stylelike
styler
stylers
styles
stylet
stylets
stylewort
stylis
stylidiaceous
stylidium
styliferous
styliform
stylene
styling
stylings
stylon
stylisation
stylise
stylised
styliser
stylisers
stylises
stylish
stylishly
stylishness
styling
stylist
stylistic
stylistical
stylistically
stylistics
stylists
stylite
stylites
stylitic
stylitism
stylization
stylize
stylized
stylizer
stylizers
stylizes
stylizing
stylли
stylo
styloauricularis
stylobata
stylobate
styloglossal
styloglossus
stylogonidium
stylograph
stylographic
stylographical
stylographically
stylography
stylohyal
stylohyoid
stylohyoidean
stylohyoideus
styloid
stylolite
stylolitic
stylomandibular
stylomastoid
stylomaxillary
stylometer
stylommatophorous
stylomyloid
stylopharyngeal
stylopharyngeus
stylolid
stylopization
stylopize
stylopized
stylopod
stylopodia
stylopodium
stylops
stylospore
stylosporous
stylostegium
stylostemon
stylostixis
stylotypite
stylus
styluses
stymie
stymied
stymieing
stymies
stymphalian
suavastika
suave
suavely
suaveness
suaveolent
suaver
suavest
suavify
suaviloquence
suaviloquent
suavities
suavity
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suba
subabbot
subabbots
subabdominal
subabilities
subability
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subabsolutely
subabsoluteness
subacademic
subacademical
subacademically
subaccount
subacetabular
subacetate
subacid
subacidity
subacidly
subacidness
subacidulous
subacrid
subacridity
subacridly
subacridness
subacrodrome
subacrodromous
subacromial
subact
subaction
subacuminate
subacumination
subacute
subacutely
subadar
subadars
subadditive
subadditively
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subadjacently
subadjutor
subadministrate
subadministrated
subadministrating
subadministration
subadministrative
subadministratively
subadministrator
subadult
subadultness
subadults
subaduncate
subadvocate
subaerate
subaerated
subaerating
subaeration
subaerial
subaerially
subaetheric
subaffluence
subaffluent
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subage
subagencies
subagency
subagent
subagents
subaggregate
subaggregately
subaggregation
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subah
subahdar
subahdars
subahdary
subahs
subahship
subaid
subalar
subalary
subalate
subalated
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subalgebra
subalgebraic
subalgebraical
subalgebraically
subalgebraist
subalimentation
subalkaline
suballiance
suballiances
suballocate
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suballocating
subalmoner
subalpine
subaltern
subalternant
subalternate
subalternately
subalternating
subalternation
subalternity
subalterns
subamare
subanal
subanconeal
subandean
subangled
subangular
subangularities
subangularity
subangularly
subangularness
subangulate
subangulated
subangulately
subangulation
subanniversary
subantarctic
subanticchrist
subantique
subantiquely
subantiqueness
subantiquities
subantiquity
subapical
subapically
subaponeurotic
subapostolic
subapparent
subapparently
subapparentness
subappearance
subappressed
subapprobatiness
subapprobation
subapprobative
subapprobativeness
subapprobatory
subapterous
subaquea
subaqual
subaquatic
subaquean
subaqueous
subarachchnoid
subarachnoidal
subarachnoidean
subarboraceous
subarboreal
subarboreous
subarborescence
subarborescent
subarch
subarchesporial
subarchitect
subarctic
subarcurate
subarcuated
subarcuation
subarea
subareal
subareas
subareolar
subareole
subarid
subarmale
subarmor
subarousal
subarouse
subarration
subarrhation
subartesian
subarticle
subarticulate
subarticulately
subarticulateness
subarticulation
subarticulative
subarytenoid
subarytenoidal
subas
subascending
subashi
subassemblage
subassembler
subassemblies
subassembly
subassociation
subassociational
subassociations
subassociative
subassociatively
subastragalar
subastragaloid
subastral
subastrangent
subastrigal
subatomic
subatom
subattended
subattenuated
subattenuation
subattorney
subattorneys
subattorneyship
subaud
subaudibility
subaudible
subaudibleness
subaudibly
subaudition
subauditionist
subauditor
subauditor
subaural
subaurally
subauricular
subauriculate
subautomatic
subautomatically
subaverage
subaveragely
subaxial
subaxially
subaxile
subaxillar
subaxillary
subbailie
subbailiff
subbailiwick
subballast
subband
subbank
subbasal
subbasaltic
subbase
subbasement
subbasements
subbases
subbass
subbassa
subbasses
subbeadle
subbeau
subbed
subbias
subbifid
subbing
subbings
subbituminous
subbookkeeper
subboreal
subbourdon
subbrachial
subbrachian
subbrachiate
subbrachycephalic
subbrachycephaly
subbrachyskelic
subbranch
subbranched
subbranches
subbranchial
subbreed
subbreeds
subbrigade
subbrigadier
subbroker
subbromid
subbromide
subbronchial
subbronchially
subbureau
subbureaus
subbureaux
subcabinet
subcaecal
subcalcareous
subcalcaneal
subcaliber
subcalibre
subcallosal
subcampanulate
subcancellate
subcancellous
subcandid
subcandidly
subcandidness
subcantor
subcapsular
subcaptain
subcaptaincy
subcaptainship
subcaption
subcarbide
subcarbonaceous
subcarbonate
subcarbureted
subcarburetted
subcardinal
subcardinally
subcarinate
subcarinated
subcartilaginous
subcase
subcash
subcashier
subcasing
subcasino
subcasinos
subcast
subcaste
subcategories
subcategory
subcaudal
subcaudate
subcaulescent
subcause
subcauses
subclover
subcoastal
subcoat
subcollateral
subcollector
subcollectorship
subcollege
subcollegial
subcollegiate
subcolumnar
subcommander
subcommanders
subcommandership
subcommendation
subcommendatory
subcommended
subcommisarial
subcommissaries
subcommissary
subcommissaryship
subcommission
subcommissioner
subcommissioners
subcommissionership
subcommissions
subcommit
subcommittee
subcommittees
subcommunity
subcompact
subcompacts
subcompany
subcompensate
subcompensated
subcompensating
subcompensation
subcompensational
subcompensative
subcompensatory
subcomplete
subcompletely
subcompleteness
subcompletion
subcomponent
subcomponent's
subcomponents
subcompressed
subcomputation
subcontinual
subcontinued
subcontinuous
subcontract
subcontracted
subcontracting
subcontractor
subcontractors
subcontracts
subcontraoctave
subcontraries
subcontrariety
subcontrarily
subcontrary
subcontrol
subcontrolled
subcontrolling
subconvex
subconvolute
subconvolutedly
subcool
subcooled
subcooling
subcools
subcoracoid
subcordate
subcordately
subcordiform
subcoriaceous
subcorneous
subcornual
subcorporation
subcortex
subcortical
subcortically
subcortices
subcorymbose
subcorymbosely
subcosta
subcostae
subcostal
subcostalis
subcouncil
subcouncils
subcover
subcranial
subcranially
subcreative
subcreatively
subcreativeness
subcreek
suberenate
subcrenated
subcrenately
subcrepitant
subcrepitation
subcrescentic
subcrest
subcriminal
subcriminally
subscript
subcritical
subcrossing
subcruciform
subcureal
subcureus
subcrust
subcrustaceous
subcrustal
subcrystalline
subcubic
subcubical
subcuboid
subcuboidal
subcultrate
subcultrated
subcultural
subculturally
subculture
subculture's
subcultured
subcultures
subculturing
subcuneus
subcurate
subcurator
subcuratorial
subcurators
subcuratorship
subcurrent
subcutaneous
subcutaneously
subcutaneousness
subcutes
subcuticular
subcutis
subcutises
subcyaneous
subcyanid
subcyanide
subcycle
subcycles
subcylindric
subcylindrical
subdataries
subdatary
subdate
subdated
subdating
subdeacon
subdeaconate
subdeaconess
subdeaconry
subdeacons
subdeaonship
subdealer
subdean
subdeanery
subdeans
subdeb
subdehs
subdebutante
subdebutantes
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subdecimal
subdecuple
subdeducible
subdefinition
subdefinitions
subdelegate
subdelegated
subdelegating
subdelegation
subdeliliria
subdeliria
subdelirium
subdeliriums
subdeltaic
subdeltoid
subdeltoidal
subdemonstrate
subdemonstrated
subdemonstrating
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suiters
suites
suithold
suiting
suitings
suitlike
suitly
suito
suitor's
suitoress
suitors
suitorship
suitress
suits
suity
suivante
sulfanilamide
sulfanilic
sulfanilylguanidine
sulfantimonide
sulfapyrazine
sulfapyridine
sulfadinoxaline
sulfarsenide
sulfarsenite
sulfarseniuret
sulfarsphenamine
sulfas
sulfatase
sulfate
sulfated
sulfates
sulfathiazole
sulfatic
sulfating
sulfation
sulfatization
sulfatize
sulfatized
sulfatizing
sulfato
sulfazide
sulphate
sulphidic
c sulfhydric
c sulfhydryl
c sulfide
sulfides
c sulfide
sulfinate
c sulfindigotate
c sulfindigotic
c sulfindyllic
c sulfine
c sulfinic
c sulfinate
c sulfinyl
c sulfinyls
c sulfion
c sulfionide
c sulfisoxazole
c sulfite
c sulfites
c sulfitic
sulfito
sulfo
sulfoacid
sulfoamide
sulfobenzide
sulfobenzoate
sulfobenzoic
sulfobismuthite
sulfoborite
sulfocarbamide
sulfocarbimide
sulfocarbonate
sulfoarbolic
sulfochloride
sulfocyan
sulfocyanide
sulfofication
sulfofermanate
sulfohalite
sulfohydrate
sulfoindigotate
sulfoleic
sulfolysis
sulfoethylic
sulfonal
sulfonals
sulfonamic
sulfonamide
sulfonate
sulfonated
sulfonating
sulfonation
sulfonator
sulfone
sulfonephthalein
sulfones
sulfonethylnmethane
sulfonic
sulfonium
sulfonmethane
sulfonyl
sulfonys
sulfonyleurea
sulfophthalein
sulfopurpurate
sulfopurpuric
sulforicinate
sulforicinic
sulforicinoleate
sulforicinoleic
sulfoselenide
sulfosilicide
sulfostannide
sulfotelluride
sulfourea
sulfovinate
sulfovinic
sulfowolframic
sulfoxide
sulfoxism
sulfoxylate
sulfoxyllic
sulfur
sulfurage
sulfuran
sulfurate
sulfuration
sulfurator
sulfurea
sulfured
sulfureous
sulfureously
sulfureousness
sulfuret
sulfureted
sulfureting
sulfurets
sulfuretted
sulfurettung
sulfuric
sulfuring
sulfurization
sulfurize
sulfurized
sulfurizing
sulfurosyl
sulfurous
sulfurously
sulfurousness
sulfurs
sulcury
sulcuryl
sulcuryls
suling
sulk
sulka
sulphamyl
sulphanilamide
sulphanilate
sulphanilic
sulphantimonate
sulphantimonial
sulphantimonic
sulphantimonide
sulphantimonious
sulphantimonite
sulphapyrazine
sulphapyridine
sulpharsenate
sulpharseni ate
sulpharsenic
sulpharsenid
sulpharsenide
sulpharsenious
sulpharsenite
sulpharseni uret
sulpharsphenamine
sulphas
sulphatase
sulphate
sulphated
sulphates
sulphathiazole
sulphatic
sulphating
sulphation
sulphatization
sulphatize
sulphatized
sulphatizing
sulphato
sulphatoacetic
sulphatocarbonic
sulphazid
sulphazide
sulphazotize
sulphibismuthite
sulphethylate
sulphethylric
sulphhemoglobin
sulphichthyolate
sulphid
sulphidation
sulphide
sulphides
sulphidic
sulphidize
sulphids
sulphimide
sulphin
sulphinate
sulphindigotate
sulphindigotic
sulphine
sulphinic
sulphinide
sulphiny1
sulphion
sulphisoxazole
sulphitation
sulphite
sulphites
sulphitic
sulphito
sulphmethemoglobin
sulpho
sulphoacetic
sulphoamid
sulphoamidone
sulphoantimonate
sulphoantimonionic
sulphoantimonious
sulphoantimononite
sulphoarsenic
sulphoarsenious
sulphoarsenicone
sulphoazotize
sulphobenzid
sulphobenzide
sulphobenzoate
sulphobenzoic
dsulphobismuthite
sulphoborite
sulphobutyric
sulphocarbamic
sulphocarbamide
sulphocarbonilate
sulphocarbimide
sulphocarboolate
sulphocarbolic
sulphocarbonate
sulphocarbonic
sulphochloride
sulphochromic
sulphocinnamic
sulphocyan
sulphocyanate
sulphocyanic
sulphocyanide
sulphocyanogen
sulphodichloramine
sulphofication
sulphofy
sulphogallic
sulphogel
sulphogermanate
sulphogermanic
sulphohalite
sulphohaloid
sulphohydrate
sulphoichthyolate
sulphoichthyolic
sulphoindigotate
sulphoindigotic
sulpholeate
sulpholeic
sulpholin
sulpholysis
sulphonal
sulphononalism
sulphonamic
sulphonamid
sulphonamide
sulphonamido
sulphonamine
sulphonaphthoic
sulphonate
sulphonated
sulphonating
sulphonation
sulphonator
sulphoncyanine
sulphone
sulphonephthalein
sulphones
sulphonethylmethane
sulphonic
sulphonium
sulphonmethane
sulphonphthalein
sulphonyl
sulphoparaldehyde
sulphophenyl
sulphophosphate
sulphophosphite
sulphophosphoric
sulphophosphorous
sulphophthalein
sulphophthalic
sulphopropionic
sulphopropeid
sulphopurpuric
sulphopurpurate
sulphopurpuric
sulphoricinate
sulphoricinic
sulphoricinoleate
sulphoricinoleic
sulphosalicylic
sulphoselenide
sulphoselenium
sulphosilicic
sulphosomal
sulphostannate
sulphostannic
sulphostannide
sulphostannite
sulphostannous
sulphosuccinic
sulphosulphurous
sulphotannic
sulphotelluride
sulphoterephthalic
sulphothionyl
sulphotoluic
sulphotungstate
sulphotungstic
sulphouinic
sulphourea
sulphovanadate
sulphovinate
sulphovinic
sulphowolframic
sulphoxid
sulphoxide
sulphoxism
sulphoxylate
sulphoxylic
sulphoxyphosphate
sulphozincate
sulphur
sulphurage
sulphuran
sulphurate
sulphurated
sulphurating
sulphuration
sulphurator
sulphurea
sulphurean
sulphured
sulphureity
sulphureonitrous
sulphureosaline
sulphureous
sulphureously
sulphureousness
sulphureovirescent
sulphuret
sulphureted
sulphureting
sulphuretted
sulphuretted
sulphuric
sulphuriferous
sulphuring
sulphurous
sulphurity
sulphurization
sulphurize
sulphurized
sulphurizing
sulphurlless
sulphurlike
sulphurosyl
sulphuro
sulphurous
sulphurously
sulphurousness
sulphurproof
sulphurs
sulphurweed
sulphurwort
sulphury
sulphuryl
sulphhydrate
sulphydric
sulphydryl
sulpician
sultam
sultan
sultan's
sultana
sultanas
sultanaship
sultanate
sultanates
sultane
sultanesque
sultaness
sultanian
sultanic
sultanin
sultanism
sultanist
sultanize
sultanlike
sultanry
sultans
sultanship
sultany
sultone
sultrier
sultriest
sultrily
sultriness
sultry
sulung
sulvanite
sulvasutra
sum
sum's
sumac
sumach
sumachs
sumacs
sumage
sumatra
sumatran
sumatrans
sumbal
sumbul
sumbulic
sumen
sumerian
sumi
sumless
sumlessness
summa
summability
summable
summae
summage
summand
summand's
summands
summar
summaries
summarily
summariness
summarisable
summarisation
summarise
summarised
summariser
summarising
summarist
summarizable
summarization
summarization's
summarizations
summarize
summarized
summarizer
summarizes
summarizing
summary
summary's
summas
summat
summate
summated
summates
summating
summation
summation's
summational
summations
summative
summatory
summed
summer
summer's
summerbird
summercastle
summered
summerer
summergame
summerhead
summerhouse
summerhouses
summerier
summeriest
summeriness
summering
summerings
summerish
summerite
summerize
summerland
summerlay
summerless
summerlike
summerliness
summerling
summerly
summerproof
summerroom
summers
summersault
summerset
summertime
dummer
summerward
summerweight
summerwood
summery
summing
summings
summist
summit
summital
summitless
summitries
summitry
summits
summity
summon
summonable
summoned
summoner
summoners
summoning
summoningly
summons
summoned
summons
summonses
summoning
summula
summulae
summulist
summut
summer
sumo
sumoist
sumos
sump
sumpage
sumper
sumph
sumphish
sumphishly
sumphishness
sumphy
sumpit
sumpitan
sumple
sumpman
sumps
sumpsimus
sumpt
sumpter
sumpters
sumption
sumptious
sumptuary
sumptuosity
sumptuous
sumptuously
sumptuousness
sumpture
sumpweed
sumpweeds
sums
sun
sun's
sunback
sunbake
sunbaked
sunbath
sunbathe
sunbathed
sunbather
sunbathers
sunbathes
sunbathing
sunbaths
sunbeam
sunbeam's
sunbeamed
sunbeams
sunbeamy
sunbelt
sunberries
sunberry
sunbird
sunbirds
sunblind
sunblink
sunbonnet
sunbonneted
sunbonnets
sunbow
sunbows
sunbreak
sunbreaker
sunburn
sunburned
sunburnedness
sunburning
sunburnproof
sunburns
sunburnt
sunburntness
sunburst
sunbursts
suncherchor
suncke
suncup
sundaes
sundae
sundang
sundari
sunday
sunquake
sunray
sunrise
sunrises
sunrising
sunroof
sunroofs
sunroom
sunrooms
sunrose
suns
sunscald
sunscalds
sunscorch
sunscreen
sunscreening
sunseeker
sunset
sunsets
sunsetting
sungetty
sunshade
sunshades
sunshine
sunshineless
sunshines
sunshining
sunshiny
sunsmet
sunsmithen
sunspot
sunspots
sunspotted
sunspottedness
sunspottery
sunspotty
sunsquall
sunstar
sunstay
sunstead
sunstone
sunstones
sunstricken
sunstroke
sunstrokes
sunstruck
sunsuit
sunsuits
superabundantly
superacquisition
superacromial
superacquire
superacquiring
superaccumulate
superaccumulated
superaccumulating
superaccumulation
superaccurate
superaccurately
superaccurateness
superacetate
superachievement
superacid
superacidity
superacidulated
superacknowledgment
superacquisition
superactivating
superactive
superactively
superactiveness
superactivities
superactivity
superacute
superacutely
superacuteness
superadaptable
superadaptableness
superadaptably
superadd
superadded
superadding
superaddition
superadditional
superadds
superadequate
superadequately
superadequateness
superadjacent
superadjacently
superadministration
superadmirable
superadmirableness
superadmirably
superadmiration
superadorn
superadornment
superaerial
superaerially
superaerodynamics
superaesthetical
superaesthetically
superaffiliation
superaffluence
superaffluence
superaffluent
superaffluently
superaffusion
superagencies
superagency
superagravation
superagitation
superagrarian
superalbal
superalbuminosis
superalimentation
superalkaline
superalkalinity
superallowance
superalloy
superaltur
superaltern
superambition
superambitious
superambitiously
superambitiousness
superambulacral
superanal
superangelic
superangelical
superangelically
superanimal
superanimality
superannate
superannated
superannuate
superannuated
superannuating
superannuation
superannuitant
superannuities
superannuity
superapologies
superapology
superappreciation
superaqual
superaqueous
superarbiter
superarbitrary
superarctic
superarduous
superarduously
superarduousness
superarrogance
superarrogant
superarrogantly
superarseniate
superartificial
superartificiality
superartificially
superaspiration
superassertion
superassociate
superassume
superassumed
superassuming
superassumption
superastonish
superastonishment
superate
superattachment
superattainable
superattainableness
superattainably
superattendant
superattraction
superattractive
superattractively
superattractiveness
superauditor
superaural
superaverage
superaverageness
superaveraness
superavit
superaward
superaxillary
superazoration
superb
superbazaar
superbazooka
superbelief
superbelievable
superbelievableness
superbelievably
superbeloved
superbenefit
superbenevolence
superbenevolent
superbenevolently
superbenign
superbenignly
superber
superbest
superbia
superbias
superbious
superbity
superblessed
superblessedness
superblock
superblunder
superbly
superbness
superbold
superboldly
superboldness
superbomb
superborrow
superbrain
superbrave
superbravely
superbraveness
superbrute
superbuild
superbungalow
superbusily
superbusy
supercabinet
supercalender
supercallosal
supercandid
supercandidly
supercandidness
supercharges
supercharging
superchemical
superchemically
supercherie
superchery
superchivalrous
superchivalrously
superchivalrousness
supercicilia
supercilia
superciliary
superciliosity
supercilious
superciliously
superciliousness
supercilium
supercity
supercivil
supercivilization
supercivilized
supercivilly
superclaim
superclass
superclassified
supercloth
supercluster
supercoincidence
supercoincident
supercoincidently
supercolossal
supercolossally
supercolumnar
supercolumniation
supercombination
supercombing
supercommendation
supercommentaries
supercommentary
supercommentator
supercommercial
supercommercially
supercommercialness
supercompetition
supercomplete
supercomplex
supercomplexities
supercomplexity
supercomprehension
supercompression
supercomputer
supercomputer’s
supercomputers
superconception
superconduct
superconducting
superconduction
superconductive
superconductivity
superconductor
superconductors
superconfidence
superconfident
superconfidently
superconfirmation
superconformable
superconformableness
superconformably
superconformist
superconformity
superconfused
superconfusion
supercongested
supercongestion
superconscious
superconsciousness
superconsecrated
superconsequence
superconsequency
superconservative
superconservatively
superconservativeness
superconstitutional
superconstitutionally
supercontest
supercontribution
supercontrol
supercool
supercooled
supercordial
supercordially
supercordialness
supercorporation
supercow
supercredit
supercrescence
supercrescent
supercretaceous
supercrime
supercriminal
supercriminally
supercritic
supercritical
supercritically
supercriticalness
supercrowned
supercrust
supercube
supercultivated
superculture
supercurious
supercuriously
supercuriousness
supercycle
supercynical
supercynically
supercynicalness
superdainty
superdanger
superdebt
superdeclamatory
superdecorated
superdecoration
superdeficit
superdeities
superdeity
superdejection
superdelegate
superdelicate
superdelicately
superdelicateness
superdemand
superdemocratic
superdemocratically
superdemonic
superdemonstration
superdensity
superdeposit
superdesirous
superdesirously
superdevelopment
superdevilish
superdevilishly
superdevilishness
superdevotion
superdiabolical
superdiabolically
superdiabolicalness
superdicrotic
superdifficult
superdifficultly
superdiplomacy
superdirection
superdiscount
superdistention
superdistribution
superdividend
superdivine
superdivision
superdoctor
superdominant
superdomineering
superdonation
superdose
superdramatist
superdreadnought
superdubious
superdubiously
superdubiousness
superduper
superduplication
superdural
superdying
superearthly
supereconomies
supereconomy
supered
superedification
superedify
supereducated
supereducation
supereffective
supereffectively
supereffectiveness
supereffluence
supereffluent
supereffluently
superego
superego's
superegos
superelaborate
superelaborately
superelaborateness
superelastic
superelastically
superrelated
superelegance
superelegancies
superelegancy
superelegant
superelegantly
superelementary
superelevate
superelevated
superelevation
superelegibility
superelegible
superelegibleness
superelegibly
superoeloquence
superoeloquent
superoeloquently
supereminence
supereminency
supereminent
supereominently
superephasis
superephalize
superephasized
superephasizing
supereempirical
supercipher
supercipherment
superendorse
superendorsed
superendorsement
superendorsing
superendow
superenergetic
superenergetically
superenforcement
superengrave
superengraved
superengraving
superenrollment
superepic
superepoch
superequivalent
supererogant
supererogantly
supererogate
supererogated
supererogating
supererogation
supererogative
supererogator
supererogatorily
supererogatory
superespecial
superessential
superessentially
superessive
superestablish
superestablishment
supereternity
superether
superethical
superethically
superethicalness
superethmoidal
superette
superevangelical
superevangelically
superevidence
superevident
superevidently
superevidently
superevidently
superexacting
superexalt
superexaltation
superexaminer
superexceed
superexceeding
superexcellence
superexcellency
superexcellent
superexcellently
superexceptional
superexceptionally
superexcitation
superexcited
superexcitement
superexcrescence
superexcrescent
superexcrescently
superexert
superexertion
superexiguity
superexist
superficialism
superficialist
superficialities
superficiality
superficialize
superficially
superficialness
superficiaries
superficiary
superfice
superficies
superfidel
superfinance
superfinanced
superfinancing
superfine
superfineness
superfinical
superfinish
superfinite
superfinitely
superfiniteness
superfissure
superfit
superfitted
superfitting
superfix
superfixes
superfleeter
superflexion
superfluent
superfluid
superfluidity
superfluitance
superfluities
superfluity
superfluity's
superfluous
superfluously
superfluousness
superflux
superfoliaceous
superfoliation
superfollies
superfolly
superfomal
superformally
superformalness
superhumeral
superhypocrite
superi
superial
superideal
superideally
superidealness
superignorant
superignorantly
superillustrate
superillustrated
superillustrating
superillustration
superimpend
superimpending
superimpersonal
superimpersonally
superimplied
superimply
superimplying
superimportant
superimportantly
superimposable
superimpose
superimposed
superimposes
superimposing
superimposition
superimpositions
superimposure
superimpregnated
superimpregnation
superimprobable
superimprobableness
superimprobably
superimproved
superincentive
superinclination
superinclusive
superinclusively
superinclusiveness
superincomprehensible
superincomprehensibleness
superincomprehensibly
superincrease
superincreased
superincreasing
superincumbence
superincumbency
superincumbent
superincumbently
superindependence
superindependent
superindependently
superindiction
superindictment
superindifference
superindifferent
superindifferently
superindignant
superindignantly
superindividual
superindividualism
superindividualist
superindividually
superinduce
superinduced
superinducement
superinducing
superinduct
superinduction
superindue
superindulgence
superindulgent
superindulgently
superindustries
superindustrious
superindustriously
superindustriousness
superindustry
superinenarrable
superinfection
superinfer
superinference
superinferred
superinferring
superinfeudation
superinfinite
superinfinitely
superinfiniteness
superinfirmities
superinfirmity
superinfluence
superinfluenced
superinfluencing
superinformal
superinformalities
superinformality
superinformally
superinfuse
superinfused
superinfusing
superinfusion
supering
superingenious
superingeniously
superingeniousness
superingenuities
superingenuity
superinitiative
superinjection
superinjustice
superinnocence
superinnocent
superinnocently
superinquisitive
superinquisitively
superinquisitiveness
superinsaniated
superinscribe
superinscribed
superinscribing
superinscription
superinsist
superinsistence
superinsistent
superinsistently
superinsscribed
superinsscribing
superinstitute
superinstitution
superintellectual
superintellectually
superintend
superintendant
superintended
superintendence
superintendencies
superintendency
superintendent
superintendent's
superintendential
superintendents
superintendentship
superintendent
superintending
superintends
superintense
superintensely
superintenseness
superintensity
superintolerable
superintolerableness
superintolerably
superinundation
superinvolution
superior
superior's
superioress
superiorities
superiority
superiorly
superiorness
superiors
superiorship
superirritability
superius
superjacent
superjet
superjets
superjoined
superjudicial
superjudicially
superjunction
superjurisdiction
superjustification
superknowledge
superl
superlabial
superlaborious
superlaboriously
superlaboriousness
superlactation
superlain
superlapsarian
superlaryngeal
superlaryngeally
superlation
superlative
superlatively
superlativeness
superlatives
superlay
superlenient
superleniently
superlie
superlied
superlies
superlikelihood
superline
superliner
superload
superlocal
superlocally
superlogical
superlogicalities
superlogicality
superlogically
superloyal
superloyally
superlucky
superlunar
superlunary
superlunatical
superluxurious
superluxuriously
superluxuriousness
superlying
supermagnificent
supermagnificently
supermalate
supermale
superman
supermanhood
supermanifest
supermanism
supermanliness
supermanly
supermannish
supermarginal
supermarginally
supermarine
supermarket
supermarket's
supermarkets
supermarvelous
supermarvelously
supermarvelousness
supermasculine
supermasculinity
supermaterial
supermathematical
supermathematically
supermaxilla
supermaxillary
supermechanical
supermechanically
super medial
super medially
super medicine
super mediocre
supermen
super mental
super mentality
super mentally
super metropolitan
super military
super mini
super minis
super mishap
super mixture
super modest
super modestly
super moisten
super molecular
super molecule
super molten
super moral
super morally
super morose
super morosely
super moroseness
super motility
super mundane
super municipal
super muscan
super mysteries
super mystery
super nacular
super naculum
super nal
super nalize
super nally
super natant
super natation
super nation
super national
super nationalism
superobject
superobjection
superobjectionable
superobjectionably
superobligation
superobstinate
superobstinately
superobstinateness
superoccipital
superoctave
superocular
superocularly
superodorsal
superoexternal
superoffensive
superoffensively
superoffensiveness
superofficious
superofficiously
superofficiousness
superofrontal
superointernal
superolateral
superomedial
superoposterior
superopposition
superoptimal
superoptimist
superoratorical
superoratorically
superorbital
superordain
superorder
superordinal
superordinary
superordinate
superordinated
superordinating
superordination
superorganic
superorganism
superorganization
superorganize
superornament
superornamental
superornamentally
superosculate
superoutput
superovulation
superoxalate
superoxide
superoxygenate
superoxygenated
superoxygenating
superoxygenation
superparamount
superparasite
superparasitic
superparasitism
superparliamentary
superparticular
superpartient
superpassage
superpatience
superpatient
superpatiently
superpatriot
superpatriotic
superpatriotically
superpatriotism
superperfect
superperfection
superperfectly
superperson
superpersonal
superpersonalism
superpersonally
superpetrosal
superpetrous
superphlogisticate
superphlogistication
superphosphate
superphysical
superphysicalness
superphysicposed
superphysicposing
superpiety
superpigmentation
superpious
superpiously
superpiousness
superplant
superplausible
superplausibleness
superplausibly
superplease
superplus
superpolite
superpolitely
superpoliteness
superpolitic
superpolymer
superponderance
superponderancy
superponderant
superpopulated
superpopulatedly
superpopulatedness
superpopulation
superposable
superpose
superposed
superposes
superposing
superposition
superpositions
superpositive
superpositively
superpositiveness
superpossession
superpower
superpowered
superpowers
superpraise
superpraised
superpraising
superprecarious
superprecariously
superprecariousness
superprecise
superprecisely
superpreciseness
superprelatical
superpreparation
superprepared
superpressure
superprinting
superprobability
superproduce
superproduced
superproducing
superproduction
superproportion
superprosperous
superpublicity
superpure
superpurgation
superpurity
superquadrupetal
superqualified
superqualify
superqualifying
superquote
superquoted
superquoting
superrace
superradical
superradically
superradicalness
superrational
superrationally
superreaction
superrealism
superrealist
superrefine
superrefined
superrefinement
superrefining
superreflection
superreform
superreformation
superrefraction
superregal
superregally
superregeneration
superregenerative
superregistration
superregulation
superreliance
superremuneration
superrenal
superrequirement
superrespectability
superrespectable
superrespectableness
superrespectably
superresponsibility
superresponsible
superresponsibleness
superresponsibly
superrestriction
superreward
superrheumatized
superrighteous
superrighteously
superrighteousness
superromantic
superromantically
superroyal
supers
supersacerdotal
supersacerdotally
supersacral
supersacred
supersacrifice
supersafe
supersafely
supersafeness
supersafety
supersagacious
supersagaciously
supersagaciousness
supersaint
supersaintly
supersalesman
supersalesmanship
supersalesmen
supersaliency
supersalient
supersalt
supersanction
supersanguine
supersanguinity
supersanity
supersarcasm
supersarcastic
supersarcastically
supersatisfaction
supersatisfied
supersatisfy
supersatisfying
supersaturate
supersaturated
supersaturates
supersaturating
supersaturation
superscandal
superscandalous
superscandalously
superscholarly
superscient
superscientifically
 superscribe
 superscribed
 superscribes
 superscribing
 superscript
 superscripted
 superscripting
 superscription
 superscriptions
 superscripts
 superscribe
 superseaman
 superseamen
 supersecret
 supersecretion
 supersecretive
 supersecretively
 supersecretiveness
 supersecular
 supersecularly
 supersecure
 supersecurely
 supersecureness
 supersedable
 supersede
 supersedeas
 superseded
 supersedence
 superseder
 supersedere
 supersedes
 superseding
 supersedere
 supersedure
 superselect
 superselection
 superseminate
 supersemination
 superseminator
 superseniority
 supersensible
 supersensible
 supersensibleness
 supersensibly
 supersensitisation
 supersensitise
 supersensitised
 supersensitiser
supersensitising
supersensitive
supersensitiveness
supersensitivity
supersensitize
supersensitized
supersensitizing
supersensory
supersensual
supersensualism
supersensualist
supersensualistic
supersensuality
supersensibly
supersensuous
supersensuously
supersensuousness
supersentimental
supersentimentally
superseptal
superseptuaginarian
superseraphic
superseraphical
superseraphically
superserious
superseriously
superseriousness
superservice
superserviceable
superserviceableness
superserviceably
supersesquitertial
supersession
supersessive
superset
superset's
supersets
supersevere
superseverely
supersevereness
superseverity
supersex
supersexes
supersexual
supershipment
supersignificant
supersignificantly
supersilent
supersilently
supersimplicity
supersimplified
supersimplify
supersimplifying
supersincerity
supersingular
supersistent
supersize
supersmart
supersmarily
supersmarliness
supersocial
supersoil
supersolar
supersolemn
supersolemnness
supersolemnity
supersolemnly
supersolemnness
supersolicit
supersolicitation
supersolid
supersonant
supersonic
supersonically
supersonics
supersovereign
supersovereignty
superspecialize
superspecialized
superspecializing
superspecies
superspecification
supersphenoid
supersphenoidal
superspinous
superspiritual
superspirituality
superspiritually
supersquamosal
superstage
superstamp
superstandard
superstar
superstate
superstatesman
supersubtilized
supersubtle
supersubtlety
supersufficiency
supersufficient
supersufficiently
supersulcus
supersulfate
supersulfureted
supersulfurize
supersulfurized
supersulfurizing
supersulphate
supersulphuret
supersulphureted
supersulphurize
supersulphurized
supersulphurizing
supersuperabundance
supersuperabundant
supersuperabundantly
supersuperb
supersuperior
supersupremacy
supersupreme
supersurprise
supersuspicion
supersuspicious
supersuspiciously
supersuspiciousness
supersweet
supersweetly
supersweetness
supersympathetic
supersympathies
supersympathy
supersyndicate
supersystem
supertanker
supertare
supertartrate
supertax
supertaxation
supertaxes
supertemporal
supertempt
supertemptation
supertension
superterranean
superterraneous
superterrene
superterrestrial
superthankful
superthankfully
superthankfulness
superthorough
superthoroughly
superthoroughness
superthyroidism
supertoleration
supertonic
supertotal
supertower
supertragedies
supertragedy
supertragic
supertragical
supertragically
supertrain
supertramp
supertranscendent
supertranscendently
supertranscendentness
supertreason
supertrivial
supertuchun
supertunic
supertutelary
superugly
superultrafrostified
superunfit
superunit
superunity
superuniversal
superuniversally
superuniversalness
superuniverse
superurgency
superurgent
superurgently
superuser
supervalue
supervalued
supervaluing
supervast
supervastly
supervastness
supervene
supervened
supervenes
supervenience
supervenient
supervening
supervenosity
supervention
supervestment
supervexation
supervictories
supervictorious
supervictoriously
supervictoriousness
supervictory
supervigilance
supervigilant
supervigilantly
supervigorous
supervigorously
supervigorousness
supervirulent
supervirulently
supervisal
supervisance
supervise
supervised
supervisee
supervises
supervising
supervision
supervisionary
supervisive
supervisor
supervisor's
supervisorial
supervisors
supervisorship
supervisory
supervisory
supervisual
supervisually
supervisure
supervital
supervitality
supervitally
supervitalness
supplicancy
supplicant
supplicantly
supplicants
supplicat
supplicate
supplicated
supplicates
supplicating
supplicatingly
supplication
supplicationer
supplications
supplicative
supplicator
supplicatory
supplicavit
supplice
supplied
supplier
suppliers
supplies
suppling
supply
supplying
suppnea
suppone
support
supportability
supportable
supportableness
supportably
supportance
supportasse
supportation
supported
supporter
supporters
supportful
supporting
supportingly
supportive
supportively
supportless
supportlessly
supportress
supports
suppos
supposable
suposableness
suposably
suposal
suposals
suppose
supposed
supposedly
suposer
suposers
suposes
supposing
supposital
supposition
supposition's
suppositional
suppositionally
suppositionary
suppositionless
suppositions
supositionious
suposititious
suposititiously
suposititiousness
suppositive
suppositively
suppositor
supositories
suppository
supositum
suppost
suppresion
suppressive
suppress
suppressal
suppressant
suppressants
suppressed
suppressedly
suppressen
supresser
suppresses
supressibility
suppressible
suppressing
suppression
suppressionist
suppressions
suppressive
suppressively
suppressiveness
suppressor
suppressors
supprime
suprise
suppurant
suppurate
suppurated
suppurates
suppurating
suppuration
suppurations
suppurative
suppuratory
supputation
suppute
supr
supra
suprabasidorsal
suprabranchial
suprabuccal
supraæcal
supracargo
supracaudal
supracensorious
supracentenarian
suprachorioid
suprachorioidal
suprachorioidæ
suprachoroid
suprachoroidal
suprachoroideæ
supraciliary
supraciliæ
supraclavicle
supraclavicæ
supraclusion
supraclusionæ
supracommisure
supraconduction
supraconductor
supracondylæ
supracondyloid
supraconscious
supraconsciousness
supracoralline
supracostal
supracoxal
supracranial
supracretaceous
supradecomound
supradental
supradorsal
supradural
suprafeminine
suprafine
suprafoliaceous
suprafoliar
supraglacial
supraglenoid
supraglottal
supraglottic
supragovernmental
suprahepatic
suprahistorical
suprahuman
suprahumanity
suprahynoid
suprailiac
suprailium
supraintellectual
suprainterdorsal
suprajural
supralabial
supralapsarian
supralapsarianism
supralateral
supralegal
supraliminal
supraliminally
supralinear
supralittoral
supralocal
supralocally
supraloral
supralunar
supralunary
supramammary
supramarginal
supramarine
supramastoid
supramaxilla
supramaxillary
supramaximal
suprameatal
supramechanical
supremedial
supramental
supramolecular
supramoral
supramortal
supramundane
supranasal
supranational
supranationalism
supranationalist
supranationality
supranatural
supranaturalism
supranaturalist
supranaturalistic
supranature
supranervian
supranervial
supranormal
supranuclear
supraoccipital
supraocclusion
supraocular
supraoesophageal
supraoesophageal
supraoptimal
supraoptimal
supraoral
supraorbital
supraorbitar
supraordinary
supraordinate
supraordination
supraorganism
suprapapillary
suprapedal
suprapharyngeal
supraposition
supraprotest
suprapubian
suprapubic
suprapygal
supraquantivalence
supraquantivalent
suprarational
suprarationalism
suprarationality
supremacist
supracist
supremacists
supremacy
suprematism
suprematist
supreme
supremely
supremeness
supremer
supremest
supremities
supremity
supremo
supremum
suprerogative
suppressed
suprising
sups
supt
suption
supulchre
supvr
suq
sur
sura
suraddition
surah
surahee
surahi
suras
sural
suralimentation
suramin
suranal
surance
surangular
suras
surat
surbase
surbased
surbasement
surbases
surbate
surbater
surbed
surbedded
surbedding
sursease
suricates
suriga
surinam
surinamine
surique
surjection
surjective
surlier
surliest
surlily
surliness
surlly
surma
surmark
surmaster
surmenage
surmisable
surmisal
surmisant
surmise
surmised
surmisedly
surmiser
surmisers
surmises
surmising
surmit
surmount
surmountability
surmountable
surmountableness
surmountal
surmounted
surmounter
surmounting
surmounts
surmullet
surmullets
surnai
surname
surname's
surnamed
surnamer
surnamers
surnames
surnaming
surnap
surnape
surquidry
surquidy
surra
surrah
surras
surreal
surrealism
surrealist
surrealistic
surrealistically
surrealists
surrebound
surrebut
surrebuttal
surrebutter
surrebutting
surrection
surrein
surrejoin
surrejoinder
surrejoinders
surrenal
surrender
surrendered
surrenderee
surrenderer
surrendering
surrenderor
surrenders
surrendry
surrept
surreption
surreptitious
surreptitiously
surreptitiousness
surreverence
surreverently
surrey
surreys
surrogacies
surrogacy
surrogate
surrogate's
surrogated
surrogates
surrogateship
surrogating
surrogation
survivability
survivable
survival
survivalism
survivalist
survivals
survivance
survivancy
survivant
survive
survived
surriver
survivers
survives
surviving
survivor
survivor's
survivoress
survivors
survivorship
surwan
susan
susanee
susannite
susans
suscept
susceptance
susceptibilities
susceptibility
susceptible
susceptibleness
susceptibly
susception
susceptive
susceptiveness
susceptivity
susceptor
suscipient
suscitate
suscitation
suscite
sushi
susi
suslik
susliks
susotoxin
suspect
susceptable
swabs
swack
swacked
swacken
swacking
swad
swadder
swaddish
swaddle
swaddlebill
swaddled
swaddler
swaddles
swaddling
swaddy
swadesh
swag
swagbellied
swagbellies
swagbelly
swage
swaged
swagger
swagers
swages
swagged
swaggered
swaggerer
swaggerers
swaggering
swaggeringly
swaggery
swagging
swaggir
swaggy
swaging
swaglike
swagman
swagmen
swags
swagsman
swagsmen
swahili
swahilian
swail
swampish
swampishness
swampland
swampleness
swamps
swampside
swampweed
swampwood
swampy
swamy
swan
swan's
swandown
swanflower
swang
swangy
swanherd
swanherds
swanhood
swanimote
swank
swanked
swanker
swankest
swankiest
swankily
swankier
swankiest
swankiness
swanking
swankness
swankpot
swanks
swanky
swanlike
swanmark
swanmarker
swanmarking
swanmote
swanneck
swannecked
swanned
swanner
swanneries
swannery
swannet
swanning
swannish
swanny
swanpan
swanpans
swans
swansdown
swanskin
swanskins
swanweed
swanwort
swap
swape
swapped
swapper
swappers
swapping
swaps
swaraj
swarajes
swarajism
swarajist
swarbie
sward
swarded
swarding
swards
swardy
ware
sware
swarf
swarfer
swarfs
swarga
swarm
swarmed
swarmer
swarmers
swarming
swarmingness
swarms
swarmy
swarry
swart
swartback
swarth
swarthier
swarthiest
swarthily
swarthiness
swaths
swathy
swats
swatted
swatter
swatters
swatting
swattle
swaver
sway
swayable
swayableness
swayback
swaybacked
swaybacks
swayed
swayer
swayers
swayful
swaying
swayingly
swayless
sways
swazi
swaziland
sweal
sweamish
swear
swearer
swearers
swearing
swearingly
swears
swearword
sweat
sweatband
sweatbox
sweatboxes
sweated
sweater
sweaters
sweatful
sweath
sweathouse
sweater
sweater
sweatily
sweatiness
sweating
sweatless
sweatproof
sweats
sweatshirt
sweatshop
sweatshops
sweatweed
sweaty
swede
sweden
swedenborgian
swedes
swedge
swedger
swedish
swedru
sweenies
sweens
sweeny
sweep
sweepable
sweepage
sweepback
sweepboard
sweepdom
sweeper
sweeperess
sweepers
sweepforward
sweepier
sweepiest
sweeping
sweepingly
sweepingness
sweepings
sweeps
sweepstake
sweepstakes
sweepup
sweepwasher
sweepwashings
sweepy
sweer
sweered
sweert
sweese
sweeswee
sweetmouthed
sweetness
sweetroot
sweets
sweetshop
sweetsome
sweettop
sweetops
sweetwater
sweetweed
sweetwood
sweetwort
sweety
swego
swelchie
swell
swellage
swelldom
swelldoodle
swelled
sweller
swellest
swelldes
swellfish
swellfishes
swellhead
swellheaded
swellheadedness
swellheads
swelling
swellings
swellish
swellishness
swellmobsman
swellness
swells
swelltoad
swelly
swelp
swelt
swelter
sweltered
swelterer
sweltering
swelteringly
swelters
swelth
sweltrier
sweltriest
swop
swopped
swopping
swops
sword
sword's
swordbearer
swordbill
swordcraft
sworded
sworder
swordfish
swordfisherman
swordfishery
swordfishes
swordfishing
swordgrass
swordick
swording
swordknot
swordless
swordlet
swordlike
swordmaker
swordmaking
swordman
swordmanship
swordmen
swordplay
swordplayer
swordproof
swords
swordslipper
swordsmen
swordsmith
swordster
swordstick
swordswoman
swordtail
swordweed
swore
sworn
swosh
swot
swots
swotted
sycomaney
sycomore
sycomores
sycon
syconarian
syconate
sycones
syconia
syconid
syconium
syconoid
syconus
sycophancies
sycophancy
sycophant
sycophantic
sycophantical
sycophantically
sycophantish
sycophantishly
sycophantism
sycophantize
sycophantly
sycophantry
sycophants
sycoses
sycosiform
sycosis
syddir
sydney
sye
syed
syenite
syenites
syenitic
syenodiorite
syenogabbro
syftn
syke
sykerly
sykes
syl
sylene
sylid
syling
sylistically
syll
syllab
syllabaria
syllabaries
syllabarium
syllabary
syllabatim
syllabation
syllabe
syllabi
syllabic
syllabical
syllabically
syllabicate
syllabicated
syllabicking
syllabication
syllabiccity
syllabicness
syllabics
syllabification
syllabifications
syllabified
syllabifies
syllabify
syllabifying
syllabise
syllabised
syllabising
syllabism
syllabize
syllabized
syllabizing
syllable
syllable's
syllabled
syllables
syllabling
syllabogram
syllabography
syllabub
syllabubs
syllabus
syllabuses
syllepses
sylepsis
syleptic
syleptical
syleptically
syllepid
sylildian
sylloge
syllogisation
syllogiser
syllogism
syllogism's
syllogisms
syllogist
syllogistic
syllogistical
syllogistically
syllogistics
syllogization
syllogize
syllogized
syllogizer
syllogizing
sylph
sylphic
sylphid
sylphidine
sylphids
sylphine
sylphish
sylphize
sylphlike
sylphs
sylphy
sylva
sylvae
sylvage
sylvan
sylvanesque
sylvanite
sylvanian
sylvanity
sylvanize
sylvanly
sylvanry
sylvans
sylvas
sylvate
sylvatic
sylvatical
sylvaster
sylvestral
sylvestrene
sylvestrian
sylvia
sylvian
sylvic
sylvicoline
sylviculture
sylviid
sylviine
sylvin
sylvine
sylvines
sylvinite
sylvins
sylvite
sylvites
sylvius
sym
symbasic
symbasical
symbasically
symbasis
symbiogenesis
symbiogenetic
symbiogenetically
symbion
symbionic
symbions
symbiont
symbiotic
symbiontism
symbionts
symbioses
symbiosis
symbiote
symbiotes
symbiotic
symbiological
symbiotically
symbiotics
symbiots
symblepharon
symbol
symbol's
symbolaeography
symbolater
symbolatrous
symbolatry
symboled
symbolic
symbolical
symbolically
symbolicalness
symbolically
symbolics
symboling
symbolisation
symbolise
symbolised
symbolising
symbolism
symbolisms
symbolist
symbolistic
symbolistical
symbolistically
symbolization
symbolisations
symbolize
symbolized
symbolizer
symbolizes
symbolizing
symbolled
dsymbolling
symbolofideism
symbolological
symbolologist
symbolography
symbolology
symbololatry
symbolology
symbolory
symbols
symbolum
symbolouleutic
symbranch
symbranchiate
symbranchoid
symbranchous
symmachy
symmedian
symmelia
symmelian
symmelus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>symmetalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetallism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetricality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetricalness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetrophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmetry's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmorphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symmory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympalmograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathectomize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathectomies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathetical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathetically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticotonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticotonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathetoblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticoblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticotonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympatheticotripsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sympathin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sympathique
sympathise
sympathised
sympathiser
sympathising
sympathisingly
sympathism
sympathist
sympathize
sympathized
sympathizer
sympathizers
sympathizes
sympathizing
sympathizingly
sympathoblast
sympatholysis
sympatholytic
sympathomimetic
sympathy
sympathy's
sympatric
sympatrically
sympatrics
sympaty
sympetalous
sympetaly
symphenomena
symphenomenal
symphile
symphilitic
symphilism
symphilous
symphily
symphogenous
symphonetic
symphonette
symphonia
symphonic
symphonically
symphonies
symphonion
symphonious
symphonously
symphonisation
symphonise
symphonised
symphonising
symphonist
symphonization
symphonize
symphonized
symphonizing
symphonous
symphony
symphony's
symphoricarpous
symphrase
symphonistic
symphyantherous
symphycarpous
symphylan
symphyllous
symphyllous
symphynote
symphyogenesis
symphyogeneric
symphyostemonous
symphyseal
symphyseotomy
symphyses
symphysial
symphysian
symphysic
symphysion
symphysiotomy
symphasis
symphysodactyilia
symphysotomy
symphystic
symphysy
symphytic
symphytically
symphytism
symphytize
sympiesometer
symplasm
symplast
symplectic
sympliesite
symplaceous
symplce
symplodium
symplodium
sympod
sympodial
sympodially
sympodium
sympolity
syposia
syposiac
syposiacal
syposial
syposiarch
syposiast
syposiastic
syposion
syposisia
syposisiums
syposium
syposiums
sypossia
symptom
symptom's
symptomatic
symptomatical
symptomatically
symptomaticness
symptomatics
symptomatize
symptomatography
symptomatologic
symptomatological
symptomatologically
symptomatologies
symptomatology
symptomical
symptomize
symptomless
symptomology
symptoms
symptosis
sympus
symtab
symtomology
syn
synacme
synacmic
synacmy
synactic
synadelphite
synaeresis
synaesthesia
synaesthesia
synaesthetic
synagog
synagogal
synagogian
synagogical
synagogism
synagogist
synagogs
synagogue
synagogues
synalepha
synalephe
synalgia
synalgic
synallactic
synallagmatic
synallaxine
synaloepha
synaloephe
synanastomosis
synange
synangia
synangial
synangic
synangium
synanthema
synantherological
synantherologist
synantherology
synantherous
synanthesis
synanthetic
synanthic
synanthous
synanthrose
synanthy
synaphe
synaphea
synapeha
synaposmatic
synapse
synapse's
synapsed
synapses
synapsid
synapsidan
synapsing
synapsis
synaptai
synaptase
synapte
synaptene
synapterous
synaptic
synaptical
synaptically
synapticula
synapticulae
synapticular
synapticulate
synapticulum
synaptid
synaptosomal
synaptosome
synaptychus
synarchical
synarchism
synarchy
synarmogoid
synarquism
synares
synartesis
synartete
synartetic
synarthrodia
synarthrodial
synarthrodially
synarthroses
synarthrosis
synascidian
synastry
synaxar
synaxaria
synaxaries
synaxarion
synaxarist
synaxarium
synaxary
synaxaxaria
synaxes
synaxis
sync
syncarp
syncarpia
syncarpies
syncarpium
syncarpous
syncarps
syncarpy
syncaryon
syncategorem
syncategorematic
syncategorematical
syncategorematically
syncategoreme
synced
syncellus
syncephalic
syncephalus
syncerebral
syncerebrum
synch
synched
synching
synchitic
synchondoses
synchondrosial
synchondrosially
synchondrosis
synchondrotomy
synchoresis
synchro
synchrocyclotron
synchroflash
synchromesh
synchromism
synchromist
synchronal
synchrone
synchroneity
synchronic
synchronical
synchronically
synchronies
synchronisation
synchronise
synchronised
synchroniser
synchronising
synchronism
synchronistic
synchronistical
synchronistically
synchronizable
synchronization
synchronize
synchronized
synchronizer
synchronizers
synchronizes
synchronizing
synchronograph
synchronological
synchronology
synchronoscope
synchronous
synchronously
synchronousness
synchrony
synchros
synchroscope
synchrotron
synchs
synchysis
syncing
syncladous
synclastic
synclinal
synclinally
syncline
synclines
synclines
synclinal
synclinaly
synclinor
synclinorials
synclinorians
synclinorium
synclitic
syncliticism
synclitism
syncoelom
syncom
syncoms
syncopal
syncope
syncopate
syncopated
syncopates
syncopating
syncopation
syncopations
syncopative
syncopator
syncope
syncopes
syncopic
syncopism
syncopist
syncopize
syncotyledonous
syncracy
syncraniate
syncranterian
syncranteric
yncrasy
syncretic
syncretical
syncreticism
syncretion
syncretism
syncretist
syncretistic
syncretistical
syncretize
syncretized
syncretizing
syncretis
syncretic
syncytia
syncytial
syncytioma
syncytiomas
syncytiomata
syncytium
synd
syndactyl
syndactyle
syndactyli
syndactyla
syndactylia
syndactylar
syndactylous
syndactylus
syndactyly
syndactomy
synderesis
syndeses
syndesis
syndesises
syndesmectopia
syndesmies
syndesmitis
syndesmography
syndesmology
syndesmoma
syndesmoplasty
syndesmorrhaphy
syndesmoses
syndesmosis
syndesmotic
syndesmotomy
syndet
syndetic
syndetical
syndetically
syndeton
syndets
syndic
syndical
syndicalism
syndicalist
syndicalistic
syndicalize
syndicat
syndicate
syndicated
syndicateer
syndicates
syndicating
syndication
syndications
syndicator
syndics
syndieship
syndiotaactic
syndoc
syndrome
syndrome's
syndromes
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tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
tee
telangiectases
telangiectasia
telangiectasis
telangiectasy
telangiectatic
telangiessis
telar
telarian
telarly
telary
telautomogram
telautomograph
telautomographic
telautomographer
telautomography
telautomat
telautomatically
telautomatics
tele
teleautomograph
telangiectasia
telebarograph
telebarometer
teleblem
telecamera
telecast
telecasted
telecaster
telecasters
telecasting
telecasts
telechemic
telechirograph
telecinematography
telecode
telecomm
telecommunicate
telecommunication
telecommunicational
telecommunications
telecomputer
telecomputing
telecon
teleconference
telecourse
telecryptograph
telecroscope
teledendrion
teledendrite
teledendron
teledu
teledus
telefacsimile
telefilm
telefilms
tele
telega
telegas
telegenic
telegenically
telegnosis
telegnostic
telegonic
telegonies
telegonous
telegony
telegraf
telegram
telegram's
telegrammatic
telegramme
telegrammed
telegrammic
telegramming
telegrams
telegraph
telegraphed
telegraphee
telegrapheme
telegrapher
telegraphers
telegraphese
telegraphic
telegraphical
telegraphically
telegraphics
telegraphing
telegraphist
telegraphists
telegraphone
telegraphonograph
telegraphophone
telegraphoscope
telegraphs
telegraphy
telehydrobarometer
teleianthous
teleiosis
telekinematography
telekineses
telekinesis
telekinetic
telekinetically
telelectric
telelectrograph
telelectroscope
telelens
telemachus
teleman
telemanometer
telemark
telemarks
telemechanic
telemechanics
telemechanism
telemen
telemetacarpal
telemeteorograph
telemeteorographic
telemeteorography
telemeter
telemetered
telemetering
telemeters
telemetric
telemetrical
telemetrically
telemetries
telemetrist
telemetrograph
telemetrographic
telemetrography
telemetry
telemotor
telencephal
telencephala
telencephalic
telencephalla
telencephalon
telencephalons
telenergic
telenergy
teleneurite
teleneuron
telengiscope
teleobjective
teleoceras
teleodesmacean
teleodesmaceous
teleodont
teleologic
teleological
teleologically
teleologies
teleology
teleologist
teleocephalous
teleoptile
teleorganic
teleoptile
teleorontgenogram
teleorontgenography
teleosaur
teleosaurian
teleost
teleostean
teleosteous
teleostomate
teleostome
teleostomian
teleostomous
teleosts
teleotempsoral
teleotrecha
teleozoic
teleozoan
telepath
telepathic
telepathically
telepathies
telepathist
telepathize
telepathy
teleph
telepheme
telephone
telephoned
telephoner
telephoners
telephones
telephonic
telephonical
telephonically
telephonics
telephoning
telephonist
telephonists
telephonograph
telephonographic
telephonophobia
telephony
telephote
telephoto
telephotograph
telephotographed
telephotographic
telephotographing
telephotographs
telephotography
telephotometer
telephony
telepicture
teleplasm
teleplasmic
teleplastic
teleplay
teleplays
teleport
teleportation
teleported
teleporting
teleports
telepost
teleprinter
teleprinters
teleprocessing
teleprompter
teleradiography
teleradiophone
teleran
telerans
telergic
telergical
telergically
telergy
telescope
televised
telescopic
telescopiell
telescoped
telescopes
telescopic
telescopically
telescopically
telescopiform
telescoping
telescopist
telescopy
telescreen
telescope
telescribe
telescript
telescriptor
teleseism
teleseismic
teleseismology
teleseme
telese
telesia
telese
telesiurgic
tele
telesmatic
telasmatic
telasmatic
telasmatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic
telesstatic
telestatic

telethermometry
telethermoscope
telethon
telethons
teletopometer
teletranscription
teletube
teletype
teletype's
teletyped
teletyper
teletypes
teletypesetter
teletypesetting
teletypewrite
teletypewriter
teletypewriters
teletypewriting
teletyping
teletypist
teletypists
teleuto
teleutoform
teleutosori
teleutosorus
teleutosorusori
teleutosporic
teleutosporiferous
teleview
televiewed
televiewer
televiewing
televiews
televise
televised
televises
televising
television
televisional
televisionally
televisionary
televisions
televisor
televisor's
televisors
televisual
televocal
telling
tellingly
tellinoid
tells
tellsome
tellt
telltale
telltately
telltales
telltruth
tellural
tellurate
telluret
tellureted
tellurethyl
telluretted
tellurhydric
tellurian
telluric
telluride
telluriferous
tellurion
tellurism
tellurist
tellurite
tellurium
tellurize
tellurized
tellurizing
tellurometer
telluronium
tellurous
tellus
telly
telmatological
telmatology
teloblast
teloblastic
telocentric
telodendria
telodendrion
telodendron
telodynamic
telo
telorhodin
telecithal
telecithal

telelemisma
telelemmata
telome
telomerization
telomes
telomic
telomitic
telonism
telophase
telophasic
telophragma
telopsis
teloptic
telos
telosynthesis
telosynaptic
telosynaptist
telotaxis
teloteropathic
teloteropathically
teloterepathy
telotrematous
telotroch
telotrocha
telotrochal
telotrochous
telotrophic
telotype
telpath
telpher
telpherage
telphered
telpheric
telphereng
telpherer
telpherers
telpherway
telosn
telosonic
telosns
telt
telugu
telurgy
telyn
tem
temachacha
temadau
temalacatl
teman
temperatures
tempered
temperedly
temperedness
temperer
temperers
tempering
temperish
temperless
tempers
tempersome
tempery
tempest
tempested
tempestical
tempesting
tempestive
tempestively
tempestivity
tempests
tempestuous
tempestuously
tempestuousness
tempesty
tempete
tempi
templar
templardom
templarism
templarlike
templarlikeness
templars
templary
template
template's
templater
templates
temple
temple's
templed
templeful
templeless
templelike
temples
templet
templets
templeward
templize
templon
templum
tempo
tempora
temporal
temporale
temporalis
temporalism
temporalist
temporalities
temporality
temporalize
temporally
temporalness
temporals
temporalities
temporalty
temporaneous
temporaneously
temporaneousness
temporaries
temporarily
temporariness
temporary
temporator
tempore
temporisation
temporise
temporised
temporiser
temporising
temporisingly
temporist
temporization
temporize
temporized
temporizer
temporizers
temporizes
temporizing
temporizingly
temporoolar
temporooauricular
temporocentral
temporocerebellar
temporofacial
temporofrontal
temporohyoid
temporomalar
temporomandibular
temporomastoid
temporomaxillary
temporooroccipital
temporoparietal
temporopontine
temporosphenoid
temporosphenoidal
temporozygomatic
tempos
tempre
temrely
temps
tempt
temptability
temptable
temptableness
temptation
temptation's
temptational
temptationless
temptations
temptatious
temptatory
tempted
tempter
tempters
tempting
temptingly
temptingness
temptress
temptresses
tempts
temptsome
tempura
tempuras
tempus
temse
temsebread
temseloaf
temser
temulence
temulency
temulent
temulentive
temulently
ten
tenderling
tenderloin
tenderloins
tenderly
tenderness
tenderometer	
tenders
tendersome
tendicle
tendido
tendinal
tendineal	
tending
tendingly
tendinitis
tedinous
tedinousness
tendment
tendo	
tendomucin
tendomucoid
tendon
tendonitis
tendonous
tendons
tendoor
tendoplastic
tendosynovitis
tendotome
tendotomy
tendour
tendovaginal
tendovaginitis
tendrac
tendre
tendrel
tendresse
tendril
tendrilized
tendriliferous	
tendrillar
tendrilled
tendrilly
tendrilious
tendrils
tendron
tendry
tends
tenebra
tenebrae
tenebres
tenebroso
tenibrific
tenibrificate
tenibrion
tenibrionid
tenibrious
tenibriously
tenibriousness
tenibrism
tenebrist
tenebrit
tenebrose
tenebrosi
tenebrosity
tenebrous
tenebrously
tenebrousness
tenectomy
tenement
tenement's
tenemental
tenementary
tenemented
tenementer
tenementization
tenementize
tenements
tenementum
tenenda
tenendas
tenendum
tenent
teneral
tenermanente
tenery
tenesmic
tenesmote
tenesmuses
tenet

tenets

tenesz

tenez
tenfold
tenfoldness
tenfolds
teng
tengere
tengerite
tengu
tenia
teniacidal
teniacide
teniae
teniafuge
tenias
teniasis
teniasises
tenible
teniente
tenio
tenla
tenline
tenmantale
tennantite
tenne
tenner
tenners
tennessean
tennesseans
tennessee
tennesseans
tennis
tennisdom
tenisses
tennist
tennists
tenissy
tenno
tennu
tennyson
tennysonian
tenodesis
tenodynia
tenography
tenology
tenomyoplasty
tenomyotomy
tenon
tenonec
tenoned
tenoner
tenoners
tenonian
tenoning
tenonitis
tenonostosis
tenons
tenontagra
tenontitis
tenontodynia
tenontography
tenontolemmitis
tenontology
tenontomyoplasty
tenontomyotomy
tenontophyma
tenontoplasty
tenontothecitis
tenontotomy
tenophony
tenophyte
tenoplastic
tenoplasty
tenor
tenor's
tenore
tenorino
tenorist
tenorister
tenorite
tenorites
tenorless
tenoroon
tenorrhaphies
tenorrhaphy
tenors
tenositis
tenostosis
tenosuture
tenosynovitis
tenotome
tenotomies
tenotomist
tenotomize
tenotomy
tenour
tenours
tenovaginitis
tenpence
tenpences
tenpenny
tenpin
tenpins
tenpounder
tenrec
tenrecs
tens
tensas
tensaw	
tense
tensed
tensegrity
tenseless
tenselessly
tenselessness
tensely
tenseness
tenser	
tenses
tensest
tensibility	
tensible	
tensibleness
tensibly
tensify
tensile	
tensilely	
tensileness	
tensility	
tensimeter	
tensing	
tensiometer	
tensiometric	
tensiometry	
tension	
tensional	
tensioned	
tensioner	
tensioning	
tensionless	
tensions	
tensities	
tensity	
tensive	
tenso	
tensome	
tensometer	
tenson	
tensor	
tensorial
tensors
tensorship
tenspot
tensure
tent
tentability
tentable
tentacle
tentaclen
tentaclelike
tentacles
tentacula
tentacular
tentaculate
tentaculated
tentaculite
tentaculocyst
tentaculoid
tentaculum
tentage
tentages
tentamen
tentation
tentative
tentatively
tentativeness
tented
tenter
tenterbelly
tentered
tenterer
tenterhook
tenterhooks
tentering
tenters
tentful
tenth
tenthly
tenthmeter
tenthmetre
tenthredinid
tenthredinoid
tenthredo
tenths
tenticle
tentie
tentier
tentiest
tentiform
tentigo
tentilla
tentillum
tentily
tenting
tention
tentless
tentlet
tentlike
tentmaker
tentmaking
tentmate
tentor
tentoria
tentorial
tentorium
tentortoria
tentry
tents
tenture
tentwards
tentwise
tentwork
tentwort
tenty
tenuate
tenue
tenues
tenucostate
tenufasciate
tenuflorous
tenufolious
tenuous
tenuiroster
tenuirostral
tenuirostrate
tenuis
tenuistriate
tenuit
tenuites
tenuity
tenuous
tenuously
tenuousness
tenure
tenured
tenures
tenurial
tenurially
tenury
tenuti
tenuto
tenutos
tenzon
tenzone
tecalli
tecallis
tewanacatl
tepan
tepans
teosinte
teosintes
tepa
tepache
tepal
tepals
teparies
tepary
tepas
tep
teepee
tepes
tepefaction
tepefied
tepefies
tepefy
tepefying
tepetate
tephillim
tephillin
tephra
tephramancy
tephas
tephrite
tephrites
tephritic
tephroite
tephromalacia
tephromancy
tephromyalitic
tephrosis
tepid
tepidaria
tepidarium
tepidities
teratophobia
teratoscopy
teratosis
terbia
terbias
terbic
terbium
terbiums
terce
terce
tercelet
tercelets
terces
tercels
tercenarian
tercenaries
tercenarize
tercenary
tercenennial
tercenennials
tercer
terceron
terceroon
terces
tercet
tercets
terchloride
tercia
tercine
tercio
teriurnal
terebate
terebella
terebellid
terebellloid
terebellum
terebene
terebenes
terebenic
terebenthene
terebic
terebilic
terebinic
terebinth
terebinthial
terebinthian
terebinthic
terebinthina
terebinthinate
terebinthine
terebinthinous
terebra
terebrae
terebral
terebrant
terebras
terebrate
terebration
terebratula
terebratular
terebratulid
terebratuliform
terebratuline
terebratulite
terebratuloid
teredines
teredo
teredos
terefa
terek
terentian
terephah
terephthalate
terephthalic
terephthallic
teres
terate
teretial
tereticaudate
teretifolious
teretipronator
teretiscapular
teretiscapularis
teretish
teretism
tereu
tereus
terfez
terga
tergal
tergant
tergeminal
tergeminate
tergeminous
tergiferous
tergite
tergites
terminating
termination
terminational
terminations
terminative
terminatively
terminator
terminator's
terminators
terminatory
termin
terminer
terming
termini
terminine
terminism
terminist
terministic
terminize
termino
terminological
terminologically
terminologies
terminologist
terminologists
terminology
terminus
terminuses
terminal
termitaria
termitarium
termitary
termite
termites
termitic
termitid
termitophagous
termitophile
termitophilous
termless
termlessly
termlessness
termly
termolecular
termon
termor
termors
terms
terrariums
terras
terrases
terrassee
terrazzo
terrazzos
terre
terreens
terreity
terrellla
terrellas
terremotive
terrene
terrenely
terreneness
terrenes
terreno
terreous
terreplein
terrestrial
terrestrialism
terrestriality
terrestrialize
terrestrially
terrestrialness
terrestrials
terrestricticy
terrestify
terrestartious
terret
terreted
terrets
terribilita
terribility
terrible
terribleness
terribles
terribly
terricole
terricoline
terricolist
terricolous
terrie
terrier
terrier's
terrierlike
terriers
tessellations
tessellite
tessera
tesseract
tesseradecade
tesserae
tesseracic
tesseral
tesserarian
tesserate
tesserated
tesseratonic
tesseratomy
tessitura
tessituras
tessiture
tessular
test
testa
testability
testable
testacea
testacean
testaceography
testaceology
testaceous
testaceousness
testacies
testacy
testae
testament
testament's
testamenta
testamental
testamentally
testamentalness
testamentarily
testamentary
testamentate
testamentation
testaments
testamentum
testamur
testandi
testao
testar
testata
testate
tetanogenous
tetanilla
tetanine
tetanisation
tetanise
tetanised
tetanises
tetanising
tetanism
tetanization
tetanize
tetanized
tetanizes
tetanizing
tetanoid
tetanolysin
tetanomotor
tetanospasmin
tetanotoxin
tetanus
tetanuses
tetany
tetarcone
tetarconid	etard
tetartemorion
tetartocone
tetartoconid
tetartohedral
tetartohedrally
tetartohedrism
tetartohedron	etartoid
tetartosymmetry	tetch	tetched	tetchier	tetchiest	tetchily	tetchiness	tetchy
tete
tetel	teterrimous	teth	tethelin	tether	tetherball
tetrachronous
tetracid
tetracids
tetraocci
tetraoccosus
tetraoccosus
tetraocolic
tetraicolon
tetraoral
tetraoralline
tetraosane
tettract
tetreactinal
tettractine
tetrectinellid
tetrectinellidan
tetrectinelline
tetrectinosose
tetrectys
tetrcyclic
tetrcycline
tetrad
tetradactyl
tetradactyle
tetradactyous
tetradactyly
tetradarchy
tetradecane
tetradecanoic
tetradecapod
tetradecapodan
tetradecapodous
tetradecyl
tetradiapason
tetradic
tetradite
tetradrachm
tetradrachma
tetradrachmal
tetradrachmon
tetrad
tetradymite
tetradynamia
tetradynamian
tetradynamious
tetradynamous
tetraedron
tetraedrum
tetraethyl
tetraethyllead
tetraethylsilane
tetrafluoride
tetrafluoroethylene
tetrafluouride
tetrafoliou

tetragamy
tetragenous
tetraglot
tetraglottic
tetragon
tetragonal
tetragonally
tetragonalness
tetragonidium
tetragonous
tetragons
tetragonus
tetragram
tetragrammatic
tetragrammaton
tetragrammatonic
tetragrid
tetragyn
tetragynia
tetragynian
tetragynous
tetrahedra
tetrahedral
tetrahedrally
tetrahedric
tetrahedrite
tetrahedroid
tetrahedron
tetrahedrons
tetrahexahedral
tetrahexahedron
tetrahydrate
tetrahydrated
tetrahydric
tetrahydrid
tetrahydride
tetrahydro
tetrahydrocannabinol
tetrahydrofuran
tetrahydropropyrole
tetrahydroxy
tetrahymena
tetraiodid
tetraiodide
tetraiodo
tetraiodophenolphthalein
tetraiodopyrrole
tetrakaidecahedron
tetraketone
tetrakis
tetrakisazo
tetrakis(hexahedron
tetralemma
tetralite
tetralogic
tetralogies
tetralogue
tetralogy
tetralophodont
tetramastia
tetramastigote
tetramer
tetrameral
tetrameralian
tetrameric
tetramerism
tetramerous
tetramers
tetrameter
tetrameters
tetramethyl
tetramethylammonium
tetramethylidarsine
tetramethylene
tetramethylum
tetramethyllead
tetramethylsilane
tetramin
tetramine
tetrammine
tetramorph
tetramorphic
tetramorphism
tetramorphous
tetrand

tetrandria
tetrandrian
tetrandrous
tetran
tetranitrate
tetranitro
tetranitroaniline
tetranitromethane
tetrant
tetrnuclear
tetraodont
tetraonid
tetraonine
tetrapartite
tetrapetalous
tetraphalangeate
tetrapharmacal
tetrapharmacon
tetraphenol
tetraphony
tetraphosphate
tetraphyllous
tetrapla
tetraplegia
tetrapleuron
tetraploid
tetraploidic
tetraploidy
tetraplous
tetrapneumonian
tetrapneumonous
tetrapod
tetrapodic
tetrapodies
tetrapodous
tetrapods
tetrapody
tetrapolar
tetrapolis
tetropolitian
tetrapous
tetraprostyle
tetrapteran
tetrapteron
tetrapterous
tetraptole
tetraptych
tetrapyla
tetrapylen
tetrapyramid
tetrapyrenous
tetapyrrole
tetraquetrous
tetrarch
tetrarchate
tetrarchic
tetrarchical
tetrarchies
tetrarchs
tetrarchy
tetras
tetrasaccharide
tetrasalicylide
tetraselenodont
tetraseme
tetrasemic
tetrasepalous
tetraskele
tetraskelion
tetrasome
tetrasomic
tetrasomy
tetraspermal
tetraspermatus
tetraspermous
tetrasppgia
tetraspheric
tetrasporange
tetrasporangia
tetrasporangiate
tetrasporangium
tetaspore
tetasporic
tetasporiferous
tetasporous
tetaster
tetastich
tetastichal
tetastichic
tetastichous
tetastoon
tetastyke
tetastylic
tetastylos
tetastyous
tetasubstituted
tetasubstitution
tetasulfid
tetasulfide
tetasulphid
tetrodes
tetron
tetrodont
tetrodotoxin
tetrol
tetrole
tetronic
tetronymal
tetrose
tetrous
tetroxalate
tetroxid
tetroxide
tetroxids
tetsyllabical
tetryl
tetrylene
tetryls
tetter
tettered
tettering
tetterish
tetterous
tetters
tetterworm
tetterwort
tetty
tettigoniid
tettish
tettix
tetty
teach
teachit
tecrin
teufit
teguh	
teghly
teghness
teguk
teutan
teutonic
teutonism
teutionist
teutionze
teutons
teviss
tew
texturally
texture
textured
textureless
textures
texturing
textus
tez
tezkere
tezkirah	fr
tg
tgn
tgt
th
tha
thack
thacked
thacker
thacking
thackless
thackoor
thacks
thaddeus
thae
thai
thailand
thairm
thairms
thak
thakur
thakurate
thala
thalamencephala
thalamencephalic
thalamencephalon
thalamencephalons
thalami
thalamia
thalamic
thalamically
thalamifloral
thalamiflorous
thalamite
thalamium
thalamiumia
thalamocele
thalamocele
thalamocortical
thalamocural
thalamolenticular
thalamomammillary
thalamopeduncular
thalamotegmental
thalamotomies
thalamotomy
thalamus
thalassa
thalassal
thalassemia
thalassian
thalassiarch
thalassic
thallus
thalassic
thalassical
thalassinian
thalassinid
thalassinidian
thalassinoidea
thalassiform
thalassiphilous
thalassophobia
thalassotherapy
thalatta
thalattology
thaliacean
thalian
thallidomide
thalli
thallic
thaliferous
thaliform
thallin
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thalline
thallious
thallium
thalliums
thallochlore
thallodal
thallodic
thallogen
thallogenic
thallogenous
thallogens
thalloid
thalloidal
thalloidal
thallophyte
thallophytes
thallophytic
thallose
thalloss
thalious
thalus
thalloses
thalposis
thalpotic
thalthan
thalweg
thamakau
thameng
thames
thamin
thammuz
thannium
thannophile
thannophilic
thamuria
than
thana
thanadar
thanage
thanages
thanah
thanah
thanah
thanatism
thanatist
thanatobiologic
thanatognomonic
thanatographer
thanatography
thanatoid
thanatological
thanatologies
thanatologist
thanatology
thanatomorphic
thanatometer
thanatophidia
thanatophilian
thanatophobe
thanatophobia
thanatophobiac
thanatophobia
thanatopsis
thanatos
thanatoses
thanatosis
thanatotic
thanatousia
thane
thanedom
thanehood
thaneland
thanesthes
thaneship
thaness
thank
thanked
thankee
thanker
thankers
thankful
thankfuller
thankfullest
thankfully
thankfulness
thanking
thankless
thanklessly
thanklessness
thanks
thankgiver
thanksgiving
thanksgivings
thankworthily
thankworthiness
thankworthy
thankyou
thanadard
thapes
thapsia
thar
tharf
tharfcake
tharginyah
tharm
tharms
that
that'd
that'll
that's
thataway
thatch
thatched
thatcher
thatchers
thatches
thatching
thatchless
thatchwood
thatchwork
thatchy
thad
thatl
thatn
thatness
thats
thaught
thaumasite
thaumatogeny
thaumatography
thaumatolatry
thaumatologies
thaumatology
thaumatrope
thaumatropical
thaumaturge
thaumaturgi
thaumaturgia
thaumaturgic
thaumaturgical
thaumaturgics
thaumaturgism
thaumaturgist
thaumaturgus
thaumaturgy
thaumoscopic
theatres
theatric
theatricable
theatrical
theatricalisation
theatricalise
theatricalised
theatricalising
theatricalism
theatricality
theatricalization
theatricalize
theatricalized
theatricalizing
theatrically
theatricalness
theatricals
theatrician
theatricism
theatricize
theatrics
theatrize
theatrocracy
theatrograph
theatromania
theatromaniac
theatron
theatrophile
theatrophobia
theatrophone
theatrophonic
theatropolis
theatroscope
theatry
theatticalism
theave
theb
thebaic
thebaid
thebain
thebaine
thebaines
thebaism
theban
theberge
theca
thecae
thecal
thecaphore
thecasporal
thecaspore
thecaspored
thecasporous
thecate
thecia
thecial
thecitis
thecium
theca
theclan
thecodont
thecoglossate
thecoid
thecosomatous
thed
thee
theedom
theek
theeked
theeker
theeking
theelin
theelins
theelol
theelols
theer
theet
theetsee
theezan
theft
theft's
theftbote
theftdom
theftless
theftproof
thefts
theftuous
theftuously
thegether
thegiddier
thegither
thegn
thegndom
thegnhood
thegnland
thegnlike
theologer
theologi
theologian
theologians
theologic
theological
theologically
theologician
theologicoastronomical
theologicoethical
theologicohistorical
theologicometaphysical
theologicomilitary
theologicomoral
theologiconatural
theologicopolitical
theologics
theologies
theologisation
theologise
theologised
theologiser
theologising
theologism
theologist
theologium
theologization
theologize
theologized
theologizer
theologizing
theologoumena
theologoumenon
theologs
theologue
theologus
theology
theomachia
theomachies
theomachist
theomachy
theomagic
theomagical
theomagics
theomagy
theomammomist
theomancy
theomania
theomaniac
demantic
demastix
demicrist
demisanthropist
demorphic
demorphism
demorphize
demythologer
demymthology
demomies
demonomous
demonomously
demonony
demopantism

demopaschite
demopathetic
demopathic
demopathies
demopathy
demophage
demophage
demophagous
demophagy
demophania
demophanic
demophanies
demophanism
demophanous
demophany
demophilanthrope
demophilanthropic
demophilanthropism
demophilanthropist
demophilanthropy
demophile
demophilist
demophilosophic
demophilus
demophobia
demophoric
demrophorous
demophrastaceous
demophyllin
demophylline
demophysical
demopneust
demopneusted
theorization
theorization's
theorizations
theorize
theorized
theorizer
theorizers
theorizes
theorizes
theorizing
theorum
theory
theory's
theoryless
theorymonger
theos
theosoph
theosopheme
theosopher
theosophic
theosophical
theosophically
theosophies
theosophism
theosophist
theosophistic
theosophistical
theosophists
theosophize
theosophy
theotechnic
theotechnist
theotechny
theoteleological
theoteleology
theotherapist
theotherapy
theotokos
theow
theowdom
theowman
theowmen
theralite
therap
therapeuses
therapeutae
therapeutic
therian
therianthropic
therianthropism
theriatrics
thericlean
theridid
theridic
theriodont
theriolater
theriolatry
theriomancy
theriomaniac
theriomimicry
theriomorph
theriomorphic
theriomorphism
theriomorphosis
theriomorphous
theriotheism
theriotheist
theriotrophical
theriozoic
therm
thermacogenesis
thermae
thermaesthesia
thermaic
thermal
thermalgesia
thermality
thermalization
thermalize
thermalized
thermalizes
thermalizing
thermally
thermals
thermanalgesia
thermanesthesia
thermantic
therm antidote
thermatologic
thermatologist
thermatology
therme
thermelm
thermels
thermes
thermesthesia
thermesthesiometer
thermetograph
thermograph
thermic
thermical
thermically
thermidor
thermidorian
thermion
thermionic
thermionically
thermionsics
thermions
thermistor
thermisters
thermit
thermite
thermites
thermits
thermo
thermoammeter
thermoanalgesia
thermoanesthesia
thermobarograph
thermobarometer
thermobattery
thermocauteries
thermocautery
thermochemic
thermochemical
thermochemically
thermochemist
thermochemistry
thermochroic
thermochromism
thermochrosy
thermoclinal
thermocl ine
thermocoagulation
thermocouple
thermocurrent
thermodiffusion
thermoduric
thermodynam
thermodynamie
thermodynamical
thermodynamically
thermodynamician
thermodynamicist
thermodynamics
thermodynamist
thermoelastic
thermoelectric
thermoelectrical
thermoelectrically
thermoelectricity
thermoelectrometer
thermoelectromotive
thermoelectron
thermoelectronic
thermoelement
thermoesthesia
thermoexcitory
thermoform
thermoformable
thermogalvanometer
thermogen
thermogenerator
thermogenesis
thermogenetic
thermogenic
thermogenous
thermogeny
thermogeographical
thermogeography
thermogram
thermograph
thermographer
thermographic
thermographically
thermography
thermohaline
thermohyperesthesia
thermojunction
thermokinematics
thermolabile
thermolability
thermological
thermology
thermoluminescence
thermoluminescent
thermolysis
thermolytic
thermolyze
thermolyzed
thermolyzing
thermomagnetic
thermomagnetically
thermomagnetism
thermometamorphic
thermometamorphism
thermometer
thermometer's
thermometerize
thermometers
thermometric
thermometrical
thermometrically
thermometerograph
thermometry
thermomigrate
thermomotive
thermomotor
thermomultiplier
thermonastic
thermonasty
thermonatrite
thermoneurosis
thermoneutrality
thermonous
thermonuclear
thermopair
thermopalpation
thermopenetration
thermoperiod
thermoperiodic
thermoperiodicity
thermoperiodism
thermophil
thermophile
thermophilic
thermophilous
thermophobia
thermophobic
thermophobous
thermophone
thermophore
thermophosphor
thermophosphorescence
thermophosphorescent
thermopile
thermoplastic
thermoplasticity
thermoplastics
thermoplegia
thermopleion
thermopolymerization
thermopolyne
thermopolyneic
thermopower
thermoradiotherapy
thermoreceptor
thermoreduction
thermoregulation
thermoregulator
thermoregulatory
thermoremanence
thermoremanent
thermoresistance
thermoresistant
thermos
thermoscope
thermoscopic
thermoscopical
thermoscopically
thermosensitive
thermoses
thermoset
thermosetting
thermosiphon
thermosphere
thermospheres
thermospheric
thermostability
thermostable
thermostat
thermostat's
thermostated
thermostatic
thermostatically
thermostatics
thermostating
thermostats
thermostatted
thermostatting
thermostimulation
thermoswitch
thermosynthesis
thermosystaltic
thermosystaltism
thermotactic
thermotank
thermotaxic
dermotaxis
dermotelephone
dermotelephonic
dermotensile
dermotension
dermotherapeutics
dermothearapy
dermotic
dermotic
dermotically
dermotics
dermotropic
dermotropism
dermotropy
dermotype
dermotypic
dermotypy
dermovoltaic
terms
derodont
teroid
terolater
terolatry
terologic
terological
terologist
terology
teromorph
teromorphia
teromorphic
teromorphism
teromorphological
teromorphology
teromorphous
terophyte
teropod
teropodan
teropodous
teropods
terbsitean
terbsites
teritical
terisaur
terisaurial
terisauri
terisaurus
terisaurismosis
they'd
they'll
they're
they've
theyaou
theyd
they'll
theyre
theyve
thiabendazole
thiacetic
thiadiazole
thialdin
thialdine
thiamid
thiamide
thiamin
thiaminase
thiamine
thiamines
thiamins
thianthrene
thiasi
thiasine
thiasite
thiasoi
thiasos
thiasote
thiasus
thiasusi
thiazide
thiazides
thiazin
thiazine
thiazines
thiazins
thiazol
thiazole
thiazoles
thiazoline
thiazols
thibet
thible
thick
thickbrained
thicke
thicke
thicke
thicken
thickened
thimblerig
thimblerigged
thimblerigger
thimbleriggery
thimblerigging
thimbles
thimbleweed
thimblewit
thimerosal
thin
thinbrained
thinclad
thinclads
thindown
thindowns
thine
thing
thingal
thingamabob
thingamajig
thinghood
thinginess
thingish
thingless
thinglet
thinglike
thinglikeness
thingliness
thingly
thingman
thingness
things
thingstead
thingum
thingumabob
thingumadad
thingumadoodle
thingumajig
thingumajigger
thingumaree
thingumbob
thingummy
thingut
thingy
think
thinkability
thinkable
thinkableness
thinkably
thinker
thinkers
thinkful
thinking
thinkingly
thinkingness
thinkingpart
thinkings
thinkling
thinks
thinly
thinned
thinner
thiners
thinness
thinneses
thinnest
thinning
thinnish
thinolite
thins
thio
thioacet
thioacetal
thioacetic
thioalcohol
thioaldehyde
thioamid
thioamide
thioantimonate
thioantimoniate
thioantimonious
thioantimonite
thioarsenate
thioarsenate
thioarseniate
thioarsenic
thioarsenious
thioarsenate
thiobaccilli
thiobacci
thiobacilli
thiobacillus
thiobacteria
thiobismuthite
thiocarbamic
thiocarbamid
thiocarbanilide
thionthiolic
thionurate
thionyl
thionylamine
thionyls
thiopental
thiopentone
thiophen
thiophene
thiophenic
thiophenol
thiophens
thiophosgene
thiophosphate
thiophosphite
thiophosphoric
thiophosphoryl
thiophthene
thiopyran
thioresorcinol
thioridazine
thiosinamine
thiostannate
thiostannic
thiostannite
thiostannous
thiosulfate
thiosulfates
thiosulfuric
thiosulphate
thiosulphonic
thiosulphuric
thiotepa
thiotepas
thiotolene
thiotungstate
thiotungstic
thiouracil
thiourea
thioureas
thiourethan
thiourethane
thioxene
thiozone
thiozonid
thiozonide
thir
thiram
thirams
third
thirdborough
thirdendeal
thirdhand
thirdings
thirdling
thirdly
thirdness
thirds
thirdsman
thirdstream
thirl
thirlage
thirlages
thirled
thirling
thirls
thirst
thirsted
thirster
thirsters
thirstful
thirstier
thirstiest
thirstily
thirstiness
thirsting
thirstingly
thirstland
thirstle
thirstless
thirstlessness
thirstproof
thirsts
thirsty
thirt
thirteen
thirteener
thirteenfold
thirteens
thirteenth
thirteenthly
thirteenths
thirties
thirtieth
thirtieths
thirty
thriftlessly
thriftlessness
thrifty
thrill
thrillant
thrilled
thriller
thrillers
thrifty
thrillingly
thrillingness
thrillproof
thrillsome
thirty
thrimble
thrimp
thimsa
thing
thinging
thinginter
thrioboly
thrip
thriphel
thripid
thrippence
thripple
thrips
thrist
thrive
thriveless
thriaven
thriaver
thriers
thrives
thriving
thrivingly
thrivingness
thro
thro'
throat
throatal
throachand
throatboll
throated
throatful
throatier
throatiest
throatily
throatiness
throating
throatlash
throatlatch
throatless
throatlet
throatlike
throatroot
throats
throatstrap
throatwort
throaty
throb
throbbed
throbber
throbbers
throbbing
throbbingly
throbless
throbs
throck
throdden
throddy
throe
throed
throeing
throes
thrombase
thrombectomies
thrombectomy
thrombi
thrombin
thrombins
thromboangitis
thromboarteritis
thromboclasis
thromboclastic
thrombocyst
thrombocyte
thrombocytic
thrombocytopenia
thrombocytopenic
thromboembolic
thromboembolism
thrombogen
thrombogenic
thromboid
thrombokinase
thrombolymphangitis
thrombolysis
thrombolytic
thrombopenia
thrombophlebitis
thromboplastic
thromboplastically
thromboplastin
thrombose
thrombosed
thromboses
thrombosing
thrombosis
thrombostasis
thrombotic
thrombus
thronal
throne
throne's
throned
thronedom
throneless
thronelet
throne-like
thrones
throneward
throng
throng's
thronged
thringer
throngful
thronging
throngingly
throngs
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throne
throno
thronos
thrope
thropple
thoroughly
throstle
throstlelike
throstles
throttle
throttleable
throttled
throttlehold
throttler
throttlers
throttles
throttling
throttlingly
throu
through
throughbear
throughbred
throughcome
throughgang
throughganging
throughgoing
throughgrow
throughhither
throughknow
throughly
throughother
throughout
throughput
throughway
throughways
throve
throw
throwaway
throwaways
throwback
throwbacks
throwdown
thrower
throwers
throwing
thrown
throwoff
throwout
throws
throwst
thumbs
thumbpiece
thumbprint
thumbrope
thumbs
thumbscrew
thumbscrews
thumbstall
thumbstring
thumbtack
thumbtacked
thumbtacking
thumbtacks
thumby
thumlungur
thummin
thump
thumped
thumper
thumpers
thumping
thumpingly
thumps
thundergigene
thund
thunder
thunderation
thunderball
thunderbearer
thunderbearing
thunderbird
thunderblast
thunderbolt
thunderbolt's
thunderbolts
thunderbox
thunderburst
thunderclap
thunderclaps
thundercloud
thunderclouds
thundercrack
thundered
thunderer
thunderers
thunderfish
thunderfishes
thunderflower
thunderful
thunderhead
thunderheaded
thunderheads
thundering
thunderingly
thunderless
thunderlight
thunderlike
thunderous
thunderously
thunderousness
thunderpeal
thunderplump
thunderproof
thunderpump
thunders
thundershower
thundershowers
thundersmite
thundersmiting
thundersmote
thundersquall
thunderstick
thunderstone
thunderstorm
thunderstorm's
thunderstorms
thunderstricken
thunderstrike
thunderstroke
thunderstruck
thunderwood
thunderworm
thunderwort
thundery
thundrous
thundrously
thung
thunge
thuoc
thurgi
thurible
thuribles
thuribuler
thuribulum
thurifer
thuriferous
thurifers
thurificate
thurificati
thurification
thurify
thuringian
thuringite
thurl
thurle
thurls
thurm
thurmus
thurrock
thursday
thursday's
thursdays
thurse
thurst
thurt
thus
thusgate
thusly
thusness
thuswise
thutter
thuya
thuyas
thwack
thwacked
thwacker
thwackers
thwacking
thwackingly
thwacks
thwackstave
thwait
thwaite
thwart
thwarted
thwartedly
thwarteous
thwarters
thwarting
thwartingly
thwartly
thwartman
thwartmen
thwartness
thwartover
thwarts
thwartsaaw
thwartship
thwartships
thwartways
thwartwise
thwite
thwittle
thworl
thy
thyestean
thyestes
thyiad
thyine
thylacine
thylacitis
thylakoid
thymacetin
thymate
thyme
thymectomize
thymectomy
thymegol
thymelaaceous
thymelcosis
thymele
thymelic
thymelical
thymelici
thymene
thymes
thymetic
thymey
thymi
thymiam
thymic
thymicolymphatic
thymidine
thymier
thymiestic
thymin
thymine
thymines
thymiosis
thymitis
thymocyte
thymogenic
thymol
thymolate
thymolize
thymolphthalein
thymols
thymolsulphonephthalein
thymoma
thymomata
thymonucleic
thymopathy
thymoprivic
thymoprivous
thymopsyche
thymoquinone
thymotactic
thymotic
thymotinic
thysms
thymus
thymuses
thymy
thymyl
thymylic
thynnid
thyratron
thyreoadenitis
thyreoantitoxin
thyreoarytenoid
thyreoarytenoideus
thyreocervical
thyreocolloid
thyreopiglottic
thyreogenic
thyreogenous
thyreoglobulin
thyreoglossal
thyreohyal
thyreohyoid
thyroid
thyroidal
thyreoideal
thyreoidean
thyreoidectomy
thyreoiditis
thyreitis
thyreolinguat
thyreoprotein
thyreosis
thyreotomy
thyreotoxicosis
thyreotropic
thyridia
thyridial
thyridium
thyrisiferous
thyristor
thyroadenitis
thyroantitoxin
thyroarytenoid
thyroarytenoideus
thyrocalditonin
thyrocardiac
thyrocarditis
thyrocele
thyrocervical
thyrocolloid
thyrocricoid
thyroepiglottic
thyroepiglottidean
thyrogenic
thyrogenous
thyroglobulin
thyroglossal
thyrohyal
thyrohyoid
thyrohyoidean
thyroid
thyroidal
thyroidea
thyroidal
thyroidean
thyroidectomies
thyroidectomize
thyroidectomized
thyroidectomy
thyroidism
thyroiditis
thyroidization
thyroidless
thyroidotomies
thyroidotomy
thyroids
thyroidin
thyrold
thyrolingual
thyronin
thyronine
thyroparathyroidectomy
thyroparathyroidectomy
thyroprival
thyroprivia
thyroprivic
thyroprivous
thyroprotein
thyhoria
thyriorion
thyrorroria
thyrosis
thyrostracan
thyrotherapy
thyrotome
thyrotomy
thyrototoxic
thyrototoxicity
thyrotoxicosis
thyrotrophic
thyrotrophin
thyrotropic
thyrotropin
thyroxin
thyroxine
thyroxinic
thyroxins
thyrase
thyrses
thysri
thrysiflorous
thrysiform
thysroid
thysroidal
thysrus
thysusi
thysanopter
thysanopteran
thysanopteron
thysanopterous
thysanouran
thysanourous
thysanuran
thysanurian
thysanuriform
thysanurous
thysel
tigerproof
tigers
tigerwood
tigery
tigger
tight
tighten
tightened
tightener
tighteners
tightening
tightenings
tightens
tighter
tightest
tightfisted
tightfistedly
tightfistedness
tightfitting
tightish
tightknit
tightlier
tightlyest
tightlipped
tightly
tightness
tightrope
tightroped
tightropes
tightroping
tights
tightwad
tightwads
tightwire	iglaldehyde
tiglic
tiglinic	iglon
tiglons	ignon	ignum	igons	igress	igresses	igresslike	igrine	igrinya
timbermen
timbermonger
timbern
timers
timbersome
timbertuned
timberwood
timberwork
timberwright
timbery
timberyard
timbestere
timbo
timbre
timbrel
timbrelled
timbrelleder
timbreller
timbrels
timbres
timbrollostist
timbrology
timbromania
timbromaniac
timbromanist
timbrophilic
timbrophilism
timbrophilist
timbrophily
time
timeable
timebinding
timecard
timecards
timed
timeful
timefully
timefulness
timekeep
timekeeper
timekeepers
timekeepership
timekeeping
timeless
timelessly
timelessness
timelia
timelier
timeliest	
timeline
timelily
timeliness
timeling	
timely
timenoguy
timeous
timeously
timeout
timeouts
timepiece
timepieces
timepleaser
timeproof
timer
timerau
timerity	
timers
times
timesaver
timesavers
timesaving
timescale
timeserver
timeservers
timeserving
timeservingness
timeshare
timeshares
timesharing
timestamp
timestamps
timet	
timetable
timetables'
timetables
timetaker
timetaking
timetrp
timeward
timework
timeworker
timeworks
timeworn
timid
timider
timidest
timidities
timidity
timidly
timidness
timidous
timing
timings
timish
timist
timmer
timocracies
timocracy
timocratic
timocratical
timon
timoneer
timor
timoroso
timorous
timorously
timorousness
timorousnous
timorsome
timothies
timothy
timpana
timpani
timpanist
timpanists
timpano
timpanum
timpanums
timwhisky
tin
tin's
tinage
tinaja
tinamine
tinamou
tinamous
tinamipi
tinbergen
tinc
tincal
tincals
tinchel
tinchill
tinseling
tinselled
tinsellike
tinselling
tinselly
tinselmaker
tinselmaking
tinselry
tinsels
tinselweaver
tinselwork
tinsman
tinsmen
tinsmith
tinsmithing
tinsmiths
tinsnifty
tinstone
tinstones
tinstuff
tinsky
tint
tinta
tintack
tintage
tintamar
tintamarre
tintarron
tinted
tinter
tinternell		
tinters
tintie		
tintiness
tinting
tintingly		
tintings
tintinnabula
tintinnabulant
tintinnabular
tintinnabulary
tintinnabulate
tintinnabulation
tintinnabulations
tintinnabulatory
tintinnabulism
tintinnabulist
tintinnabulous
tintinnabulum
tintist
tintless
tintlessness
tintometer
tintometric
tintometry
tints
tinty
tintype
tintyper
tintypes
tinwald
tinware
tinwares
tinwoman
tinwork
tinworker
tinworking
tinworks
tiny
tinzenite
tip
tip's
tipburn
tipcart
tipcarts
tipcat
tipcats
tipe
tipful
tiphead
tipi
tipis
tipit
tipiti
tiple
tipless
tiplet
tipman
tipmen
tipmost
tipoff
tipoffs
tiponi
tippable
tipped
tippee
tiptoppish
tiptoppishness
tiptops
tiptopsome
tipula
tipulid
tipuloid
tipup	iqueur
tirade
tirades
tirage
tirailleur
tiralee
tirassee
tiraz	ire	tired
tireder
tiredest
tiredly	iredness	iredom	irehouse	tireless	tirelessly	tirelessness	tireling	iremaid	iremaker	iremaking	ireman	iremen	irement	irer
tireroom	tires	tiresias	tiresmith	iresol	iresome	iresomely	iresomeness	iresomeweed	irewoman	irewomen	iriiba	iring
titaness
titanesses
titania
titanias
titanic
titanically
titaniferous
titanfluoride
titanism
titanisms
titanite
titanites
titanic
titanium
titaniums
titano
titanocolumbate
titanocyanide
titanofluoride
titanolatry
titanomagnetite
titanoniobate
titanosaur
titanosaurus
titanosilicate
titanothere
titanous
titans
titanyl
titar
titbit
titbits
titbitty	ite	iter	iteration	iters	itfer	itfish	ithable	ithal	ithe	ithebook	ithed	ithelsest	ithemonger	itethepayer	itfer
tittle
tities
tittivate
tittivated
tittivating
tittivation
tittivator
tittle
titlebat
titler
titles
tittlin
tittup
tittuped
tittuping
tittupped
tittupping
tittuppy
tittups
tittupy
titty
tittymouse
titubancy
titubant
titubantly
titubate
titubation
titulado
titular
titularies
titularity
titularly
titulars
titulary
titulation
titule
tituli
titulus
tiu
tiver	ivoli	ivy	iwa	izeur	izwintizzies	izzy	jaele
toadlikeness
toadling
toadpipe
toadpipes
toadroot
toads
toadship
toadstone
toadstool
toadstoollike
toadstools
toadwise
toady
toadying
toadyish
toadyism
toadyisms
toadyship
toarcian
toast
toastable
toasted
toastee
toaster
toasters
toastier
toastiest
toastiness
toasting
toastmaster
toastmasters
toastmastery
toastmistress
toastmistresses
toasts
toasty
toat
toatoa
tob
tobacco
tobaccoes
tobaccofied
tobaccoism
tobaccoite
tobaccoless
tobaccolike
tobaccoman
tobaccomen
tobacconalian
tobacconing
tobacconist
tobacconistical
tobacconists
tobacconize
tobaccophil
tobaccoroot
tobaccos
tobaccosim
tobaccoweed
tobaccowood
tobaccoyo
tobe
tobies
tobine
tobira
toboggan
tobogганed
tobogганeer
tobogганer
tobogганing
tobogганist
tobogганists
toboggans
toby
tobyman
tobymen	
tocalote
toccata		
toccatas
toccate	
toccatina
toch
tocharian
tocher
tochered
tochering
tocherless
tochers
tock
toco
tocodynamometer
tocogenetic
tocogony
tocokinin
tocological
tocologies
toeless
toe-like
toe-lit
toe-nail
toe-nailed
toe-nailing
toe-nails
toe-piece
toe-pieces
toe-plate
toe-plates
toe-nebohmite
toes
toe-shoe
toe-shoes
toe-toe
toe-y
toff
toffee
toffee-man
toffees
toffies
toffing
toffish
toffs
toffy
toffy-man
toffy-men
tofile
to-fore
to-forn
toft
tofter
toft-man
toft-men
tofts
toft-stead
tofu
tofus
tog
toga
togae
toga-ed
toga-like
togas
togata
togate
togated
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toiletware
toilful
toilfully
toilnet
toilnette
toiling
toilingly
toilless
toillessness
toils
toilsome
toilsomely
toilsomeness
toilworn
toise
toisech
toisad
toising
toison
toist
toit
toited
toiting
toitish
toitoi
toits
toity
toivel
tokamak
tokay
tokays
toke
toked
token
token's
tokened
tokening
tokenism
tokenisms	
tokenize
tokenless
tokens
tokenworth
tokes
tokharian
toking
toko
tokodynamometer
tomahawk
tomahawk's
tomahawked
tomahawker
tomahawking
tomahawks
tomalley
tomalleys
toman
tomand
tomans
tomatillo
tomatilloes
tomatillos
tomato
tomatoes
tomb
tomb's
tombac
tomback
tombacks
tombacs
tombak
tombaks
tombal
tombe
tombed
tombic
tombing
tombless
tomblet
tomblike
tombola
tombolo
tombolos
tomboy
tomboyful
tomboyish
tomboyishly
tomboyishness
tomboyism
tomboys
tombs
tombstone
tombstones
tomcat
tomcats
tomcatted
tonetic
tonetically
tonetician
tonetics
tonette
tonettes
tong
tonga
tongas
tonged
tonger
tongers
tonging
tongkang
tongman
tongmen
tongrian
tongs
tongsman
tongsmen
tongue
tonguebird
tonguecraft
tongued
tonguedoughty
tonguefence
tonguefencer
tonguefish
tonguefishes
tongueflower
tongueful
tonguefuls
tongueless
tonguelessness
tonguelet
tonguelike
tongueman
tonguemanship
tonguemen
tongueman
tongueplay
tongueproof
tonguer
tongues
tongueshot
tonguesman
tonguesore
tonguester
tonguetip
tonguey
tonguiness
tonguing
tonguings
tonguy
tonic
tonic’s
tonical
tonically
tonicities
tonicity
tonicize
tonicked
tonicking
tonicobalsamic
tonicoclone
tonicostimulant
tons
tonier
tonies
toniest
tonify
tonight
tonights
toning
tonish
tonishly
tonishness
tonite
tonitocirrus
tonitrophobia
tonitrual
tonitruant
tonitruone
tonitruous
tonjon
tonk
tonka
tonkin
tonlet
tonlets
tonn
tonnage
tonnages
tonne
tonneau
tonneaus
tonsorial
tonsurate
tonsure
tonsured
tonsures
tonsuring	
tontine
tontiner
tontines
tonus
tonuses
tony
tonyhoop
too
tooart
toodle
toodleloody
took
tooken
tool
toolach
toolbox
toolboxes
toolbuilder
toolbuilding
tooled
tooler
toolers
toolhead
toolheads
toolholder
toolholding
toolhouse
tooling
toolings
toolkit
toolless
toolmake
toolmaker
toolmakers
toolmaking
toolman
toolmark
toolmarking
toolmen
toolplate
toolroom
toolrooms
toothily
tothing
toothless
toothlessly
toothlessness
toothlet
toothleted
toothlike
toothpaste
toothpastes
toothpick
toothpick's
toothpicks
toothplate
toothpowder
toothproof
tooths
toothshell
toothsome
toothsomely
toothsomeness
toothstick
toothwash
toothwork
toothwort
toothy
tooting
tootinghole
tootle
tootled
tootler
tootlers
tootles
tootling
tootlish
tootmoot
toots
tootses
tootsie
tootsies
tootsy
toozle
toozoo
top
topaesthesia
topalgia
toparch
toparchia
toponarcosis
toponeural
toponeurosis
toponym
toponymal
toponymic
toponymical
toponymics
toponymies
toponymist
toponymous
toponyms
toponymy
topophobia
topophone
topopolitan
topos
topotactic
topotaxis
topotype
topotypes
topotypic
topotypical
topped
topper
toppers
toppiece
topping
toppingly
toppingness
toppings
topple
toppled
toppler
topples
toppling
topply
toppy
toprail
toprope
tops
topsail
topsailite
topsails
topside
topsider
topsiders
topsides
topsl
topsman
topsmelt
topsmelts
topsmen
topsoil
topsoiled
topsoiling
topsoils
topspin
topssmelt
topstitch
topstone
topstones
topswarm
topsy
topsyturn
topsyturniness
toptail
topwise
topwork
topworked
topworking
topworks
toque
toques
toquet
toquets
toquilla
tor	ora
torah
torahs
toral
toran
torana
toras
torbanite
torbananetic
torbernite
torc
torcel	torch	torch's	torchbearer	torchbearers	torchbearing	torched
tomen
torment
torneta
torrentable
torrentation
torrentative
torrented
torrentedly
torrenter
torrenters
torrentful
torrentil
torrentilla
torrenting
torrentingly
torrentingness
torrentive
torrentor
torrentors
torrentous
torrentress
tormentry
torments
torrentum
tormina
tominal
torminous
tormodont
tom
tornachile
tornada
tornade
tomadic
torno
tornadoes
tornadoesque
tomadolike
tomadoproof
tornados
tomal
tornaria
tomariae
tomarian
tornarias
tomese
tonesi
torney
tornilla
torpor
torporific
torporize
torps
torque
torquate
torquated
torque
torqued
torquer
torquers
torques
torqueses
torquing
torr
torrefacation
torrefaction
torrefication
torrefied
torrefies
torrefy
torrefying
torrens
torrent
torrent's
torrentful
torrentfulness
torrential
torrentiality
torrentially
torrentine
torrentless
torrentlike
torrents
torrentuous
torrentwise
torret
toricellian
torrid
torridor
torridest
torridity
torridly
torridness
torrified
torifies
torify
torifying
torrone
tors
torsade
torsades
torsalo
torse
torsel
torses
torsi
torsibility
torsigraph
torsile
torsimeter
torsiogram
torsigraph
torsimeter
torsion
torsional
torsionally
torsioning
torsionless
torsions
torsive
torsk
torsks
toro
torsoclusion
torsoes
torsometer
torsocclusion
torsos
tort
torta
tortays	
torte
torteau
torteaus
torteaux
tortellini
torten
tortes
tortfeasor
tortfeasors
torticollar
torticollis
torticone
tortie
tortil
tortile
torturous
tortuously
torturousness
toru
torula
torulaceous
torulae
torulaform
torulas
toruli
toruliform
torulin
toruloid
torulose
torulosis
torulous
torulus
torus
torus's
toruses
torve
torvid
torvity
torvous	ory
toryhillite
toryism
toryweed
tos
tosaphist
tosaphoth
tosca
toscanite
tosh
toshakhana
tosher
toshery
toshes
toshly
toshnail
toshy
tosily
toss
tossed
tossers
tosses
tossicated
touchers
touches
touchhole
touchier
touchiest
touchily
touchiness
touching
touchingly
touchingness
touchless
touchline
touchmark
touchous
touchpan
touchpiece
touchstone
touchstones
touchup
touchups
touchwood
touchy
toug
tough	oughen	oughened	oughener	ougheners	oughening	oughens	ougher	oughest	oughhead	oughhearted	oughie	oughies	oughish	oughly	oughness	oughra	oughs	ought	oughy	ould	oumnah	oup	oupee	oupeed
toxanaemia
toxanemia
toxaphene
toxcatl
toxemia
toxemias
toxemic
toxic
toxicaemia
toxical
toxically
toxicant
toxicants
toxicarol
toxicate
toxication
toxicemia
toxicities
toxicity
toxicodendrol
toxicoderma
toxicodermatitis
toxicodermatositis
toxicodermia
toxicodermitis
toxicogenic
toxicognath
toxicohaemia
toxicohemia
toxicoid
toxicol
toxicologic
toxicological
toxicologically
toxicologist
toxicologists
toxicology
toxicomania
toxicon
toxicopathic
toxicopathy
toxicophagous
toxicophagy
toxicophidia
toxicophobia
toxicoses
toxicosis
toxicotraumatic
toxicum
toxidermic
toxidermitis
toxifer
toxiferous
toxified
toxify
toxifying
toxigenic
toxigenicities
toxigenicity
toxihaeamia
toxihemia
toxinfection
toxiinfectious
toxin
toxinaemia
toxine
toxinemia
toxines
toxinfection
toxinfectious
toxinosis
toxins
toxiphagi
toxiphagus
toxiphobia
toxiphobiac
toxiphoric
toxitabellae
toxity
toxodon
toxodont
toxogenesis
toxoglossate
toxoid
toxoids
toxology
toxolysis
toxon
toxone
toxonosis
toxophil
toxophile
toxophilism
toxophilite
toxophilitic
toxophilitism
toxophilous
 toxophilic
 toxophilous
 toxophily
 toxophobie
 toxophobie
 toxophobous
 toxoplastic
 toxoplasmic
 toxoplasmic
 toxoplasmic
 toxoplasmosis
 toxosis
 toxosozin
 toxotae
 toy
 toydom
 toyed
 toyer
 toyers
 toyful
 toyfulness
 toyhouse
 toying
 toyingly
 toyish
 toyishly
 toyishness
 toyland
 toyless
 toylike
 toymaker
 toymaking
 toymaker
 toymen
 toyo
 toyon
 toyons
 toyos
 toyota
 toyotas
 toys
 toyshop
 toysome
 toytown
 toywoman
 toywort
 toze
 toze
 tozer
 tp
 tpd
traceried
traceries
tracers
tracery
traces
trachea
tracheae
tracheaectomy
tracheal
trachealgia
trachealis
trachean
trachearian
tracheary
tracheas
tracheate
tracheated
tracheation
trachecheae
trachecheas
tracheid
tracheidal
tracheide
tracheids
tracheitis
trachelagra
trachelate
trachelectomopexia
trachelectomy
trachelia
trachelismus
trachelitis
trachelium
tracheloacromialis
trachelobregmatic
tracheloclavicular
trachelocytosis
trachelodynia
trachelology
trachelomastoid
trachelopexia
tracheloplasty
trachelorrhaphy
tracheloscapular
trachelotomy
trachenchyma
tracheobronchial
tracheobronchitis
tracheocele
cracheochromatic
cracheoesophageal
tracheofissure
tracheolar
tracheolaryngeal
tracheolaryngotomy
tracheole
tracheolingual
tracheopathia
cracheopathy
tracheopharyngeal
tracheophone
tracheophonesis
tracheophonine
cracheophony
tracheophyte
tracheoplasty
tracheopyosis
tracheorrhagia
tracheoschisis
tracheoscopic
tracheoscopist
tracheoscopy
tracheostenosis
tracheostomies
tracheostomy
tracheotome
tracheotomies
tracheotomist
tracheotomize
tracheotomized
tracheotomizing
tracheotomy
trachile
trachinoid
trachitis
trachle
trachled
trachles
trachling
trachodon
tachodont
trachodontid
trachoma
trachomas
trachomatous
trachomedusan
trachyandesite
trachybasalt
trachycarpous
trachychromatic
trachydolerite
trachyglossate
trachyline
trachymedusan
trachyphonia
trachyphonous
trachypteroid
trachyspermous
trachyte
trachytes
trachytic
trachytoid
tracing
tracingly
tracings
track
trackable
trackage
trackages
trackbarrow
tracked
tracker
trakcers
trackhound
tracking
trackings
trackingscout
tracklayer
tracklaying
trackless
tracklessly
tracklessness
trackman
trackmanship
trackmaster
trackmen
trackpot
tracks
trackscout
trackshifter
tracksick
trackside
tracksuit
trackwalker
tradecraft
traded
tradeful
tradeless
trademark
trademark's
trademarks
trademaster
tradename
tradeoff
tradeoffs
trader
traders
tradership
trades
tradescantia
tradesfolk
tradesman
tradesmanlike
tradesmanship
tradesmanwise
tradesmen
tradespeople
tradesperson
tradeswoman
tradeswomen
tradesman
tradiment
trading
tradite
tradition
tradition's
traditional
traditionalism
traditionalist
traditionalistic
traditionalists
tradionality
traditionalize
traditionalized
traditionally
traditionaries
traditionally
traditionary
traditionate
traditioner
traditionism
traditionist
traditionitis
traditionize
traditionless
traditionmonger
traditions
traditious
traditive
traditor
traditores
traditorship
traduce
traduced
traducement
traducements
traducent
traducer
traducers
traduces
traducian
traducianism
traducianist
traducianistic
traducible
traducing
traducingly
traduct
traduction
traductionist
traductive
trady
traffic
traffic's
trafficability
trafficable
trafficableness
trafficator
traffick
trafficked
trafficker
trafficker's
traffickers
trafficking
trafficks
trafficless
traffic
trafficway
trafficker
trait
trait's
traiteur
traiteurs
traitless
traitor
traitor's
traitoress
traitorhood
traitorism
traitorize
traitorlike
traitorling
traitorly
traitorous
traitorously
traitorousness
traitors
traitorship
traitorwise
traitory
traitress
traitresses
traits
trait
traject
trajected
trajectile
trajecting
trajection
trajectitious
trajectories
trajectory
trajectory's
trajects
trajet
tralatician
tralaticiary
tralatition
tralatitious
tralatitiously
tralineate
tralira
tralucency
tralucent
tram
trama
tramal
tramcar
tranka
tanker
trankum
tranky
tranmissibility
trannie
tranquil
tranquiler
tranquilest
tranquility
tranquiliation
tranquillize
tranquilized
tranquilizer
tranquilizers
tranquilizes
tranquilizing
tranquilizingly
tranquiller
tranquillest
tranquillise
tranquilliser
tranquillity
tranquillation
tranquillize
tranquillized
tranquillizer
tranquillizing
tranquillo
tranquilly
tranquilness
trans
trans'mute
transaccidentation
transact
transacted
transacting
transactinide
transaction
transaction’s
transactional
transactionally
transactioneer
transactions
transactor
transacts
transalpine
transalpinely
transalpiner
transaminase
transamination
transanimate
transanimation
transannular
transapical
transappalachian
transaquatic
transarctic
transatlantic
transatlantically
transatlantican
transatlanticism
transaudient
transaxle
transbaikal
transbaikalian
transbay
transboard
transborder
transcalency
transcalent
transcalescency
transcalescent
transceive
transceiver
transceivers
transcend
transcendant
transcended
transcendence
transcendency
transcendent
transcendental
transcendentalisation
transcendentalism
transcendentalist
transcendentalistic
transcendentalists
transcendentiality
transcendentalization
transcendentalize
transcendentalized
transcendentalizing
transcendentalizm
transcendentally
transcendentals
transcendently
transcendentness
transcendible
transcending
transcendingly
transcendingness
transcends
transcension
transchange
transchanged
transchanger
transchanging
transchannel
transcience
transcolor
transcoloration
transcolour
transcolouration
transconductance
transcondylar
transcondyloid
transconscious
transcontinental
transcontinentally
transcorporate
transcorporeal
transcortical
transcreate
transcribable
transcribable
transcribbler
transcribe
transcribed
transcriber
transcribers
transcribes
transcribing
transcript
transcript's
transcriptase
transcription
transcription's
transcriptional
transcriptionally
transcriptions
transcriptitious
transcriptive
transcriptively
transfigured
transfigurement
transfigures
transfiguring
transfiltration
transfinite
transfix
transfixation
transfixed
transfixes
transfixing
transfixion
transfixt
transfixture
transfluent
transfluvial
transflux
transformation
transform
transformability
transformable
transformance
transformation
transformation's
transformational
transformationalist
transformationist
transformations
transformative
transformator
transformed
transformer
transformers
transforming
transformingly
transformism
transformist
transformistic
transforms
transfretation
transfrontal
transfrontier
transfuge
transfugitive
transfusable
transfuse
transfused
transfuser
transfusers
transfuses
transfusible
transfusing
transfusion
transfusional
transfusionist
transfusions
transusive
transursively
transgression
transgenerations
transgredient
transgress
transgressed
transgresses
transgressible
transgressing
transgressingly
transgression
transgression's
transgressional
transgressions
transgressive
transgressively
transgressor
transgressors
transhapes
tranship
transhipment
transhipped
transhipping
tranships
transhuman
transhumanate
transhumanation
transhumance
transhumanize
transhumant
transience
transiencies
transiency
transient
transiently
transientness
transients
transigence
transigent
transiliac
transilience
transiliency
transilient
transilluminate
transilluminated
transilluminating
transillumination
transilluminator
transimpression
transincorporation
transindividual
transinsular
tansire
tansischiac
tansisthmian
tansistor
tansistor's
tansistorization
tansistorize
tansistorized
tansistorizes
tansistorizing
tansistors
tansit
tansitable
tansited
tansiter
tansiting
tansition
tansitional
tansitionally
tansitionalness
tansitionary
tansitioned
tansitionist
tansitions
tansitival
tansitive
tansitively
tansitiveness
tansitivism
tansitivities
tansitivity
tansitman
tansitmen
tansitorily
transitoriness
transitory
transitron
transits
transitu
transitus
transl
translade
translatability
translatable
translatableness
translate
translated
translator
translater
translates
translating
translation
translational
translationaly
translations
translative
translator
translator's
translatoresen
translatorial
translators
translatorship
translatory
translatress
translatrix
translay
transleithan
transletter
translight
translinguate
transliterate
transliterated
transliterates
transliterating
transliteration
transliterations
transliterator
translocalization
translocate
translocated
translocating
translocation
translocations
translocatory
transluce
translucence
translucencies
translucency
translucent
translucently
translucid
translucidity
translucidus
translunar
translunary
transmade
transmade
transmake
transmaking
transmarginal
transmarginally
transmarine
transmateriation
transmedial
tansman
tansmen
tansmental
tansmentally
tansmentation
tansmeridional
tansmeridionally
tansmethylation
tansmew
transmigrant
transmigrate
transmigrated
transmigrates
transmigrating
transmigration
transmigrationism
transmigrationist
transmigrations
transmigrative
transmigratively
transmigrator
transmigrators
transmigratory
transmissibility
transmissible
transmission
transmission's
transmissional
transmissionist
transmissions
transmissive
transmissively
transmissiveness
transmissivity
transmissometer
transmissory
transmit
transmits
transmittability
transmittable
transmittal
transmittals
transmittance
transmittances
transmittancy
transmitter
transmitter's
transmitters
transmittible
transmitting
transmogrification
transmogrifications
transmogrified
transmogrifier
transmogrifies
transmogrify
transmogrifying
transmold
transmontane
transmorphism
transmould
transmountain
transmoe
transmundane
transmural
transmuscle
transmutability
transmutable
transmutableness
transmutably
transmutate
transmutation
transmutational
transmutationist
transmutations
transmutative
transmutatory
transmute
transmuted
transmuter
transmutes
transmuting
transmutive
transmutual
transmutually
transnatation
transnational
transnationally
transnatural
transnaturation
transnature
transnihilation
transnormal
transnormally
transocean
transoceanic
transocular
transom
transomed
transoms
transonic
transovarian
transp
transpacific
transpadane
transpalatine
transpalmar
transpanamic
transparence
transparencies
transparency
transparency's
transparent
transparentize
transparently
transparentness
transparietal
transparish
transpass
transpassional
transpatronized
transpatronizing
transspeciate
transspeciation
transpeer
transpenetrable
transpenetration
transpeninsular
transpensilar
transpensation
transperitoneal
transperitoneally
transpersonal
transpersonally
transphenomenal
transphysical
transphysically
transpicuity
transpicuous
transpicuously
transpicuousness
transpierce
transpierced
transpiercing
transpirability
transpirable
transpiration
transpirative
transpiratory
transpire
transpired
transpires
transpiring
transpirometer
transplace
transplacement
transplacental
transplacentally
transplanetary
transplant
transplantability
transplantable
transplantar
transplantation
transplantations
transplanted
transplantee
transplanter
transplanters
transplanting
transplants
transplendency
transplendent
transplendently
transpleural
transpleurally
transpolar
transpond
transponder
transponders
transpondor
transponibility
transponible
transposite
transport
transportability
transportable
transportableness
transportables
transportal
transportance
transportation
transportational
transportationist
transportative
transported
transportedly
transportedness
transportee
transporter
transporters
transporting
transportingly
transportive
transportment
transports
transposability
transposable
transposableness
transposal
transpose
transposed
transposer
transposes
transposing
transverbate
transverbage
transverberate
transverberation
transversal
transversale
transversalis
transversality
transversally
transversan
transversary
transverse
transversely
transverseness
transverser
transverses
transversion
transversive
transversocubital
transversomedial
transversospinal
transversovertical
transversum
transversus
transvert
transverter
transvest
transvestism
transvestite
transvestites
transvestitism
transvolation
transwritten
trant
tranter
tranterum
tranvia
trap
trap's
trapaceous
trapan
trapanned
trapanner
trapanning
trapans
trapball
trapballs
trapdoor
trapdoors
trapes
trapeded
trapesed
trapeses
trapesing
trapezate
trapeze
trapezes
trapezia
trapezial
trapezian
trapeziform
trapezing
trapeziometacarpal
trapezist
trapezium
trapeziums
trapezius
trapeziuses
trapezochedra
trapezochedral
trapezochedron
trapezochedrons
trapezoid
trapezoid's
trapezoidal
trapezoidiform
trapezoids
trapezophora
trapezophoron
trapezophozophora
trapfall
traphole
trapiche
trapiferous
trapish
traplight
traplike
trapmaker
trapmaking
trapnest
trapnested
trapnesting
trapnests
trappabilities
trappability
trappable
trappean
trattle
trattoria
trauchle
trauchled
trauchles
trauchling
traulism
trauma
traumas
traumasthenia
traumata
traumatic
traumatically
traumaticin
traumaticine
traumatism
traumatization
traumatize
traumatized
traumatizes
traumatizing
traumatologies
traumatology
traumatonesis
traumatopnea
traumatopyra
traumatosis
traumatotactic
traumatotaxis
traumatropic
traumatropism
trav
travado
travail
travailed
travailer
travailing
travailous
travails
travale
travally
travated
trave
travel
travelability
travelable
traveldom
traveled
travoises
travoy
trawl
trawlability
trawlable
trawlboat
trawled
trawler
trawlerman
trawlermen
trawlers
trawley
trawleys
trawling
trawlnet
trawls
tray
tray's
trayful
trayfuls
traylike
traymobile
trayne
trays
trazia
treacher
treacheries
treacherous
treacherously
treacherousness
treachery
treachery's
treachousness
treacle
treacleberries
treacleberry
treaclelike
treacles
treaclewort
treacliness	
treacly	
tread		
treadboard	
treaded	
treader	
treaders	
treading	
treadle
treadled
treadler
treadlers
treadles
treadless
treadling
treadmill
treadmills
treadplate	
treads
treadwheel
treague	
treas
treason
treasonable
treasonableness
treasonably
treasonful
treasonish
treasonist
treasonless
treasonmonger
treasonous
treasonously
treasonproof
treasons
treasr
treasurable
treasure
treasured
treasureless	
treasurer
treasurers
treasurership
treasures
treasuress
treasuries
treasuring
treausrous	
treasury
treasury's
treasuryship
treat
treatabilities
treatability
treatable
treatableness
treatably
tree
tree's
treebeard
treebine
treed
treefish
treefishes
treeful
treehair
treehood
treehopper
treeify
treeiness
treeing
treeless
treelessness
treelit
treelike
treelikeness
treelined
treeiling
treemaker
treemaking
treeman
treen
treenail
treenails
treenware
trees
treescape
treeship
treespeeler
treesprise
treetop
treetop's
treetops
treeward
treewards
treey
tref	
trefa
trefah
trefgordd	
trefle	
treflee
trefoil
trefoiled
trefoillike
trefoils
trefoilwise
tregadyne
tregerg
treget
tregetour
tregohtm
trehala
trehalas
trehalase
trehalose
treillage
treille
treitour
treitre	
trek
trek's
trekboer
trekked
trekker
trekkers
trekking
trekometer
trekpath
treks
trekschuit
trellis
trellised
trellises
trellising
trellislike
trelliswork	
tremandraceous	
treematode	
trematodes
trematoid
tremble	
trembled
tremblement	
trembler	
tremblers
trembles
tremblier
trembliest	
trembling	
tremblingly	
tremblingness	
tremblor
trembly
tremeline
tremella
tremellaceous
tremelliform
tremelline
tremellineous
tremelloid
tremellose
tremendous
tremendously
tremendousness
tremenousness
tremens
tremetol
tremex
tremie	
tremogram
tremolando
tremolant
tremolist
tremolite
tremolitic
tremolo
tremolos
tremoloso
tremophobia	
tremor
tremor's
tremorless
tremorlessly
tremors
tremplin
tremulando
tremulant
tremulate
tremulation
tremulent	
tremulous	
tremulously	
tremulousness	
trenail
trenails	
trench	
trenchancy	
trenchant	
trenchantly	
trenchantness
triamide
triamin
triamine
triamino
triammonium
triamorph
triamorphous
triamylose
triander
triandria
triandrian
triandrous
triangle
triangle's
triangled
triangler
triangles
triangleways
trianglewise
trianglework
triangular
triangularis
triangularity
triangularly
triangulate
triangulated
triangulately
triangulates
triangulating
triangulation
triangulations
triangulator
trianguloid
triangulopyramidal
triangulotrangular
trianual
trianulate
trianon
triantelope
trianthous
triapsal
triapsidal
triarch
triarchate
triarchies
triarchy
triarctic
triarcuated
tribelet
tribelike
tribes
tribesfolk
tribeship
tribesman
tribesmanship
tribesmen
tribespeople
tribeswoman
tribeswomen
triblastic
triblet
triboelectric
triboelectricity
tribofluorescence
tribofluorescent
tribological
tribologist
tribology
triboluminescence
triboluminescent
tribometer
tribophosphorescence
tribophosphorescent
tribophosphoroscope
tribophysics
triborough
tribrac
tribrach
tribrachial
tribrachic
tribrachs
tribracteate
tribracteolate
tribromacetic
tribromid
tribromide
tribromoacetaldehyde
tribromoethanol
tribromophenol
tribromphenate
tribromphenol
tribual
tribually
tribular
tribulate
tribulation
tribulations
tribuloid
tribuna
tribunal
tribunal's
tribunals
tribunary
tribunate
tribune
tribune's
tribunes
tribuneship
tribuncial
tribunician
tribunital
tribunitian
tribunitary
tribunitive
tributable
tributaries
tributarily
tributariness
tributary
tribute
tribute's
tributed
tributer
tributes
tributing
tributist
tributorian
tributyrin
trica
tricae
tricalcic
tricalcium
tricapsular
tricar
tricarballylic
tricarbimide
tricarbon
tricarboxylic
tricarinate
tricarinated
tricarpellary
tricarpellate
tricarpous
tricaudal
tricaudate
trice
triced
tricellular
tricenaries
tricenarious
tricenarium
tricenary
tricennial
tricentenarian
tricentenary
tricentennial
tricentennials
tricentral
tricephal
tricephalic
tricephalous
tricephalus
triceps
tripeps
triceratops
triceratopses
triceratopses
triceria
tricerion
tricerium
trices
trichatrophia
trichauxis
trichechine
trichechodont
trichevron
trichi
trichia
trichiasis
trichina
trichinae
trichinal
trichinas
trichinella
trichiniasis
trichiniferous
trichinisation
trichinise
trichinised
trichinising
trichinization
trichinize
trichinized
trichinizing
trichinoid
trichinophobia
trichinopoli
trichinopoly
trichinoscope
trichinoscopy
trichinosed
trichinoses
trichinosis
trichinotic
trichinous
trichion
trichions
trichite
trichites
trichitic
trichitis
trichiurid
trichiuroid
trichlorethylene
trichlorethylenes
trichlorfon
trichlorid
trichloride
trichloride
trichlormethane
trichloro
trichloroacetaldehyde
trichloroacetic
trichloroethane
trichloroethylene
trichloromethane
trichloromethanes
trichloromethyl
trichloronitromethane
trichobacteria
trichobezoar
trichoblast
trichobranchia
trichobranchiate
trichocarpous
trichocephalasis
trichoclasia
trichoclasis
trichocyst
trichocystic
trichode
trichoepithelioma
trichogen
trichogenous
trichoglossia
trichoglossine
trichogynne
trichogynial
trichogynic
trichoid
trichological
trichologist
trichology
trichoma
trichomaphyte
trichomatose
trichomatosis
trichomatous
trichome
trichomes
trichomic
trichomonacidal
trichomonacide
trichomonad
trichomonadal
trichomonal
trichomoniasis
trichomycosis
trichonosis
trichonosus
trichonotid
trichopathic
trichopathophobia
trichopathy
trichophobia
trichophore
trichophoric
trichophyllous
trichophyte
trichophytia
trichophytic
trichophytosis
trichopore
trichopter
trichoptera
trichopteron
trichopterous
trichopterygid
trichord
trichorrhea
trichorrhexic
trichorrhexis
trichoschisis
trichoschistic
trichoschistism
trichosis
trichosporange
trichosporangial
trichosporangium
trichostasis
trichostrongyle
trichostrongylid
trichothallic
trichotillomania
trichotomic
trichotomies
trichotomism
trichotomist
trichotomize
trichotomous
trichotomously
trichotomy
trichroic
trichroism
trichromat
trichromate
trichromatic
trichromatism
trichromatist
trichromatopsia
trichrome
trichromic
trichronous
trichuriases
trichuriasis
trichy
tricing
tricinium
tricipital
tricircular
trick
tricked
tricker
trickeries
tickers
trickery
trickful
trickie
trickier
trickest
trickily
trickiness
tricking
trickingly
trickish
trickishly
trickishness
trickle
trickled
trickles
trickless
tricklet
tricklier
trickliest
tricklike
trickling
tricklingly
trickly
trickment
trickproof
tricks
tricksical
tricksier
tricksiest
tricksily
tricksiness
tricksome
trickster
trickstering
tricksters
trickstress
tricky
triclads
triclad
triclacid
tricladis
tricladina
triclinia
triclinia
triclinial
tricliniarch
tricliniary
triclinic
triclinium
triclinohedric
tricuspal
tricuspid
tricuspidal
tricuspidate
tricuspidated
tricussate
tricyanide
tricycle
tricycled
tricyclene
tricycler
tricycles
tricyclic
tricycling
tricyclist
trid
tridacna
tridactyl
tridactylous
tridally
triddler
tridecane
tridecene
tridecilateral
tridecoic
tridecyl
tridecylene
tridecyclic
trident
tridental
tridentate
tridentated
tridentiferous
tridentine
tridentlike
tridents
tridepside
tridermic
tridiagonal
tridiometral
tridiapason
tridigitate
tridii
tridimensional
tridimensionality
tridimensionally
tridimensioned
tridiurnal
tridominium
tridra
tridrachm
triduam
triduan
triduo
triduum
triduums
tridymite
tridynamous
tricacious
triciously
tried
triedly
triedness
trieennia
trieledin
triene
triene
triennes
triennia
triennial
trienniality
triennially
triennias
triennium
trienniums
triens
triental
trientes
triequal
tier
trierarch
trierarchal
trierarchic
trierarchies
trierarchy
triers
trierucin
tries
trieteric
trieterics
triethanolamine
triethyl
triethylamine
triethylstibine
trifa
trifacial
trifanious
trifuran
trifurcal
trifurcate
trifurcated
trifurcating
trifurcation
trig
triga
trigae
trigamist
trigamous
trigamy
trigatron
trigeminal
trigemini
trigeminous
trigeminus
trigeneric
trigesimal
trigger
triggered
triggerfish
triggerfishes
triggering
triggerless
triggerman
triggers
triggest
trigging
trigintal
trigintennial
triglandular
triglid
triglochid
triglochin
triglot
trigly
triglyceride
triglycerides
triglyceryl
triglyph
triglyphal
triglyphed
triglyphic
triglyphical
triglyphs
trigness
trilarcenous
trilateral
trilaterality
trilaterally
trilaterality
trilaterally
trilateration
trilaurin
tribes
trilby
trilemma
trilinear
trilineate
trilineated
trilingual
trilingualism
trilingually
trilinguar
trilinolate
trilinoleate
trilinolenate
trilinolenin
trilit
trilite
triliteral
triliteralism
triliterality
triliterally
triliteralness
trilith
trilithic
trilithon
trilium
trill
trillachan
trillado
trillando
trilled
triller
trillers
trillet
triletto
trilletto
trilli
trillian
trillaceous
trillbub
trillian
trillil
trilling
trillion
trillionaire
trillionize
trillions
trillionth
trillionths
trillium
trilliums
trillo
trilloes
trills
trilobal
trilobate
trilobated
trilobation
trilobe
trilobed
trilobite
trilobitic
trilocular
triloculate
trilogic
trilogical
trilogies
trilogist
trilogy
trilophodont
triluminar
triluminous
trim
trimacer
trimacular
trimaculate
trimaculated
trimaran
trimarans
trimargarate
trimargarin
trimastigate
trimellic
trimellitic
trimembral
trimensual
trimer
trimercuric
trimeric
trimeride
trimerite
trimerization
trimerous
trimers
trimesic
trimesinic
trimesitic
trimesitonic
trimester
trimesters
trimestral
trimestrial
trimesyl
trimetalism
trimetallic
trimetallism
trimeter
trimeters
trimethadione
trimethoxy
trimethyl
trimethylacetic
trimethylamine
trimethylbenzene
trimethylene
trimethylglycine
trimethylmethane
trimethylstibine
trimetric
trimetrical
trimetrogon
trimly
trimmed
trimmer
trimmers
trimmest
trimming
trimmingly
trimmings
trimness
trimnesses
trimodal
trimodality
trimolecular
trimonthly
trimoric
trimorph
trimorphic
trimorphism
trimorphous
trimorphs
trimotor
trimotored
trimotors
trims
trimscript
trimscripts
trimstone
trintram
trimucronatus
trimurti
trimuscular
trimyristate
trimyristin
trin
trina
trinacrian
trinal
trinality
trinalize
trinary
trination
trinational
trinchera
trindle
trindled
trindles
trindling
trine
trined
trinely
trinervate
trinerve
trinerved
trines
trineural
tringine
tringle
tringoid
trinidad
trinidados
trining
trinitarian
trinitarianism
trinitarians
trinitaries
trinitrate
trinomialism
trinomialist
trinomiality
trinomially
trinopticon
trintle
trinucleate
trinucleotide
trinity
trio
triobol
triobolon
triocitle
triocular
triode
triodes
triadia
triodion
triodontoid
trioecia
trioecious
trioeciously
trioecism
trioecs
trioicous
triol
triolicous
triole
trioleate
triolefín
triolefine
trioleic
triolein
triolet
triolets
triology
triols
trional
triones
trionfi
trionfo
trionychid
trionychoid
trionychoidean
trionym
trionymal
tronyx
trioperculate
trior
triorchis
triorchism
triorthogonal
trios
triose
triose
triovulate
trioxazine
trioxid
trioxide
trioxides
trioxids
trioxymethylene
triozonid
triozonide
trip
trip's
tripack
tripacks
tripal
tripalolate
tripalmitate
tripalmitin
tripara
tripart
triparted
tripartedly
tripartible
tripartient
tripartite
tripartitely
tripartition
tripaschal
tripe
tripedral
tripel
tripellanamine
tripelike
tripeman
tripemonger
tripennate
tripenny
tripetide
triperies
tripersonal
tripersonalism
tripersonalist
tripersonality
tripersonally
tripery
tripes
tripeshop
tripestone
tripetaloid
tripetalous
tripewife
tripewoman
triphammer
triphane
triphase
triphaser
triphastic
triphenyld
triphentylamine
triphentylated
triphentylcarbinol
triphenylmethane
triphenylmethyl
triphenyphosphine
triphibian
triphibious
triphony
triphosphate
triphthong
triphthongal
triphyletic
triphyline
triphyllite
triphyllous
tripinnate
tripinnated
tripinnately
tripinnatifid
tripinnatisect
tripl
tripla
triplane
triplanes
triplasian
triplastic
triple
tripleback
tripled
triplefold
triplegia
tripleness
tripler
triples
triplet
triplet's
tripletail
tripletree
triplets
triplewise
triplex
triplexes
triplexity
triplicate
triplicated
triplicately
triplicates
triplicating
triplication
triplications
triplicative
triplicature
triplice
triplicities
triplicity
triplicostate
tripliform
triplinerved
tripling
triplite
triplites
triploblastic
triplocaulescent
triplocaulous
triploid
triploidic
triploidite
triploids
triploidy
triplopia
triplopy
triplum
triplumbic
triply
tripmadam
tripod
tripodal
tripodial
tripodian
trisect
trisected
trisecting
trisection
trisections
trisector
trisectrix
trisects
triseme
trisemes
trisemic
trisensory
trisepalous
trisepalous
trisectate
triserial
triserially
triseriate
triseriatim
trisetose
trisha
trishaw
trishna
trisilane
trisilicate
trisilicate
trisilicic
trisilicic
trisinuate
trisinuated
triskaidekaphobe
triskaidekaphobes
triskaidekaphobia
triskele
triskeles
triskelia
triskelion
trismegist
trismegistic
trismic
trismus
trisomuses
trisome
trisomes
trisomic
trisomics
trisomies
trisomy
trisonant
trispast
trispaston
trispermous
trispinose
trisplanchnic
trisporic
trisporous
trisquare
trist
tristachyous
tristan
tristate
triste
tristearate
tristearin
tristeness
tristesse
tristetrahedron
tristeza
tristezas
tristful
tristfully
tristfulness
tristich
tristichic
tristichous
tristichs
tristigmatic
tristigmatose
tristiloquy
tristimulus
tristisonous
tristine
tristram
tristyly
tristyly
trisubstituted
trisubstitution
trisul
trisula
trisulc
trisulcate
trisulcated
trisulfate
trisulfid
trisulfide
trisulfone
trisulfoxid
trisulfoxide
trisulphate
trisulphid
trisulphide
trisulphone
trisulphonic
trisulphoxid
trisulphoxide
trisylabic
trisyllabic
trisyllabical
trisyllabically
trisyllabism
trisyllabity
trisyllable
trit
tritactic
tritagonist
tritangent
tritangential
tritanope
tritanopia
tritanopic
tritanopsia
tritanoptic
tritaph
trite
tritely
tritemorion
tritencephalon
triteness
triter
triternate
triternately
triterpene
triterpenoid
tritest
tritetartemorion
tritheism
tritheist
tritheistic
tritheistical
tritheite
tritheocracy
trithing
trithings
trithioaldehyde
trithiocarbonate
trithiocarbonic
tritionate
tritionates
tritionic
tritiate
tritiated
tritical
triticale
triticality
tritically
triticyness
triticeous
triticeum
tricitin
triticism
triticoid
triticum
triticums
tritish
tritium
tritiums
tritocerebral
tritocerebrum
tritococone
tritococonid
tritolo
tritoma
tritomas
tritomite
triton
tritonal
tritonality
tritone
tritones
tritonoid
tritinous
tritons
tritonymph
tritonymphal
tritopatores
tritopatinae
tritopine
tritor
tritoral
tritorium
tritoxide
tritozooid
trocated
troaking
troaks
troat
trobar
troca
trocaical
trocars
troch
trocha
trochia
trochaicality
trochaically
trochais
trochal
trochalopod
trochalopodal
trochanter
trochanteral
trochanteric
trochanterion
trochantin
trochantine
trochantinian
trochar
trochars
trochart
trochate
troche
trocheameter
troched
trochee
trocheeize
trochees
trochelminth
troches
trocheus
trochi
trochid
trochiferous
trochiform
trochil
trochili
trochilic
trochilics
trochilidae
trochilidine
trochilidist
trochiline
trochilopodous
trochilos
trochils
trochiluli
trochilus
trocking
trochiscation
trochisci
trochiscus
trochisk
trochite
trochitic
trochlea
trochleae
trochlear
trochleariform
trochlearis
trochleary
trochleas
trochleate
trochleiform
trochocephalia
trococephalic
trococephalus
trococephaly
trochodendraceous
trochoid
trochoidal
trochoidally
trochoides
trochoids
trochometer
trochophore
trochosphere
trochospherical
trochozoic
trochozoan
trochus
trock
trocked
trockery
trocking
trocks
troco
troctolite
trod
trodden
trode
troegerite
troffer
troffers
troft
trog
trogerite
troger
trogin
trogs
troglodytal
troglodyte
troglodytes
troglodytic
troglodytical
troglodytish
troglodytism
trogon
trogonoid
trogons
trogs
trogue
troic
troika
troikas
troilism
troilite
troilites
troi
troiluses
toirs
trojan
trojans
troke
troked
trokker
trokes
troking
troland
trolands
trolatitious
troll
troll's
trolldom
trolled
trolleite
trolle
trollers
trolley
trolley's
trolleybus
trolleyed
trolleyer
trolleyful
trolleying
trolleyman
trolleys
trollyflower
trollied
trollies
trollimog
trolling
trollings
trollman
trollmen
trollol
trollop
trollopian
trolloping
trollophish
trollops
trollopy
trolls
trolly
trollying
trollyman
trollymen
tromba
trombash
trombe
trombiculid
trombidi
trombidi
trombophobia
tromboidosis
trombone
trombones
trombonist
trombonists
trombony
trommel
trommels
tromometer
tromometric
tromometrical
tromometry
tromp
tromp
tramped
tramp
trampil
trampillo
tramping
trample
tramps
tron
trona
tronador
tronage
tronas
tronc
trondhjemite
trone
troner
trones
tronk
troodont
troolie
trooly
troop
trooped
trooper
trooperess
troopers
troopfowl
troopial
tropials
trooping
troops
troopship
troopships
troopwise
trooshlach
troostite
troostitic
troot
trooz
trop
tropacocaine
tropaeola
tropaeolaceae
tropaeolaceous
tropaeoli
tropaeolin
trophogeny
trophology
trophon
trophonema
trophoneurosis
trophoneurotic
trophonian
trophonucleus
trophopathy
trophophore
trophophorous
trophophyte
trophoplasm
trophoplasmatic
trophoplasmic
trophoplast
trophosomai
trophosome
trophosperm
trophosphere
trophosphangia
trophosphongial
trophosphongium
trophospore
trophotaxis
trophotherapy
trophothylax
trophotropic
trophotropism
trophozoite
trophozooid
trophy
trophy's
trophying
trophyless
trophywort
tropia
tropic
tropic's
tropical
tropicalih
tropicalisation
tropicalise
tropicalised
tropicalising
tropicality
tropicalization
tropicalize
tropicalized
tropicalizing
tropicality
tropicbird
tropicopolitan
tropics
tropicine
tropicines
tropins
tropism
tropismatic
tropisms
tropist
tropicistic
tropocaine
tropocollagen
tropolgetic
tropolological
tropolologically
tropologies
tropologize
tropologized
tropologizing
tropology
tropometer
tropomyosin
tropopause
tropophil
tropophilous
tropophyte
tropophytic
troposphere
tropospheric
tropostereoscope
tropotaxis
tropoyl
troppaia
troppopo
troptometer	ropyl
trosteratrot
trotozy
troth
trothed
trothful
trothing
trothless
trothlessness
trothlike
trothplight
troths
trotlet
trotline
trotlines
trotol
trots
trotskyism
trotted
trotter
trotters
trotteur
tottie
trotting
trottles
trottoir
trottoired
trotty
trotyl	rotyls
troubadour
troubadour
troubadourish
troubadourism
troubadourist
troubadours
trouble
troubled
troubledly
troubledness
troubemaker
troubemaker's
troubemakers
troubemaking
troublement
troubleproof
troubler
troublers
troubles
troubleshoot
troubleshooted
troubleshooter
troubleshooters
troubleshooting
trousse
trousseau
trousseaus
trousseaux
trout
troutbird
trouter
troutflower
trouthful
troutier
troutiest
troutiness
troutless
troutlet
troutlike
troutling
trouts
trouty
trouv
trouvaille
trouvailles
trouveres
trouverer
trouveur
trouveurs
trouvre
trovatore
trove
troveless
trover
trovers
troves
trow
trowable
trowane
trowed
trowel
trowel's
trowellbeck	roweled
troweler
trowelers
troweful	roweling
trowelled
troweller
trowelling
trowelman
trowels
trowie
trowing
trowlesworthite
trowman
trows
trowsers
trowth
trowths
troy
troys
trp
trpset
trs
trt
truancies
truancy
truandise
truant
truant's
truantcy
truanted
truanting
truantism
truantlike
truantly
truantness
truantries
truantry
truants
truantship
trub
trubu
truce
trucebreaker
trucebreaking
truced
truceless
trucemaker
trucemaking
truces
trucha
truchman
trucial
trucidation
trucing
truck
truckage
truckages
tuckdriver
tucked
tucker
tuckers
tuckful
tuckie
tucking
tuckings
tuckle	
tuckled
tuckler
tucklers
tuckles
tucklike
tuckline	
tuckling
tuckingly
tuckload
tuckloads
tuckman	
tuckmaster
tuckmen
tucks
tuckster
tuckway
truculence
truculency
truculent
truculental
truculently
truculentness
truddo
trudellite
trudge
trudged
trudgen
trudgens
trudgeon
trudgeons
trudger
trudgers
trudges
trudging
true
trueblue
trueblues
trueborn
truebred
true
truehearted
trueheartedly
trueheartedness
trueing
truelike
truelove
trueloves
trueman
trueness
trueesses
truepenny
truer
trues
truest
truewood
truff
truffle
truffes
truffle
truffled
trufflike
truffler
truffles
trufflesque
trug
trugmally
trueing
truish
truism
truism's
truismatic
truisms
truiastic
truiistical
truiistically
trull
truller
trulli
trullisatio
trullisations
trullization
trullo
trulls
truly
truman
trumbash
trusses
trussing
trussings
trussmaker
trussmaking
trusswork
trust
trustability
trustable
trustableness
trustably
trustbuster
trustbusting
trusted
trustee
trustee's
trusted
trusteeing
trusteeism
trustees
trusteeship
trusteeships
trusteing
trusten
truster
trusters
trustful
trustfully
trustfulness
trustier
trusties
trustiest
trustification
trustified
trustify
trustifying
trustihood
trustily
trustiness
trusting
trustingly
trustiness
trustle
trustless
trustlessly
trustlessness
trustman
trustmen
tuberculosectorial
tuberculosed
tuberculoses
tuberculosis
tuberculotherapist
tuberculotherapy
tuberculotoxin
tuberculotrophic
tuberculous
tuberculously
tuberculousness
tuberculum
tuberiferous
tuberiform
tuberin
tuberization
tuberize
tuberless
tuberoid
tuberose
tuberoses
tuberosities
tuberosity

...
tubifex
tubifexes
tubificid
tubiflorous
tubiform
tubig
tubik
tubilingual
tubinarial
tubinarine
tubing
tubings
tubiparous
tubipore
tubipurid
tubipuroid
tubipurous
tublet
tublike
tubmaker
tubmaking
tubman
tubmen
tuboabdominal
tubocurarine
tuboid
tubolabellate
tuboligamentous
tuboovarial
tuboovarian
tuboperitoneal
tuborrhea
tubotympanic
tuboovaginal
tubs
tubster
tubtail
tubular
tubularia
tubularian
tubularidan
tubularity
tubularly
tubulate
tubulated
tubulates
tubulating
tubulation
tubulator
tubulature
tubule
tubules
tuble
tubuli
tubulibranch
tubulibranchian
tubulibranchiate
tubulidentate
tubuliferan
tubuliferous
tubulifloral
tubuliflorous
tubuliform
tubulipore
tubuliporid
tubuliporoid
tubulization
tubulodermoid
tubuloracemose
tubulosaccular
tubulose
tubulostratio
tubulous
tubulously
tubulousness
tubulure
tubulures
tubulus
tubuphone
tubwoman
tucandera	uchis	uchit	uchun	uchunate	uchunism	uchunize	uchuns	uck	tuckahoe	tuckahoes	ucked	tucker	tuckered	tuckering	tuckermanity
tulare
tularemia
tularemic
tulasi
tulcan
tulchan
tulchin
tule
tules
tuliac
tulip
tulip's
tulipant
tulipflower
tulipi
tulipiferous
tulipist
tuliplike
tulipomania
tulipomaniac
tulips
tulipwood
tulipy
tulisan
tulisanes
tulle
tulles
tullibee
tullibees
tulnic
tulsa
tulsi
tulwar
tulwaur
tum
tumain
tumasha
tumatakuru
tumatukuru	umbak
tumbaki	umbek	umbeki	umbester	umble	umblebug	umbled	umbledown
tuppence
tuppences
tupenny
tuppeny
tupping
tups
tupuna
tuque
tuques
tu quoque
tur
turacin
turaco
turacos
turacou
turacous
turacoverdin
turakoo
turanian
turanite
turanose
turb
turban
turban's
turbaned
turbanesque
turbanette
turbanless
turbanlike
turbanned
turbans
turbanto
turbantop
turbanwise
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unarithmetical
unarithmetically
unark
unarm
unarmed
unarmedly
unarmedness
unarming
unarmored
unarmorial
unarmoured
unarms
unaromatic
unaromatically
unaromatized
unarousable
unaroused
unarousing
unarraignable
unarraignableness
unarraigned
unarranged
unarray
unarrayed
unarrestable
unarrested
unarresting
unarrestive
unarrival
unarrived
unarriving
unarrogance
unarrogant
unarrogantly
un arrogated
un arrogating
unarted
unartful
unartfully
unartfulness
unarticled
unarticulate
unarticulated
unarticulately
unarticulative
unarticulatory
unartificial
unartificiality
unartificially
unartificialness
unartistic
unartistical
unartistically
unartistlike
unary
unascendable
unascendableness
unascendant
unascended
unascendent
unascertainable
unascertainableness
unascertainably
unascertained
unascetic
unascetically
unascribed
unashamed
unashamedly
unashamedness
unasinous
unaskable
unasked
unasking
unaskingly
unasleep
unaspersed
unaspressive
unasphalted
unaspirated
unaspiring
unaspiringly
unaspiringness
unassailability
unassailable
unassailableness
unassailably
unassailed
unassailing
unassassinated
unassassaultable
unassaultable
unassaulted
unassayed
unassaying
unassembled
unassented
unassenting
unassentive
unasserted
unassertive
unassertively
unassertiveness
unassessable
unassessableness
unassessed
unassibilated
unassiduous
unassiduously
unassiduousness
unassignable
unassignably
unassigned
unassimilable
unassimilated
unassimilating
unassimilative
unassistant
unassisted
unassisting
unassociable
unassociably
unassociated
unassociative
unassociatively
unassociativeness
unassoiled
unassorted
unassuageable
unassuaged
unassuaging
unassuasive
unassuetude
unassuimable
unassumed
unassumedly
unassuming
unassumingly
unassumingness
unassured
unassuredly
unassuredness
unassuring
unasterisk
unasthmatic
unastonish
unastonished
unastonishment
unastounded
unastray
unathirst
unathletic
unathetically
unatmospheric
unatonable
unatoned
unatoning
unatrophied
unattach
unattachable
unattached
unattackable
unattackableness
unattackably
unattacked
unattainability
unattainable
unattainableness
unattainably
unattained
unattaining
unattainment
unattaint
unattainted
unattaintedly
untempered
unattemptable
unattempted
unattempting
unattendance
unattendant
unattended
unattentive
unattentively
unattentiveness
unattenuated
unattenuatedly
unattestable
unattested
unattestedness
unattire
unattired
unattractable
unattractableness
unattracted
unattracting
unattractive
unattractively
unattractiveness
unattributable
unattributably
unattributed
unattributive
unattributively
unattributiveness
unattuned
unau
unauctioned
unaudacious
unaudaciously
unaudaciousness
unaudible
unaudibleness
unaudibly
unaudied
unaudited
unauditioned
unaugmentable
unaugmentative
unaugmented
unaus
unauspicious
unauspiciously
unauspiciousness
unaustere
unausterely
unaustereness
unauthentic
unauthentical
unauthentically
unauthencalness
unauthenticated
unauthenticity
unauthorised
unauthorish
unauthoritive
unauthoritatively
unauthoritativeness
unbaptised
unbaptize
unbaptized
unbar
unbarb
unbarbarise
unbarbarised
unbarbarising
unbarbarize
unbarbarized
unbarbarizing
unbarbarous
unbarbarously
unbarbarousness
unbarbed
unbarbered
unbarded
unbare
unbargained
unbark
unbarking
unbaronet
unbarrable
unbarred
unbarrel
unbarreled
unbarrelled
unbarren
unbarrenly
unbarrenness
unbarricade
unbarricaded
unbarricading
unbarricadoed
unbarring
unbars
unbartered
unbartering
unbase
unbased
unbasedness
unbashful
unbashfully
unbashfulness
unbasket
unbasketlike
unbasted
unbastardised
unbastardized
unbaste
unbasted
unbastilled
unbastinadoed
unbated
unbathed
unbating
unbatted
unbatten
unbatterable
unbattered
unbattling
unbay
unbe
unbeached
unbeaconed
unbeaded
unbeamed
unbeaming
unbear
unbearable
unbearableness
unbearably
unbeard
unbearded
unbeared
unbearing
unbears
unbeast
unbeatable
unbeatableness
unbeatably
unbeaten
unbeaused
unbeauteous
unbeauteously
unbeauteousness
unbeautified
unbeautiful
unbeautifully
unbeautifulness
unbeautify
unbeavered
unbeckoned
unbeclugged
unbeclouded
unbecome
unbecoming
unbecomingly
unbecomingness
unbed
unbedabbled
unbedaggled
unbedashed
unbedaubed
unbedecked
unbedewed
unbedimmed
unbedinned
unbedizened
unbedraggled
unbefit
unbefitting
unbefittingly
unbefittingness
unbefool
unbefriend
unbefriended
unbefringed
unbeget
unbeggar
unbeggarly
unbegged
unbegilt
unbeginning
unbeginningly
unbeginningness
unbegirded
unbegirt
unbegot
unbegotten
unbegottenly
unbegottenness
unbegreased
unbegrimed
unbegrudged
unbeguile
unbeguiled
unbeguileful
unbeguiling
unbegun
unbehaving
unbeheaded
unbeheld
unbeholdable
unbendsome
unbeneficed
unbeneficent
unbeneficently
unbeneficial
unbeneficially
unbeneficialness
unbenefitable
unbenefited
unbenefiting
unbenetted
unbenevolence
unbenevolent
unbenevolently
unbenevolentness
unbenight
unbenighted
unbenign
unbenignant
unbenignantly
unbenignity
unbenignly
unbenignness
unbent
unbenumb
unbenumbed
unbequeathable
unbequeathed
unbereaved
unbereaven
unbereft
unberouged
unberufen
unbeseeching
unbeseechingly
unbeseem
unbeseeming
unbeseemingly
unbeseemingness
unbeseemly
unbeset
unbesieged
unbesmeared
unbesmirched
unbesmuttered
unbesot
unbesotted
unbesought
unbespeak
unbespoke
unbespoken
unbesprinkled
unbestarred
unbestowed
unbet
unbeteeared
unbethink
unbethought
unbetide
unbetoken
unbetr
unbetrayed
unbetraying
unbetrothed
unbetterable
unbettered
unbeveled
unbevelled
unbewailed
unbewailing
uneware
unbewilder
unbewildered
unbewilderedly
unbewildering
unbewilderingly
unbewilled
unbewitch
unbewitched
unbewitching
unbewitchingly
unbewrayed
unbewritten
unbias
unbiassable
unbiased
unbiasededly
unbiasededness
unbiasing
unbiassable
unbiassed
unbiassedly
unbiasing
unbiblical
unbibulous
unbibulously
unbibulousness
unbickered
unbickering
unbid
unbidable
unbiddable
unbidden
unbigamous
unbigamously
unbigged
unbigged
unbigoted
unbigotedness
unbilious
unbiliously
unbiliiousness
unbillable
unbilled
unbillet
unbilleted
unbind
unbindable
unbinding
unbinds
unbinned
unbiographical
unbiographically
unbiological
unbiologically
unbirdlike
unbirdlimed
unbirdly
unbirthday
unbishop
unbishops
unbishoply
unbit
unbiting
unbitt
unbitted
unbitten
unbiter
unbiting
unblackened
unblade
unbladed
unblading
unblamability
unblamable
unblamableness
unblamably
unblamed
unblameworthiness
unblameworthy
unblaming
unblanched
unblanketed
unblasphemed
unblasted
unblazoned
unbleached
unbleaching
unbled
unbleeding
unblemishable
unblemished
unblemishedness
unblemishing
unblended
unblending
unbleeding
unbleedingly
unblendable
unbless
unblessed
unblessedness
unblest
unblighted
unblightedly
unblightedness
unblind
unblinded
unblindfold
unblindfolded
unblinding
unblinking
unblinkingly
unbliss
unblissful
unblissfully
unblissfulness
unblistered
unblithe
unblithely
unblock
unblockaded
unblocked
unblocking
unblocks
unblooded
unbloodied
unbloodily
unbloodiness
unbloody
unbloom
unbloomed
unblooming
unblossomed
unblossoming
unblotted
unblottedness
unbloused
unblown
unblued
unbluestockingish
unbluffable
unbluffed
unbluffing
unblunder
unblundered
unblundering
unblunted
unblurred
unblush
unblushing
unblushingly
unblushingsness
unblusterous
unblusterously
unboarded
unboasted
unboastful
unboastfully
unboastfulness
unboasting
unboat
unbobbed
unbodied
unbodiliness
unbodily
unboding
unbodkined
unbody
unbodylike
unbog
unboggy
unbohemianize
unboiled
unboisterous
unboisterously
unboisterousness
unbokel
unbold
unbolden
unboldly
unboldness
unbolled
unbolster
unbolstered
unbolt
unbolted
unbolting
unbolts
unbombarded
unbombast
unbombastic
unbombastically
unbombed
unbondable
unbondableness
unbonded
unbone
unboned
unbonnet
unbonneted
unbonneting
unbonnets
unbonny
unbooked
unbookish
unbookishly
unbookishness
unbooklearned
unboot
unbooted
unboraxed
unborder
unbordered
unbored
unboring
unborn
unborne
unborough
unborrowed
unborrowing
unbosom
unbosomed
unbosomer
unbosoming
unbosoms
unbossed
unbotanical
unbothered
unbothering
unbottle
unbottled
unbottling
unbottom
unbottomed
unbought
unbouncy
unbound
unboundable
unboundableness
unboundably
unbounded
unboundedly
unboundedness
unboundless
unbounteous
unbounteously
unbounteousness
unbountiful
unbountifully
unbountifulness
unbow
unbowable
unbowdlerized
unbowed
unbowel
unboweled
unbowelled
unboweded
unbowing
unbowingness
unbowled
unbowsome
unbox
unbreakably
unbreakfasted
unbreaking
unbreast
unbreath
unbreathable
unbreathableness
unbreathable
unbreathed
unbreathing
unbred
unbreech
unbreeched
unbreeches
unbreeching
unbreezy
unbrent
unbrewed
unbribable
unbribableness
unbribably
unbribed
unbribing
unbrick
unbricked
unbridegroomlike
unbridgegable
unbridged
unbridle
unbridled
unbridledly
unbridledness
unbridles
unbridling
unbrief
unbriefed
unbriefly
unbriefness
unbright
unbrightened
unbrightly
unbrightness
unbrilliant
unbrilliantly
unbrilliantness
unbrimming
unbrined
unbristled
unbrittle
unbritteness
unbrittness
unbroached
unbroad
unbroadcast
unbroadcasted
unbroadened
unbrocaded
unbroid
unbroidered
unbroiled
unbroke
unbroken
unbrokenly
unbrokenness
unbronzed
unbrooch
unbrooded
unbrooding
unbrookable
unbrookably
unbrothered
unbrotherlike
unbrotherliness
unbrotherly
unbrought
unbrown
unbrowned
unbrowsing
unbruised
unbrushable
unbrushed
unbrutalise
unbrutalised
unbrutalising
unbrutalize
unbrutalized
unbrutalizing
unbrute
unbrutelike
unbrutify
unbrutise
unbrutised
unbrutising
unbrutize
unbrutized
unbrutizing
unburdensome
unburdensomeness
unbureaucratic
unbureaucratically
unburgessed
unburglarized
unburiable
unburial
unburied
unburlesqued
unburly
unburn
unburnable
unburnableness
unburned
unburning
unburnished
unburnt
unburrow
unburrowed
unburst
unburstable
unburstableness
unburthen
unbury
unbush
unbusied
unbusily
unbusiness
unbusinesslike
unbusk
unbuskin
unbuskined
unbusted
unbusting
unbusy
unbutchered
unbutcherlike
unbuttered
unbutton
unbuttoned
unbuttoning
unbuttonment
unbuttons
unbuttressed
unbuxom
unbuxomly
unbuxomness
uncalmy
uncalmness
uncalorific
uncalumniated
uncalumniative
uncalumnious
uncalumniously
uncambered
uncamerated
uncamouflaged
uncamp
uncampaigning
uncamped
uncamphorated
uncanalized
uncancelable
uncanceled
uncancellable
uncancelled
uncancerous
uncandid
uncandidly
uncandidness
uncandied
uncandled
uncandor
uncandour
uncaned
uncankered
uncanned
uncannier
uncanniest
uncannily
uncanniness
uncanny
uncanonic
uncanonical
uncanonically
uncanonicalness
uncanonicity
uncanonisation
uncanonise
uncanonised
uncanonising
uncanonization
uncanonize
uncanonized
uncanonizing
uncanopied
uncanioned
uncanonized
uncanvassably
uncanvassed
uncap
uncapable
uncapableness
uncapably
uncapacious
uncapaciously
uncapaciousness
uncapacitate
uncaparisoned
uncaped
uncapering
uncapitalised
uncapitalistic
uncapitalized
uncapitulated
uncapitulating
uncapped
uncapper
uncapping
uncapricious
uncapriciously
uncapriciousness
uncaps
uncapsizable
uncapsized
uncapsuled
uncaptained
uncaptioned
uncaptious
uncaptiously
uncaptiousness
uncaptivate
uncaptivated
uncaptivating
uncaptivative
uncaptived
uncapturable
uncaptured
uncaramelised
uncaramelized
uncarbonated
uncarboned
uncarbonized
uncarbureted
uncarburetted
uncarded
uncardinal
uncardinally
uncareful
uncarefully
uncarefulness
uncarressed
uncressing
uncressingly
uncargoed
uncaricatured
uncaring
uncarnate
uncarnivorous
uncarnivorously
uncarnivorousness
uncaroled
uncarolled
uncarousing
uncarpentered
uncarpeted
uncarriageable
uncarried
uncart
uncarted
uncartooned
uncarved
uncascaded
uncascading
uncase
uncased
uncasemated
uncases
uncashed
uncasing
uncask
uncasked
uncasketed
uncasque
uncassock
uncast
uncaste
uncastigated
uncastigative
uncastle
uncastled
unciastrated
uncasual
uncasually
uncasualness
uncataloged
uncatalogued
uncatastrophic
uncatastrophically
uncatchable
uncatchy
uncate
uncatechised
uncatechisedness
uncatechized
uncatechizedness
uncategorical
uncategorically
uncategoricalness
uncategorised
uncategorized
uncatenated
uncatered
uncatering
uncathartic
uncathedraled
uncatholic
uncatholicity
uncatholicical
uncatholicicalness
uncatholicise
uncatholicised
uncatholicising
uncatholicictory
uncatholicize
uncatholicized
uncatholicizing
uncatholicically
uncaucusuable
uncaught
uncausable
uncausal
uncausative
uncausatively
uncausativeness
uncause
uncaused
uncaustic
uncaustically
unctealous
uncauterized
uncautioned
uncautious
uncautiously
uncautiousness
uncavalier
uncavalierly
uncave
uncavernous
uncavernously
uncaviling
uncavilling
uncavitied
unceaseable
unceased
unceasing
unceasingly
unceasingness
unceded
unceiled
unceilinged
uncelerated
uncelerating
uncelestial
uncelestialized
uncelibate
uncellar
uncement
uncemented
uncementing
uncensorable
uncensored
uncensorious
uncensoriously
uncensoriousness
uncensurability
uncensurable
uncensurableness
uncensured
uncensuring
uncenter
uncentered
uncentral
uncentralised
uncentralised
uncentrality
uncentralized
uncentrally
unchallengeably
unchallenged
unchallenging
unchambered
unchamfered
unchampioned
unchance
unchanceable
unchanced
unchancellor
unchancy
unchange
unchangeability
unchangeable
unchangeableness
unchangeably
unchanged
unchangedness
unchangeful
unchangefully
unchangefulness
unchanging
unchangingly
unchangingness
unchanneled
unchannelized
unchannelled
unchanted
unchaotic
unchaotically
unchaperoned
unchaplain
unchapleted
unchapped
unchapter
unchaptered
uncharacter
uncharactered
uncharacterised
uncharacteristic
uncharacteristically
uncharacterized
uncharge
unchargeable
uncharged
uncharges
uncharging
uncharily
unchariness
unchariot
uncharitable
uncharitableness
uncharitably
uncharity
uncharm
uncharmable
uncharmed
uncharming
uncharnel
uncharred
uncharted
unchartered
unchary
unchased
unchaste
unchastely
unchastened
unchasteness
unchastisable
unchastised
unchastising
unchastities
unchastity
unchatteled
unchattering
unchauffeured
unchauvinistic
unchawed
uncheapened
uncheaply
uncheat
uncheated
uncheating
uncheck
uncheckable
unchecked
uncheckerered
uncheckmated
uncheerable
uncheered
uncheerful
uncheerfully
uncheerfulness
uncheerily
uncheeriness
uncheering
uncheery
unchemical
unchemically
uncherished
uncherishing
unchested
unchevroned
unchewable
unchewableness
unchewed
unchic
unchicly
unchid
unchidden
unchided
unchiding
unchidingly
unchild
unchildish
unchildishly
unchildishness
unchildlike
unchilled
unchiming
unchinked
unchippable
unchipped
unchipping
unchiseled
unchiselled
unchivalric
unchivalrous
unchivalrously
unchivalrousness
unchivalry
unchloridized
unchlorinated
unchoicely
unchookable
unchoke
unchoked
unchokes
unchoking
uncholeric
unchoosable
unchoosable
unchopped
unchoral
unchored
unchosen
unchrisom
unchrist
unchristen
unchristened
unchristian
unchristianity
unchristianize
unchristianized
unchristianlike
unchristianliness
unchristianly
unchristianness
unchromatic
unchromed
unchronic
unchronically
unchronicled
unchronological
unchronologically
unchurch
unchurchered
unchurches
unchurching
unchurchlike
unchurchly
unchurlish
unchurlishly
unchurlishness
unchurn
unchurned
unci
uncia
unciae
uncial
uncialize
uncially
uncials
unciatim
unciatricized
unciferous
unciform
unciforms
unciliated
uncinal
uncinaria
uncinariasis
uncinariatic
uncinate
uncinated
uncinatum
uncinch
uncinct
uncinctured
uncini
uncinus
uncipher
uncircled
uncircuitous
uncircuitously
uncircuitousness
uncircular
uncircularised
uncircularized
uncircularly
uncirculated
uncirculating
uncirculative
uncircumcised
uncircumcisedness
uncircumcision
uncircumlocutory
uncircumscribable
uncircumscribed
uncircumscribedness
uncircumscript
uncircumscriptible
uncircumscription
uncircumspect
uncircumspexion
uncircumspective
uncircumspectly
uncircumspectness
uncircumstanced
uncircumstantial
uncircumstantially
uncircumstantialy
uncircumvented
uncirostrate
uncitable
uncitable
uncite
unciteable
uncited
uncited
uncitizen
uncitizenlike
uncitizenly
uncity
uncivic
uncivil
uncivilisable
uncivilish
uncivility
uncivilizable
uncivilization
uncivilize
uncivilized
uncivilizedly
uncivilizedness
uncivilizing
uncivilly
uncivilness
unclad
unclaimed
unclaiming
unclamorous
unclamorously
unclamorousness
unclamp
unclamped
unclamping
unclamps
unclandestinely
unclannish
unclannishly
unclannishness
unclarified
unclarifying
unclarity
unclashing
unclasp
unclasped
unclasping
unclasps
unclassable
unclassableness
unclassably
unclassed
unclassible
unclassical
unclassically
unclassifiable
unclassifiableness
unclassifiably
unclassification
unclassified
unclassify
unclassifying
unclawed
unclay
unclayed
uncle
uncle's
unclead
unclean
uncleanable
uncleaned
uncleaner
uncleanest
uncleanlily
uncleanness
uncleanly
uncleanness
uncleansable
uncleanse
uncleansed
uncleansedness
unclear
unclearable
uncleared
unclearer
unclearest
unclearing
unclearly
uncleanness
uncleavable
uncleave
uncleom
uncleft
unclehood
unclement
unclemently
unclementmentness
unclench
unclenched
unclenches
unclenching
unclergy
unclergyable
unclerical
unclericalize
unclerically
unclericalness
unclerklike
unclerkly
uncles
uncleship
unclever
uncleverly
uncleveness
unclew
unclick
uncliented
unclify
unclimactic
unclimaxed
unclimb
unclimbable
unclimbableness
unlimably
unlimbed
unlimbing
unlinch
unlinched
unlinches
unlinching
unling
unlinging
unclinical
unclip
unclipped
unclipper
unclipping
uncloak
uncloakable
uncloaked
uncloaking
uncloaks
unclog
unclogged
unclogging
unclogs
uncloister
uncloistered
uncloistral
unclosable
unclose
unclosed
uncloses
uncloseted
uncoat
uncoated
uncoatedness
uncoaxable
uncoaxal
uncoaxed
uncoaxial
uncoaxing
uncobbled
uncock
uncocked
uncocking
uncockneyfy
uncocks
uncocted
uncodded
uncoddled
uncoded
uncodified
uncoerced
uncoffer
uncoffin
uncoffined
uncoffining
uncoffins
uncoffle
uncoft
uncogent
uncogently
uncogged
uncogitable
uncogisniscible
uncognizable
uncognizant
uncognized
uncognoscibility
uncognoscible
uncoguidism
uncoherent
uncoherently
uncoherentness
uncohesive
uncohesively
uncohesiveness
uncoif
uncoifed
uncoiffed
uncoil
uncolorable
uncolorably
uncolored
uncoloredly
uncoloredness
uncolourable
uncolourably
uncoloured
uncolouredly
uncolouredness
uncolt
uncoly
uncombable
uncombatable
uncombatant
uncombatled
uncombative
uncombed
uncombinable
uncombinableness
uncombinably
uncombinational
uncombinative
uncombine
uncombined
uncombining
uncombiningness
uncombustible
uncombustive
uncome
uncomeliers
uncomelies
uncomelily
uncomeliness
uncomely
uncomfort
uncomfortable
uncomfortableness
uncomfortably
uncomforted
uncomforting
uncomfy
uncomic
uncomical
uncomically
uncommanded
uncommandedness
uncommanderlike
uncommunicativeness
uncommutable
uncommutative
uncommutatively
uncommutativeness
uncommuted
uncompact
uncompacted
uncompahgrite
uncompaniable
unaccompanied
uncompassionability
uncompanionable
uncompanioned
uncomparable
uncomparability
uncomparableness
uncomparably
uncompared
uncompartmentalize
uncompartmentalized
uncompartmentalizes
uncompass
uncompassability
uncompassable
uncompassed
uncompassion
uncompassionate
uncompassonated
uncompassonately
uncompassonateness
uncompassonating
uncompassioned
uncompatible
uncompatibly
uncompellable
uncompelled
uncompelling
uncompensious
uncompensable
uncompensated
uncompensating
uncompensative
uncompensatory
uncompetent
uncompetently
uncompetitive
uncompetitively
uncompetitiveness
uncompiled
uncomplacent
uncomplacently
uncomplained
uncomplaining
uncomplainingly
uncomplainingness
uncomplaint
uncomplaisance
uncomplaisant
uncomplaisantly
uncomplemental
uncomplementally
uncomplementary
uncomplemented
uncompletable
uncomplete
uncompleted
uncompletely
uncompleteness
uncomplex
uncomplexity
uncomplexly
uncomplexness
uncompliability
uncompliable
uncompliableness
uncompliably
uncompliance
uncompliant
uncompliantly
uncomplicated
uncomplicatedness
uncomplication
uncomplimentary
uncomplimented
uncomplimenting
uncomplying
uncomportable
uncomposable
uncomposeable
uncomposed
uncompound
uncompoundable
uncompounded
uncompoundedly
uncompoundedness
uncompounding
uncomprehend
uncomprehended
uncomprehending
uncomprehendingly
uncomprehendingness
uncomprehended
uncomprehensible
uncomprehensibleness
uncomprehensibly
uncomprehension
uncomprehensive
uncomprehensively
uncomprehensiveness
uncompressed
uncompressible
uncomprised
uncomprising
uncomprisingly
uncompromisable
uncompromised
uncompromising
uncompromisingly
uncompromisingness
uncompt
uncompulsive
uncompulsively
uncompulsory
uncomputable
uncomputableness
uncomputably
uncomputed
uncomraded
unconcatenated
unconcatenating
unconcealable
unconcealableness
unconcealably
unconcealed
unconcealedly
unconcealing
unconcealingly
unconcealment
unconceded
unconceding
unconceited
unconceitedly
unconceivable
unconceivableness
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uncondemned</td>
<td>uncondemning</td>
<td>uncondemningly</td>
<td>uncondensable</td>
<td>uncondensable</td>
<td>uncondensable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncondensableness</td>
<td>uncondensably</td>
<td>uncondensational</td>
<td>uncondensed</td>
<td>uncondensing</td>
<td>uncondescending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncondescendingly</td>
<td>uncondescendingly</td>
<td>uncondescension</td>
<td>uncondited</td>
<td>uncondition</td>
<td>uncondition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconditionality</td>
<td>unconditionally</td>
<td>unconditionality</td>
<td>unconditionate</td>
<td>unconditionated</td>
<td>unconditionately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconditioned</td>
<td>unconditionedly</td>
<td>unconditionedness</td>
<td>uncondolatory</td>
<td>uncondoled</td>
<td>uncondoling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncondoned</td>
<td>uncondoning</td>
<td>unconducing</td>
<td>unconducive</td>
<td>unconducively</td>
<td>unconduciveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconducted</td>
<td>unconductible</td>
<td>unconductive</td>
<td>unconductiveness</td>
<td>unconfected</td>
<td>unconfederated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconfederated</td>
<td>unconfessed</td>
<td>unconfessing</td>
<td>unconfided</td>
<td>unconfidence</td>
<td>unconfident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconfidential</td>
<td>unconfidentialness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unconfidently
unconfiding
unconfinable
unconfine
unconfined
unconfinedly
unconfinedness
unconfinement
unconfining
unconfirm
unconfirmability
unconfirmable
unconfirmative
unconfirmatory
unconfirmed
unconfirming
unconfiscable
unconfiscated
unconfiscatory
unconflicting
unconflictingly
unconflictingness
unconflictive
unconform
unconformability
unconformable
unconformableness
unconformably
unconformed
unconformedly
unconforming
unconformism
unconformist
unconformities
unconformity
unconfound
unconfounded
unconfoundedly
unconfounding
unconfoundingly
unconfrontable
unconfronted
unconfusable
unconfusably
unconfused
unconfusedly
unconfusing
unconfutability
unconfutable
unconfutative
unconfuted
unconfuting
uncongeal
uncongealable
uncongealed
uncongenial
uncongeniality
uncongenially
uncongested
uncongestive
unconglobated
unconglomerated
unconglutinated
unconglutinative
uncongratulate
uncongratulated
uncongratulating
uncongratulatory
uncongregated
uncongregational
uncongregative
uncongressional
uncongruous
uncongruously
uncongruousness
unconical
unconjecturable
unconjectural
unconjectured
unconjoined
unconjugal
unconjugated
unconjunctive
unconjured
unconnected
unconnectedly
unconnectedness
unconned
unconnived
unconniving
unconnotative
unconquerable
unconquerableness
unconquerably
unconquered
unconquest
unconscienced
unconscient
unconscientious
unconscientiously
unconscientiousness
unconscionability
unconscionable
unconscionableness
unconscionably
unconscious
unconsciously
unconsciousness
unconsecrate
unconsecrated
unconsecratedly
unconsecratedness
unconsecration
unconsecrative
unconsecutive
unconsecutively
unconsent
unconsentaneous
unconsentaneously
unconsentaneousness
unconsented
unconsentent
unconsenting
unconsequential
unconsequentially
unconsequentialness
unconservable
unconservative
unconservatively
unconservativeness
unconserved
unconserving
unconsiderable
unconsiderabley
unconsiderate
unconsiderately
unconsiderateness
unconsidered
unconsideredly
unconsideredness
unconsidering
unconsideringly
unconsignable
unconsign
unconsistent
unconsociable
unconsociated
unconsolability
unconsolable
unconsolably
unconsolatory
unconsoled
unconsolidated
unconsolidating
unconsolidation
unconsoling
unconsolingly
unconsonancy
unconsonant
unconsonantly
unconsonous
unconspicuous
unconspicuously
unconspicuousness
unconspired
unconspiring
unconspiringly
unconspiringness
unconstancy
unconstant
unconstantly
unconstantness
unconstellated
unconsternated
unconstipated
unconstituted
unconstitutional
unconstitutionalism
unconstitutionality
unconstitutionally
unconstrainable
unconstrained
unconstrainedly
unconstrainedness
unconstraining
unconstraint
unconstricted
unconstrictive
unconstruable
unconstructed
unconstructive
unconstructively
unconstructural
unconstrued
unconsular
unconsult
unconsultative
unconsultatory
unconsulted
unconsulting
unconsumable
unconsumed
unconsuming
unconsummate
unconsummated
unconsummately
unconsummative
unconsumptive
unconsumptively
uncontacted
uncontagious
uncontagiously
uncontainable
uncontainableness
uncontainably
uncontained
uncontaminable
uncontaminate
uncontaminated
uncontaminative
uncontemned
uncontemnedly
uncontemning
uncontemningly
uncontemplable
uncontemplated
uncontemplative
uncontemplatively
uncontemplativeness
uncontemporaneous
uncontemporaneously
uncontemporaneousness
uncontemporary
uncontemptibility
uncontemptible
uncontemptibleness
uncontemptibly
uncontemptuous
uncontemptuously
uncontemptuousness
uncontended
uncontending
uncontent
uncontentable
uncontented
uncontentedly
uncontentedness
uncontenting
uncontentingness
uncontentious
uncontentiously
uncontentiousness
uncontestability
uncontestable
uncontestably
uncontestableness
uncontestably
uncontestant
uncontested
uncontestedly
uncontestedness
uncontiguous
uncontiguously
uncontiguousness
uncontinence
uncontinent
uncontinental
uncontinented
uncontinently
uncontingent
uncontingently
uncontinual
uncontinually
uncontinued
uncontinuous
uncontinuously
uncontorted
uncontortedly
uncontortioned
uncontortive
uncontoured
uncontract
uncontracted
uncontractedness
uncontractile
uncontradictable
uncontradictably
uncontradictableness
uncontradictably
uncontradicted
uncontradictedly
uncontradictious
uncontradictive
uncontradictory
uncontrastable
uncontrastably
uncontrasted
uncontrasting
uncontrastive
uncontrastively
uncontributed
uncontributing
uncontributive
uncontributively
uncontributiveness
uncontributory
uncontrite
uncontriteness
uncontrived
uncontringing
uncontrol
uncontrollability
uncontrollable
uncontrollableness
uncontrollably
uncontrolled
uncontrolledly
uncontrolledness
uncontrolling
uncontrovertable
uncontrovertableness
uncontrovertably
uncontroverted
uncontrovertedly
uncontrovertible
uncontrovertibleness
uncontrovertibly
uncontumacious
uncontumaciously
uncontumaciousness
unconvenable
unconvened
unconvenial
unconvenience
unconvenient
unconveniently
unconvening
unconventional
unconventionalism
unconventionalities
unconventionality
unconventionalize
unconventionalized
unconventionalizes
unconventionally
unconvened
unconverged
unconvergent
unconverging
unconversable
unconversableness
unconversably
unconversance
unconversant
unconversational
unconversing
unconversion
unconvert
unconverted
unconvertedly
unconvertedness
unconvertibility
unconvertible
unconvertibleness
unconvertibly
unconveyable
unconveyed
unconvicted
unconvicting
unconvictive
unconvince
unconvinced
unconvincedly
unconvincedness
unconvincibility
unconvincible
unconvincing
unconvincingly
unconvincingness
unconvolute
unconvoluted
unconvolately
unconvoyed
unconvulsed
unconvulsive
unconvulsively
unconvulsiveness
uncookable
uncooked
uncool
uncooled
uncoop
uncooped
uncooperating
uncooperative
uncooperatively
uncooperativeness
uncoopered
uncooping
uncoordinate
uncoordinated
uncoordinately
uncoordinateness
uncope
uncopiable
uncopied
uncopious
uncopyable
uncopyrighted
uncoquettish
uncoquettishly
uncoquetishness
uncord
uncorded
uncordial
uncordiality
uncordially
uncordialness
uncording
uncore
uncored
uncoring
uncork
uncorked
uncorker
uncorking
uncorks
uncorned
uncorner
uncornered
uncoronated
uncoroneted
uncorporal
uncorpulent
uncorpulely
uncorrect
uncorrectable
uncorrectabley
uncorrected
uncorrectible
uncorrective
uncorrectly
uncorrectness
uncorrelated
uncorrelatedly
uncorrelative
uncorrelatively
uncorrelativeness
uncorrelativity
uncorrespondency
uncorrespondent
uncorresponding
uncorrespondingly
uncorroded
uncorrigeble
uncorrigible
uncorrigiblesness
uncorrigibly
uncorroborant
uncorroborated
uncorroborative
uncorroboratively
uncorroboratory
uncorroded
uncorrugated
uncorrupt
uncorrupted
uncorruptedly
uncorruptedness
uncorruptibility
uncorrutible
uncorruptiblesness
uncorruptibly
uncorrupting
uncorruption
uncorruptive
uncorruptly
uncorruptness
uncorseted
uncorven
uncos
uncosseted
uncost
uncostliness
uncostly
uncostumed
uncottoned
uncouch
uncouched
uncouching
uncounselable
uncounseled
uncounsellable
uncounsellable
uncountrified
uncoupled
uncoupled
uncoupler
uncouples
uncoupling
uncouraged
uncouraged
uncourteously
uncourteously
uncourtesy
uncourtesy
uncourtiest
uncourtiest
uncourtiest
uncourtliness
uncourtly
uncous
uncousinly
uncouth
uncouthie
uncouthly
uncouthness
uncouthsome
uncovenable
uncovenant
uncovenanted
uncover
uncoverable
uncovered
uncoveredly
uncovering
uncovers
uncoveted
uncoveting
uncovetingly
uncovetous
uncovetously
uncovetousness
uncow
uncowed
uncowl
uncoy
uncoyly
uncoyness
uncracked
uncradled
uncraftily
uncraftiness
uncrafty
uncraggy
uncram
uncramp
uncramped
uncrampedness
uncranked
uncranied
uncrate
uncrated
uncrates
uncrating
uncravatted
uncraven
uncraving
uncravingly
uncrazed
uncrazy
uncream
uncreased
uncreatability
uncreatable
uncreatableness
uncreate
uncreated
uncreatedness
uncreates
uncreating
uncreation
uncreative
uncreatively
uncreativeness
uncreativity
uncreaturely
uncredentialed
uncredentialled
uncredibility
uncredible
uncredibly
uncredit
uncreditable
uncreditableness
uncreditably
uncredited
uncrediting
uncredulous
uncredulously
uncredulousness
uncreeching
uncreosoted
uncrest
uncrested
uncrevassed
uncrrib
uncrribbed
uncrribbing
uncried
uncrime
uncriminal
uncriminally
uncrinning
uncrinkle
uncrinkled
uncrinkling
uncrippled
uncrisp
uncritical
uncritically
uncriticalness
uncriticisable
uncriticisably
uncriticised
uncriticising
uncriticisingly
uncriticism
uncriticizable
uncriticizably
uncriticized
uncriticizing
uncriticizingly
uncrochety
uncrook
uncrooked
uncrookedly
uncrooking
uncropped
uncropt
uncross
uncrossable
uncrossableness
uncrossed
uncrosses
uncrossexaminable
uncrossexamined
uncrossing
uncrossly
uncrowded
uncrown
uncrowned
uncrowning
uncrowns
uncrucified
uncrudded
uncrude
uncrudely
uncrudeness
uncrudity
uncruel
uncruelly
uncruelness
uncrumbled
uncrumple
uncrumpled
uncrumpling
uncrushable
uncrushed
uncrusted
uncrying
uncrystaled
uncrystalled
uncrystalline
uncrystallisable
uncrystallizability
uncrystallizable
uncrystallized
uncs
unct
unction
unctional
unctioneer
unctionless
unctions
unctious
unctiousness
unctorian
unctorium
unctuarium
unctuose
unctuosity
unctuous
unctuously
unctuousness
uncubbed
uncubic
uncubical
uncubically
uncubicalness
uncuckold
uncuckolded
uncudgeled
uncudgelled
uncuffed
uncular
unculled
uncullibility
uncullible
unculpable
unculted
undangerous
undangerously
undangerousness
undapper
undappled
undared
undaring
undaringly
undark
undarken
undarkened
undarmed
undashed
undatable
undate
undateable
undated
undatedness
undaub
undaubed
undaughter
undaughterliness
undaughterly
undauntable
undaunted
undauntedly
undauntedness
undaunting
undawned
undawning
undazed
undazing
undazzle
undazzled
undazzling
unde
undead
undeadened
undeadlocked
undeadly
undeaf
undealable
undealt
undean
undear
undebarred
undebased
undebatable
undebatably
undebated
undebating
undebauched
undebauchedness
undebilitated
undebilitating
undebilitative
undebited
undecadent
undecadently
undecagon
undecanaphthene
undecane
undecatoic
undecayable
undecayableness
undecayed
undecayedness
undecaying
undeceased
undeceitful
undeceitfully
undeceitfulness
undeceivability
undeceivable
undeceivableness
undeceivably
undeceive
undeceived
undeceiver
undeceives
undeceiving
undecency
undecennary
undecennial
undecent
undecently
undeception
undeceptious
undeceptitious
undeceptive
undeceptively
undeceptiveness
undecidable
undecide
undecided
undecidedly
undecidedness
undeciding
undecillion
undecillionth
undecimal
undeciman
undecimole
undecipher
undecipherability
undecipherable
undecipherably
undeciphered
undecision
undecisive
undecisively
undecisiveness
undeck
undecked
undeclared
undeclaime
undeclaming
undeclamatory
undeclarable
undeclarative
undeclare
undeclared
undecinable
undecinable
undecinable
undecinability
undecinably
undecined
undeciding
undecotced
undecotic
undecolic
undecomposab
undecomposed
undecomposed
undecompounded
undecorated
undecorative
undecorous
undecorous
undecorousness
undecorticated
undecoyed
undecreased
undecreasing
undecreasingly
undecree
undecreed
undecrepit
undecrative
undecretery
undecried
undecyl
undecylene
undecylenic
undecylic
undedicate
undedicated
undeduced
undeducible
undeducted
undeductible
undeductive
undeductively
undee
undeeded
undeemed
undeemous
undeemously
undeepe
undeepened
undeeply
undefaceable
unde faced
unde falcated
unde famatory
unde famed
unde faming
unde fatigueable
unde faulted
unde faulting
unde feasible
unde feat
unde feat able
unde feat able ness
unde feat ably
unde fe ted
unde featedly
unde featedness
unde fecated
unde fectible
unde fective
unde fectibly
unde fectiveness
unde fendable
unde fend ableness
undeferential
undeferentially
undeferable
undeffrarrably
undeferred
undeifiable
undeifiable
undeifiant
undeifiantly
undeicient
undeiciently
undefied
undeifiable
undefiled
undefiledly
undefiledness
undeфинability
undeфинable
undeфинабleness
undeфинably
undefine
undefined
undefinedly
unde芬eness
unde芬ite
unde芬initely
unde芬iteness
unde芬itive
unde芬itively
unde芬itiveness
unde芬ectability
unde芬ectable
unde芬ected
unde芬ective
unde芬lowered
unde芬ormable
undeformed
undeformedness
undefrauded
undefrayed
undeft
undeftly
undeftness
undegeneracy
undegenerate
undegenerated
undegenerateness
undegenerating
undegenerative
undegraded
undegradedly
undegradation
undeification
undeified
undeify
undeifying
undeistical
undejected
undejectedly
undejectedness
undelated
undelayable
undelayed
undelayedly
undelaying
undelayingly
undelayability
undelayable
undelectable
undelectably
undelegated
undeleted
undeleterious
undeleteriously
undeleteriousness
undeliberate
undeliberated
undeliberately
undeliberateness
undeliberating
undeliberatingly
undeliberative
undeliberatively
undeliberativeness
undelible
undelicious
undeliciously
undelight
undelighted
undelightedly
undelightful
undelightfully
undelightfulness
undelighting
undelightsome
undelimit
undelineable
undelineated
undelineative
undelinquent
undelinquently
undelirious
undeliriously
undeliverable
undeliverableness
undelivered
undelivery
undeludable
undelude
undeluded
undeludedly
undeluding
undeluged
undelusive
undelusively
undelusiveness
undelusory
undelve
undelved
undelylene
undemagnetizable
undemanded
undemanding
undemandingness
undemised
undemocratic
undemocratically
undemocratisation
undemocratise
undemocratised
undemocratising
undemocratization
undemocratize
undemocratized
underdependent
underdepending
undephlegmated
undepicted
undepleted
undepleted
undeptored
undeported
undepeable
undeposed
undepleted
undepraved
undepravedness
undepricated
undepracating
undepracatingly
undepracative
undepracatively
undepraciable
undepraciated
undepraciative
undepracatory
undepressed
undeprresseible
undeprressing
undepressive
undepressively
undepressiveness
undeprolvable
undeprived
undeprurated
undeputed
undeputized
under
underabyss
underaccident
underaccommodated
underachieve
underachieved
underachievement
underachiever
underachievers
underachieves
underachieving
underact
underacted
underacting
underaction
underactivity
underactor
underacts
underadjustment
underadmiral
underadventurer
underage
underagency
underagent
underages
underagitation
underaid
underaim
underair
underalderman
underaldermen
underanged
underappreciated
underarch
underargue
underarm
underarming
underarms
underassessed
underassessment
underate
underaverage
underback
underbailiff
underbake
underbaked
underbaking
underbalance
underbalanced
underbalancing
underballast
underbank
underbarber
underbarring
underbasal
underbeadle
underbeak
underbeam
underbear
underbearer
underbearing
underbeat
underbeaten
underbed
underbridging
underbrigadier
underbright
underbrim
underbrush
underbubble
underbud
underbuddle
underbudded
underbudding
underbudgeted
underbuds
underbuild
underbuilder
underbuilding
underbuilt
underbuoy
underburn
underburned
underburnt
underbursar
underbury
underbush
underbutler
underbuy
underbuying
underbuys
undercanopy
undercanvass
undercap
undercapitalized
undercapitalization
undercapitalize
undercapitalized
undercapitalizing
undercaptain
undercarder
undercarriage
undercarriages
undercarried
undercarry
undercarrying
undercart
undercarter
undercarve
undercarved
undercarving
undercase
undercasing
undercast
undercause
underceiling
undercellar
undercellarer
underchamber
underchamberlain
underchancellor
underchanter
underchap
undercharge
undercharged
undercharges
undercharging
underchief
underchime
underchin
underchord
underchurched
undercircle
undercircled
undercircling
undercitizen
undercitizenries
undercitizenry
underclad
undercladding
underclass
underclassman
underclassmen
underclay
underclearer
underclerk
underclerks
underclerkship
undercliff
underclift
undercloak
undercloth
underclothe
underclothed
underclothes
underclothing
underclub
underclutch
undercoachman
undercoachmen
undercrypt
undercumstand
undercup
undercurl
undercurrent
undercurrents
undercurve
undercurved
undercurving
undercut
undercuts
undercutter
undercutting
underdauber
underdeacon
underdead
underdealer
underdealing
underdebauchee
underdeck
underdegreeed
underdepth
underdevelop
underdevelope
underdeveloped
underdevelopement
underdeveloping
underdevelopment
underdevil
underdialogue
underdid
underdig
underdigging
underdip
underdish
underdistinction
underdistributor
underditch
underdive
underdo
underdoctor
underdoer
underdoes
underdog
underdogs
underdoing
underdone
underdose
underenter
underer
underescheator
underestimate
underestimated
underestimates
underestimating
underestimation
underestimations
underexcited
underexercise
underexercised
underexercising
underexpose
underexposed
underexposes
underexposing
underexposure
underexposures
undereye
undereyed
undereying
underface
underfaced
underfacing
underfaction
underfactor
underfaculty
underfalconer
underfall
underfarmer
underfeathering
underfeature
underfed
underfeed
underfeeder
underfeeding
underfeeds
underfeel
underfeeling
underfeet
underfellow
underfelt
underffed
underfiend
underfill
underfilling
underfinance
underfinanced
underfinances
underfinancing
underfind
underfire
underfired
underfitting
underflame
underflannel
underfleece
underflood
underfloor
underflooring
underflow
underflowed
underflowing
underflows
underfo
underfold
underfolded
underfong
underfoot
underfootage
underfootman
underfootmen
underforebody
underform
underfortified
underfortify
underfortifying
underframe
underframework
underframing
underfreight
underfrequencies
underfrequency
underfringe
underfrock
underfur
underfurnish
underfurnished
underfurnisher
underfurrow
underfurs
undergabble
undergage
undergamekeeper
undergaoler
undergarb
undergardener
undergarment
undergarments
undergarnish
undergauge
undergear
undergeneral
undergentleman
undergentlemen
undergird
undergirded
undergirder
undergirding
undergirdle
undergirds
undergirt
undergirth
underglaze
undergloom
underglow
undergnaw
undergo
undergod
undergods
undergoer
undergoes
undergoing
undergone
undergore
undergos
undergovernness
undergovernment
undergovernor
undergown
undergrad
undergrade
undergrads
undergraduate
undergraduate's
undergraduatedom
undergraduateness
undergraduates
undergraduateship
undergraduativ
undergraduette
undergraining
undergrass
underhousemaid
underhum
underhung
underided
underinstrument
underinsurance
underinsured
underisible
underisive
underisively
underisiveness
underisory
underissue
underivable
underivative
underivatively
underived
underivedly
underivedness
underjacket
underjailer
underjanitor
underjaw
underjawed
underjaws
underjobbing
underjoin
underjoint
underjudge
underjudged
underjudging
underjungle
underkeel
underkeep
underkeeper
underkind
underking
underkingdom
underlaborer
underlabourer
underlaid
underlain
underland
underlanguaged
underlap
underlapped
underlapper
underlapping
underlaps
underlash
underlaundress
underlawyer
underlay
underlayer
underlayers
underlaying
underlayment
underlays
underleaf
underlease
underleased
underleasing
underleather
underlegate
underlessee
underlet
underlets
underletter
underletting
underlevel
underlever
underli
underlid
underlie
underlie delay
underlier
underlies
underlieutenant
underlife
underlift
underlight
underliking
underlimbed
underlimit
underline
underlineation
underlined
underlineman
underlinemen
underlinement
underlinen
underliner
underlines
underling
underling's
underlings
underogatively
underogatory
underopinion
underorb
underorganisation
underorganization
underorseman
underoverlooker
underoxidise
underoxidised
underoxidising
underoxidize
underoxidized
underoxidizing
underpacking
underpaid
underpain
underpainting
underpan
underpants
underpart
underparticipation
underpartner
underparts
underpass
underpasses
underpassion
underpay
underpaying
underpayment
underpays
underpeep
underpeer
underpen
underpeopled
underpetticoat
underpetticoated
underpick
underpicked
underpier
underpilaster
underpile
underpin
underpinned
underpinner
underpinning
underpinnings
underpins
underpitch
underpitched
underplain
underplan
underplant
underplanted
underplanting
underplate
underplay
underplayed
underplaying
underplays
underplot
underplotter
underply
underpoint
underpole
underpopulate
underpopulated
underpopulating
underpopulation
underporch
underporter
underpose
underpossessor
underpot
underpower
underpowered
underpraise
underpraised
underprefect
underprentice
underprepared
underpresence
underpresser
underpressure
underprice
underpriced
underprices
underpricing
underpriest
underprincipal
underprint
underprior
underprivileged
underprize
underprized
underprizing
undersaturated
undersaturation
undersavior
undersaw
undersawyer
undersay
underscale
underscheme
underschool
underscoop
underscore
underscore
underscored
underscores
underscoring
underscribe
underscriber
undertscript
underscrub
underscrupulous
underscrupulously
undersea
underseal
underseam
underseaman
undersearch
underseas
underseated
undersecretariat
undersecretaries
undersecretary
undersecretaryship
undersect
undersee
underseed
underseeded
underseedman
underseeing
underseen
undersell
underseller
underselling
undersells
undersense
undersense
undersequence
underservant
underserve
underservice
underset
undersets
underspore
underspread
underspreading
underspring
undersprout
underspurleather
undersquare
undershot
understaff
understaffed
understage
understain
understairs
understamp
understand
understandability
understandable
understandableness
understandably
understaned
understander
understanding
understandingly
understandingness
understandings
understands
understate
understated
understatement
understatements
understates
understating
understay
understeer
understem
understep
understeward
understewardship
understimuli
understimulus
understock
understocking
understood
understory
understrain
understrap
understrapped
understrapper
undertakement
undertaken
undertaker
undertakerish
undertalkerlike
undertakerly
undertakers
undertakery
undertakes
undertaking
undertakingly
undertakings
undertalk
undertapster
undertaught
undertax
undertaxed
undertaxes
undertaxing
underteach
underteacher
underteaching
underteamed
underteller
undertenancy
undertenant
undertenter
undertenure
underterrestrial
undertest
underthane
underthaw
underthief
underthing
underthings
underthink
underthirst
underthought
underthroating
underthrob
underthrust
undertide
undertided
undertie
undertied
undertime
undertimed
undertint
undervalve
undervassal
undervaulted
undervaulting
undervegetation
underventilate
underventilated
underventilating
underventilation
underverse
undervest
undervicar
underviewer
undervillain
undervinedresser
undervitalized
undervocabulary
undervoice
undervoltage
underage
underwaist
underwaistcoat
underwaists
underwalk
underward
underwarden
underwarmth
underwarp
underwash
underwatch
underwatcher
underwater
underwaters
underwave
underwaving
underway
underweapon
underwear
underweft
underweigh
underweight
underweighted
underwent
underwheel
underwhistle
underwind
underwinding
underwinds
undescrying
undesecrated
undesert
undeserted
undeserting
undeserve
undeserved
undeservedly
undeservedness
undeserver
undeserving
undeservingly
undeservingness
undesiccated
undesign
undesignated
undesignative
undesigned
undesignedly
undesignedness
undesigning
undesigningly
undesigningness
undesirability
undesirable
undesirableness
undesirably
undesire
undesired
undesiredly
undesiring
undesirous
undesirously
undesirousness
undesisting
undesisted
undespair
despairing
undespairingly
undespatched
undespatched
undespised
undespising
undespoiled
undespondent
undespondently
undesponding
undespondingly
undespotic
undespotically
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undisgusted
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undisorganized
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undistrained
undistraught
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undisturbable
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undiurnally
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undrinkably
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uneludable
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unemanative
unemancipable
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unemasculated
unemasculative
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unembarrassedly
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unembarrassing
unembarrassment
unembased
unembattled
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unembezzled
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unembodied
unembodiment
unembossed
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unembraced
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unembryonic
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unemended
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unemigrant
unemigrating
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uneminently
unemissive
unemitted
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unemolumentary
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unemotively
unemotiveness
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unemphasizing
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unempirically
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unemulative
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unenabled
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unenchafed
unenchanted
unenciphered
unencircled
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unencouraged
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unencumber
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unendemic
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unendorsed
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unendued
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unendurable
unendurableness
unendurably
unendured
unenduring
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unenergetic
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unenforceability
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unenforcibility
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unengraved
unengraven
unengrossed
unengrossing
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unenigmatical
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unenjoyably
unenjoyed
unenjoying
unenjoyingly
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unenlarging
unenlightened
unenlightening
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unentangle
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unethically
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unfanatically
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unfancied
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unfanciness
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unfantastic
unfantastical
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unfar
unfarced
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unfarewelled
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unfarrowed
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unfascinated
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unfashionableness
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unfearful
unfearfully
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unfeasableness
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unfeaty
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unfederative
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unfeeably
unfeed
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unfeelingly
unfeelingness
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unfeignableness
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unfeignedness
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unfeigningly
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unfelicitated
unfelicitating
unfelicitous
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unfellied
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unfeloniously
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unfemininely
unfeminineness
unfemininity
unfeminise
unfeminised
unfeminising
unfeminist
unfeminize
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unfeminizing
unfence
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unfences
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unfended
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unfenestral
unfenestrated
unfeoffed
unfermentable
unfermentableness
unfermentably
unfermentative
unfermented
unfermenting
unfernlike
unferocious
unferociously
unferreted
unferreting
unferried
unfertile
unfertileness
unfertilisable
unfertilised
unfertilising
unfertility
unfertilizable
unfertilized
unfertilizing
unfervent
unfervently
unfervid
unfervidly
unfester
unfestered
unfestering
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unfestive
unfestively
unfestooned
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unfetched
unfetching
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unfetter
unfettered
unfettering
unfetters
unfettled
unfeudal
unfeudalise
unfeudalised
unfeudalising
unfeudalize
unfeudalized
unfeudalizing
unfeudally
unfiltering
unfiltrated
unfimbriated
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unfined
unfinessed
unfingered
unfingured
unfinical
unfinicalness
unfinish
unfinishable
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unfinishedly
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unfireproof
unfiring
unfirm
unfirmamented
unfirmly
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unfiscal
unfiscally
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unfishlike
unfissile
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unfit
unfitly
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unfits
unfittable
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unfittedness
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unfitten
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unfittingly
unfittingness
unfitty
unfix
unfixable
unfixated
unfixative
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unfixing
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unflag
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unflagging
unflaggingly
unflaggingness
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unflagrant
unflagrantly
unflaked
unflaking
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unflamboyant
unflamboyantly
unflame
unflaming
unflanged
unflank
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unflappability
unflappable
unflappably
unflapping
unflared
unflaring
unflashing
unflasy
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unflated
unflattened
unflatterable
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unflattering
unflatteringly
unflaunted
unflaunting
unflauntingly
unflavored
unforcibly
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unfordable
unfordableness
unforded
unforeboded
unforeboding
unforecast
unforecasted
unforegone
unforeign
unforeknowable
unforeknown
unforensic
unforensically
unforeordained
unforesee
unforeseeable
unforeseeableness
unforeseeably
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unforeseeingly
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unforeseenness
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unforfeited
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unforgettable
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unforgivably
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unimplicate
unimplicated
unimplicit
unimplicitly
unimplied
unimplorable
unexplored
unimpoisoned
unimportance
unimportant
unimportantly
unimportantness
unimported
unimporting
unimportunate
unfortunately
unimportunateness
unimportuned
unimposed
unimposedly
unimposing
unimpostrous
unimpounded
unimpoverished
unimpowered
unimprecated
unimpregnable
unimpregnate
unimpregnated
unimpressed
unimpressibility
unimpressible
unimpressibleness
unimpressibly
unimpressionability
unimpressionable
unimpressionableness
unimpressive
unimpressively
unimpressiveness
unimprinted
unimprison
unimprisonable
unimprisoned
unimpropriated
unimprovable
unimprovableness
unimprovably
unimproved
unimprovedly
unimprovedness
unimprovement
unimproving
unimprovised
unimpugnable
unimpugned
unimpulsive
unimpulsively
unimpurpled
unimputable
unimputed
unimucronate
unimultiplex
unimuscular
uninaugurated
unincantoned
unincarcerated
unincarnate
unincarnated
unincensed
uninceptive
uninceptively
unincestuous
unincestuously
uninchoative
unincidental
unincidentally
unincinerated
unincised
unincisive
unincisively
unincisiveness
unincited
unincliable
uninclined
uninclining
uninclosed
uninclosedness
unincludable
unincluded
uninclivable
uninclusive
uninclusiveness
uninconvenienced
unincorporate
unincorporated
unincorporatedly
unincorporatedness
unincreasable
unincreased
unincreasing
unincriminated
unincriminating
unincubated
uninculcated
unincumbered
unindebted
unindebtedly
unindebtedness
unindemnified
unindentable
unindented
unindentured
unindexed
unindicable
unindicated
unindicative
unindicatively
unindictable
unindictableness
unindicted
unindifference
unindifferency
unindifferent
unindifferently
unindigenous
unindigenously
unindigent
unindignant
unindividual
unindividualize
unindividualized
unindividuated
unindoctrinated
unindorsed
uninduced
uninducible
uninducted
uninductive
unindulgenced
unindulged
unindulgent
unindulgently
unindulging
unindurate
unindurated
unindurative
unindustrial
unindustrialized
unindustrious
unindustriously
unindwellable
uninebriate
uninebriated
uninebriatedness
uninebriating
uninebrious
uninert
uninertly
uninervate
uninerved
uninfallibility
uninfallible
uninfatuated
uninfectable
uninfected
uninfectious
uninfectiously
uninfectiousness
uninfective
uninfeft
uninferable
uninferably
uninferential
uninferentially
uninferrable
uninferrably
uninferred
uninferrible
uninferribly
uninfested
uninfiltrated
uninfixed
uninflamed
uninflammability
uninflammable
uninflated
uninflected
uninfectedness
uninflective
uninflicted
uninfluenceability
uninfluenceable
uninfluenced
uninfluencing
uniminically
uniniquitous
uniniquitously
uniniquitousness
uninitialed
uninitialized
uninitiated
uninitiatedness
uninition
uninitative
uninjectable
uninjected
uninjurable
uninjured
uninjuredness
uninjuring
uninjurious
uninjuriousness
uninked
uninlaid
unin
uninnate
uninnately
uninnateness
uninnocence
uninnocent
uninnocently
uninnocuous
uninnocuously
uninnocuousness
uninnovating
uninnovative
uninnoculable
uninoculated
uninoculative
uninodal
uninominal
uninquired
uninquiring
uninquisitive
uninquisitively
uninquisitiveness
uninquisitorial
uninquisitorially
uninsane
uninsatiable
uninscribed
uninserted
uninshrined
uninsidious
uninsidiously
uninsidiousness
uninsightful
uninsinuated
uninsinuating
uninsinuative
uninsistent
uninsistently
unisolated
unisolating
uninsolvent
uninspected
uninspirable
uninspired
uninspiring
uninspiringly
uninspirited
uninspissated
uninstalled
uninstanced
uninstated
uninstigated
uninstigative
uninstilled
uninstinctive
uninstinctively
uninstinctiveness
uninstituted
uninstitutional
uninstitutionally
uninstitutive
uninstitutively
uninstructed
uninstructedly
uninstructedness
uninstructible
uninstructing
uninstructive
uninstructively
uninstructiveness
uninstrumental
uninstrumentally
uninsular
uninteresting
uninterestingly
uninterestingness
uninterfered with
uninterjected
uninterlaced
uninterlarded
uninterleave
uninterleaved
uninterlined
uninterlinked
uninterlocked
unintermarrying
unintermediate
unintermediately
unintermediateness
unintermingled
unintermission
unintermissive
unintermitted
unintermittedly
unintermittedness
unintermittent
unintermittently
unintermitting
unintermittingly
unintermittingness
unintermixed
uninternalized
uninternational
uninterpleaded
uninterpolated
uninterpolative
uninterposed
uninterposing
uninterpretability
uninterpretable
uninterpretative
uninterpreted
uninterpretive
uninterpretively
uninterred
uninterrogable
uninterrogated
uninterrogative
uninterrogatively
uninterrogatory
uninterruptable
uninterrupted
uninterruptedly
uninterruptedness
uninterruptible
uninterruptibleness
uninterrupting
uninterruption
uninterruptive
unintersected
unintersecting
uninterspersed
unintervening
uninterviewed
unintervened
uninterwoven
unintherned
unintherned
unintialized
unintimate
unintimated
unintimately
unintimidated
unintimidating
unintitled
unintombed
unintoned
unintoxicated
unintoxicatedness
unintoxicating
unintrenchable
unintrenched
unintrepid
unintrepidly
unintrepidity
unintricate
unintricately
unintricateness
unintrigued
unintrigued
unintriguing
unintrinsi
unintroduced
unintroduced
unintroductible
unintroductive
unintroductory
unintroitive
unintromitted
unintromitted
unintrouvitive
unintrospective
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unintrospectively
unintroversive
unintroverted
 unintruded
unintruding
unintrudingly
 unintrusive
 unintrusively
 unintrusted
unintuitable
unintuitional
unintuitive
unintuitively
unintwined
 uninuclear
 uninucleate
 uninucleated
 uninundated
 uninured
 uninurned
 uninvadable
 uninvanced
 uninvaginated
 uninvalidated
 uninvasive
 uninvective
 uninveighing
 uninveigled
 uninvented
 uninventful
 uninventibleness
 uninventive
 uninventively
 uninventiveness
 uninverted
 uninvertible
 uninvestable
 uninvested
 uninvestigable
 uninvestigated
 uninvestigating
 uninvestigative
 uninvestigatory
 uninvidious
 uninvidiously
 uninvigorated
 uninvigorating
 uninvigorative
universaliser
universalising
universalism
universalist
universalistic
universalisties
universalists
universality
universalization
universalize
universalized
universalizer
universalizes
universalizing
universally
universalness
universals
universanimous
universe
universe's
universeful
universes
universitarian
universitarianism
universityary
universitas
universitatis
universe
university
university's
universityless
universitylike
universityship
universological
universologist
universology
univied
univocability
univocacy
univocal
univocality
univocalized
univocally
univocals
univocity
univoltine
univorous
uniwear
unix
unjacketed
unjaded
unjagged
unjailed
unjam
unjammed
unjamming
unjapanned
unjarred
unjarring
unjaundiced
unjaunty
unjealous
unjealoused
unjealously
unjeered
unjeering
unjelled
unjellied
unjeopardised
unjeopardized
unjesting
unjestingly
unjesuited
unjesuitedly
unjesuitedly
unjesuitical
unjoking
unjokingly
unjolly
unjolted
unjostled
unjournalistic
unjournalized
unjovial
unjovially
unjoyed
unjoyful
unjoyfully
unjoyfulness
unjoyous
unjoyously
unjoyousness
unjubilant
unjubilantly
unjudgeable
unjudge
unjudgeable
unjudged
unjudgelike
unjudging
unjudicable
unjudicative
unjudiciability
unjudicial
unjudicially
unjudicious
unjudiciously
unjudiciousness
unjuggled
unjuiced
unjuicily
unjuicy
unjumbled
unjumpable
unjuridic
unjuridical
unjuridically
unjust
unjustice
unjusticiable
unjustifiability
unjustifiable
unjustifiableness
unjustifiably
unjustification
unknown
unknowability
unknowable
unknowablness
unknowably
unknownen
unknowing
unknowingly
unknowingness
unknowledgeable
unknown
unknownly
unknownness
unknowns
unknownst
unkodaked
unkosher
unkoshered
unl
unlabeled
unlabelled
unlabialise
unlabialised
unlabialising
unlabialize
unlabialized
unlabializing
unlabiate
unlaborable
unlabored
unlaboring
unlaborious
unlaboriously
unlaboriousness
unlaboured
unlabouring
unlace
unlaced
unlacerated
unlacerating
unlaces
unlacing
unlackeyed
unlaconic
unlacquered
unlade
unladed
unladen
unlearnable
unlearnability
unlearned
unlearnedly
unlearnedness
unlearning
unlearns
unlearnt
unleased
unleash
unleashed
unleashes
unleashing
unleathered
unleave
unleaved
unleavenable
unleavened
unlecherous
unlecherously
unlecherousness
unlectured
unled
unledgered
unleft
unlegacied
unlegal
unlegalised
unlegalized
unlegally
unlegalness
unlegate
unlegible
unlegislated
unlegislative
unlegislatively
unleisured
unleisuredness
unleisurely
unlengthened
unlenient
unleniently
unlensed
unlent
unless
unlessoned
unlessoned
unlet
unlethal
unlethally
unlethargic
unlethargical
unlethargically
unlettable
unletted
unlettered
unletteredly
unletteredness
unlettering
unletterlike
unlevel
unleveled
unleveling
unlevelled
unlevelling
unlevelly
unlevelness
unlevels
unleviable
unlevied
unlevigated
unlexicographical
unlexicographically
unliability
unliable
unlibeled
unlibelled
unlibellous
unlibellously
unlibelous
unlibelously
unliberal
unliberalised
unliberalized
unliberally
unliberated
unlibidinous
unlibidinously
unlicensed
unlicentiated
unlicentious
unlicentiously
unlicentiousness
unlichened
unlickable
unlivableness
unlivably
unlive
unliveable
unliveableness
unliveably
unlived
unliveliness
unlively
unliver
unliveried
unliveries
unlivery
unlives
unliving
unlizardlike
unload
unloaded
unloaden
unloader
unloaders
unloading
unloads
unloafing
unloanably
unloaned
unloaning
unloath
unloathed
unloathful
unloathly
unloathness
unloathsome
unlobbied
unlobbying
unlobed
unlocal
unlocalisable
unlocalise
unlocalised
unlocalising
unlocalizable
unlocalize
unlocalized
unlocalizing
unlocally
unlocated
unlocative
unlock
unlockable
unlocked
unlocker
unlocking
unlocks
unlocomotive
unlodge
unlodged
unlofty
unlogged
unlogic
unlogical
unlogically
unlogicalness
unlogistic
unlogistical
unlonely
unlock
unlooked
unloop
unlooped
unloosable
unloosably
unloose
unloosed
unloosen
unloosened
unloosening
unloosens
unlooses
unloosing
unlooted
unlopped
unloquacious
unloquaciously
unloquaciousness
unlord
unlorded
unlordly
unlosable
unlosableness
unlost
unlotted
unloudly
unlouken
unlounging
unlousy
unlovable
unlovableness
unlovingly
unlove
unlovely
unloveable
unloveableness
unloveably
unloved
unlovelier
unloveliest
unlovelily
unloveliness
unlovely
unloverlike
unloverly
unlovesome
unloving
unlovingly
unlovingness
unlowered
unloyal
unloyally
unloyalty
unultraconservative
un lubricant
un lubricated
un lubricating
un lubricative
un lubricious
unlucent
un lucid
un lucidly
un lucidness
un luck
un luckful
un luckier
un luckiest
un luckily
un luckiness
un luckily
un luck
un luck
un lucrative
un ludicrous
un ludicrously
un ludicrousness
un luffed
un lugged
unlugubrious
unlugubriously
unlugubriousness
unlumbering
unluminescent
unluminiferous
unluminous
unluminously
unluminousness
unlumped
unlumpy
unlunar
unlunate
unlunate
unlured
unlurking
unlush
unlust
unlustered
unlustful
unlustfully
unlustie
unlustier
unlustiest
unlustily
unlustiness
unlusting
unlustred
unlustrous
unlustrously
unlusty
unlute
unluted
unluxated
unluxuriant
unluxuriantly
unluxuriating
unluxurious
unluxuriously
unlycanthropize
unlying
unlyric
unlyrical
unlyrically
unlyricalness
unmacadamized
unmacerated
unmachinable
unmarkable
unmarked
unmarketable
unmarketed
unmarking
unmarled
unmarred
unmarriable
unmarriageability
unmarriageable
unmarried
unmarring
unmarry
unmarrying
unmarshaled
unmarshalled
unmartial
unmartyr
unmartyred
unmarveling
unmarvellous
unmarvellously
unmarvellousness
unmarvelous
unmarvelously
unmarvelousness
unmasculine
unmasculinely
unmashed
unmask
unmasked
unmasker
unmaskers
unmasking
unmasks
unmasquerade
unmassacred
unmassed
unmast
unmaster
unmasterable
unmastered
unmasterful
unmasterfully
unmasticable
unmasticated
unmasticatory
unmatchable
unmatchableness
unmatchably
unmatched
unmatchedness
unmatching
unmate
unmated
unmaterial
unmaterialised
unmaterialistic
unmaterialistically
unmaterialized
unmaterially
unmaternally
unmathematical
unmathematically
unmaturing
unmatriculated
unmatrimonial
unmatrimonially
unmatronlike
unmatted
unmaturative
unmature
unmatured
unmaturely
unmaturity
unmaudlin
unmaudlinly
unmauled
unmaze
unmeandering
unmeanderingly
unmeaning
unmeaningful
unmeaningfully
unmeaningfulness
unmeaningly
unmeaningness
unmeant
unmeasurability
unmeasurable
unmeasurableness
unmeasurably
unmeasured
unmeasurably
unmeasuredness
unmeasurably
unmeated
unmechanic
unmechanical
unmechanically
unmechanised
unmechanistic
unmechanize
unmechanized
unmedaled
unmedalled
unmeddle
unmeddled
unmeddlesome
unmeddling
unmeddlingly
unmeddlingness
unmediaeval
unmediated
unmediating
unmediative
unmediatized
unmedicable
unmedical
unmedically
unmedicated
unmedicative
unmedicinable
unmedicinal
unmedicinaally
unmedieval
unmeditated
unmeditating
unmeditative
unmeditatively
unmediumistic
unmedullated
unmeedful
unmeedy
unmeek
unmeekly
unmeekness
unmeet
unmeetable
unmeetly
unmeetness
unmelancholic
unmelancholically
unmelancholy
unmeliorated
unmellifluent
unmellifluently
unmellifluous
unmellifluously
unmellow
unmellowed
unmelodic
unmelodically
unmelodious
unmelodiously
unmelodiousness
unmelodised
unmelodized
unmelodramatic
unmelodramatically
unmelt
unmeltable
unmeltableness
unmeltably
unmelted
unmeltedness
unmelting
unmember
unmemoired
unmemorable
unmemorably
unmemorialised
unmemorialized
unmemoried
unmemorized
unmenaced
unmenacing
unmendable
unmendableness
unmendably
unmendacious
unmendaciously
unmended
unmenial
unmenially
unmenseful
unmenstruating
unmensurable
unmental
unmentally
unmentholated
unmentionability
unmentionable
unmentionableness
unmentionables
unmentionably
unmentioned
unmercantile
unmercenarily
unmercenariness
unmercenary
unmercerized
unmerchantised
unmerchantable
unmerchantlike
unmerchantly
unmerciable
unmerciably
unmerced
unmerciful
unmercifully
unmercifulness
unmerciless
unmercurial
unmercurially
unmercurialness
unmercurious
unmercuriously
unmercuriousness
unmerge
unmerged
unmerging
unmeridional
unmeridionally
unmeringued
unmeritability
unmeritable
unmerited
unmeritedly
unmeritedness
unmeriting
unmeritorious
unmeritoriously
unmeritoriousness
unmerrily
unmerry
unmesh
unmesmeric
unmesmerically
unmesmerised
unmesmerize
unmesmerized
unmet
unmetaled
unmetalised
unmetalized
unmetalled
unmetallic
unmetalically
unmetallurgic
unmetallurgical
unmetallurgically
unmetamorphic
unmetamorphosed
unmetaphorical
unmetaphysic
unmetaphysical
unmetaphysically
unmete
unmeted
unmeteorologic
unmeteorological
unmeteorologically
unmetered
unmeth
unmethodic
unmethodical
unmethodically
unmethodicalness
unmethodised
unmethodising
unmethodized
unmethodizing
unmethylated
unmeticulous
unmeticulously
unmeticulousness
unmetred
unmetric
unmetrical
unmetrically
unmetricalness
unmetrified
unmetropolitan
unmettle
unmew
unmewed
unmewing
unmews
unmiasmal
unmiasmatic
unmiasmatical
unmiasmic
unmicaceous
unmicrobial
unmicrobic
unmicroscopic
unmicroscopically
unmidwifed
unmight
unmighty
unmigrant
unmigrating
unmigrative
unmigratory
unmild
unmildewed
unmildness
unmilitant
unmilitantly
unmilitarily
unmilitariness
unmilitarised
unmilitaristic
unmilitaristically
unmilitarized
unmilitary
unmilked
unmilled
unmillinered
unmilted
unmimeographed
unmimetic
unmimetically
unmimicked
unminable
unminced
unmincing
unnind
unninded
unnindful
unnindfully
unmindfulness
unminding
unmined
unmineralised
unmineralized
unmingle
unmingleable
unmingled
unmingles
unmingling
unminimised
unminimising
unminimized
unminimizing
unminished
unminister
unministered
unministerial
unministerially
unministrant
unministrative
unminted
unminuted
unmiracled
unmiraculous
unmiraculously
unnired
unmired
unmirrored
unmirthful
unmirthfully
unmirthfulness
unmiry
unmisanthropic
unmisanthropical
unmisanthropically
unmiscarrying
unmischievous
unmischievously
unmiscible
unmisconceivable
unmiserly
unmisgiving
unmisgivingly
unmisguided
unmisguidedly
unmisinterpretable
unmisled
unmissable
unmollifiable
unmollifiably
unmollified
unmollifying
unmolten
unmomentary
unmomentous
unmomentously
unmomentousness
unmonarch
unmonarchic
unmonarchical
unmonarchically
unmonastic
unmonastically
unmonetary
unmoneyed
unmonistic
unmonitored
unmonkish
unmonkly
unmonogrammed
unmonopolised
unmonopolising
unmonopolize
unmonopolized
unmonopolizing
unmonotonous
unmonotonously
unmonumental
unmonumented
unmoody
unmoor
unmoored
unmooring
unmoors
unmooted
unmopped
unmoral
unmoralising
unmoralist
unmoralistic
unmorality
unmoralize
unmoralized
unmoralizing
unmorally
unmoralness
unmorbid
unmorbidly
unmorbidness
unmordant
unmordanted
unmordantly
unmoribund
unmoribundly
unmorose
unmorosely
unmoroseness
unmorphological
unmorphologically
unmorrisé
unmortal
unmortalize
unmortared
unmortgage
unmortgageable
unmortgaged
unmortgaging
unmortified
unmortifiedly
unmortifiedness
unmortise
unmortised
unmortising
unmossed
unmossy
unmothered
unmotherly
unmotile
unmotionable
unmotioned
unmotioning
unmotivated
unmotivatedly
unmotivatedness
unmotivating
unmotived
unmotored
unmotorised
unmotorized
unmottled
unmould
unmouldable
unmouldered
unmouldering
unmouldy
unmounded
unmount
unmountable
unmountainous
unmounted
unmounting
unmourned
unmournful
unmournfully
unmournning
unmountable
unmouthed
unmouthpieceed
unmovability
unmovable
unmovableness
unmovablety
unmovably
unmoveable
unmoved
unmovedly
unmoving
unmovingly
unmovingness
unmowed
unmown
unmucilaged
unmuddled
unmuddied
unmuddle
unmuddled
unmuddy
unmuffle
unmuffled
unmuffles
unmuffling
unmulcted
unmulish
unmulled
unmullioned
unmultipliable
unmultiplicable
unmultiplicative
unmultiplied
unmultipliedly
unmultiply
unmultiplying
unmumbled
unmumbling
unmummied
unmummified
unmummify
unmummifying
unmunched
unmundane
unmundanely
unmunicipalised
unmunicipalized
unmunificent
unmunificently
unmunitioned
unmurmured
unmurmuring
unmurmuringly
unmurmurous
unmurmurously
unmuscled
unmuscular
unmuscularly
unmusical
unmusicality
unmusicalness
unmusicianly
unmusing
unmusked
unmussed
unmusted
unmustable
unmustered
unmutable
unmutant
unmutated
unmutation
unmutational
unmutative
unmuted
unmutilated
unmutilative
unmutinous
unmutinously
unmutinousness
unmuttered
unmuttering
unmutteringly
unmutual
unmutualised
unmutualized
unmutually
unmuzzle
unmuzzled
unmuzzles
unmuzzling
unmyelinated
unmyopic
unmysterious
unmysteriously
unmysteriousness
unmystery
unmystic
unmystical
unmystically
unmysticalness
unmysticise
unmysticised
unmysticising
unmysticize
unmysticized
unmysticizing
unmystified
unmythical
unmythically
unmythological
unmythologically
unn
unnabbed
unnacreous
unnagged
unnagging
unnaggingly
unnail
unnailed
unnailing
unnails
unnaive
unnaively
unnaked
unnamability
unnamable
unnamableness
unnamably
unname
unameability
unameable
unameableness
unameably
 unnamed
unnapped
unnapt
unnarcissistic
unnarcotic
unnarratable
unnarrated
unnarrative
unnarrow
unnarrowed
unnarrowly
unusal
unusalily
unascend
unnation
unnational
unnationalised
unnationalistic
unnationalistically
unnationalized
unnationally
unnative
unnatural
unnaturalise
unnaturalised
unnaturalising
unnaturalism
unnaturalist
unnaturalistic
unnaturality
unnaturable
unnaturalize
unnaturalized
unnaturalizing
unnaturally
unnaturality
unnature
unnauseated
unnauseating
unnautical
unnavigability
unnavigable
unnavigableness
unneighborly
unneighbourliness
unneighbourly
unnephritic
unnerv
unnerved
unnerves
unnerving
unnervingly
unnervous
unnervously
unnervousness
unness
unnest
unnestle
unnestled
unnet
unneth
unethe
unnethes
unnethis
unnetted
unnettled
unnereal
unnearalgic
unneargetic
unneurotically
unneutered
unnearal
unneutralise
unneutralised
unneutralising
unneutrality
unneutralize
unneutralized
unneutralizing
unneutralally
unnew
unnewly
unnewness
unnewsed
unnibbed
unnibbled
unnibbled
unnice
unnicey
unniceness
unniched
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unnicked
unicicled
unnickelled
unnicknamed
unniggard
unniggardly
unnigh
unnihilistic
unnimbed
unnimble
unnimbleness
unnimbly
unnipped
unnitrogenised
unnitrogenized
unnitrogenous
unnobilitated
unnobility
unnoble
unnobleness
unnobly
unncturnal
unncturnally
unnodding
unnoddingly
unnoised
unnoisily
unnoisy
unnomadic
unnomadically
unnominal
unnominalistic
unnominally
unnominated
unnominative
unnonsensical
unnoonked
unnoonsed
unnornal
unnornalised
unnornalising
unnornalized
unnornalizing
unnornally
unnornalness
unnornative
unnornher
unnose
unnosed
unnotable
unnotational
unnotched
unnoted
unnoteworthy
unnoticeable
unnoticeableness
unnoticeably
unnoticed
unnouncing
unnotified
unnotify
unnoting
unnotional
unnotionally
unnotioned
unnourishable
unnourished
unnourishing
unnovel
unnovercal
unnucleated
unnulled
unnubbed
unnumber
unnumberable
unnumberableness
unnumberably
unnumbered
unnumberedness
unnumerable
unnumerated
unnumerical
unnumerous
unnumerously
unnumerousness
unnurtured
unnutritious
unnutritiously
unnutritive
unnuzzled
unnymphal
unnymphean
unnymphlike
unoared
unobdurate
unobdurate
unobdurateness
unobedience
unobedient
unobediently
unobese
unobesely
unobeseness
unobeyed
unobeying
unobfuscated
unobjected
unobjectified
unobjectionability
unobjectionable
unobjectionableness
unobjectionably
unobjectional
unobjective
unobjectively
unobjectivized
unobligated
unobligating
unobligative
unobligatory
unobliged
unobliging
unobligingly
unobligingness
unobliterable
unobliterated
unoblivious
unobliviously
unobliviousness
unobnoxious
unobnoxiously
unobnoxiousness
unobscene
unobscenely
unobsceneness
unobscure
unobsured
unobscurely
unobscureness
unobsequious
unobsequiously
unobsequiousness
unobservable
unobservance
unobservant
unobservantly
unobservantness
unobserved
unobservedly
unobserving
unobservingly
unobsessed
unobsolete
unobstinate
unobstinately
unobstruct
unobstructed
unobstructedly
unobstructedness
unobstructive
unobstruent
unobstruently
unobtainability
unobtainable
unobtainableness
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unqualified
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unquantified
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unquantify
unqualifying
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unqualify
unqualifying
unqualifyingly
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unrailed
unrailroaded
unrailwayed
unrainy
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unraiseable
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unrake
unraked
unraking
unrallied
unrallying
unram
unrambling
unramified
unrammed
unramped
unranched
unrancid
unrancored
unrancorous
unrancoured
unrancourous
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unranging
unrank
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unrankled
unransacked
unransomable
unransomed
unranting
unrapacious
unrapaciously
unrapaciousness
unraped
unraptured
unrapturous
unrapturously
unrapturousness
unrare
unrarefied
unrash
unrashly
unrashness
unrasped
unrasping
unraspy
unratable
unrated
unratified
unrational
unrationalised
unrationalising
unrationalized
unrationalizing
unrationally
unrationed
unrattled
unraveled
unravel
unravelable
unraveled
unraveler
unraveling
unravellable
unravelled
unraveller
unravelling
unravelment
unravels
unraving
unravished
unravishing
unray
unrayed
unrazed
unrazored
unreachable
unreachableness
unreachably
unreached
unreactionary
unreactive
unread
unreadability
unreadable
unreadableness
unreadably
unreadier
unreadiest
unreadily
unreadiness
unread
unreal
unrebutted
unrebuttrant
unrecallable
unrecallably
unrecalled
unrecalling
unrecantable
unrecanted
unrecanting
unrecaptured
unreceding
unreceipted
unreceivable
unreceived
unreceiving
unrecent
unreceptant
unreceptive
unreceptively
unreceptiveness
unreceptivity
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unrecessively
unrecipient
unreciprocal
unreciprocally
unreciprocated
unreciprocating
unrecitative
unrecited
unrecked
unrecking
unreckingness
unreckless
unreckon
unreckonable
unreckoned
unreclaimable
unreclaimably
unreclaimed
unreclaimedness
unreclaiming
unreclined
unreclining
unrecluse
unreclusive
unrecoded
unrecognisable
unrecognisably
unrecognition
unrecognitory
unrecognizable
unrecognizableness
unrecognizably
unrecognized
unrecognizing
unrecognizingly
unrecoined
unrecollectable
unrecollected
unrecollective
unrecommendable
unrecommended
unrecompensable
unrecompensed
unreconcilable
unreconcilableness
unreconcilably
unreconciled
unreconciling
unrecondite
unreconnoitered
unreconnoitred
unreconsidered
unreconstructed
unreconstructible
unrecordable
unrecorded
unrecordedness
unrecording
unaccountable
unrecounted
unrecoverable
unrecoverableness
unrecoverably
unrecovered
unrecreant
unrecreated
unrecreating
unrecreational
unrecriminative
unrecruitable
unrecruited
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unrectangularly
unrectifiable
unrectifiably
unrectified
unrecumbent
unrecumbently
unrecuperated
unrecuperativeness
unrecuperative
unrecuperativeness
unrecuperatory
unrecurring
unrecurring
unrecurrently
unrecurring
unrecusant
unred
unredacted
unredeemable
unredeemableness
unredeemably
unredeemed
unredeemedly
unredeemedness
unredeeming
unredemptive
unredressable
unredressed
unreduceable
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unreducibility
unreduct
unreeved
unreeved
unreeve
unreeved
unreeve
unreeved
unreeves
unreeving
unreferenced
unreferred
unrefilled
unrefine
unrefined
unrefinedly
unrefinedness
unrefinement
unrefining
unrefitted
unreflected
unreflecting
unreflectingly
unreflectingness
unreflective
unreflectively
unreformable
unreformative
unreformed
unreformedness
unreforming
unrefracted
unrefracting
unrefractive
unrefractively
unrefractiveness
unrefractory
unrefrainable
unrefrainable
unrefrained
unrefraining
unrefrangible
unrefreshed
unrefreshful
unrefreshing
unrefreshingly
unrefrigerated
unrefulgent
unrefulgently
unrefundable
unrefunded
unrefunding
unrefusable
unrefusably
unrefused
unrefusing
unrefusingly
unrefutability
unrefutable
unrefutably
unrefuted
unrefuting
unregainable
unregained
unregal
unregaled
unregality
unregally
unregard
unregardable
unregardant
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unregardedly
unregardful
unregenerate
unregeneracy
unregenerally
unregenerable
unregenerateness
unregenerating
unregenerative
unregenerative
unregimental
unregimentally
unregimented
unregistered
unregistrable
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unregressively
unregressiveness
unregretful
unregretfully
unregretfulness
unregrettable
unregrettably
unregretted
unregretting
unregulable
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unregularised
unregularized
unregulated
unregulative
unregulatory
unregurgitated
unrehabilitated
unrehearsable
unrehearsed
unrehearsing
unreigning
unreimbodied
unrein
unreined
unreinforced
unreinstituted
unreiterable
unreiterated
unreitering
unreiterative
unrejectable
unrejected
unrejective
unrejoiced
unrejoicing
unrejuvenated
unrejuvenating
unrelapsing
unrelatable
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unrelatedness
unrelating
unrelational
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unrelatively
unrelativistic
unrelaxable
unrelaxed
unrelaxing
unrelaxingly
unrelayed
unreleasable
unreleased
unreleasable
unreleasing
unrelegable
unrelegated
unreleventable
unreleventance
unrelevented
unreleventing
unreleventingly
unreleventingness
unreleventless
unreleventor
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unreliability
unreliable
unreliableness
unreliably
unreliance
unreliant
unrelievability
unrelievable
unrelievableness
unrelieved
unrelievedly
unrelievedness
unrelieving
unreligion
unreligioned
unreligious
unreligiously
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unrelinquishable
unrelinquishably
unrelinquished
unrelinquishing
unrelishable
unrelished
unrelishing
unreluctance
unreluctant
unreluctantly
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unremanded
unremarkable
unremarkableness
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unremarking
unremarried
unremediable
unremedied
unremember
unrememberable
unremembered
unremembering
unremembrance
unreminded
unreminiscent
unreminiscently
unremissible
unremissive
unremittable
unremitted
unremittedly
unrepair
unrepairable
unrepaired
unrepairs
unreportable
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unrepealability
unrepealable
unrepealableness
unrepealably
unrepealed
unrepeatable
unrepeated
unrepellable
unrepelled
unrepellent
unrepellently
unrepent
unrepentable
unrepentance
unrepentant
unrepentantly
unrepentantness
unrepented
unrepenting
unrepentingly
unrepentingness
unrepetitious
unrepetitiously
unrepetitiousness
unrepetitive
unrepetitively
unrepined
unrepining
unrepiningly
unrepiqued
unreplaceable
unreplaced
unreplenish
unreplenished
unreplete
unrepletion
unrepleviable
unreplevinable
unreplevined
unreplevisable
unrepliable
unrepliably
unreplied
unreplying
unreportable
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unreportedly
unreportedness
unreportorial
unrepose
unreposed
unreposeful
unreposefully
unreposefulness
unreposing
unrepossessed
unreprehended
unreprehensible
unreprehensibleness
unreprehensibly
unrepreseed
unrepresentable
unrepresentation
unrepresentational
unrepresentative
unrepresentatively
unrepresentativeness
unrepresented
unrepresentedness
unrepressed
unrepressible
unrepression
unrepressive
unrepressively
unrepressiveness
unretrievable
unretrievably
unretrieved
unreprimanded
unreprimanding
unreprinted
unreproachable
unreproachableness
unreproachably
unreproached
unreproachful
unreproachfully
unreproachfulness
unreproaching
unreproachingly
unreprobated
unreprobative
unreprobatively
unreproduced
unreproducible
unreproductive
unreproductively
unreproductiveness
unreprovable
unreprovableness
unreprovably
unreproved
unreprovedly
unreprovedness
unreproving
unrepublican
unrepudiable
unrepudiated
unrepudiative
unrepugnable
unrepugnant
unrepugnantly
unrepulsable
unrepulsed
unrepulsing
unrepulsive
unrepulsively
unrepulsiveness
unreputable
unreputed
unrequalified
unrequest
unrequested
unrequickened
unrequired
unrequisite
unrequisitely
unrequisiteness
unrequisitioned
unreQUITable
unrequital
unrequited
unrequitedly
unrequitedness
unrequitement
unrequiter
unrequiting
unrescinded
unrescissable
unrescissory
unrescissory
unrescuable
unrescued
unresearched
unresemblance
unresemblant
unresembling
unresented
unresentful
unresentfully
unresentfulness
unresenting
unreserve
unreserved
unreservedly
unreservedness
unresident
unresidential
unresidual
unresifted
unresigned
unresignedly
unresilient
unresiliently
unresinous
unresistable
unresistably
unresistance
unresistant
unresistantly
unresisted
unresistedly
unresistedness
unresistible
unresistibleness
unresistibly
unresisting
unresistingly
unresistingness
unresistiveness
unresistive
unresolute
unresolutely
unresoluteness
unresolvable
unresolve
unresolved
unresolvedly
unresolvedness
unresolving
unresonant
unresonantly
unresonating
unresounded
unresounding
unresourceful
unresourcefully
unresourcefulness
unrespect
unrespectability
unrespectable
unrespectably
unrespected
unrespectful
unrespectfully
unrespectfulness
unrespective
unrespectively
unrespectiveness
unrespirable
unrespired
unrespited
unresplendent
unresplendently
unresponding
unresponsal
unresponsible
unresponsibleness
unresponsibly
unresponsive
unresponsively
unresponsiveness
unrest
unrestable
unrested
unrestful
unrestfully
unrestfulness
unresting
unrestingly
unrestingness
unrestitutive
unrestorableness
unrestorable
unrestorative
unretreating
unretrenchable
unretrenched
unretributive
unretributory
unretrievable
unretrieved
unretrievingly
unretroactive
unretroactively
unretrograded
unretrograding
unretrogressive
unretrogressively
unretted
unreturnable
unreturnableness
unreturnably
unreturned
unreturning
unreturningly
unrevealable
unrevealed
unrevealedness
unrevealing
unrevealingly
unrevelational
unrevelationize
unreveling
unrevelling
unrevengeful
unrevengefully
unrevengefulness
unrevenging
unrevengingly
unrevenue
unrevenued
unreverberant
unreverberated
unreverberating
unreverberative
unrevered
unreverence
unreverenced
unreverend
unreverendly
unreverent
unreverential
unreverentially
unreverently
unreverentness
unreversible
unreversed
unreversible
unreversibleness
unreversibly
unreverted
unrevertible
unreverting
unrevested
unrevetted
unreviewable
unreviewed
unreviled
unreviling
unrevised
unrevivable
unrevived
unrevocable
unrevocableness
unrevocably
unrevokable
unrevoked
unrevolting
unrevolutionary
unrevolutionized
unrevolved
unrevolving
unrewardable
unrewarded
unrewardedly
unrewarding
unrewardingly
unrewarded
unreworded
unrhapsodic
unrhapsodical
unrhapsodically
unrhetorical
unrhetorically
unrhetoricalness
unrheumatic
unrhyme
unrhymed
unrhyming
unrhythmic
unrhythmical
unrhythmically
unribbed
unribboned
unrich
unriched
unricht
unricked
unrid
unridable
unridableness
unridably
unridden
unriddle
unriddleable
unriddled
unriddler
unriddles
unriddling
unride
unridely
unridered
unridged
unridiculed
unridiculous
unridically
unridiculousness
unrife
unriffled
unrifled
unrifted
unrig
unrigged
unrigging
unright
unrightable
unrighted
unrighteous
unrighteously
unrighteousness
unrightful
unrightfully
unrightfulness
unrightly
unrightwise
unrigid
unrigidly
unrigidness
unrigorous
unrigorously
unrigorousness
unrigs
unrimed
unrimpled
unrind
unring
unringable
unringed
unringing
unrisen
unrioted
unriotous
unriotously
unriotousness
unrip
unripe
unripened
unripeness
unripening
unriper
unripest
unrippable
unripped
unripping
unripped
unripping
unrippingly
unrips
unrisen
unrisible
unrising
unriskable
unrisked
unrisky
unritual
unritualistic
unritually
unrivalable
unrivaled
unrivedly
unrivaledness
unrivaling
unroosting
unroot
unrooted
unrooting
unroots
unrope
unroped
unroped
unrosed
unrosined
unrostrated
unrotary
unrotated
unrotating
unrotational
unrotative
unrotatory
unrooted
unrotted
unrotten
unrotund
unrouged
unrough
unroughened
unround
unrounded
unrounding
unrounds
unrousable
unroused
unrousing
unrout
unroutable
unrouted
unroutine
unroutinely
unrove
unroved
unroven
unroving
unrow
unrowdy
unrowed
unroweled
unrowelled
unroyal
unroyalized
unroyalized
unroyally
unroyalness
unrove
unrubbed
unrubbish
unrubified
unrubrical
unrubrically
unrubricated
unruddered
unruddled
unrude
unrudely
unrued
unrueful
unruefully
unruefulness
unrufe
unruffable
unruffled
unruff
unruffled
unruffledness
unruffling
unruggd
unruined
unruinable
unruinated
unruin
unruinous
unruinously
unruinousness
unrulable
unrulableness
unrule
unruled
unruledly
unruledness
unruleful
unrulier
unruliest
unrulily
unruliment
unruliness
unruly
unruminant
unruminated
unruminating
unruminatingly
unruminative
unsalient
unsaliently
unsaline
unsalivated
unsalivating
unsallow
unsallowness
unsallying
unsalmonlike
unsalness
unsalt
unsaltable
unsaltatorial
unsaltatory
unsalted
unsalty
unsalubrious
unsalubriously
unsalubriousness
unsalutariness
unsalutary
unsalutatory
unsaluted
unsaluting
unsalvability
unsalvable
unsalvableness
unsalvably
unsalvageability
unsalvageable
unsalvageably
unsalvaged
unsalved
unsame
unsameness
unsampled
unsanctification
unsanctified
unsanctifiedly
unsanctifiedness
unsanctify
unsanctifying
unsanctimonious
unsanctimoniously
unsanctimoniousness
unsanction
unsanctionable
unsanctioned
unsanctioning
unsanctitude
unsanctity
unsanctuaried
unsandaled
unsandalled
unsanded
unsane
unsaneness
unsanquinarly
unsanquinariness
unsanquinary
unsanguine
unsanguinely
unsanguineness
unsanguineous
unsanguineously
unsanitariness
unsanitary
unsanitized
unsanitation
unsanitized
unsanity
unsapient
unsapiential
unsapientially
unsapiently
unsaponifiable
unsaponified
unsapped
unsappy
unsarcastic
unsarcastical
unsarcastically
unsardonic
unsardonically
unsartorial
unsartorially
unsash
unsashed
unsatable
unsatanic
unsatanical
unsatanically
unsathed
unsatedly
unsatedness
unsavageness
unsaveable
unsaved
unsaving
unsavingly
unsavor
unsavored
unsavoredly
unsavoredness
unsavorily
unsavoriness
unsavorly
unsavory
unsavoured
unsavourily
unsavouriness
unsavoury
unsawed
unsawn
unsay
unsayability
unsayable
unsaying
unsays
unscabbard
unscabbarded
unscabbed
unscabrous
unscabrously
unscabrousness
unscaffolded
unscalable
unscalableness
unscalably
unscalded
unscalding
unscale
unscaled
unscaledness
unscaleing
unscalloped
unscaly
unscamped
unscandalised
unscandalize
unscandalized
unscandalous
unscandalously
unschooled
unschooledly
unschooledness
unscience
unscienced
unscientific
unscientifically
unscientificness
unscintillant
unscintillating
unscioned
unscissored
unscoffed
unscoffing
unscolded
unscolding
unscconced
unscoooped
unscorched
unscorching
unscored
unscorified
unscoring
unscorned
unscornful
unscornfully
unscornfulness
unscotch
unscotched
unscottify
unscoured
unscourged
unscouring
unscouring
unscowling
unscowlingly
unscramble
unscrambled
unscrambler
unscrambles
unscrambling
unscraped
unscraping
unscratchable
unscratched
unscratching
unscratchingly
unseams
unsearchable
unsearchableness
unsearchably
unsearched
unsearcherlike
unsearching
unsearchingly
unseared
unseason
unseasonable
unseasonableness
unseasonably
unseasoned
unseat
unseated
unseating
unseats
unseaworthiness
unseaworthy
unseceded
unseceding
unsecluded
unsecludedly
unexcluding
unexclusive
unexclusively
unexclusiveness
unseconded
unsecrecy
unsecret
unsecretarial
unsecretarylike
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unsecuring
unsecretive
unsecretively
unsecretiveness
unsecretly
unsecretness
unsectarian
unsectarianism
unsectarianize
unsectarianized
unsectarianizing
unsectional
unsectionalised
unsectionalized
unsectionally
unsectioned
unsecular
unsecularised
unsecularize
unsecularized
unsecularly
unsecurable
unsecurableness
unsecure
unsecured
unsecuredly
unsecuredness
unsecurely
unsecureness
unsecurity
unsedate
unsedately
unsedateness
unsedative
unsedentary
unsedimental
unsedimentally
unseditious
unseditiously
unseditiousness
unseduce
unseduceability
unseduceable
unseduced
unseducible
unseducibleness
unseducibly
unseductive
unseductively
unseductiveness
unsedulous
unsedulously
unsedulousness
unsee
unseeable
unseeableness
unseeded
unseeding
unseeing
unseeingly
unseeingness
unseeking
unseel
unseeliness
unseely
unseeming
unseemingly
unseemlier
unseemliest
unseemlily
unseemliness
unseemly
unseen
unseethed
unseething
unsegmental
unsegmentally
unsegmentary
unsegmented
unsegregable
unsegregated
unsegregatedness
unsegregating
unsegregationd
unsegregational
unsegregative
unseignioral
unseignorial
unseismal
seismic
unseizable
unseize
unseized
unseldom
unselect
unselected
unselecting
unselective
unselectiveness
unself
unselfassured
unselfassured
unselfconfident
unselfconscious
unselfconsciously
unselfconsciousness
unselfish
unselfishly
unselfishness
unselflike
unselfness
unselfreliant
unseliness
unsell
unselling
unselth
unsely
unseminared
unsenatorial
unsenescent
unsenile
unsensate
unsensational
unsensationally
unsense
unsensed
unsensibility
unsensible
unsensibleness
unsensibly
unsensing
unsensitise
unsensitised
unsensitising
unsensitive
unsensitively
unsensitiveness
unsensitize
unsensitized
unsensitizing
unsensory
unsensual
unsensualised
unsensualistic
unsensualize
unsensualized
unsensually
unsensuous
unsensuously
unsensuousness
unsent
unsentenced
unsententious
unsententiously
unsententiousness
unsentient
unsentiently
unsentimental
unsentimentalised
unsentimentalist
unsentimentality
unsentimentalize
unsentimentalized
unsentimentally
unsentineled
unsentinelled
unseparable
unseparableness
unseparably
unseparate
unseparated
unseparately
unseparateness
unseparating
unseparative
unseptate
unseptated
unsepulcher
unsepulchered
unsepulchral
unsepulchrally
unsepulchre
unsepulchred
unsepulching
unsepultured
unsequenced
unsequent
unsequential
unsequentially
unsequestered
unseraphic
unseraphical
unseraphically
unsere
unserenaded
unserene
unserenely
unsereneness
unserflike
unserialised
unserialized
unserious
unseriously
unseriousness
unserrate
unserrated
unserried
unservable
unserved
unservice
unserviceability
unserviceable
unserviceableness
unserviceably
unserviced
unservicelike
unservile
unservilely
unserving
unsesquipedalian
unset
unsets
unsetting
unsettle
unsettleable
unsettled
unsettledness
unsettlement
unsettles
unsettling
unsettlingly
unseven
unseverable
unseverableness
unsevere
unsevered
unseveredly
unseveredness
unseverely
unsevereness
unsew
unsewed
unsewered
unsewing
unsewn
unsews
unsex
unsexed
unsexes
unsexing
unsexlike
unsexual
unsexually
unshabbily
unshabby
unshackle
unsheltered
unsheltering
unshelve
unshelved
unshent
unshepherded
unshepherding
unsheriff
unshewed
unshieldable
unshielded
unshielding
unshift
unshiftable
unshifted
unshiftiness
unshifting
unshifts
unshifty
unshimmering
unshimmeringly
unshined
unshingled
unshining
unshiny
unship
unshiplike
unshipment
unshippable
unshipped
unshipping
unships
unshipshape
unshipwrecked
unshirked
unshirking
unshirred
unshirted
unshivered
unshivering
unshnness
unshockability
unshockable
unshocked
unshocking
unshod
unshodden
unshoe
unshoed
unshoeing
unshook
unshop
unshore
unshored
unshorn
unshort
unshorten
unshortened
unshot
unshotted
unshoulder
unshout
unshouted
unshouting
unshoved
unshoveled
unshovelled
unshowable
unshowed
unshowered
unshowering
unshowily
unshowiness
unshowmanlike
unshown
unshowy
unshredded
unshrew
unshrewd
unshrewdly
unshrewdness
unshrewish
unshrill
unshrine
unshrined
unshrinement
unshrink
unshrinkability
unshrinkable
unshrinking
unshrinkingly
unshrinkingness
unshrived
unshriveled
unshrivelled
unshriven
unsightly
unsights
unsigmatic
unsignable
unsignaled
unsignalised
unsignalized
unsignalled
unsignatured
unsigned
unsigneted
unsignifiable
unsignificance
unsignificant
unsignificantly
unsignificative
unsignified
unsignifying
unsilenceable
unsilenceably
unsilenced
unsilent
unsilentious
unsilently
unsilhouetted
unsilicated
unsilicified
unsilly
unsilvered
unsimilar
unsimilarity
unsimilarly
unsimmered
unsimmering
unsimpering
unsimple
unsimpleness
unsimplicity
unsimplified
unsimplify
unsimplifying
unsimply
unsimular
unsimulated
unsimulating
unsimulative
unsimultaneous
unsimultaneously
unsimultaneousness
unsin
unsincere
unsincerely
unsincereness
unsincerity
unsinew
unsinewed
unsinewing
unsinewy
unsinful
unsinfully
unsinfulness
unsing
unsingability
unsingable
unsingableness
unsinged
unsingle
unsingled
unsingleness
unsingular
unsingularly
unsingularness
unsinister
unsinisterly
unsinisterness
unsinkability
unsinkable
unsinking
unsinnable
unsinning
unsinningness
unsinuate
unsinuated
unsinately
unsinous
unsinousness
unsiphon
unsipped
unsister
unsistered
unsisterliness
unsisterly
unsisting
unsitting
unsittingly
unslashed
unslate
unslated
unsluating
unslatted
unslaughtered
unslave
unslayable
unleaved
unsleek
unsleepably
unsleeping
unsleepingly
unsleepy
unsleeve
unsleaved
unsleeder
unslept
unsliced
unslicked
unsiding
unsighted
unslim
unslimly
unslimmed
unslimness
unsling
unslinging
unslings
unslinking
unsip
unslippered
unslippery
unslapping
unslit
unslockened
unslogh
unsloped
unsloping
unslopped
unsloot
unslothful
unslothfully
unslothfulness
unslotted
unslouched
unslouching
unslouchy
unsloughed
unsloughing
unslow
unslowed
unslowly
unslowness
unsluggish
unsluggishly
unsluggishness
unsluice
unsluiced
unslumbering
unslumberous
unslumbery
unslumbrous
unslumped
unslumping
unslung
unslurred
unslly
unsllyly
unslyness
unsmacked
unsmart
unsmarting
unsmartly
unsmartness
unsmashed
un smeared
unsmelled
unsmelling
unsmelted
unsmiled
unsmiling
unsmilingly
unsmilingness
unsmirched
unsmirking
unsmirkingly
unsmitten
unsmocked
unsmokable
unsmokeable
unsmoked
unsmokified
unsmokily
unsmokiness
unsmoking
unsmoky
unsmoldering
unsmooth
unsmoothed
unsmoothened
unsmoothen
t unsmoth
unsmotherable
unsmothered
unsmothering
unsmouldering
unsmoulderingly
unsmudged
unsmug
unsmuggled
unsmugly
unsmugness
unsmutched
unsmuttered
unsmutty
unsnaffled
unsnagged
unsnaggled
unsnaky
unsnap
unsnapped
unsnapping
unsnaps
unsnare
unsnared
unsnarl
unsnarled
unsnarling
unsnarls
unsnatch
unsnatched
unsnatching
unsnaky
unsnack
unsnacking
unsnearing
unsnearingly
unsnib
unsnipped
unsnobbish
unsnobbishly
unsnobbishness
unsoiling
unsolaced
unsolacing
unsolar
unsold
unsolder
unsoldered
unsoldering
unsolders
unsoldier
unsoldiered
unsoldierlike
unsoldierly
unsoldierly
unsole
unsole
unsolemn
unsolemn
unsolemnified
unsolemised
unsolemize
unsolemized
unsolemly
unsolenmnness
unsolicitated
unsolicited
unsolicitedly
unsolicitous
unsolicitor
unsolicitor
unsolicitor
unsolicitor
unsolicitor
unsolicitor
unsolitude
unsolid
unsolidarity
unsolidifiable
unsolidified
unsolidity
unsolidly
unsolidness
unsoiling
unsolitary
unsolubility
unsoluble
unsolubleness
unsolubly
unsolvable
unsolvableness
unsolvably
unsolve
unsolved
unsomatic
unsomber
unsomberly
unsomberness
unsombre
unsombrely
unsombreness
unsome
unsomnolent
unsomnolently
unson
unsonable
unsonant
unsonantal
unsoncy
unsonlike
unsonneted
unsonorous
unsonorously
unsonorousness
unsonsie
unsonsy
unsoot
unsoothable
unsoothed
unsoothfast
unsoothing
unsoothingly
unsooty
unsophistic
unsophistical
unsophistically
unsophisticate
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unsophistically
unsophisticatedness
unsophistication
unsophomoric
unsophomorical
unsophomorically
unsoporiferous
unsoporiferously
unsoporiferousness
unsoporific
unsordid
unsordidly
unsordidness
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unsparing
unsparingly
unsparingness
unsparkled
unsparkling
unspared
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unsparsely
unsparseness
unspasted
unspasmodic
unspasmodical
unspasmodically
unspatial
unspatiality
unspatially
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unspawned
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unspeak
unspeakability
unspeakable
unspeakableness
unspeakably
unspeaking
unspeaks
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unspecialising
unspecialized
unspecializing
unspecifiable
unspecific
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unspecified
unspecificedly
unspecifying
unspecious
unspectaciously
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unspectacular
unspectacularly
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unspectrelike
unspirited
unspiritedly
unspiriting
unspiritual
unspiritualised
unspiritualising
unspirituality
unspiritualize
unspiritualized
unspiritualizing
unspiritually
unspiritualness
unspirituous
unspissated
unspit
unspited
unspiteful
unspitefully
unspitted
unsplashed
unsplattered
unsplayed
unspleened
unspleenie
unspleenishly
unsplendid
unsplendidly
unsplendidness
unsplendorous
unsplendorously
unsplendourous
unsplendourously
unsplenetic
unsplenetically
unspliced
unsplinted
unsplintered
unsplit
unsplittable
unspoil
unspoilable
unspoilableness
unspoilably
unspoiled
unspoiledness
unspoil
unspoke
unspoken
unspuriously
unspuriousness
unspurned
unspurred
unsputtering
un spying
unsquabbling
unsquandered
unsquarable
unsquare
unsquared
unsquashable
unsquashed
unsqueamish
unsqueamishly
unsqueamishness
unsqueezable
unsqueezed
unsquelled
unsquinting
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unsquirelike
unsquirming
unsquirted
unstabbed
unstabilised
unstabilising
unstability
unstabilized
unstabilizing
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unstableness
unstabler
unstablest
unstablished
unstably
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unstacks
unstaffed
unstaged
un staggered
unstaggering
unstagily
unstaginess
unstagnant
unstagnantly
unstagnating
unstagy
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unstainable
unstainableness
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unstalemated
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unstammeringly
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unstapled
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unstarting
unstartled
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unstate
unstateable
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unstately
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unstatesmanlike
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unstating
unstation
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unstatistically
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unstatuesque
unstatuesquely
unstatuesqueness
unstatutable
unstatutably
unstatutory
unstaunch
unstaunched
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unstaveable
unstaved
unstayable
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unstayedness
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unsteadfast
unsteadfastly
unsteadfastness
unsteadied
unsteadier
unsteadies
unsteadiest
unsteadily
unsteadiness
unsteady
unsteadying
unstealthily
unstealthiness
unstealthy
unsteamed
unsteaming
unsteck
unstecked
unsteck
unsteel
unsteeled
unsteeling
unsteels
unsteep
unsteeped
unsteeped
unsteered
unstemmable
unstemmed
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unstentoriously
unstep
unstepped
unstepping
unsteps
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unsterile
unsterilized
unstern
unsternly
unsternness
unstethoscoped
unstewardlike
unstewed
unstick
unsticked
unsticking
unstickingness
unsticks
unsticky
unstiff
unstiffen
unstiffened
unstiffly
unstiffness
unstiffed
unstiffing
unstigmatic
unstigmatised
unstigmatized
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unstilled
unstillness
unstilted
unstimulable
unstimulated
unstimulating
unstimulatingly
unstimulative
unsting
unstinged
unstinging
unstingingly
unstinted
unstintedly
unstinting
unstinctingly
unstippled
unstipulated
unstirrable
unstirred
unstirring
unstitch
unstitched
unstitching
unstock
unstocked
unstocking
unstockinged
unstoic
unstoical
unstoically
unstoicize
unstoked
unstoken
unstolen
unstonable
unstone
unstoneable
unstoned
unstonily
unstoniness
unstony
unstooped
unstooping
unstop
unstoppable
unstoppably
unstopped
unstopper
unstoppered
unstopping
unstopple
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unstrengthen
unstrengthened
unstrengthening
unstrenuous
unstrenuously
unstrenuousness
unstreptitous
unstress
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unstressedly
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unstresses
unstretch
unstretchable
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unstrewed
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unstricken
unstrict
unstrictly
unstrictness
unstructured
unstride
unstrident
unstridently
unstridulating
unstridulous
unstrike
unstriking
unstring
unstringed
unstringent
unstringently
unstringing
unstrings
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unstripped
unstriving
unstroked
unstrong
unstruck
unstructural
unstructurally
unstructured
unstruggling
unstrung
unsubject
unsubjectable
unsubjected
unsubjectedness
unsubjection
unsubjective
unsubjectively
unsubjectlike
unsubjugate
unsubjugated
unsublimable
unsublimated
unsublimed
unsubmerged
unsubmergible
unsubmerging
unsubmersible
unsubmission
unsubmissive
unsubmitting
unsubmitted
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unsubmission
unsubordinating
unsubordinate
unsubordinated
unsubordinative
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unsubscribed
unsubscribing
un subscribed
unsubservient
unsubserviently
unsubsided
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unsubsidized
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unsubstantiation
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unsubstitutive
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unsubtleness
unsubtlely
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unsubtracted
unsubtractive
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unsuburbed
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unsubventionized
unsubversive
unsubversively
unsubversiveness
unsubvertable
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unsubvertive
ununcessable
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ununcessing
ununcess
ununcessful
ununcessfully
ununcessfulness
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ununcessively
ununcessiveness
ununincet
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ununsorcable
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ununsoculent
ununsoculently
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ununscked
ununsckled
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ununserable
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ununsereing
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ununsereced
ununserecense
ununserecency
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unsufficing
unsufficingness
unsuffixed
unsufflated
unsuffocate
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unsuffocative
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unsuffusive
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unsuggestible
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unsuggestive
unsuggestively
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unsuicidally
unsuit
unsuitability
unsuitable
unsuitableness
unsuitably
unsuited
unsuitedness
unsuiting
unsulfonated
unsulfureness
unsulfureous
unsulfureousness
unsulfurized
unsulkily
unsulkiness
unsulky
unsullen
unsullenly
unsulliable
unsullied
unsulliedly
unsulliedness
unsulphonated
unsulphureness
unsulphureous
unsulphureousness
unsulphurized
unsultry
unsummable
unsummarisable
unsummarised
unsummarized
unsummed
unsummered
unsummerlike
unsummerly
unsummonable
unsummoned
unsumptuary
unsumptuous
unsumptuously
unsumptuousness
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unsunburned
unsunburnt
unsundered
unsung
unsunk
unsunken
unsunned
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unsuperable
unsuperannuated
unsupercilious
unsuperciliously
unsuperciliousness
unsuperficial
unsupericially
unsuperfluous
unsuperfluously
unsuperfluosness
unsuperior
unsuperiorly
unsuperlative
unsuperlatively
unsuperlativeness
unsupernatural
unsupernaturalize
unsupernaturalized
unsupernaturally
unsupernaturalness
unsuperscribed
unsureness
unsurety
unsurfaced
unsurfeited
unsurfeiting
unsurgical
unsurgically
unsurging
unsurlily
unsurliness
unsurlly
unsurmised
unsurmising
unsurmountable
unsurmountableness
unsurmountably
unsurmounted
unsurnamed
unsurpassable
unsurpassableness
unsurpassably
unsurpassed
unsurpassedly
unsurpassedness
unsurplice
unsurpliced
unsurprise
unsurprised
unsurprisedness
unsurprising
unsurprisingly
unsurrealistic
unsurrealistically
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unsurrendering
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unsurveyable
unsurveyed
unsurvived
unsurviving
unsusceptibility
unsusceptible
unsusceptibleness
unsusceptibly
unsusceptive
unsuspect
unsuspectable
unsuspectably
unsuspected
unsuspectedly
unsuspectedness
unsuspectful
unsuspectfully
unsuspectfulness
unsuspectible
unsuspecting
unsuspectingly
unsuspectingness
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unsuspended
unsuspendible
unsuspicion
unsuspicious
unsuspiciously
unsuspiciousness
unsustainability
unsustainable
unsustainably
unsustained
unsustaining
unsutured
unswabbed
unswaddle
unswaddled
unswaddling
unswaggering
unswaggeringly
unswallowable
unswallowed
unswampy
unswanlike
unswapped
unswarming
unswathed
unswathe
unswatheable
unswathed
unswathes
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unswayable
unswayableness
unswayed
unswayedness
unswaying
unswear
unswearing
unsymmetrical
unsymmetrically
unsymmetricalness
unsymmetrized
unsymmetry
unsympathetic
unsympathetically
unsympatheticness
unsympathised
unsympathising
unsympathisingly
unsympathizability
unsympathizable
unsympathized
unsympathizing
unsympathizingly
unsympathy
unsymphonious
unsymphoniously
unsymptomatic
unsymptomatical
unsymptomatically
unsynchronised
unsynchronized
unsynchronous
unsynchronously
unsynchronousness
unsyncopated
unsyndicated
unsynonymous
unsynonymously
unsyntactic
unsyntactical
unsyntactically
unsynthesised
unsynthesized
unsynthetic
unsynthetically
unsyntheticness
unsyringed
unsystematic
unsystematical
unsystematically
unsystematicness
unsystematised
unsystematising
unsystematized
unsystematizedly
unsystematizing
unsystemizable
unta
untabernacled
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untabulable
untabulated
untaciturn
untaciturnity
untaciturnly
untack
untacked
untacking
untackle
untackled
untackling
untacks
untactful
untactfully
untactfulness
untactical
untactically
untactile
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untactually
untagged
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untailored
untailorlike
untailorly
untaint
untaintable
untainted
untaintedly
untaintedness
untainting
untakable
untakableness
untakeable
untakeableness
untaken
untaking
untalented
untalkative
untalkativeness
untalked
untalking
untall
untasked
untasseled
untasselled
untastable
untaste
untasteable
untasted
untasteful
untastefully
untastefulness
untastily
untasting
untasty
untattered
untattooed
untaught
untaughtness
untaunted
untaunting
untauntingly
untaut
untautly
untautness
untautological
untautologically
untawdry
untawed
untax
untaxable
untaxed
untaxed
untaxing
unteach
unteachability
unteachable
unteachableness
unteachably
unteacherlike
unteaches
unteaching
unteam
unteamed
unteaming
untearable
unteased
unteaseled
unteaselled
unteasled
untechnical
untechnicalize
untechnically
untedded
undedious
undediously
unteem
unteeming
unteethed
untelegraphed
untelevised
unteletic
untell
untellable
untellably
untelling
untemper
untemperable
untemperamental
untemperamentally
untemperance
untemperate
untemperately
untemperateness
untempered
untempering
untempested
untempestuous
untempestuously
untempestuousness
untemple
untemporal
untemporally
untemporary
untemporizing
untemptability
untemptable
untemptably
untempted
untemptible
untemptibly
untempting
untemptingly
untemptingness
untenability
untenable
untenableness
untenably
untheoretic
untheoretical
untheoretically
untheorizible
untherapeutic
untherapeutic
untherapeutically
unthewed
unthick
unthicken
unthickened
unthickly
unthickness
unthievish
unthievishly
unthievishness
unthink
unthinkability
unthinkable
unthinkableness
unthinkables
unthinkably
unthinker
unthinking
unthinkingly
unthinkingness
unthinks
unthinned
unthinning
unthirsting
unthirsty
unthistle
unholeable
unholeably
unthorn
unthorny
unthorough
unthoroughly
unthoroughness
unthoughtful
unthought
unthoughted
unthoughtedly
unthoughtful
unthoughtfully
unthoughtfulness
unthoughtlike
unthrall
unthrallled
unthrashed
unthread
unthreadable
unthreaded
unthreading
unthreatened
unthreatening
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unthreshed
unthrid
unthridden
unthrift
unthriftier
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unthriftyhood
unthriftily
unthriftiness
unthriftylike
unthrifty
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unthrilling
unthrive
unthronen
unthroning
unthrone
unthroned
unthrones
unthronged
unthroning
unthrottled
unthrowable
unthrown
unthrushlike
unthrust
unthumbed
unthumped
unthundered
unthundering
unthwacked
unthwartable
unthwarted
unthwarting
untiaraed
unticketed
untickled
untidal
untidied
untidier
untidies
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untidily
untidiness
untidy
untidying
untie
untied
untieing
untiered
unties
untight
untighten
untightened
untightening
untightness
untiing
until
untile
untiled
untill
untillable
untilled
untilling
untilt
untilted
untilting
untimbered
untime
untimed
untimedness
untimelness
untimelier
untimeliest
untimeliness
untimely
untimeneous
untimeneously
untimesome
untimesome
untimid
untimidly
untimidness
untimorous
untimorously
untimorousness
untimous
untin
untinct
untinctured
untindered
untine
untinged
untinkered
untinned
untinseled
untinselled
untinted
untippable
untipped
untippled
untipsy
untipt
untirability
untirable
untire
untired
untiredly
untiring
untiringly
untissued
untithability
untithable
untithed
untitillated
untitillating
untitled
untittering
untitular
untitularly
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untoadying
untoasted
untogaed
untoggle
untoggler
untoiled
untoileted
untoiling
untold
untolerable
untolerableness
untolerably
untolerated
untolerating
untolerative
untolled
untomb
untombed
untonality
untone
untoned
untongue
untongued
untonsured
 untooled
untooth
untoothed
untoothsome
untoothsomeness
untop
untopographical
untopographically
untoppable
untopped
untopping
untopped
untormented
untormenting
untormentingly
untorn
untorpedoed
untorpid
untorpidly
untorporific
untorrid
untorridity
untorridly
untorridness
untortious
untortiously
untortuous
untortuously
untortuousness
untorture
untortured
untossed
untraditional
untraduced
untrafickable
untraficked
untragic
untragical
untragically
untragicalness
untrailed
untrailerable
untrailed
untrailing
untrain
untrainable
untrained
untrainedly
untrainedness
untraitored
untraitorous
untraitoriously
untraitorousness
untrammed
untrammeled
untrammeledness
untrammeled
untramped
untrampled
untrance
untranquil
untranquilize
untranquilized
untranquilizing
untranquilise
untranquilised
untranquillising
untranquilize
untranquilized
untranquilly
untranquilness
untransacted
untranscended
untranscendent
untranscendental
untranscendentally
untranscribable
untranscribed
untransferable
untransferred
untriable
untriableness
untriableness
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untributarily
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untrickable
untricked
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untrifling
untriflingly
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untriggered
untrigonometric
untrigonometrical
untrigonometrically
untrill
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untrimmable
untrimmed
untrimmedness
untrimming
untrims
untrinitarian
untripe
untrippable
untripped
untripping
untrist
untrite
untritely
untriteness
untriturated
untriumphable
untriumphant
untriumphantly
untriumphed
untrivial
untrivially
untrochaic
untrod
untrodden
untroddenness
untrolled
untrophied
untropic
untropical
untropically
untroth
untrotted
untroublable
untrouble
untroubled
untroubledly
untroubledness
untroublesome
untroublesomeness
untrounced
untrowable
untrowed
untruant
untruced
untruck
untruckled
untruckling
untrue
untrueness
untruer
untruest
untruisism
untruly
untrumped
untrumpeted
untrumping
untrundled
untrunked
untruss
untrussed
untrusser
untrusses
untrussing
untrust
untrustable
untrustably
untrusted
untrustful
untrustfully
untrustiness
untrusting
untrustness
untrustworthily
untrustworthiness
untrustworthy
untrusty
untruth
unruther
untruthful
untruthfully
untruthfulness
untraths
untrying
untrod
untubbed
untubercular
untuberculous
untuck
untucked
untuckered
untucking
untucks
untufed
untugged
untumbled
untumefied
untumid
untumidity
untumidly
untumidness
untumultuous
untumultuously
untumultuousness
untunable
untunableness
untunably
untune
untuneable
untuneableness
untuneably
untuned
untuneful
untunefully
untunefulness
untunes
untuning
untunnelled
untunnelled
untupped
unturbaned
unturbed
unturbid
unturbidly
unturbulent
unturbulently
untyrantlike
untz
unubiquitous
unubiquitously
unubiquitousness
unugly
unulcerated
unulcerative
unulcerous
unulcerously
unulcerousness
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ununanimously
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ununderstandable
ununderstandably
ununderstanding
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unundulatory
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ununiquely
ununiqueness
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unupbraiding
unupbraidingly
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unupholstered
unupright
unuprightly
unuprightness
unupset
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unurgently
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unurn
unurned
unusability
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unusableness
unusably
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unuseable
unuseableness
unuseably
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unusedness
unuseful
unusefully
unusefulness
unushered
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unusuality
unusually
unusualness
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unusuriously
unusuriousness
unusurped
unusurping
unutilitarian
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unutilized
unutterability
unutterable
unutterableness
unutterably
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unuxorous
unuxoriously
unuxoriousness
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unvacantly
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unvacuous
unvacuously
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unvagueness
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unvainly
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unvaliantly
unvaliantness
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unvalorously
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unvaluableness
unvaluably
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unvindictive
unvindictively
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unwary
unwashable
unwashed
unwashedness
unwashes
unwashen
unwassailing
unwastable
unwasted
unwasteful
unwastefully
unwastefulness
unwasting
unwastingly
unwatchable
unwatched
unwatchful
unwatchfully
unwatchfulness
unwatching
unwater
unwatered
unwaterlike
unwatermarked
unwatery
unwattled
unwaved
unwaverable
unwavered
unwavering
unwaveringly
unwaving
unwax
unwaxed
unwayed
unwayward
unweaken
unweakened
unweakening
unweal
unwealsomeness
unwealthy
unweaned
unweapon
unweaponed
unwearable
unwearably
unweariability
unweariable
unweariableness
unweariably
unwearied
unweariedly
unweariedness
unwearily
unweariness
unwearing
unwearisome
unwearisomeness
unweary
unwearying
unwearyingly
unweathered
unweatherly
unweatherwise
unweave
unweaves
unweaving
unweb
unwebbed
unwebbing
unwed
unwedded
unweddedly
unweddedness
unwedge
unwedgeable
unwedged
unwedging
unweeded
unweel
unweelness
unweened
unweeping
unweeting
unwhipped
unwhipt
unwhirled
unwhisked
unwhiskered
unwhisperable
unwhispered
unwhispering
unwhistled
unwhite
unwhited
unwhitened
unwhitewashed
unwhole
unwholesome
unwholesomely
unwholesomeness
unwicked
unwickedly
unwickedness
unwidened
unwidowed
unwield
unwieldable
unwieldier
unwieldiest
unwieldily
unwieldiness
unwieldy
unwieldsome
unwieldy
unwifed
unwifelike
unwifely
unwig
unwigged
unwiggling
unwild
unwildly
unwildness
unwilful
unwilfully
unwilfulness
unwilier
unwilily
unwiliness
unwill
unwillable
unwronged
unwrongful
unwrongfully
unwrongfulness
unwrote
unwrought
unwrung
unwry
unwwove
unwwoven
unyachtsmanlike
unyeaned
unyearned
unyearning
unyielded
unyielding
unyieldingly
unyieldingness
unyoke
unyoked
unyokes
unyoking
unyolden
unyoung
unyouthful
unyouthfully
unyouthfulness
unze
unzealous
unzealously
unzealousness
unzen
unzephyrlike
unzip
unzipped
unzipping
unzips
unzone
unzoned
unzoning
up
upaisle
upaithic
upalley
upalong
upanaya
upanayana
upanishad
upanishadic
upapurana
uparch
uparching
uparise
uparm
uparna
upas
upases
upattic
upavenue
upaya
upband
upbank
upbar
upbay
upbbore
upborne
upbear
upbearer
upbearers
upbearing
upbears
upbeat
upbeats
upbelch
upbelt
upbend
upbid
upbind
upbinding
upbinds
upblacken
upblast
upblaze
upblow
upboil
upboiled
upboiling
upboils
upbolster
upbolt
upboost
upbore
upborne
upbotch
upboulevard
upbound
upbrace
upbraid
upbraided
upbraider
upbraiders
upbraiding
upbraidingly
upbraids
upbrast
upbray
upbreak
upbreathe
upbred
upbred
upbreeze
upbrighten
upprim
upbring
upbringing
upbristle
upbroken
upbrook
upbrought
upbrow
upbubble
upbuild
upbuilder
upbuilding
upbuilds
upbuilt
upbulging
upbuoy
upbuoyance
upbuoying
upburn
upburst
upbuy
upby
upbye
upcall
upcanal
upcanyon
upcard
upcarry
upcast
upcasted
upcasting
upcasts
upcatch
upcaught
upchamber
upchannel
upchariot
upchaunce
upcheer
upchimney
upchoke
upchuck
upchucked
upchucking
upchucks
upcity
upclimb
upclimbed
upclimber
upclimbing
upclimbs
upclose
upcloser
upcoast
upcock
upcoil
upcoiled
upcoiling
upcoils
upcolumn
upcome
upcoming
upconjure
upcountry
upcourse
upcover
upcrane
upcrawl
upcreek
upcreep
upcrop
upcropping
upcrowd
upcry
upcurl
upcurled
upcurling
upcurls
upcurrent
upcurve
upfingered
upflame
upflare
upflash
upflee
upticker
upflying
upfling
upflinging
upflings
upfloat
upflood
upflow
upflowed
upflower
upflowing
upflows
upflung
uptly
upfold
upfolded
upfolding
upfolds
upfollow
upframe
upfurl
upgale
upgang
upgape
upgather
upgathered
upgathering
upgathers
upgaze
upgazed
upgazes
upgazing
upget
upgird
upgirded
upgirding
upgirds
upgirt
upgirt
upgive
upglean
upglide
upgo
upgoing
upgorge
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>upleaped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upleaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upleaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upleapt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upleg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifiable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upliftedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upliftedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upliftingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upliftingness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifititis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upliftment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplimb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplimber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplinked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploadable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplooker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uploop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uplying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upmaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upmanship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upmast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upmix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upmost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
upmount
upmountain
upmove
upness
upo
upon
upbard
uppbad
upped
uppent
upper
uppercase
upperch
upperclassman
upperclassmen
uppercut
uppercuts
uppercutted
uppercutting
upperer
upperest
upperhandism
uppermore
uppermost
upperpart
uppers
upperstocks
uppertendom
upperworks
uppile
upplied
uppiles
uppiling
upping
upplings
uppish
upishly
uppishness
uppity
uppityness
upplough
upplow
uppluck
uppoint
uppoise
uppop
uppour
uppowoc
upseize
upsend
upsending
upsends
upsent
upset
upsetment
upsets
upsettable
upsettal
upsetted
upsetter
upsetters
upsetting
upsettingly
upsey
upshaft
upshear
upsheath
upshift
upshifted
upshifting
upshifts
upshoot
upshooting
upshoots
upshore
upshot
upshot's
upshots
upshoulder
upshove
upshut
upsidaisy
upside
upsides
upsighted
upsiloid
upsilon
upsilonism
upsilons
upsit
upsitten
upsitting
upskip
upslant
upslip
upslope
upstartism
upstartle
upstartness
upstarts
upstate
upstater
upstaters
upstates
upstaunch
upstay
upsteal
upsteam
upstem
upstep
upstepped
upstepping
upsteps
upstick
upstir
upstirred
upstirring
upstirs
upstood
upstraight
upstream
upstreamward
upstreet
upstretcher
upstretched
upstrike
upstrive
upstroke
upstrokes
upstruggle
upsuck
upsun
upsup
upsurge
upsurged
upsurgence
upsurges
upsurging
upswallow
upswarm
upsway
upswep
upswiping
upswipes
upswell
upswelled
upswelling
upswells
upswept
upswing
upswinging
upswings
upswollen
upswung
upsy
uptable
uptake
uptaker
uptakes
uptear
uptearing
uptears
uptemper
uptend
upthrew
upthrow
upthrowing
upthrown
upthrows
upthrust
upthrusted
upthrusting
upthrusts
upthunder
uptide
uptie
uptight
uptightness
uptill
uptilt
uptilted
uptilting
uptilts
uptime
uptimes
uptore
uptorn
uptoss
uptossed
uptosses
uptossing
uptower
upwhirl
upwind
upwinds
upwith
upwork
upwound
upwrap
upwreathe
upwrench
upwring
upwrought
upyard
upyoke
ur
ura
urachal
urachovesical
urachus
uracil
uracils
uraei
uraemia
uraemias
uraemic
uraeus
uraeuses
ural
urali
uralian
uralic
uraline
uralite
uralites
uralitic
uralitization
uralitize
uralitized
uralitizing
uralium
uramido
uramil
uramilic
uramino
uran
uranalyses
uranalysis
uranate
urania
uranian
uranic
uranide
uranides
uranidin
uranidine
uraniferous
uraniid
uranin
uranine
uraninite
uranion
uraniscochasma
uraniscoplastic
uraniscoraphy
uraniscorrhaphy
uraniscus
uranism
uranisms
uranist
uranite
uranites
uranitic
uranium
uraniums
uranocircite
uranogapher
uranographic
uranographical
uranographist
uranography
uranolatry
uranolite
uranological
uranologies
uranologist
uranology
uranometria
uranometrical
uranometrist
uranometry
uranophane
uranophobia
uranophotography
uranoplastic
uranoplasty
uranoplegia
uranorrhaphia
uranorrhaphy
uranoschisis
uranoschism
uranoscope
uranoscopia
uranoscopic
uranoscopy
uranospaithite
uranosphaerite
uranospinite
uranostaphyloplasty
uranostaphylorrhaphy
uranotantalite
uranonthallite
uranotherrite
uranotil
uranous
uranus
uranyl
uranylic
uranyls
urao
urare
urares
urari
uraris
urase
urases
urataemia
urate
uratemia
urates
uratic
uratoma
uratosis
uraturia
urazin
urazine
urazole
urb
urbacity
urbainite
urban
urbana
urbane
urbanely
urbaneness
urbaner
urbanest
urbanisation
urbanise
urbanised
urbanises
urbanising
urbanism
urbanisms
urbanist
urbanistic
urbanistically
urbanists
urbanite
urbanites
urbanities
urbanity
urbanization
urbanize
urbanized
urbanizes
urbanizing
urbanolatry
urbanologist
urbanologists
urbanology
urbanarial
urbian
urbic
urbicolous
urbiculture
urbification
urbify
urbinate
urbs
urceiform
urceolar
urceolate
urceole
urceoli
urceolus
urceus
urchin
urchin's
urchiness
urchinlike
urchinly
urchins
urd
uremia
uremias
uremic
urena
urent
ureometer
ureometry
ureosecretory
ureotelic
ureotelism
uresis
uretal
ureter
ureteral
ureteralgia
uretercystoscope
ureterectasia
ureterectasis
ureterectomies
ureterectomy
ureteric
ureteritis
ureterocele
ureterocervical
ureterocolostomy
ureterocystanastomosis
ureterocystoscope
ureterocystostomy
ureterodialysis
ureteroenteric
ureteroenterostomy
ureterogenital
ureterogram
ureterograph
ureterography
ureterointestinal
ureterolith
ureterolithiasis
ureterolithic
ureterolithotomies
ureterolithotomy
ureterolysis
ureteronephrectomy
ureterophlegma
ureteroplasty
ureteroproctostomy
ureteropyelitis
ureteropyelogram
ureteropyelography
ureteropyelonephritis
ureteropyelostomy
ureteropyosis
ureteroradiography
ureterorectostomy
ureterorrhagia
ureterorrhaphy
ureterosalpingostomy
ureterosigmoidostomy
ureterostegnosis
ureterostenoma
ureterostenosis
ureterostoma
ureterostomies
ureterostomy
ureterotomy
ureterouteral
ureterovaginal
ureterovesical
ureters
urethan
urethane
urethanes
urethans
urethra
urethrae
urethragraph
urethral
urethralgia
urethrameter
urethras
urethroscope
urethratome
urethratresia
urethrectomies
urethrectomy
urethremphraxis
urethreurynter
urethristm
urethritic
urethritis
urethroblennorrhea
urethrobulbar
urethrocele
urethrocytis
urethrocytis
urethrogenital
urethrogram
urethrograph
urethrometer
urethropenile
urethroperineal
urethropihyma
urethrophylla
urethroplastic
urethroplasty
urethroprostatic
urethrocerecal
urethorrhagia
urethorrhaphy
urethorrhoea
urethrorrhoea
urethroscope
urethroscopic
urethroscopical
urethroscopy
urethroseexual
urethospasm
urethrostaxis
urethrosthenosis
urethrostomy
urethrotome
urethrotomic
urethrotomy
urethrovaginal
urethroversical
urethylan
urethylene
uretic
ureylene
urf
urfirnis
urge
urged
urgeful
urgence
urgencies
urgency
urgent
urgently
urgentness
urger
urers
urges
urging
urgingly
urgings
urheen
urial
uric
uricacidemia
uricaciduria
uricaemia
uricaemic
uricemia
uricemic
uricolysis
uricolytic
uriconian
uricosuric
uricotelic
uricotelism
uridine
uridines
uridrosis
uriel
urim
urinaemia
urinaemic
urinal
urinalist
urinals
urinalyses
urinalysis
urinant
urinaries
urinarium
urinary
urinate
urinated
urinates
urinating
urination
urinative
urinator
urine
urinemia
urinemias
urinemic
urines
uriniferous
uriniparous
urinocryoscopy
urinogenital
urinogenitary
urochord
urochordal
urochordate
urochords
urochrome
urochromogen
urochs
urocyanogen
urocyst
urocystic
urocystitis
urodaeum
urodelan
urodele
urodeles
urodelous
urodialysis
urodynia
uroedema
uroerythrin
urofuscocohematin
urogaster
urogastric
urogenic
urogenital
urogenitary
urogenous
uroglauccin
urogomphi
urogomphus
urogram
urography
urogravimenter
urohaematin
urohematin
urohyal
urokinase
urol
urolagnia
uroleucic
uroleucinic
urolith
urolithiasis
urolithic
uroolithology
urooliths
urologic
urological
urologies
urologist
urologists
urology
urolutein
urolytic
uromancy
uromantia
uromantist
uromelanin
uromelus
uromere
uromeric
urometer
uropathy
uropathos
uropathology
uroo
uroodal
uropatagium
urophaein
urophanic
urophanous
urophen
urophi
urophobia
urophthisis
uroplania
uropod
uropodal
uropodous
uropods
uropoetic
uropoiesis
uropoietic
uroporphyrin
uropsilic
uroptysis
uropygial
uropygium
uropyloric
urorosein
urorrhagia
urorrhhea
urorubin
uro saccharometry
urosacral
uroschesis
uroscopic
uroscopies
uroscopist
uroscopy
urosepsis
uroseptic
urosis
urosomatic
urosome
urosomite
urosomitic
urostea
urostealith
urostegal
urostege
urostegite
urosteon
urosternite
urosthene
urostenic
urostlylar
urostyle
urostyles
urotoxia
urotoxic
urotoxicity
urotoxies
urotoxin
urotoxy
uroxanate
uroxanic
uroxanthin
uroxin
urpriser
urradhus
urrhodin
urrhodinic
ursa
ursae
ursal
ursicidal
ursicide
ursiform
ursigram
ursine
ursoid
ursolic
urson
usherism
usherless
ushers
ushership
usine
using
usings
usitate
usitative
usnea
usneaceous
usneas
usneoid
usnic
usnin
usninic
uspeaking
uspoke
usspoken
usquabae
usquabaes
usque
usquebae
usquebaes
usquebaugh
usques
usself
ussels
usselven
ussingite
ussr
ust
uster
ustilaginaceous
ustilagineous
ustilago
ustion
ustorious
ustulate
ustulation
usu
usual
usualism
usually
usualness
usuals
usuary
usucapient
usucapion
usucaptionary
usuapt
usuaptable
usuaptible
usuaption
usuaptor
usufruct
usufructs
usufructuaries
usufructuary
usufruit
use
usurer
usurerlike
usurers
usuress
usuries
usurious
usuoriously
usuriousness
usurp
usurpation
usurpations
usurpative
usurpatively
usurpationary
usurpature
usurped
usurpedly
usurper
usurpers
usurpership
usurping
usurpingly
usurpment
usurpor
usurpress
usurps
usurption
usury
usw
usward
uswards
ut
uta
utah
utahan
utahans
utahite
utai
utas
utch
utchy
ute
utes
utend
utensil
utensil's
utensile
utensils
uteralgia
uterectomy
uteri
uterine
uteritis
utero
uteroabdominal
uterocele
uterocervical
uterocystotomy
uterofixation
uterogestation
uterogram
uterography
uterointestinal
uterolith
uterology
uteromania
uteromaniac
uteromaniacal
uterometer
uteroovarian
uteroparietal
uteropelvic
uteroperitoneal
uteropexia
uteropexy
uteroplacental
uteroplasty
uterosacral
uterosclerosis
uteroscope
uterotomy
uterotonic
uterotubal
utterancy
uttered
utterer
utterers
utterest
uttering
utterless
utterly
uttermost
utterness
utters
utum
utum
uturuncu
uucpnet
uva
uval
uvala
uvalha
uvanite
uvarovite
uvate
uvea
uveal
uveas
uveitic
uveitis
uveitises
uveous
uvic
uvid
uviol
uvitic
uvitinic
uvito
uvitonic
uvre
uvres
uvrou
uvula
uvulae
uvular
uvularia
uvularly
uvulars
uvulas
uvulatomies
uvulatomy
uvulectomies
uvulectomy
uvulitis
uvulitises
uvuloptosis
uvulotome
uvulotomies
uvulotomy
uvver
ux
uxorial
uxoriality
uxorially
uxoricidal
uxoricide
uxorilocal
uxorious
uxoriously
uxoriousness
uxoris
uzan
uzara
uzarin
uzaron
uzbek
v
v's
va
vaad
vaadim
vaagmaer
vaagmar
vaagmer
vaalite
vac
vacabond
vacance
vacancies
vacancy
vacancy's
vacandi
vacant
vacante
vacanthearted
vacantheartedness
vacantia
vacantly
vacantness
vacancy
vacatable
vacate
vacated
vacates
vacating
vacation
vacational
vacationed
vacationer
vacationers
vacationing
vacationist
vacationists
vacationland
vacationless
vacations
vacatur
vaccary
vaccenic
vaccicide
vaccigenous
vaccina
vaccinable
vaccinal
vaccinas
vaccinate
vaccinated
vaccinates
vaccinating
vaccination
vaccinationist
vaccinations
vaccinator
vaccinators
vaccinatory
vaccine
vaccinee
vaccinella
vaccines
vaccinia
vacciniaceous
vaccinial
vaccinias
vacciniifer
vacciniform
vacciniola
vaccinist
vaccinium
vaccinization
vaccinogenic
vaccinogenous
vaccinoid
vaccinophobia
vaccinotherapy
vache
vacherin
vachette
vacillancy
vacillant
vacillate
vacillated
vacillates
vacillating
vacillatingly
vacillation
vacillations
vacillator
vacillators
vacillatory
vaoco
vaona
vaoua
vacouf
vacua
vacuall
vacuate
vacuation
vacuefy
vacuist
vacuit
vacuities
vacuity
vacuo
vacuolar
vacuolary
vacuolate
vacuolated
vacuolation
vacuole
vacuoless
vacuolization
vacuome
vacuometer
vacuous
vacuously
vacuousness
cavua
cavuum
cavuuma
cavumed
cavumming
cavumize
cavuums
cavde
cavdelect
cavidonium
cavimony
cavedis

cavadium
cavadose
cavady

cavafrous
cavag

cavagabond

cavagabond's

cavagabondage

cavagabondager

cavagabonded

cavagabondia

cavagabonding

cavagabondish

cavagabondism

cavagabondismus

cavagabondize

cavagabondized

cavagabondizer

cavagabondizing

cavagabondry

cavagabonds

cavagal

cavagally

cavancy

cavant

cavanti

cavarian

cavaries

cavarious

cavariously

cavarish

cavarisome

cavarist

cavaristic

cavarity
vagary
vagary's
vagas
vagation
vagbondia
vage
vagi
vagient
vagiform
vagile
vagilities
vagility
vagina
vagina's
vaginae
vaginal
vaginalectomies
vaginalectomy
vaginaless
vaginalitis
vaginally
vagnant
vaginas
vaginate
vaginated
vaginectomies
vaginectomy
vaginervose
vaginicoline
vaginicolous
vaginiferous
vaginipennate
vaginismus
vaginitis
vaginoabdominal
vaginocele
vaginodynia
vaginofixation
vaginolabial
vaginometer
vaginomycosis
vaginoperineal
vaginoperitoneal
vaginopexy
vaginoplasty
vaginoscope
vaginoscopy
vaginotome
vaginotomies
vaginotomy
vaginovesical
vaginovulvar
vaginula
vaginulate
vaginule
vagitus
vagoaccessorius
vagodepressor
vagoglossopharyngeal
vagogram
vagolysis
vagosympathetic
vagotomies
vagotomize
vagotomy
vagotonia
vagotonic
vagotomy
vagotropic
vagotropism
vagous
vagrance
vagrancies
vagrancy
vagrant
vagrantism
vagrantize
vagrantlike
vagrantly
vagrantness
vagrants
vagrate
vagrom
vague
vaguely
vagueness
vaguer
vaguest
vaguio
vagios
vaguish
vaguity
vagulous
vagus
vahana
vahine
valedictorian
valedictorians
valedictories
valedictorily
valedictory
valence
valence's
valences
valencia
valencianite
valencias
valenciennes
valencies
valency
valens
valent
valentiam
valentine
valentine's
valentines
valentinian
valentinite
valeral
valeraldehyde
valeramid
valeramide
valerate
valerates
valerian
valerianaceous
valerianate
valerianic
valerians
valeric
valerin
valerolactone
valerone
valeryl
valerylene
valets
valet
valet's
valeta
valetage
valetaille
valetdom
valeted
valethood
valeting
valetism
valetry
valets
valetude
valetudinaire
valetudian
valetudianism
valetudinarians
valetudinaries
valetudinariness
valetudinarist
valetudinarium
valetudinary
valeur
valew
valeward
valewe
valgoid
valgus
valguses
valhall
valhalla
vali
valiance
valiances
valiancies
valiancy
valiant
valiantly
valiantness
valiants
valid
validatable
validate
validated
validates
validating
validation
validations
validatory
validification
validities
validity
validly
validness
validous
valinch
valorise
valorised
valorises
valorising
valorization
valorizations
valorize
valorized
valorizes
valorizing
valorous
valorously
valorousness
vals
valour
valours
valouwe
valsalvan
valse
valsees
valsaloid
valuable
valuableness
valuables
valuably
valuate
valuated
valuates
valuating
valuation
valuation's
valuational
valuationally
valuations
valuative
valuator
valuators
value
valued
valueless
valuelessness
valuer
valuers
values
valuing
valure
valuta
valutas
valva
calvae
calval
valvar
calvate
calve
valve's
calved
valveless
valvelet
valvelets
valvelike
valveman
valvemen
valves
valviferous
valviform
valving
valvotomy
valvula
valvulae
valvular
valvulate
valvule
valvules
valvilitis
valvulotome
valvulotomy
valyl
valylene
vambrace
vambraced
vambraces
vambrash
vamfont
vammazsa
vamoose
vamoosed
vamooses
vamoosings
vamos
vamose
vamosed
vamoses
vamosing
vamp
vamped
vamper
vandalroot
vandals
vandas
vandelas
vandyke
vandyked
vandykes
vane
vane's
vaned
vaneless
vanelike
vanes
vanessa
vanessian
vanfoss
vang
vangee
vangeli
vanglo
vangloe
vangs
vanguard
vanguardist
vanguards
vanilla
vanillal
vanillaldehyde
vanillas
vanillate
vanille
vanillery
vanillic
vanillin
vanilline
vanillinic
vanillins
vanillism
vanilloes
vanillon
vanilloyl
vanillyl
vanir
vanish
vanished
vanisher
vanishers
vanishes
vanishing
vanishingly
vanishment
vanitarianism
vanitied
vanities
vanitory
vanitous
vanity
vanjarrah
vanlay
vanload
vanman
vanmen
vanmost
vanned
vanner
vannerman
vannermen
vannet
vanning
vannus
vanquish
vanquishable
vanquished
vanquisher
vanquishers
vanquishes
vanquishing
vanquishment
vans
vansire
vantage
vantageless
vantages
vantbrace
vantbrass
vanterie
vanguard
vanward
vapid
vapidism
vapidities
vapidity
vapidly
vapidness
vapocauterization
vapographic
vapography
vapor
vaporability
vaporable
vaporarium
vaporary
vaporate
vapored
vaporer
vaporers
vaporescence
vaporescent
vaporetti
vaporetto
vaporettos
vaporiferous
vaporiferousness
vaporific
vaporiform
vaporimeter
vaporiness
vaporing
vaporingly
vaporings
vaporise
vaporised
vaporises
vaporish
vaporishness
vaporising
vaporium
vaporizability
vaporizable
vaporization
vaporize
vaporized
vaporizer
vaporizers
vaporizes
vaporizing
vaporless
vaporlike
vaporograph
vaporographic
vaporose
vaporoseness
vaporosity
vaporous
varication
varicella
varicellar
varicellate
varicellation
varicelliform
varicelloid
varicellous
varices
variciform
varicoblepharon
varicocele
varicoid
varicolored
varicolorous
varicoloured
varicose
varicosed
varicoseness
varicosis
varicosities
varicosity
varicotomies
varicotomy
varicula
varidical
varied
variedly
variedness
variegate
variegated
variegates
variegating
variegation
variegations
variegator
varier
variers
varies
varietal
varietally
varietals
varietas
varieties
varietism
varietist
varietur
variety
variety's
varificatory
variform
variformed
variformity
variformly
varify
varigradation
varindor
varing
vario
variocoupler
variocuopler
variola
variolar
variolas
variolate
variolated
variolating
variolation
variole
varioles
variolic
varioliform
variolite
variolicic
variolitization
variolization
varioloid
varioloser
variolous
variolovaccine
variolovaccinia
variometer
variorum
variorums
varios
variotinted
various
variously
variousness
variscite
varisized
varisse
varistor
varistors
varitype
varityped
varyingly
varyings
vas
vasa
vasal
vasalled
vascla
vascon
vascula
vascular
vascularities
vascularity
vascularization
vascularize
vascularized
vascularizing
vascularly
vasculated
vasculature
vasculiferous
vasculiform
vasculitis
vasculogenesis
vasculolymphatic
vasculomotor
vasiculose
vasculous
vasculum
vasculums
vase
vase's
vasectomies
vasectomise
vasectomised
vasectomising
vasectomize
vasectomized
vasectomizing
vasectomy
vaseful
vaselet
vaselike
vaseline
vasemaker
vasemaking
vases
vasewise
vasework
vashegyite
vasicentric
vasicine
vasifactive
vasiferous
vasiform
vasoactive
vasoactivity
vasoconstricting
vasoconstriction
vasoconstrictive
vasoconstrictor
vasoconstrictors
vasocorona
vasodentinal
vasodentine
vasodepressor
vasodilatation
vasodilating
vasodilation
vasodilator
vasoepididymostomy
vasofactive
vasoformative
vasoganglion
vasohypertonic
vasohypotonic
vasoinhibitor
vasoinhibitory
vasoligation
vasoligature
vasomotion
vasomotor
vasomotorial
vasomotoric
vasomotory
vasoneurosis
vasoparessis
vasopressin
vasopressor
vasopuncture
vasoreflex
vasorrhaphy
vasosection
vasospasm
vasospastic
vasostimulant
vasostomy
vasotecin
vasotomy
vasotonic
vasotribe
vasotripsy
vasotrophic
vasovagal
vasovesiculectomy
vasquine
vassal
vassalage
vassaldom
vassaled
vassaless
vassalic
vassaling
vassalism
vassality
vassalize
vassalized
vassalizing
vassalless
vassalling
vassalry
vassals
vassalship
vassar
vast
vastate
vastation
vaster
vastest
vastidity
vastier
vastiest
vastily
vastiness
vastities
vastitude
vastity
vastly
vastness
vastnesses
vasts
vastus
vasty
vasu
vat
vat's
vates
vatful
vatfuls
vatic
vatical
vatically
vatican
vaticanal
vaticanic
vaticanical
vaticanism
vaticanist
vaticide
vaticides
vaticinal
vaticinant
vaticinate
vaticinated
vaticinating
vaticination
vaticinator
vaticinatory
vaticinatrix
vaticine
vatmaker
vatmaking
vatman
vats
vatted
vatter
vatting
vau
vaucheraiaceous
vaudeville
vaudevillian
vaudevillians
vaudevillist
vaudios
vaudois
vaudoux
vaudy
vaugnerite
vauguelinite
vault
vaultage
vaulted
vc
vd
veadar
veadore
veal
vealed
vealer
vealers
vealier
vealiest
vealiness
vealing
veallike
veals
vealskin
vealy
veau
vectigal
vection
vectis
vectitation
vectograph
vectographic
vector
vector's
vectorcardiogram
vectorcardiographic
vectorcardiography
vectored
vectorial
vectorially
vectoring
vectorization
vectorizing
vectors
vecture
veda
vedalia
vedalias
vedana
vedanta
vedantic
vedda
veddoid
vedet
vedette
vedettes
vedic
vedika
vedism
vedro
veduis
vee
veen
veena
veenas
veep
veepee
veepees
veeps
veer
veerable
veered
veeries
veering
veeringly
veers
veery
vees
vefry
veg
vega
vegan
veganism
veganisms
vegans
vegas
vegasite
vegeculture
vegetability
vegetable
vegetable's
vegetablelike
vegetables
vegetablewise
vegetablize
vegetably
vegetal
vegetalcule
vegetality
vegetant
vegetarian
vegetarian's
vegetarianism
vegetarians
vegetate
veiledness
veiler
veilers
veiling
veilings
veilless
veilleuse
veillike
veilmaker
veilmaking
veils
veiltail
veily
vein
veinage
veinal
veinbanding
veined
veiner
veiners
veinery
veinier
veiniest
veininess
veining
veinings
veinless
veinlet
veinlets
veinlike
veinous
veins
veinstone
veinstuff
veinule
veinules
veinulet
veinulets
veinwise
veinwork
veiny
vejoces
vel
vela
velal
velamen
velamentous
velamentum
velamina
velar
velardenite
velaria
velaric
velarium
velarization
velarize
velarized
velarizes
velarizing
velars
velary
velate
velated
velating
velation
velatura
velcro
veld
veldcraft
veldman
velds
veldschoen
veldschoenen
veldschoens
veldskoen
veldt
veldts
veldschoen
veldtsman
velella
velellidous
veleta
velic
velicate
veliferous
veliform
veliger
veligerous
veligers
velitation
velites
vell
vellala
velleda
velleities
velleity
velures
veluring
velutinous
velveret
velverets
velvet
velvetbreast
velveted
velveteen
velveteened
velveteens
velvetiness
velveting
velvetleaf
velvetlike
velvetmaker
velvetmaking
velvetry
velvets
velvetseed
velvetweed
velvetwork
velvety
velyarde
vena
venacularism
venada
venae
venal
venalities
venality
venalization
venalize
venally
venalness
venanzite
venatic
venatical
venatically
venation
venational
venations
venator
venatorial
venatorious
venatory
vencola
vend
venenate
venenated
venenately
venenates
venenating
venenation
venene
veneniferous
venenific
venenosalivary
venenose
venenosisi
venenosity
venenosus
venenosusisi
venenous
venenousness
venepuncture
venerability
venerable
venerableness
venerably
veneracean
veneraceous
veneral
venerance
venerant
venerate
venerated
venerates
venerating
veneration
venerational
venerative
veneratively
venerativeness
venerator
venere
venereal
venerealness
veneanean
venereological
venereologist
venereology
venereophobia
venereous
venerer
venerial
ventroaxillary
ventrocaudal
ventrocystorrhaphy
ventrodorsad
ventrodorsal
ventrodorsally
ventrofixation
ventrohysteropexy
ventroinguinal
ventrolateral
ventrolaterally
ventromedial
ventromedially
ventromedian
ventromesal
ventromesial
ventromyel
ventroposterior
ventroptosis
ventroptosis
ventroscopy
ventrose
ventrosity
ventrosuspension
ventrotomies
ventrotomy
vents
venture
ventured
venturer
venturers
ventures
venturesome
venturesomely
venturesomeness
venturi
venturine
venturing
venturings
venturis
venturous
venturously
venturousness
venue
venues
venula
venulae
venular
venule
venules
venulose
venulous
venus
venusberg
venushair
venusian
venusians
venust
venusty
venville
veny
ver
vera
veracious
veraciously
veraciousness
veracities
veracity
verament
veranda
veranda's
verandaed
verandah
verandahed
verandahs
verandas
verascopes
veratral
veratralbin
veratralbine
veratraldehyde
veratrates
veratria
veratrias
veratric
veratridin
veratridine
veratrine
veratrina
veratrine
veratrinitize
veratrinitized
veratrinitizing
veratrins
veratrize
veratrized
veratrizing
veratroidine
veratrol
veratrole
veratroyl
veratrum
veratrums
veratryl
veratrylidene
veray
verb
verb's
verbal
verbalisation
verbalise
verbalised
verbaliser
verbalising
verbalism
verbalist
verbalistic
verbalities
verbality
verbalization
verbalizations
verbalize
verbalized
verbalizer
verbalizes
verbalizing
verbally
verbals
verbarian
verbarian
verbarem
verbasco
verbascose
verbascum
verbate
verbatim
verbati
verbena
verbenaceous
verbenalike
verbenalin
verbenas
verbenate
verbenated
verbenating
verbene
verdelho
verderer
verderers
verderership
verderor
verderors
verdet
verdetto
verdi
verdict
verdicts
verdigris
verdigrised
verdigrisy
verdin
verdins
verdite
verditer
verditors
verdour
verdoy
verdugo
verdugoship
verdun
verdure
verdured
verdureless
verdurer
verdures
verdurous
verdurousness
verecund
verecundity
verecundness
veredict
veredicto
vereditum
verek
verenda
veretilliform
veretillum
verey
vergaloo
verge
vergeboard
verged
vergence
vergences
verine
veriscope
verisimilar
verisimilarly
verisimilitude
verisimilitudinous
verisimility
verism
verismo
verismos
verisms
verist
veristic
verists
veritability
veritable
veritableness
veritably
veritas
veritates
verite
verities
veritism
veritist
veritistic
verity
verjuice
verjuiced
verjuices
verkrampte
verligte
vermeil
vermeils
vermenging
vermeologist
vermeology
vermes
vermetid
vermetidae
vermetio
vermian
vermicelli
vermiceous
vermicidal
vermicide
vermicious
vermicle
vermicular
vermiphobia
vermis
vermivorous
vermivorousness
vermix
vermont
vermonter
vermonters
vermorel
vermoulu
vermoule
vermouth
vermouths
vermuth
vermuths
vernaccia
vernacle
vernacles
vernacular
vernacularisation
vernacularise
vernacularised
vernacularising
vernacularism
vernacularist
vernacularity
vernacularization
vernacularize
vernacularized
vernacularizing
vernacularly
vernacularness
vernaculars
vernaculate
vernaculous
vernage
vernal
vernalisation
vernalise
vernalised
vernalising
vernality
vernalization
vernalize
vernalized
vernalizes
vernalizing
vernally
verrucous
erruculose
erruga
errugas
erry
vers
versa
versability
versable
versableness
versailles
versal
versant
versants
versate
versatec
versatile
versatiliely
versatileness
versatilities
versatility
versation
versative
verse
versecraft
versed
verseless
verselet
versemaker
versemaking
verseman
versemanship
versemen
versemonger
versemongering
versemongery
verser
versers
verses
versesmith
verset
versets
versette
verseward
versewright
versicle
versicler
versicles
versicolor
versicolorate
versicolored
versicolorous
versicolour
versicoloured
versicular
versicule
versiculi
versiculus
versiera
versifiable
versifiaster
versification
versifications
versificator
versificatory
versificatrix
versified
versifier
versifiers
versifies
versiform
versify
versifying
versiloquy
versin
versine
versines
versing
version
versional
versioner
versionist
versionize
versions
versipel
verso
versor
versos
verst
versta
verste
verstes
versts
versual
versus
versute
vervet
vervets
vervine
very
verzini
verzino
vesania
vesanic
vesbite
vese
vesica
vesicae
vesical
vesicant
vesicants
vesicate
vesicated
vesicates
vesicating
vesication
vesicatories
vesicatory
vesicle
vesicles
vesicoabdominal
vesicocavernous
vesicocele
vesicocervical
vesicoclysis
vesicofixation
vesicointestinal
vesicoprosthetic
vesicopubic
vesicorectal
vesicosigmoid
vesicospinal
vesicotomy
vesicovaginal
vesicula
vesiculae
vesicular
vesicularity
vesicularly
vesiculary
vesiculaisy
vesiculase
vesiculate
vesiculated
vesiculating
vesiculation
vesicule
vesiculectomy
vesiculiferous
vesiculiform
vesiculigerous
vesiculitis
vesiculobronchial
vesiculocavernous
vesiculopustular
vesiculose
vesiculotomy
vesiculotubular
vesiculotympanic
vesiculotympanitic
vesiculous
vesiculus
vesicupapular
vesigia
veskit
vesp
vespicle
vespal
vesper
vespical
vespers
vesperal
vesperals
vesperian
vespering
vespers
vespertide
vespertilian
vespertilio
vespertilionid
vespertilionine
vespertinal
vespertine
vespery
vespetro
vespiaries
vespiary
vespid
vespids
vespiform
vespine
vespoid
vespucci
vessel
vessel's
vesseled
vesselful
vesselled
vessels
vesses
vessets
vessicnon
vessignon
vest
vesta
vestal
vestalia
vestally
vestals
vestalship
vestas
vested
vestee
vestees
vester
vestiarian
vestiaries
vestliament
vestimentary
vesting
vexation
vexations
vexatious
vexatiously
vexatiousness
vexatory
vexed
vexedly
vexedness
vexer
vexers
vexes
vexful
vexil
vexilla
vexillar
vexillaries
vexillarious
vexillary
vexillate
vexillation
vexillogetic
vexillological
vexillologist
vexillology
vexillum
vexils
vexing
vexingly
vexingness
vext
vg
vi
via
viabilities
viability
viable
viableness
viably
viaduct
viaducts
viage
viaggiatory
viagram
viagraph
viajaca
vial
vial's
vialed
vialful
vialing
vialled
vialling
vialmaker
vialmaking
viallogue
vials
viameter
viand
viande
vianden
viander
viandry
viands
vias
viasma
viatic
viática
viatical
viaticals
viaticum
viaticums
viatometer
viator
viatoes
viatorial
viatorially
viators
vibe
vibes
vibetoite
vibex
vibgyor
vibices
vibiod
vibist
vibists
vibix
vibracula
vibracular
vibracularium
vibraculoid
vibraculum
vibraharp
vibrarharpist
vibrarharps
viburnic
viburnin
viburnum
viburnums
vic
vica
vicaire
vicar
vicara
vicarage
vicarages
vicarate
vicarates
vicarchoral
vicaress
vicargeneral
vicarial
vicarian
vicarianism
vicariate
vicariates
vicariateship
vicarii
vicariism
vicarious
vicariously
vicariousness
vicarius
vicarly
vicars
vicarship
vicary
vice
vice's
vicecomes
vicecomital
vicecomites
viced
vicegeral
vicegerencies
vicegerency
vicegerent
vicegerents
vicegerentship
viceless
vicelike
vicenary
vicennial
videotex
videotext
videruff
vidette
videttes
videtur
vidian
vidicon
vidicons
vidimus
vidkid
vidkids
vidonia
vidry
viduage
vidual
vidually
viduate
viduated
viduation
viduine
viduities
viduity
viduous
vidya
vie
vied
vielle
vienna
viennese
vier
vierkleur
vierling
viers
viertel
viertelein
vies
vietcong
vietminh
vietnam
vietnamese
vietnamization
view
viewable
viewably
viewed
viewer
viewers
viewfinder
viewfinders
viewier
viewiest
viewiness
viewing
viewings
viewless
viewlessly
viewlessness
viewly
viewpoint
viewpoint's
viewpoints
viewport
views
viewsome
viewster
viewworthy
viewy
vid
viga
vigas
vigentennial
vigesimal
vigesimation
vigesimo
vigesimoquarto
vigesimos
viggle
vigia
vigias
vigil
vigilance
vigilancy
vigilant
vigilante
vigilante's
vigilantes
vigilantism
vigilantist
vigilantly
vigilantness
vigilate
vigilation
vigils
vigintiangular
vigintillion
vilenesses
viler
vilest
vileyns
viliaco
vilicate
vilification
vilifications
vilified
vilifier
vilifiers
vilifies
vilify
vilifying
vilifyingly
vilipend
vilipended
vilipender
vilipending
vilipendous
vilipenditory
vilipends
vilities
vility
vill
villa
villa's
villache
villadom
villadoms
villae
villaiette
village
villageful
villagehood
villageless
villagelet
villagelike
villageous
villager
villageress
villagers
villagery
villages
villaget
villageward
villagey
villagism
villagy
villain
villain's
villainage
villaindom
villainess
villainesses
villainies
villainist
villainize
villainous
villainously
villainousness
villainproof
villains
villainy
villakin
villaless
villalike
villan
villanage
villancico
villanella
villanelle
villanette
villanous
villanously
villar
villasite
villas
villate
villatic
villayet
ville
villegiatura
villegiature
villein
villeinage
villeiness
villeinhold
villeins
villeity
villenage
villi
villiaumite
villicus
villiciferous
villiform
villiplacental
villitis
villoid
villose
villosities
villosity
villota
villote
villous
villously
vills
villus
vim
vimana
vimen
vimful
vimina
viminal
vimineous
vimpa
vims
vin
vina
vinaceous
vinaconic
vinage
vinagron
vinaigre
vinaigrette
vinaigretted
vinaigrettes
vinaigrier
vinaigrous
vinal
vinals
vinas
vinasse
vinasses
vinata
vinblastine
vinca
vincas
vincent
vincentian
vincetoxin
vinchuca
vinci
vincibility
vincible
vincibleness
vincibly
vinceristine
vinctula
vincular
vinculate
vinculation
vinculo
vinculula
vinculum
vinculums
vindaloo
vindemial
vindemiate
vindemiation
vindemiatory
vindemiatrix
vindex
vindhyan
vindicability
vindicable
vindicableness
vindicably
vindicate
vindicated
vindicates
vindicating
vindication
vindications
vindicative
vindicatively
vindicativeness
vindicator
vindicatorily
vindicaters
vindicatorship
vindicatory
vindicatress
indices
vindict
vindicta
vindicative
vindicatively
vindicativeness
vindictive
vindictively
vindicativeness
vindictivence
vindresser
vine
vine's
tinea
vineae
vineal
vineatic
vine'd
vinedresser
venger
vengarer
vengarette
vengariness
vengarish
vengarishness
vengarist
vengarlike
vengarroon
vengars
vengarweed
vengary
vengerone
vengrower
vineity
vineland
vineless
vinelet
vinelike
viner
vineries
vinery
vines
vinestalk
vinet
vinetta
vinew
vinewise
vineyard
vineyard's
vineyarding
vineyardist
vineyards
vingerhoed
vingt
vingtieme
vingtun
vinhatico
vinic
vinicultural
viniculture
viniculturist
vinier
viniest
vinifera
viniferas
viniferous
vinification
vinificator
vining
vinitor
vinny
vino
vinoacetous
vinolence
violent
vinologist
vinology
vinometer
vinomethylic
vinos
vinose
vinosities
vinosity
vinosulphureous
vinous
vinously
vinousness
vinquish
vins
vint
vinta
vintage
vintaged
vintager
vintagers
vintages
vintaging
vintem
vintener
vinter
vintlite
vintner
vintneress
vintners
vintnership
vintnery
vintress
vintry
vinum
viny
vinyl
vinylacetylene
vinylate
vinylated
vinylating
vinylation
vinylbenzene
vinylene
vinylethylene
vinyl
c
vinylidene
vinylite
vinyls
vinyon
viol
viola
violability
violable
violableness
violably
violacean
violaceous
violaceously
violal
violan
violand
violanin
violaquercitrin
violas
violate
violated
violater
violaters
violates
violating
violation
violational
violations
violative
violator
violator's
violators
violatory
violature
violence
violences
virgularian
virgulate
virgule
virgules
virgultum
virial
viricidal
viricide
viricides
virid
viridaria
viridarium
viridene
viridescence
viridescent
viridian
viridians
viridigenous
viridin
viridine
viridite
viridities
viridity
virific
virify
virile
virilely
virileness
virilescence
virilescent
virilia
virilify
virilishly
virilism
virilisms
virilist
virilities
virility
virilization
virilize
virilizing
virilocality
virilocally
virion
virions
viripotent
viritoot
viritrate
virtus
virtuti
virtutis
virucidal
virucide
virucides
viruela
virulence
virulences
virulencies
virulecy
virulent
virulented
virulently
virulentness
viruliferous
virus
virus's
viruscidal
viruscede
viresemic
viruses
viruslike
virustatic
vis
visa
visaed
visage
visaged
visages
visagraph
visaing
visammin
visard
visards
visarga
visas
visayan
viscacha
viscachas
viscera
visceral
visceralgia
viscerially
visceralness
viscerate
viscerated
viscerating
visceration
visceropericardial
viscerogenic
visceroinhibitory
visceromotor
visceroparietal
visceroperitoneal
visceropleural
visceroptosis
visceroptotic
viscerosensory
viscerokeletal
viscerosomatic
viscerotomy
viscerotonia
viscerotonic
viscerotrophic
viscerotropic
visceral
viscid
viscidities
viscidity
viscidize
viscidly
viscidness
viscidulous
viscin
viscoelastic
viscoelasticity
viscid
viscoid
viscoidal
viscolize
viscometer
viscometric
viscometrical
viscometrically
viscometry
viscontal
viscontial
viscoscope
viscose
viscoses
viscosimeter
viscosimetric
viscosimetry
viscosities
viscosity
viscount
visors
visory
viss
vista
vista's
vistaed
vistal
vistaless
vistamente
vistas
visto
visual
visualisable
visualisation
visualiser
visualist
visualities
visuality
visualizable
visualization
visualizations
visualize
visualized
visualizer
visualizers
visualizes
visualizing
visually
visuals
visuoauditory
visuokinesthetic
visuometer
visuopsychic
visuosensory
vita
vitaceous
vitae
vitagraph
vital
vitalic
vitalisation
vitalise
vitalised
vitaliser
vitalises
vitalising
vitalism
vitalisms
vitrailist
vitraillist
vitrain
vitraux
vitreal
vitrean
vitrella
vitremyte
vitreodentinal
vitreodentine
vitreoelectric
vitreosity
vitreous
vitreouslike
vitreously
vitreousness
vitrescence
vitrescency
vitrescent
vitrescibility
vitrescible
vitreum
vitrail
vitric
vitrics
vitrifaction
vitrifacture
vitrifiability
vitrifiable
vitrificate
vitrification
vitrified
vitrifies
vitriform
vitrify
vitrifying
vitrine
vitrines
vitrinoid
vitriol
vitriolate
vitriolated
vitriolating
vitriolation
vitrioled
vitrionic
vitrilocally
vitriline
viva
vivace
vivacious
vivaciously
vivaciousness
vivacissimo
vivacities
vivacity
vivamente
vivandi
vivandier
vivandiere
vivandieres
vivandire
vivant
vivants
vivaria
vivaries
vivaria
vivariiums
vivarium
vivariums
vivarvaria
vivy
vivars
vivat
vivax
vivda
vive
vively
vivency
vivendi
viver
viverra
viverrid
viverrids
viverriform
viverrine
vivers
vives
viveur
vivian
vivianite
vivicremation
vivid
vivider
vividest
vividialysis
vividiffusion
vividissection
vividity
vividly
vividness
vivific
vivifical
vivificant
vivificate
vivificated
vivificating
vivification
vivificative
vivificator
vivified
vivifier
vivifiers
vivifies
vivify
vivifying
vivipara
viviparism
viviparities
viviparity
viviparous
viviparously
viviparousness
vivipary
viviperfuse
vivisect
vivisected
vivisectible
vivisecting
vivisection
vivisectional
vivisectionally
vivisectionist
vivisectionists
vivisective
vivisector
vivisectorium
vivisects
vivisepulture
vivo
vivos
vivre
vivres
vixen
vixenish
vixenishly
vixenishness
vixenlike
vixenly
vixens
viz
vizament
vizard
vizarded
vizarding
vizardless
vizardlike
vizardmonger
vizards
vizcacha
vizcachas
vizier
vizierate
viziercraft
vizierial
viziers
viziership
vizir
vizirate
vizirates
vizircraft
viziritial
vizirs
vizirship
viznomy
vizor
vizored
vizoring
vizorless
vizors
vizsla
vizslas
vizzy
vl
vlach
vlei
vlsi
vmintegral
vmsize
vo
voar
vobis
vocational
vocationalism
vocationalist
vocationalization
vocationalize
vocationally
vocations
vocative
vocatively
vocatives
voce
vores
vocihysaceous
vocicultural
vociferance
vociferanced
vociferancing
vociferant
vociferate
vociferated
vociferates
vociferating
vociferation
vociferations
vociferative
vociferator
vociferize
vociferosity
vociferous
vociferously
vociferousness
vocification
vocimotor
vocoder
vocoders
vocoid
vocular
vocule
voder
vodka
vodkas
vodum
vodums
vodun
voe
voes
voet
voeten
volitation
volitational
volitiency
volatile
volition
volitional
volitionalist
volitionality
volitionally
volitionary
volitionate
volitionless
volitions
volitive
volitorial
volkslied
volkslieder
volksraad
volkswagen
volkswagens
vollenge
volley
volleyball
volleyball's
volleyballs
volleyed
volleyer
volleyers
volleying
volleyingly
volleys
volost
volosts
volow
volpane
volplane
volplaned
volplanes
volplaning
volplanist
vols
volsci
volscian
volsella
volsellum
volt
volta
voltaelectric
voltaelectricity
voltaelectrometer
voltaelectrometric
voltage
voltages
voltography
voltaic
voltaire
voltairean
voltaism
voltaisms
voltaite
voltameter
voltametric
voltammeter
voltaplast
voltatype
volte
volteador
volteadores
voltes
volti
voltigeur
voltinism
voltivity
voltize
voltmeter
voltimeters
volto
volts
voltzine
voltzite
volubilate
volubility
voluble
volubleness
volubly
volucrine
volume
volume's
volumed
volumen
volumenometer
volumenometry
volumes
volumescope
volumeter
volumetric
voluptuousness
volupty
voluta
volutae
volutate
volutation
volute
voluted
volutes
volutiform
volutin
volutins
volution
volutions
volutoid
volva
volvas
volvate
volvell
volvelle
volvent
volvoaceous
volvox
volvoxes
volvuli
volvullus
volvulus
volvuluses
volyer
vombatid
vomer
vomerine
vomerobasilar
vomeronasal
vomeropalatine
vomers
vomica
vomicae
vomicin
vomicine
vomit
vomitable
vomited
vomiter
vomiter
vomiting
vomitingly
vomition
vulgarians
vulgarisation
vulgarise
vulgarised
vulgariser
vulgarish
vulgarising
vulgarism
vulgarisms
vulgarist
vulgaries
vulgarity
vulgarization
vulgarizations
vulgarize
vulgarized
vulgarizer
vulgarizers
vulgarizes
vulgarizing
vulgarlike
vulary
vulgarness
vulgars
vulgarwise
vulgate
vulgaes
vulgo
vulgs
vulguses
vuln
vulned
vulnerabilities
vulnerability
vulnerable
vulnerableness
vulnerably
vulneral
vulneraries
vulnerary
vulnerate
vulneration
vulnerative
vulnerose
vulnific
vulnific
vulnific
vulnose
vulpanser
wadder
wadders
waddie
waddied
waddies
wadding
waddings
waddle
waddled
waddler
waddlers
waddles
waddlesome
waddling
waddlingly
waddly
waddy
waddying
waddywood
wade
wadeable
waded
wader
waders
wades
wadge
wadi
wadies
wading
wadingly
wadis
wadlike
wadmaal
wadmaals
wadmaker
wadmaking
wadmal
wadmals
wadmeal
wadmel
wadmels
wadmol
wadmoll
wadmolls
wadmols
wadna
wads
wadset
wafted
wafer
wafters
wafting
wafts
wafture
waftures
wafty
wag
wagang
waganging
wagati
wagaun
wagbeard
wage
waged
wagedom
wageless
wagelessness
wageling
wagenboom
wager
wagered
wagerer
wagerers
wagering
wagers
wages
wagesman
waget
wagework
wageworker
wageworking
wagga
waggable
waggably
wagged
waggel
wagger
waggeries
waggers
waggery
waggie
wagging
waggish
waggishly
waggishness
waggle
wagons
wagonsmith
wagonway
wagonwayman
wagonwork
wagonwright
wags
wagsome
wagtail
wagtails
wagwag
wagwants
wagwit
wah
wahabi
wahahe
wahconda
wahcondas
wahhabi
wahine
wahines
wahlund
wahoo
wahooos
wahpekute
wahwah
waiata
waif
waifed
waifing
waifs
waik
waikly
waikness
wail
wailed
wailer
wailers
waifful
waiffully
wailing
wailingly
wailment
wails
wailsome
wailly
wain
wainable
wanner
wanness
wanesses
wannest
wannigan
wannigans
wanning
wannish
wanny
wanrest
wanrestful
wanrufe
wanruly
wans
wanshape
wansith
wansome
wansonsy
want
wantage
wantages
wanted
wanter
wanters
wantful
wanthill
wanthrift
wanthriven
wanting
wantingly
wantingness
wantless
wantlessness
wanton
wantoned
wantoner
wantoners
wantoning
wantonize
wantonly
wantouness
wantons
wantroke
wantrust
wants
wantwit
wanty
wardwite
wardwoman
wardwomen
wardword
ware
wared
wareful
warehou
warehouse
warehouseage
warehoused
warehouseful
warehouseman
warehousemen
warehouser
warehousers
warehouses
warehousing
wareless
warely
waremaker
waremaking
wareman
warentment
wareroom
warerooms
wares
wareship
warf
warfare
warfared
warfarer
warfares
warfarin
warfaring
warfarins
warful
wargus
warhead
warheads
warhorse
warhorses
variance
variangle
waried
warier
wariest
warily
warplane
warplanes
warple
warplike
warpower
warpowers
warproof
warp
warpwise
warracoori
warragal
warragals
warrambool
warran
warrand
warrandice
warrant
warrantability
warrantable
warrantableness
warrantably
warranted
warrantedly
warrantedness
warrantees
warranteed
warranter
warrantors
warrants
warranty
warranty's
warratau
warray
warred
warree
warren
warrener
warreners
warrenlike
warrens
washer
washeries
washerless
washerman
washermen
washers
washerwife
washerwoman
washerwomen
washery
washeryman
washerymen
washes
washhand
washhouse
washier
washiest
washin
washiness
washing
washings
washington
washingtonian
washingtonians
washland
washleather
washmaid
washman
washmen
washoff
washout
washouts
washpot
washproof
washrag
washrags
washroad
washroom
washrooms
washshed
washstand
washstands
washtail
washtray
washtrough
washtub
washtubs
washup
watchment
watchout
watchouts
watchstrap
watchtower
watchtowers
watchwise
watchwoman
watchwomen
watchword
watchword's
watchwords
watchwork
watchworks
water
waterage
waterages
waterbailage
waterbank
waterbear
waterbed
waterbeds
waterbelly
waterblink
waterbloom
waterboard
waterbok
waterborne
waterbosh
waterbottle
waterbound
waterbrain
waterbroo
waterbrote
waterbuck
waterbucks
waterbury
waterbush
watercart
watercaster
waterchat
watercolor
watercoloring
watercolorist
watercolors
watercolour
watercolourist
watercourse
waterlike
waterlilies
waterlilly
waterlily
waterline
waterlocked
waterlog
waterlogged
waterloggedness
waterlogger
waterlogging
waterlogs
waterloo
waterloos
watermain
waterman
watermanship
watermark
watermarked
watermarking
watermarks
watermaster
watermelon
watermelons
watermen
watermonger
waterphone
waterpit
waterplane
waterpot
waterpower
waterproof
waterproofed
waterproofer
waterproofing
waterproofness
waterproofs
waterquake
waterrug
waters
waterscape
watershake
watershed
watersheds
watershoot
watershut
waterside
watersider
waterskier
waterskiing
waterskin
watersmeet
watersoaked
waterspout
waterspouts
watersteal
waterstoup
watertight
watertightal
watertightness
waterwall
waterward
waterwards
waterway
waterway's
waterways
waterweed
waterwheel
waterwise
waterwoman
waterwood
waterwork
waterworker
waterworks
waterworm
waterworn
waterwort
waterworthy
watery
watfiv
wath
wather
wathstead
wats
watson
watt
wattage
wattages
wattape
wattapes
watteau
watter
wattest
wathhour
wathhours
wattis
waxman
waxplant
waxplants
waxweed
waxweeds
waxwing
waxwings
waxwork
waxworker
waxworking
waxworks
waxworm
waxworms
waxy
way
way's
wayaka
wayang
wayback
wayberry
waybill
waybills
waybird
waybook
waybread
waybung
wayfare
wayfarer
wayfarers
wayfaring
wayfaringly
wayfarings
wayfellow
waygang
waygate
waygoer
waygoing
waygoings
waygone
waygoose
wayhouse
waying
waylaid
waylaidlessness
wayland
waylay
waylayer
waylayers
waylaying
waylays
wayleave
wayless
waymaker
wayman
waymark
waymate
waymen
wayment
wayne
waypost
ways
wayside
waysider
waysides
waysliding
waythorn
wayward
waywarden
waywardly
waywardness
waywiser
waywode
waywodeship
wayworn
waywort
wayzgoose
wazir
wazirate
wazirship
wb
wc
wd
we
we'd
we'll
we're
we've
weak
weakbrained
weaken
weakened
weakener
weakeners
weakening
weakens
weaker
weakest
weakfish
weakfishes
weakhanded
weakhearted
weakheartedly
weakheartedness
weakish
weakishly
weakishness
weaklier
weakliest
weakliness
weakling
weaklings
weakly
weakmouthed
weakness
weakness's
weaknesses
weaky
weal
weald
wealden
wealdish
wealds
wealdsman
wealdsmen
wealful
weals
wealsman
wealsome
wealth
wealthful
wealthfully
wealthier
wealthiest
wealthily
wealthiness
wealthless
wealthmaker
wealthmaking
wealthmonger
wealths
wealthy
wean
weanable
weathered
weatherer
weatherfish
weatherfishes
weatherglass
weatherglasses
weathergleam
weatherhead
weatherheaded
weathering
weatherize
weatherliness
weatherly
weathermaker
weathermaking
weatherman
weathermen
weathermost
weatherologist
weatherology
weatherproof
weatherproofed
weatherproofing
weatherproofness
weatherproofs
weathers
weathersick
weatherstrip
weatherstripped
weatherstripers
weatherstripping
weatherstrips
weathertight
weathertightness
weatherward
weatherwise
weatherworn
weatherly
weatings
weavable
weave
weaveable
weaved
weavement
weaver
weaver's
weaverbird
weaveress
wedded
weddedly
weddedness
weddeed
wedder
wedders
wedding
wedding's
weddinger
weddings
wede
wedel
wedeled
wedeling
wedeln
wedeln's
wedels
wedfee
wedge
wedgeable
wedgebill
wedged
wedgeless
wedgeless
wedger
wedges
wedgewise
wedgie
wedgier
wedgies
wedgiest
wedging
wedgwood
wedgy
wedlock
wedlocks
wednesday
wednesday's
wednesdays
weds
wedset
wee
weebie
weed
weedda
weedable
weedage
weeded
weeder
weevils
weevily
weewaw
weewee
weeweeds
weeweeding
weeweests
weewow
weeze
weezle
wef
weft
weftage
wefted
wefts
weftwise
weftwize
wefty
wegenerian
wegotism
weheee
wehner
wehr-lite
weibyite
weichselwood
weierstrassian
weigela
weigelas
weigelia
weigelias
weigelite
weigh
weighable
weighage
weighbar
weighbauk
weighbeam
weighbridge
weighbridgeman
weighed
weigher
weighers
weighership
weighhouse
weighin
weighing
weighings
weighlock
weirdness
weirdo
weirdoes
weirdos
weirds
weirdsome
weirdward
weirdwoman
weirdwomen
weirdy
weiring
weirless
weirs
weisbachite
weiselbergite
weisenheimer
weism
weismannian
weismannism
weissite
wejack
weka
wekas
wekau
wekeen
weki
welch
welched
welcher
welchers
welches
welching
welcome
welcomed
welcomeless
welcomely
welcomeness
welcomer
welcomers
welcomes
welcoming
welcomingly
weld
weldability
weldable
welded
welder
welders
welding
weldless
weldment
weldments
weldor
weldors
welds
welfare
welfares
welfaring
welfarism
welfarist
welfaristic
weli
welk
welkin
welkinlike
welkins
well
wellacquainted
welladay
welladays
welladvised
wellaffected
wellat
welly
welldoer
welldoers
welldoing
welldone
welled
weller
welleresque
wellerism
wellfound
wellfounded
wellhead
wellheads
welshwoman
welshwomen
welsium
welsom
welt
weltanschauung
weltanschauungen
welted
welter
weltered
weltering
welters
welterweight
welterweights
welting
weltings
welts
weltanscherz
welwitschia
wem
wemless
wemmy
wemodness
wen
wench
wench's
wenched
wenchel
wencher
wenchers
wenches
wenching
wenchless
wenchlike
wenchman
wenchmen
wend
wende
wended
wendic
wendigo
wendigos
wending
wendish
wends
wene
weneth
wenliche
wergilds
werti
wering
wernethe
wernard
wernerian
wernerite
weroole
werowance
wersh
werslete
werste
wert
wertherian
wervel
werwolf
werwolves
wese
weskit
weskits
wesley
wesleyan
wesleyanism
wesleyans
wessand
wessands
wessel
wesselton
west
westabout
westaway
westbound
weste
wester
westered
westering
westerlies
westerliness
westerling
westerly
westermost
western
westerner
westerners
westernisation
westernise
westernised
westernising
westernism
westernization
westernize
westernized
westernizes
westernizing
westernly
westernmost
westerns
westers
westerwards
westfalite
westham
westing
westinghouse
westings
westlan
westland
westlander
westlandways
westlaw
westlin
westling
westlings
westlins
westme
westmeless
westminster
westmost
westness
westnorthwestwardly
westphalia
westralian
wests
westward
westwardly
westwardmost
westwards
westwork
westy
wet
weta
wetback
wetbacks
wetbird
wetched
wetchet
wether
wetherhog
wethers
wetherteg
wetland
wetlands
wetly
wetness
witnesses
wetproof
wets
wetsuit
wettability
wettalbe
wetted
wetter
wetters
wettest
wetting
wettings
wettish
wettishness
weve
wevet
wey
weymouth
weys
wf
wg
wh
wha
whabby
whack
whacked
whacker
whackers
whackier
whackiest
whacking
whacks
whacky
whaddie
whafabout
whale
whaleback
whalebacker
whalebird
whaleboat
whaleboats
whanghee
whanging
whangs
whank
whap
whapped
whapper
whappers
whappet
whapping
whaps
whapuka
whapukee
whapuku
whar
whare
whareer
wharf
wharfage
wharfages
wharfe
wharfed
wharfhead
wharfholder
wharfie
wharfing
wharfinger
wharfingers
wharfland
wharfless
wharfman
wharfmaster
wharfmen
wharfrae
wharfs
wharfside
wharl
wharp
wharrow
wharry
whart
whartonian
wharve
wharves
whase
whasle
what
what’d
wheatgrass
wheatgrower
wheaties
wheatland
wheatless
wheatlike
wheatmeal
wheats
wheatstalk
wheatstone
wheatworm
wheaty
wheeder
whee
wheedle
wheedled
wheedler
wheedlers
wheedles
wheedlesome
wheedling
wheedlingly
wheel
wheelabrate
wheelabrated
wheelabrating
wheelage
wheelband
wheelbarrow
wheelbarrower
wheelbarrowful
wheelbarrows
wheelbase
wheelbases
wheelbird
wheelbox
wheelchair
wheelchairs
wheeldom
wheeled
wheeler
wheelerite
wheelers
wheelery
wheelhorse
wheelhouse
wheelhouses
wheelie
wheelies
wheeling
wheelingly
wheelings
wheelless
wheellike
wheelmaker
wheelmaking
wheelman
wheelmen
wheelrace
wheelroad
wheels
wheelsman
wheelsmen
wheelsmith
wheelspin
wheelswarf
wheelway
wheelwise
wheelwork
wheelworks
wheelwright
wheelwrighting
wheelwrights
weeley
weem
ween
weencat
weenge
weens
weep
weeped
weeping
weeple
weepled
weeples
weepling
weeps
weer
weerikins
wheesht
wheetle
wheeze
wheezed
wheeezer
wheezers
wheezes
whippersnapper
whippersnappers
whippertail
whippet
whippeter
whippets
whippier
whippiest
whippiness
whipping
whipping's
whippingly
whippings
whippletree
whippoorwill
whippoorwills
whippost
whippowill
whippy
whipray
whiprays
whips
whipsaw
whipsawed
whipsawing
whipsawn
whipsaws
whipsawyer
whipship
whipsocket
whipstaff
whipstaffs
whiptalk
whipstall
whipstaves
whipster
whipstick
whipstitch
whipstitching
whipstock
whipt
whiptail
whiptails
whiptree
whipwise
whipworm
whipworms
whir
whirken
whirl
whirlabout
whirlbat
whirlblast
whirlbone
whirlbrain
whirled
whirler
whirlers
whirley
whirligig
whirlicane
whirlicote
whirlier
whirlies
whirliesest
whirligig
whirligigs
whirlimagig
whirling
whirlingly
whirlmagee
whirlpit
whirlpool
whirlpool's
whirlpools
whirlpuff
whirls
whirlwig
whirtwind
whirlwindish
whirlwinds
whirtwindy
whirly
whirlybird
whirlybirds
whirlygigum
whirr
whirred
whirret
whirrey
whirrick
whirried
whirries
whirring
whirroo
whirrs
whispering
whisperingly
whisperingness
whisperings
whisperless
whisperous
whisperously
whisperproof
whispers
whispery
whiss
whistle
whist
whisted
whister
whisterpoop
whisting
whistle
whistleable
whistlebelly
whistled
whistlefish
whistlefishes
whistlike
whistler
whisterism
whisters
whistles
whistling
whistlingly
whisty
whistness
whists
whit
whitblow
white
whiteacre
whiteback
whitebait
whitebark
whitebeam
whitebeard
whitebelly
whiteberry
whitebill
whitebird
whiteblaze
whiteblow
whitebottle
whiteboy
whitecap
whitecapper
whitecapping
whitecaps
whitechapel
whitecoat
whitecomb
whitecorn
whitecup
whited
whitedamp
whiteface
whitefeet
whitefieldian
whitefish
whitefisher
whitefishery
whitefishes
whiteflies
whitefly
whitefoot
whitefootism
whitehall
whitehanded
whitehass
whitehawse
whitehead
whiteheads
whiteheart
whitehearted
whitelike
whiteline
whitely
whiten
whitened
whitener
whiteners
whiteness
whitening
whitenose
whitens
whiteout
whiteouts
whitepot
whiter
whiteroot
whiterump
whites
whitesark
whiteseam
whiteshank
whiteside
whiteslave
whitesmith
whitespace
whitest
whitestone
whitestraits
whitetail
whitethorn
whitethroat
whitetip
whitetop
whitevein
whiteveins
whitewall
whitewalls
whitewards
whiteware
whitewash
whitewashed
whitewasher
whitewashes
whitewashing
whiteweed
whitewing
whitewood
whiteworm
whitewort
whitey
whiteys
whitfield
whitfinch
whither
whitherso
whithersoever
whitherto
whitherward
whitherwards
whitier
whizbang
whizzed
whizzer
whizzerman
whizzers
whizzes
whizziness
whizzing
whizzingly
whizzle
who
who'd
who'll
who're
who's
who've
whoa
whod
whodunit
whodunits
whodunnit
whoever
whoever's
whole
wholefood
wholehearted
wholeheartedly
wholeheartedness
wholely
wholemeal
wholeness
wholes
wholesale
wholesaled
wholesaley
wholesaleness
wholesaler
wholesalers
wholesales
wholesaling
wholesome
wholesomely
wholesomeness
wholesomer
wholesomest
wholetone
wholewheat
wholewise
whore's
whored
whoredom
whoredoms
whorehouse
whorehouses
whoreishly
whoreishness
whorelike
whoremaster
whoremasterly
whoremastery
whoremonger
whoremongering
whoremongering
whores
whoreship
whoreson
whoresons
whoring
whorish
whorishly
whorishness
whorl
whorl's
whorle
whorled
whorlfower
whorls
whorly
whorlywort
whorry
whort
whortle
whortleberries
whortleberry
whortles
whorts
whory
whose
whosen
whosessoever
whosessoever
whosis
whosises
whoso
whosoever
whosome
whosomever
whosumdever
whr
whs
whse
whsle
whud
whuff
whuffle
whulk
whulter
whummle
whump
whumped
whumping
whumps
whun
whunstane
whup
whush
whuskie
whussle
whute
whuther
whutter
whuttering
whuz
why
why'll
why're
why's
whydah
whydahs
whyever
whyfor
whyness
whyo
whys
wi
wibble
wicca
wicca
wice
wich
wiches
wichita
wicht
wichtissite
wichtje
wifeless
wifelessness
wifelet
wifelie
wifeliest
wifelike
wifeliness
wifeling
wifelkin
wifely
wifes
wifeship
wifething
wifeward
wifie
wifiekie
wifing
wifish
wifock
wig
wig's
wigan
wigans
wigdom
wigelings
wigeon
wigeons
wigful
wedged
wiggen
wigger
wiggeries
wiggery
wiggings
wiggings
wiggish
wiggishness
wiggism
wiggle
wiggled
wiggler
wiggles
wigglier
wiggliest
wiggling
wiggly
wiggy
wiling
wiliwili
wilk
wilkeite
wilkin
will
willable
willawa
willble
willed
willedness
willemite
willer
willers
willes
willet
willets
willey
willeyer
willful
willfully
willfulness
willi
william
williamite
williams
williamsite
williche
willie
willied
willier
willies
williewaucht
willing
willinger
willingest
willinghearted
willinghood
willingly
willingness
williwa
williwaus
williwa
williwaus
williwa
williwaus
willmaker
willmaking
willness
willlock
wimble
wimbled
wimblike
wimbles
wimbling
wimbrel
wine
wimick
wimlunge
wimple
wimpled
wimpless
wimplelike
wimpler
wimples
wimpling
win
winare
winberry
winbrow
wince
winced
wincer
wincers
winces
wincey
winceyette
winceys
winch
winched
wincher
winchers
winches
winchester
winching
winchman
winchmen
wincing
wincingly
wincopipe
wind
windable
windage
windages
windas
windbag
windbagged
windbaggery
windbags
windball
windberry
windbibber
windblast
windblown
windboat
windbore
windbound
windbracing
windbreak
windbreaker
windbreaks
windbroach
windburn
windburned
windburning
windburns
windburnt
windcatcher
windcheater
windchest
windchill
windclothes
windcuffer
winddog
winded
windedly
windedness
windel
winder
windermost
winders
windfall
windfallen
windfalls
windfanner
windfirm
windfish
windfishes
windflaw
windflaws
windflower
windflowers
windgall
windgalled
windgalled
windgalls
windhole
windhover
windier
windiest
windigo
windigos
windill
windily
windiness
winding
windingly
windingness
windings
windjam
windjammer
windjammers
windjamming
windlass
wインドlassed
windlasser
windlasses
windlassing
windle
windled
windles
windless
windlessly
windlessness
windlestrae
windlestraw
windlike
windlin
windling
windlings
windmill
windmill's
windmilled
windmilling
windmills
windmilly
windock
windore
window
window's
windowed
windowful
windowing
windowless
windowlessness
windowlet
windowlight
windowlike
windowmaker
windowmaking
windowman
windowpane
windowpanes
windowpeeper
windows
windowshade
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zoantharian
zoanthid
zoanthodeme
zoanthodemic
zoanthoid
zoanthropy
zoarcidae
zoaria
zoarial
zoarium
zobo
zobtenite
zocalo
zocco
zoccolo
zod
zodiac
zodiacal
zodiacs
zodiophilous
zoea
zoeae
zoeaform
zocel
zocas
zoeform
zoehemera
zoehemerae
zoetic
zoetrope
zoetropic
zoftig
zogan
zogo
zoiatria
zoiatrics
zoic
zoid
zoidiophilous
zoidogamous
zoilus
zoisite
zoisites
zoisitization
zoism
zoist
zoistic
zokor
zolaesque
zolaism
zoll
zolle
zolpfund
zollverein
zolotink
zolotnik
zombi
zombie
zombielike
zombies
zombism
zombiisms
zombis
zomotherapeutic
zomotherapy
zona
zonaesthesia
zonal
zonality
zonally
zonar
zonary
zonate
zonated
zonation
zonations
zonda
zone
zoned
zoneless
zonelet
zonelike
zoner
zoners
zones
zonesthesia
zonetime
zontimes
zonic
zoniferous
zoning
zonite
zonitid
zonked
zonnar
zonochlorite
zonociliate
zonoid
zonolimnetic
zonoplacental
zonoskeleton
zonta
zonula
zonulae
zonular
zonulas
zonule
zonules
zonulet
zonure
zonurid
zonuroid
zoo
zoo's
zoobenthic
zoobenthos
zooblast
zoocarp
zoocecidium
zoochem
zoochemical
zoochemistry
zoochemy
zoochore
zoochores
zoocoenocyte
zoocultural
zooculture
zoocurrent
zoocyst
doocystic
zoocytial
zoocytiium
zoodendria
zoodendrium
zoodynamics
zooecia
zooecial
zooecium
zooerastia
zooerythrin
zooflagellate
zoofulvin
zoogamete
zoogamous
zoogamy
zoogene
zoogenesis
zoogenic
zoogenous
zoogeny
zoogeog
zoogeographer
zoogeographic
zoogeographical
zoogeographically
zoogeographies
zoogeography
zoogeological
zoogeologist
zoogeology
zooglea
zoogleae
zoogleal
zoogleas
zoogler
zoogloea
zoogloeae
zoogloereal
zoogloegas
zoogloeic
zoogonic
zoogonidium
zoogonous
zoogony
zoograft
zoografting
zoographer
zoographic
zoographical
zoographically
zoographist
zoography
zoography
zooid
zooidal
zoidiophilous
zooids
zookers
zooks
zool
zoolater
zoolaters
zoolatria
zoolatries
zoolatrous
zoolatry
zoolite
zoolith
zoolithic
zoolitic
zoologer
zooologic
zoological
zoologically
zoologicarchaeologist
zoologicobotanical
zoologies
zoologist
zoologists
zoologize
zoologized
zoologizing
zoology
zoom
zoomagnetic
zoomagnetism
zoomancy
zoomania
zoomanias
zoomantic
zoomantist
zoomechanical
zoomechanics
zoomed
zoomelanin
zoometric
zoometical
zoometries
zoometry
zoomimetic
zoomimic
zooming
zoomorph
zoomorphic
zoomorphism
zoomorphize
zoomorphs
zoomorphy
zooms
zoon
zoona
zoonal
zoonerythrin
zoonic
zoonist
zoonite
zoonitic
zoonomia
zoonomic
zoonomical
zoonomist
zoonomy
zoonoses
zoonosis
zoonosologist
zoonosology
zoonotic
zoons
zoonule
zoopaleontology
zoopantheon
zooparasite
zooparasitic
zoopathological
zoopathologies
zoopathologist
zoopathology
zoopathy
zooperal
zooperist
zoopery
zoophagan
zoophagous
zoophagus
zoopharmacological
zoopharmacy
zoophile
zoophiles
zoophilia
zoophilic
zoophilic
zoophilism
zoophilist
zoophilite
zoophilitic
zoophilous
zoophil
zoophysism
zoophobe
zoophobes
zoophobia
zoophobia
zoophilous
zoophobi
zoophoric
zooporous
zoophorus
zoophysical
zoophysiologist
zoophysics
zoophysiology
zoophytal
zoophyte
zoophytes
zoophytic
zoophytical
zoophytish
zoophytography
zoophytoid
zoophytological
zoophytologist
zoophytology
zooplankton
zooplanktonic
zooplantic
zooplasty
zoopraxiscopes
zoopsia
zoopsychological
zoopsychologist
zoopsychology
zoos
zooscopic
zooscopy
zoosis
zoosmosis
zoosperm
zoospermatic
zoospermia
zoospermium
zoosperms
zoospgia
zoosphere
zoosporange
zoosporangia
zoosporangial
zoosporangiophore
zoosporangium
zoospore
zoospores
zoosporic
zoosporiferous
zoosporocyst
zoosporous
zoosterol
zootaxonomist
zootaxy
zootechnic
zootechnical
zootechnician
zootechnics
zoochny
zooter
zoothecia
zoothecial
zoothecium
zootheism
zootheist
zootheistic
zootherapy
zoothome
zootic
zootomic
zootonical
zootomically
zootomies
zootomist
zygapophyses
zygapophysial
zygapophysis
zygenid
zygion
zygite
zygnemaceous
zygnemataceous
zygobranch
zygobranchiate
zygodactyl
zygodactyle
zygodactylic
zygodactylism
zygodactyous
zygodont
zygogenesis
zygogenetic
zygodid
zygolabialis
zygoma
zygomas
zygomata
zygomatic
zygomaticoauricular
zygomaticoauricularis
zygomaticofacial
zygomaticofrontal
zygomaticomaxillary
zygomaticoorbital
zygomaticosphenoid
zygomaticotemporal
zygomaticum
zygomaticus
zygomaxillare
zygomaxillary
zygomorphic
zygomorphism
zygomorphous
zygomorphous
zygomorphous
zygomycte
zygomyctes
zygomycteous
zygon
zygoneure
zygophore
zygophoric
zygophyceous
zygophyllaceous
zygophyte
zygopleural
zygopteran
zygopterid
zygopteran
zygopterous
zygose
zygoses
zygosis
zygosities
zygosity
zygosperm
zygosphenal
zygosphene
zygosphere
zygosporange
zygosporangium
zygospore
zygosporic
zygosporophore
zygostyle
zygotactic
zygotaxis
zygote
zygotene
zygottenes
zygotes
zygotic
zygotically
zygotoblast
zygotoid
zygotomere
zygous
zygozoospore
zymase
zymases
zyme
zymes
zymic
zymin
zymite
zymochemistry
zymogen
zymogene
zymogenes
zymogenesis
zymogenic
zymogenous
zymogens
zymogram
zymograms
zymoid
zymologic
zymological
zymologies
zymologist
zymology
zymolyis
zymolysis
zymolytic
zymome
zymometer
zymomin
zymophore
zymophoric
zymophosphate
zymophyte
zymoplasmatic
zymosan
zymosans
zymoscope
zymoses
zymosimeter
zymosis
zymosterol
zymosthenic
zymotechnic
zymotechnical
zymotechnics
zymotechny
zymotic
zymotically
zymotize
zymotoxic
zymurgies
zymurgy
zythem
zythum
zyzzyva
zyzzyvas
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-able
-acea
-aceae
-aceous
-ad
-ade
-aemia
-age
-agogue
-al
-ales
-algia
-ally
-amine
-an
-ana
-ance
-ancy
-androus
-andry
-ane
-ant
-ar
-arch
-archy
-ard
-arian
-arium
-art
-ary
-ase
-asis
-aster
-ate
-ation
-ative
-ator
-atory
-blast
-cade
-carp
-carpic
-carpous
-cele
-cene
-cephalic
-chrome
-cide
-cle
-colous
-cracy
-crat
-cule
-cy
-cyst
-cyte
-derm
-dom
-drome
-dromous
-ean
-ectomy
-ed
-ee
-eer
-eme
-emia
-en
-eng
-ency
-ene
-ent
-eous
-er
-ery
-es
-escent
-ese
-esque
-ess
-est
-et
-eth
-ette
-ey
-facient
-fer
-ferous
-fic
-fid
-florous
-fold
-form
-fuge
-ful
-fy
-gamy
-gen
-genesis
-genic
-genous
-geny
-gerous
-gnathous
-gnosis
-gon
-gonium
-gony
-grade
-gram
-graph
-grapher
-graphy
-gynous
-hedron
-hemia
-hood
-i-
-ia
-ial
-ian
-iana
-iasis
-iatrics
-iatry
-ible
-ic
-ical
-ician
-ics
-id
-idae
-ide
-ie
-ier
-ify
-ile
-in
-inae
-ine
-ing
-ion
-ode
-odont
-oid
-oidea
-ol
-ole
-oma
-on
-one
-onym
-opia
-opsis
-or
-ory
-ose
-osis
-otic
-ous
-parous
-path
-pathy
-pede
-petal
-phage
-phagy
-phane
-phasis
-phile
-philia
-philous
-phobe
-phone
-phony
-phore
-phyll
-phyllous
-phyte
-plasia
-plasm
-plast
-plastic
-plasty
-pod
-podium
-proof
-pterous
-rhoea
-rrhagia
A horizon
A number 1
A-1
A-bomb
A-frame
A.
A.A.A.
A.B.
A.B.A.
A.C.
A.D.
A.D.C.
A.F.
A.F.A.M.
A.G.
A.H.
A.I.
A.I.A.
A.I.D.
A.L.
A.L.P.
A.M.
A.M.A.
A.M.D.G.
A.N.
A.R.C.S.
A.U.
A.U.C.
A.V.
A.W.O.L.
A/O
A1
AA
AAM
AB
ABC
ABM
AC
AC/DC
ACTH
AD
ADP
AEC
AF
AFB
AFC
AFL-CIO
AGC
Abraham
Abruzzi
Absalom
Abu Simbel
Abu-Bekr
Abukir
Abydos
Abyssinia
Abyssinian cat
Ac
Acadia
Acadian
Acapulco
Accad
Accra
Aceldama
Achaea
Achaean
Achaean League
Achaemenid
Achates
Achelous
Achernar
Acheron
Achilles
Achilles heel
Achilles tendon
Achitophel
Acis
Aconcagua
Acre
Acrilan
Actaeon
Actium
Acton
Acts of the Apostles
Adam
Adam's ale
Adam's apple
Adam's-needle
Adam-and-Eve
Adamic
Adamite
Adams
Adams-Stokes syndrome
Adana
Adapa
Adar
Adar Sheni
Addams
Addington
Addis Ababa
Addison
Addison's disease
Addressograph
Adelaide
Aden
Adenauer
Adige
Adigranth
Adirondack Mountains
Adler
Adm.
Admetus
Admiralty Islands
Admiralty Range
Admiralty mile
Adonai
Adonic
Adonis
Adowa
Adrastus
Adrenalin
Adrian
Adrian IV
Adrianople
Adrianople red
Adriatic
Adriatic Sea
Aduwa
Advent Sunday
Adventist
Aegaeon
Aegean
Aegean Islands
Aegean Sea
Aegus
Aegina
Aegir
Aegisthus
Aegospotami
Aegyptus
Aeneas
Aeneas Silvius
Aeneid
Aeolian
Aeolian mode
Aeolic
Aeolus
Aeschines
Aeschylus
Aesculapian
Aesculapius
Aesir
Aesop
Aetna
Aetolia
Af.
Afghan
Afghan hound
Afghanistan
Afríca
African
African lily
African violet
Africander
Africanist
Africanize
Afrikaans
Afrikander
Afrikaner
Afro
Afro-
Afro-American
Afro-Asian
Afro-Asiatic
Ag
Aga Khan IV
Agadir
Agamemnon
Age of Reason
Agincourt
Agláia
Agnes
Agni
Agnus Dei
Agra
Agram
Agrícola
Agrigento
Agrippa
Aguascalientes
Agulhas
Ahab
Ahasuerus
Ahithophel
Ahmedabad
Ahmednagar
Ahriman
Ahura Mazda
Ahvenanmaa
Ahwaz
Aidoneus
Ain
Aintab
Ainu
Air National Guard
Airdrie
Airedale
Aisha
Aisne
Aitken
Aix-en-Provence
Aix-la-Chapelle
Ajaccio
Ajax
Ajmer
Akan
Akbar
Akihito
Akkad
Akkadian
Akkerman
Akmolinsk
Akron
Aksum
Al
Al Hufuf
Al Sirat
Ala.
Alabama
Aladdin
Alagez
Alagoas
Alamein
Alano
Alaric
Alas.
Alaska
Alaska Highway
Alaska Peninsula
Alaska Range
Alaskan malamute
Alb.
Alba
Alba Longa
Albacete
Albania
Albanian
Albany
Albemarle Sound
Alberich
Albert
Albert Edward
Albert I
Alberta
Alberti
Albertus Magnus
Albi
Albigenses
Albinus
Albion
Alboin
Albuquerque
Alcaeus
Alcaic
Alcan Highway
Alcatraz
Acleste
Acestis
Alcibiades
Alcides
Alcmen
Alcoholics Anonymous
Alcoran
Alcott
Alcuin
Alcyone
Ald.
Aldan
Aldebaran
Alderney
Aldershot
Aldine
Aldus Manutius
Alecto
Aleksandropol
Aleksandrovsk
Alemanni
Alemannic
Aleppo
Aleppo gall
Alessandria
Aleut
Aleutian
Aleutian Islands
Alexander
Alexander Archipelago
Alexander I
Alexander I Island
Alexander II
Alexander III
Alexander Nevski
Alexander VI
Alexander the Great
Alexandra
Alexandretta
Alexandria
Alexandrian
Alexandrine
Alexis Mikhailovich
Alfieri
Alfonso XIII
Alfred the Great
Alg.
Algeciras
Alger
Algeria
Algerian
Algiers
Algol
Algonkian
Algonquian
Algonquin
Algonquin Park
Alhambra
Ali
Ali Baba
Ali Pasha
Alicante
Alice blue
Aligarh
Alkmaar
Alkoran
All Fools' Day
All Saints' Day
All Souls' Day
Allah
Allahabad
Allan-a-Dale
Allegheny Mountains
Allen
Allen wrench
Allenby
Allentown
Allhallowmas
Allhallows
Allhallowtide
Allier
Alloway
Alma-Ata
Alma-Tadema
Almagest
Almanach de Gotha
Alnico
Alost
Alpha
Alpha Centauri
Alpheus
Alphonsus
Alpine
Alps
Alsace
Alsace-Lorraine
Alsatia
Alsatian
Alta.
Altai Mountains
Altaic
Altair
Altamira
Altdorf
Altdorfer
Althing
Altona
Alundum
Alva
Alzheimer's disease
Am
Am.
Amagasaki
Amaelekite
Amarillo
Amaryllis
Amati
Amazon
Amazonas
Ambala
Amboina
Amboise
Ambrose
Ambrosian chant
Amen
Amen-Ra
Amenhotep III
Amenhotep IV
Amer.
America
America's Cup
American
American Beauty
American Expeditionary Forces
American Indian
American Revised Version
American Revolution
American Samoa
American Standard Version
American Stock Exchange
American aloe
American chameleon
American cheese
American cloth
American eagle
American plan
American saddle horse
American trypanosomiasis
American water spaniel
Americana
Americanism
Americanist
Americanize
Americano
Amerigo Vespucci
Amerind
Amersfoort
Amhara
Amharic
Amherst
Amiens
Amis
Amish
Amman
Ammon
Amon
Amor
Amos
Amoy
Amphitrite
Amphitryon
Amritsar
Amsterdam
Amu Darya
Amundsen
Amur
Amytal
An
Anabaptist
Anacreon
Anacreontic
Anaheim
Anam
Ananias
Anastasia
Anatolia
Anatolian
Anatolic
Anaxagoras
Anaximander
Anaximenes
Anchises
Anchorage
Ancient of Days
Ancohuma
Ancona
Andalusia
Andaman
Andaman Islands
Andaman Sea
Andean
Anderlecht
Andersen
Anderson
Andes
Andhra Pradesh
Andizhan
Andorra
Andrea del Sarto
Andreanof Islands
Andrew
Andrewes
Andrews
Androcles
Andromache
Andromeda
Andros
Andvari
Aneto
Angara
Angarsk
Angeleno
Angelico
Angell
Angelus
Angers
Angevin
Angkor
Angl.
Anglesey
Anglia
Anglian
Anglican
Anglican Church
Anglicanism
Anglice
Anglicism
Anglicist
Anglicize
Anglo-
Anglo-American
Anglo-Catholic
Anglo-French
Anglo-Indian
Anglo-Irish
Anglo-Norman
Anglo-Saxon
Anglomania
Anglophile
Anglophobe
Anglophobia
Angola
Angora
Angora cat
Angora goat
Angora rabbit
Angra Mainyu
Angra do Heroísmo
Anguilla
Angus
Angus Og
Anhalt
Anhwei
Anjou
Ankara
Anking
Ann Arbor
Anna
Annam
Annamese
Annapolis
Annapolis Royal
Annapurna
Anne
Anne Boleyn
Anne of Austria
Anne of Bohemia
Anne of Cleves
Annecy
Anschauung
Anschluss
Anselm
Ansermet
Antabuse
Antaeus
Antakiya
Antalya
Antananarivo
Antarctic
Antarctic Circle
Antarctic Ocean
Antarctic Peninsula
Antarctic Zone
Antarctica
Antares
Anthony
Anthony of Padua
Anti-Lebanon
Antibes
Antichrist
Anticosti
Antietam
Antifederalist
Antigone
Antigonus I
Antigua
Antilles
Antioch
Antiochus III
Antiochus IV
Antipater
Antipodes
Antisana
Antisthenes
Antlia
Antofagasta
Antoinette
Antoninus
Antoninus Pius
Antonius
Antony
Antony and Cleopatra
Antrim
Antung
Antwerp
Anu
Anubis
Anuradhapura
Anvers
Anzac
Anzio
Aorangi
Apache
Aparri
Apeldoorn
Apelles
Apennines
Aphrodite
Api
Apis
Apo
Apoc.
Apocalypse
Apocrypha
Apollinaire
Apollo
Apollo Belvedere
Apollonian
Apollonius
Apollyon
Apostles’ Creed
Apostolic Fathers
Apostolic See
Appalachi
Appalachian
Appalachian Mountains
Appaloosa
Araucanian
Arawak
Arawakan
Arawn
Araxes
Arbela
Arbil
Arbuthnot
Arcadia
Arcadian
Arch.
Archaean
Archaeozoic
Archangel
Archean
Archeozoic
Archer
Archilochus
Archimedes
Archimedes' principle
Archimedes' screw
Archipenko
Arctic
Arctic Circle
Arctic Ocean
Arctic Zone
Arctogaea
Arcturus
Ard
Ardan
Ardennes
Areopagite
Areopagus
Arequipa
Ares
Aretino
Arezzo
Arg.
Argand burner
Argand lamp
Argenteuil
Argentina
Argentine
Argive
Argo
Argolis
Argonaut
Argos
Argus
Argus-eyed
Argyll
Argyrol
Arhat
Ariadne
Arian
Arianism
Arianrhod
Arica
Ariel
Aries
Ariminum
Ariosto
Aristaeus
Aristarchus
Aristides
Aristippus
Aristophanes
Aristotelian
Aristotelian logic
Aristotelianism
Aristotle
Arius
Ariz.
Arizona
Arjuna
Ark.
Arkansas
Arkhangelsk
Arkwright
Arlberg
Arles
Arlington
Arm.
Armada
Armageddon
Armagh
Armagnac
Armenia
Armenian
Arminius
Armistice Day
Armistice Day
Arnhem
Arno
Arnold
Arp
Arran
Arras
Arrhenius
Arru Islands
Art Nouveau
Artaxerxes I
Artaxerxes II
Artemis
Arthur
Arthurian
Articles of Confederation
Articles of War
Artois
Aru Islands
Aruba
Arundel
Aruwimi
Aryan
Aryanize
As
Asben
Ascanius
Ascension
Ascension Day
Asch
Ascham
Asclepiadean
Asclepius
Ascot
Asgard
Ash Wednesday
Ashanti
Ashcroft
Asher
Ashford
Ashkhabad
Ashton
Ashton-under-Lyne
Ashtoreth
Ashur
Ashurbanipal
Asia
Asia Minor
Asian
Asian flu
Asiatic
Asiatic beetle
Asiatic cholera
Asiatic flu
Asir
Ask
Askja
Asmara
Asmodeus
Asoka
Aspasia
Asperges
Aspinwall
Asquith
Assam
Assamese
Asshur
Assiniboine
Assisi
Assiut
Associated Press
Assuan
Assur
Assurbanipal
Assyr.
Assyria
Assyrian
Assyriology
Astaire
Astarte
Asti
Astolat
Aston
Astor
Astoria
Astrakhan
Asturias
Astyanax
Asur
Aswan
Asyut
At
Atabrine
Atacama Desert
Atahualpa
Atalanta
Atbara
Ate
Aten
Athabaska
Athamas
Athanasian
Athanasian Creed
Athanasius
Athapaskan
Atharva-Veda
Athelstan
Athena
Athenian
Athens
Athos
Atkinson
Atlanta
Atlantean
Atlantic
Atlantic Charter
Atlantic City
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway
Atlantic Ocean
Atlantic Provinces
Atlantis
Atlas
Atlas Mountains
Atli
Atomic Energy Commission
Aton
Atreus
Atropos
Att. Gen.
Attic
Attic salt
Attica
Atticism
Attila
Attis
Attlee
Attorney General
Attu
Au
Aube
Aubervilliers
Aubrey
Auckland
Aude
Auden
Audubon
Audubon Society
Audubon's warbler
Auer
Aug.
Augean
Augean stables
Auger effect
Augsburg
August
Augusta
Augustan
Augustine
Augustinian
Augustus
Aulic Council
Aunt Sally
Aurangzeb
Aurelian
Aurelius
Aureomycin
Auriga
Aurignacian
Auriol
Aurora
Aus.
Auschwitz
Ausgleich
Aussie
Aust.
Austen
Auster
Austerlitz
Austin
Austral.
Australasia
Australia
Australian
Australian Alps
Australian Capital Territory
Australian ballot
Australian crawl
Australian terrier
Australoid
Australopithecus
Australorp
Austrasia
Austria
Austria-Hungary
Austro-
Austroasiatic
Austronesia
Austronesian
Auth. Ver.
Authorized Version
Autoharp
Autolycus
Auvergne
Aux Cayes
Av
Avalokitesvara
Avalon
Avar
Ave
Ave Maria
Ave
Avebury
Avellaneda
Aventine
Avernus
Averroes
Averroism
Avertin
Aves
Avesta
Avestan
Aveyron
Avignon
Avignon
Avlanon
Avogadro
Avogadro's law
Avon
Axminster carpet
Axum
Ayacucho
Ayer
Ayesha
Aylesbury
Aymara
Ayr
Ayrshire
Ayub Khan
Ayurveda
Azazel
Azerbaijan
Azerbaijani
Azikiwe
Azilian
Azores
Azov
Azrael
Aztec
B
B battery
B complex
B horizon
B'nai B'rith
B-
B.A.
B.A.A.
B.Arch.
B.B.C.
B.C.
B.C.E.
B.C.L.
B.Ch.
B.D.
B.D.S.
B.E.
B.E.F.
B.E.M.
B.Ed.
B.L.
B.Litt.
B.M.
B.Mus.
B.O.
B.O.D.
B.P.
B.Phil.
B.R.C.S.
B.S.
B.S.S.
B.Sc.
B.T.U.
B.V.
B.V.M.
B/D
B/E
B/F
B/P
B/S
BAL
BAR
BB
BCD
BM
BS
BX cable
Ba
Baal
Baalbek
Bab el Mandeb
Babar
Babbage
Babbitt
Babbitt metal
Babbitttry
Babel
Baber
Babeuf
Babi
Babism
Babur
Babylon
Babylonia
Babylonian
Babylonian captivity
Bacardi
Bacchae
Bacchic
Bacchus
Bach
Bach trumpet
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science
Bacolod
Bacon
Baconian method
Bactria
Bactrian camel
Bad Godesberg
Bad Lands
Badajoz
Badalona
Baden
Baden-Powell
Badoglio
Baeda
Baedeker
Baez
Baffin Bay
Baffin Island
Bagdad
Baghhot
Baghdad
Baguio
Bahai
Bahamas
Bahasa Indonesia
Bahia
Bahrain
Baikal
Bailey bridge
Bailly
Baily's beads
Bairam
Baird
Baja California
Bakelite
Baker
Bakst
Baku
Bakunin
Bala
Balaam
Balakirev
Balaklava
Balanchine
Balaton
Balbo
Balboa
Balder
Baldwin
Baldwin I
Balearic Islands
Balenciaga
Balfour
Balfour Declaration
Bali
Balikpapan
Balinese
Bailiol
Balkan
Balkan Mountains
Balkan Peninsula
Balkan States
Balkanize
Balkh
Balkhash
Ball
Bashkir
Basie
Basil
Basildon
Basilian
Basilicata
Baskerville
Basket Maker
Basle
Basque
Basque Provinces
Basra
Bass Strait
Basse-Terre
Basses-Alpes
Basseterre
Bastia
Bastille Day
Bastogne
Basuto
Basutoland
Bataan
Batan Islands
Batangas
Batavia
Bates
Bath
Bath chair
Bath stone
Bathsheba
Bathurst
Batista
Baton Rouge
Battle of Britain
Baucis
Baudelaire
Baudouin I
Bauer
Bauhaus
Baum
Bautzen
Bavaria
Bavarian cream
Bax
Bayard
Bayern
Bayeux tapestry
Bayle
Bayonne
Bayreuth
Baziotes
Be
Beach-la-Mar
Beaconsfield
Beadle
Beaker folk
Beardsley
Beat Generation
Beatty
Beaufort
Beaufort Sea
Beaufort scale
Beauharnais
Beaujolais
Beaumarchais
Beaumont
Beaune
Beauvais
Beauvoir
Beaverboard
Beaverbrook
Bebel
Bechuana
Bechuanaland
Becket
Beckett
Beckford
Beckmann
Beccquerel
Bede
Bedford
Bedford cord
Bedfordshire
Bedivere
Bedlington terrier
Bedloe's Island
Bedouin
Beecham
Beecher
Beelzebub
Beerbohm
Beersheba
Beethoven
Beghard
Beguin
Beguine
Behan
Behistun
Behring
Beiderbecke
Beira
Beirut
Bel
Bel Paese
Belfast
Belfort
Belg.
Belgæ
Belgian
Belgian Congo
Belgian hare
Belgium
Belgrade
Belgravia
Belial
Belisarius
Belize
Bell
Bellay
Belle Isle
Belleau Wood
Belleek
Bellerophon
Bellini
Bellinzona
Belloc
Bellona
Bellow
Bellows
Belo Horizonte
Belorussia
Belostok
Belovo
Belsen
Belshazzar
Beltane
Bemba
Ben Bella
Ben Day process
Ben Lomond
Ben Nevis
Ben-Gurion
Ben-Zvi
Benadryl
Bergson
Bergsonism
Beria
Bering
Bering Sea
Bering Strait
Beriosova
Berkeleian
Berkeleianism
Berkeley
Berkshire
Berlin
Berlioz
Bermejo
Bermuda
Bermuda grass
Bermuda onion
Bermuda rig
Bermuda shorts
Bern
Bernadette
Bernadotte
Bernard
Bernard of Clairvaux
Bernardine
Bernese Alps
Bernese mountain dog
Bernhardt
Bernina
Bernina Pass
Bernini
Bernoulli
Bernstein
Berry
Bertillon system
Berwick
Berwick-upon-Tweed
Berzelius
Bes
Besant
Bessarabia
Bessel
Bessel function
Bessemer converter
Bessemer process
Betelgeuse
Bethany
Bethe
Bethel
Bethesda
Bethlehem
Bethsäida
Betjeman
Betti
Beulah
Beuthen
Bevan
Beveridge
Beverly Hills
Bevin
Bewick
Beyrouth
Bhagavad-Gita
Bharat
Bhili
Bhopal
Bhutan
Bi
Biafra
Biak
Bialystok
Biarritz
Bia
Bib.
Bibl.
Bible
Bible Belt
Bible paper
Bible school
Biblical
Biblical Latin
Biblicist
Biddle
Biedermeier
Biel
Bielefeld
Bienne
Bierce
Bifrost
Big Ben
Big Bertha
Big Board
Big Dipper
Big Five
Bihar
Bihari
Biisk
Bikaner
Bikini
Bikol
Bilbao
Bildungsroman
Bill of Rights
Billiton
Billy the Kid
Bim
Binet-Simon scale
Bingen
Binh Dinh
Bini
Bircher
Bird
Birkenhead
Birmingham
Bisayas
Biscay
Bisitun
Bisk
Biskra
Bismarck
Bismarck Archipelago
Bismarck herring
Bissau
Bisutun
Bithynia
Bitolj
Bitter Lakes
Biysk
Bizerte
Bizet
Bk
Black
Black Country
Black Death
Black Forest
Black Friar
Black Hand
Black Hills
Black Maria
Black Mass
Black Monk
Black Mountains
Black Muslim
Black Panther
Black Power
Black Prince
Black Rod
Black Russian
Black Sea
Black Volta
Black Watch
Black and Tan
Blackbeard
Blackburn
Blackburnian warbler
Blackett
Blackfoot
Blackpool
Blackstone
Blackwall hitch
Blackwood
Blagoveshchensk
Blake
Blanc
Bläue Reiter
Blavatsky
Blenheim
Blenheim spaniel
Blessed Sacrament
Blessed Virgin
Blida
Bligh
Blindheim
Bliss
Bloch
Bloemfontein
Blois
Blok
Bloody Mary
Bloomfield
Bloomington
Bloomsbury
Blue Mountains
Blue Nile
Bluebeard
Blum
Bn.
Boabdil
Boadicea
Boanerges
Board of Trade unit
Boaz
Bobo-Dioulasso
Boccherini
Boccioni
Boche
Bochum
Bodhisattva
Bodleian
Bodoni
Body of Christ
Boehmenism
Boehmenist
Boehmite
Boeotia
Boeotian
Boer
Boer War
Boethius
Bofors gun
Bogart
Bogor
Bohemia
Bohemian
Bohemian Brethren
Bohemian Forest
Bohemianism
Bohol
Bohr
Bohr atom
Bohr theory
Boiardo
Bois de Boulogne
Bois-le-Duc
Boise
Boito
Bokhara
Bol.
Bolan Pass
Boleyn
Bolingbroke
Bolivar
Bolivia
Bologna
Bolognese
Bolshevik
Bolshevism
Bolshevist
Bolton
Boltzmann
Boltzmann constant
Bolzano
Bomarc
Bombay
Bombay duck
Bon
Bona
Bonaire
Bonaparte
Bonaventure
Bonaventure
Bonheur
Boniface
Bonin Islands
Bonn
Bonnard
Bonny
Book of Common Prayer
Book of Mormon
Boole
Boolean algebra
Boone
Booth
Bootle
Bora Bora
Bordeaux
Bordeaux mixture
Bordelaise
Border terrier
Boreas
Borgerhout
Borges
Borghese
Borgia
Borglum
Born
Borneo
Bornholm
Bornholm disease
Bornu
Borodin
Borodino
Borrow
Bors
Bosanquet
Bosch
Bose
Bose-Einstein statistics
Breslau
Brest
Bretagne
Breton
Bretton Woods Conference
Breuer
Breughel
Brewster
Brewster chair
Brezhnev
Brian Boru
Briand
Briard
Briareus
Bride
Bridge
Bridge of Sighs
Bridgeport
Bridges
Bridget
Bridgetown
Bridgman
Brie
Brig.
Briggs
Bright
Bright's disease
Brighton
Brigid
Brigit
Brillat-Savarin
Brindisi
Brinell number
Brisbane
Bristol
Bristol Channel
Bristol board
Bristol fashion
Brit
Brit.
Britain
Britannia
Britannia metal
Britannic
Briticism
British
British Antarctic Territory
British Columbia
Brownian movement
Browning
Browning automatic rifle
Broz
Brubeck
Bruce
Bruch
Bruckner
Brueghel
Bruges
Brumaire
Brummell
Brundisium
Brunei
Brunel
Brunelleschi
Brunhild
Bruno
Brunswick
Brusa
Brussels
Brussels carpet
Brussels griffon
Brussels lace
Brussels sprout
Brutus
Bruxelles
Bryansk
Brynhild
Brython
Brythonic
Bs/L
Bt.
Buber
Bucaramanga
Bucephalus
Buchan
Buchanan
Bucharest
Buchenwald
Buchmanism
Buchner
Buck
Buckingham
Buckingham Palace
Buckinghamshire
Bucovina
Budapest
Burberry
Burgas
Burgenland
Burgess
Burghley
Burgoyne
Burgundy
Burke
Burleigh
Burley
Burlington
Burma
Burma Road
Burmese
Burmese cat
Burne-Jones
Burnet
Burnett
Burney
Burnley
Burns
Burroughs
Bursa
Burschenschaft
Burton
Burundi
Buruhashki
Bury St. Edmunds
Buryat
Bushido
Bushire
Bushman
Busoni
Busra
Bute
Butler
Buxtehude
Bydgoszcz
Byelorussian
Byelostok
Byng
Byrd
Byron
Bytom
Byz.
Byzantine
Byzantine Church
Byzantine Empire
Cali
Caliban
Calicut
Calif.
California
California poppy
Caligula
Callaghan
Callao
Callas
Callicrates
Callimachus
Calliope
Callisto
Calpe
Caltanissetta
Calvados
Calvary
Calvary cross
Calvert
Calvin
Calvinism
Calypso
Cam
Camb.
Cambodia
Cambrai
Cambria
Cambrian
Cambridge
Cambridgeshire
Cambyses
Camden
Camelopardalis
Camelopardus
Camelot
Camembert
Camenae
Cameroon
Cameroon
Camorra
Campagna
Campania
Campbell
Campbell-Bannerman
Campbellite
Campeche
Campina Grande
Campinas
Campion
Campo Formio
Campo Grande
Campobello
Campos
Camus
Can.
Cana
Canaan
Canaanite
Canad.
Canada
Canada balsam
Canada goose
Canada thistle
Canadian
Canadian French
Canadian River
Canadian bacon
Canadian football
Canadian whiskey
Canadianism
Canal Zone
Canaletto
Canara
Canarese
Canary Islands
Canaveral
Canberra
Cancer
Candia
Candiot
Candlemas
Canea
Canes Venatici
Canicula
Canis Major
Canis Minor
Cannae
Cannes
Canning
Canopic jar
Canopus
Canossa
Canova
Canso
Cant.
Cantabrigian
Cantal
Canterbury
Canterbury bell
Canticle of Canticles
Canton
Canton River
Canton crepe
Canton flannel
Cantonese
Canuck
Canute
Cap-Haitien
Capablanca
Cape Cod
Cape Colony
Cape Dutch
Cape Horn
Cape Town
Cape buffalo
Capella
Capernaum
Capet
Capetian
Capitol
Capitoline
Caporetto
Cappadocia
Capri
Capri pants
Capricorn
Capt.
Capua
Capuchin
Caracalla
Caracas
Caravaggio
Carboloy
Carbonari
Carboniferous
Carborundum
Carcassonne
Carchemish
Card.
Cardiff
Cardigan
Cardigan Bay
Cardiganshire
Carte
Carter
Carteret
Cartesian
Cartesian coordinates
Carthage
Carthusian
Cartier
Cartier-Bresson
Cartwright
Caruso
Carver
Cary
Casablanca
Casals
Casanova
Casaubon
Cascade Range
Casement
Cashmere
Caslon
Caspar
Casparian strip
Caspian
Caspian Sea
Cassandra
Cassatt
Cassegrainian telescope
Cassel
Cassel yellow
Cassino
Cassiodorus
Cassiopeia
Cassirer
Cassius Longinus
Castalia
Castelo Branco
Castiglione
Castile
Castilian
Castilla la Vieja
Castle walk
Castleraigh
Castor
Castor and Pollux
Castro
Castrop-Rauxel
Catalan
Ceuta
Ceylon
Ceylon moss
Ceyx
Cf
Ch.B.
Ch.E.
Chablis
Chaco
Chad
Chadwick
Chaeronea
Chagall
Chagas' disease
Chagres
Chain
Chalcidice
Chalcis
Chaldea
Chaldean
Chaliapin
Cham
Chamaeleon
Chamberlain
Chambertin
Chamonix
Chamorro
Champagne
Champlain
Champollion
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Chancellorsville
Chandigarh
Chandler
Chandragupta
Chanel
Changchun
Changsha
Changteh
Channel Islands
Chantilly
Chantilly lace
Chanukah
Chao Phraya
Chaoan
Chaplin
Chapman
Charcot
Chardin
Charente
Charente-Maritime
Chari
Chari-Nile
Charing Cross
Charlemagne
Charleroi
Charles
Charles I
Charles II
Charles IV
Charles IX
Charles Martel
Charles V
Charles VI
Charles VII
Charles X
Charles the Great
Charles' law
Charles's Wain
Charleston
Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie
Charlottenburg
Charlottetown
Charlton
Charon
Charpentier
Charterhouse
Chartism
Chartres
Charybdis
Chatham
Chatham Islands
Chattanooga
Chattanooga
Chatterton
Chaucer
Chaucerian
Chaumont
Chavannes
Cheboksary
Cheddar
Chefoo
Cheiron
Cheju
Cheka
Chekhov
Chekiang
Chellean
Chelsea
Cheltenham
Chelyabinsk
Chelyuskina
Chemnitz
Chemulpo
Chenab
Chengteh
Chengtu
Cheops
Cher
Cherbourg
Cheremis
Cheremkhovo
Cherenkov
Cherokee
Cherokee rose
Cherubini
Chesapeake Bay
Chesapeake Bay retriever
Cheshire
Cheshvan
Chester
Chester White
Chesterfield
Chesterfieldian
Chesterton
Chetnik
Chevalier
Cheviot
Cheviot Hills
Cheyenne
Chian
Chiang Kai-shek
Chiante
Chiapas
Chiba
Chibcha
Chibchan
Chicago
Chichihaerh
Chickamauga
Chickasaw
Chiclayo
Chief of Staff
Chifley
Chihli
Chihuahua
Chile
Chile saltpeter
Chilkoot Pass
Chillon
Chilon
Chilpancingo
Chiltern Hundreds
Chilung
Chimborazo
Chimkent
Chin.
China
China Sea
China aster
China rose
China silk
China tree
Chinaman
Chinatown
Chindwin
Chinese
Chinese Chippendale
Chinese Empire
Chinese Revolution
Chinese Turkestan
Chinese Wall
Chinese cabbage
Chinese calendar
Chinese checkers
Chinese ink
Chinese lantern
Chinese puzzle
Chinese red
Chinese wax
Chinese white
Chinese windlass
Chinese wood oil
Chinghai
Chink
Chinkiang
Chino-
Chinook
Chinook Jargon
Chinook salmon
Chinookan
Chios
Chippewa
Chirico
Chiron
Chishima
Chita
Chittagong
Chkalov
Chlodwig
Chloe
Chloromycetin
Choctaw
Choiseul
Cholon
Cholula
Chopin
Chosen
Chou
Chou En-lai
Chr.
Christ
Christ Jesus
Christ's-thorn
Christadelphian
Christchurch
Christendom
Christhood
Christian
Christian Era
Christian Science
Christian Scientist
Christian X
Christian name
Christiania
Christianism
Christianity
Christianize
Christianly
Christiansand
Christie
Christina
Christlike
Christly
Christmas
Christmas Eve
Christmas Island
Christmas cactus
Christmas card
Christmas disease
Christmas pudding
Christmas rose
Christmas stocking
Christmas tree
Christmas tide
Christo-
Christogram
Christology
Christophany
Christophe
Christopher
Christy
Chron.
Chronicles
Chrysostom
Chu Teh
Chubb
Chudskoye Ozero
Chukchi
Chukchi Sea
Chumash
Chungking
Chur
Church of Christ
Church of England
Church of Rome
Churchill
Chuvash
Ci
Cibber
Cicero
Ciceronian
Cid
Cienfuegos
Ciliata
Cilicia
Cilician Gates
Cimabue
Cimbric
Cimmerian
Cimon
Cincinnati
Cincinnatus
Cinderella
Cinemascope
Cinerama
Cinque Ports
Cipango
Colette
Coligny
Colima
College of Cardinals
Collins
Colmar
Colo.
Cologne
Cologne brown
Colombes
Colombia
Colombo
Colonel Blimp
Colorado
Colorado Desert
Colorado Springs
Colorado beetle
Colorado potato beetle
Colossae
Colosseum
Colossian
Colossians
Colt
Colum
Columba
Columbia
Columbian
Cumbine
Columbus
Columbus Day
Com.
Com. Ver.
Coma Berenices
Comanche
Comanchean
Comdr.
Comdt.
Comenius
Comines
Cominform
Comintern
Commerce
Commines
Commodus
Common Era
Common Market
Commonwealth Day
Commonwealth of Nations
Conservatism
Conservative Jew
Conservative Judaism
Conservative Party
Constable
Constance
Constant
Constantia
Constantine
Constantine I
Constantine II
Constantinople
Continental Congress
Conway
Cooch Behar
Cook
Cook Inlet
Cook Islands
Cook Strait
Cook's tour
Coolidge
Cooper
Cooper's hawk
Coorg
Copenhagen
Copenhagen blue
Copernicus
Copland
Copley
Copt
Coptic
Coptic Church
Cor.
Cora
Coral Sea
Corby
Corcovado
Corcyra
Cordelier
Cordilleras
Cordova
Cordovan
Corelli
Corfam
Corfu
Corinth
Corinthian
Corinthians
Court of Common Pleas
Court of Exchequer
Court of Session
Courtrai
Cousin
Cousteau
Covent Garden
Coventry
Coverdale
Coverley
Coward
Cowes
Cowley
Cowper
Cox
Coxsackie virus
Cr
Crab Nebula
Crabbe
Cracow
Craig
Craigie
Craiova
Cranach
Crane
Cranmer
Cranwell
Crashaw
Crassus
Crater
Credo
Cree
Creek
Cremona
Creole
Creon
Cressy
Cretaceous
Cretan
Crete
Creuse
Crichton
Crick
Crimea
Crimean War
Cripple Creek
Cripps
Criseyde
Crispi
Crispin
Cro-Magnon
Cro-Magnon man
Croat
Croatia
Croatian
Croce
Crockett
Crocodile River
Croesus
Croix de Guerre
Crompton
Cromwell
Cronus
Crookes
Crookes tube
Crosby
Cross
Croton bug
Crow
Croydon
Cruikshank
Crutched Friar
Crux
Cs
Ctesiphon
Cu
Cub
Cuba
Cuba libre
Cuban heel
Cuenca
Cufic
Culbertson
Culebra Cut
Culver's root
Cumae
Cumaean sibyl
Cuman
Cumberland
Cummings
Cunaxa
Cuneo
Cupid
Cupid's bow
Curia Regis
Curie
Czernowitz
Czerny
D
D and C
D region
D'Annunzio
D'Entrecasteaux Islands
D'Oyly Carte
D-day
D.
D.A.
D.B.E.
D.C.
D.C.L.
D.C.M.
D.D.
D.D.S.
D.Eng.
D.F.
D.F.C.
D.J.
D.O.
D.O.A.
D.O.M.
D.P.
D.P.H.
D.P.W.
D.S.
D.S.C.
D.S.M.
D.S.O.
D.Sc.
D.V.
D.V.M.
D/A
D/F
D/L
D/O
D/W
DC
DD
DDT
DEW line
DM
DMSO
DMZ
DNA
DOVAP
DX
Dacca
Dachau
Dacia
Dacron
Dada
Daedalus
Dagan
Dagda
Dagenham
Dagon
Daguerre
Dagwood sandwich
Dahna
Dahomey
Dairen
Dak.
Dakar
Dakin's solution
Dakota
Daladier
Dalai Lama
Dale
Dalhousie
Dali
Dallapiccola
Dallas
Dalmatia
Dalmatian
Dalton
Dalton's law
Dam
Daman
Damaraland
Damascene
Damascus
Damascus steel
Damien
Damietta
Democles
Damon and Pythias
Dampier
Dan
Dan.
Danaides
Danaus
Dandie Dinmont
Dane
Danegeld
Danelaw
Daniel
Daniell cell
Danish
Danish West Indies
Danish blue
Danish pastry
Dano-Norwegian
Dante
Danton
Danu
Danube
Danzig
Daphne
Daphnis
Daphnis and Chloe
Dapsang
Dar es Salaam
Darby and Joan
Dardan
Dardanelles
Dardanus
Darfur
Darien
Darius I
Darius III
Darjeeling
Dark Ages
Darlan
Darling
Darling Range
Darling River
Darlington
Darmstadt
Darnley
Dartmoor
Dartmouth
Darvon
Darwin
Darwinian
Darwinism
Dasht-i-Kavir
Dasht-i-Lut
Daubigny
Daudet
Daugava
Daugavpils
Daumier
Dauphin
Davao
David
David I
Davies
Davis
Davis Strait
Davy
Davy Jones
Davy lamp
Dawes
Dawson
Dawson Creek
Day of Atonement
Day of Judgment
Dayak
Dayan
Dayton
Daytona Beach
De Forest
De La Warr
De Mille
De Quincey
De Soto
De Stijl
De Vries
Dead Sea
Dead Sea Scrolls
Deakin
Dearborn
Death
Death Valley
Deauville
Deborah
Debrecen
Debs
Debussy
Dec.
Decalogue
Decapolis
Deccan
December
Decembrist
Decker
Declaration of Independence
Dee
Deep South
Defoe
Degas
Dehra Dun
Deianira
Deimos
Deirdre
Dekker
Del.
Delacroix
Delagoa Bay
Delaunay
Delaware
Deledda
Delft
Delgado
Delhi
Delian
Delibes
Delilah
Delius
Delmarva Peninsula
Delorme
Delos
Delphi
Delphic
Delphic oracle
Delphinus
Delta
Dem.
Demavend
Demerol
Demeter
Democrat
Democratic Party
Democratic-Republican Party
Democritus
Demogorgon
Demosthenes
Dempsey
Den.
Denbighshire
Deneb
Denmark
Denmark Strait
Denton
Denver
Denys
Deo gratias
Deo volente
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Derain
Derbent
Derby
Derbyshire
Derry
Derwent
Des Moines
Descartes
Desmoulins
Dessalines
Dessau
Detroit
Deucalion
Deus
Deut.
Deuteronomy
Deutschland
Devanagari
Deventer
Devereux
Devi
Devil's Island
Devon
Devonian
Devonshire cream
Dewar
Dewey
Dexamyl
Dexedrine
Dexter
Dezhnev
Dhahran
Dhammapada
Dhaulagiri
Di
Diaghilev
Diana
Dias
Diaspora
Diaz
Dick
Dick test
Don Juan
Don Quixote
Donar
Donatello
Donatist
Donatus
Donau
Doncaster
Donegal
Donets
Donetsk
Dongola
Donna
Donne
Doolittle
Doomsday Book
Doorn
Doppler effect
Doppler radar
Dorado
Dorcas
Dorcas society
Dorchester
Dordogne
Dordrecht
Dorian
Dorian mode
Doric
Doris
Dorking
Dorpat
Dorset
Dorset Horn
Dort
Dortmund
Dos Passos
Dou
Douai
Douala
Douay Bible
Doubs
Doughty
Douglas
Douglas fir
Douglas-Home
Doukhobor
Douro
Dove
Dubai
Dublin
Dubonnet
Dubrovnik
Dubuffet
Duccio di Buoninsegna
Duchamp
Dudley
Duero
Dufy
Duhamel
Duisburg
Dukas
Dulles
Duluth
Dumas
Dumbarton
Dumbarton Oaks
Dumfries
Dumuzi
Dumyat
Dun Laoghaire
Duna
Dunaj
Dunant
Dunbar
Dunbarton
Duncan
Duncan I
Duncan Phyfe
Dundalk
Dundee
Dunedin
Dunfermline
Dungeness crab
Dunker
Dunkirk
Dunlop
Dunois
Duns Scotus
Dunsany
Dunsinane
Dunstable
Dunstan
Dupleix
Duplessis-Mornay
Dur.
Duralumin
E.R.
E.T.A.
E.T.D.
E.V.
EAM
ECG
EDP
EEC
EEG
EFTA
EHF
EKG
EP
EPA
ERS
ESE
ESP
EVA
Ea
Eakins
Ealing
Earhart
Earl Marshal
Early Bird
Early Christian
Early English
Early Renaissance
East
East Anglia
East Bengal
East Berlin
East Cape
East China Sea
East End
East Flanders
East Germanic
East Germany
East India Company
East Indies
East Kilbride
East London
East Lothian
East Pakistan
East Prussia
East Riding
East Sussex
Eastbourne
Easter
Edom
Edomite
Edward
Edward I
Edward II
Edward III
Edward IV
Edward V
Edward VI
Edward VII
Edward VIII
Edward the Confessor
Edwardian
Edwards
Edwin
Efik
Eg.
Egbert
Eger
Egeria
Egmont
Egypt
Egyptian
Egyptology
Ehrenburg
Ehrlich
Eichmann
Eiffel
Eiffel Tower
Eijkman
Eindhoven
Einstein
Einstein shift
Einstein theory
Eire
Eisenach
Eisenhower
Eisenhower jacket
Eisenstein
Eisk
Ekaterinburg
Ekaterinodar
Ekaterinoslav
El Alamein
El Capitan
El Cid Campeador
El Dorado
El Ferrol
Elohist
Elsinore
Elul
Ely
Elyot
Elysian
Elysium
Elzevir
Emancipation Proclamation
Emden
Emerald Isle
Emerson
Emilia-Romagna
Eminence
Emmanuel
Emmen
Emmy
Emp.
Empedocles
Empire Day
Empire State
Empirin
Empson
Enceladus
Enderby Land
Endymion
Enesco
Enfield
Enfield rifle
Eng.
Engadine
Engels
England
English
English Channel
English bond
English horn
English ivy
English muffin
English red
English saddle
English setter
English sonnet
English sparrow
English springer spaniel
English toy spaniel
English walnut
Englishism
Epsom
Epstein
Equatorial Guinea
Equuleus
Er
Erasmus
Erastian
Erastianism
Erato
Eratosthenes
Erbil
Erebus
Erechtheum
Erechtheus
Ereshkigal
Erfurt
Erhard
Eric the Red
Ericson
Eridanus
Erie
Erie Canal
Erigena
Erin
Eris
Eritrea
Erivan
Erlanger
Erlenmeyer flask
Ernst
Eros
Erse
Erskine
Erymanthian boar
Erymanthus
Erzurum
Es
Esau
Esbjerg
Escaut
Escorial
Escorial
Esd.
Esdraelon
Esdras
Eskilstuna
Eskimo
Eskimo dog
Eur.
Eurasia
Eurasian
Euratomb
Eure
Eure-et-Loir
Euripides
Euroclydon
Euromarket
Europa
Europe
European
European Economic Community
European Free Trade Association
European plan
Europeanize
Eurus
Euryale
Eurydice
Eurystheus
Eusebius
Eusebius of Caesarea
Eustachian tube
Euterpe
Euxine Sea
Evans
Evanston
Evansville
Eve
Evelyn
Everest
Everglades
Everyman
Evesham
Evora
Evvoia
Ewe
Ex.
Exc.
Excalibur
Exeter
Exmoor
Exod.
Explorer
Extremadura
Eyre
Eyre Peninsula
Ez.
Ezek.
Ezekiel
Ezra
F
F clef
F layer
F region
F.A.M.
F.A.S.
F.B.A.
F.D.
F.I.
F.O.
F.P.
F.Z.S.
FA
FAA
FAO
FBI
FCA
FCC
FDA
FDIC
FM
FORTRAN
FPC
FSH
FTC
Fabian
Fabian Society
Fabianism
Fabius Maximus
Fabre
Fabrikoid
Faenza
Faeroese
Fafnir
Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit scale
Fairbanks
Fairfax
Fairweather
Faisal I
Faisal II
Faizabad
Falange
Faliscan
Falkirk
Falkland Islands
Falkner
Falla
Fallopian tube
Falmouth
Falstaffian
Falster
Famagusta
Familist
Fanfani
Fanti
Fantine-Latour
Far East
Faraday
Farmer
Farnese
Farouk I
Farquhar
Faruk I
Fascista
Fashoda
Fata Morgana
Fates
Father
Father Christmas
Father Time
Father's Day
Fathometer
Fatima
Fatimid
Fatshan
Faulkner
Faunus
Faust
Fauve
Fawkes
Fayal
Fayum
Fe
Feast of Dedication
Feast of Lanterns
Feast of Tabernacles
Feast of Weeks
Feb.
February
February Revolution
Fechner
Fed.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Power Commission
Federal Reserve System
Federal Reserve note
Federal Trade Commission
Federalist Party
Federated Malay States
Feininger
Fellini
Fenian
Fenrir
Ferdinand
Ferdinand I
Ferdinand II
Ferdinand III
Ferdinand V
Fergus
Fermanagh
Fermat
Fermat's last theorem
Fermat's principle
Fermi
Fermi-Dirac statistics
Fernandel
Fernando de Noronha
Ferrara
Ferris wheel
Ferrol
Fertile Crescent
Fervidor
Fescennine
Festschrift
Feuchtwanger
Feuillant
Fez
Fezzan
Fianna
Fianna Fail
Fichte
Fichtean
Fidei Defensor
Fides
Field
Fielding
Fields
Fiesole
Fife
Fifth Republic
Fiji
Fijian
Filipino
Fillmore
Fin.
Fingal's Cave
Finisterre
Finland
Finn
Finney
Finnic
Finnish
Finno-Ugrian
Finno-Ugric
Finsen
Finsteraarhorn
Firdausi
Firenze
First Empire
First International
First Republic
First World War
Fischer
Fisher
Fitzgerald
Fitzsimmons
Fiume
Five Nations
Five-Year Plan
Fl.
Fla.
Flag Day
Flagstad
Flaminian Way
Flaminius
Flamsteed
Flanders
Flaxman
Fleet Air Arm
Fleet Street
Fleetwood
Flem.
Fleming
Flemish
Flemish bond
Flemish horse
Flemish knot
Fletcher
Fletcherism
Flettner control
Fleury
Flinders Range
Flinders bar
Flint
Flintshire
Flodden
Flora
Florence
Florence flask
Florentine
Flores
Flores Sea
Florey
Florida
Florida moss
Florio
Flotow
Floyd
Flushing
Fly River
Flying Dutchman
Fm
Foch
Foggia
Fokine
Fokker
Folkestone
Folketing
Folsom man
Fomalhaut
Fonda
Fontainebleau
Fonteyn
Foochow
Foot Guards
Forbes
Forbidden City
Ford
Forester
Forfar
Formica
Formosa
Formosa Strait
Fornax
Franco-
Franco-Prussian War
Franconia
Franconian
Francophile
Francophobe
Franglais
Frank
Frankenstein
Frankfort
Frankfurter
Frankish
Franklin
Franklin stove
Franz Ferdinand
Franz Josef Land
Frascati
Fraser
Frau
Frauenfeld
Fraunhofer
Fraunhofer lines
Frazer
Frederick Barbarossa
Frederick I
Frederick II
Frederick III
Frederick William
Frederick William I
Frederick William III
Frederick William IV
Fredericksburg
Fredericton
Frederiksberg
Free Soil Party
Free State
Freemason
Freetown
Frei
Freiburg
Fremantle
French
French Academy
French Cameroons
French Canadian
French Community
French Equatorial Africa
French Guiana
French Guinea
French India
French Indochina
French Morocco
French Oceania
French Polynesia
French Revolution
French Revolutionary calendar
French Somaliland
French Sudan
French Union
French West Africa
French West Indies
French and Indian War
French bean
French bread
French bulldog
French chalk
French cuff
French curve
French door
French dressing
French fried potatoes
French heel
French horn
French ice cream
French kiss
French knot
French leave
French lug
French pastry
French pitch
French polish
French pox
French roof
French seam
French telephone
French toast
French-polish
Frenchify
Frenchman
Frenchy
Freon
Frescobaldi
Fresnel lens
Fresno
Freud
Freudian
Frey
Freya
Freytag
Fri.
Friar Minor
Friar Preacher
Friar Tuck
Fribourg
Friday
Friedrich
Friend
Friendly Islands
Friendship sloop
Friesian
Friesland
Frigg
Frigid Zone
Frigidaire
Frimaure
Fris.
Frisbee
Frisch
Frisches Haff
Frisco
Frisian
Frisian Islands
Friuli-Venezia Giulia
Friulian
Frobisher
Froebel
Froissart
Fromm
Frondle
Frost
Froude
Frs.
Fructidor
Frunze
Fry
Fuad I
Fuegian
Fugger
Fuji
Fukien
Fukuoka
Fula
Fulani
Fuller
Gadhelic
Gadsden Purchase
Gaea
Gaekwar
Gael
Gaelic
Gagarin
Gage
Gaia
Gaikwar
Gaillard Cut
Gainsborough
Gaiseric
Gaitskell
Gaius
Gal.
Galahad
Galata
Galatea
Galatia
Galatians
Galba
Galbraith
Galcha
Galen
Galenic
Galenism
Galibi
Galicia
Galilean
Galilean telescope
Galilee
Galileo
Galla
Galle
Gallia
Gallic
Gallican
Gallicanism
Gallice
Gallicism
Gallicize
Gallo-
Gallo-Romance
Galloway
Gallup
Galois theory
Galsworthy
Galton
Galvani
Galveston plan
Galway
Galwegian
Gama
Gambetta
Gambia
Gambier Islands
Gambrinus
Gand
Ganda
Gandhi
Gandhi cap
Gandhiism
Gandzha
Ganesa
Ganesha
Ganges
Gantrisin
Ganymede
Gao
Garamond
Garand rifle
Garbo
Gard
Garda
Garden of Eden
Gardiner
Garfield
Gargantua
Garibaldi
Garner
Garnett
Garonne
Garrick
Garter
Gary
Gascon
Gascony
Gaskell
Gaspar
Gasser
Gates
Gateshead
Gath
Gatha
Gatling gun
Gauguin
Gauhati
Gaul
Gauleiter
Gaulish
Gaullism
Gaullist
Gauss
Gaussian distribution
Gaussian integer
Gautama
Gautier
Gawain
Gay
Gay-Lussac
Gaya
Gayomart
Gaza
Gaza Strip
Gaziantep
Gd
Gdynia
Ge
GeV
Geber
Geelong
Geez
Gehenna
Geiger
Geiger counter
Geisel
Geissler tube
Geist
Gelderland
Gelsenkirchen
Gemara
Gemini
Gen
Gen.
General Assembly
Genesis
Geneva
Geneva Convention
Geneva bands
Geneva gown
Genevan
Genghis Khan
Genl.
Genoa
Genoese
Genova
Genseric
Gent
Gentile
Gentoo
Geoffrey of Monmouth
Geordie
George
George I
George II
George III
George IV
George Town
George V
George VI
Georgetown
Georgette
Georgia
Georgian
Georgian Bay
Ger.
Gera
Gerlachovka
German
German Baptist Brethren
German Democratic Republic
German East Africa
German Ocean
German cockroach
German knot
German measles
German shepherd
German silver
Germanic
Germanicus Caesar
Germanism
Germanize
Germanophile
Germanophobe
Germany
Germinal
Germiston
Geronimo
Gers
Gershwin
Geryon
Gesta Romanorum
Gestalt psychology
Gestapo
Gesualdo
Gethsemane
Getty
Gettysburg
Gettysburg Address
Geulincx
Gezira
Ghana
Ghats
Gheber
Ghent
Ghibelline
Ghiberti
Ghirlandaio
Gi
Giacometti
Gibbon
Gibbons
Gibeon
Gibeonite
Gibraltar
Gibran
Gibson
Gibson Desert
Gibson girl
Gide
Gideon
Gielgud
Gifu
Gigantes
Gigantopithecus
Gigli
Gila monster
Gilbert
Gilbert Islands
Gilbertian
Gilbertine
Gilead
Gileadite
Gilgamesh
Gillespie
Gilolo
Gilson
Giorgione
Giotto
Gipsy
Giraud
Giraudoux
Girgenti
Gironde
Girondist
Gisborne
Gish
Gissing
Giulio Romano
Gladstone
Gladstone bag
Glagolitic
Glarus
Glaser
Glasgow
Glaswegian
Glauber's salt
Glauce
Glazunov
Gleiwitz
Glencoe
Glenbower
Glinka
Gliewice
Glomma
Gloria
Gloria Patri
Glorious Revolution
Gloucester
Gloucestershire
Gluck
Gnostic
Gnosticism
Gnosticize
Goa powder
Gobelin
Gobi
God
God's acre
God-fearing
God-given
God-man
Godard
Godavari
Goddard
Godefroy de Bouillon
Godesberg
Godhead
Godiva
Godolphin
Godspeed
Godthaab
Godunov
Godwin
Godwin Austen
Goebbels
Goering
Goethe
Gog
Gog and Magog
Gogh
Gogol
Goïdelic
Golconda
Gold Coast
Golden Delicious
Golden Fleece
Golden Gate
Golden Horde
Golden Horn
Golding
Goldoni
Goldschmidt
Goldsmith
Golgi
Golgi body
Golgotha
Goliath
Gomel
Gomorrah
Gompers
Gomulka
Goncourt
Gond
Gondar
Gondi
Gongorism
Gonzales
Good Book
Good Friday
Good Shepherd
Goodman
Goodwin Sands
Goodyear
Gordian knot
Great Barrier Reef
Great Basin
Great Bear
Great Bear Lake
Great Britain
Great Dane
Great Divide
Great Dividing Range
Great Dog
Great Lakes
Great Leap Forward
Great Mogul
Great Ouse
Great Plains
Great Power
Great Pyrenees
Great Rebellion
Great Russian
Great Salt Lake
Great Sandy Desert
Great Schism
Great Slave Lake
Great Smoky Mountains
Great Victoria Desert
Great Vowel Shift
Great War
Great Week
Great Yarmouth
Greater
Greater Antilles
Greater Sunda Islands
Grecian
Grecism
Grecize
Greco
Greco-
Greco-Roman
Greece
Greek
Greek Catholic
Greek Church
Greek Orthodox Church
Greek Revival
Greek cross
Greek fire
Greeley
Green
Green Mountain Boys
Green Mountains
Green River
Greenaway
Greenback Party
Greene
Greenland
Greenland Sea
Greenland whale
Greenock
Greensboro
Greenwich
Greenwich Village
Gregorian
Gregorian calendar
Gregorian chant
Gregorian mode
Gregorian telescope
Gregory
Gregory I
Gregory VII
Gregory XIII
Gregory of Nyssa
Gregory of Tours
Grenada
Grenadines
Grendel
Grenoble
Grenville
Gresham
Gresham's law
Gretta Green
Griese
Grey
Grieg
Griffith
Grignard reagent
Grillparzer
Grim Reaper
Grimaldi
Grimaldi man
Grimm
Grimm's law
Grimsby
Griqua
Gris
Griisons
Grodno
Groenendael
Haleakala
Halicarnassus
Halifax
Hall
Hall effect
Hall of Fame
Halle
Hallel
Halley
Halley's Comet
Halloween
Hallowmas
Halmahera
Halmstad
Hals
Hama
Hamamatsu
Hambletonian
Hamburg
Hamelin
Hamhung
Hamilcar Barca
Hamilton
Hamiltonian
Hamite
Hamitic
Hamito-Semitic
Hamlet
Hammerfest
Hammond
Hammond organ
Hammurabi
Hampden
Hampshire
Hampstead
Hampton
Hampton Roads
Hamsun
Han
Han Cities
Hancock
Handel
Handy
Hangchow
Hankow
Hannah
Hannibal
Hannover
Hanoi
Hanover
Hanoverian
Hansard
Hanse
Hanseatic
Hanseatic League
Hansen's disease
Hanukkah
Hanuman
Hanyang
Haphtarah
Hapsburg
Harappa
Harar
Harbin
Hardecanute
Hardenberg
Harding
Hardy
Hargeisa
Hargreaves
Haririan
Harlem
Harley
Harley Street
Harlow
Harmsworth
Harney Peak
Harold I
Harold II
Harpy
Harrar
Harriman
Harris
Harris Tweed
Harrisburg
Harrison
Harrobian
Harrow
Hart
Harte
Hartford
Hartley
Hartmann
Harun al-Rashid
Harvey
Hasa
Hasdrubal
Hasid
Hasidism
Hassan II
Hastings
Hatfield
Hathaway
Hathor
Hatshepsut
Hatteras
Hauptmann
Hausa
Haut-Rhin
Haute-Garonne
Haute-Loire
Haute-Marne
Haute-Savoie
Haute-Vienne
Hautes-Alpes
Havana
Haversian canal
Havre
Hawaii
Hawaiian
Hawaiian guitar
Hawkins
Haworth
Hawthorne
Haydn
Hazlitt
Hb
He
Hearst
Heath
Heavenly City
Heaviside
Heaviside layer
Heb.
Hebbel
Hebe
Hebraic
Hebraism
Hebraist
Hebraize
Hebrew
Hebrew calendar
Hebrews
Hebrides
Hebron
Hecate
Hector
Hecuba
Hedjaz
Heerlen
Hefner candle
Hegel
Hegelian
Hegelian dialectic
Hegelianism
Hegira
Heidegger
Heidelberg
Heidelberg man
Heiduc
Heifetz
Heilbronn
Heilungkiang
Heimdall
Heine
Heinie
Heisenberg
Heisenberg uncertainty principle
Hejaz
Hejira
Hekate
Hel
Heldentenor
Helen
Helena
Helgoland
Helicon
Heligoland
Heliochrome
Heliogabalus
Heliopolis
Helios
Helladic
Hellas
Helle
Hellen
Hellene
Hellenic
Hellenism
Hellenist
Hellenistic
Hellenize
Helles
Hellespont
Helmand
Helmholtz
Helot
Helsinki
Helvellyn
Helvetia
Helvetic
Helvetii
Hemel Hempstead
Hemingway
Hengelo
Hengist
Henley-on-Thames
Henry
Henry I
Henry II
Henry III
Henry IV
Henry V
Henry VI
Henry VII
Henry VIII
Henry's law
Henslowe
Henz
Hepburn
Hephaestus
Hepplewhite
Heptateuch
Hera
Heraclea
Heracles
Heraclid
Heraclitean
Heracliteanism
Heraclitus
Herakleion
Herat
Herbart
Herbartian
Herbert
Hercegovina
Herculaneum
Hercules
Hercules'club
Hindenburg
Hindenburg line
Hindi
Hindoo
Hindu
Hindu Kush
Hinduism
Hindustan
Hindustani
Hines
Hinshelwood
Hipparchus
Hippo Regius
Hippocrates
Hippocratic oath
Hippocrene
Hippolytus
Hippomenes
Hiram
Hirohito
Hiroshige
Hiroshima
Hispania
Hispanic
Hispanicism
Hispanicize
Hispaniola
Hitchcock
Hitchcock chair
Hitlerism
Hittite
Ho
Ho Chi Minh
Hoad
Hobart
Hobbema
Hobbes
Hobbism
Hobbs
Hoboken
Hobson's choice
Hochheimer
Hodeida
Hodgkin
Hodgkin's disease
Hoek van Holland
Hoenir
Hofmannsthal
Hofuf
Hogarth
Hogg
Hogue
Hohenlinden
Hohenlohe
Hohenstaufen
Hohenzollern
Hokkaido
Hokusai
Holartic
Holbein
Holiness
Holinshed
Holland
Hollander
Hollandia
Hollands
Holly
Hollywood
Holmes
Holocaine
Holocene
Holofernes
Holst
Holstein
Holt
Holy Alliance
Holy Bible
Holy City
Holy Communion
Holy Family
Holy Father
Holy Ghost
Holy Grail
Holy Innocents' Day
Holy Joe
Holy Land
Holy Office
Holy Roller
Holy Roman Empire
Holy Saturday
Holy Scripture
Holy See
Holy Spirit
Holy Thursday
Holy Trinity
Holy Week
Holy Writ
Holy Year
Holyhead
Home
Home Office
Home Secretary
Homer
Homeric
Homeric laughter
Homestead Act
Homo
Homo sapiens
Homoiousian
Homousian
Homs
Honan
Hond.
Hondo
Honduras
Honegger
Honest John
Hong Kong
Honolulu
Honor
Honshu
Hooch
Hood
Hoogh
Hooghly
Hook of Holland
Hooke
Hooke's law
Hooker
Hoover
Hoover Dam
Hope
Hopeh
Hop
Hopkins
Hopper
Horace
Horae
Horatian ode
Horeb
Hormuz
Horn
Homey
Horologium
Hugo
Huguenot
Hull
Humber
Humboldt
Humboldt Current
Hume
Humism
Humperdinck
Humphrey
Hun
Hunan
Hundred Years' War
Hung.
Hungarian
Hungarian goulash
Hungary
Hungnam
Hunnish
Hunt
Huntingdon
Huntingdonshire
Huntsville
Hunyadi
Huon pine
Hupeh
Huron
Hus
Husain
Husein ibn-Ali
Huss
Husserl
Hussite
Huston
Huxley
Huygens
Huysmans
Hwang Hai
Hwang Ho
Hyacinthus
Hyades
Hyde
Hyde Park
Hyder Ali
Hyderabad
Hydra
Hydrus
Hygeia
Hyksos
Hymen
Hymettus
Hyperborean
Hyperion
Hypnos
Hyrcania
Hz
I
I Ching
I'm
I've
I-beam
I.C.
I.C.S.
I.D.
I.F.S.
I.M.
I.N.D.
I.O.O.F.
I.R.A.
I.T.U.
I.V.
I.W.W.
IAEA
IAS
IATA
IC
ICAO
ICBM
ICJ
ICSH
ID
ID card
IDA
IE
IF
IFC
IHS
IJssel
ILO
ILS
IMCO
IMF
IOU
IPA
IQ
IR
IRBM
IRS
ITU
Ia.
Iapetus
Ibadan
Iberia
Iberian
Ibert
Ibiza
Ibo
Ibrahim Pasha
Ibsen
Icaria
Icarian
Icarian Sea
Icarus
Ice.
Icel.
Iceland
Iceland moss
Iceland poppy
Iceland spar
Icelander
Icelandic
Iceni
Ichang
Ichinomiya
Iconium
Ictinus
Ida
Idaho
Ido
Idomeneus
Idun
Leper
Ieyasu
Ifni
Igbo
Ignatius
Igorot
Igraine
Iknaton
Ila
Ilia
Iliad
Ilion
Ilium
Ill.
Illampu
Ille-et-Vilaine
Illimani
Illinois
Illyria
Illyrian
Illyricum
Ilocano
Iloilo
Immaculate Conception
Immanuel
Immelmann turn
Imp.
Imperial
Imphal
In
Inanna
Inauguration Day
Inc.
Inca
Inchon
Ind
Ind.
Independence
Independence Day
Independent
Index Librorum Prohibitorum
India
India ink
India paper
India print
India rubber
Indiaman
Indian
Indian Desert
Indian Empire
Indian Mutiny
Indian Ocean
Indian Territory
Indian agent
Indian bread
Indian club
Indian corn
Indian file
Indian giver
Indian hemp
Indian ink
Indian mallow
Indian meal
Indian millet
Indian mulberry
Indian paintbrush
Indian pipe
Indian red
Indian rice
Indian summer
Indian tobacco
Indian wrestling
Indian yellow
Indiana
Indiana ballot
Indianapolis
Indic
Indies
Indo-
Indo-Aryan
Indo-European
Indo-Germanic
Indo-Hittite
Indo-Iranian
Indo-Pacific
Indochina
Indonesia
Indonesian
Indore
Indra
Indre
Indre-et-Loire
Indus
Inf.
Inge
Ingres
Inhambane
Injun
Inkerman
Inland Sea
Inn
Inner Light
Inner Mongolia
Inner Temple
Innocent II
Innocent III
Innocent IV
Inns of Court
Innsbruck
Intelsat
Interlaken
Interlingua
Internal Revenue Service
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Court of Justice
International Criminal Police Organization
International Development Association
International Finance Corporation
International Geophysical Year
International Gothic
International Labor Organization
International Monetary Fund
International Phonetic Alphabet
Internationale
Interpol
Interstate Commerce Commission
Intertype
Intracoastal Waterway
Invar
Invercargill
Inverness
Io
Io moth
Ioannina
Iona
Ionesco
Ionia
Ionian
Ionian Islands
Ionian Sea
Ionian mode
Ionic
Iowa
Iphigenia
Ipoh
Ipsambul
Ipsus
Ipswich
Iqbal
Iquique
Iquitos
Ir
Ir.
Iran
Iran.
Iranian
Iraq
Iraqi
Ire.
Ireland
Irene
Iris
Irish
Irish Free State
Irish Gaelic
Irish Republican Army
Irish Sea
Irish bull
Irish coffee
Irish moss
Irish potato
Irish setter
Irish stew
Irish terrier
Irish water spaniel
Irish whiskey
Irish wolfhound
Irishism
Irishman
Irkutsk
Iron Age
Iron Cross
Iron Gate
Iron Guard
Iroquoian
Iroquois
Irrawaddy
Irysh
Irvine
Irving
Is.
Isaac
Isabella
Isabella I
Isaiah
Isar
Ischriot
Ischia
Iseult
Isfahan
Isherwood
Ishmael
Ishmaelite
Ishtar
Isidore of Seville
Isis
Iskander Bey
Iskenderun
Islam
Islamism
Islamite
Islamize
Islands of the Blessed
Isle Royale
Isle of Man
Isle of Pines
Isle of Wight
Islington
Ismail Pasha
Isocrates
Isolde
Israel
Israeli
Israelite
Israelitish
Issachar
Issus
Issyk-Kul
Istanbul
Isth.
Isthmian Games
Istria
Ital.
Italia
Italia irredenta
Italian
Italian East Africa
Italian Somaliland
Italian greyhound
Italian hand
Italian rye grass
Italian sonnet
Italianate
Italianism
Italianize
Italic
Italy
Ithaca
Ithunn
Ito
Iulus
Ivan III
Ivan IV
Ivanovo
Ives
Ivory Coast
Iwo
Iwo Jima
Ixion
Iyar
Iyeyasu
Izanagi
Izamami
Izhevsk
Izmir
Iztaccihuatl
J
J.
J.A.
J.A.G.
J.C.
J.C.D.
J.C.L.
J.C.S.
J.D.
J.P.
J.S.D.
J.W.V.
JA
JD
JHVH
JJ.
JP
Ja.
Jabalpur
Jack Frost
Jack Ketch
Jackson
Jacksonville
Jacob
Jacob's ladder
Jacob's staff
Jacobean
Jacobi
Jacobian
Jacobin
Jacobinism
Jacobite
Jacobsen
Jacquard
Jacquerie
Jadotville
Jael
Jaffa
Jaffna
Jagannath
Jagatai
Jahveh
Jahvist
Jain
Jainism
Jaipur
Jalapa
Jalisco
Jam.
Jamaica
Jamaica rum
Jamaica shorts
James
James Bay
James I
James II
James VI
Jamesian
Jameson
Jamestown
Jammu and Kashmir
Jamshedpur
Jamshid
Jan Mayen
Jan.
Jane
Jane Doe
Janet
Janiculum
Janina
Jansen
Jansenism
January
Janus
Janus-faced
Jap
Jap.
Japan
Japan Current
Japan wax
Japanese
Japanese andromeda
Japanese beetle
Japanese cedar
Japanese ivy
Japanese lantern
Japanese lawn grass
Japanese persimmon
Japanese river fever
Japanese spaniel
Japheth
Japhetic
Jaques-Dalcroze
Jarrow
Jarry
Jas.
Jason
Jaspers
Jassy
Jat
Jataka
Jav.
Java
Java man
Java sparrow
Javanese
Javel water
Jaxartes
Jay
Jaycee
Jean
Jeanne d'Arc
Jeans
Jebel Musa
Jedda
Jefferson
Jefferson City
Jeffrey
Jeffreys
Jehol
Jehoshaphat
Jehovah
Jehovah's Witness
Jehovist
Jehu
Jekyll and Hyde
Jell-O
Jellicoe
Jemappes
Jena
Jenghis Khan
Jenkins
Jenner
Jephthah
Jer.
Jerba
Jeremiah
Jere
Jericho
Jeroboam
Jerome
Jerry
Jersey
Jersey City
Jerusalem
Jerusalem artichoke
Jerusalem cherry
Jerusalem cross
Jerusalem oak
Jespersen
Jesse
Jesselton
Jesu
Jesuit
Jesuitism
Jesus
Jesus Christ
Jethro
Jevons
Jew
Jew-baiting
Jewess
Jewish
Jewish Autonomous Region
Jewish calendar
Jewry
Jezebel
Jezreel
Jhansi
Jhelum
Jidda
Jilolo
Jim Crow
Jinja
Jinnah
Joab
Joachim
Joan
Joan of Arc
Job
Job Corps
Job's comforter
Job's-tears
Jocasta
Jock
Jodhpur
Jodo
Jodrell Bank
Joe
Joe Blow
Joe Doakes
Joe Miller
Joel
Joffre
Johannesburg
Johannisberger
John
John Barleycorn
John Birch Society
John Bull
John Chrysostom
John Doe
John Dory
John Hancock
John I
John III
John XXII
John XXIII
John of Austria
John of Gaunt
John of Leyden
John of Salisbury
John the Baptist
Johnny
Johnny Reb
Johnny-jump-up
Johnson
Johnson grass
Johnsonese
Johnsonian
Johore
Johore Bahru
Joinville
Jokjakarta
Joliot-Curie
Jolly Roger
Jolo
Jolson
Jonah
Jonathan
Jones
Jonson
Joplin
Joppa
Jordans
Jordan
Jordan almond
Jos
Joseph
Joseph II
Josephine
Josephus
Josh.
Joshua
Joshua tree
Josiah
Jotun
Jutunheim
Joule
Joule's law
Joule-Thomson effect
Jove
Jovian
Jowett
Joyce
Jr.
Juan Carlos I
Juan de Fuca
Juba
Jubal
Jubbulpore
Jubilate
Jud.
Judaea
Judah
Judah ha-Nasi
Judaic
Judaica
Judaism
Judaist
Judaize
Judas
Judas Maccabaeus
Judas tree
Jude
K ration
K-meson
K.
K.B.E.
K.C.B.
K.C.M.G.
K.C.V.O.
K.G.
K.K.K.
K.O.
K.P.
K.T.
K.V.
K2
KB
KBP
KKt
KKtP
KNP
KP
KR
KRP
Ka
Kaaba
Kabul
Kabyle
Kaddish
Kadiyevka
Kaduna
Kaffir
Kaffraria
Kafir
Kafiristan
Kafka
Kagera
Kagoshima
Kahn
Kaifeng
Kairouan
Kaiser
Kaiserslautern
Kalahari
Kalamazoo
Kalat
Kalevala
Kalgoorlie
Kalgoorlie
Kali
Kalidasa
Kalimantan
Kalinin
Kaliningrad
Kalisz
Kalmar
Kalmuck
Kaluga
Kama
Kamakura
Kamasutra
Kamchatka
Kamensk-Ural'ski
Kamerad
Kamerun
Kampala
Kanaka
Kanara
Kanarese
Kanazawa
Kanchenjunga
Kandahar
Kandinsky
Kandy
Kannada
Kano
Kanpur
Kans.
Kansas
Kansas City
Kansu
Kant
Kantian
Kantianism
Kaohsiung
Kaolack
Kapellmeister
Kara Kum
Kara Sea
Kara-Kalpak
Karachi
Karafuto
Karaganda
Karaite
Karajan
Karakoram
Karakorum
Karbala
Karelia
Karelian
Karelian Isthmus
Karen
Karl-Marx-Stadt
Karlov Vary
Karlsbad
Karlsruhe
Karnak
Karttikeya
Kashgar
Kashmir
Kashmiri
Kassa
Kassala
Kassel
Kastrop-Rauxel
Katanga
Katar
Katharevusa
Kathiawar
Katmai
Katmandu
Katowice
Katrine
Kattagat
Kauai
Kaunas
Kaveri
Kawasaki
Kay
Kayseri
Kazak
Kazan
Kazantzakis
Kazbek
Kean
Keats
Keble
Kedah
Kedron
Keeling Islands
Keelung
Keewatin
Keijo
Keitel
Kekkonen
Kelantan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemerovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kempis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendal green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenilworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennelly-Heaviside layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky Derby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky bluegrass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky coffee tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kepler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerbela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keresan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerguelen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kermanshah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerouac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry blue terrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kesselring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kettering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketubim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keynes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keynesianism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khabarovsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khachaturian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalkha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kharkov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khartoum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Khasi
Khelat
Kherson
Khirbet Qumran
Khiva
Khmer
Khmer Republic
Khoisan
Khotan
Khrushchev
Khufu
Khyber Pass
Ki
Kiangsi
Kiangsu
Kiaochow
Kickapoo
Kid
Kidd
Kidderminster
Kiddush
Kidron
Kiel
Kielce
Kierkegaard
Kierkegaardian
Kiev
Kigali
Kikuyu
Kilauea
Kildare
Kilimanjaro
Kilkenny
Killarney
Killiecrankie
Kilmarnock
Kimberley
Kinabalu
Kincardine
Kinchinjunga
King
King Charles spaniel
King James Version
King’s Bench
King’s Counsel
King’s speech
Kings
Kings Point
Kingsley
Kingston
Kinross
Kinsey
Kinshasa
Kioto
Kiowa
Kipling
Kipp's apparatus
Kirchhoff
Kirghiz
Kirghiz Steppe
Kirin
Kirk
Kirkcaldy
Kirkcudbright
Kirkuk
Kirkwall
Kirman
Kirov
Kirovabad
Kirovograd
Kirsch
Kiruna
Kisangani
Kishinev
Kislev
Kistna
Kisumu
Kitchener
Kitwe
Kiushu
Kiwanis
Kizil Irmak
Klagenfurt
Klaipeda
Klan
Klansman
Klausenburg
Klee
Kleenex
Klein bottle
Kleist
Klemperer
Kliimt
Kline
Klonidike
Klopstock
Knesset
Knickerbocker
Knight Templar
Knossos
Knox
Knoxville
Knt.
Knut
Kobarid
Kobe
Koblenz
Koch
Kochi
Kodak
Kodiak
Kodiak bear
Kodok
Koestler
Kofu
Koheleth
Kohima
Kohinoor
Kokand
Koko Nor
Kokoschka
Kokura
Kol Nidre
Kollwitz
Kolomna
Kolyma
Kolyma Range
Komi
Kommunarsk
Komodo dragon
Komsomol
Komsomolsk
Kongo
Konstanz
Konya
Kootenay
Kopeisk
Koran
Kordofan
Kordofanian
Korea
Korea Strait
Korean
Korean War
Labrador Current
Labrador retriever
Labrador tea
Labuan
Lacedaemon
Lacedaemonian
Lacerta
Lachesis
Laclos
Laconia
Lacrima Christi
Ladin
Ladino
Ladoga
Ladon
Ladrone Islands
Lady
Lady Day
Lady chapel
Ladyship
Lady smith
Laertes
Lafayette
Lag b'Omer
Lagerkvist
Lagoon Islands
Lagos
Lagrange
Lagrangian function
Lagting
Lahnda
Lahore
Laibach
Laius
Lake District
Lake Poets
Lake Success
Lakeland
Lakeland terrier
Lakshmi
Lala
Lallans
Lam.
Lamaism
Lamarck
Lamarckian
Lamarckism
Lamartine
Lamb
Lamb of God
Lambert
Lambert conformal projection
Lambeth
Lambeth Conference
Lambeth walk
Lammas
Lammastide
Lampedusa
Lanai
Lanark
Lancashire
Lancaster
Lancastrian
Lancelot
Lanchow
Land
Land of Beulah
Land's End
Landau
Landes
Landor
Landowska
Landseer
Landsturm
Landtag
Landwehr
Lanfranc
Lang
Langer
Langland
Langley
Langmuir
Langobard
Langobardic
Langton
Langtry
Languedoc
Lankester
Lansing
Lao
Laoag
Laocoön
Laodicæa
Laodicean
Laoghius
Laomedon
Laos
Lapith
Laplace
Laplace operator
Laplace transform
Lapland
Lapp
Laptev Sea
Larmor precession
Larousse
Las Palmas
Las Vegas
Lashio
Lashkar
Lasker
Laski
Lassa
Lassalle
Lassen Peak
Last Judgment
Last Supper
Lastex
Lat.
Latakia
Late Greek
Late Latin
Lateran Council
Latimer
Latin
Latin America
Latin Church
Latin Quarter
Latin cross
Latin school
Latin square
Latinate
Latinism
Latinist
Latinity
Latinize
Latinum
Latona
Latter-day Saint
Latvia
Latvian
Laud
Lauder
Laudian
Leeuwenhoek
Leeward Islands
Left Bank
Legaspi
Legendre
Leghorn
Legnica
Lehmann
Lehrbruck
Leibniz
Leicester
Leicestershire
Leiden
Leigh
Leinster
Leipzig
Leith
Leix
Lely
Lemberg
Lemnos
Lena
Lenin
Leninakan
Leningrad
Leninism
Leninist
Lent
Lenten
Leo
Leo I
Leo III
Leo Minor
Leo X
Leo XIII
Leon
Leonardo da Vinci
Leoncavallo
Leonid
Leonidas
Leopardi
Leopold I
Leopold II
Leopold III
Lepanto
Lepidus
Lepontine Alps
Lepus
Lermontov
Lerwick
Les Cayes
Lesbian
Lesbos
Lesotho
Lesseps
Lesser Antilles
Lesser Sunda Islands
Lessing
Lethbridge
Lethe
Leto
Lett
Lettish
Leucas
Leucippus
Leuctra
Leukas
Lev.
Levalloisian
Levant
Levantine
Leven
Leverhulme
Leverrier
Levi
Levis
Levit.
Levite
Levitical
Leviticus
Levkas
Lewes
Lewis
Lewis acid
Lewis base
Lewis gun
Lewis with Harris
Lexington
Leyden
Leyden jar
Leyte
Lhasa
Lhasa apso
Li
Li Po
Liao
Liaoning
Liaotung
Liaoyang
Liard
Lias
Lib.
Libau
Libava
Libby
Liberal Party
Liberec
Liberia
Liberty Island
Liberty bond
Libia
Libra
Library of Congress
Libreville
Librium
Libya
Libyan
Libyan Desert
Lichfield
Lidice
Lie
Liebraumilch
Liebig
Liebknecht
Liechtenstein
Liederkranz
Liegnitz
Liestal
Lietuva
Lieut.
Life Guards
Liguria
Ligurian
Lilienthal
Lilith
Liliuokalani
Lille
Lilliputian
Lilongwe
Lima
Limassol
Limbourg
Limburg
Limburger
Limerick
Limoges
Limousin
Limpopo
Lin Piao
Linacre
Linares
Lincoln
Lincoln green
Lincoln's Inn
Lincolnshire
Lind
Lindbergh
Lindesnes
Lindsey
Linear A
Linear B
Link trainer
Linlithgow
Linnaeus
Linnean
Linotype
Linz
Lions
Lipari Islands
Lipchitz
Lipetsk
Lippe
Lippi
Lippizaner
Lippmann
Lir
Lisbon
Lissajous figure
Lister
Listerism
Liszt
Lith.
Lithuanian
Little America
Little Bear
Little Bighorn
Little Corporal
Little Diomede
Little Dipper
Little Dog
Little John
Little Rock
Little Russia
Little Russian
Liverpool
Liverpudlian
Livingston
Livingstone
Livonia
Livorno
Livy
Ljubljana
Llano Estacado
Llew Llaw Gyffes
Llewellyn
Lloyd
Lloyd George
Lloyd's
Loanda
Lobachevsky
Lobito
Locarno
Lochaber ax
Locke
Lockyer
Locris
Lodge
Lodi
Loeb
Loewe
Loewi
Logan
Logos
Lohengrin
Loir-et-Cher
Loire
Loire-Atlantique
Loiret
Loki
Lolland
Lollard
Lomax
Lombard
Lombard Street
Lombardy
Lombardy poplar
Lombok
Lombok
Lombroso
Lomond
London
London broil
London pride
Londonderry
Londrina
Long
Long Beach
Long Island
Long Parliament
Longfellow
Longford
Longhorn
Longinus
Longobard
Longs Peak
Lons-le-Saunier
Lope de Vega
Lorca
Lord
Lord Chancellor
Lord Chief Justice
Lord Lieutenant
Lord Mayor
Lord President of the Council
Lord Privy Seal
Lord Protector
Lord Provost
Lord of Misrule
Lord of hosts
Lord's Supper
Lord's table
Lordship
Lorelei
Loren
Lorentz
Lorenz
Lorenzetti
Lorent
Lorraine
Lorraine cross
Los Angeles
Lost Generation
Lot
Lot-et-Garonne
Lothair I
Lothair II
Lothario
Lothians
Lotze
Louis
Louis I
Louis II
Louis IV
Louis IX
Louis Napoleon
Louis Philippe
Louis Quatorze
Louis Quinze
Louis Seize
Louis Treize
Louis V
Louis XI
Louis XII
Louis XIII
Louis XIV
Louis XVI
Louis XVII
Louis XVIII
Louisburg
Louisiana
Louisiana Purchase
Louisville
Lourdes
Lourenco Marques
Louth
Louvain
Louvre
Lovelace
Lovell
Low
Low Archipelago
Low Church
Low Countries
Low German
Low Latin
Low Mass
Low Sunday
Lowell
Lower Austria
Lower California
Lower Canada
Lower Egypt
Lower Lakes
Lower Palatinate
Lower Saxony
Lowestoft
Lowry
Lundy's Lane
Lungki
Lunik
Lupercalia
Lupus
Lusaka
Lusatia
Lusatian
Lusitania
Luth.
Luther
Lutheran
Luthuli
Lutine bell
Lutyens
Luwian
Lux.
Luxembourg
Luxemburg
Luxor
Luzern
Luzon
Lvov
Lw
Lyallpur
Lyautey
Lycaon
Lycaonia
Lycia
Lycian
Lycurgus
Lydgate
Lydia
Lydian
Lydian mode
Lyell
Lyly
Lynch
Lynn
Lynx
Lyon
Lyon King of Arms
Lyonnais
Lyonnesse
Lyons
Lyra
Lysander
Lysenko
Lysenkoism
Lysias
Lysimachus
Lysippus
Lysol
Lytton
Lyublin
M
M roof
M'
M-16
M.
M.A.
M.Arch.
M.B.
M.B.A.
M.B.E.
M.C.
M.D.
M.E.
M.Ed.
M.I.A.
M.M.
M.O.
M.P.
M.P.S.
M.S.
M.Sc.
MA
MATS
MC
MD
ME
MF
MHD
MM.
MRA
MS
MS.
MSG
MT
MV
MVD
Mab
Mabuse
Mac
MacArthur
MacDonald
Macao
Macassar
Macassar oil
Macaulay
Macbeth
Macc.
Maccabean
Maccabees
Macdonald
Mace
Maced.
Macedonia
Macedonian
Maceio
Mach
Mach number
Machiavelli
Machiavellian
Machmeter
Machu Picchu
Mackenzie
Mackinaw coat
Mackintosh
Macleod
Macmillan
Macon
Macpherson
Macready
Madag.
Madagascar
Madeira
Madhya Pradesh
Madison
Madison Avenue
Madonna
Madras
Madre de Dios
Madrid
Madura
Maeander
Maebashi
Maecenas
Maecenas
Maedelton
Maestricht
Mafeking
Mafia
Magallanes
Magdalena
Magdalena Bay
Magdalenian
Magdeburg
Magellan
Magellanic cloud
Magen David
Maggiore
Maginot line
Magna Carta
Magna Charta
Magna Graecia
Magna Mater
Magnificat
Magnitogorsk
Magog
Magritte
Magus
Magyar
Mahalla el Kubra
Maharashtra
Mahayana
Mahdi
Mahican
Mahound
Mahratta
Maia
Maid Marian
Maidstone
Maiduguri
Mailer
Maillol
Maimonides
Main
Maine
Maine-et-Loire
Mainland
Maintenon
Mainz
Maitland
Maj. Gen.
Majesty
Major Prophets
Majunga
Makalu
Makarios III
Makassar
Makeyevka
Makhachkala
Makkah
Malacca
Malacca cane
Malachi
Malagasy
Malagasy Republic
Malang
Malathion
Malatya
Malawi
Malay
Malay Archipelago
Malay Peninsula
Malay States
Malaya
Malayalam
Malayan
Malayo-Indonesian
Malayo-Polynesian
Malaysia
Malcolm
Maldives
Maldon
Male
Malebranche
Malherbe
Mali
Malines
Malinowski
Mallarme
Mallorca
Malmo
Malpighi
Malpighian corpuscle
Malpighian layer
Malraux
Malta
Maltese
Maltese cat
Maltese cross
Maltese dog
Malvern
Mameluke
Man
Man.
Manado
Managua
Manama
Manassas
Manasseh
Manaus
Manche
Manchester
Manchester terrier
Manchu
Manchukuo
Mancunian
Mandaean
Mandalay
Mande
Mandeville
Mandingo
Manes
Manet
Manganin
Manhattan
Mani
Manichaeism
Manifest Destiny
Manila
Manila Bay
Manila hemp
Manila paper
Manila rope
Manipur
Manisa
Manizales
Mann
Mannerheim
Mannheim School
Manning
Manolete
Mansfield
Mantegna
Mantinea
Mantua
Manutius
Manx
Manx cat
Manxman
Manzoni
Mao Tse-tung
Maoism
Maori
Map
Mar del Plata
Marius
Marivaux
Mark
Mark Antony
Markov chain
Markova
Marlborough
Marlin
Marlowe
Marmara
Marmolada
Marne
Maroc
Maronite
Maros
Marquand
Marquesan
Marquesas Islands
Marquette
Marquis
Marrakech
Marrano
Mars
Mars brown
Mars violet
Marsala
Marseillaise
Marshall
Marshall Islands
Marshall Plan
Marshallese
Marsilius of Padua
Marston Moor
Martaban
Martel
Martello tower
Martha
Martial
Martian
Martin
Martin du Gard
Martineau
Martinmas
Marvin
Marx
Marxian
Marxism
Marxism-Leninism
Marxist
Mary
Mary I
Mary Jane
Mary Magdalene
Maryland
Masaccio
Masan
Masaryk
Masbate
Mascagni
Masefield
Maseru
Mashhad
Masinissa
Mason
Masonite
Masorete
Masoretic
Masqat
Mass
Mass book
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Bay
Massachusetts ballot
Massasoit
Massenet
Massey
Massif Central
Massorete
Master
Master of Arts
Master of Science
Master of the Rolls
Masuria
Mata Hari
Matabele
Matadi
Matamoros
Mathura
Matilda
Matisse
Mato Grosso
Matsu
Matsuyama
Matt.
Matterhorn
Matthew
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matto Grosso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mau Mau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maugham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maulmain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauna Kea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauna Loa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maundy Thursday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maupassant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurétania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauriac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximilian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximilian I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayakovski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayenne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayfair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maypole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazarin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazdaism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Michaelmas
Michaelmas daisy
Michelangelo
Michelson
Michelson-Morley experiment
Michigan
Mick
Mickey
Micmac
Micronesia
Micronesian
Microscopium
Mid.
Midas
Middelburg
Middle Ages
Middle America
Middle Atlantic States
Middle East
Middle English
Middle Greek
Middle High German
Middle Kingdom
Middle Low German
Middle Persian
Middle States
Middle Temple
Middle West
Middleton
Mideast
Midgard
Midgard serpent
Midi
Midian
Midland
Midlands
Midlothian
Midsummer Day
Midway
Midwest
Milanese
Milesian
Miletus
Milford Haven
Milhaud
Milky Way
Mill
Millais
Misti
Mithgarthr
Mithraism
Mithras
Mithridates VI
Mitra
Mixtec
Mizar
Mlle
Mme
Mn
Mnemosyne
Mo
Mo.
Mobile
Mocambique
Modena
Modern English
Modern Greek
Modern Hebrew
Modigliani
Modred
Mogador
Mogen David
Mogilev
Moham.
Mohammed
Mohammed Ali
Mohammed II
Mohammedan
Mohammedanism
Mohave
Mohave Desert
Mohawk
Mohenjo-Daro
Mohican
Mohock
Mohs scale
Moirai
Mojave
Mokpo
Moldau
Moldavia
Molech
Molina
Mollweide projection
Molly Maguire
Moloch
Molokai
Molotov
Molike
Moluccas
Mombasa
Momus
Mon
Mon-Khmer
Mon.
Mona Lisa
Mona Passage
Monaco
Monaghan
Monck
Moncton
Monday
Mondrian
Monegasque
Monel metal
Monet
Mongol
Mongolia
Mongolian
Mongolian People's Republic
Mongolic
Mongoloid
Monmouth
Monmouthshire
Monnet
Monoceros
Monongahela
Monophysite
Monopoly
Monotype
Monroe
Monroe Doctrine
Mons
Monseigneur
Monsignor
Mont Blanc
Mont Cervin
Mont-Saint-Michel
Mont.
Montagnard
Montagu
Montague
Montana
Montcalm
Monte Carlo
Monte Cassino
Monte Corno
Montefiascone
Montego Bay
Montenegro
Monterrey
Montespan
Montessori method
Monteux
Monteverdi
Montevideo
Montfort
Montgolfier
Montgomery
Montherlant
Montmartre
Montparnasse
Montpelier
Montpellier
Montreal
Montserrat
Moody
Moor
Moore
Moorish
Moorish idol
Moose Jaw
Moradabad
Moral Rearmament
Morava
Moravia
Moravian
Moray
Moray Firth
Morbihan
Mordcaii
Mordred
Mordvin
More
Morea
Moreau
Morelos
Moresque
Morgan
Morgan le Fay
Morisco
Morley
Mormon
Mornay
Moro
Morocco
Morpheus
Morris
Morris chair
Morrison
Mors
Morse
Mortimer
Mosaic
Moseley
Moselle
Moses
Moskva
Moslem
Moslemism
Mosul
Mother Carey's chicken
Mother Goose
Mother Hubbard
Mother of God
Mothering Sunday
Motherwell
Motherwell and Wishaw
Moulmein
Mount Desert Island
Mountain time
Mountbatten
Mountie
Moussorgsky
Mousterian
Mozambique
Mozarab
Mozart
Mr.
Mrs.
Ms.
Msgr.
Mt.
Mt. Rev.
Muhammad
Muhammadan
Muir
Muir Glacier
Mukden
Mulciber
Mulhouse
Mull
Mumford
Munch
Munda
Munich
Munich Pact
Munro
Munsell scale
Munster
Muntz metal
Murat
Murcia
Murdoch
Murillo
Murman Coast
Murmansk
Murphy
Murphy bed
Murray
Murrumbidgee
Mus.B.
Musca
Muscat
Muscat and Oman
Muscovite
Muscovy duck
Muse
Musil
Muskogean
Muskogee
Muslim
Musset
Mussolini
Mussorgsky
Mussulman
Mustafa Kemal
Mutazilite
Muttra
Mv
Mweru
Mycenae
Mycenaean
Mycostatin
Mylitta
Myrmidon
Myron
Mysia
Mytilene
N
N.A.
N.B.
N.C.
N.C.O.
N.F.
N.G.
N.I.
N.J.
N.S.
N.S.W.
N.T.
N.U.T.
N.W.T.
N.Y.
N.Y.C.
N.Z.
NACA
NAD
NASA
NATO
NB
NE
NF
NGC
NKVD
NL
NMR
NNE
NNW
NS
NSF
NW
Na
Na-Dene
Nabataean
Nablus
Nabokov
Nabonidus
Naga
Nagaland
Nagano
Nagari
Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous Region
Nagoya
Nagpur
Nagy
Nah.
Nahuatl
Nahuatlan
Nahum
Nairn
Nairobi
Nama
Nama
Namu
Namtar
Nanak
Nanchang
Nancy
Nanja Parbat
Nanna
Nanning
Nansen
Nansen bottle
Nantucket
Naoise
Naomi
Napier's bones
Napierian logarithm
Naples
Naples yellow
Napoleon
Napoleon I
Napoleon II
Napoleonic
Napoleonic Code
Napoleonic Wars
Nara
Naraka
Narbada
Narbonne
Narcissus
Narragansett Bay
Narva
Narvik
Naseby
Nashua
Nashville
Nasser
Natal
Nathan
Nathanael
National Covenant
National Guard
National Liberation Front
National Security Council
National Socialism
Nationalist China
Native States
Nativity
Naukratis
Nauru
Navaho
Navarino
Navarre
Navy Cross
Naxos
Nayarit
Nazarene
Nazareth
Nazarite
Naze
Nazi
Nb
Nd
Ne
Ne Win
Neanderthal
Neanderthal man
Neapolitan
Neapolitan ice cream
Near East
Nebiim
Nebo
Nebr.
Nebraska
Nebuchadnezzar
Neckar
Necker
Nefertiti
Negress
Negrillo
Negrito
Negro
Negro spiritual
Negrophobe
Neh.
Nehemiah
Nehru
Neisse
Nejd
Nelson
Neman
Nembatal
Nemean lion
Nemesis
Neo-Darwinism
Neo-Gothic
Neo-Lamarckism
Neo-Latin
Neo-Pythagoreanism
Neocene
Neogaea
Neogene
Neolithic
Neoplatonism
Neoptolemus
Neotropical
Nepali
Nepos
Neptune
Neptunian
Nereid
Nereus
Nernst
Nero
Neruda
Nerva
Nerval
Nesselrode
Nessus
Nestor
Nestorian
Nestorius
Neth.
Netherlands
Netherlands Guiana
Neusatz
Neustria
Nev.
Neva
Nevada
Nevers
Nevis
Nevski
New Bedford
New Britain
New Brunswick
New Castile
New Church
New Deal
New England
New Forest
New France
New Georgia
New Granada
New Guinea
New Hampshire
New Harmony
New Hebrides
New Ireland
New Jersey
New Jerusalem
New Jerusalem Church
New Kingdom
New Latin
New Learning
New Left
New Mexico
New Netherland
New Objectivity
New Orleans
New Plymouth
New Siberian Islands
New South Wales
New Spain
New Testament
New Thought
New World
New World monkey
New Year
New Year's Day
New Year's Eve
New York
New York Bay
New Zealand
Newark
Newburg
Newcastle
Newcastle disease
Newcomen
Newfoundland
Newman
Newmarket
Normandy
Norse
Norseman
North
North America
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
North Borneo
North Brabant
North Carolina
North Channel
North Country
North Dakota
North Germanic
North Holland
North Island
North Korea
North Pole
North Rhine-Westphalia
North Riding
North Star
North Vietnam
Northampton
Northamptonshire
Northcliffe
Northeast
Northern Cross
Northern Ireland
Northern Rhodesia
Northern Territories
Northerner
Northman
Northumberland
Northumbria
Northumbrian
Northwest
Northwest Passage
Northwest Territories
Northwest Territory
Norw.
Norway
Norway maple
Norwegian
Norwegian Sea
Norwegian elkhound
Norwich
Nostradamus
Notogaea
Notre Dame
Nottingham
Nottinghamshire
Notus
Nov.
Nova Lisboa
Nova Scotia
Novara
Novaya Zemlya
November
Novgorod
Novocaine
Novokuznetsk
Novosibirsk
Np
Nubia
Nubian
Nubian Desert
Nuevo Laredo
Numa Pompilius
Numbers
Numidia
Numidian crane
Nunc Dimittis
Nupercaine
Nuremberg
Nureyev
Nuristan
Nurmi
Nusku
Nut
Nyasaland
Nyaya
Nyeman
Nynorsk
Nyx
O
O'Casey
O'Connor
O'Higgins
O'Neill
O.
O. Henry
O.B.
O.C.
O.D.
O.E.D.
O.F.M.
O.G.
O.P.
O.S.
O.S.A.
O.S.B.
O.S.D.
O.S.F.
O.T.C.
OAO
OAS
OCAM
OCD
OD
OE
OECD
OEO
OF
OFris
OHG
OP
OPEC
Oahu
Oakland
Oates
Oaxaca
Ob
Obad.
Obadiah
Oberammergau
Oberhausen
Oberland
Oberon
Oc.
Occam
Occident
Occidental
Occidentalize
Ocean of Storms
Oceania
Oceanid
Oceanus
Ockeghem
Ockham
Ockham's razor
Oct.
Octans
Octavia
Octavian
October
October Revolution
Oddfellow
Odelsting
Odense
Oder
Odin
Odoacer
Odysseus
Odyssey
Oe
Oedipus
Oedipus complex
Oenone
Offenbach
Ogbomosho
Oglethorpe
Ogpu
Ohm
Ohm's law
Oil Rivers
Oireachtas
Oisin
Oistrakh
Ojibwa
Okeechobee
Okefenokee Swamp
Okhotsk
Okie
Okinawa
Okla.
Oklahoma
Olaf I
Olaf II
Olaf V
Olcott
Old Bailey
Old Bulgarian
Old Castile
Old Church Slavonic
Old Delhi
Old English
Old English sheepdog
Old French
Old Frisian
Old Guard
Old Harry
Old High German
Old Icelandic
Old Kingdom
Old Latin
Old Low German
Old Nick
Old Norse
Old North French
Old Persian
Old Pretender
Old Prussian
Old Saxon
Old South
Old Test.
Old Testament
Old World
Old World monkey
Oldcastle
Oldenburg
Oldham
Olduvai Gorge
Oligocene
Oliphant
Oliver
Olives
Olivier
Olomouc
Olympia
Olympiad
Olympian
Olympic
Olympic Games
Olympic Mountains
Olympus
Om
Om.
Omaha
Oman
Omar Khayyam
Omdurman
Ommiad
Omphale
Omsk
On
Onassis
Onega
Onions
Onondaga
Ont.
Ontario
Ophir
Ophiuchus
Oporto
Oppenheimer
Ops
Oran
Orange Free State
Orangeism
Orangeman
Oratorian
Orcus
Ordovician
Ordzhonikidze
Orebro
Oreg.
Oregon
Orel
Orenburg
Oreopithecus
Orestes
Oresund
Orff
Organization of African Unity
Organization of American States
Orient
Oriental
Oriental rug
Orientalism
Orientalize
Oriente
Origen
Orion
Orissa
Oriya
Orizaba
Orjonikidze
Orleanist
Orleans
Orlon
Orly
Ormandy
Ormazd
Ormuz
Orontes
Orozco
Orpheus
Orphism
Orpington
Ortega y Gasset
Ortegal
Orth.
Orthodox
Orthodox Church
Orthodox Jew
Orthodox Judaism
Oruro
Orvieto
Orwell
Os
Osage
Osage orange
Osborne
Oscan
Oscar
Oscar II
Osco-Umbrian
Osiris
Oslo
Osmanli
Ossa
Oset
Osetia
Ossetic
Ossian
Ossietzky
Ostend
Ostia
Ostrogoth
Ostwald
Ostyak
Otranto
Otterburn
Otto
Otto I
Ottoman
Ottoman Empire
Otway
Ouachita
Oudh
Ouija
Oujda
Oulu
Our Father
Our Lady
Ouse
Outer Mongolia
Overijssel
Ovid
Owenism
Owens
Oxbridge
Oxford
Oxford Movement
Oxfordshire
Oxonian
Oxus
Ozalid
Ozark Mountains
Ozenfant
P
P.
P.A.
P.B.
P.C.
P.D.
P.E.
P.E.I.
P.G.
P.I.
P.M.
P.M.G.
P.O.
P.O.D.
P.P.
P.R.
P.S.
P.T.
P.T.O.
P.W.D.
P/C
PA
PA system
PABA
PGA
POW
PPI
PR
PVC
Pa
Pa.
Pacific
Pacific Northwest
Pacific Ocean
Pacific time
Padang
Paddy
Paderewski
Padishah
Padova
Padua
Padus
Paestum
Paganini
Page
Pago Pago
Pahang
Pahari
Pahlavi
Paine
Painted Desert
Pakistan
Pal.
Palaearctic
Palaeogene
Palaeolithic
Palaeozoic
Palatinate
Palawan
Palembang
Paleque
Paleo-Asiatic
Paleolithic
Paleozoic
Palermo
Palestrina
Paley
Pali
Pall Mall
Palladian
Palladio
Palladium
Pallas
Palm Beach
Palm Sunday
Palma
Palmer
Palmer Land
Palmer Peninsula
Palmerston
Palmira
Palo Alto
Pamlico Sound
Pamphylia
Pamplona
Pan
Pan-American
Pan-Arabism
Pan-Germanism
Pan-Slavism
Pan-Teutonism
Pan.
Panama
Panama Canal
Panama Canal Zone
Panama City
Panama hat
Panathenaeum
Panay
Pancake Day
Panchen Lama
Pandaros
Pandean
Pandora's box
Pango Pango
Panhellenic
Panhellenism
Panjabi
Pankhurst
Pannonia
Pantagruel
Pantelleria
Panthéon
Paoting
Pap test
Papal States
Papandreou
Papeete
Papen
Paphian
Paphlagonia
Paphos
Papiamento
Papua
Papuan
Paracelsus
Paraclite
Paradise
Paraguay
Paraguayan
Paramaribo
Parashah
Parcae
Parcheesi
Pareto
Parian
Parian ware
Paris
Paris Commune
Paris green
Parisian
Park
Parker House roll
Parkinson's disease
Parkinson's law
Parl.
Parliament
Parma
Parmenides
Parmentier
Parmesan
Parmassian
Parnassus
Parnell
Parr
Parry
Parsee
Parsons
Parthenon
Parthenopaeus
Parthenope
Parthenos
Parthia
Parthian shot
Parvati
Pasadena
Pasargadai
Pascal
Pascal's triangle
Pashto
Passamaquoddy Bay
Passion Sunday
Passion Week
Passion play
Passover
Pasteur
Pasto
Pat
Patagonia
Paternoster
Paterson
Pathan
Patmore
Patmos
Paton
Patras
Patrick
Patroclus
Patti
Patton
Pau
Paul
Paul Bunyan
Paul III
Paul Pry
Paul VI
Pauli
Pauli exclusion principle
Pauline
Pauling
Paumotu Archipelago
Pavlodar
Pavlov
Pavo
Pax
Pax Romana
Paxton
Pb
Pd
Peace Corps
Peace River
Peacock
Pearl Harbor
Pearl River
Pearly Gates
Peary
Pechora
Pecksniffian
Pecos
Peebles
Peele
Peeping Tom
Pegasus
Pegu
Pehlevi
Peipus
Peirce
Pekin
Peking
Peking man
Pekingese
Pelagian
Pelagianism
Pelasgian
Pele's hair
Pelew Islands
Pelas
Pelion
Pella
Pelletier
Pelops
Pelotas
Peltier effect
Pemba
Pembroke
Pembroke table
Pen.
Penang
Penelope
Peneus
Penn
Penn.
Pennine Alps
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Dutch
Pennsylvanian
Pentateuch
Pentecost
Pentecostal
Pentheus
Pentothal
Penutian
Penza
Penzance
People's Party
Peoria
Pepys
Pera
Peraea
Perak
Perbunan
Perceval
Perchon
Percival
Percy
Perdido
Perdu
Pergolesi
Periclean
Pericles
Perigordian
Peripatetic
Perlis
Perm
Permian
Pernambuco
Pernik
Pernod
Perrault
Perrin
Perry
Perseid
Persephone
Perseus
Pershing
Persia
Persian
Persian Gulf
Persian carpet
Persian cat
Persian lamb
Persian melon
Persian rug
Persis
Perspex
Perth
Peru
Peru Current
Perugia
Perutz
Peruvian bark
Peruzzi
Pesach
Pescara
Peshawar
Peshitta
Pestalozzi
Pet.
Peter
Peter I
Peter III
Peter the Hermit
Peter's pence
Peterborough
Petermann Peak
Petersburg
Petra
Petrarch
Petrarchan sonnet
Petrie
Petrine
Petronius
Petropavlovsk
Petrozavodsk
Pforzheim
Pg.
Ph
Phaedra
Phaedrus
Phanerozoic
Pharaoh
Pharaoh ant
Pharisaic
Pharisaism
Pharisee
Pharos
Pharsalus
Phebe
Pheidippides
Phi Beta Kappa
Phidias
Phidippides
Phil.
Philadelphia
Philaec
Philem.
Philemon
Philip
Philip IV
Philip V
Philip VI
Philip the Good
Philippeville
Philippi
Philippians
Philippine Sea
Philippine mahogany
Philippines
Philippopolis
Philips
Philistine
Phillip
Phillips
Philo
Philoctetes
Phlegethon
Phnom Penh
Phobos
Phocaea
Phocis
Phoebbe
Phoebus
Phoenicia
Phoenix
Phoenix Islands
Phosphor
Phosphorus
Photostat
Phrixus
Phrygia
Phrygian
Phrygian cap
Phrygian mode
Phrye
Piacenza
Pianola
Piave
Picard
Picasso
Piccadilly
Piccard
Pickwickian
Pict
Pictish
Pictor
Piedmont
Piemonte
Pierce
Pieria
Pierian
Pierian Spring
Pierides
Piero di Cosimo
Pierre
Pig Latin
Piggott
Pigmy
Pilate
Pilatus
Pilcomayo
Pilgrim Fathers
Pillars of Hercules
Pilsen
Pilsner
Pilsudski
Piltdown man
Pinckney
Pindaric
Pindaric ode
Pindus
Pinero
Pines
Ping-Pong
Pinkerton
Pinkster
Pinot
Pinot blanc
Pinot noir
Pinsk
Pinta
Pinter
Piraeus
Pirandello
Piranesi
Pisa
Pisano
Pisces
Piscis Austrinus
Pisgah
Pisistratus
Pissarro
Pistoia
Pitch Lake
Pithecanthropus
Pitman
Pitot-static tube
Pitt
Pittsburgh
Pius II
Pius IV
Pius V
Pius VII
Pius XII
Pizarro
Plains of Abraham
Planck
Plassey
Plasticine
Plata
Platea
Plato
Platonic
Platonic love
Platonic solid
Platonic year
Platonism
Plattdutsch
Platte
Plauen
Plautus
Player
Pleasant Island
Pleiades
Pleistocene
Plenty
Pleven
Plexiglas
Plimsoll line
Plimsoll mark
Pliny
Pliocene
Plotinus
Plovdiv
Pluto
Plutonian
Plutus
Plymouth
Plymouth Rock
Pm
Po
Pocahontas
Podgorica
Podolsk
Poe
Pohai
Point Four
Pointe-Noire
Poisson distribution
Poisson's ratio
Poitiers
Pol.
Pola
Polack
Poland
Poland China
Polaris
Polaroid
Pole
Polish
Polish Corridor
Politburo
Politian
Polk
Pollaiuolo
Pollock
Pollux
Polo
Polybius
Polycarp
Polychitus
Polycrates
Polydeuces
Polygnatus
Polyhymnia
Polynesia
Polynesian
Polynices
Polyphemus
Pomerania
Pomeranian
Pommando
Pomona
Pompadour
Pompeii
Pompey
Pompidou
Ponce
Pondicherry
Ponta Delgada
Pontefract
Pontiac
Pontianak
Pontic
Pontifical College
Pontifical Mass
Pontine Marshes
Pontius Pilate
Pontormo
Pontus
Pontus Euxinus
Poona
Poor Richard's Almanac
Pope
Popish Plot
Popsicle
Pori
Porsena
Port Arthur
Port Blair
Port Elizabeth
Port Harcourt
Port Jackson
Port Moresby
Port Orford cedar
Port Phillip Bay
Port Royal
Port Said
Port Sudan
Port-Salut
Port-au-Prince
Port.
Porte
Porter
Portland
Portland cement
Porto Novo
Porto Rico
Portsmouth
Portugal
Portuguese
Portuguese East Africa
Portuguese Guinea
Portuguese India
Portuguese Timor
Portuguese West Africa
Portuguese man-of-war
Poseidon
Posen
Potemkin
Potomac
Potsdam
Poulenc
Pound
Poussin
Powys
Poyang
Pozsony
Pozzuoli
Pr
Quintana Roo
Quintero
Quirinal
Quirinus
Quirites
Quito
Quixote
Qumran
Quonset hut
R
R and R
R.
R.A.
R.A.A.F.
R.A.M.
R.C.
R.C.A.F.
R.C.M.P.
R.C.P.
R.C.S.
R.E.
R.I.
R.I.B.A.
R.I.P.
R.M.A.
R.M.S.
R.N.
R.Q.
R.R.
R.S.V.P.
RA
RAF
RAM
RATO
RF
RM
RNA
ROK
RSFSR
Ra
Rabat
Rabaul
Rabbath Ammon
Rabelais
Rabelaisian
Rabia
Race
Rachmaninoff
Radnorshire
Radom
Raeburn
Rainbow Bridge
Rainier
Rainier III
Rajab
Rajasthan
Rajasthanii
Rajkot
Rajput
Raleigh
Ram
Rama
Ramachandra
Ramadan
Ramakrishna
Ramat Gan
Ramayana
Rambouillet
Rameau
Rameses
Ramilles
Ramsay
Ramses
Ramses II
Ramsgate
Rancagua
Randers
Ranger
Rangoon
Ranjit Singh
Rank
Rapa Nui
Rapallo
Raphael
Rarotonga
Rask
Rasputin
Rathenau
Rattigan
Ravel
Ravenna
Rawalpindi
Ray
Rayleigh
Rb
Rd.
Re
Re.
Reade
Reading
Realpolitik
Rebecca
Received Standard
Recent
Rechabite
Recife
Reconstructionism
Reconstructionist
Red
Red China
Red Crescent
Red Cross
Red Indian
Red Poll
Redeemer
Redmond
Redon
Redstone
Ref. Ch.
Reform Bill
Reform Judaism
Reformed
Reg.
Regensburg
Regin
Regiomontanus
Regt.
Regulus
Reich
Reichenberg
Reichsmark
Reichstag
Reid
Reign of Terror
Reims
Reindeer Lake
Reinhardt
Remarque
Rembrandt
Remington
Remscheid
Remus
Renaissance
Renaissance man
Rhodesian man
Rhodesian ridgeback
Rhodian
Rhodos
Rhondda
Rialto
Ribbentrop
Ribera
Ricardo
Riccio
Rice
Richard I
Richard II
Richard III
Richards
Richardson
Richelieu
Richmond
Richter
Richthofen
Ridley
Riemann
Riemannian geometry
Rienzi
Riesling
Rig-Veda
Riga
Rigel
Rigi
Rijeka
Riksdag
Riley
Rilke
Rimbaud
Rimini
Rimsky-Korsakov
Ringer's solution
Rio Branco
Rio de Janeiro
Riot Act
Rip Van Winkle
Ripley
Ripon
Ripuarian
Risorgimento
Ritter
Rivera
Rivers
Ross Dependency
Ross Ice Shelf
Ross Island
Ross Sea
Ross and Cromarty
Rossetti
Rossini
Rossiya
Rostand
Rostock
Rostov
Rota
Rotarian
Rotary Club
Rotherham
Rothermere
Rothko
Rothschild
Rotorua
Rotterdam
Rottweiler
Rouault
Roubaix
Rouen
Rouget de Lisle
Roulers
Roundhead
Rousseau
Roussillon
Rover
Rowe
Rowlandson
Roxburgh
Royal Academy
Royal Air Force
Royal Highness
Royal Marines
Royal Navy
Royal Society
Royce
Rs.
Rt. Hon.
Rt. Rev.
Ru
Rub' al Khali
Rubens
Rubicon
Rubinstein
Sabin
Sabine
Sable
Sachsen
Sackville
Sacra Romana Rota
Sacramentarian
Sacred College
Sacred Heart
Sadducee
Sade
Sadi
Safar
Safid Rud
Sagitta
Sagittarius
Saguache
Saguenay
Saguia el Hamra
Sagunto
Sahaptin
Sahara
Saharan
Saharanpur
Saida
Saint Bernard
Saint Patrick's Day
Saint Swithin's Day
Saint Valentine's Day
Saint-Just
Saint-Mihiel
Saint-Pierre
Saint-Simon
Saint-Simonianism
Sainte-Beuve
Saipan
Saiva
Sakai
Sakti
Sal
Saladin
Salado
Salamanca
Salamis
Salem
Salerno
Salford
Salian
Salic
Salinger
Salisbury Plain
Salisbury steak
Salish
Salk
Salk vaccine
Sallust
Salmanazar
Salonika
Salop
Salt Lake City
Salta
Saltillo
Salto
Saluki
Salvador
Salvation Army
Salzburg
Sam.
Sama-Veda
Samara
Samarang
Samaria
Samaritan
Samhita
Samoan
Samos
Samothrace
Samoyed
Samoyedic
Samson
Samsun
Samuel
San
San Bernardino
San Blas
San Fernando
San Francisco
San Francisco Bay
San Ildefonso
San Jose scale
San Juan
San Juan Islands
San Juan Mountains
San Marino
San Pedro Sula
San Remo
San Salvador
San Stefano
Sanctus
Sanctus bell
Sand
Sandakan
Sandalwood Island
Sandhurst
Sandrocoptus
Sandwich Islands
Sandwich glass
Sanger
Sangraal
Sanhedrin
Sankhya
Sanmicheli
Sans.
Sanskrit
Sanskritic
Santa
Santa Ana
Santa Anna
Santa Catalina
Santa Clara
Santa Claus
Santa Cruz
Santa Fe
Santa Gertrudis
Santa Isabel
Santa Maria
Santa Marta
Santayana
Santee
Santiago
Santiago de Cuba
Santiago del Estero
Santo Domingo
Santos-Dumont
Saorstat Eireann
Sapir
Sapphic ode
Sapphira
Saracen
Saragossa
Saransk
Sarasvati
Saratoga trunk
Saratov
Sarawak
Sardanapalus
Sardinia
Sardinian
Sardis
Sardou
Sargasso Sea
Sargent
Sargon II
Sarmatia
Sarnen
Saronic Gulf
Saros
Sarpedon
Sarraute
Sarre
Sarthe
Sarto
Sartre
Sarum use
Sask.
Saskatchewan
Sassanid
Sassenach
Sassoon
Sat.
Satan
Satanism
Satsuma
Satsuma ware
Saturday
Saturn
Saturnalia
Saturnian
Sauternes
Sava
Savage
Savaii
Savannah
Savoie
Savona
Savonarola
Savoy
Savoy Alps
Savoyard
Sax.
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha
Saxo Grammaticus
Septuagesima
Septuagint
Sequoia National Park
Serajevo
Serapis
Serb
Serbo-Croatian
Sergipe
Seringapatam
Serpasil
Serpen
Servia
Sessions
Sestos
Set
Seth
Seton
Seurat
Sevastopol
Seven Years' War
Seventh-Day Adventist
Severini
Severn
Severus
Seville
Seville orange
Seward
Seward Peninsula
Sexagesima
Sextans
Seychelles
Sfax
Sforza
Shaban
Shabuoth
Shackleton
Shadrach
Shadwell
Shaftesbury
Shah Jahan
Shahaptian
Shahjahanpur
Shaitan
Shakespearean sonnet
Shakhty
Shakta
Shakti
Shan
Shang
Shanghai
Shangri-la
Shannon
Shantung
Shari
Sharon
Shasta daisy
Shavian
Shaw
Shawnee
Shawwal
Shays
Shcherbakov
Sheba
Shebat
Shechem
Sheerness
Shekinah
Shelley
Shemite
Shensi
Shenyang
Sheol
Shepard
Sherbrooke
Sheridan
Sherman
Sherrington
Sherwood
Shetland
Shetland pony
Shetland sheepdog
Shetland wool
Shevat
Shiah
Shield of David
Shiism
Shiite
Shikoku
Shilha
Shillong
Shiloh
Shinar
Shinto
Shinto
Shipka Pass
Shiva
Shizuoka
Shluh
Shoa
Sholapur
Sholokhov
Shorter Catechism
Shorthorn
Shoshone
Shoshonean
Shostakovich
Shreveport
Shrewsbury
Shropshire
Shrove Tuesday
Shrovetide
Shufu
Shulamite
Shushan
Shute
Shylock
Si
Sialkot
Siam
Siamese
Siamese cat
Siamese fighting fish
Siamese twins
Sian
Sibelius
Siberia
Sibylline Books
Sicanian
Sicilia
Sicilian Vespers
Sickert
Sicyon
Siddons
Sidi Ifni
Sidney
Sidon
Sidra
Siegbahn
Siege Perilous
Siegfried
Siemens
Siena
Sienese
Sienkiewicz
Sierra Leone
Sierra Madre
Sierra Nevada
Sig.
Sigismund
Sigmund
Signac
Signorelli
Sigurd
Sikang
Sikh
Sikhism
Sikkim
Sikorsky
Silastic
Silesia
Siloam
Silures
Silurian
Silvanus
Simchath Torah
Simeon
Simeon Stylites
Simferopol
Simhath Torah
Simla
Simon
Simon Magus
Simon Peter
Simonides
Simple Simon
Sin
Sinai
Sinaloa
Sinatra
Sinclair
Sind
Sindhi
Sing Sing
Singapore
Singer
Singhalese
Singspiel
Sinhalese
Sining
Sinn Fein
Sino-
Sino-Tibetan
Sion
Siouan
Sioux
Siple
Siqueiros
Sir Roger de Coverley
Siracusa
Siraj-ud-daula
Siret
Sirius
Sisera
Sisley
Sismondi
Sistine Chapel
Sisyphean
Sisyphus
Sita
Sitka
Sitsang
Sitter
Sitting Bull
Sitwell
Siva
Sivan
Sivas
Six Day War
Six Nations
Sixtus V
Skara Brae
Skaw
Skelton
Skinner
Skinner box
Skuld
Skye
Skye terrier
Skylab
Skyros
Slav
Slave State
Slavic
Slavism
Slavonic
Slavophile
Slesvig
Sligo
Sloan
Sloppy Joe
Slovak
Slovakia
Slovene
Slovenia
Sm
Smetana
Smith
Smithson
Smithsonian Institution
Smoky Mountains
Smolensk
Smollett
Smuts
Smyrna
Sn
Snake River
Snell's law
Sno-Cat
Snorri Sturluson
Snow
So.
Sobranje
Soche
Sochi
Social Credit
Social Register
Socialist Labor Party
Society Islands
Society of Friends
Society of Jesus
Socinian
Socinus
Socotra
Socrates
Socratic
Socratic irony
Socratic method
Soddy
Sodium Pentothal
Sodom
Soekarno
Soemba
Soembawa
Soenda Islands
Soerabaja
Sofia
Sogdian
Sogdiana
Soho
South Arabia
South Australia
South Bend
South Carolina
South China Sea
South Dakota
South Downs
South Georgia
South Island
South Korea
South Pole
South Sea Islands
South Seas
South Shetland Islands
South Shields
South Vietnam
Southdown
Southeast
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
Southern Alps
Southern Cross
Southern Rhodesia
Southern Yemen
Southerner
Southey
Southport
Southwest
Soutine
Soviet Russia
Soviet Union
Soyuz
Sp.
Spa
Spaak
Spain
Spalato
Spam
Spandau
Spaniard
Spanish
Spanish America
Spanish Armada
Spanish Civil War
Spanish Guinea
Spanish Main
Spanish Morocco
Spanish Sahara
Spanish bayonet
Spanish cedar
Spanish fly
Spanish guitar
Spanish mackerel
Spanish moss
Spanish paprika
Spanish rice
Spanish-American
Spanish-American War
Spartacus
Spartan
Speaker
Speedwriting
Spence
Spencer
Spencerian
Spencerianism
Spender
Spenserian
Spenserian sonnet
Spenserian stanza
Sphinx
Spinoza
Spinozism
Spires
Spirit
Spithead
Spitsbergen
Split
Spock
Spode
Spokane
Sporades
Springfield
Springfield rifle
Sq.
Sr
Sr.
Sra.
Srinagar
Srta.
St.
St. Andrews
St. Ex.
Stabat Mater
Stafford
Staffordshire
Staffordshire terrier
Stakhanovism
Stalinabad
Stalingrad
Stalinism
Stalinist
Stalinsk
Stambul
Stamford
Standard English
Stanford-Binet test
Stanley
Stans
Star Chamber
Star of Bethlehem
Star of David
Star-Spangled Banner
Stara Zagora
Stark
Stars and Stripes
Staten Island
Stationers' Company
Statius
Statue of Liberty
Stavanger
Stavropol
Ste.
Steele
Steen
Stefansson
Steiermark
Stein
Steiner
Stella
Stellite
Sten gun
Stendhal
Stentor
Stephen
Stephenson
Sterlitamak
Stern
Stetson
Stettin
Stevenage
Stevens
Stevenson
Stheno
Stillson wrench
Stilton
Stirling
Stirling's formula
Stockholm
Stockton-on-Tees
Stoic
Stoicism
Stoke-on-Trent
Stokowski
Stone Age
Stonehenge
Storting
Stout
Stowe
Strachey
Stradivari
Stradivarius
Stafford
Straits Settlements
Stralsund
Strasbourg
Stratford-on-Avon
Straus
Stravinsky
Strega
Stromboli
Struma
Stuart
Sturm und Drang
Sturmabteilung
Stuyvesant
Stygian
Styria
Styx
Sublime Porte
Subotica
Succoth
Suckling
Sucre
Sudan
Sudanic
Sudbury
Sudra
Sue
Suetonius
Suez
Suez Canal
Suffolk
Szczecin
Szechwan
Szeged
Szombathely
Szymanowski
T
T-bar
T-bone steak
T-group
T-man
T-shirt
T.H.I.
TAT
TC
TD
TKO
TNT
TV
TV dinner
TVA
Ta
Taal
Tabasco
Table Mountain
Tabor
Tabriz
Tacitus
Tacna-Arica
Tadzhik
Taegu
Taejon
Tafilelt
Taft
Tagalog
Tagore
Tahiti
Tahitian
Tahoe
Taichung
Taimyr Peninsula
Taiso
Taiwan
Taiwan Strait
Taj Mahal
Tajo
Takamatsu
Takao
Talbot
Tarnopol
Tarpeia
Tarpeian Rock
Tarragona
Tarrasa
Tarshish
Tarsus
Tartar
Tartarean
Tartaros
Tartary
Tartu
Tartuffe
Tartuffery
Tashi Lama
Tashkent
Tasman
Tasman Sea
Tasmanian devil
Tasmanian wolf
Tass
Tasso
Tatar
Tatary
Tate
Tatra Mountains
Tatum
Taunton
Taurus
Tavel
Taverner
Tawney
Tay-Sachs disease
Taylor
Tb
Tbilisi
Tc
Tchad
Te
Te Deum
Teach
Tebet
Technicolor
Tecumseh
Tees
Teflon
Tegucigalpa
Teheran
Tehuantepec
Teide
Tel Aviv
Telamon
Telegonus
Telegu
Telemachus
Telemann
Telephoto
Telescopium
Teletype
Teletypesetter
Tell
Teller
Tellus
Telstar
Telugu
Tempe
Templar
Temple of Artemis
Temuco
Ten Commandments
Tenebrae
Tenedos
Tenerife
Tengri Nor
Teniers
Tenn.
Tennessee
Tennessee Valley Authority
Tennessee Walking Horse
Tenniel
Tennyson
Tepic
Ter Borch
Terai
Terceira
Terence
Tereshkova
Teresina
Tereus
Terni
Ternopol
Terpsichore
Terramycin
Terrier
Terry
Tersanctus
Tertullian
Terylene
Tessin
Testament
Teton Range
Tetragrammaton
Tetzel
Teucer
Teut.
Teutoburger Wald
Teuton
Teutonic
Teutonism
Teutonize
Tevere
Tevet
Tex.
Texas
Texas Rangers
Texas fever
Teyde
Tezel
Th
Th.B.
Th.D.
Thackeray
Thaddeus
Thai
Thailand
Thais
Thales
Thalia
Thames
Thanatos
Thanet
Thant
Thapsus
Thar Desert
Thebaid
Thebes
Themis
Themistocles
Theocritus
Theodora
Theodosius I
Theophilus
Theophrastus
Theotokos
Theravada
Theresa
Thermidor
Thermit
Thermopylae
Thermos
Thersites
Theseus
Thespian
Thess.
Thessalonian
Thessalonians
Thetis
Thimbu
Third International
Third Reich
Third Republic
Thirty Years' War
Thirty-nine Articles
Thisbe
Thomas
Thomas of Woodstock
Thomism
Thompson
Thompson submachine gun
Thomson
Thomson effect
Thor
Thorazine
Thoreau
Thorn
Thorndike
Thorpe
Thorvaldsen
Thoth
Thousand Island dressing
Thousand Islands
Thracian
Thraco-Phrygian
Three Rivers
Thucydides
Thule
Thun
Thuner See
Thurber
Thurgau
Thurs.
Thursday
Thursday Island
Thyestes
Ti
Tiber
Tiberias
Tiberius
Tibetan
Tibeto-Burman
Ticino
Ticonderoga
Tieck
Tien Shan
Tiepolo
Tierra del Fuego
Tiffany glass
Tiflis
Tiglath-pileser I
Tiglath-pileser III
Tigre
Tigrinya
Tijuana
Tilburg
Tillich
Tilsit
Timaru
Timbuktu
Times Square
Timisoara
Timon of Athens
Timor Sea
Timoshenko
Timothy
Timour
Tindal
Tintoretto
Tipperary
Tiresias
Tirich Mir
Tirol
Tiros
Tirpitz
Tirso de Molina
Tiruchirapalli
Tishri
Tisiphone
Tisza
Tit.
Titan
Titanesque
Titania
Titanism
Titanomachy
Tithonus
Titian
Titicaca
Titograd
Titoism
Titus
Tityus
Tiu
Tiv
Tivoli
Tjirebon
Tl
Tlaxcala
Tlemcen
Tlingit
Tm
Tob.
Tobey
Tobit
Tobolsk
Tocantins
Tocharian
Todd
Tgliatti
Togo
Togoland
Tojo
Tokay
Tokharian
Tokyo
Toledo
Toluca
Tom
Tom Collins
Tom Thumb
Tom and Jerry
Tombouctou
Tommy
Tommy gun
Tomsk
Tonga
Tonkin
Tonle Sap
Toowoomba
Topeka
Tophet
Torah
Torino
Toronto
Torquay
Torquemada
Torrance
Torre del Greco
Torrens
Torres Strait
Torricelli
Torrid Zone
Tortola
Tortuga
Tory
Toryism
Toscana
Toscanini
Toul
Toulon
Toulouse
Toulouse-Lautrec
Touraine
Tourane
Tourcoing
Tournai
Tourneur
Tours
Toussaint L'Ouverture
Tower of London
Townsville
Toyama
Trabzon
Tractarianism
Trafalgar
Traherne
Trajan
Tralee
Transalpine Gaul
Transcaucasia
Transylvanian Alps
Trapani
Trappist
Travancore
Treasury
Trebizond
Treblinka
Tree
Trengganu
Trentino-Alto Adige
Trento
Trenton
Trevelyan
Treviso
Triangulum Australe
Trichinopoly
Tridentine
Tridentum
Trier
Trieste
Trimurti
Trincomalee
Trinidad
Trinidad and Tobago
Trinitarian
Trinitarianism
Trinity
Trinity Sunday
Tripitaka
Triple Alliance
Triple Entente
Tripoli
Triptolemus
Tripura
Tristan
Tristan da Cunha
Triton
Trivandrum
Trobiand Islands
Trojan
Trojan War
Trollope
Trondheim
Trossachs
Trotskyism
Trotskyist International
Trotskyite
Troy
Troyes
Trudeau
Trujillo
Truman
Truman Doctrine
Tsana
Tsaritsyn
Tshombe
Tsimshian
Tsingyuan
Tsushima
Tswana
Tu.
Tuamotu Archipelago
Tuareg
Tubman
Tucana
Tuck
Tucson
Tudor
Tuesday
Tuinal
Tula
Tunbridge Wells
Tungting
Tungus
Tungusic
Tunis
Tunisia
Tupi
Tupi-Guarani
Tupungato
Turanian
Turco
Turenne
Turgot
Turin
Turk
Turk's-cap lily
Turk's-head
Turk.
Turkestan
Turkey
Turkey red
Turki
Turkic
Turkish
Turkish Empire
Turkish bath
Turkish coffee
Turkish delight
Turkish rug
Turkish tobacco
Turkish towel
Turkmen
Union
Unit.
Unitarian
Unitarianism
United Arab Republic
United Arab States
United Kingdom
United Nations
United Press International
United Provinces
United States
United States Navy
United States of America
Univ.
Universal Postal Union
Universalism
Unknown Soldier
Unterwalden
Upanishad
Upolu
Upper Austria
Upper Egypt
Upper Silesia
Upper Tunguska
Upper Volta
Uppsala
Ur
Ural-Altaic
Uralian
Uralic
Urania
Uranian
Uranus
Urban II
Urdar
Urdu
Urey
Urfa
Urga
Uriah
Uriel
Urim and Thummim
Urmia
Urquhart
Ursa Major
Ursa Minor
Ursula
Ursuline
Uru.
Uruguay
Urumchi
Ushant
Ushas
Usk
Uspallata Pass
Ust-Kamenogorsk
Utah
Utgard-Loki
Uther
Utica
Uto-Aztecan
Utopia
Utrecht
Utrillo
Uttar Pradesh
Utu
Uxmal
Uzbek
V
V neck
V-1
V-2
V-Day
V-E Day
V-J Day
V-mail
V-shaped
V-type engine
V.
V. Rev.
V.A.
V.C.
V.I.
V.P.
V.R.
V.W.
VAR
VAT
VC
VD
VHF
VIP
VISTA
VLF
VTOL
Va.
Varro
Varuna
Vasco da Gama
Vaseline
Vashti
Vat.
Vatican
Vatican City
Vauban
Vaucluse
Vaud
Vaugeois
Vaughan
Vaughan Williams
Veda
Vedanta
Vedda
Vedic
Vega
Veii
Vela
Ven.
Venetia
Venetian
Venetian blind
Venetian glass
Venetian red
Venetic
Venezia Giulia
Venezia Tridentina
Venezuela
Venice
Venite
Venlo
Venn diagram
Ventris
Venturi tube
Venus
Venus's flower basket
Venus's looking-glass
Venus's-flytrap
Venus's-hair
Venusberg
Venusian
Veracruz
Vercelli
Vercingetorix
Verde
Villanovan
Villeneuve
Villon
Viminal
Vincennes
Vincent de Paul
Vincent's angina
Vindhya Pradesh
Vineland
Vinnitsa
Virchow
Virgil
Virgin Mary
Virginia
Virginia Beach
Virginia creeper
Virginia deer
Virginia reel
Virginia stock
Virgo
Visakhapatnam
Visayan
Visayan Islands
Visby
Visconti
Vishinsky
Vishnu
Visigoth
Vistula
Vitebsk
Vitoria
Vitruvius Pollio
Vivian
Viyella
Vladikavkaz
Vladimir
Vladivostok
Vlaminck
Vlissingen
Vltava
Vogul
Volans
Volga
Volgograd
Volkslied
Volski
Volsckian
Volsung
Volsunga Saga
Volta
Voltaire
Volturno
Vorlage
Voronezh
Voroshilov
Voroshilovgrad
Voroshilovsk
Vortumnus
Vosges
Vostok
Votyak
Vouvray
Vries
Vt.
Vuelta Abajo
Vuillard
Vul.
Vulcan
Vulg.
Vulgate
Vulpecula
Vyatka
Vyborg
W
W.
W.A.
W.C.
W.C.T.U.
W.D.
W.I.
W.O.
WAAC
WAAF
WHO
WNW
WRAC
WRAF
Waadt
Waal
Wabash
Wace
Wad Medani
Wadai
Wade
Wadi Halfa
Wafd
Wagga Wagga
Wagner
Wagram
Wahhabi
Waikiki
Wakashan
Wakayama
Wake Island
Wakefield
Waksman
Wal.
Walachia
Waldemar I
Waldenburg
Waldenses
Waldheim
Waldorf salad
Waler
Wales
Walfish Bay
Walhalla
Walkyrie
Wall Street
Wallace
Wallachia
Wallasey
Wallenstein
Waller
Wallis
Walloon
Wallsend
Walpurgis Night
Walsingham
Walter
Walvis Bay
Wandering Jew
Wanderjahr
Wanshien
Wanne-Eickel
War Between the States
War of 1812
War of Secession
War of the Austrian Succession
War of the Spanish Succession
Warbeck
Ward
Warhol
Warren
Warrington
Wars of the Roses
Warsaw Pact
Wart
Wartburg
Warwick
Warwickshire
Wash
Wash.
Washington
Washington palm
Waterford
Waterloo
Watling Island
Watson
Watt
Watteau
Watts
Watusi
Waugh
Waves
Wayland
Wayne
Waziristan
Wb
Weald
Webb
Weber
Weddell Sea
Wedekind
Wedgwood
Wedgwood blue
Wednesday
Wehrmacht
Weichsel
Weimar Republic
Weimaraner
Weismannism
Weishorn
Weizmann
Welch
Welles
Wellesley
Wellesz
Wellington boots
Wells
Welsh
Welsh corgi
Welsh dresser
Welsh rabbit
Welsh rarebit
Welsh springer spaniel
Welsh terrier
Weltanschauung
Weltpolitik
Welschmerz
Wembley
Wenceslaus
Wend
Wendish
Wensleydale
Wentworth
Wesley
Wesleyan
Wesleyanism
Wessex
West
West Berlin
West Bromwich
West End
West Flanders
West Germanic
West Germany
West Hartlepool
West Irian
West Pakistan
West Point
West Prussia
West Sussex
West Virginia
Western
Western Australia
Western Church
Western Hemisphere
Western Ocean
Western Roman Empire
Western Samoa
Westfalen
Westminster
Westminster Abbey
Westmorland
Westphalia
Wetterhorn
Wexford
Weymouth
Wheatstone bridge
Whig
Whiggism
Whistler
Whit
Whitaker
White House
White Mountains
White Nile
White Russia
White Russian
White Sea
White Volta
Whitechapel
Whitehall
Whitehead
Whitehorse
Whitney
Whitsun
Whitsunday
Whitsuntide
Whittington
Whittle
Whyalla
Wichita
Wick
Wickliffe
Wicklow
Wieland
Wien
Wiesbaden
Wigan
Wight
Wilberforce
Wild Hunt
Wild West
Wild West show
Wilde
Wilderness
Wilhelm I
Wilhelm II
Wilhelmstrasse
Wilkes
Wilkes Land
Wilkins
Willemstad
William I
William II
William the Conqueror
Wordworth
World Bank
World Court
World Health Organization
World Series
World War I
World War II
Worms
Worship
Worth
Wotan
Wotton
Wrens
Wright
Wuhan
Wuhsien
Wuhu
Wulfila
Wundt
Wyandotte
Wyatt
Wycliffite
Wye
Wyeth
Wyo.
Wyoming
X
X chromosome
XL
XP
Xanthippe
Xanthus
Xavier
Xe
Xenocrates
Xenophanes
Xenophon
Xeres
Xerox
Xerxes I
Xhosa
Ximenes
Xmas
Xn.
Xnty.
Xt.
Xuthus
Y
Y chromosome
Y.
Y.M.C.A.
Y.M.H.A.
Y.T.
Y.W.C.A.
Y.W.H.A.
YHVH
Yahata
Yahrzeit
Yahweh
Yahwistic
Yajur-Veda
Yakut
Yakutsk
Yalta
Yalu
Yama
Yamashita
Yang
Yangtze
Yanina
Yank
Yankee
Yankee Doodle
Yankeeism
Yap
Yarkand
Yarmouth
Yaroslavl
Yaroslavl
Yasawa
Yb
Yeisk
Yellow River
Yellowknife
Yellowstone
Yellowstone Falls
Yellowstone National Park
Yemen
Yenisei
Yentai
Yerevan
Yezd
Ygerne
Yggdrasil
Yiddish
Yin and Yang
Yingkow
Ymir
Yoga
Yokohama
Yom Kippur
Yonkers
Yonne
Yorkist
Yorkshire
Yorkshire pudding
Yorkshire terrier
Yorktown
Yoruba
Yosemite Falls
Young
Young Pretender
Young Turk
Young's modulus
Youngstown
Ypres
Ypsilanti
Yser
Yseult
Yt
Yugo.
Yugoslav
Yugoslavia
Yukaghir
Yukon
Yukon time
Yurev
Z
Zabrze
Zacatecas
Zacynthus
Zagazig
Zagreb
Zagreus
Zagros Mountains
Zama
Zambia
Zamboanga
Zamora
Zante
Zapata
Zaporozhye
Zarathustra
Zebedeel
Zebulun
Zech.
Zechariah
Zeebrugge
Zeeland
Zeeman effect
Zeist
Zeitgeist
Zen
Zend-Avesta
Zeno of Citium
Zeno of Elea
Zenobia
Zeph.
Zephaniah
Zephyrus
Zepelin
Zermatt
Zetland
Zeus
Zeuxis
Zhdanov
Zhukov
Ziegfeld
Zilpah
Zimbabwe
Zinfandel
Zinovievsk
Zion
Zionism
Zipangu
Ziska
Zlatoust
Zn
Zoan
Zollverein
Zomba
Zorn
Zoroaster
Zoroastrian
Zoroastrianism
Zouave
Zr
Zsigmondy
Zug
Zuider Zee
Zulu
Zuyder Zee
Zweig
Zwickau
Zwinglian
Zwolle
Zworykin
Zyrian
a
cappella
capriccio
fortiori
carte
carte
posteriori
priori
tempo
a'
a-
a.
ac.
af.
am.
ap.
ar.
aw.
aa
aalii
aardvark
aardwolf
ab initio
origine
ovo
condita
abr
aba
abaca
abacist
back
abacus
abatt
abalone
abamp
abampere
abandon
abandoned
abase
abash
abate
abatement
abatis
abattoir
abaxial
abb
abba
abbacy
abbatical
abbess
abbey
abbot
abbreviate
abbreviated
abbreviation
abcoulomb
abdicating
abduction
abductor
abeam
abecedarian
abecedarium
abecedary
abed
abele
abelmosk
aberrant
aberration
abessive
abet
abettor
abeyance
abeyant
abfarad
abhenry
abhor
abhorrence
abhorrent
abide
abiding
abietic acid
abigail
ability
abiogenesis
abiogenetic
abiosis
abiotic
abirritant
abirritate
abject
abjuration
abjure
abl.
able
ablate
ablation
ablative
ablative absolute
ablaut
ablaze
able
able seaman
able-bodied
able-bodied seaman
ablepsia
abloom
ablution
ably
abmho
abnegate
abnormal
abnormal psychology
abnormality
abnormity
aboard
abode
abohm
abolish
abolition
abomasum
abominable
abominate
abomination
aboral
aboriginal
aborigine
aborning
abort
aborticide
abortifacient
abortion
abortionist
absenteeism
absently
absentminded
absinthe
absinthism
absit omen
absolute
absolute alcohol
absolute altitude
absolute ceiling
absolute humidity
absolute idealism
absolute magnitude
absolute majority
absolute monarchy
absolute music
absolute pitch
absolute temperature
absolute value
absolute zero
absolutely
absolution
absolutism
absolve
absonant
absorb
absorbance
absorbed
absorbefacient
absorbing
absorber
absorbing
absorptance
absorption
absorption spectrum
absorptivity
absquatulate
abstain
abstemious
abstention
abstergent
abstinence
abstract
abstract expressionism
abstract noun
abstract of title
abstracted
abstraction
abstractionism
abstractionist
abstriction
abstruse
absurd
absurdity
abulia
abundance
abundant
abundant number
abundant year
abuse
abusive
abut
abutilon
abutment
abuttal
abuttals
abutter
abutting
abuzz
abvolt
abwatt
aby
abyss
abyssal
acacia
academe
academia
academic
academic freedom
academic year
academician
academicism
academy
acaleph
acanthaceous
acantho-
acanthocephalan
acanthoid
acanthopterygian
acanthous
acanthus
acariasis
acaricide
acarid
acaroid
acarology
acarpous
acarus
acatalectic
acaudal
acaulescent
acc.
accede
accel.
accelerando
accelerant
accelerate
acceleration
accelerator
accelerometer
accent
accent mark
accentor
accentual
accentuate
accentuation
accept
acceptable
acceptance
acceptant
acceptation
accepted
accepter
acceptor
access
access time
accessary
accessible
accession
accession number
accessory
accessory nerve
acciaccatura
accidence
accident
accident insurance
accidental
accidie
accipiter
acciaccitrine
acclaim
acclamation
acclimate
acclimatize
acclivity
accolade
accommodate
accommodating
accommodation
accommodation bill
accommodation ladder
accommodation train
accommodative
accompaniment
accompanist
accompany
accompagnist
accomplice
accomplish
accomplished
accomplishment
accord
accordance
accordant
according
according as
according to
accordingly
accordion
accost
accouchement
accoucheur
account
account book
account current
account for
account payable
account receivable
accountable
accountancy
accountant
accounting
accouplement
accouter
accouterment
accoutre
accredit
accrescent
accrete
acetify
aceto-
acetometer
acetone
acetone body
acetophenetidin
aceto-
acetums
acetyl
acetylate
acetylcholine
acetylene
acetylide
acetylsalicylic acid
acey-deucy
ache
achene
achieve
achievement
achievement age
achievement quotient
achievement test
achlamydeous
achlorhydria
achondrite
achondroplasia
achromat
achromatic
achromatic lens
achromaticity
achromatin
achromatism
achromatize
achromatous
achromatic
acicula
acicular
aciculate
aciculum
acid
acid drop
acid dye
acid rock
acid soil
acid test
acid-fast
acid-forming
acid-head
acquisitive
acquit
acquittal
acquittance
acre
acre-foot
acre-inch
acreage
acred
acid
acridine
acrilavine
acrilavine hydrochloride
acrimonious
acrimony
acro-
acrobat
acrobatic
acrobatics
acrocarpous
acrodont
acrodrome
acrogen
acrolein
acrolith
acromegaly
acromion
acronym
acropetal
acrophobia
acropolis
acrosome
across
across-the-board
acrostic
acrotic
acroter
acroteron
acrylic
acrylic acid
acrylic resin
acrylonitrile
acrylyl
act
act curtain
act of God
act of faith
act of war
act on
actual
actuality
actualize
actually
actuary
actuate
acute
acuity
aculeate
aculeus
acumen
acuminate
acupuncture
acutance
acute
acute accent
acute alcoholism
acyclic
acyl
ad
ad hoc
ad hominem
ad infinitum
ad interim
ad lib
ad libitum
ad litem
ad nauseam
ad rem
ad val.
ad valorem
ad- 
ad-lib
adactylous
adage
adagietto
adagio
adamant
adamantine
adamsite
adapt
adaptable
adaptation
adapter
adaptive
adaxial
add
add up
add.
addax
addend
addendum
adder
adder's-mouth
adder's-tongue
addict
addicted
addiction
additive
adding machine
additament
addition
additional
additive
additory
addle
addlebrained
addlepated
address
addressee
addressing machine
adduce
adduct
adduction
adductor
ademption
adenectomy
adenine
adenitis
adeno-
adenocarcinoma
adenoid
adenoidal
adenoidectomy
adenoma
adenosine
adenosine triphosphate
adenovirus
adept
adequacy
adequate
adermin
adessive
adhere
adherence
adherent
admirable
admiral
admiralty
admiralty metal
admiration
admire
admissible
admission
admissive
admit
admittance
admittedly
admix
admixture
admonish
admonition
admonitory
adnate
ado
adobe
adobe flat
adolescence
adolescent
adopt
adopted
adoptive
adorable
adoration
adore
adorn
adornment
adown
adrenal
adrenal gland
adrenaline
adrenocorticotropic
adrenocorticotropic hormone
adrift
adroit
adscititious
adscription
adsorb
adsorbate
adsorbent
adsuki bean
adularia
adulate
adulation
adult
adulterant
adulterate
adulteration
adulterer
adulteress
adulterine
adulterous
adultery
adulthood
adumbral
adumbrate
adust
adv.
advance
advance guard
advanced
advancement
advantage
advantageous
advection
advent
adventitia
adventitious
adventure
adventurer
adventuresome
adventuress
adventurism
adventurous
adverb
adverbial
adversaria
adversary
adversative
adverse
adverse possession
adversity
advert
advertence
advertent
advertise
advertisement
advertising
advice
advisable
advise
advised
advisedly
advisee
advisement
adviser
advisory
advocaat
advocacy
advocate
advocation
advocatus diaboli
advowson
advt.
adynamia
adytum
adz
adze
adzuki bean
ae.
eaeciospore
aeecium
aedes
aedile
aegis
aegrotat
aeneous
aeolian harp
aeolipile
aeotropcar
aeon
aeonian
aer-
aerate
aerator
aeri-
aerial
aerial bomb
aerial ladder
aerial mine
aerial perspective
aerial photograph
aerial torpedo
aerialist
aerie
aerification
aeriform
aerify
aero
aero-
aeroballistics
aerobatics
aerobe
aerobic
aerobiology
aerobiosis
aerodonetics
aerodontia
aerodrome
aerodynamics
aerodyne
aeroembolism
aerogram
aerograph
aerography
aerolite
aerology
aeromancy
aeromarine
aeromechanic
aeromechanics
aeromedical
aerometeorograph
aerometer
aerometry
aeron.
aeronaut
aeronautical engineering
aeronautics
aeroneurosis
aeropause
aerophagia
aerophobia
aerophone
aerophyte
aeroplane
aeroscope
aerosol
aerospace
aerosphere
aerostat
aerostatic
aerostatics
aerostation
aerotherapeutics
aerothermodynamics
aerugo
aery
aesthesia
aesthet
eaesthetic
aesthetic distance
aesthetically
aestheticism
aesthetics
aestival
aestivate
aestivation
aet.
aether
aetiology
afar
afeard
afebrile
affable
affair
affaire
affaire d'honneur
affairs
affect
affectation
affected
affecting
affection
affectional
affectionate
affective
affenpinscher
afferent
affettuoso
affiance
affianced
affiant
affiche
affidavit
affiliate
affiliation
affinal
affine
affined
affinitive
affinity
affirm
affirmation
affirmative
affirmatory
affix
affixation
afflatus
afflict
affliction
afflictive
affluence
affluent
afflux
afford
aforest
affranchise
affray
affricate
affricative
affright
affront
affusion
afghan
afghani
aficionado
afield
afire
aflame
afloat
aflutter
afoot
afore
aforementioned
aforesaid
aforethought
aforetime
afoul
afraid
afreet
afresh
afrit
aft
after
after-dinner
afterbirth
afterbody
afterbrain
afterburner
afterburning
aftercare
afterclap
afterdamp
afterdeck
aftereffect
afterglow
aftergrowth
afterguard
afterheat
afterimage
afterlife
aftermath
aftermost
afternoon
afternoon tea
afternoons
afterpiece
aftersensation
aftershaft
aftershock
aftertaste
afterthought
aftertime
afterward
afterwards
afterword
afterworld
afteryears
aftmost
aga
again
against
agalloch
agama
agamete
agamic
agamogenesis
agapanthus
agape
agar
agaric
agate
agate line
agateware
agave
agcy.
age
age of consent
age of discretion
age-old
aged
agee
ageless
agency
agenda
agensesis
agent
agent provocateur
agential
agentival
agentive
ageratum
agger
aggiornamento
agglomerate
agglomerateion
agglutinate
agglutination
agglutinative
agglutinin
agglutinogen
aggrade
aggrandize
aggravate
aggravation
aggregate
aggregation
aggress
aggression
aggressive
aggressor
aggrieve
aggrieved
agha
aghast
agile
agility
agio
agiotage
agist
agitate
agitation
agitato
agitator
agitprop
agleam
aglet
agley
aglimmer
aglitter
aglow
agma
agminate
agnail
agnate
agnomen
agnosia
agnostic
agnosticism
ago
agog
agon
agone
agonic
agonic line
agonist
agonistic
agonize
agonized
agonizing
agony
agony column
agora
agoraphobia
agouti
agr.
agraffe
agranulocytosis
agrapha
agraphia
agric.
agree
agreeable
agreed
agreement
agreestic
agribusiness
agric.
agriculture
agriculturist
agrimony
agro-
agrobiology
agrology
agron.
agronomics
agronomy
agrostology
aground
ague
agueweed
aguish
ah
aha
ahead
ahem
ahimsa
ahoy
ai
aid
aide
aide-de-camp
aiglet
aigrette
aiguille
aiguillette
aikido
ail
ailanthus
aileron
aileron roll
ailing
ailment
ailurophile
ailurophobe
aim
aimless
ain
ain't
air
air alert
air bag
air base
air bed
air bladder
air brake
air cargo
air coach
air conditioner
air conditioning
air cover
air curtain
air cushion
air cylinder
air drill
air fleet
air force
air gas
air gun
air hammer
air hole
air jacket
air lane
air letter
air line
air log
air mass
air mile
air plant
air pocket
air power
air pump
air raid
air rifle
air route
air sac
air scoop
air service
air shaft
air sleeve
air sock
air space
air spring
air station
air turbine
air valve
air vesicle
air-condition
air-cool
air-dry
air-minded
air-raid shelter
air-raid warden
air-sea rescue
air-to-air
air-traffic control
airboat
airborne
airbrush
airburst
aircraft
aircraft carrier
aircraftman
aircrew
aircrewmanc
airdrome
airdrop
airfield
airflow
airfoil
airframe
airglow
airhead
airily
airiness
airing
airless
airlift
airlike
airline
airliner
airmail
airman
airplane
airport
airs
airscrew
airship
airsick
airsickness
airspace
airspeed
airstrip
airt
aitight
airwaves
airway
airwoman
airworthy
airy
aisle
ait
aitch
aitchbone
ajar
akee
akene
akimbo
akin
akvavit
al dente
al.
ala
alabaster
alack
alacrity
alameda
alamode
alanine
alar
alarm
alarm clock
alarmist
alarum
alary
alar
alar
ate
alb
alba
albacore
albata
albatross
albedo
albeit
albertite
albertype
albescence
albinism
albino
albite
album
albumen
albumenize
albumin
albuminate
albuminoid
albuminous
albuminuria
albumose
albumen
alcubera
alcaide
alcalde
alcazar
alchemist
alchemize
alchemy
alcheringa
alcohol
alcoholic
alcoholicity
alcoholism
alcoholize
alcoholometer
alcove
aldehyde
alder
alder buckthorn
alderman
aldol
aldose
aldosterone
aldrin
ale
aleatory
alectryomancy
alee
alegar
alehouse
alembic
aleph
aleph-null
alerion
alert
aleuromancy
aleurone
alevin
alewife
alexandrite
alexia
alexin
alexipharmic
alfalfa
alfilaria
alforja
alfresco
alg.
alga
algae
algarroba
algebra
algebraic
algebraic number
algebraist
algesia
algetic
algicide
algid
algin
alginate
alginate acid
algo-
algod
algolagnia
algology
algometer
algophobia
algor
algorithm
alias
alibi
alible
alicyclic
alidade
alien
alienable
alienage
alienate
alienation
alinee
alienism
alienist
alienor
aliform
alight
align
alignment
alike
aliment
alimentary
alimentary canal
alimentation
alimony
aline
aliped
aliphatic
aliquant
aliquot
alit
aliunde
alive
alizarin
alk.
alkahest
alkali
disease
alkali flat
alkali metal
alkali soil
alkalify
alkalimeter
alkaline
alkaline earth
disease
alkalinity
alkalinize
alkalize
alkaloid
alkalosis
alkane
alkanet
alkene
alkyd
alkyd resin
alkyl
alkylation
alkyne
all
clear
four
all hail
in
right
all-
all-American
all-around
embracing
all-fired
important
inclusive
night
out
all-powerful
purpose
all-round
all-star
time
breve
prima
allanite
allantoïd
allantoïs
largando
allative
allay
allegation
allege
alleged
allegedly
allegiance
allegorical
allegorist
allegorize
allegory
allegretto
allegra
allele
allelomorphic
alleluia
allemande
allergen
allergic
allergist
allergy
allethrin
alleviate
alleviation
alleviative
alleviator
alley
alley cat
alleyway
allheal
allyaceous
alliance
allied
allies
alligator
alligator lizard
alligator pear
alligator wrench
alliterate
alliteration
alliterative
allium
allness
allo-
able
allocate
allocation
allochthonous
allocution
allodial
allodium
allogamy
allograph
allomerism
allometry
allomorph
allomorphism
allonge
allonym
allopast
allopast
allopathy
allopatric
allophane
allophone
alloplasm
allot
allotment
allotrope
allotropy
allottee
allover
allow
allowable
allowance
allowed
allowedly
alloy
alloy steel
allseed
allspice
allude
allure
allurement
alluring
allusion
allusive
alluvial
alluvial fan
alluvion
alluvium
ally
allyl
allyl alcohol
allyl resin
alma mater
almanac
almandine
almemar
almighty
almond
almond oil
almond-eyed
almoner
almonry
almost
alms
almsgiver
almshouse
almsman
almswoman
almucantar
almuce
alodium
aloe
aloes
aloeswood
aloft
aloha
aloin
alone
along
alongshore
alongside
aloof
alopecia
aloud
allow
alp
alpaca
alpenglow
alpenhorn
alpenstock
alpestrine
alpha
alpha and omega
alpha decay
alpha iron
alpha particle
alpha ray
alpha test
alphabet
alphabetical
alphabetic
alphanumerical
alto
clef
alto
horn
alto-
relievo
alto-rilevo
altocumulus
altogether
altostratus
altricial
altruism
altruist
altruistic
aludel
alula
alum
alum.
alumina
aluminate
aluminiferous
aluminium
aluminize
aluminothermy
aluminous
aluminum
aluminum bronze
aluminum oxide
alumna
alumnus
alumroot
alunite
alveolar
alveolar ridge
alveolate
alveolus
alvine
always
alyssum
am
amadavat
amadou
amah
amain
amalgam
amalgamate
amalgamation
amandine
amanita
amblyopia
amblyoscope
ambo
amboceptor
ambroid
ambrosia
ambrosial
ambrotype
ambry
ambuscade
ambulacrum
ambulance
ambulance chaser
ambulant
ambulate
ambulator
ambulatory
ambuscade
ambush
ameba
ameer
ameliorate
amelioration
amen
amen corner
amenable
amend
amendatory
amendment
amends
amenity
ament
amentia
amerce
americium
amesace
amethyst
ametropia
ami
amiable
amianthus
amicable
amice
amicus curiae
amid
amidase
amide
amido-
amidships
amidst
amie
amigo
amimia
amine
amino
amino acid
amino resin
amino-
aminobenzoic acid
aminoplast
aminopyrine
amir
amiss
amitosis
amity
ammeter
ammine
ammo
amnonal
ammonate
ammonia
ammonia solution
ammoniac
ammoniacal
ammoniate
ammonic
ammonify
ammonite
ammonium
ammonium carbamate
ammonium carbonate
ammonium chloride
ammonium hydroxide
ammonium nitrate
ammunition
amnesia
amnesty
amniocentesis
amnion
amoeba
amoebaean
amoebic
amoebic dysentery
amoebocyte
amoeboid
amok
among
amongst
amontillado
amor patriae
amoral
amoretto
amorino
amorist
amoroso
amorous
amorphism
amorphous
amortization
amortize
amortizement
amount
amour
amour-propre
amp.
ampelopsis
amperage
ampere
ampere-hour
ampere-turn
ampersand
amphetamine
amphi-
amphiarthrosis
amphiaster
amphibian
amphibiotic
amphibious
amphibole
amphibolite
amphibology
amphibolous
amphiboly
amphibrach
amphichroic
amphicoelsous
amphictyon
amphictyony
amphidiploid
amphigory
amphimacer
amphimixis
amphioxus
amphipod
amphiprostyle
amphisbaena
amphistylar
amphitheater
amphithecum
amphitropous
amphora
amphoteric
ample
amplexicaul
ampliate
amplification
amplifier
amplify
amplitude
amplitude modulation
amply
ampoule
ampulla
amputate
amputee
amrita
amt.
amu
amuck
amulet
amuse
amused
amusement
amusement park
amusement tax
amusing
amygdala
amygdalate
amygdalin
amygdaline
amygdaldoid
amyl
amyl acetate
amyl alcohol
amyl nitrite
amylaceous
amylase
amylene
amylo-
amylolysis
amylolieno-
amylopsin
amylose
amylum
amyotonia
an
an’t
an-
an.
ana
ana-
anabaena
anabantid
anabas
anabasis
anabatic
anabiosis
anabolism
anabolite
anabrace
anacardiaceous
anachronism
anachronistic
anachronous
anacinal
anacritic
anacoluthia
anacoluthon
anacoda
anacrusis
anadem
anadiplosis
anadromous
anaemia
anaemic
anaerobe
anaerobic
anaesthesia
anaesthesiology
anaesthetize
anaglyph
anagnorisis
anagoge
anagram
anagrammatize
anal
anal fin
anal intercourse
anal.
analcite
analects
analemma
analeptic
analgesia
analgesic
analog
analog computer
analogical
analogize
analogous
anologue
analogy
analphabetic
analysand
analyse
analysis
analysis of variance
analysis situs
analyst
analytic
analytic geometry
analyze
analyzer
anamnesis
anamorphic
anamorphism
anamorphoscope
anamorphosis
anandrous
ananthous
anapest
anaphase
anaphora
anaphrodisiac
anaphylaxis
anaplastic
anaplasty
anaptyxis
anarch
anarchic
anarchism
anarchist
anarchy
anarthria
anarthrous
anasarca
anastigmat
anastigmatic
anastomose
anastomosis
anastrophe
anat.
anatase
anathema
anathematize
anatomical
anatomist
anatomize
anatomy
anatropous
anatto
ancestor
ancestral
ancestress
ancestry
anchor
anchor deck
anchor ice
anchor light
anchor man
anchor ring
anchor watch
anchorage
anchores
ancor
anchoress
anchoveta
anchovy
anchovy pear
anchusin
anchylose
ancienne noblesse
ancient
ancient history
anciently
ancilla
ancillary
ancripital
ancon
ancona
ancylostomiasis
and
and/or
andalusite
andante
andantino
andesine
andesite
andiron
andradite
andro-
androclinium
androecium
androgen
androgyne
androgyinous
android
androsphinx
androsterone
ane
anear
anecdotage
anecdotal
anecdote
anecdotic
anecdotist
anechoic
anelace
anele
anemia
anemic
anemo-
anemochore
anemograph
anemography
anemology
anemometer
anemometry
anemone
anemophilous
anemoscope
anent
anergy
aneroid
aneroid barometer
aneroidograph
anesthesia
anesthesiologist
anesthesiology
anesthetic
anesthetist
anesthetize
anethole
aneurin
anew
anfractuosity
anfractuous
angary
angel
angel cake
angel food cake
angel shark
angelfish
angelic
angelica
angelology
anger
angina
angina pectoris
angio-
angiology
angioma
angiosperm
angle
angle bracket
angle iron
angle of attack
angle of bank
angle of deviation
angle of dip
angle of incidence
angle of pitch
angle of reflection
angle of refraction
angle of roll
angle plate
angler
anglesite
angleworm
anglicize
angling
angora
angostura bark
angry
angry young man
angst
angstrom
anguilliform
anguine
anguish
anguished
angular
angular acceleration
angular momentum
angular velocity
angularity
angulate
angulation
angwantibo
anhedral
anhinga
anhydride
anhydrite
anhydrous
ani
aniconic
anil
anile
aniline
aniline black
aniline dye
anility
anim.
anima
animadversion
animadvert
animal
animal heat
animal husbandry
animal kingdom
animal magnetism
animal spirits
animal starch
animalcule
animalism
animalist
animality
animalize
animate
animated
animated cartoon
animation
animatism
animato
animator
animism
animosity
animus
anion
anise
aniseed
aniseikonia
anisette
aniso-
anisole
anisomerous
anisometric
anisometropia
anisotropic
ankerite
ankh
ankle
ankle-deep
anklebone
anklet
ankus
ankylosaur
ankylose
ankylosis
ankylostomiasis
anlace
anlage
ann.
anna
annabergite
annal
annalist
annals
annates
annatto
anneal
annelid
annex
annexation
annihilate
annihilation
annihilator
anniversary
anno Domini
anno regni
anno urbis conditae
annotate
annotation
announce
announcement
announcer
annoy
another
anoxemia
anoxia
ansate
anserine
answer
answer for
answerable
ant
ant bear
ant hill
ant-
anta
antacid
antagonism
antagonist
antagonistic
antagonize
antalkali
antarctic
ante
ante meridiem
ante-
ante-bellum
ante-mortem
anteater
antebellum
antecede
antecedence
antecedency
antecedent
antecedents
antechamber
antechoir
antedate
antediluvian
antefix
antelope
antermeridians
antemundane
antenatal
antenna
antenna array
antennule
antepast
antependium
antepenult
anterior
anteroom
antetype
anteversion
antevert
anthelion
anthelmintic
anthem
anthemion
anther
antheridium
antherozoid
anthesis
anthill
antho-
anthocyanin
anthodium
anthologize
anthology
anthophore
anthotaxy
anthozoa
anthracene
anthracite
anthracnose
anthracoid
anthracosilicosis
anthracosis
anthraquinone
anthrax
anthrop.
anthropo-
anthropocentric
anthropogenesis
anthropogeography
anthropography
anthropoid
anthropoid ape
anthropol.
anthropolatry
anthropologist
anthropology
anthropometry
anthropomorphic
anthropomorphism
anthropomorphize
anthropomorphosis
anthropomorphic
anthropopathy
anthropophagi
anthropophagite
anthropophagy
anthroposophy
anthurium
anti
anti-
anti-G suit
anti-Semite
anti-icer
antiar
antibaryon
antibiosis
antibiotic
antibody
antic
anticatalyst
anticathexis
anticathode
antichlor
anticholinergic
anticipant
anticipate
anticipation
anticipative
anticipatory
anticlastic
anticlerical
anticlimax
anticlinal
anticrater
antichlor
antichlor
antidote
antidromic
antifebrile
antifouling
antifouling paint
antifreeze
antifriction
antigen
antigorite
antihalation
antihelix
antihero
antihistamine
antiknock
antilepton
antilog
antilogarithm
antilogism
antilogy
antimacassar
antimagnetic
antimalarial
antimasque
antimatter
antimere
antimicrobial
antimissile
antimissile missile
antimonic
antimonials
antimony
antimony potassium tartrate
antimonyl
antineutrino
antineutron
anting
antinode
antinomian
antinomy
antinucleon
antioxidant
antiparallel
antiparticle
antipasto
antipathetic
antipathy
antiperiodic
antiperistalsis
antipersonnel
antiperspirant
antiphlogistic
antiphon
antiphonal
antiphonary
antiphony
antiphrasis
antipodal
antipode
antipodes
antipole
antipope
antiproton
antipyretic
antipyrine
antiq.
antiquarian
antiquary
antiquate
antiquated
antique
antiquity
antirachitic
antirhinum
antiscorbutic
antisepsis
antiseptic
antisepticize
antiserum
antislavery
antisocial
antispasmodic
antistrophe
antisyphilitic
antitank
antithesis
antitoxic
antitoxin
antitades
antitragus
antitrust
antitype
antivenin
antiworld
antler
antlia
antlion
antonomasia
antonym
antre
antrorse
antrum
anuran
anuria
anurous
anus
anvil
anxiety
anxious
anxious seat
any
anybody
anyhow
anyone
anyplace
anything
anytime
anyway
anyways
anywhere
anywheres
anywise
aorist
aoristic
aorta
aortic insufficiency
aortic stenosis
aoudad
ap-
apace
apache
apache dance
apanage
aparejo
apart
apartheid
apartment
apartment house
apatetic
apatetic
apatetic
apaty
apatite
ape
ape-man
apeak
aperent
aperiodic
aperture
apery
apetalous
apex
aphaeresis
aphanite
aphasia
aphasic
aphelion
apheliotropic
aphesis
aphid
aphis
aphonia
aphonic
aphorism
aphoristic
aphorize
aphotic
aphrodisia
aphrodisiac
aphthous fever
aphyllous
apian
apiarian
apiarist
apiary
apical
apices
apiculate
apiculture
apiece
apish
apivorous
aplacental
aplanatic
aplanospore
aplasia
aplastic anemia
apleny
aplite
aplomb
apnea
apo-
apocalypse
apocalyptic
apocarp
apocarpous
apochromatic
apocarpate
apocope
apocrine
apocryphal
apocynaceous
apocynthion
apodal
apodictic
apodosis
apoenzyme
apogamy
apogee
apogeotropism
apograph
apological
apologetic
apologetics
apologia
apologist
apologize
apologue
apology
apolune
apomict
apomixis
apomorphine
aponeurosis
apopemptic
apophasis
apophthegm
apophyge
apophyllite
apophysis
apoplectic
apoplexy
aporia
aport
aposematic
aposiopesis
apospory
apostasy
apostate
apostatize
apostil
apostle
apostolate
apostolic
apostolic delegate
apostrophe
apostrophize
apothecaries' measure
apothecaries' weight
apothecary
apothecium
apothegm
apothem
apotheosis
apotheosize
apotropaic
app.
appal
appall
appalling
appanage
apparatus
apparatus criticus
apparel
apparent
apparent horizon
apparent magnitude
apparent time
apparent wind
apparition
apparitor
appassionato
appeal
appealing
appear
appearance
appease
appeasement
apel
appellant
appellate
appellation
appellative
appellee
append
appendage
appendant
appendectomy
appendicectomy
appendicitis
appendicle
appendicular
appendix
apperceive
apperception
apertain
appetence
appetency
appetite
appetitive
appetizer
appetizing
applaud
applause
apple
apple brandy
apple butter
apple green
apple of discord
apple-pie bed
apple-pie order
applecart
applejack
apples
apples and pears
applesauce
appliance
applicable
applicant
application
applicative
applicator
applicatory
applied
applique
apply
appoggiatura
appoint
appointed
appointee
appointive
appointment
appointor
apportion
apportionment
appose
apposite
apposition
appositive
appraisal
appraise
appreciable
appreciate
appreciation
appreciative
apprehend
apprehensible
apprehension
apprehensive
apprentice
appressed
apprise
approach
approachable
approve
approachable
approbate
approbation
appropriate
appropriation
approve
approved school
approver
approx.
approximal
approximate
approximation
appulse
appurtenance
appurtenant
apraxia
apricot
apriorism
apron
apron stage
apropos
apse
apsis
apt
apt.
aperal
apterous
apterygial
apteryx
aptitude
aptitude test
apyretic
aqua
aqua ammoniae
aqua fortis
aqua regia
aqua vitae
aquacade
aqualung
aquamanile
aquamarine
aquanaut
aquaplane
aquarelle
aquarist
aquarium
aquatic
aquatint
aquavit
aqueduct
aqueous
aqueous ammonia
aquiculture
aquifer
aquilegia
aquiline
aquiver
ar.
arabesque
arabinose
arable
araceous
arachnid
arachnoid
aragonite
arak
araliaceous
arapaima
araroba
araucaria
arbalest
arbiter
arbiter elegantiae
arbitrage
arbitral
arbitrament
arbitrary
arbitrate
arbitration
arbiter
arbiter
arboreous
arboreal
arboreous
arbor
arbor vitae
arboriculture
arboretum
arboretum
arboration
arborvitae
arbour
arbutus
arc
arc furnace
arc light
arc-boutant
arcade
arcane
arcanum
arcature
arch
arch dam
arch-
arch.
archaeo-
archeol.
archeological
archaeology
archaeopteryx
archaeornis
archaic
archaism
archaize
archangel
archbishop
archbishopric
archdeacon
archdeaconry
archdiocese
archducal
archduchess
archduchy
archduke
arched
archegonium
archenemy
archenteron
archeology
archer
archerfish
archery
archespore
archetype
archfiend
archi-
arthicarp
archidiaconal
arena
arena theater
arenaceous
arenicolous
areola
arethusa
argal
argali
argent
argentic
argentiferous
argentine
argentite
argentous
argentum
argil
argillaceous
argilliferous
argillite
arginine
argol
argon
argosy
argot
arguable
argue
argufy
argument
argumentation
argumentative
argumentum
argumentum ad hominem
argy-bargy
argyle
aria
aria da capo
arid
ariel
arieatta
aright
aril
arillode
ariose
arioso
arise
arista
aristate
aristocracy
aristocrat
aristocratic
arithmetic
arithmetic mean
arithmetic progression
arithmetician
arithmomancy
ark
arkose
arm
armada
armadillo
armament
armature
armchair
armed
armed forces
armed neutrality
armes parlantes
armet
armful
armhole
armiger
armilla
armillary
armillary sphere
arming
armipotent
armistice
armlet
armoire
armor
armor plate
armored
armored cable
armored car
armorer
armorial
armorial bearings
armory
armour
armoured
armourer
armoury
armpit
armrest
arms
arms race
armure
army
army ant
army corps
army group
armyworm
arnica
aroid
aroma
aromatic
aromaticity
aromatize
arose
around
arouse
arpeggio
arpent
arquebus
arr.
arrack
arraign
arraignment
arrange
arrangement
arrant
arras
array
arrear
arrearage
arrears
arrest
arrester
arresting
arresting gear
arrestment
arrhythmia
arris
arrival
arrive
arrivederci
arriviste
arroba
arrogance
arrogant
arrogate
arrondissement
arrow
arrowhead
arrowroot
arrowwood
arrowworm
arrowy
arroyo
ars poetica
arse
arsenal
arsenate
arsenic
arsenic acid
arsenic trioxide
arsenical
arsenide
arsenious
arsenite
arsenopyrite
arsine
aris
arson
arsonist
arsphenamine
arsy-varsy
art
art paper
art song
art.
artefact
artel
artemisia
arterial
arterialize
arterio-
arteriole
arteriosclerosis
arteriotomy
arteriovenous
arteritis
artery
artesian well
artful
arthralgia
arthritis
arthro-
arthromere
arthropod
arthrosphere
artichoke
article
article of faith
articulate
articulate
articulation
articulator
articulatory phonetics
artifact
artifice
artificer
artificial
artificial horizon
artificial insemination
artificial kidney
artificial language
artificial magnet
artificial radioactivity
artificial respiration
artificiality
artillery
artillery plant
artilleryman
artiodactyl
artisan
artist
artiste
artistic
artistry
artless
arts and crafts
artwork
arty
arum
arundinaceous
aruspex
arvo
aryl
arytenoid
as
as regards
asafetida
asafoetida
asarum
asbestos
asbestosis
ascariasis
ascarid
ascend
askew
asking price
aslan
asleep
aslope
asocial
asomatous
asp
asparagine
asparagus
aspartic acid
aspect
aspect ratio
aspectual
aspen
asper
aspergillosis
aspergillum
aspergillus
asperity
asperse
aspersion
aspersorium
asphalt
asphaltite
asphodel
asphyxia
asphyxiant
asphyxiate
aspic
aspidistra
aspirant
aspirate
aspiration
aspirator
aspire
aspirin
asquint
ass
assagai
assai
assail
assailant
assassin
assassin bug
assassinate
assault
assault and battery
associate
associate professor
association
association football
association of ideas
associationism
associative
assoil
assonance
assort
assorted
assortment
asst.
assuage
assuasive
assume
assumed
assumed bond
assuming
assumpsit
assumption
assumptive
assurance
assure
assured
assurgent
astatic
astatine
aster
astereognosis
asteriated
asterisk
asterism
astern
asternal
asteroid
asthenia
asthenic
asthenopia
asthenosphere
asthma
asthmatic
astigmatic
astigmatism
astigmia
astilbe
astir
astomatous
astonied
astonish
astonishing
astonishment
astound
astounding
astr.
astraddle
astragal
astragalus
astrakhan
astral
astral body
astraphobia
astray
astrict
astride
astringent
astronics
astro-
astrobiology
astrodome
astrodynamics
astrogate
astrogation
astrogeology
astrograph
astroid
astrol.
avastrolobe
astrology
astromancy
astrometry
astronaut
astronautics
astronavigation
astronomer
astronomical
astronomical clock
astronomical telescope
astronomical unit
astronomical year
astronomy
astrophotography
astrophysics
astrosphere
astute
astylar
attorney-at-law
attract
attractant
attraction
attraction sphere
attractive
attrahent
attrib.
attribute
attribution
attributive
attrition
attune
atty.
atween
atwitter
atypical
au contraire
au courant
au fait
au fond
au gratin
au jus
au lait
au naturel
au pair
au revoir
aubade
auberge
aubergine
auburn
auction
auction bridge
auctioneer
auctorial
aud.
audacious
audacity
audible
audience
audient
audile
audio
audio frequency
audio-
audio-visual
audiogenic
audiology
audiometer
audiophile
audiovisual
audiphone
audit
audition
auditor
auditorium
auditory
auf Wiedersehen
aug.
augend
auger
auger bit
aught
augite
augment
augmentation
augmentative
augmented
augmenter
augur
augury
august
auk
auklet
auld
auld lang syne
aulic
aulos
aunt
auntie
aura
aural
auramine
aurar
aureate
aurelia
aureole
aureolin
aureus
auric
auricle
auricula
auricular
auriculate
auriferous
aurify
auriscope
aurist
aurochs
aurora
aurora australis
aurora borealis
auroral
aurous
aurum
auscultate
auscultation
auspex
auspicate
auspice
auspicious
austenite
austere
austerity
austral
aut-
autacoid
autarch
autarchy
autarky
autecology
auteur
auth.
authentic
authenticate
authenticity
author
authoritarian
authoritative
authority
authorization
authorize
authorized
authors
authorship
autism
auto
auto court
auto-
auto.
autobahn
autobiographical
autobiography
autobus
autocade
autocatalysis
autocephalous
autochthon
autochthonous
autoclave
autocorrelation
autocracy
autocrat
autocratic
autodidact
autoerotic
autoeroticism
autoerotism
autogamy
autogenesis
autogenous
autogiro
autograft
autograph
autography
autohypnosis
autoicous
autointoxication
autoionization
autolithography
autolysin
autolysis
automat
automata
automate
automatic
automatic pilot
automatic pistol
automatic rifle
automatic tracking
automatic transmission
automation
automatism
automatize
automaton
automobile
automobile insurance
automotive
autonomic
autonomic nervous system
autonomous
autonomy
aventurine
avenue
aver
average
averment
averse
aversion
avert
avg.
avian
aviary
aviate
aviation
aviation badge
aviation cadet
aviation medicine
aviator
aviatrix
aviculture
avid
avidin
avidity
avifauna
avigation
avion
avionics
avirulent
avitaminosis
avn.
avocado
avocation
avocet
avoid
avoidance
avoir.
avoirdupois
avouch
avow
avowal
avowed
avulsion
avuncular
avuncate
aw
await
awake
awaken
awakening
ayin
azalea
azan
azedarach
azeotrope
azide
azimuth
azimuth circle
azimuthal equidistant projection
azimuthal projection
azine
azo
azo dye
azo-
azobenzene
azoic
azole
azon bomb
azote
azotemia
azoth
azotic
azotize
azotobacter
azure
azurite
azygous
b
b.f.
b.o.
b.p.
b.s.
baa
baal kore
baba
baba au rhum
babassu
babbitt
babble
babblement
babbler
babbling
babe
babiche
babies'-breath
babirusa
baboon
babu
babul
babushka
baby
baby bond
baby carriage
baby grand
baby spot
baby talk
baby tooth
baby's-breath
baby-blue-eyes
baby-sit
baby-sitter
baccalaureate
baccarat
baccate
bacchanal
bacchanalia
bacchant
bacchius
bacciferous
bacciform
baccivorous
baccy
bach
bachelor
bachelor girl
bachelor's degree
bachelorism
bacillary
bacillus
bacitracin
back
back country
back door
back down
back formation
back matter
back number
back out
back rest
back road
back scratching
back seat
back stairs
back talk
back to back
back up
backstop
backstretch
backstroke
backswept
backsword
backtrack
backup
backup light
backward
backwardation
backwards
backwash
backwater
backwoods
backwoodsman
bacon
bact.
bacteria
bactericide
bacterin
bacteriol.
bacteriology
bacteriolysis
bacteriophage
bacteriostasis
bacteriostat
bacterium
bacteroid
baculiform
bad
bad blood
bad check
bad debt
bad time
bad-mouth
bad-tempered
badderlocks
baddie
bade
badge
badger
badinage
badlands
badly
badman
badminton
bael
baffle
bag
bagasse
bagatelle
bagel
baggage
baggage car
bagging
baggy
baggywrinkle
bagman
bagnio
bagpipe
bagpipes
bags
baguette
baguio
bagwigs
bagworm
bah
bahadur
baht
bahuvihi
bail
bail bond
bailable
bailee
bailey
bailie
bailiff
bailiwick
bailment
bailor
bailsman
bain-marie
bainite
bairn
bait
baize
bake
baked Alaska
baked beans
bakehouse
baker
baker's dozen
bakery
baking
baking powder
baking soda
baklava
baksheesh
bal
bal.
balalaika
balance
balance lug
balance of payments
balance of power
balance of trade
balance rudder
balance sheet
balance spring
balance wheel
balanced
balancer
balas
balata
balboa
balbriggan
balcony
bald
bald cypress
bald eagle
baldachin
balderdash
baldhead
baldheaded
baldpate
baldric
bale
baleen
baleen whale
balefire
baleful
baler
balk
balky
ball
ball and chain
ball bearing
ball boy
ball cock
ball game
ball lightning
ball mill
ball of fire
ball valve
ball-and-socket joint
ball-peen hammer
ballad
ballad opera
ballad stanza
ballade
balladeer
balladist
balladmonger
balladry
ballast
ballata
ballerina
ballet
ballflower
ballista
ballistic
ballistic galvanometer
ballistic missile
ballistics
ballocks
balloon
balloon d'essai
ballonet
balloon
balloon jib
balloon sail
balloon tire
balloon vine
ballot
ballot box
ballottement
ballplayer
ballroom
ballroom dancing
balls
bally
ballyhoo
ballyrag
balm
balm of Gilead
balmacaan
balmy
balNeal
balneology
baloney
balsa
balsam
balsam apple
balsam fir
balsam poplar
balsam spruce
balsamic
balsamiferous
balsaminaceous
baluster
balustrade
bambino
bamboo
bamboo curtain
bamboozle
ban
banal
banana
banana oil
banana republic
banana split
bananas
banausic
banc
band
band saw
band shell
band spectrum
band-pass filter
bandage
bandanna
bandbox
bandeau
banded
banderilla
banderillero
banderole
bandicoot
bandit
banditry
bandmaster
bandog
bandoleer
bandolier
bandoline
bandore
bandsman
bandsstand
bandurria
bandwagon
bandwidth
bandy
bandy-legged
bane
baneberry
baneful
bang
bang on
bang-up
bangalore torpedo
banger
bangle
bangtail
bani
banian
banish
banister
banjo
bank
bank acceptance
bank account
bank balance
bank bill
bank check
bank clerk
bank discount
bank examiner
bank holiday
bank indicator
bank loan
bank manager
bank note
bank on
bank rate
bank statement
bank swallow
bankable
bankbook
banker
banker's check
banket
banking
bankroll
bankrupt
bankruptcy
banksia
banlieue
banner
banner cloud
banneret
bannerol
bannock
banns
banquet
banquette
bans
banshee
bant
bantam
bantamweight
banter
banting
bantling
banyan
banzai
banzai attack
baobab
baptism
baptism of fire
baptismal regeneration
baptistery
baptistry
baptize
bar
bar graph
bar line
bar magnet
bar mitzvah
bar sinister
bar.
barathea
barb
barbarian
barbaric
barbarism
barbarity
barbarize
barbarous
barbate
barbecue
barbecue sauce
barbed
barbed wire
barbel
barbell
barbellate
barber
barber chair
barber's itch
barberry
barbershop
barbet
barbette
barbican
barbicel
barbital
barbitone
barbituric acid
barbiturism
barbutle
barbwire
barcarole
barchan
bard
barde
bare
bare-handed
bareback
barefaced
barefoot
barehanded
bareheaded
barely
baresark
barfly
bargain
bargain for
bargain-basement
barge
barge couple
barge course
bargeboard
bargello
bargeman
barghest
baric
barilla
barit.
barite
baritone
barium
barium hydroxide
barium oxide
barium sulfate
bark
bark beetle
barkeeper
barkentine
barker
barking deer
barley
barley sugar
barley water
barleycorn
barm
barmaid
barman
barmy
barn
barn dance
barn owl
barn swallow
barnacle
barnacle goose
barney
barnstorm
barnyard
baro-
barogram
barograph
barometer
barometric pressure
barometrograph
barometry
baron
baron of beef
baronage
baroness
baronet
baronetage
baronetcy
barong
baronal
barony
baroque
baroque organ
baroscope
barouche
barque
barquentine
barrack
barracks
barracks bag
barracoon
barracuda
barrage
barrage balloon
barramunda
barranca
barrator
barratry
barre
barred
barrel
barrel chair
barrel organ
barrel roll
barrel vault
barrel-chested
barrelhouse
barren
barrens
barret
barrette
barretter
barricade
barrier
barrier reef
barring
barrio
barrister
barroom
barrow
bartender
barter
bartizan
barton
barye
baryon
barya
barytes
baryton
barytone
bas bleu
bas mitzvah
bas-relief
basal
basal metabolic rate
basal metabolism
basalt
basaltware
basanite
bascinet
bascule
base
base hospital
base level
base metal
base on balls
base pay
base period
base rate
baseball
baseball glove
baseboard
baseborn
baseburner
baseless
baseline
baseman
basement
bases
bash
bashaw
bashful
bashibazouk
basic
basic anhydride
basic slag
basically
basicity
basidiomycete
basidiospore
basidium
basifixed
basil
basilar
basilic vein
basilica
basilisk
basin
basinet
basion
basipetal
basis
bask
basket
basket chair
basket fern
basket hilt
basket weave
basket-handle arch
basketball
basketry
basketwork
basking shark
basophil
bass
bass clef
bass drum
bass guitar
bass horn
bass viol
bassarisk
basset
basset horn
bassinet
bassist
basso
basso cantante
basso continuo
basso profundo
basso-rilievo
bassoon
basswood
bast
bastard
bastard measles
bastard title
bastard wing
bastardize
bastardy
baste
bastille
bastinado
basting
bastion
bat
batch
bate
bateau
batfish
batfowl
bath
bath salts
bath towel
bathe
bathetic
bathhouse
bathing beauty
bathing suit
batho-
batholith
bathometer
bathos
bathrobe
bathroom
bathtub
bathtub gin
bathy-
bathyal
bathymetry
bathypelagic
bathyscaphe
bathysphere
batik
batiste
batman
baton
batrachian
bats
batsman
batt
battalion
battement
batten
batter
battering ram
battery
battik
batting
battle
battle cruiser
battle cry
battle fatigue
battle group
battle lantern
battle line
battle royal
battle-ax
battled
battledore
battlefield
battlement
battleplane
battleship
battologize
battology
battue
batty
batwing
bauble
baud
baudekin
baulk
bauxite
bavardage
bawbee
bawcock
bawd
bawdry
bawdy
bawdyhouse
bawl
bawl out
bay
bay leaf
bay lynx
bay oil
bay rum
bay tree
bay window
bayadere
bayard
bayberry
bayonet
bayou
baywood
bazaar
bazooka
bbl.
bbl.
bddellium
bd.
be
be-
be-all and end-all
beach
beach ball
beach buggy
beach flea
beach grass
beach plum
beach umbrella
beach wagon
beachcomber
beachhead
beacon
bead
bead-ruby
beaded
beading
beadle
beadledom
beadroll
beadsman
beady
beagle
beak
beaker
beam
beam antenna
beam compass
beam wind
beam-ends
beam-power tube
beaming
beamy
bean
bean caper
bean sprout
bean tree
beanery
beanfeast
beanie
beano
beanpole
beanstalk
bear
bear down
bear garden
bear hug
bear off
bear on
bear out
bear up
bear with
bear's-ear
bear's-foot
bearable
bearberry
bearcat
beard
bearded
bearded darnel
bearded lizard
bearded tit
bearded vulture
beardless
bearer
bearing
bearing plate
bearing rein
bearish
bearskin
bearwood
beast
beast of burden
beastings
beastly
beat
beat down
beat up
beat-up
beaten
beater
beatific
beatification
beatify
beating
beatitude
beatinik
beau
beau geste
beau ideal
beau monde
beaut
beauteous
beautician
beautiful
beautifully
beautify
beauty
beauty parlor
beauty queen
beauty salon
beauty sleep
beauty spot
beaux
beaver
beaverette
bebeerine
bebeeru
behop
becalm
becalmed
became
because
beccafico
bechance
becharm
beck
becket
becket bend
beckon
becloud
become
becoming
bed
bed and board
bed chair
bed jacket
bed linen
bed of roses
bedabble
bedaub
bedazzle
bedbug
bedchamber
bedclothes
bedcover
bedder
bedding
bedeck
bedel
bedesman
bedevil
bedew
bedfast
bedfellow
bedlight
bedim
bedizen
bedlam
bell heather
bell jar
bell metal
bell pepper
bell tent
bell-bottoms
bell-ringer
belladonna
belladonna lily
bellarmine
bellbird
bellboy
belle
belles lettres
belles-lettres
belletrist
bellflower
bellhop
bellicose
bellied
belligerence
belligerency
belligerent
bellman
bellow
bellow
bellow
bellow
bells of Ireland
bellwether
bellwort
belly
belly dance
belly flop
belly landing
belly laugh
belly ache
bellyband
bellybutton
bellyful
belomancy
belong
belonging
belongings
beloved
below
belt
belted
belting
bifoliolate
biforate
biforked
biform
bifurcate
big
big band
big business
big cheese
big end
big game
big gun
big idea
big name
big noise
big shot
big stick
big talk
big time
big top
big tree
big wheel
big-bang theory
big-name
bigamist
bigamous
bigamy
bigener
bigeye
biggin
bighead
bighorn
bight
bigmouth
bignonia
bignoniaceous
bigot
bigoted
bigotry
bigwig
bijection
bijou
bijouterie
bijugate
bike
bikini
bilabial
bilabiate
bilander
bilateral
bilateral symmetry
bilberry
bilbo
bile
bilection
bilestone
bilge
bilge keel
bilharziasis
biliary
biliary calculus
bilinear
bilingual
bilious
bilk
bill
bill of attainder
bill of exchange
bill of fare
bill of health
bill of indictment
bill of lading
bill of particulars
bill of sale
billabong
billboard
billbug
billet
billet-doux
billfish
billfold
billhead
billhook
billion
billion
billionaire
billon
billow
billowy
billposter
billy
billy club
billy goat
billycock
bilobate
bilocular
bitong
bimah
bimanous
bimbo
bimestrial
bimetallic
bimetallism
bimolecular
bimonthly
bin
bin-
binal
binary
binary code
binary digit
binary fission
binary form
binary star
binary system
binate
binaural
bind
bind over
binder
bindery
binding
binding energy
bindle
bindweed
bine
binge
binghi
bingle
bingo
binnacle
binocular
binoculars
binomials
binomial
binomial distribution
binomial nomenclature
binomial theorem
binomial
binturong
binucleate
bio-
bioastronautics
biocatalyst
biocellate
biochemical oxygen demand
biochemistry
bioclimatology
biodegradable
biodynamics
bioecology
bioenergetics
biofeedback
biog.
biogen
biogenesis
biogeochemistry
biogeography
biographer
biographical
biography
biol.
biological
biological clock
biological warfare
biologist
biology
bioluminescence
biolysis
biomass
biome
biomedicine
biometrics
biometry
bionics
bionomics
biophysics
bioplasm
biopsy
bioscope
bioscopy
biosphere
biostatics
biosynthesis
biota
biotechnology
biotic
biotin
biotite
biotope
biotype
bipack
biparietal
biparous
bipartisan
bipartite
biparty
biped
bipetalous
biphenyl
bipinnate
biplane
bipod
bipolar
bipropellant
biquadrate
biquadratic
biquarterly
biracial
biradial
biramous
birch
birch beer
bird
bird call
bird cherry
bird dog
bird of paradise
bird of passage
bird of prey
bird pepper
bird shot
bird's-eye
bird's-foot
bird's-foot trefoil
bird's-nest fungus
bird-dog
bird-watcher
birdbath
birdbath
birdcage
birdhouse
birdie
birdlike
birdlime
birdman
bitchy
bite
biting
biting midge
bitstock
bitt
bitten
bitter
bitter apple
bitter end
bitter orange
bitter principle
bitterling
bittern
bitternut
bitterroot
bitters
bittersweet
bitterweed
bitty
bitumen
bituminize
bituminous
bituminous coal
bivalent
bivalve
bivouac
biweekly
biyearly
biz
bizarre
bk.
bkey.
bkg.
bks.
bl.
blab
blabber
blabbermouth
black
black and white
black art
black bass
black bear
black belt
black bile
black bindweed
black body
black book
black bottom
black box
black bread
black buck
black diamond
black eye
black flag
black fly
black fox
black frost
black gang
black grouse
black guillemot
black hole
black horehound
black knot
black lead
black letter
black light
black magic
black mark
black market
black marketeer
black measles
black mustard
black nightshade
black opal
black pepper
black powder
black power
black pudding
black quarter
black rat
black rot
black rust
black sea bass
black sheep
black spot
black spruce
black tea
black tie
black velvet
black vomit
black walnut
black whale
black widow
black-and-blue
black-and-white
black-backed gull
black-eyed Susan
black-eyed pea
black-market
black-marketeer
blackamoor
blackball
blackberry
blackbird
blackboard
blackcap
blackcock
blackdamp
blacken
blackface
blackfellow
blackfish
blackguard
blackguardly
blackhead
blackheart
blacking
blackjack
blackleg
blacklist
blackmail
blackness
blackout
blackpoll
blacksmith
blacksnake
blackstrap molasses
blacktail
blackthorn
blacktop
blackwater fever
bladder
bladder campion
bladder ketmia
bladder worm
bladdernose
bladdernut
bladderwort
blade
blaeberry
blague
blah
blain
blamable
blame
blamed
blameful
blameless
blameworthy
blanc fixe
blanch
blancmange
bland
blandish
blandishment
blandishments
blank
blank cartridge
blank check
blank endorsement
blank verse
blank wall
blankbook
blanket
blanket stitch
blanketing
blankety-blank
blankly
blare
blarney
blaspheme
blasphemous
blasphemy
blast
blast furnace
blast lamp
blast off
blast-off
blasted
blastema
blasting
blasto-
blastochoel
blastocyst
blastoderm
blastogenesis
blastomere
blastopore
blastosphere
blastula
blat
blatant
blate
blather
blatherskite
blaubok
blaze
blazer
blazing star
blazon
blazonry
bldg.
bleach
bleacher
bleachers
bleaching powder
bleak
blear
blear-eyed
bleary
bleary-eyed
bleat
bleb
bleed
bleeder
bleeder's disease
bleeding
bleeding heart
blemish
blench
blend
blende
blended whiskey
blender
blennioid
blenny
blent
blepharitis
blesbok
bless
blessed
blessing
blest
blether
blew
blight
blighter
blimey
blimp
blind
blind alley
blind date
blind gut
blind pig
blind snake
blind spot
blind staggers
blind tiger
blindage
blinders
blindfish
blindfold
blind ing
blindly
blindman's buff
blindstory
blindworm
blink
blinker
blinkers
blinking
blintz
blintze
blip
bliss
blissful
blister
blister beetle
blister copper
blister rust
blisterery
blithe
blither
blithering
blithesome
blitz
blitzkrieg
blizzard
blk.
bloat
bloated
bloater
blob
bloc
block
block and tackle
block diagram
block lava
block letter
block out
block plane
block print
block tin
blockade
blockage
blockbuster
blockbusting
blocked
blockhead
blockhouse
blocking
blockish
blocky
bloke
blond
blood
blood and thunder
blood bank
blood bath
blood brother
blood cell
blood count
blood donor
blood feud
blood fluke
blood group
blood grouping
blood heat
blood money
blood orange
blood plasma
blood platelet
blood poisoning
blood pressure
blood pudding
blood relation
blood sausage
blood serum
blood sport
blood test
blood transfusion
blood type
blood vessel
blood-and-thunder
blowgun
blowhard
blowhole
blowing
blown
blowout
blowpipe
blowsy
blowtorch
blowtube
blowup
blowy
blowzed
blowzy
blub
blubber
blubberhead
blubbery
blucher
bludge
bludgeon
blue
blue baby
blue blood
blue book
blue cheese
blue chip
blue crab
blue devils
blue fox
blue grouse
blue gum
blue jay
blue jeans
blue laws
blue mold
blue note
blue ointment
blue peter
blue point
blue racer
blue ribbon
blue shark
blue spruce
blue vitriol
blue whale
blue-collar
blue-eyed Mary
blue-eyed grass
blue-green
blue-green algae
blue-pencil
blue-ribbon jury
blue-sky law
bluebell
blueberry
bluebill
bluebird
bluebonnet
bluebottle
bluecoat
bluefish
bluegill
bluegrass
blueing
bluejacket
blueness
bluenose
bluepoint
blueprint
blues
bluestocking
bluestone
bluet
bluetongue
blueweed
bluey
bluff
bluing
bluish
blunder
blunderbuss
blunge
blunger
blunt
blur
blurb
blurt
blush
bluster
bo tree
bo's'n
boa
boa constrictor
boar
board
board foot
board measure
board of education
board of trade
board rule
board school
boarder
boarding
boarding school
boardinghouse
boardwalk
boarfish
boarhound
boarish
boart
boast
boaster
boastful
boat
boat deck
boat hook
boat neck
boat race
boat train
boathill
boatel
boater
boathouse
boating
boatload
boatman
boatsman
boatswain
boatswain's chair
boatyard
bob
bob skate
bobbery
bobbin
bobbin lace
bobbinet
bobble
bobby
bobby pin
bobbysocks
bobbysoxer
bobcat
bobolink
bobsled
bobsledding
bob sleigh
bob stay
bob white
bocage
boccie
bock beer
bod
bode
bodega
bodgie
bodice
bodiless
bodily
boding
bodkin
body
body blow
body cavity
body corporate
body language
body politic
body snatcher
body stocking
body check
bodyguard
bodywork
boffin
bog
bog asphodel
bog down
bog oak
bogbean
bogey
bogeyman
boggart
boggle
bogie
bogle
bogtrotter
bogus
bogy
bohunk
boil
boil down
boiled
boiled dinner
bombproof
bombshell
bombsight
bombycid
bon mot
bon ton
bon vivant
bon voyage
bona fide
bona fides
bonanza
bonbon
bond
bond paper
bondage
bonded
bonded warehouse
bondholder
bondmaid
bondman
bondsman
bondstone
bondswoman
bondwoman
bone
bone ash
bone china
bone meal
bone of contention
bone oil
bone-dry
boneblack
bonefish
bonehead
boner
boneset
bonesetter
boneyard
bonfire
bongo
bonhomie
bonito
bonkers
bonne
bonne bouche
bonne foi
bonnet
bonnet monkey
bookmobile
bookplate
bookrack
bookrest
bookseller
bookshelf
bookstack
bookstall
bookstand
bookstore
bookworm
boom
boom shot
boom town
boomer
boomerang
boomkin
boon
boondocks
boondoggle
boong
boor
boorish
boost
booster
booster shot
boot
boot tree
bootblack
booted
bootee
bootery
booth
bootie
bootjack
bootlace
bootleg
bootless
boottick
boots
boots and saddles
bootstrap
booty
booze
boozer
boozy
bop
bor.
bora
boracic
boracite
borage
boraginaceous
borak
borate
borax
borborygmus
bordello
border
border line
bordereau
borderer
borderland
borderline
bordure
bore
boreal
borecole
boredom
borehole
borer
boresome
boric
boric acid
boride
boring
born
borne
borneol
bornite
boron
boron carbide
borosilicate
borough
borough-English
borrow
borrowing
borsch
borscht
borsch circuit
borstal
bort
borzoi
boscage
boschbok
boschvark
bosh
bosk
bosket
bosky
bosom
bosomed
bosomy
boson
bosquet
boss
bossa nova
bossism
bossy
bosun
bot
bot
botanical
botanical garden
botanist
botanize
botanomancy
botany
botch
botchy
botel
boffly
both
bother
botheration
bothersome
bothy
botryoidal
bots
bott
bottle
bottle glass
bottle green
bottle party
bottle tree
bottle up
bottleneck
bottom
bottom drawer
bottomless
bottommost
bottomry
bottoms up!
botulin
box coat
box elder
box girder
box kite
box office
box pleat
box seat
box spring
box turtle
box wrench
boxberry
boxboard
boxcar
boxer
boxfish
boxhaul
boxing
boxing glove
boxing ring
boxthorn
boxwood
boy
boy scout
boyar
boycott
boyfriend
boyhood
boyish
boyla
boysenberry
bozo
bp.
br'er
br.
bra
brabble
brace
brace and bit
bracelet
bracer
braces
brach
brachial
brachiate
brachio-
brachiopod
brachium
brachy-
brachycephalic
brachylogy
brachypterous
brachyuran
bracing
bracken
bracket
bracketing
brackish
bract
bracteate
bracteole
brad
bradawl
brady-
bradycardia
bradytelic
brae
brag
braggadocio
braggart
braid
braided
braiding
brail
brain
brain coral
brain drain
brain fever
brain stem
brain wave
brainchild
brainless
brainpan
brainsick
brainstorm
brainstorming
brainwash
brainwashing
brainwork
brainy
raise
brake
brake band
brake drum
brake horsepower
brake lining
brake parachute
brake shoe
brakeman
brakesman
bramble
brambling
brambly
bran
branch
branch line
branch out
branched chain
branchia
branching
branchiopod
brand
brand-new
brandish
brandling
brandy
branks
branle
branny
brant
brash
brashy
brasier
brasilein
brasilin
brass
brass band
brass hat
brass knuckles
brass tacks
brassard
brassbound
brasserie
brassica
brassie
brassiere
brassware
brassy
brat
brattice
brattishing
bratwurst
braunite
bravado
brave
bravery
bravissimo
bravo
bravura
braw
brawl
brawn
brawny
braxy
bray
brayer
braze
brazen
brazen-faced
brazier
brazil
brazilein
brazilin
breach
breach of promise
breach of trust
bread
bread and butter
bread knife
bread mold
bread-and-butter pickle
breadbasket
breadboard
breadfruit
breadnut
breadroot
breadstuff
breath
breathways
breadwinner
break
break and entry
break down
break in
break into
break of day
break out
break through
break up
breakable
breakage
breakaway
breakbone fever
breeding
breeks
breeze
breeze block
breezeway
breezy
bregma
brei
bremsstrahlung
brent
brethren
breve
brevet
breviary
brevier
brevity
brew
brewage
brewer's yeast
brewery
brewhouse
brewing
brewis
brewmaster
briar
briarroot
briarwood
bribe
bribery
bric-a-brac
brick
brick cheese
brick red
brickbat
brickkiln
bricklayer
bricklaying
brickle
brickwork
bricky
brickyard
bricole
bridal
bridal wreath
bride
bride price
bridegroom
bridesmaid
broadcasting
broadcloth
broaden
broadleaf
broadloom
broadside
broadsword
broadtail
brocade
brocatel
broccoli
broch
brochette
brochure
brock
brocket
brogan
brogue
broider
broil
broiler
broke
broken
broken heart
broken wind
broken-down
brokenhearted
broker
brokerage
brolly
bromal
bromate
brome grass
brom eosin
bromic
bromic acid
bromide
bromide paper
bromidic
brominate
bromine
bromism
bromo-
bromoform
bronchi
bronchia
bronchial
bronchial pneumonia
bronchial tube
bronchiectasis
bronchiole
bronchitis
broncho-
bronchopneumonia
bronchoscope
bronchus
bronco
broncobuster
bronze
brooch
brood
brooder
broody
brook
brook trout
brookite
brooklet
brookline
brookweed
broom
broomcorn
broomrape
broomstick
bros.
brose
broth
brothel
brother
brother-in-law
brotherhood
brotherly
brougham
brought
brouhaha
brow
browband
browbeat
brown
brown algae
brown bear
brown belt
brown bread
brown coal
brown rat
brown rice
brown rot
bryophyte
bryozoan
btl.
btry.
bu.
bub
bubal
bubaline
bubble
bubble and squeak
bubble bath
bubble chamber
bubble dance
bubble gum
bubbler
bubbly
bubo
bubonic plague
bubonocele
buccal
buccaneer
buccinator
bucetaur
buck
buck and wing
buck fever
buck up
buckaroo
buckboard
buckeen
bucket
bucket seat
bucket shop
bucketeye
buckhound
buckish
buckjump
buckjumper
buckle
buckle down
buckler
buckling
bucko
buckra
buckram
bucksaw
buckshee
buckshot
bullfighter
bullfinch
bullfrog
bullhead
bullheaded
bullhorn
bullion
bullish
bullnose
bullock
bullpen
bullring
bullshit
bullwhip
bully
bully beef
bullyboy
bullyrag
bulrush
bulwark
bum
bum's rush
bumbailiff
bumble
bumblebee
bumbledom
bumbling
bumboat
bumf
bunkin
bummalo
bummer
bump
bump into
bump off
bumper
bumptious
bumpy
bun
bunch
bunch grass
bunch light
bunchy
bunco
buncombe
bund
bundle
bundle of isoglosses
bundle up
bung
bungalow
bunghole
bungle
bunion
bunk
bunk bed
bunker
bunkhouse
bunkmate
bunko
bunkum
bunny
bunny hug
bunt
hunting
bunting
buntline
bunya-bunya
bunyip
buoy
buoyage
buoyancy
buoyant
buprestid
bur
bur marigold
bur oak
bur reed
buran
burble
burbot
burden
burden of proof
burdened
burdensome
burdock
bureau
bureaucracy
bureaucrat
bureaucratic
bureaucratize
burette
burg
burgage
burgee
burgeon
burger
burgess
burgh
burgher
burglar
burglar alarm
burglarious
burglarize
burglary
burgle
burgomaster
burgonet
burgoo
burgrave
burial
burial ground
burial mound
burier
burin
burka
burke
burl
burlap
burlesque
burletta
burley
burly
burn
burn in
burn off
burn out
burned
burned out
burned-out
burner
burnet
burning
burning bush
burning glass
burnish
burnisher
burnoose
burnout
burnsides
burnt
burnt almond
burnt offering
burnt sienna
burnt umber
burp
burp gun
burr
burro
burrow
burrstone
burry
bursa
bursar
bursarial
bursary
burse
burseraceous
bursiform
bursitis
burst
burstone
burthen
burton
burweed
bury
burying beetle
burying ground
bus
bus.
busboy
busby
bush
bush house
bush jacket
bush pilot
bush telegraph
bush wren
bushbuck
bushcraft
bushed
bushel
bushelman
bushhammer
bushing
bushman
bushmaster
bushranger
bushtit
bushwa
bushwhack
bushwhacker
bushy
busily
business
business English
business agent
business college
business cycle
business end
business suit
businesslike
businessman
businesswoman
busk
buskin
buskined
busload
busman
busman's holiday
buss
bust
bust-up
bustard
bustee
buster
bustle
busty
busy
busybody
busyness
busywork
but
butacaine
butadiene
butane
butanol
butanone
butch
butcher
butcher knife
butcher paper
butcher shop
butcher's saw
butcher's-broom
butcherbird
butchery
butene
butler
butlery
butyric acid
butyrin
buxom
buy
buy in
buy into
buy off
buy out
buy up
buyer
buyers' market
buying power
buzz
buzz bomb
buzz off
buzz saw
buzzard
buzzer
bwana
bx.
by
by and by
by and large
by-
by-and-by
by-bidder
by-blow
by-election
by-line
by-play
by-product
by-your-leave
bye
bye-bye
byelaw
bygone
bylaw
bypass
bypath
byre
byrnie
byroad
byssinosis
byssus
bystander
bystreet
byte
byway
caddish
caddy
cade
cadelle
cadence
cadency
cadency mark
cadent
cadenza
cadet
cadge
cadi
cadmium
cadmium orange
cadmium yellow
cadre
caduceus
caducity
caducous
caecilian
caecum
caecogenesis
caeoma
caesalpiniaceous
caesium
caespite
caesura
cafard
cafeteria
caffeine
cafant
cage
cageling
cagey
cahier
cahoot
caiman
cain
caird
cairn
cairngorm
caisson
caisson disease
caitiff
cajeput
cajolet
cajolery
cajuput
cake
cakes and ale
cakewalk
cal.
calabash
calaboose
caladium
calamanco
calamander
calamine
calamint
calamite
calamitous
calamity
calamondin
calamus
calash
calathus
calaverite
calc-
calc-tufa
calcaneus
calcar
calcareous
calcariferous
calceiform
calceolaria
calces
calci-
calcic
calcicole
calciferol
calciferous
calcific
calcification
calcifuge
calciify
calcimine
calcine
calcite
calcium
calium arsenate
calium carbide
calium carbonate
calium chloride
calium cyanamid
ecalium cyclamate
calium hydroxide
calcium light
calcium oxide
calcium phosphate
calculable
calculate
calculated
calculated risk
calculating
calculating machine
calculation
calculator
calculous
calculus
calculus of variations
caldarium
caldera
caldron
calefacient
calefaction
calefactory
calendar
calendar clock
calendar day
calendar month
calendar watch
calendar year
calender
calends
calendula
calenture
calf
calf love
calf's-foot jelly
calfskin
caliber
calibrate
calibre
calices
caliche
calice
calico
calico bush
calico cat
calif
califate
californium
caliginous
calipash
calipee
caliper
caliph
caliphate
calisaya
calisthenics
calix
calk
call
call box
call down
call forth
call girl
call in
call letters
call loan
call money
call number
call off
call out
call rate
call slip
call up
call-board
call-up
calla
callable
callant
callboy
caller
calli-
calligraphy
calling
calling card
calliope
calliopsis
callipash
calliper
callipygian
callisthenics
callosity
callous
callow
callus
calm
calmative
calomel
caloric
calorie
calorifacient
calorific
calorimeter
calotte
caloyer
calpac
calque
caltrop
calumet
calumniate
calumniation
calumnious
calumny
calutron
calvaria
calve
calves
calvities
calx
calyces
calycine
calyce
calypso
calytra
calyptrogen
calyx
cam
camail
camaraderie
camarilla
camass
camber
cambist
cambium
cambogia
camboose
cambrel
cambric
came
camel
camel's hair
camelback
cameleer
camellia
camelopard
cameo
cameo glass
camshaft
can
can buoy
can opener
can't
can.
canaigre
canaille
canakin
canal
canal boat
canal ray
canalicular
canalize
canard
canary
canary grass
canary seed
canary yellow
canasta
canaster
canc.
cancan
cancel
cancellate
cancellation
cancer
cancer stick
cancroid
candela
candelabra
candelabrum
candent
candescent
candid
candid camera
candidacy
candidate
candied
candle
candleberry
candlefish
 candlelight
 candlemaker
 candlenut
 candlepin
 candlepower
 candlestand
candlestick
candlewick
candlewood
candor
candy
candy store
candy-striped
candytuft
cane
cane sugar
canebrake
canella
canescent
canfield
cangue
canicular
canikin
canine
caning
canister
canker
canker sore
cankered
cankerous
cankerworm
canna
cannabin
cannabis
canned
cannel coal
canneloni
canner
cannery
cannibal
cannibalism
cannibalize
cannikin
canning
cannon
cannon bone
cannon cracker
cannon fodder
cannon shot
cannonade
cannonball
cannoneer
cannonry
cannot
capital levy
capital punishment
capital ship
capital stock
capital surplus
capitalism
capitalist
capitalistic
capitalization
capitalize
capitally
capitate
capitation
capitol
capitular
capitulary
capitulate
capitulation
capitulum
caplin
capo
capon
caponize
caporal
capote
capparidaceous
capper
capping
cappuccino
capreolate
capriccio
capriccioso
caprice
capricious
caprification
caprific
caprificaceous
caprine
capriole
caproic acid
caps.
capsaicin
capsicum
capsize
capstan
capstan bar
capstan lathe
capstone
capsular
capsulate
capsule
capsulize
captain
captain of industry
captain's chair
captainship
caption
captious
captivate
captive
captive balloon
captivity
captor
capture
capuche
capuchin
caput
capybara
car
car coat
car park
carabao
carabin
carabineer
carabiniere
caracal
caracara
caracole
caracul
carafe
caramel
caramelize
carangid
carapace
carat
caravan
caravansary
caravel
caraway
carbamate
carbamic acid
carbamidine
carbarn
carbazole
carbide
carbine
carbineer
carbo-
carbohydrate
carbolated
carbolic acid
carbolize
carbon
carbon 14
carbon black
carbon copy
carbon cycle
carbon dating
carbon dioxide
carbon disulfide
carbon microphone
carbon monoxide
carbon paper
carbon process
carbon steel
carbon tetrachloride
carbon tissue
carbon-14 dating
carbonaceous
carbonado
carbonate
carbonation
carbonic
carbonic acid
carbonic-acid gas
carboniferous
carbonization
carbonize
carbonous
carboxyl
carbonyl chloride
carboxyl group
carboxylase
carboxylate
carboxylic acid
carboy
carbuncle
carburet
carburetor
carburize
carbarylamine
carcajou
carcanet
carcass
carcinogen
carcinoma
carcinomatosis
card
card catalog
card index
card punch
card table
card vote
card-carrying
cardamom
cardboard
cardholder
cardiac
cardialgia
cardigan
cardinal
cardinal flower
cardinal number
cardinal points
cardinal virtues
cardinolate
carding
-cardio-
-cardiogram
-cardiograph
-cardioid
-cardiology
-cardiomegaly
-cardiovascular
-carditis
cardoon
cards
cardsharp
carduaceous
care
careen
career
careerism
careerist
carefree
careful
careless
caress
caressive
caret
caretaker
careworn
carfare
cargo
carhop
caribou
caricature
caries
carillon
carillonneur
carina
carinate
carioca
cariole
carious
caritas
cark
carl
carline
carling
carload
carmagnole
carman
carminative
carmine
carnage
carnal
carnal knowledge
carnallite
carnassial
carnation
carnauba
camelian
carnet
carnify
carnival
carnivore
carnivorous
carnotite
carny
carob
caroche
carol
carolus
carom
carotene
carotenoid
carotid
carousel
carouse
carousel
carp
carpal
carpe diem
carpel
carpenter
carpenter ant
carpenter bee
carpenter moth
carpentry
carpet
carpet beetle
carpet bombing
carpet knight
carpet shark
carpet slipper
carpet sweeper
carpet tack
carpetbag
carpetbagger
carpeting
carpi
carping
carpo-
carpogonium
carpology
carpometacarpus
carpophagous
carpophore
carpport
carpospore
carpus
carrack
carrageen
carrefour
carrel
carriage
carriage dog
carriage horse
carriage house
carriage trade
carrick bend
carrick bitt
carrier
carrier pigeon
carriole
carrion
carrion crow
carrion flower
carron oil
carronade
carrot
carrotty
carrousel
carry
carry away
carry back
carry off
carry on
carry out
carry over
carry through
carryall
carrying charge
carrying-on
carse
carsick
cart
cart horse
cartage
carte
carte blanche
carte de visite
carte du jour
cartel
cartelize
cartilage
cartilage bone
cartilaginous
cartload
cartogram
cartography
cartomancy
carton
cartoon
cartouche
cartridge
cartridge belt
cartridge brass
cartridge clip
cartridge paper
cartridge pen
cartulary
cartwheel
caruncle
carve
carve up
carvel
carvel-built
carven
carving
carving knife
caryatid
caryo-
caryophyllaceous
caryopsis
casa
casaba
cascabel
cascade
cascara
cascara sagrada
cascarilla
case
case history
case knife
case law
case shot
casease
caseate
caseation
casebook
casebound
casefy
casein
caseinogen
casemaker
casemate
casement
caseose
caseous
casern
casework
caseworm
cash
cash crop
cash discount
cash in
cash on delivery
cash register
cash-and-carry
cashbook
cashbox
cashew
cashier
cashier’s check
cashmere
casing
 casino
cask
casket
casque
cassaba
cassareep
cassation
cassava
casserole
 cassette
cassia
cassimere
cassino
cassis
cassiterite
cassock
cassoulet
cassowary
cast
 cast about
cast down
 cast iron
 cast steel
 cast-iron
 cast-off
 castanets
 castaway
caste
 caste mark
 castellan
 castellany
 castellated
 castellatus
 caster
 castigate
 casting
 casting vote
 castle
 castle in the air
 castled
 castoff
 castor
 castor bean
 castor oil
castor-oil plant
castrate
ciastration complex
ciastrato
casual
casuality
casualty insurance
casuist
casuistry
casus belli
cat
cat brier
cat burglar
cat nap
cat rig
cat whisker
cat’s cradle
cat’s-ear
cat’s-eye
cat’s-foot
cat’s-paw
cat’s-tail
cat-and-dog
cat-eyed
cat-o’-mountain
cat-o’-nine-tails
cat.
cata-
catabasis
catabolism
catabolite
catacaustic
catachresis
cataclinal
cataclysm
cataclysmic
catacomb
catadromous
catafalque
catalase
catalectic
catalepsy
catalo
catalog
catalogue
catalpa
catalysis
catalyst
catalyze
catamaran
catamenia
catamite
catamnésis
catamount
cataphoresis
cataphyll
cataplasia
cataplasm
cataplexy
catatrupt

cataract
catarrh
catarrhine
catastrophe
catastrophism
catatonia
catbird
catboat
catcall

catch
catch basin
catch crop
catch on
catch out
catch phrase

catch up
catch-as-catch-can
catchall
catcher
catchfly
catching
catchment
catchpenny
catchpole
catchup
catchweight
catchword
catchy
cate
catechetical
catechin
catechism
catechist
catechize
catechol
catechu
catechumen
categorical
categorical imperative
categorize
category
catena
catenane
catenary
catenate
catenoid
cater
cater-cornered
cater-cousin
cateran
catercorner
caterer
catering
caterpillar
caterpillar hunter
caterwaul
catfall
catfish
catgut
cath-
catharsis
cathartic
cathead
cathedral
cathepsin
catheter
catheterize
cathexis
cathode
cathode glow
cathode ray
cathode-ray tube
cathodic protection
cathodoluminescence
catholic
catholicity
catholicize
catholicism
catholicon
cathouse
cation
catkin
catlike
catling
catmint
cell wall
cella
cellar
cellarage
cellarer
cellaret
cellist
cello
cellobiose
cellobion
cellophane
cellular
cellule
cellulitis
cellulose
cellulose acetate
cellulose nitrate
cellulosic
cellulous
celom
celt
celtuce
cembalo
cement
cementation
cementite
cementum
cemetery
cen.
cenacle
cenesthesia
cenobite
cenogenesis
cenotaph
cense
censer
censor
censorious
censorship
censurable
censure
census
cent
cent.
cental
centare
centaur
centaury
centavo
centenarian
centenary
centennial
center
center of buoyancy
center of curvature
center of effort
center of flotation
center of gravity
center of mass
center of percussion
center of pressure
center of symmetry
center punch
centerboard
centering
centerpiece
centesimal
centesimo
centi-
centiare
centigrade
centigram
centiliter
centillion
centime
centimeter
centipede
centipoise
centistere
centner
cento
centra
central
central angle
central bank
central heating
central nervous system
central sulcus
centralism
centrality
centralization
centralize
centre
centreboard
centrepiece
centri-
cercus
cere
cereal
cerebellum
cerebral
cerebral palsy
cerebrate
cerebration
cerebritis
cerebro-
cerebroside
cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal fluid
cerebrospinal meningitis
cerebrovascular
cerebrum
cerecloth
cerement
ceremonial
ceremonious
ceremony
ceresin
cereus
ceria
ceric
cerise
cerium
cermet
cernuous
cero
cerography
ceroplastic
ceroplastics
cerotic acid
cerotype
cerus
cert.
certain
certainly
certainty
certes
certifiable
certificate
certificate of deposit
certificate of incorporation
certificate of origin
certificate of stock
certification
chaffer
caffinch
chafing dish
chagrín
chain
chain gang
chain letter
chain lightning
chain locker
chain mail
chain reaction
chain reactor
chain rule
chain saw
chain shot
chain stitch
chain store
chain-smoke
chainman
chainplate
chair
chair car
chairborne
chairman
chairmanship
chairwoman
chaise
chaise longue
chalaza
chalcanthite
chalcedony
chalco-
chalcocite
chalcopyrite
chalcolith
chalet
chalice
chalk
chalk out
chalk talk
chalk up
chalkboard
chalkstone
chalky
challah
challenge
challenging
challis
calone
chalutz
chalybeate
chalybite
cham
chamade
chamber
chamber concert
chamber music
chamber of commerce
chamber orchestra
chamber pot
chambered nautilus
chamberlain
chambermaid
chambers
chambray
chameleon
chamfer
chamfer bit
chamfron
chammy
chamois
chamomile
champ
champac
champaca oil
champagne
champaign
champerty
champignon
champion
championship
chance
chance-medley
chancel
chancellery
chancellor
chancellorship
chancery
chancr
cancer
canceroid
cancy
chandelier
chandelle
chandler
chandlery
change
change of life
change of venue
change ringing
change-up
changeable
changeful
changeless
changeling
changeover
changing bag
channel
channel iron
channelize
chanson
chanson de geste
chant
chanter
chanterelle
chanteuse
chantey
chanticleer
chantress
chantry
chanty
chaos
chaotic
chap
chap.
chaparajos
chaparral
chaparral pea
chapatti
chapbook
chape
chapeau
chapeau bras
chapel
chapel of ease
chaperon
chaperone
chapfallen
chapiter
chaplain
chaplet
chapman
chappie
chaps
chapter
chaqueta
char
charabanc
character
character actor
character sketch
character witness
characteristic
characteristically
characterization
characterize
charactery
charade
charades
charcoal
charcuterie
chard
chare
charge
charge account
charge nurse
charge of quarters
chargeable
charged
charger
charily
chariness
chariot
charioteer
charisma
charismatic
charitable
charity
charivari
charkha
charlady
charlatan
charlatanism
charlatanry
charley horse
charlock
charlotte
charlotte russe
charm
charmed circle
charmer
charmeuse
charming
carnel
carnel house
charpoy
charqui
charr
chart
chart house
chart room
charter
charter colony
charter member
chartered accountant
chartist
chartography
chartreuse
chartulary
charwoman
chary
chase
chaser
chasing
chasm
chasempot
chasseur
chassis
chaste
chaste tree
chasten
chastise
chastity
chastity belt
chasuble
chat
chateau
chatelain
chatelaine
chatoyant
chattel
chattel mortgage
chatter
chatter mark
chatterbox
chatterer
chatty
chaudfroid
chauffer
chauffeur
chaulmoogra
chaunt
chausses
chaussure
chauvinism
chaw
chayote
chazan
cheap
cheap-jack
cheapen
cheapskate
cheat
cheater
check
check in
check list
check out
check valve
checkbook
checked
checker
checkerberry
checkerbloom
checkerboard
checkerered
checkers
checkerwork
checking account
checklist
checkmate
checkoff
checkpoint
checkrein
checkroom
checkrow
checks and balances
checkup
checky
cheddite
cheder
cheek
cheek pouch
cheekbone
cheekpiece
cheeky
cheep
cheer
chemurgy
chenille
chenopod
cheongsam
cheque
chequer
chequerboard
chequered
cherimoya
cherish
cheroot
cherry
cherry bomb
cherry laurel
cherry picker
chersonese
chert
cherub
chervil
chervonets
chess
chessboard
chessman
chest
chest of drawers
chest of viols
chest voice
chest-on-chest
chesterfield
chestnut
chesty
chetah
cheval glass
cheval-de-frise
chevalier
chevet
cheviot
chevrette
chevron
chevrotain
chevy
chew
chew out
chew over
chew up
chewing gum
chewink
chewy
chez 
chg. 
chi 
chi-square test 
chiack 
chiao 
chiaroscuro 
chiasma 
chiasmus 
chiastic 
chialtite 
chibouk 
chic 
chicalote 
chicane 
chicanery 
chiccory 
chichi 
chick 
chickabiddy 
chickadee 
chickaree 
chicken 
chicken breast 
chicken coop 
chicken feed 
chicken hawk 
chicken out 
chicken pox 
chicken wire 
chicken-hearted 
chicken-livered 
chickenhearted 
chickpea 
chickweed 
chicle 
chico 
chicory 
chide 
chief 
chief justice 
chief mate 
chief of state 
chief petty officer 
chief warrant officer 
chiefly 
chieflain 
chiffchafl
chin-chin
china
china bark
china clay
chinaberry
chinaware
chincapin
chinch
chinch bug
chinchilla
chinchy
chine
chinfest
chink
chinkapin
chino
chinoiserie
chinook
chinquapin
chintz
chintzy
chip
chip in
chip log
chip shot
chipboard
chipmunk
chipped beef
chipper
chipping sparrow
chippy
chirk
chirm
chiro-
chirography
chiromancy
chiropodist
chiropody
chiropractic
chiropractor
chiropteran
chirp
chirpy
chirr
chirrup
chirrupy
chirurgeon
chisel
chiseler
chit
chitarrone
chitchat
chitin
chiton
chitter
chitterlings
chivalric
chivalrous
chivalry
chivaree
chive
chivy
chlamydate
chlamydeous
chlamydospore
chlamys
chlor-
chloral
chloral hydrate
chloramine
chloramphenicol
chlorate
chlorodane
chlorella
chlorenchyma
chloric
chloric acid
chloride
chloride of lime
chlorinate
chlorine
chlorine dioxide
chlorite
chloro-
chloroacetic acid
chlorobenzene
chloroform
chlorohydrin
chlorophyll
chloropicrin
chloroplastic
chloroprene
chlorosis
chlorothiazide
chlorous
chlorous acid
chlorpromazine
clortetracycline
chm.
choanocyte
chock
chock-a-block
chock-full
chocolate
choice
choir
choir loft
choir school
choirboy
choirmaster
choke
choke coil
choke up
choke-full
chokeberry
chokebore
chokecherry
chokedamp
choker
choking
chole-
cholecalciferol
cholecyst
cholecystectomy
cholecystitis
cholecystotomy
cholent
choler
cholera
cholera morbus
choleric
cholesterol
choli
cholic acid
choline
cholinesterase
cholla
chomp
chon
chondriosome
chondrite
chondro-
chondroma
chondrule
chromogenic
chromolithograph
chromolithography
chromomere
chromonema
chromophore
chromoplast
chromoprotein
chromosome
chromosome number
chromosphere
chromous
chromyl
chron.
chronaxie
chronic
chronic alcoholism
chronicle
chronicle play
chrono-
chronogram
chronograph
chronological
chronologist
chronology
chronometer
chronometry
chronon
chronopher
chronoscope
chrysalid
chrysalis
chrysanthemum
chrysarobin
chryselephantine
chryso-
chrysoberyl
chrysolite
chrysoprase
chrysothyl
chs.
chthonian
chub
chubby
chuck
chuck out
chuck wagon
chuck-full
chuck-will's-widow
chuckhole
chuckle
chucklehead
chuckwalla
chuddar
chufa
chuff
chuffy
chug
chukar
chukka boot
chukker
chum
chummy
chump
chunk
chunky
chuppah
church
church book
church calendar
church invisible
church militant
church mode
church text
church visible
churchgoer
churchless
churchlike
churchly
churchman
churchwarden
churchwoman
churchy
churchyard
churinga
churl
churlish
churn
churning
churr
churrigueresque
chute
chutney
chutzpah
chyack
chyle
chyme
chymotrypsin
ci-devant
ciao
ciborium
cicada
cicala
cicatrix
cicatriz

cicely
cicero
cicerone
cichlid

cicisbeo
cider
cig
cigar
cigar store
cigarette
cigarette holder
cigarette lighter
cigarette paper

cigarillo
cilia
ciliary
ciliary body
ciliate
cilice
ciliolate
cilium

cimbalom
cinex
cinch
cinchona


cinchonidine
cinchonine
cinchonism
cinchonize
cincture
cinder
cinder block
cinder track
cine-
cineaste
cinema

cinematograph
cinematography
cineraria
civies
civil
civil day
civil death
civil disobedience
civil engineer
civil engineering
civil law
civil liberty
civil list
civil marriage
civil rights
civil servant
civil service
civil war
civilian
civility
civilization
civilize
civilized
civilly
civism
civvies
ci.
clabber
clachan
crack
clad
cladding
cladoceran
cladophyll
claim
claimant
claiming race
clair-obscure
clairaudience
clairvoyance
clairvoyant
clam
clam up
clamant
clamatorial
clambake
clamber
clammy
clamor
clamorous
clamp
clerical
clerical collar
clericalism
clericals
clerihew
clerk
clerkly
cleromancy
cleruchy
cleveite
clever
clevis
clew
clew line
click
click beetle
clicker
client
clientage
clientele
cliff
cliff brake
cliff swallow
cliff-hanger
climacteric
climactic
climate
climatology
climax
climb
climb down
climber
climbing fern
climbing irons
clime
clinandrium
clinch
clincher
cline
cling
clingfish
clinging vine
clingstone
clingy
clinic
clinical
clinical psychology
clinical thermometer
clinician
clink
clinker
clinker-built
clinkstone
clino-
clinometer
clinquant
clintonia
clip
clip joint
clip-clop
clip-fed
clipboard
clipped
clipper
collectors
clipping
clique
cliquish
clishmaclaver
cloris
cloaca
cloak
cloak-and-dagger
cloakroom
clobber
cloche
clock
clock golf
clock watcher
clockmaker
clockwise
clockwork
clod
cloiddish
clodhopper
clodhopping
clog
cloison
cloister
cloistered
cloistral
cloomb
cloomp
cclone
clonic spasm
clonus
clothier
clothing
clopped cream
cloture
cloud
cloud chamber
cloud cover
cloud rack
cloud-capped
cloudberry
cloudburst
clouded
cloudland
cloudless
cloudlet
cloudscape
cloudy
clöugh
clout
clove
clove hitch
clove pink
cloven
cloven hoof
clover
cloverleaf
clown
clown white
clownery
cloy
cloying
club
club chair
club foot
club moss
club sandwich
club steak
club topsail
clubbable
clubbly
clubfoot
clubhaul
clubhouse
clubman
clubwoman
cluck
clue
clueless
coal
cocar
coal gas
coal heaver
coal hole
coal mine
coal oil
coal scuttle
coal tar
coaler
coalessce
coalfield
coalfield
coalfield
coalfish
coalition
coaly
coaming
coaptation
coarctate
course
course-grained
coarsen
cost
coast artillery
coast guard
coastal
coastal plain
coaster
coastguardsman
coastland
coastline
coastward
costwise
cot
coat hanger
coat of arms
coat of mail
coated
coatee
coati
coating
coattail
coauthor
coax
coaxial
coaxial cable
cob
cob money
cobalt
cobalt bloom
cobalt blue
cobalt bomb
cobalt green
cobaltic
cobaltite
cobaltious
cobber
cobble
cobbler
cobblestone
cobelligerent
cobia
coble
cobnut
cobra
cobra de capello
coburg
cobweb
cobwebby
coca
cocaine
cocainism
cocainize
cocci
coccid
coccidioidomycosis
coccidiosis
coccus
coccyx
cochineal
cochlea
cochleate
cock
cock of the walk
cock-a-doodle-doo
cock-a-hoop
cock-a-leekie
cock-and-bull story
cock-of-the-rock
cockade
cockalorum
cockatiel
cockatoo
cockatrice
cockboat
cockchafer
cockcrow
cocked hat
cocker
cocker spaniel
cockerel
cockeyed
cockfight
cockhorse
cockiness
cockle
cockleboat
cocklebur
cockleshell
cockloft
cockney
cockneyfy
cockneyism
cockpit
cockroach
cockscomb
cockshy
cockspur
cocksure
cockswain
cocktail
cocktail hour
cocktail lounge
cocktail party
cocktail table
cockup
cooky
coco
cocoa
cocoa bean
cocoa butter
coconut
coconut butter
coconut oil
coconut palm
cocoon
cocotte
cod
cod-liver oil
coda
coddle
code
codeclination
codeine
codex
codfish
codger
codices
codil
codification
codify
codling
codling moth
codon
codpiece
coeducation
coefficient
coe-
coele-
coelacanth
coele-
terate
coele-
teron
celiac
coe-
lom
coenostat
coenesthesia
coenobite
coenocyt-
ce
coenosarc
coenurus
coenzyme
coequal
coe-
erce
corci-
non
core-
cive
coes-
tential
cot-
eaneous
coet-
ternal
coeterni-
ty
coe-
val
coe-
executor
coex-
ist
co-
extend
coo-
teensive
coff
coffee
coffee break
coffee cup
coffee maker
coffee mill
coffee nut
coffee shop
coffee table
coffee tree
coffee-colored
coffeehouse
coffeepot
coffer
cofferdam
coffin
coffin bone
coffin nail
coffle
cog
coff railway
cog.
cogency
cogent
cogitable
cogitate
cogitation
cogitative
cognac
cognate
cognition
cognition
cognizable
cognizance
cognizant
cognize
cognomen
cognoscenti
cogon
cogwheel
cohabit
cohir
cohere
coherence
coherent
cohesion
cohesive
cohabate
cohort
cohosh
cohune
coif
coiffeur
coiffure
coign
coign of vantage
coil
coil spring
coin
coin box
coin silver
coinage
coincide
coincidence
coincident
coincidental
coincidentally
coconstantaneous
coinsurance
coinsure
coir
coition
coitus
coitus interruptus
coke
coke oven
col
col-
col.
cola
cola nut
colander
colatitude
colcannon
colchicine
colchicum
colchothar
cold
cold chisel
cold comfort
cold cream
cold cuts
cold duck
cold feet
cold frame
cold front
cold light
cold pack
cold rubber
cold shoulder
cold snap
cold sore
cold steel
cold storage
cold sweat
cold turkey
cold war
cold water
cold wave
cold-blooded
cold-hearted
cold-shoulder
cole
colecotomy
colemanite
coleopteran
coleoptile
coleorhiza
coleslaw
coleus
colewort
colic
colicroot
colicweed
coliseum
coli
collacke
collect
collectanea
collected
collection
collective
collective agreement
collective bargaining
colostrum
colotomy
colour
colourable
colpitis
colporteur
colpotomy
colt
colter
colth
coltsfoot
colubrid
colubrine
colugo
columbarium
columbary
columbic
columbine
columbite
columbium
columbous
columella
columelliform
column
column inch
columnar
columniation
columnist
colure
coly
colza
colza oil
com-
com.
coma
comate
comatose
comatulid
comb
comb jelly
comb.
combat
combat fatigue
combat team
combat zone
combatant
combative
combe
comber
combination
combination lock
combination tone
combinative
combinatorial analysis
combinatorial topology
combine
combined
combined operations
combinations
combining form
combo
combust
combustible
combustion
combustion chamber
combustor
comdg.
come
come about
come across
come along
come at
come away
come between
come by
come forward
come in
come into
come of
come off
come out
come over
come round
come through
come to
come up
come upon
come-hither
come-on
comeback
comedian
comedic
comedienne
comedietta
comedo
comedown
commemoration
commemorative
commence
commencement
commend
commendam
commendation
commendatory
commensal
commensurable
commensurate
comment
commentary
commentate
commentative
commentator
commerce
commercial
commercial art
commercial bank
commercial college
commercial credit
commercial fertilizer
commercial law
commercial paper
commercial pilot
commercial traveler
commercialism
commercialize
commie
comminate
commination
commingle
commminute
commminuted fracture
commiserate
commissar
commissariat
commissary
commission
commission plan
commissionaire
commissioned officer
commissioner
commissure
commit
commitment
committal
committee
committeeman
committeewoman
commix
commixture
commode
commodious
commodity
commodity exchange
commodore
common
common carrier
common chord
common cold
common council
common denominator
common divisor
common fraction
common ground
common knowledge
common law
common logarithm
common man
common measure
common multiple
common noun
common people
common pleas
common prayer
common property
common room
common school
common scold
common sense
common stock
common time
common touch
common year
common-law marriage
commonable
commonage
commonality
commonalty
commoner
commonly
commonplace
commonplace book
commons
commonsense realism
commonweal
commonwealth
commorancy
commorant
commotion
commove
communal
communalism
communalize
commune
communicable
communicant
communicate
communication
communications satellite
communications zone
communicative
communion
communion cloth
communion of saints
communism
communist
communistic
communitarian
community
community chest
community college
community singing
communize
commutable
commutate
commutation
commutation ticket
commutative
commutative law
commutator
commute
commuter
communal
comose
comp
comp.
compact
compaction
compagnie
compander
companion
companion ladder
companionable
companionate
companionate marriage
companionship
companionsway
company
company officer
company union
compar.
comparable
comparative
comparative government
comparative linguistics
comparative literature
comparative method
comparator
compare
comparison
compartment
compartmentalize
compass
compass card
compass course
compass plant
compass rose
compass saw
compassion
compassionate
compatible
compatriot
compeer
compel
compellation
compelling
compendious
compendium
compensable
compensate
compensation
compensatory
compete
competence
competency
competent
competition
competitive
competitor
compilation
compile
compiler
complacence
complacency
compliant
complain
complainant
complaint
complaisance
complaisant
complect
complected
complement
complemental
complementary
complementary angle
complementary color
complementary distribution
complete
completion
complex
complex fraction
complex number
complex sentence
complex variable
complexion
complexioned
complexity
compliance
compliancy
compliant
complicacy
complicate
complicated
complication
complice
complicity
compliment
complimentary
compline
complot
comply
compo
component
compony
comport
comportment
composure
compot
compote
compound
compound engine
compound eye
compound flower
compound fraction
compound fracture
compound interest
compound leaf
compound lens
compound microscope
compound number
compound sentence
compound time
comprador
comprehend
comprehensible
comprehension
comprehensive
comprehensive school
compress
compressed
compressed air
compressibility
compression
compression ratio
compressive
compressor
comprise
compromise
compte rendu
condign
condiment
condition
conditional
conditioned
conditioned response
conditioner
conditioning
condole
condolence
condolent
condom
condominium
condonation
condone
condor
condottiere
conduce
conducive
conduct
conductance
conduction
conductive
conductivity
conductor
conduit
conduplicate
condyle
condyloid
condyloma
cone
cone shell
coneflower
coney
conf.
confab
confabulate
confabulation
confect
confection
confectionary
confectioner
confectioners' sugar
confectionery
confederacy
confederate
confederation
confer
conferee
conference
conferral
conferva
confess
confessedly
confession
confessional
confessor
confetti
confidant
confidante
confide
confidence
confidence game
confidence man
confident
confidential
confidential communication
confiding
configuration
configurationism
confine
confined
confinement
confirm
confirmand
confirmation
confirmatory
confirmed
confiscable
confiscate
confiscatory
confiture
conflagrant
conflagration
conflation
conflict
confluence
confluent
conflux
confocal
conform
conformable
conformal
conformance
conformation
conformist
connotation
connotative
connote
connubial
conoid
conoscenti
conquer
conqueror
conquest
conquian
conquistador
cons
cons.
consanguineous
consanguinity
conscience
conscience clause
conscience money
conscience-stricken
conscientious
conscientious objector
conscionable
conscious
consciousness
conscript
conscript fathers
conscription
consecrate
consecration
consecution
consecutive
consensual
consensus
consensus gentium
consent
consentaneous
consentient
consequence
consequent
consequential
consequently
conservancy
conservation
conservation of charge
conservation of energy
conservation of mass
conservationist
conservatism
constellate
constellation
consternate
consternation
constipate
constipation
constituency
constituent
constitute
constitution
constitutional
constitutional monarchy
constitutional psychology
constitutionalism
constitutionality
constitutionally
constitutive
constr.
constrain
constrained
constraint
constrict
constriction
constrictive
constrictor
constringe
constringent
construct
construction
constructionist
constructive
constructivism
construe
consubstantial
consubstantiate
consubstantiation
consuetude
consuetudinary
consul
consul general
consular agent
consulate
consult
consultant
consultation
consultative
consumable
consume
contr.
contra
contraband
contrabandist
contrabass
contrabassoon
contraception
contraceptive
contract
contract bridge
contracted
contractile
contraction
contractive
contractor
contractual
contracture
contradance
contradict
contradiction
contradictory
contradistinction
contradistinguish
contrail
contraindicate
contralto
contraoctave
contrapose
contraposition
contrapositive
contraption
contrapuntal
contrapunist
contrariety
contrarily
contrarious
contrariwise
contrary
contrast
contrastive
contrasty
contravallation
contravene
contravention
contrayerva
contrecoup
contredanse
contretemps
contrib.
contribute
contribution
contributor
contributory
contributory negligence
contrite
contrition
contrivance
contrive
contrived
control
control account
control board
control center
control chart
control column
control experiment
control grid
control panel
control rod
control room
control stick
control surface
control tower
controller
controversial
controversy
controvert
contumacious
contumacy
contumelious
contumely
contuse
contusion
conundrum
conurbation
conure
convalesce
convalescence
convalescent
convection
convector
convenance
convene
convenience
convenient
convent
conveticle
convention
conventional
conventionalism
conventionality
conventionalize
conventioneer
conventioner
convetual
converge
convergence
convergent
convertable
convertant
conversation
conversation piece
conversational
conversationalist
conversazione
converse
conversion
convert
converted
converter
convertible
convertiplane
convertite
convex
convexity
convexo-concave
convexo-convex
convey
conveyance
conveyancer
conveyancing
conveyor
conveyor belt
convict
conviction
convincent
convincing
convivial
convocation
convoy
convolute
convolution
convolve
convolvulaceous
convolvulus
convoy
convulsant
convulse
convulsion
convulsive
cony
coo
cooee
cook
cook up
cook-general
cookbook
cooker
cookery
cookhouse
cookie
cooking
cookout
cookshop
cookstove
cooky
cool
coolant
cooler
coolie
cooling-off period
coolish
coolth
coom
coomb
coon
coon's age
cooncan
coonhound
coonskin
coontie
coop
coop.
cooper
coopage
coopenate
coopation
coopative
coopative society
coopery
coordinate
coordinating conjunction
coordination
coot
cootch
cootie
cop
cop out
copacetic
copaiba
copal
copalite
copalm
coparcenary
coparcener
copartner
cope
copeck
copepod
coper
copestone
copier
copilot
coping
coping saw
coping stone
copious
coplanar
copolymer
copolymerize
copper
copper pyrites
copperas
copperhead
copperplate
coppersmith
coppery
coppice
copra
copro-
coprolalia
coprolite
coprology
coprophagous
coprophilia
coprophilous
copse
copse
copter
copula
copulate
copulation
copulative
copy
copy desk
copy editor
copy paper
copy-edit
copybook
copyboy
copycat
copyhold
copyholder
copyist
copyread
copyreader
copyright
copywriter
coq au vin
coquelicot
couet
couetry
couette
couilla nut
couillage
couille
couquina
couito
cor anglaism
cor.
coraciiform
coraicle
coracid
coral
coral reef
coral snake
coral tree
coralline
corallite
coralloid
coranto
corban
corbeil
corbel
coricina
corbie
corbie gable
cord
cordage
cordate
corded
cordial
cordiality
cordierite
cordiform
cordillera
cording
cordite
cordless
cordoba
cordon
cordon bleu
cordon sanitaire
cordova

cords
corduroy

corduroy road
corduroys
cordwain
cordwainer
cordwood
core
corelation
corelative
coreligionist
coremaker
coreopsis
corespondent
corf
corgi
coriaceous
coriander
corium
cork
cork cambium
cork oak
corkage
corkboard
corked
corker
corking
corkscREW

corkwood
corky
corm
cormophyte
cormorant
corn
corn borer
corn bread
corn dodger
corn earworm
corn flour
corn lily
corn marigold
corn meal
corn oil
corn picker
corn pone
corn poppy
corn rose
corn salad
corn shock
corn shuck
corn silk
corn smut
corn snow
corn sugar
corn syrup
corn whiskey
cornaceous
corncrib
corn cob
corn cob pipe
corn crib
cornea
corned
cornel
cornelian
cornemuse
corneous
corner
cornered
cornerstone
cornerwise
cornet
cornetcy
cornetist
cornett
cornfield
corn flakes
cornflower
corn husk
corn husking
cornice
corniculate
cornstalk
cornstarch
cornu
cornucopia
cornute
cornuted
corny
corody
corolla
corollaceous
corollary
 corona
 corona discharge
 coronach
 coronagraph
 coronal
 coronal suture
 coronary
 coronary
 coronary insufficiency
 coronary thrombosis
 coronation
 coroner
 coronet
 coroneted
 coronograph
 corp.
corpora
corporal
corporal punishment
 corporate
 corporation
 corporative
 corporator
 corporeal
 corporeity
 corporant
corps
corps de ballet
corps diplomatique
corpse
corpsman
corpuence
corpubent
 corpus
 corpus callosum
 corpus delicti
corpus juris
corpus luteum
corpus striatum
corpuscle
corpuscular theory
corr.
corrade
coral
corrasion
correct
correction
correctitude
corrective
correl.
correlate
correlation
correlation coefficient
correlative
correlative conjunction
correspond
correspondence
correspondence principle
correspondence school
correspondent
corrida
corridor
corrie
corrigendum
corrigible
corrival
corroborant
corroborate
corroboration
corroboree
corrode
corody
corrosion
corrosive
corrosive sublimate
corrugate
corrugated iron
corrugated paper
corrugation
corrupt
corruptible
corruption
corsage
corsair
cosmopolite
cosmorama
cosmos
coss
cosset
cost
cost accounting
cost keeper
cost ledger
cost of living
cost sheet
cost-of-living index
cost-plus
costa
costard
costate
costermonger
costive
costly
costmary
costotomy
costrel
costume
costume jewelry
costumer
costumier
cosy
cot
cotangent
cote
cotemporary
cotenant
coterie
coterminal
coth
cothurnus
cotidal
cotillion
cotinga
cotoneaster
cotquean
cotta
cottage
cottage cheese
cottage loaf
cottage piano
cottager
cottar
cotter
cotter pin
cottier
cotton
cotton batting
cotton belt
cotton cake
cotton candy
cotton flannel
cotton gin
cotton grass
cotton mill
cotton picker
cotton stainer
cotton wool
cottonade
cottonmouth
cottonseed
cottonseed meal
cottonseed oil
cottontail
cottonweed
cottonwood
cottony
cottony-cushion scale
cotyledon
coucal
couch
couch grass
couchant
couching
cougar
cough
cough drop
cough up
could
couldn't
couldst
coulee
coulisse
couloir
coulomb
coulometer
coulter
coumarin
coumarone
council
council fire
council of state
council of war
council school
council-manager plan
councillor
councilman
councillor
councilwoman
counsel
counsellor
counselor
counselor-at-law
count
count noun
count on
count palatine
countable
countdown
countenance
counter
counter-
counteraccusation
counteract
counterattack
counterattraction
counterbalance
counterblast
counterblow
counterchange
countercharge
countercheck
counterclaim
counterclockwise
countercurrent
counterespionage
counterfactual
counterfeit
counterfoil
counterforce
counterglow
counterinsurgency
counterintelligence
counterirritant
counterman
countermand
countermarch
countermark
countermeasure
countermine
countermove
counteroffensive
counterpane
counterpart
counterplot
counterpoint
counterpoise
counterpoison
counterpressure
counterproductive
counterproof
counterproposal
counterpunch
counterreply
counterrevolution
counterscarp
countershading
countershaft
countersign
countersignature
countersink
counterspy
counterstamp
counterstatement
counterstroke
countersubject
countertenor
countertype
countervail
counterweight
counterweight
counterword
counterwork
countess
counting house
countless
countrified
country
country club
country cousin
country dance
country gentleman
country house
country music
country rock
country seat
country store
country-and-western
country-bred
country-dance
country-wide
countryfied
countryman
countryside
countrywoman
county
county commissioner
county court
county palatine
county seat
coup
coup d'oeil
coup de main
coup de plume
coupe
couple
coupler
couplet
coupling
coupon
coupon bond
courage
courageous
courante
coureur de bois
courier
courlan
course
courser
courses
coursing
court
court card
court dress
court hand
court of appeals
court of chancery
court of first instance
court of honor
court of inquiry
court of record
court of wards
court plaster
court tennis
court-martial
courteous
courtesan
courtesy
courtesy title
courthouse
courtier
courtly
courtly love
courtroom
courtship
courtyard
couscous
cousin
cousin-german
couteau
couthie
couture
couturier
couvade
covalence
covariance
cove
coven
covenant
covenantee
covenanter
covenantor
cover
cover charge
cover crop
cover girl
cover point
cover story
cover-up
coverage
coverall
covered
covered wagon
covering
covering letter
coverlet
coversed sine
covert
covert cloth
covered coat
coveredure
covet
covetous
covey
covin
cow
cow parsnip
cow pony
cow shark
cowage
coward
cowardice
cowardly
cowbane
cowbell
cowberry
cowbind
cowbird
cowboy
cowcatcher
cower
cowfish
cowgirl
cowherb
cowherd
cowhide
cowitch
cowl
cowled
cowllick
cowling
cowman
cowpea
cowpoke
cowpox
cowpuncher
cowrie
cowry
cowshed
cowskin
cowslip
cox
coxa
coxalgia
coxcomb
coxcombr
coxswain
coy
coyote
coyotillo
coypu
crag
craggy
craggsman
crake
cram
cram-full
crambo
crammer
cramoisy
cramp
cramped
crampon
cranage
cranberry
cranberry bush
crane
crane fly
cranial
cranial index
cranial nerve
craniate
cranio-
craniology
craniometer
craniometry
craniotomy
cranium
crank
crankcase
crankle
crankpin
crankshaft
cranky
crannog
cranny
crap
crap out
crape
crape myrtle
crappie
craps
craps
craps
crash
crash boat
crash dive
crash helmet
crash pad
crash-land
crashing
crisis
crass
crassulaceous
cratch
crate
crater
craunch
cravat
crave
craven
craving
craw
crawfish
crawl
crawler
crawly
crayfish
crayon
craze
crazed
crazy
crazy bone
crazy paving
crazy quilt
crazyweed
creak
creaky
cream
cream cheese
cream of tartar
cream puff
cream sauce
cream soda
cream-colored
creamcups
creamer
creamery
creamy
crease
create
creatinine
creation
creationism
creative
creative imagination
creativity
creator
creatural
creature
creature comforts
creaturely
credence
credendum
credent
credential
credenza
credibility gap
credible
credit
credit account
credit card
credit insurance
credit life insurance
credit line
credit man
credit rating
credit slip
credit standing
credit union
creditable
creditor
credits
credo
credulity
credulous
creed
creek
creel
creep
creeper
creepie
creeping Jennie
creeping bent grass
creeps
creepy
creese
cremate
cremator
crematorium
crematory
crenate
crenation
crenel
crenelate
crenelation
crenellate
crenulate
crenulation
creodont
creole
creolized
cresol
cresote
cresote bush
crepe
crepe de Chine
crepe hair
crepe paper
crepe rubber
crepitate
crept
crepicular
crepuscular
crepuscular light
crepuscule
crescendo
crescent
crescentic
cresol
cress
cresset
crest
crestfallen
cresting
cretaceous
cretic
cretin
cretinism
cretonne
crevasse
crevise
crew
crew cut
crew neck
crewel
crewelwork
crib
cribbage
cribbage board
cribbing
cribble
cribriform
cribwork
crick
cricket
cricoid
crier
crim.
crim. con.
crime
crime passionel
criminal
criminal conversation
criminal law
criminal syndicalism
criminality
criminate
criminology
crimmer
crimp
crimple
crimpy
crimson
crine
cringe
cringle
crinite
crinkle
crinkleroot
crinkly
crinkum-crankum
crinoid
crinoline
crinose
crinum
criollo
cripple
crippling
crisis
crisis theology
crisp
crispate
crispation
crisper
crispy
crisscross
crissum
crista
cristate
cristobalite
crit.
criterion
critic
critical
critical angle
critical mass
critical philosophy
critical point
critical pressure
critical state
critical temperature
critical volume
criticaster
criticism
criticize
critique
critter
croak
croaker
croaky
crocein
crochet
crochet hook
crocidolite
crock
crooked
crockery
crocket
crocodile
crocodile bird
crocodile tears
crocodilian
crocoite
crusus
croft
crofter
croissant
cromlech
cromorne
crone
cronk
crony
cronyism
crook
crookback
crooked
crossbones
crossbow
crossbred
crossbreed
crosscurrent
crosscut
crosscut saw
crosse
crossed
crosshatch
crosshead
crossing
crossing over
crossjack
crosslet
crossly
crossness
crossopterygian
crossover
crossover network
crosspatch
crosspiece
crossroad
crossroads
crossruff
crosstie
crosstree
crosswalk
crossway
crossways
crosswind
crosswise
crossword puzzle
crotch
crotchet
crotchety
croton
croton oil
crotonic acid
crouch
croup
croupier
croupous pneumonia
crouse
crouton
crow
crow blackbird
crow's-foot
crow's-nest
crowbar
crowberry
crowboot
crowd
crowded
crowfoot
crown
crown cap
crown colony
crown glass
crown graft
crown imperial
crown jewels
crown land
crown lens
crown of thorns
crown post
crown prince
crown princess
crown saw
crown vetch
crown wheel
crowned
crowning
crownpiece
crownwork
croze
crozier
cru
cruces
crucial
cruciate
crucible
crucible steel
crucifer
cruciferous
crucifix
crucifixion
cruciform
crucify
cruck
crud
crude
crude oil
crudity
crue
cruel
cruelty
cruet
cruise
cruiser
cruiserweight
cruller
crumb
crumble
crumbly
crumby
crumhorn
crummy
crump
crumpet
crumple
crumpled
crunch
crunode
crupper
crural
crus
crusade
crusado
cruse
crush
crushing
crust
crustacean
crustaceous
crustal
crusted
crusty
crutch
crux
crux ansata
cruzado
cruzeiro
crwhth
cry
cry down
cry out
crybaby
crying
cryotherapy
cryo-
cryobiology
cryogen
cryogenics
cryohydrate
cuesta
cuff
cuff link
cuffs
cui bono
cuir-bouilli
cuirass
cuirassier
cuisine
cuisse
cul-de-sac
culch
culet
culex
culicid
culinarian
culinary
cull
cullender
cullet
cullis
cully
culm
culmiferous
culminating
culminate
culmination
culottes
culpa
culpable
culprit
cult
cultch
cultigen
cultism
cultivable
cultivar
cultivate
cultivated
cultivation
cultivator
cultrate
cultural
cultural anthropology
cultural lag
culture
culture area
culture center
culture complex
culture medium
culture pattern
culture shock
culture trait
culture vulture
cultured
cultured pearl
cultus
culver
culverin
culvert
cum
cum dividend
cum grano salis
cum laude
cumber
cumbersome
cumbersome
cumbrance
cumbrous
cumin
cummerbund
cumquat
cumshaw
cumulate
cumulation
cumulative
cumulative evidence
cumulative voting
cumuliform
cumulonimbus
cumulostratus
cumulous
cumulus
cunctation
cuneal
cuneate
cuneiform
cunnilingus
cunning
cup
cupbearer
cupboard
cupboard love
cupcake
cupel
cupellation
cupid
cupidity
cupola
cupped
cupping
cupping glass
cupreous
cupric
cupriferous
cuprite
cupro-
cupronickel
cuprous
cuprum
cupulate
cupule
cur
cur.
curable
curacy
curagh
curare
curarize
curassow
curate
curative
curator
curb
curb bit
curb roof
curbing
curbstone
curch
curculio
curcuma
curd
curd cheese
curdle
cure
cure-all
curet
curettage
curfew
curia
curie
curio
curiosa
curiosity
curious
curtsey
curtsy
curule
curule chair
curvaceous
curvature
curve
curvet
curvilinear
curvy
cusec
cushat
cushion
cushiony
cushy
cusk
cusp
cusped
cuspid
cuspidate
cuspidation
cuspidor
cuss
cussed
cussedness
custard
custard apple
custodial
custodian
custody
custom
custom-built
custom-made
customable
customary
customer
customer's man
customhouse
customs
customs union
custos
custumal
cut
cut across
cut and thrust
cut down
cut glass
cut in
cut off
cut out
cut up
cut-and-dried
cutaneous
cutaway
cutback
cutch
cutcherry
cute
cuticle
cuticula
cutie
cutin
cutinize
cutis
cutis vera
cutlass
cutlass fish
cutler
cutlery
cutlet
cutoff
cutout
cutpurse
cutter
cutthroat
cutthroat trout
cutting
cuttle
cuttlebone
cuttlefish
cutty
cutty stool
cutup
cutwater
cutwork
cutworm
cuvette
cwm
cwt.
cy pres
cyan
cyan-
cyanamide
cyanate
cyanous
cyanic
cyanic acid
cyanide
cyanide process
cyanine
cyanite
cyano-
cyanocobalamin
cyanogen
cyanohydrin
cyanosis
cyanotype
cyathus
cybernetics
cycad
cyclamate
cyclamen
cycle
cyclic
cycling
cyclist
cyclo-
cyclograph
cyclohexane
cycloid
cyclometer
cyclone
cyclone cellar
cyclonite
cycloparaffin
cyclopedia
cyclopentane
cycloplegia
cyclopropane
cyclorama
cyclosis
cyclostome
cyclostyle
cyclothymia
cyclotron
cyder
cygnet
cyl.
cylinder
cylinder head
cylinder press
cylindrical
cylindrical coordinates
cylindroid
cylix
cyma
cymar
cymatium
cymbal
cymbiform
cyme
cymene
cymogene
cymograph
cymoid
cynograph
cynose
cynic
cynical
cynicism
cynosure
cyperaceous
cyper
cypress
cypress vine
cyprinid
cyprinodont
cyprinoid
cypridium
cypsela
cyst
cystectomy
cysteine
cystic
cystic fibrosis
cysticercoid
cysticercus
cystine
cystitis
cysto-
cystocarp
cystocele
cystoid
cystolith
cystoscope
cystotomy
cytaster
cyto-
cytochemistry
cytochrome
cytogenesis
cytogenetics
damn
dammable
damnation
damnatory
dammed
damnedest
dannify
damning
damoiselle
damp
dampen
damper
damper pedal
dampproof
damsel
damselfish
damselfly
damson
dance
dance hall
dance of death
dancer
dancette
dandelion
dander
dandify
dandiprat
dandle
dandruff
dandy
dandy fever
dandy roll
dang
danged
danger
dangerous
dangle
dangling participle
danio
dank
danse du ventre
danse macabre
danseur
danseur noble
danseuse
dap
daphne
dapper
dapple
dapple-gray
dappled
darbies
dare
daredevil
daredeviltry
daresay
darg
daric
daring
dariole
dark
dark glasses
dark horse
dark lantern
dark meat
dark star
dark-field microscope
darken
darkish
darkle
darkling
darkness
darkroom
darksome
darky
darling
darn
darned
darnel
darner
darning egg
darning needle
dart
dartboard
darter
dash
dashboard
dashed
dasheen
dasher
dashing
dashpot
dastard
dastardly
dasyure
dat.
data
data processing
datary
datcha
date
date line
date palm
date slip
date stamp
date-stamp
dated
dateless
dateline
dative
data
dato
datolite
datum
datum plane
datura
daub
daube
daubery
daughter
daughter of Eve
daughter-in-law
daughterly
daunt
dauntless
dauphin
dauphine
davenport
davit
daw
dawdle
dawn
day
day bed
day blindness
day coach
day laborer
day letter
day lily
day loan
day nursery
day room
day school
day shift
day-care center
day-to-day
daybook
daybreak
daydream
dayflower
dayfly
daylight
daylight-saving time
daylong
days
days of grace
dayspring
daystar
daytime
da
dazzle
dbl.
dd.
de
de Broglie
de Broglie wave
de Gaulle
de Kooning
de LeSseps
de facto
de fide
de jure
de los Angeles
de novo
de profundis
de rigueur
de trop
de-
de-Stalinization
de-emphasize
deacon
deaconess
deaconry
deactivate
dead
dead beat
dead center
dead duck
dead end
dead flat
dead hand
dead heat
dead letter
dead load
dead man's handle
dead march
dead matter
dead point
dead reckoning
dead set
dead time
dead water
dead weight
dead-and-alive
dead-ball line
dead-stick landing
deadbeat
deaden
deadening
deadeye
deadfall
deadhead
deadlight
deadline
deadlock
deadly
deadly nightshade
deadly sins
deadpan
deadweight
deadwood
deaf
deaf-and-dumb
deaf-and-dumb alphabet
deaf-mute
deafen
deafening
deal
dealate
dealer
dealfish
dealing
dealings
dealt
deaminate
dean
deanery
dear
dearly
dearth
deary
death
death adder
death bell
death camas
death cell
death certificate
death chair
death cup
death duty
death house
death instinct
death knell
death mask
death rate
death rattle
death ray
death row
death sentence
death warrant
death wish
deatht's-head
deatht's-head moth
deadbed
deadblow
deadday
deadful
deadless
deadlike
deadly
deathtrap
deadwatch
deb
deb.
debacle
debag
debar
debark
debase
debatable
debate
debauch
debauched
debauchee
debauchery
debenture
debenture bond
debilitate
debility
debit
debonair
debouch
debouchment
debrief
dehris
debt
debt service
debtor
debug
debunk
debus
debut
debutant
debutante
dec.
deca-
decade
decadence
decadent
decaffeinate
decagon
decagram
decahedron
decal
decalcify
decalcomania
decalescence
decaliter
decalogue
decameter
decamp
decanal
decane
decani
decant
decanter
decapitate
decapod
decarbonate
decarbonized
decarburize
decare
decastere
decastyle
decasyllabic
decasyllable
decathlon
decay
decd.
decese
decease
deceased
decedent
decit
decitful
decieve
decelerate
deceleron
decemvri

decencies
decency
decennary
decennial
decennium
decent
decentralization
decentralize
decision
decisive
deceit
decelron
decemvir
decemvirate
decencies
decency
decennary
decennial
decennium
decent
decentralization
decentralize
decision
decisive
decide
decided
decidua
deciduous
deciduous tooth
decigram
decile
deciliter
decillion
decimal
decimal classification
decimal fraction
decimal point
decimal system
decimalize
decimate
decimeter
decipher
decision
decisive
deck
deck chair
deck hand
deck officer
deck tennis
deckhand
deckhouse
deckle
deckle edge
decl.
declam.
declamatory
declarant
declaration
declarative
declaratory
declare
declared
declarer
declass
declassify
decension
decline
declinometer
declivitous
declivity
declivous
decoct
decction
decode
decoder
decollate
decolonize
decolorant
decolorize
decommission
decompsensation
decompose
decomposed
decomposer
decomposition
decomppound
decompress
decompression sickness
decongestant
decomsecrate
decominate
decotrol
decor
decorate
decoration
decorative
decorator
decorous
decorticlate
decortication
decorum
decoupage
decoy
decrease
decreasing
decree
decree nisi
decrement
decrepit
decrepitate
decrepitude
decresc.
decrescendo
decrescent
decretal
decretive
decretory
decrrial
decry
decrypt
decumbent
decuple
decurion
decurrent
decurved
decury
decussate
dedal
dedans
dedicate
dedicated
dedication
dedifferentiation
deduce
deduct
deductible
deduction
deductive
deed
deed poll
deejay
deam
deeamster
dep
deepest
dep kissing
dep mortality
dep space
dep structure
dep-dyed
dep-freeze
dep-fry
dep-laid
dep-rooted
dep-sea
dep-seated
dep-set
dep-six
deeper
deply
deer
deer fly
deer fly fever
deer lick
deer mouse
deerhound
deer skin
deerstalker
def.
deface
defalgate
defalgation
defamation
defamatory
defame
default
defaulter
defeasance
defeasible
defeat
defeatism
defeatist
defecate
defect
defection
defective
defective number
defective year
defector
defence
defend
defendant
defenestration
defense
defense mechanism
defensible
defensive
defer
deferece
deferent
deferential
deferment
deferral
defered
deferred annuity
defiance
defiant
defibrillator
deficiency
deficiency disease
deficient
deficient number
deficit
deficit spending
defilade
defile
define
definiendum
definiens
definite
definite article
definite integral
definitely
definition
definitive
deflagrate
deflate
deflation
deflect
deflected
deflection
deflective
dehumidify
dehydrate
dehydrogenase
dehydrogenate
dehypnotize
deice
deicer
deicide
deictic
deific
deification
deiform
deify
design
deil
depnosophist
deism
deist
deity
deject
dejecta
dected
defection
dekan-
dekaliter
dekameter
dekko
del.
delaine
delaminate
delamination
delate
delative
delay
delayed neutron
delayed-action
delaying action
dele
delectable
delectate
delectation
degancy
degate
degation
dele
deleterious
delation
delft
deluxe
delve
demagnetize
demagogic
demagogue
demagoguery
demagogy
demand
demand bill
demand deposit
demand loan
demand note
demandant
demanding
demantoid
demarcate
demarcation
demarche
demark
demascalinize
dematerialize
deme
demean
demeanor
dement
demented
dementia
dementia praecox
demerit
demesne
demi-
demi-sec
demibastion
demicanton
demigod
demijohn
demilitarize
demilune
demimondaine
demimonde
demineralize
demirelief
demirep
demise
demisemiquaver
demission
demit
demitasse
demiurge
demivolt
demo
demo-
demob
demobilize
democracy
democrat
democratic
democratize
demodulate
demodulation
demodulator
demography
demoiselle
demolish
demolition
demolition bomb
demon
demonetize
demoniac
demonic
demonism
demonize
demonography
demonolater
demonolatry
demonology
demonstrable
demonstrate
demonstration
demonstrative
demonstrator
demoralize
demos
demote
demotic
demount
dempster
demulcent
demulsify
demur
demure
demurrage
demurring
demurrer
demy
demythologize
den
 denarius
 denary
 denationalize
 denaturalize
 denature
 denazify
 dendriform
 dendrite
 dendritic
 dendro-
 dendrochronology
 dendroid
 dendrology
 dene
 denegation
 dengue
 deniable
 denial
 denier
 denigrate
 denim
 denims
 denitrate
 denitrify
 denizen
 denom.
 denominate
 denomination
 denominational
 denominationalism
 denominative
 denominator
 denotation
 denotative
 denote
 denouement
 denounce
 dense
 densify
 densimeter
 densitometer
 density
 dent
 dent.
 dental
 dental floss
 dental surgeon
dentalium
dentate
dentation
dentelle
denti-
denticle
denticulate
denticulation
dentiform
dentifrice
dentil
dentil band
dentilabial
dentilingual
dentist
dentistry
dentition
dentoid
denture
denudate
denudation
denude
denumerable
denunciate
denunciation
denunciatory
deny
deadand
deadar
deadorant
deadorize
deontology
deadoxidize
deoxygenate
deoxyribonuclease
deoxyribonucleic acid
deoxyribose
dep.
depart
departed
department
department store
departmentalism
departmentalize
departure
depend
dependable
dependence
dependency
dependent
dependent variable
depersonalization
depersonalize
depict
depicture
depilate
depilatory
deplane
deplete
deplorable
deplore
deploy
deplume
depolarize
depolymerize
depone
deponent
depopulate
deport
deporation
deportee
department
deposal
depose
deposit
deposit slip
depository
deposition
depositor
depository
depot
deprove
depraved
depravity
deprecate
deprecative
deprecatory
depreciable
depreciate
depreciation
depreciatory
depredate
depredation
depress
depressant
depressed
depressed area
depression
depressive
depressomotor
depressor
depreation
deprive
deprieved
depside
dep.
depth
depth bomb
depth charge
depth of field
depth psychology
depurate
depurative
deputation
depute
deputize
deputy
deputy sheriff
der.
deracinate
deraign
derail
derange
deranged
derangement
deration
derby
dereism
derelict
dereliction
deride
derisible
derision
derisive
deriv.
derivation
derivative
derive
derived unit
derma
dermal
dermatitis
dermatogen
dermatoglyphics
dermatoid
dermatologist
dermatology
dermatome
dermatophyte
dermatoplasty
dermatosis
dermis
dermoid
dernier cri
dernier ressort
derrogate
derogative
derogatory
derrick
derring-do
derringer
derris
derry
dervish
desalinate
desc.
descant
descend
descendant
descendent
descender
descendible
descent
describe
description
descriptive
descriptive geometry
descriptive linguistics
descry
desecrate
desegregate
desensitize
desert
desert boots
desert fathers
desert rat
deserted
desertion
deserve
deserved
deservedly
despotic
despotism
despumate
desquamate
dessert
dessert wine
dessertspoon
dessiatine
destination
destine
destined
destiny
destitute
destitution
destrier
destroy
destroyer
destroyer escort
destruct
destructible
destruction
destructionist
destructive
destructive distillation
destructor
desuetude
desulphurize
desultory
detach
detached
detachment
detail
detail drawing
detail man
detailed
detain
detainer
detect
detection
detective
detector
detent
detention
detention home
deter
deterge
detergency
detergent
deteriorate
deterioration
determinable
determinant
determinate
determination
determinative
determine
determined
determiner
determinism
deterrence
deterrent
detest
detestable
destation
dethrone
detinue
detonate
detonation
detonator
detour
detoxicate
detoxify
detraction
detraction
detrain
detribalize
detriment
detrimental
detrital
detrition
detritus
detruce
detruncate
detrusion
detumescence
deuce
duced
deuex machina
deuteragonist
deuteranope
deuteranopia
deuterium
deuterium oxide
deuterotechnology
deuterogamy
deuteron
deutoplasm
deutzia
deva
devaluate
devaluation
devalue
devastate
devastating
devastation
develop
developer
developing
development
defest
deviant
deviate
deviation
deviationism
device
devil
devil's advocate
devil's darning needle
devil's food cake
devil's grip
devil's tattoo
devil-may-care
deviled
devilfish
devilish
devilkin
devilment
devilry
deviltry
devious
desirable
desirable
devisal
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
device
devise
devisee
devisor
devitalize
devitrify
devise
diabase
diabetes
diabetes insipidus
diabetes mellitus
diabetic
diablered
diabletic
diaboli
diabolize
diabolic
diabolo
diacaustic
diacetylmorphine
diachronic
diacid
diaconal
diaconate
diaconicon
diaconicum
diacritic
diacritical
diactinic
diadelphous
diadem
diadromous
diaeresis
dia.
diagenesis
diageotropism
diagnose
diagnosis
diagnostic
diagnostician
diagnostics
diagonal
diagram
diagraph
diakinesis
dial
dial telephone
dial tone
dial.
dialect
dialect atlas
dialect geography
dialectal
dialectic
dialectical
dialectical materialism
dialectician
dialecticism
dialectics
dialectologist
dialectology
diallage
dialogism
dialogist
dialogize
dialogue
dalyse
dalyser
dalysis
dialytic
dialyze
diam.
diamagnet
diamagnetic
diamagnetism
diameter
diametral
diametrically
diamine
diamond
diamond drill
diamond jubilee
diamond point
diamondback
diamondback rattlesnake
diamondback terrapin
diandrous
dianetics
dianoetic
dianoia
dianthus
diapason
diapause
diapedesis
diaper
diaper rash
diaphane
diaphaneity
diaphanous
diaphone
diaphony
diaphoresis
diaphoretic
diaphragm
diaphysis
diapophysis
diapositive
diarchy
diarist
diarrhea
diarrhoea
diarthrosis
diary
diaspore
diastase
diastasis
diastema
diaster
diastole
diastrophism
diastyline
diatessaron
diathermic
diathermy
diathesis
diatom
diatomaceous
diatomaceous earth
diatomic
diatomite
diatonic
diatribal
diatropism
diazine
diazo
diazole
diazomethane
diazonium
diazonium salt
diazotize
dib
dibasic
dibble
dibbuk
dibranchiate
dibromide
dibs
dibucaine
dicarboxylic acid
dicast
dice
dicentra
dicephalous
dichiasium
dichlamydeous
dichloride
dichlorodifluoromethane
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane
dicho-
dichogamy
dichotomize
dichotomous
dichotomy
dichroic
dichroism
dichroite
dichromate
dichromatic
dichromaticism
dichromatism
dichromic
dichromic acid
dichroscope
dick
dickens
dicker
dickey
dicky
diclinous
dicot
dicotyledon
dierotic
dict.
dicta
dictate
dictation
dictator
dictatorial
dictatorship
diction
dictionary
dictionary catalog
dictum
did
didactic
didactics
diddle
didn't
dido
didst
didymium
didymous
didynamous
die
die down
die out
die-hard
dieback
diecious
diehard
dieldrin
dielectric
dielectric constant
dielectric heating
diencephalon
dieresis
dies non
diesel
diesel cycle
diesel engine
diesel oil
diesel-electric
desis
diastock
diet
dietary
dietetic
dietetics
diethyl ether
dietitian
diff.
differ
difference
different
differentia
differentiable
differential
differential analyzer
differential calculus
differential coefficient
differential equation
differential gear
differential operator
differential psychology
differential windlass
differentiate
differentiation
difficile
difficult
difficulty
diffidence
diffident
diffluent
diffract
diffraction
diffraction grating
diffractive
diffractometer
diffuse
diffuse nebula
diffuser
diffusion
diffusive
diffusivity
dig
dig in
dig.
digamma
digamy
digastic
digenesis
digest
digestant
digester
digestible
digestif
digestion
digestive
digestive biscuit
digged
digger
digger wasp
diggings
dight
digit
digital
digital clock
digital computer
digitalin
digitalis
digitalism
digitalize
digitate
digitiform
digitigrade
digitize
digitoxin
diglot
dignified
dignify
dignitary
dignity
digraph
digress
digression
digressive
dihedral
dihedral angle
dihedron
dihybrid
dihydric
dihydrostreptomycin
dik-dik
dike
dilapidate
dilapidated
dilapidation
dilatant
dilatation
dilate
dilation
dilative
dilatometer
dilator
dilatory
dildo
dilemma
dilettante
dilettantism
diligence
diligent
dill
dill pickle
dilly
dilly bag
dillydally
diluent
dilute
dilution
diluvial
diluvium
dim
dim.
dime
dime novel
dime store
dimenhydriate
dimension
dimer
dimercaprol
dimerous
dimeter
dimetric
dimidiate
diminish
diminished
diminished seventh chord
diminuendo
diminution
diminutive
dimissory
dimissory letter
dimity
dimmer
dimorph
dimorphism
dimorphous
dimple
dimwit
din
dinar
dine
dine out
diner
dineric
dinette
ding
ding-dong
dingbat
dinge
dinghy
dingle
dingo
dingus
dingy
dining car
dining hall
dining room
dining table
dinitrobenzene
dink
dinky
dinner
dinner clothes
dinner dress
dinner jacket
dinner plate
dinnerware
dinoflagellate
dinosaur
dinosaurian
dinothere
dint
diocesan
dioceze
diode
dioecious
diopside
dioptrase
dioprometer
dioptic
dioptrics
diorama
diorite
dioxide
dip
dipeptide
dipetalous
diphasal
diphenyl
diphenylamine
diphenylhydantoin
diphoense
diphtheria
diphthong
diphthongize
diphylloss
diphyodont
dipl.
diplegia
diplex
diplot-
diploclastic
diplocardiac
diplococcus
diplodocus
diploid
diploma
diplomacy
diplomat
diplomate
diplomatic
diplomatic corps
diplomatic immunity
diplomatic pouch
diplomatics
diplomatist
dioplia
diplopod
diplosis
diplostemonous
dipnoan
dipody
dipole
dipper
dippy
dipsomania
dipsomaniac
dipstick
dipteral
dipteran
dipterocarpaceous
dipterus
diptych
dir.
dire
direct
direct action
direct current
direct distance dialing
direct evidence
direct lighting
direct mail
direct object
direct primary
direct tax
directed
direction
direction finder
directional
directions
directive
directly
director
directorate
directorial
directory
directrix
direful
dirge
dirham
dirigible
dirk
dirmdl
dirt
dirt-cheap
dirty
dis-
disability
disability clause
disability insurance
disable
disabled
disabuse
disaccharide
disaccord
disaccredit
disaccustom
disadvantage
disadvantaged
disadvantageous
disaffection
disaffection
disaffiliate
disaffirm
disafforest
disagree
disagreeable
disagreement
disallow
disannul
disappear
disappearance
disappoint
disappointed
disappointment
disapprobation
disapproval
disapprove
disarm
disarmament
disarming
disarrange
disarray
disarticulate
disassemble
discommend
discommode
discommodity
discommon
decompose
decomposure
disconcert
disconcerted
disconformity
disconnect
disconnected
disconnection
disconsider
disconsolate
discontent
discontented
discontinuance
discontinuation
discontinue
discontinuity
discontinuous
discophile
discord
discordance
discordancy
discordant
discotheque
discount
discount broker
discount house
discount rate
discount store
discountenance
discounter
discourage
discouragement
discourse
discourteous
discourtesy
discover
discoverer
discoverer
discovert
discovery
discredit
discreditable
disreet
discrepancy
discrepant
discrete
disccretion
discretionals
discretionary
discriminant
discriminate
discriminating
discrimination
discriminative
discriminator
discriminatory
discrown
discursion
discursive
discus
discuss
discussant
discussion
disdain
disdainful
disease
diseased
disembark
desembarrass
desembodied
desembodied
desembody
desembogue
desembowel
desembroil
desenable
disenchant
disencumber
disendow
disenfranchise
disengage
disengagement
disentail
disentangle
disenchant
disenthral
disenthral
disenthrone
disentitle
disentomb
disentwine
disepalous
disequilibrium
disestablish
disesteem
disinfest
disingenuous
disinherit
disintegrate
disintegration
disinter
disinterested
disject
disjecta membra
disjoin
disjoined
disjoint
disjointed
disjunct
disjunction
disjunctive
disjuncture
disk
disk harrow
disk-seal tube
dislike
dislimn
dislocate
dislocation
dislodge
disloyal
disloyalty
dismal
dismantle
dismast
dismay
dismember
dismiss
dismissal
dismissive
dismount
disobedience
disobedient
disobey
disoblige
disoperation
disorder
disordered
disorderly
disorderly conduct
disorderly house
disorganization
disorganize
disorient
disorientate
disown
disparate
disparage
disparagement
disparity
dispart
dispersion
dispasion
dissipate
dispel
dispense
dispensable
dispensary
dispensation
dispensatory
dispense
dispenser
dispeoples
disperms
dispersal
dispersant
disperse
dispersion
dispersive
dispersoid
dispirit
dispirited
displace
displaced
displacement
displacement
displant
display
displayed
displease
displeasure
displode
displume
disport
disposable
disposable
disposal
dispose
disposed
disposition
dispossess
disposure
dispraise
dispread
disprize
disproof
disproportion
disproportionate
disproportionation
disprove
disputable
disputant
disputation
disputatious
dispute
disqualification
disqualify
disquiet
disquieting
disquietude
disquisition
disrate
disregard
disregardful
disrelish
disremember
disrepair
disreputable
disrepute
disrespect
disrespectable
disrespectful
disrobe
disrupt
disruption
disruptive
disruptive discharge
dissatisfaction
dissatisfactory
dissatisfied
dissatisfy
dissect
dissected
dissection
dissector tube
disseise
disseisin
dissemblance
dissemble
disseminate
diseminule
dissension
dissent
dissenter
dissentent
dissentious
dissemination
dissent
dissertation
dissert
dissertation
dissertation
dissertate
dissertation
disservice
disser
dissidence
dissident
dissimilar
dissimilarity
dissimilate
dissimilation
dissimilitude
dissimulate
dissimulation
dissipate
dissipated
dissipation
dissociable
dissociate
dissociation
dissogeny
dissoluble
dissolute
dissolution
dissolve
dissolvent
dissonance
dissonancy
dissonant
dissuade
dissuasion
dissuasive
dissyllable
dissymmetry
distributive
distributor
district
district attorney
district court
distrust
distrustful
disturb
disturbance
disturbed
disturbing
disulfide
disulfiram
disunion
disunite
disunity
disuse
disused
disvalue
disyllable
dit
ditch
ditchwater
ditheism
dither
dithionite
dithyramb
dithyrambic
dittany
ditto
ditto mark
dittography
ditty
ditty bag
ditty box
diuresis
diuretic
diurnal
diurnal parallax
div.
diva
divagate
divalent
divan
divaricate
dive
dive bomber
dive-bomb
diver
diverge
divergence
divergency
divergent
divers
diverse
diversification
diversified
diversiform
diversify
diversion
diversity
divert
diverticulitis
diverticulosis
diverticulum
divertimento
diverting
divertissement
divest
divestiture
divi-divi
divide
divided
divided highway
dividend
divider
dividers
divination
divine
divine healing
divine office
divine service
diviner
diving beetle
diving bell
diving board
diving boat
diving suit
diving rod
divinity
divinity school
divinize
divisibility
divisible
division
division algebra
docent
doch-an-dorrach
docile
dock
dockage
docker
docket
dockhand
dockyard
doctor
doctorate
doctrinaire
doctrinal
doctrinal theology
doctrine
document
documentary
documentation
dodder
doddered
doddering
dodeca-
dodecagon
dodecahedron
dodecaneoic acid
dodecasyllable
dodge
dodger
dodo
doe
deer
does
doeskin
doff
dog
dog Latin
dog biscuit
dog clutch
dog collar
dog days
dog fennel
dog in the manger
dog paddle
dog rose
dog sled
dog tag
dog's-tail
dog's-tongue
dog-day cicada
dog-ear
dog-eared
dog-eat-dog
dog-tired
dogbane
dogberry
dogcart
dogcatcher
doge
dogface
dogfight
dogfish
dogged
dogger
doggerel
doggery
doggish
doggo
doggone
doggoned
doggy
doghouse
dogie
dogleg
dogleg fence
doglike
dogma
dogmatic
dogmatics
dogmatism
dogmatist
dogmatize
dogtooth
dogtooth violet
dogtrot
dogvane
dogwatch
dogwood
dogy
doily
doing
doings
doit
doited
dol
dol.
dolabriform
dolce
dolce far niente
dolce vita
doldrums
dole
doleful
dolerite
dolichocephalic
doll
doll up
dollar
dollar diplomacy
dollar gap
dollarbird
dollarfish
dollhouse
dollop
dolly
dolman
dolman sleeve
dolmen
dolomite
dolor
dolorimetry
doloroso
dolorous
dolphin
dolphin striker
dolt
dom
dom.
domain
dome
domesday
domestic
domestic fowl
domestic science
domesticate
domesticity
domicile
domiciary
domiciliate
dominance
dominant
dominant tenement
dominate
domination
dominations
doorstone
doorstop
doorway
dooryard
dopec
dopec fiend
dopecester
dopecy
dor
dorado
dorm
dormancy
dormant
dormer
dormeuse
dormie
dormitory
dormouse
dornick
doronicum
dorp
dorsad
dorsal
dorsal fin
dorser
dorsiferous
dorsivenral
dorso-
dorsoventral
dorsum
dorty
dory
dosage
dose
dosimeter
doss
dossal
dosser
dossier
dost
dot
dot product
dotage
dotard
dotation
dote
doth
doting
dotted
dotterel
dottle
dotty
double
double Dutch
double agent
double back
double bar
double bass
double bassoon
double bed
double boiler
double bond
double chin
double cross
double dagger
double decomposition
double eagle
double entendre
double entry
double exposure
double fault
double feature
double first
double flat
double glazing
double harness
double hitch
double indemnity
double jeopardy
double negative
double play
double pneumonia
double refraction
double rhyme
double salt
double sharp
double standard
double star
double tackle
double take
double time
double-acting
double-bank
double-breasted
double-check
double-cross
double-dealing
double-decker
double-edged
double-faced
double-header
double-helical gear
double-hung
double-jointed
double-minded
double-park
double-quick
double-reed
double-ripper
double-space
double-stop
double-talk
double-team
double-time
double-tongue
double-tongued
doubleganger
doubleheader
doubleleness
doubles
doublen
donblethink
donbleton
donbletree
donbling
donbloon
donblure
donbly
doubt
doubtful
donbting Thomas
donbless
donce
douceur
douche
dough
doughboy
doughnut
doughty
doughy
donm palm
oupon
donr
onura
dourine
douse
douzepers
dove
dovecote
dovekie
dovelike
dovetail
dovetail plane
dovetail saw
dovetailed
dow
dowable
dowager
dowdy
dowel
dower
dower house
dowery
dowie
dowitcher
down
down payment
down under
down-and-out
down-at-heel
down-bow
down-to-earth
downbeat
downcast
downcome
downcomer
downdraft
downfall
downdate
downhearted
downhill
downpipe
downpour
downrange
downright
downs
downsput
downstage
downstairs
downstate
downstream
downstroke
downswing
downthrow
downtime
downtown
downtrend
downtrodden
downturn
downward
downward mobility
downwards
downwash
downwind
downy
downy mildew
dowry
dowsabel
dowse
dowser
dowsing rod
doxology
doxy
doyen
doyenne
doyley
doz.
doze
dozen
dozer
dozy
dpt.
dr
dr.
drab
drabbet
drabble
dracena
drachm
drachma
draconic
draff
draft
draft animal
draft board
draft chair
draft dodger
draft horse
draftee
draftsman
drafty
drag
drag hunt
drag in
drag link
drag race
drag sail
drag up
dragging
draggle
draggletailed
draghound
dragline
dragnet
dragoman
dragon
dragon tree
dragon's blood
dragonet
dragonfly
dragonhead
dragonna
dragonroot
dragoon
dragrope
dragster
drain
drainage
drainage basin
drainining board
drainpipe
drake
dram
drama
dramatic
dramatic irony
dramatics
dramatis personae
dramatist
dramatization
dramatize
dramaturge
dramaturgy
dramashop
drank
drape
draper
drapery
drastic
drat
dratted
draught
draughtboard
draughts
draughtsman
draughty
draw
draw in
draw off
draw on
draw out
draw poker
draw up
drawback
drawbar
drawbridge
drawee
drawer
drawers
drawing
drawing account
drawing board
drawing card
drawing pin
drawing room
drawknife
drawl
drawn
drawn butter
drawn work
drawplate
drawshave
drawstring
drawtube
dray
drayage
drayman
dread
dreadful
dreadfully
dreadnought
dream
dream analysis
dream up
dream vision
dreamer
dreamland
dreamworld
dreamy
drear
dreary
dredge
dredge up
dredger
dredging machine
dree
dreg
dregs
drench
dress
dress circle
dress coat
dress down
dress parade
dress rehearsal
dress shield
dress shirt
dress suit
dress uniform
dress up
dressage
dresser
dressing
dressing gown
dressing room
dressing sack
dressing station
dressing table
dressing-down
dressmaker
dressy
drew
dribble
driblet
dribs and drabs
dried
dried-up
drier
driest
drift
drift anchor
drift angle
drift ice
droop
droopy
drop
drop black
drop cloth
drop curtain
drop forge
drop hammer
drop kick
drop leaf
drop letter
drop off
drop scene
drop shipment
drop shot
drop-forge
drop-kick
droplet
droplight
dropline
dropout
dropper
dropping
droppings
drops
dropsical
dropsonde
dropsy
dropwort
droshky
drosophila
dross
drought
droughty
drove
drover
drown
drowse
drowsy
drub
drubbing
drudge
drudgery
drug
drug addict
drugget
druggist
drugstore
druid
drum
drum corps
drum major
drum majorette
drum out
drumbeat
drumfire
drumfish
drumhead
drumhead court-martial
drumlin
drummer
drumstick
drunk
drunkard
drunken
drunkometer
drupe
drupelet
druse
dry
dry battery
dry cell
dry cleaner
dry cleaning
dry distillation
dry dock
dry farming
dry fly
dry goods
dry kiln
dry law
dry martini
dry measure
dry mop
dry nurse
dry offset
dry plate
dry rot
dry run
dry up
dry-bone ore
dry-bulb thermometer
dry-clean
dry-nurse
dry-salt
dryad
dryasdust
dryer
drying
drying oil
dryly
drypoint
drysalt
da Bellay
duad
dual
dual carriageway
dual personality
dual-purpose
dualism
dualistic
duality
duarchy
dub
dubbin
dubbing
dubiety
dubious
dubitable
dubititation
ducal
ducat
duce
duchess
duchy
duck
duck hawk
duck soup
duckbill
duckboard
ducking stool
duckling
duckpin
ducks
ducks and drakes
ducktail
duckweed
ducky
duct
ductile
ductless gland
dud
dude
dude ranch
dump
dump truck
dumpcart
dumpish
dumpling
dumps
dumpy
dumpy level
dun
dun fly
dunce
dunce cap
dunderhead
dune
dung
dung beetle
dungaree
dungeon
dunghill
dunite
dunk
dunlin
dunnage
dunnite
dunno
dunnock
dunt
duo
duo-
duodecillion
duodecimal
duodecimo
duodenal
duodenary
duodenitis
duodenum
duodiodie
duologue
duomo
duotone
dup
dup.
dupe
dupery
dupion
duple
duple time
duplet
duplex
duplex apartment
duplex house
duplicate
duplication
duplicator
duplicature
duplicity
dupondius
duppy
dura mater
durable
durable goods
duramen
durance
duration
durative
durbar
duress
durian
during
durmast
duro
durra
durst
dusk
dusky
dust
dust bowl
dust cover
dust devil
dust jacket
dust mop
dust shot
dust storm
dustcloth
duster
dustheap
dustman
dustpan
dustproof
dustup
dusty
dusty miller
duteous
dutiable
dutiful
duty
duty-bound
duty-free
duumvir
duumvirate
duvety
dux
dvandva
dwarf
dwarf chestnut
dwarf cornel
dwarf mallow
dwarf star
dwarffish
dwarfism
dwell
dwell on
dwelling
dwelling house
dwelling place
dwelt
dwindle
dwt
dyad
dyadic
dyarchy
dybbuk
dye
dyed-in-the-wool
dyeing
dyeline
dyer's-weed
dyestuff
dyewood
dying
dyke
dynameter
dynamic
dynamic geology
dynamic psychology
dynamics
dynamism
dynamite
dynamiter
dynamo
dynamo-
dynamoelectric
dynamometer
dynamometry
dynamotor
dynast
dynasty
dynatron
dyne
dynode
dys-
dysarthria
dyscrasias
dysentery
dysfunction
dysgenic
dysgenics
dysgraphia
dyslalia
dyslexia
dyslogia
dyslogistic
dyspepsia
dyspeptic
dysphagia
dysphasia
dysphemia
dysphemism
dysphonia
dysphoria
dysplasia
dyspnea
dysprosium
dysteleology
dysthymia
dystopia
dystrophy
dysuria
dz.
dziggetai
e
e'en
e'er
e.
e.e.
e.g.
e.o.
e.o.m.
ea.
each
each other
eager
eager beaver
eagle
eagle boat
eagle eye
eagle owl
eagle ray
eagle-eyed
eaglestone
eaglet
eaglewood
eagre
ealdorman
ear
ear lobe
ear shell
ear trumpet
ear-piercing
ear-splitting
earache
eardrop
eardrum
eared
earflap
earful
earing
earl
earlap
earldom
early
early bird
earmark
earmuff
earn
earned income
earnest
earnest money
earnings
earphone
earpiece
earplug
earreach
earing
earshot
earth
earth inductor compass
earth mother
earth pillar
earth science
earthborn
earthbound
earthen
earthenware
earthiness
earthlight
earthling
earthly
earthman
earthnut
earthquake
earthshaker
earthshaking
earthshine
earthstar
earthward
earthwork
earthworm
earthy
earwax
earwig
earwitness
ease
easeful
easel
easement
easily
easiness
easing
east
east by north
east by south
east-northeast
east-southeast
eastbound
easterly
eastern
easternmost
easting
eastward
eastwardly
eastwards
easy
easy chair
easygoing
eat
eat out
eat up
echinoderm
echinoid
echinus
echo
echo chamber
echo sounder
echoic
echoism
echolalia
echolocation
echopraxia
echovirus
echt
eclair
eclampsia
eclat
eclectic
eclecticism
eclipse
eclipse plumage
ecliptic
eclugite
eclogue
ecllosion
ecol.
ecology
ecn.
econometrics
economic
economic cycle
economic determinism
economic geography
economical
economically
ecnomics
ecnomist
ecnomize
ecnomizer
economy
ecospecies
ecosphere
ecosystem
ectone
ectype
ecphonesis
ecru
ecstasy
ecstatic
ecstatics
ecthyma
ecto-
ectobelast
ectoderm
ectoenzyme
ectogenous
ectomere
ectomorphic
ectoparasite
ectophyte
ectopia
ectopic pregnancy
ectoplasm
ectosarc
ectropion
ectype
ecumenical
ecumenical council
ecumenicalism
ecumenicist
ecumenicity
ecumenism
eczema
ed.
edacious
edacity
edaphic
eddo
eddy
eddy current
edelweiss
edema
edentate
edge
edge tool
edgebone
eder
edgeway
edgewise
edging
edgy
edh
edible
edibles
edict
edification
edifice
edify
edile
edit
edit.
editio princeps
edition
editor
editor in chief
editorial
editorialize
educ.
educable
educate
educated
educatee
education
educational
educationist
educative
educator
educatory
educe
educt
education
educative
edulcorate
eel
eelgrass
eellike
eelpout
eelworm
erie
effable
efface
effect
effective
effector
effects
effectual
effectually
effectuate
effeminacy
effeminate
effeminize
effendi
efferent
effervesce
eglantine
go
go ideal
go trip
egocentric
egocentrism
egoism
egoist
egomania
egotism
egotist
egregious
egression
egression
egrt
eh
eider
eider duck
eiderdown
eidetic
eidolon
eigenfunction
eigenvalue
eight
eighteen
eighteenmo
eighteenth
eightfold
eighth
eighth note
eightieth
eighty
eikon
einkorn
einsteinium
eisegesis
eisteddfod
either
ejaculate
ejaculation
ejaculatory
eject
ejecta
ejection
ejection seat
ejective
ejectment
ejector
ejector seat
eke
eke out
el
elaborate
elaboration
elaeoptene
elan
eland
elapid
elapse
elasmobranch
elastance
elastic
elastic limit
elastic modulus
elasticity
elasticize
elastin
elastomer
elate
elated
elater
elaterid
elaterin
elaterite
elaterium
elation
elative
elbow
elbow grease
elbowroom
eld
elder
elder statesman
elderberry
elderly
eldest
eldritch
elecampane
elect
elect.
election
election district
electioneer
elective
elector
electoral
electoral college
electorate
electret
electric
electric blue
electric chair
electric charge
electric current
electric eel
electric eye
electric field
electric furnace
electric guitar
electric needle
electric organ
electric potential
electric ray
electric shock
electric storm
electric thermometer
electric torch
electric wave
electrical
electrical engineer
electrical engineering
electrical transcription
electrician
electricity
electrify
electro
electro-
electroacoustics
electroanalysis
electroballistics
electrobiology
electroballistics
electrocardiogram
electrocardiograph
electrocautery
electrochemistry
electrocorticogram
electrocute
electrode
electrodeposit
electrodialysis
electrodynamic
electrodynamics
electrodynamometer
electroencephalogram
electroencephalograph
electroform
electrograph
electrojet
electrokinetic
electrokinetics
electroluminescence
electrolyse
electrolysis
electrolyte
electrolytic
electrolytic cell
electrolytic interrupter
electrolyze
electromagnet
electromagnetic
electromagnetic field
electromagnetic induction
electromagnetic radiation
electromagnetic spectrum
electromagnetic unit
electromagnetic wave
electromagnetism
electromechanical
electrometallurgy
electrometer
electromotive
electromotive force
electromotor
electromyography
electron
electron affinity
electron camera
electron gun
electron lens
electron microscope
electron multiplier
electron optics
electron telescope
electron tube
electron-ray tube
electronarcosis
electronegative
electronic
electronic brain
electronic data processing
electronic music
electronic organ
electronics
electrophilic
electrophone
electrophoresis
electrophorus
electrophotography
electrophysiology
electroplate
electropositive
electroscope
electroshock
electroshock therapy
electrostatic
electrostatic generator
electrostatic induction
electrostatic unit
electrostatics
electrostriction
electrosurgery
electrotechnics
electrotechnology
electrotherapeutics
electrotherapy
electrothermal
electrothermics
electrotonus
electrotype
electrum
electuary
eleemosynary
elegance
elegancy
elegant
elegiac
elegiac couplet
elegiac pentameter
elegist
elegit
elelegize
elegy
elem.
element
elemental
elementary
elementary particle
elementary school
elemi
elenchus
eleoptene
elephant
elephant bird
elephant seal
elephant shrew
elephant's ear
elephant's foot
elephantiasis
elephantine
elevate
elevated
elevation
elevator
eleven
elevenses
eleventh
eleventh hour
elevon
elf
elfin
elfish
elfland
elflock
elicit
elide
eligibility
eligible
eliminate
elimination
elision
elite
elitism
elixir
elk
elkhound
ell
ellipse
ellipsis
ellipsoid
elliptic geometry
elliptic spring
ellipticity
elm
elm leaf beetle
elocution
eloign
elongate
elongation
elope
eloquence
eloquent
else
elsewhere
elucidate
elude
elusion
elusive
elute
elutriate
eluviation
eluvium
elver
elves
elvish
elytron
em
em dash
em quad
em-
emaciate
emaciated
emaciation
emanate
emanation
emanative
emancipate
emancipated
emancipation
emancipator
emarginate
emasculate
embalm
embank
embankment
embargo
embark
embarkation
embarkment
embarras de richesses
embarrass
embarrassment
embassy
embattle
embattled
embay
emotion
emotional
emotionalism
emotionality
emotionalize
emotive
emotive meaning
tempale
empanel
empathic
empathize
empathy
empennage
emperor
emperor penguin
empery
emphasis
emphasize
emphatic
emphysema
empire
empiric
empirical
empirical formula
empiricism
emplace
emplacement
emplane
employ
employee
employer
employment
employment agency
employment exchange
empoison
emporium
empoverish
empower
empress
empressement
emprise
emptor
empty
empty word
empty-handed
empty-headed
empurple
empyema
empyrean
emu
emulate
emulation
emulous
emulsifier
emulsify
emulsion
emulsoid
emunctory
en
en attendant
en bloc
en Brosse
en clair
en dash
en famille
en masse
en passant
en plein air
en prise
en quad
en rapport
en route
en suite
en-
enable
enabling
enact
enactment
enallage
enamel
enameling
enamelware
enamor
enamour
enantiomorph
enarthrosis
enate
enc.
encaenia
encage
encamp
encampment
encapsulate
encarnalize
encase
encasement
encaustic
enceinte
encephalic
encephalitis
encephalitis lethargica
encephalo-
encephalogram
encephalograph
encephalography
encephaloma
encephalomyelitis
encephalon
enchain
enchant
enchanter
enchanter's nightshade
enchanting
enchantment
enchantress
enchase
enchilada
enchiridion
enchondroma
enchorial
encincture
encipher
encircle
encl.
enclasp
enclave
enclitic
enclose
enclosure
encode
encomiast
encomiastic
encomium
encompass
encore
encounter
encourage
encouragement
encrimson
encrinite
encroach
encroachment
encrust
enculturation
encumber
encumbrance
encumbrancer
cy
ency
encyclical
encyclopedia
encyclopedic
encyclopedist
encyst
end
end man
end matter
end organ
end point
end product
end use
end-
end-all
end-blowen
end-of-day glass
end-stopped
endamage
endamoeba
endanger
endarch
endbrain
endear
endearment
endeavor
endemic
endermic
endgame
ending
endive
endless
endlong
endmost
endo-
endoblast
endocardial
endocarditis
endocardium
endocarp
endocentric
endocranium
endocrine
endocrine gland
endocrinology
endocrinotherapy
endoderm
endodermis
endodontics
endodontist
endoenzyme
endoergic
endogamy
endogen
endogenous
endolymph
endometriosis
endometrium
endomorph
endomorphic
endomorphism
endoparasite
endopeptidase
endophyte
endoplasm
endorse
endorsed
endorsee
endorsement
endoscope
endoskeleton
endosmosis
endosperm
endospore
endostem
endostosis
endothecium
endothelioma
endothelium
endothermic
endotoxin
endow
endowment
endowment insurance
endpaper
endplay
endrin
endue
endurable
endurance
endurant
endure
enterectomy
enteric
enteric fever
enteritis
entero-
enterogastrone
enteron
enterostomy
enterotomy
enterovirus
enterprise
enterpriser
enterprising
entertain
entertainer
entertaining
entertainment
enthalpy
enthetic
enthral
enthrall
enthrone
enthronement
enthuse
enthusiasm
enthusiast
enthusiastic
enthymeme
entice
enticement
entire
entirely
entirety
entitle
entity
ento-
entoblast
entoderm
entoil
entomb
entomo-
entomol.
entomologize
entomology
entomophagous
entomophilous
entomostracan
entophyte
envoy
envy
enwind
enwomb
enwrap
enwreathen
enwomb
enwreath
enzootic
enzyme
enzymology
enzymolysis
co-
eohippus
eolith
eolithic
eon
eonian
eonism
eos
eosin
eosinophil
ep-
epact
epagoge
epanaphora
epanodos
epanorthosis
eparch
eparchy
epaulet
epieirogeny
epencephalon
epenthesis
epergne
epexegesis
eph-
ephah
ephebe
ephedrine
ephemera
ephemeral
ephemerality
ephemerid
ephemeris
ephemeris time
ephemeris
ephon
ephor
epi-
epiblast
epiboly
epic
epic simile
epicalyx
epicanthus
epicardium
epicarp
epicedium
epicene
epicenter
epiclesis
epicontinental
epicotyl
epicrisis
epicritic
epicure
epicurean
epicycle
epicyclic train
epicycloid
epideictic
epidemic
epidemic encephalitis
epidemic pleurodynia
epidemiology
epidermis
epidiascope
epididymis
epidote
epifocal
epigastrium
epigeal
epigene
epigenesis
epigenous
epigeous
epiglottis
epigone
epigram
epigrammatist
epigrammatize
epigraph
epigraphic
epigraphy
epigynous
epilate
epilepsy
epileptic
epileptoid
epilimnion
epilogue
epimorphosis
epinasty
epinephrine
epineurium
epiphany
epiphenomenalism
epiphenomenon
epiphora
epiphragm
epiphysis
epiphyte
epiphytotic
epirogeny
episcopacy
episcopal
episcopalian
episcopalism
episcopate
episiotomy
episode
episodic
episaptic
epistasis
epistaxis
epistemic
epistemology
episternum
epistle
epistolary novel
epistrophe
epistyle
epitaph
epitasis
epithalamium
epithelioma
epithelium
epithet
epitome
epitomize
epizoic
epizoon
epizootic
epoch
epoch-making
epochal
epode
eponym
eponymous
eponymy
epos
epoxy
epoxy resin
epsilon
epsomite
eq.
equable
equal
equal sign
equalitarian
equality
equalize
equalizer
equally
equanimity
equanious
equate
equation
equation of time
equator
equatorial
equary
equestrian
equestrienne
equi-
equiangular
equidistance
equidistant
equilateral
equilibrant
equilibrate
equilibrist
equilibrum
equimolecular
equine
equine distemper
equinocital
equinocital circle
equinocital line
equinocital point
equinocital year
equinoc)x
equip
equipage
erewhile
er
ergo
ergocalciferol
ergograph
ergonomics
ergosterol
ergot
ergotism
ericaceous
erigeron
erinaceous
eringo
eristic
erk
erlking
ermine
ermines
erminois
erne
erode
erogenous
erose
erosion
erotive
erotic
erotica
eroticism
eroto-
erotogenic
erotomania
err
errancy
errand
errand boy
errant
errantry
errata
erratic
erratum
errhine
erring
erroneous
error
error of closure
ersatz
erst
erstwhile
erubescence
erubescent
eruct
eructate
erudite
erudition
erumpent
erupt
eruption
eruptive
erungo
erysipelas
erysipeloid
erythema
erythrism
erythrite
erythritol
erythro-
erthroblast
erythroblastosis
erythrocyte
erythrocytometer
erythromycin
erythropoiesis
escadrille
escalade
escalate
escalator
escalator clause
escallop
escapade
escape
escape artist
escape clause
escape hatch
escape mechanism
escape velocity
escape wheel
escapee
escapement
escapism
escargot
escarole
escarp
escarpment
eschalot
eschar
escharotic
eschatology
escheat
eschew
escolar
escort
escort carrier
escort fighter
escribe
escritoire
escrow
escuage
escudo
esculent
escutcheon
esemplastic
eserine
esker
esophagitis
esophagus
esoteric
esoterica
esotropia
esp.
espadrille
espagnole
espalier
esparto
especial
especially
esperance
espial
espionage
esplanade
espousal
espouse
espresso
esprit
esprit de corps
espy
esquire
essay
essayist
essayistic
esse
essence
essential
essential oil
essentialism
essentiality
essive
essonite
est.
establish
establishment
establishmentarian
estafette
estaminet
estancia
estate
estate agent
estate car
estate tax
esteem
ester
esterase
esterify
esthesia
esthete
estimable
estimate
estimation
estimative
estipulate
estival
estivate
estivation
estop
estoppel
estovers
estrade
estradiol
estragon
estrange
estranged
estray
estreat
estrin
estriol
estrogen
estrone
estrous
estrus
estuarine
estuary
esurient
et al.
et cetera
et seq.
et
etalon
etamine
etaoin shrdlu
etc.
etch
etching
etching ground
eternal
eternal object
eternal recurrence
eternal triangle
eternalize
etern
eternity
eternize
etesian
ethane
ethanedioic acid
ethanol
ethene
ether
ethereal
etherealize
etherify
etherize
ethic
ethical
ethicize
ethics
ethmoid
ethnarch
ethnic
ethnic group
ethno-
ethnocentrism
ethnogeny
ethnography
ethnol.
ethnology
ethnomusicology
ethology
ethos
ethyl
ethyl acetate
ethyl alcohol
ethyl carbamate
ethyl ether
ethylate
ethylene
ethylene glycol
ethylene group
ethylene series
ethyne
etiolate
etiology
etiquette
etna
etude
etui
etymologize
etymology
etymon
eu-
eucaine
eucalyptol
eucalyptus
eucharis
echologion
echology
echre
euchromatin
euchromosome
eudemon
eudemonia
eudemonics
eudemonism
euometer
eugenic
eugenol
euglena
euhemerism
euhemerize
eulachon
eulogia
eulist
eulogistic
eulogium
eulogize
eulogy
eunuch
eunuchize
eunuchoidism
euonymus
eupatorium
eupatrid
eupepsia
eupepsia
euphemism
euphemize
euphonic
euphonious
euphonium
euphonize
euphony
euphorbia
euphorbiaceous
euphoria
euphrasy
euphro
euphuisim
euplastic
eureka
eurhythmic
eurhythmics
eurhythmy
euripus
europium
eury-
eurypterid
eurythermal
eurhythmic
eurhythmics
eusporangiate
eutectic
eutectoid
euthanasia
euthenics
etherian
eutrophic
 euxenite
evacuant
evacuate
evacuation
 evacuee
 evade
 evaginate
 evaluate
 evanesce
 evanescent
evangel
evangelical
 evangelicalism
evangelism
evangelist
evangelistic
evangelize
evvanish
evaporate
evaporated milk
evaporation
evaporimeter
evaporite
evapotranspiration
evasion
easive
eve
evection
even
even out
even up
even-handed
even-tempered
evenfall
evenhanded
evening
evening dress
evening gown
evening primrose
evening school
evening star
evenings
evensong
event
eventful
eventide
eventual
eventuality
eventually
eventuate
ever
everglade
evergreen
everlasting
evermore
everversion
evert
evertor
every
every one
everybody
ex-
ex-serviceman
ex.
exacerbate
exact
exacting
exaction
exactitude
exactly
exaggerate
exaggerated
exaggeration
exaggerative
exalt
exaltation
exalted
exam
examen
examinant
examination
examine
examinee
example
exanimate
exanthema
exarate
exarch
exarchate
exasperate
exasperation
exc.
excaudate
excavate
excavation
excavator
exceed
exceeding
exceedingly
excel
excellence
excellency
excellent
exelsior
except
excepting
exception
exceptionable
exceptional
exceptional
excerpt
excerpta
excess
excessive
exch.
exchange
exchange rate
exchangeable
exchequer
excide
exciptent
excisable
excise
exciseman
excision
excitability
excitable
excitant
excitation
excite
excited
excited state
excitement
exciter
exciting
exciting current
excitor
excl.
excluder
exclaim
exclamation
exclamation mark
exclamation point
exclamatory
exclave
exclusion
exclusion principle
exclusive
excogitate
excommunicate
excommunication
excommunicative
excommunicatory
excoriate
excoriation
excrement
excrance
excrancy
excrant
excreta
excrete
excretion
excretory
excruciate
excruciating
excruciation
exculpate
excurrent
excursion
excursionist
excursive
excursus
excuvate
excurvature
excurred
excusatory
excuse
exeat
exec.
execrable
execrate
execratio
execrative
execratory
executant
execute
execution
executioner
executive
executive council
executive officer
executive session
executor
executory
executrix
exedra
exegesis
exegete
exegetic
exegetics
exemplar
exemplary
exemplary damages
exempli gratia
exine
exist
existence
existent
existential
existential psychology
existentialism
exit
exo-
exobiology
exocarp
exocentric
exocrine
exocrine gland
exodontics
exodontist
exodus
exoenzyme
exergic
exogamy
exogenous
exon
exonerate
exophthalmos
exorable
exorbitance
exorbitant
exorcise
exorcism
exorcist
exordium
exoskeleton
exosmosis
exosphere
exospore
exostosis
exoteric
exothermic
exotic
exotic dancer
exotoxin
exp.
expand
expanded
expanded metal
expander
expanding universe theory
expanse
expansible
expansile
expansion
expansion bolt
expansion chamber
expansionism
expansive
expatiate
expatriate
expect
expectancy
expectant
expectation
expected value
expecting
expectorant
expectorate
expectoration
expediency
expedient
expediential
expedite
expedition
expeditionary
expeditious
expel
expellant
expellee
expeller
expend
expendable
expenditure
expense
expense account
expensive
experience
experience table
experienced
experiential
experientialism
experiment
experiment station
experimental
experimentalism
experimentalize
experimentation
expert
expertise
expertism
expertize
expiable
expiate
expiation
expiatory
expiration
expiratory
expire
expiry
explain
explanation
explanatory
explant
expletive
explicable
explicate
explication
explication de texte
explicative
explicit
explode
exploded view
exploit
exploitation
exploiter
exploration
exploratory
explore
explorer
explosion
explosive
exponent
exponential
exponible
export
exportation
expose
exposed
exposition
expositor
expository
expostulate
expostulation
expostulatory
exposure
exposure meter
expound
express
express rifle
expressage
expression
expressionism
expressive
expressivity
expressly
expressman
expressway
expropriate
expugnable
expulsion
expulsive
expunction
expunge
expurgate
expurgatory
exquisite
exr.
exsanguinate
exsanguine
exscind
exsect
exserrt
exsiccate
exstipulate
ext.
extant
extemporaneous
extemporary
extempore
extemporize
extend
extended
extended family
extender
extensible
extensile
extension
extension ladder
extensity
extensive
extensometer
extensor
extent
extenuate
extenuation
extenuatory
exterior
exterior angle
exteriorize
exterminate
exterminatory
extern
external
external ear
external-combustion engine
externalism
externality
externalization
externalize
exteroceptor
exterritorial
extinct
extinction
extinctive
extine
extinguish
extinguisher
extirpate
extol
extort
extortion
extortionary
extortionate
extortioner
extra
extra cover
extra dividend
extra-
extrabold
extracanonical
extracellular
extract
extraction
extractive
extractor
extracurricular
extraditable
extradite
extradition
extrados
extragalactic
extragalactic nebula
extrajudicial
extramarital
extramundane
extramural
extraneous
extranuclear
extraordinary
extraordinary ray
extrapolate
extrasensory
extrasensory perception
extrasystole
extraterrestrial
extraterritorial
extraterritoriality
extrauterine
extravagance
extravagancy
extravagant
extravaganza
extravagate
extravasate
extravasation
extravascular
extravehicular
extraversion
extravert
extreme
extreme unction
extremely
extremely high frequency
extremism
extremist
extremity
extricate
extrinsic
extorse
extroversive
extrovert
extrude
extrusion
extrusive
exuberance
exuberant
exuberate
exudate
exudation
exude
exult
exultant
exultation
exurb
exurbanite
exurbia
exuviae
exuviate
eyas
eye
eye rhyme
eye shadow
eye socket
eye splice
eye-catching
eye-opener
eye-opening
eyeball
eyebolt
eyebright
eyebrow
eyebrow pencil
eyecup
eyed
eyeful
eyeglass
eyeglasses
eyehole
eyelash
eyeless
eyelet
eyeleteer
eyelid
eyepiece
eyes left
eyes right
eyeshade
eyeshot
eyesight
eyesore
eyespot
eyestalk
eyestrain
eyetooth
eyewash
eyewitness
eyot
eyra
eyre
eyrie
eyrir
f.
f.c.
f.o.b.
f.p.
f.p.s.
f.s.
f.v.
fa
fa-la
fab
fabaceous
fable
fabled
fabliau
fabric
fabricant
fabricate
fabrication
fabulist
fabulous
fac.
face
face card
face out
face powder
face towel
face up to
face value
face-harden
face-lift
face-lifting
face-off
face-saving
faceless
faceplate
facer
facet
facetiae
facetious
facia
facial
facial angle
facial index
facial nerve
facies
facile
facile princeps
facilitate
facilitation
facility
facing
facsimile
facsimile telegraph
fact
fact-finding
faction
factional
factious
factitious
factitive
factor
factor analysis
factor of production
factor of safety
factorage
factorial
factoring
factorize
factory
factory farm
factory ship
factotum
factual
facture
facula
facultative
faculty
fad
faddish
faddist
fade
fade-in
fade-out
fadeless
fader
fadge
fading
fado
faeces
faena
faerie
faery
fag
faitour
fake
faker
fakery
fakir
falbala
falcate
falchion
falco
falco-gentle
falcon
falcons
falcor
falcont
falconet
falcoform
falcor
faldstool
fall
fall among
fall away
fall back
fall behind
fall down
fall for
fall guy
fall in
fall line
fall off
fall on
fall over
fall through
fall to
fall wind
fallacious
fallacy
fallal
fallen
faller
fallfish
fallible
falling band
falling sickness
falling star
falling-out
fallout
fallow
fallow deer
false
false alarm
false cirrus
false dawn
false face
false front
false horizon
false imprisonment
false keel
false relation
false step
false teeth
false vampire
false-card
falsehood
falsetto
falsework
falsify
falsity
faltboat
falter
fam.
fame
famed
familial
familiar
familiar spirit
familiarity
familiarize
family
family Bible
family circle
family court
family doctor
family man
family name
family planning
family skeleton
family tree
famine
famish
famished
famous
famulus
fan
fan dance
fan mail
fan palm
fan tracery
fan vaulting
farad
faradic
faradism
faradize
faradimeter
farandole
faraway
farce
farceur
farceuse
farci
farcical
farcy
fard
fardel
fare
fare-thee-well
farewell
farfetched
farina
farinaceous
farinose
farl
farm
farm belt
farm hand
farm out
farmer
farmer cheese
farmer-general
farmhand
farmhouse
farming
farmland
farmstead
famyard
famesol
faro
farouche
farrago
farrier
farriery
farrow
farseeing
farsighted
fart
farther
farthermost
farthest
farthing
farthingale
fasces
fascia
fasciate
fasciation
fascicle
fascicule
fasciculus
fascinate
fascinating
fascination
fascinator
fascine
fascism
fascist
fash
fashion
fashion plate
fashionable
fast
fast day
fast neutron
fastback
fasten
fastening
fastidious
fastigiate
fastigium
fastness
fat
fat cat
fat-soluble
fat-witted
fatal
fatalism
fatality
fatally
fatback
fate
fated
fateful
fath.
fathead
father
father confessor
father figure
father image
father-in-law
fatherhood
fatherland
fatherless
fatherly
fathomed
fatigued
fatiguing
fatigued
fathom
fathomless
fatidic
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatigue
fatten
fattish
fatty
fatty acid
fatty degeneration
fatty oil
fatuous
fatuity
fatuous
faubourg
faucal
fauces
faucet
faugh
fault
fault plane
faultfinder
faultfinding
faultless
faulty
faun
fauna
faute de mieux
fauteuil
faux pas
faveolate
favonian
favor
favorable
favored
favorite
favorite son
favoritism
favor
favourable
favourite
favouritism
favus
fawn
fawn lily
fay
fayalite
faze
feal
fealty
fear
fearful
fearfully
fearless
fearnought
fearsome
feasible
feast
feast day
feat
feather
feather bed
feather duster
feather grass
feather palm
feather star
feather-veined
featherbedding
featherbrain
feathercut
feathered
featheredge
featherhead
feathering
feathers
featherstitch
featherweight
feathery
featly
feature
feature-length
featured
featureless
feaze
febri-
febricity
febrifacient
febrific
febrifugal
febrifuge
febrile
fec.
fecal
feces
fecit
feck
feckless
fecula
feculent
fecund
fecundate
fecundity
fed
fed up
federal
federal district
federalese
federalism
federalist
federalize
federate
federation
federative
fedora
fee
fee simple
fee tail
feeble
feeble-minded
feebleminded
feed
feedback
feeder
feeder line
feeding
feel
feeler
feeler gauge
feeling
feet
feeeze
feign
feigned
feint
feints
feisty
felafel
feldspar
felicific
felicitate
felicitation
felicitous
felicity
felid
feline
fell
fellah
fellatio
feller
fellmonger
felloe
fellow
fellow creature
fellow feeling
fellow traveler
fellowman
fellowship
felly
felo-de-se
felon
felonious
felony
felsite
felspar
felt
felting
felucca
fem.
female
female impersonator
female suffrage
feme
feme covert
feme sole
feminacy
femininity
feminine
feminine caesura
feminine ending
feminine rhyme
femininity
feminism
feminize
femme
femme de chambre
femme fatale
femoral
femur
fen
fence
fence-sitter
fencer
fencible
fencing
fend
fender
fenestella
fenestra
fenestrated
fenestration
fenland
fennec
fennel
fennelflower
fenny
fenugreek
feoff
feoffee
fer-de-lance
feral
ferbam
fere
feretory
feria
ferial
ferine
ferity
fermata
ferment
fermentation
fermentative
fermi
fermion
fermium
fern
ferm seed
fernery
ferocious
ferocity
ferrate
ferreous
ferret
ferret badger
ferri-
ferriage
ferric
ferric oxide
ferricyanic acid
ferricyanide
ferriferous
ferrite
ferritin
ferro-
ferrocene
ferrochromium
ferroconcrete
ferrocyanic acid
ferrocyanide
ferroelectric
ferromanganese
ferromagnetic
ferromagnetism
ferromanganese
ferrosilicon
ferrotype
ferrous
ferruginous
ferrule
ferry
ferryboat
ferryman
fertile
fertility
fertility cult
fertility symbol
fertilization
fertilize
fertilizer
ferula
ferule
fervency
fervent
fervid
fervor
fescue
fess
fess point
festal
fester
festinate
festination
festival
festive
festivity
festoon
festoon cloud
festoonery
fetal
fetation
fetch
fetch up
fetching
fete
fete day
fetial
fetich
feticide
fetid
fetiparous
fetish
fetishism
fetishist
fetlock
fetor
fetter
fetter bone
fetterlock
fettle
fettling
fetus
feu
feuar
feud
feudal
feudal system
feudalism
feudality
feudalize
feudatory
feudist
feuilleton
fever
fever blister
fever heat
fever pitch
fever therapy
fever tree
feverfew
feverish
feverous
feverroot
feverwort
few
fewer
fewness
fey
fez
ff.
fiacre
fiancé
fiasco
fiat
fiat money
fib
fiber
fiber glass
fiberboard
fibered
fiberglass
fibre
fibriform
fibril
fibrilla
fibrillation
fibrilliform
fibrin
fibrinogen
fibrinolysin
fibrinolysis
fibrinous
fibro-
fibroblast
fibroid
fibroin
fibroma
fibrosis
fibrous
fibrovascular
fibster
fibula
fiche
fichu
fickle
fico
field mouse
field of force
field of view
field of vision
field officer
field spaniel
field trial
field trip
field winding
field work
fielder
fieldfare
fieldpiece
fieldsman
fieldstone
fieldwork
fiend
fiendish
fierce
fieri facias
fiery
fiery cross
fiesta
fife
fife rail
fifteen
fifteenth
fifth
fifth column
fifth wheel
fiftieth
fifty
fifty-fifty
fig
fig leaf
fig marigold
fig.
fight
fighter
fighter-bomber
fighting chance
fighting cock
fighting fish
fighting top
figment
figural
figurant
figurate
figurate number
figuration
figurative
figure
figure of eight
figure of speech
figure on
figure out
figure skating
figure-ground
figured
figured bass
figurehead
figurine
figwort
filagree
filament
filamentary
filamentous
filar
filaria
filariaasis
filature
filbert
filch
file
filefish
filet
filet lace
filet mignon
filial
filiate
filiation
filibeg
filibuster
ficide
filiform
filigree
filigreed
filing
filing clerk
filings
fill
fill in
fill out
fill up
fill-in
fillagree
finance bill
finance company
financial
financier
finback
finch
find
finder
finding
fine
fine art
fine print
fine structure
fine-cut
fine-draw
fine-drawn
fine-grain
fine-grained
fine-tooth comb
fineable
finely
fineness
fineness ratio
finer
finery
fines herbes
finespun
finesse
finfoot
finger
finger bowl
finger painting
finger post
finger wave
fingerboard
fingerbreadth
fingered
fingerling
fingernail
fingerprint
fingerstall
fingertip
finial
finical
finicking
finicky
fining
finis
finish
finished
finishing school
finite
finite verb
finitude
fink
finnan haddie
finnan haddock
finned
finny
fino
finochio
fiord
fiorin
fioritura
fipple
fipple flute
fir
fire
fire alarm
fire ant
fire apparatus
fire balloon
fire beetle
fire blight
fire brigade
fire clay
fire company
fire control
fire department
fire drill
fire engine
fire escape
fire extinguisher
fire fighter
fire hydrant
fire insurance
fire irons
fire marshal
fire opal
fire power
fire red
fire resistance
fire sale
fire screen
fire ship
fire station
fire tower
fire trench
fire wall
fire-cure
fire-eater
fire-new
fire-resistant
firearm
fireback
fireball
firebird
fireboard
fireboat
firebox
firebrand
firebrat
firebreak
firebrick
firebug
firecracker
firecrest
firedamp
firedog
firedrake
firefly
fireguard
firehouse
fireless cooker
firelock
fireman
fireplace
fireplug
firepower
fireproof
fireproofing
firer
fireside
firestone
firetrap
firewarden
firewater
fireweed
firewood
firework
fireworks
fireworm
firing
firing line
firing order
firing pin
firing squad
firkin
firm
firmament
firmer chisel
fim
firry
first
first aid
first base
first cause
first class
first cousin
first edition
first estate
first floor
first fruits
first lady
first lieutenant
first mate
first mortgage
first name
first offender
first officer
first person
first post
first principle
first quarter
first reading
first refusal
first sergeant
first string
first water
first-born
first-class
first-day cover
first-degree burn
first-foot
first-nighter
first-rate
firsthand
firstling
firstly
firth
fisc
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fiscal
fiscal year
fish
fish and chips
fish cake
fish fry
fish hawk
fish joint
fish ladder
fish louse
fish meal
fish out
fishbolt
fishbowl
fisher
fisherman
fisherman's bend
fishery
fisheye lens
fishgig
fishhook
fishing
fishing rod
fishing smack
fishing tackle
fishmonger
fishnet
fishplate
fishskin disease
fishtail
fishwife
fishworm
fishy
fissi-
fissile
fission
fission bomb
fissionable
fissiparous
fissirostral
fissure
fissure of Rolando
fissure of Sylvius
fist
fistic
fisticuffs
fistula
fistulous
fit
fit in
fit out
fit up
fitch
fitful
fitly
fitment
fitted
fitter
fitting
five
five hundred
five senses
five-and-ten
five-finger
five-spot
five-star
fivefold
fivepenny
fiver
fives
fix
fix up
fixate
fixation
fixative
fixed
fixed assets
fixed capital
fixed charge
fixed idea
fixed oil
fixed price
fixed satellite
fixed star
fixed-do system
fixer
fixing
fixity
fixture
fizgig
fizz
fizzle
fizzy
fjeld
fjord
fl.
fl. dr.
fl. oz.
flabbergast
flabby
flabellate
flabellum
flaccid
flack
flacon
flag
flag day
flag of convenience
flag of truce
flag officer
flag rank
flag-waving
flagella
flagellant
flagellate
flagelliform
flagellum
flageolet
flagging
flaggy
flagitious
flagman
flagon
flagpole
flagrant
flagrante delicto
flagship
flagstaff
flagstone
flail
flair
flak
flak jacket
flake
flake out
flake white
flaky
flam
flambeau
flamboyant
flame
flame cell
flame-out
flamen
flamenco
flameproof
flamethrower
flaming
flamingo
flammable
flan
flanch
flange
flank
flanker
flannel
flannel cake
flannelette
flap
flapdoodle
flapjack
flapper
flare
flare-up
flaring
flash
flash burn
flash card
flash flood
flash gun
flash lamp
flash photography
flash point
flashback
flashboard
flashbulb
flashcube
flasher
flashgun
flashing
flashpoint
flashlight
flashover
flashy
flask
flasket
flat
flat arch
flat knot
flat race
flat roof
flat silver
flat spin
car tire
car wash
car-bed press
carboat
carcar
carfish
carfoot
carfooted
carhead
cariron
carling
carls
carlten
carler
carterm
cartish
cartop
cartulent
cartus
cartware
carways
carwise
carworm
carunch
carunt
carunt
cartlist
cartescent
carvit
carvine
carvone
carvoprotein
carvopurpurin
carvor
carfulful
carvoring
carvorous
carvorsome
carvory
carvour
carvourful
carvouring
carw
carwed
carwy
flax
flaxen
flaxseed
flay
fld.
flea
flea beetle
flea market
flea-bitten
fleabag
fleabane
fleabite
fleam
fleawort
fleck
flection
fled
fledge
fledgling
fledgy
flee
flece
fleecy
fleeer
fleet
fleet admiral
fleeting
flense
flesh
flesh and blood
flesh color
flesh fly
flesh wound
flesher
fleshings
fleshy
fleshpots
fleshy
fletch
fletcher
fleur-de-lis
fleurette
fleuron
flew
flews
flex
flexed
flexible
floor leader
floor manager
floor plan
floor show
floor trader
floorage
floorboard
floorer
flooring
flooring saw
floorman
floorwalker
floozy
flop
flop-eared
flophouse
floppy
flor.
flora
floral
floral envelope
floreated
florescence
floret
floriated
floribunda
floriculture
florid
florilegium
florin
florist
floristic
floruit
flory
flos ferri
floss
flossy
flotage
flotation
flotilla
flotsam
flotsam and jetsam
flounce
flouncing
flounder
flour
flour mill
flourish
flourishing
floury
flout
flow
flow chart
flow sheet
flowage
flower
flower girl
flower head
flower power
flower-de-luce
flowerage
flowered
flowerer
floweret
flowering
flowering maple
flowering moss
flowering plant
flowerless
flowerlike
flowerpot
flowery
flowing
flown
flu
flub
fluctuant
fluctuate
fluctuation
flue
flue pipe
flue stop
flue-cure
fluency
fluent
fluff
fluffy
flugelhorn
fluid
fluid dram
fluid drive
fluid mechanics
fluid ounce
fluid pressure
fluidextract
fluidics
fluidize
fluke
fluky
flume
flumery
flumox
flump
flung
flunk
flunkey
flunky
fluor
fluor-
fluorene
fluoresce
fluorescein
fluorescence
fluorescent
fluorescent lamp
fluoric
fluoridate
fluoridation
fluoride
fluorinate
fluorine
fluorite
fluoro-
fluorocarbon
fluorometer
fluoroscope
fluoroscopy
fluorosis
fluorspar
flurried
flurry
flush
fluster
flute
fluted
fluter
fluting
flutist
flutter
flutter kick
flutterboard
fluttery
fluvial
fluviatile
fluviomarine
flux
flux density
fluxion
fluxmeter
fly
fly agaric
fly ash
fly casting
fly gallery
fly rod
fly sheet
fly-by-night
fly-fish
flyaway
flyback
flyblow
flyblown
flyboat
flycatcher
flyer
flying
flying boat
flying bomb
flying boxcar
flying bridge
flying buttress
flying circus
flying column
flying doctor
flying dragon
flying field
flying fish
flying fox
flying frog
flying gurnard
flying jib
flying jib boom
flying lemur
flying lizard
flying machine
flying mare
flying phalanger
flying saucer
flying squad
flying squirrel
flying start
flying wing
flyleaf
flyman
flyover
flypaper
flyspeck
flyte
flytrap
flyweight
flywheel
fm.
fo'c's'le
fo'c's'le
fo.
foal
foam
foam rubber
foamflower
foamy
fob
fob off
focal
focal infection
focal length
focal plane
focal point
focal ratio
focalize
focus
fodder
foe
foehn
foeman
foetation
foeticide
foetid
foetor
foetus
fog
fog bank
fog bell
fog drip
fog light
fog signal
fogbound
fogbow
fogdog
fogged
foggy
foghorn
fogy
foible
foie gras
foil
foiled
foilsman
foin
foison
foist
fol.
folacin
fold
fold up
foldaway
foldboat
folded dipole
folder
folderol
folding door
folding money
folia
foliaceous
foliage
foliar
foliate
foliated
foliation
folic acid
folie
folio
foliolate
foliole
foliose
folium
folk
folk dance
folk etymology
folk medicine
folk music
folk singer
folk singing
folk song
folk tale
folk-rock
folklore
folkmoot
folksy
foot warmer
foot-and-mouth disease
foot-candle
foot-lambert
foot-pound
foot-pound-second
foot-poundal
foot-ton
footage
football
footboard
footboy
footbridge
footcloth
footed
footer
footfall
footgear
foothill
foothold
footie
footing
footle
footless
footlight
footlights
footling
footlocker
footloose
footman
footmark
footnote
footpace
footpad
footpath
footplate
footprint
foottace
footrest
footrope
footsie
footslog
footsore
footstalk
footstall
footstep
footstone
footstool
footwall
footway
footwear
footwork
footworn
footy
foozle
fop
foppery
foppish
for
for-
for.
forage
forage cap
foramen
foramen magnum
foraminifer
forasmuch as
foray
forayer
forb
forbade
forbear
forbearance
forbid
forbiddance
forbidden
forbidden fruit
forbidding
forbore
forborne
forby
force
force majeure
force pump
force-feed
forced
forced landing
forced march
forceful
forcemeat
forceps
forcer
forcible
forcing house
ford
foro
fordone
fore
fore edge
fore plane
fore-
fore-and-aft
fore-and-aft sail
fore-and-after
fore-topgallant
fore-topgallant mast
fore-topmast
fore-topsail
forearm
forebear
forebode
foreboding
forebrain
forecast
forecastle
foreclose
foreclosure
foreconscious
forecourse
forecourt
foredate
foredeck
foredo
foredoom
forefather
forefend
forefinger
forefoot
forefront
foregather
foreglimpse
forego
foregoing
foregone
foregone conclusion
foreground
foregut
forehand
forehanded
forehead
foreign
foreign affairs
foreign aid
foreign bill
foreign correspondent
foreign exchange
foreign minister
foreign mission
foreign office
foreign service
foreign-born
foreigner
foreignism
forejudge
foreknow
foreknowledge
forelady
foreland
foreleg
forelimb
forelock
foreman
foremast
foremost
forename
forenamed
forenoon
forensic
forensic chemistry
forensic medicine
forensic psychiatry
forensics
foreordain
foreordination
forepart
forepaw
forepeak
foreplay
forepleasure
forequarter
forerach
forerun
forerunner
foresaid
foresail
foresee
foreshadow
foreshank
foresheet
foreshore
foreshorten
foreshow
foreside
foresight
foreskin
forespeak
forespent
forest
forest ranger
forest reserve
forestage
forestall
forestation
forestay
forestaysail
forester
forestry
foretaste
foretell
forethought
forethoughtful
foretime
foretoken
foretooth
foretop
forever
forevermore
forewarn
forewent
forewing
forewoman
foreword
foreworn
foreyard
forfeit
forfeiture
forfend
forficate
forgat
forgather
forgave
forge
forgery
forget
forget-me-not
forgetful
forging
forgive
forgiven
forgiveness
formwork
fornyl
fornicate
fornication
fornix
forsake
forsaken
forsook
forsooth
forspent
forsterite
forswear
forsworn
forsythia
fort
fortalice
forte
forte-piano
forth
forthcoming
forthright
forthwith
fortieth
fortification
fortified wine
fortify
fortis
fortissimo
fortitude
fortnight
fortnightly
fortress
fortuitism
fortuitous
fortuity
fortunate
fortune
fortune cookie
fortune hunter
fortune-teller
fortuneteller
fortunetelling
forty
forty winks
forty-five
forty-four
forty-niner
founders' shares
foundling
foundry
foundry proof
fount
fountain
fountain pen
fountainhead
four
four flush
four-cycle
four-dimensional
four-eyed fish
four-flush
four-handed
four-in-hand
four-leaf clover
four-legged
four-letter word
four-o'clock
four-poster
four-way
four-wheeler
fourchette
fourflusher
fourfold
fourgon
fourpence
fourpenny
fourscore
foursome
foursquare
fourteen
fourteenth
fourth
fourth dimension
fourth estate
fourth-class
fourthly
fovea
fovea centralis
foveola
fowl
fowling
fowling piece
fox
fox grape
fox hunting
fox squirrel
fox terrier
fox trot
fox-trot
foxed
foxglove
foxhole
foxhound
foxing
foxtail
foxy
foyer
fp
fr.
fracas
fraction
fractional
fractional currency
fractional distillation
fractionate
fractionize
fractious
fractocumulus
fractostratus
fracture
frae
fraenum
frag
fragile
fragment
fragmental
fragmentary
fragmentation
fragmentation bomb
fragrance
fragrant
frail
frailty
fraise
frambesia
framboise
frame
frame aerial
frame house
frame line
frame of reference
frame-up
framework
free balloon
free city
free coinage
free companion
free company
free energy
free enterprise
free fall
free form
free gold
free hand
free house
free list
free liver
free love
free on board
free port
free radical
free rider
free silver
free socage
free speech
free thought
free throw
free trade
free verse
free will
free zone
free-floating
free-for-all
free-handed
free-hearted
free-living
free-spoken
free-swimming
freeboard
freeboot
freebooter
freeborn
freedman
freedom
freedom fighter
freedom rider
freedwoman
freehand
freehold
freeholder
freelance
freeload
freeloader
freely
freeman
freemartin
freemasonry
freeness
freer
freesia
freestanding
freestone
freestyle
freethinker
freeway
freewheel
freewheeling
freewill
freeze
freeze-dry
freeze-drying
freezer
freezing
freezing mixture
freezing point
freight
freight agent
freight car
freight ton
freight train
freightage
freighter
freemd
fremitus
frenetic
frenulum
frenum
frenzied
frenzy
freq.
frequency
frequency band
frequency distribution
frequency modulation
frequent
frequentation
frequentative
frequently
fresco
frigidarium
frigorific
frijol
frill
frilling
fringe
fringe benefit
fringe tree
fringed orchis
fringing reef
frippery
frisette
friseur
frisk
frisket
frisky
frit
frit fly
frith
fritillary
fritter
frivol
frivolity
frivolous
frizette
frizz
frizzle
frizzly
frizzy
fro
frock
frock coat
froe
frog
frog kick
frog spit
frogfish
froggy
froghopper
frogman
frogmouth
frolic
frolicksome
from
fromenty
frond
frondescence
frons
front
front bench
front door
front line
front man
front matter
front room
front runner
front-page
frontage
frontal
frontal bone
frontal lobe
frontality
frontier
frontiersman
frontispiece
frontlet
frontogenesis
frontolysis
fronton
frontward
frontwards
fore
frost
frost heave
frost line
frost smoke
frostbite
frostbitten
frosted
frosting
frostwork
frosty
froth
frothy
frottage
froufrou
frow
froward
frown
frowst
frowsty
frowsy
frowzy
froze
frozen
frozen pudding
fuddle
fuddy-duddy
fudge
fuel
fuel cell
fuel injection
fuel oil
fug
fugacious
fugacity
fugal
fugato
fugitive
fugleman
fugue
fulcrum
fulfil
fulfill
fulfillment
fulgent
fulgor
fulgurant
fulgurate
fulgurating
fulguration
fulgurite
fulgurous
fuliginous
full
full blood
full dress
full house
full moon
full nelson
full professor
full sail
full score
full stop
full swing
full tilt
full time
full-blooded
full-blown
full-bodied
full-faced
full-fledged
full-grown
full-length
full-mouthed
full-rigged
full-scale
full-time
fullback
fuller
fuller's earth
fuller's teasel
fully
fulmar
fulminating
fulminant
fulminate
fulminating powder
fulmination
fulminic acid
fulminous
fulsome
fulvous
fumaric acid
fumarole
fumatorium
fumble
fume
fumed
fumigant
fumigate
fumigator
fumitory
fumy
fun
funambulist
function
function word
functional
functional calculus
functional disease
functional group
functional illiterate
functionalism
functionary
fund
fundament
fundamental
fundamental particle
fundamental unit
fundamentalism
funded debt
funds
fussy
fustanella
fustian
fustic
fustigate
fusty
fut.
futhark
futile
futilitarian
futility
futtock
futtock plate
futtock shroud
future
future life
future perfect
futures
futurism
futuristic
futurity
fuze
fuzee
fuzz
fuzzy
fwd.
fyke
fylfot
fyrd
g
g.
g.u.
g.v.
gab
 gabardine
 gable
 gabbro
 gabby
 gabelle
 gaberdine
 gaberlunzie
 gabfest
 gabion
 gabionade
 gable
 gable end
 gable roof
 gable window
galactic poles
galacto-
galactometer
galactopoietic
galactose
galah
galangal
galantine
galanty show
galatea
galaxy
galbanum
gale
galea
galeiform
galena
galenical
galilee
galimatias
galingale
galiot
galipot
gall
gall midge
gall wasp
gallant
gallantry
gallbladder
galleass
galleon
gallery
gallery forest
galley
galley proof
galley slave
galley-west
gallfly
galliard
gallic
gallic acid
galligaskins
gallimaufry
gallinacean
gallinaceous
galling
gallinule
galliot
gallipot
gallium
gallivant
galliwasp
gallnut
galloglass
gallon
gallonage
galloon
galloon
galloot
gallop
gallopade
galloping
gallous
gallows
gallows bird
gallows humor
gallows tree
gallstone
galluses
galoot
galop
galore
galosh
galoshes
galumph
galvanic
galvanic pile
galvanism
galvanize
galvanized iron
galvano-
galvanometer
galvanoscope
galvanotropism
galyak
gam
gama grass
gamb
gamba
gambado
gambeson
gambier
gambit
gamble
gambling house
gamboge
gambol
gambrel
gambrel roof
game
game bird
game fish
game fowl
game point
game room
game theory
game warden
gamecock
gamekeeper
gamelan
gamely
gameness
gamesmanship
gamesome
gamester
gametangium
gamete
gameto-
gametocyte
gametogenesis
gametophore
gametophyte
gamic
gamin
gamine
gaming
gamma
gamma globulin
gamma iron
gamma radiation
gamma ray
gammadion
gammer
gammon
gammy
gamo-
gamogenesis
gamone
gamopetalous
gamophyllous
gamosepalous
gamp
gamut
gamy
gan
gander
gandy dancer
ganef
gang
gang plow
gang saw
gangboard
ganger
gangland
gangling
ganglion
gangplank
gangrel
gangrene
gangster
gangue
gangway
gangway ladder
ganister
ganja
gannet
ganof
ganoid
gantlet
gantline
gantry
gaol
gap
gap-toothed
gape
gapes
gapeworm
gapped scale
gar
garage
garb
garbage
garbage can
garbage truck
garbanzo
garble
garboard
garboard strake
garboil
garcon
gardant
garden
garden cress
garden party
garden warbler
gardener
gardenia
gardening
garderobe
garfish
garganey
gargantuan
garget
gargle
gargoyle
garibaldi
garish
garland
garlic
garlicky
garment
garer
garnet
garnierite
garnish
garnishee
garnishment
garniture
garotte
garpike
garret
garrison
garrison cap
garrote
garrotte
garrulity
garrulous
garter
garter belt
garter snake
garter stitch
garth
garvey
gas
gas attack
gas black
gas burner
gas chamber
gas coal
gas constant
gas engine
gas fitter
gas fixture
gas furnace
gas gangrene
gas jet
gas log
gas main
gas mantle
gas mask
gas meter
gas oil
gas plant
gas range
gas station
gas thermometer
gas tube
gas turbine
gas well
gasbag
gasconade
gaselier
gaseous
gash
gasholder
gasiform
gasify
gasket
gaskin
gaslight
gaslit
gasman
gasolier
gasoline
gasometer
gasometry
gasp
gasper
gasser
gassing
gassy
gasteropod
gastight
gastralgia
gastrectomy
gastric
gastric juice
gastric ulcer
gastrin
gastritis
gavage
gave
gavel
gavelkind
gavial
gavotte
gawk
gawky
gay
gaz.
gaze
gazebo
gazehound
gazelle
gazelle hound
gazette
gazetteer
gazpacho
gds.
gean
geanticlinal
geanticline
gear
gearbox
gearing
gearshift
gearwheel
gecko
gee
gEEK
gese
gest
geezer
gefilte fish
gegenschein
gehlenite
gehasha
gel
gel mineral
gelatin
gelatinate
gelatinize
gelatinoid
gelatinous
gelation
geld
gelding
gelid
general strike
general theory of relativity
generalissimo
generalist
generality
generalization
generalize
generally
generalship
generate
generation
generative
generative grammar
generator
generatrix
generic
generosity
generous
genesis
genet
genethlialogy
genetic
genetic code
geneticist
genetics
genova
genial
geniality
genic
geniculate
genie
genii
genip
genipap
genista
genit.
genital
genitalia
genitals
genitive
genitor
genitourinary
genius
genius loci
genoa
genocide
genome
genotype
genre
genro
gens
gent
genteel
genteelism
gentian
gentian blue
gentian violet
gentianaceous
gentianella
gentile
gentilesse
gentilism
gentility
gentle
gentle breeze
gentlefolk
gentleman
gentleman's gentleman
gentleman-at-arms
gentleman-farmer
gentlemanly
gentlemen's agreement
gentleness
gentlewoman
gentry
genu
genuflect
genuflection
genuine
genus
geo-
geocentric
gecentric parallax
geochemistry
geochronology
geod.
geode
geodesic
geodesic dome
geodesy
geodetic
geodynamics
geog.
geognosy
geographer
geographical
geographical mile
geography
geoide
geol.
geologize
geology
gem.
geomancer
geomancy
geometer
geometric
geometric mean
gemetric progression
geometric ratio
gemetric series
gemetrical optics
gemetrician
gemetrise
geometry
gemorpho
gemorphology
gemogamy
gemophilous
gemophysics
gemophyte
gemopolitics
gemoponic
gemoponics
gema
georgic
geosphere
geostatic
geostatics
geostrophic
geosynclinal
geosyncline
geotaxis
geotectonic
geotectonic geology
geothermal geology
geotropism
ger.
gerah
geraniaceous
geranial
geranium
geratology
get along
get around
get at
get away
get back
get by
get down
get in
get into
get off
get on
get over
get round
get through
get up
get-together
get-up-and-go
getaway
gerter
gerup
gem
gegwaw
gey
geyser
geyserite
gharry
ghastly
ghat
ghazi
ghew
gherkin
ghetto
ghost
ghost dance
ghost moth
ghost town
ghost word
ghostly
ghostwrite
ghoul
ghyll
gi.
giant
giant panda
giant powder
giant star
giant tortoise
giantess
giantism
giaour
gib
gibber
gibberellic acid
gibberish
gibbet
gibbon
gibbosity
gibbous
gibbsite
gibe
giblet
giblets
gid
giddy
gie
gift
gift of gab
gift of tongues
gift tax
gifted
gig
giga-
gigahertz
gigantean
gigantic
gigantism
giggle
gigolo
gigot
gigue
gilbert
gild
gilded
gilder
gilding
gilgai
gill
gill fungus
gill net
gill slit
gillie
gills
gillyflower
gilt
gilt-edged
gilthead
gimbals
gimcrack
gimcrackery
gimel
gimlet
gimlet eye
gimmel
gimmick
gimp
gin
gin and tonic
gin rickey
gin rummy
gin sling
ginger
ginger ale
ginger beer
ginger group
ginger snap
ginger wine
gingerbread
gingerbread tree
gingerly
gingersnap
gingery
gingham
gingili
gingivitis
ginglymus
gink
ginkgo
ginseng
gip
gipon
giraffe
girandole
girasol
gird
girder
girdle
girdle-tailed lizard
girdler
girl
girl Friday
girlfriend
girlhood
girlie
girlish
giro
girosol
girt
girth
gisarme
gismo
gist
git
gittern
give
give away
give in
give off
give out
give over
give up
give-and-take
giveaway
given
given name
gizmo
gizzard
gl.
glabella
glabrate
glabrescent
glabrous
glace
glacial
glacial acetic acid
glacial epoch
glacial period
glacialist
glaciate
glacier
glaciology
glacis
glad
glad eye
glad hand
glad rags
gladden
glade
gladiate
gladiator
gladiatorial
gladiolus
gladsome
glaikit
glair
glairy
glaive
glamorize
glamorous
glamour
glance
gland
glanders
glandular
glandular fever
glandule
glandulous
glans
glare
glaring
glary
glass
glass cutter
glass harmonica
glass jaw
glass snake
glass wool
glassblowing
glasses
glassful
glasshouse
glassine
glassman
glassware
glasswork
glassworker
glassworks
glasswort
glassy
glaucosecent
glaucoma
glauconite
glaucous
glaucous gull
glaze
glazed
glazer
glazier
glazing
gleam
glean
globoid
globose
globular
globule
globuliferous
globulin
glochidiate
glochidium
glockenspiel
glomerate
glomeration
glomerule
glomerulonephritis
glomerulus
gloom
glooming
gloomy
glop
glorification
glorify
gloriole
glorious
glory
glory hole
glory-of-the-snow
gloss
gloss.
glossa
glossal
glossary
glossator
glossectomy
glossematics
glosseme
glossitis
glosso-
glossographer
glossography
glossolalia
glossology
glossopharyngeal nerve
glossectomy
glossy
glottal
glottal stop
glottalized
glottic
glottis
glottochronology
glottology
glove
glove compartment
glover
glow
glow discharge
glow lamp
glower
glowing
glowworm
gloxinia
gloze
glt.
glucinum
gluconeogenesis
glucoprotein
glucose
glucoside
glucosuria
glue
gluey
glum
glume
glut
glutamate
glutamic acid
glutamine
glutathione
gluteal
glutelin
gluten
gluten bread
glutenous
gluteus
gluteus maximus
glutinous
glutton
gluttonize
gluttonous
gluttony
glyceric
glyceric acid
glyceride
glycerin
glycerinate
glycerite
glycerol
go back
go by
go down
go for
go forth
go in
go into
go off
go on
go out
go over
go slow
go through
go to
go together
go under
go up
go with
go-ahead
go-between
go-by
go-cart
go-devil
go-getter
go-go dancer
goa
goad
goal
goal line
goal post
goalie
goalkeeper
goaltender
goat
goat antelope
goat's-rue
goatee
goatfish
goatherd
goatish
goatsbeard
goatskin
goatsucker
gob
gobang
gobbet
gobble
gobbledegook
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gold leaf
gold mine
gold mining
gold note
gold plate
gold point
gold reserve
gold rush
gold standard
gold-exchange standard
gold-filled
gold-of-pleasure
gold-plate
goldarn
goldarmed
goldbeater's skin
goldbrick
goldcrest
golden
golden age
golden aster
golden calf
golden chain
golden eagle
golden goose
golden mean
golden oriole
golden pheasant
golden plover
golden retriever
golden rule
golden section
golden syrup
golden wattle
goldeneye
goldenrod
goldenseal
goldeye
goldfinch
goldfish
goldilocks
goldsmith
goldsmith beetle
goldstone
goldthread
golem
golf
golf bag
golf ball
golf club
golf course
golfer
goliard
golly
gombroon
gomphosis
gomuti
gon-
gonad
gonadotropin
gondola
gondola car
gondolier
gone
gone away
goneness
goner
gonfalon
gonfalonier
gonfanon
gong
gong buoy
gonidium
goniometer
gonion
gonna
gono-
gonococcus
gonocyte
gonophore
gonorhea
googoober
good
good Joe
good Samaritan
good afternoon
good behavior
good cheer
good day
good egg
good evening
good faith
good fellow
good humor
good looks
good morning
good nature
good night
good offices
good sort
good turn
good use
good-bye
good-fellowship
good-for-nothing
good-humored
good-looking
good-natured
good-oh
good-sized
good-tempered
goodbye
goodish
goodly
goodman
goodness
goods
goods and chattels
goodwife
goodwill
goody
goody-goody
gooy
goof
goofball
goofy
googly
googol
googolplex
goook
goone
gooney bird
goop
goosander
goose
goose barnacle
goose flesh
goose grass
goose grease
goose pimples
goose step
goose-step
gooseberry
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GOOSEFISH
GOOSEFLESH
GOOSEFOOT
GOOSEGOG
GOOSEHERD
GOOSENECK
GOOSY
GOPAK
GOPHER
GOPHER SNAKE
GOPHER WOOD
GOPHERWOOD
GORAL
GORBLIMEY
GORCOCK
GORE
GORGE
GORGED
GORGEOUS
GORGERIN
GORGET
GORGONEION
GORILLA
GORING
GORMAND
GORMANDIZE
GORMLESS
GORSE
GORY
GOSH
GOSHAWK
GOSLING
GOSPEL
GOSPEL TRUTH
GOSPODIN
GOSPORT
GOSAMER
GOSSIP
GOSSIPMONGER
GOSSIPRY
GOSSIPY
GOSSOON
GOT
GOTTEN
GOUACHE
GOUGE
Goulash
GOURAMI
grand
grand duchess
grand duchy
grand duke
grand jury
grand larceny
grand mal
grand opera
grand piano
grand slam
grand tour
grand vizier
grand-
grandam
grandaunt
grandchild
granddad
granddaddy
granddaughter
grand dame
grandee
grandeur
grandfather
grandfather clause
grandfather clock
grandfatherly
grandiloquence
grandiloquent
grandioso
grandma
grandmamma
grandmother
grandmotherly
grandnephew
grandniece
grandpa
grandpapa
grandparent
grand sire
grandson
grandstand
granduncle
grange
granger
grangerize
gran-
granite
grasping
glass
glass cloth
glass court
glass hockey
glass roots
glass snake
glass tree
glass widow
glass-green
glass-of-Parnassus
glasshopper
grassland
grassplot
grassquit
grassy
grate
grateful
grate
gratification
gratify
gratifying
gratin
grating
grat
grais
great
greatful
grater
gromatic
gratify
gratification
gratify
gratifying
grat
grat
gratis
gratitude
grateful
gratuitous
gratuity
gratulant
gratulate
gratulation
graupel
gravamen
grave
graveclothes
gravedigger
gravel
gravel-blind
gravelly
graven
graven image
graver
gravestone
graveyard
gravid
gravimeter
gravimetric
gravimetric analysis
graving dock
gravitate
gravitation
gravitational constant
gravitational field
gravitative
graviton
gravity
gravity cell
gravity dam
gravity fault
gravity knife
gravity wind
gravure
gravy
gravy boat
gravy train
gray
gray eminence
gray fox
gray market
gray matter
gray wolf
gray-headed
grayback
graybeard
grayish
grayling
graze
grazier
grazing
grease
grease cup
grease gun
grease monkey
greaseball
greasepaint
greaser
greasewood
greasy
greasy spoon
great
great ape
great auk
great calorie
great circle
great council
great crested grebe
great gross
great pox
great primer
great seal
great tit
great white heron
great year
great-aunt
great-circle sailing
great-grandaunt
great-granduncle
great-nephew
great-niece
great-uncle
greatcoat
greaten
greatest
greatest common divisor
greatharted
greatly
greave
greaves
grebe
gree
greed
greedy
greegree
green
green algae
green bean
green belt
green corn
green dragon
green fingers
green gland
green glass
green heron
green light
green manure
green mold
green monkey
green onion
green pepper
green plover
green soap
green tea
green thumb
green turtle
green vitriol
green woodpecker
green-eyed
greenback
greenbelt
greenbottle fly
greenbrier
greenery
greenfinch
greengage
greengrocer
greengrocery
greenhead
greenheart
greenhorn
greenhouse
greenhouse effect
greening
greenish
greenlet
greenling
greenness
greenockite
greenroom
greensand
greenshank
greensickness
greenstick fracture
greenstone
greensward
greenwood
greet
greeting
gregale
gregarine
gregarious
greige
greisen
gremial
gremlin
grenade
grenadier
grenadine
gressorial
grew
grey
greyback
greybeard
greyhen
greyhound
greylag
greywacke
gribble
grid
grid bias
grid variation
griddle
griddlecake
gride
gridiron
grief
grief-stricken
grievance
grieve
grieved
grievous
griFFE
griFFin
griFFon
grig
grigri
griLL
griLLage
griLLE
griLLED
griLLroom
griLLwork
griLse
griM
griMAce
griMALKin
griM
griMY
griN
griND
griNdelia
griNder
griNdeRy
griNdIng wheel
griNdstonE
griNgo
griP
griPE
griPPE
griPPer
griPPIng
gripsack
gris-gris
grisaille
griseofulvin
griseous
grisette
griskin
grisly
grison
grist
gristle
gristly
gristmill
grit
grith
grits
gritty
grivation
grivet
grizzle
grizzled
grizzly
grizzly bear
gro.
groan
groat
groats
grocer
groceries
grocery
groceryman
grog
groggery
groggy
grogram
grogshop
groin
grommet
gromwell
groom
groomsman
groove
grooved
grooving plane
groovy
grope
groping
gros de Londres
gros point
grosbeak
groschen
grosgrain
gross
gross national product
gross profit
gross ton
gross weight
grossularite
grosz
grot
grotesque
grotesquery
grotto
grouch
grouchy
ground
ground bait
ground bass
ground beetle
ground cherry
ground cloth
ground cover
ground crew
ground floor
ground glass
ground hog
ground ice
ground ivy
ground log
ground loop
ground pine
ground plan
ground plate
ground plum
ground rent
ground rule
ground squirrel
ground state
ground stroke
ground swell
ground water
ground wave
ground zero
ground-controlled approach
groundage
grounder
groundhog
groundless
groundling
groundmass
groundnut
groundsel
groundsheet
groundsill
groundspeed
groundwork
group
group insurance
group marriage
group practice
group therapy
grouper
groupie
grouping
grouse
grout
grouty
grove
grovel
grow
grow into
grow out of
grow up
grower
growing
growing pains
growl
growler
grown
grown-up
grownup
growth
growth hormone
growth ring
growth stock
groyne
grozing iron
grub
grub hoe
grubby
grubstake
grudge
grudging
gruel
guillemot
guilloche
guillotine
guilt
guiltless
guilty
guimpe
guinea
guinea fowl
guinea grains
guinea grass
guinea hen
guinea pig
guipure
guire
guitar
guitarfish
guitarist
gula
gulch
gulden
gules
gulf
gulfweed
gull
gullet
gullible
gully
gulosity
gulp
gum
gum ammoniac
gum arabic
gum benzoin
gum dammar
gum elastic
gum elemi
gum plant
gum resin
gum up
gumbo
gumboil
gumbotil
gumdrop
gumma
gummite
gummosis
gummous
gummy
gumption
gumshoe
gumwood
gun
gun carriage
gun deck
gun dog
gun for
gun metal
gun moll
gun room
gun tackle
gun-shy
gunboat
guncotton
gunfight
gunfire
gunflint
gung ho
gunk
gunlock
gunmaker
gunman
gunnel
gunner
gunnery
gunning
gunny
gunnysack
gunpaper
gunplay
gunpoint
gunpowder
gunrunning
gunsel
gunshot
gunslinger
gunsmith
gunstock
gunter
gunwale
gunyah
guppy
gurdwara
gurde
gurgitation
gurgle
gurglet
gurnard
guru
gush
gusher
gushy
gusset
gust
gustation
gustative
gustatory
gusto
gusty
gut
gutbucket
gutsy
gutta
gutta-percha
guttate
gutter
guttering
guttersnipe
guttle
guttural
gutturalize
gutty
guv
guy
guyot
guzzle
gybe
gym
gym shoe
gymkhana
gymnasiarch
gymnasiast
gymnasium
gymnast
gymnastic
gymnastics
gymno-
gymnosophist
gynosperm
gyn-
gynaecceum
gynaeco-
gynaecocracy
gynaecology
gynaecomastia
gynandromorph
gynandrous
gynandry
gynarchy
gynecic
gynecium
gynecoc- 
gynecocracy
gynecoid
gynecologist
gynecology
gyniatrics
gyno-
gynoecium
gynophore
gyp
gyp joint
gypsophila
gypsum
gypsy moth
gyral
gyrate
gyration
gyratory
gyre
gyrfalcon
gyro
gyro horizon
gyro-
gyrocompass
gyromagnetic
gyromagnetic ratio
gyon
gyonny
gyroplane
gyroscope
gyrose
gyrostabilizer
gyrostat
gyrostatic
gyrostatic compass
gyrostatics
gyrus
gyve
h
h'm
h.
hadji
hadn't
hadron
hadst
hae
haecceity
haem-
haema-
haemachrome
haemagglutinate
haemal
haematic
haematin
haematinic
haematite
haemato-
haematoblast
haematocele
haematorystal
haematoconversion
haematogenous
haematoid
haematoma
haematopoiesis
haematosis
haematothermal
haematoxylon
haematozoon
haemic
haemin
haemo-
haemocyte
haemoglobin
haemoid
haemolysin
haemolysis
haemophilia
haemopliaci
haemophilic
haemorrhage
haemostasis
haemostat
haemostatic
haeress
haefiz
hafnium
haft
hag
hag-ridden
hagberry
hagbut
hagfish
haggadist
haggard
haggis
haggle
hagiarchy
hagio-
hagiocracy
hagiographer
hagiography
hagiolatry
hagiology
hagioscope
hagride
hah
haik
haiku
hail
hail-fellow-well-met
hailstone
hailstorm
hair
hair follicle
hair hygrometer
hair seal
hair shirt
hair space
hair stroke
hair trigger
hair's-breadth
hair-raising
hairball
hairbreadth
hairbrush
haircloth
haircut
hairdo
hairdresser
hairless
hairline
hairpiece
hairpin
hairsplitter
hairsplitting
half-light
half-mast
half-moon
half-pint
half-price
half-seas over
half-slip
half-sole
half-timbered
half-track
half-truth
half-wit
half-witted
halfback
halfbeak
halfhearted
halfpenny
halftone
halfway
halfway house
halibut
halibut-liver oil
halide
halidom
halite
halitosis
hall
hallah
hallelujah
halliard
hallmark
hallo
halloo
hallow
hallowed
hallucinate
hallucination
hallucinatory
hallucinogen
hallucinosis
hallux
hallway
halm
halo
halo-
halogen
halogenate
haloid
halophyte
halothane
halt
halter
halting
halutz
halvah
halve
halves
halyard
ham
hamadryad
hamai
hamamelidaceous
hamartia
hamate
hamburger
hame
hamlet
hammer
hammer and sickle
hammer and tongs
hammer beam
hammer out
hammered
hammerhead
hammering
hammerless
hammerlock
hammertoe
hammock
hammy
hamper
hamster
hamster
hamstring
hamulus
hamza
hanaper
hance
hand
hand down
hand drill
hand glass
hand grenade
hand in
hand on
hand organ
hand over
hand truck
hand's-breadth
hand-knit
hand-me-down
hand-off
hand-to-hand
hand-to-mouth
handbag
handball
handbarrow
handbill
handbook
handbreadth
handcar
handcart
handclap
handclasp
handcraft
handcrafted
handcuff
handed
handedness
handfast
handfasting
handful
handgrip
handgun
handhold
handicap
handicapped
handicapper
handicraft
handicraftsman
handily
handiness
handiwork
handkerchief
handle
handlebar
handlebar moustache
handler
handling
handmade
handmaid
handmaiden
handout
handpick
handrail
hapax legomenon
haphazard
haphazardly
hapless
haplite
haplo-
haplography
haploid
haplology
haplosis
haply
happen
happening
happenstance
happily
happiness
happy
happy hunting ground
happy-go-lucky
hapten
hara-kiri
harangue
harass
harassed
harbinger
harbor
harbor seal
harborage
harbour
harbourege
hard
hard and fast
hard candy
hard cash
hard cider
hard coal
hard copy
hard core
hard court
hard goods
hard hat
hard labor
hard landing
hard lines
hard palate
hard paste
hard rock
hard rubber
hard sauce
hard sell
hard wheat
hard-and-fast
hard-bitten
hard-boiled
hard-core
hard-favored
hard-featured
hard-nosed
hard-pressed
hard-set
hard-shell
hard-shell clam
hard-shell crab
hard-spun
hardback
hardball
hardboard
harden
hardened
hardener
hardening
hardening of the arteries
hardhack
hardheaded
hardhearted
hardihood
hardily
hardiness
hardly
hardness
hardpan
hards
hardship
hardship
hardtop
hardware
hardwood
hardworking
hardy
hare
hare and hounds
harebell
harebrained
harelip
harem
haricot
hark
hark back
harken
harl
harlequin
harlequin bug
harlequin duck
harlequin opal
harlequinade
harlot
harlotry
harm
harmattan
harmful
harmless
harmonic
harmonic analysis
harmonic mean
harmonic minor scale
harmonic motion
harmonic progression
harmonic series
harmonic tone
harmonica
harmonic
harmonic
harmonicon
harmonics
harmonious
harmonist
harmonium
harmonize
harmony
harmonotome
harness
harness cask
harness hitch
harness race
harnessed antelope
harp
harper
harping
harpist
harpoon
harpoon gun
harpsichord
harpy
harpy eagle
harquebus
harquebusier
hatchet man
hatching
hatchment
hatchway
hate
hateful
hath
hatpin
hatred
hatter
haudergeon
hauberk
haugh
haughty
haul
haul off
haul up
haulage
hauler
haulm
haunch
haunch bone
haunt
haunted
haunting
hausfrau
haustellum
haustorium
haut monde
haubois
hautboy
haute couture
haute cuisine
hauteur
have
have at
have on
have-not
havelock
haven
haven't
haver
haversack
haversine
havildar
havoc
haw
hawfinch
hawk
hawk moth
hawk owl
hawk's-beard
hawk's-eye
hawk-eyed
hawkbill
hawker
hawking
hawksbill turtle
hawkshaw
hawkweed
hawse
hawse bag
hawsehole
hawsepiece
hawsepipe
hawser
hawser bend
hawser-laid
hawthorn
hay
hay fever
haycock
hayfield
hayfork
hayloft
haymaker
haymow
hayrack
hayrick
hayseed
haystack
hayward
haywire
hazan
hazard
hazardous
haze
hazel
hazelnut
hazing
hazy
hd.
hdqrs.
he
he-man
head
head arrangement
head for
head gate
head lamp
head louse
head money
head off
head register
head resistance
head sea
head start
head tone
head voice
head-on
headache
headachy
headband
headboard
headcheese
headcloth
headdress
headed
header
headfirst
head foremost
headgear
heading
headland
headless
headlight
headline
headliner
headlock
headlong
headman
headmaster
headmistress
headmost
headphone
headpiece
headpin
headquarters
headrace
headrail
headreach
headrest
headroom
heads
heads or tails
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
heal
heal
heal
healing
health
health insurance
health physics
healthful
healthy
heap
hear
hear
hear out
hearing
hearing aid
hearken
hearsay
hearsay evidence
hearse
heart
heart attack
heart block
heart cherry
heart failure
heart murmur
heart-lung machine
heart-stricken
heart-to-heart
heart-warming
heart-whole
heartache
heartbeat
heartbreak
heartbreaker
heartbreaking
heartbroken
heartburn
heartburning
hearten
heartfelt
hearth
hearthside
hearthstone
heartily
heartland
heartless
heartrending
hearts
heartsease
heartsick
heartsome
heartstrings
heartthrob
heartwood
heartworm
hearty
heat
heat barrier
heat capacity
heat content
heat engine
heat exchanger
heat exhaustion
heat lightning
heat prostration
heat pump
heat rash
heat shield
heat wave
heated
heater
heath
heath cock
heath grass
heath hen
heathberry
heathen
heathendom
heathenish
heathenism
heathenize
heathenry
heather
heating element
heating pad
heatstroke
heaume
heave
heave down
heave to
heave-ho
heaven
heaven-sent
heavenly
heavenward
heaver
heaves
heavier-than-air
heavily
heaviness
heaving-line bend
heavy
heavy artillery
heavy bomber
heavy cream
heavy cruiser
heavy earth
heavy hydrogen
heavy spar
heavy water
heavy-armed
heavy-duty
heavy-footed
heavy-handed
heavy-hearted
heavy-laden
heavyhearted
heavyset
heavyweight
hebdomad
hebdomadal
hebdomadary
hebephrenia
hebetate
hebetic
hebetude
hecatomb
heck
heckelphone
heckle
hectare
hectic
hecto-
hectocotylus
hectogram
hectograph
hectoliter
hectometer
hector
hedge
hedge garlic
hedge hyssop
hedge sparrow
hedgehog
hedgehop
hedger
hedgerow
hedonic
hedonic calculus
hedonics
hedonism
heebie-jeebies
heed
heedful
heedless
heehaw
heel
heel bone
heel-and-toe
heeled
heeler
heeling
heelpiece
heelpost
heeltap
heft
hefty
hegemony
hegira
hegumen
heifer
heigh-ho
height
height of land
height-to-paper
heighten
heinous
heir
heir apparent
heir at law
heir presumptive
heirdom
heiress
heirloom
heirship
heist
held
heliacal
helianthus
helical
helical gear
helices
helicline
helico-
helicograph
helicoid
helicon
helicopter
helio-
heliocentric
heliocentric parallax
heliograph
heliogravure
heliolatry
heliometer
heliostat
heliotaxis
heliotherapy
heliotrope
heliotropin
heliotropism
heliotype
heliozoan
heliport
helium
helix
hell
hell-bent
hemialgia
hemianopsia
hemicellulose
hemichordate
hemicrania
hemicycle
hemidemisemiquaver
hemielytron
hemihedral
hemihydrate
hemimorphic
hemimorphite
hemiplegia
hemipode
hemipterous
hemisphere
hemispheroid
hemistich
hemiterpene
hemitrope
hemline
hemlock
hemmer
hemo-
hemocyte
hemoglobin
hemolysis
hemophilia
hemorrhage
hemorrhoid
hemorrhoidectomy
hemostat
hemotherapy
hemp
hemp agrimony
hemp nettle
hemp tree
hemstitch
hen
hen party
hen-and-chickens
henbane
henbit
hence
henceforth
henceforward
henchman
hendeca-
hendecagon
hendecahehdron
hendecasyllable
hendiadys
henequen
henhouse
henna
hennery
henotheism
henpeck
henry
hent
hep
heparin
hepatic
hepatica
hepatitis
hepato-
hepcat
hepta-
heptachord
heptad
heptagon
heptagonal
heptahedron
heptamerous
heptameter
heptane
heptangular
heptarchy
heptastich
heptavalent
heptode
her
her.
herald
heraldic
heraldry
herb
herb Paris
herb Robert
herb bennet
herbaceous
herbage
herbal
herbalist
herbarium
herbicide
hermetic
hermit
hermit crab
hermit thrush
hermitage
hern
hernia
herniorrhaphy
herniotomy
hero
hero sandwich
hero worship
hero-worship
heroic
heroic age
heroic couplet
heroic tenor
heroic verse
heroics
heroin
heroine
heroism
heron
heronry
herp.
herpes
herpes simplex
herpes zoster
herpetology
herring
herring gull
herringbone
herringbone bond
herringbone gear
hers
herself
hertz
hesitancy
hesitant
hesitate
hesitation
hesperidin
hesperidium
hessian
hessite
hest
het up
hetaera
hetaerism
hetero-
heterocercal
heterochromatic
heterochromatin
heterochromosome
heterochromous
heteroclite
heterocyclic
heterodox
heterodoxy
heterodyne
heteroecious
heterogamete
heterogamy
heterogeneity
heterogeneous
heterogenesis
heterogenetic
heterogenous
heterogony
heterograft
heterography
heterogynous
heterolecithal
heterologous
heterolysis
heteromerous
heteromorphic
heteronomous
heteronomy
heteronym
heterophony
heterophyllous
heterophyte
heteroplasty
heteropolar
heteropterous
heterosexual
heterosexuality
heterosis
heterosporous
heterotaxis
heterothallic
heterotopia
heterotrophic
heterotypic
heterozygote
heterozygous
heth
hetman
heulandite
heuristic
hew
hex
hexa-
hexachlorophene
hexachord
hexacosanoic acid
hexad
hexaemeron
hexagon
hexagonal
hexagram
hexahedron
hexahydrate
hexamerous
hexameter
hexamethylenetetramine
hexane
hexangular
hexanoic acid
hexapartite
hexapla
hexapod
hexapody
hexarchy
hexastich
hexastyle
hexavalent
hexone
hexosan
hexose
hexyl
hexylresorcinol
hey
heyday
hf.
hg
hgt.
hhd
hi
hi-fi
hiatus
hibachi
hibernaculum
hibernal
hibernate
hibiscus
hic
hic jacet
hiccup
hick
hickey
hickory
hid
hidalgo
hidden
hiddenite
hide
hide-and-seek
hideaway
hidebound
hideous
hideout
hiding
hidrosis
hie
hiemal
hieracosphinx
hierarch
hierarchize
hierarchy
hieratic
hiero-
hierocracy
hierodule
hieroglyphic
hierogram
hierolatry
hierology
hierophant
hifalutin
higgle
higgledy-piggledy
higgler
high
high and mighty
high blood pressure
high camp
high comedy
high command
high commissioner
high day
high explosive
high fashion
high fidelity
high frequency
high hat
high jinks
high jump
high jumper
high noon
high place
high point
high priest
high relief
high school
high schooler
high sea
high seas
high sign
high society
high spirits
high spot
high table
high tea
high tide
high time
high treason
high water
high wire
high-angle fire
high-class
high-colored
high-flown
high-grade
high-handed
high-hat
high-key
high-keyed
high-minded
high-muck-a-muck
high-octane
high-pitched
high-powered
high-pressure
high-priced
high-sounding
high-speed
high-speed steel
high-spirited
high-stepper
high-strung
high-tension
high-test
high-toned
high-up
high-water mark
high-wrought
highball
highbinder
highborn
highboy
highbred
highbrow
highchair
higher arithmetic
higher criticism
higher education
higher mathematics
higher-up
highfalutin
highflier
highjack
highland
highlight
highline
highly
highness
highroad
hight
hightail
highway
highway robbery
highwayman
hijack
hijacker
hike
hilarious
hilarity
hill
hill myna
hill station
hillbilly
hillbilly music
hillock
hillside
hilltop
hilly
hispid
hispidulous
hiss
hisssing
hist
hist.
histaminase
histamine
histidine
histiocyte
histo-
histochemistry
histogen
histogenesis
histogram
histoid
histology
histolysis
histone
histopathology
histoplasmomisis
historian
historiated
historic
historical
historical geology
historical linguistics
historical materialism
historical method
historical novel
historical present
historical school
historicism
historicity
historied
historiographer
historiography
history
histrionic
histrionics
histrionism
hit
hit off
hit-and-miss
hit-and-run
hit-or-miss
hitch
hitchhike
hitching post
hither
hithermost
hitherto
hitherward
hive
hives
hl
hm
ho
hoactzin
hoagy
hoar
hoard
hoarding
hoarfrost
hoarhound
hoarse
hoarsen
hoary
hoatzin
hoax
hob
hobble
hobble skirt
hobbledehoy
hobby
hobbyhorse
hobgoblin
hobnail
hobnailed
hobnob
hobo
hock
hockey
hocus
hocus-pocus
hod
hod carrier
hodden
hodgepodge
hodman
hodometer
hoe
hoecake
hoedown
hog
hog cholera
 hologean
hogan
hogback
hogfish
hoggish
hognose snake
hognut
hogshead
hogtie
hogwash
hogweed
hoi polloi
hoick
hoicks
hoiden
hoist
hoity-toity
hokey-pokey
hokku
hokum
hold
hold back
hold down
hold forth
hold in
hold off
hold on
hold out
hold over
hold together
hold with
holdall
holdback
holden
holder
holdfast
holding
holding company
holding pattern
holdover
holdup
hole
hole in one
hole up
hole-and-corner
holeproof
holiday
holier-than-thou
holily
holiness
holism
hollandaise sauce
holler
hollo
hollow
hollow-eyed
holly
holly fern
hollyhock
holm
holm oak
holmic
holmium
holo-
holoblastic
holocaust
holocrine
holoenzyme
holograph
holography
holohedral
holomorphic
holophrastic
holophytic
holothurian
holotype
holozoic
holp
holpen
hols
holster
holt
holus-bolus
holy
holy day
holy of holies
holy orders
holy place
holy rood
holy synod
holy war
holy water
holystone
holystide
homage
homager
hombre
homburg
home
home economics
home guard
home plate
home range
home rule
home run
home-brew
home-grown
homebody
homebred
homecoming
homegrown
homeland
homeless
homely
homely
homemade
homemaker
homemaking
homeo-
homeomorphism
homeopathic
homeopathist
homeopathy
homeostasis
homer
homeroom
homesick
homespun
homestead
homestead law
homesteader
homestretch
homeward
homework
homey
homicidal
homicide
homiletic
homiletics
homily
homing
homing pigeon
hominid
hominoid
hominy
hominy grits
homo
homo-
homocentric
homocercal
homochromatic
homochromous
homocyclic
homoeo-
homoeroticism
homogamy
homogeneity
homogeneous
homogenesis
homogenetic
homogenize
homogenous
homogamy
homogony
homograft
homograph
homoio-
homologate
homologize
homologous
homologous chromosomes
homolographic
homologue
homology
homolosine projection
homomorphism
homonym
homophile
homophone
homophonic
homophonous
homophony
homopolar
homopterous
homorganic
homosexual
homosexual
homosporous
homotaxis
homothermal
homothallic
homozygote
homozygous
homunculus
homy
hon
hone
honest
honestly
honesty
honewort
honey
honey buzzard
honey guide
honey locust
honey mesquite
honey plant
honey-sweet
honeybee
honeybunch
honeycomb
honeydew
honeydew melon
honeyed
honeymoon
honeysucker
honeysuckle
honeysuckle ornament
hong
honied
honk
honky
honky-tonk
honor
honor point
honor roll
honorable
honorarium
honorary
honorable
honorific
honoris causa
honour
honourable
hoo
hooch
hood
hooded
hooded crow
hooded seal
hoodlum
hoodman-blind
hoodoo
hoodwink
hooey
hoof
hoof-and-mouth disease
hoofbeat
hoofbound
hoofed
hoofer
hook
hook and eye
hook-nosed
hookah
hooked
hooked rug
hooker
hooknose
hookup
hookworm
hooky
hooligan
hoop
hoop pine
hoop skirt
hoop snake
hooper
hoopla
hoopoe
hooray
hoosegow
hoot
hoot owl
hootchy-kootchy
hootenanny
hooves
hop
hop clover
hop-o'-my-thumb
hope
hope chest
hopeful
hopefully
hopeless
hophead
hoplete
hopper
hopping
horoscope
horoscopity
horotelic
horrendous
horrible
horribly
horrid
horrific
horrified
horrify
horrripilate
horrripilation
horror
horror-struck
hors concours
hors d'oeuvre
hors de combat
horse
horse around
horse bean
horse brass
horse chestnut
horse gentian
horse latitudes
horse mackerel
horse marine
horse nettle
horse opera
horse pistol
horse sense
horse trader
horse-faced
horseback
horsecar
horseflesh
horsefly
horsehair
horsehide
horselaugh
horseleech
horseman
horsemanship
horsemint
horseplay
horsepower
horsepower-hour
horseradish
horseradish
horseshit
hot cross bun
hot dog
hot lick
hot line
hot metal
hot money
hot pants
hot pepper
hot plate
hot potato
hot rod
hot seat
hot spot
hot spring
hot stuff
hot war
hot water
hot-air balloon
hot-blooded
hot-cathode tube
hot-press
hot-tempered
hot-water bag
hot-water bottle
hotbed
hotbox
hotchpot
hotchpotch
hotel
hotfoot
hothead
hotheaded
hothouse
hotshot
hotspur
hough
hound
hound's-tongue
hounding
houppelande
hour
hour angle
hour circle
hour hand
hourglass
houri
hourly
house
house agent
house arrest
house detective
house finch
house flag
house martin
house mouse
house of God
house of assignation
house of cards
house of correction
house of detention
house of ill repute
house of prayer
house of prostitution
house of worship
house organ
house party
house physician
house sparrow
house trailer
house-raising
houseboat
housebound
houseboy
housebreak
housebreaker
housebreaking
housebroken
housecarl
houseclean
housecoat
housefather
housefly
household
household gods
household troops
householder
housekeeper
housekeeping
housel
houseleek
houseless
housetlights
houseline
housemaid
housemaid's knee
houseman
housemaster
housemother
houseroom
housetop
housewares
housewarming
housewife
housewifely
housewifery
housework
housey-housey
housing
houstonia
hove
hovel
hover
hovercraft
how
how-do-you-do
howbeit
howdah
howdy
how'e'er
however
howitzer
hawl
howler
howlet
howling
howsoever
hoys
hoyden
hr.
ht.
huarache
hub
hubble-bubble
hubbub
hubby
hubris
huckaback
huckleberry
huckster
huddle
hue
hue and cry
huede
huff
huffish
huffy
bug
hug-me-tight
huge
hugely
hugger-mugger
huh
hula
hula skirt
hula-hula
hulk
hulking
hulky
hull
hullabaloo
hullo
hum
human
human being
human interest
human nature
human rights
humane
humane society
humanism
humanist
humanitarian
humanitarianism
humanity
humanize
humankind
humanly
humanoid
humble
humble pie
humblebee
humbug
humbuggery
humdingers
humdrum
humectant
humeral
humeral veil
humerus
humic
humid
humidifier
humidify
humidistat
humidity
humidor
humiliate
humiliating
humiliation
humility
humming
hummingbird
hummingbird moth
hummock
hummocky
humor
humoral
humoresque
humorist
humorous
humour
hump
humpback
humpbacked
humph
humpy
humus
hunch
hunchback
hunchbacked
hundred
hundred-percenter
hundredfold
hundredth
hundredweight
hung
hunger
hunger strike
hungry
hunk
hunker
hunkers
hunks
hunky-dory
hunt
hunt down
hunt up
hunter
hunter's moon
hunting
hunting ground
hunting horn
hunting knife
huntress
huntsman
huntsman's-cup
huppah
hurdle
hurds
hurdy-gurdy
hurl
hurley
hurling
hurly-burly
hurrah
hurricane
hurricane deck
hurricane lamp
hurried
hurry
hurry-scurry
hurst
hurt
hurter
hurtful
hurtle
hurtless
husband
husbandman
husbandry
hush
hush money
hush puppy
hush up
hush-hush
hushaby
husk
husking
husking bee
husky
hussar
hussy
hustings
hustle
hustler
hut
hutch
hutment
hydrobomb
hydrobromic acid
hydrocarbon
hydrocele
hydrocellulose
hydrocephalus
hydrochloric acid
hydrochloride
hydrocortisone
hydrocyanic acid
hydrodynamic
hydrodynamics
hydroelectric
hydrofluoric acid
hydrofoil
hydrogen
hydrogen bomb
hydrogen bromide
hydrogen chloride
hydrogen cyanide
hydrogen fluoride
hydrogen iodide
hydrogen ion
hydrogen peroxide
hydrogenate
hydrogenize
hydrogenolysis
hydrogenous
hydrogeology
hydrograph
hydrography
hydroid
hydrokinetic
hydrokinetics
hydrologic cycle
hydrology
hydrolysate
hydrolyse
hydrolysis
hydrolyte
hydrolytic
hydrolyze
hydromagnetics
hydromancy
hydromechanics
hydromedusa
hydromel
hydrometallurgy
hygrometric
hygrometry
hygrophilous
hygroscope
hygroscopic
hygrostat
hygrothermograph
hying
hyla
hylo-
hylomorphism
hylophagous
hylotheism
hylozoism
hymen
hymeneal
hymenium
hymenopteran
hymenopterous
hymn
hymnal
hymnist
hymnody
hymnology
hyoid
hyoscine
hyoscyamine
hyoscyamus
hyp-
hyp.
hypabyssal
hypaesthesia
hypaethral
hypallage
hypanthium
hype
hyper-
hyperacidity
hyperactive
hyperaemia
hyperaesthesia
hyperbaric
hyperbaton
hyperbola
hyperbole
hyperbolic
hyperbolic function
hyperbolic geometry
hyperbolism
hyperbolize
hyperboloid
hyperborean
hypercataleptic
hypercorrect
hypercorrection
hypercritical
hypercriticism
hyperdulia
hyperemia
hyperesthesia
hyperextension
hyperfine structure
hyperfocal distance
hyperform
hypergolic
hyperkeratosis
hyperkinesia
hypermeter
hypermetropia
hyperon
hyperopia
hyperostosis
hyperparathyroidism
hyperphagia
hyperphysical
hyperpituitarism
hyperplane
hyperplasia
hyperploid
hyperpyrexia
hypersensitive
hypersensitize
hypersonic
hyperspace
hypersthene
hypertension
hypertensive
hyperthermia
hyperthyroidism
hypertonic
hypertrophy
hyperventilation
hypervitaminosis
hypesthesia
hypethral
hypha
hyphen
hyphenate
hyphenated
hypno-
hypnoanalysis
hypnogenesis
hypnology
hypnosis
hypnotherapy
hypnotic
hypnotism
hypnotist
hypnotize
hypo
hypo-
hypoacidity
hypoaerolian mode
hypoblast
hypocaust
hypochlorite
hypochlorous acid
hypochondria
hypochondriac
hypochondriasis
hypochondrium
hypochromia
hypochromic anemia
hypocorism
hypocoristic
hypocotyl
hypocrisyl
hypocrisry
hypocrite
hypocycloid
hypoderm
hypoderma
hypodermic
hypodermic needle
hypodermic syringe
hypodermis
hypodorian mode
hypogastrium
hypogean
hypogene
hypogenous
hypogeous
hypogeous
hypogoeum
hypoglossal
hypoglossal nerve
ignis fatuus
ignite
igniter
ignition
ignitron
ignoble
ignominious
ignominy
ignoramus
ignorance
ignorant
ignoratio elenchi
ignore
iguana
iguanodon
ihram
ikebana
ikon
il-
ilang-ilang
ileac
ileitis
ileo-
iloestomy
ileum
ileus
ilex
iliac
ilium
ilk
ill
ill fame
ill feeling
ill temper
ill will
ill-advised
ill-affected
ill-assorted
ill-behaved
ill-boding
ill-bred
ill-conditioned
ill-considered
ill-defined
ill-disposed
ill-fated
ill-favored
ill-founded
ill-gotten
ill-humored
ill-judged
ill-looking
ill-mannered
ill-natured
ill-omened
ill-sorted
ill-starred
ill-suited
ill-tempered
ill-timed
ill-treat
ill-usage
ill-use
ill.
illation
illative
illaudable
illegal
illegality
illegalize
illegible
illegitimacy
illegitimate
illiberal
illicit
illimitable
illinium
illiquid
illiteracy
illiterate
illness
illogic
illogical
illogicality
illume
illuminance
illuminant
illuminate
illuminati
illuminating
illumination
illuminative
illuminator
illumine
illuminism
illuminometer
illusion
illusionary
illusionism
illusionist
illusive
illusory
illust.
illustrate
illustration
illustrational
illustrative
illustrator
illustrious
illuviation
ilmenite
im-
image
image dissector
image orthicon
imagery
imaginable
imaginal
imaginary
imaginary number
imagination
imaginative
imagine
imagism
imago
imam
imamate
imaret
imbalance
imbecile
imbecilic
imbecility
imbed
imbibe
imbibition
imbricate
imbrication
imbroglio
imbrue
imbue
imidazole
imide
iminourea
imit.
imitable
imitate
imitation
imitative
immaculate
immanent
immaterial
immaterialism
immateriality
immaterialize
immature
immeasurable
immediacy
immediate
immediate annuity
immediate constituent
immediately
immedicable
immemorial
immense
immensity
immensurable
inmerge
immerse
immersed
immersion
immersionism
immesh
immethodical
immigrant
immigrate
immigration
imminence
imminent
immingle
immiscible
immittigable
immix
immixture
immobile
immobility
immobilize
immoderacy
immoderate
immoderation
immodest
immolate
impasto
impatience
impatiens
impatient
impeach
impeachable
impeachment
impearl
impeccable
impeccant
impecunious
impedance
impede
impediment
impedimenta
impeditive
impel
impellent
impeller
impend
impendent
impending
impenetrability
impenetrable
impenitent
imper.
imperative
imperator
imperceptible
imperception
imperceptive
impercipient
imperf.
imperfect
imperfection
imperfective
imperfurate
imperial
imperial gallon
imperialism
imperil
imperious
imperishable
imperium
impermanent
impermeable
impermissible
impers.
important
importation
importunacy
importunate
importune
importunity
impose
imposing
imposing stone
imposition
impossibility
impossible
impossibly
impost
impostor
impostume
imposture
impotence
impotent
impound
impoverish
impoverished
impower
impracticable
impractical
imprecate
imprecation
imprecise
implication
impregnate
impresa
impresario
imprescriptible
impress
impressible
impression
impressionable
impressionism
impressionist
impressive
impressment
impression
impress
imprest
imprimatur
imprimis
imprint
imprinting
imprison
imprisonment
improbability
improbable
improbability
improvisation
improvisator
improvisor
improvisatory
improvise
improvised
improvisatore
improvident
impudence
impudent
impudicity
impugn
impuiissant
impulse
impulse buying
impulse turbine
impulsion
impulsive
impurity
impure
impurity
imputable
imputation
impute
impv.
in
in absentia
in aeternum
in articulo mortis
in camera
in esse
in extenso
in extremis
in flagrante delicto
in limine
in loco
in loco parentis
in medias res
in mem.
in memoriam
in perpetuam
in personam
in petto
in posse
in propria persona
in re
in rem
in rerum natura
in situ
in statu quo
in toto
in transitu
in utero
in vacuo
in vino veritas
in vitro
in vivo
in-
in-and-in
in-flight
in-group
in-law
in.
inability
inaccessible
inaccuracy
inaccurate
inaction
inactivate
inactive
inadmissible
inadvertence
inadverency
inadvertent
inadvisable
inalienable
inalterable
inamorata
inamorato
inane
inanimate
inanition
inanity
inappetence
inapplicable
inapposite
inappreciable
inappreciative
inapprehensible
inapprehensive
inapproachable
inappropriate
inapt
inaptitude
inarch
inarticulate
inartificial
inartistic
inasmuch as
inattention
inattentive
inaudible
inaugural
inaugurate
inauspicious
inbeing
inboard
inborn
inbound
inbreathe
inbred
inbreed
inbreeding
inc.
incalculable
incalcescent
incandesce
incandescence
incandescent
incandescent lamp
incantation
incantatory
incapable
incapacious
incapacitate
incapacity
incarcerate
incardinate
incardination
incarnadine
incarnate
incarnation
incase
incautious
incendiary
incense
incensory
incentive
incept
inception
inceptive
incertitude
incessant
incest
incestuous
inch
inchmeal
inchoate
inchoation
inchoative
inchworm
incidence
incident
incidental
incidental music
incidentally
incinerate
incinerator
incipient
incipit
incise
incised
incision
incisive
incisor
incisure
incite
incitement
incivility
incl.
inclement
inclinable
inclination
inclinatory
incline
inclined
inclined plane
inclin ing
inclinometer
inclose
include
included
inclusion
inclusion body
inclusive
incorcible
incogitable
incogitant
incognito
incognizant
incoherence
incoherent
incombustible
income
income account
income bond
income tax
incomer
incoming
incommensurable
incommensurate
incommode
incommodious
incommodity
incommunicable
incommunicado
incommunicative
incommutable
incomparable
incompatible
incompetence
incompetent
incomplete
incompletion
incompliant
incomprehensible
incomprehension
incomprehensive
incompressible
incomputable
inconceivable
inconclusive
incondensable
incondite
inconformity
incongruent
incongruity
incongruous
inconsecutive
inconsequent
inconsequential
inconsiderable
inconsiderate
inconsistency
inconsistent
inconsolable
inconsonant
inconspicuous
inconstant
inconsumable
incontestable
incontinent
incontrollable
incontrovertible
inconvenience
inconveniency
inconvenient
inconvertible
inconvincible
incoordinate
incoordination
incorporable
incorporate
incorporated
incorporating
incorporation
incorporator
incorporeal
incorporeity
incorrect
incorrigible
incorrupt
incorruptible
incorruption
incr.
incrassate
increase
increasing
increase
incredible
incredulity
incredulous
increment
indef.
indefatigable
indefeasible
indefectible
indefensible
indefinable
indefinite
indefinite article
indefinite integral
indefinite pronoun
indehiscent
indeliberate
indelible
indelicacy
indelicate
indemnification
indemnify
indemnity
indemonstrable
indene
indent
indentation
indentied
indention
indenture
indentured servant
independence
independency
independent
independent variable
indescribable
indestructible
indeterminable
indeterminacy
indeterminacy principle
indeterminate
indeterminate sentence
indetermination
indeterminism
indevout
index
index card
index finger
index number
index of refraction
indic.
indicant
indicate
indication
indicative
indicator
indicatory
indices
indicia
indict
indictable
indiction
indictment
indifferent
indifferentism
indigence
indigene
indigenous
indigent
indigested
indigestible
indigestion
indigestive
indign
indignant
indignation
indignity
indigo
indigo blue
indigo bunting
indigo snake
indigoid
indigotin
indirect
indirect initiative
indirect lighting
indirect object
indirect tax
indirection
indiscernible
indiscernible
indiscreet
indiscrete
indiscretion
indiscriminate
indiscrimination
indispensable
indispose
indisposed
indisposition
indisputable
indissoluble
indistinct
indistinctive
indistinguishable
indite
indium
indiverifiable
individual
individualism
individualist
individuality
individualize
individually
individuate
individuation
indivisible
indocile
indoctrinate
indole
indoleacetic acid
indolebutyric acid
indolence
indolent
indomitability
indomitable
indoor
indoors
indophenol
indorse
indoxyl
indraft
indrawn
indubitability
indubitable
induc.
induce
induced drag
inducement
induct
inductance
inductee
inductile
induction
induction coil
induction heating
induction motor
inductive
inductive reactance
inductor
indue
indulge
indulgence
indulgent
induline
indult
induna
induplicate
indurate
induration
indusium
industrial
industrial design
industrial life insurance
industrial park
industrial psychology
industrial school
industrial union
industrialism
industrialist
industrialize
industrials
industrious
industry
indwell
inearth
inebriant
inebriate
inebriety
inedible
inedited
ineducable
ineducation
ineffable
ineffaceable
ineffective
ineffectual
inefficacious
inefficacy
inefficiency
inefficient
inelastic
inelegance
inelegancy
inelegant
ineligible
ineloquent
ineluctable
ineludible
inenarrable
inept
ineptitude
inequality
inequitabible
inequity
ineradicable
inerasable
inerrable
inerrant
inert
inert gas
inertia
inertial guidance
inertial system
inescapable
inescutcheon
inessential
inessive
inestimable
inexecutable
inevitable
inexact
inexactitude
inexcusable
inecution
inecution
inexcrutable
inexhaustible
inessent
inexorable
inexpedient
inexpensive
inexperience
inexperienced
inexpert
inexpiable
inexplicable
inexplicit
inexpressible
inexpressive
inexpugnable
inexpungible
inextensible
inextinguishable
inextirpable
inextricable
inf.
infallibilism
infallible
infamous
infamy
infancy
infant
infanta
infante
infanticide
infantile
infantile paralysis
infantilism
infantine
infantry
infantryman
infarct
infarction
infare
infatuate
infatuated
infatuation
infeasible
infect
infection
infectious
infectious hepatitis
infectious mononucleosis
infective
infecund
infelicitous
infelicity
infer
inference
inferential
inferior
inferior planet
inferiority complex
infernal
infernal machine
inferno
infertile
infest
infestation
infeudation
infidel
infidelity
infield
infielder
infighting
infiltrate
infiltration
infin.
infinite
infinitesimal
infinitesimal calculus
infinitive
infinitude
infinity
infirm
infirmary
infirmitiy
infix
inflame
inflammable
inflammation
inflammatory
inflatable
inflate
inflated
inflation
inflationary
inflationary spiral
inflationism
inflect
inflection
inflectional
inflexed
inflexible
inflexion
inflict
infliction
inflorescence
inflow
influence
influent
influential
influenza
influx
infold
inform
informal
informality
inhospitable
inhospitality
inhuman
inhumane
inhumanity
inhumation
inhume
inimical
inimitable
inion
iniquitous
iniquity
init.
initial
initiate
initiation
initiative
initiatory
inject
injection
injector
injudicious
injunction
injure
injured
injurious
injury
injustice
ink
inkberry
inkblot
inkhorn
inkhorn term
inkle
inkling
inkstand
inkwell
inky
inlaid
inland
inland bill
inland marine insurance
inlay
inlet
inlier
inly
inmate
inmesh
instructive
instructor
instrument
instrument flying
instrument landing
instrument panel
instrumental
instrumental conditioning
instrumentalism
instrumentalist
instrumentality
instrumentation
insubordinate
insubstantial
insufferable
insufficiency
insufficient
insufflate
insula
insular
insulate
insulation
insulator
insulin
insulin shock
insult
insulting
insuperable
insupportable
insuppressible
insurable
insurance
insure
insured
insurer
insurgence
insurgency
insurgent
insurmountable
insurrection
insurrectionary
insusceptible
int.
intact
intaglio
intake
intangible
intarsia
integer
integral
integral calculus
integrant
integrate
integrated
integration
integrator
integrity
integument
integumentary
intellect
intellection
intellectual
intellectualism
intellectuality
intellectualize
intelligence
intelligence bureau
intelligence quotient
intelligence test
intelligencer
intelligent
intelligentsia
intelligibility
intelligible
intemperate
intemperance
intemperate
intend
intendance
intendancy
intendant
intended
intendment
intenerate
intens.
intense
intensifier
intensify
intension
intensity
intensive
intensive care
intent
intention
intentional
inter
inter alia
inter alios
inter nos
inter se
inter-
inter.
interact
interaction
interactive
interatomic
interbedded
interblend
interbrain
interbreed
intercalary
intercalate
intercalation
intercede
intercellular
intercept
interception
interceptor
intercession
intercessor
intercessory
interchange
interchangeable
interclavicle
intercollegiate
intercolumniation
intercom
intercommunicate
intercommunication system
intercommunion
interconnect
intercontinental
intercontinental ballistic missile
intercostal
intercourse
intercrop
intercross
intercurrent
intercut
interdenominational
interdental
interdepartmental
interdependent
interlock
interlocking directorate
interlocution
interlocutor
interlocutory
interlocutress
interlocutrix
interlope
interloper
interlude
interlunar
interlunation
intermarriage
intermarry
intermeddle
intermediacy
intermediary
intermediate
intermediate frequency
interment
intermezzo
intermigration
interminable
intermingle
intermission
intermit
intermittent
intermittent fever
intermix
intermixture
intermolecular
intern
internal
internal ear
internal energy
internal evidence
internal medicine
internal rhyme
internal secretion
internal-combustion
internal-combustion engine
internalize
internat.
international
international Morse code
international candle
international law
international nautical mile
interrogative
interrogator
interrogatory
interrupt
interrupted
interrupted screw
interrupter
interruption
interscholastic
intersect
intersection
intersex
intersexual
intersidereal
interspace
intersperse
intersticial
interstellar
interstice
interstitial-cell-stimulating hormone
interstratify
intertexture
intertidal
intertwine
intertwist
interurban
interval
intervale
intervalometer
intervene
intervenient
intervention
interventionist
interview
interviewee
interviewer
intervocalic
interweave
interwork
intestate
intestinal
intestinal fortitude
intestine
intima
intimacy
intimate
intimidate
intimist
intinction
intine
intitule
into
intolerable
intolerance
intolerant
intonate
intonation
intonation pattern
intone
intorsion
intort
intoxicant
intoxicate
intoxicated
intoxicating
intoxication
intoxicative
intr.
intra-
intra-atomic
intracardiac
intracellular
intracranial
intractable
intracutaneous
intradermal
intrados
intramolecular
intramundane
intramural
intramuscular
intrans.
intransigence
intrinsigence
intransigent
intransitive
intransitive verb
intranuclear
intrastate
intratelluric
intrauterine
intrauterine device
intravasation
intravenous
intreat
intrench
intrepid
intricacy
intricate
intrigant
intrigante
intrigue
intrinsic
intro
intro-
intro.
introduce
introduction
introductory
introgression
introit
introject
introspection
introversion
introvert
intrude
intrusion
intrusive
intrust
intubate
intuit
intuition
intutional
intuitionism
intuitive
intuitivism
intumesce
intumescence
intussuscept
intussusception
intwine
inulin
inunction
inundate
inurbane
inure
inurn
invigilate
invigorate
invincible
inviolable
inviolate
invisible
invisible ink
invitation
invitatory
invite
inviting
invocate
invocation
invoice
invoke
involutel
involucre
involucrum
involuntary
involute
involuted
involution
involutional
involutional melancholia
involve
involved
inv.
invulnerable
inward
inwardly
inwardness
inwards
inweave
inwrap
inwrought
iodate
iodic
iodic acid
iodide
iodine
iodism
iodize
iodoform
iodometry
iodous
iolite
ion
ion engine
ion exchange
ion rocket
ionic
ionic bond
ionium
ionization
ionization chamber
ionize
ionogen
ionone
ionopause
ionsphere
iota
iotacism
ipecac
ipomoea
ipse dixit
ipsissima verba
ipso facto
ipso jure
ir-
iracund
irade
irascible
irate
ire
ireful
irenic
irenics
iridaceous
iridectomy
iridescence
iridescent
iridic
iridium
iridize
iridosmine
iridotomy
iris
iris diaphragm
irisation
iritis
irk
irksome
iron
iron curtain
iron gray
iron hand
iron horse
iron lung
iron man
iron pyrites
ironbark
ironbound
ironclad
ironhanded
ironic
ironing
ironing board
ironist
ironlike
ironmaster
ironmonger
irons
ironsides
ironsmith
ironstone
ironware
ironwood
ironwork
ironworker
ironworks
irony
irradiance
irradiant
irradiate
irradiation
irrational
irrational number
irrationality
irrecoverable
irreconcilable
irredeemable
irredentist
irreducible
irreformable
irrefragable
irrefrangible
irrefutable
irreg.
irregular
irregularity
irrelative
irrelevance
isallobar
isatin
ischium
isentropic
isinglass
island
island of Reil
island universe
islander
isle
islet
ism
isn't
iso-
isooagglutination
isoagglutinin
isoamyl acetate
isobar
isobaric
isobath
isocheim
isochor
isochromatic
isochronal
isochronism
isochronize
isochronous
isochroous
isoclinal
isocline
isocracy
isocyanic acid
isocyanide
isodiametric
isodimorphism
isodynamic
isoelectric point
isoelectronic
isogamete
isogamy
isogloss
isogonic
isolate
isolated
isolating
isolation
isolationism
isolationist
jacinth
jack
jack bean
jack cheese
jack ladder
jack pine
jack plane
jack rabbit
jack rafter
jack staff
jack up
jack-a-dandy
jack-in-office
jack-in-the-box
jack-in-the-pulpit
jack-o'-lantern
jack-of-all-trades
jack-tar
jackal
jackanapes
jackass
jackboot
jackdaw
jackaroo
jacket
jackfish
jackfruit
jackhammer
jackknife
jackleg
jacklight
jacklighter
jackpot
jackrabbit
jacks
jackscrew
jackshaft
jacksmelt
jacksnipe
jackstay
jackstraw
jackstraws
jacobus
jaconet
jacquard
jactation
jactitation
jade
jaunt
jaunting car
jaunty
javelin
jaw
jawbone
jawbreaker
jaws
jay
jaywalk
jazz
jazz band
jazz up
jazzman
jazzy
jct.
je ne sais quoi
jealous
jealousy
jean
jeans
jebel
jeep
jeep carrier
jeepers
jeer
jefe
jehad
jejune
jejenum
jell
jellaba
jellied
jellify
jelly
jelly doughnut
jelly roll
jellybean
jellyfish
jemadar
jemmy
jennet
jenny
jeopardize
jeopardous
jeopardy
jequity
jerboa
jib-headed
jibber
jibe
jiffy
jig
jigaboo
jigger
jiggered
jiggery-pokery
jigging
jiggle
jigsaw
jigsaw puzzle
jihad
jill
jillion
jilt
jim-dandy
jmjams
jimmy
jimson weed
jimsonweed
jingle
jingle bell
jingo
jingoism
jink
jinn
jinni
jinrikisha
jinx
jipijapa
jitney
jitter
jitterbug
jitters
jittery
jiujitsu
jiva
jive
jo
joannes
job
job lot
jobber
jobbery
jobholder
jobless
jock
jockey
jockey cap
jocko
jockstrap
jocode
jocosity
jocular
jocularity
jocund
jocundity
jodhpur
jodhpurs
joe-pye weed
joey
jog
jog trot
joggle
joggle post
johannes
john
johnny
johnnycake
joie de vivre
join
joiner
joinery
joint
joint account
joint life insurance
joint resolution
joint stock
joint-stock company
jointed
jointer
jointer plane
jointless
jointly
jointress
jointure
jointworm
joist
joke
joker
jokester
jollification
jollify
jollity
jolly
jolly boat
jolly jumper
jolt
jolty
jongleur
jonquil
jook
jornada
jorum
josh
joss
joss house
joss stick
jostle
jot
jota
jotter
jotting
joule
jounce
jour.
journal
journal box
journales
journalism
journalist
journalistic
journalize
journey
journeyman
journeywork
joust
jovial
joviality
jowl
joy
joy ride
joy stick
joyance
joyful
joyless
joyous
juba
jubbah
jube
jural
jurat
juratory
jueel
juridical
juridical days
jurisconsult
jurisdiction
jurisp.
jurisprudence
jurisprudent
jurist
juristic
juristic act
juror
jury
jury box
jury list
jury-rig
jury-rigged
juryman
jurywoman
jus
jus canonicum
jus civile
jus divinum
jus gentium
jus naturale
jus primae noctis
jus sanguinis
jus soli
jussive
just
just intonation
just noticeable difference
juste-milieu
justice
justice of the peace
justiceship
justiciable
justiciar
justiciary
justifiable
justification
justificatory
justifier
justify
justle
justly
justness
jut
jute
jutty
juvenal
juvenescence
juvenescent
juvenile
juvenile court
juvenile delinquency
juvenile delinquent
juvenilia
juvenility
juxtapose
juxtaposition
k
kHz
kV
kWh
ka
kab
kabob
kabuki
kachina
kadi
kaffiyeh
kaftan
kagu
kaiak
kaif
kail
kailyard
kain
kainite
kaiser
kaiserdom
kaiserism
kaisership
kaka
kakapo
kakemono
kaki
kala-azar
kale
kaleidoscope
kaleidoscopic
kalends
kaleyard
kaleyard school
kali
kalian
kalif
kalmia
kalong
kalpa
kalpak
kalsomine
kamacite
kamala
kame
kami
kamikaze
kampong
kamseen
kana
kangaroo
kangaroo court
kangaroo rat
kanji
kantar
kanzu
kaoliang
kaolin
kaolinite
kaon
kaph
kapok
kappa
kaput
karakul
karat
karate
karma
karmadharaya
kaross
karst
karyo-
karyogamy
karyokinesis
karyolymph
karyolysis
karyoplasm
karyosome
karyotin
karyotype
kasha
kasher
kashmir
kat
kata-
katabasis
katabatic
katabolism
katakana
katharsis
katydid
katzenjammer
kauri
kauri resin
kava
kayak
kayo
kazachok
kazoo
kb
kc
kcal
kea
kebab
keck
ked
keddah
kedge
kedgereee
keef
keek
keel
keel over
keelboat
keelhaul
keelson
keen
keening
keep
keep at
keep away
keep back
keep down
keep from
keep in
keep off
keep on
keep out
kerf
kermes
kermis
kern
kernel
kernite
kero
kerosene
kerplunk
kersey
kerseymere
kestrel
ketch
ketchup
ketene
keto form
keto-
keto-enol tautomerism
ketone
ketone body
ketone body
ketone group
ketonuria
ketose
ketosis
kettle
kettle hole
kettle of fish
kettledrum
kettledrummer
kevel
kex
key
key fruit
key money
key punch
key signature
key up
key word
keyboard
keyhole
keyhole saw
keynote
keynote address
keystone
keystroke
keyway
kg
kg.
khaddar
khaki
khalif
khamsin
khan
khanate
kharif
khat
kheda
khedive
kiang
kibble
kibbutz
kibbutznik
kibe
kibitka
kibitz
kibitzer
kiblah
kibosh
kick
kick off
kick pleat
kick turn
kickback
kicker
kickoff
kickshaw
kicksorter
kickstand
kid
kid gloves
kidding
kiddy
kidnap
kidney
kidney bean
kidney stone
kidney vetch
kidskin
kief
kier
kieselguhr
keserite
kif
kike
kilderkin
kill
kill-joy
killdeer
killer
killer whale
killer-diller
killick
killifish
killing
killing frost
killjoy
kiln
kilo
kilo-
kilocalorie
kilocycle
kilogram
kilogram-meter
kilohertz
kiloliter
kilometer
kiloton
kilovolt
kilovolt-ampere
kilowatt
kilowatt-hour
kilt
kilter
kimberlite
kimono
kin
kinaesthesia
kinase
kind
kindergarten
kindergartner
kindhearted
kindle
kindless
kindliness
kindling
kindly
kindness
kindred
kine
kinematic viscosity
kinematics
kinematograph
kinescope
kinesics
kinesiology
kinesthesis
kinesthetic
kinetic
kinetic art
kinetic energy
kinetics
kinfolk
king
king cobra
king crab
king post
king salmon
king snake
king's evidence
king's evil
king's highway
king's ransom
king's shilling
king-of-arms
king-size
kingbird
kingbolt
kingcraft
kingcup
kingdom
kingdom come
kingfish
kingfisher
kinghood
kinglet
kingly
kingmaker
kingpin
kingship
kingwood
kinin
kink
kinkajou
kinky
kinnikinnick
kino
kinsfolk
kinship
kinsman
kinswoman
kiosk
kip
knish
knot
knitted
knitting
knitting needle
knitwear
knives
knob
knobby
knobkerrie
knock
knock about
knock back
knock down
knock off
knock up
knock-knee
knockabout
knocker
knockout
knockout drops
knockwurst
knoll
knop
knot
knotgrass
knothole
knotted
knotting
knotty
knotweed
knout
know
know-all
know-how
know-it-all
know-nothing
knowable
knowing
knowledge
knowledgeable
known
known quantity
knuckle
knuckle down
knuckle joint
knuckle under
knuckle-duster
labia minora
labial
labialize
labialized
labiate
labile
labio-
labiodental
labionasal
labiovelar
labium
lablab
labor
labor camp
labor of love
labor union
labor-saving
laboratory
labored
laborer
laborious
labour
labour exchange
laboured
labourer
labradorite
labret
labroid
labrum
laburnum
labyrinth
labyrinth fish
labyrinthine
labyrinthodont
lac
lac insect
laccolith
lace
lacerate
lacerated
laceration
lacewing
lacework
laches
lachrymal
lachrymator
lachrymatory
lachrymose
laissez-faire
laity
lake
lake dweller
lake dwelling
lake herring
lake trout
laker
lakh
laky
lalapalooza
lallation
lallygag
lam
lam.
lama
lamasery
lamb
lamb's wool
lamb's-quarters
lambaste
lambda
lambdachism
lambdoid
lambency
lambent
lambert
lambkin
lamblike
lambrequin
lamskin
lame
lame duck
lamebrain
lamed
lamella
lamellar
lamellate
lamell- 
lamellibranch
lamellicorn
lamelliform
lamellorostral
lament
lamentable
lamentation
lamented
lamia
land rail
land reform
land tax
land-grabber
land-office business
land-poor
landau
landaulet
landed
landfall
landgrave
landgraviate
landgravine
landholder
landing
landing craft
landing field
landing gear
landing net
landing stage
landing strip
landlady
landlocked
landlubber
landlord
landlordism
landman
landmark
landmass
landowner
lands
landscape
landscape architecture
landscape gardening
landscapist
landside
landsknecht
landslide
landsman
landwaiter
landward
lane
lang
lang.
langlauf
langouste
langrage
lapis lazuli
lappet
lapse
lapse rate
lapstrake
lapsus
lapsus calami
lapsus linguæ
lapwing
lar
larboard
larcener
larcenous
larceny
larch
lard
lard oil
lardaceous
larder
larder beetle
lardon
lardy
lares and penates
large
large calorie
large intestine
large-hearted
large-minded
large-scale
largely
largemouth bass
largess
larghetto
largish
largo
lariat
larine
lark
larkspur
larrigan
larrkin
larrup
larum
larva
larval
larvicidal
laryngeal
laryngitis
laryn-  
laryngology  
laryngoscope  
laryngotomy  
larynx  
lasagne  
lascar  
lascivious  
lase  
laser  
lash  
lashing  
lass  
lassie  
lassitude  
lasso  
last  
last name  
last out  
last post  
last quarter  
last rites  
last straw  
last word  
last-ditch  
last-minute  
lasting  
lastly  
lat  
l.  
latch  
latchet  
latchkey  
latchstring  
late  
latecomer  
lated  
lateen  
lateen sail  
lately  
lacency  
lacancy period  
latent  
latent content  
latent heat  
latent period  
later  
lateral
lateral pass
laterality
laterite
lateritious
latest
latex
lath
lath
lather
lathery
lathi
lathing
lathy
latices
laticiferous
latifundium
latish
latissimus dorsi
latitude
latitudinarian
latria
latrine
latten
latter
latter-day
latterly
lattermost
lattice
lattice girder
latticed
latticework
latus rectum
laud
laudable
laudanum
laudation
laudatory
lauds
laugh
laugh away
laugh off
laughable
laughing
laughing gas
laughing hyena
laughing jackass
laughingstock
laughter
lawn sleeves
lawn tennis
lawrencium
lawsuit
lawyer
lax
laxation
laxative
laxity
lay
lay analyst
lay aside
lay away
lay brother
lay down
lay figure
lay in
lay into
lay off
lay on
lay out
lay over
lay reader
lay sister
lay to
lay up
lay-by
layer
layer cake
layette
laying on of hands
layman
layoff
layout
laywoman
lazar
lazaretto
laze
lazuli
lazulite
lazurite
lazy
lazy Susan
lazy daisy stitch
lazy tongs
lazybones
lb.
lb. ap.
leaving
leavings
lebkuchen
lecher
lecherous
lechery
lecithin
lecithinase
lect.
lectern
lection
lectionary
lector
lecture
lecturer
lectureship
lecythus
led
lederhosen
ledge
ledger
ledger board
ledger line
lee
lee shore
lee tide
leeboard
leech
leek
leek-green
leer
leery
lees
leet
leeward
leeway
left
left wing
left-hand
left-handed
left-hander
left-luggage office
leftist
leftover
leftward
leftwards
lefty
leg
leg bye
leg-of-mutton
leg-of-mutton sail
leg-pull
leg.
legacy
legal
legal aid
legal cap
legal chemistry
legal holiday
legal medicine
legal separation
legal tender
legalese
legalism
legality
legalize
legate
legatee
legation
legato
legator
legend
legendary
leger line
legerdemain
leges
legged
legging
leggy
leghorn
legibility
legible
legion
legionary
legionary ant
legionnaire
legislate
legislation
legislative
legislative assembly
legislator
legisatorial
legislature
legist
legit
legitimacy
legitimate
legimatize
legitimist
legitize
legman
legroom
legume
legumin
leguminous
legwork
lehr
lei
leishmania
leishmaniasis
leister
leisure
leisured
leisurely
leitmotif
leitmotiv
lek
leman
lemma
lemming
lemniscate
lemniscus
lemon
lemon balm
lemon drop
lemon geranium
lemon grass
lemon squash
lemon verbena
lemonade
lempira
lemur
lemures
lemuroid
lend
lend-lease
lending library
length
lengthen
lengthways
lengthwise
lengthy
leniency
lenient
lenis
lenitive
lenity
leno
lens
lent
lentamente
lentic
lenticel
lenticular
lenticularis
lentiginous
lentigo
lentil
lentissimo
lento
leonine
leopard
leopard frog
leopard lily
leopard moth
leopard's-bane
leotard
leper
lepido-
lepidolite
lepidopteran
lepidopterous
lepidosiren
lepidote
leporid
leporide
leporine
leprechaun
leprosarium
leprose
leprosy
leprous
lepto-
lepton
leptophyllous
leptorrhine
leptosome
leptospirosis
lesbian
lesbianism
lese majesty
lesion
less
lessee
lessen
lesser
lesser panda
lesson
lessor
lest
let
let down
let in
let into
let off
let on
let out
let up
let’s
letch
letdown
lethal
lethargic
lethargy
letter
letter box
letter carrier
letter drop
letter of advice
letter of credit
letter of introduction
letter of marque
letter-perfect
lettered
letterhead
lettering
letterpress
letters
letters patent
letters testamentary
lettuce
letup
leu
leucine
leucite
leuco base
leuco-
leucocratic
leucocyte
leucocytosis
lex talionis
lex.
lexeme
lexical
lexical meaning
lexicog.
lexicographer
lexicography
lexicologist
lexicology
lexicon
lexicostatistics
lexigraphy
lexis
ley
lg.
lght.
li
liabilities
liability
liability insurance
liable
liaison
liana
liar
liard
lib
lib.
libation
libeccio
libel
libelant
libelle
libeler
libelous
liber
liberal
liberal arts
liberal education
liberalism
liberality
liberalize
liberate
libertarian
liberticide
libertinage
libertine
libertinism
liberty
liberty cap
libidinous
libido
libra
librarian
librarianship
library
library binding
library edition
library paste
library science
librate
libration
libratory
librettist
libretto
libriform
lice
licence
license
license plate
licensee
licentiate
licentious
lich gate
lichee
lichen
lichenin
lichenology
lich
licit
lick
lickerish
lickety-split
licking
lickspittle
licorice
lictor
lid
lidless
lido
lie
lie detector
lie down
lie in
lie to
lie up
lie-abed
lied
lief
liege
liegeman
lien
lientery
lierne
lieu
lieutenancy
lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
lieutenant commander
lieutenant general
lieutenant governor
lieutenant junior grade
life
life belt
life buoy
life cycle
life expectancy
life history
life instinct
life jacket
life mask
life net
life preserver
life raft
life science
life span
life table
life vest
life and death
life-giving
life or death
life-size
lifeblood
lifeboat
lifeguard
lifeless
lifelike
lifeline
lifelong
lifer
lifesaver
lifesaving
lifetime
lifework
lift
lift pump
lift-off
lifting body
ligament
ligamentous
ligan
ligate
ligation
ligature
ling
light
light air
light bomber
light breeze
light bulb
light cream
light cruiser
light heavyweight
light horse
light into
light meter
light music
light opera
light out
light quantum
light show
light up
light verse
light-fingered
light-footed
light-headed
light-hearted
light-year
lighten
lightening
lighter
lighterage
lighterman
lightface
lighthearted
lighthouse
lighting
lightish
lightless
lightly
lightness
lightning
lightning arrester
lightning bug
lightning conductor
lightning rod
lightproof
lights
lights out
lightship
lightsome
lightweight
lignaoes
ligneous
ligni-
ligniform
lignify
lignin
lignite
lignocellulose
lignum vitæ
ligroin
ligula
ligulate
ligule
ligure
likable
like
like-minded
likelihood
likely
liken
likeness
likewise
liking
likker
lilac
liliaceous
lilt
lily
lily iron
lily of the valley
lily pad
lily-livered
lily-trotter
lily-white
lima bean
limacine
limb
limbate
limber
limber hole
limber up
limbic
limbo
limbus
lime
lime burner
limeade
limekiln
limelight
limen
limerick
limes
limestone
limewater
limey
limicolene
limicolous
liminal
limit
limit point
limit switch
limitary
limitation
limitative
limited
limited company
limited edition
limited liability
limited monarchy
limited payment insurance
limiter
limiting
limitless
limn
limner
limnetic
limnology
limonene
limonite
limousine
limp
limpet
limpid
limpkin
limulus
limy
lin.
lineage
linalool
linchpin
linctus
lindane
linden
lindy
line
line drawing
line drive
line engraving
line gauge
line of battle
line of credit
line of fire
line of force
line of position
line of scrimmage
line of sight
line of vision
line squall
line storm
line-of-battle ship
line-up
lineage
lineal
lineament
linear
linear accelerator
linear algebra
linear measure
linear perspective
linear programming
linearity
lineate
lineation
linebacker
linebreeding
lineman
linen
linen closet
linen paper
lineolate
liner
lines
linesman
lineup
lion's share
lionness
lionfish
lionhearted
lionize
lip
lip reading
lip service
lip-
lip-read
lipase
lipid
lipo-
lipocaic
lipography
lipoid
lipolysis
lipoma
lipophilic
lipoprotein
lipstick
liq.
liquate
liquefacient
liquefied petroleum gas
liquefy
liquesce
liquescent
liqueur
liquid
liquid air
liquid crystal
liquid fire
liquid glass
liquid measure
liquid oxygen
liquid petrolatum
liquidambar
liquidate
liquidation
liquidator
liquidity
liquidity preference
liquidize
liquor
liquor up
liquorice
liquorish
lira
liriodendron
liripipe
lis pendens
lisle
lisp
lissome
lissotrichous
list
list price
listed
listel
listen
listen in
listening post
lister
listing
listless
listlessness
lists
lit
lit up
lit.
litany
litchi
litchi nut
liter
literacy
literae humaniores
literal
literal-minded
literalism
literality
literally
literary
literary agent
literate
literati
literatim
literator
literature
lith.
litharge
lithe
lithesome
lithia
lithia water
lithiasis
lithic
lithium
litho
litho-
litho.
lithograph
lithographer
lithography
lithoid
lithol.
lithology
lithomarge
lithometeor
lithophyte
lithopone
lithosphere
lithotomy
lithotrity
litigable
litigant
litigate
litigation
litigious
litmus
litmus paper
litotes
litre
litter
litterbug
little
little finger
little hours
little man
little office
little owl
little people
little slam
little theater
littlest
liitoral
liturgical
liturgics
liturgist
liturgy
lituus
litz wire
livable
live
live load
live oak
live steam
live together
live wire
livelihood
livelong
lively
liven
liver
liver extract
liver fluke
liver sausage
liveried
liverish
liverwort
liverwurst
livery
livery stable
liveryman
lives
livestock
livid
living
living death
living picture
living room
living wage
livraison
livre
lixiviate
lixivium
lizard
ll.
llama
llano
lm
ln
lo
loach
load
load displacement
load factor
load line
loaded
loader
loading
loading coil
loads
loadstar
loadstone
loaf
loafer
loaiaisis
loam
loan
loan office
loan shark
loan translation
loan word
loaning
loath
loathe
loathing
loathly
loathsome
loaves
lob
lobar
lobar pneumonia
lobate
lobation
lobby
lobbyism
lobbyist
lobe
lobectomy
lobelia
lobeline
loblolly
loblolly boy
lobo
lobotomy
lobscouse
lobster
lobster Newburg
lobster pot
lobster thermidor
lobster trick
lobule
lobworm
loc. cit.
local
local color
local government
local option
local oscillator
local time
locale
localism
locality
localize
locally
locate
location
locative
loch
lochia
loci
lock
lock out
lock step
lock stitch
lock up
lockage
locker
locker plant
locket
lockjaw
lockout
locksmith
lockup
loco
loco citato
loco disease
locoism
locomobile
locomotion
locomotive
locomotor
locomotor ataxia
locoweed
locular
locule
loculus
locum tenens
locus
locus classicus
locus sigilli
locus standi
locust
location
lode
loden
lodestar
lodestone
lodge
lodged
lodger
lodging
lodging house
lodgings
lodgment
lodicle
loess
loft
lofty
log
log canoe
log chip
log line
logan
logan stone
loganberry
loganiaceous
logarithm
logarithmic
logbook
loge
loggan stone
logger
loggerhead
loggia
logging
logia
logic
logical
logical positivism
logician
logicize
logion
logistic
logistician
logistics
logjam
logo
logo-
logogram
logographic
logography
logogriph
logomachy
logorrhea
logos
logotype
logroll
logrolling
logway
logwood
logy
loin
loincloth
loiter
loll
lollapalooza
lollipop
lollop
lolly
lollygag
loment
lone
lone hand
lone wolf
lonely
loner
lonesome
long
long account
long arm
long cross
long distance
long dozen
long face
long haul
long horse
long house
long hundredweight
long johns
long jump
long measure
long moss
long pig
long primer
long shot
long suit
long tom
long ton
long vacation
long wave
long-distance
long-drawn
long-drawn-out
long-eared owl
long-faced
long-headed
long-horned beetle
long-legged
long-limbed
long-lived
long-playing
long-range
long-sighted
long-standing
long-sufferance
long-suffering
long-term
long-term bond
long-winded
longan
longanimity
longboat
longbow
longcloth
longe
longeron
longevity
longevous
longhair
longhand
longicorn
longing
longish
longitude
longitudinal
longitudinal wave
longleaf pine
longs
longship
longshore
longshoreman
longsome
longspur
longueur
longways
longwise
loo
looby
look
loran
lord
lord-in-waiting
lording
lordling
lordly
lordosis
lords-and-ladies
lordship
lore
lorgnette
lorgnon
lorica
loricate
lorikeet
lorimer
loris
lorn
lorry
lory
lose
lose out
losel
loser
losing
loss
loss leader
loss ratio
lost
lost cause
lost tribes
lost-wax process
lot
lota
loth
lotic
lotion
lots
lottery
lotto
lotus
lotus-eater
loud
loud pedal
loud-hailer
louden
loudish
loudmouth
loudmouthed
loudspeaker
lough
louis
louis d'or
lounge
lounge lizard
lounge suit
lounging
loup
loup-garou
loupe
louping ill
lour
louse
lousewort
lousy
lout
loutish
louvar
louver
louvre
lovable
lovage
love
love affair
love apple
love child
love feast
love game
love knot
love letter
love match
love nest
love potion
love seat
love set
love-in-a-mist
love-in-idleness
love-lies-bleeding
loverbird
lovegrass
loveless
lovelock
lovelorn
lovely
lovemaking
lover
loverly
lovesick
lovesome
loving
loving cup
low
low brass
low camp
low comedy
low explosive
low frequency
low pitch
low profile
low relief
low tide
low water
low-down
low-grade
low-key
low-minded
low-necked
low-pitched
low-pressure
low-spirited
low-tension
low-water mark
lowborn
lowboy
lowbred
lowbrow
lower
lower case
lower chamber
lower class
lower criticism
lower deck
lower house
lower world
lower-case
lowerclassman
lowering
lowermost
lowest common denominator
lowest common multiple
lowland
lowlife
lowly
lox
loxodrome
loxodromic
loxodromics
loyal
loyalist
loyalty
lozenge
lozengy
luau
lubber
lubber line
lubber's hole
lubberly
luba
lubric
lubricant
lubricate
lubricator
lubrious
lubricity
lubricous
lucarne
luce
lucent
lucerne
lucid
lucifer
luciferase
luciferin
luciferous
luck
luckily
luckless
lucky
lucrative
lucre
lucubrate
lucubration
luculent
ludicrous
lues
luetic
luff
luff tackle
luffa
lug
lug wrench
luge
luggage
lugger
lugsail
lugubrious
lugworm
lukewarm
lull
lullaby
lulu
lumbago
lumbar
lumber
lumber room
lumbering
lumberjack
lumberman
lumberyard
lumbricalis
lumbricoid
lumen
lumen-hour
luminance
luminary
luminesce
luminescence
luminescent
luminiferous
luminosity
luminous
luminous energy
luminous flux
luminous intensity
lumisterol
lummox
lump
lumpen
lumper
lumpfish
lumpish
lumpy
lumpy jaw
luna moth
lunacy
lunar
lunar caustic
lunar eclipse
lunar module
lunar month
lunar year
lunarian
lunate
lunatic
lunatic asylum
lunatic fringe
lunation
lunch
luncheon
luncheon meat
luncheonette
lunchroom
lune
lunette
lung
lungan
lunge
lungfish
lungi
lungworm
lungwort
lunisolar
lunitidal
lunitidal interval
lunkhead
lunula
lunular
lunulate
lupine
lupulin
lupus
lupus erythematosus
lupus vulgaris
lur
lurch
lurcher
lundan
lure
lurid
lurk
luscious
lush
lushy
lust
luster
lusterware
lustful
lusthoid
lustral
lustrate
lustre
lustreware
lustring
lustrous
lustrum
lusty
lusus naturae
lutanist
lute
luteal
luteinizing hormone
lutenist
luteolin
luteous
lutestring
lutetium
luthern
luting
lutist
lux
luxate
luxe
luxuriance
luxuriant
luxuriate
luxurious
luxury
lv.
Ix
lycanthrope
lycanthropy
lyceum
lych gate
lychnis
lycopodium
lyddite
lye
lying
lying-in
lyme grass
lymph
lymph cell
lymph gland
lymphadenitis
lymphangial
lymphangitis
macrography
macromolecule
macron
macronucleus
macrophage
macrophysics
macropterous
macrosopic
macrospore
macruran
macula
maculate
maculation
macule
mad
mad staggers
madam
madame
madcap
madden
maddening
madder
madder lake
madding
made
made-up
mademoiselle
madhouse
madly
madman
madness
madras
madrepore
madrigal
madrigalist
maduro
madwort
maelstrom
maenad
maestoso
maestro
maestro di cappella
maffick
mag
mag.
magazine
magdalen
mage
magenta
maggot
maggoty
magi
magic
magic carpet
magic lantern
magical
magically
magician
magisterial
magistery
magistracy
magistral
magistrate
magma
magna cum laude
magnanimity
magnanimous
magnate
magnesia
magnesite
magnesium
magnesium oxide
magnet
magnetic
magnetic axis
magnetic bearing
magnetic circuit
magnetic compass
magnetic course
magnetic declination
magnetic dip
magnetic equator
magnetic field
magnetic flux
magnetic flux density
magnetic force
magnetic induction
magnetic meridian
magnetic mine
magnetic moment
magnetic needle
magnetic north
magnetic pickup
magnetic pole
magnetic potential
magnetic quantum number
maiden name
maiden over
maiden voyage
maidenhair
maidenhead
maidenhood
maidenly
maidservant
maieutic
maigre
maihem
mail
mail car
mail order
mailable
mailbag
mailbox
mailed
mailer
mailing list
maillot
mailman
main
main body
main course
main deck
main line
main yard
main-topmast
mainland
mainly
mainmast
mainsail
mainsheet
mainspring
maintay
mainstream
maintain
maintenance
maintop
maiolica
maisonette
maître d'hôtel
maize
majestic
majesty
majolica
major
major axis
major general
major league
major mode
major orders
major planet
major premise
major scale
major triad
major-domo
majordomo
majorette
majority
majuscule
make
make believe
make for
make off
make out
make over
make-believe
make-peace
makefast
maker
makeshift
makeup
makeweight
making
makings
mako
mal de mer
mal du pays
mal-
mala fide
mala fides
malachite
malaco-
malacology
malacostracan
maladapted
maladjusted
maladjustment
maladminister
maladroït
malady
malaguena
malaise
malamute
malapert
malapropism
malapropos
malar
malaria
malarkey
malcontent
male
maleate
maledict
malediction
malefaction
malefactor
malefic
maleficence
maleficent
maleic acid
malemute
malevolent
malefeasance
malformation
malfuction
malic acid
malice
malice aforethought
malicious
malign
malignancy
malignant
malignity
malines
malingery
malison
mall
mallard
malleable
malleable iron
mallee
mallemuck
malleolus
mallet
malleus
mallow
maln
malnsey
malnourished
malnutrition
malocclusion
malodorous
malonic acid
malonylurea
malpighiaceous
malposition
malpractice
malt
malt extract
malt liquor
maltase
malted milk
maltha
maltose
maltreat
malvaceous
malvasia
malversation
malvoisie
mam
mama
mama's boy
mamba
mambo
mamelon
mamey
mamma
mamal
mammalian
mammalogy
mammary
mammary gland
mammet
mammiferous
mammilla
mammillary
mammillate
mammon
mammoth
mammy
man
man Friday
man about town
man in the street
man of God
man of straw
man-at-arms
man-eater
mangle
mango
mangonel
mangosteen
mangrove
manhandle
manhole
manhood
manhood suffrage
manhunt
mania
maniac
maniacal
manic
manic-depressive
manicotti
manicure
manicurist
manifest
manifestation
manifestative
manifesto
manifold
manikin
manilla
manille
maniple
manipular
manipulate
manipulator
mankind
manlike
manly
manna
manned
mannequin
manner
mannered
mannerism
mannerless
mannerly
manners
mannikin
mannish
mannose
manoeuvre
manometer
manor
manor house
manpower
manque
manrope
mansard
manse
manservant
mansion
manslaughter
manslayer
manstopper
mansuetude
manta
manteau
mantel
mantelet
mantelletta
mantellone
mantelpiece
manteltree
mantic
mantilla
mantis
mantis shrimp
mantissa
mantle
mantle rock
mantling
mantra
mantua
manual
manual training
manubrium
manuf.
manufactory
manufacture
manufacturer
manumission
manumit
manure
manuscript
many
many-sided
manyplies
manzanilla
map
map out
map projection
maple
maple sugar
maple syrup
mapping
maquette
maquis
mar
mara
marabou
marabout
maraca
marasca
maraschino
maraschino cherry
marasmus
marathon
maraud
marauding
maravedi
marble
marble cake
marbleize
marbles
marbling
marc
marcasite
marcel
marcescent
march
march-past
marcher
marchesa
marchese
marching orders
marchioness
marchland
marchpane
marconigraph
mare
mare liberum
mare nostrum
mare's-nest
mare's-tail
maremma
marg.
margaric acid
margarine
margarite
margay
marge
margent
margin
marginal
marginalia
marginate
margrave
margravine
marguerite
mariage de convenance
marigold
marigraph
marijuana
marimba
marina
marinade
marinara
marinete
marine
marine engineer
marine insurance
mariner
mariner's compass
marionette
marish
marital
maritime
marjoram
mark
markdown
marked
marker
market
market garden
market gardening
market order
market price
market research
market town
market value
marketable
marketing
marketplace
markhor
marking
markka
marshal
marshland
marshmallow
marshy
marsipobranch
marsupial
marsupium
mart
martellato
marten
martensite
martial
martial law
martin
martinet
martingale
martingale boom
martini
martlet
martyr
martyrdom
martyrize
martyrology
martyry
marvel
marvel-of-Peru
marvellous
marvelous
marzipan
masc.
mascara
mascle
mascon
mascot
masculine
masculine caesura
masculine rhyme
maser
mash
mashie
masjid
mask
maskanonge
masked
masked ball
masker
masking tape
masochism
mason
mason bee
masonic
masonry
masque
masquer
masquerade
mass
mass media
mass meeting
mass noun
mass number
mass spectrograph
mass spectrometer
mass spectroscope
mass-produce
massacre
massage
massasauga
masseter
masseur
masseuse
massicot
massif
massive
massotherapy
massy
mast
mast-
mastaba
mastectomy
master
master hand
master key
master of ceremonies
master of foxhounds
master sergeant
master stroke
master's degree
master-at-arms
masterful
masterly
mastermind
masterpiece
mastership
mastersinger
masterstroke
masterwork
mastery
masthead
mastic
masticate
masticatory
mastiff
mastigophoran
mastitis
masto-
mastodon
mastoid
mastoidectomy
mastoiditis
masturbate
masturbation
masurium
mat
matador
match
matchboard
matchbook
matchbox
matchless
matchlock
matchmaker
matchmark
matchwood
mate
matelot
matelote
mater dolorosa
materfamilias
materia medica
material
materialism
materialist
materiality
materialize
materially
materials
materiel
maternal
maternity
matey
math
math.
mathematical
mathematical expectation
mathematical logic
mathematician
mathematics
matin
matinee
mating
matins
matrass
matri-
matriarch
matriarchate
matriarchy
matrices
matriculate
matriculation
matrilateral
matrilineage
matrilineal
matrilocal
matrimonial
matrimony
matrimony vine
matrix
matroclinous
matron
matronage
matronize
matronly
matronymic
matt
matte
matted
matter
matter of course
matter of fact
matter-of-fact
matting
mattins
mattock
mattoid
mattress
maturate
maturation
mature
maturity
matutinal
matzo
maudlin
mazy
mazzard
mb
me
mea culpa
mead
meadow
meadow fescue
meadow grass
meadow lily
meadow mouse
meadow mushroom
meadow rue
meadow saffron
meadowlark
meadowsweet
meager
meagre
meal
mealie
mealtme
mealworm
mealy
mealymouthed
mean
mean distance
mean free path
mean solar day
mean solar time
mean sun
mean time
meander
meandrous
meanie
meaning
meaningful
meaningless
meanly
means
means test
meant
meantime
meanwhile
meany
measles
measly
measurable
measure
measure off
measure out
measure up
measured
measureless
measurement
measurement ton
measures
measuring cup
measuring worm
meat
meatball
meathead
meatiness
meatman
meatus
meaty
mech.
mechanic
mechanic's lien
mechanical
mechanical advantage
mechanical drawing
mechanical engineer
mechanical engineering
mechanician
mechanics
mechanism
mechanist
mechanistic
mechanize
mechanotherapy
med.
medal
medal play
medalist
medallion
medallist
meddle
meddlesome
media
mediacy
mediaeval
medial
median
median strip
mediant
mediate
meetinghouse
meety
mega-
megacycle
megadeath
megagamete
megaherth
megalith
megalocardiag
megalomania
megalopolis
megaphone
megaron
megasparangium
megaspore
megasporophyll
megass
megathere
megaton
megavolt
megawatt
megillah
megilp
megohm
megrim
megrim
meiny
meiosis
mel
melamed
melamine
melamine resin
melancholia
melancholic
melancholy
melanic
melanin
melanism
melanite
melano-
melanochoir
melanoid
melanoma
melanosis
melaneous
melaphyre
melatonin
meld
melee
melic
melilot
melinite
meliorate
melioration
meliorism
melisma
melliferous
mellifluent
mellifluous
mellophone
mellow
melodeon
melodia
melodic
melodic minor scale
melodics
melodion
melodious
melodist
melodize
melodrama
melodramatic
melodramatize
melody
meloid
melon
melt
meltage
melting point
melting pot
melton
meltwater
mem
mem.
member
membership
membrane
membrane bone
membranophone
membranous
memento
memento mori
memo
memoir
memoirs
memorabilia
memorable
memorandum
memorial
memorial park
memorialist
memorialize
memoried
memorize
memory
memory bank
memory span
memory trace
men
men's room
menace
menadione
menagerie
menarche
mend
mendacious
mendacity
mendelevium
mender
mendicant
mendicity
mending
mene
menfolk
menhaden
menhir
menial
meninges
meningitis
meniscus
menispermaceous
menology
menopause
menorah
menorrhagia
mensal
menses
menstrual
menstruate
menstruation
menstruum
mensurable
mensural
mensuration
message
messaline
messenger
messenger RNA
messieurs
messily
messmate
messroom
messuage
messy
mestee
mestizo
met
met.
meta-
metabolic
metabolism
metabolite
metabolize
metacarpal
metacarpus
metacenter
metachromatism
metagalaxy
metage
metagenesis
metagnathous
metal
metal.
metalanguage
metalepsis
metalinguistic
metalinguistics
metallic
metallic soap
metalliferous
metalline
metallist
metallize
metallo-
metallography
metalloid
metallophone
metallurgy
metalware
metalwork
metalworking
metamathematics
metamer
metameric
metamerism
metamorphic
metamorphism
metamorphose
metamorphosis
metanephros
metaph.
metaphase
metaphor
metaphosphate
metaphrase
metaphrast
metaphysic
metaphysical
metaphysics
metaplasia
metaplasma
metaprotein
metapsychology
metasomatism
metastasis
metastasize
metatarsal
metatarsus
metatherian
metathesis
metathesize
metaxylem
mete
metempirics
metempsychosis
metencephalon
meteor
meteor shower
meteor swarm
meteoric
meteoric shower
meteorite
meteoritics
meteorograph
meteoroid
meteorol.
meteorology
meter
methacrylate
methacrylate resin
methacrylic acid
methadone
methaemoglobin
methane
methane series
methanol
metheglin
methenamine
methinks
methionine
method
methodical
methodize
methodology
methoxy DDT
methoxychlor
methyl
methyl alcohol
methyl bromide
methyl chloride
methyl ethyl ketone
methyl isobutyl ketone
methyl orange
methyal
methylamine
methylated spirits
methylene
methylene blue
methylnaphthalene
metic
meticulous
metronym
metonymy
metope
metopic
metralgia
metre
metric
metric hundredweight
metric system
metric ton
metrical
metrics
metrify
metrist
metritis
metro
metro-
metrology
metronome
metronymic
metropolis
metropolitan
metrorrhagia
mettle
mettlesome
mew
mewl
mews
mezzaline
mezeron
mezerum
mezuza
mezza voce
mezzanine
mezzo
mezzo-relievo
mezzo-richtung
mezzo-soprano
mezzotint
mf
mfd.
mg
mho
mi
mi.
miaow
miasma
mica
mice
micelle
micra
micro-
microampere
microanalysis
microbalance
microbarograph
microbe
microbicide
microbiology
microchemistry
microcircuit
microclimate
microclimatology
microcline
micrococcus
microcopy
microcosm
microcosmic salt
microcrystalline
microcurie
microcyte
microdont
microdot
microeconomics
microelectronics
microelement
microfarad
microfiche
microfilm
microgamete
microgram
micrography
microgroove
microhenry
microxenith
microlith
micrometeorite
micrometeorology
micrometer
micrometer caliper
micrometer screw
micrometry
micromho
micromillimeter
microminiaturization
micron
micronucleus
micronutrient
microorganism
micropaleontology
microparasite
micropathology
microphone
microphotograph
microphysics
microphyte
microprint
micropyte
microreader
microscope
microscopic
microscopy
microsecond
microseism
microsome
microsporangium
microspore
microsporophyll
microstructure
microsurgery
microtome
microtone
microvolt
microwatt
microwave
microwave spectroscopy
micturition
mid
mid-
mid-Victorian
mid.
midbrain
midcourse
midday
midden
middle
middle C
middle age
middle class
middle ear
middle finger
middle game
middle ground
middle passage
middle school
middle term
middle watch
middle-aged
middle-class
middle-of-the-road
middle-of-the-roader
middlebreaker
middlebrow
middlebuster
middleman
middlemost
middleweight
middling
middlings
middy
middy blouse
midge
midget
midgut
midi
midinette
midiron
midland
midmost
midnight
midnight blue
midnight sun
midpoint
midrash
midrib
midriff
midsection
midship
midshipman
midshipmite
midships
midst
midstream
midsummer
midterm
midtown
midway
midweek
midwife
midwife toad
midwifery
midwinter
midyear
mien
miff
miffy
mig
might
mightily
mighty
mignon
mignonette
migraine
migrant
migrate
migration
migratory
mihrab
mikado
mike
mikvah
mil
mil.
milady
milch
milch cow
mild
mild steel
milden
mildew
mile
mileage
milepost
miler
miles gloriosus
milestone
miliaria
miliary
miliary tuberculosis
milieu
milit.
militant
militarism
militarist
militarize
military
military academy
military government
military law
military march
military pace
military police
military school
military science
militate
militia
militiaman
milium
milk
milk bar
milk chocolate
milk fever
milk glass
milk leg
milk of magnesia
milk punch
milk run
milk shake
milling
milling machine
million
millionaire
millipede
millisecond
millpond
millrace
millrun
millstone
millstream
millwork
millwright
milo
milord
milquetoast
milreis
milt
milter
mim
mime
mimeograph
mimesis
mimetic
mimic
minicry
mimosa
mimosaceous
min
min.
mina
minacious
minaret
minatory
mince
mincemeat
mincing
miad
mind deafness
mind's eye
miad-expanding
minded
mindful
mindless
mine
mine detector
minefield
minelayer
miner
mineral
mineral charcoal
mineral kingdom
mineral oil
mineral pitch
mineral spring
mineral tar
mineral water
mineral wax
mineral.
mineralize
mineralogist
mineralogy
mineraloid
minestrone
minesweeper
mingle
mingy
mini
mini-
miniature
miniature camera
miniature photography
miniaturist
miniaturize
minicam
minify
minim
minima
minimal
minimize
minimum
minimum wage
minimus
mining
mining geology
minion
miniskirt
minister
minister plenipotentiary
minister resident
ministerial
ministrant
ministration
ministry
minium
miniver
mirage
mite
mire
mirepoix
mirk
mirror
mirror image
mirth
mirthful
mirthless
miry
mirza
mis-
misadventure
misadvise
misalliance
misanthrope
misanthropy
misapply
misapprehend
misapprehension
misappropriate
misbecome
misbegotten
misbehave
misbehavior
misbelief
misbeliever
misc.
miscalculate
miscall
miscarriage
miscarry
misccegenation
miscellanea
miscellaneous
miscellany
misch metal
mischance
mischief
mischief-maker
mischievous
miscible
misconceive
misconception
misconduct
misconstruction
misconstrue
miscount
miscerceance  
miscrant  
miscreated  
miscue  
misdane  
misdeal  
misdeed  
misdeem  
misdemean  
misdemeanant  
misdemeanor  
misdirect  
misdirection  
misdo  
misdoing  
misdoubt  
mise  
miser  
miserable  
miserable  
miserly  
misery  
misesteem  
misestimate  
misfeasance  
misfeaso  
misfile  
misfire  
misfit  
misfortune  
misgive  
misgiving  
misgover  
misguance  
misguide  
misguided  
mishandle  
mishap  
mishear  
mishmash  
misin  
misinterpret  
misjine  
misjudge  
mislay  
mislea  
misleading  
mislike
mismanage
mismatch
mismate
misname
mismo-
misogamy
misogynist
misogyny
mislology
mispickel
misplace
misplaced modifier
misdisplay
misleading
misprint
misprision
misprize
mispronounce
misquotation
misquote
misread
misreckon
misreport
misrepresent
misrule
miss
miss out
missal
missal stand
missel thrush
missend
misshape
misshapen
missile
missilery
missing
missing link
mission
missionary
missionary apostolic
missioner
missis
missive
misspeak
misspell
misspend
misstate
misstep
missus
missy
mist
mistakable
mistake
mistaken
misteach
mister
mistime
mistle thrush
mistletoe
mistook
mistrail
mistranslate
mistreat
mistress
mistrail
mistrust
mistrustful
misty
misunderstand
misunderstanding
misunderstood
misusage
misuse
misvalue
mite
miter
miter box
miterwort
mither
mitherwort
mithridate
mithridatism
miticide
mitigate
mitis
mitochondrion
mitosis
mitrailleuse
mitral insufficiency
mitral stenosis
mitral valve
mitre
mitrewort
mitt
mitten
mittimus
mitzvah
mix
mix-up
mixed
mixed bag
mixed blessing
mixed bud
mixed farming
mixed grill
mixed marriage
mixed number
mixed-up
mixer
mixologist
mixolydian mode
mixture
mizzen
mizzenmast
mizzle
mk.
mkt.
ml
ml.
mm
mm.
mneme
mnemonic
mnemonics
mo
mo.
moa
moan
moat
mob
mobcap
mobile
mobile home
mobile unit
mobility
mobilize
mobocracy
mobster
moccasin
moccasin flower
mocha
mock
mock moon
mock orange
mock sun
mock turtle soup
mock-heroic
mock-up
mockery
mockingbird
mod
mod.
modal
modal auxiliary
modality
mode
model
modeling
moderate
moderate breeze
moderate gale
moderation
moderato
moderator
modern
modern dance
modern jazz
modernism
modernistic
modernity
modernize
modest
modesty
modicum
modification
modifier
modify
modillion
modiolus
modish
modiste
modular
modulate
modulation
modulator
module
modulus
modulus of elasticity
modulus of rigidity
modus operandi
modus vivendi
mofette
mog
mogul
mohair
mohur
moidore
moiety
moil
moire
moist
moisten
moisture
moke
mol
mol.
mol. wt.
mola
molal
molality
molar
molarity
molasses
mold
moldboard
molder
molding
moldy
mole
mole cricket
molecular
molecular beam
molecular biology
molecular distillation
molecular film
molecular formula
molecular volume
molecular weight
molecule
molehill
moleskin
moleskins
molest
moline
moll
mollescent
mollify
mollusc
molluscid
molly
monetary unit
money
money market
money of account
money order
moneybag
moneybags
moneynumber
moneyed
moneyer
moneylender
moneymaker
moneymaking
moneywort
mong
monger
mongo
mongolism
mongoloid
mongoose
mongrel
mongrelize
monied
monies
moniker
moniliform
monism
monition
monitor
monitorial
monitorory
monk
monk’s cloth
monkery
monkey
monkey bread
monkey business
monkey flower
monkey jacket
monkey nut
monkey puzzle
monkey rail
monkey suit
monkey wrench
monkeypot
monkfish
monkhood
monkish
monkshood
mono
mono-
monoacid
monoatomic
monobasic
monocarpic
monochasium
monochloride
monochord
monochromat
monochromatic
monochromatism
monochrome
monocle
monoclinous
monocoque
monocot
monocotyledon
monocular
monoculture
monocycle
monocyclic
monocyte
monodic
monodrama
monody
monofilament
monogamist
monogamous
monogamy
monogenesis
monogenetic
monogenic
monogram
monograph
monogyny
monohydric
monohydroxy
monoicous
monolatry
monolayer
monolingual
monolith
monolithic
monologue
monomania
monomer
monomerous
monometallic
monometallism
monomial
monomolecular
monomorphic
mononuclear
mononucleosis
monopetalous
monophagous
monophonic
monophony
monophthong
monophyletic
monoplane
monoplegia
monopolid
monopode
monopolist
monopolize
monopoly
monopteros
monorail
monosaccharide
monosepalous
monosodium glutamate
monosome
monospermous
monostich
monostome
monostrophe
monostyline
monosyllabic
monosyllable
monosymmetric
monotheism
monotint
monotone
monotonous
monotony
monotype
monovalent
monoxide
mons veneris
monsieur
monsignor
monsoon
monster
monstrance
monstrosity
monstrous
montage
montan wax
montane
monte
monteith
montero
montgolfier
month
monthly
monticule
monument
monumental
monumentalize
monzonite
moo
mooch
mood
moody
moolah
moon
moon blindness
moon-faced
moonbeam
mooncalf
mooned
mooneye
moonfish
moonlight
moonlighting
moonlit
moonraker
moonrise
moonscape
moonseed
moonset
moonshine
moonshiner
moonshot
moonstone
moonstruck
moonwort
moony
moor
moorfowl
mooring
mooring mast
moorings
moorland
moorwort
moose
moot
moot court
mop
mop up
mop-up
mopboard
mope
mopes
mopey
moppet
moquette
mora
moraceous
moraine
moral
moral hazard
moral philosophy
moral theology
moral turpitude
morale
moralist
morality
morality play
moralize
morass
moratorium
moray
morbid
morbidezza
morbidity
morbific
morbilli
morceau
mordacious
mordancy
mordant
mordent
more
moreen
morel
morello
moreover
mores
morganatic
morganite
morgen
morgue
moribund
morion
morn
morning
morning coat
morning dress
morning glory
morning loan
morning sickness
morning star
morning watch
morning-glory
mornings
morocco
moron
morose
morph
morpheme
morphia
morphine
morphinism
morpho-
morphogenesis
morphology
morphophoneme
morphophonemics
morphosis
morris
morris dance
morrow
morse
morsel
mort
mortal
mortal sin
mortality
mortality table
mortar
mortarboard
mortgage
mortgage bond
mortgagee
mortgagor
mortician
mouldy
moulin
moult
mound
mount
mountain
mountain ash
mountain cat
mountain chain
mountain goat
mountain laurel
mountain lion
mountain range
mountain sheep
mountain sickness
mountaineer
mountaineering
mountainous
mountainside
mountaintop
mountebank
mounting
mourn
mourner
mourners' bench
mournful
mourning
mourning band
mourning cloak
mourning dove
mouse
mouse deer
mouse-ear
mousebird
mouser
mousetail
mousetrap
mousey
moussaka
mousse
mousseline
mousseline de laine
mousseline de soie
moustache
mousy
mouth
mouth organ
mouth-watering
mucro
mucronate
mucus
mud
mud dauber
mud flat
mud hen
mud puppy
mud turtle
mudcat
muddle
muddle through
middlehead
middleheaded
muddler
muddy
mudfish
mudguard
mudlark
mudpack
mudra
mudskipper
mudslinger
mudslinging
mudstone
muenster
muezzin
muff
muffin
muffle
muffler
mufti
mug
mugger
muggins
muggy
mugwump
mujik
mukluk
mulatto
mulberry
mulch
mulct
mule
mule deer
mule skinner
muleteer
muley
muliebrity
mulish
mull
mullah
mullein
muller
mullet
mulley
muligan
mulligatawny
mulligrubs
mullion
mullite
mullock
multi-
multiangular
multicellular
multicolor
multicolored
multidisciplinary
multifaceted
multifarious
multifid
multiflora rose
multiflorous
multifoil
multifold
multifoliate
multiform
multilateral
multilingual
multimillionaire
multinational
multinuclear
multipara
multiparous
multipartite
multiped
multiphase
multiple
multiple alleles
multiple factors
multiple personality
multiple sclerosis
multiple voting
multiple-choice
multiplex
multipliand
muriatic acid
muricate
murine
murk
murdy
murmur
murmuration
murmurous
murphy
murrain
murre
murrelet
murrey
murrhine
murrhine glass
murther
mus.
musaceous
muscadel
muscadine
muscae volitantes
muscarine
muscot
muscotel
muscid
muscle
muscle sense
muscle-bound
muscovado
muscular
muscular dystrophy
musculature
muse
museology
musette
musette bag
museum
museum piece
mush
mushroom
mushroom anchor
mushroom cloud
mushy
music
music box
music drama
music hall
music of the spheres
music paper
music roll
music stand
musical
musical box
musical chairs
musical comedy
musicale
musician
musicianship
musicology
musing
musjid
musk
musk deer
musk ox
musk turtle
muskeg
muskellunge
muset
musketeer
musketry
muskmelon
muskrat
musky
muslin
musquash
muss
mussel
must
mustache
mustachio
mustang
mustard
mustard gas
mustard oil
mustard plaster
mustee
musteline
muster
muster roll
musty
mut
mutable
mutant
mutate
mutation
mutation stop
mutatis mutandis
mute
mute swan
muticous
mutilate
mutineer
mutinous
mutiny
mutism
mutt
mutter
mutton
mutton chop
muttonchops
muttonhead
mutual
mutual fund
mutual inductance
mutual induction
mutual insurance
mutual savings bank
mutualism
mutualize
mutule
muu-muu
muumu
muzhik
muzz
muzzle
muzzle-loader
muzzy
my
my-
myalgia
myall
myasthenia
myasthenia gravis
myceto-
mycetozoan
mycobacterium
mycol.
mycology
mycorrhiza
mycosis
mydriasis
mydriatic
myel-
myelencephalon
myelin sheath
myelitis
myeloid
myiasis
mylohyoid
mylonite
myna
myo-
myocardial infarction
myocardiograph
myocarditis
myocardium
myogenic
myoglobin
myology
myopia
myopic
myosin
myositis
myotome
myotonia
myriad
myriagram
myriameter
myriapod
myrica
myrmeco-
myrmecology
myrmecophagous
myrmidon
myrobolan
myrrh
myrtaceous
myrtle
myself
mystagogue
mysterious
mystery
mystery play
mystic
mystical
mysticism
mystify
mystique
myth
myth.
mythical
mythicize
mythify
mythological
mythologize
mythology
mythomania
mythopoeia
mythopoeic
mythos
myxedema
myxoma
myxomatosis
myxomycete
n
n’importe
n.
n.d.
n.p.
n.s.
nab
nabob
nacelle
nacre
nacred
nacreous
nacreous cloud
nadir
nae
naevus
nag
nagana
nagging
nagual
naiad
naif
nail
nail down
nail file
nail polish
nail set
nail-biting
nailbrush
nailhead
nainsook
naissant
naive
naivete
naked
naker
namby-pamby
name
name day
name-calling
name-dropper
name-dropping
nameless
namely
nameplate
namesake
nance
nancy
nankeen
nanny
nanny goat
nano-
nanoid
nanosecond
naos
nap
napalm
nape
napery
naphtha
naphthalene
naphthol
naphthyl
napiform
napkin
napoleon
nappe
napper
nappy
narceine
narcissism
narcissus
narco-
narcoanalysis
narcolepsy
narcoma
narcose
narcosis
narcosynthesis
narcotic
narcotism
narcotize
nard
nardoo
nativity
natl.
natron
natter
natterjack
natty
natural
natural child
natural childbirth
natural death
natural gas
natural gender
natural history
natural language
natural law
natural number
natural philosophy
natural realism
natural resources
natural right
natural rubber
natural science
natural selection
natural theology
natural virtues
naturalism
naturalist
naturalistic
naturalize
naturally
nature
nature study
nature worship
naturalism
naturopathy
naught
naughty
naumachia
nauplius
nausea
nauseate
nauseating
nauseous
naut.
nautch
nautical
nautical mile
nautilus
nav.
naval
navar
nave
navel
navel orange
navelwort
navicert
navicular
navig.
navigable
navigate
navigation
navigator
navvy
navy
navy bean
navy blue
navy plug
navy yard
nawab
nay
naya paisa
ne plus ultra
ne'er
ne'er-do-well
neap
neap tide
near
near beer
near miss
near rhyme
near thing
nearby
nearly
nearsighted
neat
neat's-foot oil
neaten
neath
neb
nebula
nebular hypothesis
nebulize
nebulous
nebulose
nebulosity
necarian
needy
nefarious
negate
negation
negative
negative feedback
negativism
negatron
neglect
neglectful
negligee
negligence
negligent
negligible
negotiable
negotiant
negotiate
negotiation
negus
neigh
neighbor
neighborhood
neighboring
neighborly
neither
nekton
nelly
nelson
nem. con.
nematelmint
nematic
nematode
nemertean
nemesis
nemine dissentiente
neoarsphenamine
neoclassic
neoclassicism
neocolonialism
neodymium
neompressionism
neolith
neologism
neologize
neology
neomycin
neon
neon lamp
eonatal
eonate
eophyte
neoplasm
neoplasticism
neoplasty
neoprene
neoteny
neoteric
neoterism
neoterize
neotype
nephenthe
neper
nepheline
nephelinite
nephelometer
nephew
nephogram
nephograph
nephology
nephoscope
nephralgia
nephrectomy
nephridium
nephritic
nephritis
nephro-
nephrolith
nephron
nephrosis
nephrotomy
nepotism
neptunium
neral
neritic
neroli oil
nerval
nerve
nerve gas
nerve impulse
nerve-racking
nerveless
nerves
nervine
nervous
nervous breakdown
nervous prostration
nervous system
nervy
nescience
ness
nest
nest egg
nestle
nestling
net
net national product
net profit
net ton
nether
nether world
nethermost
netsuke
netting
netting knot
nettle
nettle rash
nettlesome
netty
network
neume
neural
neuralgia
neurasthenia
neurasthenic
neurilemma
neuritis
neuro-
neuroblast
neurocoele
neurogenic
neurolgia
neurogram
neurologist
neurology
neuroma
neuromuscular
neuron
neuropath
neuropathy
neurophysiology
neuropsychiatry
neurosis
neurosurgery
newsdealer
newsletter
newsmagazine
newsmonger
newspaper
newspaperman
newspaperwoman
newsprint
newsreel
newsstand
newsworthy
newsy
newt
newton
next
next friend
next of kin
nexus
niacin
nib
nibble
niblick
niccolite
nice
nicety
niche
nick
nickel
nickel plate
nickel silver
nickel-plate
nickelic
nickeliferous
nickelodeon
nickelous
nicker
nicknack
nickname
nicotiana
nicotine
nicotinic acid
nicotinism
nictitate
nictitating membrane
niddering
nide
nidicolous
nidifugous
nidify
nidus
niece
niello
nifty
niggard
niggardly
nigger
niggerhead
niggle
niggling
nigh
night
night blindness
night clothes
night crawler
night heron
night latch
night letter
night light
night owl
night raven
night robe
night school
night shift
night soil
night watch
night watchman
nightcap
nightclub
nightdress
nightfall
nightgown
nighthawk
nightie
nightingale
nightjar
nightlong
nightly
nightmare
nightrider
nightshade
nightshirt
nightspot
nightstick
nighttime
nightwalker
nightwear
nigrescent
nigrify
nigritude
nigrosine
nihil
nihil obstat
nihilism
nihility
nikethamide
nil
nil desperandum
nilgai
nim
nimble
nimbostratus
nimbus
nimiety
nincompoop
nine
nine days’ wonder
ninebark
ninefold
ninepins
nineteen
nineteenth
nineteenth hole
ninetieth
ninety
ninny
ninnyhammer
ninon
ninth
ninth chord
niobic
niobium
niobous
nip
nip and tuck
nipa
niphablepsia
nipper
nippers
nipping
nipple
nippy
nirvana
nisi
nisi prius
nisus
nit
nit-picking
niter
nitid
nitramine
nitrate
nitre
nitric acid
nitric bacteria
nitric oxide
nitride
nitriding
nitrification
nitrile
nitrite
nitro-
nitrobenzene
nitrochloroform
nitrogen
nitrogen cycle
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen fixation
nitrogen mustard
nitrogen tetroxide
nitrogenize
nitrogenous
nitroglycerin
nitrohydrochloric acid
nitrometer
nitroparaffin
nitrosamine
nitroso
nitrosyl
nitrous
nitrous acid
nitrous bacteria
nitrous oxide
nitty
nitty-gritty
nitwit
nival
niveous
nix
no
no-account
noisome
nosy
nol-pros
nol. pros.
nolens volens
nolle proseque
nom de guerre
nom de plume
nom.
noma
nomad
nomadic
nomadize
nomarch
nomarchy
nombles
nombril
nomen
nomenclator
nomenclature
nominal
nominal value
nominal wages
nominalism
nominate
nomination
 nominative
nominee
nomism
nomo-
nomography
nomology
nomothetic
non compos mentis
non pros.
non prosequitur
non seq.
non sequitur
non troppo
non-
non-Euclidean geometry
non-U
non-pros
nonage
nonagenarian
nonaggression
nonagon
nonalcoholic
nonaligned
nonalignment
nonanoic acid
nonappearance
nonary
nonattendance
nonbeliever
nonbelligerent
nonce
nonce word
nonchalance
nonchalant
noncombatant
noncommissioned officer
noncommittal
noncompliance
nonconcurrence
noncondensing engine
nonconductor
nonconformance
nonconformist
nonconformity
noncontributory
noncooperation
nondescript
nondirective therapy
nondisjunction
none
noneffective
nonego
nonentity
nones
nonessential
nonesuch
nonet
nonetheless
nonexistence
nonfeasance
nonferrous
nonfiction
nonflammable
nonfulfillment
nonillion
noninterference
nonintervention
nonjoinder
nonjuror
nonlegal
nonlinearity
nonmaterial
nonmetal
nonmetallic
nonmoral
nonobedience
nonobjective
nonobservance
nonoccurrence
nonpareil
nonparous
nonparticipating
nonparticipation
nonpartisan
nonpayment
nonperformance
nonperishable
nonplus
nonproductive
nonprofessional
nonprofit
nonrecognition
nonrepresentational
nonresident
nonresistance
nonresistant
nonrestrictive
nonreturnable
nonrigid
nonscheduled
nonsectarian
nonsense
nonsense verse
nonsmoker
nonstandard
nonstop
nonstriated
nonsuch
nonsuit
nonunion
nonunion shop
nonunionism
nonviolence
noodle
noodlehead
nook
noon
noonday
noontide
noontime
noose
nope
nor
nor'easter
nor'wester
nor-
noria
norite
norland
norm
normal
normal curve
normal distribution
normal pitch
normal school
normalcy
normalize
normally
normative
north
north by east
north-northeast
north-northwest
northbound
northeast
northeast by east
northeast by north
northeaster
northeasterly
northeastward
northeastwards
norther
northerly
northern
northern lights
northernmost
northing
northward
northwards
northwest
northwest by north
northwest by west
northwester
northwesterly
northwestward
northwestwards
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nose
nose cone
nose dive
nose out
nose ring
nose-dive
noseband
nosebleed
nosegay
nosepiece
nosewheel
nosey
nosh
nosing
nosography
nosology
nostalgia
nostoc
nostology
nostomania
nostril
nostrum
nosy
not
not-
nota bene
notability
notable
notarial
notarize
notary
notary public
notate
notation
notch
note
note broker
note of hand
note row
notebook
notecase
noted
notepaper
noteworthy
nothing
nothingness
notice
noticeable
nt. wt.
nth
nu
nuance
nub
nubbin
nubble
nubbly
nubile
nubilous
nucellus
nuclear
nuclear energy
nuclear family
nuclear fission
nuclear fuel
nuclear fusion
nuclear isomer
nuclear magnetic resonance
nuclear physics
nuclear power
nuclear reaction
nuclear reactor
nuclear warhead
nuclease
nuclease
nuclei
nucleic acid
nucleo-
nucleolar
nucleolated
nucleolus
nucleon
nucleonics
nucleoplasrn
nucleoprotein
nucleoside
nucleotidase
nucleotide
nucleus
nuclide
nude
nudge
nudi-
nudibranch
nudicaul
nudism
nudity
nyctaginaceous
nyctalopia
nyctophobia
nylghau
nylon
nylons
nymph
nympha
nymhalid
nymphet
nympho
nympholepsy
nymphomania
nystagmus
nystatin
o
o'clock
o'er
o.
o.e.
o.g.
o.p.
o.r.
o.s.
o/c
oaf
oak
oak apple
oaken
oakum
oar
oared
oarfish
oarlock
oarsman
oasis
oast
oat
oat grass
oatcake
oaten
oath
oatmeal
ob-
ob.
obb.
obligato
obcordate
oblivion
oblivious
oblong
obloquy
obmutescence
obnoxious
obnubilate
oboe
oboe d'amore
oboe da caccia
obolus
obovate
obovoid
obreption
obs.
obscene
obscenity
obscurant
obscurantism
obscuration
obscure
obscurity
obsecrete
obsequent
obsequies
obsequious
observable
observance
observant
observation
observation car
observation post
observatory
observe
observer
obsess
obsession
obsessive
obsidian
obsolesce
obsolescent
obsolete
obstacle
obstacle race
obstet.
obstetric
obstetrician
obstetrics
obstiny
obstinate
obstipation
obstreperous
obstruct
obstruction
obstructionist
obstuent
obtain
obtect
obtest
obtrude
obtrusive
obtund
obturate
obtuse
obtuse angle
obumbrate
obverse
obvert
obviate
obvious
obvolute
ocarina
occas.
ocasion
occasional
occasional table
occasionalism
occasionally
occident
occidental
occipital
occipital bone
occipital lobe
occiput
occlude
occluded front
occlusion
occlusive
occult
occultation
occulting light
occultism
occupancy
occupant
occupation
occupational
occupational disease
occupational therapy
occupier
occupy
occur
occurrence
ocean
ocean marine insurance
ocean-going
oceanic
oceanog.
oceanography
ocelot
och
ocher
ochlocracy
ochlophobia
ochone
ochre
ochrea
ocotillo
ocrea
ocreate
oct.
octa-
octachord
octad
octagon
octagonal
octahedral
octahedrite
octahedron
octal
octamerous
octameter
octan
octane
octane number
octangle
octangular
octant
octarchy
octastyle
octavalent
octave
octavo
octennial
octet
octillion
octo-
octodecillion
octodecimo
octofoil
octogenarian
octonary
octopod
octopus
octoroon
octosyllabic
octosyllable
octroi
octuple
ocular
oculist
oculo-
oculomotor
oculomotor nerve
oculus
od
odalisque
odd
odd lot
oddball
oddity
oddment
odds
odds and ends
odds-on
ode
odeum
odious
odium
odometer
odontalgia
odontalody
odontoblast
odontograph
odontoid
odontoid process
odontology
odor
odoriferous
odoriferous
odorous
odyl
oecology
oedema
officialism
officiant
officiar
officiate
officinal
officious
offing
offish
offprint
offset
offshoot
offshore
offside
offspring
offstage
oft
often
oftentimes
ogdoad
ogee
ogee arch
ogham
ogive
ogle
ogre
oh
ohm
ohmage
ohmic resistance
ohmmeter
oho
oidium
oil
oil beetle
oil cake
oil of turpentine
oil of vitriol
oil paint
oil painting
oil shale
oil slick
oilbird
oilcan
oilcloth
oilcup
oiler
oilskin
oilstone
oily
oink
ointment
oka
okapi
okay
oke
okra
old
old age
old boy
old chap
old country
old fogy
old girl
old gold
old hand
old hat
old lady
old maid
old man
old master
old rose
old school
old school tie
old soldier
old squaw
old stager
old style
old wives' tale
old woman
old-fashioned
old-line
old-time
old-timer
old-world
olden
older
oldest
oldfangled
oldie
oldster
oldwife
oleaceous
oleaginous
oleander
oleaster
oleate
olecranon
oleic
oleic acid
olein
oleo
oleo oil
oleo-
oleograph
oleomargarine
oleoresin
olericulture
oleum
olfaction
olfactory
olfactory bulb
olibanum
olid
oligarch
oligarchy
oligochaete
oligoclase
oligopoly
oligopsony
oligosaccharide
oliguria
olio
olivaceous
olive
olive branch
olive brown
olive drab
olive oil
olive-green
olivenite
olivine
olla
olla podrida
ology
oloroso
omasum
ombre
ombudsman
omega
omelet
omen
omentum
omer
ominous
omission
omit
ommatidium
ommatophore
omni-
ome
omnibus
omnidirectional
omnifarious
omnipotence
omnipotent
omnipresent
omnirange
omniscience
omniscient
omnium-gatherum
omnivore
omnivorous
omphagia
omphalos
on
on dit
on stream
onager
onagraceous
onanism
once
once-over
oncoming
ondometer
one
one another
one-eyed
one-horse
one-man
one-night stand
one-piece
one-sided
one-step
one-time
one-to-one
one-upmanship
one-way
oneiric
oneirocritic
oneiromancy
oneness
onerous
oneself
onetime
ongoing
onion
onion dome
onionskin
onlooker
only
only-begotten
onomasiology
onomastic
onomastics
onomatology
onomatopoeia
onrush
onset
onshore
onslaught
onstage
onto
onto-
ontogeny
ontological argument
ontologism
ontology
onus
onus probandi
onward
onwards
onyx
oocyte
oodles
oof
oogenesis
oogonium
oolite
ology
oomph
oophorectomy
oops
oosperm
oosphere
oospore
ootid
ooze
ooze leather
oozy
op art
op.
opacity
opah
opal
opal glass
opalesce
opalescent
opaline
opaque
opaque projector
ope
open
open chain
open circuit
open door
open hand knot
open letter
open market
open order
open policy
open primary
open secret
open sesame
open shop
open sight
open up
open-air
open-and-shut
open-eyed
open-faced
open-handed
open-heart surgery
open-hearted
open-hearth
open-hearth furnace
open-hearth process
open-minded
open-mouthed
opener
openhanded
opening
openwork
opera
opera buffa
opera cloak
opera glasses
opera hat
opera house
opera seria
oquassa
or
ora
ora pro nobis
oracle
oracualr
oral
orange
orange blossom
orange pekoe
orangeade
orangery
orangewood
orangutan
orangy
orate
oration
orator
oratorical
oratorio
oratory
orb
orbicular
orbiculate
orbit
orbital
orbital velocity
orcein
orch.
orchard
orchard grass
orchardist
orchardman
orchestra
orchestral
orchestrate
orchestrion
orchid
orchidaceous
orchidectomy
orchitis
orcinol
ord.
ordain
ordeal
order
order about
order arms
order of the day
orderly
orderly officer
ordinal
ordinal number
ordinance
ordinant
ordinarily
ordinary
ordinary life insurance
ordinary ray
ordinary seaman
ordinate
ordination
ordn.
ordinance
ordonnance
ordure
ore
ore dressing
oread
orectic
oregano
org.
organ
organ of Corti
organ pipe
organdy
organelle
organic
organic chemistry
organic disease
organicism
organism
organist
organization
organization man
organize
organized labor
organized militia
organizer
organo-
organogenesis
organography
organology
organometallic
organon
organotherapy
organza
organzine
orgasm
orgeat
orgiastic
orgulous
orgy
oriel
orient
oriental
orientate
orientation
orifice
oriflamme
orig.
origami
origan
origin
original
original sin
originality
originally
originate
originative
orinasal
oriole
orison
orle
orlop
ormolu
ornament
ornamental
ornamentation
ornamented
ornate
ornery
orns
ornithic
ornithine
ornithischian
ornithol.
ornithology
ornithomancy
ornithopod
ornithopter
ornithorhynchus
ornithosis
oro-
orobanchaceous
orogeny
orography
orometer
orotund
orphan
orphanage
orphrey
orpiment
orpine
orrery
orris
orthicon
orthoboric acid
orthocephalic
orthochromatic
orthoclase
orthodontia
orthodontics
orthodontist
orthodox
orthodoxy
orthoepery
orthogenesis
orthogenetic
orthogenic
orthognathous
orthogonal
orthographize
orthography
orthohydrogen
orthopedic
orthopedics
orthopedist
orthophosphoric acid
orthopsychiatry
orthopter
orthopteran
orthopterous
orthoptic
orthorhombic
orthoscope
orthostichy
orthotropic
orthotropous
orutan
orts
oryx
os
oscillate
oscillating universe theory
oscillation
oscillator
oscillatory
oscillogram
oscillograph
oscilloscope
oscine
oscitancy
oscitant
oscular
osculate
osculation
osculum
osier
osmic
osmious
osmium
osmometer
osmose
osmosis
osmotic pressure
osmunda
osprey
ossein
osseous
ossicle
ossiferous
ossification
ossified
ossifrage
ossify
ossuary
osteal
osteitis
ostensible
ostensive
ostensorium
ostensory
ostentation
osteо-
osteooarthritis
osteoblast
osteoclasis
osteoclast
osteogenesis
osteoid
osteology
osteoma
osteomalacia
osteomyelitis
osteopath
osteopathy
osteophyte
osteoplastic
osteoporosis
osteotome
osteotomy
ostiary
ostiule
ostium
ostler
ostmark
ostosis
ostracism
ostracize
ostracod
ostracoderm
ostracon
ostrich
ostrich fern
ot-
otalgia
other
other world
other-directed
otherness
otherwhere
otherwise
otherworld
otherworldly
otic
otiose
otitis
oto-
otocyst
otolaryngology
otolith
otology
otoplasty
otorhinolaryngology
otoscope
ottar
ottava
ottava rima
otter
otto
ottoman
ouabain
oubliette
ouch
oud
ought
oui
ounce
ouphe
our
ours
ourself
ourelves
ousel
oust
ouster
out
out of bounds
out of date
out of doors
out of pocket
out of print
out sister
out-
out-Herod
out-and-out
out-group
out-of-date
out-of-door
out-of-doors
out-of-the-way
out-relief
outage
outbalance
outbid
outboard
outboard motor
outbound
outbrave
outbreak
outbreed
outbuilding
outburst
outcast
outcaste
outclass
outcome
outcrop
outcross
outcry
outcurve
outdare
outdate
outdated
outdistance
outdo
outdoor
outdoors
outer
outer ear
outer jib
outer space
outermost
outface
outfall
outfield
outfielder
outfight
outfit
outfitter
outflank
outflow
outfoot
outfox
outgeneral
outgo
outgoing
outgoings
outgrow
outgrowth
outguard
outguess
outhaul
outhouse
outing
outland
outlander
outlandish
outlast
outlaw
outlaw strike
outlawry
outsole
outspan
outspeak
outspoken
outspread
outstand
outstanding
outstare
outstation
outstay
outstretch
outstretched
outstrip
outtalk
outthink
outturn
outvote
outward
outward-bound
outwardly
outwards
outwash
outwear
outweigh
outwit
outwork
outworn
ouzel
ouzo
ova
oval
ovals of Cassini
ovarian
ovariectomy
ovariotomy
ovariitis
ovary
ovate
ovation
oven
ovenbird
ovenware
over
over-the-counter
over-under
overabound
overabundance
overact
overactive
overage
overall
overalls
overanxious
overarch
overarm
overawe
overbalance
overbear
overbearing
overbid
overbite
overblouse
overblown
overboard
overbold
overbuild
overburden
overburdensome
overcapitalize
overcareful
overcast
overcasting
overcautious
overcharge
overcheck
overcloud
overcoat
overcome
overcompensation
overcritical
overcrop
overcurious
overdevelop
overdo
overdone
overdose
overdraft
overdraw
overdress
overdrive
overdue
overdye
overeager
overeat
overelaborate
overestimate
overexcite
overexert
overexpose
overfeed
overfill
overflight
overflow
overfly
overglaze
overgrow
overgrowth
overhand
overhand knot
overhang
overhappy
overhasty
overhaul
overhead
overhear
overheat
overindulge
overissue
overjoy
overkill
overland
overlap
overlarge
overlay
overleap
overliberal
overlie
overline
overlive
overload
overlong
overlook
overlooker
overlord
overly
overlying
overman
overmantel
overmaster
overmatch
overmatter
overmeasure
overmodest
overmuch
overnice
overnight
overpass
overpay
overplay
overplus
overpower
overpowering
overpraise
overprint
overprize
overrate
overreach
overreact
overrefinement
override
overriding
overripe
overrule
overrun
overscore
overscrupulous
overseas
oversee
overseer
oversell
overset
oversew
oversexed
overshadow
overshine
overshoe
overshoot
overside
oversight
oversize
overskirt
overslaugh
oversleep
oversold
oversoul
overspend
overspill
overspread
overstate
overstay
overstep
overstock
overstrain
overstretch
overstride
overstrung
overstudy
 overstuffed
oversubscribe
oversubtle
oversubtlety
oversupply
oversweet
 overt
overtake
overtask
overtax
overthrow
overthrust
overtime
overtire
overtly
overtone
overtop
overtrade
overtrick
overtrump
overture
overturn
overuse
overvalue
overview
overweary
overweening
overweigh
overweight
overwhelm
overwhelming
overwind
overwinter
overword
overwork
overwrite
overwrought
overzealous
ovi-
oviduct
oviform
ovine
oviparous
oviposit
ovipositor
ovoid
ovolo
ovotestis
ovovitellin
ovoviviparous
ovular
ovule
ovum
ow
owe
owing
owl
owlet
owlish
own
owner
ownership
ox
ox-eyed
oxa-
oxalate
oxalic acid
oxalis
oxazine
oxblood
oxbow
oxcart
oxen
oxford
oxheart
oxidase
oxidate
oxidation
oxide
oxidimetry
oxidize
oxime
oxonium compound
oxpecker
oxtail
oxy-
oxyacetylene
oxyacid
oxycephaly
oxygen
pachalic
pachisi
pachyderm
pachydermatous
pachysandra
pacific
pacifically
pacification
pacificism
pacifier
pacifism
pacifist
pacifistic
pacify
pack
pack ice
pack in
pack rat
package
package deal
package store
packaging
packer
packet
packhorse
packing
packing box
packing fraction
packing house
packsaddle
packthread
pact
paction
pad
padauk
padded cell
padding
paddle
paddle wheel
paddlefish
paddock
paddy
pademelon
padlock
padnag
padre
padrone
paduasoy
paean
paederast
paediatrician
paediatrics
paedo-
paedogenesis
paella
pacon
pagan
pagandom
paganism
paganize
page
pageant
pageantry
pageboy
paginal
paginate
pagination
pagoda
pagoda tree
pagurian
pah
pahoehoe
paid
pail
paillasse
paillette
pain
pained
painful
painkiller
painless
pains
painstaking
paint
paintbox
paintbrush
painted woman
painter
painter's colic
painterly
painting
painty
pair
pair production
pair royal
pair-oar
pairs
pasa
paisano
paisley
pajamas
pal
palace
palace revolution
paladin
palaeo-
palaeobotany
palaeography
palaeontology
palaeontography
palaeontol.
palaeontology
palaeozoology
palaestra
palais
palanquin
palatable
palatal
palatalized
palate
palatial
palatinate
palatine
palaver
palazzo
pale
pale ethnology
pale face
paleo-
paleobiology
paleobotany
paleoclimatology
paleoecology
paleogeography
paleography
paleolith
paleontology
paleopsychology
paleozoology
palestra
paletot
palette
palette knife
palfrey
panel heating  
panel house  
panel saw  
panel truck  
panelboard  
paneling  
panelist  
panettone  
panfish  
pang  
panga  
pangeneisis  
pangolin  
panhandle  
panic  
panic-stricken  
panicle  
paniculate  
panier  
panjandrum  
panlogism  
panne  
pannier  
pannikin  
panocha  
panoply  
panoptic  
panorama  
panoramic sight  
panpipe  
panpsychist  
panosophy  
pansy  
pant  
pantalets  
pantaloon  
pantaloons  
pantechnicon  
pantelegraph  
pantheism  
pantheon  
panther  
pantie  
panties  
pantile  
pantisocracy  
panto  
pantograph
pantomime
pantomimist
pantothenic acid
pantry
pants
pantsuit
panty girdle
pantywaist
panzer
pap
papa
papacy
papain
papal
papal cross
papaveraceous
papaverine
papaw
papaya
paper
paper chase
paper doll
paper knife
paper money
paper mulberry
paper tiger
paperback
paperboard
paperboy
paperhanger
paperweight
papery
papeterie
papilionaceous
papilla
papillary
papilloma
papillon
papillose
papillote
papism
papist
papistry
papoose
pappose
pappus
pappy
paprika
papule
papyraceous
papyrology
papyrus
par
par excellence
par exemple
par value
par-
par.
para
para-
para-aminobenzoic acid
parabasis
parable
parabola
parabolic
parabolize
paraboloid
paracasein
parachronism
parachute
parade
paradiddle
paradigm
paradise
paradise fish
paradisiacal
parados
paradox
paradrop
paraesthesia
paraffin
paraffin wax
paraffinic
paraformaldehyde
paraglider
paragon
paragraph
paragrapher
paragraphia
parahydrogen
parakeet
paraldehyde
parapipomena
parallax
parallel
parallel bars
parasitism
parasitize
parasitology
parasol
parasympathetic
parasympathetic
parasynapsis
parasynthesis
parathion
parathyroid
parathyroid gland
paratrooper
paratroops
paratuberculosis
paratyphoid
paratyphoid fever
paravane
parboil
parbuckle
parcel
parcel post
parceling
parcenary
parch
parchment
parclose
pard
pardon
pardoner
pare
paregmenon
paregoric
pareira
parent
parentage
parental
parenteral
parenthesis
parenthesize
parenthood
paresis
paresthesia
pareu
parfait
parfleche
parget
pargeting
parhelic circle
parhelion
pari passu
pari-mutuel
pariah
paries
parietal
parietal bone
parietal cell
parietal lobe
paring
paripinnate
parish
parish clerk
parish council
parish register
parishioner
parity
parity check
park
parka
parkin
parking meter
parking orbit
parkland
parkway
parl. proc.
parlance
parlando
parlay
parley
parliament
parliamentarian
parliamentarianism
parliamentary
parliamentary agent
parlor
parlormaid
parlour
parlous
parochial
parochial church council
parochial school
parochialism
parodic
parodist
parody
paroicous
parol
parole
parolee
paronomasia
paronychia
paronym
paronymous
parotic
parotid
parotitis
paroxysm
parquet
parquet circle
parquetry
parr
parrakeet
parricide
parrot
parrot fever
parrotfish
parry
parse
parsec
parsimonious
parsimony
parsley
parsnip
parson
parson bird
parson's nose
parsonage
part
part music
part of speech
part song
part-time
part.
partake
partan
parted
parterre
parthenocarpy
parthenogenesis
parti pris
parti-colored
partial
partial derivative
partial eclipse
partial pressure
partial tone
partiality
partible
participant
participate
participating insurance
participation
participial
participle
particle
particular
particularism
particularity
particularize
particularly
particulate
parting
partisan
partite
partition
partitive
partizan
partlet
partly
partner
partnership
arton
partook
partridge
partridgeberry
parts
parturient
parturificent
parturition
party
party line
party man
party politics
party wall
party whip
party-column ballot
parulis
parve
parvenu
parvis
pas
pas de deux
pas seul
paschal candle
paschal flower
paschal lamb
paschal letter
pase
pash
pasha
pashalik
pashm
paso doble
pasqueflower
pasquil
pasquinade
pass
pass by
pass off
pass out
pass over
pass up
pass.
passable
passably
passacaglia
passade
passage
passageway
passant
passbook
passe
passe-partout
passed
passel
passementerie
passenger
passenger pigeon
passer
passer-by
passerine
passible
passifloraceous
passim
passing
passing bell
passion
passion fruit
passional
passionate
passionless
passive
passive immunity
passive resistance
passivism
passkey
passport
passus
password
past
past master
past participle
past perfect
pasta
paste
paste-up
pasteboard
pastel
pastelist
pastern
pasteurism
pasteurization
pasteurize
pasteurizer
pasticcio
pastiche
pastille
pastime
pastiness
pastis
pastor
pastoral
pastoral letter
pastoral staff
pastorale
pastoralist
pastoralize
pastorate
pastorship
pastose
pastrami
pastry
pasturage
pasture
pasty
pat
pat.
pat. pend.
patagium
patch
patch pocket
patch test
patchouli
patchwork
patchy
pate
patella
patellate
paten
patency
patent
patent leather
patent log
patent medicine
patent right
patentee
patently
patentor
pater
paterfamilias
paternal
paternalism
paternity
paternoster
path
pathetic
pathetic fallacy
pathfinder
pathic
pathless
pathogen
pathogenesis
pathogenic
pathognomy
pathol.
pathological
pathology
pathoneurosis
pathos
pathway
patience
patient
patin
patina
patinated
patinous
patio
patisserie
patois
patriarch
patriarchal cross
patriarchate
patriarchy
patrician
patriciate
patricide
patrilateral
patrilineage
patrilineal
patriliny
patrilocal
patrimony
patriot
patriotism
patristic
patrol
patrol car
patrol wagon
patrolman
patrology
patron
patron saint
patronage
patronize
patronizing
patronymic
patroon
patsy
patten
patter
patter song
pattern
pattern bombing
patty
patulous
paucity
paudron
paulownia
paunch
paunchy
pauper
pauperism
pauperize
pause
pave
pavement
peaceable
peaceful
peacemaker
peacetime
peach
peachy
peacoat
peacock
peacock blue
peacock ore
peafowl
peag
peahen
peak
peaked
peal
pean
peanut
peanut butter
peanut gallery
peanut oil
peanuts
pear
pearl
pearl barley
pearl gray
pearl millet
pearly
peart
peasant
pease
pease pudding
peasecod
peashooter
peat
peat moss
peau de soie
peavey
peba
pebble
pebble dash
pebbly
pecan
peccable
peccadillo
peccant
peccary
peccavi
peck
pecker
pecking order
pectase
pecten
pectic acid
pectin
pectinate
pectize
pectoral
pectoral girdle
pectoralis
peculate
peculation
peculiar
peculiar people
peculiarity
peculiarize
peculium
pecuniary
ped.
pedagogics
pedagogue
pedagogy
pedal
pedal point
pedalfer
pedant
pedanticism
pedantry
pedate
peddle
 PEDdler
peddling
pederast
pederasty
pedestal
pedestrian
pedestrianism
pedestrianize
pedi-
pediatrician
pediatrics
pedicab
pedicel
pedicle
pediccular
pediculosis
pedicure
pediform
pedigree
pediment
pedlar
pedo-
pedology
pedometer
peduncle
pee
peek
peekaboo
peel
peel off
peeler
peeling
peen
peep
peep show
peep sight
peeper
peephole
peepul
peer
peer group
peerage
peeress
peerless
peeve
peeved
peevish
peewee
peewit
peg
peg down
peg leg
peg out
pegboard
pegmatite
peignoir
pejoration
pejorative
pekan
pekoe
pelage
pelagic
pelargonic acid
pelargonium
pelecypod
pelerine
pelf
pelham
pelican
pelisse
pelite
pell-mell
pellagra
pellet
pellicle
pellitory
pellucid
peloria
pelorus
pelota
pelt
peltast
peltate
pelting
peltry
pelvic
pelvic fin
pelvic girdle
pelvis
pemmican
pemphigus
pen
pen name
pen pal
penal
penal code
penal servitude
penalize
penalty
penalty box
penance
penates
pence
pencil
penchant
pencil
pend
pendant
pendant tackle
pendent
pendente lite
pendentive
pensionary
pensioner
pensive
penstemon
penstock
pent
pent-up
penta-
pentachlorophenol
pentacle
pentad
pentadactyl
pentagon
pentagram
pentagrid
pentahedron
pentalpha
pentamerous
pentameter
pentane
pentangular
pentapody
pentaprism
pentarchy
pentastich
pentastyle
pentathlon
pentatomic
pentatonic scale
pentavalent
penthouse
pentimento
pentlandite
pentobarbital
pentode
pentomic
pentosan
pentose
pentstemon
pentyl
pentylenetetrazol
penuche
penuchle
penult
penultimate
penumbra
penurious
penury
peon
peonage
peony
people
people's front
pep
pep talk
peptos
peplum
pepper
pepper mill
pepper pot
pepper tree
pepper-and-salt
peppercorn
peppergrass
peppermint
peppery
peppy
pepsin
pepsinate
pepsinogen
peptic
peptic ulcer
peptidase
peptide
peptize
peptone
peptonize
per
per annum
per capita
per contra
per diem
per mensem
per mill
per pro.
per se
per-
per.
peracid
peradventure
perambulate
perambulator
perboric acid
percale
percaline
perceivable
perceive
percent
percentage
percentile
percept
perceptible
perception
perceptive
perceptual
perch
perchance
perchloric acid
perchloride
perciptent
percolate
percolation
percolator
percuss
percussion
percussion cap
percussion instrument
percussionist
percussive
percutaneous
perdition
perdu
perdurable
perdure
peregrinate
peregrination
peregrine
peregrine falcon
pereira bark
peremptory
perennate
perennial
perfect
perfect binding
perfect cadence
perfect gas
perfect number
perfect participle
perfect pitch
perfect rhyme
perfectible
perfecting press
perfection
perfectionism
perilous
perilune
perilymph
perimeter
perimorph
perinephrium
perineum
perineuritis
perineurium
period
period piece
periodate
periodic
periodic law
periodic sentence
periodical
periodicity
periodontal
periodontics
perionychium
periosteum
periostitis
periotic
peripatetic
peripeteia
peripheral
periphery
periphrasis
periphrastic
peripteral
perique
perisarc
periscope
perish
perishable
perished
perishing
perissodactyl
peristalsis
peristome
peristyle
perithecium
peritoneum
peritonitis
periwig
periwinkle
perjure
perjured
perplexity
perquisite
perron
derry
perse
persevere
persevere
persevere
persiflage
persimmon
persist
persistence
persistent
persnickety
person
persona
persona grata
persona non grata
personable
personage
personal
personal effects
personal equation
personal pronoun
personal property
personalism
personality
personality disorder
personality test
personalize
personally
personalty
personate
personification
personify
personnel
perspective
perspicacious
perspicacity
perspicuity
perspicuous
perspiration
perspiratory
perspire
persuade
persuader
persuasion
persuasive
pert
pert.
pertain
pertinacious
pertinacity
pertinent
perturb
perturbation
pertussis
peruke
perusal
peruse
pervade
pervasive
perversion
perversity
pervert
perverted
pervious
pes
pesade
peseta
pesky
peso
pessary
pessimism
pessimist
pest
pester
pesthole
pesthouse
pesticide
pestiferous
pestilence
pestilent
pestilential
pestile
pet
pet name
petal
petaliferous
petaloid
petard
petasus
pharos
pharyngeal
pharyngitis
pharyngo-
pharyngology
pharyngoscope
pharynx
phase
phase microscope
phase modulation
phase rule
phasis
phatic
pheasant
phellem
phelloderm
phenacaine
phenacetin
phenacite
phenanthrene
phenazine
phenetidine
phenetole
phenformin
phenix
phenobarbital
phenobarbitone
phenocryst
phenol
phenolic
phenolic resin
phenology
phenolphthalein
phenomena
phenomenal
phenomenalism
phenomenology
phenomenon
phenosafranine
phenothiazine
phenoxide
phenol
phenyl
phenyl salicylate
phenylalanine
phenylamine
phenylketonuria
pheon
phew
phon.
phonate
phonation
phone
phoneme
phonemic
phonemics
phonetic
phonetic alphabet
phonetic law
phonetician
phonetics
phonetist
phony
phonic
phonics
phono-
phonogram
phonograph
phonography
phonol.
phonolite
phonologist
phonology
phonometer
phonon
phonoscope
phonotypy
phony
phooey
phosgene
phosgenite
phosphatase
phosphate
phosphate rock
phosphatize
phosphaturia
phosphene
phosphide
phosphine
phosphocreatine
phospholipide
phosphoprotein
phosphor
phosphor bronze
phosphorate
phosphoresce
phosphorescence
phosphorescent
phosphoric
phosphoric acid
phosphorism
phosphorite
phosphoroscope
phosphorous
phosphorous acid
phosphorus
phosphorylase
phot.
photic
photo
photo finish
photo-
photo-offset
photoactinic
photoactive
photobathic
photocathode
photocell
photochemistry
photochromy
photochronograph
photocompose
photocomposition
photoconduction
photoconductivity
photocopier
photocopy
photocurrent
photodisintegration
photodrama
photodynamics
photoelasticity
photoelectric
photoelectric cell
photoelectric current
photoelectric effect
photoelectron
photoelectrotype
photoemission
photoengrave
photoengraving
photofinishing
photoflash
photoflash lamp
photoflood
photoflood lamp
photofluorography
photogelatin process
photogene
photogenic
photogram
photogrammetry
photograph
photographer
photographic
photography
photogravure
photojournalism
photokinesis
photolithography
photoluminescence
photolysis
photom.
photomap
photomechanical
photometer
photometry
photomicrograph
photomicroscope
photomontage
photomultiplier
photomural
photon
photoneutron
photoperiod
photophilous
photophobia
photophile
photopia
photoplay
photoreceptor
photoreconnaissance
photosensitive
photosphere
photosynthesis
phototaxis
phototelegraph
phototelegraphy
phototherapy
photothermic
phototonus
phototopography
phototransistor
phototube
phototype
phototypography
phototypy
photovoltaic
photovoltaic cell
photovoltaic effect
photozincography
phr.
phrasal
phrase
phraseogram
phraseograph
phraseologist
phraseology
phrasing
phratry
phren.
phrenetic
phrenic
phreno-
phrenology
phrensy
phthalein
phthalic acid
phthalocyanine
phthisic
phthisis
phycology
phycomycete
phyla
phylactery
phyle
phyletic
phylloclade
phyllole
phylloid
phylome
phylloquinone
phylloquinone
phylloxera
phylogeny
phylum
phys.
physic
physic nut
physical
physical anthropology
physical chemistry
physical education
physical examination
physical geography
physical jerks
physical medicine
physical optics
physical science
physical therapy
physicalism
physicality
physician
physicist
physicochemical
physics
physiognomy
physiography
physiological
physiological psychology
physiologist
physiology
physiotherapy
physique
physoclistous
physostomous
phyto-
phytobiology
phytogenesis
phytogeography
phytography
phytohormone
phytology
phytopathology
phytophagous
phytoplankton
phytosociology
pi
pi meson
pia mater
piacular
piaffe
pianette
pianism
pianissimo
pianist
piano
piano accordion
piano player
piano roll
pianoforte
piassava
piazza
pibgorn
pibroch
pie
pica
picador
picaresque
picaroon
picayune
piccalilli
piccaninny
piccolo
piccoloist
pice
piceous
pick
pick at
pick off
pick on
pick out
pick-me-up
pickaback
pickaninny
pickax
pickaxe
picked
picker
pickerel
pickerel frog
pickerelweed
picket
picket fence
picket line
pickings
pickle
pickled
picklock
pickpocket
pickup
picky
picnic
pico-
picofarad
picoline
picot
picrate
picric acid
picrite
picrine
picratoxin
pictogram
pictograph
pictorial
picture
picture book
picture hat
picture show
picture tube
picture window
picture writing
picturesque
picturize
picul
piddle
piddling
piddock
pidgin
pidgin English
pie
pie-eyed
piebald
piece
piece goods
piece of eight
piece out
piece-dyed
piecemeal
piecework
piecrust
piecrust table
pied
pieplant
pier
pier glass
pier table
pierce
piercing
pier
pietro
pietary
piezochemistry
piezoelectricity
piffle
pileup
pileus
pilewort
pilfer
pilferage
pilgarlic
pilgrim
pilgrimage
pili
pilferous
piliform
piling
pill
pill bug
pillage
pillar
pillar box
pillbox
pillion
pilliwinks
pillory
pillow
pillow block
pillow lace
pillow sham
pillowcase
pilocarpine
pilose
pilot
pilot balloon
pilot biscuit
pilot boat
pilot burner
pilot film
pilot fish
pilot flag
pilot lamp
pilot light
pilotage
pilothouse
piloting
pilotless aircraft
pilpul
pily
pimento
pimiento
pimp
pimpernel
pimple
pimply
pin
pin curl
pin down
pin money
pin rail
pin wrench
pinafore
pinball
pinball machine
pince-nez
pincer
pincers
pinch
pinch bar
pinch effect
pinch hitter
pinch-hit
pinchbeck
pinchcock
pinchpenny
pincushion
pindling
pine
pine cone
pine marten
pine needle
pine snake
pine tar
pineal
pineal body
pineal eye
pineapple
pinery
pinetum
pinfeather
pinfish
pinfold
ping
pinguid
pinhead
pinhole
pinhole camera
pinion
pinite
pink
pink lady
pink slip
pinkeye
pinkie
pinking shears
pinkish
pinko
pinky
pinna
pinnacle
pinnate
pinnati-
pinnatifid
pinnatifid
pinnatipartite
pinnatiped
pinnatisect
pinniped
pinnule
pinochle
pinole
pinpoint
pinpoint bombing
pinprick
pins and needles
pinstripe
pint
pint-size
pinta
pintail
pintle
pinto
pinto bean
pinup
pinwheel
pinwork
pinworm
pinxit
piny
pion
pioneer
pious
pip
pip-squeak
pipage
pipe
pipe clay
pipe cleaner
pipe dream
pipe of peace
pipe organ
pipe up
pipeline
piper
piperaceous
piperidine
piperine
piperonal
pipestone
pipette
piping
pipistrelle
pipit
pipkin
pippin
pipsissewa
piquant
pique
piquet
piracy
piragua
piranha
pirate
pirm
pirog
pirogue
piroshki
pirouette
pis aller
piscary
piscator
piscatorial
piscatory
pisci-
pisciculture
pisciform
piscina
piscine
pish
pishogue
pismire
pisolite
piss
pissed
pistachio
pistachio green
pistareen
piste
pistil
pistol
pistol grip
pistole
pistoleer
piston
piston ring
piston rod
pit
pit viper
pita
pitanga
pitapat
pitch
pitch accent
pitch circle
pitch in
pitch into
pitch pine
pitch pipe
pitch ratio
pitch-black
pitch-dark
pitchblende
pitched battle
pitcher
pitcher plant
pitchfork
pitching
pitchman
pitchstone
pitchy
piteous
pitfall
pith
pith helmet
pithead
pithcanthropus
pithos
pithy
pitable
pitiful
pitiless
pitman
piton
pitsaw
pitta
pittance
pitter-patter
pituitary
pituitary gland
pituri
pity
pivot
pivotal
pivoting
pix
pixie
pixilated
pizz.
pizza
pizzeria
pizzicato
pk.
pkg.
pkt.
pl
pl.
placable
placard
placate
placative
placatory
place
place card
place kick
place setting
placebo
placeman
placement
placenta
placentation
placer
placet
placid
placket
placoid
plafond
plagal
plage
plagiarism
plagiarize
plagiary
plagio-
plagioclase
plague
plaice
plaid
plaidered
plain
plain dealing
plain sail
plain sailing
plain text
plain-laid
plain-spoken
plainclothesman
plains
plainsman
plaintsong
plaint
plaintiff
plaintive
plait
plan
plan position indicator
planar
planarian
planchet
planchette
plane
plane angle
plane geometry
plane polarization
plane sailing
plane table
plane tree
plane trigonometry
planer
planet
planet wheel
planet-struck
planetarium
planetary
planetary nebula
planetesimal
planetoid
plangent
planimeter
planimetry
planish
plank
plank-sheer
planking
plankton
planned economy
planned parenthood
plano-
plano-concave
plano-convex
planogamete
planography
planometer
planospore
plant
plant kingdom
plant louse
plant pathology
plantain
plantain lily
plantain-eater
plantar
plantation
planter
planula
plaque
plash
plashy
plasm
plasma
plasma engine
plasma membrane
plasmagel
plasmagel
plasmasol
plasmo-
plasmodium
plasmolysis
plasmosome
plaster
plaster cast
plaster of Paris
plasterboard
plastered
plasterwork
plastic
plastic art
plastic bomb
plastic operation
plastic surgery
plasticity
plasticize
plasticizer
plastid
plastometer
plat
plat du jour
plat.
plate
plate glass
plateau
plated
platelayer
platelet
platen
plater
platform
platform rocker
platform ticket
platina
plating
platinic
platinize
platino-
platinocyanic acid
platinocyanide
platinotype
platinous
platinum
platinum black
platinum-blond
platitude
platitude
platitudinize
platitudinous
platoon
platoon sergeant
platter
platy
platy-
platyhelminth
platypus
platsma
plaudit
plausible
plausive
play
play down
play on
play on words
play out
plectron
plectrum
pled
pledge
pledgee
pledget
pleiad
plein-air
plenary
plenipotent
plenipotentiary
plenish
plenitude
plenteous
plentiful
plenty
plenum
pleo-
pleochroism
pleomorphism
pleonasm
pleopod
plesiosaur
pessor
plethora
plethoric
pleura
pleurisy
pleurisy root
pleuro-
pleurodynia
pleuron
pleuropneumonia
plexiform
plexor
plexus
pliable
pliant
plica
PLICATE
plication
plier
pliers
plight
plimsoll
plinth
plio-
ploce
plod
plonk
plop
plosion
plosive
plot
plotter
plough
ploughboy
ploughman
ploughshare
plover
plow
plowboy
plowman
plowshare
ploy
pluck
pluck up
pluckless
plucky
plug
plug in
plug-ugly
plugboard
plum
plum pudding
plumage
plumate
plumb
plumb bob
plumb line
plumb rule
plumbaginae
plumbago
plumber
plumbery
plumbic
plumbiferous
plumbing
plumbism
plumbum
plumcot
plume
plummet
plummy
plumose
plump
plumper
plumule
plumy
plunder
plunge
plunge bath
plunger
plunging fire
plunk
pluperfect
plur.
plural
plural voting
pluralism
plurality
pluralize
pluri-
plus
plus fours
plush
plutocracy
plutocrat
pluton
plutonic
plutonium
pluvial
pluviometer
pluvious
ply
plywood
pm.
pneuma
pneumatic
pneumatic trough
pneumatics
pneumato-
pneumatograph
pneumatology
pneumatometer
pneumatophore
pneumectomy
pneumo-
pneumococcus
pneumoconiosis
pneumodynamics
pneumoencephalogram
pneumogastric
pneumograph
pneumonectomy
pneumonia
pneumonic
pneumonic plague
pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis
pneumothorax
poaceous
poach
poacher
poachy
pochard
pock
pocked
pocket
pocket battleship
pocket billiards
pocket borough
pocket gopher
pocket money
pocket mouse
pocket veto
pocketbook
pocketful
pocketknife
pockmark
pocky
poco
poco a poco
pocosin
pod
podagra
poddy
podesta
podgy
podiatry
podite
podium
podophyllin
poem
poesy
poet
poet laureate
poet,
poetaster
poetess
poetic justice
poetic license
poeticize
poetics
poetize
poetry
pogey
pogge
pogonia
pogrom
pogy
poi
poignant
poikilothermic
poilu
poinciana
poinsettia
point
point d'appui
point duty
point group
point lace
point of articulation
point of departure
point of honor
point of order
point of view
point out
point source
point system
point up
point-blank
point-device
point-set topology
point-to-point
pointed
pointed arch
pointer
pointillism
pointing
pointless
pointsman
poise
poised
poison
poison dogwood
poison gas
poison hemlock
poison ivy
poison oak
poison sumac
police state
police station
policeman
policewoman
polyclinic
policy
policy loan
policyholder
polio
poliomyelitis
polis
polish
polish off
polish up
polished
polit.
polite
politesse
politic
political
political economy
political science
politician
politicize
politick
politicking
político
político-políticas
polity
polka
polka dot
poll
poll tax
pollack
pollard
polled
pollen
pollen basket
pollen count
pollinate
pollination
polling booth
polling place
pollinize
pollinosis
polliwog
pollock
pollster
pollute
polluted
pollywog
polo
polo pony
polo shirt
polonaise
polonium
poltergeist
poltroon
poltroonery
poly-
polyadelphous
polyamide
polyandrist
polyandrous
polyandry
polyanthus
polybasite
polychaete
polychasium
polychromatic
polychrome
polychromy
polyclinic
polyconic projection
polycotyledon
polycythemia
polydactyl
polydipsia
polyester
polyethylene
polygamist
polygamous
polygamy
polygenesis
polyglot
polygon
polygraph
polygynist
polygynous
polygyny
polyhedron
polyhistor
polyhydric
polyhydroxy
polymath
polymer
polymeric
polymerism
polymerization
polymerize
polymerous
polymorphism
polymorphonuclear
polymorphous
polymyxin
polyneuritis
polynomial
polynuclear
polyp
polypary
polypeptide
polypetalous
polyphagia
polyphone
polyphonic
polyphonic prose
polyphony
polyphyletic
polyploid
polypody
polypoid
polypylene
polypych
polypus
polysaccharide
polysemy
polysepalous
polystyrene
polysyllabic
polysyllable
polysyndeton
polysynthetic
polytechnic
polytheism
polythene
polytonality
polytrophic
polytropic
polyunsaturated
polyurethane
polyvalent
polyvinyl
polyvinyl acetate
polyvinyl chloride
polyvinyl resin
polyvinylidene chloride
polyzoan
polyzoarium
polyzoic
pom-pom
pomace
pomade
pomander
pomatium
pome
pomegranate
pomelo
pomfret
pomiculture
pomiferous
pommel
pomology
pomp
pompadour
pompano
pompon
pomposity
pompous
ponce
ponceau
poncho
pond
pond lily
pond scum
ponder
ponderable
ponderous
pondweed
pone
pongee
pongid
poniard
pons
pons Varolii
pons asinorum
pontifex
pontiff
pontifical
pontificals
pontificate
pontine
pontonier
pontoon
pontoon bridge
pony
pony express
ponytail
pooch
pood
poodle
pooh
pooh-pooh
pooka
pool
pool hall
pool table
poolroom
poon
poop
poop deck
poor
poor boy
poor law
poorhouse
poorly
pop
pop art
pop off
pop-up
popcorn
pope
pope's nose
popedom
popery
popeyed
popgun
popinjay
popish
poplar
poplin
popliteal
popover
poppied
popping crease
popple
poppy
poppy seed
poppycock
poppyhead
pops
populace
popular
popular etymology
popular front
popular music
popular song
popular sovereignty
popularity
popularize
popularly
populate
population
population explosion
populous
porbeagle
porcelain
porcelain clay
porch
porcine
porcupine
pore
porgy
poriferous
porism
pork
pork barrel
pork pie
porker
porkpie
porky
pornocracy
pornography
porosity
porous
porphyria
porphyrin
porphyritic
porphyroid
porphyry
porpoise
porridge
porringer
port
port of call
port of entry
portable
portage
portal
portal vein
portal-to-portal
portal-to-portal pay
portamento
portative
portcullis
porte cochere
porte-cochere
porte-monnaie
portend
portent
portentous
porter
porterage
porterhouse
portfire
portfolio
porthole
portico
portiere
portion
portly
portmanteau
portmanteau word
portrait
portraitist
portraiture
portray
portulaca
pos.
posada
pose
poser
poseur
posh
posit
position
position line
positive
positive electricity
positive feedback
positively
positivism
positron
positronium
posology
poss.
potamic
potash
potash alum
potassium
potassium carbonate
potassium chlorate
potassium cyanide
potassium ferricyanide
potassium ferrocyanide
potassium hydroxide
potassium nitrate
potassium permanganate
potation
potato
potato beetle
potato bug
potato chip
potato crisp
potato race
potbellied
potbelly
potboiler
potboy
poteen
potence
potency
potent
potentate
potential
potential difference
potential divider
potential energy
potentiality
potentiate
potentilla
potentiometer
potful
pothead
potheen
pother
potherb
potherb
potherc
potherd
pothere
potherf
potherg
potherh
potheri
potherj
potherk
potherl
potherm
pothern
pothero
potherp
potherq
potherr
pothers
potheru
potherv
potherw
potherx
pothery
potherz
potheraa
potherab
potherac
potherad
potherae
potheraf
potherag
potherah
potherai
potheraj
potherak
potheral
potheram
potheran
potherao
potherap
potheraq
potherar
potheras
potherat
potherau
potherav
potheraw
potherax
potheray
potheraz
potherba
potherbb
potherbc
potherbd
potherbe
potherbf
potherbg
potherbh
potherbi
potherbj
potherbk
potherbl
potherbm
potherbn
potherbo
potherbp
potherbq
potherbr
potherbs
potherbt
potherbu
potherbv
potherbw
potherbx
potherby
potherbz
potherca
pothercb
pothercc
pothercd
potherce
pothercf
pothercg
potherch
potherci
pothercj
potherck
pothercl
pothercm
pothercn
potherco
pothercp
pothercq
pothercr
pothercs
potherct
pothercu
pothercv
pothercw
pothercx
pothercy
pothercz
potherda
potherdb
potherdc
potherdd
potherde
potherdf
potherdg
potherdh
potherdi
potherdj
potherdk
potherdl
potherdm
potherdn
potherdo
potherdp
potherdq
potherdr
potherds
potherdt
potherdu
potherdv
potherdw
potherdx
potherdy
potherdz
potherea
pothereb
potherec
pothered
potheree
potheref
pothereg
pothereh
potherei
potherej
potherek
potherel
potherem
potheren
pothereo
potherep
pothereq
potherer
potheres
potheret
pothereu
potherev
potherew
potherex
potherey
potherez

potman
potoroo
potpie
potpourri
potsherd
potshot
pottage
potted
potter
potter wasp
potter's field
potter's wheel
pottery
pottle
potto
potty
pou sto
pouch
pouched
pouched rat
pouf
poulard
poul
poulterer
poultice
poultry
poultryman
pounce
pouncet box
pound
pound cake
pound net
pound-foolish
poundage
poundal
pour
pourboire
pourparler
pourpoint
poussette
pout
pouter
poverty
poverty-stricken
pow
powder
powder blue
powder burn
powder charge
powder flask
powder horn
powder keg
powder metallurgy
powder mill
powder monkey
powder puff
powder room
powder snow
powdered milk
powdery
power
power amplifier
power brake
power dive
power drill
power line
power loading
power of appointment
power of attorney
power pack
power plant
power politics
power saw
power series
power station
power steering
power structure
power supply
power-dive
powerboat
powered
powerful
powerhouse
powerless
powwow
pox
pp.
ppd.
ppm
pr.
practicable
practical
practical joke
practical nurse
practically
practice
practice teacher
practiced
practise
practitioner
praedial
praedial
praemunire
praeomen
praetor
praetorian
pragmatic
pragmatic sanction
pragmaticism
pragmatics
pragmatist
prairie
prairie breaker
prairie chicken
prairie dog
prairie oyster
prairie schooner
prairie wolf
praise
praiseworthy
prajna
praline
pralltriller
pram
prana
prance
prandial
prang
prank
prankster
prase
praseodymium
prat
prate
pratfall
pratincole
pratique
prattle
prau
prawn
praxis
pray
prayer
prayer beads
prayer book
prayer meeting
prayer rug
prayer shawl
prayer wheel
prayerful
praying mantis
pre-
pre-Socratic
preach
preacher
preachment
preachy
preadamite
preamble
preamplifier
prearrange
prebend
prebendary
precancel
precarious
precast
precatory
precaution
precautionary
precautious
precede
precedence
precedency
precedent
precedential
preceding
precentor
precept
preceptive
preceptor
preceptory
precess
precession
precessional
precinct
precincts
preciosity
precious
precious stone
precipice
precipitancy
precipitant
precipitate
precipitation
precipitation hardening
precipitin
precipitous
precis
precise
precisian
precision
preclinical
preclude
precocious
precocity
precognition
preconceive
preconception
preconcert
preconcerted
precondemn
precondition
preconize
preconscious
precontract
precritical
precursor
precursory
pred.
predacious
predate
predation
predator
predatory
predecease
predecessor
predella
predesignate
predestinarian
predestinate
predestination
predestine
predetermine
predial
predicable
predicament
predicant
predicate
predicate calculus
predicative
predict
prediction
predictor
predictory
predigest
predigestion
predikant
predilection
predispose
predisposition
predominance
predominant
predominate
preemie
preeminence
preeminent
preempt
preemption
preen
preengage
preestablish
preexist
pref.
prefab
prefabricate
preface
prefatory
prefect
prefecture
prefer
preferable
preference
preference share
preferential
preferential shop
preferential voting
preferment
preferred stock
prefiguration
prefigure
prefix
preform
prefrontal
prefrontal lobotomy
preglacial
pregnable
pregnancy
pregnant
preheat
prehensible
prehensile
prehension
prehistoric
prehistory
prehuman
preindicate
preinstruct
prejudge
prejudice
prejudicial
prelacy
prelate
prelatism
prelature
prelect
prelim.
preliminaries
preliminary
prelude
prelusive
prem.
premarital
premature
premature beat
premaxilla
premed
premedical
premeditate
premeditation
premier
premiere
premiership
premillenarian
premillennial
premillennialism
premise
premises
premium
premolar
premonish
premonition
premonitory
premundane
prenatal
prescind
prescribe
prescript
prescriptible
prescription
prescriptive
preselector
presence
presence chamber
presence of mind
present
present arms
present participle
present perfect
present-day
presentable
presentation
presentational
presentationism
presentative
presentiment
presently
presentment
preservative
preserve
preset
preshrunk
preside
presidency
president
president-elect
presidential primary
presidentship
presidio
presidium
presignify
press
press agent
press association
press conference
press gallery
press of sail
press release
press stud
pressed glass
presser
pressing
pressman
pressmark
pressor
pressroom
pressure
pressure altimeter
pressure altitude
pressure cabin
pressure cooker
pressure gauge
pressure group
pressure head
pressure point
pressure suit
pressure-cook
pressurize
presswork
prestidigitation
prestige
prestigious
prestissimo
presto
prestress
prestressed concrete
presumable
presumably
presume
presumption
presumptive
presumptive heir
presumptuous
presuppose
presurmise
pret.
pretence
pretend
pretended
pretender
pretense
pretension
pretentious
preter-
preterhuman
preterit
preterite
preterition
preteritive
pretermit
preternatural
proclitic
proclivity
proconsul
proconsulate
procrastinate
procreant
procreate
procryptic
proctology
proctor
proctoscope
procumbent
procurable
procurrence
procuration
procurator
procure
procurer
prod
prod.
prodigal
prodigious
prodigy
prodrome
produce
producer
producer gas
producer goods
product
production
production line
productive
proem
profanatory
profane
profanity
profess
professed
profession
professional
professionalism
professionalize
professor
professorate
professoriate
professorship
proffer
proficiency
projection printing
projectionist
projective
projective geometry
projector
prolactin
prolamine
prolate
prole
proleg
prolegomenon
prolepsis
proletarian
proletariat
proliferate
proliferation
proliferous
prolific
proline
prolix
prolocutor
prologize
prologue
prolong
prolongate
prolongation
prolange
prolonge knot
prolusion
prom
prom.
promenade
promenade concert
promenade deck
promethium
prominence
prominent
promiscuity
promiscuous
promise
promisee
promising
promissory
promissory note
promontory
promote
promoter
promotion
propylene
propylene glycol
propylite
prorate
prorogue
pros and cons
pros.
prosaic
prosaimsm
proscenium
prosciutto
proscribe
proscription
prose
prose poem
prosector
prosecute
prosecuting attorney
prosecution
prosecutor
proselyte
proselytism
proselytize
prosenchyma
proser
prosimian
prosit
prosody
prosopopoeia
prospect
prospective
prosector
prospectus
proper
prosperity
prosperous
prostate
prostate gland
prostatectomy
prostatitis
prosthesis
prosthetics
prosthodontics
prosthodontist
prostitute
prostitution
prostomium
prostrate
prostration
prostyle
prosy
prot-
protactinium
protagonist
protamine
protanopia
protasis
protean
protease
protect
protecting
protection
protectionism
protectionist
protective
protective coloration
protective tariff
protector
protectorate
protege
proteiform
protein
proteinase
proteolysis
proteose
proteror
protest
protestation
prothalamion
prothalamium
prothallus
prothesis
prothonymy
protist
protium
proto-
protoactinium
protochordate
protocol
protohistory
protohuman
protolanguage
protolithic
protomartyr
protomorphic
proton
protonema
protoplasm
protoplasm
protostele
protostegian
prototrophic
prototype
protoxide
protoxylem
protozoal
protozoan
protozoology
protozoan
protract
protractile
protraction
protractor
protrude
protrusile
protrusion
protrusive
protuberance
protuberancy
protuberant
protuberate
proud
proud flesh
proustite
prove
proven
provenance
provender
provenience
proverb
proverbial
provide
provided
providence
provided
provident
providential
providing
province
provincial
provincialism
provinciality
proving ground
provision
provisional
proviso
provisory
provitamin
provocation
provocative
provoke
provolone
provost
provost court
provost guard
provost marshal
prow
prowess
prowl
prowler
prox.
proximal
proximate
proximity
proximity fuse
proximo
proxy
prs.
prude
prudence
prudent
prudential
prudery
prudish
pruinoose
prune
prunella
prunelle
pruning hook
prurient
prurigo
pruritus
prussiate
prussic acid
pry
pryer
prying
prytaneum
ps.
psalm
psalmbook
psalmist
psalmody
psalterium
psaltery
psephology
pseud.
pseudaxis
pseudo
pseudo-
pseudocarp
pseudohemophilia
pseudohermaphrodite
pseudohermaphroditism
pseudonym
pseudonymous
pseudoscope
psf
pshaw
psi
psia
psid
psilocybin
psilomelane
psittacine
psittacosis
psosas
psoriasis
psych
psychasthenia
psychic
psychological
psychedelic
psychiatrist
psychiatry
psychic
psychic energizer
psycho
psycho-
psychoactive
psychoanal.
psychoanalysis
psychobiology
psychochemical
psychodiagnosis
psychodiagnostics
psychodrama
psychodynamics
psychogenesis
psychogenic
psychognosis
psychographer
psychokinesis
psychol.
psycholinguistics
psychological
psychological block
psychological moment
psychological warfare
psychologism
psychologist
psychologize
psychology
psychomancy
psychometrics
psychometry
psychomotor
psychoneurosis
psychoneurotic
psychopath
psychopathic personality
psychopathist
psychopathology
psychopathy
psychopharmacology
psychophysics
psychophysiology
psychosexual
psychosis
psychosocial
psychosomatic
psychosomatic medicine
psychosomatics
psychosurgery
psychotechnics
psychotechnology
psychotherapy
psychotic
psychotomimetic
psychro-
pychrometer
pt
pt.
ptarmigan
pteranodon
pteridology
pteridophyte
ptero-
pterodactyl
pteropod
pterosaur
pteroylglutamic acid
pteryla
ptg.
ptisan
ptomaine
ptomaine poisoning
ptosis
pts.
ptyalin
ptyalism
pub
pub.
puberty
puberulent
pubes
pubescent
pubis
publ.
public
public assistance
public charge
public debt
public defender
public domain
public enemy
public house
public law
public opinion
public prosecutor
public relations
public school
public servant
public service
public utility
public works
public-address system
public-opinion poll
public-spirited
publican
publication
publicist
publicity
publicize
publicly
publicness
publish
publisher
publishing
publishing house
puca
puccoon
puce
puck
pucka
pucker
puckery
pudding
pudding stone
puddle
puddling
pudency
puendum
pudgy
pueblo
puerile
puerilism
puerility
puerperal
puerperal fever
puerperium
puff
puff adder
puffball
puffer
puffery
puffin
puffy
pug
pug nose
pugging
puggree
pugilism
pugilist
pugnacious
puisne
puissance
puissant
puke
pukka
pul
pulchritude
pulchritudinous
pule
pul
puling
pull
pull back
pull down
pull in
pull off
pull out
pull through
pull together
pull up
pullet
pulley
pullorum disease
pulover
pullulate
pulmonary
pulmonary artery
pulmonary vein
pulmonate
pulmonic
pulp
pulpboard
pulpit
pulpiteer
pulpwood
pulpy
pulque
pulsar
pulsate
pulsatile
pulsation
pulsatory
pulse
pulsimeter
pulsometer
pulverable
pulverize
pulverulent
pulvinate
pulvinus
puma
pumice
pummel
pump
pump gun
pump priming
pump room
pumpernickel
pumping
pumpkin
pumpkinseed
pun
punch
punch bowl
punch line
punch-drunk
punchball
punchboard
punched tape
puncheon
punching bag
punchy
punctate
punctilio
punctilious
punctual
punctuality
punctuate
punctuation
punctuation mark
puncture
pundit
pung
pungent
pungy
punish
punishable
punishment
punitive
punk
punkah
punkie
punner
punnet
punster
punt
puny
pup
pup tent
pupa
puparium
pupil
pupillary
pupiparous
puppet
puppet show
puppetry
puppy
puppy love
pur sang
purl
purchasable
purchase
purchase tax
purdah
pure
pure culture
pure line
purebred
puree
purehearted
purely
purgation
purgative
purgatorial
purgatory
purge
purificator
purify
purine
purism
puritan
puritanical
purity
purl
purlieu
purlin
purloin
purple
purple gallinule
purple martin
purple medic
purple-fringed orchid
purpleness
purplish
purport
purpose
purposeful
purposeless
purposely
purposive
purpura
purpure
purpurin
purr
purree
purse
purse seine
purse strings
purser
purslane
pursuance
pursuant
pursue
pursuer
pursuit
pursuit plane
pursuivant
pursy
purtenance
purulence
purulent
purusha
pervy
pervy
purview
pus
push
push broom
push button
push off
push through
push-bike
push-up
pushball
pushcart
pushed
pusher
pushing
pushover
pushy
pusillanimitity
pusillanimous
puss
pussy
pussy willow
pussyfoot
pustulant
pustulate
pustule
put
put about
put across
put aside
put away
put back
put down
put forth
put forward
put in
put off
put on
put on to
put out
put over
put through
put up
put upon
put-and-take
put-down
put-on
put-out
put-put
put-up
put-upon
putative
putrefaction
putrefy
putrescent
putrescible
putrescine
putrid
putsch
put
puttee
putter
puttier
putting green
putto
putty
putty knife
putty powder
puttyroot
puzzle
puzzlement
puzzler
pwt.
pya
pyaemia
pycnidium
pycnometer
pye
pyelitis
pyelography
pyelonephritis
pyemia
pygidium
pygmy
pyjamas
pyknic
pylon
pylorectomy
pylorus
pyo-
pyloid
pyonephritis
pyorrhea
pyosis
pyralid
pyramid
pyramidal
pyrargyrite
pyrazole
pyre
pyrene
pyrethrin
pyrethrum
pyretic
pyretotherapy
pyrexia
pyridine
pyridoxine
pyriform
pyrimidine
pyrite
pyrites
pyro-
pyrochemical
pyroclastic
pyroconductivity
pyroelectric
pyroelectricity
pyrogallate
pyrogallol
pyrogen
pyrogenic
pyrogenous
pyrognostics
pyrography
pyroligneous
pyroligneous acid
pyrology
pyrolysis
pyromagnetic
pyromancy
pyromania
pyrometallurgy
pyrometer
pyrometric cone
pyromorphite
pyrone
pyrope
pyrophoric
pyrophosphates
pyrophosphoric acid
pyrophotometer
pyrophylilit
pyrosis
pyrostat
pyrotechnic
pyrotechnics
pyroxene
pyroxenite
pyroxylin
pyrrhic
pyrrhotite
pyrrhuloxia
pyrrolidine
python
pythoness
pyuria
pyx
pyxidium
pyxie
q
q.
q.e.
q.t.
q.v.
qadi
qibla
qintar
ql.
qoph
qr.
qt.
qto.
qu.
qua
quack
quack grass
quackery
quacksalver
quad
quad.
quadrangle
quadrangular
quadrant
quadrat
quadrate
quadratic
quadratics
quadrature
quadrennial
quadrennium
quadri-
quadratic
quadric
quadriceps
quadricycle
quadrifid
quadriga
quadrilateral
quadriplicate
quadrimedial
quadripartite
quadriplegia
quadriplegic
quadrireme
quadrisect
quadrivalent
quadrivaliant
quadriennial
quadriversion
quadrumenous
quadruped
quadrupe
quadruplet
quadruplex
quadruplicate
quaff
quag
quagga
quaggy
quagmire
quahog
quail
quaint
quake
quaky
qualification
qualified
qualifier
qualify
qualitative
qualitative analysis
quality
quality control
qualm
qualmish
quamash
quandary
quant
quanta
quantic
quantifier
quantify
quantitative
quantitative analysis
quantity
quantity surveyor
quantize
quantum
quantum mechanics
quantum number
quantum statistics
quantum theory
quaquaversal
quarantine
quarantine flag
quark
quarrel
quarrelsome
quarrier
quarry
quarry tile
quiche
quick
quick assets
quick bread
quick fire
quick grass
quick march
quick time
quick trick
quick-change artist
quick-freeze
quick-tempered
quick-witted
quicken
quickie
quicklime
quickly
quicksand
quicksilver
quickstep
quid
quid pro quo
quiddity
quidnunc
quiescent
quiet
quieten
quietism
quietly
quietude
quietus
quiff
quill
quillet
quillon
quilt
quilting
quilting bee
quinacrine
quinary
quinate
quince
quincentenary
quinencual
quinence
quindecagon
quindecennial
quinic acid
quinidine
quinine
quinnat salmon
quinol
quinone
quinonoid
quinque-
quinquefid
quinquennial
quinquennium
quinquepartite
quinquereme
quinquevalent
quinsy
quint
quintain
quintal
quintan
quinte
quintessence
quintet
quintic
quintile
quintillion
quintuple
quintuplet
quintuplicate
quinze
quip
quipster
quipu
quire
quirk
quirt
quisling
quit
quitclaim
quite
quitrent
quits
quittance
quittor
quiver
quixotic
quixotism
quiz
quizmaster
quizzical
racecourse
racehorse
raceme
racemic
racemose
racer
raceway
rachis
rachitis
racial
racialism
racing
racism
rack
rack railway
rack up
rack-rent
racket
racketeer
rackety
racon
raconteur
racon
racquet
racy
rad
rad.
radar
radar beacon
radarman
radarscope
raddle
raddled
radial
radial engine
radian
radiance
radiancy
radiant
radiant energy
radiant flux
radiant heat
radiant heating
radiate
radiation
radiation sickness
radiative
radiator
radical
radical axis
radical sign
radicalism
radically
radicand
radicle
radices
radicle
radiculitis
radii
radio
radio astronomy
radio beacon
radio beam
radio compass
radio control
radio direction finder
radio frequency
radio knife
radio range beacon
radio source
radio spectrum
radio star
radio station
radio telescope
radio tube
radio wave
radio-
radioactivate
radioactive
radioactive decay
radioactive series
radioactivity
radiobiology
radiobroadcast
radiocarbon
radiocarbon dating
radiochemical
radiochemistry
radiocommunication
radioelement
radiogram
radiograph
radiography
radioisotope
radiolarian
radiolocation
radiology
radiolucent
radioluminescence
radioman
radiometeorograph
radiometer
radiomicrometer
radionuclide
radiopaque
radiophone
radiograph
radioscope
radioscopy
radiosensitive
radiosonde
radiosurgery
radiotelegram
radiotelegraph
radiotelegraphy
radiotelephone
radiotelephony
radiotherapy
radiothermy
radiothorium
radiotransparent
radish
radius
radius of curvature
radix
radome
radon
raff
raffia
raffinate
raffinose
raffish
raffle
rafflesia
raft
rafter
rag
rag doll
rag paper
rag-and-bone man
ragamuffin
rancidity
rancor
rancorous
rand
randan
random
random access
randy
ranee
rang
range
range finder
range light
ranged
rangefinder
ranger
rangy
rani
rank
rank and file
ranket
ranking
rankle
ransack
ransom
rant
ranunculaceous
ranunculus
rap
rapacious
rape
rape oil
rapeseed
rapid
rapid fire
rapids
rapier
rapine
rapparee
rappee
rappel
rapper
rapping
rapport
rapprochement
rapscahlon
rapt
raptor
raptorial
rapture
rapturous
rara avis
rare
rare book
rare earth
rare gas
rarebit
rarefaction
rarefied
rarefy
rarely
rarity
rasbora
rascal
rascality
rascally
rase
rash
rasher
rasorial
rasp
raspberry
rasping
raspings
raspy
raster
rat
rat race
rat snake
rat terrier
rat-tail
rat-tat
rata
ratable
ratafia
ratal
ratan
rataplan
ratchet
ratchet wheel
rate
rate of exchange
rate-of-climb indicator
rateable
ratel
ratepayer
ratfink
rath
rathe
rather
rathskeller
ratify
rating
ratio
ratiocinate
ratiocination
ration
rational
rational number
rationale
rationalism
rationality
rationalize
rations
ratite
ratline
ratoon
ratsbane
rattan
ratter
rattish
rattle
rattlebox
rattlebrain
rattlebrained
rattlehead
rattlepate
rattler
rattlesnake
rattlesnake fern
rattlesnake plantain
rattletrap
rattling
ratty
rattoon
rattrap
raucous
rauwolfia
ravage
rave
ravel
ravelin
ravelment
raven
ravening
ravenous
raver
ravin
ravine
raving
ravioli
ravish
ravishing
ravishment
raw
raw material
raw silk
rawboned
rawhide
rawinsonde
ray
ray flower
rayless
rayon
raze
razee
razor
razorback
razorbill
razz
razzia
razzle-dazzle
rcd.
rcpt.
rd.
re
re-
re-act
re-count
re-cover
re-create
re-creation
re-examine
re-form
re-press
re-sort
re-sound
re-trace
re-tread
reach
reach-me-down
react
reactance
reactant
reaction
reaction engine
reaction formation
reaction turbine
reactionary
reactivate
reactive
reactor
read
read in
read into
read out
readability
readable
reader
readership
readily
readiness
reading
readjust
readjustment
ready
ready money
ready reckoner
ready-made
ready-mix
ready-to-wear
reagent
real
real estate
real number
real presence
real property
real wages
realgar
realism
realist
realistic
reality
realize
really
realm
realtor
reality
ream
reckoning
reclaim
reclamation
reclinate
recline
recliner
reclus
reclusion
recognition
recognizance
recognize
recognizee
recognizer
recoil
recollect
recollected
recollection
recombination
recommend
recommendation
recommendatory
recommit
recompense
reconcilable
reconcile
reconciliatory
recondite
recondition
reconnaissance
reconnoiter
reconnoitre
reconsider
reconstitute
reconstruct
reconstruction
reconstructive
reconvert
record
record changer
record player
recorder
recording
recount
recountal
recoup
recourse
recover
recoverable
red
red admiral
red algae
red ant
red blood cell
red brass
red carpet
red cent
red clay
red clover
red coral
red corpuscle
red currant
red deer
red duster
red fir
red fire
red flag
red fox
red giant
red grouse
red gum
red hat
red heat
red herring
red lead
red light
red man
red meat
red mullet
red osier
red pepper
red rag
red rose
red shift
red snapper
red squirrel
red tape
red wine
red-blooded
red-faced
red-handed
red-headed
red-hot
red-letter
red-letter day
red-light district
red-pencil
reducing glass
reductase
reductio ad absurdum
reduction
reductive
redundancy
redundant
redupl.
reduplicate
reduplication
reduplicative
redware
redwing
redwood
reed
reed bunting
reed grass
reed instrument
reed organ
reed pipe
reed stop
reed warbler
reedbird
reedbuck
reeding
reeducate
reedy
reef
reef knot
reef point
reefer
reek
reel
reel off
reenforce
reenter
reentering angle
reentry
reest
reeve
ref
ref.
reface
refection
refectory
refectory table
refer
referee
refresh
refresher
refresher course
refreshing
refreshment
refrigerant
refrigerate
refrigeration
refrigerator
ref
refuel
refuge
refugee
refulgence
refulgent
refund
refurbish
refusal
refuse
refutation
refutative
refute
regain
regal
regale
regalia
regality
regard
regardant
regardful
regarding
regardless
regatta
regelate
regelation
regency
regeneracy
regenerate
regeneration
regenerative
regenerative cooling
regenerator
regent
regicide
regime
regimen
regiment
regimentals
region
regional
regionalism
register
register ton
registered
registered bond
registered nurse
registered representative
registrant
registrar
registration
registry
registry office
reglet
regnal
regnant
regolith
regorge
regrate
regress
regression
regressive
regret
regretful
regulable
regular
regular year
regularize
regularly
regulate
regulation
regulator
regulus
regurgitate
regurgitation
rehabilitate
rehabilitation
rehash
rehearing
rehearsal
rehearse
reheat
reify
reign
reimburse
reimport
reimpression
remedy
remember
remembrance
remembrancer
remex
remind
remindful
reminisce
reminiscence
reminiscent
remise
remiss
remissible
remission
remit
remittance
remittance man
remittent
remitter
remnant
remodel
remonetize
remonstrance
remonstrant
remonstrate
remontant
remora
remorse
remorseful
remorseless
remote
remote control
remotion
remount
removable
removal
remove
removed
remunerate
remuneration
remunerative
renaissance
renal
renascence
renascent
rencontre
rend
render
rendering
rendezvous
rendition
renegade
renegado
renege
renew
renewal
reni-
renin
renitent
rennet
rennin
renounce
renovate
renown
renowned
rensselaerite
rent
rent-free
rent-roll
rental
renter
rentier
renunciation
renvoi
reopen
reorder
reorganization
reorganize
reorientation
rep
rep.
repair
repairer
repairman
repand
reparable
reparation
reparative
repartee
repartition
repast
repatriate
repay
repeal
repeat
representative
repress
repression
repressive
reprieve
reprimand
reprint
reprisal
reprise
repro
repro proof
reproach
reproachful
reproachless
reprobate
reprobation
reprobative
reproduce
reproduction
reproduction proof
reproductive
reprography
reproof
reprovable
reproval
reprove
rept.
reptant
reptile
reptilian
republic
republic of letters
republican
republicanism
republicanize
repudiate
repudiation
repugn
repugnance
repugnant
repulse
repulsion
repulsive
repurchase
reputable
reputation
repute
reputed
residency
resident
resident commissioner
residential
residential
residual
residuary
residue
residuum
resign
resignation
resigned
resile
resilience
resilient
resin
resinate
resiniferous
resinoid
resinous
resist
resistance
resistance thermometer
resistant
resistive
resistless
resistor
resnatron
resojet engine
resoluble
resolute
resolution
resolutive
resolvable
resolve
resolved
resolvent
resonance
resonant
resonant cavity
resonate
resonator
resorcinol
resort
resound
resource
resourceful
resp.
respect
respectability
respectable
respectful
respecting
respective
respectively
respirable
respiration
respirator
respiratory
respire
respite
resplendence
resplendent
respond
response
respondent
response
responser
responsibility
responsible
responsion
responsive
responsiveness
responsory
responsum
rest
rest home
rest mass
rest room
restate
restaurant
restaurateur
restful
restharrow
resting
resting place
restitution
reste
restless
restoration
restorative
restore
restrain
restrained
restrainer
restraint
reticular
reticulate
reticulation
reticule
reticulum
retiform
retina
retinite
retinitis
retinol
retinoscope
retinoscopy
retnue
retire
retired
retirement
retiring
retool
retorsion
retort
retortion
retouch
retrace
retract
retractile
retraction
retractor
retrad
retral
retread
retreat
retrench
retrenchment
retribution
retributive
retrieval
retrieve
retriever
retro-
retroact
retroaction
retroactive
retrocede
retrochoir
retroflex
retroflexion
retrogradation
retrograde
reverend
reverent
reverential
reverie
revers
reversal
reverse
reversible
reversion
reversioner
reverso
revert
revest
revet
revetment
review
reviewer
revile
revival
revivalism
revivalist
revive
revivify
reviviscence
revocable
revocation
revoice
revoke
revolt
revolting
revolute
revolution
revolutionary
revolutionist
revolutionize
revolve
revolver
revolving
revolving credit
revolving door
revolving fund
rhinoceros
rhinoceros beetle
rhinology
rhinoplasty
rhinoscopy
rhizo-
rhizobium
rhizocarpous
rhizogenic
rhizoid
rhizome
rhizomorphic
rhizopod
rhizotomy
rhodamine
rhodic
rhodium
rhododendron
rhodolite
rhodonite
rhomb
rhombencephalon
rhombic
rhombohedral
rhombohedron
rhomboid
rhombus
rhonchus
rhotacism
rhubarb
rhumb
rhumb line
rhyme
rhyme royal
rhyme scheme
rhymester
rhyming slang
rhynchocephalian
rhylolite
rhythm
rhythm method
rhythm-and-blues
rhythmical
rhythms
rhythmist
ryton
ria
rial
ride out
rident
rider
ridge
ridgeling
ridgepole
ridicule
ridiculous
riding
riding crop
riding habit
riding light
riding school
ridotto
riel
rife
riff
riffle
riffraff
rifle
rifle grenade
rifle range
rifleman
riflery
rifling
rift
rig
rig out
rig up
rigadoon
rigamarole
rigatoni
rigger
rigging
rigging loft
right
right angle
right ascension
right away
right field
right hand
right of way
right off
right triangle
right whale
right wing
right-angled triangle
right-hand
right-hand man
right-handed
right-hander
right-minded
righteous
righteousness
rightful
rightism
rightist
rightly
rightness
rights
rightward
rightwards
rigid
rigidify
rigmarole
rigor
rigor mortis
rigorism
rigorous
rigsdaler
rile
rilievo
rill
rillet
rim
rime
rimester
rimose
rimple
rimrock
rind
rinderpest
ring
ring finger
ring in
ring out
ring ouzel
ring road
ring up
ring-necked
ring-necked pheasant
ring-tailed
ring-tailed cat
ringdove
ringed
ringed plover
ringent
ringer
ringhals
ringleader
ringlet
ringmaster
ringside
ringster
ringtail
ringworm
rink
rinse
riot
riotous
rip
rip cord
rip-roaring
riparian
ripe
ripen
ripieno
riposte
ripping
ripping bar
ripple
ripple mark
ripplet
ripply
ripsaw
riptide
rise
rise above
riser
rishi
risibility
risible
rising
risk
risk capital
risky
risotto
rissole
rit.
ritardando
rite
rite of passage
ritenuto
ritornello
ritual
ritual murder
ritualism
ritualist
ritualize
ritzy
riv.
rivage
rival
rivalry
rive
riven
river
river horse
riverhead
riverine
riverside
rivet
rivulet
rix-dollar
riyal
rm.
rms
roach
road
road agent
road hog
road metal
road show
road test
roadability
roadbed
roadblock
roadhouse
roadrunner
roadside
roadstead
roadster
roadway
roadwork
roam
roan
roar
roaring
roast
roaster
roasting
rob
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>robalo</td>
<td>roband</td>
<td>robber</td>
<td>robber fly</td>
<td>robbery</td>
<td>robbin</td>
<td>robe</td>
<td>robe-de-chambre</td>
<td>robin</td>
<td>robin's-egg blue</td>
<td>robinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rohe</td>
<td>roborant</td>
<td>robot</td>
<td>robot bomb</td>
<td>robot pilot</td>
<td>robotize</td>
<td>robust</td>
<td>robustious</td>
<td>roc</td>
<td>rocallie</td>
<td>rocamboles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rock</td>
<td>rock bass</td>
<td>rock bottom</td>
<td>rock brake</td>
<td>rock candy</td>
<td>rock crystal</td>
<td>rock dove</td>
<td>rock garden</td>
<td>rock lobster</td>
<td>rock loaf</td>
<td>rock oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rock lobster</td>
<td>rock pigeon</td>
<td>rock plant</td>
<td>rock salt</td>
<td>rock wool</td>
<td>rock-and-roll</td>
<td>rock-bottom</td>
<td>rock-bound</td>
<td>rock-ribbed</td>
<td>rockabilly</td>
<td>rockaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rockbound</td>
<td>rockbound</td>
<td>rocker</td>
<td>rocker arm</td>
<td>rockery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rocket
rocket bomb
rocket engine
rocket gun
rocket launcher
rocketeer
rocketry
rockfish
rocking chair
rocking horse
rocking stone
rockling
rockoon
rockrose
rockweed
rocky
roccoco
rod
rode
rodent
rodenticide
rodeo
rodomontade
roe
roe deer
roebuck
roentgen ray
roentgenogram
roentgenograph
roentgenology
roentgenoscope
roentgenotherapy
rogation
rogatory
roger
rogue
rogue's march
roguery
rogues' gallery
roguish
roll
roil
roily
roister
role
roll
roll call
roll film
roll in
roll on
roll up
rollaway
rollback
rolled gold
rolled oats
rolled roast
roller
roller bearing
roller coaster
roller skate
roller towel
roller-skate
rollick
rollicking
rolling
rolling hitch
rolling mill
rolling pin
rolling stone
rollmop
rollway
roly-poly
rom.
romaine
roman
roman-fleuve
romance
romantic
romanticism
romanticist
romanticize
romp
rompers
rompish
rondeau
rondel
rondelet
rondelle
rondo
rondure
roo
rood
rood loft
rood screen
rood spire
roof
roof garden
round-the-clock
roundabout
rounded
roundel
roundelay
rounder
rounders
roundhouse
rounding
roundish
roundlet
roundly
roundsman
roundup
roundworm
roup
rouse
rousing
roustable
rout
route
router
routine
routinize
roux
rove
rove beetle
rove-over
rover
roving
row
rowan
rowboat
rowdy
rowdyish
rowdyism
rowel
rowing boat
rowing machine
rowlock
royal
royal blue
royal duke
royal fern
royal flush
royal jelly
royal palm
royal poinciana
ruche
ruching
ruck
rucksack
ruckus
ruction
rudbeckia
rudd
rudder
rudderhead
rudderpost
ruddle
ruddock
ruddy
ruddy duck
rude
ruderal
rudiment
rudimentary
rue
rueful
rufescent
ruff
ruffed grouse
ruffian
ruffianism
ruffle
ruffled
rufous
rug
rugged
rugger
rugging
rugose
ruin
ruination
ruinous
rule
rule of three
rule of thumb
rule out
ruler
ruling
ruling elder
rum
rumal
rumba
rumble
rumble seat
rumen
ruminant
ruminate
rummage
rummage sale
rummer
rummy
rumor
rumormonger
rump
rumple
rumpus
rumpus room
rumrunner
run
run across
run after
run along
run around
run away
run down
run in
run into
run off
run on
run out
run over
run through
run to
run up
run-down
run-in
run-of-the-mill
run-of-the-mine
run-through
runabout
runagate
runaway
runcible spoon
rundle
rundlet
rundown
rune
runesmith
rung
runic
runlet
ruth
ruthenic
ruthenious
ruthenium
rutherfordium
ruthful
ruthless
rutilant
rutile
ruttish
rutty
rye
rye bread
rye whiskey
s
s.
s.a.
s.d.
s.g.
s.l.
s.o.
s.p.
sabadilla
sabayon
sabbatical
sabbatical year
saber
saber-toothed tiger
sabin
sable
sable antelope
sabotage
saboteur
sabra
sabre
sabulous
sac
sacaton
saccharase
saccharate
saccharic acid
saccharide
sacchariferous
saccharify
saccharin
saccharine
saccharo-
saccharoid
saccharometer
saccharose
saccular
sacculate
saccule
sacculus
sacellum
sacerdotal
sacerdotalism
sachem
sachet
sack
sack coat
sack race
sack suit
sackbut
sackcloth
sacker
sacking
sacral
sacrament
sacramental
sacramental wine
sacramentalism
sacramentalist
sacrarium
sacred
sacred cow
sacrifice
sacrificial
sacrilege
sacrilegious
sacing
sacring bell
sacristan
sacristy
sacroiliac
sacrosanct
sacrum
sad
sad sack
sad-faced
sadden
saddle
saddle blanket
saddle horse
saddle roof
saddle seat
sahib
said
saiga
sail
sailboat
sailcloth
sailer
sailfish
sailing
sailing boat
sailing ship
sailmaker
sailor
sailor suit
sailor's-choice
sailplane
sain
sainfoin
saint
saint's day
sainted
sainthood
saintly
saith
sake
saker
saki
sal ammoniac
sal soda
sal volatile
salaam
salable
salacious
salad
salad bowl
salad days
salad dressing
salade
salamander
salami
salaried
salary
sale
saleable
salep
saleratus
sales
sales promotion
sales resistance
sales talk
sales tax
salesclerk
salesgirl
salesman
salesmanship
salespeople
salesperson
salesroom
saleswoman
salicaceous
salicin
salicylate
salicylic acid
salience
salient
salientian
saliferous
salify
salimeter
salina
saline
salinometer
saliva
salivary gland
salivate
salivation
sallet
sallow
sally
salty port
salmagundi
salmi
salmon
salmon pink
salmon trout
salmonberry
salmonella
salmonoid
salol
salon
saloon
saloop
salpa
salpiglossis
salpingectomy
salpingitis
salpingotomy
salpinx
salsify
salt
salt cake
salt dome
salt flat
salt lick
salt marsh
salt pork
salt water
salt-and-pepper
sالتant
saltarello
saltation
saltatorial
saltatory
saltcellar
salted
salt
saltern
saltigrade
saltine
saltire
saltish
saltpeter
salts
saltus
saltwater
saltworks
saltwort
salty
salubrious
salutary
salutation
salutatory
salute
salvage
salvation
salve
salver
salverform
salvia
salvo
samadhi
samarium
samariskite
samba
sambar
sambo
same
samekh
sameness
samiel
samisen
samite
samovar
sampan
samphire
sample
 sampler
sampling
samsara
samurai
sanative
sanatorium
sanatory
sanbenito
sanctified
sanctify
sanctimonious
sanctimony
sanction
sanctitude
sanctity
sanctuary
sanctum
sanctum sanctorum
sand
sand castle
sand crack
sand dab
sand dollar
sand flea
sand hopper
sand lance
sand lizard
sand martin
sand painting
sand trap
sand-blind
sandal
sandalwood
sandarac
sandbag
sandbank
sandblast
sandbox
sandbox tree
sander
sanderling
sandfly
sandglass
sandhi
sandhog
sandman
sandpaper
sandpiper
sandpit
sandstone
sandstorm
sandwich
sandwich board
sandwich man
sandy
sandy blight
sane
sang
sang-froid
sangria
sanguinaria
sanguinary
sanguine
sanguineous
sanguinolent
sanies
sanious
sanitarian
sanitarium
sanitary
sanitary belt
sanitary cordon
sanitary engineering
sanitary towel
sanitation
sanitize
sanity
sanjak
sank
sannyasi
sans
sans pareil
sans serif
sans souci
sans-culotte
santalaceous
santonica
santonin
sap
sap green
sapajou
sapanwood
sapele
saphead
sapheaded
saphena
sapid
sapient
sapiential
sapindaceous
sapless
sapling
sapodilla
saponaceous
saponify
saponin
sapor
saporific
saporous
sapota
sapotaceous
sappanwood
sapper
sapphire
saphirine
sapphism
sappy
sapro-
saprogenic
saprolite
saprophagous
saprophyte
sapsago
sapsucker
sapwood
saraband
saran
sarangi
sarcasm
sarcastic
sarcenet
sarco-
sarcocarp
sarcoid
sarcoma
sarcomatosis
sarcophagus
sarcous
sard
sardine
sardius
sardonic
sardonyx
sargasso
sargassum
sari
sarmentose
sarmentum
sarong
saros
sarracenia
sarraceniaceous
sarrusophone
sarsaparilla
sarsen
sarsenet
sartor
sartorial
sartorius
sash
sash cord
sash weight
sashay
sasin
saskatoon
sass
sassaby
sassafras
sassafras oil
sassy
sastruga
sat
satang
satanic
satchel
sate
sateen
satellite
satem
satiable
satiate
satiated
satiety
satin
satin glass
satin stitch
satinet
satinwood
satiny
satire
satirical
satirist
satirize
satisfaction
satisfactory
satisfied
satisfy
satori
satrap
saturable
saturant
saturate
saturated
saturation
saturation bombing
saturation point
saturniid
saturnine
satyr
satyr play
satyrasis
sauce
saucepan
saucer
saucy
sauerbraten
sauerkraut
sauger
sauna
saunter
saurel
saurian
saursichian
sauropod
saur
sausage
saut de basque
sauterne
sauve qui peut
savage
savagery
savagism
savanna
savant
savarin
savate
save
save-all
saveloy
saving
savings account
savings and loan association
savings bank
savior
saviour
savoir-faire
savoir-vivre
savor
savory
savour
savoury
savoy
saw
saw palmetto
saw-toothed
sawbuck
sawdust
sawfish
sawfly
sawhorse
sawmill
sawn
sawyer
sax
saxhorn
saxophone
saxtuba
say
saying
sayyid
sb.
sc.
scab
scabbard
scabble
scabby
scabies
scabious
scabrous
scad
scaffold
scaffolding
scag
scagliola
scalable
scalade
scalage
scalar
scalar product
scalariform
scalawag
scald
scale
scale insect
scale moss
scaleboard
scalene
scalenus
scaler
scallion
scallop
scald
scalpel
scalping
scaly
scaly anteater
scammony
scamp
scamper
scampi
scan
scandal
scandalize
scandalmonger
scadent
scandic
scandium
scanner
scansion
scansorial
scant
scanties
scantling
scanty
scavenger
scenario
scenarist
scend
scene
scene dock
scenery
scenic
scenography
scent
scepter
sceptic
sceptre
sch.
schappe
schedule
scheelite
schema
schematic
schematism
schematize
scheme
scheming
scherzando
scherzo
schiller
schilling
schipperke
schism
schismatic
schist
schistosome
schistosomiasis
schizo
schizogenesis
schizogony
schizoid
schizomycete
schizont
schizophrenia
schizophrenous
schizopod
schizothymia
schlemiel
schlep
schlieren
schlieren photography
schlimazel
sciatic
sciatica
science
science fiction
sciential
scientific
scientism
scientist
scientistic
scilicet
scilla
scimitar
scincoid
scintilla
scintillant
scintillate
scintillation
scintillation counter
scintillator
scintillometer
sciolism
sciomachy
sciomancy
scion
scirrhus
scirrhous
scissel
scissile
scission
scissor
scissors
scissors kick
scissors truss
scissure
sciurine
sciuroid
sclaff
sclera
sclerenchyma
sclerite
scleritis
scleroderma
sclerodermatous
scleroma
sclerometer
sclerophyll
scleroprotein
sclerosed
scourge
scouring
scourings
scout
scout car
scouting
scoutmaster
scow
scowl
scr.
scrabble
scrag
scraggly
scraggy
scram
scramble
scrambled eggs
scrambler
scannnel
scrap
scrap iron
scrapbook
scrape
scraper
scrapenboard
scrappe
scrappy
scratch
scratch hit
scratch pad
scratch sheet
scratch test
scratchboard
scratches
scratchy
scrawl
scrawly
scrawny
screak
scream
screamer
scree
screech
screech owl
screeching
screech
screen
screen grid
screen memory
screen test
screening
screenplay
screw
screw anchor
screw eye
screw pine
screw propeller
screw up
screwball
screwdriver
screwed
screwworm
screwy
scribble
scribbler
scribe
scriber
scrim
scrimmage
scrimp
scrimpy
scrimshaw
scrip
scrip dividend
script
scriptorium
scriptural
scripture
scriptwriter
scrivener
scrobiculate
scrod
scrofula
scrofulous
scroll
scroll saw
scroop
scrophulariaceous
scrotum
scrouge
scrounge
scrub
scrub typhus
scrubber
scrubby
scrubland
sea milkwort
sea moss
sea onion
sea otter
sea perch
sea pink
sea power
sea purse
sea raven
sea robin
sea room
sea rover
sea serpent
sea shell
sea slug
sea snake
sea squill
sea squirt
sea swallow
sea tangle
sea trout
sea turtle
sea urchin
sea wrack
sea-island cotton
sea-maid
seaboard
seaborne
seacoast
seacock
seadog
seafarer
seafaring
seafood
seagirt
seagoing
seal
seal brown
seal ring
sealed
sealed book
sealed orders
sealer
sealing wax
sealskin
seam
seaman
seamanlike
seclude
secluded
seclusion
seclusive
second
second childhood
second class
second cousin
second estate
second fiddle
second floor
second growth
second hand
second lieutenant
second mate
second mortgage
second nature
second person
second reading
second sight
second string
second thought
second wind
second-best
second-class
second-degree burn
second-guess
second-rate
secondary
secondary cell
secondary color
secondary emission
secondary school
secondary sex characteristic
secondary stress
secondary syphilis
secondhand
secondly
secrecy
secret
secret agent
secret partner
secret police
secret service
secret society
secretarial
secretariat
secretary
secretary bird
secretary of state
secretary-general
secrete
secretin
secretion
secretive
secretory
sect
sect.
sectarian
sectarianism
sectarianize
sectary
section
section mark
sectional
sectionalism
sectionalize
sector
sectorial
secular
secularism
secularity
secund
secundine
secundines
secure
security
security risk
sedan
sedan chair
sedan cruiser
sedate
sedation
sedative
sedentary
sedge
sediment
sedimentary
sedimentation
sedimentology
sedition
seditious
seduce
seducer
seduction
seductive
seicento
seigneur
seigneury
seignior
seigniorage
seigniory
seine
seise
seisin
seism
seismic
seismism
seismo-
seismograph
seismography
seismology
seismoscope
seize
seizing
seizure
sejant
selachian
selaginella
selah
seldom
select
selectee
selection
selective
selective service
selectivity
selectman
selector
selenate
selenious
selenious acid
selenite
selenium
selenodont
selenography
self
self-
self-abasement
self-abnegation
self-absorbed
self-absorption
self-abuse
self-acting
self-addressed
self-aggrandizement
self-analysis
self-annihilation
self-appointed
self-assertion
self-assurance
self-assured
self-centered
self-command
self-conceit
self-confessed
self-confidence
self-congratulation
self-conscious
self-consequence
self-consistent
self-contained
self-content
self-contradiction
self-control
self-deceit
self-deception
self-defense
self-delusion
self-denial
self-deprecating
self-determination
self-devotion
self-discipline
self-drive
self-driven
self-educated
self-effacement
self-effacing
self-employed
self-esteem
self-evident
self-examination
self-excited
self-executing
self-existent
self-explanatory
self-expression
self-fertilization
self-forgetful
self-fulfillment
self-governed
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self-government
self-gratification
self-help
self-hypnosis
self-identity
self-immolating
self-immolation
self-important
self-improvement
self-induced
self-inductance
self-induction
self-indulgent
self-insurance
self-interest
self-justifying
self-knowledge
self-liquidating
self-loading
self-love
self-made
self-mastery
self-mortification
self-moving
self-operating
self-opinionated
self-pity
self-pollination
self-possessed
self-possession
self-preservation
self-pronouncing
self-propelled
self-propulsion
self-realization
self-regard
self-regulated
self-regulating
self-reliance
self-reliant
self-renunciation
self-reproach
self-respect
self-restraint
self-revealing
self-righteous
self-rising
self-sacrifice
self-satisfaction
self-satisfied
self-sealing
self-seeker
self-seeking
self-service
self-sown
self-starter
self-styled
self-sufficient
self-suggestion
self-support
self-supporting
self-sustaining
self-taught
self-will
self-winding
selfheal
selfhood
selfish
selfless
selfness
selfsame
sell
sell off
sell out
seller
sellers' market
selling race
selling-plater
selsyn
selvage
selves
sem.
semaneme
semantic
semantics
semaphore
semasiology
sematic
semblable
semblance
semeiology
sememe
semen
semester
semi
semi-
semiannual
semiaquatic
semiautomatic
semibreve
semicentennial
semicircle
semicircular canal
semicolon
semiconductor
semiconscious
semidiurnal
semidome
semifinal
semifinalist
semifluid
semiliquid
semiliterate
semilunar
semimonthly
seminal
seminar
seminarian
seminary
semination
semiology
semiotic
semiotics
semipalmate
semipermeable
semiporcelain
semipostal
semipro
semiprofessional
semiquaver
semirigid
semiskilled
semitone
semitrailer
semitropical
semivitreous
semivowel
semiweekly
semiyearly
semolina
semper fidelis
semper paratus
sempiternal
sempstress
sen
senarmontite
senary
senate
senator
senatorial
senatus consultum
send
send down
send-off
sendal
sender
senega
senescent
seneschal
senhor
senhorita
senile
senility
senior
senior citizen
senior high school
seniority
senna
sennet
sennight
sennit
sensate
sensation
sensational
sensationalism
sense
sense datum
sense organ
sense perception
senseless
sensibility
sensible
sensible horizon
sensillum
sensitive
sensitive plant
sensitivity
sensitize
sensitometer
sensor
sensorimotor
sensorium
sensory
sensual
sensualism
sensualist
sensuality
sensuous
sent
sentence
sentential function
sententious
sentence
sentient
sentiment
sentimental
sentimentalism
sentimentality
sentimentalize
sentinel
sentry
sentry box
sepal
sepaloid
separable
separate
separate school
separates
separation
separatist
separative
separator
separatrix
sepia
sepoy
seppuku
sepsis
sept
septa
septal
septarium
septate
septavalent
septempartite
septenary
septennial
septet
septi-
septic
septic tank
septicemia
septicemic plague
septicidal
septilaterial
septillion
septimal
septime
septivalent
septuagenarian
septum
septuor
septuple
septuplet
septuplicate
sepulcher
sepulchral
sepulchre
sepulture
seqq.
sequacious
sequel
sequela
sequence
sequent
sequential
sequester
sequestered
sequestrate
sequestration
sequin
sequoia
ser
sera
seraglio
serai
seraph
seraphic
serdab
sere
serena
serenade
serenata
serendipity
serene
serenity
serf
serge
sergeant
sergeant at arms
sergeant first class
sergeant major
serial
serial number
serialize
seriate
seriatim
sericeous
sericin
seriema
series
series-wound
serif
serigraph
serin
serine
seringa
seriocomic
serious
serjeant
sermon
sermonize
sero-
serology
serosa
serotherapy
serotine
serotonin
serous
serous fluid
serous membrane
serow
serpent
serpentiniform
serpentine
serpigo
serranid
serrate
serrated
serration
serried
serriform
serrulate
serrulation
serum
serum albumin
serum globulin
serum hepatitis
serval
servant
serve
server
service
service book
service ceiling
service medal
service station
service stripe
serviceable
serviceberry
serviceman
servient tenement
serviette
servile
servility
serving
servitor
servitude
servo
servo system
servomechanical
servomechanism
servomotor
sesame
sesqui-
sesquialtera
sesquicarbonate
sesquicentennial
sesquioxide
sesquipedalian
sesquiplane
sessile
session
sessions
sesterce
sestertium
sestet
sestina
set
set about
set against
set aside
set back
set down
set forth
set in
set off
set on
set out
set piece
set point
set square
set theory
set to
set up
set width
seta
setaceous
setback
setiform
setose
setscrew
sett
settee
setter
setting
setting-up exercises
settle
settle down
settle for
settle in
settle with
settlement
settler
settling
settlings
setula
setup
seven
seven deadly sins
seven seas
seven-up
seven-year itch
sevenfold
seventeen
seventeen-year locust
seventeenth
seventh
seventh chord
seventh heaven
seventieth
seventy
sever
severable
several
severally
severalty
severance
severance pay
severe
severity
sew
sew up
sewage
sewan
sewellel
sewer
sewerage
sewing
sewing machine
sewn
sex
sex act
sex appeal
sex chromosome
sex hormone
sex-
sex-limited
sexagenarian
sexagenary
sexagesimal
sexcentenary
sexdecillion
sexed
sexennial
sexism
sexist
sexivalent
sexless
sexology
sexpartite
sexpot
sext
sextain
sextan
sextant
sextet
sextillion
sextodecimo
sexton
sextuple
sharp-eared
sharp-edged
sharp-eyed
sharp-freeze
sharp-nosed
sharp-set
sharp-sighted
sharp-witted
sharpen
sharper
sharpie
sharpshooter
shashlik
shastra
shatter
shatterproof
shave
shaveling
shaven
shaver
shaving
shaving soap
shaw
shawl
shawl collar
shawm
shay
she
she'd
she'll
she's
she-devil
sheaf
shear
sheared
shears
shearwater
sheatfish
sheath
sheath knife
sheathbill
sheathe
sheathing
sheave
sheaves
shebang
shebeen
shed
shed roof
sheen
sheeny
sheep
sheep ked
sheep sorrel
sheep tick
sheep's eyes
sheep's fescue
sheep-dip
sheepcote
sheepdog
sheepfold
sheepherder
sheepish
sheepshank
sheephead
sheepshearing
sheepskin
sheepwalk
sheer
sheer strake
sheerlegs
sheers
sheet
sheet anchor
sheet bend
sheet glass
sheet lightning
sheet metal
sheet music
sheet-fed
sheeting
sheik
sheikdom
sheikh
shekel
shelduck
shelf
shelf ice
shelf life
shell
shell bean
shell game
shell jacket
shell out
shell shock
shellac
shellacking
shellback
shellbark
shelled
shellfire
shellfish
shellproof
shelter
shelter deck
shelter tent
shelty
shelve
shelves
shelving
shend
shepherd
shepherd dog
shepherd's pie
shepherd's-purse
sherbet
sherd
sherif
sheriff
sherry
sheugh
shew
shibboleth
shied
shield
shield bug
shield fern
shier
siest
shift
shift key
shiftless
shifty
shigella
shikari
shiksa
shill
shillelagh
shilling
shilling mark
shilly-shally
shimmer
shimmery
shimmy
shirtmaker
shirtwaist
shirty
shish kebab
shit
shithead
shittim wood
shitty
shiv
shivaree
shive
shiver
shivery
shoal
shoat
shock
shock absorber
shock therapy
shock troops
shock wave
shocker
shockheaded
shocking
shockproof
shod
shoddy
shoe
shoe leather
shoebill
shoebblack
shoelace
shoemaker
shoer
shoeshine
shoestring
shofar
shogun
shogunate
shone
shoo
shoo-in
shook
shool
shoon
shoot
shoot down
shoot out
shoot up
shooter
shooting box
shooting brake
shooting gallery
shooting iron
shooting script
shooting star
shooting stick
shooting war
shop
shop assistant
shop steward
shophar
shopkeeper
shoplifter
shopper
shopping
shopping center
shopwindow
shopworn
shoran
shore
shore bird
shore leave
shore patrol
shoreless
shoreline
shoreward
shoring
shorn
short
short account
short circuit
short covering
short division
short hundredweight
short interest
short list
short shrift
short story
short subject
short ton
short-change
short-circuit
short-cut
short-lived
short-sighted
short-tempered
short-term
short-winded
shortage
shortbread
shortcake
shortcoming
shortcut
shorten
shortening
shortfall
shorthand
shorthanded
shorthorn
shortie
shortly
shorts
shortsighted
shortstop
shortwave
shot
shot glass
shot hole
shot put
shot tower
shot-putter
shote
shotgun
shotgun wedding
shotten
should
shoulder
shoulder bag
shoulder blade
shoulder pad
shoulder patch
shoulder strap
shoulder weapon
shouldn't
shouldst
shout
shout down
shove
shove off
shovel
shovel hat
shovelboard
shoveler
shovelhead
shrivel
shoff
shroud
shroud knot
shroud-laid
shrove
shrub
shrubbery
shrubby
shrug
shrug off
shrunk
shrunken
sh. g.
shuck
shudder
shuddering
shuffle
shuffleboard
shul
shun
shunt
shunt-wound
shush
shut
shut up
shut-in
shutdown
shutout
shutter
shuttering
shuttle
shuttlecock
shwa
shy
shyster
si
sialagogue
sialoid
siamang
sib
sibilant
sibilate
sibling
sibship
sibyl
sic
sic passim
siccative
sick
sick headache
sick leave
sick list
sicken
sickener
sickening
sickle
sickle feather
sicklebill
sickly
sickness
sickroom
siddur
side
side arms
side chain
side dish
side drum
side effect
side horse
side meat
side step
side street
side table
side whiskers
side-dress
sideband
sideboard
sideburns
sidecar
sidekick
sidelight
sideline
sideling
sidelong
sideman
sidereal
sidereal day
sidereal hour
sidereal month
sidereal time
sidereal year
siderite
sidero-
siderolite
siderosis
siderostat
sidesaddle
sideshow
sidelip
sidesman
sidestep
sidestroke
sidewipe
sidetrack
sidewalk
sideward
sideway
sideways
sidewheel
sidewinder
siding
sidle
siege
siemens
sienna
sierra
siesta
sieve
sieve tube
sift
siftings
sig.
sigh
sight
sight bill
sight draft
sight-read
sight-seeing
sighted
sightless
sightly
sigil
siglos
sigma
sigmatism
sigmoid
sigmoid flexure
sign
sign away
sign in
sign language
sign manual
sign of the cross
sign on
sign up
signal
signal box
signal corps
signal-to-noise ratio
signalize
signally
signalman
signalment
signatory
signature
signature tune
signboard
signet
signet ring
significance
significancy
significant
signification
significative
significs
signify
signor
signora
ignore
signorina
signorino
signory
signpost
sika
sike
silage
silence
silencer
silent
silent discharge
silent majority
silent partner
silesia
silhouette
silica
silica gel
silica glass
silicate
siliceous
silici-
silicic
silicic acid
silicify
silicious
silicium
silicle
silicon
silicon carbide
silicone
silicosis
siliculose
siliqua
silique
silk
silk hat
silk oak
silk-screen printing
silk-stocking
silkaline
silken
silkweed
silkworm
silty
sill
sillabub
sillimanite
silly
silly season
silo
siloxane
silt
siltstone
silurid
silva
silvan
silver
silver age
silver bell
silver birch
silver bromide
silver certificate
silver chloride
silver fizz
silver foil
silver fox
silver frost
silver iodide
silver leaf
silver lining
silver maple
silver nitrate
silver plate
silver screen
silver standard
silver thaw
silver-eye
silver-plate
silver-tongued
silverfish
silvern
silverpoint
silverside
silversmith
silverware
silverweed
silvery
silviculture
sim
simar
simarouba
simaroubaceous
simba
simian
similar
similarity
simile
similitude
simitar
simmer
simnel cake
simon-pure
simoniac
simonize
simony
simoom
simp
simpatico
simper
simple
simple chancre
simple harmonic motion
simple interest
simple machine
simple microscope
simple sentence
simple time
simple-hearted
simple-minded
simpleton
simplex
simplicidentate
simplicity
simplify
simplism
simplistic
simply
simulacrum
simulant
simulate
simulated
simulation
simulator
simulcast
simultaneous
simultaneous equations
sin
sinapism
since
sincere
sincerity
sinciput
sine
sine curve
sine die
sine prole
sine qua non
sine wave
sincere
sinew
sinewy
sinfonia
sinfonietta
sinful
sing
sing out
sing.
singe
singer
singing bird
single
single bond
single combat
single entry
single file
single quotes
sinusitis
sinusoid
sinusoidal
sinusoidal projection
sip
siphon
siphon bottle
siphonophore
siphonostele
sipper
sippet
sir
sir-reverence
sirdar
sire
siren
sirenic
siriasis
sirloin
sirocco
sirrah
sirree
sirup
sis
sisal
siskin
sissified
sissy
sister
sister-in-law
sisterhood
sisterly
sit
sit back
sit down
sit on
sit up
sit-down
sit-down strike
sit-in
sitar
site
sitology
sitter
sitting
sitting duck
sitting room
situate
situated
situation
situation comedy
situla
situs
sitz bath
sitzmark
six
six-eight time
six-footer
six-gun
six-pack
sixfold
sixpence
sixpenny
sixteen
sixteenmo
sixteenth
sixteenth note
sixth
sixth chord
sixth sense
sixtieth
sixty
sixty-four
sixty-fourmo
sixty-fourth note
sixty-nine
sizable
sizar
size
size up
sizeable
sized
sizing
sizzle
sizzler
sjambok
skald
skat
skate
skateboard
skater
skatole
skean
skean dhu
skedaddle
skeet
skeg
skein
skeleton
skeleton key
skellum
skelp
skep
skepful
skeptic
skeptical
skepticism
skerrick
skerry
sketch
sketchbook
sketchy
skew
skewback
skewbald
skewer
skewness
ski
ski jump
ski lift
ski pants
ski tow
ski troops
skiagraph
skiascope
skid
skid fin
skid row
skidproof
skidway
skied
skiff
skiffle
skiing
skijoring
skilful
skill
skill-less
skilled
skillet
skillful
skilling
skim
skim milk
slapstick
slash
slash pocket
slashing
slat
slate
slater
slather
slating
slattern
slatternly
slaty
slaughter
slaughterhouse
slave
slave ant
slave driver
slave ship
slave-making ant
slaveholder
slaver
slavery
slavey
lavish
slavocracy
slaw
slay
sld.
sleave
sleazy
sled
sledge
sledgehammer
sleek
sleekit
sleep
sleep around
sleep with
sleeper
sleeping
sleeping bag
sleeping beauty
sleeping car
sleeping draught
sleeping partner
sleeping pill
sleeping sickness
sleepless
sleepwalk
sleepy
sleepyhead
sleet
sleety
sleeve
sleigh
sleight
sleight of hand
slender
slenderize
sleuth
sleuthhound
slew
slice
slice bar
slicer
slick
slickenside
slicker
slide
slide fastener
slide rule
slide trombone
slide valve
slide-action
slider
sliding
sliding scale
slier
sliest
slight
slighting
slightly
slily
slim
slime
slime mold
slimsy
slimy
sling
sling psychrometer
slinger ring
slingshot
slink
slinky
slip
slip ring
slip stitch
slip up
slip-on
slipcase
slipcover
slipknot
slipnoose
slipover
slippage
slipper
slipperwort
slippery
slippery elm
slippy
slipsheet
slipshod
slipslop
slipstream
slipway
slit
slit trench
slither
sliver
slivovitz
slob
slob ice
slobber
sloberery
sloe
sloe gin
slog
slogan
sloganeer
sloop
sloop of war
slop
slope
sloppy
slopark
slosh
sloshy
slot
slot machine
sloth
sloth bear
slothful
slotter
slouch
slouch hat
slough
sloven
slovenly
slow
slow march
slow match
slow motion
slow time
slow-moving
slow-witted
slowdown
slowpoke
slowworm
slub
sludge
sludgy
slue
sluff
slug
slugabed
sluggard
sluggish
sluice
slum
slumber
slumber party
slumberland
slumberous
slumgullion
slumlord
slump
slung
slung shot
slunk
slur
slurp
slurry
slush
slush fund
slushy
slut
sly
slype
smack
smack-dab
smacker
smacking
smear word
smearcase
smectic
smegma
smell
smelling bottle
smelling salts
smelly
smelt
smelter
smew
smidgen
smilacaceous
smilax
smile
smirch
smirk
smite
smith
smithereens
smithery
smithsonite
smithy
smitten
smock
smock flock
smock mill
smocking
smog
smoke
smoke bomb
smoke out
smoke screen
smoke tree
smoke-dry
smokechaser
smokejumper
smokeless
smokeless powder
smokeproof
smoker
smokestack
smoking
smoking car
smoking jacket
smoking room
smoko
smoky
smoky quartz
smolder
smolt
smooedge
smooth
smooth breathing
smooth muscle
smooth over
smooth plane
smooth-shaven
smooth-spoken
smooth-tongued
smoothbore
smoothen
smoothie
smoothing iron
smorgasbord
smote
smother
smothered mate
smoulder
smriti
smudge
smug
smuggle
smut
smutch
smutchy
smutty
snack
snack bar
snaffle
snafu
snag
snaggletooth
snaggy
snail
snail's pace
snail-paced
snailfish
snake
snake charmer
snake dance
snakebird
snakebite
snakemouth
snakeroot
snaky
snap
snap bean
snap ring
snap roll
snap up
snapback
snapdragon
snapper
snapping turtle
snappish
snappy
snapshot
snare
snare drum
snarl
snatch
snatch block
snatchy
snath
snazzy
sneak
sneak preview
sneak thief
sneakbox
sneaker
sneakers
sneaking
sneaky
sneck
sneer
sneeze
sneeze at
snick
snicker
snide
sniff
sniff at
sniff out
sniffle
sniffy
snifter
snigger
sniggle
snip
snipe
sniper
sniperscope
snippet
snowflake
snowman
snowmobile
snowplow
snowshed
snowshoe
snowslide
snowstorm
snowy
snowy egret
snowy owl
snub
snub-nosed
snuck
snuff
snuffbox
snuffer
snuffle
snuffy
snug
snuggery
snuggle
so
so long
so-and-so
so-called
so-so
soak
soakage
soap
soap bubble
soap powder
soapbark
soapberry
soapbox
soapstone
soapsuds
soapwort
soapy
soar
soaring
soave
sob
sob sister
sob story
sober
sober-minded
sobersided
sobriety
sobriquet
socage
soccer
sociability
sociable
social
social anthropology
social class
social climber
social contract
social democracy
social disease
social insurance
social organization
social psychology
social science
social security
social service
social welfare
social work
social worker
social-minded
socialism
socialist
socialistic
socialite
sociality
socialization
socialize
socialized medicine
societal
society
society verse
socio-
socioeconomic
sociol.
sociolinguistics
sociology
sociometry
sociopath
sock
socket
socket wrench
soele
socman
sod
soda
soda ash
soda biscuit
soda cracker
soda fountain
soda pop
soda water
sodalite
sodality
sodamide
sodden
sodium
sodium bicarbonate
sodium bromide
sodium carbonate
sodium chloride
sodium cyanide
sodium cyclamate
sodium dichromate
sodium fluoride
sodium fluoroacetate
sodium glutamate
sodium hydroxide
sodium lamp
sodium nitrate
sodium perborate
sodium peroxide
sodium phosphate
sodium propionate
sodium silicate
sodium sulfate
sodium thiosulfate
sodium-vapor lamp
sodomite
sodomy
soever
sofa
sofa bed
sofar
soffit
soft
soft chancre
soft clam
soft coal
soft drink
soft focus
soft goods
soft landing
soft palate
soft paste
soft pedal
soft rot
soft sell
soft shoulder
soft soap
soft spot
soft touch
soft wheat
soft-boiled
soft-cover
soft-finned
soft-pedal
soft-shell clam
soft-shell crab
soft-shelled turtle
soft-shoe
soft-spoken
softa
softball
soften
soften up
softener
softhearted
software
softwood
softy
soggy
soi-disant
soil
soil bank
soil conservation
soil pipe
soilage
soilure
soiree
sojourn
soke
sol
sol-fa
sol.
sola
solace
solan
solanaceous
solander
solano
solanum
solar
solar apex
solar battery
solar constant
solar day
solar eclipse
solar flare
solar month
solar plexus
solar system
solar wind
solar year
solarism
solarium
solarize
solatium
sold
solder
soldering iron
soldier
soldier of fortune
soldierly
soldiery
soldo
sole
solecism
solely
solemn
solemnity
solemnize
solenoid
solfatara
solfeggio
sollerino
solicit
solicitor
solicitor general
solicitous
solicitude
solid
solid angle
solid fuel
solid geometry
solid-state
solid-state physics
solidago
solidarity
solidary
solidify
solidus
solifidian
solifluction
soliloquize
soliloquy
solipsism
solitaire
solitary
solitary confinement
solitude
solleret
solmization
solo
solo whist
soloist
solstice
solubility
solubilize
soluble
soluble glass
solus
solute
solution
solvable
solve
solvency
solvent
solvolysis
soma
somatic
somatic cell
somatist
somato-
somatology
somatoplasm
somatotype
somber
sombrero
sombre
some
somebody
someday
somehow
someone
someplace
somersault
somerset
something
sometime
sometimes
someway
somewhat
somewhere
somewise
somite
sommelier
somnambulate
somnambulation
somnambulism
somnifacient
somniferous
somniloquy
somnolent
son
son of a bitch
son-in-law
sonant
sonar
sonata
sonata form
sonatina
sonde
sone
song
song and dance
song cycle
song form
song sparrow
song thrush
songbird
songful
songster
songstress
songwriter
sonic
sonic barrier
sonic boom
sonic depth finder
sonic mine
sonics
soniferous
sonnet
sonnet sequence
sonneteer
sonny
sonobuoy
sonometer
sonorant
sonority
sonorous
soon
sooner
soot
sooth
soothe
soothfast
soothsay
soothsayer
sooty
sop
sophism
sophist
sophister
sophistic
sophisticate
sophisticated
sophistication
sophistry
sophomore
sophrosyne
sopor
soporific
sopping
soppy
soprano
soprano clef
sora
sorb
sorbitol
sorbose
sorcerer
sorcery
sordid
sordino
sore
sore throat
soredium
sorehead
sorely
sorghum
sorgo
sori
soricine
sorites
sorn
sororate
sororicide
sorority
sorosis
sorption
sorrel
sorrel tree
sorrow
sorry
sort
sort out
sortie
sortilege
sortition
sorus
sostenuto
sostenuto pedal
sot
soteriology
sotted
sottish
sotto voce
sou
sou'wester
souari nut
soubise
soubrette
soubriquet
souffle
sough
sought
sought-after
soul
soul mate
soul-searching
soulful
soulless
sound
sound barrier
sound effect
sound film
sound hole
sound man
sound out
sound ranging
sound shift
sound truck
sound wave
soundboard
sounder
sounding
sounding board
sounding lead
sounding line
sounding machine
soundless
soundproof
soup
soup kitchen
soup plate
soup-and-fish
soupspoon
soupy
sour
sour cherry
sour cream
sour gourd
sour grapes
sour gum
sour mash
source
source book
sourdine
sourdough
sourpass
soursop
sourwood
sousaphone
souse
soutache
soutane
souter
souterrain
south
south by east
south by west
south-southeast
south-southwest
southbound
southeast
southeast by east
southeast by south
southeaster
southeasterly
southeastward
southeastwardly
southeastwards
souther
southerly
southern
southern lights
southernly
southernmost
southing
southland
southpaw
southward
southwards
southwest
southwest by south
southwest by west
southwester
southwesterly
southwestward
southwestwardly
southwestwards
souvenir
sovereign
sovereignty
soviet
sovran
sow
sow bug
sow thistle
sowens
sox
soy
soy sauce
soya bean
soybean
soybean oil
sp.
sp. ht.
spa
space
space capsule
space flight
space heater
space lattice
space medicine
space probe
space station
space suit
space writer
space-time
spaceband
spacecraft
spaced out
spaceless
spaceman
spaceport
spaceship
spacesuit
spacial
spacing
spacious
spade
spadefish
spadework
spadiceous
spadix
spae
spaetzle
spaghetti
spagyric
spahi
spake
spall
spallation
span
span loading
span-new
spancel
spandex
spandrel
spang
spangle
spaniel
spank
spanker
spanking
spanner
spar
spar buoy
spar deck
spare
sparerib
sparge
sparid
sparing
spark
spark chamber
spark coil
spark gap
spark plug
spark transmitter
sparker
sparking plug
sparkle
sparkler
sparkling wine
sparks
sparling
sparoid
sparrow
sparrow hawk
sparrowgrass
sparry
sparse
sparteine
spasm
spasmodic
spastic
spat
spate
spathe
spathic
spathose
spatial
spatiotemporal
spatter
spatterdash
spatula
spavin
spavined
spawn
spay
speak
speak for
speak out
speak to
speak up
speakeasy
speaker
speaking
speaking trumpet
speaking tube
spear
spear grass
spear gun
spear side
spearhead
spearman
spearmint
spearwort
spec
spec.
special
special case
special committee
special court-martial
special delivery
special handling
special jury
special partner
special pleading
special privilege
special theory of relativity
specialism
specialist
specialistic
speciality
specialize
specialty
speciation
specie
species
specific
specific gravity
specific impulse
specific resistance
specific volume
specification
specify
specimen
speciosity
specious
speck
speckle
speckled trout
specs
spectacle
spectacled
spectacles
spectacular
spectator
spew
sphacelus
sphagnum
sphalerite
sphene
sphenic
spheno-
sphenogram
sphenoid
sphere
sphere of influence
spherical
spherical aberration
spherical angle
spherical coordinates
spherical geometry
spherical polygon
spherical trigonometry
sphericity
spheres
spheroid
spheroidal
spheroidicity
spherule
spherulite
sphery
sphincter
sphingosine
sphinx
sphinx moth
sphygmic
sphygmo-
sphygmograph
sphygmoid
sphygmomanometer
spic
spica
spicate
spiccato
spice
spiceberry
spicebush
spick-and-span
spiculate
spicule
spiculum
spicy
spider
spider crab
spider monkey
spider phaeton
spiderwort
spidery
spiegeleisen
spiel
spieler
spier
spiffing
spiffy
spigot
spike
spike heel
spike lavender
spikelet
spikenard
spiky
spile
spill
spill over
spillage
spillway
spilt
spin
spin out
spin-dry
spin-off
spinach
spinal
spinal canal
spinal column
spinal cord
spindle
spindle tree
spindlelegs
spindling
spindly
spindrift
spine
spinel
spinel ruby
spineless
spinescent
spinet
spiniferous
spinifex
spinnaker
spinner
spinneret
spinney
spinning
spinning jenny
spinning wheel
spinode
spinose
spinous
spinster
spinthariscope
spinule
spiny
spiny anteater
spiny lobster
spiracle
spiraea
spiral
spiral galaxy
spiral staircase
spirant
spire
spirelet
spireme
spirillum
spirit
spirit level
spirit rapping
spirit writing
spirited
spiritism
spiritless
spiritoso
spirits of turpentine
spirits of wine
spiritual
spiritualism
spiritualist
spirituality
spiritualize
spirituality
spirituel
spirituous
spiritus asper
spirketing
spiro-
spirochaetosis
spirochete
spirograph
spirogyra
spiroid
spirometer
spirt
spirula
spiry
spit
spit and polish
spit curl
spital
spitball
spite
spiteful
spitfire
spitter
spittle
spittle insect
spittoon
spitz
spiv
splanchnic
splanchnology
splash
splashboard
splashdown
splasher
splashy
splat
splatter
splay
splayfoot
spleen
spleenful
spleenwort
spleeny
splendent
splendid
splendiferous
splendor
splenectomy
splenetic
splenic
splenitis
splenius
splenomegaly
splice
spline
splint
splinter
splinter group
split
split decision
split personality
split second
split shift
split ticket
split up
split-level
splitting
splorc
splotch
splurge
splutter
spodumene
spoil
spoilage
spoiler
spoils
spoils system
spoilsman
spoilsport
spool
spoke
spoken
spokeshave
spokesman
spokeswoman
spoliate
spoliation
spondaic
spondée
spondylitis
sponge
sponge bag
sponge bath
sponge cake
sponge cloth
sponger
spongin
sponging house
spongioblast
spongy
sponsor
spontaneity
spontaneous
spontaneous combustion
spontaneous generation
spontoon
spoof
spoofery
spook
spooky
spool
spoon
spoon-feed
spoonbill
spoondrift
spoonerism
spoonful
spoony
spoor
sporadic
sporangium
spore
sporocarp
sporocyst
sporocyte
sporogenesis
sporogonium
sporogony
sporophore
sporophyll
sporophyte
sporozoite
sporran
sport
sport shirt
sporting
sporting chance
sporting house
sportive
sports
sports car
sports jacket
sportscast
sportsman
sportsmanship
sportswear
sportswoman
sporty
sporulate
spyglass
sq.
sqq.
squab
squabble
squad
squad car
squadron
squalene
squalid
squall
squall line
squally
squalor
squama
squamation
squamous
squamous
squamous
squamous
squamous
squamous
squamulose
squander
square
square away
square bracket
square dance
square deal
square foot
square inch
square kilometer
square knot
square leg
square matrix
square measure
square meter
square mile
square number
square off
square piano
square root
square sail
square shooter
square-rigged
square-rigger
squarely
squarrose
squash
squash bug
squash racquets
squashy
squat
squatness
squatting
squatting sovereignty
squaw
squad
squeak
squeaky
squeal
squeamish
squeeegee
squeeze
squelch
squeleto
squib
squid
squiffy
squiggle
squilgee
quill
quinch
quint
quint-eyed
quinty
quare
squirearchy
squireen
squirm
squirmy
squirrel
squirrel cage
squirrel-tail grass
squirt
squirt gun
squirtling cucumber
squish
squishy
sri
sruti
ss.
st.
stab
stabile
stability
stabilize
stabilizer
stable
stable fly
stableboy
stableman
stablish
stacc.
staccato
stack
stacked
stacte
stadholder
stadia
stadiometer
stadium
stadholder
staff
staff college
staff of life
staff officer
staff sergeant
staffer
staffman
stag
stag beetle
stage
stage business
stage direction
stage director
stage door
stage fright
stage left
stage manager
stage right
stage screw
stage whisper
stage-manage
stage-struck
stagecoach
stagecraft
stagehand
stagey
staggard
stagger
staggers
staghound
staging
staging area
stagnant
stagnate
stagy
staid
stain
stained glass
stainless
stainless steel
stair
stair rod
staircase
stairhead
stairs
stairway
stairwell
stake
stake race
stakeout
stalactite
stalag
stalagmite
stale
stalemate
stalk
stalking-horse
stalky
stall
stall-feed
stallling angle
stallion
stalwart
stamen
stamina
staminody
stammel
stammer
stamp
stamp mill
stamp out
stamped
stamping ground
stance
stanch
stanchion
stand
stand by
stand down
stand for
stand oil
stand on
stand out
stand over
stand pat
stand up
stand-in
stand-up
standard
standard cost
standard deviation
standard gauge
standard of living
standard time
standard-bearer
standardize
standby
standee
standfast
standing
standing army
standing broad jump
standing committee
standing lug
standing order
standing rigging
standing wave
standoff
standoffish
standpipe
standpoint
standstill
stane
stang
stanhope
stank
stannary
stannic
stannite
stannum
stanza
stapes
staphylo-
staphylococcus
staphyloplasty
staphylorrhaphy
staple
stapler
star
star anise
star cloud
star drill
star grass
star sapphire
star shell
star-crossed
star-nosed mole
star-of-Bethlehem
star-shaped
star-spangled
star-studded
starboard
starch
starchy
stardom
stare
starfish
starflower
stark
stark-naked
starlet
starlight
starlike
starling
starred
starry
starry-eyed
start
start in
start off
start out
start up
starter
starting block
starting gate
startle
startling
starvation
starve
starveling
starwort
stash
stasis
stat.
statampere
statant
state
state bank
state capitalism
state medicine
state of war
state prison
state socialism
state trooper
state's evidence
statecraft
stated
statehood
stateless
stately
statement
stater
stateroom
states' rights
statesman
statesmanship
statfarad
static
static electricity
static tube
statics
station
station agent
station break
station house
station wagon
stationary
stationary engine
stationary wave
stationer
stationery
stationmaster
statism
statist
statistical
statistical mechanics
statistician
statistics
stative
statocyst
statolatry
statolith
stator
statuary
statue
statued
steam shovel
steam turbine
steam up
steam whistle
steam-heated
steamboat
steamer
steamer chair
steamer rug
steamroller
steamship
steamtight
steam
steapsin
stearic
stearic acid
stearin
stearoptene
steatite
steatite
steatopygia
stedfast
steed
steel
steel band
steel blue
steel engraving
steel guitar
steel mill
steel wool
steelhead
steelmaker
steels
steelwork
steelworker
steelworks
steelyard
steenbok
steep
steepen
steeple
steeplebush
steeplechase
steeplejack
steer
steerage
steerageway
steering committee
steering gear
steering wheel
steersman
steeve
stegodon
stegosaur
stein
steinbok
stela
stele
stellar
stellarator
stellate
stelliform
stellular
stem
stem turn
stemma
stemson
stemware
stench
stench bomb
stencil
sten-
stenograph
stenographer
stenography
stenopetalous
stenophagous
stenophyllous
stenosis
stenotype
stenotypy
stentor
stentorian
step
step down
step in
step rocket
step up
step-
step-up
stepbrother
stepchild
stepdame
stepdaughter
stepfather
stephanotis
stepladder
stepmother
stepparent
steppe
stepper
stepsister
stepson
ster.
steradian
stercoraceous
stercoricolous
sterculianous
stere
stereo
stereo-
stereobate
stereochemistry
stereochrome
stereochromy
stereogram
stereograph
stereography
stereoisomer
stereoisomerism
stereometry
stereophonic
stereophotography
stereopticon
stereoscope
stereoscopic
stereoscopy
stereotaxis
stereotomy
stereotropism
stereotype
stereotyped
stereotypy
stERIC
sterigma
sterilant
sterile
sterilization
sterilize
sterling
sterling silver
stern
stern-sheets
stern-wheeler
stickybeak
stiff
stiff-necked
stiffen
stile
stiffling
stigma
stigmasterol
stigmatic
stigmatism
stigmatize
stilbestrol
stibite
stile
stiletto
still
still hunt
still life
still water
still-hunt
stillage
stillbirth
stillborn
stilliform
stillness
stilly
stilt
stilted
stimulant
stimulate
stimulative
stimulus
sting
stingaree
stinger
stinging hair
stinging nettle
stingo
stingy
stink
stink ball
stink bomb
stinker
stinkhorn
stinking
stinking smut
stinko
stinkpot
stockbroker
stockholder
stockinet
stocking
stocking cap
stockish
stockist
stockjobber
stockman
stockpile
stockroom
stocks
stocktaking
stocky
stockyard
stodge
stodgy
stogy
stoic
stoical
stoichiometric
stoichiometry
stoicism
stoke
stoke up
stokehold
stokehole
stoker
stole
stolen
stolid
stolon
stoma
stomach
stomach pump
stomach worm
stomachache
stomacher
stomachic
stomatal
stomatic
stomatitis
stomato-
stomatology
stomodaeum
stone
stone curlew
stone fruit
stone parsley
stone proof
stone's throw
stone-blind
stone-broke
stone-dead
stone-deaf
stonechat
stonecrop
stonecutter
stoned
stonefish
stonefly
stonemason
stonewall
stoneware
stonework
stonewort
stony
stony coral
stony-broke
stony-hearted
stood
stooge
stook
stool
stool pigeon
stoop
stop
stop bath
stop order
stop payment
stop work
stop-off
stopcock
stope
stopgap
stoplight
stopover
stoppage
stopped
stopped diapason
stopper
stopping
stopple
stopwatch
storage
storage battery
storax
store
store-bought
storehouse
storekeeper
storeroom
stores
storey
storied
storiette
stork
storm
storm center
storm cloud
storm cone
storm door
storm petrel
storm troops
storm warning
storm window
stormproof
stormy
stormy petrel
story
story line
storybook
storyteller
storytelling
stoss
stotinka
stound
stoup
stour
stoush
stout
stouthearted
stove
stovepipe
stovepipe hat
stover
stow
stowage
stowaway
str.
strabismus
straddle
strafe
straggle
strapping
strata
stratagem
strategic
strategist
strategy
strath
strathspey
strati-
straticulate
stratification
stratificational grammar
stratiform
stratify
stratigraphy
stratocracy
stratocumulus
stratopause
stratosphere
stratovision
stratum
stratus
straw
straw man
straw vote
straw wine
strawberry
strawberry blonde
strawberry bush
strawberry mark
strawberry tomato
strawberry tree
strawboard
strawflower
strawworm
stray
streak
streaky
stream
stream of consciousness
streamer
streaming
streamlet
streamline
streamlined
streamliner
streamway
streamy
strike up
strike zone
strikebound
strikebreaker
striker
striking
string
string along
string band
string bass
string bean
string line
string orchestra
string quartet
string tie
stringboard
stringed
stringed instrument
stringency
stringendo
stringent
stringer
stringhalt
stringpiece
stringy
strip
strip cropping
strip lighting
strip mining
strip poker
stripe
striped
striped bass
striper
stripling
stripper
striptease
stripteaser
stripy
strive
strobe
strobila
strobilaceous
strobile
stroboscope
strobotron
strobe
stroganoff
strung
strung out
strut
struthious
strutting
strychnic
strychnine
strychninism
stub
stub nail
stub tenon
stubbed
stubble
stubborn
stubby
stucco
stuccowork
stuck
stuck-up
stud
stud poker
studbook
studding
studdingsail
student
student teacher
studhorse
studied
studio
studio couch
studious
study
stuff
stuff gown
stuffed
stuffed shirt
stuffing
stuffing box
stuffy
stull
stultify
stumble
stumbling block
stumer
stump
stumpage
stumper
stumpy
stun
stung
stunk
stunner
stunning
stunsail
stunt
stunt man
stupa
stupe
stupefacient
stupefaction
stupefy
stupendous
stupid
stupidity
stupor
sturdy
sturgeon
stutter
sty
style
stylet
styliform
stylish
stylist
stylistic
stylite
stylize
styo-
stylobate
stylograph
stylographic
stylography
stylolite
stylolodium
stylus
stymie
stypsis
stypic
styracaceous
styrax
stylene
suable
suasion
suave
suavity
sub
subdue
subdued
subedit
subeditor
subequatorial
suberic acid
suberin
subfamily
subfloor
subfusc
subgenus
subglacial
subgroup
subhead
subheading
subhuman
subinfeudate
subinfeudation
subirrigate
subito
subj.
subjacent
subject
subject matter
subjectify
subjection
subjective
subjective idealism
subjectivism
subjoin
subjoinder
subjugate
subjunction
subjunctive
subkingdom
sublapsarianism
sublease
sublet
sublieutenant
sublimate
sublimation
sublime
subliminal
sublimity
sublingual
sublittoral
sublunar
sublunary
submachine gun
submarginal
submarine
submarine chaser
submariner
submaxillary
submedian
submerge
submerged
submergible
submerse
submersed
submersible
submicroscopic
subminiature
subminiature camera
subminiaturize
submiss
submission
submissive
submit
submultiple
subnormal
suboceanic
suborbital
suborder
subordinary
subordinate
subordinate clause
subordinating conjunction
suborn
suboxide
subphylum
subplot
subpoena
subprincipal
subreption
subrogate
subrogation
subroutine
subscapular
subscribe
 subscript
subscription
subscription television
subsellium
subsequence
subsequent
subserve
subservience
subservient
subset
subshrub
subside
subsidence
subsidiary
subsidiary coin
subsidiary company
subsidize
subsidy
subsist
subsistence
subsistence allowance
subsistence farming
subsistent
subsocial
subsoil
subsoil plow
subsoil
subsonic
subspecies
substage
substance
substandard
substantial
substantialism
substantialize
substantiate
substantive
substation
substituent
substitute
substitution
substitutive
substrate
substratosphere
substratum
substructure
subsume
subsumption
subtangent
subteen
subtemperate
subtenant
subtend
subterfuge
subternatural
subterrane
subterranean
subtile
subtilize
subtitle
subtle
subtlely
subtonic
subtorrid
subtotal
subtract
subtraction
subtractive
subtractive process
subtrahend
subtreasury
subtropical
subtropics
subtype
subulate
suburb
suburban
suburbanite
suburbanize
suburbia
suburbicarian
subvene
subvention
subversion
subversive
subvert
subway
subzero
succedaneum
succeed
succentor
success
successful
succession
successive
successor
succinate
succinct
succinctorium
succinic
succinic acid
succinylsulfathiazole
suffocate
suffragan
suffrage
suffragette
suffragist
suffrutilcose
suffumigate
suffuse
sugar
sugar apple
sugar beet
sugar bowl
sugar candy
sugar cane
sugar daddy
sugar loaf
sugar maple
sugar pine
sugar spoon
sugar-coat
sugared
sugarplum
sugary
suggest
suggestibility
suggestible
suggestion
suggestive
sui generis
sui juris
suicidal
suicide
suint
suit
suitable
suitcase
suite
suited
suiting
suitor
sukiyaki
sukkah
sulcate
sulcus
sulf-
sulfa
sulfaguanidine
sulfamerazine
sulfanilamide
sulfapyrazine
sulfapyridine
sulfate
sulfate paper
sulfate pulp
sulfathiazole
sulfatize
sulfide
sulfite
sulfonate
sulfonation
sulfonmethane
sulfur
sulfur dioxide
sulfuric
sulfuric acid
sulfurous
sulk
sulky
sullage
sullen
sully
sulph-
sulphanilamide
sulphate
sulphathiazole
sulphide
sulphonamide
sulphonate
sulphone
sulphur
sulphur-bottom
sulphurate
sulphuric
sulphurize
sulphurous
sulphuryl
sultan
sultana
sultanate
sultry
sum
sum and substance
sum total
sum up
sumac
sumach
summa
summa cum laude
summand
summarize
summary
summary court-martial
summation
summer
summer school
summer solstice
summer squash
summerhouse
summerly
summersault
summertime
summertree
summerwood
summit
summitry
summon
summons
summum bonum
sumo
sump
sumpter
sumption
sumptuary
sumptuary law
sumptuous
sun
sun bath
sun dance
sun deck
sun lamp
sun-dried
sun-god
sunbaked
sunbathe
sunbeam
sunbonnet
sunbow
sunbreak
sunburn
sunburst
sundae
sunder
sunderance
sundew
sundial
sundog
sundown
sundowner
sundries
sundry
sunfast
sunfish
sunflower
sung
sunglass
sunglasses
sunk
sunk fence
sunken
sunken garden
sunless
sunlight
sunlit
sunn
sunny
sunny side
sunny-side up
sunproof
sunrise
sunrise watch
sunroom
sunset
sunshade
sunshine
sunspot
sunstone
sunstroke
suntan
sunup
sunward
sunwise
suo loco
sup
super
super-
superable
superabound
superabundant
superadd
superaltar
superannuate
superannuated
surgeon general
surgeon's knot
surgeonfish
surgery
surgical
surgical needle
surg
suricate
surly
surmise
surmount
surname
surpass
surpassing
surplice
surplus
surplusage
surprint
surprisal
surprise
surprise party
surprising
surra
surrealism
surrebuttal
surrebutter
surrejoinder
surrender
surreptitious
surrey
surrogate
surround
surrounding
surroundings
sursum corda
surtax
surtout
surv.
surveillance
survey
surveying
surveyor
surveyor's chain
surveyor's compass
surveyor's level
surveyor's measure
survival
survive
survivor
susceptibility
susceptible
susceptive
sushi
suslik
suspect
suspend
suspended animation
suspend
suspend belt
suspend
suspense
suspense account
suspension
suspension bridge
suspensive
suspensoid
suspendor
suspendory
suspicion
suspicious
suspiration
suspire
sustain
sustainer
sustaining program
sustenance
sustentacular
sustentation
susurrant
susurrate
susurration
susurrour
susurrus
sutler
sutra
suttee
suture
suzerain
suzerainty
svelte
swab
swabber
swacked
swaddle
swaddling clothes
swag
swath
swathe
swats
swatter
sway
sway-back
swear
swear in
swear off
swearword
sweat
sweat gland
sweat out
sweat pants
sweat shirt
sweat suit
sweatband
sweatbox
sweated
sweater
sweater girl
sweatshop
sweaty
swede
sweeny
sweep
sweepback
sweeper
sweeping
sweepings
sweeps
sweepstake
sweepstakes
sweet
sweet alyssum
sweet cherry
sweet cicely
sweet cider
sweet corn
sweet gale
sweet gum
sweet marjoram
sweet oil
sweet pea
sweet potato
sweet shop
sweet tooth
sweet william
sweet woodruff
sweet-and-sour
sweet-scented
sweet-talk
sweet-tempered
sweetbread
sweetbrier
sweeten
sweetener
sweetening
sweetheart
sweetie
sweeting
sweetmeat
sweetness and light
sweetsop
swell
swelled head
swellfish
swellhead
swelling
swelter
sweltering
swept
sweptback
sweptwing
swerve
sweven
swift
swifter
swiftlet
swig
swill
swim
swimming
swimming bath
swimming hole
swimming pool
swimmingly
swindle
swindle sheet
swine
swineherd
swing
swing bridge
swing door
swing shift
swinge
swingeing
swinger
swingle
swingletree
swinish
swink
swipe
swipple
swirl
swirly
swish
switch
switch off
switch on
switchback
switchblade
switchboard
switcheroo
switchman
swivel
swivel chair
swivel plow
swivet
swizzle
swizzle stick
swob
swollen
swoon
swoop
swoosh
swoop
sword
sword bayonet
sword belt
sword cane
sword dance
sword grass
sword knot
sword lily
swordbill
swordcraft
swordfish
swordplay
swordsmen
swordtail
swore
sworn
swot
swound
swum
swung
sybarite
sycamine
sycamore
syce
sycee
syconium
sycophancy
sycophant
sycosis
syllabary
syllabi
syllabic
syllabify
syllabism
syllabize
syllable
syllabogram
syllabub
syllabus
syllepsis
syllogism
syllogistic
syllogize
sylph
sylphid
sylvan
sylvanite
sylviculture
sylvite
sym-
sym.
symbiosis
symbol
symbolic
symbolic logic
symbolical books
symbolics
symbolism
symbolist
symbolize
symbology
symmetrical
symmetrize
symmetry
sympathetic
sympathetic ink
sympathetic magic
sympathin
sympathize
sympathizer
sympathy
sympathy strike
sympetalous
symphonia
symphonic
symphonic poem
symphonious
symphonist
symphonize
symphony
symphony orchestra
symphysis
symplce
symposiac
symposiarch
symposium
symptom
symptomatic
symptomatology
synaeresis
synaesthesia
synagogue
synapse
synapsis
sync
syncarpous
synchro
synchro-
synchrocyclotron
synchroflash
synchromesh
synchronic
synchronism
synchronize
synchronous
synchronous converter
synchronous motor
synchroscope
synchrotron
synclastic
syncopate
syncopated
syncopation
syncope
syncretism
syncretize
syncrisis
syncytium
synd.
syndactyl
synedesis
synedmosis
synthetic
syndetic
syndicalism
syndicate
syndrome
syne
synecdoche
synecious
synecology
synectics
syneresis
synergetic
synergism
synergist
synergistic
synergy
synesthesia
syngamy
synod
synodic
synodic month
synonym
synonymize
synonymous
synonymy
synop.
synopsis
synopsize
synoptic
synovia
synovitis
synsepalous
syntactics
syntax
synthesis
synthesize
synthetic
synthetic detergent
synthetic rubber
syntonic
sypher
syphilis
syphilology
syphon
syringa
syringe
syringomyelia
syrinx
syrup
syrupy
syst.
systaltic
system
systematic
systematics
systematism
systematist
systematize
systematology
systemic
systemize
systems analysis
systems design
systole
syzygy
 t
 t.
t.b.
t.g.
ta
ta'en
tab
tab.
tabanid	abard	abaret	tabby	tabernacle	tabes	tabes dorsalis	tabescent	tablature	table	table d'hote	table linen	table talk	table tennis
tactic
tactical
tactical unit	
tactician
tactics
tactile
taction
tactless
tactual
tad
tadpole
tadium vitae
tael
tenia
teniacide
tenifiuge
teniasis
taffeta
taffrail
taffy
tafia
tag
tag end
tagliatelle
tagmeme
tagmemic
tagmemics
tahr
tahsildar
taiga
tail
tail coat
tail end
tail plane
tail rotor
tail skid
tail wheel
tailback
tailband
tailgate
tailing
taille
tailight	
tailor
tailorbird
tailored
tailpiece
tailpipe
tailrace
tails
tailspin
tailstock
tailwind
tain
taint	taintless
taipan
take
take aback
take after
take apart
take back	take down
take for
take in
take off
take on
take out
take over
take to
take up
take-home pay
taken
takeoff
takeover	taker	akin	taking	talapoin	talaria	talc	talcum powder	tale	talebearer	talent	taleman
tales	talesman	taligrade	talion	taliped	talipes	talisman
talk
talk about
talk back
talk down
talk into
talkathon
talkative
talkfest
talkie
talking book
talking picture
talking-to
talky	
tall	
tall oil
tallage
tallboy
tallith
tallow
tallowy	
tally
tally sheet
tallyho
tallyman
talon
taluk
talus	
tam														
tam-o'-shanter
tam-tam
tamable
tamale
tamandua			
tamarack
tamarau		
tamarin	
tamarind	
tamarisk
tamasha	
tambac
tambour
tamboura							
tambourin
tambourine
tame	
tameless	
tamis	
tammy	
tamp				
tamper
tantalous
tantalum
tantamount
tantara	
tantivy
tanto
tantrum
tap
tap dance
tap water
tap-dance
tape
tape deck
tape grass
tape machine
tape measure
tape recorder
tape recording
tape-record
taper
tapestry
tapetum	
tapeworm
taphole
taphouse	
tapioca
tapir
tapis	
tappet	
tapping
taproom
taproot
taps
tapster
tar
taradiddle	
tarantass	
tarantella	
tarantula	
taraxacum	
tarboosh	
tardigade	
tardy	
tare	
targe	
target	
target date	
tariff
tatter
tatterdemalion
tattered
tatting
tattle
tattler
tattletale	attoo	atty
tau
tau cross
taught
taunt
taupe
taurine
tauro-
tauromachy
taut
tauten
tauto-
tautog
tautologism
tautologize
tautology
tautomer
tautomerism
tautonym
tavern
taverner
taw	tawdry	tawny	tax	tax evasion	tax rate	tax return
tax-deductible	tax-exempt	taxable	taxaceous	taxation	taxeme	taxi	taxicab	taxidermy	taxiplane	taxis	taxiway
taxonomy
taxpayer
tayra
tazza
tbs.
te igitur
te-hee
tea
tea bag
tea ball
tea break
tea dance
tea garden
tea gown
tea party
tea rose
tea service
tea table
tea towel
tea tree
tea wagon
.teacake
.teacart
.teach
.teach-in
.teacher
.teaching
.teaching aid
.teaching elder
.teaching fellow
.teacup
.teahouse
.teak
.teakettle
.teakwood
.teal
.team
.team spirit
.teammate
.teamster
.teamwork
.teapot
.tear
tear down
tear gas
tear into
tear off
tear-jerker
tearful
tearing
tearoom
tears
teary
tease
tease
tearer
teaspoon
teat
teatime
teezel
tech.
technetium
technic
technical
technical knockout
technical sergeant
tecnica
tecnicality
technician
technics
technique
techno-
technocracy
technology
techy
tectonic
tectonics
tectrix
ted
tedder
teddy bear
tedious
tedium
tee
team
teezing
teen
teen-age
teenager
teens
teeny
teeny-weeny
teenybopper
teepee
teepee
tee
tee
tee
teetee
teetertoe
teetertoe
teethe
teething ring
teetotal
teetotaler
teetotalism
teetotum
tefillin
tegmen
tegular
tegment
tektite
tel-
telamon
telangiectasis
tele-
telecast
telecommunication
teledu
telefilm
tele
telega
telegenic
telegy
telegraph

telegraph plant
telegraphese
telegraphic
telephonograph
telegraphy
telekinesis
telemark
telemechanics
telemeter
telemetry
telemotor
telencephalon
teleology
teleost
telepathist
telepathy
telephone
telephone booth
telephone directory
telephone pole
telephone receiver
telephonic
telephonist
telephony
telephoto
telephoto lens
telephotography
teleplay
teleprinter
teleran
telescope
telescopic
telescopy
telesis
telestroscope
telesthesia
telestich
telethermometer
telethon
teletypewriter
teleutospore
teleview
televise
television
telesor
telex
telfer	el
teliospore
telium
tell
tell apart
tell off	teller
telling
telltale
tellurate
tellurian
telluric
telluride
tellurion
tellurite
tellurium
tellurize	telly	elo-
telophase
telpher
telpherage
telson
temblor
tendency
tendentious
tender
tenderfoot
tenderhearted
tenderize
tenderloin
tendinous
tendon
tendril
tenebrific
tenebrous
tenement
tenesmus
tenet
tenfold
tenia
teniacide
teniafuge
nten
tennis
tennis ball
tennis elbow
teno
teno-
tenon
tenor
tenor clef
tenorite
tenorrhaphy
tenotomy
tenpenny
tenpin
tenpins
tenrec
tense
tensible
tensile
tensile strength
tensimeter
tensiometer
tension
tensity
tensive
tensor
tent
tent caterpillar
tent stitch
tentacle
tentage
tentation
tentative
tented
tenter
tenterhook
tenth
tentmaker
tenuis
tenuous
tenure
tenuto
tecalli
teosinte
teepee
tepary
tephras
tephrite
tepid
tequila
ter.
ter-
ter-
terat-
teratism
teratogenic
teratoid
teratology
terbia
terbium
terbium metal
terce
tercel
tercentenary
tercet
terebene
terebic acid
terebinthine
teredo
terefa
terephthalic acid
terete
tergal
tergiversate
tergum
teriyaki
term
term insurance
term paper
term.
termagant
terminable
terminal
terminal velocity
terminate
termination
terminator
terminology
terminus
terminus a quo
terminus ad quem
termitarium
termite
termless
termor
terms
tern
ternary
ternary form
ternate
ternion
terpene
terpineol
terpsichorean
terr.
terra
terra alba
terra cotta
terra firma
terra incognita
terra sigillata
terra-cotta
terrace
terrain
terrane
terrapin
terraqueous
terrarium
terrazzo
terre-verte
terrene
terrestrial
terrestrial globe
terrestrial telescope
terret
the-
theaceous
thearchy
theater
theater of operations
theater of war
theater-in-the-round
theatre
theatrical
theatricalize
theatricals
theatrician
theatrics
thebaine
theca
thee
theft
theft insurance
thegn
theine
their
theirs
theism
them
thematic
theme
theme song
themselves
then
thenar
thence
thenceforth
thenceforward
theo-
theocentric
theocracy
theocrasy
theodicy
theodolite
theogony
theol.
thelogian
theological
theological virtues
theologize
theologue
theology
theomachy
theomancy
theomania
theomorphic
theophany
theophylline
theorbo
theorem
theoretical
theoretician
theoretics
theorist
theorize
theory
theory of games
theosophy
therapeutic
therapeutics
therapist
therapsid
therapy
there
thereabout
thereabouts
thereafter
thereat
thereby
therefor
therefore
therefrom
therein
thereinafter
thereinto
thereof
thereon
thereto
theretofore
thereunder
thereupon
therewith
therewithal
therianthropic
therm
thermae
thermaesthesia
thermal
thermal barrier
thermal conductivity
thermal efficiency
thermal spring
thermel
thermic
termion
termionic
termionic current
termionic emission
termionic tube
termionic valve
termions
termistor
thermo-
thermobarograph
thermobarometer
thermochemistry
thermocline
thermocouple
thermodynamic
thermodynamics
thermoelectric
thermoelectric effect
thermoelectricity
thermoelectrometer
thermogenesis
thermograph
thermography
thermolabile
thermoluminescence
thermoluminescent
thermolysis
thermomagnetic
thermometer
thermometry
thermometer
thermonuclear	hermonuclear bomb
thermonuclear reaction
thermophone
thermopile
thermoplastic
thermoscope
thermosetting
thermosiphon
thermosphere
thermostat
thermostatics
thermotaxis
thermotensile
thistle
thistledown
thistly
thither
thitherto
tho
thole
tholos
thong
thoracic
thoracic duct
thoraco-
thoracoplasty
thoracotomy
thorax
thoria
thorianite
thorite
thorium
thorium series
thorn
thorn apple
thorny
thoron
thorough
thorough bass
thoroughbred
thoroughfare
thoroughgoing
thoroughpaced
thoroughwort
thorp
those
thou
though
thought
thought transference
thought-out
thoughtful
thoughtless
thousand
thousandfold
thousandth
thrall
thralldom
thrash
thrash out
thrasher
thrashing
thrasonical
thrave
thrawn
thread
thread mark
threadbare
threadfin
thready
threap
threat
threaten
three
three R's
three-color
three-cornered
three-decker
three-dimensional
three-four time
three-gaited
three-legged race
three-master
three-mile limit
three-part time
three-phase
three-piece
three-ply
three-point landing
three-quarter
three-quarter nelson
three-quarter time
three-ring circus
three-square
three-wheeler
threafold
threepence
threepenny bit
threescore
threesome
thremmatology
threnode
threnody
threonine
thresh
thresh out
thresher
threshing machine
threshold
thrower
throwing stick
thrown
thrum
thrush
thrust
thrust bearing
thrust fault
thruster
thruway
thud
thug
thuggee
thuja
thulium
thumb
thumb index
thumbnail
thumbprint
thumbs-down
thumbscrew
thumbstall
thumbtack
thump
thumping
thunder
thunderbolt
thunderclap
thundercloud
thunderhead
thundering
thunderous
thunderpeal
thundershower
thundersquall
thunderstone
thunderstorm
thunderstruck
thundery
thurible
thurifer
thus
thusly
thuya
thwack
thwart
thy
thylacine
tidewater
tideway
tidings
tidy
tie
tie beam
tie line
tie rod
tie-in
tie-up
tieback	
tied

tiemannite
tier
tierce
tierce de Picardie
tiercel
tiff
tiffin
tiger
tiger beetle
tiger cat
tiger lily
tiger moth
tiger shark
tiger snake
tiger's-eye
tigerish
tight
tight-lipped
tighten
tightfisted
tightrope
tightrope walker
tights
tightwad
tiglic acid
tigon
tigress
tike
tiki
til
tilbury
tilde
tile
tilefish
tiliaceous
time-lapse photography
time-out
timecard
timekeeper
timeless			
timely
timeous
timepiece
timepleaser
timer
timeserver	
timetab																				
timework
timeworn	
timid
timing
timocracy
timorous
timothy
timpani
tin
tin can
tin god
tin hat
tin lizzie
tin soldier
tinamou	
tincal
tinct
tinct.
tinctorial
tincture
tinder																																			
tinderbox
tine
tinea
tineid	
tinfoil
ting	
ting-a-ling																																																
tinge
tingle
tingly
tinhorn
tinker
tinkle	
tinkling	
tinned
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titanium
titanium dioxide
titanium white
titanothere	titbit
titer
titfer	tithable
tithe	tithing
titi
titillate
titivate
titlark	title
title deed	title insurance
title page
title role	titled
titleholder	titmouse	titrant	titrate	titration	titre
titter	titivinate	title	title-tattle	tittup	titty	titular	titulary	tizzy
tmesis
to
to and fro
to wit
to-and-fro
to-be
to-do
to-name
toad
toad-in-the-hole
toadeated
toadfish
toadflax
token
token payment
tokenism
tokoloshe
tola
tolan
tolbooth
tolbutamide	
told
tole
tolerable
tolerance
tolerant
tolerate
toleration
tolidine	
toll
toll bridge
toll call
toll road
tollbooth
tollgate
tollhouse
tolly
tolu
toluate
toluene
toluic acid
toluidine
toluol
tolyl
tom
tom-tom
tomahawk	
tomato	
tomb	
tombac	
tombola	
tombolo	
tomboy	
tombstone	
tomcat	
tome	
tomfool	
tomfoolery	
tommyrot	
tomorrow	
tompion
tomtit
ton
tonal
tonality
tone
tone arm
tone control
tone deafness
tone down
tone language
tone poem
tone up
tone-deaf
toneless
toneme
tonetic
tong
tonga	
tongs
tongue
tongue depressor
tongue twister
tongue-and-groove joint
tongue-lash
tongue-lashing
tongue-tied
tonguing
tonic
tonic accent
tonic sol-fa
tonic spasm
tonicity
tonight
tonnage
tonne
tonneau
tonometer
tonsil
tonsillectomy
tonsilitis
tonsillotomy
tonsorial
tonsure	
tontine
tonus
tony
too
toodle-oo
took
tool
tool steel
tooling
toolmaker
toot
tooth
tooth and nail
tooth powder
tooth shell
toothache
toothache tree
toothbrush
toothed
toothed whale
toothless
toothlike
toothpaste
toothpick
toothsome
toothwort
toothy
tootle
toots
tootsy
top
top banana
top boot
top dog
top dressing
top hat
top off
top out
top-drawer
top-dress
top-heavy
top-hole
top-level
top-notch
topaz
topazolite
topcoat
tope
topee
toper
topflight
topfull
topgallant
toreutics
toric lens
torii
torment
torrentil
tormentor
torn
tornado
tornado lantern
torose
torpedo
torpedo boat
torpedo tube
torpedo-boat destroyer
torpedoman
torpid
torpor
torque
torque converter
torque wrench
torques
torr
torrefy	orrent	torrential
torrid
torse
torsi	torsibility	torsion
torsion bar
torsk	torso
tort
tort-feasor
torticollis	tortile	tortilla	tortious
tortoise
tortoise-shell	tortoni	tortricid	tortuosity	tortuous	torture
torus	tosh
toss
toss off
tosspot
tot
total
total depravity
total eclipse
total recall
totalitarian
totalitarianism
totality
totalizator
totalizer
totally
totaquine	
tote
tote bag
totem
totem pole
totemism
tother	
toting
totipalmate	
totter
tottering
toucan
touch
touch and go
touch football
touch off
touch system
touch-and-go
touch-me-not
touchback
touchdown	
touched
touchhole
touching
touchline
touchstone
touchwood
touchy
tough
tough-minded
toughen
toughie
toupee
tour
tour de force
touraco
tourbillion
tourer
touring car
tourism
tourist
touristy
tourmaline
tournament
tournedos
tourney
tourniquet
tous-les-mois
tousle
tout
tout de suite
tout ensemble
tout le monde	
touter
touzle
tow
tow car
tow truck
tow-haired
towage
toward
towardly
towards
towboat
towel
toweling
towelling
tower
tower of silence
towering
towery
towhead
towhee
towing path
towline
town
town clerk
town crier
town hall
town house
town meeting
town planning
townscape
townsfolk
township
townsman
townspeople
townsman
townswoman
towpath
towrope
tox.
toxemia
toxic
toxicant
toxicity
toxicogenic
toxicology
toxicosis
toxin
toxin-antitoxin
toxoid
toxophilite
toxoplasmosis
toy
toy dog
tr.
trabeated
trace
trace element
traceable
tracer
tracer bullet
tracery
trachea
tracheid
tracheitis
tracheo-
tracheostomy
tracheotomy
trachoma
trachyte
trachytic
tracing
tracing paper
track
track down
track meet
track shoe
track-and-field
tracking station
trackless
trackless trolley
trackman
tract
tractable
tractate
tractile
traction
traction engine
tractor
trade
trade acceptance
trade book
trade discount
trade name
trade on
trade route
trade school
trade secret
trade union
trade unionist
trade wind
trade-in
trade-last
trademark
trader
tradescantia
tradesfolk
tradesman
tradespeople
tradeswoman
trading post
tradition
traditional
traditional logic
traditionalism
traditor
traduce
traffic
traffic circle
traffic court
traffic light
traffic pattern
trafficator
tragacanth
tragedian
tragedienne
tragedy
tragic
tragic flaw
tragicomedy
tragopan
tragus
trail
trailblazer
trainer
trail blazer
trainer
training
trailblazer
trailer
trailer camp
tailer truck
trailing arbutus
trail edge
train
train band
trained nurse
trainee
trainer
training school
train load
trainman
trapse
trait
traitor
traitorous
traject
trajectory
tram
tram line
tram mel
tram ontane
tramp
tramp steamer
trample
trampoline
tram road
tram way
trance
tranche
tranquil
tranquilize
tranquilizer
tranquillity
tranquillize
trans.
transact
transaction
transalpine
transarctic
transatlantic
transcalent
transceiver
transcend
transcendance
transcendent
transcendental
transcendental meditation
transcendentalism
transcendentalistic
transcontinental
transcribe
transcript
transcription
transcurrent
transducer
transduction
transect
transept
transeunt
transf.
transfer
transfer RNA
transferable vote
transferase
transference
transferor
transfiguration
transfigure
transfinite
transfinite number
transfix
transform
transformation
transformational grammar
transformer
transformism
transfuse
transfusion
transgress
transgression
tranship
transhumance
transience
transient
transilient
transilluminate
transistor
transistorize
transit
transit circle
transit instrument
transit theodolite
transition
transition element
transitive
transitory
transl.
translatable
translate
translation
translative
translator
transliterate
translocate
translocation
translucent
translucid
translunar
transmarine
transmigrant
transmigrate
transmissible
transmission
transmission line
transmit
transmittal
transmittance
transmitter
transmogrify
transmontane
transmundane
transmutation
transmute
transnational
transoceanic
transom
transonic
transonic barrier
transp.
transpacific
transpadane
transparency
transparent
transpicuous
transpierce
transpire
transplant
transpolar
transponder
transpontine
transport
transportation
transported
transporter bridge
transposal
transpose
transposing instrument
transposition
transship
transsonic
transubstantiate
transubstantiation
transudate
transudation
transude
transvalue
transversal
transverse
transverse process
transverse wave
transvestite
trap
trap door
trap-door spider
trapan
trapes
trapeze
trapeziform
trapezium
trapezius
trapezohedron
trapezoid
trapper
trappings
traprock
traps
trapshooting
trash
trash can
trashy
trass
trebuchet
tredecillion
tree
tree creeper
tree farm
tree fern
tree frog
tree heath
tree kangaroo
tree of heaven
tree of knowledge of good and evil
tree of life
tree shrew
tree sparrow
tree surgery
tree swallow
tree toad
treed
treecreeper
treen
treenail
treenware	
tref
trefoil	
trehala
trehalose
treillage	
trek
trellis
trelliswork
trematode			
tremble	
trembles	
trembly			
tremendous
tremolant	
tremolite	
tremolo	
tremor	
tremulant	
tremulous
trenail	
trench	
trench coat	
trench fever	
trench foot	
trench knife	
trench mortar
trench mouth
trench warfare
trenchant
trencher
trencherman
trenching plane
trend
trente et quarante
trepan
trepan
trephine
trepidation
treponema
trespass
tress	
tressure
trestle
trestle table
trestlework
tret
trews
trey	
tri-
triable
triacid
triad
triadphous
triage
trial
trial and error
trial balance
trial balloon
trial run	triangle
triangular
tiangulate
tiangulation

tribe
tribesman
triboelectricity
triboluminescence
triboluminescent
tribrach
tribromoethanol
tribulation
tribunal
tribunate
tribune
tributary
tribute
trice
triceps
triceratops
trichiasis
trichina
trichinize
trichinosis
trichite
trichloride
trichloroethylene
trichloromethane
trichlorophenoxyacetic acid
tricho-
trichocyst
trichoid
trichology
trichome
trichomonad
trichomoniasis
trichosis
trichotomy
trichroism
trichromat
trichromatic
trichromatism
trick
trick out
trickery
trickish
trickle
trickle charger
trickster
tricksy
tricky
triclinic
triclinium
tricolor
tricorn
tricornered
tricostate
tricot
tricotine
tricrotic
tricrotic
tricuspid
tricycle
tricyclic
tridactyl
trident
tridimensional
tricioous
tried
triennial
triennium
trier
trierarch
trifacial
trifid
trifle
trifling
trifocal
trifocals
trifoliate
trifolium
triforium
triform
trifurcate
trig
trig.
trigeminal
trigeminal nerve
trigeminal neuralgia
trigger
trigger-happy
triggerfish
triglyceride
triglycophosphate
trigon
trigonal
trigonometric function
trigonometry
trigonous
trigraph
trihedral
trihedron
trihydric
triiiodomethane
trike
trilateral
trilateration
trilby
trilemma
trilinear
trilingual
trilateral
trill
trillion
trillium
trilobate
trilobite
trilogy
trim
trim size
trim tab
trimaran
trimer
trimerous
trimester
trimetallic
trimeter
trimetric
trimetric projection
trimetrogon
trimly
trimmer
trimming
trimolecular
trimorphism
trinal
trinary
trine
trinitrobenzene
trinitroresol
trinitroglycerin
trinitrophenol
trinitrotoluene
trinity
trinket
trinomial
trio
triode
trioecious
triolein
triolet
trioxide
trip
tripalmitin
triparted
tripartite
tripartition
tripe
tripedal
tripersonal
tripetalous
triphammer
triphenylmethane dye
triphibious
triphthong
triphylite
tripinnate
triplane
triple
triple bond
triple point
triple threat
triple time
triple-nerved
triplet
tripletail
triplex
triplicate
triplicity
triploid
tripod
tripodic
tripody
tripoli
tripos
tripper
tippet
tripping
tripterous
triptych
triquetrous
tireme
trisaccharide
trisect
triserial
triskelion
trismus
trisoctahedron
trisomic
trise
tristich
tristichous
trisyllable
tritanopia
trite
tritheism
tritium
triton
triturable
triturate
trituration
triumph
triumphal
triumphal arch
triumphant
triumvir
triumvirate
triune
trivalent
trivet
trivia
trivial
triviality
trivium
troat
trocar
trochaic
trochal
trochanter
troche
trochee
trochelminth
trochilus
trochlear
trochlear nerve
trochophore
trod
trodden
troglodyte
trogon
troika
troll
trolley
trolley bus
trolley car
trolley line
trumpet
trumpet flower
trumpet honeysuckle
trumpet vine
trumpeter
trumpeter swan
trumpetweed
truncate
truncated
truncation
truncheon
trundle
trundle bed
trunk
trunk cabin
trunk call
trunk hose
trunk line
trunkfish
trunks
trunnel
trunnion
truss
truss bridge
trussing
trust
trust company
trust fund
trust territory
trustbuster
trustee
trusteeship
trustful
trusting
trustless
trustworthy
trusty
truth
truth serum
truth table
truth-function
truth-value
truthful
try
try square
trying
trying plane
tryma
tufa
tuff
tuft
tufted
tufted duck
tuft hunter
tug
tug of war
tugboat	

tui
tuition
tulip
tulip tree
tulipwood
tulle
tum
tumble
tumble to
tumble-down
tumblebug
tumbledown	
	
tumbler
tumbler gear
tumbleweed
tumbling
tumbrel
tumefacient
tumefaction
tumefy	

tumescent	
tumid	

tummy
tumor
tumpline
tumular
tumult
tumultuous
tumulus	

tun
tuna
tunable
tundra
tune
tune in
tuneful
tuneless
tuner
tunesmith
tung oil
tungstate
tungsten
tungsten lamp
tungstic
tungstic acid
tungsite	
tinic
tunicate	
tunicle
tuning
tuning fork
tunnage
tunnel
tunnel disease
tunnel vault
tunnel vision
tunny
tupelo
tuppence
tuque
turaco
turban
turbary
turbellarian
turbid
turbidimeter
turbinal
turbinate
turbine
turbit
turbo-
turbo-electric
turbo-propeller engine
turbofan
turbojet
turbojet engine
turboprop
turbosupercharger
turbot
turbulence
turbulent
turbulent flow
turd
turdine
tureen
turf	
turfman
turfy
urgent
turgescent
turgid
turgite
turgor
turkey
turkey buzzard
turkey trot
turkey vulture
turmeric
turmeric paper
turmoil
tum
turn against
turn away
turn in
turn indicator
turn on
turn out
turn to
turn up
turn-and-bank indicator
turnabout
turnaround
tumbuckle
turncoat
turned comma
turned-on
tumer
tumery
turning
turning point
tumip
turnkey
turnout
turnover
tumpike
turnsole
turnspit
turnstile
turnstone
turntable
turpentine
turpeth
turpitude
turquoise
turret
turret clock
turret lathe
turtle
turtleback
turtledove
turtleneck
turves	usche
tush	ushy	usk	usker	ussah	ussis	ussle	usselsock	ussore	ut	utelage	utelary
tutor
tutorial
tutorial system	utti	utti-frutti	utty	utu	uxedo	uyere	waddle
twain	wang
twattle
twayblade	weak
tweed	weedy	weeny	weet
tweeter
tweeze	tweezers	twelfth	welve
twelve-mile limit
twelve-tone
twelve-tone row
twelvemo
twelvemonth
twentieth
twenty
twenty-four
twenty-fourth
twenty-one
twenty-two	wwerp	wibill	wince	wice-told	twiddle	wig	wiggy
twilight
twilight sleep
twilight zone
twill
twin	twin bed	twin bill	twin-lens reflex	twin-screw	twinberry	twine	twinflower	twinge	twink
twinkle
twinkling
twinned
twirl
twirp
twist
twist drill
twister
twit	twitch	twitter	twittery
two
two-bit
two-by-four
two-color
two-cycle
two-dimensional
two-edged
two-faced
uhlan
uintathere
uitlander
ukase
ukulele
ulcer
ulcerate
ulceration
ulcerative
ulcerous
ulema
ullage
ulmaceous
ulna
ulotrichous
ulster
ulterior
ultima
ultima Thule
ultimate
ultimate constituent
ultimately
ultimatum
ultimo
ultimogeniture
ultra
ultra-
ultracentrifuge
ultraconservative
ultrafilter
ultrahigh frequency
ultraism
ultramarine
ultramicrochemistry
ultramicrometer
ultramicroscope
ultramicroscopic
ultramodern
ultramontane
ultramontanism
ultramundane
ultranationalism
ultared
ultrasonic
ultrasonics
ultrasound
ultrastructure
ultraviolet
ultravirus
ululant
ululate
umbel
umbelliferous
umber
umbilical
umbilical cord
umbilicate
umbilication
umbilicus
umble pie
umbles
umbra
ubrage
umbraegous
umbrella
umbrella bird
umbrella plant
umbrella tent
umbrella tree
umiak
umlaut
umpire
umpteen
un-
un-American
una corda
unabated
unable
unabridged
unaccompanied
unaccomplished
unaccountable
unaccounted-for
unaccustomed
unadvised
unaesthetic
unaffected
unalienable
unalloyed
unalterable
unaneled
unanimity
unanimous
unanswerable
unappealable
unapproachable
unapt
unarm
unarmed
unashamed
unasked
unassailable
unassuming
unattached
unattended
unavailing
unavoidable
unaware
unawares
unbacked
unbalance
unbalanced
unbar
unbated
unbearable
unbeatable
unbeaten
unbecoming
unbeknown
unbelief
unbelievable
unbeliever
unbelieving
unbelt
unbend
unbending
unbent
unbiased
unbidden
unbind
unblessed
unblinking
unblock
unblown
unblushing
unbodied
unbolt
unbolted
unboned
unbonnet
unborn
unbosom
unbound
unbounded
unbowed
unbrace
unbraid
unbreathed
unbridle
unbridled
unbroken
unbuckle
unbuild
unburden
unbutton
uncalled-for
uncanny
uncanonical
uncap
uncared-for
uncaused
unceasing
unceremonious
uncertain
uncertainty
uncertainty principle
unchain
unchancy
uncharitable
uncharted
unchartered
unchaste
unchristian
unchurch
uncial
unciform
uncinariasis
uncinate
uncinus
uncircumcised
uncircumcision
uncivil
uncivilized
unclad
unclasp
unclassical
unclassified
uncle
unclean
uncleanly
unclear
unclench
unclinch
uncloak
unclog
unclose
unclothe
uncoil
uncomfortable
uncommercial
uncommitted
uncommon
uncommonly
uncommunicative
uncompromising
unconcern
unconcerned
unconditional
unconditioned
unconformable
unconformity
unconnected
unconquerable
unconscionable
unconscious
unconsidered
unconstitutional
uncontrollable
unconventional
unconventionality
uncork
uncounted
uncouple
uncourtly
uncouth
uncovenanted
uncover
uncovered
uncritical
uncrown
uncrowned
unction
unctuous
uncurl
uncut
und so weiter
undamped
undaunted
undecagon
undecive
undecided
undefined
undemonstrative
undeniable
undenominational
under
under way
under-
under-the-counter
underachieve
underact
underage
underarm
underbelly
underbid
underbodice
underbody
underbred
underbrush
undercarriage
undercast
undercharge
underclassman
underclay
underclothes
underclothing
undercoat
undercoating
undercool
undercover
undercroft
undercurrent
undercut
underdeveloped
underdog
underdone
underdrawers
underestimate
underexpose
underexposure
underfeed
underfoot
underfur
undergarment
undergird
undergaze
undergo
undergraduate
underground
underground railroad
undergrown
undergrowth
underhand
underhanded
underhung
underlaid
underlay
underlayer
underlet
underlie
underline
underliness
underling
underlying
undermanned
undermine
undermost
underneath
undernourished
underpainting
underpants
underpart
underpass
underpay
underpin
underpinning
underpinnings
underpitch vault
underplay
underplot
underprivileged
underproduction
underproof
underprop
underquote
underrate
underscore
undersea
undersecretary
undersell
underset
undersexed
undersheriff
undershirt
undershoot
undershoots
undershot
undershrub
underside
undersigned
undersize
undersized
underskirt
underslung
understand
understandable
understanding
understate
understood
understrapper
understructure
understudy
undersurface
undertake
undertaker
undertaking
undertenant
underthrust
undertint
undertone
undertook
undertow
undertrick
undertrump
undervalue
undervest
underwaist
underwater
underwear
underweight
underwent
underwing
underwood
underworld
underwrite
underwriter
undesigned
undesigning
undesirable
undetermined
undeviating
undies
undine
undirected
undistinguished
undo
undoing
undone
undoubted
undrape
undress
undressed
undue
undulant
undulant fever
undulate
undulation
undulatory
unduly
undying
unearned
unearned income
unearned increment
unearth
unearthly
uneasy
uneducated
unemployable
unemployed
unemployment
unemployment compensation
unending
unequal
unequaled
unequivocal
unerring
unessential
uneven
uneventful
unexacting
unexampled
unexceptionable
unexceptional
unexpected
unexperienced
unexpressed
unexpressive
unfailing
unfair
unfaithful
unfamiliar
unfasten
unfathomable
unfavorable
unfeeling
unfeigned
unfetter
unfinished
unfit
unfix
unfledged
unfleshly
unflinching
unfold
unfolded
unforgettable
unformed
unfortunate
unfounded
unfreeze
unfrequented
unfriend
unfriendly
unfrock
unfruitful
 unfurl
ungainly
ungenerous
unglue
ungodly
ungotten
ungovernable
 ungraceful
 ungracious
 ungrateful
 ungrounded
 ungrudging
 ungual
 unguarded
 unguent
 unguentum
 unguiculate
 unguinous
 ungula
 ungulate
 unhair
 unhallow
 unhallowed
 unhand
 unhandled
unhandsome
unhandy
unhappy
unharness
unhealthy
unheard
unheard-of
unhelm
unhesitating
unhinge
unhitch
unholy
unhook
unhoped-for
unhorse
unhurried
unhouse
unhurried
uni-
uniaxial
unicameral
unicellular
unicorn
unicuspid
unicycle
unideaed
unidirectional
unific
unification
unifilar
uniflorous
unifoliate
unifoliolate
uniform
uniformed
uniformitarian
uniformity
uniformize
unify
unijugate
unilateral
unilingual
unilateral
unilobed
unilocular
unimpeachable
unimposing
unimproved
uninhibited
universality
universalize
universally
universe
universe of discourse
university
university extension
univocal
unjaundiced
unjust
unkempt
unkenned
unkennel
unkind
unkindly
unknit
unknot
unknowable
unknowing
unknown
unlace
unlade
unlash
unlatch
unlawful
unlay
unlearn
unlearned
unleash
unleavened
unless
unlettered
unlicensed
unlike
unlikely
unlikelihood
unlimber
unlimited
unlisted
unlive
unload
unlock
unlooked-for
unloose
unloosen
unlovely
unlucky
unmade
unmake
unman
unmanly
unmanned
unmannered
unmannerly
unmarked
unmask
unmeaning
unmeant
unmeasured
unmeet
unmentionable
unmerciful
unmeriting
unmindful
unmistakable
unmitigated
unmixed
unmoor
unmoral
unmoved
unmoving
unmusical
unmuzzle
unnamed
unnatural
unnecessarily
unnecessary
unnerve
unnumbered
unobtrusive
unoccupied
unofficial
unopened
unorganized
unorthodox
unpack
unpaged
unpaid
unpaid-for
unparalleled
unparliamentary
unpeg
unpen
unpeople
unpeopled
unperforated
unpile
unpin
unplaced
unpleasant
unpleasantness
unplug
unplumbed
unpolite
unpolitic
unpolled
unpopular
unpractical
unprecedented
unpredictable
unprejudiced
unpremeditated
unprepared
unpretentious
unpriced
unprincipled
unprintable
unproductive
unprofessional
unprofitable
unpromising
unprovided
unqualified
unquestionable
unquestioned
unquestioning
unquiet
unquote
unravel
unread
unreadable
unready
unreal
unreality
unrealizable
unreason
unreasonable
unreasoning
unreconstructed
unreel
unreeve
unrefined
unreflecting
unreflective
unregenerate
unrelenting
unreliable
unreligious
unremitting
unremitting
unrequited
unreserve
unreserved
unrest
unrestrained
unrestraint
unriddle
unrig
unrighteous
unripe
unrivaled
unrivalled
unrobe
unroll
unroof
unroot
unrounded
unruffled
unruly
unsaddle
unsaid
unsatisfactory
unsavory
unsay
unscathed
unschooled
unscientific
unscramble
unscratched
unscreened
unscrew
unscrupulous
unseal
unseam
unsearchable
unsearchable
unseasoned
unseat
unsecured
unseemly
unseen
unsegregated
unselfish
unset
unsettle
unsettled
unsex
unshackle
unshakable
unshaped
unshapen
unsheathe
unship
unshod
unshroud
unsightly
unskilled
unskilled labor
unskillful
unsling
unsnap
unsnarl
unsociable
unsocial
unsophisticated
unsought
unsound
unsparing
unspeakable
unspent
unsphere
unspoiled
unspoken
unspotted
unstable
unstained
unsteady
unsteel
unstep
unstick
unstop
unstoppable
unstopped
unstrained
unstrap
unstressed
unstring
unstriped
unstrung
unstuck
unstudied
unsubstantial
unsuccessful
unsuitable
unsung
unsupported
unsure
unsuspected
unsuspecting
unsustainable
unswear
unswerving
untangle
untaught
unteach
untenable
unthankful
unthinkable
unthinking
unthought-of
unthread
unthrone
untidy
untie
until
untimely
untinged
untitled
unto
untold
untouchability
untouchable
untouched
untoward
untraveled
untread
untried
untrimmed
untrue
untruth
untruthful
untuck
untune
untutored
untwine
untwist
unused
unusual
unutterable
unvalued
unvarnished
unveil
unveiling
unvoice
unvoiced
unwarrantable
unwarranted
unwary
unwashed
unwatched
unwearied
unweave
unweighed
unwelcome
unwell
unwept
unwholesome
unwieldy
unwilled
unwilling
unwind
unwinking
unwisdom
unwise
unwish
unwished
unwitnessed
unwitting
unwonted
unworldly
unworthy
unwrap
unwritten
unwritten law
unyielding
unyoke
unzip
up
up-
up-anchor
up-and-coming
up-and-down
up-bow
up-country
up-to-date
up-to-the-minute
upas
upbear
upbeat
upbraid
upbraiding
upbringing
upbuild
upcast
upcoming
upcountry
update
updo
updraft
upend
upgrade
upgrowth
upheaval
upheave
upheld
uphill
uphold
upholster
upholsterer
upholstery
uphroe
upkeep
upland
upland cotton
upland plover
uplift
upmost
upon
upper
upper arm
upper atmosphere
upper case
upper chamber
upper class
upper crust
upper deck
upper hand
upper house
upper works
upper-case
upperclassman
uppercut
uppermost
upish
uppity
upraise
uprear
upright
upright piano
uprise
uprising
uproar
uproarious
uproot
uprush
ups and downs
upset
upsetting
upshot
upside
upside down
upside-down cake
upsilon
upspring
upstage
upstairs
upstanding
upstart
upstate
upstream
upstretched
upstroke
upsurge
upsweep
upswell
upswing
upsy-daisy
uptake
upthrow
upthrust
uptown
uptrend
upturn
upturned
upward
upwards
upwind
ur-
uracil
uraemia
uraeus
uralite
uranalysis
uranic
uraninite
uranium
uranium 235
urano-
uranography
uranology
uranometry
uranous
uranyl
urban
urban renewal
urbane
urbanism
urbanist
urbanite
urbanity
urbanize
urbi et orbi
urceolate
urchin
urea
urease
uredium
uredo
ureide
uremia
ureter
urethra
urethrectomy
urethritis
urethroscope
uretic
urge
urgency
urgent
urger
urial
uric
uric acid
urinal
urinalysis
urinary
urinary bladder
urinate
urine
uriniferous
urn
urnfield
uro-
urochrome
urogenital
urogenous
urolith
urology
uropod
uropygial gland
uropygium
uroscopy
ursine
urticaceous
urticaria
urtication
urus
urushiol
us
usable
usage
usance
use
used
used to
useful
useless
user
usher
usherette
usquebaugh
ustulation
usual
usufruct
usurer
usurious
usurp
usurpation
usury
ut
ut infra
ut supra
utensil
uterine
uterus
uti possidetis
utile
utilitarian
utilitarianism
utility
utility man
utility player
utility room
utilize
utmost
utopia
utopian
utopian socialism
utopianism
utricle
utter
utterance
uttermost
uvarovite
uvea
uveitis
uvula
uvular
uvulitis
uxorial
uxoricide
uxorious
v
v. aux.
v.a.
v.d.
v.g.
v.i.
v.s.
v.v.
vacancy
vacant
vacate
vacation
vacationist
vaccinate
vaccination
vaccine
vaccinia
vaccillate
vaccillating
vaccillation
vaccillatory
vacua
valet de chambre
valetudinarian
valetudinary
valgus
valiancy
valiant
valid
validate
validity
valine
valise
vallation
vallecula
valley
valonia
valor
valorization
valorize
valorous
valse
valuable
valuate
valuation
valuator
value
value judgment
valued
valued policy
valueless
valuer
valval
valvate
valve
valve gear
valve trombone
valve-in-head engine
valvular
valvule
valvulitis
vambrace
vamoose
vamp
vampire
vampirism
van
van Eyck
van der Weyden
van't Hoff
vanadate
vanadic acid
vanadinite
vanadium
vanadous
vanda
vandal
vandalism
vandalize
vane
vang
vanguard
vanilla
vanillic
vanillin
vanish
vanishing cream
vanishing point
vanity
vanity case
vanquish
vantage
vantage ground
vantage point
vanward
vapid
vapor
vapor pressure
vapor tension
vapor trail
vaporescence
vaporetto
vaporific
vaporimeter
vaporizing
vaporish
vaporization
vaporize
vaporizer
vaporous
vapory
vaquero
var.
vara
vargueno
varia
variable
variable annuity
variable star
variance
variant
variante
variation
varicella
varicelloid
varices
varico-
varicocele
varicolored
varicose
varicose veins
varicotome
varied
variegate
variegated
variegation
varieta
variety
variety meat
variety store
variform
variola
variole
variolite
varioloid
variolous
variometer
variorum
various
variscite
varistor
varitype
varix
varlet
varletry
varmint
varnish
varnish tree
varsity
varus
varve
vary
vas
vas deferens
vas-
vascular
vascular tissue
vasculum
vase
vasectomy
vaso-
vasoconstrictor
vasodilator
vasoinhibitor
vasomotor
vassal
vassalage
vassalize
vast
vastitude
vasty
vat
vat dye
vatic
vaticide
vaticinal
vaticinate
vaticination
vaudeville
vaudevillian
vault
vaulted
vaulting
vaunt
vaunt-courier
vaunting
vav
vb.
veal
veal cutlet
vector
vector field
vector sum
vedalia
vedette
veer
veery
veg
vegetable
vegetable butter
vegetable ivory
vegetable kingdom
vegetable marrow
vegetable oil
vegetable oyster
vegetable wax
vegetal
vegetarian
vegetarianism
vegetate
vegetation
vegetative
vehemence
vehement
vehicle
vehicular
veil
veiled
veiling
vein
veinlet
veinstone
veinule
vel.
velamen
velar
velarium
velarize
velate
veld
veliger
velites
velleity
velicate
vellum
veloce
velocipede
velocity
velodrome
velour
velours
velum
velure
velutinous
velvet
velveteen
velvety
vena
vena cava
venal
venality
venatic
ventricose
ventricular
ventriculus
ventriloquism
ventriloquist
ventriloquize
ventriloquy
venture
venture capital
venturesome
venturous
venue
venule
veracious
veracity
veranda
veratridine
veratrine
verb
verb phrase
verbal
verbal noun
verbalism
verbality
verbalize
verbatim
verbena
verbenaceous
verbiage
verbid
verbify
verbose
verbosity
verboten
verbum sap
verd antique
verdant
verderer
verdict
verdigris
verdin
verditer
verdure
verecund
verge
vergeboard
verger
veridical
versification
versify
version
verso
verst
versus
vert
vertebra
vertebral
vertebral column
vertebrate
vertex
vertical
vertical circle
vertical envelopment
vertical mobility
vertical stabilizer
vertical union
verticillaster
verticillate
vertiginous
vertigo
vertu
ervain
verve
vervet
very
very high frequency
very low frequency
vesica
vesical
vesicant
vesicate
vesicatory
vesicle
vesiculate
vesper
vesper sparrow
vesperal
vespers
vespertilionine
vespertine
vespiary
vespid
vespine
vessel
vest
vest-pocket
vesta
vestal
vestal virgin
vested
vested interest
vestiary
vestibule
vestige
vestigial
vesting
vestment
vestry
vestryman
vesture
vesuvian
vesuvianite
vet
vet.
vetch
vetchling
veteran
veterinarian
veterinary
veterinary medicine
vetiver
veto
vex
vexation
vexatious
vexed
vexillum
vi et armis
via
via media
viable
viaduct
vial
viand
viaticum
viator
vibes
vibraculum
vibragnet
vibrant
vibraphone
vibrate
vibratile
vibration
vim
vimen
vimineous
vin ordinaire
vin-
vina
vinaceous
vinaigrette
vinasse
vincible
vinculum
vindicable
vindicate
vindication
vindicative
vine
vinegar
vinegar eel
vinegar fly
vinaigrette
vinegarish
vinegarroon
vinegar
vinery
vineyard
vingt-et-un
vinic
viniculture
viniferous
vinificator
vino
vinosity
vinous
vintage
vintage wine
vintager
vintner
vinyl
vinyl acetate
vinylidene
viol
viola
viola d'amore
viola da braccio
viola da gamba
violable
violaceous
violate
violation
violative
violence
violent
violet
violet ray
violin
violinist
violist
violoncellist
violoncello
violone
viosterol
viper
viper's bugloss
viperine
viperish
viperous
virago
viral
virelay
vireo
virescence
virescent
virga
virgate
virgin
virgin birth
virgin's-bower
virginal
virginity
virgium
virgulate
virgule
viridescent
viridian
viridity
virile
virilism
virility
virology
virtu
virtual
virtually
virtue
virtues
virtuosic
virtuosity
virtuoso
virtuous
virulence
virulent
virus
virus disease
vis major
visa
visage
viscacha
viscera
visceral
viscid
viscoid
viscometer
viscose
viscosity
viscount
viscountcy
viscountess
viscounty
viscous
viscus
vise
visibility
visible
visible horizon
visible radiation
visible speech
vision
visional
visionary
visit
visitant
visitation
visiting card
visiting fireman
visiting nurse
visiting professor
visitor
visor
vista
visual
visual acuity
visual purple
visualize
visually
vita
vitaceous
vital
vital force
vital principle
vitalism
vitality
vitalize
vitals
vitamin
vitamin A
vitamin A2
vitamin B
vitamin B complex
vitamin B2
vitamin Bc
vitamin C
vitamin D
vitamin E
vitamin G
vitamin H
vitamin K
vitamin M
vitamin P
vitascope
vitellin
vitelline
vitellus
vitiate
vitiated
viticulture
viti
gio
vitrain
vitreous
vitreous silica
vitreousness
vitreous
vitric
vitrics
vitrification
vitriform
vitrify
vitrine
vitiol
vitiolic
vitiolize
vittta
vituline
vituperate
vituperation
viva
viva voce
vivace
vivacious
vivacity
vivarium
vive
vivid
vivify
viviparous
vivisect
vivisection
vivisectionist
vixen
viz.
vizard
vizcacha
vizier
vizierate
vizar
vo.
voc.
vocable
vocabulary
vocal
vocal cords
vocal folds
vocal score
vocalic
vocalise
vocalism
vocalist
vocalize
vocation
vocational
vocational education
vocative
vociferance
vociferant
vociferate
vociferation
vociferous
vocoid
vodka
vogue
voguish
voluble
volume
volumed
volumeter
volumetric
volumetric analysis
voluminous
voluntarism
voluntary
voluntaryism
volunteer
voluptuary
voluptuous
volute
volution
volva
volvox
volvulus
vomer
vomit
vomitory
vomiturition
von Braun
voodoo
voodoism
voracious
voracity
vortex
vortical
vorticella
votary
vote
voter
voting machine
votive
vouch
voucher
vouchsafe
vouge
vousoir
vow
vowel
vowelize
vox angelica
vox humana
vox populi
voyage
voyageur
waftage
wafture
wag
wage
wage earner
wage scale
wage slave
wager
wageworker
waggery
waggish
waggle
waggon
wagon
wagon soldier
wagon train
wagon vault
wagon-lit
wagonage
wagoner
wagonette
wagtail
wahoo
waif
wail
wailful
wain
wainscot
wainscoting
wainwright
waist
waistband
waistcloth
waistcoat
waisted
waistline
wait
wait on
wait up
wait-a-bit
waiter
waiting game
waiting list
waiting room
waitress
waive
waiver
wake
wake-robin
wake-up
wakeful
wakeless
waken
wakerife
waldgrave
wale
walk
walk-in
walk-on
walk-through
walk-up
walkabout
walker
walkie-talkie
walking
walking delegate
walking fern
walking papers
walking stick
walkout
walkover
walkway
wall
wall fern
wall knot
wall pellitory
wall plate
wall rock
wall rocket
wall rue
wallaby
wallah
wallaroo
wallboard
walled plain
wallet
walleye
walleyed
wallflower
wallop
walloper
walloping
wallow
wallpaper
wally
walnut
wardrobe
wardrobe trunk
wardroom
wardroom
wardship
ware
warehouse
warehouseman
wareroom
wares
warfare
warfarin
warhead
warily
wariness
warison
warlike
warlock
warlord
warm
warm front
warm over
warm-blooded
warm-hearted
warm-up
warned-over
warmhearted
warming pan
warmonger
warmongering
warmth
warn
warning
warp
warpath
warplane
warrant
warrant officer
warrantable
warranty
warrantor
warranty
warren
warren
warrener
warrigal
warrior
warship
warsle
wart
wart hog
wart hog
wartime
warty
wary
was
wash
wash down
wash drawing
wash up
washable
washbasin
washboard
washbowl
washcloth
washday
washed up
washed-out
washed-up
washer
washerwoman
washery
washhouse
washin
washing
washing machine
washing powder
washing soda
washout
washrag
washroom
washstand
washtub
washwoman
washy
wasn't
wasp
wasp waist
waspish
wassail
wast
wastage
waste
waste pipe
wastebasket
wasteful
wasteland
wastepaper
wastepaper basket
wasting
wastrel
wat
watch
watch and ward
watch cap
watch chain
watch fire
watch night
watchband
watchcase
watchdog
watcher
watchful
watchmaker
watchman
watchtower
watchword
water
water back
water beetle
water bird
water blister
water boatman
water boy
water buffalo
water bug
water chestnut
water chinquapin
water clock
water closet
water cooler
water crake
water cure
water dog
water down
water flea
water gap
water gas
water gate
water gauge
water glass
water gum
water gun
water hammer
water hemlock
water hen
water hole
water hyacinth
water ice
water jacket
water jump
water lemon
water level
water lily
water line
water main
water meadow
water meter
water milfoil
water mill
water moccasin
water nymph
water ouzel
water ox
water parting
water pepper
water pimpernel
water pipe
water plantain
water plug
water pocket
water polo
water power
water purslane
water rail
water rat
water right
water scorpion
water shield
water snake
water softener
water spaniel
water sprite
water strider
water supply
water system
water table
water tower
water vapor
water wave
water wheel
water wings
water witch
water witching
water-cool
water-repellent
water-resistant
water-sick
water-soak
waterage
waterborne
waterbuck
watercolor
watercourse
watercraft
watercress
watered-down
waterfall
waterfowl
waterfront
wateriness
watering
watering can
watering place
watering pot
waterish
waterless
waterline
waterlog
waterlogged
waterman
watermark
watermelon
waterproof
waterscape
watershed
waterside
waterspout
watertight
waterway
waterworks
watery
watt
watt-hour
wattage
wattle
wattle and daub
wattmeter
wave
wave equation
wave front
wave function
wave mechanics
wave number
wave theory
wave train
wavelength
wavelet
wavellite
wavemeter
waver
wavy
waw
wax
wax bean
wax flower
wax insect
wax myrtle
wax paper
waxbill
waxed paper
waxen
waxing moon
waxplant
waxwing
waxwork
waxy
way
way train
waybill
wayfarer
wayfaring
wayfaring tree
waylay
wayless
ways
ways and means
wayside
wayward
wayworn
wayzgoose
wd.
we
we're
we've
weak
weak sister
weak-kneed
weak-minded
well-founded
well-groomed
well-grounded
well-heeled
well-informed
well-intentioned
well-knit
well-known
well-made play
well-mannered
well-meaning
well-nigh
well-off
well-oiled
well-ordered
well-preserved
well-read
well-rounded
well-spoken
well-stacked
well-thought-of
well-timed
well-to-do
well-turned
well-wisher
well-worn
wellborn
wellhead
wellspring
welsh
welt
welter
welterweight
wen
wench
wend
went
wentletrap
wept
were
weren't
werewolf
wergild
wernerite
wersh
wert
west
west by north
west by south
west-northwest
west-southwest
westbound
wester
westering
westerly
western
western hemlock
westernism
westernize
westernmost
westing
westward
westwardly
wet
wet blanket
wet cell
wet fly
wet nurse
wet pack
wet suit
wet-nurse
wether
wetting agent
whack
whacking
whacky
whale
whaleback
whaleboat
whalebone
whalebone whale
whaler
whaling
wham
whangee
whap
wharf
wharf rat
wharfage
wharfinger
wharve
what
whate'er
whatever
whatnot
whatsoever
whiny
whip
whip graft
whip hand
whip in
whip scorpion
whip up
whipcord
whiplash
whipper-in
whippersnapper
whippet
whipping
whipping boy
whipping cream
whipping post
whippletree
whippoorwill
whipsaw
whipsall
whipstitch
whipstock
whirl
whirlabout
whirligig
whirligig beetle
whirlpool
whirlpool bath
whirlwind
whirly
whirlybird
whish
whisk
whisk broom
whisker
whiskey
whiskey sour
whisky
whisper
whispering
whispering campaign
whispering gallery
whist
whistle
whistler
whistling
whistling swan
whit
white
white admiral
white alkali
white ant
white bear
white birch
white blood cell
white book
white bryony
white cedar
white clover
white dwarf
white elephant
white ensign
white feather
white flag
white fox
white frost
white gold
white goods
white gum
white heat
white lead
white lead ore
white leather
white leg
white lie
white matter
white meat
white metal
white mustard
white noise
white oak
white paper
white pepper
white pine
white plague
white poplar
white potato
white rainbow
white rat
white rose
white sale
white sapphire
white sauce
white slave
white slavery
white spruce
white squall
white supremacy
white tie
white turnip
white vitriol
white walnut
white water
white whale
white wine
white-collar
white-eye
white-faced
white-footed mouse
white-headed
white-hot
white-livered
white-tailed deer
whitebait
whitebeam
whitecap
whited sepulcher
whitefish
whitefly
whiten
whiteness
whitening
whitesmith
whitethorn
whitethroat
whitewall
whitewash
whitewing
whitewood
whither
whithersoever
whitherward
whiting
whitish
whitleather
whitlow
whittle
whittling
whity
whiz
whiz-bang
who
who's
whoa
whodunit
whoever
whole
whole blood
whole gale
whole hog
whole milk
whole note
whole number
whole rest
whole step
whole wheat
whole-tone scale
whole-wheat
wholehearted
wholesale
wholesome
wholism
wholly
whom
whomever
whomp
whomsoever
whoop
whooppee
whooper
whooper swan
whooping cough
whoops
whoosh
whop
whopper
whopping
whore
whoredom
whorehouse
whoremaster
whoreson
whorish
whorl
whorled
whortleberry
whose
whoso
whosoever
whisle.
why
whydah
wick
wicked
wickedness
wicker
wickerwork
wicket
wicketkeeper
wickiup
wicopy
widdershins
wide
wide-angle
wide-angle lens
wide-awake
wide-eyed
wide-open
wide-ranging
wide-screen
widely
widem
widespread
widgeon
widget
widow
widow bird
widow's cruse
widow's mite
widow's peak
widow's walk
widower
width
widthwise
wield
wieldy
wiener
wife
wifehood
wifeless
wifely
wig
wigeon
wigging
wiggle
wiggler
wiggly
wright
wigwag
wigwam
wikiup
wild
wild boar
wild brier
wild celery
wild lettuce
wild man
wild mustard
wild oat
wild oats
wild olive
wild pansy
wild parsley
wild parsnip
wild rice
wild rose
wild rubber
wild rye
wild-eyed
wild-goose chase
wildcat
wildcat strike
wildebeest
wilder
wilderness
wildfire
wildfowl
wilding
wildlife
wildwood
wile
wilful
wiliness
will
will power
will-o'-the-wisp
willable
willed
willet
willful
willies
willing
williwaw
willow
willow pattern
willowy
willpower
willy-nilly
willy-willy
wilt
wily
wimble
wimple
win
win out
wince
winch
wind
wind cone
wind gauge
wind harp
wind indicator
wind instrument
wind rose
wind scale
wind shake
wind tee
wind tunnel
wind up
wind vane
wind-broken
wind-pollinated
wind-sucking
windage
windbag
windblown
windbound
windbreak
windburn
windcheater
winded
winder
windfall
windflower
windgall
windhover
winding
winding sheet
winding staircase
windjammer
windlass
windmill
window
window box
window dresser
window dressing
window sill
window-shop
windowlight
windowpane
windowsill
windpipe
windproof
windrow
windsail
windshield
windstorm
windswept
windtight
windup
windward
windy
wine
wine cellar
wine cooler
wine gallon
winebibber
wineglass
winegrower
winepress
winery
wineshop
wineskin
wing
wing and wing
wing collar
wing commander
wing loading
wing nut
wing shot
wing skid
wing tip
wing-footed
wingback
wingding
winged
winger
wingless
winglet
wingover
wingspan
wingspread
wink
wink at
within
withindoors
without
withoutdoors
withstand
withy
witless
witting
witness
witness box
witness stand
wits
witted
witticism
witting
wittol
witty
wive
wivern
wives
wizard
wizardly
wizardry
wizen
wizened
wk.
wkly.
wmk.
wo
woad
woaded
woadwaxen
woald
wobble
wobbling
wobbly
wodge
woe
woebegone
woeful
woke
woken
wold
wolf
wolf spider
wolfish
wolfhound
wolfish
wolfram
wolframite
wolfsbane
wollastonite
wolver
wolverine
wolves
woman
woman suffrage
woman-hater
womanhood
womanish
womanize
womanizer
womankind
womanlike
womanly
womb
wombat
women
women's rights
women's room
womenfolk
womera
wommera
won
won ton
wonder
wonder-stricken
wonderful
wondering
wonderland
wonderment
wonderwork
wondrous
wonga-wonga
wonky
wont
wonted
woo
wood
wood alcohol
wood anemone
wood block
wood coal
wood duck
wood engraving
wood hyacinth
woof
woofer
wool
wool fat
wool stapler
woolfell
woolgathering
woolgrower
woollen
woolly
woolly bear
woolly-headed
woolpack
woolsack
wooral
woozy
wop
word
word association
word association test
word blindness
word class
word deafness
word game
word of honor
word order
word picture
word square
word stress
wordage
wordbook
wording
wordless
wordplay
words
wordsmith
wordy
wore
work
work force
work function
work of art
work on
work over
work sheet
work up
workable
workaday
workbag
workbench
workbook
workday
worked
worker
workhorse
workhouse
working
working capital
working class
working drawing
working girl
working hypothesis
working papers
working substance
workingman
workingwoman
workman
workmanlike
workmanship
workmen's compensation
workmen's compensation insurance
workout
workroom
works
works council
workshop
worktable
workwoman
world
world power
world soul
world spirit
world war
world-beater
world-shaking
world-weary
worldling
worldly
worldly-wise
worldwide
worm
worm gear
worm grass
worm lizard
worm wheel
worm-eaten
wrathful
wreak
wreath
wreathe
wreck
wreckage
wrecker
wreckfish
wreckful
wrecking bar
wren
wrench
wrest
wrestle
wrestling
wretch
wretched
wrier
wriest
wriggle
wriggler
wriggly
wright
wring
wrienger
wrinkle
winkly
wrist
wrist pin
wristband
wristlet
wristwatch
writ
writ of error
write
write off
write out
write-in
write-off
write-up
writer
writer's cramp
writhe
writhe
writing
written
wrong
wrong number
wrong-headed
wrongdoer
wrongdoing
wrongful
wrongheaded
wrongly
wrote
wroth
wrought
wrought iron
wrought-up
wrung
wry
wryneck
wulfenite
wurst
wych-elm
wynd
x
x-ray
x-ray therapy
x-ray tube
x-unit
xanthate
xanthein
xanthene
xanthic
xanthic acid
xanthin
xanthine
xantho-
xanthochroid
xanthochroism
xanthophyll
xanthous
xebec
xenia
xeno-
xenocryst
xenogamy
xenogenesis
xenolith
xenomorphic
xenon
xenophobe
xenophobia
xerarch
xeric
xeroderma
xerography
xerophagy
xerophilous
xerophthalmia
xerophyte
xerosere
xerosis
xi
xiphisternum
xiphoid
xylem
xylene
xylidine
xylo-
xylograph
xylography
xyloid
xylol
xylophagous
xylophone
xylotomous
xylotomy
xyster
y
y.
yabber
yacht
yachting
yachtsman
yackety-yak
yah
yahoo
yak
yakka
yam
yamen
yammer
yank
yap
yapok
yapon
yard
yard goods
yard grass
yardage
yardarm
yardman
yardmaster
yardstick
yare
yarn
yarn-dyed
yarrow
yashmak
yataghan
yaupon
yautia
yaw
yaw1
yawmeter
yawn
yawning
yawp
yaws
yclept
ye
yea
yeah
yean
yeanling
year
year-round
yearbook
yearling
yearlong
yearly
yearn
yearning
yeast
yeast cake
yeasty
yegg
yeld
yell
yellow
yellow bile
yellow brass
yellow cake
yellow fever
yellow flag
yellow jack
yellow jacket
yellow journalism
yellow metal
yellow peril
yellow poplar
yellow spot
yellow streak
yellow water lily
yellow-green
yellowbird
yellowhammer
yellowish
yellowlegs
yellows
yellowtail
yellowthroat
yellowweed
yellowwood
yelp
yen
yenta
yeoman
yeoman of the guard
yeoman's service
yeomanly
yeomanry
yep
yes
yes man
yes-man
yeshiva
yester
yester-
yesterday
yesteryear
yestreen
yet
yeti
yew
yid
yield
yielding
yip
yippee
yippie
ylang-ylang
ylem
yo-heave-ho
yo-ho
yod
yodel
yodle
yoga
yogh
yoghurt
yogi
yogini
yogurt
yoicks
yoke
yokefellow
yokeľ
yolk
yon
yonder
yoni
yoo-hoo
yore
you
you're
you've
young
young blood
young lady
young man
young thing
youngling
youngster
younker
your
yours
yours truly
yourself
youth
youth hostel
youthen
youthful
yowl
yrs.
ytterbia
ytterbite
ytterbium
yttria
yttriferous
yttrium
yttrium metal
yuan
yucca
yuk
yulan
yule
yule log
yuletide
yurt
ywis
z
z-axis
z.
zabaglione
zaffer
zaibatsu
zamia
zamindar
zanoxylum
zany
zap
zapateado
zaratite
zareba
zarf
zarzuela
zayin
zeal
zealot
zealotry
zealous
zebec
zebra
zebra crossing
zebrass
zebrwood
zebu
zecchino
zed
zedoary
zee
zemstvo
zenana
zenith
zenithal
zeolite
zephyr
zeppelin
zero
zero gravity
zero hour
zest
zestful
zeta
zeugma
zibeline
zibet
zig
zigzag
zigzagger
zillion
zinc
zinc blende
zinc chloride
zinc ointment
zinc oxide
zinc white
zincate
zinciferous
zincograph
zincography
zing
zingaro
zinenite
zinnia
zip
zip code
zip gun
zipper
zippy
zircon
zirconia
zirconium
zither
zizith
zloty
zo-
zoa
zodiac
zodiacal light
zombie
zonal
zonate
zonation
zone
zoning
zonked
zoo
zoo-
zoochemistry
zoochore
zoogeography
zoogloea
zoography
zoid
zool.
zoolatry
zoological garden
zoologist
zoology
zoom
zoom lens
zoometry
zoomorphism
zoon
zoonosis
zoophilic
zoophilous
zoophobia
zoophyte
zooplankton
zooplasty
zoosperm
zoosporangium
zoospore
zoot suit
zootechnics
zootomy
zootoxin
zoril
zoster
zounds
zucchetto
zugzwang
zwieback
zygapophysis
zygo-
zygodactyl
zygoma
zygomatic arch
zygomatic bone
zygomatic process
zygophyllaceous
zygophyte
zygosis
zygospore
zygote
zygotene
zymase
zymo-
zymogen
zymogenesis
zymogenic
zymolysis
zymometer
zymosis
zymotic
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c’ for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w’ and `show c’ should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w’ and `show c’; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
courage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Here is a list of the main contributors to lm-sensors version 3.

* Frodo Looijaard
Original author of libsensors, sensors-detect, sensors and isadump.
* Merlin Hughes
  Original author of sensord.
* Bob Schlaermann
  Dynamic chip feature detection (a.k.a. generic chip support) in
  libsensors and sensors.
* Mark M. Hoffman
  Many improvements to the libsensors configuration file scanner.
* Jean Delvare
  New libsensors API, and migration of sensors and sensord thereto.
  Many optimizations in libsensors and sensors.
  Configuration file converter.
  Rewrite of sensors-detect.
  Support for multiple configuration files in libsensors.

1.564 boost 1.43.0

1.564.1 Available under license :
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization
obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,
execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the
Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to
do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.565 jansson 2.10 1.el7
1.565.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Petri Lehtinen <petri@digip.org>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.566 yum-rhn-plugin 2.0.1

1.566.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a 'copyright disclaimer' for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.567 log4net 1.2.10.0
1.567.1 Available under license:

/* Copyright  2002 Jean-Claude Manoli [jc@manoli.net]
 *
 * This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty.
 * In no event will the author(s) be held liable for any damages arising from
 * the use of this software.
 * 
 * Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
 * including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
 * freely, subject to the following restrictions:
 * 
 * 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
 *    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
 *    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
 *    appreciated but is not required.
 */
* 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not
*  be misrepresented as being the original software.
*
* 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
*/
**
** NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 (d) of the Apache License,
** Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache log4net distribution.
**

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Please read the LICENSE files present in the root directory of this
distribution.

The names "log4net" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior
written permission. For written permission, please contact
apache@apache.org.
Apache License

    Version 2.0, January 2004
    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability.
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.568 woodstox-core 5.0.3
1.568.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
/* Woodstox XML processor */

/* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi */

/* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with */
/* the source code. */
/* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. */
/* */
/* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software */
/* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, */
/* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. */
/* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and */
/* limitations under the License. */

/* Woodstox XML processor */

/* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi */

/* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with */
/* the source code. */
/* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. */
/* */
/* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software */
/* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, */
/* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. */
/* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and */
/* limitations under the License. */

/* Woodstox XML processor */

/* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi */

/* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with */
/* the source code. */
/* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. */
/* */
/* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software */
/* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, */
/* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. */
/* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and */
/* limitations under the License. */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParserFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WrappedSaxException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXFeature.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXProperty.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/RepairingNsStreamWriter.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 *
 * Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,
 * included with the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2005 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * *
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
 * Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 * *
 * Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with
 * the source code.
 * You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/* Woodstox XML processor
 *
* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi
 *
* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
* included with the source code.
* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchema.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDDElement.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/BaseSchemaFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchemaFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDAttribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DefaultAttrValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSchemaFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDTransient.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1150985846_1617740758.56/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-sources-3-jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/NonNsStreamWriter.java

1.569 keyutils 1.5.8-3.el7
1.569.1 Available under license:
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
15. Because the library is licensed free of charge, there is no warranty for the library, to the extent permitted by applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing the copyright holders and/or other parties provide the library "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the library is with you. Should the library prove defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

16. In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or redistribute the library as permitted above, be liable to you for damages, including any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use the library (including but not limited to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third parties or a failure of the library to operate with any other software), even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.570 stateless4j 2.5.0
1.570.1 Available under license :

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2014 Fabien Renaud.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1150916823_1617719494.06/0/stateless4j-2-5-0-sources-6-
jar/com/github/oxo42/stateless4j/OutVar.java
1.571 iscsi-initiator-utils 6.2.0.874

1.571.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.572 gpgme 1.3.2 5.el7

1.572.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
   59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.573.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.574 libthrift 0.14.0
1.574.1 Available under license:

Apache Thrift
Copyright (C) 2006 - 2019, The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

lib/erl/src/Makefile.am

Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

# Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>
#
# Copying and distribution of this file, with or without
# modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided
# the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

For the lib/nodejs/lib/thrift/json_parse.js:

/*
   json_parse.js
   2015-05-02
   Public Domain.
   NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
*/

(By Douglas Crockford <douglas@crockford.com>)

For lib/cpp/src/thrift/windows/SocketPair.cpp

/* socketpair.c
 * Copyright 2007 by Nathan C. Myers <ncm@cantrip.org>; some rights reserved.
 * This code is Free Software. It may be copied freely, in original or
 * modified form, subject only to the restrictions that (1) the author is
 * relieved from all responsibilities for any use for any purpose, and (2)
 * this copyright notice must be retained, unchanged, in its entirety. If
 * for any reason the author might be held responsible for any consequences
 * of copying or use, license is withheld.
 */
For lib/py/compat/win32/stdint.h

// ISO C9x compliant stdint.h for Microsoft Visual Studio
// Based on ISO/IEC 9899:TC2 Committee draft (May 6, 2005) WG14/N1124
//
// Copyright (c) 2006-2008 Alexander Chemeris
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
//
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
//    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
//
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
//
// 3. The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products
//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
//
// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
// WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
// MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
// EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
// PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
// OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY.
// WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
// OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
// ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
//

DIRECTORY TEMPLATE IN T_HELP_GENERATOR.H

* Bootstrap v2.0.3
* 
* Copyright 2012 Twitter, Inc
* Licensed under the Apache License v2.0
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Designed and built with all the love in the world @twitter by @mdo and @fat.
For t_cl_generator.cc

* Copyright (c) 2008- Patrick Collison <patrick@collison.ie>
* Copyright (c) 2006- Facebook

---------------------------------------------

1.575 lua 5.1.4 15.el7

1.575.1 Available under license :
Lua License
-------

Lua is licensed under the terms of the MIT license reproduced below.
This means that Lua is free software and can be used for both academic
and commercial purposes at absolutely no cost.

For details and rationale, see http://www.lua.org/license.html.

===============================================================================

Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

===============================================================================

(end of COPYRIGHT)
1.576 txw2 2.2.11

1.576.1 Available under license:

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. * You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This class is in the Public Domain. NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO WARRANTY</strong>.'</n

Found license 'GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>'

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

1.577 perl-srpm-macros 1

1.577.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

“This License” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as “you”. “Licensees” and “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.

To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.

A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. “Object code” means any non-source form of a work.

A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The “System Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A “Major Component”, in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such
as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to “keep intact all notices”.
c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System
Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A “User Product” is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the
Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be
marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or
modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these
contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If
the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along
with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further
restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material
governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such
relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a
statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated
as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License
(including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated
(a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b)
permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days
after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies
you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this
License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of
the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or
rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not
qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation
of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's “contributor version”.

A contributor's “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream
recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the
Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright” line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.
Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an “about box”.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer”
for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your
program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first,
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GNV LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:
a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort
to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the
function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of
this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from
a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object
code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated
material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure
layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates
(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this
license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,
taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the
portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of
the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that
the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this
license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during
execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among
these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the
copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of
this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form
suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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1.579.1 Available under license:

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2012 Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others. See source files for details.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Jan 21, 2002

The libgcj library is licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and
conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with libjava; see the file COPYING. If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in
Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,
if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@enumerate 0
@item Definitions.

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as ``you''. ``Licensees'' and ``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

@item Source Code.
The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

@item Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
  @item
  The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

  @item
  The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all notices''.

  @item
  You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

  @item
  If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
@end enumerate

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an `aggregate` if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

@item Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:
Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

@end enumerate
A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A ``User Product'' is either (1) a ``consumer product'', which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, ``normally used'' refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

``Installation Information'' for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

@item Additional Terms.

``Additional permissions`` are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders
of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

@enumerate a
@item
Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms
of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

@item
Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author
attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices
displayed by works containing it; or

@item
Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

@item
Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

@item
Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade
names, trademarks, or service marks; or

@item
Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.
@end enumerate

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered `"further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

@item Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An `"entity transaction"' is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

@item Patents.

A `"contributor"' is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the
scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on
the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically
granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you
are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the
business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the
third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the
work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties
who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent
license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by
you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in
connection with specific products or compilations that contain the
covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent
license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

@item No Surrender of Others’ Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey
a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under
this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a
consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree
to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying
from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could
satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely
from conveying the Program.

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

@item Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

@item Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

@end enumerate

@end heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@smallexample
@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.
@end smallexample

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@smallexample
@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type \texttt{@samp{show c}} for details.
@end smallexample

The hypothetical commands \texttt{@samp{show w}} and \texttt{@samp{show c}} should show
the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your
program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would
use an ``about box''.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your
program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine
library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary
applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But
first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.
@c man end

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

_VERSION_ 2, JUNE 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "Modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
eexercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
This is an attempt to acknowledge early contributions to the garbage
collector. Later contributions should instead be mentioned in
README.changes.

HISTORY -

Early versions of this collector were developed as a part of research
projects supported in part by the National Science Foundation
and the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency.

The garbage collector originated as part of the run-time system for
the Russell programming language implementation. The first version of the
garbage collector was written primarily by Al Demers. It was then refined
and mostly rewritten, primarily by Hans-J. Boehm, at Cornell U.,
the University of Washington, Rice University (where it was first used for
C and assembly code), Xerox PARC, SGI, and HP Labs. However, significant
contributions have also been made by many others.

Some other contributors:

More recent contributors are mentioned in the modification history in
README.changes. My apologies for any omissions.

The SPARC specific code was originally contributed by Mark Weiser.
The Encore Multimax modifications were supplied by Kevin Kenny (kenny@m.cs.uiuc.edu). The adaptation to the IBM PC/RT is largely due to Vernon Lee, on machines made available to Rice by IBM.

Much of the HP specific code and a number of good suggestions for improving the generic code are due to Walter Underwood.

Robert Brazile (brazile@diamond.bbn.com) originally supplied the ULTRIX code. Al Dosser (dosser@src.dec.com) and Regis Cridlig (Regis.Cridlig@cl.cam.ac.uk) subsequently provided updates and information on variation between ULTRIX systems. Parag Patel (parag@netcom.com) supplied the A/UX code. Jesper Peterson (jep@mtiame.mtia.oz.au), Michel Schinz, and Martin Tauchmann (martintauchmann@bigfoot.com) supplied the Amiga port. Thomas Funke (thf@zelator.in-berlin.de(?)) and Brian D. Carlstrom (bdc@clark.lcs.mit.edu) supplied the NeXT ports.

Douglas Steel (doug@wg.icl.co.uk) provided ICL DRS6000 code. Bill Janssen (janssen@parc.xerox.com) supplied the SunOS dynamic loader specific code. Manuel Serrano (serrano@cornas.inria.fr) supplied Linux and Sony News specific code. Al Dosser provided Alpha/OSF/1 code. He and Dave Detlefs (detlefs@src.dec.com) also provided several generic bug fixes. Alistair G. Crooks (agc@uts.amdahl.com) supplied the NetBSD and 386BSD ports. Jeffrey Hsu (hsu@soda.berkeley.edu) provided the FreeBSD port. Brent Benson (brent@jade.ssd.csd.harris.com) ported the collector to a Motorola 88K processor running CX/UX (Harris NightHawk). Ari Huttunen (Ari.Huttunen@hut.fi) generalized the OS/2 port to nonIBM development environments (a nontrivial task). Patrick Beard (beard@cs.ucdavis.edu) provided the initial MacOS port. David Chase, then at Olivetti Research, suggested several improvements. Scott Schwartz (schwartz@groucho.cse.psu.edu) supplied some of the code to save and print call stacks for leak detection on a SPARC. Jesse Hull and John Ellis supplied the C++ interface code.

Zhong Shao performed much of the experimentation that led to the current typed allocation facility. (His dynamic type inference code hasn’t made it into the released version of the collector, yet.)

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun Microsystems. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.
Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the 
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. 
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file 
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a 
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. 
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be 
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The 
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data 
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline 
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object 
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative 
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the 
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may 
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. 
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, 
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or 
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a 
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work 
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit 
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse 
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the 
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by 
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work 
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the 
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference 
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one 
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding 
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever 
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under 
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked 
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that 
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the 
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified 
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood 
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the 
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
The software in this package is distributed under the GNU General Public License (with a special exception described below).

A copy of GNU General Public License (GPL) is included in this distribution, in the file COPYING. If you do not have the source code, it is available at:

http://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

GNU Classpath also contains other (example) code distributed under other terms. External libraries included with GNU Classpath may also be distributed under different licensing terms.
The location and the exact terms of this other code is mentioned below.

Directory examples.
All example code is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL).
Each example source code files carries the following notice:

GNU Classpath examples are free software; you can redistribute it
and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at
your option) any later version.

GNU Classpath examples are distributed in the hope that they will be
useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with GNU Classpath examples; see the file COPYING. If not,
write to the Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

For more information see the README file in the examples directory.

Directory native/fdlibm
fdlimb contains general algorithms useful for runtimes and compilers to
support strict double and float mathematical operations.

fdlibm files carry the following notices:

Copyright (c) 1991 by AT&T.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice
is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy
or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting
documentation for such software.

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR AT&T MAKES ANY
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY
OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software is freely granted, provided that this notice
is preserved.

The upstream for fdlibm is libgcj (http://gcc.gnu.org/java/), they sync
again with the 'real' upstream (http://www.netlib.org/fdlibm/readme).

The documentation of some of the files in org/ietf/jgss/ is derived from the text of RFC 2853: Generic Security Service API Version 2: Java Bindings. That document is covered under the following license notice:

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000). All Rights Reserved.

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are included on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than English.

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Directory external/w3c_dom
Bindings for the Document Object Model (DOM) as published by the World Wide Web Consortium. All files are distributed under the following W3C Software Short Notice:

Copyright (c) 2004 World Wide Web Consortium,

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved. This work is distributed under the W3C(r) Software License [1] in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

Directory external/sax
Simple API for XML, a standard application interface for processing XML.
All files are distributed with the following short notice:

NO WARRANTY! This class is in the Public Domain.

The www.saxproject.org explains:

Copyright Status

SAX is free!

In fact, it's not possible to own a license to SAX, since it's been placed in the public domain.
No Warranty

Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty for the design or for the software implementation, to the extent permitted by applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing the copyright holders and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of SAX is with you. Should SAX prove defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or redistribute SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use SAX (including but not limited to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third parties or a failure of the SAX to operate with any other programs), even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

Copyright Disclaimers

This page includes statements to that effect by David Megginson, who would have been able to claim copyright for the original work.

SAX 1.0

Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by the membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into the public domain.

No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and non-commercial applications, bundle it with your software distribution, include it on a CD-ROM, list the source code in a book, mirror the documentation at your own web site, or use it in any other way you see fit.

David Megginson, sax@megginson.com
1998-05-11

SAX 2.0

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and documentation contained in this distribution into the Public
Domain. SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
2000-05-05

Two files in gnu/xml/aelfred2 (SAXDriver.java and XmlParser.java) were originally derived from code which carried the following notice:

Copyright (c) 1997, 1998 by Microstar Software Ltd.

AElfred is free for both commercial and non-commercial use and redistribution, provided that Microstar’s copyright and disclaimer are retained intact. You are free to modify AElfred for your own use and to redistribute AElfred with your modifications, provided that the modifications are clearly documented.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Please use it AT YOUR OWN RISK.

The files in resource/gnu/java/locale were generated by gnu.localegen from the files distributed from date provided by CLDR.
All these files are distributed under the following terms:

Copyright (C) 1991-2005 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the “Data Files”) or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the “Software”) to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR
ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS. WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR
SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder
shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use
or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior
written authorization of the copyright holder.

The file native/jni/midi-dssi/gnu_javax_sound_midi_dssi_DSSISynthesizer.c
contains two functions (get_port_default and set_control) derived from
example code in the DSSI distribution (http://dssi.sourceforge.net).
The original DSSI example code is distributed under the following
terms:

Copyright 2004 Chris Cannam, Steve Harris and Sean Bolton.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the
above copyright notice and this permission notice are included in
all copies or substantial portions of the software.

The files in java/util/concurrent and subdirectories (with the
exception of CopyOnWriteArrayList.java), along with
java.utilNavigableMap, java.utilNavigableSet, java.utilDeque and
java.utilArrayDeque, are taken from JSR166 concurrency materials
maintained by Doug Lea and distributed under the following terms:

Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166
Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

CopyOnWriteArrayList.java has been reimplemented for GNU Classpath,
and is distributed under the same terms as other GNU Classpath files,
as specified at the top of this file.

Directory external/relaxngDatatype
RELAX NG Pluggable Datatype Libraries. All files are distributed under
the following notice:

Copyright (c) 2001, Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd, Sun
Microsystems. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* m4/ax_func_which_gethostbyname_r.m4

Copyright 2005 Caolan McNamara <caolan@skynet.ie>
Copyright 2005 Daniel Richard G. <skunk@iskunk.org>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307,
USA.

As a special exception, the respective Autoconf Macro's copyright
owner gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify the
configure scripts that are the output of Autoconf when processing the
Macro. You need not follow the terms of the GNU General Public License
when using or distributing such scripts, even though portions of the
text of the Macro appear in them. The GNU General Public License
(GPL) does govern all other use of the material that constitutes the
Autoconf Macro.

This special exception to the GPL applies to versions of the
Autoconf Macro released by the Autoconf Macro Archive. When you make
and distribute a modified version of the Autoconf Macro, you may
extend this special exception to the GPL to apply to your modified
version as well.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

^L
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

      (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
GCC RUNTIME LIBRARY EXCEPTION

Version 3.1, 31 March 2009

Copyright (C) 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This GCC Runtime Library Exception ("Exception") is an additional permission under section 7 of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3"). It applies to a given file (the "Runtime Library") that bears a notice placed by the copyright holder of the file stating that the file is governed by GPLv3 along with this Exception.

When you use GCC to compile a program, GCC may combine portions of certain GCC header files and runtime libraries with the compiled program. The purpose of this Exception is to allow compilation of non-GPL (including proprietary) programs to use, in this way, the header files and runtime libraries covered by this Exception.

0. Definitions.

A file is an "Independent Module" if it either requires the Runtime Library for execution after a Compilation Process, or makes use of an interface provided by the Runtime Library, but is not otherwise based on the Runtime Library.

"GCC" means a version of the GNU Compiler Collection, with or without modifications, governed by version 3 (or a specified later version) of the GNU General Public License (GPL) with the option of using any subsequent versions published by the FSF.

"GPL-compatible Software" is software whose conditions of propagation, modification and use would permit combination with GCC in accord with the license of GCC.
"Target Code" refers to output from any compiler for a real or virtual target processor architecture, in executable form or suitable for input to an assembler, loader, linker and/or execution phase. Notwithstanding that, Target Code does not include data in any format that is used as a compiler intermediate representation, or used for producing a compiler intermediate representation.

The "Compilation Process" transforms code entirely represented in non-intermediate languages designed for human-written code, and/or in Java Virtual Machine byte code, into Target Code. Thus, for example, use of source code generators and preprocessors need not be considered part of the Compilation Process, since the Compilation Process can be understood as starting with the output of the generators or preprocessors.

A Compilation Process is "Eligible" if it is done using GCC, alone or with other GPL-compatible software, or if it is done without using any work based on GCC. For example, using non-GPL-compatible Software to optimize any GCC intermediate representations would not qualify as an Eligible Compilation Process.

1. Grant of Additional Permission.

You have permission to propagate a work of Target Code formed by combining the Runtime Library with Independent Modules, even if such propagation would otherwise violate the terms of GPLv3, provided that all Target Code was generated by Eligible Compilation Processes. You may then convey such a combination under terms of your choice, consistent with the licensing of the Independent Modules.

2. No Weakening of GCC Copyleft.

The availability of this Exception does not imply any general presumption that third-party software is unaffected by the copyleft requirements of the license of GCC.
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This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.
0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.
1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you
If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices”.

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).
The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.
A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.
A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU_ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

==============================================================================

compiler_rt License
==============================================================================

The compiler_rt library is dual licensed under both the University of Illinois "BSD-Like" license and the MIT license. As a user of this code you may choose to use it under either license. As a contributor, you agree to allow your code to be used under both.

Full text of the relevant licenses is included below.

==============================================================================

University of Illinois/NCSA
Open Source License

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

All rights reserved.

Developed by:

LLVM Team

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

http://llvm.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

==============================================================================
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the names of the LLVM Team, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written permission.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 by the contributors listed in CREDITS.TXT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

==============================================================================

Copyrights and Licenses for Third Party Software Distributed with LLVM:

The LLVM software contains code written by third parties. Such software will have its own individual LICENSE.TXT file in the directory in which it appears. This file will describe the copyrights, license, and restrictions which apply to that code.
The disclaimer of warranty in the University of Illinois Open Source License applies to all code in the LLVM Distribution, and nothing in any of the other licenses gives permission to use the names of the LLVM Team or the University of Illinois to endorse or promote products derived from this Software.

The following pieces of software have additional or alternate copyrights, licenses, and/or restrictions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mach_override</td>
<td>lib/interception/mach_override</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

@node Library Copying
@appendixsec GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

@cindex LGPL, Lesser General Public License
@center Version 2.1, February 1999

@display
Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
@end display

@appendixsubsec Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
We call this license the *Lesser* General Public License because it does *Less* to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers *Less* of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is *Less* protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other
authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License''). Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A ``work based on the Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item
You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
The modified work must itself be a software library.

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

@item
You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library``. Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a ``work that uses the Library`` with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the
library``. The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a ``work that uses the Library`` uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
@end example

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@example
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end example

That's all there is to it!

@ignore
@c Set file name and title for man page.
@setfilename gfdl
@settitle GNU Free Documentation License
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

Special handling for inclusion in the install manual.

GNU Free Documentation License

 Version 1.3, 3 November 2008


Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.
The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \texttt{ASCII} without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX{} input format, \texttt{SGML} or \texttt{XML} using a publicly available \texttt{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple \texttt{HTML}. PostScript or \texttt{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include \texttt{PNG}, \texttt{XCF} and \texttt{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, \texttt{SGML} or \texttt{XML} for which the \texttt{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated \texttt{HTML}, PostScript or \texttt{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.
A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.
If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

1. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

2. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document.
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RE LICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.
An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@unnumberedsec ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

@c man end

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.580.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and
give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the
Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you
also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of
      any change.
   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the
      Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this
      License.
   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started
      running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an
      appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and
      that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your
work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from
the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,
and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute
the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on
the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and
every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,
the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on
the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this
License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable
form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under
      the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more
      than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
interchange; or,
   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This
alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or
executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.581.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.
A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If
you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany
the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application
Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation
Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL
for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side by side in a single library together with other library
facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this
License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your
choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based
on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,
conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version
of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that published version or of any later version
published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you
received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide
whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is
permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the
Library.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

====================================================================
Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and CRYPTOGRAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================

Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGRAMS by <appro@openssl.org>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the CRYPTOGRAMS nor the names of its copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF those given above.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

########################################################################
# Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.
# version 0.1
#
# By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009
# Public domain.
#
# For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and
# https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+ or the GPLv2+ license.

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,
the following:

the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;
moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);
publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;
rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;
rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;
database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and
other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.
Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates.
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place
additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or
e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.582 kbd 1.15.5

1.582.1 Available under license:

The file
kbdrate.c
is Copyright (C) 1992 Rickard E. Faith.

The files
dumpkeys.c loadkeys.y loadkeys.analyze.1 ksym.c ksym.h
showkey.c keymaps.5 loadkeys.1 dumpkeys.1 showkey.1
are Copyright (C) 1993 Risto Kankkunen.

The files
setfont.c setfont.8 mapscrn.c mapscrn.8
(and changes to loadkeys.y)
are Copyright (C) 1993 Eugene G. Crosser.

The files
psfaddtable.1 psfgettable.1 psfstriptable.1
are Copyright (C) 1994 H. Peter Anvin.

The files
chvt.c clrunimap.c deallocvt.c fgconsole.c findfile.c
getfd.c getkeycodes.c getunimap.c kbd_mode.c loadunimap.c
psffontop.c psfxtable.c resizecons.c screendump.c setkeycodes.c
setleds.c setmetamode.c setvesablank.c showconsolefont.c
spawn_console.c spawn_login.c
chvt.1 deallocvt.1 kbd_mode.1 setleds.1 setmetamode.1
getkeycodes.8 loadunimap.8 resizecons.8 setkeycodes.8
kbd.FAQ.*
(and changes to earlier mentioned programs)
are Copyright (C) 1994-1999 Andries E. Brouwer.

The file
openvt.c
is Copyright (C) 1994 by Jon Tombs <jon@gtex02.us.es>
portions also authors: Andries E. Brouwer <aeb@cwi.nl>
Joshua Spoerri <josh@cooper.edu>
Chuck Martin <cmartin@bigfoot.com>  
Alexey Gladkov <gladkov.alexey@gmail.com>

The file  
kbdinfo.c  
is Copyright (C) 2011 Alexey Gladkov.

The file  
setvtrgb.c  
is Copyright (C) 2011 Alexey Gladkov,  
portions also Copyright (C) 2011 Canonical Ltd.  
    Authors: Seth Forshee <seth.forshee@canonical.com>  
    Dustin Kirkland <kirkland@canonical.com>

The files  
    auth.c pam_auth.h pam.c parse.c screen.c username.c vlock.c vlock.h vt.c  
is Copyright (C) 1994-1998 Michael K. Johnson <johnsonm@redhat.com>  
    Copyright (C) 2002-2006 Dmitry V. Levin <ldv@altlinux.org>

All files in this package may be freely copied under the terms  
of the GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2, or at your  
option any later version - except possibly for the restrictions  
mentioned in the directory consolefonts.

1.583 commons-beanutils 1.9.4

1.583.1 Available under license :

Apache Commons BeanUtils  
Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at  
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License  
Version 2.0, January 2004  
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,  
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by  
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.584 vsftpd 3.0.2-25.el7
1.584.1 Available under license:

See "COPYING".

vsftpd is licensed under version 2 of the GNU GPL.
As copyright holder, I give permission for vsftpd to be linked to the OpenSSL libraries. This includes permission for vsftpd binaries to be distributed linked against the OpenSSL libraries. All other obligations under the GPL v2 remain intact.
Everything within this tar archive is Copyright (c) Chris Evans, except where otherwise noted in individual files.
vsftpd is licensed under version 2 of the GNU GPL.
As copyright holder, I give permission for vsftpd to be linked to the OpenSSL libraries. This includes permission for vsftpd binaries to be distributed linked against the OpenSSL libraries. All other obligations under the GPL v2 remain intact.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.585 spring-security-ldap 5.1.8.RELEASE

1.585.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/NestedLdapAuthoritiesPopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/LdapAuthority.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyControlExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyErrorStatus.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyData.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyControlExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyErrorStatus.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyData.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/DefaultLdapUsernameToDnMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/DefaultSpringSecurityContextSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/server/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/package-info.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/server/ApacheDSContainer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/search/package-info.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,  
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and  
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/LdapUserDetailsMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyControlFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/LdapAuthenticator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/AbstractLdapAuthenticator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/search/LdapUserSearch.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/search/LdapUserSearch.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/LdapAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/PasswordComparisonAuthenticator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyResponseControl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/InetOrgPerson.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/InetOrgPersonContextMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/InetOrgPersonContextMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/DefaultLdapAuthoritiesPopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/DefaultLdapAuthoritiesPopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/Person.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/LdapUserDetails.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/LdapUserDetailsImpl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/UserDetailsContextMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyControl.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/ppolicy/PasswordPolicyResponseControl.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2005-2010 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/LdapEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/LdapEncoder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/userdetails/LdapUserDetailsManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/authentication/AbstractLdapAuthenticationProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515531_1605051619.11/0/spring-security-ldap-5-1-8-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/security/ldap/server/UnboundIdContainer.java
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1.586.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme
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1.587.1 Available under license :

   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software— to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide...
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1. Definitions
---------------

1.1. "Contributor"
   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached
   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
   including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
   means
   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described
       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"
means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that
controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For
purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than
fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,
non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,
modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its
Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or
as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer
for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its
Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution
become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first
distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under
this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the
distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.
Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a
Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;
or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s
modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its
Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor
Version); or
(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities
-------------------

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:
(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------
If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

************************************************************************

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a
* particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the *
* quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. *
* Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You *
* (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, *
* repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an *
* essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is *
* authorized under this License except under this disclaimer. *
* *
*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************

7. Limitation of Liability
--------------------------

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort *
(including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any *
Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as *
permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, *
special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character *
including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of *
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any *
and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party *
shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This *
limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or *
personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the *
extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some *
jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of *
incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and *
limitation may not apply to You.

*********************************************************************

8. Litigation
-----------

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the *
courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal *
place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that *
jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. *
Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring *
cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous
-------------

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject *
matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License
-----------------------------------

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
---------------------------------------------

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.
You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice
------------------------------------------------------------------

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.
Use is subject to license terms.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

1.589 elfutils 0.172 2.el7
1.589.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.
"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.
The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section
7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the
b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the
Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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1.590.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work.
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.591.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1998-2003 University of Illinois Board of Trustees
Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Mark D. Roth
All rights reserved.

Developed by: Campus Information Technologies and Educational Services,
   University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
``Software''), to deal with the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the
  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the names of Campus Information Technologies and Educational
Services, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written permission.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE SOFTWARE.
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1.592.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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1.593.1 Available under license :

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1.1

-------------

1. Definitions.
1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this
License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.
2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a
copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You
distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code
version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include
an additional document offering the additional rights described in
Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be
made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License
either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an
Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic
Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
months after the date it initially became available, or at least six
(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for
ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an
Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the
origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's
intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,
Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code
distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the
party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will
know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after
the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,
Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies
Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps
(such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)
reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered
Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming
interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the
Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by
the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such
terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger
Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to
statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)
describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description
must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must
be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the
extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to
understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has
attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised
and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version
will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the
License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that
version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms
of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one
other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to
Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may
only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code
governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that
the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",
"MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License)
and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license
contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and
Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial
Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in
Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of
this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF
DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE
COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure
such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall
survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License
shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom
You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly
infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License
shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,
unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)
agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable
royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such
Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to
the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days
of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as “Multiple-Licensed”. “Multiple-Licensed” means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

“The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

The Original Code is ____________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________________.

Portions created by ____________________________ are Copyright (C) ______ ____________________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ____________________________

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

/*
 * Copyright 2002 Kevin B. Hendricks, Stratford, Ontario, Canada
 * And Contributors. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * *
 * 3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as
 * such. Binary redistributions based on modified source code
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must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KEVIN B. HENDRICKS AND CONTRIBUTORS
`"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
KEVIN B. HENDRICKS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

NOTE: A special thanks and credit goes to Geoff Kuenning
the creator of ispell. MySpell's affix algorithms were
based on those of ispell which should be noted is
copyright Geoff Kuenning et.al. and now available
under a BSD style license. For more information on ispell
and affix compression in general, please see:
http://www.cs.ucla.edu/ficus-members/geoff/ispell.html
(the home page for ispell)

An almost complete rewrite of MySpell for use by
the Mozilla project has been developed by David Einstein
(Deinst@world.std.com). David and I are now
working on parallel development tracks to help
our respective projects (Mozilla and OpenOffice.org
and we will maintain full affix file and dictionary
file compatibility and work on merging our versions
of MySpell back into a single tree. David has been
a significant help in improving MySpell.

Special thanks also go to La'szlo' Ne'meth
<nemethl@gyorsposta.hu> who is the author of the
Hungarian dictionary and who developed and contributed
the code to support compound words in MySpell
and fixed numerous problems with the encoding
case conversion tables.

GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1/MPL 1.1 tri-license

The contents of this software may be used under the terms of
the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or
the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL", see COPYING.LGPL) or (excepting the LGPLed GNU gettext library in the intl/ directory) the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 or later (the "MPL", see COPYING.MPL).

Software distributed under these licenses is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the licences for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the licenses.

/* ***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****
 * Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1
 *
 * The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version
 * 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
 *
 * Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License
 * for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the
 * License.
 *
 * The Original Code is Hunspell, based on MySpell.
 *
 * The Initial Developers of the Original Code are
 * Kevin Hendricks (MySpell) and Nmeth Lszl (Hunspell).
 * Portions created by the Initial Developers are Copyright (C) 2002-2005
 * the Initial Developers. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * Contributor(s):
 * David Einstein
 * Davide Prina
 * Giuseppe Modugno
 * Gianluca Turconi
 * Simon Brouwer
 * Noll Jnos
 * Br rpd
 * Goldman Eleonra
 * Sarls Tams
 * Bencsth Boldizr
 * Halcsy Pter
 * Dvoreni Lszl
 * Gefferth Andrs
 * Nagy Viktor
 * Varga Dniel
 * Chris Halls
 * Rene Engelhard
 * Bram Moolenaar
 * Dafydd Jones
* Harri Pitknen

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of
  * either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or
  * the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),
  * in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead
  * of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only
  * under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to
  * use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your
  * decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice
  * and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete
  * the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under
  * the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

* ****** END LICENSE BLOCK ***** */

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

- Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

- Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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ActiveMQ :: Spring
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
courage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
1.596 vsftpd 2.2.2

1.596.1 Available under license:

See "COPYING".

vsftpd is licensed under version 2 of the GNU GPL.
As copyright holder, I give permission for vsftpd to be linked to the OpenSSL libraries. This includes permission for vsftpd binaries to be distributed linked against the OpenSSL libraries. All other obligations under the GPL v2 remain intact.
Everything within this tar archive is Copyright (c) Chris Evans, except where otherwise noted in individual files.
vsftpd is licensed under version 2 of the GNU GPL.
As copyright holder, I give permission for vsftpd to be linked to the OpenSSL libraries. This includes permission for vsftpd binaries to be distributed linked against the OpenSSL libraries. All other obligations under the GPL v2 remain intact.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.597 policycoreutils 2.5-29.el7
1.597.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you...
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author  
  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.  
  This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it  
  under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program  
  `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

  <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989  
  Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.598 resource-agents 4.1.1
1.598.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.
8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

### 1.599 cups 1.6.3-35.el7

**1.599.1 Available under license:**

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer. All rights reserved. This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.
3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

<HTML>
<!-- SECTION: Getting Started -->
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Software License Agreement</TITLE>
<LINK REL="STYLESHEET" TYPE="text/css" HREF="../cups-printable.css">
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<H1 CLASS="title">Software License Agreement</H1>

<P ALIGN="CENTER">Copyright 2007-2012 by Apple Inc.<BR>1 Infinite Loop<BR>Cupertino, CA 95014 USA<BR><BR>WWW: <A HREF="http://www.cups.org/">http://www.cups.org/</A>

<H2 CLASS="title"><A NAME="INTRO">Introduction</A></H2>

<P>CUPS<sub>TM</sub> is provided under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") and GNU Library General Public License ("LGPL"), Version 2, with exceptions for Apple operating systems and the OpenSSL toolkit. A copy of the exceptions and licenses follow this introduction.</P>

<P>The GNU LGPL applies to the CUPS and CUPS Imaging libraries located in the "cups" and "filter" subdirectories of the CUPS source distribution and the files in the "test" subdirectory. The GNU GPL applies to the remainder of the CUPS distribution.</P>

<P>For those not familiar with the GNU GPL, the license basically allows you to:</P>

<UL>
<li>Use the CUPS software at no charge.</li>
<li>Distribute verbatim copies of the software in source or binary form.</li>
<li>Sell verbatim copies of the software for a media fee, or sell support for the software.</li>
</UL>
What this license does not allow you to do is make changes or add features to CUPS and then sell a binary distribution without source code. You must provide source for any changes or additions to the software, and all code must be provided under the GPL or LGPL as appropriate. The only exceptions to this are the portions of the CUPS software covered by the Apple operating system license exceptions outlined later in this license agreement.

The GNU LGPL relaxes the "link-to" restriction, allowing you to develop applications that use the CUPS and CUPS Imaging libraries under other licenses and/or conditions as appropriate for your application, driver, or filter.

License Exceptions

In addition, as the copyright holder of CUPS, Apple Inc. grants the following special exceptions:

Apple Operating System Development License Exception;

Software that is developed by any person or entity for an Apple Operating System ("Apple OS-Developed Software"), including but not limited to Apple and third party printer drivers, filters, and backends for an Apple Operating System, that is linked to the CUPS imaging library or based on any sample filters or backends provided with CUPS shall not be considered to be a derivative work or collective work based on the CUPS program and is exempt from the mandatory source code release clauses of the GNU GPL. You may therefore distribute linked combinations of the CUPS imaging library with Apple OS-Developed Software without releasing the source code of the Apple OS-Developed Software. You may also use sample filters and backends provided with CUPS to develop Apple OS-Developed Software without releasing the source code of the Apple OS-Developed Software.
An Apple Operating System means any operating system software developed and/or marketed by Apple Inc., including but not limited to all existing releases and versions of Apple's Darwin, OS X, and OS X Server products and all follow-on releases and future versions thereof.

This exception is only available for Apple OS-Developed Software and does not apply to software that is distributed for use on other operating systems.

All CUPS software that falls under this license exception have the following text at the top of each source file:

This file is subject to the Apple OS-Developed Software exception.

Apple Inc. explicitly allows the compilation and distribution of the CUPS software with the OpenSSL Toolkit.

No developer is required to provide these exceptions in a derived work.

The Kerberos support code ("KSC") is copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij and is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the author or Apple Inc. be held liable for any damages arising from the use of the KSC.

Sources files containing KSC have the following text at the top of each source file:
<BLOCKQUOTE>This file contains Kerberos support code, copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij.</BLOCKQUOTE>

The KSC copyright and license apply only to Kerberos-related feature code in CUPS. Such code is typically conditionally compiled based on the present of the HAVE_GSSAPI preprocessor definition.

Permission is granted to anyone to use the KSC for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

- The origin of the KSC must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use the KSC in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
- Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
- This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

<H2 CLASS="title"><A NAME="TRADEMARKS">Trademarks</A></H2>

CUPS and the CUPS logo (the "CUPS Marks") are trademarks of Apple Inc. Apple grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable right to use the CUPS Marks in any direct port or binary distribution incorporating CUPS software and in any promotional material therefor. You agree that your products will meet the highest levels of quality and integrity for similar goods, not be unlawful, and be developed, manufactured, and distributed in compliance with this license. You will not interfere with Apple's rights in the CUPS Marks, and all use of the CUPS Marks shall inure to the benefit of Apple. This license does not apply to use of the CUPS Marks in a derivative products, which requires prior written permission from Apple Inc.

<H2 CLASS="title"><A NAME="GPL">GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE</A></H2>

Version 2, June 1991
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
<OL TYPE="a">
  <LI>You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
  
  <LI>You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
  
  <LI>if the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

</OL>

<P>These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

<P>Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

<P>In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

<LI>You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

</OL>

<H3>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</H3>

<H3>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs</H3>

<P>If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

<P>To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<pre>
<VAR>one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.</VAR>
Copyright (C) <VAR>yyyy</VAR> <VAR>name of author</VAR>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
</pre>

<P>Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

<P>If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<pre>
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) <VAR>year</VAR> <VAR>name of author</VAR>
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details
type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome
to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c'
for details.

The hypothetical commands `<SAMP>`show w'</SAMP> and `<SAMP>`show c'</SAMP> should show
the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the
commands you use may be called something other than `<SAMP>`show w'</SAMP> and
<SAMP>`show c'</SAMP>; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever
suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright
interest in the program `Gnomovision,'
(which makes passes at compilers) written
by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on
the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this,
we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's
free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This
license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary
one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
the same as in the ordinary license.
The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

- The modified work must itself be a software library.
- You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional; if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

OL TYPE="a">

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

- Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

- Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

- Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

<P><STRONG>9.</STRONG>
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

<P><STRONG>10.</STRONG>
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

<P><STRONG>11.</STRONG>
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

<P>If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

<P>It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

<P><STRONG>16.</STRONG> IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

<H3>END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</H3>

<H3>How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries</H3>

<P>If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

<P>To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<pre>
VAR>one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.</VAR> Copyright (C) <VAR>year</VAR> <VAR>name of author</VAR>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
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INTRODUCTION

CUPS(tm) is provided under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") and GNU Library General Public License ("LGPL"), Version 2, with exceptions for Apple operating systems and the OpenSSL toolkit. A copy of the exceptions and licenses follow this introduction.

The GNU LGPL applies to the CUPS and CUPS Imaging libraries located in the "cups" and "filter" subdirectories of the CUPS source distribution and the files in the "test" subdirectory. The GNU GPL applies to the remainder of the CUPS distribution.

For those not familiar with the GNU GPL, the license basically allows you to:
- Use the CUPS software at no charge.
- Distribute verbatim copies of the software in source or binary form.
- Sell verbatim copies of the software for a media fee, or sell support for the software.

What this license *does not* allow you to do is make changes or add features to CUPS and then sell a binary distribution without source code. You must provide source for any changes or additions to the software, and all code must be provided under the GPL or LGPL as appropriate. The only exceptions to this are the portions of the CUPS software covered by the Apple operating system license exceptions outlined later in this license agreement.

The GNU LGPL relaxes the "link-to" restriction, allowing you to develop applications that use the CUPS and CUPS Imaging libraries under other licenses and/or conditions as appropriate for your application, driver, or filter.

LICENSE EXCEPTIONS

In addition, as the copyright holder of CUPS, Apple Inc. grants the following special exceptions:

1. Apple Operating System Development License Exception;

a. Software that is developed by any person or entity for an Apple Operating System ("Apple OS-Developed Software"), including but not limited to Apple and third party printer drivers, filters, and backends for an Apple Operating System, that is linked to the CUPS imaging library or based on any sample filters or backends provided with CUPS shall not be considered to be a derivative work or collective work based on the CUPS program and is exempt from the mandatory source code release clauses of the GNU GPL. You may therefore distribute linked combinations of the CUPS imaging library with Apple OS-Developed Software without releasing the source code of the Apple OS-Developed Software. You may also use sample filters and backends provided with CUPS to develop Apple OS-Developed Software without releasing the source code of the Apple OS-Developed Software.

b. An Apple Operating System means any operating system software developed and/or marketed by Apple Inc., including but not limited to all existing releases and
versions of Apple's Darwin, OS X, and OS X Server products and all follow-on releases and future versions thereof.

c. This exception is only available for Apple OS-Developed Software and does not apply to software that is distributed for use on other operating systems.

d. All CUPS software that falls under this license exception have the following text at the top of each source file:

   This file is subject to the Apple OS-Developed Software exception.

2. OpenSSL Toolkit License Exception;

   a. Apple Inc. explicitly allows the compilation and distribution of the CUPS software with the OpenSSL Toolkit.

   No developer is required to provide these exceptions in a derived work.

KERBEROS SUPPORT CODE

The Kerberos support code ("KSC") is copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij and is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the author or Apple Inc. be held liable for any damages arising from the use of the KSC.

Sources files containing KSC have the following text at the top of each source file:

   This file contains Kerberos support code, copyright 2006 by Jelmer Vernooij.

The KSC copyright and license apply only to Kerberos-related feature code in CUPS. Such code is typically conditionally compiled based on the present of the HAVE_GSSAPI preprocessor definition.

Permission is granted to anyone to use the KSC for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of the KSC must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use the KSC in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

TRADEMARKS

CUPS and the CUPS logo (the "CUPS Marks") are trademarks of Apple Inc. Apple grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable right to use the CUPS Marks in any direct port or binary distribution incorporating CUPS software and in any promotional material therefor. You agree that your products will meet the highest levels of quality and integrity for similar goods, not be unlawful, and be developed, manufactured, and distributed in compliance with this license. You will not interfere with Apple's rights in the CUPS Marks, and all use of the CUPS Marks shall inure to the benefit of Apple. This license does not apply to use of the CUPS Marks in a derivative products, which requires prior written permission from Apple Inc.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it.
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don’t assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate.
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the
Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation’s software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.603 maven-scm-api 1.4

1.603.1 Available under license:

Maven SCM API
Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.604 libpng 1.6.35
1.604.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs. All rights reserved.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event shall the author or contributors be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of this software.

The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED. You may modify and/or redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the following two licenses (at your option):
LICENSE 1 ('BSD-like with advertising clause'):

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:

   This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide," published by O'Reilly and Associates.

LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the software.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE
=============================================

PNG Reference Library License version 2
---------------------------------------

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.
* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.
* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.
* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and non-infringement. In no event shall the Copyright owners, or anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any source or altered source distribution.
PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are
Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are
derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same
disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals
added to the list of Contributing Authors:

    Simon-Pierre Cadieux
    Eric S. Raymond
    Mans Rullgard
    Cosmin Truta
    Gilles Vollant
    James Yu
    Mandar Sahastrabuddhe
    Google Inc.
    Vadim Barkov

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

    There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of
    the library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our
    efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes
    or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire
    risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is
    with the user.

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated
files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and
are released under other open source licenses.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are
Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from
libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and
license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the
list of Contributing Authors:

    Tom Lane
    Glenn Randers-Pehrson
    Willem van Schaik

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are
Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,
and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as
libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of
Contributing Authors:
Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners, but are released under this license.

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are
Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors" is defined as the following set of individuals:

Andreas Dilger
Dave Martindale
Guy Eric Schalnat
Paul Schmidt
Tim Wegner

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not be misrepresented as being the original source.

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any source or altered source distribution.

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.605 iotop 0.6
1.605.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software— to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and
every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY
COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
sPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.606 libusb 1.0.21-1.el7

1.606.1 Available under license :
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.607 systemd-shim 219 67.el7_7.1
1.607.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 2014 - 2019, UACMe authors

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.608 expat 2.2.9

1.608.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper
Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Expat maintainers

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
1.609 libfprint 0.8.2

1.609.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of
this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.610 jt-utils 1.3.1
1.610.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.611 jai-imageio-core 1.1
1.611.1 Available under license :

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa
Clara, California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

U.S. Government Rights - Commercial software. Government users are
subject to the Sun Microsystems, Inc. standard license agreement and
applicable provisions of the FAR and its supplements.

Use is subject to license terms.

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Java are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and
other countries.

This product is covered and controlled by U.S. Export Control laws and
may be subject to the export or import laws in other countries.
Nuclear, missile, chemical biological weapons or nuclear maritime end
uses or end users, whether direct or indirect, are strictly
prohibited. Export or reexport to countries subject to U.S. embargo or
to entities identified on U.S. export exclusion lists, including, but
not limited to, the denied persons and specially designated nationals
lists is strictly prohibited.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa
Clara, California 95054, États-Unis. Tous droits réservés.

L'utilisation est soumise aux termes de la Licence.

Cette distribution peut comprendre des composants développés par des tierces parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, le logo Sun et Java sont des marques de fabrique ou des marques déposées de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux États-Unis et dans d'autres pays.

Ce produit est soumis à la législation américaine en matière de contrôle des exportations et peut être soumis à la réglementation en vigueur dans d'autres pays dans le domaine des exportations et importations. Les utilisations, ou utilisateurs finaux, pour des armes nucléaires, des missiles, des armes biologiques et chimiques ou du nucléaire maritime, directement ou indirectement, sont strictement interdites. Les exportations ou réexportations vers les pays sous embargo américain, ou vers des entités figurant sur les listes d'exclusion d'exportation américaines, y compris, mais de manière non exhaustive, la liste de personnes qui font objet d'un ordre de ne pas participer, d'une façon directe ou indirecte, aux exportations des produits ou des services qui sont régis par la législation américaine en matière de contrôle des exportations et la liste de ressortissants spécifiquement désignés, sont rigoureusement interdites.
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You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/> Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program—to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.
A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.
"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.
Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:
a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this
License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.613 sysv-init 2.88

1.613.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
    TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
Sysvinit is Copyright (C) 1991-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General
Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

Send patches to sysvinit-devel@nongnu.org

The of the start-stop-daemon

* A rewrite of the original Debian's start-stop-daemon Perl script
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1.614.1 Available under license:

[ NOTE: MIT has only incorporated the mechglue and spnego change, and not the incremental propagation changes. The filenames are different between the Sun and MIT sources. The actual MIT filenames appear in the top-level README file. Original text of Sun's LICENSE file follows. ]

Subject to the license set forth below, Sun Microsystems, Inc. donates the attached files to MIT for the purpose of including these modifications and additions in future versions of the Kerberos system.

Many of the files attached are subject to licenses issued by other entities, including OpenVision, MIT, and FundsXpress. See the individual files, and/or related Readme files, for these licenses.

In addition Sun requires that the license set forth below be incorporated into any future version of the Kerberos system which contains portions of the files attached. The following files must be listed, in the top level Readme file, as being provided subject to such license:

```
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop.x
cmd/krb5/iprop/iprop_hdr.h
cmd/krb5/kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
cmd/krb5/kproplog/kproplog.c
cmd/krb5/slave/kpropd_rpc.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_krb5/et/kdb5_err.c
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gss_mechs/mech_spnego/mech/spnego_mech.c
lib/krb5/kadm5/kadm_host_srv_names.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_hdr.h
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/krb5/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/libgss/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/libgss/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/libgss/g_canon_name.c
lib/libgss/g_compare_name.c
lib/libgss/g_context_time.c
lib/libgss/g_delete_sec_context.c
```
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic
software from the United States of America that is subject to the
United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.
Additional laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of
the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all
applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any
required license from the U.S. government.</p>
<p>The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to
certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the
countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and
nationals of those countries.</p>
<p>Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
(<a class="reference external" href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/">https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/</a>)</p>
<p>Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,
Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,
FundsXpress, and others.</p>
<p>Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,
and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without
prior written permission of MIT.</p>
<p>Commercial use means use of a name in a product or other for-profit
manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the
MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,
recognition of their trademark status should be given).</p>
<p>The following copyright and permission notice applies to the
OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in

```
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">kadmin/create</span></code>, <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">kadmin/dbutil</span></code>, <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">kadmin/passwd</span></code>, <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">kadmin/server</span></code>, <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">lib/kadm5</span></code>, and portions of
```
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">lib/rpc</span></code>:

```
```

WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source
code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following
terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the
OpenVision Kerberos administration system.</p>
<p>You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code
compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is
provided to you AS IS EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS,
LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS
AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON.</p>

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the donated Source Code.</p>

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.</p>

Portions contributed by Matt Crawford were work performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

Portions of src/lib/crypto have the following copyright:

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes</span></code> has the following copyright:

<blockquote>
<div><div class="line-block">
<div class="line">
Copyright 2001, Dr Brian Gladman <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">brg@gladman.uk.net</span></code>, Worcester, UK.<div class="line">
All rights reserved.</div></div></div></div>
</blockquote>

<p>LICENSE TERMS</p>

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

<ol class="arabic simple">
<li>distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;</li>
<li>distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;</li>
<li>the copyright holders name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.</li>
</ol>

DISCLAIMER

This software is provided as is with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the following copyright:

<blockquote>
<div><div class="line-block">
<div class="line">
Copyright 2006 Red Hat, Inc.</div>
<div class="line">
Portions copyright 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology</div>
</div></div>
</blockquote>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

<ul class="simple">
<li>Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>
<li>Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.</li>
</ul>
This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors as is and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The software is provided as is, without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the software.

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in
```c
lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dxpr_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
```

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
the following new or changed files:

- include/iprop_hdr.h
- kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
- lib/kdb/iprop.x
- lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
- lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
- lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h
- lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c
- pre/div>
</div>

<p>and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
the following new or changed files:</p>
are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the

University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright

notice:

Copyright 1983 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:</p></div><div class="line-block">
<div class="line">Copyright 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.</div>
<div class="line">All rights reserved.</div>
</div><p>Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p><ul class="simple">
<li>Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>
<li>The copyright holders name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.</li>
</ul><p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>
Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

**COPYRIGHT 2006-2007**

**THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN**

**ALL RIGHTS RESERVED**

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

**THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.**

The `pkcs11.h` file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

**Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH**

**Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus**

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even
the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.</p></div></blockquote>
<p>Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:</p>
<blockquote>
<p>Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.</p>
<blockquote>
<p>Export of this software from the United States of America may require
a specific license from the United States Government. It is the
responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to
obtain such a license before exporting.</p>
<p>WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that
the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express
or implied warranty.</p>
<p>THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.</p></div></blockquote>
<p>The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and
src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and
permission notice:</p>
<blockquote>
<p>The OpenLDAP Public License</p>
<p>Version 2.8, 17 August 2003</p>
</blockquote>
<p>Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
(Software), with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:</p>
<ol class="arabic simple">
<li>Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements
and notices.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright
statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
with the distribution, and</li>
<li>Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.</li>
</ol>
<p>The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.
Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

This Software is provided by the OpenLDAP Foundation and its contributors as is and any expressed or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the OpenLDAP Foundation, its contributors, or the author(s) or owner(s) of the software be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this Software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

Copyright 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This Software is provided by KTH and its contributors as is and any
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:

Portions Copyright 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:
Copyright 2010, Oracle America, Inc. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Oracle America, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>
</div>
</blockquote>

<blockquote>
<div>
<p>Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University</p>
<p>All Rights Reserved</p>
<p>Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon
University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission.</p>
<p>CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.</p>
</div></blockquote>

<blockquote>
<div>
<p>Copyright 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)</p>
<p>Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its
documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software,
derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.</p>
<p>NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS AS IS CONDITION AND
DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.</p>
</div></blockquote>

<blockquote>
<div>
<p>Permission to use, copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.
Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express
or implied warranty.</p>
</div></blockquote>
Copyright 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright 2005 Marko Kreen

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p></div></blockquote>

<p>Copyright 1994 by the University of Southern California</p>

<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p>EXPERIMENT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.</p></blockquote>
<p>WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by the University of Southern California.</p>
<p>DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS. The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.</p>
</blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />

<blockquote>
<p>This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.</p>
<p>Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:</p>
<ol class="arabic">
<li>Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.</li>
<li>Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.</li>
<li>All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:</li>
</ol>
This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty.

The following notice applies to <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c</span></code> and
This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
  - This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.
- Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/util/support/strlcpy.c</span></code>:

Copyright 1998 Todd C. Miller <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">Todd.Miller@courtesan.com</span></code>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The following notice applies to <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/util/profile/argv_parse.c</span></code> and <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/util/profile/argv_parse.h</span></code>:

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Tso.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THEODORE TSO (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in:

```
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c</span></code>
```

Copyright 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.

The following notice applies to portions of:

```
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/rpc</span> <span class="pre">src/include/gssrpc</span></code>
```

Copyright 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2000 Dug Song <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">dugsong@UMICH.EDU</span></code>. All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.</p>
</div></blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />
<p>Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:</p>
</blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />
<p>Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:</p>
</blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />
<p>The following notice applies to <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c</span></code>:</p>
</blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />
<p>The following notice applies to <code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c</span></code>:</p>
</blockquote>

Copyright 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.</p>
<p>License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.</p>
<p>License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.</p>
<p>RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty of any kind.</p>
<p>These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.</p>
</div></blockquote>
<hr class="docutils" />
<p>Copyright 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.</p>
RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided as is without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Portions of <code>src/lib/krb5</code> are subject to the following notice:

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2 or any later version,
in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the
above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only
under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of
this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the
provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions
required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do
not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this
file under either the BSD or the GPL.

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the
following license:

Copyright 2010, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
The following notice applies to portions of `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c` and `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h`:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS
IN THE SOFTWARE.</p>

The following notice applies to portions of
<code class="docutils literal"><span class="pre">src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c</span></code>:</p>

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.</p>

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Copyright |copy| 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
special, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
data, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic
software from the United States of America that is subject to the
United States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774.
Additional laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of
the person or entity contemplating export to comply with all
applicable export laws and regulations, including obtaining any
required license from the U.S. government.

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to
certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the
countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and
nationals of those countries.

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support,
Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems,
FundsXpress, and others.

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira,
and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without
prior written permission of MIT.

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit
manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the
MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so,
recognition of their trademark status should be given).
The following copyright and permission notice applies to the
OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in
``kadmin/create``, ``kadmin/dbutil``, ``kadmin/passwd`,
``kadmin/server``, ``lib/kadm5``, and portions of
``lib/rpc``:


WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source
code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following
terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the
OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code
compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is
provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS,
LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS
AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE
OF THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR
ANY OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision
also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether
created by OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright
notice must be preserved if derivative works are made based on the
donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration
system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution.
This donation underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos
technology development and our gratitude for the valuable work which has
been performed by MIT and the Kerberos community.

Portions contributed by Matt Crawford ``crawdad@fnal.gov`` were work
performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated
by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract
DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
Portions of `src/lib/crypto` have the following copyright:

Copyright [copy] 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FundsXpress not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

-------------------

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in `src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes` has the following copyright:

| Copyright [copy] 2001, Dr Brian Gladman `brg@gladman.uk.net`, Worcester, UK. |
| All rights reserved. |

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;
2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;
3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.
DISCLAIMER

This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

---------------

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the following copyright:

| Copyright | copy| 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
| Portions copyright | copy| 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
| All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---------------

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files
(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,
and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
   distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in `src/lib/gssapi`, including the following files:

.. parsed-literal::

    lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssdp_name_to_uid.c
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h
    lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c
    lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h
    lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_spnego_mech.c

    and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
    the following new or changed files:
are subject to the following license:

Copyright © 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright notice:

| Copyright © 1983 Regents of the University of California. |
| All rights reserved. |

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

| Copyright |copy| 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
| All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

| COPYRIGHT | copy | 2006-2007 | THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN | ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

-------------------
The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

| Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH | Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus
This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives
unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without
modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even
the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.

-------------------

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require
a specific license from the United States Government. It is the
responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to
obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that
the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express
or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

-------------------

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and
src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and
permission notice:

| The OpenLDAP Public License
| Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
(“Software”), with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and
3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

-------------------

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

| Copyright [copy] 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
| (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
| All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:

| Copyright |copy| 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola |
| (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). |
| All rights reserved. |

Portions Copyright |copy| 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright |copy| 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
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Copyright © 2006, 2007, 2009
NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation). All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Copyright © 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Copyright © 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to
the following notice:

| Copyright |copy| 2005 Marko Kreen
| All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright |copy| 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may
require a specific license from the United States Government.
It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating
export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute
this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is
hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials
related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software
was developed by the University of Southern California.
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". The University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu software.

-------------------

| Copyright |copy| 1995
| The President and Fellows of Harvard University

This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in `src/lib/krb5/unicode`:

| Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,  
| New Mexico State University |  

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `src/util/support/strlcpy.c`:

Copyright [copy] 1998 Todd C. Miller `Todd.Miller@courtesan.com`
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `src/util/profile/argv_parse.c` and `src/util/profile/argv_parse.h`:

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

-------------------

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in `src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c`:

Copyright [copy| 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of `src/lib/rpc` and `src/include/gssrpc`:
Copyright © 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2000 Dug Song `"dugsong@UMICH.EDU"`. All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright © 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.
RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

-------------------

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright © 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

-------------------

The following notice applies to `"src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c``:

Copyright © 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.
Portions of `src/lib/krb5` are subject to the following notice:

| Copyright |copy| 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
| All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any later version,
in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

-------------------

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright © 2010, Intel Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------
The following notice applies to `src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx`:

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c` and `src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h`:

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

--------------------
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-------------------

The following notice applies to portions of
```c
```
```
```
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
/* .-*-_.- mode: c; c-basic-offset: 4; indent-tabs-mode: nil .-*- */
/*
Copyright 1987, 1989 by the Student Information Processing Board
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
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provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

/*
/* .*- mode: c; c-basic-offset: 4; indent-tabs-mode: nil .*- */
/*

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software
and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice
appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,
and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution
of the software without specific, written prior permission.
Furthermore if you modify this software you must label
your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a
fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software.
M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about
the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

/*
/* .*- mode: c; c-basic-offset: 4; indent-tabs-mode: nil .*- */
/*
* Copyright (C) 1989-1994 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
* Cambridge, MA, USA. All Rights Reserved.
*
* This software is being provided to you, the LICENSEE, by the
* Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) under the following
* license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this software, you agree
* that you have read, understood, and will comply with these terms and
* conditions:
* 
* Export of this software from the United States of America may
* require a specific license from the United States Government.
* It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating
* export to obtain such a license before exporting.
* 
* WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify and distribute
* this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee or
* royalty is hereby granted, provided that you agree to comply with the
* following copyright notice and statements, including the disclaimer, and
* that the same appear on ALL copies of the software and documentation,
* including modifications that you make for internal use or for
* distribution:
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND M.I.T. MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS
* OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not
* limitation, M.I.T. MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF
* MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF
* THE LICENSED SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY
* PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.
*
* The name of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology or M.I.T. may NOT
* be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
* software. Title to copyright in this software and any associated
* documentation shall at all times remain with M.I.T., and USER agrees to
* preserve same.
*
* Furthermore if you modify this software you must label
* your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a
* fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software.
*/

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>Copyright — MIT Kerberos Documentation</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/agogo.css" type="text/css" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/pygments.css" type="text/css" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="_static/kerb.css" type="text/css" /> 
<script type="text/javascript">
var DOCUMENTATION_OPTIONS = {
    URL_ROOT: './',
    VERSION: '1.17',
    COLLAPSE_INDEX: false,
    FILE_SUFIX: '.html',
    HAS_SOURCE: true,
    SOURCELINK_SUFFIX: '.txt'
};
</script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="_static/jquery.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="_static/underscore.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="_static/doctools.js"></script>
<link rel="author" title="About these documents" href="about.html" /> 
<link rel="index" title="Index" href="genindex.html" /> 
<link rel="search" title="Search" href="search.html" /> 
<link rel="next" title="How to build this documentation from the source" href="build_this.html" /> 
<link rel="prev" title="MIT Kerberos License information" href="mitK5license.html" />
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Copyright

Copyright 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and its contributors. All rights reserved.

See MIT Kerberos License information for additional copyright and license information.
The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to certain countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the countries of Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and nationals of those countries.

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. ([https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/))

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support, Novell, OpenVision Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems, FundsXpress, and others.

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira, and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made without prior written permission of MIT.

"Commercial use" means use of a name in a product or other for-profit manner. It does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the MIT trademarks in order to convey information (although in doing so, recognition of their trademark status should be given).

======================================================================

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system located in "kadmin/create", "kadmin/dbutil", "kadmin/passwd", "kadmin/server", "lib/kadm5", and portions of "lib/rpc":


WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source code, as described below, indicates your acceptance of the following terms. If you do not agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code compiled from it, with or without modification, but this Source Code is provided to you "AS IS" EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE SOURCE
CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY
OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code.
OpenVision also retains copyright to derivative works of the Source
Code, whether created by OpenVision or by a third party. The
OpenVision copyright notice must be preserved if derivative works
are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos
Administration system to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos
5 distribution. This donation underscores our commitment to
continuing Kerberos technology development and our gratitude for
the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the Kerberos
community.

======================================================================
Portions contributed by Matt Crawford "crawdad@fnal.gov" were work
performed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is
operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., under contract
DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

======================================================================

Portions of "src/lib/crypto" have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.
All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may
require a specific license from the United States Government.
It is the responsibility of any person or organization
contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that
the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
written prior permission. FundsXpress makes no representations
about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

======================================================================

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in "src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes" has the following copyright:

    Copyright (C) 2001, Dr Brian Gladman "brg@gladman.uk.net",
    Worcester, UK.
    All rights reserved.

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

1. distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;

2. distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other associated materials;

3. the copyright holder's name is not used to endorse products built using this software without specific written permission.

DISCLAIMER

This software is provided 'as is' with no explicit or implied warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the following copyright:

    Copyright (C) 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
    Portions copyright (C) 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
    All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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The MS-KKDCP client implementation has the following copyright:

Copyright 2013,2014 Red Hat, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in "src/lib/gssapi", including the following files:

- lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
- lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h
lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c
lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego Mech.c

and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including the following new or changed files:

include/iprop_hdr.h
kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
lib/kdb/iprop.x
lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
kprop/kpropd_rpc.c
kprop/kproplog.c

are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright notice:

Copyright (C) 1983 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The copyright holder's name is not used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of Michigan’s Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT implementation, are subject to the following license:

COPYRIGHT (C) 2006-2007
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software, then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

======================================================================

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government.
It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and permission notice:

The OpenLDAP Public License
Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and
3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this
document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.
Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use
this Software under terms of this license revision or under the
terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS
CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in
advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing
in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title
to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with
copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,
California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and
distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

======================================================================

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
Copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The KCM Mach RPC definition file used on macOS has the following copyright:

Copyright (C) 2009 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskola (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Portions Copyright (C) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright (C) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation). All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS" CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 2005 Marko Kreen
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT 
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may 
require a specific license from the United States Government. It 
is the responsibility of any person or organization 
contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and distribute 
this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is 
hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials 
related to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software 
was developed by the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". The 
University of Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. By way of example, but not 
limitation, the University of Southern California MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not 
be held liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or 
consequential damages with respect to any claim by the user or 
distributor of the ksu software.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 1995
The President and Fellows of Harvard University

This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy 
Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above 
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above 
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided 
with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

Copyright (C) 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch. All Rights Reserved.
Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to "src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c" and "src/include/k5-queue.h".

Copyright (C) 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.

This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:

   This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to Unicode library files in "src/lib/krb5/unicode":

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to "src/util/support/strlcpy.c":

Copyright (C) 1998 Todd C. Miller "Todd.Miller@courtesan.com"

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

======================================================================
The following notice applies to "src/util/profile/argv_parse.c" and "src/util/profile/argv_parse.h":

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts'o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THEODORE TS'O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn't it sick that the U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

======================================================================

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in "src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c":

Copyright (C) 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this copyright message remains intact.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to portions of "src/lib/rpc" and "src/include/gssrpc":

Copyright (C) 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2000 Dug Song "dugsong@UMICH.EDU". All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

======================================================================
Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following
notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

The following notice applies to "src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c":

Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Portions of "src/lib/krb5" are subject to the following notice:

Copyright (C) 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor CyberSAFE Corporation make any representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

======================================================================

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU General Public License ("GPL") version 2 or any later version, in which case the provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and
not to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.

======================================================================

Files copied from the Intel AESNI Sample Library are subject to the following license:

Copyright (C) 2010, Intel Corporation All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to
"src/ccapi/common/win/OldCC/autolock.hxx":

Copyright (C) 1998 by Danilo Almeida. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to portions of
"src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c" and
"src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519_tables.h":

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 the fiat-crypto authors (see the AUTHORS file).

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

======================================================================

The following notice applies to portions of "src/plugins/preauth/spake/edwards25519.c":

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Google Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (C) 2011 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
# All rights reserved.
#
# Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific license from the United States Government.
# It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.
#
# WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a
import os
import sys
import re

def warn(fname, ln, msg):
    print('%s: %d: %s' % (fname, ln + 1, msg))

def indicates_license(line):
    return 'Copyright' in line or 'COPYRIGHT' in line or 'License' in line

# Check a comment for boilerplate violations. Return true if the comment
# is a license statement.
def check_comment(comment, fname, ln, code_seen, nonlicense_seen):
    text_seen = False
    is_license = False
    for line in comment:
        if not is_license and indicates_license(line):
            is_license = True
        if text_seen:
            warn(fname, ln, 'License begins after first line of comment')
        elif code_seen:
            warn(fname, ln, 'License after code')
        elif nonlicense_seen:
            warn(fname, ln, 'License after non-license comments')
        break
    # DB2 licenses start with '/**' and we don't want to change them.
    if line != '' and line != '-':
        text_seen = True
    return is_license

def check_file(lines, fname):
    # Skip emacs mode line if present.
    ln = 0
    if '-*- mode: c;' in lines[ln]:
        ln += 1
    # Check filename comment if present.
    m = re.match(r'^ */+(.*)[^/]*
    # Check filename comment if present.
    m = re.match(r'^ */+(.*)[^/]*\n
if m.group(1) != fname:
    warn(fname, ln, 'Wrong filename in comment')
ln += 1

# Scan for license statements.
in_comment = False
code_seen = False
nonlicense_seen = False
for line in lines[ln:]:
    # Strip out whitespace and comments contained within a line.
    if not in_comment:
        line = re.sub(r'/\*.*?\*/', '', line)
        line = line.strip()
    if not in_comment and '/*' in line:
        (line, sep, comment_part) = line.partition('/*')
        comment = [comment_part.strip()]
        comment_starts_at = ln
        in_comment = True
    elif in_comment and '*/' not in line:
        comment.append(line.lstrip('*').lstrip())
    elif in_comment:
        (comment_part, sep, line) = line.partition('*/')
        comment.append(comment_part.strip())
    is_license = check_comment(comment, fname, comment_starts_at,
                                code_seen, nonlicense_seen)
    nonlicense_seen = nonlicense_seen or not is_license
    in_comment = False
    if line.strip() != '':
        code_seen = True
        ln += 1

for fname in sys.argv[1:]:
    if fname.startswith('./'):
        fname = fname[2:]
    f = open(fname)
    lines = f.readlines()
    f.close()
    check_file(lines, fname)

Copyright
=========

Copyright |copy| 1985-2019 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and its contributors. All rights reserved.

See :ref:`mitK5license` for additional copyright and license information.
MIT Kerberos License information
================================

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original M.I.T. software. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

1.615 wicket 7.6.0
1.615.1 Available under license :
Apache Wicket
Copyright 2006-2016 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software from QOS.ch (http://slf4j.org) licensed under the X11 license
Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

Contains Diff library from Mavens JRCS, released under
The Apache Software License, Version 1.1.
(c) 1999-2003

org.apache.wicket.markup.html.form.upload.MultiFileUploadField.js is taken from [1] and has the following notice:

"Licence:
Use this however/wherever you like, just don't blame me if it breaks anything.

Credit:
If you're nice, you'll leave this bit:

Class by Stickman -- http://www.the-stickman.com
with thanks to:
[for Safari fixes]
  Luis Torrefranca -- http://www.law.pitt.edu
  and
  Shawn Parker & John Pennypacker -- http://www.fuzzycoconut.com
[for duplicate name bug]
'neal''

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.

1.616 platform 2.3.4

1.616.1 Available under license :

/*
 * #%~
 * VDM Code Generator
 * 
 * Copyright (C) 2008 - 2014 Overture
 * 
 * This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
 * it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
 * published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the
 * License, or (at your option) any later version.
 * 
 * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
1.617 system-config-firewall 1.2.29

1.617.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
* GNU General Public License for more details.
*
* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public
* License along with this program. If not, see
* #~%
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfice both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.618 libestr 0.1.9
1.618.1 Available under license :
libestr is available under the terms of the GNU LGPL v2.1 or above (full text below).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

liblognorm, a fast samples-based log normalization library
Copyright (C) 2010 Rainer Gerhards

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

1.619 basesystem 10
1.619.1 Available under license :
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Summary: The skeleton package which defines a simple Red Hat Enterprise Linux system
Name: basesystem
Version: 10.0
Release: 7%{?dist}
License: Public Domain
Group: System Environment/Base
Requires(pre): setup filesystem
BuildRoot: %(_temp -ud %(_tmppath)/%{name}-%{version}-%{release}-XXXXXX)
BuildArch: noarch

%description
Basesystem defines the components of a basic Red Hat Enterprise Linux system (for example, the package installation order to use during bootstrapping). Basesystem should be in every installation of a system, and it should never be removed.

%prep

%build

%install

%clean

%files
%defattr(-,root,root,-)

%changelog
* Fri Dec 27 2013 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 10.0-7
- Mass rebuild 2013-12-27

* Tue Mar 06 2012 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 10.0-6
- remove again reference to Fedora after RHEL-7 import(#800464)

* Thu Jun 23 2011 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> 10.0-5
- fix FTBFS typo (#715640), add disttag

* Fri May 21 2010 Ondrej Vasik <ovasik@redhat.com> - 10.0-4
- remove reference to Fedora, add dist tag
Related: rhbz#566527

* Mon Apr 26 2010 Dennis Gregorovic <dgregor@redhat.com> - 10.0-3.2
- Rebuilt for RHEL 6
Related: rhbz#566527

* Mon Apr 26 2010 Dennis Gregorovic <dgregor@redhat.com> - 10.0-3.1
- Rebuilt for RHEL 6
Related: rhbz#566527

* Fri Jul 24 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-3
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_12_Mass_Rebuild

* Mon Feb 23 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 10.0-2
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_11_Mass_Rebuild

* Mon Oct 20 2008 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> 10.0-1
- Bump version and rebuild for Fedora 10 (#451289)

* Fri Mar 02 2007 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> - 8.1-1
  - Cleanup per package review (#225608)

* Wed Jul 12 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 8.0-5.1.1
  - rebuild

* Fri Dec 09 2005 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Sep 22 2004 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Fri Feb 13 2004 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Jan 22 2003 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Aug 21 2002 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
  - bump rev

* Fri Jun 21 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - automated rebuild

* Thu May 23 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - automated rebuild

* Wed Jan 09 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - automated rebuild

* Wed Jul 12 2000 Prospector <bugzilla@redhat.com>
  - automatic rebuild

* Tue Jun 6 2000 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
  - rebuild. Wheee.

* Sun Mar 21 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>
  - auto rebuild in the new build environment (release 4)

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>
  - don’t require rpm (breaks dependency chain)

* Tue Mar 16 1999 Erik Troan <ewt@redhat.com>
  - require rpm

* Wed Dec 30 1998 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>
1.620 jettison 1.0.1
1.620.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.621 qrencode 3.4.1

1.621.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.
When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.622 libxau 1.0.8

1.622.1 Available under license:
Copyright 1988, 1993, 1994, 1998 The Open Group

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

1.623 tomcat 7.0.108

1.623.1 Available under license:
Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool
Copyright 2008-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd
may be obtained from http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/
Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft
Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is
open source software. The original software and
related information is available at

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse
JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.
The original software and related information is available at
https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

For the bayeux implementation
The org.apache.cometd.bayeux API is derivative work originating at the Dojo Foundation
* Copyright 2007-2008 Guy Molinari
* Copyright 2007-2008 Filip Hanik
* Copyright 2007 Dojo Foundation
* Copyright 2007 Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd.

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
Apache License  
Version 2.0, January 2004  
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component:

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM Constitutes Recipient's ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:
a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor” means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents” mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program” means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient” means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to
its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.
EachContributormustidentifyitselfastheoriginatorofitsContribution,if any,intamannerthatreasonablyallowssubsequentRecipientsidentifieth eoftheoriginatofoftheContribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributorsesoftwaremayacceptcertainsresponsibilitieswithrespecttoendusers,business partnersandthe-like. Whilisthislicenseis intendedtotofacilitatethecommercialuseoftheProgram, theContributorwho includes the Program in a commercial product offering should domainsuch a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

For the Windows Installer component:

* All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.
* The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public License version 1.0.

**zlib/libpng license**

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

**bzip2 license**

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a
product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.
"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:
a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product.
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Special exception for LZMA compression module

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version
1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version 1.0.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and
offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.
3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different
license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK
AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR
DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item., as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licenser" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
    stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
    that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
    attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
    excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
    the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component and the EnclosingMethod and LocalVariableTypeTable classes in the org.apache.tomcat.util.bcel.classfile package:

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT’S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
righths under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

For the Windows Installer component:

* All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.
* The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public License version 1.0.

zlib/libpng license

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

bzip2 license

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

_The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required._

_2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software._

_3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution._
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.
3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Special exception for LZMA compression module
Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version 1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version 1.0.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently
acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:
   (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:
   (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except
3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in
Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that
Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.
You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code
form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.
You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form
as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed
by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your
Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies
You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter
any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving
attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source
Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License
or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to
charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to
one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on
Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any
Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,
support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and
You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor
for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as
a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the
terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,
which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are
in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item.. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial
Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- jsp_2_2.xsd
may be obtained from http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all 
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor 
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing 
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, 
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only 
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" 
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices 
and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javae_5.xsd
- javae_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javae_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javae_6.xsd
- javae_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javae_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:
A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the
date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the
Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this
License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for
infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original
Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with
other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third
party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a
world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such
Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,
with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of
Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in
combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or
portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by
that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on
the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the
Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor
Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except
as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under
Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer.
or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

1.624 code-synthesis 3.3.0

1.624.1 Available under license:
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published by the Free Software Foundation.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

In addition, as a special exception, Code Synthesis Tools CC gives permission to link this program with the Xerces-C++ library (or with modified versions of Xerces-C++ that use the same license as Xerces-C++), and distribute linked combinations including the two. You must obey the GNU General Public License version 2 in all respects for all of the code used other than Xerces-C++. If you modify this copy of the program, you may extend this exception to your version of the program, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

In addition, Code Synthesis Tools CC makes a special exception for the Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) which is described in the accompanying FLOSSE file.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author 
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. 
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it 
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate 
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may 
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be 
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into 
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may 
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the 
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General 
Public License instead of this License.

1.625 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1
1.626 Jsp 2.2.FR

1.626.1 Available under license:

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").
See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivative works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an
addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[ ]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library. It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.salaranta@iki.fi), and has been in development since 2007. It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses. To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file. For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

---

1.627 fence-virt 0.3.2

1.627.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
der under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along 
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
1.628.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2009, Zdenek Vasicek (vasicek AT fit.vutbr.cz)
Marek Vavrusa (xvavru00 AT stud.fit.vutbr.cz)

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the organization nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2007, NLnet Labs. All rights reserved.

This software is open source.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the NLNET LABS nor the names of its contributors may
be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Dmitriy Demidov aka terminus. All rights reserved.

This software is open source.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the Dmitriy Demidov nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.629 aic94xx-firmware 30
Directions to Obtain Your File: Please read the downloadable software license and answer the required question below. Eligible users will then have access to the requested file. Adaptec reserves the right to record all activities.

THE ADAPTEC SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE") IS LICENSED TO YOU FOR USE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS ADAPTEC SOFTWARE LICENSE. IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO ABIDE BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO NOT USE THE SOFTWARE. BY USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ARE GIVING YOUR ASSENT TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE.

1. LICENSE. Adaptec grants to you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide license to copy the Software in object code form only, combine it with your software and distribute it, directly to customers, or through your distribution network. You shall have no right to grant any license or sublicense to any third party, to use the Software for any purpose, except a sublicense to use and distribute the copy produced and distributed by you. You shall have no right to modify all or any part of the Software. You shall not disassemble, decompile or otherwise reverse engineer the Software nor permit any third party to do so. All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved by Adaptec.

2. PROPRIETARY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS. Adaptec shall retain all ownership, right, title and interest in and to all current and hereafter existing revisions of or modifications to the Software, including all copies made hereunder and all intellectual property rights related thereto. All copies of the Software made by you shall contain Adaptec's copyright notice and you shall not remove any copyright notices contained in the Software.

3. WARRANTY EXCLUSION. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS". ADAPTEC MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. ADAPTEC EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHETHER ARISING IN LAW, CUSTOM, CONDUCT OR OTHERWISE.

4. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF THE OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT WILL ANY DAMAGES ATTRIBUTABLE TO ADAPTEC EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS MADE TO ADAPTEC UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

5. TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. Adaptec may terminate this Agreement if you violate its terms. Upon termination, you will immediately destroy the Software or return all copies of the Software to Adaptec.

6. APPLICABLE LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California, USA, excluding

7. AMENDMENT, SEVERABILITY, WAIVER. No supplement or amendment of this Agreement shall be binding, unless executed in writing by both parties and specifically referencing the supplementing or amendment of this Agreement. Any provision of this Agreement found to be illegal or unenforceable shall be deemed severed, and the balance of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. Neither party's right to require performance of the other party's obligations hereunder shall be affected by any previous waiver, forbearance or course of dealing, unless or only to the extent of any waiver given in writing. Failure or delay by either party to exercise any of its rights, powers or remedies hereunder shall not constitute a waiver of those rights, powers or remedies.

8. EXPORT COMPLIANCE. Each party agrees that the Software is subject to the U.S. Export Administration Act and Export Administration Regulations, as well as applicable import and export regulations of the countries in which each party transacts business. Each party shall comply with such laws and regulations, as well as all other laws and regulations applicable to the Software. Each party agrees that it will not export, re-export, transfer or divert any of the Software to any country for which United States' laws or regulations require an export license or other governmental approval, without first obtaining such license or approval, nor will each party export, re-export, transfer or divert any of the Software to any restricted place or party in accordance with U.S. export regulations.

9. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The Software is provided with RESTRICTED RIGHTS. Use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in FAR52.227-14 and DFAR252.227-7013 et. seq. or their successors. Use of the Software by the Government constitutes acknowledgment of Adaptec's proprietary right therein. Adaptec, Inc., 691 South Milpitas Boulevard, Milpitas, California 95035

* Bureau of Industry and Security's Lists to Check

If you have any questions concerning this License, contact:

Adaptec, Inc.
Legal Department
691 South Milpitas Boulevard
Milpitas, California 95035.
t.(408) 957-1718
f.(408) 957-7137
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1.630.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions...
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

    NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.631.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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### 1.633 apr 1.4.8 3.el7_4.1

1.633.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c, file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
*   This product includes software developed by the University of
*   California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.
 *
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
* *
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS
* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE
* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.

From dso/aix/dso.c:

* Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is
* Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.
* *
* Not derived from licensed software.
* *
* Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute
this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable
for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked
as such, and this notice is not modified.

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.
Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

* cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.
* Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.
*

Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc. 2001-2002. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed or owned by Caldera International, Inc.

Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Portable Runtime
Copyright (c) 2011 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

1.634 gsoap 2.8.49
1.634.1 Available under license:
The specifications included in this directory are available to the public without fee or royalty.

W3C notices included with XML specifications:

Parts are governed by the W3C Software License [1] as described in the FAQ [2].

OASIS notices included with WS-* specifications:

"Permission to copy, display, perform, modify and distribute the WS-* Specification, and to authorize others to do the foregoing, in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted for the purpose of developing and evaluating the WS-* Specification."

"Permission to copy and display the WS-* (the "Specification", which includes WSDL and schema documents), in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the Specification that you make:

1. A link or URL to the Specification at one of the Co-Developers' websites.
2. The copyright notice as shown in the Specification."

"OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which any license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on OASIS's procedures with respect to rights in OASIS specifications can be found at the OASIS website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification, can be obtained from the OASIS Executive Director."

LICENSE

The gSOAP 2.8.0 (and 2.8.x updates) software is distributed under:

1) The gSOAP Public License 1.3 (which is based on the Mozilla public license 1.1).

Components NOT covered by the gSOAP Public License are:
- wsd12h tool AND its source code output,
- soapcpp2 tool AND its source code output,
- UDDI code,
- the webserver example code in gsoap/samples/webserver,
- several example applications in the gsoap/samples directory.

For details, see the note down below. The gSOAP public license is included in the package as license.pdf

2) GPL v2 (GNU Public License, a common open-source software license) covers all of the gSOAP software (GPLv2_license.txt)
If you use gSOAP under the GPL v2 to integrate parts of it or code generated by it with your own code, then you are allowed to sell copies of the modified program commercially, but only under the terms of the GNU GPL v2. Thus, for instance, you must make the source code of your programs available to the users of your programs as described in the GPL, and they must be allowed to redistribute and modify it as described in the GPL. These requirements are the condition for including the GPL-covered code you received in a program of your own.

If you do not wish for your program to be released under a GPL-compatible open source license, then an alternate proprietary software license for gSOAP which will remove the aforementioned requirement is available from Genivia Inc. see 3) below.

For more information on the GNU Public License 2.0, please visit:
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0-faq.html

We do not accept third-party GPL contributions to avoid having to fork the code base in GPL and non-GPL.

3) Proprietary commercial software development licenses for the standard commercial edition and for enterprise-level licensing. The standard edition is identical to the open source version of gSOAP and includes all software components, but without the open source GPL licensing requirements for your project.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Please check the suitability of GPL v2 for your project. Requirements imposed by the GPL v2 may affect the release of your software.

If you use gSOAP under the GPL v2 to integrate parts of it or code generated by it with your own code, then you are allowed to sell copies of the modified program commercially, but only under the terms of the GNU GPL v2. Thus, for instance, you must make the source code available to the users of the program as described in the GPL, and they must be allowed to redistribute and modify it as described in the GPL. These requirements are the condition for including the GPL-covered code you received in a program of your own. These restrictions may hamper certain proprietary software development scenarios. If you do not wish for your program to be released under a GPL-compatible open source license, then an alternate proprietary software license for gSOAP which will remove the aforementioned requirement is available from Genivia Inc.

The gSOAP software does not include any third-party GPL code. All software was written from the ground up since 2003 and is owned and copyrighted by Genivia Inc. This allows Genivia to dual license the gSOAP software under GPLv2 and under the Genivia commercial-use licenses.
The Ohloh site by Black Duck includes an analysis of the gSOAP GPLv2 open source repository:

https://www.ohloh.net/p/gsoap

Please note that "Black Duck Scans" will detect the use of GPL gSOAP software in your project builds when you are using the gSOAP source code. The commercial-use licenses by Genivia explicitly grant the use of the gSOAP software for non-GPL use and inclusion.

Note that the GNU Bison and Flex tools are used to generate source code for the gSOAP soapcpp2 compiler. The Bison/Flex-generated source code is not restricted by the GPL or LGPL terms for this particular use.

Non-GPL third-party contributions are included in the 'extras' directory in the package and you are free to use these contributions. Suggested changes and improvements by vendors were accepted under the public gSOAP license (not GPL), which includes support for VxWorks and Apache and IIS modules for gSOAP.

For commercial-use licensing please visit:

http://www.genivia.com/Products/gsoap/contract.html

or contact us at Genivia Inc:

contact@genivia.com

GPL and OpenSSL

This program is released under the GPL with the additional exemption that compiling, linking, and/or using OpenSSL is allowed.

GPL and the gSOAP public license

This program is released under the GPL with the additional exemption that compiling, linking, and/or using software released under the gSOAP public license is allowed.

COPYRIGHT

gSOAP is copyrighted by Robert A. van Engelen, Genivia, Inc.  
Copyright (C) 2000-2015 Robert A. van Engelen, Genivia, Inc.  
All Rights Reserved.

USE RESTRICTIONS

You may not: (i) transfer rights to gSOAP or claim authorship; or (ii) remove any product identification, copyright, proprietary notices or labels from gSOAP.
WARRANTY

GENIVIA INC. EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, AND ANY WARRANTY THAT MAY ARISE BY REASON OF TRADE USAGE, CUSTOM, OR COURSE OF DEALING. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THAT GENIVIA INC. DO NOT WARRANT THE SOFTWARE WILL RUN UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE. LIMITED LIABILITY: THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE IS ASSUMED BY YOU. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL GENIVIA INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF GENIVIA INC. HAS BEEN ADVISED ON THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE OR IF SUCH DAMAGE COULD HAVE BEEN REASONABLY FORESEEN, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY EXCLUSIVE REMEDY PROVIDED. SUCH LIMITATION ON DAMAGES INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR SOFTWARE, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION OR IMPAIRMENT OF OTHER GOODS. IN NO EVENT WILL GENIVIA INC. BE LIABLE FOR THE COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE SOFTWARE OR SERVICES. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS SOFTWARE IS NOT DESIGNED FOR USE IN ON-LINE EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS SUCH AS OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR CONTROL, OR LIFE-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS. GENIVIA INC. EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY RESULTING FROM USE OF THE SOFTWARE IN ANY SUCH ON-LINE EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS AND ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY IN RESPECT OF ANY ACTIONS OR CLAIMS BASED ON THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE IN ANY SUCH ON-LINE EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS BY YOU. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS PARAGRAPH, THE TERM "LIFE-CRITICAL APPLICATION" MEANS AN APPLICATION IN WHICH THE FUNCTIONING OR MALFUNCTIONING OF THE SOFTWARE MAY RESULT DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY IN PHYSICAL INJURY OR LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE.

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

Part of this program is also released under the GPL with the additional exemption that compiling, linking, and/or using OpenSSL is allowed.

Please refer to the LICENSE.txt for more details on software licensing.

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.
(Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many
people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software
distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to
distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that
choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a
consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain
countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original
copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit
geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that
distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In
such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body
of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the
General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in
spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems
or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies
a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version",
you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that
version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If
the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose
any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs
whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for
permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,
write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.
Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of
all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of
software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR
THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE
PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU
ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

**gSOAP XML Web services tools**
Copyright (C) 2004, Robert van Engelen, Genivia, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail:
engelen@genivia.com / engelen@acm.org

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

gSOAP version X.Y.Z, Copyright (C) 2001-2004, Robert van Engelen, Genivia, Inc.
gSOAP comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;
type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

W3C copyright and document licensing:

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents

gSOAP software licensing:

Copyright (C) 2001-2010 Robert van Engelen, Genivia Inc. All Rights Reserved. Part of this software is released under one of the following licenses: 1) GPL or 2) Genivia's license for commercial use.

1.635 sqlite 3.30.1-r1

1.635.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

SQLite is high-quality, public domain software. The goal of members can also request their own private, proprietary extensions

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.
 * The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest. This code was
 * written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.
 * This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.
 * Equivalent code is available from RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * This code has been tested against that, and is equivalent,
 * except that you don't need to include two pages of legalese
 * with every copy.
 */
* To compute the message digest of a chunk of bytes, declare an
* MD5Context structure, pass it to MD5Init, call MD5Update as
* needed on buffers full of bytes, and then call MD5Final, which
* will fill a supplied 16-byte array with the digest.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  COIo1yr4/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-qrgnldMA/sqlite-src-3071700/src/tclsqlite.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  COIo1yr4/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-qrgnldMA/sqlite-src-3071700/test/threadtest3.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

without a shared lock, other processes are free to modify the database

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  COIo1yr4/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-Z5Qn1wNN/sqlite-doc-3071700/atomiccommit.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>.</p>

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  COIo1yr4/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-Z5Qn1wNN/sqlite-doc-3071700/index.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# 2006 October 1
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#
#    May you do good and not evil.
#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
#*************************************************************************
# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library. The
# focus of this script is testing the FTS1 module, and in particular
# the Porter stemmer.
#
# $Id: fts1porter.test,v 1.5 2006/10/03 19:37:37 drh Exp $
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS1 is defined, omit this file.
if capable !fts1 {
    finish_test
    return
}

# Test data for the Porter stemmer. The first word of each line
# is the input. The second word is the desired output.
#
# This test data is taken from http://www.tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/
# There is no claim of copyright made on that page, but you should
# probably contact the author (Martin Porter - the inventor of the
# Porter Stemmer algorithm) if you want to use this test data in a
# commercial product of some kind. The stemmer code in FTS1 is a
# complete rewrite from scratch based on the algorithm specification
# and does not contain any code under copyright.
#
set porter_test_data {
    a      a
    aaron  aaron
    abaissiez  abaissiez
    abandon  abandon
    abandoned  abandon
    abase  abas
    abash  abash
    abate  abat
    abated  abat
    abatement  abat
    abatements  abat
    abates  abat
    abbess  abbess
    abbey  abbei
    abbeys  abbei
    abominable  abomin
    abbot  abbot
    abbots  abbot
    abbreviated  abbrevi
    abed  ab
    abel  abel
    aberga  aberga
    abergavenny  abergavenni
    abet  abet
    abetting  abet
    abhominable  abhomin
    abhor  abhor
    abhorr  abhorr
    abhorred  abhor
    abhorrning  abhor
    abhors  abhor
abstains abstain
abstemious abstemi
abstinence abstin
abstract abstract
absurd absurd
absyrtus absyrtu
abundance abund
abundant abund
abundantly abundantly
abuse abus
abuser abus
abusing abus
abut abut
aby abi
abyss abysm
ac ac
academe academ
academes academ
accent accent
accents accent
accept accept
acceptable accept
acceptance accept
accepted accept
accepts accept
access access
accessory accessari
accessible access
accidence accid
accident accid
accidental accident
accidentally accident
accidents accid
accite accit
accited accit
accites accit
acclamations acclam
accommodate accommod
accommodated accommod
accommodation accommod
accommodations accommod
accommodo accommodo
accompanied accompani
accompany accompani
accompanying accompani
accomplices accomplish
accomplish accomplish
accomplished accomplish
accomplishing accomplish
accomplishment accomplish
accompt accomplish
accord accord
accordant accord
accorded accord
accordeth accordeth
according accord
accordinglyaccordingly
accords accord
accost accost
accosted accost
account account
accountant account
accounted account
accounts account
accoutred accoutr
accoutrement accoutr
accoutrements accoutr
accrue accru
accumulate accumul
accumulated accumul
accumulation accumul
accurs accur
accursed accurs
accurst accurst
accus accus
accusation accus
accusations accus
accusative accus
accusatIVO accusativo
accuse accus
accused accus
accuser accus
accusers accus
accuses accus
accuseth accuseth
accusing accus
accustom accustom
accustomed accustom
ace ac
acerb acerb
ache ach
acheron acheron
aches ach
admits admit
admittance admitt
admitted admit
admitting admit
admonish admonish
admonishing admonish
admonishment admonish
admonishments admonish
admonition admonit
ado ado
adonis adoni
adopt adopt
adopted adopt
adoptedly adoptedli
adoption adopt
adoptious adopti
adopts adopt
ador ador
adoration ador
adorations ador
adore ador
adorer ador
adores ador
adorest adorest
adoreth adoreth
adoring ador
adorn adorn
adorned adorn
adornings adorn
adornment adorn
adorns adorn
adown adown
adramadio adramadio
adrian adrian
adriana adriana
adriano adriano
adiatric adriat
adsum adsum
adulation adul
adulterate adulter
adulterates adulter
adulterers adulter
adulteress adulteress
adulteries adulteri
adulterous adulter
adultery adulteri
adultress adultrress
advanc advanc
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aemilius</td>
<td>aemiliu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeneas</td>
<td>aenea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeolus</td>
<td>aeolu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aer</td>
<td>aer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aerial</td>
<td>aerial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aery</td>
<td>aeri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aesculapius</td>
<td>aesculapiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aeson</td>
<td>aeson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aesop</td>
<td>aesop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aetna</td>
<td>aetna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afar</td>
<td>afar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afeard</td>
<td>afeard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affability</td>
<td>affabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affable</td>
<td>affabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affair</td>
<td>affair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affair</td>
<td>affair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affairs</td>
<td>affair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affectation</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affectations</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affected</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affectedly</td>
<td>affectedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affecteth</td>
<td>affecteth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affecting</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affection</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affectionate</td>
<td>affection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affectionately</td>
<td>affection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect腩</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affects</td>
<td>affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afeer</td>
<td>afeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affianc</td>
<td>affianc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affiance</td>
<td>affianc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affianced</td>
<td>affianc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affied</td>
<td>affi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affin</td>
<td>affin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affined</td>
<td>affin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affinity</td>
<td>affin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affirm</td>
<td>affirm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affirmation</td>
<td>affirm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affirmatives</td>
<td>affirm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflict</td>
<td>afflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflicted</td>
<td>afflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affliction</td>
<td>afflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflictions</td>
<td>afflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afflicts</td>
<td>afflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afford</td>
<td>afford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affordeth</td>
<td>affordeth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
affords
affray
affright
affrighted
affrights
affront
affronted
affy
afield
afire
afloat
afoot
afore
aforehand
aforesaid
afraid
afresh
afric
africa
african
afront
after
afternoon
afterward
afterwards
ag
again
against
agamemmon
agamemnon
agate
agaz
age
aged
agenor
agent
agents
ages
aggravate
aggrief
agile
agincourt
agitation
aglet
agnize
ago
agone
agony
allegation  alleg
allegations  alleg
allege  alleg
alleged  alleg
allegiance  allegi
allegiant  allegi
alley  allei
alleys  allei
allhallowmas  allhallowma
alliance  allianc
allicholy  allicholi
allied  alli
allies  alli
alligant  allig
alligator  allig
allons  allon
allot  allot
allots  allot
allotted  allot
allottery  allotteri
allow  allow
allowance  allow
allowed  allow
allowing  allow
allows  allow
allur  allur
allure  allur
allurement  allur
alluring  allur
allusion  allus
ally  alli
allycholly  allycholli
almain  almain
almanac  almanac
almanack  almanack
almanacs  almanac
almighty  almighti
almond  almond
almost  almost
alms  alm
almsman  almsman
aloes  alo
aloft  aloft
alone  alon
along  along
alonso  alonso
aloof  aloof
aloud  aloud
alphabet  alphabet
alphabetical  alphabet
alphonso  alphonso
alps  alp
already  alreadi
also  also
alt  alt
altar  altar
altars  altar
alter  alter
alteration  alter
altered  alter
alters  alter
althaea  althaea
although  although
altitude  altitud
altogether  aftogeth
alton  alton
alway  alwai
always  alwai
am  am
amaimon  amaimon
amain  amain
amaking  amak
amamon  amamon
amaz  amaz
amaze  amaz
amazed  amaz
amazedly  amazedli
amazedness  amazed
amazement  amaz
amazes  amaz
amazeth  amazeth
amazing  amaz
amazon  amazon
amazonian  amazonian
amazons  amazon
ambassador  ambassador
ambassadors  ambassador
amber  amber
ambiguides  ambiguid
ambiguities  ambigu
ambiguous  ambigu
ambition  ambit
ambitions  ambit
ambitious  ambiti
ambitiously  ambiti
amble  ambl
ambled  ambl
ambles  ambl
ambling  ambl
ambo  ambo
ambuscadoes  ambuscado
ambush  ambush
amen  amen
amend  amend
amended  amend
amendment  amend
amends  amend
amerce  amerc
america  america
ames  am
amiable  amiable
amid  amid
amidst  amidst
amiens  amien
amis  ami
amiss  amiss
amities  amitie
amity  amity
amnipotent  amnipot
among  among
amongst  amongst
amorous  amor
amorously  amor
amort  amort
amount  amount
amounts  amount
amour  amour
amphimacus  amphimacus
ample  ampl
ampler  ampler
amplest  amplest
amplified  amplifi
amplify  amplifi
amply  ampli
amphill  amphil
amurath  amurath
amyntas  amynta
an  an
anatomiz  anatomiz
anatomize  anatomize
anatomy  anatomi
ancestor  ancestor
ancestors  ancestor
ancestry  ancestri
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anchises</th>
<th>Anchis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anchor</td>
<td>Anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>Anchorag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchored</td>
<td>Anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchoring</td>
<td>Anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchors</td>
<td>Anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchovies</td>
<td>Anchovi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient</td>
<td>Ancient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anciency</td>
<td>Ancientri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancients</td>
<td>Ancient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancus</td>
<td>Ancu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And</td>
<td>And</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andirons</td>
<td>Andiron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andropholus</td>
<td>Andropholu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andren</td>
<td>Andren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>Andrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andromache</td>
<td>Andromach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andronici</td>
<td>Andronici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andronicus</td>
<td>Andronicu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anew</td>
<td>Anew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang</td>
<td>Ang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel</td>
<td>Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica</td>
<td>Angelica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelical</td>
<td>Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo</td>
<td>Angelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angels</td>
<td>Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angerly</td>
<td>Angerli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angers</td>
<td>Anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anges</td>
<td>Ang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiers</td>
<td>Angier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angl</td>
<td>Angl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglais</td>
<td>Anglai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Angl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angler</td>
<td>Angler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angleterre</td>
<td>Angleterr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angliae</td>
<td>Anglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angling</td>
<td>Angl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglish</td>
<td>Anglish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angrily</td>
<td>Angrili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>Angri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguish</td>
<td>Anguish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angus</td>
<td>Angu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>Anim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>Anim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animis</td>
<td>Animi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjou</td>
<td>Anjou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>Ankl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anna</td>
<td>anna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annals</td>
<td>annal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anne</td>
<td>ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annex</td>
<td>annex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annexed</td>
<td>annex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annexions</td>
<td>annexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annexment</td>
<td>annex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annothanize</td>
<td>annothan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>announces</td>
<td>announce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annoy</td>
<td>annoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annoyance</td>
<td>annoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annoying</td>
<td>annoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annual</td>
<td>annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anoint</td>
<td>anoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anointed</td>
<td>anoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anon</td>
<td>anon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>another</td>
<td>anoth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anselmo</td>
<td>anselmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answerable</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answered</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answerest</td>
<td>answerest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answering</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answers</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant</td>
<td>ant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ante</td>
<td>ant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antenor</td>
<td>antenor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antenorides</td>
<td>antenorid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anteroom</td>
<td>anteroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthem</td>
<td>anthem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthems</td>
<td>anthem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthony</td>
<td>anthoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthropophagi</td>
<td>anthropophagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthropophaginian</td>
<td>anthropophaginian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antiates</td>
<td>antiat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antic</td>
<td>antic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticipate</td>
<td>anticip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticipates</td>
<td>anticip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticipatest</td>
<td>anticipatest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticipating</td>
<td>anticip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticipation</td>
<td>anticip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antick</td>
<td>antick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticly</td>
<td>anticli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antics</td>
<td>antic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antidote</td>
<td>antidot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antidotes</td>
<td>antidot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antigenus</td>
<td>antigenu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antiopa</td>
<td>antiopa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
antipathy
antipholus
antipholuses
antipodes
antiquary
antique
antiquary
antiquity
antium
antoniad
antonio
antonius
antony
antres
anvil
any
anybody
anyone
anything
anywhere
ap
apace
apart
apartment
apartments
ape
apemantus
apennines
apes
apiece
apish
apollinem
apollo
apollodorus
apology
apoplex
apoplexy
apostle
apostles
apostrophas
apostle
apothecary
appal
appall
appalled
appals
apparel
apparel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apparent</td>
<td>appar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apparently</td>
<td>appar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apparition</td>
<td>apparit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apparitions</td>
<td>apparit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeach</td>
<td>appeach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeal</td>
<td>appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeals</td>
<td>appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appear</td>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearance</td>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeared</td>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeareth</td>
<td>appeareth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appearing</td>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appears</td>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appeas</td>
<td>appea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appease</td>
<td>appeas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appealed</td>
<td>appeas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appellant</td>
<td>appel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appelant</td>
<td>appel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appellants</td>
<td>appel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appelons</td>
<td>appelon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appendix</td>
<td>appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertain</td>
<td>appertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertainings</td>
<td>appertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertainings</td>
<td>appertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertains</td>
<td>appertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertinent</td>
<td>appertin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appertinents</td>
<td>appertin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appetite</td>
<td>appetit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appetites</td>
<td>appetit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applaud</td>
<td>applaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applauded</td>
<td>applaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applauding</td>
<td>applaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applause</td>
<td>applaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applausees</td>
<td>applaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apple</td>
<td>appl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apples</td>
<td>appl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appletart</td>
<td>appletart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appliance</td>
<td>applianc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appliances</td>
<td>applianc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applications</td>
<td>applic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applied</td>
<td>appli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applies</td>
<td>appli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apply</td>
<td>appli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 aristode  aristod
aristotle  aristotle
arithmetic  arithmet
arithmetician  arithmetician
ark  ark
arm  arm
arma  arma
armado  armado
armadoes  armado
armagnac  armagnac
arme  arm
armed  arm
armenia  armenia
armies  armi
armigero  armigero
arming  arm
armipotent  armipot
armor  armor
armour  armour
armourer  armour
armourers  armour
armours  armour
armoury  armouri
arms  arm
army  armi
arn  arn
aoint  aoint
arose  aros
arouse  arous
aroused  arous
arragon  arragon
arraign  arraign
arraigned  arraign
arraigning  arraign
arraignment  arraign
arrant  arrant
arras  arra
array  arrai
arrearages  arrearag
arrest  arrest
arrested  arrest
arrests  arrest
arriv  arriv
arrival  arriv
arrivance  arriv
arrive  arriv
arrived  arriv
arrives  arriv
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arrogant</td>
<td>arrow</td>
<td>arrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artemidorus</td>
<td>artemidorus</td>
<td>artemidorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arteries</td>
<td>arteri</td>
<td>arteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artus</td>
<td>asaph</td>
<td>asaphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ascension</td>
<td>ascens</td>
<td>ascens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ascent</td>
<td>asher</td>
<td>asher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ascribes</td>
<td>ascrib</td>
<td>ascribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asham</td>
<td>ash</td>
<td>ashes, ashford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ashamed</td>
<td>ash</td>
<td>ashy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ashy</td>
<td>ash</td>
<td>ashy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asia</td>
<td>asia</td>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aside</td>
<td>asid</td>
<td>aside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td>askance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attributive</th>
<th>attribut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>atwain</td>
<td>atwain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aubrey</td>
<td>aubrei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auburn</td>
<td>auburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aucun</td>
<td>aucun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audacious</td>
<td>audaci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audaciously</td>
<td>audaci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audacity</td>
<td>audac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audible</td>
<td>audibl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audience</td>
<td>audiencc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audis</td>
<td>audi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audit</td>
<td>audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auditor</td>
<td>auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auditors</td>
<td>auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auditory</td>
<td>auditori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audre</td>
<td>audr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audrey</td>
<td>audrei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aufidius</td>
<td>aufidiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aufidiuses</td>
<td>aufidius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auger</td>
<td>auger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aught</td>
<td>aught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augment</td>
<td>augment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augmentation</td>
<td>augment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augmented</td>
<td>augment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augmenting</td>
<td>augment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augurer</td>
<td>augur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augurers</td>
<td>augur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augures</td>
<td>augur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auguring</td>
<td>augur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augurs</td>
<td>augur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augury</td>
<td>auguri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>august</td>
<td>august</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>augustus</td>
<td>augustu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auld</td>
<td>auld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aumerle</td>
<td>aumerl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aunchient</td>
<td>aunchient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aunt</td>
<td>aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aunts</td>
<td>aunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auricular</td>
<td>auricular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aurora</td>
<td>aurora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auspicious</td>
<td>auspici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aussi</td>
<td>aussi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>austere</td>
<td>auster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>austerely</td>
<td>auster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>austereness</td>
<td>auster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>austerity</td>
<td>auster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>austria</td>
<td>austria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
awards  award
awasy  awasi
away  awai
awe  aw
aweary  aweari
aweless  aweless
awful  aw
awhile  awhil
awkward  awkward
awl  awl
awooing  awoo
awork  awork
awry  awri
axe  ax
axle  axl
axletree  axletre
ay  ay
aye  ay
ayez  ayez
ayli  ayli
azur  azur
azure  azur
b  b
ba  ba
baa  baa
babbl  babbl
babble  babbl
babbling  babbl
babe  babe
babes  babe
babies  babi
baboon  baboon
baboons  baboon
baby  babi
babylon  babylon
bacare  bacar
bacchanals  bacchan
bacchus  bacchu
bach  bach
bachelor  bachelor
bachelors  bachelor
back  back
backbite  backbit
backbitten  backbitten
backing  back
backs  back
backward  backward
backwardly  backwardli
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backwards</td>
<td>backward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bacon</td>
<td>bacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bacons</td>
<td>bacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bade</td>
<td>bade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badge</td>
<td>badg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badged</td>
<td>badg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badges</td>
<td>badg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badly</td>
<td>badli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badness</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baes</td>
<td>bae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baffl</td>
<td>baffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baffle</td>
<td>baffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baffled</td>
<td>baffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bag</td>
<td>bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baggage</td>
<td>baggag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagot</td>
<td>bagot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagpipe</td>
<td>bagpip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bags</td>
<td>bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bail</td>
<td>bail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bailiff</td>
<td>bailiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baillez</td>
<td>baillez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baily</td>
<td>baili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baisant</td>
<td>baisant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baisees</td>
<td>baisete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baiser</td>
<td>baiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bait</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baited</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baiting</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baitings</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baits</td>
<td>bait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bajazet</td>
<td>bajazet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bak</td>
<td>bak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bake</td>
<td>bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baked</td>
<td>bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baker</td>
<td>baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakers</td>
<td>baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakes</td>
<td>bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baking</td>
<td>bake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bal</td>
<td>bal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balanc</td>
<td>balanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balance</td>
<td>balanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balcony</td>
<td>balconi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bald</td>
<td>bald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baldrick</td>
<td>baldrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bale</td>
<td>bale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baleful</td>
<td>bale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balk</td>
<td>balk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ball</td>
<td>ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballad</td>
<td>ballad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballads</td>
<td>ballad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballast</td>
<td>ballast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballasting</td>
<td>ballast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballet</td>
<td>ballet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballow</td>
<td>ballow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balls</td>
<td>ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balm</td>
<td>balm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balms</td>
<td>balm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balmy</td>
<td>balmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balsam</td>
<td>balsam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balsamum</td>
<td>balsamum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balth</td>
<td>balth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balthasar</td>
<td>balthasar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balthazar</td>
<td>balthazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bames</td>
<td>bame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ban</td>
<td>ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banbury</td>
<td>banburi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>band</td>
<td>band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandied</td>
<td>bandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banding</td>
<td>band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandit</td>
<td>bandit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banditti</td>
<td>banditti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banditto</td>
<td>banditto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bands</td>
<td>band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandy</td>
<td>bandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandying</td>
<td>bandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bane</td>
<td>bane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banes</td>
<td>bane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bang</td>
<td>bang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bangor</td>
<td>bangor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banish</td>
<td>banish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banished</td>
<td>banish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banishers</td>
<td>banish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banishment</td>
<td>banish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banister</td>
<td>banist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bank</td>
<td>bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bankrout</td>
<td>bankrout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bankrupt</td>
<td>bankrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bankrupts</td>
<td>bankrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banks</td>
<td>bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banner</td>
<td>banner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bannerets</td>
<td>banneret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banners</td>
<td>banner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banning</td>
<td>ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banns</td>
<td>bann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banquet</td>
<td>banquet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
barns    barn
baron    baron
barons   baron
barony   baroni
barr     barr
barrabas barraba
barrel   barrel
barrels  barrel
barren   barren
barrenly barrenli
barrenness barren
barricado barricado
barricadoes barricado
barrow   barrow
bars     bar
barson   barson
barter   barter
bartholomew bartholomew
bas      ba
basan    basan
base     base
baseless baseless
basely   base
baseness base
baser    baser
bases    base
barest   basest
bashful  bash
bashfulness bash
basilisco basilisco
basilisk basilisk
basilisks basilisk
basimecu basimecu
basin    basin
basingstoke basingstok
basins   basin
basis    basi
bask     bask
basket   basket
baskets  basket
bass     bass
bassanio bassanio
basset   basset
bassianus bassianu
basta    basta
bastard  bastard
bastardizing bastard
bastardly bastardli
baynard  baynard
bayonne  bayonn
bays     bai
be       be
beach    beach
beached  beach
beachy   beachi
beacon   beacon
bead     bead
beaded   bead
beadle   beadl
beadles  beadl
beads    bead
beadsmen beadsmen
beagle   beagl
beagles  beagl
beak     beak
beaks    beak
beam     beam
beamed   beam
beams    beam
bean     bean
beans    bean
bear     bear
beard    beard
bearded  beard
beardless beardless
beards   beard
bearer   bearer
bearers  bearer
bearest  bearest
beareth  beareth
bearing  bear
bears    bear
beast    beast
beastliest beastliest
beastliness beastli
beastly  beastli
beasts   beast
beat     beat
beated   beat
beaten   beaten
beating  beat
beatrice beatric
beats    beat
beau     beau
beaufort beaufort
beaumont beaumont
beneath  beneath
benedicte  benedicit
benedick  benedick
benediction  benedict
benedictus  benedictu
benefactors  benefactor
benefice  benefic
beneficial  benefici
benefit  benefit
benefited  benefit
benefits  benefit
benetted  benet
benevolence  benevol
benevolences  benevol
benied  beni
benison  benison
bennet  bennet
bent  bent
bentii  bentii
bentivolii  bentivolii
bents  bent
benumped  benumb
benvolio  benvolio
bepaint  bepaint
bepray  beprai
bequeath  bequeath
bequeathed  bequeath
bequeathing  bequeath
bequest  bequest
ber  ber
berard  berard
berattle  berattl
beray  berai
bere  bere
bereave  bereav
bereaved  bereav
bereaves  bereav
bereft  bereft
bernardo  bernardo
berod  berod
berowne  berown
berri  berri
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bestrid</th>
<th>bestrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bestride</td>
<td>bestrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bestrides</td>
<td>bestrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bet</td>
<td>bet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betake</td>
<td>betak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beteem</td>
<td>beteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bethink</td>
<td>bethink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bethought</td>
<td>bethought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bethrothed</td>
<td>bethroth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bethump</td>
<td>bethump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betid</td>
<td>betid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betide</td>
<td>betid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betideth</td>
<td>betideth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betime</td>
<td>betim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betimes</td>
<td>betim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betoken</td>
<td>betoken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betook</td>
<td>betook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betossed</td>
<td>betoss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betray</td>
<td>betrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betrayed</td>
<td>betrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betraying</td>
<td>betrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betrays</td>
<td>betrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betrims</td>
<td>betrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betroth</td>
<td>betroth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betrothed</td>
<td>betroth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betroths</td>
<td>betroth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bett</td>
<td>bet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betted</td>
<td>bet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better</td>
<td>better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bettered</td>
<td>better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bettering</td>
<td>better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betters</td>
<td>better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betting</td>
<td>bet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bettre</td>
<td>bettr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between</td>
<td>between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>betwixt</td>
<td>betwixt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bevel</td>
<td>bevel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beverage</td>
<td>beverag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bevis</td>
<td>bevi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bevy</td>
<td>bevi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewail</td>
<td>bewail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewailed</td>
<td>bewail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewailing</td>
<td>bewail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewails</td>
<td>bewail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beware</td>
<td>bewar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewasted</td>
<td>bewast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beweep</td>
<td>beweep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewept</td>
<td>bewept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bewet
bewhored
bewitch
bewitched
bewitchment
bewray
beyond
bezonian
bezonians
bianca
bianco
bias
bibble
bickerings
bid
bidden
bidding
biddings
biddy
bide
bides
biding
bids
bien
bier
bifold
big
bigamy
biggen
bigger
bigness
bigot
bilberry
bilbo
bilboes
bilbow
bill
billeted
billets
billiards
billing
billow
billows
bills
bin
bind
bindeth
binding
|  blacks       |  black       |
|  bladder     |  bladder     |
|  bladders    |  bladder     |
|   blade      |   blade      |
|   bladed     |   blade      |
|   blades     |   blade      |
|    blains    |    blain     |
|     blam     |     blam     |
|      blame   |      blame   |
|     blamed   |     blame    |
|    blameful  |    blame     |
|   blameless  |  blameless   |
|     blames   |     blame    |
|      blanc   |      blanc   |
|      blanca  |      blanca  |
|      Blanch  |      blanch  |
|       blank  |       blank  |
|     blanket  |     blanket  |
|      blanks  |      blank   |
|   blaspheme  |   blasphem   |
|   blaspheming|   blasphem   |
|  blasphemous |   blasphem   |
|    blasphemy |   blasphemi  |
|        blast  |        blast  |
|    blasted   |    blast     |
|    blasting  |    blast     |
| blastments   | blastment    |
|       blasts  |       blast   |
|       blaz    |       blaz    |
|     blaze    |     blaze    |
|     blazes   |     blaze    |
|    blazing   |    blaze     |
|     blazon   |     blazon   |
|    blazoned  |    blazon    |
| blazoning    | blazoning    |
|      bleach  |      bleach  |
|   bleaching  |   bleach     |
|       bleak  |       bleak  |
|       blear  |       blear  |
|    bleared   |    blear     |
|       bleat  |       bleat  |
|     bleated  |     bleat    |
|       bleats |       bleat   |
|        bled  |        bled   |
|         bleed |         bleed |
|    bleedest  |   bleedest   |
| bleedeth     | bleedeth     |
|     bleeding |     bleed    |
bloodshedding  bloodshed
bloodstained  bloodstain
bloody  bloodi
bloom  bloom
blossoms  blossom
blossoming  blossom
blossoms  blossom
blot  blot
blots  blot
blotted  blot
blotting  blot
blount  blount
blow  blow
blowed  blow
blowers  blower
blowest  blowest
blowing  blow
blown  blown
blows  blow
blowse  blows
blubb  blubb
blubber  blubber
blubbering  blubber
blue  blue
bluecaps  bluecap
bluest  bluest
blunt  blunt
blunted  blunt
blunter  blunter
bluntest  bluntest
blunting  blunt
bluntly  bluntli
bluntness  blunt
blunts  blunt
blur  blur
blurr  blurr
blurs  blur
blush  blush
blushes  blush
blushest  blushest
blushing  blush
blust  blust
bluster  bluster
blusterer  bluster
blusters  bluster
bo  bo
boar  boar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>booted</td>
<td>boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>booties</td>
<td>booti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bootless</td>
<td>bootless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boots</td>
<td>boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>booty</td>
<td>booti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bor</td>
<td>bor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bora</td>
<td>bora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borachio</td>
<td>borachio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bordeaux</td>
<td>bordeaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>border</td>
<td>border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bordered</td>
<td>border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borderers</td>
<td>border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borders</td>
<td>border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bore</td>
<td>bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boreas</td>
<td>borea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bores</td>
<td>bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boring</td>
<td>bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>born</td>
<td>born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borne</td>
<td>born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borough</td>
<td>borough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boroughs</td>
<td>borough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borrow</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borrowed</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borrower</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borrowing</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>borrows</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosko</td>
<td>bosko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boskos</td>
<td>bosko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosky</td>
<td>boski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosom</td>
<td>bosom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosoms</td>
<td>bosom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boson</td>
<td>boson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boss</td>
<td>boss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosworth</td>
<td>bosworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botch</td>
<td>botch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botcher</td>
<td>botcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botches</td>
<td>botch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botchy</td>
<td>botchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bots</td>
<td>bot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottle</td>
<td>bottl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottled</td>
<td>bottl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottles</td>
<td>bottl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottomless</td>
<td>bottomless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottoms</td>
<td>bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bouciqualt</td>
<td>bouciqualt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bouge</td>
<td>boug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bough     bough
boughs    bough
bought    bought
bounce    bounc
bouncing  bounc
bound     bound
bounded   bound
bounden   bounden
boundeth  boundeth
bounding  bound
boundless boundless
bounds    bound
bounteous bounteou
bounteously bounteous
bounties  bounti
bountiful bounti
bountifully bountiful
bounty    bounti
bourbier  bourbier
bourbon   bourbon
bourchier  bourchier
bourdeaux bourdeaux
bourn     bourn
bout      bout
bouts     bout
bove      bove
bow       bow
bowcase   bowcas
bowed     bow
bowels    bowel
bower     bower
bowing    bow
bowl      bowl
bowler    bowler
bowling   bowl
bowls     bowl
bows      bow
bowsprit bowsprit
bowstring bowstr
box       box
boxes     box
boy       boi
boyet     boyet
boyish    boyish
boys      boi
brabant   brabant
brabantio brabantio
brabble   brabbl
bravely  brave
braver  braver
bravery  braveri
braves  brave
bravest  bravest
braving  brave
brawl  brawl
brawler  brawler
brawling  brawl
brawls  brawl
brawn  brawn
brawns  brawn
bray  brai
braying  brai
braz  braz
brazen  brazen
brazier  brazier
breach  breach
breaches  breach
bread  bread
breath  breadth
break  break
breaker  breaker
breakfast  breakfast
breaking  break
breaks  break
breast  breast
breasted  breast
breasting  breast
breastplate  breastplat
breasts  breast
breath  breath
breathe  breath
breathed  breath
breather  breather
breathers  breather
breathes  breath
breathest  breathest
breathing  breath
breathless  breathless
breaths  breath
brecknock  brecknock
bred  bred
breech  breech
breeches  breech
breeching  breech
breed  breed
breeder  breeder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders</th>
<th>Breeder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breeding</td>
<td>Breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeds</td>
<td>Breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breese</td>
<td>Brees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeze</td>
<td>Breez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breff</td>
<td>Breff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bretagne</td>
<td>Bretagn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brethren</td>
<td>Brethen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bretheren</td>
<td>Bretheren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brethren</td>
<td>Brethren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brevi</td>
<td>Brevi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brevity</td>
<td>Breviti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brew</td>
<td>Brew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewage</td>
<td>Brewag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewer</td>
<td>Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewers</td>
<td>Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewing</td>
<td>Brew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brews</td>
<td>Brew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briareus</td>
<td>Briareu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briars</td>
<td>Briar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brib</td>
<td>Brib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribe</td>
<td>Bribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briber</td>
<td>Briber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribes</td>
<td>Bribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>Brick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayer</td>
<td>Bricklay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bricks</td>
<td>Brick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridal</td>
<td>Bridal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bride</td>
<td>Bride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgeman</td>
<td>Bridgeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges</td>
<td>Bridg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget</td>
<td>Bridget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridle</td>
<td>Bridl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridled</td>
<td>Bridl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief</td>
<td>Brief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefer</td>
<td>Briefer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefest</td>
<td>Briefest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefly</td>
<td>Briefli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefness</td>
<td>Brief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brier</td>
<td>Brier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briers</td>
<td>Brier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigandine</td>
<td>Brigandin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>Bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighten</td>
<td>Brighten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brightest</td>
<td>brightest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brightly</td>
<td>brightli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brightness</td>
<td>bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brim</td>
<td>brim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brimful</td>
<td>brim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brims</td>
<td>brim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brimstone</td>
<td>brimston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brinded</td>
<td>brind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brine</td>
<td>brine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring</td>
<td>bring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringer</td>
<td>bringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringeth</td>
<td>bringeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringing</td>
<td>bring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bringings</td>
<td>bring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brings</td>
<td>bring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brinish</td>
<td>brinish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brink</td>
<td>brink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brisk</td>
<td>brisk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brisky</td>
<td>briski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bristle</td>
<td>bristl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bristled</td>
<td>bristl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bristly</td>
<td>bristli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bristol</td>
<td>bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bristow</td>
<td>bristow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>britain</td>
<td>britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>britaine</td>
<td>britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>britaines</td>
<td>britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>british</td>
<td>british</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>briton</td>
<td>briton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>britons</td>
<td>briton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brittany</td>
<td>brittani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brittle</td>
<td>brittl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broach</td>
<td>broach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broached</td>
<td>broach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broad</td>
<td>broad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broader</td>
<td>broader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broadsides</td>
<td>broadsid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brocas</td>
<td>broca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brock</td>
<td>brock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brogu</td>
<td>brogu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broil</td>
<td>broil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broiling</td>
<td>broil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broils</td>
<td>broil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broke</td>
<td>broke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broken</td>
<td>broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brokenly</td>
<td>brokenli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broker</td>
<td>broker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brokers</td>
<td>broker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
buys  bui
buzz  buzz
buzzard  buzzard
buzzards  buzzard
buzzers  buzzer
buzzing  buzz
by  by
bye  bye
byzantium  byzantium
c  c
ca  ca
cabbage  cabbag
cabileros  cabilero
cabin  cabin
cabins  cabin
cable  cabl
cables  cabl
cackling  cackl
cacodemon  cacodemon
caddis  caddi
caddisses  caddiss
cade  cade
cadence  cadenc
cadent  cadent
cades  cade
cadmus  cadmu
caduceus  caduceu
cadwal  cadwal
cadwallader  cadwallad
caelius  caeliu
caelo  caelo
caesar  caesar
caesarion  caesarion
caesars  caesar
caige  cage
caged  cage
cagion  cagion
cain  cain
caithness  caith
caitiff  caitiff
caitiffs  caitiff
caius  caiu
cak  cak
cake  cake
cakes  cake
calaber  calab
calais  calai
calamities  calam
calamity  calam
calchas  calcha
calculate  calcul
calen  calen
calendar  calendar
calendars  calendar
calf  calf
caliban  caliban
calibans  caliban
calipolis  calipoli
cality  caliti
caliver  caliv
call  call
callat  callat
called  call
callet  callet
calling  call
calls  call
calm  calm
calmest  calmest
calmly  calmli
calmness  calm
calms  calm
calpurnia  calpurnia
calumniate  calumni
calumniating  calumni
calumniating  calumni
calumniuous  calumni
calumny  calumni
calve  calv
calved  calv
calves  calv
calveskins  calveskin
calydon  calydon
cam  cam
cambio  cambio
cambria  cambria
cambric  cambric
cambrics  cambric
cambridge  cambridg
cambyses  cambys
came  came
camel  camel
camelot  camelot
camels  camel
camest  camest
camillo  camillo
camlet  camlet
camomile  camomil
camp
campeius
camping
camps
can
canakin
canaries
canary
cancel
cancell
cancelled
cancelling
cancels
cancer
candidatus
candied
candle
candles
candlesticks
candy
canidius
cank
canker
cankerblossom
cankers
cannibally
cannibals
cannon
cannoneer
cannons
cannot
canon
canoniz
canonize
canonized
canons
canopied
canopies
canopy
canst
canstick
canterbury
cantle
cantons
canus
canvas
canvass
canzonet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carbonado</td>
<td>carbonado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbuncle</td>
<td>carbunc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbuncled</td>
<td>carbunc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbuncles</td>
<td>carbunc1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcanet</td>
<td>carcanet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcase</td>
<td>carcass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcases</td>
<td>carcass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcass</td>
<td>carcass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcasses</td>
<td>carcass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>card</td>
<td>card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardecue</td>
<td>cardecu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carded</td>
<td>card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carders</td>
<td>carder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardinal</td>
<td>cardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardinaly</td>
<td>cardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardinals</td>
<td>cardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardmaker</td>
<td>cardmak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cards</td>
<td>card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carduus</td>
<td>carduu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>care</td>
<td>care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cared</td>
<td>care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>career</td>
<td>career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>careers</td>
<td>career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>careful</td>
<td>care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carefully</td>
<td>carefulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>careless</td>
<td>careless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carelessly</td>
<td>carelessli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carelessness</td>
<td>careless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cares</td>
<td>care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caret</td>
<td>caret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cargo</td>
<td>cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carl</td>
<td>carl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carlisle</td>
<td>carlisl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carlot</td>
<td>carlot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carman</td>
<td>carman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carmen</td>
<td>carmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnal</td>
<td>carnal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnally</td>
<td>carnal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnarvonshire</td>
<td>carnarvonshir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnation</td>
<td>carnat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carnations</td>
<td>carnat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carol</td>
<td>carol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carous</td>
<td>carou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carouse</td>
<td>carous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caroused</td>
<td>carous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carouses</td>
<td>carous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carousing</td>
<td>carous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp</td>
<td>carp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
caudle       caudl
cauf         cauf
caught       caught
cauldron     cauldron
caus         cau
cause        caus
caused       caus
causeless    causeless
cauuser      causer
causes       cau
causest      causest
causeth      causeth
cautel       cautel
cautelous    cautel
cautels      cautel
cauterizing  cauter
cautions     caution
cavaleiro    cavaleiro
cavalery     cavalery
cavaliers    cavalier
cave         cave
cavern       cavern
caverns      cavern
caves        cave
caveto       caveto
caviary      caviari
cavil        cavil
cavilling    cavil
cawdor       cawdor
cawdron      cawdron
cawing       caw
ce           ce
ceas         cea
cease        ceas
ceases       ceas
ceaseth      ceaseth
cedar        cedar
cedars       cedar
cedius       cediu
celebrate    celebr
celebrated   celebr
celebrates   celebr
celebration  celebr
celerity     celer
celestial    celesti
celia        celia
cell         cell
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chaces</td>
<td>chace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaf</td>
<td>chaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chafe</td>
<td>chafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chafed</td>
<td>chafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chafes</td>
<td>chafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaff</td>
<td>chaff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaffless</td>
<td>chaffless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chafing</td>
<td>chafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain</td>
<td>chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chains</td>
<td>chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chair</td>
<td>chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chairs</td>
<td>chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalic</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalice</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalices</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalk</td>
<td>chalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaffless</td>
<td>chaffless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chafing</td>
<td>chafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain</td>
<td>chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chairs</td>
<td>chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalic</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalice</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalices</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalk</td>
<td>chalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalices</td>
<td>chalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalk</td>
<td>chalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chalky</td>
<td>chalki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenge</td>
<td>challeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenged</td>
<td>challeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenger</td>
<td>challeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challengers</td>
<td>challeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>challenges</td>
<td>challeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cham</td>
<td>cham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamber</td>
<td>chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamberers</td>
<td>chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamberlain</td>
<td>chamberlain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamberlains</td>
<td>chamberlain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chambermaid</td>
<td>chambermaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chambermaids</td>
<td>chambermaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chambers</td>
<td>chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chameleon</td>
<td>chameleon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champ</td>
<td>champ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champagne</td>
<td>champagn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champain</td>
<td>champain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champions</td>
<td>champain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>champions</td>
<td>champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chanc</td>
<td>chanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chance</td>
<td>chanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chanced</td>
<td>chanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chancellor</td>
<td>chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chances</td>
<td>chanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chandler</td>
<td>chandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chang</td>
<td>chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change</td>
<td>chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changeable</td>
<td>changeabl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
chimes    chime
chimney   chimnei
chimneypiece chimneypiece
chimneys  chimnei
chimurcho chimurcho
chin      chin
china     china
chine     chine
chines    chine
chink     chink
chinks    chink
chins     chin
chipp     chipp
chipper   chipper
chips     chip
chiron    chiron
chirping  chirp
chirrah   chirrah
chirurgeonly chirurgeonli
chisel    chisel
chitopher chitoph
chivalrous chivalr
chivalry  chivalri
choice    choic
choicely  choic
choicest  choicest
choir     choir
choirs    choir
chok      chok
choke     choke
choked    choke
chokes    choke
choking   choke
choler    choler
choleric  choler
cholers   choler
chollors  chollor
choose    choos
chooser   chooser
chooses   choos
chooseth  chooseth
choosing  choos
chop      chop
chopine   chopin
choplogic choplog
chopp     chopp
chopped   chop
shopping  chop
cicely  cice
       cicero  cicero
    ciceter  cicet
       ciel  ciel
    ciitzens  ciitzen
       ciliacia  cilia
cimber  cimber
cimmerian  cimmerian  cinable  cinabl
    cincture  cinctur
       cinders  cinder
    cine  cine
  cinna  cinna
      cinque  cinqu
    cipher  cipher
ciphers  cipher
circa  circa
       circe  circ
circle  circl
  circled  circl
  circlets  circlet
    circling  circl
    circuit  circuit
circum  circum
circumcis  circumcis
squeeze  circumfer
      circummur  circummur
    circumscrib  circumscrib
circumscribed  circumscrib
circumscription  circumscrip
circumspect  circumspect
circumstance  circumst
circumstanced  circumstanc
circumstances  circumst
  circumstantial  circumstanti
circuit  circumvent
circumvention  circumvent
cistern  cistern
    citadel  citadel
cital  cital
    cite  cite
cited  cite
    cites  cite
cities  citi
citing  cite
citizen  citizen
citizens  citizen
cittern  cittern
confirming confirm
confirmities confirm
confirms confirm
confiscate confisc
confiscated confisc
confiscation confisc
confixed confix
conflict conflict
conflicting conflict
conflicts conflict
confluence confluenc
conflux conflux
conform conform
conformable conform
confound confound
confounded confound
confounding confound
confounds confound
confront confront
confronted confront
confus confu
confused confus
confusedly confusedli
confusion confus
confusions confus
confutation confut
confutes confut
congeal congeal
congealed congeal
congealment congeal
congee conge
conger conger
congest congest
conged congi
congratulate congratul
congreeing congre
congreeted congreed
congregate congrég
congregated congrég
congregation congrég
congregations congrég
congruent congruent
congruing congru
conies coni
conjectural conjectur
conjecture conjectur
conjectures conjectur
conjoin conjoin
<p>| constrained    | constrain    |
| constraineth   | constraineth |
| constrains     | constrain    |
| constraint     | constraint   |
| construe       | constru     |
| consuls        | consul      |
| consuls        | consul      |
| consulship     | consulship  |
| consultships   | consultships |
| consult        | consult     |
| consulting     | consult     |
| consumes       | consum      |
| consumed       | consum      |
| containing     | contain     |
| contains       | contain     |
| contaminate    | contamin    |
| contaminated   | contamin    |
| contemn        | contemn     |
| contemned      | contemn     |
| contenting     | content     |
| containing     | contain     |
| content        | content     |
| contenta       | contenta    |
| convulsions | convuls |
| cony | coni |
| cook | cook |
| cookery | cookeri |
| cooks | cook |
| cool | cool |
| cooled | cool |
| cooling | cool |
| cools | cool |
| coop | coop |
| coops | coop |
| cop | cop |
| copatain | copatain |
| cope | cope |
| cophetua | cophetua |
| copied | copi |
| copies | copi |
| copious | copiou |
| copper | copper |
| copperspur | copperspur |
| coppice | coppic |
| copulation | copul |
| copulatives | copul |
| copy | copi |
| cor | cor |
| coragio | coragio |
| coral | coral |
| coram | coram |
| corambus | corambu |
| coranto | coranto |
| corantos | coranto |
| corbo | corbo |
| cord | cord |
| corded | cord |
| cordelia | cordelia |
| cordial | cordial |
| cordis | cordi |
| cords | cord |
| core | core |
| corin | corin |
| corinth | corinth |
| corinthian | corinthian |
| coriolanus | coriolanu |
| corioli | corioli |
| cork | cork |
| corky | corki |
| cormorant | cormor |
| corn | corn |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>courtesan</td>
<td>courtesan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtesies</td>
<td>courtesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtesy</td>
<td>courtesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtezan</td>
<td>courtezan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtezans</td>
<td>courtezan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtier</td>
<td>courtier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtiers</td>
<td>courtier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtlike</td>
<td>courtlik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtly</td>
<td>courtli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtney</td>
<td>courtnei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courts</td>
<td>court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courtship</td>
<td>courtship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cousin</td>
<td>cousin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cousins</td>
<td>cousin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>couterfeit</td>
<td>couterfeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coutume</td>
<td>coutum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covenant</td>
<td>coven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covenants</td>
<td>coven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covent</td>
<td>covent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coventry</td>
<td>coventri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cover</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covered</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covering</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverlet</td>
<td>coverlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covers</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covert</td>
<td>covert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covertly</td>
<td>covertli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverture</td>
<td>covertur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covet</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coveted</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coveting</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covetings</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covetous</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covetously</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covetousness</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covets</td>
<td>covet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coward</td>
<td>coward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowarded</td>
<td>coward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowardice</td>
<td>cowardic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowardly</td>
<td>cowardli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowards</td>
<td>coward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowardship</td>
<td>cowardship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowish</td>
<td>cowish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowl</td>
<td>cowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowslip</td>
<td>cowslip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowslips</td>
<td>cowslip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cox</td>
<td>cox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
crestfall  crestfal
crestless  crestless
crests  crest
cretan  cretan
crete  crete
crevic  crevic
crew  crew
crews  crew
crib  crib
cribb  cribb
cribs  crib
cricket  cricket
crickets  cricket
cried  cri
criedst  criedst
crier  crier
cries  cri
criest  criest
crieth  crieth
crime  crime
crimeful  crime
crimeless  crimeless
crimes  crime
criminal  crimin
crimson  crimson
cringe  cring
cripple  crippl
crisp  crisp
crisped  crisp
crispian  crispian
crispianus  crispianu
crispin  crispin
critic  critic
critical  critic
critics  critic
croak  croak
croaking  croak
croaks  croak
crocodile  crocodil
cromer  cromer
cromwell  cromwel
crone  crone
crook  crook
crookback  crookback
crooked  crook
cooking  crook
crop  crop
cropp  cropp
crosby           crosbi
cross            cross
crossed          cross
crosses          cross
crossest         crossest
crossing         cross
crossings        cross
crossly          crossli
crossness        cross
crost            crosst
crotchets        crotchet
crouch           crouch
crouching        crouch
crow             crow
crowd            crowd
crowded          crowd
crowding         crowd
crowds           crowd
crowflowers      crowflow
crowing          crow
crowkeeper       crowkeep
crown            crown
crowned          crown
crowner          crowner
crownet          crownet
crownets         crownet
crowning         crown
crowns           crown
crows            crow
crudy            crudi
cruel            cruel
cruell           cruell
 crueller        crueller
cruely           cruelli
cruels           cruel
cruelty          cruelti
crum             crum
crumble          crumbl
crumbs           crumb
crupper          crupper
crusadoes        crusado
crush            crush
crushed          crush
crushes          crushes
crushing         crush
crust            crust
crusts           crust
crusty           crusti
crutch    crutch
crutches   crutch
cry        cry
crying     cry
crystal    crystal
crystalline crystallin
crystals   crystal
cub        cub
cubbert    cubbert
cubiculo   cubiculo
cubit      cubit
cubs       cub
cuckold    cuckold
cuckoldly  cuckoldli
cuckolds   cuckold
cuckoo     cuckoo
cucullus   cucullu
cudgel     cudgel
cudgeled   cudgel
cudgell    cudgel
cudgelling cudgel
cudgels    cudgel
cue        cue
cues       cue
cuff       cuff
cuffs      cuff
cuique     cuiqu
cull       cull
culling    cull
cullion    cullion
cullionly  cullionli
cullions   cullion
culpable   culpabl
culverin   culverin
cum        cum
cumber     cumber
cumberland cumberland
cunning    cun
cunningly  cunningli
cunnings   cun
cuore      cuor
cup         cup
cupbearer  cupbear
cupboarding cupboard
cupid      cupid
cupids     cupid
cuppele    cuppel
cups       cup
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>curtle</th>
<th>curt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>curtsied</td>
<td>curtsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curtsies</td>
<td>curtsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curtsy</td>
<td>curtsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curvet</td>
<td>curvet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curvets</td>
<td>curvet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cushes</td>
<td>cush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cushion</td>
<td>cushion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cushions</td>
<td>cushion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>custalorum</td>
<td>custalorum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>custard</td>
<td>custard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>custody</td>
<td>custodi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>custom</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customary</td>
<td>customari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customed</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customer</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customers</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customs</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuture</td>
<td>custur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut</td>
<td>cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutler</td>
<td>cutler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutpurse</td>
<td>cutpurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutpurses</td>
<td>cutpurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuts</td>
<td>cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutter</td>
<td>cutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cutting</td>
<td>cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuttle</td>
<td>cuttl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cxsar</td>
<td>cxsar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyclops</td>
<td>cyclop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cydnus</td>
<td>cydnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cygnet</td>
<td>cygnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cygnets</td>
<td>cygnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cym</td>
<td>cym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cymbals</td>
<td>cymbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cymbeline</td>
<td>cymbelin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyme</td>
<td>cyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cynic</td>
<td>cynic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cynthia</td>
<td>cynthia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cypress</td>
<td>cypress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cypriot</td>
<td>cypriot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyprus</td>
<td>cypru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyrus</td>
<td>cyru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytherea</td>
<td>cytherea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dabbled</td>
<td>dabbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dace</td>
<td>dace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dad</td>
<td>dad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daedalus</td>
<td>daedalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darter</td>
<td>darter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dartford</td>
<td>dartford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darting</td>
<td>dart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darts</td>
<td>dart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dash</td>
<td>dash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dashes</td>
<td>dash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dashing</td>
<td>dash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dastard</td>
<td>dastard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dastards</td>
<td>dastard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>dat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datchet</td>
<td>datchet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dated</td>
<td>date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dateless</td>
<td>dateless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dates</td>
<td>date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daub</td>
<td>daub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughters</td>
<td>daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daunt</td>
<td>daunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daunted</td>
<td>daunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dauntless</td>
<td>dauntless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dauphin</td>
<td>dauphin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daventry</td>
<td>daventri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>davy</td>
<td>davi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daw</td>
<td>daw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dawn</td>
<td>dawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dawning</td>
<td>dawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daws</td>
<td>daw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>dai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daylight</td>
<td>daylight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days</td>
<td>dai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dazzle</td>
<td>dazzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dazzled</td>
<td>dazzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dazzling</td>
<td>dazzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de</td>
<td>de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dead</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deadly</td>
<td>deadli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deaf</td>
<td>deaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deafing</td>
<td>deaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deafness</td>
<td>deaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deafs</td>
<td>deaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deal</td>
<td>deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealer</td>
<td>dealer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealers</td>
<td>dealer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealest</td>
<td>dealest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealing</td>
<td>deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealings</td>
<td>deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deals</td>
<td>deal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dealt          dealt
dean            dean
deanery        deaneri
dear           dear
dearer         dearer
dearest        dearest
dearly         dearly
dearness       dear
dears          dear
deareth        deareth
dearths       dearth
death         death
deathbed      deathb
deathful      death
deaths        death
deathsman    deathsman
deathsmen     deathsmen
debarrred     debar
debase        debas
debate        debat
debated       debat
debatement    debat
debateth      debateth
debating      debat
debauch       debauch
debile        debil
debility      debil
debitor       debitor
debonair      debonair
deborah       deborah
debosh        debosh
debt           debt
debted         debt
debtor         debtor
debtors        debtor
debts          debt
debuty         debuti
decay          decai
decayed       decai
decayer        decay
decaying       decay
decays         decai
decceas       decea
deccease      deceas
decceased    deceas
decceit        deceit
decceitful   deceit
deccepts     deceit
defiles defil
defiling defil
define defin
definement defin
definite definit
definitive definit

definitively definit
deflow deflow
deflower deflow
deflowered deflow
deform deform
deformed deform
deformities deform
deformity deform
defantly defta

defunct defunct
defunction defunct
defuse defus

defy defi
defying defi
degenerate degener
degraded degrad
degree degre
degrees degre
dei deifi
deifying deifi
deign deign
deigned deign
dehouse deiphobu
deities deiti
deity deiti
deja deja
decent deject
dected deject
delabreth delabreth
delay delai
delayed delai
delaying delai
delays delai
delecable delect
deliberate deliber
delicate delic
delicates delic
delicious delici
deliciousness delici
delight delight
delighted delight
delightful delight
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>delights</th>
<th>delight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>delinquents</td>
<td>delinqu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deliv</td>
<td>deliv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deliver</td>
<td>deliv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deliverance</td>
<td>deliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivered</td>
<td>deliv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivering</td>
<td>deliv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivers</td>
<td>deliv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery</td>
<td>deliveri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delphos</td>
<td>delpho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deluded</td>
<td>delud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deluding</td>
<td>delud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deluge</td>
<td>delug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delve</td>
<td>delv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delver</td>
<td>delver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delves</td>
<td>delv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demand</td>
<td>demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demanded</td>
<td>demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demanding</td>
<td>demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demands</td>
<td>demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demean</td>
<td>demean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demeanor</td>
<td>demeanor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demeanour</td>
<td>demeanour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demerits</td>
<td>demerit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demesnes</td>
<td>demesn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demetrius</td>
<td>demetriu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demi</td>
<td>demi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demigod</td>
<td>demigod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demise</td>
<td>demis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demoiselles</td>
<td>demoisel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demon</td>
<td>demon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrable</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrate</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrated</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrating</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstration</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrative</td>
<td>demonstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demure</td>
<td>demur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demurely</td>
<td>demur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demuring</td>
<td>demur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>den</td>
<td>den</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denay</td>
<td>denai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deni</td>
<td>deni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denial</td>
<td>denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denials</td>
<td>denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denied</td>
<td>deni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denier</td>
<td>denier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denies</td>
<td>deni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
devoid
devonshire
devote
devoted
devotion
devour
devoured
devourers
devouring
devours
devout
devoutly
dew
dewberries
dewdrops
dewlap
dewlap
dews
dewy
dexter
dexterously
dexterity
di
diable
diablo
diadem
dial
dialect
dialogue
dialogued
dials
diameter
diamond
diamonds
dian
diana
diaper
dibble
dic
dice
dicers
dich
dick
dickens
dickon
dicky
dictator
diction
dictynna
did
diddle
didest
dido
didst
die
died
diedst
dies
di
diest
diet
dieted
dieter
dieu
diff
differ
difference
differences
differencey
different
differing
differ
differs
difficile
difficult
difficulties
difficulty
diffidence
diffidences
diffus
diffused
diffusest
dig
digest
digested
digestion
digestions
digg
diggging
dighton
dignified
dignifies
dignify
dignities
dignity
digress
digressing
digression
discerner        discern
discerning       discern
discernings      discern
discerns         discern
discharg         discharg
discharge        discharg
discharged       discharg
discharging      discharg
disciplered      discipl
discipled        discipl
disciples        discipl
disciplin        discipl
discipline       disciplin
disciplined      disciplin
disciplines      disciplin
disclaim         disclaim
disclaiming       disclaim
disclaims        disclaim
disclos          disclo
disclose         disclos
disclosed        disclos
discloses        disclos
discolour        discolour
discoloured      discolour
discolours       discolour
discomfit        discomfit
discomfited       discomfit
discomfiture      discomfitur
discomfort       discomfort
discomfortable    discomfort
discommend        discommend
disconsolate      disconsol
discontent        discont
discontented      discont
discontentedly    discontentedli
discontenting     discont
discontents       discont
discontinue       discontinu
discontinued      discontinu
discord           discord
discordant        discord
discords          discord
discourse         discours
discoursed        discours
discourser        discours
discourses        discours
discoursive       discours
discourtesy        discourtesi
discov            discov
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>disobey</td>
<td>disobei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disobey</td>
<td>disobei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorb</td>
<td>disorb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorder</td>
<td>disord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disordered</td>
<td>disord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorderly</td>
<td>disorderli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorders</td>
<td>disord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disparage</td>
<td>disparag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disparagement</td>
<td>disparag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disparages</td>
<td>disparag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispark</td>
<td>dispark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispatch</td>
<td>dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispensation</td>
<td>dispens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispense</td>
<td>dispens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispenses</td>
<td>dispens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispers</td>
<td>dispers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispersed</td>
<td>dispers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispersedly</td>
<td>dispersedli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispersing</td>
<td>dispers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiteous</td>
<td>dispit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displac</td>
<td>displac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displace</td>
<td>displac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displaced</td>
<td>displac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displant</td>
<td>displant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displanting</td>
<td>displant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>display</td>
<td>displai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displayed</td>
<td>displai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displeas</td>
<td>displea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displease</td>
<td>displeas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displeased</td>
<td>displeas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displeasing</td>
<td>displeas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displeasure</td>
<td>displeasur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displeasures</td>
<td>displeasur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disponge</td>
<td>dispong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disport</td>
<td>disport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disports</td>
<td>disport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispos</td>
<td>dispo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispose</td>
<td>dispos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposed</td>
<td>dispos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposer</td>
<td>dispos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposing</td>
<td>dispos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposition</td>
<td>disposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispositions</td>
<td>disposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispossess</td>
<td>dispossess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispossessing</td>
<td>dispossess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disprais</td>
<td>disprai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispraise</td>
<td>disprais</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ditch
ditchers
ditches
dites
ditties
ditty
diurnal
div
dive
diver
divers
diversely
diversity
divert
diverted
diverts
dives
divest
dividable
dividant
divide
divided
divides
divideth
divin
divination
divine
divinely
divineness
diviner
divines
divinest
divining
divinity
division
divisions
divorc
divorce
divorced
divorcement
divorcing
divulg
divulge
divulged
divulging
dizy
dizzy
do
doubt
doubted
doubtful
doubtfully
doubting
doubtless
doubts
doug
dough
doughty
doughy
douglass
dout
doute
douts
dove
dovehouse
dover
doves
dow
dowager
dowdy
dower
dowerless
dowers
dowlas
dowel
down
downfall
downright
downs
downstairs
downtrod
downward
downwards
downy
dowries
dowry
dowsabel
doxy
dozed
dozen
dozens
dozy
drab
drabbing
drabs
drachma
dress  dress  
dressed  dress  
dresser  dresser  
dressing  dress  
dressings  dress  
drest  drest  
drew  drew  
dribbling  dribbl  
dried  dri  
drier  drier  
dries  dri  
drift  drift  
drily  drili  
drink  drink  
drinketh  drinketh  
drinking  drink  
drinkings  drink  
drinks  drink  
driv  driv  
drive  drive  
drivelling  drivel  
driven  driven  
drives  drive  
driveth  driveth  
driving  drive  
drizzle  drizzl  
drizzled  drizzl  
drizzles  drizzl  
droit  droit  
drollery  drolleri  
dromio  dromio  
dromios  dromio  
drone  drone  
drones  drone  
droop  droop  
droopeth  droopeth  
drooping  droop  
droops  droop  
drop  drop  
dropheir  dropheir  
droplets  droplet  
dropp  dropp  
dropper  dropper  
droppeth  droppeth  
dropping  drop  
droppings  drop  
drops  drop  
dropsied  dropsi
dropsies  dropsi
dropsy   dropsi
dropt    dropt
dross    dross
drossy   drossi
drought  drought
drove    drove
droven   droven
drovier  drovier
drown    drown
drowned  drown
drowning  drown
drows    drown
drowsily  drowsili
drowsiness  drowsi
drowsy   drowsi
drudge  drudg
drudgery  drudgeri
drudges  drudg
drug    drug
drugg    drugg
drugs    drug
drum    drum
drumble  drumbl
drummer  drummer
drumming  drum
drums    drum
drunk    drunk
drunkard  drunkard
drunkards  drunkard
drunken  drunken
drunkenly  drunkenli
drunkenness  drunken
dry    dry
dryness  dryness
dst     dst
du      du
dub     dub
dubb    dubb
ducat   ducat
ducats  ducat
ducdame  ducdam
duchess  duchess
duchies  duchi
duchy   duchi
duck    duck
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eglamour</td>
<td>eglamour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eglantine</td>
<td>eglantin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egma</td>
<td>egma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ego</td>
<td>ego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egregious</td>
<td>egregi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egregiously</td>
<td>egregi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egress</td>
<td>egress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egypt</td>
<td>egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egyptian</td>
<td>egyptian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egyptians</td>
<td>egyptian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eie</td>
<td>eie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight</td>
<td>eight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighteen</td>
<td>eighteen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighth</td>
<td>eighth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eightpenny</td>
<td>eightpenni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eighty</td>
<td>eighti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eisel</td>
<td>eisel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>either</td>
<td>either</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eject</td>
<td>eject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eke</td>
<td>ek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>el</td>
<td>el</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elbe</td>
<td>elb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elbow</td>
<td>elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elbows</td>
<td>elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eld</td>
<td>eld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elder</td>
<td>elder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elders</td>
<td>elder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eldest</td>
<td>eldest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eleanor</td>
<td>eleanor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elect</td>
<td>elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elected</td>
<td>elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>election</td>
<td>elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elegance</td>
<td>eleg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elegies</td>
<td>elegi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>element</td>
<td>element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elements</td>
<td>element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elephant</td>
<td>eleph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elephants</td>
<td>eleph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elevated</td>
<td>elev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eleven</td>
<td>eleven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eleventh</td>
<td>eleventh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elf</td>
<td>elf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elflocks</td>
<td>elflock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eliads</td>
<td>eliad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elinor</td>
<td>elinor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elizabeth</td>
<td>elizabeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ell</td>
<td>ell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elle</td>
<td>ell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
encamp
encamped
encave
enceladus
enchaf
enchafed
enchant
enchanted
enchanting
enchantingly
enchantment
enchanted
enchantress
enchants
enchas
encircle
encircled
enclos
enclose
enclosed
encloses
encloseth
enclosing
enclouded
encompass
encompassed
encompasseth
encompassment
encore
encorporal
encount
encounter
encountered
encounters
encourage
encouraged
encouragement
encrimsoned
encroaching
encumb
end
endamage
endamagement
endanger
endart
endeared
endeavour
endeavours
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ended</th>
<th>end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ender</td>
<td>ender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ending</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endings</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endite</td>
<td>endit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endless</td>
<td>endless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow</td>
<td>endow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endowed</td>
<td>endow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endowments</td>
<td>endow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endows</td>
<td>endow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ends</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endu</td>
<td>endu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endue</td>
<td>endu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endur</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endurance</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endure</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endured</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endures</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enduring</td>
<td>endur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endymion</td>
<td>endymion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eneas</td>
<td>enea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enemies</td>
<td>enemi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enemy</td>
<td>enemi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enernies</td>
<td>enerni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enew</td>
<td>enew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfeebled</td>
<td>enfeebl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfeebles</td>
<td>enfeebl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfeoff</td>
<td>enfeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfetter</td>
<td>enfett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfoldings</td>
<td>enfold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforce</td>
<td>enforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforce</td>
<td>enforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforced</td>
<td>enforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforcedly</td>
<td>enforcedli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforcement</td>
<td>enforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforces</td>
<td>enforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enforcest</td>
<td>enforcest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfranched</td>
<td>enfranch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfranchis</td>
<td>enfranchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfranchise</td>
<td>enfranchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfranchised</td>
<td>enfranchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfranchisement</td>
<td>enfranchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfreed</td>
<td>enfre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enfreedoming</td>
<td>enfreedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engag</td>
<td>engag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engage</td>
<td>engag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engaged</td>
<td>engag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagements</td>
<td>engag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enmities</td>
<td>enmití</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enmity</td>
<td>enmití</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ennoble</td>
<td>ennobl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ennobled</td>
<td>ennobl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enobarb</td>
<td>enobarb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enobarbus</td>
<td>enobarbus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enon</td>
<td>enon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enormity</td>
<td>norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enormous</td>
<td>norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enough</td>
<td>enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enow</td>
<td>enow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enpatron</td>
<td>enpatron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enpierced</td>
<td>enpierc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enquir</td>
<td>enquir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enquire</td>
<td>enquir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enquired</td>
<td>enquir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrag</td>
<td>enrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrage</td>
<td>enrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enraged</td>
<td>enrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enraged</td>
<td>enrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enranges</td>
<td>enrag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrank</td>
<td>enrank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrapt</td>
<td>enrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrich</td>
<td>enrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enriched</td>
<td>enrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enriches</td>
<td>enrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enridged</td>
<td>enridg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrings</td>
<td>enr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrob</td>
<td>enrob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrobe</td>
<td>enrob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enroll</td>
<td>enrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrolled</td>
<td>enrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrooted</td>
<td>enroot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enrounded</td>
<td>enround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enschedul</td>
<td>enschedul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensconce</td>
<td>ensconc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensconcing</td>
<td>ensconc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enseamed</td>
<td>enseam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensear</td>
<td>ensear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enseigne</td>
<td>enseign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enseignez</td>
<td>enseignez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensemble</td>
<td>ensembl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enshelter</td>
<td>enshelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enshielded</td>
<td>enshield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enshrines</td>
<td>enshrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensign</td>
<td>ensign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensigns</td>
<td>ensign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enskied</td>
<td>enski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensman</td>
<td>ensman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
entreat
entreated
entreaties
entreating
entreatments
entreats
entreaty
entreating
entreatments
entreats
entrench
entry
entwist
envelop
envenom
envenomed
envenoms
envied
envies
envious
envously
environ
environed
envoy
envy
envying
enwheat
enwombed
enwraps
ephesian
ephesians
ephesus
epicure
epicurean
epicures
epicurism
epicurus
epidamnum
epi\daurus
epigram
epilepsy
epileptic
epilogue
epilogues
epistles
epistrophus
epitaph
epitaphs
epithet
epitheton
epithets
epitome  epitom
equal    equal
equalities equal
equality  equal
equall   equal
equally   equal
equalness equal
equals   equal
equinoctial equinocti
equinox   equinox
equipage  equipag
equity    equiti
equivocal equivoc
equivocate equivoc
equivocates equivoc
equivocation equivoc
equivocator equivoc
er        er
erbear    erbear
erbearing erbear
erbears   erbear
erbeat    erbeat
erblows   erblow
erboard   erboard
erborne   erborn
ercame    ercam
ercast    ercast
ercharg   ercharg
ercharged ercharg
ercharging ercharg
ercles    ercl
ercome    ercom
ercover   ercov
ercrows   ercrow
erdoing   erdo
ere       er
erebus    erebu
erect     erect
erected   erect
erecting  erect
erection  erect
erects    erect
erewhile  erewhil
erflourish erflourish
erflow    erflow
erflowing erflow
erflows   erflow
erfraught erfraught
erroneous  erron
error     error
errors    error
errs      err
errule    errul
errun     errun
erset     erset
ershade   ershad
ershades  ershad
ershine   ershin
ershot    ershot
ersized   ersiz
erskip    erskip
erslips   erslip
erspreads erspread
erst      erst
erstare   erstar
erstep    erstep
erstunk   erstunk
ersway    erswai
ersways   erswai
erswell   erswel
erta      erta
ertake    ertak
erteemed  erteem
erthrow   erthrow
erthrown  erthrown
erthrows  erthrow
ertook    ertook
ertop     ertop
ertopping ertop
ertrip    ertrip
erturn    erturn
erudition erudit
eruption  erupt
eruptions erupt
ervalues  ervalu
erwalk    erwalk
erwatch   erwatch
erween    erween
erweens   erween
erweigh   erweigh
erweighs  erweigh
erwhelm  erwhelm
erwhelmed erwhelm
erworn    erworn
es        es
escalus   escalu
escap  escap
escape  escap
escaped  escap
escapes  escap
eschew  eschew
escoted  escot
esill  esil
especial  especi
especially  especi
esperance  esper
espials  espial
espied  espi
espies  espi
espous  espo
espouse  espous
espy  espi
esquire  esquir
esquires  esquir
essay  essai
essays  essai
essence  essenc
essential  essenti
essentially  essenti
esses  ess
essex  essex
est  est
establish  establish
established  establish
estate  estat
estates  estat
esteem  esteem
esteemed  esteem
esteemeth  esteemeth
esteeming  esteem
esteems  esteem
estimable  estim
estimate  estim
estimation  estim
estimations  estim
estime  estim
estranged  estrang
estridge  estridg
estridges  estridg
et  et
etc  etc
etceteras  etcetera
ete  et
eternal  etern
exchang  exchang
exchange  exchang
exchanged  exchang
exchequer  exchequ
exchequers  exchequ
excite  excit
excited  excit
excitements  excit
excites  excit
exclaim  exclaim
exclaims  exclaim
exclamation  exclam
exclamations  exclam
excludes  exclud
excommunicate  excommun
excommunication  excommun
excrement  excrement
excrements  excrement
excursion  excurs
excursions  excurs
excus  excu
excusable  excus
excuse  excus
excused  excus
excuses  excus
excusez  excusez
excusing  excus
execrable  exer
execrations  exer
execute  execut
executed  execut
executing  execut
execution  execut
executioner  execution
executioners  execution
executor  executor
executors  executor
exempt  exempt
exempted  exempt
exequies  exequi
exercise  exercis
exercises  exercis
exeter  exet
exeunt  exeunt
exhal  exhal
exhalation  exhal
exhalations  exhal
exhale  exhal
exhales  exhale
exhaust  exhaust
exhibit  exhibit
exhibitors  exhibit
exhibition  exhibit
exhort  exhort
exhortation  exhort
exigent  exig
exil  exil
exile  exil
exiled  exil
exion  exion
exist  exist
exists  exist
exit  exit
exits  exit
exorciser  exorcis
exorcisms  exorc
exorcist  exorcist
expect  expect
expectance  expect
expectancy  expect
expectation  expect
expectations  expect
expected  expect
expecters  expect
expecting  expect
expects  expect
expedience  expedi
expedient  expedi
expeditiously  expedit
expedition  expedit
expeditious  expediti
expel  expel
expell  expel
expelling  expel
expels  expel
expend  expend
expense  expens
expenses  expens
experienc  experienc
experience  experi
experiences  experi
experiment  experi
experimental  experiment
experiments  experi
expert  expert
expertness  expert
expiate  expiat
expiation  expiat
expir  expir
expiration  expir
expire  expir
expired  expir
expires  expir
expiring  expir
explication  explic
exploit  exploit
exploits  exploit
expos  expo
expose  expos
exposing  expos
exposition  expos
expositor  expositor
expostulate  expostul
expostulation  expostul
exposture  expostur
exposure  exposur
expound  expound
expounded  expound
express  express
expressed  express
expresseth  expresseth
expressing  express
expressive  express
expressly  expressli
expressure  expressur
expuls  expul
expulsion  expuls
exquisite  exquisit
exsufflicate  exsuffl
extant  extant
extemoral  extempor
extemporally  extempor
extempore  extempor
extend  extend
extended  extend
extends  extend
extent  extent
extenuate  extenu
extenuated  extenu
extenuates  extenu
extenuation  extenu
exterior  exterior
exteriorly  exteriorli
exteriors  exterior
| extermin      | extermin |
| extern       | extern |
| external     | extern |
| extinct      | extinct |
| extincted    | extinct |
| extincture   | extinctur |
| extinguish   | extinguish |
| extirp       | extirp |
| extirpate    | extirp |
| extirped     | extirp |
| extol        | extol |
| extoll       | extol |
| extolment    | extol |
| exton        | exton |
| extort       | extort |
| extorted     | extort |
| extortion     | extort |
| extortionions | extort |
| extra        | extra |
| extract      | extract |
| extracted    | extract |
| extracting   | extract |
| extraordinarily | extraordinari |
| extraordinary | extraordinari |
| extraught    | extraught |
| extravagancy | extravag |
| extravagant  | extravag |
| extreme      | extrem |
| extremely    | extrem |
| extremes     | extrem |
| extremest    | extremest |
| extremities  | extrem |
| extremity    | extrem |
| exuent       | exuent |
| exult        | exult |
| exultation   | exult |
| ey           | ey |
| eyas         |eya |
| eyases       | eyas |
| eye          | ey |
| eyeball      | eyebal |
| eyeballs     | eyebal |
| eyebrow      | eyebrow |
| eyebrows     | eyebrow |
| eyed         | ei |
| eyeless      | eyeless |
| eyelid       | eyelid |
| eyelids      | eyelid |
eyes  ey
eyesight  eyesight
eyestrings  eyestr
eying  ei
eyne  eyn
eyrie  eyr
fa  fa
fabian  fabian
fable  fabl
fables  fabl
fabric  fabric
fabulous  fabul
fac  fac
face  face
faced  face
facere  facer
faces  face
faciant  faciant
facile  facil
facility  facil
facinerious  facineri
facing  face
facit  facit
fact  fact
faction  faction
factionary  factionari
factions  faction
factious  factiou
factor  factor
factors  factor
faculties  faculti
faculty  faculti
fade  fade
faded  fade
fadeth  fadeth
fadge  fadg
fading  fade
fadings  fade
fadom  fadom
fadoms  fadom
fagot  fagot
fagots  fagot
fail  fail
failing  fail
fails  fail
fain  fain
faint  faint
fainted  faint
farewell     farewell
farewells    farewell
fariner      farin
faring       fare
farm         farm
farmer       farmer
farmhouse    farmhous
farms        farm
farre        farr
farrow       farrow
farther      farther
farthest     farthest
farthing     farth
farthingale  farthingal
farthingales farthingal
farthings    farth
faralous     farth
fas          fa
fashion      fashion
fashionable  fashion
fashioning   fashion
fashions     fashion
fast          fast
fasted       fast
fasten       fasten
fastened     fasten
faster       faster
fastest      fastest
fasting      fast
fastly       fastli
fastolf      fastolf
fasts        fast
fat           fat
fatal         fatal
fatally       fatal
fate          fate
fated         fate
fates         fate
father      father
fathered     father
fatherless   fatherless
fatherly     fatherli
fathers      father
fathom        fathom
fathomless   fathomless
fathoms       fathom
fatigate     fatig
fatness      fat
fats  fat
fatted  fat
fatter  fatter
fattest  fattest
fatting  fat
fatuus  fatuu
fauconbridge  faconbridg
faulconbridge  faulconbridg
fault  fault
faultiness  faulti
faultless  faultless
faults  fault
faulty  faulti
fausse  fauss
fauste  faust
faustuses  faustus
faut  faut
favor  favor
favorable  favor
favorably  favor
favors  favor
favour  favour
favourable  favour
favoured  favour
favouredly  favouredli
favourer  favour
favours  favour
favouring  favour
favourite  favourit
favourites  favourit
favours  favour
favout  favout
fawn  fawn
fawneth  fawneth
fawning  fawn
fawns  fawn
fay  fai
fe  fe
fealty  fealti
fear  fear
feared  fear
fearest  fearest
fearful  fear
fearfull  fearful
fearfully  fearfulli
fearfulness  fear
fearing  fear
fearless  fearless
felicitate felicit
felicity felic
fell fell
fellest fellest
fellies felli
fellow fellow
fellowly fellowli
fellows fellow
fellowship fellowship
fellowships fellowship
fells fell
felon felon
felonious feloni
felony feloni
felt felt
female femal
females femal
feminine feminin
fen fen
fenc fenc
fence fenc
fencer fencer
fencing fenc
fends fend
fennel fennel
fenny fenni
fens fen
fenton fenton
fer fer
ferdinand ferdinand
fere fere
fernseed fernse
ferrara ferrara
ferrers ferrer
ferret ferret
ferry ferri
ferryman ferryman
fertile fertil
fertility fertil
fervency fervenc
fervour fervour
fery feri
fest fest
feste fest
fester fester
festinate festin
festinately festin
festival festiv
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Correct Spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fine</td>
<td>fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fineless</td>
<td>fineless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finely</td>
<td>fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finem</td>
<td>finem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fineness</td>
<td>fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finer</td>
<td>finer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fines</td>
<td>fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finest</td>
<td>finest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fing</td>
<td>fing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finger</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingering</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingers</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingre</td>
<td>fingr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingres</td>
<td>fingr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finical</td>
<td>finic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finish</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finished</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finisher</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finless</td>
<td>finless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finn</td>
<td>finn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fins</td>
<td>fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finsbury</td>
<td>finsburi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir</td>
<td>fir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firago</td>
<td>firago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firebrand</td>
<td>firebrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firebrands</td>
<td>firebrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fired</td>
<td>fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fires</td>
<td>fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firework</td>
<td>firework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fireworks</td>
<td>firework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firing</td>
<td>fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firk</td>
<td>firk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firm</td>
<td>firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firmament</td>
<td>firmament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firmly</td>
<td>firmli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firmness</td>
<td>firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first</td>
<td>first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firstlings</td>
<td>firstl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fisher</td>
<td>fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishermen</td>
<td>fishermen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishers</td>
<td>fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishes</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishified</td>
<td>fishifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishmonger</td>
<td>fishmong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fishpond</td>
<td>fishpond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fisnomy</td>
<td>fisnomi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flew
flexible
flexure
flibbertigibbet
flickering
fledge
fliers
flies
flieth
flight
flights
flighty
flinch
fling
flint
flints
flinty
flirt
float
floated
floating
flock
flocks
flood
floodgates
floods
floor
flora
florence
florentine
florentines
florentius
florizel
flote
floulish
flour
flourish
flourishes
flourisheth
flourishing
flout
flouted
flouting
flouts
flow
flowed
flower
flowerets
flowers
flowing
flown
flows
fluellen
fluent
flung
flush
flushing
fluster
flute
flutes
flutter
flux
fluxive
fly
flying
fo
foal
foals
foam
foamed
foaming
foams
foamy
fob
focative
fodder
foe
foeman
foemen
foes
fog
foggy
fogs
foh
foi
foil
foiled
foils
foin
foining
foins
fois
foison
foisons
foist
foix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forage</td>
<td>forag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foragers</td>
<td>forag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbade</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbear</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbearance</td>
<td>forbear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbears</td>
<td>forbear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbid</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbidden</td>
<td>forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbiddenly</td>
<td>forbiddenly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbids</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbod</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forborne</td>
<td>forbid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forc</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>force</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forced</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forceful</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forceless</td>
<td>forceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forces</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forcible</td>
<td>forcibl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forcibly</td>
<td>forcibl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forcing</td>
<td>forc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ford</td>
<td>ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fordid</td>
<td>fordid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fordo</td>
<td>fordo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fordoes</td>
<td>fordo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fordone</td>
<td>fordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fore</td>
<td>fore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forecast</td>
<td>forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forefather</td>
<td>forefath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forefathers</td>
<td>forefath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forefinger</td>
<td>forefing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forego</td>
<td>forego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foregone</td>
<td>foregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehand</td>
<td>forehand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>forehead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreheads</td>
<td>forehead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehorse</td>
<td>forehors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreign</td>
<td>foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreigner</td>
<td>foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreigners</td>
<td>foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreknowing</td>
<td>foreknow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreknowledge</td>
<td>foreknowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foremost</td>
<td>foremost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forenamed</td>
<td>forenam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forenoon</td>
<td>forenoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forerun</td>
<td>forerun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forerunner</td>
<td>forerunn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
forerunning   forerun
foreruns      forerun
foresaid      foresaid
foresaw       foresaw
foresay       foresai
foresee       forese
foreseeing    forese
foresees      forese
foreshow      foreshow
foreskirt     foreskirt
forespent     foresp
forest        forest
forestall     forestal
forested       forestal
forester       forest
foresters      forest
forests        forest
foretell       foretel
foretelling    foretel
foretells      foretel
forethink      forethink
forethought    forethought
foretold       foretold
forever        forev
foreward       foreward
forewarn       forewarn
forewarned     forewarn
forewarning    forewarn
forfeit        forfeit
forfeited      forfeit
forfeitors     forfeit
forfeiting     forfeit
forfeits       forfeit
forfeiture     forfeitur
forfeitures    forfeitur
forfend        forfend
forfended      forfend
forg           forg
forgave        forgav
forge          forg
forged         forg
forgeries      forgeri
forgery        forgeri
forges         forg
forget         forget
forgetful      forget
forgetfulness  forget
forgetive      forget
forgets  forget
forgetting  forget
forgive  forgiv
forgiven  forgiven
forgiveness  forgiv
fargo  forgo
fargoing  forgo
forgone  forgon
forgot  forgot
forgotten  forgotten
fork  fork
forked  fork
forks  fork
forlorn  forlorn
form  form
formal  formal
formally  formal
formed  form
former  former
formerly  formerli
formless  formless
forms  form
fornication  fornic
fornications  fornic
fornicatress  fornicatress
forres  forr
forest  forrest
forsake  forskak
forsaken  forskaken
forsaketh  forskaketh
forslow  forslow
forsook  forsook
forsooth  forsooth
forspent  forspent
forspoke  forspok
forswear  forsweart
forswearing  forsweart
forswore  forswor
forsworn  forsworn
fort  fort
forted  fort
forth  forth
forthcoming  forthcom
forthlight  forthlight
forthright  forthright
forthwith  forthwith
fortification  fortif
fortifications  fortif
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>foutra</th>
<th>foutra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fowl</td>
<td>fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fowler</td>
<td>fowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fowling</td>
<td>fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fowls</td>
<td>fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fox</td>
<td>fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foxes</td>
<td>fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foxship</td>
<td>foxship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fracted</td>
<td>fract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fraction</td>
<td>fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractions</td>
<td>fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragile</td>
<td>fragil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragment</td>
<td>fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragments</td>
<td>fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragrant</td>
<td>fragrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frail</td>
<td>frail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frailer</td>
<td>frailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frailties</td>
<td>frailti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frailty</td>
<td>frailti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fram</td>
<td>fram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frame</td>
<td>frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>framed</td>
<td>frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frames</td>
<td>frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frampold</td>
<td>frampold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fran</td>
<td>fran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>francais</td>
<td>francai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>france</td>
<td>franc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frances</td>
<td>franc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franchise</td>
<td>franchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franchised</td>
<td>franchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franchisement</td>
<td>franchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franchises</td>
<td>franchis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franciae</td>
<td>francia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>francis</td>
<td>franci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>francisca</td>
<td>francisca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franciscan</td>
<td>franciscan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>francisco</td>
<td>francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frank</td>
<td>frank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franker</td>
<td>franker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frankfort</td>
<td>frankfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franklin</td>
<td>franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>franklins</td>
<td>franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frankly</td>
<td>frankli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frankness</td>
<td>frank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frantic</td>
<td>frantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frantically</td>
<td>franticli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frateretto</td>
<td>frateretto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fratum</td>
<td>fratum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fraud
fraudful
fraught
fraughtage
fraughting
fray
frays
freckl
freckled
freckles
freckling
frend
freed
freedom
freedoms
freehearted
freelier
freely
fremian
fremen
freeness
freer
frees
freestone
freetown
freeze
freezes
freezing
freezings
french
frenchman
frenchmen
frenchwoman
frenzy
frequent
frequents
fresh
freshen
freshen
fretful
frets
fretted
fretting
game
gamers
games
gamesome
gamester
gaming
gamemon
gamt
gan
gangren
ganymede
gaol
garol
gaoler
gaoler
gaols
gap
gape
gapes
gaping
gar
garb
garbage
garboils
garcon
gard
garde
garden
gardener
gardeners
gardens
gardez
gardiner
gardon
gargantua
gargrave
garish
garland
garlands
garlic
garment
garments
garmet
garner
garners
garnish
garnished
garret
garrison
gazeth gazeth
gazing gaze
gear gear
geck geck
geese gees
geffrey geffrei
geld geld
gelded geld
gelding geld
gelida gelida
gelidus gelidu
gelt gelt
gem gem
geminy gemini
gems gem
gen gen
gender gender
genders gender
general gener
generally gener
generals gener
generation gener
generations gener
generative gener
generosity generos
generous gener
genitive genit
genitivo genitivo
genius geniu
gennets gennet
genoa genoa
genoux genoux
gens gen
gent gent
gentilhomme gentilhommm
gentility gentil
gentle gentl
gentlefols gentlefolk
gentleman gentleman
gentlemanlike gentlemanlik
gentlemen gentlemen
gentleness gentl
gentler gentler
gentles gentl
gentlest gentlest
gentlewoman gentlewoman
gentlewomen gentlewomen
gently gentli
gilded  gild
gilding  gild
gilliams  gilliam
gillian  gillian
gills  gill
gillyvors  gillyvor
gilt  gilt
gimmal  gimmal
gimmers  gimmer
gin  gin
ging  ging
ginger  ginger
gingerbread  gingerbread
gingerly  gingerli
ginn  ginn
gins  gin
gioucestershire  gioucestershir
gipes  gipe
gipsies  gipsi
gipsy  gipsi
gird  gird
girded  gird
girdle  girdl
girdled  girdl
girdles  girdl
girdling  girdl
girl  girl
girls  girl
girt  girt
girth  girth
gis  gi
giv  giv
give  give
given  given
giver  giver
givers  giver
gives  give
givest  givest
giveth  giveth
giving  give
givings  give
glad  glad
gladded  glad
gladding  glad
gladly  gladli
gladness  glad
glamis  glami
glanc  glanc
glance  glanc
glanced  glanc
glances  glanc
glancing  glanc
glanders  glander
glansdale  glansdal
glare  glare
glares  glare
glass  glass
glasses  glass
glassy  glassi
glaz  glaz
 glazed  glaze
gleams  gleam
glean  glean
gleaned  glean
gleaning  glean
 gleeful  gleeful
 gleek  gleek
gleeking  gleek
gleeks  gleek
g lend  lend
g lendower  glendow
 glib  glib
 glide  glide
 glided  glide
 glides  glide
 glideth  glideth
 gliding  glide
 glimmer  glimmer
glimmering  glimmer
 glimmers  glimmer
 glimpse  glimps
 glimpses  glimps
 glist  glist
 glistening  glisten
 glister  glister
 glistering  glister
 glisters  glister
 glitt  glitt
 glittering  glitter
 globe  globe
 globes  globe
 glooming  gloom
 gloomy  gloomi
 glories  glori
 glorified  glorifi
 glorify  glorifi
goblet  goblet
goblets goblet
goblin goblin
goblins goblin
god  god
godded  god
godden  godden
goddess goddess
goddesses goddess
goddild  goddild
godfather godfath
godfathers godfath
godhead  godhead
godlike godlik
godliness godli
godly  godli
godmother godmoth
gods  god
godson  godson
goer  goer
goers  goer
goes  goe
goest  goest
goeth  goeth
goffe  goff
gogs  gog
going  go
gold  gold
golden  golden
goldenly  goldenli
goldsmith goldsmith
goldsmiths goldsmith
golgotha  golgotha
goliases  golias
goliath  goliath
gon  gon
gondola  gondola
gondolier gondoli
gone  gone
goneril  goneril
gong  gong
gonzago  gonzago
gonzalo  gonzalo
good  good
goodfellow  goodfellow
goodlier  goodlier
goodliest  goodliest
goodly  goodli
goodman  goodman
goodness  good
goodnight  goodnight
goodrig  goodrig
goods  good
goodwife  goodwif
goodwill  goodwil
goodwin  goodwin
goodwins  goodwin
goodyear  goodyear
goodyears  goodyear
goose  goos
gooseberry  gooseberri
goosequills  goosequil
goot  goot
gor  gor
gorbellied  gorbelli
gorbellied  gorbelli
gorbellied  gorbelli
gordian  gordian
gore  gore
gored  gore
gorg  gorg
gorge  gorg
gorgeous  gorgeou
gorget  gorget
gorging  gorg
gorgon  gorgon
gormandize  gormand
gormandizing  gormand
gory  gori
gosling  gosl
gospel  gospel
gospels  gospel
goss  goss
gossamer  gossam
gossip  gossip
gossiping  gossip
gossiping  gossip
gossiplike  gossiplik
gossips  gossip
got  got
goth  goth
goths  goth
gotten  gotten
gourd  gourd
gout  gout
gouts  gout
gouty  gouti
govern  govern
governance  govern
 governed  govern
 governess  gover
 government  govern
 governor  governor
 governors  governor
 governs  govern
 gower  gower
 gown  gown
 gowns  gown
 grac  grac
 grace  grace
 graced  grace
 graceful  grace
 gracefully  gracefulli
 graceless  graceless
 graces  grace
 gracing  grace
 gracious  graciou
 graciously  gracious
 gradation  gradat
 graff  graff
 grafting  graf
 graft  graft
 grafted  graft
 grafters  grafter
 grain  grain
 grained  grain
 grains  grain
 gramercies  gramerci
 gramercy  gramerci
 grammar  grammar
 grand  grand
 grandam  grandam
 grandame  grandam
 grandchild  grandchild
 grande  grand
 grandeur  grandeur
 grandfather  grandfath
 grandjurors  grandjuror
 grandmother  grandmoth
 grandpre  grandpr
 grandsir  grandsir
 grandsire  grandsir
 grandsires  grandsir
 grange  grang
 grant  grant
 granted  grant
greases  greas
greasly  greasili
greasy  greasi
great  great
greater  greater
greatest  greatest
greatly  greatli
greatness  great
grecian  grecian
grecians  grecian
gree  gree
greece  gree
greed  greed
greedily  greedili
greediness  greedi
greedy  greedi
greeing  gree
greek  greek
greekish  greekish
greeks  greek
green  green
greener  greener
greenly  greenli
greens  green
greensleeves  greensleev
greenwich  greenwich
greenwood  greenwood
greet  greet
greeted  greet
greeting  greet
greetings  greet
greets  greet
greg  greg
gregory  gregori
gremio  gremio
grew  grew
grey  grei
greybeard  greybeard
greybeards  greybeard
greyhound  greyhound
greyhounds  greyhound
grief  grief
griefs  grief
griev  griev
grievance  grievanc
grievances  grievanc
grieve  griev
grieved  griev
gyves  gyve
h     h
ha    ha
haberdasher  haberdash
habiliment  habili
habiliments  habili
habit  habit
habitation  habit
habited  habit
habits  habit
habitude  habitud
hack  hack
hacket  hacket
hackney  hacknei
hacks  hack
had  had
hadst  hadst
haec  haec
haeres  haer
hag  hag
hagar  hagar
haggard  haggard
haggards  haggard
haggish  haggish
haggled  haggl
hags  hag
hail  hail
hailed  hail
hailstone  hailston
hailstones  hailston
hair  hair
hairless  hairless
hairs  hair
hairy  hairi
hal  hal
halberd  halberd
halberds  halberd
halcyon  haleyon
hale  hale
haled  hale
hales  hale
half  half
halfcan  halfcan
halfpence  halfpenc
halfpenny  halfpenni
halfpennyworth  halfpennyworth
halfway  halfwai
halidom  halidom
hall  hall
halloa  halloa
halloing  hallo
hallond  hallond
halloo  halloo
halloing  halloo
hallow  hallow
hallowed  hallow
hallowmas  hallowma
hallown  hallown
hals  hal
halt  halt
halter  halter
halters  halter
halting  halt
halts  halt
halves  halv
ham  ham
hames  hame
hamlet  hamlet
hammer  hammer
hammered  hammer
hammering  hammer
hammers  hammer
hamper  hamper
hampton  hampton
hams  ham
hamstring  hamstr
hand  hand
handed  hand
handful  hand
handicraft  handicraft
handicraftsmen  handicraftsmen
handing  hand
handiwork  handiwork
handkercher  handkerch
handkerchers  handkerch
handkerchief  handkerchief
handle  handl
handled  handl
handles  handl
handless  handless
handlest  handlest
handling  handl
handmaid  handmaid
handmaids  handmaid
hands  hand
handsaw  handsaw
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>headier</th>
<th>headier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>heading</td>
<td>head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headland</td>
<td>headland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headless</td>
<td>headless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headlong</td>
<td>headlong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heads</td>
<td>head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headsman</td>
<td>headsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headstrong</td>
<td>headstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heady</td>
<td>headi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heal</td>
<td>heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healed</td>
<td>heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healing</td>
<td>heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heals</td>
<td>heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health</td>
<td>health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthful</td>
<td>health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healths</td>
<td>health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthsome</td>
<td>healthsom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>healthi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heaping</td>
<td>heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heaps</td>
<td>heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear</td>
<td>hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heard</td>
<td>heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearer</td>
<td>hearer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearers</td>
<td>hearer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearest</td>
<td>hearest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heareth</td>
<td>heareth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearing</td>
<td>hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearings</td>
<td>hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heark</td>
<td>heark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearken</td>
<td>hearken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearkens</td>
<td>hearken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hears</td>
<td>hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearsay</td>
<td>hearsai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearse</td>
<td>hears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearsed</td>
<td>hears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearst</td>
<td>hearst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart</td>
<td>heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartache</td>
<td>heartach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartbreak</td>
<td>heartbreak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartbreaking</td>
<td>heartbreak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearted</td>
<td>heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearten</td>
<td>hearten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearth</td>
<td>hearth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearths</td>
<td>hearth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartily</td>
<td>heartili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartiness</td>
<td>hearti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartless</td>
<td>heartless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hefted  heft
hefts  heft
heifer  heifer
heifers  heifer
heigh  heigh
height  height
heighten  heighten
heinous  heinou
heinously  heinous
heir  heir
heiress  heiress
heirless  heirless
heirs  heir
held  held
helen  helen
helena  helena
helenus  helenu
helias  helia
helicons  helicon
hell  hell
hellespont  hellespont
hellfire  hellfir
hellish  hellish
helm  helm
helmed  helm
helmet  helmet
helmets  helmet
helms  helm
help  help
helper  helper
helpers  helper
helpful  help
helping  help
helpless  helpless
helps  help
helter  helter
hem  hem
heme  heme
hemlock  hemlock
hemm  hemm
hemp  hemp
hempen  hempen
hems  hem
hen  hen
hence  henc
henceforth  henceforth
henceforward  henceforward
henchman  henchman
henri
henricus
henry
hens
hent
henton
her
herald
heraldry
heralds
herb
herbert
herblets
herbs
herculean
hercules
herd
herds
herdsman
herdsman
here
hereabout
hereabouts
hereafter
hereby
hereditary
hereford
herefordshire
herein
hereof
heresies
heresy
heretic
heretics
hereto
hereupon
heritage
heritier
hermes
hermia
hermione
hermit
hermitage
hermits
herne
hero
herod
herods
| heroes     | hero          |
| heroic     | heroic        |
| heroical   | heroic        |
| herring    | her           |
| herrings   | her           |
| hers       | her           |
| herself    | herself       |
| hesperides | hesperid      |
| hesperus   | hesperu       |
| hest       | hest          |
| hests      | hest          |
| heure      | heur          |
| heureka    | heureka       |
| hew        | hew           |
| hewgh      | hewgh         |
| hewing     | hew           |
| hewn       | hewn          |
| hews       | hew           |
| hey        | hei           |
| heyday     | heyda         |
| hibocrates | hibocra      |
| hic        | hic           |
| hiccups    | hiccup        |
| hick       | hick          |
| hid        | hid           |
| hidden     | hidden        |
| hide       | hide          |
| hideous    | hideou        |
| hideously  | hideous       |
| hideousness| hideous       |
| hides      | hide          |
| hidest     | hidest        |
| hiding     | hide          |
| hie        | hie           |
| hied       | hi            |
| hiems      | hiem          |
| hies       | hi            |
| hig        | hig           |
| high       | high          |
| higher     | higher        |
| highest    | highest       |
| highly     | highli        |
| highmost   | highmost      |
| highness   | high          |
| hight      | hight         |
| highway    | highwai       |
| highways   | highwai       |
| hilding    | hild          |
hildings  hild
hill  hill
hillo  hillo
hilloa  hilloa
hills  hill
hilt  hilt
hilts  hilt
hily  hili
him  him
himself  himself
hinc  hinc
hinckley  hinckley
hind  hind
hinder  hinder
hindered  hinder
hinders  hinder
hindmost  hindmost
hinds  hind
hing  hing
hinge  hing
hinges  hing
hint  hint
hip  hip
hisparchus  hisparchus
hippolyta  hisparchus
hips  hip
hir  hir
hire  hire
hired  hire
hiren  hiren
hirtius  hirtius
his  hi
hisperia  hisperia
hiss  hiss
hisses  hiss
hissing  hiss
hist  hist
historical  histor
history  histor
hit  hit
hither  hither
hitherto  hither
hitherward  hither
hitherwards  hither
hits  hit
hitting  hit
hive  hive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>holland</td>
<td>holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollander</td>
<td>hollan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollander</td>
<td>holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holloa</td>
<td>holloa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holloaing</td>
<td>holloa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollow</td>
<td>hollow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollowly</td>
<td>hollowli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollowness</td>
<td>hollow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holly</td>
<td>holli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holmedon</td>
<td>holmedon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holofernes</td>
<td>holofern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holp</td>
<td>holp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holy</td>
<td>holi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homage</td>
<td>homag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homager</td>
<td>homag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>home</td>
<td>home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homely</td>
<td>home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homes</td>
<td>home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homespuns</td>
<td>homespun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homeward</td>
<td>homeward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homewards</td>
<td>homeward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homicide</td>
<td>homicid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homicides</td>
<td>homicid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homily</td>
<td>homili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hominem</td>
<td>hominem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hommes</td>
<td>homm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homo</td>
<td>homo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honest</td>
<td>honest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honester</td>
<td>honest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honestest</td>
<td>honestest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honestly</td>
<td>honestli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honesty</td>
<td>honesti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honey</td>
<td>honeli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeycomb</td>
<td>honeycomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeying</td>
<td>honei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeyless</td>
<td>honeyless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeysuckle</td>
<td>honeysuckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honeysuckles</td>
<td>honeysuckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honi</td>
<td>honi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honneur</td>
<td>honneur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honor</td>
<td>honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honorable</td>
<td>honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honorably</td>
<td>honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honorato</td>
<td>honorato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honors</td>
<td>honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honour</td>
<td>honour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honourable</td>
<td>honour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honourably</td>
<td>honour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanely</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanity</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humble</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbled</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbleness</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbler</td>
<td>humbler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbles</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humblest</td>
<td>humblest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbling</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humbly</td>
<td>humbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hune</td>
<td>hune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humh</td>
<td>humh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>humid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humility</td>
<td>humil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humming</td>
<td>hum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humor</td>
<td>humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humorous</td>
<td>humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humors</td>
<td>humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humour</td>
<td>humour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humourists</td>
<td>humourist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humours</td>
<td>humour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humphrey</td>
<td>humphrei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humphry</td>
<td>humphri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humps</td>
<td>hum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hundred</td>
<td>hundr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hundreds</td>
<td>hundr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hundredth</td>
<td>hundredth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hung</td>
<td>hung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungarian</td>
<td>hungarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungary</td>
<td>hungari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunger</td>
<td>hunger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungerford</td>
<td>hungerford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungerly</td>
<td>hungerli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungry</td>
<td>hungri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunt</td>
<td>hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunted</td>
<td>hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunter</td>
<td>hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunters</td>
<td>hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunteh</td>
<td>hunteh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunting</td>
<td>hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huntington</td>
<td>huntington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huntress</td>
<td>huntress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunts</td>
<td>hunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huntsman</td>
<td>huntsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huntsmen</td>
<td>huntsmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurdle</td>
<td>hurdl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurl</td>
<td>hurl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurling</td>
<td>hurl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implor</td>
<td>implor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implorators</td>
<td>implor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implore</td>
<td>implor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implored</td>
<td>implor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imploring</td>
<td>implor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impon</td>
<td>impon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>import</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importance</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>important</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importantly</td>
<td>importantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imported</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importeth</td>
<td>importeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importing</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importless</td>
<td>importless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imports</td>
<td>import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importun</td>
<td>importun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importunacy</td>
<td>importunacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importunate</td>
<td>importun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importune</td>
<td>importun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importunes</td>
<td>importun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importunity</td>
<td>importun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impos</td>
<td>impos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impose</td>
<td>impos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imposed</td>
<td>impos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imposition</td>
<td>imposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impositions</td>
<td>imposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impossibilities</td>
<td>imposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impossibility</td>
<td>imposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impossible</td>
<td>imposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impotence</td>
<td>impot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impotent</td>
<td>impot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impounded</td>
<td>impound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impregnable</td>
<td>impregn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprese</td>
<td>impres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impress</td>
<td>impress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressed</td>
<td>impress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressesest</td>
<td>impressesest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impression</td>
<td>impress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressure</td>
<td>impressur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprimendum</td>
<td>imprimendum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprimis</td>
<td>imprimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprint</td>
<td>imprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprinted</td>
<td>imprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprison</td>
<td>imprison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprisoned</td>
<td>imprison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprisoning</td>
<td>imprison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imprisonment</td>
<td>imprison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improbable</td>
<td>improb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improper</td>
<td>improp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve</td>
<td>improv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improvident</td>
<td>improvvid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impudence</td>
<td>impud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impendency</td>
<td>impud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impudent</td>
<td>impud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impudently</td>
<td>impud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impudique</td>
<td>impudiqu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impugn</td>
<td>impugn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impugns</td>
<td>impugn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impure</td>
<td>impur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputation</td>
<td>imput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impute</td>
<td>imput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inaccessible</td>
<td>inaccess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inaidable</td>
<td>inaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inaudible</td>
<td>inaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inauspicious</td>
<td>inauspici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incaged</td>
<td>incag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incantations</td>
<td>incant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incapable</td>
<td>incap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incardinate</td>
<td>incardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incarnadine</td>
<td>incarnadin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incarnate</td>
<td>incarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incarnation</td>
<td>incarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incens</td>
<td>incen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incense</td>
<td>incens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incensed</td>
<td>incens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incensement</td>
<td>incens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incenses</td>
<td>incens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incensing</td>
<td>incens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incertain</td>
<td>incertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incertainties</td>
<td>incertainti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incertainty</td>
<td>incertainti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incessant</td>
<td>incess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incessantly</td>
<td>incessantli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incest</td>
<td>incest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incestuous</td>
<td>incestu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inch</td>
<td>inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incharitable</td>
<td>incharit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inches</td>
<td>inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incidency</td>
<td>incid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incident</td>
<td>incid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incision</td>
<td>incis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indues indu
indulgence indulg
indulgences indulg
indulgent indulg
indurance indur
industrious industri
industriously industri
industry industri
inequality inequ
inestimable inestim
inevitable inevit
inexecrable inexercr
inexorable inexor
inexplicable inexplic
infallible infal
infallibly infal
infamize infamon
infamous infam
infamy infami
infancy infanc
infant infant
infants infant
infect infect
infected infect
infecting infect
infection infect
infections infect
infectious infecti
infectiously infecti
infects infect
infer infer
inference infer
inferior inferior
inferiors inferior
infernal infern
infer infer
inferr infer
inferreth inferreth
inferring infer
infest infest
infidel infidel
infidels infidel
infinite infinit
infinitely infinit
infinitive infinit
infirm infirm
infirmities infirm
infirmity infirm
infixed infix
infixing  infix
inflam    inflam
inflame   inflam
inflaming inflam
inflammation inflam
inflame inflam
inflict   inflict
infliction inflict
influence influenc
influences influenc
infold    infold
inform inform
informal inform
information inform
informations inform
informed inform
informer inform
informs inform
infortunate infortun
infring infr
infringe infring
infringed infring
infus infu
infuse infus
infused infus
infusing infus
infusion infus
ingener ingen
ingenious ingeni
ingeniously ingeni
inglorious inglori
ingots ingot
ingraffed ingraf
ingraft ingraft
ingrate ingrat
ingrated ingrat
ingrateful ingrat
ingratitude ingratitude
ingratitudes ingratitude
ingredient ingredi
ingredients ingredi
ingross ingross
inhabit inhabit
inhabitable inhabit
inhabitants inhabit
inhabited inhabit
inhabits inhabit
inhearse inhears
inhearsed inhears
inoculate  inocul
inordinate  inordin
inprimis  inprimi
inquir  inquir
inquire  inquir
inquiry  inquiri
inquisition  inquisit
inquisitive  inquisit
inroads  inroad
insane  insan
insanie  insani
insatiate  insati
insconc  insconc
inscrib  inscrib
inscription  inscript
inscriptions  inscript
inscroll  inscrrol
inscrutable  inscrut
insculp  insculp
insculpture  insculptur
insensible  insens
inseparable  insepar
inseparate  insepar
insert  insert
inserted  insert
inset  inset
inshell  inshel
inshipp  inshipp
inside  insid
insinewed  insinew
insinuate  insinu
insinuatem  insinuatem
insinuating  insinu
insinuation  insinu
insisted  insist
insisting  insist
insisture  insistur
insociable  insoci
insolence  insol
insolent  insol
insomuch  insomuch
inspir  inspir
inspiration  inspir
inspirations  inspir
inspire  inspir
inspired  inspir
install  instal
installed  instal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>instalment</td>
<td>instal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance</td>
<td>instanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instances</td>
<td>instanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instant</td>
<td>instant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instantly</td>
<td>instantli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instate</td>
<td>instat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instead</td>
<td>instead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insteeped</td>
<td>insteep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instigate</td>
<td>instig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instigated</td>
<td>instig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instigation</td>
<td>instig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instigations</td>
<td>instig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instigator</td>
<td>instig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instinct</td>
<td>instinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instinctively</td>
<td>instinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institute</td>
<td>institut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institutions</td>
<td>institut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruct</td>
<td>instruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructed</td>
<td>instruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruction</td>
<td>instruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructions</td>
<td>instruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructs</td>
<td>instruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instrument</td>
<td>instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instrumental</td>
<td>instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruments</td>
<td>instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insubstantial</td>
<td>insubstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insufficience</td>
<td>insuffici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insufficiency</td>
<td>insuffici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insult</td>
<td>insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insulted</td>
<td>insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insulting</td>
<td>insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insultment</td>
<td>insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insults</td>
<td>insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insupportable</td>
<td>insupport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insuppressive</td>
<td>insuppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurrection</td>
<td>insurrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insurrections</td>
<td>insurrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integer</td>
<td>integ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integritas</td>
<td>integrita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrity</td>
<td>integr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intellect</td>
<td>intellect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intellects</td>
<td>intellect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intellectual</td>
<td>intellectu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligence</td>
<td>intellig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligencer</td>
<td>intelligenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligencing</td>
<td>intelligenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligent</td>
<td>intellig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
irks
irksome
iron
irons
irreconcil
irrecoverable
irregular
irregulous
irreligious
irremovable
irreparable
irresolute
irrevocable
is
isabel
isabella
isbel
isbels
iscariot
ise
ish
isidore
isis
island
islander
islanders
islands
isle
isles
israel
issu
issue
issued
issueless
issues
issuing
ist
ista
it
italian
italy
itch
itches
itching
item
items
iteration
ithaca
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>john</th>
<th>john</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>johns</td>
<td>john</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joinder</td>
<td>joinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joined</td>
<td>join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joiner</td>
<td>joiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joineth</td>
<td>joineth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joins</td>
<td>join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joint</td>
<td>joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jointed</td>
<td>joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jointing</td>
<td>joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jointly</td>
<td>jointli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jointress</td>
<td>jointress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joints</td>
<td>joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jointure</td>
<td>jointur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jollity</td>
<td>jolliti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jolly</td>
<td>jolli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jolt</td>
<td>jolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joltheads</td>
<td>jolthead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jordan</td>
<td>jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joseph</td>
<td>joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joshua</td>
<td>joshua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jot</td>
<td>jot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jour</td>
<td>jour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joudain</td>
<td>jourdain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td>journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journey</td>
<td>journei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journeying</td>
<td>journei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journeyman</td>
<td>journeyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journeymen</td>
<td>journeymen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journeys</td>
<td>journei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jove</td>
<td>jove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jovem</td>
<td>jovem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jovial</td>
<td>jovial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jowl</td>
<td>jowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jowls</td>
<td>jowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joy</td>
<td>joi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joyed</td>
<td>joi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joyful</td>
<td>joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joyfully</td>
<td>joyfulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joyless</td>
<td>joyless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joyous</td>
<td>joyou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joys</td>
<td>joi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juan</td>
<td>juan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jud</td>
<td>jud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judas</td>
<td>juda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judases</td>
<td>judas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jude</td>
<td>jude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
kern  kern
kernal  kernal
kernel  kernel
kernels  kernel
kerns  kern
kersey  kersei
kettle  kettl
kettle   kettledrum
kettle   kettledrum
keys  kei
kibes  kibes
kick  kick
kick  kick
kickshaws  kickshaws
kickshawses  kickshaws
kicky  kicki
kid  kid
kidney  kidnei
kikely  kike
kildare  kildar
kill  kill
killed  kill
killer  killer
killeth  killeth
killing  kill
killingworth  killingworth
kills  kill
kilm  kiln
kimbolton  kimbolton
kin  kin
kind  kind
kinder  kinder
kindest  kindest
kindle  kindl
kindled  kindl
kindless  kindless
kindlier  kindlier
kindling  kindl
kindly  kindli
kindness  kind
kindnesses  kind
kindred  kindr
kindreds  kindr
kinds  kind
kine  kine
king  king
lacedaemon  lacedaemon
laces      lace
lacies     laci
lack       lack
lackbeard  lackbeard
lacked     lack
lackey     lackei
lackeying  lackei
lackkeys   lackei
lacking    lack
lacks      lack
lad         lad
ladder     ladder
ladders    ladder
lade       lade
laden      laden
ladies     ladi
lading     lade
lads       lad
lady       ladi
ladybird   ladybird
ladyship   ladyship
ladyships  ladyship
laer       laer
laertes    laert
lafeu      lafeu
lag        lag
lagging    lag
laid       laid
lain       lain
laissez    laissez
lake       lake
lakes      lake
lakin      lakin
lam         lam
lamb        lamb
lambert     lambert
lambkin    lambkin
lambkins   lambkin
lambs      lamb
lame        lame
lamely      lame
lameness    lame
lament      lament
lamentable  lament
lamentably  lament
lamentation lament
lamentations lament
lamented
lamenting
lamentings
laments
lames
laming
lammamas
lammastide
lammastid
lamound
lamp
lampass
lamps
lanc
lancaster
lance
lances
lanceth
lanch
land
landed
landing
landless
landlord
landmen
lands
lane
lanes
langage
langley
langton
language
languageless
languages
langues
languish
languished
languishes
languishing
languishings
languishment
languor
lank
lantern
lanterns
lanthorn
lap
lapis
lapland
lapp     lapp
laps     lap
lapse     laps
lapsed     laps
lapsing     laps
lapwing     lapw
laquais     laquai
larded     lard
larder     larder
larding     lard
lards     lard
large     larg
largely     larg
largeness     larg
larger     larger
largess     largess
largest     largest
lark     lark
larks     lark
larron     larron
lartius     lartiu
larum     larum
larums     larum
las     la
lascivious     lascivi
lash     lash
lass     lass
lasses     lass
last     last
lasted     last
lasting     last
lastly     lastly
lasts     last
latch     latch
latches     latch
late     late
lated     late
lately     late
later     later
latest     latest
lath     lath
latin     latin
latten     latten
latter     latter
lattice     lattic
laud     laud
laudable     laudabl
laudis     laudi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughable</td>
<td>laughabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughed</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laugher</td>
<td>laugher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughest</td>
<td>laughest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughing</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughs</td>
<td>laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laughter</td>
<td>laughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>launce</td>
<td>launc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>launcelot</td>
<td>launcelot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>launces</td>
<td>launc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>launch</td>
<td>launch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laund</td>
<td>laund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laundress</td>
<td>laundress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laundry</td>
<td>laundri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laur</td>
<td>laur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laura</td>
<td>laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laurel</td>
<td>laurel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laurels</td>
<td>laurel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laurence</td>
<td>lauren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laus</td>
<td>lau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavache</td>
<td>lavach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lave</td>
<td>lave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavee</td>
<td>lave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavender</td>
<td>lavend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavina</td>
<td>lavina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavinia</td>
<td>lavinia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavish</td>
<td>lavish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavishly</td>
<td>lavishli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavolt</td>
<td>lavolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lavoltas</td>
<td>lavolta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>law</td>
<td>law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawful</td>
<td>law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawfully</td>
<td>lawfulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawless</td>
<td>lawless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawlessly</td>
<td>lawlessli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawn</td>
<td>lawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawns</td>
<td>lawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawrence</td>
<td>lawrenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laws</td>
<td>law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawyer</td>
<td>lawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lawyers</td>
<td>lawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lay</td>
<td>lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layer</td>
<td>layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layest</td>
<td>layest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laying</td>
<td>lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lays</td>
<td>lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lazar</td>
<td>lazar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lazars lazar
lazarus lazaru
lazy lazi
lc lc
ld ld
ldst ldst
le le
lead lead
leaden leaden
leader leader
leaders leader
leadest leadest
leading lead
leads lead
leaf leaf
leagu leagu
league leagu
 league leagu
leagued leagu
leaguer leaguer
leagues leagu
leah leah
leak leak
leaky leaki
lean lean
leander leander
leaner leaner
leaning lean
leanness lean
leans lean
leap leap
leaped leap
leaping leap
leaps leap
leapt leapt
lear lear
learn learn
learned learn
learnedly learnedli
learning learn
learnings learn
learns learn
learnt learnt
leas lea
lease leas
leases leas
leash leash
leasing leas
least least
leather  leather
leathern  leathern
leav  leav
leave  leav
leaven  leaven
leavening  leaven
leaver  leaver
leaves  leav
leaving  leav
leavy  leavi
lecher  lecher
lecherous  lecher
lechers  lecher
lechery  lecheri
lecon  lecon
lecture  lectur
lectures  lectur
led  led
leda  leda
leech  leech
leeches  leech
leek  leek
leeks  leek
leer  leer
leers  leer
lees  lee
leese  lees
leet  leet
leets  leet
left  left
leg  leg
legacies  legaci
legacy  legaci
legate  legat
legatine  legatin
lege  lege
legerity  leger
leges  lege
legg  legg
legion  legion
legions  legion
legitimate  legitim
legitimation  legitim
legs  leg
leicester  leicest
leicestershire  leicestershir
leiger  leiger
leigers  leiger
lethargy
lethargi
lethe
leth
lets
let
lett
lett
letter
letter
letting
let
lettuce
lettuc
leur
leur
leve
leve
level
level
levell
level
levelled
level
levels
level
leven
leven
levers
lever
leviathan
leviathan
leviathans
leviathan
levied
levi
levies
levi
levity
leviti
levy
levi
levying
levi
lewd
lewd
lewdly
lewdli
lewdness
lewd
lewdsters
lewdster
lewis
lewi
liable
liabl
liar
liar
liars
liar
libbard
libbard
libelling
libel
libels
libel
liberal
liber
liberality
liber
liberte
libert
liberties
liberti
libertine
libertin
libertines
libertin
liberty
liberti
library
librari
libya
libya
licence
licenc
licens
licen
license
licens
licentious
licenti
lichas
lica
lodgers lodger
lodges lodg
lodging lodg
lodgings lodg
lodovico lodovico
lodowick lodowick
lofty lofti
log log
logger logger
loggerhead loggerhead
loggerheads loggerhead
loggets logget
logic logic
logs log
loins loin
loiter loiter
loiterer loiter
loiterers loiter
loitering loiter
lolling loll
lolls loll
lombardy lombardi
london london
londoners london
lone lone
loneliness loneli
lonely lone
long long
longaville longavil
longboat longboat
longed long
longer longer
longest longest
longeth longeth
longing long
longings long
longly longli
longs long
longtail longtail
loo loo
loof loof
look look
looked look
looker looker
lookers looker
lookest lookest
looking look
looks look
lout  lout
louted  lout
louts  lout
louvre  louvr
lov  lov
love  love
loved  love
lovedst  lovedst
lovel  lovel
lovelier  loveli
loveliness  loveli
lovell  lovel
lovely  love
lover  lover
lovered  lover
lovers  lover
loves  love
lovest  lovest
loveth  loveth
loving  love
lovingly  lovingli
low  low
lowe  low
lower  lower
lowest  lowest
lowing  low
lowliness  lowli
lowly  lowli
lown  lown
lowness  low
loyal  loyal
loyally  loyal
loyalties  loyalti
loyalty  loyalti
lozel  lozel
lt  lt
lubber  rubber
lubberly  rubberli
luc  luc
luccicos  luccico
luce  luce
lucentio  lucentio
luces  luce
lucetta  lucetta
luciana  luciana
lucianus  lucianu
lucifer  lucif
lucifier  lucifi
lucilius  luciliu
lucina    lucina
lucio     lucio
lucius    luciu
luck      luck
luckier   luckier
luckiest  luckiest
luckily   luckili
luckless  luckless
lucky     lucki
lucre     lucr
lucrece   lucrec
lucretia  lucretia
lucullius luculii
lucullus  lucullu
lucy      luci
lud       lud
ludlow    ludlow
lug        lug
lugg       lugg
luggage   luggag
luke      luke
lukewarm  lukewarm
lull      lull
lulla     lulla
lullaby   lullabi
lulls     lull
lumbert   lumbert
lump      lump
lumpish   lumpish
luna      luna
lunacies  lunaci
lunacy    lunaci
lunatic   lunat
lunatics  lunat
lunes     lune
lungs     lung
lupercal  luperc
lurch     lurch
lure      lure
lurk      lurk
lurketh   lurketh
lurking   lurk
lurks     lurk
luscious  lusciou
lush      lush
lust      lust
lusted    lust
mad  mad
madam madam
madame madam
madams madam
madcap madcap
madded mad
madding mad
made made
madeira madeira
madly madli
madman madman
madmen madmen
madness mad
madonna madonna
madrigals madrig
mads mad
maecenas maecena
maggot maggot
maggots maggot
magic magic
magical magic
magician magician
magistrate magistr
magistrates magistr
magnanimity magnanim
magnanimous magnanim
magni magni
magnifi magnifi
magnificence magnific
magnificent magnific
magnifico magnifico
magnificoes magnifico
magnus magnu
mahomet mahomet
mahu mahu
maid maid
maiden maiden
maidenhead maidenhead
maidenheads maidenhead
maidenhood maidenhood
maidenhoods maidenhood
maidenliest maidenliest
maidenliy maidenli
maidens maiden
maidhood maidhood
maids maid
mail mail
mailed mail
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mails</th>
<th>mail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maim</td>
<td>maim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maimed</td>
<td>maim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mains</td>
<td>main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maincourse</td>
<td>maincours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maine</td>
<td>main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainly</td>
<td>mainli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainmast</td>
<td>mainmast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mains</td>
<td>main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintain</td>
<td>maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintained</td>
<td>maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintains</td>
<td>maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td>mainten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mais</td>
<td>mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maison</td>
<td>maison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestas</td>
<td>majesta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestee</td>
<td>majeste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestic</td>
<td>majest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestical</td>
<td>majest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majestically</td>
<td>majest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majesties</td>
<td>majesti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majesty</td>
<td>majesti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major</td>
<td>major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>majority</td>
<td>major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mak</td>
<td>mak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makeless</td>
<td>makeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maker</td>
<td>maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makers</td>
<td>maker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makes</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makest</td>
<td>makest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maketh</td>
<td>maketh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>making</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makings</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mal</td>
<td>mal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mala</td>
<td>mala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maladies</td>
<td>maladi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malady</td>
<td>maladi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malapert</td>
<td>malapert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malcolm</td>
<td>malcolm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malcontent</td>
<td>malcont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malcontents</td>
<td>malcont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maledictions</td>
<td>maledict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malefactions</td>
<td>malefact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malefactor</td>
<td>malefactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malefactors</td>
<td>malefactor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
males male
malevolence malevol
malevolent malevol
malhecho malhecho
malice malic
malicious malici
maliciously malici
malign malign
malignancy malign
malignant malign
malignantly malignant
malkin malkin
mall mall
mallard mallard
mallet mallet
mallows mallow
malmsy malmsei
malt malt
maltworms maltworm
malvolio malvolio
mamillius mamilli
mammering mamer
mammet mammet
mammets mammet
mammock mammock
man man
manacle manacl
manacles manacl
manage manag
managed manag
manager manag
managing manag
manakin manakin
manchus manchu
mandate mandat
mandragora mandragora
mandrake mandrak
mandrakes mandrak
mane mane
manent manent
manes mane
manet manet
manfully manfulli
mangle mangl
mangled mangl
mangles mangl
mangling mangl
mangy mangi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>manhood</th>
<th>manhood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>manhoods</td>
<td>manhoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifest</td>
<td>manifest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifested</td>
<td>manifested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifests</td>
<td>manifests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifold</td>
<td>manifold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifoldly</td>
<td>manifoldli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manka</td>
<td>manka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mankind</td>
<td>mankind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manlike</td>
<td>manlik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manly</td>
<td>manli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mann</td>
<td>mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manna</td>
<td>manna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manner</td>
<td>manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mannerly</td>
<td>mannerli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manners</td>
<td>manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manningtree</td>
<td>manningtre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mannish</td>
<td>mannish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manor</td>
<td>manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manors</td>
<td>manor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mans</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mansion</td>
<td>mansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mansionry</td>
<td>mansionri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mansions</td>
<td>mansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manslaughter</td>
<td>manslaught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantle</td>
<td>mantl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantled</td>
<td>mantl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantles</td>
<td>mantl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantua</td>
<td>mantua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantuan</td>
<td>mantuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manure</td>
<td>manur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manured</td>
<td>manur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manus</td>
<td>manu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many</td>
<td>mani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapp</td>
<td>mapp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maps</td>
<td>map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mar</td>
<td>mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marble</td>
<td>marbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marbled</td>
<td>marbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marcade</td>
<td>marcad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marcellus</td>
<td>marcellu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>march</td>
<td>march</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marches</td>
<td>march</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marcheth</td>
<td>marcheth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marching</td>
<td>march</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marchioness</td>
<td>marchio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meddler  meddler
meddling  meddl
mede  mede
medea  medea
media  media
mediation  mediat
mediators  mediat
medice  medic
medicinal  medicin
medicine  medicin
medicines  medicin
meditate  medit
meditates  medit
meditating  medit
meditation  medit
meditations  medit
mediterranean  mediterranean
mediterraneum  mediterraneum
medlar  medlar
medlars  medlar
meed  meed
meeds  meed
meek  meek
meekly  meekli
meekness  meek
meet  meet
meeter  meeter
meetest  meetest
meeting  meet
meetings  meet
meety  meetli
meetness  meet
meets  meet
meg  meg
mehercle  mehercl
meilleur  meilleur
meiny  meini
meisen  meisen
melancholies  melancholi
melancholy  melancholi
melford  melford
mell  mell
mellifluous  melliflu
mellow  mellow
mellowing  mellow
melodious  melodi
melody  melodi
melt  melt
melted  melt
melteth  melteth
melting  melt
melts  melt
melun  melun
member  member
members  member
memento  memento
memorable  memor
memorandum  memorandum
memorial  memori
memorials  memori
memories  memori
memoriz  memoriz
memorize  memor
memory  memori
memphis  memphi
men  men
menac  menac
menace  menac
menaces  menac
menaphon  menaphon
menas  mena
mend  mend
mended  mend
mender  mender
mending  mend
mends  mend
menecrates  menecr
menelaus  menelau
menenius  meneniu
mental  mental
menteith  menteith
mention  mention
mentis  menti
menton  menton
mephostophilus  mephostophilu
mer  mer
mercatante  mercatant
mercatio  mercatio
mercenaries  mercenari
mercenary  mercenari
mercer  mercer
merchandise  merchandis
merchant  merchant
merchants  merchant
mercies  merci
metaphor
metaphysical
metaphysics
mete
metellus
meteor
meteors
meteyard
metheglin
metheglins
methink
methinks
method
methods
methought
methoughts
metre
metres
metropolis
mette
mettle
mettled
meus
mew
mewed
mewling
mexico
mi
mice
michael
michaelmas
micher
miching
mickle
microcosm
mid
midas
middest
middle
middleham
midnight
midriff
midst
midsummer
midway
midwife
midwives
mienne
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mineral</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minerals</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
<td>miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
<td>minerva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mines</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mingle</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mingled</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mingling</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
<td>mingl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
<td>minikin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minime</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
<td>minim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
<td>minimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimus</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
<td>minimu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mining</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
<td>mine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minions</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
<td>minion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minis</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minister</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ministers</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
<td>minist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ministration</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
<td>ministr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minnows</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
<td>minnow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
<td>minola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minority</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minos</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
<td>mino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minotaurs</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
<td>minotaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minstrels</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
<td>minstrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minstrelsy</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
<td>minstrelsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mints</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
<td>mint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minute</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minutely</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minutes</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
<td>minut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
<td>minx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
<td>mio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
<td>mir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirable</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
<td>mirabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miracle</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miracles</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
<td>miracl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miraculous</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
<td>miracul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
<td>miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
<td>mire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirrors</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirthful</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
<td>mirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miry</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mis  mi
misadventur  misadventur
misadventure  misadventur
misanthropos  misanthropo
misapplied  misappli
misbecame  misbecam
misbecom  misbecom
misbecome  misbecom
misbegot  misbegot
misbegotten  misbegotten
misbeliever  misbeliev
misbelieving  misbeliev
misbhav  misbhav
miscall  miscal
miscalled  miscal
miscarried  miscarri
miscarries  miscarri
miscarry  miscarri
miscarrying  miscarri
mischance  mischanc
mischances  mischanc
mischief  mischief
mischiefs  mischief
mischievious  mischief
misconceived  misconceiv
misconst  misconst
misconstrued  misconstru
misconstrues  misconstru
miscreant  miscreant
miscreate  miscreat
misdeed  misde
misdeeds  misde
misdemean  misdemean
misdemeanours  misdemeanour
misdoubt  misdoubt
misdoubteth  misdoubteth
misdoubts  misdoubt
misenum  misenum
miser  miser
miserable  miser
miserably  miser
misericorde  misericord
miseries  miseri
misers  miser
misery  miseri
misfortune  misfortun
most  most
mote  mote
moth  moth
mother  mother
mothers  mother
moths  moth
motion  motion
motionless  motionless
motions  motion
motive  motiv
motives  motiv
motley  motlei
mots  mot
mought  mought
mould  mould
moulded  mould
mouldeth  mouldeth
moulds  mould
mouldy  mouldi
moult  moult
moulten  moulten
mourn  mourn
mourned  mourn
mourner  mourner
mourners  mourner
mournful  mourn
mournfully  mournfulli
mourning  mourn
mourningly  mourningly
mournings  mourn
mourns  mourn
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mous</td>
<td>mou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouse</td>
<td>mous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mousetrap</td>
<td>mousetrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mousing</td>
<td>mous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouthed</td>
<td>mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouths</td>
<td>mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mov</td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movables</td>
<td>movabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveable</td>
<td>moveabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveables</td>
<td>moveabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moved</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mover</td>
<td>mover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movers</td>
<td>mover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moves</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moveth</td>
<td>moveth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moving</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movingly</td>
<td>movingli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movousus</td>
<td>movousu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mow</td>
<td>mow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mowbray</td>
<td>mowbrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mower</td>
<td>mower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mowing</td>
<td>mow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mows</td>
<td>mow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moy</td>
<td>moi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moys</td>
<td>moi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moyses</td>
<td>moys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrs</td>
<td>mr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>much</td>
<td>much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muck</td>
<td>muck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mud</td>
<td>mud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muddied</td>
<td>muddi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muddy</td>
<td>muddi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffins</td>
<td>muffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffl</td>
<td>muffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffle</td>
<td>muffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffled</td>
<td>muffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffler</td>
<td>muffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muffling</td>
<td>muffl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mugger</td>
<td>mugger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mugs</td>
<td>mug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mulberries</td>
<td>mulberri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mulberry</td>
<td>mulberri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mule</td>
<td>mule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mules</td>
<td>mule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muleteers</td>
<td>mulet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Corrected Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighs</td>
<td>neigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neither</td>
<td>neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nell</td>
<td>nell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nemean</td>
<td>nemean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nemesis</td>
<td>nemesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neoptolemus</td>
<td>neoptolemu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nephew</td>
<td>nephew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nephews</td>
<td>nephew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neptune</td>
<td>neptun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ner</td>
<td>ner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nereides</td>
<td>nereid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nerissa</td>
<td>nerissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nero</td>
<td>nero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neroes</td>
<td>nero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ners</td>
<td>ner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nerve</td>
<td>nerv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nerves</td>
<td>nerv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nervii</td>
<td>nervii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nervy</td>
<td>nervi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nessus</td>
<td>nessu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nest</td>
<td>nest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nestor</td>
<td>nestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nests</td>
<td>nest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net</td>
<td>net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nether</td>
<td>nether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netherlands</td>
<td>netherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nets</td>
<td>net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettle</td>
<td>nettl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettled</td>
<td>nettl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettles</td>
<td>nettl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuter</td>
<td>neuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nev</td>
<td>nev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never</td>
<td>never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nevil</td>
<td>nevil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nevils</td>
<td>nevil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newborn</td>
<td>newborn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newer</td>
<td>newer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newest</td>
<td>newest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newgate</td>
<td>newgat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newly</td>
<td>newli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newness</td>
<td>new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>news</td>
<td>new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newsmongers</td>
<td>newsmong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newt</td>
<td>newt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newts</td>
<td>newt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>next</td>
<td>next</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nibbling  nibbl
nicanor   nicanor
nice      nice
nicely    nice
niceness  nice
nicer     nicer
nicety    niceti
nicholas  nichola
nick      nick
nickname  nicknam
nicks     nick
niece     niec
nices     niec
niggard   niggard
niggarding niggard
niggardly niggardli
nigh      nigh
night     night
nightcap  nightcap
nightcaps nightcap
nighted   night
nightgown nightgown
nightingale nightingal
nightingales nightingal
nightly   nightli
nightmare nightmar
nights    night
nightwork nightwork
nihil     nihil
nile      nile
nill      nilu
nilus     nilu
nimble    nimbl
nimbleness nimbl
nimbliner nimbliner
nimbly    nimbl
nine      nine
nineteen nineteen
ning      ning
ningly    ningli
ninny     ninni
ninth     ninth
ninus     ninu
niobe     niob
niobes    niob
nip       nip
nipp      nipp
nipping   nip
obtained, obtain, obtaining, obtain, occasion, occas, occasions, occas, occident, occid, occidental, occident, occulted, occult, occupat, occupat, occupation, occup, occupations, occup, occupied, occupi, occupies, occupi, occupy, occupi, occurrence, occurr, occurrences, occurr, occurs, occurrr, ocean, ocean, oceans, ocean, octavia, octavia, octavius, octaviu, ocular, ocular, od, od, odd, odd, oddest, oddest, oddly, oddli, odds, odd, ode, od, odes, od, odious, odiou, odoriferous, odorifer, odorous, odor, odour, odour, odours, odour, ods, od, oeillades, oeillad, oes, oe, oeuvres, oeuvr, of, of, ofephesus, ofephesu, off, off, offal, offal, offence, offenc, offences, offenc, offend, offend, offended, offend, offending, offending, offender, offend
offenders offend
offendeth offendeth
offending offend
offendress offendress
offsends offend
offense offens
offenseless offenseless
offenses offens
offensive offens
offer offer
offered offer
offering offer
offerings offer
offers offer
offert offert
offic offic
office offic
officed offic
officer offic
officers offic
offices offic
official offici
officious offici
offspring offspr
toft oft
often often
oftener often
oftentimes oftentim
oh oh
oil oil
oils oil
oily oili
old old
oldcastle oldcastl
olden olden
older older
oldest oldest
oldness old
olive oliv
oliver oliv
olivers oliv
olives oliv
olivia olivia
olympian olympian
olympus olympu
oman oman
omans oman
omen omen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ominous</td>
<td>omin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omission</td>
<td>omiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omit</td>
<td>omit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omittance</td>
<td>omitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omitted</td>
<td>omit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omitting</td>
<td>omit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omne</td>
<td>omn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnes</td>
<td>omn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnipotent</td>
<td>omnipot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once</td>
<td>onc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ones</td>
<td>on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oneyers</td>
<td>oney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ongles</td>
<td>ongl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onion</td>
<td>onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onions</td>
<td>onion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only</td>
<td>onli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onset</td>
<td>onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onward</td>
<td>onward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onwards</td>
<td>onward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ooze</td>
<td>ooz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oozes</td>
<td>ooz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oozy</td>
<td>oozi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op</td>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opal</td>
<td>opal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ope</td>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opener</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opening</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openly</td>
<td>openli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openness</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opens</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operant</td>
<td>oper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operate</td>
<td>oper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation</td>
<td>oper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operations</td>
<td>oper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operative</td>
<td>oper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opes</td>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oph</td>
<td>oph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ophelia</td>
<td>ophelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opinion</td>
<td>opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opinions</td>
<td>opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportune</td>
<td>opportun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunities</td>
<td>opportun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunity</td>
<td>opportun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppos</td>
<td>oppo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Suggestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppose</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposed</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposeless</td>
<td>opposeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposer</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposers</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposes</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposing</td>
<td>oppos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposite</td>
<td>opposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposites</td>
<td>opposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposition</td>
<td>opposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppositions</td>
<td>opposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppress</td>
<td>oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppressed</td>
<td>oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opposes</td>
<td>oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppresseth</td>
<td>oppresseth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppressing</td>
<td>oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppression</td>
<td>oppress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppressor</td>
<td>oppressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opprest</td>
<td>opprest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opprobriously</td>
<td>opprobri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppugnancy</td>
<td>oppugn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opulency</td>
<td>opul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opulent</td>
<td>opul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oracle</td>
<td>oracl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oracles</td>
<td>oracl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>orang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oration</td>
<td>orat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orator</td>
<td>orat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orators</td>
<td>orat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oratory</td>
<td>oratori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orb</td>
<td>orb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orbed</td>
<td>orb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orbs</td>
<td>orb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orchard</td>
<td>orchard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orchards</td>
<td>orchard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>ord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordain</td>
<td>ordain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordained</td>
<td>ordain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordaining</td>
<td>ordain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordered</td>
<td>order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordering</td>
<td>order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orderless</td>
<td>orderless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orderly</td>
<td>orderli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orders</td>
<td>order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordinance</td>
<td>ordin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordinant</td>
<td>ordin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
overcame  overcam
overcast  overcast
overcharg  overcharg
overcharged  overcharg
overcome  overcom
overcomes  overcom
overdone  overdon
overearnest  overearnest
overfar  overfar
overflow  overflow
overflown  overflown
overglance  overgl
overgo  overgo
overgone  overgon
overgorg  overgorg
overgrown  overgrown
overhead  overhead
overhear  overhear
overheard  overheard
overhold  overhold
overjoyed  overjoi
overkind  overkind
overland  overland
overleather  overleath
overlive  overl
overlook  overlook
overlooking  overlook
overlooks  overlook
overmaster  overmast
overmounting  overmount
overmuch  overmuch
overpass  overpass
overpeer  overp
overpeering  overp
overplus  overplu
overrul  overrul
overrun  overrun
overscutch  overscutch
overset  overset
overshades  overshad
overshine  overshin
overshines  overshin
overshot  overshot
oversights  oversight
overspread  overspread
overstain  overstain
overswear  overswear
overt  overt
overta overtta
overtake overtak
overtaketh overtaketh
overthrow overthrow
overthrown overthrow
overthrows overthrow
overtook overluk
overtopp overtopp
overture overtur
overturn overturn
overwatch overwatch
overween overween
overweening overween
overweigh overweigh
overwhelm overwhelm
overwhelming overwhelm
overworn overworn
ovid ovid
ovidius ovidiu
ow ow
owe ow
owed ow
owedst owedst
owen owen
owes ow
owest owest
oweth oweth
owing ow
owl owl
owls owl
own own
owner owner
owners owner
owning own
owns own
owy owi
ox ox
oxen oxen
oxford oxford
oxfordshire oxfordshir
oxlips oxlip
oyes oy
oyster oyster
p p
pabbble pabbl
pabylon pabylon
pac pac
pace pace
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paced</td>
<td>pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paces</td>
<td>pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pacified</td>
<td>pacifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pacify</td>
<td>pacifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pacing</td>
<td>pace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pack</td>
<td>pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packet</td>
<td>packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packets</td>
<td>packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packhorses</td>
<td>packhors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packing</td>
<td>pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packings</td>
<td>pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packs</td>
<td>pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packthread</td>
<td>packthread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pacorus</td>
<td>pacoru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paction</td>
<td>paction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pad</td>
<td>pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paddle</td>
<td>paddl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paddling</td>
<td>paddl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paddock</td>
<td>paddock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>padua</td>
<td>padua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagan</td>
<td>pagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagans</td>
<td>pagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>page</td>
<td>page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pageant</td>
<td>pageant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pageants</td>
<td>pageant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pages</td>
<td>page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pah</td>
<td>pah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paid</td>
<td>paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pail</td>
<td>pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pailfuls</td>
<td>pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pails</td>
<td>pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pain</td>
<td>pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pained</td>
<td>pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painful</td>
<td>pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painfully</td>
<td>painfulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pains</td>
<td>pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paint</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painted</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painter</td>
<td>painter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painting</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paintings</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paints</td>
<td>paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pair</td>
<td>pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paired</td>
<td>pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pairs</td>
<td>pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pajock</td>
<td>pajock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pal</td>
<td>pal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palabras</td>
<td>palabra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pang
panging
pangs
pannier
pannonians
pansa
pansies
pant
pantaloons
panted
pantheon
panther
panthino
panting
pantingly
panther
pantry
pants
pap
papal
paper
papers
paphlagonia
paphos
papist
paps
par
parable
paracelsus
paradise
paradox
paradoxes
paragon
paragons
parallel
parallels
paramour
paramours
parapets
parapito
parasite
parasites
parca
parcel
parcell
parcels
parch
parched
parching          parch
parchment         parchment
pard              pard
pardon            pardon
pardona           pardona
pardoned          pardon
pardoner          pardon
pardoning         pardon
pardonne          pardonn
pardonnee         pardonnez
pardons           pardon
pare              pare
pared             parel
parent            parent
parentage         parentag
parents           parent
perfect           perfect
paring            pare
parings           pare
paris             pari
parish            parish
parishioners      parishion
parisiens         parisiens
paritors          paritor
park              park
parks             park
parle             parl
parler            parler
parles            parl
parley            parlei
parlez            parlez
parliament        parliament
parlors           parlor
parlour           parlour
parlous           parlou
parmacity         parmac
parolles          parol
parricide         parricid
parricides        parricid
parrot            parrot
parrots           parrot
parsley           parslei
parson            parson
part              part
partake           partak
partaken          partaken
partaker partak
partakers partak
parted part
parthia parthia
parthian parthian
parthians parthian
parti parti
partial partial
partialize partial
partially partial
participate particip
participation particip
particle particl
particular particular
particularities particular
particularize particular
particularly particularli
particulars particular
parties parti
parting part
partisan partisan
partisans partisan
partition partit
partizan partizan
partlet partlet
partly partli
partner partner
partners partner
partridge partridg
parts part
party parti
pas pa
pash pash
pashed pash
pashful pash
pass pass
passable passabl
passado passado
passage passag
passages passag
passant passant
passed pass
passenger passeng
passengers passeng
passes pass
passeth passeth
passing pass
passio passio
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>passion</td>
<td>passion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passionate</td>
<td>passion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passioning</td>
<td>passion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passions</td>
<td>passion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive</td>
<td>passiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passport</td>
<td>passport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passy</td>
<td>passi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paste</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasterns</td>
<td>pastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasties</td>
<td>pasti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastime</td>
<td>pastim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastimes</td>
<td>pastim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastoral</td>
<td>pastor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastorals</td>
<td>pastor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastors</td>
<td>pastor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastry</td>
<td>pastri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasture</td>
<td>pastur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastures</td>
<td>pastur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasty</td>
<td>pasti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat</td>
<td>pat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patay</td>
<td>patai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patch</td>
<td>patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patchery</td>
<td>patcheri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patches</td>
<td>patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pate</td>
<td>pate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pated</td>
<td>pate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patent</td>
<td>patent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patents</td>
<td>patent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paternal</td>
<td>patern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pates</td>
<td>pate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path</td>
<td>path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathetical</td>
<td>pathet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paths</td>
<td>path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathway</td>
<td>pathwai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pathways</td>
<td>pathwai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patience</td>
<td>patience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patient</td>
<td>patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patiently</td>
<td>patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patients</td>
<td>patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patines</td>
<td>patin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patrician</td>
<td>patrician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patricians</td>
<td>patrician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patrick</td>
<td>patrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patrimony</td>
<td>patrimoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patroclus</td>
<td>patroclu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patron</td>
<td>patron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patronage</td>
<td>patronag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peevishly</td>
<td>peevishli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peflur</td>
<td>peflur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peg</td>
<td>peg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegasus</td>
<td>pegasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegs</td>
<td>peg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peise</td>
<td>peis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peised</td>
<td>peis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peize</td>
<td>peiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelf</td>
<td>pelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelican</td>
<td>pelican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelion</td>
<td>pelion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pell</td>
<td>pell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pella</td>
<td>pella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelleted</td>
<td>pellet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peloponnesus</td>
<td>peloponnesu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelt</td>
<td>pelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelting</td>
<td>pelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pembroke</td>
<td>pembrok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pen</td>
<td>pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penalties</td>
<td>penalti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penalty</td>
<td>penalti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penance</td>
<td>penanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pence</td>
<td>penc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencil</td>
<td>pencil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencill</td>
<td>pencil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencils</td>
<td>pencil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pendant</td>
<td>pendant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pendent</td>
<td>pendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pendragon</td>
<td>pendragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pendulous</td>
<td>pendul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penelope</td>
<td>penelop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penetrable</td>
<td>penetr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penetrate</td>
<td>penetr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penetrative</td>
<td>penetr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penitence</td>
<td>penit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penitent</td>
<td>penit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penitential</td>
<td>penitenti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penitently</td>
<td>penit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penitents</td>
<td>penit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penker</td>
<td>penker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penknife</td>
<td>penknif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penn</td>
<td>penn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penned</td>
<td>pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penning</td>
<td>pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pennons</td>
<td>pennon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny</td>
<td>penni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pennyworth</td>
<td>pennyworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pennyworths</td>
<td>pennyworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Corrected Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pens</td>
<td>pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pense</td>
<td>pens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pension</td>
<td>pension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pensioners</td>
<td>pension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pensive</td>
<td>pensiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pensived</td>
<td>pensiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pensively</td>
<td>pensiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pent</td>
<td>pent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pentecost</td>
<td>pentecost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penthesilea</td>
<td>penthesilea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penthouse</td>
<td>penthous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penurious</td>
<td>penuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penury</td>
<td>penuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peopl</td>
<td>peopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people</td>
<td>peopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peopled</td>
<td>peopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peoples</td>
<td>peopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pepin</td>
<td>pepin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pepper</td>
<td>pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppercorn</td>
<td>peppercorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppered</td>
<td>pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per</td>
<td>per</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peradventure</td>
<td>peradventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peradventures</td>
<td>peradventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceive</td>
<td>perceiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceive</td>
<td>perceiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceived</td>
<td>perceiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceives</td>
<td>perceiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceiveth</td>
<td>perceiveth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perch</td>
<td>perch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perchance</td>
<td>perchanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percies</td>
<td>perci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percussion</td>
<td>percuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percy</td>
<td>perci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdie</td>
<td>perdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdita</td>
<td>perdita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdition</td>
<td>perdit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdonato</td>
<td>perdonato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdu</td>
<td>perdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdurable</td>
<td>perdur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdurably</td>
<td>perdur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perdy</td>
<td>perdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pere</td>
<td>pere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peregrinate</td>
<td>peregrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peremptorily</td>
<td>peremptorili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peremptory</td>
<td>peremptori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfected</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfecter</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfection</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfections</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfectness</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfidiously</td>
<td>perfidi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform</td>
<td>perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performances</td>
<td>perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performed</td>
<td>perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performers</td>
<td>perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performs</td>
<td>perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfume</td>
<td>perfum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfumer</td>
<td>perfum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perhaps</td>
<td>perhap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perigort</td>
<td>perigort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peril</td>
<td>peril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perils</td>
<td>peril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>periods</td>
<td>period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perished</td>
<td>perish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perisheth</td>
<td>perisheh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perishing</td>
<td>perish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perjur</td>
<td>perjur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perjured</td>
<td>perjur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perjury</td>
<td>perjur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perk</td>
<td>perk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perkes</td>
<td>perk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permafoy</td>
<td>permafoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permanent</td>
<td>perman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permission</td>
<td>permiss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
permissive
permit
permitted
pernicious
perniciously
peroration
perpend
perpendicular
perpendicularly
pernicious
perniciously
peroration
perpend
perpendicular
perpendicularly
perpetual
perpetually
perpetual
perpetually
perplex
perplexed
perplexity
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
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pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
pers
per
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>petty</th>
<th>petti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peu</td>
<td>peu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pew</td>
<td>pew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pewter</td>
<td>pewter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pewterer</td>
<td>pewter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phaethon</td>
<td>phaethon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phaeton</td>
<td>phaeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phantasime</td>
<td>phantasim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phantasimes</td>
<td>phantasim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phantasma</td>
<td>phantasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharamond</td>
<td>pharamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharaoh</td>
<td>pharaoh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharsalia</td>
<td>pharsalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheasant</td>
<td>pheasant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheazar</td>
<td>pheazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phebe</td>
<td>phebe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phebes</td>
<td>phebe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheebus</td>
<td>pheebu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheeze</td>
<td>pheez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phibbus</td>
<td>phibbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philadelphos</td>
<td>philadelpho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philario</td>
<td>philario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philarmonus</td>
<td>philarmonu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philemon</td>
<td>philemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philip</td>
<td>philip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philippan</td>
<td>philippan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philippe</td>
<td>philipp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philippi</td>
<td>philippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phillida</td>
<td>phillida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philo</td>
<td>philo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philomel</td>
<td>philomel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philomela</td>
<td>philomela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philosopher</td>
<td>philosoph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philosophers</td>
<td>philosoph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philosophical</td>
<td>philosoph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philosophy</td>
<td>philosophi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philostrate</td>
<td>philostr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philotus</td>
<td>philotu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phlegmatic</td>
<td>phlegmat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoebe</td>
<td>phoeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoebus</td>
<td>phoebu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoenicia</td>
<td>phoenicia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoenicians</td>
<td>phoenician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phoenix</td>
<td>phoenix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phorbus</td>
<td>phorbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photinus</td>
<td>photinu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phrase</td>
<td>phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phraseless</td>
<td>phraseless</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pittikins  pittikin
pity       piti
pitying    piti
pius       piu
plac       plac
place      place
placed     place
placentio  placentio
places     place
placeth    placeth
placid     placid
placing    place
plack      plack
placket    placket
plackets   placket
plagu      plagu
plague     plagu
plagged    plagu
plagues    plagu
plaguing   plagu
plaguy     plagui
plain      plain
plainer    plainer
plainest   plainest
plaining   plain
plainings  plain
plainly    plainli
plainness  plain
plains     plain
plaintful  plainsong
plaintiff  plaintiff
plaintiffs plaintiff
plaints    plaint
planched   planch
planet     planet
planetary  planetari
planets    planet
planks     plank
plant      plant
plantage   plantag
plantagenet plantagenet
plantagenets plantagenet
plantain   plantain
plantation plantat
planted    plant
planteth   planteth
plants     plant
plumed  plume
plumes   plume
plummet  plummet
plump    plump
plumpy   plump
plums    plum
plung    plung
plunge   plung
plunged  plung
plural   plural
plurisy  plurisi
plus     plu
pluto    pluto
plutus   plutu
ply      ply
po       po
pocket   pocket
pocketing pocket
pockets  pocket
pocky    pocki
pody     podi
poem     poem
poesy    poesi
poet     poet
poetical poetic
poetry   poetri
poets    poet
poictiers poictier
poinards poinard
poins    poin
point    point
pointblank pointblank
pointed  point
pointing  point
points   point
pois     poi
poise    pois
poising  pois
poison   poison
poisoned poison
poisoner poison
poisoning poison
poisonous poison
poisons  poison
poke     poke
poking   poke
pol      pol
polack   polack
polacks  polack
poland  poland
pold  pold
pole  pole
poleaxe  poleax
polecat  polecat
polecats  polecat
polemon  polemon
poles  pole
poli  poli
policies  polici
policy  polici
polish  polish
polished  polish
 politic  polit
politician  politician
politicians  politician
politically  politici
polixenes  polixen
poll  poll
polluted  pollut
pollution  pollut
polonius  poloniu
poltroons  poltroon
polusion  polus
polydamus  polydamu
polydore  polydor
polyxena  polyxena
pomander  pomand
pomegranate  pomegran
pomewater  pomewat
pomfret  pomfret
pomgarnet  pomgarnet
pommel  pommel
pomp  pomp
pompeius  pompeiu
pompey  pompei
pompion  pompion
pompous  pompou
pombs  pomp
pond  pond
ponder  ponder
ponderous  ponder
ponds  pond
poniard  poniard
poniards  poniard
pont  pont
pontic  pontic
potato potato
potatoes potato
potch potch
potency potenc
potent potent
potentates potent
potential potenti
potently potent
potents potent
pothecary pothecari
pother pother
potion potion
potions potion
potpan potpan
pots pot
potter potter
potting pot
pottle pottl
pouch pouch
poulter poulter
poultice poultic
poultney poultnei
pouncet pouncet
pound pound
pounds pound
pour pour
pourest pourest
pouring pour
pourquoi pourquoi
pours pour
pout pout
poverty poverti
pow pow
powd powd
powder powder
power power
powerful power
powerfully powerfulli
powerless powerless
powers power
pox pox
poys poi
poysam poysam
prabbles prabbl
practic practic
practice practic
practiced practic
practicer practic
practices practic
practicing practic
practis practi
practisants practis
practise practis
practiser practis
practisers practis
practises practis
practising practis
praeclarissimus praeclarissimu
praemunire praemunir
praetor praetor
praetors praetor
pragging prag
prague pragu
prain prain
prains prain
prais prai
praise prais
praised prais
praises prais
praisest praisest
praiseworthy praiseworthy
praising prais
prancing pranc
prank prank
pranks prank
prat prat
prate prate
prated prate
prater prater
prating prate
prattle prattl
prattler prattler
prattling prattl
prave prave
pawls pawl
pawns prawn
pray prai
prayer prayer
prayers prayer
praying prai
prays prai
pre pre
preach preach
preached preach
preachers preacher
preaches preach
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pregnancy</th>
<th>Prejudges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant</td>
<td>Prejudice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnantly</td>
<td>Prejudicial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prelate</td>
<td>Premised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premeditation</td>
<td>Premised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premises</td>
<td>Prenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenominates</td>
<td>Prentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentices</td>
<td>Prentices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preordinance</td>
<td>Prepar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparations</td>
<td>Prepar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare</td>
<td>Preparing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared</td>
<td>Presag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparedly</td>
<td>Presageth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepares</td>
<td>Presageth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing</td>
<td>Prescience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepost</td>
<td>Prescribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preposterous</td>
<td>Prescript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preposterously</td>
<td>Prescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerogatiferes</td>
<td>Prescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerogative</td>
<td>Prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerogatived</td>
<td>Prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preseages</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presagers</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presages</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presageth</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presaging</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenters</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presenteth</td>
<td>presenteth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presenting</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presently</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presentment</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presents</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preserv</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preservation</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preservative</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preserve</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preserved</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preserver</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preservers</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preserving</td>
<td>preserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>president</td>
<td>presid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>press</td>
<td>press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressed</td>
<td>press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presser</td>
<td>presser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presses</td>
<td>press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressing</td>
<td>press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>pressur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressures</td>
<td>pressur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prest</td>
<td>press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preseter</td>
<td>prester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presume</td>
<td>presum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resumes</td>
<td>presum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presuming</td>
<td>presum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presumption</td>
<td>presumpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presumptuous</td>
<td>presumptu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presuppos</td>
<td>presuppo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pret</td>
<td>pret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretence</td>
<td>pretenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretences</td>
<td>pretenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretend</td>
<td>pretend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretended</td>
<td>pretend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretending</td>
<td>pretend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretense</td>
<td>pretens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretext</td>
<td>pretext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretia</td>
<td>pretia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prettier</td>
<td>prettier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prettiest</td>
<td>prettiest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prettily</td>
<td>prettili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prettiness</td>
<td>pretti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretty</td>
<td>pretti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevail</td>
<td>prevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevailed</td>
<td>prevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevaieth</td>
<td>prevaieth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevailing</td>
<td>prevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevailment</td>
<td>prevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Corrected Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevails</td>
<td>prevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevent</td>
<td>prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevented</td>
<td>prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevention</td>
<td>prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preventions</td>
<td>prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevents</td>
<td>prevent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prey</td>
<td>prei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preyful</td>
<td>prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preys</td>
<td>prei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priam</td>
<td>priam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priami</td>
<td>priami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priamus</td>
<td>priamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pribbles</td>
<td>pribbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
<td>price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prick</td>
<td>prick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricked</td>
<td>prick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricket</td>
<td>pricket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricking</td>
<td>prick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricks</td>
<td>prick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pricksong</td>
<td>pricksong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pride</td>
<td>pride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prides</td>
<td>pride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pridge</td>
<td>pridg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prie</td>
<td>prie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pried</td>
<td>pri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brief</td>
<td>brief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pries</td>
<td>pri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priest</td>
<td>priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priesthood</td>
<td>priesthood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priests</td>
<td>priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prig</td>
<td>prig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primal</td>
<td>primal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prime</td>
<td>prime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primer</td>
<td>primer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primero</td>
<td>primero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primest</td>
<td>primest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primitive</td>
<td>primit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primo</td>
<td>primo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primogenity</td>
<td>primogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primrose</td>
<td>primros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primroses</td>
<td>primros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primy</td>
<td>primi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prince</td>
<td>princ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>princely</td>
<td>princ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>princes</td>
<td>princ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>princess</td>
<td>princess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>principal</td>
<td>princip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>principalities</td>
<td>princip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
promising  promis
promontory  promontori
promotion  promot
promotions  promot
prompt  prompt
prompted  prompt
promptment  promptement
prompter  prompter
prompting  prompt
prompts  prompt
prompture  promptur
promulgate  promulg
prone  prone
prononcer  prononc
prononcez  prononcez
pronoun  pronoun
pronounc  pronounc
pronounce  pronounc
pronounced  pronounc
pronouncing  pronounc
pronouns  pronoun
proof  proof
proofs  proof
prop  prop
propagate  propag
propagation  propag
propend  propend
propension  propens
proper  proper
properer  proper
properly  properli
propertied  properti
properties  properti
property  properti
prophecies  propheci
prophecy  propheci
prophesied  prophesi
prophesier  prophesi
prophesy  prophesi
prophesying  prophesi
prophet  prophet
prophetess  prophetess
prophetic  prophet
prophetically  prophet
prophets  prophet
propinquity  propinqu
propontic  propont
proportion  propro
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>proportionable</td>
<td>proportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proportions</td>
<td>proproportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propos</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propose</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposer</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposes</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposing</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposition</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propositions</td>
<td>propo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propounded</td>
<td>propound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propp</td>
<td>propp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proper</td>
<td>propr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propriety</td>
<td>propriety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>props</td>
<td>prop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propugnation</td>
<td>propugn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prorogue</td>
<td>prorogu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prorogued</td>
<td>prorogu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proscription</td>
<td>proscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proscriptions</td>
<td>proscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prose</td>
<td>prose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosecute</td>
<td>prosecut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosecution</td>
<td>prosecut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proselytes</td>
<td>proselyt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proserpina</td>
<td>proserpina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosp</td>
<td>prosp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospect</td>
<td>prospect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosper</td>
<td>prosper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosperity</td>
<td>prosper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospero</td>
<td>prospero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosperous</td>
<td>prosper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosperously</td>
<td>prosper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosers</td>
<td>prosper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostitute</td>
<td>prostitut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostrate</td>
<td>prostrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protect</td>
<td>protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protected</td>
<td>protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protection</td>
<td>protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protector</td>
<td>protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protectors</td>
<td>protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protectorship</td>
<td>protectorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protectress</td>
<td>protectress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protects</td>
<td>protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protest</td>
<td>protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protestation</td>
<td>protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protestations</td>
<td>protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protested</td>
<td>protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protester</td>
<td>protest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
protesting  protest
protests   protest
proteus    proteu
protheus   protheu
protract   protract
protractive protract
proud      proud
prouder    prouder
proudest   proudest
proudlier  proudlier
proudly    proudli
prouds     proud
prov       prov
provand    provand
prove      prove
proved     prove
provender  provend
proverb    proverb
proverbs   proverb
proves     prove
proveth    proveth
provide    provid
provided   provid
providence provid
provident  provid
providently provid
provider   provid
provides   provid
province   provinc
provinces  provinc
provincial provinc
proving    prove
provision  provis
proviso    proviso
provocation provoc
provok     provok
provoke    provok
provoked   provok
provoker   provok
provokes   provok
provoketh  provoketh
provoking  provok
provost    provost
prowess    prowess
prudence   prudenc
prudent    prudent
prun       prun
prune      prune
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>purples</td>
<td>purpl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purport</td>
<td>purport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purpos</td>
<td>purpo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purpose</td>
<td>purpos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposed</td>
<td>purpos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposely</td>
<td>purpos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposes</td>
<td>purpos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposeth</td>
<td>purposeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposing</td>
<td>purpos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purr</td>
<td>purr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purs</td>
<td>pur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purse</td>
<td>purs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursents</td>
<td>pursent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purses</td>
<td>purs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursu</td>
<td>pursu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursued</td>
<td>pursu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuers</td>
<td>pursuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursues</td>
<td>pursu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuest</td>
<td>pursuest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursueth</td>
<td>pursueth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuing</td>
<td>pursu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuit</td>
<td>pursuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuivant</td>
<td>pursuiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursuivants</td>
<td>pursuiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pursy</td>
<td>pursi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purus</td>
<td>puru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purveyor</td>
<td>purveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pushes</td>
<td>push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pusillanimity</td>
<td>pusillanim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putrefy</td>
<td>putrefi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putrified</td>
<td>putrifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puts</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putter</td>
<td>putter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putting</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puttock</td>
<td>puttock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzel</td>
<td>puzzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzle</td>
<td>puzzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzled</td>
<td>puzzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzles</td>
<td>puzzl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>py</td>
<td>py</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmalion</td>
<td>pygmalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmies</td>
<td>pygmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pygmy</td>
<td>pygmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyramid</td>
<td>pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyramids</td>
<td>pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ravening</td>
<td>raven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ravenspurgh</td>
<td>ravenspurgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raves</td>
<td>rave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ravish</td>
<td>ravish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ravishing</td>
<td>ravish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raw</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rawness</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayed</td>
<td>rai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>razes</td>
<td>raze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>razor</td>
<td>razor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>razure</td>
<td>razur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reach</td>
<td>reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaches</td>
<td>reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reacheth</td>
<td>reacheth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaching</td>
<td>reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reader</td>
<td>reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readily</td>
<td>readili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading</td>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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reapers     reaper
reaping     reap
reaps       reap
rear        rear
rears       rear
rearward    rearward
reason      reason
reasonable  reason
reasonably  reason
reasoned    reason
reasoning   reason
reasonless  reasonless
reasons     reason
reave       reav
rebate      rebat
rebato      rebato
rebeck      rebek
rebel       rebel
rebelling   rebel
rebellion   rebellion
rebellious  rebellious
rebels      rebel
rebound     rebound
rebuk       rebuk
rebuke      rebuk
rebukeable  rebuk
rebuked     rebuk
rebukes     rebuk
rebus       rebu
recall      recall
recant      recant
recantation recant
recanter    recant
recanting   recant
receipt     receipt
receipts    receipt
receiv      receiv
receive     receiv
received    receiv
receiver    receiv
receives    receiv
receivest   receivest
receiveth   receiveth
receiving   receiv
receptacle  receptacle
rechate     rechat
reciprocal  reciproc
recoverable  recover
recovered    recov
recoveries  recoveri
recovers recov
recovery recoveri
recreant recreant
recreants recreant
recreate recreat
recreation recreat
rectify rectifi
rector rector
rectorship rectorship
recure recur
recured recur
red red
redbreast redbreast
redder redder
reddest reddest
rede rede
redeem redeem
redeemed redeem
redeemer redeem
redeeming redeem
redeems redeem
redeliver redeliv
redemption redempt
redime redim
redness red
redoubled redoubl
redoubted redoubt
redound redound
redress redress
redressed redress
redresses redress
reduce reduc
reechy reechi
reed reed
reeds reed
reek reek
reeking reek
reeks reek
reek reeki
reel reel
reeleth reeleth
reeling reel
reels reel
refell refel
refer refer
regret  regret
regreets  regret
regress  regress
reguerdon  reguerdon
regular  regular
rehears  rehear
rehearsal  rehears
rehearse  rehears
reign  reign
reigned  reign
reignier  reignier
reigning  reign
reigns  reign
rein  rein
reinforc  reinforc
reinforce  reinforc
reinforcement  reinforc
reins  rein
reiterate  reiter
reject  reject
rejected  reject
rejoic  rejoic
rejoice  rejoic
rejoices  rejoic
rejoiceth  rejoiceth
rejoicing  rejoic
rejoicingly  rejoicingli
rejoinure  rejoindur
rejourn  rejourn
rel  rel
relapse  relaps
relate  relat
relates  relat
relation  relat
relations  relat
relative  rel
releas  relea
release  releas
released  releas
releasing  releas
relent  relent
relenting  relent
relsents  relent
reliances  relianc
relies  relic
relief  relief
reliev  reliev
relieve  reliev
remove  remov
removed  remov
removedness  removed
remover  remov
removes  remov
removing  remov
remunerate  remuner
remuneration  remuner
rence  rence
rend  rend
render  render
rendered  render
renders  render
rendezvous  rendezv
renegado  renegado
renege  reneg
reneges  reneg
renew  renew
renewed  renew
renewest  renewest
renounce  renounc
renouncement  renounc
renouncing  renounc
renowned  renown
renown  renown
rent  rent
rents  rent
repaid  repaid
repair  repair
repaired  repair
repairing  repair
repairs  repair
repass  repass
repast  repast
repasture  repastur
repay  repai
repaying  repai
repays  repai
repeal  repeal
repealing  repeal
repeals  repeal
repeat  repeat
repeated  repeat
repeating  repeat
repeats  repeat
repel  repel
repent  repent
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Variant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>repentance</td>
<td>repent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repentant</td>
<td>repent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repented</td>
<td>repent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repenting</td>
<td>repent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repents</td>
<td>repent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetition</td>
<td>repetit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetitions</td>
<td>repetit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repin</td>
<td>repin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repining</td>
<td>repin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replant</td>
<td>replant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replenish</td>
<td>replenish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replenished</td>
<td>replenish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repete</td>
<td>replet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replication</td>
<td>repic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replied</td>
<td>repli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies</td>
<td>repli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repliest</td>
<td>repliest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reply</td>
<td>repli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replying</td>
<td>repli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reported</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reporter</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reportest</td>
<td>reportest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reporting</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reportingilly</td>
<td>reportingli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reports</td>
<td>report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reposal</td>
<td>repos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repose</td>
<td>repos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reposeth</td>
<td>reposeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reposing</td>
<td>repos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repossess</td>
<td>repossess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprehend</td>
<td>reprehend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprehended</td>
<td>reprehend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprehending</td>
<td>reprehend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>represent</td>
<td>repres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representing</td>
<td>repres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprieve</td>
<td>repriev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprieves</td>
<td>repriev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprisal</td>
<td>repris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproach</td>
<td>reproach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproaches</td>
<td>reproach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproachful</td>
<td>reproach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproachfully</td>
<td>reproachfulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprobate</td>
<td>reprob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reprobation</td>
<td>reprob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reproof</td>
<td>reproof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaprov</td>
<td>reaprov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reprove  reprov
reproveable  reprov
reproves  reprov
reproving  reprov
repugn  repugn
repugnancy  repugn
repugnant  repugn
repulse  repuls
repulsed  repuls
repurchas  repurcha
repured  repur
reputation  reput
repute  reput
reputed  reput
reputeless  reputeless
reputes  reput
reputing  reput
request  request
requested  request
requesting  request
requests  request
requiem  requiem
requir  requir
require  requir
required  requir
requires  requir
requireth  requireth
requiring  requir
requisite  requisit
requisites  requisit
requit  requit
requital  requit
requite  requit
requited  requit
requites  requit
rer  rer
rere  rere
riors  rer
rescu  rescu
rescue  rescu
rescued  rescu
rescues  rescu
rescuing  rescu
resemblance  resembl
resemble  resembl
resembled  resembl
resembles  resembl
resembleth  resembleth
resteth  resteth
restful  rest
resting  rest
restitution  restitut
restless  restless
restor  restor
restoration  restor
restorative  restor
restore  restor
restored  restor
restores  restor
restoring  restor
restrain  restrain
restrained  restrain
restraining  restrain
restrains  restrain
restraint  restrain
rests  rest
resty  resti
resum  resum
resume  resum
resumes  resum
resurrections  resurrect
retail  retail
retails  retail
retain  retain
retainers  retain
retaining  retain
retell  retel
retention  retent
retentive  retent
retenue  retinu
retir  retir
retire  retir
retired  retir
retirement  retir
retires  retir
retiring  retir
retold  retold
retort  retort
retorts  retort
retourne  retourn
retract  retract
retreat  retreat
retrograde  retrograd
rets  ret
return  return
returned  return
rigorously    rigor
rigour        rigour
ril           ril
rim           rim
rin           rin
rinaldo       rinaldo
rind          rind
ring          ring
ringing       ring
ringleader    ringlead
ringlets      ringlet
rings         ring
ringwood      ringwood
riot          riot
rioter        rioter
riot ing      riot
riot ous      riotou
riots         riot
rip            rip
ripe          ripe
ripely        ripe
ripen         ripen
ripened       ripen
ripeness      ripe
ripening      ripen
ripen s       ripen
riper         riper
ripe st        ripest
ripping       rip
rise          rise
risen         risen
rises         rise
riseth        riseth
rish          rish
rising        rise
rite          rite
rites         rite
rivage        rivag
rival         rival
rival ty      rival
rivall        rival
rivals        rival
rive          rive
rived         rive
rivel led      rivel
river         river
rogue
roguery
rogues
roguish
roi
roisting
roll
rolled
rolling
rolls
rom
romage
roman
romanos
romans
rome
romeo
romish
rondure
ronyon
rood
roof
roofs
rook
rooks
rooky
room
rooms
root
rooted
rootedly
rooteth
rooting
roots
rope
ropery
ropes
roping
ros
rosalind
rosalinda
rosalin
rosalinde
rosalinde
rosaline
rosce
rose
roised
rosemary
ruler  ruler
rulers  ruler
rules  rule
ruling  rule
rumble  rumbl
ruminacies  ruminai
ruminat  ruminat
ruminates  rumin
ruminated  rumin
ruminates  rumin
ruminating  rumin
rumor  rumor
rumour  rumour
rumourer  rumour
rumours  rumour
rump  rump
run  run
runagate  runag
runagates  runag
runaway  runawai
runaways  runawai
rung  rung
runn  runn
runner  runner
runners  runner
running  run
runs  run
rupture  ruptur
ruptures  ruptur
rural  rural
rush  rush
rushes  rush
rushing  rush
rushing  rush
russet  russet
russia  russian
russians  russian
rust  rust
rusted  rust
rustic  rustic
rustically  rustic
rustics  rustic
rustle  rustl
rustling  rustl
rusts  rust
rusty  rusti
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rut</td>
<td>rut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruth</td>
<td>ruth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruthless</td>
<td>ruthless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rutland</td>
<td>rutland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruttish</td>
<td>ruttish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ry</td>
<td>ry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rye</td>
<td>rye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rything</td>
<td>ryth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa</td>
<td>sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saba</td>
<td>saba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sabbath</td>
<td>sabbath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sable</td>
<td>sabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sables</td>
<td>sabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sack</td>
<td>sack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sackbuts</td>
<td>sackbut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sackcloth</td>
<td>sackcloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacked</td>
<td>sack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sackerson</td>
<td>sackerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacks</td>
<td>sack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrament</td>
<td>sacrament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacred</td>
<td>sacr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrifice</td>
<td>sacrific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrificers</td>
<td>sacrific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrifices</td>
<td>sacrific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrificial</td>
<td>sacrifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrificing</td>
<td>sacrif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacrilegious</td>
<td>sacrilegi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacring</td>
<td>sacr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadder</td>
<td>sadder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saddest</td>
<td>saddest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saddle</td>
<td>saddl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saddler</td>
<td>saddler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saddles</td>
<td>saddl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadly</td>
<td>sadli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadness</td>
<td>sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saf</td>
<td>saf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safe</td>
<td>safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safeguard</td>
<td>safeguard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safely</td>
<td>safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safer</td>
<td>safer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safest</td>
<td>safest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safeties</td>
<td>safeti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safety</td>
<td>safeti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saffron</td>
<td>saffron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sag</td>
<td>sag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sage</td>
<td>sage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sagittary</td>
<td>sagittari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>said</td>
<td>said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saidst</td>
<td>saidst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sail</td>
<td>sail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sailing</td>
<td>sail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sailmaker</td>
<td>sailmak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sailor</td>
<td>sailor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sailors</td>
<td>sailor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sails</td>
<td>sail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sain</td>
<td>sain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saint</td>
<td>saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sainted</td>
<td>saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saintlike</td>
<td>saintlik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saints</td>
<td>saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saith</td>
<td>saith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sake</td>
<td>sake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacks</td>
<td>sake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sala</td>
<td>sala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salad</td>
<td>salad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salamander</td>
<td>salamand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salary</td>
<td>salari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sale</td>
<td>sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salerio</td>
<td>salerio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salicam</td>
<td>salicam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salique</td>
<td>saliqu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salisbury</td>
<td>salisburi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sal</td>
<td>sall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sallet</td>
<td>sallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sallets</td>
<td>sallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sallies</td>
<td>salli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sallow</td>
<td>sallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sally</td>
<td>salli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salmon</td>
<td>salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salmons</td>
<td>salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt</td>
<td>salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salter</td>
<td>salter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saltiers</td>
<td>saltier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saltiness</td>
<td>salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saltpetre</td>
<td>saltpetr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salutation</td>
<td>salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salutations</td>
<td>salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salute</td>
<td>salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saluted</td>
<td>salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salutes</td>
<td>salut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saluteth</td>
<td>saluteth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salv</td>
<td>salv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
salvation  salvat
salve  salv
salving  salv
same  same
samingo  samingo
samp  samp
sampie  sampir
sample  samp1
sampler  sampler
sampson  sampson
samson  samson
samsons  samson
sancta  sancta
sanctified  sanctifi
sanctifies  sanctifi
sanctify  sanctifi
sanctimonies  sanctimoni
sanctimonious  sanctimoni
sanctimony  sanctimoni
sanctities  sanctiti
sanctity  sanctiti
sanctuarize  sanctuar
sanctuary  sanctuari
sand  sand
sandal  sandal
sandbag  sandbag
sanded  sand
sands  sand
sandy  sandi
sandys  sandi
sang  sang
sanguine  sanguin
sanguis  sangui
sanity  saniti
sans  san
santrailles  santrail
sap  sap
sapient  sapient
sapit  sapit
sapless  sapless
sapling  sapl
sapphire  sapphir
sapphires  sapphir
saracens  saracen
sarcenet  sarcenet
sard  sard
sardians  sardian
sardinia  sardinia
| sardis | sardi |
| sarum  | sarum |
| sat    | sat   |
| satan  | satan |
| satchel| satchel |
| sate   | sate  |
| sated  | sate  |
| satiate| satiat |
| satiety| satieti |
| satin  | satin |
| satire | satir |
| satirical | satir |
| sati   | sati |
| satisfaction | satisfact |
| satisfied | satisfi |
| satisfies | satisfi |
| satisfy  | satisfi |
| satisfying | satisfi |
| saturday | saturday |
| saturdays | saturday |
| saturn  | saturn |
| saturnine | saturnin |
| saturninus | saturninu |
| satyr   | satyr |
| satyrs  | satyr |
| sauc    | sauc |
| sauce   | sauc |
| sauced  | sauc |
| saucers | saucer |
| sauces  | sauc |
| saucily | saucili |
| sauciness | sauci |
| saucy   | sauci |
| sauf    | sauf |
| saunder | saunder |
| sav     | sav |
| savage  | savag |
| savagely | savag |
| savageness | savag |
| savagery | savageri |
| savages | savag |
| save    | save |
| saved   | save |
| saves   | save |
| saving  | save |
| saviour | saviour |
| savory  | savori |
| savour  | savour |
savouring  savour
savours   savour
savoury   savouri
savoy     savoi
saw       saw
sawed     saw
sawest    sawest
sawn      sawn
sawpit    sawpit
saws      saw
sawyer    sawyer
saxons    saxon
saxony    saxoni
saxton    saxton
say       sai
sayest    sayest
saying    sai
sayings   sai
says      sai
sayst     sayst
sblood    sblood
sc        sc
scab      scab
scabbard  scabbard
scabs     scab
scaffold  scaffold
scaffoldage  scaffoldage
scal      scal
scald     scald
scalded   scald
scalding  scald
scale     scale
scaled    scale
scales    scale
scaling   scale
scall     scall
scallp    scallp
scals     scallp
scaly     scali
scambler  scambler
scambling  scambling
scamels   scamel
scan      scan
scandal   scandal
scandaliz scandaliz
scandalous scandalous
scandy    scandi
scann     scann
| scotland       | scotland       |
| scots          | scot           |
| scottish       | scottish       |
| scoundrels     | scoundrel      |
| scour          | scour          |
| scoured        | scour          |
| scourg         | scourg         |
| scourge        | scourg         |
| scouring       | scour          |
| scout          | scout          |
| scouts         | scout          |
| scowl          | scowl          |
| scrap          | scrap          |
| scrape         | scrape         |
| scraping       | scrape         |
| scraps         | scrap          |
| scratch        | scratch        |
| scratches      | scratch        |
| scratching     | scratch        |
| scream         | scream         |
| screams        | scream         |
| screech        | screech        |
| screeching     | screech        |
| screen         | screen         |
| screens        | screen         |
| screw          | screw          |
| screws         | screw          |
| scribble       | scribble       |
| scribbled      | scribble       |
| scribe         | scribe         |
| scribes        | scribe         |
| scrimers       | scrimer        |
| scrip          | scrip          |
| scrippage      | scrippage      |
| scripture      | scriptur       |
| scriptures     | scriptur       |
| scrivener      | scriven        |
| scroll         | scroll         |
| scrolls        | scroll         |
| scroop         | scroop         |
| scrowl         | scrowl         |
| scroyles       | scroyl         |
| scrubbed       | scrub          |
| scruple        | scrupl         |
| scruples       | scrupl         |
| scrupulous     | scrupul        |
| scuffles       | scuffl         |
| scuffling      | scuffl         |
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scullion  scullion
sculls    scull
scum      scum
scurril   scurril
scurrility scurril
scurrilous scurril
scurvy     scurvi
scuse      scuse
scut       scut
scutcheon  scutcheon
scutcheons scutcheon
scylla     scylla
scythe     scyth
scythed    scyth
scythia    scythia
scythian   scythian
sdeath     sdeath
se         se
sea        sea
seacoal    seacoal
seafaring  seafar
seal       seal
sealed      seal
sealing     seal
seals       seal
seam        seam
seamen      seamen
seamy       seami
seaport     seaport
sear        sear
searc       searc
search      search
searchers   searcher
searches    search
searcheth   searcheth
searching   search
seared      sear
seas        sea
seasick     seasick
seaside     seasid
season      season
seasoned    season
seasons     season
seat        seat
seated      seat
seats       seat
sebastian   sebastian
second      second
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>several</th>
<th>sever</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>severe</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severed</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severely</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severest</td>
<td>severest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severing</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severity</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severn</td>
<td>severn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severs</td>
<td>sever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sew</td>
<td>sew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eward</td>
<td>seward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ewer</td>
<td>sewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ewing</td>
<td>sew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex</td>
<td>sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exes</td>
<td>sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eton</td>
<td>sexton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etus</td>
<td>sextu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eymour</td>
<td>seymour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyton</td>
<td>seyton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oot</td>
<td>sfoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ackle</td>
<td>shackl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ackles</td>
<td>shackl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ade</td>
<td>shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ades</td>
<td>shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adow</td>
<td>shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adowed</td>
<td>shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owing</td>
<td>shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adows</td>
<td>shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owy</td>
<td>shadowi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ady</td>
<td>shadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afalus</td>
<td>shafalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haft</td>
<td>shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fts</td>
<td>shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ag</td>
<td>shag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ak</td>
<td>shak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ake</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aked</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aken</td>
<td>shaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akes</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aking</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ales</td>
<td>shale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>shall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allenge</td>
<td>shalleng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow</td>
<td>shallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allowest</td>
<td>shallowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allowly</td>
<td>shallowli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow</td>
<td>shallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owals</td>
<td>shallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shalt</td>
<td>shalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sham</td>
<td>sham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shambles</td>
<td>shambl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shame</td>
<td>shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shamed</td>
<td>shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shameful</td>
<td>shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shamefully</td>
<td>shamefulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shameless</td>
<td>shameless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shames</td>
<td>shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shames</td>
<td>shameest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaming</td>
<td>shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shank</td>
<td>shank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shanks</td>
<td>shank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shap</td>
<td>shap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaped</td>
<td>shapeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shapeless</td>
<td>shapeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shapen</td>
<td>shapen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shapes</td>
<td>shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaping</td>
<td>shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shar</td>
<td>shar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shard</td>
<td>shard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharded</td>
<td>shard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shards</td>
<td>shard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share</td>
<td>share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared</td>
<td>share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharers</td>
<td>sharer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shares</td>
<td>share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharing</td>
<td>share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shark</td>
<td>shark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharer</td>
<td>sharer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shareer</td>
<td>sharer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shareers</td>
<td>sharer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharpest</td>
<td>sharpest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharpest</td>
<td>sharpest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharply</td>
<td>sharpli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharpness</td>
<td>sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharps</td>
<td>sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shattered</td>
<td>shatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shav</td>
<td>shav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shave</td>
<td>shave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaven</td>
<td>shaven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaw</td>
<td>shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she</td>
<td>she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheaf</td>
<td>sheaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheal</td>
<td>sheal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shear</td>
<td>shear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shift  shift
shifted  shift
shifting  shift
shifts  shift
shilling  shill
shillings  shill
shin  shin
shine  shine
shines  shine
shineth  shineth
shining  shine
shins  shin
shiny  shini
ship  ship
shipboard  shipboard
shipman  shipman
shipmaster  shipmast
shipmen  shipmen
shipp  shipp
shipped  ship
shipping  ship
ships  ship
shipt  shipt
shipwreck  shipwreck
shipwrecking  shipwreck
shipwright  shipwright
shipwrights  shipwright
shire  shire
shirley  shirlei
shirt  shirt
shirts  shirt
shive  shive
shiver  shiver
shivering  shiver
shivers  shiver
shoal  shoal
shoals  shoal
shock  shock
shocks  shock
shod  shod
shoe  shoe
shoeing  shoe
shoemaker  shoemak
shoes  shoe
shog  shog
shone  shone
shook  shook
shoon  shoon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>signal</th>
<th>signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>signet</td>
<td>signet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signeur</td>
<td>signieur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant</td>
<td>signific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significants</td>
<td>signific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signified</td>
<td>signifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signifies</td>
<td>signifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signify</td>
<td>signifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signifying</td>
<td>signifi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signior</td>
<td>signior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signiories</td>
<td>signiori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signiors</td>
<td>signior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signiory</td>
<td>signiori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signor</td>
<td>signor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signories</td>
<td>signori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signs</td>
<td>sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signum</td>
<td>signum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silenc</td>
<td>silenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silence</td>
<td>silenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silenced</td>
<td>silenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silencing</td>
<td>silenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silent</td>
<td>silent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silently</td>
<td>silent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silius</td>
<td>siliu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silk</td>
<td>silk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silken</td>
<td>silken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silkman</td>
<td>silkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silks</td>
<td>silk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silliest</td>
<td>silliest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silliness</td>
<td>silli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silling</td>
<td>sill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silly</td>
<td>silli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silva</td>
<td>silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silvered</td>
<td>silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silverly</td>
<td>silverli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silvia</td>
<td>silvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silvius</td>
<td>silviu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sima</td>
<td>sima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simile</td>
<td>simil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similes</td>
<td>simil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simois</td>
<td>simoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simon</td>
<td>simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simony</td>
<td>simoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simp</td>
<td>simp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpcox</td>
<td>simpcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simple</td>
<td>simpl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simpleness</td>
<td>simpl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
simpler
simples
simplicity
simply
simular
simulation
sin
since
sincere
sincerely
sincerity
sinel
sinew
sinewed
sinews
sinewy
sinful
sinfully
sing
singe
singeing
singer
singes
singeth
singing
single
singed
singleness
singly
sings
singular
singulariter
singularities
singularity
singuled
sinister
sink
sinking
sinks
sinn
sinner
sinners
sinning
sin
sinon
sins
sip
sipping
sir
skipp    skipp
skipper   skipper
skipping  skip
skirmish  skirmish
skirmishes skirmish
skirr     skirr
skirted   skirt
skirts    skirt
skittish  skittish
skulking  skulk
skull     skull
skulls    skull
sky       sky
skyei     skyei
skyish    skyish
slab      slab
slack     slack
slackly   slackli
slackness slack
slave     slave
slaver    slaver
slavery   slaveri
slaves    slave
slavish   slavish
slay      slai
slayeth   slayeth
slaying   slai
slays     slai
sleave    sleav
slomber  slomber
slop    slop
slope   slope
slops   slop
sloth   sloth
slothful sloth
slough  slough
slovenly slovenli
slovenry slovenri
slow    slow
slower  slower
slowly  slowli
slowness slow
slubber slubber
slug    slug
sluggard sluggard
sluggardiz sluggardiz
sluggish sluggish
sluic    sluic
slumb    slumb
slumber slumber
slumbers slumber
slumbery slumberti
slunk    slunk
slut     slut
sluts    slut
sluttery slutteri
sluttish sluttish
sluttishness sluttish
sly      sly
slys     sly
smack    smack
smacking smack
smacks   smack
small    small
smaller  smaller
smallest smallest
smallness small
smalus   smalu
smart    smart
smarting smart
smartly  smartli
smatch   smatch
smatter  smatter
smear    smear
smell    smell
smelling smell
smells   smell
smelt
smil
smile
smiled
smiles
smilest
smilets
smiling
smilingly
smirch
smirched
smit
smite
smites
smith
smithfield
smock
smocks
smok
smoke
smoked
smokes
smoking
smoky
smooth
smoothen
smoothened
smoothening
smoothes
smote
smoth
smother
smothered
smothering
smug
smulkin
smutch
snaffle
snail
snails
snake
snakes
snaky
snap
snapp
snapper
snar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sodden</td>
<td>sodden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soe</td>
<td>soe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soever</td>
<td>soever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soft</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soften</td>
<td>soften</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softens</td>
<td>soften</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softer</td>
<td>softer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softest</td>
<td>softest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softly</td>
<td>softly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>softness</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soil</td>
<td>soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soiled</td>
<td>soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soilure</td>
<td>soilur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soit</td>
<td>soit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sojourn</td>
<td>sojourn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sol</td>
<td>sol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sola</td>
<td>sola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solace</td>
<td>solac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solanio</td>
<td>solanio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sold</td>
<td>sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soldat</td>
<td>soldat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solder</td>
<td>solder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soldest</td>
<td>soldest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soldier</td>
<td>soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soldiers</td>
<td>soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soldiership</td>
<td>soldiership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sole</td>
<td>sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solely</td>
<td>solely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemn</td>
<td>solemn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnn</td>
<td>solemnn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnness</td>
<td>solemn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnities</td>
<td>solemn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnity</td>
<td>solemn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnize</td>
<td>solemnize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnized</td>
<td>solemnized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solemnly</td>
<td>solemnly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soles</td>
<td>sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicit</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicitation</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicited</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soliciting</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicitings</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicitor</td>
<td>solicitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solicits</td>
<td>solicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid</td>
<td>solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solidares</td>
<td>solidar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solidity</td>
<td>solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorceries</td>
<td>sorceri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorcery</td>
<td>sorceri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sore</td>
<td>sore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorel</td>
<td>sorel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorely</td>
<td>sore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorer</td>
<td>sorer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sores</td>
<td>sore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrier</td>
<td>sorrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorriest</td>
<td>sorriest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrow</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrowed</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrowwest</td>
<td>sorrowwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrowful</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrowing</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrows</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorry</td>
<td>sorri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sortance</td>
<td>sortanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorted</td>
<td>sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorting</td>
<td>sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorts</td>
<td>sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sossius</td>
<td>sossiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sot</td>
<td>sot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soto</td>
<td>soto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sots</td>
<td>sot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sottish</td>
<td>sottish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soud</td>
<td>soud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sought</td>
<td>sought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soul</td>
<td>soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soulld</td>
<td>soulld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soulless</td>
<td>soulless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>souls</td>
<td>soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound</td>
<td>sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounded</td>
<td>sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounder</td>
<td>sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundest</td>
<td>soundest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounding</td>
<td>sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundless</td>
<td>soundless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundly</td>
<td>soundli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundness</td>
<td>sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soundpost</td>
<td>soundpost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sounds</td>
<td>sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sour</td>
<td>sour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
<td>sourc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sources</td>
<td>sourc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sourest</td>
<td>sourest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sourly</td>
<td>sourli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sours</td>
<td>sour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sous</td>
<td>sou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>souse</td>
<td>sous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>south</td>
<td>south</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southam</td>
<td>southam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southampton</td>
<td>southampton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southerly</td>
<td>southerly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southern</td>
<td>southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southward</td>
<td>southward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southwark</td>
<td>southwark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southwell</td>
<td>southwel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>souviendrai</td>
<td>souviendrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sov</td>
<td>sov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sovereign</td>
<td>sovereign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sovereignest</td>
<td>sovereignest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sovereignly</td>
<td>sovereignly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sovereignty</td>
<td>sovereignty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sovereignvours</td>
<td>sovereignvour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sow</td>
<td>sow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sowing</td>
<td>sow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sowl</td>
<td>sowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sowter</td>
<td>sowter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space</td>
<td>space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaces</td>
<td>space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spacious</td>
<td>spaciou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spade</td>
<td>spade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spades</td>
<td>spade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spain</td>
<td>spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spak</td>
<td>spak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spake</td>
<td>spake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spakest</td>
<td>spakest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>span</td>
<td>span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spangle</td>
<td>spangl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spangled</td>
<td>spangl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaniard</td>
<td>spaniard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaniel</td>
<td>spaniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaniels</td>
<td>spaniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanish</td>
<td>spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spann</td>
<td>spann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spans</td>
<td>span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spar</td>
<td>spar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spare</td>
<td>spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spares</td>
<td>spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparing</td>
<td>spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparingly</td>
<td>sparingli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spark</td>
<td>spark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparkle</td>
<td>sparkl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparkles</td>
<td>sparkl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparkling</td>
<td>sparkl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sparks  spark
sparrow  sparrow
sparrows  sparrow
sparta  sparta
spartan  spartan
spavin  spavin
spavins  spavin
spawn  spawn
speak  speak
speaker  speaker
speakers  speaker
speakest  speakest
speaketh  speaketh
speaking  speak
speaks  speak
spear  spear
speargrass  speargrass
spears  spear
special  special
specialities  special
specially  special
specialties  specialti
specialty  specialti
specify  specifi
speciously  specious
spectacle  spectacl
spectacled  spectacl
spectacles  spectacl
spectators  spectat
spectatorship  spectatorship
speculation  specul
speculations  specul
speculative  specul
sped  sped
speech  speech
speeches  speech
speechless  speechless
speed  speed
speeded  speed
speedier  speedier
speediest  speediest
speedily  speedili
speediness  speedi
speeding  speed
speeds  speed
speedy  speedi
speens  speen
spell  spell
spelling  spell
spells   spell
spelt    spelt
spencer  spencer
spend    spend
spendest spendest
spending spend
spends   spend
spendthrift spendthrift
spent    spent
sperato sperato
sperm    sperm
spero    sperm
sperr    sperr
spher    sperr
sphere   sphere
sphered  sphere
spheres  sphere
spherical spheric
sphery   spheric
sphinx   sphinx
spice    spice
spiced   spice
spicery  spiceri
spices   spice
spider   spider
spiders  spider
spied    spi
spies    spi
spieth   spieth
spightfully spightfulli
spigot   spigot
spill    spill
spilling spill
spills   spill
spilt    spilt
spilth   spilth
spin     spin
spinii   spinii
spinners spinner
spinster spinster
spinsters spinster
spire    spire
spirit   spirit
spirited spirit
spiritless spiritless
spirits  spirit
spiritual spipitu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>spouts</th>
<th>spout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sprag</td>
<td>sprag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprang</td>
<td>sprang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprat</td>
<td>sprat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprawl</td>
<td>sprawl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spray</td>
<td>sprai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprays</td>
<td>sprai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread</td>
<td>spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spreading</td>
<td>spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spreads</td>
<td>spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprighted</td>
<td>spright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprightly</td>
<td>sprightli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprigs</td>
<td>sprig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spring</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springe</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springes</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springeth</td>
<td>springeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springhalt</td>
<td>springhalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springing</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springs</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springtime</td>
<td>springtim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprinkle</td>
<td>sprinkl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprinkles</td>
<td>sprinkl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprite</td>
<td>sprite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprited</td>
<td>sprite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spritely</td>
<td>sprite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprites</td>
<td>sprite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spriting</td>
<td>sprite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprout</td>
<td>sprout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spruce</td>
<td>spruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprung</td>
<td>sprung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spun</td>
<td>spun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spur</td>
<td>spur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurio</td>
<td>spurio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurn</td>
<td>spurn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurns</td>
<td>spurn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurr</td>
<td>spurr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurrer</td>
<td>spurrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurring</td>
<td>spur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spurs</td>
<td>spur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spy</td>
<td>spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spying</td>
<td>spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squabble</td>
<td>squabbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squadron</td>
<td>squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squadrons</td>
<td>squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squand</td>
<td>squand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squar</td>
<td>squar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stealth stealth
stealthy stealthy
steed steed
steeds steed
steel steel
steeld steel
steely steeli
steep steep
steeped steep
steeple steeple
steeples steeple
steeps steep
steepy steepi
steer steer
steerage steerag
steering steer
steers steer
stelled stell
stem stem
stemming stem
stench stench
step step
stepdame stepdam
stephano stephano
stephen stephen
stepmothers stepmoth
stepp stepp
stepping step
steps step
sterile steril
sterility steril
sterling sterl
sTERN stern
sternage sternag
sterner sterner
sternest sternest
sternness stern
steterat steterat
stew stew
steward steward
stewards steward
stewardship stewardship
stewed stew
stews stew
stick stick
sticking stick
stickler stickler
sticks stick
stiff    stiff
stiffen  stiffen
stiffly  stiffli
stifle   stifl
stifled  stifl
stifles  stifl
stigmatic stigmat
stigmatical stigmat
stile    stile
still    still
stiller  stiller
stillest stillest
stillness still
stilly   stilli
sting    sting
stinging sting
stingless stingless
stings   sting
stink    stink
stinking stinkingli
stinkingly stinkingli
stinks   stink
stint    stint
stinted  stint
stints   stint
stir     stir
stirr    stirr
stirred  stir
stirrer  stirrer
stirrers stirrer
stirreth stirreth
stirring stir
stirrup  stirrup
stirrups stirrup
stirs    stir
stitchery stitcheri
stitches  stitch
stithied stithi
stithy   stithi
stoccadoes stoccado
stoccata stoccata
stock    stock
stockfish stockfish
stocking stock
stockings stock
stockish stockish
stocks   stock
stog     stog
stow
stowage
stowed
strachy
stragglers
straggling
straight
straightest
straightway
strain
strained
straining
strains
strait
straited
straiter
straitly
straitness
strait
strands
strange
strangely
strangeness
stranger
strangers
strangest
strangle
strangled
strangler
strangles
strangling
strappado
straps
stratagem
stratagems
stratford
strato
straw
strawberries
strawberry
straws
strawy
stray
straying
strays
streak
streaks
stream
striving     strive
strok        strok
stroke       stroke
strokes      stroke
strond       strond
stronds      strond
strong       strong
stronger     stronger
strongest    strongest
strongly     strongli
strove       strook
strowsers    strosser
strove       strove
strown       strown
stroy        stroi
struck       struck
strucken      strucken
struggle     struggl
struggles    struggl
struggling   struggl
strumet      strumpet
strumeted    strumpet
strumpets    strumpet
strung       strung
strut         strut
struts        strut
strutted      strut
strutting     strut
stubble       stubbl
stubborn      stubborn
stubbornest   stubbornest
stubbornly    stubbornli
stubbornness  stubborn
stuck         stuck
studded       stud
student       student
students      student
studied       studi
studies       studi
studious      studiou
studiously    studious
studs         stud
study         studi
studying      studi
stuff         stuff
stuffing      stuf
stuffs        stuff
stumble       stumbl
stumbled
stumblest
stumbling
stump
stumps
stung
stuped
stump
stupied
stuprum
sturdi
sty
stygian
styl
style
styx
su
sub
subcontracted
subdu
subdue
subdued
subduements
subdues
subduing
subject
subjected
subjected
subjection
subjects
submers
submission
submissive
submit
submits
submitting
suborn
subornation
suborned
subscribe
subscribed
subscribes
subscription
subsequent
subsidi
subsidy
subsist
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subsisting</th>
<th>subsist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>substance</td>
<td>substante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substances</td>
<td>substante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substantial</td>
<td>substanti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitute</td>
<td>substitut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substituted</td>
<td>substitut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitutes</td>
<td>substitut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitution</td>
<td>substitut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtle</td>
<td>subtil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtilly</td>
<td>subtilli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtle</td>
<td>subtli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtleties</td>
<td>subtleti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtlety</td>
<td>subtleti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtly</td>
<td>subtli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtractors</td>
<td>subtractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suburbs</td>
<td>suburb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subversion</td>
<td>subvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subverts</td>
<td>subvert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succedant</td>
<td>succed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succeed</td>
<td>succe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succeeded</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succeeders</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succeeding</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succeeds</td>
<td>succe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successantly</td>
<td>successantli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successes</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successful</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successfully</td>
<td>successfulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succession</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successive</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successively</td>
<td>success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successor</td>
<td>successor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>successors</td>
<td>successor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succour</td>
<td>succour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>succours</td>
<td>succour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>such</td>
<td>such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suck</td>
<td>suck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sucker</td>
<td>sucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suckers</td>
<td>sucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sucking</td>
<td>suck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suckle</td>
<td>suckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sucks</td>
<td>suck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sudden</td>
<td>sudden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suddenly</td>
<td>suddenli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sue</td>
<td>sue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sued</td>
<td>su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suerly</td>
<td>suerli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sully  sulli
sulph  sulph
sulphurous  sulpher
sulphur  sulphur
sulphurous  sulphur
sultan  sultan
sultry  sultri
sum  sum
sunless  sunless
summ  summ
summa  summa
summary  summari
summer  summer
summers  summer
summit  summit
summon  summon
summoners  summon
summons  summon
sumpter  sumpter
sumptuous  sumptuou
sumptuously  sumptuous
sums  sum
sun  sun
sunbeams  sunbeam
sunburning  sunburn
sunburnt  sunburnt
sund  sund
sunday  sundai
sundays  sundai
sunder  sunder
sunders  sunder
sundry  sundri
sung  sung
sunk  sunk
sunken  sunken
sunny  sunder
sunrise  sunder
sunris  sunder
suns  sun
sunset  sunset
sunshine  sunshin
sup  sup
super  super
superficial  superfici
superficially  superfici
superfluity  superflu
superfluous  superflu
superfluously  superflu
superflux  superflu
| supposet          | supposet          |
| supposing         | suppos           |
| supposition       | supposit         |
| suppress          | suppress         |
| suppressed        | suppress         |
| suppresseth       | suppresseth      |
| supremacy         | supremaci        |
| supreme           | suprem           |
| sups              | sup              |
| sur               | sur              |
| surance           | suranc           |
| surcease          | surceas          |
| surd              | surd             |
| sure              | sure             |
| surecard          | surecard         |
| surely            | sure             |
| surer             | surer            |
| surest            | surest           |
| sureties          | sureti           |
| surety            | sureti           |
| surfeit           | surfeit          |
| surfeited         | surfeit          |
| surfeiter         | surfeit          |
| surfeiting        | surfeit          |
| surfeits          | surfeit          |
| surge             | surg             |
| surgeon           | surgeon          |
| surgeons          | surgeon          |
| surgere           | surger           |
| surgery           | surgeri          |
| surges            | surg             |
| surly             | surli            |
| surmis            | surmi            |
| surmise           | surmis           |
| surmised          | surmisi          |
| surmises          | surmisi          |
| surmount          | surmount         |
| surmounted        | surmount         |
| surmounts         | surmount         |
| surnam            | surnam           |
| surname           | surnam           |
| surnamed          | surnam           |
| surpasseth        | surpasseth       |
| surpassing         | surpass          |
| surplice          | surplic          |
| surplus           | surplu           |
| surpris           | surpri           |
| surprise          | surpris          |
swept     swept
swerve    swerv
swerver   swerver
swerving  swerv
swift      swift
swifter   swifter
swiftest  swiftest
swiftly   swiftli
swiftness swift
will      will
wills     will
swim      swim
swimmer   swimmer
swimmers  swimmer
swimming  swim
swims     swim
swine     swine
swineherds swineherd
swing     swing
swinge    swing
swinish   swinish
swinstead swinstead
switches  switch
swits     swit
switzers  switzer
swol      swol
swoll     swoll
swoln     swoln
swoon     swoon
swooned   swoon
swooning  swoon
swoons    swoon
swoop     swoop
swoopstake swoopstak
swor      swor
sword     sword
sworder   sworder
swords    sword
swore     swore
sworn     sworn
swounded  swound
swounds   swound
swum      swum
swung     swung
sy        sy
sycamore  sycamor
sycorax   sycorax
ylla      ylla
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tainting</th>
<th>taint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>taints</td>
<td>taint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tainture</td>
<td>taintur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tak</td>
<td>tak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taken</td>
<td>taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taker</td>
<td>taker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takes</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takest</td>
<td>takest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taketh</td>
<td>taketh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taking</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tal</td>
<td>tal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talbot</td>
<td>talbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talbotites</td>
<td>talbotit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talbots</td>
<td>talbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tale</td>
<td>tale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talent</td>
<td>talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talents</td>
<td>talent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taleporter</td>
<td>taleport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tales</td>
<td>tale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talk</td>
<td>talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talked</td>
<td>talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talker</td>
<td>talker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talkers</td>
<td>talker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talkest</td>
<td>talkest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talking</td>
<td>talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talks</td>
<td>talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tall</td>
<td>tall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taller</td>
<td>taller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tallest</td>
<td>tallest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tallies</td>
<td>talli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tallow</td>
<td>tallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tally</td>
<td>talli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talons</td>
<td>talon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tam</td>
<td>tam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tambourines</td>
<td>tambourin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamed</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamely</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tameness</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamer</td>
<td>tamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tames</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taming</td>
<td>tame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamora</td>
<td>tamora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamworth</td>
<td>tamworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan</td>
<td>tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tang</td>
<td>tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tangle</td>
<td>tangl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tassel</td>
<td>tassel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taste</td>
<td>tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasted</td>
<td>tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tastes</td>
<td>tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasting</td>
<td>tast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatt</td>
<td>tatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatter</td>
<td>tatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattered</td>
<td>tatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tatters</td>
<td>tatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattle</td>
<td>tattl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattling</td>
<td>tattl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattlings</td>
<td>tattl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taught</td>
<td>taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taunt</td>
<td>taunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taunted</td>
<td>taunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taunting</td>
<td>taunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tauntingly</td>
<td>tauntingli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taunts</td>
<td>taunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taurus</td>
<td>tauru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tavern</td>
<td>tavern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taverns</td>
<td>tavern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tavy</td>
<td>tavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tawdry</td>
<td>tawdri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tawny</td>
<td>tawni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax</td>
<td>tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxation</td>
<td>taxat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxations</td>
<td>taxat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxes</td>
<td>tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxing</td>
<td>tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tc</td>
<td>tc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te</td>
<td>te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teach</td>
<td>teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teachers</td>
<td>teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaches</td>
<td>teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teachest</td>
<td>teachest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacheth</td>
<td>teacheth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teaching</td>
<td>teach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team</td>
<td>team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tear</td>
<td>tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tearful</td>
<td>tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tearing</td>
<td>tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tears</td>
<td>tear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tearsheet</td>
<td>tearsheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teat</td>
<td>teat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tedious</td>
<td>tediou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tediously</td>
<td>tediou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tediousness</td>
<td>tediou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
testament  testament
tested  test
tester  tester
testern  testern
testify  testifi
testimonied  testimoni
testimonies  testimoni
testimony  testimoni
testiness  testi
testril  testril
testy  testi
tetchy  tetchi
tether  tether
tetter  tetter
tevil  tevil
tewksbury  tewksburi
text  text
tgv  tgv
th  th
thaes  thae
thames  thame
than  than
thane  thane
thanes  thane
thank  thank
thanked  thank
thankful  thank
thankfully  thankfulli
thankfulness  thank
thanking  thank
thankings  thank
thankless  thankless
thanks  thank
thanksgiving  thanksgiv
thasos  thaso
that  that
thatch  thatch
thaw  thaw
thawing  thaw
thaws  thaw
the  the
theatre  theatr
theban  theban
thebes  thebe
thee  thee
theft  theft
thefts  theft
thein  thein
thrall
thrall
trash
thrasonical
thread
threadbare
threaden
threading
threat
threatening
threatens
threatest
threats
three
threefold
threepence
threepile
threes
threescore
thresher
threshold
threw
thrice
thrift
thriftless
thrifts
thirty
thrill
thril
thrill
thrilled
thrive
thrive
thrive
thrive
throat
throats
throbbing
throbs
throca
throe
throe
thromuldo
thron
throned
thrones
tib  tib
tiber  tiber
tiberio  tiberio
tibey  tibei
ticed  tice
tick  tick
tickl  tickl
tickle  tickl
tickled  tickl
tickles  tickl
tickling  tickl
ticklish  ticklish
tiddle  tiddl
tide  tide
tides  tide
tidings  tide
tidy  tidi
tie  tie
tied  ti
ties  ti
tiff  tiff
tiger  tiger
tigers  tiger
tight  tight
tightly  tightli
tike  tike
til  til
tile  tile
till  till
tillage  tillag
tilly  tilli	ilt  tilt	ilter  tilter	ilth  tilth	ilting  tilt	ilts  tilt	iltyard  tiltyard	im  tim
timandra  timandra	imber  timber
time  time
timeless  timeless	imelier  timeli	imely  time	imes  time	imon  timon	imor  timor	imorous  timor
timorously
 tinctorially
 tinct
 tincture
 tinctures
 tinder
 tingling
 tinker
 tinker
 tinsel
 tiny
 tip
 tipp
 tippling
 tips
 tipsy
 tiptoe
 tir
 tire
 tired
 tires
 tirest
 tiring
 tirra
 tirrit
 tis
 tish
 tisick
 tissue
 titan
 titania
 tithe
 tithed
 tithing
 tith
 titinius
 title
 titled
 titleless
 titles
 tittle
 tittles
 titular
 titus
 tn
 to
 toad
 toads
 toadstool
 toast
toasted  toast
toasting  toast
toasts    toast
toaze     toaz
toby      tobi
tock      tock
tod       tod
today     todai
todpole   todpol
tods      tod
toe       toe
toes      toe
tofore    tofor
toge      toge
toged     toge
together  toge
foil      toil
toiled    toil
toiling   toil
toils     toil
token     token
tokens    token
told      told
toled     told
toledo    toledo
tolerable toler
toll      toll
tolling   toll
tom       tom
tomb      tomb
tombe     tomb
tombed    tomb
tombless  tombless
tomboys   tomboi
tombs     tomb
tomorrow  tomorrow
tomyris   tomyri
ton       ton
tongs     tong
tongu     tongu
tongue    tongu
tongued   tongu
tongueless tongueless
tongues   tongu
tonight   tonight
too        too
took        took
tool        tool
tools        tool
tooth
toothache
toothpick
toothpicker
top
topas
topful
topgallant
topless
topmast
topp
topping
topple
topplies
tops
topsail
topsy
torch
torchbearer
torchbearers
torcher
torches
torchlight
tore
torrent
torment
tormenta
tormente
tormented
tormenting
tormentors
torments
torn
torrentive
tortoise
tortur
torture
tortured
torturer
torturers
tortures
torturest
torturing
toryne
toss
tossed
tosseth
tossing
tot
total
totally
tott
tottered
totters	
tou
touch
touched
touches
toucheth
touching
touchstone
tough
tougher
toughness
touraine
tournaments
tours
tous	
tout
touze
tow
toward
towardly
towards
tower
towering
towers
town
towns
township
townsman
townsmen
towton
toy
toys
trace
trases
track
tract
tractable
trade
traded
traders
trades
tradesman
tradesmen
transgressing  transgress
transgression  transgress
translate  translat
translated  translat
translates  translat
translation  translat
transmigrates  transmigr
transmutation  transmut
transparent  transpar
transport  transport
transportance  transport
transported  transport
transporting  transport
transports  transport
transpose  transpos
transsheathe  transshap
trap  trap
trapp  trapp
trappings  trap
traps  trap
trash  trash
travail  travail
travails  travail
travel  travel
traveler  travel
traveling  travel
travell  travel
travelled  travel
traveller  travel
travellers  travel
travelllest  travelllest
travelling  travel
travels  travel
travers  traver
traverse  travers
tray  trai
treacherous  treacher
treacherously  treacher
treachers  treacher
treachery  treacheri
tread  tread
treading  tread
treads  tread
treason  treason
treasonable  treason
treasonous  treason
treasures  treason
treasure  treasur
triumphs  triumph
triumvir  triumvir
triumvirate  triumvir
triumvirs  triumvir
triumviry  triumviri
trivial  trivial
troat  troat
trod  trod
trodden  trodden
troian  troiant
troien  troien
troilus  troilu
troiluses  troilus
trojan  trojan
trojans  trojan
troll  troll
tromperies  tromperi
trompet  trompet
troop  troop
trooping  troop
troops  troop
trop  trop
trophies  trophi
trophy  trophi
tropically  tropic
trot  trot
troth  troth
trothed  troth
troths  troth
trots  trot
trotting  trot
trouble  troubl
troubled  troubl
troubler  troubler
troubles  troubl
troublesome  troublesom
troublest  troublest
troublous  troublou	
troublish  troublou
trough  trough
trot  trout
trots  trout
trovas  trout
trouva  trouva
trow  trow
trowel  trowel
trowest  trowest
troy  troi
troyan  troyan
troyans  troyan
truant  truant
truce   truce
truckle truckl
trudge  trudg
true    true
trueborn trueborn
truepenny truepenni
truer   truer
truest  truest
trui    trui
trull   trull
trulls  trull
truly   truli
trump   trump
trumpery trumperi
trumpet trumpet
trumpeter trumpet
trumpeters trumpet
trumpets trumpet
truncheon truncheon
truncheoners truncheon
trundle trundl
trunk   trunk
trunks  trunk
trust   trust
trusted trust
truster truster
trusters truster
trusting trust
trusts  trust
trusty trusti
truth   truth
truths  truth
try     try
ts      ts
tu      tu
tuae    tuae
tub     tub
tubal   tubal
tubs    tub
tuck    tuck
tucket tucket
tuesday tuesdai
tuft    tuft
tufts   tuft
tug     tug
tugg    tugg
tuggling tug
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tuition</td>
<td>tuition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tullus</td>
<td>tullu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tully</td>
<td>tulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumble</td>
<td>tumbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumbled</td>
<td>tumbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumbler</td>
<td>tumbler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumbling</td>
<td>tumbl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumult</td>
<td>tumult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumultuous</td>
<td>tumultu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tun</td>
<td>tun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>tune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuneable</td>
<td>tuneabl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuned</td>
<td>tune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuners</td>
<td>tuner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunes</td>
<td>tune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tunis</td>
<td>tuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuns</td>
<td>tun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumping</td>
<td>tup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turban</td>
<td>turban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbans</td>
<td>turban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbulence</td>
<td>turbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbulent</td>
<td>turbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turd</td>
<td>turd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turf</td>
<td>turf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turfy</td>
<td>turfi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turk</td>
<td>turk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turkey</td>
<td>turkei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turkeys</td>
<td>turkei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turkish</td>
<td>turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turks</td>
<td>turk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turlygod</td>
<td>turlygod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turmoil</td>
<td>turmoil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turmoiled</td>
<td>turmoil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turn</td>
<td>turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turnbull</td>
<td>turnbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turncoat</td>
<td>turncoat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turncoats</td>
<td>turncoat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turned</td>
<td>turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turneth</td>
<td>turneth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turning</td>
<td>turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turnips</td>
<td>turnip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turns</td>
<td>turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turph</td>
<td>turph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turpitude</td>
<td>turpitud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turquoise</td>
<td>turquois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turret</td>
<td>turret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turrets</td>
<td>turret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>turtl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
twos  two
two\u00f3uld  twould
\u00f3yb  \u00f3yb
\u00f3ybalt  \u00f3ybalt
\u00f3ybalts  \u00f3ybalt
\u00f3yburn  \u00f3yburn
tying  \u00f3y
\u00f3yke  \u00f3yke
tymbria  tymbria
type  type
types  type
typhon  typhon
tyran\u00f1ical  tyrann
tyran\u00f1ically  tyrann
tyran\u00f1ize  tyrann
tyran\u00f1ous  tyrann
tyran\u00f1y  tyranni
tyran  tyrant
tyran\u00f1ts  tyrant
tyrian  tyrant
tyrr\u00f6l  tyrrel
u  u
ubique  ubiqu
udders  udder
udge  udg
uds  ud
uglier  uglier
ugliest  ugliest
ugly  ugly
ulcer  ulcer
ulcerous  ulcer
ulysses  ulyss
um  um
umber umber
umbra  umbra
umbrage  umbrag
umfrevile  umfrevil
umpire  umpir
umpires  umpir
un  un
unable  unabl
unaccommodated  unaccommod
unaccompanied  unaccompani
unaccustom  unaccustom
unaching  unach
unacquainted  unacquaint
unactive  unact
unadvis  unadvi
unadvised  unadvis
unadvisedly unadvisedli
unagreeable unagre
unanel unanel
unanswer unansw
unappeas unappea
unapproved unapprov
unapt unapt
unaptness unapt
unarm unarm
unarmed unarm
unarms unarm
unassail unassail
unassailable unassail
unattainted unattaint
unattempted unattempt
unattended unattend
unauspicious unauspici
unauthorized unauthor
unavoided unavoid
unawares unawar
unback unback
unbak unbak
unbanded unband
unhar unhar
unbarb unbarb
unbashful unbash
unbated unbat
unbatter unbatt
unbecoming unbecom
unbefitting unbefit
unbegot unbegot
unbegotten unbegotten
unbelieved unbeliev
unbend unbend
unbent unbent
unbewail unbewail
unbid unbid
unbidden unbidden
unbind unbind
unbinds unbind
unbitted unbit
unbless unbless
unblest unblest
unbloodied unbloodi
unblown unblown
unbodied unbodi
unbolt unbolt
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unbolted</td>
<td>unbolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbonneted</td>
<td>unbonnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbookish</td>
<td>unbookish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unborn</td>
<td>unborn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbosom</td>
<td>unbosom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbound</td>
<td>unbound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbounded</td>
<td>unbound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbowed</td>
<td>unbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbowed</td>
<td>unbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbraced</td>
<td>unbrac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbraided</td>
<td>unbraided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbreathed</td>
<td>unbreath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbred</td>
<td>unbr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbreech</td>
<td>unbreech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbridled</td>
<td>unbridl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbroke</td>
<td>unbrok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbruis</td>
<td>unbrui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbruised</td>
<td>unbruis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbuckle</td>
<td>unbuckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbuckles</td>
<td>unbuckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbuckling</td>
<td>unbuckl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbuild</td>
<td>unbuild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unburden</td>
<td>unburden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unburdens</td>
<td>unburden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unburied</td>
<td>unburi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unburnt</td>
<td>unburnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unburthen</td>
<td>unburthen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbutton</td>
<td>unbutton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbuttoning</td>
<td>unbutton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncapable</td>
<td>uncap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncape</td>
<td>uncap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncase</td>
<td>uncas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncasing</td>
<td>uncas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncaught</td>
<td>uncaught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertainty</td>
<td>uncertaini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchain</td>
<td>unchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanging</td>
<td>unchang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncharge</td>
<td>uncharg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncharged</td>
<td>uncharg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncharitably</td>
<td>uncharit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchary</td>
<td>unchari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchaste</td>
<td>unchast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncheck</td>
<td>uncheck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchilded</td>
<td>unchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncivil</td>
<td>uncivil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unclaim</td>
<td>unclaim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Corrected Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undeeded</td>
<td>deed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under</td>
<td>under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underbearing</td>
<td>underbear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underborne</td>
<td>underborn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undercrest</td>
<td>undercrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underfoot</td>
<td>underfoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergo</td>
<td>undergo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergoes</td>
<td>undergoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergoing</td>
<td>undergoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undergone</td>
<td>undergone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underground</td>
<td>underground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underhand</td>
<td>underhand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underlings</td>
<td>underlings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undermine</td>
<td>undermine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underminers</td>
<td>underminers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underneath</td>
<td>underneath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underprizing</td>
<td>underprizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underprop</td>
<td>underprop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand</td>
<td>understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understandeth</td>
<td>understandeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understandings</td>
<td>understandings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understands</td>
<td>understands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understood</td>
<td>understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underta</td>
<td>underta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertake</td>
<td>undertake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertakeing</td>
<td>undertakeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertaker</td>
<td>undertaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertakes</td>
<td>undertakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertaking</td>
<td>undertaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertakings</td>
<td>undertaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undertook</td>
<td>undertook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undervalu</td>
<td>undervalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undervalued</td>
<td>undervalued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underwent</td>
<td>underwent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underwrit</td>
<td>underwrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underwrite</td>
<td>underwrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undescried</td>
<td>undescried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undeserved</td>
<td>undeserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undeserver</td>
<td>undeserver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undeservers</td>
<td>undeservers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undeserving</td>
<td>undeserving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undetermin</td>
<td>undetermin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undid</td>
<td>undid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undinted</td>
<td>undinted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undiscernible</td>
<td>undiscernible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undiscover</td>
<td>undiscover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undishonoured</td>
<td>undishonoured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undispos</td>
<td>undispos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undistinguishable</td>
<td>undistinguishable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undistinguished</td>
<td>undistinguished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undividable</td>
<td>undivid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undivided</td>
<td>undivid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undivulged</td>
<td>undivulg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undo</td>
<td>undo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undoes</td>
<td>undo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undoing</td>
<td>undo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undone</td>
<td>undon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undoubted</td>
<td>undoubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undoubtedly</td>
<td>undoubtedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undream</td>
<td>undream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undress</td>
<td>undress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undressed</td>
<td>undress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undrown</td>
<td>undrown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unduteous</td>
<td>undut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>undutiful</td>
<td>unduti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>une</td>
<td>un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneared</td>
<td>unear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unearned</td>
<td>unearn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unearthly</td>
<td>unearthli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneasines</td>
<td>uneasin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneasy</td>
<td>uneasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneath</td>
<td>uneth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneducated</td>
<td>uneduc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneffectual</td>
<td>uneffectu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unelected</td>
<td>unelect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unequal</td>
<td>unequ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uneven</td>
<td>uneven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexamin</td>
<td>unexamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexecuted</td>
<td>unexecut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexpected</td>
<td>unexpect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexperienc</td>
<td>unexperienc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexperient</td>
<td>unexperi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unexpressive</td>
<td>unexpress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfair</td>
<td>unfair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfaithful</td>
<td>unfaith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfallible</td>
<td>unfal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfam</td>
<td>unfam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfashionable</td>
<td>unfashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfasten</td>
<td>unfasten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfather</td>
<td>unfath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfathered</td>
<td>unfath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfed</td>
<td>unf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfeed</td>
<td>unfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfeeling</td>
<td>unfeel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfeigned</td>
<td>unfeign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Corrected Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfainly</td>
<td>unfeignedli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfell</td>
<td>unfellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfelt</td>
<td>unfelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfenced</td>
<td>unfenc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfilial</td>
<td>unfili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfilled</td>
<td>unfil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfinish</td>
<td>unfinish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfirm</td>
<td>unfirm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfit</td>
<td>unfit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfitness</td>
<td>unfit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfix</td>
<td>unfix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfledgel</td>
<td>unfledg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfold</td>
<td>unfold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfoldeth</td>
<td>unfoldeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfolding</td>
<td>unfold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfolds</td>
<td>unfold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfool</td>
<td>unfool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unforced</td>
<td>unforc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfounded</td>
<td>unforgen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfurnish</td>
<td>unfurnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungain</td>
<td>ungain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungalled</td>
<td>ungal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungart</td>
<td>ungart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungenitur</td>
<td>ungenitur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungentle</td>
<td>ungentl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungentleness</td>
<td>ungentl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungently</td>
<td>ungent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungird</td>
<td>ungird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungodly</td>
<td>ungodli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungor</td>
<td>ungor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungot</td>
<td>ungot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungotten</td>
<td>ungot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungovern</td>
<td>ungovern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungracious</td>
<td>ungraci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungrateful</td>
<td>ungrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungravely</td>
<td>ungrav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ungrown</td>
<td>ungrown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unguarded</td>
<td>unguard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unguem</td>
<td>unguem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unguided</td>
<td>unguid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unhack  unhack
unhair  unhair
unhallow unhallow
unhallowed unhallow
unhand  unhand
unhandled unhandl
unhandsome unhandsom
unhang  unhang
unhappied unhappi
unhappily unhappili
unhappiness unhappi
unhappy  unhappi
unhardened unharden
unharm  unharm
unhatch  unhatch
unheard  unheard
unhearts unheart
unheedful unheed
unheedfully unheedfulli
unheedy  unheedi
unhelpful unhelp
unhidden  unhidden
unholy  unholi
unhop  unhop
unhopefulest unhopefulest
unhorse  unhors
un hospitable unhospit
unhous  unhou
unhoused  unhous
unhurtful unhurt
unicorn  unicorn
unicorns  unicorn
unimproved unimprov
uninhabitable uninhabit
uninhabited uninhabit
unintelligent unintellig
union  union
unions  union
unite  unit
united  unit
unity  uniti
universal  univers
universe  univers
universities  univers
university  univers
unjointed unjoint
unjust  unjust
unjustice  unjustic
unjustly unjustli
unkennel unkennel
unkept unkept
unkind unkind
unkindest unkindest
unkindly unkindli
unkindness unkind
unking unk
unkinglike unkinglik
unkiss unkiss
unknit unknit
unknowing unknow
unknown unknown
unlace unlac
unlaid unlaid
unlawful unlaw
unlawfully unlawfulli
unlearn unlearn
unlearned unlearn
unless unless
unlesson unlesson
unletter unlett
unlettered unlett
unlick unlick
unlike unlik
unlikely unlik
unlimited unlimit
unlineal unlin
unlink unlink
unload unload
unloaded unload
unloading unload
unloads unload
unlock unlock
unlocks unlock
unlook unlook
unlooked unlook
unloos unloo
unloose unloos
unlov unlov
unloving unlov
unluckily unluckili
unlucky unlucki
unmade unmad
unmake unmak
unmanly unmanli
unmann unmann
unmanner unmanner
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unpartial</td>
<td>unperti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpath</td>
<td>unpath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpaved</td>
<td>unpav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpay</td>
<td>unpai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeaceable</td>
<td>unpeace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeac</td>
<td>unpeac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeg</td>
<td>unpeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeople</td>
<td>unpeopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpeopled</td>
<td>unpeopl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unperfect</td>
<td>unperfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unperfectness</td>
<td>unperfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpick</td>
<td>unpick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpin</td>
<td>unpin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpink</td>
<td>unpink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpitied</td>
<td>unpiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpitifulli</td>
<td>unpitifulli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unplagu</td>
<td>unplagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unplausive</td>
<td>unplaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpleas</td>
<td>unplea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpleasant</td>
<td>unpleas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpleasing</td>
<td>unpleas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpolicied</td>
<td>unpolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpolish</td>
<td>unpolish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpolished</td>
<td>unpolish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpolluted</td>
<td>unpollut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unposs</td>
<td>unposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpossess</td>
<td>unposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpossessing</td>
<td>unpossess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpossible</td>
<td>unposs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpractis</td>
<td>unpracti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpregnant</td>
<td>unpregn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpremeditated</td>
<td>unpremedit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprepar</td>
<td>unprepar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprepared</td>
<td>unprepar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpress</td>
<td>unpress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprevailing</td>
<td>unprevail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprevented</td>
<td>unprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpriz</td>
<td>unpriz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprizable</td>
<td>unpriz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprofitable</td>
<td>unprofit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprofited</td>
<td>unprofit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unproper</td>
<td>unprop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unproperly</td>
<td>unproperli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unproportion</td>
<td>unproport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprovide</td>
<td>unprovid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprovided</td>
<td>unprovid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprovocent</td>
<td>unprovid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprovokes</td>
<td>unprovok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unprun</td>
<td>unprun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpruned</td>
<td>unprun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unpublish  unpublish
unpurged  unpurg
unpurpos  unpurpo
unqualitied  unqual
unqueen  unqueen
unquestion  unquest
unquestionable  unquestion
unquiet  unquiet
unquietly  unquietli
unquietness  unquiet
unraised  unrais
unrak  unrak
unread  unread
unreadi  unread
unreal  unreal
unreasonable  unreason
unreasonably  unreason
unreclaimed  unreclaim
unreconciled  unreconcil
unreconciliable  unreconcili
unrecounted  unrecount
unrecuring  unrecur
unregarded  unregard
unregist  unregist
unrelenting  unrel
unremovable  unremov
unremovably  unremov
unretrievable  unretriev
unresolv  unresolv
unrespected  unrespect
unrespective  unrespect
unrest  unrest
unrestor  unrestor
unrestrained  unrestrain
unreving  unreving
unreverend  unreverend
unreverent  unrever
unrev  unrev
unrewarded  unreward
unrighteous  unright
unrightful  unright
unripe  unrip
unripp  unripp
unrival  unrival
unroll  unrol
unroof  unroof
unroosted  unroost
unroot  unroot
unswept  unswept
unsworn  unsworn
untainted untaint
untalk  untalk
untangle untangl
untangled untangl
untasted untast
untaught untaught
untempering unttemp
untender untend
untent  untent
untented untent
unthankful unthank
unthankfulness unthank
unthink  unthink
unthought unthought
unthread unthread
unthrifty unthrift
unthrifty unthrifti
untie  unti
untied  unti
until  until
untimber untimb
untimely untim
untir  untir
untirable untir
untired untir
untitled untitl
unto  unto
untold untold
untouch untouch
untoward untoward
untowardly untowardli
untraded untrad
untrain untrain
untrained untrain
untread untread
untreasur untreasur
untried untri
untrimmed untrim
untrod untrod
untrodden untrodden
untroubled untroubl
untrue untru
untrussing untruss
untruth untruth
untruths untruth
untucked    untuck
untun        untun
untune       untun
untuneable   untun
untutor      untutor
untutored    untutor
untwine      untwine
unurg        unurg
unos         unu
unused       unus
unusual      unusu
unvalued     unvalu
unvanquish   unvanquish
unvarnish    unvarnish
unveil       unveil
unveiling    unveil
unvenerable  unvener
unvex        unvex
unviolated   unviol
unvirtuous   unvirtu
unvisited    unvisit
unvulnerable unvulner
unwares      unwar
unwarily     unwarili
unwash       unwash
unwatch      unwatch
unwearied    unweari
unwed        unw
unwedgeable  unwedg
unwedged     weed
unweighed    unweigh
unweighing   unweigh
unwelcome    unwelcome
unwept       unwept
unwhipp      unwhipp
unwholesome  unwholesom
unwieldy     unwieldi
unwilling    unwil
unwillingly  unwillingli
unwillingness unwilling
unwind       unwind
unwiped      unwip
unwise       unwis
unwisely     unwis
unwish       unwish
unwished     unwish
unwitted     unwit
unwittingly  unwittingli
unwonted  unwont
unwooed   unwoo
unworthier unworthi
unworthiest unworthiest
unworthily unworthili
unworthiness unworthi
unworthy  unworthi
unwring   unwrung
unyoke    unyok
unyoke    unyok
up        up
upbraid   upbraid
upbraided upbraid
upbraiding upbraid
upbraids  upbraid
uphoarded uphoard
uphold    uphold
upholding uphold
upholdeth upholdeth
upholds   uphold
uplift    uplift
uplifted  uplift
upmost    upmost
upon      upon
upper     upper
uprear    uprear
upreared  uprear
upright   upright
uprightly upright
uprightness upright
uprise    upris
uprising  upris
uproar    uproar
uproars   uproar
uproar    uproar
uprous    uproou
upshot    upshoot
upshoot   upshoot
upside    upsid
upspring  upspr
upstairs  upstair
upstart   upstart
upturned  upturn
upward    upward
upwards   upward
urchin    urchin
urchinfield  urchinfield
urchins   urchin
urg       urg
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>velutus</th>
<th>velutu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>velvet</td>
<td>velvet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vendible</td>
<td>vendibl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venerable</td>
<td>vener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venereal</td>
<td>vener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venetia</td>
<td>venetia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venetian</td>
<td>venetian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venetians</td>
<td>venetian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veney</td>
<td>venei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venge</td>
<td>veng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vengeance</td>
<td>vengeanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vengeances</td>
<td>vengeanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vengeful</td>
<td>veng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veni</td>
<td>veni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venial</td>
<td>venial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venice</td>
<td>venic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venison</td>
<td>venison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venit</td>
<td>venit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venom</td>
<td>venom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venomous</td>
<td>venom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venomously</td>
<td>venom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vent</td>
<td>vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventages</td>
<td>ventag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vented</td>
<td>vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventidius</td>
<td>ventidiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventricle</td>
<td>ventricl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vents</td>
<td>vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventur</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venture</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventured</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventures</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venturing</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venturous</td>
<td>ventur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venue</td>
<td>venu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venus</td>
<td>venu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>venuto</td>
<td>venuto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ver</td>
<td>ver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verb</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verba</td>
<td>verba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal</td>
<td>verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbatim</td>
<td>verbatim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbosity</td>
<td>verbos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verdict</td>
<td>verdict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verdun</td>
<td>verdun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verdure</td>
<td>verdur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vere</td>
<td>vere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verefore</td>
<td>verefor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verg</td>
<td>verg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 verge   verg
 vergers  verger
 verges   verg
 verier   verier
 veriest  veriest
 verified verifi
 verify   verifi
 verily   verili
 veritable verit
 verite   verit
 verities veriti
 verity   veriti
 vermilion vermilion
 vermin   vermin
 vernon   vernon
 verona   verona
 veronesa veronesa
 versal   versal
 verse    vers
 verses   vers
 versing  vers
 vert     vert
 very     veri
 vesper   vesper
 vessel   vessel
 vessels  vessel
 vestal   vestal
 vestments vestment
 vesture  vestur
 vetch    vetch
 vetches  vetch
 veux     veux
 vex      vex
 vexation vexat
 vexations vexat
 vexed    vex
 vexes    vex
 vexest   vexest
 vexeth   vexeth
 vexing   vex
 vi       vi
 via      via
 vial     vial
 vials    vial
 viand    viand
 viands   viand
 vic      vic
 vicar    vicar
virginalling  virginal
virginity  virgin
virginus  virginiiu
virgins  virgin
virgo  virgo
virtue  virtu
virtues  virtu
virtuous  virtuou
virtuously  virtuous
visag  visag
visage  visag
visages  visag
visard  visard
viscount  viscount
visible  visibl
visibly  visibl
vision  vision
visions  vision
visit  visit
visitation  visit
visitations  visit
visited  visit
visiting  visit
visitings  visit
visitor  visitor
visitors  visitor
visits  visit
visor  visor
vita  vita
vitae  vita
vital  vital
vitement  vitement
vitruvio  vitruvio
vitx  vitx
viva  viva
vivant  vivant
vive  vive
vixen  vixen
viz  viz
vizaments  vizament
vizard  vizard
vizarded  vizard
vizards  vizard
vizor  vizor
vlouting  vlout
vocation  vocat
vocativo  vocativo
vocatur  vocatur
what
whate
whatever
whateoe
whateiever
whatsome
whe
wheat
wheaten
wheel
wheeling
wheels
wheer
wheeson
wheezing
whelk
whelks
whelm
whelp
whelped
whelp
whelps
when
whenas
whence
whencesoever
whene
whenever
whensoever
where
whereabout
whereas
whereat
whereby
wherefore
wherein
whereinto
whereof
whereon
whereout
whereso
wheresoe
wheresoeever
wheresome
whereto
whereuntil
whereunto
whereupon
wherever
whiteness    white
whiter      whiter
whites      white
whitest     whitest
whither     whither
whiting     white
whitmore    whitmor
whitsters   whitster
whitsun     whitsun
whittle     whittl
whizzing    whizz
who         who
whoa        whoa
whoe        whoe
whoever     whoever
whole       whole
wholesom    wholesom
wholesome   wholesom
wholly      wholli
whom        whom
whoobub     whoobub
whoop       whoop
whooping    whoop
whor        whor
whore        whore
whoremaster  whoremast
whoremasterly  whoremasterli
whoremonger  whoremong
whores       whore
whoreson     whoreson
whoresons    whoreson
whoring      whore
whorish      whorish
whose        whose
whooso       whooso
whosoe       whosoe
whosoever    whosoev
why          why
wi           wi
wick         wick
wicked      wick
wickednes   wickedn
wickedness  wicked
wicket      wicket
wicki        wicki
wid          wid
wide         wide
widens      widen
winding wind
windlasses windlass
windmill windmil
window window
windows window
windpipe windpip
winds wind
windsor windsor
windy windi
wine wine
wing wing
winged wing
wingfield wingfield
wingham wingham
wings wing
wink wink
winking wink
winks wink
winner winner
winners winner
winning win
winnow winnow
winnowed winnow
winnows winnow
wins win
winter winter
winterly winterli
winters winter
wip wip
wipe wipe
wiped wipe
wipes wipe
wiping wipe
wire wire
wires wire
wiry wiri
wisdom wisdom
wisdoms wisdom
wise wise
wiselier wiseli
wisely wise
wiser wiser
wisest wisest
wish wish
wished wish
wisher wisher
wishers wisher
wishes wish
woodmonger  woodmong
woods  wood
woodstock  woodstock
woodville  woodvil
wooed  woo
wooer  wooer
wooers  wooer
wooes  wooe
woof  woof
wooking  woo
wooingly  wooingli
wool  wool
woollen  woollen
woolly  wooll
woolsack  woolsock
woolsey  woolsei
woolward  woolward
woos  woo
wor  wor
worchester  worcest
word  word
words  word
wore  wore
worins  worin
work  work
workers  worker
working  work
workings  work
workman  workman
workmanly  workmanli
workmanship  workmanship
workmen  workmen
works  work
worky  worki
world  world
worldlings  worldli
worldly  worldli
worlds  world
worm  worm
worms  worm
wormwood  wormwood
wormy  wormi
worn  worn
worried  worri
worries  worri
worry  worri
worrying  worri
worse  wors
worser  worser
worship  worship
worshipful  worship
worshipfully  worshipfull
worshipp  worshipp
worshipper  worshipp
worshippers  worshipp
worshippest  worshippest
worships  worship
worst  worst
worsted  worst
wort  wort
worth  worth
worthied  worthi
worthier  worthier
worthies  worthi
worthiest  worthiest
worthily  worthili
worthiness  worthi
worthless  worthless
worths  worth
worthy  worthi
worts  wort
wot  wot
wots  wot
wotting  wot
would  wouid
would  would
wouldest  wouldest
wouldst  wouldst
wound  wound
wounded  wound
wounding  wound
woundings  wound
woundless  woundless
wounds  wound
wouns  woun
woven  woven
wow  wow
wrack  wrack
wrackful  wrack
wrangle  wrangl
wrangler  wrangler
wranglers  wrangler
wrangling  wrangl
wrap  wrap
wrapp  wrapp
wraps  wrap
writs  writ
written  written
wrong  wrong
wronged  wrong
wronger  wronger
wrongful  wrong
wrongfully  wrongfully
wronging  wrong
wrongly  wrongli
wrongs  wrong
wronk  wronk
wrote  wrote
wroth  wroth
wrought  wrought
wrung  wrung
wry  wry
wrying  wry
wt  wt
wul  wul
wye  wye
x  x
xanthippe  xanthipp
xi  xi
xii  xii
xiii  xiii
xiv  xiv
xv  xv
y  y
yard  yard
yards  yard
yare  yare
yarely  yare
yarn  yarn
yaughan  yaughan
yaw  yaw
yawn  yawn
yawning  yawn
ycleped  yclepe
ycliped  yclipe
ye  ye
yea  yea
yead  yead
year  year
yearly  yearli
yearn  yearn
yearns  yearn
years  year
yeas  yea
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Corrected Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yeast</td>
<td>yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yedward</td>
<td>yedward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yell</td>
<td>yell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellowed</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellowing</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellowness</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellows</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yells</td>
<td>yell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yelping</td>
<td>yelp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeoman</td>
<td>yeoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeomen</td>
<td>yeomen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yerk</td>
<td>yerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yesterday</td>
<td>yesterdai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yesterdays</td>
<td>yesterdai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yesternight</td>
<td>yesternight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yesty</td>
<td>yesti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yet</td>
<td>yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yew</td>
<td>yew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yicld</td>
<td>yicld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yield</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yielded</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yelder</td>
<td>yelder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yielders</td>
<td>yelder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yielding</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yields</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yok</td>
<td>yok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoke</td>
<td>yoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoked</td>
<td>yoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yokefellow</td>
<td>yokefellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yokes</td>
<td>yoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yoketh</td>
<td>yoketh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yon</td>
<td>yon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yond</td>
<td>yond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yonder</td>
<td>yonder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yongrey</td>
<td>yongrei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yore</td>
<td>yore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yorick</td>
<td>yorick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>york</td>
<td>york</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yorkists</td>
<td>yorkist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yorks</td>
<td>york</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yorkshire</td>
<td>yorkshir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>young</td>
<td>young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger</td>
<td>younger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youngest</td>
<td>youngest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youngling</td>
<td>youngl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
younglings  youngl
youngly  youngli
younker  younker
your  your
yours  your
yourself  yourself
yourselves  yourself
youth  youth
youthful  youth
youths  youth
youtli  youtli
zanies  zani
zany  zani
zeal  zeal
zealous  zealou
zeals  zeal
zed  zed
zenelophon  zenelophon
zenith  zenith
zephyrs  zephyr
zir  zir
zo  zo
zodiac  zodiac
zodiacs  zodiac
zone  zone
zounds  zound
zwagger  zwagger
}

# Create a full-text index to use for testing the stemmer.
#
db close
sqlite3 db :memory:
db eval {
CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE t1 USING fts1(word, tokenize Porter);
}

foreach {pfrom pto} $porter_test_data {
do_test fts1porter-$pfrom {
execsql {
    DELETE FROM t1_term;
    DELETE FROM t1_content;
    INSERT INTO t1(word) VALUES($pfrom);
    SELECT term FROM t1_term;
}
} $pto
}
finish_test

Suppose the demo_data.boundary field holds some proprietary data description

Sources are in the public domain and so many groups use SQLite

The test harness is a set of proprietary tests, written in

The psow query parameter works with the default windows and unix VFSes but might be a no-op for other proprietary or non-standard VFSes.
SQLite is open source, and is available in the public domain

/*
 ** Return a pointer to the "temporary page" buffer held internally
 ** by the pager. This is a buffer that is big enough to hold the
 ** entire content of a database page. This buffer is used internally
 ** during rollback and will be overwritten whenever a rollback
 ** occurs. But other modules are free to use it too, as long as
 ** no rollbacks are happening.
 */

<html>
<head>
<title>SQLite Consortium Agreement</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="white">
<h1 align="center">
SQLite Consortium Agreement
</h1>

<p>This SQLite Consortium Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of the _____ day of ____________, 2007 ("Effective Date") by and between ________________ (the "Company"), and Hipp, Wyrick & Company, Inc., a Georgia Corporation with headquarters at 6200 Maple Cove Lane, Charlotte, NC ("Hwaci").</p>
WHEREAS, Hwaci is the developer of a serverless, embeddable, public
domain SQL database engine available at
<a href="http://www.sqlite.org/">http://www.sqlite.org/</a> ("SQLite"); and

WHEREAS, Company wishes to support the independent development of
the SQLite database engine to insure the continuing reliability,
vitality, and independence of SQLite, and in connection therewith,
Company wishes to provide funds for ongoing research, development,
and maintenance of the SQLite code base, operation of the SQLite
website, protection and maintenance of the SQLite
trademark, as well as for promotion of SQLite at conferences and
trade shows; and

WHEREAS, Company wishes to receive benefits in the form of
services from Hwaci in consideration for their support of SQLite; and

WHEREAS, Company and Hwaci each wish SQLite to be supported and
maintained as an independent, community-driven project, and to
ensure the SQLite development team remains independent.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained
herein, the parties agree as follows:

1.0 Definitions

1.1 SQLite Developers

The "SQLite Developers" are the employees or contractors of Hwaci engaged
in the development of SQLite, including without limitation the
SQLite Architect.

1.2 SQLite Architect

The "SQLite Architect" is the SQLite Developer with ultimate
responsibility and authority over changes and maintenance of the
SQLite code. The current SQLite Architect is the original designer
and developer of SQLite, D. Richard Hipp. Hwaci may change the
SQLite Architect from time to time upon approval by Company.

1.3 Consortium Member

A "Consortium Member" is a company or organization, including
but not limited to Company, which has entered into an agreement
with Hwaci which is substantially similar to this Agreement.

2.0 Agreement

2.1 Responsibilities And Obligations Of SQLite Developers
2.1.1 General Support
The SQLite Developers shall provide, without limit, timely and accurate answers, advice, and instruction in response to questions and comments from Company about SQLite submitted by email or by telephone at any time day or night.

2.1.2 Debugging Support
The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide Company with direct assistance in debugging applications that are built upon or use SQLite. The combined time for Debugging Support and Custom Development for Company is limited to 330 hours per year.

2.1.3 Custom Development
The SQLite Developers shall at the request of Company write new extensions or enhancements to SQLite according to Company's specifications. These extensions and enhancements may be proprietary to Company or open source or with the consent of both Company and the SQLite Architect may be folded into the public domain SQLite source tree. The time devoted to Custom Development for Company is limited 220 hours per year.

2.1.4 Custom Builds
The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide Company with specialized builds of SQLite according to Company's specifications.

2.1.5 Legacy Support
The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request provide support and bug-fix patches for any historical version of SQLite.

2.1.6 Custom Testing
The SQLite Developers shall at Company's request set up and run acceptance tests according Company's specifications that are specifically designed to exercise SQLite as configured and used by Company. These acceptance tests shall be run and shall pass prior to any release of SQLite.

2.1.7 Priority Bug Fixes
The SQLite Developers shall assign highest priority to fixing bugs in SQLite that are reported by Company or in which Company has expressed a specific interest.
2.1.8 Code Quality

The SQLite Developers shall at all times keep the SQLite source code well commented and documented and clearly structured and organized so that an experienced and competent programmer can understand it and support it after no more than a few months of study.

2.1.9 Backwards Compatibility

The SQLite Developers recognize that Company uses SQLite in mission-critical applications and therefore shall work diligently to ensure continuing bug-free correct operation and backwards compatibility with prior releases.

2.1.10 Test Coverage

The SQLite Developers shall maintain the SQLite test suite such that no less than 95% source code coverage is provided.

2.1.11 Website

The SQLite Developers shall maintain the SQLite website at [http://www.sqlite.org/](http://www.sqlite.org/) in good working order and all SQLite source code shall be made freely available at such website.

2.2 Responsibilities And Obligations Of The SQLite Architect

2.2.1 Private Briefings

The SQLite Architect shall, at the request of Company, provide Company with private notification and briefings of any new bugs or new features in SQLite that might effect Company's products.

2.2.2 Direction

The SQLite Architect shall coordinate the activities of SQLite Developers and shall publish from time to time a roadmap of proposed future changes and enhancements to SQLite.

2.2.3 Oversight

The SQLite Architect shall personally review all changes to the SQLite Source Code and take responsibility for the quality and correctness of those changes.
2.2.4 Continuity

The initial SQLite Architect shall be the original developer of SQLite, D. Richard Hipp. The role of SQLite Architect shall not be assigned to another during the term of this Agreement except due to the disability of Dr. Hipp and with approval of Company.

2.3 Responsibilities And Obligations Of Hwaci

2.3.1 Employer

Hwaci shall act as the employer of the SQLite Developers and SQLite Architect and shall make all tax and legal filings and tax withholding required by employers. Hwaci shall provide Company with W-9 information upon request.

2.3.2 Responsible Party

All obligations of the SQLite Developers set forth in this agreement are deemed obligations of Hwaci. Hwaci shall recruit, employ, and supervise SQLite Developers in such a way that the responsibilities and obligations of the SQLite Developers set forth in this agreement are upheld.

2.3.3 Multiple Developers

Hwaci shall recruit and employ as many SQLite Developers for as many hours as can be reasonably achieved using the funds received from Consortium Members under this agreement. So that support for SQLite will not be interrupted by the disability or withdrawal of any one SQLite Developer, Hwaci will keep at least two knowledgeable and competent SQLite Developers on staff.

2.3.4 Mentorship

Hwaci shall work to encourage independent programmers from around the world to become familiar with SQLite internals so that there will be a pool of talent able to support SQLite in the future.

2.3.5 Audits

Hwaci shall keep and maintain complete and accurate records of the use of development funds provided by Company and shall allow Company, or its representative, a certified public accountant mutually acceptable to Hwaci and Company, during office hours and at reasonable intervals, no more than once every 12 months, to inspect and make extracts or copies.
of such records solely for the purpose of ascertaining Hwaci's compliance with the objectives and requirements of this agreement.

<h4>2.3.6 Disaster Planning</h4>
<p>Hwaci shall maintain backup copies of all SQLite source files and documentation, current and historical, at at least two separate locations separated from each other and from the primary on-line SQLite repository by at least 400 kilometers.</p>

<h4>2.3.7 Trademark</h4>
<p>Hwaci shall maintain ownership of the SQLite trademark and the sqlite.org domain name and shall purchase bandwidth and server space for the http://www.sqlite.org/ website.</p>

<h4>2.3.8 No Take-overs or Buy-outs</h4>
<p>Neither Hwaci nor the SQLite Architect shall relinquish development control of SQLite during the term of this Agreement, by acquisition or merger or by any other means, except with the consent of Company.</p>

<h4>2.3.9 New Consortium Members</h4>
<p>New Consortium Members may be accepted into the consortium from time to time under identical terms as this agreement, or under substantially similar terms that have been approved by existing Consortium Members.</p>

<h4>2.3.10 Adequate Staff</h4>
<p>Hwaci shall recruit and employ a sufficient number of qualified SQLite Developers to easily cover all custom development, debugging, and general support service obligations for all Consortium Members while still providing ample time for the SQLite Developers to engage in general maintenance and extension of SQLite.</p>

<h4>2.3.11 Use Of Funds</h4>
<p>Hwaci shall use the funds provided hereunder solely for the development and maintenance of SQLite as set forth in this Agreement. Interest on funds received in advance and held in trust will be reinvested and used for the same purposes as the principal.</p>
2.4 Responsibilities And Obligations Of Company

2.4.1 Funding
Company shall provide funding for the ongoing support and maintenance of SQLite as set forth in section 3.0 "Fees".

2.4.2 Copyright Disclaimer
Company acknowledges that SQLite source code and documentation published on the SQLite website is in the public domain and that nothing in this agreement shall change that fact.

3.0 Fees
In consideration of the performance by Hwaci, the SQLite Developers, and the SQLite Architect of the obligations described herein, Company shall pay Hwaci at least US $75,000 per year in advance either annually, quarterly, or monthly, at Company's discretion.

4.0 Confidentiality

4.1 Definition of Confidential Information
"Confidential Information" means any Company proprietary information, technical data, trade secrets or know-how, including, but not limited to, research, product plans, products, services, customers, customer lists, markets, software, developments, inventions, processes, formulas, technology, designs, drawings, engineering, hardware configuration information, marketing, finances or other business information disclosed by Company either directly or indirectly in writing, orally or by drawings or inspection of parts or equipment.

4.2 Non-Use and Non-Disclosure
Hwaci shall not, during or subsequent to the term of this Agreement, use Company's Confidential Information for any purpose whatsoever other than the performance of the Services or disclose Company's Confidential Information to any third party. The parties acknowledge that Confidential Information will remain the sole property of Company. Hwaci shall take all reasonable precautions to prevent any unauthorized disclosure of Confidential Information including, but not limited to, having each employee or consultant of Hwaci, if any, with access to any Confidential Information, execute a nondisclosure agreement.
containing provisions in Company's favor substantially similar to this Agreement. Confidential Information does not include information that: (i) is known to Hwaci at the time of disclosure to Hwaci by Company as evidenced by written records of Hwaci; (ii) has become publicly known and made generally available through no wrongful act of Hwaci; or (iii) has been received by Hwaci from a third party who is authorized to make such disclosure.</p>

<h4>4.2.1 Disclosure Required by Law</h4>
In the event any Confidential Information is required to be disclosed by Hwaci under the terms of a valid and effective subpoena or order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, or by a demand or information request from an executive or administrative agency or other governmental authority, Hwaci shall, unless prohibited by the terms of a subpoena, order, or demand, promptly notify Company of the existence, terms and circumstances surrounding such demand or request, shall consult with Company on the advisability of taking legally available steps to resist or narrow such demand or request, and, if disclosure of such Confidential Information is required, shall exercise its reasonable best efforts to narrow the scope of disclosure and obtain an order or other reliable assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded to such Confidential Information. To the extent that Hwaci is prohibited from notifying Company of a subpoena, order or demand, by the terms of same, Hwaci shall exercise its reasonable efforts to narrow the scope of disclosure.</p>

<h3>4.3 Return of Materials.</h3>

Upon the termination of this Agreement, or upon Company's earlier request, Hwaci shall deliver to Company all of Company's property or Confidential Information that Hwaci may have in Hwaci's possession or control.</p>

<h2>5.0 Intellectual Property</h2>

<h3>5.1 No Assignment</h3>

Company acknowledges that all copyrightable material, notes, records, drawings, designs, inventions, improvements, developments, discoveries and trade secrets made, generated, conceived, or reduced to practice by Hwaci related to SQLite will remain the property of Hwaci. Nothing in this Agreement will be construed to transfer any intellectual property right of Hwaci to Company.
5.2 Availability and Public Domain Dedication

The SQLite Developers and Hwaci shall, subject to their discretion as to the quality and suitability of the SQLite source code and documentation for public release, make the SQLite source code and documentation publicly available as downloadable files and make a public statement ceding all intellectual property rights, including but not limited to copyright and patent rights, in the SQLite source code and documentation to the public domain.

To the extent that the SQLite Developers and Hwaci elect not to release the SQLite source code and documentation publicly, they shall provide copies thereof to Company and hereby grants to Company, under all of the SQLite Developers' and Hwaci's rights including but not limited to copyright and patent rights, in and to the SQLite source code and documentation, perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, non-exclusive, sublicensable license to use, copy, prepare derivative works of, publicly perform and display the SQLite source code and documentation and derivative works thereof.

5.3 Trademark

Hwaci shall use the name "SQLite" only to apply to the publicly available project known by such name as of the Effective Date. Hwaci may in its discretion file such trademark applications or registrations as it deems appropriate to protect or record its rights therein, and may set such policies as it deems appropriate for licensing the use of the trademark.

6.0 Representations And Warranties

6.1 Intellectual Property Clearances.

Hwaci hereby represents and warrants that Hwaci shall enter into agreements with the SQLite Developers sufficient to enable Hwaci to undertake the obligations of Section 5.

6.2 Disclaimer.

THE WORK PRODUCT AND ALL MATERIAL PROVIDED BY HWACI AND
COMPANY ARE PROVIDED "AS IS." NEITHER PARTY MAKES ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR ARISING BY STATUTE, CUSTOM, COURSE OF DEALING OR TRADE USAGE, WITH RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATTER HEREOF, IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. EACH PARTY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

<h2>7.0 Term And Termination</h2>

<h3>7.1 Term.</h3>

This Agreement will commence on the Effective Date and will continue until 12 months after the Effective Date. Thereafter, the parties may by mutual consent renew this Agreement subject to agreement on fees to be paid by Company for sponsorship for additional periods.

<h3>7.2 Termination.</h3>

If either party materially defaults in the performance of any of its material obligations hereunder and if any such default is not corrected within 30 days after notice in writing, then the non-defaulting party, at its option, may, in addition to any other remedies it may have, thereupon terminate this Agreement by giving written notice of termination to the defaulting party.

<h3>7.3 Survival.</h3>

Upon such termination all rights and duties of the parties toward each other will cease except: Sections 4 (Confidentiality), 5 (Intellectual Property), and 8 (Miscellaneous) will survive termination of this Agreement.

<h2>8. Miscellaneous</h2>

<h3>8.1 Nonassignment/Binding Agreement.</h3>

The parties acknowledge that the unique nature of Hwaci's services are substantial consideration for the parties' entering into this Agreement. Neither this Agreement nor any rights under this Agreement may be assigned or otherwise transferred by Hwaci, in whole or in part, whether voluntarily or by operation of law, without the prior written consent of Company, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld.
Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will be binding upon and will inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective successors and assigns. Any assignment in violation of the foregoing will be null and void.

<h3>8.2 Notices.</h3>

Any notice required or permitted under the terms of this Agreement or required by law must be in writing and must be: (a) delivered in person; (b) sent by first class registered mail, or air mail, as appropriate; or (c) sent by overnight air courier, in each case properly posted and fully prepaid to the appropriate address set forth in the preamble to this Agreement. Either party may change its address for notice by notice to the other party given in accordance with this Section. Notices will be considered to have been given at the time of actual delivery in person, three business days after deposit in the mail as set forth above, or one day after delivery to an overnight air courier service.

<h3>8.3 Waiver.</h3>

Any waiver of the provisions of this Agreement or of a party's rights or remedies under this Agreement must be in writing to be effective. Failure, neglect, or delay by a party to enforce the provisions of this Agreement or its rights or remedies at any time, will not be construed as a waiver of such party's rights under this Agreement and will not in any way affect the validity of the whole or any part of this Agreement or prejudice such party's right to take subsequent action. No exercise or enforcement by either party of any right or remedy under this Agreement will preclude the enforcement by such party of any other right or remedy under this Agreement or that such party is entitled by law to enforce.

<h3>8.4 Severability.</h3>

If any term, condition, or provision in this Agreement is found to be invalid, unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, the parties shall endeavor in good faith to agree to such amendments that will preserve, as far as possible, the intentions expressed in this Agreement. If the parties fail to agree on such an amendment, such invalid term, condition or provision will be severed from the remaining terms, conditions and
provisions, which will continue to be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.</p>

<h3>8.5 Integration.</h3>

<p>This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes all previous communications, representations, understandings and agreements, either oral or written, between the parties with respect to said subject matter. This Agreement may not be amended, except by a writing signed by both parties.</p>

<h3>8.6 Counterparts.</h3>

<p>This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which so executed will be deemed to be an original and such counterparts together will constitute one and the same agreement.</p>

<h3>8.7 Governing Law.</h3>

<p>This Agreement will be interpreted and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of North Carolina and the United States of America, without regard to conflict of law principles. All disputes arising out of this Agreement will be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts located in North Carolina, and each party hereby consents to the personal jurisdiction thereof.</p>

<h3>8.8 Independent Contractors.</h3>

<p>It is the intention of the parties that Hwaci is an independent contractor. Nothing in this Agreement will in any way be construed to constitute Hwaci or any of its employees as an agent, employee or representative of Company.</p>

<h2>9.0 Signatures</h2>

<p>The parties have executed this Agreement below to indicate their acceptance of its terms.</p>

<table width="100%" border="0">
<tr valign="top">
<td>
HWACI<br>
By:
</td>
</tr>
</table>
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
COIo1yr4/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-Z5Qn1wNN/sqlite-doc-3071700/consortium_agreement-
20071201.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

)putinterval

Found in path(s):
* 1 index 0(BadFont
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# 2001 September 15
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#
#   May you do good and not evil.
#   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
#***********************************************************************
# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library. The
# focus of this file is testing built-in functions.
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# Create a table to work with.
#
do_test func-0.0 {
execsql {CREATE TABLE tbl1(t1 text)}
foreach word {this program is free software} {
    execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('$word')"
}
execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {free is program software this}
do_test func-0.1 {
    execsql {
        CREATE TABLE t2(a);
        INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(1);
        INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(NULL);
        INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(345);
        INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(NULL);
        INSERT INTO t2 VALUES(67890);
        SELECT * FROM t2;
    }
} {1 {} 345 {} 67890}

# Check out the length() function
#
do_test func-1.0 {
    execsql {SELECT length(t1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {4 2 7 8 4}
do_test func-1.1 {
    set r [catch {execsql {SELECT length(*) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}} msg]
    lappend r $msg
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function length()}}
do_test func-1.2 {
    set r [catch {execsql {SELECT length(t1,5) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}} msg]
    lappend r $msg
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function length()}}
do_test func-1.3 {
    execsql {SELECT length(t1), count(*) FROM tbl1 GROUP BY length(t1)
            ORDER BY length(t1)}
} {2 1 4 2 7 1 8 1}
do_test func-1.4 {
    execsql {SELECT coalesce(length(a),-1) FROM t2}
} {1 -1 3 -1 5}

# Check out the substr() function
#
do_test func-2.0 {
    execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {fr is pr so th}
do_test func-2.1 {
    execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {r s r o h}
do_test func-2.2{
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,3,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {ee {} ogr ftw is}
do_test func-2.3 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {e s m e s}
do_test func-2.4 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {e s m e s}
do_test func-2.5 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-2,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {e i a r i}
do_test func-2.6 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-2,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {ee is am re is}
do_test func-2.7 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-4,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {fr {} gr wa th}
do_test func-2.8 {
execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY substr(t1,2,20)}
} {this software free program is}
do_test func-2.9 {
execsql {SELECT substr(a,1,1) FROM t2}
} {1 {} 3 {} 6}
do_test func-2.10 {
execsql {SELECT substr(a,2,2) FROM t2}
} {{} {} 45 {} 78}

# Only do the following tests if TCL has UTF-8 capabilities
#
if {\u1234!="u1234"} {

# Put some UTF-8 characters in the database
#
do_test func-3.0 {
execsql {DELETE FROM tbl1}
foreach word "contains UTF-8 characters hi\u1234ho" {
    execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('${word}')"
}
execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "UTF-8 characters contains hi\u1234ho"
do_test func-3.1 {
execsql {SELECT length(t1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {5 10 8 5}
do_test func-3.2 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} {UT ch co hi}
do_test func-3.3 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,1,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
}
do_test func-3.4 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "UTF cha con hi\u1234"

do_test func-3.5 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,2,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "TF ha on i\u1234"

do_test func-3.6 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,3,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "F- ar nt \u1234h"

do_test func-3.7 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,4,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "-8 ra ta ho"

do_test func-3.8 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-1,1) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "8 s s o"

do_test func-3.9 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-3,2) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "F- er in \u1234h"

do_test func-3.10 {
execsql {SELECT substr(t1,-4,3) FROM tbl1 ORDER BY t1}
} "TF- ter ain \u1234h"

do_test func-3.99 {
execsql {DELETE FROM tbl1}
} {this program is free software}
foreach word {this program is free software} {
execsql "INSERT INTO tbl1 VALUES('$word')"
}
execsql {SELECT t1 FROM tbl1}
} {this program is free software}

;# End \u1234!=u1234

# Test the abs() and round() functions.
#
ifcapable !floatingpoint {
do_test func-4.1 {
execsql {
CREATE TABLE t1(a,b,c);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1,2,3);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2,12345678901234,-1234567890);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3,-2,-5);
}
catchsql {SELECT abs(a,b) FROM t1}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}
}
ifcapable floatingpoint {
do_test func-4.1 {
execsql {
CREATE TABLE t1(a,b,c);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1,2,3);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2,12345678901234,-1234567890);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3,-2,-5);
}
catchsql {SELECT abs(a,b) FROM t1}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}
}
CREATE TABLE t1(a,b,c);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1,2,3);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2,1.2345678901234,-12345.67890);
INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3,-2,-5);
}
catchsql {SELECT abs(a,b) FROM t1}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}
do_test func-4.2 {
catchsql {SELECT abs() FROM t1}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function abs()}}
ifcapable floatingpoint {
do_test func-4.3 {
catchsql {SELECT abs(b) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {2 1.2345678901234 2}}
do_test func-4.4 {
catchsql {SELECT abs(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {3 12345.6789 5}}
}
ifcapable !floatingpoint {
if {[working_64bit_int]} {
do_test func-4.3 {
catchsql {SELECT abs(b) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {2 12345678901234 2}}
}
do_test func-4.4 {
catchsql {SELECT abs(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {3 1234567890 5}}
}
do_test func-4.4.1 {
execsql {SELECT abs(a) FROM t2}
} {1 {} 345 {} 67890}
do_test func-4.4.2 {
execsql {SELECT abs(t1) FROM tbl1}
} {0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0}
ifcapable floatingpoint {
do_test func-4.5 {
catchsql {SELECT round(a,b,c) FROM t1}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function round()}}
do_test func-4.6 {
catchsql {SELECT round(b,2) FROM t1 ORDER BY b}
} {0 {-2.0 1.23 2.0}}
do_test func-4.7 {
catchsql {SELECT round(b,0) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {2.0 1.0 -2.0}}
do_test func-4.8 {
catchsql {SELECT round(c) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
}
do_test func-4.9 {
catchsql {SELECT round(c,a) FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {3.0 -12346.0 -5.0}}
do_test func-4.10 {
catchsql {SELECT \texttt{\textasciitilde}x\texttt{\textasciitilde} round(c,a) \texttt{\textasciitilde}y FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {0 {x3.0y x-12345.68y x-5.0y}}
do_test func-4.11 {
catchsql {SELECT round() FROM t1 ORDER BY a}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function round()}}
do_test func-4.12 {
execsql {SELECT coalesce(round(a,2),\texttt{nil}) FROM t2}
} {1.0 nil 345.0 nil 67890.0}
do_test func-4.13 {
execsql {SELECT round(t1,2) FROM tbl1}
} {0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0}
do_test func-4.14 {
execsql {SELECT typeof(round(5.1,1));}
} {real}
do_test func-4.15 {
execsql {SELECT typeof(round(5.1));}
} {real}
do_test func-4.16 {
catchsql {SELECT round(b,2.0) FROM t1 ORDER BY b}
} {0 {-2.0 1.23 2.0}}

# Verify some values reported on the mailing list.
# Some of these fail on MSVC builds with 64-bit
# long doubles, but not on GCC builds with 80-bit
# long doubles.
for {set i 1} {$i<999} {incr i} {
    set x1 [expr 40222.5 + $i]
    set x2 [expr 40223.0 + $i]
    do_test func-4.17.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round($x1);} $x2
    }
}
for {set i 1} {$i<999} {incr i} {
    set x1 [expr 40222.05 + $i]
    set x2 [expr 40222.10 + $i]
    do_test func-4.18.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round($x1,1);} $x2
    }
}
do_test func-4.20 {
execsql {SELECT round(40223.499999999999);}
} {40223.0}
do_test func-4.21 {
execsql {SELECT round(40224.499999999999);}
do_test func-4.22 {
    execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999999999999999999999999999999);}
} {40225.0}
for {set i 1} {$i<10} {incr i} {
    do_test func-4.23.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40223.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40223.5}
    do_test func-4.24.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40224.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40224.5}
    do_test func-4.25.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40225.5}
}
for {set i 10} {$i<32} {incr i} {
    do_test func-4.26.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40223.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40223.4999999999}
    do_test func-4.27.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40224.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40224.4999999999}
    do_test func-4.28.$i {
        execsql {SELECT round(40225.4999999999,$i);}
    } {40225.4999999999}
}
do_test func-4.29 {
    execsql {SELECT round(1234567890.5);}
} {1234567891.0}
do_test func-4.30 {
    execsql {SELECT round(12345678901.5);}
} {12345678902.0}
do_test func-4.31 {
    execsql {SELECT round(123456789012.5);}
} {123456789013.0}
do_test func-4.32 {
    execsql {SELECT round(1234567890123.5);}
} {1234567890124.0}
do_test func-4.33 {
    execsql {SELECT round(12345678901234.5);}
} {12345678901235.0}
do_test func-4.34 {
    execsql {SELECT round(123456789012345.5);}
} {123456789012346.0}
do_test func-4.35 {
    execsql {SELECT round(1234567890123456.5);}
} {1234567890123457.0}
do_test func-4.36 {
} {1234567890123458.0}
execsql {SELECT round(99999999999994.5);} | {99999999999995.0}
do_test func-4.37 {
  execsql {SELECT round(99999999999995.55,1);} | {99999999999996.6}
do_test func-4.38 {
  execsql {SELECT round(99999999999995.556,2);} | {9999999999999.56}
}

# Test the upper() and lower() functions
#
do_test func-5.1 {
  execsql {SELECT upper(t1) FROM tbl1}
} {THIS PROGRAM IS FREE SOFTWARE}
do_test func-5.2 {
  execsql {SELECT lower(upper(t1)) FROM tbl1}
} {this program is free software}
do_test func-5.3 {
  execsql {SELECT upper(a), lower(a) FROM t2}
} {1 1 { } 345 345 { } 67890 67890}
ifcapable !icu {
  do_test func-5.4 {
    catchsql {SELECT upper(a,5) FROM t2}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function upper()}}
}
do_test func-5.5 {
  catchsql {SELECT upper(*) FROM t2}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function upper()}}

# Test the coalesce() and nullif() functions
#
do_test func-6.1 {
  execsql {SELECT coalesce(a,'xyz') FROM t2}
} {1 xyz 345 xyz 67890}
do_test func-6.2 {
  execsql {SELECT coalesce(upper(a),'nil') FROM t2}
} {1 nil 345 nil 67890}
do_test func-6.3 {
  execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,1),'nil')} | {nil}
do_test func-6.4 {
  execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,2),'nil')} | {1}
do_test func-6.5 {
  execsql {SELECT coalesce(nullif(1,NULL),'nil')} | {1}
# Test the last_insert_rowid() function
#
do_test func-7.1 {
    execsql (SELECT last_insert_rowid())
} [db last_insert_rowid]

# Tests for aggregate functions and how they handle NULLs.
#
ifcapable floatingpoint {
    do_test func-8.1 {
        ifcapable explain {
            execsql {EXPLAIN SELECT sum(a) FROM t2;}
        }
        execsql {
            SELECT sum(a), count(a), round(avg(a),2), min(a), max(a), count(*) FROM t2;
        }
        } {68236 3 22745.33 1 67890 5}
    }
ifcapable !floatingpoint {
    do_test func-8.1 {
        ifcapable explain {
            execsql {EXPLAIN SELECT sum(a) FROM t2;}
        }
        execsql {
            SELECT sum(a), count(a), avg(a), min(a), max(a), count(*) FROM t2;
        }
        } {68236 3 22745.0 1 67890 5}
    }
}

do_test func-8.2 {
    execsql {
        SELECT max('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t2;
    }
    } {z+67890abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}

ifcapable tempdb {
    do_test func-8.3 {
        execsql {
            CREATE TEMP TABLE t3 AS SELECT a FROM t2 ORDER BY a DESC;
            SELECT min('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;
        }
        } {z+1abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP}
    }
else {
    do_test func-8.3 {
        execsql {
            CREATE TABLE t3 AS SELECT a FROM t2 ORDER BY a DESC;
            SELECT min('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;
        }
    }
}
do_test func-8.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT max('z+'||a||'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP') FROM t3;
  }
}

ifcapable compound {
  do_test func-8.5 {
    execsql {
      SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775807' AS x
                           UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)
    }
    {0}
  }
  do_test func-8.6 {
    execsql {
      SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x
                                   UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)
    }
    {integer}
  }
  do_test func-8.7 {
    execsql {
      SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x
                                   UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)
    }
    {real}
  }
  ifcapable floatingpoint {
    do_test func-8.8 {
      execsql {
        SELECT sum(x) > 0.0 FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x
                                   UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)
      }
      {1}
    }
  }
  ifcapable !floatingpoint {
    do_test func-8.8 {
      execsql {
        SELECT sum(x) > 0 FROM (SELECT '9223372036' || '854775808' AS x
                                   UNION ALL SELECT -9223372036854775807)
      }
      {1}
    }
  }
}

# How do you test the random() function in a meaningful, deterministic way?
#
do_test func-9.1 {
  execsql {
SELECT random() is not null;
}
} {1}
do_test func-9.2 {
eexecsql {
SELECT typeof(random());
}
} {integer}
do_test func-9.3 {
eexecsql {
SELECT randomblob(32) is not null;
}
} {1}
do_test func-9.4 {
eexecsql {
SELECT typeof(randomblob(32));
}
} {blob}
do_test func-9.5 {
eexecsql {
SELECT length(randomblob(32)), length(randomblob(-5)), length(randomblob(2000))
}
} {32 1 2000}

# The "hex()" function was added in order to be able to render blobs generated by randomblob(). So this seems like a good place to test # hex().
#
ifcapable bloblit {
do_test func-9.10 {
eexecsql {SELECT hex(x'00112233445566778899aAbBcCdDeEfF')}
} {00112233445566778899AABBCCDDEEFF}
}
set encoding [db one {PRAGMA encoding}]
if {$encoding=="UTF-16le"} {
do_test func-9.11-utf16le {
eexecsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','ef','12'))}
} {61006200630064003100320006700}
do_test func-9.12-utf16le {
eexecsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','a','aaa'))}
} {6100620063006400650066006700}
do_test func-9.13-utf16le {
eexecsql {SELECT hex(replace('aabcdefg','a','aaa'))}
} {610061006100610610061006620063006400650066006700}
} elseif {$encoding=="UTF-8"} {
do_test func-9.11-utf8 {
eexecsql {SELECT hex(replace('abcdefg','ef','12'))}
} {61006200630064003100320006700}
# Use the "sqlite_register_test_function" TCL command which is part of
# the text fixture in order to verify correct operation of some of
# the user-defined SQL function APIs that are not used by the built-in
# functions.

set ::DB [sqlite3_connection_pointer db]
sqlite_register_test_function $::DB testfunc
do_test func-10.1 {
catchsql {
    SELECT testfunc(NULL,NULL);
}
} {1 {first argument should be one of: int int64 string double null value}}
do_test func-10.2 {
execsql {
    SELECT testfunc('string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ', 'int', 1234);
}
} {1234}
do_test func-10.3 {
execsql {
    SELECT testfunc('string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ', 'string', NULL);
}
} {}
execsql {
    SELECT testfunc(
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'int', 1234,
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'string', NULL,
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'double', 1.234,
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'int', 1234,
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'string', NULL,
        'string', 'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ',
        'double', 1.234
    );
}
} {1.234}

# Test the built-in sqlite_version(*) SQL function.
#
do_test func-11.1 {
    execsql {
        SELECT sqlite_version(*);
    }
} [sqlite3 -version]

# Test that destructors passed to sqlite3 by calls to sqlite3_result_text() etc. are called. These tests use two special user-defined functions (implemented in func.c) only available in test builds.
#
# Function test_destructor() takes one argument and returns a copy of the text form of that argument. A destructor is associated with the return value. Function test_destructor_count() returns the number of outstanding destructor calls for values returned by test_destructor().
#
if [db eval {PRAGMA encoding}] == "UTF-8" {
    do_test func-12.1-utf8 {
        execsql {
            SELECT test_destructor('hello world'), test_destructor_count();
        }
        } {hello world} 1
    } else {
        ifcapable {utf16} {
            do_test func-12.1-utf16 {
                execsql {
                    SELECT test_destructor16('hello world'), test_destructor_count();
                }
            } {utf16} hello world
do_test func-12.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test Destructor_count();
  } {0}
}

do_test func-12.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test Destructor('hello') || ' world'
  } {hello world}
}

do_test func-12.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test Destructor_count();
  } {0}
}

do_test func-12.5 {
  execsql {
    CREATE TABLE t4(x);
    INSERT INTO t4 VALUES(test Destructor('hello'));
    INSERT INTO t4 VALUES(test Destructor('world'));
    SELECT min(test Destructor(x)), max(test Destructor(x)) FROM t4;
  } {hello world}
}

do_test func-12.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test Destructor_count();
  } {0}
}

do_test func-12.7 {
  execsql {
    DROP TABLE t4;
  }
} {}

# Test that the auxdata API for scalar functions works. This test uses
# a special user-defined function only available in test builds,
# test_auxdata(). Function test_auxdata() takes any number of arguments.
do_test func-13.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test_auxdata('hello world');
  } {0}
}

do_test func-13.2 {
execsql {
  CREATE TABLE t4(a, b);
  INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('abc', 'def');
  INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('ghi', 'jkl');
}
}
do_test func-13.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test_auxdata('hello world') FROM t4;
  }
}
}
do_test func-13.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test_auxdata('hello world', 123) FROM t4;
  }
}
}
do_test func-13.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test_auxdata('hello world', a) FROM t4;
  }
}
}
do_test func-13.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT test_auxdata('hello'||'world', a) FROM t4;
  }
}
}
do_test func-13.7 {
  set DB [sqlite3_connection_pointer db]
  set sql "SELECT test_auxdata( ?, a ) FROM t4;"
  set STMT [sqlite3_prepare $DB $sql -1 TAIL]
  sqlite3_bind_text $STMT 1 hello\000 -1
  set res [list]
  while { "SQLITE_ROW"==[sqlite3_step $STMT] } {
    lappend res [sqlite3_column_text $STMT 0]
  }
  lappend res [sqlite3_finalize $STMT]
}
}
do_test func-14.1 {
  catch {
    db function [string repeat X 254] {return "hello"}
  }
}
}
do_test func-14.2 {
  catch {
    # Test that auxilary data is preserved between calls for SQL variables.
    do_test func-13.7 {
      set DB [sqlite3_connection_pointer db]
      set sql "SELECT test_auxdata( ?, a ) FROM t4;"
      set STMT [sqlite3_prepare $DB $sql -1 TAIL]
      sqlite3_bind_text $STMT 1 hello\000 -1
      set res [list]
      while { "SQLITE_ROW"==[sqlite3_step $STMT] } {
        lappend res [sqlite3_column_text $STMT 0]
      }
      lappend res [sqlite3_finalize $STMT]
    }
    {}
    SQLITE_OK
  }
  # Make sure that a function with a very long name is rejected
  do_test func-14.2 {
    catch {
      db function [string repeat X 254] {return "hello"}
    }
    {}
    SQLITE_OK
  }
}
db function [string repeat X 256] (return "hello")
]
} {1}

do_test func-15.1 {
catchsql {select test_error(NULL)}
} {1 {1}}
do_test func-15.2 {
catchsql {select test_error('this is the error message')} 
} {1 {this is the error message}}
do_test func-15.3 {
catchsql {select test_error('this is the error message',12)}
} {1 {this is the error message}}
do_test func-15.4 {
db errorcode
} {12}

# Test the quote function for BLOB and NULL values.
do_test func-16.1 {
execsql {
    CREATE TABLE tbl2(a, b);
}
set STMT [sqlite3_prepare $::DB "INSERT INTO tbl2 VALUES(?, ?)" -1 TAIL]
sqlite3_bind_blob $::STMT 1 abc 3
sqlite3_step $::STMT
sqlite3_finalize $::STMT
execsql {
    SELECT quote(a), quote(b) FROM tbl2;
}
} {X'616263' NULL}

# Correctly handle function error messages that include %. Ticket #1354
#
do_test func-17.1 {
proc testfunc1 args {error "Error %d with %s percents %p"}
db function testfunc1 ::testfunc1
catchsql {
    SELECT testfunc1(1,2,3);
}
} {1 {Error %d with %s percents %p}}

# The SUM function should return integer results when all inputs are integer.
#
do_test func-18.1 {
execsql {
    CREATE TABLE t5(x);
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(1);
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(-99);
}
INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(10000);
SELECT sum(x) FROM t5;
}
} {9902}

if capable floatingpoint {
do_test func-18.2 {
execsql {
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(0.0);
    SELECT sum(x) FROM t5;
}
} {9902.0}
do_test func-18.3 {
execsql {
    DELETE FROM t5;
    SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5;
}
} {{} 0.0}
do_test func-18.4 {
execsql {
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL);
    SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5
}
} {{} 0.0}
do_test func-18.5 {
execsql {
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL);
    SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5
}
} {{} 0.0}
do_test func-18.6 {
execsql {
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(123);
    SELECT sum(x), total(x) FROM t5
}
} {123 123.0}

# The sum of nothing is NULL. But the sum of all NULLs is NULL.
#
# The TOTAL of nothing is 0.0.
#
do_test func-18.10 {
execsql {
    INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(10000);
    SELECT sum(x) FROM t5;
}
} {9902}
CREATE TABLE t6(x INTEGER);
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1);
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);
SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)+1) from t6;
} 0
do_test func-18.11 {
execsql {
SELECT typeof(sum(x)) FROM t6
}
} integer
ifcapable floatingpoint {
do_test func-18.12 {
catchsql {
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);
SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)*2.0+1) from t6;
}
} {1 {integer overflow}}
do_test func-18.13 {
execsql {
SELECT total(x) - ((1<<62)*2.0+1) FROM t6
}
} 0.0
}
ifcapable !floatingpoint {
do_test func-18.12 {
catchsql {
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(1<<62);
SELECT sum(x) - ((1<<62)*2+1) from t6;
}
} {1 {integer overflow}}
do_test func-18.13 {
execsql {
SELECT total(x) - ((1<<62)*2+1) FROM t6
}
} 0.0
}
if {[working_64bit_int]} {
do_test func-18.14 {
execsql {
SELECT sum(-9223372036854775805);
}
} -9223372036854775805
}
ifcapable compound&&subquery {
do_test func-18.15 {
catchsql {
} 0.0
}
SELECT sum(x) FROM
  (SELECT 9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL
   SELECT 10 AS x);
}
} {1 {integer overflow}}
if [{working_64bit_int}] {
  do_test func-18.16 {
    catchsql {
      SELECT sum(x) FROM
        (SELECT 9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL
         SELECT -10 AS x);
    }
  } {0 9223372036854775797}
  do_test func-18.17 {
    catchsql {
      SELECT sum(x) FROM
        (SELECT -9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL
         SELECT 10 AS x);
    }
  } {0 -9223372036854775797}
}
}
do_test func-18.18 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT sum(x) FROM
      (SELECT -9223372036854775807 AS x UNION ALL
       SELECT -10 AS x);
  }
} {1 {integer overflow}}
do_test func-18.19 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT 9 AS x UNION ALL SELECT -10 AS x);
  }
} {0 -1}
do_test func-18.20 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT -9 AS x UNION ALL SELECT 10 AS x);
  }
} {0 1}
do_test func-18.21 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT -10 AS x UNION ALL SELECT 9 AS x);
  }
} {0 -1}
do_test func-18.22 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT sum(x) FROM (SELECT 10 AS x UNION ALL SELECT -9 AS x);
  }
} {0 1}
# Integer overflow on abs()
#
if {([working_64bit_int]} {
    do_test func-18.31 {
        catchsql {
            SELECT abs(-9223372036854775807);
        } 
        {0 9223372036854775807}
    }
    do_test func-18.32 {
        catchsql {
            SELECT abs(-9223372036854775807-1);
        } 
        {1 {integer overflow}}
    }

    # The MATCH function exists but is only a stub and always throws an error.
    #
    do_test func-19.1 {
        execsql {
            SELECT match(a,b) FROM t1 WHERE 0;
        } 
        {}
    }
    do_test func-19.2 {
        catchsql {
            SELECT 'abc' MATCH 'xyz';
        } 
        {1 {unable to use function MATCH in the requested context}}
    }
    do_test func-19.3 {
        catchsql {
            SELECT 'abc' NOT MATCH 'xyz';
        } 
        {1 {unable to use function MATCH in the requested context}}
    }
    do_test func-19.4 {
        catchsql {
            SELECT match(1,2,3);
        } 
        {1 {wrong number of arguments to function match()}}
    }

    # Soundex tests.
    #
    if ![catch {db eval [SELECT soundex('hello')]}] {
        set i 0
        foreach {name sdx} {
            euler E460
            EULER E460
        }
Euler E460
eellery E460
gauss G200
ghosh G200
hilbert H416
Heilbronn H416
knight K530
kant K530
Lloyd L300
LADD L300
Lukasiewicz L222
Lissajous L222
A A000
12345 000
}
incr i
do_test func-20.$i {
  execsql {SELECT soundex($name)}
  } $sdx
}

# Tests of the REPLACE function.
#
do_test func-21.1 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT replace(1,2);
  }
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function replace()}}
do_test func-21.2 {
  catchsql {
    SELECT replace(1,2,3,4);
  }
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function replace()}}
do_test func-21.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT typeof(replace("This is the main test string", NULL, "ALT"));
  }
} {null}
do_test func-21.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT typeof(replace(NULL, "main", "ALT"));
  }
} {null}
do_test func-21.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT typeof(replace("This is the main test string", "main", NULL));
  }
}
null

do_test func-21.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT replace("This is the main test string", "main", "ALT");
  }
}

/* This is the ALT test string */

do_test func-21.7 {
  execsql {
    SELECT replace("This is the main test string", "main", "larger-main");
  }
}

/* This is the larger-main test string */

do_test func-21.8 {
  execsql {
    SELECT replace("aaaaaa", "a", "0123456789");
  }
}

/* 0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789 */

ifcapable tclvar {
  do_test func-21.9 {
    # Attempt to exploit a buffer-overflow that at one time existed
    # in the REPLACE function.
    set ::str "[string repeat A 29998]CC[string repeat A 35537]"
    set ::rep [string repeat B 65536]
    execsql {
      SELECT LENGTH(REPLACE($::str, 'C', $::rep));
    }
    /* [expr 29998 + 2*65536 + 35537] */
  }
}

# Tests for the TRIM, LTRIM and RTRIM functions.
#
  do_test func-22.1 {
    catchsql {SELECT trim(1,2,3)}
    /* {1 {wrong number of arguments to function trim()}} */
  }
  do_test func-22.2 {
    catchsql {SELECT ltrim(1,2,3)}
    /* {1 {wrong number of arguments to function ltrim()}} */
  }
  do_test func-22.3 {
    catchsql {SELECT rtrim(1,2,3)}
    /* {1 {wrong number of arguments to function rtrim()}} */
  }
  do_test func-22.4 {
    execsql {SELECT trim('  hi  ')}
    /* {hi} */
  }
  do_test func-22.5 {
    execsql {SELECT ltrim('  hi  ')}
    /* {{hi}} */
  }
  do_test func-22.6 {
    execsql {SELECT rtrim('  hi  ')}
    /* {{hi}} */
  }
do_test func-22.7 {
    execsql {SELECT trim('hi','xyz');}
} {{ hi }}
do_test func-22.8 {
    execsql {SELECT ltrim('hi','xyz');}
} {{ hi }}
do_test func-22.9 {
    execsql {SELECT rtrim('hi','xyz');}
} {{ hi }}
do_test func-22.10 {
    execsql {SELECT trim('hi zzy','xyz');}
} {{ hi zzy}}
do_test func-22.11 {
    execsql {SELECT ltrim('hi zzy','xyz');}
} {{ hi zzy}}
do_test func-22.12 {
    execsql {SELECT rtrim('hi zzy','xyz');}
} {{xyzzy hi }}
do_test func-22.13 {
    execsql {SELECT trim('hi ','');}
} {{ hi }}
if {[db one {PRAGMA encoding}]=="UTF-8") {
    do_test func-22.14 {
        execsql {SELECT hex(trim(x'c280e1bfbff48fbfbf6869',x'6162e1bfbfc280'))}
} {F48FBFBF6869}
    do_test func-22.15 {
        execsql {SELECT hex(trim(x'ceb1ceb2ceb3',x'ceb1'));}
} {CEB2CEB3}
} do_test func-22.20 {
    execsql {SELECT typeof(trim(NULL));}
} {null}
do_test func-22.21 {
    execsql {SELECT typeof(trim(NULL,'xyz'));}
} {null}
do_test func-22.22 {
    execsql {SELECT typeof(trim('hello',NULL));}
} {null}

# This is to test the deprecated sqlite3_aggregate_count() API.
# ifcapable deprecated {
    do_test func-23.1 {
}
sqlite3_create_aggregate db
execsql {
    SELECT legacy_count() FROM t6;
}
} {3}
}

# The group_concat() function.
#
do_test func-24.1 {
execsql {
    SELECT group_concat(t1) FROM tbl1
}
} {this,program,is,free,software}
do_test func-24.2 {
execsql {
    SELECT group_concat(t1,'') FROM tbl1
}
} {{this program is free software}}
do_test func-24.3 {
execsql {
    SELECT group_concat(t1,' ' || rowid || ' ') FROM tbl1
}
} {{this 2 program 3 is 4 free 5 software}}
do_test func-24.4 {
execsql {
    SELECT group_concat(NULL,t1) FROM tbl1
}
} {{}}
do_test func-24.5 {
execsql {
    SELECT group_concat(t1,NULL) FROM tbl1
}
} {thisprogramisfreesoftware}
do_test func-24.6 {
execsql {
    SELECT 'BEGIN-''||group_concat(t1) FROM tbl1
}
} {BEGIN-this,program,is,free,software}

# Ticket #3179: Make sure aggregate functions can take many arguments.
# None of the built-in aggregates do this, so use the md5sum() from the
# test extensions.
#
unset -nocomplain midargs
set midargs {}
unset -nocomplain midres
set midres {nocomplain midargs
set midargs {}
unset -nocomplain midres
set midres {nocomplain midargs
set midargs {}
unset -nocomplain midres
set midres {nocomplain midargs
set midargs {}
_unset -nocomplain midargs
set midargs {}
_unset -nocomplain midres
set midres {}
unset -nocomplain result
for {set i 1} {$i<[sqlite3_limit db SQLITE_LIMIT_FUNCTION_ARG -1]} {incr i} {
    append midargs '/$i'
    append midres '/$i'
    set result [md5 "this${midres}program${midres}is${midres}free${midres}software${midres}" ]
    set sql "SELECT md5sum(t1$midargs) FROM tbl1"
    do_test func-24.7.1i {
        db eval $::sql
    } $result
}

# Ticket #3806. If the initial string in a group_concat is an empty
# string, the separator that follows should still be present.
do_test func-24.8 {
    execsql {
        SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN '' ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
    } {}.program,is,free,software
}
do_test func-24.9 {
    execsql {
        SELECT group_concat(CASE WHEN t1!='software' THEN '' ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
    } {,,software}
}

# Ticket #3923. Initial empty strings have a separator. But initial
# NULLs do not.
do_test func-24.10 {
    execsql {
        SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
    } {program,is,free,software}
}
do_test func-24.11 {
    execsql {
        SELECT group_concat(CASE WHEN t1!='software' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
    } {software}
}
do_test func-24.12 {
    execsql {
        SELECT group_concat(CASE t1 WHEN 'this' THEN ''
            WHEN 'program' THEN null ELSE t1 END) FROM tbl1
    } {,.is,free,software}
}

# Use the test_isolation function to make sure that type conversions
# on function arguments do not effect subsequent arguments.
#
do_test func-25.1 {
execsql {SELECT test_isolation(t1,t1) FROM tbl1}
} {this program is free software}
# Try to misuse the sqlite3_create_function() interface. Verify that
# errors are returned.
#
do_test func-26.1 {
abuse_create_function db
} {}
# The previous test (func-26.1) registered a function with a very long
# function name that takes many arguments and always returns NULL. Verify
# that this function works correctly.
#
do_test func-26.2 {
set a {}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG} {incr i} {
lappend a $i
}
db eval "
SELECT
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);
"
} {{}}
do_test func-26.3 {
set a {}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG+1} {incr i} {
lappend a $i
}
catchsql "
SELECT
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);
"
} {1 {too many arguments on function
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789}}
do_test func-26.4 {
set a {}
for {set i 1} {$i<=$::SQLITE_MAX_FUNCTION_ARG-1} {incr i} {
lappend a $i
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}
catchsql "
SELECT
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789([join $a ,]);
"
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789()}}
do_test func-26.5 {
catchsql "
SELECT
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678a(0);
"
} {1 {no such function:
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678a}}
do_test func-26.6 {
catchsql "
SELECT
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789a(0);
"
} {1 {no such function:
nullx_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_12345678
9_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_1
23456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789_123456789a}}
do_test func-27.1 {
catchsql {SELECT coalesce()}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function coalesce()}}
do_test func-27.2 {
catchsql {SELECT coalesce(1)}
} {1 {wrong number of arguments to function coalesce()}}
do_test func-27.3 {
catchsql {SELECT coalesce(1,2)}
} {0 1}
# Ticket 2d401a94287b5
# Unknown function in a DEFAULT expression causes a segfault.
#
do_test func-28.1 {
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db eval {
    CREATE TABLE t28(x, y DEFAULT(nosuchfunc(1)));
}
catchsql {
    INSERT INTO t28(x) VALUES(1);
}
} {1 {unknown function: nosuchfunc()}}

# Verify that the length() and typeof() functions do not actually load
# the content of their argument.
#
do_test func-29.1 {
db eval {
    CREATE TABLE t29(id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, x, y);
    INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(1, 2, 3), (2, NULL, 4), (3, 4.5, 5);
    INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(4, randomblob(1000000), 6);
    INSERT INTO t29 VALUES(5, "hello", 7);
}
db close
sqlite3 db test.db
sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1
db eval {SELECT typeof(x), length(x), typeof(y) FROM t29 ORDER BY id}
} {integer 1 integer null {} integer real 3 integer blob 1000000 integer text 5 integer}
do_test func-29.2 {
set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]
if {$x<5} {set x 1}
set x
} {1}
do_test func-29.3 {
    db close
    sqlite3 db test.db
    sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1
db eval {SELECT typeof(+x) FROM t29 ORDER BY id}
} {integer null real blob text}
if {[permutation] != "mmap"} {
do_test func-29.4 {
set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]
if {$x>100} {set x many}
set x
} {many}
}
do_test func-29.5 {
    db close
    sqlite3 db test.db
    sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1
db eval {SELECT sum(length(x)) FROM t29}
} {1000009}
do_test func-29.6 {
set x [lindex [sqlite3_db_status db CACHE_MISS 1] 1]
if {$x<5} {set x 1}
set x
} {1}

do_execsql_test func-30.1 {SELECT unicode('$');} 36
do_execsql_test func-30.2 [subst {SELECT unicode('\u00A2');}] 162
do_execsql_test func-30.3 [subst {SELECT unicode('\u20AC');}] 8364
do_execsql_test func-30.4 {SELECT char(36,162,8364);] [subst {$u00A2\u20AC}] 36
for {set i 1} {$i<0xd800} {incr i 13} {
do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i
} for {set i 57344} {$i<=0xffff} {incr i 17} {
if {$i==0xfeff} continue
do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i
} for {set i 65536} {$i<=0x10ffff} {incr i 139} {
do_execsql_test func-30.5.$i {SELECT unicode(char($i))} $i
}
finish_test

Found in path(s):
*/
** The "printf" code that follows dates from the 1980's. It is in
** the public domain. The original comments are included here for
** completeness. They are very out-of-date but might be useful as
** an historical reference. Most of the "enhancements" have been backed
** out so that the functionality is now the same as standard printf().
**
**************************************************************************
** This file contains code for a set of "printf"-like routines. These
** routines format strings much like the printf() from the standard C
** library, though the implementation here has enhancements to support
** SQLite.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
COIo1yr4/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-qrgnldMA/sqlite-src-3071700/test/func.test
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
** 2004 May 22
**
** The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
** a legal notice, here is a blessing:
**
**  May you do good and not evil.
**  May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
**  May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
**
*******************************************************************************/

** This file contains the VFS implementation for unix-like operating systems
** include Linux, MacOSX, *BSD, QNX, VxWorks, AIX, HPUX, and others.
**
** There are actually several different VFS implementations in this file.
** The differences are in the way that file locking is done. The default
** implementation uses Posix Advisory Locks. Alternative implementations
** use flock(), dot-files, various proprietary locking schemas, or simply
** skip locking all together.
**
** This source file is organized into divisions where the logic for various
** subfunctions is contained within the appropriate division. PLEASE
** KEEP THE STRUCTURE OF THIS FILE INTACT. New code should be placed
** in the correct division and should be clearly labeled.
**
** The layout of divisions is as follows:
**
**  * General-purpose declarations and utility functions.
**  * Unique file ID logic used by VxWorks.
**  * Various locking primitive implementations (all except proxy locking):
**    + for Posix Advisory Locks
**    + for no-op locks
**    + for dot-file locks
**    + for flock() locking
**    + for named semaphore locks (VxWorks only)
**    + for AFP filesystem locks (MacOSX only)
**  * sqlite3_file methods not associated with locking.
**  * Definitions of sqlite3_io_methods objects for all locking
**    methods plus “finder” functions for each locking method.
**  * sqlite3_vfs method implementations.
**  * Locking primitives for the proxy uber-locking-method. (MacOSX only)
**  * Definitions of sqlite3_vfs objects for all locking methods
**    plus implementations of sqlite3_os_init() and sqlite3_os_end().
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
License: Public Domain

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright 1997-2006 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>. No claim of ownership is made

/*
 ** CAPI3REF: Configuration Options
 ** KEYWORDS: [configuration option]
 **
 ** These constants are the available integer configuration options that
 ** can be passed as the first argument to the [sqlite3_config()] interface.
 **
 ** New configuration options may be added in future releases of SQLite.
 ** Existing configuration options might be discontinued. Applications
 ** should check the return code from [sqlite3_config()] to make sure that
 ** the call worked. The [sqlite3_config()] interface will return a
 ** non-zero [error code] if a discontinued or unsupported configuration option
 ** is invoked.
 **
 ** <dl>
 ** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETHREAD]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETHREAD</dt>
 ** <dd>There are no arguments to this option. ^This option sets the
 ** [threading mode] to Single-thread. In other words, it disables
 ** all mutexing and puts SQLite into a mode where it can only be used
 ** by a single thread. ^If SQLite is compiled with
 ** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE] [SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then
 ** it is not possible to change the [threading mode] from its default
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**value of Single-thread and so [sqlite3_config()] will return
** [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the SQLITE_CONFIG_SINGLETREAD
** configuration option. </dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD</dt>
** <dd>There are no arguments to this option. ^This option sets the
** [threading mode] to Multi-thread. In other words, it disables
** mutexing on [database connection] and [prepared statement] objects.
** The application is responsible for serializing access to
** [database connections] and [prepared statements]. But other mutexes
** are enabled so that SQLite will be safe to use in a multi-threaded
** environment as long as no two threads attempt to use the same
** [database connection] at the same time. ^If SQLite is compiled with
** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then
** it is not possible to set the Multi-thread [threading mode] and
** [sqlite3_config()] will return [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the
** SQLITE_CONFIG_MULTITHREAD configuration option.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED</dt>
** <dd>There are no arguments to this option. ^This option sets the
** [threading mode] to Serialized. In other words, this option enables
** all mutexes including the recursive
** mutexes on [database connection] and [prepared statement] objects.
** In this mode (which is the default when SQLite is compiled with
** [SQLITE_THREADSAFE=1]) the SQLite library will itself serialize access
** to [database connections] and [prepared statements] so that the
** application is free to use the same [database connection] or the
** same [prepared statement] in different threads at the same time.
** ^If SQLite is compiled with
** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then
** it is not possible to set the Serialized [threading mode] and
** [sqlite3_config()] will return [SQLITE_ERROR] if called with the
** SQLITE_CONFIG_SERIALIZED configuration option.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
** instance of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure. The argument specifies
** alternative low-level memory allocation routines to be used in place of
** the memory allocation routines built into SQLite.)^ ^SQLite makes
** its own private copy of the content of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure
** before the [sqlite3_config()] call returns.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMALLOC]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMALLOC</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
** instance of the [sqlite3_mem_methods] structure. The [sqlite3_mem_methods]
** structure is filled with the currently defined memory allocation routines.)^ 
** This option can be used to overload the default memory allocation
** routines with a wrapper that simulations memory allocation failure or
tracks memory usage, for example. </dt>

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MEMSTATUS]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MEMSTATUS</dt>
** <dd> ^This option takes single argument of type int, interpreted as a
** boolean, which enables or disables the collection of memory allocation
** statistics. ^When memory allocation statistics are disabled, the
** following SQLite interfaces become non-operational:
** <ul>
**   <li> [sqlite3_memory_used()]
**   <li> [sqlite3_memory_highwater()]
**   <li> [sqlite3_soft_heap_limit64()]
**   <li> [sqlite3_status()]
** </ul>)^
** ^Memory allocation statistics are enabled by default unless SQLite is
** compiled with [SQLITE_DEFAULT_MEMSTATUS]=0 in which case memory
** allocation statistics are disabled by default.
** </dd>

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH</dt>
** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite can use for
** scratch memory. There are three arguments: A pointer an 8-byte
** aligned memory buffer from which the scratch allocations will be
** drawn, the size of each scratch allocation (sz),
** and the maximum number of scratch allocations (N). The sz
** argument must be a multiple of 16.
** The first argument must be a pointer to an 8-byte aligned buffer
** of at least sz*N bytes of memory.
** ^SQLite will use no more than two scratch buffers per thread. So
** N should be set to twice the expected maximum number of threads.
** ^SQLite will never require a scratch buffer that is more than 6
** times the database page size. ^If SQLite needs needs additional
** scratch memory beyond what is provided by this configuration option, then
** [sqlite3_malloc()] will be used to obtain the memory needed.</dd>

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE</dt>
** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite can use for
** the database page cache with the default page cache implementation.
** This configuration should not be used if an application-define page
** cache implementation is loaded using the SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2 option.
** There are three arguments to this option: A pointer to 8-byte aligned
** memory, the size of each page buffer (sz), and the number of pages (N).
** The sz argument should be the size of the largest database page
** (a power of two between 512 and 32768) plus a little extra for each
** page header. ^The page header size is 20 to 40 bytes depending on
** the host architecture. ^It is harmless, apart from the wasted memory,
** to make sz a little too large. The first
** argument should point to an allocation of at least sz*N bytes of memory.
** ^SQLite will use the memory provided by the first argument to satisfy its
** memory needs for the first N pages that it adds to cache. ^If additional
** page cache memory is needed beyond what is provided by this option, then
** SQLite goes to [sqlite3_malloc()] for the additional storage space.
** The pointer in the first argument must
** be aligned to an 8-byte boundary or subsequent behavior of SQLite
** will be undefined.</dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_HEAP]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_HEAP</dt>
** <dd> ^This option specifies a static memory buffer that SQLite will use
** for all of its dynamic memory allocation needs beyond those provided
** for by [SQLITE_CONFIG_SCRATCH] and [SQLITE_CONFIG_PAGECACHE].
** There are three arguments: An 8-byte aligned pointer to the memory,
** the number of bytes in the memory buffer, and the minimum allocation size.
** ^If the first pointer (the memory pointer) is NULL, then SQLite reverts
** to using its default memory allocator (the system malloc() implementation),
** undoing any prior invocation of [SQLITE_CONFIG_MALLOC]. ^If the
** memory pointer is not NULL and either [SQLITE_ENABLE_MEMSYS3] or
** [SQLITE_ENABLE_MEMSYS5] are defined, then the alternative memory
** allocator is engaged to handle all of SQLites memory allocation needs.
** The first pointer (the memory pointer) must be aligned to an 8-byte
** boundary or subsequent behavior of SQLite will be undefined.
** The minimum allocation size is capped at 2**12. Reasonable values
** for the minimum allocation size are 2**5 through 2**8.</dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
** instance of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure. The argument specifies
** alternative low-level mutex routines to be used in place
** the mutex routines built into SQLite.)^ ^SQLite makes a copy of the
** content of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure before the call to
** [sqlite3_config()] returns. ^If SQLite is compiled with
** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then
** the entire mutexing subsystem is omitted from the build and hence calls to
** [sqlite3_config()] with the SQLITE_CONFIG_MUTEX configuration option will
** return [SQLITE_ERROR].</dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
** instance of the [sqlite3_mutex_methods] structure. The
** [sqlite3_mutex_methods]
** structure is filled with the currently defined mutex routines.)^
** This option can be used to overload the default mutex allocation
** routines with a wrapper used to track mutex usage for performance
** profiling or testing, for example. ^If SQLite is compiled with
** the [SQLITE_THREADSAFE | SQLITE_THREADSAFE=0] compile-time option then
** the entire mutexing subsystem is omitted from the build and hence calls to
** [sqlite3_config()] with the SQLITE_CONFIG_GETMUTEX configuration option will
** return [SQLITE_ERROR].</dd>
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_LOOKASIDE]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_LOOKASIDE</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes two arguments that determine the default
** memory allocation for the lookaside memory allocator on each
** [database connection]. The first argument is the
** size of each lookaside buffer slot and the second is the number of
** slots allocated to each database connection.)^  ^(This option sets the
** lookaside size. The [SQLITE_CONFIG_LOOKASIDE] verb to [sqlite3_db_config()]
** can be used to change the lookaside
** configuration on individual connections.)^ </dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE2</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to
** an [sqlite3_pcache_methods2] object. This object specifies the interface
** to a custom page cache implementation.)^  ^SQLite makes a copy of the
** object and uses it for page cache memory allocations.</dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE2]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE2</dt>
** <dd> ^(This option takes a single argument which is a pointer to an
** [sqlite3_pcache_methods2] object. SQLite copies of the current
** page cache implementation into that object.)^ </dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG</dt>
** <dd> The SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG option is used to configure the SQLite
** global [error log].
** (^The SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG option takes two arguments: a pointer to a
** function with a call signature of void(*)(void*,int,const char*),
** and a pointer to void. ^If the function pointer is not NULL, it is
** invoked by [sqlite3_log()] to process each logging event. ^If the
** function pointer is NULL, the [sqlite3_log()] interface becomes a no-op.
** ^The void pointer that is the second argument to SQLITE_CONFIG_LOG is
** passed through as the first parameter to the application-defined logger
** function whenever that function is invoked. ^The second parameter to
** the logger function is a copy of the first parameter to the corresponding
** [sqlite3_log()] call and is intended to be a [result code] or an
** [extended result code]. ^The third parameter passed to the logger is
** log message after formatting via [sqlite3_snprintf()].
** The SQLite logging interface is not reentrant; the logger function
** supplied by the application must not invoke any SQLite interface.
** In a multi-threaded application, the application-defined logger
** function must be threadsafe. </dd>
**
** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_URI]] <dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_URI</dt>
** <dd> This option takes a single argument of type int. If non-zero, then
** URI handling is globally enabled. If the parameter is zero, then URI handling
** is globally disabled. If URI handling is globally enabled, all filenames
** passed to [sqlite3_open()], [sqlite3_open_v2()], [sqlite3_open16()] or
** specified as part of [ATTACH] commands are interpreted as URIs, regardless
of whether or not the [SQLITE_OPEN_URI] flag is set when the database connection is opened. If it is globally disabled, filenames are only interpreted as URIs if the SQLITE_OPEN_URI flag is set when the database connection is opened. By default, URI handling is globally disabled. The default value may be changed by compiling with the [SQLITE_USE_URI] symbol defined.

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN]]

<dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN

<dd> This option takes a single integer argument which is interpreted as a boolean in order to enable or disable the use of covering indices for full table scans in the query optimizer. The default setting is determined by the [SQLITE_ALLOW_COVERING_INDEX_SCAN] compile-time option, or is "on" if that compile-time option is omitted.

The ability to disable the use of covering indices for full table scans is because some incorrectly coded legacy applications might malfunction when the optimization is enabled. Providing the ability to disable the optimization allows the older, buggy application code to work without change even with newer versions of SQLite.

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE]] [[SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE]]

<dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_PCACHE and SQLITE_CONFIG_GETPCACHE

<dd> These options are obsolete and should not be used by new code. They are retained for backwards compatibility but are now no-ops.

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_SQLLOG]]

<dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_SQLLOG

<dd> This option is only available if sqlite is compiled with the [SQLITE_ENABLE_SQLLOG] pre-processor macro defined. The first argument should be a pointer to a function of type void(*)(void*,sqlite3*,const char*, int). The second should be of type (void*). The callback is invoked by the library in three separate circumstances, identified by the value passed as the fourth parameter. If the fourth parameter is 0, then the database connection passed as the second argument has just been opened. The third argument points to a buffer containing the name of the main database file. If the fourth parameter is 1, then the SQL statement that the third parameter points to has just been executed. Or, if the fourth parameter is 2, then the connection being passed as the second parameter is being closed. The third parameter is passed NULL In this case. An example of using this configuration option can be seen in the "test_sqllog.c" source file in the canonical SQLite source tree.</dd>

**

** [[SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE]]

<dt>SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE

<dd> SQLITE_CONFIG_MMAP_SIZE takes two 64-bit integer (sqlite3_int64) values that are the default mmap size limit (the default setting for [PRAGMA mmap_size]) and the maximum allowed mmap size limit.

** The default setting can be overridden by each database connection using...
** either the [PRAGMA mmap_size] command, or by using the
** [SQLITE_FCNTL_MMAP_SIZE] file control. The maximum allowed mmap size
** cannot be changed at run-time. Nor may the maximum allowed mmap size
** exceed the compile-time maximum mmap size set by the
** [SQLITE_MAX_MMAP_SIZE] compile-time option.
** If either argument to this option is negative, then that argument is
** changed to its compile-time default.
** </dl>
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

%define name sqlite
%define version SQLITE_VERSION
%define release 1

Name: %{name}
Summary: SQLite is a C library that implements an embeddable SQL database engine
Version: %{version}
Release: %{release}
Source: %{name}-%{version}.tar.gz
Group: System/Libraries
URL: http://www.sqlite.org/
License: Public Domain
BuildRoot: %{_tmppath}/%{name}-%{version}-root

SQLite is a software library that implements a self-contained, serverless, zero-configuration, transactional SQL database engine. Programs that link with the SQLite library can have SQL database access without running a separate RDBMS process. The distribution comes with a standalone command-line access program (sqlite) that can be used to administer an SQLite database and which serves as an example of how to use the SQLite library.

%package -n %{name}-devel
Summary: Header files and libraries for developing apps which will use sqlite
Group: Development/C
Requires: %{name} = %{version}-%{release}

The sqlite-devel package contains the header files and libraries needed to develop programs that use the SQLite database library.

%prep
%setup -q -n %name

%build
CFLAGS="%optflags -DNDEBUG=1" CXXFLAGS="%optflags -DNDEBUG=1" ./configure --prefix=%_prefix
make
make doc

%install
install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%_prefix
install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%_prefix/bin
install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%_prefix/include
install -d $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%_prefix/lib
make install prefix=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%_prefix

%post -p /sbin/ldconfig

%postun -p /sbin/ldconfig

%clean
rm -fr $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

%files
%defattr(-, root, root)
%_libdir/*.so*
%_bindir/*

%files -n %name-devel
%defattr(-, root, root)
%_libdir/pkgconfig/sqlite3.pc
%_libdir/*.a
%_libdir/*.la
%_includedir/*
%doc doc/*
%doc doc/*

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

<h3>Proprietary SQLite Extensions</h3>
<a href="copyright.html">public domain</a>. But there also exist proprietary, licensed extensions to SQLite, written and maintained
You are welcomed to use SQLite in closed source, proprietary, and/or

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

is free to use SQLite from multiple threads, but it must make sure

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# 2010 July 16
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#
#    May you do good and not evil.
#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
#
#***********************************************************************
#
# This file implements tests to verify that the "testable statements" in
# the lang_select.html document are correct.
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

if capable !compound {
    finish_test
    return
}

do_execsql_test e_select-1.0 {
    CREATE TABLE t1(a, b);
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('a', 'one');
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('b', 'two');
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES('c', 'three');

    CREATE TABLE t2(a, b);
    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('a', 'I');
    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('b', 'II');
    INSERT INTO t2 VALUES('c', 'III');

    CREATE TABLE t3(a, c);
    INSERT INTO t3 VALUES('a', 1);
    INSERT INTO t3 VALUES('b', 2);

    CREATE TABLE t4(a, c);
### PostgreSQL Query

```sql
INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('a', NULL);
INSERT INTO t4 VALUES('b', 2);
```

### Test Data

```plaintext
set t1_cross_t2 [list
    a one   a I     a one   b II
    a one   c III   b two   a I
    b two   b II    b two   c III
    c three a I    c three b II
    c three c III
]
set t1_cross_t1 [list
    a one   a one    a one   b two
    a one   c three   b two   a one
    b two   b two     b two   c three
    c three a one   c three b two
    c three c three
]
```

### Test Description

This proc is a specialized version of [do_execsql_test].

The second argument to this proc must be a SELECT statement that features a cross join of some time. Instead of the usual ",", "CROSS JOIN" or "INNER JOIN" join-op, the string %JOIN% must be substituted.

This test runs the SELECT three times - once with:

- * s/%JOIN%/,
- * s/%JOIN%/JOIN/
- * s/%JOIN%/INNER JOIN/
- * s/%JOIN%/CROSS JOIN/

and checks that each time the results of the SELECT are $res.

```plaintext
# proc do_join_test {tn select res} {
    foreach {tn2 joinop} [list 1 , 2 "CROSS JOIN" 3 "INNER JOIN"] {
        set S [string map [list %JOIN% $joinop] $select]
        uplevel do_execsql_test $tn.$tn2 [list $S] [list $res]
    }
}
```

The following tests check that all paths on the syntax diagrams on the lang_select.html page may be taken.

```plaintext
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-11353-33501 -- syntax diagram join-constraint
```
do_join_test e_select-0.1.1 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a)
} {3}
do_join_test e_select-0.1.2 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 USING (a)
} {3}
do_join_test e_select-0.1.3 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM t1 %JOIN% t2
} {9}
do_catchsql_test e_select-0.1.4 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM t1, t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a) USING (a)
} {1 {cannot have both ON and USING clauses in the same join}}
do_catchsql_test e_select-0.1.5 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM t1, t2 USING (a) ON (t1.a=t2.a)
} {1 {near "ON": syntax error}}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-40919-40941 -- syntax diagram select-core
#
# 0: SELECT ...
# 1: SELECT DISTINCT ...
# 2: SELECT ALL ...
#
# 0: No FROM clause
# 1: Has FROM clause
#
# 0: No WHERE clause
# 1: Has WHERE clause
#
# 0: No GROUP BY clause
# 1: Has GROUP BY clause
# 2: Has GROUP BY and HAVING clauses
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.2 {
  0000.1 "SELECT 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}
  1000.1 "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}
  2000.1 "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 " {1 2 3}
  0100.1 "SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {
    a one aone b two btwo c three cthree
  }
  1100.1 "SELECT DISTINCT a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {
    a one aone b two btwo c three cthree
  }
  1200.1 "SELECT ALL a, b, a||b FROM t1 " {
    a one aone b two btwo c three cthree
  }
  0010.1 "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 " {1 2 3}
SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 {} 
SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE NULL {}

SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 {1 2 3}
SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 {1 2 3}

SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a!='x' {
a one aone b two btwo c three cthree
}
SELECT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a=='x' {}

SELECT DISTINCT a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a!='x' {
a one aone b two btwo c three cthree
}
SELECT ALL a, b, a||b FROM t1 WHERE a=='x' {}

SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 {1 2 3}
SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1 {1 2 3}
SELECT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1 {}

SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 {1 2 3}
SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1 {1 2 3}
SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1 {}

SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 {1 2 3}
SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1 {1 2 3}
SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1 {}

SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b {1 a 1 c 1 b}
SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1 {1 a 1 c 1 b}
SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2 { }

SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b {1 a 1 c 1 b}
SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1 {1 a 1 c 1 b}
SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2 { }

SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b {1 a 1 c 1 b}
SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1 {
1 a 1 c 1 b
}
2102.2 "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1
    GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {
}

0011.1 "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}
0012.1 "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {} 
0012.2 "SELECT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

1011.1 "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2" {}
1012.1 "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1"
    { 1 2 3 }
1012.2 "SELECT DISTINCT 1, 2, 3 WHERE NULL GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

2011.1 "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 1 GROUP BY 2" {1 2 3}
2012.1 "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 0 GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)=1" {} 
2012.2 "SELECT ALL 1, 2, 3 WHERE 'abc' GROUP BY 2 HAVING count(*)>1" {}

0111.1 "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a='a' GROUP BY b" { 1 a }
0112.1 "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1
    WHERE a='c' GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" { 1 c }
0112.2 "SELECT count(*), max(a) FROM t1
    WHERE 0 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" { }
1111.1 "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a<'c' GROUP BY b"
    { 1 a 1 b }
1112.1 "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a>'a'
    GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" 
1 1 c 1 b
}
1112.2 "SELECT DISTINCT count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE 0
    GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {}
}

2111.1 "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE b>'one' GROUP BY b"
    { 1 c 1 b }
2112.1 "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1 WHERE a!=b'
    GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=1" 
1 1 a 1 c
}
2112.2 "SELECT ALL count(*), max(a) FROM t1
    WHERE 0 GROUP BY b HAVING count(*)=2" {}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-41378-26734 -- syntax diagram result-column
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.3 {
1 "SELECT * FROM t1" {a one b two c three}
2 "SELECT t1.* FROM t1" {a one b two c three}
3 "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}
4 "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' alias FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}
5 "SELECT 'x'||a||'x' AS alias FROM t1" {xax xbx xcx}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-43129-35648 -- syntax diagram join-source
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-36683-37460 -- syntax diagram join-op
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.4 {
  1 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1" {1 2 3}
  2 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1,t2" {1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3}
  3 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1,t2,t3" {1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3}

  4 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1" {1 2 3}
  5 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t2" {1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3}
  6 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t2 JOIN t3"
      {1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3}

  7 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL JOIN t3" {1 2}
  8 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT OUTER JOIN t3" {1 2 3}
  9 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t3" {1 2 3}
 10 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL INNER JOIN t3" {1 2}
 11 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 NATURAL CROSS JOIN t3" {1 2}

 12 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 JOIN t3" {1 1 1 2 2 3 3}
 13 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 LEFT OUTER JOIN t3" {1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3}
 14 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 LEFT JOIN t3" {1 1 1 2 2 3 3}
 15 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 INNER JOIN t3" {1 1 1 2 2 3 3}
 16 "SELECT t1.rowid FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t3" {1 1 1 2 3 3}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28308-37813 -- syntax diagram compound-operator
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.5 {
  1 "SELECT rowid FROM t1 UNION ALL SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2 3 3 4}
  2 "SELECT rowid FROM t1 UNION     SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2 3 4}
  3 "SELECT rowid FROM t1 INTERSECT SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {3}
  4 "SELECT rowid FROM t1 EXCEPT    SELECT rowid+2 FROM t4" {1 2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06480-34950 -- syntax diagram ordering-term
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.6 {
  1 "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY b||a" {onea threec twob}
  2 "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) COLLATE nocase" {onea threec twob}
3 "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) ASC"  {onea threec twob}
4 "SELECT b||a FROM t1 ORDER BY (b||a) DESC"  {twob threec onea}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23926-36668 -- syntax diagram select-stmt
#
do_select_tests e_select-0.7 {
1  "SELECT * FROM t1" {a one b two c three}
2  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b" {a one c three b two}
3  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b, a" {a one c three b two}

4  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10" {a one b two c three}
5  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5" {}
6  "SELECT * FROM t1 LIMIT 10, 5" {}

7  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10" {a one b two c three}
8  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY b LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5" {}
9  "SELECT * FROM t1 ORDER BY a,b LIMIT 10, 5" {}

10  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1"
    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}
11  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b"
    {one a two b three c a one c three b two}
12  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b, a"
    {one a two b three c a one c three b two}
13  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10"
    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}
14  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"
    {two b}
15  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 LIMIT 10, 5"
    {}
16  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10"
    {a one b two c three one a three c two b}
17  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY b LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"
    {b two}
18  "SELECT * FROM t1 UNION SELECT b, a FROM t1 ORDER BY a,b LIMIT 10, 5"
    {}
}

#---------------------------------------------------------------
#
# The following tests focus on FROM clause (join) processing.
#
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-16074-54196 If the FROM clause is omitted from a simple
# SELECT statement, then the input data is implicitly a single row zero
# columns wide
#
do_select_tests e_select-1.1 {
1 "SELECT 'abc'" [abc]
2 "SELECT 'abc' WHERE NULL" {}
3 "SELECT NULL" {}
4 "SELECT count(*)" [1]
5 "SELECT count(*) WHERE 0" [0]
6 "SELECT count(*) WHERE 1" [1]

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-48114-33255 If there is only a single table in the
# join-source following the FROM clause, then the input data used by the
# SELECT statement is the contents of the named table.
#
# The results of the SELECT queries suggest that they are operating on the
# contents of the table 'xx'.
#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.2.0 {
  CREATE TABLE xx(x, y);
  INSERT INTO xx VALUES('IiJlsIPepMuAhU', X'10B00B897A15BAA02E3F98DCE8F2');
  INSERT INTO xx VALUES(NULL, -16.87);
  INSERT INTO xx VALUES(-17.89, 'linguistically');
}

do_select_tests e_select-1.2 {
  1  "SELECT quote(x), quote(y) FROM xx" '{
    'IiJlsIPepMuAhU' X'10B00B897A15BAA02E3F98DCE8F2'
    NULL             -16.87
    -17.89           'linguistically'
  }
  2  "SELECT count(*), count(x), count(y) FROM xx" {3 2 3}
  3  "SELECT sum(x), sum(y) FROM xx" {-17.89 -16.87}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23593-12456 If there is more than one table specified
# as part of the join-source following the FROM keyword, then the
# contents of each named table are joined into a single dataset for the
# simple SELECT statement to operate on.
#
# There are more detailed tests for subsequent requirements that add
# more detail to this idea. We just add a single test that shows that
# data is coming from each of the three tables following the FROM clause
# here to show that the statement, vague as it is, is not incorrect.
#

do_select_tests e_select-1.3 {
  1  "SELECT * FROM t1, t2, t3" {
    a one a I a 1 a one a I a b 2 a one b II a 1
    a one b II b 2 a one c III a 1 a one c III b 2
    b two a I a 1 b two a I b 2 b two b II a 1
    b two b II b 2 b two c III a 1 b two c III b 2
The following block of tests - e_select-1.4.* - test that the description of cartesian joins in the SELECT documentation is consistent with SQLite. In doing so, we test the following three requirements as a side-effect:

- EVIDENCE-OF: R-46122-14930 If the join-op is "CROSS JOIN", "INNER JOIN", "JOIN" or a comma (","), and there is no ON or USING clause, then the result of the join is simply the cartesian product of the left and right-hand datasets.

- EVIDENCE-OF: R-46256-57243 There is no difference between the "INNER JOIN", "JOIN" and "," join operators.

- EVIDENCE-OF: R-07544-24155 The "CROSS JOIN" join operator produces the same data as the "INNER JOIN", "JOIN" and "," operators.

All tests are run 4 times, with the only difference in each run being which of the 4 equivalent cartesian product join operators are used. Since the output data is the same in all cases, we consider that this qualifies as testing the two statements above.

do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.0 {
    CREATE TABLE x1(a, b);
    CREATE TABLE x2(c, d, e);
    CREATE TABLE x3(f, g, h, i);

    -- x1: 3 rows, 2 columns
    INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(24, 'converging');
    INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(NULL, X'CB71');
    INSERT INTO x1 VALUES('blonds', 'proprietary');

    -- x2: 2 rows, 3 columns
    INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(-60.06, NULL, NULL);
    INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(-58, NULL, 1.21);

    -- x3: 5 rows, 4 columns
    INSERT INTO x3 VALUES(-39.24, NULL, 'encompass', -1);
    INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('presenting', 51, 'reformation', 'dignified');
    INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('conducting', -87.24, 37.56, NULL);
INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('coldest', -96, 'dramatists', 82.3);
INSERT INTO x3 VALUES('alerting', NULL, -93.79, NULL);

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-59089-25828 The columns of the cartesian product
# dataset are, in order, all the columns of the left-hand dataset
# followed by all the columns of the right-hand dataset.
#
do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.1 {
    SELECT * FROM x1 %JOIN% x2 LIMIT 1
} [concat {24 converging} [-60.06 {} {}]]

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.2 {
    SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x1 LIMIT 1
} [concat {-60.06 {} {} 24 converging}]

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.3 {
    SELECT * FROM x3 %JOIN% x2 LIMIT 1
} [concat {-39.24 {} encompass -1} [-60.06 {} {}]]

do_join_test e_select-1.4.1.4 {
    SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x3 LIMIT 1
} [concat {-60.06 {} {}} {-39.24 {} encompass -1}]

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44414-54710 There is a row in the cartesian product
# dataset formed by combining each unique combination of a row from the
# left-hand and right-hand datasets.
#
do_join_test e_select-1.4.2.1 {
    SELECT * FROM x2 %JOIN% x3
} [list -60.06 {} {} -39.24 {} encompass -1
    -60.06 {} {} presenting 51 reformation dignified
    -60.06 {} {} conducting -87.24 37.56 {}
    -60.06 {} {} coldest -96 dramatists 82.3
    -60.06 {} {} alerting {} -93.79 {}
    -58 {} 1.21 -39.24 {} encompass -1
    -58 {} 1.21 presenting 51 reformation dignified
    -58 {} 1.21 conducting -87.24 37.56 {}
    -58 {} 1.21 coldest -96 dramatists 82.3
    -58 {} 1.21 alerting {} -93.79 {}
]

# TODO: Come back and add a few more like the above.

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20659-43267 In other words, if the left-hand dataset
# consists of Nlhs rows of Mlhs columns, and the right-hand dataset of
# Nrhs rows of Mrhs columns, then the cartesian product is a dataset of
# Nlhs.Nrhs rows, each containing Mlhs+Mrhs columns.
#
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# x1, x2  (Nlhs=3, Nrhs=2)  (Mlhs=2, Mrhs=3)
do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.1 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM x1 %JOIN% x2
} [expr 3*2]
do_test e_select-1.4.3.2 {
  expr ([llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x1, x2}]] / 6)
} [expr 2+3]

# x2, x3  (Nlhs=2, Nrhs=5)  (Mlhs=3, Mrhs=4)
do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.3 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM x2 %JOIN% x3
} [expr 2*5]
do_test e_select-1.4.3.4 {
  expr ([llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x2 JOIN x3}]] / 10)
} [expr 3+4]

# x3, x1  (Nlhs=5, Nrhs=3)  (Mlhs=4, Mrhs=2)
do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.5 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM x3 %JOIN% x1
} [expr 5*3]
do_test e_select-1.4.3.6 {
  expr ([llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x3 CROSS JOIN x1}]] / 15)
} [expr 4+2]

# x3, x3  (Nlhs=5, Nrhs=5)  (Mlhs=4, Mrhs=4)
do_join_test e_select-1.4.3.7 {
  SELECT count(*) FROM x3 %JOIN% x3
} [expr 5*5]
do_test e_select-1.4.3.8 {
  expr ([llength [execsql {SELECT * FROM x3 INNER JOIN x3 AS x4}]] / 25)
} [expr 4+4]

# Some extra cartesian product tests using tables t1 and t2.
#
do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.4.1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t2 } $t1_cross_t2
do_execsql_test e_select-1.4.4.2 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS y CROSS JOIN t1 AS x } $t1_cross_t1
do_select_tests e_select-1.4.5 [list
1 { SELECT * FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t2 } $t1_cross_t2 \
2 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS y CROSS JOIN t1 AS x } $t1_cross_t1 \
3 { SELECT * FROM t1 INNER JOIN t2 } $t1_cross_t2 \
4 { SELECT * FROM t1 AS y INNER JOIN t1 AS x } $t1_cross_t1 \
]

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-22775-56496 If there is an ON clause specified, then
# the ON expression is evaluated for each row of the cartesian product
# as a boolean expression. All rows for which the expression evaluates
# to false are excluded from the dataset.
#
foreach {tn select res} [list
  1 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (1) } $t1_cross_t2
  2 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0) } [list]
  3 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (NULL) } [list]
  4 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('abc') } [list]
  5 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('1ab') $t1_cross_t2
  6 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0.9) $t1_cross_t2
  7 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON ('0.9') $t1_cross_t2
  8 { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (0.0) [list]
  9 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a = t2.a) }
  one I two II three III
 10 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a = 'a') }
  one I one II one III
 11 { SELECT t1.b, t2.b FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (CASE WHEN t1.a = 'a' THEN NULL ELSE 1 END )}
  two I two II two III three I three II three III
]
}
do_join_test e_select-1.3.$tn $select $res

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63358-54862 If there is a USING clause specified as
# part of the join-constraint, then each of the column names specified
# must exist in the datasets to both the left and right of the join-op.
#
do_select_tests e_select-1.4 -error {
  cannot join using column %s - column not present in both tables
}
  1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t3 USING (b) } "b"
  2 { SELECT * FROM t3, t4 USING (c) } "c"
  3 { SELECT * FROM t3, (SELECT a AS b, b AS c FROM t1) USING (a) } "a"
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-55987-04584 For each pair of namesake columns, the
# expression "lhs.X = rhs.X" is evaluated for each row of the cartesian
# product as a boolean expression. All rows for which one or more of the
# expressions evaluates to false are excluded from the result set.
#
do_select_tests e_select-1.5 {
  1 { SELECT * FROM t1, t3 USING (a) } {a one 1 b two 2}
  2 { SELECT * FROM t3, t4 USING (a,c) } {b 2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-54046-48600 When comparing values as a result of a
# USING clause, the normal rules for handling affinities, collation
# sequences and NULL values in comparisons apply.
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-35466-18578 The column from the dataset on the
# left-hand side of the join operator is considered to be on the
# left-hand side of the comparison operator (=) for the purposes of
# collation sequence and affinity precedence.
#
# do_execsql_test e_select-1.6.0 {
CREATE TABLE t5(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary);
INSERT INTO t5 VALUES('AA', 'cc');
INSERT INTO t5 VALUES('BB', 'dd');
INSERT INTO t5 VALUES(NULL, NULL);
CREATE TABLE t6(a COLLATE binary, b COLLATE nocase);
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES('aa', 'cc');
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES('bb', 'DD');
INSERT INTO t6 VALUES(NULL, NULL);
} {}
foreach {tn select res} {
1 { SELECT * FROM t5 %JOIN% t6 USING (a) } {AA cc cc BB dd DD}
2 { SELECT * FROM t6 %JOIN% t5 USING (a) } {
3 { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) %JOIN% t5 USING (a) }
   {aa cc cc bb DD dd dd}
4 { SELECT * FROM t5 %JOIN% t6 USING (a,b) } {AA cc}
5 { SELECT * FROM t6 %JOIN% t5 USING (a,b) } {
} {
} do_join_test e_select-1.6.$tn $select $res
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57047-10461 For each pair of columns identified by a
# USING clause, the column from the right-hand dataset is omitted from
# the joined dataset.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-56132-15700 This is the only difference between a USING
# clause and its equivalent ON constraint.
#
foreach {tn select res} {
1a { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 USING (a) } {a one I b two II c three III}
1b { SELECT * FROM t1 %JOIN% t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a) } {a one a I b two b II c three c III}
2a { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 USING (a) } {a 1 [ ] b 2 2}
2b { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 ON (t3.a=t4.a) } {a 1 a [ ] b 2 b 2}
3a { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 USING (a,c) } {b 2}
3b { SELECT * FROM t3 %JOIN% t4 ON (t3.a=t4.a AND t3.c=t4.c) } {b 2 b 2}
4a { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) AS x
    %JOIN% t5 USING (a) }
{aa cc cc bb DD dd}
4b { SELECT * FROM (SELECT a COLLATE nocase, b FROM t6) AS x
    %JOIN% t5 ON (x.a=t5.a) }
{aa cc AA cc bb DD BB dd}
}

do_join_test e_select-1.7.$tn $select $res
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-41434-12448 If the join-op is a "LEFT JOIN" or "LEFT
# OUTER JOIN", then after the ON or USING filtering clauses have been
# applied, an extra row is added to the output for each row in the
# original left-hand input dataset that corresponds to no rows at all in
# the composite dataset (if any).
#

do_execsql_test e_select-1.8.0 {
CREATE TABLE t7(a, b, c);
CREATE TABLE t8(a, d, e);

INSERT INTO t7 VALUES('x', 'ex', 24);
INSERT INTO t7 VALUES('y', 'why', 25);

INSERT INTO t8 VALUES('x', 'abc', 24);
INSERT INTO t8 VALUES('z', 'ghi', 26);
} {}

do_select_tests e_select-1.8 {
  1a "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)" {1}
  1b "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)"
  2a "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)" {1}
  2b "SELECT count(*) FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)" {2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-15607-52988 The added rows contain NULL values in the
# columns that would normally contain values copied from the right-hand
# input dataset.
#

do_select_tests e_select-1.9 {
  1a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)" { x ex 24 x abc 24}
  1b "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 ON (t7.a=t8.a)"
    { x ex 24 x abc 24 y why 25 {} {} {}}
  2a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)" { x ex 24 abc 24}
  2b "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)" { x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-01809-52134 If the NATURAL keyword is added to any of

---
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# the join-ops, then an implicit USING clause is added to the
# join-constraints. The implicit USING clause contains each of the
# column names that appear in both the left and right-hand input
# datasets.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-1-10 {
1a "SELECT * FROM t7 JOIN t8 USING (a)"       {x ex 24 abc 24}
1b "SELECT * FROM t7 NATURAL JOIN t8"       {x ex 24 abc 24}
2a "SELECT * FROM t8 JOIN t7 USING (a)"        {x abc 24 ex 24}
2b "SELECT * FROM t8 NATURAL JOIN t7"          {x abc 24 ex 24}
3a "SELECT * FROM t7 LEFT JOIN t8 USING (a)"   {x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}
3b "SELECT * FROM t7 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t8"     {x ex 24 abc 24 y why 25 {} {}}
4a "SELECT * FROM t8 LEFT JOIN t7 USING (a)"   {x abc 24 ex 24 z ghi 26 {} {}}
4b "SELECT * FROM t8 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t7"     {x abc 24 ex 24 z ghi 26 {} {}}
5a "SELECT * FROM t3 JOIN t4 USING (a,c)"      {b 2}
5b "SELECT * FROM t3 NATURAL JOIN t4"          {b 2}
6a "SELECT * FROM t3 LEFT JOIN t4 USING (a,c)" {a 1 b 2}
6b "SELECT * FROM t3 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t4"     {a 1 b 2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-49566-01570 If the left and right-hand input datasets
# feature no common column names, then the NATURAL keyword has no effect
# on the results of the join.
#
# do_execsql_test e_select-1.11.0 {
CREATE TABLE t10(x, y);
INSERT INTO t10 VALUES(1, 'true');
INSERT INTO t10 VALUES(0, 'false');
} {}
# do_select_tests e_select-1-11 {
1a "SELECT a, x FROM t1 CROSS JOIN t10" {a 1 a 0 b 1 b 0 c 1 c 0}
1b "SELECT a, x FROM t1 NATURAL CROSS JOIN t10" {a 1 a 0 b 1 b 0 c 1 c 0}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39625-59133 A USING or ON clause may not be added to a
# join that specifies the NATURAL keyword.
#
# do_execsql_test e_select-1.12.0 {
foreach {tn sql} {
1 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 USING (a)}
2 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 ON (t1.a=t2.a)}
3 {SELECT * FROM t1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN t2 ON (45)}
} {
    do_catchsql_test e_select-1.12.$tn "
}
$sql
" {1 {a NATURAL join may not have an ON or USING clause}}
}

# The next block of tests - e_select-3.* - concentrate on verifying
# statements made regarding WHERE clause processing.
#
drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-3.0 {
  CREATE TABLE x1(k, x, y, z);
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(1, 'relinquished', 'aphasia', 78.43);
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(2, X'A8E8D66F', X'07CF', -81);
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(3, -22, -27.57, NULL);
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(4, NULL, 'bygone', 'picky');
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(5, NULL, 96.28, NULL);
  INSERT INTO x1 VALUES(6, 0, 1, 2);

  CREATE TABLE x2(k, x, y2);
  INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(1, 50, X'B82838');
  INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(5, 84.79, 65.88);
  INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(3, -22, X'0E1BE452A393');
  INSERT INTO x2 VALUES(7, 'mistrusted', 'standardized');
} {} 

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06999-14330 If a WHERE clause is specified, the WHERE
# expression is evaluated for each row in the input data as a boolean
# expression. All rows for which the WHERE clause expression evaluates
# to false are excluded from the dataset before continuing.
#
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.1 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE x } {3}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.2 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE y } {3 5 6}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.3 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE z } {1 2 6}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.4 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE '1'||z } {1 2 4 6}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.5 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE x IS NULL } {4 5}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.1.6 { SELECT k FROM x1 WHERE z - 78.43 } {2 4 6}

do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.1a {
  SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k)
} {1 2 3 4 5 6}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.1b {
  SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k) WHERE x2.k
} {1 3 5}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.2 {
  SELECT k FROM x1 LEFT JOIN x2 USING(k) WHERE x2.k IS NULL
} {2 4 6}

}
SELECT k FROM x1 NATURAL JOIN x2 WHERE x2.k
} {3}
do_execsql_test e_select-3.2.4 {
SELECT k FROM x1 NATURAL JOIN x2 WHERE x2.k-3
} {}

# Tests below this point are focused on verifying the testable statements
# related to calculating the result rows of a simple SELECT statement.
#

drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-4.0 {
CREATE TABLE z1(a, b, c);
CREATE TABLE z2(d, e);
CREATE TABLE z3(a, b);

INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(51.65, -59.58, 'belfries');
INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-5, NULL, 75);
INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-2.2, -23.18, 'suiters');
INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(NULL, 67, 'quartets');
INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(-1.04, -32.3, 'aspen');
INSERT INTO z1 VALUES(63, 'born', -26);

INSERT INTO z2 VALUES(NULL, 21);
INSERT INTO z2 VALUES(36, 6);

INSERT INTO z3 VALUES('subsistence', 'gauze');
INSERT INTO z3 VALUES(49.17, -67);
} {}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-36327-17224 If a result expression is the special
# expression "*" then all columns in the input data are substituted for
# that one expression.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-43693-30522 If the expression is the alias of a table
# or subquery in the FROM clause followed by ".*" then all columns from
# the named table or subquery are substituted for the single expression.
#
do_select_tests e_select-4.1 {
1 "SELECT * FROM z1 LIMIT 1" {51.65 -59.58 belfries}
2 "SELECT * FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {51.65 -59.58 belfries {} 21}
3 "SELECT z1.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {51.65 -59.58 belfries}
4 "SELECT z2.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {{} 21}
5 "SELECT z2.*, z1.* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {{} 21 51.65 -59.58 belfries}
6 "SELECT count(*), * FROM z1" {6 63 born -26}
7 "SELECT max(a), * FROM z1" {63 63 born -26}
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8 "SELECT *, min(a) FROM z1"  {5 | 75 -5}

9 "SELECT *,* FROM z1,z2 LIMIT 1" {     51.65 -59.58 belfries {21 51.65 -59.58 belfries {21
10 "SELECT z1.*,z1.* FROM z2,z1 LIMIT 1" {   51.65 -59.58 belfries 51.65 -59.58 belfries
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-61869-22578 It is an error to use a "*" or "alias.*"
# expression in any context other than than a result expression list.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44324-41166 It is also an error to use a "*" or
# "alias.*" expression in a simple SELECT query that does not have a
# FROM clause.
#
foreach {tn select err} {
  1.1 "SELECT a, b, c FROM z1 WHERE *"    {near "*": syntax error}
  1.2 "SELECT a, b, c FROM z1 GROUP BY *" {near "*": syntax error}
  1.3 "SELECT 1 + * FROM z1"              {near "+": syntax error}
  1.4 "SELECT * + 1 FROM z1"              {near "+": syntax error}
  2.1 "SELECT *" {no tables specified}
  2.2 "SELECT * WHERE 1" {no tables specified}
  2.3 "SELECT * WHERE 0" {no tables specified}
  2.4 "SELECT count(*), *" {no tables specified}
} {
  do_catchsql_test e_select-4.2.$tn $select [list 1 $err]
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-08669-22397 The number of columns in the rows returned
# by a simple SELECT statement is equal to the number of expressions in
# the result expression list after substitution of * and alias.*
#
foreach {tn select nCol} {
  1 "SELECT * FROM z1"  3
  2 "SELECT * FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"  3
  3 "SELECT z1.*, FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"  3
  4 "SELECT z3.*, FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"  2
  5 "SELECT z1.*,z3.* FROM z1 NATURAL JOIN z3"  5
  6 "SELECT 1, 2, z1.* FROM z1"  5
  7 "SELECT a, *, b, c FROM z1"  6
} {
  set ::stmt [sqlite3_prepare_v2 db $select -1 DUMMY]
  do_test e_select-4.3.$tn [ sqlite3_column_count ::stmt ] $nCol
  sqlite3_finalize ::stmt
In lang_select.html, a non-aggregate query is defined as any simple SELECT that has no GROUP BY clause and no aggregate expressions in the result expression list. Other queries are aggregate queries. Test cases e_select-4.4.* through e_select-4.12.*, inclusive, which test the part of simple SELECT that is different for aggregate and non-aggregate queries verify (in a way) that these definitions are consistent:

EVIDENCE-OF: R-20637-43463 A simple SELECT statement is an aggregate query if it contains either a GROUP BY clause or one or more aggregate functions in the result-set.

EVIDENCE-OF: R-23155-55597 Otherwise, if a simple SELECT contains no aggregate functions or a GROUP BY clause, it is a non-aggregate query.

EVIDENCE-OF: R-44050-47362 If the SELECT statement is a non-aggregate query, then each expression in the result expression list is evaluated for each row in the dataset filtered by the WHERE clause.

do_select_tests e_select-4.4 {
1 "SELECT a, b FROM z1"
   {51.65 -59.58 -5 {} -2.2 -23.18 {} 67 -1.04 -32.3 63 born}

2 "SELECT a IS NULL, b+1, * FROM z1"
   {0 -58.58 51.65 -59.58 belfries
    0 {} -5 {} 75
    0 -22.18 -2.2 -23.18 suiters
    1 68 {} 67 quartets
    0 -31.3 -1.04 -32.3 aspen
    0 1 63 born -26
   }

3 "SELECT 32*32, d||e FROM z2" {1024 {} 1024 366}
}

Test cases e_select-4.5.* and e_select-4.6.* together show that:

EVIDENCE-OF: R-51988-01124 The single row of result-set data created by evaluating the aggregate and non-aggregate expressions in the result-set forms the result of an aggregate query without a GROUP BY clause.
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57629-25253 If the SELECT statement is an aggregate query without a GROUP BY clause, then each aggregate expression in the result-set is evaluated once across the entire dataset.

do_select_tests e_select-4.5 {
  1 "SELECT count(a), max(a), count(b), max(b) FROM z1" {5 63 5 born}
  2 "SELECT count(*), max(1)" {1 1}
  3 "SELECT sum(b+1) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3" {-43.06}
  4 "SELECT sum(b+2) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3" {-38.06}
  5 "SELECT sum(b IS NOT NULL) FROM z1 NATURAL LEFT JOIN z3" {5}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-26684-40576 Each non-aggregate expression in the result-set is evaluated once for an arbitrarily selected row of the dataset.

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-27994-60376 The same arbitrarily selected row is used for each non-aggregate expression.

# Note: The results of many of the queries in this block of tests are technically undefined, as the documentation does not specify which row SQLite will arbitrarily select to use for the evaluation of the non-aggregate expressions.

drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-4.6.0 {
  CREATE TABLE a1(one PRIMARY KEY, two);
  INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(1, 1);
  INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(2, 3);
  INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(3, 6);
  INSERT INTO a1 VALUES(4, 10);
  CREATE TABLE a2(one PRIMARY KEY, three);
  INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(1, 1);
  INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(3, 2);
  INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(6, 3);
  INSERT INTO a2 VALUES(10, 4);
}

do_select_tests e_select-4.6 {
  1 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1" {4 10 4}
  2 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE one<3" {2 3 2}
  3 "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE one>3" {4 10 1}
  4 "SELECT *, count(*) FROM a1 JOIN a2" {4 10 10 4 16}
  5 "SELECT *, sum(three) FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2" {3 6 2 3}
  6 "SELECT *, sum(three) FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2" {3 6 2 3}
  7 "SELECT group_concat(three, ""), a1.* FROM a1 NATURAL JOIN a2" {12 3 6}
}
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-04486-07266 Or, if the dataset contains zero rows, then
# each non-aggregate expression is evaluated against a row consisting
# entirely of NULL values.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-4.7 {
#  1  "SELECT one, two, count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 0"           {{} {} 0}
#  2  "SELECT sum(two), * FROM a1, a2 WHERE three>5"        {{} {} {} {} {}}
#  3  "SELECT max(one) IS NULL, one IS NULL, two IS NULL FROM a1 WHERE two=7" {  
#     1 1 1
#  }
#}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-64138-28774 An aggregate query without a GROUP BY
# clause always returns exactly one row of data, even if there are zero
# rows of input data.
#
# foreach {tn select} {
#  8.1  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1"
#  8.2  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 0"
#  8.3  "SELECT count(*) FROM a1 WHERE 1"
#  8.4  "SELECT max(a1.one)+min(two), a1.one, two, * FROM a1, a2 WHERE 1"
#  8.5  "SELECT max(a1.one)+min(two), a1.one, two, * FROM a1, a2 WHERE 0"
# } {
#  # Set $nRow to the number of rows returned by $select:
set ::stmt [sqlite3_prepare_v2 db $select -1 DUMMY]
set nRow 0
while {"SQLITE_ROW" == [sqlite3_step $::stmt]} { incr nRow }
set rc [sqlite3_finalize $::stmt]

# Test that $nRow==1 and that statement execution was successful
# (rc==SQLITE_OK).
do_test e_select-4.$tn [list list $rc $nRow] {SQLITE_OK 1}
}

drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-4.9.0 {
CREATE TABLE b1(one PRIMARY KEY, two);
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(1, 'o');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(4, 'f');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(3, 't');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(2, 't');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(5, 'f');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(7, 's');
INSERT INTO b1 VALUES(6, 's');
CREATE TABLE b2(x, y);
INSERT INTO b2 VALUES(NULL, 0);
INSERT INTO b2 VALUES(NULL, 1);
INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('xyz', 2);
INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('abc', 3);
INSERT INTO b2 VALUES('xyz', 4);

CREATE TABLE b3(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary);
INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('abc', 'abc');
INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('aBC', 'aBC');
INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('Def', 'Def');
INSERT INTO b3 VALUES('dEF', 'dEF');
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-57754-57109 If the SELECT statement is an aggregate
# query with a GROUP BY clause, then each of the expressions specified
# as part of the GROUP BY clause is evaluated for each row of the
# dataset. Each row is then assigned to a "group" based on the results;
# rows for which the results of evaluating the GROUP BY expressions are
# the same are assigned to the same group.
#
# These tests also show that the following is not untrue:
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-25883-55063 The expressions in the GROUP BY clause do
# not have to be expressions that appear in the result.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-4.9 {
  1  "SELECT group_concat(one), two FROM b1 GROUP BY two" {
  /### f  1 o  # s ### t/
  }
  2  "SELECT group_concat(one), sum(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (one>4)" {
    1,2,3,4 10      5,6,7 18
  }
  3  "SELECT group_concat(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (two>'o'), one%2" {
    4  1,5   2,6   3,7
  }
  4  "SELECT group_concat(one) FROM b1 GROUP BY (one==2 OR two=='o')" {
    4,3,5,7,6   1,2
  }
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-14926-50129 For the purposes of grouping rows, NULL
# values are considered equal.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-4.10 {
  1  "SELECT group_concat(y) FROM b2 GROUP BY x" {/####  3  # ###/}
  2  "SELECT count(*) FROM b2 GROUP BY CASE WHEN y<4 THEN NULL ELSE 0 END" {4 1}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-10470-30318 The usual rules for selecting a collation
# sequence with which to compare text values apply when evaluating
# expressions in a GROUP BY clause.
#
do_select_tests e_select-4.11 {
   1 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY b"  {1 1 1 1}
   2 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY a"  {2 2}
   3 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY +b"  {1 1 1 1}
   4 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY +a"  {2 2}
   5 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY b||''" {1 1 1 1}
   6 "SELECT count(*) FROM b3 GROUP BY a||''" {1 1 1 1}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63573-50730 The expressions in a GROUP BY clause may
# not be aggregate expressions.
#
foreach {tn select} {
   12.1 "SELECT * FROM b3 GROUP BY count(*)"
   12.2 "SELECT max(a) FROM b3 GROUP BY max(b)"
   12.3 "SELECT group_concat(a) FROM b3 GROUP BY a, max(b)"
} {
   set res {1 {aggregate functions are not allowed in the GROUP BY clause}}
   do_catchsql_test e_select-4.$tn $select $res
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-31537-00101 If a HAVING clause is specified, it is
# evaluated once for each group of rows as a boolean expression. If the
# result of evaluating the HAVING clause is false, the group is
# discarded.
#
# This requirement is tested by all e_select-4.13.* tests.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-04132-09474 If the HAVING clause is an aggregate
# expression, it is evaluated across all rows in the group.
#
# Tested by e_select-4.13.1.*
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28262-47447 If a HAVING clause is a non-aggregate
# expression, it is evaluated with respect to an arbitrarily selected
# row from the group.
#
# Tested by e_select-4.13.2.*
#
# Tests in this block also show that this is not untrue:
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-55403-13450 The HAVING expression may refer to values,
# even aggregate functions, that are not in the result.
#
do_execsql_test e_select-4.13.0 {
CREATE TABLE c1(up, down);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 1);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 2);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 4);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('x', 8);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('y', 16);
INSERT INTO c1 VALUES('y', 32);

CREATE TABLE c2(i, j);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(1, 0);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(2, 1);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(3, 3);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(4, 6);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(5, 10);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(6, 15);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(7, 21);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(8, 28);
INSERT INTO c2 VALUES(9, 36);

CREATE TABLE c3(i PRIMARY KEY, k TEXT);
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(1, 'hydrogen');
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(2, 'helium');
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(3, 'lithium');
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(4, 'beryllium');
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(5, 'boron');
INSERT INTO c3 VALUES(94, 'plutonium');

do_select_tests e_select-4.13 {
  1.1  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING count(*)>3" {x} 
  1.2  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING sum(down)>16" {y} 
  1.3  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING sum(down)<16" {x} 
  1.4  "SELECT up||down FROM c1 GROUP BY (down<5) HAVING max(down)<10" {x4} 

  2.1  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING down>10" {y} 
  2.2  "SELECT up FROM c1 GROUP BY up HAVING up='y'" {y} 

  2.3  "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i>4 HAVING i>6" {9 36} }

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23927-54081 Each expression in the result-set is then 
# evaluated once for each group of rows.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-53735-47017 If the expression is an aggregate 
# expression, it is evaluated across all rows in the group.
#
do_select_tests e_select-4.15 {
  1  "SELECT sum(down) FROM c1 GROUP BY up" {15 48}
2 "SELECT sum(j), max(j) FROM c2 GROUP BY (i%3)"  {54 36 27 21 39 28}
3 "SELECT sum(j), max(j) FROM c2 GROUP BY (j%2)"  {80 36 40 21}
4 "SELECT 1+sum(j), max(j)+1 FROM c2 GROUP BY (j%2)" {81 37 41 22}
5 "SELECT count(*) , round(avg(i),2) FROM c1, c2 ON (i=down) GROUP BY j%2"
      {3 4.33 1 2.0}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-62913-19830 Otherwise, it is evaluated against a single
# arbitrarily chosen row from within the group.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-53924-08809 If there is more than one non-aggregate
# expression in the result-set, then all such expressions are evaluated
# for the same row.
#
do_select_tests e_select-4.15 {
  1 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2"  {8 28 9 36}
  2 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j<30" {8 28}
  3 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j>30" {9 36}
  4 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2 HAVING j>30" {9 36}
  5 "SELECT count(*) , i, k FROM c2 NATURAL JOIN c3 GROUP BY substr(k, 1, 1)"
      {2 5 boron 2 2 helium 1 3 lithium}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-19334-12811 Each group of input dataset rows
# contributes a single row to the set of result rows.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-02223-49279 Subject to filtering associated with the
# DISTINCT keyword, the number of rows returned by an aggregate query
# with a GROUP BY clause is the same as the number of groups of rows
# produced by applying the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses to the filtered
# input dataset.
#
do_select_tests e_select.4.16 -count {
  1 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i%2"          2
  2 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i"            9
  3 "SELECT i, j FROM c2 GROUP BY i HAVING i<5" 4
}

# The following tests attempt to verify statements made regarding the ALL
# and DISTINCT keywords.
#
drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-5.1.0 {
  CREATE TABLE h1(a, b);
  INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, 'one');
  INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, T);
  INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(1, 'i');
INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'four');
INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'IV');
INSERT INTO h1 VALUES(4, 'iv');

CREATE TABLE h2(x COLLATE nocase);
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('One');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Two');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Three');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('Four');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('one');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('two');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('three');
INSERT INTO h2 VALUES('four');

CREATE TABLE h3(c, d);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(1, NULL);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(2, NULL);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(3, NULL);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(4, '2');
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(5, NULL);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(6, '2,3');
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(7, NULL);
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(8, '2,4');
INSERT INTO h3 VALUES(9, '3');

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-60770-10612 One of the ALL or DISTINCT keywords may
# follow the SELECT keyword in a simple SELECT statement.
#
do_select_tests e_select-5.1 {
  1  "SELECT ALL a FROM h1"     {1 1 1 4 4 4}
  2  "SELECT DISTINCT a FROM h1" {1 4}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-08861-34280 If the simple SELECT is a SELECT ALL, then
# the entire set of result rows are returned by the SELECT.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-47911-02086 If neither ALL or DISTINCT are present,
# then the behavior is as if ALL were specified.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-14442-41305 If the simple SELECT is a SELECT DISTINCT,
# then duplicate rows are removed from the set of result rows before it
# is returned.
#
# The three testable statements above are tested by e_select-5.2.*,
# 5.3.* and 5.4.* respectively.
#
do_select_tests e_select-5 {

}
3.1 "SELECT ALL x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four one two three four}
3.2 "SELECT ALL x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One one Four four}

3.1 "SELECT x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four one two three four}
3.2 "SELECT x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One one Four four}

4.1 "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four}
4.2 "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h1, h2 ON (x=b)" {One Four}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-02054-15343 For the purposes of detecting duplicate rows, two NULL values are considered to be equal.
#
do_select_tests e_select-5.5 {
1  "SELECT DISTINCT d FROM h3" {{} 2 2,3 2,4 3}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-58359-52112 The normal rules for selecting a collation sequence to compare text values with apply.
#
do_select_tests e_select-5.6 {
1  "SELECT DISTINCT b FROM h1" {one I i four IV iv}
2  "SELECT DISTINCT b COLLATE nocase FROM h1" {one I four IV}
3  "SELECT DISTINCT x FROM h2" {One Two Three Four}
4  "SELECT DISTINCT x COLLATE binary FROM h2" {
   One Two Three Four one two three four
}
}

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------
# The following tests - e_select-7.* - test that statements made to do with compound SELECT statements are correct.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39368-64333 In a compound SELECT, all the constituent SELECTs must return the same number of result columns.
#
# All the other tests in this section use compound SELECTs created using component SELECTs that do return the same number of columns.
# So the tests here just show that it is an error to attempt otherwise.
#
drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-7.1.0 {
   CREATE TABLE j1(a, b, c);
   CREATE TABLE j2(e, f);
   CREATE TABLE j3(g);
} {}
do_select_tests e_select-7.1 -error {

SELECTs to the left and right of %s do not have the same number of result columns

{ }

1 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j3" { UNION ALL }
2 "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j3" { UNION ALL }
3 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j3" { UNION ALL }
4 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j3,j2" { UNION ALL }
5 "SELECT * FROM j3,j2 UNION ALL SELECT a, b FROM j1" { UNION ALL }

6 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION SELECT g FROM j3" { UNION }
7 "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j3" { UNION }
8 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION SELECT g FROM j3" { UNION }
9 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j3,j2" { UNION }
10 "SELECT * FROM j3,j2 UNION SELECT a, b FROM j1" { UNION }

11 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j3" { INTERSECT }
12 "SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j3" { INTERSECT }
13 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j3" { INTERSECT }
14 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j3,j2" { INTERSECT }
15 "SELECT * FROM j3,j2 INTERSECT SELECT a, b FROM j1" { INTERSECT }

16 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j3" { EXCEPT }
17 "SELECT * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j3" { EXCEPT }
18 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j3" { EXCEPT }
19 "SELECT a, b FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j3,j2" { EXCEPT }
20 "SELECT * FROM j3,j2 EXCEPT SELECT a, b FROM j1" { EXCEPT }

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-01450-11152 As the components of a compound SELECT must
# be simple SELECT statements, they may not contain ORDER BY or LIMIT
#
 # foreach {tn select op1 op2} {
  1 "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
      { ORDER BY } { UNION ALL }
  2 "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 UNION ALL SELECT max(e) FROM j2"
      { ORDER BY } { UNION ALL }
  3 "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 UNION ALL SELECT *,* FROM j2"
      { ORDER BY } { UNION ALL }
  4 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
      LIMIT { UNION ALL }
  5 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
      LIMIT { UNION ALL }
  6 "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j2,j3"
      LIMIT { UNION ALL }
  7 "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
      { ORDER BY } { UNION }
  8 "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 UNION SELECT max(e) FROM j2"
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9  "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 UNION SELECT *,* FROM j2"
   {ORDER BY} {UNION}
10 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {UNION}
11 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {UNION}
12 "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) UNION SELECT g FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {UNION}
13 "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}
14 "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 EXCEPT SELECT max(e) FROM j2"
   {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}
15 "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 EXCEPT SELECT *,* FROM j2"
   {ORDER BY} {EXCEPT}
16 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {EXCEPT}
17 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {EXCEPT}
18 "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) EXCEPT SELECT g FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {EXCEPT}

19 "SELECT * FROM j1 ORDER BY a INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}
20 "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 ORDER BY 1 INTERSECT SELECT max(e) FROM j2"
   {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}
21 "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 ORDER BY 1,2,3 INTERSECT SELECT *,* FROM j2"
   {ORDER BY} {INTERSECT}
22 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {INTERSECT}
23 "SELECT * FROM j1 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {INTERSECT}
24 "SELECT a FROM j1 LIMIT (SELECT e FROM j2) INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j2,j3"
   LIMIT {INTERSECT}

} 

set err "$op1 clause should come after $op2 not before"
do_catchsql_test e_select-7.2.$tn $select [list 1 $err]
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-22874-32655 ORDER BY and LIMIT clauses may only occur
# at the end of the entire compound SELECT.
#
foreach {tn select} {
1   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"
2   "SELECT count(*) FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"
3   "SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"
4   "SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"
"SELECT * FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"
"SELECT a FROM j1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

"SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"
"SELECT count(*) FROM j1 UNION SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"
"SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 UNION SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"
"SELECT * FROM j1 UNION SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"
"SELECT * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 ORDER BY a"
"SELECT count(*) FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT max(e) FROM j2 ORDER BY 1"
"SELECT count(*), * FROM j1 EXCEPT SELECT *,* FROM j2 ORDER BY 1,2,3"
"SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10"
"SELECT * FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM j2,j3 LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5"
"SELECT a FROM j1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM j2,j3 LIMIT (SELECT 10)"

CREATE TABLE q1(a TEXT, b INTEGER, c);
CREATE TABLE q2(d NUMBER, e BLOB);
CREATE TABLE q3(f REAL, g);

INSERT INTO q1 VALUES(16, -87.66, NULL);
INSERT INTO q1 VALUES('legible', 94, -42.47);
INSERT INTO q1 VALUES('beauty', 36, NULL);
INSERT INTO q2 VALUES('legible', 1);
INSERT INTO q2 VALUES('beauty', 2);
INSERT INTO q2 VALUES(-65.91, 4);
INSERT INTO q3 VALUES('beauty', 2);
INSERT INTO q3 VALUES('beauty', 2);
do_select_tests e_select-7.4 {
    1  {SELECT a FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT d FROM q2}
       {16 legible beauty legible beauty -65.91 emanating}

    2  {SELECT * FROM q1 WHERE a=16 UNION ALL SELECT 'x', * FROM q2 WHERE oid=1}
       {16 -87.66 {} x legible 1}

    3  {SELECT count(*) FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT min(e) FROM q2}
       {3 -16.56}

    4  {SELECT * FROM q2 UNION ALL SELECT * FROM q3}
       {legible 1 beauty 2 -65.91 4 emanating -16.56 beauty 2 beauty 2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20560-39162 The UNION operator works the same way as
# UNION ALL, except that duplicate rows are removed from the final
# result set.
#
    do_select_tests e_select-7.5 {
    1  {SELECT a FROM q1 UNION SELECT d FROM q2}
       {-65.91 16 beauty emanating legible}

    2  {SELECT * FROM q1 WHERE a=16 UNION SELECT 'x', * FROM q2 WHERE oid=1}
       {16 -87.66 {} x legible 1}

    3  {SELECT count(*) FROM q1 UNION SELECT min(e) FROM q2}
       {-16.56 3}

    4  {SELECT * FROM q2 UNION SELECT * FROM q3}
       {-65.91 4 beauty 2 emanating -16.56 legible 1}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-45764-31737 The INTERSECT operator returns the
# intersection of the results of the left and right SELECTs.
#
    do_select_tests e_select-7.6 {
    1  {SELECT a FROM q1 INTERSECT SELECT d FROM q2} {beauty legible}
    2  {SELECT * FROM q2 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-25787-28949 The EXCEPT operator returns the subset of
# rows returned by the left SELECT that are not also returned by the
# right-hand SELECT.
#
    do_select_tests e_select-7.7 {
    1  {SELECT a FROM q1 EXCEPT SELECT d FROM q2} {16}
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-40729-56447 Duplicate rows are removed from the results of INTERSECT and EXCEPT operators before the result set is returned.
#

```
do_select_tests e_select-7.8 {
  0 {SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2 beauty 2}
  1 {SELECT * FROM q3 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM q3} {beauty 2}
  2 {SELECT * FROM q3 EXCEPT SELECT a,b FROM q1} {beauty 2}
}
```

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46765-43362 For the purposes of determining duplicate rows for the results of compound SELECT operators, NULL values are considered equal to other NULL values and distinct from all non-NULL values.
#

```
db nullvalue null
do_select_tests e_select-7.9 {
  1 {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT NULL} {null null}
  2 {SELECT NULL UNION SELECT NULL} {null}
  3 {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT NULL} {null}
  4 {SELECT NULL EXCEPT SELECT NULL} {}
  5 {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT 'ab'} {null ab}
  6 {SELECT NULL UNION SELECT 'ab'} {null ab}
  7 {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT 'ab'} {}
  8 {SELECT NULL EXCEPT SELECT 'ab'} {null}
  9 {SELECT NULL UNION ALL SELECT 0} {null 0}
 10 {SELECT NULL UNION SELECT 0} {null 0}
 11 {SELECT NULL INTERSECT SELECT 0} {}
 12 {SELECT NULL EXCEPT SELECT 0} {null}
 13 {SELECT c FROM q1 UNION ALL SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47 null 2 2}
 14 {SELECT c FROM q1 UNION SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47 2}
 15 {SELECT c FROM q1 INTERSECT SELECT g FROM q3} {}
 16 {SELECT c FROM q1 EXCEPT SELECT g FROM q3} {null -42.47}
}
db nullvalue {}
```

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-51232-50224 The collation sequence used to compare two text values is determined as if the columns of the left and right-hand SELECT statements were the left and right-hand operands of the equals (=) operator, except that greater precedence is not assigned to a collation sequence specified with the postfix COLLATE operator.
drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-7.10.0 {
    CREATE TABLE y1(a COLLATE nocase, b COLLATE binary, c);
    INSERT INTO y1 VALUES('Abc', 'abc', 'aBC');
}
do_select_tests e_select-7.10 {
    1 { SELECT 'abc' UNION SELECT 'ABC' } {ABC abc}
    2 { SELECT 'abc' COLLATE nocase UNION SELECT 'ABC' } {ABC}
    3 { SELECT 'abc' UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE nocase } {ABC}
    4 { SELECT 'abc' COLLATE binary UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE nocase } {ABC abc}
    5 { SELECT 'abc' COLLATE nocase UNION SELECT 'ABC' COLLATE binary } {ABC}
    6 { SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT b FROM y1 } {abc}
    7 { SELECT b FROM y1 UNION SELECT a FROM y1 } {Abc abc}
    8 { SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT c FROM y1 } {aBC}
    9 { SELECT a FROM y1 UNION SELECT c COLLATE binary FROM y1 } {aBC}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-32706-07403 No affinity transformations are applied to
# any values when comparing rows as part of a compound SELECT.
#
drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-7.10.0 {
    CREATE TABLE w1(a TEXT, b NUMBER);
    CREATE TABLE w2(a, b TEXT);
    INSERT INTO w1 VALUES('1', 4.1);
    INSERT INTO w2 VALUES(1, 4.1);
}
do_select_tests e_select-7.11 {
    1 { SELECT a FROM w1 UNION SELECT a FROM w2 } {1 1}
    2 { SELECT a FROM w2 UNION SELECT a FROM w1 } {1 1}
    3 { SELECT b FROM w1 UNION SELECT b FROM w2 } {4.1 4.1}
    4 { SELECT b FROM w2 UNION SELECT b FROM w1 } {4.1 4.1}
    5 { SELECT a FROM w1 INTERSECT SELECT a FROM w2 } {}
    6 { SELECT a FROM w2 INTERSECT SELECT a FROM w1 } {}
    7 { SELECT b FROM w1 INTERSECT SELECT b FROM w2 } {}
    8 { SELECT b FROM w2 INTERSECT SELECT b FROM w1 } {}
    9 { SELECT a FROM w1 EXCEPT SELECT a FROM w2 } {1}
    10 { SELECT a FROM w2 EXCEPT SELECT a FROM w1 } {1}
    11 { SELECT b FROM w1 EXCEPT SELECT b FROM w2 } {4.1}
    12 { SELECT b FROM w2 EXCEPT SELECT b FROM w1 } {4.1}
}
When three or more simple SELECTs are connected into a compound SELECT, they group from left to right. In other words, if "A", "B" and "C" are all simple SELECT statements, (A op B op C) is processed as ((A op B) op C).

The INTERSECT and EXCEPT operations are mutually commutative. So the e_select-7.12.5 test cases do not prove very much.

drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-7.12.0 {
    CREATE TABLE t1(x);
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(1);
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(2);
    INSERT INTO t1 VALUES(3);
}{}

foreach {tn select res} {
    1a "(1,2) INTERSECT (1) UNION (3)"   {1 3}
    1b "(3) UNION (1,2) INTERSECT (1)"   {1}
    2a "(1,2) UNION (3) UNION ALL (1)"   {1 2 3 1}
    2b "(1) UNION ALL (3) UNION (1,2)"   {1 2 3}
    3a "(1,2) UNION (3) EXCEPT (1)"   {2 3}
    3b "(1,2) EXCEPT (3) UNION (1)"   {1 2}
    4a "(1,2) INTERSECT (1) UNION ALL (3)"   {1 3}
    4b "(3) UNION (1,2) INTERSECT (1)"   {1}
    5a "(1,2) INTERSECT (2) EXCEPT (2)"   {}
    5b "(2,3) EXCEPT (2) INTERSECT (2)"   {}
    6a "(2) UNION ALL (2) EXCEPT (2)"   {}
    6b "(2) EXCEPT (2) UNION ALL (2)"   {2}
    7 "(2,3) EXCEPT (2) EXCEPT (3)"   {}
} {
    set select [string map {{} [SELECT x FROM t1 WHERE x IN {}} $select]
do_execsql_test e_select-7.12.$tn $select [list {*}$res]
}

#------------------------------------------
# ORDER BY clauses
#

drop_all_tables
do_execsql_test e_select-8.1.0 |
  CREATE TABLE d1(x, y, z):
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 3);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(2, 5, -1);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 8);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, 7);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(2, 4, 93);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 2, -20);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 4, 93);
  INSERT INTO d1 VALUES(1, 5, -1);

  CREATE TABLE d2(a, b):
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('gently', 'failings');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('commercials', 'bathrobe');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('iterate', 'sexton');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('babied', 'charitableness');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('solemnness', 'annexed');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('rejoicing', 'liabilities');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('pragmatist', 'guarded');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('barked', 'interrupted');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('reemphasizes', 'reply');
  INSERT INTO d2 VALUES('lad', 'relenting');
} {}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-44988-41064 Rows are first sorted based on the results
# of evaluating the left-most expression in the ORDER BY list, then ties
# are broken by evaluating the second left-most expression and so on.
#
do_select_tests e_select-8.1 |
  "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x, y, z" |
    1 2 -20 1 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 8
    1 4 93 1 5 -1 2 4 93 2 5 -1
} {}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-06617-54588 Each ORDER BY expression may be optionally
# followed by one of the keywords ASC (smaller values are returned
# first) or DESC (larger values are returned first).
# Test cases e_select-8.2.* test the above.

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-18705-33393 If neither ASC or DESC are specified, rows
# are sorted in ascending (smaller values first) order by default.

# Test cases e_select-8.3.* test the above. All 8.3 test cases are
# copies of 8.2 test cases with the explicit "ASC" removed.

do_select_tests e_select-8 {
  2.1 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x ASC, y ASC, z ASC" {
    1 2 -20 1 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 8
    1 4 93 1 5 -1 2 4 93 2 5 -1
  }
  2.2 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y DESC, z DESC" {
    2 5 -1 2 4 93 1 5 -1 1 4 93
    1 2 8 1 2 7 1 2 3 1 2 -20
  }
  2.3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y ASC, z DESC" {
    2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 8 1 2 7
    1 2 3 1 2 -20 1 4 93 1 5 -1
  }
  2.4 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y ASC, z ASC" {
    2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 -20 1 2 3
    1 2 7 1 2 8 1 4 93 1 5 -1
  }
  3.1 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x, y, z" {
    1 2 -20 1 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 8
    1 4 93 1 5 -1 2 4 93 2 5 -1
  }
  3.3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y, z DESC" {
    2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 8 1 2 7
    1 2 3 1 2 -20 1 4 93 1 5 -1
  }
  3.4 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x DESC, y, z" {
    2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 -20 1 2 3
    1 2 7 1 2 8 1 4 93 1 5 -1
  }
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-29779-04281 If the ORDER BY expression is a constant
# integer K then the expression is considered an alias for the K-th
# column of the result set (columns are numbered from left to right
# starting with 1).

do_select_tests e_select-8.4 {
  1 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 ASC, 2 ASC, 3 ASC" {
1 2 -20 1 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 8
1 4 93 1 5 -1 2 4 93 2 5 -1
}
2 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 DESC, 3 DESC" {
2 5 -1 2 4 93 1 5 -1 1 4 93
1 2 8 1 2 7 1 2 3 1 2 -20
}
3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 ASC, 3 DESC" {
2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 8 1 2 7
1 2 3 1 2 -20 1 4 93 1 5 -1
}
4 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2 ASC, 3 ASC" {
2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 -20 1 2 3
1 2 7 1 2 8 1 4 93 1 5 -1
}
5 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1, 2, 3" {
1 2 -20 1 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 8
1 4 93 1 5 -1 2 4 93 2 5 -1
}
6 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2, 3 DESC" {
2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 8 1 2 7
1 2 3 1 2 -20 1 4 93 1 5 -1
}
7 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY 1 DESC, 2, 3" {
2 4 93 2 5 -1 1 2 -20 1 2 3
1 2 7 1 2 8 1 4 93 1 5 -1
}
8 "SELECT z, x FROM d1 ORDER BY 2" {
/# 1 # 1 # 1 # 1
# 1 # 1 # 2 # 2/
}
9 "SELECT z, x FROM d1 ORDER BY 1" {
/-20 1 -1 # -1 # 3 1
7 1 81 93 # 93 #/
}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-63286-51977 If the ORDER BY expression is an identifier
# that corresponds to the alias of one of the output columns, then the
# expression is considered an alias for that column.
#
do_select_tests e_select-8.5 {
1 "SELECT z+1 AS abc FROM d1 ORDER BY abc" {
 -19 0 0 4 8 9 94 94
 }
2 "SELECT z+1 AS abc FROM d1 ORDER BY abc DESC" {
 94 94 9 8 4 0 0 -19
 }
3 "SELECT z AS x, x AS z FROM d1 ORDER BY z" {
  /# 1  # 1  # 1  # 1  # 1  # 1  # 2  # 2/
}
4 "SELECT z AS x, x AS z FROM d1 ORDER BY x" {
  /-20 1  -1 #  -1 #  3 1  8 1  93 #  93 #/
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-65068-27207 Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is
# any other expression, it is evaluated and the returned value used to
# order the output rows.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03421-57988 If the SELECT statement is a simple SELECT,
# then an ORDER BY may contain any arbitrary expressions.
#
do_select_tests e_select-8.6 {
  1 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x+y+z" {
      1 2  1 5  1 2 3  2 5 -1
      1 2  7 1  2 8  1 4 93  2 4 93
  }
  2 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY x*z" {
      1 2  2 5 -1  1 5 -1  1 2 3
      1 2  7 1  2 8  1 4 93  2 4 93
  }
  3 "SELECT * FROM d1 ORDER BY y*z" {
      1 2  2 5 -1  1 5 -1  1 2 3
      1 2  7 1  2 8  2 4 93  1 4 93
  }
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-28853-08147 However, if the SELECT is a compound
# SELECT, then ORDER BY expressions that are not aliases to output
# columns must be exactly the same as an expression used as an output
# column.
#
do_select_tests e_select-8.7.1 -error {
  1st  "SELECT x FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a FROM d2 ORDER BY x*z" {
      -20 -2 -1 3 7 8 93 186 babied barked commercials gently
      iterate lad pragmatist reemphasizes rejoicing solemnness
  }
  2nd  "SELECT x,z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a,b FROM d2 ORDER BY x, x/z" {
      -20 -2 -1 3 7 8 93 186 babied barked commercials gently
      iterate lad pragmatist reemphasizes rejoicing solemnness
  }
}

do_select_tests e_select-8.7.2 {
  1 "SELECT x*z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a FROM d2 ORDER BY x*z" {
      -20 -2 -1 3 7 8 93 babied barked commercials gently
      iterate lad pragmatist reemphasizes rejoicing solemnness
  }
  2 "SELECT x, x/z FROM d1 UNION ALL SELECT a,b FROM d2 ORDER BY x, x/z" {
      -20 -2 -1 3 7 8 93 186 babied barked commercials gently
      iterate lad pragmatist reemphasizes rejoicing solemnness
  }
}
CREATE TABLE d3(a);
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES('text');
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(14.1);
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(13);
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(X'78787878');
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(15);
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(12.9);
INSERT INTO d3 VALUES(null);

CREATE TABLE d4(x COLLATE nocase);
INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('abc');
INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('ghi');
INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('DEF');
INSERT INTO d4 VALUES('JKL');

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-10883-17697 For the purposes of sorting rows, values
# are compared in the same way as for comparison expressions.
#
# The following tests verify that values of different types are sorted
# correctly, and that mixed real and integer values are compared properly.
#
# do_execsql_test e_select-8.8.1 {
  SELECT a FROM d3 ORDER BY a
} {{} 12.9 13 14.1 15 text xxxx}
do_execsql_test e_select-8.8.2 {
  SELECT a FROM d3 ORDER BY a DESC
} {xxxx text 15 14.1 13 12.9 {}}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-64199-22471 If the ORDER BY expression is assigned a
# collation sequence using the postfix COLLATE operator, then the
# specified collation sequence is used.
#
# do_execsql_test e_select-8.9.1 {
  SELECT x FROM d4 ORDER BY 1 COLLATE binary
} {DEF JKL abc ghi}
do_execsql_test e_select-8.9.2 {
  SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY 1 COLLATE nocase
} {abc DEF ghi JKL}
Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is an alias to an expression that has been assigned a collation sequence using the postfix COLLATE operator, then the collation sequence assigned to the aliased expression is used.

In the test 8.10.2, the only result-column expression has no alias. So the ORDER BY expression is not a reference to it and therefore does not inherit the collation sequence. In test 8.10.3, "x" is the alias (as well as the column name), so the ORDER BY expression is interpreted as an alias and the collation sequence attached to the result column is used for sorting.

do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.1 {
    SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY 1
} {DEF JKL abc ghi}
do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.2 {
    SELECT x COLLATE binary FROM d4 ORDER BY x
} {abc DEF ghi JKL}
do_execsql_test e_select-8.10.3 {
    SELECT x COLLATE binary AS x FROM d4 ORDER BY x
} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

Otherwise, if the ORDER BY expression is a column or an alias of an expression that is a column, then the default collation sequence for the column is used.

do_execsql_test e_select-8.11.1 {
    SELECT x AS y FROM d4 ORDER BY y
} {abc DEF ghi JKL}
do_execsql_test e_select-8.11.2 {
    SELECT x||"" FROM d4 ORDER BY x
} {abc DEF ghi JKL}

Otherwise, the BINARY collation sequence is used.

do_execsql_test e_select-8.12.1 {
    SELECT x FROM d4 ORDER BY x||"
} {DEF JKL abc ghi}

If an ORDER BY expression is not an integer alias, then SQLite searches the left-most SELECT in the compound for a result column that matches either the second or third rules above. If a match is found, the search stops and the expression is handled as an alias for the result column that it has been matched against. Otherwise, the next SELECT to the right is tried, and so on.

do_execsql_test e_select-8.13.0 {

CREATE TABLE d5(a, b);
CREATE TABLE d6(c, d);
CREATE TABLE d7(e, f);

INSERT INTO d5 VALUES(1, 'f');
INSERT INTO d6 VALUES(2, 'e');
INSERT INTO d7 VALUES(3, 'd');
INSERT INTO d5 VALUES(4, 'c');
INSERT INTO d6 VALUES(5, 'b');
INSERT INTO d7 VALUES(6, 'a');

CREATE TABLE d8(x COLLATE nocase);
CREATE TABLE d9(y COLLATE nocase);

INSERT INTO d8 VALUES('a');
INSERT INTO d9 VALUES('B');
INSERT INTO d8 VALUES('c');
INSERT INTO d9 VALUES('D');
}

do_select_tests e_select-8.13 {
1   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY a }
} {1 2 3 4 5 6}
2   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY c }
} {1 2 3 4 5 6}
3   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY e }
} {1 2 3 4 5 6}
4   { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY 1 }
} {1 2 3 4 5 6}

5   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY b }
} {f 1 c 4 4 c 1 f}
6   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY 2 }
} {f 1 c 4 4 c 1 f}

7   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d7 ORDER BY a }
} {1 f 4 c 4 c f 1}
8   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d6 UNION ALL SELECT e FROM d5 ORDER BY 1 }
} {1 f 4 c 4 c f 1}

9   { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d5 ORDER BY a+1 }
} {f 2 c 5 4 c 1 f}
10  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c FROM d5 ORDER BY 2 }
} {f 2 c 5 4 c 1 f}
11  { SELECT a+1, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY a+1 } 
{2 f 5 c 5 f 2} 
12  { SELECT a+1, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT b, a+1 FROM d5 ORDER BY 1 } 
{2 f 5 c 5 f 2} 
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-39265-04070 If no matching expression can be found in 
# the result columns of any constituent SELECT, it is an error. 
#

do_select_tests e_select-8.14 -error {
  %s ORDER BY term does not match any column in the result set 
} { 
  1  { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION SELECT c FROM d6 ORDER BY a+1 }          1st 
  2  { SELECT a FROM d5 UNION SELECT c FROM d6 ORDER BY a, a+1 }       2nd 
  3  { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY 'hello' }  1st 
  4  { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY blah }     1st 
  5  { SELECT * FROM d5 INTERSECT SELECT * FROM d6 ORDER BY c,d,c+d }  3rd 
  6  { SELECT * FROM d5 EXCEPT SELECT * FROM d7 ORDER BY 1,2,b,a/b }   4th 
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03407-11483 Each term of the ORDER BY clause is 
# processed separately and may be matched against result columns from 
# different SELECT statements in the compound. 
#

do_select_tests e_select-8.15 { 
  1  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY a, d } 
      {1 e 1 f 4 b 4 c} 
  2  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY c-1, b } 
      {1 e 1 f 4 b 4 c} 
  3  { SELECT a, b FROM d5 UNION ALL SELECT c-1, d FROM d6 ORDER BY 1, 2 } 
      {1 e 1 f 4 b 4 c} 
}

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Tests related to statements made about the LIMIT/OFFSET clause. 
#

do_execsql_test e_select-9.0 { 
    CREATE TABLE f1(a, b);
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(26, 'z');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(25, 'y');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(24, 'x');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(23, 'w');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(22, 'v');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(21, 'u');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(20, 't');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(19, 's');
    INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(18, 'r');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(17, 'q');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(16, 'p');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(15, 'o');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(14, 'n');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(13, 'm');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(12, 'l');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(11, 'k');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(10, 'j');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(9, 'i');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(8, 'h');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(7, 'g');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(6, 'f');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(5, 'e');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(4, 'd');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(3, 'c');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(2, 'b');
INSERT INTO f1 VALUES(1, 'a');
}
{}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-30481-56627 Any scalar expression may be used in the
# LIMIT clause, so long as it evaluates to an integer or a value that
# can be losslessly converted to an integer.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.1 {
1 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 } {a b c d e}
2 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2+3 } {a b c d e}
3 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b = 'e') }
   {a b c d e}
4 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5.0 } {a b c d e}
5 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' } {a b c d e}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-46155-47219 If the expression evaluates to a NULL value
# or any other value that cannot be losslessly converted to an integer,
# an error is returned.
#

do_select_tests e_select-9.2 -error "datatype mismatch" {
1 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 'hello' } {}
2 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT NULL } {}
3 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT X'ABCD' } {}
4 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5.1 } {}
5 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT group_concat(b) FROM f1) } {}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-03014-26414 If the LIMIT expression evaluates to a
# negative value, then there is no upper bound on the number of rows
# returned.
# do_select_tests e_select-9.4 {
1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -1 }
   {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}
2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT length('abc')-100 }
   {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}
3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT (SELECT count(*) FROM f1)/2 - 14 }
   {a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-33750-29536 Otherwise, the SELECT returns the first N rows of its result set only, where N is the value that the LIMIT expression evaluates to.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.5 {
1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0 } {}
2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 4 } {z y x w}
3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 8 } {z y x w v u t s}
4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT '12.0' } {z y x w v u t s r q p o}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-54935-19057 Or, if the SELECT statement would return less than N rows without a LIMIT clause, then the entire result set is returned.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.6 {
1  { SELECT b FROM f1 WHERE a>21 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 } {v w x y z}
2  { SELECT count(*) FROM f1 GROUP BY a/5 ORDER BY 1 LIMIT 10 } {2 4 5 5 5 5}
}

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-24188-24349 The expression attached to the optional OFFSET clause that may follow a LIMIT clause must also evaluate to an integer, or a value that can be losslessly converted to an integer.
#
foreach {tn select} {
1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET 'hello' }
2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET NULL }
3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET 'XABCD' }
4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET 5.1 }
5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2 OFFSET (SELECT group_concat(b) FROM f1) }
}

} { do_catchsql_test e_select-9.7.$tn $select {1 {datatype mismatch}} }

# EVIDENCE-OF: R-20467-43422 If an expression has an OFFSET clause, then
# the first M rows are omitted from the result set returned by the
# SELECT statement and the next N rows are returned, where M and N are
# the values that the OFFSET and LIMIT clauses evaluate to,
# respectively.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.8 {
# 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 OFFSET 5} {f g h i j k l m n o}
# 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 2+3 OFFSET 10} {k l m n o}
# 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a
#      LIMIT (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='j')
#      OFFSET (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='b')
#    } {c d e f g h i j k l}
# 4  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' OFFSET 3.0 } {d e f g h}
# 5  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '5' OFFSET 0 } {a b c d e}
# 6  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0 OFFSET 10 } {}
# 7  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 3 OFFSET '1'||'5' } {p q r}
#}
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-34648-44875 Or, if the SELECT would return less than
# M+N rows if it did not have a LIMIT clause, then the first M rows are
# skipped and the remaining rows (if any) are returned.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.9 {
# 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10 OFFSET 20} {u v w x y z}
# 2  { SELECT a FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 100 OFFSET 18+4} {4 3 2 1}
#}
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-23293-62447 If the OFFSET clause evaluates to a
# negative value, the results are the same as if it had evaluated to
# zero.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.10 {
# 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET -1 } {a b c d e}
# 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET -500 } {a b c d e}
# 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5 OFFSET 0 } {a b c d e}
#}
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-19509-40356 Instead of a separate OFFSET clause, the
# LIMIT clause may specify two scalar expressions separated by a comma.
#
# EVIDENCE-OF: R-33788-46243 In this case, the first expression is used
# as the OFFSET expression and the second as the LIMIT expression.
#
# do_select_tests e_select-9.11 {
# 1  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 5, 10 } {f g h i j k l m n o}
# 2  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10, 2+3 } {k l m n o}
# 3  { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a
#
LIMIT (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='b'), (SELECT a FROM f1 WHERE b='j')
} {c d e f g h i j k l}

4 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 3.0 , '5' } { d e f g h}
5 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0 , '5' } { a b c d e}
6 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 10.0 } {}
7 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT '1'||'5', 3 } { p q r}

8 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 20, 10 } { u v w x y z}
9 { SELECT a FROM f1 ORDER BY a DESC LIMIT 18+4, 100 } { 4 3 2 1}

10 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -1, 5 } { a b c d e}
11 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT -500, 5 } { a b c d e}
12 { SELECT b FROM f1 ORDER BY a LIMIT 0, 5 } { a b c d e}
}

finish_test
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# 2012 May 21
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#
#  May you do good and not evil.
#  May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#  May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
# NB: Portions of this file are extracted from open-source projects
# covered by permissive licenses. Use of this file for testing is clearly
# allowed. However, do not incorporate the text of this one file into
# end-products without checking the licenses on the open-source projects
# from which this code was extracted. This warning applies to this one
# file only - not the bulk of the SQLite source code and tests.
#
#***************************************************************************************
#
# This file contains large and complex schemas obtained from open-source
# software projects. The schemas are parsed just to make sure that nothing
# breaks in the parser logic.
#
# These tests merely verify that the parse occurs without error.
# No attempt is made to verify correct operation of the resulting schema
# and statements.
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# Schema and query extracted from Skrooge.org.
#
do_test fuzz-oss1-skrooge {
  db eval {
    CREATE TABLE parameters (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,t_uuid_parent
TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT ",t_name TEXT NOT NULL,t_value TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT ",b_blob
BLOB,d_lastmodifdate DATE NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP,i_tmp INTEGER NOT NULL
DEFAULT 0);
}
CREATE TABLE budget (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, rc_category_id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, t_including_subcategories TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_including_subcategories IN ('Y', 'N')), f_budgeted FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0, f_budgeted_modified FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0, f_transferred FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0, i_year INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 2010, i_month INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_month<=12));

CREATE TABLE budgetcategory (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, id_category INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0);

CREATE TABLE budgetrule (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, rc_category_id INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, t_category_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_category_condition IN ('Y', 'N')), t_year_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_year_condition IN ('Y', 'N')), i_year INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 2010, i_month INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_month<=12), t_month_condition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_month_condition IN ('Y', 'N')), i_condition INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0 CHECK (i_condition IN (-1, 0, 1)), f_quantity FLOAT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0.0, t_absolute TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_absolute IN ('Y', 'N')), rc_category_id_target INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, t_category_target TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_category_target IN ('Y', 'N')), t_rule TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_rule IN ('Y', 'N', 'C')));

CREATE TABLE "recurrentoperation" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, d_date DATE NOT NULL DEFAULT '0000-00-00', rd_operation_id INTEGER NOT NULL, i_period_increment INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 1 CHECK (i_period_increment>=0), t_period_unit TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT 'M' CHECK (t_period_unit IN ('D', 'W', 'M', 'Y')), t_auto_write VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_auto_write IN ('Y', 'N')), i_auto_write_days INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 5 CHECK (i_auto_write_days>=0), t_warn VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'Y' CHECK (t_warn IN ('Y', 'N')), i_warn_days INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 5 CHECK (i_warn_days>=0), t_times VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_times IN ('Y', 'N')), i_nb_times INTEGER NOT NULL DEFAULT 1 CHECK (i_nb_times>=0));

CREATE TABLE "category" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, t_name TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '' CHECK (t_name NOT LIKE '% > %'), t_fullname TEXT, rd_category_id INT, t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')));

CREATE TABLE "account" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, t_name TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_number TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_agency_number TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_agency_address TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_comment TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_close VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_close IN ('Y', 'N')), t_type VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'C' CHECK (t_type IN ('C', 'D', 'A', 'I', 'L', 'W', 'O')), t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')), rd_bank_id INTEGER NOT NULL);

CREATE TABLE "node" (id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, t_name TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_fullname TEXT, rd_category_id INT, t_autostart VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_autostart IN ('Y', 'N')), t_icon TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_data TEXT, rd_node_id INT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, rd_data TEXT);

CREATE TABLE "vm_category_display_tmp" (id INT, t_name TEXT, t_fullname TEXT, rd_category_id INT, t_definition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_action_description TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_action_definition TEXT NOT NULL DEFAULT '', t_action_type VARCHAR(1) DEFAULT 'S' CHECK (t_action_type IN ('S', 'U', 'A')), t_bookmarked VARCHAR(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'N' CHECK (t_bookmarked IN ('Y', 'N')), f_sortorder FLOAT);
CREATE TABLE vm_budget_tmp(
id INT,
rc_category_id INT,
t_including_subcategories TEXT,
f_budgeted REAL,
f_budgeted_modified REAL,
f_transferred REAL,
i_year INT,
i_month INT,
tCATEGORY,
t_PERIOD,
f_CURRENTAMOUNT,
tRULES
);

CREATE INDEX idx_doctransaction_parent ON doctransaction (i_parent);
CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_i_object_id ON doctransactionitem (i_object_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_t_object_table ON doctransactionitem (t_object_table);
CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_t_action ON doctransactionitem (t_action);
CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_rd_doctransaction_id ON doctransactionitem (rd_doctransaction_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_doctransactionitem_optimization ON doctransactionitem (rd_doctransaction_id, i_object_id,
t_object_table, t_action, id);
CREATE INDEX idx_unit_unit_id ON unitvalue(rd_unit_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_account_bank_id ON account(rd_bank_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_account_type ON account(t_type);
CREATE INDEX idx_category_category_id ON category(rd_category_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_category_t_fullname ON category(t_fullname);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_account_id ON operation (rd_account_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_tmp1_found_transfert ON operation (rc_unit_id, d_date);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_grouped_operation_id ON operation (i_group_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_i_number ON operation (i_number);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_rd_account_id ON operation (rd_account_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_rc_unit_id ON operation (rc_unit_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_status ON operation (t_status);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_import_id ON operation (t_import_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_t_template ON operation (t_template);
CREATE INDEX idx_operation_d_date ON operation (d_date);
CREATE INDEX idx_operationbalance_operation_id ON operationbalance (r_operation_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_operation_id ON suboperation (rd_operation_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_i_tmp ON suboperation (i_tmp);
CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_category_id ON suboperation (r_category_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_suboperation_refund_id_id ON suboperation (r_refund_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_recurrentoperation_rd_operation_id ON recurrentoperation (rd_operation_id);
CREATE INDEX idx_refund_close ON refund(t_close);
CREATE TRIGGER fku_budget_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON budget FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilisé par budget) Nom de la contrainte: fku_budget_category_rc_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND NEW.rc_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_budget_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilisé par budget)
Nom de la contrainte: fkd_budget_category_rc_category_id_id') WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id FROM budget WHERE rc_category_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON budgetrule FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d"ajouter un objet (category est utilisé par budgetrule) Nom de la contrainte: fki_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON budgetrule FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilisé par budgetrule)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.rc_category_id!=0 AND NEW.rc_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rc_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilisé par budgetrule)
Nom de la contrainte: fkd_budgetrule_category_rc_category_id_target_id') WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id_target FROM budgetrule WHERE rc_category_id_target = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_category_category_rd_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d"ajouter un objet (category est utilisé par category) Nom de la contrainte: fki_category_category_rd_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_category_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rd_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_category_category_rd_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilisé par category)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_category_category_rd_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_category_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_category_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.rd_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_category_category_rd_category_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (category est utilisé par category)
Nom de la contrainte: fkd_category_category_rd_category_id_id') WHERE category.rd_category_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON doctransactionitem FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d"ajouter un objet (doctransactionitem est utilisé par doctransaction) Nom de la contrainte: fki_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id') WHERE DOCTRANSACTIONITEM.rd_doctransaction_id = OLD.id; END;
(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionitem)
Nom de la contrainte: fki_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id' ) WHERE
NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction
WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON
doctransactionitem FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet
(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionitem)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_doctransactionitem_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id') WHERE
NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction
WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_doctransaction_doctransactionitem_id_rd_doctransaction_id BEFORE DELETE ON
doctransaction FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM doctransactionitem WHERE
doctransactionitem.rd_doctransaction_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON
doctransactionmsg FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d'ajouter un objet
(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionmsg)
Nom de la contrainte: fki_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id' ) WHERE
NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction
WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON
doctransactionmsg FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet
(doctransaction est utilis par doctransactionmsg)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_doctransactionmsg_doctransaction_rd_doctransaction_id_id') WHERE
NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_doctransaction_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM doctransaction
WHERE id = NEW.rd_doctransaction_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_doctransaction_doctransactionmsg_id_rd_doctransaction_id BEFORE DELETE ON
doctransaction FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM doctransactionmsg WHERE
doctransactionmsg.rd_doctransaction_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_interest_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON interest FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d'ajouter un objet (account est utilis par interest)
Nom de la contrainte: fki_interest_account_rd_account_id_id' ) WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND
NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_interest_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON interest FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (account est utilis par interest)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_interest_account_rd_account_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND
NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_interest_id_rd_account_id BEFORE DELETE ON account FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN DELETE FROM interest WHERE interest.rd_account_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_node_node_rd_node_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d'ajouter un objet (node est utilis par node)
Nom de la contrainte: fki_node_node_rd_node_id_id' ) WHERE NEW.rd_node_id!=0 AND
NEW.rd_node_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM node WHERE id = NEW.rd_node_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_node_node_rd_node_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (node est utilis par node)
Nom de la contrainte: fku_node_node_rd_node_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_node_id!=0 AND
NEW.rd_node_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM node WHERE id = NEW.rd_node_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_node_node_id_rd_node_id BEFORE DELETE ON node FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
DELETE FROM node WHERE node.rd_node_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (account est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_account_rd_account_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_account_rd_account_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (account est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_account_rd_account_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_account_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_account_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM account WHERE id = NEW.rd_account_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_operation_id_rd_account_id BEFORE DELETE ON account FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM operation WHERE operation.rd_account_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (payee est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_payee_id!=0 AND NEW.r_payee_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM payee WHERE id = NEW.r_payee_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (payee est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_payee_id!=0 AND NEW.r_payee_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM payee WHERE id = NEW.r_payee_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON payee FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de dtruire un objet (payee est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fkd_operation_payee_r_payee_id_id') WHERE (SELECT rc_unit_id FROM operation WHERE rc_unit_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (recurrentoperation est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fki_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!=0 AND NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM recurrentoperation WHERE id = NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (recurrentoperation est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fku_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!=0 AND NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM recurrentoperation WHERE id = NEW.r_recurrentoperation_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operation_recurrentoperation_r_recurrentoperation_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE operation SET r_recurrentoperation_id=0 WHERE r_recurrentoperation_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON operationbalance FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (operationbalance est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fki_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.operation_id!=0 AND NEW.operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.operation_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operationbalance FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operationbalance est utilisé par operation) Nom de la contrainte: fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.operation_id!=0 AND NEW.operation_id!='' AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.operation_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON operationbalance FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE operationbalance SET r_operation_id=0 WHERE r_operation_id=OLD.id; END;
FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (operation est utilis par
operationbalance)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_operation_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.r_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON operationbalance
FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operation est utilis par
operationbalance)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_operation_id!=0
AND NEW.r_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.r_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_operationbalance_operation_r_operation_id_id BEFORE DELETE ON OPERATION FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE operationbalance SET r_operation_id=0 WHERE r_operation_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (operation est utilis par recurrentoperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0
AND NEW.rd_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON recurrentoperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operation est utilis par recurrentoperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_recurrentoperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0
AND NEW.rd_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_recurrentoperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation
FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM recurrentoperation WHERE recurrentoperation.rd_operation_id =
OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (operation est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0 AND
NEW.rd_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (operation est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_operation_rd_operation_id_id') WHERE NEW.rd_operation_id!=0
AND NEW.rd_operation_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM operation WHERE id = NEW.rd_operation_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_suboperation_id_rd_operation_id BEFORE DELETE ON operation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM suboperation WHERE suboperation.rd_operation_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id BEFORE UPDATE ON suboperation FOR
EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible de modifier un objet (category est utilis par suboperation)'
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id_id') WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND
NEW.r_category_id!="" AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL;
END;
Nom de la contrainte: fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id
WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND NEW.r_category_id!” AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_suboperation_category_r_category_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET r_category_id=0 WHERE r_category_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id BEFORE INSERT ON suboperation FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SELECT RAISE(ABORT, 'Impossible d’ajouter un objet (refund est utilisé par suboperation) Nom de la contrainte: fki_suboperation_category_r_category_id WHERE NEW.r_category_id!=0 AND NEW.r_category_id!” AND (SELECT id FROM category WHERE id = NEW.r_category_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_category_r_category_id BEFORE UPDATE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET r_category_id=0 WHERE r_category_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_suboperation_category_r_category_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
CREATE TRIGGER fki_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id
WHERE NEW.r_refund_id!=0 AND NEW.r_refund_id!” AND (SELECT id FROM refund WHERE id = NEW.r_refund_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id BEFORE UPDATE ON refund FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET r_refund_id=0 WHERE r_refund_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_suboperation_refund_r_refund_id BEFORE DELETE ON refund FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
CREATE TRIGGER fki_unit_unit_rd_unit_id
WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_unit_id!” AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_unit_unit_rd_unit_id BEFORE UPDATE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET rd_unit_id=0 WHERE rd_unit_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unit_unit_rd_unit_id BEFORE DELETE ON unit FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM unit WHERE unit.rd_unit_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fki_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id
WHERE NEW.rd_unit_id!=0 AND NEW.rd_unit_id!” AND (SELECT id FROM unit WHERE id = NEW.rd_unit_id) IS NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fku_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id BEFORE UPDATE ON unitvalue FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET rd_unit_id=0 WHERE rd_unit_id=OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unitvalue_unit_rd_unit_id BEFORE DELETE ON unitvalue FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM unitvalue WHERE unitvalue.rd_unit_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkd_vm_budget_tmp_category_rc_category_id
WHERE (SELECT rc_category_id FROM vm_budget_tmp WHERE rc_category_id = OLD.id) IS NOT NULL; END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_vm_category_display_tmp_id_rd_category_id BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN DELETE FROM vm_category_display_tmp WHERE vm_category_display_tmp.rd_category_id = OLD.id; END;
CREATE VIEW v_unit_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name||' ('||t_symbol||')' AS t_displayname FROM unit;
CREATE VIEW v_unit_tmp1 AS SELECT *,(SELECT count(*) FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id) AS i_NBVALUES, (CASE WHEN unit.rd_unit_id=0 THEN '' ELSE (SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=unit.rd_unit_id) END) AS t_UNIT,(CASE unit.t_type WHEN '1' THEN 'Monnaie principale' WHEN '2' THEN 'Monnaie secondaire' WHEN 'C' THEN
'Monnaie' WHEN 'S' THEN 'Action' WHEN 'I' THEN 'Indice' ELSE 'Objet' END) AS t_TYPENLS, (SELECT MIN(s.d_date) FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id) AS d_MINDATE, (SELECT MAX(s.d_date) FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=unit.id) AS d_MAXDATE from unit;

CREATE VIEW v_unit_tmp2 AS SELECT *(CASE WHEN v_unit_tmp1.t_type='1' THEN 1 ELSE IFNULL((SELECT s.f_quantity FROM unitvalue s WHERE s.rd_unit_id=v_unit_tmp1.id AND s.d_date=v_unit_tmp1.d_MAXDATE),1) END) AS f_LASTVALUE FROM v_unit_tmp1;

CREATE VIEW v_unit AS SELECT *,v_unit_tmp2.f_LASTVALUE*IFNULL((SELECT s2.f_LASTVALUE FROM v_unit_tmp2 s2 WHERE s2.id=v_unit_tmp2.rd_unit_id), 1) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit_tmp2;

CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue_displayname AS SELECT *, (SELECT t_displayname FROM v_unit_displayname WHERE unitvalue.rd_unit_id=v_unit_displayname.id)||' '||STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date) AS t_displayname FROM unitvalue;

CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue AS SELECT * FROM unitvalue;

CREATE VIEW v_suboperation AS SELECT * FROM suboperation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_numbers AS SELECT DISTINCT i_number, rd_account_id FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_next_numbers AS SELECT T1.i_number+1 AS i_number FROM v_operation_numbers AS T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN v_operation_numbers T2 ON T2.rd_account_id=T1.rd_account_id AND T2.i_number=T1.i_number+1 WHERE T1.i_number!=0 AND (T2.i_number IS NULL) ORDER BY T1.i_number;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_tmp1 AS SELECT *,(SELECT t_name FROM payee s WHERE s.id=operation.r_payee_id) AS t_PAYEE,(SELECT TOTAL(s.f_value) FROM suboperation s WHERE s.rd_operation_id=operation.ID) AS f_QUANTITY,(SELECT count(*) FROM suboperation s WHERE s.rd_operation_id=operation.ID) AS i_NBSUBCATEGORY FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_operation AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.id FROM suboperation s WHERE s.rd_operation_id=v_operation_tmp1.id AND ABS(s.f_value)=(SELECT MAX(ABS(s2.f_value)) FROM suboperation s2 WHERE s2.rd_operation_id=v_operation_tmp1.id)) AS i_MOSTIMPSUBOP,((SELECT s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit s WHERE s.id=v_operation_tmp1.rc_unit_id)*v_operation_tmp1.f_QUANTITY) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT, (CASE WHEN v_operation_tmp1.i_group_id<>0 AND EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM account a WHERE v_operation_tmp1.rd_account_id=a.id AND a.t_type<>'L') AND EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM v_operation_tmp1 op2, account a WHERE op2.i_group_id=v_operation_tmp1.i_group_id AND op2.rd_account_id=a.id AND a.t_type<>'L' AND op2.rc_unit_id=v_operation_tmp1.rc_unit_id AND op2.f_QUANTITY=v_operation_tmp1.f_QUANTITY) THEN 'Y' ELSE 'N' END) AS t_TRANSFER FROM v_operation_tmp1;

CREATE VIEW v_operation_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN t_status='Y' THEN 'Vous n’êtes pas autoris à dtruire cette opration car en tat rapproch’ END) t_delete_message FROM operation;

CREATE VIEW v_account AS SELECT *,(SELECT MAX(s.d_date) FROM  interest s WHERE s.rd_account_id=account.id) AS d_MAXDATE, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation s WHERE s.rd_account_id=account.id AND s.t_template='N') AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM account;

CREATE VIEW v_account_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM operation WHERE rd_account_id=account.id AND d_date<>'0000-00-00' AND t_template='N' AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n’êtes pas autoris à dtruire ce compte car il contient des oprations rapprochées’ END) t_delete_message FROM account;

CREATE VIEW v_bank_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM bank;

CREATE VIEW v_account_displayname AS SELECT *, (SELECT t_displayname FROM v_bank_displayname WHERE account.rd_bank_id=v_bank_displayname.id)||'-'||t_name AS t_displayname FROM account;
CREATE VIEW v_bank AS SELECT *,(SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_account s WHERE s.rd_bank_id=bank.id) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM bank;
CREATE VIEW v_category_displayname AS SELECT *, t_fullname AS t_displayname FROM category;
CREATE VIEW v_category AS SELECT * FROM category;
CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation AS SELECT * , i_period_increment[] ][(CASE t_period_unit WHEN 'Y' THEN 'anne(s)' WHEN 'M' THEN 'mois' WHEN 'W' THEN 'semaine(s)' ELSE 'jour(s)' END) AS t_PERIODNLS FROM recurrentoperation;
CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation_displayname AS SELECT *, STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date)||' '||SUBSTR((SELECT t_displayname FROM v_operation_displayname WHERE v_operation_displayname.id=v_recurrentoperation.rd_operation_id), 11) AS t_displayname FROM v_recurrentoperation;
CREATE VIEW v_unitvalue_display AS SELECT *,IFNULL((SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=(SELECT s2.rd_unit_id FROM unit s2 WHERE s2.id=unitvalue.rd_unit_id)),'') AS t_UNIT,STRFTIME('%Y-%m',unitvalue.d_date) AS d_DATEMONTH,STRFTIME('%Y',unitvalue.d_date) AS d_DATEYEAR FROM unitvalue;
CREATE VIEW v_suboperation_display AS SELECT *,IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s WHERE s.id=v_suboperation.r_category_id),'') AS t_CATEGORY, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_name FROM refund s WHERE s.id=v_suboperation.r_refund_id),'') AS t_REFUND, (CASE WHEN v_suboperation.f_value>=0 THEN v_suboperation.f_value ELSE 0 END) AS f_VALUE_INCOME, (CASE WHEN v_suboperation.f_value<=0 THEN v_suboperation.f_value ELSE 0 END) AS f_VALUE_EXPENSE FROM v_suboperation;
CREATE VIEW v_suboperation_displayname AS SELECT *, t_CATEGORY||' : '||f_value AS t_displayname FROM v_suboperation_display;
CREATE VIEW v_operation_display_all AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.t_name FROM account s WHERE s.id=v_operation.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNT,(SELECT (CASE WHEN s.t_symbol!='' THEN s.t_symbol ELSE s.t_name END) FROM unit s WHERE s.id=v_operation.rc_unit_id) AS t_UNIT,(SELECT s.t_CATEGORY FROM v_suboperation_display s WHERE s.id=v_operation.i_MOSTIMPSUBOP) AS t_CATEGORY,(SELECT s.t_REFUND FROM v_suboperation_display s WHERE s.id=v_operation.i_MOSTIMPSUBOP) AS t_REFUND,(CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<0 THEN '-' WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY=0 THEN '' ELSE '+' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSE, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<=0 THEN 'Dpense' ELSE 'Revenu' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSENLS, STRFTIME('%Y-W%W',v_operation.d_date) AS d_DATEWEEK,STRFTIME('%Y-%m',v_operation.d_date) AS d_DATEMONTH,STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date)||'-Q'||(CASE WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='03' THEN '1' WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='06' THEN '2' WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='09' THEN '3' ELSE '4' END) AS d_DATEQUARTER, STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date)||'-S'||(CASE WHEN STRFTIME('%m',v_operation.d_date)<='06' THEN '1' ELSE '2' END) AS d_DATESEMESTER, STRFTIME('%Y',v_operation.d_date) AS d_DATEYEAR, (SELECT count(*) FROM v_recurrentoperation s WHERE s.rd_operation_id=v_operation.id) AS i_NBRECURRENT, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY>=0 THEN v_operation.f_CURRENTAMOUNT ELSE 0 END) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT_INCOME, (CASE WHEN v_operation.f_QUANTITY<=0 THEN v_operation.f_CURRENTAMOUNT ELSE 0 END) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT_EXPENSE FROM v_operation;
CREATE VIEW v_operation_template_display AS SELECT * FROM v_operation_display_all WHERE t_template='Y';
CREATE VIEW v_operation_display AS SELECT * FROM v_operation_display_all WHERE d_date!='0000-00-00' AND t_template='N';
CREATE VIEW `v_unit_display` AS SELECT *,(SELECT TOTAL(o.f_QUANTITY) FROM `v_operation_display` o WHERE o.rc_unit_id=v_unit.id) AS f_QUANTITYOWNED FROM `v_unit`;

CREATE VIEW `v_account_display` AS SELECT (CASE t_type WHEN 'C' THEN 'Courant' WHEN 'D' THEN 'Carte de crédit' WHEN 'A' THEN 'Actif' WHEN 'I' THEN 'Investissement' WHEN 'W' THEN 'Portefeuille' WHEN 'L' THEN 'Prêt' WHEN 'O' THEN 'Autre' END) AS t_TYPENLS,bank.t_name  AS t_BANK,bank.t_bank_number  AS t_BANK_NUMBER,bank.t_icon AS t_ICON,v_account.*,(v_account.f_CURRENTAMOUNT)/(SELECT u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_unit u, operation s WHERE u.id=s.rc_unit_id AND s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date='0000-00-00')) AS f_QUANTITY, (SELECT (CASE WHEN u.t_symbol!='' THEN u.t_symbol ELSE u.t_name END) FROM unit u, operation s WHERE u.id=s.rc_unit_id AND s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date='0000-00-00') AS t_UNIT, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM `v_operation` s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.t_status!='N' AND s.t_template='N') AS f_CHECKED, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM `v_operation` s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.t_status='N' AND s.t_template='N') AS f_COMING_SOON, (SELECT TOTAL(s.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM `v_operation` s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date<=date('now') AND s.t_template='N') AS f_TODAYAMOUNT, (SELECT count(*) FROM `v_operation_display` s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id) AS i_NBOPERATIONS, IFNULL((SELECT s.f_rate FROM interest s WHERE s.rd_account_id=v_account.id AND s.d_date=v_account.d_MAXDATE),0) AS f_RATE FROM v_account, bank WHERE bank.id=v_account.rd_bank_id;

CREATE VIEW `v_operation_consolidated` AS SELECT (SELECT s.t_TYPENLS FROM `v_account_display` s WHERE s.id=op.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNTTYPE,(SELECT u.t_TYPENLS FROM `v_unit` u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id) AS t_UNITTYPE,sop.id AS i_SUBOPID, sop.r_refund_id AS r_refund_id, (CASE WHEN sop.t_comment='' THEN op.t_comment ELSE sop.t_comment END) AS t_REALCOMMENT, sop.t_CATEGORY AS t_REALCATEGORY, sop.f_VALUE AS f_REALQUANTITY, sop.f_VALUE_INCOME AS f_REALQUANTITY_INCOME, sop.f_VALUE_EXPENSE AS f_REALQUANTITY_EXPENSE, ((SELECT u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM `v_unit` u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_value) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT, ((SELECT u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM `v_unit` u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_VALUE_INCOME) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT_INCOME, ((SELECT u.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM `v_unit` u WHERE u.id=op.rc_unit_id)*sop.f_VALUE_EXPENSE) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT_EXPENSE, op.* FROM `v_operation_display_all` AS op, `v_suboperation_display` AS sop WHERE op.t_template='N' AND sop.rd_operation_id=op.ID;

CREATE VIEW `v_operation_prop` AS SELECT p.id AS i_PROPPID, p.t_name AS i_PROPPNAME, p.t_value AS i_PROPVALUE, op.* FROM `v_operation_consolidated` AS op LEFT OUTER JOIN parameters AS p ON p.t_uuid_parent=op.id||'operation';

CREATE VIEW `v_refund_delete` AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM `v_operation_consolidated` WHERE r_refund_id=refund.id AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n’êtes pas autorisé à dtruire ce suivant car utilis par des opérations rapprochées' END) t_delete_message FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW `v_refund` AS SELECT *, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM `v_operation_consolidated` o WHERE o.r_refund_id=refund.id) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW `v_refund_display` AS SELECT *,(SELECT MIN(o.d_date) FROM `v_operation_consolidated` o WHERE o.r_refund_id=v_refund.id) AS d_FIRSTDATE, (SELECT MAX(o.d_date) FROM `v_operation_consolidated` o WHERE o.r_refund_id=v_refund.id) AS d_LASTDATE  FROM v_refund;

CREATE VIEW `v_refund_displayname` AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM refund;

CREATE VIEW `v_payee_delete` AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM `operation` WHERE r_payee_id=payee.id AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n’êtes pas autorisé à dtruire ce tiers car utilis par des opérations
CREATE VIEW v_payee AS SELECT *,(SELECT TOTAL(o.f_CURRENTAMOUNT) FROM v_operation o
WHERE o.r_payee_id=payee.id AND o.t_template='N') AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM payee;
CREATE VIEW v_payee_display AS SELECT * FROM v_payee;
CREATE VIEW v_payee_displayname AS SELECT *, t_name AS t_displayname FROM payee;
CREATE VIEW v_category_delete AS SELECT *, (CASE WHEN EXISTS(SELECT 1 FROM
v_operation_consolidated WHERE (t_REALCATEGORY=category.t_fullname OR t_REALCATEGORY like
category.t_fullname[\%] AND t_status='Y') THEN 'Vous n'êtes pas autorisé à détruire cette catégorie car utilisée par des
opérations rapprochées' END) t_delete_message FROM category;
CREATE VIEW v_category_display_tmp AS SELECT *,(SELECT count(distinct(so.rd_operation_id)) FROM
operation o, suboperation so WHERE so.rd_operation_id=o.id AND so.r_category_id=v_category.ID AND
o.t_template='N') AS i_NBOPERATIONS, (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM
v_operation_consolidated o WHERE o.i_IDCATEGORY=v_category.ID) AS f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT
FROM v_category;
CREATE VIEW v_category_display AS SELECT *,f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT+(SELECT
TOTAL(c.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT) FROM vm_category_display_tmp c WHERE c.t_fullname LIKE
vm_category_display_tmp.t_fullname\%) AS f_SUMCURRENTAMOUNT, i_NBOPERATIONS+(SELECT
CAST(TOTAL(c.i_NBOPERATIONS) AS INTEGER) FROM vm_category_display_tmp c WHERE c.t_fullname
like vm_category_display_tmp.t_fullname\%) AS i_SUMNBOPERATIONS, (CASE WHEN v_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT<0 THEN '-' WHEN
vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT=0 THEN '' ELSE '+' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSE,
CASE WHEN vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT<0 THEN 'Dpense' WHEN
vm_category_display_tmp.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT=0 THEN 'Revenu' END) AS t_TYPEEXPENSENLs
FROM vm_category_display_tmp;
CREATE VIEW v_recurrentoperation_display AS SELECT rop.*, op.t_ACCOUNT, op.i_number, op.t_mode,
op.i_group_id, op.t_TRANSFER, op.t_PAYEE, op.t_comment, op.t_CATEGORY, op.t_status,
op.f_CURRENTAMOUNT FROM v_recurrentoperation rop, v_operation_display_all AS op WHERE
rop.rd_operation_id=op.ID;
CREATE VIEW v_rule AS SELECT *,(SELECT COUNT(1) FROM rule r WHERE
r.f_sortorder<=rule.f_sortorder) AS i_ORDER FROM rule;
CREATE VIEW v_rule_displayname AS SELECT *, t_definition AS t_displayname FROM rule;
CREATE VIEW v_interest AS SELECT *,(SELECT s.t_name FROM account s WHERE
s.id=interest.rd_account_id) AS t_ACCOUNT  FROM interest;
CREATE VIEW v_interest_displayname AS SELECT *, STRFTIME('%d/%m/%Y',d_date)||' '||f_rate||'%' AS
t_displayname FROM interest;
CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule AS SELECT *, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s WHERE
s.id=budgetrule.rc_category_id),'') AS t_CATEGORYCONDITION, IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM
category s WHERE s.id=budgetrule.rc_category_id_target),'') AS t_CATEGORY, (CASE WHEN
budgetrule.i_condition=-1 THEN 'Négatif' WHEN budgetrule.i_condition=1 THEN 'Positif' WHEN
budgetrule.i_condition=0 THEN 'Tous' END) AS t_WHENNLS, f_quantity||(CASE WHEN
budgetrule.t_absolute='N' THEN '%' ELSE (SELECT t_symbol FROM unit WHERE t_type='1') END) AS
t_WHATNLS,(CASE WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='N' THEN 'Suivant' WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='C' THEN 'Courant'
WHEN budgetrule.t_rule='Y' THEN 'Année' END) AS t_RULENLS FROM budgetrule;
CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule_display AS SELECT *  FROM v_budgetrule;
CREATE VIEW v_budgetrule_displayname AS SELECT *, t_WHENNLS||' '||t_WHATNLS||' '||t_RULENLS||'
'||t_CATEGORY AS t_displayname FROM v_budgetrule;
CREATE VIEW v_budget_tmp AS SELECT *
  , IFNULL((SELECT s.t_fullname FROM category s WHERE s.id=budget.rc_category_id),")
  AS t_CATEGORY
  , (i_year||(CASE WHEN i_month=0 THEN '' WHEN i_month<10
  THEN '-0'||i_month ELSE '-'||i_month END)) AS t_PERIOD
  , (SELECT TOTAL(o.f_REALCURRENTAMOUNT)
  FROM v_operation_consolidated o
  WHERE STRFTIME('%Y', o.d_date)=i_year AND (i_month=0 OR
  STRFTIME('%m', o.d_date)=i_month) AND o.i_IDCATEGORY IN (SELECT b2.id_category FROM
  budgetcategory b2 WHERE b2.id=budget.id)) AS f_CURRENTAMOUNT
  , (SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(v_budgetrule_displayname.t_displayname,',') FROM v_budgetrule_displayname WHERE
  (v_budgetrule_displayname.t_year_condition='N' OR budget.i_year=v_budgetrule_displayname.i_year) AND
  (v_budgetrule_displayname.t_month_condition='N' OR budget.i_month=v_budgetrule_displayname.i_month) AND
  (v_budgetrule_displayname.t_category_condition=0 OR budget.rc_category_id=v_budgetrule_displayname.rc_category_id)
  ORDER BY v_budgetrule_displayname.t_absolute DESC, v_budgetrule_displayname.id) AS t_RULES
FROM budget;

CREATE VIEW v_budget AS SELECT *
  , (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified) AS f_DELTABEFORETRANSFER
  , (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified-f_transferred) AS f_DELTA
FROM v_budget_tmp;

CREATE VIEW v_budget_display AS SELECT *
  , (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified) AS f_DELTABEFORETRANSFER
  , (f_CURRENTAMOUNT-f_budgeted_modified-f_transferred) AS f_DELTA
FROM vm_budget_tmp;

CREATE VIEW v_budget_displayname AS SELECT *
  , t_CATEGORY||' '||t_PERIOD||' '||f_budgeted_modified AS t_displayname
FROM v_budget;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_bank_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON bank
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'bank';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_account_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON account
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'account';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unit_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON unit
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'unit';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_unitvalue_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON unitvalue
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'unitvalue';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON category
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'category';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_operation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON operation
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'operation';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_interest_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON interest
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'interest';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_suboperation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON suboperation
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'suboperation';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_refund_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON refund
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'refund';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_payee_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON payee
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'payee';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_recurrentoperation_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON recurrentoperation
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'recurrentoperation';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_rule_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON rule
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'rule';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_budget_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON budget
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'budget';
  END;

CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_budgetrule_parameters_uuid BEFORE DELETE ON budgetrule
  FOR EACH ROW BEGIN
    DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'budgetrule';
  END;
BEGIN DELETE FROM parameters WHERE parameters.t_uuid_parent=OLD.id||'-'||'budgetrule'; END;
CREATE TRIGGER cpt_category_fullname1 AFTER INSERT ON category BEGIN UPDATE category SET t_fullname=CASE WHEN rd_category_id IS NULL OR rd_category_id='' OR rd_category_id=0 THEN new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname FROM category c WHERE c.id=new.rd_category_id)||' > '||new.t_name END WHERE id=new.id;END;
CREATE TRIGGER cpt_category_fullname2 AFTER UPDATE OF t_name, rd_category_id ON category BEGIN UPDATE category SET t_fullname=CASE WHEN rd_category_id IS NULL OR rd_category_id='' OR rd_category_id=0 THEN new.t_name ELSE (SELECT c.t_fullname FROM category c WHERE c.id=new.rd_category_id)||' > '||new.t_name END WHERE id=new.id;UPDATE category SET t_name=t_name WHERE rd_category_id=new.id;END;
CREATE TRIGGER fkdc_category_delete BEFORE DELETE ON category FOR EACH ROW BEGIN UPDATE suboperation SET r_category_id=OLD.rd_category_id WHERE r_category_id=OLD.id; END;
explain
SELECT TOTAL(f_CURRENTAMOUNT), d_DATEMONTH
from v_operation_display
WHERE d_DATEMONTH IN ('2012-05', '2012-04')
group by d_DATEMONTH, t_TYPEEXPENSE;
}
} {/.* Goto .*/}

# The next test requires FTS4
ifcapable !fts3 {
  finish_test
  return
}

# Taken from the gnome-shell project
#
# db close
forcedelete test.db
sqlite3 db test.db
do_test fuzz-oss1-gnomeshell {
  db eval {
    CREATE TABLE Resource (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, Uri TEXT NOT NULL, UNIQUE (Uri));
    CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE fts USING fts4;
    CREATE TABLE "mfo:Action" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
    CREATE TABLE "mfo:Enclosure" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "mfo:remoteLink" INTEGER, "mfo:remoteLink:graph" INTEGER,
      "mfo:groupDefault" INTEGER, "mfo:groupDefault:graph" INTEGER,
      "mfo:localLink" INTEGER, "mfo:localLink:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:optional" INTEGER, "mfo:optional:graph" INTEGER);
    CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "mfo:updatedTime" INTEGER, "mfo:updatedTime:graph" INTEGER,
      "mfo:updatedTime:localDate" INTEGER, "mfo:updatedTime:localTime" INTEGER, "mfo:unreadCount" INTEGER, "mfo:unreadCount:graph" INTEGER,
      "mfo:totalCount" INTEGER, "mfo:totalCount:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:action" INTEGER, "mfo:action:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:type" INTEGER,
CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "mfo:image" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mfo:image:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:feedSettings" INTEGER, "mfo:feedSettings:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "mfo:downloadedTime" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadedTime:graph" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadedTime:localDate" INTEGER, "mfo:downloadedTime:localTime" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mfo:enclosureList" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mfo:enclosureList:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mfo:FeedType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "mfo:name" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mfo:name:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbNorthWest" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbNorthWest:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbSouthEast" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:bbSouthEast:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asBoundingBox" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asBoundingBox:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asGeoPoint" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asGeoPoint:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asPostalAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:asPostalAddress:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:address" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:address:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:altitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:altitude:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:city" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:city:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:country" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:country:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:latitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:latitude:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:longitude" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:longitude:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:state" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:state:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:timestamp" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:timestamp:graph" INTEGER, "mlo:timestamp:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:timestamp:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoSphere" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:radius" REAL NOT NULL, "mlo:radius:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LandmarkCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:isRemovable" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:isRemovable:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:belongsToCategory" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:belongsToCategory:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:poiLocation" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:poiLocation:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxEastLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxEastLimit:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxNorthLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxNorthLimit:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxSouthWestCorner:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxVerticalLimit" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:boxVerticalLimit:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:PointOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:endTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:endTime" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:endTime:graph" INTEGER, "mlo:endTime:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:endTime:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:routeDetails" TEXT NOT NULL, "mlo:routeDetails:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "mlo:Route_mlo:startTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:startTime" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:startTime:graph" INTEGER, "mlo:startTime:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:startTime:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE "mto:DownloadTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mto:State" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mto:SyncTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"mto:transferState" INTEGER, "mto:transferState:graph" INTEGER,
"mto:method" INTEGER, "mto:method:graph" INTEGER, "mto:created" INTEGER, "mto:created:graph" INTEGER, "mto:created:localDate" INTEGER,
"mto:created:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:account" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, 
"mto:account:graph" INTEGER, "mto:starter" INTEGER, 
"mto:starter:graph" INTEGER, "mto:agent" INTEGER, "mto:agent:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:TransferElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
"mto:source" INTEGER, "mto:source:graph" INTEGER, "mto:destination" INTEGER, "mto:destination:graph" INTEGER, "mto:startedTime" INTEGER, 
"mto:startedTime:graph" INTEGER, "mto:startedTime:localDate" INTEGER, 
"mto:startedTime:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:completedTime" INTEGER, 
"mto:completedTime:graph" INTEGER, "mto:completedTime:localDate" INTEGER, 
"mto:completedTime:localTime" INTEGER, "mto:state" INTEGER, 
"mto:state:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:TransferMethod" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer_mto:transferList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"mto:transferList" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mto:transferList:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"mto:transferPrivacyLevel" TEXT NOT NULL, 
"mto:transferPrivacyLevel:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:UploadTransfer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY); 
CREATE TABLE "mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"mto:transferCategory" TEXT NOT NULL, 
"mto:transferCategory:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "http:ScanType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY); 
CREATE TABLE "nao:Property" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
"nao:propertyName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:propertyName:graph" INTEGER, 
"nao:propertyValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:propertyValue:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
"nao:prefLabel" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:prefLabel:graph" INTEGER, 
"nao:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nao:description:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"tracker:isDefaultTag" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:isDefaultTag:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"tracker:tagRelatedTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:tagRelatedTo:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "ncal:AccessClassification" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY); 
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Alarm" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
"ncal:repeat" INTEGER, "ncal:repeat:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "ncal:AlarmAction" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY); 
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Alarm_ncal:action" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"ncal:action" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:action:graph" INTEGER); 
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttachmentEncoding" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"ncal:delegatedTo" INTEGER, "ncal:delegatedTo:graph" INTEGER,
"ncal:delegatedFrom" INTEGER, "ncal:delegatedFrom:graph" INTEGER,
"ncal:cutype" INTEGER, "ncal:cutype:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:member" INTEGER, "ncal:member:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:role" INTEGER,
"ncal:role:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:rsvp" INTEGER, "ncal:rsvp:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:partstat" INTEGER, "ncal:partstat:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttendeeOrOrganizer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:dir" INTEGER, "ncal:dir:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:involvedContact" INTEGER, "ncal:involvedContact:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:involvedContact:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:AttendeeRole" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bydayModifier" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bydayModifier:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayWeekday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bydayWeekday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bydayWeekday:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarScale" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:CalendarUserType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Calendar_ncal:component" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:component" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:component:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Event" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:eventStatus" INTEGER, "ncal:eventStatus:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:transp" INTEGER, "ncal:transp:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:EventStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Freebusy" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:FreebusyPeriod" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:fbtype" INTEGER, "ncal:fbtype:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:FreebusyType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:freebusy" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:freebusy:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Journal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:journalStatus" INTEGER, "ncal:journalStatus:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:JournalStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:NcalDateTime" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:nctalTimezone" INTEGER, "ncal:nctalTimezone:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:date" INTEGER, "ncal:date:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:date:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:date:localTime" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime:localDate" INTEGER, "ncal:dateTime:localTime" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:NcalTimeEntity" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:Organizer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:ParticipationStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceFrequency" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceIdentifier" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "ncal:range" INTEGER, "ncal:range:graph" INTEGER, "ncal:recurrenceIdDateTime" INTEGER, "ncal:recurrenceIdDateTime:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceIdentifierRange" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byday:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byhour" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byhour:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byminute" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byminute" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byminute:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonth" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonth" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonth:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonthday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bymonthday:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysecond" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysecond" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysecond:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysetpos" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysetpos" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:bysetpos:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byweekno" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byweekno" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byweekno:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byyearday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byyearday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:byyearday:graph" INTEGER)
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:RequestStatus | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:statusDescription" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, |
|             | ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:statusDescription:graph" INTEGER, | ncal:returnStatus" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, |
|             | "ncal:statusDescription:graph" INTEGER, | ncal:returnStatus:graph" INTEGER, | ncal:requestStatusData" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:Timezone | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:tzurl" INTEGER, ncal:tzurl:graph" INTEGER, ncal:standard" INTEGER, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:TimezoneObservance | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:tzoffsetfrom:graph" INTEGER, ncal:tzoffsetfrom" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:Todo | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:percentComplete" INTEGER, ncal:percentComplete:graph" INTEGER, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:TodoStatus | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:triggerDateTime" INTEGER, ncal:triggerDateTime:graph" INTEGER, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:TriggerRelation | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:trigger" INTEGER, ncal:trigger:graph" INTEGER, |
| CREATE TABLE | ncal:UnionParentClass | (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, | ncal:created" INTEGER, ncal:created:graph" INTEGER, |
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CREATE TABLE "nco:Affiliation_nco:title" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:title" TEXT NOT NULL, "nco:title:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:AuthorizationStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:BbsNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:CarPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:CellPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:fullname" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:fullname:graph" INTEGER, "nco:key" INTEGER, "nco:key:graph" INTEGER, "nco:contactUID" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactUID:graph" INTEGER, "nco:contactLocalUID" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactLocalUID:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactGroup" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:contactGroupName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactGroupName:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactListDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_nco:containsContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:containsContact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:containsContact:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ContactMedium" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:contactMediumComment" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:contactMediumComment:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_ncal:anniversary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:anniversary" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:anniversary:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_ncal:birthday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:birthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "ncal:birthday:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_nco:belongsToGroup" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:belongsToGroup" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:belongsToGroup:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_nco:note" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:note" TEXT NOT NULL, "nco:note:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_scal:anniversary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:anniversary" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:anniversary:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Contact_scal:birthday" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:birthday" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:birthday:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:DomesticDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:EmailAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:emailAddress" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE UNIQUE, "nco:emailAddress:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:FaxNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Gender" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAccount" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:imAccountAddress" INTEGER UNIQUE, "nco:imAccountAddress:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imAccountType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:imAccountType:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imDisplayName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:imDisplayName:graph" INTEGER, "nco:imEnabled" INTEGER, "nco:imEnabled:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAccount_nco:hasIMContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMContact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMContact:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:IMAddress_nco:imCapability" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:imCapability" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:imCapability:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:IMCapability" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:InternationalDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:IsdnNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:MessagingNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ModemNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:OrganizationContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:logo" INTEGER, "nco:logo:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:PagerNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:ParcelDeliveryAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:PcsNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:PersonContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:nameFamily" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameFamily:graph" INTEGER, "nco:nameGiven" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameGiven:graph" INTEGER, "nco:nameAdditional" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:nameAdditional:graph" INTEGER, "nco:nameHonorificSuffix" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
CREATE TABLE "nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasAffiliation" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasAffiliation:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:PhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:phoneNumber" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nco:phoneNumber:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:PresenceStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:video" INTEGER, "nco:video:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:blogUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:blogUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:blogUrl:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:foafUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:foafUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:foafUrl:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasContactMedium" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasContactMedium" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasContactMedium:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasEmailAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasEmailAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasEmailAddress:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasIMAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasIMAddress:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasPhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPhoneNumber" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPhoneNumber:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPostalAddress" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:hasPostalAddress:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:url" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:url" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:url:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:Role_nco:websiteUrl" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:websiteUrl" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:websiteUrl:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nco:VideoTelephoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nco:VoicePhoneNumber" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nco:voiceMail" INTEGER, "nco:voiceMail:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Application" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Archive" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nfo:uncompressedSize" INTEGER, "nfo:uncompressedSize:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:ArchiveItem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nfo:isPasswordProtected" INTEGER, "nfo:isPasswordProtected:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:containsBookmark" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:containsBookmark:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:BookmarkFolder_nfo:containsBookmarkFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:containsBookmarkFolder" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:containsBookmarkFolder:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:CompressionType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Cursor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:DataContainer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:DeletedResource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nfo:originalLocation" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:originalLocation:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nfo:deletionDate:localTime" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Document" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nfo:tableOfContents" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nfo:tableOfContents:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:EmbeddedFileDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nfo:EmbeddedFileDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nfo:RegionOfInterestContent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:RemoteDataObject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:RemotePortAddress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:SoftwareApplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:SoftwareCategory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:SoftwareItem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:SoftwareService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:SourceCode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:Spreadsheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:TextDocument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:Trash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:VectorImage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:Visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfo:WebHistory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CREATE TABLE "nfo:RegionOfInterestContent" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:RemoteDataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:RemotePortAddress" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Software" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:conflicts" INTEGER, "nfo:conflicts:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:supercedes" INTEGER, "nfo:supercedes:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:softwareIcon" INTEGER, "nfo:softwareIcon:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:softwareCmdLine" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:softwareCmdLine:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareApplication" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:softwareCategoryIcon" INTEGER, "nfo:softwareCategoryIcon:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareItem" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:SoftwareService" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:conflicts" INTEGER, "nfo:conflicts:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:softwareIcon" INTEGER, "nfo:softwareIcon:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:softwareCmdLine" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:softwareCmdLine:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:SourceCode" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:commentCharacterCount" INTEGER, "nfo:commentCharacterCount:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:programmingLanguage" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:programmingLanguage:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:definesClass" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:definesClass:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:definesFunction" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:definesFunction:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:definesGlobalVariable" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
  "nfo:definesGlobalVariable:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Spreadsheet" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:TextDocument" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:wordCount" INTEGER, "nfo:wordCount:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:lineCount" INTEGER, "nfo:lineCount:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:characterCount" INTEGER, "nfo:characterCount:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Trash" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:VectorImage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:aspectRatio" REAL, "nfo:aspectRatio:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:heading" REAL, "nfo:heading:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:tilt" REAL,
  "nfo:tilt:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:interlaceMode" INTEGER,
  "nfo:interlaceMode:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:height" INTEGER,
  "nfo:height:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:width" INTEGER, "nfo:width:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:colorDepth" INTEGER, "nfo:colorDepth:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Video" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nfo:frameRate" REAL, "nfo:frameRate:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:frameCount" INTEGER, "nfo:frameCount:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:averageVideoBitrate" REAL, "nfo:averageVideoBitrate:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Visual" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nie:contentCreated" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:graph" INTEGER,
  "nie:contentCreated:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:contentCreated:localTime" INTEGER,
  "nfo:aspectRatio" REAL, "nfo:aspectRatio:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:heading" REAL, "nfo:heading:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:tilt" REAL,
  "nfo:tilt:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:interlaceMode" INTEGER,
  "nfo:interlaceMode:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:height" INTEGER,
  "nfo:height:graph" INTEGER, "nfo:width" INTEGER, "nfo:width:graph" INTEGER,
  "nfo:colorDepth" INTEGER, "nfo:colorDepth:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nfo:WebHistory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
CREATE TABLE "nfo:Website" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nid3:ID3Audio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nid3:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:title:graph" INTEGER,
"nid3:albumTitle" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nid3:albumTitle:graph" INTEGER,
"nid3:contentType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nid3:contentType:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:length" INTEGER,
"nid3:length:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:recordingYear" INTEGER,
"nid3:recordingYear:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:trackNumber" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nid3:trackNumber:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:partOfSet" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nid3:partOfSet:graph" INTEGER, "nid3:comments" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nid3:comments:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
"nid3:leadArtist" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nid3:leadArtist:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nie:url" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE UNIQUE, "nie:url:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:byteSize" INTEGER, "nie:byteSize:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:interpretedAs" INTEGER, "nie:interpretedAs:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:lastRefreshed" INTEGER, "nie:lastRefreshed:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:lastRefreshed:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:lastRefreshed:localTime" INTEGER,
"nie:created" INTEGER, "nie:created:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:created:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:created:localTime" INTEGER,
"nfo:belongsToContainer" INTEGER, "nfo:belongsToContainer:graph" INTEGER,
"tracker:available" INTEGER, "tracker:available:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
"nie:dataSource" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:dataSource:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
"nie:isPartOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:isPartOf:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:DataSource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nie:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:title:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:contentLastModified" INTEGER, "nie:contentLastModified:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:contentLastModified:localDate" INTEGER, "nie:contentLastModified:localTime" INTEGER,
"nie:subject" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:subject:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:mimeType" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:mimeType:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:language" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:language:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:plainTextContent" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:plainTextContent:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:legal" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:legal:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:generator" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:generator:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:description:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:disclaimer" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:disclaimer:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:depends" INTEGER, "nie:depends:graph" INTEGER,
"nie:links" INTEGER, "nie:links:graph" INTEGER, "nie:copyright" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:copyright:graph" INTEGER, "nie:comment" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nie:comment:graph" INTEGER, "nie:isStoredAs"
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:location" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mlo:location:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:hasProperty" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:hasProperty:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:contributor" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:contributor:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nco:creator" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:creator" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nco:creator:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:hasLogicalPart" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:hasLogicalPart:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:hasPart" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:hasPart:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:informationElementDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:informationElementDate:graph" INTEGER, "nie:informationElementDate:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:informationElementDate:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:isLogicalPartOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:isLogicalPartOf:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:keyword" TEXT NOT NULL, "nie:keyword:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:relatedTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nie:relatedTo:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:AnalogRadio" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nmm:modulation" INTEGER, "nmm:modulation:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:frequency" INTEGER, "nmm:frequency:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Artist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nmm:artistName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:artistName:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Flash" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:ImageList" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:MeteringMode" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicAlbumDisc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nmm:albumDiscAlbum" INTEGER, "nmm:albumDiscAlbum:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:musicCDIdentifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:musicCDIdentifier:graph" INTEGER, "nmm:setNumber" INTEGER, "nmm:setNumber:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:albumArtist" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:albumArtist:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:lyrics" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:lyrics:graph" INTEGER);
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CREATE TABLE "nmm:Playlist" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioModulation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioStation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nmm:radioIcon" INTEGER, "nmm:radioIcon:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:radioPTY" INTEGER, "nmm:radioPTY:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
  "nmm:carrier" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:carrier:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:SynchronizedText" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nmm:isForHearingImpaired" INTEGER, "nmm:isForHearingImpaired:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nmm:videoAlbum" INTEGER, "nmm:videoAlbum:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:isSeries" INTEGER, "nmm:isSeries:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:season" INTEGER, "nmm:season:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:episodeNumber" INTEGER, "nmm:episodeNumber:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:runTime" INTEGER, "nmm:runTime:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:synopsis" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:synopsis:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:MPAARating" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:MPAARating:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:category" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmm:category:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:producedBy" INTEGER, "nmm:producedBy:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:hasSubtitle" INTEGER, "nmm:hasSubtitle:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmm:isContentEncrypted" INTEGER, "nmm:isContentEncrypted:graph" INTEGER,
  "mtp:fourCC" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mtp:fourCC:graph" INTEGER,
  "mtp:waveformat" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "mtp:waveformat:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_mtp:scantype" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
  "mtp:scantype" INTEGER NOT NULL, "mtp:scantype:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:director" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
  "nmm:director" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:director:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
  "nmm:leadActor" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:leadActor:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
  "nmm:subtitle" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmm:subtitle:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmm:WhiteBalance" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Call" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nmo:sentDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmo:sentDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nmo:sentDate:localTime" INTEGER,
  "nmo:duration" INTEGER, "nmo:duration:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:CommunicationChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
  "nmo:lastMessageDate" INTEGER, "nmo:lastMessageDate:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmo:lastMessageDate:localDate" INTEGER, "nmo:lastMessageDate:localTime" INTEGER,
  "nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate" INTEGER, "nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:graph" INTEGER,
  "nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:localDate" INTEGER,
  "nmo:lastSuccessfulMessageDate:localTime" INTEGER);
```
```
"nmo:deliveryStatus" INTEGER, "nmo:deliveryStatus:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:reportDelivery" INTEGER, "nmo:reportDelivery:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:reportRead" INTEGER, "nmo:reportRead:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:sentWithReportRead" INTEGER, "nmo:sentWithReportRead:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:mustAnswerReportRead" INTEGER,
"nmo:mustAnswerReportRead:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:mmsId" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nmo:mmsId:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:MessageHeader" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nmo:headerName" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:headerName:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:headerValue" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:headerValue:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:bcc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:bcc" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:bcc:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:cc" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:cc" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:cc:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:hasAttachment" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:hasAttachment:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:inReplyTo" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:inReplyTo:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:messageHeader" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:messageHeader:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:recipient" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:recipient" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:recipient:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:references" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:references" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:references:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Message_nmo:to" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:to" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:to:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:MimePart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nmo:charSet" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:charSet:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:contentId" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentId:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:contentTransferEncoding" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentTransferEncoding:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:contentDescription" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentDescription:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:contentDisposition" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:contentDisposition:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Multipart" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:partBoundary" TEXT NOT NULL, "nmo:partBoundary:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PermanentChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"nmo:fromVCard" INTEGER, "nmo:fromVCard:graph" INTEGER, "nmo:encoding" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:encoding:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:phoneMessageId" INTEGER, "nmo:phoneMessageId:graph" INTEGER,
"nmo:validityPeriod" INTEGER, "nmo:validityPeriod:graph" INTEGER);
```
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nmo:phoneNumber" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "nmo:phoneNumber:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "nmo:containsPhoneMessage" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessage:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessage" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessage:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:toVCard" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nmo:toVCard:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:ReportReadStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:SMSMessage" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:TransientChannel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nmo:VOIPCall" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "nrl:InverseFunctionalProperty" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "osinfo:Installer" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "poi:ObjectOfInterest" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "rdf:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subPropertyOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subPropertyOf:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "tracker:notify" INTEGER, "tracker:notify:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subClassOf" INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:subClassOf:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:domainIndex" INTEGER NOT NULL, "tracker:domainIndex:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Literal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, Available INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdfs:comment" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "rdfs:comment:graph" INTEGER, "rdfs:label" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "rdfs:label:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:added" INTEGER, "tracker:added:localDate" INTEGER,
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"tracker:added:localTime" INTEGER, "tracker:modified" INTEGER,
"tracker:modified:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:damaged" INTEGER,
"tracker:damaged:graph" INTEGER, "dc:title" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:title:graph" INTEGER, "dc:creator" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:creator:graph" INTEGER, "dc:subject" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:subject:graph" INTEGER, "dc:description" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:description:graph" INTEGER, "dc:publisher" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:publisher:graph" INTEGER, "dc:type" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:type:graph" INTEGER, "dc:format" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:format:graph" INTEGER, "dc:identifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:identifier:graph" INTEGER, "dc:language" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:language:graph" INTEGER, "dc:coverage" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:coverage:graph" INTEGER, "dc:rights" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"dc:rights:graph" INTEGER, "nao:identifier" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE,
"nao:identifier:graph" INTEGER, "nao:numericRating" REAL,
"nao:numericRating:graph" INTEGER, "nao:lastModified" INTEGER,
"nao:lastModified:graph" INTEGER, "nao:lastModified:localDate" INTEGER,
"nao:lastModified:localTime" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL,
"dc:contributor" TEXT NOT NULL, "dc:contributor:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:date" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "dc:date" INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"dc:date:graph" INTEGER, "dc:date:localDate" INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"dc:date:localTime" INTEGER NOT NULL);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:relation" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"dc:relation" TEXT NOT NULL, "dc:relation:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_dc:source" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"dc:source" INTEGER NOT NULL, "dc:source:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"nao:deprecated" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:deprecated:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"nao:hasTag" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:hasTag:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"nao:isRelated" INTEGER NOT NULL, "nao:isRelated:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "rdfs:Resource_rdf:type" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"rdf:type" INTEGER NOT NULL, "rdf:type:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:AccessLevel" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:AttendanceStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
"scal:attendanceStatus" INTEGER, "scal:attendanceStatus:graph" INTEGER, 
"scal:attendeeRole" INTEGER, "scal:attendeeRole:graph" INTEGER, 
"scal:attendeeContact" INTEGER, "scal:attendeeContact:graph" INTEGER, 
"scal:rsvp" INTEGER, "scal:rsvp:graph" INTEGER, 
"scal:calendarUserType" INTEGER, "scal:calendarUserType:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:AttendeeRole" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"scal:delegated-from" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:delegated-from:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:delegated-to" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:delegated-to:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:member" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:member" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:member:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:sent-by" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:sent-by:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Calendar" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarAlarm" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:alarmOffset" INTEGER, "scal:alarmOffset:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:alarmAttendee" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:alarmAttendee:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:access" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:access" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:access:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attachment" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attachment:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attendee" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attendee" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:attendee:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:belongsToCalendar" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:belongsToCalendar:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:contact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:contact:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:rrule" INTEGER NOT NULL, "scal:rrule:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:CalendarUserType" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Event" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:eventStatus" INTEGER, "scal:eventStatus:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:EventStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Journal" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:journalStatus" INTEGER, "scal:journalStatus:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:JournalStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:RSVPValues" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:RecurrenceRule" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:recurrencePattern" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "scal:recurrencePattern:graph" INTEGER, "scal:recurrenceStartDate" INTEGER, "scal:recurrenceStartDate:graph" INTEGER);
INTEGER, "scal:recurrenceStartDate:graph" INTEGER, "scal:exception" INTEGER, "scal:exception:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:TimePoint" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:dateTime" INTEGER, "scal:dateTime:graph" INTEGER, "scal:dateTime:localDate" INTEGER, "scal:dateTime:localTime" INTEGER, "scal:TimeZone" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "scal:TimeZone:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:Todo" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "scal:todoStatus" INTEGER, "scal:todoStatus:graph" INTEGER, "scal:due" INTEGER, "scal:completed:graph" INTEGER, "scal:percentComplete:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "scal:TodoStatus" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "scal:TransparencyValues" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "slo:iconUrl" INTEGER, "slo:iconUrl:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "slo:LandmarkCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "slo:isRemovable" INTEGER, "slo:isRemovable:graph" INTEGER, "slo:categoryIconUrl" INTEGER, "slo:categoryIconUrl:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:belongsToCategory" INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:belongsToCategory:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:hasContact" INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:hasContact:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "slo:Route" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "slo:startTime" INTEGER, "slo:startTime:graph" INTEGER, "slo:startTime:localDate" INTEGER, "slo:startTime:localTime" INTEGER, "slo:endTime" INTEGER, "slo:endTime:graph" INTEGER, "slo:endTime:localDate" INTEGER, "slo:endTime:localTime" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "slo:Route_slo:routeDetails" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL, "slo:routeDetails" TEXT NOT NULL, "slo:routeDetails:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "tracker:Namespace" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, "tracker:prefix" TEXT COLLATE NOCASE, "tracker:prefix:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE TABLE "tracker:Ontology" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY);
CREATE TABLE "tracker:Volume" (ID INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
"tracker:isMounted" INTEGER, "tracker:isMounted:graph" INTEGER,
"tracker:unmountDate" INTEGER, "tracker:unmountDate:graph" INTEGER,
"tracker:unmountDate:localDate" INTEGER,
"tracker:unmountDate:localTime" INTEGER, "tracker:mountPoint" INTEGER,
"tracker:mountPoint:graph" INTEGER, "tracker:isRemovable" INTEGER,
"tracker:isOptical" INTEGER, "tracker:isOptical:graph" INTEGER);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList_ID_ID" ON
"mfo:FeedMessage_mfo:enclosureList" (ID, "mfo:enclosureList");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbNorthWest" (ID, "mlo:bbNorthWest");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoBoundingBox_mlo:bbSouthEast" (ID, "mlo:bbSouthEast");
CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asBoundingBox" ("mlo:asBoundingBox", ID);
CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asGeoPoint" ("mlo:asGeoPoint", ID);
CREATE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoLocation_mlo:asPostalAddress" ("mlo:asPostalAddress", ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:address" (ID, "mlo:address");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:altitude" (ID, "mlo:altitude");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:city" (ID, "mlo:city");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:country" (ID, "mlo:country");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:latitude" (ID, "mlo:latitude");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:longitude" (ID, "mlo:longitude");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:state" (ID, "mlo:state");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoPoint_mlo:timestamp" (ID, "mlo:timestamp");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:GeoSphere_mlo:radius" (ID, "mlo:radius");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable_ID_ID" ON
"mlo:LandmarkCategory_mlo:isRemovable" (ID, "mlo:isRemovable");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory_ID_ID" ON
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Landmark_mlo:belongsToCategory" (ID, "mlo:belongsToCategory");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation_ID_ID" ON "mlo:Landmark_mlo:poiLocation" (ID, "mlo:poiLocation");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit_ID_ID" ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxEastLimit" (ID, "mlo:boxEastLimit");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit_ID_ID" ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxNorthLimit" (ID, "mlo:boxNorthLimit");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner_ID_ID" ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxSouthWestCorner" (ID, "mlo:boxSouthWestCorner");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit_ID_ID" ON "mlo:LocationBoundingBox_mlo:boxVerticalLimit" (ID, "mlo:boxVerticalLimit");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:endTime_ID_ID" ON "mlo:Route_mlo:endTime" (ID, "mlo:endTime");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails_ID_ID" ON "mlo:Route_mlo:routeDetails" (ID, "mlo:routeDetails");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mlo:Route_mlo:startTime_ID_ID" ON "mlo:Route_mlo:startTime" (ID, "mlo:startTime");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:Transfer_mto:transferList_ID_ID" ON "mto:Transfer_mto:transferList" (ID, "mto:transferList");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel_ID_ID" ON "mto:Transfer_mto:transferPrivacyLevel" (ID, "mto:transferPrivacyLevel");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory_ID_ID" ON "mto:UploadTransfer_mto:transferCategory" (ID, "mto:transferCategory");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag_ID_ID" ON "nao:Tag_tracker:isDefaultTag" (ID, "tracker:isDefaultTag");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo_ID_ID" ON "nao:Tag_tracker:tagRelatedTo" (ID, "tracker:tagRelatedTo");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Alarm_ncal:action_ID_ID" ON "ncal:Alarm_ncal:action" (ID, "ncal:action");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier_ID_ID" ON "ncal:BydayRulePart_ncal:bydayModifier" (ID, "ncal:bydayModifier");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Calendar_ncal:component_ID_ID" ON "ncal:Calendar_ncal:component" (ID, "ncal:component");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy_ID_ID" ON "ncal:Freebusy_ncal:freebusy" (ID, "ncal:freebusy");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday_ID_ID" ON "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byday" (ID, "ncal:byday");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour_ID_ID" ON...
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byhour" (ID, "ncal:byhour");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byminute" (ID, "ncal:byminute");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonth" (ID, "ncal:bymonth");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bymonthday" (ID, "ncal:bymonthday");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysecond" (ID, "ncal:bysecond");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:bysetpos" (ID, "ncal:bysetpos");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byweekno" (ID, "ncal:byweekno");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:RecurrenceRule_ncal:byyearday" (ID, "ncal:byyearday");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attach" (ID, "ncal:attach");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:attendee" (ID, "ncal:attendee");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:categories" (ID, "ncal:categories");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exdate" (ID, "ncal:exdate");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:exrule" (ID, "ncal:exrule");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:hasAlarm" (ID, "ncal:hasAlarm");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:ncalRelation" (ID, "ncal:ncalRelation");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rdate" (ID, "ncal:rdate");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToChild" (ID, "ncal:relatedToChild");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:relatedToParent" (ID, "ncal:relatedToParent");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:resources" (ID, "ncal:resources");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "ncal:UnionParentClass_ncal:rrule" (ID, "ncal:rrule");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Affiliation_nco:title" (ID, "nco:title");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:ContactList_nco:containsContact" (ID, "nco:containsContact");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_nco:anniversary" (ID, "ncal:anniversary");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nco:Contact_nco:birthday" (ID, "ncal:birthday");
CREATE INDEX "nfo:FileDataObject_nfo:fileLastModified" ON "nfo:FileDataObject" ("nfo:fileLastModified");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Image_nfo:depicts_ID_ID" ON "nfo:Image_nfo:depicts" (ID, "nfo:depicts");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Image_nfo:hasRegionOfInterest_ID_ID" ON "nfo:Image_nfo:hasRegionOfInterest" (ID, "nfo:hasRegionOfInterest");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:MediaList_nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry_ID_ID" ON "nfo:MediaList_nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry" (ID, "nfo:hasMediaFileListEntry");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:MediaList_nfo:mediaListEntry_ID_ID" ON "nfo:MediaList_nfo:mediaListEntry" (ID, "nfo:mediaListEntry");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Media_mtp:hidden_ID_ID" ON "nfo:Media_mtp:hidden" (ID, "mtp:hidden");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nfo:Media_nmm:alternativeMedia_ID_ID" ON "nfo:Media_nmm:alternativeMedia" (ID, "nmm:alternativeMedia");

CREATE INDEX "nfo:Visual_nie:contentCreated" ON "nfo:Visual" ("nie:contentCreated");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist_ID_ID" ON "nid3:ID3Audio_nid3:leadArtist" (ID, "nid3:leadArtist");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource_ID_ID" ON "nie:DataObject_nie:dataSource" (ID, "nie:dataSource");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf_ID_ID" ON "nie:DataObject_nie:isPartOf" (ID, "nie:isPartOf");

CREATE INDEX "nie:DataObject_nie:url" ON "nie:DataObject" ("nie:url");

CREATE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" (ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_mlo:location" ("mlo:location", ID);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" (ID, "nao:hasProperty");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nco:contributor" (ID, "nco:contributor");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nco:creator_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nco:creator" (ID, "nco:creator");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasLogicalPart" (ID, "nie:hasLogicalPart");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:hasPart" (ID, "nie:hasPart");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:informationElementDate" (ID, "nie:informationElementDate");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:isLogicalPartOf" (ID, "nie:isLogicalPartOf");

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:keyword" (ID, "nie:keyword");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo_ID_ID" ON "nie:InformationElement_nie:relatedTo" (ID, "nie:relatedTo");
CREATE INDEX "nie:InformationElement_slo:location" ON "nie:InformationElement" ("slo:location");
CREATE INDEX "nmm:Artist_nmm:artistName" ON "nmm:Artist" ("nmm:artistName");
CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicAlbum_nie:title" ON "nmm:MusicAlbum" ("nie:title");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist_ID_ID" ON "nmm:MusicAlbum_nmm:albumArtist" (ID, "nmm:albumArtist");
CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nie:title" ON "nmm:MusicPiece" ("nie:title");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics_ID_ID" ON "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:lyrics" (ID, "nmm:lyrics");
CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:musicAlbum" ON "nmm:MusicPiece" ("nmm:musicAlbum");
CREATE INDEX "nmm:MusicPiece_nmm:performer" ON "nmm:MusicPiece" ("nmm:performer");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier_ID_ID" ON "nmm:RadioStation_nmm:carrier" (ID, "nmm:carrier");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_mtp:scantype_ID_ID" ON "nmm:Video_mtp:scantype" (ID, "mtp:scantype");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:director_ID_ID" ON "nmm:Video_nmm:director" (ID, "nmm:director");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor_ID_ID" ON "nmm:Video_nmm:leadActor" (ID, "nmm:leadActor");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle_ID_ID" ON "nmm:Video_nmm:subtitle" (ID, "nmm:subtitle");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Call_nmo:sentDate" ON "nmo:Call" ("nmo:sentDate");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant_ID" ON "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant_ID_ID" ON "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:hasParticipant" ("nmo:hasParticipant", ID);
CREATE INDEX "nmo:CommunicationChannel_nmo:lastMessageDate" ON "nmo:CommunicationChannel" ("nmo:lastMessageDate");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Email_nmo:contentMimeType_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Email_nmo:contentMimeType" (ID, "nmo:contentMimeType");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:bcc_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:bcc" (ID, "nmo:bcc");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:cc_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:cc" (ID, "nmo:cc");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:communicationChannel" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:communicationChannel", "nmo:receivedDate");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:conversation" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:conversation");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:from" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:from");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:hasAttachment" (ID, "nmo:hasAttachment");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:Message_nmo:inReplyTo" (ID, "nmo:inReplyTo");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:Message_nmo:messageHeader" (ID, "nmo:messageHeader");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:recipient_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:Message_nmo:recipient" (ID, "nmo:recipient");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:references_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:Message_nmo:references" (ID, "nmo:references");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:sender" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:sender");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:sentDate" ON "nmo:Message" ("nmo:sentDate");
CREATE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:to_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:to" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Message_nmo:to_ID_ID" ON "nmo:Message_nmo:to"
("nmo:to", ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:MimePart_nmo:mimeHeader_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:MimePart_nmo:mimeHeader" (ID, "nmo:mimeHeader");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:Multipart_nmo:partBoundary" (ID, "nmo:partBoundary");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX
"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder" (ID,
"nmo:containsPhoneMessageFolder");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX
"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:PhoneMessageFolder_nmo:containsPhoneMessage" (ID,
"nmo:containsPhoneMessage");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard_ID_ID" ON
"nmo:PhoneMessage_nmo:toVCard" (ID, "nmo:toVCard");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Property_rdfs:subPropertyOf" (ID, "rdfs:subPropertyOf");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Class_rdfs:subClassOf" (ID, "rdfs:subClassOf");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Class_tracker:domainIndex" (ID, "tracker:domainIndex");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_dc:contributor" (ID, "dc:contributor");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:date_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_dc:date" (ID, "dc:date");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:relation_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_dc:relation" (ID, "dc:relation");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_dc:source_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_dc:source" (ID, "dc:source");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_nao:deprecated" (ID, "nao:deprecated");
CREATE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag_ID" ON "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" (ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_nao:hasTag" ("nao:hasTag", ID);
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated_ID_ID" ON
"rdfs:Resource_nao:isRelated" (ID, "nao:isRelated");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_rdf:type_ID_ID" ON
CREATE INDEX "rdfs:Resource_tracker:added" ON "rdfs:Resource" ("tracker:added");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from_ID_ID" ON "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-from" (ID, "scal:delegated-from");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to_ID_ID" ON "scal:Attendee_scal:delegated-to" (ID, "scal:delegated-to");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:member_ID_ID" ON "scal:Attendee_scal:member" (ID, "scal:member");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by_ID_ID" ON "scal:Attendee_scal:sent-by" (ID, "scal:sent-by");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarAlarm_scal:alarmAttendee" (ID, "scal:alarmAttendee");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:access_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:access" (ID, "scal:access");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:attachment" (ID, "scal:attachment");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:belongsToCalendar" (ID, "scal:belongsToCalendar");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:contact" (ID, "scal:contact");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule_ID_ID" ON "scal:CalendarItem_scal:rrule" (ID, "scal:rrule");
CREATE INDEX "slo:GeoLocation_slo:postalAddress" ON "slo:GeoLocation" ("slo:postalAddress");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory_ID_ID" ON "slo:Landmark_slo:belongsToCategory" (ID, "slo:belongsToCategory");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact_ID_ID" ON "slo:Landmark_slo:hasContact" (ID, "slo:hasContact");
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX "slo:Route_slo:routeDetails_ID_ID" ON "slo:Route_slo:routeDetails" (ID, "slo:routeDetails");

EXPLAIN SELECT "1_u", (SELECT "nco:fullname" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameFamily" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameGiven" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameAdditional" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameHonorificPrefix" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nameHonorificSuffix" FROM "nco:PersonContact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT "nco:nickname" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u") COLLATE NOCASE, strftime("%s",(SELECT "nco:birthDate" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u")), (SELECT "nie:url" FROM "nie:DataObject" WHERE ID = (SELECT "nco:photo" FROM "nco:Contact" WHERE ID = "1_u")) COLLATE NOCASE, (SELECT
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"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11"."ID" AND
"nco:PersonContact_nco:hasAffiliation11"."nco:hasAffiliation" =
"nco:Role_nco:hasPostalAddress12"."ID")), (SELECT
GROUP_CONCAT("10_u" COLLATE NOCASE, ',') FROM (SELECT
"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."nao:hasProperty" AS
"8_u", "nao:Property14"."nao:propertyName" AS "9_u",
"nao:Property14"."nao:propertyValue" AS "10_u" FROM
"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty" AS
"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13", "nao:Property" AS
"nao:Property14" WHERE "1_u" =
"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."ID" AND
"nie:InformationElement_nao:hasProperty13"."nao:hasProperty" =
"nao:Property14"."ID" AND "9_u" IS NOT NULL AND "10_u" IS NOT
NULL AND ("9_u" COLLATE NOCASE = ? COLLATE NOCASE)))) FROM (SELECT
"nco:PersonContact1"."ID" AS "1_u" FROM "nco:PersonContact" AS
"nco:PersonContact1") ORDER BY "1_u";

} {/.* Goto .*/

finish_test

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# 2006 September 14
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#
#    May you do good and not evil.
#    May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#    May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
#*************************************************************************
# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library. The
# focus of this script is testing the FTS2 module.
#
# $Id: fts2c.test,v 1.1 2006/10/19 23:36:26 shess Exp $
#

set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# If SQLite_ENABLE_FTS2 is defined, omit this file.
if capable !fts2 {
```
finish_test
return
}

# Create a table of sample email data. The data comes from email
# archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the
# litigation against that company.
#
# do_test fts2c-1.1 {
  db eval {
    CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts2([from],[to],subject,body);
    BEGIN TRANSACTION;
    INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com,
traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following
changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent
product. See rules below:

?If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent’s minimum volume no hedge will occur.
?If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent’s minimum volume but less than half the volume
increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent’s minimum volume.
?For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

Please see example below:

Parent’s Settings:
Minimum: 5000
Increment: 1000

Volume on Autohedge transactionVolume Hedged
1   - 24990
2500 - 54995000
5500 - 64996000);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com,
lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI:
If it’s ok with everyone’s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think
you will need my assistance past the 4 o’clock hour just let me know; I’ll
be more than willing to stay.’);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',
'loise.kitchen@enron.com', ‘<<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02’, 'The following expense report is ready
for approval:

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger
Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms
Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02
Report Total: $3,972.93
Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93
```
To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work request', 'Julie,

Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

Gentlemen,

I’d like to review this today at 1:30 in our office. Also, could you provide me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

JD);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com, scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....
http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com', 'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats! Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent. Mark');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e.carter@enron.com', 't.robinson@enron.com', 'FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', '
The producer lumber pricing sheet.
-----Original Message-----
From: Johnson, Jay
Sent:Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM
To:Carter, Karen E.
Subject:FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

-----Original Message-----
From: Daigre, Sergai
Sent:Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM
Subject:Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com', 'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you or me to participate.

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

I hope this meets with your approval.

Regards
Here is the original memo we discussed earlier. Please provide any information that you may have.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Thanks,

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com
713.853.3884
877.498.3401 Pager

-----Original Message-----
From: Bisbee, Joanne
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM
To: Fenceroy, LaChandra
Subject: FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about. Who are our TW accounting business users?

-----Original Message-----
From: Koh, Wendy
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM
To: Bisbee, Joanne
Subject: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1. It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge. I have no other information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

Wendy');

-----Original Message-----
From: Fagan, Fran
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM
To: McCarty, Danny
Subject: worksheets

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.

Thanks,
I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!). Gave him the name of our credit guy, Russell Diamond.

Thank for your help!;

Here is the information on staffing and outside services. Call if you need anything else.

Jim

');

Attache you will find an excel document. The ouages contained within are forced or rescheduled outages. Your daily delivery will still contain these outages.

In addition to the two excel documents, there is a dbf file that is formatted like your daily deliveries you receive nightly. This will enable you to load the data into your regular database. Any questions please let me know. Thanks.
Greg Elliott
IIR, Inc.
713-783-5147 x 3481
outages@industrialinfo.com
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-
MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS
E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.
- OUTAGE.dbf
- 111201R.xls
- 111201.xls ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron.announcements@enron.com',
'all_ena_egm_eim@enron.com', 'EWS Brown Bag', 'MARK YOUR LUNCH CALENDARS NOW !

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

Featuring: RAY BOWEN, COO

Topic: Enron Industrial Markets

Thursday, March 15, 2001
11:30 am - 12:30 pm
EB 5 C2

You bring your lunch, Limited Seating
We provide drinks and dessert. RSVP x 3-9610');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.germany@enron.com',
'ingrid.immer@williams.com', 'Re: About St Pauls', 'Sounds good to me. I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel.

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM
To: "chris.germany@enron.com" <chris.germany@enron.com>
cc:
Subject: About St Pauls

<<About St Pauls.url>>
?
?http://www.stpaulshouston.org/about.html

Chris,
I like the looks of this place. What do you think about going here Christmas eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m., among others.

Let me know.?? ii

- About St Pauls.url

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nas@cpuc.ca.gov', 'skatz@sempratrading.com, kmccrea@sablaw.com, thompson@wrightlaw.com,',' Reply Brief filed July 31, 2000', '- CPUC01-#76371-v1- Revised_Reply_Brief_Due_today_7_31_.doc');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gascontrol@aglresources.com', 'dscott4@enron.com, lcampbel@enron.com', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder
As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000, E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle. ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dutch.quigley@enron.com', 'rwolkwitz@powermerchants.com', '', '');

Here is a goody for you):
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('ryan.o''rourke@enron.com', 'k..allen@enron.com, randy.bhatia@enron.com, frank.ermis@enron.com,',' TRV Notification: (West VaR - 11/07/2001), The report named: West VaR <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=36&report_name=West+VaR&category_cd=2&category_name=WEST&toc_hide=1&sTV1=2&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=11/07/2001>, published as of 11/07/2001 is now available for viewing on the website.');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mjones7@txu.com', 'cstone1@txu.com, ggreen2@txu.com, timpowell@txu.com,',' Enron / HPL Actuals for July 10, 2000', 'Teco Tap 10.000 / Enron ; LS HPL LSK IC 30.000 / Enron');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.pereira@enron.com', 'kkw816@aol.com', 'soccer practice', 'Kathy-
Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??

Susan Pereira');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.whitt@enron.com', 'barry.tycholiz@enron.com', 'Huber Internal Memo', 'Please look at this. I didn''t know how deep to go with the desk. Do you think this works. ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..forney@enron.com', 'george.phillips@enron.com', '', 'George,
Give me a call and we will further discuss opportunities on the 13th floor.

Thanks,
JMForney
3-7160’

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('brad.mckay@enron.com', 'angusmcka@aol.com', 'Re: (no subject)', 'not yet');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('adam.bayer@enron.com', 'jonathan.mckay@enron.com', 'FW: Curve Fetch File', 'Here is the curve fetch file sent to me. It has plenty of points in it. If you give me a list of which ones you need we may be able to construct a secondary worksheet to vlookup the values.

adam
35227

-----Original Message-----
From: Royed, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM
To: Bayer, Adam
Subject: Curve Fetch File

Let me know if it works. It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

Jeff Royed
Enron
Energy Operations
Phone: 713-853-5295’

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report Formats', 'Yan,

The merged reports look great. I believe the only orientation changes are to "unmerge" the following six reports:

31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2
23 West_3
25 CIG_WIC

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct. Thanks.

Mat

PS. Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'jimboman@bigfoot.com', 'Report Formats', 'Yan,'
Subject: Egyptian Festival

<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

New:

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly to someone on my team. I know it will take some time for the new names to sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L.

Thanks for your help on this.

New:
WK
');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('david.forster@enron.com', 'eol.wide@enron.com', 'Change to Stack Manager', 'Effective immediately, there is a change to the Stack Manager which will affect any Inactive Child.

An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.

When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at which time the customer will also see it.

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:

Americas: 713 853 4357
Europe: + 44 (0) 20 7783 7783
Asia/Australia: +61 2 9229 2300

Dave');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('vince.kaminski@enron.com', 'jhh1@email.msn.com', 'Re: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7', 'John,

I saw it. Very interesting.

Vince

"John H Herbert" <jhh1@email.msn.com> on 07/28/2000 08:38:08 AM
To: "Vince J Kaminski" <Vince_J_Kaminski@enron.com>
cc: 
Subject: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7

Cheers and have a nice weekend,

JHHerbert
INSERT INTO email(from,[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com','mmmarcantel@equiva.com','RE:', 'i will try to line up a pig for you ');

INSERT INTO email(from,[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com, chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com.', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery Team. PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment. Should you need to use another computer system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment for you to use.

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

T.Jae Black
East Power Trading
Assistant to Kevin Presto
off. 713-853-5800
fax 713-646-8272
cell 713-539-4760');

INSERT INTO email(from,[to],subject,body) VALUES('eric.bass@enron.com', 'dale.neuner@enron.com', '5 X 24', 'Dale,

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s? We would like to get this product out ASAP.

Thanks,

Eric');

INSERT INTO email(from,[to],subject,body) VALUES('messenger@smartreminders.com', 'm.tholt@enron.com', '10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]

Dear SmartReminders Member,

[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]
We respect your privacy and are a Certified Participant of the BBBOnLine Privacy Program. To be removed from future offers, click here.
SmartReminders.com is a permission based service. To unsubscribe click here.

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('benjamin.rogers@enron.com', 'mark.bernstein@enron.com', '
The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of speak. He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA"s in California for CIN, thus he left on a bad note. Let me know if you need more detail than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for. Thanks!
Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash Report Name: Houston Cellular 8-11-01 Report Date: 12/13/01 Report ID: 594D37C9ED2111D5B452 Submitted On: 12/13/01
You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding. Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com, mark.palmer@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based rates for', 'FYI the latest broadside against the generators.
Sue Mara
Enron Corp.
Tel: (415) 782-7802
Fax:(415) 782-7854
----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM To: "'smara@enron.com'"
<smara@enron.com> cc: Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today? Apparently they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and
grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and market revenues received back to May 2000. They are requesting the commission act within 14 days. Have you heard anything about what they are doing?

Marcie


INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('fletcher.sturm@enron.com', 'eloy.escobar@enron.com', 'Re: General Brinks Position Meeting', 'Eloy,

Who is General Brinks?

Fletch');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nailia.dindarova@enron.com', 'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from', 'Rick,

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.

Nailia

---------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001 16:36 ---------------------------

Nailia Dindarova
25/06/2001 15:36
To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate
cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from California)

Michael,

These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert. He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

Nailia

');
Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:
- Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically projected revenue stream
- Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters of intent
- Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/licensing
- Contract negotiations

Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will probably be the critical path.

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,

Peggy

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)

Thomas A Martin
10/11/2000 03:55 PM
To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT
cc:
Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at either HSC, Waha or Katy tailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to NYMEX close.

agoddard@nisource.com on 03/08/2001 09:16:57 AM
To: "Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, " -

Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives listed at the bottom of the attachment.

Aaron Goddard

--- Original Message ----
From: Punja, Karim
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM
To: Richey, Cooper
Subject: Contact Info

Cooper,

It's been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)
I hope we can stay in touch.
Home# 234-0249
e-mail: kpunja@hotmail.com

Take Care,

Karim.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bjm30@earthlink.net', 'mcguinn.k@enron.com, mcguinn.ian@enron.com, mcguinn.stephen@enron.com,' , 'email address change', 'Hello all.

I haven’t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you my new address for your email file:

    bjm30@earthlink.net

I hope all is well.

Brian McGuinn');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('shelley.corman@enron.com', 'steve.hotte@enron.com', 'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas logistics team. It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I’m hearing there is some hold-up & the units are stored on 44.

Shelley');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com', 'john.schwartzenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com,' , '2001 Enron Law Conference (Distribution List 2)', ' 2001 Enron Law Conference
San Antonio, Texas  May 2-4, 2001  Westin Riverwalk

        See attached memo for more details!!

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at http://lawconference.corp.enron.com. The website is still under construction and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001.

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website is operational.

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available and submit it no later than Friday, March 30th.
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com', 'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i’ll call pat and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to call you guys back -- looking forward to it -- i probably need the directions again though');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com', 'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce,

I’ll get it done today.

DG 3-9573

From: Bryce Baxter 06/12/2000 07:15 PM

To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT

Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook. If possible, could you complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday? It will really help me in the PRC process to have your input. Thanks.

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com', 'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as well. The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

PWR-NG-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
PWR-NG-LT-SERC: Jeff King

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

EPMI-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
EPMI-LT-SERC: Jeff King

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks for your help!
Casey');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com', ...)
It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday. I know we will have fun working together on this very special event.

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation. I wasn’t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well. Would you please advise me if you would like them sent to you? I can email the MS Excel files or I can fax the hard copies to you. Please advise what is most convenient.

I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email, or cell phone at any time. My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL’s work. Martin.

Martin B. Cominsky  
Director, Southwest Region  
Anti-Defamation League  
713/627-3490, ext. 122  
713/627-2011 (fax)  
MCominsky@aol.com;

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to the ISDA Credit Support Annex. Please let me know if you need anything else. We look forward to hearing your comments.

Marie

Marie Heard  
Senior Legal Specialist
Enron North America Corp.
Phone: (713) 853-3907
Fax: (713) 646-3490
marie.heard@enron.com

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('andrea.ring@enron.com', 'beverly.beaty@enron.com', '
'Re: Tennessee Buy - Louis Dreyfus', 'Beverly - once again thanks so much for your help on this.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('karolyn.criado@enron.com', 'j..bonin@enron.com, felicia.case@enron.com, b..clapp@enron.com', 'Price List week of Oct. 8-9, 2001', '
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

Thank you,
Karolyn Criado
3-9441

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com', 'edward.baughman@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', '
Please begin working on filling our Associated short position in 02. I would like to take this risk off the books.

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us. With Rogers transitioning to run our retail risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

Thanks,');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com', 'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg,

I am at home with a sick baby. (Lots of fun!) I will call you about this tomorrow.

Stacy');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', "'hey big guy.....check this out.....

w ww.gorelieberman-2000.com'/);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqeste@aol.com', "'Jacques,

I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb’s comments on the release. The payoff on the note would be $36,248
($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)).
This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday.

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

Phillip);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kourtney.nelson@enron.com',
mike.swerzbin@enron.com', 'Adjusted L/R Balance', 'Mike,

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site. It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson". There are two links:
1) "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.
2) "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance
-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not included in the calc.

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please. Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web. That will help with your access to information on new gen.

Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback,

Kourtney

Kourtney Nelson
Fundamental Analysis
Enron North America
(503) 464-8280
kourtney.nelson@enron.com');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..thomas@enron.com', 'naveed.ahmed@enron.com',
'FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio', '-----Original Message-----
From: Grace, Rebecca M.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM
To: Thomas, Paul D.
Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom
Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

Paul,

I reviewed NY"s list. I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.

Call if you have any more questions.
Rebecca

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent:Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM
To:Grace, Rebecca M.
Subject:FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>
Rebecca,
Let me know if you see any differences.

Paul
X 3-0403

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM
To: Ahmed, Naveed
Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Baughman, Edward D.
Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com',
'william.brADFORD@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,',
'Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy',
'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy, L.P.,
effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso Merchant Energy, L.P. We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both counterparties. Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

Thanks,
Stephanie
');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE: What about this too????,'
-----Original Message-----
From: Kenne, Dawn C.
Sent:Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM
To:Keiser, Kam
Subject:What about this too???

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>
');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.meyer@enron.com', 'joe.parks@enron.com', 'Centana', 'Talked to Chip. We do need Cash Committe approval given the netting feature of your deal, which means Batch Funding Request. Please update per my previous e-mail and forward.

Thanks

chris
x31666');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com', 'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend!  Happy Fathers Day!

Debra Perlingiere
Enron North America Corp.
1400 Smith Street, EB 3885
Houston, Texas 77002
dperlin@enron.com
Phone 713-853-7658
Fax 713-646-3490');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('outlook.team@enron.com', '', 'Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia &', 'CALENDAR ENTRY: APPOINTMENT

Description:
Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia & Dir Rpts. - 4102

Date:1/5/2001
Time:9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)

Chairperson:Outlook Migration Team

Detailed Description:');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('diana.seifert@enron.com', 'mark.taylor@enron.com', 'Guest access Chile', 'Hello Mark,

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile. We got a request for guest access through MG. The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.

Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.
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F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.
Thanks!

Best regards

Diana Seifert
EOL PCG;

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'mark.whitt@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - 121001', 'The Approval status has changed on the following report:

Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz
Expense Report Name: 121001
Report Total: $198.98
Amount Due Employee: $198.98
Amount Approved: $198.98
Amount Paid: $0.00
Approval Status: Approved
Payment Status: Pending

To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', '', 'Technical Support', 'Outside the U.S., please refer to the list below:

Australia:
1800 678-515
support@palm-au.com

Canada:
1905 305-6530
support@palm.com

New Zealand:
0800 446-398
support@palm-nz.com

U.K.:
0171 867 0108
eurosupport@palm.3com.com

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.');}

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('geoff.storey@enron.com', 'dutch.quigley@enron.com', 'RE:', 'duke contact?')
-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM
To: Storey, Geoff
Subject: RE:

bp corp
Albert LaMore
281-366-4962

running the reports now

-----Original Message-----
From: Storey, Geoff
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM
To: Quigley, Dutch
Subject: RE:

give me a contact over there too
BP

-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM
To: Storey, Geoff
Subject: Coral

Coral
Jeff Whitnah
713-767-5374
Relaint
Steve McGinn
713-207-4000)

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('pete.davis@enron.com', 'pete.davis@enron.com', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3; No ancillary schedules awarded.
Variances detected.
LOG MESSAGES:
PARSING FILE -->> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final Schedules\2001042203.txt

---- Load Schedule ----
$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.
  Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred: 1.92 / Final: 1.89)
TRANS_TYPE: FINAL
LOAD_ID: PGE4
MKT_TYPE: 2
TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01
SC_ID: EPMI
John;
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('john.postlethwaite@enron.com',
'john.zufferli@enron.com', 'Reference', 'John, hope things are going well up there for you. The big day is almost here for you and Jessica. I was wondering if I could use your name as a job reference if need be. I am just trying to get everything in order just in case something happens.

John');
 INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeffrey.shankman@enron.com',
'lschiffm@jonesday.com', 'Re:', 'I saw you called on the cell this a.m. Sorry I missed you. (I was in the shower). I have had a shitty week--I suspect my silence (not only to you, but others) after our phone call is a result of the week. I’m seeing Glen at 11:15....talk to you');
 INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('litebytz@enron.com', '', 'Lite Bytz RSVP', '
This week’s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

Richard McDougall
Solaris 8
Thursday, June 7, 2001

If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday, June 5, 2001.

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

Click below for more details.

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebyztztoolzprint.jpg');
 COMMIT;
} }
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark susan'
}
} {40}
do_test fts2c-1.5 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan mark'
}
} {40}
do_test fts2c-1.6 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '"mark susan"'
}
} {}
do_test fts2c-1.7 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark -susan'
}
} {6 17 25 38 42 73 74}
do_test fts2c-1.8 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'
}
} {24}
do_test fts2c-1.9 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'
}
} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}
# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column. In the sample
# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words
# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.
#
do_test fts2c-2.1 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'
}
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}
do_test fts2c-2.2 {
execsql {
SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
}
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}
do_test fts2c-2.3 {
execsql {
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SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
  WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'
}
}

do_test fts2c-2.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
      WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'
  }
}

do_test fts2c-2.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
      WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'
  }
}

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child". But only
# 3 of them are paired with "product". Make sure only those instances
# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.
#

do_test fts2c-3.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
      WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32
  }
}

do_test fts2c-3.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
      WHERE body MATCH "child product"
  }
}

# Snippet generator tests
#

do_test fts2c-4.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
      WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
  }
}

do_test fts2c-4.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
      WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'
  }
}

{{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}

{{<b>...</b> place.? What do you think about going here <b>Christmas</b>}}
eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m., among others. ...

---

do_test fts2c-4.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
}

---

do_test fts2c-4.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
}

---

do_test fts2c-4.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'
  }
}

---

do_test fts2c-4.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'
  }
}

---

do_test fts2c-4.7 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH "pursuant to"
  }
}

---

do_test fts2c-4.8 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'
  }
}

---
Variance detected.
Variance detected in <b>Load</b> schedule.

**LOG MESSAGES:**

**PARSING <b>...</b>}}

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:
#
do_test fts2c-5.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'
  }{}
} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports:

31 Keystone Receipts
15 <b>Questar</b> <b>Pipeline</b>
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}
do_test fts2c-5.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'
  }{}
} {{matt.smith@<b>enron</b>.<b>com</b> <b>...</b> six reports:

31 Keystone Receipts
15 <b>Questar</b> <b>Pipeline</b>
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2 <b>...</b>}}

**finish_test**

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
COIo1yr4/sqlite-src-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-qrgnldMA/sqlite-src-3071700/test/fts2c.test
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

other proprietary or non-standard VFSes.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
COIo1yr4/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-Z5Qn1wNN/sqlite-doc-3071700/uri.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

2.31 0
1.23 0
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SQLite Consortium Launches With Mozilla And Symbian As Charter Members

Ensures independent technical direction for world's most deployed SQL database engine

Charlotte, North Carolina - December 12, 2007 - The SQLite Consortium, a new membership association dedicated to maintaining SQLite as a fully open and independent product, was formally announced today. Mozilla and Symbian Ltd. have joined the SQLite Consortium as charter members.

SQLite is a compact, high efficiency, high reliability, embeddable SQL database engine. The source code to SQLite is in the public domain and is available with no associated fees. SQLite is the most deployed SQL database engine in the world and is currently used in a wide range of commercial software products and electronic devices from leading manufacturers. SQLite is found today in many mobile phones, MP3 players, set-top boxes, and PCs.

The mission of the SQLite Consortium is to continue developing and enhancing SQLite as a product that anyone may use without paying royalties or licensing fees. Members of the SQLite Consortium provide funding to enable this mission and in return receive enterprise-level technical support. Technical control and direction of SQLite remains entirely with the SQLite developers.

Mozilla, developer of the popular open-source Firefox web browser, and Symbian, the market-leading open operating system for advanced data-enabled smartphones, both deploy the SQLite database engine in their products. As charter members of the Consortium, Mozilla and Symbian are ensuring the development and support of SQLite as a freely accessible and public domain software asset.

"SQLite has become a popular embedded database because it is lightweight, fast, and open source," said Michael Schroepfer, Vice President of Engineering, Mozilla. "As a charter member of the SQLite Consortium, Mozilla is excited to help ensure SQLite remains a vibrant and open technology, in line with our mission to promote choice and innovation on the Internet."

"The SQLite Consortium will help set the standards for database management which are essential in smartphone functionality and will also help create a pool
of developers, highly-skilled in SQLite for future mobile phone development," said Bruce Carney, Director, Developer Programmes & Services, Symbian. "Our involvement with the SQL Consortium not only demonstrates Symbian’s commitment to open standards in the industry, but as mobile phones become increasingly powerful and smartphones become increasingly popular, we are focused on ensuring that desktop developers, who move to the mobile space, have the easiest and most productive experience possible."</p><p>SQLite is a winner of the 2005 Google/O'Reilly Open Source Award. Additional information regarding the SQLite Consortium is available at the SQLite website, http://www.sqlite.org/.</p><p><center>## ##</center></p><p><b>About SQLite</b></p><p>SQLite is a software library that implements a self-contained, embeddable, serverless, zero-configuration, transactional SQL database engine. The code for SQLite is in the public domain and is free for any use, commercial or private. SQLite is currently found in countless software titles and electronic devices.</p><p>SQLite was originally developed and released 2000 by Dr. D. Richard Hipp. The code continues to be maintained and enhanced by an international team of developers under Hipp's direction.</p><p><b>CONTACT INFORMATION:</b><br>SQLite Consortium<br>Dr. D. Richard Hipp<br>6200 Maple Cove Lane<br>Charlotte, NC 28269<br>Email: drh@sqlite.org<br>http://www.sqlite.org<br>Tel: +1.704.948.4565</p><p><b>About Mozilla</b></p><p>Mozilla is a global community dedicated to building free, open source products and technologies that improve the online experience for people everywhere. Mozilla works in the open with a highly disciplined, transparent and cooperative development process, under the umbrella of the non-profit Mozilla Foundation. As a wholly owned subsidiary, the Mozilla Corporation organizes the development and marketing of Mozilla products. This unique structure has enabled Mozilla to
financially support and cultivate competitive, viable community innovation. For more information, visit www.mozilla.com.

<p>CONTACT INFORMATION:<br>Mozilla Corporation<br> Jessica Waight<br> Tel: +1.415.345.4754<br> Email: jwaight@outcastpr.com</p>

<p><b>About Symbian Limited</b></p>

<p>Symbian is a software licensing company that develops and licenses Symbian OS, the market-leading open operating system for advanced, data-enabled mobile phones known as smartphones.</p>

<p>Symbian licenses Symbian OS to the world's leading handset manufacturers and has built close co-operative business relationships with leading companies across the mobile industry. During Q3 2007, 20.4 million Symbian smartphones were sold worldwide to over 250 major network operators, bringing the total number of Symbian smartphones shipped up to 30 September 2007 to 165 million.</p>

<p>Symbian has its headquarters in London, United Kingdom, with offices in the United States, United Kingdom, Asia (India, P.R. China, and Korea) and Japan. For more information, please visit www.symbian.com.</p>

<p>CONTACT INFORMATION:<br>Symbian Global Press Office<br> Karen Hamblen<br> +44 207 154 1707<br> press@symbian.com</p>

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
SQLite is software that implements an embeddable SQL database engine. SQLite is available for free download from http://www.sqlite.org/. The principal author and maintainer of SQLite has disclaimed all copyright interest in his contributions to SQLite and thus released his contributions into the public domain. In order to keep the SQLite software unencumbered by copyright claims, the principal author asks others who may from time to time contribute changes and enhancements to likewise disclaim their own individual copyright interest.

Because the SQLite software found at http://www.sqlite.org/ is in the public domain, anyone is free to download the SQLite software from that website, make changes to the software, use, distribute, or sell the modified software, under either the original name or under some new name, without any need to obtain permission, pay royalties, acknowledge the original source of the software, or in any other way compensate, identify, or notify the original authors. Nobody is in any way compelled to contribute their SQLite changes and enhancements back to the SQLite website. This document concerns only changes and enhancements to SQLite that are intentionally and deliberately contributed back to the SQLite website.

For the purposes of this document, "SQLite software" shall mean any computer source code, documentation, makefiles, test scripts, or other information that is published on the SQLite website, http://www.sqlite.org/. Precompiled binaries are excluded from the definition of "SQLite software" in this document because the process of compiling the software may introduce information from outside sources which is not properly a part of SQLite.

The header comments on the SQLite source files exhort the reader to share freely and to never take more than one gives. In the spirit of that exhortation I make the following declarations:

I dedicate to the public domain any and all copyright interest in the SQLite software that was publicly available on the SQLite website (http://www.sqlite.org/) prior to the date of the signature below and any changes or enhancements to
the SQLite software
that I may cause to be published on that website in the future.
I make this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and
to the detriment of my heirs and successors. I intend this
dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of
all present and future rights to the SQLite software under copyright
law.
</p></li>

<li><p>
To the best of my knowledge and belief, the changes and enhancements that
I have contributed to SQLite are either originally written by me
or are derived from prior works which I have verified are also
in the public domain and are not subject to claims of copyright
by other parties.
</p></li>

<li><p>
To the best of my knowledge and belief, no individual, business, organization,
government, or other entity has any copyright interest
in the SQLite software as it existed on the
SQLite website as of the date on the signature line below.
</p></li>

<li><p>
I agree never to publish any additional information
to the SQLite website (by CVS, email, scp, FTP, or any other means) unless
that information is an original work of authorship by me or is derived from
prior published versions of SQLite.
I agree never to copy and paste code into the SQLite code base from
other sources.
I agree never to publish on the SQLite website any information that
would violate a law or breach a contract.
</p></li>

</ol>

<p>
<table width="100%" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td width="60%" valign="top">
Signature:
</td><td valign="left">
Date:
</td></tr>
</table>
</p>
application code is free to use these routines as well, if desired.

# 2006 September 14
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
##
#   May you do good and not evil.
#   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
#   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
##
#*************************************************************************
# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library. The
# focus of this script is testing the FTS1 module.
#
# $Id: fts1c.test,v 1.11 2006/10/04 17:35:28 drh Exp $
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS1 is defined, omit this file.
if capable !fts1 {
    finish_test
    return
}

# Create a table of sample email data. The data comes from email archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the litigation against that company.
#
# do_test fts1c-1.1 {
# db eval {
CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts1([from],[to],subject,body);
BEGIN TRANSACTION;
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com, traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent product. See rules below:

?If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent’s minimum volume no hedge will occur.
?If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent’s minimum volume but less than half the volume increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent’s minimum volume.
?For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

Please see example below:

Parent’s Settings:
Minimum: 5000
Increment: 1000

Volume on Autohedge transactionVolume Hedged
1 - 24990
2500 - 54995000
5500 - 64996000');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com, lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com.', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI: If it’s ok with everyone’s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think you will need my assistance past the 4 o’clock hour just let me know: I’ll be more than willing to stay.’
);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'louise.kitchen@enron.com', '<<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02', 'The following expense report is ready for approval:

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger
Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms
Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02
Report Total: $3,972.93
Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93

To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com:

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work request', 'Julie,

Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

Gentlemen,

I'd like to review this today at 1:30 in our office. Also, could you provide me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

JD);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com, scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....
http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com', 'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats! Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent. Mark');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e..carter@enron.com', 't..robinson@enron.com', 'FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', 'The producer lumber pricing sheet.

-----Original Message-----
From: Johnson, Jay
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM
To: Carter, Karen E.
Subject: FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

-----Original Message-----
From: Daigre, Sergai
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM
Subject: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com', 'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you or me to participate.

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

I hope this meets with your approval.
Here is the original memo we discussed earlier. Please provide any information that you may have.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Thanks,

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com
713.853.3884
877.498.3401 Pager

-----Original Message-----
From: Bisbee, Joanne
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM
To: Fenceroy, LaChandra
Subject: FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about. Who are our TW accounting business users?

-----Original Message-----
From: Koh, Wendy
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM
To: Bisbee, Joanne
Subject: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1. It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge. I have no other information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

Wendy;

-----Original Message-----
From: Fagan, Fran
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM
To: McCarty, Danny
Subject: worksheets

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.
Thanks,

Fran Fagan
Sr. HR Rep
713.853.5219

<< File: McCartyMerit.xls >> << File: mccartyBonusCommercial_UnP.xls >>

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('bert.meyers@enron.com', 'shift.dl-portland@enron.com', 'OCTOBER SCHEDULE', 'TEAM,

PLEASE SEND ME ANY REQUESTS THAT YOU HAVE FOR OCTOBER. SO FAR I HAVE THEM FOR LEAF. I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT DONE BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH. ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL.

BERT');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('errol.mclaughlin@enron.com', 'john.arnold@enron.com, bilal.bajwa@enron.com, john.griffith@enron.com, ', 'TRV Notification:  (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/27/2001)', 'The report named: NG - PROPT P/L <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=11&report_name=NG+-+PROPT+P/L&category_cd=5&category_name=FINANCIAL&toc_hide=1&sTV1=5&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=09/27/2001>, published as of 09/27/2001 is now available for viewing on the website.);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('patrice.mims@enron.com', 'calvin.eakins@enron.com', 'Re: Small business supply assistance', 'Hi Calvin

I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!). Gave him the name of our credit guy, Russell Diamond.

Thank for your help!');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('legal <.hall@enron.com>', 'stephanie.panus@enron.com', 'Termination update', 'City of Vernon and Salt River Project terminated their contracts. I will fax these notices to you.);
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('d..stefes@enron.com', 'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'EES / ENA Government Affairs Staffing & Outside Services', 'Rick --

Here is the information on staffing and outside services. Call if you need anything else.

Jim

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gelliott@industrialinfo.com', 'pcopello@industrialinfo.com', 'ECAAR (Gavin), WSCC (Diablo Canyon), & NPCC (Seabrook)', 'Dear Power Outage Database Customer,

Attached you will find an excel document. The outages contained within are forced or rescheduled outages. Your daily delivery will still contain these outages.
In addition to the two excel documents, there is a dbf file that is formatted like your daily deliveries you receive
nightly. This will enable you to load the data into your regular database. Any questions please let me know. Thanks.

Greg Elliott
IIR, Inc.
713-783-5147 x 3481
outages@industrialinfo.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE. YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.

- OUTAGE.dbf
- 111201R.xls
- 111201.xls

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron.announcements@enron.com', 'all_ena_egm_eim@enron.com', 'EWS Brown Bag', 'MARK YOUR LUNCH CALENDARS NOW !

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

Featuring: RAY BOWEN, COO

Topic: Enron Industrial Markets

Thursday, March 15, 2001
11:30 am - 12:30 pm
EB 5 C2

You bring your lunch, Limited Seating
We provide drinks and dessert. RSVP x 3-9610);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.germany@enron.com', 'ingrid.immer@williams.com', 'Re: About St Pauls', 'Sounds good to me. I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel.

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM
To: "chris.germany@enron.com" <chris.germany@enron.com>
cc:
Subject: About St Pauls

<<About St Pauls.url>>
?
?http://www.stpaulshouston.org/about.html

Chris,
I like the looks of this place. What do you think about going here Christmas eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m., among others.

Let me know.??

- About St Pauls.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nas@cpuc.ca.gov', 'skatz@sempratrading.com, kmccrea@sablaw.com, thompson@wrightlaw.com,' , 'Reply Brief filed July 31, 2000', ' - CPUC01-#76371-v1-Revised_Reply_Brief__Due_today_7_31_.doc');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('gascontrol@aglresources.com', 'dscott4@enron.com, lcampbel@enron.com', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder', 'Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-GAS Request Reminder
As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000, E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle. ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dutch.quigley@enron.com', 'rwolkwitz@powermerchants.com', '', 'Here is a goody for you');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('ryan.o''rourke@enron.com', 'k..allen@enron.com, randy.bhatia@enron.com, frank.ermis@enron.com,','TRV Notification:  (West VaR - 11/07/2001)', 'The report named: West VaR <http://trv.corp.enron.com/linkFromExcel.asp?report_cd=36&report_name=West+VaR&category_cd=2&category_name=WEST&toc_hide=1&sTV1=2&TV1Exp=Y&current_efct_date=11/07/2001>, published as of 11/07/2001 is now available for viewing on the website..');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mjones7@txu.com', 'cstone1@txu.com, ggreen2@txu.com, timpowell@txu.com', 'Enron / HPL Actuals for July 10, 2000', 'Teco Tap       10.000 / Enron ;110.000 / HPL IFERC
LS HPL LSK IC       30.000 / Enron
');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.pereira@enron.com', 'kkw816@aol.com', 'soccer practice', 'Kathy-
Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??
Susan Pereira');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.whitt@enron.com', 'barry.tycholiz@enron.com, 'Huber Internal Memo', 'Please look at this. I didn’t know how deep to go with the desk. Do you think this works. ');};
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..forney@enron.com', 'george.phillips@enron.com', "", "")
'George,
Give me a call and we will further discuss opportunities on the 13th floor.

Thanks,
JMForney
3-7160');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('brad.mckay@enron.com', 'angusmcka@aol.com', 'Re: (no subject)', 'not yet');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('adam.bayer@enron.com', 'jonathan.mckay@enron.com', 'FW: Curve Fetch File', 'Here is the curve fetch file sent to me. It has plenty of points in it. If you give me a list of which ones you need we may be able to construct a secondary worksheet to vlookup the values.

adam
35227

-----Original Message-----
From: Royed, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM
To: Bayer, Adam
Subject: Curve Fetch File

Let me know if it works. It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

Jeff Royed
Enron
Energy Operations
Phone: 713-853-5295');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report Formats', 'Yan,
The merged reports look great. I believe the only orientation changes are to "unmerge" the following six reports:

31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2
23 West_3
25 CIG_WIC

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct. Thanks.

Mat

PS. Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.');
"Karkour, Randa" <Randa.Karkour@COMPAQ.com> on 09/07/2000 09:01:04 AM
To: "'Agheb (E-mail)" <Agheb@aol.com>, "Leila Mankarious (E-mail)"
<Leila_Mankarious@mhhs.org>, "'Marymankarious (E-mail)"
<marymankarious@aol.com>, "Michelle lokay (E-mail)" <mlokay@enron.com>, "Ramy
Mankarious (E-mail)" <Mankarious@aol.com>
cc:

Subject: Egyptian Festival

<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

- Egyptian Festival.url
}

Thanks

---------------------- Forwarded by Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron on 12/20/2000
08:39 AM ----------------------

From: William Kelly @ ECT 12/20/2000 08:31 AM

To: Kam Keiser/HOU/ECT@ECT, Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT, David Baumbach/HOU/ECT@ECT, Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron@ENRON
cc: Kimat Singla/HOU/ECT@ECT, Kulvinder Fowler/NA/Enron@ENRON, Kyle R Lilly/HOU/ECT@ECT, Jeff Royed/Corp/Enron@ENRON, Alejandra Chavez/NA/Enron@ENRON, Crystal Hyde/HOU/ECT@ECT

Subject: New EAST books

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly to someone on my team. I know it will take some time for the new names to sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L.

Thanks for your help on this.
An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.

When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at which time the customer will also see it.

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:

Americas: 713 853 4357
Europe: + 44 (0) 20 7783 7783
Asia/Australia: +61 2 9229 2300

David
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com', 'm..tholt@enron.com', '10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]
Dear SmartReminders Member,

[IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE]

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s? We would like to get this product out ASAP.

Thanks,

Eric');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..tholt@enron.com', 'matthew.lenhart@enron.com', 'i will try to line up a pig for you');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com, chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com,', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery Team. PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment. Should you need to use another computer system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment for you to use.

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

T.Jae Black
East Power Trading
Assistant to Kevin Presto
off. 713-853-5800
fax 713-646-8272
cell 713-539-4760');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('eric.bass@enron.com', 'dale.neuner@enron.com', '5 X 24', 'Dale,

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s? We would like to get this product out ASAP.

Thanks,

Eric');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('m..tholt@enron.com', 'matthew.lenhart@enron.com', '10% Coupon - PrintPal Printer Cartridges - 100% Guaranteed', '[IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE][IMAGE]
Dear SmartReminders Member,

[IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE] [IMAGE]

Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s? We would like to get this product out ASAP.

Thanks,
We respect your privacy and are a Certified Participant of the BBBOnLine Privacy Program. To be removed from future offers, click here.

SmartReminders.com is a permission based service. To unsubscribe click here.

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('benjamin.rogers@enron.com', 'mark.bernstein@enron.com', '', 'The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of speak. He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA's in California for CIN, thus he left on a bad note. Let me know if you need more detail than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for. Thanks!

Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash Report Name: Houston Cellular 8-11-01 Report Date: 12/13/01 Report ID: 594D37C9ED2111D5B452 Submitted On: 12/13/01

You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding. Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com,', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based rates for', 'FYI. the latest broadside against the generators.

Sue Mara
Enron Corp.
Tel: (415) 782-7802
Fax:(415) 782-7854
----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM To: '"smara@enron.com"'
<smara@enron.com> cc: Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today? Apparently
they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and
grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and
market revenues received back to May 2000. They are requesting the
commission act within 14 days. Have you heard anything about what they are
doing?

Marcie


Who is General Brinks?

Fletch);

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.

Nailia

---------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001
16:36 ---------------------------

Nailia Dindarova
25/06/2001 15:36
To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate
cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter
Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from
California)

Michael,

These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert.
He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them
electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

Nailia
Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:
  Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically projected revenue stream
  Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters of intent
  Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/ licensing
  Contract negotiations

Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will probably be the critical path.

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,

Peggy

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)
- accenture-dealpoints v2.doc ');

Thomas A Martin
10/11/2000 03:55 PM
To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT
cc:
Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at either HSC, Waha or Katytailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to NYMEX close.

');
To: "*Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, "*Millar, Debra" <dmillar@nisource.com>, "*Burke, Lynn" <lburke@nisource.com>
cc: "*Heckathorn, Tom" <theckathorn@nisource.com>

Subject: Columbia Distribution’s Capacity Available for Release - Sum


Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives listed at the bottom of the attachment.

Aaron Goddard

- 2001Summer.doc
')

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('rhonda.denton@enron.com', 'tim.belden@enron.com, dana.davis@enron.com, genia.fitzgerald@enron.com', 'Split Rock Energy LLC', 'We have received the executed EEI contract from this CP dated 12/12/2000.
Copies will be distributed to Legal and Credit.');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kerrymcelroy@dwt.com', 'jack.speer@alcoa.com, crow@millernash.com, michaelearly@earthlink.net', 'Oral Argument Request', ' - Oral Argument Request.doc');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mike.carson@enron.com', 'rlmichaelis@hormel.com', '', 'Did you come in town this wk end..... My new number at our house is : 713-668-3712...... my cell # is 281-381-7332
the kid');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('cooper.richey@enron.com', 'trycooper@hotmail.com', 'FW: Contact Info', '

-----Original Message-----
From: Punja, Karim
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM
To: Richey, Cooper
Subject: Contact Info

Cooper,

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)
I hope we can stay in touch.

Home# 234-0249
e-mail: kpunja@hotmail.com

Take Care,

Karim.

');
INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('bjm30@earthlink.net', 'mcguinn.k@enron.com, mcguinn.ian@enron.com, mcguinn.stephen@enron.com', 'email address change', 'Hello all.

I haven’t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you my new address for your email file:

bjm30@earthlink.net

I hope all is well.

Brian McGuinn');
INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('shelley.corman@enron.com', 'steve.hotte@enron.com', 'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas logistics team. It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I’m hearing there is some hold-up & the units are stored on 44.

Shelley');
INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com', 'john.schwartenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com', '2001 Enron Law Conference (Distribution List 2)', 'Enron Law Conference

San Antonio, Texas  May 2-4, 2001  Westin Riverwalk

See attached memo for more details!!

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at http://lawconference.corp.enron.com. The website is still under construction and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001.

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website is operational.

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available and submit it no later than Friday, March 30th.
INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com', 'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i''ll call pat and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to call you guys back -- looking forward to it -- i probably need the directions again though');

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com', 'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce, I''ll get it done today. DG 3-9573

From: Bryce Baxter 06/12/2000 07:15 PM

To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT
cc:
Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook. If possible, could you complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday? It will really help me in the PRC process to have your input. Thanks.

'));

INSERT INTO email(from,to,subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com', 'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as well. The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

PWR-NG-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
PWR-NG-LT-SERC: Jeff King

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

EPMI-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
EPMI-LT-SERC: Jeff King

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks for your help!
Casey');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com',
'david.roensch@enron.com, kimberly.watson@enron.com, michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'Postings', 'Please see the attached.

ds

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mcominsky@aol.com', 'cpatman@bracepatt.com,
james_derrick@enron.com', 'Jurisprudence Luncheon', 'Carrin & Jim --

It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday. I know we will have fun working together on this very special event.

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation.
I wasn’t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well. Would you please advise me if you would like them sent to you? I can email the MS Excel files or I can fax the hard copies to you. Please advise what is most convenient.

I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email, or cell phone at any time. My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL’s work. Martin.

Martin B. Cominsky
Director, Southwest Region
Anti-Defamation League
713/627-3490, ext. 122
713/627-2011 (fax)
MCominsky@aol.com');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('phillip.love@enron.com', 'todagost@utmb.edu,
gbsonnta@utmb.edu', 'New President', 'I had a little bird put a word in my ear. Is there any possibility for Ben Raimer to be Bush’s secretary of HHS? Just curious about that infamous UTMB rumor mill. Hope things are well, happy holidays.
PL');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('marie.heard@enron.com', 'ehamilton@fna.com', 'ISDA Master Agreement', 'Erin:

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to the ISDA Credit Support Annex. Please let me know if you need anything else. We look forward to hearing your comments.

Marie

Marie Heard
Senior Legal Specialist  
Enron North America Corp.  
Phone:  (713) 853-3907  
Fax:  (713) 646-3490  
marie.heard@enron.com

')
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('andrea.ring@enron.com', 'beverly.beaty@enron.com', 'Re: Tennessee Buy - Louis Dreyfus', 'Beverly - once again thanks so much for your help on this.

')
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('karolyn.criado@enron.com', 'j..bonin@enron.com, felicia.case@enron.com, b..clapp@enron.com', 'Price List week of Oct. 8-9, 2001', 'Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

Thank you,  
Karolyn Criado  
3-9441

')
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com', 'edward.baughman@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', 'Please begin working on filling our Associated short position in 02. I would like to take this risk off the books.

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us. With Rogers transitioning to run our retail risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

Thanks.

')
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com', 'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg.

I am at home with a sick baby. (Lots of fun!) I will call you about this tomorrow.

Stacy')
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', '', 'hey big guy.....check this out....

www.gorelieberman-2000.com/');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqeste@aol.com', '', 'Jacques,
I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb’s comments on the release. The payoff on the note would be $36,248 ($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)). This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday.

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

Phillip

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site. It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson". There are two links:

1) "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.
2) "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance
-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not included in the calc.

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please. Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web. That will help with your access to information on new gen.

Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback,

Kourtney

-----Original Message-----
From: Grace, Rebecca M.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM
To: Thomas, Paul D.
Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom
Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

I reviewed NY”s list. I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.
Call if you have any more questions.

Rebecca

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM
To: Grace, Rebecca M.
Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>
Rebecca,
Let me know if you see any differences.

Paul
X 3-0403
-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM
To: Ahmed, Naveed
Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Baughman, Edward D.
Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com','william.bradford@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,','Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy',
'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy,
L.P., effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso
Merchant Energy, L.P. We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both
counterparties. Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters
and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

Thanks,
Stephanie
');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com','c..kenne@enron.com','RE:
What about this too???,'
-----Original Message-----
From: Kenne, Dawn C.
Sent:Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM
To:Keiser, Kam
Subject:What about this too???

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('chris.meyer@enron.com', 'joe.parks@enron.com', 'Centana', 'Talked to Chip. We do need Cash Committe approval given the netting feature of your deal, which means Batch Funding Request. Please update per my previous e-mail and forward.

Thanks

chris
x31666');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com', 'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend!  Happy Fathers Day!

Debra Perlingiere
Enron North America Corp.
1400 Smith Street, EB 3885
Houston, Texas 77002
dperlin@enron.com
Phone 713-853-7658
Fax 713-646-3490

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('outlook.team@enron.com', '', 'Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia &', 'CALENDAR ENTRY:APPOINTMENT

Description:
Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia & Dir Rpts. - 4102

Date:1/5/2001
Time:9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)

Chairperson:Outlook Migration Team

Detailed Description:'
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('diana.seifert@enron.com', 'mark.taylor@enron.com', 'Guest access Chile', 'Hello Mark,

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile.
We got a request for guest access through MG.
The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.
Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.

F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.

Thanks!

Best regards

Diana Seifert
EOL PCG

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'mark.whitt@enron.com', '<Concur Expense Document>
- 121001', The Approval status has changed on the following report:

Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz
Expense Report Name: 121001
Report Total: $198.98
Amount Due Employee: $198.98
Amount Approved: $198.98
Amount Paid: $0.00
Approval Status: Approved
Payment Status: Pending

To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', 'Technical Support', 'Outside the U.S., please refer to the list below:

Australia:
1800 678-515
support@palm-au.com

Canada:
1905 305-6530
support@palm.com

New Zealand:
0800 446-398
support@palm-nz.com

U.K.:
0171 867 0108
eurosupport@palm.3com.com

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('geoff.storey@enron.com', 'dutch.quigley@enron.com', 'RE:', 'duke contact?')
-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM
To:Storey, Geoff
Subject:RE:

bp corpAlbert LaMore281-366-4962

running the reports now

-----Original Message-----
From: Storey, Geoff
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM
To:Quigley, Dutch
Subject:RE:

give me a contact over there too
BP

-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM
To:Storey, Geoff
Subject:

CoralJeff Whitnah713-767-5374
RelaintSteve McGinn713-207-4000');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('pete.davis@enron.com', 'pete.davis@enron.com', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  <CODESITE>', 'Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3;  No ancillary schedules awarded.
Variances detected.
Variances detected in Load schedule.

LOG MESSAGES:

PARSING FILE --> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final Schedules\2001042203.txt

---- Load Schedule ----
$$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.
    Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred:  1.92 / Final:  1.89)
TRANS_TYPE: FINAL
LOAD_ID: PGE4
MKT_TYPE: 2
TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01
John,

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeffrey.shankman@enron.com',
'lschiffm@jonesday.com', 'Re:', 'I saw you called on the cell this a.m. Sorry I missed you. (I was in the
shower). I have had a shitty week--I suspect my silence (not only to you,
but others) after our phone call is a result of the week. I’m seeing Glen at
11:15....talk to you');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('litebytz@enron.com', ",'Lite Bytz RSVP', '
This week’s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

Richard McDougall
Solaris 8
Thursday, June 7, 2001

If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday,

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

Click below for more details.

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebytztoolzprint.jpg');
    COMMIT;

# Everything above just builds an interesting test database. The actual
# tests come after this comment.

```sql
do_test fts1c-1.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark'
  } {6 17 25 38 40 42 73 74}
do_test fts1c-1.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan'
  } {24 40}
```

---
do_test fts1c-1.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark susan'
  }
} {40}
do_test fts1c-1.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'susan mark'
  }
} {40}
do_test fts1c-1.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '"mark susan"'
  }
} {}
do_test fts1c-1.7 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark -susan'
  }
} {6 17 25 38 42 73 74}
do_test fts1c-1.8 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'
  }
} {24}
do_test fts1c-1.9 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'
  }
} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}

# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column. In the sample
# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words
# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.
#
do_test fts1c-2.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'
  }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}
do_test fts1c-2.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
  }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}
do_test fts1c-2.3 {
execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'
}
} {20 {2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}
do_test fts1c-2.4 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
        WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8}}
do_test fts1c-2.5 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
        WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child". But only
# 3 of them are paired with "product". Make sure only those instances
# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.
#
do_test fts1c-3.1 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
        WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32
    }
} {32 {3 0 94 5 3 0 114 5 3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7 3 1 493 7}}
do_test fts1c-3.2 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
        WHERE body MATCH "child product"
    }
} {32 {3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7}}

# Snippet generator tests
#
do_test fts1c-4.1 {
    execsql {
        SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
        WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
    }
} {{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}
do_test fts1c-4.2 {
    execsql {
        SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
        WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'
    }
}
place. What do you think about going here Christmas eve? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m., among others.

do_test fts1c-4.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
} {{EOL-Accenture Deal Sheet intent
  Review Enron asset base for potential/ licensing
  Contract negotiations }}

do_test fts1c-4.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
} {{EOL-Accenture <<<Deal>>> <<<Sheet>>> intent
  Review Enron asset base for <<<potential>>> <<<reuse>>>/ licensing
  Contract negotiations }}

do_test fts1c-4.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,'<<<','>>>',' ') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'
  }
} {{Re: <<<First>>> Polish Deal! Congrats! <<<Things>>> seem to be building rapidly now on the }}

do_test fts1c-4.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'
  }
} {{<b>chris</b>.germany@enron.com Sounds good to me. I bet this is next to the Warick?? Hotel. place. What do you think about going Christmas eve? They have an 11:00 a.m. }}

do_test fts1c-4.7 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH "pursuant to"
  }
} {{Erin: Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to }}

do_test fts1c-4.8 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'
  }
} {{pete.<b>davis</b>@enron.com Start Date: 4/22/01; HourAhead hour: 3; No ancillary}}
schedules awarded.
Variance detected.
Variance detected in Load schedule.

LOG MESSAGES:

PARSING ...

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:
#
do_test fts1c-5.1 {
    execsql {
        SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
        WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'
    }
}

31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2 ...

do_test fts1c-5.2 {
    execsql {
        SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
        WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'
    }
}

31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies Production
22 West_2 ...

finish_test

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

<p>&lt;b&gt;Public domain&lt;/b&gt;</p>
The source code for SQLite is in the public domain. No claim of copyright

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
application is free to use the same <a href="#sqlite3">database connection</a> or the

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103884711_1604400914.82/0/sqlite-3.7.17-8.el7_7.1-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
COIo1yr4/sqlite-doc-3071700.zip-cosi-expand-archive-Z5Qn1wNN/sqlite-doc-3071700/capi3ref.html
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# 2006 September 14
#
# The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of
# a legal notice, here is a blessing:
#  
# May you do good and not evil.
# May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
# May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
#
#*************************************************************************
# This file implements regression tests for SQLite library. The
# focus of this script is testing the FTS3 module.
# $Id: fts3ac.test,v 1.1 2007/08/20 17:38:42 shess Exp$
#
set testdir [file dirname $argv0]
source $testdir/tester.tcl

# If SQLITE_ENABLE_FTS3 is defined, omit this file.
if capable !fts3 {
    finish_test
    return
}

# Create a table of sample email data. The data comes from email
# archives of Enron executives that was published as part of the
# litigation against that company.
#
do_test fts3ac-1.1 {
    db eval {
        CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE email USING fts3([from],[to],subject,body);
        BEGIN TRANSACTION;
        INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('savita.puthigai@enron.com', 'traders.eol@enron.com,'traders.eol@enron.com', 'EnronOnline- Change to Autohedge', 'Effective Monday, October 22, 2001 the following changes will be made to the Autohedge functionality on EnronOnline.

The volume on the hedge will now respect the minimum volume and volume increment settings on the parent product. See rules below:

'If the transaction volume on the child is less than half of the parent’s minimum volume no hedge will occur.
If the transaction volume on the child is more than half the parent’s minimum volume but less than half the volume increment on the parent, the hedge will volume will be the parent’s minimum volume.

For all other volumes, the same rounding rules will apply based on the volume increment on the parent product.

Please see example below:

Parent’s Settings:
Minimum: 5000
Increment: 1000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume on Autohedge transaction</th>
<th>Volume Hedged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 24990</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500 - 54995000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5500 - 64996000</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('dana.davis@enron.com', 'laynie.east@enron.com, lisa.king@enron.com, lisa.best@enron.com', 'Leaving Early', 'FYI:
If it’s ok with everyone’s needs, I would like to leave @4pm. If you think
you will need my assistance past the 4 o’clock hour just let me know; I’ll
be more than willing to stay.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com', 'louise.kitchen@enron.com', '<Concur Expense Document>> - CC02.06.02', 'The following expense report is ready for approval:

Employee Name: Christopher F. Calger
Status last changed by: Mollie E. Gustafson Ms
Expense Report Name: CC02.06.02
Report Total: $3,972.93
Amount Due Employee: $3,972.93

To approve this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jeff.duff@enron.com', 'julie.johnson@enron.com', 'Work request', 'Julie,
Could you print off the current work request report by 1:30 today?

Gentlemen,

I’d like to review this today at 1:30 in our office. Also, could you provide
me with your activity reports so I can have Julie enter this information.

JD);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('v.weldon@enron.com', 'gary.l.carrier@usa.dupont.com, scott.joyce@bankofamerica.com', 'Enron News', 'This could turn into something big....
http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/010129/n29305829.html);

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mark.haedicke@enron.com', 'paul.simons@enron.com', 'Re: First Polish Deal!', 'Congrats! Things seem to be building rapidly now on the Continent. Mark');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('e..carter@enron.com', 't..robinson@enron.com', 'FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001', 'The producer lumber pricing sheet.

-----Original Message-----
From: Johnson, Jay
Sent:Tuesday, October 16, 2001 3:42 PM
To:Carter, Karen E.
Subject:FW: Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

-----Original Message-----
From: Daigre, Sergai
Sent:Friday, September 21, 2001 8:33 PM
Subject:Producers Newsletter 9-24-2001

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('david.delainey@enron.com', 'kenneth.lay@enron.com', 'Greater Houston Partnership', 'Ken, in response to the letter from Mr Miguel San Juan, my suggestion would be to offer up the Falcon for their use; however, given the tight time frame and your recent visit with Mr. Fox that it would be difficult for either you or me to participate.

I spoke to Max and he agrees with this approach.

I hope this meets with your approval.

Regards
Delainey');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com', 'lindy.donoho@enron.com', 'FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up', 'Lindy,

Here is the original memo we discussed earlier. Please provide any information that you may have.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Thanks,

lachandra.fenceroy@enron.com
713.853.3884
877.498.3401 Pager

-----Original Message-----
From: Bisbee, Joanne
Sent:Wednesday, September 26, 2001 7:50 AM
To:Fenceroy, LaChandra
Subject:FW: Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up
Lachandra, Please get with David Duff today and see what this is about. Who are our TW accounting business users?

-----Original Message-----
From: Koh, Wendy
Sent:Tuesday, September 25, 2001 2:41 PM
To:Bisbee, Joanne
Subject:Bus Applications Meeting Follow Up

Lisa brought up a TW change effective Nov 1. It involves eliminating a turnback surcharge. I have no other information, but you might check with the business folks for any system changes required.

Wendy');

-----Original Message-----
From: Fagan, Fran
Sent:Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:10 AM
To:McCarty, Danny
Subject:worksheets

As discussed, attached are your sheets for bonus and merit.

Thanks,

Fran Fagan
Sr. HR Rep
713.853.5219

<< File: McCartyMerit.xls >> << File: mccartyBonusCommercial_UnP.xls >>

');

-----Original Message-----
From: Meyers, Bert
Sent:Thursday, October 25, 2001 11:12 AM
To:Shift dl-portland
Subject:OCTOBER SCHEDULE

TEAM,

PLEASE SEND ME ANY REQUESTS THAT YOU HAVE FOR OCTOBER. SO FAR I HAVE THEM FOR LEAF. I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT DONE BY THE 15TH OF THE MONTH. ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL.

BERT');

-----Original Message-----
From: McLaughlin, Errol
Sent:Wednesday, September 27, 2001 7:00 AM
To:Arnold, John; Bajwa, Bilal; Griffith, John
Subject:TRV Notification: (NG - PROPT P/L - 09/27/2001)

I spoke with Rickey (boy, is he long-winded!!). Gave him the name of our credit guy, Russell Diamond.

Thank for your help!

Here is the information on staffing and outside services. Call if you need anything else.

Jim

Greg Elliott
IIR, Inc.
713-783-5147 x 3481
outages@industrialinfo.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL IS LEGALLY PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE. YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPY OF THIS E-MAIL TO UNAUTHORIZED ENTITIES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE DELETE IT.

You are invited to attend the EWS Brown Bag Lunch Series

Featuring: RAY BOWEN, COO

Topic: Enron Industrial Markets
Thursday, March 15, 2001
11:30 am - 12:30 pm
EB 5 C2

You bring your lunch, Limited Seating
We provide drinks and dessert. RSVP x 3-9610

"Immer, Ingrid" <Ingrid.Immer@Williams.com> on 12/21/2000 11:48:47 AM
To: "'chris.germany@enron.com'" <chris.germany@enron.com>
cc:
Subject: About St Pauls

<<About St Pauls.url>>

Chris,

I like the looks of this place. What do you think about going here Christmas eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a candlelight service at 5:00 p.m., among others.

Let me know.?? ii

- About St Pauls.url

');

As discussed in the Winter Operations Meeting on Sept.29,2000, E-Gas(Emergency Gas) will not be offered this winter as a service from AGLC. Marketers and Poolers can receive gas via Peaking and IBSS nominations(daisy chain) from other marketers up to the 6 p.m. Same Day 2 nomination cycle.

');
Here is a goody for you;

LS HPL LSK IC  30.000 / Enron

Is it safe to assume that practice is cancelled for tonight??

Thanks,
JMForney
3-7160);

-----Original Message-----
From: Royed, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 11:37 AM
To: Bayer, Adam
Subject:Curve Fetch File
Let me know if it works. It may be required to have a certain version of Oracle for it to work properly.

Jeff Royed  
Enron  
Energy Operations  
Phone: 713-853-5295;  

INSERT INTO `email`(`from`, `to`, `subject`, `body`) VALUES('matt.smith@enron.com', 'yan.wang@enron.com', 'Report Formats', 'Yan,

The merged reports look great. I believe the only orientation changes are to
"unmerge" the following six reports:

31 Keystone Receipts  
15 Questar Pipeline  
40 Rockies Production  
22 West_2  
23 West_3  
25 CIG_WIC

The orientation of the individual reports should be correct. Thanks.

Mat

PS. Just a reminder to add the "*" by the title of calculated points.");  

INSERT INTO `email`(`from`, `to`, `subject`, `body`) VALUES('michelle.lokay@enron.com', 'jimboman@bigfoot.com', 'Egyptian Festival', '---------------------- Forwarded by Michelle Lokay/ET&S/Enron on 09/07/2000 10:08 AM ---------------------------

"Karkour, Randa" <Randa.Karkour@COMPAQ.com> on 09/07/2000 09:01:04 AM
To: ""Agheb (E-mail)" <Agheb@aol.com>, "Leila Mankarious (E-mail)"  
<Leila_Mankarious@mhlhs.org>, "Marymankarious (E-mail)"  
<marymankarious@aol.com>, "Michelle lokay (E-mail)" <mlokay@enron.com>, "Ramy Mankarious (E-mail)" <Mankarious@aol.com>

cc:

Subject: Egyptian Festival

<<Egyptian Festival.url>>

http://www.egyptianfestival.com/

- Egyptian Festival.url

');
From: William Kelly @ ECT 12/20/2000 08:31 AM

To: Kam Keiser/HOU/ECT@ECT, Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT, David Baumbach/HOU/ECT@ECT, Errol McLaughlin/Corp/Enron@ENRON
cc: Kimat Singla/HOU/ECT@ECT, Kulvinder Fowler/NA/Enron@ENRON, Kyle R Lilly/HOU/ECT@ECT, Jeff Royed/Corp/Enron@ENRON, Alejandra Chavez/NA/Enron@ENRON, Crystal Hyde/HOU/ECT@ECT

Subject: New EAST books

We have new book names in TAGG for our intramonth portfolios and it is extremely important that any deal booked to the East is communicated quickly to someone on my team. I know it will take some time for the new names to sink in and I do not want us to miss any positions or P&L.

Thanks for your help on this.

New:
Scott Neal : East Northeast
Dick Jenkins: East Marketeast

WK
;

An inactive Child with links to Parent products will not have their calculated prices updated until the Child product is Activated.

When the Child Product is activated, the price will be recalculated and updated BEFORE it is displayed on the web.

This means that if you are inputting a basis price on a Child product, you will not see the final, calculated price until you Activate the product, at which time the customer will also see it.

If you have any questions, please contact the Help Desk on:
Americas:  713 853 4357
Europe:  +44 (0) 20 7783 7783
Asia/Australia:  +61 2 9229 2300

Dave');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('vince.kaminski@enron.com', 'jhh1@email.msn.com', 'Re: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7', 'John,

I saw it. Very interesting.

Vince

"John H Herbert" <jhh1@email.msn.com> on 07/28/2000 08:38:08 AM
To: "Vince J Kaminski" <Vince_J_Kaminski@enron.com>
cc:
Subject: Light reading - see pieces beginning on page 7

Cheers and have a nice weekend,

JHHerbert

- gd000728.pdf

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('matthew.lenhart@enron.com', 'mmmarcantel@equiva.com', 'RE: i will try to line up a pig for you ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('jae.black@enron.com', 'claudette.harvey@enron.com, chaun.roberts@enron.com, judy.martinez@enron.com', 'Disaster Recovery Equipment', 'As a reminder...there are several pieces of equipment that are set up on the 30th Floor, as well as on our floor, for the Disaster Recovery Team. PLEASE DO NOT TAKE, BORROW OR USE this equipment. Should you need to use another computer system, other than yours, or make conference calls please work with your Assistant to help find or set up equipment for you to use.

Thanks for your understanding in this matter.

T.Jae Black
Have you heard anything more on the 5 X 24s? We would like to get this product out ASAP.

Thanks,

Eric

The guy you are talking about left CIN under a "cloud of suspicion" sort of speak. He was the one who got into several bad deals and PPA”s in California for CIN, thus he left on a bad note. Let me know if you need more detail
than that, I felt this was the type of info you were looking for. Thanks!
Ben');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('enron_update@concureworkplace.com',
'michelle.cash@enron.com', 'Expense Report Receipts Not Received', 'Employee Name: Michelle Cash
Report Name: Houston Cellular 8-11-01
Report Date: 12/13/01
Report ID: 594D37C9ED2111D5B452
Submitted On: 12/13/01

You are only allowed 2 reports with receipts outstanding. Your expense reports will not be paid until you meet this requirement.');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('susan.mara@enron.com', 'ray.alvarez@enron.com,
mark.palmer@enron.com, karen.denne@enron.com', 'CAISO Emergency Motion -- to discontinue market-based
rates for', 'FYI. the latest broadside against the generators.

Sue Mara
Enron Corp.
Tel: (415) 782-7802
Fax:(415) 782-7854
----- Forwarded by Susan J Mara/NA/Enron on 06/08/2001 12:24 PM -----

"Milner, Marcie" <MMilner@coral-energy.com> 06/08/2001 11:13 AM   To: ""smara@enron.com"
<smara@enron.com> cc: Subject: CAISO Emergency Motion

Sue, did you see this emergency motion the CAISO filed today? Apparently
they are requesting that FERC discontinue market-based rates immediately and
grant refunds plus interest on the difference between cost-based rates and
market revenues received back to May 2000. They are requesting the
commission act within 14 days. Have you heard anything about what they are
doing?

Marcie

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('fletcher.sturm@enron.com', 'eloy.escobar@enron.com',
'Re: General Brinks Position Meeting', 'Eloy,

Who is General Brinks?

Fletch');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('nailia.dindarova@enron.com',
'richard.shapiro@enron.com', 'Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from', 'Rick,

Here are the documents that Peter has prepared for Mark Frevert.
Nailia
-------------------------------- Forwarded by Nailia Dindarova/LON/ECT on 25/06/2001 16:36 --------------------------------

Nailia Dindarova
25/06/2001 15:36
To: Michael Brown/Enron@EUEnronXGate
cc: Ross Sankey/Enron@EUEnronXGate, Eric Shaw/ENRON@EUEnronXGate, Peter Styles/LON/ECT@ECT

Subject: Documents for Mark Frevert (on EU developments and lessons from California)

Michael,

These are the documents that Peter promised to give to you for Mark Frevert. He has now handed them to him in person but asked me to transmit them electronically to you, as well as Eric and Ross.

Nailia

');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('peggy.a.kostial@accenture.com', 'dave.samuels@enron.com', 'EOL-Accenture Deal Sheet', 'Dave -

Attached are our comments and suggested changes. Please call to review.

On the time line for completion, we have four critical steps to complete:
  - Finalize market analysis to refine business case, specifically projected revenue stream
  - Complete counterparty surveying, including targeting 3 CPs for letters of intent
  - Review Enron asset base for potential reuse/licensing
  - Contract negotiations

Joe will come back to us with an updated time line, but it is my expectation that we are still on the same schedule (we just begun week three) with possibly a week or so slippage.....contract negotiations will probably be the critical path.

We will send our cut at the actual time line here shortly. Thanks,
Peggy

(See attached file: accenture-dealpoints v2.doc)
- accenture-dealpoints v2.doc ');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('thomas.martin@enron.com', 'thomas.martin@enron.com', 'Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP', '---------- Forwarded by Thomas A Martin/HOU/ECT on 03/20/2001 03:49 PM ----------

Thomas A Martin
10/11/2000 03:55 PM
To: Patrick Wade/HOU/ECT@ECT
cc:
Subject: Re: Guadalupe Power Partners LP

The deal is physically served at Oasis Waha or Oasis Katy and is priced at either HSC, Waha or Katytailgate GD at buyers option three days prior to NYMEX close.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('judy.townsend@enron.com', 'dan.junek@enron.com, chris.germany@enron.com', 'Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum', '---------- Forwarded by Judy Townsend/HOU/ECT on 03/09/2001 11:04 AM ----------

agoddard@nisource.com on 03/08/2001 09:16:57 AM
To: "        -         *Koch, Kent" <kkoch@nisource.com>, "        -         *Millar, Debra" <dmillar@nisource.com>, "        -         *Burke, Lynn" <lburke@nisource.com>
cc: "        -         *Heckathorn, Tom" <theckathorn@nisource.com>
Subject: Columbia Distribution''s Capacity Available for Release - Sum


Please note that the deadline for bids is 3:00pm EST on March 20, 2001.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the representatives listed at the bottom of the attachment.

Aaron Goddard
We have received the executed EEI contract from this CP dated 12/12/2000.

Copies will be distributed to Legal and Credit.

Did you come in town this wk end..... My new number at our house is:
713-668-3712...... my cell # is 281-381-7332

Cooper,

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)
I hope we can stay in touch.

Home# 234-0249
email: kpunja@hotmail.com

Take Care,

Karim.

I haven’t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you
my new address for your email file:

bjm30@earthlink.net

I hope all is well.

Brian McGuinn

-----Original Message-----
From: Punja, Karim
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 2:35 PM
To: Richey, Cooper
Subject: Contact Info

Cooper,

Its been a real pleasure working with you (even though it was for only a small amount of time)
I hope we can stay in touch.

Home# 234-0249
email: kpunja@hotmail.com

Take Care,

Karim.

I haven’t talked to many of you via email recently but I do want to give you
my new address for your email file:

bjm30@earthlink.net

I hope all is well.

Brian McGuinn
'Flat Panels', 'Can you please advise what is going on with the flat panels that we had planned to distribute to our gas logistics team. It was in the budget and we had the okay, but now I'm hearing there is some hold-up & the units are stored on 44.

Shelley');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('sara.davidson@enron.com', 'john.schwartenburg@enron.com, scott.dieball@enron.com, recipients@enron.com', '2001 Enron Law Conference (Distribution List 2)',  'Enron Law Conference
San Antonio, Texas May 2-4, 2001 Westin Riverwalk

See attached memo for more details!!

? Registration for the law conference this year will be handled through an Online RSVP Form on the Enron Law Conference Website at http://lawconference.corp.enron.com. The website is still under construction and will not be available until Thursday, March 15, 2001.

? We will send you another e-mail to confirm when the Law Conference Website is operational.

? Please complete the Online RSVP Form as soon as it is available and submit it no later than Friday, March 30th.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('tori.kuykendall@enron.com', 'heath.b.taylor@accenture.com', 'Re:', 'hey - thats funny about john - he definitely remembers him - i'll call pat and let him know - we are coming on saturday - i just havent had a chance to call you guys back -- looking forward to it -- i probably need the directions again though');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darron.giron@enron.com', 'bryce.baxter@enron.com', 'Re: Feedback for Audrey Cook', 'Bryce,
I'll get it done today.

DG 3-9573

From: Bryce Baxter 06/12/2000 07:15 PM
To: Darron C Giron/HOU/ECT@ECT
cc:
Subject: Feedback for Audrey Cook

You were identified as a reviewer for Audrey Cook. If possible, could you complete her feedback by end of business Wednesday? It will really help me in the PRC process to have your input. Thanks.

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('casey.evans@enron.com', 'stephanie.sever@enron.com', 'Gas EOL ID', 'Stephanie,'

In conjunction with the recent movement of several power traders, they are changing the names of their gas books as well. The names of the new gas books and traders are as follows:

PWR-NG-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
PWR-NG-LT-SERC: Jeff King

If you need to know their power desk to map their ID to their gas books, those desks are as follows:

EPMI-LT-SPP: Mike Carson
EPMI-LT-SERC: Jeff King

I will be in training this afternoon, but will be back when class is over. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks for your help!
Casey');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('darrell.schoolcraft@enron.com', 'david.roensch@enron.com, kimberly.watson@enron.com, michelle.lokay@enron.com,', 'Postings', 'Please see the attached.

ds

'));
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('mcominsky@aol.com', 'cpatman@bracepatt.com, james_derrick@enron.com', 'Jurisprudence Luncheon', 'Carrin & Jim --

It was an honor and a pleasure to meet both of you yesterday. I know we will have fun working together on this very special event.

Jeff left the jurisprudence luncheon lists for me before he left on vacation. I wasn’t sure whether he transmitted them to you as well. Would you please advise me if you would like them sent to you? I can email the MS Excel files or I can fax the hard copies to you. Please advise what is most convenient.
I plan to be in town through the holidays and can be reached by phone, email, or cell phone at any time. My cell phone number is 713/705-4829.

Thanks again for your interest in the ADL’s work. Martin.

Martin B. Cominsky  
Director, Southwest Region  
Anti-Defamation League  
713/627-3490, ext. 122  
713/627-2011 (fax)  
MCominsky@aol.com;

I had a little bird put a word in my ear. Is there any possibility for Ben Raimer to be Bush’s secretary of HHS? Just curious about that infamous UTMB rumor mill. Hope things are well, happy holidays.

PL;

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together with Paragraph 13 to the ISDA Credit Support Annex. Please let me know if you need anything else. We look forward to hearing your comments.

Marie

Marie Heard  
Senior Legal Specialist  
Enron North America Corp.  
Phone: (713) 853-3907  
Fax: (713) 646-3490  
marie.heard@enron.com

');

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding last weeks prices.

Thank you,  
Karolyn Criado  
3-9441
OPEN SOURCE USED IN CISCO VSM 7.14.3

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.presto@enron.com','edward.baugham@enron.com, billy.braddock@enron.com', 'Associated', 'Please begin working on filling our Associated short position in 02. I would like to take this risk off the books.

In addition, please find out what a buy-out of VEPCO would cost us. With Rogers transitioning to run our retail risk management, I would like to clean up our customer positions.

We also need to continue to explore a JEA buy-out.

Thanks.');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stacy.dickson@enron.com', 'gregg.penman@enron.com', 'RE: Constellation TC 5-7-01', 'Gregg,

I am at home with a sick baby. (Lots of fun!) I will call you about this tomorrow.

Stacy');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('joe.quenet@enron.com', 'dfincher@utilicorp.com', '', 'hey big guy.....check this out....

www.gorelieberman-2000.com/');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('k..allen@enron.com', 'jacqestc@aol.com', '', 'Jacques,

I sent you a fax of Kevin Kolb's comments on the release. The payoff on the note would be $36,248 ($36090(principal) + $158 (accrued interest)).

This is assuming we wrap this up on Tuesday.

Please email to confirm that their changes are ok so I can set up a meeting on Tuesday to reach closure.

Phillip');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kourtney.nelson@enron.com', 'mike.swerzbin@enron.com', 'Adjusted L/R Balance', 'Mike,

I placed the adjusted L/R Balance on the Enronwest site. It is under the "Staff/Kourtney Nelson". There are two links:

1) "Adj L_R" is the same data/format from the weekly strategy meeting.
2) "New Gen 2001_2002" link has all of the supply side info that is used to calculate the L/R balance

-Please note the Data Flag column, a value of "3" indicates the project was cancelled, on hold, etc and is not included in the calc.

Both of these sheets are interactive Excel spreadsheets and thus you can play around with the data as you please. Also, James Bruce is working to get his gen report on the web. That will help with your access to information on new gen.
Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback.

Kourtney

Kourtney Nelson  
Fundamental Analysis  
Enron North America  
(503) 464-8280  
kourtney.nelson@enron.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Grace, Rebecca M.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:44 AM
To: Thomas, Paul D.
Cc: Cashion, Jim; Allen, Thresa A.; May, Tom
Subject: RE: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

Paul,

I reviewed NY’s list. I agree with all of their contracts numbers and mw amounts.

Call if you have any more questions.

Rebecca

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent:Monday, December 17, 2001 9:08 AM
To:Grace, Rebecca M.
Subject:FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

<< File: enrontccs.xls >>
Rebecca,
Let me know if you see any differences.

Paul  
X 3-0403

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2001 9:04 AM
To: Ahmed, Naveed  
Subject: FW: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas, Paul D.
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Baughman, Edward D.
Subject: Current Enron TCC Portfolio

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('stephanie.panus@enron.com', 'william.bradford@enron.com, debbie.brackett@enron.com,', 'Coastal Merchant Energy/El Paso Merchant Energy', 'Coastal Merchant Energy, L.P. merged with and into El Paso Merchant Energy, L.P., effective February 1, 2001, with the surviving entity being El Paso Merchant Energy, L.P. We currently have ISDA Master Agreements with both counterparties. Please see the attached memo regarding the existing Masters and let us know which agreement should be terminated.

Thanks,
Stephanie
');

-----Original Message-----
From: Kenne, Dawn C.
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM
To: Keiser, Kam
Subject: What about this too???

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE: What about this too???, '

-----Original Message-----
From: Kenne, Dawn C.
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2002 11:50 AM
To: Keiser, Kam
Subject: What about this too???

<< File: Netco Trader Matrix.xls >>

');
INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kam.keiser@enron.com', 'c..kenne@enron.com', 'RE: What about this too???, '

Thanks

chris
x31666');

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('debra.perlingiere@enron.com', 'jworman@academyofhealth.com', '', 'Have a great weekend! Happy Fathers Day!

Happy Fathers Day!
Debra Perlingiere
Enron North America Corp.
1400 Smith Street, EB 3885
Houston, Texas 77002
dperlin@enron.com
Phone 713-853-7658
Fax  713-646-3490

Description:
Demo by Martha Janousek of Dashboard & Pipeline Profile / Julia & Dir Rpts. - 4102

Date:1/5/2001
Time:9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (Central Standard Time)

Chairperson:Outlook Migration Team

Detailed Description:

Justin Boyd told me that your can help me with questions regarding Chile. We got a request for guest access through MG. The company is called Escondida and is a subsidiary of BHP Australia.

Please advise if I can set up a guest account or not.
F.Y.I.: MG is planning to put a "in w/h Chile" contract for Copper on-line as soon as Enron has done the due diligence for this country.
Thanks!

Best regards

Diana Seifert
EOL PCG

--

Status last changed by: Barry L. Tycholiz
Expense Report Name: 121001
Report Total: $198.98
Amount Due Employee: $198.98
Amount Approved: $198.98
Amount Paid: $0.00
Approval Status: Approved
To review this expense report, click on the following link for Concur Expense.
http://expensexms.enron.com

INSERT INTO email([from],[to],subject,body) VALUES('kevin.hyatt@enron.com', '', 'Technical Support', 'Outside the U.S., please refer to the list below:

Australia:
1800 678-515
support@palm-au.com

Canada:
1905 305-6530
support@palm.com

New Zealand:
0800 446-398
support@palm-nz.com

U.K.:
0171 867 0108
eurosupport@palm.3com.com

Please refer to the Worldwide Customer Support card for a complete technical support contact list.

-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:14 AM
To:Storey, Geoff
Subject:RE:

bp corpAlbert LaMore281-366-4962

running the reports now

-----Original Message-----
From: Storey, Geoff
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 10:10 AM
To:Quigley, Dutch
Subject:RE:

give me a contact over there too

BP
-----Original Message-----
From: Quigley, Dutch
Sent:Wednesday, October 31, 2001 9:42 AM
To:Storey, Geoff
Subject:

CoralJeff Whitnah713-767-5374
RelaintSteve McGinn713-207-4000

LOG MESSAGES:

PARSING FILE -->> O:\Portland\WestDesk\California Scheduling\ISO Final Schedules\2001042203.txt

---- Load Schedule ----
$$$ Variance found in table tblLoads.
Details: (Hour: 3 / Preferred: 1.92 / Final: 1.89)
TRANS_TYPE: FINAL
LOAD_ID: PGE4
MKT_TYPE: 2
TRANS_DATE: 4/22/01
SC_ID: EPMI

');

Reference, John, hope things are going well up there for you. The big day is almost here for you and Jessica. I was wondering if I could use your name as a job reference if need be. I am just trying to get everything in order just in case something happens.

John');

This week’s Lite Bytz presentation will feature the following TOOLZ speaker:

Richard McDougall
Solaris 8
Thursday, June 7, 2001
If you have not already signed up, please RSVP via email to litebytz@enron.com by the end of the day Tuesday, June 5, 2001.

*Remember: this is now a Brown Bag Event--so bring your lunch and we will provide cookies and drinks.

Click below for more details.

http://home.enron.com:84/messaging/litebytztoolzprint.jpg';
   COMMIT;

} {}
execsql {
    SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH '-mark susan'
}
} {24}
do_test fts3ac-1.9 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid FROM email WHERE email MATCH 'mark OR susan'
    }
} {6 17 24 25 38 40 42 73 74}

# Some simple tests of the automatic "offsets(email)" column. In the sample
# data set above, only one message, number 20, contains the words
# "gas" and "reminder" in both body and subject.
#
# do_test fts3ac-2.1 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
            WHERE email MATCH 'gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}
do_test fts3ac-2.2 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
            WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8 3 1 54 8}}
do_test fts3ac-2.3 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
            WHERE email MATCH 'body:gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {2 1 54 8 3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}
do_test fts3ac-2.4 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
            WHERE subject MATCH 'gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {2 0 42 3 2 1 54 8}}
do_test fts3ac-2.5 {
    execsql {
        SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
            WHERE body MATCH 'gas reminder'
    }
} {20 {3 0 42 3 3 1 54 8 3 0 129 3 3 0 143 3 3 0 240 3}}

# Document 32 contains 5 instances of the world "child". But only
# 3 of them are paired with "product". Make sure only those instances
# that match the phrase appear in the offsets(email) list.
#
do_test fts3ac-3.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
    WHERE body MATCH 'child product' AND +rowid=32
  }
} {32 {3 0 94 5 3 0 114 5 3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7 3 1 493 7}}
do_test fts3ac-3.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT rowid, offsets(email) FROM email
    WHERE body MATCH "child product"
  }
} {32 {3 0 207 5 3 1 213 7 3 0 245 5 3 1 251 7 3 0 409 5 3 1 415 7}}

# Snippet generator tests#
do_test fts3ac-4.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'subject:gas reminder'
  }
} {{Alert Posted 10:00 AM November 20,2000: E-<b>GAS</b> Request <b>Reminder</b>}}
do_test fts3ac-4.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'christmas candlelight'
  }
} {{<b>...</b>here <b>Christmas</b><br>
eve?? They have an 11:00 a.m. service and a <b>candlelight</b> service<b>...</b>}}
do_test fts3ac-4.3 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
} {{EOL-Accenture <b>Deal</b> <b>Sheet</b><br>asset base for <b>potential</b> <b>reuse</b>/ licensing<br>Contract negotiations<b>...</b>}}
do_test fts3ac-4.4 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,<<<','>>>') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'deal sheet potential reuse'
  }
} {{EOL-Accenture <<<Deal>>> <<<Sheet>>> asset base for <<<potential>>> <<<reuse>>>/ licensing<br>Contract negotiations }}
do_test fts3ac-4.5 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email,<<<','>>>') FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'first things'
do_test fts3ac-4.6 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'chris is here'
  }
}

do_test fts3ac-4.7 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH '"pursuant to"'
  }
}

<ERin:

Pursuant to your request, attached are the Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement, together...

do_test fts3ac-4.8 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'ancillary load davis'
  }
}

pete.davis@enron.com 3; No ancillary schedules awarded detected in Load schedule.

LOG...

# Combinations of AND and OR operators:
#
do_test fts3ac-5.1 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'questar enron OR com'
  }
}

matt.smith@enron.com 31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies...

do_test fts3ac-5.2 {
  execsql {
    SELECT snippet(email) FROM email
    WHERE email MATCH 'enron OR com questar'
  }
}

matt.smith@enron.com 31 Keystone Receipts
15 Questar Pipeline
40 Rockies...
# Test a problem reported on the mailing list.

do_test fts3ac-6.1 {
    execsql {
        CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE ft USING fts3(one, two);
        INSERT INTO ft VALUES('', 'foo');
        INSERT INTO ft VALUES('foo', 'foo');
        SELECT offsets(ft) FROM ft WHERE ft MATCH 'foo';
    }
} {{1 0 0 3} {0 0 0 3 1 0 0 3}}
do_test fts3ac-6.2 {
    execsql {
        DELETE FROM ft WHERE one = 'foo';
        SELECT offsets(ft) FROM ft WHERE ft MATCH 'foo';
    }
} {{1 0 0 3}}

finish_test

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

SQLite is in the public domain. This document describes what that means

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

{string currentfile exch readstring pop}executeonly def

Found in path(s):
* /application is free to use the same <a href="../c3ref/sqlite3.html">database connection</a> or the

Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

)print dup( )cvs print
1.636 redhat-indexhtml 7

1.636.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*! *
 * Bootstrap v3.0.3 (http://getbootstrap.com)
 * Copyright 2013 Twitter, Inc.
 * Licensed under http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 */

Summary: Browser default start page for Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Name: redhat-indexhtml
Version: 7
Release: 13%{?dist}
Source: %{name}-%{version}-5.tar.gz
License: Distributable
Group: Documentation
BuildArchitectures: noarch
Obsoletes: indexhtml <= 2:5-1

%description
The indexhtml package contains the welcome page shown by your Web browser,
which you'll see after you've successfully installed Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

The Web page provided by indexhtml tells you how to register your Red
Hat software and how to get any support that you might need.

%prep
%setup -q -n HTML

%build

%install
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_defaultdocdir}/HTML
cp -a . $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/%{_defaultdocdir}/HTML/
%files
%{_defaultdocdir}/HTML/*

%changelog
* Tue May 29 2018 Petr Kovar <pkovar@redhat.com> - 7-13
  - New content tarball to update links in translations
  - Remove unsupported translations

* Thu Apr 12 2018 Petr Kovar <pkovar@redhat.com> - 7-12
  - New content tarball to fix broken links

* Wed May 21 2014 Paul W. Frields <pfrields@redhat.com> - 7-11
  - Bump release for rebuild

* Wed May 21 2014 Paul W. Frields <pfrields@redhat.com> - 7-10
  - Fix for unsupported locale

* Thu May 15 2014 Paul W. Frields <pfrields@redhat.com> - 7-9
  - New content tarball to fix errant translation files (Resolves: rhbz1055849)
  - Remove obsolete feedback.html and unsupported locale

* Fri Mar 28 2014 Paul W. Frields <pfrields@redhat.com> - 7-8
  - Strip obsolete HTML files (BZ#1059300)

* Wed Mar 05 2014 Paul W. Frields <pfrields@redhat.com> - 7-7
  - New content tarball

* Fri Dec 27 2013 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 7-5
  - Mass rebuild 2013-12-27

* Tue Nov 19 2013 Ruediger Landmann <rlandmann@redhat.com> - 7-4
  - update URLs for 7-Beta (BZ#1031104)

* Tue Aug 27 2013 Jens Petersen <petersen@redhat.com> - 7-3
  - move common/ subdirs into HTML/

* Fri Feb 22 2013 Ruediger Landmann <rlandmann@redhat.com> - 7-2
  - rm stray tarball (BZ#799063)

* Tue Jun 26 2012 Ruediger Landmann <rlandmann@redhat.com> - 7-1
  - Rebuild for RHEL7 (BZ#799063)

* Fri Aug 27 2010 Parag Nemade <pnemade AT redhat.com> - 6-1
  - Respin the tarball to include translated pages (#626997)

* Thu Aug 26 2010 Parag Nemade <pnemade AT redhat.com> - 6-0.7
  - final English content (#626997)
* Thu Jul 29 2010 Parag Nemade <pnemade AT redhat.com> - 6-0.6
  - Resolves:-rh#578072-index.html page is not localized. showing en-US/index.html page

* Wed May 12 2010 Michael Hideo <mhideo@redhat.com> - 6-0.5
  - BZ#578072
  - New content payload from pm group

* Thu Apr 15 2010 Jens Petersen <petersen@redhat.com>
  - dont install the tarball
  - update localized index.html files to show "6 Beta"

* Mon Feb 15 2010 Michael Hideo <mhideo@redhat.com> - 6-0.2
  - enabling i18n

* Thu Feb 4 2010 Jens Petersen <petersen@redhat.com> - 6-0.1
  - rename from indexhtml to redhat-indexhtml
  - redirect to beta page

* Tue Aug 08 2006 Phil Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com> 5-1
  - Minor cleanup to specfile
  - Bumped version and release properly for RHEL5

* Fri Jul 29 2005 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com> 4.1-1
  - Russian (#160605)

* Tue Nov 30 2004 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com> 4-2
  - initial translations

* Mon Nov 22 2004 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com> 4-0.1
  - initial build for RHEL 4

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681523_1604394559.59/0/redhat-indexhtml-7-13.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-JvdD79ge/redhat-indexhtml.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright   : Copyright c 2011 by Red Hat Inc All rights reserved

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681523_1604394559.59/0/redhat-indexhtml-7-13.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-JvdD79ge/redhat-indexhtml-7-5.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-xNg1Q2bf/HTML/common/fonts/overpass_bold-web.svg

1.637 batik-util 1.10
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS.
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at 
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the 
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for 
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's 
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project 
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme 

1.638 spring-jdbc 5.1.13.RELEASE
1.638.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

    /*
    * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors
    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
    * You may obtain a copy of the License at
    * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
    * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
    * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
    * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
    * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/MapSqlParameterSourceExtensions.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/RdbmsOperation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/JdbcUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobStreamingResultSetExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/AbstractEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/SqlRowSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCreatorFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/rowset/ResultSetWrappingSqlRowSet.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/ScriptUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/CustomSQLExceptionTranslatorRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/AbstractJdbcCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/TransactionAwareDataSourceProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcTemplate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlFunction.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/SQLStateSQLExceptionTranslator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/LazyConnectionDataSourceProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/KeyHolder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/SingleColumnRowMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleCallMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlObjectMappingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterDisposer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lob/PassThroughClob.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/SqlLobValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/ConnectionProxy.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleCallMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/Jdbc4SqlXmlHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License”);
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2MainframeSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlValue.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DB2SequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/DisposableSqlTypeValue.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/JdbcOperationsExtensions.kt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/SingleDataSourceLookup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/JndiDataSourceLookup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericStoredProcedure.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/SQLWarningException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/SqlXmlFeatureNotImplementedException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlResultProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlBinaryStreamProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/xml/XmlCharacterStreamProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/AbstractLobHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/AbstractLobCreatingPreparedStatementCallback.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
* 
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/lob/LobHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/namedparam/ParsedSql.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseMetaDataCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/CompositeDatabasePopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/lookup/DataSourceLookup.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementSetter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/init/DatabasePopulator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-
  jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/RowCallbackHandler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/simple/SimpleJdbcCallOperations.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/support/incrementer/HsqlSequenceMaxValueIncrementer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/OutputStreamFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceTransactionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/WebSphereDataSourceAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableParameterMetaData.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataContext.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/TableMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/GenericTableMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/CallMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/PreparedStatementCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1205515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/DataSourceTransactionManager.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/EmbeddedDatabaseType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ConnectionCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/metadata/OracleTableMetaDataProvider.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlCall.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlParameterSource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/TemporaryLobCreator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/SqlOperation.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/Db2LuwMaxValueIncrementer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources.jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/DatabaseStartupValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/StatementCreatorUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/BeanPropertyRowMapper.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/object/GenericSqlQuery.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/datasource/embedded/DerbyEmbeddedDatabaseConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/**
 * Strategy interface for translating between { @link SQLException SQLExceptions} and Spring's data access strategy-agnostic { @link DataAccessException} hierarchy.
 *
 * <p>Implementations can be generic (for example, using
 * { @link java.sql.SQLException#getSQLState() SQLState} codes for JDBC) or wholly
 * proprietary (for example, using Oracle error codes) for greater precision.
 *
 * @author Rod Johnson
 * @author Juergen Hoeller
 * @see org.springframework.dao.DataAccessException
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*    https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/support/incrementer/DataFieldMaxValueIncrementer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/**
 * The classes in this package make JDBC easier to use and
 * reduce the likelihood of common errors. In particular, they:
 * <ul>
 * <li>Simplify error handling, avoiding the need for try/catch/finally
 * blocks in application code.
 * <li>Present exceptions to application code in a generic hierarchy of
 * unchecked exceptions, enabling applications to catch data access
 * exceptions without being dependent on JDBC, and to ignore fatal
 * exceptions there is no value in catching.
 * <li>Allow the implementation of error handling to be modified
 * to target different RDBMSes without introducing proprietary
 * dependencies into application code.
 * </ul>
 *
 * <p>This package and related packages are discussed in Chapter 9 of
 * by Rod Johnson (Wrox, 2002).
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/package-info.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
/**
 * Close this LobCreator session and free its temporarily created BLOBs and CLOBs.
 * Will not need to do anything if using PreparedStatement's standard methods,
 * but might be necessary to free database resources if using proprietary means.
 * <p><b>NOTE</b>: Needs to be invoked after the involved PreparedStatements have
 * been executed or the affected O/R mapping sessions have been flushed.
 * Otherwise, the database resources for the temporary BLOBs might stay allocated.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/
*/
*/
*/

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
/**
 * Implement this interface when parameters need to be customized based
 * on the connection. We might need to do this to make use of proprietary
 * features, available only with a specific Connection type.
 *
* @author Rod Johnson
* @author Thomas Risberg
* @see CallableStatementCreatorFactory#newCallableStatementCreator(ParameterMapper)
* @see org.springframework.jdbc.object.StoredProcedure#execute(ParameterMapper)
*/
/**
* Create a Map of input parameters, keyed by name.
* @param con a JDBC connection. This is useful (and the purpose of this interface)
* if we need to do something RDBMS-specific with a proprietary Connection
* implementation class. This class conceals such proprietary details. However,
* it is best to avoid using such proprietary RDBMS features if possible.
* @return a Map of input parameters, keyed by name (never [@code null])
* @throws SQLException if a SQLException is encountered setting
* parameter values (that is, there's no need to catch SQLException)
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1105515612_1605051641.54/0/spring-jdbc-5-1-13-release-sources-jar/org/springframework/jdbc/core/ParameterMapper.java

---

1.639 xmlrpc-c 1.32.5-1905.svn2451.el7
1.639.1 Available under license :

ABYSS Web Server License

Copyright (C) 2000 by Moez Mahfoudh <mmoez@bigfoot.com>. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2001 by Eric Kidd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The copyright owners of this package license the public to copy it (and do other things with it which are controlled by copyright law) under a few simple conditions.

Each source file describes the copyright license for that particular file. This file summarizes the licenses for your convenience.

All the code written specifically for Xmlrpc-c, which is most of the code, and the aggregation, is licensed under the XML-RPC FOR C/C++ license shown below.

Some of the code was written for another purpose and copied into Xmlrpc-c. Its copyright owners license the code under a different license:

The Expat Licence applies to the contents of the directory lib/expat, the ABYSS Web Server License applies to the contents of the directory lib/abyss and parts of the file src/xmlrpc_abyss.c.

The Python 1.5.2 license applies to parts of the file src/xmlrpc_base64.c.
And as for the tools/ directory, you'll have to examine the licenses on your own.

These same licenses have been offered throughout Xmrlpc-c's history.

**XML-RPC For C/C++ License**

```
Copyright (C) 2001 by First Peer, Inc. All rights reserved.
Copyright (C) 2001 by Eric Kidd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
```

**Expat License**

```
Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
```
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

ABYSS Web Server License
------------------------

Copyright (C) 2000 by Moez Mahfoudh <mmoez@bigfoot.com>. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Python 1.5.2 License
-------------------

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or CWI or Corporation for National Research Initiatives or CNRI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

While CWI is the initial source for this software, a modified version is made available by the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) at the Internet address ftp://ftp.python.org.

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM AND CNRI DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM OR CNRI BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.640 jaxb-core 2.2.11
1.640.1 Available under license:

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in * Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in * Copyright (c) 1997-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in # Copyright (c) 2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You # may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can # Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License' Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in * Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2
subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle
and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General
Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")
(collectively, the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can Oracle
designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2
section of the License'

1.641 ffmpeg 4.3.2
1.641.1 Available under license :

# License

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1
or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other
files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to
FFmpeg.

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License
version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of
these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to
configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

- libpostproc
- optional x86 optimization in the files
  - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`
  - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`
  - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`
- the following building and testing tools
  - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`
  - `doc/t2h.pm`
  - `doc/texi2pod.pl`
  - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`
  - `tests/checkasm/*`
  - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`
- the following filters in libavfilter:
  - `signature_lookup.c`
  - `vf_blackframe.c`
  - `vf_boxblur.c`
  - `vf_colormatrix.c`
  - `vf_cover_rect.c`
  - `vf_cropdetect.c`
  - `vf_delogo.c`
  - `vf_eq.c`
  - `vf_find_rect.c`
- `vf_fspp.c`
- `vf_histeq.c`
- `vf_hqdn3d.c`
- `vf_kerndeint.c`
- `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)
- `vf_mcdeint.c`
- `vf_mpdecimate.c`
- `vf_nnedi.c`
- `vf_owdenoise.c`
- `vf_perspective.c`
- `vf_phase.c`
- `vf_pp.c`
- `vf_pp7.c`
- `vf_pullup.c`
- `vf_repeatfields.c`
- `vf_sab.c`
- `vf_signature.c`
- `vf_smartblur.c`
- `vf_spp.c`
- `vf_stereo3d.c`
- `vf_super2xsai.c`
- `vf_tinterlace.c`
- `vf_uspp.c`
- `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`
- `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3` or, if you have enabled GPL parts, `COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables. You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

### External libraries

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

#### Compatible libraries
The following libraries are under GPL version 2:
- avisynth
- frei0r
- libdcdio
- libdavs2
- librubberband
- libvidstab
- libx264
- libx265
- libxavs
- libxavs2
- libxvid

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:
- gmp
- libaribb24
- liblensfun

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License 2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg, the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

### Incompatible libraries

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If you wish to enable these libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass `--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be unredistributable.

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are compatible with the LGPL.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.
Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during
execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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1.642.1 Available under license:
HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license. Details follow.
For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

Copyright 2019 Facebook, Inc.
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Copyright 2009 Martin Hosken and SIL International
Copyright 2007 Chris Wilson
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For full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.
Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies of this software.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

The following license applies to many of the fonts in this folder.

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at: http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

----------------------------------------------
SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007
----------------------------------------------

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership with others.

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded, redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives, however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

DEFINITIONS
"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright
Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the copyright statement(s).

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting, or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a new environment.

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font Software, subject to the following conditions:

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled, redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as presented to the users.

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written permission.

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using
the Font Software.

TERMINATION
This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

DISCLAIMER
THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016 Unicode Inc. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version2.0 (the License); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

CC BY-NC-SA 3.0
http://www.crunl.org/software/license/CreativeCommons.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
Copyright (c) 2010 Red Hat Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2000-2016 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use these files except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.643 encoder 1.1
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1.644.1 Available under license :

ActiveMQ :: Broker
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form of
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.645.1 Available under license:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">
<title>Eclipse.org Software User Agreement</title>
</head>
<body lang="EN-US" link=blue vlink=purple>
<h2>Eclipse.org Software User Agreement</h2>
<p>17th June, 2002</p>
<p>ECLIPSE.ORG MAKES AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION AND/OR OTHER MATERIALS FOR OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS (COLLECTIVELY "CONTENT"). USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW. BY USING THE CONTENT, YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW, THEN YOU MAY NOT USE THE CONTENT.</p>
<p>Unless otherwise indicated, all Content made available by Eclipse.org is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Common Public License Version 1.0 ("CPL"). A copy of the CPL is provided with this Content and is also available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html</a>. For purposes of the CPL, "Program" will mean the Content.</p>
<p>Content includes, but is not limited to, source code, object code, documentation and other files maintained in the Eclipse.org CVS repository ("Repository") in CVS modules ("Modules") and made available as downloadable archives ("Downloads").</p>
<p>Content may be apportioned into plug-ins ("Plug-ins"), plug-in fragments ("Fragments"), and features ("Features"). A Feature is a bundle of one or more Plug-ins and/or Fragments and associated material. Files named "feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and version numbers of the Plug-ins and/or Fragments associated with a Feature. Plug-ins and Fragments are located in directories named "plugins" and Features are located in directories named "features".</p>
<p>Features may also include other Features ("Included Features"). Files named "feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and version numbers of Included Features.</p>
<p>The terms and conditions governing Plug-ins and Fragments should be contained in files named "about.html" ("Abouts"). The terms and conditions governing Features and Included Features should be contained in files named "license.html" ("Feature Licenses").
Abouts and Feature Licenses may be located in any directory of a Download or Module including, but not limited to the following locations:

<ul>
<li>The top-level (root) directory</li>
<li>Plug-in and Fragment directories</li>
<li>Subdirectories of the directory named "src" of certain Plug-ins</li>
<li>Feature directories</li>
</ul>

Note: if a Feature made available by Eclipse.org is installed using the Eclipse Update Manager, you must agree to a license ("Feature Update License") during the installation process. If the Feature contains Included Features, the Feature Update License should either provide you with the terms and conditions governing the Included Features or inform you where you can locate them. Feature Update Licenses may be found in the "license" property of files named "feature.properties". Such Abouts, Feature Licenses and Feature Update Licenses contain the terms and conditions (or references to such terms and conditions) that govern your use of the associated Content in that directory. The Abouts, Feature Licenses and Feature Update Licenses may refer to the CPL or other license agreements, notices or terms and conditions. It is your obligation to read and accept all such terms and conditions prior to use of the Content.

If no About, Feature License or Feature Update License is provided, please contact Eclipse.org to determine what terms and conditions govern that particular Content.

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and
b) its license agreement:
   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and
   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial
Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and
b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the
remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Copyright (c) 2004, Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*******************************************************************************
* Copyright (c) 2000, 2004 IBM Corporation and others.
* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
* are made available under the terms of the Common Public License v1.0
* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
*
* Contributors:
* IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
*******************************************************************************/
package org.eclipse.text.edits;

import org.eclipse.jface.text.BadLocationException;
import org.eclipse.jface.text.IDocument;

/**
 * A <code>CopyingRangeMarker</code> can be used to track positions when executing
 * text edits. Additionally a copying range marker stores a local copy of the
 * text it captures when it gets executed.
 *
 * @since 3.0
 */
public final class CopyingRangeMarker extends TextEdit {

    private String fText;

    private String fText;
/**
 * Creates a new <tt>CopyRangeMarker</tt> for the given
 * offset and length.
 * @param offset the marker's offset
 * @param length the marker's length
 */
public CopyingRangeMarker(int offset, int length) {
    super(offset, length);
}

/* Copy constructor */
private CopyingRangeMarker(CopyingRangeMarker other) {
    super(other);
    fText= other.fText;
}

/* non Java-doc */
/* see TextEdit#doCopy */
protected TextEdit doCopy() {
    return new CopyingRangeMarker(this);
}

/* non Java-doc */
/* see TextEdit#accept0 */
protected void accept0(TextEditVisitor visitor) {
    boolean visitChildren = visitor.visit(this);
    if (visitChildren) {
        acceptChildren(visitor);
    }
}

/* non Java-doc */
/* see TextEdit#performDocumentUpdating */
package /* int performDocumentUpdating(IDocument document) throws BadLocationException {
    fText= document.get(getOffset(), getLength());
    fDelta= 0;
    return fDelta;
}*/

/* non Java-doc */
/* see TextEdit#deleteChildren */
/* package */ boolean deleteChildren() {
return false;
}

Copyright 1993, Geoff Kuenning, Granada Hills, CA
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All modifications to the source code must be clearly marked as such. Binary redistributions based on modified source code must be clearly marked as modified versions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
4. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:
   This product includes software developed by Geoff Kuenning and other unpaid contributors.
5. The name of Geoff Kuenning may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GEOFF KUENNING AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL GEOFF KUENNING OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.
<p>“Contributor” means any person or entity that distributes the Program.</p>

<p>“Licensed Patents” mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.</p>

<p>“Program” means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.</p>

<p>“Recipient” means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.</p>

<h2>Grant of Rights</h2>

<p>a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.</p>

<p>b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.</p>

<p>c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.</p>

<p>d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it
has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant
the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.</p>

3. REQUIREMENTS</p>

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code
form under its own license agreement, provided that:</p>

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement; and</p>

b) its license agreement:</p>

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors
all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties
or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or
conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;</p>

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors
all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,
incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;</p>

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this
Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other
party; and</p>

iv) states that source code for the Program is available
from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.</p>

When the Program is made available in source code form:</p>

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and</p>

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each
copy of the Program.</p>

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained
within the Program.</p>

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its
Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent
Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.</p>

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION</p>

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain
responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor (“Commercial Contributor”) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor (“Indemnified Contributor”) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively “Losses”) arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor’s responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as
expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.</p>

<p>This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.</p>

</body>

</html>
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1.646.1 Available under license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)
Version 1.0

*

1. Definitions.

1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not
1.7. "License" means this document.

1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property
claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the
absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or
alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the
Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby
agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of
this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this
License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in
Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the
terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial
Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made
available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.
Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the
terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You
may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to
the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it
clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND 
PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE 
PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER 
CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. 
THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE 
OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
*

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with 
terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their 
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial 
Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to 
as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a 
Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes 
any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if 
the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, 
upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day 
notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software 
against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly 
granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any 
distributor) shall survive termination.
*

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING 
NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER 
CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF 
SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES 
FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR 
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH 
PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION 
OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING 
FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH 
LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT 
APPLY TO YOU.
*
8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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1.647.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.649.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

/*  GRAPHITE2 LICENSING

Copyright 2010, SIL International
All rights reserved.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published
by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should also have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library in the file named "LICENSE".
If not, write to the Free Software Foundation, 51 Franklin Street,
Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA or visit their web page on the

Alternatively, you may use this library under the terms of the Mozilla
Public License (http://mozilla.org/MPL) or under the GNU General Public
License, as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version
2 of the license or (at your option) any later version.

*/
Format: http://dep.debian.net/deps/dep5
Upstream-Name: graphite2
Source: http://sf.net/projects/silgraphite

Files: *
Copyright: (C) 2010-2011, SIL International
License: LGPL-2+

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.
On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not, along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Files: contrib/perl/*

Copyright: Copyright (C) 2011 Simon Cozens <simon@cpan.org>
License: GPL1+, Artistic
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of either:

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version, or

b) the "Artistic License" which comes with Perl.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL' and the Artistic Licence in `/usr/share/common-licenses/Artistic'.

Files: contrib/perl/ppport.h

Copyright: 2004-2010, Marcus Holland-Moritz <mhx-cpan@gmx.net>
2001, Paul Marquess <pmqs@cpan.org> (Version 2.x)
1999, Kenneth Albanowski <kjahds@kjahds.com> (Version 1.x)
License: Artistic or GPL-1+

Files: debian-src/*

Copyright: 2010 Martin Hosken <martin_hosken@sil.org>
License: LGPL-2+
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not, along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Files: debian*//*
Copyright: 2010 Martin Hosken <martin_hosken@sil.org>
2011 Rene Engelhard <rene@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2+
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

On Debian systems you should have a local copy of the GNU Library General Public License in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2. If you downloaded the source you will find it in the file LICENSE; if not, along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Files: tests/comparerenderer/icule/*
Copyright: Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International Business Machines Corporation and others
License: other
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

Files: gr2fonttest/gr2FontTest.cpp
SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

PREAMBLE
The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide
development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation
efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and
open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership
with others.

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and
redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The
fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,
redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved
names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,
however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The
requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply
to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

DEFINITIONS
"Font Software” refers to the set of files released by the Copyright
Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may
include source files, build scripts and documentation.

"Reserved Font Name” refers to any names specified as such after the
copyright statement(s).

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as
distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

"Modified Version” refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,
or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the
Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a
new environment.

"Author” refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical
writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.
PERMISSION & CONDITIONS
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font Software, subject to the following conditions:

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled, redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as presented to the users.

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written permission.

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the Font Software.

TERMINATION
This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

DISCLAIMER
THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.
1.650 less 458 9.el7

1.650.1 Available under license:

Less License

--------

Less

Copyright (C) 1984-2012  Mark Nudelman

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.651 gperftools 2.4 8.el7
1.651.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2005, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.652 shadow-utils 4.1.5.1

1.652.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
grazio or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

NOTE:
This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright. You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no obligation to do so.

(*
This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence', distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is available from most major archive sites. I stole it from CrackLib.

$Id: COPYING 1342 2007-11-10 23:46:11Z nekral-guest $
*)

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

So there.

***************************************************************************

Definitions:

A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification, or segments thereof.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of
media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.
   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.
   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.
   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.
   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the
Package with your modifications.

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.
YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your own.

6. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

7. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End

1.653 dmidecode 3.12.2-3.el7
1.653.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary 
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the 
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component 
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering 
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent 
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as 
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not 
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program 
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt 
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is 
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. 
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under 
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such 
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not 
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or 
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are 
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by 
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the 
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and 
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying 
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the 
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the 
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to 
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further 
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. 
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to 
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent 
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), 
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or 
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not 
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot 
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this 
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you 
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent 
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by 
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then 
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to 
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.654 mdnsresponder 1096.40.7

1.654.1 Available under license :

The majority of the source code in the mDNSResponder project is licensed under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0, available from:
<http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>

To accommodate license compatibility with the widest possible range of client code licenses, the shared library code, which is linked at runtime into the same address space as the client using it, is licensed under the terms of the "Three-Clause BSD License".
The Linux Name Service Switch code, contributed by National ICT Australia Ltd (NICTA) is licensed under the terms of the NICTA Public Software Licence (which is substantially similar to the "Three-Clause BSD License", with some additional language pertaining to Australian law).

1.655 spring-ldap 2.3.2

1.655.1 Available under license :

======================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4 d of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, for the Spring LDAP distribution. ==
======================================================================

This product includes software developed by
the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,
must include the following acknowledgement:

"This product includes software developed by the Spring LDAP
Project (http://www.springframework.org/ldap)."

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,
if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 2005-2013 the original authors

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.656 ftp 0.17
1.656.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1985 Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
 * 
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
*/
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
   * must display the following acknowledgement:
   *This product includes software developed by the University of
   *California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   * without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS `"AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSJJla9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ruserpass.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/domacro.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/CVS/Entries netkit-ftp/CVS/Entries
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ChangeLog netkit-ftp/ChangeLog
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ChangeLogSun Jul 23 04:38:08 2000
+++ netkit-ftp/ChangeLogTue Nov 28 03:50:10 2000
@@ -1,3 +1,6 @@
+28-Nov-2000:
+ IPv6 support. (Hiroyuki YAMAMORI <h-yamamo@db3.so-net.ne.jp>)
+
8-Jul-2000:
Fix misused printf-function call (not %n-exploitable though).

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/configure netkit-ftp/configure
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/configureSat Jul 29 21:00:28 2000
+++ netkit-ftp/configureSat Jan 27 06:14:54 2001
@@ -24,6 +24,7 @@
 --binmode=mode        Mode for binaries [755]
 --manmode=mode        Mode for manual pages [644]
 --with-c-compiler=cc  Program for compiling C source [guessed]
+    --enable-ipv6         Enable IPv6 support
 EOF
 exit 0;;
--verbose) ;;
@@ -39,6 +40,11 @@
--manmode=*) MANMODE=`echo $1 | sed 's/^[^=]*=//'` ;;
--with-c-compiler=*) CC=`echo $1 | sed 's/^[^=]*=//'` ;;
--without-readline|--disable-readline) WITHOUT_READLINE=1;;
+    --disable-ipv6) ENABLE_IPV6=no;;
+    --enable-ipv6=*) ENABLE_IPV6=`echo $1 | sed 's/^[^=]*=//'` ;;
+    --enable-ipv6) ENABLE_IPV6=yes;;
+    *) echo "Unrecognized option: $1"; exit 1;;
esac
shift
@@ -142,6 +148,42 @@
LDFLAGS=
LIBS=
+
+rm -f __conftest*
+
+###############################################################################
+## Enable IPv6
+echo -n "Whether to enable IPv6 support... "
+if [ x"$ENABLE_IPV6" = x"yes" ]; then
+    echo yes
+    CFLAGS="$CFLAGS -DINET6"
+else
+    echo no
+fi
+
+rm -f __conftest*
+
+## Search IPv6 Library / Headers
+if [ x"$ENABLE_IPV6" = x"yes" ]; then
+    echo -n "Search for IPv6 library... "
+    inet6libdirs="/usr/local/v6/lib /usr/local/lib /usr /usr/inet6/lib"
+    inet6libs="inet6"
+    inet6found=no
+    for inet6libdir in $inet6libdirs; do
+        for inet6lib in $inet6libs; do
+            if [ -d $inet6libdir ] && [ -f $inet6libdir/$inet6.a ]; then
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+     inet6found=yes
+     break 2
+     fi
+     done
+    done
+    if [ x"inet6found" = x"yes" ]; then
+        echo "$inet6libdir/lib$inet6lib.a"
+        LIBS="$LIBS -L$inet6libdir -l$inet6lib"
+    else
+        echo "not found"
+        fi
+fi

rm -f __conftest*

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Entries netkit-ftp/ftp/CVS/Entries
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Entries Thu Jan  1  02:00:00 1970
@@ -0,0 +1,16 @@
+/.cvsignore/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/Makefile/1.4/Sat Jan 27 05:57:08 2001/
+/cmds.c/1.3/Fri Jan 12 21:36:27 2001/
+/cmds.h/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/cmdtab.c/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/domacro.c/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/ftp.1/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/ftp.c/1.11/Sun Feb 11 12:26:59 2001/
+/ftp_var.h/1.3/Fri Jan 12 21:36:27 2001/
+/glob.c/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/glob.h/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/main.c/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/netrc.5/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/pathnames.h/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+/ruserpass.c/1.1.1.1/Fri Nov 3 19:18:15 2000/
+D
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Repository netkit-ftp/ftp/CVS/Repository
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Repository Thu Jan 1 02:00:00 1970
@@ -0,0 +1 @@
+usagi/src/netkit-ftp/ftp
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Root netkit-ftp/ftp/CVS/Root
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/CVS/Root Thu Jan 1 02:00:00 1970
@@ -0,0 +1 @@
+pserver:anoncvs@anoncvs.linux-ipv6.org:/cvsroot/usagi
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/Makefile netkit-ftp/ftp/Makefile
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/Makefile Sun Aug 1 09:00:12 1999
+++ netkit-ftp-ftp/Makefile Sat Jan 27 07:57:08 2001
install: ftp
+install -d $(INSTALLROOT)$(BINDIR)
install -s -m$(BINMODE) ftp $(INSTALLROOT)$(BINDIR)
ln -sf ftp $(INSTALLROOT)$(BINDIR)/pftp
+install -d $(INSTALLROOT)$(MANDIR)/man1
install -m$(MANMODE) ftp.1 $(INSTALLROOT)$(MANDIR)/man1
ln -sf ftp.1 $(INSTALLROOT)$(MANDIR)/man1/pftp.1
+install -d $(INSTALLROOT)$(MANDIR)/man5
install -m$(MANMODE) netrc.5 $(INSTALLROOT)$(MANDIR)/man5

clean:
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/cmds.c netkit-ftp/ftp/cmds.c
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/cmds.c	Sun Jul 23 04:36:59 2000
+++ netkit-ftp/ftp/cmds.c	Fri Jan 12 23:36:27 2001
@@ -1,3 +1,5 @@
+/* $USAGI$ */
+/
+/*
 * Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
@@ -35,7 +37,7 @@
 */
char cmds_rcsid[] =
- "$Id: cmds.c,v 1.33 2000/07/23 01:36:59 dholland Exp $";
+ "$Id: cmds.c,v 1.3 2001/01/12 21:36:27 sekiya Exp $";

/*
 * FTP User Program -- Command Routines.
@@ -190,7 +192,7 @@
setpeer(int argc, char *argv[])
{
    char *host;
    -unsigned short port;
+char *port;

    if (connected) {
        printf("Already connected to %s, use close first.\n", @ @ -190,7 +192,7 @@
    code = -1;
    return;
    }
    -port = ftp_port;
+port = NULL;
    if (argc > 2) {
-port = atoi(argv[2]);
-if (port < 1) {
-printf("%%s: bad port number-- %%s\n", argv[1], argv[2]);  
-printf ("usage: %s host-name [port]\n", argv[0]);
-code = -1;
-return;
-
-port = htons(port);
+
+port = argv[2];
}

host = hookup(argv[1], port);
if (host) {
  int overbose;

  connected = 1;
  +try_epsv = 1;
  +try_eprt = 1;

  /*
   * Set up defaults for FTP.
   */

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/cmdtab.c netkit-ftp/ftp/cmdtab.c
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/cmdtab.c Tue Sep 28 18:36:05 1999
@@ -35,7 +35,7 @@
/*
 * from: @(#)cmdtab.c	5.10 (Berkeley) 6/1/90
 */

char cmdtab_rcsid[] =
- "$Id: cmdtab.c,v 1.8 1999/09/28 15:36:05 dholland Exp $";
+ "$Id: cmdtab.c,v 1.1.1.1 2000/11/03 19:18:15 mk Exp $";

#include <string.h>   /* for NULL */
#include "ftp_var.h"

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/domacro.c netkit-ftp/ftp/domacro.c
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/domacro.c Thu Aug 15 02:27:28 1996
@@ -35,7 +35,7 @@
/*
 * from: @(#)domacro.c 1.8 (Berkeley) 9/28/90
 */

char domacro_rcsid[] =
- "$Id: domacro.c,v 1.4 1996/08/14 23:27:28 dholland Exp $";
+ "$Id: domacro.c,v 1.1.1.1 2000/11/03 19:18:15 mk Exp $";

#include <errno.h>
#include <ctype.h>

diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp.1 netkit-ftp/ftp/ftp.1
--- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp.1 Mon Jul 31 02:56:59 2000
@@ -30,7 +30,7 @@
/* SUCH DAMAGE.
 */
from: @(#)ftp.16.18 (Berkeley) 7/30/91
+\$Id: ftp.1,v 1.1.1.1 2000/11/03 19:18:15 mk Exp $

.Dd August 15, 1999
.Dt FTP 1
diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp.c netkit-ftp/ftp.c
@@ -1,3 +1,34 @@
+/* $USAGI$ */
+
+/* Copyright (C) 1997 and 1998 WIDE Project.
+ * All rights reserved.
+ *
+ * Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
+ * All rights reserved.
+ @@ -35,7 +66,7 @@
+ * FROM: @(#)ftp.c	5.38 (Berkeley) 4/22/91
/*
   char ftp_rcsid[] =
   - "$Id: ftp.c,v 1.25 1999/12/13 20:33:20 dholland Exp $";
   + "$Id: ftp.c,v 1.11 2001/02/11 12:26:59 yoshfuji Exp $";

   #include <sys/param.h>
   #include <sys/stat.h>
   @@ -63,14 +94,38 @@
   #include "ftp_var.h"
   #include "cmds.h"

   +#ifdef _USAGI
   +#include "version.h"
   +#else
   #include ".//version.h"
   +#endif
   +
   +union sockunion {
   +struct sockinet {
   +u_shortsi_family;
   +u_shortsi_port;
   +} su_si;
   +structsockaddrsu_sa;
   +structsockaddr_in su_sin;
   +#ifdef INET6
   +structsockaddr_in6 su_sin6;
   +#endif
   +};
   +#definesu_familysu_sa.sa_family
   +#definesu_portsu_si.si_port
   +
   +#ifdef INET6
   +#define ex_af2prot(a) (a == AF_INET ? 1 : (a == AF_INET6 ? 2 : 0))
   +#else
   +#define ex_af2prot(a) (a == AF_INET ? 1 : 0)
   +#endif

   int data = -1;
   off_t restart_point = 0;

   -static struct sockaddr_in hisctladdr;
   -static struct sockaddr_in data_addr;
   -static struct sockaddr_in myctladdr;
   +static union sockunion hisctladdr;
   +static union sockunion data_addr;
   +static union sockunion myctladdr;
   static int ptflag = 0;
   static sigjmp_buf recvabort;
static sigjmp_buf sendabort;
@@ -96,79 +151,119 @@
static FILE *dataconn(const char *);

char *
-hookup(char *host, int port)
+hookup(const char *host, const char *port)
{
  -register struct hostent *hp = 0;
  -int s, tos;
  +int s, tos, error;
  socklen_t len;
  static char hostnamebuf[256];
  -
  +struct addrinfo hints, *res, *res0;
  +char hbuf[MAXHOSTNAMELEN], pbuf[NL_MAXSERV];
  +char *cause = "ftp: unknown";
  +
  +if (port) {
  +strncpy(pbuf, port, sizeof(pbuf) - 1);
  +pbuf[sizeof(pbuf) - 1] = '0';
  +} else {
  +sprintf(pbuf, "%d", ntohs(ftp_port));
  +}
  memset(&hisctladdr, 0, sizeof(hisctladdr));
  -if (inet_aton(host, &hisctladdr.sin_addr)) {
  -thisctladdr.sin_family = AF_INET;
  -strncpy(hostnamebuf, host, sizeof(hostnamebuf));
  -hostnamebuf[sizeof(hostnamebuf)-1]=0;
  -} 
  -else {
  -hp = gethostbyname(host);
  -if (hp == NULL) {
  -fprintf(stderr, "ftp: %s: ", host);
  -error((char *)NULL);
  -code = -1;
  -return((char *) 0);
  -} else {
  -hp = gethostbyname(host);
  -if (hp == NULL) {
  -fprintf(stderr, "ftp: %s: ", host);
  -error((char *)NULL);
  -code = -1;
  -return((char *) 0);
  +memset(&hints, 0, sizeof(hints));
  +hints.ai_flags = AI_CANONNAME;
  +hints.ai_socktype = SOCK_STREAM;
  +error = getaddrinfo(host, pbuf, &hints, &res0);
  +if (error) {
  +if (port) {
  +strcpy(hbuf, " ");
  +} else {
  +hbuf[0] = '0';
  +pbuf[0] = '0';
  +}
-hisctladdr.sin_family = hp->h_addrtype;
-if (hp->h_length > (int)sizeof(hisctladdr.sin_addr)) {
-hp->h_length = sizeof(hisctladdr.sin_addr);
-
-memcpy(&hisctladdr.sin_addr, hp->h_addr_list[0], hp->h_length);
-(void) strncpy(hostnamebuf, hp->h_name, sizeof(hostnamebuf));
-hostnamebuf[sizeof(hostnamebuf)-1] = 0;
-
-hostname = hostnamebuf;
-s = socket(hisctladdr.sin_family, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
-if (s < 0) {
-pererror("ftp: socket");
+fprintf(stderr, "%s%s%s: %s
", host, hbuf, pbuf,
+gai_strerror(error));
-code = -1;
-return (0);
}
-hisctladdr.sin_port = port;
-while (connect(s, (struct sockaddr *)&hisctladdr, sizeof (hisctladdr)) < 0) {
-if (hp && hp->h_addr_list[1]) {
-int errno = errno;
-
-fprintf(stderr, "ftp: connect to address %s: ",
-inet_ntoa(hisctladdr.sin_addr));
-errno = errno;
-pererror((char *) 0);
-hp->h_addr_list++;
-memcpy(&hisctladdr.sin_addr, hp->h_addr_list[0],
- hp->h_length);
-fprintf(stdout, "Trying %s...
",
-inet_ntoa(hisctladdr.sin_addr));
-(void) close(s);
-s = socket(hisctladdr.sin_family, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
-if (s < 0) {
-pererror("ftp: socket");
-code = -1;
-return (0);
+
+if (res0->ai_canonname) {
+struct addrinfo h, *a;
+memset(&h, 0, sizeof(h));
+h.ai_family = PF_UNSPEC;
+h.ai_socktype = SOCK_STREAM;
+h.ai_flags = AI_NUMERICHOST;
+if (!getaddrinfo(res0->ai_canonname, NULL, &h, &a)) {
+strcpy(hostnamebuf, res0->ai_canonname, sizeof(hostnamebuf));
+freeaddrinfo(a);
+} else
+strncpy(hostnamebuf, host, sizeof(hostnamebuf));
+}
+else
+strncpy(hostnamebuf, host, sizeof(hostnamebuf));
+hostnamebuf[sizeof(hostnamebuf) - 1] = '\0';
+hostname = hostnamebuf;
+
+s = -1;
+for (res = res0; res = res->ai_next) {
+if (!ex_af2prot(res->ai_family)) {
+cause = "ftp: mismatch address family";
+errno = EPROTONOSUPPORT;
+continue;
+}
+if ((size_t)res->ai_addrlen > sizeof(hisctladdr)) {
+cause = "ftp: mismatch struct sockaddr size";
+errno = EPROTO;
+continue;
+}
+if (getnameinfo(res->ai_addr, res->ai_addrlen,
+hbuf, sizeof(hbuf), NULL, 0,
+NI_NUMERICHOST))
+strcpy(hbuf, "???");
+if (res0->ai_next)// if we have multiple possibilities */
+fprintf(stdout, "Trying %s...
", hbuf);
+s = socket(res->ai_family, res->ai_socktype, res->ai_protocol);
+if (s < 0) {
+cause = "ftp: socket";
+continue;
+}
+while ((error = connect(s, res->ai_addr, res->ai_addrlen)) < 0
+&& errno == EINTR) {
+;
+
+}
+if (error) {
+/* this "if" clause is to prevent print warning twice */
+if (res->ai_next) {
+fprintf(stderr,
"ftp: connect to address %s", hbuf);
+ perror("");
+
+cause = "ftp: connect";
+close(s);
+s = -1;
+continue;
+}
+ perror("ftp: connect");
+/* finally we got one */
break;
}

if (s < 0) {
  perror(cause);
  code = -1;
  goto bad;
}

freeaddrinfo(res0);
return NULL;
}

len = sizeof (myctladdr);
len = res->ai_addrlen;
memcpy(&hisctladdr, res->ai_addr, len);
freeaddrinfo(res0);
if (getsockname(s, (struct sockaddr *)&myctladdr, &len) < 0) {
  perror("ftp: getsockname");
  code = -1;
  goto bad;
}

#ifdef IP_TOS
  if (hisctladdr.su_family == AF_INET)
    {
      tos = IPTOS_LOWDELAY;
      if (setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TOS, (char *)&tos, sizeof(int)) < 0)
        perror("ftp: setsockopt TOS (ignored)\n      ");
    }
#endif

  cin = fdopen(s, "r");
  cout = fdopen(s, "w");
  if (verbose)
    printf("Connected to %s (%s).\n", hostname, hbuf);
  if (getreply(0) > 2) { /* read startup message from server */
    if (cin)
      (void) fclose(cin);
    if (dig < 4 && isdigit(c))
      code = code * 10 + (c - '0');
    if (!pflag && code == 227)
      pflag = 1;
    else if (!pflag && (code == 227 || code == 228))
      pflag = 100;
    if (dig > 4 && pflag == 1 && isdigit(c))
      pflag = 2;
if (pflag == 2) {
    @ @ -405,6 +502,8 @ @
pflag = 3;
}

if (pflag == 100 && c == '(') {
    pflag = 2;
    if (dig == 4 && c == '-') {
        if (continuation)
            code = 0;
    @ @ -1083,15 +1182,25 @ @
}

static int
initconn(void)
{
    -register char *p, *a;
+u_char *p, *a;
    int result, tmpno = 0;
    socklen_t len;
    int on = 1;
    int tos;
    -u_long a1,a2,a3,a4,p1,p2;
    -
    +int tos, error = 0;
    +u_int ad[16], po[2], af, alen, plen;
    +char *pasvcmd = NULL;
    +char hbuf[MAXHOSTNAMELEN], pbuf[NI_MAXSERV];
    +
    +#ifdef INET6
    +if (myctladdr.su_family == AF_INET6
    + && (IN6_IS_ADDR_LINKLOCAL(&myctladdr.su_sin6.sin6_addr)
    + || IN6_IS_ADDR_SITELOCAL(&myctladdr.su_sin6.sin6_addr))) {
    +fprintf(stderr, "use of scoped address can be troublesome\n");
    +}
    +#endif
    if (passivemode) {
    -data = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
+data_addr = hisctladdr;
+data = socket(data_addr.su_family, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
    if (data < 0) {
        perror("ftp: socket");
        return(1);
    @ @ -1100,52 +1209,203 @ @
        setsockopt(data, SOL_SOCKET, SO_DEBUG, (char *)&on,
            sizeof (on)) < 0)
        perror("ftp: setsockopt (ignored)");
    -if (command("PASV") != COMPLETE) {
+switch (data_addr.su_family) {
+case AF_INET:
+if 0
+if (try_epsv) {
+result = command(pasvcmd = "EPSV 1");
+if (code / 10 == 22 && code != 229) {
+fprint(stderr,
+"wrong server: return code must be 229\n");
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+} else {
+endif
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+
+if (result != COMPLETE) {
+try_epsv = 0;
+result = command(pasvcmd = "PASV");
+} break;
+
+if (result != COMPLETE) {
+try_epsv = 0;
+result = command(pasvcmd = "EPSV 2");
+if (code / 10 == 22 && code != 229) {
+fprint(stderr,
+"wrong server: return code must be 229\n");
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+} else {
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+} else {
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+} break;
+
+if (result != COMPLETE) {
+try_epsv = 0;
+result = command(pasvcmd = "LPSV");
+} break;
+endif
+
default:
+result = COMPLETE + 1;
+break;
+}
+if (result != COMPLETE) {
printf("Passive mode refused.\n");
-return(1);
+goto bad;
}

+#define pack2(var) 
+((var[0] & 0xff) << 8) | ((var[1] & 0xff) << 0)
+#define pack4(var) 

/**
 * What we've got at this point is a string of comma separated
 * one-byte unsigned integer values, separated by commas.
 * The first four are the an IP address. The fifth is the MSB
 * of the port number, the sixth is the LSB. From that we'll
 * prepare a sockaddr_in.
 */
-
-if (sscanf(pasv, "%ld,%ld,%ld,%ld,%ld,%ld",
   &a1, &a2, &a3, &a4, &p1, &p2)
  != 6)
-
-printf("Passive mode address scan failure. Shouldn't happen!\n");
-return(1);
+
+error = 0;
+if (strcmp(pasvcmd, "PASV") == 0) {
+if (data_addr.su_family != AF_INET) {
+error = 2;
+goto psv_done;
+}
+if (code / 10 == 22 && code != 227) {
+error = 227;
+goto psv_done;
+}
+if (sscanf(pasv, "%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u",
   &ad[0], &ad[1], &ad[2], &ad[3],
   &po[0], &po[1]) != 6) {
+error = 1;
+goto psv_done;
+}
+data_addr.su_sin.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(pack4(ad));
+data_addr.su_port = htons(pack2(po));
+} else
+ if (strcmp(pasvcmd, "LPSV") == 0) {
+if (code / 10 == 22 && code != 228) {
+error = 228;
+goto psv_done;
+}
+switch (data_addr.su_family) {
+case AF_INET:
+if (sscanf(pasv, "%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u",
   &af, &alen,
   &ad[0], &ad[1], &ad[2], &ad[3],
   &plen, &po[0], &po[1]) != 9) {
+error = 1:
+goto psv_done;
+
+if (af != 4 || alen != 4 || plen != 2) {
+  +error = 2;
+  +goto psv_done;
+}
+data_addr.su_sin.sin_addr.s_addr =
+htonl(pack4(ad));
+data_addr.su_port = htons(pack2(po));
+break;
+#ifdef INET6
+case AF_INET6:
+if (sscanf(pasv,
+ "%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u%",
+  &af, &alen,
+  &ad[0], &ad[1], &ad[2], &ad[3],
+  &ad[4], &ad[5], &ad[6], &ad[7],
+  &ad[8], &ad[9], &ad[10], &ad[11],
+  &ad[12], &ad[13], &ad[14], &ad[15],
+  &plen, &po[0], &po[1]) != 21) {
+  +error = 1;
+  +goto psv_done;
+  +}
+if (af != 6 || alen != 16 || plen != 2) {
+  +error = 2;
+  +goto psv_done;
+}
+data_addr.su_sin6.sin6_addr.s6_addr32[0] =
+htonl(pack4(ad));
+data_addr.su_sin6.sin6_addr.s6_addr32[1] =
+htonl(pack4(ad+4));
+data_addr.su_sin6.sin6_addr.s6_addr32[2] =
+htonl(pack4(ad+8));
+data_addr.su_sin6.sin6_addr.s6_addr32[3] =
+htonl(pack4(ad+12));
+data_addr.su_port = htons(pack2(po));
+break;
+#endif
+#default:
+  +error = 1;
+  +}
+} else if (strncmp(pasvcmd, "EPSV", 4) == 0) {
+  +char delim[4];
+  +u_int epsvpo;
+  +
+  +if (code / 10 == 22 && code != 229) {
+    +error = 229;
+    +goto psv_done;
+  +}
+\} 
+if (sscanf(pasv, "%c%c%c%u%c", &delim[0], &delim[1], 
+&delim[2], &epsvpo, &delim[3]) != 5) 
+{ 
+error = 1; 
+goto psv_done; 
+} 
+|| delim[0] != delim[3]) 
+{ 
+error = 1; 
+goto psv_done; 
+} 
+data_addr.su_port = htons(epsvpo); 
+} else { 
+error = 1; 
+} 
+psv_done: 
+switch (error) 
+{ 
+case 0: 
+break; 
+case 1: 
+fprintf(stderr, 
+  "Passive mode address scan failure. Shouldn't happen!\n\n"); 
+goto bad; 
+case 2: 
+fprintf(stderr, 
+  "Passive mode AF mismatch. Shouldn't happen!\n\n"); 
+goto bad; 
+case 227: 
+case 228: 
+case 229: 
+fprintf(stderr, 
+  "wrong server: return code must be %d\n", error); 
+goto bad; 
+default: 
+fprintf(stderr, "Bug\n"); 
+} 

-data_addr.sin_family = AF_INET; 
-data_addr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl((a1 << 24) | (a2 << 16) | 
- (a3 << 8) | a4); 
-data_addr.sin_port = htons((p1 << 8) | p2); 
-
if (connect(data, (struct sockaddr *) &data_addr, 
- sizeof(data_addr))<0) 
+ (data_addr.su_family == AF_INET ? 
+ sizeof(data_addr.su_sin) : 
+ sizeof(data_addr.su_sin6))<0) 
+ perror("ftp: connect");
```c
return(1);
}
#endif
#ifdef IP_TOS
+if (data_addr.su_family == AF_INET)
+
+tos = IPTOS_THROUGHPUT;
+if (setsockopt(data, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TOS, (char *)&tos,
+sizeof(tos)) < 0)
+    perror("ftp: setsockopt TOS (ignored)");
+}
#endif
return(0);
}
noprt:
data_addr = myctaddr;
if (sendport)
-    data_addr.sin_port = 0;/* let system pick one */
+    data_addr.su_port = 0;/* let system pick one */
if (data != -1)
    (void) close(data);
-    data = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
+    data = socket(data_addr.su_family, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
if (data < 0) {
    perror("ftp: socket");
    if (tmpno)
        @ @ -1172.13 +1432.47 @ @
        if (listen(data, 1) < 0)
            perror("ftp: listen");
        if (sendport) {
            -a = (char *)&data_addr.sin_addr;
            -p = (char *)&data_addr.sin_port;
-#define UC(b) (((int)b)&0xff)
-    result = command("PORT %d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d",
-        UC(a[0]), UC(a[1]), UC(a[2]), UC(a[3]),
-        UC(p[0]), UC(p[1]));
+    af = ex_af2prot(data_addr.su_family);
+    if (try_eprt && af > 1) { /* only IPv6 */
+        if (getnameinfo((struct sockaddr *)&data_addr, len,
+            hbuf, sizeof(hbuf), pbuf, sizeof(pbuf),
+            NI_NUMERICHOST | NI_NUMERICSERV) == 0) {
+            result = command("EPRT %d[%s]%s",
+                af, hbuf, pbuf);
+        if (result != COMPLETE) {
+            try_eprt = 0;
+        }
+    } else {
+        result = ERROR;
+    }
        ```
} else {
    result = COMPLETE + 1;
}

if (result == COMPLETE)
goto prt_done;

p = (u_char *)&data_addr.su_port;
switch (data_addr.su_family) {
    case AF_INET:
        a = (u_char *)&data_addr.su_sin.sin_addr;
        result = command("PORT %u,%u,%u,%u,%u,%u",
        a[0], a[1], a[2], a[3], p[0], p[1]);
        break;
    #ifdef INET6
        case AF_INET6:
        a = (u_char *)&data_addr.su_sin6.sin6_addr;
        result = command("LPRT 6,16,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,%d,2,%d,%d",
        a[0], a[1], a[2], a[3], a[4], a[5], a[6], a[7],
        a[8], a[9], a[10], a[11], a[12], a[13], a[14], a[15],
        p[0], p[1]);
        break;
    #endif
    default:
        result = COMPLETE + 1; /* xxx */
    }
    
    prt_done:
    if (result == ERROR && sendport == -1) {
        sendport = 0;
        tmpno = 1;
        @ @ -1189,9 +1483,12 @@
        if (tmpno)
            sendport = 1;
        #ifdef IP_TOS
            if (data_addr.su_family == AF_INET)
                {{
                    on = IPTOS_THROUGHPUT;
                    if (setsockopt(data, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TOS, (char *)&on, sizeof(int)) < 0)
                        perror("ftp: setsockopt TOS (ignored)");
                }
        #endif
        return (0);
    bad:
        @ @ -1204,7 +1501,7 @@
        static FILE *
        dataconn(const char *mode)
struct sockaddr_in from;
union sockunion from;
int s, tos;
socklen_t fromlen = sizeof(from);

@ -1220,9 +1517,12 @
(void) close(data);
data = s;
#endif ifdef IP_TOS
+if (from.su_family == AF_INET)
+{tostos = IPTOS_THROUGHPUT;
if (setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TOS, (char *)&tos, sizeof(int)) < 0)
perror("ftp: setsockopt TOS (ignored)");
+
#endif
return (fdopen(data, lmode));
}
@ -1284,8 +1584,8 @@
static struct comvars {
    int connect;
    char name[MAXHOSTNAMELEN];
    +struct sockaddr_in mctl;
    +struct sockaddr_in hctl;
    +union sockunion mctl;
    +union sockunion hctl;
    FILE *in;
    FILE *out;
    int tpe;
@ -1323,7 +1623,7 @@
    connected = op->connect;
    if (hostname) {
        (void) strncpy(ip->name, hostname, sizeof(ip->name) - 1);
-        ip->name[strlen(ip->name)] = '\0';
+        ip->name[sizeof(ip->name) - 1] = '\0';
    } else {
        ip->name[0] = 0;
    @ -1352,18 +1652,18 @@
ip->ntflg = ntflag;
        ntflag = op->ntflg;
        (void) strncpy(ip->nti, ntin, 16);
-        (ip->nti)[strlen(ip->nti)] = '\0';
+        (ip->nti)[16] = '\0';/* shouldn't use strlen */
        (void) strcpy(ntin, op->nti);
        (void) strncpy(ip->nto, ntout, 16);
-        (ip->nto)[strlen(ip->nto)] = '\0';
+(ip->nto)[16] = '0';
(void) strcpy(ntout, op->nto);

ip->mapflg = mapflag;
mapflag = op->mapflg;
(void) strncpy(ip->mi, mapin, MAXPATHLEN - 1);
-(ip->mi)[strlen(ip->mi)] = '0';
+(ip->mi)[MAXPATHLEN - 1] = '0';
(void) strcpy(mapin, op->mi);
(void) strncpy(ip->mo, mapout, MAXPATHLEN - 1);
-(ip->mo)[strlen(ip->mo)] = '0';
+(ip->mo)[MAXPATHLEN - 1] = '0';
(void) strcpy(mapout, op->mo);
(void) signal(SIGINT, oldintr);

if (abrtflag) {
  diff -uNr netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp_var.h netkit-ftp/ftp/ftp_var.h
  --- netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp_var.h Sat Oct  2 21:39:17 1999
  +++ netkit-ftp/ftp/ftp_var.h Fri Jan 12 23:36:27 2001
  @ @ -1,3 +1,5 @@
  */ $USAGI$ */
  +
  /*
   * Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
   * All rights reserved.
   @ @ -31,7 +33,7 @@
   * SUCH DAMAGE.
   *
   */
   @ @ -112,6 +114,8 @@
   Extern intmflag; /* flag: if != 0, then active multi command */
   Extern intoptions; /* used during socket creation */
   +Extern intrty_epts; /* try EPSV for this session */
   +Extern intrty_eprt; /* try EPRT for this session */
   /*
   * Format of command table.
   @ @ -140,7 +144,7 @@
   Extern char macbuf[4096];
   #define MACBUF_SIZE 4096
   -char *hookup(char *host, int port);
   +char *hookup(const char *host, const char *port);
   struct cmd *getcmd(const char *);
char **makeargv(int *pargc, char **pargv);
int dologin(const char *host);

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp.usagi-ipv6.patch
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

" Copyright (c) 1985, 1989, 1990 The Regents of the University of California.
" All rights reserved.
"
" Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
" modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
" are met:
" 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
"    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
" 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
"    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
"    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
" 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
"    must display the following acknowledgement:
"    This product includes software developed by the University of
"    California, Berkeley and its contributors.
" 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
"    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
"    without specific prior written permission.
"
" THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
" ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
" IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
" ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
" FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
" DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
" OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
" HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
" LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
" OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
" SUCH DAMAGE.
"
" from: @(#)ftp.1	6.18 (Berkeley) 7/30/91
"
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSIJla9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp.1
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *   This product includes software developed by the University of
 *   California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 *    without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-LSJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/ftp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
Copyright (c) 1980 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
   must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by the University of
   California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

*from: @(#)ftp_var.h 5.9 (Berkeley) 6/1/90
*$Id: ftp_var.h,v 1.12 1999/10/02 18:39:17 dhilland Exp $
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 1980 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
*    must display the following acknowledgement:
*    This product includes software developed by the University of
*    California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/glob.h
*/opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/glob.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 Copyright (c) 1985, 1989 Regents of the University of California.
 All rights reserved.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 are met:
 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
    must display the following acknowledgement:
    This product includes software developed by the University of
    California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
    without specific prior written permission.

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSIJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp-cmdtab.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSIJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp-cmds.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSIJJa9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/main.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

"Copyright (c) 1985, 1989, 1990 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:

This product includes software developed by the University of
California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE."
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-
ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSfla9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/netrc.5
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *       This product includes software developed by the University of
 *       California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 *    without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
 *
* from: @(#)pathnames.h5.2 (Berkeley) 6/1/90
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/netkit-
ftp-0.17.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-rLSfJla9/netkit-ftp-0.17/ftp/pathnames.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Summary: The standard UNIX FTP (File Transfer Protocol) client
Name: ftp
Version: 0.17
Release: 67% [ ?dist]
License: BSD with advertising
Group: Applications/Internet
Patch1: netkit-ftp-0.17-pre20000412.pasv-security.patch
Patch2: netkit-ftp-0.17-acct.patch
Patch3: netkit-ftp-usagi-ipv6.patch
Patch4: netkit-ftp-0.17-segv.patch
Patch5: netkit-ftp-0.17-volatile.patch
Patch6: netkit-ftp-0.17-runique_mget.patch
Patch7: netkit-ftp-locale.patch
Patch8: netkit-ftp-0.17-printf.patch
Patch9: netkit-ftp-0.17-longint.patch
Patch10: netkit-ftp-0.17-vsftpd165083.patch
Patch11: netkit-ftp-0.17-C-Frame121.patch
Patch12: netkit-ftp-0.17-data.patch
Patch13: netkit-ftp-0.17-multihome.patch
Patch14: netkit-ftp-0.17-longnames.patch
Patch15: netkit-ftp-0.17-multipv6.patch
Patch16: netkit-ftp-0.17-nodebug.patch
Patch17: netkit-ftp-0.17-stamp.patch
Patch18: netkit-ftp-0.17-sigseg.patch
Patch19: netkit-ftp-0.17-size.patch
Patch20: netkit-ftp-0.17-fdleak.patch
Patch21: netkit-ftp-0.17-fprintf.patch
Patch22: netkit-ftp-0.17-bitrate.patch
Patch23: netkit-ftp-0.17-arg_max.patch
Patch24: netkit-ftp-0.17-case.patch
Patch25: netkit-ftp-0.17-chkmalloc.patch
Patch26: netkit-ftp-0.17-man.patch
Patch27: netkit-ftp-0.17-acct_ovl.patch
Patch28: netkit-ftp-0.17-remove-nested-include.patch
Patch29: netkit-ftp-0.17-linelen.patch
Patch30: netkit-ftp-0.17-active-mode-option.patch
Patch31: netkit-ftp-0.17-commands-leaks.patch
Patch32: netkit-ftp-0.17-lns-timeout.patch
Patch33: netkit-ftp-0.17-getlogin.patch
Patch34: netkit-ftp-0.17-token.patch
Patch35: netkit-ftp-0.17-arg_max1.patch

BuildRequires: glibc-devel, readline-devel, ncurses-devel
%description
The ftp package provides the standard UNIX command-line FTP (File Transfer Protocol) client. FTP is a widely used protocol for transferring files over the Internet and for archiving files.

If your system is on a network, you should install ftp in order to do file transfers.

%prep
%setup -q -n netkit-ftp-%{version}
%patch1 -p1
%patch2 -p1 -b .acct
%patch3 -p1 -b .ipv6
%patch4 -p1 -b .segv
%patch5 -p1 -b .volatile
%patch6 -p1 -b .runique_mget
%patch7 -p1 -b .locale
%patch8 -p1 -b .printf
%patch9 -p1 -b .longint
%patch10 -p1 -b .vsftp165083
%patch11 -p1 -b .C-Frame121
%patch12 -p1 -b .data
%patch13 -p1 -b .multihome
%patch14 -p1 -b .patch
%patch15 -p1 -b .multiipv6
%patch16 -p1 -b .nodebug
%patch17 -p1 -b .stamp
%patch18 -p1 -b .sigseg
%patch19 -p1 -b .size
%patch20 -p1 -b .fdleak
%patch21 -p1 -b .fprintf
%patch22 -p1 -b .bitrate
%patch23 -p1 -b .arg_max
%patch24 -p1 -b .case
%patch25 -p1 -b .chkmalloc
%patch26 -p1 -b .man
%patch27 -p1 -b .acct_ovl
%patch28 -p1
%patch29 -p1 -b .linelen
%patch30 -p1 -b .activemode
%patch31 -p1 -b .cmds-leaks
%patch32 -p1 -b .lsn-timeout
%patch33 -p1 -b .getlogin
%patch34 -p1 -b .token
%patch35 -p1 -b .arg_max1

%build
sh configure --with-c-compiler=gcc --enable-ipv6
perl -pi -e 's,^CC=.*$CC=cc,,;
s,^O2,\$(RPM_OPT_FLAGS) -D_LARGEFILE_SOURCE -D_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE -D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64,,;
s,^BINDIR=.*$BINDIR=\$_bindir,,;
s,^MANDIR=.*$MANDIR=\$_mandir,,;
s,^SBINDIR=.*$SBINDIR=\$_sbindir,,;
' MCONFIG
make %{?_smp_mflags}

%install
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT\$_bindir
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT\$_mandir/man1
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT\$_mandir/man5

make INSTALLROOT=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT install

%files
\$_bindir/ftp
\$_bindir/pftp
\$_mandir/man1/ftp.*
\$_mandir/man1/pftp.*
\$_mandir/man5/netrc.*

%changelog
* Wed Feb  3 2016 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-67
- fix 'Out of memory' message when stacksize is set to unlimited (#1304064)

* Fri Jan 24 2014 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 0.17-66
- Mass rebuild 2014-01-24

* Fri Dec 27 2013 Daniel Mach <dmach@redhat.com> - 0.17-65
- Mass rebuild 2013-12-27

* Wed Feb 13 2013 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-64
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_19_Mass_Rebuild

* Tue Oct 30 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-63
- Fix buffer overflow in token parsing
- Resolves: #871296

* Tue Oct 30 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-62
- Fix linelen patch
- Resolves: #871290

* Wed Oct 03 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-61
- Fix: FTP client does not expand home directory correctly after sudo or su
- Resolves: #861113

* Tue Sep 25 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-60
- Plug leaks in "put", "send", "append"
- Add listening timeout

* Tue Aug 28 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-59
- Add active mode option

* Fri Aug 03 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-58
- Extend the input line buffer and the argument storage buffer
- Prettify spec some more and remove trailing space

* Fri Jul 20 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-57
- Remove nested include (fix compilation in rawhide)

* Thu Jul 19 2012 Jan Synek <jsynacek@redhat.com> - 0.17-56
- Fixed Source0 and URL
- Make spec fedora-review-friendly

* Thu Jul 19 2012 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-56
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_18_Mass_Rebuild

* Fri Jan 13 2012 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-55
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_17_Mass_Rebuild

* Fri Sep 09 2011 Jiri Skala <jskala@redhat.com> - 0.17-54
- fixes #737016 - ftp: off-by-one in account command parsing

* Tue Mar 29 2011 Jiri Skala <jskala@redhat.com> - 0.17-53
- fixes #673850 - ftp(1) manpage fixes

* Tue Feb 08 2011 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-52
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_15_Mass_Rebuild

* Fri Jul 24 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-51
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_12_Mass_Rebuild

* Tue Feb 24 2009 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-50
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_11_Mass_Rebuild

* Mon Dec 01 2008 Jiri Skala <jskala@redhat.com> - 0.17-49
- Resolves: #473491 unchecked malloc

* Wed Apr 23 2008 Martin Nagy <mnagy@redhat.com> - 0.17-48
- fix mget when using case
- Resolves: #442712
* Mon Apr 07 2008 Martin Nagy <mnagy@redhat.com> - 0.17-47
  - Use sysconf to get ARG_MAX instead of a macro (#440782)

* Tue Feb 19 2008 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@fedoraproject.org> - 0.17-46
  - Autorebuild for GCC 4.3

* Mon Jan 28 2008 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-45
  - changed bitrate from 1e+03 KBytes/sec to 1000 kBytes/sec
  - Resolves: rhbz#430457

* Thu Nov 15 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-44
  - using fprintf instead of printf

* Mon Oct 22 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-43
  - feature: for cmd size is switching to TYPE_I automatized
  - bug: ftp leaks socket fds when it fails to open a file (#315241)
  - rhbz#306191

* Fri Aug 24 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-42
  - rebuilt (for mass rebuild)
  - license tag checked

* Tue Aug 07 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-41
  - #251074 add patch from Jan Kratochvil

* Wed Feb 15 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-40
  - review again

* Wed Feb 14 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-39
  - review again

* Mon Feb 7 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-38
  - add gpl
  - spec fix
  - rhbz#225774

* Tue Jan 30 2007 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-35
  - nodebug package

* Wed Sep 13 2006 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-33
  - rebuilt

* Wed Aug 2 2006 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-32.1.2.4
  - fix (#199145) patch for IPv6 multihome

* Thu Jul 25 2006 Marcela Maslanova <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 0.17-32.1.2.3
  - fix (#196103) patch for long filenames
* Wed Jul 12 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 0.17-32.1.2.1
  - rebuild

* Fri Feb 10 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 0.17-32.1.2
  - bump again for double-long bug on ppc(64)

* Tue Feb 07 2006 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com> - 0.17-32.1.1
  - rebuilt for new gcc4.1 snapshot and glibc changes

* Thu Jan 12 2006 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-32
  - support for multi-homed clients
  See #171621, netkit-ftp-0.17-multihome.patch

* Fri Dec 09 2005 Jesse Keating <jkeating@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Fri Dec 2 2005 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-31
  - ftp does not close socket descriptor (if the remote file
does not exist).
  See #174599, netkit-ftp-0.17-data.patch

* Wed Oct 26 2005 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-30
  - The patch netkit-ftp-0.17-C-Frame121.patch adds some
    comments/hints for C-Frame 121. It can be removed any time.

* Tue Aug 30 2005 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-29
  - rebuild

* Tue Aug 30 2005 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-28
  - This 'hack' will avoid a bug in ftp-server
  ( < vsftpd-2.0.1-5 ). See #165083 (server prints the
    '150 FILE:...' line twice).
  This patch can be (later ?) removed.

* Mon Aug 22 2005 Petr Raszyk <praszyk@redhat.com> - 0.17-27
  - overflow using 'hash mode' (printing ']' but
    not reading data from network - #79367)

* Tue May 24 2005 Miloslav Trmac <mitr@redhat.com> - 0.17-26
  - Fix passive mode with SELinux (#158234, patch by Nalin Dahyabhai)
  - Fix format string mismatch

* Fri Mar 04 2005 Jiri Ryska <jryska@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Jan 12 2005 Tim Waugh <twaugh@redhat.com> 0.17-24
  - Rebuilt for new readline.
* Wed Dec 15 2004 Tim Waugh <twaugh@redhat.com>
  - Call setlocale() so that readline works correctly (bug #142265).

* Tue Dec  7 2004 Thomas Woerner <twoerner@redhat.com> 0.17-23
  - fixed mget with runique (#79367)

* Tue Jun 15 2004 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Mon Jun 14 2004 Alan Cox <alan@redhat.com>
  - Re-arranged some totally bogus old bezerkly code that could
    segfault ftp on connection loss. (BZ #122295)

* Fri Feb 13 2004 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Jun 04 2003 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Wed Jan 22 2003 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - rebuilt

* Fri Dec 13 2002 Elliot Lee <sopwith@redhat.com>
  - Rebuild

* Fri Jun 21 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - automated rebuild

* Thu May 23 2002 Tim Powers <timp@redhat.com>
  - automated rebuild

* Fri Apr 12 2002 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com> 0.17-13
  - Recompile with support for files > 2 GB

* Mon Jun 25 2001 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com> 0.17-12
  - Add some Build dependencies (#45007)

* Fri May 18 2001 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com> 0.17-11
  - Actually apply Patch #3

* Fri May 11 2001 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com> 0.17-10
  - Rebuild with new readline

* Sun Apr 15 2001 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com>
  - Add IPv6 patch (RFE #35642)

* Wed Apr  4 2001 Jakub Jelinek <jakub@redhat.com>
- don't let configure to guess compiler, it can pick up egcs

* Sun Jan 21 2001 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com>
  - Update to 0.17 final
  - Fix up ACCT support in netrc (Bug #17353)

* Wed Aug 16 2000 Philipp Knirsch <pknirsch@redhat.com>
  - Switched the default transfer protocol from PORT to PASV as proposed on
    bugzilla (#16134)
  - Fixed a small compiler warning in ftp.c line 886

* Fri Jul 14 2000 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
  - add netrc man page (#7443).
  - fix possible buffer overflows in ftp client.

* Wed Jul 12 2000 Prospector <bugzilla@redhat.com>
  - automatic rebuild

* Sun Jun 18 2000 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
  - FHS packaging.
  - update to 0.17-pre20000412.

* Wed Apr  5 2000 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com>
  - rebuild with current libreadline

* Fri Mar 24 2000 Bernhard Rosenkraenzer <bero@redhat.com>
  - 0.17

* Fri Feb  4 2000 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
  - handle compressed man pages

* Tue Jan  4 2000 Bill Nottingham <notting@redhat.com>
  - the ftp client does not require inetd

* Wed Dec 22 1999 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
  - update to 0.16.

* Mon Aug 30 1999 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
  - update to 0.15.
  - enable readline support (#3796).

* Sun Mar 21 1999 Cristian Gafton <gafton@redhat.com>
  - auto rebuild in the new build environment (release 22)

* Mon Mar 15 1999 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
  - compile for 6.0.

* Tue Aug 11 1998 Jeff Johnson <jbj@redhat.com>
- build root

* Mon Apr 27 1998 Prospector System <bugs@redhat.com>
- translations modified for de, fr, tr

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682221_1604381210.73/0/ftp-0.17-67.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-BGBWssNi/ftp.spec

1.657 spring-framework 5.1.13
1.657.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.
* *
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* *
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* *
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Hints.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation
 *
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AsmApi.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// All rights reserved.
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
//    this software without specific prior written permission.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/ConstantDynamic.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java
jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassTooLargeException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/CurrentFrame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodTooLargeException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Constants.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/Symbol.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/asm/SymbolTable.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationDelegate.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationConfigurationException.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharsetConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
jar/org/springframework/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 */
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/codec/StringDecoder.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* 
*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/
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Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/env/ProfilesParser.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/SerializationUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/log/LogFormatUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/PriorityOrdered.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/SocketUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/ReflectionUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/util/CollectionUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-jar/org/springframework/framework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/log/CompositeLog.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/lang/NonNullFields.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/LimitedDataBufferList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/io/buffer/NettyDataBuffer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractSingleValueEncoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/codec/AbstractDecoder.java
/*
 * Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Decoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/DefaultAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DigestUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/codec/Decoder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/DefaultAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DigestUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
  jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1-
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.
 *
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 *
 *      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 */
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ArrayTypeFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111262580_1619697858.53/0/spring-core-5-1-13-release-sources-1.jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java
1.658 zlib 1.2.11

1.658.1 Available under license:

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library
   version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

   Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

   This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
   warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
   arising from the use of this software.

   Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
   including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
   freely, subject to the following restrictions:

   1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
      claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
      in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
      appreciated but is not required.
   2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
      misrepresented as being the original software.
   3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

   Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
   jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

   */

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.659 visual-studio-runtime 12.0.30122.0

1.659.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.660 xz 5.2.2 1.el7

1.660.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
      based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
      facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
      Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
      that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
      where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses	
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it.
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
grats or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).
The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.
A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.
A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

- liblzma is in the public domain.

- xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under GNU LGPLv2.1+.

- The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are under GNU GPLv2+.

- All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories are in the public domain.

- Translated messages are in the public domain.

- The build system contains public domain files, and files that are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up in the binaries being built.

- Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

- The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files that are under various free software licenses.

You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,
take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many lawyers.

As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

```
This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.
```

The following license texts are included in the following files:
- COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1
- COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2
- COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source package.

If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more information.

### 1.661 ding-libs 0.6.1

#### 1.661.1 Available under license:

**GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user’s computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version
of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work’s users, your or third parties’ legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.662 overpass-fonts 2.1
1.662.1 Available under license:

## License

Copyright 2015 Red Hat, Inc.,

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1. This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at: http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

#### SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE
Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

---

#### PREAMBLE
The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership with others.

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded, redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives, however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

#### DEFINITIONS
Font Software refers to the set of files released by the Copyright Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

Reserved Font Name refers to any names specified as such after the copyright statement(s).

Original Version refers to the collection of Font Software components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

Modified Version refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting, or substituting in part or in whole any of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a new environment.
Author refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

### PERMISSION & CONDITIONS
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font Software, subject to the following conditions:

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled, redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as presented to the users.

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written permission.

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to any document created using the Font Software.

### TERMINATION
This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

### DISCLAIMER
THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.
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1.663.1 Available under license:
Copyright (C) 1995 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)
All rights reserved.
This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au). The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as the following conditions are heared to. The following conditions apply to all code found in this distribution.

Copyright remains Eric Young’s, and as such any Copyright notices in the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution as the author of that the SSL library. This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be copied and put under another distribution license [including the GNU Public License.]

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.
1.664 pykickstart 1.99.66.19

1.664.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
Distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.665 openssh 7.4p1 16.el7

1.665.1 Available under license:

This file is part of the OpenSSH software.

The licences which components of this software fall under are as follows. First, we will summarize and say that all components are under a BSD licence, or a licence more free than that.

OpenSSH contains no GPL code.

1) * Copyright (c) 1995 Tatu Ylonen <ylo@cs.hut.fi>, Espoo, Finland * All rights reserved *

* As far as I am concerned, the code I have written for this software * can be used freely for any purpose. Any derived versions of this * software must be clearly marked as such, and if the derived work is * incompatible with the protocol description in the RFC file, it must be * called by a name other than "ssh" or "Secure Shell".

[Tatu continues]
* However, I am not implying to give any licenses to any patents or * copyrights held by third parties, and the software includes parts that * are not under my direct control. As far as I know, all included * source code is used in accordance with the relevant license agreements * and can be used freely for any purpose (the GNU license being the most * restrictive); see below for details.

[However, none of that term is relevant at this point in time. All of these restrictively licenced software components which he talks about have been removed from OpenSSH, i.e.,

- RSA is no longer included, found in the OpenSSL library
- IDEA is no longer included, its use is deprecated
- DES is now external, in the OpenSSL library
- GMP is no longer used, and instead we call BN code from OpenSSL
- Zlib is now external, in a library
- The make-ssh-known-hosts script is no longer included
- TSS has been removed
- MD5 is now external, in the OpenSSL library
- RC4 support has been replaced with ARC4 support from OpenSSL
- Blowfish is now external, in the OpenSSL library

[The licence continues]

Note that any information and cryptographic algorithms used in this software are publicly available on the Internet and at any major bookstore, scientific library, and patent office worldwide. More information can be found e.g. at "http://www.cs.hut.fi/crypto".

The legal status of this program is some combination of all these permissions and restrictions. Use only at your own responsibility. You will be responsible for any legal consequences yourself; I am not making any claims whether possessing or using this is legal or not in your country, and I am not taking any responsibility on your behalf.

NO WARRANTY

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

2) The 32-bit CRC compensation attack detector in deattack.c was contributed by CORE SDI S.A. under a BSD-style license.

* Cryptographic attack detector for ssh - source code
*
* Copyright (c) 1998 CORE SDI S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina.
* All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary
* forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that
* this copyright notice is retained.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CORE SDI S.A. BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR MISUSE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.
* Ariel Futoransky <futo@core-sdi.com>
* <http://www.core-sdi.com>

3)
ssh-keyscan was contributed by David Mazieres under a BSD-style
license.

* Copyright 1995, 1996 by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.
* Modification and redistribution in source and binary forms is
* permitted provided that due credit is given to the author and the
* OpenBSD project by leaving this copyright notice intact.

4)
The Rijndael implementation by Vincent Rijmen, Antoon Bosselaers
and Paulo Barreto is in the public domain and distributed
with the following license:

* @version 3.0 (December 2000)
* Optimised ANSI C code for the Rijndael cipher (now AES)
* @author Vincent Rijmen <vincent.rijmen@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>
* @author Antoon Bosselaers <antoon.bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>
* @author Paulo Barreto <paulo.barreto@terra.com.br>
* This code is hereby placed in the public domain.
* This SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
* OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
* EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

5)  One component of the ssh source code is under a 3-clause BSD license,
held by the University of California, since we pulled these parts from
original Berkeley code.

* The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
* Redisdition and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redisdictions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

6)  Remaining components of the software are provided under a standard
2-term BSD licence with the following names as copyright holders:

Markus Friedl
Theo de Raadt
Niels Provos
Dug Song
Aaron Campbell
Damien Miller
Kevin Steves
Daniel Kouril
Portable OpenSSH additionally includes code from the following copyright holders, also under the 2-term BSD license:

Ben Lindstrom
Tim Rice
Andre Lucas
Chris Adams
Corinna Vinschen
Cray Inc.
Denis Parker
Gert Doering
Jakob Schlyter
Jason Downs
Juha Yrjl
Michael Stone
Networks Associates Technology, Inc.
Solar Designer
Todd C. Miller
Wayne Schroeder
William Jones
Darren Tucker
Sun Microsystems
The SCO Group
Daniel Walsh

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
8) Portable OpenSSH contains the following additional licenses:

   a) md5crypt.c, md5crypt.h

   * "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
   * <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this
   * notice you can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet
   * some day, and you think this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a
   * beer in return. Poul-Henning Kamp

   b) snprintf replacement

   * Copyright Patrick Powell 1995
   * This code is based on code written by Patrick Powell
   * (papowell@astart.com) It may be used for any purpose as long as this
   * notice remains intact on all source code distributions

   c) Compatibility code (openbsd-compat)

   Apart from the previously mentioned licenses, various pieces of code
   in the openbsd-compat/ subdirectory are licensed as follows:

   Some code is licensed under a 3-term BSD license, to the following
   copyright holders:

   Todd C. Miller
   Theo de Raadt
   Damien Miller
   Eric P. Allman
   The Regents of the University of California
   Constantin S. Svintsoff

   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
   * are met:
   * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
   * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
   * 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   *    without specific prior written permission.
   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
   * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
Some code is licensed under an ISC-style license, to the following copyright holders:

Internet Software Consortium.
Todd C. Miller
Reyk Floeter
Chad Mynhier

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

The software is provided "as is" and Todd C. Miller disclaims all warranties with regard to this software including all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness. In no event shall Todd C. Miller be liable for any special, direct, indirect, or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or otherwise arising out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Some code is licensed under a MIT-style license to the following copyright holders:

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

For any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

For any special, direct, indirect, or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.
The licences which components of this software fall under are as follows. First, we will summarize and say that all components are under a BSD licence, or a licence more free than that.

OpenSSH contains no GPL code.

1) * Copyright (c) 1995 Tatu Ylonen <ylo@cs.hut.fi>, Espoo, Finland * All rights reserved * As far as I am concerned, the code I have written for this software * can be used freely for any purpose. Any derived versions of this * software must be clearly marked as such, and if the derived work is * incompatible with the protocol description in the RFC file, it must be * called by a name other than "ssh" or "Secure Shell".

[Tatu continues] * However, I am not implying to give any licenses to any patents or * copyrights held by third parties, and the software includes parts that * are not under my direct control. As far as I know, all included * source code is used in accordance with the relevant license agreements * and can be used freely for any purpose (the GNU license being the most * restrictive); see below for details.

[However, none of that term is relevant at this point in time. All of these restrictively licenced software components which he talks about have been removed from OpenSSH, i.e.,

- RSA is no longer included, found in the OpenSSL library
- IDEA is no longer included, its use is deprecated
- DES is now external, in the OpenSSL library
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- GMP is no longer used, and instead we call BN code from OpenSSL
- Zlib is now external, in a library
- The make-ssh-known-hosts script is no longer included
- TSS has been removed
- MD5 is now external, in the OpenSSL library
- RC4 support has been replaced with ARC4 support from OpenSSL
- Blowfish is now external, in the OpenSSL library

[The licence continues]

Note that any information and cryptographic algorithms used in this software are publicly available on the Internet and at any major bookstore, scientific library, and patent office worldwide. More information can be found e.g. at "http://www.cs.hut.fi/crypto".

The legal status of this program is some combination of all these permissions and restrictions. Use only at your own responsibility. You will be responsible for any legal consequences yourself; I am not making any claims whether possessing or using this is legal or not in your country, and I am not taking any responsibility on your behalf.

NO WARRANTY

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

2) The 32-bit CRC compensation attack detector in deattack.c was contributed by CORE SDI S.A. under a BSD-style license.
* Cryptographic attack detector for ssh - source code
*
* Copyright (c) 1998 CORE SDI S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina.
*
* All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary
* forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that
* this copyright notice is retained.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL CORE SDI S.A. BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR MISUSE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.
*
* Ariel Futoransky <futo@core-sdi.com>
* <http://www.core-sdi.com>
*
3) ssh-keyscan was contributed by David Mazieres under a BSD-style
license.

* Copyright 1995, 1996 by David Mazieres <dm@lcs.mit.edu>.
*
* Modification and redistribution in source and binary forms is
* permitted provided that due credit is given to the author and the
* OpenBSD project by leaving this copyright notice intact.

4) The Rijndael implementation by Vincent Rijmen, Antoon Bosselaers
and Paulo Barreto is in the public domain and distributed
with the following license:

* @version 3.0 (December 2000)
*
* Optimised ANSI C code for the Rijndael cipher (now AES)
*
* @author Vincent Rijmen <vincent.rijmen@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>
* @author Antoon Bosselaers <antoon.bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>
* @author Paulo Barreto <paulo.barreto@terra.com.br>
*
* This code is hereby placed in the public domain.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS
* OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
* EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

5) One component of the ssh source code is under a 3-clause BSD license, held by the University of California, since we pulled these parts from original Berkeley code.

* The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
*    without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

6) Remaining components of the software are provided under a standard 2-term BSD licence with the following names as copyright holders:

Markus Friedl
Theo de Raadt
Niels Provos
Dug Song
Aaron Campbell
Damien Miller
Portable OpenSSH additionally includes code from the following copyright holders, also under the 2-term BSD license:

Ben Lindstrom
Tim Rice
Andre Lucas
Chris Adams
Corinna Vinschen
Cray Inc.
Denis Parker
Gert Doering
Jakob Schlyter
Jason Downs
Juha Yrjl
Michael Stone
Networks Associates Technology, Inc.
Solar Designer
Todd C. Miller
Wayne Schroeder
William Jones
Darren Tucker
Sun Microsystems
The SCO Group
Daniel Walsh
Red Hat, Inc
Simon Vallet / Genoscope

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT }
8) Portable OpenSSH contains the following additional licenses:

a) md5crypt.c, md5crypt.h

* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this
* notice you can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet
* some day, and you think this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a
* beer in return. Poul-Henning Kamp

b) snprintf replacement

* Copyright Patrick Powell 1995
* This code is based on code written by Patrick Powell
* (papowell@astart.com) It may be used for any purpose as long as this
* notice remains intact on all source code distributions

c) Compatibility code (openbsd-compat)

Apart from the previously mentioned licenses, various pieces of code
in the openbsd-compat/ subdirectory are licensed as follows:

Some code is licensed under a 3-term BSD license, to the following
copyright holders:

Todd C. Miller
Theo de Raadt
Damien Miller
Eric P. Allman
The Regents of the University of California
Constantin S. Svintsoff

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

Some code is licensed under an ISC-style license, to the following
copyright holders:

Internet Software Consortium.
Todd C. Miller
Reyk Floeter
Chad Mynhier

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
*
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND TODD C. MILLER DISCLAIMS ALL
* WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL TODD C. MILLER BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Some code is licensed under a MIT-style license to the following
copyright holders:

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
* distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell
* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
* *
* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
*
* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
*/

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* Ihash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*/
Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
the code are not to be removed.
If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
as the author of the parts of the library used.
This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:
"This product includes cryptographic software written by
Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library
being used are not cryptographic related :-).
4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
"This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
copied and put under another distribution licence
[including the GNU Public Licence.]

/*
/*OpenBSD: poll.h,v 1.11 2003/12/10 23:10:08 millert Exp $ */

/*
* Copyright (c) 1996 Theo de Raadt
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
  * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
  * are met:
  * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
  *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
  *
  * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
  * IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
  * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
  * IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
  * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
  * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
  * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
  * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
  * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
  * THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
  */

/* OPENBSD ORIGINAL: sys/sys/poll.h */

#if !defined(HAVE_POLL) && !defined(HAVE_POLL_H)
#ifndef_COMPAT_POLL_H_
#define_COMPAT_POLL_H_

typedef struct pollfd {
  int fd;
  short events;
  short revents;
} pollfd_t;

typedef unsigned int nfds_t;

#definePOLLIN0x0001
#definePOLLOUT0x0004
#definePOLLERR0x0008
#definePOLLHUP0x0010
#definePOLLNVAL0x0020
#if 0
/* the following are currently not implemented */
#definePOLLPRI0x0002
#definePOLLRDNDNORM0x0040
#definePOLLNORMPOLLRDNDNORM
#definePOLLWRNRNDM  POLLOUT
#definePOLLRDBAND0x0080
#definePOLLRDBAND0x0100
#ifndef _BSD_WAITPID_H
#define _BSD_WAITPID_H

#ifndef HAVE_WAITPID
/* Clean out any potential issues */
#undef WIFEXITED
#undef WIFSTOPPED
#undef WIFSIGNALED

/* Define required functions to mimic a POSIX look and feel */
#define _W_INT(w) (*(int*)&(w)) /* convert union wait to int */
#define WIFEXITED(w) (!(_W_INT(w)) & 0377)
#define WIFSTOPPED(w) ((_W_INT(w)) & 0100)
#define WIFSIGNALED(w) (!WIFEXITED(w) && !WIFSTOPPED(w))
#endif

/* This software is provided by the author `as is' and any express or
* implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties
* of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed.
* in no event shall the author be liable for any direct, indirect,
* incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but
* not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use,
* data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any
* theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort
* (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of
* this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.
* */

#endif  /* _BSD_WAITPID_H */
#define WEXITSTATUS(w)(int)(WIFEXITED(w) ? ((_W_INT(w)) >> 8) & 0377) : -1)
#define WTERMSIG(w)(int)(WIFSIGNALED(w) ? (_W_INT(w) & 0177) : -1)
#define WCOREFLAG0x80
#define WCOREDUMP(w) ((_W_INT(w)) & WCOREFLAG)

/* Prototype */
pid_t waitpid(int, int *, int);

#endif /* !HAVE_WAITPID */
#endif /* _BSD_WAITPID_H */
/
* Copyright (c) 2000 Ben Lindstrom. All rights reserved.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* *
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* *
*/

#ifndef _BSD_WAITPID_H
#define _BSD_WAITPID_H

#ifndef HAVE_WAITPID
/* Clean out any potential issues */
#undef WIFEXITED
#undef WIFSTOPTED
#undef WIFSIGNALED

/* Define required functions to mimic a POSIX look and feel */
#define _W_INT(w)(*(int*)&(w))/* convert union wait to int */
#define WIFEXITED(w)(!_(_W_INT(w)) & 0377))
#define WIFSTOPTED(w)(_W_INT(w)) & 0100)
#define WIFSIGNALED(w) (!WIFEXITED(w) && !WIFSTOPPED(w))
#define WEXITSTATUS(w) ((int)(WIFEXITED(w) ? ((_W_INT(w) >> 8) & 0377) : -1))
#define WTERMSIG(w) ((int)(WIFSIGNALED(w) ? (_W_INT(w) & 0177) : -1))
#define WCOREFLAG 0x80
#define WCOREDUMP(w) ((_W_INT(w)) & WCOREFLAG)

/* Prototype */
pid_t waitpid(int, int *, int);

#endif /* !HAVE_WAITPID */
#endif /* _BSD_WAITPID_H */

/* $OpenBSD: poll.h,v 1.11 2003/12/10 23:10:08 millert Exp $ */

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1996 Theo de Raadt
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
 * IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
 * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
 * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
 * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
 * THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

/* OPENBSD ORIGINAL: sys/sys/poll.h */

#if !defined(HAVE_POLL) && !defined(HAVE_POLL_H)
#define COMPAT_POLL_H

typedef struct pollfd {
  int fd;
  short events;
  short revents;

...
typedef unsigned int nfds_t;

#define POLLIN 0x0001
#define POLLOUT 0x0004
#define POLLERR 0x0008
#if 0
  /* the following are currently not implemented */
#define POLLPRI 0x0002
#define POLLHUP 0x0010
#define POLLNVAL 0x0020
#define POLLRD NORM 0x0040
#define POLLNORM POLLRD NORM
#define POLLWRNORM POLLOUT
#define POLLRDBAND 0x0080
#define POLLWRBAND 0x0100
#endif

#define INFTIM (-1) /* not standard */

int poll(struct pollfd *, nfds_t, int);
#endif /* !_COMPAT_POLL_H_ */
#ifndef /* !HAVE_POLL_H */

This package was debianized by Jamie Beverly <soupboy@sourceforge.net> on
Wed, 13 Jan 2010 01:08:49 +0300.

It was downloaded from http://pamsshagentauth.sf.net/

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 2008 Jamie Beverly

License:

Copyright (c) 2008, Jamie Beverly.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
   conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
   of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
   provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Jamie Beverly `AS IS’ AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Jamie Beverly OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGligence OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the
authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed
or implied, of Jamie Beverly.

The Debian packaging is copyright 2010, Jamie Beverly <soupboy@sourceforge.net> and
is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2’.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2012 Darren Tucker (dtucker at zip com au).
 * *
 * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
 * purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
 * copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
 * *
 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
 * WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
 * MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR
 * ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
 * WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
 * ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
 * OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
 */

#ifndef HAVE_SETRESGID
int setresgid(gid_t, gid_t, gid_t);
#endif
#ifndef HAVE_SETRESUID
int setresuid(uid_t, uid_t, uid_t);
#endif
/*
 * All distribution files are
 * Copyright (c) 2010 Jamie Beverly. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
diff -up openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.8.sftp-force-mode openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.8
--- openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.8.sftp-force-mode 2016-12-19 05:59:41.000000000 +0100
+++ openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.82017-02-09 10:35:41.926475399 +0100
@@ -38,6 +38,7 @@
 .Op Fl P Ar blacklisted_requests
 .Op Fl p Ar whitelisted_requests
 .Op Fl u Ar umask
+.Op Fl m Ar force_file_perms
 .Ek
 .Nm
 .Fl Q Ar protocol_feature
@@ -138,6 +139,10 @@
 Sets an explicit
 .Xr umask 2
 to be applied to newly-created files and directories, instead of the
user's default mask.
+.It Fl m Ar force_file_perms
+Sets explicit file permissions to be applied to newly-created files instead
+of the default or client requested mode. Numeric values include:
+777, 755, 750, 666, 644, 640, etc. Option -u is ineffective if -m is set.
 .El
 .Pp
On some systems,
diff -up openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.c.sftp-force-mode openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.c
--- openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.c.sftp-force-mode 2016-12-19 05:59:41.000000000 +0100
+++ openssh-7.4p1/sftp-server.c2017-02-09 10:35:41.926475399 +0100
@@ -65,6 +65,10 @@
/* Version of client */
static u_int version;
/* Force file permissions */
+int permforce = 0;
+long permforcemode;
+
/* SSH2_FXP_INIT received */
static int init_done;

@@ -679,6 +683,7 @@ process_open(u_int32_t id)
 Attr ib a;
 char *name;
 int r, handle, fd, flags, mode, status = SSH2_FX_FAILURE;
+mode_t old_umask = 0;

if ((r = sshbuf_get_cstring(iqueue, &name, NULL)) != 0 ||
    (r = sshbuf_get_u32(iqueue, &pflags)) != 0) /* portable flags */
@@ -688,6 +693,10 @@ process_open(u_int32_t id)
 debug3("request %u: open flags %d", id, pflags);
 flags = flags_from_portable(pflags);
 mode = (a.flags & SSH2_FILEXFER_ATTR_PERMISSIONS) ? a.perm : 0666;
+if (permforce == 1) {   /* Force perm if -m is set */
+    mode = permforcemode;
+    old_umask = umask(0); /* so umask does not interfere */
+    }
logit("open \"%s\" flags %s mode 0%o",
    name, string_from_portable(pflags), mode);
if (readonly &&
@@ -709,6 +718,8 @@ process_open(u_int32_t id)
 }
 }
 }
+if (permforce == 1)
+(void) umask(old_umask); /* restore umask to something sane */
if (status != SSH2_FX_OK)
    send_status(id, status);
free(name);
@@ -1490,7 +1501,7 @@ sftp_server_usage(void)
 fprintf(stderr,
 "usage: %s [ -ehR ] [ -d start_directory ] [ -f log_facility ] 
 " [ -l log_level ] [ -m blacklisted_requests ] 
- - [ -p whitelisted_requests ] [ -u umask ]
+ [ -p whitelisted_requests ] [ -u umask ] [ -m force_file_perms ]
" 
 %s -Q protocol_feature\n",
 __progname, __progname);
exit(1);
@@ -1516,7 +1527,7 @@ sftp_server_main(int argc, char **argv,
pw = pwcopy(user_pw);

while (!skipargs && (ch = getopt(argc, argv,
switch (ch) {
case 'Q':
    if (strcasecmp(optarg, "requests") != 0) {
        fatal("Invalid umask \"%s\"", optarg);
        (void)umask((mode_t)mask);
        break;
    +case 'm':
       /* Force permissions on file received via sftp */
       +permforce = 1;
       +permforcemode = strtol(optarg, &cp, 8);
       +if (permforcemode < 0 || permforcemode > 0777 ||
       +   *cp != '0' || (permforcemode == 0 &&
       +   errno != 0))
       +fatal("Invalid file mode \"%s\"", optarg);
       +break;
       case 'h':
       default:
       sftp_server_usage();

1.666 mod-wsgi 3.4 18.el7
1.666.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTicular PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.667 eclipse-emf 2.6.1.v20100914-1218

1.667.1 Available under license :

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, 4. The names “Xerces” and “Apache Software Foundation” must 5. Products derived from
the EPL is available. Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

Your use of the XML4J Derivative Work is subject to the terms and conditions of the Apache Software License 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the redistribution.

The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be called "Apache".

This software may not be called "Apache".

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (quot;EPLquot;). A copy of the EPL is available. Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

Your use of the XML4J Derivative Work is subject to the terms and conditions of the Apache Software License 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the redistribution.

The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be called "Apache".

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

1.668 python-dateutil 1.5

1.668.1 Available under license:

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands as a successor of a language called ABC. Guido remains Python’s principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us) in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the software.

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team. In October of the same year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope Corporation, see http://www.zope.com). In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property. Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of the PSF.

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for the Open Source Definition). Historically, most, but not all, Python releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes the various releases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>GPL-compatible?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9.0 thru 1.2</td>
<td>1991-1995</td>
<td>CWI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Footnotes:

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under the GPL. All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute a modified version without making your changes open source. The GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible, because its license has a choice of law clause. According to CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1 is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's direction to make these releases possible.

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON
===============================================================================
PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.3
===============================================================================

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 2.3 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's
License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 2.3 or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 2.3.

4. PSF is making Python 2.3 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.3 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.3 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.3, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.3, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0
---------------------------------------------

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software in source or binary form and its associated documentation ("the Software").
2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of law provisions. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between BeOpen and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party. As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the permissions granted on that web page.

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1
---------------------------------------

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.
2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee. Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and conditions in CNRI's License Agreement. This Agreement together with Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013. This Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal intellectual property law of the United States, including without limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to
Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying, installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

ACCEPT

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

-----------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

1.669 gson 2.2.3

1.670 httpclient 2.10.5
1.670.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
 * License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
 * *
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
 * WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
 * License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
 * under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/HttpResponseBodyPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/AsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/SignatureCalculator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/RequestBuilder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/DefaultAsyncHttpClientConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
  jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/AuthenticatorUtils.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

/*
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
*
*
Found in path(s):
*/

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 */
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/Parameter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ws/WebSocket.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ws/WebSocketUpgradeHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/Parameters.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/MessageDigestUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/cookie/CookieStore.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/OAuthSignatureCalculatorInstance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
* 
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

/*
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
* contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright 2010-2013 Ning, Inc.

This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
under the License.

*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (c) 2014 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/channel/NoopChannelPool.java  
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/Channels.java  
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/timeout/RequestTimeoutTimerTask.java  
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ws/WebSocketUtils.java  
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* Copyright (c) 2016 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0, and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.

*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).
# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems
# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.
#
# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.
# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed
# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to
# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate
# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.
#
# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.
# The registry is at <http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.
#
# MIME type (lowercased)Extensions
# =============================================================
# application/1d-interleaved-parityfec
# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml
# application/3gpp-ims+xml
# application/a2l
# application/activemessage
# application/alto-costmap+json

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/netty/request/WriteCompleteListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/AsyncHttpClientState.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/netty/request/WriteListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/oauth/OAuthSignatureCalculator.java

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/netty/request/WriteCompleteListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/AsyncHttpClientState.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/netty/request/WriteListener.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/oauth/OAuthSignatureCalculator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).
# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems
# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.
#
# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.
# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed
# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to
# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate
# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.
#
# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.
# The registry is at <http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.
#
# MIME type (lowercased)Extensions
# =============================================================
# application/1d-interleaved-parityfec
# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml
# application/3gpp-ims+xml
# application/a2l
# application/activemessage
# application/alto-costmap+json
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# application/alto-costmapfilter+json
# application/alto-directory+json
# application/alto-endpointcost+json
# application/alto-endpointcostparams+json
# application/alto-endpointprop+json
# application/alto-endpointpropparams+json
# application/alto-error+json
# application/alto-networkmap+json
# application/alto-networkmapfilter+json
# application/aml
application/andrew-insetez
# application/applefile
application/applixware
# application/atf
# application/atfx
application/atom+xml
application/atomatom
application/atomcat+xml
application/atomcat+atomcat
# application/atomdeleted+xml
# application/atomicmail
application/atomsvc+xml
application/atomsvc+atom
# application/axml
# application/auth-policy+xml
# application/bacnet-xdd+xml
# application/batch-smtp
# application/beep+xml
# application/calendar+json
# application/calendar+xml
# application/call-completion
# application/cals-1840
# application/cbor
# application/ccmp+xml
application/ccxml+xml
application/ccxml+xml
# application/cdfx+xml
application/cdmi-capability+xml
application/cdmi-container+xml
application/cdmi-domain+xml
application/cdmi-object+xml
application/cdmi-queue+xml
# application/ce
# application/cea-2018+xml
# application/cellml+xml
# application/cfw
# application/cms
# application/cnnp+xml
# application/coap-group+json
# application/commonground
# application/conference-info+xml
# application/slate
# application/smil
application/smil+xml				smi smil
# application/smpte336m
# application/soap+fastinfoset
# application/soap+xml
application/sparql-query			rq
application/sparql-results+xml	srx
# application/spirits-event+xml
# application/sql
application/srgsgram
application/srgs+xml				grxml
application/sru+xml				sru
application/ssdl+xml				ssdl
application/ssml+xml				ssml
# application/tamp-apex-update
# application/tamp-apex-update-confirm
# application/tamp-community-update
# application/tamp-community-update-confirm
# application/tamp-error
# application/tamp-sequence-adjust
# application/tamp-sequence-adjust-confirm
# application/tamp-status-query
# application/tamp-status-response
# application/tamp-update
# application/tamp-update-confirm
application/tei+xml				ei teicorpus
application/thraud+xml				tfi
# application/timestamp-query
# application/timestamp-reply
application/timestamped-data			tsd
# application/ttml+xml
# application/tve-trigger
# application/ulpfec
# application/urch-grpsheet+xml
# application/urch-ressheet+xml
# application/urch-targetdesc+xml
# application/urch-uisocketdesc+xml
# application/vcard+json
# application/vcard+xml
# application/vemmi
# application/vividence.scriptfile
# application/vnd.3gpp-prose+xml
# application/vnd.3gpp-prose-pc3ch+xml
# application/vnd.3gpp.access-transfer-events+xml
# application/vnd.3gpp.bsf+xml
# application/vnd.3gpp.mid-call+xml
application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-large+xml
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.dzr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.easykaraoke.cdgdownload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecdis-update</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.chartmag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.filerequest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.fileupdate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.series</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.seriesrequest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ecowin.seriesupdate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.emclient.accessrequest+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.enlivenxml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.enphase.envoy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson.esf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson.msf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson.quickanimeqam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson_saltslt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson.salt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.epson.ssf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ericsson.quickcall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.eszigno3+xml</td>
<td>es3, et3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.aoc+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.asic-e+zip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.asic-s+zip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.cug+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvcommand+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvdiscovery+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvprofile+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-bc+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-cod+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-npvr+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvservice+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvsync+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.iptvueprofile+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.mcid+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.mheg5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.overload-control-policy-dataset+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.pstn+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.sci+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.simservs+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.timestamp-token</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.tsl+xml</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.etsi.tts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ezpix-album</td>
<td>ez2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.ezpix-package</td>
<td>ez3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.f-secure.mobile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.fastcopy-disk-image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application/vnd.fdffdf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# application/vnd.osa.netdeploy
application/vnd.osgeo.mapguide.packagemgp
# application/vnd.osgi.bundle
application/vnd.osgi.dpdp
application/vnd.osgi.subsystemesa
# application/vnd.otps.ct-kip+xml
# application/vnd.oxli.countgraph
# application/vnd.pagerduty+json
application/vnd.palm.pdb pqa oprc
# application/vnd.panoply
# application/vnd.paos.xml
application/vnd.pawaafilepaw
# application/vnd.pcgs
application/vnd.pg.formatstr
application/vnd.pg.osaslie6
# application/vnd.piaccess.application-licence
application/vnd.picselefif
application/vnd.pmi.widgetwg
# application/vnd.poc.group-advertisement+xml
application/vnd.pocketlearnplf
application/vnd.powerbuilder6pbd
# application/vnd.powerbuilder6-s
# application/vnd.powerbuilder7
# application/vnd.powerbuilder7-s
# application/vnd.powerbuilder75
# application/vnd.powerbuilder75-s
# application/vnd.preminet
application/vnd.previewsystems.boxbox
application/vnd.proteus.magazinemgz
application/vnd.publishare-delta-treeqps
application/vnd.pvi.ptid1ptid
# application/vnd.pwg-multiplexed
# application/vnd.pwg-xhtml-print+xml
# application/vnd.qualcomm.brew-app-res
application/vnd.quark.quarkxpressqxd qxt qwd qwt qx1 qx8b
# application/vnd.quobject-quodocument
# application/vnd.radisys.mxml+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conf+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conn+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-dialog+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-stream+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-conf+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-base+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-detect+xml
# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-sendrecv+xml
application/x-x509-ca-cert
cert
application/x-xfig
fig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-xfig
application/x-zmachine1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8
# application/x400-bp
# application/xacml+xml
application/xaml+xml
xaml
# application/xcap-att+xml
# application/xcap-caps+xml
application/xcap-diff+xml
application/xcap-diff+xml
application/xcap-diff+xml
application/xcap-diff+xml
application/xcap-error+xml
# application/xcap-ns+xml
application/xenc+xml
application/xhtml+xml
xhtml
# application/xhtml-voice+xml
application/xml
xml
application/xml-dtd
dtd
# application/xml-external-parsed-entity
# application/xml-external-parsed-entity
# application/xml-patch+xml
# application/xmpp+xml
application/xop+xml
xop
application/xproc+xml
xpl
application/xslt+xml
xslt
application/xspf+xml
xspf
application/xv+xml
mxml
xhvml
xvml
xvm
application/yang
yang
application/yin+xml
yin
application/zip
zip
# application/zlib
# audio/1d-interleaved-parityfec
# audio/32kadpcm
# audio/3gpp
# audio/3gpp2
# audio/ac3
audio/adpcm
adpcm
# audio/amr
# audio/amr-wb
# audio/amr-wb+
# audio/aptx
# audio/asc
# audio/atrac-advanced-lossless
# audio/atrac-x
# audio/atrac3
audio/basicau snd
# audio/bv16
# audio/bv32
# audio/clearmode
# audio/cn
# audio/dat12
# audio/dls
# audio/dsr-es201108
# audio/dsr-es202050
# audio/dsr-es202211
# audio/dsr-es202212
# audio/dv
# audio/dvi4
# audio/eac3
# audio/encaprtp
# audio/evrc
# audio/evrc-qcp
# audio/evrc0
# audio/evrc1
# audio/evrcb
# audio/evrcb0
# audio/evrcb1
# audio/evrcnw
# audio/evrcnw0
# audio/evrcnw1
# audio/evrcwb
# audio/evrcwb0
# audio/evrcwb1
# audio/evs
# audio/example
# audio/fwdred
# audio/g711-0
# audio/g719
# audio/g722
# audio/g7221
# audio/g723
# audio/g726-16
# audio/g726-24
# audio/g726-32
# audio/g726-40
# audio/g728
# audio/g729
# audio/g7291
# audio/g729d
# audio/g729e
# audio/gsm
# audio/gsm-efr
# audio/gsm-hr-08
# audio/ilbc
# audio/ip-mr_v2.5
# audio/isac
# audio/l16
# audio/l20
# audio/l24
# audio/l8
# audio/lpc
audio/midimid midi kar rmi
# audio/mobile-xmf
audio/mp4m4a mp4a
# audio/mp4a-latm
# audio/mpa
# audio/mpa-robust
audio/mpegmpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a
# audio/mpeg4-generic
# audio/musepack
audio/oggoga ogg spx
# audio/opus
# audio/parityfec
# audio/pcma
# audio/pcma-wb
# audio/pcmu
# audio/pcmu-wb
# audio/prs.sid
# audio/qcelp
# audio/raptorfec
# audio/red
# audio/rtp-enc-aescm128
# audio/rtp-midi
# audio/rtploopback
# audio/rtx
audio/s3ms3m
audio/silksil
# audio/smv
# audio/smv-qcp
# audio/smv0
# audio/sp-midi
# audio/speex
# audio/t140c
# audio/t38
# audio/telephone-event
# audio/tone
# audio/uemclip
# audio/ulpfec
# audio/vdvi
# audio/vmr-wb
# audio/vnd.3gpp.iufp
audio/x-pn-realaudio
audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin
# audio/x-tta
audio/x-wav
audio/xm
chemical/x-cdx
chemical/x-cif
chemical/x-cmdf
chemical/x-cml
chemical/x-csml
# chemical/x-pdb
chemical/x-xyz
image/bmp
image/cgm
# image/example
# image/fits
image/g3fax
image/gif
image/ief
# image/jp2
image/jpeg
# image/jpm
# image/jpx
image/ktx
# image/naplps
image/png
image/prs.btif
# image/prs.pti
# image/pwg-raster
image/sgi
image/svg+xml
# image/t38
image/tiff
# image/tiff-fx
image/vnd.adobe.photoshop
# image/vnd.airzip.accelerator.azv
# image/vnd.cns.inf2
image/vnd.dece.graphic
image/vnd.djvu
image/vnd.dvb
image/vnd.djvu
image/vnd.djvu
image/vnd.djvu
image/vnd.fastbidsheet
image/vnd.fpx
image/vnd.fst
image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-mm
image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-rcl
# image/vnd.globalgraphics.pgb
# image/vnd.microsoft.icon
# image/vnd.mix
# image/vnd.mozilla.apng
image/vnd.ms-modimdi
image/vnd.ms-photowdp
image/vnd.net-fpxnpx
# image/vnd.radiance
# image/vnd.sealed.png
# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.gif
# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.jpg
# image/vnd.svf
# image/vnd.tencent.tap
# image/vnd.valve.source.texture
image/vnd.wap.wbmpwbmp
image/vnd.xifffxf
# image/vnd.zbrush.pcx
image/webpwebp
image/x-3ds3ds
image/x-cmu-rasterras
image/x-cmxcmx
image/x-freehandfh fhc fh4 fh5 fh7
image/x-iconico
image/x-mrsid-imagesid
image/x-pcpcpx
image/x-pictpic pct
image/x-portable-anymappnm
image/x-portable-bitmappbm
image/x-portable-graymappgm
image/x-portable-pixmapppm
image/x-rgbrgb
image/x-tgatga
image/x-xbitmapxbm
image/x-xpixmapxpm
image/x-xwindowdumpxwd
# message/cpim
# message/delivery-status
# message/disposition-notification
# message/example
# message/external-body
# message/feedback-report
# message/global
# message/global-delivery-status
# message/global-disposition-notification
# message/global-headers
# message/http
# message/imdn+xml
# message/news
# message.partial
# Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3

```
# video/h263-2000
video/h264 h264
# video/h264-rcdo
# video/h264-svc
# video/h265
# video/iso.segment
video/jpegjpgv
# video/jpeg2000
video/jpmjpm jpgm
video/mj2mj2 mj2p
# video/mp1s
# video/mp2p
# video/mp2t
video/mp4mp4 mp4v mpg4
# video/mp4-v-es
video/mpegmpeg mpg mpeg m1v m2v
# video/mpeg4-generic
# video/mpv
# video/nv
video/oggoggv
# video/parityfec
# video/pointer
video/quicktimeqt mov
# video/raptorfec
# video/raw
# video/rtp-enc-aescm128
# video/rtploopback
# video/rtx
# video/smpte292m
# video/ulpfec
# video/vc1
# video/vnd.cctv
video/vnd.dece.hduv huvh
video/vnd.dece.mobileuv huvm
# video/vnd.dece.mp4
video/vnd.dece.pduvp uvvp
video/vnd.dece.sduvs uvvs
video/vnd.dece.videouuv uvvv
# video/vnd.directv.mpeg
# video/vnd.directv.mpeg-tts
# video/vnd.dlna.mpeg-tts
video/vnd.dvb.file dvb
video/vnd.dvb.file dvb
video/vnd.dvb.file dvb
video/vnd.fvtfvt
# video/vnd.hns.video
# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-1010
# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-2005
# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-1010
# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-2005
```
* Copyright (c) 2019 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
* 
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2014 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/BoundRequestBuilder.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/FilePart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/OnLastHttpContentCallback.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/config/AsyncHttpClientConfigDefaults.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/StringUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/ByteArrayPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/LazyResponseBodyPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/Param.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/StringPart.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/PartBase.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/multipart/part/PartVisitor.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/RequestToken.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/oauth/RequestToken.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */
/**
 * Value class used for OAuth tokens (request secret, access secret);
 * simple container with two parts, public id part ("key") and
 * confidential ("secret") part.
 */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
 * Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

/*
*/

/*
* Copyright (C) 2007 Google Inc.
*
* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/ListenableFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (c) 2015 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
*
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0, and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0. You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
*
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/TooManyConnectionsPerHostException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/PoolAlreadyClosedException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/RemotelyClosedException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/TooManyConnectionsException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/request/body/generator/ReactiveStreamsBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/channel/NettyChannelConnector.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/ChannelClosedException.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/netty/handler/StreamedResponsePublisher.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchttpclient/exception/TooManyConnectionsException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * ====================================================================
 * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more
 * contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with
 * this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.
 * The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0
 * (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
 * the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 * ====================================================================
 * This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
 * individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
 * information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Sonatype, Inc. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/request/body/generator/FileBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/request/body/generator/ByteArrayBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/handler/ProgressAsyncHandler.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/request/body/Body.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/util/ProxyUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/request/body/generator/InputStreamBodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/request/body/generator/BodyGenerator.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asynchtppclient/webdav/WebDavCompletionHandlerBase.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/FilterContext.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/IOExceptionFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/ThrottleRequestFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/filter/ResponseFilter.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/HttpUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/HttpUtils.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/StringBuilderPool.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/ThrowableUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2017 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 * 
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/StringBuilderPool.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
jar/org/asynchttpclient/util/ThrowerableUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
Found in path(s):
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* Copyright (c) 2015 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
* 
* This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
* and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
* 
* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
* software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
* See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/request/body/generator/BodyChunk.java
* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-jar/org/asyncttpclient/request/body/generator/BoundedQueueFeedableBodyGenerator.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2010 Ning, Inc.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License, version 2.0
* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
  License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
*
  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
  *
  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
  WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
  License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
  under the License.
*
*/

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/DefaultAsyncHttpClient.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/proxy/ProxyServer.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/Response.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/AsyncCompletionHandlerBase.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/HttpResponseStatus.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/AsyncHttpClient.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/Request.java
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
    jar/org/asynchnhttpclient/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2018 AsyncHttpClient Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * This program is licensed to you under the Apache License Version 2.0,
 * and you may not use this file except in compliance with the Apache License Version 2.0.
 * You may obtain a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0 at
 * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
 *
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
 * software distributed under the Apache License Version 2.0 is distributed on an
 * "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the Apache License Version 2.0 for the specific language governing permissions and limitations there under.
 */

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1033232218_1591365410.3/0/async-http-client-2-10-5-sources-
1.671 tcp-wrappers 7.6-77.el7

1.671.1 Available under license:

/************************************************************************
* Copyright 1995 by Wietse Venema. All rights reserved. Some individual
* files may be covered by other copyrights.
*
* This material was originally written and compiled by Wietse Venema at
* Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands, in 1990, 1991,
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
* provided that this entire copyright notice is duplicated in all such
* copies.
*
* This software is provided "as is" and without any expressed or implied
* warranties, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of
* merchantability and fitness for any particular purpose.
/************************************************************************/
1.672 libutempter 1.1.6
1.672.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it
becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

**NO WARRANTY**

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

**END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.673 jt-contour 1.3.1

1.673.1 Available under license:

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California
<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley
<YEAR> = 1998

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".

Here is the license template:

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.674 libogg 1.3.0-7.el7
1.674.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 2002, Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.675 chkconfig 1.7.4
1.675.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License.
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
[I have snipped the snail mail address of the FSF because it has changed in the past and is likely to change again. The current address should be at http://www.gnu.org/]

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989
Preamble

The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—-to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of these terms.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes at assemblers) written by James Hacker.
Copyright (c) 1996 - 2013, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.
All rights reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

License Mixing with apps, libcurl and Third Party Libraries
=================================================================================================

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries, libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all can lead to for end users.

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

One common dilemma is that GPL[1]-licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the Original BSD license (with the announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all, but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless you accompany your license with an exception[2]. This particular problem was addressed when the Modified BSD license was created, which does not have the
announcement clause that collides with GPL.

libcurl http://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html

Uses an MIT (or Modified BSD)-style license that is as liberal as possible. Some of the source files that deal with KRB4 have Original BSD-style announce-clause licenses. You may not distribute binaries with krb4-enabled libcurl that also link with GPL-licensed code!

OpenSSL http://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an announcement clause that makes it “incompatible” with GPL. You are not allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code (unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL’s licensing is a problem for you, consider using GnuTLS or yassl instead.

GnuTLS http://www.gnutls.org/

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the LGPL[3] license. If this is a problem for you, consider using OpenSSL instead. Also note that GnuTLS itself depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

yassl http://www.yassl.com/

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL[1] license. If this is a problem for you, consider using OpenSSL or GnuTLS instead.

NSS http://www.mozilla.org/projects/security/pki/nss/

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the MPL[4] license, the GPL[1] license and the LGPL[3] license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

axTLS http://axtls.sourceforge.net/

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license.

c-ares http://daniel.haxx.se/projects/c-ares/license.html

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.
zlib  http://www.gzip.org/zlib/zlib_license.html

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license that shouldn't collide with any other library.

krb4

While nothing in particular says that a Kerberos4 library must use any particular license, the one I've tried and used successfully so far (kth-krb4) is partly Original BSD-licensed with the announcement clause. Some of the code in libcurl that is written to deal with Kerberos4 is Modified BSD-licensed.

MIT Kerberos http://web.mit.edu/kerberos/www/dist/

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any other parts.

Heimdal http://www.pdc.kth.se/heimdal/

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the announcement clause.

GNU GSS http://www.gnu.org/software/gss/

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!

fbopenssl

(Used for SPNEGO support) Unclear license. Based on its name, I assume that it uses the OpenSSL license and thus shares the same issues as described for OpenSSL above.

libidn  http://josefsson.org/libidn/

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license addresses.

OpenLDAP http://www.openldap.org/software/release/license.html
(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

libssh2 http://www.libssh2.org/

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

[2] = http://www.fsf.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs details on how to write such an exception to the GPL

1.679 bridgutils 1.5 9.el7

1.679.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69. Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.680 jaxb-api 2.2.11
1.680.1 Available under license :

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in "Copyright (c) 2004-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights
reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2
only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You
* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle designates this particular file as
subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2003-2013 Oracle
and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General
Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")
(collectively, the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can Oracle
designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2
section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in "Copyright (c) 2006-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights
reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2
Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/> Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.
c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.682 javax-json 1.0.4

1.683 dhcp 4.2.5-79.el7

1.683.1 Available under license :

# Copyright (c) 2004-2018 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")
# Copyright (c) 1995-2003 by Internet Software Consortium
#
# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR
# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
# OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
#
# Internet Systems Consortium, Inc.
# 950 Charter Street
# Redwood City, CA 94063
Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. "Contributor"

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

means

a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"

means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
1.7. "Larger Work"

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"

means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"

means any of the following:

a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with
2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and
3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under
5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including
negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who
distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any
character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been
informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability
shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from
such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such
limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may
not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts
of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of
business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that
jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing
in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or
counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject
matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that
the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not
be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

    Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section
10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a
distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

    You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version
of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,
or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license
steward.
10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. "Contributor"

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.
1.3. "Contribution"

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

means

a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"

means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"

means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"

means any of the following:

a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or
b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.
2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions
Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices
(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,
counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version
directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to
You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section
2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user
license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been
validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to
termination shall survive termination.

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,
without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,
including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free
of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software
is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,
You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,
repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential
part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under
this License except under this disclaimer.

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including
negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who
distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any
character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been
informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability
shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from
such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such
limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may
not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts
of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of
business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that
jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing
in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or
counter-claims.
9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Redistribution terms Automated Testing Framework
===========================================================================

License
*******

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011, 2012 Google Inc.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Relicensed code
***************

The following code snippets have been taken from other projects. Even though they were not originally licensed under the terms above, the original authors have agreed to relicense their work so that this project can be distributed under a single license. This section is put here just to clarify this fact.

* configure.ac, Makefile.am: The original versions were derived from the ones in the XML Catalog Manager project, version 2.2.

Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@users.sourceforge.net>

* atf-c/ui.c: The format_paragraph and format_text functions were derived from the ones in the Monotone project, revision 3a09f82da308228d796df35f98d787c5cf2bb5b6.

Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@NetBSD.org>
* atf-c++/detail/io.hpp, atf-c++/detail/io.cpp, atf-c++/detail/io_test.cpp: These files were derived from the file_handle, systembuf, pipe and pistream classes and tests found in the Boost.Process library.

Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>

* admin/check-style.sh, admin/check-style-common.awk, admin/check-style-cpp.awk, admin/check-style-shell.awk: These files, except the first one, were first implemented in the Buildtool project. They were later adapted to be part of Boost.Process and, during that process, the shell script was created.

Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>
This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (C) 1999-2014 Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND AUTHORS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
This software is open source.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Holger Zuleger HZnet nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1996-2017 Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Portions of this code release fall under one or more of the following Copyright notices. Please see individual source files for details.

For binary releases also see: OpenSSL-LICENSE.

Copyright (C) 1996-2001 Nominum, Inc.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the
above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all
copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ROB BUTLER
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL
ROB BUTLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS
OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 1987, 1990, 1993, 1994
The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (C) The Internet Society 2005. This version of
this module is part of RFC 4178; see the RFC itself for
full legal notices.

(The above copyright notice is per RFC 3978 5.6 (a), q.v.)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2004 Masarykova universita
(Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may
   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1997 - 2003 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 2002, Rice University
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Rice University (RICE) nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided by RICE and the contributors on an "as is" basis, without any representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied including, but not limited to, representations or warranties of non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall RICE or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without specific, written prior permission.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright 2000 Aaron D. Gifford. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson.
Copyright (c) 2001 Jake Burkholder.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 by Nortel Networks Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NORTEL NETWORKS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NORTEL NETWORKS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved.

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth below.

LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"), a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.

1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted under this License Terms and Conditions.

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice, this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. For the purposes of binary distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language: "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved."

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of JPNIC.

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2004 Nominet, Ltd.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NOMINET DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions Copyright RSA Security Inc.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as "RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface (Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or referencing this software.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface (Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Security Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>
Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2000-2001 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact licensing@OpenSSL.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND Red Hat DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL Red Hat BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Farsight Security, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;
OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2014 by Farsight Security, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved.

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth below.

LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"), a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.

1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted under this License Terms and Conditions.

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice, this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. For the purposes of binary distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language: "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved."

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of JPNIC.

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

1.684 glibc 2.17-322.el7_9
1.684.1 Available under license:
@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.
@center Version 2.1, February 1999

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,  
c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
Copyright © 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.  
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies  
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts  
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the  
version number 2.1.]
@end display

@section Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your  
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public  
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change  
free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some  
specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free  
Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use  
it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this  
license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to  
use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,  
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that  
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge  
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get  
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it  
in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these  
things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid  
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these  
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for  
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis  
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the *Lesser* General Public License because it does *less* to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers *less* of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate
@item
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a @item The modified work must itself be a software library.
@item You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
@item You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
@item If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

@item
You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the library''. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

- Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

- Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

- Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

- If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

@item
Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
@end enumerate

For an executable, the required form of the `work that uses the
Library` must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the
executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

@item
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

@enumerate a
@item
Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.
@item
Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
@end enumerate

@item
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

@item
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

@item
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and ``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

@item
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

@item
BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright` line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library "Frob" (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer. All rights reserved.
This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on
any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject
to the following restrictions:

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this
software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by
explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources,
credits must appear in the documentation.

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users
ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.
Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@end display

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
@item PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The “Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A “Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not “Transparent” is called “Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La\TeX{} input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The “Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, “Title Page” means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The “publisher” means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.
A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

C State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RE LICEN SI NG

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}. Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU Free Documentation License'.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.'@: line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free Software Foundation. These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following license:

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. [This condition was removed.]
4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software Consortium. The DEC portions are under the following license:
Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without specific, written prior permission.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The ISC portions are under the following license:

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following license:

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
  from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INFRINGEMENT) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,
derived from Mach 3.0:

Mach Operating System
All Rights Reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its
documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the
software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions
thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ""AS IS"
CONDITION. CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

Software Distribution Coordinator
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or
extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to
redistribute these changes.
The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

Intel License Agreement

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright (C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation provided that the following conditions are met:

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README), you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any way or form.
1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be followed.
2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.
3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]
5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author. */

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young
Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994
This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General
Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.
If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please
see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright
The Internet Society, Tom Tromey and Red Hat, Inc.:


This file is part of GNU Libidn.

GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and
gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey
Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.

The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and
libidn/punycode.h:

This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.
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documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

   All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission.

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO
EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer. All rights reserved.
This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on
any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject
to the following restrictions:
1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

   Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package, which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright by the University of Cambridge, England.

somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for the source, that is, to

ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE, it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE independently).

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL), then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with which it is incompatible.

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.: 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is freely granted, provided that this notice is preserved.

Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

(C) Copyright C E Chew

Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:

1. you do not pretend that you wrote it
2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. */
1.685.1 Available under license:

Apache Portable Runtime Utility Library
Copyright (c) 2009 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security
Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various
modifications by Spyglass Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, and
Bell Communications Research, Inc (Bellcore).
Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the include\apr_md5.h component:

/*
 * This work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
 rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
*/

For the passwd\apr_md5.c component:

/*
 * This work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */
/* MD5.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved. */

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

*/
/* apr_md5.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved.
* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this function.
*/
* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
  * that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
  * Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
  * mentioning or referencing the derived work.

* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
  * the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
  * software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
  * without express or implied warranty of any kind.

* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
  * documentation and/or software.

*/

For the include\apr_md4.h component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
  * Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
  * rights reserved.

* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
  * is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
  * Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
  * or this function.

* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
  * that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
  * Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
  * mentioning or referencing the derived work.

* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
  * the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
  * software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
  * without express or implied warranty of any kind.

* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
  * documentation and/or software.

*/

For the test\testmd4.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
  * Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

*
* Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All
* rights reserved.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the xml\expat\conftools\install-sh component:

#
# install - install a program, script, or datafile
# This comes from X11R5 (mit/util/scripts/install.sh).
#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
# documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
# the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.
#

For the expat xml parser component:

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

====================================================================

For the ldap/apr_ldap_url.c component:

/* Portions Copyright 1998-2002 The OpenLDAP Foundation
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
 * Public License. A copy of this license is available at
 * http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html or in file LICENSE in the
 * top-level directory of the distribution.
 *
 * OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.
 *
 * Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by
 * other parties and subject to additional restrictions.
 *
 * This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3
 * distribution. Information concerning this software is available
 * at: http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/
 *
 * This work also contains materials derived from public sources.
 *
 * Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at:
 * http://www.openldap.org/
 */

/*
 * Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
 * provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given
 * to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The name of the University
 * may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 * software without specific prior written permission. This software
 * is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
 */
1.686 trousers 0.3.14-2.el7

1.686.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2013, TrouSerS Project
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the TrouSerS Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.687 linux-firmware 20191203-76.gite8a0f4c.el7

1.688 gettext 0.19.8.1 2.el7

1.688.1 Available under license:

The libasprintf package is under the LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB.
This subpackage is under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory.
@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.
@center Version 2.1, February 1999

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, @c hence no sectioning command or @node.
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the \textit{Lesser} General Public License because it does \textit{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a `work based on the library` and a `work that uses the library`. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0
@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called `this License`). Each licensee is addressed as `you`.

A `library` means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The `Library`, below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A `work based on the Library` means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term `modification`.)

`Source code` for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

The modified work must itself be a software library.

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)
@end enumerate

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

@item
You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

@item
As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

@enumerate a
@item Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

@item Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

@item Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

@item If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

@item Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
@end enumerate
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

@item 
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

@enumerate a
@item Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
@end enumerate

@item 
Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
@end item

@item 
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
@end item

@item 
You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

@item
Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

@item
If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

@section END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@page
@section How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) year name of author
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.
@end example
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@smallexample
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end smallexample

That's all there is to it!
@c The GNU General Public License.
@c center Version 2, June 1991
@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
c hence no sectioning command or @node.
@display
Copyright @copyright{} 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
@end display

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@heading Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

@enumerate 0
@item
This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The ``Program'', below, refers to any such program or work, and a ``work based on the Program'' means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term ``modification''.) Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

@item
You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item
You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate
@item
You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item
You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

@item
If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
@end enumerate

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

@enumerate a
@item
Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

@item
Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

@item
Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
@end enumerate

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

@item

Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item
If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and `any later version', you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@example
@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{yyyy}  @var{name of author}

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@example
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than @samp{show w} and
@samp{show c}; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items---whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

@example
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end example

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

This is the file "copying.dj". It does NOT apply to any sources or binaries copyrighted by UCB Berkeley, the Free Software Foundation, or any other agency besides DJ Delorie and others who have agreed to allow their sources to be distributed under these terms.

Copyright Information for sources and executables that are marked Copyright (C) DJ Delorie
7 Kim Lane
Rochester NH 03867-2954

This document is Copyright (C) DJ Delorie and may be distributed verbatim, but changing it is not allowed.

Source code copyright DJ Delorie is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public Licence, with the following exceptions:

* Sources used to build crt0.o, gert0.o, libc.a, libdbg.a, and libemu.a are distributed under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License, rather than the GNU GPL.

* Any existing copyright or authorship information in any given source file must remain intact. If you modify a source file, a notice to that effect must be added to the authorship information in the source file.

* Runtime binaries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to go32-v2.exe, emu387.dxe, and stubedit.exe.
* Runtime objects and libraries, as provided by DJ in DJGPP, when linked into an application, may be distributed without sources ONLY if the recipient is given sufficient information to obtain a copy of djgpp themselves. This primarily applies to crt0.o and libc.a.

-----

Changes to source code copyright BSD, FSF, or others, by DJ Delorie fall under the terms of the original copyright. Such files usually have multiple copyright notices in them.

A copy of the files "COPYING" and "COPYING.LIB" are included with this document. If you did not receive a copy of these files, you may obtain one from whence this document was obtained, or by writing:

Free Software Foundation
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1301
USA

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".
c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.
If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under
the GPL.

The following parts are under the LGPL, see file intl/COPYING.LIB:
- the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,
- the libintl.jar Java library,
- the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,
- the gettext.sh shells script function library.

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel
directory:
- the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,
- the documentation.

 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
 Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c, list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.2, November 2002

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document *free* in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \textsc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, \LaTeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available \acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be
read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled “Acknowledgements” or “Dedications”, Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled “Endorsements”. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled “Endorsements” or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled “Endorsements”, provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History”; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements”, and any sections Entitled “Dedications”. You must delete all sections Entitled “Endorsements.”

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See [http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/](http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/).

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
```

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

```
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
```
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
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1.689.1 Available under license:

* Copyright (c) 1988 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgement:
   *This product includes software developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.
* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:
   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of
Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
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granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,
and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,
including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the
obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included
in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or
collateral in which You describe recipients’ rights relating to the
Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered
Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may
contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in
compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s
rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this
License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different
license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the
Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by
the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such
terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger
Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to
statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)
describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description
must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must
be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the
extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to
understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has
attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised
and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF
DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE
COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as “Participant”) alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY
CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or
shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

"''The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________.

Portions created by ________________ are Copyright (C) ______ ______________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [ _____ ] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [___] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
Cairo is free software.

cairo-trace is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 3. Please see COPYING-GPL-3 for the precise terms and conditions.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.
For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.
If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

Cairo is free software.

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment of each file for copyright and licensing information.

The test suite also bundles some fonts for use by the test suite. The fonts included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font</th>
<th>License</th>
<th>Distinguishing feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6x13.pcf</td>
<td>Public Domain</td>
<td>Bitmap font</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The test suite also bundles some images for use by the test suite. The images included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>License</th>
<th>Distinguishing feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>romedalen.jpg</td>
<td>Public Domain</td>
<td>Bitmap image (image/jpeg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>romedalen.png</td>
<td>Public Domain</td>
<td>Bitmap image (image/png)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The kind contributors of the bundled files are (in alphabetical order):
yvind Kols <pippin@freedesktop.org> Author of the original romedalen shot.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply.
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program’s commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Cairo is free software.

Every source file in the implementation of cairo is available to be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public License (MPL) version 1.1. Some files are available under more liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used under either the LGPL or the MPL.

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and conditions of either license:

COPYING-LGPL-2.1
COPYING-MPL-1.1

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing information, (in the opening comment of each file). Cairo is free software.

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment of each file for copyright and licensing information. Cairo is free software.

These utilities are all free software, please see the licensing conditions in the opening comments of each file. Cairo is free software.

Every source file in the implementation[*] of cairo is available to be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public License (MPL) version 1.1. Some files are available under more liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used under either the LGPL or the MPL.
See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and conditions of either license:

COPYING-LGPL-2.1
COPYING-MPL-1.1

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing information, (in the opening comment of each file).

[*] The implementation of cairo is contained entirely within the "src" directory of the cairo source distribution. There are other components of the cairo source distribution (such as the "test", "util", and "perf") that are auxiliary to the library itself. None of the source code in these directories contributes to a build of the cairo library itself, (libcairo.so or cairo.dll or similar).

These auxiliary components are also free software, but may be under different license terms than cairo itself. For example, most of the test cases in the perf and test directories are made available under an MIT license to simplify any use of this code for reference purposes in using cairo itself. Other files might be available under the GNU General Public License (GPL), for example. Again, please see the COPYING file under each directory and the opening comment of each file for copyright and licensing information.

1.691 desktop-file-utils 0.23

1.691.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

See /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2, or
<http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.txt> for the terms of the latest version
of the GNU General Public License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.693 java-servlet-api 3.1.0
1.693.1 Available under license :
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or
portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients', rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item., as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to
make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the
software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all
the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show
them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you
legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no
warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to
know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the
original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that
redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To
prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying
it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such
program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications
and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term
"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its
scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its
contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,
provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and
give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty
protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted
interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit
geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this
License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time
to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new
problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License
which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that
version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are
different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software
Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be
guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the
sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE
PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY
COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE
PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF
THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to
achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C)

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special
exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

1.694 activemq-jms-pool 5.15.12
1.694.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: Generic JMS Pool
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[[]]
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.695 libgsm 1.0.13-11.el7

1.695.1 Available under license:

   Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by Jutta Degener and Carsten Bormann,
   Technische Universitaet Berlin

   Any use of this software is permitted provided that this notice is not
   removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin
   are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this
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software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of this software. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

As a matter of courtesy, the authors request to be informed about uses this software has found, about bugs in this software, and about any improvements that may be of general interest.

Berlin, 28.11.1994
Jutta Degener
Carsten Bormann

oOo

Since the original terms of 15 years ago maybe do not make our intentions completely clear given today's refined usage of the legal terms, we append this additional permission:

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that this notice is not removed and that neither the authors nor the Technische Universitaet Berlin are deemed to have made any representations as to the suitability of this software for any purpose nor are held responsible for any defects of this software. THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY FOR THIS SOFTWARE.

Berkeley/Bremen, 05.04.2009
Jutta Degener
Carsten Bormann

1.696 istack-commons 3.0.8
1.696.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB project.

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

## Trademarks

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

## Copyright

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed source code repository logs.

## Declared Project Licenses

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

## Source Code

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser
* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi
## Third-party Content

This project leverages the following third party content.

**Apache Ant (1.10.2)**

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

**Apache Ant (1.10.2)**

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

**Apache Felix (1.2.0)**

* License: Apache License, 2.0

**args4j (2.33)**

* License: MIT License

**dom4j (1.6.1)**

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

**file-management (3.0.0)**

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/
* Source:
  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

**JUnit (4.12)**

* License: Eclipse Public License

**JUnit (4.12)**

* License: Eclipse Public License

**maven-compat (3.5.2)**

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2
maven-core (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html
* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/
* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/
* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)
* License: Apache-2.0
maven-settings (3.5.2)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Source:
  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

* License: Apache License, 2.0

plexus-archiver (3.5)

* License: Apache-2.0
* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/
* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

plexus-io (3.0.0)

* License: Apache-2.0

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

* License: Apache-2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

* License: New BSD license

Sax (0.2)

* License: SAX-PD
* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

testng (6.14.2)

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)
* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html
* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

* License: Pending
* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/
* Source:
xz for java (1.8)

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

## Cryptography

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software, please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.

1.697  libnl3  1.1.4-3.el7

1.697.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
     Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
1.698 libx11 1.6.7-3.el7_9

1.698.1 Available under license:

The following is the 'standard copyright' agreed upon by most contributors, and is currently the canonical license preferred by the X.Org Foundation. This is a slight variant of the common MIT license form published by the Open Source Initiative at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where possible, and insert their name to this list. Please sort by surname for people, and by the full name for other entities (e.g. Juliusz Chroboczek sorts before Intel Corporation sorts before Daniel Stone).

See each individual source file or directory for the license that applies to that file.

Copyright (C) 2003-2006,2008 Jamey Sharp, Josh Triplett
Copyright 2009 Red Hat, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
The following licenses are 'legacy' - usually MIT/X11 licenses with the name of the copyright holder(s) in the license statement:

Copyright 1984-1994, 1998 The Open Group

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.


Portions Copyright 1990, 1991 by Tektronix, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the names of Digital and Tektronix not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this documentation without specific, written prior permission. Digital and Tektronix makes no representations about the suitability of this documentation for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

----------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the
Free Software Foundation.

Code and supporting documentation (c) Copyright 1990 1991 Tektronix, Inc. All Rights Reserved

This file is a component of an X Window System-specific implementation of Xcms based on the TekColor Color Management System. TekColor is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. The term "TekHVC" designates a particular color space that is the subject of U.S. Patent No. 4,985,853 (equivalent foreign patents pending). Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, sell, and otherwise distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee, provided that:

1. This copyright, permission, and disclaimer notice is reproduced in all copies of this software and any modification thereof and in supporting documentation;
2. Any color-handling application which displays TekHVC color coordinates identifies these as TekHVC color coordinates in any interface that displays these coordinates and in any associated documentation;
3. The term "TekHVC" is always used, and is only used, in association with the mathematical derivations of the TekHVC Color Space, including those provided in this file and any equivalent pathways and mathematical derivations, regardless of digital (e.g., floating point or integer) representation.

Tektronix makes no representation about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" and with all faults.

TEKTRONIX DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL TEKTRONIX BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

(c) Copyright 1995 FUJITSU LIMITED
This is source code modified by FUJITSU LIMITED under the Joint Development Agreement for the CDE/Motif PST.

----------------------------------------
(c) Copyright 1992 by Oki Technosystems Laboratory, Inc.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Oki Technosystems Laboratory and Fuji Xerox not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Oki Technosystems Laboratory and Fuji Xerox make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------


Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.
It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL DAVID E. WEXELBLAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of David E. Wexelblat shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from David E. Wexelblat.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name OMRON not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. OMRON makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OMRON DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OMRON BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation, and that the name of Open Software Foundation
not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission. Open Software
Foundation makes no representations about the suitability of this
software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or
implied warranty.

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and
its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and Sony Corporation
not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission. FUJITSU LIMITED and
Sony Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of this
software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or
implied warranty.

FUJITSU LIMITED AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD
TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 1993, 1995 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific prior written permission. Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without any express or implied warranty.

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. FUJITSU LIMITED and Digital Equipment Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 1992, 1993 by FUJITSU LIMITED
Copyright 1993 by Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc.
Copyright 1994 by Sony Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software
and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and
that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear
in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED,
Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and Sony Corporation not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission.
FUJITSU LIMITED, Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and
Sony Corporation make no representations about the suitability of
this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without
express or implied warranty.

FUJITSU LIMITED, FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC. AND SONY
CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS,
IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC., FUJITSU LIMITED
AND SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS
OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE
OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------------------

Copyright 1987, 1988, 1990, 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation,
Maynard, Massachusetts,

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission.

DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL
DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of SunSoft, Inc. and Bruno Haible not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. SunSoft, Inc. and Bruno Haible make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

SunSoft Inc. AND Bruno Haible DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL SunSoft, Inc. OR Bruno Haible BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and TOSHIBA not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Open Software Foundation and TOSHIBA make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN OR TOSHIBA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca.,

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name Wyse not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

WYSE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation
Copyright 1993, 1994 by the Sony Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Open Software Foundation and Sony Corporation make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1986, 1998  The Open Group
Copyright (c) 2000  The XFree86 Project, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM OR THE XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium or of the XFree86 Project shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium and the XFree86 Project.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation, and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation
Copyright 1993 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and Open Software Foundation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and Open Software Foundation make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or
OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, AND OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION
DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT
SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OR OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF
OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca,
Copyright 1987 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name Digital not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the
software without specific, written prior permission.

DIGITAL AND WYSE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO
EVENT SHALL DIGITAL OR WYSE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF
USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 1991, 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and
that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of Fuji Xerox,
FUJITSU LIMITED not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission. Fuji Xerox, FUJITSU LIMITED make no representations
about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

FUJI XEROX, FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJI XEROX, FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

------------------------------

Copyright 2006 Josh Triplett

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

------------------------------

(c) Copyright 1996 by Sebastien Marineau and Holger Veit
<marineau@genie.uottawa.ca>
    <Holger.Veit@gmd.de>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL HOLGER VEIT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Sebastien Marineau or Holger Veit shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Holger Veit or Sebastien Marineau.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation, and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation
Copyright 1993 by the TOSHIBA Corp.
Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation
Copyright 1993, 1994 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open Software Foundation, and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open Software Foundation, and Sony Corporation make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 2000 by Bruno Haible

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Bruno Haible not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Bruno Haible makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Bruno Haible DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL Bruno Haible BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright 2003 Keith Packard

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Keith Packard makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, Troy D. Hanson
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
to, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 1992, 1993 by TOSHIBA Corp.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation, and that the name of TOSHIBA not be used in advertising
or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
written prior permission. TOSHIBA make no representations about the
suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty.

TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL
TOSHIBA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright IBM Corporation 1993

All Rights Reserved

License to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of IBM not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

IBM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS, AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, IN NO EVENT SHALL IBM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------
Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation, and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, and NTT not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, and NTT make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, AND NTT, DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, OR NTT, BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This notice applies to the files in this directory. They are taken from the libiconv-1.1 package, which is covered by the LGPL license. The files in this directory have been placed under the following copyright, with permission from the Free Software Foundation.

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the Free Software Foundation.

Notes:

1. This copyright applies only to the files in this directory, and not to the remaining files in libiconv.

2. The Free Software Foundation does not encourage the use of the above license for newly written software.

1.699 pam 1.1.8 22.el7

1.699.1 Available under license:

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release may be distributed:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
Copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without their specific prior
written permission.

Alternatively, this product may be distributed under the terms of the
GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the
provisions of the GNU LGPL are required instead of the above
restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict
between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style
copyright.)

This software is provided "as is" and any express or implied
warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed.
in no event shall the author(s) be liable for any direct, indirect,
incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including,
but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss
of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and
on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or
tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the
use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such
damage.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the
licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release
may be distributed:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with
or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright
notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,
including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without their specific prior
written permission.
ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure that the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

Open Source Used in Cisco VSM 7.14.3 25469
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License. The licensing conditions for each module in this package are detailed in the module source files.

1.700 alsa-utils 1.1.6 1.el7
1.700.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.701 sos 3.6
1.701.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
saftest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU 
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public 
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the 
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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Maven SCM Subversion Provider - SVN Executable Impl. 
Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 
the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["] replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
1.704 compat-openldap 2.3.43

1.704.1 Available under license:

Copyright 1998-2008 The OpenLDAP Foundation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
Public License.

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the
top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by
other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3
distribution. Information concerning this software is available

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at
<http://www.openldap.org/>.

---

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP
Public License.

---

Portions Copyright 1999-2005 Symas Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved. The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without their specific prior written permission. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

---

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The name of the University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

******************************************************************************/
Copyright 1998-2008 The OpenLDAP Foundation All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP Public License. A copy of this license is available at http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html or in file LICENSE in the top-level directory of the distribution.
OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by other parties and subject to additional restrictions.

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3 distribution. Information concerning this software is available at: http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcsladap/

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

Additional Information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at: http://www.openldap.org/
or by sending e-mail to:
   info@OpenLDAP.org

---

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The name of the University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

The OpenLDAP Public License
   Version 2.7, 7 September 2001

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use
this Software under terms of this license revision or under the
terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)
OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in
advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing
in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title
to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with
copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,
California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and
distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

The OpenLDAP Public License
Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements
   and notices,

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright
   statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following
   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution, and

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.
Each revision is distinguished by a version number. You may use
this Software under terms of this license revision or under the
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

1.705 libassuan 2.1.0-3.el7

1.705.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program—to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNUGN LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

      (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.706 acl 2.2.51 14.el7

1.706.1 Available under license:
Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The ”Program”, below, refers to any such program or work, and a ”work based on the Program” means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Nathan Scott nathans@debian.org on
Tue, 26 Feb 2002 13:25:26 +1100

It can be downloaded from ftp://acl.bestbits.at/

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 2001 Andreas Gruenbacher.
Copyright (C) 2001-2002 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

You are free to distribute this software under Version 2.1
of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
On Debian systems, refer to /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1
for the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

Certain components (as annotated in the source) are licensed
under the terms of the GNU General Public License.
On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL file. Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

-----------------------------------------------

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.707 hostname 3.13
1.707.1 Available under license:
This package was written by Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de> on Thu, 16 Jan 1997 01:00:34 +0100.

License:

Copyright (C) 2009 Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>
Copyright (C) 2004-2005 Graham Wilson <graham@debian.org>
Copyright (C) 1997 Bernd Eckenfels
Copyright (C) 1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>
Copyright (C) 1996 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License
can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

hostname -- set the host name or show the host/domain name

Copyright (C) 1994-1997 Peter Tobias <tobias@et-inf.fho-emden.de>
    2009-     Michael Meskes <meskes@debian.org>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

1.708 redhat-logos 70.0.3
1.708.1 Available under license :

Red Hat, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, and the Shadowman logo, either separately or in combination, are hereinafter
referred to as "Red Hat Trademarks" and are trademarks of Red Hat, Inc., registered in the United States and other
countries.

The redhat-logos package ("Package") contains images that are or include the Red Hat Trademarks and Red Hat
trade dress. You are granted the right to use the Package only during the normal operation of software programs that
call upon the Package. No other copyright or trademark license is granted herein.

NO WARRANTY. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARNANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
NONINFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL RED HAT, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS PACKAGE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.709 libcap 2.22 9.el7

1.709.1 Available under license:

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the
licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release
may be distributed:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with
or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright
   notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,
   including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current
   copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following
   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
   with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote
   products derived from this software without their specific prior
   written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the
GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of
the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This
clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL
and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARNANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARNANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release may be used and distributed:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without their specific prior written permission.

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions. (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.710 postfix 2.10.1-7.el7
1.710.1 Available under license:
IBM PUBLIC LICENSE VERSION 1.0 - SECURE MAILER

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS IBM PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:
  a) in the case of International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM"), the Original Program, and
  b) in the case of each Contributor,
      i) changes to the Program, and
      ii) additions to the Program;
    where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor.
    A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

Contributions do not include additions to the Program which:
  (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and
  (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means IBM and any other entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Original Program" means the original version of the software accompanying this Agreement as released by IBM, including source code, object code and documentation, if any.

"Program" means the Original Program and Contributions.
"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

   b) its license agreement:
i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and  
b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Each Contributor must include the following in a conspicuous location in the Program:

Copyright (c) 1997,1998,1999, International Business Machines Corporation and others. All Rights Reserved.

In addition, each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property
infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:
  a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,
and
  b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with
the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related
settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may
participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial
product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial
Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance
claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance
claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility
alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to
defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance
claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to
pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those
damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED
ON AN 'AS IS' BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining
the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes
all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,
compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or
equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR
ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under
applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of
the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action
by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

IBM may publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. No one other than IBM has the right to modify this Agreement. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Author:
=======
- Postfix/TLS support was originally developed by Lutz Jaenicke of Brandenburg University of Technology, Cottbus, Germany.

License:
=======
- This software is free. You can do with it whatever you want. I would however kindly ask you to acknowledge the use of this package, if you are going use it in your software, which you might be going to distribute. I would also like to receive a note if you are a satisfied user :-)

Acknowledgements:
=================
- This package is based on the OpenSSL package as provided by the ` OpenSSL Project`.

Disclaimer:
===========
- This software is provided "as is". You are using it at your own risk. I will take no liability in any case.
- This software package uses strong cryptography, so even if it is created, maintained and distributed from liberal countries in Europe (where it is legal to do this), it falls under certain export/import and/or use restrictions in some other parts of the world.
- PLEASE REMEMBER THAT EXPORT/IMPORT AND/OR USE OF STRONG CRYPTOGRAPHY SOFTWARE, PROVIDING CRYPTOGRAPHY HOOKS OR EVEN JUST COMMUNICATING TECHNICAL DETAILS ABOUT CRYPTOGRAPHY SOFTWARE IS ILLEGAL IN SOME PARTS OF THE WORLD. SO, WHEN YOU IMPORT THIS PACKAGE TO YOUR COUNTRY, RE-DISTRIBUTE IT FROM THERE OR EVEN JUST EMAIL TECHNICAL SUGGESTIONS OR EVEN SOURCE PATCHES TO THE AUTHOR OR OTHER PEOPLE YOU ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO ANY EXPORT/IMPORT AND/OR USE LAWS WHICH APPLY TO YOU. THE AUTHOR OF PFIXTLS IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY VIOLATIONS YOU MAKE HERE. SO BE CAREFULLY YOURSELF, IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.

Included for the use of the fix_strcasecmp.c module which works around a Solaris problem.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 1987, 1993
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
 * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * * are met:
 * * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 * *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 * *This product includes software developed by the University of
 * *California, Berkeley and its contributors.
The "Artistic License"

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where
b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own. You may embed this Package’s interpreter within an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the interpreter is so embedded.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package. If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this Package via the so-called “undump” or “unexec” methods of producing a binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this Package.

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the regression tests for the language.

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is, when no overt attempt is made to make this Package’s interfaces visible to the end user of the commercial distribution. Such use shall not be construed as a distribution of this Package.
9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End
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/* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Sara Golemon <sarag@libssh2.org>
 * Copyright (c) 2005,2006 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>
 * Copyright (c) 2006-2007 The Written Word, Inc.
 * Copyright (c) 2007 Eli Fant <elifantu@mail.ru>
 * Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Daniel Stenberg
 * Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Simon Josefsson
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,
 * with or without modification, are permitted provided
 * that the following conditions are met:
 *
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
 * following disclaimer.
 *
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
 * disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
 * provided with the distribution.
 *
 * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names
 * of any other contributors may be used to endorse or
 * promote products derived from this software without
 * specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
 * CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
 * INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
 * CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
 * BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
 * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
* OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
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1.713.1 Available under license:

ActiveMQ :: Log4j Appender
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
   stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
    that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
    attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
    excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
    the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
    distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
    include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
    within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
    pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
    of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
    as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.714.1 Available under license:

This is version 2007-Mar-4 of the Info-ZIP license.
The definitive version of this document should be available at
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and

Copyright (c) 1990-2007 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as
the following set of individuals:

Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,
Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,
Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,
David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,
Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,
Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda, Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren, Rich Wales, Mike White.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries) must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. The sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive; that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.

3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries, compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP" (or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP will provide support for the altered versions.


RECORD
  Carriage_Control carriage_return
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1.715.1 Available under license:

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python.

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote
products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.
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1.716.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

**GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program "Gnomovision" (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the
portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program—to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.
If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document \textit{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``\textit{copyleft}'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall
subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ¨Cover Texts” are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ¨Transparent” copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not ¨Transparent” is called ¨Opaque”.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain @sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ¨Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or
to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled “Acknowledgements”, and any sections Entitled “Dedications”. You must delete all sections Entitled “Endorsements.”

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

```Incorporate`` means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is `eligible for relicensing`` if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}. Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License``.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{ }Texts.` line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.
However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
      based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
      facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
      Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
      that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
      where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(This file is under construction.)

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is
not meant as a slight. I just don’t know about it. Email me,
nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into
the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS
file, as requested by the FSF.

++++++++++++++++

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax. [more details?]

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for
gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of
the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c,
input-file.c, write.c.

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various
enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several
processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format
backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff
and b.out backends), adding configuration including heavy testing and
verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming,
converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added
support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a
coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a
sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host
ports, updated “know” assertions and made them work, much other
reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of
the code in format-specific I/O modules.
The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan. Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.

Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of Computer Science.

Keith Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support that hasn't been merged in yet. Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS code to support a.out format.

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors (tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format (obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions. Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog targets.

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and simplified the configuration of which versions accept which pseudo-ops. He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr). John fixed many bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in relaxation that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k, i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support, and made a few other minor patches. He handled the binutils releases for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of
Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many small bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon University. Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus Solutions. Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000 series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30 (tms320c30).

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

Many others have contributed large or small bug fixes and enhancements. If you’ve contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and want to be, let us know. Some of the history has been lost; we aren’t intentionally leaving anyone out.

Copyright (C) 2012-2019 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

1.717 zlib 3.1.2-4.el7
1.717.1 Available under license:
   Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

   The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.718 perl-file-temp 0.23.01

1.718.1 Available under license:

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any later version, or
b) the "Artistic License"

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

This is free software, licensed under:

The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1, February 1989

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users at the mercy of those companies. By contrast, our General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. The General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. You can use it for your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must tell them their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the
Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications. Each licensee is addressed as "you".

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License along with the Program. You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph 1 above, provided that you also do the following:

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change; and

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all third parties, at your option).

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General Public License.

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of these terms.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the corresponding source code may be obtained. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable file, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that accompany that operating system.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use the Program under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so, and all its terms and conditions.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.

7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the
appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the
commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show
c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your
program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes
at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

This is free software, licensed under:

The Artistic License 1.0

The Artistic License

Preamble

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

Definitions:

- "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.
- "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright Holder.
- "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.
- "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.
- "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)
- "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.
3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.
7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The End

1.719 jackson-jaxrs 2.11.1

1.719.1 Available under license:
This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library. It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has been in development since 2007. It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses. To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file. For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
1.720 aspectj-tools 1.7.4

1.720.1 Available under license:

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 compiler.copyright = Copyright IBM Corp 2000, 2011. All rights reserved.'

Found license 'Common Public License 1.0 (CPLv1.0)' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Common Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 more details.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 "This software is distributed under the Eclipse Public License\n" 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors. All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 " * All Rights Reserved.\n" + \$NON-NLS-1$'

Found license 'Common Public License 1.0 (CPLv1.0)' in ' and others. All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Common Public License v1.0 which accompanies this'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors. All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2007 Contributors. All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

1.721 json-java 20131018

1.721.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (c) 2013 JSON.org
 *
 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
 * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
 * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
 * to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
 * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
 * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
 * 
 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
 * copies or substantial portions of the Software.
 * 
 * The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.
 */
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
*

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/BitOutputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/Compressor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/Keep.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/BitInputStream.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/MapKeep.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/PostMortem.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/TrieKeep.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/JSONzip.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/Huff.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/zip/Kim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*

Copyright (c) 2012 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/

Copyright (c) 2008 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Found in path(s):
*/

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/JSONArray.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/JSONObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/Cookie.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/HTTP.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/Property.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/CookieList.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/JSONTokener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/XML.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/CDL.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/XMLTokener.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/HTTPTokener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
Copyright (c) 2006 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/JSONWriter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1126439541_1611634442.47/0/json-20131018-sources-jar/org/json/JSONStringer.java

1.722 requirejs 2.1.8
1.722.1 Available under license :
* @license RequireJS 2.1.8 Copyright (c) 2010-2012, The Dojo Foundation All Rights Reserved.

* Available via the MIT or new BSD license.

* see: http://github.com/jrburke/requirejs for details
   https://github.com/jrburke/requirejs/blob/master/LICENSE

RequireJS is released under two licenses: new BSD, and MIT. You may pick the
license that best suits your development needs. The text of both licenses are
provided below.
The "New" BSD License:

----------------------

Copyright (c) 2010-2011, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors
  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
  without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

Copyright (c) 2010-2011, The Dojo Foundation

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

1.723 velocity 1.7
1.723.1 Available under license:
Apache Velocity

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.724 gnupg 2.0.22
1.724.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program— to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.
2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a
facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application
that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the
facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified
version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to
ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to
recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
restrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.

The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer
system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNUGENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates.
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>. 

NOTE: it is our intent to place new doc under the ASL 2.0 license. **However** at the time of this writing, the files are under different license. Please review the copyright section of each file to see which license applies.

Below is a copy of the ASL 2.0.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright {} [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, “submitted” means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution.”

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and where ever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
1.727 libtirpc 0.2.4-0.15.el7

1.727.1 Available under license:

/*
 * Copyright (c) Copyright (c) Bull S.A. 2005 All Rights Reserved.
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
 * derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
 * IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
 * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
 * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
 * DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
 * THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
 * (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
 * THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

1.728 httpcomponents-client 4.5.6

1.728.1 Available under license:

Apache HttpClient
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.729 aspect-j 1.8.9

1.729.1 Available under license:

```java
YEARS[Ljava/lang/String;tagLjava/lang/String;license	copyright
gotLicenseZgotCopyright<init>')(Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;):VCodeLineNumberTableLocalVariableTablehisLicenseInnerClasses:Lorg/aspectj/internal/tools/ant/taskdefs/Checklics$License;9(Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/...```
This is a binary-only release. Source code is available from http://eclipse.org/aspectj.

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this distribution ("Content"). Unless otherwise indicated below, the Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html. For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the Content is being redistributed by another party ("Redistributor") and different terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content. Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content. If no such license exists, contact the Redistributor. Unless otherwise indicated below, the terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code in the Content and such source code may be obtained at http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj.

Third Party Content
The Content includes items that have been sourced from third parties as set out below. If you
did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the following is provided for informational purposes only, and you should look to the Redistributors license for terms and conditions of use.</p>

<h4>BCEL v5.1</h4>

This product contains software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (<a href="http://www.apache.org/">http://www.apache.org</a>).</p>

AspectJ includes a modified version of the Apache Jakarta Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) v5.1. BCEL is available at <a href="http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel/">http://jakarta.apache.org/bcel/</a>. Source code for the modified version of BCEL is available at Eclipse.org in the AspectJ source tree. This code is made available under the Apache Software License v1.1.

<h4>ASM v2.2.1</h4>


<pre>Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF</pre>
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

</pre>
</em>
</body>
</html>

1.730 libldb 1.3.4

1.730.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 1998 Red Hat Software

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

1.731 zlib 1.2.5

1.731.1 Available under license:

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library
   version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

   Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.732 jai-codec 1.1.3

1.732.1 Available under license:

SUN IS WILLING TO LICENSE THIS SPECIFICATION TO YOU ONLY UPON THE CONDITION THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT ("AGREEMENT"). PLEASE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE CAREFULLY. BY DOWNLOADING THIS SPECIFICATION, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS, SELECT THE "DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE AND THE DOWNLOADING PROCESS WILL NOT CONTINUE.

Java(TM) Advanced Imaging API Specification ("Specification")
Version: 1.1
Status: MR
Release: April, 2003

Copyright 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A.

All rights reserved.

NOTICE
The Specification is protected by copyright and the information described therein may be protected by one or more U.S. patents, foreign patents, or pending applications. Except as provided under the following license, no part of the Specification may be reproduced in any form by any means without the prior written authorization of Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") and its licensors, if any. Any use of the Specification and the information described therein will be governed by the terms and conditions of this license and the Export Control Guidelines as set forth in the Terms of Use on Sun's website. By viewing, downloading or otherwise copying the Specification, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with all of the terms and conditions set forth herein.

Sun hereby grants you a fully-paid, non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide, limited license (without the right to sublicense), under Sun's intellectual property rights that are essential to practice the Specification, to internally practice the Specification for the purpose of designing and developing your Java applets and applications intended to run on the Java platform or creating a clean room implementation of the Specification that: (i) includes a complete implementation of the current version of the Specification, without subsetting or supersetting; (ii) implements all of the interfaces and functionality of the Specification without subsetting or supersetting; (iii) includes a complete implementation of any optional components (as defined by the Specification) which you choose to implement, without subsetting or supersetting; (iv) implements all
of the interfaces and functionality of such optional components, without 
subsetting or supersetting; (v) does not add any additional packages, 
classes or interfaces to the "java.*" or "javax.*" packages or subpackages 
or other packages defined by the Specification; (vi) satisfies all testing 
requirements available from Sun relating to the most recently published 
version of the Specification six (6) months prior to any release of the 
clean room implementation or upgrade thereto; (vii) does not derive from any 
Sun source code or binary code materials; and (viii) does not include any 
Sun source code or binary code materials without an appropriate and separate 
license from Sun. The Specification contains the proprietary information of 
Sun and may only be used in accordance with the license terms set forth 
herein. This license will terminate immediately without notice from Sun if 
you fail to comply with any provision of this license. Upon termination or 
expiration of this license, you must cease use of or destroy the 
Specification.

TRADEMARKS
No right, title, or interest in or to any trademarks, service marks, or 
trade names of Sun or Sun's licensors is granted hereunder. Sun, Sun 
Microsystems, the Sun logo, Java, and the Java Coffee Cup logo are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. 
and other countries.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES
THE SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS". SUN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR 
NON-INFRINGEMENT THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE SPECIFICATION ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY 
PURPOSE OR THAT ANY PRACTICE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT 
INFRINGEMENT ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE SECRETS OR OTHER 
RIGHTS. This document does not represent any commitment to release or 
implement any portion of the Specification in any product.

THE SPECIFICATION COULD INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIES OR TYPOGRAPHICAL 
ERRORS. CHANGES ARE PERIODICALLY ADDED TO THE INFORMATION THEREIN; THESE 
CHANGES WILL BE INCORPORATED INTO NEW VERSIONS OF THE SPECIFICATION, IF 
ANY. SUN MAY MAKE IMPROVEMENTS AND/OR CHANGES TO THE PRODUCT(S) AND/OR THE 
PROGRAM(S) DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATION AT ANY TIME. Any use of such 
changes in the Specification will be governed by the then-current license 
for the applicable version of the Specification.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST REVENUE, 
PROFITS OR DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO ANY FURNISHING, PRACTICING, MODIFYING OR ANY 
USE OF THE SPECIFICATION, EVEN IF SUN AND/OR ITS LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You will indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Sun and its licensors from any claims arising or resulting from: (i) your use of the Specification; (ii) the use or distribution of your Java application, applet and/or clean room implementation; and/or (iii) any claims that later versions or releases of any Specification furnished to you are incompatible with the Specification provided to you under this license.

RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND
U.S. Government: If this Specification is being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government's rights in the Software and accompanying documentation shall be only as set forth in this license; this is in accordance with 48 C.F.R. 227.7201 through 227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense (DoD) acquisitions) and with 48 C.F.R. 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DoD acquisitions).

REPORT
You may wish to report any ambiguities, inconsistencies or inaccuracies you may find in connection with your use of the Specification ("Feedback"). To the extent that you provide Sun with any Feedback, you hereby: (i) agree that such Feedback is provided on a non-proprietary and non-confidential basis, and (ii) grant Sun a perpetual, non-exclusive, worldwide, fully paid-up, irrevocable license, with the right to sublicense through multiple levels of sublicensees, to incorporate, disclose, and use without limitation the Feedback for any purpose related to the Specification and future versions, implementations, and test suites thereof.

(LFI#95629/Form ID#011801)
This software is licensed by Sun:

i) for research use under terms of the Java Research License (JRL) as specified in the LICENSE-JRL.txt file and on the web at "http://jai.dev.java.net/jrl.html"; or

ii) for commercial use under the terms of the Java Distribution License (JDL) as specified in the LICENSE-JDL.txt file and on the web at "http://jai.dev.java.net/jdl-jai.pdf".

JAVA RESEARCH LICENSE
Version 1.5

I. DEFINITIONS.

"Licensee " means You and any other party that has entered into and has in effect a version of this License.

"Modifications" means any (a) change or addition to the Technology or
(b) new source or object code implementing any portion of the Technology.

"Sun" means Sun Microsystems, Inc. and its successors and assignees.

"Research Use" means research, evaluation, or development for the purpose of advancing knowledge, teaching, learning, or customizing the Technology or Modifications for personal use. Research Use expressly excludes use or distribution for direct or indirect commercial (including strategic) gain or advantage.

"Technology" means the source code, object code and specifications of the technology made available by Sun pursuant to this License.

"Technology Site" means the website designated by Sun for accessing the Technology.

"You" means the individual executing this License or the legal entity or entities represented by the individual executing this License.

II. PURPOSE.

Sun is licensing the Technology under this Java Research License (the "License") to promote research, education, innovation, and development using the Technology.

COMMERCIAL USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNOLOGY AND MODIFICATIONS IS PERMITTED ONLY UNDER A SUN COMMERCIAL LICENSE.

III. RESEARCH USE RIGHTS.

A. License Grant. Subject to the conditions contained herein, Sun grants to You a non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide, and royalty-free license to do the following for Your Research Use only:

1. Reproduce, create Modifications of, and use the Technology alone, or with Modifications;

2. Share source code of the Technology alone, or with Modifications, with other Licensees; and

3. Distribute object code of the Technology, alone, or with Modifications, to any third parties for Research Use only, under a license of Your choice that is consistent with this License; and publish papers and books discussing the Technology which may include relevant excerpts that do not in the aggregate constitute a significant portion of the Technology.
B. Residual Rights. You may use any information in intangible form that you remember after accessing the Technology, except when such use violates Sun's copyrights or patent rights.

C. No Implied Licenses. Other than the rights granted herein, Sun retains all rights, title, and interest in Technology, and You retain all rights, title, and interest in Your Modifications and associated specifications, subject to the terms of this License.

D. Open Source Licenses. Portions of the Technology may be provided with notices and open source licenses from open source communities and third parties that govern the use of those portions, and any licenses granted hereunder do not alter any rights and obligations you may have under such open source licenses, however, the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provisions in this License will apply to all Technology in this distribution.

IV. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS

As a condition to Your License, You agree to comply with the following restrictions and responsibilities:

A. License and Copyright Notices. You must include a copy of this Java Research License in a Readme file for any Technology or Modifications you distribute. You must also include the following statement, "Use and distribution of this technology is subject to the Java Research License included herein", (a) once prominently in the source code tree and/or specifications for Your source code distributions, and (b) once in the same file as Your copyright or proprietary notices for Your binary code distributions. You must cause any files containing Your Modification to carry prominent notice stating that You changed the files. You must not remove or alter any copyright or other proprietary notices in the Technology.

B. Licensee Exchanges. Any Technology and Modifications You receive from any Licensee are governed by this License.

V. GENERAL TERMS.

A. Disclaimer Of Warranties.

THE TECHNOLOGY IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE TECHNOLOGY IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. YOU AGREE THAT YOU BEAR THE ENTIRE RISK IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ANY AND ALL TECHNOLOGY UNDER THIS LICENSE.
B. Infringement; Limitation Of Liability.

1. If any portion of, or functionality implemented by, the Technology becomes the subject of a claim or threatened claim of infringement ("Affected Materials"), Sun may, in its unrestricted discretion, suspend Your rights to use and distribute the Affected Materials under this License. Such suspension of rights will be effective immediately upon Sun's posting of notice of suspension on the Technology Site.

2. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFITS, USE, DATA, OR ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE OF ANY SORT), HOWEVER IT ARISES AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY (including negligence), WHETHER OR NOT SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. LIABILITY UNDER THIS SECTION V.B.2 SHALL BE SO LIMITED AND EXCLUDED, NOTWITHSTANDING FAILURE OF THE ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY REMEDY.

C. Termination.

1. You may terminate this License at any time by notifying Sun in writing.

2. All Your rights will terminate under this License if You fail to comply with any of its material terms or conditions and do not cure such failure within thirty (30) days after becoming aware of such noncompliance.

3. Upon termination, You must discontinue all uses and distribution of the Technology, and all provisions of this Section V ("General Terms") shall survive termination.

D. Miscellaneous.

1. Trademark. You agree to comply with Sun's Trademark & Logo Usage Requirements, as modified from time to time, available at http://www.sun.com/policies/trademarks/. Except as expressly provided in this License, You are granted no rights in or to any Sun trademarks now or hereafter used or licensed by Sun.

2. Integration. This License represents the complete agreement of the parties concerning its subject matter.

3. Severability. If any provision of this License is held unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed to the extent necessary to make it enforceable unless to do so would defeat the intent of the parties, in which case, this License shall terminate.

4. Governing Law. This License is governed by the laws of the United
States and the State of California, as applied to contracts entered into and performed in California between California residents. In no event shall this License be construed against the drafter.

5. Export Control. As further described at http://www.sun.com/its, you agree to comply with the U.S. export controls and trade laws of other countries that apply to Technology and Modifications.

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Binary Code License Agreement

MEDIALIB FOR JAI

READ THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY PROVIDED SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS (COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE. BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE, YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY, INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS BY SELECTING THE "ACCEPT" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL THESE TERMS, PROMPTLY RETURN THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A REFUND OR, IF THE SOFTWARE IS ACCESSED ELECTRONICALLY, SELECT THE "DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. LICENSE TO USE. Sun grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable license for the internal use only of the accompanying software and documentation, the Java Advanced and any error corrections provided by Sun (collectively "Software"), by the number of users and the class of computer hardware for which the corresponding fee has been paid.

2. RESTRICTIONS. Software is confidential and copyrighted. Title to Software and all associated intellectual property rights is retained by Sun and/or its licensors. Except as specifically authorized in any Supplemental License Terms, you may not make copies of Software, other than a single copy of Software for archival purposes. Unless enforcement is prohibited by applicable law, you may not modify, decompile, or reverse engineer Software. Licensee acknowledges that Software is not designed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility. Sun Microsystems, Inc. disclaims any express or implied warranty of fitness for such uses. No right, title or interest in or to any trademark, service mark, logo or trade name of Sun or its licensors is granted under this Agreement.

3. LIMITED WARRANTY. Sun warrants to you that for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase, as evidenced by a copy of the receipt, the media on which Software is furnished (if any) will be free of defects in materials and workmanship under normal use. Except for the foregoing, Software is provided "AS IS". Your exclusive remedy and Sun's entire liability under this limited warranty will be at Sun's
option to replace Software media or refund the fee paid for Software.

4. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. UNLESS SPECIFIED IN THIS AGREEMENT, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT THESE DISCLAIMERS ARE HELD TO BE LEGALLY INVALID.

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. In no event will Sun's liability to you, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), or otherwise, exceed the amount paid by you for Software under this Agreement. The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above stated warranty fails of its essential purpose.

6. Termination. This Agreement is effective until terminated. You may terminate this Agreement at any time by destroying all copies of Software. This Agreement will terminate immediately without notice from Sun if you fail to comply with any provision of this Agreement. Upon Termination, you must destroy all copies of Software.

7. Export Regulations. All Software and technical data delivered under this Agreement are subject to US export control laws and may be subject to export or import regulations in other countries. You agree to comply strictly with all such laws and regulations and acknowledge that you have the responsibility to obtain such licenses to export, re-export, or import as may be required after delivery to you.

8. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. If Software is being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government's rights in Software and accompanying documentation will be only as set forth in this Agreement; this is in accordance with 48 CFR 227.7201 through 227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense (DOD) acquisitions) and with 48 CFR 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD acquisitions).

9. Governing Law. Any action related to this Agreement will be governed by California law and controlling U.S. federal law. No choice of law rules of any jurisdiction will apply.

10. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable, this Agreement will remain in effect with the provision omitted, unless omission would frustrate the intent of the parties, in which case this Agreement will immediately terminate.
11. Integration. This Agreement is the entire agreement between you and Sun relating to its subject matter. It supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals, representations and warranties and prevails over any conflicting or additional terms of any quote, order, acknowledgment, or other communication between the parties relating to its subject matter during the term of this Agreement. No modification of this Agreement will be binding, unless in writing and signed by an authorized representative of each party.

MEDIALIB FOR JAI

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS

These supplemental license terms ("Supplemental Terms") add to or modify the terms of the Binary Code License Agreement (collectively, the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms not defined in these Supplemental Terms shall have the same meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement. These Supplemental Terms shall supersede any inconsistent or conflicting terms in the Agreement, or in any license contained within the Software.

1. Software Internal Use and Development License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including, but not limited to Section 3 (Java Technology Restrictions) of these Supplemental Terms, Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to reproduce internally and use internally the binary form of the Software and the Java Advanced Imaging and the JAI Image I/O Open Source Project, complete and unmodified, for the sole purpose of designing, developing and testing your Java applets and applications ("Programs").

2. License to Distribute Software. In addition to the license granted in Section 1 (Software Internal Use and Development License Grant) of these Supplemental Terms, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including but not limited to, Section 3 (Java Technology Restrictions) of these Supplemental Terms, Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to reproduce and distribute the Software in binary code form only, provided that you (i) distribute the Software complete and unmodified and only bundled as part of your Programs, (ii) do not distribute additional software intended to replace any component(s) of the Software, (iii) do not remove or alter any proprietary legends or notices contained in the Software, (iv) only distribute the Software subject to a license agreement that protects Sun's interests consistent with the terms contained in this Agreement, (v) agree to defend and indemnify Sun and its licensors from and against any damages, costs, liabilities, settlement amounts and/or expenses (including attorneys’ fees) incurred in connection with any claim.
lawsuit or action by any third party that arises or results from the use or distribution of any and all Programs and/or Software, and (vi) bundle the Software with the implementation of the Java Advanced Imaging and the JAI Image I/O Open Source Project.

3. Java Technology Restrictions. You may not modify the Java Platform Interface ("JPI", identified as classes contained within the "java" package or any subpackages of the "java" package), by creating additional classes within the JPI or otherwise causing the addition to or modification of the classes in the JPI. In the event that you create an additional class and associated API(s) which (i) extends the functionality of the Java platform, and (ii) is exposed to third party software developers for the purpose of developing additional software which invokes such additional API, you must promptly publish broadly an accurate specification for such API for free use by all developers. You may not create, or authorize your licensees to create additional classes, interfaces, or subpackages that are in any way identified as "java", "javax", "sun" or similar convention as specified by Sun in any naming convention designation.

4. Java Runtime Availability. Refer to the appropriate version of the Java Runtime Environment binary code license (currently located at http://www.java.sun.com/jdk/index.html) for the availability of runtime code which may be distributed with Java applets and applications.

5. Trademarks and Logos. You acknowledge and agree as between you and Sun that Sun owns the SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA, JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET trademarks and all SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA, JINI, FORTE, and iPLANET-related trademarks, service marks, logos and other brand designations ("Sun Marks"), and you agree to comply with the Sun Trademark and Logo Usage Requirements currently located at http://www.sun.com/policies/trademarks. Any use you make of the Sun Marks inures to Sun's benefit.

6. Source Code. Software may contain source code that is provided solely for reference purposes pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Source code may not be redistributed unless expressly provided for in this Agreement.

7. Termination for Infringement. Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately should any Software become, or in either party’s opinion be likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of any intellectual property right.

For inquiries please contact: Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A
(LFI#143342/Form ID#011801)
I. LICENSE GRANTS, TERMS AND RESTRICTIONS

1.0 General License Terms. This Java Distribution License ("JDL") is between Sun Microsystems, Inc. ("Sun") and You where "You" means the individual or legal entity exercising rights under this JDL. "Technology" means the following as provided under this JDL: (i) the source code and binary code from the Reference Implementation ("RI") of the JavaTm Advanced Imaging version 1.1.x Specification (the "Specification") and related documentation, all as revised or upgraded and made available hereunder; and (ii) the associated technology compatibility kit ("TCK"). The TCK contains the TCK documentation, user's guide ("TCK User's Guide"), test tools and test suite associated with the Specification, as revised or upgraded by Sun. The TCK is provided so that You may determine if Your implementation is compliant with the Specification. "Modifications" means any (i) change or addition to or derivative of the Technology; or (ii) new source or object code implementing the Specification for the Technology. "Commercial Use" means: (i) Your use of the RI and/or Modifications as part of a Compatible Implementation within Your business or organization, but only by Your employees or agents; and/or (ii) any use or distribution, directly or indirectly by You of the RI and/or Modifications as part of a Compatible Implementation to any third party, alone or bundled with any other software or hardware, for direct or indirect commercial or strategic gain or advantage. By Your use or distribution of the Technology and Modifications, You agree to the terms of this JDL.

2.0 License Grants, Restrictions and Termination.

2.1 Commercial Use and Internal Deployment License Grants. Subject to the terms of this JDL, Sun grants to You, to the extent of Sun's licensable copyrights, patents and trade secrets in the RI, a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide and royalty-free license to modify, compile, reproduce, distribute, internally use and internally deploy code and related documentation from the RI and/or Modifications for Commercial Use, but only as part of Your own Compatible Implementation (as defined below), and only if You make such distributions as follows:

(i) Source Code. You can only distribute source code for the RI and Modifications under all of the following conditions: (a) You make such distribution under the terms of this JDL; (b) without offering or imposing any different terms; (c) to a recipient who has accepted the terms of this JDL; and (d) You provide a copy of this JDL to each such recipient;
(ii) Binary Code. You can distribute binary code for the RI and Modifications but only under license terms which (a) have been accepted by the recipient; (b) are consistent, and not conflicting, with the terms of the JDL; and (c) where such terms are no less protective of Sun than the terms of this JDL.

2.2 TCK License Grant. Subject to the terms of this JDL, Sun grants to You, to the extent of Sun's licensable copyrights, patents and trade secrets in the TCK, a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide and royalty-free license to internally use the TCK for the sole purpose of developing and testing Your Compatible Implementations (as defined below).

2.2.1 TCK Master Support Agreement. If you desire support for the TCK, You may execute a separate TCK master support agreement with Sun.

2.2.2 TCK Use Terms. Your TCK license grant hereunder is expressly conditioned upon your continued adherance to the following restrictions:

(i) You may not sublicense or distribute the TCK to any third party except for any specific TCK code files identified as redistributables in the TCK User's Guide ("Redistributables"), but only: (a) as part of a TCK Adaptor accompanying a Compatible Implementation (where a "TCK Adaptor" means a program that effects interoperability between the TCK and the Compatible Implementation); and (b) pursuant to a license agreement that protects Sun's interests consistent with the terms of the JDL;

(ii) You may not create derivative works of the TCK nor of any of its components except for the Redistributables in a TCK Adaptor;

(iii) You may not disassemble or decompile binary portions of the TCK's test suites or test tools or otherwise attempt to derive the source code from such binary portions;

(iv) You may not develop other test suites intended to validate compatibility with the Specification to which the TCK licensed hereunder corresponds;

(v) You may not use the TCK to test a third party's product;

(vi) You may not make Commercial Use of code which implements any portion of the Specification unless such code is included in a Compatible Implementation;

(vii) You may disclose Test Reports (where "Test Reports" means those reports generated by the TCK which identify only configuration information and the status of individual or aggregate test executions)
for an implementation which You are attempting to certify in accordance with the terms of this JDL for the sole purpose of making Your implementation a Compatible Implementation, but you may not make any claims of comparative compatibility nor disclose any other TCK testing information to any party. For example, You cannot claim that Your implementation is "nearly compatible" or "98% compatible." When You share Test Reports in any public forum, including mailing lists, marketing material or press releases, and Your implementation is not a Compatible Implementation, You must state that Your implementation is "not compatible;" and

(viii) You will protect the TCK as confidential information of Sun and, except as expressly authorized herein, You may not disclose the TCK to any third party. This obligation of confidentiality with respect to the TCK will survive any termination or expiration of this JDL.

2.3 Term and Termination. This JDL shall have an initial term of three (3) years after your acceptance of this JDL and shall thereafter automatically renew for additional one year terms unless either party provides notice to the other party sixty (60) days prior to an anniversary date. The license grants of this JDL, are expressly conditioned upon Your not acting outside their scope, and Your continued compliance with the material provisions of this JDL. All license grants under this JDL will automatically and immediately be revoked without notice if You fail to so comply. Upon termination or expiration of this JDL, You must discontinue all use and distribution of the Technology and any Compatible Implementation licensed under this JDL. All sublicenses You have properly granted hereunder shall survive termination or expiration of Your rights under the JDL. Provisions which should, by their nature, remain in effect after termination or expiration shall survive, including, without limitation, the provisions of Article II (General Terms) and the TCK confidentiality obligations under this JDL.

2.4 General License Restrictions. Some portions of the Technology are provided with notices and/or open source or other licenses from other parties which govern the use of those portions. Your use or distribution of encryption technology contained within the Technology is subject to all applicable governmental regulations of the United States of America and the country where the Technology is deployed. You agree to comply with the U.S. export controls and trade laws of other countries that apply to the Technology and Compatible Implementations. You acknowledge that the Technology is not designed, licensed or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility. Other than the rights granted herein, Sun retains all rights, title, and interest in the Technology.

3.0 Compatibility and Use of the TCK.
3.1 Compatible Implementation TCK Requirements. Your use of the RI and/or Modifications as part of an implementation of the Specification is a “Compatible Implementation” if the implementation meets the following requirements:

3.1.1 A Compatible Implementation must comply with the full Specification, including all its required interfaces and functionality;

3.1.2 A Compatible Implementation must either: (i) pass the most current compatibility requirements (as defined by the TCK User's Guide) which were made available by Sun one hundred twenty (120) days before first commercial shipment (“FCS”) of each version of the Compatible Implementation (e.g. if Your FCS was December 31, 2003, You must have passed the most current version of the TCK as of September 2, 2003); or (ii) at Your option, pass all the compatibility requirements of a newer version of the TCK and its associated TCK User's Guide;

3.1.3 A Compatible Implementation may not modify the functional behavior of the "Java Classes" which means the specific class libraries associated with the Technology; and

3.1.4 A Compatible Implementation may not modify, subset, superset or otherwise extend the Licensor Name Space, nor include any public or protected packages, classes, Java interfaces, fields or methods within the Licensor Name Space other than those required and/or authorized by the Specification. "Licensor Name Space” means the public class or interface declarations whose names begin with "java", "javax", "com.sun" or their equivalents in any subsequent naming convention adopted by Sun through the Java Community Process, or any recognized successors or replacements thereof.

3.2 Self-Certification for Compatibility. You shall self-certify that Your Compatible Implementation passes the applicable TCK as set forth above, if and when Your Compatible Implementation in fact does so, provided that:

3.2.1 If Sun policy (as communicated to You by Sun) also requires verification of compatibility for Your Compatible Implementation then You shall, prior to the FCS of the Compatible Implementation, submit verification of compatibility to Sun or to an independent test facility designated by Sun. If such verification is by an independent test facility, then the reasonable costs of such activity (including any applicable fees) shall be at Your expense. Sun may publish or otherwise disclose Your test results.

3.2.2 Upon thirty (30) days written notice by Sun, and no more than two (2) times per calendar year, You shall permit Sun or its authorized representative to inspect and test any Compatible Implementation which
has been self-certified per this subsection 3.2 to ensure that such
Compatible Implementation meets the compatibility and other requirements
for a Compatible Implementation as set forth herein. The reasonable
costs of such inspection shall be at Sun's expense; provided, however,
that You shall reimburse Sun for such costs if the inspection reveals
that the Compatible Implementation does not meet such requirements and
these deficiencies are not cured within thirty (30) days.

4.0 Fees and Royalties. There are no fees or royalties associated with
the license grants for the Technology licensed under this JDL.

II. GENERAL TERMS

5.0 No Warranty. THE TECHNOLOGY AND/OR MODIFICATIONS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS",
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE TECHNOLOGY AND/OR
MODIFICATIONS ARE FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. YOU AGREE THAT YOU
BEAR THE ENTIRE RISK IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ANY
AND ALL TECHNOLOGY AND/OR MODIFICATIONS UNDER THIS JDL. SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT PERMIT THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES SO THE
ABOVE EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU

6.0 Infringement Claims. Sun may terminate this JDL, in Sun's sole
discretion, upon any action initiated by You alleging that the use or
distribution of the Technology and/or Modifications by Sun, or any other
licensee of the Technology and/or Modifications, infringes a patent
owned or controlled by You. In addition, if any portion of, or
functionality implemented by, the Technology becomes the subject of a
claim or threatened claim of infringement ("Affected Materials"), Sun
may, at its sole option, (i) attempt to procure the rights necessary for
You to continue using the Affected Materials, (ii) modify the Affected
Materials so that they are no longer infringing, or (iii) immediately
suspend Your rights to use and distribute the Affected Materials under
this JDL by providing notice of suspension to You in a reasonable
manner, and refund to You the amount, if any, having then actually been
paid by You to Sun under this JDL, on a straight line, five year basis.

7.0 Limitation of Liability. Sun will be not be liable for any claims
relating to, or arising out of, this JDL, whether in tort, contract or
otherwise, in an amount in excess of any annual license fees You paid to
Sun for the Technology. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN CONNECTION
WITH OR ARISING OUT OF THIS JDL (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF
PROFITS, USE, DATA, OR ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE OF ANY SORT), HOWEVER IT
ARISES AND UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY (including negligence),
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE. FURTHERMORE, LIABILITY UNDER THIS JDL SHALL BE SO LIMITED
AND EXCLUDED, NOTWITHSTANDING FAILURE OF THE ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY REMEDY. TO THE EXTENT ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES YOU INCUR FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER CANNOT BE DISCLAIMED THEN THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF SUN UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS JDL, AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY SUCH DAMAGES, SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE TECHNOLOGY OR FIVE HUNDRED US DOLLARS, WHICHEVER IS GREATER. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT PERMIT THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTALS OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8.0 Support. Sun does not provide any support for the Technology or the TCK to either You or Your customers under this JDL. Support for the TCK is provided under a separate TCK master support agreement. If You desire support for the RI, You may contact Sun. You are solely responsible for providing all support to Your customers with respect to the Technology, TCK, Modifications and/or Compatible Implementation.

9.0 Marketing and Press Announcements. Your initial press announcement concerning execution of this JDL must be reviewed and approved by Sun prior to its release. You hereby authorizes Sun to include You in a published list of licensees of the Technology. Sun shall also be authorized to use Your name in advertising, marketing collateral, and customer success stories prepared by or on behalf of Sun for the Technology subject to Your prior approval, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.

10.0 Notices. All notices required by this JDL must be in writing. Sun shall deliver notice to You via either e-mail or by physical mail based on the information You provided to Sun when you accepted this JDL. Notices by You to Sun will be effective only upon receipt by Sun at the following physical addresses: Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, Attn.: Sun Software VP of Sales, cc: General Counsel, cc: Product Law Legal Department or to such different address as Sun provides on the Technology Site for such purpose.

11.0 Proprietary Rights Notices and Branding Requirements. There are no specific branding requirements associated with the Technology under this JDL. You may not remove any copyright notices, trademark notices or other proprietary legends of Sun or its suppliers contained on or in the Technology, including any notices of licenses for open source components. You agree to comply with the Sun Trademark and Logo Usage Requirements currently located at http://www.sun.com/policies/trademarks. Except as provided in this JDL, no right, title or interest to Sun's trademarks, brands or logos is granted herein.

12.0 U.S. Government End Users. The Technology and Modifications are a

13.0 Miscellaneous. This JDL is governed by the laws of the United States and the State of California, as applied to contracts entered into and performed in California between California residents. The relationship created under this JDL is that of licensor and licensee and does not create any other relationship such as a partnership, franchise, joint venture, agency or employment relationship between the parties. This JDL may not be assigned or transferred by either party without the prior written consent of the other party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, except that Sun may assign: (i) to an affiliated company, or (ii) in the event of a merger, acquisition or sale of all or substantially all of the assets of Sun. Any express waiver or failure to exercise promptly any right under this Agreement will not create a continuing waiver nor any expectation of non-enforcement. The disclaimer of warranties and limitations of liability constitute an essential basis of the bargain in this JDL. This JDL represents the complete agreement of the parties concerning the subject matter hereof and may not be modified or amended in whole or part, except by a written instrument signed by the parties' authorized representatives. Nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate signed written license agreement You may have executed with Sun regarding the Technology.

YOU:

By: ___________________________________ Name: ___________________________________

Title: ___________________________________ Date: _____________________________________

Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

U.S. Government Rights - Commercial software. Government users are subject to the Sun Microsystems, Inc. standard license agreement and applicable provisions of the FAR and its supplements.

Use is subject to license terms.

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo, Java and the Duke logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
This product is covered and controlled by U.S. Export Control laws and may be subject to the export or import laws in other countries. Nuclear, missile, chemical biological weapons or nuclear maritime end uses or end users, whether direct or indirect, are strictly prohibited. Export or reexport to countries subject to U.S. embargo or to entities identified on U.S. export exclusion lists, including, but not limited to, the denied persons and specially designated nationals lists is strictly prohibited.

Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, Etats-Unis. Tous droits réservés.

L'utilisation est soumise aux termes de la Licence.

Cette distribution peut comprendre des composants développés par des tierces parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, le logo Sun, Java et le logo Duke sont des marques de fabrique ou des marques déposées de Sun Microsystems, Inc. aux Etats-Unis et dans d'autres pays.

Ce produit est soumis à la législation américaine en matière de contrôle des exportations et peut être soumis à la réglementation en vigueur dans d'autres pays dans le domaine des exportations et importations. Les utilisations, ou utilisateurs finaux, pour des armes nucléaires, des missiles, des armes biologiques et chimiques ou du nucléaire maritime, directement ou indirectement, sont strictement interdites. Les exportations ou réexportations vers les pays sous embargo américain, ou vers des entités figurant sur les listes d'exclusion d'exportation américaines, y compris, mais de manière non exhaustive, la liste de personnes qui font objet d'un ordre de ne pas participer, d'une façon directe ou indirecte, aux exportations des produits ou des services qui sont régis par la législation américaine en matière de contrôle des exportations et la liste de ressortissants spécifiquement désignés, sont rigoureusement interdites.

1.733 xsd
1.733.1 Available under license:

Apache WebServices - XmlSchema
Copyright 2004-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.734.1 Available under license :


Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be
used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

Copyright (c) 1996 Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Digital Equipment Corporation shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Digital Equipment Corporation.

Copyright (c) 1997 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific prior written permission.
Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without any express or implied warranty.
SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1992 Network Computing Devices

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of NCD, not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. NCD makes no representations about the
suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

NCD. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL NCD. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of Digital or Olivetti not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

DIGITAL AND OLIVETTI DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THEY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988 by Hewlett-Packard Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Hewlett-Packard makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the
Copyright (c) 1994, 1995 Hewlett-Packard Company

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Hewlett-Packard Company shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the Hewlett-Packard Company.

Copyright Digital Equipment Corporation, 1996

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies. Digital Equipment Corporation makes no representations about the suitability for any purpose of the information in this document. This documentation is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, 2006, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1989 X Consortium, Inc. and Digital Equipment Corporation.
Copyright (c) 1992 X Consortium, Inc. and Intergraph Corporation.
Copyright (c) 1993 X Consortium, Inc. and Silicon Graphics, Inc.
Copyright (c) 1994, 1995 X Consortium, Inc. and Hewlett-Packard Company.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

Digital Equipment Corporation, Intergraph Corporation, Silicon Graphics, Hewlett-Packard, and the X Consortium make no representations about the suitability for any purpose of the information in this document. This documentation is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.
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1.735.1 Available under license :

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
3. The names of the authors and copyright holders may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Ncat is distributed under the same license terms as Nmap. See the COPYING file in the Nmap tarball, the man page legal section, or http://nmap.org/man/man-legal.html.

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 The LIBLINEAR Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither name of copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
This file is a list of the licenses of the third-party software used by Nmap and the other tools distributed with it. What follows is a description of each third-party package. At the end of this file is the license of each. The license of Nmap itself is in the COPYING file.

On all platforms, Nmap is normally linked with:
- libpcap: Network packet capture library. Distributed with Nmap in the libpcap subdirectory.
  http://www.tcpdump.org/
- libdnet: Networking library, used for low-level tasks such as sending ethernet frames. A modified version is distributed with Nmap in the libdnet-stripped subdirectory. A summary of Nmap-local modifications is in the file NMAP_MODIFICATIONS.
  http://code.google.com/p/libdnet/
- PCRE: Perl-compatible regular expressions. PCRE is part of Nmap's version detection and is also made available as an NSE library. Distributed with Nmap in the libpcre subdirectory.
  http://www.pcre.org/
- liblua: Lua programming language. Lua is the implementation language of NSE, the Nmap Scripting Engine. Nmap links with liblua to allow running Lua programs inside Nmap. Distributed with Nmap in the liblua subdirectory. liblua can be omitted by configuring with the --without-liblua configuration directive.
  http://www.lua.org/
- OpenSSL: Cryptographic library. OpenSSL is used by service detection and by NSE to connect to SSL services. NSE also provides access to OpenSSL functions such as encryption and digest calculation. OpenSSL can be disabled by configuring with the --without-openssl configuration directive.
  http://www.openssl.org/
- LIBLINEAR. Used for IPv6 OS classification.
  http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
- libsvn. The Subversion library, used by the updater program

On Windows only, Nmap uses:
- WinPcap: libpcap for Windows. The libpcap license applies to WinPcap, and it also has its own license. A binary copy of the library is distributed with Nmap in the subdirectory mswin32/winpcap.
  http://www.winpcap.org/

Certain Nmap Scripting Engine scripts use the simplified BSD license in licenses/bsd-simplified.
Zenmap and Ndiff require:
- Python. The binary distributions of Nmap include a Python interpreter and various libraries, built using either py2exe or py2app.
  - [http://www.python.org/]

The Windows and Mac OS X binary packages include bundled versions of:
- GLib, GTK+, ATK, Pango: These libraries are licensed under the GNU LGPL 2, a copy of which is in the file licenses/LGPL-2.
  - [http://www.gtk.org/]
- Cairo: graphics library. Dual-licensed under the GNU LGPL 2.1 and the MPL 1.1. See the files licenses/LGPL-2.1 and licenses/MPL-1.1.
  - [http://www.cairographics.org/]
- libgailutil: Accessibility support for GTK+.
- libpng, jpeg, LibTIFF: Image file format libraries used by GTK+.
- zlib and bzip2: compression libraries.
- Expat: XML parser library.
- fontconfig: font configuration library.
  - [http://www.fontconfig.org/](http://www.fontconfig.org/)
- FreeType: font rendering library.
  - [http://www.freetype.org/](http://www.freetype.org/)
- libiconv. Under the GNU LGPL 2.
- libintl: gettext translation facilities. Under the GNU LGPL 2 and 2.1.
- libxml2: XML parsing library.
  - [http://xmlsoft.org/](http://xmlsoft.org/)
- SQLite.
  - [http://www.sqlite.org/](http://www.sqlite.org/)
- PyGTK, PyGObject: bindings for Python. Licensed under the GNU LGPL 2.1.
- PyCairo: bindings for Python. Dual-licensed under the GNU LGPL 2.1 and the MPL 1.1.

The Mac OS binary packages also include:
- Various X.org libraries. These were built using MacPorts.

========

License of libpcap

License: BSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

========

License of libdnet

Copyright (c) 2000-2006 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>
All rights reserved, all wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The names of the authors and copyright holders may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
PCRE LICENCE

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 7 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc" directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions.

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

Written by: Philip Hazel
Email local part: ph10
Email domain: cam.ac.uk


Copyright (c) 1997-2008 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

Contributed by: Google Inc.

Copyright (c) 2007-2008, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

THE "BSD" LICENCE

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

========

License of liblua

* Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio. All rights reserved.
* 
* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
* the following conditions:
* 
* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
* 
* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
License of OpenSSL

LICENSE ISSUES
===============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
--------------

/* ====================================================================
 * Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * *
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
 * software must display the following acknowledgment:
 * This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)
 * *
 * 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
 * endorse or promote products derived from this software without
 * prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
 * openssl-core@openssl.org.
 * *
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
 * nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
 * permission of the OpenSSL Project.
 * *
 * 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
 */
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT \``AS IS\'' AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
* */

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscape's SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are heared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
* */
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
  * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
  * are met:
  * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
     * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
     * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
     * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
  * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
     * must display the following acknowledgement:
     * "This product includes cryptographic software written by
     * Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
     * The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library
     * being used are not cryptographic related :-).
  * 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
     * the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
     * "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
     *
  * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
  * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
  * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
  * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
  * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
  * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
  * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
  * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
  * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
  * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
  * SUCH DAMAGE.
  *
  * The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
  * derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
  * copied and put under another distribution licence
  * [including the GNU Public Licence.]
  */

=========

License of libsvn and APR.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

SUBVERSION SUBCOMPONENTS:

Subversion includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For portions of the Python bindings test suite at subversion/bindings/swig/python/tests/trac/:

I. Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

II. Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Edgewall Software
   Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Jonas Borgstrm <jonas@edgewall.com>
   Copyright (C) 2005 Christopher Lenz <cmlenz@gmx.de>

   All rights reserved.

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

========

License of WinPcap

Copyright (c) 1999 - 2005 NetGroup, Politecnico di Torino (Italy).
Copyright (c) 2005 - 2010 CACE Technologies, Davis (California).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the Politecnico di Torino, CACE Technologies nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes software developed by the University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and its contributors.
This product includes software developed by the Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan and its contributors.
This product includes software developed by Yen Yen Lim and North Dakota State University.
Further notices about software used by WinPcap are available at http://www.winpcap.org/misc/copyright.htm.

========

License of LIBLINEAR

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 The LIBLINEAR Project.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither name of copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

========

License of Python

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2
---------------------------------------------

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and
otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and
its associated documentation.

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby
grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,
analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,
distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,
provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,
Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any
derivative version prepared by Licensee.

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on
or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make
the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then
Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of
the changes made to Python.

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"
basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND
DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT
INFRINGEMENT ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON
FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS
A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,
OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material
breach of its terms and conditions.

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any
relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and
Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF
trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote
products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee
agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License
Agreement.

========

License of GLib

/* GLIB - Library of useful routines for C programming */
License of ATK

/* ATK - Accessibility Toolkit
 * Copyright 2001 Sun Microsystems Inc.
 *
 * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
 * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
 * License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
 * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
 *
 * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
 * Library General Public License for more details.
 *
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
 * License along with this library; if not, write to the
 * Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
 * Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
 */

License of Pango

/* Pango
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1999 Red Hat Software
 *
 * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
 * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public
 * License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
 * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
 *
 * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
 * Library General Public License for more details.
 */
* You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
  License along with this library; if not, write to the
* Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
* Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
*/

========

License of X.Org libraries

The following is the 'standard copyright' agreed upon by most contributors,
and is currently the canonical license preferred by the X.Org Foundation.
This is a slight variant of the common MIT license form published by the
Open Source Initiative at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where
possible, and insert their name to this list. Please sort by surname
for people, and by the full name for other entities (e.g. Juliusz
Chroboczek sorts before Intel Corporation sorts before Daniel Stone).

Copyright 2000-2001 Juliusz Chroboczek
Copyright 1998 Egbert Eich
Copyright 2006-2007 Intel Corporation
Copyright 2006 Nokia Corporation
Copyright 2006-2008 Peter Hutterer
Copyright 2006 Adam Jackson
Copyright 2009 NVIDIA Corporation
Copyright 1999 Keith Packard
Copyright 2007-2009 Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright 2005-2008 Daniel Stone
Copyright 2006-2009 Simon Thum
Copyright 2006 Luc Verhaegen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next
paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A number of other license notices in X.Org can be found at http://cgit.freedesktop.org/xorg/xserver/tree/COPYING.

========

License of Cairo

Cairo is free software.

Every source file in the implementation[*] of cairo is available to be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public License (MPL) version 1.1. Some files are available under more liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used under either the LGPL or the MPL.

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and conditions of either license:

COPYING-LGPL-2.1
COPYING-MPL-1.1

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing information, (in the opening comment of each file).

[*] The implementation of cairo is contained entirely within the "src" directory of the cairo source distribution. There are other components of the cairo source distribution (such as the "test", "util", and "perf") that are auxiliary to the library itself. None of the source code in these directories contributes to a build of the cairo library itself, (libcairo.so orcairo.dll or similar).

These auxiliary components are also free software, but may be under different license terms than cairo itself. For example, most of the test cases in the perf and test directories are made available under an MIT license to simplify any use of this code for reference purposes in using cairo itself. Other files might be available under the GNU General Public License (GPL), for example. Again, please see the COPYING file under each directory and the opening comment of each file for copyright and licensing information.

========
License of libgailutil

/* GAIL - The GNOME Accessibility Implementation Library
 * Copyright 2001 Sun Microsystems Inc.
 *
 * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
 * modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
 * version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
 *
 * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.
 *
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the
 * Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
 */

==========

License of libpng

/*
 * libpng version 1.2.44 - June 26, 2010
 * Copyright (c) 1998-2010 Glenn Randers-Pehrson
 * (Version 0.96 Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger)
 * (Version 0.88 Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.)
 *
 * This code is released under the libpng license (See LICENSE, below)
 */

/*
 * COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:
 *
 * If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following
 * this sentence.
 *
 * This code is released under the libpng license.
 *
 * libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.44, June 26, 2010, are
 * Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2010 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are
 * distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5
 * with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors:
 *
 * Cosmin Truta
libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5, October 3, 2002, are
Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are
distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6
with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

Simon-Pierre Cadieux
Eric S. Raymond
Gilles Vollant

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the
library or against infringement. There is no warranty that our
efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes
or needs. This library is provided with all faults, and the entire
risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with
the user.

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are
Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are
distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,
with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

Tom Lane
Glenn Randers-Pehrson
Willem van Schaik

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are
Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger
distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,
with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

John Bowler
Kevin Bracey
Sam Bushell
Magnus Holmgren
Greg Roelofs
Tom Tanner

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are
Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"
is defined as the following set of individuals:

Andreas Dilger
Dave Martindale
The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS". The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of fitness for any purpose. The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.
2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not be misrepresented as being the original source.
3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any source or altered source distribution.

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products. If you use this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)
2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.
3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or
fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2010, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding. All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

==========

License of LibTIFF

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler
Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

============

License of zlib

(C) 1995-2010 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

============

License of bzip2

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2010 Julian R Seward. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, jseward@bzip.org
bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.6 of 6 September 2010

License of Expat

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=======

License of fontconfig

Copyright 2001,2003 Keith Packard

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Keith Packard makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

THE AUTHOR(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

=======

License of FreeType

The FreeType 2 font engine is copyrighted work and cannot be used legally without a software license. In order to make this project usable to a vast majority of developers, we distribute it under two mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

This means that *you* must choose *one* of the two licenses described below, then obey all its terms and conditions when using FreeType 2 in any of your projects or products.

- The FreeType License, found in the file `FTL.TXT`, which is similar to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces
you to explicitly cite the FreeType project in your product's documentation. All details are in the license file. This license is suited to products which don't use the GNU General Public License.

- The GNU General Public License version 2, found in `GPL.TXT' (any later version can be used also), for programs which already use the GPL. Note that the FTL is incompatible with the GPL due to its advertisement clause.

The contributed BDF and PCF drivers come with a license similar to that of the X Window System. It is compatible to the above two licenses (see file src/bdf/README and src/pcf/README).

The gzip module uses the zlib license (see src/gzip/zlib.h) which too is compatible to the above two licenses.

--- FTL.TXT ---

The FreeType Project LICENSE
----------------------------

2006-Jan-27

Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by
David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

Introduction
-------------

The FreeType Project is distributed in several archive packages; some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine, various tools and contributions which rely on, or relate to, the FreeType Project.

This license applies to all files found in such packages, and which do not fall under their own explicit license. The license affects thus the FreeType font engine, the test programs, documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

This license was inspired by the BSD, Artistic, and IJG (Independent JPEG Group) licenses, which all encourage inclusion and use of free software in commercial and freeware products alike. As a consequence, its main points are that:

- We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be
interested in any kind of bug reports. ('as is' distribution)

- You can use this software for whatever you want, in parts or full form, without having to pay us. ('royalty-free' usage)

- You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it, or only parts of it, in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you have used the FreeType code. ('credits')

We specifically permit and encourage the inclusion of this software, with or without modifications, in commercial products. We disclaim all warranties covering The FreeType Project and assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

Finally, many people asked us for a preferred form for a credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license. We thus encourage you to use the following text:

````
Portions of this software are copyright <year> The FreeType Project (www.freetype.org). All rights reserved.
```

Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you actually use.

Legal Terms
============

0. Definitions
-------------

Throughout this license, the terms `package', `FreeType Project', and `FreeType archive' refer to the set of files originally distributed by the authors (David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha, beta or final release.

`You' refers to the licensee, or person using the project, where `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source code as well as linking it to form a `program' or `executable'. This program is referred to as `a program using the FreeType engine'.

This license applies to all files distributed in the original
FreeType Project, including all source code, binaries and
documentation, unless otherwise stated in the file in its
original, unmodified form as distributed in the original archive.
If you are unsure whether or not a particular file is covered by
this license, you must contact us to verify this.

The FreeType Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000 by David Turner,
Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg. All rights reserved except as
specified below.

1. No Warranty

THE FREETYPE PROJECT IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE USE OR THE INABILITY TO
USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

2. Redistribution

This license grants a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual and
irrevocable right and license to use, execute, perform, compile,
display, copy, create derivative works of, distribute and
sublicense the FreeType Project (in both source and object code
forms) and derivative works thereof for any purpose; and to
authorize others to exercise some or all of the rights granted
herein, subject to the following conditions:

- Redistribution of source code must retain this license file
  (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any additions, deletions or changes to
  the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying
  documentation. The copyright notices of the unaltered,
  original files must be preserved in all copies of source
  files.

- Redistribution in binary form must provide a disclaimer that
  states that the software is based in part of the work of the
  FreeType Team, in the distribution documentation. We also
  encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page in your
  documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on
the FreeType Project, not just the unmodified files. If you use
our work, you must acknowledge us. However, no fee need be paid
to us.
3. Advertising

Neither the FreeType authors and contributors nor you shall use the name of the other for commercial, advertising, or promotional purposes without specific prior written permission.

We suggest, but do not require, that you use one or more of the following phrases to refer to this software in your documentation or advertising materials: `FreeType Project', `FreeType Engine', `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

As you have not signed this license, you are not required to accept it. However, as the FreeType Project is copyrighted material, only this license, or another one contracted with the authors, grants you the right to use, distribute, and modify it. Therefore, by using, distributing, or modifying the FreeType Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms of this license.

4. Contacts

There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

o freetype@nongnu.org

    Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as future and wanted additions to the library and distribution. If you are looking for support, start in this list if you haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

    Discusses bugs, as well as engine internals, design issues, specific licenses, porting, etc.

Our home page can be found at

http://www.freetype.org

--- end of FTL.TXT ---
The libiconv and libcharset libraries and their header files are under LGPL, see file COPYING.LIB.

The iconv program and the documentation are under GPL, see file COPYING.

========

License of libintl

The gettext-runtime package is partially under the LGPL and partially under the GPL.

The following parts are under the LGPL, see files intl/COPYING.LIB-2.0 and intl/COPYING.LIB-2.1:
- the libintl and libasprintf libraries and their header files,
- the libintl.jar Java library,
- the GNU.Gettext.dll C# library,
- the gettext.sh shells script function library.

The following parts are under the GPL, see file COPYING in the toplevel directory:
- the _programs_ gettext, ngettext, envsubst,
- the documentation.

========

License of PyGTK

# pygtk - Python bindings for the GTK toolkit.
# Copyright (C) 1998-2003 James Henstridge
#               2004-2006 Johan Dahlin
#
# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
# modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
# version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
#
# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
# Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
# License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
# Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301
# USA
License of libxml2

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c, list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

Copyright (C) 1998-2003 Daniel Veillard. All Rights Reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

License of SQLite

The author disclaims copyright to this source code. In place of a legal notice, here is a blessing:

May you do good and not evil.
May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.
May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

License of PyGObject

# pygobject - Python bindings for the GObject library
# Copyright (C) 2006-2008 Johan Dahlin
#
# _glib/__init__.py: initialisation file for glib module
#
# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
#
# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

========

License of PyCairo

PyCairo is free software.

Every source file in the implementation of PyCairo is available to be redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public License (MPL) version 1.1. Some files are available under more liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used under either the LGPL or the MPL.

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and conditions of either license:

COPYING-LGPL-2.1
COPYING-MPL-1.1

Please see each file in the implementation for Copyright and licensing information.

оличество Василий

/* ******************************************************************
 * COPYING -- Describes the terms under which Nmap is distributed. A copy *
 * of the GNU GPL is appended to this file.                          *
 *                                                                   *
 * ******************************************************************
 * IMPORTANT NMAP LICENSE TERMS                                      *
 *
 * The Nmap Security Scanner is (C) 1996-2013 Insecure.Com LLC. Nmap is *
 * also a registered trademark of Insecure.Com LLC. This program is free *
 * software; you may redistribute and/or modify it under the terms of the *
GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; Version 2 ("GPL"), BUT ONLY WITH ALL OF THE CLARIFICATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS DESCRIBED HEREIN. This guarantees your right to use, modify, and redistribute this software under certain conditions. If you wish to embed Nmap technology into proprietary software, we sell alternative licenses (contact sales@insecure.com). Dozens of software vendors already license Nmap technology such as host discovery, port scanning, OS detection, version detection, and the Nmap Scripting Engine.

* Note that the GPL places important restrictions on “derivative works”. yet it does not provide a detailed definition of that term. To avoid misunderstandings, we interpret that term as broadly as copyright law allows. For example, we consider an application to constitute a derivative work for the purpose of this license if it does any of the following with any software or content covered by this license ("Covered Software"):

* o Integrates source code from Covered Software.
* o Reads or includes copyrighted data files, such as Nmap's nmap-os-db or nmap-service-probes.
* o Is designed specifically to execute Covered Software and parse the results (as opposed to typical shell or execution-menu apps, which will execute anything you tell them to).
* o Includes Covered Software in a proprietary executable installer. The installers produced by InstallShield are an example of this. Including Nmap with other software in compressed or archival form does not trigger this provision, provided appropriate open source decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge. For the purposes of this license, an installer is considered to include Covered Software even if it actually retrieves a copy of Covered Software from another source during runtime (such as by downloading it from the Internet).
* o Links (statically or dynamically) to a library which does any of the above.
* o Executes a helper program, module, or script to do any of the above.

This list is not exclusive, but is meant to clarify our interpretation of derived works with some common examples. Other people may interpret the plain GPL differently, so we consider this a special exception to the GPL that we apply to Covered Software. Works which meet any of these conditions must conform to all of the terms of this license, particularly including the GPL Section 3 requirements of providing
* source code and allowing free redistribution of the work as a whole. *
* *
* As another special exception to the GPL terms, Insecure.Com LLC grants *
* permission to link the code of this program with any version of the *
* OpenSSL library which is distributed under a license identical to that *
* listed in the included docs/licenses/OpenSSL.txt file, and distribute *
* linked combinations including the two. *
* *
* Any redistribution of Covered Software, including any derived works, *
* must obey and carry forward all of the terms of this license, including *
* obeying all GPL rules and restrictions. For example, source code of *
* the whole work must be provided and free redistribution must be *
* allowed. All GPL references to "this License", are to be treated as *
* including the special and conditions of the license text as well. *
* *
* Because this license imposes special exceptions to the GPL, Covered *
* Work may not be combined (even as part of a larger work) with plain GPL *
* software. The terms, conditions, and exceptions of this license must *
* be included as well. This license is incompatible with some other open *
* source licenses as well. In some cases we can relicense portions of *
* Nmap or grant special permissions to use it in other open source *
* software. Please contact fyodor@nmap.org with any such requests. *
* *
* Similarly, we don't incorporate incompatible open source software into *
* Covered Software without special permission from the copyright holders. *
* *
* If you have any questions about the licensing restrictions on using *
* Nmap in other works, are happy to help. As mentioned above, we also *
* offer alternative license to integrate Nmap into proprietary *
* applications and appliances. These contracts have been sold to dozens *
* of software vendors, and generally include a perpetual license as well *
* as providing for priority support and updates. They also fund the *
* continued development of Nmap. Please email sales@insecure.com for *
* further information. *
* *
* If you received these files with a written license agreement or *
* contract stating terms other than the terms above, then that *
* alternative license agreement takes precedence over these comments. *
* *
* Source is provided to this software because we believe users have a *
* right to know exactly what a program is going to do before they run it. *
* This also allows you to audit the software for security holes (none *
* have been found so far). *
* *
* Source code also allows you to port Nmap to new platforms, fix bugs, *
* and add new features. You are highly encouraged to send your changes *
* to the dev@nmap.org mailing list for possible incorporation into the *
* main distribution. By sending these changes to Fyodor or one of the *
* Insecure.Org development mailing lists, or checking them into the Nmap *
* source code repository, it is understood (unless you specify otherwise) *
* that you are offering the Nmap Project (Insecure.Com LLC) the       *
* unlimited, non-exclusive right to reuse, modify, and relicense the *
* code. Nmap will always be available Open Source, but this is important *
* because the inability to relicense code has caused devastating problems *
* for other Free Software projects (such as KDE and NASM). We also    *
* occasionally relicense the code to third parties as discussed above. *
* If you wish to specify special license conditions of your          *
* contributions, just say so when you send them.                    *
* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but *
* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of          *
* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the Nmap   *
* license file for more details (it's in a COPYING file included with *
* Nmap, and also available from https://svn.nmap.org/nmap/COPYING     *
* **************************************************************************

GNU General Public License

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to
share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended
to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure
the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies
to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program
whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work
containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

* a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

* b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

* c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then
this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you
distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections
as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of
the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other
licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part
regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your
rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise
the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works
based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with
the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage
or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this
License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under
Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1
and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

* a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source
code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2
above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

* b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,
to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of
physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable
copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the
terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for
software interchange; or,

* c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only
for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in
object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with
Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all
the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and
installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source
code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in
either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel,
and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that
component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free
software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM
PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR
THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible
use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software
which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to
attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the
exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"
line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) 19yy  name of author

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License
as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2
of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when
it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details
type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome
to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c'
for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be
called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright
interest in the program `Gnomovision'
(which makes passes at compilers) written
by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public
License instead of this License.

LICENSE ISSUES
==============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of
the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
---------------

/* ====================================================================
 * Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 */
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

Original SSLeay License
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * This package is an SSL implementation written
 * by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
 * The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscape's SSL.
 *
 * This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
 * the following conditions are adhered to. The following conditions
 * apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
 * MD5, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
 * included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
 * except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
 *
 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
 * the code are not to be removed.
 * If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
 * as the author of the parts of the library used.
 * This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
 * in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by
 *    Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
 *    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the routines from the library
 *    being used are not cryptographic related :-).
 * 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
 *    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
 *    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/

Zenmap is distributed under the same license terms as Nmap. See the
COPYING file in the Nmap tarball, the man page legal section, or

Copyright 2008 Insecure.Com LLC

Ndiff is distributed under the same license as Nmap. See the file COPYING in
the Nmap source distribution or http://nmap.org/data/COPYING. See

Ncat is distributed under the same license terms as Nmap. See the
COPYING file in the Nmap tarball, the man page legal section, or

Copyright. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those
of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies,
either expressed or implied, of the authors.

COPYING -- Describes the terms under which HIGWIDGETS is distributed. A copy
of the GNU LGPL is appended to this file.
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.736 bouncy-castle 1.60
1.736.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2000-2017 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.
(http://www.bouncycastle.org) Apache License.
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHERWISE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, COPYRIGHT NOTICE AND THIS PERMISSION NOTICE SHALL BE INCLUDED IN ALL COPIES OR SUBSTANTIAL
ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION FILES (THE SOFTWARE), TO DEAL IN THE SOFTWARE WITHOUT RESTRICTION, AND/OR SELL COPIES OF THE SOFTWARE,
AND TO PERMIT PERSONS TO WHOM THE SOFTWARE IS FURNISHED TO DO SO INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE RIGHTS TO USE, COPY, MODIFY, MERGE, PUBLISH, DISTRIBUTE, LICENSE,
java/io/PrintStream
java/lang/Object
java/lang/StringBuilder
java/lang/System
org/bouncycastle/LICENSE
org/bouncycastle/util/Strings
 порций
Software.println$subject to the following conditions:
toString
Ljava/lang/String;
V
1. java/io/PrintStream;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;
3#4$5*68091:
->
:**
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.737 libnfsidmap 0.25-19.el7

1.737.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2004 The Regents of the University of Michigan.
All rights reserved.

Marius Aamodt Eriksen <marius@umich.edu>
J. Bruce Fields <bfields@umich.edu>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This package was debianized by J. Bruce Fields <bfields@citi.umich.edu> on
Fri, 6 Aug 2004 16:10:43 -0400.

The latest version can always be found at
http://www.citi.umich.edu/projects/nfsv4/linux/

Authors: J. Bruce Fields, Andy Adamson, Marius Eriksen

Copyright (c) 2004 The Regents of the University of Michigan.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
**1.738 activemq-mqtt 5.15.12**

**1.738.1 Available under license:**

ActiveMQ :: MQTT Protocol  
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at  
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License  
Version 2.0, January 2004  
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION**

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,  
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by  
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all  
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common  
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,  
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the  
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or  
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the  
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity  
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,  
including but not limited to software source code, documentation  
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical  
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but  
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,  
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or  
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a  
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.740.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.741 old-jaxb-core 2.2.11

1.741.1 Available under license:
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.
1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,
offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the
terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in
compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or
alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the
Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby
agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this
License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of
this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.
Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the
license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of
the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer
includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under
any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the
terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may
also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent
version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may
create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the
name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it
clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE
PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

/*
 * DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.
 * *
 * Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
 * *
 * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU
 * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development
 * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License"). You
 * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can
 * obtain a copy of the License at
 * http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html
 * or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt. See the License for the specific
 * language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
 * *
 * When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each
 * file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.
 * *
 * GPL Classpath Exception:
 * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"
 * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License
 * file that accompanied this code.
 * *
 * Modifications:
 * If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields
 * enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:
 * "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"
 * *
 * Contributor(s):
 * If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or
 * only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]
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1.742.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
#! /usr/bin/env python
# Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
#
# This file is part of GDB.
#
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
# the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
# GNU General Public License for more details.
#
# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
"""copyright.py
This script updates the list of years in the copyright notices in
most files maintained by the GDB project.
Usage: cd src/gdb && python copyright.py
Always review the output of this script before committing it!
A useful command to review the output is:
% filterdiff -x \*.c -x \*.cc -x \*.h -x \*.exp updates.diff
This removes the bulk of the changes which are most likely to be correct.
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import datetime
import os
import os.path
import subprocess

def get_update_list():
    """Return the list of files to update.

    Assumes that the current working directory when called is the root of the GDB source tree (NOT the gdb/ subdirectory!). The names of the files are relative to that root directory.
    ""

    result = []
    for gdb_dir in ('gdb', 'sim', 'include/gdb'):
        for root, dirs, files in os.walk(gdb_dir, topdown=True):
            for dirname in dirs:
                reldirname = "/%s" % (root, dirname)
                if (dirname in EXCLUDE_ALL_LIST
                    or reldirname in EXCLUDE_LIST
                    or reldirname in NOT_FSF_LIST
                    or reldirname in BY_HAND):
                    # Prune this directory from our search list.
                    dirs.remove(dirname)
            for filename in files:
                relpath = "/%s" % (root, filename)
                if (filename in EXCLUDE_ALL_LIST
                    or relpath in EXCLUDE_LIST
                    or relpath in NOT_FSF_LIST
                    or relpath in BY_HAND):
                    # Ignore this file.
                    pass
                else:
                    result.append(relpath)

    return result

def update_files(update_list):
    """Update the copyright header of the files in the given list.

    We use gnulib’s update-copyright script for that.
    ""

    # We want to use year intervals in the copyright notices, and
    # all years should be collapsed to one single year interval,
    # even if there are ”holes” in the list of years found in the
    # original copyright notice (OK’ed by the FSF, case [gnu.org #719834]).
os.environ['UPDATE_COPYRIGHT_USE_INTERVALS'] = '2'

# Perform the update, and save the output in a string.
update_cmd = ['bash', 'gdb/gnulib/import/extra/update-copyright']
update_cmd += update_list

p = subprocess.Popen(update_cmd, stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
                      stderr=subprocess.STDOUT)
update_out = p.communicate()[0]

# Process the output. Typically, a lot of files do not have
# a copyright notice :-(. The update-copyright script prints
# a well defined warning when it did not find the copyright notice.
# For each of those, do a sanity check and see if they may in fact
# have one. For the files that are found not to have one, we filter
# the line out from the output, since there is nothing more to do,
# short of looking at each file and seeing which notice is appropriate.
# Too much work! (~4,000 files listed as of 2012-01-03).
update_out = update_out.splitlines()
warning_string = ': warning: copyright statement not found'
warning_len = len(warning_string)
for line in update_out:
    if line.endswith('n'):
        line = line[:-1]
    if line.endswith(warning_string):
        filename = line[:-warning_len]
        if may_have_copyright_notice(filename):
            print line
        else:
            # Unrecognized file format. !?!
            print "*** " + line

def may_have_copyright_notice(filename):
    """Check that the given file does not seem to have a copyright notice.

    The filename is relative to the root directory.
    This function assumes that the current working directory is that root
    directory.

    The algorithm is fairly crude, meaning that it might return
    some false positives. I do not think it will return any false
    negatives... We might improve this function to handle more
    complex cases later...
    """

    # For now, it may have a copyright notice if we find the word
    # "Copyright" at the (reasonable) start of the given file, say
def main ():
    """The main subprogram.""
    if not os.path.isfile("gnulib/import/extra/update-copyright") :
        print "Error: This script must be called from the gdb directory."
    root_dir = os.path.dirname(os.getcwd())
    os.chdir(root_dir)

    update_list = get_update_list ()
    update_files (update_list)

    # Remind the user that some files need to be updated by HAND...
    if BY_HAND :
        print
        print "\033\[31mREMINDER: The following files must be updated by hand.\033\[0m"
        for filename in BY_HAND + MULTIPLE_COPYRIGHT_HEADERS :
            print "  ", filename

# Some constants, placed at the end because they take up a lot of room.
# The actual value of these constants is not significant to the understanding
# of the script.
#
# Files which should not be modified, either because they are
# generated, non-FSF, or otherwise special (e.g. license text,
# or test cases which must be sensitive to line numbering).
# Filenames are relative to the root directory.
EXCLUDE_LIST = ( 
    'gdb/CONTRIBUTE',
    ...
'gdb/gnulib' 
)

# Files which should not be modified, either because they are 
# generated, non-FSF, or otherwise special (e.g. license text, 
# or test cases which must be sensitive to line numbering).
#
# Matches any file or directory name anywhere. Use with caution. 
# This is mostly for files that can be found in multiple directories. 
# Eg: We want all files named COPYING to be left untouched.

EXCLUDE_ALL_LIST = ( 
    "COPYING", "COPYING.LIB", "CVS", "configure", "copying.c", 
    "fdl.texi", "gpl.texi", "alocal.m4", 
)

# The list of files to update by hand.
BY_HAND = ( 
    # These files are sensitive to line numbering. 
    "gdb/testsuite/gdb.base/step-line.inp", 
    "gdb/testsuite/gdb.base/step-line.c", 
)

# Files containing multiple copyright headers. This script is only 
# fixing the first one it finds, so we need to finish the update 
# by hand.
MULTIPLE_COPYRIGHT_HEADERS = ( 
    "gdb/doc/gdb.texinfo", 
    "gdb/doc/refcard.tex", 
    "gdb/gdbarch.sh", 
)

# The list of file which have a copyright, but not head by the FSF. 
# Filenames are relative to the root directory.
NOT_FSF_LIST = ( 
    "gdb/exc_request.defs", 
    "gdb/gdbtk", 
    "gdb/testsuite/gdb.gdbtk/", 
    "sim/arm/armemu.h", "sim/arm/armos.c", "sim/arm/gdbhost.c", 
    "sim/arm/dbg_hif.h", "sim/arm/dbg_conf.h", "sim/arm/communicate.h", 
    "sim/arm/armos.h", "sim/arm/armcopro.c", "sim/arm/armemu.c", 
    "sim/arm/kid.c", "sim/arm/thumbemu.c", "sim/arm/armdefs.h", 
    "sim/arm/armopts.h", "sim/arm/dbg_cp.h", "sim/arm/dbg_rdi.h", 
    "sim/arm/parent.c", "sim/arm/armsupp.c", "sim/arm/armrdi.c", 
    "sim/arm/bag.c", "sim/arm/armvirt.c", "sim/arm/main.c", "sim/arm/bag.h", 
    "sim/arm/communicate.c", "sim/arm/gdbhost.h", "sim/arm/armfpe.h", 
    "sim/arm/arminit.c", 
    "sim/common/cgen-fpu.c", "sim/common/cgen-fpu.h", 
)
"sim/common/egen-accfp.c",
"sim/erc32/sis.h", "sim/erc32/erc32.c", "sim/erc32/func.c",
"sim/erc32/float.c", "sim/erc32/interf.c", "sim/erc32/sis.c",
"sim/erc32/exec.c",
"sim/mips/m16run.c", "sim/mips/sim-main.c",
"sim/moxie/moxie-gdb.dts",
# Not a single file in sim/ppc/ appears to be copyright FSF :-(.
"sim/ppc/filter.h", "sim/ppc/gen-support.h", "sim/ppc/ld-insn.h",
"sim/ppc/hw_sem.c", "sim/ppc/hw_disk.c", "sim/ppc/decode_branch.h",
"sim/ppc/ppc-endian.h", "sim/ppc/table.c", "sim/ppc/hw_core.c",
"sim/ppc/gen-support.c", "sim/ppc/gen-semantics.h", "sim/ppc/cpu.h",
"sim/ppc/sim_callbacks.h", "sim/ppc/RUN", "sim/ppc/Makefile.in",
"sim/ppc/emul_chirp.c", "sim/ppc/hw_nvram.c", "sim/ppc/dc-test.01",
"sim/ppc/hw_phb.c", "sim/ppc/hw_eeeprom.c", "sim/ppc/bits.h",
"sim/ppc/hw_vm.c", "sim/ppc/cap.h", "sim/ppc/os_emul.h",
"sim/ppc/options.h", "sim/ppc/gen-idecode.c", "sim/ppc/filter.c",
"sim/ppc/corefile-n.h", "sim/ppc/std-config.h", "sim/ppc/ld-decode.h",
"sim/ppc/filter_filename.h", "sim/ppc/hwshm.c",
"sim/ppc/pk_disklabel.c", "sim/ppc/dc-simple", "sim/ppc/misc.h",
"sim/ppc/device_table.h", "sim/ppc/ld-insn.c", "sim/ppc/inline.c",
"sim/ppc/emul_bugapi.h", "sim/ppc/hw_cpu.h", "sim/ppc/debug.h",
"sim/ppc/hw_ide.c", "sim/ppc/debug.c", "sim/ppc/gen-itable.h",
"sim/ppc/interrupts.c", "sim/ppc/hw glue.c", "sim/ppc/emul_unix.c",
"sim/ppc/sim_calls.c", "sim/ppc/dc-complex", "sim/ppc/ld-cache.c",
"sim/ppc/registers.h", "sim/ppc/dc-test.02", "sim/ppc/options.c",
"sim/ppc/igen.h", "sim/ppc/registers.c", "sim/ppc/device.h",
"sim/ppc/emul_chirp.h", "sim/ppc/hw_register.c", "sim/ppc/hw_init.c",
"sim/ppc/sim-endian-n.h", "sim/ppc/filter_filename.c",
"sim/ppc/bits.c", "sim/ppc/decode_fields.h", "sim/ppc/hw_memory.c",
"sim/ppc/misc.c", "sim/ppc/double.c", "sim/ppc/psim.h",
"sim/ppc/hw_trace.c", "sim/ppc/emul_netbsd.h", "sim/ppc/psim.c",
"sim/ppc/ppc-instructions", "sim/ppc/tree.h", "sim/ppc/README",
"sim/ppc/gen-icache.h", "sim/ppc/gen-model.h", "sim/ppc/ld-cache.c",
"sim/ppc/mon.c", "sim/ppc/corefile.h", "sim/ppc/vm.c",
"sim/ppc/INSTALL", "sim/ppc/gen-model.c", "sim/ppc/hw_cpu.c",
"sim/ppc/corefile.c", "sim/ppc/hw_opic.c", "sim/ppc/gen-icache.c",
"sim/ppc/events.h", "sim/ppc/os_emul.c", "sim/ppc/emul_generic.c",
"sim/ppc/main.c", "sim/ppc/hw_com.c", "sim/ppc/gen-semantics.c",
"sim/ppc/emul_bugapi.c", "sim/ppc/device.c", "sim/ppc/emul_generic.h",
"sim/ppc/tree.c", "sim/ppc/mon.h", "sim/ppc/interrupts.h",
"sim/ppc/cap.c", "sim/ppc/cpu.c", "sim/ppc/hw_phb.h",
"sim/ppc/device_table.c", "sim/ppc/ff.c", "sim/ppc/ff.c",
"sim/ppc/dc-stupid", "sim/ppc/hw_pal.c", "sim/ppc/ppc-spr-table",
"sim/ppc/emul_unix.h", "sim/ppc/words.h", "sim/ppc/basics.h",
"sim/ppc/hw_htab.c", "sim/ppc/lf.h", "sim/ppc/ld-decode.c",
"sim/ppc/sim-endian.c", "sim/ppc/gen-itable.c",
"sim/ppc/decode_expression.h", "sim/ppc/table.h", "sim/ppc/dgen.c",
"sim/ppc/events.c", "sim/ppc/gen-idecode.h", "sim/ppc/emul_netbsd.c", Open Source Used In Cisco VSM 7.14.3 25866
if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU
General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode
of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are
based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.
b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,
conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@enumerate 0
@item Definitions.

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as ``you''. ``Licensees'' and ``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of the earlier work or a work `based on'' the earlier work.

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

@item Source Code.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

@item Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.
When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
@item
The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

@item
The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all notices``.

@item
You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection
6b.

@item
Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

@item
Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

@end enumerate

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "`User Product`" is either (1) a `consumer product`, which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "`normally used`" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with
solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

@item Additional Terms.

``Additional permissions'' are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders
of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

@enumerate a
@item Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
@item Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
@item Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
@item Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
@item Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
@item Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.
@end enumerate

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered ``further restrictions'' within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

@item Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstate permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

@item Patents.

A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor’s “contributor version”.

A contributor’s “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a
consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

@item Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE
DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR
CORRECTION.

@item Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR
CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR
LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM
TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

@end enumerate

@end enumerate

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these
terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@smallexample
@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
@end smallexample
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at
your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.
@end smallexample

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@smallexample
@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.
@end smallexample

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show
the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your
program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would
use an ``about box''.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your
program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine
library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary
applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But
first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.
@end c

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.
The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.
7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.
Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary
General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document free in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of `copyleft`, which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The `Document`, below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as `you`. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission...
under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not ``Transparent" is called ``Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain @sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples
of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:
@enumerate
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all
other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See \url{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING
``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is `"eligible for relicensing`` if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `"GNU Free Documentation License``.
@end group
@end smallexample
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with@dots{}Texts." line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGreed TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on
the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this,
we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's
free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This
license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary
one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that
they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a
program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without
changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is
analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in
a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a
derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License
treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General
Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We
concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the
users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to
permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this
will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only
works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary
General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Copyright \copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street - Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

@item You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

@item You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
@item The modified work must itself be a software library.

@item You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

@item You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

@item
You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

@item
A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a `work that uses the Library`. Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a `work that uses the Library` with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a `work that uses the library`. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a `work that uses the Library` uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)
Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

@item
As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a ``work that uses the Library`` with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

@enumerate
@item
Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that
uses the Library``, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

@item
Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A
suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the
library already present on the user's computer system, rather than
copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate
properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs
one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the
version that the work was made with.

@item
Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

@item
If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

@item
Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

For an executable, the required form of the `work that uses the Library` must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

@item
You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

@enumerate a
@item
Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.
@item
Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
@end enumerate
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

@item If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

@item The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and `any later version`, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

@item If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

@center NO WARRANTY
BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) year name of author
This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at
your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,
USA.
@end smallexample

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a `copyright disclaimer' for the library, if
necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

@smallexample
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library
`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
@end smallexample

That's all there is to it!
BEGIN{
   FS="";
   print ":= Do not modify this file!! "
   "."- buffer-read-only: t -v- vi"
   ":set ro:"
   print " It is created automatically by copying.awk.";
   print " Modify copying.awk instead. <==" /*
   print ""
   print "#include \\"defs.h\"
   print "#include \\"command.h\"
   print "#include \\"gdbcmd.h\"
   print ""
   print "static void show_copying_command (char *, int);"
   print ""
   print "static void show_warranty_command (char *, int);"
   print ""
print "void _initialize_copying (void);"
print ""
print "static void";
print "show_copying_command (char *ignore, int from_tty);"
print "{";
}
NR == 1;/^\[ ]*15\. Disclaimer of Warranty\[ ]*$/
if ($0 ~ //)
{
    printf " printf_filtered (\"\n\n\n";
}
else if ($0 !~ /^\[ ]*15\. Disclaimer of Warranty\[ ]*$/)
{
    printf " printf_filtered (\""
    for (i = 1; i < NF; i++)
printf "\"%s\\n\", $i;
    printf "\"%s\n\")\n", $NF;
}
\^[ ]*15\. Disclaimer of Warranty\[ ]*$/

print "}";
print ""
print "static void";
print "show_warranty_command (char *ignore, int from_tty);"
print "{";
}
\^[ ]*15\. Disclaimer of Warranty\[ ]*$/ , /^\[ ]*END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS[ ]*$/
if (! ($0 ~ /^\[ ]*END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS[ ]*$/))
{
    printf " printf_filtered (\""
    for (i = 1; i < NF; i++)
printf "\"%s\\n\", $i;
    printf "\"%s\n\")\n", $NF;
}
\] ]*15\. Disclaimer of Warranty\[ ]*$/ , /^\[ ]*END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS[ ]*$/

END{
    printf "}";
    printf ""
    print "void"
print " _initialize_copying (void)";
print "{";
print " add_cmd (\"copying\", no_set_class, show_copying_command,\";
print " _\("Conditions for redistributing copies of GDB.\")\",\";
print " &showlist);\";
print " add_cmd (\"warranty\", no_set_class, show_warranty_command,\";
print " _\("Various kinds of warranty you do not have.\")\",\";
print " &showlist);\";
print "";
print " /* For old-timers, allow "info copying", etc. */";
print " add_info ("copying", show_copying_command,"
print " _("Conditions for redistributing copies of GDB.")");";
print " add_info ("warranty", show_warranty_command,";
print " _("Various kinds of warranty you do not have.")");";
print "}";
}

1.743 hawtbuf 1.11

1.744 libtool 2.4.2 22.el7_3
1.744.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations
below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

no warranty

11. Because the program is licensed free of charge, there is no warranty for the program, to the extent permitted by applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing the copyright holders and/or other parties provide the program "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the program is with you. Should the program prove defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

12. In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or redistribute the program as permitted above, be liable to you for damages, including any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third parties or a failure of the program to operate with any other programs), even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

end of terms and conditions

how to apply these terms to your new programs

if you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@c center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The “Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, “Title Page” means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The “publisher” means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section “Entitled XYZ” means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as “Acknowledgements”, “Dedications”, “Endorsements”, or “History”.) To “Preserve the Title” of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section “Entitled XYZ” according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item

MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements."

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for
verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute
it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this
License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all
other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may
distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the
original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions
of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
title.
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU Free Documentation License`.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.` line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
c End:

1.745 commons-lang3 2.5

1.745.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER ARISING AS A RESULT OF THIS LICENSE OR OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE WORK (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES), EVEN IF SUCH CONTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang
Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
1.746 geo-ip 1.5.0-13.el7
1.746.1 Available under license :

[ Note that while the core GeoIP library is licensed under the LGPL, the libGeoIPUpdate library depends on md5.c and types.h which are licensed under the GPL. ]

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
There are two licenses, one for the C library software, and one for the database.

SOFTWARE LICENSE (C library)

The GeoIP C Library is licensed under the LGPL. For details see the COPYING file.

OPEN DATA LICENSE (GeoLite Country and GeoLite City databases)

Copyright (c) 2008 MaxMind, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

All advertising materials and documentation mentioning features or use of this database must display the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes GeoLite data created by MaxMind, available from
Redistribution and use with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
2. All advertising materials and documentation mentioning features or use of this database must display the following acknowledgement:
   "This product includes GeoLite data created by MaxMind, available from http://maxmind.com/"
3. "MaxMind" may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this database without specific prior written permission.

THIS DATABASE IS PROVIDED BY MAXMIND, INC ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL MAXMIND BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DATABASE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.747 e2fsprogs 1.42.9-13.el7
1.747.1 Available under license:

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss command-line interface parsing library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>, from sources obtained from a mirror of:
tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

From the original distribution:

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,
and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution
of the software without specific, written prior permission.
M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about
the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is
provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by
Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright:

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU
Lesser (Library) General Public License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)
General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.
This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by
Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright:

Theodore Ts'o

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,
   including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

/*
Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2 file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static). The EXT2 utilities were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>
Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>
Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mnr20@cam.ac.uk>

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright notice:

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU Public License.


On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file
system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>, from sources obtained from a mirror of:
tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

From the original distribution:

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared libraries.
# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

BSD_LIB_VERSION = 1.0
BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce
BSDLIB_MYDIR = et
BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

all:: image

real-subdirs:: Makefile
@echo "MKDIR pic"
@mkdir -p pic

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)
BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

image:$(BSD_LIB)

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)
(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS) $(OBJS))
$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .
This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license. Please see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the libet and libss libraries for more information.

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net. If you need to make a distribution, that's the one you should use. If there is some reason why you'd like a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git repository from the development branch, please contact me (tytso@mit.edu) before you ship. The release schedules for this package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

Theodore Ts'o
23-June-2007

---------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library”. The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library ‘Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file system utilities (e2fscck, mke2fs, etc.). The EXT2 utilities were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>
Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>
Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>
Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrm20@cam.ac.uk>

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

Copyright notice:

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.


On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'. The complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. M.I.T. and the
M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

The license used for lib/uuid is:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License. Follows the GNU license.

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.748 jetty-servlet 9.2.26.v20180806
1.749 zlib 2.27 34.base.el7

1.749.1 Available under license:
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute, execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer, must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.750 ethtool 4.8-9.el7

1.750.1 Available under license:
ethtool is available under the terms of the GNU Public License version 2.

See COPYING for details.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along 
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate 
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may 
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be 
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into 
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may 
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the 
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General 
Public License instead of this License.

1.751 libunistring 0.9.3
1.751.1 Available under license :
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 
Version 3, 29 June 2007
0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the
facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:
0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the
Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version
of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that published version or of any later version
published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you
received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser
General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide
whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall
apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is
permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the
Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.
"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).
However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
@c The GNU General Public License.
@ccenter Version 3, 29 June 2007

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
c hence no sectioning command or @node.

display
Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this
license document, but changing it is not allowed.
display

heading Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom
to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains
free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation,
use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it
applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You
can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@enumerate 0
@item Definitions.

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as ``you''. ``Licensees'' and ``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

@item Source Code.

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

@item Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

@enumerate a
@item
The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

@item
The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all notices``.

@item
You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

@item
If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.
@end enumerate

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

@item Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

@enumerate a
item
Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

item
Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

item
Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

item
Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

item
Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

end enumerate

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

@item Additional Terms.

``Additional permissions`` are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

@enumerate a
@item Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

@item Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

@item Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

@item Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

@item Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

@item Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically
granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

@item Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

@item Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a 
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

@end enumerate

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest 
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it 
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these 
terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest 
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively 
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least 
the ``copyright`` line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@smallexample
@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify 
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at 
your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but 
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU 
General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program. If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.
@end smallexample

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short 
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@smallexample
@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}. 
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it 
under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.
@end smallexample
The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an ``about box''.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
c hence no sectioning command or @node.

copyright
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.
We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.
A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain @sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}. PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

**MODIFICATIONS**

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

- Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

- List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

- State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

- Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

- Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

- Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the ``History'' section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retile any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item
COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.
In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

“Massive Multi-author Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multi-author Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.
ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```plaintext
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled `GNU Free Documentation License'.
```

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.' line with this:

```plaintext
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
```

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

Local Variables:
ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
End:
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Apache HTTP Server
Copyright 2013 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security
Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various
modifications by Spyglass Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, and
Bell Communications Research, Inc (Bellcore).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICEx text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "["] replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE HTTP SERVER SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Apache HTTP Server includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the mod_mime_magic component:

/*
 * mod_mime_magic: MIME type lookup via file magic numbers
 * Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Cisco Systems, Inc.
This software was submitted by Cisco Systems to the Apache Group in July 1997. Future revisions and derivatives of this source code must acknowledge Cisco Systems as the original contributor of this module. All other licensing and usage conditions are those of the Apache Group.

Some of this code is derived from the free version of the file command originally posted to comp.sources.unix. Copyright info for that program is included below as required.

- Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin, 1987. Written by Ian F. Darwin.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software. Since few users ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

For the components:

"macmartinized" polygon code copyright 1992 by Eric Haines, erich@eye.com

NCSA HTTPd Server
Software Development Group
National Center for Supercomputing Applications
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
605 E. Springfield, Champaign, IL 61820
* httpd@ncsa.uiuc.edu
* 
* Copyright (C) 1995, Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois
*
************************************************************************
*
* md5.c: NCSA HTTPd code which uses the md5c.c RSA Code
*
* Original Code Copyright (C) 1994, Jeff Hostetler, Spyglass, Inc.
* Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 by Carnegie Mellon
* University (see Copyright below).
* Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1991 Bell Communications
* Research, Inc. (Bellcore) (see Copyright below).
* Portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu
* Content-MD5 Code contributed by Martin Hamilton (martin@net.lut.ac.uk)
*
*/

/* these portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu */
/* (C) Copyright 1993,1994 by Carnegie Mellon University */
* All Rights Reserved.
*
* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
* and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without
* fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies
* and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice
* appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie
* Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity
* pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
* written prior permission. Carnegie Mellon University makes no
* representations about the suitability of this software for any
* purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied
* warranty.
*
* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN
* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING
* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
* SOFTWARE.
*/

/*
* Copyright (c) 1991 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)
* */
* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this material
* for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
* that the above copyright notice and this permission notice
* appear in all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be
* used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this
* material without the specific, prior written permission
* of an authorized representative of Bellcore.  BELLCORE
* MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR SUITABILITY
* OF THIS MATERIAL FOR ANY PURPOSE.  IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS",
* WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES.
*/

For the `srclib/apr/include/apr_md5.h` component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 *
 * The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
 * included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
 * licence for the modifications made to that material.
 */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
 rights reserved.

 License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
 is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
 Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
 or this function.

 License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
 that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
 Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
 mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
 the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
 software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
 without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
 documentation and/or software.
 */

For the `srclib/apr/passwd/apr_md5.c` component:

/*
 * This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
 *

* The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is
* included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and
* licence for the modifications made to that material.
*/

/* MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm */

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
 rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
*/
/*
/*
* The apr_md5_encode() routine uses much code obtained from the FreeBSD 3.0
* MD5 crypt() function, which is licenced as follows:
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------
* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):
* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file. As long as you retain this notice you
* can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think
* this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return. Poul-Henning Kamp
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

For the srclib\apr-util\crypto\apr_md4.c component:

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
* 
* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
* rights reserved.
*
License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.

For the srclib\apr-util\include\apr_md4.h component:

This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it
is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest
Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software
or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided
that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data
Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material
mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
documentation and/or software.
For the srclib\apr-util\test\testmd4.c component:

*
* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.
* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.
*
* Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All
* rights reserved.
*
* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either
* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this
* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"
* without express or implied warranty of any kind.
*
* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this
* documentation and/or software.
*/

For the srclib\apr-util\xml\expat\conf\tools\install-sh component:

#
# install - install a program, script, or datafile
# This comes from X11R5 (mit/util/scripts/install.sh).
#
# Copyright 1991 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
#
# Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
# documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
# the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.
#
For the test\zb.c component:

/*@  ZeusBench V1.01

This program is Copyright (C) Zeus Technology Limited 1996.

This program may be used and copied freely providing this copyright notice
is not removed.

This software is provided "as is" and any express or implied warranties,
including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall
Zeus Technology Ltd. be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,
exemplary, or consequential damaged (including, but not limited to,
procurement of substitute good or services; loss of use, data, or profits;
or business interruption) however caused and on theory of liability. Whether
in contract, strict liability or tort (including negligence or otherwise)
arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the
possibility of such damage.

Written by Adam Twiss (adam@zeus.co.uk). March 1996

Thanks to the following people for their input:
Mike Belshe (mbelshe@netscape.com)
Michael Campanella (campanella@stevms.enet.dec.com)

For the expat xml parser component:

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" lang="en" xml:lang="en"><head> <!--
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.</p>

<p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.</p>

<p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.</p>

<p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.</p>

<p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).</p>

<p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.</p>

<p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."</p>

<p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p>
<li><strong>Grant of Copyright License.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</li>

<li><strong>Grant of Patent License.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.</li>

<li><strong>Redistribution.</strong> You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

<ol class="lo-A">
<li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and</li>
<li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and</li>
<li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and</li>
<li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. 

</ol>

<p>You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.</p>

<li><strong>Submission of Contributions.</strong> Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

</li>

<li><strong>Trademarks.</strong> This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

</li>

<li><strong>Disclaimer of Warranty.</strong> Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

</li>

<li><strong>Limitation of Liability.</strong> In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.</li>

<li><strong>Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.</strong> While
redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.</li>

</ol>

<p class="centered">END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

<p class="centered">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your
work.</p>

<p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.</p>

<div class="example"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.</pre></div>
1.753 libnuma 2.0.9-7.el7

1.753.1 Available under license:

/* Copyright (C) 2003,2004 Andi Kleen, SuSE Labs.
   Allocate memory with policy for testing.

numactl is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; version
2.
numactl is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should find a copy of v2 of the GNU General Public License somewhere on your Linux system; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA */

Name: numactl
Summary: Library for tuning for Non Uniform Memory Access machines
Version: 2.0.9
Release: 7% {?dist}
# libnuma is LGPLv2 and GPLv2
# numactl binaries are GPLv2 only
License: GPLv2

1.754 pylblzma 0.5.3
1.754.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.
b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code.)
Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.755 httpcore 4.3.3
1.755.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

=========================================================================

This project contains annotations in the package org.apache.http.annotation
which are derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS
Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.
See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)
Full text: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode

License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS
PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR
OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS
LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED
HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions

"Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its
entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent
works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be
considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

"Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a
translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art
reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or
adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the
purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,
the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative
Work for the purpose of this License.

"Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

"Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

"Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.
"You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws.

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:

   to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works;
   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;
   to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

   For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:
   Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.
   Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
   Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

   The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:

   You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as
incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.
8. Miscellaneous

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensors” shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity” shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control” means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You” (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source” form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object” form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work” shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works” shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution” shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensors for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted” means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensors or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

1.758 batik 1.10

1.758.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided You use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.759 apachenmsc# 1.5.6
1.759.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

APACHE ACTIVEMQ DEPENDENCIES:

The Apache ActiveMQ message broker includes a number of dependencies, many of them optional, with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

For the backport-util-concurrent library:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html><head><title>Creative Commons Public Domain</title></head><body><p align="center"><em>Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification</em></p>

<p>The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.</p>

<p>A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.</p>

<p>Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.</p>

<p>Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.</p>

For the mx4j, mx4j-remote, and mx4j-tools library:

The MX4J License, Version 1.0

Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."
Alternatively, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission.
For written permission, please contact

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J", nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written permission of Simone Bordet.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
====================================================================
This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the MX4J project. For more information on MX4J, please see
For the jetty and jetty-util library:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

For the xmlpull library:

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-----------

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation
contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)
are in the Public Domain.

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

Initial authors:

Stefan Haustein
Aleksander Slominski

2001-12-12

For the spring library:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the...
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

For the xstream library:

(BSD Style License)

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=========================================================================== NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of ==
== the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==
== in this case for the Apache ActiveMQ distribution. ==
=========================================================================  

Apache ActiveMQ  
Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation  

This product includes software developed by  
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).  

1.760 libidn 1.28 4.el7  
1.760.1 Available under license :  
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.  
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document \textit{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and
Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See \url{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or ``MMC Site'') means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

``Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}. Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''. @end

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
replace the `"with@dots{ }Texts."' line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.
e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above,

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactivity when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
Libidn COPYING -- Explanation of licensing conditions.
Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Simon Josefsson
See the end for copying conditions.

The source code for the C library (libidn.a or libidn.so), the C#
library (Libidn.dll) and the Java library (libidn-*.jar) are licensed
under the terms of either the GNU General Public License version 2.0
or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser General Public
License version 3.0 or later (see the file COPYING.LESSERv3), or both
in parallel as here.

The author of the Java library has agreed to also distribute it under
the Apache License Version 2.0 (see the file java/LICENSE-2.0).

The manual is licensed under the GNU Free Documentation License,
Version 1.3 or any later.

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxilliary
files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0
or later.

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.

There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for
precise information.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,
are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright
notice and this notice are preserved.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users’ and authors’ sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users’ freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

⟨one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.⟩
Copyright (C) ⟨year⟩ ⟨name of author⟩

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
License below is copied from <http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>,
last updated 7 July 2004, and claims to apply to all Unicode versions.

According to a post on emacs-devel,
RMS believe it is a free license:

This is a free license, and even compatible with the GPL (if
that ever matters). Yes, we can use it now.

EXHIBIT 1
UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories
http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and
http://www.unicode.org/reports/. Unicode Software includes any source
code under the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and http://www.unicode.org/reports/.

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEquivocALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE Bound BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright 1991-2004 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the
facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:
0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.761 jackson-xc 2.11.1

1.761.1 Available under license:

# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library. It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has been in development since 2007. It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses. To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file. For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).
## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivative works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

1.762 libssh 1.4.3-12.el7

1.762.1 Available under license:

/* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Sara Golemon <sarag@libssh2.org>
 * Copyright (c) 2005,2006 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>
 * Copyright (c) 2006-2007 The Written Word, Inc.
 * Copyright (c) 2007 Eli Fant <elifantu@mail.ru>
 * Copyright (c) 2009 Daniel Stenberg
 * Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Simon Josefsson
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,
 * with or without modification, are permitted provided
 * that the following conditions are met:
 *
 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
 * following disclaimer.
 *
 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
 * copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
 * disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
 * provided with the distribution.
 *
 * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names
 * of any other contributors may be used to endorse or
 * promote products derived from this software without
 * specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
 * CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
 * INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
Except where noted otherwise in the file itself, the source code for all Pacemaker programs is licensed under version 2 or later of the GNU General Public License (GPLv2+), its headers and libraries under version 2.1 or later of the less restrictive GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPLv2.1+), its documentation under version 4.0 or later of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike International Public License (CC-BY-SA v4.0+), and its init scripts under the Revised BSD license.

The text of these licenses are provided in the "licenses" subdirectory.

If you find any deviations from this policy, or wish to inquire about alternate licensing arrangements, please e-mail the developers@ClusterLabs.org mailing list. Licensing issues are further discussed on the ClusterLabs wiki (at https://wiki.clusterlabs.org/wiki/License).

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.764.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.765 microcode-ctl 2.1-61.6.el7_8
1.765.1 Available under license:
Copyright (c) 2018-2020 Intel Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution.

Redistribution and use in binary form, without modification, are permitted, provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions must reproduce the above copyright notice and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

2. Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its suppliers may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

3. No reverse engineering, decompilation, or disassembly of this software is permitted.

"Binary form" includes any format that is commonly used for electronic
conveyance that is a reversible, bit-exact translation of binary representation to ASCII or ISO text, for example "uuencode".

DISCLAIMER.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.766 libpcap 0.9.4
1.766.1 Available under license :
License: BSD

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

1.767 blktrace 1.0.5-8.el7
1.767.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.768 python-ipy 0.75
1.768.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2006, INL
Copyright (c) 2001-2005, Maximillian Dornseif
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of IPy nor the names of its contributors may be used
  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
  specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.769 openscap 1.2.17-2.el7
1.769.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a “work that uses the Library” with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer’s own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable “work that
uses the Library”, as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user’s computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.770 libyaml 0.1.4-11.el7_0

1.770.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2017-2019 Ingy dt Net
Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.771 cryptsetup 2.0.3 3.el7

1.771.1 Available under license:

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER.
Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

   - the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;
   - moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);
   - publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;
   - rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;
   - rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;
   - database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and
   - other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective
under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer’s express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the “License”). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person’s Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give permission to link the code of portions of this program with the OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each individual source file, and distribute linked combinations including the two.

You must obey the GNU Lesser General Public License in all respects for all of the code used other than OpenSSL. If you modify file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version. If you delete this exception statement from all source files in the program, then also delete it here.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is address as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

-----
In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give permission to link the code of portions of this program with the OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each individual source file, and distribute linked combinations including the two.

You must obey the GNU General Public License in all respects for all of the code used other than OpenSSL. If you modify file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version. If you delete this exception statement from all source files in the program, then also delete it here.

1.772 talloc 2.1.13-1.el7
1.772.1 Available under license :
/*
 Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.
 Samba utility functions
 Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell 1998
 Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison 2007
 Copyright (C) Jelmer Vernooij <jelmer@samba.org> 2007

 ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the replace
 ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released
** under the LGPL

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

1.773 cxf-rt-ws-addr 3.3.8

1.773.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

---
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notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.774 python-inotify 0.9.4

1.774.1 Available under license :
Copyright (c) 2010 Sebastien Martini <seb@dbzteam.org>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.7.75 slf4j 1.7.26

1.7.75.1 Available under license:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<title>SLF4J License</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen" href="css/site.css" />
</head>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">prefix='';</script>
<script src="templates/header.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
<div id="left">
<script src="templates/left.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
</div>
<div id="right">
<script src="templates/right.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
</div>
<div id="content">
<h1>Licensing terms for SLF4J</h1>
<p>SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the MIT license.</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE. ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

These terms are identical to those of the MIT License, also called the X License or the X11 License, which is a simple, permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared it compatible with GNU GPL. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software Foundation as compatible with Apache Software License.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.776 apache-cxf 3.3.4

1.776.1 Available under license:

Copyright 2002-2004 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Inc, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems, Inc.. All rights reserved.

Permission to copy, display, perform, modify and distribute the WS-Addressing Specification, and to authorize others to do the foregoing, in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted for the purpose of developing and evaluating the WS-Addressing Specification.

BEA, IBM, Microsoft, SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems (collectively, the "Authors") each agree to grant a license to third parties, under royalty-free and otherwise reasonable, non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their respective essential patent claims that they deem necessary to implement the WS-Addressing Specification.

DISCLAIMERS:

THE WS-Addressing Specification IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE WS-Addressing Specification IS SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE WS-Addressing Specification OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.
You may remove these disclaimers from your modified versions of the WS-Addressing Specification provided that you effectively disclaim all warranties and liabilities on behalf of all copyright holders in the copies of any such modified versions you distribute.

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to the WS-Addressing Specification or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in the WS-Addressing Specification will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise. OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in this document or the extent to which any license under such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on OASIS's procedures with respect to rights in OASIS specifications can be found at the OASIS website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of such proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification, can be obtained from the OASIS Executive Director.

OASIS invites any interested party to bring to its attention any copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary rights which may cover technology that may be required to implement this specification. Please address the information to the OASIS Executive Director.

Copyright OASIS Open 2002-2004. All Rights Reserved.

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are included on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself does not be modified in any way, such as by removing the copyright notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of developing OASIS specifications, in which case the procedures for copyrights defined in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights document must be followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than English. The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns. This document and the information contained herein is provided on an AS IS basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com
Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS
"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content
   Distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
   i) changes to the Program, and
   ii) additions to the Program;
   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from
   and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution
   "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by
   such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.
   Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that
   are not Modified Works.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which
are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone
or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this
Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement
or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that
results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the
contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file
in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified
Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,
interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely
in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program
or Modified Works thereof.

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available
in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making
modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial Contributor.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).
3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange; and

b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license different than this Agreement, provided that such license:
   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
   iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code under section 3.2; and
   iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements of this section 3.

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent, trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add their own appropriate notices.
4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs
or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be
Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version.

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient. No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s), version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}.

Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Copyright 2001 - 2005, International Business Machines Corporation and Microsoft Corporation
All Rights Reserved

License for WSDL Schema Files

The Authors grant permission to copy and distribute the WSDL Schema Files in any medium without fee or royalty as long as this notice and license are distributed with them. The originals of these files can be located at:


THESE SCHEMA FILES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS," AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THESE FILES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR TITLE. THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THESE FILES.
The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to these files or any program or service that uses these files, written prior permission. Title to copyright in these files will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and
(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby
agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.
6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such an application, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date
of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from
time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C)
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that accompanied this code."

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.
As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Copyright (c) 2005-2006 David Heinemeier Hansson

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1.1

-------------------

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the
Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are
governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation
Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be
distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version
of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a
copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You
contribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code
version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include
an additional document offering the additional rights described in
Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be
made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License
either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an
Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic
Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
months after the date it initially became available, or at least six
(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for
ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an
Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the
origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's
intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,
Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code
distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the
party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will
know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after
the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,
Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies
Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps
reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may
contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one
other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to
Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may
only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code
governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that
the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",
"MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License)
and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license
contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and
Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial
Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in
Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of
this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF
DEFECTS, MERCHANTABILITY, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE
COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure
such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall
survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License
shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom
You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly
infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License
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shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified
EXHIBIT A - Mozilla Public License.

```
~The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License
Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing rights and limitations
under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________.
Portions created by __________________ are Copyright (C) ______
________________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms
of the _____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the
provisions of [_____] License are applicable instead of those
above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only
under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use
your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by
deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and
other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete
the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file
under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of
the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should
use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the
Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]
Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:
"This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."
Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>. For more information on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

The BSD License

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common Public License Version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.
"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

   b) its license agreement:
i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor (“Commercial Contributor”) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor (“Indemnified Contributor”) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively “Losses”) arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

AllRecipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:
- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)
  (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems, TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/2003-02-11.xsd)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)
The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is
Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.
See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee
are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.
(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the
public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://rumkin.com

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from
https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat
licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

This product includes software from the Spring Framework, under the Apache
License 2.0

This project includes Apache Ant. The <sync> task is based on code Copyright
(c) 2002, Landmark Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache
Software Foundation.

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are
present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by or submitted to:
- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)
  (http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace)

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems, TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/2003-02-11.xsd)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdll/http)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrmi.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/ws-addr.xsd)
(http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/)
(http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/)
(http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html)

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is
Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.
All rights reserved.
See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee
are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javaee_5.xsd)

This Product also includes software developed by David Heinemeier Hansson.
(http://dev.rubyonrails.org/browser/trunk/activesupport/lib/active_support/inflections.rb)

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009
(http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

Portions of the included XmlSchema library are Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

Portions of the file cxf-utils.js derives from code marked:
This code was written by Tyler Akins and has been placed in the public domain. It would be nice if you left this header intact.
Base64 code from Tyler Akins -- http://runkin.com

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from
https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat
licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>
This product includes software from the Spring Framework, under the Apache License 2.0

This project includes Apache Ant. The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software Foundation.

Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable are present in the licenses directory of this distribution.

The product contains code (StaxBuilder.java) that is Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin. All rights reserved.

See the NOTICE.jdom file for additional information
(c) 2001-2006 BEA Systems Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, Inc., SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign, Inc. All rights reserved.

Permission to copy and display the WS-Policy Specification (the "Specification", which includes WSDL and schema documents), in any medium without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the WS-Policy Specification, that you make:

1.A link or URL to the WS-Policy Specification at one of the Authors' websites
2.The copyright notice as shown in the WS-Policy Specification.

BEA Systems, IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Sonic Software, and VeriSign (collectively, the "Authors") each agree to grant you a license, under royalty-free and otherwise reasonable, non-discriminatory terms and conditions, to their respective essential patent claims that they deem necessary to implement the WS-Policy Specification.

THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS." AND THE AUTHORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

THE AUTHORS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO ANY USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE WS-POLICY SPECIFICATION.

The name and trademarks of the Authors may NOT be used in any manner, including advertising or publicity pertaining to the WS-Policy Specification or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in the WS-Policy Specification will at all times remain with the Authors.

No other rights are granted by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor
Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),
that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the
Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface
definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and
others. For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. Such programs are licensed to you under their original licenses.

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle’s GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also containing Oracle’s GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result. Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further distribute the package.

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or making modifications to this package which may subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party software.

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

Java classes (source and binary) under org.apache.cxf.jaxws.javaee are generated from schema available here:
(http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/javae_5.xsd)

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache CXF includes a number of components and libraries with separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those components are subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.
ANTLR Parser Generator (http://www.antlr.org/) antlr:antlr:jar:2.7.7
License: BSD License (http://www.antlr.org/license.html)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Guava: Google Core Libraries for Java (https://github.com/google/guava)
com.google.guava:guava:bundle:20.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

istack common utility code tools (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j/istack-commons/istack-commons-tools)
com.sun.istack:istack-commons-tools:jar:3.0.8
License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

com.sun.xml.bind.external:relaxng-datatype:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

com.sun.xml.bind.external:relaxng-datatype:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception (https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

com.sun.xml.bind.external:rngom:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

com.sun.xml.bind.external:rngom:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception (https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)
    License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

fastinfoset (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl/FastInfoset)
com.sun.xml.fastinfoset:FastInfoset:jar:1.2.16
    License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

Apache Commons - collections (http://commons.apache.org/collections/commons-collections)
commons-collections:commons-collections:jar:3.2.2:compile
    License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Metrics Core (http://metrics.dropwizard.io/metrics-core/) io.dropwizard.metrics:metrics-core:bundle:3.2.6
    License: Apache License 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

    License: Apache License Version 2.0  (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/apache-2.0.txt)

    License: Apache License Version 2.0  (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/apache-2.0.txt)

JavaBeans Activation Framework API jar (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf/jakarta.activation-api)
jakarta.activation:jakarta.activation-api:jar:1.2.1
    License: EDL 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

javax.ws.rs-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api) jakarta.ws.rs:jakarta.ws.rs-api:bundle:2.1.5
    License: EPL 2.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0)

javax.ws.rs-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxrs-api) jakarta.ws.rs:jakarta.ws.rs-api:bundle:2.1.5
    License: GPL2 w/ CPE  (https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

jakarta.xml.bind-api (https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api/jakarta.xml.bind-api)
jakarta.xml.bind:jakarta.xml.bind-api:jar:2.3.2
    License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

javax.annotation API (http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=250) javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api:jar:1.3.2
    License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception
(https://github.com/javaee/javax.annotation/blob/master/LICENSE)

javax.inject (http://code.google.com/p/atinject/) javax.inject:javax.inject:jar:1
    License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JSR 374 (JSON Processing) API (https://javaee.github.io/jsonp) javax.json:javax.json-api:bundle:1.1.4
    License: Dual license consisting of the CDDL v1.1 and GPL v2  (https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1)

Java Servlet API (http://servlet-spec.java.net) javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api:jar:3.1.0
    License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception  (https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html)
javax.xml.soap API (https://javaee.github.io/javaee-spec/) javax.xml.soap:javax.xml.soap-api:jar:1.4.0
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception
(https://github.com/javaee/javax.xml.soap/blob/master/LICENSE)

JAX-WS API (https://github.com/javaee/jax-ws-spec) javax.xml.ws:jaxws-api:jar:2.3.0
License: CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception
(https://github.com/javaee/jax-ws-spec/blob/master/LICENSE.md)

Joda-Time (http://www.joda.org/joda-time/) joda-time:joda-time:jar:2.9
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OAuth Core (http://oauth.net/code/oauth-core-parent/oauth/) net.oauth.core:oauth:jar:20100527
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

ehcache (http://ehcache.org) net.sf.ehcache:ehcache:jar:2.10.6
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (src/assemble/EHCACHE-CORE-LICENSE.txt)

java-support (http://shibboleth.net/java-support/) net.shibboleth.utilities:java-support:jar:7.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Apache Ant Core (http://ant.apache.org/) org.apache.ant:ant:jar:1.10.6
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Apache Ant Launcher (http://ant.apache.org/) org.apache.ant:ant-launcher:jar:1.10.6
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Geronimo JavaMail 1.4 :: Mail (http://geronimo.apache.org/maven/javamail/geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail/1.8.4/geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail) org.apache.geronimo.javamail:geronimo-javamail_1.4_mail:bundle:1.8.4
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

J2EE Management 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-j2ee-management_1.1_spec)
org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-j2ee-management_1.1_spec:jar:1.0.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JMS 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-jms_1.1_spec) org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-jms_1.1_spec:jar:1.1.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JTA 1.1 (http://geronimo.apache.org/specs/geronimo-jta_1.1_spec) org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-jta_1.1_spec:jar:1.1.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Web Services Metadata 2.0 (http://geronimo.apache.org/maven/specs/geronimo-ws-metadata_2.0_spec/1.1.3)
org.apache.geronimo.specs:geronimo-ws-metadata_2.0_spec:bundle:1.1.3
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Apache MINA Core (http://mina.apache.org/mina-core/) org.apache.mina:mina-core:bundle:2.0.21
License: Apache 2.0 License (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Apache Neethi (http://ws.apache.org/neethi/) org.apache.neethi:neethi:bundle:3.1.1
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

XmlSchema Core (http://ws.apache.org/commons/xmlschema20/xmlschema-core/)
org.apache.ws.xmlschema:xmlschema-core:bundle:2.2.4
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

License: Bouncy Castle Licence (http://www.bouncycastle.org/licence.html)

Stax2 API (http://wiki.fasterxml.com/WoodstoxStax2) org.codehaus.woodstox:stax2-api:bundle:3.1.4
License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

Cryptacular Library (http://www.cryptacular.org) org.cryptacular:cryptacular:jar:1.1.1
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)


License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)


hawtbuf (http://hawtbuf.fusesource.org/hawtbuf) org.fusesource.hawtbuf:hawtbuf:bundle:1.11
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

org.glassfish.jaxb:codemodel:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

org.glassfish.jaxb:codemodel:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception
(https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

JAXB XJC (https://javaee.github.io/jaxb-v2/jaxb-xjc/) org.glassfish.jaxb:jaxb-xjc:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

XSOM (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j/xsom) org.glassfish.jaxb:xsom:jar:2.3.2
License: Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 (https://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-2.0/EPL-2.0.txt)

XSOM (https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j/xsom) org.glassfish.jaxb:xsom:jar:2.3.2
License: GNU General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception
(https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html)

JASYPT: Java Simplified Encryption (http://www.jasypt.org) org.jasypt:jasypt:jar:1.9.3
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

JBoss Logging 3 (http://www.jboss.org) org.jboss.logging:jboss-logging:jar:3.4.0.Final
License: Apache License, version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)
Common Annotations 1.2 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec)
org.jboss.spec.javajavax.annotation:jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec:jar:1.0.2.Final
   License: Common Development And Distribution License 1.1  (https://javaee.github.io/glassfish/LICENSE)

Common Annotations 1.2 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec)
org.jboss.spec.javajavax.annotation:jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec:jar:1.0.2.Final
   License: GNU General Public License v2.0 only, with Classpath exception
   (http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html)

Java Servlet 4.0 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec) org.jboss.spec.javajavax.servlet:jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec:jar:1.0.0.Final
   License: Common Development And Distribution License 1.1  (https://javaee.github.io/glassfish/LICENSE)

Java Servlet 4.0 API (http://www.jboss.org/jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec) org.jboss.spec.javajavax.servlet:jboss-servlet-api_4.0_spec:jar:1.0.0.Final
   License: GNU General Public License v2.0 only, with Classpath exception
   (http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html)

XNIO API (http://www.jboss.org/xnio) org.jboss.xnio:xnio-api:jar:3.3.8.Final
   License: Public Domain  (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/cc0-1.0.txt)

   License: Public Domain  (http://repository.jboss.org/licenses/cc0-1.0.txt)

   License: Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0  (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php)

OpenSAML :: Core (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-core/) org.opensaml:opensaml-core:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: Profile API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-profile-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-profile-api:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-saml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-saml-api:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML Provider Implementations (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-saml-impl/)
org.opensaml:opensaml-saml-impl:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: Security API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-security-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-security-api:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: Security Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-security-impl/) org.opensaml:opensaml-security-impl:jar:3.3.0
   License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0  (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)
OpenSAML :: SOAP Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-soap-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-soap-api:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XACML Provider API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-api:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XACML Provider Implementations (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-impl/)
org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-impl:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML XACML Profile API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-saml-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-saml-api:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: SAML XACML Profile Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xacml-saml-impl/)
org.opensaml:opensaml-xacml-saml-impl:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XML Security API (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xmlsec-api/) org.opensaml:opensaml-xmlsec-api:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenSAML :: XML Security Implementation (http://shibboleth.net/opensaml-xmlsec-impl/)
org.opensaml:opensaml-xmlsec-impl:jar:3.3.0
License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

asm (http://asm.ow2.org/) org.ow2.asm:asm:jar:7.1
License: BSD (http://asm.ow2.org/license.html)

JCL 1.2 implemented over SLF4J (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:jcl-over-slf4j:jar:1.7.28
License: MIT License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

SLF4J API Module (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-api:jar:1.7.28
License: MIT License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

SLF4J JDK14 Binding (http://www.slf4j.org) org.slf4j:slf4j-jdk14:jar:1.7.28
License: MIT License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php)

License: The Apache Software License, Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Rhino (http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/) rhino:js:jar:1.7R2
License: Mozilla Public License (http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html)
THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce,
prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

   b) its license agreement:

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;
iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor (“Commercial Contributor”) hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor (“Indemnified Contributor”) against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those
performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any
licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0
Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

This product includes software Copyright University of Southampton IT Innovation Centre, 2009 (http://www.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk).

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or
(b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered
Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.


You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software
available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial
Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.
9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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1.777.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.
Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)
b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Kjetil Jacobsen <kjetilja at gmail.com>
Copyright (C) 2001-2008 by Markus F.X.J. Oberhumer <markus at oberhumer.com>

All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
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1.778.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

1.779 coreutils 8.22 23.el7
1.779.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers’ and authors’ protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users’ and
authors’ sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further
restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document, hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item

PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LateX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

- Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
  of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

- List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
  unless they release you from this requirement.

- State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
  Modified Version, as the publisher.

- Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

- Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

- Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

- Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

- Include an unaltered copy of this License.

- Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for
verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A ``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with @dots{} Texts." line with this:

```latex
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
```

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.
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1.780.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed...
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

1.781 logback-core 1.2.3

1.781.1 Available under license :

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in /* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in /* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the Free Software Foundation.'

1.782 dashplayer 2.6.2

1.782.1 Available under license :

Apache Commons Codec
Copyright 2002-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java
contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.
Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

===============================================================================

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm with permission from the original authors.
Original source copyright:
Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.
HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about
the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license
from the W3C, which is provided herein.

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C
including the following items in the xml-commons project:

    xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c
    and all subdirectories

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older
version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C
including the following items in the xml-commons project:

    xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom
    and all subdirectories

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

The specification of DOM Level 3’s various parts is at:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

The specification of DOM Level 2’s various parts is at:
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/
    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

The specification of DOM Level 1’s various parts is at:

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:
    http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:
    http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/
The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:
http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/
(both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

BSD License

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce
the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse
or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis ==
== distribution. ==
========================================================================

Apache XML Commons XML APIs
Copyright 1999-2009 The Apache Software Foundation.
This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
  <soap:Body>
    <AcquireLicenseResponse xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/DRM/2007/03/protocols">
      <AcquireLicenseResult>
        <Response xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/DRM/2007/03/protocols/messages">
          <LicenseResponse xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/DRM/2007/03/protocols" Id="SignedData">
            <Version>1</Version>
            <Licenses>
              <License>WE1SAAAAAMA0znFg4ZvQ7BLWkG7LSi3AAMAAAAAZQAAAgAEAAAAAgACADYAAAAAg
                AAAAQAAAAABjYJ2Z4psK+Ri+ICK4IWwGnAAAAAAABj9ABD6AAAAAAAAAMAGAAAEQAAQAS
                AAAAAAABWVvYWAAAAEwAAAAAxWVbSWAAAAAMgAAAAAgAAEAAAAAACaAAAAAoHoHAAAAADD
                AAAAAAACeAAAA8gABAoAAAAAeCfE2vrT777/pDQIP+PggUHBUQAABAAMgKBopGserialization
                QTIP3PrsX+A71IRCqEBa+SgKmn1U2kKVQunAHdVmJsfaEJnpWp6XH777mMwxy6DgxFLbIXZRe8
                Lai0K+BQO3JQRwb3NRfXrF8tW4f5q6S8nTCnJaF4OANILU0juOz7Vrfv5kv9p9/NUY0u70jK
                KY+kVs84r9jmw4AAAAKgAAEwAAQAQAvJ34pPbPf0eNONjt3vkInECpku3cRbeoXPOzS/GAN0z
                5Y5V5VVLbNQV1HCCzfvwXMt9roQXQd0xxMBSb5XAOABAASAAAAcAAAEAEKH9sT5xf+MhBWFz
                kpy+YA==</License>
              <License>WE1SAAAAAMA0znFg4ZvQ7BLWkG7LSi3AAMAAAAAZQAAAgAEAAAAAgACADYAAAAAg
                AAAAQAAAAABjYJ2Z4psK+Ri+ICK4IWwGnAAAAAAABj9ABD6AAAAAAAAAMAGAAAEQAAQAS
                AAAAAAABWVvYWAAAAEwAAAAAxWVbSWAAAAAMgAAAAAgAAEAAAAAACaAAAAAoHoHAAAAADD
                AAAAAAACeAAAA8gABAoAAAAAeCfE2vrT777/pDQIP+PggUHBUQAABAAMgKBopGserialization
                QTIP3PrsX+A71IRCqEBa+SgKmn1U2kKVQunAHdVmJsfaEJnpWp6XH777mMwxy6DgxFLbIXZRe8
                Lai0K+BQO3JQRwb3NRfXrF8tW4f5q6S8nTCnJaF4OANILU0juOz7Vrfv5kv9p9/NUY0u70jK
                KY+kVs84r9jmw4AAAAKgAAEwAAQAQAvJ34pPbPf0eNONjt3vkInECpku3cRbeoXPOzS/GAN0z
                5Y5V5VVLbNQV1HCCzfvwXMt9roQXQd0xxMBSb5XAOABAASAAAAcAAAEAEKH9sT5xf+MhBWFz
                kpy+YA==</License>
            </Licenses>
            <LicenseNonce>nMvkcHHzMnBRfahx2OU1mA==</LicenseNonce>
            <ResponseID>UhmjIrr5wArfgDqutuDF7x0kD/UEHy1q7N7r20gYa==</ResponseID>
          </LicenseResponse>
        </Response>
      </AcquireLicenseResult>
    </AcquireLicenseResponse>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
JUnit

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution” means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and
...documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution ‘originates’ from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are
not derivative works of the Program.

“Contributor” means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

“Licensed Patents ” mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and
such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under
Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise
transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and
object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the
Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the
Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be
covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any
other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is
licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the
licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by
any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other
intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.
Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor’s responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether
expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

0123456789


HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the public domain.

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax
and all subdirectories
xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
and all subdirectories

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html
The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 734314 2009-01-14 03:33:27Z mrglavas $

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.zip (COPYRIGHT.html)

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
All Rights Reserved.

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License. The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer
be 'w3c.org'; in the case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the 'org.w3c' package.

Note: The original version of the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License could be found at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[ ]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.
2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright [date-of-document] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.
   http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"
3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE
The copyright in this software is being made available under the BSD License, included below. This software may be subject to other third party and contributor rights, including patent rights, and no such rights are granted under this license.

**Copyright (c) 2015, Dash Industry Forum.**
**All rights reserved.**

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
  * Neither the name of the Dash Industry Forum nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

**THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.**

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
  <soap:Body>
    <soap:Fault>
      <faultcode xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">soap:Server</faultcode>
      <faultstring xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">PFS_LICENSE_CREATION_FAILURE</faultstring>
      <detail xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"/>
    </soap:Fault>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
```
1.783 at 3.1.13-24.el7

1.783.1 Available under license:
This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the deferred execution scheduler called at.

This package was debianized by its author Thomas Koenig <tg25@rz.uni-karlsruhe.de>, taken over and re-packaged first by Martin Schulze <joey@debian.org> and then by Siggy Brentrup <bsb@winnegan.de>, and then taken over by Ryan Murray <rmurray@debian.org>.

In August 2009 the upstream development and Debian packaging were taken over by Ansgar Burchardt <ansgar@debian.org> and Cyril Brulebois <kibi@debian.org>.

This may be considered the experimental upstream source, and since there doesn't seem to be any other upstream source, the only upstream source.

1993 (c) David Parsons
2002, 2005 (c) Ryan Murray

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

The files posixtm.c and posixtm.h have the following copyright information:


This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
parsetime.pl:

Copyright (C) 2009, Ansgar Burchardt <ansgar@debian.org>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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1.784.1 Available under license :

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.785 json-java 20180813
1.785.1 Available under license :
============================================================================
Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.786 batik-svgen 1.10

1.786.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org)/.

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme
1.787.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status...
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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1.788.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the “Lesser” General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a “work based on the library” and a “work that uses the library”. The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

**GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE**

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION**
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library ‘Frob’ (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice
That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software—to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gatis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.789 ipmi-tool 1.8.18-7.el7

1.789.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided “AS IS,” without a warranty of any kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. (“SUN”) AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

1.790 jackson-core 2.11.1

1.790.1 Available under license:

# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has been in development since 2007. It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses. To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file. For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

## Credits

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM) system project uses. This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License"). See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

1.791 json-c 0.99.4-3.el7

1.791.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

1.792 websocket-server 9.2.26.v20180806

1.793 perl-threads-shared 1.43
1.793.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*    shared.xs
 *    Copyright (c) 2001-2002, 2006 Larry Wall
 *    You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public License or the Artistic License, as specified in the README file.
 *    "Hand any two wizards a piece of rope and they would instinctively pull in opposite directions."
 *    --Sourcery
 *    Contributed by Artur Bergman <sky AT crucially DOT net>
 *    Pulled in the (an)other direction by Nick Ing-Simmons
/* * Shared variables are implemented by a scheme similar to tieing.
* Each thread has a proxy SV with attached magic -- "private SVs" --
* which all point to a single SV in a separate shared interpreter
* (PL_sharedsv_space) -- "shared SVs".
* * The shared SV holds the variable's true values, and its state is
* copied between the shared and private SVs with the usual
* mg_get()/mg_set() arrangement.
* * Aggregates (AVs and HVs) are implemented using tie magic, except that
* the vtable used is one defined in this file rather than the standard one.
* This means that where a tie function like FETCH is normally invoked by
* the tie magic's mg_get() function, we completely bypass the calling of a
* perl-level function, and directly call C-level code to handle it. On
* the other hand, calls to functions like PUSH are done directly by code
* in av.c, etc., which we can't bypass. So the best we can do is to provide
* XS versions of these functions. We also have to attach a tie object,
* blessed into the class threads::shared::tie, to keep the method-calling
* code happy.
* * Access to aggregate elements is done the usual tied way by returning a
* proxy PVLV element with attached element magic.
* * Pointers to the shared SV are squirrelled away in the mg->mg_ptr field
* of magic (with mg_len == 0), and in the IV2PTR(SvIV(sv)) field of tied
* object SVs. These pointers have to be hidden like this because they
* cross interpreter boundaries, and we don't want sv_clear() and friends
* following them.
* * The three basic shared types look like the following:
* * ***************
* * Shared scalar (my $s : shared):
* * * SV = PVMG(0x7ba238) at 0x7387a8
* * * FLAGS = (PADMY,GMG,SMG)
* * * MAGIC = 0x824d88
* * * MG_TYPE = PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n)
* * * MG_PTR = 0x810358 <<<< pointer to the shared SV
* * ***************
* */
* Shared aggregate (my @a : shared; my %h : shared):
*  
*  SV = PVAV(0x7175d0) at 0x738708  
*  FLAGS = (PADMY,RMG)  
*  MAGIC = 0x824e48  
*  MG_TYPE = PERL_MAGIC_tied(P)  
*  MG_OBJ = 0x7136e0 <<<< ref to the tied object  
*  SV = RV(0x7136f0) at 0x7136e0  
*  RV = 0x738640  
*  SV = PVMG(0x7ba238) at 0x738640 <<<< the tied object  
*  FLAGS = (OBJECT,IOK,pIOK)  
*  IV = 8455000 <<<< pointer to the shared AV  
*  STASH = 0x80abf0 "threads::shared::tie" 
*  MG_PTR = 0x810358 "" <<<< another pointer to the shared AV  
*  ARRAY = 0x0 
*  
*  ----------------- 
*  
*  Aggregate element (my @a : shared; $a[0])  
*  
*  SV = PVLV(0x77f628) at 0x713550  
*  FLAGS = (GMG,SMG,RMG,pIOK)  
*  MAGIC = 0x72bd58  
*  MG_TYPE = PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n)  
*  MG_PTR = 0x8103c0 "" <<<< pointer to the shared element  
*  MAGIC = 0x72bd18  
*  MG_TYPE = PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem(p)  
*  MG_OBJ = 0x7136e0 <<<< ref to the tied object  
*  SV = RV(0x7136f0) at 0x7136e0  
*  RV = 0x738660  
*  SV = PVMG(0x7ba278) at 0x738660 <<<< the tied object  
*  FLAGS = (OBJECT,IOK,pIOK)  
*  IV = 8455064 <<<< pointer to the shared AV  
*  STASH = 0x80ac30 "threads::shared::tie"  
*  TYPE = t 
*  
*  Note that PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem(p) magic doesn't have a pointer to a  
*  shared SV in mg_ptr; instead this is used to store the hash key,  
*  if any, like normal tied elements. Note also that element SVs may have  
*  pointers to both the shared aggregate and the shared element.  
*  
*  Userland locks:  
*  
*  If a shared variable is used as a perl-level lock or condition  
*  variable, then PERL_MAGIC_ext magic is attached to the associated  
*  shared* SV, whose mg_ptr field points to a malloc'ed structure  
*  containing the necessary mutexes and condition variables.
#define PERL_NO_GET_CONTEXT
#include "EXTERN.h"
#include "perl.h"
#include "XSUB.h"
#ifdef HAS_PPPORT_H
  #define NEED_sv_2pv_flags
  #define NEED_vnewSVpvf
  #define NEED_warner
  #define NEED_newSVpvn_flags
  #include "ppport.h"
  #include "shared.h"
#endif

#ifdef USE_ITHREADS

/* Magic signature(s) for mg_private to make PERL_MAGIC_ext magic safer */
#define UL_MAGIC_SIG 0x554C /* UL = user lock */

/
/*
 * The shared things need an interpreter to live in ...
 * /
PerlInterpreter *PL_sharedsv_space; /* The shared sv space */
/* To access shared space we fake aTHX in this scope and thread's context */

/* Bug #24255: We include ENTER+SAVETMPS/FREETMPS+LEAVE with
 * SHARED_CONTEXT/CALLER_CONTEXT macros, so that any mortals, etc. created
 * while in the shared interpreter context don't languish */

#define SHARED_CONTEXT
   STMT_START {
       PERL_SET_CONTEXT((aTHX = PL_sharedsv_space));
       ENTER;
       SAVETMPS;
   } STMT_END

/* So we need a way to switch back to the caller's context... */
/* So we declare _another_ copy of the aTHX variable ... */
#define dTHXc PerlInterpreter *caller_perl = aTHX

/* ... and use it to switch back */
#define CALLER_CONTEXT
STMT_START {
    FREETMPS;
    LEAVE;
    PERL_SET_CONTEXT((aTHX = caller_perl));
} STMT_END

/*
* Only one thread at a time is allowed to mess with shared space.
*/

typedef struct {
    perl_mutex        mutex;
    PerlInterpreter  *owner;
    I32               locks;
    perl_cond         cond;
#ifdef DEBUG_LOCKS
    char *            file;
    int               line;
#endif
} recursive_lock_t;

recursive_lock_t PL_sharedsv_lock; /* Mutex protecting the shared sv space */

void recursive_lock_init(pTHX_ recursive_lock_t *lock)
{
    Zero(lock,1,recursive_lock_t);
    MUTEX_INIT(&lock->mutex);
    COND_INIT(&lock->cond);
}

void recursive_lock_destroy(pTHX_ recursive_lock_t *lock)
{
    MUTEX_DESTROY(&lock->mutex);
    COND_DESTROY(&lock->cond);
}

void recursive_lock_release(pTHX_ recursive_lock_t *lock)
{
    MUTEX_LOCK(&lock->mutex);
    if (lock->owner == aTHX) {
        if (--lock->locks == 0) {
            lock->owner = NULL;
            COND_SIGNAL(&lock->cond);
        }
    }
}
void recursive_lock_acquire(pTHX_ recursive_lock_t *lock, char *file, int line)
{
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(file);
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(line);
    assert(aTHX);
    MUTEX_LOCK(&lock->mutex);
    if (lock->owner == aTHX) {
        lock->locks++;
    } else {
        while (lock->owner) {
            #ifdef DEBUG_LOCKS
                Perl_warn(aTHX_ " %p waiting - owned by %p %s:%d
", aTHX, lock->owner, lock->file, lock->line);
            #endif
            COND_WAIT(&lock->cond,&lock->mutex);
        }
        lock->locks = 1;
        lock->owner = aTHX;
        #ifdef DEBUG_LOCKS
            lock->file  = file;
            lock->line  = line;
        #endif
    }
    MUTEX_UNLOCK(&lock->mutex);
    SAVEDESTRUCTOR_X(recursive_lock_release,lock);
}

#define ENTER_LOCK                                              \
STMT_START {                                                      \
    ENTER;                                                      \  
    recursive_lock_acquire(aTHX_ &PL_sharedsv_lock, __FILE__, __LINE__);  \  
} STMT_END

/* The unlocking is done automatically at scope exit */
#define LEAVE_LOCK      LEAVE

/* A common idiom is to acquire access and switch in ... */
#define SHARED_EDIT     \
STMT_START {                                             \       
    ENTER_LOCK;                                             \  
    SHARED_CONTEXT;                                           \  
} STMT_END
/* ... then switch out and release access. */

#define SHARED_RELEASE
STMT_START {
  CALLER_CONTEXT;
  LEAVE_LOCK;
} STMT_END

/* User-level locks:
   This structure is attached (using ext magic) to any shared SV that is used by user-level locking or condition code */

typedef struct {
  recursive_lock_t    lock;       /* For user-level locks */
  perl_cond           user_cond;   /* For user-level conditions */
} user_lock;

/* Magic used for attaching user_lock structs to shared SVs */

The vtable used has just one entry - when the SV goes away we free the memory for the above. */

int sharedsv_userlock_free(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
  user_lock *ul = (user_lock *) mg->mg_ptr;
  PERL_UNUSED_ARG(sv);
  assert(aTHX == PL_sharedsv_space);
  if (ul) {
    recursive_lock_destroy(aTHX_ &ul->lock);
    COND_DESTROY(&ul->user_cond);
    PerlMemShared_free(ul);
    mg->mg_ptr = NULL;
  }
  return (0);
}

MGVTBL sharedsv_userlock_vtbl = {
  0,       /* get */
  0,       /* set */
  0,       /* len */
  0,       /* clear */
  sharedsv_userlock_free,  /* free */
  0,       /* copy */
  0,       /* dup */
}
ifdef MGf_LOCAL
0, /* local */
#endif
;

/* Support for dual-valued variables */
ifdef SVf_IVisUV
  # define DUALVAR_FLAGS(sv)                             
    ((SvPOK(sv))                                        
      ? ((SvNOK(sv) || SvNOKp(sv)) ? SVf_NOK            
        : ((SvIsUV(sv)) ? (SVf_IOK | SVf_IVisUV)        
          : ((SvIOK(sv) || SvIOKp(sv)) ? SVf_IOK : 0)))   
      : 0)
#else
  # define DUALVAR_FLAGS(sv)                             
    ((SvPOK(sv))                                        
      ? ((SvNOK(sv) || SvNOKp(sv)) ? SVf_NOK            
          : ((SvIOK(sv) || SvIOKp(sv)) ? SVf_IOK : 0))    
      : 0)
#endif

/* Access to shared things is heavily based on MAGIC
   - in mg.h/mg.c/sv.c sense */

/* In any thread that has access to a shared thing there is a "proxy"
   for it in its own space which has 'MAGIC' associated which accesses
   the shared thing. */

extern MGVTBL sharedsv_scalar_vtbl; /* Scalars have this vtable */
extern MGVTBL sharedsv_array_vtbl;  /* Hashes and arrays have this
   - like 'tie' */
extern MGVTBL sharedsv_elem_vtbl;   /* Elements of hashes and arrays have
   this _AS WELL AS_ the scalar magic:
   The sharedsv_elem_vtbl associates the element with the array/hash and
   the sharedsv_scalar_vtbl associates it with the value */

/* Get shared aggregate SV pointed to by threads::shared::tie magic object */

#define SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(sv) ((SvROK(sv)) ? INT2PTR(SV *, SvIV(SvRV(sv))) : NULL)
/* Return the user_lock structure (if any) associated with a shared SV.
* If create is true, create one if it doesn't exist
*/

STATIC user_lock *
S_get_userlock(pTHX_SV* ssv, bool create)
{
    MAGIC *mg;
    user_lock *ul = NULL;

    assert(ssv);
    /* XXX Redesign the storage of user locks so we don't need a global
     * lock to access them ????? DAPM */
    ENTER_LOCK;
    /* Version of mg_find that also checks the private signature */
    for (mg = SvMAGIC(ssv); mg; mg = mg->mg_moremagic) {
        if ((mg->mg_type == PERL_MAGIC_ext) &&
            (mg->mg_private == UL_MAGIC_SIG))
            break;
    }
    if (mg) {
        ul = (user_lock*)(mg->mg_ptr);
    } else if (create) {
        dTHXc;
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        ul = (user_lock *) PerlMemShared_malloc(sizeof(user_lock));
        Zero(ul, 1, user_lock);
        /* Attach to shared SV using ext magic */
        mg = sv_magicext(ssv, NULL, PERL_MAGIC_ext, &sharedsv_userlock_vtbl,
                         (char *)ul, 0);
        mg->mg_private = UL_MAGIC_SIG; /* Set private signature */
        recursive_lock_init(aTHX_ &ul->lock);
        COND_INIT(&ul->user_cond);
        CALLER_CONTEXT;
    }
    LEAVE_LOCK;
    return (ul);
}

/* Given a private side SV tries to find if the SV has a shared backend,
 * by looking for the magic.
 */
SV *
Perl_sharedsv_find(pTHX_SV *sv)
MAGIC *mg;
if (SvTYPE(sv) >= SVt_PVMG) {
    switch(SvTYPE(sv)) {
    case SVt_PVAV:
    case SVt_PVHV:
        if ((mg = mg_find(sv, PERL_MAGIC_tied))
            && mg->mg_virtual == &sharedsv_array_vtbl) {
            return ((SV *)mg->mg_ptr);
        }
        break;
    default:
        /* This should work for elements as well as they
         * have scalar magic as well as their element magic
         */
        if ((mg = mg_find(sv, PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar))
            && mg->mg_virtual == &sharedsv_scalar_vtbl) {
            return ((SV *)mg->mg_ptr);
        }
        break;
    }
/* Just for tidyness of API also handle tie objects */
if (SvROK(sv) && sv_derived_from(sv, "threads::shared::tie")) {
    return (SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(sv));
}
return (NULL);
}

/* Associate a private SV with a shared SV by pointing the appropriate
 * magics at it.
 * Assumes lock is held.
 */
void Perl_sharedsv_associate(pTHX_ SV *sv, SV *ssv)
{
    MAGIC *mg = 0;

    /* If we are asked for any private ops we need a thread */
    assert ( aTHX != PL_sharedsv_space );

    /* To avoid need for recursive locks require caller to hold lock */
    assert ( PL_sharedsv_lock.owner == aTHX );

    switch(SvTYPE(sv)) {
    case SVt_PVAV:
    case SVt_PVHV:
if (!(mg = mg_find(sv, PERL_MAGIC_tied))
    || mg->mg_virtual != &sharedsv_array_vtbl
    || (SV*) mg->mg_ptr != ssv)
{
    SV *obj = newSV(0);
    sv_setref_iv(obj, "threads::shared::tie", PTR2IV(ssv));
    if (mg) {
        sv_unmagic(sv, PERL_MAGIC_tied);
    }
    mg = sv_magicext(sv, obj, PERL_MAGIC_tied, &sharedsv_array_vtbl,
        (char *)ssv, 0);
    mg->mg_flags |= (MGf_COPY|MGf_DUP);
    SvREFCNT_inc_void(ssv);
    SvREFCNT_dec(obj);
}
break;

default:
if ((SvTYPE(sv) < SVt_PVMG)
    || !(mg = mg_find(sv, PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar))
    || mg->mg_virtual != &sharedsv_scalar_vtbl
    || (SV*) mg->mg_ptr != ssv)
{
    if (mg) {
        sv_unmagic(sv, PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar);
    }
    mg = sv_magicext(sv, Nullsv, PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar,
        &sharedsv_scalar_vtbl, (char *)ssv, 0);
    mg->mg_flags |= (MGf_DUP|MGf_LOCAL);
    SvREFCNT_inc_void(ssv);
}
break;
}

assert ( Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ sv) == ssv );

/* Given a private SV, create and return an associated shared SV.
 * Assumes lock is held.
 */
STATIC SV *
S_sharedsv_new_shared(pTHX_ SV *sv)
{
dTHXc;
SV *ssv;

assert(PL_sharedsv_lock.owner == aTHX);
assert(aTHX != PL_sharedsv_space);

SHAREDCONTEXT;
ssv = newSV(0);
SvREFCNT(ssv) = 0; /* Will be upped to 1 by Perl_sharedsv_associate */
sv_upgrade(ssv, SvTYPE(sv));
CALLERCONTEXT;
Perl_sharedsv_associate(aTHX_ sv, ssv);
return (ssv);
}

/* Given a shared SV, create and return an associated private SV.
 * Assumes lock is held.
 */
STATIC SV *
S_sharedsv_new_private(pTHX_ SV *ssv)
{
    SV *sv;

    assert(PL_sharedsv_lock.owner == aTHX);
    assert(aTHX != PL_sharedsv_space);

    sv = newSV(0);
    sv_upgrade(sv, SvTYPE(ssv));
    Perl_sharedsv_associate(aTHX_ sv, ssv);
    return (sv);
}

/* A threadsafe version of SvREFCNT_dec(ssv) */
STATIC void
S_sharedsv_dec(pTHX_ SV* ssv)
{
    if (! ssv)
        return;
    ENTER_LOCK;
    if (SvREFCNT(ssv) > 1) {
        /* No side effects, so can do it lightweight */
        SvREFCNT_dec(ssv);
    } else {
        dTHXc;
        SHAREDCONTEXT;
SvREFCNT_dec(ssv);
CALLER_CONTEXT;
}
LEAVE_LOCK;
}

/* Implements Perl-level share() and :shared */

void Perl_sharedsv_share(pTHX_ SV *sv)
{
  switch(SvTYPE(sv)) {
    case SVt_PVGV:
      Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Cannot share globs yet");
      break;
    case SVt_PVCV:
      Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Cannot share subs yet");
      break;
    default:
      ENTER_LOCK;
      (void) S_sharedsv_new_shared(aTHX_ sv);
      LEAVE_LOCK;
      SvSETMAGIC(sv);
      break;
  }
}

#ifdef WIN32
/* Number of milliseconds from 1/1/1601 to 1/1/1970 */
#define EPOCH_BIAS      11644473600000.

/* Returns relative time in milliseconds.  (Adapted from Time::HiRes.) */
STATIC DWORD S_abs_2_rel_milli(double abs)
{
  double rel;

  /* Get current time (in units of 100 nanoseconds since 1/1/1601) */
  union {
    FILETIME ft;
    __int64  i64;   /* 'signed' to keep compilers happy */
  } now;

  GetSystemTimeAsFileTime(&now.ft);
/* Relative time in milliseconds */
rel = (abs * 1000.) - (((double)now.i64 / 10000.) - EPOCH_BIAS);
if (rel <= 0.0) {
    return (0);
}
return (DWORD)rel;
}

#else
#else defined(OS2)
#define ABS2RELMILLI(abs)             
do {                                
    abs -= (double)time(NULL);      
    if (abs > 0) { abs *= 1000; }   
    else { abs = 0; }               
} while (0)
#else /* WIN32 */
#endif /* OS2 */
#endif /* WIN32 */

/* Do OS-specific condition timed wait */

bool
Perl_sharedsv_cond_timedwait(perl_cond *cond, perl_mutex *mut, double abs)
{
#if defined(NETWARE) || defined(FAKE_THREADS) || defined(I_MACH_CTHREADS)
    Perl_croak_nocontext("cond_timedwait not supported on this platform");
#else
    int got_it = 0;
    cond->waiters++;
    MUTEX_UNLOCK(mut);
    /* See comments in win32/win32thread.h COND_WAIT vis-a-vis race */
    switch (WaitForSingleObject(cond->sem, S_abs_2_rel_milli(abs))) 
    { 
        case WAIT_OBJECT_0:   got_it = 1; break;
        case WAIT_TIMEOUT:                break;
        default: 
            /* WAIT_FAILED? WAIT_ABANDONED? others? */
            Perl_croak_nocontext("panic: cond_timedwait (%ld).GetLastError()");
            break;
    }
    MUTEX_LOCK(mut);
    cond->waiters--;
    return (got_it);
#else
    int rc, got_it = 0;
#endif /* OS2 */
STRLEN n_a;

ABS2RELMILLI(abs);

if ((rc = DosResetEventSem(*cond,&n_a)) && (rc != ERROR_ALREADY_RESET))
    Perl_rc = rc, croak_with_os2error("panic: cond_timedwait-reset");
MUTEX_UNLOCK(mut);
if (CheckOSError(DosWaitEventSem(*cond,abs))
    && (rc != ERROR_INTERRUPT))
    croak_with_os2error("panic: cond_timedwait");
if (rc == ERROR_INTERRUPT) errno = EINTR;
MUTEX_LOCK(mut);
return (got_it);
#endif /* OS2 */
#endif /* WIN32 */
#endif /* NETWARE || FAKE_THREADS || I_MACH_CTHREADS */
}

/* Given a thingy referenced by a shared RV, copy it's value to a private
 * RV, also copying the object status of the referent.
 * If the private side is already an appropriate RV->SV combination, keep
 * it if possible.
 */
STATIC void
S_get_RV(pTHX_ SV *sv, SV *sobj) {
    SV *obj;

if (! (SvROK(sv) &&
   ((obj = SvRV(sv))) &&
   (Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_obj) == sobj) &&
   (SvTYPE(obj) == SvTYPE(sobj))))
{
    /* Can't reuse obj */
    if (SvROK(sv)) {
      SvREFCNT_dec(SvRV(sv));
    } else {
      assert(SvTYPE(sv) >= SVt_RV);
      sv_setsv_nomg(sv, &PL_sv_UNDEF);
      SvROK_on(sv);
    }
    obj = S_sharedsv_new_private(aTHX_sobj);
    SvRV_set(sv, obj);
  }

  if (SvOBJECT(obj)) {
    /* Remove any old blessing */
    SvREFCNT_dec(SvSTASH(obj));
    SvOBJECT_off(obj);
  }

  if (SvOBJECT(sobj)) {
    /* Add any new old blessing */
    STRLEN len;
    char* stash_ptr = SvPV((SV*) SvSTASH(sobj), len);
    HV* stash = gv_stashpvn(stash_ptr, len, TRUE);
    SvOBJECT_on(obj);
    SvSTASH_set(obj, (HV*)SvREFCNT_inc(stash));
  }
}

/* Every caller of S_get_RV needs this incantation (which cannot go inside
 S_get_RV itself, as we do not want recursion beyond one level): */
#define get_RV(sv, sobj)                     
  S_get_RV(aTHX_sv, sobj); \ 
  /* Look ahead for refs of refs */ \ 
  if (SvROK(sobj)) \ 
    SvROK_on(SvRV(sv)); \ 
  S_get_RV(aTHX_SvRV(sv), SvRV(sobj)); \\
}

/* ------------ PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n) functions -------------- */

/* Get magic for PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n) */

int
sharedsv_scalar_mg_get(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    SV *ssv = (SV *) mg->mg_ptr;
    assert(ssv);

    ENTER_LOCK;
    if (SvROK(ssv)) {
        get_RV(sv, SvRV(ssv));
    } else {
        sv_setsv_nomg(sv, ssv);
    }
    LEAVE_LOCK;
    return (0);
}

/* Copy the contents of a private SV to a shared SV. */
/* Used by various mg_set()-type functions. */
/* Assumes lock is held. */
void
sharedsv_scalar_store(pTHX_ SV *sv, SV *ssv)
{
    dTHXc;
    bool allowed = TRUE;

    assert(PL_sharedsv_lock.owner == aTHX);
    if (!PL_dirty && &SvROK(ssv) && &SvREFCNT(SvRV(ssv)) == 1) {
        SV *sv = sv_newmortal();
        sv_upgrade(sv, SVt_RV);
        get_RV(sv, SvRV(ssv));
    }
    if (SvROK(sv)) {
        SV *obj = SvRV(sv);
        SV *sobj = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_obj);
        if (sobj) {
            SHARED_CONTEXT;
            (void)SvUPGRADE(ssv, SVt_RV);
            sv_setsv_nomg(ssv, &PL_sv_undef);
            SvRV_set(ssv, SvREFCNT_inc(sobj));
            SvROK_on(ssv);
            if (SvOBJECT(sobj)) {
                /* Remove any old blessing */
                SvREFCNT_dec(SvSTASH(sobj));
                SvOBJECT_off(sobj);
            } else {
                /* Replace the object */
                sv_setsv_nomg(sobj, &PL_sv_undef);
                SvRV_set(ssv, &PL_sv_undef);
                SvROK_on(ssv);
            }
        }
    }
}
SvOBJECT_on(obj);
SvSTASH_set(obj, (HV*)fake_stash);
}
CALLER_CONTEXT;
} else {
    allowed = FALSE;
}
} else {
    SvTEMP_off(sv);
    SHARED_CONTEXT;
    sv_setsv_nomg(ssv, sv);
    if (SvOBJECT(ssv)) {
        /* Remove any old blessing */
        SvREFCNT_dec(SvSTASH(ssv));
        SvOBJECT_off(ssv);
    }
    if (SvOBJECT(sv)) {
        SV* fake_stash = newSVpv(HvNAME_get(SvSTASH(sv)),0);
        SvOBJECT_on(ssv);
        SvSTASH_set(ssv, (HV*)fake_stash);
    }
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
}
if (!allowed) {
    Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Invalid value for shared scalar");
}
}
/* Set magic for PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n) */

int sharedsv_scalar_mg_set(pTHX__SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    SV *ssv = (SV*)(mg->mg_ptr);
    assert(ssv);
    ENTER_LOCK;
    if (SvTYPE(ssv) < SvTYPE(sv)) {
        dTHXc;
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        sv_upgrade(ssv, SvTYPE(sv));
        CALLER_CONTEXT;
    }
    sharedsv_scalar_store(aTHX__ sv, ssv);
    LEAVE_LOCK;
    return (0);
}
/* Free magic for PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n) */
int
sharedsv_scalar_mg_free(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(sv);
    ENTER_LOCK;
    if (!PL_dirty
    && &SvROK((SV *)mg->mg_ptr) && SvREFCNT((SV *)mg->mg_ptr) == 1) {
        SV *sv = sv_newmortal();
        sv_upgrade(sv, SVt_RV);
        get_RV(sv, SvRV((SV *)mg->mg_ptr));
    }  
    Sv_sharedsv_dec(aTHX_ (SV*)mg->mg_ptr);
    LEAVE_LOCK;
    return (0);
}

/*
* Called during cloning of PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar(n) magic in new thread
*/
int
sharedsv_scalar_mg_dup(pTHX_ MAGIC *mg, CLONE_PARAMS *param)
{
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(param);
    SvREFCNT_inc_void(mg->mg_ptr);
    return (0);
}

#ifdef MGf_LOCAL
/*
* Called during local $shared
*/
int
sharedsv_scalar_mg_local(pTHX_ SV* nsv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    MAGIC *nmg;
    SV *ssv = (SV *) mg->mg_ptr;
    if (ssv) {
        ENTER_LOCK;
        SvREFCNT_inc_void(ssv);
        LEAVE_LOCK;
    }
    nmg = sv_magicext(nsv, mg->mg_obj, mg->mg_type, mg->mg_virtual,
                      mg->mg_ptr, mg->mg_len);
    nmg->mg_flags = mg->mg_flags;
    nmg->mg_private = mg->mg_private;

    return (0);
}
MGVTBL sharedsv_scalar_vtbl = {
    sharedsv_scalar_mg_get,  /* get */
    sharedsv_scalar_mg_set,  /* set */
    0,                        /* len */
    0,                        /* clear */
    sharedsv_scalar_mg_free, /* free */
    0,                        /* copy */
    sharedsv_scalar_mg_dup,  /* dup */
    #ifdef MGf_LOCAL
    sharedsv_scalar_mg_local, /* local */
    #endif
};

/* ------------ PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem(p) functions -------------- */

/* Get magic for PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem(p) */

int sharedsv_elem_mg_FETCH(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    dTHXc;
    SV *saggregate = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(mg->mg_obj);
    SV** svp = NULL;
    ENTER_LOCK;
    if (saggregate) { /* During global destruction, underlying aggregate may no longer exist */
        if (SvTYPE(saggregate) == SVt_PVAV) {
            assert (mg->mg_ptr == 0);
            SHARED_CONTEXT;
            svp = av_fetch((AV*) saggregate, mg->mg_len, 0);
        } else {
            char *key = mg->mg_ptr;
            I32 len = mg->mg_len;
            assert (mg->mg_ptr != 0);
            if (mg->mg_len == HEf_SVKEY) {
                STRLEN slen;
                key = SvPV((SV*)mg->mg_ptr, slen);
                len = slen;
                if (SvUTF8((SV*)mg->mg_ptr)) {
                    len = -len;
                }
            }
            SHARED_CONTEXT;
            svp = hv_fetch((HV*) saggregate, key, len, 0);
        }
    } else {
        char *key = mg->mg_ptr;
        I32 len = mg->mg_len;
        assert (mg->mg_ptr != 0);
        if (mg->mg_len == HEf_SVKEY) {
            STRLEN slen;
            key = SvPV((SV*)mg->mg_ptr, slen);
            len = slen;
            if (SvUTF8((SV*)mg->mg_ptr)) {
                len = -len;
            }
        }
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        svp = hv_fetch((HV*) saggregate, key, len, 0);
    }
}
if (svp) {
    /* Exists in the array */
    if (SvROK(*svp)) {
        get_RV(sv, SvRV(*svp));
    } else {
        /* $ary->[elem] or $ary->{elem} is a scalar */
        Perl_sharedsv_associate(aTHX__sv, *svp);
        sv_setsv(sv, *svp);
    }
} else {
    /* Not in the array */
    sv_setsv(sv, &PL_sv_undef);
}

int sharedsv_elem_mg_STORE(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    dTHXc;
    SV *saggregate = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(mg->mg_obj);
    SV **svp;
    U32 dualvar_flags = DUALVAR_FLAGS(sv);

    /* Theory - SV itself is magically shared - and we have ordered the
     * magic such that by the time we get here it has been stored
     * to its shared counterpart
     */

    assert(saggregate);
    if (SvTYPE(saggregate) == SVt_PVAV) {
        assert ( mg->mg_ptr == 0 );
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        svc = av_fetch((AV*) saggregate, mg->mg_len, 1);
    } else {
        char *key = mg->mg_ptr;
        I32 len = mg->mg_len;
        assert ( mg->mg_ptr != 0 );
        if (mg->mg_len == HEf_SVKEY) {
            STRLEN slen;
            key = SvPV((SV *)mg->mg_ptr, slen);
            len = slen;
        }
    }
if (SvUTF8((SV *)mg->mg_ptr)) {
    len = -len;
}

sharedsv_elem_mg_DELETE(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg) {
    dTHXc;
    MAGIC *shmg;
    SV *saggregate = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(mg->mg_obj);

    /* Object may not exist during global destruction */
    if (!saggregate) {
        return (0);
    }

    ENTER_LOCK;
    sharedsv_elem_mg_FETCH(aTHX_ sv, mg);
    if (((shmg = mg_find(sv, PERL_MAGIC_shared_scalar)))
            sharedsv_scalar_mg_get(aTHX_ sv, shmg);
    if (SvTYPE(saggregate) == SVt_PVAV) {
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        av_delete((AV*) saggregate, mg->mg_len, G_DISCARD);
    } else {
        char *key = mg->mg_ptr;
        I32 len = mg->mg_len;
        assert ( mg->mg_ptr != 0 );
        if (mg->mg_len == HEf_SVKEY) {
            STRLEN slen;
            key = SvPV((SV *)mg->mg_ptr, slen);
            len = slen;
            if (SvUTF8((SV *)mg->mg_ptr)) {
                len = -len;
            }
        }
    }
}
SHARED_CONTEXT;
    (void) hv_delete((HV*) saggregate, key, len, G_DISCARD);
}
CALLER_CONTEXT;
LEAVE_LOCK;
    return (0);
}

/* Called during cloning of PERL_MAGIC_tiedelem(p) magic in new
 * thread */

int
sharedsv_elem_mg_dup(pTHX_ MAGIC *mg, CLONE_PARAMS *param)
{
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(param);
    SvREFCNT_inc_void(SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(mg->mg_obj));
    assert(mg->mg_flags & MGf_DUP);
    return (0);
}

MGVTBL sharedsv_elem_vtbl = {
    sharedsv_elem_mg_FETCH,     /* get */
    sharedsv_elem_mg_STORE,     /* set */
    0,                          /* len */
    sharedsv_elem_mg_DELETE,    /* clear */
    0,                          /* free */
    0,                          /* copy */
    sharedsv_elem_mg_dup,       /* dup */
#endif MGf_LOCAL
    0,                          /* local */
};

/* ------------ PERL_MAGIC_tied(P) functions -------------- */

/* Len magic for PERL_MAGIC_tied(P) */

U32
sharedsv_array_mg.FETCHSIZE(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    dTHXc;
    SV *ssv = (SV *) mg->mg_ptr;
    U32 val;
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(sv);
    SHARED_EDIT;
    if (SvTYPE(ssv) == SVt_PVAV) {
        val = av_len((AV*) ssv);
    } else {
/* Not actually defined by tie API but ... */
val = HvUSEDKEYS((HV*) ssv);
}
SHARED_RELEASE;
return (val);
}

/* Clear magic for PERL_MAGIC_tied(P) */

int
sharedsv_array_mg_CLEAR(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    dTHXc;
    SV *ssv = (SV *) mg->mg_ptr;
    const bool isav = SvTYPE(ssv) == SVt_PVAV;
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(sv);
    SHARED_EDIT;
    if (!PL_dirty) {
        SV **svp = isav ? AvARRAY((AV *)ssv) : NULL;
        I32 items = isav ? AvFILLp((AV *)ssv) + 1 : 0;
        HE *iter;
        if (!isav) hv_iterinit((HV *)ssv);
        while (isav ? items-- : !!(iter = hv_iternext((HV *)ssv))) {
            SV *sv = isav ? *svp++ : HeVAL(iter);
            if (!sv) continue;
            if ( (SvOBJECT(sv) || (SvROK(sv) && (sv = SvRV(sv))))
                && SvREFCNT(sv) == 1 ) {
                SV *tmp = Perl_sv_newmortal(caller_perl);
                PERL_SET_CONTEXT((aTHX = caller_perl));
                sv_upgrade(tmp, SVt_RV);
                get_RV(tmp, sv);
                PERL_SET_CONTEXT((aTHX = PL_sharedsv_space));
            }
        }
    }
}
if (isav) av_clear((AV*) ssv);
else      hv_clear((HV*) ssv);
SHARED_RELEASE;
return (0);
}

/* Free magic for PERL_MAGIC_tied(P) */

int
sharedsv_array_mg_free(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC *mg)
{
    PERLUNUSED_ARG(sv);
    S_sharedsv_dec(aTHX_ (SV*)mg->mg_ptr);
}
return (0);
}

/*
 * Copy magic for PERL_MAGIC_tied(P)
 * This is called when perl is about to access an element of
 * the array -
 */
#if PERL_VERSION >= 11
int
sharedsv_array_mg_copy(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC* mg,
            SV *nsv, const char *name, I32 namlen)
#else
int
sharedsv_array_mg_copy(pTHX_ SV *sv, MAGIC* mg,
            SV *nsv, const char *name, int namlen)
#endif
{
    MAGIC *nmg = sv_magicext(nsv,mg->mg_obj,
                        toLOWER(mg->mg_type),&sharedsv_elem_vtbl,
                        name, namlen);
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(sv);
    nmg->mg_flags |= MGf_DUP;
    return (1);
}

/* Called during cloning of PERL_MAGIC_tied(P) magic in new thread */

int
sharedsv_array_mg_dup(pTHX_MAGIC *mg, CLONE_PARAMS *param)
{
    PERL_UNUSED_ARG(param);
    SvREFCNT_inc_void((SV*)mg->mg_ptr);
    assert(mg->mg_flags & MGf_DUP);
    return (0);
}

MGVTBL sharedsv_array_vtbl = {
  0,                  /* get */
  0,                  /* set */
  sharedsv_array_mg_FETCHSIZE,/* len */
  sharedsv_array_mg_CLEAR, /* clear */
  sharedsv_array_mg_free, /* free */
  sharedsv_array_mg_copy, /* copy */
  sharedsv_array_mg_dup, /* dup */
#ifdef MGf_LOCAL
  0,                  /* local */
#endif
};
void Perl_sharedsv_unlock(pTHX_ SV *ssv) {
    user_lock *ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 0);
    assert(ul);
    recursive_lock_release(aTHX_ &ul->lock);
}

/* Recursive locks on a sharedsv.
* Locks are dynamically scoped at the level of the first lock.
*/
void Perl_sharedsv_lock(pTHX_ SV *ssv) {
    user_lock *ul;
    if (! ssv)
        return;
    ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
    recursive_lock_acquire(aTHX_ &ul->lock, __FILE__, __LINE__);
}

/* Handles calls from lock() builtin via PL_lockhook */
void Perl_sharedsv_locksv(pTHX_ SV *sv) {
    SV *ssv;
    if (SvROK(sv))
        sv = SvRV(sv);
    ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ sv);
    if (!ssv)
        croak("lock can only be used on shared values");
    Perl_sharedsv_lock(aTHX_ ssv);
}

/* Can a shared object be destroyed?
* True if not a shared,
* or if destroying last proxy on a shared object
*/
#ifndef PL_destroyhook
bool
Perl_shared_object_destroy(pTHX_ SV *sv)
{
    SV *ssv;

    if (SvROK(sv))
        sv = SvRV(sv);
    ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ sv);
    return (!ssv || (SvREFCNT(ssv) <= 1));
}
#endif

/* veto signal dispatch if we have the lock */
#ifndef PL_signalhook

STATIC despatch_signals_proc_t prev_signal_hook = NULL;

STATIC void
S_shared_signal_hook(pTHX) {
    int us;
    MUTEX_LOCK(&PL_sharedsv_lock.mutex);
    us = (PL_sharedsv_lock.owner == aTHX);
    MUTEX_UNLOCK(&PL_sharedsv_lock.mutex);
    if (us)
        return; /* try again later */
    prev_signal_hook(aTHX);
}
#endif

/* Saves a space for keeping SVs wider than an interpreter. */

void
Perl_sharedsv_init(pTHX)
{
    dTHXc;
    /* This pair leaves us in shared context ... */
    PL_sharedsv_space = perl_alloc();
    perl_construct(PL_sharedsv_space);
    LEAVE; /* This balances the ENTER at the end of perl_construct. */
    PERL_SET_CONTEXT((aTHX = caller_perl));
    recursive_lock_init(aTHX_ &PL_sharedsv_lock);
    PL_lockhook = &Perl_sharedsv_locksv;
    PL_sharehook = &Perl_sharedsv_share;
#ifdef PL_destroyhook
    PL_destroyhook = &Perl_shared_object_destroy;
#endif
#ifdef PL_signalhook

if (!prev_signal_hook) {
    prev_signal_hook = PL_signalhook;
    PL_signalhook = &S_shared_signal_hook;
}
#endif
}
#endif /* USE_ITHREADS */

MODULE = threads::shared   PACKAGE = threads::shared::tie

PROTOTYPES: DISABLE

#ifdef USE_ITHREADS

void
PUSH(SV *obj, ...)
    CODE:
        dTHXc;
        SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
        int ii;
        for (ii = 1; ii < items; ii++) {
            SV* tmp = newSVsv(ST(ii));
            SV *stmp;
            U32 dualvar_flags = DUALVAR_FLAGS(tmp);
            ENTER_LOCK;
            stmp = S_sharedsv_new_shared(aTHX_ tmp);
            sharedsv_scalar_store(aTHX_ tmp, stmp);
            SvFLAGS(stmp) |= dualvar_flags;
            SHARED_CONTEXT;
            av_push((AV*) sobj, stmp);
            SvREFCNT_inc_void(stmp);
            SHARED_RELEASE;
            SvREFCNT_dec(tmp);
        }

void
UNSHIFT(SV *obj, ...)
    CODE:
        dTHXc;
        SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
        int ii;
        ENTER_LOCK;
        SHARED_CONTEXT;
        av_unshift((AV*) obj, tmp);
        CALLER_CONTEXT;
        for (ii = 1; ii < items; ii++) {
            for (int
SV *tmp = newSVsv(ST(ii));
U32 dualvar_flags = DUALVAR_FLAGS(tmp);
SV *stmp = S_sharedsv_new_shared(aTHX_tmp);
sharedsv_scalar_store(aTHX_tmp, stmp);

SVFLAGS(stmp) |= dualvar_flags;
av_store((AV*) sobj, ii - 1, stmp);
SvREFCNT_inc_void(stmp);
CALLER_CONTEXT;
SvREFCNT_dec(tmp);
}

void
POP(SV *obj)

CODE:
dTHXc;
SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
SV* ssv;
ENTER_LOCK;
SHARED_CONTEXT;
ssv = av_pop((AV*)sobj);
CALLER_CONTEXT;
ST(0) = sv_newmortal();
Perl_sharedsv_associate(aTHX_ST(0), ssv);
SvREFCNT_dec(ssv);
LEAVE_LOCK;
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void
SHIFT(SV *obj)

CODE:
dTHXc;
SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
SV* ssv;
ENTER_LOCK;
SHARED_CONTEXT;
ssv = av_shift((AV*)sobj);
CALLER_CONTEXT;
ST(0) = sv_newmortal();
Perl_sharedsv_associate(aTHX_ST(0), ssv);
SvREFCNT_dec(ssv);
LEAVE_LOCK;
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */
void
EXTEND(SV *obj, IV count)
CODE:
   dTHXc;
   SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
   SHARED_EDIT;
   av_extend((AV*)sobj, count);
   SHARED_RELEASE;

void
STORESIZE(SV *obj, IV count)
CODE:
   dTHXc;
   SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
   SHARED_EDIT;
   av_fill((AV*) sobj, count);
   SHARED_RELEASE;

void
EXISTS(SV *obj, SV *index)
CODE:
   dTHXc;
   SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
   bool exists;
   if (SvTYPE(sobj) == SVt_PVAV) {
      SHARED_EDIT;
      exists = av_exists((AV*) sobj, SvIV(index));
   } else {
      I32 len;
      STRLEN slen;
      char *key = SvPVutf8(index, slen);
      len = slen;
      if (SvUTF8(index)) {
         len = -len;
      }
      SHARED_EDIT;
      exists = hv_exists((HV*) sobj, key, len);
   }
   SHARED_RELEASE;
   ST(0) = (exists) ? &PL_sv_yes : &PL_sv_no;
   /* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void
FIRSTKEY(SV *obj)
CODE:
dTHXc;
SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
char* key = NULL;
I32 len = 0;
HE* entry;
ENTER_LOCK;
SHARED_CONTEXT;
hv_iterinit((HV*) sobj);
entry = hv_iternext((HV*) sobj);
if (entry) {
    I32 utf8 = HeKUTF8(entry);
    key = hv_iterkey(entry,&len);
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
    ST(0) = newSVpvn_flags(key, len, SVs_TEMP | (utf8 ? SVf_UTF8 : 0));
} else {
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
    ST(0) = &PL_sv_undef;
}
LEAVE_LOCK;
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void
NEXTKEY(SV *obj, SV *oldkey)
CODE:
dTHXc;
SV *sobj = SHAREDSV_FROM_OBJ(obj);
char* key = NULL;
I32 len = 0;
HE* entry;

PERL_UNUSED_VAR(oldkey);

ENTER_LOCK;
SHARED_CONTEXT;
entry = hv_iternext((HV*) sobj);
if (entry) {
    I32 utf8 = HeKUTF8(entry);
    key = hv_iterkey(entry,&len);
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
    ST(0) = newSVpvn_flags(key, len, SVs_TEMP | (utf8 ? SVf_UTF8 : 0));
} else {
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
    ST(0) = &PL_sv_undef;
}
LEAVE_LOCK;
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */
void _id(SV *myref)
PROTOTYPE: \[$@\%$
PREINIT:
    SV *ssv;
CODE:
    myref = SvRV(myref);
    if (SvMAGICAL(myref))
        mg_get(myref);
    if (SvROK(myref))
        myref = SvRV(myref);
    ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ myref);
    if (! ssv)
        XSRETURN_UNDEF;
    ST(0) = sv_2mortal(newSVuv(PTR2UV(ssv)));
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void _refcnt(SV *myref)
PROTOTYPE: \[$@\%$
PREINIT:
    SV *ssv;
CODE:
    myref = SvRV(myref);
    if (SvROK(myref))
        myref = SvRV(myref);
    ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ myref);
    if (! ssv) {
        if (ckWARN(WARN_THREADS)) {
            Perl_warner(aTHX_ packWARN(WARN_THREADS),
                        "%" SVf " is not shared", ST(0));
        }
        XSRETURN_UNDEF;
    }
    ST(0) = sv_2mortal(newSViv(SvREFCNT(ssv)));
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void share(SV *myref)
PROTOTYPE: \[$@\%$
CODE:
if (!SvROK(myref))
    Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Argument to share needs to be passed as ref");
myref = SvRV(myref);
if (SvROK(myref))
    myref = SvRV(myref);
Perl_sharedsv_share(aTHX_ myref);
ST(0) = sv_2mortal(newRV_inc(myref));
/* XSRETURN(1); - implied */

void cond_wait(SV *ref_cond, SV *ref_lock = 0)
    PROTOTYPE: \[$@%\];\[$@%\]
    PREINIT:
        SV *ssv;
        perl_cond* user_condition;
        int locks;
        user_lock *ul;
    CODE:
        if (!SvROK(ref_cond))
            Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Argument to cond_wait needs to be passed as ref");
        ref_cond = SvRV(ref_cond);
        if (SvROK(ref_cond))
            ref_cond = SvRV(ref_cond);
        ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ ref_cond);
        if (! ssv)
            Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_wait can only be used on shared values");
        ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);

        user_condition = &ul->user_cond;
        if (ref_lock && (ref_cond != ref_lock)) {
            if (!SvROK(ref_lock))
                Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_wait lock needs to be passed as ref");
            ref_lock = SvRV(ref_lock);
            if (SvROK(ref_lock)) ref_lock = SvRV(ref_lock);
            ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ ref_lock);
            if (! ssv)
                Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_wait lock must be a shared value");
            ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
        }
        if (ul->lock.owner != aTHX)
            croak("You need a lock before you can cond_wait");

        /* Stealing the members of the lock object worries me - NI-S */
        MUTEX_LOCK(&ul->lock.mutex);
        ul->lock.owner = NULL;
        locks = ul->lock.locks;
        ul->lock.locks = 0;
/* Since we are releasing the lock here, we need to tell other
 * people that it is ok to go ahead and use it */
COND_SIGNAL(&ul->lock.cond);
COND_WAIT(user_condition, &ul->lock.mutex);
while (ul->lock.owner != NULL) {
    /* OK -- must reacquire the lock */
    COND_WAIT(&ul->lock.cond, &ul->lock.mutex);
}
ul->lock.owner = aTHX;
ul->lock.locks = locks;
MUTEX_UNLOCK(&ul->lock.mutex);

int
cond_timedwait(SV *ref_cond, double abs, SV *ref_lock = 0)
PROTOTYPE: \[$@\%]\;\[$@\%]\;
PREINIT:
  SV *ssv;
  perl_cond* user_condition;
  int locks;
  user_lock *ul;
CODE:
  if (! SvROK(ref_cond))
      Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Argument to cond_timedwait needs to be passed as ref");
  ref_cond = SvRV(ref_cond);
  if (SvROK(ref_cond))
      ref_cond = SvRV(ref_cond);
  ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ ref_cond);
  if (! ssv)
      Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_timedwait can only be used on shared values");
  ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
  user_condition = &ul->user_cond;
  if (ref_lock && (ref_cond != ref_lock)) {
      if (! SvROK(ref_lock))
          Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_timedwait lock needs to be passed as ref");
      ref_lock = SvRV(ref_lock);
      if (SvROK(ref_lock)) ref_lock = SvRV(ref_lock);
      ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ ref_lock);
      if (! ssv)
          Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_timedwait lock must be a shared value");
      ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
  }
  if (ul->lock.owner != aTHX)
      Perl_croak(aTHX_ "You need a lock before you can cond_wait");
  MUTEX_LOCK(&ul->lock.mutex);
ul->lock.owner = NULL;
locks = ul->lock.locks;
ul->lock.locks = 0;

/* Since we are releasing the lock here, we need to tell other
 * people that it is ok to go ahead and use it */
COND_SIGNAL(&ul->lock.cond);
RETVAL = Perl_sharedsv_cond_timedwait(user_condition, &ul->lock.mutex, abs);
while (ul->lock.owner != NULL) {
    /* OK -- must reacquire the lock... */
    COND_WAIT(&ul->lock.cond, &ul->lock.mutex);
}
ul->lock.owner = aTHX;
ul->lock.locks = locks;
MUTEX_UNLOCK(&ul->lock.mutex);

if (RETVAL == 0)
    XSRETURN_UNDEF;

OUTPUT:
    RETVAL

void
cond_signal(SV *myref)

PROTOTYPE: \[$@\]

PREINIT:
    SV *ssv;
    user_lock *ul;

CODE:
    if (! SvROK(myref))
        Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Argument to cond_signal needs to be passed as ref");
    myref = SvRV(myref);
    if (SvROK(myref))
        myref = SvRV(myref);
    ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ myref);
    if (! ssv)
        Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_signal can only be used on shared values");
    ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
    if (ckWARN(WARN_THREADS) && ul->lock.owner != aTHX) {
        Perl_warner(aTHX_ packWARN(WARN_THREADS),
            "cond_signal() called on unlocked variable");
    }
    COND_SIGNAL(&ul->user_cond);

void
cond_broadcast(SV *myref)

PROTOTYPE: \[$@\]

PREINIT:
SV *ssv;
user_lock *ul;

CODE:
if (! SvROK(myref))
    Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Argument to cond_broadcast needs to be passed as ref");
myref = SvRV(myref);
if (SvROK(myref))
    myref = SvRV(myref);
ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_ myref);
if (! ssv)
    Perl_croak(aTHX_ "cond_broadcast can only be used on shared values");
ul = S_get_userlock(aTHX_ ssv, 1);
if (ckWARN(WARN_THREADS) && ul->lock.owner != aTHX) {
    Perl_warner(aTHX_ packWARN(WARN_THREADS),
                "cond_broadcast() called on unlocked variable");
}
COND_BROADCAST(&ul->user_cond);

void
bless(SV* myref, ...)
PROTOTYPE: $;$
PREINIT:
    HV* stash;
    SV *ssv;
CODE:
if (items == 1) {
    stash = CopSTASH(PL_curcop);
} else {
    SV* classname = ST(1);
    STRLEN len;
    char *ptr;

    if (classname &&
        ! SvGMAGICAL(classname) &&
        ! SvAMAGIC(classname) &&
        SvROK(classname))
        {
            Perl_croak(aTHX_ "Attempt to bless into a reference");
        }
    ptr = SvPV(classname, len);
    if (ckWARN(WARN_MISC) && len == 0) {
        Perl_warner(aTHX_ packWARN(WARN_MISC),
                    "Explicit blessing to " (assuming package main"));
    }
    stash = gv_stashpvnt(ptr, len, TRUE);
}
SvREFCNT_inc_void(myref);
(void)sv_bless(myref, stash);
ST(0) = sv_2mortal(myref);
ssv = Perl_sharedsv_find(aTHX_myref);
if (ssv) {
    dTHXc;
    ENTER_LOCK;
    SHARED_CONTEXT;
    {
        SV* fake_stash = newSVpv(HvNAME_get(stash), 0);
        (void)sv_bless(ssv, (HV*)fake_stash);
    }
    CALLER_CONTEXT;
    LEAVE_LOCK;
} /* XSRETURN(1); - implied */
#endif /* USE_ITHREADS */

BOOT:
{
#ifdef USE_ITHREADS
    Perl_sharedsv_init(aTHX);
#endif /* USE_ITHREADS */
}

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682119_1604395124.91/0/perl-threads-shared-1.43-6.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8mRFAaPL/threads-shared-1.43.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-5J2IouJh/threads-shared-1.43/shared.xs
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright 2006 - 2009 Jerry D. Hedden. All rights reserved.
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
the same terms as Perl itself.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682119_1604395124.91/0/perl-threads-shared-1.43-6.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8mRFAaPL/threads-shared-1.43.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-5J2IouJh/threads-shared-1.43/examples/class.pl
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Name: perl-threads-shared
Version: 1.43
Release: 6%{?dist}
Summary: Perl extension for sharing data structures between threads
License: GPL+ or Artistic
Group: Development/Libraries
URL: http://search.cpan.org/dist/threads-shared/
Source0: http://www.cpan.org/authors/id/J/JD/JDHEDDEN/threads-shared-%{ version}.tar.gz
BuildRequires: perl
BuildRequires: perl(Carp)
BuildRequires: perl(Config)
BuildRequires: perl(ExtUtils::MakeMaker)
BuildRequires: perl(ExtUtils::testlib)
BuildRequires: perl(File::Path)
BuildRequires: perl(File::Spec)
BuildRequires: perl(POSIX)
BuildRequires: perl(Scalar::Util)
BuildRequires: perl(strict)
BuildRequires: perl(Test::More)
BuildRequires: perl(threads) >= 1.73
BuildRequires: perl(warnings)
BuildRequires: perl(XSLoader)

Requires: perl(:MODULE_COMPAT_%(eval "\"perl -V:version\"; echo $version))
Requires: perl(Carp)
Requires: perl(threads) >= 1.73
Requires: perl(XSLoader)

%{?perl_default_filter}

%description
By default, variables are private to each thread, and each newly created thread gets a private copy of each existing variable. This module allows you to share variables across different threads (and pseudo-forks on Win32). It is used together with the threads module.

%prep
%setup -q -n threads-shared-%{version}

%build
perl Makefile.PL INSTALLDIRS=vendor OPTIMIZE="$RPM_OPT_FLAGS"
make %{?_smp_mflags}

%install
make pure_install DESTDIR=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT
find $RPM_BUILD_ROOT -type f -name .packlist -exec rm -f {} \;
find $RPM_BUILD_ROOT -type f -name *.bs -size 0 -exec rm -f {} \;
%{_fixperms} $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/*

%check
make test

%files
%doc Changes README
%{perl_vendorarch}/auto/*
%{perl_vendorarch}/threads*
%{_mandir}/man3/*
* Wed Aug 17 2011 Marcela Malov <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 1.37-3
- change path on vendor, so our debuginfo are not conflicting with perl core debuginfos

* Mon Jun 20 2011 Marcela Malov <mmaslano@redhat.com> - 1.37-2
- Perl mass rebuild

* Tue Apr 26 2011 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> - 1.37-1
- 1.37 bump

* Wed Feb 09 2011 Fedora Release Engineering <rel-eng@lists.fedoraproject.org> - 1.36-2
- Rebuilt for https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Fedora_15_Mass_Rebuild

* Mon Jan 03 2011 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> - 1.36-1
- 1.36 bump

* Mon Oct 11 2010 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> - 1.34-1
- 1.34 bump

* Thu Sep 23 2010 Petr Pisar <ppisar@redhat.com> 1.33-1
- Specfile autogenerated by cpanspec 1.78.
- Fix dependencies
- Requires perl(Scalar::Util) is autodetected
- Do not provide private library
- Remove pre-F12 BuildRoot stuff

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682119_1604395124.91/0/perl-threads-shared-1.43-6.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8mRFaA/Perl/perl-threads-shared.spec
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*

******************************************************************************

ppport.h -- Perl/Pollution/Portability Version 3.19

Automatically created by Devel::PPPort running under perl 5.010000.

Do NOT edit this file directly! -- Edit PPPort_pm.PL and the includes in parts/inc/ instead.

Use 'perldoc pppport.h' to view the documentation below.

******************************************************************************

SKIP
=pod

=head1 NAME

ppport.h - Perl/Pollution/Portability version 3.19

=head1 SYNOPSIS

perl ppport.h [options] [source files]

Searches current directory for files if no [source files] are given

--help    show short help
--version show version

--patch=file write one patch file with changes
--copy=suffix write changed copies with suffix
--diff=program use diff program and options

--compat-version=version provide compatibility with Perl version
--cplusplus accept C++ comments

--quiet  don't output anything except fatal errors
--nodiag don't show diagnostics
--nohints don't show hints
--nochanges don't suggest changes
--nofilter don't filter input files

--strip strip all script and doc functionality from ppport.h

--list-provided list provided API
--list-unsupported list unsupported API
--api-info=name show Perl API portability information

=head1 COMPATIBILITY

This version of F<ppport.h> is designed to support operation with Perl installations back to 5.003, and has been tested up to 5.10.0.

=head1 OPTIONS

=head2 --help

Display a brief usage summary.

=head2 --version
Display the version of F<ppport.h>.

=head2 --patch=I<file>

If this option is given, a single patch file will be created if any changes are suggested. This requires a working diff program to be installed on your system.

=head2 --copy=I<suffix>

If this option is given, a copy of each file will be saved with the given suffix that contains the suggested changes. This does not require any external programs. Note that this does not automagically add a dot between the original filename and the suffix. If you want the dot, you have to include it in the option argument.

If neither C<--patch> or C<--copy> are given, the default is to simply print the diffs for each file. This requires either C<Text::Diff> or a C<diff> program to be installed.

=head2 --diff=I<program>

Manually set the diff program and options to use. The default is to use C<Text::Diff>, when installed, and output unified context diffs.

=head2 --compat-version=I<version>

Tell F<ppport.h> to check for compatibility with the given Perl version. The default is to check for compatibility with Perl version 5.003. You can use this option to reduce the output of F<ppport.h> if you intend to be backward compatible only down to a certain Perl version.

=head2 --cplusplus

Usually, F<ppport.h> will detect C++ style comments and replace them with C style comments for portability reasons. Using this option instructs F<ppport.h> to leave C++ comments untouched.

=head2 --quiet

Be quiet. Don't print anything except fatal errors.

=head2 --nodiag
Don't output any diagnostic messages. Only portability alerts will be printed.

=head2 --nohints

Don't output any hints. Hints often contain useful portability notes. Warnings will still be displayed.

=head2 --nochanges

Don't suggest any changes. Only give diagnostic output and hints unless these are also deactivated.

=head2 --nofilter

Don't filter the list of input files. By default, files not looking like source code (i.e. not *.xs, *.c, *.cc, *.cpp or *.h) are skipped.

=head2 --strip

Strip all script and documentation functionality from F<ppport.h>. This reduces the size of F<ppport.h> dramatically and may be useful if you want to include F<ppport.h> in smaller modules without increasing their distribution size too much.

The stripped F<ppport.h> will have a C|--unstrip> option that allows you to undo the stripping, but only if an appropriate C<Devel::PPPort> module is installed.

=head2 --list-provided

Lists the API elements for which compatibility is provided by F<ppport.h>. Also lists if it must be explicitly requested, if it has dependencies, and if there are hints or warnings for it.

=head2 --list-unsupported

Lists the API elements that are known not to be supported by F<ppport.h> and below which version of Perl they probably won't be available or work.

=head2 --api-info=I<name>

Show portability information for API elements matching I<name>. If I<name> is surrounded by slashes, it is interpreted as a regular expression.
In order for a Perl extension (XS) module to be as portable as possible across differing versions of Perl itself, certain steps need to be taken.

Including this header is the first major one. This alone will give you access to a large part of the Perl API that hasn't been available in earlier Perl releases. Use

```
perl ppport.h --list-provided
```

to see which API elements are provided by ppport.h.

You should avoid using deprecated parts of the API. For example, using global Perl variables without the C<PL_> prefix is deprecated. Also, some API functions used to have a C<perl_> prefix. Using this form is also deprecated. You can safely use the supported API, as F<ppport.h> will provide wrappers for older Perl versions.

If you use one of a few functions or variables that were not present in earlier versions of Perl, and that can't be provided using a macro, you have to explicitly request support for these functions by adding one or more C<#define>es in your source code before the inclusion of F<ppport.h>.

These functions or variables will be marked C<explicit> in the list shown by C<--list-provided>.

Depending on whether your module has a single or multiple files that use such functions or variables, you want either C<static> or global variants.

For a C<static> function or variable (used only in a single source file), use:

```
#define NEED_function
#define NEED_variable
```

For a global function or variable (used in multiple source files), use:
#define NEED_functionGLOBAL
#define NEED_variableGLOBAL

Note that you mustn't have more than one global request for the same function or variable in your project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function / Variable</th>
<th>Static Request</th>
<th>Global Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parser</td>
<td>NEED_PL_parserGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signals</td>
<td>NEED_PL_signalsGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval_pv()</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pv</td>
<td>NEED_eval_pvGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_bin()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_bin</td>
<td>NEED_grok_binGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_hex()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hex</td>
<td>NEED_grok_hexGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_number()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_number</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numberGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_numeric_radix()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radix</td>
<td>NEED_grok_numeric_radixGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok_oct()</td>
<td>NEED_grok_oct</td>
<td>NEED_grok_octGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_module()</td>
<td>NEED_load_module</td>
<td>NEED_load_moduleGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_snprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_snprintfGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_sprintf()</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintf</td>
<td>NEED_my_sprintfGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcat()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcat</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcatGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my_strlcpy()</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpy</td>
<td>NEED_my_strlcpyGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newCONSTSUB()</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUB</td>
<td>NEED_newCONSTSUBGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newRV_noinc()</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noinc</td>
<td>NEED_newRV_noincGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSV_type()</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_type</td>
<td>NEED_newSV_typeGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpnv_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpnv_flags</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpnv_flagsGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newSVpnv_share()</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpnv_share</td>
<td>NEED_newSVpnv_shareGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_display()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_display</td>
<td>NEED_pv_displayGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_escape()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escape</td>
<td>NEED_pv_escapeGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pv_pretty()</td>
<td>NEED_pv_pretty</td>
<td>NEED_pv_prettyGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pv_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pv_flagsGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_2pvbyte()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyte</td>
<td>NEED_sv_2pvbyteGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mgGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_mgnocntxt()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mgnocntxt</td>
<td>NEED_sv_catpvf_mgnocntxtGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_pvnforce_flags()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvnforce_flags</td>
<td>NEED_sv_pvnforce_flagsGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mg()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mg</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mgGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_setpvf_mgnocntxt()</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mgnocntxt</td>
<td>NEED_sv_setpvf_mgnocntxtGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vload_module()</td>
<td>NEED_vload_module</td>
<td>NEED_vload_moduleGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vnewSVpvf()</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvf</td>
<td>NEED_vnewSVpvfGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warner()</td>
<td>NEED_warner</td>
<td>NEED_warnerGLOBAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To avoid namespace conflicts, you can change the namespace of the explicitly exported functions / variables using the C<DPPP_NAMESPACE> macro. Just C/#define> the macro before including C<ppport.h>:

```
#define DPPP_NAMESPACE MyOwnNamespace_
#include "ppport.h"
```

The default namespace is C<DPPP >.
The good thing is that most of the above can be checked by running `F<ppport.h>` on your source code. See the next section for details.

=head1 EXAMPLES

To verify whether `F<ppport.h>` is needed for your module, whether you should make any changes to your code, and whether any special defines should be used, `F<ppport.h>` can be run as a Perl script to check your source code. Simply say:

    perl ppport.h

The result will usually be a list of patches suggesting changes that should at least be acceptable, if not necessarily the most efficient solution, or a fix for all possible problems.

If you know that your XS module uses features only available in newer Perl releases, if you're aware that it uses C++ comments, and if you want all suggestions as a single patch file, you could use something like this:

    perl ppport.h --compat-version=5.6.0 --cplusplus --patch=test.diff

If you only want your code to be scanned without any suggestions for changes, use:

    perl ppport.h --nochanges

You can specify a different `C<diff>` program or options, using the C<--diff> option:

    perl ppport.h --diff='diff -C 10'

This would output context diffs with 10 lines of context.

If you want to create patched copies of your files instead, use:

    perl ppport.h --copy=.new

To display portability information for the C<newSVpvn> function, use:

    perl ppport.h --api-info=newSVpvn
Since the argument to `C<--api-info>` can be a regular expression, you can use

```
perl ppport.h --api-info=/_nomg$/
```

to display portability information for all `C<_nomg>` functions or

```
perl ppport.h --api-info=/
```

to display information for all known API elements.

=head1 BUGS

If this version of `ppport.h` is causing failure during the compilation of this module, please check if newer versions of either this module or `Devel::PPPort` are available on CPAN before sending a bug report.

If `ppport.h` was generated using the latest version of `Devel::PPPort` and is causing failure of this module, please file a bug report using the CPAN Request Tracker at L<http://rt.cpan.org/>.

Please include the following information:

=over 4

=item 1.

The complete output from running "perl -V"

=item 2.

This file.

=item 3.

The name and version of the module you were trying to build.

=item 4.

A full log of the build that failed.

=item 5.

Any other information that you think could be relevant.

=back
For the latest version of this code, please get the C<Devel::PPPort> module from CPAN.

=head1 COPYRIGHT

Version 3.x, Copyright (c) 2004-2009, Marcus Holland-Moritz.

Version 2.x, Copyright (C) 2001, Paul Marquess.

Version 1.x, Copyright (C) 1999, Kenneth Albanowski.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

=head1 SEE ALSO

See L<Devel::PPPort>.

=cut

use strict;

# Disable broken TRIE-optimization
BEGIN { eval '${^RE_TRIE_MAXBUF} = -1' if $] >= 5.009004 && $] <= 5.009005 }

my $VERSION = 3.19;

my %opt = (quiet => 0, diag => 1, hints => 1, changes => 1, cplusplus => 0, filter => 1, strip => 0, version => 0);

my($ppport) = $0 =~ /\([\w.]+)\$/; my $LF = '(?:\r\n|\[\r\n\])'; my $HS = '[ \t\]'; my $ccs = '/'.'*'; my $cce = '*'.'/'; my $rccs = quotemeta $ccs; my $rcce = quotemeta $cce;

# Never use C comments in this file!
my $cscs = '\[.\]*'; my $ccce = '.*\?'; my $rcsecs = quotemeta $cscs; my $rccece = quotemeta $ccce;
```perl
eval { require Getopt::Long;
    Getopt::Long::GetOptions( @ARGV,
        help       => 'quiet diag! filter! hints! changes! cplusplus strip version
        patch=s copy=s diff=s compat-version=s
        list-provided list-unsupported api-info=s
    ) or usage();
};

if ($@ and grep /^-/, @ARGV) {
    usage() if "@ARGV" =~ /^--?h(?:elp)?$/;
    die "Getopt::Long not found. Please don't use any options.

if ($opt{version}) {
    print "This is $0 $VERSION
    exit 0;
}

usage() if $opt{help};
strip() if $opt{strip};

if (exists $opt{‘compat-version’}) {
    my($r,$v,$s) = $opt{‘compat-version’};
    if ($@) {
        die "Invalid version number format: $opt{‘compat-version’}\n"
    }
    die "Only Perl 5 is supported\n" if $r != 5;
    die "Invalid version number: $opt{‘compat-version’}\n" if $v >= 1000 || $s >= 1000;
    $opt{‘compat-version’} = sprintf "%d.%03d%03d", $r, $v, $s;
}
else {
    $opt{‘compat-version’} = 5;
}

my %API = map { /\^\(w+\)/|([|]*)([|]*)([|]*)(\(w+\))$/
    ? ( $1 => {
        ($2   ? ( base   => $2  ) : () ),
        ($3   ? ( todo   => $3  ) : () ),
        (index($4, ‘v’) >= 0 ? ( varargs => 1  ) : () ),
        (index($4, ‘p’) >= 0 ? ( provided => 1  ) : () ),
        (index($4, ‘n’) >= 0 ? ( nothxarg => 1  ) : () )
    ) )
    : die "invalid spec: $_" } qw( AvFILL.p|5.004050||p
AvFILL||
CLASS|||n
CPERL.scope|5.005000||p
```

---

**Open Source Used in Cisco VSM 7.14.3 26528**
HeSVKEY|5.004000|
HeUTF8|5.011000|
HeVAL|5.004000|
HvNAMELEN_get|5.0090003|p
HvNAME_get|5.0090003|p
HvNAME||
INT2PTR|5.0060000|p
IN_LOCALE_COMPILETIME|5.0070022|p
IN_LOCALE_RUNTIME|5.0070022|p
IN_LOCALE|5.0070022|p
IN_PERL_COMPILETIME|5.0080001|p
IS_NUMBER_GREATER_THAN_UV_MAX|5.0070022|p
IS_NUMBER_INFINITY|5.0070022|p
IS_NUMBER_IN_UV|5.0070022|p
IS_NUMBER_NAN|5.0070033|p
IS_NUMBER_NEG|5.0070022|p
IS_NUMBER_NOT_INT|5.0070022|p
IVSIZE|5.0060000|p
IVTYPE|5.0060000|p
IVdf|5.0060000|p
LEAVE||
LVRET||
MARK||
MULTICALL|5.011000|
MY_CXT_CLONE|5.0090002|p
MY_CXT_INIT|5.0070033|p
MY_CXT|5.0070033|p
MoveD|5.0090002|p
Move||
NOOP|5.0050000|p
NUM2PTR|5.0060000|p
NVTYPE|5.0060000|p
NVef|5.0060001|p
NVr|5.0060001|p
NVgf|5.0060001|p
Newxc|5.0090003|p
Newxz|5.0090003|p
Newx|5.0090003|p
Nullav||
Nullch||
Nullcv||
Nullhv||
Nullsv||
ORIGMARK||
PAD_BASE_SV||
PAD_CLONE_VARS||
PAD_CompNAME_FLAGS||
PAD_CompNAME_GEN_set||
PL_rs
PL_signals
PL_stack_base
PL_stack_sp
PL_statcache
PL_stdingv
PL_sv_arearoot
PL_sv_no
PL_sv_undef
PL_sv_yes
PL_tainted
PL_tainting
PL_tokenbuf
POP_MULTICALL
POPi
POPl
POPr
POPrpbytex
POPrpx
POPs
PTR2IV
PTR2NV
PTR2UV
PTR2nat
PTR2ul
PTRV
PUSHMARK
PUSH_MULTICALL
PUSHi
PUSHn
PUSHp
PUSHs
PUSHu
PUTBACK
PerlIO_clearerr
PerlIO_close
PerlIO_context_layers
PerlIO_eof
PerlIO_error
PerlIO_fileno
PerlIO_fill
PerlIO_flush
PerlIO_get_base
PerlIO_get_bufsiz
PerlIO_get_cnt
PerlIO_get_ptr
PerlIO_read
PerlIO_seek
PerlIO_set_cnr
PerlIO_set_ptrcnt
PerlIO_setlinebuf
PerlIO_stderr
PerlIO_stdin
PerlIO_stdout
PerlIO_tell
PerlIO_unread
PerlIO_write
Perl_signbit
PoisonFree
PoisonNew
PoisonWith
Poison
RETVAL

Renew

SAVECLEARSV
SAVECOMPPAD
SAVEPADSV
SAVETMPS
SAVE_DEF
SV_CONST_RETURN
SV_COW_DROP_PV
SV_COW_SHARED_HASH_KEYS
SV_GMAGIC
SV_HAS_TRAILING_NUL
SV_IMMEDIATE_UNREF
SV_MUTABLE_RETURN
SV_NOSTEAL
SV_SMAGIC
SV_UTF8_NO_ENCODING
SVfARG
SVf_UTF8
SVf
SVt_IV
SVt_NV
SVt_PVAV
SVt_PVCV||
SVt_PVHV||
SVt_PVMG||
SVt_PV||
SafeFree||
Slab_Alloc||
Slab_Free||
Slab_to_rw||
StructCopy||
SvCUR_set||
SvCUR||
SvEND||
SvGAMAGIC||5.006001|
SvGETMAGIC||5.004050||p
SvGROW||
SvIOK_UV||5.006000|
SvIOK_notUV||5.006000|
SvIOK_off||
SvIOK_only_UV||5.006000|
SvIOK_only||
SvIOK_on||
SvIOKp||
SvIOK||
SvIVX||
SvIV_nomg||5.009001||p
SvIV_set||
SvIVx||
SvIV||
SvIsCOW_shared_hash||5.008003|
SvIsCOW||5.008003|
SvLEN_set||
SvLEN||
SvLOCK||5.007003|
SvMAGIC_set||5.009003||p
SvNIOK_off||
SvNIOKp||
SvNIOK||
SvNOK_off||
SvNOK_only||
SvNOK_on||
SvNOKp||
SvNOK||
SvNVX||
SvNV_set||
SvNVx||
SvNV||
SvOK||
SvOOK_offset||5.011000|
SvREFCNT_inc_simple|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void_NN|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc_void|5.009004||p
SvREFCNT_inc||p
SvREFCNT||
SvROK_off||
SvROK_on||
SvROK||
SvRV_set|5.009003||p
SvRV||
SvRXOK|5.009005|
SvRX|5.009005|
SvSETMAGIC||
SvSHARE|5.009003||p
SvSHARE|5.007003|
SvSTASH_set|5.009003||p
SvSTASH||
SvSetMagicSV_nosteal|5.004000|
SvSetMagicSV|5.004000|
SvSetSV_nosteal|5.004000|
SvSetSV||
SvTAINTED_off|5.004000|
SvTAINTED_on|5.004000|
SvTAINTED|5.004000|
SvTAINT||
SvTRUE||
SvTYPE||
SvUNLOCK|5.007003|
SvUOK|5.007001|5.006000||p
SvUPLOAD||
SvUTF8_off|5.006000|
SvUTF8_on|5.006000|
SvUTF8|5.006000|
SvUVx|5.004000||p
SvUVX|5.004000||p
SvUV_nomg|5.009001||p
SvUV_set|5.009003||p
SvUVx|5.004000||p
SvUV|5.004000||p
SvVOK|5.008001|
SvVSTRING_mg|5.009004||p
THIS||n
UNDERBAR|5.009002||p
UTF8_MAXBYTES|5.009002||p
UVSIZE|5.006000||p
UVTYPE|5.006000||p
UVX|5.007001||p
UVof|5.006000||p
call_method|5.006000||p
call_pv|5.006000||p
call_sv|5.006000||p
calloc|5.007002|n
cando|
cast_i32|5.006000|
cast_iv|5.006000|
cast_ulong|5.006000|
cast_u16|5.006000|
check_type_and_open||
check_uni||
checkcomma||
checkposixcc||
ckWARN|5.006000||p
ck_anoncode||
ck_bitop||
ck_concat||
ck_defined||
ck_delete||
ck_die||
ck_each||
ck_eof||
ck_eval||
ck_exec||
ck_exists||
ck_exit||
ck_ftst||
ck_fun||
ck_glob||
ck_grep||
ck_index||
ck_join||
ck_lfun||
ck_match||
ck_method||
ck_null||
ck_open||
ck_readline||
ck_repeat||
ck_require||
ck_return||
ck_rfun||
ck_rvconst||
ck_sassign||
ck_select||
ck_shift||
ck_sort||
forbid_setid
force_ident
force_list
force_next
force_version
force_word
forget_pmop
form_nocontext
free_global_struct
free_tied_hv_pool
free_tms
get_arena
get_aux_mg
get_av
get_context
get_cvn_flags
get_cv
get_db_sub
get_debug_opts
get_hash_seed
get_hv
get_isa_hash
get_mstats
get_no_modify
get_num
get_op_descs
get_op_names
get_opargs
get_ppaddr
get_re_arg
get_sv
get_vtbl
getcwd_sv
getenv_len
glob_2number
glob_assign_glob
glob_assign_ref
gp_dup
gp_free
gp_ref
grok_bin
grok_hex
grok_numeric_radix
hv_copy_hints_hv
hv_delayfree_ent[5.004000]
hv_delete_common[ ]
hv_delete_ent[5.004000]
hv_delete[ ]
hv_eiter_p[5.009003]
hv_eiter_set[5.009003]
hv_exists_ent[5.004000]
hv_exists[ ]
hv_fetch_ent[5.004000]
hv_fetchs[5.009003][p] hv_fetch[ ]
hv_free_ent[5.004000]
hv_iterinit[ ]
hv_iterkeysyv[5.004000]
hv_iterkey[ ]
hv_iternext_flags[5.008000] hv_iternextsysv[ ]
hv_iternext[ ]
hv_iterval[ ]
hv_kill_backrefs[ ]
hv_ksplit[5.004000]
hv_magic_check[ ]
hv_magic[ ]
hv_name_set[5.009003]
hv_notallowed[ ]
hv_placeholder_s_get[5.009003]
hv_placeholder_s_p[5.009003]
hv_placeholder_s_set[5.009003]
hv_riter_p[5.009003]
hv_riter_set[5.009003]
hv_scalar[5.009001]
hv_store_ent[5.004000]
hv_store_flags[5.008000]
hv_stores[5.009004][p] hv_store[ ]
hv_undef[ ]
ibcmp_locale[5.004000]
ibcmp_utf8[5.007003]
ibcmp[ ]
incline[ ]
incpush_if_exists[ ]
incpush_use_sep[ ]
incpush[ ]
ingroup[ ]
init_argv_symbols[ ]
init_debugger[ ]
init_global_struct[ ]
linklist
listkids
list
load_module_nocontext
load_module[5.006000]
localize
looks_like_bool
looks_like_number
lop
mPUSHi[5.009002]
mPUSHn[5.009002]
mPUSHp[5.009002]
mPUSHs[5.011000]
mPUSHu[5.009002]
mxPUSHi[5.009002]
xmPUSHn[5.009002]
xmPUSHp[5.009002]
xmPUSHs[5.011000]
xmPUSHu[5.009002]
mad_free
madlex
madparse
magic_clear_all_env
magic_clearenv
magic_clearhint
magic_clearisa
magic_clearpack
magic_clearsig
magic_dump[5.006000]
magic_existspack
magic_freenarylen_p
magic_freeovrld
magic_getnarylen
magic_getdefelem
magic_getnkeys
magic_getpack
magic_getpos
magic_getsig
magic_getsubstr
magic_gettaint
magic_getuvar
magic_get
magic_killbackrefs
magic_len
magic_methcall
magic_methpack
magic_nextpack
my_fflush_all|5.006000|
my_fork|5.007003|
my_htobe16||n
my_htobe32||n
my_htobe64||n
my_htobei||n
my_htobel||n
my_htobes||n
my_htole16||n
my_htole32||n
my_htole64||n
my_htolei||n
my_htolest||n
my_htonl||
my_kid||
my_letoh16||n
my_letoh32||n
my_letoh64||n
my_letohi||n
my_letohl||n
my_letohs||n
my_lstat||
my_memcmp||5.004000|
my_memset||n
my_ntohl||
my_pclose||5.004000|
my_popen_list||5.007001|
my_popen||5.004000|
my_setenv||
my_snprintf|5.009004||pvn
my_socketpair|5.007003|n
my_sprintf|5.009003||pvn
my_stat||
my_strftime||5.007002|
my_strlcat|5.009004||pn
my_strlcpy|5.009004||pn
my_swabn||n
my_swap||
my_unexec||
my_vsnprintf|5.009004|n
need_utf8||n
newANONATTRSUB|5.006000|
newANONHASH||
newANONLIST||
newANONSUB||
newASSIGNOP||
newATTRSUB|5.006000|
newAVREF
newAV
newBINOP
newCONDOP
newCONSTSUB[5.004050] p
newCVREF
newDEFSVOP
newFORM
newFOROP
newGIVENOP[5.009003]
newGIVWHENOP
newGP
newGVOP
newGVREF
newGVgen
newHVREF
newHVhv[5.005000]
newHV
newIO
newLISTOP
newLOGOP
newLOOPEX
newLOOPOP
newMADPROP
newMADsv
newMYSUB
newNULLLIST
newOP
newPADOP
newPMOP
newPROG
newPVOP
newRANGE
newRV_inc[5.004000] p
newRV_noinc[5.004000] p
newRV
newSLICEOP
newSTATEOP
newSUB
newSVOP
newSVREF
newSV_type[5.009005] p
newSVhek[5.009003]
newSViv
newSVnv
newSVpvf_nocontext
newSVpvf[5.004000] v
newSVpvn_flags[5.011000] p
perl_free
perl_parse[5.006000]
perl_run
pidgone
pm_description
pmflag
pmop_dump[5.006000]
pmop_xmlldump
pmruntime
pmtrans
pop_scope
pregcomp[5.009005]
pregexec
pregfree2[5.011000]
pregfree
prepend_elem
prepend_madprops
printbuf
printf_nocontext
process_special_blocks
ptr_table_clear[5.009005]
ptr_table_fetch[5.009005]
ptr_table_find
ptr_table_free[5.009005]
ptr_table_new[5.009005]
ptr_table_split[5.009005]
ptr_table_store[5.009005]
push_scope
put_byte
pv_display[5.006000]
pv_escape[5.009004]
pv_pretty[5.009004]
pv_uni_display[5.007003]
qerror
qsortsvu
re_compile[5.009005]
re_croak2
re_dup_guts
re_intuit_start[5.009005]
re_intuit_string[5.006000]
readpipe_override
realloc[5.007002]
reentrant_free
reentrant_init
reentrant_retry
ref_array_or_hash
refcounted_he_chain_2hv
refcounted_he_fetch
refcounted_he_free
refcounted_he_new_common
refcounted_he_new
refcounted_he_value
refkids
refto
ref[5.011000]
reg_check_named_buff_matched
reg_named_buff_all[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_exists[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_fetch[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_firstkey[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_iter
reg_named_buff_nextkey[5.009005]
reg_named_buff_scalar[5.009005]
reg_named_buff
reg_namedseq
reg_node
reg_numbered_buff_fetch
reg_numbered_buff_length
reg_numbered_buff_store
reg_qr_package
reg_recode
reg_scan_name
reg_skipcomment
reg_temp_copy
reganode
regatom
regbranch
regclass_swash[5.009004]
regclass
regcppop
regcppush
regcurly
regdump_extflags
regdump[5.005000]
regdupe_internal
regexec_flags[5.005000]
regfree_flags[5.009005]
reghop3
reghop4
reghopmaybe3
reginclass
reginitcolors[5.006000]
reginsert
regmatch
regnext[5.005000]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 2</th>
<th>Version 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf_nocontext</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvf</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvn_flags</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvn_mg</td>
<td>5.004050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvn_nomg</td>
<td>5.007002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpvn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catpn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catxmlpv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_catxmlsv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_chop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_clean_all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_clean_objs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_clean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_cmp_locale</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_cmp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_collxfrm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_compile_2op</td>
<td>5.008001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_copypv</td>
<td>5.007003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_dec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_del_backref</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_derived_from</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_destroyable</td>
<td>5.010000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_does</td>
<td>5.009004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_dump</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_dup_inc_multiple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_dup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_eq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_exp_grow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_force_normal_flags</td>
<td>5.007001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_force_normal</td>
<td>5.006000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_free_arenas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_gets</td>
<td>5.004000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_grow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_i_ncmp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_insert_flags</td>
<td>5.011000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_insert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_isa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_isobject</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv_iv</td>
<td>5.005000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sv_kill_backrefs||
sv_len_utf8|5.006000|
sv_len||
sv_magic_portable|5.011000|5.004000|p
sv_magicext|5.007003|
sv_magic||
sv_mortalcopy||
sv_ncm||
sv_newmortal||
sv_newref||
sv_nolocking|5.007003|
sv_nosharing|5.007003|
sv_nounlocking||
sv_nv|5.005000|
sv_peek|5.005000|
sv_pos_b2u_midway||
sv_pos_b2u|5.006000|
sv_pos_u2b_cached||
sv_pos_u2b_forwards||n
sv_pos_u2b_midway||n
sv_pos_u2b|5.006000|
sv_pvbyten_force|5.006000|
sv_pvbyten|5.006000|
sv_pvbyte|5.006000|
sv_pvn_force_flags|5.007002|p
sv_pvn_force||
sv_pvn_nomg|5.007003|5.005000|p
sv_pvn|5.005000|
sv_pvutf8n_force|5.006000|
sv_pvutf8n|5.006000|
sv_pvutf8|5.006000|
sv_pv|5.006000|
sv_recode_to_utf8|5.007003|
sv_setiv_mg|5.004050|p
sv_setiv||
sv_setnv_mg|5.006000|p
sv_setnf_mg_nocontext||pvn
sv_setpvf_mg|5.004000|p
sv_setpvf_nocontext||vn
sv_setpvf|5.004000|v
sv_setpviv_mg||5.008001|
sv_setpviv||5.008001|
sv_setpvn_mg||5.004050||p
sv_setpvn|||
sv_setpvs||5.009004||p
sv_setpv|||
sv_setref_iv|||
sv_setref_nv|||
sv_setref_pvn|||
sv_setref_pv|||
sv_setref_uv||5.007001|
sv_setsv_cow|||
sv_setsv_flags||5.007002|
sv_setsv_mg||5.004050||p
sv_setsv_nomg||5.007002||p
sv_setsv|||
sv_setuv_mg||5.004050||p
sv_setuv||5.004000||p
sv_tainted||5.004000|
sv_taint||5.004000|
sv_true||5.005000|
sv_unglob|||
sv Uni_display||5.007003|
sv Unmagic|||
sv_unref_flags||5.007001|
sv_unref|||
sv_untilnaint||5.004000|
sv Upgrade|||
sv_usepvn_flags||5.009004|
sv_usepvn_mg||5.004050||p
sv_usepvn|||
sv_utf8_decode||5.006000|
sv_utf8_downgrade||5.006000|
sv_utf8_encode||5.006000|
sv_utf8_upgrade_flags_grow||5.011000|
sv_utf8_upgrade_flags||5.007002|
sv_utf8_upgrade_nomg||5.007002|
sv_utf8_upgrade||5.007001|
sv_uv||5.005000||p
sv_vcatpvf_mg||5.006000|5.004000||p
sv_vcatpvfn||5.004000|
sv_vcatpvnf||5.004000|
sv_vsetpvnf||5.006000|5.004000||p
sv_xmlpeek|||
svtype|||
swallow_bom|||
swap_match_buff
swap_fetch[5.007002]
swap_get
swap_init[5.006000]
sys_init3[5.010000]
sys_init[5.010000]
sys_intern_clear
sys_intern_dup
sys_intern_init
sys_term[5.010000]
taint_env
taint_proper
tmps_grow[5.006000]
toLOWER
toUPPER
to_byte_substr
to_uni_fold[5.007003]
to_uni_lower_lc[5.006000]
to_uni_lower[5.007003]
to_uni_title_lc[5.006000]
to_uni_title[5.007003]
to_uni_upper_lc[5.006000]
to_uni_upper[5.007003]
to_utf8_case[5.007003]
to_utf8_fold[5.007003]
to_utf8_lower[5.007003]
to_utf8_substr
to_utf8_title[5.007003]
to_utf8_upper[5.007003]
token_free
token_getmad
tokenize_use
tokeq
tokereport
too_few_arguments
too_many_arguments
uiv_2buf
unlnk
unpack_rec
unpack_str[5.007003]
unpackstring[5.008001]
unshare_heck_or_pvn
unshare_heck
unsharepvn[5.004000]
unwind_handler_stack
update_debugger_info
upg_version[5.009005]
usage
xmldump_eval|||
xmldump_form|||
xmldump_indent|||v
xmldump_packsubs|||
xmldump_sub|||
xmldump_vindent|||
yyerror|||
yylex|||
yyparse|||
yywarn|||
);
if (exists $opt{'list-unsupported'}) {
my $f;
for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
next unless $API{$f}{todo};
print "$f ", '.'x(40-length($f)), " ", format_version($API{$f}{todo}), "\n";
}
exit 0;
}
# Scan for possible replacement candidates
my(%replace, %need, %hints, %warnings, %depends);
my $replace = 0;
my($hint, $define, $function);
sub find_api
{
my $code = shift;
$code =~ s{
/ (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]*)
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*' }{}egsx;
grep { exists $API{$_} } $code =~ /(\w+)/mg;
}
while (<DATA>) {
if ($hint) {
my $h = $hint->[0] eq 'Hint' ? \%hints : \%warnings;
if (m{^\s*\*\s(.*?)\s*$}) {
for (@{$hint->[1]}) {
$h->{$_} ||= ''; # suppress warning with older perls
$h->{$_} .= "$1\n";
}
}
else { undef $hint }
}
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$hint = [S1, [split /,?s+/, $2]]
    if m{"^s*$rcc$s+(Hint|Warning):s+(w+ (?s+\w+)+)*s*$};

if ($define) {
    if ($define->[1] =~ /\$/) {
        $define->[1] .= $$_;
    } else {
        if (exists $API{$define->[0]} & & $define->[1] !~ /^DPPP_\$/) {
            my @n = find_api($define->[1]);
            push @{$depends{$define->[0]}}, @n if @n
            undef $define;
        }
    }
}

$define = [S1, S2] if m{"^s*$#s*define\(s+\(w+\)\(?:\(^[^()]\)\)?)?s+\(.*\)\)$};

if ($function) {
    if (/\$/) {
        if (exists $API{$function->[0]}) {
            my @n = find_api($function->[1]);
            push @{$depends{$function->[0]}}, @n if @n
            undef $function;
        } else {
            $function->[1] .= $_;
        }
    } else {
        $function = [S1, ] if m{"^DPPP_\(my_(\w+)\)$};
    }
}

$function = [S1, ] if m{"^DPPP_\(my_(\w+)\)$};

$replace = S1 if m{"^s*$rcc$s+Replace:\(s+\(d+\)\)s+s+$rcc$s*$\}$;
$replace = S1 if m{"^s*$#s*define\(s+\(w+\)\(?:\(^[^()]\)\)?)?s+\(w+\)$};
$replace = S1 if m{"^s*$#s*define\(s+\(w+\)\(?:\(^[^()]\)\)?)?s+\(w+\)$};

if (m{"^s*$rcc$s+\(w+\(s*,s*\w+\)+)\)s+s+on\(s+\(w+\(s*,s*\w+\)+)\)s+s+$rcc$s*$\}$) {
    my @deps = map { s/s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $3;
    my $d;
    for $d (map { s/s+//g; $_ } split /,/, $1) {
        push @{$depends{$d}}, @deps;
    }
}

$need = 1 if m{"^#if\(s+defined\(\!\(\!NEED_\(w+\)\(?-GLOBAL\)\)?)\)\}$};
for (values %depends) {
  my %s;
  $_ = [sort grep !$s{$_}++, @$_];
}

if (exists $opt{'api-info'}) {
  my $f;
  my $count = 0;
  my $match = $opt{'api-info'} =~ m!^/(.*)/$! ? $1 : "$\Q$opt{'api-info'}\E$";
  for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $f =~ /$match/;
    print "\n\n=== $f ===\n\n";
    my $info = 0;
    if ($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo}) {
      my $base = format_version($API{$f}{base} || $API{$f}{todo})
      my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
      print "Supported at least starting from perl-$base\n";
      $info++;
      if ($API{$f}{provided}) {
        my $todo = $API{$f}{todo} ? format_version($API{$f}{todo}) : "5.003";
        print "Support by $ppport provided back to perl-$todo\n";
        print "Support needs to be explicitly requested by NEED_$f\n" if exists $need{$f};
        print "Depends on: ", join(",", @{$depends{$f}}), ",\n" if exists $depends{$f};
        print "\n\nHints: $f\n" if exists $hints{$f};
        print "\n\nWarnings: $f\n" if exists $warnings{$f};
        $info++;
      }
      print "\n\nNo portability information available.\n" unless $info;
      $count++;
    }
    $count or print "Found no API matching '$opt{'api-info'}'\n";
    print "\n"
    exit 0;
  }
}

if (exists $opt{'list-provided'}) {
  my $f;
  for $f (sort { lc $a cmp lc $b } keys %API) {
    next unless $API{$f}{provided};
    my @flags;
    push @flags, 'explicit' if exists $need{$f};
    push @flags, 'depend'  if exists $depends{$f};
    push @flags, 'hint'   if exists $hints{$f};
    push @flags, 'warning' if exists $warnings{$f};
    my $flags = @flags ? '[join(",", @flags)]' : "\n"
    print "$f\n$flags\n";
}
my @files;
my @srcext = qw(.xs .c .h .cc .cpp -c.inc -xs.inc );
my $srcext = join '|', map { quotemeta $_ } @srcext;

if (@ARGV) {
  my %seen;
  for (@ARGV) {
    if (-e) {
      if (-f) {
        push @files, $_ unless $seen{$_}++;
      } else { warn "$_ is not a file.\n" }
    } else {
      my @new = grep { -f } glob $_
      or warn ""$_' does not exist."
      push @files, grep { !$seen{$_}++ } @new;
    }
  }
} else {
  eval {
    require File::Find;
    File::Find::find(sub {
      $File::Find::name =~ /($srcext)$/i
      and push @files, $File::Find::name;
    }, '.');
  } if ($@) {
    @files = map { glob "*$_" } @srcext;
  }
} else {
  my @in, @out;
  my %xsc = map { /(.*)\.xs$/ ? ("$1.c" => 1, "$1.cc" => 1) : () } @files;
  for (@files) {
    my $out = exists $xsc{$_} || Ab$ppport\ES/i || (!$srcext)$i;
    push @out, $out ? \@out : \@in
  }
  if (@ARGV && @out) {
    warning("Skipping the following files (use --nofilter to avoid this):\n", join "\n", @out);
  }
  @files = @in;
}
}
die "No input files given!\n" unless @files;
my(%files, %global, %revreplace);
%revreplace = reverse %replace;
my $filename;
my $patch_opened = 0;
for $filename (@files) {
unless (open IN, "<$filename") {
warn "Unable to read from $filename: $!\n";
next;
}
info("Scanning $filename ...");
my $c = do { local $/; <IN> };
close IN;
my %file = (orig => $c, changes => 0);
# Temporarily remove C/XS comments and strings from the code
my @ccom;
$c =~ s{
( ^$HS*\#$HS*include\b[^\r\n]+\b(?:\Q$ppport\E|XSUB\.h)\b[^\r\n]*
| ^$HS*\#$HS*(?:define|elif|if(?:def)?)\b[^\r\n]* )
| ( ^$HS*\#[^\r\n]*
| "[^"\\]*(?:\\.[^"\\]*)*"
| '[^'\\]*(?:\\.[^'\\]*)*'
| / (?: \*[^*]*\*+(?:[^$ccs][^*]*\*+)* / | /[^\r\n]* ) )
}{ defined $2 and push @ccom, $2;
defined $1 ? $1 : "$ccs$#ccom$cce" }mgsex;
$file{ccom} = \@ccom;
$file{code} = $c;
$file{has_inc_ppport} = $c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*include[^\r\n]+\b\Q$ppport\E\b/m;
my $func;
for $func (keys %API) {
my $match = $func;
$match .= "|$revreplace{$func}" if exists $revreplace{$func};
if ($c =~ /\b(?:Perl_)?($match)\b/) {
$file{uses_replace}{$1}++ if exists $revreplace{$func} && $1 eq $revreplace{$func};
$file{uses_Perl}{$func}++ if $c =~ /\bPerl_$func\b/;
if (exists $API{$func}{provided}) {
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$file{uses_provided}{$func}++;
if (!exists $API{$func}{base} || $API{$func}{base} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
$file{uses}{$func}++;
my @deps = rec_depend($func);
if (@deps) {
$file{uses_deps}{$func} = \@deps;
for (@deps) {
$file{uses}{$_} = 0 unless exists $file{uses}{$_};
}
}
for ($func, @deps) {
$file{needs}{$_} = 'static' if exists $need{$_};
}
}
}
if (exists $API{$func}{todo} && $API{$func}{todo} > $opt{'compat-version'}) {
if ($c =~ /\b$func\b/) {
$file{uses_todo}{$func}++;
}
}
}
}
while ($c =~ /^$HS*#$HS*define$HS+(NEED_(\w+?)(_GLOBAL)?)\b/mg) {
if (exists $need{$2}) {
$file{defined $3 ? 'needed_global' : 'needed_static'}{$2}++;
}
else { warning("Possibly wrong #define $1 in $filename") }
}
for (qw(uses needs uses_todo needed_global needed_static)) {
for $func (keys %{$file{$_}}) {
push @{$global{$_}{$func}}, $filename;
}
}
$files{$filename} = \%file;
}
# Globally resolve NEED_'s
my $need;
for $need (keys %{$global{needs}}) {
if (@{$global{needs}{$need}} > 1) {
my @targets = @{$global{needs}{$need}};
my @t = grep $files{$_}{needed_global}{$need}, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
@t = grep /\.xs$/i, @targets;
@targets = @t if @t;
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my $target = shift @targets;
$files{$target}{needs}{$need} = 'global';
for (@{ $global{needs}{$need} }) {
    $files{$_}{needs}{$need} = 'extern' if $_ ne $target;
}
}
}

for $filename (@files) {
    exists $files{$filename} or next;

    info("=== Analyzing $filename ===");

    my %file = %{ $files{$filename} }
    my $func;
    my $c = $file{code};
    my $warnings = 0;

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_Perl}}) {
        if ($API{$func}{varargs}) {
            unless ($API{$func}{nothxarg}) {
                my $changes = ($c =~ s{\b(Perl_$func\s*\(\s*!(?!aTHX_?)(\)|\[\^s\)]\s*)\(\s*)}{'$1 . ($2 eq ')' ? 'aTHX' : 'aTHX_ ' . $2 }ge);
                if ($changes) {
                    warning("Doesn't pass interpreter argument aTHX to Perl_$func");
                    $file{changes} += $changes;
                }
            }
        } else {
            warning("Uses Perl_$func instead of $func");
            $file{changes} += ($c =~ s{\bPerl_$func\s*\(\s*!(?!aTHX_?)(\)|\[\^s\)]\s*)\(\s*)}{$func$1()};
        }
    }

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_replace}}) {
        warning("Uses $func instead of $replace{$func}");
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/$func/$replace{$func}/g);
    }

    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_provided}}) {
        if ($file{uses}{$func}) {
            if (exists $file{uses_deps}{$func}) {
                diag("Uses $func, which depends on ", join(',', @{$file{uses_deps}{$func}}));
            } else {
                diag("Uses $func");
            }
        }
    }
}
$warnings += hint($func);

unless ($opt{quiet}) {
    for $func (sort keys %{$file{uses_todo}}) {
        print "*** WARNING: Uses $func, which may not be portable below perl ",
            format_version(API{$func}{todo}), ", even with 'ppport'\n";
        $warnings++;
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_static}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $file{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func} && $file{needs}{$func} ne 'static') {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func when already needed globally";
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^\$HS*define\$HS+NEED_$func\b.*\$LF//mg);
    }
}

for $func (sort keys %{$file{needed_global}}) {
    my $message = ";
    if (not exists $global{uses}{$func}) {
        $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL if $func is never used";
    } elsif (exists $file{needs}{$func}) {
        if ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'extern') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL when already needed globally";
        } elsif ($file{needs}{$func} eq 'static') {
            $message = "No need to define NEED_$func_GLOBAL when only used in this file";
        }
    } if ($message) {
        diag($message);
        $file{changes} += ($c =~ s/^\$HS*define\$HS+NEED_$_func\b.*\$LF//mg);
    }
}

$file{needs_inc_ppport} = keys %{$file{uses}};
if ($file{needs_inc_ppport}) {
    my $pp = "";

    for $func (sort keys %$file{needs}) {
        my $type = $file{needs}[$func];
        next if $type eq 'extern';
        my $suffix = $type eq 'global' ? '_GLOBAL' : ');
        unless (exists $file{needed_S$type}[$func]) {
            if ($type eq 'global') {
                diag("Files [@{ $global{needs}[$func] }] need $func, adding global request");
            } else {
                diag("File needs $func, adding static request");
            }
            $pp .= qq/#define NEED_$func$suffix
            };
        }
        if ($pp) {
            s/^(?=$HS*#$HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)/$pp/m;
            $file{changes}++;
        }
    }
    unless ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
        diag("Needs to include '$ppport'");
        $pp .= qq(#include "$ppport"
        )
    }
    if ($pp) {
        $file{changes} += (s=^-/($HS*#HS*define$HS+NEED_\w+)+/Spp/m)
            || (s=^-/($HS*#HS*include.\Q$ppport\E)/Spp/m)
            || (s=^-/($HS*#HS*include.\Q$ppport\E)/Spp/m)
            || (s=^-/Spp/);
    }
    else {
        if ($file{has_inc_ppport}) {
            diag("No need to include '$ppport'");
            $file{changes} += (s=^-/($HS*#HS*include.\Q$ppport\E.+S$LF/)/m);
        }
    }
}

# put back in our C comments
my $ix;
my $cppc = 0;
my @ccom = @{$file{ccom}};
for $ix (0 .. $#ccom) {
    if (!$opt{cplusplus} && $ccom[$ix] =~ s!^//!!) {
$cppc++;  
$file{changes} += $c =~ s/$rcc$six$rcce/$cc$sccom[$ix] $cce/;
}
else {
    $c =~ s/$rcc$six$rcce/$ccom[$ix]/;
}
}

if ($cppc) {
    my $s = $cppc != 1 ? 's' : '';  
    warning("Uses $cppc C++ style comment$s, which is not portable");
}

my $s = $warnings != 1 ? 's' : '';  
my $warn = $warnings ? " ($warnings warning$s)" : '';  
info("Analysis completed$warn");

if ($file{changes}) {
    if (exists $opt{copy}) {
        my $newfile = "$filename$opt{copy}";
        if (-e $newfile) {
            error("$newfile' already exists, refusing to write copy of '$filename'");
        } else {
            local *F;
            if (open F, ">$newfile") {
                info("Writing copy of '$filename' with changes to '$newfile'");
                print F $c;
                close F;
            } else {
                error("Cannot open '$newfile' for writing: $!");
            }
        }
    } elseif (exists $opt{patch} || $opt{changes}) {
        if (exists $opt{patch}) {
            unless ($patch_opened) {
                if (open PATCH, ">$opt{patch}") {
                    $patch_opened = 1;
                } else {
                    error("Cannot open '$opt{patch}' for writing: $!");
                    delete $opt{patch};
                    $opt{changes} = 1;
                    goto fallback;
                }
            }
        }
mydiff($*PATCH, $filename, $c);
}
else {
    fallback:
        info("Suggested changes: ");
        mydiff($*STDOUT, $filename, $c);
    }
else {
    my $s = $file{changes} == 1 ? ':' : 's';
    info("$file{changes} potentially required change$s detected");
}
}
else {
    info("Looks good");
}
}

close PATCH if $patch_opened;

exit 0;

sub try_use { eval "use @_;": return $@ eq ""
}

sub mydiff
{
    local *F = shift;
    my($file, $str) = @_;;
    my $diff;
    if (exists $opt{diff}) {
        $diff = run_diff($opt{diff}, $file, $str);
    }
    if (!defined $diff and try_use('Text::Diff')) {
        $diff = Text::Diff::diff($file, $str, { STYLE => 'Unified' });
        $diff = <<HEADER . $diff;
--- $file
+++ $file.patched
HEA
DR

        --->
        #
        
        if (!defined $diff) {
            $diff = run_diff('diff -u', $file, $str);
        }
        if (!defined $diff) {
$diff = run_diff('diff', $file, $str);
}

if (!defined $diff) {
    error("Cannot generate a diff. Please install Text::Diff or use --copy.");
    return;
}

print F $diff;
}

sub run_diff
{
    my($prog, $file, $str) = @_; 
    my $tmp = 'dppptemp';
    my $suf = 'aaa';
    my $diff = "";
    local *F;

    while (-e "$tmp.$suf") { $suf++ } 
    $tmp = "$tmp.$suf";

    if (open F, ">$tmp") {
        print F $str;
        close F;
        if (open F, "$prog $file $tmp |") {
            while (<F>) {
                s/$tmp/$file.patched/;
                $diff .= $_;
            }
            close F;
            unlink $tmp;
            return $diff;
        }
    }
    unlink $tmp;
}

sub rec_depend
{
    my($func, $seen) = @_;
return () unless exists $depends{$func};
$seen = {%{$seen||{}}};
return () if $seen->{$func}++;
my %s;
grep !$s{$_}++, map { ($_, rec_depend($_, $seen)) } @{$depends{$func}};
}

sub parse_version
{
my $ver = shift;

if ($ver =~ /^\d+(?:\d+)(?:\d+)\$/) {
    return ($1, $2, $3);
}
elsif ($ver !~ /^(?:\d+)\[(?:\d_]+)\$/) {
    die "cannot parse version '$ver'\n";
}

$ver =~ s/_//g;
$ver =~ s/$/000000/;
my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+(?:\d+)\(\d\[3\])\(\d[3]\)/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "cannot parse version '$ver'\n";
    }
}
return ($r, $v, $s);
}

sub format_version
{
my $ver = shift;

$ver =~ s/$/000000/;
my($r,$v,$s) = $ver =~ /\d+(?:\d+)\(\d\[3\])\(\d[3]\)/;

$v = int $v;
$s = int $s;

if ($r < 5 || ($r == 5 && $v < 6)) {
    if ($s % 10) {
        die "invalid version '$ver'\n";
    }
}
return ($r, $v, $s);
}
$s /= 10;

$ver = sprintf "%d.%03d", $r, $v;
$s > 0 and $ver .= sprintf "-%02d", $s;

return $ver;
}

return sprintf "%d.%d.%d", $r, $v, $s;
}

sub info {
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print @_, "\n";
}

sub diag {
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    $opt{diag} and print @_, "\n";
}

sub warning {
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    print "*** ", @_, "\n";
}

sub error {
    print "*** ERROR: ", @_, "\n";
}

my %given_hints;
my %given_warnings;
sub hint {
    $opt{quiet} and return;
    my $func = shift;
    my $rv = 0;
    if (exists $warnings{$func} && !$given_warnings{$func}++) {
        my $warn = $warnings{$func};
        $warn =~ s!^!*** !mg;
        print "*** WARNING: $func\n", $warn;
        $rv++;}
}
if ($opt{hints} && exists $hints{func} && !$given_hints{func}++) {
    my $hint = $hints{func};
    $hint =~ s/^/   /mg;
    print "   --- hint for $func ---
", $hint;
} $rv;

sub usage {
    my($usage) = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> } =~ /^=head\d$HS+SYNOPSIS\s*\^\(\^\s*\^\s*\)\s*\^\=/ms;
    my %M = ( 'I' => '*' );
    $usage =~ s/^\s*perl+/$^X $0/;
    $usage =~ s/\[(A-Z)]<(\^[^>]+)>/$M{$1}$2$M{$1}/g;

    print <<ENDUSAGE;
Usage: $usage
See perldoc $0 for details.
ENDUSAGE
exit 2;
}

sub strip {
    my $self = do { local(@ARGV,$/)=($0); <> };
    my($copy) = $self =~ /^=head\d\s+COPYRIGHT\s*\^\(\^\s*\)\^\=/ms;
    $copy =~ s/^(?=$S+)/    /gms;
    $self =~ s/^$HS+Do NOT edit.*?(?=^-)/$copy/ms;
    $self =~ s/^SKIP.*(?=^__DATA__/SKIP
if ($@) and die "Cannot require Devel::PPPort, please install.\n";
if (eval \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION < $VERSION) {
    die "$0 was originally generated with Devel::PPPort $VERSION.\n" . 
    "Your Devel::PPPort is only version \$Devel::PPPort::VERSION.\n" . 
    "Please install a newer version, or --unstrip will not work.\n";
} Devel::PPPort::WriteFile($0);
exit 0;
} print <<<END;
Sorry, but this is a stripped version of \$0.
To be able to use its original script and doc functionality, please try to regenerate this file using:

```
\$^X \$0 --unstrip
END

my($pl, $c) = $self =~ /(.*^__DATA__)(.*)/ms;
$c =~ s{
    / (?!:[^\*]*\*+(?!\$ccs[\*]\*\*+)
    | /\[\^\%\]\*\?\[\^\%\]\*\]*
    | \['[^'\"]*\](?:\".*\")
    | \([^\^\%]\?\[\^\%\]\*\]*
    | \(\$HS\) }{ defined $2 ? '' : ($1 || '') }gsex;
$c =~ s!\s+$!!mg;
$c =~ s!^$\LF!!mg;
$c =~ s!^\s*#!#!mg;
$c =~ s!^\s+!!mg;
open OUT, ">$0" or die "cannot strip $0: $!
;print OUT "$pl$c
;exit 0;
}

__DATA__
*/

Found in path(s):
  * /opt/cola/permits/1103682119_1604395124.91/0/perl-threads-shared-1.43-6.el7-1.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-8mRFAaPL/threads-shared-1.43.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-5J2louJh/threads-shared-1.43/ppport.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

threads::shared - Perl extension for sharing data structures between threads

=head1 VERSION

This document describes threads::shared version 1.43

=head1 SYNOPSIS

use threads;
use threads::shared;

my $var :shared;
my %hsh :shared;
my @ary :shared;
my ($scalar, @array, %hash);
share($scalar);
share(@array);
share(%hash);

$var = $scalar_value;
$var = $shared_ref_value;
$var = shared_clone($non_shared_ref_value);
$var = shared_clone({'foo' => [qw/foo bar baz/]});

$hsh{'foo'} = $scalar_value;
$hsh{'bar'} = $shared_ref_value;
$hsh{'baz'} = shared_clone($non_shared_ref_value);
$hsh{'quz'} = shared_clone([1..3]);

$ary[0] = $scalar_value;
$ary[1] = $shared_ref_value;
$ary[2] = shared_clone($non_shared_ref_value);
$ary[3] = shared_clone([ {}, [] ]); 

{ lock(%hash); ... }

cond_wait($scalar);
cond_timedwait($scalar, time() + 30);
cond_broadcast(@array);
cond_signal(%hash);

my $lockvar :shared;
# condition var != lock var
cond_wait($var, $lockvar);
cond_timedwait($var, time()+30, $lockvar);

=head1 DESCRIPTION

By default, variables are private to each thread, and each newly created
thread gets a private copy of each existing variable. This module allows you
to share variables across different threads (and pseudo-forks on Win32). It
is used together with the L<threads> module.

This module supports the sharing of the following data types only: scalars
and scalar refs, arrays and array refs, and hashes and hash refs.

=head1 EXPORT

The following functions are exported by this module: C<share>,
C<shared_clone>, C<is_shared>, C<cond_wait>, C<cond_timedwait>, C<cond_signal>
and C<cond_broadcast>
Note that if this module is imported when \texttt{threads} has not yet been loaded, then these functions all become no-ops. This makes it possible to write modules that will work in both threaded and non-threaded environments.

=head1 FUNCTIONS

=over 4

=item share VARIABLE

C\texttt{share} takes a variable and marks it as shared:

\begin{verbatim}
my ($scalar, @array, %hash);
share($scalar);
share(@array);
share(%hash);
\end{verbatim}

C\texttt{share} will return the shared rvalue, but always as a reference.

Variables can also be marked as shared at compile time by using the C\texttt{:shared} attribute:

\begin{verbatim}
my ($var, %hash, @array) :shared;
\end{verbatim}

Shared variables can only store scalars, refs of shared variables, or refs of shared data (discussed in next section):

\begin{verbatim}
my ($var, %hash, @array) :shared;
my $bork;

# Storing scalars
$var = 1;
$hash{'foo'} = 'bar';
$array[0] = 1.5;

# Storing shared refs
$var = \%hash;
$hash{'ary'} = \@array;
$array[1] = \$var;

# The following are errors:
# $var = \$bork;                    # ref of non-shared variable
# $hash{'bork'} = [];               # non-shared array ref
# push(@array, [ 'x' => 1 ]);      # non-shared hash ref
\end{verbatim}

=item shared_clone REF
C<shared_clone> takes a reference, and returns a shared version of its argument, performing a deep copy on any non-shared elements. Any shared elements in the argument are used as is (i.e., they are not cloned).

my $cpy = shared_clone({'foo' => [qw/foo bar baz/]});

Object status (i.e., the class an object is blessed into) is also cloned.

my $obj = {'foo' => [qw/foo bar baz/]};
bless($obj, 'Foo');
my $cpy = shared_clone($obj);
print(ref($cpy), "\n");         # Outputs 'Foo'

For cloning empty array or hash refs, the following may also be used:

$var = &share([]);   # Same as $var = shared_clone([]);
$var = &share({});   # Same as $var = shared_clone({});

Not all Perl data types can be cloned (e.g., globs, code refs). By default, C<shared_clone> will L<croak|Carp> if it encounters such items. To change this behaviour to a warning, then set the following:

$threads::shared::clone_warn = 1;

In this case, C<undef> will be substituted for the item to be cloned. If set to zero:

$threads::shared::clone_warn = 0;

then the C<undef> substitution will be performed silently.

=item is_shared VARIABLE

C<is_shared> checks if the specified variable is shared or not. If shared, returns the variable's internal ID (similar to L<refaddr()|Scalar::Util/refaddr EXPR>). Otherwise, returns C<undef>.

if (is_shared($var)) {
   print("$var is shared\n");
} else {
   print("$var is not shared\n");
}

When used on an element of an array or hash, C<is_shared> checks if the specified element belongs to a shared array or hash. (It does not check the contents of that element.)

my %hash :shared;
if (is_shared(%hash)) {
    print("%hash is shared
");
}

$hash{'elem'} = 1;
if (is_shared($hash{'elem'})) {
    print("$hash{'elem'} is in a shared hash\n");
}

=item lock VARIABLE

C<lock> places a B<advisory> lock on a variable until the lock goes out of scope. If the variable is locked by another thread, the C<lock> call will block until it’s available. Multiple calls to C<lock> by the same thread from within dynamically nested scopes are safe -- the variable will remain locked until the outermost lock on the variable goes out of scope.

C<lock> follows references exactly I<one> level:

my %hash :shared;
my $ref = %hash;
lock($ref);       # This is equivalent to lock(%hash)

Note that you cannot explicitly unlock a variable; you can only wait for the lock to go out of scope. This is most easily accomplished by locking the variable inside a block.

my $var :shared;
{
    lock($var);
    # $var is locked from here to the end of the block
    ...
}
# $var is now unlocked

As locks are advisory, they do not prevent data access or modification by another thread that does not itself attempt to obtain a lock on the variable.

You cannot lock the individual elements of a container variable:

my %hash :shared;
$hash{'foo'} = 'bar';
#lock($hash{'foo'});       # Error
lock(%hash);                # Works

If you need more fine-grained control over shared variable access, see L<Thread::Semaphore>. 

---
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The `cond_wait` function takes a `locked` variable as a parameter, unlocks the variable, and blocks until another thread does a `cond_signal` or `cond_broadcast` for that same locked variable. The variable that `cond_wait` blocked on is re-locked after the `cond_wait` is satisfied. If there are multiple threads `cond_wait`ing on the same variable, all but one will re-block waiting to reacquire the lock on the variable. (So if you're only using `cond_wait` for synchronization, give up the lock as soon as possible). The two actions of unlocking the variable and entering the blocked wait state are atomic, the two actions of exiting from the blocked wait state and re-locking the variable are not.

In its second form, `cond_wait` takes a shared, `unlocked` variable followed by a shared, `locked` variable. The second variable is unlocked and thread execution suspended until another thread signals the first variable.

It is important to note that the variable can be notified even if no thread `cond_signal` or `cond_broadcast` on the variable. It is therefore important to check the value of the variable and go back to waiting if the requirement is not fulfilled. For example, to pause until a shared counter drops to zero:

```perl
{ lock($counter); cond_wait($counter) until $counter == 0; }
```

The `cond_timedwait` function takes a `locked` variable and an absolute timeout in `epoch` seconds (see `time()` in `perlfunc/perlfunc/time` for more) as parameters, unlocks the variable, and blocks until the timeout is reached or another thread signals the variable. A false value is returned if the timeout is reached, and a true value otherwise. In either case, the variable is re-locked upon return.

Like `cond_wait`, this function may take a shared, `locked` variable as an additional parameter; in this case the first parameter is an `unlocked` condition variable protected by a distinct lock variable.

Again like `cond_wait`, waking up and reacquiring the lock are not atomic, and you should always check your desired condition after this function returns. Since the timeout is an absolute value, however, it does not have to be recalculated with each pass:

```perl
lock($var);
```
my $abs = time() + 15;
until ($ok = desired_condition($var)) {
    last if !cond_timedwait($var, $abs);
}
# we got it if $ok, otherwise we timed out!

=item cond_signal VARIABLE

The C<cond_signal> function takes a B<locked> variable as a parameter and
unblocks one thread that's C<cond_wait>ing on that variable. If more than one
thread is blocked in a C<cond_wait> on that variable, only one (and which one
is indeterminate) will be unblocked.

If there are no threads blocked in a C<cond_wait> on the variable, the signal
is discarded. By always locking before signaling, you can (with care), avoid
signaling before another thread has entered cond_wait().

C<cond_signal> will normally generate a warning if you attempt to use it on an
unlocked variable. On the rare occasions where doing this may be sensible, you
can suppress the warning with:

{ no warnings 'threads'; cond_signal($foo); }

=item cond_broadcast VARIABLE

The C<cond_broadcast> function works similarly to C<cond_signal>.
C<cond_broadcast>, though, will unblock B<all> the threads that are blocked in
a C<cond_wait> on the locked variable, rather than only one.

=back

=head1 OBJECTS

L<threads::shared> exports a version of L<bless()|perlfunc"/bless REF"> that
works on shared objects such that L<blessings> propagate across threads.

# Create a shared 'Foo' object
my $foo :shared = shared_clone({});
bless($foo, 'Foo');

# Create a shared 'Bar' object
my $bar :shared = shared_clone({});
bless($bar, 'Bar');

# Put 'bar' inside 'foo'
$foo->{ 'bar' } = $bar;

# Rebless the objects via a thread
threads->create(sub {  
    # Rebless the outer object  
bless($foo, 'Yin');  

    # Cannot directly rebless the inner object  
    #bless($foo->{'bar'}, 'Yang');  

    # Retrieve and rebless the inner object  
    my $obj = $foo->{'bar'};  
bless($obj, 'Yang');  
    $foo->{'bar'} = $obj;  
});->join(); 

print(ref($foo),    
     "\n");  # Prints 'Yin'  
print(ref($foo->{'bar'}), "\n");  # Prints 'Yang'  
print(ref($bar),     
     "\n");  # Also prints 'Yang' 

=head1 NOTES 

L<threads::shared> is designed to disable itself silently if threads are not 
available. This allows you to write modules and packages that can be used 
in both threaded and non-threaded applications.

If you want access to threads, you must C<use threads> before you 
C<use threads::shared>. L<threads> will emit a warning if you use it after 
L<threads::shared>.

=head1 BUGS AND LIMITATIONS 

When C<share> is used on arrays, hashes, array refs or hash refs, any data 
they contain will be lost.

my @arr = qw(foo bar baz);  
share(@arr);  
# @arr is now empty (i.e., ==());

# Create a 'foo' object  
my $foo = { 'data' => 99 };  
bless($foo, 'foo');  

# Share the object  
share($foo);  # Contents are now wiped out  
print("ERROR: \$foo is empty\n")  
    if (! exists($foo->{'data'}));

Therefore, populate such variables B<after> declaring them as shared. (Scalar 
and scalar refs are not affected by this problem.)
It is often not wise to share an object unless the class itself has been written to support sharing. For example, an object's destructor may get called multiple times, once for each thread's scope exit. Another danger is that the contents of hash-based objects will be lost due to the above mentioned limitation. See F<examples/class.pl> (in the CPAN distribution of this module) for how to create a class that supports object sharing.

Destructors may not be called on objects if those objects still exist at global destruction time. If the destructors must be called, make sure there are no circular references and that nothing is referencing the objects, before the program ends.

Does not support C<splice> on arrays. Does not support explicitly changing array lengths via $#array -- use C<push> and C<pop> instead.

Taking references to the elements of shared arrays and hashes does not autovivify the elements, and neither does slicing a shared array/hash over non-existent indices/keys autovivify the elements.

C<share()> allows you to C<< share($hashref->{key}) >> and C<< share($arrayref->[idx]) >> without giving any error message. But the C<< $hashref->{key} >> or C<< $arrayref->[idx] >> is B<not> shared, causing the error "lock can only be used on shared values" to occur when you attempt to C<< lock($hashref->{key}) >> or C<< lock($arrayref->[idx]) >> in another thread.

Using L<refaddr()> is unreliable for testing whether or not two shared references are equivalent (e.g., when testing for circular references). Use L<is_shared()> instead:

use threads;
use threads::shared;
use Scalar::Util qw(refaddr);

# If ref is shared, use threads::shared's internal ID.
# Otherwise, use refaddr().
my $addr1 = is_shared($ref1) || refaddr($ref1);
my $addr2 = is_shared($ref2) || refaddr($ref2);

if ($addr1 == $addr2) {
    # The refs are equivalent
}

L<each()> does not work properly on shared references embedded in shared structures. For example:

my %foo :shared;
$foo{ 'bar' } = shared_clone({ 'a'=> 'x', 'b'=> 'y', 'c'=> 'z' });

while (my ($key, $val) = each(%{$foo{ 'bar' } })) {
    ...
}

Either of the following will work instead:

my $ref = $foo{ 'bar' };
while (my ($key, $val) = each(%{$ref})) {
    ...
}

foreach my $key (keys(%{$foo{ 'bar' } })) {
    my $val = $foo{ 'bar' }{$key};
    ...
}

This module supports dual-valued variables created using L<dualvar() from Scalar::Util“dualvar NUM, STRING”). However, while C<$!> acts like a dualvar, it is implemented as a tied SV. To propagate its value, use the follow construct, if needed:

my $errno :shared = dualvar($!, $!);

View existing bug reports at, and submit any new bugs, problems, patches, etc. to: L<http://rt.cpan.org/Public/Dist/Display.html?Name=threads-shared>

=head1 SEE ALSO
L<threads::shared> Discussion Forum on CPAN:
L<http://www.cpanforum.com/dist/threads-shared>

L<threads>, L<perlthrtut>

L<http://www.perl.com/pub/a/2002/06/11/threads.html> and

Perl threads mailing list:
L<http://lists.perl.org/list/threads.html>
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1.795.1 Available under license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.797 wicket-extensions 7.6.0
1.797.1 Available under license:

Wicket Extensions
Copyright 2006-2016 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work.
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.798 gssproxy 0.7.0
1.798.1 Available under license:

GSS-PROXY

Copyright (C) 2011 Red Hat, Inc.
Copyright (C) 2011-2015 the GSS-PROXY contributors

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.799 xerces-c 3.1.1
1.799.1 Available under license:

===========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces distribution. ==
===========================================================================

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

1.800 batik-svg-dom 1.10

1.800.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same “printed page” as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License);
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).
The software contains code from the International Organization for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project (http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme (http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

1.801 d-bus 1.10.24-14.el7_8

1.801.1 Available under license:

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2 (or, at your option any later version).

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to, tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

The Academic Free License
v. 2.1

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the following:

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

5) This section intentionally omitted.

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original Work.

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission
of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating
to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 101 et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written permission of its copyright owner.

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other
open source licenses:

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with those licenses.

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain no explicit patent grant.

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed, as is the case for the other licenses.

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice, but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--
START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
--

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free

---
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.802 spidermonkey 17.0.0-20.el7
1.802.1 Available under license:

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2009 Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.
See source files for details.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

This is JavaScriptCore's variant of the PCRE library. While this library started out as a copy of PCRE, many of the features of PCRE have been removed.

Copyright (c) 1997-2005 University of Cambridge. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Apple Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.803 openssl 1.1.1k

1.803.1 Notifications :
This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)
This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

1.803.2 Available under license :

LICENSE ISSUES
============

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts.

OpenSSL License
--------------
/* ====================================================================
 * Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * *
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * *
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
 * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
 * distribution.
 * *
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
 * software must display the following acknowledgment:
 * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
 * *
 * 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
 * endorse or promote products derived from this software without
 * prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
 * openssl-core@openssl.org.
 * *
 * 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
 * nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
 * permission of the OpenSSL Project.
 * *
 * 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
 * acknowledgment:
 * "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
 * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
 * *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
 * EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
 * PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
 * ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
 * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
 * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
 * LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
 * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
 * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
 * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 * ====================================================================
 */
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

* /

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) 
* All rights reserved.
* 
* This package is an SSL implementation written 
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
* 
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as 
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions 
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, 
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation 
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms 
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
* 
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in 
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution 
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or 
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright 
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software 
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by 
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library 
* being used are not cryptographic related :-). 
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from 
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* This software is provided by Eric Young ``as is'' and
* any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the
* implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose
* are disclaimed. In no event shall the author or contributors be liable
* for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential
* damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods
* or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption)
* however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict
* liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way
* out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of
* such damage.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/

1.804 libuser 0.60-9.el7

1.804.1 Available under license:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in
a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a
derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License
treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General
Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We
concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the
users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to
permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this
will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only
works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary
General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library
General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is
addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copied by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it.
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms
of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most
effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should
have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full
notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it
does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.806 perl-timedate 2.3
1.806.1 Available under license:
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

# software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681697_1604394739.21/0/perl-TimeDate-2.30-2.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-NnGPgpnM/TimeDate-2.30.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-gZXzUbOZ/TimeDate-2.30/lib/Date/Format.pm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681697_1604394739.21/0/perl-TimeDate-2.30-2.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-NnGPgpnM/TimeDate-2.30.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-gZXzUbOZ/TimeDate-2.30/lib/Date/Parse.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

---
abstract: unknown
author:
  - 'Graham Barr <gbarr@pobox.com>'
built_requires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
configureRequires:
  ExtUtils::MakeMaker: 0
dynamic_config: 1
generated_by: 'ExtUtils::MakeMaker version 6.64, CPAN::Meta::Converter version 2.120921'
license: perl
meta-spec:
  url: http://module-build.sourceforge.net/META-spec-v1.4.html
version: 1.4
name: TimeDate
no_index:
directory:
  - t
  - inc
requires: {}
resources:
  repository: http://github.com/gbarr/perl-TimeDate
version: 2.30

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681697_1604394739.21/0/perl-TimeDate-2.30-2.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
  NnGPgpM/TimeDate-2.30.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-gZXzUbOZ/TimeDate-2.30/META.yml
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

=head1 NAME

Date::Language::Hungarian - Magyar format for Date::Format

=head1 SYNOPSIS

my $lang = Date::Language->new('Hungarian');
print $lang->time2str("%a %b %e %T %Y", time);

@lt = localtime(time);
print $lang->time2str($template, time);
print $lang->strftime($template, @lt);
print $lang->time2str($template, time, $zone);
print $lang->strftime($template, @lt, $zone);

print $lang->ctime(time);
print $lang->asctime(@lt);
print $lang->ctime(time, $zone);
print $lang->asctime(@lt, $zone);

See L<Date::Format>.

=head1 AUTHOR

Paula Goddard (paula -at- paulacska -dot- com)

=head1 LICENCE

Made available under the same terms as Perl itself.
This is the perl5 TimeDate distribution. It requires Perl version 5.003 or later.

This distribution replaces my earlier GetDate distribution, which was only a date parser. The date parser contained in this distribution is far superior to the yacc based parser, and a *lot* faster.

The parser contained here will only parse absolute dates, if you want a date parser that can parse relative dates then take a look at the Time modules by David Muir on CPAN.

You install the library by running these commands:

```
perl Makefile.PL
make
make test
make install
```

Please report any bugs/suggestions to <gbarr@pobox.com>

Copyright 1995-2009 Graham Barr.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms as Perl itself.

Share and Enjoy!
Graham <gbarr@pobox.com>

"
This is Bulgarian localization for Date::Format.
It is important to note that this module source code is in utf8.
All strings which it outputs are in utf8, so it is safe to use it
currently only with English. You are left alone to try and convert
the output when using different Date::Language::* in the same application.
This should be addresed in the future.
=head1 SYNOPSIS
use strict;
use warnings;
use Date::Language;
local $\=$/;
my $template ='%a %b %e %T %Y (%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S)';
my $time=1290883821; #or just use time();
my @lt = localtime($time);
my %languages = qw(English GMT German EEST Bulgarian EET);
binmode(select,':utf8');
foreach my $l(keys %languages){
my $lang = Date::Language->new($l);
my $zone = $languages{$l};
print $/. "$l $zone";
print $lang->time2str($template, $time);
print $lang->time2str($template, $time, $zone);
print $lang->strftime($template, \@lt);
}
=head1 AUTHOR
Krasimir Berov (berov@cpan.org)
=head1 COPYRIGHT
Copyright (c) 2010 Krasimir Berov. This program is free
software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the same terms
as Perl itself.
=cut
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681697_1604394739.21/0/perl-TimeDate-2.30-2.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archiveNnGPgpnM/TimeDate-2.30.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-gZXzUbOZ/TimeDate2.30/lib/Date/Language/Bulgarian.pm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103681697_1604394739.21/0/perl-TimeDate-2.30-2.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-NnGPgpnM/perl-TimeDate.spec

1.807 rpm 4.11.3 35.el7
1.807.1 Available under license:

RPM and it's source code are covered under two separate licenses.

The entire code base may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL), which appears immediately below. Alternatively, all of the source code in the lib subdirectory of the RPM source code distribution as well as any code derived from that code may instead be distributed under the GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), at the choice of the distributor. The complete text of the LGPL appears at the bottom of this file.

This alternatively is allowed to enable applications to be linked against the RPM library (commonly called librpm) without forcing such applications to be distributed under the GPL.

Any questions regarding the licensing of RPM should be addressed to rpm-maint@lists.rpm.org

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it.
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
      stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
      whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
      part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
      parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
      when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
      interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
      announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
      notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
      a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
      these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
      License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
      does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
      the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".
A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.
Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).
To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.808 commons-dbcp 1.3

1.808.1 Available under license:
Apache Commons DBCP
Copyright 2001-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.809 stax-api 3.1.4
1.809.1 Available under license:
Copyright <YEAR> <COPYRIGHT HOLDER>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.810 cglib 2.2

1.811 itext-pdf 2.1.5
1.811.1 Available under license:
Copyright notice for the icons in this directory:

Silk icon set 1.3
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License. [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/]

This means you may use it for any purpose, and make any changes you like. All I ask is that you include a link back to this page in your credits.

Are you using this icon set? Send me an email (including a link or picture if available) to mjames at gmail dot com

Any other questions about this icon set please contact mjames at gmail dot com

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community for the electronic transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.
1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
   A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,
to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that
Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party’s intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor’s Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor’s Modifications are Contributor’s original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients’ rights or ownership rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients’ rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.

8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.
8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.


11. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as "Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

```
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

The Original Code is ______________________________________.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ____________________.

Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______ ______________________. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the ____ license (the "[___] License"), in which case the provisions of [____] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by
```
deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the MPL or the [___] License."

[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Some files use code from different Apache projects.

The source code of these files contains the appropriate copyright notices as described in the Appendix of http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

This is a copy of the text that can be found at that specific URL:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.


Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution.

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

* You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
* You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
* You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and
* If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions.

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks.

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability.

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

(1)

ExceptionConverter:
The original version of this class was published in an article by Heinz Kabutz.
"This material from The Java(tm) Specialists' Newsletter by Maximum Solutions
(South Africa). Please contact Maximum Solutions for more information.
SimpleXMLParser:
The original version of this class was published in a JavaWorld article by Steven Brandt:
Jennifer Orr (JavaWorld) wrote: “You have permission to use the code appearing in
Steven Brandt’s JavaWorld article, ‘Java Tip 128: Create a quick-and-dirty XML parser.’
We ask that you reference the author as the creator and JavaWorld as the original publisher
of the code.” Steven Brandt also agreed with the use of this class.

The following files contain material that was copyrighted by SUN:

com/lowagie/text/pdf/LZWDecoder.java (first appearance in iText: 2002-02-08)
com/lowagie/text/pdf/codec/TIFFFaxDecoder.java (first appearance in iText: 2003-04-09)
com/lowagie/text/pdf/codec/TIFFField.java (first appearance in iText: 2003-04-09)
com/lowagie/text/pdf/codec/TIFFLZWDecoder.java (first appearance in iText: 2003-04-09)

The original code was released under the BSD license, and contained the following
extra restriction: “You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or intended
for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.”

In a mail sent to Bruno Lowagie on January 23, 2008, Brian Burkhalter (@sun.com)
writes: "This code is under a BSD license and supersedes the older codec packages
on which your code is based. It also includes numerous fixes among them being the
ability to handle a lot of 'broken' TIFFs."

Note that numerous fixes were applied to the code used in iText by Paulo Soares,
but apart from the fixes there were no essential changes between the code that
was originally adapted and the code that is now available under the following
license:

Copyright (c) 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

- Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any
kind. ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY
EXCLUDED. SUN MIDROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF
USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS
DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND
REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR
INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for
use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any
nuclear facility.

The main difference can be found in the final paragraph: the restriction
that the source code is not "licensed" in this particular situation has
been removed.

FYI: Brian also added: "A bit of history might be in order.
The codec classes that you used originally were based on some
classes included with JAI but not strictly part of JAI.
As of Java SE 1.4 an official Image I/O framework was
added in javax.imageio.... This frameork supports these formats:

   Java 1.4: GIF (read only), JPEG, PNG
   Java 1.5: Added support for BMP and WBMP
   Java 1.6: Added support for writing GIF

The JAI Image I/O Tools packages (jai-imageio-core) were created
to support formats handled by JAI but not included in Java SE
as well as some new things like JPEG2000."

(4) the file com/lowagie/text/pdf/codec/TIFFConstants
and some other TIFF related code is derived from LIBTIFF:

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler
Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.
Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

(5)

BidiOrder:
As stated in the Javadoc comments, materials from Unicode.org are used in the class com/lowagie/text/pdf/BidiOrder.java
The following license applies to these materials:
http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html#Exhibit1

EXHIBIT 1
UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories


NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.’S DATA FILES (“DATA FILES”), AND/OR SOFTWARE (“SOFTWARE”), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
Copyright (C) 1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

1.812 activation 1.1
1.812.1 Available under license:

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'The contents of this file are subject to the terms of the Common Development and Distribution License (the "License"). You may not use this file except Copyright 2001-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'The contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License"). You may not use this file except * Copyright 2002-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'The contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License"). You may not use this file except * Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.'

1.813 mysql 3.1.0
1.813.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
 Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
      based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
      facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
      Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
      that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
      where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
The MySQL++ library proper and the reference manual derived from
comments in the library source code are licensed under the GNU Lesser
General Public License. A copy is provided in this directory, in the
file LICENSE.txt.

The MySQL++ User Manual is licensed under a unique license derived from
the Linux Documentation Project License. (The only changes are due to
the fact that the User Manual isn't actually part of the LDP, so a lot
of the language in the LDPL doesn't make sense when applied to the user
manual.) This license is provided in the file doc/userman/LICENSE.txt.
MySQL++ User Manual License
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I. COPYRIGHT

The copyright to the MySQL++ User Manual is owned by its authors.

II. LICENSE

The MySQL++ User Manual may be reproduced and distributed in whole
or in part, in any medium physical or electronic, provided that
this license notice is displayed in the reproduction. Commercial
redistribution is permitted and encouraged. Thirty days advance
notice via email to the authors of redistribution is appreciated,
to give the authors time to provide updated documents.

A. REQUIREMENTS OF MODIFIED WORKS

All modified documents, including translations, anthologies, and partial documents, must meet the following requirements:

1. The modified version must be labeled as such.

2. The person making the modifications must be identified.

3. Acknowledgement of the original author must be retained.

4. The location of the original unmodified document be identified.

5. The original authors' names may not be used to assert or imply endorsement of the resulting document without the original authors' permission.

In addition it is requested that:

1. The modifications (including deletions) be noted.

2. The authors be notified by email of the modification in advance of redistribution, if an email address is provided in the document.

Mere aggregation of the MySQL++ User Manual with other documents or programs on the same media shall not cause this license to apply to those other works.

All translations, derivative documents, or modified documents that incorporate the MySQL++ User Manual may not have more restrictive license terms than these, except that you may require distributors to make the resulting document available in source format.
1.814 antlr 2.7.6

1.815 bind 9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4
1.815.1 Available under license :
Copyright (C) 1996-2018 Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Portions of this code release fall under one or more of the following Copyright notices. Please see individual source files for details.

For binary releases also see: OpenSSL-LICENSE.

Copyright (C) 1996-2001 Nominum, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NOMINUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NOMINUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 1995-2000 by Network Associates, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC AND NETWORK ASSOCIATES DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2002 Stichting NLnet, Netherlands, stichting@nlnet.nl.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND STICHTING NLNET DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING NLNET BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The development of Dynamically Loadable Zones (DLZ) for Bind 9 was conceived and contributed by Rob Butler.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ROB BUTLER DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ROB BUTLER BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1987, 1990, 1993, 1994

The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (C) The Internet Society 2005. This version of
this module is part of RFC 4178; see the RFC itself for
full legal notices.

(The above copyright notice is per RFC 3978 5.6 (a), q.v.)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 2004 Masarykova universita
(Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may
   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1997 - 2003 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright ((c)) 2002, Rice University
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Rice University (RICE) nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided by RICE and the contributors on an "as is" basis, without any representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied including, but not limited to, representations or
warranties of non-infringement, merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. In no event shall RICE or contributors be liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or
consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of
substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or
business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability,
whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence
or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even
if advised of the possibility of such damage.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that
the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or
publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without
specific, written prior permission.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
SOFTWARE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright 2000 Aaron D. Gifford. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors
   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
   without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1998 Doug Rabson.
Copyright (c) 2001 Jake Burkholder.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 1999-2000 by Nortel Networks Corporation

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NORTEL NETWORKS DISCLAIMS
ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL NORTEL NETWORKS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
SOFTWARE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved.

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth bellow.

LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different
license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"),
a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.
1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted under this License Terms and Conditions.

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice, this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. For the purposes of binary distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language: "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved."

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of JPNIC.

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2004  Nominet, Ltd.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND NOMINET DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Portions Copyright RSA Security Inc.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as "RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface (Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or referencing this software.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Security Inc. PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface (Cryptoki)" in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Security Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty of any kind.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>
Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2000-2001 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact licensing@OpenSSL.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 1995, 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND Red Hat DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL Red Hat BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2013-2014, Farsight Security, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2014 by Farsight Security, Inc.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

1. Definitions

1.1. "Contributor"

means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the
creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"

means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a
Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"

means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"

means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the
notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and
Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

means

a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"

means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"

means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"

means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"

means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"

means any of the following:

a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.
1.12. "Secondary License"

means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Afferro General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"

means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under
this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the
distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.
Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a
Contributor:

a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's
modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its
Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor
Version); or

c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,
or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with
the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to
distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this
License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if
permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its
Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to
grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under
applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in
Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered
Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.
6. Disclaimer of Warranty

Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.

7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.
10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice
This Source Code Form is "Incompatible
With Secondary Licenses", as defined by
the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
Redistribution terms Automated Testing Framework
===========================================================================
License
*******

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011, 2012 Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors 
  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 
  without specific prior written permission.

**THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS \"AS IS\" 
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) 
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.**

Relicensed code
***************

The following code snippets have been taken from other projects. Even 
though they were not originally licensed under the terms above, the 
original authors have agreed to relicense their work so that this project 
can be distributed under a single license. This section is put here just to 
clarify this fact.

* configure.ac, Makefile.am: The original versions were derived from the 
one in the XML Catalog Manager project, version 2.2.

  Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@users.sourceforge.net>

* atf-c/ui.c: The format_paragraph and format_text functions were 
derived form the ones in the Monotone project, revision 
3a0982da308228d796df35f98d787c5cffe2bb8b6.

  Author: Julio Merino <jmmv@NetBSD.org>

* atf-c++/detail/io.hpp, atf-c++/detail/io.cpp, atf-c++/detail/io_test.cpp: 
These files were derived from the file_handle, systembuf, pipe and pistream 
classes and tests found in the Boost.Process library.

  Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>

* admin/check-style.sh, admin/check-style-common.awk, 
admin/check-style-cpp.awk, admin/check-style-shell.awk: These files, 
extcept the first one, were first implemented in the Buildtool project.
They were later adapted to be part of Boost.Process and, during that process, the shell script was created.

Author: Julio Merino <jmmv84@gmail.com>
Copyright (C) 1999-2014 Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (C) 2009-2015 Red Hat

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND AUTHORS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved.

By using this file, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth bellow.

LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The following License Terms and Conditions apply, unless a different license is obtained from Japan Network Information Center ("JPNIC"), a Japanese association, Kokusai-Kougyou-Kanda Bldg 6F, 2-3-4 Uchi-Kanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan.

1. Use, Modification and Redistribution (including distribution of any modified or derived work) in source and/or binary forms is permitted under this License Terms and Conditions.

2. Redistribution of source code must retain the copyright notices as they appear in each source code file, this License Terms and Conditions.

3. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the Copyright Notice, this License Terms and Conditions, in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. For the purposes of binary distribution the "Copyright Notice" refers to the following language: "Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Japan Network Information Center. All rights reserved."

4. The name of JPNIC may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written approval of JPNIC.

5. Disclaimer/Limitation of Liability: THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY JPNIC "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JPNIC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

1.816 gd 2.0.35

1.816.1 Available under license:


Portions relating to gdtf.c copyright 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 John Ellson (ellson@lucent.com).

Portions relating to gdft.c copyright 2001, 2002 John Ellson (ellson@lucent.com).


Permission has been granted to copy, distribute and modify gd in any context without fee, including a commercial application, provided that this notice is present in user-accessible supporting documentation.

This does not affect your ownership of the derived work itself, and the intent is to assure proper credit for the authors of gd, not to interfere with your productive use of gd. If you have questions, ask. "Derived works" includes all programs that utilize the library. Credit must be given in user-accessible documentation.

This software is provided "AS IS." The copyright holders disclaim all warranties, either express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to this code and accompanying documentation.

Although their code does not appear in gd, the authors wish to thank David Koblas, David Rowley, and Hutchison Avenue Software Corporation for their prior contributions.

1.817 ed 1.9-4.el7
1.817.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.


No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocol for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>  
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License. But first, please read
@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@display
@uref{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or
whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License
principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item
APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below,
refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you
copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the
Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section
of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall
subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall
directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in
part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero
Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,
as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain \textsc{ascii} without markup, \TeX{} input format, \LaTeX{} input format, \SGML{} or \XML{} using a publicly available \SGML{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple \HTML{}, \PostScript{} or \PDF{} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include \PNG{}, \XCF{} and \JPG{}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, \SGML{} or \XML{} for which the \SGML{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated \HTML{}, \PostScript{} or \PDF{} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title'' of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

\item VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties—-for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled ``Endorsements."

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @ uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item

RELICENSING

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or ``MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is “eligible for relicensing” if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
@end group
@end example
with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU Free Documentation License”.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.” line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with
the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts
being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

1.818 snake-yaml 1.26
1.818.1 Available under license:

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms // EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal // LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html // GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html // AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses // BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms // EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal // LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html // GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html // AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses // BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL / BSD.'
1.819 objenesis 2.6

1.819.1 Available under license:

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

Objenesis
Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
This is a natural text representation of the document.
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
    Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
    stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
    that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
    attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
    excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
    the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

---

Open Source Used in Cisco VSM 7.14.3 26778
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
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1.821 sysfsutils 2.1.0
1.821.1 Available under license :

The GNU General Public License (GPL)
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public
License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter,
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same
sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the
distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose
permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to
each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your
rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise
the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works
based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a
storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the
scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under
Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1
and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source
code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2
above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to
give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically
performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the
corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only
for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in
object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with
Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the
source code distributed need not include anything that is normally
distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components
(compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the
executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to
copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code,
even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the
wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

GNU Lesser Public License
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to
share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are
intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to
make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially
designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software
Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but
we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the
ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any
particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have
the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this
service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free
programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special
circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making
modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along
with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided
that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on
the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be
distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part
of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the
accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the
Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the
Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you
under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed
it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute
the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law
if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing
the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your
acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for
copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original
licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on
the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not
responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute
so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and
any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not
distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not
permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive
copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could
satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from
distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The commands and utilities under the "test" directory are licensed under the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991. The full text of the GPL is located at:

sysfsutils/cmd/GPL

The sysfs library is licensed under the GNU Lesser Public License (LGPL) Version 2.1, February 1999. The full text of the LGPL is located at:

sysfsutils/lib/LGPL

1.822 log4j-api 2.13.0
1.822.1 Available under license :

Apache Log4j 1.x Compatibility API
Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, TITLE, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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1.823.1 Available under license:
Mozilla Public License Version 2.0
==================================

1. Definitions
----------

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached
the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means

(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described
in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of
version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the
terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.
1.8. "License" means this document.

1.9. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications" means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form" means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions

-----------------------------------
2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this
License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.
3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

5. Termination
5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

*************************************************************************
*                                                                      *
*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *
*  -------------------------                                           *
*                                                                      *
*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.
*                                                                      *
*************************************************************************
7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section
10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.824.1 Available under license:
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* The names of contributors to this software may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.825 activemq-http 5.15.12

1.825.1 Available under license:
ActiveMQ :: HTTP Protocol Support
Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

=================================================================

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software. You are welcome to redistribute this software and to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to our electronic mailing list. Mailing list members are notified of updates and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi, Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group.

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP

=================================================================

This file contains the following sections:

OVERVIEW    General description of JPEG and the IJG software.
LEGAL ISSUES Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.
REFERENCES   Where to learn more about JPEG.
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS Where to find newer versions of this software.
RELATED SOFTWARE Other stuff you should get.
FILE FORMAT WARS Software *not* to get.
TO DO        Plans for future IJG releases.

Other documentation files in the distribution are:
OVERVIEW
========

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and decompression. JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression method for full-color and gray-scale images. JPEG is intended for compressing "real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images are not its strong suit. JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not exactly identical to the input image. Hence you must not use JPEG if you have to have identical output bits. However, on typical photographic images, very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a low-quality image. For more details, see the references, or just experiment with various compression settings.

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive compression processes. Provision is made for supporting all variants of these processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet. For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES. We have made no provision for supporting the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files, plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

User documentation:
install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.
usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,
                  rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.
*.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).
wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.
change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:
libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.
example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.
structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.
filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.
coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc. Useful information can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article. See ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly the order listed) before diving into the code.
perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats. The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability; for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or colormapped displays. These extra functions can be compiled out of the library if not required for a particular application. We have also included "jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful. In particular, the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG. (See the REFERENCES section for introductory material.) Rather, it is intended to be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code. We do not claim to have achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products. No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

LEGAL ISSUES
============

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)
2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.
3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane. All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:
(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.
(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".
(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch, sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA. ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally, that you must include source code if you redistribute it. (See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.) However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf. It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable. The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub, ltconfig, ltmain.sh). Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi. Hence arithmetic coding cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses. For this reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)
So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files. To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce "uncompressed GIFs". This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard GIF decoders.

We are required to state that

"The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

REFERENCES
==========

We highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to understand the innards of the JPEG software.


(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression, applications of JPEG, and related topics.) If you don't have the CACM issue handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz. The file (actually a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics) omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections and some added material. Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE, and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in "The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1. This book provides good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods including JPEG. It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C code but don't know much about data compression in general. The book's JPEG sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look at a full implementation, you've got one here...

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

The JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a paper copy through ISO or ITU. (Unless you feel a need to own a certified official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead; it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.) In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212) 642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179. (ANSI doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.) It's not cheap: as of 1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7% shipping/handling. The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods. Part 1 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-1, ITU-T T.81. Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3, a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84. IJG currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file format. For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision 1.02. A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:
Literature Department
C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.
1778 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
phone (408) 944-6300, fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz. There is also a plain text version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing the figures.

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz. The JPEG incorporation scheme found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems. IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6). Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2 (Compression tag 7). Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/. It is expected that the next revision of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design. Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note. libtiff is available from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet address 192.48.96.9). The most recently released version can always be found there in directory graphics/jpeg. This particular version will be archived as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz. If you don't have direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files. However, only ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12 "JPEG Tools". Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net release.

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of general information about JPEG. It is updated constantly and therefore is not included in this distribution. The FAQ is posted every two weeks to Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.


If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with body

send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1
send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

RELATED SOFTWARE

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG. (Quite a few of them use this library to do so.) The JPEG FAQ described above lists some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to obtain them on Internet.

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image files. In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful. The latest version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous sites, notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is; you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.
A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford, is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/. This program is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use; it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it is easier to read and modify. Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG, which we do not. (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

FILE FORMAT WARS

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library. The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a concrete file format. Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own, creating proprietary formats that no one else could read. (For example, none of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to exchange compressed files.)

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES). This format has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has become the de facto standard. JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation. We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of additional data about an image. TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely supported, unfortunately.

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF. SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF. SPIFF has some technical advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an official standard rather than an informal one. At this point it is unclear whether SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto standard. IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not. (In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist. We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats. Indeed, one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files. Don't use a proprietary file format!

TO DO

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.
The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be very good at low Q values. We also intend to investigate block boundary smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving quality-vs-file-size performance without sacrificing compatibility.

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file format.

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

1.827 libsepol 3.3.8-4.el7

1.827.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software: you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
      source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
      1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
      years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
      cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
      machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
      distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
      customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and “any
later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

BWidget ToolKit
Copyright (c) 1998-1999 UNIFIX.
Copyright (c) 2001-2002 ActiveState Corp.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software
The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.

Upstream Author: Tresys Technology <setools@tresys.com>

Copyright: 2001-2008, Tresys Technology, LLC

The SETools package contains files under two licenses. Most files are copyright as:

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, or version 2 of the License.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License with
the Debian GNU/Linux distribution in file /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2;
if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St,
Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public
License, version 2, can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

Libraries, their source files, and their header files, are copyright as:

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public
License, can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

The Debian packaging is (C) 2008, Tresys Technology
<setools@tresys.com> and is licensed under the GPL, see
'/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

The SETools package contains files under two licences -
the GNU General Public License and the GNU Lesser General Public License.
See COPYING.GPL and COPYING.LGPL respectively for the full text of
these licences. All files distributed with this package indicate the
appropriate license to use with that file.

1.828 logback-classic 1.2.3


1.828.1 Available under license:

Logback LICENSE
---------------

Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework.
Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by the Eclipse Foundation

or (per the licensee's choosing)

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free Software Foundation.

As of release 0.9.18, logback source code and binaries are dual-licensed under the EPL v1.0 and the LGPL 2.1, or more formally:
Logback: the reliable, generic, fast and flexible logging framework. Copyright (C) 1999-2017, QOS.ch. All rights reserved.

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under either the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 as published by the Eclipse Foundation

or (per the licensee's choosing)

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free Software Foundation.

The EPL/LGPL dual-license serves several purposes. The LGPL license ensures continuity in terms of licensing of the logback project. Prior to version 0.9.18, logback was licensed (exclusively) under the LGPL v2.1. Moreover, since the EPL is deemed incompatible by the Free Software Foundation, the LGPL will allow various licensees, in particular software distributors who may be already bound by the terms of the GPL or the LGPL, to distribute our software.

On the other hand, the EPL license will placate organizations which refuse certain restrictions imposed by the LGPL.

Please note that logback-classic is intended to be used behind the SLF4J API, which is licensed under the MIT license.

If you wish to make a significant contribution to the logback project, you are invited to file a Contributor License Agreement. The purpose of this agreement is to formalize the terms of your contribution and to protect the project in case of litigation.

Upon request, we may exempt open-source projects from LGPL and EPL's reciprocity clauses so that the said projects can develop logback extensions under the license of their choice. Exemptions
1.829 libpipeline 1.2.3-3.el7

1.829.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work’s System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands
might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

1.830 libjpeg-turbo 1.2.90

1.830.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jsimd_x86_64.c
 *
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman ossman@cendio.se for Cendio AB
 * Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
 *
 * Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
 *
 * This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions
 * of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on a
 * x86_64 architecture.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_x86_64.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * wrppm.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 */
* This file contains routines to write output images in PPM/PGM format.
* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.
* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software
* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrppm.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcmarker.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * This file contains routines to write JPEG datastream markers.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmarker.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and
big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

```
libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.
```

```c
/*
 * rdgif.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in GIF format.
 *
*****************************************************************************
 * NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression, *
 * the ability to read GIF files has been removed from the IJG distribution. *
 * Sorry about that.
*****************************************************************************
 *
 * We are required to state that
 * "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of
 * CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of
 * CompuServe Incorporated."
 */
```

```
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/ReadMe.rtf
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* All rights reserved.
* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
* 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
* 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
* 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm_neon.S
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdgif.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in GIF format.
 *
*****************************************************************************
 * NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression, *
 * the ability to read GIF files has been removed from the IJG distribution. *
 * Sorry about that.
*****************************************************************************
 *
 * We are required to state that
 * "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of
 * CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of
 * CompuServe Incorporated."
 */
```

```
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdgif.c
```
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdmarker.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2012, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to decode JPEG datastream markers.
 * Most of the complexity arises from our desire to support input
 * suspension: if not all of the data for a marker is available,
 * we must exit back to the application. On resumption, we reprocess
 * the marker.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * wrgif.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to write output images in GIF format.
 *
**************************************************************************
* NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression, *
* this code has been modified to output "uncompressed GIF" files.        *
* There is no trace of the LZW algorithm in this file.                   *
**************************************************************************

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*/

/*
 * This code is loosely based on ppmtogif from the PBPLUS distribution
 * of Feb. 1991. That file contains the following copyright notice:
 * Based on GIFENCODE by David Rowley <mgardi@watdscu.waterloo.edu>.
 * Lempel-Ziv compression based on "compress" by Spencer W. Thomas et al.
 * Copyright (C) 1989 by Jef Poskanzer.
*/
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
implied warranty.

We are also required to state that
"The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of
CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of
CompuServe Incorporated."

/*

*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrgif.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* cdjpeg.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains common support routines used by the IJG application
* programs (cjjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran).
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cdjpeg.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

TurboJPEG Java Wrapper
=================================

The TurboJPEG shared library can optionally be built with a Java Native
Interface wrapper, which allows the library to be loaded and used directly from
Java applications. The Java front end for this is defined in several classes
located under org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg. The source code for these Java
classes is licensed under a BSD-style license, so the files can be incorporated
directly into both open source and proprietary projects without restriction. A
Java archive (JAR) file containing these classes is also shipped with the
"official" distribution packages of libjpeg-turbo.

TJExample.java, which should also be located in the same directory as this
README file, demonstrates how to use the TurboJPEG Java API to compress and
decompress JPEG images in memory.

Performance Pitfalls
---------------------

The TurboJPEG Java API defines several convenience methods that can allocate image buffers or instantiate classes to hold the result of compress, decompress, or transform operations. However, if you use these methods, then be mindful of the amount of new data you are creating on the heap. It may be necessary to manually invoke the garbage collector to prevent heap exhaustion or to prevent performance degradation. Background garbage collection can kill performance, particularly in a multi-threaded environment (Java pauses all threads when the GC runs.)

The TurboJPEG Java API always gives you the option of pre-allocating your own source and destination buffers, which allows you to re-use those buffers for compressing/decompressing multiple images. If the image sequence you are compressing or decompressing consists of images of the same size, then pre-allocating the buffers is recommended.

Installation Directory
----------------------

If the TurboJPEG JNI library (libturbojpeg.so, libturbojpeg.jnilib, or turbojpeg.dll) is not installed under a system library directory or under a directory specified in LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Unix) or PATH (Windows), then you will need to pass an argument of -Djava.library.path={path_to_JNI_library} to java.

**Found in path(s):**
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/README
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpegtran.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1995-2010, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a command-line user interface for JPEG transcoding.
 * It is very similar to cjpeg.c, and partly to djpeg.c, but provides
 * lossless transcoding between different JPEG file formats. It also
 * provides some lossless and sort-of-lossless transformations of JPEG data.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALidh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegtran.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* wrbmp.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in Microsoft "BMP"
* format (MS Windows 3.x and OS/2 1.x flavors).
* Either 8-bit colormapped or 24-bit full-color format can be written.
* No compression is supported.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*
* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALidh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrbmp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* rdcolmap.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file implements djpeg's "-map file" switch. It reads a source image
* and constructs a colormap to be supplied to the JPEG decompressor.
*
* Currently, these file formats are supported for the map file:
* GIF: the contents of the GIF's global colormap are used.
* PPM (either text or raw flavor): the entire file is read and
* each unique pixel value is entered in the map.
* Note that reading a large PPM file will be horrendously slow.
* Typically, a PPM-format map file should contain just one pixel
* of each desired color. Such a file can be extracted from an
* ordinary image PPM file with ppmtomap(1).

* Rescaling a PPM that has a maxval unequal to MAXISAMPLE is not
  * currently implemented.
*/

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPPLUS library, which is:
**
** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.
**
** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
** documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
** implied warranty.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdcolmap.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdhuff.h
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010-2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy decoding routines
* that are shared between the sequential decoder (jdhuff.c) and the
* progressive decoder (jdphuff.c). No other modules need to see these.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jsimddct.h
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimddct.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

License: IJG

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * transupp.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains declarations for image transformation routines and
 * other utility code used by the jpegtran sample application. These are
 * NOT part of the core JPEG library. But we keep these routines separate
 * from jpegtran.c to ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs
 * that have other user interfaces.
 *
 * NOTE: all the routines declared here have very specific requirements
 * about when they are to be executed during the reading and writing of the
 * source and destination files. See the comments in transupp.c, or see
 * jpegtran.c for an example of correct usage.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jccolor.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccolor.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jquant2.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains 2-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.
 * These routines provide selection of a custom color map for an image,
 * followed by mapping of the image to that color map, with optional
 * Floyd-Steinberg dithering.
 * It is also possible to use just the second pass to map to an arbitrary
 * externally-given color map.
 *
 * Note: ordered dithering is not supported, since there isn't any fast
 * way to compute intercolor distances; it's unclear that ordered dither's
 * fundamental assumptions even hold with an irregularly spaced color map.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jquant2.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jpeglib.h
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file defines the application interface for the JPEG library.
 * Most applications using the library need only include this file,
* and perhaps jerror.h if they want to know the exact error codes.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpeglib.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C)2009-2012 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* *
* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  software without specific prior written permission.
* *
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjbench.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjunittest.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.h
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.c
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/TJBench.java
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jmemsys.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This include file defines the interface between the system-independent
 * and system-dependent portions of the JPEG memory manager. No other
 * modules need include it. (The system-independent portion is jmemmgr.c;
 * there are several different versions of the system-dependent portion.)
 *
 * This file works as-is for the system-dependent memory managers supplied
 * in the IJG distribution. You may need to modify it if you write a
 * custom memory manager. If system-dependent changes are needed in
 * this file, the best method is to #ifdef them based on a configuration
 * symbol supplied in jconfig.h, as we have done with USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR
 * and USE_MAC_MEMMGR.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemsys.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jchuff.h
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy encoding routines
 * that are shared between the sequential encoder (jchuff.c) and the
 * progressive encoder (jcphuff.c). No other modules need to see these.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jchuff.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

USING THE IJG JPEG LIBRARY

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
Copyright (C) 1994-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
This file describes how to use the IJG JPEG library within an application program. Read it if you want to write a program that uses the library.

The file example.c provides heavily commented skeleton code for calling the JPEG library. Also see jpeglib.h (the include file to be used by application programs) for full details about data structures and function parameter lists. The library source code, of course, is the ultimate reference.

Note that there have been *major* changes from the application interface presented by IJG version 4 and earlier versions. The old design had several inherent limitations, and it had accumulated a lot of cruft as we added features while trying to minimize application-interface changes. We have sacrificed backward compatibility in the version 5 rewrite, but we think the improvements justify this.
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You should read at least the overview and basic usage sections before trying
to program with the library. The sections on advanced features can be read
if and when you need them.

OVERVIEW
========

Functions provided by the library
-------------------------------

The IJG JPEG library provides C code to read and write JPEG-compressed image
files. The surrounding application program receives or supplies image data a
scanline at a time, using a straightforward uncompressed image format. All
details of color conversion and other preprocessing/postprocessing can be
handled by the library.

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the
JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG. These
functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after
decompression. They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling,
and color quantization. The application indirectly selects use of this code
by specifying the format in which it wishes to supply or receive image data.
For example, if colormapped output is requested, then the decompression
library automatically invokes color quantization.

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing,
and even more so in decompression postprocessing. The decompression library
provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,
ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation. On the
compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since
compression is normally less time-critical. It should be understood that the
low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements;
nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

A word about functions *not* provided by the library. We handle a subset of
the ISO JPEG standard: most baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive
JPEG processes are supported. (Our subset includes all features now in common
use.) Unsupported ISO options include:
* Hierarchical storage
* Lossless JPEG
* DNL marker
* Nonintegral subsampling ratios
We support both 8- and 12-bit data precision, but this is a compile-time
choice rather than a run-time choice; hence it is difficult to use both precisions in a single application.

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in particular the widely used JFIF file format. The library can be used by surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that are embedded in more complex file formats. (For example, this library is used by the free LIBTIFF library to support JPEG compression in TIFF.)

Outline of typical usage
------------------------

The rough outline of a JPEG compression operation is:

Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object
Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file)
Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace
jpeg_start_compress(...);
while (scan lines remain to be written)
  jpeg_write_scanlines(...);
jpeg_finish_compress(...);
Release the JPEG compression object

A JPEG compression object holds parameters and working state for the JPEG library. We make creation/destruction of the object separate from starting or finishing compression of an image; the same object can be re-used for a series of image compression operations. This makes it easy to re-use the same parameter settings for a sequence of images. Re-use of a JPEG object also has important implications for processing abbreviated JPEG datastreams, as discussed later.

The image data to be compressed is supplied to jpeg_write_scanlines() from in-memory buffers. If the application is doing file-to-file compression, reading image data from the source file is the application's responsibility. The library emits compressed data by calling a "data destination manager", which typically will write the data into a file; but the application can provide its own destination manager to do something else.

Similarly, the rough outline of a JPEG decompression operation is:

Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object
Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file)
Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info
Set parameters for decompression
jpeg_start_decompress(...);
while (scan lines remain to be read)
  jpeg_read_scanlines(...);
jpeg_finish_decompress(...);
Release the JPEG decompression object

This is comparable to the compression outline except that reading the
datastream header is a separate step. This is helpful because information
about the image's size, colorspace, etc is available when the application
selects decompression parameters. For example, the application can choose an
output scaling ratio that will fit the image into the available screen size.

The decompression library obtains compressed data by calling a data source
manager, which typically will read the data from a file; but other behaviors
can be obtained with a custom source manager. Decompressed data is delivered
into in-memory buffers passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().

It is possible to abort an incomplete compression or decompression operation
by calling jpeg_abort(); or, if you do not need to retain the JPEG object,
simply release it by calling jpeg_destroy().

JPEG compression and decompression objects are two separate struct types.
However, they share some common fields, and certain routines such as
jpeg_destroy() can work on either type of object.

The JPEG library has no static variables: all state is in the compression
or decompression object. Therefore it is possible to process multiple
compression and decompression operations concurrently, using multiple JPEG
objects.

Both compression and decompression can be done in an incremental memory-to-
memory fashion, if suitable source/destination managers are used. See the
section on "I/O suspension" for more details.

BASIC LIBRARY USAGE
===================

Data formats
------------

Before diving into procedural details, it is helpful to understand the
image data format that the JPEG library expects or returns.

The standard input image format is a rectangular array of pixels, with each
pixel having the same number of "component" or "sample" values (color
channels). You must specify how many components there are and the colorspace
interpretation of the components. Most applications will use RGB data
(three components per pixel) or grayscale data (one component per pixel).
PLEASE NOTE THAT RGB DATA IS THREE SAMPLES PER PIXEL, GRAYSCALE ONLY ONE.
A remarkable number of people manage to miss this, only to find that their
programs don't work with grayscale JPEG files.

There is no provision for colormapped input. JPEG files are always full-color or full grayscale (or sometimes another colorspace such as CMYK). You can feed in a colormapped image by expanding it to full-color format. However JPEG often doesn't work very well with source data that has been colormapped, because of dithering noise. This is discussed in more detail in the JPEG FAQ and the other references mentioned in the README file.

Pixels are stored by scanlines, with each scanline running from left to right. The component values for each pixel are adjacent in the row; for example, R,G,B,R,G,B,R,G,B,... for 24-bit RGB color. Each scanline is an array of data type JSAMPLE --- which is typically "unsigned char", unless you've changed jmorecfg.h. (You can also change the RGB pixel layout, say to B,G,R order, by modifying jmorecfg.h. But see the restrictions listed in that file before doing so.)

A 2-D array of pixels is formed by making a list of pointers to the starts of scanlines; so the scanlines need not be physically adjacent in memory. Even if you process just one scanline at a time, you must make a one-element pointer array to conform to this structure. Pointers to JSAMPLE rows are of type JSAMPROW, and the pointer to the pointer array is of type JSAMPARRAY.

The library accepts or supplies one or more complete scanlines per call. It is not possible to process part of a row at a time. Scanlines are always processed top-to-bottom. You can process an entire image in one call if you have it all in memory, but usually it's simplest to process one scanline at a time.

For best results, source data values should have the precision specified by BITS_IN_JSAMPLE (normally 8 bits). For instance, if you choose to compress data that's only 6 bits/channel, you should left-justify each value in a byte before passing it to the compressor. If you need to compress data that has more than 8 bits/channel, compile with BITS_IN_JSAMPLE = 12. (See "Library compile-time options", later.)

The data format returned by the decompressor is the same in all details, except that colormapped output is supported. (Again, a JPEG file is never colormapped. But you can ask the decompressor to perform on-the-fly color quantization to deliver colormapped output.) If you request colormapped output then the returned data array contains a single JSAMPLE per pixel; its value is an index into a color map. The color map is represented as a 2-D JSAMPARRAY in which each row holds the values of one color component, that is, colormap[i][j] is the value of the i'th color component for pixel value (map index) j. Note that since the colormap indexes are stored in JSAMPLEs, the maximum number of colors is limited by the size of JSAMPLE (ie, at most 256 colors for an 8-bit JPEG library).
Compression details
-------------------

Here we revisit the JPEG compression outline given in the overview.

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object.

   A JPEG compression object is a "struct jpeg_compress_struct". (It also has a bunch of subsidiary structures which are allocated via malloc(), but the application doesn't control those directly.) This struct can be just a local variable in the calling routine, if a single routine is going to execute the whole JPEG compression sequence. Otherwise it can be static or allocated from malloc().

   You will also need a structure representing a JPEG error handler. The part of this that the library cares about is a "struct jpeg_error_mgr". If you are providing your own error handler, you'll typically want to embed the jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure; this is discussed later under "Error handling". For now we'll assume you are just using the default error handler. The default error handler will print JPEG error/warning messages on stderr, and it will call exit() if a fatal error occurs.

   You must initialize the error handler structure, store a pointer to it into the JPEG object's "err" field, and then call jpeg_create_compress() to initialize the rest of the JPEG object.

   Typical code for this step, if you are using the default error handler, is

   ```
   struct jpeg_compress_struct cinfo;
   struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;
   ...
   cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);
   jpeg_create_compress(&cinfo);
   ``

   jpeg_create_compress allocates a small amount of memory, so it could fail if you are out of memory. In that case it will exit via the error handler; that's why the error handler must be initialized first.

2. Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file).

   As previously mentioned, the JPEG library delivers compressed data to a "data destination" module. The library includes one data destination module which knows how to write to a stdio stream. You can use your own destination module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.
If you use the standard destination module, you must open the target stio stream beforehand. Typical code for this step looks like:

```c
FILE * outfile;
...
if ((outfile = fopen(filename, "wb")) == NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);
    exit(1);
}
jpeg_stdio_dest(&cinfo, outfile);
```

where the last line invokes the standard destination module.

**WARNING:** it is critical that the binary compressed data be delivered to the output file unchanged. On non-Unix systems the stio library may perform newline translation or otherwise corrupt binary data. To suppress this behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to put the stio stream in binary mode. See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

You can select the data destination after setting other parameters (step 3), if that's more convenient. You may not change the destination between calling jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_finish_compress().

3. Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace.

You must supply information about the source image by setting the following fields in the JPEG object (cinfo structure):

- `image_width`: Width of image, in pixels
- `image_height`: Height of image, in pixels
- `input_components`: Number of color channels (samples per pixel)
- `in_color_space`: Color space of source image

The image dimensions are, hopefully, obvious. JPEG supports image dimensions of 1 to 64K pixels in either direction. The input color space is typically RGB or grayscale, and `input_components` is 3 or 1 accordingly. (See "Special color spaces", later, for more info.) The `in_color_space` field must be assigned one of the `J_COLOR_SPACE` enum constants, typically `JCS_RGB` or `JCS_GRAYSCALE`.

JPEG has a large number of compression parameters that determine how the image is encoded. Most applications don't need or want to know about all these parameters. You can set all the parameters to reasonable defaults by calling jpeg_set_defaults(); then, if there are particular values you want to change, you can do so after that. The "Compression parameter selection" section tells about all the parameters.
You must set in_color_space correctly before calling jpeg_set_defaults(), because the defaults depend on the source image colorspace. However the other three source image parameters need not be valid until you call jpeg_start_compress(). There's no harm in calling jpeg_set_defaults() more than once, if that happens to be convenient.

Typical code for a 24-bit RGB source image is

```c
jpeg_set_defaults(&cinfo);
/* Make optional parameter settings here */
```

4. jpeg_start_compress(...);

After you have established the data destination and set all the necessary source image info and other parameters, call jpeg_start_compress() to begin a compression cycle. This will initialize internal state, allocate working storage, and emit the first few bytes of the JPEG datastream header.

Typical code:

```c
jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, TRUE);
```

The "TRUE" parameter ensures that a complete JPEG interchange datastream will be written. This is appropriate in most cases. If you think you might want to use an abbreviated datastream, read the section on abbreviated datastreams, below.

Once you have called jpeg_start_compress(), you may not alter any JPEG parameters or other fields of the JPEG object until you have completed the compression cycle.

5. while (scan lines remain to be written)
jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

Now write all the required image data by calling jpeg_write_scanlines() one or more times. You can pass one or more scanlines in each call, up to the total image height. In most applications it is convenient to pass just one or a few scanlines at a time. The expected format for the passed data is discussed under "Data formats", above.
Image data should be written in top-to-bottom scanline order. The JPEG spec contains some weasel wording about how top and bottom are application-defined terms (a curious interpretation of the English language...) but if you want your files to be compatible with everyone else’s, you WILL use top-to-bottom order. If the source data must be read in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently. Examples of this can be found in the sample application cjpeg.

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines written so far in the next_scanline field of the JPEG object. Usually you can just use this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like "while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height)".

Code for this step depends heavily on the way that you store the source data. example.c shows the following code for the case of a full-size 2-D source array containing 3-byte RGB pixels:

```c
JSAMPROW row_pointer[1]; /* pointer to a single row */
int row_stride; /* physical row width in buffer */

row_stride = image_width * 3; /* JSAMPLEs per row in image_buffer */

while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height) {
    row_pointer[0] = & image_buffer[cinfo.next_scanline * row_stride];
    jpeg_write_scanlines(&cinfo, row_pointer, 1);
}
```

jpeg_write_scanlines() returns the number of scanlines actually written. This will normally be equal to the number passed in, so you can usually ignore the return value. It is different in just two cases:

* If you try to write more scanlines than the declared image height, the additional scanlines are ignored.
* If you use a suspending data destination manager, output buffer overrun will cause the compressor to return before accepting all the passed lines. This feature is discussed under "I/O suspension", below. The normal stdio destination manager will NOT cause this to happen. In any case, the return value is the same as the change in the value of next_scanline.

6. jpeg_finish_compress(...);

After all the image data has been written, call jpeg_finish_compress() to complete the compression cycle. This step is ESSENTIAL to ensure that the last bufferload of data is written to the data destination. jpeg_finish_compress() also releases working memory associated with the JPEG object.
Typical code:

jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

If using the stdio destination manager, don't forget to close the output
stdio stream (if necessary) afterwards.

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as Huffman code
optimization, jpeg_finish_compress() will perform the additional passes using
data buffered by the first pass. In this case jpeg_finish_compress() may take
quite a while to complete. With the default compression parameters, this will
not happen.

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_compress() before writing the necessary
total number of scanlines. If you wish to abort compression, call
jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

After completing a compression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object
as discussed next, or you may use it to compress another image. In that case
return to step 2, 3, or 4 as appropriate. If you do not change the
destination manager, the new datastream will be written to the same target.
If you do not change any JPEG parameters, the new datastream will be written
with the same parameters as before. Note that you can change the input image
dimensions freely between cycles, but if you change the input colorspace, you
should call jpeg_set_defaults() to adjust for the new colorspace; and then
you'll need to repeat all of step 3.

7. Release the JPEG compression object.

When you are done with a JPEG compression object, destroy it by calling
jpeg_destroy_compress(). This will free all subsidiary memory (regardless of
the previous state of the object). Or you can call jpeg_destroy(), which
works for either compression or decompression objects --- this may be more
convenient if you are sharing code between compression and decompression
cases. (Actually, these routines are equivalent except for the declared type
of the passed pointer. To avoid gripes from ANSI C compilers, jpeg_destroy()
should be passed a j_common_ptr.)

If you allocated the jpeg_compress_struct structure from malloc(), freeing
it is your responsibility --- jpeg_destroy() won't. Ditto for the error
handler structure.

Typical code:

jpeg_destroy_compress(&cinfo);
8. Aborting.

If you decide to abort a compression cycle before finishing, you can clean up in either of two ways:

* If you don't need the JPEG object any more, just call jpeg_destroy_compress() or jpeg_destroy() to release memory. This is legitimate at any point after calling jpeg_create_compress() --- in fact, it's safe even if jpeg_create_compress() fails.

* If you want to re-use the JPEG object, call jpeg_abort_compress(), or call jpeg_abort() which works on both compression and decompression objects. This will return the object to an idle state, releasing any working memory. jpeg_abort() is allowed at any time after successful object creation.

Note that cleaning up the data destination, if required, is your responsibility; neither of these routines will call term_destination(). (See "Compressed data handling", below, for more about that.)

jpeg_destroy() and jpeg_abort() are the only safe calls to make on a JPEG object that has reported an error by calling error_exit (see "Error handling" for more info). The internal state of such an object is likely to be out of whack. Either of these two routines will return the object to a known state.

Decompression details
---------------------

Here we revisit the JPEG decompression outline given in the overview.

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object.

This is just like initialization for compression, as discussed above, except that the object is a "struct jpeg_decompress_struct" and you call jpeg_create_decompress(). Error handling is exactly the same.

Typical code:

```c
struct jpeg_decompress_struct cinfo;
struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;
...
cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);
jpeg_create_decompress(&cinfo);
```

(Both here and in the IJG code, we usually use variable name "cinfo" for both compression and decompression objects.)
2. Specify the source of the compressed data (e.g., a file).

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library reads compressed data from a "data source" module. The library includes one data source module which knows how to read from a stdio stream. You can use your own source module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.

If you use the standard source module, you must open the source stdio stream beforehand. Typical code for this step looks like:

```c
FILE * infile;
...
if ((infile = fopen(filename, "rb")) == NULL) {
    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);
    exit(1);
}
jpeg_stdio_src(&cinfo, infile);
```

where the last line invokes the standard source module.

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be read unchanged. On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform newline translation or otherwise corrupt binary data. To suppress this behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to put the stdio stream in binary mode. See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

You may not change the data source between calling jpeg_read_header() and jpeg_finish_decompress(). If you wish to read a series of JPEG images from a single source file, you should repeat the jpeg_read_header() to jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence without reinitializing either the JPEG object or the data source module; this prevents buffered input data from being discarded.

3. Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info.

Typical code for this step is just

```c
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);
```

This will read the source datastream header markers, up to the beginning of the compressed data proper. On return, the image dimensions and other info have been stored in the JPEG object. The application may wish to consult this information before selecting decompression parameters.

More complex code is necessary if
* A suspending data source is used --- in that case jpeg_read_header()
may return before it has read all the header data. See "I/O suspension", below. The normal stdio source manager will NOT cause this to happen.

* Abbreviated JPEG files are to be processed --- see the section on abbreviated datastreams. Standard applications that deal only in interchange JPEG files need not be concerned with this case either.

It is permissible to stop at this point if you just wanted to find out the image dimensions and other header info for a JPEG file. In that case, call jpeg_destroy() when you are done with the JPEG object, or call jpeg_abort() to return it to an idle state before selecting a new data source and reading another header.

4. Set parameters for decompression.

jpeg_read_header() sets appropriate default decompression parameters based on the properties of the image (in particular, its colorspace). However, you may well want to alter these defaults before beginning the decompression.

For example, the default is to produce full color output from a color file. If you want colormapped output you must ask for it. Other options allow the returned image to be scaled and allow various speed/quality tradeoffs to be selected. "Decompression parameter selection", below, gives details.

If the defaults are appropriate, nothing need be done at this step.

Note that all default values are set by each call to jpeg_read_header(). If you reuse a decompression object, you cannot expect your parameter settings to be preserved across cycles, as you can for compression. You must set desired parameter values each time.

5. jpeg_start_decompress(...);

Once the parameter values are satisfactory, call jpeg_start_decompress() to begin decompression. This will initialize internal state, allocate working memory, and prepare for returning data.

Typical code is just

jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as 2-pass color quantization. jpeg_start_decompress() will do everything needed before data output can begin. In this case jpeg_start_decompress() may take quite a while to complete. With a single-scan (non progressive) JPEG file and default decompression parameters, this will not happen; jpeg_start_decompress() will return quickly.
After this call, the final output image dimensions, including any requested scaling, are available in the JPEG object; so is the selected colormap, if colormapped output has been requested. Useful fields include:

- `output_width`: image width and height, as scaled
- `output_height`
- `out_color_components`: # of color components in `out_color_space`
- `output_components`: # of color components returned per pixel
- `colormap`: the selected colormap, if any
- `actual_number_of_colors`: number of entries in colormap

`output_components` is 1 (a colormap index) when quantizing colors; otherwise it equals `out_color_components`. It is the number of JSAMPLE values that will be emitted per pixel in the output arrays.

Typically you will need to allocate data buffers to hold the incoming image. You will need `output_width * output_components` JSAMPLEs per scanline in your output buffer, and a total of `output_height` scanlines will be returned.

Note: if you are using the JPEG library's internal memory manager to allocate data buffers (as djpeg does), then the manager's protocol requires that you request large buffers *before* calling `jpeg_start_decompress()`. This is a little tricky since the `output_XXX` fields are not normally valid then. You can make them valid by calling `jpeg_calc_output_dimensions()` after setting the relevant parameters (scaling, output color space, and quantization flag).

6. while (scan lines remain to be read)
   `jpeg_read_scanlines(...)``;

Now you can read the decompressed image data by calling `jpeg_read_scanlines()` one or more times. At each call, you pass in the maximum number of scanlines to be read (ie, the height of your working buffer); `jpeg_read_scanlines()` will return up to that many lines. The return value is the number of lines actually read. The format of the returned data is discussed under "Data formats", above. Don't forget that grayscale and color JPEGs will return different data formats!

Image data is returned in top-to-bottom scanline order. If you must write out the image in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently. Examples of this can be found in the sample application djpeg.

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines returned so far in the `output_scanline` field of the JPEG object. Usually you can just use this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like "while (cinfo.output_scanline < cinfo.output_height)". (Note that the test should NOT be against `image_height`, unless you never use scaling. The
image_height field is the height of the original unscaled image.)
The return value always equals the change in the value of output_scanline.

If you don't use a suspending data source, it is safe to assume that jpeg_read_scanlines() reads at least one scanline per call, until the bottom of the image has been reached.

If you use a buffer larger than one scanline, it is NOT safe to assume that jpeg_read_scanlines() fills it. (The current implementation returns only a few scanlines per call, no matter how large a buffer you pass.) So you must always provide a loop that calls jpeg_read_scanlines() repeatedly until the whole image has been read.

7. jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

After all the image data has been read, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to complete the decompression cycle. This causes working memory associated with the JPEG object to be released.

Typical code:

jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

If using the stdio source manager, don't forget to close the source stdio stream if necessary.

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_decompress() before reading the correct total number of scanlines. If you wish to abort decompression, call jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

After completing a decompression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object as discussed next, or you may use it to decompress another image. In that case return to step 2 or 3 as appropriate. If you do not change the source manager, the next image will be read from the same source.

8. Release the JPEG decompression object.

When you are done with a JPEG decompression object, destroy it by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy(). The previous discussion of destroying compression objects applies here too.

Typical code:

jpeg_destroy_decompress(&cinfo);

You can abort a decompression cycle by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy() if you don't need the JPEG object any more, or jpeg_abort_decompress() or jpeg_abort() if you want to reuse the object. The previous discussion of aborting compression cycles applies here too.

Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

Applications using the JPEG library should include the header file jpeglib.h to obtain declarations of data types and routines. Before including jpeglib.h, include system headers that define at least the typedefs FILE and size_t. On ANSI-conforming systems, including <stdio.h> is sufficient; on older Unix systems, you may need <sys/types.h> to define size_t.

If the application needs to refer to individual JPEG library error codes, also include jerror.h to define those symbols.

jpeglib.h indirectly includes the files jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h. If you are installing the JPEG header files in a system directory, you will want to install all four files: jpeglib.h, jerror.h, jconfig.h, jmorecfg.h.

The most convenient way to include the JPEG code into your executable program is to prepare a library file ("libjpeg.a", or a corresponding name on non-Unix machines) and reference it at your link step. If you use only half of the library (only compression or only decompression), only that much code will be included from the library, unless your linker is hopelessly brain-damaged. The supplied makefiles build libjpeg.a automatically (see install.txt).

While you can build the JPEG library as a shared library if the whim strikes you, we don't really recommend it. The trouble with shared libraries is that at some point you'll probably try to substitute a new version of the library without recompiling the calling applications. That generally doesn't work because the parameter struct declarations usually change with each new version. In other words, the library's API is *not* guaranteed binary compatible across versions; we only try to ensure source-code compatibility. (In hindsight, it might have been smarter to hide the parameter structs from applications and introduce a ton of access functions instead. Too late now, however.)

On some systems your application may need to set up a signal handler to ensure that temporary files are deleted if the program is interrupted. This is most critical if you are on MS-DOS and use the jmemdos.c memory manager back end; it will try to grab extended memory for temp files, and that space will NOT be freed automatically. See cjpeg.c or djpeg.c for an example signal handler.
It may be worth pointing out that the core JPEG library does not actually require the stdio library: only the default source/destination managers and error handler need it. You can use the library in a stdio-less environment if you replace those modules and use jmemnobs.c (or another memory manager of your own devising). More info about the minimum system library requirements may be found in jinclude.h.

ADVANCED FEATURES
=================

Compression parameter selection
--------------------------------

This section describes all the optional parameters you can set for JPEG compression, as well as the "helper" routines provided to assist in this task. Proper setting of some parameters requires detailed understanding of the JPEG standard; if you don't know what a parameter is for, it's best not to mess with it! See REFERENCES in the README file for pointers to more info about JPEG.

It's a good idea to call jpeg_set_defaults() first, even if you plan to set all the parameters; that way your code is more likely to work with future JPEG libraries that have additional parameters. For the same reason, we recommend you use a helper routine where one is provided, in preference to twiddling cinfo fields directly.

The helper routines are:

jpeg_set_defaults (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
This routine sets all JPEG parameters to reasonable defaults, using only the input image's color space (field in_color_space, which must already be set in cinfo). Many applications will only need to use this routine and perhaps jpeg_set_quality().

jpeg_set_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo, J_COLOR_SPACE colorspace)
Sets the JPEG file's colorspace (field jpeg_color_space) as specified, and sets other color-space-dependent parameters appropriately. See "Special color spaces", below, before using this. A large number of parameters, including all per-component parameters, are set by this routine; if you want to twiddle individual parameters you should call jpeg_set_colorspace() before rather than after.

jpeg_default_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
Selects an appropriate JPEG colorspace based on cinfo->in_color_space, and calls jpeg_set_colorspace(). This is actually a subroutine of jpeg_set_defaults(). It's broken out in case you want to change just the colorspace-dependent JPEG parameters.
jpeg_set_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int quality, boolean force_baseline)
Constructs JPEG quantization tables appropriate for the indicated quality setting. The quality value is expressed on the 0..100 scale recommended by IJG (cjpeg's "-quality" switch uses this routine). Note that the exact mapping from quality values to tables may change in future IJG releases as more is learned about DCT quantization. If the force_baseline parameter is TRUE, then the quantization table entries are constrained to the range 1..255 for full JPEG baseline compatibility. In the current implementation, this only makes a difference for quality settings below 25, and it effectively prevents very small/low quality files from being generated. The IJG decoder is capable of reading the non-baseline files generated at low quality settings when force_baseline is FALSE, but other decoders may not be.

jpeg_set_linear_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)
Same as jpeg_set_quality() except that the generated tables are the sample tables given in the JPEC spec section K.1, multiplied by the specified scale factor (which is expressed as a percentage; thus scale_factor = 100 reproduces the spec's tables). Note that larger scale factors give lower quality. This entry point is useful for conforming to the Adobe PostScript DCT conventions, but we do not recommend linear scaling as a user-visible quality scale otherwise. force_baseline again constrains the computed table entries to 1..255.

int jpeg_quality_scaling (int quality)
Converts a value on the IJG-recommended quality scale to a linear scaling percentage. Note that this routine may change or go away in future releases --- IJG may choose to adopt a scaling method that can't be expressed as a simple scalar multiplier, in which case the premise of this routine collapses. Caveat user.

jpeg_default_qtables (j_compress_ptr cinfo, boolean force_baseline)
[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]
Set default quantization tables with linear q_scale_factor[] values (see below).

jpeg_add_quant_table (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int which_tbl, const unsigned int *basic_table, int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)
Allows an arbitrary quantization table to be created. which_tbl indicates which table slot to fill. basic_table points to an array of 64 unsigned ints given in normal array order. These values are multiplied by scale_factor/100 and then clamped to the range 1..65535 (or to 1..255 if force_baseline is TRUE). CAUTION: prior to library version 6a, jpeg_add_quant_table expected the basic table to be given in JPEG zigzag order. If you need to
write code that works with either older or newer versions of this routine, you must check the library version number. Something like "#if JPEG_LIB_VERSION >= 61" is the right test.

jpeg_simple_progression (j_compress_ptr cinfo)
Generates a default scan script for writing a progressive-JPEG file. This is the recommended method of creating a progressive file, unless you want to make a custom scan sequence. You must ensure that the JPEG color space is set correctly before calling this routine.

Compression parameters (cinfo fields) include:

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method
Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step. Choices are:
JDCT_ISLOW: slow but accurate integer algorithm
JDCT_IFAST: faster, less accurate integer method
JDCT_FLOAT: floating-point method
JDCT_DEFAULT: default method (normally JDCT_ISLOW)
JDCT_FASTEST: fastest method (normally JDCT_IFAST)
The FLOAT method is very slightly more accurate than the ISLOW method, but may give different results on different machines due to varying roundoff behavior. The integer methods should give the same results on all machines. On machines with sufficiently fast FP hardware, the floating-point method may also be the fastest. The IFAST method is considerably less accurate than the other two; its use is not recommended if high quality is a concern. JDCT_DEFAULT and JDCT_FASTEST are macros configurable by each installation.

J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space
int num_components
The JPEG color space and corresponding number of components; see "Special color spaces", below, for more info. We recommend using jpeg_set_color_space() if you want to change these.

boolean optimize_coding
TRUE causes the compressor to compute optimal Huffman coding tables for the image. This requires an extra pass over the data and therefore costs a good deal of space and time. The default is FALSE, which tells the compressor to use the supplied or default Huffman tables. In most cases optimal tables save only a few percent of file size compared to the default tables. Note that when this is TRUE, you need not supply Huffman tables at all, and any you do supply will be overwritten.

unsigned int restart_interval
int restart_in_rows
To emit restart markers in the JPEG file, set one of these nonzero.
Set restart_interval to specify the exact interval in MCU blocks. Set restart_in_rows to specify the interval in MCU rows. (If restart_in_rows is not 0, then restart_interval is set after the image width in MCUs is computed.) Defaults are zero (no restarts). One restart marker per MCU row is often a good choice.

NOTE: the overhead of restart markers is higher in grayscale JPEG files than in color files, and MUCH higher in progressive JPEGs. If you use restarts, you may want to use larger intervals in those cases.

const jpeg_scan_info * scan_info
int num_scans

By default, scan_info is NULL; this causes the compressor to write a single-scan sequential JPEG file. If not NULL, scan_info points to an array of scan definition records of length num_scans. The compressor will then write a JPEG file having one scan for each scan definition record. This is used to generate noninterleaved or progressive JPEG files. The library checks that the scan array defines a valid JPEG scan sequence. (jpeg_simple_progression creates a suitable scan definition array for progressive JPEG.) This is discussed further under "Progressive JPEG support".

int smoothing_factor
If non-zero, the input image is smoothed; the value should be 1 for minimal smoothing to 100 for maximum smoothing. Consult jcsample.c for details of the smoothing algorithm. The default is zero.

boolean write_JFIF_header
If TRUE, a JFIF APP0 marker is emitted. jpeg_set_defaults() and jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if a JFIF-legal JPEG color space (i.e., YCbCr or grayscale) is selected, otherwise FALSE.

UINT8 JFIF_major_version
UINT8 JFIF_minor_version
The version number to be written into the JFIF marker. jpeg_set_defaults() initializes the version to 1.01 (major=minor=1). You should set it to 1.02 (major=1, minor=2) if you plan to write any JFIF 1.02 extension markers.

UINT8 density_unit
UINT16 X_density
UINT16 Y_density
The resolution information to be written into the JFIF marker; not used otherwise. density_unit may be 0 for unknown, 1 for dots/inch, or 2 for dots/cm. The default values are 0,1,1 indicating square pixels of unknown size.

boolean write_Adobe_marker
If TRUE, an Adobe APP14 marker is emitted. jpeg_set_defaults() and jpeg_set_colorsace() set this TRUE if JPEG color space RGB, CMYK, or YCCK is selected, otherwise FALSE. It is generally a bad idea to set both write_JFIF_header and write_Adobe_marker. In fact, you probably shouldn't change the default settings at all --- the default behavior ensures that the JPEG file's color space can be recognized by the decoder.

JQUANT_TBL * quant_tbl_ptrs[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]
Pointers to coefficient quantization tables, one per table slot, or NULL if no table is defined for a slot. Usually these should be set via one of the above helper routines; jpeg_add_quant_table() is general enough to define any quantization table. The other routines will set up table slot 0 for luminance quality and table slot 1 for chrominance.

int q_scale_factor[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]
[libjpeg 7+ API/ABI emulation only]
Linear quantization scaling factors (0-100, default 100) for use with jpeg_default_qtables(). See rdswitch.c and cjpeg.c for an example of usage.
Note that the q_scale_factor[] values use "linear" scales, so JPEG quality levels chosen by the user must be converted to these scales using jpeg_quality_scaling(). Here is an example that corresponds to cjpeg -quality 90,70:

jpeg_set_defaults(cinfo);

/* Set luminance quality 90. */
cinfo->q_scale_factor[0] = jpeg_quality_scaling(90);

/* Set chrominance quality 70. */
cinfo->q_scale_factor[1] = jpeg_quality_scaling(70);

jpeg_default_qtables(cinfo, force_baseline);

CAUTION: Setting separate quality levels for chrominance and luminance is mainly only useful if chrominance subsampling is disabled. 2x2 chrominance subsampling (AKA "4:2:0") is the default, but you can explicitly disable subsampling as follows:

cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 1;
cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 1;

JHUFF_TBL * dc_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]
JHUFF_TBL * ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]
Pointers to Huffman coding tables, one per table slot, or NULL if no table is defined for a slot. Slots 0 and 1 are filled with the JPEG sample tables by jpeg_set_defaults(). If you need to allocate
more table structures, jpeg_alloc_huff_table() may be used.
Note that optimal Huffman tables can be computed for an image
by setting optimize_coding, as discussed above; there's seldom
any need to mess with providing your own Huffman tables.

[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]
The actual dimensions of the JPEG image that will be written to the file are
given by the following fields. These are computed from the input image
dimensions and the compression parameters by jpeg_start_compress(). You can
also call jpeg_calc_jpeg_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result
from the current parameter settings. This can be useful if you are trying
to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size.

JDIMENSION jpeg_width
Actual dimensions of output image.
JDIMENSION jpeg_height

Per-component parameters are stored in the struct cinfo.comp_info[i] for
component number i. Note that components here refer to components of the
JPEG color space, *not* the source image color space. A suitably large
comp_info[] array is allocated by jpeg_set_defaults(); if you choose not
to use that routine, it's up to you to allocate the array.

int component_id
The one-byte identifier code to be recorded in the JPEG file for
this component. For the standard color spaces, we recommend you
leave the default values alone.

int h_samp_factor
int v_samp_factor
Horizontal and vertical sampling factors for the component; must
be 1..4 according to the JPEG standard. Note that larger sampling
factors indicate a higher-resolution component; many people find
this behavior quite unintuitive. The default values are 2,2 for
luminance components and 1,1 for chrominance components, except
for grayscale where 1,1 is used.

int quant_tbl_no
Quantization table number for component. The default value is
0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

int dc_tbl_no
int ac_tbl_no
DC and AC entropy coding table numbers. The default values are
0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

int component_index
Decompression parameter selection
---------------------------------

Decompression parameter selection is somewhat simpler than compression parameter selection, since all of the JPEG internal parameters are recorded in the source file and need not be supplied by the application. (Unless you are working with abbreviated files, in which case see "Abbreviated datastreams", below.) Decompression parameters control the postprocessing done on the image to deliver it in a format suitable for the application's use. Many of the parameters control speed/quality tradeoffs, in which faster decompression may be obtained at the price of a poorer-quality image. The defaults select the highest quality (slowest) processing.

The following fields in the JPEG object are set by jpeg_read_header() and may be useful to the application in choosing decompression parameters:

- JDIMENSION image_width Width and height of image
- JDIMENSION image_height
- int num_components Number of color components
- J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space Colorspace of image
- boolean saw_JFIF_marker TRUE if a JFIF APP0 marker was seen
- UINT8 JFIF_major_version Version information from JFIF marker
- UINT8 JFIF_minor_version
- UINT8 density_unit Resolution data from JFIF marker
- UINT16 X_density
- UINT16 Y_density
- boolean saw_Adobe_marker TRUE if an Adobe APP14 marker was seen
- UINT8 Adobe_transform Color transform code from Adobe marker

The JPEG color space, unfortunately, is something of a guess since the JPEG standard proper does not provide a way to record it. In practice most files adhere to the JFIF or Adobe conventions, and the decoder will recognize these correctly. See "Special color spaces", below, for more info.

The decompression parameters that determine the basic properties of the returned image are:

- J_COLOR_SPACE out_color_space Output color space. jpeg_read_header() sets an appropriate default based on jpeg_color_space; typically it will be RGB or grayscale.

The application can change this field to request output in a different
colourspace. For example, set it to JCS_GRAYSCALE to get grayscale output from a color file. (This is useful for previewing: grayscale output is faster than full color since the color components need not be processed.) Note that not all possible color space transforms are currently implemented; you may need to extend jdcolor.c if you want an unusual conversion.

unsigned int scale_num, scale_denom
Scale the image by the fraction scale_num/scale_denom. Default is 1/1, or no scaling. Currently, the only supported scaling ratios are M/8 with all M from 1 to 16, or any reduced fraction thereof (such as 1/2, 3/4, etc.) (The library design allows for arbitrary scaling ratios but this is not likely to be implemented any time soon.) Smaller scaling ratios permit significantly faster decoding since fewer pixels need be processed and a simpler IDCT method can be used.

boolean quantize_colors
If set TRUE, colormapped output will be delivered. Default is FALSE, meaning that full-color output will be delivered.

The next three parameters are relevant only if quantize_colors is TRUE.

int desired_number_of_colors
Maximum number of colors to use in generating a library-supplied color map (the actual number of colors is returned in a different field). Default 256. Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

boolean two_pass_quantize
If TRUE, an extra pass over the image is made to select a custom color map for the image. This usually looks a lot better than the one-size-fits-all colormap that is used otherwise. Default is TRUE. Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

J_DITHER_MODE dither_mode
Selects color dithering method. Supported values are:
JDITHER_NONE no dithering: fast, very low quality
JDITHER_ORDERED ordered dither: moderate speed and quality
JDITHER_FS Floyd-Steinberg dither: slow, high quality
Default is JDITHER_FS. (At present, ordered dither is implemented only in the single-pass, standard-colormap case. If you ask for ordered dither when two_pass_quantize is TRUE or when you supply an external color map, you'll get F-S dithering.)

When quantize_colors is TRUE, the target color map is described by the next two fields. colormap is set to NULL by jpeg_read_header(). The application can supply a color map by setting colormap non-NULL and setting actual_number_of_colors to the map size. Otherwise, jpeg_start_decompress() selects a suitable color map and sets these two fields itself.
[Implementation restriction: at present, an externally supplied colormap is only accepted for 3-component output color spaces.]

**JSAMPARRAY colormap**
The color map, represented as a 2-D pixel array of out_color_components rows and actual_number_of_colors columns. Ignored if not quantizing.
CAUTION: if the JPEG library creates its own colormap, the storage pointed to by this field is released by jpeg_finish_decompress().
Copy the colormap somewhere else first, if you want to save it.

```c
int actual_number_of_colors
```
The number of colors in the color map.

Additional decompression parameters that the application may set include:

```c
J_DCT_METHOD dct_method
```
Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step. Choices are the same as described above for compression.

```c
boolean do_fancy_upsampling
```
If TRUE, do careful upsampling of chroma components. If FALSE, a faster but sloppier method is used. Default is TRUE. The visual impact of the sloppier method is often very small.

```c
boolean do_block_smoothing
```
If TRUE, interblock smoothing is applied in early stages of decoding progressive JPEG files; if FALSE, not. Default is TRUE. Early progression stages look "fuzzy" with smoothing, "blocky" without. In any case, block smoothing ceases to be applied after the first few AC coefficients are known to full accuracy, so it is relevant only when using buffered-image mode for progressive images.

```c
boolean enable_1pass_quant
boolean enable_external_quant
boolean enable_2pass_quant
```
These are significant only in buffered-image mode, which is described in its own section below.

The output image dimensions are given by the following fields. These are computed from the source image dimensions and the decompression parameters by jpeg_start_decompress(). You can also call jpeg_calc_output_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result from the current parameter settings. This can be useful if you are trying to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size. It's also important if you are using the JPEG library's memory manager to allocate output buffer space, because you are supposed to request such buffers *before* jpeg_start_decompress().
JDIMENSION output_width
Actual dimensions of output image.
JDIMENSION output_height
int out_color_components
Number of color components in out_color_space.
int output_components
Number of color components returned.
int rec_outbuf_height
Recommended height of scanline buffer.

When quantizing colors, output_components is 1, indicating a single color map
dependent per pixel. Otherwise it equals out_color_components. The output arrays
are required to be output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs wide.

rec_outbuf_height is the recommended minimum height (in scanlines) of the
buffer passed to jpeg_read_scanlines(). If the buffer is smaller, the
library will still work, but time will be wasted due to unnecessary data
copying. In high-quality modes, rec_outbuf_height is always 1, but some
faster, lower-quality modes set it to larger values (typically 2 to 4).
If you are going to ask for a high-speed processing mode, you may as well
go to the trouble of honoring rec_outbuf_height so as to avoid data copying.
(An output buffer larger than rec_outbuf_height lines is OK, but won't
provide any material speed improvement over that height.)

Special color spaces
---------------------

The JPEG standard itself is "color blind" and doesn't specify any particular
color space. It is customary to convert color data to a luminance/chrominance
color space before compressing, since this permits greater compression. The
existing de-facto JPEG file format standards specify YCbCr or grayscale data
(JFIF), or grayscale, RGB, YCbCr, CMYK, or YCCK (Adobe). For special
applications such as multispectral images, other color spaces can be used,
but it must be understood that such files will be unportable.

The JPEG library can handle the most common colorspace conversions (namely
RGB <=> YCbCr and CMYK <=> YCCK). It can also deal with data of an unknown
color space, passing it through without conversion. If you deal extensively
with an unusual color space, you can easily extend the library to understand
additional color spaces and perform appropriate conversions.

For compression, the source data's color space is specified by field
in_color_space. This is transformed to the JPEG file's color space given
by jpeg_color_space. jpeg_set_defaults() chooses a reasonable JPEG color
space depending on in_color_space, but you can override this by calling
jpeg_set_colorspace(). Of course you must select a supported transformation.
jccolor.c currently supports the following transformations:
RGB => YCbCr
RGB => GRAYSCALE
YCbCr => GRAYSCALE
CMYK => YCCK
plus the null transforms: GRAYSCALE => GRAYSCALE, RGB => RGB,  
YCbCr => YCbCr, CMYK => CMYK, YCCK => YCCK, and UNKNOWN => UNKNOWN.

The de-facto file format standards (JFIF and Adobe) specify APPn markers that  
indicate the color space of the JPEG file. It is important to ensure that  
these are written correctly, or omitted if the JPEG file's color space is not  
one of the ones supported by the de-facto standards. jpeg_set_colorspace()  
will set the compression parameters to include or omit the APPn markers  
properly, so long as it is told the truth about the JPEG color space.  
For example, if you are writing some random 3-component color space without  
conversion, don't try to fake out the library by setting in_color_space and  
jpeg_color_space to JCS_YCbCr; use JCS_UNKNOWN. You may want to write an  
APPn marker of your own devising to identify the colorspace --- see "Special  
markers", below.

When told that the color space is UNKNOWN, the library will default to using  
luminance-quality compression parameters for all color components. You may  
well want to change these parameters. See the source code for  
jpeg_set_colorspace(), in jcparam.c, for details.

For decompression, the JPEG file's color space is given in jpeg_color_space,  
and this is transformed to the output color space out_color_space.  
jpeg_read_header's setting of jpeg_color_space can be relied on if the file  
conforms to JFIF or Adobe conventions, but otherwise it is no better than a  
guess. If you know the JPEG file's color space for certain, you can override  
jpeg_read_header's guess by setting jpeg_color_space. jpeg_read_header also  
selects a default output color space based on (its guess of) jpeg_color_space;  
set out_color_space to override this. Again, you must select a supported  
transformation. jdcolor.c currently supports  
YCbCr => RGB  
YCbCr => GRAYSCALE  
RGB => GRAYSCALE  
GRAYSCALE => RGB  
YCCK => CMYK  
as well as the null transforms. (Since GRAYSCALE=>RGB is provided, an  
application can force grayscale JPEGs to look like color JPEGs if it only  
wants to handle one case.)

The two-pass color quantizer, jquant2.c, is specialized to handle RGB data  
it weights distances appropriately for RGB colors). You'll need to modify  
the code if you want to use it for non-RGB output color spaces. Note that  
jquant2.c is used to map to an application-supplied colormap as well as for  
the normal two-pass colormap selection process.

CAUTION: it appears that Adobe Photoshop writes inverted data in CMYK JPEG  
files: 0 represents 100% ink coverage, rather than 0% ink as you'd expect.  
This is arguably a bug in Photoshop, but if you need to work with Photoshop  
CMYK files, you will have to deal with it in your application. We cannot
"fix" this in the library by inverting the data during the CMYK<=>YCCK transform, because that would break other applications, notably Ghostscript. Photoshop versions prior to 3.0 write EPS files containing JPEG-encoded CMYK data in the same inverted-YCCK representation used in bare JPEG files, but the surrounding PostScript code performs an inversion using the PS image operator. I am told that Photoshop 3.0 will write uninverted YCCK in EPS/JPEG files, and will omit the PS-level inversion. (But the data polarity used in bare JPEG files will not change in 3.0.) In either case, the JPEG library must not invert the data itself, or else Ghostscript would read these EPS files incorrectly.

Error handling
-------------

When the default error handler is used, any error detected inside the JPEG routines will cause a message to be printed on stderr, followed by exit(). You can supply your own error handling routines to override this behavior and to control the treatment of nonfatal warnings and trace/debug messages. The file example.c illustrates the most common case, which is to have the application regain control after an error rather than exiting.

The JPEG library never writes any message directly; it always goes through the error handling routines. Three classes of messages are recognized:

* Fatal errors: the library cannot continue.
* Warnings: the library can continue, but the data is corrupt, and a damaged output image is likely to result.
* Trace/informational messages. These come with a trace level indicating the importance of the message; you can control the verbosity of the program by adjusting the maximum trace level that will be displayed.

You may, if you wish, simply replace the entire JPEG error handling module (jerror.c) with your own code. However, you can avoid code duplication by only replacing some of the routines depending on the behavior you need. This is accomplished by calling jpeg_std_error() as usual, but then overriding some of the method pointers in the jpeg_error_mgr struct, as illustrated by example.c.

All of the error handling routines will receive a pointer to the JPEG object (a j_common_ptr which points to either a jpeg_compress_struct or a jpeg_decompress_struct; if you need to tell which, test the is_decompressor field). This struct includes a pointer to the error manager struct in its "err" field. Frequently, custom error handler routines will need to access additional data which is not known to the JPEG library or the standard error handler. The most convenient way to do this is to embed either the JPEG object or the jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure that contains additional fields; then casting the passed pointer provides access to the additional fields. Again, see example.c for one way to do it. (Beginning
with IJG version 6b, there is also a void pointer "client_data" in each JPEG object, which the application can also use to find related data. The library does not touch client_data at all.)

The individual methods that you might wish to override are:

error_exit (j_common_ptr cinfo)
Receives control for a fatal error. Information sufficient to generate the error message has been stored in cinfo->err; call output_message to display it. Control must NOT return to the caller; generally this routine will exit() or longjmp() somewhere. Typically you would override this routine to get rid of the exit() default behavior. Note that if you continue processing, you should clean up the JPEG object with jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().

output_message (j_common_ptr cinfo)
Actual output of any JPEG message. Override this to send messages somewhere other than stderr. Note that this method does not know how to generate a message, only where to send it.

format_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, char * buffer)
Constructs a readable error message string based on the error info stored in cinfo->err. This method is called by output_message. Few applications should need to override this method. One possible reason for doing so is to implement dynamic switching of error message language.

emit_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, int msg_level)
Decide whether or not to emit a warning or trace message; if so, calls output_message. The main reason for overriding this method would be to abort on warnings. msg_level is -1 for warnings, 0 and up for trace messages.

Only error_exit() and emit_message() are called from the rest of the JPEG library; the other two are internal to the error handler.

The actual message texts are stored in an array of strings which is pointed to by the field err->jpeg_message_table. The messages are numbered from 0 to err->last_jpeg_message, and it is these code numbers that are used in the JPEG library code. You could replace the message texts (for instance, with messages in French or German) by changing the message table pointer. See jerror.h for the default texts. CAUTION: this table will almost certainly change or grow from one library version to the next.

It may be useful for an application to add its own message texts that are handled by the same mechanism. The error handler supports a second "add-on" message table for this purpose. To define an addon table, set the pointer err->addon_message_table and the message numbers err->first_addon_message and
err->last_addon_message. If you number the addon messages beginning at 1000 or so, you won't have to worry about conflicts with the library's built-in messages. See the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg for an example of using addon messages (the addon messages are defined in cderror.h).

Actual invocation of the error handler is done via macros defined in jerror.h:
- ERREXITn(...) for fatal errors
- WARNMSn(...) for corrupt-data warnings
- TRACEMSn(...) for trace and informational messages.

These macros store the message code and any additional parameters into the error handler struct, then invoke the error_exit() or emit_message() method. The variants of each macro are for varying numbers of additional parameters. The additional parameters are inserted into the generated message using standard printf() format codes.

See jerror.h and jerror.c for further details.

Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)
------------------------------------------------------------

The JPEG compression library sends its compressed data to a "destination manager" module. The default destination manager just writes the data to a memory buffer or to a stdio stream, but you can provide your own manager to do something else. Similarly, the decompression library calls a "source manager" to obtain the compressed data; you can provide your own source manager if you want the data to come from somewhere other than a memory buffer or a stdio stream.

In both cases, compressed data is processed a bufferload at a time: the destination or source manager provides a work buffer, and the library invokes the manager only when the buffer is filled or emptied. (You could define a one-character buffer to force the manager to be invoked for each byte, but that would be rather inefficient.) The buffer's size and location are controlled by the manager, not by the library. For example, the memory source manager just makes the buffer pointer and length point to the original data in memory. In this case the buffer-reload procedure will be invoked only if the decompressor ran off the end of the datastream, which would indicate an erroneous datastream.

The work buffer is defined as an array of datatype JOCTET, which is generally "char" or "unsigned char". On a machine where char is not exactly 8 bits wide, you must define JOCTET as a wider data type and then modify the data source and destination modules to transcribe the work arrays into 8-bit units on external storage.

A data destination manager struct contains a pointer and count defining the next byte to write in the work buffer and the remaining free space:
The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer is filled. The manager's `empty_output_buffer` method must reset the pointer and count. The manager is expected to remember the buffer's starting address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

A data destination manager provides three methods:

- `init_destination(j_compress_ptr cinfo)`
  Initialize destination. This is called by `jpeg_start_compress()` before any data is actually written. It must initialize `next_output_byte` and `free_in_buffer`. `free_in_buffer` must be initialized to a positive value.

- `empty_output_buffer(j_compress_ptr cinfo)`
  This is called whenever the buffer has filled (`free_in_buffer` reaches zero). In typical applications, it should write out the entire buffer (use the saved start address and buffer length; ignore the current state of `next_output_byte` and `free_in_buffer`). Then reset the pointer & count to the start of the buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been dumped. `free_in_buffer` must be set to a positive value when TRUE is returned. A FALSE return should only be used when I/O suspension is desired (this operating mode is discussed in the next section).

- `term_destination(j_compress_ptr cinfo)`
  Terminate destination --- called by `jpeg_finish_compress()` after all data has been written. In most applications, this must flush any data remaining in the buffer. Use either `next_output_byte` or `free_in_buffer` to determine how much data is in the buffer.

`term_destination()` is NOT called by `jpeg_abort()` or `jpeg_destroy()`. If you want the destination manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it yourself.

You will also need code to create a `jpeg_destination_mgr` struct, fill in its method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "dest" field of the JPEG compression object. This can be done in-line in your setup code if you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to the `jpeg_stdio_dest()` or `jpeg_mem_dest()` routines of the supplied destination managers.

Decompression source managers follow a parallel design, but with some additional frammmishes. The source manager struct contains a pointer and count defining the next byte to read from the work buffer and the number of bytes
remaining:

const JOCTET * next_input_byte; /* => next byte to read from buffer */
size_t bytes_in_buffer;         /* # of bytes remaining in buffer */

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer is emptied. The manager's fill_input_buffer method must reset the pointer and count. In most applications, the manager must remember the buffer's starting address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

A data source manager provides five methods:

init_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
Initialize source. This is called by jpeg_read_header() before any data is actually read. Unlike init_destination(), it may leave bytes_in_buffer set to 0 (in which case a fill_input_buffer() call will occur immediately).

fill_input_buffer (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
This is called whenever bytes_in_buffer has reached zero and more data is wanted. In typical applications, it should read fresh data into the buffer (ignoring the current state of next_input_byte and bytes_in_buffer), reset the pointer & count to the start of the buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been reloaded. It is not necessary to fill the buffer entirely, only to obtain at least one more byte. bytes_in_buffer MUST be set to a positive value if TRUE is returned. A FALSE return should only be used when I/O suspension is desired (this mode is discussed in the next section).

skip_input_data (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, long num_bytes)
Skip num_bytes worth of data. The buffer pointer and count should be advanced over num_bytes input bytes, refilling the buffer as needed. This is used to skip over a potentially large amount of uninteresting data (such as an APPn marker). In some applications it may be possible to optimize away the reading of the skipped data, but it's not clear that being smart is worth much trouble; large skips are uncommon. bytes_in_buffer may be zero on return. A zero or negative skip count should be treated as a no-op.

resync_to_restart (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, int desired)
This routine is called only when the decompressor has failed to find a restart (RSTn) marker where one is expected. Its mission is to find a suitable point for resuming decompression. For most applications, we recommend that you just use the default resync procedure, jpeg_resync_to_restart(). However, if you are able to back up in the input data stream, or if you have a-priori knowledge about the likely location of restart markers, you may be able to do better. Read the read_restart_marker() and jpeg_resync_to_restart() routines
in jdmarker.c if you think you'd like to implement your own resync procedure.

term_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
Terminate source --- called by jpeg_finish_decompress() after all data has been read. Often a no-op.

For both fill_input_buffer() and skip_input_data(), there is no such thing as an EOF return. If the end of the file has been reached, the routine has a choice of exiting via ERREXIT() or inserting fake data into the buffer. In most cases, generating a warning message and inserting a fake EOI marker is the best course of action --- this will allow the decompressor to output however much of the image is there. In pathological cases, the decompressor may swallow the EOI and again demand data ... just keep feeding it fake EOIs. jdatasrc.c illustrates the recommended error recovery behavior.

term_source() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy(). If you want the source manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it yourself.

You will also need code to create a jpeg_source_mgr struct, fill in its method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "src" field of the JPEG decompression object. This can be done in-line in your setup code if you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to the jpeg_stdio_src() or jpeg_mem_src() routines of the supplied source managers.

For more information, consult the memory and stdio source and destination managers in jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c.

I/O suspension
-------------

Some applications need to use the JPEG library as an incremental memory-to-memory filter: when the compressed data buffer is filled or emptied, they want control to return to the outer loop, rather than expecting that the buffer can be emptied or reloaded within the data source/destination manager subroutine. The library supports this need by providing an "I/O suspension" mode, which we describe in this section.

The I/O suspension mode is not a panacea: nothing is guaranteed about the maximum amount of time spent in any one call to the library, so it will not eliminate response-time problems in single-threaded applications. If you need guaranteed response time, we suggest you "bite the bullet" and implement a real multi-tasking capability.

To use I/O suspension, cooperation is needed between the calling application and the data source or destination manager; you will always need a custom source/destination manager. (Please read the previous section if you haven't
already.) The basic idea is that the empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() routine is a no-op, merely returning FALSE to indicate that it has done nothing. Upon seeing this, the JPEG library suspends operation and returns to its caller. The surrounding application is responsible for emptying or refilling the work buffer before calling the JPEG library again.

Compression suspension:

For compression suspension, use an empty_output_buffer() routine that returns FALSE; typically it will not do anything else. This will cause the compressor to return to the caller of jpeg_write_scanlines(), with the return value indicating that not all the supplied scanlines have been accepted. The application must make more room in the output buffer, adjust the output buffer pointer/count appropriately, and then call jpeg_write_scanlines() again, pointing to the first unconsumed scanline.

When forced to suspend, the compressor will backtrack to a convenient stopping point (usually the start of the current MCU); it will regenerate some output data when restarted. Therefore, although empty_output_buffer() is only called when the buffer is filled, you should NOT write out the entire buffer after a suspension. Write only the data up to the current position of next_output_byte/free_in_buffer. The data beyond that point will be regenerated after resumption.

Because of the backtracking behavior, a good-size output buffer is essential for efficiency; you don't want the compressor to suspend often. (In fact, an overly small buffer could lead to infinite looping, if a single MCU required more data than would fit in the buffer.) We recommend a buffer of at least several Kbytes. You may want to insert explicit code to ensure that you don't call jpeg_write_scanlines() unless there is a reasonable amount of space in the output buffer; in other words, flush the buffer before trying to compress more data.

The compressor does not allow suspension while it is trying to write JPEG markers at the beginning and end of the file. This means that:
* At the beginning of a compression operation, there must be enough free space in the output buffer to hold the header markers (typically 600 or so bytes). The recommended buffer size is bigger than this anyway, so this is not a problem as long as you start with an empty buffer. However, this restriction might catch you if you insert large special markers, such as a JFIF thumbnail image, without flushing the buffer afterwards.
* When you call jpeg_finish_compress(), there must be enough space in the output buffer to emit any buffered data and the final EOI marker. In the current implementation, half a dozen bytes should suffice for this, but for safety's sake we recommend ensuring that at least 100 bytes are free before calling jpeg_finish_compress().
A more significant restriction is that jpeg_finish_compress() cannot suspend. This means you cannot use suspension with multi-pass operating modes, namely Huffman code optimization and multiple-scan output. Those modes write the whole file during jpeg_finish_compress(), which will certainly result in buffer overrun. (Note that this restriction applies only to compression, not decompression. The decompressor supports input suspension in all of its operating modes.)

Decompression suspension:

For decompression suspension, use a fill_input_buffer() routine that simply returns FALSE (except perhaps during error recovery, as discussed below). This will cause the decompressor to return to its caller with an indication that suspension has occurred. This can happen at four places:
* jpeg_read_header(): will return JPEG_SUSPENDED.
* jpeg_start_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.
* jpeg_read_scanlines(): will return the number of scanlines already completed (possibly 0).
* jpeg_finish_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

The surrounding application must recognize these cases, load more data into the input buffer, and repeat the call. In the case of jpeg_read_scanlines(), increment the passed pointers past any scanlines successfully read.

Just as with compression, the decompressor will typically backtrack to a convenient restart point before suspending. When fill_input_buffer() is called, next_input_byte/bytes_in_buffer point to the current restart point, which is where the decompressor will backtrack to if FALSE is returned. The data beyond that position must NOT be discarded if you suspend; it needs to be re-read upon resumption. In most implementations, you'll need to shift this data down to the start of your work buffer and then load more data after it. Again, this behavior means that a several-Kbyte work buffer is essential for decent performance; furthermore, you should load a reasonable amount of new data before resuming decompression. (If you loaded, say, only one new byte each time around, you could waste a LOT of cycles.)

The skip_input_data() source manager routine requires special care in a suspension scenario. This routine is NOT granted the ability to suspend the decompressor; it can decrement bytes_in_buffer to zero, but no more. If the requested skip distance exceeds the amount of data currently in the input buffer, then skip_input_data() must set bytes_in_buffer to zero and record the additional skip distance somewhere else. The decompressor will immediately call fill_input_buffer(), which should return FALSE, which will cause a suspension return. The surrounding application must then arrange to discard the recorded number of bytes before it resumes loading the input buffer. (Yes, this design is rather baroque, but it avoids complexity in the far more common case where a non-suspending source manager is used.)

If the input data has been exhausted, we recommend that you emit a warning
and insert dummy EOI markers just as a non-suspending data source manager would do. This can be handled either in the surrounding application logic or within fill_input_buffer(); the latter is probably more efficient. If fill_input_buffer() knows that no more data is available, it can set the pointer/count to point to a dummy EOI marker and then return TRUE just as though it had read more data in a non-suspending situation.

The decompressor does not attempt to suspend within standard JPEG markers; instead it will backtrack to the start of the marker and reprocess the whole marker next time. Hence the input buffer must be large enough to hold the longest standard marker in the file. Standard JPEG markers should normally not exceed a few hundred bytes each (DHT tables are typically the longest). We recommend at least a 2K buffer for performance reasons, which is much larger than any correct marker is likely to be. For robustness against damaged marker length counts, you may wish to insert a test in your application for the case that the input buffer is completely full and yet the decoder has suspended without consuming any data --- otherwise, if this situation did occur, it would lead to an endless loop. (The library can't provide this test since it has no idea whether "the buffer is full", or even whether there is a fixed-size input buffer.)

The input buffer would need to be 64K to allow for arbitrary COM or APPn markers, but these are handled specially: they are either saved into allocated memory, or skipped over by calling skip_input_data(). In the former case, suspension is handled correctly, and in the latter case, the problem of buffer overrun is placed on skip_input_data's shoulders, as explained above. Note that if you provide your own marker handling routine for large markers, you should consider how to deal with buffer overflow.

Multiple-buffer management:

In some applications it is desirable to store the compressed data in a linked list of buffer areas, so as to avoid data copying. This can be handled by having empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() set the pointer and count to reference the next available buffer; FALSE is returned only if no more buffers are available. Although seemingly straightforward, there is a pitfall in this approach: the backtrack that occurs when FALSE is returned could back up into an earlier buffer. For example, when fill_input_buffer() is called, the current pointer & count indicate the backtrack restart point. Since fill_input_buffer() will set the pointer and count to refer to a new buffer, the restart position must be saved somewhere else. Suppose a second call to fill_input_buffer() occurs in the same library call, and no additional input data is available, so fill_input_buffer must return FALSE. If the JPEG library has not moved the pointer/count forward in the current buffer, then *the correct restart point is the saved position in the prior buffer*. Prior buffers may be discarded only after the library establishes a restart point within a later buffer. Similar remarks apply for output into a chain of buffers.
The library will never attempt to backtrack over a `skip_input_data()` call, so any skipped data can be permanently discarded. You still have to deal with the case of skipping not-yet-received data, however.

It's much simpler to use only a single buffer; when `fill_input_buffer()` is called, move any unconsumed data (beyond the current pointer/count) down to the beginning of this buffer and then load new data into the remaining buffer space. This approach requires a little more data copying but is far easier to get right.

Progressive JPEG support

------------------------

Progressive JPEG rearranges the stored data into a series of scans of increasing quality. In situations where a JPEG file is transmitted across a slow communications link, a decoder can generate a low-quality image very quickly from the first scan, then gradually improve the displayed quality as more scans are received. The final image after all scans are complete is identical to that of a regular (sequential) JPEG file of the same quality setting. Progressive JPEG files are often slightly smaller than equivalent sequential JPEG files, but the possibility of incremental display is the main reason for using progressive JPEG.

The IJG encoder library generates progressive JPEG files when given a suitable "scan script" defining how to divide the data into scans. Creation of progressive JPEG files is otherwise transparent to the encoder. Progressive JPEG files can also be read transparently by the decoder library. If the decoding application simply uses the library as defined above, it will receive a final decoded image without any indication that the file was progressive. Of course, this approach does not allow incremental display.

To perform incremental display, an application needs to use the decoder library's "buffered-image" mode, in which it receives a decoded image multiple times.

Each displayed scan requires about as much work to decode as a full JPEG image of the same size, so the decoder must be fairly fast in relation to the data transmission rate in order to make incremental display useful. However, it is possible to skip displaying the image and simply add the incoming bits to the decoder's coefficient buffer. This is fast because only Huffman decoding need be done, not IDCT, upsampling, colorspace conversion, etc.

The IJG decoder library allows the application to switch dynamically between displaying the image and simply absorbing the incoming bits. A properly coded application can automatically adapt the number of display passes to suit the time available as the image is received. Also, a final higher-quality display cycle can be performed from the buffered data after the end of the file is reached.
Progressive compression:

To create a progressive JPEG file (or a multiple-scan sequential JPEG file), set the scan_info cinfo field to point to an array of scan descriptors, and perform compression as usual. Instead of constructing your own scan list, you can call the jpeg_simple_progression() helper routine to create a recommended progression sequence; this method should be used by all applications that don't want to get involved in the nitty-gritty of progressive scan sequence design. (If you want to provide user control of scan sequences, you may wish to borrow the scan script reading code found in rdswitch.c, so that you can read scan script files just like cjpeg's.) When scan_info is not NULL, the compression library will store DCT'd data into a buffer array as jpeg_write_scanlines() is called, and will emit all the requested scans during jpeg_finish_compress(). This implies that multiple-scan output cannot be created with a suspending data destination manager, since jpeg_finish_compress() does not support suspension. We should also note that the compressor currently forces Huffman optimization mode when creating a progressive JPEG file, because the default Huffman tables are unsuitable for progressive files.

Progressive decompression:

When buffered-image mode is not used, the decoder library will read all of a multi-scan file during jpeg_start_decompress(), so that it can provide a final decoded image. (Here "multi-scan" means either progressive or multi-scan sequential.) This makes multi-scan files transparent to the decoding application. However, existing applications that used suspending input with version 5 of the IJG library will need to be modified to check for a suspension return from jpeg_start_decompress().

To perform incremental display, an application must use the library's buffered-image mode. This is described in the next section.

Buffered-image mode

In buffered-image mode, the library stores the partially decoded image in a coefficient buffer, from which it can be read out as many times as desired. This mode is typically used for incremental display of progressive JPEG files, but it can be used with any JPEG file. Each scan of a progressive JPEG file adds more data (more detail) to the buffered image. The application can display in lockstep with the source file (one display pass per input scan), or it can allow input processing to outrun display processing. By making input and display processing run independently, it is possible for the application to adapt progressive display to a wide range of data transmission rates.
The basic control flow for buffered-image decoding is

```c
jpeg_create_decompress()
set data source
jpeg_read_header()
set overall decompression parameters
cinfo.buffered_image = TRUE; /* select buffered-image mode */
jpeg_start_decompress()
for (each output pass) {
    adjust output decompression parameters if required
    jpeg_start_output(); /* start a new output pass */
    for (all scanlines in image) {
        jpeg_read_scanlines()
display scanlines
    }
    jpeg_finish_output(); /* terminate output pass */
}
jpeg_finish_decompress()
jpeg_destroy_decompress()
```

This differs from ordinary unbuffered decoding in that there is an additional level of looping. The application can choose how many output passes to make and how to display each pass.

The simplest approach to displaying progressive images is to do one display pass for each scan appearing in the input file. In this case the outer loop condition is typically

```c
while (! jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo))
```

and the start-output call should read

```c
jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
```

The second parameter to jpeg_start_output() indicates which scan of the input file is to be displayed; the scans are numbered starting at 1 for this purpose. (You can use a loop counter starting at 1 if you like, but using the library's input scan counter is easier.) The library automatically reads data as necessary to complete each requested scan, and jpeg_finish_output() advances to the next scan or end-of-image marker (hence input_scan_number will be incremented by the time control arrives back at jpeg_start_output()). With this technique, data is read from the input file only as needed, and input and output processing run in lockstep.

After reading the final scan and reaching the end of the input file, the buffered image remains available; it can be read additional times by repeating the jpeg_start_output()/jpeg_read_scanlines()/jpeg_finish_output() sequence. For example, a useful technique is to use fast one-pass color quantization for display passes made while the image is arriving, followed by a final display pass using two-pass quantization for highest quality. This is done by changing the library parameters before the final output pass.
Changing parameters between passes is discussed in detail below.

In general the last scan of a progressive file cannot be recognized as such until after it is read, so a post-input display pass is the best approach if you want special processing in the final pass.

When done with the image, be sure to call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release the buffered image (or just use jpeg_destroy_decompress()).

If input data arrives faster than it can be displayed, the application can cause the library to decode input data in advance of what's needed to produce output. This is done by calling the routine jpeg_consume_input(). The return value is one of the following:

- JPEG_REACHED_SOS: reached an SOS marker (the start of a new scan)
- JPEG_REACHED_EOI: reached the EOI marker (end of image)
- JPEG_ROW_COMPLETED: completed reading one MCU row of compressed data
- JPEG_SCAN_COMPLETED: completed reading last MCU row of current scan
- JPEG_SUSPENDED: suspended before completing any of the above

(JPEG_SUSPENDED can occur only if a suspending data source is used.) This routine can be called at any time after initializing the JPEG object. It reads some additional data and returns when one of the indicated significant events occurs. (If called after the EOI marker is reached, it will immediately return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without attempting to read more data.)

The library's output processing will automatically call jpeg_consume_input() whenever the output processing overtakes the input; thus, simple lockstep display requires no direct calls to jpeg_consume_input(). But by adding calls to jpeg_consume_input(), you can absorb data in advance of what is being displayed. This has two benefits:

* You can limit buildup of unprocessed data in your input buffer.
* You can eliminate extra display passes by paying attention to the state of the library's input processing.

The first of these benefits only requires interspersing calls to jpeg_consume_input() with your display operations and any other processing you may be doing. To avoid wasting cycles due to backtracking, it's best to call jpeg_consume_input() only after a hundred or so new bytes have arrived. This is discussed further under "I/O suspension", above. (Note: the JPEG library currently is not thread-safe. You must not call jpeg_consume_input() from one thread of control if a different library routine is working on the same JPEG object in another thread.)

When input arrives fast enough that more than one new scan is available before you start a new output pass, you may as well skip the output pass corresponding to the completed scan. This occurs for free if you pass cinfo.input_scan_number as the target scan number to jpeg_start_output(). The input_scan_number field is simply the index of the scan currently being consumed by the input processor. You can ensure that this is up-to-date by
emptying the input buffer just before calling jpeg_start_output(): call jpeg_consume_input() repeatedly until it returns JPEG_SUSPENDED or JPEG_REACHED_EOI.

The target scan number passed to jpeg_start_output() is saved in the cinfo.output_scan_number field. The library's output processing calls jpeg_consume_input() whenever the current input scan number and row within that scan is less than or equal to the current output scan number and row. Thus, input processing can "get ahead" of the output processing but is not allowed to "fall behind". You can achieve several different effects by manipulating this interlock rule. For example, if you pass a target scan number greater than the current input scan number, the output processor will wait until that scan starts to arrive before producing any output. (To avoid an infinite loop, the target scan number is automatically reset to the last scan number when the end of image is reached. Thus, if you specify a large target scan number, the library will just absorb the entire input file and then perform an output pass. This is effectively the same as what jpeg_start_decompress() does when you don't select buffered-image mode.) When you pass a target scan number equal to the current input scan number, the image is displayed no faster than the current input scan arrives. The final possibility is to pass a target scan number less than the current input scan number; this disables the input/output interlock and causes the output processor to simply display whatever it finds in the image buffer, without waiting for input. (However, the library will not accept a target scan number less than one, so you can't avoid waiting for the first scan.)

When data is arriving faster than the output display processing can advance through the image, jpeg_consume_input() will store data into the buffered image beyond the point at which the output processing is reading data out again. If the input arrives fast enough, it may "wrap around" the buffer to the point where the input is more than one whole scan ahead of the output. If the output processing simply proceeds through its display pass without paying attention to the input, the effect seen on-screen is that the lower part of the image is one or more scans better in quality than the upper part. Then, when the next output scan is started, you have a choice of what target scan number to use. The recommended choice is to use the current input scan number at that time, which implies that you've skipped the output scans corresponding to the input scans that were completed while you processed the previous output scan. In this way, the decoder automatically adapts its speed to the arriving data, by skipping output scans as necessary to keep up with the arriving data.

When using this strategy, you'll want to be sure that you perform a final output pass after receiving all the data; otherwise your last display may not be full quality across the whole screen. So the right outer loop logic is something like this:

```c
do {
    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()
```
final_pass = jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo);
adjust output decompression parameters if required
jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
...
jpeg_finish_output()
} while (! final_pass);
rather than quitting as soon as jpeg_input_complete() returns TRUE. This arrangement makes it simple to use higher-quality decoding parameters for the final pass. But if you don't want to use special parameters for the final pass, the right loop logic is like this:
for (;;) {
    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()
    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);
...
    jpeg_finish_output()
    if (jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo) &&
        cinfo.input_scan_number == cinfo.output_scan_number)
        break;
}
In this case you don't need to know in advance whether an output pass is to be the last one, so it's not necessary to have reached EOF before starting the final output pass; rather, what you want to test is whether the output pass was performed in sync with the final input scan. This form of the loop will avoid an extra output pass whenever the decoder is able (or nearly able) to keep up with the incoming data.

When the data transmission speed is high, you might begin a display pass, then find that much or all of the file has arrived before you can complete the pass. (You can detect this by noting the JPEG_REACHED_EOI return code from jpeg_consume_input(), or equivalently by testing jpeg_input_complete().) In this situation you may wish to abort the current display pass and start a new one using the newly arrived information. To do so, just call jpeg_finish_output() and then start a new pass with jpeg_start_output().

A variant strategy is to abort and restart display if more than one complete scan arrives during an output pass; this can be detected by noting JPEG_REACHED_SOS returns and/or examining cinfo.input_scan_number. This idea should be employed with caution, however, since the display process might never get to the bottom of the image before being aborted, resulting in the lower part of the screen being several passes worse than the upper. In most cases it's probably best to abort an output pass only if the whole file has arrived and you want to begin the final output pass immediately.

When receiving data across a communication link, we recommend always using the current input scan number for the output target scan number; if a higher-quality final pass is to be done, it should be started (aborting any incomplete output pass) as soon as the end of file is received. However, many other strategies are possible. For example, the application can examine
the parameters of the current input scan and decide whether to display it or not. If the scan contains only chroma data, one might choose not to use it as the target scan, expecting that the scan will be small and will arrive quickly. To skip to the next scan, call jpeg_consume_input() until it returns JPEG_REACHED_SOS or JPEG_REACHED_EOI. Or just use the next higher number as the target scan for jpeg_start_output(); but that method doesn't let you inspect the next scan's parameters before deciding to display it.

In buffered-image mode, jpeg_start_decompress() never performs input and thus never suspends. An application that uses input suspension with buffered-image mode must be prepared for suspension returns from these routines:

* jpeg_start_output() performs input only if you request 2-pass quantization and the target scan isn't fully read yet. (This is discussed below.)
* jpeg_read_scanlines(), as always, returns the number of scanlines that it was able to produce before suspending.
* jpeg_finish_output() will read any markers following the target scan, up to the end of the file or the SOS marker that begins another scan. (But it reads no input if jpeg_consume_input() has already reached the end of the file or a SOS marker beyond the target output scan.)
* jpeg_finish_decompress() will read until the end of file, and thus can suspend if the end hasn't already been reached (as can be tested by calling jpeg_input_complete()).

jpeg_start_output(), jpeg_finish_output(), and jpeg_finish_decompress() all return TRUE if they completed their tasks, FALSE if they had to suspend. In the event of a FALSE return, the application must load more input data and repeat the call. Applications that use non-suspending data sources need not check the return values of these three routines.

It is possible to change decoding parameters between output passes in the buffered-image mode. The decoder library currently supports only very limited changes of parameters. ONLY THE FOLLOWING parameter changes are allowed after jpeg_start_decompress() is called:

* dct_method can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output.

For example, one could use a fast DCT method for early scans, changing to a higher quality method for the final scan.

* dither_mode can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output(); of course this has no impact if not using color quantization. Typically one would use ordered dither for initial passes, then switch to Floyd-Steinberg dither for the final pass. Caution: changing dither mode can cause more memory to be allocated by the library. Although the amount of memory involved is not large (a scanline or so), it may cause the initial max_memory_to_use specification to be exceeded, which in the worst case would result in an out-of-memory failure.

* do_block_smoothing can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output(). This setting is relevant only when decoding a progressive JPEG image.
During the first DC-only scan, block smoothing provides a very "fuzzy" look instead of the very "blocky" look seen without it; which is better seems a matter of personal taste. But block smoothing is nearly always a win during later stages, especially when decoding a successive-approximation image: smoothing helps to hide the slight blockiness that otherwise shows up on smooth gradients until the lowest coefficient bits are sent.

* Color quantization mode can be changed under the rules described below. You *cannot* change between full-color and quantized output (because that would alter the required I/O buffer sizes), but you can change which quantization method is used.

When generating color-quantized output, changing quantization method is a very useful way of switching between high-speed and high-quality display. The library allows you to change among its three quantization methods:

1. Single-pass quantization to a fixed color cube.
   Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = FALSE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.
2. Single-pass quantization to an application-supplied colormap.
   Selected by setting cinfo.colormap to point to the colormap (the value of two_pass_quantize is ignored); also set cinfo.actual_number_of_colors.
3. Two-pass quantization to a colormap chosen specifically for the image.
   Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = TRUE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.
   (This is the default setting selected by jpeg_read_header, but it is probably NOT what you want for the first pass of progressive display!)
   These methods offer successively better quality and lesser speed. However, only the first method is available for quantizing in non-RGB color spaces.

IMPORTANT: because the different quantizer methods have very different working-storage requirements, the library requires you to indicate which one(s) you intend to use before you call jpeg_start_decompress(). (If we did not require this, the max_memory_to_use setting would be a complete fiction.) You do this by setting one or more of these three cinfo fields to TRUE:

- enable_1pass_quant
- enable_external_quant
- enable_2pass_quant

All three are initialized FALSE by jpeg_read_header(). But jpeg_start_decompress() automatically sets TRUE the one selected by the current two_pass_quantize and colormap settings, so you only need to set the enable flags for any other quantization methods you plan to change to later.

After setting the enable flags correctly at jpeg_start_decompress() time, you can change to any enabled quantization method by setting two_pass_quantize and colormap properly just before calling jpeg_start_output(). The following special rules apply:

1. You must explicitly set cinfo.colormap to NULL when switching to 1-pass or 2-pass mode from a different mode, or when you want the 2-pass quantizer to be re-run to generate a new colormap.
2. To switch to an external colormap, or to change to a different external colormap than was used on the prior pass, you must call
jpeg_new_colormap() after setting cinfo.colormap.

NOTE: if you want to use the same colormap as was used in the prior pass, you should not do either of these things. This will save some nontrivial switchover costs.

(These requirements exist because cinfo.colormap will always be non-NULL after completing a prior output pass, since both the 1-pass and 2-pass quantizers set it to point to their output colormaps. Thus you have to do one of these two things to notify the library that something has changed. Yup, it's a bit klugy, but it's necessary to do it this way for backwards compatibility.)

Note that in buffered-image mode, the library generates any requested colormap during jpeg_start_output(), not during jpeg_start_decompress().

When using two-pass quantization, jpeg_start_output() makes a pass over the buffered image to determine the optimum color map; it therefore may take a significant amount of time, whereas ordinarily it does little work. The progress monitor hook is called during this pass, if defined. It is also important to realize that if the specified target scan number is greater than or equal to the current input scan number, jpeg_start_output() will attempt to consume input as it makes this pass. If you use a suspending data source, you need to check for a FALSE return from jpeg_start_output() under these conditions. The combination of 2-pass quantization and a not-yet-fully-read target scan is the only case in which jpeg_start_output() will consume input.

Application authors who support buffered-image mode may be tempted to use it for all JPEG images, even single-scan ones. This will work, but it is inefficient: there is no need to create an image-sized coefficient buffer for single-scan images. Requesting buffered-image mode for such an image wastes memory. Worse, it can cost time on large images, since the buffered data has to be swapped out or written to a temporary file. If you are concerned about maximum performance on baseline JPEG files, you should use buffered-image mode only when the incoming file actually has multiple scans. This can be tested by calling jpeg_has_multiple_scans(), which will return a correct result at any time after jpeg_read_header() completes.

It is also worth noting that when you use jpeg_consume_input() to let input processing get ahead of output processing, the resulting pattern of access to the coefficient buffer is quite nonsequential. It's best to use the memory manager jmemnobs.c if you can (ie, if you have enough real or virtual main memory). If not, at least make sure that max_memory_to_use is set as high as possible. If the JPEG memory manager has to use a temporary file, you will probably see a lot of disk traffic and poor performance. (This could be improved with additional work on the memory manager, but we haven't gotten around to it yet.)

In some applications it may be convenient to use jpeg_consume_input() for all
input processing, including reading the initial markers; that is, you may wish to call jpeg_consume_input() instead of jpeg_read_header() during startup. This works, but note that you must check for JPEG_REACHED_SOS and JPEG_REACHED_EOI return codes as the equivalent of jpeg_read_header's codes. Once the first SOS marker has been reached, you must call jpeg_start_decompress() before jpeg_consume_input() will consume more input; it'll just keep returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS until you do. If you read a tables-only file this way, jpeg_consume_input() will return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without ever returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS; be sure to check for this case.

If this happens, the decompressor will not read any more input until you call jpeg_abort() to reset it. It is OK to call jpeg_consume_input() even when not using buffered-image mode, but in that case it's basically a no-op after the initial markers have been read: it will just return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images
---------------------------------------------

A JPEG compression or decompression object can be reused to process multiple images. This saves a small amount of time per image by eliminating the "create" and "destroy" operations, but that isn't the real purpose of the feature. Rather, reuse of an object provides support for abbreviated JPEG datastreams. Object reuse can also simplify processing a series of images in a single input or output file. This section explains these features.

A JPEG file normally contains several hundred bytes worth of quantization and Huffman tables. In a situation where many images will be stored or transmitted with identical tables, this may represent an annoying overhead. The JPEG standard therefore permits tables to be omitted. The standard defines three classes of JPEG datastreams:
* "Interchange" datastreams contain an image and all tables needed to decode the image. These are the usual kind of JPEG file.
* "Abbreviated image" datastreams contain an image, but are missing some or all of the tables needed to decode that image.
* "Abbreviated table specification" (henceforth "tables-only") datastreams contain only table specifications.

To decode an abbreviated image, it is necessary to load the missing table(s) into the decoder beforehand. This can be accomplished by reading a separate tables-only file. A variant scheme uses a series of images in which the first image is an interchange (complete) datastream, while subsequent ones are abbreviated and rely on the tables loaded by the first image. It is assumed that once the decoder has read a table, it will remember that table until a new definition for the same table number is encountered.

It is the application designer's responsibility to figure out how to associate the correct tables with an abbreviated image. While abbreviated datastreams can be useful in a closed environment, their use is strongly discouraged in any situation where data exchange with other applications might be needed.
Caveat designer.

The JPEG library provides support for reading and writing any combination of tables-only datastreams and abbreviated images. In both compression and decompression objects, a quantization or Huffman table will be retained for the lifetime of the object, unless it is overwritten by a new table definition.

To create abbreviated image datastreams, it is only necessary to tell the compressor not to emit some or all of the tables it is using. Each quantization and Huffman table struct contains a boolean field “sent_table”, which normally is initialized to FALSE. For each table used by the image, the header-writing process emits the table and sets sent_table = TRUE unless it is already TRUE. (In normal usage, this prevents outputting the same table definition multiple times, as would otherwise occur because the chroma components typically share tables.) Thus, setting this field to TRUE before calling jpeg_start_compress() will prevent the table from being written at all.

If you want to create a "pure" abbreviated image file containing no tables, just call "jpeg_suppress_tables(&cinfo, TRUE)" after constructing all the tables. If you want to emit some but not all tables, you'll need to set the individual sent_table fields directly.

To create an abbreviated image, you must also call jpeg_start_compress() with a second parameter of FALSE, not TRUE. Otherwise jpeg_start_compress() will force all the sent_table fields to FALSE. (This is a safety feature to prevent abbreviated images from being created accidentally.)

To create a tables-only file, perform the same parameter setup that you normally would, but instead of calling jpeg_start_compress() and so on, call jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo). This will write an abbreviated datastream containing only SOI, DQT and/or DHT markers, and EOI. All the quantization and Huffman tables that are currently defined in the compression object will be emitted unless their sent_tables flag is already TRUE, and then all the sent_tables flags will be set TRUE.

A sure-fire way to create matching tables-only and abbreviated image files is to proceed as follows:

create JPEG compression object
set JPEG parameters
set destination to tables-only file
jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo);
set destination to image file
jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, FALSE);
write data...
jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);
Since the JPEG parameters are not altered between writing the table file and
the abbreviated image file, the same tables are sure to be used. Of course,
you can repeat the jpeg_start_compress() ... jpeg_finish_compress() sequence
many times to produce many abbreviated image files matching the table file.

You cannot suppress output of the computed Huffman tables when Huffman
optimization is selected. (If you could, there'd be no way to decode the
image...) Generally, you don't want to set optimize_coding = TRUE when
you are trying to produce abbreviated files.

In some cases you might want to compress an image using tables which are
not stored in the application, but are defined in an interchange or
tables-only file readable by the application. This can be done by setting up
a JPEG decompression object to read the specification file, then copying the
tables into your compression object. See jpeg_copy_critical_parameters()
for an example of copying quantization tables.

To read abbreviated image files, you simply need to load the proper tables
into the decompression object before trying to read the abbreviated image.
If the proper tables are stored in the application program, you can just
allocate the table structs and fill in their contents directly. For example,
to load a fixed quantization table into table slot "n":

```c
if (cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)
    cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_quant_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);
quant_ptr = cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n]; /* quant_ptr is JQUANT_TBL* */
for (i = 0; i < 64; i++) {
    /* Qtable[] is desired quantization table, in natural array order */
    quant_ptr->quantval[i] = Qtable[i];
}
```

Code to load a fixed Huffman table is typically (for AC table "n"):

```c
if (cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)
    cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_huff_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);
huff_ptr = cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n]; /* huff_ptr is JHUFF_TBL* */
for (i = 1; i <= 16; i++) {
    /* counts[i] is number of Huffman codes of length i bits, i=1..16 */
    huff_ptr->bits[i] = counts[i];
}
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
    /* symbols[] is the list of Huffman symbols, in code-length order */
    huff_ptr->huffval[i] = symbols[i];
}
```

(Note that trying to set cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] to point directly at a
constant JQUANT_TBL object is not safe. If the incoming file happened to contain a quantization table definition, your master table would get overwritten! Instead allocate a working table copy and copy the master table into it, as illustrated above. Ditto for Huffman tables, of course.)

You might want to read the tables from a tables-only file, rather than hard-wiring them into your application. The jpeg_read_header() call is sufficient to read a tables-only file. You must pass a second parameter of FALSE to indicate that you do not require an image to be present. Thus, the typical scenario is

```c
create JPEG decompression object
set source to tables-only file
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, FALSE);
set source to abbreviated image file
jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);
set decompression parameters
jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);
read data...
jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);
```

In some cases, you may want to read a file without knowing whether it contains an image or just tables. In that case, pass FALSE and check the return value from jpeg_read_header(): it will be JPEG_HEADER_OK if an image was found, JPEG_HEADER_TABLES_ONLY if only tables were found. (A third return value, JPEG_SUSPENDED, is possible when using a suspending data source manager.) Note that jpeg_read_header() will not complain if you read an abbreviated image for which you haven't loaded the missing tables; the missing-table check occurs later, in jpeg_start_decompress().

It is possible to read a series of images from a single source file by repeating the jpeg_read_header() ... jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence, without releasing/recreating the JPEG object or the data source module. (If you did reinitialize, any partial bufferload left in the data source buffer at the end of one image would be discarded, causing you to lose the start of the next image.) When you use this method, stored tables are automatically carried forward, so some of the images can be abbreviated images that depend on tables from earlier images.

If you intend to write a series of images into a single destination file, you might want to make a specialized data destination module that doesn't flush the output buffer at term_destination() time. This would speed things up by some trifling amount. Of course, you'd need to remember to flush the buffer after the last image. You can make the later images be abbreviated ones by passing FALSE to jpeg_start_compress().
Special markers
---------------

Some applications may need to insert or extract special data in the JPEG
datastream. The JPEG standard provides marker types "COM" (comment) and
"APP0" through "APP15" (application) to hold application-specific data.
Unfortunately, the use of these markers is not specified by the standard.
COM markers are fairly widely used to hold user-supplied text. The JFIF file
format spec uses APP0 markers with specified initial strings to hold certain
data. Adobe applications use APP14 markers beginning with the string "Adobe"
for miscellaneous data. Other APPn markers are rarely seen, but might
contain almost anything.

If you wish to store user-supplied text, we recommend you use COM markers
and place readable 7-bit ASCII text in them. Newline conventions are not
standardized --- expect to find LF (Unix style), CR/LF (DOS style), or CR
(Mac style). A robust COM reader should be able to cope with random binary
garbage, including nulls, since some applications generate COM markers
containing non-ASCII junk. (But yours should not be one of them.)

For program-supplied data, use an APPn marker, and be sure to begin it with an
identifying string so that you can tell whether the marker is actually yours.
It's probably best to avoid using APP0 or APP14 for any private markers.
(NOTE: the upcoming SPIFF standard will use APP8 markers; we recommend you
not use APP8 markers for any private purposes, either.)

Keep in mind that at most 65533 bytes can be put into one marker, but you
can have as many markers as you like.

By default, the IJG compression library will write a JFIF APP0 marker if the
selected JPEG colorspace is grayscale or YCbCr, or an Adobe APP14 marker if
the selected colorspace is RGB, CMYK, or YCCK. You can disable this, but
we don't recommend it. The decompression library will recognize JFIF and
Adobe markers and will set the JPEG colorspace properly when one is found.

You can write special markers immediately following the datastream header by
calling jpeg_write_marker() after jpeg_start_compress() and before the first
call to jpeg_write_scanlines(). When you do this, the markers appear after
the SOI and the JFIF APP0 and Adobe APP14 markers (if written), but before
all else. Specify the marker type parameter as "JPEG_COM" for COM or
"JPEG_APP0 + n" for APPn. (Actually, jpeg_write_marker will let you write
any marker type, but we don't recommend writing any other kinds of marker.)
For example, to write a user comment string pointed to by comment_text:
jpeg_write_marker(cinfo, JPEG_COM, comment_text, strlen(comment_text));

If it's not convenient to store all the marker data in memory at once,
you can instead call jpeg_write_m_header() followed by multiple calls to
jpeg_write_m_byte(). If you do it this way, it's your responsibility to call jpeg_write_m_byte() exactly the number of times given in the length parameter to jpeg_write_m_header(). (This method lets you empty the output buffer partway through a marker, which might be important when using a suspending data destination module. In any case, if you are using a suspending destination, you should flush its buffer after inserting any special markers. See "I/O suspension".)

Or, if you prefer to synthesize the marker byte sequence yourself, you can just cram it straight into the data destination module.

If you are writing JFIF 1.02 extension markers (thumbnail images), don't forget to set cinfo.JFIF_minor_version = 2 so that the encoder will write the correct JFIF version number in the JFIF header marker. The library's default is to write version 1.01, but that's wrong if you insert any 1.02 extension markers. (We could probably get away with just defaulting to 1.02, but there used to be broken decoders that would complain about unknown minor version numbers. To reduce compatibility risks it's safest not to write 1.02 unless you are actually using 1.02 extensions.)

When reading, two methods of handling special markers are available:
1. You can ask the library to save the contents of COM and/or APPn markers into memory, and then examine them at your leisure afterwards.
2. You can supply your own routine to process COM and/or APPn markers on-the-fly as they are read.

The first method is simpler to use, especially if you are using a suspending data source; writing a marker processor that copes with input suspension is not easy (consider what happens if the marker is longer than your available input buffer). However, the second method conserves memory since the marker data need not be kept around after it's been processed.

For either method, you'd normally set up marker handling after creating a decompression object and before calling jpeg_read_header(), because the markers of interest will typically be near the head of the file and so will be scanned by jpeg_read_header. Once you've established a marker handling method, it will be used for the life of that decompression object (potentially many datastreams), unless you change it. Marker handling is determined separately for COM markers and for each APPn marker code.

To save the contents of special markers in memory, call jpeg_save_markers(cinfo, marker_code, length_limit) where marker_code is the marker type to save, JPEG_COM or JPEG_APP0+n. (To arrange to save all the special marker types, you need to call this routine 17 times, for COM and APP0-APP15.) If the incoming marker is longer than length_limit data bytes, only length_limit bytes will be saved; this parameter allows you to avoid chewing up memory when you only need to see the
first few bytes of a potentially large marker. If you want to save all the
data, set length_limit to 0xFFFF; that is enough since marker lengths are only
16 bits. As a special case, setting length_limit to 0 prevents that marker
type from being saved at all. (That is the default behavior, in fact.)

After jpeg_read_header() completes, you can examine the special markers by
following the cinfo->marker_list pointer chain. All the special markers in
the file appear in this list, in order of their occurrence in the file (but
omitting any markers of types you didn't ask for). Both the original data
length and the saved data length are recorded for each list entry; the latter
will not exceed length_limit for the particular marker type. Note that these
lengths exclude the marker length word, whereas the stored representation
within the JPEG file includes it. (Hence the maximum data length is really
only 65533.)

It is possible that additional special markers appear in the file beyond the
SOS marker at which jpeg_read_header stops; if so, the marker list will be
extended during reading of the rest of the file. This is not expected to be
common, however. If you are short on memory you may want to reset the length
limit to zero for all marker types after finishing jpeg_read_header, to
ensure that the max_memory_to_use setting cannot be exceeded due to addition
of later markers.

The marker list remains stored until you call jpeg_finish_decompress or
jpeg_abort, at which point the memory is freed and the list is set to empty.
(jpeg_destroy also releases the storage, of course.)

Note that the library is internally interested in APP0 and APP14 markers;
if you try to set a small nonzero length limit on these types, the library
will silently force the length up to the minimum it wants. (But you can set
a zero length limit to prevent them from being saved at all.) Also, in a
16-bit environment, the maximum length limit may be constrained to less than
65533 by malloc() limitations. It is therefore best not to assume that the
effective length limit is exactly what you set it to be.

If you want to supply your own marker-reading routine, you do it by calling
jpeg_set_marker_processor(). A marker processor routine must have the
signature
boolean jpeg_marker_parser_method (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)
Although the marker code is not explicitly passed, the routine can find it
in cinfo->unread_marker. At the time of call, the marker proper has been
read from the data source module. The processor routine is responsible for
reading the marker length word and the remaining parameter bytes, if any.
Return TRUE to indicate success. (FALSE should be returned only if you are
using a suspending data source and it tells you to suspend. See the standard
marker processors in jdmarker.c for appropriate coding methods if you need to
use a suspending data source.)
If you override the default APP0 or APP14 processors, it is up to you to recognize JFIF and Adobe markers if you want colorspace recognition to occur properly. We recommend copying and extending the default processors if you want to do that. (A better idea is to save these marker types for later examination by calling jpeg_save_markers(); that method doesn't interfere with the library's own processing of these markers.)

jpeg_set_marker_processor() and jpeg_save_markers() are mutually exclusive --- if you call one it overrides any previous call to the other, for the particular marker type specified.

A simple example of an external COM processor can be found in djpeg.c. Also, see jpegtran.c for an example of using jpeg_save_markers.

Raw (downsampled) image data
----------------------------

Some applications need to supply already-downsampled image data to the JPEG compressor, or to receive raw downsampled data from the decompressor. The library supports this requirement by allowing the application to write or read raw data, bypassing the normal preprocessing or postprocessing steps. The interface is different from the standard one and is somewhat harder to use. If your interest is merely in bypassing color conversion, we recommend that you use the standard interface and simply set jpeg_color_space = in_color_space (or jpeg_color_space = out_color_space for decompression). The mechanism described in this section is necessary only to supply or receive downsampled image data, in which not all components have the same dimensions.

To compress raw data, you must supply the data in the colorspace to be used in the JPEG file (please read the earlier section on Special color spaces) and downsampled to the sampling factors specified in the JPEG parameters. You must supply the data in the format used internally by the JPEG library, namely a JSAMPIMAGE array. This is an array of pointers to two-dimensional arrays, each of type JSAMPARRAY. Each 2-D array holds the values for one color component. This structure is necessary since the components are of different sizes. If the image dimensions are not a multiple of the MCU size, you must also pad the data correctly (usually, this is done by replicating the last column and/or row). The data must be padded to a multiple of a DCT block in each component: that is, each downsampled row must contain a multiple of 8 valid samples, and there must be a multiple of 8 sample rows for each component. (For applications such as conversion of digital TV images, the standard image size is usually a multiple of the DCT block size, so that no padding need actually be done.)
The procedure for compression of raw data is basically the same as normal compression, except that you call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of jpeg_write_scanlines(). Before calling jpeg_start_compress(), you must do the following:

* Set cinfo->raw_data_in to TRUE. (It is set FALSE by jpeg_set_defaults().) This notifies the library that you will be supplying raw data.
* Ensure jpeg_color_space is correct --- an explicit jpeg_set_colorsapce() call is a good idea. Note that since color conversion is bypassed, in_color_space is ignored, except that jpeg_set_defaults() uses it to choose the default jpeg_color_space setting.
* Ensure the sampling factors, cinfo->comp_info[i].h_samp_factor and cinfo->comp_info[i].v_samp_factor, are correct. Since these indicate the dimensions of the data you are supplying, it's wise to set them explicitly, rather than assuming the library's defaults are what you want.

To pass raw data to the library, call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of jpeg_write_scanlines(). The two routines work similarly except that jpeg_write_raw_data() takes a JSAMPIMAGE data array rather than JSAMPARRAY. The scanlines count passed to and returned from jpeg_write_raw_data is measured in terms of the component with the largest v_samp_factor.

jpeg_write_raw_data() processes one MCU row per call, which is to say v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE sample rows of each component. The passed num_lines value must be at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE, and the return value will be exactly that amount (or possibly some multiple of that amount, in future library versions). This is true even on the last call at the bottom of the image; don't forget to pad your data as necessary.

The required dimensions of the supplied data can be computed for each component as

\[
cinfo->comp_info[i].width_in_blocks*DCTSIZE \text{ samples per row}
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[i].height_in_blocks*DCTSIZE \text{ rows in image after jpeg_start_compress() has initialized those fields. If the valid data is smaller than this, it must be padded appropriately. For some sampling factors and image sizes, additional dummy DCT blocks are inserted to make the image a multiple of the MCU dimensions. The library creates such dummy blocks itself; it does not read them from your supplied data. Therefore you need never pad by more than DCTSIZE samples. An example may help here. Assume 2h2v downsampling of YCbCr data, that is}
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 2 \text{ for Y}
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 2
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[1].h_samp_factor = 1 \text{ for Cb}
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[1].v_samp_factor = 1
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[2].h_samp_factor = 1 \text{ for Cr}
\]
\[
cinfo->comp_info[2].v_samp_factor = 1
\]
\[
and suppose that the nominal image dimensions (cinfo->image_width and cinfo->image_height) are 101x101 pixels. Then jpeg_start_compress() will compute downsampled_width = 101 and width_in_blocks = 13 for Y,
downsampled_width = 51 and width_in_blocks = 7 for Cb and Cr (and the same for the height fields). You must pad the Y data to at least 13*8 = 104 columns and rows, the Cb/Cr data to at least 7*8 = 56 columns and rows. The MCU height is max_v_samp_factor = 2 DCT rows so you must pass at least 16 scanlines on each call to jpeg_write_raw_data(), which is to say 16 actual sample rows of Y and 8 each of Cb and Cr. A total of 7 MCU rows are needed, so you must pass a total of 7*16 = 112 "scanlines". The last DCT block row of Y data is dummy, so it doesn't matter what you pass for it in the data arrays, but the scanlines count must total up to 112 so that all of the Cb and Cr data gets passed.

Output suspension is supported with raw-data compression: if the data destination module suspends, jpeg_write_raw_data() will return 0. In this case the same data rows must be passed again on the next call.

Decompression with raw data output implies bypassing all postprocessing: you cannot ask for rescaling or color quantization, for instance. More seriously, you must deal with the color space and sampling factors present in the incoming file. If your application only handles, say, 2h1v YCbCr data, you must check for and fail on other color spaces or other sampling factors. The library will not convert to a different color space for you.

To obtain raw data output, set cinfo->raw_data_out = TRUE before jpeg_start_decompress() (it is set FALSE by jpeg_read_header()). Be sure to verify that the color space and sampling factors are ones you can handle. Then call jpeg_read_raw_data() in place of jpeg_read_scanlines(). The decompression process is otherwise the same as usual.

jpeg_read_raw_data() returns one MCU row per call, and thus you must pass a buffer of at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE scanlines (scanline counting is the same as for raw-data compression). The buffer you pass must be large enough to hold the actual data plus padding to DCT-block boundaries. As with compression, any entirely dummy DCT blocks are not processed so you need not allocate space for them, but the total scanline count includes them. The above example of computing buffer dimensions for raw-data compression is equally valid for decompression.

Input suspension is supported with raw-data decompression: if the data source module suspends, jpeg_read_raw_data() will return 0. You can also use buffered-image mode to read raw data in multiple passes.

Really raw data: DCT coefficients

It is possible to read or write the contents of a JPEG file as raw DCT coefficients. This facility is mainly intended for use in lossless
transcoding between different JPEG file formats. Other possible applications include lossless cropping of a JPEG image, lossless reassembly of a multi-strip or multi-tile TIFF/JPEG file into a single JPEG datastream, etc.

To read the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, open the file and do jpeg_read_header() as usual. But instead of calling jpeg_start_decompress() and jpeg_read_scanlines(), call jpeg_read_coefficients(). This will read the entire image into a set of virtual coefficient-block arrays, one array per component. The return value is a pointer to an array of virtual-array descriptors. Each virtual array can be accessed directly using the JPEG memory manager's access_virt_barray method (see Memory management, below, and also read structure.txt's discussion of virtual array handling). Or, for simple transcoding to a different JPEG file format, the array list can just be handed directly to jpeg_write_coefficients().

Each block in the block arrays contains quantized coefficient values in normal array order (not JPEG zigzag order). The block arrays contain only DCT blocks containing real data; any entirely-dummy blocks added to fill out interleaved MCUs at the right or bottom edges of the image are discarded during reading and are not stored in the block arrays. (The size of each block array can be determined from the width_in_blocks and height_in_blocks fields of the component's comp_info entry.) This is also the data format expected by jpeg_write_coefficients().

When you are done using the virtual arrays, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release the array storage and return the decompression object to an idle state; or just call jpeg_destroy() if you don't need to reuse the object.

If you use a suspending data source, jpeg_read_coefficients() will return NULL if it is forced to suspend; a non-NULL return value indicates successful completion. You need not test for a NULL return value when using a non-suspending data source.

It is also possible to call jpeg_read_coefficients() to obtain access to the decoder's coefficient arrays during a normal decode cycle in buffered-image mode. This frammish might be useful for progressively displaying an incoming image and then re-encoding it without loss. To do this, decode in buffered-image mode as discussed previously, then call jpeg_read_coefficients() after the last jpeg_finish_output() call. The arrays will be available for your use until you call jpeg_finish_decompress().

To write the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, you must provide the DCT coefficients stored in virtual block arrays. You can either pass block arrays read from an input JPEG file by jpeg_read_coefficients(), or allocate virtual arrays from the JPEG compression object and fill them yourself. In either case, jpeg_write_coefficients() is substituted for jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_write_scanlines(). Thus the sequence is
* Create compression object
* Set all compression parameters as necessary
* Request virtual arrays if needed
* jpeg_write_coefficients()
* jpeg_finish_compress()
* Destroy or re-use compression object

jpeg_write_coefficients() is passed a pointer to an array of virtual block array descriptors; the number of arrays is equal to cinfo.num_components.

The virtual arrays need only have been requested, not realized, before jpeg_write_coefficients() is called. A side-effect of jpeg_write_coefficients() is to realize any virtual arrays that have been requested from the compression object's memory manager. Thus, when obtaining the virtual arrays from the compression object, you should fill the arrays after calling jpeg_write_coefficients(). The data is actually written out when you call jpeg_finish_compress(); jpeg_write_coefficients() only writes the file header.

When writing raw DCT coefficients, it is crucial that the JPEG quantization tables and sampling factors match the way the data was encoded, or the resulting file will be invalid. For transcoding from an existing JPEG file, we recommend using jpeg_copy_critical_parameters(). This routine initializes all the compression parameters to default values (like jpeg_set_defaults()), then copies the critical information from a source decompression object. The decompression object should have just been used to read the entire JPEG input file --- that is, it should be awaiting jpeg_finish_decompress().

jpeg_write_coefficients() marks all tables stored in the compression object as needing to be written to the output file (thus, it acts like jpeg_start_compress(cinfo, TRUE)). This is for safety's sake, to avoid emitting abbreviated JPEG files by accident. If you really want to emit an abbreviated JPEG file, call jpeg Suppress_tables(), or set the tables' individual sent_table flags, between calling jpeg_write_coefficients() and jpeg_finish_compress().

Progress monitoring
-------------------

Some applications may need to regain control from the JPEG library every so often. The typical use of this feature is to produce a percent-done bar or other progress display. (For a simple example, see cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.) Although you do get control back frequently during the data-transferring pass (the jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines loop), any additional passes will occur inside jpeg_finish_compress or jpeg_start_decompress; those routines may take a long time to execute, and you don't get control back until they are done.
You can define a progress-monitor routine which will be called periodically by the library. No guarantees are made about how often this call will occur, so we don't recommend you use it for mouse tracking or anything like that. At present, a call will occur once per MCU row, scanline, or sample row group, whichever unit is convenient for the current processing mode; so the wider the image, the longer the time between calls. During the data transferring pass, only one call occurs per call of jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines, so don't pass a large number of scanlines at once if you want fine resolution in the progress count. (If you really need to use the callback mechanism for time-critical tasks like mouse tracking, you could insert additional calls inside some of the library's inner loops.)

To establish a progress-monitor callback, create a struct jpeg_progress_mngr, fill in its progress_monitor field with a pointer to your callback routine, and set cinfo->progress to point to the struct. The callback will be called whenever cinfo->progress is non-NULL. (This pointer is set to NULL by jpeg_create_compress or jpeg_create_decompress; the library will not change it thereafter. So if you allocate dynamic storage for the progress struct, make sure it will live as long as the JPEG object does. Allocating from the JPEG memory manager with lifetime JPOOL_PERMANENT will work nicely.) You can use the same callback routine for both compression and decompression.

The jpeg_progress_mngr struct contains four fields which are set by the library:

- long pass_counter; /* work units completed in this pass */
- long pass_limit; /* total number of work units in this pass */
- int completed_passes; /* passes completed so far */
- int total_passes; /* total number of passes expected */

During any one pass, pass_counter increases from 0 up to (not including) pass_limit; the step size is usually but not necessarily 1. The pass_limit value may change from one pass to another. The expected total number of passes is in total_passes, and the number of passes already completed is in completed_passes. Thus the fraction of work completed may be estimated as completed_passes + (pass_counter/pass_limit)

--------------------------------------------
total_passes

ignoring the fact that the passes may not be equal amounts of work.

When decompressing, pass_limit can even change within a pass, because it depends on the number of scans in the JPEG file, which isn't always known in advance. The computed fraction-of-work-done may jump suddenly (if the library discovers it has overestimated the number of scans) or even decrease (in the opposite case). It is not wise to put great faith in the work estimate.

When using the decompressor's buffered-image mode, the progress monitor work estimate is likely to be completely unhelpful, because the library has no way to know how many output passes will be demanded of it. Currently, the library sets total_passes based on the assumption that there will be one more output pass if the input file end hasn't yet been read (jpeg_input_complete() isn't
TRUE), but no more output passes if the file end has been reached when the output pass is started. This means that total_passes will rise as additional output passes are requested. If you have a way of determining the input file size, estimating progress based on the fraction of the file that's been read will probably be more useful than using the library's value.

Memory management

This section covers some key facts about the JPEG library's built-in memory manager. For more info, please read structure.txt's section about the memory manager, and consult the source code if necessary.

All memory and temporary file allocation within the library is done via the memory manager. If necessary, you can replace the "back end" of the memory manager to control allocation yourself (for example, if you don't want the library to use malloc() and free() for some reason).

Some data is allocated "permanently" and will not be freed until the JPEG object is destroyed. Most data is allocated "per image" and is freed by jpeg_finish_compress, jpeg_finish_decompress, or jpeg_abort. You can call the memory manager yourself to allocate structures that will automatically be freed at these times. Typical code for this is

```
ptr = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_small) ((j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE, size);
```

Use JPOOL_PERMANENT to get storage that lasts as long as the JPEG object. Use alloc_large instead of alloc_small for anything bigger than a few Kbytes. There are also alloc_sarray and alloc_barray routines that automatically build 2-D sample or block arrays.

The library's minimum space requirements to process an image depend on the image's width, but not on its height, because the library ordinarily works with "strip" buffers that are as wide as the image but just a few rows high. Some operating modes (eg, two-pass color quantization) require full-image buffers. Such buffers are treated as "virtual arrays": only the current strip need be in memory, and the rest can be swapped out to a temporary file.

If you use the simplest memory manager back end (jmemnobs.c), then no temporary files are used; virtual arrays are simply malloc()'d. Images bigger than memory can be processed only if your system supports virtual memory. The other memory manager back ends support temporary files of various flavors and thus work in machines without virtual memory. They may also be useful on Unix machines if you need to process images that exceed available swap space.

When using temporary files, the library will make the in-memory buffers for its virtual arrays just big enough to stay within a "maximum memory" setting. Your application can set this limit by setting cinfo->mem->max_memory_to_use after creating the JPEG object. (Of course, there is still a minimum size for
the buffers, so the max-memory setting is effective only if it is bigger than
the minimum space needed.) If you allocate any large structures yourself, you
must allocate them before jpeg_start_compress() or jpeg_start_decompress() in
order to have them counted against the max memory limit. Also keep in mind
that space allocated with alloc_small() is ignored, on the assumption that
it's too small to be worth worrying about; so a reasonable safety margin
should be left when setting max_memory_to_use.

If you use the jmemname.c or jmemdos.c memory manager back end, it is
important to clean up the JPEG object properly to ensure that the temporary
files get deleted. (This is especially crucial with jmemdos.c, where the
"temporary files" may be extended-memory segments; if they are not freed,
DOS will require a reboot to recover the memory.) Thus, with these memory
managers, it's a good idea to provide a signal handler that will trap any
early exit from your program. The handler should call either jpeg_abort()
or jpeg_destroy() for any active JPEG objects. A handler is not needed with
jmemnobs.c, and shouldn't be necessary with jmemansi.c or jmemmac.c either,
since the C library is supposed to take care of deleting files made with
tmpfile().

Memory usage
-------------

Working memory requirements while performing compression or decompression
depend on image dimensions, image characteristics (such as colorspace and
JPEG process), and operating mode (application-selected options).

As of v6b, the decompressor requires:
1. About 24K in more-or-less-fixed-size data. This varies a bit depending
   on operating mode and image characteristics (particularly color vs.
grayscale), but it doesn't depend on image dimensions.
2. Strip buffers (of size proportional to the image width) for IDCT and
   upsampling results. The worst case for commonly used sampling factors
   is about 34 bytes * width in pixels for a color image. A grayscale image
   only needs about 8 bytes per pixel column.
3. A full-image DCT coefficient buffer is needed to decode a multi-scan JPEG
   file (including progressive JPEGs), or whenever you select buffered-image
   mode. This takes 2 bytes/coefficient. At typical 2x2 sampling, that's
   3 bytes per pixel for a color image. Worst case (1x1 sampling) requires
   6 bytes/pixel. For grayscale, figure 2 bytes/pixel.
4. To perform 2-pass color quantization, the decompressor also needs a
   128K color lookup table and a full-image pixel buffer (3 bytes/pixel).
   This does not count any memory allocated by the application, such as a
   buffer to hold the final output image.

The above figures are valid for 8-bit JPEG data precision and a machine with
32-bit ints. For 12-bit JPEG data, double the size of the strip buffers and
quantization pixel buffer. The "fixed-size" data will be somewhat smaller with 16-bit ints, larger with 64-bit ints. Also, CMYK or other unusual color spaces will require different amounts of space.

The full-image coefficient and pixel buffers, if needed at all, do not have to be fully RAM resident; you can have the library use temporary files instead when the total memory usage would exceed a limit you set. (But if your OS supports virtual memory, it's probably better to just use jmemnobs and let the OS do the swapping.)

The compressor's memory requirements are similar, except that it has no need for color quantization. Also, it needs a full-image DCT coefficient buffer if Huffman-table optimization is asked for, even if progressive mode is not requested.

If you need more detailed information about memory usage in a particular situation, you can enable the MEM_STATS code in jmemmgr.c.

Library compile-time options
----------------------------

A number of compile-time options are available by modifying jmorecfg.h.

The JPEG standard provides for both the baseline 8-bit DCT process and a 12-bit DCT process. The IJG code supports 12-bit lossy JPEG if you define BITS_IN_JSAMPLE as 12 rather than 8. Note that this causes JSAMPLE to be larger than a char, so it affects the surrounding application's image data. The sample applications cjpeg and djpeg can support 12-bit mode only for PPM and GIF file formats; you must disable the other file formats to compile a 12-bit cjpeg or djpeg. (install.txt has more information about that.) At present, a 12-bit library can handle *only* 12-bit images, not both precisions. (If you need to include both 8- and 12-bit libraries in a single application, you could probably do it by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES for just one of the copies. You'd have to access the 8-bit and 12-bit copies from separate application source files. This is untested ... if you try it, we'd like to hear whether it works!)

Note that a 12-bit library always compresses in Huffman optimization mode, in order to generate valid Huffman tables. This is necessary because our default Huffman tables only cover 8-bit data. If you need to output 12-bit files in one pass, you'll have to supply suitable default Huffman tables. You may also want to supply your own DCT quantization tables; the existing quality-scaling code has been developed for 8-bit use, and probably doesn't generate especially good tables for 12-bit.

The maximum number of components (color channels) in the image is determined by MAX_COMPONENTS. The JPEG standard allows up to 255 components, but we
expect that few applications will need more than four or so.

On machines with unusual data type sizes, you may be able to improve performance or reduce memory space by tweaking the various typedefs in jmorecfg.h. In particular, on some RISC CPUs, access to arrays of "short"s is quite slow; consider trading memory for speed by making JCOEF, INT16, and UINT16 be "int" or "unsigned int". UINT8 is also a candidate to become int. You probably don't want to make JSAMPLE be int unless you have lots of memory to burn.

You can reduce the size of the library by compiling out various optional functions. To do this, undefine xxx_SUPPORTED symbols as necessary.

You can also save a few K by not having text error messages in the library; the standard error message table occupies about 5Kb. This is particularly reasonable for embedded applications where there's no good way to display a message anyway. To do this, remove the creation of the message table (jpeg_std_message_table[]) from jerror.c, and alter format_message to do something reasonable without it. You could output the numeric value of the message code number, for example. If you do this, you can also save a couple more K by modifying the TRACEMSn() macros in jerror.h to expand to nothing; you don't need trace capability anyway, right?

Portability considerations
--------------------------

The JPEG library has been written to be extremely portable; the sample applications cjpeg and djpeg are slightly less so. This section summarizes the design goals in this area. (If you encounter any bugs that cause the library to be less portable than is claimed here, we'd appreciate hearing about them.)

The code works fine on ANSI C, C++, and pre-ANSI C compilers, using any of the popular system include file setups, and some not-so-popular ones too. See install.txt for configuration procedures.

The code is not dependent on the exact sizes of the C data types. As distributed, we make the assumptions that:
- char is at least 8 bits wide
- short is at least 16 bits wide
- int is at least 16 bits wide
- long is at least 32 bits wide

(These are the minimum requirements of the ANSI C standard.) Wider types will work fine, although memory may be used inefficiently if char is much larger than 8 bits or short is much bigger than 16 bits. The code should work equally well with 16- or 32-bit ints.
In a system where these assumptions are not met, you may be able to make the 
code work by modifying the typedefs in jmorecfg.h. However, you will probably 
have difficulty if int is less than 16 bits wide, since references to plain 
int abound in the code.

cchar can be either signed or unsigned, although the code runs faster if an 
unsigned char type is available. If char is wider than 8 bits, you will need 
to redefine JOCTET and/or provide custom data source/destination managers so 
that JOCTET represents exactly 8 bits of data on external storage.

The JPEG library proper does not assume ASCII representation of characters. 
But some of the image file I/O modules in cjpeg/djpeg do have ASCII 
dependencies in file-header manipulation; so does cjpeg's select_file_type() 
routine.

The JPEG library does not rely heavily on the C library. In particular, C 
stdio is used only by the data source/destination modules and the error 
handler, all of which are application-replaceable. (cjpeg/djpeg are more 
heavily dependent on stdio.) malloc and free are called only from the memory 
manager "back end" module, so you can use a different memory allocator by 
replacing that one file.

The code generally assumes that C names must be unique in the first 15 
characters. However, global function names can be made unique in the 
first 6 characters by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES.

More info about porting the code may be gleaned by reading jconfig.txt, 
jmorecfg.h, and jinclude.h.

Notes for MS-DOS implementors
-----------------------------

The IJG code is designed to work efficiently in 80x86 "small" or "medium" 
memory models (i.e., data pointers are 16 bits unless explicitly declared 
"far"; code pointers can be either size). You may be able to use small 
model to compile cjpeg or djpeg by itself, but you will probably have to use 
medium model for any larger application. This won't make much difference in 
performance. You *will* take a noticeable performance hit if you use a 
large-data memory model (perhaps 10%-25%), and you should avoid "huge" model 
if at all possible.

The JPEG library typically needs 2Kb-3Kb of stack space. It will also 
malloc about 20K-30K of near heap space while executing (and lots of far 
heap, but that doesn't count in this calculation). This figure will vary 
depending on selected operating mode, and to a lesser extent on image size. 
There is also about 5Kb-6Kb of constant data which will be allocated in the 
near data segment (about 4Kb of this is the error message table).
Thus you have perhaps 20K available for other modules' static data and near heap space before you need to go to a larger memory model. The C library's static data will account for several K of this, but that still leaves a good deal for your needs. (If you are tight on space, you could reduce the sizes of the I/O buffers allocated by jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c, say from 4K to 1K. Another possibility is to move the error message table to far memory; this should be doable with only localized hacking on jerror.c.)

About 2K of the near heap space is "permanent" memory that will not be released until you destroy the JPEG object. This is only an issue if you save a JPEG object between compression or decompression operations.

Far data space may also be a tight resource when you are dealing with large images. The most memory-intensive case is decompression with two-pass color quantization, or single-pass quantization to an externally supplied color map. This requires a 128Kb color lookup table plus strip buffers amounting to about 40 bytes per column for typical sampling ratios (eg, about 25600 bytes for a 640-pixel-wide image). You may not be able to process wide images if you have large data structures of your own.

Of course, all of these concerns vanish if you use a 32-bit flat-memory-model compiler, such as DJGPP or Watcom C. We highly recommend flat model if you can use it; the JPEG library is significantly faster in flat model.
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/ *
* jQuery JavaScript Library v1.3.2
* http://jquery.com/
*
* Copyright (c) 2009 John Resig
* Dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses.
* http://docs.jquery.com/License
*
* Date: 2009-02-19 17:34:21 -0500 (Thu, 19 Feb 2009)
* Revision: 6246
*/
/*
*
* Sizzle CSS Selector Engine - v0.9.3
* Copyright 2009, The Dojo Foundation
* Released under the MIT, BSD, and GPL Licenses.
* More information: http://sizzlejs.com/
*/
*
* jQuery UI 1.7.2
* Copyright (c) 2009 AUTHORS.txt (http://jqueryui.com/about)
* Dual licensed under the MIT (MIT-LICENSE.txt)
* and GPL (GPL-LICENSE.txt) licenses.
* http://docs.jquery.com/UI
*/
/**
* jQuery.ScrollTo - Easy element scrolling using jQuery.
* Copyright (c) 2008 Ariel Flesler - aflesler(at)gmail(dot)com
* Licensed under GPL license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php).
* Date: 2/8/2008
* @author Ariel Flesler
* @version 1.3.2
*/
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/*
* jdcolext.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.
*/
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/*
* jidctint.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modification developed 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the
* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine
* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
*
* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT
* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at
* a time). Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more
* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
*
* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in
* C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT
* Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,
* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.
* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.
* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one
* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in
* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.
*
* We also provide IDCT routines with various output sample block sizes for
* direct resolution reduction or enlargement without additional resampling:
* NxN (N=1...16) pixels for one 8x8 input DCT block.
*
* For N<8 we simply take the corresponding low-frequency coefficients of
* the 8x8 input DCT block and apply an NxN point IDCT on the sub-block
* to yield the downsampled outputs.
* This can be seen as direct low-pass downsampling from the DCT domain
* point of view rather than the usual spatial domain point of view,
* yielding significant computational savings and results at least
* as good as common bilinear (averaging) spatial downsampling.
*
* For N>8 we apply a partial NxN IDCT on the 8 input coefficients as
* lower frequencies and higher frequencies assumed to be zero.
* It turns out that the computational effort is similar to the 8x8 IDCT
* regarding the output size.
* Furthermore, the scaling and descaling is the same for all IDCT sizes.
*
* CAUTION: We rely on the FIX() macro except for the N=1,2,4,8 cases
* since there would be too many additional constants to pre-calculate.
*/

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* Copyright (C)2011-2012 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
* *
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modified, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
  software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJ.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJLoader.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJExample.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJCompressor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYALIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TIDecompressor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jcapimin.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains application interface code for the compression half
* of the JPEG library. These are the "minimum" API routines that may be
* needed in either the normal full-compression case or the transcoding-only
* case.
*
* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application
* are in this file or in jcapistd.c. But also see jcparam.c for
* parameter-setup helper routines, jcomapi.c for routines shared by
* compression and decompression, and jctrans.c for the transcoding case.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapimin.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdmrgext.c
 *
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* *
* This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmrgext.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdsample.c
 *
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cedio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
This file contains upsampling routines.

Upsampling input data is counted in "row groups". A row group is defined to be \((v_{\text{samp\_factor}} \times \text{DCT\_scaled\_size} / \min_{\text{DCT\_scaled\_size}})\) sample rows of each component. Upsampling will normally produce \(\max_{v_{\text{samp\_factor}}}\) pixel rows from each row group (but this could vary if the upsampler is applying a scale factor of its own).

An excellent reference for image resampling is


A reference file was not found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file defines the error and message codes for the cjpeg/djpeg applications. These strings are not needed as part of the JPEG library.
proper.
Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to some other language.

libjpeg-turbo note: This image was extracted from the 8-bit nightshot_iso_100 image. The original can be downloaded at the link below.

The New Image Compression Test Set - Jan 2008
http://www.imagecompression.info/test_images

The images historically used for compression research (lena, barbra, pepper etc...) have outlived their useful life and its about time they become a part of history only. They are too small, come from data sources too old and are available in only 8-bit precision.
These images have been carefully selected to aid in image compression algorithm research and evaluation. These are photographic images chosen to come from a wide variety of sources and each one picked to stress different aspects of algorithms. Images are available in 8-bit, 16-bit and 16-bit linear variations, RGB and gray.

Images are available without any prohibitive copyright restrictions.

These images are (c) their respective owners. You are granted full redistribution and publication rights on these images provided:

1. The origin of the pictures must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you took the original pictures. If you use, publish or redistribute them, an acknowledgment would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misinterpreted as being the originals.
3. No payment is required for distribution this material, it must be available freely under the conditions stated here. That is, it is prohibited to sell the material.
4. This notice may not be removed or altered from any distribution.

Acknowledgments: A lot of people contributed a lot of time and effort in making this test set possible. Thanks to everyone who voiced their opinion in any of the discussions online. Thanks to Axel Becker, Thomas Richter and Niels Frhling for their extensive help in picking images, running all the various tests etc. Thanks to Pete Fraser, Tony Story, Wayne J. Cosshall, David Coffin, Bruce Lindbloom and raw.fotosite.pl for the images which make up this set.

Sachin Garg [India]
sachingarg@c10n.info


Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/testimages/nightshot_iso_100.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; jsimdext.inc - common declarations
; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
; Copyright 2010 D. R. Commander
; Based on
; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library - version 1.02
; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
; This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
; warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
; arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

System-dependent configurations

%ifdef WIN32; ----(nasm -fwin32 -DWIN32 ...)--------

; Microsoft Visual C++
; MinGW (Minimalist GNU for Windows)
; CygWin
; LCC-Win32

; -- segment definition --

%ifdef __YASM_VER__
%define SEG_TEXT   .text  align=16
%define SEG_CONST  .rdata align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT   .text  align=16 public use32 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST  .rdata align=16 public use32 class=CONST
%endif

%elifdef WIN64; ----(nasm -fwin64 -DWIN64 ...)--------

; Microsoft Visual C++

; -- segment definition --

%ifdef __YASM_VER__
%define SEG_TEXT   .text  align=16
%define SEG_CONST  .rdata align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT   .text  align=16 public use64 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST  .rdata align=16 public use64 class=CONST
%endif

%elifdef OBJ32; ----(nasm -fobj -DOBJ32 ...)--------
; * Borland C++ (Win32)

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT .text  align=16 public use32 class=CODE
%define SEG_CONST .data  align=16 public use32 class=DATA

%elifdef ELF; ----(nasm -felf[64] -DELF ...)---------
; * Linux
; * *BSD family Unix using elf format
; * Unix System V, including Solaris x86, UnixWare and SCO Unix

; mark stack as non-executable
section .note.GNU-stack noalloc noexec nowrite progbits

; -- segment definition --
;
%ifdef __x86_64__
%define SEG_TEXT .text   progbits align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rodata progbits align=16
%else
%define SEG_TEXT .text   progbits alloc exec  nowrite align=16
%define SEG_CONST .rodata progbits alloc noexec nowrite align=16
%endif

; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline
;
%define GOT_SYMBOL  _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_; ELF supports PIC
%define EXTN(name)  name	; foo() -> foo

%elifdef AOUT; ----(nasm -faoutb/aout -DAOUT ...)-----
; * Older Linux using a.out format  (nasm -f aout -DAOUT ...)
; * *BSD family Unix using a.out format  (nasm -f aoutb -DAOUT ...)

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT .text
%define SEG_CONST .data

; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline
;
%define GOT_SYMBOL  __GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE__; BSD-style a.out supports PIC

%elifdef MACHO; ----(nasm -fmacho -DMACHO ...)---------
; * NeXTstep/OpenStep/Rhapsody/Darwin/MacOS X (Mach-O format)

; -- segment definition --
;
; The generation of position-independent code (PIC) is the default on Darwin.
;
%define PIC
%define GOT_SYMBOL _MACHO_PIC_; Mach-O style code-relative addressing

%else; ----(Other case)----------------------

; -- segment definition --
;
%define SEG_TEXT .text
%define SEG_CONST .data

%endif; ----------------------------------------------

; ==========================================================================
; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Common types
;
%ifdef __x86_64__
%define POINTER qword ; general pointer type
%define SIZEOF_POINTER SIZEOF_QWORD ; sizeof(POINTER)
%define POINTER_BIT QWORD_BIT ; sizeof(POINTER)*BYTE_BIT
%else
%define POINTER dword ; general pointer type
%define SIZEOF_POINTER SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(POINTER)
%define POINTER_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(POINTER)*BYTE_BIT
%endif

%define INT dword ; signed integer type
%define SIZEOF_INT SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(INT)
%define INT_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(INT)*BYTE_BIT

%define FP32 dword ; IEEE754 single
%define SIZEOF_FP32 SIZEOF_DWORD ; sizeof(FP32)
%define FP32_BIT DWORD_BIT ; sizeof(FP32)*BYTE_BIT

%define MMWORD qword ; int64+ (MMX register)
%define SIZEOF_MMWORD SIZEOF_QWORD ; sizeof(MMWORD)
%define MMWORD_BIT QWORD_BIT ; sizeof(MMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; NASM is buggy and doesn't properly handle operand sizes for SSE
; instructions, so for now we have to define XMMWORD as blank.
%define XMMWORD ; int128 (SSE register)
%define SIZEOF_XMMWORD SIZEOF_QWORD ; sizeof(XMMWORD)
%define XMMWORD_BIT   OWORD_BIT   ; sizeof(XMMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; Similar hacks for when we load a dword or MMWORD into an xmm# register
%define XMM_DWORD
%define XMM_MMWORD

%define SIZEOF_BYTE        1    ; sizeof(BYTE)
%define SIZEOF_WORD        2    ; sizeof(WORD)
%define SIZEOF_DWORD      4    ; sizeof(DWORD)
%define SIZEOF_QWORD      8    ; sizeof(QWORD)
%define SIZEOF_OWORD     16    ; sizeof(OWORD)

%define BYTE_BIT          8    ; CHAR_BIT in C
%define WORD_BIT         16    ; sizeof(WORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define DWORD_BIT       32    ; sizeof(DWORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define QWORD_BIT       64    ; sizeof(QWORD)*BYTE_BIT
%define OWORD_BIT      128    ; sizeof(OWORD)*BYTE_BIT

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
;  External Symbol Name
;
%ifndef EXTN
%define EXTN(name)   _ %+ name		; foo() -> _foo
%endif

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------
;  Macros for position-independent code (PIC) support
;
%ifndef GOT_SYMBOL
%undef PIC
%endif

%ifdef PIC ; -------------------------------------------
%ifdef GOT_SYMBOL,._MACHO_PIC_ ; --------------------

; At present, nasm doesn't seem to support PIC generation for Mach-O.
; The PIC support code below is a little tricky.

SECTION SEG CONST
const_base:

%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (got) + (sym) - const_base

%imacro get_GOT 1
; NOTE: this macro destroys ecx resister.
call%%%geteip
addecx, byte (%%%ref - $)
jmpshort %%adjust
%%geteip:
movecx, POINTER [esp]
ret
%%adjust:
pushebp
xorebp,ebp; ebp = 0
%ifidni %1,ebx; (%1 == ebx)
; db 0x8D,0x9C + jmp near const_base =
: lea ebx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,9C,E9,(offset32)
 db0x8D,0x9C; 8D,9C
 jmpnear const_base; E9,(const_base-%%ref)
%%ref:
%endif ; (%1 == ebx)
: db 0x8D,0x8C + jmp near const_base =
: lea ecx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,8C,E9,(offset32)
 db0x8D,0x8C; 8D,8C
 jmpnear const_base; E9,(const_base-%%ref)
%%ref:mov%1, ecx
%endif ; (%1 != ebx)
popebp
%endmacro
%else; GOT_SYMBOL != _MACHO_PIC_  ------------------
%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (got) + (sym) wrt ..gotoff
%imacro get_GOT1
externGOT_SYMBOL
call%%geteip
add%1, GOT_SYMBOL + $$ - $ wrt ..gotpc
jmpshort %%done
%%geteip:
mov%1, POINTER [esp]
ret
%%done:
%endmacro
%endif; GOT_SYMBOL == _MACHO_PIC_  ------------------
%imacro pushpic1.nolist
push% 1
%endmacro
%imacro poppic1.nolist
pop% 1
%endmacro
%imacro movpic2.nolist
mov%1,%2
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%ifdef __x86_64__

%ifdef WIN64

%imacro collect_args 0
push r12
push r13
push r14
push r15
mov r10, rcx
mov r11, rdx
mov r12, r8
mov r13, r9
mov r14, [rax+48]
mov r15, [rax+56]
push rsi
push rdi
sub  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps  XMMWORD [rsp], xmm6
sub  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps  XMMWORD [rsp], xmm7
%endmacro

%imacro uncollect_args 0
movaps  xmm7, XMMWORD [rsp]
add  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
movaps  xmm6, XMMWORD [rsp]
add  rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD
pop rdi
pop rsi
pop r15
pop r14
pop r13
pop r12
%endmacro

%else

%imacro collect_args 0
push r10
push r11
push r12
push r13
push r14
push r15
mov r10, rdi
mov r11, rsi

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimdext.inc
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcdctmgr.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2011 D. R. Commander
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains the forward-DCT management logic.
 * This code selects a particular DCT implementation to be used,
 * and it performs related housekeeping chores including coefficient
 * quantization.
 */
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdarith.c
 *
 * Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains portable arithmetic entropy decoding routines for JPEG
 *
 * Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.
 *
 * Suspension is not currently supported in this module.
 */

# Copyright (C)2009-2011 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
#
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
#   # - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
#      # this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
#   # - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
#      # this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
#      # and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
#   # - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
#      # contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
#      # software without specific prior written permission.
#   # THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
#   # AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
#   # IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
#   # ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
#   # LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
#   # CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
#   # SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
#   # INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
#   # CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
#!/bin/sh

if [ ! "id -u" = "0" ]; then
  echo "ERROR: This script must be executed as root"
  exit -1
fi

PACKAGE=@PACKAGE_NAME@
MACPACKAGE=com.$PACKAGE.$PACKAGE
RECEIPT=/Library/Receipts/$PACKAGE.pkg

LSBOM=
if [ -d $RECEIPT ]; then
  LSBOM='lsbom -s -f -l '$RECEIPT'/Contents/Archive.bom'
else
  LSBOM='pkgutil --files '$MACPACKAGE
fi

mylsbom()
{
  $LSBOM || (echo "ERROR: Could not list package contents"; exit -1)
}

echo Removing package files ...
EXITSTATUS=0
pushd /
mylsbom | while read file; do
  if [ ! -d "$file" ]; then rm "$file" 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1; fi
done
popd

echo Removing package directories ...
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/bin ]; then
  rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/bin 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
fi
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/lib ]; then
  rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/lib 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
fi
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/include ]; then
  rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/include 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
fi
rm /opt/$PACKAGE/lib32 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
rm /opt/$PACKAGE/lib64 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/man/man1 ]; then
  rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/man/man1 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/man ]; then
rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/man 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
fi
if [ -d /opt/$PACKAGE/classes ]; then
rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE/classes 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
fi
rmdir /opt/$PACKAGE 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
rmdir /Library/Documentation/$PACKAGE 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1

if [ -d $RECEIPT ]; then
    echo Removing package receipt ...
    rm -r $RECEIPT 2>&1 || EXITSTATUS=-1
else
    echo Forgetting package $MACPACKAGE ...
    pkgutil --forget $MACPACKAGE
fi
exit $EXITSTATUS

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/uninstall.in
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jcprepct.c
* 
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains the compression preprocessing controller.
* This controller manages the color conversion, downsampling,
* and edge expansion steps.
* 
* Most of the complexity here is associated with buffering input rows
* as required by the downsampler. See the comments at the head of
* jcsample.c for the downsampler's needs.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcprepct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jddctmgr.c
This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
Modified 2002-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:
Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

* This file contains the inverse-DCT management logic.
* This code selects a particular IDCT implementation to be used,
* and it performs related housekeeping chores. No code in this file
* is executed per IDCT step, only during output pass setup.

* Note that the IDCT routines are responsible for performing coefficient
* dequantization as well as the IDCT proper. This module sets up the
* dequantization multiplier table needed by the IDCT routine.
*

Found in path(s):
/opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jddctmgr.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

// Natural Docs is licensed under the GPL.

Found in path(s):
/opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/doc/html/search/search.js
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jinclud.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file exists to provide a single place to fix any problems with
* including the wrong system include files. (Common problems are taken
* care of by the standard jconfig symbols, but on really weird systems
* you may have to edit this file.)
*
* NOTE: this file is NOT intended to be included by applications using the
* JPEG library. Most applications need only include jpeglib.h.
*/
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jinclude.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jmorecfg.h
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains additional configuration options that customize the
 * JPEG software for special applications or support machine-dependent
 * optimizations. Most users will not need to touch this file.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmorecfg.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * djpeg.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG decompressor.
 * It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.
 *
 * Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the
 * compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:
 * djpeg [options]  infile  outfile
 * djpeg [options]  [infile]
 * In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd
 * normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program. Input is
 * either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).
 * The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that
 * don't support pipes. Also, you MUST use the first style if your system
 * doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.
 * To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided. The syntax
 * djpeg [options] -outfile  outfile  infile
* works regardless of which command line style is used.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/djpeg.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jcapistd.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains application interface code for the compression half
* of the JPEG library. These are the "standard" API routines that are
* used in the normal full-compression case. They are not used by a
* transcoding-only application. Note that if an application links in
* jpeg_start_compress, it will end up linking in the entire compressor.
* We thus must separate this file from jcapimin.c to avoid linking the
* whole compression library into a transcoder.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapistd.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdct.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This include file contains common declarations for the forward and
* inverse DCT modules. These declarations are private to the DCT managers
* (j dctmgr.c, j dctmgr.c) and the individual DCT algorithms.
* The individual DCT algorithms are kept in separate files to ease
* machine-dependent tuning (e.g., assembly coding).
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdct.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * jdmerge.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.
 *
 * This file combines functions from jdsample.c and jdcolor.c;
 * read those files first to understand what's going on.
 *
 * When the chroma components are to be upsampled by simple replication
 * (ie, box filtering), we can save some work in color conversion by
 * calculating all the output pixels corresponding to a pair of chroma
 * samples at one time.  In the conversion equations
 * \[ R = Y + K1 \times Cr \]
 * \[ G = Y + K2 \times Cb + K3 \times Cr \]
 * \[ B = Y + K4 \times Cb \]
 * only the \( Y \) term varies among the group of pixels corresponding to a pair
 * of chroma samples, so the rest of the terms can be calculated just once.
 * At typical sampling ratios, this eliminates half or three-quarters of the
 * multiplications needed for color conversion.
 *
 * This file currently provides implementations for the following cases:
 * YCbCr => RGB color conversion only.
 * Sampling ratios of 2h1v or 2h2v.
 * No scaling needed at upsample time.
 * Corner-aligned (non-CCIR601) sampling alignment.
 * Other special cases could be added, but in most applications these are
 * the only common cases.  (For uncommon cases we fall back on the more
 * general code in jdsample.c and jdcolor.c.)
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmerge.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jctrans.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1995-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains library routines for transcoding compression,
* that is, writing raw DCT coefficient arrays to an output JPEG file.
* The routines in jcapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jctrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

%ifarch x86_64
%define __lib lib64
%else
%define __lib lib
%endif

Summary: A SIMD-accelerated JPEG codec that provides both the libjpeg and TurboJPEG APIs
Name: @PACKAGE_NAME@
Version: @VERSION@
Vendor: The libjpeg-turbo Project
URL: http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org
Group: System Environment/Libraries
-->Source0: http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/libjpeg-turbo/libjpeg-turbo-%{version}.tar.gz
Release: @BUILD@
License: BSD-style
BuildRoot: %{_blddir}/%{name}-buildroot-%{version}-%{release}
Prereq: /sbin/ldconfig
%ifarch x86_64
Provides: %name = %{version}-%{release}, turbojpeg = 2.00, libturbojpeg.so()(64bit)
%else
Provides: %name = %{version}-%{release}, turbojpeg = 2.00, libturbojpeg.so
%endif
Obsoletes: turbojpeg

%description
libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and
big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.

```bash
#--->%prep
#--->%setup -q

#--->%build
#--->./configure libdir=/opt/%{name}/%{__lib} mandir=/opt/%{name}/man
JPEG_LIB_VERSION=@JPEG_LIB_VERSION@ SO_MAJOR_VERSION=@SO_MAJOR_VERSION@
SO_MINOR_VERSION=@SO_MINOR_VERSION@ --with-pic @RPM_CONFIG_ARGS@
#-->make DESTDIR=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT libdir=/opt/%{name}/%{__lib} mandir=/opt/%{name}/man

%install
	rm -rf $RPM_BUILD_ROOT
make install DESTDIR=$RPM_BUILD_ROOT libdir=/opt/%{name}/%{__lib} mandir=/opt/%{name}/man
docdir=/opt/%{name}/doc exampledir=/opt/%{name}/doc
rm -f $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/*/*.la
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr/%{__lib}
mv $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.* $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr/%{__lib}/
/sbin/ldconfig -n $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr/%{__lib}/
ln -fs /usr/include/turbojpeg.h $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr/include
ln -fs /usr/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.a $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/usr/%{__lib}/
mkdir -p $RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_defaultdocdir}
mv $RPM_BUILD_ROOT/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.a $RPM_BUILD_ROOT%{_defaultdocdir}/%{name}-%{version}/

%post -p /sbin/ldconfig

%postun -p /sbin/ldconfig

%clean
rm -rf $RPM_BUILD_ROOT

%files
%defattr(-,root,root)
%dir %{__defaultdocdir}/%{name}-%{version}/
%doc %{__defaultdocdir}/%{name}-%{version}/
%dir /opt/%{name}
```
%dir /opt/%{name}/bin
/opt/%{name}/bin/cjpeg
/opt/%{name}/bin/djpeg
/opt/%{name}/bin/jpegtran
/opt/%{name}/bin/tjbench
/opt/%{name}/bin/rdjpgcom
/opt/%{name}/bin/wrjpgcom
%dir /opt/%{name}/%{__lib}
%ifarch x86_64
%else
/opt/%{name}/lib32
%endif
/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/libjpeg.so.@SO_MAJOR_VERSION@.@SO_AGE@.@SO_MINOR_VERSION@
/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/libjpeg.so.
/opt/%{name}/%{__lib}/libjpeg.a
/usr/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.so.0.0.0
/usr/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.so
/usr/%{__lib}/libturbojpeg.a
/usr/include/turbojpeg.h
%dir /opt/%{name}/include
/opt/%{name}/include/jconfig.h
/opt/%{name}/include/jerror.h
/opt/%{name}/include/jmorecfg.h
/opt/%{name}/include/jpeglib.h
/opt/%{name}/include/turbojpeg.h
%dir /opt/%{name}/man
%dir /opt/%{name}/man/man1
/opt/%{name}/man/man1/cjpeg.1*
/opt/%{name}/man/man1/djpeg.1*
/opt/%{name}/man/man1/jpegtran.1*
/opt/%{name}/man/man1/rdjpgcom.1*
/opt/%{name}/man/man1/wrjpgcom.1*
@JAVA_RPM_CONTENTS_1@
@JAVA_RPM_CONTENTS_2@

%changelog

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/libjpeg-turbo-turbo.spec.in
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdatasrc.c
* The actual configuration options for a particular installation are stored
* in jconfig.h. On many machines, jconfig.h can be generated automatically
* or copied from one of the "canned" jconfig files that we supply. But if
* you need to generate a jconfig.h file by hand, this file tells you how.
*
* DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE --- IT WON'T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING.
* EDIT A COPY NAMED JCONFIG.H.
*/

/*
* These symbols indicate the properties of your machine or compiler.
* #define the symbol if yes, #undef it if no.
*/

/* Does your compiler support function prototypes?
* (If not, you also need to use ansi2knr, see install.txt)
* #define HAVE_PROTOTYPES
*/

/* Does your compiler support the declaration "unsigned char" ?
* How about "unsigned short" ?
* #define HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR
#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_SHORT
*/

/* Define "void" as 'char' if your compiler doesn't know about type void.
* NOTE: be sure to define void such that "void *" represents the most general
* pointer type, e.g., that returned by malloc().
*/
/* #define void char */

/* Define "const" as empty if your compiler doesn't know the "const" keyword.
*/
/* #define const */

/* Define this if an ordinary "char" type is unsigned.
* If you're not sure, leaving it undefined will work at some cost in speed.
* If you defined HAVE UNSIGNED_CHAR then the speed difference is minimal.
*/
#undef CHAR_IS_UNSIGNED

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stddef.h> file.
*/
#define HAVE_STDDEF_H

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stdlib.h> file.
*/
/*
#define HAVE_STDLIB_H

/* Define this if your system does not have an ANSI/SysV <string.h>,
 * but does have a BSD-style <strings.h>.
 */
#undef NEED_BSD_STRINGS

/* Define this if your system does not provide typedef size_t in any of the
 * ANSI-standard places (stddef.h, stdlib.h, or stdio.h), but places it in
 * <sys/types.h> instead.
 */
#undef NEED_SYS_TYPES_H

/* For 80x86 machines, you need to define NEED_FAR_POINTERS,
 * unless you are using a large-data memory model or 80386 flat-memory mode.
 * On less brain-damaged CPUs this symbol must not be defined.
 * (Defining this symbol causes large data structures to be referenced through
 * "far" pointers and to be allocated with a special version of malloc.)
 */
#undef NEED_FAR_POINTERS

/* Define this if your linker needs global names to be unique in less
 * than the first 15 characters.
 */
#undef NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES

/* Although a real ANSI C compiler can deal perfectly well with pointers to
 * unspecified structures (see "incomplete types" in the spec), a few pre-ANSI
 * and pseudo-ANSI compilers get confused. To keep one of these bozos happy,
 * define INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN. This is not recommended unless you
 * actually get "missing structure definition" warnings or errors while
 * compiling the JPEG code.
 */
#undef INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN

/* Define "boolean" as unsigned char, not int, on Windows systems.
 */
#if defined _WIN32
#if defined __RPCNDR_H__/* don't conflict if rpcndr.h already read */
typedef unsigned char boolean;
#endif
#define HAVE_BOOLEAN/* prevent jmorecfg.h from redefining it */
#endif

/*
 * The following options affect code selection within the JPEG library,
 */
* but they don't need to be visible to applications using the library.
* To minimize application namespace pollution, the symbols won't be
* defined unless JPEG_INTERNALS has been defined.
*/

#ifdef JPEG_INTERNALS

/* Define this if your compiler implements ">>" on signed values as a logical
* (unsigned) shift; leave it undefined if ">>" is a signed (arithmetic) shift,
* which is the normal and rational definition.
*/
#undef RIGHT_SHIFT_IS_UNSIGNED

#endif /* JPEG_INTERNALS */

/*
* The remaining options do not affect the JPEG library proper,
* but only the sample applications cjpe/djpeg (see cjpe.c, djpe.c).
* Other applications can ignore these.
*/

#ifdef JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG

/* These defines indicate which image (non-JPEG) file formats are allowed. */

#define BMP_SUPPORTED	/* BMP image file format */
#define GIF_SUPPORTED	/* GIF image file format */
#define PPM_SUPPORTED	/* PBMPLUS PPM/PGM image file format */
#undef RLE_SUPPORTED	/* Utah RLE image file format */
#define TARGA_SUPPORTED	/* Targa image file format */

/* Define this if you want to name both input and output files on the command
* line, rather than using stdout and optionally stdin. You MUST do this if
* your system can't cope with binary I/O to stdin/stdout. See comments at
* head of cjpe.c or djpe.c.
*/
#undef TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE

/* Define this if your system needs explicit cleanup of temporary files.
* This is crucial under MS-DOS, where the temporary "files" may be areas
* of extended memory; on most other systems it's not as important.
*/
#undef NEED_SIGNAL_CATCHER

/* By default, we open image files with fopen(...,"rb") or fopen(...,"wb").
* This is necessary on systems that distinguish text files from binary files,
* and is harmless on most systems that don't. If you have one of the rare
* systems that complains about the "b" spec, define this symbol.
*/
#define DONT_USE_B_MODE

/* Define this if you want percent-done progress reports from cjpeg/djpeg.
*/
#define PROGRESS_REPORT

#endif /* JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jconfig.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jfdctint.c
* *
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* *
* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the
* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
* *
* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT
* on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are
* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
* *
* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in
* C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT
* Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,
* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.
* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.
* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one
* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in
* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctint.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jsimd_none.c

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
*
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
*
* This file contains stubs for when there is no SIMD support available.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd_none.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

IJG JPEG LIBRARY: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
It was modified by The libjpeg-turbo Project to include only information relevant to libjpeg-turbo.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file provides an overview of the architecture of the IJG JPEG software; that is, the functions of the various modules in the system and the interfaces between modules. For more precise details about any data structure or calling convention, see the include files and comments in the source code.

We assume that the reader is already somewhat familiar with the JPEG standard. The README file includes references for learning about JPEG. The file libjpeg.txt describes the library from the viewpoint of an application programmer using the library; it's best to read that file before this one. Also, the file coderules.txt describes the coding style conventions we use.

In this document, JPEG-specific terminology follows the JPEG standard:
A "component" means a color channel, e.g., Red or Luminance.
A "sample" is a single component value (i.e., one number in the image data).
A "coefficient" is a frequency coefficient (a DCT transform output number).
A "block" is an 8x8 group of samples or coefficients.
An "MCU" (minimum coded unit) is an interleaved set of blocks of size determined by the sampling factors, or a single block in a noninterleaved scan.
We do not use the terms "pixel" and "sample" interchangeably. When we say pixel, we mean an element of the full-size image, while a sample is an element of the downsampled image. Thus the number of samples may vary across
components while the number of pixels does not. (This terminology is not used rigorously throughout the code, but it is used in places where confusion would otherwise result.)

*** System features ***

The IJG distribution contains two parts:
* A subroutine library for JPEG compression and decompression.
* cjpeg/djpeg, two sample applications that use the library to transform
  JFIF JPEG files to and from several other image formats.
cjpeg/djpeg are of no great intellectual complexity: they merely add a simple command-line user interface and I/O routines for several uncompressed image formats. This document concentrates on the library itself.

We desire the library to be capable of supporting all JPEG baseline, extended sequential, and progressive DCT processes. Hierarchical processes are not supported.

The library does not support the lossless (spatial) JPEG process. Lossless JPEG shares little or no code with lossy JPEG, and would normally be used without the extensive pre- and post-processing provided by this library. We feel that lossless JPEG is better handled by a separate library.

Within these limits, any set of compression parameters allowed by the JPEG spec should be readable for decompression. (We can be more restrictive about what formats we can generate.) Although the system design allows for all parameter values, some uncommon settings are not yet implemented and may never be; nonintegral sampling ratios are the prime example. Furthermore, we treat 8-bit vs. 12-bit data precision as a compile-time switch, not a run-time option, because most machines can store 8-bit pixels much more compactly than 12-bit.

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in particular the widely used JFIF file format. The library can be used by surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that are embedded in more complex file formats. (For example, libtiff uses this library to implement JPEG compression within the TIFF file format.)

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG. These functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after decompression. They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling, and color quantization. This code can be omitted if not needed.

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing, and even more so in decompression postprocessing. The decompression library provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,
ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation. On the compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since compression is normally less time-critical. It should be understood that the low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements; nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

*** Portability issues ***

Portability is an essential requirement for the library. The key portability issues that show up at the level of system architecture are:

1. Memory usage. We want the code to be able to run on PC-class machines with limited memory. Images should therefore be processed sequentially (in strips), to avoid holding the whole image in memory at once. Where a full-image buffer is necessary, we should be able to use either virtual memory or temporary files.

2. Near/far pointer distinction. To run efficiently on 80x86 machines, the code should distinguish "small" objects (kept in near data space) from "large" ones (kept in far data space). This is an annoying restriction, but fortunately it does not impact code quality for less brain-damaged machines, and the source code clutter turns out to be minimal with sufficient use of pointer typedefs.

3. Data precision. We assume that "char" is at least 8 bits, "short" and "int" at least 16, "long" at least 32. The code will work fine with larger data sizes, although memory may be used inefficiently in some cases. However, the JPEG compressed datastream must ultimately appear on external storage as a sequence of 8-bit bytes if it is to conform to the standard. This may pose a problem on machines where char is wider than 8 bits. The library represents compressed data as an array of values of typedef JOCTET. If no data type exactly 8 bits wide is available, custom data source and data destination modules must be written to unpack and pack the chosen JOCTET datatype into 8-bit external representation.

*** System overview ***

The compressor and decompressor are each divided into two main sections: the JPEG compressor or decompressor proper, and the preprocessing or postprocessing functions. The interface between these two sections is the image data that the official JPEG spec regards as its input or output: this data is in the colorspace to be used for compression, and it is downsampled to the sampling factors to be used. The preprocessing and postprocessing steps are responsible for converting a normal image representation to or from this form. (Those few applications that want to deal with YCbCr downsampled data can skip the preprocessing or postprocessing step.)
Looking more closely, the compressor library contains the following main elements:

Preprocessing:
* Color space conversion (e.g., RGB to YCbCr).
* Edge expansion and downsampling. Optionally, this step can do simple smoothing --- this is often helpful for low-quality source data.

JPEG proper:
* MCU assembly, DCT, quantization.
* Entropy coding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).

In addition to these modules we need overall control, marker generation, and support code (memory management & error handling). There is also a module responsible for physically writing the output data --- typically this is just an interface to fwrite(), but some applications may need to do something else with the data.

The decompressor library contains the following main elements:

JPEG proper:
* Entropy decoding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).
* Dequantization, inverse DCT, MCU disassembly.

Postprocessing:
* Upsampling. Optionally, this step may be able to do more general rescaling of the image.
* Color space conversion (e.g., YCbCr to RGB). This step may also provide gamma adjustment [ currently it does not ].
* Optional color quantization (e.g., reduction to 256 colors).
* Optional color precision reduction (e.g., 24-bit to 15-bit color).
[This feature is not currently implemented.]

We also need overall control, marker parsing, and a data source module.
The support code (memory management & error handling) can be shared with the compression half of the library.

There may be several implementations of each of these elements, particularly in the decompressor, where a wide range of speed/quality tradeoffs is very useful. It must be understood that some of the best speedups involve merging adjacent steps in the pipeline. For example, upsampling, color space conversion, and color quantization might all be done at once when using a low-quality ordered-dither technique. The system architecture is designed to allow such merging where appropriate.

Note: it is convenient to regard edge expansion (padding to block boundaries) as a preprocessing/postprocessing function, even though the JPEG spec includes it in compression/decompression. We do this because downsampling/upsampling
can be simplified a little if they work on padded data: it's not necessary to have special cases at the right and bottom edges. Therefore the interface buffer is always an integral number of blocks wide and high, and we expect compression preprocessing to pad the source data properly. Padding will occur only to the next block (8-sample) boundary. In an interleaved-scan situation, additional dummy blocks may be used to fill out MCUs, but the MCU assembly and disassembly logic will create or discard these blocks internally. (This is advantageous for speed reasons, since we avoid DCTing the dummy blocks. It also permits a small reduction in file size, because the compressor can choose dummy block contents so as to minimize their size in compressed form. Finally, it makes the interface buffer specification independent of whether the file is actually interleaved or not.) Applications that wish to deal directly with the downsampled data must provide similar buffering and padding for odd-sized images.

*** Poor man's object-oriented programming ***

It should be clear by now that we have a lot of quasi-independent processing steps, many of which have several possible behaviors. To avoid cluttering the code with lots of switch statements, we use a simple form of object-style programming to separate out the different possibilities.

For example, two different color quantization algorithms could be implemented as two separate modules that present the same external interface; at runtime, the calling code will access the proper module indirectly through an "object".

We can get the limited features we need while staying within portable C. The basic tool is a function pointer. An "object" is just a struct containing one or more function pointer fields, each of which corresponds to a method name in real object-oriented languages. During initialization we fill in the function pointers with references to whichever module we have determined we need to use in this run. Then invocation of the module is done by indirecting through a function pointer; on most machines this is no more expensive than a switch statement, which would be the only other way of making the required run-time choice. The really significant benefit, of course, is keeping the source code clean and well structured.

We can also arrange to have private storage that varies between different implementations of the same kind of object. We do this by making all the module-specific object structs be separately allocated entities, which will be accessed via pointers in the master compression or decompression struct. The "public" fields or methods for a given kind of object are specified by a commonly known struct. But a module's initialization code can allocate a larger struct that contains the common struct as its first member, plus additional private fields. With appropriate pointer casting, the module's internal functions can access these private fields. (For a simple example, see jdatadst.c, which implements the external interface specified by struct
jpeg_destination_mgr, but adds extra fields.)

(Of course this would all be a lot easier if we were using C++, but we are not yet prepared to assume that everyone has a C++ compiler.)

An important benefit of this scheme is that it is easy to provide multiple versions of any method, each tuned to a particular case. While a lot of precalculation might be done to select an optimal implementation of a method, the cost per invocation is constant. For example, the upsampling step might have a "generic" method, plus one or more "hardwired" methods for the most popular sampling factors; the hardwired methods would be faster because they'd use straight-line code instead of for-loops. The cost to determine which method to use is paid only once, at startup, and the selection criteria are hidden from the callers of the method.

This plan differs a little bit from usual object-oriented structures, in that only one instance of each object class will exist during execution. The reason for having the class structure is that on different runs we may create different instances (choose to execute different modules). You can think of the term "method" as denoting the common interface presented by a particular set of interchangeable functions, and "object" as denoting a group of related methods, or the total shared interface behavior of a group of modules.

*** Overall control structure ***

We previously mentioned the need for overall control logic in the compression and decompression libraries. In IJG implementations prior to v5, overall control was mostly provided by "pipeline control" modules, which proved to be large, unwieldy, and hard to understand. To improve the situation, the control logic has been subdivided into multiple modules. The control modules consist of:

1. Master control for module selection and initialization. This has two responsibilities:

   1A. Startup initialization at the beginning of image processing.
       The individual processing modules to be used in this run are selected
       and given initialization calls.

   1B. Per-pass control. This determines how many passes will be performed
       and calls each active processing module to configure itself
       appropriately at the beginning of each pass. End-of-pass processing,
       where necessary, is also invoked from the master control module.

Method selection is partially distributed, in that a particular processing module may contain several possible implementations of a particular method, which it will select among when given its initialization call. The master
control code need only be concerned with decisions that affect more than one module.

2. Data buffering control. A separate control module exists for each inter-processing-step data buffer. This module is responsible for invoking the processing steps that write or read that data buffer.

Each buffer controller sees the world as follows:

input data => processing step A => buffer => processing step B => output data
            |          |          |
            ------------------ controller ------------------

The controller knows the dataflow requirements of steps A and B: how much data they want to accept in one chunk and how much they output in one chunk. Its function is to manage its buffer and call A and B at the proper times.

A data buffer control module may itself be viewed as a processing step by a higher-level control module; thus the control modules form a binary tree with elementary processing steps at the leaves of the tree.

The control modules are objects. A considerable amount of flexibility can be had by replacing implementations of a control module. For example:
* Merging of adjacent steps in the pipeline is done by replacing a control module and its pair of processing-step modules with a single processing-step module. (Hence the possible merges are determined by the tree of control modules.)
* In some processing modes, a given interstep buffer need only be a "strip" buffer large enough to accommodate the desired data chunk sizes. In other modes, a full-image buffer is needed and several passes are required. The control module determines which kind of buffer is used and manipulates virtual array buffers as needed. One or both processing steps may be unaware of the multi-pass behavior.

In theory, we might be able to make all of the data buffer controllers interchangeable and provide just one set of implementations for all. In practice, each one contains considerable special-case processing for its particular job. The buffer controller concept should be regarded as an overall system structuring principle, not as a complete description of the task performed by any one controller.

*** Compression object structure ***

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG compression library:

|-- Colorspace conversion
   |-- Preprocessing controller --|
This sketch also describes the flow of control (subroutine calls) during typical image data processing. Each of the components shown in the diagram is an "object" which may have several different implementations available. One or more source code files contain the actual implementation(s) of each object.

The objects shown above are:

* **Main controller:** buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which holds the preprocessed input data. This controller invokes preprocessing to fill the subsampled-data buffer, and JPEG compression to empty it. There is usually no need for a full-image buffer here; a strip buffer is adequate.

* **Preprocessing controller:** buffer controller for the downsampling input data buffer, which lies between colorspace conversion and downsampling. Note that a unified conversion/downsampling module would probably replace this controller entirely.

* **Colorspace conversion:** converts application image data into the desired JPEG color space; also changes the data from pixel-interleaved layout to separate component planes. Processes one pixel row at a time.

* **Downsampling:** performs reduction of chroma components as required. Optionally may perform pixel-level smoothing as well. Processes a "row group" at a time, where a row group is defined as Vmax pixel rows of each component before downsampling, and Vk sample rows afterwards (remember Vk differs across components). Some downsampling or smoothing algorithms may require context rows above and below the current row group; the preprocessing controller is responsible for supplying these rows via proper buffering. The downsampler is responsible for edge expansion at the right edge (i.e., extending each sample row to a multiple of 8 samples); but the preprocessing controller is responsible for vertical edge expansion (i.e., duplicating the bottom sample row as needed to make a multiple of 8 rows).

* **Coefficient controller:** buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data. This controller handles MCU assembly, including insertion of dummy DCT blocks when needed at the right or bottom edge. When performing Huffman-code optimization or emitting a multiscan JPEG file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image. The equivalent of one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call, even when the JPEG file is noninterleaved.

* **Forward DCT and quantization:** Perform DCT, quantize, and emit coefficients.
Works on one or more DCT blocks at a time. (Note: the coefficients are now emitted in normal array order, which the entropy encoder is expected to convert to zigzag order as necessary. Prior versions of the IJG code did the conversion to zigzag order within the quantization step.)

* Entropy encoding: Perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy coding and emit the coded data to the data destination module. Works on one MCU per call. For progressive JPEG, the same DCT blocks are fed to the entropy coder during each pass, and the coder must emit the appropriate subset of coefficients.

In addition to the above objects, the compression library includes these objects:

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall and per-pass initialization of the other modules.

* Marker writing: generates JPEG markers (except for RSTn, which is emitted by the entropy encoder when needed).

* Data destination manager: writes the output JPEG datastream to its final destination (e.g., a file). The destination manager supplied with the library knows how to write to a stdio stream or to a memory buffer; for other behaviors, the surrounding application may provide its own destination manager.

* Memory manager: allocates and releases memory, controls virtual arrays (with backing store management, where required).

* Error handler: performs formatting and output of error and trace messages; determines handling of nonfatal errors. The surrounding application may override some or all of this object’s methods to change error handling.

* Progress monitor: supports output of "percent-done" progress reports. This object represents an optional callback to the surrounding application: if wanted, it must be supplied by the application.

The error handler, destination manager, and progress monitor objects are defined as separate objects in order to simplify application-specific customization of the JPEG library. A surrounding application may override individual methods or supply its own all-new implementation of one of these objects. The object interfaces for these objects are therefore treated as part of the application interface of the library, whereas the other objects are internal to the library.

The error handler and memory manager are shared by JPEG compression and decompression; the progress monitor, if used, may be shared as well.
*** Decompression object structure ***

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG decompression library:

```
|-- Main controller --|
 |                      |-- Entropy decoding
 |                      |   |-- Coefficient controller --|
 |                      |       |   |-- Dequantize, Inverse DCT
 |                      |       |   |-- Dequantization, Inverse DCT
 |                      |       |-- Dequantize, Inverse DCT
 |                      |       |-- Upsampling
 |                      |       |-- Postprocessing controller --|   |-- Colorspace conversion
 |                      |       |-- Color quantization
 |                      |       |-- Color precision reduction
```

As before, this diagram also represents typical control flow. The objects shown are:

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which holds the output of JPEG decompression proper. This controller's primary task is to feed the postprocessing procedure. Some upsampling algorithms may require context rows above and below the current row group; when this is true, the main controller is responsible for managing its buffer so as to make context rows available. In the current design, the main buffer is always a strip buffer; a full-image buffer is never required.

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data. This controller handles MCU disassembly, including deletion of any dummy DCT blocks at the right or bottom edge. When reading a multiscan JPEG file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image. (Buffering DCT coefficients, rather than samples, is necessary to support progressive JPEG.) The equivalent of one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call, even when the source JPEG file is noninterleaved.

* Entropy decoding: Read coded data from the data source module and perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy decoding. Works on one MCU per call. For progressive JPEG decoding, the coefficient controller supplies the prior coefficients of each MCU (initially all zeroes), which the entropy decoder modifies in each scan.

* Dequantization and inverse DCT: like it says. Note that the coefficients buffered by the coefficient controller have NOT been dequantized; we merge dequantization and inverse DCT into a single step for speed reasons. When scaled-down output is asked for, simplified DCT algorithms may be used that emit fewer samples per DCT block, not the full 8x8. Works on one DCT block at a time.

* Postprocessing controller: buffer controller for the color quantization
input buffer, when quantization is in use. (Without quantization, this controller just calls the upsampler.) For two-pass quantization, this controller is responsible for buffering the full-image data.

* Upsampling: restores chroma components to full size. (May support more general output rescaling, too. Note that if undersized DCT outputs have been emitted by the DCT module, this module must adjust so that properly sized outputs are created.) Works on one row group at a time. This module also calls the color conversion module, so its top level is effectively a buffer controller for the upsampling->color conversion buffer. However, in all but the highest-quality operating modes, upsampling and color conversion are likely to be merged into a single step.

* Colorspace conversion: convert from JPEG color space to output color space, and change data layout from separate component planes to pixel-interleaved. Works on one pixel row at a time.

* Color quantization: reduce the data to colormapped form, using either an externally specified colormap or an internally generated one. This module is not used for full-color output. Works on one pixel row at a time; may require two passes to generate a color map. Note that the output will always be a single component representing colormap indexes. In the current design, the output values are JSAMPLEs, so an 8-bit compilation cannot quantize to more than 256 colors. This is unlikely to be a problem in practice.

* Color reduction: this module handles color precision reduction, e.g., generating 15-bit color (5 bits/primary) from JPEG's 24-bit output. Not quite clear yet how this should be handled... should we merge it with colorspace conversion???

Note that some high-speed operating modes might condense the entire postprocessing sequence to a single module (upsample, color convert, and quantize in one step).

In addition to the above objects, the decompression library includes these objects:

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall and per-pass initialization of the other modules. This is subdivided into input and output control: jdinput.c controls only input-side processing, while jdmaster.c handles overall initialization and output-side control.

* Marker reading: decodes JPEG markers (except for RSTn).

* Data source manager: supplies the input JPEG datastream. The source manager supplied with the library knows how to read from a stdio stream or from a memory buffer; for other behaviors, the surrounding application
may provide its own source manager.

* Memory manager: same as for compression library.

* Error handler: same as for compression library.

* Progress monitor: same as for compression library.

As with compression, the data source manager, error handler, and progress monitor are candidates for replacement by a surrounding application.

*** Decompression input and output separation ***

To support efficient incremental display of progressive JPEG files, the decompressor is divided into two sections that can run independently:

1. Data input includes marker parsing, entropy decoding, and input into the coefficient controller's DCT coefficient buffer. Note that this processing is relatively cheap and fast.

2. Data output reads from the DCT coefficient buffer and performs the IDCT and all postprocessing steps.

For a progressive JPEG file, the data input processing is allowed to get arbitrarily far ahead of the data output processing. (This occurs only if the application calls jpeg_consume_input(); otherwise input and output run in lockstep, since the input section is called only when the output section needs more data.) In this way the application can avoid making extra display passes when data is arriving faster than the display pass can run. Furthermore, it is possible to abort an output pass without losing anything, since the coefficient buffer is read-only as far as the output section is concerned. See libjpeg.txt for more detail.

A full-image coefficient array is only created if the JPEG file has multiple scans (or if the application specifies buffered-image mode anyway). When reading a single-scan file, the coefficient controller normally creates only a one-MCU buffer, so input and output processing must run in lockstep in this case. jpeg_consume_input() is effectively a no-op in this situation.

The main impact of dividing the decompressor in this fashion is that we must be very careful with shared variables in the cinfo data structure. Each variable that can change during the course of decompression must be classified as belonging to data input or data output, and each section must look only at its own variables. For example, the data output section may not depend on any of the variables that describe the current scan in the JPEG file, because these may change as the data input section advances into a new scan.
The progress monitor is (somewhat arbitrarily) defined to treat input of the file as one pass when buffered-image mode is not used, and to ignore data input work completely when buffered-image mode is used. Note that the library has no reliable way to predict the number of passes when dealing with a progressive JPEG file, nor can it predict the number of output passes in buffered-image mode. So the work estimate is inherently bogus anyway.

No comparable division is currently made in the compression library, because there isn't any real need for it.

*** Data formats ***

Arrays of pixel sample values use the following data structure:

```c
typedef something JSAMPLE; a pixel component value, 0..MAXJSAMPLE
typedef JSAMPLE *JSAMPROW; ptr to a row of samples
typedef JSAMPROW *JSAMPARRAY; ptr to a list of rows
typedef JSAMPARRAY *JSAMPIMAGE; ptr to a list of color-component arrays
```

The basic element type JSAMPLE will typically be one of unsigned char, (signed) char, or short. Short will be used if samples wider than 8 bits are to be supported (this is a compile-time option). Otherwise, unsigned char is used if possible. If the compiler only supports signed chars, then it is necessary to mask off the value when reading. Thus, all reads of JSAMPLE values must be coded as "GETJSAMPLE(value)", where the macro will be defined as "((value) & 0xFF)" on signed-char machines and "((int) (value))" elsewhere.

With these conventions, JSAMPLE values can be assumed to be >= 0. This helps simplify correct rounding during downsampling, etc. The JPEG standard's specification that sample values run from -128..127 is accommodated by subtracting 128 from the sample value in the DCT step. Similarly, during decompression the output of the IDCT step will be immediately shifted back to 0..255. (NB: different values are required when 12-bit samples are in use. The code is written in terms of MAXJSAMPLE and CENTERJSAMPLE, which will be defined as 255 and 128 respectively in an 8-bit implementation, and as 4095 and 2048 in a 12-bit implementation.)

We use a pointer per row, rather than a two-dimensional JSAMPLE array. This choice costs only a small amount of memory and has several benefits:
* Code using the data structure doesn't need to know the allocated width of the rows. This simplifies edge expansion/compression, since we can work in an array that's wider than the logical picture width.
* Indexing doesn't require multiplication; this is a performance win on many machines.
* Arrays with more than 64K total elements can be supported even on machines where malloc() cannot allocate chunks larger than 64K.
* The rows forming a component array may be allocated at different times without extra copying. This trick allows some speedups in smoothing steps that need access to the previous and next rows.

Note that each color component is stored in a separate array; we don't use the traditional layout in which the components of a pixel are stored together. This simplifies coding of modules that work on each component independently, because they don't need to know how many components there are. Furthermore, we can read or write each component to a temporary file independently, which is helpful when dealing with noninterleaved JPEG files.

In general, a specific sample value is accessed by code such as

```c
GETJSAMPLE(image[colorcomponent][row][col])
```

where `col` is measured from the image left edge, but `row` is measured from the first sample row currently in memory. Either of the first two indexings can be precomputed by copying the relevant pointer.

Since most image-processing applications prefer to work on images in which the components of a pixel are stored together, the data passed to or from the surrounding application uses the traditional convention: a single pixel is represented by N consecutive JSAMPLE values, and an image row is an array of (# of color components)*(image width) JSAMPLEs. One or more rows of data can be represented by a pointer of type JSAMPARRAY in this scheme. This scheme is converted to component-wise storage inside the JPEG library. (Applications that want to skip JPEG preprocessing or postprocessing will have to contend with component-wise storage.)

Arrays of DCT-coefficient values use the following data structure:

```c
typedef short JCOEF; // a 16-bit signed integer
typedef JCOEF JBLOCK[DCTSIZE2]; // an 8x8 block of coefficients
typedef JBLOCK *JBLOCKROW; // ptr to one horizontal row of 8x8 blocks
typedef JBLOCKROW *JBLOCKARRAY; // ptr to a list of such rows
typedef JBLOCKARRAY *JBLOCKIMAGE; // ptr to a list of color component arrays
```

The underlying type is at least a 16-bit signed integer; while "short" is big enough on all machines of interest, on some machines it is preferable to use "int" for speed reasons, despite the storage cost. Coefficients are grouped into 8x8 blocks (but we always use #defines DCTSIZE and DCTSIZE2 rather than "8" and "64").

The contents of a coefficient block may be in either "natural" or zigzagged order, and may be true values or divided by the quantization coefficients, depending on where the block is in the processing pipeline. In the current library, coefficient blocks are kept in natural order everywhere; the entropy codecs zigzag or dezigzag the data as it is written or read. The blocks
contain quantized coefficients everywhere outside the DCT/IDCT subsystems. 
(This latter decision may need to be revisited to support variable 
quantization a la JPEG Part 3.)

Notice that the allocation unit is now a row of 8x8 blocks, corresponding to 
eight rows of samples. Otherwise the structure is much the same as for 
samples, and for the same reasons.

On machines where malloc() can't handle a request bigger than 64Kb, this data 
structure limits us to rows of less than 512 JBLOCKs, or a picture width of 
4000+ pixels. This seems an acceptable restriction.

On 80x86 machines, the bottom-level pointer types (JSAMPROW and JBLOCKROW) 
must be declared as "far" pointers, but the upper levels can be "near" 
(implying that the pointer lists are allocated in the DS segment).
We use a #define symbol FAR, which expands to the "far" keyword when 
compiling on 80x86 machines and to nothing elsewhere.

*** Suspendable processing ***

In some applications it is desirable to use the JPEG library as an 
incremental, memory-to-memory filter. In this situation the data source or 
destination may be a limited-size buffer, and we can't rely on being able to 
empty or refill the buffer at arbitrary times. Instead the application would 
like to have control return from the library at buffer overflow/underrun, and 
then resume compression or decompression at a later time.

This scenario is supported for simple cases. (For anything more complex, we 
recommend that the application "bite the bullet" and develop real multitasking 
capability.) The libjpeg.txt file goes into more detail about the usage and 
limitations of this capability; here we address the implications for library 
structure.

The essence of the problem is that the entropy codec (coder or decoder) must 
be prepared to stop at arbitrary times. In turn, the controllers that call 
the entropy codec must be able to stop before having produced or consumed all 
the data that they normally would handle in one call. That part is reasonably 
straightforward: we make the controller call interfaces include "progress 
counters” which indicate the number of data chunks successfully processed, and 
we require callers to test the counter rather than just assume all of the data 
was processed.

Rather than trying to restart at an arbitrary point, the current Huffman 
codecs are designed to restart at the beginning of the current MCU after a 
suspension due to buffer overflow/underrun. At the start of each call, the 
codec’s internal state is loaded from permanent storage (in the JPEG object
structures) into local variables. On successful completion of the MCU, the permanent state is updated. (This copying is not very expensive, and may even lead to *improved* performance if the local variables can be registerized.) If a suspension occurs, the codec simply returns without updating the state, thus effectively reverting to the start of the MCU. Note that this implies leaving some data unprocessed in the source/destination buffer (ie, the compressed partial MCU). The data source/destination module interfaces are specified so as to make this possible. This also implies that the data buffer must be large enough to hold a worst-case compressed MCU; a couple thousand bytes should be enough.

In a successive-approximation AC refinement scan, the progressive Huffman decoder has to be able to undo assignments of newly nonzero coefficients if it suspends before the MCU is complete, since decoding requires distinguishing previously-zero and previously-nonzero coefficients. This is a bit tedious but probably won't have much effect on performance. Other variants of Huffman decoding need not worry about this, since they will just store the same values again if forced to repeat the MCU.

This approach would probably not work for an arithmetic codec, since its modifiable state is quite large and couldn't be copied cheaply. Instead it would have to suspend and resume exactly at the point of the buffer end.

The JPEG marker reader is designed to cope with suspension at an arbitrary point. It does so by backing up to the start of the marker parameter segment, so the data buffer must be big enough to hold the largest marker of interest. Again, a couple KB should be adequate. (A special "skip" convention is used to bypass COM and APPn markers, so these can be larger than the buffer size without causing problems; otherwise a 64K buffer would be needed in the worst case.)

The JPEG marker writer currently does *not* cope with suspension. We feel that this is not necessary; it is much easier simply to require the application to ensure there is enough buffer space before starting. (An empty 2K buffer is more than sufficient for the header markers; and ensuring there are a dozen or two bytes available before calling jpeg_finish_compress() will suffice for the trailer.) This would not work for writing multi-scan JPEG files, but we simply do not intend to support that capability with suspension.

*** Memory manager services ***

The JPEG library’s memory manager controls allocation and deallocation of memory, and it manages large "virtual" data arrays on machines where the operating system does not provide virtual memory. Note that the same memory manager serves both compression and decompression operations.
In all cases, allocated objects are tied to a particular compression or decompression master record, and they will be released when that master record is destroyed.

The memory manager does not provide explicit deallocation of objects. Instead, objects are created in "pools" of free storage, and a whole pool can be freed at once. This approach helps prevent storage-leak bugs, and it speeds up operations whenever malloc/free are slow (as they often are). The pools can be regarded as lifetime identifiers for objects. Two pools/lifetimes are defined:

* JPOOL_PERMANENT lasts until master record is destroyed
* JPOOL_IMAGE lasts until done with image (JPEG datastream)

Permanent lifetime is used for parameters and tables that should be carried across from one datastream to another; this includes all application-visible parameters. Image lifetime is used for everything else. (A third lifetime, JPOOL_PASS = one processing pass, was originally planned. However it was dropped as not being worthwhile. The actual usage patterns are such that the peak memory usage would be about the same anyway; and having per-pass storage substantially complicates the virtual memory allocation rules --- see below.)

The memory manager deals with three kinds of object:

1. "Small" objects. Typically these require no more than 10K-20K total.
2. "Large" objects. These may require tens to hundreds of K depending on image size. Semantically they behave the same as small objects, but we distinguish them for two reasons:
   * On MS-DOS machines, large objects are referenced by FAR pointers, small objects by NEAR pointers.
   * Pool allocation heuristics may differ for large and small objects.

   Note that individual "large" objects cannot exceed the size allowed by type size_t, which may be 64K or less on some machines.
3. "Virtual" objects. These are large 2-D arrays of JSAMPLEs or JBLOCKs (typically large enough for the entire image being processed). The memory manager provides stripwise access to these arrays. On machines without virtual memory, the rest of the array may be swapped out to a temporary file.

(Note: JSAMPARRAY and JBLOCKARRAY data structures are a combination of large objects for the data proper and small objects for the row pointers. For convenience and speed, the memory manager provides single routines to create these structures. Similarly, virtual arrays include a small control block and a JSAMPARRAY or JBLOCKARRAY working buffer, all created with one call.)

In the present implementation, virtual arrays are only permitted to have image lifespan. (Permanent lifespan would not be reasonable, and pass lifespan is not very useful since a virtual array's raison d'être is to store data for multiple passes through the image.) We also expect that only "small" objects will be given permanent lifespan, though this restriction is not required by the memory manager.
In a non-virtual-memory machine, some performance benefit can be gained by making the in-memory buffers for virtual arrays be as large as possible. (For small images, the buffers might fit entirely in memory, so blind swapping would be very wasteful.) The memory manager will adjust the height of the buffers to fit within a prespecified maximum memory usage. In order to do this in a reasonably optimal fashion, the manager needs to allocate all of the virtual arrays at once. Therefore, there isn’t a one-step allocation routine for virtual arrays; instead, there is a "request" routine that simply allocates the control block, and a "realize" routine (called just once) that determines space allocation and creates all of the actual buffers. The realize routine must allow for space occupied by non-virtual large objects. (We don't bother to factor in the space needed for small objects, on the grounds that it isn't worth the trouble.)

To support all this, we establish the following protocol for doing business with the memory manager:

1. Modules must request virtual arrays (which may have only image lifespan) during the initial setup phase, i.e., in their jinit_xxx routines.
2. All "large" objects (including JSAMPARRAYs and JBLOCKARRAYs) must also be allocated during initial setup.
3. realize_virt_arrays will be called at the completion of initial setup.

The above conventions ensure that sufficient information is available for it to choose a good size for virtual array buffers. Small objects of any lifespan may be allocated at any time. We expect that the total space used for small objects will be small enough to be negligible in the realize_virt_arrays computation.

In a virtual-memory machine, we simply pretend that the available space is infinite, thus causing realize_virt_arrays to decide that it can allocate all the virtual arrays as full-size in-memory buffers. The overhead of the virtual-array access protocol is very small when no swapping occurs.

A virtual array can be specified to be "pre-zeroed"; when this flag is set, never-yet-written sections of the array are set to zero before being made available to the caller. If this flag is not set, never-written sections of the array contain garbage. (This feature exists primarily because the equivalent logic would otherwise be needed in jdcoefct.c for progressive JPEG mode; we may as well make it available for possible other uses.)

The first write pass on a virtual array is required to occur in top-to-bottom order; read passes, as well as any write passes after the first one, may access the array in any order. This restriction exists partly to simplify the virtual array control logic, and partly because some file systems may not support seeking beyond the current end-of-file in a temporary file. The main implication of this restriction is that rearrangement of rows (such as converting top-to-bottom data order to bottom-to-top) must be handled while reading data out of the virtual array, not while putting it in.
*** Memory manager internal structure ***

To isolate system dependencies as much as possible, we have broken the memory manager into two parts. There is a reasonably system-independent "front end" (jmemmgr.c) and a "back end" that contains only the code likely to change across systems. All of the memory management methods outlined above are implemented by the front end. The back end provides the following routines for use by the front end (none of these routines are known to the rest of the JPEG code):

- jpeg_mem_init, jpeg_mem_term: system-dependent initialization/shutdown
- jpeg_get_small, jpeg_free_small: interface to malloc and free library routines (or their equivalents)
- jpeg_get_large, jpeg_free_large: interface to FAR malloc/free in MSDOS machines; else usually the same as jpeg_get_small/jpeg_free_small
- jpeg_mem_available: estimate available memory
- jpeg_open_backing_store: create a backing-store object
- read_backing_store, manipulate a backing-store object
- write_backing_store,
- close_backing_store

On some systems there will be more than one type of backing-store object (specifically, in MS-DOS a backing store file might be an area of extended memory as well as a disk file). jpeg_open_backing_store is responsible for choosing how to implement a given object. The read/write/close routines are method pointers in the structure that describes a given object; this lets them be different for different object types.

It may be necessary to ensure that backing store objects are explicitly released upon abnormal program termination. For example, MS-DOS won't free extended memory by itself. To support this, we will expect the main program or surrounding application to arrange to call self_destruct (typically via jpeg_destroy) upon abnormal termination. This may require a SIGINT signal handler or equivalent. We don't want to have the back end module install its own signal handler, because that would pre-empt the surrounding application's ability to control signal handling.

The IJG distribution includes several memory manager back end implementations. Usually the same back end should be suitable for all applications on a given system, but it is possible for an application to supply its own back end at
*** Implications of DNL marker ***

Some JPEG files may use a DNL marker to postpone definition of the image height (this would be useful for a fax-like scanner's output, for instance). In these files the SOF marker claims the image height is 0, and you only find out the true image height at the end of the first scan.

We could read these files as follows:
1. Upon seeing zero image height, replace it by 65535 (the maximum allowed).
2. When the DNL is found, update the image height in the global image descriptor.
This implies that control modules must avoid making copies of the image height, and must re-test for termination after each MCU row. This would be easy enough to do.

In cases where image-size data structures are allocated, this approach will result in very inefficient use of virtual memory or much-larger-than-necessary temporary files. This seems acceptable for something that probably won't be a mainstream usage. People might have to forgo use of memory-hogging options (such as two-pass color quantization or noninterleaved JPEG files) if they want efficient conversion of such files. (One could improve efficiency by demanding a user-supplied upper bound for the height, less than 65536; in most cases it could be much less.)

The standard also permits the SOF marker to overestimate the image height, with a DNL to give the true, smaller height at the end of the first scan. This would solve the space problems if the overestimate wasn't too great. However, it implies that you don't even know whether DNL will be used.

This leads to a couple of very serious objections:
1. Testing for a DNL marker must occur in the inner loop of the decompressor's Huffman decoder; this implies a speed penalty whether the feature is used or not.
2. There is no way to hide the last-minute change in image height from an application using the decoder. Thus *every* application using the IJG library would suffer a complexity penalty whether it cared about DNL or not.

We currently do not support DNL because of these problems.

A different approach is to insist that DNL-using files be preprocessed by a separate program that reads ahead to the DNL, then goes back and fixes the SOF marker. This is a much simpler solution and is probably far more efficient. Even if one wants piped input, buffering the first scan of the JPEG file needs a lot smaller temp file than is implied by the maximum-height method. For this approach we'd simply treat DNL as a no-op in the decompressor (at most,
check that it matches the SOF image height).

We will not worry about making the compressor capable of outputting DNL. Something similar to the first scheme above could be applied if anyone ever wants to make that work.
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Package: {__PKGNAME}
Version: {__VERSION}-{__BUILD}
Section: misc
Priority: optional
Architecture: {__ARCH}
Essential: no
Maintainer: The libjpeg-turbo Project [http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org]
Description: A SIMD-accelerated JPEG codec that provides both the libjpeg and TurboJPEG APIs
libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XRGB, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.
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/*
 * wrdle.c
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in RLE format.
* The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
* Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,
* with updates from Robert Hutchinson.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrrle.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jpegcomp.h
*
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* JPEG compatibility macros
* These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most
* applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.
*/
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v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegcomp.h
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/*
* jdapimin.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half
* of the JPEG library. These are the "minimum" API routines that may be
* needed in either the normal full-decompression case or the
* transcoding-only case.
* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application
* are in this file or in jdapistd.c. But also see jcomapi.c for routines
* shared by compression and decompression, and jdttrans.c for the transcoding
* case.
*/
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1.2.90 (1.3 beta1)
==================

[1] Added support for additional scaling factors (3/8, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4, 11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2) when decompressing. Note that the IDCT will not be SIMD-accelerated when using any of these new scaling factors.

[2] The TurboJPEG dynamic library is now versioned. It was not strictly necessary to do so, because TurboJPEG uses versioned symbols, and if a function changes in an ABI-incompatible way, that function is renamed and a legacy function is provided to maintain backward compatibility. However, certain Linux distro maintainers will blindly reject any library that is not versioned, so this was an attempt to make them happy.

[3] Extended the TurboJPEG Java API so that it can be used to compress a JPEG image from and decompress a JPEG image to an arbitrary position in a large image buffer.

[4] The tjDecompressToYUV() function now supports the TJFLAG_FASTDCT flag.

[5] The 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems now provides symlinks in /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu for the TurboJPEG libraries in /usr/lib32. This allows those libraries to be used on MultiArch-compatible systems (such as Ubuntu 11 and later) without setting the linker path.

[6] The TurboJPEG Java wrapper should now find the JNI library on Mac systems without having to pass -Djava.library.path=/usr/lib to java.

[7] TJBench has been ported to Java to provide a convenient way of validating the performance of the TurboJPEG Java API. It can be run with 'java -cp turbojpeg.jar TJBench'.

[8] cjpeg can now be used to generate JPEG files with the RGB colorspace (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[9] The width and height in the -crop argument passed to jpegtran can now be
suffixed with "f" to indicate that, when the upper left corner of the cropping region is automatically moved to the nearest iMCU boundary, the bottom right corner should be moved by the same amount. In other words, this feature causes jpegtran to strictly honor the specified width/height rather than the specified bottom right corner (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[10] JPEG files using the RGB colorspace can now be decompressed into grayscale images (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

[11] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.1[7] whereby the build would fail with multiple "Mismatch in operand sizes" errors when attempting to build the x86 SIMD code with NASM 0.98.

[12] The in-memory source/destination managers (jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest()) are now included by default when building libjpeg-turbo with libjpeg v6b or v7 emulation, so that programs can take advantage of these functions without requiring the use of the backward-incompatible libjpeg v8 ABI. The "age number" of the libjpeg-turbo library on Un*x systems has been incremented by 1 to reflect this. You can disable this feature with a configure/CMake switch in order to retain strict API/ABI compatibility with the libjpeg v6b or v7 API/ABI (or with previous versions of libjpeg-turbo.) See README-turbo.txt for more details.

[13] Added ARM v7s architecture to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in the official libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can be used to build applications that leverage the faster CPUs in the iPhone 5 and iPad 4.

1.2.1
=====

[1] Creating or decoding a JPEG file that uses the RGB colorspace should now properly work when the input or output colorspace is one of the libjpeg-turbo colorspace extensions.

[2] When libjpeg-turbo was built without SIMD support and merged (non-fancy) upsampling was used along with an alpha-enabled colorspace during decompression, the unused byte of the decompressed pixels was not being set to 0xFF. This has been fixed. TJUnitTest has also been extended to test for the correct behavior of the colorspace extensions when merged upsampling is used.

[3] Fixed a bug whereby the libjpeg-turbo SSE2 SIMD code would not preserve the upper 64 bits of xmm6 and xmm7 on Win64 platforms, which violated the Win64 calling conventions.

[4] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[6] whereby decompressing corrupt JPEG images (specifically, images in which the component count was erroneously set to a large value) would cause libjpeg-turbo to segfault.
[5] Worked around a severe performance issue with "Bobcat" (AMD Embedded APU) processors. The MASKMOVQDQU instruction, which was used by the libjpeg-turbo SSE2 SIMD code, is apparently implemented in microcode on AMD processors, and it is painfully slow on Bobcat processors in particular. Eliminating the use of this instruction improved performance by an order of magnitude on Bobcat processors and by a small amount (typically 5%) on AMD desktop processors.

[6] Added SIMD acceleration for performing 4:2:2 upsampling on NEON-capable ARM platforms. This speeds up the decompression of 4:2:2 JPEGs by 20-25% on such platforms.

[7] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[2] whereby, on Linux/x86 platforms running the 32-bit SSE2 SIMD code in libjpeg-turbo, decompressing a 4:2:0 or 4:2:2 JPEG image into a 32-bit (RGBX, BGRX, etc.) buffer without using fancy upsampling would produce several incorrect columns of pixels at the right-hand side of the output image if each row in the output image was not evenly divisible by 16 bytes.

[8] Fixed an issue whereby attempting to build the SIMD extensions with Xcode 4.3 on OS X platforms would cause NASM to return numerous errors of the form "'%define' expects a macro identifier".

[9] Added flags to the TurboJPEG API that allow the caller to force the use of either the fast or the accurate DCT/IDCT algorithms in the underlying codec.

1.2.0
=====

[1] Fixed build issue with YASM on Unix systems (the libjpeg-turbo build system was not adding the current directory to the assembler include path, so YASM was not able to find jsimdcfg.inc.)

[2] Fixed out-of-bounds read in SSE2 SIMD code that occurred when decompressing a JPEG image to a bitmap buffer whose size was not a multiple of 16 bytes. This was more of an annoyance than an actual bug, since it did not cause any actual run-time problems, but the issue showed up when running libjpeg-turbo in valgrind. See http://crbug.com/72399 for more information.

[3] Added a compile-time macro (LIBJPEG_TURBO_VERSION) that can be used to check the version of libjpeg-turbo against which an application was compiled.

[4] Added new RGBA/RGBG/RGBR/ARGB colorspace extension constants (libjpeg API) and pixel formats (TurboJPEG API), which allow applications to specify that, when decompressing to a 4-component RGB buffer, the unused byte should be set to 0xFF so that it can be interpreted as an opaque alpha channel.
[5] Fixed regression issue whereby DevIL failed to build against libjpeg-turbo because libjpeg-turbo's distributed version of jconfig.h contained an INLINE macro, which conflicted with a similar macro in DevIL. This macro is used only internally when building libjpeg-turbo, so it was moved into config.h.

[6] libjpeg-turbo will now correctly decompress erroneous CMYK/YCCK JPEGs whose K component is assigned a component ID of 1 instead of 4. Although these files are in violation of the spec, other JPEG implementations handle them correctly.

[7] Added ARM v6 and ARM v7 architectures to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in the official libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can be used to build both OS X and iOS applications.

1.1.90 (1.2 beta1)
==================

[1] Added a Java wrapper for the TurboJPEG API. See java/README for more details.

[2] The TurboJPEG API can now be used to scale down images during decompression.

[3] Added SIMD routines for RGB-to-grayscale color conversion, which significantly improves the performance of grayscale JPEG compression from an RGB source image.

[4] Improved the performance of the C color conversion routines, which are used on platforms for which SIMD acceleration is not available.

[5] Added a function to the TurboJPEG API that performs lossless transforms. This function is implemented using the same back end as jpegtran, but it performs transcoding entirely in memory and allows multiple transforms and/or crop operations to be batched together, so the source coefficients only need to be read once. This is useful when generating image tiles from a single source JPEG.

[6] Added tests for the new TurboJPEG scaled decompression and lossless transform features to tjbench (the TurboJPEG benchmark, formerly called "jpgtest").

[7] Added support for 4:4:0 (transposed 4:2:2) subsampling in TurboJPEG, which was necessary in order for it to read 4:2:2 JPEG files that had been losslessly transposed or rotated 90 degrees.

[8] All legacy VirtualGL code has been re-factored, and this has allowed libjpeg-turbo, in its entirety, to be re-licensed under a BSD-style license.
[9] libjpeg-turbo can now be built with YASM.

[10] Added SIMD acceleration for ARM Linux and iOS platforms that support NEON instructions.

[11] Refactored the TurboJPEG C API and documented it using Doxygen. The TurboJPEG 1.2 API uses pixel formats to define the size and component order of the uncompressed source/destination images, and it includes a more efficient version of TJBUFSIZE() that computes a worst-case JPEG size based on the level of chrominance subsampling. The refactored implementation of the TurboJPEG API now uses the libjpeg memory source and destination managers, which allows the TurboJPEG compressor to grow the JPEG buffer as necessary.

[12] Eliminated errors in the output of jpegtran on Windows that occurred when the application was invoked using I/O redirection (jpegtran <input.jpg >output.jpg).

[13] The inclusion of libjpeg v7 and v8 emulation as well as arithmetic coding support in libjpeg-turbo v1.1.0 introduced several new error constants in jerror.h, and these were mistakenly enabled for all emulation modes, causing the error enum in libjpeg-turbo to sometimes have different values than the same enum in libjpeg. This represents an ABI incompatibility, and it caused problems with rare applications that took specific action based on a particular error value. The fix was to include the new error constants conditionally based on whether libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was enabled.

[14] Fixed an issue whereby Windows applications that used libjpeg-turbo would fail to compile if the Windows system headers were included before jpeglib.h. This issue was caused by a conflict in the definition of the INT32 type.

[15] Fixed 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems, which was broken by enhancements to the packaging system in 1.1.

[16] When decompressing a JPEG image using an output colorspace of JCS_EXT_RGBX, JCS_EXT_BGRX, JCS_EXT_XBGR, or JCS_EXT_XRGB, libjpeg-turbo will now set the unused byte to 0xFF, which allows applications to interpret that byte as an alpha channel (0xFF = opaque).

1.1.1
=====

[1] Fixed a 1-pixel error in row 0, column 21 of the luminance plane generated by tjEncodeYUV().

[2] libjpeg-turbo's accelerated Huffman decoder previously ignored unexpected markers found in the middle of the JPEG data stream during decompression. It
will now hand off decoding of a particular block to the unaccelerated Huffman decoder if an unexpected marker is found, so that the unaccelerated Huffman decoder can generate an appropriate warning.

[3] Older versions of MinGW64 prefixed symbol names with underscores by default, which differed from the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++. MinGW64 1.0 has adopted the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++ as the default, so to accommodate this, the libjpeg-turbo SIMD function names are no longer prefixed with an underscore when building with MinGW64. This means that, when building libjpeg-turbo with older versions of MinGW64, you will now have to add -fno-leading-underscore to the CFLAGS.

[4] Fixed a regression bug in the NSIS script that caused the Windows installer build to fail when using the Visual Studio IDE.

[5] Fixed a bug in jpeg_read_coefficients() whereby it would not initialize cinfo->image_width and cinfo->image_height if libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was enabled. This specifically caused the jpegoptim program to fail if it was linked against a version of libjpeg-turbo that was built with libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation.


[7] Eliminated errors in the output of cjpeg on Windows that occurred when the application was invoked using I/O redirection (cjpeg <inputfile >output.jpg).

1.1.0
=====

[1] The algorithm used by the SIMD quantization function cannot produce correct results when the JPEG quality is >= 98 and the fast integer forward DCT is used. Thus, the non-SIMD quantization function is now used for those cases, and libjpeg-turbo should now produce identical output to libjpeg v6b in all cases.

[2] Despite the above, the fast integer forward DCT still degrades somewhat for JPEG qualities greater than 95, so the TurboJPEG wrapper will now automatically use the slow integer forward DCT when generating JPEG images of quality 96 or greater. This reduces compression performance by as much as 15% for these high-quality images but is necessary to ensure that the images are perceptually lossless. It also ensures that the library can avoid the performance pitfall created by [1].

[3] Ported jpgtest.cxx to pure C to avoid the need for a C++ compiler.

[4] Fixed visual artifacts in grayscale JPEG compression caused by a typo in
the RGB-to-luminance lookup tables.

[5] The Windows distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time programs (cjpeg, etc.)

[6] All packages now include jpgtest.


[8] Added two new TurboJPEG API functions, tjEncodeYUV() and tjDecompressToYUV(), to replace the somewhat hackish TJ_YUV flag.

1.0.90 (1.1 beta1)
==================

[1] Added emulation of the libjpeg v7 and v8 APIs and ABIs. See
README-turbo.txt for more details. This feature was sponsored by CamTrace SAS.


[3] Grayscale bitmaps can now be compressed from/decompressed to using the
TurboJPEG API.

[4] jpgtest can now be used to test decompression performance with existing
JPEG images.

[5] If the default install prefix (/opt/libjpeg-turbo) is used, then
'make install' now creates /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32 and
/opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64 sym links to duplicate the behavior of the binary
packages.

[6] All symbols in the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library are now versioned, even
when the library is built with libjpeg v6b emulation.

[7] Added arithmetic encoding and decoding support (can be disabled with
configure or CMake options)

[8] Added a TJ_YUV flag to the TurboJPEG API, which causes both the compressor
and decompressor to output planar YUV images.

[9] Added an extended version of tjDecompressHeader() to the TurboJPEG API,
which allows the caller to determine the type of subsampling used in a JPEG
image.

[10] Added further protections against invalid Huffman codes.
1.0.1

[1] The Huffman decoder will now handle erroneous Huffman codes (for instance, from a corrupt JPEG image.) Previously, these would cause libjpeg-turbo to crash under certain circumstances.

[2] Fixed typo in SIMD dispatch routines that was causing 4:2:2 upsampling to be used instead of 4:2:0 when decompressing JPEG images using SSE2 code.

[3] configure script will now automatically determine whether the INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN macro should be defined.

1.0.0

[1] 2983700: Further FreeBSD build tweaks (no longer necessary to specify --host when configuring on a 64-bit system)

[2] Created symlinks in the Unix/Linux packages so that the TurboJPEG include file can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/include, the 32-bit static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32, and the 64-bit static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64.

[3] The Unix/Linux distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time programs (cjpeg, etc.) and man pages.


[6] Include distribution package for Cygwin

[7] No longer necessary to specify --without-simd on non-x86 architectures, and unit tests now work on those architectures.

0.0.93

[1] 2982659, Fixed x86-64 build on FreeBSD systems

[2] 2988188: Added support for Windows 64-bit systems
[1] Added documentation to .deb packages

[2] 2968313: Fixed data corruption issues when decompressing large JPEG images and/or using buffered I/O with the libjpeg-turbo decompressor

0.0.90

Initial release
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/*
 * jmemnobs.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1992-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file provides a really simple implementation of the system-dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager. This implementation assumes that no backing-store files are needed: all required space can be obtained from malloc().
 * This is very portable in the sense that it'll compile on almost anything.
 * but you'd better have lots of main memory (or virtual memory) if you want to process big images.
 * Note that the max_memory_to_use option is ignored by this implementation.
 */
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* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemnobs.c
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/*
 * jquant1.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains 1-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.
* These routines provide mapping to a fixed color map using equally spaced
* color values. Optional Floyd-Steinberg or ordered dithering is available.
*/
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/*
* rdtarga.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to read input images in Targa format.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
* an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
* the file is indeed Targa format).
*
* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.
*/
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/*
* jcmaster.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG compressor.
* These routines are concerned with parameter validation, initial setup,
* and inter-pass control (determining the number of passes and the work
/*
 * rdppm.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in PPM/PGM format.
 * The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.
 * The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software
 * (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
 * an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
 * at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
 * user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
 * the file is indeed PPM format).
 */

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:
   **
   ** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.
   **
   ** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
   ** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
   ** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
   ** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
   ** documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or
   ** implied warranty.
   */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjm/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmaster.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jchuff.c
 */
* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines for progressive JPEG.
*
* We do not support output suspension in this module, since the library
* currently does not allow multiple-scan files to be written with output
* suspension.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcphuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdjpgcom.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that displays
 * the text in COM (comment) markers in a JFIF file.
 * This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse
 * JPEG markers.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdjpgcom.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * idctflt.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a floating-point implementation of the
 * inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform). In the IJG code, this routine
 * must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
 *
 * This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer
 * IDCT implementations. However, it may not give the same results on all
* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior. Speed will depend
* on the hardware's floating point capacity.

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT
* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at
* a time). Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more
* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
* scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
* simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
* table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
* to be done in the DCT itself.
* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point
* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the
* scaled quantization values. However, that problem does not arise if
* we use floating point arithmetic.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctflt.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jcinit.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains initialization logic for the JPEG compressor.
* This routine is in charge of selecting the modules to be executed and
* making an initialization call to each one.
*
* Logically, this code belongs in jcmaster.c. It's split out because
* linking this routine implies linking the entire compression library.
* For a transcoding-only application, we want to be able to use jcmaster.c
* without linking in the whole library.
*/

Found in path(s):
libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems. On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal. On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines. In many cases, the performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API. libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru. The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.

Most of libjpeg-turbo inherits the non-restrictive, BSD-style license used by libjpeg (see README.) The TurboJPEG wrapper (both C and Java versions) and associated test programs bear a similar license, which is reproduced below:

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS", AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*******************************************************************************
** Using libjpeg-turbo
*******************************************************************************

libjpeg-turbo includes two APIs that can be used to compress and decompress JPEG images:

TurboJPEG API: This API provides an easy-to-use interface for compressing and decompressing JPEG images in memory. It also provides some functionality that would not be straightforward to achieve using the underlying libjpeg API, such as generating planar YUV images and performing multiple simultaneous lossless transforms on an image. The Java interface for libjpeg-turbo is written on top of the TurboJPEG API.

libjpeg API: This is the de facto industry-standard API for compressing and decompressing JPEG images. It is more difficult to use than the TurboJPEG API but also more powerful. The libjpeg API implementation in libjpeg-turbo is both API/ABI-compatible and mathematically compatible with libjpeg v6b. It can also optionally be configured to be API/ABI-compatible with libjpeg v7 and v8 (see below.)

There is no significant performance advantage to either API when both are used to perform similar operations.

==================================
Installation Directory
==================================

This document assumes that libjpeg-turbo will be installed in the default directory /opt/libjpeg-turbo on Unix* and Mac systems and c:\libjpeg-turbo-[gcc][64] on Windows systems. If your installation of libjpeg-turbo resides in a different directory, then adjust the instructions accordingly.
Replacing libjpeg at Run Time

Un*X

If a Un*X application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can replace libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by manipulating LD_LIBRARY_PATH. For instance:

[Using libjpeg]
> time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg
  real  0m0.392s
  user  0m0.074s
  sys   0m0.020s

[Using libjpeg-turbo]
> export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
> time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg
  real  0m0.109s
  user  0m0.029s
  sys   0m0.010s

({lib} = lib32 or lib64, depending on whether you wish to use the 32-bit or the 64-bit version of libjpeg-turbo.)

System administrators can also replace the libjpeg symlinks in /usr/lib* with links to the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library located in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}. This will effectively accelerate every application that uses the libjpeg dynamic library on the system.

Windows

If a Windows application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can replace libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by backing up the application's copy of jpeg62.dll, jpeg7.dll, or jpeg8.dll (assuming the application has its own local copy of this library) and copying the corresponding DLL from libjpeg-turbo into the application's install directory. The official libjpeg-turbo binary packages only provide jpeg62.dll. If the application uses jpeg7.dll or jpeg8.dll instead, then it will be necessary to build libjpeg-turbo from source (see "libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation" below.)

The following information is specific to the official libjpeg-turbo binary packages for Visual C++:
-- jpeg62.dll requires the Visual C++ 2008 C run-time DLL (msvcr90.dll). msvcr90.dll ships with more recent versions of Windows, but users of older Windows releases can obtain it from the Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package, which is available as a free download from Microsoft's web site.

-- Features of the libjpeg API that require passing a C run-time structure, such as a file handle, from an application to the library will probably not work with jpeg62.dll, unless the application is also built to use the Visual C++ 2008 C run-time DLL. In particular, this affects jpeg_stdio_dest() and jpeg_stdio_src().

Mac
---

Mac applications typically embed their own copies of the libjpeg dylib inside the (hidden) application bundle, so it is not possible to globally replace libjpeg on OS X systems. Replacing the application's version of the libjpeg dylib would generally involve copying libjpeg.*.dylib from libjpeg-turbo into the appropriate place in the application bundle and using install_name_tool to repoint the libjpeg-turbo dylib to its new directory. This requires an advanced knowledge of OS X and would not survive an upgrade or a re-install of the application. Thus, it is not recommended for most users.

Using libjpeg-turbo in Your Own Programs

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should work identically to libjpeg, so in most cases, an application can be built against libjpeg and then run against libjpeg-turbo. On Un*x systems and Cygwin, you can build against libjpeg-turbo instead of libjpeg by setting

```c
CPATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/include
and
LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}
```

({lib} = lib32 or lib64, depending on whether you are building a 32-bit or a 64-bit application.)

If using MinGW, then set

```c
CPATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/include
and
LIBRARY_PATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/lib
```

Building against libjpeg-turbo is useful, for instance, if you want to build an application that leverages the libjpeg-turbo colorspace extensions (see below.) On Un*x systems, you would still need to manipulate LD_LIBRARY_PATH or create
appropriate symlinks to use libjpeg-turbo at run time. On such systems, you can pass -R /opt/libjpeg-turbo/[lib] to the linker to force the use of libjpeg-turbo at run time rather than libjpeg (also useful if you want to leverage the colorspace extensions), or you can link against the libjpeg-turbo static library.

To force a Un*x or MinGW application to link against the static version of libjpeg-turbo, you can use the following linker options:

- -Wl,-Bstatic -ljpeg -Wl,-Bdynamic

On OS X, simply add /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib/libjpeg.a to the linker command line.

To build Visual C++ applications using libjpeg-turbo, add c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\include to the system or user INCLUDE environment variable and c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\lib to the system or user LIB environment variable, and then link against either jpeg.lib (to use the DLL version of libjpeg-turbo) or jpeg-static.lib (to use the static version of libjpeg-turbo.)

==================================
Colorsace Extensions
==================================

libjpeg-turbo includes extensions that allow JPEG images to be compressed directly from (and decompressed directly to) buffers that use BGR, BGRX, RGBX, XBGR, and XRGB pixel ordering. This is implemented with ten new colorspace constants:

JCS_EXT_RGB   /* red/green/blue */
JCS_EXT_RGBX  /* red/green/blue/x */
JCS_EXT_BGR   /* blue/green/red */
JCS_EXT_BGRX  /* blue/green/red/x */
JCS_EXT_XBGR  /* x/blue/green/red */
JCS_EXT_XRGB  /* x/red/green/blue */
JCS_EXT_RGBA  /* red/green/blue/alpha */
JCS_EXT_BGRA  /* blue/green/red/alpha */
JCS_EXT_ABGR  /* alpha/blue/green/red */
JCS_EXT_ARGB  /* alpha/red/green/blue */

Setting cinfo.in_color_space (compression) or cinfo.out_color_space (decompression) to one of these values will cause libjpeg-turbo to read the red, green, and blue values from (or write them to) the appropriate position in the pixel when compressing from/decompressing to an RGB buffer.

Your application can check for the existence of these extensions at compile time with:
ifdef JCS_EXTENSIONS

At run time, attempting to use these extensions with a libjpeg implementation that does not support them will result in a "Bogus input colorspace" error. Applications can trap this error in order to test whether run-time support is available for the colorspace extensions.

When using the RGBX, BGRX, XBGR, and XRGB colorspaces during decompression, the X byte is undefined, and in order to ensure the best performance, libjpeg-turbo can set that byte to whatever value it wishes. If an application expects the X byte to be used as an alpha channel, then it should specify JCS_EXT_RGBA, JCS_EXT_BGRA, JCS_EXT_ABGR, or JCS_EXT_ARGB. When these colorspace constants are used, the X byte is guaranteed to be 0xFF, which is interpreted as opaque.

Your application can check for the existence of the alpha channel colorspace extensions at compile time with:

ifdef JCS_ALPHA_EXTENSIONS

cctest.c, located in the libjpeg-turbo source tree, demonstrates how to check for the existence of the colorspace extensions at compile time and run time.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==
libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

With libjpeg v7 and v8, new features were added that necessitated extending the compression and decompression structures. Unfortunately, due to the exposed nature of those structures, extending them also necessitated breaking backward ABI compatibility with previous libjpeg releases. Thus, programs that were built to use libjpeg v7 or v8 did not work with libjpeg-turbo, since it is based on the libjpeg v6b code base. Although libjpeg v7 and v8 are still not as widely used as v6b, enough programs (including a few Linux distros) made the switch that there was a demand to emulate the libjpeg v7 and v8 ABIs in libjpeg-turbo. It should be noted, however, that this feature was added primarily so that applications that had already been compiled to use libjpeg v7+ could take advantage of accelerated baseline JPEG encoding/decoding without recompiling. libjpeg-turbo does not claim to support all of the libjpeg v7+ features, nor to produce identical output to libjpeg v7+ in all cases (see below.)

By passing an argument of --with-jpeg7 or --with-jpeg8 to configure, or an argument of -DWITH_JPEG7=1 or -DWITH_JPEG8=1 to cmake, you can build a version of libjpeg-turbo that emulates the libjpeg v7 or v8 ABI, so that programs that are built against libjpeg v7 or v8 can be run with libjpeg-turbo. The following section describes which libjpeg v7+ features are supported and which aren't.
Support for libjpeg v7 and v8 Features:
---------------------------------------

Fully supported:

-- libjpeg: IDCT scaling extensions in decompressor
    libjpeg-turbo supports IDCT scaling with scaling factors of 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4, 11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2/1 (only 1/4 and 1/2 are SIMD-accelerated.)

-- libjpeg: arithmetic coding

-- libjpeg: In-memory source and destination managers
    See notes below.

-- cjpeg: Separate quality settings for luminance and chrominance
    Note that the libjpeg v7+ API was extended to accommodate this feature only for convenience purposes. It has always been possible to implement this feature with libjpeg v6b (see rdswitch.c for an example.)

-- cjpeg: 32-bit BMP support

-- cjpeg: -rgb option

-- jpegtran: lossless cropping

-- jpegtran: -perfect option

-- jpegtran: forcing width/height when performing lossless crop

-- rdjpgcom: -raw option

-- rdjpgcom: locale awareness

Not supported:

NOTE: As of this writing, extensive research has been conducted into the usefulness of DCT scaling as a means of data reduction and SmartScale as a means of quality improvement. The reader is invited to peruse the research at http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org/About/SmartScale and draw his/her own conclusions, but it is the general belief of our project that these features have not demonstrated sufficient usefulness to justify inclusion in libjpeg-turbo.

-- libjpeg: DCT scaling in compressor
    cinfo.scale_num and cinfo.scale_denom are silently ignored.
    There is no technical reason why DCT scaling could not be supported when emulating the libjpeg v7+ API/ABI, but without the SmartScale extension (see
below), only scaling factors of 1/2, 8/15, 4/7, 8/13, 2/3, 8/11, 4/5, and 8/9 would be available, which is of limited usefulness.

-- libjpeg: SmartScale
  cinfo.block_size is silently ignored.
  SmartScale is an extension to the JPEG format that allows for DCT block sizes other than 8x8. Providing support for this new format would be feasible (particularly without full acceleration.) However, until/unless the format becomes either an official industry standard or, at minimum, an accepted solution in the community, we are hesitant to implement it, as there is no sense of whether or how it might change in the future. It is our belief that SmartScale has not demonstrated sufficient usefulness as a lossless format nor as a means of quality enhancement, and thus, our primary interest in providing this feature would be as a means of supporting additional DCT scaling factors.

-- libjpeg: Fancy downsampling in compressor
  cinfo.do_fancy_downsampling is silently ignored.
  This requires the DCT scaling feature, which is not supported.

-- jpegtran: Scaling
  This requires both the DCT scaling and SmartScale features, which are not supported.

-- Lossless RGB JPEG files
  This requires the SmartScale feature, which is not supported.

What About libjpeg v9?
---------------------

libjpeg v9 introduced yet another field to the JPEG compression structure (color_transform), thus making the ABI backward incompatible with that of libjpeg v8. This new field was introduced solely for the purpose of supporting lossless SmartScale encoding. Further, there was actually no reason to extend the API in this manner, as the color transform could have just as easily been activated by way of a new JPEG colorspace constant, thus preserving backward ABI compatibility.

Our research (see link above) has shown that lossless SmartScale does not generally accomplish anything that can't already be accomplished better with existing, standard lossless formats. Thus, at this time, it is our belief that there is not sufficient technical justification for software to upgrade from libjpeg v8 to libjpeg v9, and therefore, not sufficient technical justification for us to emulate the libjpeg v9 ABI.

==================================
In-Memory Source/Destination Managers
==================================
By default, libjpeg-turbo 1.3 and later includes the jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest() functions, even when not emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI. Previously, it was necessary to build libjpeg-turbo from source with libjpeg v8 API/ABI emulation in order to use the in-memory source/destination managers, but several projects requested that those functions be included when emulating the libjpeg v6b API/ABI as well. This allows the use of those functions by programs that need them without breaking ABI compatibility for programs that don’t, and it allows those functions to be provided in the ”official” libjpeg-turbo binaries.

Those who are concerned about maintaining strict conformance with the libjpeg v6b or v7 API can pass an argument of --without-mem-srcdst to configure or an argument of -DWITH_MEM_SRCDST=0 to CMake prior to building libjpeg-turbo. This will restore the pre-1.3 behavior, in which jpeg_mem_src() and jpeg_mem_dest() are only included when emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI.

On Un*x systems, including the in-memory source/destination managers changes the dynamic library version from 62.0.0 to 62.1.0 if using libjpeg v6b API/ABI emulation and from 7.0.0 to 7.1.0 if using libjpeg v7 API/ABI emulation.

Note that, on most Un*x systems, the dynamic linker will not look for a function in a library until that function is actually used. Thus, if a program is built against libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(), that program will not fail if run against an older version of libjpeg-turbo or against libjpeg v7- until the program actually tries to call jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(). Such is not the case on Windows. If a program is built against the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(), then it must use the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL at run time.

Both cjpeg and djpeg have been extended to allow testing the in-memory source/destination manager functions. See their respective man pages for more details.

********************************************************************************************
** Mathematical Compatibility
********************************************************************************************

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should produce identical output to libjpeg v6b. The one exception to this is when using the floating point DCT/IDCT, in which case the outputs of libjpeg v6b and libjpeg-turbo are not guaranteed to be identical (the accuracy of the floating point DCT/IDCT is constant when using libjpeg-turbo’s SIMD extensions, but otherwise, it can depend heavily on the compiler and compiler settings.)

While libjpeg-turbo does emulate the libjpeg v8 API/ABI, under the hood, it is still using the same algorithms as libjpeg v6b, so there are several specific
cases in which libjpeg-turbo cannot be expected to produce the same output as libjpeg v8:

-- When decompressing using scaling factors of 1/2 and 1/4, because libjpeg v8 implements those scaling algorithms a bit differently than libjpeg v6b does, and libjpeg-turbo's SIMD extensions are based on the libjpeg v6b behavior.

-- When using chrominance subsampling, because libjpeg v8 implements this with its DCT/IDCT scaling algorithms rather than with a separate downsampling/upsampling algorithm.

-- When using the floating point IDCT, for the reasons stated above and also because the floating point IDCT algorithm was modified in libjpeg v8a to improve accuracy.

-- When decompressing using a scaling factor > 1 and merged (AKA "non-fancy" or "non-smooth") chrominance upsampling, because libjpeg v8 does not support merged upsampling with scaling factors > 1.

*******************************************************************************
**     Performance Pitfalls
*******************************************************************************

restart Markers

The optimized Huffman decoder in libjpeg-turbo does not handle restart markers in a way that makes the rest of the libjpeg infrastructure happy, so it is necessary to use the slow Huffman decoder when decompressing a JPEG image that has restart markers. This can cause the decompression performance to drop by as much as 20%, but the performance will still be much greater than that of libjpeg. Many consumer packages, such as PhotoShop, use restart markers when generating JPEG images, so images generated by those programs will experience this issue.

Fast Integer Forward DCT at High Quality Levels

The algorithm used by the SIMD-accelerated quantization function cannot produce correct results whenever the fast integer forward DCT is used along with a JPEG quality of 98-100. Thus, libjpeg-turbo must use the non-SIMD quantization function in those cases. This causes performance to drop by as much as 40%. It is therefore strongly advised that you use the slow integer forward DCT whenever encoding images with a JPEG quality of 98 or higher.
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Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README-turbo.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* jccoefct.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for compression.
* This controller is the top level of the JPEG compressor proper.
* The coefficient buffer lies between forward-DCT and entropy encoding steps.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccoefct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* jsimd.h
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander
*
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
*
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/
* jsimd_arm.c
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
*
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
* This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions
* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on
* ARM architecture.
* 
* Based on the stubs from 'jsimd_none.c'
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
; for more details.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfmmxfst.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2fst.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2fst-64.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2fst-64.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxfst.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxfst.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2fst.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2fst.asm
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jutils.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains tables and miscellaneous utility routines needed
* for both compression and decompression.
* Note we prefix all global names with "j" to minimize conflicts with
* a surrounding application.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niY1Idh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jutils.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C)2011 D. R. Commander. All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 * *
 * - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
 *   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
 *   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
 *   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
 *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 *   software without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
 * AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
 * LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
 * CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
 * SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
 * INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
 * CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
 * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
 * POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */

package org.libjpeg turbo.TJLoader;

final class TJLoader {
    static void load() {
        System.loadLibrary("@TURBOJPEG_DLL_NAME@");
    }
};

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/org/libjpeg turbo/TJLoader.java.in
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdinput.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
This file contains input control logic for the JPEG decompressor. These routines are concerned with controlling the decompressor's input processing (marker reading and coefficient decoding). The actual input reading is done in jdmarker.c, jdhuff.c, and jdphuff.c.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* cdjpeg.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains common declarations for the sample applications
* cjpeg and djpeg. It is NOT used by the core JPEG library.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* jsimd_i386.c
*
* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander
* 
* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
* 
* This file contains the interface between the 'normal' portions
* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on a
* 32-bit x86 architecture.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* wrtarga.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to write output images in Targa format.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume output to
* an ordinary stdio stream.
*
* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd_i386.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jpegint.h
*
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file provides common declarations for the various JPEG modules.
* These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most
* applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrtarga.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jidctred.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* This file contains inverse-DCT routines that produce reduced-size output:
  * either 4x4, 2x2, or 1x1 pixels from an 8x8 DCT block.
* The implementation is based on the Loeffler, Ligtenberg and Moschytz (LL&M)
  * algorithm used in jidctint.c. We simply replace each 8-to-8 1-D IDCT step
  * with an 8-to-4 step that produces the four averages of two adjacent outputs
  * (or an 8-to-2 step producing two averages of four outputs, for 2x2 output).
  * These steps were derived by computing the corresponding values at the end
  * of the normal LL&M code, then simplifying as much as possible.
  *
* 1x1 is trivial: just take the DC coefficient divided by 8.
* See jidctint.c for additional comments.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctred.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* jdmaster.c
*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
  * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG decompressor.
* These routines are concerned with selecting the modules to be executed
* and with determining the number of passes and the work to be done in each
* pass.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmaster.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* transupp.c
*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains image transformation routines and other utility code
* used by the jpegtran sample application. These are NOT part of the core
* JPEG library. But we keep these routines separate from jpegtran.c to
* ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs that have other user
* interfaces.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdrle.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains routines to read input images in Utah RLE format.
 * The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).
 *
 * These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
 * specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
 * an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
 * at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
 * user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
 * the file is indeed RLE format).
 *
 * Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,
 * with updates from Robert Hutchinson.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdrle.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jmemmgr.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
This file contains the JPEG system-independent memory management routines. This code is usable across a wide variety of machines; most of the system dependencies have been isolated in a separate file.

The major functions provided here are:
* pool-based allocation and freeing of memory;
* policy decisions about how to divide available memory among the virtual arrays;
* control logic for swapping virtual arrays between main memory and backing storage.

The separate system-dependent file provides the actual backing-storage access code, and it contains the policy decision about how much total main memory to use.

This file is system-dependent in the sense that some of its functions are unnecessary in some systems. For example, if there is enough virtual memory so that backing storage will never be used, much of the virtual array control logic could be removed. (Of course, if you have that much memory then you shouldn't care about a little bit of unused code...)

/*

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains application interface code for the decompression half of the JPEG library. These are the "standard" API routines that are used in the normal full-decompression case. They are not used by a transcoding-only application. Note that if an application links in jpeg_start_decompress, it will end up linking in the entire decompressor.

We thus must separate this file from jdapimin.c to avoid linking the whole decompression library into a transcoder.

*/
/*
wrjpgcom.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that inserts
* user-supplied text as a COM (comment) marker in a JFIF file.
* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse
* JPEG markers.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrjpgcom.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jfdctfst.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the
* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
*
* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT
* on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are
* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.
*
* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
* scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
* simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
* table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
* to be done in the DCT itself.
* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,
* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled
* quantization values. The smaller the quantization table entry, the less
* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-
* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctfst.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jchuff.c
 *
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines.
* 
* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting output suspension.
* If the data destination module demands suspension, we want to be able to
* back up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state
* variables into local working storage, and update them back to the
* permanent JPEG objects only upon successful completion of an MCU.
*/

Found in path(s):
*/
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jchuff.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

IJG JPEG LIBRARY: CODING RULES

Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

Since numerous people will be contributing code and bug fixes, it's important
to establish a common coding style. The goal of using similar coding styles
is much more important than the details of just what that style is.

In general we follow the recommendations of "Recommended C Style and Coding
Standards" revision 6.1 (Cannon et al. as modified by Spencer, Keppel and
Brader). This document is available in the IJG FTP archive (see

Block comments should be laid out thusly:
We indent statements in K&R style, e.g.,
if (test) {
  then-part;
} else {
  else-part;
}
with two spaces per indentation level. (This indentation convention is handled automatically by GNU Emacs and many other text editors.)

Multi-word names should be written in lower case with underscores, e.g., multi_word_name (not multiWordName). Preprocessor symbols and enum constants are similar but upper case (MULTI_WORD_NAME). Names should be unique within the first fifteen characters. (On some older systems, global names must be unique within six characters. We accommodate this without cluttering the source code by using macros to substitute shorter names.)

We use function prototypes everywhere; we rely on automatic source code transformation to feed prototype-less C compilers. Transformation is done by the simple and portable tool 'ansi2knr.c' (courtesy of Ghostscript). ansi2knr is not very bright, so it imposes a format requirement on function declarations: the function name MUST BEGIN IN COLUMN 1. Thus all functions should be written in the following style:

LOCAL(int *)
function_name (int a, char *b)
{
  code...
}

Note that each function definition must begin with GLOBAL(type), LOCAL(type), or METHODDEF(type). These macros expand to "static type" or just "type" as appropriate. They provide a readable indication of the routine's usage and can readily be changed for special needs. (For instance, special linkage keywords can be inserted for use in Windows DLLs.)

ansi2knr does not transform method declarations (function pointers in structs). We handle these with a macro JMETHOD, defined as

#ifdef HAVE_PROTOTYPES
#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) arglist
#else
#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) ()
#endif

which is used like this:

struct function_pointers {

JMETHOD(void, init_entropy_encoder, (int somearg, jparms *jp));
JMETHOD(void, term_entropy_encoder, (void));
};

Note the set of parentheses surrounding the parameter list.

A similar solution is used for forward and external function declarations
(see the EXTERN and JPP macros).

If the code is to work on non-ANSI compilers, we cannot rely on a prototype
declaration to coerce actual parameters into the right types. Therefore, use
explicit casts on actual parameters whenever the actual parameter type is not
identical to the formal parameter. Beware of implicit conversions to "int".

It seems there are some non-ANSI compilers in which the sizeof() operator
is defined to return int, yet size_t is defined as long. Needless to say,
this is brain-damaged. Always use the SIZEOF() macro in place of sizeof(),
so that the result is guaranteed to be of type size_t.

The JPEG library is intended to be used within larger programs. Furthermore,
we want it to be reentrant so that it can be used by applications that process
multiple images concurrently. The following rules support these requirements:

1. Avoid direct use of file I/O, "malloc", error report printouts, etc;
   pass these through the common routines provided.

2. Minimize global namespace pollution. Functions should be declared static
   wherever possible. (Note that our method-based calling conventions help this
   a lot: in many modules only the initialization function will ever need to be
called directly, so only that function need be externally visible.) All
   global function names should begin with "jpeg_", and should have an
   abbreviated name (unique in the first six characters) substituted by macro
   when NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES is set.

3. Don't use global variables; anything that must be used in another module
   should be in the common data structures.

4. Don't use static variables except for read-only constant tables. Variables
   that should be private to a module can be placed into private structures (see
   the system architecture document, structure.txt).

5. Source file names should begin with "j" for files that are part of the
   library proper; source files that are not part of the library, such as cjpeg.c
   and djpeg.c, do not begin with "j". Keep source file names to eight
   characters (plus ".c" or ".h", etc) to make life easy for MS-DOSers. Keep
   compression and decompression code in separate source files --- some
   applications may want only one half of the library.
Note: these rules (particularly #4) are not followed religiously in the modules that are used in cjpeg/djpeg but are not part of the JPEG library proper. Those modules are not really intended to be used in other applications.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/coderules.txt
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcmainct.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains the main buffer controller for compression.
 * The main buffer lies between the pre-processor and the JPEG
 * compressor proper; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmainct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright (C)2011 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
 * 
 * - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
 *   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
 *   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
 *   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its
 *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
 *   software without specific prior written permission.
 * 
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",
 * AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
 * LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
 * CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for
  scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in
  Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell
  JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code
  is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.
* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is
  possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are
  simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be
  folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
  table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
  to be done in the DCT itself.
* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,
  accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled
  quantization values. The smaller the quantization table entry, the less
  precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-
  quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdctfst.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jparam.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains optional default-setting code for the JPEG compressor.
 * Applications do not have to use this file, but those that don't use it
 * must know a lot more about the innards of the JPEG code.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcparam.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdtrans.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains library routines for transcoding decompression, that is, reading raw DCT coefficient arrays from an input JPEG file. The routines in jdapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
Modified 2009-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.

Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).
While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
some will want to use a different destination manager.
IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided...
that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS", AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

* jccolext.c
* *
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
  * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
  * Modifications:
  * Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.
  * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
  *
  * This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
  */

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

*/
* jerror.h
/*
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file defines the error and message codes for the JPEG library.
 * Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to
 * some other language.
 * A set of error-reporting macros are defined too. Some applications using
 * the JPEG library may wish to include this file to get the error codes
 * and/or the macros.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; ; jcolsamp.inc - private declarations for color conversion & up/downsampling
; ; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
; ; Based on
; ; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library
; ; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
; ; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
; ; [TAB8]

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; pseudo-resisters to make ordering of RGB configurable
;
%if RGB_RED == 0
%define mmA mm0
%define mmB mm1
%define xmmA xmm0
%define xmmB xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 0
%define mmA mm2
%define mmB mm3
%define xmmA xmm2
%define xmmB xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 0
%define mmA mm4
%define mmB mm5
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%define mmF mm7
%define xmmE xmm6
%define xmmF xmm7
%endif

%if RGB_RED == 3
%define mmG mm0
%define mmH mm1
%define xmmG xmm0
%define xmmH xmm1
%elif RGB_GREEN == 3
%define mmG mm2
%define mmH mm3
%define xmmG xmm2
%define xmmH xmm3
%elif RGB_BLUE == 3
%define mmG mm4
%define mmH mm5
%define xmmG xmm4
%define xmmH xmm5
%else
%define mmG mm6
%define mmH mm7
%define xmmG xmm6
%define xmmH xmm7
%endif

; -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcolsamp.inc
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jfdctflt.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains a floating-point implementation of the
 * forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).
 *
 * This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer
 * DCT implementations. However, it may not give the same results on all
 * machines because of differences in roundoff behavior. Speed will depend
 * on the hardware’s floating point capacity.
A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT on each column. Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for scaled DCT. Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README). The following code is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are simple scalings of the final outputs. These multiplies can then be folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization table entries. The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds to be done in the DCT itself.

The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled quantization values. However, that problem does not arise if we use floating point arithmetic.

Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains probability estimation tables for common use in arithmetic entropy encoding and decoding routines.

This data represents Table D.2 in the JPEG spec (ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81) and Table 24 in the JBIG spec (ISO/IEC IS 11544 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.82).

Found in path(s):
*/
* jdphuff.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines for progressive JPEG.
*
* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.
* If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back
* up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state variables
* into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent
* storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdphuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; jdct.inc - private declarations for forward & reverse DCT subsystems
;
; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
;
; Based on
; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library
; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
;
; [TAB8]

; Each IDCT routine is responsible for range-limiting its results and
; converting them to unsigned form (0..MAXJSAMPLE). The raw outputs could
; be quite far out of range if the input data is corrupt, so a bulletproof
; range-limiting step is required. We use a mask-and-table-lookup method
; to do the combined operations quickly.
;
%define RANGE_MASK  (MAXJSAMPLE * 4 + 3) ; 2 bits wider than legal samples

%define ROW(n,b,s)((b)+(n)*(s))
%define COL(n,b,s)((b)+(n)*(s)*DCTSIZE)

%define DWBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_DWORD)
%define MMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_MMWORD)
%define XMMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_XMMWORD)

; ---------------------------------------------------------------
Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdct.inc
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * simd/jsimd.h
 *
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander
 *
 * Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,
 * Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd.h
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcomapi.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains application interface routines that are used for both
 * compression and decompression.
 *
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcomapi.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * rdswitch.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
*/
* This file contains routines to process some of cjpeg's more complicated
* command-line switches. Switches processed here are:
* -qtables file Read quantization tables from text file
* -scans file Read scan script from text file
* -quality N[,N,...] Set quality ratings
* -qslots N[,N,...] Set component quantization table selectors
* -sample HxV[,HxV,...] Set component sampling factors
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdswitch.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdatadst.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2009-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of
 * emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).
 * While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
 * some will want to use a different destination manager.
 * IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of
 * JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage. If char is wider
 * than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatadst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcsamss2-64.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxred.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-
v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jf3dnflt.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

*.jdcoefct.c

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modifications:
* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for decompression.
* This controller is the top level of the JPEG decompressor proper.
* The coefficient buffer lies between entropy decoding and inverse-DCT steps.
*
* In buffered-image mode, this controller is the interface between
* input-oriented processing and output-oriented processing.
* Also, the input side (only) is used when reading a file for transcoding.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nlYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcoefct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/ *
* rdbmp.c
*
* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* Modified 2009-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.
* Modifications:
* Modified 2011 by Siarhei Siamashka.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains routines to read input images in Microsoft "BMP"
* format (MS Windows 3.x, OS/2 1.x, and OS/2 2.x flavors).
* Currently, only 8-bit and 24-bit images are supported, not 1-bit or
* 4-bit (feeding such low-depth images into JPEG would be silly anyway).
* Also, we don't support RLE-compressed files.
*
* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
* specialized applications. As they stand, they assume input from
* an ordinary stdio stream. They further assume that reading begins
* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the
* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that
* the file is indeed BMP format).
*
* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-nlYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdbmp.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc
; more details.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2int-64.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jimmxint.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfmmxint.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2int.asm
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2int-64.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdhuff.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines.
 *
 * Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.
 * If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back
 * up to the start of the current MCU. To do this, we copy state variables
 * into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent
 * storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcsample.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
* 
* This file contains downsampling routines.
* 
* Downsampling input data is counted in "row groups". A row group
* is defined to be max_v_samp_factor pixel rows of each component,
* from which the downsampler produces v_samp_factor sample rows.
* A single row group is processed in each call to the downsampler module.
* 
* The downsampler is responsible for edge-expansion of its output data
* to fill an integral number of DCT blocks horizontally. The source buffer
* may be modified if it is helpful for this purpose (the source buffer is
* allocated wide enough to correspond to the desired output width).
* The caller (the prep controller) is responsible for vertical padding.
* 
* The downsampler may request "context rows" by setting need_context_rows
* during startup. In this case, the input arrays will contain at least
* one row group's worth of pixels above and below the passed-in data;
* the caller will create dummy rows at image top and bottom by replicating
* the first or last real pixel row.
* 
* An excellent reference for image resampling is
* 
* The downsampling algorithm used here is a simple average of the source
* pixels covered by the output pixel. The hi-falutin sampling literature
* refers to this as a "box filter". In general the characteristics of a box
* filter are not very good, but for the specific cases we normally use (1:1
* and 2:1 ratios) the box is equivalent to a "triangle filter" which is not
* nearly so bad. If you intend to use other sampling ratios, you'd be well
* advised to improve this code.
* 
* A simple input-smoothing capability is provided. This is mainly intended
* for cleaning up color-dithered GIF input files (if you find it inadequate,
* we suggest using an external filtering program such as pnmconvol). When
* enabled, each input pixel P is replaced by a weighted sum of itself and its
* eight neighbors. P's weight is 1-8*SF and each neighbor's weight is SF,
* where SF = (smoothing_factor / 1024).
* Currently, smoothing is only supported for 2h2v sampling factors.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcsample.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
/*
 * jdmainct.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains the main buffer controller for decompression.
 * The main buffer lies between the JPEG decompressor proper and the
 * post-processor; it holds downsized data in the JPEG colorspace.
 *
 * Note that this code is bypassed in raw-data mode, since the application
 * supplies the equivalent of the main buffer in that case.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmainct.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdcolor.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modified 2011 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB
 * Copyright (C) 2009, 2011-2012, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcolor.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jcarith.c
 *
 * Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 */
* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy encoding routines for JPEG
* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.
* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.
*/

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcarith.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

libjpeg-turbo note: This file has been modified by The libjpeg-turbo Project to include only information relevant to libjpeg-turbo, to wordsmith certain sections, and to remove impolitic language that existed in the libjpeg v8 README. It is included only for reference. Please see README-turbo.txt for information specific to libjpeg-turbo.

The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software
=============================================

This distribution contains a release of the Independent JPEG Group's free JPEG software. You are welcome to redistribute this software and to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Guido Vollbeding, Philip Gladstone, Bill Allombert, Jim Boucher, Lee Crocker, Bob Friesenhahn, Ben Jackson, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi, Ge’ Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG Group.

IJK is not affiliated with the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 standards committee (also known as JPEG, together with ITU-T SG16).

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP
=======================

This file contains the following sections:

OVERVIEW General description of JPEG and the IJK software.
LEGAL ISSUES Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.
REFERENCES Where to learn more about JPEG.
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS Where to find newer versions of this software.
FILE FORMAT WARS Software *not* to get.
TO DO Plans for future IJK releases.
Other documentation files in the distribution are:

User documentation:
install.txt    How to configure and install the IJG software.
usage.txt     Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran, 
               rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.
*.1            Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.txt).
wizard.txt     Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.
change.log     Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:
libjpeg.txt    How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.
example.c      Sample code for calling the JPEG library.
structure.txt  Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.
coderules.txt  Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

Please read at least the files install.txt and usage.txt. Some information 
can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article. See 
ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or 
more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly 
the order listed) before diving into the code.

OVERVIEW
========

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image encoding, decoding, 
and transconding. JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression 
method for full-color and gray-scale images. JPEG's strong suit is compressing 
photographic images or other types of images that have smooth color and 
brightness transitions between neighboring pixels. Images with sharp lines or 
other abrupt features may not compress well with JPEG, and a higher JPEG 
quality may have to be used to avoid visible compression artifacts with such 
images.

JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output pixels are not necessarily identical to 
the input pixels. However, on photographic content and other "smooth" images, 
very good compression ratios can be obtained with no visible compression 
artifacts, and extremely high compression ratios are possible if you are 
willing to sacrifice image quality (by reducing the "quality" setting in the 
compressor.)

This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive 
compression processes. Provision is made for supporting all variants of these 
processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet. 
We have made no provision for supporting the hierarchical or lossless 
processes defined in the standard.
We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files, plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats. The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability; for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or colormapped displays. These extra functions can be compiled out of the library if not required for a particular application.

We have also included "jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG processes, and "rdjgcom" and "wrjgcom", two simple applications for inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful. In particular, the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG. (See the REFERENCES section for introductory material.) Rather, it is intended to be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code. We do not claim to have achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products. No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

LEGAL ISSUES
============

In plain English:

1. We don't promise that this software works. (But if you find any bugs, please let us know!)
2. You can use this software for whatever you want. You don't have to pay us.
3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software. If you use it in a program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that you've used the IJG code.

In legalese:

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied, with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This software is provided "AS IS", and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.
This software is copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding. All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these conditions:
(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.
(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group".
(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code, not just to the unmodified library. If you use our work, you ought to acknowledge us.

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from it. This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's software".

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are assumed by the product vendor.

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf. It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.
The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub, ltmain.sh). Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium but is also freely distributable.

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files. To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce "uncompressed GIFs". This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard GIF decoders.

We are required to state that
"The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."
REFERENCES

We recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to understand the innards of the JPEG software.

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is Wallace, Gregory K. "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard", Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44. (Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression, applications of JPEG, and related topics.) If you don’t have the CACM issue handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is available at http://www.iijg.org/files/wallace.ps.gz. The file (actually a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics) omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections and some added material. Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE, and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in "The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1. This book provides good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods including JPEG. It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C code but don't know much about data compression in general. The book's JPEG sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look at a full implementation, you've got one here...


The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file format. For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision 1.02. JFIF 1.02 has been adopted as an Ecma International Technical Report and thus received a formal publication status. It is available as a free download in PDF format from
A PostScript version of the JFIF document is available at http://www.iijg.org/files/jfif.ps.gz. There is also a plain text version at http://www.iijg.org/files/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing the figures.

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz. The JPEG incorporation scheme found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems. IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6). Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2 (Compression tag 7). Copies of this Note can be obtained from http://www.iijg.org/files/. It is expected that the next revision of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design. Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS
=================

The "official" archive site for this software is www.iijg.org. The most recent released version can always be found there in directory "files". This particular version will be archived as http://www.iijg.org/files/jpegsrc.v8d.tar.gz. and in Windows-compatible "zip" archive format as http://www.iijg.org/files/jpegsr8d.zip.


If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with body

send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1
send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

FILE FORMAT WARS
=================

The ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 standards committee (also known as JPEG, together with ITU-T SG16) currently promotes different formats containing the name "JPEG" which are incompatible with original DCT-based JPEG. IJG therefore does not support these formats (see REFERENCES). Indeed, one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on common, interoperable format standards for JPEG files. Don't use an incompatible file format!

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading existing JPEG)
image files indefinitely.)

TO DO
=====

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@jpegclub.org.

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * cjpeg.c
 *
 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * Modifications:
 * Copyright (C) 2010, 2013, D. R. Commander.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 * *
 * This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG compressor.
 * It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.
 * *
 * Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the
 * compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:
 *cjpeg [options]  inputfile  outputfile
 *cjpeg [options]  [inputfile]
 * In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd
 * normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program. Input is
 * either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).
 * The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that
 * don't support pipes. Also, you MUST use the first style if your system
 * doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.
 * To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided. The syntax
 *cjpeg [options] -outfile outputfile  inputfile
 * works regardless of which command line style is used.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIIdh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cjpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jdatasrc-tj.c
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This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
Modified 2009-2011 by Guido Vollbeding.
Modifications:
Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.
For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of
reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).
While these routines are sufficient for most applications,
some will want to use a different source manager.
IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of
JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider
than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

Found in path(s):
/opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatasrc-tj.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * jerror.c
 *
 * Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
 *
 * This file contains simple error-reporting and trace-message routines.
 * These are suitable for Unix-like systems and others where writing to
 * stderr is the right thing to do.  Many applications will want to replace
 * some or all of these routines.
 *
 * If you define USE_WINDOWS_MESSAGEBOX in jconfig.h or in the makefile,
 * you get a Windows-specific hack to display error messages in a dialog box.
 * It ain't much, but it beats dropping error messages into the bit bucket,
 * which is what happens to output to stderr under most Windows C compilers.
 *
 * These routines are used by both the compression and decompression code.
 */

Found in path(s):
/opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAlldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.c
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
* jdpostct.c
*
* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.
* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
*
* This file contains the decompression postprocessing controller.
* This controller manages the upsampling, color conversion, and color
* quantization/reduction steps; specifically, it controls the buffering
* between upsample/color conversion and color quantization/reduction.
*
* If no color quantization/reduction is required, then this module has no
* work to do, and it just hands off to the upsample/color conversion code.
* An integrated upsample/convert/quantize process would replace this module
* entirely.
*/

Found in path(s):
/ /opt/cola/permits/1103682335_1604392439.32/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-6.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-v8mkKdjM/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-niYAIldh/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdpostct.c
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1.831.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification").

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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==================================

1. Definitions
-------------------

1.1. "Contributor"
means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

1.2. "Contributor Version"
means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

1.3. "Contribution"
means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

1.4. "Covered Software"
means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached
the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case
including portions thereof.

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"
means

(a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described
in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

(b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of
version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the
terms of a Secondary License.

1.6. "Executable Form"
means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

1.7. "Larger Work"
means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

1.8. "License"
means this document.

1.9. "Licensable"
means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by this License.

1.10. "Modifications"
means any of the following:

(a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

(b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

1.12. "Secondary License"
means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

1.13. "Source Code Form"
means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

1.14. "You" (or "Your")
means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants and Conditions
2.1. Grants

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

2.2. Effective Date

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party’s modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor Version); or

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions.

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to
distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this
License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if
permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

2.5. Representation

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its
Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights
to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

2.6. Fair Use

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under
applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
equivalents.

2.7. Conditions

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted
in Section 2.1.

3. Responsibilities

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any
Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under
the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source
Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this
License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not
attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code
Form.

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code
    Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of
    the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code
    Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more
    than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this
    License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the
    license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter
the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary License(s).

3.4. Notices

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
5. Termination

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License shall terminate.

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to termination shall survive termination.

***************************************************************************************************************
* *  6. Disclaimer of Warranty  *
* * ________________  *
* *                     *
* * Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is authorized under this License except under this disclaimer. *
* * ***************************************************************************************************************
7. Limitation of Liability

Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

8. Litigation

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

9. Miscellaneous

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

10. Versions of the License

10.1. New Versions
Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

10.2. Effect of New Versions

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license steward.

10.3. Modified Versions

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs from this License).

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
-------------------------------------------
This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice
---------------------------------------------------------
This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.833.1 Available under license:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

   You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

   You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

   You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  
You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License.
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GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE  
Version 3, 29 June 2007  

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>  
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies  
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed. 

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates  
the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public  
License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below. 

0. Additional Definitions. 

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser  
General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the  
GNU General Public License. 

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,  
other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below. 

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided  
by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.  
Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode  
of using an interface provided by the Library. 

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an  
Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library  
with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked  
Version". 

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the  
Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code
for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,
taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

1.835 c-ares 1.9.1

1.835.1 Available under license:

#***************************************************************************
#***************************************************************************
#
# Copyright (C) 2009-2012 by Daniel Stenberg et al
# # Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
# documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
# that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
# documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or
# publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
# written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the
# suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"
# without express or implied warranty.
#
#***************************************************************************

1.836 usermode 1.111

1.836.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty: and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

1.837 procps 3.3.10-26.el7
1.837.1 Available under license :
 GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
 Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without
changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.
You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.838 jaxb-runtime 2.2.11
1.838.1 Available under license:

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in: * Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License(“CDDL”) (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle Designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * The caller is still free to modify the array it passed to this method.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in: * Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License(“CDDL”) (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle Designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in: * Copyright (c) 1997-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License(“CDDL”) (collectively, the "License"). You * may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You can * Oracle Designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
1.839 json-lib 2.4.2

1.839.1 Available under license:

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

/*
 * Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
 * 
 * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
 * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
 * You may obtain a copy of the License at
 * 
 *   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
 * 
 * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
 * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
 * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
 * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
 * limitations under the License.
 */

Found in path(s):
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/processors/JsonValueProcessorMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/util/JSONBuilder.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/processors/JsonBeanProcessorMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/util/PropertyExclusionClassMatcher.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/util/JavaIdentifierTransformer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/JSONSerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/util/JSONStringer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/filters/TruePropertyFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/AbstractJSON.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/JSONNull.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/filters/OrPropertyFilter.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/processors/JsonValueProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/DefaultDefaultValueProcessor.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/xml/XMLSerializer.java
* /opt/cola/permits/1111259751_1619703322.54/0/json-lib-2-4-sources-jar/net/sf/json/util/WebUtils.java
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1.840 libteam 1.27-5.el7

1.840.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.
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1.841.1 Available under license:

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:
a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.
7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

1.842 log-rotate 3.8.6-17.el7

1.842.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The “Program”, below, refers to any such program or work, and a “work based on the Program”
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program "Gnomovision" (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

1.843 hibernate-annotations 3.5.3

1.843.1 Available under license:

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~' indicated by the @author tags or express copyright attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. ~ This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA'
1.844 virt-what 1.18

1.844.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.845 objectweb-asm 7.1

1.845.1 Available under license:

// ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
// Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
// All rights reserved.
//
// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
// are met:
// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
// 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
//    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
//    this software without specific prior written permission.

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
// AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
// IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
// ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
// LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
// CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
// SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
// INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
// CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
// ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
// THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.846 augeas 1.4.0-6.el7

1.846.1 Available under license :

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.
d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.
It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
That's all there is to it!

1.847 cxf-rt-bindings-soap 3.3.8
1.847.1 Available under license:

Apache CXF
Copyright 2006-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

1.848 python-dmidecode 3.12.2

1.848.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU_ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

DMIDecode Python Extension Module shadows the DMIDecode utility

DMIDecode Python Extension Module

This package was authored and debianized by Nima Talebi <nima@autonomy.net.au> on Wed, 17 Dec 2008 19:52:44 +0900.

It was downloaded from http://projects.autonomy.net.au/dmidecode/

Upstream Author: Nima Talebi <nima@autonomy.net.au>
The Debian packaging is 2008, Nima Talebi <nima@it.net.au> and is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`.

License:
GPLv2 - The python-dmidecode packages is available under the terms of the GNU General Public license version 3. On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`.

DMIDecode
=========

Original Author: Alan Cox <alan@redhat.com>

Developer & Maintainer: Jean Delvare <khali@linux-fr.org>

License: GNU GPLv2

Copyrights
==========

2000-2002 Alan Cox <alan@redhat.com>
2000-2008 Jean Delvare <khali@linux-fr.org>
2007-2009 Nima Talebi <nima@it.net.au>
2009 David Sommerseth <davids@redhat.com>

License: This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this package; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

// vim: ft=asciidoc
1.849.1 Available under license:

/*
 * $Id: LICENSE,v 12.9 2008/02/07 17:12:17 mark Exp $
 */

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB software. For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software, please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1990,2008 Oracle. All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on
 *    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any
 *    accompanying software that uses the DB software. The source code
 *    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no
 *    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be
 *    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions. For an
 *    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all
 *    modules it contains. It does not include source code for modules or
 *    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating
 *    system on which the executable file runs.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE `AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
 * WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR
 * NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
 * CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
 * SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
 * BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
 * WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
 * OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
 * IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
 */
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995
 * The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
/*
* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996
* The President and Fellows of Harvard University. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
* may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
* without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***
* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
* this software without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/

1.850 diffutils 3.3-4.el7
1.850.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program—to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.
2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.
A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.
"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However,
nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document free in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The ``Document'', below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as ``you''. You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are
not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,
PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for
output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies
of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title"
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item
VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and
you may publicly display copies.

@item
COPYING IN QUANTITY
If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate
@item Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve
the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgments and/or
dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.

@item
Do not retitile any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or
to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

@item
Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
@end enumerate

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties—for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

@item

**COMBINING DOCUMENTS**

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled``History'' in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled``Acknowledgements'', and any sections Entitled``Dedications''. You must delete all sections Entitled``Endorsements.''

@item

**COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS**

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item

**AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS**
A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may
distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the
original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions
of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license
from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

RELICENSING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License''.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ``with@dots{ ]Texts.''@: line with this:

@smallexample
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

1.851 libverto 0.2.5
1.851.1 Available under license:
Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
1.852 python-hwdata 1.7.3
1.852.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
 distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
Software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactivity when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

1.853 datatype 1.3.04
1.853.1 Available under license :
xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license from the W3C, which is provided herein.

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c
and all subdirectories

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C including the following items in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom
and all subdirectories

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/
The specification of DOM Level 1’s various parts is at:

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:
http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:
http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/
http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:
http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/
(both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:
http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All of the .java software and associated documentation about
SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the
public domain.

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the
megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax
and all subdirectories
xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
and all subdirectories

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:
http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html
The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

========================================================================
== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==
== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis ==
== distribution. ==
========================================================================
Apache XML Commons XML APIs
Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.


This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE
http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.
2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or derivative code.
3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $
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http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with those requirements.

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright holders.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>
This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
However please note future versions of SAX may be covered under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

SAX2 is Free!

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.
SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

David Megginson, david@megginson.com
2000-05-05

**1.854 libnfnetlink 1.0.1 4.el7**

**1.854.1 Available under license :**

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
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Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
    stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
    that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
    attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
    excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
    the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/+).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme
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1.856.1 Available under license :
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.
"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.
The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This
alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to
copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the
Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further
restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility of
such damages.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

<program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But first, please read <http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
@c The GNU General Public License.
@c center Version 3, 29 June 2007

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
c@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

display
Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@heading Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation,
use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish...
to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@enumerate 0
@item Definitions.

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as ``you''. ``Licensees'' and ``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

- **Source Code.**

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. ``Object code'' means any non-source form of a work.

A ``Standard Interface'' means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The ``System Libraries'' of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A ``Major Component'', in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The ``Corresponding Source'' for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

- **Basic Permissions.**

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

- The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
- The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to “keep intact all notices”.
- You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
- If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of
sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable
Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these
ways:

- Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
  (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
  Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily
  used for software interchange.

- Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written
  offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is
  allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you
  received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection
  6b.

- Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place
  (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
  Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
  further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the
  Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy
  the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be
  on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports
  equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions
  next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.
  Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain
  obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to
  satisfy these requirements.

- Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you
  inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of
  the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under
subsection 6d.
@end enumerate

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the
network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

@item Additional Terms.

``Additional permissions`` are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

@enumerate a
@item Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

@item Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

@item Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

@item Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

An `entity transaction` is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party’s predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work.
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

@item Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public
License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or
of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If
the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General
Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free
Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions
of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy’s public
statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to
choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE
DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR
CORRECTION.

@item Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR
CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR
LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM
TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.

@end enumerate

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the `copyright' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

@end smallexample
@end example

@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.
@end smallexample

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

@end smallexample
@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}
This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.
@end smallexample

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show
the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, your
program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would
use an ``about box''.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.
For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see
@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your
program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine
library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary
applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License. But
first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.
@c Version 1.3, 3 November 2008
@c This file is intended to be included within another document,
@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

@end display

@url{http://fsf.org/}

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
@end display

@enumerate 0
@item
PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.
This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

@item APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwards with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.) To ``Preserve the Title''
of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.

@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

@item
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

@item
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties— for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but
different contents, make the title of each such section unique by
adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled `"History"
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
`"History"`; likewise combine any sections Entitled `"Acknowledgements",
and any sections Entitled `"Dedications"`. You must delete all
sections Entitled `"Endorsements."

@item
COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents
released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this
License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for
verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute
it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this
License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all
other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item
AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an `"aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'', ``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

@item TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.
@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSING

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another Document.

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

@end enumerate

@page
@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

@smallexample
@group
Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{your name}.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with@dots{}Texts." line with this:

@smallexample
@group
with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @var{list}.
@end group
@end smallexample

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:
The files in this directory provide example uses of GNU M4. The following copyright notice applies to each of these description files.

Copyright (C) 2006, 2010-2011 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

1.857 fence-agents 4.2.1
1.857.1 Available under license:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the...
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty: and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
Unless specified otherwise in the "exceptions section" below:

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 Sistina Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
Copyright (C) 2004-2011 Red Hat, Inc. All rights reserved.

Exceptions:

agents/hds_cb/*:
Copyright (C) 2012 Matthew Clark.
Author: Matthew Clark <mattjclark0407 at hotmail.com>

agents/xenapi/*.:
Copyright (C) 2011 Matthew Clark.
Author: Matthew Clark <mattjclark0407 at hotmail.com>

agents/apc_snmp/powernet369.mib:
Copyright (c) 2005 American Power Conversion, Inc.
PowerNet is a Trademark of American Power Conversion Corp.

agents/eaton_snmp/fence_eaton_snmp.py:
Copyright (c) 2011 eaton.com
Author: Arnaud Quette <ArnaudQuette at Eaton.com>

agents/ifmib/fence_ifmib.py:
Copyright (C) 2008-2011 Ross Vandegrift.
Written by Ross Vandegrift <ross at kallisti.us>

agents/intelmodular/fence_intelmodular.pl:
Contributed by Matthew Kent <matt at bravenet.com>

agents/ipmilan/expect.{c,h}:
Copyright (C) 2000 Alan Robertson <alanr at unix.sh>
agents/node_assassin/*
Copyright (C) 2009-2011 Madison Kelly/Alteeve's Niche!
Author: Digimer <digimer at alteeve.com>

man/fence_ifmib.8:
Copyright (C) 2008-2011 Ross Vandegrift.
Written by Ross Vandegrift <ross at kallisti.us>

Authors as known by current RCS as of the time of writing:

Abhijith Das <adas at redhat.com>
Adam Manthei <amanthei at redhat.com>
A. J. Lewis <alewis at redhat.com>
Alasdair G. Kergon <agk at redhat.com>
Andrew Price <andy at andrewprice.me.uk>
Benjamin Marzinski <bmarzins at redhat.com>
Bob Peterson <bpeterson at redhat.com>
Chris Feist <cfeist at redhat.com>
Christine Caulfield <ccaulfie at redhat.com>
Daniel Phillips <philips at redhat.com>
David Teigland <teigland at redhat.com>
Fabio M. Di Nitto <fdinitto at redhat.com>
James Parsons <jparsons at redhat.com>
Joel Becker <joel.becker at oracle.com>
Jonathan Brassow <jbras at redhat.com>

The Red Hat Cluster is a collection of free software built on top of different
libraries and applications.

For a detailed list of authors and copyright holders, please check the
included COPYRIGHT file.
Libraries:

You can redistribute them and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

The libraries are distributed in the hope that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

Applications:

You can redistribute them and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

The applications are distributed in the hope that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

A copy of each license is included for your convenience in COPYING.applications and COPYING.libraries.

If missing, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

1.858 libflac 1.3.0

1.858.1 Available under license:

GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.2, November 2002

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.
The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.
I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software—to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some specially designated software packages—typically libraries—of the Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

b) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting
redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is
safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>  
Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author  
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.  
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (C) 2000-2009  Josh Coalson
Copyright (C) 2011-2013  Xiph.Org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.859.1 Available under license:

Apache WebServices - XmlSchema
Copyright 2004-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions Copyright (C) World Wide Web Consortium 2006, 2007 and licensed under the three-part BSD license.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
   stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
   that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
   attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
   excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
   the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.860.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

```
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
```

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

```
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
```

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

```
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
```
Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

    Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
    Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
    This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
    under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

    Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
    `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

    <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
    Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
1.861 binutils 0.13-15.el7

1.861.1 Available under license:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it 
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest 
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively 
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least 
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or 
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the 
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this 
when it starts in an interactive mode:

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author 
  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. 
  This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it 
  under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate 
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may 
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be 
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your 
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program 
  'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

0. Additional Definitions.

As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License, other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library. Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode of using an interface provided by the Library.

A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an Application with the Library. The particular version of the Library with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked Version".

The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

2. Conveying Modified Versions.

If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified version:

   a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the function or data, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

   b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of this License applicable to that copy.


The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from a header file that is part of the Library. You may convey such object code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates (ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License.

   b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.


You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that, taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of the following:

   a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
covered by this License.

b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license document.

c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

d) Do one of the following:

0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.

1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked Version.

e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise be required to provide such information under section 6 of the GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is necessary to install and execute a modified version of the Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying Corresponding Source.)


You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side by side in a single library together with other library facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your choice, if you do both of the following:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based
on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities, conveyed under the terms of this License.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that published version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the Library.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0. Definitions.

"This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

"Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor masks.

"The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and "recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.

To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.

To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices" to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.


The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely used among developers working in that language.

The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A "Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of technological measures.


You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.

b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to "keep intact all notices".

c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work need not make them do so.

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these ways:

a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.

b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under subsection 6d.

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.

A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

"Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the network.

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.

"Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional permissions.

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or

c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or

e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.


You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.

A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate the contents of its contributor version.

In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.


If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Program.

Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document \texttt{free} in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

\textbf{APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS}

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain @sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available @acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification. Examples of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and @acronym{JPG}. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML}, PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the public.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History"). To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties; any other implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

@item
MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

@enumerate A
@item
Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

@item
List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from this requirement.
@item
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

@item
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

@item
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.

@item
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

@item
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

@item
Include an unaltered copy of this License.

@item
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

@item
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

@item
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled "Endorsements."

@item COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

@item AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

@item
TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may
distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the
original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions
of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
title.

@item
TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license
from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,
unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally
terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder
fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to
60 days after the cessation.

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does not give you any rights to use it.

@item
FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See @uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the Document.

@item
RELICENSEING

“Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site”) means any World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A “Massive Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC”) contained in the site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

“CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that same organization.

“Incorporate” means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
An MMC is `eligible for relicensing` if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

---

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright and license notices just after the title page:

```
Copyright (C) @year @your name.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU Free Documentation License``.
```

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the `with@dots{}Texts.` line with this:

```
Copyright (C) @year @your name.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with the Invariant Sections being @list their titles, with the Front-Cover Texts being @list, and with the Back-Cover Texts being @list.
```

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the situation.
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

@c Local Variables:
@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"
@c End:

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a "work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary General Public License rather than by this special one.

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs (which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to distribute the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the library". The executable is therefore covered by this License. Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not. Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6. Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6, whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood...
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the Library General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know that what they have is not the original version, so that the original author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
courage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)
"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that, in the event an application does not supply such function or table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful.
(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any application-supplied function or table used by this function must be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2, instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the library already present on the user's computer system, rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give the same user the materials specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception, the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.
It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot use both them and the Library together in an executable that you distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the Sections above.

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that everyone can redistribute and change. You can do so by permitting redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the ordinary General Public License).

To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
Ty Coon, President of Vice

That's all there is to it!
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization
obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,
execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the
Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to
do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(This file is under construction.)

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is not meant as a slight. I just don't know about it. Email me, nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS file, as requested by the FSF.

+++++++++++++

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax. [more details?]

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c, input-file.c, write.c.

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff and b.out backends), adding configuration including heavy testing and verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming, converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of the code in format-specific I/O modules.

The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan. Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.

Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.
The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of Computer Science.

Keith Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support that hasn't been merged in yet. Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS code to support a.out format.

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors (tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format (obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions. Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog targets.

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and simplified the configuration of which versions accept which pseudo-ops. He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr). John fixed many bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in relaxation that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k, i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support, and made a few other minor patches. He handled the binutils releases for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.

Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many small bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon
University. Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus Solutions. Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000 series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30 (tms320c30).

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements. If you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and want to be, let us know. Some of the history has been lost; we aren't intentionally leaving anyone out.

Copyright (C) 2012-2019 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

1.862 libogg 1.3.3-8.el7.1

1.862.1 Available under license:

Copyright (c) 2002, Xiph.org Foundation

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1.863 util-linux 2.23.2-59.el7

1.863.1 Available under license:
/*
 * Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.
 * All rights reserved.
 *
 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
 * are met:
 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
 *    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
 *    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
 * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
 *    must display the following acknowledgement:
 *    This product includes software developed by the University of
 *    California, Berkeley and its contributors.
 * 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
 *    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
 *    without specific prior written permission.
 *
 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND
 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
 * SUCH DAMAGE.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification"). Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

The complete text of the license is available at the Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPLv2.1 file.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer of warranties.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

**THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.**

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

The complete text of the license is available at the Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3 file.
Initialize empty image
f1c9645dbc14efddc7d8a322685f26eb bsd.img
Create new DOS partition table
57e721e38d1266c2df055067c18f2e9 bsd.img

---layout--------
__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk label type: dos
Disk identifier: 0x00000001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Boot</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Device Boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__ts_dev__1</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4095</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Create 1st primary partition
ada64ace122978d00d1d1c0e5ee45d26 bsd.img

---layout--------
__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk label type: dos
Disk identifier: 0x00000001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Boot</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>__ts_dev__1</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4095</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Create 2st primary partition
1bebf87248e05d6e4e62b749da65d023 bsd.img
Set 2nd partition type
2d8e8df51a88a045db233418dd73fbe bsd.img

---layout--------
__ts_dev__: 10 MB, 10485760 bytes, 20480 sectors
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk label type: dos
Disk identifier: 0x00000001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Boot</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Id</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>__ts_dev__1</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4095</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>__ts_dev__2</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>20479</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>a5</td>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Create default BSD
2e1cee529cb59c9341afe0443f196b1 bsd.img

---layout--------

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.

Command (m for help):

BSD disklabel command (m for help):
4 partitions:
#     start   end     size     fstype     [fsize bsize   cpg]
c:  4096  20479   16384     unused        0     0
 d:  0   16064    16065     unused        0     0

BSD disklabel command (m for help):
Command (m for help):
-------------------

b5c121c2091b2ff26b880551feac7112 bsd.img

---layout--------

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.

Command (m for help):

BSD disklabel command (m for help):
4 partitions:
#     start   end     size     fstype     [fsize bsize   cpg]
a:  4096  6144    2049   4.2BSD        0     0     0
c:  4096  20479   16384     unused        0     0
 d:  0   16064    16065     unused        0     0

BSD disklabel command (m for help):
Command (m for help):
-------------------

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.
Command (m for help):

BSD disklabel command (m for help):

0  unused           5  4.1BSD           9  4.4LFS           d  boot
1  swap             6  Eighth Edition a  unknown          e  ADOS
2  Version 6        7  4.2BSD           b  HPFS             f  HFS
3  Version 7        8  MS-DOS           c  ISO-9660           10  AdvFS
4  System V

1.864 batik-awt-util 1.10
1.864.1 Available under license :

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
   Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
   stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
   that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
   attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
   excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
   the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of Your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache Batik
Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the
Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

This software contains code from the International Organisation for
Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation.

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project
(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme
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